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The Motor off tlie Year

There's always a leader! In motors it's Life-Line

"A" by Westinghouse, the company that devel-

oped the first induction motor,

The greatest protection, the best insulation, the

finest precision manufacture ever offered in a

motor are now ready to give you the most out-

standing motor performance you ever had. Ask

your Westinghouse representativo for aM the facts

or write

CANADIAN WESTINGHOUSE COMPANY LIMITED. HAMILTON

The BEST MOTOR

ever designed

by any

manufacturer

A^stinghouse
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Polythene,
A paper presented before the Ednionlon Brancit of lhe Kn^ineerinfi Instilute

of Canada, Februarv 10. 19^4.

Its Development,

Manufacture and Use
hy

J. W. Suthren, M.E.I.C.

Assistam W orks Manager, Edrnonton W orks,

Canadian Industries {1954) Ltd., Edrnonton, Alta.

Early in 1931 Imperial Chemical
Industries of Great Britain (I.C.I.)>

decided to invcstigate the aíTect on

cheiuical reaetions of pressures vary-

ing between 1,000 and 12,000 atmo-
spheres. This decision, taken during

a period of industrial depression

wheii research might have been
thought by some to be a luxury, set

in niotion a research project for

which even the equipment to be
used presented an appreciable prob-

leni.

Although high pressure physics at

1,000 atniospheres was being studied

by Bridgeman in the United States,

the first continuous compressor to

work above 1,000 atniospheres was
designed and constructed in Rol-
land. It was sonietime after the de-

cision was made to embark on the

project that suitable equipment was
obtained and a start made.
The overall project to study chem-

ical reaetions at high pressures was
broken down into several sections,

one covered reaetions with unsatu-
rated hydrocarbons such as ethyl-

ene. .\niong the reaetions studied in

this group was that between benzal-
dehyde and ethylene, carried out in

1933 by two men Gibson and Faw-
cett. Gibson, in his notebook for

27th March 1933, made an entry
which read — "white waxy solid in

reaclion tube".

The experiment was repeated,
but an ex))l()sion took place. It re-

quired several unsuccessful attempts
before the experimenters were able
to obtain a reaction with the gas
supply available which, when the
bonib was o])ened, gave them 8
grams of the snow white Tuaterial
we now know as ])olythene.

Karly l ses

For niany inontlis the polymer
was a scientific curiQsity, and it was
not uiitil .several evaluation tests

Polythene, the transparent/wonder plastic' that helped to make warlime radar

possible, has now 'gone conimercial'. By 19.56 the U.S. market alone is expected

to absorb haif a hillion ponnds yearly. Canada's requirements can now be supplied

by a recently opened Canadian Inthistries 19.54 Limited plant al Ednionton, usiiig

ethane extracted íroni natural gas. In this paper the produclion proress, prop-

erties and uses of polythene are described.

had been carried out that its true

potential began to appear. Requcsts
for larger quantities to be used for

further evaluation purposes resulted

in a pilot plant being constructed

by I.G.I. Initial production from
this pilot plant occurred in 1938, and
a new plastic had been launched

Early evaluation indicateil that

polythene, used as an electrical in-

sulating material, combined several

of the most desirable properties in a

manner then unique. It had a high

dielectric strength, it has a very low
dielectric loss factor even at centi-

metric wave lengths, it was moisture

repellant, it could be moulded or

extruded, it was tough, it remained
flexible even at extremely low tem-
peratures, and it was light, in fact

the lightest plastic known.
One of the first applications tried

was in submarine cable, where it

proved singularly effective replacing

the formerly used Gutta Percha. Its

properties when applied to radar

were recognized by Sir Hobert Wat-
son Watt, sometimes referred to as

"Mr. Radar," who stated that poly-

thene had greatly simj)lified installa-

tion and maintenance problems of

airborne radar.

Wartime Production

The evaluation tests i)ermitted by
the material from the I.C.I. pilot

plant soon indicated a ixitential de-

mand for commercial jjroduction of

I)olythene. To this end a plant was
designed and constructed by I.(M.

THE ENGINEERING JOl RNAL Jmiunry. I9.Í5

which started production the day
that Hitler invaded Poland in Sej)-

tember, 1939. However, the entire

output from this plant was imme-
diately commandeered for military

purposes, and construction of a
second and larger plant was started

to augment the supply.

From discussions with the engi-

neer responsible for design and
equipment procurement of the .sec-

ond plant, who received an O.B.E.
for his eflForts, it is evident that in

blitzed, struggling Britain of the

early forties, obtaining the neces-

sary high pressure equipment, spe-

cial alloy fittings and piping, etc,

made today'.s construction and pro-

curement problems a})pear paltry.

Nevertheless the second I.C.I. plant

started operations in 1942 and is

still rumiing, producing good poly-

thene.

During the war, the utilization of

ali output for military purposes had
the immediate effect of accelerating

I.C.I.'s production, but the long

term effect was rever.se. Pol\ tliene

coidd not be .s])ared for development
of civilian applications which have
expanded so spectacularly since

1946. It was not until 19.51 that

I.C.I.'s lliird anti much larger poly-

thene pliuil carne into production in

England.
Becau.se of polythenes military

value jiarl of the British early war-

time i)roduction was made available

for L .S. and Canadian service needs

throngh the .\llieil High Conmiand.

1



Fig. 1. In this row of gas conipressí
compressed at various stages in the

)rs, natural gas and its derivatives are
íirst step of polythene manufacture.

Meanwhile in tlie United States,

both duPont and the Carbide and
Carbon Chemicals Corporation de-

veloped processes for polythene pro-

duction, based on the I.C.I. patents,

which they were able to get into pro-

duction in 1943.

Postwar Market

After the war miicli greater atten-

tion could be devoted to non-mili-

tary uses of polythene. Only then

was it fully realized that polythene's

unique combination of properties

could be used in many applications.

From 5,000,000 Ibs. at the end of

World War II, annual world con-

sumption has already risen to over

200,000,000 Ibs. By 1956 U.S. de-

mand alone is expected to reach

500,000,000 Ibs. per year if not more.
There are currently two U.S. pro-

ducers of polythene; six more are

under construction.

Canada's requirements during the

post war period were supplied by
imports. The polythene process

operates at pressures higher than
any other known conunercial opera-

tion. This requires massive high

grade alloy equipment and much
precision workmanship. In conse-

quence — the investment required

for a plant is very large, a small

plant is uneconomical. Until Can-
ada's consumption reached a sub-

stantial levei it remained in every-

one's best interest to continue im-
porting from larger plants else-

where.

Canadian Plant at Edmonton

By 1951 market studies indicated

that the Canadian demand for poly-

thene would reach a reasonable levei

by about 1954, and Canadian Indus-
tries Limited decided to construct a
plant at Edmonton. Most users of

bulk polythene are located in On-
tário and Quebec, but this site was
chosen because of the availability of

favourable raw materiais.

Ethylene, from which polythene
is made, is cracked from ethane. At
Edmonton there is a virtually in-

exhaustible supply of natural gas

rich in ethane. Furthermore, the

advantage in raw material and fuel

costs offsets the freight charge for

sending the finished product to the

East.

The production of polythene at

Edmonton started last October —
18 months after the first sod was
turned in April 1951. The plant is

now producing quality polythene in

quantity. The production is divided

into two basic stages. The first stage

is the production of pure ethylene

from natural gas, and the second is

the polymerization of ethylene to

polythene.

The production of ethylene is

achieved in an ethylene unit de-

signed by the Lummus Co. of New
York. Ethylene plants are nmch lhe

same but local conditions, raw ma-
teriais etc, vary enough to give

each ])lant its own peculiar problems
and modifications. In this the Ed-
monton unit is not an exception.

The starting material of the ethyl-

ene unit is a dry residue gas. Former-
ly this gas, consisting of a])proxi-

mately 75 per cent methane, "20 per
cent ethane and 5 per cent i)ro[)ane,

was delivered directly to the City of

Edmonton. Becau.sc of its high heat
content, it had to be diluteil before

distribution for use by the average
householder. Now, gas is diverted to

our plant where the ethane is ex-

tracted, fuel needetl for plant use is

consumed, and the residue fed back
into the main. A rigid control is

maintained over the gas returned

Fig. 2. A elose-up of the ethylene distillation lowers where ethvlene gas is
purified to a high degree before the polymerization process.
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Fig. 3. A control room—one of several from which the manufacturing opera-
tions are controlled and checked.

to the main, to ensure that the

B.T.U. content is satisfactory.

Similar to Oil Refinery

An ethylene unit is similar to an
oil refineiy unit, looks a bit like one,

and in process could be considered

as an extension to an oil refinery.

Conventional liquid phase cracking,

as carried out in an oil refinery, de-

pends basically upon the breaking

down of large hydrocarbon mole-

cules under heat treatment into

smaller molecules.

Ethane and propane cracking as

developed on a large scale is an ex-

tension of the thermal cracking pro-

cesses of the oil industry. However,
it aims at producing high yields of

ethylene by very high temperature
pyrolysis of ethane and propane in

the gas phase.

The basic chemical reaction in the

ethylene plant is the high tempera-
ture gas phase dehydrogenation of

ethane {CíHa) to ethylene {C2H4) in

a cracking heater, where the gas

stream, consisting of roughly 92 per
cent ethane and 8 per cent propane,
attains a temperature of 1,500°F.

Like ali cracking processes the

length of time spent in the cracking
zone of the heater tubes is a criticai

factor. If the contact time is too
long the ethylene formed by the ini-

tial reaction will polymerize to

higher hydrocarbons. These in turn
will be decomposed to carbon and
hydrogen.

This contact time is limited to

give an optimum conversion with
minimum side reactions. It should
be emphasized that current opti-

mum conversion still leaves an ap-
preciable amount of ethane uncon-
verted — in the order of 50 per cent.

This must be separated from the
other constituents of the heater
eííluent and recycled back to the

cracking heaters. The separation is

achieved in the "heater eíHuent ab-

sorber".

Plant Operation

To obtain the primary ethane
charge for the cracking heaters it is

necessary to separate the ethane
from the methane of the incoming
natural gas, or, as it is termed, fresh

gas feed to the plant. This separa-

tion is performed in the "fresh feed

absorber".

In both absorption units, the

heater eííluent absorber and the

fresh feed absorber, advantage is

taken of the fact that when a mix-
ture of hydrocarbons is brought into

intimate contact with a relatively

heavy oil in which the various con-

stituents are soluble, there is a defi-

nite tendency towards a transfer of

these constituents between gas and
oil. Therefore, the gas is passed

through suitably constructed towers

countercurrent to a flow of lean oil

consisting of predominantly hexanes

and heptanes (akin to gasoline) ad-

mitted near the top of the tower.

Conditions of operation, pressure,

temperature, rates of oil to gas, etc.

are chosen to ensure that substan-
tially ali of the ethane and ethylene
in the gas streams is pic-ked up and
retained in the oil. The lighter con-
stituents comprising methane and
hydrogen leave the top of the tower
as gases. The rich oil is drawn ofF at
the bottom of each tower.
As the plant operates, the rich oil

sl rcain from the bottom of lhe fresh
li (d al>s()rber (containing dissolved
ethane from the fresh feed gas)
flows, with additional lean oil, into
the top of the heater effluent ab-
sorber tower. On its downward
journey it absorbs ethane and
ethylene from the heater efflíuent,

flowing upwards. This perniitsjthe

methane and hydrogen to jjass out
of the top as gas.

The rich oil from the bottom of

the heater efiluent absorber contains
the combined ethane and ethylene
picked up in both absorbing towers.

This rich oil is passed through a dis-

tillation tower, where the ethane and
ethylene are v^aporized from the ab-
sorbing oil and subsequently con-
densed and fed to a fractionating
tower for separation. The ethane
separated in the fractionating tower
is fed to the cracking heaters. The

Fig. 4. A.spolythene is maniifactured
it is extriKled from tho reactors in the
forni of a contiiiiious rihhun. Ilere the

ribbon has lefl the reactors, passed
through a water eooliiig bath and is

being inspecled on its wav iip to the

floor above where it is chopped,
blendcd and bagged.
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ethylene, after scrubbing, is dis-

charged to storage tanks as a liquid

or fed directly to the polythene

stage.

Heating and Cooling

This covers briefly the salient

features of ethylene productioii but

it must not be overlooked that

pressures and temperatures play an
important part in the process. The
need for maintaining widely diver-

gent temjieratures in the many unit

operations concerned, as well as the

necessity of exercising economy in

the heating and cooling phases of

the process, results in the extensive

use of ecpiipment for heat transfer

purposes.

Generally, the heat exchangers

employed are of the shell and tube

design. The pressure requirenients

of the process are met through the

use of large gas engine driven com-
pressors, commencing with the fresh

feed gas conipressors which boost the

incoming gas pressure to arounfl

550 Ibs. per sq. in. and terminating

in the ethylene compressors which
deliver ethylene to the product line

at approxiniately the same pressure.

Refrigeration is a major item in a

unit such as this, and the basic load

is carried by a circulating cooling

water system. Current demands for

plaiit cooling water are in the order

of 9000 g.p.m. Additional refrigera-

tion, where necessary, is obtained

froni a freon unit, utilizing a .4 stage

centrifugal compressor rated at 900
tons of refrigeration and driven at

ap])roximately 5000 r.i:).m. by a

1,800 h.p. turbine.

Process Coiifidential

The pure ethylene jiroduced by
the ethylene unit is fed to the poly-

thene unit at a pressure in the order

of 550 Ibs. per sq. in. The polythene
process is coníidential, and it is not

possible to go into details of equip-

ment or process. Since it is a rela-

tively simple process, basically a
high ])ressure polymerization of pure
ethylene in the presence of a cata-

lyst, it may be stated that the

ethylene is compressed to a pressure

of over 20,000 Ib. per sq. in. and fed

to a reaction vessel where the poly-

merization takes place.

The compressors are custom units

of rather massive construction, re-

quiring drives of over 600 h.p. each.

They ojjerate quite efíiciently and
give relatively little trouble. Valvevs,

fittings, packings, etc. present prob-

lems at times, but since they were
designed for the service they also

operate without too much trouble.

They are rather diíTerent from the

standard types most of us are ac-

customed to, but so is the .service.

Kibhon Discharge Cooled and Diced

Pipe lines used are extremely

heavy walled, and made of special

alloys, but this again is understand-

able when it is realized that they are

operating under continuous pressure

akin to the pressure encountered in

a rifle barrei, after cartridge powder
ignition and prior to the buUet leav-

ing the muzzle.

The compressed gas is fed to a re-

action vessel at a constant rate and
under controUed conditions of pres-

sure and temperature. Polymeriza-

tion, once started in the vessel, goes

forward at a constant rate forming
liquid polythene, which is bled off

also at a constant rate. Gas en-

trapped with the liquid polythene

is separa ted and recycled to the

system and the polythene, main-
tained liquid by dose temperature
control, is extruded through a nozzle

in the form of a ribbon. The ribbon

on cooling is fed to a ílicing machine
where it is cut into cubes and trans-

ferred into large hoppers. From the

hoppers it is bagged into 50 Ib. bags
on a standartl bagging machine, and
is then ready for shipment.

Properties of Polythene

Polythene, is not a trade mark,
but the generic name for those poly-

mers of ethylene suitable for applica-

tion as plastics. It is a thermo-
l>lastic resin produced by polymer-
izing ethylene under high pressure

and elevated temperatures to form
long,es.sentially saturated, hydrocar-
bon chains. By controlling the condi-

tions of polymerization the length

of these chains may be varied to

yield polymers of diíTerent molecular
weights, but the molecular weights

of ali useful grades produced are in

the thousands.

Uncompounded polythene is a
waxy, white, translucent material,

tasteless, odourless, and non toxic.

It has more properties rated as very
good than any other synthetic resin.

Like nylon it is relatively strong,

and can be cold-drawn to produce
an irreversible elongation with an
increase in tensile strength. In thin

sections it is very fíexible, although
it lacks the limp rubbery quality

that characterizes most non-rigid

plastics. In thick sections polythene
exhibits suíficient stiffness to be
classed among the more rigid plas-

tics. It is the lightest solid plastic,

with a density less than that of

water.

Polythene is tough, pos.sessing a
high impact strength and shock
resistance. It is fiexible even at low
temperatures, with grades of highest
molecular weight being fiexible at

temperatures below — 70°C. It has

a high .softening point and heat dis-

tortion temperature.

It possesses excellent resistance

to chemical attack, even by hot con-

centrated acids and alkalis. It is not
dissolved by any solvent at room
temperatures, is grease-proof, non-
corrosive, and has a very high re-

sistance to the permeation of water
vapour. It is resistant to bactéria

and fungi and will not support mold
growth.

Electrically, polythene possesses

a high dielectric strength, a low
dielectric constant, a very low power
factor, and dielectric stability over
wide frequency and temperature
ranges. This of course was demon-
strated by its original use in radar.

Many Comniercial Applications

The foregoing properties. coupled
with the fact that polythene can be
extruded, moulded and heat-sealed,

has led to its application in many
íields. In fact the demand resulting

from trial applications has increased

so phenomenally that, as was men-
tioned before, at least six new large

plants are being constructed con-
currently in the United States.

The uses of polythene can in gen-
eral be broken down into 4 cate-

gories: packaging; electrical appli-

cations; consumer goods; and indu.s-

trial uses.

Packaging

Generally speaking polythene can
be u.sed for packaging in tvvo ways,— by itself or in combination with
other materiais. Polythene, by itself,

is used in such forms as film, bags
made from film, and as bottles or
vials both large and small. In cf)m-

bination with other materiais it ap-
pears as a coating for paper, card-
board, fabric, foil, etc.

It can be blown or injection

moulded into bottles, which, be-
cau.se of the materiaPs flexibility

and ílex strength, lend them.selves

to squeeze type applications — the
familiar squeeze bottle. Because of

its chemical inertness similar or
larger bottles may be used as un-
breakable containers for liquid chem-
icals such as hydrofluoric acid, bat-
tery acid, as well as other wet and
dry reagents. The lightness of poly-
thene produces a container which in

many cases is much easier to handle
and results in large savings in

freight.

The potential for polythene film

in the jíackaging field is enormous.
The products that can be succe-ss-

fully packaged to advantage in

polythene film, either by itself, or
as a liner for rigid or fiexible outer
containers are innumerable. Food
.stuffs, soap, shrubs, cosmetics, tools,
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Fig. 6. Polythene housewares.
Fig. 5. Polythene film is used niainly
for food packaging. Industrial uses are
as coatings for multi-wall craft bags,
liners for chemical driims as shown

here.

chemicals, precision equipment.-au-
tomobiles for overseas shipments,

even polythene itself.

In combination with other ma-
teriais for example — as a film ap-

plied to paper — polythene imparts
more strength, chemical and mois-

ture resistance, and widens the uses

to which paper may be put. The
familiar multiwall paper bag for

packaging fertilizers, cement and
other materiais — becomes not only
moisture proof but considerably

stronger through the use of poly-

thene coated paper.

Those who are associated in any
way with concrete work will realize

the value of cement packed in mois-
ture proof and stronger multiwall
paper bags. Coated on foil, poly-

thene imparts crease and puncture
resistance and reduces the tendency
to contaminate contents. It also

serves as a heat seal médium, thus
simplifying the package closing pro-

cedure. Truly, polythene can revo-
lutionize the packaging industry,

since rare indeed is the packaged
material that will not benefit from
its application.

Electrical

Polythene's early development
was based almost entirely on its

many electrical applications. Be-
cause of its excellent water resist-

ance one of its first commercial uses
was in the insulation of submarine
cable. Subsequently, and as an out-
growth of its wartime application to

radar, it lias developed into what
could be considered the most useful

high frequency dielectric for such
uses as coaxial cable, twin cable

such as the TV lead-in, twisted pair

and multi-circuit TV transmission

line.

In the construction of multi-con-

ductor telephone cable a sheath of

polythene successfully replaces the

formerly used lead with the distinct

advantage of a considerable re-

duction in weight. It is interesting

to note that the first polythene insu-

lated H.F. cable comrnercially pro-

duced in North America was manu-
factured in Canada, using British

polythene. Polythene used as a

storage battery case gives excellent

service and, of course, has the ad-

vantage of producing an unbreak-

able case.

f ig. 7. .Six-inch polythene pipe iii usi- al <,iaiil Yellowknife <;old Miius iii

N.W.T. Used to carry shirry (60^( solid).
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Consumer Goods

The non-toxic and waterproof
properties of polythene, plus its

inertness and lack of taste and
smell, make it ideal for use in food

containers. Coupled with its uniqiie

properties of flexibility and tough-
ness these properties give polythene
a natural usefulness in household
items such as tumblers, ice cube
trays, soap dishes, food storage

bowls, toys, etc.

The very fact that a toy fabri-

cated froni polythene is unbreak-
able, washable or cleanable with
solvent, non-toxic, and floats, makes
it attractive to children and parents.

Regarding polythene ice cube trays,

the fact that the trays are ílexible

and that ice does not stick to the

polythene niakes it a simple niatter

to pop the ice cubes ont when re-

quired.

Around the house and farm one of

the better applications of polythene
is in cóld water piping. Extruded
polythene pipe can be obtained in

lengths of hundreds of feet, and
owing to its lightness can be handled
by one man. A .SOO ft. coil of one
inch dianieter flexible pipe weighs
only 54 Ibs. In addition its charac-
teristic of expanding with freezing

water, and returning to normal oii

thawing makes it unnecessary to

lay a pipe line more than a few
inches below the ground surface. In

fact lines can be laid on the surface

of the ground and moved at will.

A few years agf) in Dunnville,

Ont., the public utilities manager
was asked to provide water service

to three new houses located 1,600 ft.

from the nearest main.Theeconomy-
minded oíBcial elected to try the

new polythene pipe available and in

less than 4 hours, with three men
and a trencher, had completed the

laying and back filling for the entire

job.

Other uses of polylhene which
have particular application in Al-

lierta — are the utilization of poly-

thene film in the forni of tarpaulins

for the protection of grain and of

farm implement.s and automotive
e(|uipment. There are maiiy Edmon-
tonians lacking garages who could

eini)loy a polythene envelope to

effectively protect their vehicle from
rain, snow, dust, etc. Being light the

cover is relatively easy for one
{)erson to handle.

Inditsl rial

The industrial uses of polythene
are niany, and stem primarily from
its inertness. This property, coupled
with its other charactcristics, make
polythene desirable for a wide range
of uses in mining, chemical maini-

facture, pulp and ])aper, brewing
and food processing. In addition to

its use in piping and other forms,

polythene is used for tank linings

where sheet polythene may be used

or the lining sprayed on.

Polythene possesses one charac-

teristic which results in its achieving

remarkable results in the air filtra-

tion field. Shredded polythene, where
subjected to a continuous air stream,

becomes electrostatically charged
and continues to renew its charge as

long as the air stream blows over it.

Since the charge is opposite to that

carried by dust particles in the air

stream the polythene filter becomes
in effect a .self-generating electro-

static precipitator.

Te.sts carried out on pullraan cars

and elsewhcre to date have shown
remarkable results in comparison
with other filter packs now in use,

particularly since the polythene
filters can be cleaned and reused.

An extension of this use to forced

air systems in industry and homes
should prove ])articularly eflfective

on the prairies where, during certain

times of the year, dust presents an
appreciable problem.

There are many other actual and
potential uses of polythene that

could be mentioned. Some of these,

because of the shortage of j)oIythene

in Canada, have not as yel l)een

firmly establi.shed commercially. As
the supply of polythene becomes
greater, so will its use expand. V



Fig. 1. Aerial view of ore transfer facilities.

Ore Handling Facilities

at

Seven Islands

hy

D. H. Sharp, M.E.I.C.

C. D. Howe Company Ltd.,

Montreal

Handling ten niillion tons of iron ore in eight nionths is not to be doiic «illi

shovel and wheelbarrow; this was the problem of the Iron Ore Company of

Canada at its Seven Islands shipping point. This article tells how il was solved

by the use of the most inodern types of unioading, conveying, storing, reolainiing

and loading equipnient. The installation is notable for the inany safely features

which have been buill into it.

Iron ore is mined by open cut
methods from various deposits near
Knob Lake for about five and a half
months of the year. This ore is of
different types and varies in its

characteristics. It may be lump ore,
Hke coarse sand, like soft mud, or a
mixture. It weighs 135 to 150 Ib.

per cu. ft.

The ore, crushed to 5 in. at the
mines, is shipped in ears of 90 long
tons capacity in trains of about 115
cars. In general, about seven trains
make the 360-mile trip from the
mines to the terminal in each 24
hour.s. They finish their runs in the
classification yard of the terminal,
seen in the right background of
Fig. 1. The terminal is located on the

flat, sandy, coastal plain two or

three miles from Seven Islands.

Ore handling facilities are fed

from the classification yard and are

capable of handling 8,000 long tons

of iron ore per hour into ships, or

3,000 long tons per hour to storagc

piles. The shipping season is about

eight months.

Ore Grading;

The ore graders arrange for the
delivery of cars to the various tracks

of the classification yard according
to the grade of the oro. Diesel elec-

tric pusher locomotives deliver lhese

cars, one or two at a lime, to the

inerl retarder at the foot of the

barney sIojk- under the iustructions
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track; duiiiper house in background.

II 1<- al top of travei pushing car into rotary dumper.

leave them on a section of insulated

track and themselves must actuate

a limit switch to ensure this. Tnless

the cars are entirely on the insulated

track, the 5-volt current which it

carries is shorted by them; also when
the mule returns to its starting posi-

tion it must actuate a Hmit switch

at the end of its travei. Unless these

conditions are met and ali the switch-

es actuated, the electrical circuit

of the barney haulage is not com-
plete and the duiuper operator can-

not move the mule. In this way it

is assured that the mule is at its

starting point and that the cars are

in the correct position to be engagefl

jjroperly at the coupler by the nude
at the beginning of its cycle.

Should a short occur at the in-

sulated track, the equipment "fails

safe" and cannot be moved. Beside

these devices, one of the staff sits

where he can observe the contact

between mule and car and operate

an emergency stop button if it is

nece-ssary. The nnde (-annot c-oni-

plete its cycle and deliver the cars

into the rotary dumper unless the

dumper has actuaterl a switch by
returning to the upright position; a

maximum travei switch is also pro-

vided to limit the travei of the mule
at the upper end of its cycle.

The barney haulage operation is

coinpletely automatic, being rua by
a nut limit switch which has a zero

speed switch on it to cut off lhe

of the ore grading staff (Fig. "2). It

is at this point that the ore handling
facilities, as described in this paper
take over.

The car or cars in the inert re-

tarder are pushed up the 1 1 per cent
incline 220 feet to the tandem car

dumper by the barney mule or "pig"
(Fig. 3), which is a heavy chassis on
wheels, pulled up by two 1^-in.
steel wire ropes and back to its orig-

inal position by one l34-in. tail rope.

This mule operates on two sets of

tracks so arranged that it uses the
outer when pushing cars and the
inner when returning to its starting

point. Switches at the ends of the
travei slide the wheels in and out on
their axles. The mule returns to rest

at the bottom of the incline by
travelling on the inner track under
the next two cars waiting in the
inert retarder and rapid rise of these
inner tracks enables the mule to en-
gage the rear coupler of the cars to
be pushed up the incline. This opera-
tion is under the control of the
operator in the dumper house and is

protected by various safety devices.

When the pusher locomotives
deliver the cars to the retarder, they Fig. 4. One half section of «lumper set up in manufacturer's shop.
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power should the nut limit svvitch

stop for any reason.

The barney haulage juishes cars

up the incline at 600/ft. min.,

engages them with the empty ones

already in the dumper at 200

ft/min., then accelerates to 300

ft./min. before coming to a stop at

the end of its travei. It is then re-

turned to its original position at

1200 ft./min. Forty-five cycles are

made per hour.

The Barney Hoist

The barney hoist consists of a

single, parallel-face, welded drum
about 7'-0" in diameter by 9'-93^^"

long, grooved for the three cables

mentioned. It is driven by two 350

hp., shunt-wound, d.c. motors
through gear flex couplings and
herringbone pinions to a ring gear

mounted on the hoist drum. The
large gear dips in oil and oil is

pumped to the pinions. The hoist is

mounted on antifriction bearings

and the motors are provided with
solenoid brakes on their double

ended shafts. Power is supplied

through a 700 hp. motor generator

set.

The hoist building is located be-

low the barney slope, so that the

wire ropes are in line with the drum.
This building is divided into two
parts and the one housing the elec-

trical apparatus is pressurized to

protect the equipment from dust.

The dumper operator stops the
two full cars delivereil by the barney
mule by using two air operated re-

tarders, one in each half of the
tandem dumper. Fig. 4 shows one
half section of the dumper. Air for

the retarders is provided by a 260
c.f.m. air-cooled compressor. De-
livery is through an aftercooler and
a long length of hose to allow for the
rotation of the dumper. A spare
compressor is installed.

The arrival of the two full ore

cars pushes the two empty cars out
of the dumper and these return by
gravity to the empty car yard.

Should the full cars not have been
stopped in quite the correct position

in the dumper by the operator they
are "pinched" along by lever or

puUed in either direction by either

of two 10 hp. vertical spindle car

pullers provided for the purpose.

The operator rotates the dumper
toward him through about 180° and
so can see the inside of the cars. The
rotation of the dumper automatical-

ly actuates, by counter weights, the

clamps which hold the ore cars to

the rails. These clamps have been
designed so that vibrators can be

mounted on them to assist in clean

dumping of the ore should this be

necessary. As has been intimated,

the dumper is made up of two sep-

arate units, each mounted on two

circular rails, each of which rides on

eight double-flanged e(|uali/,er

wheels. Each half of the (Innij)er has
its own drive and lhe drivc sliafts

are connected by a qui< k discomiect
coupling, so that each unit uiay be
opera led separately if recjuired. The
drive pinions engage cast seg-

mentai ring gears which encircle the

dumper structure. A selector switch
is provided, so that the operator may
dump either one or two cars. End
thrust, due to the stoj)piiig of full

cars, is taken by roUers and trans-

mitted to the building at the <lis-

charge end.

Duplicate Facilities

The dumper house pro\-i(les du-

plicate facilities; beside the tandem
dumper with its two units coupled

together there are two sejiarate 38°

grizzlys, two crushers, two hoppers,

two feeders and two reversible belts

below the feeders. (Fig. 5.) The
track levei in the car dumpers, 20 ft.

above ground, is such that empty
cars run by gravity to the empty car

yard from the dumper and the low-

est basement floor is about 30 ft.

below ground water and 20 ft. below

mean low tide. The building is 500

ft. from the shore.

There is a possibility that ore will

freeze in the cars during the lO-hour

run from Knob Lake, or in the stor-

age piles, and that frozen lumps may

Fig. 5. Longitudinal and cross sections of dumper house.
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(

Fig. 7. The "Hawaiian" al the loading duck, Jiil\ .U, 1901.

be in the cars when they are duniped.

For this reason the grizzlys, which
are áS ft. long by 26 ft. vvide mcas-
ured on the slope, discharge over-

size hinij).s for crushiiig to two 36
by 60 in. reversible crushers. which
can be set to discharge the size re-

quired. It is possible to isolate the

crushers and crusher hoppers by
hinged doors at the foot of the main
grizzlys. Provision is niade to break
up lumps too hirge to enter the

crushers.

Ali ore passing through the inaiii

grizzlys, i.e., 5-in. and under, falis

into two concrete hoppers holding

360 long tons each. Valley angles are

at least 60°. Each liopper is eniptied

by a four-speed, Ti-in., manganese
steel, pan feeder which discharges

ore at 1.000, 2,000, 3,000 or 4,000

tons per hour onto the 72-in. reversi-

ble belt below it. The maxiniuni
depth of ore stream is 4 ft. and the

maximuni delivery rate to storage

piles is 3,000 tons/hr. When running
south these belts feed the ship-

loading .system and when running
north they feed the storage system,
their speed being 378 ft. min. Their
direction is selected by the duinper
operator.

Dimiper Iloiise to Ships

Ore for ships leaves the dumper
house on 60-in. belt conveyors 154 ft.

long, ruiHiing at 600 ft./inin. AU
this eciuipnient is on the same floor

levei as the lowest floor of the

dumper house and is housed in a
waterproofed concrete tunnel about
24 ft. wide and in the drive house.

which has a high roof over the lifting

apparatus and an exit to the surface.

At this drive house ore is trans-

ferred to two 60-in. conveyors, 3A
and 3B, inclined at 12°, which dis-

charge into two 1,000-ton concrete

mixing bins (see cover) 38-ft. 8-in.

outside diameter, built as a mono-
lithic structure on the loading dock.

The top floor of these bins is 60 ft.

above the dock pavement.
Conveyors 3A and 3B are driven

on the return side about half way
down. The drives are dual each
using one 500 hp. and one 175 hp.

totally enclosed squirrel cage motor.
The take up is by gravity. Protec-
tion is provided to belts 3A and 3B
by an electric eye in each bin which

warns the dumper operator when
the ore reaches a predetermined
height, so that he may either stop

dumping, or stop the feeders below
the dump^er house hoppers, and in

this way stop the feeds to the bins.

Alixing is attained in these bins by
operating as much as possible with
them about half fuU.

Ore is withdrawn from the mixing
bins^by .two 72-in. mangane.se steel

pan feeders of infinitely variable

speed, which discharge to two 60-in.

belt conveyors traversing the length

of the 800 ft. loading dock seen in

Fig. 6. These feed two shiploaders

through trippers. The drives are at

the head ends of the conveyors.

The shiploaders are mounted on
rails 70 ft. apart and consist of a
truss of U-shaped cross section. In-

side this truss is another which car-

ries the shuttle belt. This latter

truss is hinged at the centre, may be
advanced and retracted and the

half next to the ship rai.sed about
60° above or loweretl 15° below the
horizontal. The shiploaders can
travei along the dock at 80 ft./min.

while loading and can operate at
48 ft. centres. The shuttle belt on its

truss can be moved back and forlh

during loading at 50 ft. per min. The
capacity of each shiploader is 4,000
long tons per hour. Limit switches
govern the total travei of these units

and their proximity to each other.

Spring stops are provided at the
ends of their travei. The size of the
ships which may be loaded ranges
from 2,000 to 27,000 tons. Fig. 7

shows the first vessel loaded about
ready to depart. A shiploader is at
the right.

Shiploader's Power Supply

Power is supplied to the .ship-

loaders at 550 volts from the sub-Fig. 6. Ht its IA and ll> oii doc k as seeu from the topolOiie of the 1,000 ton bins.
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station in drive house 4A-4D through

aluminum conductor rails and is

picked iip by sliding shoes.

A somewhat similar arrangement
is used to provide power to the

shuttle belt and boom elevating ap-

paratus. The eight bridge traversing

motors are supplied with 230 volt

d.c. current froin a five-unit motor-

generator set mounted on a rigid

frame suspended from the bottom of

the main truss.

The bridge is kept in proper align-

ment on the rails by the use of two
electrical devices mounted on the

landward leg of the shiploaders

about 15 ft. apart. These envelop

the head of the rail, but are clear of

it. Any misalignment of the bridge

causes a variation in this clearance,

with a consequent variation in in-

ductance. This variation is used to

actuate a selsyn control, which slows

or speeds up the drive motors on
either rail supporting the shiploader.

Thus the end ahead is slowed down
and the lagging end is speeded up.

With this equipment the ship-

loader operator can traverse in any
of four directions in the horizontal

plane besides moving the boom up
or down while loading. He can start,

stop or slow down the feed, as he
has control of the feeders below the

mix bins and he can start and stop

his conveyors, ali this in accordance
with instructions given from the
deck of the ship being loaded or else-

where by radio. The capacity of

each shiploader is increased 12 per
cent or 500 tons/hr. when tra-

versing the bridge toward the load
while operating.

The Iron Ore Co. of Canada has
built 1,600 ft. of dock dredged to

37 ft. below mean low tide, 800 ft.

for mooring and 800 ft. for loading.

The Federal Government has con-
structed a further 600 ft. at the
north end, dredged to 27 ft., the
whole making one continuous dock.

Conveyors to Storage

Ore may be sent to storage at the

rate of 3,000 tons per hour by run-
ning one reversible belt towards the

north, in which case it feeds con-
veyor 2A, 48 in. wide. This belt

rises in its tunnel and reloads at

right angles onto conveyor 2L, a
short belt which, in turn, feeds con-

veyor 2C, 48 in. wide and 2,226 ft.

long, and running at 558 ft./min.

This belt feeds the stacker (Fig. 8)

and is driven by a dual drive using

one 300 hp. and one 125 hp. motor
in drive house 2C at the head end of

the conveyor. Provision has been
made to extend this conveyor by
500 ft. to increase storage if required.

There is a gravity take up heyond
the drive house.

Forty-eight-inch conveyor 2C
feeds 54-in. conveyor 2D, which
elevates the load from the tripper
on 2C up to lhe double-arm stacker,

wherc the ore may be discharged up
either 100-ft. anu on 54-in. belts to

form storage piles of 500,000 tons.

These piles will be 87 ft. high. Total
storage capacity is expandable to 2
million tons. The stacker may be
traversed in either direction while
discharging, at 623^2 ft./min. toward
the load and at 125 ft. rriin. away
from it. The high-torque, high-slip

propelling motors may í)e plugged or

reversed to provide braking action.

Thrustor brakes are providcd for

holding only. Dual controls allow
the operator to face the direction in

which he is moving.

Ore is reclaimed from the storage

piles by electric shovels with 7 cu.

yd. dippers; these place the ore in

the ore cars, which are again passed
through the classification j^ard and
so enter the system a second time.

Ali conveyor belts run on ball-

bearing live shaft-troughing and re-

turn roUs and can be started and
stopped under full load. They are

interlocked so that a load cannot be
placed on a belt unless it is running
at full speed, centrifugal switches



beiíig iised. Warning horns are

soundetl before conveyors are started

aiifl emergency pull conls actuating

stop switches are run on each side of

belts vvhich cannot be seen from the

motor. ^lotor switchcs liave "aiito-

inatic"", "hand operation" and "off"

positions. Thus they may run within

the interlock system or by hand
individually for test.

Warning of high winds is given

shiploader and stacker operators by
two anemometers, one on the stacker

and one on a shiploader which warn
of winds of 35 miles per hour. If this

velocity is reached operations are

stopped and the brakes set.

Electrical Equipnienl

Power is supplied to the niain sub-

station for this area at 44,000 volts,

and stepped down to 4,160 volts in

three 2,000 kva single-phase trans-

forniers. One spare transformer is

provided. The main switchrooni is

in the dvnn])er house and distribu-

tion is made here to five 1,000 kva.

and one 600 kva. three-phase trans-

former, 4,160, 550 volts. These unit

substations are located in thevarious

buildings in pressurized rooms.

AU motors are totally enclosed

and fancooled and some have out-

side forced ventilation.

In bascTnents, sump pumps are

provided, of the open impellor type

capable of pumping ore up to ^ g in.,

which may be hosed off the floor.

These pumps discharge into cribs

without floors sunk flu.sh with the

ground. As this ground is ali sand,

the water drains off and the ore is

periodically cleaned out.

Overhead lifting apparatns is

):)rovided in ali buiklings to facilitate

rapid repairs and replacements.

Fluid drives of the scoop type are

used on ali drives of 125 hp. and
over. These perniit the use of stand-

ard sf(uirrel cage motors, since the

motors attain 90 i)er cent of fuU
load s})eed l)efore the fluid drive

starts to apply the load. Starting

current is thus lowered and starting

equipment simplified. The fluid

drives are designed to limit the
tor(|ue to 140 per cent, as required

by the belt manufacturers and to

givc uniform acceleration. They will

stall under overload, in which case

the motors are cut out by the thermal
overload relay. Conveyors may be
"inched" aloiig for rejjairs or run at

slow speeds for inspection by start-

ing the motors and partially en-

gaging the scoops by hand.

The contract for the mooring
dock was let in Sei)tember, 1951;

for the loading dock in February,
1952 and for the ore handling facili-

ties in May, 1952. The terminus was

officially opened on July 31, 1954.

During the tune-up period since

then about 1,800,000 tons have been

.shipped. The design capacity, which

will be reached after ali phases of

the project are fully operating.

is 10 million long tons per year.

The design and construction of

these docks and ore handling facili-

ties was the responsibility of the

C. D. Howe Company, Limiteíl, of

^Montreal. The writer was project

engineer. V

The Thermal Barrier

The men who engineer and plot

advanced theory for tomorrow's

aircraft disagreed on whether the

speed limit to man"s flight was al-

ready in sight.

They agreed, though, that re-

search on the eífects of high-speed,

high-altitude flight lagged behind

the design of aircraft to fly in the

thermal barrier.

The thermal barrier applies to the

high temperature met by aircraft

beyond Mach 2 (twice the velocity

of sound).

Nine technical papers on thermal

flight jjroblems were delivered at

the annual meeting of the American

Society of Mechaiiical Engineers in

the Hotel Statler. Nuclear-jjowered

aircraft, ()ilotless aircraft, and the

effect of thermal flights on man,

etiuipment, and aircraft structure

were among the subjects covered.

"Startling" problems are pre-

sented by supersonic heating, the

.scientists said. For example, they

j)ointed out, at Mach 5 aluminum
nielts, and at Mach 6 steel melts.

Dr. George Gerard, a.ssi.stant di-

rector of the Research Division of

the New York University Gollege of

Engineering, and George T. Hayes
of Stanford Research Institute stated

in a published summary of the nine

papers that there are optimistic and
])essimistic views of thertnal barrier

effects on aircraft performance.

Optimists, they .said, believe that

aircraft without radical design
changes, following carefully pre-

scribed flight paths, can weather
thermal flight conditions. A suitable

designed plane or mi-ssile, say the

optimists, "may fly very fast at ex-

treme altitude where the density of

air is practically zero and then pro-

ceed at reduced speed while passing

through lower altitudes."

The more pessimistic contend
that the damaging effect of heating
during thermal flight can be pre-

vented for only .short periods.

"Sooner or later," says this group,

"the aircraft engineer will have to

face the task of designing the air-

craft to carry loads while hot"

—

that is, while the aircraft body and
equipment are at teinperatures of

anywhere from 200 to 1,600 de-

grees F'. or more.

In pilotless aircraft — missiles,

rockets, etc.—heat effects might be

alleviated by allowing certain parts

of the mi.ssile to melt, Gharles H.
McLellan of the National Advisory

("omniittee for Acronautics pointed

out. The melting process would be

si^milar in nature to that of nieteor-

ites that fali to earth. Melting in

meteorites occurs at the surface; the

interior remains relatively cool.

Describing results of research in

NYU's Engineering Research Divi-

sion on struc-tural aspects of thermal

flight, l)r. Gerard fore.saw a possible

upper limit, with present engineer-

ing materiais, of about Mach 3.5

speed for any sustained period of

time.

At this speed, the increased weight

nece.s.sary to make the plane slruc-

turally sound in the face of 800 de-

grees F., for example, would render

the aircraft impractical, he stated.

A Mach 3.5 fighter might weigh as

nmch as current heavy bombers.

There are Iwo approaches to de-

sign of high-speed piloted aircraft,

.said llarold W. Adams of Douglas

Aircraft. One is to design the air-

craft to endure the high tempera-

tures. The other is to keep the air-

plane cool so that conventional de-

signs may be u.sed.

The fir.st cour.se "presents almost

insurmountable problems at the

pre.sent time," even at moderately

high Mach numbers, he .said. Pos-

sibilities for the second cour.se in-

clude cooling by air-cycle .systems,

water-evaporation systems, and fuel

cooling (the latter only in chemic-

allv fueled aircraft).
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GROUT GURTAIN

FOR A

ROGKY MOUNTAIN DAM FOUNDATION

by

E. Parrag, M.E.I.C.

Chief Designing Engineer

Power Corporation of Canada Limited,

Montreal, Quebec

This paper deals with the prob-

lem of assuring a tight foundation

for a concrete dam by means of a

grout curtain, and shows hovv the

drilhng and grouting for it was
carried out.

The East Kootenay Power Com-
pany"s Aberfeldie Plant on the Buli

River 12 niiles north of Wardner,
B.C. was built some 33 years ago.

It consisted of a concrete dam, a

wood-stave pipe of 7-foot diameter,

a mile and a half in length with a

woofl-stave surge tank, and a steel

penstock leading to the power house.

The powerhouse contains two 3,600

hp. turbines which operate under a
gross head of 278 feet.

The wood-stave pipe had de-

teriorated to a point where im-
mediate replacement was urgent.

The old dam leaked considerably

and showefl disintegration. It was
decided early in 1952 to build a new
dam with maximum height of 87
feet, about three quarters of a mile

above the power house and below
the old dam, together with a new
stave pipeline 3,333 feet long on the

original location, and to submerge
the old dam and collapse the balance
of the old pipeline.

The proposed site for the new
dam was at a narrow point in a deep
ravine. A geological report based on
10 diamond drill test holes had in-

dicated that the foundation rock
was solid and satisfactory. However,
it was realized a grout curtain would
probably be needed in order to as-

sure a firm impervious foundation
and to avoid waste of water.

The Buli River is a mountain
stream having a drainage area above
the site of some 610 square miles.

The natural flow in the fali and
winter averages 250 to 300 c.f.s.

The maximum flood, recorded in

1918, was 13,000 c.f.s. At the new
site, the dam (Fig. 1 ) is some 445

feet long at El. 2846. It is designed

with a spillway section 196 feet in

length, with crest at El. 2832,

capable of discharging 36,000 c.-f.s.

without overtopping the bulkhead;

and with a trash sluice 14 feet with

sill at El. 2826, clo.sed by stoplogs

and operated by an electric hoist on
a travelling gantry, which also can
lift the trashracks. The steel head-
gate at the pipe inlet is operated by
a separate electrically operated hoist.

Geology

Most unweathered rocks possess

suíficient strength to support dams
of usual height. However, special

consideration is called for with

rocks in which seams or faults, and
weathered or crushed zones, have
resulted in separated or partly

separated foundation blocks which

Fig. 1. The new dam; some it."» feet \»n^ ai 1,1. 21.
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niight move slightly under the load

of the dam.
The Buli River, over the years,

has carved its way through the

glacial debris into the uiiderlying

precambrian sediment, to establisli

the present river bed about 40 feet

below the preglacial grade on the

right bank. On the left bank, the

rock was found to extend upwards
well above the crest of the new
dam, with little overburden. On the

right bank the rock leveis oíí some
30 feet below the crest, passing

under glacial deposits, gravei and
silt.

The rock is thinly beddetl, and
consists of limestone and siliceous

shales and slates. Here and there

cjuartz veins are visible which appear
to have occurred before the latest

folding. Ali the rock is partly meta-
morphosed. The limestone beds

vary from a few inches to three feet

in thickness. The slate beds are

characteristically thin, varying from
a fraction of an inch to a few inches

in thickness.

The major structure is a syncline,

plunging in an upstream direction

and highly deformed. There is also

a small secondary anticlinal fold.

Because of the thinly bedded nature

of the rock anil the great deforma-
tion it has undergone, it is ali highly

fractured. Strike and tension joints

are prevalent. There is practically

no bond between any of the bedding
planes, and some slippage occurred

on nearly every plane during the

folding process.

On the right bank the rock dips

at about 60 degrees towards the

river. In the riverbed it is charac-

terized by the secondary fold, and
dips about 10 degrees downstream.
On the left bank it dips gently about
20° into the bank and slightly up-
stream.

The limestone layers are highly

resistant. The argillaceous shales

were examined for possible de-

terioration if continuously submerg-
ed in water, in view of the many
troubles cau.sed in the area due to

the unreliable nature of the layers.

From a test on a piece of the rock
under saturated steam at 295 p.s.i.

by an inspection company, it was
reported that . . . "Apart from the
weakening in the joints, deteriora-

tion of the material when immersed
in water is not anticipated".

Drilling and Grouting Required

Though preparatory work such
as setting up camps and plant,

cofferdams and stockpiling of ag-
gregates was .started in the late

summer of 1952, placing of concrete
was not started until October, with

a temporary mixer setup. By March
1953, a permanent mixer plant, and
later a cableway, was set up, and
placing of the 22,500 cubic yards of

concrete was continuous until com-
pletion late in December.
The drilling was started in De-

cember 1952, with one diamond
drill. In January 1953, a further

inspection at the site disclosed that

the rock in the sub-foundation was
cracked and broken to a far greater

extent than the original geological

report had indicated. There were
also many more argillaceous shale

and slate layers throughout the

limestone.

It was therefore decided to revise

and extend the program of drilling

and grouting, and to provide a

grout curtain, by drilling along a

line four feet downstream from the

face of the dam, to a depth of 55
feet into the rock in the riverbed

and with holes on either bank,
drilled deeper through the rock,

to the same elevation as those in the

riverbed. This was confirmed by the

Harza Engineering Cor{)oration of

Chicago, who were called in as con-

sidtants and who also made an
inspection of the site.

Normally these holes would be
vertical, or drilled at right angles
to the 60 degree pitch of the rock
on the right bank but in a vertical

plane. Holes were to be drilled at

6 foot centres to start with, inter-

mediate holes being added where
adjacent holes were found to take
an excessive amount of grout or

where geological conditions indi-

cated the need. On completion the
average distance between holes was
about 3 feet.

Besides this grout curtain on the
upstream face, it was deciiled that
"consolidation" grouting would be
retjuiretl at the toe of the dam, to
cement together the loose layers and
transfer the load to the subfounda-
tion. These holes, 25 feet deep in

the rock, would be set 16 to 20 feet

apart.

Drilling

The drilling had been connnenced
in the riverbed with a gas driven
portable type diamond drill, using
an AXT bit giving a hole 1-7/8
inches in diameter. During the
summer high-water period, drilling

was continued on the right bank,
moving back to the riverbed when
high water subsided to drill inter-

mediate holes. The left bank was
left till the last so as not to interfere

with construction. Here springs
were intersected by the drilling,

indicating the probability of seepage
with the pond filled. In September
1953, a second drill of the same type

was added. During most of the time,

operation was for one shift, but dur-

ing the last 3 months of 1953, two
drills worked continuously in three

shifts.

Core recovery ranged generally

between 75 and 97 per cent, though
in the limestone layers recovery was
dose to 100 per cent, reflucing some-
what where many argyllite layers

were encountered. Required depth
of drilling was determincd by the

geological profile across the river-

bed as disclosed by the drillholes.

Some of the holes had to be drilled

through between twenty and fifty

feet of the concrete already placed,

so as not to interfere with the plac-

ing of concrete. Some holes were
drilled from the upstream face of

the dam, on a dip of about 80 degrees

for the same reason. In such cases,

additional holes were found neces-

sary to close the gaps between
different curtain planes.

Every hole was carefuUy examin-
ed and recorded so that a complete
geological profile could be drawn.
The loss of drillwater was noted at

the various elevations. Kach hole

was washed out after drilling under
20 to 60 p.s.i. pressure, depending
on the depth. In ali some 222 holes

were drilled, with a total footage
of 15,300 feet; 74 per cent of which
was through rock and 26 per cent
through concrete already placed.

The use of 254 diamond drill bits,

or one for cacli 60 feet of hole drillerl,

indicated the hardness of the lime-

stone.

The sequence and spacing of the
holes along the upstream face was
planned in the first instance at .some

18 feet apart, in order that the grout
should not reach the adjacent holes.

After the grout had set intermediate
holes were drilled. Seldom was
grout found to travei more than 15
or 20 feet from one hole to another,
although at the start there were
occasions where it was found to

travei up to 60 feet or more through
a wide .seam. The "consolitlation"

drill holes at the toe of the dam were
drilled about 25 feet in the rock,

spaced at 16 to 20 feet centres, with
the object of leaving gaps in the
grout to permit some seepage and
thus lessen the uplift.

Grouting

Pressures to be used in grouting
were set as a general rule according
to the formula:

''^ " + >•='="(
S^o + if)

where h is the depth below the sur-

face. These resulting pressures were
varied however, depending on what
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had been disclosed in the log of the

bole. VVhere part of the hole was
through superimposed concrete

about 2 feet was added to h for every

foot of concrete drilled.

Grout was placed in five-foot lifts,

using the customary rubber seals

at the top of each lift to hold the

pressure. In each hole grouting was
started with a mixture of 4 parts

water to one part cement, measured
in volume, then progressively
thickened to 3:1, then 2:1, then 1:1.

Where pressures could not be main-
tained, even with the thicker one-

to-one mix, two handfuls of fine

sawdust, added for every cubie foot

of grout, was usually found eíFective

in holding the pressure.

Many of the holes took as much as

100 to 200 cubie feet of grout. The
maxinium pressure was 175 p.s.i.

The amount of grout taken was
recorded in every hole and at every
lift. Very little grout was observed
to leak out beyond the upstream
limit of the foundation.

Figures 2 and 3 show in plan

and elevation respectively the grout

holes. At each hole is noted the

amount of grout placed. Short
horizontal lines indicate places
where drills encountered seams of

grout from neighbouring holes al-

ready filled. A total of 11,260 cubie

feet of grout was placed, using 5,187

bags of cement.
Generally, the most grout was

placed in holes where the core re-

covery was the best. Though ap-

parently a paradox, this is explained

by the fact that only the limestone

layers, where recovery was easy,

show fissure voids. The argyllite

layers, though showing a poor core

recovery, were mostly watertight.

The limestone is full of fissures. The
carbon dioxide in the rain water
dissolves the lime during its passage
downward between the layers. Thus
it washes out narrow cavities,

averaging considerably less than an
inch in width but extending over a
wide area. Only once was a cavity

traversed by drilling that was Ij^
inches thick.

Generally, and especially on the

left bank, the deeper the holes below
the riverbed the more grout they

, took at the bottom due to the larger

I

and more extended fissure voids

t between the limestone layers at the

í lower elevations. The curtain wall

was carried to a horizontal plane
' about 55 feet below the riverbed
and it was considered that below this

depth there would be no continuous
voids between the limestone layers

which would drain the water from
the headpond to points downstream
from the structure. This was based

on the fact of encountering many
watertight clay argillaceous layers
and many dislocations intersecting
the continuity of the voids.

In badly fractured rock such as
found here, every hole is different
and must be treated accordingly.
Core recovery is important, both to
see the width of the seams and to
enable plotting a geological profile.

Experience and judgment are need-
ed to decide what pressure should be
used at each elevation, as well as the
consistency of the grout.

Too little pressure means more
holes are needed to seal a given area.

Too much pressure carries the risk of

uplift on parts of the foundation and
adjacent parts of the structure.

Thin grout traveis further but sets

more slowly. Thicker grout sets

faster but will not spread as far.

It was never possible to predict
how much grout a hole would take
by comparing the amount taken by
adjacent holes. Some holes would
absorb from 20 to 100 bags of

cement, though grout placed earlier

in holes only three feet away at

either side had taken very little.

Yet in drilling the hole taking the
large volume of grout, many grout
seams, sometimes 10-16, had been
encountered.

The overburden on the right bank
extended to a depth of some 24 feet

below the maximum elevation of

water in the pond, and consisted of

layers of gravei, fine sand, and dry
clay a few inches thick. This was
also grouted to prevent seepage.

Three-inch casing was sunk to rock.

The spacing of the holes was at 23^2

ft. centres. The diamond drill was
used in the casing in some of the

holes to cut through gravei and
sand layers cemented to solid con-

crete by grout from adjacent holes.

These holes were then grouted in the

usual way. Grout used here averaged

2 cubie feet per foot of hole, with
some holes taking u{) to 300 cubie
feet of 4 to 1 and 1 to 1 mixtures.

Curtain Kxpensive Bui Warranled

The purpose of this extensive,
and at the same time intensive,
grouting operation was to consoli-
date the joints between the rock
layers and to stoj) seepage as far as
possible. Every drop of water is

precious, for during the winter
months the flow of the river is

considerably below that neces.sary
to support full load on the turbines.
The grouting program proved a

more costly operation than had been
expected, both in time and in dollars.

Almost 5 per cent of the cement
consumption for the dam went
into the grouting, while the cost of
the "grout curtain" comprised al-

most 7 per cent of the entire outlay
for the new dam.
That the operation was success-

ful, and therefore warranted, is

evidenced by the fact that the re-

sulting leakage at the dam has
been measured over a weir placed
400 feet downstream from the new
dam, and has been found to be
negligible. Even with the head pond
filled, the greatest deflection re-

corded on crest of the spillway was
1/8 of an inch. This shows that at

the toe of the dam the rock founda-
tion had practically no settlement

and also that the consolidation

grouting was efíective.

The design and construction of the

project, including the grout curtain

wall, was carried out by Power
Corporation of Canada, Limited,

Montreal, with C. E. Popham as

field superintendent. Lloyd Ander-
son, engineer for the East Kootenay
Power Company, supervised the

grouting operation as resident engi-

neer. \/

E.LC. Annual Meeting

May 11-12-13, 1955

Royai York Hotel,

Toronto, Ont.
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An Experiment
in

Teaching Design

by

W. Czerwinski, M.E.I.C. and B. S. Shenstone

A. V. Roe Canada Limited, British European Airuavs.

Toronto, Ontário. London, England.

The first pari of this paper describes an experiment in the teaching of design to

engineering students. Though the object of this problem was a sailpiane, the

niethod would seeni to be of fairly general application. The authors' experiences

and conclusions should be of interest to ali engineering teachers, bearing as they

do on a matter of real national importance. The second part—the appendlx— is

the description of the aireraft which was designed and built.

Original Design in Canada

For a country with wide indus-

trial activity, Canada produces little

original design for industry. For the

most part, we have copied the

designs of other countries, using

them under licence or adopting

them because it is easier to copy
than to create. Wc had manufacture
thrast upon us before we were ready

to originate. People with money
have come from the United States

and from Great Britain to sei up
manufacture to their own designs

for us and for others. Our back-

groimd has been the factory and not

the design office. Now that we are

in big business we must take a look

at the design side, be it for electrical

equipment, engines, stoves, heaters,

plastics or boathooks. In the short

run it is cheaper to borrow designs,

but in the long run it is more
expensive, for it guarantees that we
remain at least one step behind our
competitors. We cannot lead from
behind.

Remarks like these have often

been made since the war and much
interest has been shown lately in

design problems, apart from arts

and crafts, which are outside the

scope of this paper. The activities

of the Industrial Design Committee
and of the National Gallery of

Canada have accomplished a great

deal. As a result, we are beginning
to realise that even if we are not as

big industrially as the United King-
dom and the United States, there is

no reason why we should not be
competitive with countries, such as

Switzerland and Sweden. We have
found that, although the size and
spread of internai markets may not
be criticai factors, the necessity to

be competitive is indeed criticai.

Without trained designers it is

impossible to be either original or

comjjetitive. With these thoughts

in niind, the authors set out in 1946

to see whether and to what extent

the technicjues of design could be

taught in an engineering school

without completely changing its

jjresent curriculum. Being aireraft

engineers themselves, the authors

wanted to try a design experiment
in the field which they knew best.

The lack of experienced designers in

Canada is especially acute in the

aireraft field, because the Canadian
aireraft industry was developed
only during the late war and the

original design of itew types of

aireraft was started even later, if

one ignores the simple and not very
original prewar bush planes. The
ability to produce a good, original

and reliable new type of aireraft

depends mostly on experience and
technical tradition, built up through
many years of design work and
(levelopment.

Sources of New Designers

Very few among us are born with

the ability to originate. To be
effective as designers in industry,

even gifted people must be trained.

The imtrained genius is more trouble

than the untrained clod. On the

other hand, there are never enough
geniuses to go round and other

gifted people must also be trained.

At present there is design teaching

in art schools, in schools of archi-

tecture, in the engineering faculties

of universities and in technical

schools. But only in art and in archi-

tecture is a really serious attenipt

made to cherish creative impulses in

design.

No very great attempt to teach
design is being made in the Aero-
nautical Engineering Department
of the University of Toronto, the
only place in Canada where air-

eraft engineers are being educated.
Today's requirements demand from
an aireraft engineer so nnich theo-
retical preparation that, within the
present scope of study, there is not
much time left for training in de-
sign. The result is that Toronto's
graduates are filling the stress

offices and aerodynamic depart-
ments of Canadian aireraft factories,

only few of them being occupied in

actual design work. These few are
obtaining their design training bv
apprenticeship, an old method in-

deed, but far from satisfactory to-

day. The "apprentice" may well be
getting his instruction from people
who, not necessarily being well
grounded, lack the proper aj)i)roach,

and mostly not graduates, are afraid
of competition from the educated
newcomer.

EfForts should be made to teach
students design at the universities,

where they may obtain instruction
from first-class sources, from
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teachers carefully picked from in-

dustry who have proved by their

Professional achievements that they

are competent designers. This is

what is being done in European
universities.

Only a small percentage of people

who are taught design will ever

become creative designers. In other

words, out of an engineering elass

of one hundred, possibly only ten

may be interested in original work
and, out of these, only a few may
show the necessary talent. However,
without a positive effort to bring out

such talent, it will likely remain

dormant. Is such a small percentage

return worth while ? Yes, it is,

because the knowledge of design is

essential to any engineer. If every

engineering student cannot acquire

the ability to design, he should at

least become familiar with the

methods used in design, through

which structures are created which
will function reliably and be econo-

mical and safe. It should finally

be noted that a comparatively

small number of creative designers

can keep a large industry flourishing

technically. A few is ali we need and
it is worth while to find and to edu-

cate them. Although these few are

needed, the greater need is for larger

numbers of less talented, but well

trained, designers. Thus, even if

only a few students show originahty,

the rest will have had some ground-
ing in design techniques and thus

will become more valuable to their

industry.

Rather than theorize and express

grief over the lack of aircraft de-

signers in Canada, the authors felt

they should try to expand theexisting

curriculum of the Aeronautical Engi-
neering Faculty at the University of

Toronto by adding a few hours a
week devoted to teaching design.

Fortunately, Professor T. R.
Loudon, M.E.i.c, the head of the

department, realised fuUy the im-
portance of this problem and was
wiUing to let them try. The results

of this experiment foUow.

Philosophy of Teaching Design

It is not possible to train a
design engineer completely by uni-

versity education only, but the
student should obtain a sound basic

knowledge of engineering design

there. Teaching should be done
through ali four years of study
(mostly five in Europe) by using
carefully selected subjects and exer-

cises. Teachers should be individuais

who are notable designers them-
selves, and who know how to teach
and how much should be taught.

Mechanical and aeronautical design

differ basically from general in-

dustrial design, where the designer
has to be no more than a sort of

artisan or artist and does not need
any deep knowledge of science or
technology. His only great talent
is the ability to shape things or to
make arrangements because of his

inborn ability to think in three
dimensions, developed and im-
proved by many years' work and
experience.

But an aircraft designer must be
able to cope with much more diffi-

cult and complicated problems than
the industrial designer. He has to
produce, in whole or in part, a
complicated and specialized piece of

machinery, which is, as a rule, a
product of a compromise between
many contradictory requirements,
using to the utmost ali his "heavy
theoretical tool kit", as Sir Robert
Southwell called it, which he got at

the university by four years of

hard work. The product of his

design ability has to be safe, reliable,

economical and light in weight,

which last in itself might be con-
sidered as requiring highly specializ-

ed knowledge on account of the high
complexity of the problem. As the

design work done by aircraft engi-

neers is often a completely original

effort—puré pioneering—knowledge
of everything which has been done
to date is not enough. There is

plenty of research and development
required in the aircraft industry

which are quite inseparable from
pure design. In many cases, the

aircraft designer must do his own
research. It needs no proof that this

state of aífairs oífers the highest

technical challenge to the aircraft

designer today. He not only has to

possess an inborn talent for design,

but has to be able to utilize and ap-

ply ali his theoretical and technologi-

cal knowledge. He should be con-

sidered as a sort of cross-breed:

25 per cent artisan and 75 per cent

scientist and technologist, armed
with the modern knowledge which
allows him to be more productive and
objective than the last generation.

The tasks facing aircraft designers

and engineers today require from
them a special ability to work in

groups, rather than single-handed.

Creative design in a group is a

special sort of ability which should

and could be taught as early as

possible.

Realising and summarising ali

this, one may try to answer the

question, "How do you teach air-

craft design ?" A concise answer

might be that aircraft design should

be taught by :

—

a. A properly chosen and se-

lected curriculum to develop in

the student the proper type of
three-dimensional frame of niind,
very essential for his future work.

b. Showing him how u.seful

and basic is his theoretical knowl-
edge ac(juired at the university
and teaching him how to use it

successfully. How lhe j)roper shap-
ing of parts and coniponents
depends on practical application
of logic, theory and technology
has to be shown by many ex-
amples. AU this should be tlemon-
strated by original projects, how-
ever simple, because only an origi-

nal design will force the student,
and the teacher as well, to do their

best creatively. It will also allow
the teacher to show how a pro-
fessional designer works.

c. Pointing out to the student
how important is the exclusion of

his knowledge and education in

the field of technology, which is

usually not completely covered by
the university curriculum. It
should be impressed on him that
he should keep himself abreast
with the latest achievements in

the fields of metallurgy, machin-
ing, foundry and forging tech-

niques and other manufacturing
processes. No designer's education
is complete without knowing how
his creations can be manufactured
in the most economical way.

d. Starting to develop in him
the proper sort of engineering

judgment which is characteristic

of any kind ofengineering activity.

This implies the ability to syn-

thesize and to criticise his own
work, as well as the work of

others. After many years of prac-

tising design, it develops into

helpful technical intuition, by
means of which he can guide

himself through difficulties.

e. Trying to develop in the

student the understanding and
the ability to work not only

single-handed, but in groups.

This requires the special talent of

recognising the need for help or

advice from other co-workers,

who happen to be specialists in

their own fields, as well as for

keeping close contact with others,

in order to fit one's own part into

a harmonious whole. It reíjuires

the development of a special sort

of group feeling, through which

each member gets satisfaction

from working with his coUeagues

and consitlers himself co-respon-

sible for the success of the whole

project.

What to Design

In order to inspire enough in-

terest in students and to give them
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some idea and experience in design

along their line of study, a glider

was chosen a.s the subject. The
choice was fortunate. A glider,

though a flying niaohine in its

siinplest fonn, retinires froni a

designer skill and knowledge in

aerodynamics, performance, stabi-

lity and control, aeroelasticity, stres-

sing, etc. The extent to which this

knowledge should be exercised dur-

ing design depends entirely upon the

intentions and the knowledge of

the teachers. The only aspeet left

out completely is the power plant

and related problems, which are

usually handlcd by specialists in

aircraft design offices. Ali the prob-

lems in glider design, when properly

sei out, are simple and on a small

enough scale to be covered as sepa-

rate reports in one year's term work,
when handled by one or two
students.

To add more iin])ortance and
interest to the students' work, it

was decided at the start that the

glider would be built at the uni-

versity, using university facilities.

This condition, of course, put ad-

ditional responsibility and work on
the shoulders of the teachers, who
on top of their class work had to

supervise construction and material

supply. However, it was well

worth while, as it emphasizeti the

very valuable element of adventure,
which is always present wherever
something new is created. This is

especially true in the case of a flying

machine.

Initial Approach aiid Problems

The design of such a glider is a

long-term job. It was planned to

spread it over a number of years,

but it was subdivided into parts or

groups, so that the students could

attack and complete certain of them
each year. It was hoped that the

continuity and the aim towards a
clear-cut result would make the job
interest ing. The more usual prob-
lems, which are repeated year after

year, result ing only in marks on
paper depicting nothing worth build-

ing, are devoid of interest.

Design oífice practice was fol-

lowed. A speciíication was written

before the class started and copies

were given to each student. This
speciíication gave general re(}uire-

ments for performance and dimen-
sional liniitations, and indicated the
standard of strength required.

The ten students in their final

(fourth) year in aeronautical engi-

neering were initially given their

heads in a couple of groups to sketch
general layouts and to work out the
performance of the more promising

schemes. As might have been ex-

pected, ideas were scarce and the

layouts pedestrian, showing the

lack of experience of the group. The
schemes were ali conservative and
unwieldy, except one which was far

too complicated and rather flam-

boyant. This scheme was made by a

student who later took a serious

interest in design. A synthesis of

the layouts put forward was made
and a compromise scheme chosen.

A weight and a performance esti-

mate of this scheme completed the

first year's effort. Even allowing for

the restricted time of three hours a

week, the result was not promising
and the interest aroused was dis-

appointing.

Final Scheme

During the summer vacation of

1946 the authors modified the

scheme, refining it considerably,

and wrote a resumé of the problem
for the next group of students. This
enabled them to be fully acquainted
with the i^roblem and to know what
was expected of them.

Techniques Employed with Students

The second (1947) and later years
were spent rather diflferently from
the first. The job was broken down
and tho.se interested in calculations

were allowed to make them under
supervision of Prof. B. Etkin.
Others, more interested in detail

design, had enough to do. Students
were allocated specific jobs and
given a dear idea of what they in-

volved. The instructor worked indi-

vidually with students on the draw-
ing board, encouraging them to

express themselves. As might be
expected, they were unable to make
any start whatever anfl rough free-

hand sketches of possible schemes
had to be made for them. In order
to give further indication of what the
shape of things might become,
sets of drawings for other gliders

were made available, but without
citing them as good models. This
had its disadvantages, since it led
to ea.sy copy-solutions, but was
necessary, there being too little

background from which to work.
This utter lack of experience after
three years of study of engineering
was disappointing, but was to be
expected, considering the curricu-
lum covered by the students in

previous years. The authors fully

realise that teaching design should
start with fundamental ideas two
years earlier.

Some other interesting aspects of

lack of experience carne to light.

In this design experiment, there was
an obvious neces.sity for clo.se col-

laboration between groups, because
their work interlocked, as it does as a
rule in a real design ofEce. The ob-
viousness of this necessity often did
not occur to the stu(lents, who
tended to forget they were part of

the whole. The interlocking jobs did

not mesh, resulting in waste and
frustration. Again and again col-

laboration had to be forced. This
tendency to form watertight groups
may be natural and avoidable
only by the introduction of inter-

locking projects in the earlier .stu-

dent years. Another aspect of in-

experience was the commission of

gross errors both in calculations and
in drawings. In run of the mill

problems, such gross errors are
easily avoidable because the general
size and quantities involved can be
guessed. But here, breaking into

new territory, the student often

forgot to make the proper checks
and, not realising how parts should
be proportioned, there was no auto-
matic warning for him that he had
left ofF a zero or slipped a decimal.
This was the fir.st time that the
.students had made drawings to be
foUowed by serious con.struction.

The lack of accuracy was particu-
larly noticeable in the working lofts.

As much work as possible was lofted

fuU scale from drawings and calcu-

lations on white painte<l Masonite
and the lofts used as jigs for manu-
facture. This gave excellent practice
in the principies of accuracy and
checking.

This is probably the most ap-
propriate place to di.scuss the effici-

ency of student work. In order to

understand it fully, it should be
mentioned that ali the work was
done on Saturday mornings from
nine to twelve. Assuming an effec-

tive average of 45 minutes for each
hour "worked", the net working
time was only two and a quarter
hours. Taking into account that
there are only twenty or twenty-one
working Saturdays in each academic
year, it made altogether about forty

Table 1: Number of Aeronautical Students

School Year 1947/1948 1948/1949 1949/1950 1950/1951

Number of fourth-year aeronautical

23 54 52 30
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eífective hours on the average per

year, which is a short time indeed.

The lapse of a week between sessions

and the fact that the work was done
on Saturdays, which as a working

day is not popular with the students,

slowed the work considerably. There
is still another factor which influ-

enced the efficiency of the work,

namely, that there were too many
students in the years 1948-1950.

To give some idea what it meant to

the instructors, the figures in Table
1 are quoted. (See page 20.)

Adding to that the fact that one
of the authors left Toronto for

England in 1948, it is quite evident

that the two instructors left could

never have coped efficiently with

such large groups. However, the

amount of work done by students

through ali the years from 1946 to

1950 is really impressive. The short

summary of their work is as foUows:

1. A complete set of prototype
drawings for the Loudon glider

was prepared.

2. A revised set of drawings,

worked out as so-called "produc-

tion" drawings, approximately 80

sheets, was made and finally

approved by the Department of

Transport (DOT).
3. A complete set of loft-jigs

for ali components of the wing,

fuselage and tailplane and rudder
was made.

4. A complete type-record, con-

sisting of about 30 reports dealing

with aerodynamic and stress cal-

culations was written; this was
the basis for DOT approval.

As the authors have had many
years' experience in the aircraft

industry and know well what to

expect from an average drawing
oífice staff consisting of professional

draftsmen and technicians, it can
be said that the result achieved at

the University of Toronto is good.

It might be asked whether, de-

spite the success of the design, the

experiment was of value to the

university. As to the choice of a
project for teaching, the authors
think that it would have been diffi-

cult indeed to find one of more
intrinsic interest to aeronautical

engineering students, possibly ex-

cepting a jet racing aircraft. The
design of a powered aircraft is so

rauch more complicated than that of

a glider that it would have been
impossible. The glider gave practice

in ali design problems outside the

power plant. To the students the
greatest value was definitely this:

For the first time in their engineer-
ing study, they had the opportunity
to see how they could use the tech-

nical knowledge acquired at the
university in practical application.

The hope was that those engaged
on the design would show sufficient

interest in the translation of their

work into reality to assist in the
job of building. Experience of simi-

lar projects in Europe was that the
actual building bred enthusiasm and
a great deal of activity. In this case,

nobody, except for a couple of

students for a short period, helped
to build the glider. The reasons are

not known, so the authors have
made some guesses. They feel that
general social conditions may give

the answer. In Europe the students
were always very poor. They did

not attend the university as an
expected right; they were lucky to

get there. Having little or no
money to spend, wine, women and
movies were very special treats, and
they were thrown back on activities

which cost them nothing. To im-

prove their chances, to add to their

experience and to use their spare

time ali at once were opportunities

not to be missed. Our students are

not poor enough and the temptations

of other less improving amusements
need not be resisted.

Conclusions

This experiment resulted in a

successful design (see Appendix),

but that was not the main purpose

of the experiment. May we conclude

that something about design can be

taught in the way we have tried it ?

If so, should this scheme be con-

tinued and, if so, in what way ?

It is obvious that the basic diffi-

culty in coming to a positive con-

clusion is that the effects of the

experiment are not yet fully known.
It is true that the experiment did

not result in an upsurge of enthusi-

asm or of talent. Early in this paper

it was pointed out that talents are

rare and only a few high-class

designers are needed. But the worst

weakness in our design offices today

is not the lack of designers in leading

positions. It is the intermediate

grades which are very urgently

needed in large numbers. The whole

success in design of the German air-

craft industry during the last war
was only because Germany had, and
still has, an intermediate class of

designers, perfectly educated and

prepared for their professional work.

In Germany and in Switzerland, in

ali sorts of technical schools, great

effort is directed towards teaching

design and discovering talent. The
same is beiíig done in Rússia on a

nation-wide scale. The Rússia

n

leaders realise clearly that without

a great number of well-educated

engineers, they cannot beat the wes-
tern world.

We know that we cannot teach
anyone how to design in three hours
on Saturdays during a fourlh year of

study. To teach design seriously, a
much more extensive study is re-

quired, which should be started

two years earlier. What we hoped to

achieve was to develop tho.se with
talent and to give .some knowledge
of design to the rest, .so that on tak-

ing a job in a design office the

graduate would not feel as heljíless

as he feels today. Although our
desire was to recognize those with
talent, it must be realised that this

can be no more than a byproduct
of the job of turning out graduate
engineers, who have had a chance to

learn something about desigiiing.

It is obvious to everyone that be-

cause engineering undertakings to-

day are tending toward greater

size, higher cost and more compli-

cated structures, the number of

engineers involved has to be larger.

The aircraft firms today are craving

for experienced design engineers.

They do not ask for geniuses at ali;

they ask merely for good designers

having sound engineering back-

ground.

So far, we have only tried to

bring to the surface the student

interested in design. What do we
do when he shows himself ? Should

the university provide him with the

possibility of further study ? We
think that the answer should be

"Yes". After ali, the university is

the only place where one may ob-

tain higher special education. In

several countries in Europe, machine

and aircraft design is being taught

successfully. Why should it not be

done here ?

Throughout this paper the
authors have held forth on the

necessity for teaching design and

indicated how they tried it. How
close were the results to the hopes

To what extent must the ideal be

tempered to the possible ? The
authors cannot answer full\- be-

cause it is still too early. But it is

possible to say that the immediate

reaction of the students was not as

good as had been hoped. Later

reaction has been better, as the

teaching has had time to .sink in.

The authors are convinced that the

technique of teaching design by

doing is correct. Indeed, the sénior

author has been continuing the

work on a new design for the past

few years. If gradually this sort of

teaching beconies recognized it will

beconie more efíective, because stu-

dents will want to take such courses.

If this occurs, the i)r()(lucl will
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Fig. 1. General drawing of University of Toronto Loiídon glider.

Fig. 2. Glider in âight.

neighbourhood of the cockpit. The
parts were, as far as possible, made
from the lofts by driUing them and
applying suitable locating blocks

where required after backing with

half-inch multiply.

Metal fittings were a problem.

The design details were as simple as

possible and only aircraft quality

mild steel was used, except for some
details in durai. However, such

work as machining the main wing
root fittings was outside the experi-

ence of the shop at the university.

Enquiries outside were not en-

couraging and when estimates were

given, they were far too high to be

contemplated. Finally, the fittings

were in fact made in the university

machine shop and made very weíl

indeed. The welder was specially

approved by the DOT for this job.

Progressive inspection was made of

the glider as a whole, according to

DOT requirements.

Technical Description of Loudon Sail-

plane

The University of Toronto
Loudon is an advanced training

sailplane. The prototype first flew

in November, 1949, and since that

time has obtained several successes.

The total time flown up to the

end of 1953 was over 200 hours.

The Loudon (Figs. 1 and 2) was
designed to fulfil modem require-

ments for an advanced trainer and
proved to be much superior in

performance and handling qualities

to prewar parallel types, such as the

British Cadet and the German

improve, for nothing succeeds like

success.

APPENDIX
Building the Glider

A basement room, well heated,
was made available for building the
sailplane, and a mechanic was
employed to build it.

As indicated above, the method
of manufacture was based on lofts

drawn on white painted Masonite
with a very hard pencil. When
completed the lofts were coated
with clear varnish to prevent smudg-
ing and to make them easy to keep
clean. As many as possible of the
shapes were drawn from calculations

and the old-fashioned job of cut and
try fairing was almost eliminated.

The wing taper being linear, sections

interpolated between root and tip

were easily calculated. Fuselage
frame shapes were nearly ali made
up of circular ares and the only
detailed fairing necessary was in the
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Fig. 4. Fuselage—wiiig joint.

Grunau Baby. (Fig. 3). A good
advanced trainer to-day should
combine fairly good cross-country

flight performance with good low
speed characteristics, permitting the

less experienced pilot to stay in the

air sufficiently long in average
weather conditions. It should be
especially siiitable to cover the

performance required to obtain the

Silver "C" certificate.

The structure should be sturdy

enough to withstand many landings

and short distance transport and
simple enough to guarantee a reason-

ably low production price. It should

be restricted to standard material

and simple production methods, in

case someone wants to build it at

home or in a private workshop. As
might be expected, in view of the
required performance, the Loudon's
wing has the moderate span of 45 ft.

and an aspect ratio of 11.6. The air-

foil section used is NACA 4416 over

the rectangular portion of the wing,

with a linear transition to NACA
6412 at the tip. The geometric
washout at the root is 4° which
assures a good overall low drag wing
characteristic. The wing plan form,
consisting of a rectangular central

part and moderately tapered tips,

gives a close approximation to the

Fig. Wing structure.

eliptical shape required for obtain-

ing a good aspect ratio efficiency,

although, of course, the twist has
also an important influence on the
effective aspect ratio.

The Wing Structure.

The wings are connected by a

transport joint at the fuselage. Fig.

4 shows that joint. It consists of an
inverted V-shaped welded fitting

bolted permanently to the fuselage

main bulkhead, to which the wing
spar-root fittings are pinned, plus a

simple attachment fitting bolted

to the rear fuselage bulkhead. The
wing spars are attached to the

V-shaped fitting by four pins, two
on each side, which take the whole
bending moment. The two pins aft

of the spar, in combination with the

lower forward pins, take ali loads

and moments acting in the plane of

the wing. For the sake of simplicity

and stifíness, ali the forces acting

in the plane of the wing, plus torsion,

are taken by a welded steel tube

tripod bolted to the spar, which has

a D nose type leading edge. Thus,

a simple scheme was devised which
was easy to manufacture, design

and .stress. The D nose leading edge
structure (Fig. 5) consists of simple

ribs covered with diagonal birch

plywood in order to obtain the maxi-

mum torsional rigidity. The nose

ribs, of semi-triangular design, are

spaced 6 in. apart. The portion of

the wing aft of the main spar is

fabric, covered over the ribs, spaced

12 in. apart. The dive brakes are

located a few inches aft of the main
spar and consist of metal plates

operating on the upper surface of

the wing only, hinged to steel

brackets and actuated by cables.

The ailerons are of conventional

diagonal rib design, operated by

Fig. 6. Internai fuselage structure.
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cables connected to an independent
bellcrank system in each wing. The
ailerons have differential, deflect-

ing 30° u]) and 15° down. The wing
tips are etiuipped with .sniall steel

tube skids, which protect the wing
tips when operating the gUder from
paved runways and provide con-

venient handles for ground crews.

Fuselage.

The fuselage is built. entirely of

wood. Spruce and birch are used for

frames and other structural mem-
bers and birch plywood for skin and
webs. The fuselage is of conventional

semi-monocoque design, having a

load carrying skin with longerons,

frames and stringers. Fig. 6 shows
the internai structure of the fuselage

on the niounting jig. A special

method of eovering the fuselage

frames with plywood was developed,

in which the fuselage skin was scarf-

jointed into long strips to cover

alniost the full length of one cfuad-

rant of fuselage. Before final gluing,

the front portion of these strips

was preformed to suit the greater

double curvature of fuselage in the

cockpit region. Thus, an almost

perfectly smooth shell was obtained,

which took little working time to

assemble (Fig. 7).

The plywood covering has the

grain arranged at 45° to the fuselage

axis, in order to ensure the greatest

possible torsional stiffness. The
pilot's seat and the single wheel

undercarriage axle are supported on
two beams arranged between frames
or bulkheads. The cockpit floor is

removable.
The tail unit attachment is shown

in Fig. 8; it consists of a horizontal

slot in the fuselage, into which the

stabilizer is inserted and held firmly

by two bolts, joining the upper fin

post with the lower portion through
the tubular fittings attached to the
rear face of the stabilizer spar. This
sort of attachment is simple and
sturdy. The front short spar of the
stabilizer is clamped between
wooden blocks arranged on top and
bottom in the fuselage slot.

The undercarriage consists of a
wheel located behind the main
bulkhead and the skid mounted
underneath the pilot's seat. The skid

is elastically supported by an air-

inflated rubber tube, enclosed be-

tween two fabric strips permanently
attached to the fuselage and to the

skid. The tow hook is of the Ottfur
type, arranged right in the nose of

the fuselage. The tail skid is of steel,

and is íitted with a small wheel for

easy operating on paved runways.

Tail Unit.

The tail unit structure was de-
signed along conventional lines,

except for the horizontal tail fuselage

attachment, already descri bed. The
elevators, of diagonal rib design, are

joined by means of a short piece of

steel tube, to which a control liorn

is attached. The rudder has a light

alloy control horn, having the main
spar recessed to accommodate the
elevator axis, and is hinged to the

fin post by two fittings. The stabili-

zer and fin are plywood covered; the
elevators and rudder are covered
with fabric.

Con Irols.

The elevators and ailerons are

operated from a control unit con-
sisting of a horizontal tulx' mounted
underneath the pilot's seat, to which
a control stick and V-shaped aileron

bellcrank are attached. The control

stick is directly connected by means
of cables to a bellcrank in the rear

portion of the fuselage, from which
the elevators are operated direct by
a push-puU rod. The ailerons have
a completely separate contrf»! circuit

in each wing, which, by means of

two push rods, are connected with
the V-shaped bellcrank in the fusel-

age. The differential aileron move-
ments of two to one ratio are obtain-

ed by the geometry of the \' bell-

crank and the push rod .system.

The rudder is operated by a

conventional pedal and cable system.
The airbrakes, arranged only on the
upper surface of each wing, are

connected by means of cables with
an operating lever mounted on the
left side of the pilot's seat.

Flight Testing and Performance.

The Loudon prototype has full

approval of the Canadian Depart-
ment of Transport as a Class II

glider, according to U.S.A. C.A.R.-
05 requirements. This makes it fit
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for any sort of flying and
manoeuvres within the specified

speed range and weight limits,

except cloud flying. Initially, it

was intended to design it as a Class

I glider, but, unfortunately, almost

at the end of the design work, the

requirements for the Class I ghder

were changed and it was too late

to niodify the design. However, the

few spots and dimensions which

required strengthening under the

latest C.A.R.-05 specification were

modified on the production draw-

ings, so that it should not be diffi-

cult to change the classification in

the future.

The prototype was approved for

a CG. range from 30.2 to 36.4 per

cent of the mean wing chord at

585 Ib. all-up weight. The above
range accommodates pilots weighing

from 130 to 200 Ib.

A very extensive flight test pro-

gramme was proposed to DOT by
the Toronto Gliding Club, and was
later carried out by experienced

pilots. The test programme covered

such flight cases and characteristics

as take-ofí and aero-tow, landing,

maximum speed test, controllability

and manoeuvrability, balance and
stability, spinning, flutter and vi-

brations, as well as ground charac-

teristics.

The Loudon was flown for the

first time on November 5th, 1949,

at Oshawa Airport, Ontário, on
which day five flights were made, as

a result of which the sailplane was
accepted as airworthy for the con-

tinuation of the already approved
test programme.

During the initial test period of

test flying, some minor troubles

began to show up, which were
gradually corrected. It was evident,

for instance, that the control stick

forces were too high at slow speeds.

This was corrected by adding a

trim tab on the elevator, and on
future models by changing the tail-

plane incidence. The spoilers were
not as effective as desired, and a high

frequency buzz started at 60 mph.
It was found that the spring retain-

ing mechanism was not .stiíí enough.
This was cured, as well as the low
efíectiveness of spoilers, by reducing

the gap between the spoiler plate and
the upper wing surface.

A mild tail shudder and rather

poor slip characteristics were cured
by adding a rounded fillet between
the fuselage and the fin. Before
the fillet was added, the air flow was
breaking away over the fin and
rudder with the rudder actually

stalling, thus making it diflicult to

keep the machine in a sideslip. Ali
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these minor changes took place dur-
ing the first few months of test

flying.

The performance in straight flight

as calculated, is given in Fig. 3.

The performance obtained in test

flight shows a little improved niini-

mum sinking speed and a slightly

higher sink in the region of higher
speeds. The estimated minimum
sink was 2.1 ft./sec, as compared
with the calculated 2.25 ft./sec.

The best gliding angle proved to be
almost the same as calculated.

The Loudon does not show any
tendency to fali ofT to one side when
flown in steady partial stall with the
stick fuUy back and normal rudder.

When reducing the speed in straight

flight, the glider can be flown as slow

as 22 mph. and, although the sinking

speed is two or three times the mini-

mum, steady flight can be main-
tained.

The glider does not show any
tendency to spin or spiral dive.

Several attempts were made to spin

it in either direction without suc-

cess. The glider can be made to stall

and lift a wing into a spin, but it

recovers in a spiral dive in about a

quarter turn without moving the

Controls from the cross control

position.

The low stalling speed obviates

any tendency to stall in tow and

adequale control can be niaintained

at ali times. Greal care was exerci.sed

when testing lhe glider at high
speeds. In order to get the speed
readings correctly, two trailing static

bombs were u.sed for two speed
ranges, one covering speeds from
30 to 50 mph., the other from 60
to 100 mph. The design gliding

speed of Loudon is 100.5 mph.,
and the glider was flown up to 103
mph., which ade(|uately covers the

corresponding C..\.R.-05.2 reciuire-

ment.

A similar test was repeaterl with

extended spoilers, in which case,

however, the maximum speed should

not exceed 1.67 times stalling speed.

As the stalling speed with spoilers

fuUy extended is about 35 mph., the

maximum test speed should be
35 X 1.68 = 58.6 mph. The glider was
in this case flown up to 71 mph.
which well covers requirements.

In ali high speed flights, a high con-

trol stick force and a forward stick

position is required to maintain a

steady flight condition. It is partic-

ularly noticeable at the maximum
speed at fuU range of C.G. positions.

The glider is fully manoeuvrable
and controUable at ali speeds be-

tween stall and maximum certifi-

cated speed, and forward and aft

C.G. locations. The glider has been

looped at speeds from 75 to 95 mph..
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Fie. 9. Shear centre liiie localion; fuselage fronl portion.
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Fig. 10. Torque application arrangeiíient at Statiuii 36-in.

stall turned entering at a wide range

of speeds and landed from a high

speed climbing turn entered at 90

mph. at '20 ft. altitude. The spoilers

have been used at varying amounts
up to full travei at speeds from stall

to 71 nipli. in free flight and in tow,

both in turns and in straight flight.

No difficulty was experienced in

maintaining full control at ali times,

and no buffeting was noticed.

The glider is statically and dyn-

amically stable about ali three

axes. The dynamic stability was
checked by sharply moving the

control stick or rudder in steady

flight and observing the path and
speed of recovery to normal flight

condition. In each case, a high

damping effect was evident with

oscillations levelling out very fast.

It is particularly noticeable in roU.

After fínding the cause of the

vibration of spoilers and the shudder

of the fin and of the rear portion of

the fuselage and correcting them
by proper modiíications, no further

trouble with vibration or flutter has

ever occurred at any speed range

during any test flights.

On the basis of ali tests in flight,

the foUowing placard speeds were
approved by DOT.

:

Placard maxinuim speed, 90

mph.
Placard maximum auto-winch

speed, 65 mph.
Placard maximum aero tow

speed. 90 mph.
Placard maxinuun speed for

opera tion spoilers, 65 mph.

Stressing and Structiiral Testing^

One of the main documents, on
the basis of which the DOT approval
was granted, was a very thoroughly

prepared record, consisting of aero-

dynamic and stressing calculations.

For this, the numerous aerodynamic
and stress reports prepared
by students during their university

work were revised and edited before

final prescntation to DOT. This was
a good opportunity indeed to check
how reliable a student's work could

be. It was found generally that the
average cjuality of work was not too

bad, except for a few cases where
the reports had to be completely
rewritten. Also, some other reports

had to be added, in order to cover
the whole structure more
thoroughly.

One special case is worth men-
tioning, namely, the stressing of the

front portion of the fuselage in the

region of the cockpit. The main
loading cases for that portion of

fuselage are the down, up and sitle-

ways loads applied at the tow hook

by a towing cable, in flight in aero

tow or winch take-off. Especially

the sideways component of the tow-
ing load was criticai in the region of

the cut-out for the cockpit. Because
it is practically impossible to find

the shear stress distribution in an
open shell made of an anisotropic

material—the combination of spruce

stringers and plywood covering laid

at 45° to the centre line—a mixed

experimental-analytical method of

stressing was used. In order to find

the shear stress distribution in the

outer skin, one must know the
location of shear centres in each
section of fuselage in front of the

main spar bulkhead. This was done
experimentally by fixing the main
fuselage bulkhead and loading the

front portion of it by a known
torque. By using a proper record-
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ing arrangement attached to each

frame, the relative rotation and
hence the shear centre, was found.

In Figs. 9 and 10 the location of

shear centres thus obtained is shown,

as well as the method of torque

application. From an applied torque

and from the position of the shear

centres, the shear stress distribution

at each section was found, as well

as the modulus of torsional rigidity.

Knowing these two quantities, as

well as the corresponding section

geometry and áreas, it was possible

to carry out the stressing of the

front portion of fuselage. In Fig. 11

a typical shear flow distribution is

shown for Frame No. 6.

Besides an extensive record, the

C.A.R.-05 specifications require a

number of proof and operational

tests, mostly to the control system
and towing arrangement, covering

ali parts of the glider which are

directly loaded by these systems.

The purpose of the tests is to prove

that the parts work satisfactorily

under operational loads and that the

stiffness of the glider components
involved is adequate.

These tests were executed by
loading the corresponding control

surface with proof loads and
measuring the forces acting at the

control stick or pedais. Usually the

requirement is that the loaded

system has to withstand the proof

load for one minute without any
permanent set or damage. Some of

the requirements are severe, as,

for instance, a requirement of load-

ing the whole rudder system by 400
Ib. applied to each pedal. This load

is balanced by stretching the control

cables and is resisted by the rudder
horn and hinges.

Another group of tests was per-

formed on the launching and towing
release mechanism including the

relevant part of the fuselage. The
proof load in the towing cable was
1,124 Ib., applied to the front part
of the fuselage in four diíferent

directions. Fig. 12 shows the man-

ner in which the fuselage was held

in position and loaded. The proof

was applied for one minute without

damage or permanent set, and then

reduced to 562 Ib. and released by
the normal release mechanism, as

required for operational test. The

shear centre

most severe case was that in which

the tow force acted sideways at

30° to the axis of the fuselage, and

was resisted by sideways bending

of its front portion. In this case the

fuselage was maintained on a cradle

on its left side at the main bulkhead

and the tail held by a duinmy tail-

plane. The glider passed through

the operational test 562 Ib. satis-

factorily. However, at the full load

of 1,124 Ib. the outer skin behiiid

the pilot's seat started to buckle. It

was therefore decided to add a few

spruce intercostals in the affected

area. It is worth while mentioniug

that the corresponding British re-

quirements specify a slightly lower

towing load and a side angle of 15°.

The proof load side-component in

this case is slightly smaller than the

side-component attained success-

fuUv at the operational test required

by r.A.R.-05. \^
Fig. 12. Method of load application of load for aero tow test.

ultimafe shear due to torque

t) resultant shear

Fig. 11. Shear stress distribution at Frame Station 51-in.
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The Use of Aluminium

In Contact With Other Metals

Hugh P. Godard

Head, Chemical Division

Aluminium Laboratories, Ltd..

Kingston, Ontário.

Not very long ago we published a paper from the Aluminium Laboratories deal-

ing with the corrosive effects of commoii building materiais—concrete, mortar and

plaster—on aluminium. Aluminium is often used in direct contact with other metala

in building construction and probably even more frequently in its industrial

applications. This short paper predicts in a general way what corrosive effects

niav be expected under such conditions.

Aluminium alloys po.ssess good
resistance to weathering (l, 2), to

seawater (3) to many natural water.s

(4) and to many chemicals (5). In
common with other metais, this

good behaviour depends in part on
good design (e). Probably the most
common cause of corrosion of alumi-
nium in Service is u.se in contact
with other metais, which under un-
favorable circumstances can lead to

galvanic corrosion.

The general principies of galvanic
corrosion have already been describ-

ed (7). For any given pair of metais
the severity of galvanic corrosion

depends on

:

(1) Degree of electrical contact,
i.e., electrical resistance of joint.

Unless there is electrical contact
between the metais there will be
110 galvanic corrosion. If contact is

increased by paint films or build-up
of corrosion products, the amount of

corrosion will be reduced.

(2) Conductivity of solution.

In fresh waters with low electrical

conductivity there is little galvanic
corrosion; it may be severe in sea-

water, which is highiy conductive.

(3) Relative anode and cathode
áreas.

The larger the ratio of anode to

cathode áreas, the less severe will be
the galvanic corrosion. Conversely,
large cathode to anode area ratios

may produce severe corrosion. For
this reason, fasteners such as bolts,

screws and rivets should alwa\ s be
cathodic to the metal joined.

(4) Polarization.

Polarization is the reduction of

potential with flow of current, which
reduces the amount of current. This
occurs more with some metal pairs

than with others.

Aluminium stands high in the
electromotive series and in most

galvanic series of metais, and is

usually anodic to other metais

with which it is in contact, with

the exception of magnesium and
zinc. However, the severity of

galvanic corrosion depends to a

large extent on environment and is

less in most cases than is generally

realized.

Influence of Environment

Atmosphere

Galvanic corrosion is most pro-

nounced in marine atmospheres;
the most .severe condition is found
on board .ship. Ashore, the worst
location is on a pier and severity

decreases rapidly with distance from
the shore, depending, of course,

on topography and on the pre-

vailing wind. At the Kure Beach,
N.C., corrosion testing station, for

example, there is a several-fold

reduction in galvanic corrosion on
going inland from 80 feet to 800
feet from the water's edge. In most
locations galvanic corrosion will be
slight a mile inland, while it is

doubted if any marine galvanic
influence can be detected five miles

inland. As Canada's inhabited .shore-

line is relatively short, marine
galvanic corrosion is not a major
national problem.

In city atmospheres moisturc
íilms on a surface are acidic and
have a tendency to promote galvanic
action between dissimilar metais in

contact. Rain has a beneficiai action
in both marine and urban at-

mospheres, tending to dihite and
wash away conducting water films.

Fog, on the other hand, has a
deleterious eífect.

In rural atmospheres there i,s very
little galvanic action because the
rainwater is pure and is a poor
electrolyte.

ISatural Waters

The influence of natural waters on
galvanic corrosion depends on their

conductivity, which is proportional
to their .solids content. However,
most potable waters have little

effect, becau.se they usually contain
less than 300 ppm. of di.ssolved

solids. On the other hand, galvanic
corrosion is a major probleni in sea-

water, which has over a hundred
times this amount of dissolved

.salts.

Other Environments

Galvanic corrosion may prove to

be a problem in other special envi-
ronments, such as in the cheinical

and food products industries. While
one cannot generalize, much expe-
rience with these products has been
gained and is available. In .some
cases, tests will have to be made to

determine the galvanic tendencies
of pairs of metais and the severity
of galvanic action.

Influence of Other Metals

Copper. and its Alloys

Where possible, it is best to avoid
joining aluminium to copper or its

alloys, because this produces the
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most unfavorable galvauic couple

likely to be encountered in practice

with aluniinium alloys, but if the

couple is in a dry atmosphere, there

will be negligible galvanic action.

For example, in several plants

indoor aluminium-to-copper bus bar

joints have not corroded after many
years. Similar connections gave no
trouble in the electrical system of

the liner Aquitania during her 37

years' service. In domestic refri-

gerators a flash butt welded joint

between aluminium and copper

tubing performs satisfactorily.

In rural atmospheres where the

rain water is pure, galvanic action

will be slow. For example, copper

nails driven through aluminium
sheet and exposed at Kingston for

eight years have produced only

incipient and barely visible pitting.

In industrial atmospheres where
rain and condensate are more con-

ductive, action will be more rapid.

Yet in one case in urban Toronto,
equal sized aluminium and copper
electrical cables were clamped to-

gether for several years and only a

small amount of corrosion of the

aluminium was evident.

On board ship and in severe

marine environments direct contact

of copper and aluminium should be
avoided

.

In water-handling systems in-

ternai galvanic corrosion at joints

between copper and aluminium
piping will depend on the hardness
of the water and on its temperature.
In soft waters it will be negligible;

in hard waters, where corrosion may
occur, one precaution is to install a
short length of replaceable heavy
walled aluminium pipe at the con-
nection. Insulating couplings are

available to avoid direct metal
contact. If the water picks up
copper from the copper part of the
system, it will tend to deposit it on
the aluminium surfaces and pro-
mote pitting. This can be alleviated

by the use of Alclad aluminium,
which may increase the service

time before perforation by a factor
of íive or ten.

Mild Steel, and Wrought and Cast Iron

In ali but marine atmospheres the
galvanic action of mild steel and of

wrought and cast iron on aluminium
is slow. Aluminium alloys contain-
ing copper, such as 17S-T, 24S-T
and 26S-T, sufíer less galvanic cor-
rosion in contact with steel and
iron than alloys such as 2S, 3S, 57S
and 65S.

In natural waters there is little

galvanic action of these couples
and in some waters aluminium may
even be protected by iron. Rust

deposits carried into aluminium
pipe by the water are not detri-
mental. Aluminium water piping
can be directly connected to steel

in most cases, especially if a gal-
vanized fitting is used.

In structural applications the
faying surfaces of steel-to-alumi-
nium joints should be filled with an
inhibited joining compound. For
marine construction, such as the
installation of an aluminium super-
structure on a steel hull, the con-
tacting steel members should be
galvanized or sprayed with alumi-
nium or zinc, jointing compound
used and the joint be kept well

painted. Steel rivets are preferred
and where possible galvanized steel

washers should be placed under the
rivet heads on the aluminium side.

Where this is not feasible, the steel

rivet heads on the aluminium side

should be metal sprayed with alumi-
nium after driving.

Stainless Steel

In normal atmospheres and na-
tural waters, aluminium can be
used safely in contact with stainless

steel. In severe marine atmospheres,
stainless steels tend to corrode
aluminium, so the junctions should
be painted. In seawater, unpainted
connections should be avoided, espe-

cially if the area relationship is un-
favorable. The corrosion rate is

lower than that produced by contact
with copper.

Chromium-plated Steel

In most fresh waters, and in ali

but marine atmospheres, aluminium
will perform well in contact with
chromium-plated steel.

Lead

Aluminium may be used with lead

in ali but marine atmospheres. Lead
washers may be used on nails for

aluminium roofing sheet in ali but
the most severe marine atmospheres
and even here the galvanic action is

slow. For example, it took 37 years

to perforate a 0.032 in. thick alumi-

nium sheet roof around lead nail

washers in Sydney Harbor, Austrália.

Zinc and galvanized iron

In the atmosphere, zinc is anodic

to aluminium and will protect it

when in contact. This also holds in

most natural waters. In alkaline

Solutions, zinc becomes cathodic to

aluminium.

In corrosive atmospheres, alumi-

nium should not be placed in contact

with galvanized iron unless the com-
bination is painted, because the

aluminium accelerates corrosion of

the zinc and when this is consumed,

the exposed iron galvanically cor-

rodes the aluminium. When painted.

the couple is satisfactory anfl main-
tenance of paint over the joint is

much less diíficult than on aluini-

nium-steel connections.

Cadmium
Cadmium is vcry slightly ca-

thodic to the commoii aluminium
alloys — it is anodic only to the
copper-containing alloys — and
may be used safely with them
under ali conditions. ("admium-
plated steel is also recommended for

contact with aluminium; however,
when the cadmium itself corrodes
away, a steel-to-aluminium contact
is made.

Magnesium
Magnesium is anodic to alumi-

nium and corrodes preferentially
when coupled. In corrosive atmos-
pheres, such contact may tend to

corrode the aluminium as well.

Large galvanic corrosion çurrents
produce an alkaline (corrosive) con-
dition on the aluminium. Certain
aluminium-base alloys containing
magnesium, such as Alcan 56S
(5 per cent Mg) and 350 (10 per
cent Mg), produce the least galvanic
action. The two metais may be
safely used together in most natural
waters and in ali but marine
atmospheres.

Summary

Some general observations have
been made on the galvanic corrosion

tendencies of aluminium when placed

in contact with other common
metais. The resulting amount of

corrosion for a given combination
depends largely on the conductivit\'

of the electrolyte, the relative áreas

of the two metais and the electrical

resistance of the joint.
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Will the Ice Age ReturnP

by

N. J. Berrill

Strathcona Professor of Zoology,

McGill University,

Montreal.

The Arctic is getting warmer aiid

so is the Antarctic. Canadian win-

ters are losing their bite and are

a Httle less stretched out than they

used to be not so long ago. AU this

is no illusion. In the last 50 years the

mean annual snowfall in Montreal
has decreased by nearly 30 inches.

Thirty years ago the polar front, the

edge of the mass of cold Arctic air

that pushes south every winter,

extended across the southern United
States; now it seems to wobble
somewhere near the International

border much of the time, bringing

unseasonal, unsettled and unwanted
mid-winter spells of mild vveather to

Canadiaíi cities. Even the deep
freeze of the Yukon winter is milder

by seven or eight degrees than at

the start of the century, and since

that time the glaciers have been
receding rapidly, both in Arctic

Canada anfl in northern Scandi-

navia. Even the great Arctic ice

sheet has shrunk several hundred
miles closer to the pole. Cod have
returned to the now unfrozen waters
of Davis Strait and the herring are

retreating from the overly warmed
waters off Maine and Nova Scotia.

New forests invade the tundra
along the eastern Hudson Bay,
but farther south the birch is dying
throughout New England and the

eastern Provinces; it can't escape
the warmth. AU of this íits into the
picture of a warmer world. The
trend is clear, but how long has it

been going on, and how long will it

last ?

A Question of Time

It is ali a cjuestion of time and of

whether you take a long view or a
short one. Official records show that
the present trend has been going

If the author"s conclusions are correct,

engineers may ultimately have to contend

with cHmatic condi tions far worse than

permafrost, the one currently rereiving so

niuch attention. It would appear that we

niight well focus some attention on the

future conditions suggested as possible

in this paper, which was originally pre-

sented before the Montreal Branch of

the Humanities Assoeiation of Canada.

The author is a zoologist by profession,

best known through bis recent book

"Sex and the Nature of Things".

on for at least a century and there

are records of another sort that

suggest it may have started much
further back than that. For when
glaciers melt and the weight of ice is

lifted off the land, the land rises,

though not at once. In Spitzbergen,

where glaciers have been shrinking

as in other places, the remains of the

activities of seventeenth century
whalers are now many feet above
where they used to be. The world
has perhaps been warming up for

several centuries and it may go for

several more, at least beyond the

time of our individual lives. And the
process seems to be a steady one.

This winter the ice sheet failed to

form off southern Labrador for the

first time and harp seal herds that

use it as their nursery could neither

land there nor be caught and killed.

It's a very ill wind that brings no
one any good.

A Warmer Country—But ....

If it is a warmer country you want
with much longer frost-free periods

in the southern parts and new ex-

tensiva forests reaching far into the

north, then this is the rosy side of

things. Yet if the trend continues

until no more ice is left in either the

Greenland ice cap or in Antárctica,

particularly if the melting process

should accelerate, there will be the

devil to pay. For the levei of the

sea will go on rising as long as the

ice melts and if ali melts the rise

will be another 1.50 feet. The rate is

slow enough at present, goodness
knows; about five inches in twenty
years or only two feet in a century.

Yet it could speed up and then the

question arises whether New York
and London and ali the other great

seaport cities will die of ohl age,

or be encroached upon and finally

submerged while still struggling to

survive. More than cities would go,

for much of the finest agricultural

land in the world—the valley lands

of the Mississippi and of the Amazon,
the St. Lawrence valley as far as

Lake Ontário, rrmch of the rich farm
lands of the east—would become
submerged; HoUand would disap-

pear entirely; the sea would flow

freely through the Mediterranean
into the Indian Ocean, and the
sands of the desert perhaps become
the floor of shallow seas as they were
once upon a time.

This is the prospect if the ice

age is behind us and if the present
process of warming up continues a
little longer and does not reverse

itself. It is hard to realize that ice

ages are abnormal because we accept
the polar ice caps as a natural part
of the world we live in. The last

ice age is treading on our heels even
yet, but before that we have to skip
something like 250,000,000 years,
almost but not quite back to the
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age of the coal forests, before we
find evidences of another, while the

rocks indicate another equally long

ice free interval before we see signs

of still an earher one. There is no

satisfactory theory to explain why
ice ages come and go when they do,

although there is some connection

with the great periods of raountain

building. What now concerns us

more is the nature of this last one.

We are ice age people, though we
live in warmer times. There are no
indications that man as we would
recognize him existed before the

ice age as a whole was under way.

When it was over, or apparently so,

there were men camped south of the

great retreating glaciers both in

North America and in Europe.
Somewhere between the beginning

and the end we seem to have found

our place.

This is part of a long story and
somewhat beside the mark, but
whatever the details of our human
history may be, the nature of the

ice age that still lingers with us con-

cerns us vitally even now. For an ice

age is not one continuous freeze.

It comes and goes with a rhythm ali

its own, and I know of no evidence

giving assurance that its rhythmic
beat has ended. The ice age started

half a million years or more ago, a
length of time that is ominous in

itself. The scarred rocks and glacial

sediments give an outline of events,

of the alternating advance and
retreat of the northern ice cap.

Once it started the ice came quickly,

from massive centres over Green-
land and Scandinavia, invading
North America as far south as

Chicago, with a subarctic climate
extending far beyond its edge.

And roughly speaking it remained
some 60,000 years. It is difficult to

be sure of the actual time, but if the
half million years assigned to the ice

age as a whole are anywhere nearly
correct, then we can estimate the
duration of the subdivisions with
reasonable accuracy.

The Rhythm

Here is the rhythm—60,000 years
of ice, 60,000 more or less without,
60,000 more of ice, then an inter-

glacial period of some 200,000 years,

then another 60,000 glacial years,

then 60,000 of withdrawal, and a
final glaciation of from 100,000 to

200,000 years with three milder
periods within it. These are round
figures and may be far from being
as equally equated as I have stated.

But the essence of the truth is there

:

long periods when America north of

the Mason and Dixon line and most
of Europe were under ice, which

alternated with equally long periods
when ice withdrew at least as far

as it now has gone. During the great
interglacial period in the middle the
ice may well have disappeared al-

together. And it may mean some-
thing, too, that the oldest skull of

our own human species yet found
belongs to this particular period.

With this sort of geologic history
so recently behind us you begin to

wonder where you stand. Is the ice

age over ? Are we entering a long
interglacial period with several tens
of thousands of years ahead of us
with no more ice than at present ?

Or is this mild interlude no more
than the fourth wobble within the
last glacial period ? As individuais

I suppose it doesn't matter very
much to any of us, but as a civiliza-

tion, as members of a species that

we feel now owns the earth, I think
it matters a lot. Human destiny
concerns us, as well as our individual

lives. At any rate, it would be nice

to know what is likely to happen.

When was the big ice last farthest

south and what has happened since

The answers to these questions may
tell US what we want to know, or at

least give us some suggestion of

what the future holds.

Two Keys to the Past

We have two keys that help un-

lock the past. One tells us something
about the climates and the other

gives the dates. The first consists

of poUen grains, like those that

give you hayfever, except that these

are dead. In particular the pollen

grains of trees—of spruce, pine, fir

and hemlock, of hickory, chestnut,

beech and oak^—ali have their

distinctive features and for thou-

sands of years they have been set-

tling in layers with the mud at the

bottoms of lakes and swamps. A
lake may long since have filled up,

but if its past existence is suspected,

its contents can be tested. The beds

of peat bogs and of old lakes are

stabbed with coring devices and the

long column of dried mud and pollen

reflects the changing past. If oak

pollen, for instance, was dominant

the weather was warmer; spruce

pollen implies that the climate was

cold.

The other key is virtually a clock

itself, an atomic time-piece built

into the remains of anything that

was once alive, whether animal or

plant. Its only drawback is that

there is a limit to the period of the

past that it can measure. It is not

sensitiva enough to use for recent

centuries and it runs out of time

about thirty thousand years ago,

but for dating events since the last

great advance of the ice it is ideal.

We have here a postwar i)eacetime
application of one of the fruits of

atomic warfare, for the method
exploits the discovery of radio-

carbon, a radioactive forin of carbon
that can be distinguisliod from
ordinary carbon and the proportions
quantitatively estimated in the nu-
clear physics laboratories of a num-
ber of universities. The underlying
principie is magnificently simple.

Radioactive carbon, better known
as "Carbon 14," is continuously
produced in the upper atinosphere
by the action of cosmic rays, which
transform nitrogen in the air into it.

This becomes incorporated in carbon
dioxide and is absorbed by plants

and by the animais that eat the

plants. As soon as the organism
dies and ceases to take in fresh

carbon, the built-in clock begins to

run down. The Carbon 14 begins

to tick away the years. In 5,568
years, on the average, only half of

the original store of radiocarbon
atoms is left; after another 5,568
years only half of this half are left,

and so on. It makes it possible to

date, among many other things, the

age of pieces of wood found with the

mud and pollen.

Putting the carbon and pollen

analj^ses together gives a dramatic
picture of the retreat of the ice cap,

to some extent unexpected. Up to

within the last ten years the ice was
thought to have reached its farthest

south for the last time some 20,000

years ago, and that men first entered

North America by crossing the

Bering Strait after the ice with-

drew. Carbon 14 gives a different

verdict. At Two Creeks Forest Bed
in Wisconsin, close to the southern

limits of the last ice advance, an
old forest lies shattered. The trees

ali lie pointing southwest and have
splintered ends, toppled by an
advancing glacier. The carbon clock

dates them as having been alive

only 11,000 years ago; at this time

the ice was still advancing. Yet
woven sandals found in Oregon and
other remains, according to their

carbon content, indicate that men
were living south of the ice at least

10,000 years ago. How and when
did they arrive Bison which were
frozen in the permafrost of northern

Alaska have been flated as older

than 28,000 years and must by the

nature of things have remained
frozen ali the time. Did men get

across while conditions were Arctic,

or in far more distant and warmer
times, or is there a catch somewhere
in ali of this ?

Yet the crash of the ancient Wis-

consin forest seems to have been the
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turning point. It went down before

the glacier 11,000 years ago, but
at the same time in Bermuda, more
or less in mid Atlantic, another
forest was being flooded by the sea.

The ice cap as a whole was melting
and the sea levei was rising.

As polar ice retreats, the sub-
arctic lundra along its southern
margin gives place to pine, then to fir

and spruce, and last of ali to hard-
wood forests. This goes on in

northern regions even now as the
seasons get milder and the sequence
has been the same from the first.

Pollen grain analysis shows the
course of withdrawal, radioactive

carbon shows when it happened.
This is the sequence: the pine belt

south of the Arctic tundra lay in

West Virgínia in 7500 B.C.' By
7000 B.C. it had shifted north to

Connecticut. The line passed
throngh Southern Minnesota in 6000
B.C, through Northern Minnesoto
in 5000 B.C., and in 4000 B.C. it

passed through Aroostook County,
Maine.

So far, so good. It looks as though
the same steady withdrawal of the
ice and the consequent shifting of

the tree zones is .still contimiing
and perhaps will keep on going and
that our glacial worries are over.

Yet it is too good to be true, for

there have been some disturbing
changes since the glacial ice with-
drew.

A Mystery

To start with there is a mystery.
Horses and camels and many other
beasts survived the ice age as a
whole anfl were abundant in North
America at the end of the last

glacial period. They were not killed

off by cold. And while traces of

early men have been found associat-

ed with the remains of mammoths
and of extinct species of bison,

these men were much more primi-
tive in their hunting tools than the
North American Indian races that
arrived later. They cannot be held
responsiblc for what happened. The
camels. the horses, the mammoths
and a whole host of other animais
simply disappeared. This hemi-
sphere was without the horse until

a few centuries ago when the
Spaniards reintroduced it. The only
explanation that makes much sense
is that there was some great climatic
change and that this group of large
animais died out for lack of food or
water or a combination of the two.
Buffalo were the exception. Whether
this actually was the cause of their

extinction no one knows, but the
climatic changes did occur with
almost catastrophic suddenness.

Polien grains from dated leveis

tell the srory fairly clearly. Foliow-

ing the end of the last glacial period

the pollens of pine and spruce

predominate. Then between 9,000
and 10,000 years ago the pine

diminishes and oak surges through
the forests, with pollens of other

trees indicating a climate that was
warm and dry, a sudden change
that may well have been a crisis.

In any case the warmth remained,
and the period from about 9,000 to

6,000 years ago is labelled by the
trees that grew then as being warm
and moist; from then until 3,000
years ago it was warm and dry
again. The peak of warmth accord-
ing to this forni of reckoning was
between 7,000 and 8,000 vears ago,

3,000 to 4,000 years after the end
of the glacial advance.

There was apparently a post-

glacial peak of high temperature in

both the northern and southern
hemispheres, with a little easing
towards a cooler state during the
following 6,000 years. About 1000
B.C. the temperature in general
began to fali, with occasional re-

cessions, until now the average
appears to be nearly 8°F. lower than
it was. This may not seem like

very much, yet it takes a surpris-

ingly small drop to make an ice

age. Once winter snow fails to melt
entirely during the following sum-
mer, the end comes quickly.

The sea shows a somewhat similar
picture. During the same warm
post-glacial period, from 3,000 to
8,000 years ago, warm water species
of seaweeds, mussels and other
molluscs inhabited the seas around
Iceland, Spitzbergen, Sibéria and
the Canadian Arctic islands. It has
become colder since that time and
these and other organisms no longer
live there.

And we get the same story from
the land in other ways than from
pollen grains. Trees grew to a line

1,000 feet higher than now along
the mountain ranges of Eurojjc and
Scandinavia and 200 miles farther
north in Sibéria. The Scandinavian
glaciers melted away almost com-
pletely and so did those of Iceland
and most of those of the Rockies

and High Sierras. The Arctic Ocean
may well have been free of ice.

The climate began to worsen
fairly rapidly about 500-800 B.(\
Swiss lake dwellings and salt and
ore mines in the eastern Alps were
abandoned. The higher latitudes and
higher altitudes became deforested.

Glaciers in Iceland, Spitzbergen
and Sweden are known to have
flowed over forests and marshes and
glacial advance is evident in both
North America and Patagonia.

So where are we now ? We are
definitely in a period which can be
called cool and moist. For most of

the Christian era the temperature
on the average has been slowly
falling. The Greenland colonies
which were established and main-
tained without nmch difficulty dur-
ing the first millenium became frozen
out early in the second. Now the
temperature is rising once again,
but records show that since the
seventeenth century there have
been many cycles of advance and
retreat of ice, some lasting a few
years, some a third of a century or
longer. The present warming-up
may be just one more of these, or it

may, of course, continue till ali the
ice has gone and the lands are
flooded. But some eminent geologists

think othervvi.se and consider that
many of the present glaciers are
successors to and not the remnants
of the last glacial period; that
temperatures have already fallen

from the post-glacial maximum for

one-third of the way neces,sary to
bring on the next deep freeze; that
the present climate is extremely
abnormal and that we are about
midway between one glacial period

and the next. If the glaciers come
again as they did but a few thousand
years ago, man would be banished
from the vast and now most
populous áreas of the present tem-
perate latitudes. Either way, it

seems to me, humanity will be
caught. If the ice ali melts, the sea

will swallow much of what we
value most; if not, the ice will come
again and push us under protest
into the narrowed tropics. y/

The Editor invites discussion

on papers

appearing in the Journal
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A New Concept in Modern Office Buiíding Construction

hy G. Lorne Wiggs, M.E.I.C., Sénior Partner, AViggs, Waltord, Frost & Lindsay,

Montreal.

The Engineeririg Journal, April 1954, page 417

C. D. Carruthers, M.E.I.C.i

I would like to coníirm and ampli-

fy some of the points ÒNIr. Wiggs has

made regarding the structure, par-

ticularly as it affects the mechanical

work.

The spans were 50 feet and the

beams were spaced at 10-foot cen-

tres, and we used 30 inch deep
beams. Because of the small amount
of air required for ventiUition there

were smaller ducts, and th is enabled
US to get under the beam. The al-

lowance of 8 inches required for

Hghts allowed sufficient space for

the duct.

In one later building for which we
were also associated with Mr. Wiggs,
we actually cut holes in the beams
and reinforced these holes, in order
to allow the ducts to pass through
the beams. The comments I have
had from the owners are that the

system is working well and it cer-

tainly has an excellent appearance.

E. B. Jubien, M.E.I.C.2

I am going to confine my remarks
about Mr. Wiggs' paper to that
part of the paper which deals with
our new head office building. Let me
say in the beginning that I think
Mr. Wiggs has covered the ground
very thoroughly, particularly in re-

gard to the mechanical facilities;

naraely, electrical air-conditioning
and ventilation of the building.

I think I can also safely state that
the equipment has operated very
satisfactorily and the results have
been even better than we expected.
We are able to maintain in this

building practically constant tem-
perature and humidity throughout
lhe twelve months of the year. I

have in my office a recording tem-
perature-humidity instrunient, and
the charts from this show almost
perfect circles day in and day out.
\\e maintain a normal temperature
in the winter time of about 7'i deg.
F. and a relative humidity of about

'Wallace-Carrutliers & Associates Limited,
Toronto.

Thief Engineer, Doininion Textile Com-
pany Limited, Montreal.

42 per cent. In the summer months,
the temperature is usually about
76 deg. F. maximum with a relative
humidity of 50 per cent.

I notice in the winter time when
the exterior walls and windows are
cold that the radiant heating paneis
seem to offset this condition and one
is able to sit quite close to the walls
or windows and still feel com-
fortable.

Some of you may be wondering if

this additional air-conditioning
equipment can be justified on a dol-

lar and cents basis. I think I can
state definitely that we feel that it

does pay for itself in a very short
time. We notice, particularly in the
summer time, that the amount of

work produced is not affected by
outsidetemperatures. In ourdraught-
ing room, for example, the draughts-
men are able to work without having
the draughting paper stick to their

hands or become soiled. No time is

lost due to having to close our of-

fices before five o'clock, and our
staff are able to eat in the cafeteria

the regular hot meai even during the

hottest summer day. Some interest-

ing statistics have been maintained
by one of our large departments and
the results indicate that the time
lost due to illness has been reduced
by about one third, particularly

during the winter months.
We have found it desirable to

operate our refrigeration unit during
the spring and fali months, viz., in

May and September, in order to

reduce the amount of relative hu-
midity to make it more comfortable
for the occupants of the building.

This is a condition which we had not

foreseen and is one which I think

has been largely overlooked in the

application of air-conditioning in an
office building in climate such as we
have in ^Montreal.

It is abísolutely essential with aii

elaborate .system of air-conditioning

such as this to have a fully (jualified

man in charge of the installation.

This man must have a good knowl-
edge of refrigeration, ventilation and
the operation of inslruments; othoi'-

wise the results would be ini.satis-

factory.

One of the fírst e.s.sentials, also, is

to educate peoph to keep the win-
dows closed. This has been a [)rol)-

lem but gradually it has been ac-
complished, and the result is that
we are able to maintain our build-
ing walLs, ceilirigs and floors in a
much easier fashion because no dust
or dirt can enter.

G. Lorne Wiggs, .\I.E.LC.

In the course of the di.scu.ssion

John H. lloss, Consulting engineer
of Toronto, commented on the fact
that the author had made no slate-
ment regarding the cost of a radiant
heating and cooling .system conibin-
ed with air conditioning as cornpared
with that of a conventional air

conditioning system.
Both Mr. Carruthers and Mr.

Jubien have added something to
my paper and I thank them for
doing so. I am glad that Mr. Car-
ruthers has mentioned a part of the
space saving of the system and has
born testimony of its excellent

appearance. I know that Mr. Jubien
and his staff have kept a constant
check on the operation of the
radiant heating and cooling system
in the Dominion Textile Building
so that his statement that the
.system maintains a practically con-
stant temperature and humidity
really means just that. It is also

interesting to know that a winter
time temperature of about 72°F.
has proveu to be correct, whereas
certain American engineers are try-

ing to convince us that 75°F.' or
76°F. is the ideal. To my mind main-
taining temperatures of 75 or 76°F.
is not only uncomfortable but rej)re-

sents an appreciable waste of heat-
ing. I believe that the temperature
should be kept at 75 or 76°F. during
the hot summer mont hs.

Mr. Jubien has commented on the
offsetting of the radiant heat trans-

fer from the occupants to the cold

exterior walls and windows. The
elimination of this heat transfer is

one of the great advantages of the

use of radiant heat paneis under
the windows. His statements re-

garding the reduction in time lost

due to sickness aTid to unc-omfort-

ably warm weather conditions as

well as the reduction in building

maintcnance have resulted from the

installation of the radiant heating

and cooling .system certainly bears

out whal we have conteudcd for

.some time.

In reply to John lioss' question

I wish to say that it was an over-

sight on my part in neglecting to

(leal with any of the financial as-
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pects of the subject. 1 do not have
any of the cost figures with me but

I will present such figures and
iiiake such coininerit ou theni as I

cau froni meniory. When we started

on the Manufacturers Life Building

design, in association with Mr.
Charles Leopold, we decided to

niake preliiniuary layouts of not

only a rafliant heating and coohng
systeni eonibined with air condition-

ing but also of a conventional air

conditioning systeni. Estimates of

the cost of each of these two s^^s-

tems were prepared. Then the space

requirements of each system were
determined and the cost of provid-

ing the difference in space rec}uired

was estimated. As a result it was
found that although the radiant

heating and coohng system itself

I. F. Morrison''

Editor's Note: This fontrihution is not meant
as a detailed disc ussion of tlie paper, but as a

letter conimenting on it.

In the paper on Testing of Col-

umns with Uniformly Distributed

Loads I find it difficult to follow the
analysis. For example, equation (3),

which is "by elastic energy", is not
the equation of strain energy. The
right hand member is one term of

the Maxwell-Mohr ecjuation. It is a

virtual work equation of a sort. It is

not explained what beconies of the

other terras of that equation or that
they are without influence in the
case concerned. Moreover, I cannot
discover what F is intended to

represent or why the right hand
side of the equation (4) is equivalent
to that of ecination (3). However,
these are minor points.

On i)age 1)46 one finds that
—

"The
ease of cojiiputation proves (8)"

—

i.e. equation (8) on the previous
page

—
"to be readily applicable to

design". This statement is perhaps
open to question. One might as well

say that the Engineering-News For-
mula is applicable to the determina-
tion of the safe loads on piles because
it is easy to apply. In fact, that is its

only recommendation. It is also

based on energy but not elastic.

The tests, for what they are

worth, are interesting. However,
here again there are important un-
certainties and some confusion. The
term "ela.stic limit" is used. I think
the author means the yield point

^Emeritus Professor of Applied Mechanics,
Department of Civil and Municipal Engrg,.
University of Alberta, Edmonton.

cost somewhat higher than the

conventional system. the radiant

system took up appreciably less

space than the conventional system.

It was found that the difference in

cost of the additional space required

by the conventional system would
have amounted to considerably

more than the extra cost of the

radiant system. In other words,

taking the saving in cost of the

building into account, the radiant

system is actually more economical

to install than a conventional .sys-

tem.

In closing I would like to thank
Messrs. Carruthers, Jubien and
Ross for reviewing my paper and
preparing discussions of the same,

because discussions always do con-

tribute nmch to a paper.

which is cjuite a different thing. Nor
can I find any value for the yiekl

point of the particular material

used in the tests and since the so-

called "elastic limit stress" appears
in (8) it is not possible for one to

check the graphs in Figure 6. Also
the value of E used is not stated. Of
course since this is a non-structure

sensitive property of steel the value
might be assunied although actually

three significant figin-e accuracy is

ref}uired here if equivalent accuracy
is to be maintained in the computa-
tions.

It will be noted froni Figure 5 that
the axial loads applied to the speci-

men are of the elastic or reaction

type. On the other hand, the lateral

loads are of the gravity type. The
behavior of a long column under re-

action loads is different to that un-
der gravity type loads. Most loads
in practice are of the gravity type.
There is therefore some doubt about
applying a formula to practical full

scale design which finds its validity

in small scale tests based on a com-
bination of reaction and gravity loads.

The writer is not indebted to any-
one for these thoughts, which are
based on a number of years ex-
perience in the testing of materiais.

Paul C. Paris

The theoretical analysis involving
eciuations (1) through equations (8)
was included in the present paper as
a terse statement of the detailed
treatment presented in Frof. Vaii
den tíroek's work, "Columns Sub-
jected to Uniformly Distributed
Transverse Loads", The Engineering

Journal, March 1941, and is also

found in his book, "Elastic Energy
Theorv". John Wiley and Sons,

Second Edition (p. 236). Either of

these two sources gives a rigorous

discussion of both the methods and
assumptions in derivation of equa-
tion (8).

The commentator's suggestion

that "yield point .stress" should be
used in place of "ela.stic limit stress"

throughout the work seeins to be a
misunderstandiíig between us in

semantics. "Yield point stress" is

often found by various empirical

means (such as the 0.2% offset

method) or might also be defined as

the stress occurring when the fírst

particle of material in a .specimen

sustains an irrecoverable deforina-

tion (or lias yielded). This confusion

is avoifled by using the term "ela.s-

tic limit stress", meaning the highest

stress to which a material may be
subjected without permanent de-

formation. This stress was found to

be 39,900 p.s.i. for the material

te.sted. The modulus of elasticity

was measured as 29.4 x 10*^ p.s.i.

The commentator's doubt of the

reliability of tests in which the axial

load is of the "reaction type" seems
a bit unfounded. In the tests de-

.scribed in the work, it was the ob-

ject to find the load which cau.sed a
particular stress, the elastic limit

stre.ss, to occur in a column. For any
particular .system this load is a

uniíjue load, regardless of the meth-
od by which it is applied. If one is to

design on the basis of elasticity, the

loads recorded in the tests are

uniquely those which are the maxi-
nmm load which may be sustained

ela.stically, and are thus the criteria

of design.

The «lesign fornuilas i)r('seiitly in

use are of an empirical nature and
thus in certain ca.ses are so con-

servative a criterion of column
strength as to be uneconomical.
Equation (8) is the re.sult of an
effort to obtain a theorelically sound
fornada in a forni applicable to de-

sign, in order to ])romote eí-onoiny.

For the small scale tests di.scussed

in this work its accuracy is proven.
In applying it to full scale design it

is evident that size effects may in-

troduce some error not present in

small .scale tests. Also iniperfections

in full scale members may be present
and thus affect load carrying ca-

pacity. If .so these effects might be
suitably compensated for in the fac-

tor of .safety of design. The use of

equation (8) with a suitable factor
of safety is propounded as a more
accurate and thus more economical
design criterion than empirical meth-
ods for beam-colunins.

Testing of Columns with Uniformly Distributed Transverse Loads

by Paul C. Paris, Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Penn,

The Engineering Journal, .\ugust, 1954, Page 945
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Abstracts of Current T u^^of^,,^^

Abstracts of articles appearing

in current technical periodicals

MIRACULOUS BUBBLES
Compressed Air, v. 59, n. 8. August, 1954, p. 230.

Myriads of bubbles of ordinary air rising

through water do some extraordinary

things. On the prosaic side is their service

to wild life. Injected bencath ice caps on
fast-frozen ponds they supply life-giving

oxygen to fish. Introduced into lakes be-

fore freezing takes place they maintain
open water ali winter for migratory geese

and ducks.

In the field of industry, the evanescent
bubbles achieve more spectacular results.

For many winters they have protected
hydroelectric dams against damage from
pressing masses of ice and kept intakes to

turbines open regardless of plummeting
thermometers. Similarly, lumbermen learn-

ed in recent years to utihze them in order
to prevent log ponds at sawmills from
freezing over during cold weather.

Older than either of these applications

is the idea of the Brasher compressed-air
breakwater for calming raging seas. The
outstanding feature of ali these operations

is their utter simplicity. They require no
more than some perforated piping fed with
compressed air.

A New Canadian Application

In Canada a new and equally amazing
way of putting the tiny bubbles to work is

credited with having saved a million dol-

lars at its first trial. Creating a compres-
sible curtain in the water of the forebay of

the huge Sir Adam Beck No. 1 generating
station, the bubbles absorbed the shock of

blasting out a 12,000-cu.yd. plug of rock
with 6 tons of explosives, leaving the up-
per portion of the powerhouse, only 85
yards away, unscathed.
The scene of this remarkable demonst ra-

tion is the point where two great streams
of water, taken out of the Niagara River
6 miles upstream from the falis, converge
to form a pond or forebay that feeds water
to either of the two adjacent Adam Beck
power plants—Nos. 1 and 2—of the Hydro
Electric Power Commission of Ontário.
The 500,000-hp. No. 1 station has been in

operation for 34 years and is served by its

own waterway. No. 2 station, which will

eveutually house spinning turbines rated
at 1,828,000 hp. is now nearing completion.
\ separate conduit, consisting of a tunnel
underncath the city of Niagara Falis,

Canada, and an open canal elsewhere, was
Vmilt to supply it with water. When the
forebay for No. 2 plant was excavated, a
rock wedge was left between it and the
adjacent pool servicing No. 1 station. In
order that the powerhouse might receive
water from either system, the engineers
had to join the two forebays by removing
the rock barrier.

Because water is noncompressible and
would transmit the shock of the blast
directly to the superstructure of No. 1

plant, the obvious procedure would have
been to close down the generators, drain
No. 1 forebay and blast qut the obstruc-

tion "in the dry". That would have en-
tailed buying powers at an estimated cost
of one million dollars.

However, Adolph LaPrairie, an ex-
plosives expert for Canadian Industries
Limited who served in an advisory ca-
pacity in determining the blasting tech-
nique, was familiar with some of the
remarkable accomphshments of air bub-
bles. Why not, he thought, build an "air
cushion" in the forebay of No. 1 power-
house to dissipate the waves of concussion
.set up by the detonation ? If the scheme
workcd, the entire 25,000-odd-ton rock
plug could be shattered with one blast and
there would be no need to shut down the
station.

Experiments on Miniature Scale

LaPrairie's idea appealed to the Ontário
Hydro engineers enough to try it out on a
miniature scale. At the commission's labo-
ratories in Toronto, R. C. Jacobsen, a
physicist, and A. T. Edwards, an engineer,
rigged up a tank of water bisected by
three perforated air pipes on the bottom.
Sensitive pressure gauges were set up at
one end of the tank and C.I.L. blasting

caps were detonated at the other.

The first test showed them that they
were on the right track, but that adjust-
ments were needed. For two months they
experimented, varying the volume of the
air released and the diameter and spacing
of the holes in the pipe to determine what
size and quantity of bubbles would be
most effective.

Full Scale Method

From the Information gained they laid

out, full scale, the piping necessary to pro-

duce the desired dampening efíect. Three
3-inch lines, each perforated with 36 holes

per foot, were clamped together 9 inches
apart. They were clo.sed at one end, and a
6-inch air-supply pipe was manifoldud to
the other ends. The assembly was then
lowered to the forebay floor, crossing it on
a line parallel to the face of the rock plug
and the powerhou.se but farthcr awaj- from
the latter.

Vertical blastholes that had been drilled
in advance in the rock barrier were then
loaded with "Nitrone", an explosive that
was selected because it is not highly sensi-
tive to propagation and comes in water-
excluding steel containers.

To be on the safe side, the headwork.s of
the generating station were protected with
bags of sand, but this precaijtion proved
unnecessary. The air cushion, composed of
millions of compressible bubbles ab.sorbed
the concussion so well that the hammering
effect transmitted through the water to
instruments at the building wall was only
1/70 as intense as it would have been
without the shock absorber. It was not
strong enough to be damaging and, far

below, the turbines kept on spinning the
generators without a break.
Based on calculations made hy the en-

gineers during their experiments, the de-
sired cushion of bubbles was obtained by
forcing 90-p.s.i. compressed air into the
piping system at a rate of 3,750 c.f.m. The
upward rush of the churning air raised the
surface of the water about 4 feet above the
normal levei. The installation cost amount-
ed to around $2,000.

FoUowing this initial succe.ss, the same
scheme was used down in the Niagara
gorge to soften a blast that removed a
similar ledge of rock from between the
stream and the tailrace excavation for the
new plant. This second air curtain was
750 feet long. Canadian Industries Limited
has applied for a patent on the technique
and believes that it can be applied to ad-
vantage wherever underwater blasting

has to be done in the proximity of harbor
structures, bridge piers and the like.

CONTROLLING MACHINE TOOLS AUTOMATICALLY
Frederick W. Cunningham, Mechanical Engineering, v. 76, n. 6, June 1954, pp. 487-490.

Machine tools have been controUed auto-

matically and satisfactorily for a grcat

many years. The automatic screw machine
is familiar to all engineers. Another type of

machine that is widely used is the copying
or tracer-controlled machine. On these ma-
chines a first piece or template is made by
conventional methods, and then a cutting

tool is guided automatically so as to dupli-

cate the form in the workpiece.

All of these machines have the disad-

vantage of requiring that a master piece or,

in the automatic screw machine, a set of

master cams, be made and installed every

time the machine is to be changed from
one job to another.

When a single piece is required, the

simplest way of getting it is probably to

hand a rough sketch to a good mechanic

and let him make it. If 10,000 or 50,000
pieces are to be made, the machines men-
tioned are available.

If, however, the number to be made is

6, 10, or 25, there are no good ways of

making them. If they are given to a good
mechanic, he makes the second piece a

Httle fastor than the first, but the third

takes just as long as the second, and he
easily can spoil the fifth. Hc has to stop

his machine repeatedly to chango tools and
measure the work. He rarely takes as

heavy a cut as the job will stand, as he is

afraid of spoiling it, and if he spoils it, he
has lo start over again.

Use of Tape or Kilni

During the past 150 years or so, these

considerai ions had Icd to the devolopmcnt
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of niafhines that caii he controUed by a

tai)e or film. It was abuut 1804 that J. M.
Jacquaid invented a looni which was con-
troUed by punched cards linked together
in a chain.

With a tape systein, when new ofders
come in for spare parts, it is necessary onlv
to take the tape oiit ot the file and put it

in the machine, and to put in a piece of

stock. In fact the operator does not even
need to know what the machine is going to

make. He has to know what size stock to

put in and where to put it.

For exceptionally complicated pieees it

is possible to prepare tapes on .some of the
large modern computing machines. For
simpk* piec(^s, however, it should be pos-
sibk> to jjrepare a tape in the user's plant.

If the information can be put on teletype

tape, the interesting possibiHty appears of

telegraphing spare parts ali over the world.

In the machine-tool field, the problems

are somewhat difíerent from those on the

earlier devices. Most of these machines
employ a hole in the tape for each par-
ticular operation or location. On the player

piano, the presence of a hole causes a par-

ticular note to be struck. ()n the loom, a
hole in a selected location will raise a
particular thread.

On a machine tool, it mav be desired to

locate a point to 0.0001 in. or 0.0002 in.

on machine having a total travei of 50 or

60 in. Tliis is one part in 500,000 or

600,000. Obviously, it is impossible to

have a tape 500,000 holes wides, and have
each put up a locating pin 0.001 in. from
the next one.

There are several ways to escape tlie

problem. One is to use a coding system of

some kind. The simplest .system is merely
the use of decimal dimensiona; that is, if

the cutter is to be 19.5732 in. from the zero

point, the digits 195732 are punched in the
tape. This will recjuire that 60 spaces be
available foi- this co-oidinate. A binar

v

system would permit a reduction to 19
spaces whilc a combination system using
4 spaces per decade would require 24.

The number of spaces can be reduced
greatly if it is not necessary to give a single

order that will drive the machine from end
to end. If it is possible to put in each time
an order which does not differ from the
preceding one by more than 0.0050 in., it

is necessary to ])ut in only the last two
digits. If the preceding order had been
executed preperly, this would be suflRcient

.

The simplest type of control system is one
in which .successive equal steps are trans-

mittcd to the tool. As frequently as the
system will allow, a step is either fed in, or
it is omitted. Such a system reciuires a
reliable response device.

It alsD requires a greater longth of tape
than a control which uses a code to indicate
the final co-ordinate of the tool. If the
steps are 0.0001 in., and the signals on the
tape are % in. apart, a tape over a mile
long would be required to make a single

60-in. cul. At a cutting speed of 1 in. per
sec, the speed of the tape would be over a
mile a minute. A magnetic tape will permit
much closer spacing of orders than Vg in.,

but it is somewhat difficult to mak(>
changes on such a tape.

The Degrec of Flexil»ility Desired

A matter of great importance to the
engineer concerned witfi automatic control
is a knowledge of the dogree of fiexibility

that is desirable to jnit in a system. It is

possible to construct a machine to do al-

most anything that may be desired under
the control of a tape.

The degree of fiexibility required de-
pends to some extent on the machine to

which the control is to be applied. On a jig-

boring machine, the important feature of

th(! control is that it shall locate the work-
piece accurately and quickly. A slight lack

of uniform velocity of approach is not im-
portant nor is control of that velocity over
a wide range.

In a lathe, the degree of flexibihty re-

quired may be important. A simple type
of control can be built to do straight turn-

ing. To turn accurate tapers may add ap-
preciably to the cost of the control system,
while to be able to cut irregular forms may
add very considerably.

In the case of a round hole, there are

four dimensions in a jig-boriug machine.
There are the X and V-co-ordinates, the
depth of the hole, and the diameter of the

hole. Each dimension requires some sort of

control system. In cutting a thread there is

also the phase relationship of the longi-

tudinal feed to the rotation of the work-
picce.

The Playback Machine

One type of control which has received
much attention in the past is the playback
machine. This machine is rather appealing
to man>' people. A machinisf operates a
machine tool in a normal manner. As he
does this, the motions of the machine are
recorded in some way on tape or film, mag-
netic tape or motion-picture film, or any-
thing else. Then when the machine is

played back, the motions that the ma-
chinist put the machine through are re-

peated. One of the disadvantages of this is

that if the machinist makes unnecessarv
motions, which he may, th(j.se motions are
repeated. It is al.so probal)ly true that a
machinist rarely operates a machine tool
at maximum possible cutting rates. Es-
pecially after the first few operations, he
doesn't want to spoil the piece, and he
takes extra unnecesísary cuts or less speed
than the machine is capable of tolerating.
In con.sequence his faults are repeated
every time he makes another piece.

Such machines have been described in a
number of patents. Some of them are
rather old and it is hard to see in reading
these patents why these devices have not
come into use. They look pretty practical
but apparently they have not been used to
any extent. It is understood that M. Faure
iii France is working on a machine on
which the record is not made until the
operation is complete; that is, a man can
take his cut and decide if that was the cut
he wanted, and then if it is, he pushes the
button and lecords what he did. If, how-
ever, he decides that he should have fed it

in a little further because the work comes
out a little oversized, he can go back and
go through that operation a second time
with a suitable coi-rection before it is per-
manently recorded.

[inpnrtance of Reliability

It is important that the equipment be
reliable. Some safety precautions certainly
need to be taken. To make t he thing com-
pletely foolproof is probably impossible.
The author's expeiience with automatic
control has been that failures have been
mechanical. To be comi)letely, or as nearly,
foolproof as possible perhaps would involve
a completely double system with t wo tapes—a transmitting tape which would trans-
mit to the machine tool what it was sup-
posed to do, and a checking tape which
would rcceive information from the ma-
chine tool or from the workpiece, perhaps
from a diamond that is leaning against the
work, or from a point as near as po.ssible

to the work. This would transmit from the
machine back to the checking tape pre-

pared independently, in which case any
discrepancy between the order and the
lesponse would result in stopping the ma-
chine, or ringing an alarm, or whatever is

nece.s.sary.

An important reason that aut(iinatic

Cont rols weie not applied lo machine tools

many years ago (although patents indicate
that people knew pretty much what they
wanted to do), was the lack of sufficient

experience with servomechanisms, vacuuni
tubes, and the like. During the past 20
years a great deal of piogress has been
made in the servomechanism field foi mili-

tary purposes. Vacuum-tube servos and
thyiatron servos are both reliable.

Work is being done today with transis-

tors, which it is hoped will be better than
tubes. The principal advantage ,so far is

that they don't run as hot as tubes because
they have no cathodes to heat.

The power requirements for machine-
tool control may turn out to be .surprisingly

larg(>. Lathes, for example, may require,
under the worst conditions, 3 or 4 per cent
of tlie power required to drive lhe spindle ;

that is, a lathe, which is develoi)ing 25 hp.
at the tool may require as much as a horse-
power lo drive the tool carriage. Of course
it is rather unusual for lathes to be deliver-

ing as much as 25 hp. to a tool, but it is

quite po.ssible for a lathe to require over
3^2 hp. to drive the carriagí!.

There al.so has been a great deal of work
done for military purposes in various types
of computeis. Tliese may he of vahie in the
control of machine tools. .\s yet, they have
not been used very widely. Computation,
of ('ourse, could be done by digital methods
if the digital computer were sufficient 1\-

fast, but as it is necessary to come out
finally with a shaft rotation there are,

necessarily, analog elements in the digital

system.

Some Modern Applications

S(!veral tape-control machine tools ha\ e

been constructed or described witliin the
past few years. One simple system is creii-

ited to Dr. Hermaiis Oousins. It makes ni>

attempt to operate the machine tool at its

maximum capacii.y. Its function i)rimaril\
is to machine parts so inlricate as to be
extremely difhcult to machine by ordinarx
methods. The equipment uses a tape aboui
4 '4 in. wide and handles 4 co-ordinates
with 16 possible values for each of the co-
ordinates. There are 4 tracks in the tape.
for each co-ordinate. The coinl)inations of
the four of them give 16 possibilities Theic
is no] piovision, at present for backlash
compensation. If the amount of backlash
is known, it can be allowed for, or if turning
is done from the outside, i1 is always in IIk'

same direction.

.\nother system is considerably more
elaborate. That is a numerically controlled
milling machine. In this machine, the
operation in each co-ordinate is in e.ssen-

tially a straight line although it actuallv is

divided up into little steps each wav. How-
ever, it is necessary only to put in, in coded
form, the length of travei which a cut is to
have, and the time which it is to take to
complete that cut. Th(í minimum time
t hat can be used is 2 .sec.

The machine operates by taking steps at
a fixed rate of 512 per sec, and then taking
as many of those steps as are n(>cessarv. If

the machine is to travei at full speed, in a
second it will take ali but one of them. If

it is to travei at half that speed, it will take
every odd step, or at a quarler of that
speed, it will take the .second, sixth, tenth,
and so oii. Intermediate speeds are taken
by adding gioups of steps. At '.4 speed, the
steps used for half speed are taken with
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those for speed. There is a rather iii-

genious system for doing this, based on the

properties of binary counting systems, and
the use of the pulse which does not carry

to the next one.

A few years ago, a lathe was built on
which the information was fed in, in the

form of the co-ordinates of the point at

which the tool was to end its motion and
the speed with which it was to travei in

each direction. Each of these was fed in

digitally in the form of a voltage from a

decade voltage divider. The voltage divider

actually consists of taps on a toroidally

wound transfornier. It has been found that

the voltage from these taps is proportional

to the number of turns within a part in

100,000 or better. Even this is not a limita-

tion. By a little manipulation of high and
low-speed systems, it is possible to operate

to much closer tolerances than this. The
velocities when the machine was built

were not in as close steps as they could

have been.

As built, this machine was capable of

driving the carriage about 60 ipm., at no
load. Maximum power was delivered at

about half this speed. The accuracy of the

machine, or at least its reproducibility,

was very good. Successive pieces did not
vary more than 0.0002 in. in diam., which
is closer than most lathe operators can set

the cross slide on a manually operated
lathe.

Another example cf an automatically
controUed machine tool is a Fellows gear
shaper, to which servos have been added
for cutting noncircular gears. The principie

of operation is that any noncircular gear

can be generated by a roUing of the pitch

line of a circular gear along the desired

pitch line of the nonciicular gear. On the
gear shaper, the motions available are

rotation of the work spindle, rotation of

the cutter spindle, and motion of the cutter
spindle toward the work spindle. In normal
operation of the gear shaper, the two
spindles merely are geared together in the
proper ratio; the cutter spindle is driven
toward the workspindle during a portion
of the rotation, while the cutter is fed into

the work, and then both proceed to rotate

at constant center distance.

In the noncircular case, it is necessary to

rotate the work spindle and the cutter

spindle at relatively varying rates, and at

the same time, to drive the cutter spindle
toward or away from the work spindle. The
method of doing this is to divide up the
required motion of each of these into steps.

The steps of work rotation are 2 min of
angle, the steps of cutter rotation are equi-
valent to 0.01 of a tooth, which is 0.15 deg.
on a 24-tooth cutter, and the steps of mo-
tion of the cutter spindle toward the work
spindle are 0.00025 in.

The computation is a little involved, but
ends up in making steps of any one of the
three or any combination of the three mo-
tions. The principal features of the system
are the use of standard components. There
is little special work, as the film is 16-mm.
film and is run through a home movie pro-
jector from which the intermittent motion
has been removed. As each spot passes over
a phototube, a relay is operated and a
stepping switch, which is not used as a
switch but is geared to a synchro. The
three synchros transmit over to receiving
synchros which controls servomechanisms
on the gear shaper. The operation is not
terrifically fast.

The philosophy of the machine was quite
different from the lathe. In the case of the
lathe, the object was to make a machine
which would be converted quickly from
one job to another.

In the case of the noncircular gear, the
object was to make a machine which would

make a piece which was difhcult to make
by any other known means, and the
amount of work recjuired to set up to
make this was of secondary importance.
The last device to be considíu-ed is the

only one that has been described so far
which uses any of the moie advanced tech-
niqucs of the military computers.

This device operates from punched cards

The subject of this article is of blazing
importance to the people of this country.
The tremendous engineering, scientific, aiid
industrial effort of the U.S.S.R. is pro-
foundly affecting our way of life. Its im-
mediate purpose is the conquest of the
world. The power of the United States is

the chief obstacle to the easy accomplish-
ment of their ends. We, therefore, are the
first target for destruction.

In the main, everything reported here
comes from authoritative published sources
available to anyone who will take the
trouble to get them and study them. The
data thus obtained are supplemented by
information that we receive from our rep-
resentatives who do business in 71 coun-
tries of the world outside the Soviet Bloc.
This information is still further supple-
mented most valuably by foreign manu-
facturers and engineering companies with
whom we have regular dealings and friend-

ly relations and whose ofíicials, through
personal contacts and visits, are more in-

timately informed of what is going on
behind the Iron Curtain than we are^

There are vast and intentional differ-

ences in the status of great segments of the
Soviet population. Entire áreas of popula-
tion are ruthlessly exploited for the benefit

of others. The agri cultural workers are an
example. Prices for their products have
been steadily cut, their incomes reduced,
and their standards of living mercilessly

lowered, in order that city dwellers may
have cheaper food. Cities are the "hot
beds" of revolution, not the scattered peo-
ple of the counti-yside. Consequently, city

dwellers are deliberately favored.

The Key to Soviet Development

The key to Soviet industrial develop-

ment is, of course, their engineering and
scientific base for such expansion. A para-

graph or two, first, about the Soviet educa-
tional system is therefore pertinent.

Immediately after the Bolshevik Revo-
lution, college students swarmed out of

their classrooms shouting, "We're free, no
more examinations!" Professors and in-

structors who tried to maintain the old

Scholastic standards, soon disappeared.

Presently, however, the Soviet leaders dis-

covered that while young Bolshevik stu-

dents under that system might make good
party members, they were worthless as

engineers and scientists. The present sys-

tem was then inaugurated.

System Planned for Specific Piirpose

The Soviet educational system is plan-

ned and administered to accomplish spoci-

fic purposes of Soviet idoology. It is highly

efTective for that purpose. The children of

agricultural workers k^ave school at the

end of the fourth grade and go to work.

Any higher educai ion is denied them, but

for the rest of the Soviet youth, the (íduca-

tional system is highly competitive. Begin-

ning at high school, it constantly skims ofT

the cream of each class for further educa-

tional advancement. More and more
schools of higher learning are being built

on which successive co-ordinates are
punched. These co-ordinates are the i re-
duced to the fourth differences bct.veen
co-ordinates, which of course, do not have
as many figures as the co-urdinates theni-
selves. These differences are fed into a
group of roller and disk intcigrators which
integrate the positiou while the work
rotates.

and staffed. Students for further education
are selected from the high school graduates
by .searching examinations. The same pro-
cedure prevails through colhige. The result

is that the brightest and best students are
the ones that advance to the highest leveis

of learning.

Instruction is modelled on (iermm
methods and is strong on basic funda-
mentais. The requirements for the Soviet
equivalent of our B.S. and M.A degrees
are generally more ligorous than ours h(!re

and a Russian doctoi-ate in engineei-ing or
chemistry, for example, represents a defin-

itely higher levei of scholarship than in the
United States.

To make the education and training of
their engineers and scientists more prac-
tical, they have established maiiv s|ii-cial

schools that foUow the system immpI i\cil

by Antioch College, the University oí Cin-
cinnati, and similar American institutions.

Hundreds of these schools are nowscattered
throughout Soviet Rússia, teaching the
students "Amerikanizatatsiya."

The Rector of Moscow University, I. G.
Petrovskiv states that at the present time
there are 890 college-grade schools in the
U.S.S.R. with 1,500,000 students. From
these schools in the past school year, over
200,000 men and women were graduated.
Only 19,000 were from the universities.

The remainder cama from the specializod

schools.

Dr. Demitri B. Shimkin, of the Russian
Research Center and the United States

Census Bureau, estimates that, of the

students graduated in Rússia last year,

approximately 50,000 were engineers. In
contrast, our 1,327 coUege-gradc schools,

with an enroUment in 1952 of 2,150,000

students, granted degrees to 403,000 grad-

uates, of which number only 30,380 were
engineers. Thus, it appears that the Soviet

technical and scientific educational system
is turning out an exceptionally intelligent

and highly educated group of engineers and
scientists at a faster rate than we are

training their opposite numbers, that the

Soviet gi'aduates represent a higher levei

of scholarship than do ours, and, further.

that the Russian graduates are better and
better able to translate their n(>w dis-

coveries and inventions into practical com-
mercial processes and machines.

The Field of Invention

Respecting invention in the U.S.S.R.,

Dr. J. (i. Tolpiíi .says "It is the official

policy of the Soviet Government to (>n-

courage inventive activity by ali means,
including patent protection." Only inven-

tions suitable for industrial uliliz.iti )ii are

patentable.

The amount of remunerai ion allowed an
inventor may be quite substantial. Karn-
ings from inventions and technical im-

provenients up to 10.000 rubles are (>xem|)t

from income tax. Further, inventors are

given preferencc in appl\ ing for positions

in research institutions and the pateut

rights can be inherited.

ENGINEERING AND INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT
IN THE U.S.S.R.

,]. D. A. Morrow, American Engineer, August 1954, pp. 14-16, 37-40.
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Tho U.S.S.R. is not a member of the
International Patent Convention. Our
patcnt attorneys advise me that so fai- as
Americans are concerned, although there
is theoretical reciprocity, these provisions
are practically non-operative.

Technical Publications

^\'ithin the U.S.S.R. there are many
teclinioal and scientific publications regu-
larly printed and issued to^which Ru.ssian
engineers and scientists can subscribe. In
some fields, their publications, particularly
in mathematics, are more numerous, de-
tailed, and frequent than American pub-
lications in similar fields.

Until 1950, practically ali Soviet scienti-

fic journals and a large number of technical
magazines could be subscribed to at the
Soviet Book Store in New York, and the
issues ariived here regularly. However,
since 1950, more and more liussian tech-
nical and scientific publications have been
withdrawn from foreign subscriptions.

The life of an engineer or scientist in

Rússia has its special hazards. Engineers
who develop successful new machines may
be rewarded with a Stalin Prize. Theír
names appear in Pravda and in Isvestia,

but if the machine does not work, they
may be given three days to make it work
cr else.

Consequently, today nearly 55 per cent
of the educated engineers of Soviet Rússia
have found the "shelter" of administrative
jobs, inspectors, checkers, and other man-
agement positions.

Iniportance of lhe Competitive
Element

Here it is desirable to emphasize the
impoitance in the Soviet regime of the
competitive element. In the U.S.S.R. the
chief function of the government-control-
led labor unions is to set norms of produc-
tion for every workcr, for every section of
every plant and mine, and for i-ach factory
and mine as a whole. Failure to attain the
norms is punished and performance in ex-
cess is rewarded. Furthermore, in industry
and Science, competitions of ali kinds are
constantly held.

The results of the program of scientific

and engineering education in industrial ex-
pan.sion in the U.S.S.R. are of great signifi-

cance. The industrialization programs car-
ried through prior to the war enabled
Rússia, during hostilities, to produce
enormous output s of war materiel.

Since the war, the pace of its industrial
effort has been steadily and great ly in-

creased. Today in the output of coal, steel,

and electricity, Rússia is the .second natioii

ín the world.

Now, a word or two about factors affect-
ing Soviet productivity. Their plant and
equipment is faiily good, but the quality
of their labor force is poov becausc of a
very large proportion of feniali' and child
labor.

The task of industriahzing Rússia is so
huge that it cannot ali be done under top
priority. Furthermore, to hasten the ac-
complishment of their majoi' objectives,
the Soviet leaders have set up severe
stresses in their economy and l)et ween dif-

ferent groups in their population.

One crucial fact about Comnuinist Rús-
sia we must ever keep clearly in mind;
namely, when the Soviet leaders give top
priority to a particular project and, regard-
less of ali interference, ruthlessly focus
their best brains and facilities on tliat one
objective, as a lens focu.ses the light aiul
heat of the sun to an incandescent point,
they accomphsh amazing results.

We must remember every momeiil that
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in the end both our politicai and military

leaders rely upon us. The infinite re-

sponsibility rests upon our engineers,

scientists, and manufacturers to outstrip

With the conversion of sixteen of its

complement of continuous vertical retorts

to the "Rochdale" process, the Partington
works of the Xorth Western Gas Board
becomes the first gasworks to exploit com-
mercially a notable British patent which
surprisingly has lain idlc for over thirty

years.

The process is e.ssentially that of in-

jecting additional gas in the base of an
orthodox retort to improve the heat trans-

fer characteristics from the wall and within
the coal charge itself. It not only doubles
the rate of gas production, improves the
size of the coke produced, and improves
the overall thermal efficiency of the plant,

but it holds the immcdiate promise of en-
abling the more extensive use of low-grade
coals not hitherto suitable for carbonisa-
tion in the more common gasmaking
processes.

Carbonisation of the coal is accelerated
by the carrier gases in the "Rochdale"
retort by virtue of three factors. First, as
the gas is injected at the base of the retort,

it is heated by the coke lying there. Its

subsequent passage up the retort increases
the temperature of the coal charge, t hereby
increasing the amount of heat reaching the
coal charge in any given peiiod of time.
There is accordingly a higher utili.sation of
the heat which is normally left in the coke
or transferred to the steam in the conven-
tional process.

Heat Transfer

Heat transfer within the charge itself

and from the walls of the retort is largely
by the mechanism of conduction in a poor
conducting médium, i.o. lumps of granular
matei'ial suirounded by gas spaces and
even u.sed as a conducting insulator else-

where. Con.sequently another advantage
of the injected gas in the "Rochdale"
process is that of greatly supplementing
the conducted heat by convected heat
transfer. As a third contribution to the
process the passage of the carrier gases
around the inside walls of the retort in-
duces a greatei- heat flow aci-oss the walls
them.selves. During the "Rochdale" trials

and in subsequent normal operation it has
been shown that a vertical retort plant
operating with gas injection by the "Roch-
dale" process can carbonise an average of
14.3 tons of coal per twenty-four hours,
compared with 6 to 8 totis in normal
practice. Using "water gas," made from
coke, as the injected gas, the output from
a vertical plant normallv rated to produce
4,000,000 cubic feet per day could be ex-
pected to increase to 8.35 million cubic
feet under average conditions and at least
to 7.7 million cubic feet under poor condi-
tions, after allowing for the volume of gas
injected.

The carrier ga.ses (coal gas and blue
water gas) are brought to the retort house
in two overhead steel mains, one for the
coal gas, the other for the blue water gas.
Blending these ga.ses in varying quantitie.^
enables the calorific value of the injected
gas to be .so adjusted as to enable that of
the gas produced from the retort to be
held constant. After blending, the carrier
gas pa.s.ses into one large main and ofí' this
main a supply of gas is taken to each of
the sixteen converted retorts through a
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our Soviet enemies and to maintain sucli

superiority over them that fear of instant
retaliatory obliteration will keep the peaee
of this world.

governor whose purpose is to ensure that,

regardless of any variation in pressure at

the base of the retort, gas is injected into
the retort at a constant hourly rate.

;

It should be noted that when the "Roch- '

dale" process is applied to continuous ver- .

tical retorts approximately twice as much 1

coke has to be discharged from the retort I

as when the retort is worked conven-
;

tionally.
'

Automatic Control
|{

The work of the retort operator has been i

greatly simplified by installing a small
.)

automatic control at the base of each re- í

tort. This equipment, operated hydraulic-
ally at a pressure of 750 Ib. per square \
inch, is controlled by a single lever. By i)

turning the lever dockwise from twelve ,v

o'clock to three o'clock injection of gas is ,[

automatically shut off and steam is in- i

stantaneously turned on to the base of the |
retort. The steam remains on for a prede- l

termined time, at present \14 minutes, '\

after which the lever is moved into the |
.second quadrant and the coke is dis-

||

charged. The lever is then moved to the if

third quadrant, which closes the door {|

again and turns on the steam to the retort í

for a further > minutes. When this pe- l

riod has expired the lever can be returned |t

to the original position, which comiiletes Ib

the cycle. '[

The coke car, which guidt^s the coke it

from the discharge door to a belt con- |b

veyor, is brought automatically to the i
correct position beneath the discharge il

door of the retort simpiy by pressing a
jf

button on the base of that retort. •'

Possible Cost Rediictions

It appears that if pre.sent expectations
are reahsed it should be possible to achieve
a reduction of about two-thirds in capital
costs on carbonising and ancillary [ilant

and approaching one-tenth in production
operating charges, on the additional ga.-

gained by the "Rochdale" process. Alto-
gether, production charges incurred uj)

to the point wliere the gas enters the gas-
holder are estimated at about 20 per cent
less on the "Rochdale" increment than ou
the original output.

The average size of coke produced,
which largely determines its selling value,
is substantially increased by gas injection.
This is due to the fact that the admission
of steam to the coal charge, which forms a
part of the normal carbonising process in

vertical retorts, is eliminated in the "Roch-
dale" process and the breaking up of the H
hot coke under the impact of steam is H
consequently avoided. During the "Roch- H
dale" trials about 8 per cent of t he coke H
produced was found to be "breeze" of less H
than in size, compared with about 20 H
per cent in normal practice. As the ratio H
of coke price to "breeze" price is at present H
about 214 to 1, this is an important factor. H

There is a further aspect of this process H
which could, under particular coal supply H
or coal price conditions, prove even more H
important than the savings in capital and j»»
operating costs outlined in previous para-
graphs. Recent trials have shown that it is

possible by means of gas injection to
process small coals at economic speeds of 1

carbonisation. L
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Notes of the Institute and Other Societies, Comments
and Correspondence, Elections and Transfers

Confederation

According to many dictionaries,

the word confederation means "an

alliance, a league, a compact for

mutual support." These would seem

to be olear words leading to a

worthy objective. No wonder, then,

that engineers across Canada are

caught up in a whirl of discussions,

meetings and deliberations at which

confederation is the issue.

A recently completed visit to

vvestern branches by the president

and general secretary disclosed that

the chief interevSt of the branches

there is confederation. Visits with

the associations in the west in-

dicated that with them too, the

proposals that may lead to con-

federation are high on the list of

important things to be studied. It is

evident that until this subject is

settled many other matters will

have to stand aside.

It should not be surprising to

anyone to find that in some in-

stances—fortunately not many

—

there is a misunderstanding of the
principies back of the proposal put
forward by Mr. Herbert Smith, and
some confusion as to the positions of

various organizations that are con-
cerned with it. There is no ofíicial

decision or opinion—so far as is

known—of any of the organizations
that are studying the situation, but
there are committees working on it

which are likely to have some
detailed reports and recommend-
ations shortly. l^ntil these com-
mittees report to their governing
bodies, anything that is said is pure
conjecture.

There can be no doubt in the

mind of anyone that close afíilia-

tion which will lead to the elimin-

ation of competition, overlapping
and some expense, and that will

promote joint actions, better ser-

vice to the profession and to the
public, is a worthy objective. Even
without the reports of the com-
mittees, that much can be acknowl-
edged, and being acknowledged
would seem to be a mandate to the
committees and to the councils of

the organizations concerned.

Under the instruction of the

Council of the Institute, the pres-

ident has discussed confederation

with the executives of ali the

branches he has visited. It can be
reported that in every instance the

group has favoured the idea,

although a few individuais here and
there have been criticai or have
lacked enthusiasm for it. On the

whole it can be said that right across

Canada there is a great surge of

enthusiasm for it that amounts
almost to a demand that this time

success must be achieved.

In many cases the interest in

confederation has been so great

that concern has been expressed

over the lack of any appearance of

progress. Some people have asked

for immediate conclusive action.

They can see no reason for taking
so long over it, and it is not difficult

to understand this attitude. How-
ever, those who have the matter
before them for close study agree
that, while no time should be lost

unnecessarily, sufficient time must
be taken to determine with some
precision the best basis for the

establishment of the much desired

confederation. Before any proposal

is put to the various memberships,
it must be a workable one that will

make the most of the opportunity,

and that will be acceptable to the

great majority of the members.
This is not too easy of achievement.

but if ali the factors are studied

thoroughly now, and proposals

agreed upon between the commit-
tees, acceptance by the membership
should foUow. AU this will take

time, but without such studies and
agreements the possibilities of suc-

cess will not be so favourable. This

is a time for patience and con-

fidence.

So far it appears that the com-
mittee appointed by the Djminion
Council and the committee ap-

pointed by the Institute are think-

ing along similar lines. The situa-

tion is very encouraging.

The Institute's committee under

the chairmanship of R. E. Heartz

Cover Picture

Facilities capable of handling 8,000 long tons of iron ore per hour

are described in the paper "Ore Handling Facilities at Seven Islands",

on page 7 of this issue.

The cover picture illustrates two of the conveyor l)clts on th(> dock,

with one of the shiploaders immediately in front of the l.OOO-ton

bins. To the left of thelatteraro the inclined conveyor and drive h()us(>.
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have met at Quebec, Toronto and Montreal meeting a report will be

Ottawa. A fourth meeting has been prepared, from which Council can

called for Montreal on January determine the next steps to be taken

20. It is planned that after the by the Institute.

To Enliaiice Public Appreciation of the

Profession

Recently the Institute has under-

taken a project that is unique in its

affairs. It is hoped and expected

that throiigh branch co-operation

this pi-oject will make a real contri-

bution towards enhancing the pub-

lic awareness of the engineer, and of

the breadth of his training and his

interests.

At the Xovember meeting of

Council authorization was given for

the purchase of a special motion

picture at a price of $4,000. This

film depicts in fidl colour and detail

the work of Leonardo da Vinci, one
of the great engineers and scientists

of ali time, who over five hundred
yeai's ago invented and designed

many things that today are re-

garded as ultra modern.
The film shows pages from Leon-

ardo's note books, with his diagrams,

sketches and computations. In the

film many of these sketches have
been animated cleverly by artists

Avho specialize in that feature of

modern cinematography, to show
the actions that must have been in

the mind of the imaginative genius.

Thus the flight of birds is illustrated,

as part of the study Leonardo did

in preparation for his design of the

first device by which man could fly.

The film shows as well the other

sides of this great man, as an archi-

tect, a sculptor, a philosopher, a

poet, a medicai scientist and a

painter. Each facet of this gigantic

mind created ideas and things that

of themselves are each sufíicient

for a separate story. His drawings
of the human body, which he made
from a long series of dissections,

show the nervous system, the mus-
cular system, the organic system,

the bone structure, the brain, and
so on. No one before him had ever
made so careful a study of anatomy,
and of course no one was so able as

he to put down graphically the

things he discovered.

Among the firsts in his engi-

neering designs and inventions are

swing bridges, assault bridges, ma-
chine guns, siege guns, armoured
tanks, self propelled carriages (the

automobile), flying machines, para-

chutes, helicopters, hydraulic pumps
and a host of others.

The film is a masterpiece. It is

factual and it is e.xciting. Its ex-

cellence is attested by the fact that

it was awarded the Círand Prize

at the Venice Film Festival in 1952

—the hallmark of superiority for

documentary films. It is a full

length feature, taking an hour and
ten minutes to show.

The idea back of this project is

that the film will be made available

to ali branches, who, it is hoped, will

make it available to the public.

In fact it is considered more import-

ant that the public should see it

than the members. Shortly a circu-

lar letter will be going to the

branches with suggestions as to

several ways in which this objective

can be attained.

The Institute will have four copies

of the film, so that a branch may
have the use of one for a longer

period of time than is usual. In this

way it should be possible to show it

to several different organizations,

such as high schools. universities,

art galleries, libraries, museums, etc.

An interesting development is

that the Life Members of the

A Life Member of the Institute is

one who has been an Associate Mem-
ber and/or a Member for thirty-

five years, or having reached age
seventy has thirty years of mem-
bership. Each January sees a new
group joining this illustrious class

until this month with 129 more
names added the total becomes 660.

Life membership provides ali the

pi-ivileges of full membership with-

out the payment of further fees.

However, most of the members
within this group are still active in

the profession or in business, and a
munbei' of them decided a year or

so ago that they should continue to

support the Institute financially as

well as professionally. A committee
was set up under the able chair-

manship of Professor C. M. Mc-
Kergow, and the then Life Mem-
bers were given an opportunity to

contribute to a fund which woiild be
administered by the Life Members
themselves, through the committee.

Late last year the committee met
and examined the results of their

Institute have made available from

their own funds $1,000 to pay for

one copy. This means that from

Institute funds will be required only

13,000 plus something to cover

certain additional costs associated

with putting on the film the Insti-

tute name along with a short

message, distribution, repairs, etc.

It is expected that in due course the

entire cost will be refunded from
revenue received from certain types

of showings. These showings should

net some revenue for the branches

as well.

Here is a fine opportunity to

rendei' a service to the public, and
at the same time promote the pres-

tige of the profession. If it is grasped

by every branch, it may well be a

new levei of achievement in what is

popularly known as "public rela-

tions".

Except for three cities, where it

will be shown commercially, the

film is exclusive to the Institute.

Although widely disti'il)uted in the

L^nited States and Europe. it has

never been shown publicly in Ca-
nada, except in one instance. The
Institute is indeed fortunate to have
this wonderful opportunity to render

a service to the pul)lic and the

profession.

Shortly the branches will be

receiving the tletails necessary to

their planning. This announcement
is simply by way of a preliminary

notice.

endeavours. It was found that the

sum of $2,000 had been subscribed

by 218 members. It was agreed

unanimously that $1.000 should be
offered the Council of the Institute

towards the purchase of the film

Leonardo da Vinci, which film is re-

ferred to in another artide in this

Journal. This amount will pay for

one of the four copies that have
been ordered. It is planned that the

copy will carry on it a note to the

eífect that it was donated to the

Institute by the Life Members.
The Council of the Institute has

accepted this offer from the Life

Members, and has expressed its

pleasure and appreciation of such
generous support.

While to some extent the com-
mittee were disappointed that more
Life Members did not participate in

the fund raising, they were en-

couraged to the extent that again
this year they will afíord an op-
portunity for those who wish to do
so, to help with projects which the
Life Members themselves will select.

Life Members
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Shortly a letter from the com-

mittee will go to ali Life Members,
including those who have reached

that exalted state just this year.

Perhaps it is well to state here that

the committee recognizes that many
members on the list have retired

from practice, and therefore are not

so well able to contribute. Never-

theless, it is hoped a siibstantial sum
may be raised with which the com-

mittee may contribute something
more to the activities of the Insti-

tute which otherwise might not

be done.

The membership of the Life

Members Committee is as follows:

C. M. McKergow, chairman; de
Gaspe Beaubien, N. M. Campbell,
L. C. Jacobs, J. A. McCrory, M. V.
Sauer, and J. A. Freeland, secre-

tary.

Engineering Jobs, 1955
The Economics and Research

Branch of the Department of

Labour, Ottawa, has just released

its annual guess as to what is likely

to happen to this session's univer-

sity graduates. It thinks that there

wiil be distinct shortages of dentists

and of graduates in agricultural

courses and that graduates in arts

and in science may have less trouble

in finding jobs than they sometimes
have, because it notes that em-
ployers "now look more favourably

on university graduates as recruits...

regardless of courses taken. They
feel that the training and knowledge,

plus the experience gained in extra-

curricular activities, give maturity

and tend to make a graduate a

valuable employee."

This is a hopeful trend if it results

in engineering graduates' being hired

to fill engineering jobs instead of to

fill places which could just as well be
filled by others, albeit the others

might require more on-the-job train-

ing before they become as useful as

engineering graduates fresh from
college. There is some evidence to

show that employers like recruits

who have gone through the engineer-

ing mill, not always because of their

technical accomplishments, but be-

cause their training has produced in

them some ability to think straight

and some willingness to tackie

almost any job and to stay with it

until it is finished. Of course, this is

the kind of position the engineering

graduate wants. He doesn't mind
routine at the beginning of his

career, but he wants to see a door
open to something better ahead.

The Branch says, "This profes-

sion (engineering) will not be over-
crowded for several years and not
even then, unless enrolment takes a
marked increase. The class of 1955
may be about (1,350)." Last year
there were at least 2,000 jobs for

1954 graduates, not including those
unlisted with the National Em-
ployment Service and those where
the graduate was self employed ; the
true total was probably nearer to

3,000.

This year's opportunities will be
about the same. The three per cent
of employers who expect to recruit

fewer graduates in 1955 than in

1954, will be offset by those who will

recruit more and by those recmiting
for the first time. But, be it noted,

some positions were not filled in

years past because no satisfactory

applicant was found, or because
"salary expectations were higher
than the firms were prepared to

pay." The graduate will do well not
to price himself out of the market.
He should perhaps pay more atten-

tion to the intangibles than he some-
times does—to living conditions, to

the attractiveness of the job to him
and to possibilities of future pro-

motion, for (>xamj)le. Xothing makes
one unliappier than unintercsting

work in unpleasant surroundings
with no marked improvement fore-

seeable for years to come, if ever.

The demand in 1955 is going to be
great for mechanical and electrical

engineering graduates, followed by
those in chemical, mining, metal-
lurgical and civil engineering, in that
order. CJeological engineers and
engineering physicists will l)e much
sought after, too. But no competent
engineering graduate of 1955 should
have any trouble in finding himself

a suitable job.

These Labour Department sur-

veys are both interesting and useful.

This one is a little late to be of as

much use as it might be to 1955
graduates and employers. The re-

cruiting campaign has been in full

swing for some months now. .Many
1955 graduates are already placed

and their future employers' needs
are to that extent satisfied. But
undergraduates who have not yet

made up their minds what engineer-

ing course to take—there are a lot

of them in the early years in ali our
engineering schools—might wellcon-

sider demand and supply as two of

the factors deserving consideration

in making their choices.

The St. Lawrence Seaway
and Power Project

When Canadian engineers and
Canadian enterprise undertake a

project of the scope and importance
of the seaway job, it is the obvious

duty of the Journal editorial depart-

ment to see that its readers are kept

as well informed as possible of the

planning and progress of the work.

With that aim, this issue contains

the first of what we expect will be

regular news stories and articles

covering this great development.

They will be found under the same
heading as above, in the Month to

Month section.

Special arrangements ha\'e been

set up by the Journal, in co-oper-

ation with the authorities concerned,

to obtain new and exclusive releases

dealing with the project. If these

sources do as we expect, it is our

sincere hope that our readers will

find the column interesting and
instructive.

Season's Greetings

Once again the general secretary

acknowledges the many Christmas

and New Year greetings that have

come to Headquarters. It is realized

that these are messages of good will

to the Institute, to be conveyed to

the Council and the membership by

the general secretary.

It would make an interesting but

very long document to record the

sources of all the greetings. The na-

tional interest and the international

interests too, bring the Institute

into contact directly and indirectly

with thousands of people and organ-

izations each year. It is heart warm-
ing to have these contacts brought

to mind again at this season of

the year.

Included in the heavy mail weie

messages from all over the world;

the United Kingdom, United States,

Austrália, New Zealand, South Af-

rica, índia, Korea, Italy, France,

Switzerland, Germany, Áustria.

Sweden, Norway, Denmark. Bel-

gium, the Xetherlands, Spain. Por-

tugal, Brazil, Uruguay, Chile, Méxi-

co and Cuba, to mention some of
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them. Message.s were sent also from

centres in Canada from coast to

coast

.

It is a gratifying experience and
an enlightening one, to see these

messages from ull over. It is im-

As has been announced previoiísly

the president is not visiting ali

branches. The new pattern of visits

is that a meeting is held at one

branch in one area, and the nearby
branches are invited to participate

in it. Next year the new president

will endeavour to visit those branch-

es missed this year.

This "hop, skip and jump" meth-
od has now been applied in the

Maritimes, Quebec, a poition of

Ontário and the west. Additional

branches in Ontário will be visited

in February, as shown elsewhere in

this Journal. So far the method has

been well received by the members,
and of course it has made a great

diffeience in the time demanded of

the president.

Western "Swing"

Starting the western itinerary in

his home town, meetings which
were attended also by the genei'al

secretary were held in Winnipeg on
November 18 and 19. The presi-

dent's ofíicial visit to the branch
will not be held until later, but at

this time he and the general secre-

tary had an important meeting with
the management committee of the
Association and the Institute (the

one committee covers both). That
evening they attended a regular

technical meeting of the branch at

which J. T. Dyment, director of

engineering of T.C. A. spoke on
"What's New in Aircraft".

On Friday, the president and
Mrs. Stephens and the general secre-

tary were guests of the Electrical

Section of the branch, at their tenth
annual dinner and dance. This was
a splendid affair, attended by 250
people, with Neville Williams in the
chair. This is the oldest and prob-
ably the largest technical section of

the Institute and is an example for

other branches to follow. Inci-

dentally the branch has a successful

Civil Section as well.

At Saskatoon

Monday morning, November 22
saw the president ial party in Sas-
katoon to carry out a full two days
progi-am. In the morning there was
a business session with a special

committee of the Association. It

concluded with a luncheon at the

possible to acknowledge them in-

dividually. It is hoped that these

words of appreciation will come to

the attention of the many friends

of the Institute, who so kindly sent

their greetings.

Saskatoon Club which demonstrated

clearly what was meant by "western

beef". In spite of this experience the

president and general secretary went

on to a business meeting with the

council of the Association and the

executive of the branch, (one com-
mittee here, too).

This session concluded just in

time to permit the committee to

join with other members of the

branch and their ladies for a buffet

supper at the Bessborough Hotel.

For several years the Saskatoon
members have greeted succeeding

presidents with this type of meeting.

The general secretary reports that

each piesident in turn has expressed

great pleasure and satisfaction with

it. It has much to recommend it,

and might well be eíjually succes.sful

at other branches. It gives the presi-

dent and his wife an unusual op-

portunity to meet the members and
their ladies.

Tuesday morning started off with

a press and radio conference, and
was followed by a meeting with the

officers and committee of the under-

graduate society. In the afternoon

the president and general secretary

accompanied by the vice-president

of the Institute, Dean I. M. Fraser,

called on Dr. W. P. Thompson,
president of the university, and re-

turned to the engineering building

just in time to speak to the two
sénior 3'ears of the student body.

At Edmonton

A ci'owded program at Edmonton
was further crowded by the late ar-

rival of the train. Things began to

happen at the hotel even before the

baggage was unpacked. First there

was a press conference and then a

welcome from the branch officers.

Luncheon at the Edmonton Club
was followed by a meeting with the
branch executives. This was ad-
jovu'ned to permit the party to tour

the university undei' the guidance of

Dean R. M' Hardy. The tour in-

cluded a visit with the president of

the university, Dr. Andrew Stewart.
Another extremely pleasant fea-

ture of the visit to the university

was that when tea was served in

the faculty lounge of the beautiful

new students union, Dean Hardy
presented each member of his staff

to the president and Mrs. Stephens.

This was one of the most pleasant

events of the whole western tour.

Later the president 's party and the

branch officers were guests of Dean
and Mrs. Hardy at their home for

a buffet supper.

That evening the president and
general secretary spoke to the stu-

dents at the university. This was
followed by a tour of the new en-

gineering building.

On Thursday morning the party

visited the new Sherrit-Gordon re-

finery at Fort Saskatchewan to see

the last word in the manufacture of

ammonia, and the production of

nickel and sulphur.

That night the branch meeting
was held in the new ballroom of the

Macdonald Hotel under the chair-

manship of Keith Cumming.

At Lethbridgc

Friday morning saw the presi-

dent's party passing through Cal-

gary on the way to Lethbridge. They
were met at the station by Herman
Hayes, Calgary councillor and (iray

Sharpe, branch chairman. Mrs.
Hayes and Mrs. Shaipe were there

also. After breakfast the group em-
barked in two cars and arrived at

Lethbridge in due course.

It was a happy circumstance that

had made it possible to arrange the

president's visit to coincide with the

regional meeting of the Association

of Professional Engineers of Alberta.

Because of this, officers of each or-

ganization were able to participate

in the meetings of both.

The president and general secre-

tary were guests of the Association
for lunch, after having attended a
portion of the Association council

meeting in the morning. After lunch
the Association council meeting was
reconvened, but was adjourned in

time for everyone to take part in the

joint dinner meeting that evening.

The chairman of the joint func-
tion was L. A. Thorssen, president of

the Association, and the special

speaker was the president of the
Institute, D. M. Stephens. This was
one of the largest meetings of en-

gineers ever held in Lethbridge.
There were a hundred and seven
people present, which was just about
the capacity of the hotel dining
room.

On Satvu'day morning, starting at

8:30 there was a regional meeting of

the council of the Engineering Insti-

tute, with the president in the chair.

The morning session was concluded
about 1 1 :.30, being influenced slight-

ly by the fact that the radio in the
adjoining room was bringing in a

The President in the West
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Lethbridge. Above, three views of luncheon meeting of the Alberta
Association of Professional Engineers. From left to right, at top
of page: A. E. McDonald, E. A. Lawrence,T. D. Stanley, J. C. Neufeld,
D. M. Stephens, L. A. Thorssen, Alderman Cliff Black, J. A. Haber-
man, R. D. Livingstone; Junius Jonsson, P. E. Kirkpatrick, J. E.
Macdonald, S. H. dejong, C. V. Antenbring, Alex J. Branch, J. J.
Hanna, W. G. Sharp, H. R. Hayes, E. Mason. At right: L. A. Thors-
sen, president of the Association of Professional Engineers of
Alberta, and A. E. McDonald, executive secretary.

Vancouver. The head table at the luncheon meeting attended
by President Stephens. Left to right, L. E. Wright, J. McGowan,
W. O. Richmond, President Stephens, C. Bentall, H. C. Gunning,
J. C. Oliver, B. A. Robinson, J. R. Giegerich.

Saskatoon. The president, visiting the University of Saskatchewan,
presented to Peter Langenian the E.I.C. student award.



noisy account of tlic ( \\vy Cup play-

offs at Toronto.
Lunchooii was a joint affair,

served huffet style. 'llirouj!;h the

kindness and considoration of the

chairmaii of the Calgary Branch,
( iray Sharpe, rádios were installed in

the dining room so that everyone
had one at his table. Across the

end of the room was a large dia-

gramatic layoiit of the playing íield

at Toronto, anti as the account carne

over the radio Mr. Sharpe indicated

it on the paper. It was (luite a real-

istic presentation. The Council
meeling was conlinued in the aftei-

noon, adjoui'ning at si\ p.m.

Oii lo Trail

Saturday night saw tlie presi-

dent/s {)arty on l:)oard their train for

Nelson, ii.C., where they arrived at

noon on Snnday. l'hey were met hy
the chairman of the branch, W. K.

(jwyer and his wife. A very pleasaiit

luncheon was arrangeJ in Nelson
with lhe niemhers n^sidtMit in that

area and their wives.

In tlie afternoon the group was
motoivd io the guest house of the

Consolidated Mining & Smelting
Company at Soulli Slocan. There
a delightful diiniei- was served.

Aft,er dinner t he party were motore 1

to Trail, and lodged in the \cvy
comfortablc quarters of lhe Com-
pany's guest house.

At an early hour on Monday
morning the presideni, under the

guidance of various mernbers of the
staff, made a quicU loui' through a
portion of the smelter. The lunch-
eon meeting with the mernbers of

the bran(;h was held at noon in llse

Crown Point Hotel.

In the evening there was a l)an-

quet for the ladies as well as the
genllemen, to which were invifed

lhe mernbers of the C-anadian Insti-

tute of Mining and M(>lallurgy, the
Chemical Inslilule of Canatla, and
the Association of Professional I*]n-

gineers of British Columbia. There
were about two hundred in attend-
ance. T\\v chairman of the branch
pi'esided.

On Tuesday morning the party
drove to the Wanila dam, which is

the hitesl power pi'()j(>ct of the Con-
s()lidat(>d Mining and Smelting Com-
pany. This was of particular interest

to the pi'esident, who was greatly

impressed with the head of water.
Being responsible for hydro-elect ric

power developmeni in Manit<)i)a,

where IkvuIs are very low. he found
those in the area in and about Trail

very impi'essive indeed.

In the afternoon the partj' drove
to Castlegar Airport , and caught the
C.P.A. plane to \'a,ncouver.

14

At Vancouver

ImmeJiately upon his arrival in

Vancouver, the president and Mrs.
Stephens were gathered up to par-

ticipate in a reunion for 1'niversity

of Manitoba Alumni, which was
held at the home of the past-presi-

dent of the Institute, Dean .lohn N.
Finlayson.

On Wednesday, December 1, the

president and general secretary met
with the students at the University

after which they dined with the

dean of the faculty, I)r. H. C. (iun-

ning in the faculty club.

That afternoon the executive of

the branch met with the president

and the general secretary for a

business discussion. From tiíere they

drove to the Stanley Park Pavilion

where the branch dinner was held,

with the chairman, W. O. Rich-
mond, presiding.

On Thursday, starting at nine

o'clock a.m., the party drove to

Chilliwack to see something of the

training course given there to sap-

pers and to engineering students. A
delightfvd luncheon was served in

the ofíicers' mess, with Lt.-Colonel

D. W. Cunnington presiding.
Colonel II. L. Bei'ry was also

present.

The impoilant pai't of this visit

was the placing of a wreath on the

sappers' memorial by the pi-esident

of the Institute. The weather was
perfect, and the ceremony was car-

rie:i out with great dignity and
precision.

At \'ancouver the meetings had
been ai range 1 to coincide with the

meeting of the Association of Pro-

fessional Engineers. Consequently
on Friday, December 3r;l, and Sat-
urday the 4ih, the president and the
general secretary spent most of their

time at the meetings of the Associa-

t ion.

The following is the outline of the
president 's ilinerary for the monih
of Febmary and three days in

March. AU of the meetings are in

the province of Ontário except for

one in Montreal.

Lv. Wiiinipe<{: Thursday, lM'l)ru:irv 17.

AiT. Montreal : Tlmr.sdav, F('l)riiarv 17 or
I'\'l)ruarv 18.

Blanch Meeting, Fridav, Fcbruai v
18.

Arr. Belloville: Monday, Fohiuary 21.
liiancli Mcctiiifí -iucludiíig Pcter-
lioroufíh aiid Port Hoi)('.

Lv. |{<-llt'\ ille: Tuesday, Februaiy 22.
.\rr. Toronto: Tuesday, Felsiuary 22.

iíranch M(H>ting;—including Hur-
onia liranch, Fehruary 22.

Kv. Toronto: Wechie.sday, Fehruary 23.
Arr. ('hatliani: Thursihiy, F^ehruary 24.

District .Meeting—inchiding Hor-

At the luncheon held in the \^an-

couver Hotel at noon on Saturday,

the special speaker was the presi-

dent of the Institute. That night

the Association held their annual
dinner and dance, at which the

president's party were guests of the

Associat ion. This was a most delight-

ful affair and made a fine finish to

the western progi'am of the president.

From Vancouver the president

flew back to Winnipeg.

The general secretary continued
the tour, visiting the branch at

Vancouver Island and the Centi-al

British Columbia Branch at Kam-
loops and the executive of the

bianch at Calgary.

Thi-oughout this account no men-
tion has been made of the nituiv

delightful functions arranged for

Mrs. Stephens. At every centre the

ladies took over promptly and effi-

ciently.

The experimeni of visiting only a

certain number of the branches ap-

pears to have been successful. It is

likely that ali presidents will have
to visit the four cities which mark
the location of the universities,

namely Winnipeg, Saskatoon, Ed-
monton and \'ancouver, but the

other branches will be visited al-

ternately although it is hoped that

(íither the general secretary or the

(iel.l secretary, Colonel Orant, will

be able to visit the balance of the

branches sometime within the same
year.

Elsewhere in this issue of the

Journal are repixxluctions of some of

the photographs taken (lui'ing the

bi'anch visits. More will ai)pear in

the Fehruary issue. They will tell

in a more interesting way some-
thing of the toui- and of the pleasure

it gave the president to meet so

many members.

der ('ities, Sarnia and London
branches.

.Vrr. Hamilton: Friday, February 25.

District Meeting, Friday, Feb-
ruary 25: Hamilton, including
Xiagara Falis and Kitcliener.

Regional Council Meeting, Sat-
urday, Fehruary 26.

I,v. Hamilton: Sunday, PVhruarv 27.
\rr. Toront»»: Sunday, February 27.
I,v. i'oronto: Sunday, February 27.
Arr. Siidhnry: Monday, F\'bruary 28.

Branch Meeting Monday, Feb-
ruary 28, including Sault Ste.

Marie, Nipis.sing and l'pper ()t-

tawa and NortheastiMii Ontário
liranches.

I-v. Su«ll>nry : Tuesday, March 1.

\rr. Lakelu-ad: Wednesday, March 2.

Branch .Meeting, Wednesdav,
.March 2.

Lv. Lakohead: \Vednesda\-, March 2.

Arr. Winnipeg: Thursday, .March 3.
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Victoria. Left to right, across the top of the page, two
groiips of members of the Vancouver Island Brandi: G. R.
Davidson, S. H. Frame, Ken Reid, Wm. Waters, A. S. G.
Musgrave, R. C. Thurber, J. U. Copeman, Jack Alton, P. H.
Buchan, F. O. Mills, Russell Potter, 11. E. Pawson.

Calgary. The Calgary Branch executive. Front row. W. G.
Sharp, H. R. Haves, W. F,. Hawkins; Second row, R. F.
Bailey, D. A. DeWolff, and D. F. Kobylnyk.

kaniloops. Left to right: (seated) J. W. Nelson, M. L. Wade,
W. Ramsay, M. L. Ziriil; (standing) P. Fleming, R. G.
Mulcaster, F. Ranester, Grant Starr.

Saskatoon. Below, left, an engineering student aiidience for President Stephens at the University of Saskatchewan.
Below right: Mr. Stephens (right foreground) and members of the student engineering society. Around the table
dockwise, President Stephens, Blaine Holmhmd, president of the society, Don Matheson, Gerald Bates, Doug Kent,
Jack Campbell, Hugh Granger, John Rae, Terry Prentice, John Lipsett, Charles Till, Tcrry O^Kane.



Edmonton. In the left hand column.
The first picture shows University of Alberta engi-

iieering stiidents diiring the presidentas visit.

Second picture: Gary C. Vhet, fourth year engineer-
ing, is presented with the E.I.C student prize.

Third picture: from left to right, H. W. Tye, H. H.
Moore. N. J. AUison, K. M. Ilardy, Ahlernian C. A. Roy,
I). M. Stephens, E. K. ('uniming, Jim Todd, president
of the engineering society at the University.
Fourth picture: left to right, Dean K. M. Hardy, l)r.

Andrew Stewart, president of the University of Alberta;
President Stephens, E. K. Cumniing, branch chairman.

Fifth picture: visiting the Sherritt Gordon Refinery
at Fort Saskatchewan, left to right: C. A. liames, E. L.
Smith, F. V. Seibert, an unidentified guide for Sherritt
(iordon Mines Ltd., R. B. Kerr, B. Benson, H. L. Roblin,
E. K. Cumming, S. J. ilampton, F. Miller, D. M.
Stephens.

Trail. In the right hand column, three group pictures
taken during meetings at Trail.

Top picture: back of table, Mrs. E. M. Stiles, Presi-
dent Stephens, Mrs. (iwyer, R. PoIIard and Mrs.
Stephens; front of table, Mrs. B. Affleck, W. K. Gwyer,
Mrs. S. Jackson, Mrs. PoUard.
Second picture: left to right, Reverend E. Tayl«)r,

Mrs. Mason, Dr. C. H. Wright, Mayor E. G. Fletcher,
Mrs. A. F. Brooks, E. Mason, Mrs. R. D. Perry, Presi-
dent Stephens, and W. K. Gwyer.
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St. Lawrence Seaway

and Power Project

Commencing with this issuc, it is lhe
Joiírnars intention to rcview the
news and progress of the

St. Lawrence project as a regular

featxire.

The Power Development

Sought for nearly 40 years, the

$600,000,000 development of the

tremendous power potential of the

St. Lawrence River has begun.

During the late summer, Inter-

national ceremonies signalled the

official start on the 2,200,000-horse-

power project.

"The availability of low-cost

power has always been a major

factor in the advancement of On-
tário," said Ontário Hydro Chair-

man Robert H. Saunders. "Its

impact upon our operations in

recent years has been tremendous.
Between 1945 and 1953, Hydro's
program of capital construction

totalled more than $1 billion —
a program unrivalled by any other

Canadian public utility."

Canadian and American
Responsibili ty

Ontário Hydro and the Power
Authority of the State of New
York are joint partners in the

production of electric power from a
35-mile long stretch of the Inter-

national Rapids Section of this

historie river. Together, the two
entities will build the project, share
construction costs, and each will be
entitled to one-half of the installed

capacity (1,100,000 horse power
each)

.

Authorization to proceed with the
power phase came on June 7,

1954, when the United States Su-
preme Court upheld the right of the
Power Authority of the State of

Xew York to participate with
Hydro in the joint development
from which first power will be
generated in late 1958, with virtual

completion of the entire project
scheduled for the foUowing year.

In order to generate power from
the International Rapids Section of

the river, it is necessary to utilize

the present drop in water levei

between the eastern end of Lake
Ontário and the powerhouse site

near Cornwall. Because it is spread
over a 125-mile stretch of the river,

this drop (the mean is about 92
feet) is of little value for power

purposes until i1 can be concen-
trated at one point. By effective use
of control structures, a headpond
will be created immediately above
the powerhouse to produce an
operating head which will range
from 76.6 feet to 87.6 feet while the
normal head will be 83 feet.

The order of approval for the

power project by the International

Joint Commission provides that the

forebay water levei will be operated

at a maximum elevation of 238 feet

above sea levei for 10 years or less.

Experiments may be carried out
during this period and if they prove
it advisable, the foreba}^ elevation

may then be increased above the

238-foot levei.

The Power House

Harnessing the river requires the

building of a powerhouse and two
control dams, ali of which will be

carried out without interruption to

navigation in the present 14-foot

canal. The powerhouse — the
largest single structure of the pro-
ject — will he bisected by the
International Boundary and will

span the channel between the
eastern end of Barnhart Island and
the Canadian shore, some three
miles west of Cornwall. The sti-uc-

ture, which in itself will act as a
gravity dam, will have a maximum
height of H)2 feet above lhe founda-
tion and an o\'(>rall longth of 3,300
feet.

Power will be produced by 32
generating units, 16 in each half of

the plant. C^onstructionally known
as a modified outdoor type, the
powerhouse will have no conven-
tional type superstructure o\-er the

generating room, but the units will

be protected by removable housings.

The architectural treatment will

be simple and functional with

facilities being provided for visitors

to have a comprehensive view of

the powerhouse. Switchyard facili-

ties for Canada will be located some
four miles away on the Canadian
shore and for the United States on
Barnhart Island.

The C€>ntrol Dams

Upstream from the generating

station and stretching from the

upper end of Barnhart Island to the

United States mainland, the Long
Sault dam will be built. The purpose

of this structure will be to control

the amount of water in the head-

pond allowing, as necessaiy, any

Although work on the St. Lawrence power pr.>i<-< l <li<l nol hegin oíIi< iall> until

August 10, 1954, Ontário llydro used the period of delay lo niake exhuuslive

surveys of the future constructinn area. Ontário llydro "niodel men" (lefl lo

right) Keith Henry, Wolf Jenker and ClifT Davidge are shown nieasuring the

rate of flõw, by nieans of model, of lhe St. Lawrence River.
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excess amounts to bypass the power-

house. This dam and the power
plant will combine to obtain the

head of water required to operate

the turbines.

The Long Sault dam will be a

concrete gravity curved-axis spill-

way structure 2,250 feet long with

a maximum height of about 145

feet above the foundation. It will

have a discharge capacity far in

excess of the maximum flow of the

river. The spillway section will

have thirty, 50-foot wide vertical

lift gates. Because of low winter

temperatures, special attention is

being given to the problem of keep-

ing the gates and guides free of ice by
appropriate heating arrangements.

The Honourable Lionel Chevrier,

president of the St. Lawrence Sea-

way Authority, addressing the Ca-
nadian Club on December 13, gave
a brief description of the St. Law-
rence Seaway facilities in the Mont-
real area.

Works in the Lachine Section

First, the Authority will build a

ten mile canal with considerable

channel enlargement extending from
above Caughnawaga in Lake St.

Louis to the entrance to Montreal
Harbour. The canal will follow the

south shore. "The principal reason

for placing the canal on the south

side around Laprairie Basin," Mr.
Chevrier said, "is that it would
permit the extension of the Montreal
Harbour to this area and create an
important industrial area adjacent

to Montreal." There are other

reasons such as the co-ordination of

railway and highway Communica-
tions, which are easier to cope with

on the St. Lambert side than on the

Montreal side of the river.

Secondly, the Authority will ele-

vate the southerly end of Jacques
Cartier Bridge in order to provide

clearance for navigation. Plans and
designs for this work are being

prepared by a competent engineer

in co-operation with the Quebec
Highway Department. For the same
reason, the Authority will elevate

the southerly end of the Honoré
Mercier Bridge. When these ad-

ditions are completed, transporta-

tion facilities across the bridges

will be materially improved.
As for Victoria Bridge, it offers a

more difficult problem. "I am happy
to say", commented Mr. Chevrier,

"that we have foimd a solution.

Canadian National Railways and
seaway engineers have agreed in

principie upon a plan which will

cause no interruption in the normal

The third structure, a control

dam, will be built 25 miles upstream
from the Long Sault dam in the

vicinity of L-oquois Point on the

Canadian side and Point Rockway
on the United States side. Its main
function will be to permit regulation

of the outflow of water from Lake
Ontário. In addition to constraction

of these three structures, some 14

miles of dykes will be built which

will include almost 10 million cubic

yards of compacted material, and
channel improvements involving the

excavation of about 61 million cubic

yards of earth and 5 million cubic

yards of rock will be carried out so

that certain navigational and
hydraulic requirements will be met.

flow of traffic. It involves the use

of the proposed canal embankments
which will permit uninterrupted

vehicular traffic across the proposed

seaway."
Among other works, provision is

being made for movable spans for

the Canadian National and Cana-
dian Pacific railway bridges, as well

as three turning basins, one in the

harbour and two in Laprairie Basin

in order to allow ships to manoeuvre
more freely in and out the Lachine
section.

Effects on the City of Montreal

Transportation

"The facilities which I have
described with reference to the three

bridges", continued Mr. Chevrier,

"will leave the transportation prob-

lem in a much better position than
it is today. At Jacques Cartier

Bridge, a modern clover-leaf ap-
proach to the bridge will be built

on the south side. Concurrently
with this work, the National Har-
bour Board, I am informed, is pro-

Lieut.-Col. A. G. Edward of

Montreal, was elected president of

the Royai Canadian Electrical and
Mechanical Engineers Corps Asso-
ciation at the organization's ninth
annual general meeting and dinner,

held October 23 at the R.C.E.M.E.
School at Barriefield, Ont.

Lieut.-Col. LeSueur Brodie of

Toronto, was re-elected secretaiy-

treasurer. Lieut-Col. Edward suc-

ceeds, as president, Lieut.-Col. F. W.
Cranston of Toronto. About 160 at-

tended the meeting.
The guest speaker at the annual

ceeding with plans to add an ad-

ditional traffic lane on the down-
stream side of the bridge. As for

Victoria Bridge, the proposed plan

will cause no interruption in the

flow of vehicular traffic and at the

same time will leave the door open
for its coordination with plans for

improvements of highway facilities

across Victoria Bridge. At Honoré
Mercier Bridge, I am satisfied that

the new approach will materially

speed up the flow of traffic across the

bridge."

"When one considers that, in this

matter as in others affecting seaway
construction, the primary rights of

navigation must always be safe-

guarded, I believe the Seaway
Authority have approached the

problem from a practical angle."

Port Facilities

"There may be a belief", Mr.
Chevrier said, "that the port facili-

ties are not adequate — that little

is being done about modern facili-

ties. My experience with the Na-
tional Harbours Board has been that

when the business was offering, the

facilities were anticipated and pro-

vided. My Information is that there

is a substantial program now under
way for the betterment of port

facilities."

Concluding his remarks on the

Seaway, and its effects on the City

of Montreal, Mr. Chevrier expressed

the opinion that the natural ad-

vantages are obvious. "Montreal
is already established as a major
trans-shipping point. This advan-
tage is strengthened by the large

number of ocean vessels which must
come to the Harbour to serve its

own great industries. Add to this

the potential power development at

your back door. I need hardly tell

you what this means to the industrial

future of this metropolitan area."

dinner was Major-General H. F. CL
Letson, M.E.I.C. advisor on militia.

Canadian Army, who told of the

progress of the nation's armv re-

serve. Col. J. R. Dunlop, M.ET.C,
director of electrical and mechanical
engineering, R.C.E.M.E., alsospoke.
General A. G. L. McNaughton.
M.E.I.C, honorary colonel com-
mandant of the corps, was present

for the dinner.

Delegates to the meeting were
Lieut.-Col. J. K. Bradford of Toron-
to, representing the Central Com-
mand chapter; Lieut.-Col. Edward,

The Montreal Area

Annual Meeting of R.C.E.M.E. Corps

Assoeiation
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representing the Quebec Command
ehapter; and Capt. D. K. Teasdale,

M.E.I.C. of Halifax, the Eastern

Command ehapter.

Also attending were Lieut.-Col.

E. D. Gray-Donald, M.E.I.C, of

Montreal, chairman of the Montreal
group; Major D. F. Cornish, chair-

man of the Toronto group; Major
G. A. Blackburn, M.E.I.C, assist-

ant secretary; and the oíficers com-
manding various iinits of the R.C
E.M.E.: Lieut.-Col. J. M. Harding
of Toronto; Lieut.-Col. R. A. Mit-

chell, of Hamilton; and Lieut.-Col.

R. J. Gilmour of Windsor; and
Major G. L. Marks, Halifax.

Committee chairmen were Col.

H. G. Thompson, M.E.I.C, consti-

tution; Major D. C. Ferguson,
nominations; Capt. D. L. Angus,
M.E.I.C, prizes and competitions;
and Capt. W. L. Shelden, M.E.I.C,
publicity.

Among guests attending the din-

ner were Col. D. M. Buell, director

of militia and cadets, Canadian
Army; Lieut.-Col. P. A. Costen,

representing the Canadian Army
Medicai Corps; Lieut.-Col. D. S.

Ellis, M.E.I.C, dean of the faculty
of applied science, Queen's Uni-
versity; Lieut.-Col. T. M. Medland,
executive director of the Association
of Professional Engineers of Ontário

;

Major E. E. Grant, representing the
Canadian Army pay corps; Major
D. D. Campbell, representing the
officer commanding the R.C.E.M.E.
school; and Major W. A. Campbell,
president of the oíficers' mess at the

school.

The ASME Boiler Code
Interpretations

The Boiler Code Committee meets
monthly to consider "Cases" where
users have found difficulty in inter-

preting the Code. These pass through
the foUowing procedure (1) Inquiries

are submitted by letter to the

Secretary of the Boiler Code Com-
mittee, ASME, 29 West 39th Street,

New York 18, N.Y.; (2) Copies are

distributed to Committee members
for study; (3) At the next Com-
mittee meeting interpretations are

formulated to be submitted to the
ASME Board on Codes and Stand-
ards, authorized by the Council of

the Society to pass upon them;
(4) They are submitted to the Board
for action; (5) Those which are

approved are sent to the inquirers

and are published in Mechanical
Engineering.

The following Case Interpreta-

tions were formulated at the Com-
mittee meeting September 17, 1954.

Case No. 1181-1 (Reopened)

Interpretation of Par. P-112(c)

Revise the last sentence of the Inquiry
to read:

May these thicknesses, and the carbon
content of the carbon moly materiais be
increased.

Revise paragraph 2 of the Reply in-

creasing the carbon content from 0.20
percent to 0.25 percent.

Case No, 1192

Special Ruhng
Inquiry: May age hardened Nickel-
Copper-Aluminum Alloy conforming with

SB-164 except that the composition and
mechanical properties are as shown
below, be employed for bolting material
for Code appHcation:

Composition
Percent

Nickel 63.0-70.0
Aluminum 2.0 - 4.0

Carbon 0.25 Max.
Iron 2.0 Max.
Sihcon 1.0 Max.
Titanium 0.25 - 1.0

Sulphur " 0.010 Max
Copper Remainder

and is capable of being age hardened at

1100 F.

What are the design stresses for bolting ?

Reply: It is the opinion of the Committee
that age hardened Nickel-Copper-Alumi-
num Alloy as described in the Inquiry may
be employed for bolting applications. The
maximum allowable bolting stresses shall

be as shown below.

Case No. 1193

Special Ruling

Inquiry: May the revision to Par.

P-242(b) for furnace of the ring reinforiced

type, as published in the September, 1954
issue of Mechanical Engineering be used
in the contruction of Code boilers ?

Reply: It is the opinion of the Com-
mittee that the construction in the pub-

Mechanical Properties; Case No. 1192, Inquiry.

Min. Spec.
Tensile

Strength psi.

Min. Spec.

Yield Strength
psi. (.2% offset)

Min.
Elongation
ii 2 in. %

Rc
Hardness, Min.'

Brincll

3000 kg. load.

Hot cr Cold Finish-

ed, Annealed and
Age Hardened

130,000 90,000 20 24 250

Hot Finished and
Age Hardened 140,000 100,000 20 27 265

' Hardness Values for information only.

Bolting Stress at tenaperature °F.; Case No. 1192, Reply.

Condition
Subzero
to 80

100 200 300 400 500

Hot or Cold Finished An-
nealed and Age Hardened 22,500 22,400 21,500 20,900 20,500 20,200

Hot Finished and Age Har-
dened. 25,000 24,900 24,500 24,000 23,900 23,800
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lished Par. P-242(b) will meet the intent

of the Code.

Proposed Revisions and Addenda
to Boiler and Pressure Vesscl

Code

As need arises, the Boiler Code
Committee entertains suggestions

for revising its Codes. Revisions

approved by the Committee are pub-

hshed here as proposed addenda to

the Code to invite criticism.

In the following the paragraph

numbers indicate where the pro-

posed revisions would apply in the

various sections of the Code.
Comments should be addressed to

the Secretary of the Boiler Code
Committee, ASME, 29 West 39th

Street, New York 18, N.Y.

Power Boilers, 1952

Case Annulments

Case Nos. Reason for Annulment
1054 Revision of Par. 51-52, etc.

1168 Externai pressure charts are

available.

Par. P-242. Renumber present Par.

P-242 as Par. P-242 (a), and add a new
subparagraph as (b) to read:

(b) Ring Reinforced Type. Horizon-
tal cylindrical flues or furnaces (Fig. P-32)

may be constructed with completely cir-

cular stifíening rings provided:

1. The stiffening ring is rectangular in

cross section and is fabricated from one

piece of piate, or from piate sections or

bars provided fuU-penetration welds are

used in assembling.
2. The stiffening ring after fabrication

has a thickness of not less than >Í6 in. and
not more than % in. and in no case thicksr

than 1 14 times the furnace wall.

3. The ratio of the height of the stiffen-

ing ring to its thickness {Hr/T,) is not

over 8 or less than 3.

4. The stiffening ring is attached to the

furnace by a full-penetration weld on each

side.

5. The thickness of the furnace wall or

flue is a minimum of in. and a maximum
of % in.

. , .

6. The spacmg, L, of the rmgs on the

furnace is no greater than 60< or 36 in.

whichever is smaller.

7. The design temperature of the

furnace shall be taken as 100 deg. F.

higher than the water temperature.

8. The boiler design permits replace-

ment of the furnace. A flared or welded
OG ring would be an acceptable assembly.

9. The completed furnace assembly is

stress relieved but radiographic examina-
tion is not required.

10. The thickness of the furnace wall

and design of stiffening rings are determin-

ed by the use of Fig. P-32(a). The nota-

tions defined below, and shown in Figs.

P-32* and P-32 (a)*, are used in the

formulas of this paragraph:
t = minimum required wall thickness of

furnaces or flues, inches.

L = design length of a furnace section,

• Figs. P-32 and P-32 (a) are available from the
Secretary of the Boiler Code Committee.

taken as the greatest center-to-

center distance between any two
adjacent stiffening rings; or the

distance from the center of the first

stiffening ring to the center of the

furnace weld attachment, inches. In
case a flared end assembly is used,

the distance shall be measured to the
point of tangency between the flare

and the furnace and the adjacent
stiffening ring.

D =outside diameter of furnace or flue,

inches.

P = design pressure, pounds per square
inch.

The required wall thickness of a ring-

reinforced furnace or flue shall not be less

than that determined by the following

procedure:
Step 1: Assume a value for t and L.

Determine the ratios L/Do and Do/t.

Step 2: Enter left-hand side of Fig.

P-32 (a) at value of L/Do determined in

Step 1.

Step 3: Move horizontally to the line

represenling Do/l determined in Step 1.'

Step 4- From this intersection move
vertically to the material line of the proper
temperature.'

Step 5: From this intersection move
horizontally to the right and read the
value of B.

Step 6: Compute the allowablc working
pressure, Pa, by the following formula:

P
" Do/t

Step 7: Compare Pa with P. li Pa is less

than P, a greater value of í must be
selected or a smaller value of L or some

For Inclusion in TABLE UCS-23

Stress Values for Spec. SA-369 — Ferritic Alloy Steel Forged and Bored Pipo for High-Temperature Serv-ice

Material and Spec. For Metal Temperatures Not Exceeding Deg. F.
Speeification Nominal Min. — 20 to
Number Grade Composition Tensile Notes 650 700 750 800 850 900 950 1000 1050 1100 1150 1200

Pifes and Tdbes
Seamless Low-.^loy Steels

8.4-369 FPl C -14 Mo 55000 13750 13750 13750 13450 13150 12500 10000 6250
SA-369 FP2 14 Cv-Vi Mo 55000 13750 13750 13750 13450 13150 12500 10030 62.50
SA-369 FP3b 2 Cr-i^ Mo 60000 15000 15000 15000 14700 14030 12500 10033 6233 4200 27.50 1750 1200
SA-369 FPU 1J4 Cr-Vi Mo-Si 60000 15000 15000 15000 15000 14400 13100 11000 7800 5503 4030 2500 1200
SA-369 FP12 1 Cr-i^ Mo 60000 15000 15000 15000 14750 14200 13100 11000 7500 5000 2800 1550 1000

SA-369 FP21 3 Cr-0.9 Mo 60000 15000 14800 14500 13900 13200 12000 9000 7000 5500 4000 2700 1500
SA-369 FP22 2M Cr-1 Mo 60000 15000 15000 15000 15000 14400 13100 11000 7800 5800 4200 3000 2000
SA-369 FP5 5 Cr-^ Mo 60000 (14) 13400 13100 12800 12400 11500 10000 7300 5200 3300 2200 1.500
SA-369 FP7 7 Cr-i^ Mo 60000 (14) 13400 13100 12500 11500 9.500 7000 5000 3500 2500 1800 1200
SA-369 FF9 9 Cr-1 Mo 60000 (14) 13400 13100 12800 12500 12000 10800 8500 5500 3300 2200 1500

Add to Note (14):
For Metal Temperatures Not Exceeding Deg. F.

-20 to
Speeification Grade 400 500 600 650

SA-369 FP5 15000 14500 14000 13700
SA-369 FP7 15000 14500 14000 13700
SA-369 FP9 15000 14500 14000 13700

Stress Values for Spec. SA-369

For Inclusion in TABLE P-7

Ferritic Alloy Steel Forged and Bored Pipe for High-Temperature Service

Spec.
Speeification Nominal Min.
Number Grade Compostion Tensile Notes

Pipe and Tttees
Seamless Alloy Steel

SA-369 FPl C -Vi Mo 55000 (2)
SA-369 FP2 ' - " "

"

SA-369 FP3b
SA-369 FPll
SA-369 FPl 2

SA-369
SA-369
SA-369
SA-369
SA-369

FP21
FP22
FP5
FP7
FP9

C -14 Mo
^ Ct-Ví Mo

2 Ct-Yz Mo
IM Ct-Ví Mo
1 Cr-i^ Mo

3 Cr-1 Mo
2JÍ Cr-1 Mo
5 Cr-i^ Mo
7 Cr-]4 Mo
9 Ct-14 Mo

55000
55000
60000
60000
60000

60000
60000
60000
60000
60000

-20 to
400 500 600 650

For Metal Temperatures Not Exceeding Deg. F

700 750 800 850 900 950 1000 1050 1100 1150 1200

13750 13750 13750 13750 13750 13750 13450 13150 (,12600)
13750 13750 13750 13750 13750 13750 13450 131.50 12500
15000 1,5000 15000 15000 15000 1.5000 14700 14000 12500
1.5000 15000 15000 1.5000 15000 1.5000 15000 14400 13100
15000 15000 15000 15000 15000 15000 14750 11200 13100

15000 1.5000 15000 15000 14800 14500 13900 13200 12000
15000 15000 15000 15000 15000 15000 15000 14400 13100
15000 14.500 14000 1.3700 13400 13100 12800 12400 11.500
15000 14500 14000 13700 13400 13100 12,500 11500 9500
15000 14500 14000 13700 13400 13100 12800 12500 12000

(8600) (6600)
10000 6250
10000 6200 4200
11000 7800 5500
11000 7500 5000

9000 7000 5500
11000 7800 5800
10000 7300 5200
7000 5000 3500
10800 8500 5500

2750 1750 1200
4000 (S500) (leoo)
2800 (1560) (1000)

4000 2700 1500
4200 3000 2000
3300 2200 1500
2500 1800 1200
3300 2200 1500

Notes: The stress values shown in brackets are to be printed in itaUcs.
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combination of both to increase Pa so that

it is equal to or greater than P. (An
example is shown in Appendix A-200.)

The required moment of inertia of a

circumferential stiffening ring shall not be

less than that determined by the formula:

Do^L (t + 4^) A

where h = required moment of inertia of

the stiffening ring about its

neutral axis parallel to the

axis of the furnace, inches*.

As = cross-sectional area of the
stiííening ring, square inches.

A = factor determined from Fig.

P-32(a).

P, Do, L, and t are as defined above.

The moment of inertia for a stiííening

ring shall be determined by the foUowing
procedure:

Step 1: Assuming that the furnace has

been designed and Do, L, and t are known,
select a rectangular member to be used for

a stiffening ring and determine its area,

As, and its moment of inertia, /. Then
calculate B by the formula:

where B = factor on the right-hand side

of Fig. P-32(a).

P, Do, t, As, and L are as defined

above.
Step 2: Enter the right-hand side of

Fig. P-32(a) at the value of B determined
in Step 1.

Step 3: Follow horizontally to the
material Une for the correct temperature.'

Step 4- Move down vertically to the
bottom of the chart and read the value of

A.
Step 5: Compute the value of the re-

quired moment of inertia, 7^, from the
formula given above.

Step 6: If the required Is is greater than
the moment of inertia, /, for the section

selected in Step 1, a new section with a
larger moment of inertia must be selected

and a new Is determined. If the required Is

is smaller than / for the section selected

in Step 1, that section should be satis-

factory. (An example is shown in Ap-
pendix A-200.)
The longitudinal and circumferential

joints may be fusion welded of the double-
welded butt type, the only requirements
being that the welds are stress-reheved
in accordance with Par. P-108 and a bend
test of a sample of the welding for each
furnace meets the requirements of Par.
P-102, no radiographic examination being
required.

Unfired Pressure Vessels, 1952

Par. VG-23{a). Maximum Allowable
Stress Values, revise as follows:

Add 'tensile' before 'stress' in the second
sentence.

(b) The maximum allowable com-
pressive stress to be used in the design
of cyUndrical shells subjected to loadings
that produce longitudinal compressive
stresses in the shell shall be the smaller
of the foUowing values:

1. The maximum allowable tensile

stress value permitted in (a).

2. The value of the Factor B deter-
mined from the applicable chart in Sub-
section C for determining the required
thickness of shells and heads under
externai pressure, using the following

' For intermediate temperatures and Dolt ratios,
interpolations may be made between the lines on
the chart in Fig. P-32(a).

definitions for the symbols on the chart:

th=i\i.e minimum required thickne.ss of
the shell plates, exclusive of corro-
sion allowance, inches,

Li = inside radius of cylindrical shell,

inches.

The value of B shall be determined from
the apphcable chart of Subsection C in
the following manner:

Step 1 : Assume a value of th. Determine
the ratio Li/lQQth.

Step 2: Enter the left-hand side of the
chart in Subsection C for the material
under con.sideration at the value L;/100</,

determined in Step 1.

Step 3: Move horizontally to the line

marked Sphere Line.
Step 4: From this intersection move

vertically to the material hne for the
design temperature (see Par. UG-20).
(For intermediate temperatures, inter-
polations may be made between the
material lines on the chart.)

Step 5: From this intersection move
horizontally to the right and read the
value of B. This is the maximum allow-
able compressive stress-value for the
value of th used in Step 1.

Step 6: Compare this value of B with
the computed longitudinal compressive
stress in the vessel, using the assumed
value of th. If the value of B is smaller
than the computed stress, a greater value
of th must be selected and the procedure
repeated until a value of B is obtained
which is greater than the value computed
for the loading on the vessel.

The joint-efficiency for butt-welded
joints may be taken as unity.

The JournaVs third year began in

January, 1920, with a pretty skim-

py issue, only 40 pages of text ali

told and most of that reports of

branches or comments on Institute

affairs. There was not a single real

technical paper, though there were

two or three short notes on technical

matters. However, the 25 pages

reprinted from the Engineering In-

dex gave the magazine a reasonably

substantial look, even if the contents

did not amount to a great deal.

If today's PubUcation Committee
thinks it is beset with difficulties,

it should consider the troubles of

the early committees and be thank-

ful that it is working in a different

generation.

The backbone of January's
Journal was "The Future of Applied

Science", being Gen. C. H. Mit-

cheirs address on the occasion of his

inauguration as dean of the Faculty

of Applied Science and Engineering

of the University of Toronto, de-

livered in the previous October.

After lauding the engineer for his

(c) and (d) Same as present (b) and (c).

Annulment of Cases

Ali Cases that refer to the 1949 Section
VIII, Code for Unfired Pressure Vessels
are to be annulled cffective January 1,

1955. Thesc Cases are:

864 1025 1077 1109
885 1038 1078 1111
896 1043 1090 1114
897 1054 1092 1115
898 1068 1100 1117
934 1074 1106 1125
994 1075 1107 1135
997 1076 1108 1139

1140

Material Speciíications, 1932

The Boiler and Pressure Vessel Com-
mittee have approved adding to Section II

the following new speciíications:

SA-216-53T, Carbon-Steel Castings
Suitable for Fusion Welding for High
Temperature Service.

SA-369-53T, Ferritic Alloy Steel Forged
and Bored Pipe for High-Temperature
Service. The stress values are as
shown in tables for inclusion in

Table UCS-23 and P-7.

SB-12-54T, Copper Rods for Loco-
motive Staybolts.

SB-105-54, Aluminum Bronze Rod, Bar
and Shapes.

SB-211-52r, Aluminum and Aluminum-
Alloy Bars, Rods and Wire (rein-

stated).

SB-164-54T, Nickel-Copper Alloy Rods
and Bars.

part in the late war in some 2,500

words of oratory replete with ad-

jectives — "great", "magnificent",

"gallant" and others common on
such occasions — Gen. Mitchell

lays down some principies as sound
today as then and some with which
many will now diságree.

".
. . It must be accepted that the

first requisite for an engineer . . .

is a sound general education . . .

a high standard in mathematics
(and) also . . . in English and
languages . . . We require to produce
men who . . . will be . . . broadly

educated . . . good citizens . . . (and)

thoroughly trained technologists".

"... There are several changes in

the curriculum, which are now
opportune, . . . by avoiding crowding

. . . (by) the introduction of broader

humanistic subjects . . . (by)

including ... a further study of

English . . . (by) the introduction of

economics, sociology and possibly

logic and psychology . . . (and) the

inclusion in the last two years of . . .

finance, engineering law . . . com»

Comment on the JOURNAL of January 1920
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mercial engineering, industrial
management and engineering eco-

nomics. .

."

Training in Engineering Specialties

Apparently, the idea that more
emphasis on the basic studies

—

mathematics, physics, chemistry,

mechanics and the like — was
desirable had not then gained much
support, since Gen. Mitchell does

not refer to it, but he did beheve
that the universities were going to

have to train students in new engi-

neering specialties, in sanitation,

transportation, irrigation, water
power, aerodynamics, naval archi-

tecture, town planning and research.

Today the trend is the other way.
Most universities concentrate on
giving the best possible training in

the fundamental seiences and in the

broad fields of engineering, leaving

to the young graduate himself and
to his employer the task of specializ-

ed development.

It is doubtful if Gen. MitchelFs
remarks created much of a stir in

the academic world. They were no
better and no worse than one would
expect of a dean who was addressing

the teaching staff, student body and
graduates of his own alma mater —
we're as good as anybody else, if

not a little better.

A. D. Ferguson, a.m.e.i.c, took

two pages to describe an instrument

he had invented to measure rail

wear by reproducing on paper the

profile of a rail head. This was used
in making an appraisal of the Winni-
peg Electric Railway for the Mani-
toba Public Utilities Commission.

Prof. A. R. Grieg, a.m.e.i.c, of

the IJniversity of Saskatchewan, had
a short and simple paper on straw
gas, then attracting some attention

in the West. His conclusions were
not promising; it took nearly ali the

gas produced to carbonize the straw
to make it.

Federal Highway Aid

Canada's first venture into federal

highway aid was noted and the regu-

lations under which it would be
extended to the provinces were
published. A. W. Campbell, m.e.i.c,

was the commissioner. This scheme
was dropped after a few years and
the Federal Government took no
more general interest in highways
until the recent Trans-Canada High-
way act was passed.

Turning to our own affairs, the
call was sent out for the annual
Professional meeting, to be held at

headquarters and to be "the greatest

and most enjoyable . . . yet held in

Canada". Its location gives some
idea of the attendance expected.

Granted that headquarters was less

congested then than it is now, it

could accommodate only a very
limited number.

J. Grant McGregor, a.m.e.i.c,

sent in a new scheme of prismoidal

corrections for use in calculating

earthwork quahtities and the editor

put it in "Correspondence", perhaps
because he had nothing else with

which to fill that space.

The December meeting of Council,

reported in this Journal, was not
of shattering importance. The Mont-
real Branch wanted the meeting hall

"improved", in what way was not
specified. The Peterborough Branch
opposed the formation of a Canadian
society of electrical engineers and
was thanked by Council for "its

loyalty to the profession". Council

supported the suggestion of the

Toronto Branch that the chairman
of the Temiskaming and Northern
Ontário Railway Board should be
an engineer. A reorganization of the
Kingston Branch was approved.

Branch Activities

Branch reports got a large share
— 10 pages — of this Journal.

The Halifax Branch spent some time
discussing a possible Halifax-Dart-
mouth bridge, a project that took
until today to realize. Even in 1920
a good deal of promotional work had

At the meeting of Council held at
Headquarters, on Friday, December 17,

1954, a number of applications were
presented for consideration and on the
recommendation of the Admissions Com-
mittee the foliowing elections and trans-
fers were effected:

Memhers:
J. C. V. Bishop, Mont Joli

F. de Schulthess, Montreal
T. A. Dumas, London
E. I. H. Ing.s, Edmonton
S. Lindsell, Toronto
D. K. Logie, Meniber
A. F. SLaig, Toronto
F. B. Raymer, Pt. Colborne
L. F. Train, Toronto

Júnior.^:

D. A. Wills, Vancouver
A. R. Wilson, Southport, Eng.
J. H. Boyce, Sydney
J. F. Gagnon, Montreal
J. D. Lambert, Montreal

Transjerred jrom the class oj
Júnior to that oj Member:
C. J. Garland, Ottawa
R. W. Moulton, Halifax
J. F. Perrier, Murray Hill, N.J.

The jollovnng Students were admitted:

University of Ottawa

R. Alary G. Lapensee

already been done. At a Montreal
Branch meeting, W. F. Tye, m.e.i.c,

spoke on Canada's railway situation,

then a pressing problem. He was
solidly opposed to Government
ownership and thought that the

only solution was an "immediate
and decided increase in freight

rates". He may have been right, but

we ali know what happened, since

we ali help to pay the bill.

The Ontário Provincial Division

was busy explaining the Institute"s

legislative proposals to engineers

not members of the Institute. The
Toronto Branch reported on its

elections. The Niagara Península
Branch was still stmggling with the

question of engineers' salaries. It

also asked permission to hold a

Professional meeting in Niagara
Falis in 1920, possibly with the

A.I.Ch.E.
The Border Cities, Peterborough

and Kingston Branches had nothing
to report, but elections and routinc

affairs. At the Calgary Branch, a

member criticised Council for not

"pressing this matter (legislation

)

as they should have done" and got

unanimous passage of a resolution

urging speed.y action. The Sas-

katchewan Branch was deep in the
discussion of a water supply from the

Saskatchewan River for Moose Jaw,
(Continued on page 56)

F. Amyotte G. F. Lapointe
G. Archambault R. V. Lauzon
J. E. Auger L. P. Lemav
S. Bednarski K. Li
J. M. Belanger J. Lifif

A. T. Brennan F. Lyra
W. L. Brisson A. Martineau
P. Britt J. M. Nugent
D. A. Galetti R. 0'Brien
W. Chi-Loong T. Pace
P. Champagne J. A. Paquin
G. De Champlain G. M. lianger
J. Cheng J. Rathwell
G. E. Chenicr R. Raymond
R. Clouthier G. Renaud
C. E. Coupal E. G. Roy
E. B. R. Dalphy M St. Amour
M. C. D'Aoust A. F. Sabbagh
J. C. Daze .1. H. G. Sanche
P. De La Franier A. Sauve
R. A. Desmarais B. Seguin
A. Burke Doran G. Seguin
J. E. Gagnon J. R. Segum
R. A. Gelineau J. M. Simard
J. J. B. Goudrcau R. P. Sylvestn
R. G. Hedge C. Theberge
J. P. Howell J. N. Tremblax
H. Kong R. J. Trembk\
A. Labarge R. T. C. Tsul
F. Lacourciere G. N. Vetsos
R. Lafleche R. A. Vezina
M. Laforest G. Yelle

P. G. Landolt

Elections and Transfers
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Sova Scolvi Technical College

.]. R. Bentley J. J. C. Picot

A. G. Hart R. B. Swansburg
D. G. Lordly D. E. Webster
O. D. M. McKay G. B. Weld

University oj Alberta

A G. Dale A. Letwin
K. A. Dane G. C Nelson
D E. Lee

Universita oj Toronto

.]. G. Forster R. E. M. Marks
W. Knapp W. L. Sharpe
M A. I>aughton W. Suboch

McGill University

Y. D. J. Delisle R. J. Melanson
R. G. F. Desjardins R. A. Morrison
S. H. Dingman B. J. Palfreeman
H. B. Goldman D. W. Rae
.í. H. Y. Larocque C. D. Wilson

University nf New Bmnswick

(; C. Burtt

Quee.n's University

.[. A. Wylie

Applications through Associations:

Albeeta

Júnior to Member:
W. J. Francl

Saskatchbwan
Member:
J. B. Cummings

Students:
Li. G. Andrego
G. E. Bates
E. H. Birnie
B. K. Braaten
W. J. Brice
T. A. Buckle
A. R. Crawford
R. F. Critchley
D. D. Davison
K. W. Domier
R. S. Elliott

Júnior to Member:
C. A. Braaten R. E. Pelkey

Nova Scotia

Júnior to Member:
W. B. Shanahan

R. J. Fleming
H. G. Kindred
J. L. Labossiere
H. S. Macdonald
J. T. McManus
D. G. Matheson
L. E. Parker
E. E. Pelens
E. Safronek
E. M. Toth,

Addresses Wanted
The records oííice at E.I.C. Headquarters requests information about the present

addresses of the following members with whom it has lost contact. The last

known location of each is listed, and any current information will assist in making
membership records complete

Students

Alain, Paul, Quebec, P.Que.
Allen, D. E. M., Montreal, P.Que.
Anderson, E. Edward, Montreal.

P.Que.
Ashbaugh, P. G., Tillsonburg, Ont.
Ayoung-chee, S. M., Montreal, P.Que,
Barker, Norman, Montreal, P.Que.
Belanger, Fernand, Quebec, P.Que.
Belanger, Gilles, Quebec, P.Que.
Beliveau, Paul, Montreal, P.Que.
Bell, A. W., Ottawa, Ont.
Belle-Isle, François, Kingston, Ont.
Berkes, Michael, Montreal, P.Que.
Bertrand, Denis A., Montreal, P.Que.
Bhasin, P., Montreal, P.Que.
Biron, Paul, Montreal, P.Que.
Blair, Gordon Harold, Peterborough,

Ont.
Blanchard, Rene, Rosemount, P.Que.
Bland, R. C. J., South Slocan, B.C.
Boily, Joachim, Quebec, P.Que.
Boisvert, Celestin, Drummondville,

P.Que.
Boudreau, Lucien, Quebec, P.Que.
Boulianc, .T., Quebec, P.Que.
Boyer, S. Y., Montreal, P.Que.
Braams, J. H., Skino Lake, B.C.
Breton, Y. A., Montreal, P.Que.
Brown, Kenneth Wilbur, Kingston.

Ont.

Bruce, Ian B., Montreal, P.Que.
Campbell, David H., Kingston, Ont
Carther, E. P., Winnipeg, Man.
Chabot, Henri, Montreal, P.Que.
Charest, Raymond, Montreal, P.Que
Charron, Jean M., Quebec, P.Que.
Clement, W. P., Copper Cliff, Ont.
Cole, Nathaniel, St. John's, New-

foundland.

Corbeil, Joseph Henry, Ottawa, Ont
Cote, Gilles, Quebec, P.Que.
Cousineau, Georges, Ste-Anne He

Bellevue, P.Que.
Coutu, J. Leo, Montreal, P.Que.
Crittenden, R. S., Fredericton, N.B
Cuevas, H., Montreal, P.Que.
Czolij, Jerry, Lachine, P.Que.
Dahan, Paul, Ottawa, Ont.

Delaet, Christian H. J., Calgary, Alta,

Desgagne, Claude, Quebec, P.Que.
Desjardins, Yvon, Montreal, P.Que.
De Varennes, Maurice, Ottawa, Ont.
Dimas, T., Westmount, P.Que.
Dimitracopoulos, P. C, Montreal,

P.Que.
Dionne, Patrice, Quebec, P.Que.
Donovan, Donald J., Quebec, P.Que.
Dorval, Jean, Cap-de-la-Madeleine,

P.Que.
Dupont, L. G., Quebec, P.Que.
Economou, C, Montreal, P.Que.
Estlick, Paul T., Kingston, Ont.
Fennell, William R., Winnipeg, Man.
Fernandez, Guillermo, Guatemala.
Foumier, Gerard, Quebec, P.Que.
Fournier, Oskar, Montreal, P.Que.
Fulford, George, Ottawa, Ont.
Furst, Max, Montreal, P.Que.
Gagnon, Geaton, Sillery, P.Que.
Gaudreault, Roch, Quebec, P.Que.
Gentles, Earl R., Montreal, P.Que.
Gilbert, Raymond. Quebec, P.Que.
Grenkie, Donald G., Saskatoon, Sask
Guerin, R. M., St. Sacrement, P.Que.
Helm, Gordon A., Montreal, P.Que.
Henriksen, Terje, Chicoutimi, P.Que.
Hertel, T. K., Edmonton, Alta.

Hinse, Guy, Quebec, P.Que.
Home, Cyril, Pointe aux Trembles,

P.Que.
Hotte, Claude, Montreal, P.Que.
Hotte, Jacques, Montreal, P.Que.
Houde, Jean-Guy, Montreal, P.Que.
Hudon, Jean Mare, Montreal, P.Que.

Issaris, Nick, Montreal, P.Que.
Iwanciw, Michael, Ottawa, Ont.
Jason, M., Montreal, P.Que.
Kane, Alphonsus J., Montreal, P.Que
Kennedy, D. R., Saskatoon, Sask.

Kennedy, N. G., Toronto, Ont.
Kennedy, Wm. Spankie, Montreal.

P.Que.
Kleniewski, Christian M., Montreal.

P.Que.
Kopczynski, Piotr, Montreal, P.Que
Koshurba, John, Hamilton, Ont.

Lafkas, C, Montreal, P.Que.
Lake, Seymour, Montreal, P.Que.

Laliberte, Maurice, Quebec, P.Que.
Lanctot, Jean-Paul, Montreal, P.Que.
Langballe, Peter Brock, Montreal

P.Que.

Lapierre, Norman, Quebec, P.Que.
Laprade, Arthur, Mason, P.Que.
La Rovgery, Yves, Montreal, P.Que.
Law, Douglas A., Kingston, Ont.
Lebeuf, Yvan, Montreal, P.Que.
Leclere, G. L., Fredericton, N.B.
L'Esperence, J. R., Quebec, P.Que.
Lynch, F. E., Montreal West, P.Que.
Maier, L. F., Edmonton, Alta.
Main, Charles J., Winnipeg, Man
Maio, P. E.. Westview, B.C.
Malone, William V., Holyoke, Mass

U.S.A.

Marcon, Lino J., Kingston, Ont.
Marcotte, N., Quebec, P.Que.
Markland, Kenneth A., Vancouver

B.C.

Marmen, Raymond, Quebec, P.Que.
Martz, Bernard A., Verdun, P.Que.
McColm, John B., Kingston, Ont.
McDonald, Vernon, Vancouver, B.C.
McDougall, J. D., Kingston, Ont.
McGinnis, Cliff, Vancouver, B.C.
McRae, D. H., Kingston, Ont.
Meadley, R. F., Montreal, P.Que.
Mervyn, Grant, Kingston, Ont.
Mulas, J. L., Ottawa, Ont.
Murchie, A. D., London, Ont.
Naylor, J. A., Saskatoon, Sask.
Nelson, G. C, Kingston, Ont.
Neron, Raymond, Montreal, P.Que.
Newhook, A. J. A., St. John's, Nfld.
Newton, William R., Winnipeg, Man.
Noel, Mareei, Lauzon, P.Que.
Norman, Robt. L., Samia, Ont.
Norris, Albert, Ottawa, Ont.
0'Brien, W. S., Westmount, P.Que.
Pandelidis, S., Montreal, P.Que.
Parent, Claude, Montreal, P.Que.
Parnamagi, Askel, Kingston, Ont.
Patterson, F. W., Vancouver, B.C
Pearce, Tom, W., Kingston, Ont.
Pei, D. C. T., Montreal, P.Que.
Pham, Nam, Montreal, P.Que.
Polnicky, Edmund, Ottawa, Ont.
Poulin, Richard, Quebec, P.Que.
Proulx, Florian, Ottawa, Ont.
Quenneville, Aléxis, Montreal, P.Que.
Quesnel, L. G., Montreal, P.Que.
Rainville, Fernand, Quebec, P.Que.
Ray, Tom, Kingston, Ont.
Robinson, C. W., Vancouver, B.C,
Robinson, R. A. W., Deep River, Ont.
Rosenfield, Lawrence, Toronto, Ont.
Ross, Douglas E.. Kingston, Ont.
Rouleau, J. J., Montreal, P.Que.
Roy, Bertrand, Quebec, P.Que.
Samson, P. J., Montreal, P.Que.
Sanscartier, Gerard, Gatineau Mills,

P.Que.
Santerre, Gerard, Quebec, P.Que.
Schmidt, J. J., Regina, Sask.

Schroeder, E. F., Saskatoon, Sask.
Seguin, Emilien. Quebec, P.Que.
Sicard, Gilles, Montreal, P.Que.
Sirois, Alfred, Quebec, P.Que.
Starr, L., Vancouver, B.C.
Stewart, F. G., London, Ont.
Sylte, L. H., Vancouver, B.C.
Theberge, Claude, Ottawa, Ont.
Themelis, V., Montreal, P.Que.
Thivierge, Jacques, Quebec, P.Que.
Tremblay, Mareei, Montreal, P.Que.
Van Der Meyden, P., Fredericton,

N.B.
Watson, C. R. G., Montreal, P.Que.
Wild, George, Kingston, Ont.
Wilder, F. J. C, Montreal, P.Que.
Windser. W. P., Vancouver, B.C.
Withei-3, Ramsey M., Toronto, Ont.
Yoneda, R., Saskatoon, Sask.

Zaionchkovsky, A., Vancouver, B.C.
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NEWS OF THE i

ASSOCIATIONS & CORPORATION ,

Information received through co-operation with the

provincial organizations

Ontário
Close to five huiidred professioual en-

gineers living m and around Ottawa
were addressed on December Ist by J.

Herbert Smith, of Toronto, and R. F.
Shaw, of Montreal, the immediate past-
presidents of the Ontário Association
and the Quebec Corporation respectively.

The chairman of this highly successful
gathering in the Chateau Laurier was
Dr. Alex. E. MacRae, of Ottawa.

Government vs. Industry for
Engineering Manpower

Mr. Smith emphasized the fact that
Government, be it municipal, provincial

or federal, must compete with industry
for its share of available engineering
manpower. He pointed out that in 1931
the ratio of the number of engineers to

the total Canadian work force was 1 to

304. By 1951 it had dropped to 1 to 178

and the ratio is continuing to drop. His
address also included a review of the
work of the Association and the grow-
ing magnitude of its activities and
responsibilities. Reference was made to

the work of Dominion Council of Pro-
fessional Engineers and the programs
of the Dominion Council committee on
unity within the profession in Canada.
Mr. Smith is chairman of this committee
and spoke of the deep interest in the
subject which has been very evident to

the committee in its study of a formula
for unity.

Engineering Progress and Potential

Mr. Shaw gave some arresting figures

on Canadian engineering progress and
potential. He reviewed the various tech-

nical and professional organizations in

Canada which centered about the work
of engineers and stressed that the de-
sired co-ordination of engineering groups
is designed to encourage the autonomy

and strength of technical and profes-

sional bodies rather than to weaken
them.
"We can and must achieve national

unity of purpose without undermining
the rights and vigors of the member
bodies," stated Mr. Shaw. He added
that the proposed united organization

would enable the economical co-ordina^-

tion of Professional groups on a national
levei. It would not iuherit the legal

functions now given to the provincial

associations by legislation.

NeM's of the Members

H. Fealdman, has been appointed as-

s'stant general manager of the Ontário
Road Builders Association of Toronto.
A graduate in engineering of Cam-

bridge University England, he was en-
gaged in industrial consulting and re-

search engineering before coming to

Canada. Much of his research work has
been in the structural research depart-
ment of the Hydro-Electric Power Com-
niission of Ontário in Toronto, where
his interests were centred on the de-
velopment of pre-stressed concreta.

Mr. Fealdman was secretary of the
organizing committee of the Canadian
Conference on Prestressed Concrete,
held in Toronto in January 1954. At
that conference he presented a paper
on "An Introduction to the Theory of

Prestressed Concrete".
Russell M. Way, president of R.

Way & Co. Ltd., Toronto consulting en-
gineers, has announced the appointment
of G. R. Beavers, as chief mechanical
engineer; R, N. Craig, as mechanical
engineer, and D. B. Angus, as assistant

metallurgical engineer with the organiza-
tion.

Both Mr. Beavers and Mr. Craig were
until recently, associated with A. D.
Margison and Associates Ltd., of Toi-
onto. Mr. Angus was previously con-
nected with Eldorado Mining and Re-
finery Ltd., as assistant manager and
mill superintendent of the Port Radium
operation.
W. Élmer Wright, of Port Credit,

Ontário, has been appointed supervisor

of the Executive and Professional Seo- I

tion of the Toronto office of the Na- (

tional Emplo3'ment Service, located at

118 Richmond Street West, Toronto. I

Formerly he was employment advisor

for youth for the Ontário Region of the

Unemployment Insurance Commission.
A graduate in electrical engineering

of the University of Toronto in 1925, he

latcr did post-graduate work in p.sycho-

logy in the United States.

He is vice-chairman of the Toronto
Township Hydro Commi,s.«ion. president

of the Central Ontário District of the

Ontário Municipal Electric Association

and secretary of the Credit Valley Con-
.'iervation Authority.

F. W. Stoit, who for many years A\as

Hamilton sales oíiice manager for the C.

A. Dunham Co. Ltd., has resigned that

po.^^ition to devote his time to consulting

engineering practice.

Mr. Stott joined the Dunham Com-
pany in 1923 following his graduation in

mechanical engineering at the Univer-

sity of Toronto. After two years at the

head oíiice he was transferred to the

Toronto sales branch and later estab-

lished the Hamilton district sales oíiice.

Is Honoured on Retirement

On his retirement as assistant Domin-
ion geodesist, Cecil H. Ney, of Ottawa.
was honored on December Ist by his

fellow workers of the Geodetic Survey.

On graduation in civil engineering at

the University of Toronto. Mr. Ney
served overseas as a pilot in the Royai
Flying Corps in World War I. After his

discharge from the RFC he joined the

.staff of the Geodetic Sur\'ey and has

been with that branch of the govem-
ment service ever since.

Mr. Ney was the first member of the

Geodetic Survey staff to be assigned as

a scientist to sail on the "Nascopie" on
her annual arctic patrol. He is credited

with the most northerly precise astrono-
mic determinations ever made by the

Survey. He also carried out surveys to

establish the northern limit of the

Alberta-Saskatchewan boundary, British
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Columbia's northem boundary, and the

Ontario-Manitoba boundary.
In 1945 Mr. Ney was awarded the gold

medal of the Professional Institute of

the Public Service of Canada for his

contribution to wartime mapping of

aviation routes in the arctic. For his

work in this connection he also received

the M.B.E. in 1946.

Officers of the Newiy-formeil
London Subsection of the A.I.E.E.

R. M. Laurie, manager of the Western
Region Ontário Hydro, London, is chair-

man of the newly-formed London sub-

section of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers. Committee mem-
bers are W. H. Hopper, of English Elec-

tric Co. Ltd., Prof. L. S. Lauchland, of

the University of Western Ontário; T.

H. Lewis, of Ontário Hydro; W. H.
Meikle, of Taylor Electric Manufactur-
ing Co.; and Fred Macenko of General
Motors Diesel of Canada. The secretary-

treasurer is L. P. Atkins of Ontário
Hydro.
The new London organization is a

sub-section of the Hamilton Section
A.I.E.E. and the 1954-55 season's pro-

gram has been planned with varied sub^

jects in the fields of transportation, com-
numication, atomic energy and power.

Changes at Hydro

Recent changes have been announced
in the Generating Department of the
Hydro-Electric Power Commission of

Ontário, one of the eight departments
of the engineering division. The changes
in question affect O. E. Johnston, P.Eng.,

R. C. McMordie, P.Eng., and J. S.

Crerar, P.Eng.
O. E. Johnston has been appointed

assistant generation engineer, reporting

directly to the generation engineer E.

T. Ireson, P.Eng. He has been with this

department since graduation from Tor-
onto University and has held various

respons'ble positions in the department.
L^ntil his recent promotion he was pro-
ject engineer of Sir Adam Beck Niagara
Generation Station No. 2.

R. C. McMordie, a member of Coun-
cil of the Association, has been made
se.nior project engineer in charge of the

project section of the Generation De-
partment. In this capacity he is respon-
sible for the overall engineering co-

ordination of hydro-electric generating
projects. Prior to the change Mr. Mc-
Mordie was head of the Program Plan-
ning and Control Department.

J. S. Crerar, P.Eng., becomes sénior

design engineer in charge of ali en-
gineering design of hydro-electric gener-
ating stations, exclusive of electrical and
architectural features. He was project
engineer of the Des Joachims Generat-
ing station on the Ottawa River and
more recently project engineer of the
St. Lawrence Power Project.

Elected Fellows

William G. Richardson and W. A.
Nichols, both of Ottawa have been
honored by election as Fellows of the
Institute of Radio Engineers.
Mr. Richardson is director of en-

gineering of the Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation and received his award for
his contribution to radio and television
broadcasting.

Mr. Nichols, who is assistant chief
engineer of CBC, was honored for con-

tributions to the construction of the
national radio system.

Obituary

Word has been received of the death
of Malcolm Black, at Kirkland Lake on
November 7th. A Scotsman by birth,

Mr. Black came to Northern Ontário in

1906 and worked in the mines and mills

at Cobalt, Porcupine, Timmins and
Kirkland Lake. In 1928 he joined
Wright-Hargreaves Mines and held the
appointment of mill superintendent
until his death. He was recognized as an
e.xpert in his field and had had a num-
ber of papers published in technical
periodicals. Andrew B. Black of Cobalt,
Ontário, is a son of the late Malcolm
Black.

*

Manitoba
Western Canada Tour of

E.I.C. Presidem

Mr. D. M. Stephens, president of the
Engineering Institute of Canada and
member of council of the Association of

Professional Engineers of Manitoba, has
recently completed a tour of Western
Canada. A brief description of the gen-
eral thoughts expressed by Mr. Stephens
is as follows:

After treating with the economic de-
velopment of Canada and the continuai

broadening of the economy through re-

sources development projects over the
last quarter century and particularly

during the past ten years, Mr. Stephens
expressed some concern about the com-
paratively small number of Canadian
youth who are being trained in the

engineering fields. After emphasizing
the role wh'ch the engineer must play

in the physical aspects of nation build-

ing and industrial development, he
compared the annual rate of engineering

graduations in Canada with correspond-

ing fisures relating to the United States

and the Soviet Union. He pointed out

that on the average in recent years the

United States has been training approx-

imately 29,000 engineering graduates a

j^ear while Rússia has been training

upwards of 39,000 engineering graduates

a year, this particularly in view of the

fact that so much of the development
of Canada lay in the future. He left his

l'steners with the foUowing thought:

"What responsibility have we as a pro-

fes?ion to do something about this?"

Mr. Stephens also impressed upon the

student societies whom he had the pleas-

ure of addressing, the vital part they

must play in the future of the country.

He pointed out that the present genera-

tion of engineers is completing work
started by previous generations and
initiating other developnients which they

are unable to complete and which will

become the responsibility of the en-

gineering student.

On his speaking trip Mr. Stephens

visited the following places and ad-

dressed the following bodies:

November 23: At the Bessborough

Hotel in Saskatoon he addressed the

Saskatchewan branch of the EIC and
members of the Association of Profes-

sional Engineers of Saskatchewan and
their wives.

November 23: At the University of
Saskatchewan, the Engineering Society.

November 24: At the University of
Alberta in Edmonton, the Engineering
Society.

November 26: At Lethbridge, the dis-

trict meeting of the Alberta Associa-
tion of Professional Engineers.

November 28: Informal luncheon in

Nelson, B.C., with members of the
B.C. branch of the E.I.C and their

wives.

November 29 At Trail, BC, in the eve-
ning, the Joint Technical Societies in-

cluding the Engineering Institute of

Canada, tho Canadian Institute of

Mining & Motallursy, and the Cana-
dian Institute of Chemistry.

December 1: (Noon) At the University

of British Columbia, the Engineering
Society.

December 1: (Evening) At Vancouver,
the B.C. branch of the E.I.C.

December 2: At Chiliwack, B.C., visited

with the Royai Canadian Engineers

and participated in the ceremony of

placing a wreath on the cenotaph

December 4: During the annual meeting

of the B.C. Association of Professional

Engineers, Mr. Stephens was guest

speaker at a luncheon.

Saskatchewan
E.I.C. President Visits

Saskatoon Engineers

Dr. D. M. Shephens, president, and
Dr. L. Austin Wright, general secretary

of the Engineering Institute of Canada
spent a busy two days in Saskatoon

on November 22 and 23. Activities in-

cluded attending a buffet supper in the

presidenfs honour, addressing ali third

and fourth year engineering students

and meeting with the executive of the

Student Engineering Society at the

University of Saskatchewan, sitting in

on a Council meeting of the Associa-

tion of Professional Engineers of Sas-

katchewan, and interviews with local

press and radio representatives.

The buffet supper was held Monday
evening in the Terrace Lounge of the

Bessborough Hotel with 67 members
and their ladies present. Mr. G. N.

Munro, president of the Association

acted as chairman. Special guests in-

cluded Dean J. W. T. Spinks, past-pres-

ident of the Canadian Institute of

Chemistry and Alderman A. Flavelle

representing the City of Saskatoon.

Dr. Stephen's address made particular

reference to Canadian engineering de-

velopnients and the continued shortage

of engineering graduates. Dr. Wright also

spoke, reporting on the progress being

made towards a confcderation of The
Dominion Council of Professional En-

gineers and the Engineering Institute of

Canada.

M. Kamen-Kaye Accepts
New York Post

Maurice Kamen-Kaye. principal geo-

logist with the Saskatchewan Departr

ment of Mineral Resources since Jan. 1,
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1954, has resigned that post to jom
Conorada Petroleum Corp. at its New
York headquarters.

Mr. Kamen-Kaye will leave the de-

partment Dec. 15 to take up his new
duties which will include supervision

and appraisal of company controUed

acreage in several foreign coimtries.

Mr. Kameu-Kaye came to Regina in

1950 on a six month consultant contract

with the Sohio Petroleum Co. group,

Following this he joined Canadian
Devonian Petroleums Ltd. in a similar

capacity and while there organized that

company's geological department. He
then carried on a geological consultant

practice in Regina for clients in Sas-

katchewan, Alberta and the United

States.

He is a graduate of the School of

Mines, London, England and has spent

24 years in the oil business. Mr. Kamen-
Kaye holds his bachelor of science de-

gree, his A.R.C.S. diploma in chemistry-

and his A.R.S.M. diploma in oil tech-

nology. He was registered a professional

engineer in Sa.?katchewan and became
a Member of The Engineering Institute

of Canada in 1953.

Clipsham Appointed

W. B. Clipsham, chief engineer of the

Saskatchewan Power Corporation, has

been appointed acting general manager
of the Corporation to suceeed J. W
Tomlinson, Public Works Minister J. A.

Darling aniiounced recently.

Mr. Tomlinson has resigned to accept

a position with Trans Canada Pipelines

Ltd.
Mr. Darling said Mr. Clipsham had

been asked to assume management im-
mediately pending appointment of a

permanent general manager because of

the need to maintain continuity of

management in the provincial utility.

Mr. Clipsham graduated in electrical

engineering from the Univereity of Tor-

onto in 1925 and worked for electrical

firms and for the Pennsylvania Railroad
before joining the transmission staff of

the Ontário Hydro Electric Power Com-
inission where he sei-ved 18 years. In

1948, he joined the S.P.C, staff as chief

engineer.

Mr. Clip.sham is a member of The
Association of Professional Engineers
of Saskatchewan and The Engineering

Institute of Canada.

K. R. Pattison Succeeds D, A. R.
McCannel as Regina's City Enginc<ír

K. R. Pattison, Regina a.çsistant city

engineer, has been appointed city en-

gineer in succession to D. A. R. Mc-
Cannel who will retire May 10, 1955
after being on the city staff over 42
years. Mr. Pattison's new appointment
will take effect from Jan. 1, 1955. From
then until May, Mr. McCannel will act

in an advisory and consulting capacity.

The new city engineer graduated in

civil engineering from the University of

Saskatchewan in 1942. Following his

graduation, Mr. Pattison worked for

one and a half years on the Alaska
Highway with the public roads admin^
istration department on survey, bridge
and road design. In 1944 he joined the
R.C.A.F. and after discharge was em-
ployed for a year as an instructor in

civil engineering at the University of

Saskatchewan. Mr. Pattison came to

Regina in May 1945 and was engaged
as sewer eneineer until May 1950, when

he was appomted to his present position

of assistant city engineer.

He is a registered member of the

Association of Professional Engineers of

Saskatchewan and the Engineering In-

stitute of Canada.

British Columbia
Association Convention

There are now more registered profes-

sional engineers in the Province than
ever before, it was reported at the two
day convention of the Association of

Professional Engineers of B.C. which
ended Saturday night, Dec. 4, in Van-
couver. Membership in the Association

is at a peak total of 3,404, including 1,544

Professional engineers, 1,268 engineers-

in-training and 592 engineering pupils. In

addition there are 135 professional en-

gineers from outside the province prac-
tising in B.C. under temporary licence

from the Association.

Dr. H. C. Gunning, Dean of the

Faculty of Applied Science of the Uni-
versity of British Columbia will suceeed
Charles Bentall, of Vancouver. as pres-

ident of the Association for 1955, and
J. E. Liersch, vice-president of the

Powell River Co. will be the new vicei-

president. Elected as membere of Coun-
cil were: F. R. Killam, F. R. Phillips.

M. A. Thomas, ali of Vancouver, and
R. E. Potter, of Victoria. A feature of

the two day convention was the presenta-

tion of awards to eleven prize winners
and certificates of registration to twentj'-

three new professional engineers. Eugene
Butkov of Calgary, received the Associa-

tion Gold Medal for the student with
the most outstanding record in the grad-

uating year of Applied Science at

U.B.C. Mr. G. M. Letson, presented the
Letson Memorial Prize for the best
thesis in support of an application for

registration in mechanical engineering
to G. W. McLeod. assistant engineer for

Regina and places south of these.

Many schemes had been suggested,
but "the amount of water necessary
at present (would) hardly (warrant)
the cost of construction". The Van-
couver and Victoria Branches re-

ported the formation of joint com-
mittees of their own members and
of other engineens to press for legis-

lation in British Cokimbia. A draft

bill had been prepared and was to be
presented to the provincial legis-

lature at its next sitting.

January's obituaries recorded the
untimely death by drowning at
Sebec Lake, Me., of Stephen P.

Brown, m.e.i.c, engineer in charge
of the Moiint Royai Tunnel in

the Alaska Pine & Cellulose Co. at

Woodfibre, B.C.

Undergrad Prizes

Engineering undergraduates at the
University of B.C. who received prizes

from the Association were : R. AfHeck
(Victoria), R. G. Johnson (Nelson), E.

W. Mountjoy (Calgary), D. W. Nyberg
(Rossland), R. M. Brown (North Van-
couver), and G. C. Oates, R. A. Sterni

and R. G, Maranda (Vancouver).

Employment
In a report on the employment service

of the B.C. Engineering Society it was
disclo-sed that in the past six months
181 emplo}'ment applications for en-
gineering positions had been removed
from the active list and that 25 vacancies
are currently open. There is, however,
at the moment a surplus of applicants
in the mechanical and civil engineering
branches.

Confederation

Co-operalion between professional

societies, which is particularly close in

B.C., was exemplified by the choice oí

Dr. D. M. Stephens, president of the

Engineering Institute of Canada, as

guest speaker at the annual luncheon.
Referring to the very topical que.stion of

the hoped for confederation of technical

and professional societies, he assured

his listeners that the E.I.C. would
speak in negotiation only for its own
members, and listen clo.sely to the opin-

ions and desires of other groups.

Life Membership
A. Vilstrup has been granted Life

Membership in the Association of Pro-
fessional Engineers of B.C. He is a

founder member and past president of

the Association.

Mr. Vilstrup was born 70 years ago in

Denmark, and came to Canada in 1911

to work on the B.C. Electric power de-

velopment at Lake Buntzen. When he

left the company to join the Public

Utilities Commission in 1949 he was
superintendent of genetating and sub-

stations. From 1951 until his recent re-

tirement he was Chief Electrical En-
gineer for the B.C. International En-
gineering Company.

Montreal from 1912 to its comple-
tion. Mr. Brown had made him-
self very miich persona grata to

Canadian engineers during his stay

in this country and had been active

in Institute affairs.

Some positions were available at

miniscule salaries, a júnior drafts-

man at $100-$110 a month and
two steamship inspectors at $2,700
a year rising to $3,240 after three

years, for example.
Ali in ali, this Journal seems to

have appeared at a time when
nobody was much excited aboul
anything. Perhaps the activities

over legislation and salaries had used
up most of the Institute's steam

THIRTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
(Continued from paqe 52)
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News of the Personal Activities

Members of the Institute

Professor L. P. Bonneau, m.e.i.c., wiil

head the newly formed mechanical eagi-

ueering department of Lavai Univer-
sity's faculty of science in Quebec. Until

the formation of the new department,
students could follow the first three

years only of the five-year course of

mechanical engineering and were oblig-

ed to continue their course of studies

at other universities. The first graduates
of this new department will receive

their degrees in May, 1956.

Prof. L. P. Bonneau, M.E.I.C.

Professor Bonneau graduated from
Lavai University in 1942. After six

years' association with Canadian Johns-
Manville Co. Ltd., he returned to Lavai,
first as a lecturer in applied mechanics,
and later in applied thermodynamica.
He was named assistant secretary of the
faculty in 1949, and professor of applied

\
thermodynamics in 1954. He represent-
ed Lavai University with the group of
professors which toured England in 1950
in connection with the Athlone Fellow-
ships.

Professor Bonneau is a member of the

^

Board of Examiners of the Corporation
of Professional Engineers of Quebec,

' and is active on other committees of
' the Corporation. He has also served

on the executive of the Quebec branch
of the Engineering Institute for a num-
ber of years.

F. G. East, M.E.I.C, vice-president and
general manager of Hamilton Gear and
Machine Co. Ltd. of Toronto, has been
awarded one of the 1954 Machine Tool
Awards presented by the American So-

I
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ciety of Mechanical Engmeers for the
best two original papers submitted by
its members on a general subject of

machine tool design.

Mr. East has been with Hamilton
Gear and Machine Co. Ltd. since 1924.

His first three years of work involved
the design of gears and geai' drives,

while the next three years were occu-
pied with the design and production
of speed reduction units with the
necessary production jigs, fixtures, and
tooling, as well as the setting up of

procedures in connection with these
operations.

From 1928 until 1931 he was in charge
of the design of worm gear speed re-

ducers and special gear units. As assist-

ant to the chief engineer, which position
he held until 1939, he was re.sponsible

for the design of ali standard worin
herringbone, motorized, and special gear
units, and also supervised the construc-
tion of special machine tools for the
company plant.

During World War II Mr. East had
the vital task of handling production of

military tank trausmissions, designing
special tools, jigs, and gauges, along
with the machine tools necessary foi

their production.
Bom in 'Toronto in 1908, he was edu-

cated in the public and technical schools
in that city and specialized in machine
design in his preparatory study.
He joined the A.S.M.E. in 1930 and

has served as chairman of the Ontário
Section as well as a member for many
years of the executive and other local

committees of the Society.
He is a member and serves on various

technical committees of the Association
of Professional Engineers of Ontário,
the Canadian Standards Association, the
American Standards Association, the
American Society for Metals, and the
American Gear Manufacturers Associa-
tion.

Major-General H. F. G. Letson, C.B

,

C.B.E., M.C., E.D., M.E.I.C., former
commander of the Canadian Army staff

in Washington, and adjutant general in

the Department of National Defence
headquarters in Ottawa. has been ap-
pointed adviser to the chief of the

general staff at Ottawa in Canadian
Army (militia) matters. General Letson
previously had been a member of the

special committee appointed on the re-

commendation of the Conference of

Defence Associations to investigate and
report on the Canadian Reserve Army.
Among the many responsibilities per-

taining to his new appointment, General
Letson is to find ways of creating a
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greater public interest in the activities
of Canada's militia. This will involve
the promotion of more enlistments ot
Canada's young men and also en-
deavouring to interest more professional
men in making their services available
to the appropriate branches of the
Canadian Militia.

Lieutenant Colonel W. S. Hunt,M.E.i.c.,
former staff officer in Ottawa, is now
attached to the Canadian Army staff

in Washington, D.C.
A chemical engineering graduate of

McGill University of 1936, Col. Hunt
returned from oversoas duty in 1945
to accept an appointment to Canadian
staff college at R.M.C. Two years later
he became commanding officer of the
R.C.E.M.E. .school at Barriefield, Ont.
He received the staff appointment in

Ottawa in 19.50.

A. F. Pagct, M.E.I.C, formerly deputy
comptroller of the water rights branch
of the British Columbia Department of
Lands and Forests, has been appointed
comptroller to succeed the late E. H.
Trederoft.

A. \\ l'aí.'« l. M.K.I.C.

Mr. Paget was associated with Cana-
dian Pacific Railways from 1923 until

1931, and in 1935 he was appointed
superintendent and manager for Kere-
meos irrigation district where he re-

mained until 1941. He served for four

years with the Royai Canadian Engi-

neers as works officer and district engi-

neer officer. During 1946-1947 he was
assistant city engineer and building in-

spector for the City of Vemon, after

which he joined the water rights branch
of the Department of Lands and Forests

as assistant engineer. He became dis-

trict engineer at Kelowna, B.C., pre-

vious to his appointment as chief engi-

neer of the branch.
A member of the Association of Pro-

fessional Engineers, Mr. Paget is also

a member of the Western Snow
Conference and is serving on several

government b o a r d s including the

Dominion-Provincial Board of the

Fraser River Basin, the Dominion-Pro-
vincial Co-ordinating Committee and
the Columbia Basin Board.

A. H. Mingail, m.e.i.c, has joined the

engineering department of Robertson-
Irwin Limited in Hamilton.
A 1942 graduate in electrical engineer-

i



of the University of Calcutta, Mr.
Mingail vvas previoiísly associated with

the Verity works of the Massey-Harris
Company in Brantford, and with the

planning, estimating and control depart-

ment of the índia General Navigation
and Railway Co. Ltd. in Calcutta.

T. W. Birt, M.E.i.c, has been app^oint-^d

assi.stant manager of operations for the

VVinniiíeg Electric Company in Win-
nipeg. He was previously manager of

the contract department.
Mr. Birt, a graduate in electrical

engineering of the University of Mani-
toba of 1938, served as wing commander
with the Royai Canadian Air Force
íioni 1941 lintil 1945.

R. J. Cupit, M.E.I.C., formerly chief en-

gineer with the machine division of

Northwest Industries Ltd. in Edmon-
lou. has joined Standard Iron and Engi-
neering Works Ltd. in Edmonton as

contract engineer on plate and tank
work.
A mechanical engineering graduate of

Derby Technical College, class of 1946,

Mr. Cupit was a formcr design engineer
with Dominion Bridge Co. Ltd. in

Montreal.

W. S. Allen, M.E.I.C., has been traus-

ferred by Racey, MacCallum and Asso-
ciates Limited from Montreal to Tor-
onto.

Mr. Allen received his B.Sc. degree
in civil engineering from Queen's Uni-
vereity, Belfast, in 1943.

P. .4. E. Hess, M.E.I.C., formerly con-
struction project engineer with the

Hydro-Electric Power Commission of

Ontário, has been appointed chief engi-

neer with Don Mills Developments
Limited in Don Mills, Ont.

Mr. Hess is a member of the In-

stitutioa of Civil Engineers and the

Institution of Mechanical Engineers.

J. W. Suthren, m.e.i.c, has been pro-

moted from the position of works engi-

neer to that of assistant works manager
in the plastics department of Canadian
Industries (1954) Limited in Edmon-
ton.

Mr. Suthren, a 1936 mechanical engi-

neering graduate of McGill University,

has been a.s.sociated with Canadian In-

dustries Limited in Brownsburg, Que.,

Montreal, Hamilton and Edmonton.

Benoit Baribeau, m.e.i.c, formerly
with Surveyer, Nenniger and Chenevert
in Montmorency, Que., is now associat-

ed with Defence Construction Limited
in Montreal.
Mr. Baribeau received his B.A.Sc, de-

gree in civil engineering from Ecole
Polytechnique in 1943.

Elie I. Rubinsky, m.e.i.c, is district

engineer with Raymond Concrete Pile

Co. Ltd. in Montreal. Previous to join-

ing the company he was associated with
T.M.C. Canada" Ltd. in Ottawa.
Mr. Rubinsky received his B.Sc. de-

gree in civil engineering from the Uni-
versity of Beirut in 1947 and his M.Sc.
degree from Harvard University in 1951.

J. H. Hole, m.e.i.c, has been trans-

ferred by Canadian General Electric

Company Limited from Calgary to

Montreal where he is manager of util-

ity, marine and transportation sales.

While in Calgary he was manager of the

Alberta district apparatus division.

Mr. Hole is a 1938 electrical engineer-

ing graduate of the University of Al-

berta.

P. C. Perry, M.E.I.C, lias retired from
his position as district engineer of Cana-
dian National Railways in Saskatoon
and is now residing in South Burnabv,
B.C.
Mr. Periy has been associated with

lhe company since 1920, previous to

which he served as resident engineer

with the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway
in various capacities since 1906.

J. G. Dickinson, m.e.i.c, is manager of

marketing research with Northern Elec-

tric Co. Ltd. in Montreal.

A 1946 electrical engineering graduate

of the University of Manitoba, Mr.
Dickinson was formerly manager of the

company's power apparatus sales in

Winnipeg.

Joseph Brown, m.e.i.c, has been trans-

ferred to Imperial Chemical Industries

of Canada Limited in Kingston from
Canadian Industries Limited in Copper
Cliff, Ont., where he served as work-J

manager.
Mr. Brown is a 1943 mechanical engi-

neering graduate of Detroit University.

John W. Demcoe, M.e.i.c, has been

appointed operation assistant with

Canadian National Railways in Mont-
real.

A 1939 graduate of the University of

WHICH WOULD YOU USE?
Economiser or Air Pre-heaier

CAST-IRON GILLED-TUBE EGONOMISERS . .

.

—can RECOVER MORE HEAT and IMPROVE COMBUSTION.
—have rugged INDIFFERENCE TO SULPHUR content of fuel.

—greatly REDUCE MAINTENANCE of grates and furnaces.

—require far LESS AUXILIARY FAN POWER both F.D. and I.D.

—will INCREASE EFFECTIVE CAPACITY of boilers.

—are NOT BY-PASSED at low loads to cut corrosion.

—may be arranged to SERVE MORE THAN ONE BOILER saving cost and space.

—have immense TUBE-LIFE corresponding to that of the boilers themselves.

—remam CLEAN INDEFINITELY without hand work.

—are as CHEAP AS STEEL AIR PRE-HEATERS.
—are rapidly gaining POPULARITY IN CANADA.

Before you speàfy, get ali the facts from

GREEN'S ECONOMISER LIMITED
8685 LaSalle BIvd., Montreal 32

HEAT RECOVERY SPECIALISTS SINCE 1845
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^ TVfedoittoo...

In engineeríng, X-Ray is used qs in medicai practice. At Dominion

Brídge. in conjgnction with other modern lesting techniques used

in our shops, it typifles the scienfiflc approach to manufacturing

problems . . . backed by a research department, which is

constontly investigating new materiais and new me-

thods. Thafs why you can always depend on

'Platework by Dominion Bridge."

Wrrfe for Catalogu9 No. PF-WO

Automatic internai welding by
machine developed by Dominion
Bridge.

Welded vessel being X-rayed.

ryr"-'r";

'Olhar Oiviuonii Slruthirel • Seiitr • Mthanical • WonhowM.

OFFICES AND PIANTS THROUGHOUT CANADA
Looding Canada's largest stress

relieving furnoce
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The líght, clean, strong, multí-

span Steel roof that goes up

at the rate of an acre a day

and functions as a modern

acoustícal ceílíng

Q-Deck is sturdy and niulti-span...

the sides and ends of each section

lap tight to avoid the need for in-

flammable vapor seal. Robertson en-

gineers have developed a unique
method of placing glass fiber in the

flutes to produce an eífective low-

cost acoustical ceUing. Use the cou-

pon to write for Hterature.

55 50 9m-
Robertson-lrwín

Limited

41 1 Parkdale Ave. N.

Hamilton, Ont.

Montreal, Toronto, Hamilton.

Winnipeg, Edmonton, Vancouver

Please send free literature on Q-Deck.

NAM£.

CITY

Mauiloba in civil engineering, Mr.
Demcoe has been in the companys ser-

vice since August, 1939, first as struc-

tural draughtsman in Toronto, then as

instrumentman there. In 1942 he was
appointed assistant engineer at the

Toronto Terminais, and in 1944 at Lon-
don, Ont. The following year he was
named division engineer at Toronto
Terminais and in 1946, engineer, main-
tenance of way, in Toronto.
Mr. Demcoe became superintendent

dt Hornpavne, Ont. in 1951 and at

Montreal in 19.53.

Previous to joining the company he

was employed with the Ontário Depart-
ment of Northern Development, the

Department of Highways, and Bankfield

Consolidated Gold Mines Ltd.

He is a member of the Association of

Professional Engineers of Ontário, and
of the American Railway Engineering
Association.

Ernest E. Goldsmith, m.e.i.c, is on the

staff of Carleton College as assistant

professor of engineering.

A South African by birth, Mr. Gold-
smith has been employed in South Af-
rican gold mines, with Aluminum Com-
pany of Canada l.td. as eleetrical engi-

neer, and with Phillips Eleetrical Com-
pany in Montreal as eleetrical engineer

in the sales division. From 1941 until

1950 he lectured on eleetrical engineer-

ing at the University of Witwatersrand
in Joliannesburg.
Mr. Ooldsmith received his engineer-

ing degree from the Berlin Technical
University in 1933. He is an associate

member of the Institution of Eleetrical

Engineers of Great Britain.

Remu« Rodaru, mj;.i.c., former man-
aging director of the Cardinal Engineer-

ing and Machinery Company in Mont-
real, has been appointed field manager
and petroleum consulting engineer for

Oka Oil Limited.
Formerly industrial division manager

of Voleano Limited in Montreal and
Ste. Hyacinthe, Que., Mr. Rodaru was
for many years chief engineer for two
important Rumanian oil fields where he

gaincd wide experience in exploration,

wellsite engineering, production and
field management.
He graduated in mining engineering

from the Berlin-Charlottenburg Tech-

nical College in 1926.

Major J. W. IVlacNaughton, M.E.I.C.,

is now attending the R.C.A.F. Staff Col-

lege in Toronto. He was previously

stationed at Western Command head-

quarters in Edmonton.
Major MacNaughton received his

B.Eng. degree in mechanical engineer-

ing from McGill University in 1941.

M. L. Coulson, m.e.i.c, is town engi-

neer at Jasper Place, Alta.

A graduate in civil engineering of the

University of Alberta, class of 1951,

Mr. Coulson was previously project

engineer with R. M. Hardy and asso-

ciates, consulting engineers in Edmon-
ton.

S. H. Hawkins, m.e.i.c, is on leave of

absence from Defence Constructiou

Limited to fill the position of project

engineer on the P.F.R.A. Red Deer
River project.

Resident engineer for Defence Con-
struction Limited, Mr. Hawkins was
associated for many years with the irri-

gation department of the Alberta De-

partment of the Interior. He was dis-

trict engineer for P.F.R.A. at Eastend.
Sask. and Swift Current, Sask., and pro-

ject engineer on irrigation work in Cal-
gary previous to his appointment to

Defence Con.^truetion Limited.

Robert Gordon Baird, m.e.i.c, has
been appointed chief engineer of N
Slater Company Limited.
A graduate in eleetrical engineering of

the University of New Brunswick, cla,';.^

of 1942, Mr. Baird was previou.sly asso-

ciated as engineer with the New Brun,~-

wick Electric Power Commission.
He is a member of the Association of

Professional Engineers of Ontário.

T. J. Carbone, m.e.i.c, has recently
resigned his position as municipal engi-
neer for the Townshi)! of McKim (Sud-
hury) and has joined Johnson Bros. Co
Ltd. of Brantford, Ont. as chief engi-

neer.

A 1934 civil engineering graduate of

tiie University of Toronto, he was for

.-iome time chief engineer with Buffalo-
Ankerite Gold Mines Ltd. in the Poi-
cupine area.

W. Smith, M.E.I.C, formerly associated

with Newfoimdland Light & Power Co.
Ltd. in Corner Brook, has been ap-

l>ointed commercial supervisor for the
Edmonton distriet of Calgary Powor
Limited.
Mr. Smith was division manager of

the Newfoundland company and hnd
been employed previously with tlit

National Light & Power Company.
Moo.se Jaw, and with the Yellowknifi

Electric & Power Company, Yellow-
knife.

John Frisch, .m.e.i.c, formerly of lhe

Canadian International Paper Compan\-
in Hawkesbuiy, Ont., is now on tln

staff of Defence Construction (1951)

Limited in Ottawa.
Mr. Frisch is a mechanical engineer-

ing gra(hiat(> of the Technical Instituti-

of Horten, Norway, cla.*s of 1906.

Dr. William J. Gall, m.e.i.c, has re-

signed from the Aluminum Company
of Canada, Limited, to accept the jiosi-

tion of assistant to the general manager
of Commercial Lcaseholds Limited in

Hamilton, specialists in the design,

engineering and construction of indus-

trial buildings.

A chemical engineering graduate of

the University of Toronto, class of 1946,

Dr. Gall was awarded the degree of

doctor of natural sciences by the Swiss
Federal Institutc of Technology in 1950.

Pre\-ious to joining the Aluminum
Company in 1953 he was for three years
.scientific oíficer with the UNESCO sec-

retariat.

Captain J. A. McKinnon, r.c.e.m.e.,

m.e.i.c, is associated with H.M.C. Dock-
yard at Esquimalt, B.C., where he is

employed as an eleetrical draughtsman.
A graduate in eleetrical engineering

of the University of Saskatchewan, class

of 1949, Mr. McKinnon was formerly
stationed at 214 Base Workshop in Van-
couver.

E. R. Logie, M.E.I.C, has retired from
the Quebec North Shore and Labrador
Railway in Seven Islands, Que.
Previous to joining the Quebec North

Shore and Labrador Railway in 1951,

Mr. Logie was chief engineer in the
central region of Canadian National
Railways in Toronto.

T. B. Webster, m.e.i.c, formerly design
engineer in the engineering department
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of Howaid 8inith Papei Mills Limited,

has been transferred to Donnacona
Paper Company Limited where he is

now serving as assistaiit mill engineer.

He is a graduate in mechanical engi-

neering of Queen's Universitv, class of

1944.

Robert B. Walker, M.E.i.c, has been
appointed factory engineer of B.A.
Shawinigan Limited in Montreal.
A nati\e of Buckingham, Mr. Walker

received his general schooling there and
at Glebe Collegiate, Ottawa, after which
he obtained his B.Sc. degree in electrical

enginecring from Queen'.s L^niversity in

1949.

After two 3'ears with the Canadian
General Electric Company, he joined

Shawinigan Chemicals Limited in the

mechanical mainlenance division in

1951. In November, 1952 he was ap-

pointed mechanical .supervisor in Mont-
real East.

Mr. Walker is a member of the Cor-

poration of Professional Engineers of

Qiiebec.

G. W. Flewelling, m.e.i.c, is officer

commanding trade training for airframe

and aero engine mcchanics at the

R.C.A.F. station in Camp Borden. He
was formerly aeronautical engineering

oíRcer at Goose Bay, and ofRcer in

charge of servicing at Dorval.

Mr. Flewelling graduated in mechani-

cal engineering from McGill University

in 19Õ0.

Jean Thibaudeau, jr.E.i.c, previoiísly

employed by the North Shore Construc-

tion Company, has joined the staff of

the Mannix Con.struction Company in

Cornwall, Ont.
Mr. Thibaudeau i^eceived his mining

engineering degree from Ecole Poly-

techniquc in 1948.

J. L. Greer, jr.E.i.c.. ha.s been trans-

ferred by Foundation Company of Can-
ada Limited from Mui'doch\-ille, Que.,

to Deep River. Ont.
Mr. Greer is a 1948 mechanical engi-

neering graduate of the University of

Saskatchewan.

W. C. Watt, .ir.E.i.c, a 1948 graduate
in electrical engineering of the Univer-
sity of New Brunswick, has been trans-

ferred by the Shawinigan Water and
Power Company from Shawinigan Falis

to Three Riivers, Que.

Thomas G. Tustin, jr.E.i.c, has joiued
the St. Lawrcnce Seaway Authority a.'

soils mechanics engineer.
A ci\il engineering graduate of the

University of Alberta in 1948, Mr
Tustin was previouslv associated with
P.F.R.A.

John B. Carruthers, ji.e.i.c, formeily
with the John Bertram & Sons Com-
pany in Dundas, Ont., 'has joined the
electronics division of Canadian West-
inghouse Co. Ltd. in Hamilton as manu-
facturing engineer.
Mr. Carruthers graduated in mechani-

cal engineering from McGill University
in 1948.

John L. McVittie, jr.E.i.c, has joined
Manderbach Construction Company in
Glendale, Cal., as estimator. He wag
previously a.ssociated as estimator with
Pentagon Construction Co. Ltd. in

Montreal.
Mr. McVittie received his B.Eng.

degree in civil enginecring from McGill
University in 1949.

W. F. Patterson, jr.E.i.c. has Ijoen

bearíngs and piliow blocks

for ali indusffry

Consult

your local jobber

or contact our

nearest district offíce

Finest

the World

CANADIAN á-ll^r COMPANY
LIMITED

Heoe/ Office and Manufacturíng Division: 2201 Bglinfon Avenue £., Scarboro, Ontário

OISTRICT OffICeS: OUEÍEC MONTÍEAl, TOKONTO, FORT WIUIAM, WKNIPeC, «£CNA. CAIGAHY, VANCOUVE»
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transfeired from Montreal to Toronto
by Aluminum Company of Canada
Limited as Ontário representative of

the chemical sales division.

Mr. Patterson joined the Aluminum
Company following his graduation in

Chemical engineering from the Univer-

sity of Toronto in 1949.

S. P. Slinn, jr.E.i.c, a 1949 engineering

graduate of the University of British

Columbia, has been appointed manager
of the Calgary oíEce of H. F. Clarke &
Company. He was formerly attached to

the Royai Canadian Air Force in Tren-

ton and Montreal.

Hans Schaeffer, jr.E.i.c, who graduated

in 1949 in engineering from the Tech-

nical University of Vienna, is on the

staff of Brett & Ouellette, consulting

civil engineers in Montreal. He was
previously oíEce engineer with Wiggs,

Walford, Frost & Lindsay, consulting

engineers of Montreal.

W. A. Anderton, jr.E.i.c, has joined the

naval research establishment of the De-
fence Research Board in Halifax. He
was formerly associated with the De-
partment of National Health and Wel-

fare in St. Catharines, Ont.
_

Mr. Anderton graduated in chemical

engineering from the University of

Toronto in 1950.

Oliver C. Norris-Elye, jr.E.i.c, has been

transferred as sales engineer by Cana-

dian General Electric Company Limited

from the Peterborough office to the

apparatus division in Winnipeg.

Mr. Norris-Elye has served with the

Royai Canadian Navy and with A. V.

Roe Canada Ltd. since his graduation

in electrical engineering from the Uni-

versity of Manitoba in 1950.

Alex W. Rae, jr.E.i.c, has been trans-

ferred by General Foods Limited from
Toronto to Montreal as project engi-

neer.

A graduate of the Nova Scotia Tech-
nical College in mechanical engineering

in 1949, Mr. Rae was previously asso-

ciated with Engineering Industries Co.
Ltd. as chief engineer.

P. Mareei Morency, jr.E.i.c, has been
appointed eastern district engineer by
Canada Wire and Cable Company Lim-
ited in Montreal.

P. Mareei Morency, Jr.E.I.C.

Mr. Morency joined the company
upon graduation in electrical engineer-

ing from Lavai University in 1950. lu

1952 he was transferred from Toronto
to Montreal and was subsequently

named acting supervising engineer oa
the company's Rimouski cable project.

René Martineau, m.e.i.c, is president

of Martineau & Associates Inc., a gen-

eral contracting firm which he recently

established with his associates in St.

Laurent, Que. The new company is

sjiecializing in prestressed concrete

work.
Before forming this company, Mr.

Martineau was associated with The Key
Construction Limited and Preload
Company of Canada Limited of Mont-
real. He is a 1950 civil engineering

graduate of Ecole Polytechnique.

John G. Melvin, jrji.i.c, a 1950 me-
chanical engineering graduate of Mc-
Gill University, has joined the staff of

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited in

Deep River, Ont. He was previously

associated with Shell Oil Co. of Can-
ada Ltd., as assistant preventive main-
tcnance engineer in Montreal East.

P. C. Thompson, jrj:.i.c., is apparatus

.service engineer on the staff of the

Ottawa district ofl5ce of Canadian Gen-
eral Electric Co. Ltd.
Mr. Thompson received his electrical

engineering degree from Queen's Uni-
versity in 1950.

Gudni Gunnarsson, jr.E.i.c., has been
named plant superintendent of The
Coldwater Seafood Corporation in Nan-
ticoke, Maryland. He was previously

associated with the Atlantic Fisheries

Experimental Station in Halifax.

Mr. Gunnarsson received his B.Eng.
degree in chemical engineering from
McGill University in 1950, and his M.Sc.
degree from the same university in 1952.

Since 1949 . . over

100,000 feel of

successfui iesi work

throughout: Canada

BUILDINGS

CONCRETE
(TEST SAMPLES)

PAVEMENTS

TUNNELS

WHARVES

HYDRO PROJECTS

PAVEIffiNTS

Job 52-101

British Columbia Highways
Department of Public Works
Provincial Government

During October 1952, one of our crews, with a drill
mounted on a light truck, travelled 1000 miles over B.C. high-
ways and recovered aamples of the bituminous, macadam paving
at numerous points along the route. An analysis of the cores,
which they recovered, provided valuable information for the
departmenfs engineers in their
program for more and better
highways throughout the province.

Modem Equipment and

Experienced Crews at

NORANDA, KIRKLAND LAKE, PORT ARTHUR,

EDMONTON and VANCOUVER
1
BOYIESBROS
ORILLING COMPANY LTD..

VANCOUVER, CANADA r
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MAR/NE CmiNGS
SUPPLIED TO

CANADIAN SHIPBUILDERS

These massive marine castings are produced by our

Foundry Division and give a good indication of the

size and scope of our operation. The large scale and

diversity of work undertaken is possible because our

shops empioy the most advanced techniques ond the

most up-to-date equipment; our skilled workers com-

jjjfla^e two to produce high quality castings to meet

specificotions.

Canadian Car & Foundry Company Limited
Foundry Division, Longue Pointe, Que.
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V. R. Bowen, ji Ji.i.c., has beeu appoint-

ed design engineer by Baker Perkins

Inc. in Saginaw, Mich.
A 1950 graduate in mechanical engi-

neering of the University of Toronto,

Mr. Bowen was formeríy engineering

assistant with Canadian Industries Lim-
ited in Maitland. Ont.

J. F, Wliitehead, jr.EJ.c, who received

his B.A.Sc, degree in chemical engineer-

ing from the University of Toronto in

1950, is now associated with Gypsum
Lime and Alabastinc Company Canada
Ltd. in Caledónia, Ont.

Previoiís to joining the company hc
was process control íaboratory foreman
with Canadian Industries Limited in

Shawinigan Falis, Que.

J. V. Mole, jr.E.i.c, formerjy on the

.-•taff of A. V. Roe Canada Ltd. in Mal-
ton, Ont., has joined the engineering
department of Trans-Canada Air Line,?

at Dorval, Que.
Mr. Mole is a 1950 graduate of the

University of Manitoba in electrical

engineering.

A. P. Qually, jr.B.i.c, is now associated
with J. M. .1. Dyson & Company in

Stannington, England. He has been
technical engineer on the staff of Cana-
dian SKF in Toronto since his gradua-
tion in mechanical engineering from
the University of Toronto in 19.50.

Gordon D. CaniphcH, jr.E.i.c, is now
attending Purdue University where he
is studying toward his Ph.D. degree in
civil engineering under the auspices of
rhe International Road Federation fel-

lowship which was awarded to him by
the Canadian Good Roads Association.
A civil engineering graduate of the

Uni\'eisity of Manitoba, class of 1951,
Mr. Campbell was formerly on the staff

of the Trans-Canada highway division
of the Department of Public Works in

Ottawa.

A. M. Parent, jr.E.i.c, is apparatus
sales engineer with Bepco Canada Lim-
ited in Toronto.
Upon graduation in electrical engi-

neering from the University of Mani-
toba in 1951, he completed the Cana-
dian Westinghouse Co. Ltd. student
training program, and afterwards joined
Provincial Engineering Ltd. as a con-
struction engineer. He entered Bepco
Canada Limited a year later.

David G. Hiint, .ir.E.i.c, is associated
with the British Non-Ferrous Metals
Research Association in London, Eng-
land.

He is a graduate in engineering phys-
ics of the University of British Colum-
bia in 1951.

D. J. Ross, jr.E.i.c, a 1951 graduate in

civil engineeiing of McGill University,
is on the staff of the Interprovincial

Pipe Line Company in Glenboro, Man.

Gordon J. Stonehouse, jr.E.i.c, for-

merly designing engineer, signals, of the
Grand Trunk Western Railroad Com-
pany in Detroit, has been promoted to

the position of signal engineer.

A graduate in electrical engineering

of the University of Manitoba, class of

1951, he was formerly associated with
Canadian National Railways in Mani-
toba.

J. Relich, J1.E.1.C., has recently joined

the staff of the technical department of

Aluminum Company of Canada. Ltd,

in Arvida.

A graduate of the Polish University

College in chemical engineering in 1951,

he was previously associated with Gyp-
sum Lime and Alabastine Company
Ltd. in Caledónia, Ont. and with Brun-

ner Mond Canada Ltd. in Amherstburg.

B. Gardave, jr.E.i.c, has been appoint-

ed assistant professor on the staff of the

school of commerce of the University

of Alberta.

A B.Eng. graduate of McGili Univer-

sity, class of 1951, and a M.B.A. grad-

uate of Harvard, class of 1953, Mr. Gar-

dave was previously marketing assistant

in the equipment division of Rogers

Majestic Electronics Ltd. in Toronto.

J. J. P. Roberton, jr.E.i.c, has been

transferrcd by the Canadian Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft Company in Longueuil,

Que., to Woodridge, N.J. as the com-

pany 's representative at the Uright

Aeronauiical License division.

He is a graduate in mechanical engi-

neering of McGill University, class of

1951.

H. A. Dare, jr.E.i.c, has been trans-

ferred by Aluminum Company of Can-

ada Ltd. from Sprostons (Jamaica) Ltd.

in Shooters Hill, Jamaica, to the head

oíiico in Montrt al where he will be em-
i:'loyed in cosi estimating and cost

analysis.

Mr. Dare graduated in civil engineer-

ing from the University of British

Columbia in 1951 and shortly afterwards

became associated with Sprostons Ltd.

in Mandeville, Jamaica.

Douglas Brouse, .ir.E.i.c, who has been

a.^sistant city engineer in Gueljjh for the

past three years, is now associated with

the G. M. Guest contracting firm in

Toronto.
Mr. Brou.se, a 1951 graduate of Queens

University in civil engineering, joined

the Guelph city engineering staff imms-
diately afterwards.

Seiby H. Noel, .ir.E.i.c. formerly with

Canadian National Railways in Monc-
ton. N.B., has Vjeen transferred to the

Newfoundland district. In his new posi-

tion he is assistant mechanical engineer,

motive power and car equipment depart-

ment, in St. Johns.
Mr. Noel is a 1952 mechanical en-

gineering graduate of the Nova Scotia

Technical College.

Walter G. Liinick, jr.E.i.c, is employ-
ed in industrial engineering formation
for flic Luxite Lingerie of Canada Ltd.

factoi-y in London, Ont.
A graduate in mechanical engineering

of the Laiiversity of Montreal, class of

1952, he was previously time study
methods engineer with Canadian Acme
Screw Gear Products, Toronta.

Eric W. Spurrell, jr.E.i.c, has joined
Montreal Engineering Co. Ltd. in Mont-
real. He has been recently associated

with the Department of Transport in

Ottawa.
Mr. Spurrell i.s a 1952 electrical en-

gineering graduate of the Nova Scotia
Technical College.

D. Bishop, jr.E.i.c, has been transfer-

led from Shawinigan Falis to Beauhar-

uois by Aluminum Company of Can-
ada Ltd. where he has been appointed
supervisor of the potrooms.
Mr. Bi.?hop graduated in 1952 frouj

the University of Toronto in electrical

engineering.

A. Keith Dixon, jr.K.i.c, of the circuil

breaker engine department of Englisb

Co. Ltd. in St. Catharines, has been
awarded a diploma in business manage-
ment by LaSalle Extension University

of Chicago. He is a 1952 gold medal
graduate in electrical engineering of the

University of Manitoba, and hae been
with English Electric Co. Ltd. since

that time.

S. R. Leavitt, s.e.i.c, a 1954 chemical
engineering graduate of McGill Univer-
sity, is employed as staff engineer in

the reduction division of Aluminum
Company of Canada Limited at Sha-
winigan Falis.

H. B. Kolm, S.E.I.C, is on the teachinfí

staff of the mechanical engineering de-

partment of the Massachusetts Institutt-

of Technology, and is at the same timo
studying toward a master of scienco

degree.

Mr. Kolm graduated from the Nova
Scotia Technical College in mechanical
engineering in 1953.

David Margolese, S.E.I.C, who received

his 15.Sc. degree in civil engineering

from the Universitj' of Manitoba in

1953, is on the staff of the Department
of Ilighwavs in Swift Current, Sa.--k.

I

J. R. Rayniond, s.e.i.c, is planning en-

gineer in the (lepartmcnt of devclop-

ment of the Municipality of the Town-
ship of Toronto, and is also .secretary-

treasurer of the Industrial Commission
A 1953 civil engineering graduate o>

J

the University of Toronto, Mr. Ray-
mond was previously with the Depart-
ment of Development in Cooksvillc,

Ont.
I

Alexander Gordon Macdonald, a.E.i.i: .
|

a 1953 graduate in electrical engineering

of McGill University, has joined thi

staff of Harrington Tool and Die Co
Ltd. in Lachine, Que.

J. G. B. Iliffe, S.E.I.C, has been on the

staff of the production division of thf

Winnipeg Hydro-Electric Sj^stem sino
his graduation in electrical engineering

from the University of Manitoba in

1953.

E. .1. Klein, .s.e.i.c, a 1953 graduate m
electrical engineering of the Universit\

of Manitoba, has joined Cotter Bro>
Limited, engineering contractors m
Winnipeg where he is specializing in

industrial design, laj'outs and estimate>

He was previously electrical engineoi

with Canadian National Railways i!i

Winnipeg.

.|ean-.\imc Desjardins, s.e.i.c, a 19.5^

civil engineering graduate of McGill
University, has been appointed as.çistant

engineer by the City of HuU, Que.

B. Gjervan, s.E.i.c, has been trans-

ferred as assistant civil engineer from
Burnaby, B.C., to Regina by The Fluor
Corporation of Canada Limited. Pre-
vious to joining the company, he was
associated with Northern Construction i

and J. W. Stewart Limited in Trail, i

B.C.
'
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CHARLES
WARNOCK^

AND COMPANyLTD.

THE

NFJ^SBV
LABORATORIES LTD.

'ormcriy known as Milton
Herscy Company Lld.

umtbUied-lbiSttÊiíÃgtk.

^j^arnock and Hersey, with a combined

experience of nearly 100 years, have joined forces

to provide a unique service in the fields of

industrial testing, inspection, engineering

consultation and research. Both organizations

have built up nation-wide reputations

for their specialized activities. Now,

with augmented staffs across Canada

increased technical facilities and

a modern head office and

laboratory at Montreal, they

comprise the largest and best

equipped group of

engineers and technicians

serving Canadian

industry.

New head office and laboratory
building of Warnock Hersey.

Ultrasonic flaw detection —
typical of advanced methods
used by Warnock Hersey.

ServU-es Inclutlc:

ENGINEERING CONSULTATIONS;
INSPECTION;

CHEMICAL. PHYSICAL AND
NON-DESTRUCTIVE TESTING;
RESEARCH: APPRAISALS;

ASSESSMENTS; EXPEUITINC.

Write for Illustrated Brochure— E-lOO

WARNOCK HERSEY
COMPANY LTD,

CANADIAN OFFICES AND LABORATORIES IN

HALIFAX. MONCTON, MONTREAL, TORONTO, HAMILTON, LONDON, WINDSOR, WINNIPEG,

FOREICN OFFICES IN U.S.A., ENGLAND 4 JAPAN.

EDMONTON, VANCOUVER
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The sympathy of the Institute is extended to the

relatives of those whose passing is recorded here.

Wallace Rupert Tui-nbull, Hon.M.E.l.c,
internationally known .scientist, inventor
and pioneer iu aeronautics, passed away
in the Saint John, N.B. General Hos-
pital on Noveniber 26, 1954.

Mr. Turnbull was born in Rotliesav,

N.B., in 1870. He attended the Graia-
mar School in Saint John, N.B., and
gradnated with an M.E. degree in elec-

trical engineering from Cornell Univer-
sity in 1893. After two years' post-grad-
uate vvork at Cornell and at the Univer-
sity of Berlin, he was employed as re-

search engineer with General Electric

Company Limited in Harrison, N.J ,

from 1896 until 1901. During this period
he frequently corresponded with Dr.
Samuel Langley who first formulated
the theory of flight, with Otto Lilien-

thal who experimented with gliders in

1896, and with Gustav Eiffel who built

the first wind tunnel.

W. R. Turnbull, Hon.M.E.l.c.

In 1902 Mr. TurnbuUs interest in the
subject of "heavier-than-air" flight led
him to resign his position and to estab-
lish his own laboratory in a 24 x 28-foot
barn in Rothesay. N.B. Here 14 years
of brilliant progress in the field of aero-
nautical research won him recognition
as a pioneer in this new science. From
an old packing case he built the first

wind tunnel in Canada in 1902, using
it for tests on the properties of aero-
foils. Passing on to experiments with
scow type hydroplanes driven by air

propellers, he constructed a 375-foot ex-
perimental track for testing airscrews in

the open — the fii-st in aviation history
in which power absorbed by the air-
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screw was compared with the power de-
livered. The results, published in the

Scienlific American on April 3, 1909,

won him a bronze medal and a fellow-

ship in the Royai Aeronautical Society.

He was one of three or four fellows

of the Society in Canada, and the only
medallist.

In 1914 he closed his laboratory and
went to Britain where he engaged in

the design of various wartime devices
such as air propellers, bomb sights, and
torpedo screens. Returning to Canada in

1918, he continued his work on the de-
velopment of a controllable pitch pro-
peller, begun in 1916 while he was over-
scas. Because his first idea of mechanical
brake control, attempted in 1923, turncd
out to be impractical, he sought a solu-

tion for changing the pitch of the blades
by an electrical control. A second model
working on this principie was developed
and built by Canadian Vickers Limited
and was successfully tested at Camp
Borden in 1927. Patcnts on the Turnbull
controllable pitch propeller were taken
out in Britain by the Bristol Aeroplane
Company, and in America by the Curtis
Wright Corporation. Today every pro-
peller type aircraft aloft uses this con-
tiol device — a small metal cylinder at

the hub of the blades — for changing
the pitch of the blades.

He also conducted research on wing
surfaces, patenting the double curva-
ture wing surface. But his greatest con-
tribution to fl.ving, according to the ex-
perts, lies in the field of pure science,
rather than in his inventious. For ex-
ample, his two fundamental laws of
aerodynamics put forward in 1912 com-
pletely changed the youthful air science
upon their publication. He gave the
world new data on the principies of the
flying machine, on the lift of a wing,
on drag forces, and on centre of pres-
siu',e. Another discovery in the realm of
pure science was announced in 1911. His
"Laws of Airscrews." jjublished in the
Aeronautical Journal of January of
that year, announced the discovery of
the now well-known laws of air pro-
pellers.

During his four years in Britain, he
observed with great interest three small
mills that operated with power produced
from the tides. He read ali available
reports on proposals for large tidal

plants in the Bristol Channel, Menai
Straits, and Chichester Harbour. W'>n-
dering if this were the perfect answer
lo the shortage of water power in the
Maritime Provinces, on his return to

Canada in 1918 he set to work at once
on a plan for harnessing the tides of the
Bay of Fundy at the confluence of the
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Petitcodiac and the Memramcook Rivers
where they enter Shepody Bay. He
presented a paper on this subject before
a general professional meeting of the
Engineering Institute of Canada at

;

Saint John in September. 1919. Pub-

1

lished in the Octobcr Joxrnal of that I

same year, the paper won wide.spread
|

attention. '

Apart from his independent research, -

Mr. Turnbull was consulting engineer >

and director of the Petitcodiac Tidal ('

Power Company, director of the Turn- 1

buli Real Estafe Company, president •

for ten years of the board of the Turn-
bull Home for Incurables, and an active
worker in the Red Cross. In his labora-
lory his work schedule was geared to
14 hours a day, and even in recent
years, he averaged eight hours of work
daily.

In 1942 he was awarded a doctorate
of science by the University of New
Brun.?wick, and one year later his first

controlled-pitch propeller model was
givon a i)ermanent home in the Na- •

tional Aeronautical Museuni in Ottawa,
after being on display at the Science
Museum in London, England.
Mr. Turnbull joined the Engineering

In.stitute of Canada as a Member in

1944. He was elected to Honorary Mcm-
bership in 1951.

John Arinistead Wilson, C.B.E., m.e.i.c,

former director of air services of the

Department of Transport, and reganh d

by many as "the father of civil aviation
in Canada," pas.sed away suddenly on
October 10, 1954.

Mr. Wilson was born at Broughty

.J. A. Wilson, M.E.I.C.
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Feny, ncar Dundoo, Scotland, on No-
vcml)er 2, 1879. Hc was educated at the

Dundee Hifjh Scliool, tlie University

College and St. AndiTw'r> Univer.sity,

aíter which lie .•^crxcd four ycar.-;' engi-

neering aiipronticosliip witli Jar^. Cai-
' miehael and .Son.s Limited, engineeis

and boilcrmakers in Dundee.

In 1900 he beeame associated with

Fairbairn Macpheison.s Limited in

Lecd.-<, England, and tlie foUowing year

was ajipointcd enginecr at the Union
Standard Mills of Biid and Compam-
in Calcutta, índia.

He carne to Canada in 1905 and lor

the next two ycars was a.ssistant engi-

neer on the construction of the Canada
Cement plant at Ex.-ihaw, Alta. He was
next appointed as.-^istant engineer on the

reconstruction of the cement works in

ti Hiill, Que. In 1908 he enteied private

hu.-;ine.<s, and two year.s later was ap-

oiuted director of stores and contracts

ii; the newlv-formed Department of

Naval Services. From 1910 until 1918

y he was a lieutenant and later, adjutant
li of the Governor Gcnerars Foot Guards.
it In 1918 he was appointed assistant

deputy minister of Naval Service with

i special direction of organization of the

Royai Canadian Naval Air Service and
onstruction of naval air bases at Dart-
luouth and Sydney. N.S.

At the request of the minister of re-

l onstruction in February, 1919, Mr. Wil-
son drafted the Air Board Act (now the

Veronautics Act), the original statute

providing for the administration of a\ ia-

tion. civil and military, in Canada. In
June of that year he was appointed a

member of the original Air Board.

From 1920 until 1923 Mr. Wilson
-crved as secretary of the Air Board
with supervision of civil aviation. Then
followed his appointment as secretary

and assistant director of the Royai
Canadian Air Force, with duties which
liso included the same civil aviation
lunctions. In 1929 he was named con-
troUer of civil aviation in the Depart-
ment of National Defence and later in

lhe Department of Tran.sport.

Mr. Wilson was ajipointed one of the
'.íovernment directors of the board of

Trans-Canada Air Lines in 1937. In
February, 1941 he was named director
'f air ser\'ices with the responsibility

1 ali ci\-il aviation, aviation radio and
icteorological services. He was appoint-
l a member of the Canadian delegation

') the Inteinational Conference on Civil
Aviation in Chicago in 1944, and the
íollowing year visited Austrália and
Xew Zealand at the invitation of these
U()\'ernmcnts to inspect air bases, air-

' raft fa('tories and radio and meteoro-
logical stations in both countries. He
i(;tired from active work in 1945.

;

An appraisal of his role as a builçler
of Canadian airways was given by a
luitional magazine in 1945:

"With foresight and dogged determin-
,
ation, from the end of World War I

I

and through the lean years of depres-

j

-ion, the years when the world wouldn"t
admit what Germany was up to, J. A.
Wil.son pushed and .«hoved and tugged
. . . always to further the air devel-
opment of Canada. ... In the Trans-
Canada Air Lines, the Commonwealth
\iv Training Scheme and the North-
west Staging Route. in the Ferry Com-
mand roiites through Goose and Gandcr,
Canada and the United Nations caslied
in on his long view and his unswerving
liligonce."
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Mr. Wilson was awarded tlie Julian
C. Smith Meda! of the Engineering Iii-

stitute of Canada "for services in the
de\ elopmeiit of Canada" in 1944, and the
McKee Trans-Canada Trophy "for
meritorious service in tlie ihnclopment
of Canadian aviation" in 1945. In 1945,
also, he was created a Commander of
the Ordcr of the British Empire for
"services in Canada's aviation war
effort " and in 1948 lii- was awarded the
Medal of Liberation by King Haakon
VI of Norway.
Mr. WiLson was a past-president of

the Ottawa branch of the C-anadian In-
stilute of International Afíairs. He was
honorary president of the Royai Cana-
dian Flying Clubs Association, and vice-
president of the Canadian Geographieal
Society.

He joined the Engineering Institute
as an Associate Member in 1910, trans-
ferring to Member in 1936. In January,
1947, he attained Life Membership in

the Institute.

Kenneth Lockhart Dawson, m.e.i.c,

statistical ofiicer with the Nova Scotia
Light and Power Company, passod away
at the Victoria General Hospital in

Halifax on November 18, 1954.

Mr. Daw^son was born in Halifax on
January 7, 1893. After completing arts

and commercial courses at Mount Alli-

.son University, he became associated
with the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company in Calgary and West Cana-
dian Collieries, Limited in Blairmore,
Alta. During the summer months of

1913 and 1914 he was employed by the
Frank and Grassy Mountain Railroad,
and J. S. Metcalf Company Limited in

Montreal. In the summer 1916 he be-
came instrumentman and diaughtsman
with Consulting engineer W. E. Barrett

on the constructioa of the new gas
Works for the Nova Scotia Tramways
and Power Company in Halifax. He re-

ceived his civil engineering degree from
the Nova Scotia Technical College in

1917 and that year joined Nova Scotia

Light and Power Company Limited as

assistant superintendent of the gas de-

partment.

As assistant superintendent of the

company's gas dejjartment, Mr. Dawson
was in charge of starting and operating
the efiui]iment for w^orking up tar and
ammonia by-products ; for installing a

new system of plant i'ecords, and for

de\ eloping accurate plans of gas mains
and services. In 1919 he was appointed
assistant superintendent of the gas de-

partment in charge of gas works opera-

tion and maintenance, and in 1925 he
was named superintendent of the gas

department. Three years later he be-

came sales manager in addition to his

position of department superintendent.

At the time of his death he was statis-

tical officer for the company.
Mr. Dawson was a past-president and

honorary member of the Canadian Gas
Association. He served as chairman of

the Engine Operators' Boairl uuder the

Department of Labour and wrote lhe

Engine Operators' Act anti Regulations.

He was a member of the Association

of Professional Engineers of Nova
Scotia; and in March, 1954, was one
of nine in the United States and Canada
to attend a meeting of the statistical

branch of the Edison Electric Institute

in New York.

Mr. Dawson was an active member
of the Engineering Institute. He served

as secretarj' of the Halifax Branch for
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several years, and rei)resented that
iM-anch on the Councii in 1927. Hc was
awarded the Plummer Medal of tlic

Institute for his i)aper, "Notes on Re-
moval of Carbon-Sulphur Comi)ound<
from Coal Gas hy Oil U ashing," which
he deJivcied at the annual general and
profe.ssional nu-eting in Montreal on
February 16. 1928.

He joined the Engineering Institute
as a Júnior Member in 1919, ijocoming
an Associate Member in I92I, and a
Member in 1929.

Heber P. Sisson, affil.e.i.c, formcr
assistant di\ision engineer with the On-
tário Department of Highways in Port
Arthur, Ont., passed away suddenlv on
October 7, 1954.

Mr. Sisson was born at Belhanv, Ont.,
on Decembcr 20, 1883. He received his
early educa tion at the Port Hope High
School, anfi completed his higliway engi-
neering training through private " study.
After a brief teaching carecr, he joined
the Department of Public Works in

1908, and from that time until 1922
was overseer in charge of roads and
bridges. He was then placed in full

charge of bridge work for lhe Depart-
menfs Thunder Bay district. When lhe
Departments of Public Works and
Northern Development were amalga-
mated in 1923. Mr. Sisson was appointed
inspector of roads and bridges for the
districts of Port Arthur and Fort
William.

The Department of Highways took
over the Department of Northern De-
veolpment several years later and Mr.
Sisson was made assistant di\ ision engi-
neer, which post he held until líis

retirement in the spring of 1954.

During the past few years Mr. Sisson's
work was mainly devoted to bridges
and public parks. He supervised the
building of Bailey bridges across the
Steele River and Little Pie River be-
tween Terrace Bay and Marathon.
Mr. Sisson was a member of the

Association of Profe.ssional Engineers of
Ontário, and of the Quarter Centurj'
Club, Civil Service Employees. He was
a charter member of the Thunder Bay
District Municipal League, and a mem-
ber of the Thunder Baj- Historical
Society.

He joined the Engineering Institute

as an Affiliate Member in 1936.

Leo Robitaille, jr.E.i.c, ofEce engineer
with Geo. Demers, construction engi-

neers, in Quebec Citj^ passed away in

September, 1953.

Born in Quebec City on January 20,

1926, Mr. Robitaille received his gen-
eral schooling at Ste. Anne de la Poca-
tière and at Lavai University where he
received his B.A. degree. Upon com-
pletion of two yeavs of study at the
school of science at Lavai, he entered
Ecole Polytechnique where he obtained
his B.A.Sc, degree in civil engineering
in 1951.

Previous to graduation, Mr. Robi-
taille served with the Royai Canadian
Engineers as a lieutenant. In 1948 he
was assistant engineer with McNamara
(Cartier) Construction Company, and
in 1949 wa.s associated with the Depart-
ment of Mines.

Upon roceiving his ílegree in engi-

neering, he joined the staff of Geo
Demers.

Mr. Robitaille joined the Engineering
Institute as a Student in 1950 and
tiansferred to Júnior Member in 1953.
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Employmeiit Service
TjIIS SERVICE is operated for the benefit of niembers of The

Engineering Institiite of Canada and for industrial and other

organizations employing technically trained men—without charge

to either party. It wouid be appreciated if employers would make

the fuUest use of these facilities to list their requirements—existing

or estimated.

NOTICES appearing in the SITUATIONS WANTED column wili

be discontinued after three insertions. They will be reinstated, on

request, after a lapse of one month.

REPLIES to advertisenients should be addressed to File No. 000,

Employment Service, The Engineering Institute of Canada, 2050

Mansíield Street.

INTERVIEWS with the Institute Employment Service, 2050 Mans-

íield Street, Montreal—Telephone PLateau 5078—may be arranged]

by appointment.

SITUATIONS VACANT
CHEMICAL

QRADUATE CHEMICAL ENGINEER from
Canadian University required by manu-
facturer of organic chemical products.
Attractive opening in new iproject

located in Ontário. Seven years of prac-
tical experience production and pro-
cess developinent is required. File No.
490O-V.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER or chemist with
experience in analysis of metais. Work-
ing knowledge of spectographic tech-
niques and practical physical chemistry
preferred. Qualified to set up and oper-
ate laboratory for control of foundry
analysis. File No. 5026.V.

TWO SALES ENGINGERS wanteid with
plaiit (maintenance experience to sell

corrosion resistant cements, coatings.
pipes. tanks. etc. We prefer chemical
engineers and require one each for Que-
ibec and Ontário. Salary and experises
plus profit sharing. File No. 5071-V.

INTERNATIONAL MANUFACTURER ex-
panding its research faciUties in Can-
ada requires a competent paper
englneer for research and development
work on pulp, fine papers, paper spec-
ialties and shipping containers. This
position with a future is open only
to graduate chemical engineers from a
recognized university who ihave at least
tluee years industrial experience in

pulp arid paper. Remuneration will be
negotiated. Replies wiil be given ali

applicants who send a complete resume
of their educational 'background, work
ability, personal data and references
and a recent photograph. File No.
5083-V.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER or chemist. re-
quired preferably with experience in
ipaint printing inks, rubber or plastics
industries. To sell cliemicals, olls and
colours in Toronto district. Apply fúllv
in writing to file No. 5084-V.

CIVIL

CIVIL ENGINEER required for power
departiment of large industrial concern.
Duties include office duties and oc-
casionally field work not necessarily
in Canada, in the field of liydro-electric
power investigations and development.
Applicants must hiave had fifteen years
previous experience, Fluency in French
or Spanish in addition to English essen-
tial. File No. 4997-V.

ASSISTANT MUNICIPAL engineer for
thie Town of Pointe Claire. P.Q. Popu-
lation 12,000. Preferably with experience
in maintenance and construction of
streets surface water drainage, sewage
and watermains. Applicants will require
to state qualifications and salary ex-
pected. File No. 4999-V.

YOUNG CIVIL BNGINfEElR required with
3 years or so experience in construc-
tion, to supervise service station con-
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struction. Location Ontário. File No.
5003-V.

CONSTRUCTION ENGINEER to act as
general superintendent for a rapidly
expanding organization of general con-
tractors in Toronto. Minimum 10 years
outside experience as general superin-
tendent. Main requisite practical ex-
perience. This position is that of assist-

ant to general manager, and carries
excellent salary and opportunity for
right man. Ple"ase reply in coníidence
stating age, marital status, previous
emplover and references. File No.
5005-V.

THE CITY OF HAMILTON requires an
assistant engineer. Must be a Profes-
sional engineer holding a degree of
civil engineering as recognized under
the Professional Engineers Act of On-
tário. Applicant shiould have a minimum
of ten years experience in the design,
construction and supervision of engi-
neering projects particularly as related
to a large munieipality. Will be re-
quired to assist and to work in close
co-ordina^tion with the city engineer.
This position offers an attractive sal-
ary, future security and an opportunity
for advancement. Reply stating age.
experience, education, and relevant in-
formation. File No. 50O9-V.

PROFíESSIONAL ENGINEER for position
of manager of moderate sized construc-
tion company. IBroad experience in
estimating, construction and installation
supervision essential. Age In mid
forties to work from Toronto office
serving mining and newsprint indus-
tries across Canada. File No. 5010-V.

RECEOSTT GRADUATE CIVIL engineer re-
quired in the track section of a large
transportation company in Montreal.
File No. 50ia-V.

STRUCTiURAL DESGEGN (ENGINÍESIR $6,-
420 to $7,200 department of Public
Works, Ottawa. Details and application
fonns at nearest Civil Service Commis-
sion 'Office, Post Office or National
Employment Office. Quote Competition
54-1259. File No. 5015-(V.

GRADUATE CIVIL EOSTGllNEER for re-
sponsible duties in connection with
hydraulic research on a large, outdoor
erodible-bed tidal river model of the
Fraser River estuary on the campus
of the University of (British Columbia.
Must be able to carry out tests, analyze
results and prepare engineering reports.
Problems deal mainly with river regu-
lationa and the maintenance of navig-
able channels. Reply stating age, ex-
perience, education, salary expected.
File INo. 5017-V.

CrVTL ENGINEER required by pulp and
paper company situated in the IMari-
tirne Provinces. He will be in charge
of lay-out in the field and also design
and draughting in the office. File No.
5053-V.

CIVIL ENGINEERS are required for
assignment in numerous fields includ-

ing structural design, hydraulics, hydro-
|

metrics, public health engineering,
highway construction, general engineer-

1

ing, surveying. Civil Service Commis-

1

£ion, Ottawa, File No. 5066-V.

SÉNIOR STRUCTURAL ENGINEER.
Rapidly expanding structural consulting I

firm offers excellent opportunities to I

experienced sénior and intermediate
(

engineers who must have first class i

qualifications, references and a high
|

degree of intelligence. There are re-

1

sponsible positions offering excellent 1

remuneration to capable and ambitious
persoixs. Those confident of their ability '

should reply. í^le No. 5069-V.

ELECTRICAL
AN OTTAWA ORGANIZATION requires
research engineers to investigate prob-
lems in the practical application of
electric thermal aircrait de-icing. Thisj
will include tests in flight and in icingi
tunnels, and the development of heater'
pads, and control in co-operation with
aircraft firms. University graduation in
eléctrica! engineering with experience

.

in aeronautical engineering and prefer-
ably in aircraft electric design and de-
velopment is required. Flying exper-
ience is desirable. Salary up to $5,750.
per annum depending on Qualifications,
Apply by letter and enclose resume of
qualifications and experience. File No.
4998-V,

ELEICTRICAL ENGINEER required by an
Eastern Township paper mill, Recent
graduate for layout work, procurement
and instaUation of apparatus for paper
mill under supervision of superintend»-
ent, apply stating age, qualifications
and experience. File No. 5019-V.

GRADUATE EiLBCTRICAL ENOINEBR to
work in electrical department of paper
mill in the Province of Quebec as assis-.
tant to the electrical suoerintendent.
Paper mill experience desirable b-ut not
prerequisite, Applicant to write giving
age. education, experience and salary
requirements. File No. 5027-V.

ELECTRICAL SALES ENGINEER requir-
ed by manufacturer of switchtooands
high and low tension, panelboardis, bus
ways and switches to cover Toronto
district. Opportunity for the right man
to become district sales manager. File
No. 503-^-V.

YOUNG ELECTRICAL EINGINEER to be
employed as sales engirijeer in the
storage battery division of manufac-
turer located in Montreal. File No.
5038-V.

TWO COMPETENT EXPERIEINCED
GRADUATE electrical engineers with
approximately 10 years experience U.S.
or Canadian public Utilities, in design,
operation and maintenance of distribu-
tion facilities in established rapidly
gTowing utility located South America.
Reply giving resume education. exper-
ience. and personal data. File No.
504 1-V.

ELHCmiCAL ENGINEER required as

i
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National Research Council, Canada
DIVISION OF BUILDING RESEARCH

Applications are invited írom

CIVIL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS

preíerably with a íew years oí relevant experience

and with good academic records íor positions as

RESEARCH OFFICERS
for work in the íollowing fieids:

CONSTRUCTION

To work on the dissemination oí

technical information to the con-

struction industry and to study in

the íield new materiais and tech-

niques as used in construction.

The ability to write clear reports

to bridge the gap between re-

search and industry is important.

HOUSING
To undertake studies leading to

the specification and assessment

oí materiais and components íor

application in housing. Oppor-
tunities íor study oí the technical

aspects oí house construction will

be provided.

Salary will depend on training and experience. Applica-

tions with íull details oí education and experience should

be sent to the:

Employment Oííicer,

National Research Council,

Ottawa 2, Canada.

júnior or assistant distribution eriigineer.

Graduate with at least 3 vears field
experience. operating U.S. or Canadian
public utility. Permanent fRosition with
long established consulting organization
New York. Some travei Latin America
necessary in future. Knowledge of
Spanish or Portuguese useful. Salary
commensurate with e>cperienice. Reply
giving age, education exiperience and
personal .particulars. File No. 5042-V.

FUVE JiU-NIOK EIjECTIRIC ENGINEERS
required by Western, Utility. Two enigi-
neers for hydro-generating stations, one
engineer for Communications and relay
and plant metering, one engineer for
sub-station and local distribution sys-
tems, and one engineer for system ,plan-
ninig and design divlsion. File No.
5044-V.

RT.TTCTRICAL, ENiGINiEEiR reauired by
transformer manufacturin,g company in
Manitoba. Aipiplicants should have a
degree in eleotrical engineering pre-
íerably from a Canadian University, be
interested in design work and have
worked for a utility or manufacturing
company for one or two years. Reply
giving details of ex.perience, age, quali-
fieations and proposed salary. File No.
Õ04Í-V.

BLBCTRICAL IDEVELOPMENT engineers
to work on aircraft electrical systems,
ignition units, DC generators, rotary
converters and various small aircraft
eléctrica) apparatus. Require a degree
in electrical engineering or equivalent
plus two to 4 years industrial exper-
ience preferably in aircraft field for
expansion programme of light engineer-
ing company manufacturing aircraft
engine components, located in Ontário.
iReply giving full particulars, .?tating
approximate salary required. File No.
5051-V.

ELECTRICAL DESIGN ENGINEERS to
do layout of aircraft electrical machines
from design data and to produce wiring
diagrams to design AC and DC genera-
tors and motors, regulators and pro-
tective devices. Require a degree in
electrical engineering or equivalent
plus 2 to 4 years industrial experience
preferably in aircraft field, for expan-
sion programme of light engineering
company manufacturing aircraft engine
components. Location Ontário. Reply

with full particulars, stating approxi-
mate starting salary. File No. 50'51-V.

AN ELECTRICAL ENGINEER required
to design telephone cable. Prefer an
experienced man but will be pleased to
review applications from anyone inter-
ested in learning this field. Permanent
position and salary will depend upon
experience and qualifications. Location
Ontário. File No. 5052-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER required in
Edmonton, Alberta, who has graduated
from a recognized Canadian university,
and who has 3-10 years industrial ex-
perience in a Chemical plant or refin-
ery. He will deal mostly in equipment
used in the manufacture of petro
Chemicals and synthetic fibre.s. Duties
will include design, layout and estimat-
ing. File iNo. S057-iV.

JÚNIOR BLECTfRONIC DESIGN ENGI-
NEER, required by electronic tube
manufacturer to design cathode ray and
receiving tube testing and allied equip-
ment. Location Toronto. File No.
5063-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGLNEER preferably
25-35 years of age, iwith some sales
experience required as sales engineer
for industrial motive power battery line
with long established reputable firm.
Good salary and prospect; for promo-
tion. Dutiés will involve some travel-
ling. Ali applicants should state quali-
fications and salary expected. File No.
50S4-V.

EASTERN ONTÁRIO UTILITY, requires
gradi-ate electiical engineer to fill the
position of distribution engineer. Duties
to include distribution planning and
layout for improvement of voltage con-
ditions and expansion of present sy.s-

tem. Design and layout of substations
and assist in supervision of operating
force. Applicant preferably should have
one or two years electrical distribution
experience. Write giving age, education,
personal particulars and salary desired.
(File No. 5065-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS are required
to fill over 50 pos'tions, particularly
in the el2ctronics field. for work in-
volving the design and development of
Communications equipment. Require-
ments a!so exist for those interested
in electrical machinery, lighting and

distribution systems. Civil Service Com-
mission, Ottawa. File No. 5066-V.

ELECTRICAL SALES ENGINEER íor
Toronto oífice, leading U.K. manufac-
turer electrical plant. Musi have mini-mum five years sales experience. Age
under 30 years. File No. 5t)87-V.

ELECTRONICS ENGINEDHS required by
large manufacturing firm with plants
in Eastern Ontário and tht- Montreal
area. Positions available in the devel-
opment of comanunlcations equipment
or field maintenance engineering. Out-
oí-town trips of short duration required
on some assignments. Reply in con-
fidence including age, education, ex-
perience and salary requirementè. File
No. 5070-V.

SÉNIOR ENGINEER required by prom-
inent manufacturer for .-ales, liaison,
and teciinical administration in con-
nection with guided missiles, radar and
fire control projects. This is a respons-
ible pcsition for which considerable
technical experience in electronics or
electrical engineering as well as proven
aaministrative ability are necessary.
Opportunity for advancement is un-
equalled and depends solely on ability.
File No. 5073-V.

TWO JÚNIOR ELECTRIC ENGINEERS
are required by a prominent mobile
cojnm^unications manufacturer located
in Toronto. Both must be graduates in
comimunications or general electronics
option and have had about one year's
experience in the electronic field
preferably in the radio com,munications
branch. One is required to work on
prcduction engineering in a technical
liaison capacity, The other opening is
for an application engineer in the sys-
tems development group. Reply giving
full personal resume, e.xperience, edu-
cation and salary desired to File (No.
5075-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEBTf. required bv
repair shop in Quebec City. Reoairs oh
electric motors, construction work, sell-
ing motors and controls, bali bearings,
drives, belts, industrial hoses and elec-
trical tools. Position offers. after so;ne
experience, management of whole firm
Must be bilingual. File No. 5077-V.

TWO ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS required
in Toronto. Applicants should be erad-
uate electrical engineers or physicists,
with two cr three years experience m
design of electronic circuits. File No
5085-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER with 2 to 3
years experience, required for sales
depaifment of Toronto switchgear spe-
cialist. Knowledge of switchgear appli-
cation desirable. File No. 5088-V.

iVIECHANICAL
SÉNIOR MECHANICAL ENGINEER Sal-
ary 'up to $3,200. Department of Public

RESEARCH ENGINEER

The National Research
Council, Ottawa, Canada,
requires a university grad-
uate to investigate problems
in aircraft icing. Duties will

include tests in flight as
well as in icing tunnels and
development work in co-
operation with commercial
aircraft firms. Experience
in Aeronautical engineering
problems and aircraft per-

formance is desirable. Ini-

tial salary in the range
$3750 to $5750 per annum
depending on qualifications.

Apply by letter to the Em-
ployment Officer, National
Research Council, Ottawa,
Canada, giving full details

of education and experi-

ence.
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Geophysical Exploration

Equipment

Oe-lcíng Detecfion

and Control

Test Equipment

w o-

Radar

A PROGRESSIVE CANADIAN

ENGINEERING AND

PRODUCTION FIRM OFFERS

Phofographic Equipment

OPPORTUNITIES FOR

SÉNIOR ENGINEERS

and Technicians
The steady expanslon of PSC
Applied Research Limited has
created permanent positions for

sénior engineers experienced in

electro-mechanical, electronic,
servo-controlled and computing
instrumentation, in the following

grades:

Project Managers
Development Engineers
Product Design Engineers
Technical Writers

SALARIES OPEN — EQUAL TO OR
BETTER THAN THE ASSOCIATIONS OF

PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS' SCHEDULE

If you are interested in more in-

formation, write detailing
education, qualifications and ex-

perience. Ali enquiries will be
treated in strictest confidente.

Sénior Technicians: Opportunities

also for sénior technicians
experienced in instrumentation.

PSC APPLIED RESEARCI
LIMITED

1500 OXONNOR DRIVE, TORONTO 16

Armoment Intervalometer
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Works, Ottawa. Details and application
forms at nearest Civil Service Cammis-
sion Office. Post Office or National
Emplovjnent Office. Quote No. 54-1211.

File No. 4993-V.

AN OTTAWA ORGANIZATION requires
hydraulic engineers to imdertake in

the hydraulies laboratory research wprk
in either fundamental or applied
studies. Fundamental work is in the
field of open channel flow, wave ano-
tion, sediment transport and allied
subjects. Applied studies dnclude the
development work of river regulation,
harbour development and hydraulic
structures — locks, dams, breakwaters
and similar installations. A master of
science degree with specialization in
hydraulies of fluid meclianics is re-
quired. Hydraulic laboratory work is

desirable but not essential. Salary up
to $5750 per annum depending on quali-
fications. Apply hy letter and enclose

FIRM IN MONTREAL requires high
calibre personnel to fill the following
executive positions. Sales manager with
sound engmeering background and ex-
perience in the conveyor industry.
Ability to negotiate at high levei. Chief
engineer with wide experience on de-
sign and layout of ali types of heavy
material handling plant. Firát class
knowledge of bulk handling necessary.
Generous salary and commission in both
cases. File 'No. 5020-V.

MECíiANICAÍL ENGINEER required by
long established Montreal manufactur-
ing firm to take over duties of plant
engineer. Duties involve usual plant
maintenance, machine shop, etc, also
product development and tool design.
Applicant must be English speaking and
preferably between the ages of '25-35.
Position offers good future and carries
usual benefits including pension plan.
Please reply in detail stating exper-

ASSISTANT PLANT BNGINBER required
for manufacturing plant located on the
lower mainland of B.C. Good oppor-
tunity for an aggressive man. ISuties
to consist of plant layout, process im-
provement, materiais handling, machin-
ery and equipment replacement and
related duties. Prefer applicant with
one or two years experience after grad-
uation. AU replies will be kept in strict
confidence. File No. 5035-V.

GRADUATE MECHANICAL ENGLNEER
required to work on steam power plant
design. Applicant must have at least
five years experience on the design and
layout of modern high pressure, high
temperature control stations. The com-
pany is now actively engaged in ex-
tensive plant extensions of 25 and
450VIW size, the latter 900 Ibs. on a
long term basis. Opportunity is offered
for advancement in both technical and
executive lines of public utility work.

CAREERS FOR SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS
WITH THE DEFENCE RESEARCH BOARD

CHALLENGING POSITIONS, WITH AMPLE OPPORTUNITY FOR ADVANCEMENT, ARE AVAILABLE TO
SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS AT SEVERAL LOCATIONS IN CANADA

THE BOARD REQUIRES
PHYSICISTS, ENGINEERING PHYSiCISTS, ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS

GUIDED MISSILES • ARMAMENT FIRE CONTROL • AEROSOL FILTRATION • CIVIL DEFENCE PROBLEMS • RESPIRATORY PROTECTIVE DEVICES
UNDERWATER SOUND RESEARCH

INFRA-RED TECHNIQUES • RADIO PROPAGATION • MICROWAVE MEASUREMENTS • ELECTRONICS COMPONENTS • RADIATION PROBLEMS
FIELD EXPERIMENT PLANNING

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
ARMAMENT SYSTEMS • AMMUNITION DEVELOPMENT . INSTRUMENT DESIGN • PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT . STRESS ANALYSES

MATHEMATICIANS AND STATISTICIANS
MISSILE DESIGN PROBLEMS • MATHEMATICAL COMPUTATIONS • NORTHERN OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS

V^EAPON SYSTEMS EVALUATION . TRIAL DATA ANALYSES

CHEMISTS
PAINT FILMS . ELECTROPLATING • ORGANIC SYNTHESES • DETECTOR DYE SYSTEMS • PROPELLENTS-HIGH EXPLOSIVES • EQUIP.MENT DESIGN

BIOLOGICAL AND SOCIAL SCIENTISTS
PROCEDURE PLANNING • PREPARATION AND INTERPRETATION OF REPORTS ON FIELD EXPERIMENTAL DATA . NORTHERN OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS

PERSONNEL RESEARCH . ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

• THERE IS ALSO A REQUIREMENT FOR TRAINED SCIENTISTS FOR WORK IN OPERATIONAL
RESEARCH AND SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION

QUALIFICATIONS: Applications are invited from Canadian citizens or British subjects, graduates with a good academic
record in science or engineering from a recognized university, preferably with post-graduate fraining proven scientific ability.

Experience desirable.

SALARIES: Salaries will be commensurate with qualifications and experience.

EMPLOYMENT CONDITIONS and BENEFITS: Modern, well-equipped laboratories provide excellent facilities and working

conditions. Benefits include a five-day week, generous provision for vacation and sick leave, medical-hospital insurance pians

and an excellent pension scheme.

HOW TO APPLY: Write, outlining your qualifications and experience, to:

—

DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH PERSONNEL, DEFENCE RESEARCH BOARD, "A" BUILDING,
NATIONAL DEFENCE HEADQUARTERS, OTTAWA, ONTÁRIO.

a resume of qualifications and experi-
ence. Eile No. 5a06-V.

TWO GRADUATE MECHANICAL or
electrical engineers. One as plant engi-
neer in a small Ontário town. TÍie
other for technical and administrative
work in lhe office of the chief ençi-
neer of the company in Montreal. File
No. 5012-V.

GRADUATE MECHANICAL BNGINEEH
interested in a career in Latin America
with a Canadian owned electric light
and power utility company located in
Maracaibo, Venezuela. Age limit 30
years and should have 5 years exper-
ience in a steam electric generating
station. Immediate prospects for pro-
mction to assistant production superin-
tendent and ultimatelv to executive
position if qualified. File No. 5013-V.

SALES ENGINEER with steam plant ex-
perience wanted as executive of a new
Canadian company to sell. .^ervice and
a.ssemble combustion controls and indus-
trial Instruments in Ontário and Que-
bec, for well known American manufac-
turer. Must be native Canadian and
a graduate of a Canadian engineering
university. File No. 5018-V.

ience. education. etc. AU replies re-
ceived will toe kept in confidence.
File No. 5036-V.

DETAIL AND ASSEMBLY too! designers
required for extensive aircraft program.
Experience desired: 10 years experience
in .çheet metal fabrication industry
with five vears on aircraft tool design.
Location Ontário. File No. 5031-V.

WELL K N OW IN MANUFACTURING
FIRM requires the services of a fuUy
qualified industrial engineer to survey
and report on manufacturing processes.

Must have knowledge and experience
of production methods. Knowledge and
experience of the modern concept of

quality control methods. Apply stating

both "qualifications and experience m
fuU to File No. 5032-V.

YOUNG GRADUATE MECHANICAL
engineer, age 21 to 25, to work in the
Toronto area under the supervision of

the chief engineer of the pump manu-
facturing plant. He will act in the

capacitv of job proces,, engineer, pre-

pare aíl bills of material, test pumping
units and as experience gained, oppor-
tunity to learn design. File No. 5033-V.

Salary paid will be according to ability.

academic qualifications and experience.
Applv giving age, training experience
and ãpproximate salary required. Loca-
tion Maritime Provinces. File No.
5037-V.

MECHANICAL PLANT ENGINEER re-
quired bv cperating division of service
organization. University graduate pre-
ferred having S to 10 years experience
in operation and betterment of steam
plants operated by U.S. or Canadian
public Utilities. Location New York,
some travei, Spanish desirable but not
essential. Reply by letter giving age,
education, experience, personal data
and minimum salary acceptable. File
No. 5043-V.

MBOHAíNiIlCAL ENGINEER required by
manuíacturer of wire and cables locat-

ed in Ontário, for plant engineering de-
partment. Preferably one who can do
machine design work. Permanent posi-

tion and salaiy will depcnd uoon ex-
perience and qualifications. Filo No.
50Õ2-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER required in

Edmonton, Alberta, who has eraduated
írom a recognized Canadian University,
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MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
Vacancies created by new developments, offer in-

teresting posítions on Canada's leading design team.

Applications from qualified persons are being con-

sidered for analytical and appiied design work on

fuel systems and flying control systems, including

electro-hydraulic servo mechanisms.

Âircraft experience desirable but not essential.

Salary commensurate with experience and ability.

Replies held in coníidence.

Reply by letter in íirst instance giving resume of

education and experience, with salary expected, to

Employment Manager,

A. V. ROE CANADA LTD.
(Âircraft Division)

Malton, Ont.

and who has about 3-5 years exioerienice
in a Chemical plant or refinery. He will
deal mostly in equipment used in the
manufacture oí petro-chemicals and
synthetic fibres. Duties wiJl consist of
general engineering, which will include
design, layout anid estimating. File No.
Õ0S5-V.

A MBCHAiNaiCAiL BNIGINEER is required
as maintenance superintendent at a
'2.000 bed mental hospital in Weyburn,
Sask., operated by the Saskatcliewan
Department of Public Health. The
duties include planning and suipervis-
ing the maintenance, repair and con-
struction of buildings, grounds. roads,
equipment and Utilities. Tlie employee
would be responsible for the generation
of electricity and supply of steam, and
the operation of water and sewage sys-
tems. Considerable exiperience in build-
ings, maintenance and construction de-
sirable. Qualifications should oermit re-
gistration as a Professional engineer.
Starting salary $397.00 per month with
automatic annual increases to $481,00
per month. Benefits—3 weeks armual
sick leave, 3 weeks holiday with pay,
excellent superannuation scheme, FiJe
No. 5060-V.

MEiCHANICAlL ENGINEEiR to be service
engineer for large manufacturing plant
in Eastern Ontário. Work will involve
supiply, distribution and use oí plant
services including, steam, water re-
frigeration, compressed air, vacuum,
ventilation and air conditloning. Duties
will include control of aU services de-
partments and distribution systems.
supervision of maintenance of services
equipment, and studies, estimates, and
reports on services distribution and con-
sumptions. Must be graduate engmeer,
age 28 to 35. with several years of
practical experience with supply of
plant services. Must have the ability
to take over leadership of a group and
be prepared to make his own decisions
and' be responsible for them. Preferably
should also have first class stationary
engineer's certificate. Position will be
permanent and offers excellent oppor-
tunity for advancement to the right
man. Applications should contain ali
necessary personal data, and full In-
formation about previous engineering
exjperience. Reply stating experience
and other relevant iniormation to File
Ho. 5082-V.

OlPiBORJTUlNITIBS ARE AVAIILABLE to
mechanical engineers at Ottawa and
other centres across Canada, on assign-
ments involving the design and instal-
lation of heating, ventilating and re-
írigeration equipment; the design and
construction of power house equipment,
dry-docks, lift and swing bridges; re-
search on stress analysis and fatigue

properties of metais as well as on
thermodynamics and gas dynamics.
Civil Service Commission. Ottawa. File
No. 5066-V.

GRADUATE MECHANICAL ENGINEER,
with 3-5 years experience to work as
project engineer. Located in Head
Office in Montreal, but may be called
upon to travei to plants in Eastern
Canada. He will be responsible for
design and installation of a wide var-
lety of industrial equipment and pro-
cesses and for new plants or additions
to existing plants as they expand.
Training will be provided, so actual
experience in this field ts. an asset but
not essential. File No. S0S8-V.

TWO MECHANICAL ENGINEERS to
work in mechanical goods sales division.
The men we are looking for should
be recent graduates who have an in-
terest in sales work. Will receive
training to become familiar with pro-
ducts and then move to technical sales.
They will deal with problems related
to products in most of the larger well
known industries. Being a large well
known firm, we can offer a good future
with better-than-average employee
benefits. File No. 50'68-V.

VACANCIES CREATED BY new devel-
opments offer interesting positions for
mechanical engineers on Canada's lead-
ing design team. Applications from
qualified persons are being considered
for analytical and appiied design work
on full systems and flying control sys-
tem.--, including electro-hydraulic servo
mechanisms, âircraft experience desir-
able but not essential. Salary commen-
surate with experience and ability.
Replies held in confidence. Reply by
letter in first instance giving resume
of education and experience, with
salary expected. Loeation Ontário. File
No. 5076-V.

MECHANICAL ENIGINBER with five or
more years experience in industry,
preferably pulp and paper, for duties
involving organization of improvements,
job schedules, machmery maintenance
and some mechanical draughting. File
iNo. 508 1-V.

MISCELLANEOUS

CONTROL ENGINEER for paper mill and
pulp miUs situated in urban area m
the Province of Quebec. Applicants
must be university graduates "with a

minimum of 3 to 5 years experience.
Opportunity for advancement excellent.
Salary commensurate with experience.
File No. 4992-V.

SÉNIOR GUN INSPECTOR with salar\'

up to $6,500.00 per annum dependmg
upon qualifications required by inspec-
tion service department of National De-
fence Ottawa. To supervise inspection
and proof of light and heavy ordnance
equipment in Canada. Details and ap-
plication forms at Post Office, National
Employment Office or Civil Service
Commisíion. Competition No. 54-1212
File No. 4994-V.

ENGINEER REQUIRED FOR a metal
working industry in the Ottawa valley
to work on the design and maintenance
of a variety of machines as well as do
general plant engineering. Must have
a good fundamental knowledge of ma-
chine shop practice and be able to
direct the work of machinists through
their foreman. Graduation from a
recognized Canadian university and a
few years experience in a macliine shop
are requisites for this position. Apply
giving full particulans and recent photo-
graph. File No. 5004-V.

RESEARCH CHEMICAL OR MECHANI-
CAL ENGINEER required by pulp and
paper research institute of Canada for
research in unit operation and chemi-
cal reactions involved in new processes
for pulp and paper manufacture. Neces-
sary qualifications include a Bachelor's
(cr higher) degree in chemical or
mechanical engineering and 1-5 years
of pertinent experience. This offers an
opportunity to gain experience in the
planning. executing and reporting of
engineering research projects. Salary
will be commensurate with previous
training and experience. Applicants
should address a comprehensive resume
of qualifications and career. File No.
5007-V.

THE DEFENCE RESEARCH BOARD re-
quires electronics engineers and phy-

SPERRY GYROSCOPE COMPANY

OF CANADA, LTD.

REQUIRES

ENGINEERS
For deyeiopment' and product

design of microwave t-est equip-

ment, magnctic amplificrs, tron-

sistor circuits, fire control systems

and other servo-operated instru-

ments for both military and
commercial application. The con-

tinuing exponsion of work in

our Engineering Department offers

opportunities for both sénior and
intermediate engineers. Previous

experience in manufacturing oper-

ations is desirable, and supervisory

ability would be an asset. Please

write full details to:

Personnel Manager,
P.O. Box 710,

Montreal, Quebec.
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THE VANCOUVER BOARD OF

SCHOOL TRUSTEES

SCHOOL DISTRICT No. 39

WILl RECEIVE APPLICATIONS FOR THE
POSmON OF

Assistant Director of

Constructíon and
Maintenance

OUTIES

To assist the Director in;

1. The Plonning ond construclion of new
buildings and the improvement of

grounds oppertaining thereto.

2. The plonning and construction of altera-

tions and additions to buildings.

3. The maintenance of buildings and
grounds.

QUAUFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE

1. Registered ArchilecI or Regislered Civil

Engineer.

2. Proven odministralive ability.

3. Wide experience in the performance of

the types of duties listed above.

SALARY RANGE
$687 lo $824 per month.
Applications must state age, educotion,

experience in detail, marital status, war
service, telephone number, and must inciude

o list of nomes ond addresses of persons lo

whom reference moy be made. AM applica-

tions will be treoted in strictesi confidence.

Applications should reoch the Superintend-

ent of Schools, 1595 W. lOth Ave., Voncouver
9, B.C., not later thon February 15, 1955.
Kindly mark envelope—"Application—Asst.

Director of Construction & Maintenance."
Canvossing by or on beholf of ony opplicont

will disquolify lhe opplicont.

sicists for empdoyment in Ottawa, On-
tário. Duties: for the electronics en-
gineers the work will be in connection
with the technical administration of a
development programme. The duties
will inciude secretarial committee

work contractual negotiations, liaison
work. etc. there are vacancies for
physicists interested in research and
development on the more fundamental
aspects of electronic components, e.g.
dielectrics and magnetic materiais.
Qualifications : electronics engineers
should have technical experience in
the field of electronic components.
Salary: starting salaries will be in the
range of $3,600-$5,750 depending upon
qualifications and experience. Em-
ployee benefits: there is generous pro-
vision for vacation and sick leave,
superannuation and group hospital
medicai Insurance plans, and a five
day week. How to apply: application
forms wiiU be sent to qualified appli-
cants on receipt of letters outlining
qualifications and experience. Please
write mentioning 54-DRP-4 to File No
5008-V.

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR of draughting,
Royai Military College of Canada,
Kingston, Ontário. Salary up to $5,400
per annum. Civil or mechanical engi-
neer preferred. Further Information
may be obtained by writing the Civil
Service Commission, Ottawa. Quote
Competition 54-2008. File No. 5014-V.

DiESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT engineer
required for modern materiais handling
equipment pdant in Western Ontário.
Must be prepared to take charge of
drawing office and to deal with ali
matters of design and development
appertaining to materiais handling
equipment. Salary commensurate with
responsibility and experience. File No.
5016-V.

PERMiANENT STAFF (POSITIONS ARE
available for 3 graduate engineers in
layout and design, maintenance and
operating department. Minimum quali-
fications inciude graduation from
recognized university and 3-10 years
experience .preferably including alka-
line pulping or paper mill design or
maintenance. SaJary commensurate
with experience. Write giving full de-
tails of education, age. e.xperience
marital status and references. Location
Ontário. File No. 5024-V.

VENTILATING SALES ENGINEER re-
quired. Young man with experience in
ventilation work to manage Montreal
Office of fan manufacturing company.
Unique opportunity for right man. Car
supplied. Advise age, experience and
particulars. File No. 5028-V.

CHEMICAL OR METALLURGilCAL
ENGINEER. class '48-'52, sales exper-
ience preferred for technical sales with
growing indust-ial division of world-
wide organization manufacturing centri-
fuges, heat exchangers, pumps. vibrat-
ing screens for use throughout industry,
Location, Ontário or Quebec. File No.
5029-V.

CIVIL OR ELBCTRICAL ENGINEER Uni-
versity graduate of two or three .years'

experience in, civil or electrical fields
and above average literary ability. Per-
manent employment in Ottawa with
well known industrial association. Pen-
sion plan. File No. 5039-V.

SALES ENGINEER not over fifty years
of age. living in Montreal area and to

be responsibíe for the iprovince of Que-
bec. Required to conbact industrial,
utility, and contracting companies,
liberal salary for satisfactorv man and
excellent opportunity for advancement
to executive responsibility. Only high-
est grade, responsibíe man of exper-
ience. will satisfy our requirement.
Montreal interview will be promptly ar-
ranged. File No. 5040-V.

SOiIL MECIHANIiCiS ENGINEER required
by Vancouver engineering firm. Post
graduate training essential. Two to four
years practical experience preferred
but not absolutely necessarv. Excellent
opportunity leading to responsibíe posi-
tion for eneineer with initiative and
personality. Reply stating age, education
and experience. File No. 5045-V.

CHTEF DRAXJGHTSMAN required.
Thoroughiy experienced chiei draughts-
man for structural steel plant. Complete
details oí educational and employment
background and salary required. File

No. 5047-V.

ESTIMATOR REQUIRED with experience
in the estimating of the fabrication and
erection of structural sleel. Location
Ontário. File No. 5047-V.

DESIGN ENGINEERS wanted by a rapid-
ly exipanding firm specializing in pre-
stressed and precast concrete through-
out Canada. Several years exiperience in
reinlorced concrete is required. Posi-
tions ofíer salary, particiipation in com-
pany's hospitalization and p e n s i o n
plans. Applicants should give full de-
tails including age, education. exper-
ience, marital status, salary require-
ments. Personal interview will be ar-
ranged with selected applicants. File
No. 5049-V.

ESTIMATOR experienced in industrial
buildings, bridges and heavy construc-
tion required by expanding firm operat-
ing throughout Canada. Position offers
saiary, participation in compan.v's nos-
pitalization and pension plans. Appli-
cants should give full details, including
age, education and background, exper-
ience, marital status, salary require-
ments. File No. 5049-V.

SAiLES ENGINEER for promotion and
sales in Professional field with back-
ground in structures and construction
required' by firm speciaJizing in pre-
stressed and precast concrete through-
out Canada. Position oííers salary and
commission, participation in company's
hospitalization and j>ension plans. Ap-
plicants should' give full details includ-
ing age, education and background, ex-
perience, marital status, salary require-
ments. File No. 5049-V.

TWO MECHANICAL OR ELBCTRICAiL
ENGINEERS required by elevator
manufacturer located in- Montreal to
act as siales and or service engineer. Ap-
plicants should be recent graduates, no
previous experience necessary. Must be
bilingual. Age 30 years or under. File
No. 50ÔO-V.

YOUNG ENGINEER or metallurgist with
experience in the light metais field,

either in a light metais development
laboratory or as a technical service
representative for a base producer of
light metais. Required by large Cana-
dian organization establishing a market
for magnesium in Canada to work out
of Toronto. After suitable training with
parent company he will be given full
responsibility and authority to increase
the market. Top salary open. File No.
50S6-V.

METALLURGICAL ENGINEER for shift
production work in non-ferrous smelter.
Excellent opportunity for recent metal-
lurgicai graduate. Supply full particu-
lars regarding qualifications and salary
expected to File No. 5059-V.

SALES ENGINEERS graduates in Chemi-
cal, electrical, mechanical, mining or
metallurgical engineering—between the
ages of 25 and 35, with at least 3 years
industrial selling experience — required
by well-known Montreal manufacturing
firm with branches from coast-to-coast
selling a wide range of mechanical
equipment to the chemical, oil and gas.
mining, marine, power, pulp and paper,
metal and other industries in Canada.
Reply in confidence giving a complete
resume of your qualifications and ex-
perience. AU replies will be acknowl-
edged. File No. 5061-V.

General Manager

RequirecJ for the Saskotchewon Power

Corporation operating a rapidly expand-

ing province wide electrical utility and

an extensive gas utility. Headquarters

Regina. Kindly stale fully background

and experience, including previous

training in and knowledge of electrical

and gas Utilities and industrial ond

public relations. Stale also salary ex-

pected and date available. Address

replies to: A. E. Blakeney, 1730 Scarth

Street, Regina, Sosk.

Aircraft

Sales Manager
The Bristol Aeroplane Company o£

Canada Limited requires an aircraft
sales manager for its aircraft division
at MacDonald Bros. Aircraft Limited,
Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Applicants must have a good aviation

background and should not be more
than 40 years of age. Preference will be
given to those having an aeronautical
engineering qualification.
The position is a permanent one and

available immediately. The successful
candidate will be required to travei
extensively in Canada, U.S.A. and the
United Kingdom and will be resident
in Montreal.

Initial salary will depend on quali-
fication and experience ; in addition,
the Company provides group pension
and insurance plans and other benefits.
Applications (six copies) giving full

details of training, qualifications and
experience and the names of three
persons to whom reference may be
made should be sent to the Secretary,
The Bristol Aeroplane Company of
Canada Limited, Pie IX Boulevard,
Montreal North. P.Q. not later than
15th February.
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MECHANICAL. ELECTRICAL AND
CHEMICAIL ÍENGINEERS are required
for 35 positions at Ottawa to undergo
training in patent law and regulations
and then to assure the responsibility
for the examination of applications for
patents in the field of engineering and
for making recommendations for the
award or denial of patents. Civil Ser-
vice Commission, Ottawa. File No.
5066-V.

RiESEAKCH OFFICERS, graduates in
Chemical, metallurgical and mining
engineering and in engineering physics
are needed for both fundamental and
applied researcli at Ottawa and Chalk
River, Ontário. Ample opportunity is

provided in these posts to present and
publish papers and to take part in tech-
nical conferences and forumií both
national and international. File No.
5066-V.

PLANT MAUSrTENAOSrCE ENGINEER re-
quired by large manufacturing firm in
Montreal for mechanical-electrical pro-
Ject design, construction and mainten-
ance operations relating to buildings
and building equipment. University
graduates with some previous exper-
ience in plant engineering work pre-
ferred. In your reply, please include
particulars as to education, age and
approximate salary required. File No.
Õ070-V.

BNGINEERS REQUIRED FOR DE-
VBLOPMENT and product design of
microwave test equipment, magnetic
amplifiers, transistor circuits, five
control systems and other servo
operated instruments for both military
and commercial application. The con-
tinuing expansion of work in our
engineering department offers oppor-
tunities for both .iunior and inter-
mediate engineers. Previous experience
in manufacturing operations is desir-
able, and supervisory ability would be
an asset. File No. 5072-V.

SÉNIOR STRESS ENGINEER required in
Montreal to undertake work in design
department on aircraft landing gears
and miscellaneous hydraulic equip-
ment. Although experience on aircraft
equipment would toe a considerable ad-
vantage. we would be prepared to
interview any engineer with sufficient
background to enable him to pick up
the specialized work. File iNo. 5074-V.

YOdJNG OIVIL OR MECHAOSriCAL
ENGINEER required by a pulp and
paper company in Quebec. Applicant
should 'have a minimum' of three years
experience in engineering and main-
tenance preferably in the pulp and
paper industry. Applicant should bo
fluent in either French or English and
should be able to get along in tooth.

Rep.ies should outline qualifications,
experience. age and salary expected.
File No. 5078-V.

THE NATIONIAL RESEARCH COUNCIL,
Ottawa, requires graduates in engi-
neering physics. mechanical or eléc-
trica! engineering to work on the de-
sign and development of special instru-
mentation equipment and data pro-
cessing systems. Three positions are
open in tlie flight research section
and one in the high speed aerodyna-
mics lato. This work calls for an imag-
ination and original approach to a
large variety of advanced instru-
mentaiion and electro mechanical de-
sign problems. Initial salary in the
range of $3,750-$5.750 per annum de-
pending on qualifications. Apply by
letter to the employment officer Sussex
Street, Ottawa, Ontário, quoting file

ME 361 and listing complete details on
education and experience. File (No
5080-V.

SASKATCHEWAN DEPA.RTMENT OF
mineral resources require petroleum
geologists and petroleum development
officers. Salary range $339.—$413. and
$326-$397. respectively. Both groups will
perform duties in ihe conservation of
oil and gas resources. The geologists
duties will be Professional levei in
field and office, the petroleum de-
velopment officers' will toe largely field
duties in connection with drilHng
operations. University graduation re-
quired. File No. 5082-V.

AN IiNTERESTÍNG POSITION is open
in our new Research Department. We
require a graduate engineer from a
recognized university with experience
in adhesives, coatings, rubber plastics
or reilated íields. Remuneration will
be negotiated. Replies will be given
ali applicants who send a complete re-

sume of their educational background,
work ability, personal data and refer-

ences. and a recent picture. File No.
5087-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER with 2 to 3

vears experience, required for sales de-
partment of Toronto switchgear special-

ist. Knowledge of switchgear application
desirable. File No. 5088-V.

CHIEF ENGINEER required by progres-
sive manufacturer supplying equipment
to Utilities and large industriais. Must
have experience and maturity to

counsel staff and administer depart-
ment. Technical background in design
and development of electrical filter

circuits together with mechanical de-
sign e.xperience in manufacturing in-

dustry is most desirable. Remuneration
commensurate with qualifications. File

No. 5089-V.

SITUATIONS WANTED
GRADUATE ENGINEER with six years
varied experience in the pulp and
paper industry availatole for position

as assistant superintendent in sulphate
pulp mill or paper mill. Married, 29

years of age, will locate in United
States or Canada. File No. 163-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, P.Eng..
M.E.I.C., B.Sc. (U.N.B., 1937) age 42,

married, 1 child. 7 years with large

Canadian electrical manufacturer in-

cluding test course, 2 years switch-
board design and 3 years apparatus
correspondence sales. Hold technical
secondarv school teacher's certificate

with university and school teaching
experience. Keating engineering ex-
perience (2 years) in the design of

hot water heating systems and service
of automatic steam generators. Am
seeking a responsible position as in-

dustrial training sup>ervisor, power
plant engineer or other responsible
position. Residing in Toronto and free
to accept immediate employment any-
where. File No. 2878-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER. Jr.E.I.C. U.
of S. 1950, age 27, single. Four years
experience in design and layout of
steam boiler plants. Have also acted
as residential engineer on some instal-

lations. Seeking interesting position
with possibilities in mechanical or
power field. File No. 3495-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, 1950
graduate, University of Saskatchewan.
Excellent practical background combin-
ed with sales and administrative ability
Thoroughly familiar with the pulp and
paper, automotive and farm implement
industries. Able to work well with
others. No obiection to travei and will
accept a position anywhere in Canada
or U.S.A. Please reply to File No
3536-iW.

BLBCTRJCAL ENGINEER, B.Eng., MCGill,
1950, P.Eng., Jr.E.I.C. C.G.E. Test
course. Experience: design; polyphase
motor design and application Va to 600
H.P., industrial; design and construction
of distribution, lighting and power in-
stallations, power factor correction, fre-
quency conversion, system control, air
conditioning and plant engineering
work, general; artillery officer overseas
in World War II. working knowledge
of French, age 35, married, three chil-
dren. File iNo. 3859-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER (M.E.I.C.) age
36, married. Experience: 2 years de-
signer draftsman, 3 years industrial
engineering, methods and production
control. Trained in time and motion
study and certificate as MTM practi-
tioner. Desires responsible position in
industrial engineering methods or plant
management. File No. 3900-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, P.Eng., Jr.
E.I.C., experienced in maehine design
and mechanical drafting, seeks part
time employment in Calgary, Alberta
area. File No. 390'2-W.

STRUCTURAL ENGINEER, 36, married,
M.E.I.C, P.Eng., iB.Sc. Eng., A.M.I.C.S.,
A.M.I. Struct. E,, with extensive exper-
ience in design of reinforced conorete,
structural steel, and wood structures
(schools, factories, hospitais, industrial
containers. foundations, office buildings,
etc), seeks responsible position in Tor-
onto area. Preferably junior partner-
ship or associateship. File No. 4041-W.

METALLURGICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C,
P.Eng., B.Sc. (Chemistry ), B.E.. Nova
Scotia T.C. 1952. Married, age 32. Ex-
perience includes one year as metal-
lurgical chemist in a control lab., one

vear as assistant welding engineer with
a steel fabricator and about one year
with a research firm on ore prepara-
tion and reduction of ores. Desires
technical position with firm located in
Toronto area. Available on slhort notice.
File No. 4128-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, P.Eng., MJE.l.C, de-
sires 1/2 day employment in Toronto.
19 years experience in architectural,
structural and town planning designs.
Tile No. 4182-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, age 29. with 3

years experience in heavy industry, 2
years in communicationis, test course
graduate, desires responsible work in
West, preferably Edmonton area. File
/No. 4349-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, B.Eng. (Hons.),
M.A.Sc., M.E.I.C, P.Eng., age 36, mar-
ried and presently completing ninth
year as a professor of electrical engi-
neering. Has tauglit many different
courses on sénior and graduate leveis
with emphasis on power. Broad general
experience in construction, public utility
engineering and as a naval officer. Has
done considerable consulting work of
a general nature. Seeks appointment
which should offer a broad challenge.
be conducive to personal growth and in
keeping with background preferred.
File iNo. 4402-W.

CIVUL ENGINEER, M.Sc. 1931, Technical
University of Warsaiw, A.MJ. San.E.,
M.E.LC., P.Eng. (Man. & Sask), war
veteran, age 49, «ver 15 years exper-
ience in hydraulic works, water sup-
ply and sewerage, formerly residing in
Great Britain and one and one halí
years in Canada. At present employed
as City assistant engineer. Seeks posi-
tion with a municipality or firm which
offers a good opportunity for advance-
ment. Location secondar.v. available in
one month notice. File No. ••;443-W.

MBOHAiNllCAL ENGINEER. Jr.E.I.C.
P.Eng. (Ont.), B.Eng. 1952, age 30, mar-
ried, with two .years of exroerience on
plant maintenance in a chemical plant,
also one year's experience in industrial
engineering, 3 summers general work-
shop practice including overhaul o(
diesel engines. Desires work on plant
maintenance or production. File No.
4453-W.

YOUNG ELECTRICAL ENGINEER in-
terested in learning the generation and
distriibution field with a consulting
engineer, contractor or utility. Present-
ly working in a large petrochemical
plant on ali phases of the electrical
system. Will send resume on request.
File No. 4clO-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, Power, McGill
1953, S.E.IjC, age 26. married. presently
employed. Experience includes West-
inghouse Training Course; small motors,
switchgear, household apoliaruies. In-
terested in a permanent position with
an opportunity for further professionial
development in electrical engineering
field. Good references. Location Mont-
real only. File No. 4553-W.
MECHANICAL ENGINEER. P.Eng..
Jr B I.C, veteran 4 years R.C.N.. B,Sc.
mechanical engineering, Oueen's 1950.
Age 34, married, 2 children. Adminis-
trative experience obtained in a large
chemical plant, engineering and main-
tenance department, which included 3
years supervising mamtenance and IV2
years engineering work on material
handling corrosion piping, and packag-
ing problems. Sound practical exper-
ience gained when obtained machinist
fitter's Journeyman's papers. Desires a
challenging responsible position with
good opportunities situated in Ontário.
File No. 4613-W.

BLECTRICAL ENGINEER, M.Sc.. grad-
uate Delft Technological University,
Holland, 25 years old, married, specializ-
ed in the power side : electric and diesel
electric traction, generators, motors,
transformers, high and low tension
cables and lines, control and protective
equipment, experience 8 montlis. Fluent
Englis.h, German, French and Dutch.
Seeks position in line with his educa-
tion. Available in 2 weeks anywhere.
File No. 4615-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, Polytechni-
que '51, 26, single, 4 .years experience
with RICAF construction engineering
branch. suipervision of roads and run-
ways construction, reconstruction of
various buildings, experience with ali

construction trades, inspection of con-
struction sites. One year as resident
engineering officer at RCAF unit re-
quiring knowledge of maintenance and
operation of diesel engines. air condi-
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tioning equipment, refrigeration, tiiuiu-

cipal engineering and related subjects.
Will be ready for employment in April
'55. Administrative experience. perfect-

ly bilingual, would feel capable of hand-
ling assistant town engineer position for
médium size community. Will travei if

necessary. File No. 4616-W.

CIVIÍL. ENiGINÍEBR, Jr.E.I.C, graduate
N.S.T.C., 11952, age 31, married with
children, desires position in Maritimes
with firm engaged in residential con-
struction and/or community planning.
Also interested in inspection services
related to the above. Presently em-
ployed by research organization in On-
tário. Available on reasonable notice
to present employer. File No. 4917-W.

BLECTRICAIL ENGINEER, (Belfast, N.
Ireland, 1949), P.Eng., Jr.E.I.C, graduate
I.E.E., age 26, married with 2 children,
desires position in Montreal. Exper-
ience includes 5 years indentured elec-
trical engineering apprenticeship, 2

years test and inspection engineer, 2

years electrical machine design, 3 years
Canadian experience in power lighting
and distribution. Available on one
month's notice to prei^ent employer.
File No. 4619-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, M.E.I.C., age
36, British, 2V2 years in Canada, seeks
immediate employment. 12 years ex-
perience in the army and civilian life

in mechanical handling and construc-
tion equipment. Since arrival in Can-
ada employed as lubrication and main-
tenance engineer in the pulp and paper
industry. Will consider work in any
field of mechanical engineering. File
No. 4620-W.

MECHANICAJL, ENGINEER, S w e d 1 s h
Technical Institute, age 38, married. Ex-
perience includes 15 years in the oil

industry, as project engineer and on
the construction of oil plants whioh
includes installation of pipelines, pro-
duction and methods planning; design
and service of burners and equipment
for gasoline, fuel oil, butane-propane
gas and petroleum industries. One and
half years in Canada employed as oil

burner mechanic and draughtsman.
Seeks opportunity where former ex-
perience can be lãest utilized. Location
immaterial. Available immediately.
File No. 4625-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, PTEng., Jr.E.I.C, 1951
graduate. Seeks part time employment
in Montreal. Experience in design of
IR.C. constructures, field work in con-
struction and general maintenance in
Chemical proceísing industry. Some
drafting. File No. 4627-W.

ELECTRICAI. ENGINEER, M.E.I.C., Mc-
Gill 1943, married. Experience in elec-
tronic communication and power prin-
cipally in sub-station design. Desire
position with responsibility. Speaks
French and English fluently. File No.
4628-W.

GRADUATE ENGINEER, 1941, iC i v i 1

M.E.I.C., age 25, married with family.
Considerable experience as job engi-
neer and superihtendent. Have a re-
sponsible position in a growing con-
struction firm seeking similar pasition
preferably in Ontário. Particulars will-
ingly supplied. File No. 4629-'W.

MECKANICAIL AND METAULURGICAL
ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C., P.Eng., Dipl. Ing.,
age 39, married, no children. 10 years
experience in various' phases of metal
fabricating processes: machining,
stamping, deep drawing, forging, cast-
ing, heat treating, etc. Desires position
with a progre&sive company to take
care of ali technical problems combined
with supervision, cost reduction pro-
gram, methods improvement and gen-
eral development of plant facilities. File
No. 4632-IW.

MECHANICAL EiNlGINEEiR. S.E.I.C,
B.Engineer with honours MoGiU 1953.
Presently located in Montreal. Thorough
background of machine shop exper-
ience. production planning and aUied
engineering office protolems. Some ex-
perience also in surveying field work.
Desires part time employment evenings
and Siaturdays in draughting, calculat-
ing. surveyirug, tutoring mathematics
and sciences or as consultant in pro-
duction planning and control rproblems
File No. 4634-W.

MEIOHANICAL ENGINEER, M.E.I.C, age
34, married. 10 years experience in
drafting, piping layouts, estimating, in-
spection and plant maintenance in
petroleum refinery. Desires position in
industrial plant or refinery. Location
Alberta or British Columbia interior.
Available on one month's notice. File
No. 4637-W.

CmiL ENGINEER, P.E., M.E.IjC Thirty
years experience includes natural gas
development, gas transmission. dis-
tribution design service on customers
premises, dehydration, oil fogging, re-
conditionin.g. Desires position in indus-
try or consultant. File No. 46a8-W.

MEiCHANICAiL EiNGINEER, B.E.. Saskat-
chewan 1903, P.En,g. (Ont.). 1S.E.I.C.
Memíber S.A.E., age 23, married'. IV2
years experience in automotive indus-
try including one year training plan.
purohasing and material handling. Pre-
sent duties consist oí liaison between
management and engineering design
seetions, planning of new parts depots,
floor layouts, equipiment purchases and
co-ordiniation of new construction pro-
jects givinig considerable administra-
tive experience. Desires (position in
Western Canada with opportunity for
advancement. File No. 4639-W.

CONSTRUCTION EXECUTTVE available
early Spring. Presently in sénior man-
agement capacity. Proven record of
high proifits; able to initiate. organize
and administer large volume of busi-
ness. Mature judgment in financial miat-
ters and high levei negotiations. Exten-
sive experience in estimating. tender-
ing, costing, and project supervision.
Author of technical articles. Age 45,
married, Professional Engineer (On-
tário). M.E.I.C Would .ioin construction
company or allied industry as sénior
executive investin.g some capital ií re-
quired. File No. 4'640-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, U.N.B., 1953;

S.E.I.C., Athlone Fellow 1953: age 23,

married. Presently in final year of
graduate apprenticeship with the Brit-
ish Thomson-Houston Company. Rugby,
EngJand; apprenticeship concentrated
on light and heavy rotating machinery.
control gear, and electronic control

equipment. Additional experience (in-
cluding summer work) in switchgear,
protective relaying, transformer testing,
power transmission problems, and draft-
ing: sénior thesis "Symmetrical Com-
pcnent Analysis". Seek position con-
cerning power system engineering in
any part of Canada or abroad. Available
for work in October, 1955. File No.
4641.W.

CHEMICAL ENGENHE3R, B.Sc. (Ch.E.),
M.E.I.C, M.A.I.Ch.E., 42. single, Cana-
dian and U.iS. resident: equal knowl-
edge of English and German: exper-
ience: 12 years consisting of research
and development in fuel technology,
and process and project engineer in
petroleum refinery engineering. Desires
overseas assignment in petroleum re-
finery process or project engineering.
Available immediately. File No. 4642-W.

cível ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, B.Sc. (CE.)
Sask. 1953, age 25, single, presently em-
ployed in design, estimating and super-
vising of construction of irrigation pro-
iects, seeks new pasition. Preference
for city engineering department or Con-
sulting firm engaged in municipal work.
Preferable, but not necessarily, Western
Canada. File No. 4643-W.

ENGINEERING AIND (BUSINESS MAN-AGEMENT background. Jr.E.I.C,
Queen's civil, 1952. Will graduate from
Harvard Graduate Business School in
June 1955, after training in labour rela-
tions, control, finance, production and
marketing. Work experience includes
construction engineering, surveying and
mapping work and one summer prepar-
ing reports on capital expenditures for
a large utility. Job objective Is respon-
sible work In the producing department
of a manufacturing, construction, min-
ing or transportation organization. Size
of company is not paramount. File No.
4644-W.

STRUCTURAL AND CÍVEL ENGINEER,
Jr.E.I.C, P.Eng., European university
graduate in structural engineering
(1947), age 34, family, 6 years Canadian
experience mainly in field work and
supervision on industrial and residen-
tial construction projects, also as office
engineer and designer. Seeks perman-
ent position in line with education and
experience with a well astatolished firm
in Southern Ontário, preferably Tor-
onto. Willing to accept the position of
a Júnior designer where hard work and
ability would lead to greater respon-
sibility and advancement. Available on
short notice. References. File No.
4645--W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, B.Sc. (M.E.)
honours, Manitoba 1949, P.Eng., Jr.
E.I.C age 28, experience heating and
ventilation, mechanical power transmis-
sion. power plant, design, drafting and
construction supervision. Desires posi-
tion design and development, plant
engineering or con.5ulting. Hard worker.
conscientious. Preferably Niagara or
Southern Ontário. File No. 4646-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, B.Sc. (Eng.)
London University, England 1950. Single,
age 36. Experienced public utility also
applications and development of pro-
tective relays with well known British
manufacturers. Seeks position anywhere
in Canada, public utility preferred. File
No. 4647-W.

Companies desirins the services of engineering students and students requiring engineering

employment during the summer months are invited to make their requirements known NOW.

Sw^a^en,â,: StcceCentà.:

Send particulars of vacancies, locations, salaries and Send details of former experience, type of work

name of company official to be contacted. and location desired. State dates of availability.

Employment Service, The Engineering Institute of Canada,

2050 Mansfield Street, Montreal, 2, Que.
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Activities of the Forly-seven Branches of the Institute

and

abstracts of papers presented at their nieetings

Fredricton

I. M. Beattie, m.e.i.c,

Secre tary-Treasurer

N. E. DONAHOE, S.E.I.C,

Branch News Editor

"Up-River" Dirtner Meeting

On Sunday, November 21. 1954, more
than forty engineers met at Suzanne's
Cafe, Grand Falis for the annual "up-
river" dinner meeting; of the Fredericton
Branch. The New Brunswick Electric

Power Commission, Dept. of Highways,
Fraser Companies, Dept. of Public
Works, Camp 'Gagetown Project and
the University of New Brunswick
Faculty were represented. Also there
were several guests from Loring (for-

merly Limestone) Air Base in Maine.
After dinner, the meeting was opened

by Mr. Tweedale, president of the
Fredericton Branch. Mr. Tweedale dis-

cu.«sed with those members who are
unable to attend regular meetings be-
cause of their location in the province,
the possibility of obtaining more value
for their menibenship under the pro-
posed unity plan. He also proposed that
tliey inquire into the possibility of their

meeting with Maine engineers.
Mr. Tweedale announced the appoint-

ment of Mr. O. McN. Lowe to a posi-

tion on the executiva to replace Mr. H.
Marshal who is away on coursc.

íngirteering Education

Following the business meeting, Mr.
Don Forbes introduced the guest speak-
er, Mr. W. Birchard. Mr. Birchard, a
graduate of Queen's University, is chair-
man of Educational Re.searcli of the
Canadian Pulp and Paper Association.
Mr. Birchard gave a very interesting
talk on engineering education, more
specifically of mechanical engineering.
In his talk, Mr. Birchard stre.s.sed the

importance of the basic education of
the student saying that, in his opinion,
iiot enough importance is placed on
primary education. He discussed the
courses required and the order in which
they should be taken. He particularly
felt that the student should get more
pxperience in his field than under the
firosent system. To accomplish this, the
course should not only offer more lab
trips and shop work but also if possible,

fucomage the students to do sununer
work as apprentices under the guidance
of established industrie.*. The students

and industries would both benefit by
this system.
Mr. R. C. March thanked the speaker

and the group scparated; some to in-

spect the Tobique Narrows Power Pro-
ject and others to visit the Grand Falis

Power Dam.

Hamilton

N. A. Parky, jr.E.i.c,

Secretary-Treasurer

F. GuB, jr.E.i.c.,

Branch \News Editor

"Northern Developmeni"

On Thnrsday e\ening, Nov. 18, the

Hamilton Branch lieard Mr. (Jeorge

Gathercole, Provincial Economist and
Assistant Comptroller of Finances, De-
partment of Planning and Development,
Government of Ontário, whose topic

was ''Some Economic Aspects of On-
tario's Northern Development."
Oi)ening with the arresting fact that

Northern Ontário, with fewer than GOO,-

000 inhabitants, produces about $l.õ

billion in mino. mil), and forest ,out-

put per year, Mr. Gathercole proceeded
to outline some of the economic factors
which have governed this progress in

the past and will bear upon it in the
future. He pointed out that intelligent

govornment planning had combined
with the personal and financial boldne.s3
of fnany individuais to produce the
well-established grid of primary indus-
Iry now operating in this region. Goino
back past the turn of the eentury to
the time when nickel was a troublesome
impurity in ores, and well-qualified ad-
\-isers to overseas governments felt that
their then known iron resources wers
comfortable for ali foreseeable require-
monts, Mr. Gathercole brought his
listeners swiftly through the key events
oí the years to the faster paced and
less complacent 1950's, in which uranium
and taconite are the magic words m
Ontarios still-rich northiand. Looking
to the future, the speaker gave hi.s

opinion that continuccl healthy growth
of the area will depend upon the gov-
ernments of the future maintaining the
favorable commercial climate wliicli has

been established by the governments cl

past years.

Mr. Gathercole was introduced by W.
E. Brown, and thanked hy Frank Milne.

Kitchener

J. F. Ru.NGE, M.E.I.C.,

Secre ta ry- Treasurer

J. L. FaIR, M.E.I.C.,

Branch News Editor

November Meeting

The second technical meeting of tlp'

season was held in the Officers' Mc.ss.

Knollwood Park. Kitchener. Mr. Harry
Wilton of the Minneapolis Honeywell
Regulator Company of Canada addrcss-

ed the meeting on the subject "Instru-

mentation Comes of Age". The speaker
sketched the growth of instrumentation
over the last fifteen years, pointinç
out that progress had been dependent
on the improvements in the speed and
accuracy of the various elements in the

instrumentation, and a proper >mdcr-
standing of the processes it was desirod

to control.

Instrumentation lllustrated

B\- moans of numcrous diagrams Mr.
Wilton explained the elYect of variou-:

process charaoteristics on the behaviouv
of a control system, and illustrat<ii

some of the problems arising from th.

inherent characteristics oí the in.stru-

ments themselves. Noting the very
great activity in this field today, the
trends likel.y in the near future di.—

cu.s.sed and relatcd to the developmeni
of the completely automatic factov>-

in which even many accounting func-
tions will be performed in response to

the stimuli of the instrumentation.
An interesting discussion period fol-

lowed the address and the meeting was
.idjourned for refreshmcnts.

Lakehead

G. E. Cook, mje.i.c,

Secreta ry-Treasurer

H. Pexner, jr.E.i.c,

Branch News Editor

Opening Meeting

The openmg meeting of the Lakehead
Branch of the 1954-5 sea-son took place

on October 27, at the Fort William
Armouries, Officers Mess. Mr. Frank
Ayers took over in his new capacity as

chairman. He announced something of

an innovation in the matter of program
arrangements. Since the position of

program chairman ha.s in past years
been somewhat demanding of one per-

son's time and energies, the position
has been abolished. Instead each mem-
ber of the executive will take care of

the arrangements for a single program.
Mr. D. B. McKilloj) was in charge ot

arrangements for the first program.
Mr. Hartvik Os of C. D. Howe Com-

pany Limited, consulting engineers, pre-
sented a paper on "The Design and
Construction of the Extension of the
CNR Ore Dock at Port Arthur'". Mr.
H. Halvorsen, construction superintend-
ent of Pentagon Construction, general
contractors on construction of the Ore
Dock, showed a film taken during the
construction of the dock.
Members were informed that a trip

to the Lawrence Corporation Paper MiK
at Red Rock is in the planning stage.
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STELCO'S "current" success wíth wíre-

HIGH CARBON CORE WIRE for power lines!

In the design of power cables, conductivity and lightness are of

major importance . . . but equally important is strength!

The cpst of erecting the huge towers that carry the transmission

lines across country is so great, that it is of vital economic importance

to space them as far apart as possible so as to reduce their number
to a minimum.

Stelco produces for this specific purpose a High Carbon Galvan-

ized Wire of great strength, capable of carrying its own weight, plus

the weight of its stranded aluminum wire conductor, over the long

spans that keep costs down. This same wire is also used for the

armour rods which protect the cable at its points of suspension.

STELCO

OVER SOOO CASE

HISTORIES ON RECORO

/
\

In the industry, this type of cable is designated "A.C.S.R."

(Aluminum Cable, Steel Reinforced), and it provides yet another

example of Stelco's ability to produce steel wire for any application,

whether standard or custom.

Stelco's three wire mills offer the greatest productive capacity jn

the country . . . plus experience unrivalled in the industry. Bring

your wire problems to Stelco. You will receive wholehearted co-

operation from Stelco's Engineering and Metallurgical Service

through any of the Sales Offices listed below.

THE STEEL COMPANY OF CANADA, •..m.teo

Executive Offices: Hamilton — Montreal

54353.B

THE ENGINEERING JOURNAL January, 1955

Sales Offices: Halifax, Saint John, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, London, Windsor,

Winnipeg, Edmonton, Vancouver, J. C. Pratt & Co. Limited, St. John's, Newfoundland.
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Lethbridge

at Home and overseas

Tbe new Law Courts of Nigéria constructed toi

The Nigerian Public Works Department by Taylor Woodrow

(West Aírica) Ltd. Architects : J. F. Watkins & Partners

The strength of Taylor Woodrow is tounded

in this great org'anisation's abillty to think

—

and to work—in terms not merely oí today,

but of tomorrow. That is why the best. and

only the best, is put into a Taylor Woodrow

building- : that is why you can be supremely sure,

always. that sound speciflcations will be

faithfully followed down to the last

meticulous detail. And that is why, in

commissioning- Taylor Woodrow. the soundness

of your choice, and the value you have thus

assured, will be equally to your benefit

and to that of generations to come

" When zue build, let iis think

that we build for ever john Ruskm

TAYLOR WOODROW
Buildmg & Civil Engineering Contractors

24 ISABELLA STREET, TORONTO 5

R. D. Hall, jr.K.i.c,

Secretary-Treasurer

W. O. Mills,

Braiich Ncivs Editor

Fifty-five members and gue^t.* were

l)re.sent for the firít regular meeting of

the 34th year of the Lethbridge Branch.

Mr. Ted Lawrence, incoming prcsident,

moved votes of thanks to the last exec-

utive for an outstanding ycar and to

this year's prograin committee for their

excellent work in commencing the year'?

activities with a field trip to the Tiber

Dam in Montana in Septcmbor, and for

the interesting future scheduled pro-

granis. Mr. A. L. H. Somerville in-

troducod and welcomed the guosts and
extended a vote of thankí to Mr. and
Mrs. Brown who are fommencing an-

other year of dinner nuisic for the

meeting.*. Community singing wa.-? led

by Mr. George S. Brown, Sr. The speak-

er, Mr. Paul Lusser. was introduced by
Mr. Dong Hall and thanked by Mr.
Herb .Janiicson.

The Gas Turbine

A gas turbine commenced power pro-

duction in the Canadian Utilities Ltd.

Plant at Vermillion, Alberta in early

October, thus intioducing a very promis-

ing new field of prime moveis to the

Canadian eeonomy.
Although now eommon in aircraft, the

gas turbine is little known by the public

in its industrial application, which Mr.
Lusser traced from first patents in 1791

to installation and operation of such
modern plant.s as a 27,000 kw. power
plant in Switzerland.

Advantages such as inherent simplic-

ity, its wide field of cheap fuels, from
heavy residuais such as Bunker C oil

1>o various gases such as natural, small

cooling re<iuirements, short starting

times compared to steam, wide flex-

ibility of installation and practically

unlimited fiekl of applications are con-

stantly bringing these units to the fore-

ground in the modern engineer"s con-

siderations of power suppliers for sucii

units as generators, pumps, blowers,

compressors or plants for ships, aircraft,

locomotives and even automobiles.
Units produced for Arábia which re-

quire no cooling water at ali would in-

dicate a practical plant for sub-zero or

arid zones, especially when coupled witii

an increase of up to 30% in eíEciency,

obtainable with low intake air tempera-
tures. This is shown in the data Mr,
Lusser supplied on the Vermillion unií..

At 0° F. ambient tempeiature, the

rated output at the alternator ter-

minais is 7350 kw. with fuel consump-
tion ofi 18.45 cu. ft. per khw.
At 80° ambient temperature, the rated
output is only 5900 kw. with an in-

crease in fuel consumption to 21.15

cu. ft. per kwh.
Si)ecd 3600 rpm.
Atmospheric air consumed at full load
is around 130,000 cu. ft. per min. or

about 1G5 Ibs. per second.
Compre.ssion ratio is 4.7 to 1.

Fuel is natural gas.

Temperature at Turbino InleL is

11(55° F.

Alternator rating at p.f. 0.8 is 8750
kva.

Alternator voltage is 4160 volts, 60
cycles.

Observations during tests indicated
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Communications

Bell Communications services are geared to your future as well

as your present needs. By leasing your Communications from

Bell you tie up no capital, you are relieved of ali maintenance

problems and your equipment never becomes obsolete.

Whatever your Communications requirements you can depend

on Bell to recommend and install the type of system best

suited to your needs. We will be glad to analyse your Com-

munications— there's no obligation, of course— just call our

nearest Business Office.

SPECIAL COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES SUPPLIED BY BELL

that both guaranteed output and efli-

ciency are not only being reached but

exceeded.
Sumniing up, Mr. Lusser stated that

the chaiacteiistic qualities of gas tur-

bines would appear to offer ideal oppor-

tunities for their application under
Canudian ponditions. Large sources of

natural ga.s and indigenous fuel oils are

available. Gold winters coupled with

increased power dcmands enhance the

\alue of the gas turbines additional

output and imiiroved efficiency at low

lir temporatures. Its freedom from
uater requirements alone is attractive

lor many communities.
While the Vermillion Gas Turbine is

today the íirst and only one in Canada,
we may expect that before long there

will be others acroiss the country to jus-

tify the pioneering spirit of Ganadian'
Utilities Ltd.

Montreal

R. J. H.ytVBY, M.E.I.C,

Secretary-Treasurer

i. A. P.AGET, M.E.I.C.,

Puhlicity Chairman

An tngineer Looks At Operations Research

Business executivos can improvc the

accuracy, effect and timing of their

decisions by basing them on fact, rather

than on emotion and inspiration, J.

Edgar Dion. consulting management
engineer, told the Montreal Branch of

the Engineering Institute of Canada on
October 19.

This Service to ali those in busine.?»

and industry who must make decisions

and constantly improve the efíiciency

of their operations is most effectively

rendered through 'Operations Research'.

Operations Research developed during
the Second World War as scientists and
mathematicians faced problems of logis-

tics and strategy, and which Mr. Dion
called "an extension of good basic man-
agement engineering''.

Operations Research offers solutions

to problems which previously have been
considered beyond the realm of simple
direct answers, he said, and allows "a
great storehouse of human knowledge"
to be used successfuUy in situations

which previously have been considered
too chaotic. too random, too complex
cr too uncertain for any other treat-

tnent than unaided intuitions and judg-
ment.
Most executives intuitively use a bit

of this method in coming to decisions,
although they may not recognize it as
such. However if they acquainted them-
selves with the formal 'Operations Re-
search' approach they could take great
advantage of it to improve the accur-
acy and ease in the decisions they must
make.
The system provides a means where-

by pertinent infonnation may be dis-
tilied, decisions reached and actious
taken from facts in a consistent and
logical manner.
There is nothing vague or imaginative

about Operations Research, Mr. Dion
stressed. The analysis that it produces
and the results arrived at are hard-
boiled, the answer is firm and may be
documented. Busine.ss and indu.strial
leaders would be well advised to learn
something more about the technique
of Operations Research. If they don't,
they are going to lose out competitively
to those who do use it.

MOBILE TELEPHONE SYSTEMS

CHANNELS FOR TELEMETERING
AND SUPERVISORY CONTROL

SPECIAL LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE SERVICES

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF CANADA
Three-quarters of a century exclusively in the Communications fie/d
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Large Manufacturer of

Sleeve-Type Expansion Joints

standardizes on LATTICE BRAID*

Asbestos Packing

*Registered Trademark. Only

Garlock makes Lattice Braid

rod and shaft packings.

The James Morrison Brass Maniifacturing Comjiany Ltd. of Toronto

manufactures among other products, "Beaver" sleeve type expansion

joints. These expansion joints are designed to handle steam at tem-

peratures up to 400°F. and pressures up to 250 p.s.i. According to G. R.

Gardner, president, Morrison has standardized on Lattice Braid

asbestos packing for use on the.se expansion joints because: (1) Lattice

Braid stands up better under high temperatures and pressures than

ordinary braided packings, and (2) the use of Lattice Braid elim-

inates customer complaints on packing.

Put Garlock Lattice Braid Packing to work for your company. Ali

the braided strands of this unicpie packing are lattice linked together

into one structural unit. The strands hold together even when the pack-

ing is worn far beyond the limits of wear of ordinary braided packings.

Lattice Braid is made from flax, cotton, asbestos, wire-inserted

asbestos, Teflon, and asbestos with Teflon impregnation—for various

types of Services.

Get ali the jacts about Lattice Braid Packings. Contact

your Garlock rcprescntative ar loritc for neiv jolder AD-131.

THE GARLOCK PACKING COMPANY
OF CANADA LTD.

General Offices: Toronto, Ont.
Branch Offices: Hamilton, Montreal, Winnipeg, Calgary, Vancouver 0\

Garlock LATTICE BRAID
PACKING

Operation.? Re.search is now being
|

used by ali the Armed Services in Can- •

ada, Britain and the United States, and
!

many of the most progressive companies
I

in the.se countries.
i

Many imiversitie.? in the United
States are now giving seminar cour.s<-d

in Opei-ations Research, Mr. Dion de-

clared, and some Canadian universitie^

will no doubt foliow shortly.

London
D. M. Jenkins, m.e.i.c,

Secretary-Treasurer

C. H. OSBORNE, jr.E.I.C,

Branch News Editor

"Town Planning"

The London branch commenced fali

meetings in October. It should be men-
tioned that a very successful trip to the

Sir Adam Beck No. 2 Hydro DeveloiJ-
ment at Niagara elosed the activities ut

this Branch over the summer holida.\-

period.

The speaker for the October meeting
was Mr. Allan J. Barker, Director of

the London and Suburban Planning
Board. The speech about "Tovvn Plan-
ning" as it applies to London was very
enlightening. With the aid of slides

Mr. Barker illustrated some of the work
and some of the accomplishments of the
Planning Board. Planning in this area
is being guided by an extremely capabls
man.

A.I.E.E. Invited

Members of the newly formed branch
of the A.LE.E. were invited to the
November meeting in which Mr. J. ,J.

Carson of the Hydro Electric Power
Commi.?sion of Ontário .spoke abonl
the problem of ''Man Power Develop-
ment''. Mr. Carson stated that after

the last war the H.E.P.C., along with
many other big organizations, found
themselves with the task of a large per-
centage of management replacements.
These companies lacked men that had
been trained to step into the top posi-
tions of the company. To meet this
|)roblem, qualified men had to be
brought from outside the company and
a program created to ciuickly train
their men for management positions.
Now the H.E.P.C. are doing extensive
planning to develop and prepare its

man power for vacancies to be filled

and new positions that will be created
with the program of company expan-
sion. Mr. Carson is well quàliíied to
speak on this subject and he received
a big ovation for his extremely in-
teresting speech.

Niagara Península

C. E. WiLLIAMSON, jr.E.r.c,

Secre tary-Treasurer

Engineers' Ball

Over 200 professional engineers and
their friends made a huge success of

the first Annual Professional Engineers'
Ball held at the Sheraton-Brock in

Niagara Falis on October 15.

It was sponsoied by the Niagara
Chapters of the Association of Profes-
sional Engineers of Ontário and the
Engineering Institute of Canada. Dis-
tinguished guests included Col. W. L.

Sagar, Col. T. M. Medland, and Mr. T.
C. Keefer, of the Association and Mr.
P. E. Buss of the Institute.

Chairman for the evening was Mr. J.

E. Quist, president Niagara Chapter
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A.P.E.O. who was assisted by Mr. C.

H. Killoran, vice-chairman, Niagara
Península Branch, E.I.C.

Mr. C. H. Watson was the committee
. hainnan.
Dinner mueic was played by pianist

Mrs. Marion Swanson.
Dance music was under the direction

( Babe Newman.

Sarnia

R. A. McGbachy, m.e,i.c.,

Secretary-Treasurer

C. N. LuND, jr.Ej.c.,

Publicity Chairman

Kitimai Project

The Sarnia Branch met on September
It') to hear Mr. John Anderson, from

i> Aluminum Company of Canada's
i-trict office in Windsor. Mr. Ander-
iii described the power development
hase of the West Coast Aluminum pro-

II et, including the damming of the
Xechako River and the tunnel to the
power house at Kemano. The power is

then transmitted to Kitimat, wher>3

alumina imported from Jamaica is con-
verted to metallic aluminum. By pro-
cessing the bauxite to alumina before
shipment to Canada, considerable
savings are realized.

The construction engineers were faced
with many difficulties, but have man-
aged to overcome them ali. As a result

the plant is now in production. Alcan's

pioueering at Kitimat has attracted
othcr prospective industries, including
imlii and paper and liquid air.

Mr. Anderson illustrated his talk with
a colour movie "Man with a Thousand
Hands", produced by International Har-
vester Company to depict the progress
on the job.

Joint Dinner Meeting

Each year the Sarnia Branches of the
Chemical Institute and the Engineering
Institute try to hold two joint meet-
ings. On Thursday, October 7, the
E.I.C. was host for a joint meeting
which was attended by 150 members
of the two organizations.
The guest speaker was Mr. J. R. Mon-

tague, director of engineering for the
Hydro-Electric Power Commission of
Ontário. Mr. Montague described the
development of the power phases of
the St. Lawrence Seaway project. By
the use of slides, the speaker told how
studies of models of the river were used
to estimate the flows to be expected,
and to obtain basic data for the design
of the dams and generation equipment.

Education in Ontário

A dinner meeting was held by the
Sarnia Branch, on Tuesday, November
9, in the Terrace Room of the Colonial
Hotel. The Branch was pleased to have
as their guest speaker Dr. W. J. Dunlop,
Minister of Education for Ontário.
Dr. Dunlop described the rapid ex-

pansion of the education system in

Ontário, where one miilion i^upiis are
expected to be enrollcd by January,
1955. This required the construction of
about 2,000 new cia>>5 rooms, and the
demand for teachers ha.s far exceoded
the supply. Emcrgoncy mcasures such
as the training of Grade 12 graduate^
for public school posts have proved
successful. It has also boen necessary
to hire teachers from Great Britain, over
100 having been imported. In some
municipalities the Province is paying
iip to 90 per cent of the cost of educa-
tion, though this is usually not men-
tioned by the local governments!
Concerning recent controversies re-

garding school programs, the speaker
said that fundamental .subjects such as
reading, writing and arithmetie in pub-
lic schools; and English, mathematics,
science and geography in high schools
are bcing stressed. Easing these courses
would have disastrous consequences and
in soine cases, evidence is being found
of this lack when .student,s reach the
university levei.

Sudbury

A. D. FiNLAYSON, jr.E.I.C,

Secretary-Treasurer

A. Eldruxse, m.e.i.c,

Branch News Editor

Industrial Fire Safety

The Sudbury Branch met on Thur.s-
day, Nov. 3, at the Sudbury Granite

BOOTH Steel Doors
For Ali TypesofOpenings

Illustrated: Doors for Austin Motor Co.
Each door consists of three leaves sliding

vertically and operated electrically.

The opening is 18' O" wide x 15' O"
high. Time of opening 26 seconds.

JOHN BOOTH & SONS(BOLTON) LTD.

HULTON STEELWORKS

BOLTON, ENGLAND

Canadian Distributors
/íastern & Maritime^
DAVID McGILL &

SON, 620 La-

gauchetiere St.,

West, Montreal.

Phone: UN. 6-3691

CATALOGUE
ON

REQUEST

1

^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ '^^^H

DART '

UNIONS
for efficient service

and economy

\
Two Bronze Seats Ground to a True Ball Joint

{DART UNION COMPANY OF CANADA LTD.
! TORONTO CANADA
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Club. P. E. Kent of the Ontário Fira

M;ushal's OíRce in Toronto was intro-

duced by Bob Crawford and spoke ou

"Industrial Fire Safety". This subject

is important to industry because of the

many losses which can result from g

fire and which are not covered by in-

surance.

Fire Safety

Planning for fire safety, must go into

the original plans of a planb and safety

features should be ready at the same
time that a process is to be run in. If

possible, a plant should be separated

into .sections. As much space as possible

should be left between buildings which
in turn .slioidd be kept down to a mini-

mum size. Personnel should be familiar

with extinguishers and ali must know
what to do in case of fire. A fire in

the new, large area, one storey factoriea

is very hard to control. For these build-

ings, automatic protective systems
should be provided.

fire Prevention

The most common cause of industrial

firos is the careless use of cigarettes and
matches. 'Other causes are electricity

and friction. Personnel in the petroleum
industry are very fire conscious and
consequently there are very few fires ia

this industry.

The speaker then described the fire

at the General Motors hydromatic
])lant which was the largest plant fire

ever to occur on this continent. The
fire was started in drip pans, by an
oxygen acetylene torch. The pans were
not protected by an automatic system
The fire was originally under control

but extinguishers ran out and there waa
no fire brigade to take over. This firy

will remain as an example for industrj

in the future.

The meeting was then shown the

film, "Prevention of Industrial Fires"

and the speaker was thanked by George
Charlap.

Toronto

L. F. Bbesoun, jr.B.i.c,

Secretary-Treasurer

H. Fbaldman, jr.B.i.c,

Branch News Editor

Fundamental Research and Its Application

A panei discussion was held on Thurs-
day, ÍJovember 4 last, to discuss the
Width of the Gap Between Fundamen-
tal Research and Its Application.
The members of the panei were:
Panei Moderator: Dr. H. H. Speak-

man. Director, Ontário Research Foun-
dation.

Panei Members: Dr. E. W. R. Steacie,
President, National Research Council;
Dr. W. H. Watson, University of Tor-
onto; Dr. K. C. Fisher, University of
Toronto; Dr. Arthur Porter, Ferrauti
Electric; Mr. Roy W. Emery, Con-
sulting Engineer; Dr. R. K. Larmour,
Maple Leaf Milling Co.

A most lively meeting resulted, espe-

cially as most of the audience joined

in ,the discussion. The talk wandered:
from such subjects as atomic energy, to

commercial practices in the industrial

field, and ali present voted the meeting'.

as one of the most enjoyable they hadí
ever attended. H

Winnipeg I

C. S. Landon, mj;.i.c.,
|

Secretary-Treasurer \

W. V. Morris, m.e.i.c,
|

Branch iNews Editor

M. Coyne

At a meeting held on October 21,

under the chairmanship of J. Hoog-
straten, some sixty members of the

Winnipeg Branch were privileged to

be addres.sed by M. Andre Coyne, from
Paris, France, speaking on the subject

"Twenty-five Y e a r s Designing and
Building Dams". An engineer of widG

experience, having built over seventy

dams in the past quarter century, and
having been consulting engineer to most
of the technical agencies of the French
Government as well as agencies in

several other countries, M. Coyne fas-

cinated the Winnipeg audience by his

descriptions and slides of many of his

projects.

Notably of interest were pictures and

a short movie film of the "ski-jump"
type of spillway, in which the energy

COGHLIN SPRINGS
for Quality and Satisfaction

We manufacture ali kinds of Springs, large
and small, for every purpose.

Our eighty-six years' experience is your
guarantee oí superior quality and work-
manship.

3320 ONTÁRIO STREET EAST

MONTREAL, CANADA
Establishca 1869

Agents

:

Filer-Smith Machinery Co. Limited, Winnipeg
C. M. Lovsted & Co. (Canada) Limited, Vancouver
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The engineers of Manitoba and their ladies tendered a dinner in honour of the
presidem of the Institute, D. M. Stephens, on October 15, in the Fort Garry
Hotel in Winnipeg.
A presentation of a water colour painting was made to Mr. Stephens by

C. A. Antenbring. The picture portrays the flow of the water through the
channel between the cofferdams at Pine Falis in 1950 during the construction
of the power station on the Winnipeg River. The painting was obtained through
the courtesy of H. Bird of Bird Construction and was painted by Miss Barbara
Cook.
Premier D. L. Campbell and Hon. J. S. McDiarmid, lieutenant-governor of

Manitoba attended the dinner and both spoke briefly during the ceremonies.
There were 130 in attendance at the cocktail hour and dinner, sponsored by
the Winnipeg Branch of the Institute.

]

of the discharging water is dissipated by

I

air friction as the water is shot high

! ia the air, to fali harmlessly to the

tail race far downstream of the struc-

ture. M. Coyne was the first engineer

to use such a spillway, and its success-

ful opera tion made it the forenmner
v)f many later spillways of the same
vpe.

Startling to many of the audience,

accustomed to the relatively heavy
gravity type of dam section prevalent

on this continent, were the remarkably
slender sections achieved by using the

arch principie. M. Coyne showed
severa! photographs and drawings of

this type of structure, with its grace-
íully curving shape. As he was careful

to point out, however, such structures
would not be suggested by him if they
were to be built on the North American
oontinent. In Europe, where labour costs

are low relative to material costs, the
saving in material effected by the ad-
diiional work of forming and finishing

the arch is economically justified. On
this continent, where labour is expen-

[
sive, it is more economical to expend
material in order to save labour. Hence
the use here of gravity, rock-fill, and

I earth-fill dams instead of the beautiful,
but labour consuming arches.

M. Coyne also showed some examples
of pre-stressing applied to dams. By
using vertical cables anchored into the
lock of the foundation, an additional

I

compression is induced, which in effect
' adds an artificial load to the dam, there-

by increasing the stability of the struc-
ture. This method was also applied
by M. Coyne to dams already con-
structed, whose stability was in doubt.
Following M. Coyne's talk, the meet-

ing was opened for questions, and the
keen interest of the Branch members

I

which had been evidenced by their
attention to the speaker, was further
utested by the discussion which fol-

lowed. M. Coyne, in the discussion,
reiterated his earlier statement that
dams such as he had shown in his slides
would not be recommended on this con-
tinent, emphasizing that each project
must 'be conceived in the light of the
economic, sociological, and cultural
characteristics of the locality, and not
just in the light of the topographic and
lihysiographic features of the site.

Electrical Section

B. F. Webster, m.e.i.c,

Repórter, Electric Section

Annual Dinner and Dance

Approximately 240 members, their
wives, and guests, attended the Annual
Rinner and Dance of the Electrical Sec-
iion of the Engineering Institute of
Canada in Winnipeg on Friday, Novem-
Ijer 19, at the Marlborough Hotel.
Th ose who attended were welcomed

hy Professor N. Williams, as chairman,
uho then introduced the head table
iíuests to wit: Mr. and Mrs. R. T,
Harland, Mr. and Mrs. S. Barkwell, Mr.
nd Mrs. P. Shane, Dr. and Mrs. E. P,
Keatherstonhaugh, Dean and Mrs. A. E

.

Macdonald, Dr. L. Austin Wright, Pro-
fessor and Mrs. N. Williams, Dr. and
Mrs. D. M. Stephens, Dean and Mrs.
N. V. Scarfe.

The toast to the ladies was given by
Mr. D. Hunter and ably responded to
'>y Mrs. H. L. Briggs. The guest speaker
was introduced by R. T. Harland. The

guest speaker, Dean N. V. Scarfe, Dean
of the Faculty of Education, Univer-
sity of Manitoba, gave an interesting

and witty talk but finished on a more
serious note with a challenge to engi-

neers to become aware that technologi-

cal advances should be associated with
the necessary and required cultural

changes. Mr. P. Shane thanked the
speaker. Dr. D. M. Stephens, president

of the Engineering Institute of Canada,
extended good wishes from the other

branches in the country to the section

and its members.
Dancing started immediately after

dinner in the Marlborough Blue Room
and at the same time those in attend-

ance enjoyed the refreshments as well

as the satirical mural drawn by Les
Barrett in the Marlborough Hall.

Montreal Branch

Annual Dinner Dance
February 18, 1955 • Windsor Hotel

3 Orchestras • Continuous miiaic

7 p.m. Dinner, Dance, Gratuities: $5.00 per person

9 p.m. Dance: $4.00 per couple

Korma! wear optional

Chairman, Entertainnient Coramittee: In charge of table reservalions

Leo Scharky, Sangamo Company J. Blouin, Ferranti Electric

Re 3-5334 Un 1-1897
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Additíons to the Institute Líbrary

Revíews — Book Notes — Abstracts

BOOK REVIEW
The applications of results of research.

Vera Connell, comp. and ed. New York,
Academic, 1954. 212 pp., «5.00 (U.S.).

The book is based on a report prepared
by Vera Connell and presented to the 1952
British Commonwealth Scientific Con-
ference held in Austrália, and deals with
the methods used by the various countries
represented at the conference for trans-

lating the results of scientific research into

industrial practice. It deals primarily with
the problem in relation to official and
government sponsored institutions.

The first forty pages describe the prob-
lem in general and review the various
methods used in making the results of

scientific research known to those who can
benefit by their application.

The rest of the book of 207 pages con-
siste of several appendices which list and
discuss the government research institu-

tions throughout the Commonwealth. A
short discassion of the methods used by

Prepared by the Library
The Engineering Institute of Canada

*Book notes marked by an asterisk have
been provided through the courtesy of

the Engineering Societies Library in

New York.

Automatic selling. G. R. Schreiber.

New York, Wiley, 1954. 195 pp., $5.00.

WhUe this book may be of limited in-

terest to readers of the Journal, it offers a
detailed account of an industry which has
not been widely publicized. The develop-

ment of the automatic selling, or vending,
business is traced by the author, the
editor of Vend magazine, who also predicts

the future of the industry.

The author presents various questions

aflecting automatic selling, including the

market available, legislation affecting this

method of selling, its limitations and pos-
sibilities, styles of machine, and cost. The
book has many facts and ngures, some in

the form of charts and graphs, to illustrate

every aspect of automatic merchandizing.

Blast cleaning manual. Society of auto-
motive engineers. New York, The Socie-

ty, 1954. 54 pp., figs., pa., «4.00 (U.S.).

The purpose, history, present status,

and secondary effects of blast cleaning are

given at the beginning of the manual, fol-

lowed by data on such blasting machines

TVA and the Regional Laboratories of the

U.S. Department of Agriculture is also

included.

A large sum of the taxpayers' money is

today spent on research in government
laboratories and the subject of how to

pass the Information obtained in this re-

search on to those who can and should
benefit from it in industry and agriculture

is of vital importance. Without subse-

quent application of the results of research,

the money spent on research is wasted.
The British Commonwealth Scientific

Offices have, therefore, rendered a real

service in having the book prepared and
made generally available.

It wUl prove of interest to those who
are concerned with the problems of ap-
plication of research and with the trans-

mission of scientific Information.

A. H. Andersen,
Technical Director,

Shawinigan Chemicals Ltd.

as air blast units, airless blast units and
wet blasting machines. It also gives In-

formation on blasting abrasives, recom-
mended cleaning practices, production
procedures, inspection, shot and grit speci-

Hours

Mon.-Fri 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

Saturdays 9 a.m.-12 noon

Bibliography and Reference

Service

Short subject bibliographies are compiled
on request. When placing these requests,

please give as much detail and background
Information as possible.

Borrowing

Books, periodicals, pampUets and films

may be borrowed for two weeks at a time.
AU books included in the Library Notes
Section of The Engineering Journal are
available for loan. A fine of 25c per day
is charged for each day borrowed

fications, life testing machines of four

types, shot aeceptance testing method and
rneasuring shot-blasting machine efíiciency.

This handbook will provide data for en-

gineers, management, and shop personnel'

who want specific advice on the blast-

cleaning process.

Centralization and decentralization in
industrial relations. Helen Baker and
R. R. France. Princeton, University.

Industrial relations section, 1954. 218

pp., «4.00 (U.S.).

The question of centralization and de-

centralization in large industrial concerns

which may have branches separated by
thousands of miles is a very vital one to-

day. This book presents the results of a

survey made by qualified people of this

problem as it affects industrial relations.

The authors first give a background pic-

ture of management attitudes toward
centralization and decentralization, and of

the organizational structure as it was found
in the studies made of the multiplant com-
panies selected for the survey.

The next section deals with the general

responsibility for the industrial relations

function including coordination and con-

trol. The responsibility for decisions on
specific sub-functions is then described.

These cover man-power utilization, wages
and hours of work, and employee security

programs.
The effect of the levei of decision making

on labour and personnel relations is dis-

cussed in the last chapters and a summary
of the survey is presented.

The electrical engineer'8 reference
book, 7th ed. E. MoUoy, M. G. Say,

and R. C. Walker, eds. Toronto, British

Book Service, 1954. irreg. paging,

diagrs., «12.00.

This new edition has kept abreast of

developments in the field of electrical en-

gineering and includes new British Stand-
ards where they apply. Some of the new
sub-sections are: generators for steam and
gas turbine drive, and for hydro-electrir

plant; power station battêries; diesel

power plant; surge protection; controlled

expansion alloys; árgon shielded welding.

The subjects which this reference work
covers are too numerous to list but the\-

include technical data on cables and wires,

switchgear, wiring, illumination, welding,

electric traction, electronics, automatic
control, electricity in mines, agriculture,

aircraft and automobiles; education; elec-

trical literature; rules, regulations, and
supply data.

items are retained beyond the two-
week period.
A library deposit of «5.00 at par in Mont-
real is required, for which two items may
be borrowed at a time. Temporary deposits

(30 days or less) $10.00. Books are sent

anywhere in Canada, and carrying charges
are payable by the member concerned.

Ordering

Any book or pamphlet may be ordered
through the library. Ali publications of

afhliated societies, whether books, pamph-
lets, or periodicals, should be ordered
through the library, as reduced rates are

applicable on these to ali members.
Except in the case of library deposits

please make no payments in advance.
Non-members may consult the library,

but may not borrow material. Please

address ali requests to The Library.

BOOK NOTES

LIBRARY REGULATIONS
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l¥ho*s wasting what? where?

Here's a competent and diligent worker doing what's needed to keep an important pipe Une

operating. How could that be a waste of high-priced maintenance time?

Maybe the waste was in buying valves and fittings that don't last. And in overlooking

the fact that resulting upkeep, at today's maintenance rates especially,

can quickly cancel out price tag "savings."

Waste of that kind can be avoided by thrifty buying. By insisting on better quality

in piping equipment.

That's why buyers in so many plants today are complete information—see your Crane

looking for products that insure longer Ufe, fewer repairs,

less trouble in the Hne. And there's where Crane
Quality shows up best. It's the dependable choice of

thrifty buyers in every industry.

Catalogue—or get in touch ivith your Crane

representatire, Crane Branch or

CRANE LIMITED
Género/ Office:

1170 Beaver Hall Square, Montreal

7 Conadian Factories — 24 Canadian Branches

I-S4I7

CRANE VALVES • FITTINGS • PIPING
PLUMBING • HEATING

NATION-WIDE SERVICE THROUGH BRANCHES, WHOIESALERS and PIUMBING AND HEATING CONTRACTORS
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Crystal rectifiers and transistor».

M. G. Say, ed. Toronto, British Book
Service, 1954. 170 pp., figs., $3.60.

Some of the information in this book is

based on research done by compauies in

both the United States and Britain. It

deals first with the development and prep-
aration of germanium and silicon crys-

tals, and their properties. The types of

crystal rectifiers and transistors which
have been recently developed are de-

scribed, followed by details of the ap-
paratus required for testiiig transistors.

The applications of crystal rectifiers and
transistors, including sound detection and
noise limiting, spot limiting, oscillators

and amplifiers, and experimental circuits,

are covered in the last chapter.

The fundamentais of electric log in-
terpretation. M. R. J. Wyllie. New
York, Academic, 1954. 126 pp., figs.,

$3.60 (U.S.).

The theory underlying the electric log

measurement of spontaneous currents in

boreholes and of the electrical resistivity

of the formations penetrated by the bore-

hole is presented in this work. It does not
describe interpretation procedures and
techniques in any detail, but does discuss

interpretation charts and point out how
they should be used, for example in cal-

culating interstitial water resistivity. The
author also shows how to interpret logs

made by focused current devices and out-

lines the possibilities offered by devices

with shallow penetration of current. The
last section of the book prcsents rules of

interpretation for contact logging devices.

Horizon mining. C. G. Fritzsche and
E. L. J. Potts. Toronto, Nelson, 1954.

614 pp., illus., $15.00.

The author is a German professor who
has written this as a textbook for British

mining engineers who are now making
more use of this type of coal mining.
We find a detailed treatment of the

planning and development of a coal mining
system employing at least two leveis, with
separate leveis for haulage and ventila-

tion. The book has six divisions and each
is well illustrated. The first deals with the

general principies of the horizon and semi-
horizon mining systems, followed by a
section on strata control and subsidence.
In the chapter on development in stone
there is a discussion of driving levei cross-

measure drifts, support of main roadways,
construction of underground chambers and
sinking of staple shafts. The last three sec-

tions cover development in coal, transport

and ventilation.

An appendix, prepared with the assist-

ance of the National Coal Board, describes

several projects undertaken in British coal

fields.

How to use test probes. A. A. Ghirardi
and R. G. Middleton. New York, Rider,

1954. 172 pp., illus., $2.90 (U.S.).

Written for service technicians and be-

ginners this manual is especially useful in

TV receiver servicing. It describes the

function and basic theory of operation

underlying ali types of probes and the cor-

rect methods of using them to obtain their

maximum amount of service.

The testing devices which are covered
here are resistive high-voltage d-c probes,

capacitance-divider high-voltage a-c

probes, resistive circuit-isolation probe,

compensated r-c and cathode-follower
circuit-isolation probes, rectifying probes
for the VTVM, and, íinally, demodulator
probes.

Molesworth's handbook of engineer-
ing formulae and data, 34th ed.

A. P. Thurston, ed. Toronto, British

Book Service, 1953. 1672 pp., diagrs.,

tables, $5.60.

This revised and re-illustrated handbook
is divided into .sections on general matters;
civU and general engineering; mechanical
engineering; and electrical engineering. A
system of main and sub-divisioning for

easy reference has been introduced and
information of mainly historie interest has
been omitted. Each section contains a
large number of tables which condeiLse a
great deal of data.

The General section contains mathe-
matical tables, standards, workshop prac-
tice and material on explosives among
other information. The other three sec-

tions are very comprehensive and provide
a ready reference tool for engineers and
consultants.

Newnes engineer's reference book, 6th
ed. F. J. Camm, ed. Toronto, British
Book Service, 1954. 1970 pp., diagrs.,

$12.00.

The new material which has been added
in this edition indudes transformer and
coke formulae, metric tables, unified screw
thread tables, and watchmakers measure-
ments.
The information contained in this refer-

ence work applies to mechanical, civil,

structural, automobile, and aeronáutica!
engineering. It will also be used by de-

signers, works managers, toolmakers, fit-

ters, die-casters, wire workers, heating andi
ventilating engineers, electro-platers, weld-l

ers, and time and motion study engineers.'

The book is fully indexed and cross-l

referenced so that the best use may be'

made of the material. Many tables, dia-

grams, and formulae add to its importance.

*Norwegian-Engi;sh technical dic-
tionary. John Ansteinsson. Trondheim,
Bruns Bockhandels, New York, Kraus
1954. 327 pp., $7.75 (U.S.).

This is a concise dictionary of the mr)re
important words used in English and
American scientific and technical litera-

tuie. It has been compiled primarily for

translators engaged in translating Nor-
wegian articles into English and for Nor-
wegians studying in the United States.

Obtaining and interpreting test scope
traces. J. F. Rider. New York, Ridci'
1954. 186 pp., illus., $2.40 (U.S.j,

The use of the cathode-ray oscilloscoj^e

in the fields of TV receivers, ÀM-FM radio
receivers, audio amplifiers, power suppiics,
amateur transmitters, and test eciuipment
is covered in this handbook.
The first seven chapters give a non-

mathematical explanation of the shapes of

commonly encountercd waveforms and
examples of their actual appearance. Scope
control is then discus.scd, followed by a
chapter on the causes underlying detc-
riorated voltage waveforms, with illustra-

tions of each kind. The la.st chapters
describes test setups for different kinds of

scope observations.

No attempt is made to present trouljle-

shooting procedures.

On the sensations of tone as a phvsio-
logical basis for the theory of niusic.
H. L. F. Helmholtz. New York, Dover
1954. 576 pp., illus., $4.95 (U.S.).

Reprinted more thaii 90 years after its

first publication, Helmholtz s book is still

fundamental reading for work in phvsio-
logical acoustics. It contains a compre-
hensive analysis of musical sounds, covcr-
ing them from the phvsical, psychological,
physiological and aesthetic viewpoints.
The book covers such pha.ses of musical

acoustics as vibrations, resonance, struc-

ture of the ear, the qualities of tone, com-
binational and deep tones, beats of the
upper partial tones, chords, principies of

musical style, the system of keys, discords

and the laws of progression of parts. The
appendices also contain information on

J. A. WILSON LIGHTING & DISPLAY LTD. LAKESHORE ROAD, TORONTO M, ONT. PHONE CUfford 1-3311
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I

!

gives you a real inferesf

in CANADIAN VICKERS
Coffee from Brazll, tea from Ceylon, Perfumes

from Paris, Broadloom from Scotiand . . . you

constantly use products that were carried to

Canada, and to you, in ships. And that gives

you a real interest in Canadian Vickers . . ;

because, Canadian Vickers builds ships.

Ships that carry Canadian produce to distant

markets and so enrich Canada; ships that bring

good things from far cway places so you can

live a better life. Ships of every type, every size

and every speed to fiíl every shipping need.

And, in times of perii, Canadian Vickers builds

IF INDUSTRY NEEDS I T . . . C A N A D I A N VICKERS BUILDS \T . . BCTTBR

tough, fast, fighting ships to defend our shores,

our homes and our lives.

And so you and every Canadian has a real

interest in Canadian Vickers . . . tlie ships they

build, the industrial Boilers, the Paper machines,

the Chemical and Mining equipment they make

for the things you need.
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MATIOMWIDE
. w« índustry better!

FOR MORE than forty years, Canadian Liquid Air has been helping

to keep Canadian industry "hitting on ali cylinders".

A major supplier of industrial gases, oxy-acetylene and electric

are welding equipment and supplies, L.A.'s nationwide network of

35 plants, with branches, warehouses and dealers—well ovcr 300

complete distributing points— ofFers "close to home" distri-

bution to industries as far east as Newfoundland ... as far west as

Victoria, B.C.

In 1954, to further enlarge this company's distribution network,

a numbcr of new plants were constructed, including a new L.A. plant

at the site of the fabulous Aluminum project at Kitimat, in northern

B.C., and another at Victoria, B.C. These new plants aífirm—once

again—L.A.'s determination to provide the utmost in efficient

Service to the industry of this nation.

Why not investigate the advantages, to your business, of dealing

with L. A.?

L.A.'s Time and Money-Saving Processes

Oxy-Acetylene Welding and Cutting.

Machine Shape Cutting.

Shielded-Metal Are Welding.
Argowelding.
Aircomatic Welding.
Bronze Welding.
Flame Conditioning.
Flame Hardening (and others).

L.A, Industrial and Medicai Gases

Oxygen (gas and liquid).

Acetylene.

Árgon.
Nitrogen (gas and liquid).

Nitrous Oxide (and others).

L.A. Equipment and Supplies

L.A. Welding and Cutting Outfits.

Airco Shape Cutting Machines.
Airco Pipe Cutting and Bevelling Machines.
Miller A.C. and D.C. Are Welders.
Altem Super Bronze Welding Rods.
L.A. Hardfacing Electrodes.

L.A. Miid Steel Electrodes.

Amsco Weldments and Electrodes.

Arcaloy.Stainless Steel Electrodes and others.

LOOK AHEAD WITH L.A

Canadian LIQUID AIR Company
LIMITED

ST. JOHN'S, NFLD., SYDNEY, HALIFAX, MONCTON, QUEBEC, MONTREAL, OTTAWA, TORONTO,
HAMILTON, KITCHENER, LONDON, SARNIA, WINDSOR, PORT ARTHUR, WINNIPEG, REGINA,

SASKATOON, CALGARY, EDMONTON, CRANBROOK, VANCOUVER, VICTORIA, KITIMAT.

L.A. s big, modem electrode

flant, and in the distance,

one of the company' s new oxy-

gen plants, both at Montreal.

sueh .subjects as tHe theory of pipes, the
motion of plucked strings and experiment.s
in the composition of voweis.

Picture book of TV troiibles, v. 1:

Horizontal .4FC-oscillatt>r circuits.
John F. Rider laboratorics í^taff. Newl
York, Rider, 1954. 80 pp., illus., pa.,'

$1.35 (U.S.). I

This is the first in a series of manuais on
TV receiver faults. It covers the four niost

common types of afc-oscillator circuits,

giving a representative schematic diagram
with the important normal waveforms and
then prcsenting the various faults vvhich
have been found in each circuit. Abnornial
picture tube patterns and abnormal wave-
iorms are shown and compared with thcir

normal counterparts.

Power system transients. E. O. Taylor,
ed. Toronto, British Book Service, 1954.

176 pp., figs., $3.60.

Each section of this .symposium has beca
prepared by a leading British electrical en-

1

gineer to make it a reliable reference work
for power system engineers, transmissioii '

engineers and designers of transformers,
switchgear and protective gear.

The results of research and experimenta!
work on voltage and current surges ou
transmission lines or in transformer and i

control equipment connected to the lines
I

are presented in six sections. These covcr
the causes of transients; effects of tran-
sients on plant; protection agairust voltage
transients; measurement of transients;
impulse testing of power transformers;
and calculation of transients.

Production engineering: jig and tool
design, 5th ed. E. J. H. Jones. Toronto,
British Book Service, 1954 (c. 194.S)

324 pp., illus., $3.00.

The new edition of this comprehensivc
work will be interesting to at least two
general classes of readers—the productinn
engineer in charge of the tooling depart-
ment of a plant, and the designer of tools,

jigs and fixtures. Because of the great in-

crease in new designs of machine tools tlic

production engineer must be alert to

recognize their fuU potentiality in his own
organization.

The chapters in this book cover the use,

design and manufacture of tools and jigs.

The first part deals with such general
matters as fits and tolerances, gauges,
cutting-tool materiais, multiple and con-
secutive tooling and tool calculation. More
specific chapters then cover drill jigs, mill-

ing fixtures, broaches, grinding fixtures and
grinding-w^heel form-crushing, boring bars,
and air-operated fixtures. A new chapter
in the fifth edition describes negative rake
machining.
The designs of the jigs and fixtures de-

scribed in this book are related to the most
economical form for the production of

varying quantities of an article, and this

fact will be appreciated by production
managers.

The repair of the small electric motor.
Karl Wilkinson. Toronto, Briti.sh Book
Service, 1954. 180 pp., diagrs., $3.50.

This is a practical, not a theoreticai,
manual on the maintenance and overhaul
of electric motors up to 1 hp., excluding
major repairs and actual rewinding. These
standard types have been selected and
their usual troubles discussed: the single-
phase motor; the automatic switch; the
rotor and stator winding; three-<> motors;
repulsion, repulsion induction, and re-
pulsion-start, induction-run motors; d-c.
motors. The author also covers the re-
assembling, testing, and fitting of new
bearings, small electric tools and connec-
tions for small motors.
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FIRSr STEP TO

LOMER
PRODUCn

You can't escape the fact . . . you're fighting in

a buyers' market now and, to meet your

competition, production costs must come

down. That's just where air power scores

and that's where ATLAS-COPCO air tools

can help you. There's a tool for almost

every job in the ATLAS-COPCO round-up

—

a tool that can do more work, more effectively,

with less maintenance cost—and

therefore cheaper. When the sales force

cries for prices to meet the market,

it's high time to talk to Copco.

FOR HEAVY-DUTYGRINDING—Light but
powerful straight and surface grinders.
Non-wearing governors eliminate over-
speeding; simplified design with fewer
parts for easy maintenance; extra large
oil reservoirs and silencing chambers;
bali bearings throughout.

FOUNDRY RAMMERS—Bench sizes have
unique arrangement to prevent piston
rod from turning but still permit use of
round rod with more durable packings.
AU models are lighter and unusually
smooth in operation to reduce operator
fatigue.

THEREÍS AN ATLAS-COPCO

AIR TOOL fOR ÍVÍRY NÍED

Head Office: Metropolitan BIvd., Dorval, Ooe.

Mail Address: Montreal A.M.F., Que.

Bronch Offices- Truro, N.S. • Monlreal, P.O. • Toronto, Ont.

Kirkiand late, Ont. • Port Arthur, Ont. • Voncouyer, B.C.

METAL DRILLS—Illustrated is the Atlas-

Copco LBB 41 Vs" drill. High capacity,

low air consumption, light weight. Parti-

cularly useful in repair and fitting shops.

CHIPPING AND RIVETING HAMMERS—Six

years on the job in the mining industry

prove that Atlas-Copco air tools out-

perform, outlast other types

—

and cost less.

CANADIAN
Service ftepreienfofives: St. Johrís, Nfld., Truro, N.S., Balhunl,
N.B., Sherbrooke, P.O., Quebec City, Montreal, P.O., Toronto,
Ont., Sudbury, Ont., SautI Sle. Marie, Onl., Kirkiand Lake, Onl.,
Timmins, Onf., Norondo, P.O., Val d'Or, P.O., Port Arthur, Ont.,
Red toke, On(., Edmonton, Alta., Nelson, B.C., Kamloops, B.C.,
Prínce Ruper», B.C., Voncouver, B.C.

Cepco LTD.

ROCK DRILLS

DRILL STEELS

COMPRESSORS
AIR TOOLS
PAINT SPRAY EQUIPMENT

CS—4M
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An illustrated dictionary of connections

in common use is found at the back of the
book.

*The scientific basis of road design.
F. L. D. Woolterton. Toronto, Mac-
millan, 1954. 364 pp., figs., $11.75.

(Roadmaker's Library, volume XIV)

.

The greater part of this book is a study
of soil properties, soil constants, and soil

phenomena, including classification, chem-
istry and physics, electrochemistry, vol-

ume changes, and selection of materiais.

The last third covers design of subgrades
and embankments, base courses, shoulders,

and surface courses with their associated

structures. Emphasis is on use of local soUs
for the construction of low-cost roads.

References are listed after each chapter.

*Steam, air, and gas power, 5th ed.

W. H. Severns, H. E. Degler, J. C.

Miles. New York, Wiley, 1954. 502 pp.,
illus., $6.50.

Basic Information on heat-power theory,

equipment, and practice for a first course
in the subject is provided in this standard
text. In revising the book the authors
have reduced material on steam engines to

one chapter and have modernized treat-

ment of auxiliaries and equipment. There
is a new chapter on refrigeration, and new
material on centrifugal and axial-flow fans,

oils and gases, and gas turbines.

Strategy for the West. John Slessor.

Toronto, British Book Service, 1954.

162 pp., $2.25.

This book will be of general interest to

those interested in the question of national
armament and the balance of power in the
world. The author presents his theory of

what a "world war" means today when
nuclear and thermonuclear weapons may
force nations to live together in a more
or less peaceful way.
The manner of dealing with communism

abroad and at home is discussed, as well

as the role of the United Nations, in keeping
Rússia confined to certain limits. A new
concept of the importance of the airforce,

army and navy is presented by the author
who is a marsiial of the R.A.F.
The last section, which discusses the

European Defence Community and N.A.
T.O., is especially interesting in view of
recent devolopments in Europe.

*Strength and resistance of metais.
J. M. Lessells. New York, Wiley, 1954.
450 pp., illus., $10.00.

Essentially an enlargement of Part II of

Applied Elasticity by Timoshenko and the
present author, this volume for advanced
students and engineers centers on the be-
havior of steel under stress, but considers
also non-ferrous alloys and cast iron in

cases where their behavior differs from
steel. Individual chapters treat tension,
overstrain, terisile properties at high tem-
peratures, mechanical wear, etc, and three
chapters are devoted to fatigue and fatigue
failures. Bibliographical footnotes are in-

cluded.

A treatise on applied hydraulics, 4th
ed., rev. and enl. Herbert Addison.
Toronto, British Book Service, 1954.
724 pp., illus., $9.65.

This is a general book on the principies
of hydraulic engineering. In this edition a
brief collection of biographical notes on
some of the leaders in the field of hydrau-
lics has been added, and the subject matter
has been revised.

Part I deals with fundamental principies
and discusses liquids at rest and in motion;
flow through orifices, over weirs, through
cloeed conduits and along open channels;
dynamic pressure of liquids; radial and
rotary motion of liquids.

The practical applications contained in

Part II include pipes and pipe systems,

control of water in open channels, hydrau-
lic turbines, pumping machinery, hydraulic

A bibliography of atomic power and
related topics for the non-specialist.
Chalk River, Atomic energy of Canada
Itd., 1954. 87 pp. (Publicatibn No. 114).

Basic naval architecture, 2nd ed. K. C.

Barnaby. Toronto, McGraw-Hill, 1954.

460 pp., figs., tables, $8.75.

Calculation, design and testing of re-

inforced concrete, 2nd ed. K. L. Rao.
Toronto, Pitman, 1953. 424 pp., figs.,

35/-.

Choosing electric cables. C. C. Barnes.

Manchester, Emmott, 1954. 40 pp., 3/6.

(Mechanical world monograph. No. 67).

Empire and commonwealth year book,
1954-55. R. S. Russell, ed. London,
Newman Neame, 1954. 529 pp., 45/-.

Engineering dynaniics. v. 3. Steam
turbines; v. 4. Internai combustion
engines. C. B. Biezeno and R. Gram-
mel. London, Blackie, 1954. v. 3.,

264 pp., figs., 40/-; v. 4., 282 pp., figs.,

50/-.

Engineering units and the Stroud
convention. F. W. Thorne and A. C.

Walshaw. London, Blackie, 1954. 29

pp., 3/6.

Handbook of hydraulics. H. W. King.
4th ed. rev. by E. F. Baxter. Toronto,
McGraw-Hill, 1954. irreg. paging, figs.,

tables, $9.75.

Hiring practices and labor competi-
tion. R. A. Lester. Princeton University,

Industrial relations section, 1954. 108

pp., $2.50 (U.S.).

Metals properties. Handbook. Americ-
an society of mechanical engineers, ed.

by S. L. "Hoyt. Toronto, McGraw-Hill,
1954. 433 pp., tables, $13.50.

American society for testing materiais.
Special technical publications:

No. 156—Symposium on dynamic test-

ing of soils. No. 161—Symposium on tem-
perature stability of eíectrical insulating
materiais. No. 167—Symposium on die.sel

fuels.

American water works association.
Tentative specifications:

AWWA B702-54T—Sodium silicofluo-

ride.

Association of consulting manage-
ment engineers:

How the management consulting pro-
fession serves American business.

Association of short-circuit testing
authorities. Publications:

ASTA no. 15—Rules for the unit test-

ing of circuit-breakers for making-capacity
and breaking-capacity.

British electricity authority:

Sixth report and accounts, 1953-4.

Canada. Department of agrículture.
Prairie farm rehabilitation adminis-
tration. Design bulletins:

No. 2—Hydraulic design of outlet transi-
tion and stílling basin for single barreled
conduits.

transmission and storage of energy, and
hydraulic measurements.
A sixteen-page bibliography is an im-

portant feature of this reference book.

The physics of particle size analysis.

A conference . . . held . . . April, 1954.

London, Institute of physics, 1954.

218 pp., illus.

Nickel in iron and steel. A. M. Hall.

New York, Wiley, 1954. 595 pp., figs.,

tables, $10.00.

Non-ferrous foundry metallurgy. A. J.

Murphy, ed. Toronto, McGraw-Hill,
1954. 497 pp., illus., $15.50.

Operations research. Bibliography.
Cleveland, Public library, 1954. 4 pp.,

$0.25.

Practical gear design. D. W. Dudley.
Toronto, McGraw-Hill, 1954. 335 pp.,

illus., $8.50.

Principies of mass and flow produc-
tion. F. G. Woollard. London, Iliffe, for

Mechanical handling, 1954. 195 pp.,

illus., 25/-.

Quantum mechanics. F. Mandl. To-
ronto, Butterworth, 1954. 232 pp., $5.80.

Soil mechanics in road fíonstruction.

C. F. Armstrong. Toronto, Macmillan,
1950. 215 pp., illus., $5.75.

Strength of materiais, 2nd ed. Joseph
Marin and J. \. Sauer. Toronto, Mac-
millan, 1954. 518 pp., figs., $6.75.

Titanium and titanium alloys. J. L.

Everhart. New York, Reinhold, 1954.

184 pp., $3.00 (U.S.).

Welding for engineers. Harry Udin,

E. R. Funk and John Wulff. New York,
Wiley, 1954. 430 pp., figs., $7.50.

World list of abbreviations of scienti-

fic, technological and commercial
organizations. F. A. Buttress. London,
HiU, 1954. 261 pp., 18/-.

Canada. Dominion bureau of statis-

tics

:

Construction in Canada, 1952-1954.
Canada. National research council.

Thirty-seventh annual report, 1953-54.

Canada. National research council.
Associate committee on soil and
snow mechanics. Technical memo-
randum

:

No. 29—Construction and maintenance
of roads over peat, by F. B. Dryburgh and
E. R. McKillop.

Canadian eíectrical association:

Sixty-fourth annual convention, 1954,
proceedings.

Royai institute of technology, Stock-
holm. Transactions:

No. 84—Lateral stability of bridge
arches braced with transverse bars, by
Lars Ostlund.

Smithsonian institution. Publica-
tions:

No. 4153—The push-button factory, by
F. K. Shallenberger.

Underwriters' Laboratories of Canada.
Standards:

C58—Proposed revision of standard for

underground storage tanks for hazardous
liquids.

BOOKS RECEIVED

TECHNICAL BULLETINS
AND

PAMPHLETS RECEIVED
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Near Galveston, Texas rests the huU
of the "HAYDITE" concrete ship

"Selma" launched in 1919 and beach-

ed some years later. For 35 years the

"HAYDITE" concrete in the hull had

endured thousands of cycles of wet-

ting and drying. In 1953, physical

examination showed that ".
. . the con-

crete was in excellent condition and

the reinforcing steel showed no dete-

rioration whatsoever even though in

most places it had only ^ inch cover".

"HAYDITE" aggregate is a pure

iron-bearing high silica-alumina

iorain shale, produced in rotary kilns

at temperatures exceeding 2000°
Fahrenheit. This intense heat burns
out ali foreign matter, and causes an
explosive expansion of the shale creat-

ing myriads of microscopic, totally-

enclosed non-interconnecting air

bubbles, each in its own vitreous shell.

This is "HAYDITE"—a remarkably
durable lightweight aggregate (con-

crete made with "HAYDITE" aggre-

gate weighs 33% less than sand and
gravei concrete) that is chemically

inert, has amazing strength, and is

highiy resistam to both fire and
humidity.

Let US tell you about "HAYDITE" for poured-ín-place struc-

tural reinforced concrete; for precast roof and floor slobs;

for roof and floor fill; for refractory concrete; for gunítíng

applications, and for buildíng blocks.

*Registered Trade Mark

THE Cooksville Company l.mted

general soles qffices: 1055 Yonge Street, Toronto

montreal: Aerocrete Construction Co. Ltd., 2501 Lakefield Ave., Montreal Eost
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United States. Mational bureau of
standards. Applied mathematics se-

ries:

No. 32—Table of sine and cosine in-

tegrais for arguments from 10 to 100-

No. 34—Table of the gamma function for

complex arguments. No. 39—Contribu-
tions to the solution of systems of linear

equations and the determination of eigen-

values.

Members may borrow any but the cur-

rent issue of the periodicals listed below.

Automation. Monthly. $10.00 p.a. v. 1.,

n. 1., August 1954. Pub. by Penton Pub.
Co., Cleveland 13, Ohio.

BuUetin CIB. Bimonthly. Pub. by The
International councU for building re-

search studies and documentation, Dier-
gaardesingel 75, Rotterdam.

Chartered mechanical engineer.
Monthly. $15.00 p.a. Pub. by the Insti-

tution of mechanical engineers, Storey's

Gate, St. James's Park, London, S.W. 1.

Control engineering. Monthly. $4.00
p.a. V. 1., no. 1, Sept. 1954. Pub. by
McGraw-Hill Pub. Co., 330 W. 42nd St„
New York 36.

Corrosion prevention and control.
Monthly. $5.00 p.a. Holland House,
140 Cromwell Road, London, S.W. 7.

Institution of mining engineers»
Transactions. Monthly. 15/- per no.

Pub. by the Institution, Salisbury
House, Finsbury Circus, London, E.C. 2.

Instrunient society of America. Jour-
nal. Monthly. $5.00 p.a. Pub. by the
Society, 1319 AUegheny Ave., Pittsburg,
Pa.

American society for testing materiais,
1916 Race Street, Philadelphia 3,
Pa.

A.S.T.M. Standards on adhesives
(with related information), $1.75
(U.S.).

In this specification ali the ASTM
methods of test relating to adhesives are
brought together. In addition to adhesives
in general there are standards for rubber
cements, brake shoe adhesives and vul-
canized rubber and electrical insulation.

Definitions of terms and methods of test

are included under each section. The
specifications cover such properties as
storage life, strength, tensile, working life

and resistance to chemical reagents.

ASTM standards on copper and copper
alloys, pa., $5.00.

This compilation includes in their latest

forni 123 ASTM standards, covering 108
specifications; 10 test methods; 2 clas-

sifications: one of coppers, the other of
cast copper-base alloys; 2 recommended
practices: one for tension test specimens
for copper-base alloys for sand castings,
and one for designating significant places
in specified limiting values; and one hard-
ness conversion table for cartridge brass.
New material comprises specifications

and test methods for: round chromium-
copper wire for electronic devices; seam-
less copper tube for refrigeration field

service; copper and copper-alloy die for-

gings (hot-pressed) ; soft or annealed
coated copper conductors for use in hook-
up wire for electronic equipment; copper-

United States. National bureau of
standards. Miscellaneous publica-
tions.

No. 212—Report of the 39th national

conference on weights and measures, 1954.

United States. Highway research
board

:

Thirty-third annual meeting, 1954, pro-
ceedings.

Instrumentation. Quarterly. Pub. by
Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co.,

Philadelphia 44.

Magazine of concrete research. 3/6 per
no. Pub. by Cement and concrete assoe,
52 Grosvenor Gardens, London, S.W. 1.

Operations research society of Amer-
ica. Journal. Irreg. $6.00 p.a. Pub. by
the Society, 6410 Connecticut Ave.,

Chevy Chase, Maryland.

Post office electrical engineer's Jour-
nal. Quarterly. 2/6 per no. Pub. by
G.P.O., Alder Hou.se, Aldersgate, Lon-
don, E.C. 1.

Scope. Monthly. 30/- p.a. Pub. by Crea-
tive Journals, 9 Grosvenor St., London,
W. 1.

Stork review. Irreg. Pub. by Koninklijke
Machinefabriek Gebr. Stork, Hangelo,
Holland.

Technical journal of the Brush group.
Quarterly. Pub. l)y the Brush group,
Duke's Court, St. James's, London,
S.W. 1.

Yale scientific. Monthly. $2.00 p.a.

244-A Yale Station, New Haven, Conn.

zinc-manganese alloy (manganese brass)
sheet and strip ; nickel-tin bronze castings

;

determination of cross-sectional area of

stranded conductors; and stiffness of bare
soft square and rectangular copper wire
for magnet wire fabrication.

Standards cover: specifications for elec-

trical conductors; plate, sheet, rolled bar,

and strip; rod, bar, and shapes; non-
ferrous metaLs; wire; pipe and tube, ingot;
sand and die castings; filler metal; and
methods of test for copper and copper-
alloys.

British standards, British standards
institution, 2 Park Street, London,
W. 1. British standards are available
from the Canadian standards as-
socia tion, National research build-
ing, Ottawa, Canada.

B.S. 1054: 1954—Engineers' compara-
tors for externai measurement. 2/6
Comparators are now made with mag-

nification factors of 10,000 and over. The
standard has, accordingly, been revised
and, while it relates primarily to compara-
tors of the vertical type, it may be
adopted for horizontal types. In addition
to stating requirements for features such
as work-table, measuring anvil, pointer,
scale, etc, standards of performance are
laid down and tolerances on scale readings
are specified in inches and millimetres for

comparators of various degrees of sen-
sitivity within the range covered.

B.S. 2501:1954 — Manufacture and
testing of refrigerating cabinets
(reach-in type). 3/-.

B. S. 2509: 1954 — Layout of periodi-
cals: a guide for editors and pub-!
lishers. 3/-.

The standard deals with data for iden-,

tification of periodicals; the presentation,

of the contents, and matters relating to

individual issues; the periodical as a
bound volume; special problems such as

changes of size and title, amalgamation
and division. The last section makes re-

commendations for supplements, series,

reports and symposia which are similar

to periodicals. In general it covers scienti-

fic, technical and other periodicals used
for reference over a long period.

Canadian standards, Canadian stand-
ards association, National research
building, Ottawa, Canada.

C.S.A. B78.1-1954—Mechanical en-
gineering drawing standards. $1.75.

This publication makes available for the
first time in Canada a comprehensive
standard on drawing office practice. The
standard covers the field of mechanical
engineering drawings under the following

sections:

1. Drawing sizes, format, title blocks,

revision blocks, etc.

2. Lines, lettering, scale, notes and
abbreviations.

3. Views, projections, sections and
cross-hatching.

4. Drawing conventions.
5. Dimensioning.
6. Tolerancing.
7. Machining and roughness symbols.

Over 150 drawings illustrate the points
covered by the text. Of particular interest

in the section on tolerancing is that part
dealing with geometrical tolerances for

straightness, flatne.ss, parallelism, square-
ness, angularity, concentricity and the
specification of symmetry and position.

C.S.A. C22.2 No. 71: 1954 — Construc-
tion and test of portable electric
tools. $1.00.

Potentials up to and including 250
volts between conductors are specified,

with application to hand tools, transport-
able and bench tools, and electro-magnetic
tools. Specification details such as con-
struction and input, marking, and tests

are included. .

C.S.A. C22.2 No. 99: 1954 — Construc-
tion and test of domestic electric
ironing niachines. $1.00.

This specification concerns both port-

able and stationary domestic ironing ma-
chines, either with or without automatic
temperature control for potentials of 250
volts or less. It does not apply to com-
mercial or industrial types of laundry
ironing machines.

C.S.A. 080 series—Specifications for
wood preservation. $15.50 series.

The 35 specifications in this series are
intended as a manual of good practice for

operations pertaining to chemically-pre-
served wood. The first group of standards
deals with analysis methods of creosote, of

water-borne preservatives and fire-retard-

ant formulations, and of oil-borne pre-

servatives among others. The second group
deals with procedures in treating various
timber products, e.g. preservative treat-

ment of piles, polés, posts, and crossties by
pressure methods. Conversion factors and
correction tables are covered in one group
and types of preservatives in another. The
miscellaneous group of standards includes
instructions for the inspection of pre-

servative treatment of wood, for the care
of pressure-treated wood after treatment,
and a glossary of terms used in wood
preservation.

NEW PERIODICALS IN
THE LIBRARY IN 1954

STANDARDS REVIEWED
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aUEBEC

BUILDS BRIPGES

OF

oncrete
made of Canada

Cement for economy

and low maíntenance

The Quebec Government appreciates the

advantages of concreta in bridge construction,

They know that concreta ofFers mora than

any other building material at a comparable price.

Its low first cost, its minimum maíntenance expense,

íts fine appearance that blends harmoniously with the

surrounding territory—concrete has everything to

recommend it for any and every construction project.

Naturally the best concrete is made with Canada Cement.

j
Reinforced Concrete Bridge at St.

Clothilde, near Drummondville, P.Q.

(Contractor: CORMIER LTD., Victoria-

ville, P.Q.)

CcmCIClCI Cenieilt Cempany Limited
CANADA CEMENT 8L//tD/NG, PHILLIPS SQUARE, MONTREAL

SALES OFFICES: MONCTON, QUEBEC, MONTREAL. OTTAWA. TORONTO. WINNIPEG. CALGARY
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Appointments and Transfers
Lincoln Electric Conipany.—At a ix-

cent meeting of the Board of Directors,

R. G. Alison was elected vice-president

in-charge-of sales of the Lincoln Elec-

tric Company of Canada Limited, Lea-

side, Ontário.

Mr. Aliíon has been with Lincoln

Electric Company since 1937 when he

graduated from the University of To-
ronto, Faculty of Applied Science.

Fraser Conipanies. — V. H. Emory,
manager of manufacturing — pnlp and
paperboard, Fraser Companies, Limited
here, recently announced several staff

appointments. C. T. Clark has been
appointed manager of the company's
Edmunston mills succeeding Mr. Emory.
G. C. Beatteay has been named man-
ager of the Atholville mill of the com-
pany's subsidiary, Restigouche Com-
pany, Limited. He succeeds Mr. Clark
in this position. E. O. Houghton suc-

ceeds Mr. Beatteay as sulphite mill

superintendent at Edmundston and L.

G. Sears assumes Mr. Houghton's forrner

position as superintendent of the Athol-
ville mill. H. G. Larlee has been ap-

pointed groundwood and woodhandling
sujjerintendent at Edmundston succeed-
ing Mr. Sears.

•
Don Mills Developments.—T. H. Bart-

ley, former general manager of the Tor-
onto Industrial Commission, has been
ai)pointed Industrial Consultant to Don
Mills Developments Limited.
A graduate in civil engineering from

the University of Toronto, Mr. Bartley
was employed by the federal govern-
ment in the field of industrial research
prior to joining the Toronto Industrial

Commission to pursue similar work in

193L He was made general manager of

the Commission in 1937 and held that
post until his retirement earlier this

vear.

•
J. R. Philips and A. Lauder.—Follow-
ing the appointment of T. Lindsay as
Executive Vice-President, the Board of

Directors of Phillips Electrical Com-
pany (1953) Limited announce the fol-

lowing changes in organization : J. R.
Philips, a member of the Board and
vice-president (operations), has been ap-

pointed to the new position of vice-

president (finance). A. Lauder, present-

ly works manager, is appointed vice-

president (production and engineering).

E. J. Thomas will succeed Mr. Lauder
as works manager.

Public Works.—Works Minister Win-
((Ms announced recently that following

completion of temporary assignments,
three sénior members of the staff of the

Harbours and Rivers Engineering
Brandi of the Department of Public

Works are returning to their previous
positions.

J. M. Vogin has returned to his office

as Ottavva District Engineer following

his temporary assignmcnt to a position

under Harbours and Ri\ers Engineer-
ing Branch Chief Engineer, A. A. An-
derson.

C. W. Morgan, who has been .substi-

tuting for Mr. Vogin in Ottawa goe.s

back to his regular position as district

engineer for the Department of Public
Works at Toronto.

C. A. Stocking who has been acting

district engineer at Toronto during Mr.



ELD UP
1

1%

2HOUI^Í

he speed of erection offered

by steel overcomes costly delays to vital

Services. When Dominion Bridge

erected this structure over Montreal's

Metropolitan Boulevard, rail traffic was held up

for only 12 hours on this important CNR line.

Dominion Bridge, Canada' s most experienced fabricator

of steel írame buildings and bridges, can help you

combine speed and economy with the strength,

durability and adaptability oí steel.

*Ofíier Divisions: Alechon/co/, Platework, fioi7«r, Warehous»

Plants ah MONTREAL, OHAWA, TORONTO, WINNIPEG, CALGARY, VANCOUVER

Assoe. Company Plants at: AMHERST. N.S., QUEBEC, SAULT STE-MARIE. EDMONTON
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Morgan's special toiír of duty in Ot-
tawa, returns to his former position in

the Harbours and Rivers Engineering
Branch at Toronto.

Canadian Westinghoiise. — Increased
participatiou in tlie rapidly-expanding
electronic tube industry by the Cana-
dian Westinghoiise Company has
broiight about a structural reorganiza-

tion of the firm's lamp-tube division,

A. V. Roe Canada Limited Beconií-s
Three Company Group.—A n o t h e r

major move in the steady advance of

A. V. Roe Canada Limited was an-
nounced on December 2. Two new com-
panies are formed and a third is ac-

quired, to make up a three-company
operating group, with A. V. Roe Can-
ada Limited as the parent company.
Crawford Gordon, Jr., president and

general manager, announced the group
is to be made up of these three com-
panies:
Avro Aircraft Limited — whieh is

formed out of the Aircraft Division,
currently employing about 10,000.

Orenda Engines Limited — formed out
of the Gas Turbine Division, currently
employing about 6,000. Canadian Steel

Improvement Limited, producer of pre-

cision forgings in a wide range of ma-

which formerly operated as a single

unit.

Two separata divisions have now been
establLshed ynder general manager L.

A. McCalpin. H. E. Rice, formerly man-
ager of the company's television-radio

division at Brantford, Ontário, has re-

turned to Hamilton to manage the

newly-created tube division. He is suc-

ceeded by Ricardo Muniz who former-

ly held the post of operations manager
at the extensiva television facilities at

Brantford.

terials, employing about 400, which is

bought outrigiit by A. V. Roe Canada
Limited. A plant expansion program is

underway for this company which will

include a light alloy foundry.
Operating heads of the three com-

panies are: Avro Aircraft Limited —
Fred T. Smye ; Orenda Engines Limited
— Walter R. McLachlan ; Canadian
Steel Improvement Limited — Cyril J.

Luby.
•

Canadian Sirocco.—The Canadian
Sirocco Company, Limited, Windsor,
Ontário announce the opening of their

Vancouver Office located in the Shelly
Building, 119 West Pender Street, Van-
couver 3, B.C., and the appointment of

A. L. Pike íis Vancouver branch man-
ager.

Mr. Pike graduated from the Liver-
pool Technical College ia England asi

an Electrical Engineer and after service I

during the war years with the Royai |_

Navy came to Canada in 1946 as salesll,

engineer for A. R. W^illiams Machineiy

'

Western Limited.
•

I

Warnock and Hersey Merger.—In a

joint statement by Byron T. Kerr, pres-

ident of Charles Warnock and Company,
Limited, (established 1926), and È.

Peter Hersey, president of The Hersey
Laboratories Limited, (formerly the
Milton Hersey Company Limited estab-

lished 1888), announcement is made of

the merger of these two old-established

companies under the new name of The
Warnock Hersey Company Ltd.
As a result of this merger, the new

company will become one of the largest

inspection, appraisal, and testing com-
panies in Canada, serving the construc-

tion, manufacturing, railroad, pulp and
paper, petroleum, public Utilities and
other fields.

Concurrently with this change, the

new company announces the opening of

a modern head office and laboratory

building in Montreal, and a new branch
office and laboratory in Edmonton,
Alta. The staffs of both companies will

continue to operate the company. These
staffs have been augmented by a large

number of engineers, chemists and other

technicipns at the head office and nine

branch offices and laboratories through-
out Canada.

New Equipment and Developments

FOR COMFORT OR
PROCESS HEATING

Providing consistent, dependable hot air for

space or process heating is simple when you
use Chromalox Electric Heaters. Ready to-

use units are available for permanent or port-

able mounting; or you can build banks of

heaters for specialized uses in air ducts, heat
exchangers, ovens and other applications.

Económica! around-the-clock service with

minimum maintenance; rapidly reached, ac-

curately controlled temperatures; wide selec-

tion to meet specific needs.

FOR MORE KNOW-HOW
Write for Catalog 50
which shows Chromalox
Electric Heaters for ose
in offices, plants and
homei.

SB-2e

€|Kli©Mâ\IL©>r<
SLBCTRiC HBAT FOR MODERN INDUSTRY

The Canadian Chromalox Co. Ltd.
251 Queen St. E.. Toronto. Ont.

E.LC. Annual
Meeting

May 11-12-13, 1955
Royai York Hotel,

Toronto, Ont.

May 23-24-25, 1956
Montreal, Que.

June 12-13-14, 1957
Banff, Alberta
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M Production
of the

Calculating Machine
by

Henry A. Spencer, M.E.I.G.
Industrial Engineer.

Research Council of Alberta.

Mass production of a precision product such as a calculating machine is a

complex operation, due to the critica! nature of materiais and dimensional

tolerances. The author has clearly related lhe importance of the nianufacturinfr

and business methods applicable to the successfui production of such a machine.

This paper is of a type infrequently published in the Journal. Its contents will

be a welcome addition, particularly to industrial engineers.

One of the most ingenious ap-

plications of engineering skill is the

i

mass production of a calculating

j

machine. (Fig. 1.) Within covers the

size of a typewriter, mathematical
problems are solved by mechanical
actions. One merely selects numbers
and the operation to be performed,
and the machine does the rest. Evcn

, a square root problem requires the
I depression of only one button.

When the machine is operated
with the covers removed it is ap-
parent that many parts act at high
speed to accomplish the calcidation.

Their movements are described in

the accompanying illustration.

Close examination of each part
reveals that it has been made by
mass-production tools. There have
been adjustments but no expensive
filting by hand. Since there are a
large number of cooperating parts,

inaccuracy in any one of these may
be multiplied by leverage in another
part of the machine. Close toler-

ances on dimensions are therefore
necessary. These things are achieved
by good control of tooling and as-

seinbly, and, first of ali, by the
careful planning of experienced
designers.

Origin of Idcas f<)r Design

Calculators usually are designed
by a group of research engineers
vvho have developed the ability of

mechanical and structural visual-
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ization. Mention a possible new
machine function to these men and
they immediately picture the tim-

ing, layout and relation of parts

—whether there will be an inter-

ference or a difíicult manufacturing
problem. They begin to invent and
suggest ways of achieving the

function. So much is invented that

a staff of patent lawyers is

maintained to protect new ideas.

The ideas for an entirely new
calculator or for a new feature may
come from maiiy directions. The
sales and service staffs are the eyes

and ears of any organ ization. Their

reports from the field often decide

the cour.se of action to be taken.

Within the organization, the man-
ufacturing department may ask for



a modification or redesign for sim-

pler construction and assembly. In
the research department an en-

gineer niay invent something com-
pletely new which the sales depart-

ment will find is valuable to the

potential customer.

Although the machines as origin-

ally designed are workable, they
may not be econoniically produc-
ible nor foolproof. For insta nce they
may be noisy, or awkward to

operate, or may have hidden defects

which an operator encounters in

special applications. To overcome
these faults, the machine must go
through a period of development.
The length and difficulty of this

period dcpends largely on the en-

gineer's abiHty to adapt ideas to

manufacturing practice.

Design Background in Manufacturing
Methods

The engineer who works as a
designer is famihar with his shop.
From his knowledge of the mach-
ines which will produce parts
quickly and cheaply, he learns how
to develop new parts which can be
made easily in these machines.

Several types of machines used in

modern calculator manufacturing
turn out quantity with jjrecision.

The x\utomatic Screw Machines,
commonly called "Automatics",
usually make round parts, and do
many cutting, drilling and milling
operations simultaneously, rather
than in sequence. TJntil they are
finish machined, the parts may be
held on the rod from which they are
turned. With the use of "needle
bar" (pre-ground stock) accuracy
may be had econoniically by the
elimination of separate part grind-
ing-

For flat parts, the punch press
works like a cookie cutter. Some-
times the parts are formed or have
other operations performed in dif-

ferent stages of the same die. A
strip of metal is forced into one side

of the press. As the die goes up, a
movable stop positions the strip,

and the die closes to punch out part
of the pattern. The stop pushes
aside to aliow the strip to be moved
into a new position, where it lines

up with more punohes.

On the next stroke of the die, a
complete part may be punched out
of the strip over the first holes, and
at the same time the first holes put
into the strip for the next part. The
die described would be called a two-
stage progressive die or "follow"
die. Parts falling into the bin will

have small burrs on the edges, since
they are cut by shearing. The burrs
are removed by belt slicking or

tumbling in suitable compounds.
Moulding with plastics or die

casting machines eliminate costly

practices. Dies for both machines
can be made so accurate that parts

are more interchangeable than if

individually machined. Sometimes a
network of parts is produced on
nmners in star or grid shapes. Parts
are removed at a thin section by
manual fracture of this "neck". For
certain plastic applications, double
injection of diíFerent colours is

performed. Keytops and diais are

made in this way.
These machines work best in

certain specialized operations. The
type of design governs the kind of

machine used, and the machine
governs shape and size of part de-

signed. In every case the designer

who is on friendly terms with tool

and die makers will have the oppor-
tunity to learn. For instance, on
their advice he may find it best to

round corners on die made parts

to make the die last longer. For
sectional dies, however, parts of the
die are ground separately and then
fitted together. In this case it may
be wiser to design a sharp corner.

\ great deal depends on regional

tool practice in the particular shop
for which the design is being made.

Design from Layout to Production

The engineer has an idea which he
puts on paper in the forni of au en-

larged "layout" or scale drawing of

the mechanisni. Accuracy here is

maintained by the use of high
quality paper and Instruments, in-

cluding a magnifying glass. Experi-
mental parts made from detailed
drawings of this "layout" are tried

in actual machines by "mechanic-
critics", who test them for ease of

assembly and performance. Some-
times three or four prototype ma-
chines, each consisting of thousands
of parts, are built solely for study.

Often new parts must be fitted

into an existing machine. The
square root machine is a typical
example of an exceptional achieve-
ment. This kind of design demands
complete knowledge of ali parts and
their .sequence of operation. A de-
signer probably will not be a
mechanic, but is in close contact
with mechanics and learns operation
patterns and sequences from them.
Occasionally the new part will

cause an interference with another
part of the machine. The mechanic
may be able to readjust the machine
for clearance, or the design may
require modification.

When parts have been made and
tried successfully in the machine
they are observed further by a test

engineer. A breakdown test is ar-

ranged. If the parts require it, they
may be subjected to artificial ship-

ping shocks or cold or lieat treat-

ments, to determine their reliability.

Carbon brushes are tested with
several new brush holder designs

to see which type has the greatesi

life. In this case on and oíT switchcs

are timed to duplicate the action

which is most like that found iii

service. To determine life spaii,

automatic controls are set up to ruri

the machine continuou.sly until some
part breaks down.

After this testing has determined
the worth of the newly designed
parts, more of the same design are

made up to try in the assembly line.

Since the new parts will aíTect the

production quotas of ali who as-

semble them, line workers are con-

structively criticai. A group of

trained inspectors and assembly
line foremen check the process of

putting in new parts, and report any
assembly jiroblems.

The machines thus specially built

are tagged for observation. When
the research project has been launch-
ed by the requests of distributors in

the field, these men receive the first

experimental machines with newly
designed hand-made parts. Records
are kept of performance, and the

designer is informed of their success.

When the design has proved its

worth, the research manager sends
his authorization to the factory

manager and the plant gets ready for

production of the engineer's design.

Factory Management

The factory manager is resjion-

sible for factory administration,

production and tooling. He is ad-
viser to top managenient on the
state of manufacturing, and de-

cides at what time the factory can
best go into production of a new
group of parts. When new machines
are needed, or expansion or cut-

backs required, it is his good judg-
ment which helps keep the company
on an even keel.

A progressive factory nianager
may be responsible for the intro-

duction of modern methods, and
by skilful manipulation of the re-

sources at his disposal, may puU the
factory through a difficult period.

Often he can put the sales force

ahead of competition by organizing
a speedy tooling-up program for a
new feature or machine model.

Production Engineering

Production engineering adminis-
trates the factory manager's orders.

Information from every branch of

the factory is gathered, and central

records are kept of every part made.
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For a complex machine like a calcu-

lator, the records are necessarily

complex. They are constantly chang-

ing with improvements in parts and

I'

assembly methods.

The production engineering staff

prepares final drawings, standardiz-

ed as to tolerances and technique.

Prints from these are issued to the

tool design department, which works
out changes in existing tools or

designs new ones. Production engi-

neers then check over the drawings
and issue tool orders to the tool and
(lie shop. At this time, knowing hovv

the part will be made, they prepare
flow sheets.

Flow sheets, standardized as to

forni are advanced to the methods
department. These men check the

flow sheets against the proposed
tools, and decide the time and type
of labour which will be required to

make the parts. This Information is

added to the flow sheets to give the

accounting department cost data.

Methods engineers may also suggest
iinproved tooling or routing to save
time.

Flow sheets are returned at this

point to the production engineers

who have copies made for each
department. Notice is given in this

way that the new part is coming, so

that preparations may be made.
If a special machine tool is required
this can be ordered. Provision may
he made in advance so that regular
production is not disrupted.

Production Control

The production control depart-
ment, working from sales estimates,
decides when parts are needed and
arranges for their manufacture. The
factory is organized so that each
piece of equipment has a few jobs
ahead. Enough parts are made at
one time to pay for the "setup"
time required to put the automatic
machines into operation. Excess
parts are held in storage, and form a
buffer so that enough parts are made
to prevent assembly line shortages.
The storeroom inventory is an indi-

cator to Production Control of

irregularities in production or as-
sembly.

When the production control
office receives notice from the pro-
duction engineering office that
changes will affect certain parts,
they issue a "stop" order to the
manufacturing of those parts. When
the flow sheets arrive from produc-
tion engineering, production control
organizes the work to include the
new parts and assists in scheduling
tool manufacture. After notice has
been received from the tool and die
shop that tools to make the parts

Fig. 2. Covers removed showing part of the mechanism : 1. accumulator diais;
2. counter diais; 3. plus bar.

have been inspected, the production
control ofEce issues initial orders for

the new parts and estimates a trial

date and an installation date.

Materials, stock parts and service

orders are controUed from this office.

Records here are an indication of the
State of manufacturing. Where a
large number of parts and machines
are handled, a tabulating machine
section, may be the best method of

maintaining adequate control.

Tool Design

The Tool Design department
consists of a staff of inventive and
highly skilled tool designers who
work out inexpensive methods of

making parts. Since accuracy is

important, the usual form of die

made is a "compound" type die.

Its accuracy, retained throughout
its life, is easily maintained by
simple grinding.

Adequate liaison is an essential

part of tool design. Tool designers

spend much of their time in the tool

and die shop. Diemakers are not

restricted to careful drawings of dies

except for important dimensions.

If given a certain amount of freedom
in this respect, their experience will

enable them to build better dies.

Previous experience as a diemaker is

invaluable to the tool designer.

Special Parts

Occasionally an emergency arises.

For instance, a group of new parts

may be required before a tooling

program can be set up, or a customer

may need many parts of a special

nature. Cases of this type are

handled by a Special Parts depart-

ment. These few men have advanced
skill and are able to turn out pre-

cision parts with speed. They use

certain high-speed tools of an adapt-

able nature such as bench die

presses, nibblers and filing ma(íhines,

but their biggest asset is experience.

Perhaps they formed part of the

original shop with which the com-
pany started business. These men
do their own tool designing, produc-

tion .scheduling and fabrication.

Manufacturing Shop

Three main types of mass-produc-
tion tools have been described above

:

the punch press, automatic screw

machine and plastic moulding ma-
chine. They are the backbone of the

Manufacturing Shop. Auxiliaries to

this shop do secondary operations,

such as drilling, tapping, reaming,

etc. Small mills, drill presses anrl

specially built automatic machines
handle this type of machining.

In another secondary shop, j)arts

may be put together in sub-as-

semblies before being sent to the

line. For examplc, die riveting

machines may ai)ply hubs to swing-

ing levers, and riveting or spot

welding machines may assemble

other coniponents. Wherever jios-

sible, parts are coinplcted so that

the assembler does not have to

slow down to drill or tap a hole, or

perform other hand-finishing opera-

tions.

In addition to machining and sub-

assembly other secondary opera-

tions include degreasing, grinding,

heat treatment. platiiig and paint-

ing. Also, inspectioii of parts is

necessary when a production tool is
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being set up and before parts are

stored. About 10 per cent of the

manufacturing personnel are en-

gaged in statistical quality control.

Assembly Line

The assembly line manager, ex-

perienced in every section of the
Une, is selected for his adminis-
trative abiUty. His production sys-

tem is set up in consultation with
experts of the methods departiiient

and his own foreinen. Sectiojis of

cooperating parts are built up as

far as possible in major sub-
assembHes before being put into the
machine. As the calculator assumes
shape in passing through the Hne,
checks are made on adjustments
and running abihty by Hne in-

spectors, whose responsibihty is a
faultless machine.
The completed calculators are

put through a final inspection by a
group of trained operators. Every
component of the machine is check-
ed for reliability by standard tests

which each machine must pass.

These tests are designed to show up
the slightest error of adjustment or

fit. For examjjle, they will be able

to replace a spring puUed out of

shape by handling, or straighten a

tight shaft.

When the calculators have been
thoroughly inspected they are
packed in shipping containers and
sent to distributors for sale. The
containers are made to resist shock,

having a large piece of plywood for

a base, to which the calcidator is

connected. Rubber shock mounts
are used. In additioii to these pre-

cautions the machines are well

padfled, and seldom arrive damaged.

Sales and Service

To sell calculators, the salesman
must be able to explain machine
functions to specialized people, who
may ask very technical questions.

A s a 1 e s m a n who k n o w s the
machine's capabilities and limita-

tions will be able to adapt the
calculator to a customer's needs.

The organization of sales is a
complex problem. In most cases

exclusive company outlets in larger

communities are chosen because
they can offer best service. Since
most calculators have approximately
similar functions and characteristics,

a good sales and service organiza-

tion is important in overcoming
competition.

Service men in the field inspect

machines as they are delivered, and
report to the factory on parts which
are giving trouble. From the data
gathered at the factory, reconi-

mendations for design changes may
be made to the Research depart-
ment. The field serviceman may
even invent mechanism to satisf\' a

customer*s request for a particular

function. This also is reported to the

Research department for considera-

tion, so a close liaison is kept be-

tween Sales, Service and Research.

Management

In a company of this type, it is

essential that harmony between
ali divisions is maintained by man-
agement. The sales and service

forces, spread over the whole world,

need central direction. Within the

framework of the company, irregu-

larities and inequalities result in

trouble which must be smoothed
out. It is possible for the President

not only to manage the com])any's

finances wisely, but also to gain the



loyalty of his employees and stiiiiu-

late interest in production through

personal contact.

Summary

The complcxity of a calculating

machine requires a specially ad-

vanced kind of mamifactiiring. The
design engineer, faniiUar with shop

methods, originates and develops

mechanism vvhich is put into pro-

duction by the conibined skill of

production, tool and methods engi-

ueers. Through every phase of the

(onipany's operations, in the plan-

ning, organizing and direction of

inanufacturing, engineers extend a

guiding influence. The modern cal-

culating machine is a tribute to

their abilities.

Action of Calculator

Two main types of keys or "but-

tons" are common to ali calculating

machines. The "numeral" keys are

arranged in a central square in

columns of figures. The "operating"

keys are grouped or arranged around
the periphery of this main numeral
keyboard and are depressed to

perform functions like addition,

subtraction, multiplication or divi-

sion. (Fig. 2). There is also a shift-

able carriage containing two rows
of diais which line up with columns
of the numeral keyboard. The
short row counts the number of

operations which the machine per-

forms. The long row records or

"accumulates" answers in the form
of products or sums.

When two numbers are to be
added, for example, keys are de-

pressed in the main numeral key-
board for the first number, and a

"plus bar" or adding key is de-
pressed, which starts the machine
cycle and transfers the number from
the keyboard to the "accumulator"
diais in the carriage. This process is

repeated for the second number, and
the total sum appears in the ac-

cumulator diais at the end of the
second cycle.

Each colunni of numbers in the
Miain keyboard controls the position
of a "selection" gear inside the
machine. When a numeral key is

pushed down, the gear is moved to a
selected position, depending on the
numeral. This ".selected position"
determines the number of teeth
through which the .selection gear
will be rotated. Rotational move-
ment occurs when the motor is

started by an operating key. The
selection gear is the interponent
between the motor and the diais,

and its position in the system of

gearing governs the degree of its

rotation, and so governs the num-

ber of digits through which the
motor turns the diais.

For each cycle the motor section
is started by the operating keys
through linkages. In constant mesh
with a powered shaft, the "actua-
tors" (Fig. 3) turn with the motor
.section. Actuators mesh with the
.selection gears and consist of a
sandwiched group of segmentai gears
with from 1 to 9 teeth. (Spacers
are provided for the "zero" so that
the selection gear may be passed by
without rotation.)

When the actuators have en-

gaged and turned the selection gears,

inertia tends to make the gears
keep spinning. Two factors prevent
this. First, a system of "detents"
positions and centralizes shafts and
diais. Without detents, either half-

numbers would appear in the dial

apertures or gears would jam on
engagement. The second factor is

the clock or watch mechanism called

a "Geneva" which positively blocks

further movement after the selection

gear has been turned.

If an operator depresses a "1"

in the second column from the right

and a "7" in the right column then
depresses the "plus bar", almost
before he can remove his finger the

17 appears in the diais of the

carriage. The action, briefly is as

follows:

1. Keys 1 and 7 move selection

gears \\\ columns 2 and 1 to positions

over the actuator teeth.

2. Deprcssion of the "plus bar"
simultaneously moves linkage to

interlock or block out keys, pushes

gears into mesh with the carriage,

starts the motor and opens the

clutch.

3. The motor drives the actuators,

which rotate the .selection gears, the

first gear through 7 teeth, the second

through 1 tooth. Genevas then stop

the rotation.

4. The square shafts, on which the

selection gears rotate, transmit
power by means of gears mentioned
in (2) to the carriage diais.

5. The carriage diais rotate ac-

cording to the numbers of teeth

that each has been moved aiid show
"17".

6. Relea.se of the "plus bar"

closes the clutch and stops the

motor, and when springs have
restored interlocks ali keys are

made operable again.

7. The counter dial .shows "1"

since one complete cycle has been

made.
When an operator wishes to nudli-

ply he may hold down the plus bar

and watch the counter diais. This

tells him that the machine has

added 17 a certain number of times.

The counter dial reading nndtiplied
by the number in the ke\board
gives an an.swer in the ac-cumulator
diais.

If in the "home" po.silioii llic

plus bar is hcld for 4 cycles, the

answer is 4 X 17 = 68 whicli shows
in the upper accumulator diais. The
carriage is shiftable, so lhal if it is

shifted one position to the right, and
the "plus bar" is held down for 5

cycles, the figure 5 appears to the
left of the figure 4. Additions have
also been shifted in the manner of

longhand multii)lication.

17

54

68 4 cycles , , ,

85 5 cycles 1 ^-ydc lo .sh.f t

918

The answer is 918, since 85 has

been added in the next left column.
Thus by using the shift key it is

possible to get the answer in 10

cycles instead of 54. Automatic
multiplication is achieved when
these operations are performed me-
chanically, and a "multiply key"
is depressed to start the sequence of

operations.

When 7 is added to 7, a further

operation occurs. The "tens-carry"

mechanism carries 1 from 14 to

the second column. As described

above, when 7 is added to O in a
single dial the dial turns through

seven places. First it rotates from
zero to 7 as the first .seven is added.

Then it moves 7-8-9-0-1-2-3 to 4.

When the dial pas.ses the 9-to-O

point, it has passed teu .so it cams
a "transfer gear" into place in the

next left column. After the right

dial has reached the 4 position, a

.single tooth on the next left actua-

tor moves the positioned "transfer

gear" (which operates similarly to

the .selection gear) rotating lhe dial

to 1 or adding one in that column.

For automatic operations, clutch-

es, cams and latches cause the

machine to perform .sequential func-

tions. For example, in divideiid

tabulalion, the carriage is .shifted

back to "home position", auto-

matically cleared to zero, then

shifted to a tabular position selected

by the operator. On the next con-

tinuous cycle, the number iu the

keyboard is added, with the counter

blocked out, and the keyboard is

cleared. This puts the number into

the carriage for division.

With addition, subtraction, sliift-

ing and the above type of auto-

matic oi)eration, the machine can

perform automatic division and

even square rool by the design ol

relatively simple parts. V
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CARBON BLACK
by

George H. Cash
Vice-President and General Manager,

Cahot Carbon of Canada Ltd., Sarnia, Ontário.

A paper presented before the Sarnia Branch of the Engineering Institute of Canada, November 1954.

Carbon Black is an important
article of commerce of which the

piiblic knows little. It plays an
essential part in the every day
living of ali people of the civilized

world, for without it the rubber

tired vehicles and aircraft of the

present age of speed would be iinable

to move. It is a strategic war
material, the shipment of which is

still banned to Communist China.

Carbon Black is the term applied

to that group of finely divided

industrial carbons, used chiefly as

reinforcing agents in rubber tires

and as colouring pigments in inks

and paints. Chemically, they are

nearly pure eleniental carbon with

varying amounts of chemisorbed
hydrogen and oxygen. Physically,

they are composed of essentially

spherical particles of coUoidal di-

mensions. The particles range in

size from 2/5,000,000 to 3/1,000,000

inch in diameter. The variations in

properties displayed by difTerent

types and grades of carbon black

are due in large part to the diflferen-

ces in average particle size. Each
grade of carbon black may be iden-

tified by its own average particle

size.

Early Channel Process Plants

The first carbon black factory

was constructed at New Cumber-
land, West Virgínia, in 1872 by
Haworth and Lamb, who had
patentcd their process. Many plants

were built under their patent be-

tween 1872 and 1892, principally

in Pennsylvania and West Virgínia.

Their process was an impingement
process, utilizing natural gas as the

raw material, and either soap stones

or cast iron ])lates as the surfaces

102

Outlining lhe history of early car-

bon black profliirtion, the aiithor

shows how, due to lhe wider deinaiiíl

for natural gas for heating, the

original channel process plants have

been replaced by lhe oil fiirnace pro-

duclion process, using varioiís pelro-

leiíni refnierv residues as raw tnale-

rial. .Such a planl is the (labot

Carbon Plant at Sarnia, Oiilario,

(lescribed in tbis paper, \n hich caine

inio operation in March 1'í.").'}.

against which the flanies impinged
and on which the carbon black

coUccted.

In 1892, L. J. McNutt designed

and patented the channel process,

which by 1900 had gainefl little

heatlway, but by which during the

next forty years almost ali carbon
black was made. In the modern
c"hannel process, natural gas is

burned from thousands of tiny

ceramic jets in an atmosphere defi-

cient in oxygen for complete com-
biistion. The Imninous flames play

against a relatively cold metal sur-

face. Only the outside surface of each
gas stream burns to create the heat
necessary for thermally cracking the

gas in the center of the stream.

C arbon thus formed from the crack-

ing process is deposited on the

channels against which the flames

play.

The channels from which this

process takes its name are standard
structural steel channels. They are

rigidly fastened together into tables,

ten to twelve channels wide, with

.spaces between to allow free passage

to the building vents of gases and

Febrnary, 1955

uncollected carbon particles. The
tables are approximately 120 feel

long and mounted on cast iron

flanged car wheels. Tables are en-

closed in hot buildings, which are

sheet iron covered buildings of

very light steel framework. They are

arranged in tandem.
The tables move slowly back and

forth over the flames acíjuiring a

coat of carbf)n black, which in lurn

is removed as the tables pass over

scrapers mounted directly over hop-

pers set at fixed intervaís. Pairs of

tables are .solidly held together by
steel pipes, to which toothed racks

are securely bolted. The racks ride i

on and are moved by pinions on a
|

main drive shaft running the lengtli

of the unit. The tables are moved
back and forth a distance of 8 feet

each way, by means of a reversing

electric motor. This travei in each

direction requires 8 minutes for

completion.

A carbon black unit usually con-

sists of from 40 to 72 hot buildings.

each 12 to 14 feet wide by 140 feet

long, and spaced 4 to 5 feet apart.

One-half of the buildings of a unit

are on one side of the driveshaft

alleyway, and one-half on the other.

The black scraped off the channels

is moved by screw conveyor from

the hoppers through the main
gathering screw conveyor to the

processing building.

It is by the channel process that
j

the intensely black colour pigments

are made. They are usually pack-

aged in the fluflFy state because of

better dispersion properties in that

state. Most carbon black factories

do include equipment, however, for i

forming the product into tiny pel-

lets. In the pelleted form the !
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])roduct is much cleaner to handle

and is sufficiently fimi and stable

LO perniit shipping and handling in

hulk. Thus there is no packaging

expense and, since pelletized carbon

black is much more dense than

Huffy black, savings can be eífected

iii freight costs, and particularly

ocean freight costs, by shipping the

pelletized product.

Prior to 1912 carbon black and
lanip black had been used in the

compounding of rubber, but it was
used primarily to colour the rubber

and was used in relatively small

quantities. In 1912 the reinforcing

properties of carbon black in rubber

were finally realized, and the first

important advance in the manu-
facture of tires was made in that

year. The first cord tire utilizing

carbon-black-reinforced rubber was
produced during 1912. These tires

were tested alongside the white

rubber tires of that period, and were
found markedly superior in wearing
t(ualities and much more resilient.

The black tires gripped the road
much better than did the white tires,

and gave the driver a greater sense

of security.

Channel Type Disappears as Price of
Gas Goes Up

It was not long until ali tire manu-
facturers had to meet the competi-
tion oíTered by the new black cord

tire, and the demand for carbon
black therefore increased tremen-
dously. By 1917 the demand for

carbon black became greater than
the supply. Furthermore the supply
of cheap natural gas was rapidly
disappearing in the Eastern States.

The industry was therefore forced

to move to the Southwest. A number
of companies were drawni to Monroe,
Louisiana, where a huge gas field

had been discovered and, being in

limited demand, the gas was very
cheap. None of the great pipe line

systems had been projected at that
time.

While some carbon black plants

still exist in the Monroe area, others

were subsequently moved to central

Texas. But the great migration of

the industry came in 1927, when it

moved to the Texas Panhandle
where fabulous stores of casing-

head natural gas were found. Gas
could be purchased there for cents

per thousand cubic feet but, until

it could be used in the manufacture
of carbon black, hundreds of mil-

lions of cubic feet were vented to the

atmosphere each day for months
on end.

Such wasteful practices will never
again be permitted on the North
American Continent. Neither is it

likely that channel type carbon
black plants will be constructed

again in North America. Natural

gas has become too valuable for

domestic household uses to permit
its use as a channel black raw
material in the future.

The Fali of 1929 saw the end
of the large construction program
for channel type plants, and no
further expansion took place until

1937 when the depression moderaLed
and times ai)peared to be getting
better. Several channel plants were
built in that year. The next, and
probably final, construction program
of channel type plants was carried

out during the latter months of

World War II, when the United
States Government urgently rccjuir-

ed more channel black for the war
effort.

Construction of quite a number of

plants was begun in 1944, but most
of them were in various stages of

completion when the war ended in

1945. Now, nine years later, many
companies have found it advisable
to shut down and junk a number of

their channel black plants, and it is

likely this policy will continue for

two reasons:

—

1. Better carbon blacks can be
made from other raw materiais,

and,

2. Natural gas is becoming much
too dear for producing carbon
black at a price which will be
competitive with other types of

carbon black.

Fig. 1. Oil furnace of carbon black factory, Sarnia, Ontário.
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Fiirnace Conibiistion Process

In \9'iS the niost significant step

since 1892 was made in carbon
black manufacture. It was the

development of the Furnace Com-
bustion Process. The first plant

utihzing this process was construct-

ed near Pampa, in the Texas Pan-
handle. For this process, pUmts are

much more compact than the chan-
nel plants. One furnace which
occu{)ies an area of 240 sciiiare feet

will produce as much black as 30
channel type hot buiklings, which
required an area of 75,600 square feet

.

The furnaces are about 15 feet

wide by 16 feet k)ng by 5 feet high,

and are hned with high heat duty
fire brick backed by insulating

brick to protect the metal shell.

Each furnace incorj)orates íive or six

special reniovable burners inserted

into the face of the furnace and
held in place by special eyebolts.

They are designed for (juick re-

nioval and replacement. From two
to five furnaces forni a unit, the

product from which ali passes into

one common collection system.

The carbon black made by this

process, although utilizing natural

gas as the raw material, is much
coarser than the channel blacks and
the yield is much higher, but the

selling price is much lower. There-
fore, higher gas prices are also

having an effect upon the manu-
facture of gas furnace blacks.

Ali carbon black is produced in a

reducing atmosphere. Only sufficient

air is mixed with the raw material

to completely burn the correct

ainount of fuel, to maintain the

required temperature for cracking

the unburned portion. Generally,

the greater the percentage of fuel

completely consumed, the higher

the quality of the black resulting and
the lower the yield. It is much
easier to maintain the proper com-
bustion conditions in the furnace

type plant than in the channel

type. Everything entering the fur-

naces is accurately measured and
controlled, whereas in the channel
process only the total fuel to each
unit of 40 buildings or more is

measured.

Tvpical (ias Furnace Plant

In the Gas Fm-nace Combustion
Process the cracked raw material

results in finely divided carbon
particles and gas consisting primari-

íy of carbon monoxide, carbon
dioxide, nitrogen and hyflrogen. The
temperature of the gases leaving the

furnaces is about 2,000°F. Thev

pass through long refractory-lined

steel cooling tubes, which terminate
at a refractory lined precooler.

In the ])recooler are a number of

high pressure atomizing water
sprays, which serve to cool the gases
to about 900°F. The gases then
pass into an unlined cooling section

immediately above the precooler,

which is aíso equipped with atom-
izing sprays. The temperature is

further lowered to 450 °F. Strangely
enough, little of the carbon black is

ílropped from the gas stream in the
cooling process, because the atom-
ized water, consisting of very tiny

particles, is instantaneously evap-
orated and the black is not made wet.

The primary collecting equip-

ment, which immediately follows

the cooling section, consists of an
electrostatic precipitator and cy-

clone collectors. This serves to

agglomerate the particles into rela-

tively large bunches or dusters.

Some of the product drops out of the

gas stream into the conical bottonis

of the precipitator housing, although
most of it is carried by the gas

stream into the first cyclone col-

lector. The primary collecting equip-

ment is about 95 per cent efficient.

Since the gas stream is not cleaii-

ed perfectly by the primary col-
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Fig. 2. Carbon black reactors and control equipment.
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Fig. 3. Bag filter control panei, hoppers and pneumatic conveying systems.

lectioii equipment, it is necessary

to install secondary equipment to

complete the clean-up. This equip-
' ment has taken several forms;

water scrubbers alone, water scrub-

l)ers followed by wet precipitators,

and bag filters. Bag filters have been
found to be the most satisfactory

equipment to date.

The product is trapped out of the

( ollector hoppers into the conveying
-'Vstem by means of star valves or

rotary air locks. It is then con-

veyed, usually by means of pneu-
matic conveyors, to the processing

equipment where it first passes

Ihrough hammer mills, in which ali

uritty particles are finely pulverized.

Some of the product niay then flow
to the fluíTy black packers, but the
most of it is directed through the
pelletizing equipment, thence to the
automatic packers or to the bulk
storage and loading bin. The pro-
cessing equipment used for furnace
type blacks is essentially the same
for ali types of blacks, regardless of

the method of manufacture.
(ias furnace blacks were of minor

iinportance until the synthetic rub-
her.production program was launch-
ed in 1943 to supplant natural

rubber supplies lost to the Japanese.

It was found that gas furnace blacks

were essential to synthetic rubber
compounds, and almost overnight

the demand for such blacks was
infinitely greater than the supply.

More gas furnace plants were ur-

gently needed.

Plant construction with highest

Government priorities and backing
got underway immediatelj^ and, by
the end of 1943, the production

capacity for gas furnace blacks was
almost six times as great as that of

1938. During the remaining years

of the War, production of this type

of black increased to 12 times the

1938 production. The carbon black

industry co-operated completely in

the all-important effort to keep tires

rolling for the War machine.

Better Blacks from Oil Furnace
Combustion

Almost immediately after the end
of the War in 1945 new types of

carbon black, of excellent rubber

reinforcing quality, appeared on the

market and at once received wide

favour from the rubber tire industry.

In many ways they were found to

be superior to either channel or gas

furnace blacks. They were carbon
blacks manufactured from liquid

hydrocarbons rather than natural
gas, and became known as Oil

Furnace Blacks. These blacks are

made by the Oil Furnace Com-
bustion Frocess which differs from
the Gas Furnace Combustion Fro-
cess only in the design of the
furnaces or reactors.

The oil type furnaces are cylindri-

cal in shape rather than rectangular,

and are heavily lined with several

layers of insulating and very high

heat resisting refractory. Operating
temperatures of oil furnaces are

higher than those of gas furnaces,

consequently the wear and tear on
the refractory is greater.

The two processes previously

discussed have depended entirely

upon large supplies of very cheap
natural gas for raw material. These
two conditions could be met oidy

within the limits of, or dosely
adjacent to, extensive gas fields.

W"úh the discovery of the process for

utilizing various petroleum refinery

residues as carbon black raw ma-
terial, it has become feasible to

construct carbon black factories fai"

from the source of raw material.
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Fig. 4. Bag packing equipment.

In fact they may be located wherever

they can be reached by pipeline,

road transport, rail, or tanker,

provided transportation rates are

not prohibitive.

As a result, two large factories

have been bnilt in England. They
have been prodncing carbon black

for the British and export market
since Jnly, 1950. These plants utilize

raw material froni the United States

as well as from local sources.

Another plant has been built in

Sarnia, Ontário (Fig. 1), to produce
carbon black for the Canadian
market and for export. This plant

went into operation in March of

1953. Raw material from both the

United States and Canada is being

used in the Sarnia operation.

Oil furnace plants may be operat-

ed at higher producing rates than
those of gas furnace plants. For
instance, a plant sized to produce

30,000 pounds daily of .senii-rein-

forcing gas black, will produce

nearly 90,000 }>ounds of highly

reinforcing black made from oil.

The control and measurement of the

streams of air, gas and liquid enter-

ing the furnaces are very clo.sely

maintained. (Fig. 2) It is from the

various instrument settings that we
know the grade of carbon black we
are making. The cooling of the gases

released in the process is done either

by water evaporation or atmospheric

cooling. In any event, the gases

enter the collection equipment at

about 450°F.

Calxít Carbon Plant at Sarnia

In the latest design which has

been used for oil furnace ])lants —
and the Sarnia plant falis within

this group — the electrostatic pre-

cipitators have been eliminated as

agglomerators, because they are

unnecessary. It has been found that

two additional cyclone coUectors in

series will accomplish about the

same result as a precipitator. At the

Sarnia plant foin- cyclone collectors

in series are utilized for the primary
collection phase.

Following the cyclone collectors,

there is an aftercooler, in which
there are additional atomizing
sprays. In this section the gases are

cooled to á70°F. before passing to

the bag filter, the secondary col-

lector. This temperature is clo.sely

maintained by a controlling instru-

ment, Fig. 3, for the orlon filter

bags which will operate for a year
or more at 270°F., will last very few
hours at temperatures above 300°F.

Orion is not affected by the dilute

sulphuric acid atmosphere pre.sent

in the bag íilters.

The filter bags eíficiently com-

plete the clean-up of the gas

stream. This is essential in view of

the situation of the plant within a

residential area. The conveying and
l^rocessing equipment items are

identical with those used for channel

and gas furnace blacks.

Furnace Thernial Process

In 1922 another type of carbon
black process was developed. This
process is known as the Furnace
Thermal Process. The blacks pro-

duced by the thermal process are

relatively coarse. Compounded in

rubber they contribute little to the

natural tensile strength of rubber.

They are high yield, therefore cheap
blacks, produced from natural gas.

They may be mixed with rubber in

almost any proporti(ms without
appreciably altering the properties

of the rubber. Hence they are used
in extending rubber. These carbon
blacks are much cheaper than raw
rubber, therefore the mixture of the

two becomes cheaper as the per-

centage of carbon black in the

mixture is increased.

The thermal process is a batch
process operating on a cycle. The
furnaces or reactors are refractory

lined with checker brick work. The
furnace is first under a heat load,

for a certain period, utilizing waste
hydrogen gas resulting from the
process. Then the heating fuel is

turned ofT and the niake fuel imme-
diately turned on.

The carbon black and gas thus
formefl by cracking are forced out
of the reactor through coolers and
on through the bag filter, the only
jiiece of collecting equipment re-

quired for this type of black. The

reactor is then purged in prepara-

tion for another heating cycle. Ali

operations are automatically con-

trolled by a mechanical brain which
operates the hydraulic valves.

Various Products and Their Uses

There are some forty-six grades of

carbon black being manufactured
today. Each has its specific use. The
finest and blackest of channel
blacks are used principally for

expensive lacquers and enamels.

Many other grades of channel blacks

of varying degrees of blackness are

u.sed for printing inks of various

types, and for paints. In the colour

black field, however, new oil furnace

blacks are now making inroads. Ia
ali probability, in future years blacks

made from liquid hydrocarbons will

replace ali, even the finest, of the

channel blacks.

The black produced at Sarnia is of

two qualities, both of which are used

primarily with rubber. The premium
grade, High Abrasion Furnace Black,

is, as its name implies, an abrasion

resistant reinforcing pigment for

rubber. It is used primarily in tire

tread stock. The other grade, Fast
Extrusion Furnace Black, is partic-

ularly useful in Butyl rubber, for it

permits very smooth extrusions of

the Butyl rubber Inner tubes, insur-

ing leak-proof tubes. It is also used

to a certain extent in the side walls

of tires, and in rubber covering for

electrical cables.

It is not likely that many addi-

tional grades of carbon black will be

manufacturetl at Sarnia, although

the advent of the tubeless tire may
dictate some changes not previously

apparent. V
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Management Techniques—

How Gan They be Used

to Better Advantage ?

This sixth annual panei discussion on management problems and terhniques
was held at the Institute's meeting in Quebec on May 14, 1954. These dis-

cussions have been attracting increasing attention and interest and this

• one was no exception. Whether or not you are primarily an administrator,

we believe you will find something of value in the remarks of the members
of the panei and in the discussion which foUowed.

Introductioii

The Chairman: Six years ago,

at an annual meeting of the E.I.C.

in Quebec, the Engineering Insti-

tute of Canada and the Canadian
Management Council experimented
jointly with a management session

at the end of the annual meeting.

This was an innovation for the

Engineering Institute of Canada.
It was so successful and so well-

attended that the next year another
management subject was selected

and discussed. From that time a
management session at the end of

the technical sessions has been a
regular part of the E.I.C. annual
meetings.

As engineers we deal with techni-

cal and scientific matters, but
every engineering job must be
managed and consequently many
engineers find themselves at some
time in their careers operating in

the management field rather than
in the technical. It is still not
;íenerally recognized by many engi-
neers that when that happens, they
are operating in a field where
special skills are required. They
niust learn and use these new skills

if they vvish to be successful in

their new fields. This means that
in addition to actual practical

í xperience in the field, some time
^liould be devoted to studying the
tlieoretical aspects of management.

linfortunately, there is still a
widespread prejudice against this

special study and it is important
that an engineer in the manage-
ment field make certain that he is

not influenced by this prejudice.
It should be obvious to an engineer
that, granted that practical experi-

ence is the most vital factor,

theoretical study plus practical ex-

perience is better than practical

experience alone.

The title of our panei today
carries by implication the thought
that we management engineers are
not making the best use of manage-
ment techniques. What are these

techniques which we are going to

discuss ? There is not time to go
over them ali; suppose I mention a
few to orientate our thinking.

Long Range Planning

Such a study would include not

only the question of planning for

long range sales, but planning for

other matters which would help

both customers and employees. Most
companies think they have long

range plans, but when it comes to a

showdown how many really well-

worked-out, long range plans are

there which attempt to forecast

developments for say five, ten or

fifteen years ahead ?

Organizational Planning

Again, many companies have
organization charts, but how many
of these charts are really used to
advantage and actually represent
more than a list of people who are
in control of certain operations at
the time of printing ?

Employee Participation

There is much literature to sup-
port the fact that employee partici-

pation can give a tremendous lift

to a company in many respects.

Here is a known technique and
yet how many companies actually

study this question of participation

and make real attempts to improve
it year by year ?

These are merely examples of

techniques. Others will be men-
tioned by members of the panei.

It is, of course, not desirable that

every manager use ali the tech-

niques. What he must do is examine
them and make selections from
them; having selected some for use,

he must support his selection con-

Chairman: C. A. Peachey, M.E.I.C.,

Panei Members:

Lillian M. Gilbreth, Hon.M.E.I.C,

A. M. Mackenzie, M.E.I.C,

E. A. Perry,

J. B. White,

General Manager, Communications Equip-

mentDivision, Northern Electric Company.

Management Consultam. Monlclair. \.J.

Assistant Vice-President, Lai>our Rela-

tions, The Bell Telephone Company qf

Canada.

Manager, Hollinger Consolidated Gold

Mines

Director nf Personnel. Altiminum Com-

pany of Canada
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sistently anti foUow through to make
sure that his plans are implemented

.

This is where many fail. They at-

tempt to apply as a packaged job

a technique such as job evaluation,

forgetting that such a technique

must be interrelated with other

developments in a company. One
could not, for example, apply job

evaluation in a plant which was
technically under-developed and
where morale was low. That would
merely increase the problems in the

plant.

Implementat ion and follow-
through are required in botli the

static and the dynamic techniques

of management. An organization

may use static techniques such as

I have mentioned, but they become
effective only if the nianager has

dynamic skills, such as the ability

to create harmony, to arrange for

flexibility, to give inspiration and to

develop a mature organization. Such
developments take time, in fact,

may take several years before the

real advantages are apparent. The
main thing is that there must be
contiimed improvement. In that

Mr. Mackenzie: A management
technique may be defined as "a
systematically developed method of

general application in solving speci-

fic sets of management problems
wherever they may occur".

There are many management
technicjues undergoing successful de-

velopment that offer challenging

promise of usefulness. Our chairman
has indicated the broad íield for

these techniques and I will touch on
just two specific cases.

Job Evaluation

Job evaluation appears to be a
good example of management tech-

niques in the industrial relations

íield. It is a method of establishing,

in a systematic manner, the relative

values of jobs in a job family. I

should stress that it evaluates jobs

and not employees.

A few years ago we used a system
of classification in our clerical family

of jobs. Growth and the com-
plexity of our departmental func-

tions raised serious problems which
could not be met by this method.
We therefore studied and installed

a job evaluation plan.

Our experience with clerical job

evaluation as a management tech-

nique would appear to have both
plus and minus values, and I hasten

to say more plus than minus in our
opinion.

connection I would like to quote

a sentence I read a few months
ago. Unfortunately I do not recall

the author's name. The statement

was: "In order for a system of

business management to continue

to perform as well as it has been

doing it must keep on doing better".

This is the basic philosophy behind

our system of free enterprise. It is

accepted as basic by almost every-

one in almost every organization.

No employee nor employer seems

to visualize any other condition

except constant improvement for

the emploj^ees, continuing improved
working conditions and better per-

formance ali round, year by year.

This is what we are committed
to, and not to the status quo. If

we are to succeed, we must apply

known management techniques and
utilize new ones as they are de-

veloped.

The members of this panei will

each speak for a few minutes and
give examples from various fields of

our subject. They will attempt to

make clear how broadly these

technifjues apply.

On the plus side we think we have
accomplished the following:

Secured complete, accurate

and impersonal descriptions of

the duties normally associated

with each clerical job.

Determined by an acceptable

process the relative value of ali

clerical jobs in different de-

l)artments.

Provided a useful means
for comparing company wage
structure with wages in outside

industry.

Demonstrated to em-
ployees at large and to our
clerical union that manage-
ment desires to be as fair and as

accurate as possible in apprais-

ing clerical jobs.

On the minus side, we might list

the following:

Job evaluation, particularly

the maintenance of the plan,

is expensive.

There appears to be danger
of assigning inferior people
to job evaluation on the as-

sumption that it is just a rou-

tine procedure.

Unco-operative management
people who may resent the
discipline of job evaluation can
circumvent the objectives by
rigging jobs to get unwarranted
evaluations.

Altitude and Trend Surveys

In the field of personnel adminis-

tration many decisions are based
on assumptions, assumptions as

to how people feel about certain

things in their work situations or

what they believe in respect to the
things they are told or not told

about the business and about them-
selves. Therefore any device that

can help personnel people to re-

place assurnptions with facts is use-

ful. The attitude survey technique

is such a device.

Many firms have already made
use of this technique to secure use-

ful Information about how to run
their businesses better. The statis-

ticians have largely removed guess-

work from the sampling process,

have developed scoring and a means
of interpreting re.sults, and have
devised equipment for the tabula-

tion of results. AU of the.se develop-

ments are of particular significance

when large groups of people are

involved, but the principies they

have developed have application to

business of any size.

The trend survey is directed

primarily at measuring the accom-
plishment being made within a

business to improve performance in

respect to the objectives associated

with the survey. Surveys are made
at different intervals to .see whether
progress is good or poor. This type
of survey requires maintaining the

original objective and using the

same questions. By providing a

comparison of results through the

answers given, it is possible to assess

the effectiveness of the action taken.

In common with other projects

an attitude survey must have an
objective, i.e., what is it we want it

to accomplish Before any work is

done the objective should be estab-

lished and the top management of

the business should be in complete
agreement with the objective. This

is an important step in any plan

involving the use of surveys.

Objectives are broken down into

áreas of attitudes as a preliminary

step in the development of ques-

tions. A scale or block of questions

is developed for each area of at-

titude and a scoring arrangement
developed which is used to measure
leveis of attitudes.

Results may be reviewed in group
discussions of ali leveis of manage-
ment and group appraisals made of

the results for each department.
These appraisals may then be used

as a basis for departmental prograras

of corrective action.

It should be stressed that it is

necessary to be prepared to take

action in connection with unsatis-

Development of Techniques
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factory attitude results, or the risk

is run of making attitudes still more
unfavourable. People feel that in

tíiving frank answers to the ques-

tions asked they have indicated

áreas in which action should be

Liiken.

While good attitudes are un-

(loubtedly worthy objectives in

themselves, time spent on this

work must have a pay-off for the

husiness and these are some of the

returns wanted

:

A group which understands

and supports in a positive

way the objectives of the

business, both inside and out-

side it.

A group which works with

enthusiasm itself and en-
deavours to inspire subordi-

Mr. Perry: In our discussion this

inorning regarding the aspects of

the subjects we are to deal with,

the appHcation of management tech-

iiiques to the mining industry was
referred to me. At this point,

I must say I do not speak for the

mining industry as a whole; I can

only give you my own views on the

subject with illustrations from my
own experience.

For the benefit of those who have
not worked in a mine, perhaps a

word or two on our work adminis-

tration problems woukl be in order.

Miners usually work in pairs and
each pair has its own work place.

The foreman in charge of the work
>>ees the men only at the beginning
and end of the shift and for about
fifteen minutes during the shift.

^ ou can see that any supervising

nates to work enthusiastically,

too, towards meeting the es-

tabhshed goals of the business.

A group which appreciates

the significance of teamwork
and endeavours to work in

harmony with other members
of the management team to

reach the objectives of the

business.

A group which wek-omes the

challenge of new and wider

horizons to the business.

Ali of these may be summed up
by saying that the group helps the

business get a better job done.

The Chairman: I will now ask

Mr. Perry to give us some facts

based on his experience in mining

áreas.

must be accomplished through re-

mote control.

Economic pressure forced us to

try to improve existing manage-
ment practices. As a result, a group

of US in the Porcupine district got

together to see what we could do

by way of investigating ways and
means to improve our positions.

We found that there were many
books on the subjects of adminis-

tration and management. By mak-
ing enquiries we could get any
amount of help from people interest-

ed in the furthering of our group

study. We called on the Montreal

Institute of Administration and
were greatly helped and well sup-

ported by it. So nuich for tlie

background as to how we got into

the study of management practices

and techniques. The logical question

at this time is, "What did we find ?"

We made two major discoveries.

Management is ati Kngincerinf» .Job

The first was that management
is just another engineering process
and that the approach to the solu-

tion of management problems is the
same as the approach to the solution

of any other engineering problems.
You have to get the facts. You
have to know what you are doing.
From the study of these facts, you
can decide what you should be

doing.

I am convinced that work anal-

ysis is the basis of the invention of

the various management technicjues

which must be u.sed to secure ef-

fective work. Some of the manage-
ment techniques which result from
the analysis of work are related to

methods study and organization,

to planning, to standards, to budget-
ary control and to job evaluation.

These have considerable effect on
labour relations, on negotiations and
on Communications withiti the com-
pany.
The second discovery was that

management is not a static affair..

There is no such thing as a status-

quo to work. Management is a.

(leva^loping process and imist be-

continually re-evaluated as various

situations confront its operation.

Furthermore, it is not a one-man
job. It can work effectively only

as a philosophy for ali the super-

visors of any enterj)rise. Manage-
ment must be voluntarily supported

and i)ersonally advanced by each

person who has supervisory re-

.sponsibilities. .\s you can .see, it is

an educational j)rocess which lakes

a long time to develop.

Dofs it I'a>

The remaining ((uestion, tlial ali

engineers will ask is, "Does manage-
ment study pay off I am con-

vinced that it does. However, the

Management in Mining
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benefit does not rcsult from getting

people to work harder, but by mak-
ing provision for them to work
together more eflFectively. The filling

in of gaps, that is, doing the work
that should be doue but is not, and
the elimination of overlaps—the

duphcation of work—are two of the

áreas where great savings can be
made. This vvas our experience and
our cost sheets reflect the improve-

ment.

To suni up, there are three points

I want to make about the apphca-

tion of scientific management tech-

niques

:

The first is that they are profit-

able to use. The seoond is that the

selection and appHcation of the

various techniques depends upon
the analysis that is made of the

work to be done. And, third,

Mr. White: Your chairman has

asked me to talk briefly about
traiiiing and development tech-

niques. It seems to me the best way
to proceed is to re4ay to vou some of

our own experieuvíes in that field.

I do not wish to imply that om-

practice represents absokitely the

best, but it is a practice with which
I am famiHar and I know something
of its weaknesses as well as of its

advantages.
Our inckistry is to a large extent

a technical one. That means we
employ a large number of engineers

and other technically trained people.

I am told we have .something in the

order of 400 to 500 engineers on our
staff. Annually, we require two to

four dozen university graduates,

most of whom are engineers. That
means we have a training problem
to (leal with whether we recognize

it formally or not.

It has been said that training is a

necessity that cannot be avoided.

I think it is true even when the

employer does the training on a

highly informal basis. Whether we
like it or not, whether it is apparent
or not, we do have a training prob-

lem. No organization is alone in

that íield; it is a situation that

faces everyone.

In our business we have always

had a training program for new
employees, university graduates and
young engineers, and I would say

that the program has never been
static. Our ])resent program in-

corporates much that is new and in

process of experimentation and de-

velopment. Over the ycars we have
used various ready-made programs

scientific management is an educa-

tional process that requires time and
a lot of hard work.

The Chairman: I think we can see

that a lot of work has been done in

the Timmins area and that the

management of our mines, if this

be an example, is certainly in good

hands.

The next speaker on the panei is

Mr. White. He is director of person-

nel of the Aluminum Company of

Canada. Now, they are large pro-

ducers and an entirely different

kind of organization from those

presenteei by the earlier speakers.

He will tell US of his conipany's

eflforts to select, indoctrinate and
develop engineering graduates. It

provides another example which

I hope will drive home to you the

importance of using these various

kinds of management technif|ues.

with rules on how to act on every

occasion. They sound wonderful,

but on trial they do not profluce

expected results. We find it better

to plan and develop our own pro-

grams.

The part of the jirogram to which
I refer today pertains to the first

year, particularly to the fi.rst few
nionths. By emphasizing the first

few months of training, I don't

wish to imply that training is

complete at that time. It is, rather,

that we are able to organize our
training more formally during this

period. In general our program con-

sists of two parts.

The first part is a matter of orien-

tation or initiation: introducing the

new engineer to our organization,

to our different operations and to our
people, to a set of conditions with
which he has had little contact. We
do this by giving him a series of

assignments. That jirogram itself

involves co-operation from ourwhole
staff and line organization. To
obtain success in this phase it

means that our works managers,
superintendents and others interest

themselves in this portion of the
program. The results vary, not
only with individuais, but with
operating conditions. Sometimes it

is easy to place a temporary em-
])loyee in a useful job for a few weeks
or a few months, and at other times
it is not so ea.sy.

Naturally, we cannot expose every
person to every operation, but our
objective is to expose him to more
than one line of activity. We con-
.scientiously try to give him some
assignments that relate to his origi-

nal basic training, and others that

are in a quite different type of

activity, before he is given any
regular assignment.

We hope in this way to do a num-
ber of things. We have a chance to

observe the new employee, not by
any one person or any one group of

people, but by a cross section of

different people in our organization.

The new employee, at the same
time, has a chance to observe and,

in some cases, participate in varied

lines of activity. He may be a
chemical engineer assigned to a
temporary job having more to do
with mechanics than it has to do
with chemistry, or a mechanical
engineer assigned to cost study and
so it goes with other branches of

technical training. He may find that

his interest lies not in strict engi-

neering, but rather in sales, in pro-

duction, or in .some other technical

branch of our operations. This is

not an uncommon experience.

The second part of the program,
to which I want to refer in more
detail, has to do with what we might
call the "classroom" part. For
several years now we have, insofar

as conditions would permit, gather-

ed our new employees in groups of

two to three dozen, in some one
location and for a period of three to

four weeks for a series of conferences.

Call them classrooms, if you will.

Our program in these sessions

has varied from year to year as a
result of accumidated experience.

Mr. Mackenzie mentioned attitude

surveys. Following each one of

these annual training sessions, we
have made attitude surveys. We
ask each group to let us have their

opinions about these training pro-

grams. As he says, we got some
surprises at the answers. Some
features have been severely criti-

cised, others have been highly

praised. These evaluations from the

trainees themselves have been most
useful in modifying and developing
new programs.

The.se classroom sessions deal

practically not at ali with such

things as engineering or materiais

or machines. We assume that the

university graduates have the tech-

nical background and do not need
more of it, and so we don t try to

give technical instruction in our

classroom work. We feel that in

their field assignments trainees will

get experience with our own specific

technical problems.

Our classroom training has to do
almost entirely with human rela-

tions and with organization. Train-

ing is largely through conference
methods, through group discussions.

Training and Development
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"Case studies" is the term that best

describes our classroom work.

We want to help these engineers

and others who are in the training

course to learn more about the

human factors in business organiza-

tions. The program consists of

developing discussions and debates

among the niembers of the groups.

l nder the guidance of discussion

leaders, we help them to acquire a

better understanding of the motiva-

tions which aflfect productivity and
niorale in a business organization.

We hope they will learn to recog-

nize impending human problems
before they occur, to develop the

ability to analyse and see the under-

lying forces in any human situation.

We also want them to develop the

ability to deal face to face with
people; for example, how to listen

with understanding, to another's

point of view. For this purpose,

some of the group members engage
in role-playing practices. In role-

playing, they take the part of people

in a certain case and act these parts

out. The rest of the group observe
their performance and give them
helpful criticism.

The object of this program, these

conferences, case studies and role-

playing sessions, is to help our

newer employees to learn something

in the classroom about business

organization. After ali, business

administration is largely human
relations. W'e want them to under-

stand the behaviour of human
beings as well as they understand

the behaviour of machinery. We
would prefer to have them practice

in the classroom with one another,

Dr. Gilbreth: It was a great privi-

lege for me to spend six months in

six countries; not the same length
of time in each one, but with an
opportunity to see what was hap-
pening in the management field

there. Three of these countries
were seen very hurriedly. It is

only necessary to speak of them be-
cause of their great willingness to
act as resources to ones which need
ali the help they can possibly get.

The first one I visited was Aus-
trália, a wonderful country. It was a

j

great thrill to be there, a guest of

I
U alter Scott's consulting organiza-
tion on management; to sit in with
that organization, as I did in four
of the large cities in Austrália, and
to íind how wonderfully organized
their management programs are
in each of the Provinces, and what a

I fine federation there is.

rather than in the field where serious

mistakes would be costly.

W'e think that they will spend the
rest of their lives in a search for this

understanding and we try to give
them some preliminary insight into
their problems, so they will develop
the habit of acquiring for themselves
a realization of the problems ahead.

The Chairman: Thank you, Mr.
White, for a splendid exposition of

the application of another technique
of management.
Now, I have last, but not least,

the pleasure and privilege of in-

troducing my friend and our first

lady of management, Dr. Gilbreth.

Dr. Gilbreth is such a long standing
friend of the Engineering Institute

of Canada that she really needs no,

introduction by me.
She has just completed a world-

girdling tour and has visited with
management groups in many coun-
tries, many of them not so well

developed as our own. Nevertheless,

she has found the same need for the

application of management tech-

niques in these countries and in-

deed it is by the application of these

techniques that these countries can
reach their desired objectives and
raise their living standards. Dr.
Gilbreth's trip ended in February at

the International Management Con-
gress at Sao Paulo, Brazil, at which
she was presented with manage-
raent's top International honour,

the' CIOS medal. This is awarded
annually by the International Com-
mittee of Scientific Management to

the person whom they feel has

accomplished most in the inter-

national management field during

the year.

I think the thing that impressed

me most was the great courage

shown in trying out ali the tech-

niques of management and evaluat-

ing them, in an effort to see how they

meet national needs, industrial

needs, and one's own needs in one's

own organization.

I was much impressed also with

the great willingness to do volunteer

work and to help any country in the

area which might need help. If we
had more of that attitude through-

out the world, we would solve our

problems very much more rapidly.

To show their courage they have

invited the world to come to the

Twelfth International Management
Congress, which the}' would like

to see there in 1960. Three years

from now, we go to Paris, but six

years from now, we hope we go to

Austrália, with ali financial arrange-

ments already made and with the
kind of flexible program which is

going U> enable us to briiig prol)lenis

and then to try to work out our
Solutions logether.

The second country of this type
that I visited was England,as a guest
there of Anne Shaw, who is also a
consultant, princijwlly in the motion
study field. One can feel very prond,
I think, of the wondcrfni main-
tenance which is done in Kngland.
The third country was Brazil.

I did not have what some of my
colleagues had, an opportunity to see

a great deal of the applicalions in the

management field, but what little

I did see led me to feel that sonie-

times there is a tendency in a new
and young country to try every-
thing at once, and an ambition to

get, in no time, not only abreast of

the others who have had longer

experience, but to lead the pro-

fession. I think that what we need
to value highly is the expressed and
demonstrated willingness to lead

US ali and to help any of the coun-
tries in the neighbourhood.
The other three countries I visited

were the Philippines, Formosa and
índia, and they ali have some things

to offer that I think are worth re-

viewing in a program like this.

The Fili[)inos have adopted to a

high degree the methods which we
dêem of value in the management
field. You may have noted that the

title of this session today is a ques-

tion, and one found there, the

"questioning method". The Fili-

pinos themselves question. With the

co-operation of the groups of the

United Nations, people come there

from other countries. A large num-
ber of groups go to the United States

from the Philippines, and come
from the United States to the

Philippines, which leads to the

possibility of extending thequestions

very far and making them very

worthwhile. I feel sure that this

questioning of our methorls is one of

the vital things in the whole manage-

ment field. When we (juestion a

particular belief, we have our first

chance to make improvenients.

One of our men, Dan Brown,

connected with training and pub-

lic service, took the governinent

supervisors in, .'50 or 40 at a time for

training. Each one of these members
submittpd each night a (|uesli()ii

that he thonght might help in lhe

type of work bcing done and a

selection from these was made at the

next meeting.

It was interesting to .see, i)erha|)s

because of the special nature of the

group, that there were not nearly

.so many (juestioiís on the technical

Management Techniques Abroad
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side as on the luiinan relationship

side.

It occurred to me as I was evaluat-

ing the 1,000 questions that were
collected, that very many of these

human relatioiís questions would
have been avoided liad there been
more done on the technical side to

begin with. While I realize that

nianagement is dependent for its

technique upon the human relations

side, I also realize that we do not
always recognize that the human
relations side is dependent upon the

technical side also.

As I left, Mr. Brown was working
his conferences up the line and
getting nearer and nearer to the top
group in the Philippines. One very
intelligent thing which was done
was to invite the heads of the

government divisions to conduct
at least one session each in the
course for the supervisors. Seeing
the questions ahead of time, they
could answer some of them and
stimulate discussion from the floor.

To me, it was an amazing thing to

see that people living in that part
of the world had such a high opinion
of the s])eaker that it was possible

for people down the line to ask such
pertinent questions up the line.

There was a give and take which
seemed to me valuable indeed.

lu Formosa, the problem is dif-

ferent because of the lack of re-

sources there. We found resources in

the engineering profession; there

is a Chinese Institute of Engineer-
ing. While without doubt at the
present time, none of its members
are actively engaged in the manage-
ment field, we did find them willing

to sponsor a new project. If you
can get the toj) group in a country or
in an intlustrial towTi, really interest-

ed and willing not only to act as a
resource, but to realize that they
themselves must know what the
problems are and be able to explain
them to people of less privilege, you
can go a very long way.

We also found there, as I found in

the other countries, great resources
in the people from ali of the other
countries who have had more oppor-
tunities. They have come to live

and work in these countries; for

example, some consultants from
other countries have settled there
for some time anfl some are there
only on a temporary basis and
some of them have great industrial

knowledge.

I found in ali three countries one
of the branches of industry which
had gone far was the construction,
repair, maintenance and ílying of

aircraft. In every case, I realized

that one reason it liad gone so far

112

was because the industry ali over

the world has so many similar, as

well as different, jjroblems and be-

cause there has been such an eager-

ness to help and to share. It was
very interesting to find that the

servicing being given to planes in

these countries, was not only given

to national commercial planes, but

that the national air force was also

servicefl hy the commercial com-
pany, and that the air force of other

nations, like ours and yours, were
given the same attention and main-
tenance. This really was a most
impressive sight, as I talked with
air officers of the country and f)f the

various other countries who used the

service, and then actually went
through the shops, talking to people

who were on the technical side and
to people on the human relations

side as well.

Because I have stressed these

great resources in Formosa, I hope
you will not feel the Taiwanese and
í'hinese have a great deal to work
with. There is practically nothing
in Formosa in books or in labora-

tories or anything with which you
could set up an engineering course

of any sort, much less a nianage-

ment cour.se. The language diffi-

culties alone, are great—the Chinese
needing to be translated into English
and the English needing to be
translated into Chinese. I would ask
and hope that every engineer in

every country will send books and
magazines that he can spare to
Professor Paul Eaton, who will .see

that they go immediately to the
students or to the Chinese Institute

of Engineers, which will see that the
whole country ])rofits.

The situation in índia is one that
could not be described in a few
moments. It was interesting to
.see not only the United Nations
standing by and other countries
wishing to help, but the generosity
with which Great Britain continues
to be a resource if wanted. Two
professors from British institutes

have spent a year there helping set

up courses, and I was surprised to

.see the amount of work and the
amount of appreciation of what
was being done. I think many
peonie will feel that my short stay
and the fact that I did not confine
it to people in the nianagement field,

or to those who would help in the
nianagement field, gave me a nar-
row view. But one can only report
what one sees with one's own eyes.

I was much impres.sed with the fine

team work going on.

For example, in the nursing field:

a team—a midwife from Great
Britain, a nurse from Canada, a
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dietitian from the United States,

with three counterpart people—

a

team of six trying to tackle situa-

tions in a hospital. You never in

your life saw so many and such
complicated problems. Another ex-
ample, a plant making sewing
machines, and trying not only to
furnish work to the worker, to give
him enough to live on, but trying
al.so to help the many relatives

coming out of Pakistan, those who
live on the fringe of the industry,

and are given "home work," setting

up a little machine right in the
living room. You and I are brought
up by the Consumers' League to
disapprove of home industry, but
when this is the sort of thing that
people have to do or probably
.starve, the viewpoint is different!

Questioning in índia is very
important, too. Some of the Indians
questioned me about our family life

and felt that we were too criticai

of their family life. They said that
when they .saw our movies and read
our books, and when I say ours, I

mean ours in the United States, not
yours in Canada— they did not
think very much of our family
life, of our family relations. I tried

to explain that we meant no criticism

of their family relations, but that
people ali over the country, especial-

ly the students, felt they could not
get anywhere because of family-run
industries. What is the answer to

the (|uestion It seems to be educa-
tion. There are problems in educa-
tion in every country where I went.

This includes not only education
of the head but education of the
hands. We should, as we go over the
technicjues, make it plain that the
education of the hands is most
important and that in what we do
accomplish the technical and the

human side go together. I think
also that we cannot say that either

the human side or the so-called

technical side is lacking in technique.

But it takes more than tech-

niques; it takes warm friendly

people talking it out in a non-criti-

cal way, trying to help. To sum-
marize, we might ask first; do you
have an educated head ? Second,
do you have educated hands, hands
which actually do things them.>-elves,

as well as just demonstrate what
can be done Third, do you have
educated hearts ?

l'he Chairman: Thank you, Dr.
Gilbreth, for an inspiring descrip-

tion of the.se countries you have
seen and of their nianagement
problems.

We have not too much time, but
if there are any (piestions, I will be
glad to have them.

!
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Discussion

Question: Nowadays, when
management is composed more and
more of engineers, of technicians

and of experts, can this trend be

correlated to some extent to wider

acceptance and use of management
techniques or scientific management ?

Mr. White: I imagine you assume
that the engineer, with a somewhat
narrow field of technical training

may not be quite competent to

handle the wider social techniques

which are gradually developing.

Questionei-: Not quite that. I

think perhaps they bring with them
a scientific way of looking at

management, a scientific approach.

Mr. White: It is a debatable

question whether an engineer's

training as a technical man fits him
for these social studies. I have often

heard it said that studies in the

human side of things would fit a

man more for social problems, but

by the same token, we have ali seen

people who studied the philosophi-

cal, the sociological, etc, side, who
would make just as bad mistakes in

that field as a man who had been
steeped in his early years in techni-

cal matters. It depends on the indi-

vidual.

Question: Do your attitude sur-

veys indicate that the feeling is that

training by surrounding the man
with proper equipment and with
facilities for improvement, succeeds

better than subjecting him to a

more social type of training, the

schoolroom type of training ?

Mr. Peachey: In other words we
are asked, "Do the surveys indicate

that people feel that they should be
trained by being surrounded with
mechanical facilities, instead of just

training in the classroom course ?"

Perhaps Mr. Mackenzie would an-

swer that.

Mr. Mackenzie: This question is

one of great importance. As I have
said, we have trend surveys under
way. We have made three of them.
The first one gave us many sur-

pri.ses in áreas where we least

expected them. The -second one
showed some improvement in places,

and I think the third one has rather

cemented our ideas about what we
have to do.

I would say that the trend has
siiown that there has been a little

loo much emphasis, perhaps, being
put on these particular seminars and
cour.ses and special studies.

I will give an example of the
hunian relations course. We went
pretty strongly into that. We cover-
ed it thoroughly down to the second
levei and even first levei, and I

don't believe we got the full value
out of such courses. The thinking
now is that perhaps there should be
more opportunity for men who are
beginning to show promise to move
around a little more and to be
exposed to good management. If

we can get our top leveis of manage-
ment thoroughly convinced, I be-

lieve we can help these men in that
environment of good management.
Analysis of our surveys indicates

that this technique would be to our
advantage.

Mr. Peachey: While you are on
your feet, Mr. Mackenzie, here is

another question along the same
line. I will read it. "Would you give

an example of a typical trend or

spot survey ?'"

Mr. Mackenzie: Yes, we do take
specific spot surveys as well as trend

surveys. I will give an example.
Each year we have been running

high levei management group opera-

tional meetings at which various

subjects are discussed and the

questions answered by the president

and vice-presidents. Two years ago
we found through the instrument of

our normal trend survey that the

lower leveis of management felt

keenly that they were being left out

of the meetings and discussions.

We then had a series of meetings at

our division and district leveis,

covering the same subjects that

were handled by the top levei

management team. We then under-

took a single or "spot" survey to

assess the value and plan for future

projects.

A single attitude survey does not

give you trends. It just gives you a

spot answer to a specific problem.

I do not think the value is quite

the same in the spot.

Mr. Peachey: There are two
questions here which are really the

same question. I will read the first

one: "What is the best way to

interest top management in manage-
ment techniques ?", and another

person asks, perhaps more brutally

but more to the point, "What hap-

pens if the top man of a company is

just not interested in .scientific

management, I mean one of the old

school

Dr. Gilbrefh: In the first place,

where we have been able to have

top management to participate, the

results have been good, that is, if

we can get the top levei people to

help in putting in the training in the

industrial program. We urge top

management to come to open the

first meeting or, if not, to send a

letter of recommendation.

After ali, the difficulty may be
that top management does not
realize the importance of what they
happen to think and do.

Second, in many countries, there
are special cour.ses for top manage-
ment. If you can have an ofí-the-

record meeting in some quiet place,

if you can inveigle those who have
taken over the responsibility of

finding what it is about, to come,
and to get others to come, it goes a
long way.

In the third place, I think we
should check very carefuUy, not
only by attitude and opinion surveys
but by interviews, to see whether the

people who are in favour will really

participate and will correlate the

old with the new. If they are really

however "old .school" and cannot
change, one just has to stifíen one's

back and wait until the situation

changes. We should respect those

who have wide experience, and we
should look at the past to see what
we can learn from it, but I think our
eyes should be on the future, trying

to see that appropriate young men
and young women, willing to take

leadership, are being educated for

the job.

Mr. Peachey: I believe we have
time for this last question. "Does
the panei believe that management
techniques ever replace mature judg-

ment or wisdom ?" Perhaps, Mr.
White, would you like to take that

question

Mr. White: Well, now, "mature
judgment or wisdom!" I have no
authority to speak for the panei,

but I hazard the guess that its

answer would be a unanimous "No".
Techniques do not replace, are not

intended to replace and there is no

claim that they will replace mature
judgment and wisdom. lu manage-
ment, the techniques on the other

hand, will as.sist judgment. It is not

one replacing the other, but aug-

menting it—a tool to use or many
tools to use—and one of the tools

is to develop better, or perhaps

better developments of, mature

wisdom.

Mr. Peachey: Thank you, Mr.

White. It is now five o'clock and I

promi.sed faithfully to wind this up
at five. I will not try to sum up any
conclusions to our discussion and I

can only hope that you will carry

away with you the thought that

management in an engineering pro-

gram is an important part of engi-

neering work and that management
in engineering is recjuired and is

essential and therefore that the

management of those projects must

be of the highest order. \
'
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Economics
of the

Nova Scotia Goal Mining Industry

by

Lionel A. Forsyth
President,

Dominion Steel and Coal Corporation Limited.

A paper presented before the Montreal Branch of the

Engineering Institute of Canada, March 25, 1954.

It is a pleasant duty to express

my appreciation of the invitation to

present to you some reflections,

and opinions flowing from them,
upon matters of absorbing interest

to me and of tremendous concern,

not only to myself, but to several

thousand people whose present Hve-
hhood and future security depend
upon the Nova Scotia coal mining
industry.

Coal from the Cape Breton fields

has been in use from the earliest

date in (Janada s recorded history.

Indians, explorers, troops and set-

tlers used this fuel. I am inclined to

believe that in Canadian, perhaps
in North American, industry, the
coal mines of Nova Scotia open the
first chapter of tlieir history.

Neither the time available, nor
the limitations of my subject, per-

mit me to dwell upon the historical

background of Nova Scotia coal.

Suffice it to say that, from the
earliest times, production from the
Nova Scotia fields has developed in

gradually increasing importance to

that Province and its people.

Coal the Foundation
for Maritime Steel

The existence of the coal fields of

Cape Breton and of the Nova Scotia
mainland was the fonndation of the
steel industry, which has, for over
half a century, been established in

Sydney and at Trenton. The com-
bination of Nova Scotia coal and
iron ore, first from that Province
and today from Newfoundland, has
created an industrial organization
employing some 30,000 people in

operations which extend from the

Atlantic coast to the Detroit River.

The integration of the Nova
Scotia coal mining industry with
basic steel operations is less than
half its story—a story which ought
to be, or shall I say, musi be, set

fully before the Canadian public,

because it is a story in which they
have a vital interest.

I should feel much more com-
fortable if my topic tonight per-

mitted a more general approach
than I feel compelled to adopt, but
a discussion of the "Economics of

the Nova Scotia Coal Mining In-

dustry" must, of necessity, stick

close to the facts. Although I am
aware of my lack of qualifications to

aíford the subject the detailed and
penetrating treatment that it de-
serves, I shall do my best to sketch
the picture for you in its broader
aspects.

Half Oiir Power from Coal

In my opinion, the approach
which will provide you with the
best perspective of the role played
by coal in our economy, is to
examine the relative importance of

the various sources of energy and the
changes in the relationship which
have taken place over a period of

years. Although coal has decreased
in relative importance in the past
quarter century, it is still, by long
odds, the most important single

source of energy in our economy.
Today coal is the source of about

half of our total power require-

ments. Hydro power provides about
30 per cent; oil and natural gas
provide most of the balance. The
decline in the relative importance

of coal has been gradual but steady,

decreasing by about 2/3 of 1 per

cent per year for the past 30 years.

From this, you c-an calculate that

coal sup])lied 70 per cent of our
energy reíjuirements only 30 years

ago. In recent years, the pace of

the decline has accelerated slightly,

as oil in the East and natural gas in

Western Canada have made sharp

inroads on the coal market.

Obviously, this is only part of the

picture. In a stable market, a de-

cline of 2/3 of 1 per cent would
also represent an absolute reduction,

but, in actual fact, our reciuire-

ments have grown, and have grown
extremely rapidly in the past quarter

century. We now, for examjile, use

more than twice as much power
as we did in the late "Twenties".
Thus, although the percentage of

power requirements supplied by
coal has diminished, the absolute

quantity of coal consumed has

increased. Canada now, for example,
burns about 13 more coal than in

the immediate pre-war years.

Nova Scotia Supplies
14 Per Cent Market

These comraents might suggest

a fairly promising outlook for the

Canadian coal mining industry,

but the sad fact of the matter is

that the figures cjuoted cover ali

coal consumed in Canada—not only
coal protluced by Canadian col-

lieries, but imports from the United
States and Britain as well.

In the twenty years prior to World
War II, Canadian producers sold

in the domestic market ton for ton

with imported coal. Today there
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is about a ton and a half of imported

coal for each ton of Canadian coal

l)virned. We are, in fact, losing our

rclative position in our own market.

In spite of this, Canadian coal

consumed in Canada is about the

siime in quantity as it was twenty

years ago. In terms of annual con-

sumption, it amounts to 16 or 17

inillion short tons per annum, of

which quantity Nova Scotia mines

supply about òl ó niillion tons.

The next logical step is to examine

the consumption of Nova Scotia

coal against total Canadian coal

burned in the domestic market. It

would be pleasant to be able to say

something dramatic about this com-
parison, but, in actual fact, the trend

of consumption of Maritime coal

has paralleled the Canadian figures.

Perhaps it is not fair to expect a dif-

ference to appear, because Nova
Scotia coal represents 40 per cent

of the total Canadian production.

The interesting story about Nova
Scotia coal is to be found in the

clianging composition of the market
area into which this coal can eco-

nomically penetrate.

Ontário Market Disappearing

Qaebec and Ontário consume
more coal than ali the rest of Canada
combined. Prior to the war, these

two Provinces used about 60 per

cent of the total coal burned in

Canada. More recently, this per-

centage has increased until now
two-thirds of Canadian demand
stems from these Provinces. On-
tário is, by a wide margin, the

larger of the two markets; in fact,

it is about three times the size of the

Quebec market.
Apart from its size, the outstand-

ing feature of the central market is

the increasing extent to which it is

supplied by foreign sources, particu-

larly the United States. In the

inmiediate pre-war years, Maritime
collieries supplied about "20 per cent

of the central market. During the
war, this percentage dropped to less

than 3 per cent, as Nova Scotia coal

was directed, for strategic purpo.ses,

to the bunkers of the Navy and the
Merchant Marine. Most of the gain
in control of the market was made
by United States coal, as British

coal was not available for export.

In spite of strenuous efforts to

regain its pre-war share of the
central market, Nova Scotia coal

now represents only 8 per cent of

consumption in this area. Even
more important is the fact that, so

far as central markets are concerned,

nearly ali of the Maritime coal is

sold in the Province of Quebec.
The tonnage which enters the

Ontário market is extremely small.

Diesels Cutting Big Rail Market

Speaking generally, not ali the

coal produced in the Maritimes is

entirely suitable for use in hand-
fircd, natural draft, heating equip-

ment. Although there is some
médium volatile coal produced in

Nova Scotia, most of the produc-

tion is high volatile, which in the

process of combustion, produces a

considerable volume of volatile

gases. Unless particular care is

taken, these gases will not burn
completely and a good deal of smoke
and soot will result.

But the disadvantages of a high

volatile coal for domestic purposes

can be, and have been, overcome

by the use of underfeed stokers;

and much Nova Scotia coal is now
specially treated and sized for

domestic stoker use.

The big sales outlets for Nova
Scotia coal are the railway and
industrial markets. You are no

doubt aware that the railways are

(or have been) extremely important

consumers of coal, but perhaps

you did not know that, even in the

years 1945 to 1950, the railways

used an average of more than 12

million tons of coal per annum,
which is about 30 per cent of the

total Canadian consumption during

that period and almost 40 per cent

of the market for bituminous coal.

As the diesehzation program of

Canada's two major railroads has

gained momentum, the use of coal

by railroads has declined, until

now a quarte:r of this market has

disappeared and there is eyery

indication this trend will continue

at an increasing pace. Recent pro-

nouncements tell us that the

program of diesehzation will be

virtually completed within 5 years,

and that no coal will be required

after that time in the Maritime

áreas.

Coal Fired Turbine Too Lato

You may have heard or read of

a new develojjment, which we in the
coal industry regard as being sig-

nificant. I refer, of course, to re-

search on the coal-fired turbine.

What you may not know is that
this program has developed to

such an extent that plans are now
being made to construct the first

complete locomotive. Up to now,
ali work has been concentrated
upon the engiiie itself and there

is good reason to believe that this

unit will be able to operate more
economically than the diesel.

What we, in the industry, are

concerned about is that com})lete

conversion of railway motive ])ower

to diesel engines at an early date

will slow down acceptance and
utilization of the coal-fired turbine.

New diesel ecjuipment, worth mil-

lions of dollars, will not, I hazard
a guess, be scrajjped to take ad-

vantage of the newly íleveloped

processes.

It is, of course, easy to l)e criticai

of a policy which has an unfavour-

able impact upon an industry with

which one is directly concerned. We
in private industry, unfortunately,

cannot and do not permit ourselves

to overlook the consequences of this

change in policy.

The real threat to the Maritime
economy lies, not in conversion to

the diesel, but in the pace at which

the change is made. Certainly,

new employment opportunities can-

not be developed fast enough tf)

absorb the unemployed miners, if

conversion to diesel engines is

completed within five years. Of

course, it would be over-optimistic

to hope that other Maritime in-

dustry could thrive in the at-

mosphere of economic instability

which will thus be created.

Bigger Subventioiís Neetled

The individual market remains

as the major outlet for coal pro-

duced in the Maritimes and, for

this market, there is increasing

competition. .\Uhough more coal

is used by industry in these days of

high volume business, the area

which can be eíFectively served by

Nova Scotia coal continues to

dimini.sh and the penetratioii by

United States coal increa.ses.

I think you would be interesled

to know about subventions paid by

the Governnieiít to assist the inove-

ment of Maritime coal into the

Quebec market. The jíresent regu-

lations stem from a policy decision

made by the Federal Government

Nova Scotia is fast losinp her

share of the Canadian coal market.

Rail dieselization is proceeding so

rapidly that the coal fired turbine

may be too late to save the railway

coal market. If the industry is to

survive so its value may be pre-

served for a national emergency,

increased subventions, and greater

productivity to lower production

costs, are "musts". The author

discusses whether operators and

governments should continue their

efforts to save the industry, or

accept coaTs inability to compete

with oil and natural gas.
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in 1923, although transportation

subventions were not developed
until the early "Thirties", when
generally depressed conditions re-

sulted in sharp curtailment of coal

production. Under the conditions

which prevailed at that time, water-

borne Nova Scotia coal could be
laid down in St. Lawrence ports to

compete with imported coal.

Subvention payments made to

the railroads up to a maximum of

$2.00 per ton enabled Nova Scotia

coal to move into the big Ontário
market. From 1933 to 1939, an
average of 1.7 million tons per

annum moved into Ontário and
Quebec markets under subvention,

of which more than half went to

Ontário. Now, although the maxi-
mum subvention payable has in-

crea.sed to $4.00 per ton, Nova
Scotia coal cannot compete in

Ontário with low-priced coal from
the United States and, in fact,

competition west of Quebec City is

severe. If the market had not
grown, the Maritimes would be
able to ship less than half of pre-

war tonnage to the central markets.

The answer to the problem facing

the industry is twofold. Obviously,
subvention payments do not, under
the conditions which prevail, ac-

complish the purpose for which
they were intended. If the original

policy decision was sound, sub-

vention payments must be adjusted

and revised from time to time.

Only the assistance granted during
the "Thirties" enabled this industry

to perform its outstandingly im-
portant strategic function during
the war. Nothing has occurred
since then to suggest that we would
not once again require every avail-

able ounce of coal during periods of

national emergency.

Production Costs Must Go Down

Secondly, the cost of producing
coal must be reduced. To this end,
aided by timely loans made avail-

able by the Government of Canada,
we have expended in the past 3

years 5^2 million dollars on mechani-
zation of the coal mines. Of major
significance has been the develo]>-

ment and installation of the "Dosco
Continuous Miner". This remark-
able piece of ccjuipinent is capable
of chewing from the longwall face

a ton and a half of coal in Í3 seconds
and no explosives are required. The
design, development and construc-
tion of this machine by Dosco engi-

neers and craftsmen I regard as a
noteworthy achieveinent, and the
greatest advance in coal mining
practice in the history of the in-

dustry the world over.

The key to the whole program is

to reduce costs by increasing pro-

ductivity. To this end, it has been
necessary to permanently retire

some of the uneconomic units of the

industry which do not lend them-
selves to new mining methods. One
major change is the shift from room
and pillar to longwall mining, which
results in much higher recovery of

the available coal.

The mechanization program has

generated some interesting prob-

lems; for example, the driving of a

new tunnel in our No. 20 colliery,

by which we hope to bring together

from some S}/2 miles out under the

Atlantic the output of three mines,

which will then be lifted to the

surface at low cost by a continuous

conveyor.* The coal is then to be
washed and prepared for use in

one large efficient and economic
treating plant. Thus far, the pro-

posal is logical, but here's the catch

—completion of this and other

similar projects will raise our out-

])ut to about 7}/2 rnillion tons,

against a present available market
for about two-thirds of that tonnage.

Fight or Surrender?

The problems we face, in which
both Provincial and Federal Govern-
ments are deeply concerned, are

—

how much of the lost market can
we hope to regain if we proceed to

completion of the mechanization
project ? Will the expenditure of

the capital involved justify itself

on economic grounds ?

Does the experience of the past

justify a joint effort by the operators

and government to carry the pro-

ject to conclusion upon gromids of

the ultimate national advantage to

be derivefl from the pre.servation of

this industry as an invaluable asset

in time of emergency ?

Is it better to forget its possibili-

ties, accept as inevitable its ulti-

mate inability to compete with gas,

oil and foreign coal, or to assess its

real potential value as a national

asset and allow it to be developed
to such stature as will enable it,

when need arises, to supply such
deficiencies and shortages in other
fuels as have arisen in emergencies
not so far behind us ?

*Siiicf this paper was delivered tlicre lias

l)een a change in the mechanization program.
The coiistruction of the new tunnel to coii-

solidate the hoisting of the output of tiiree

colHeries lias heen suspended, due principally
to the shrinkage of markets. Both the
(iovernnient and the Company have lelt

that until the disposal of the output of these
collieries, as it would be increased hy this

project, is assured, the large capital ex-

penditure involved in it cannot be justified.

These questions are, in a sense,

rhetorical; at least, to the extent
that I cannot provide the answers.
They are questions which must be
answered, and answered without
too much delay. I shall mention
only briefly the fact that the future

of individuais, families and com-
munities depends upon the answers.

It is only fair to state that sub-

ventions, and assistance by way of

monies advanced for mechanization
of our mines, have contributed in

large measure toward meeting the
necessities of the industry.

I, personally, find it distasteful

to appear to increase the dependence
of the industry upon government
support. I would gladly forego

the necessity for so doing. The
problems of the industry are now
before the proper agencies of govern-
ment and they will, I know, be
carefully and conscientiously con-

sidered. My personal conviction is

that, if ways and means can be found
to bring about the improvements
contemplated in mining, trans-

portation and preparation of our
coal, this industry, so vital to my
native province, and to Canada,
can and will play a great and im-

portant part in the glorious future of

our country.

Coal Industry Accepts
Its Kesponsibilities

But the mere provision of funds

for capital outlays, the adjustment
and revision of subventions, these

acts of government alone cannot
rehabilitate this industry, or restore

its health. Government aid, no
matter what form it takes, like

physicians' prescriptions, cannot ef-

fectively cure this patient unless the

patient is prepared to co-operate to

the utmost of its ability to do so.

The management of the industry

has a duty to provide wise and com-
petent direction of it, to insist upon
efficient and economical production
and the utmost effort in marketing
the product to best advantage. For
the management, I can speak and
I can say that it will meet its re-

sponsibility.

Those employed in the industry

have a duty too, a duty to the

industry, a duty to the communities
in which they live—communities
which are, in many instances, de-

pendent solely upon this industry

for their continued welfare. There
are those who can speak for the

employees, but, in the final analysis,

actions speak louder than words
and the performance of the future

will be their answer.

(Contimied on page 119)
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Scientific Manpower
by

Dr. E. W. R. Steacie

President

National Research CounciL Ottaiva

On October 22, 1951, Caiiadiari

Industries (1954) Ltd., officially

opened an extensive addition to ils

research laboratories iii VIcMaster-

ville. Que. The extension contairis

twelve individual laboratories, with

rooHi for eight more, which is no«

occupied by a stores departmeril,

inachine and glass-blowing shops,

a first-aid room and a lunch room.

With the original building, there is

space for soinething ovar a hundrcd

workers, making this one of the

larger industrial research labora-

tories in Canada.

The coinpanv fcll that this ad-

dition to ils facilities deserved some-

thing more than the traditional

outting of a ribbon by the presi-

dent's wife or by the oldest eni-

ployee, so it invited Dr. Steacie

to address its giiests at the diniier

which followed the openiiig. Ilis

rcin irlvs app^ar on ihcse pages.

As a Canadian chemist, and as

one associated with an organization

whose objective is the promotion of

research, it is a great pleastire to be
here today to see this expansion of

lesearch facihties. It is much to be
ilesired that Canadian firms should
hecome really active in research and
ilevelopment, and it is appropriate
that one of Canada's greatest in-

(histrial organizations should be-
come a leader in this movement.
There is no doubt that the new
íaciHties will amply justify them-
>('lves.

Yoin- president suggested that I

should (Uscuss tonight the question
'>f scientific manpower in Canada,
111 the Hght of our rapid industrial

ilevelopment. Before doing this I

wouid like to discuss for a moment
lhe general Canadian position as far

IS research is concerned.

Specific Canadian Problems

Since Canada is a relatively sniall

((luntrv, certain specific problems
iirise. The rnost important feature of

-ize is what the engineer calls the
scale factor". It is a well known

tact that the behaviour of a model is

not directly applicable to a large
iihject. In the .saine way, it is

' -sential that the small laboratory
--liould not be tnerely a small-scale
\ crsion of the large one. Consider,

for example, a large firni with a

research staff of 1,000. This staff

might be working on, say, 50 prob-

lems with an average of 20 people

on each. There is often an unfortu-

nate tendency in a small laboratory

to copy a big one, and with a stafl^

of 25, put half a man on each prob-

leiti. It is, I think, essential that a

small research organization should

be very choosy about its problems,

and should tackle only a relatively

small number and do them well.

Above ali, it is important that the

laboratory should not concentrate

entirely on short-term ad hoc prob-

lems. Some long-term problems of

scientific importance are essential if

the laboratory is to develop the full

capacity of its people. It is also

essential if an organization is to be

successful in hiring outstanding nien.

The per.sonnel of an industrial

laboratory must have an oppor-

tunity to maintain their scientific

self-respect.

A second feature of the Canadian
picture is the fact that we are,

scientifically speaking, just emerg-

ing from the pioneer stage. In the

early days Canada was, of course,

merely a producer of raw materiais.

These were the essential things in

the national economy, and naturally

industrial research first got going on

things connected with the primary

industries — miiiing, agriculture,

forestry and the like. It is only

relatively recently that much re-

search has been done ou matters

related to secondary indu.stry. Tn

many ways we have goue through

the same stages as has the Fnited

States, but about one war behind.
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There Is a deal of similarity between

the American picture in 1920 and the

Canadian picture today.

A third factor, and in niany ways
the dominant factor, in the state

of Canadian industrial research is

our proximity to the United States,

a much larger and much more
highly industrialized country, and
one along whose northern border

we are strung out in a long narrow

strip. The inevitable consequence of

this is that most Canadian com-
panies are subsidiaries, or at least

smaller associates, of United States

companies. This is by far the most
important factor in assessing the

position of CanacHan industrial re-

search. I will return to it agaiii in a

moment.

Universities are the Basis

The universities are, of course,

the basis of the whole research

structure. Our universities have
done a splendid job and have, in

fact, been far ahead of industry in

getting research under way in

Canada. They are, like most other

universities, in some trouble íinan-

cially with the decline of endowment
revenues and the increase in the

number of students. Actually, we
have always been an exporter of

university graduates to the United
States. This is not a desirable

situation from our standpoint, and
it is very encouraging to note that

the situation is steadily improving
as Canadian industrial research

expands.

Expansion in Activities

Until relatively recently Cana-
dian industrial research has been a

comparatively small effort. Most
Canadian firins are subsidiaries and
research is something which is done
at head offices. But there have al-

ways been some very striking ex-

ceptions to this rule, and in recent

years more and more companies
are beginning to realize the im-
portance of at least a reasonable

degree of self-sufficiency in research.

This is just one more symptom of

the fact that we are growing up.

The opening of this laboratory to-

day is a major e.xample of this trend,

and is most encouraging to others.

Imperial Chemical Industries"
efforts are, of course, outstanding:

it is particularly gratifying that

their Canadian í)fFspring should be
following in their footsteps.

Like everything else in Canadian
science, government research be-

fore the war was relatively small,

especially research for secondary
industry. As far as primary influstry

was concerned agriculture was an
outstanding excejjtion. During the

war there was a very large expan-

sion, and this expanded position has

been maintained. Today govern-

ment research in Canada is on a

scale which is large, compared with

that bf most countries.

It is difficult to obtain reliable

figures on research expenditure,

especially in industry. Figures are

likely to be arrived at with one

eye on the question of prestige and

tiie other on the tax collector, and

the resulting "divergent squint"

rather blurs things. However, ali

who have thought much about the

question will arrive at roughly the

same conclusions, even if they can-

not be documented.

Roughly, before the war we were

spending per capita about half as

much as the United States as far as

government is concerned. However,
our very large expenditure on agri-

culture distorts the picture and our

expenditure by government on re-

search aimed at secondary industry

was far less. Today, however, our

psr capita expenditure on civilian

government research appears to be

about the same as that of the United
States and the United Kingdom,
and much larger than that of most
countries.

Manpower for Research

The position as far as industrial

research is concerned is by no means
as satisfactory. Because of our

"branch plant" situation, our in-

dustrial research effort was very
small before the war, probably
about one-tenth as much per capita

as in the United States. There has
been an iniprovement, and today
we are perhaps spending al)out

one-sixth to one-seventh as much
per capita. The position is encourag-
ing. Many companies are opening
laboratories or expanding facilities.

The trend is, therefore, perfectly

satisfactory even if the present
position is not. It is the continuation
of this trend which raises the ques-
tion of the supply of scientific man-
power.

The position as far as the universi-

ties is concerned is not too encourag-
ing. ]Much research is being done in

the vmiversities, and the magnitude
of the effort and quality of the work
are extremely gratifying. However,
teaching loads are heavy, staíís are

far too small, and facilities and
salaries are by no means at a

proper levei. The diíiiculties of

university finance are the main
problem facing the whole structure

of Canadian research.

In considering the jjosition of

scientific manpower, especially from
the point of view of research or

development, there are three distinc

classes of people:

The engineer or science graduat
at the bachelor's degree levei.

The Ph.D. or other research

trained man.
Sénior personnel, especiall\' th

abler men from 30 to 35 years o

age, with experience in directin

the work of a group.

Bachelor Degree Graduates

It does not seem to me tha

we should do too much worryin
about the first group. In the firs

place, some shortage is to be ex

pected in a period of expansion.

My view, and I doubt if it differ

from that of industry, is that

would rather see too few scientist

than too few jobs. In any case

think that the indications are tha

the shortage will not be too severe.

We have always exported som
technically trained people to thd

United States. This export is de-

creasing, but there is still an ap-

preciable ílow. It has been my
experience that recent graduates

go to the United States not primaril

for higher salaries, but rather be

cause of greater technical opportu-

nities. An engineer who wishes to

practise design will go away if th

only job he can get in Canada is

plant operation. I feel certain that

the ílow of people can be stopped at

any time, if equal technical oppor-

tunities become available. As in-

dustrial research expands, there-

fore, men will become available

from this source.

A second point is that we can try

to use people eíTectively. At the

present moment science is regarded

as the "sacred cow," and I feel that

there has been an unrealistic use of

technically trained people in some
countries. We can try to avoid the

waste of our scientific manpower.
The main factors, however, are

that as industrial demand increases

over the next six or seven years,

university enrolment will increase

in any case, and that it doesn't

take very long to train a man with a

bachelor's degree. We are just

entering the period where university

freshmen cease to be "depression

babies" and become "war babies".

The very large increase in birth-

rate after the depression means a

very great increase in enrolment,

provided the universities can íind

the men and facilities required. I

do not per.sonally subscribe to the

view that anyone who doesn't take

a science or engineering degree is a

total loss. In fact, I think it will be

disastrous if the present trend away
from the humanities is too long

continued.
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Ph.D. Graduates

The secoiul category of people

presents more of a problem. A Ph.D.
takes longer to train than the

wmlergraduate and requires inuch

more personal attention froni first-

rate nien on univer.sity staíf.s. This

iiccessitates more facilities and in-

i reased stafYs in universities. The
uiiivensities are aware of the situa-

tion and are actively planning for

the increase in students. The ques-

tion is, however, "Can they afford

what is necessary ?" I will retnrn to

ihis in a moment. Here again,

however, the greatly diminished, but

>tiil appreciable ílow to the United
States can be diverted and will be
iif some help. AU in ali the sitnation

is difficult. It seenis to me that the

increased supply will come just

about when needed, if the universi-

ties can expand facilities and, above
ali, júnior staff.

Sénior Group Leaders

This brings us to the third cate-

uory, the 30 to 35 year group of

ictive independent university in-

vestigators. This group is essential

to the expansion of the output of

research students. It is equally

essential as the one possible pool

írom which to draw research direc-

tors for new laboratories and sénior

«íroup leaders for expanding labora-

tories. Here, I think, is the trouble.

It should be pointed out that
w e went through this situation dur-
ing the war. The supply of new
Ph.D.'s was not too short since the
university output was considerable.

riie real shortage was in men about
.')() to 33 with real experience in direct-

ing research and great ability.

In a research organization a few
|)eople make ali the difíerence. If

Hve per cent of the staff of a research

laboratory are really first-rate, with
iinagination and initiative, ali is

well. Lacking this five per cent,

\('ry little that is worth while will

t inerge from the laboratory. If

WC are going to expand, these are
the essential people. This is where

! the shortage really is now, and where
I the future acute shortage will be.

The problem is to develop people
of this type, i.e., to get behind them
when they appear and to give them
the opportunity to develop them-
selves. In both Britain and the
United States the source of supply
of such people is the universities.

The question is how to hold more
people of this type in the universi-
ties, where they will help out in the
training of research students and
will themselves develop the experi-

j

cnce and ability to direct research.

University Financial Support

The real problem is merely lhe
financial jjroblem of the universities.

Endowment is no longer possible
on a sufficient scale. \Aliat is essen-
tial is current support for research in

universities, without iiiterference

with academic freedom. Govern-
ment aid, in spite of constilutioiíal

problcms, has been considerable.

but the universities need much
more.

One very striking thing in Canada
has been the relatively small support
of research in the universities by
industry. It is here that industries

can themselves contribute to as-

suring the supply of the scientific

manpower they need. I do not
mean to be criticai of industry,

because I think that the situation

is an entirely natural one. Financial
support of university research by
industry has been small, because
the industries in many cases have
themselves done little or no research.

Today industrial research is ex-

panding and one hopes that this

will mean an expansion in university

support. What is neerled is freer,

more general support, and more
support for the outstanding man
at the post-doctorate stage. Above
ali support which is not earmarked
for "practical" investigations is

needed.

Maritimers Should Use More Coal

There are others, as I see it,

who owe a particular duty to this

industry and I should fail in my
responsibility, if I did not mention

them. I refer to those people of the

Maritime Provinces, and particu-

larly those of Nova Scotia, who do

not take part personally in coal

mining operations. The intimate

connection between successful oper-

ation of the mines and prosperity

in Nova Scotia has been so often

proven that I do not need to enlarge

upon it. I sometimes wonder whether

some Nova Scotians realize it.

Surveys which we, of the Domi-
nion Coal Company, have conducted

have disclosed the surprising fact

that, in many áreas and some of

them coal mining arcas, many
Nova Scotians pass uj) the ])ro(luct

of the mines and use other fuels iu

preference to our coal. Our experi-

ence has been that Canadian in-

dustrial users in large number will

continue to use Nova Scotia coal,

as against foreign oil, or forcigii

coal, even at considerable financial

disadvantage to themselves.

I.C.I. Kesearoh Dcvclopnient

The lead in this type of support
has long been held by Imperial
Chemical Industries iii Britain. I

know of no compaiiy which has
contributed more tliaii this one
towards the develoi)iiient of research
and of research workers, tlu'ough
sénior post-doctorate fellowsliips,

grant>. and in otiicr ways. Now
this assislance is by no means un-
selíish. I have heard it said that since
practically ali university graduates
in Britain will end by working for

Imperial Chemical Industries, the
company is merely dcveloi)ing its

own staff!

Seriously, however, this is essen-

tially true as far as industry as a
whole is conccrned. Industry needs
the men which only the universities

can supply. There are no constitu-

tional problcms involved in this

type of assistance. It .seems to me
that this is the only possible .solu-

tion of the pre.sent university predi-

cament. It is not cheap if it is done
properly, but it is the only way to

assure a strong foundation for Cana-
dian science and an adequate sup-
ply of men for the coming demands
of industry. If we can thus give the
maximum opportunity to the best

of our younger men, I think other

manpower problcms will take care

of themselves. \/

In the past fifteen years, how-
ever, householders and proprietors

of smaller commercial estal)lish-

ments in Nova Scotia have in-

stalled oil burning equipment, which
has disj)laced from the local market
over 500,000 tons of Nova Scotia

coal per year. This is a state of

afíairs which refiects little credit

upon either our organization, or

upon our fellow Nova Scotians. The
coal they refuse to u.se must be

.sold, if sold at ali, in Quebec and in

Ontário. We must ask the rest of

Canada to help us meet the cost of

carrying it to consumers ontside

of the Province where it is produced.

It is an old and a true saying that

God helps tho.se who help them-
selves. We believe that we can

provide these heretic-s, or back-

.sliders, with cheaper, better fuel

than they are now using, and we
propo.se to tell them how and why.

Then, if their loyalty to the industry

of their own Province is not sufíi-

ciently strong to compel them to

support it and the men who work
in it, they cannot object to being

held acc(nmtable for their share of

the consequences. V

ECONOMICS OF THE NOVA SCOTIA COAL MINING INDUSTRY
{Continved from page 116)
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A Method of Gomputing

Maximum Snow Loads

by

M. K. Thomas
Meteorológica! Ditdsion,

Department of Transport. Toronto.

Computed riiaxiiniim snow loatis

have been derived from exireine

snowfall, snow cover and rainfall

data in the decade froin 1941 to

1950. The derived loads are evalu-

ated against those obtained from

biiilding codes now in use in major

Canadian cities and foiínd to be

romparable in mosl cases. The
vahie of these derived loads lo

smaller municipalities is mentioned.

In this stiuly to determine snow
loads on roofs, a flat, horizontal,

unheated roof has been considered

to be the same as the ground
surface. While a roof is usually

more siibject to wind action than
the groiind, this niay result in

either a sweeping off of the snow
cover or a piling of drifts, de-

pending on the position of local

wind obstructions. With sloping

roofs and roofs not insulated from
building heat, it is generally ex-

pected that snow load conditions

will seldom become as severe as on a

horizontal, unheated surface.

Snow depths are measured daily

at most climatological stations in

Canada. These data indicate the

average depth of .snow on a hori-

zontal surface about each ob.serva-

tion station. Areas which have been
blown bare, or which have been
heavily drifted, are avoided as far

as possible in observing snow depths.

Amounts of freshly fallen snow are

also ob.served at least daily at ali

climatological stations.

Freshly fallen snow in Canada
is arbitrarily given a specific gravity

of 0.1 in computing total precipita-

tion data. This relationship is good
on the average, but from storm to

storm the snow density may vary
widely. On the ground snow usually

begins to pack and consolidate at

once. The weight of further snowfall

contributes to this .settling, as does
wind action and melting. This
causes the density of snow on the

ground to increase unevenly in

different layers as the season pro-

gresses. The specific gravity of the

snow layers toward the end of the

snow season is usually in the range
of 0.2 to 0.4.

Method

The first step in this snow load

study was to .search the 1941-50
records for the maximum reported
depth of snow on the ground. These

data were plotted on a chart and
lines of equal maximum snow
depth were draw7i at intervals of 10

inches. This chart is shown as Fig. 1.

The isolines were kept as smooth as

possible and if the maximum depths
at two adjacent stations did not

agree, the larger figure was adopted.

It must be remembered that most
observing stations, from which rec-

ords have been u.sed in this study,

are located at airports or in urban
locations. It is believed that snow
in the bush and in rolling, forcsted

country accuniulates to greater
depth than in the open. This is also

the case in mountainous country,
where the maximum depth of snow
on the ground in inaccessible, high
valleys and passes is most certainly

greater than the valley station data,
from which this chart is largely

drawn.
To obtain a better understanding

of the maximum reported depth of

snow on the ground, a survey was
made tó determine when this maxi-
mum usually occurs. From Fig. 2
it can be seen that maximum depths
are expected in January and Febru-
ary in most of coastal and southern
Canada. In interior Canada, as the
latitude increa.ses, the period of

usual maximum depth is delayed.
North of Hudson Bay this period is

usually in May.
Since maximum snow depths al-

ways occur immediately following a
heavy snowfall, it was felt that
the average density figure should
be somewhere between that of 0.1

for freshly fallen .snow and 0.2 to

0.4 for an old snow- ])ack. A specific

gravity of 0.2 was arbitrarily chosen
as the average and was used in

reducing .snow depths to weight
units.

In southeastern Canada, most
structural failures due to snow
loads are reported when a winter or
spring rain falis on a heavy snow
cover. For several hours the snow

cover is able to hold the rain and
often no run-oíf takes place, but the
load increases steadily. Frequently
this type of storm proíluces a mix-
ture of heavy wet snow and rain.

In the Prairie Provinces and in

northern Canada, heavy rainfall is

(|uite unlikely during the period of

maximum snow cover and this fac-

tor is not so important. On the
Pacific Coast, rain is frequent and
abundant during the w inter mcmths,
but with its occurrence, tempera-
turas are usually suflficiently high
to meit a snow cover quickiy.

To consider the rainfall factor,

the records were searched for the

maximum amotmt of rainfall which
has fallen in 24 hours during the
season when a maximum snow cover
might be expected. A period of 24
hours was chosen because (1) it

was felt that rain for a longer

])erio(l would most certainly produce
appreciable run-ofí and (2) it is the

only period for which rainfall in-

tensity figures are generally avail-

able. Data used were from the period

1941-50, which is similar to the

period used for snowfall data. En-
veloping lines were drawn on a chart

which indicate the probable limiting

position of the 24-hour amounts
which might fali during this period.

This chart is shown as Fig. S.

To obtain the computed maxi-
mum snow load chart as shown in
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Fig. 1.

Fig. 4, the specific gravity of 0.2

was applied to the maximum re-

ported depth of snow on the ground
and to this was added the estimated
maximum amount of rainfall which
might fali into this snow cover
in 24 hours. In order to convert
from inches of water to pounds per
square foot, ali values were multi-

plied by an approximate factor of 5.

In drawing the computed maximum
snow load map the pattern between
stations was made to resemble, as

far as possible, that on the maxi-
mum snow depth map, since snow
depth is by far the largest factor
involved in most of Canada.

This computed maximum snow
load, shown as Fig. 4, is the same
chart that is used as Chart 8 in

Part 2: Climate, of the National
Building Code 1953. It also appears
as Chart 4-2 in the Snow Section of

the Climatological Atlas of Canada.

Evaluation

Besides the National Building
Code (1941), there are numerous
municipal building codes in force
in Canada in which there are provi-
sions for snow loads. Difíerent loads
are usually given for ílat roofs and

for roofs with a slope of more than
20°. Table I lists the thirty-four

most populous cities of Canada,
with a comparison of snow loads

according to their own codes and the

National Building Code (1941).

Snow loads (i) in the 1941

National Building Code were de-

rived from the equation L = 8 +
where S is the sum of the average

snowfalls in January, February and
March over a number of vears and

Fifi. 2.
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R is corre.sjjoiídingly the average

rainfall in inches. This equation

applies to a flat roof and adjust-

nients niay be niade for sloped roofs.

The eciiiatif)n gives vahies for Mont-
real and Toronto which are very
similar to snow loads in their munici-

pal l)uilding codes and to the snow
loads ohtained in the present study.

However when applied to other

parts of Canada the values ob-

tained from the equation are not

satisfactory.

In the Pacific Coast region (see

Vancouver) and the Maritime IVov-
inces (see Halifax) where there is

an abundance of winter rainfall,

the 1941 equation gives values which
tend to be high. In the Prairie

Provinces (see Regina), since snow-

Tahlc I : A Comparison of Snow Loads According to Diferent Building
Codes (Poiínds per Sqiiare Foot I

City Prov.
Municipal Bldg.

Code in Force
1952

National Bldg.

Code 1941
Computed Maxiinum

Snow Load

Montreal Que. 50 53 50
Toronto Ont. 40 40 35
Vancouver B.C. 40 101 30
Winnipeg Man. 30 15 35
Ottawa Ont. 40 41 50
Quelfec Que. 48 50
Hamilton Ont. 40 41 35
Edmonton Alta. 12 25
Windsor Ont. 35 30
Calgary Alta. 30 10 25
Halifax N.S. 76 40
Londoii Ont. 53 40
Victoria B.C. 40 51 30
Saint John NB. 57 57 50
Regina Sask. 40 8 30
St. John's Nfld. 77 50
Verdun Que. 60 53 50
Saskatoon Sask. 11 35
Shert)rooke Que. 44 55
Three Rivers Que. 41 60
Kitchener Ont. 40 36 40
HuU Que. 41 50
Sudbury Ont. 40 26 40
Oshawa Ont. 40 35
Peterborough Ont. 41 60
St. Catliarines Ont. 40 32 35
Brantford Ont. 40 36 35
Sarnia Ont. 40 32 30
Fort William Ont. 14 55
King.ston Ont. 40 39 55
Sault Ste. Marie Ont. 40 27 55
Port Arthur Ont. 14 55
Sydney N.S. 73 40
Outremont Que. 50 53 50

fali in the October-December period

is not considered, the loads as

derived by the 1941 equation are
too small. Other sources of error in

values obtained by the equation are

that the equation is based on mean
values and assumes that ali precij)i-

tatioii falling in the three-month
period might remain on a roof.

Perhaps this equation was used
chiefly because of the reasonable

values it gave to the major cities of

Ontário and Quebec.

The snow load values that have
been developed in this study appear
to have the proper magnitudes,
when compared to tho.se in most
codes in u.se in 1952. Of the cities

listed in Table I, nineteen have
definitc snow loads listed in their

codes. Comparing these to the

loads derived here, eleven have
values which difFer by 5 pounds
per s(|uare foot or less, newly
derived values in five cities are 10

to 15 pounds le.ss than that now in

force and three cities show new
values which are 10 to 15 pounds
greater than those given in their

1952 building codes.

At most of the cities where the

newly derived values are 10 pounds
less than that now in force, the

value in u.se is the rather standard
40 poimds. The.se cities—Vancouver
Victoria, Regina and Sarnia—do
not lie in heavy snowfall regions,

but the possibility of heavy falis

is present and had this study been
based on thirty years' data, greater

snow depth data might have been
obtained. The .same applies to

Verdun, where the value in use is

60 pounds and the value derived
here is 50 pounds.

At three locations in Ontário,

however, the situation is reversed.

According to values obtained in this

study, the snow loads in the 1952
codes of Ottawa, Kingston and
Sault Ste. INIarie are undervalued
by 10 to 15 pounds per square foot.

It is felt that the 1952 code values

at these cities may have been
influenced by values used at Toron-
to, where the probability of heavy
snow cover is not so great. With
this apparent under-designing at

Ottawa, Kingston and Sault Ste.

Marie, we might expect the.se áreas

to report a greater proportion of

structural failures due to snow
loads than other Canadian cities.

Snow Load Studies in the
United States

j

A research study on snow loads

has recently been completed in the

United States by the Weather
Bureau under the sponsorship of

the Housing and Home Financè
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Agency. The problem has been
attacked a little diflferently than the

method used here, but the results

seem to be comparable.
In the publication "Snow Load

Studies"(*) several maps are ob-
lained, one of which shows the esti-

iiiated weight of seasonal snow pack
equalled or exceeded one year in

ten. This is apparently used as a
l)asis for the recommended mini-
nium snow loads selected for the

(lifíerent United States regions by a
structural engineer. The paper then
proceeds to show that when these

loads are multipUed by the usual
safety factor of 2}^ the results are

comparable to the weight of the
estimated maximum accumulation
ia the ground plus the weight of a
maximum probable snowstorm. This
is considered the most extreme
condition possible.

Conclusion

Snow loads in this paper have
been derived from snow and rainfall

data in the decade 1941 to 1950.
VVith both elements, emphasis was
put on the maximum values in any
region. No safety factor has been
considered, nor has the influence

of any other live loads been in-

cluded; the loads derived are strictly

from climatological data and are

rounded ofí to the closest 5 pounds
in Table I. In general, the resulting

values are comparable with those in

use in the 1952 building codes of some
twenty major cities across Canada.
Perhaps the greatest value of this

paper is to indicate to smaller

municipalities the proper snow load

values to use in preference to direct

adoption of values in use at nearby

large cities.
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Abstracts of Current Literature

Abstracts of articles appearing

in current technical periodicals

NEW INTERNATIONAL COLLECTION OF REFERENCE
RADIOGRAPHS OF WELDS

Polytechnic Four-Weekhj, April/May 1954, pp. 317-318.

As everybody knows a great niim-

ber of radiographs are taken on im-

portant weldments such as boilers,

bridges and steel structures. In
order to be able to give the radio-

graphs correct interpretation and
consequent rating a collection of

reference radiographs has been used.

The radiographs have been taken
from welds with typical defects and
the eards on which the reference

radiographs are attached contain in-

formation with regard to weld de-

fects and radiographic data.

The standard collections which
have been available so far have had
acceptance only within the country
of origin, although the Swedish col-

lection has been used to quite some
extent outside of Sweden.

Studied by National Institutes

One of the first tasks of the Inter-

national Institute of Welding (IIW)
was to prepare a collection of refer-

ence radiographs of welds which
could be accepted in ali countries

represented in the IIW. In the Tech-
nical Committee 5 a great number
of suitable radiographs were ex-

amined by experts from the IIW-
countries and 50 of them were
selected and accepted as reference

radiographs for various typical weld
defect. Thus this collection has an
international acceptance.

The execution of the IIW decision

was left to the foUowing national

institutes for technical X-ray serv-

ice:

Svejsecentralen, Denmark,
Rontgen Technische Dienst, Rol-

land,

Rontgenkontrollen, Norway and
Tekniska Rontgencentralen, Swe-

den.

Earlier collections have been pub-
lished in book form. The new collec-

tion emi)loys the card system giving

the foUowing advantages

:

1. It is easy to enlarge the collec-

tion and separate radiograph

cards can be replaced by bet-

ter ones.

2. Due to the fact that the cards

are punched after a certain

system it is very easy to pick

out ali radiographs showing a
certain weld defect, for in-

stance porosity.

The card system has also made it

possible to employ normal trans-

parent film copies, which give

exactly the same definition and con-
trast as the original radiographs.

The collection is available in two
different forms, viz.

1. With a transparent íilm copy

inserted in a rectangular hole

in the card. This type of card
is intended for ali normal inter-

pretation under office condi-

tions. A viewing box is needed
for this type of card.

2. With paper copies pasted on
the cards. The paper copies

are cheaper and slightly in-

ferior to the film copies with
regard to tlensity and contrast

but on the other hand they are

not as easily damaged as the

film copies. The paper copies

are intended for use on the site

or for educational purposes.

The cards contain information

with regard to marks, weld defects,

welding position and plate thickness

as well as radiographic data. One
side of the card has English text;

the other French.

COLLOIDAL MOLYBDENUM DISULPHIDE
F. Gordon Kay, Machinery, v. 85, n. 2187, October 15, 1954, pp. 811-12.

Although molybdenum has been
known for many years in the metal-
lurgical íield, it is only comparatively
recently that it has been employed
in the field of lubrication. Purified

molybdenite (MoS2j, more com-
monly known as molybdenum di-

sulphide, possesses valuable anti-

friction properties due to its crystal

structure. It was first applied as a
lubricant in the form of a finely

ground powder.
Experiments reveal that molyb-

denum disulphide has better chemi-
cal and thermal stability than cer-

tain other lubricants. It does not
decompose in an inert atmosphere
at temperatures below 500 deg. C,
nor is it adversely affected by tem-
peratures as low as — 40 deg. C.
Moreover, it does not attack metais
as do certain special lubricants con-
taining appreciable amounts of free

sulphur.

As molybdenum disulphide was
more widely employed for lubrica-

tion purposes it became evident that

its application was limited to sur-

faces to which it could be supplied

conveniently at fairly frequent in-

tervals, or to mechanisms such that

the replenishment, from time to

time was not necessary.

In order to provide more per-

manent dry lubrication, a mixture
of molybdenum disulphide and corn

syrup was originally applied to the

surfaces and baked to produce bet-

ter adhesion of the solid particles.

Later this practice gave way to the

use of resin-bonded coatings, which
not only adhere more firmly to the

bearing surfaces but also provide
superior lubrication over longer pe-

riods of time. Molybdenum disul-

phide dispersions are now being

adopted.

Application to a Difficult Problem

Cutting tools present the lubrica-

tion engineer with one of his most
difficult problems. Pressures are

liigh and a great deal of generated

heat must be dissipated. Molyb-
denum disulphide is an excellent lu-

bricant under extreme pressure con-

ditions, and when dispersed in a

carrier liquid it may be used to pre-

treat the cutting tool, and as an
addition to the lubricant or coolant
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used during the actual cutting opera-

tion.

If a straight mineral or sulphur-

ized oil is in use the addition of a

(lispersion of colloidal molybdenum
disulphide in oil is recommended.
One part of this product is added to

each three hundred parts of the oil.

For soluble oil/water emulsion, an
alternative is available.

Amongst the metal cutting opera-

tions for which molybdenum disul-

phide is being used may be noted

broaching, grinding, turning, screw

cutting, tapping, and reaming. Re-
ports received from machine shops

cngaged on various types of repeti-

tion operations, provide evidence of

the improvements brought about by
the addition of molybdenum di-

sulphide to grinding and cutting
coolants, whereby loading is reduced
and tool life increased at higher
cutting speeds.

Other Uses

Molybdenum disulphide is also

used as a die lubricant in hot metal
working operations, such as deep
drawing, press forging and tube
drawing.
For the lubrication of the bearings

and gears in machine tools, colloidal

molybdenum disulphide is said to

give excellent results.

Advantage may be taken of the
extreme pressure properties in con-
nection with the lubrication of lathe

beds; planing machine slideways;

gears and bearings of automatics,
gear cutters, and other machines.

ONTÁRIO HYDRO LABS ARE LEADING RESEARCH CENTRE
Electrical News and Engineering, July 1954, pp. 98-101.

From the earliest days of the

Ontário Hydro-Electric Power Com-
mission, the growth of its functions in

the Province inevitably began to in-

troduce technical problems of con-

struction, operation, maintenance
and consumer service. It was soon
realized that research and testing

facihties would be essential, and in

1912, a laboratory was set up in the
basement of one of the transformer
stations. In the intervening forty

odd years the original three-man
(lepartment has become a division

of the Engineering Branch, with a
staff of about three-hundred and
occupying more than 70,000 square
feet of floor space.

A section designed to serve the
ueeds of the Commission in the
tields of physics and mathematics,
has been formed. The section keeps
informed of any advances made in

the pure sciences, with a view to

applying basic research findings in

the Commission's operations.

Typical Recent Work

Typical recent work includes: use
of mine-detectors for detecting flaws
in concrete; development of a simple
telescope method of locating over-
heated conductor-joints prior to a
bolometer survey; establishment of a
precise optical method of checking
the long-time alignment of three
widely spaced points, with an ac-
curacy of one part in five million;
detection of leaks in buried cables
which have an inert-gas-f illed
sheath; and miscellaneous studies
using radioactive cobalt for in-

spection purposes.

Mathematical studies recently un-

dertaken include the prediction of

time series for application to load
forecasting; the statistical design

of experiments; and the interpreta-

tion of data obtained. Assistance

with research programs is a con-
tinuing responsibility; a current

problem involves a study of the

theory of reduction of photo-elastic

measurements.
Meteorology is a field of research

which affects various phases of

several long-term investigations

having a wide interest throughout
the commission. A knowledge of

meteorological factors is important
in, for example, studies of lightning

protection for Commission trans-

mission lines and structures. Mea-
surements of ice thrust on concrete

dams and studies of "galloping"

of transmission-line conductors are

other projects in which meteorologi-

cal factors obviously are important.

Weather conditions also have effects

in corrosion, paint deterioration,

wood rot, decay of plastics, and
other problems.

The possibility of long-term pre-

cipitation forecasting is of much
interest for estimating water re-

serves; a study is being made to

assess the value of the later de-

velopments in this field.

In the electrical research field

studies of lightning and surge pheno-

mena have advanced significantly;

new equipment has been designed

and installed and valuable data have

been compiled for analysis. A surge

generator has been constructed in

the laboratory. The prcsent capacity

of 600 kv.will ultimately be increased

to 1,500 kv. The expansion of the
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Commission's system has greally
accentuated the need of high voltage
and high-power testing of electrical

equipment. Multi-channel instru-

ments have been built to record the
sequence of relay operations which
occur during system disturbances.
Improved station operation is visu-
alized by means of an operations
recorder now being designed; con-
siderable reductions in the size of
the annunciator board and meter
paneis in control rooms are expected
to result. Development of these
instruments may ultimately be of
value for fully automatic operation
of generating and transformer sta-

tions; a preliminary survey has
indicated the feasibility of such
operation.

Effects of Television

The fairly recent inception of
television transmission in Southern
Ontário necessitated a continuous
study of interference problems and
their causes.

Data on the current-carrying
capacity of ACSR conductors have
been determined. Based on these
data, simplified nomogram charts
for a range of conductor sizes have
been prepared for the use of opera-
tors. These nomograms will often
permit larger emergency power loads
to be carried than were allowed un-
der previous operating rules.

Improved methods of control-

room lighting of both new and
existing stations have been the
subject of an extended investigà-

tion. In addition to lighting surveys
at existing stations, a major in-

vestigation is being conducted on a
fuU-scale model of the control

room planned for Sir Adam Beck-
Niagara G.S. No. 2. Several sys-

tems of lighting are being evaluated

in continuing tests for glare rating,

brightness ratio, and general ap-

pearance.

The applicability of fluorescent

lamps for street lighting in Ontário

is being determined by an extensive

study. In particular the problems
of reduced light output at the lower

outside tcmperatures and difficulties

of starting under cold weather
conditions are being considered.

A New Electronic Development

A new electronic development is a
compact telemeter which was de-

signed and installed for the unat-

tended nionitoring of the water

levei of a reniote northern lake. A
clock-operatcíl transmitter sends the

information daily lo the nearesl

Hydro station as a series of long and
short audio tones representing feet

and tenths of a foot respectively.

The levei is automatically recorded
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at the receiving station on a strip of

electro-sensitive paper.

Significant advances have been
made in perfecting methods of

testing the condition of the electri-

cal insulation of generators. Non-
destructive tests developed by the

Division, and now wideíy accepted
by engineering organizations and
industry, have niade possible the
estimation of the mechanical flexi-

bihty of major insulation and the

electrical breakdown strength of its

weakest spots. Numerous labora-

tory studies have been made of

generator insulation, of vai'ious

types and in different conditions;

In Inglewood, Calif., an entirely

new concept of excavating is prov-

ing its merit. Emmett Malloy, con-

tractor and dirt mau of that city,

was sharp enough to originate it.

Just 15 years ago, Malloy had to

allocate his first $75 fee toward
repair of his only piece of equip-

ment. Today he has an equipment
spread of 30 units covering work his

customers want done, and his busi-

ness is still growing.

Malloy's spectacular rise in the

excavating business can be credited

largely to his shrewdness in analyz-

ing the market for his serviees. He
seldom thinks of an excavating job

in terms of cubic yards or geological

formation; it's always in terms of

machine hours and "Can we do it ?"

His equipment is rated much more
on the basis of performance than on
initial cost. The type of jobs which
are Malloy's specialty call for work-
ing in cramped quarters, analyz-

ing complex {)lans and specifications,

extraordinary planning which covers

the whole fieíd of industrial building,

and just plain management. Malloy
can't remember the last time when
one of his jobs consisted of straight

digging.

For Malloy is an industrial ex-

cavating specialist. His customers
include a Who\s Who of the build-

ing industry. Instead of huge blocks

of cubic yardage, Malloy's jobs

more often than not consist of near-

impossible chunks of excavation

which have to be mucked out safely,

or diíBcult crane jobs calling for the

patience of Job and the skill of a

trained engineer.

Excavating Has Much to Offer the
Con tractor

According to Malloy, industrial

excavating has much to offer a

co-operative field tests are being

conducted with other Utilities across

Canada.
Problems of single-pliase watt-

hour metering have received in-

creased study; for example, detec-

tion of inaccuracies in power meter-

ing constitutes an essential task.

Changes in regulations for Govern-
ment inspection of electricity meters

necessitated many changes in the

detailed test procedure foUowed by
the division. New specifications for

Commission meters have been pre-

pared and new equipment was
assembled for precise performance
testing at regional meter centres.

serious dirt contractor, both from
the standpoints of challenge, in-

terest, and personal .satisfaction.

The various jobs are never easy.

They call for unusual co-ordination,

the best of operators, and good
planning. When the excavating
phase of a large building gets under
way, everybody from the owner to

the general contractor is interested

in getting that part out of the way.
As a result, an industrial excavating
specialist must be more than usually

dependable. He must know exactly

what he's doing . . . and what his

equipment will do.

Malloy operates a sizable íleet

of heavy equipment, but he is

careful to emphasize that it didn't

just grow. His eciuipment was
selected for a purpose to do the
special work required, and con-
siderable empliasis has gone into

heavy but mobile machinery. Not
many big building contractors are
willing to buy shovel and dragline
equipment when they can get a
specialist like ]Malloy to furnish

everything that"s needed, and to

move the excavation quickly and
quietly.

Important Piece of Equipment

One of the mo.st important pieces

of equipment on Malloy's roster is a
truck and a low bed trailer. The unit

is radio ec|uipped with a two-way
transmitting set, which in turn is

hooked to the Inglewood ofíice and
the equipment dispatcher's pickup
truck. It is this unit which moves
the various pieces of equipment
around to the jobs. With its radio

equipment, it is so efíicient that a
drag-shovel often arrives on a job
at the same time the superin-

tendent's car arrives. The unit has

moved a piece of ecjuipment to as
many as three jobs in a day, hold-
ing non-effective working time to a
minimimi for the owner concerned.

Malloy 's repeat business is prob-
ably the backbone of his work. A
sizable percentage of the telephone
calls which come in each day repre-

sent big contractors whose dirt

jobs Malloy has often done calling

back to invite a bid on some new
project. Several of these contractors
are such good business friends that
they depend largely on Malloy for

bidding costs, so far as his specialty

item is concerned.

One of the peculiar things about
Malloy 's business is that many of

his bids are on this sort of invitation

basis. For that reason, he is placed
in a peculiar position. Unless he
keeps his bids as low as possible,

he feels that he is helping to jeopar-

dize his general contractor 's chances
of landing the job. Therefore on
many an invitation bid his figures

must be even more accurate than on
a straight competitive job.

Several important factors bear
on the repeat orders. Dependability
of performance, speed, and over-all

ability count the most. One job
which was in trouble so far as the

dirt work was concerned produced
an SOS on Malloy 's telephone.

Malloy shot several of his Bucyrus-
Erie dragshovels in, and ha(l the

job out of danger in about three

shifts. Instead of laying off the
]\Ialloy equipment at that point, the
general contractor took his own
equipment and operators ofT the
job and let Malloy go ahead and
finish.

Pitfalls to Avoid

SuccessfuI industrial excavation

can best be done by mentioning the

"don't" part of the business, and
Malloy has been around enough to

qualify as an expert on this subject.

"One of the things you should

always be very careful not to do is

to tip off prices to anyone," he

explained. "Suppose you're invited

to bid the dirt work on a big build-

ing by four general contractors.

Two have their own dirtmoving

machinery, and two don't. A bid to

the two firms who have their own
machines is a sure tipoff on the price i

their competitors are likely to';

charge for the work. You're protect-
J

ing your customer by bidding only

with the one company you believesj

might get the job.
j

"Another thing which leads to|

trouble is to attend a prebiddingf

conference with the general super-

INGLEWOOD'S INDUSTRIAL EXCAVATING SPECIALIST

Ray Day, Excavating Engineer, .June pp. 30-34.
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intendent who will do the job, and
to let the methods he proposes to use

get around to his competitors. It

leads to ill feeling as much as any-

thing in the business.

"Bidding with everybody is an-

other thing a dirtmover should not

do. There is altogether too much of

that practice in today's market,

in my opinion. Usually a common
sense analysis of any given project

Today 's designer is caught be-

tween the demands for lowering en-

gineering costs; good design for new
complex plants; and a shortage of

competent engineering talent. He
ueeds a new engineering tool, a

technique that will reduce design,

capital and maintenance costs, that

will speed up construction and oper-

ator training for faster start-up

—

and still result in a well designed

plant.

More and more he is turning to

the use of engineering scale mbdels
to help him achieve these goals.

Essentially, the scale model is a
three dimensional planning tool. To
understand how it can be used, let's

trace the different phases of a scale

model, as they develop during the

design and building of a chemical
plant.

We will be describing a particular

type of model, called an "engineer-

ing" model. Actually a model may
be started at any time during design,

or even after design is completed.

A model built after design is com-
pleted is termed a "training" model.
Tt is useful for detecting inter-

ferences; training operator labor.

And it may be useful for construc-
tion if it is completed in time for

the pipe erection crew.

The training model has limited
design value. But the engineering
model (a model built ahead of, or

parallel with the blueprints) can be
of considerable value to the de-
signer. The engineering model not
only detects design errors early in

the game—but tends to prevent er-

rors creeping into the design in the
íirst place. This engineering model
costs about twice as much as the
training model, because it is being
continually revised.

Different Phases of a Scale Model

First, a preliminary, engineering
model is built from flowsheet data.
It consists of a íictitious structure

and its general bidders is sufficieut to
tell a man what to do about his bid."

Malloy's thinking in this con-
nection is straightforward. He simp-
ly believes in stacking as much
percentage with him as possible.

For example, he would be much
more likely to bid close on an
industrial job for a client who
never made it a practice to do his

own excavating.

and movable equipment. Bay sizes

and floor elevations may be quickly
changed. Stairs, platforms, ladders,

ventilation ducts, manholes, are

fastened down with pressure sensi-

tive tape. The model is used to

establish optimum equipment ar-

rangement and minimum building.

The major equipment can be quickly

changed at this stage.

Next a basic model is built quickly

(without waiting for steel and equip-

ment details) and moved to the de-

sign ofíice. Major layout designs

have been made on the preliminary

model and used to build the basic.

The third phase involves piping

design. The modelmaker (who is

also a design engineer) and the

piping .designer lay out the piping

systems in the model—working from
flowsheet data. AU important pipes,

valves and instruments are shown.
Pipe is depicted with thin brass

wires, each containing several discs

to represent outside diameters (in-

cluding insulation)

.

Piping drawings are not made
until after the model has been re-

viewed and corrected by operating,

maintenance, and construction per-

sonnel. Piping drawings are much
cheaper, since they are simply

copied from the model.

In the fourth phase, the model
maker strips out the fine wires, and
working from the drawings, installs

fuU size (to scale) piping. This serves

as a check on the drawings. Piping

is coded; red for steam, green for

water, etc. This fourth phase is op-

tional.

In the fifth phase, the model is

sent to the construction crew. Here
it is used by subcontractors in pre-

paring their bids; by construction

people in planning building sched-

ules.

In the sixth phase, it's sent to the

manufacturing department and

helps in the training of operating,

maintenance, and supervisory per-

sonnel.

Mistakes to Avoid

Probablv a great many models
have been built which were not
justified. Observance of this list of

"don't" will assure justifícation.

1. Don't permit the model maker
to include "gingerbrcad" or model
details which do not have definite

application. You cannot always jus-

tify showing lights, conduit, hand-
rail, ladder cages, flanges, curbs, etc.

2. Don't force designers to use a
model; they must be sold on it.

After ali, they have design methods
which work, and they are reluctant
to tamper with design schedules to
try something new. This resistance

is normal inertia to change, and is

met with whenever any untried
idea is proposed.

3. Don't permit the "perfcction-

ist" to delay design with insigni-

ficant changes. The model gives him
an unprecedented opportunity to do
this. It is the business of the leading

designer to remind everyone that
this $10 million plant must earn
$15,000 a day.

4. Don't build the model too

late. If you hope to get full engineer-

ing advantage, the model should be
started as soon as approximate
equipment sizes are known. A
"training" model may be built after

design is finished, but its utility is

limited to training and perhaps con-

struction planning.

5. Don't start piping studies until

the flowsheets are reasonably firm,

otherwise such studies may be

wasted.

6. Don't perform piping studies

on paper (except stress analysis) if

a model is available. The latter is

infinitely faster because you can see

ali the physical variables.

7. Don't permit the model to be-

come out of date after it is delivered

to the construction forces. There is

always a dribble of piping changes

going to the field after piping draw-

ings are issued. If construction men
find a few pipes in the model that

disagree with latest drawings they

will íose confidence in the model anti

will refu.se to use it. The simple

remedy is to keep the model up to

date as long as design changes are

coming through.

8. Don't make one group, e.g., de-

sign department, bear the entire

model cost when other groups (con-

struction, oi)eration and sales) in-

tend to use it. This produces re-

sistance from the injured group.

9. I)on't neglect to get writteu

reports on model usage from design,

construction and o])erating people.

Such reports provide basis for future

action.

SCALE MODELS
H. J. Bowen, Chemical Engineering, v. 61, n. 8, August 1954, pp. 176-182.
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Columbia-Fraser River Scheme
Some time ago the Engineering

Institute was informed in coníi-

dence of the proposal to develop a

great vokime of power in the Fraser
River by means of tunnehng the
ílood waters of the Cohimbia River
into the Fraser. However, the need
for keeping this confidential seems
to be -over, inasmuch as one of the
leading weekly papers a short time
ago ran quite a display on its front

page, teUing a great deal of the

proposal.

To quote from the article which
appeared in the Financial Posf of

December 25, here are some of the
features:

"The scheme lying behind an
innocent-looking announcement
from Jean Lesage, Minister of

Northern Affairs and National
Development, is to build a billion

dollar hydro development
western Canada some thirty

kilowatt hours of cheap
every year.

"To investigate the economic
feasibility of the project, the Federal
Government proposes to spend
$250,000 in the coming year. Equal
sums may be necessary for another
year oi' two before Canada can say
dehnitely that the scheme is ací-

vantageous, though the first sum-
mer's work should give a pretty
good indication.

"In brief, this is the project:

—

Switch the peak season flovv

of the Columbia River through
a huge tunnel into the basin of

the Fraser River.

To store the flood waters
which rush down between April

and September, and to release

them into the Fraser basin

givmg
l)illion

power

between October and April,

when the Fraser's flow is at its

lowest.

Thus to use in Canada the
peak flow of the Columbia
water which now goes to waste,
and also to develop power sites

on the Fraser and its tributaries

by doubling the off-season flow
without interfering with the
fisheries.

"It would be more than double
the power to come from the Corn-
wall section of the St. Lawrence
Seaway.

"If the plan proves as sound as
preliminarv indications suggest, it

will—

Put an end to ali Canada-
U.S. arguments as to how the
United States should pay for

the advantages it would get
from having Columbia flood

waters stored in Canada. The
benefits will not go to the
United States; they'll be reaped
in power plants on the Fraser
and its southern tributaries,

notably Eagle River and the
South Thompson.

Permit the tlevelopment of

power-sites on the Fraser and

its tributaries without inter-

fering with the salmon run,

which is still regarded as in-

violable. The increased flow will

ali be at the off'-season, and
there will be no increased dan-
ger of flooding.

Turn Vancouver and the
interior of British Columbia,
and possil)ly Alberta as well,

into a power-rich region, with
ali that means in the way of

new industries.

Provide about one million

acre-feet per year 'of water,

available from no other source,

for irrigation in the Okanagan
Valley.

"Until the new studies are com-
pleted several conflicting views
about the scheme are held in

Government circles. But ali author-
ities agree on one point; the
Columbia-Fraser diversion, if it

proves practicable, would not take
away from the United States any
benefit which it now enjoys from
Columbia River waters. The water-
flow serving existing United States
plants will be protected."

The infoi-mation which has come
to the Institute from the afore-

mentioned very reliable source indi-

cates there is ev^ery likelihood of the

scheme proving to be practicable.

Cover Picture
It would be hard to pretend that our cover picture this month is a

technical one. However, this issue does contain a paper on snow load-
ing, page 120, and knowing this we could not resist the temptation to
present this fine Canadian winter scene. And we do show a roof with a
heavy load of snow on it.

Photo hy Max Sauer
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Who Said There Was No Shortage?

It is a satisfaction to anyone to

see the day when some statement of

his, which is questioned at the time

it is made, is ultimately proven and
admitted to be correct. This has

happened to the Institute within

recent months.

The official opinion of the Insti-

tute over the last ten years has been
that there is a shortage of engineers

in Canada. That opinion has been
assailed many times and in many
ways. There have been stormy meet-

ings in the Institute auditorium,

letters to the press, letters to the

Institute, telephone calls and many
conversations.

Some of these critics have used
pretty strong language, and have
even suggested that the Institute

was urging the training and the im-
portation of engineers in order to

create a surplus that would result in

reduced salaries. Looking back it is

difiicult to reahze how bitter some
of these people were—and how out
of touch they were with actual con-

ditions.

Today on ali sides we see articles

about the shortage of engineers. It

looks as if at last the real conditions

are recognized and the seriousness

of the situation appreciated. The
Institute has been hammering at

these conditions for years, and at

times seemed to be a Ione voice. It

is a great satisfaction to find that at

long last, the Institute has been
proven right. The officers were never
in doubt.

Newspapers are carrying display
and classified advertisements for

substantial numbers of engineers,

for the armed services, for the Civil

Service and for industry. Similar
advertisements have been in The
Engineering Journal for a long time.

Editoriais are appearing in many
papers, and people are making
speeches about it. Many public or-

ganizations are studying the situa-

tion and supplying frightening
stories to the press.

Recently (January 21 st) the
Montreal Gazette said that Air
Alarshal W. A. Curtis, former chief
of the Air Staff and now vice-
chairman of the board of Avro-
Canada Limited has made "a plea
to federal authorities to take action
to end a shortage of qualified en-
gineers. He claims that the shortage
amounts to a 'real national defence
problem'—that the U.S. has been
recruiting heavily on this side of the
l)order and that Canadian aviation
firms have had to secure U.S. aero-
nautical engineers on loan. On a

straight per capita basis, he warns,
Rússia is training two and a half
times as many engineering students
annually as is Canada."
Four days later in an editorial

the Gazette refers again to Air Mar-
shal Curtis. Under the heading "Ex-
panding Canada's Wings" there is a
reference to Canada's aircraft in-

dustry, and its importance to the
nation. After a brief review of the
industries' accomplishment the ed-
itorial says:

"One gap remains, a gap which
must be bridged : Canada is seriously

short of engineers. The complexity
of modern aircraft means that the
engineering alone, during the years
of design development, runs into
hundreds of thousands of man hours.
One out of every eight employees
must have engineering training. Air
Marshal Curtis estimates that 300
men with scientific training could
be absorbed by the Canadian air-

craft industry immediately.

"This is a complaint that has been

One of the pleasant experiences

each year is to receive from Ecole

Polytechnique, Montreal, the tabu-

lation showing the new student

members of the Institute as well as

those who have joined in previous

years and are stili at the College.

As has been noted before in The

Engineering Journal, Ecole Poly-

technique stands highest, percent-

agewise, of any of the universities

in Canada.
This year there are ninety-nine

new applications. This makes a total

in the college, of 374 student mem-
bers out of an enrolment of 514 ex-

cluding the first year. This is ap-

proximately 73 per cent of the en-

rolment for the whole college.

In the final year, out of a total of

107 students enroUed, 98 are student

members of the Institute. This is

almost 92 per cent of the total. It

For some years it has been the

custom in the month of December
to send out letters advising certain

members of the Institute that on

the first of the following month they

will have qualified for Life Member-
ship. The immediate reaction is

that a great many pleasant letters

are received at Headquarters.

Almost ali members say that they

heard with increasing frequency, in

ali industrial fields, that Canada's
production of engineers is not keep-
ing pace with demand. For Cana-
dian defence, as well as the con-
tinued growth of the economy which
supports it, some national program
seems required.

"It is evident that industry should
co-operate in every way in makhig
the required training more available
to young Canadians."
The January Engineering Journal

carries in the employment section,

advertisements for about 300 en-
gineers in a great variety of posts.

The number of replies is alarmingly
small.

There is a shortage of engineers,

and it has existed for many years.

No organization is in a better posi-

tion than the Institute to know
about this. It is the Institute's pol-

icy to use its unique opportunities

to assist in overcoming this national

problem. There can be no doubt but
that a shortage of engineers is bad
for Canada, and if it is bad for

Canada it is bad for every engineer

in Canada.

must be admitted that these are

startling figures.

As one would expect, the high en-

rolment is due primarily to the in-

terest taken in the Engineering
Institute by one or more members
of the staff supported by one or

more students in the sénior year.

If this same percentage could be
made to apply to the students of

each of the Canadian universities

where engineering is taught, it would
make a tremendous difference in the

enrolment of the Institute. It is a

well proven fact that those who
join the Institute as students are

the ones who stay as members of

the organization throughout their

entire professional careers. They too

are the ones who are most active in

carrying out the Institute's policies.

It is most encouraging to get such

splendid support from Ecole Poly-

technique.

have received the notice with mixed
feelings. While Úiey are delighted to

be Life Members, they are shocked

to find that they have reached an
age where such a privilege is a

possibility.

Some of the letters go back into

the personal historv of the engineer.

These are particularly intcresting.

They tell something of the earlier

Bouquets

Tops Again
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days of engineering in Canada, and
also offer some experience and ad-

vice that should be helpful to those

who foUow after. It is intended

from time to time to run a few of

them in The Engineering Journal.

It is a source of pleasure and
comfort to find that almost without
exception these members speak of

how they have valued their member-
ship in the Institute and of the

help it has been to them. It is grati-

fying to have these words of com-

mendation from persons who have

been members for thirty-five years.

Beheving that others would enjoy

some of the letters, certain portions

are being extracted and put together

into an article which it is planned

will be pubhshed shortly in the

Journal, without of course dis-

closing the identity of the writers.

It is expected that the member-

ship will find these observations

both interesting and useful.

Correspondence
Th is exchange of letters between

A. D. Margison, m.e.i.c, and Col. T.

M. Medland helps to clarify the

important question of the inter-

related rights of engineers and ar-

chitects, specifically in Ontário. The
Margison organization should be
supported in its efforts to deal with
misinformation about the engineer's

right to design buildings, or any
other structure within his compe-
tence. Editor.

Col. T. M. Medland,
Executive Director,

Association of Professional Engi-
neers of Ontário,

Toronto.

In the Province of Quebec the

field of the Consulting Professional

Engineer has been, as you are

aware, partially restricted by the

terminology of laws antedating the

advent and the subsequent wide-

spread growth of engineering. How-
ever, this condition does not apply
elsewhere in Canada. It is, therefore,

a matter of concern to us that our
attention is drawn from time to

time to the fact that some oíficials

of private and public bodies, in-

cluding Utilities, have obtained the

impression that only an architect or

an architectural firm can act direct

for a client in the design of buildings,

and further, that engineering phases

must properly either be routed to

engineering consultants through an
architect or done by engineering

staff in his immediate employ.
Recently you drew our attention to

a printed pamphlet containing mis-

leading and inaccurate infoi-mation

in the same vein. It is our under-

standing that the Association pro-

poses to take remediai steps against

further public distribution of such
pamphlets.
We believe that these circum-

stances have not contributed to the

best functioning of the two pro-

fessions in the current development
of Canada. While this is a long-

term matter for the attention of the

associations of both professions, it is

an immediate matter of concern to

US because we are essentially a

Professional engineering firm in-

corporating an architectural de-

partment. As you know, since the

founding of this firm, we have been
organized to provide an overall

design and supervision service. We
have an architectural department
in addition to several engineering

departments and we co-ordinate in

one Professional firm ali facilities

for the planning, design and super-

vision of construction of industrial

and commercial projects. We know
that Professional engineers are en-

titled to have architects in their

employ and maintain an architec-

tural department just as architects

may have professional engineers in

their employ and maintain engineer-

ing departments. We know that

engineering firms are not legally

restricted in scope vis-à-vis archi-

tectural firms and that it is a matter
of choice for the client.

We are writing to you to obtain a
letter outlining the true state of

affairs so that we may send facsimile

copies to clients or prospective

clients who may have been given
misleading Information and may
have established policies thereon.

It would be of assistance if you
would include in your letter specific

comment on the two points men-
tioned at the end of the preceding
paragraph. A. D. Margison

October 13, 1954

A. D. Margison,

Vice-president and

General Manager,

A. D. Margison and Associates Ltd.,

Toronto.

When the Government in On-
tário passed legislation establishing

the practice of professional engineer-

ing and of architecture as closed

professions, it was realized by those

who framed the statutes that the

two professions in some respects

overlapped. Because of this over-

lapping, care was exercised to ensure

that the right of practice of each
profession was safeguarded. This is

accomplished by a section in The
Professional Engineers Act exclud-

ing from the provisions of that Act
the registered architect, and in

The Architects Act by a section

excluding from the provisions of

that Act the registered professional

engineer.

A professional engineer is limited

in his professional activities by the

Code of Ethics of the profession and
by no other means. The pertinent

section of the Code is:

—

"A Professional Engineer,

—

(b) shall undertake only such
work as he is competent to per-

form by virtue of his training

and experience, and shall, where
advisable, retain and co-operate

with other professional engineers

or specialists."

To be specific, a professional

engineer may undertake any work
which he is competent to perform.

Secondly, if, in his opinion, it is

advisable to secure the services of

an architect or any other specialist,

he may do so either b.v permanent
employment on his staff or on a fee

basis.

I should point out that this is the

situation as it exists in the Province

of Ontário and in the other pro-

vinces of Canada with the exception

of Quebec where the legislation

pertaining to the two professions is

slightly different. T. M. Medland
October 13, 1954

Ontário Hydro Changes
Just as the Journal was going to

press, word has been received of the
appointment of R. L. Hearn,
M.E.I.C. to the chairmanship of

the Hydro-Electric Power Com-
mission of Ontário, a position made
vacant by the unfortunate death of

Robert Saunders. A. W. Manby has
been made general manager and
Otto Holden, M.E.I.C, has been
appointed chief engineer.

These appointments will be well

received by the profession. Ali three

men are highly competent for these

posts, and will bring honour to the

profession in the execution of their

duties.

To ali these gentlemen the En-
gineering Institute extends its con-

gratulations and its sincere wishes

for success in their new responsibili-

ties.

More about these appointments
will appear in the March Journal.
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Salaries and Professional Status

In Civil Engineering (ASCE) for

November, 1954, there appeared

the "observaiions and conclusions"

of the salary committee of the

Júnior Fomm of the Los Angeles

Section of the American Society of

Civil Engineers. To put it brieíly,

the committee thought that engi-

neers' salaries were too low and
compared unfavourably with the

incomes of tradesmen. To prove the

point, they subm.itted a graph show-

ing the accumulated incomes of

engineers as compared with those

of physicians and of some forms of

skilled labour. If we take 45 years

after graduation from high school

as a point of reference, make al-

lowance for negative income during

college years and use these Los
Angeles figures as closely as they
can be read from such a small-scale

graph, the results are much like

the Table below:

If these figures are correct, they
go a long way toward proving the

committee's contention, but we
feel that their accuracy is open to

some doubt. First, there does not
seem to have been any account
taken of the varying value of the

dollar. It isn't the amount of one's

paycheck that matters, it is what
ene can buy with it. In 1908,

when this writer was married, his

income was $75 per month; he and
his wife got along very comfortably
on it. It was 1911 before he reached
the $150 bracket, still quite com-
fortable, thank you.

Again, the committee has esti-

mated that construction workers
will be laid off only one month in

twelve. This may be true in the

Los Angeles area, with its climate
and its boom, but it is certainly not
true in Canada. Our climate alone
prevents any thing like full-time

employment for ali construction
workers. While operations can be
and have been carried on in our
most severe winter weather, the
practice is seldom económica! and
hence not often resorted to except
in emergency.

Figures to make a real comparison

(Contributed)

between our conditions and those
in Califórnia do not seem to be
readily available, so one must rely

on one's general knowledge and
experience. This writer thinks it

would be easy to show that our
engineers at any stages of their

careers are better paid than artisans

at similar stages. If this committee's
figures are correct, there is no
financial reason why Canadian en-

gineers should emigrate to the
United States, or at any rate, to

Califórnia.

The committee's remarks refer

only to civil engineers, of course.

We of the Institute, being ali kinds

of engineers, would be interested in

similar figures for other branches of

the profession. For example, how
do the incomes of mechanical engi-

neers compare with those of

moulders, machinists and tool-

makers ? And where does the elec-

trical engineer stand with respect

to the station operator and the

lineman ?

What remedies did the committee

suggest for the conditions it found ?

Naturally, the first one was that

engineers' salaries should be raised,

always a safe and popular recom-

mendation. Second, they thought

that perhaps the American Society

of Civil Engineers should consider

revising its organization so that

"more latitude would be possible

in pursuing the professional and
economic concerns of the engineer."

What this means is not clear. Does

it mean that the Society should
become a sort of high-class labour
union ? The answer is not of much
importance, for the changes con-
templated would have raised fees

by some $15 a year, more than the
committee felt member.s would agree
to pay.

Third, the committee said it was
"thinking along the line of stronger,

more dynamic local sections . . .

Possibly a permanent local section

office . . . with a staff . . . whose sole

job would be to enhance the position

of the . . . engineer, would be the
solution.

We don't believe this is the an-

swer. It has been tried cl.sewiíere

and by at least one other profession,

with results very much open to

doubt.

Maybe we need to be taught to

blowourown horns more frequently

and more musically. Here no doubt
we can learn a good deal from others.

But the fact is, as it always has been,

that the tone of any profession is set

by the reputations of its membcrs.
If engineers wish to enjoy the high-

est public esteem, they should cease

being so concerned about their

incomes and become more concerned

about the contributions they can

make to the public good. They
should realize that there are thou-

sands of first-class citizens, some
very highly regarded, who are

getting along successfully on smaller

incomes than they. We do not

suggest that engineers should work
for nothing, merely that if they wish

engineering to be regarded as a real

profession they must act like pro-

fessional people.

Ontário Leads the Way
Dr. MacKinnon Phillips, minister

of health of Ontário, announced

early in October at a meeting of

Institute members in Owen Sound,

that by July, 1957, every Ontário

municipality of 2,500 people or

over, must have ready approved

plans and specifications for the

construction of sanitary sewers and

a disposal plant. Of course, if sewers

are already built, only plans and

disposal plant

Non-earning
university

years

Earning
years

Total
accumulated

income

.\nnual

averagc
income

Physicians 36 .1530,000 .«14,700

Civil engineers 4 41 283,000 6,900

45 278,000 6,200

Electricians 45 235.000 5,200

Carpenters 45 210,000 4,650

Common labourers . . . 45 163,000 3,600

specifications for

will be required.

This order affects 164 municipali-

ties, of which 81 have no tlisposal

plants and 28 of these have no

sewers. There are also 15 other

towns under 2,500 population with

sewers, but without plants; no

doubt these, too, will have to com-

ply with the order. In addition, tliere

are a number of existing plants

which need overhauling or extension.

This program calls for the ex-

penditure of many millions of dol-

lars and the services of many engi-

neers. It is a step in the right

direction and it is fitting that On-

tário should be the province to take

it, for that province is densely

populated and many of its towns are

so located that they must perforce

discharge their sewage into rela-

tively small streams.
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Conference on Properties of Steam
The fourth international con-

ference on the properties of steam
was held at the University of

Pennsylvania on September 1, 2

and 3, 1954. In attendance were
representatives of Canada, France,

Germany, índia, Italy, Japan, Unit-

ed Kingdom and the United States.

The representatives from Canada
were Dr. E. Whalley of the National
Research Council and Prof. H. G.
Conn, M.E.i.c. of the Department of

Mechanical Engineering, Queen's
University.

In general the discussions centered

around the developments since the

last conference which was held in

1934. Messrs. F. G. Keyes and J. H.
Keenan presented a paper* "The
Present Status of Steam Properties"

on behalf of the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers Research
Committee on Properties of Steam.
Other experimenters discussed in

some detail their laboratory tech-

niques and some of the results.

Some extracts from the Keyes-
Keenan paper are as foUows:

—

"The result achieved by the third

conference of 1934 was the defini-

tive International Skeleton Steam
Tables accompanied by estimates

of accuracy or 'tolerances' and in-

cluded the designation of funda-
mental units, definitions and con-
version relationships.

"The additional experimental
data reported for water substance
since 1934 indicates no trend which
in any way reflects against the
accuracy of the 1934 tables. There is

an exception however in the case of

the 1950 Russian data which ex-

tends beyond the 1934 superheat
volumes in temperature and in

pressure. Pressures computed using
the equation of state based on the
skeleton tables superheat data fail

of agreement with the new Russian
data being smaller by the order of

one per cent.

"The need of additional experi-

mental data extending beyond the

range of the 1934 skeleton tables is

urgent, not alone for present design
needs for turbine design suited to

even higher pi'essures and tempera-
tures. The higher limits proposed are

fifteen hundred degrees Fahrenheit
and fifteen thousand p.s/i.a. With
contemporary material and the ex-

perience accumulated earlier to-

gether with the 1934 data of proven
accuracy as a base on which to

build, these very high limits are

believed attainable."

*This paper may be obtained through
the faciliti'ís of the Engineering Institute

library.

In addition to discussing the

properties of steam as they appear
in the steam tables, various experi-

menters reported the results of their

attempts to measure the following:

(a) Pressure volume temperature

data.

(b) The Joule-Thomson coefíici-

ent.

(c) The specific heat at constant

pressure.

(d) The rate of change of en-

thalpy with respect to pressure at

constant temperature.

(e) The thermo diffusivity.

(f) Viscosity.

(g) Thermo conductance.

(h) Thermodynamic temperature
scale.

(i) The sound velocity measure-
ments.
An interesting feature of the

conference was the complete free-

dom with which Information was
interchanged between the repre-

sentatives of the various member
nations. The results to date em-
phasize the need of devising an
international organization to carry

out the research program necessary

to provide the data concerning the

properties of steam at these higher

temperatures and pressures. The
happy experience in the earlier

venture in international co-opera-

tion is ample evidence that there

will be a really significant advance
in our knowledge of the properties

of water.

Ontário Association Officers

The annual meeting of the Asso-

ciation of Professional Engineers of

the Province of Ontário took place

in Toronto ou January 29. The new
officers and members of their Coun-

J. R. Montagiie, M.E.I.C.

cil are listed in this issue in the

News of the Ontário Association.

It is a matter of interest and satis-

faction to note that so many of those

elected are members of the Engi-
neering Institute. This is a further

indication of the similarity of in-

terests between the Association and
the Engineering Institute.

Another interesting feature is that

Colonel L. F. Grant, a past-presi-

dent of the Engineering Institute'|and

now field secretary, has been elected

to the Council. Members of the

Institute will see in this not only a

recognition of Colonel Granfs rare

qualities, but also of the relation-

ship between the Institute and the

Association.

To the new president, J. R. Mon-
tague, we offer our congratulations.

In this office his responsibilities are

heavy, and he will have a great op-

portunity of rendering a service to

the profession.

Britain Host to Young Canadian Engineers
1955 will again see the choice of

38 of Canada's young engineering

graduates to go to Britain as

Athlone Fellows.

Mr. Robin Ross, the Deputy
High C'Ommissioner for the United
Kingdom, visited Canadian uni-

versities during January and Febru-
ary to make the selection. He
travelled with an expert, Dr. H. H.
Burness of the U.K. Ministry of

Education, and visited Halifax,

Fredericton, Quebec, Montreal,
Kingston, Toronto, Winnipeg, Sas-

katoon, Edmonton and Vancouver.
The Athlone Fellowships were

first awarded in 1951. Men who
have held these fellowships have
now begun to make themselves

known in ali aspects of Canadian
industry and engineering. They, and
the firms and organizations with

whom they spent their time in the

U.K., have paid striking tributes to

the value of these fellowships.

Thirty-eight fellowships are of-

fered each year—28 to engineering

students in their final year and 10

to graduates who have spent some
time in industry. Fellows go to

Britain for a two-year stay, during
which they follow post-graduate
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programs of advanced practical

work or research. They then come
back to Canada to resume their

careers with improved qualifications,

specialized experience, and a knowl-
edge of life and industry in Britain,

a knowledge that will be valuable

both to Britain and Canada.
The Athlone Fellowships are

financed by the United Kingdom
Government, and the award covers

ali travei costs, living expenses,

and any academic fees that have to

be met.

Information about the fellow-

ships can be obtained from the

registrar of the foUowing Uni-
versities and Colleges:

Nova Scotia Technical College.

University of New Brunswick.
Lavai University, Quebec.

The American Society of Me-
chanical Engineers has commenced
its seventy-fifth year and at its

recent annual meeting in New
York elected Dr. David W. R.
Morgan, vice-president, Westing-
house Electric Corporation, Pitts-

burgh, Pa., as president for 1955.

Dr. David W. R. Morgan was
bom in Martins Ferry, Ohio, and
graduated from Ohio Northern Uni-
versity in 1913 with a degree in

mechanical engineering. He joined
the Westinghouse Company at East
Pittsburgh foUowing graduation and
has been with that organization
ever since. Many of his earlier years
were spent in the condenser-engi-
neering department of which he
became manager in 1918. Sub-
sequently, he was in charge of

various departments and plants
concerned with the design engi-
neering and manufacture of diesel

engines, pumps, gas and steam
turbines. In 1948 Dr. Morgan was
elected a vice-president of the
company and served as general
manager of the South Philadelphia
works until 1953 when he was
transferred to head ofiice at Pitts-
burgh.

Dr. Morgan joined the American
>ociety of Mechanical Engineers as

The Canadian Institute on Sew-
age and Sanitation held its twenty-
first annual convention this year at
the Windsor Hotel, Montreal, on
October 25, 26 and 27. Some 430
•lelegates were welcomed to the city
;it a civic reception held in the
Mountain Chalet.

McGill University, Montreal.
Ecole Polytechnique, Montreal.
Queen's University, Kingston.
University of Toronto, Toronto.
University of Manitoba, Winni-

Peg.

University of Saskatchewan,
Saskatoon.

University of Alberta, Edmon-
ton.

University of British Columbia.

Dr. William Abbott, who has
come to Canada every year since

the inauguration of the fellowships,

was not here this year. He has taken
on further fellowship responsibilities

for the Federation of British In-

dustries, which make it impossible

for him to travei outside the United
Kingdom.

an associate member in 1916, be-
came a member in 1936 and was
made a fellow in 1949. He was a
vice-president and member of the

executive committee from 1943 to

1945 and since that time has served

as chairman or member of several

other important committees of the

Society.

New regional vice-presidents who
took office at the same time as

Dr. Morgan wei'e : William H. Byrne,
president, Byrne Associates, Inc.,

New York; .J. B. Jones, professor of

mechanical engineering, head of the

Department of Mechanical Engi-

neering, Virgínia Polytechnic Insti-

tute, Virgínia; Ben George EUiott,

professor of mechanical engineering,

chairman of the department of

mechanical engineering, University

of Wisconsin; Clifford H. Shumaker,
professor of mechanical engineering,

chairman of the department of

industrial engineering, Southern
Methodist University.

Other incoming council members
were the three newly-elected direc-

tors-at-large : George A. Hawkins,
dean of engineering, Pvu-due Uni-

versity; Harold C. R. Carlson,

Consulting engineer, New York;

Louis Polk, president, Sheffield Cor-

poration, Dayton, Ohio.

The first day's luncheon meeting
was addressed by Councillor Lortie

of Montreal and by His Worship
Mayor Leslie H. Saunders of Toron-
to. Mr. Lortie described MontreaPs
99-man council, 66 of whom are

elected and 33 appointed by public

bodies, and with an executive com-

mittee made up of the mayor and
two councillors from each category
as an executive body.

Mayor Saunders outlined Toron-
to's new metropolitan government,
explaining how centralization ha(l

resulted in botter and cheaper water,
sewage disposal, education, streets,

transportation, housing and overall

planning. The Toronto system, he
said, was uhique on this continent
and re.sembled the London County
Council. It had 25 members; a
chairman, 12 representatives of the
City of Toronto and one each from
the 12 suburban municipalities.

Lucien TAllier m.e.i.c, Montreal,
led a fórum on street cleaning during
the afternoon session, while Douglas
Shand of Pointe Claire discussed

the national problem of stream
pollution during a fórum on sludge

disposal.

N. S. Bubbis, M.E.I.C, general

manager, Greater Winnipeg Sani-

tary District described experiments
on dewatering of sludge by lagoon-

ing. While this was an old process,

he pointed out, increasing costs of

labour, materiais and equipment
had caused consideration of lagoons

as an alternative to mechanical
means of dewatering.

The City of Winnipeg's consulting

engineers believed that lagooning

was the most economical base

method of sludge disposal, and had
recommended a new installation to

replace and modernize existing elu-

triation and sludge filtration facili-

ties, he stated. These recommenda-
tions had been approved by the

administration board of the District

and in 1955, 18 acres of lagoons will

be built. Other speakers included

Wm. Vietch, m.e.i.c, London, Ont.,

and R. L. Kilborn and L. B. Allan,

M.E.I.C, of Toronto.

The morning session of the second

day opened with a meeting for

general business, reports of com-
mittees and election of officers. The
foUowing were elected for 1954-55;

immediate past president, A. E.

Chalmers, m.e.i.c; president, N. S.

Bubbis, M.E.I.C, of Winnipeg; vice-

president, C. G. R. Armstrong,

m.e.i.c; trustees for term expiring

1955, L. B. Allan, m.e.i.c and
,1. H. Irvine; trustees for term ex-

piring 1956, R. V. Anderson, m.e.i.c

and E. E. W. Oke, m.e.i.c; federa-

tion director, Nicol MacNicol,
m.e.i.c; chairman, Canadian Sani-

tation liquipment Association, J.

B. Kinney, m.e.i.c; and secretary-

treasurer, Dr.fAlbcrt E.Berry, m.e.i.c

During this business meeting

members were asked to takc action

on a proposal to set up an adminis-

trative office jointly with tlio Cana-

ASME Annual Meeting, 1954

C.I.S.S. Meets at Montreal
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cluding water conservation and works, J. G. Schaeffer, m.e.i.c,

prevention of poUution. who discussed lagooning as a sewage

Other speakers were J. F. Mac- treatment process; and L. F. Robert-

Laren, m.e.i.c, who spoke on instru- son who presented a paper on sewage

mentation of sewage treatment treatment plant supervision.

Art anel The Engineer

dian Section of the American Water-
works Association.

This was followed by a symposium
on refuse disposal. R. J. Desmarais
of Windsor, pointing out short-

comings of the various systems of

refuse disposal in use, described a

new development known as a "garb-

age ehminator", with no moving
parts, made up of a two-foot-

diameter cylinder placed vertically

in a 2 ft. deep hole in the ground,

on which was mounted a cone
locked in place with a ring. Garbage
is placed in the cylinder with a small

bag of catalitic starter".

Acting like a septic tank, the

resulting liquid drains off into the

soil below grovmd levei. It will

dispose of the average family's

garbage for one to three years before

moving to a new location. It will

eliminate 26 bushels of garbage in

two months.

A. J. Deslauriers, m.e.i.c, of

Lachine discussed incineration,
while G. H. Richards, m.e.i.c, of

Toronto spoke on digestion of refuse

for land settlement. L. B. Allan,

M.E.I.C, conducted a guided dis-

cussion on reducing the cost of

sewage works.

Following a past-presidents' lunch-

eon, during which a discussion

took place on Institute problems
and future activities, an inspection

trip was conducted by bus to points

of interest at Westmount, Lachine
and Côte St. Luc. The annual
banquet was held in the evening
with W. H. Wisely of Champaign,
Illinois, secretary of the Federation
of Sewage and Industrial Wastes
Associations, as guest speaker. Eight
delegates were presented with the

Institute's 20-year membership cert-

ificates. They were Réné Cyr of

Montreal, B. F. Lamson of St.

Catharines, W. L. McFaul, m.e.i.c.

of Hamilton, R. F. Menzies of

Ottawa, N. G. McDonald, m.e.i.c,

J. F. MacLaren, m.e.i.c, W. B.

Redfern, m.e.i.c, and W. Storrie,

m.e.i.c, ali of Toronto.

The final technical session on the

third day was addressed by G. T.

G. Scott, M.E.I.C, Consulting engi-

neer of Toronto, who presented a

paper on "British Practice in the

Control of Industrial Wastes". Re-
viewing the early trade waste legis-

lation from the Rivers PoUution
Prevention Act of 1876, and the

Public Health Act of 1875, he ex-

plained how control was exercised

today under the Rivers (Prevent-

tion of PoUution) Act of 1951, which
in effect placed the whole of any
river and its tributaries under the

control of a single authority, in-

One difíiculty encountered by
engineers is interpreting their work
for the layman. Quite often the

harsh details of a completed engi-

.J. S. Walsh, M.E.I.C.

neering project leave little room for

illusion and therefore give the un-
initiated the feeling that something
not human has been created. But
much is being done by individuais

and groups to overcome this. Xo-
table for his contribution to the
artistic interpretation of industry is

John S. Walsh, m.e.i.c, head of the
sales development department of

the Dominion Bridge Company.
Soon after graduating in engineer-

ing from London ITniversity in 1929

The Canadian National Com-
mittee of the World Power Con-
ference met again in Ottawa on
January 6, with Major General
Hugh Young, m.e.i.c, deputy minis-

ter, Department of Public Works,
in the chair.

The meeting was held to develop
further the plans for the sectional

meeting of the Conference which is

to be held in Canada in 1958. It

was agreed that the dates for the
meeting would be September 7
to 14, and that the meeting would
be held in Montreal.

Other business discussed was the

plenary meeting of the Conference

Mr. Walsh studied for a year at the

London Central School of Art. He
then returned to engineering, first

with the British Thompson-Houston
Company in Rugby and then with
Browett-Lindley Limited at Letch-
worth. During the war he was
production engineer with the arma-
ments supply department of the

Admiralty, serving in England and
with the British Admiralty Techni-
cal Mission in Ottawa. Mr. Walsh
joined the staff of Dominion Engi-
neering in 1946.

On ali his traveis Mr. Walsh
carried a sketchbook. In this he
noted Street and industrial scenes

which he later developed into draw-
ings and paintings and the results

have been gratifying. Through dili-

gent application he has been able to

hold several one-man exhibitions.

Tlie main ones were at the Montreal
Mu.seum of Fine Arts, 1945; Mont-
real Arts Club, 1945; the Oliver

Gallery, Montreal, 1946; the Mat-
tatuek Historical Society, Water-
bury, Conn., 1947; Hart House,
Toronto University, 1952; and most
recently at the Kennedy Galleries

in Manhattan.
This last showing was noted in

Time as providing "an artist's

eye view of Canada 's bone and
sinew—her steel mills, oil refineries

and grain elevators." It will also

help the public towards a more
intimate knowledge of engineering

and what it means to them.

in Vienna in 1956 and the sectional

meeting in Jugoslávia in 1957.

It was agreed that separate sub-

committees be established to handle

the various items associated with the

preparation and the conduct of the

Conference, but it was agreed that

for the moment no personnel should

be named until further time had
been given to the study of the most
suitable chairmen.

T. M. Patterson, m.e.i.c, was
elected honorary secretary to re-

place the late Norman Marr, m.e.i.c.

The next meeting of the commit-
tee will be at Ottawa on Thursday
April 14.

World Power Conference
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Canada and Accrediting

Recently efforts have been made by the Institute to

'rate" Canadian curricula without embarking on the

elaborate procedure necessary to accredit them as is

done by the Engineers' Council for Professional

Development (ECPD) in the United States.

Dr. L. F. Grant, field secretary of the Institute and

chairman of ECPD has secured the co-operation of
nnivei sit ies, rcgistration bodies and technical institutes
in Canada to make up a tabulation for inclusion in the
annual report of ECPD. The tabulation is reprintod in
The Engineering Journal for the informatiori of the
members of the Institute.

Canadian Universities

(Note: Publication of this list does not imply accreditation by ECPD or by any Canadian organization).

Eleven Canadian universities or colleges offer courses in en-
gineering subjects leading to the baccalaureate degree.

Accrediting has not been carried out in Canada, but in the
table below are given the courses offered by these universities

and the letter "x" denotes that the curriculum in question is

áccepted as fulfilling presently the academic requirements for

membership or registration in the engineering bodies shown.
These are the Engineering Institute of Canada, the Canadian
Institute of Mining and Metallurgy and the Chemical Institute

of Canada, these three Institutes corresponding to the Founder
Societies in the United States. The curricula also are accepted by
the associations of professional engineers of the provinces shown,
which associations carry out in Canada the functions performed
by the state licensing boards in the United States.

The omission of the letter ''x" opposi
mean:

te any curriculum niay

a) that the engineering society or association in question does
not accept this curriculum as fulfilling the academic require-
ments for registration; or

b) that the engineering society or as.sociation in question is not
familiar with this curriculum having had no occasion of
making a thorough study of it; or

c) that the engineering society or association in question is not
prepared to formally accept the curriculum as fulfilling the
academic requirements for membership or registration,
although it does accept it on occasions, the case of each ap-
phcant being decided on its merits.

C o3

S O

Õ
University of Alberta

Chemical Engineering
Civil Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Irrigation Engineering
Mining Engineering
Petroleum Engineering
Engineering Geology
Engineering Physics

University of British
Columbia

Agricultural Engineering
Chemical Engineering
Civil Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Forest Engineering
Geological Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Metallurgical Engineering
Mining Engineering
Engineering Physics

Ecole Polytechnique

Génie chimique—Métallurgique
Génie Travaux publics

—

batiments
Génie Mines Géologie
Génie Mécanique Electricité

L'Uiiivergité Lavai

Génie Chimique
Génie Civil
Génie Electrique
Génie Géologique
Génie Minier

University of Manitoba

CiWl Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Geological Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Engineering Physics

McGill University

Chemical Engineering
Civil Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Metallurgical Engineering
Mining Engineering
Engineering Physics

Associations of

Professional Engineers
of:

o 3
<v —

=
-oc

a O < m

f3 C
o '3

2 2 2 O M O

Associations of
Professional Engineers

of:

«a

e

a c

Sã

o V

sue

o'5

University of New
Brunswick

Civil Engineering x x :

Electrical Engineering x x :

Mechanical Engineering x x :

Nova Scotia Technical
School

Chemical Engineering x x x x :

Civil Engineering x x :

Electrical Engineering x x :

Mechanical Engineering x x :

Metallurgical Engineering x x x :

Mining Engineering x x x :

Queen's University

Chemical Engineering x x x x :

Civil Engineering x x :

Electrical Engineering x x :

Mechanical Engineering x x :

Metallurgical Engineering x x x :

Mining Engineering x x x :

University of Saskatchewan

.Agricultural Engineering x x

Chemical Engineering x x x x :

Civil Engineering x x :

Electrical Engineering x x :

Geological Engineering x x x :

Mechanical Engineering x x :

Engineering Physics x x

('eramic t]ngineering
(discontinued) x x

University of Toronto

Aeronautical Engineering x x

Chemical Engineering x x x x :

Civil Engineering x x

Electrical Engineering x x

Mechanical Engineering x x

Metallurgical Engineering x x x

Mining Engineering x x x

Mining Oeolog>' x x x

Engineering & Busine.ss x x

Engineering Physics x x x

Ceramic Engineering (offered

from 1926 to 1951 but now
discontinued) " "

*This course is accepted as partial fulfiUment only of the academic require-

ments and the applicant who has coinpleted this course may bc required to

write examinations.

X X x X
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The President

in the West

Abovc: Presidem D. M. Stephens visite»! the l iiiversity of
Brilish Columhia during his western toiír. Iii this group
th«'re is the president of the E.I.C. student sectioii, Past-
president J. N. Finlayson, President Stephens, Dean H. C.
Gunninp, president of II.B.C. Dr. Nornian A. M. MaeKen-
zie, and W. O. Richniond, chairman of the Vancoiiver
Branoh.

In the left cohinin, pictiires taken at a Branoh dinner
mecting in Vaneouver. In the first picture, I)r. H. C.
(iiinning, 1). M. Stephens, W. O. Kiehnioml and C.
Bentall; second picture, W. N. Kelly, Ci. H. Bancroft and
A. Peebles; third picture, R. Angus McLachlan. \^ . O.
Scott, T. V. Berry, T. E. Priee; foiírth picture, John K.
French, A. B. McEwen, W. M. Stobbart.

At the annual nieeting of the Association of Professional
Engineers of B.C.: C. Bentall, retiring president; Dr.

j

H. C. Gunning, inconiing president and J. A. Merchant,!



Mr. Stephens visited the engineers' school at Chilliwack,
B.C. The picture at right shows the president's party.
He placed a wreath on the Sapper's Cenotaph during a
special ceremony, with Lieut.-Col. H. D. Berry also taking
part (second picture).

Below: The president attended the tenth annual dinner
nieeting of the Winnipeg Branch, Electrical Section. At
the head table, P. Shane, Mrs. Stewart Barkwell, R. T.
Harland, Mrs. Fetherstonhaugh, Mrs. A. E. Macdonald,
Dr. E. P. Fetherstonhaugh, Mrs. Scarfe, President
Stephens, Professor N. A. Williams and Dean N. F.
Scarfe.

Kight: Two group piclures of the
Branch meeting at Saskatoon.

A more complete picture story of Mr.
Stephens' toiír of Western branches
appeared in the January issue.



St. Lawrence Seaway

and Power Project

The Impact of the St. Lawrence Seaway on

Industry in Ontário

J. M. Thompson
Vice-President and Comptroller
Canadian Westinghouse Co. Ltd.,

Hamilton, Ont.

The St. Lawrence Seaway is a

major economic development which

will have an impact on the growth of

Canada greater than anything that

has happened to it since the biiilding

of the transcontinental raihvays in

the last century. AU sectors of the

economy from HaHfax to Vancouver
will be affected to some extent by
the changing pattern of distribution

which will be created by the open-
ing of an additional two thousand
miles of our interior to cheap water
transportation to and from the

seacoast.

Canada exports approximately
25 per cent of its national production

to world markets ; most of its exports

are bulk primary goods such as

grains, wood pulp, newsprint and
ferrous and nonferrous minerais.

It is essential that we should have
low cost transportation for the

successful marketing of these prod-
ucts. The importance of the Sea-
way to Canada as a whole cannot
be overstressed. However, the bene-
fits of the Seaway will not be un-
mixed blessings; there are sure to be
many áreas that will experience at

least some temporary dislocation,

but these will undoubtedly be
greatly outweighed by the ciimula-

tive advantages from the complete
project which will accrue to ali.

The development of the Seaway
will provide two distinct advantages.

First, the Canadian economy as a
whole will benefit from low-cost

transportation resulting from ocean-

going freight being made accessible

to the very hinterland of the coun-

try. Second, a further abundance of

low-cost electrical power will be-

come available to industry in On-
tário.

While ali Canadians are interested

in the Seaway, it has particularly

In this section the Journal reviews

the news and progress of the St. Law-
rence project.

captured the imagination of the

people of Ontário. They show un-
bounded confidence that its com-
pletion will give further impetus to

the great industrial expansion which
has taken place since the end of the

war, particularly in the "Golden
Horseshoe," extending from Oshawa
to the Welland Canal. Every town
on the Great Lakes has plans for

improving its harbour facilities and
dreams of becoming a busy port,

welcoming ocean steamers with their

cargoes from the four corners of the

earth. Towering above ali these

claims are those coming from the

general direction of Toronto and
Hamilton, for each of these old

rivais has great confidence that most
of this trade will eventually termi-

nate in its port and that new in-

dustries will spring up in its back-
yard to continue the boom to which
it has become accustomed.

During the period of construction
of the Seaway, Ontário industry is

bound to be benefited from such a
major undertaking with its large

capital expenditure. However, I

think it would be well to be some-
what criticai in assessing the value
which the Seaway might, on its

completion, afford to industry in

Ontário. Ontário is primarily a
manufacturing province. Its princi-

pal industries are newsprint and
wood pulp, the mining of ferrous

and nonferrous metais, the manu-

facture of iron and steel and the.

production of a broad range of'

industrial products, including auto-
mobiles, farm implements, electrical

|

products and textiles.

Approximately 85 per cent of the
exports of the newsprint industry
go to the United States; generally

speaking, this trade flows north to
south and should not be affected

by the opening of the Seaway. It is

possible that through lower trans-

portation costs overseas markets
might become available to the in-

dustry, although it must be recog-

nized that the interior markets of

the United States served by the
industry would also be opened to

overseas competition. I would guess
that the industry will do well if it

holds its present position.

It is difíicult to believe that a

diíTerential in freight will result in

any significant expansion in the
mining of ferrous and nonferrous
minerais. Such a differential will

not of itself be sufíicient to stimulate

increased production from present

leveis, nor to accelerate exploration

and development of new properties.

The manufacturers of iron and
steel products will, undoubtedly,
be the major beneficiaries from the

Seaway. This is because the rich ore

bodies of the United States, from
which they have been able to obtain

their recjuirements in the past, are

now largely depleted. The Seaway
will enable them to replace this

source of essential iron ore from the

deposits in Labrador without any
increase in present costs. Were it not
for this development, it is possible

that in the next five years they
would have to increase their steel

prices by approximately $2.00 per

ton, because of the necessity of

having to use lower grade iron ore.

The point we must keep in mind is

that the Seaway will simply perpetu-

ate an advantage which the iron and
steel industry already enjoys and
will not of itself create an expansion
of the steel industry by reason of the

availability of this low-cost ore.

It should also be remembered, in-

sofar as Ontário producers are con-

cerned, their markets will be more
readily available to producers in the

Maritimes.

Among the many predictions of conditions to be brought about by the com-
pletion of the St. Lawrence Seaway, too many have come from the pens of

starry-eyed optimists or of prophets of doom. We doubt if there are any engi-

neers in either group; they have sense enough to know that nothing is either

wholly good or wholly bad. As a fair presentation of the pros and cons we recom-
mend this paper, read before the annual conference of the Ontário Chamber of

Commerce at Ottawa on January 7 last. Its sensible discussion applies in the

main to ali the provinces as much as to Ontário alone.
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Lower transportation costs to or

from the seacoast will not have any
appreciable effect on Ontário in-

dustiy, except in possibly a com-
paratively small number of indus-

tries that are dependent upon the

use of bulk raw materiais from
abroad, or whose finished products,

by their very nature, entail high

transportation costs and are
inarketed either in eastern Canada
i)r abroad. A wide range of Ontário

industries is now suífering from the

-evere foreign competition and is

experiencing great difíiculty in meet-
ing it. If transportation be an im-

portant element of cost to any of

ihese industries, then they are

going to be faced with a further

lowering of their protection by the

removal of a natural trade barrier.

This can only add to their present

competitive difiiculties.

It is the accepted economic thesis

of our Government that the growth
and prosperity of Canada are de-

pendent upon finding markets
abroad for our agricultural products
and natural resources. These prod-
ucts come from ali parts of our
country; the advent of new low-cost

transportation into the very centre

of Canada should be a great stimulus
to the movement of such bulk
products, because the cost of trans-

portation is an important element in

their marketing.

If \ve are to find markets for our
primary products, we must be pre-

pared to import finished goods in

return, for we realize that trade
must be two-way and that Canada
with its abundance of material
resources must, if it is going to
trade, accept manufactured goods in

return. Canada has taken a leading
part among the nations of the world
in promoting multilateral trade and
in advocating the elimination of

restrictive trade practices. It is the
onlv signatory to the General Agree-
inent on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)
t hat has scrupulously lived up to the
principies of this agreement. Since
signing in 1947, Canada has made
substantial tariff reductions, has
iíreatly modified its dumping pro-
visions and has eliminated ali other
discriminatory practices. It can be
truthfully said that Canada is to-

day the most accessible market in

t he world to foreign producers. This
comment may seem irrelevant to
the discussion of the Seaway, but
it is important in any discussions
concerning the industrial expansion
of Ontário.

It is frequently stated that open-
ng the Seaway will enable Cana-

' lian manufacturers to compete more
cffectively abroad. Even if lower

transportation costs substantially
reduced export costs of manu-
factured goods, the two large trad-
ing áreas of the world, the United
States and the sterling áreas, would
still be virtually closed to Canadian
manufacturers. As matters stand
at present, it is almost impossible to
ship manufactured goods in sub-
stantial volume into the United
States, due to restrictive customs
and other regulations. The markets
of the sterling áreas are closed to
Canadian producers of manufactur-
ed goods because of currency re-

strictions and other trade barriers.

The only remaining markets open
to Canadian manufacturers arethose
of Latin America, and, to a much
lesser extent, of parts of the Far
East and of Africa.

It is for these reasons that I find

it diíficult to support the com-
monly accepted viewpoint—that in-

dustrial activity will be greatly
accelerated by the completion of

the Seaway—unless there is a
dramatic change in International

ti'ade conditions by the time it is

opened.
The greatest single factor which

will benefit Ontário industry is the
generation of an additional 1.1 mil-

lion horsepower of electricity. This
electricity will be fed to the power
grid serving southern Ontário. It

will be available at one-half the

cost to- the Ontário Hydro of that

being produced at the new Sir

Adam Beck station at Niagara
Falis and at one-third the cost of

steam-generated electricity.

It is estimated that there will be

an annual saving of $30 million

from obtaining power from this

source rather than from the alterna-

tive, but more expensive, steam
plants. To give some idea of the

additional amount of cheap elec-

tricity which this represents, con-

sider these figures. In 1953 Ontário

The Canadian Good Roads Asso-

ciation held its annual convention

at the Royai York Hotel, Toronto,

November 8-10, 1954. A record

eight hundred and twenty-íive dele-

gates were in attendance, and were

welcomed by Hon. Gordon E.

Taylor, minister of highways, Al-

berta, and president of C.G.R.A.,

who noted that it was the first time

in many years that ali 10 provincial

governments were represented. Hon.
William Griesinger, minister of pub-
lic works and acting minister of

highways, Ontário, expressed a wel-

consumed 22.7 billion kilowatt hours.
The installed capacity of the Sea-
way development will provida
enough power to support an ad-
ditional consumption of over six
bill ion kilowatt hours annually, or
26 per cent of the 1953 consumption.
Mr. Robert Saunders, Chairman of
the Hydro-Electric Power Com-
mission of Ontário, to dramatize the
enormous amount of energy which
this development represents, stated
that "the energy is equal to what
28 million men could produce if

they worked eight hours a day for

300 days a year, or the annual
energy output of nearly twice the
population of Canada."

Ontario's industry, which con-
sumes approximately two-thirds of
the electricity produced in the
province, has long .shared in the ad-
vantage of low-cost power. If nor-
mal growth continues, comparable
to that experienced in the last

decade, steam plants would have to

be installed with subsequent in-

creased rates to cover the higher
costs. However, this new source of

power from the Seaway will enable
the Hydro to continue for some
time to provide the advantages of

low-cost energy, which Ontário in-

dustry has enjoyed for so many
years.

To summarize my views, I believe

that while the Seaway will be of

great importance to Canada as a
whole, its most important contri-

bution to Ontário will be in making
available a further substantial
quantity of cheap electrical energy.

I do not believe that the opening of

our ports on the Great Lakes to

ocean-going traííic will of itself

greatly stimulate industrial activity.

On the contrary, I visualize that the

opening of these ports to ocean
trafiic will increase the severe com-
petition already being felt by many
manufacturing industries.

come on behalf of the province,

while His Worship Mayor Leslie

Saunders of Toronto and Fred G.
Gardiner, Q.C., chairman of The
Municipality of Metropolitan To-
ronto, tendered welcomes on behalf

of the city.

Highways of tomorrow will gener-

ate better living for ali peoples of

the world, Robert O. Swain, exe-

cutiva director of the International

Road Federation, stated at the

opening ceremonies. "Highways will

also bring closer co-operation and
understanding among neighbors of

the Western Hemisphere and easier

C.G.R.A. Meets at Toronto
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means of communication among ali

nations of the world", he said.

Presideiit's Address

The Hon. Gordon E. Taylor
declared that "roads are a self-

liquidating asset, the life-line of

everyday business, commerce and
pleasure and the advance guard of

new development and expansion ..."

Everj^ effort should be made, he
said, to find out more about the

economic, social and cultural facts

of roads, and "having the indis-

pensable facts revealed by research

and economics at our disposal, we
should build and reconstruct roads
according to sound precepts in

accordance with the laws of physics

and science and engineering."

"It is now apparent that C.G.R.A.
is ready to undertake new tasks.

We have reached a point where we
should consider the direction of the
Association's development. No or-

ganization like C.G.R.A. can exist

solely because it holds an annual
convention or because it has spo-

radic meetings. If it is to grow in

health and value to its members it

must render a genuine service to ali

its members and to the nation."

"Last year the Association began
to lay the groundwork of a library,

or information service. As this

develops it will become a valuable
source of information on ali aspects

of roads and streets . . . Of one
thing I am sure: there is no dearth
of subject matter for our future

activities. There is a great deal

further to go before we reach our
potential value as a national or-

ganization to our members and to

our nation", he said.

Road Research in Britai

n

The value of scientific study of

the many problems involved in the

creation and operation of modem
highway and street systems was
stressed by Dr. W. H. Glanville,

C.B., C.B.E., director of road
research for the United Kingdom.

In Britain, with 50 million popula-
tion and over 5 million motor
vehicles, more than a million and a
quarter workers are directly en-

gaged in road transit operations,

with an annual expenditure of

£1,500 million, or about 15 per cent
of the nation's resources, on road
transit and travei, he stated. Com-
parable figures for Canada would
probably be higher in relation to

population and number of vehicles.

This condition demands that ali

available funds be well spent and
that roads and streets should be
planned, built, maintained and used
to ensure the greatest possible efíi-

ciency.

Road research problems are pri-

marily economic: to provide chan-
nels for traffic, determine present

and future demands, reduce con-

struction and maintenance costs

by improved methods and materiais

and cut down trafíic delays and
accidents. In Britain the attack on
these problems is centred in the

Road Research organization, which
costs the nation about £350,000
yearly, with some 450 persons em-
ployed.

Expendi tures on Roads a
Good Investment

Money used to build roads is not
spent but invested, Raymond Bru-
net, president of the Canadian
Construction Association, told the

Monday luncheon at the conven-
tion. Mr. Brunet cited figures to

indicate that for every million

dollars invested in highways there

is an annual return of over $12
million, taking into consideration

the ensuing development along the

roads and the use to which it is put
by those whose products are trans-

ported over it. "That is the type of

investment we Canadians cannot
afford to miss", he said.

Discussing federal financial aid in

the United States, Mr. Bnmet point-

ed to the need for a similar pattern
of assistance in Canada. "Expe-
rience with the Trans-Canada High-
way demonstrates conclusively that
federal-provincial joint action is also

possible in this country, and that
proper safeguards exist both for

provincial rights and for the expen-
diture of local funds."

Roads Kound-Up

The Monday afternoon session

was devoted to "Roads Round-Up",
an annual feature of C.G.R.A. con-
ventions. Officials of the ten provin-
ces and of the federal government
presented reports on the progress
and problems of road building and
maintenance during the current
year.

In British Columbia thirty-six

miles of the Trans-Canada Highway
were completed during the past 12
months; an additional 34 miles are
under construction and partly com-
pleted. In total, 200 miles of the
required 685 miles of the Trans-
Canada in B.C. are now completed.

Alberta voted a record $41 million
in 1954 for highways, bridges and
ferries. However, the program was
seriously delayed through adverse
weather conditions. Alberta now
has 5,296 miles of highways; of

these, 1,881 miles are paved. By the
end of 1956 there will be three main
asphalt surfaced highways across
the province.

Saskatchewan's funds available

for highways exceeded $21 million.

Program proposals last spring were
for 543 miles of subgrade and 159
miles of surfacing. Because of wet
weather, only about 60 per cent of

the program was completed. The
Trans-Canada Highway between
Regina and the Manitoba boundary
is open to traffic. Completion by the

fali of 1956, across the province, is

physically feasible.

In Manitoba abnormally high
rainfall caused serious delays in

grading, surfacing and bridge pro-

grams. Repairs of flood damage con-

sumed a considerable amount of

time and the use of construction

equipment. Traffic volume continued
to increase, with a marked growth
in inter-provincial and International

traffic.

In Ontário incomplete estimates

show that $57 million have been
spent on road construction and
maintenance for 1954-55. An addi-

tional $23 million were scheduled on
operation and for special projects

such as winter maintenance. Muni-
cipalities probal)ly spent another
$60 million, of which $31 million

were provincial subsidies. There are

now in Ontário almost 81,000 miles

of highways, roads and streets

financed by various public authori-

ties. During 1954 the department
paved or resurfaced approximately
427 miles of main highway and
prepared 161 miles of new grade.

In addition, some 1,250 miles of

gravei road were oiled. Work con-

tinued on Ontario's 1,404 miles of

the Trans-Canada Highway. Al-

though it will be some time yet

before the work is completed, long

sections connecting some of the

larger urban centres are now being

paved.

In Quebec considerable progress

was made in ali fields of activity.

The 1954 operations were, approxi-

mately, as follows: l

Permanent pavements Mile*s|

(asphalt or concrete) 420

Resurfacing of old pavements 90

Construction or reconstruction 985

Gravelling 1,300,

Various improvements 125

Last winter over 28,000 miles of

roads were kept open for motor
traffic. Although Quebec has no;

agreement concerning the Trans-'

Canada Highway, the province is

going ahead with its sections of

the highway. If the present rate of

progress is maintained, Quebec sec-

tions of this highway will before

long be completed.
(

New Brunswick allocated a total

of over $18 million for highway
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i work. The total mileage in the

province is now 13,132 miles. Fur-

ther research was conducted with
an "ice-free" mixture which, it is

claimed, will eliminate ice forma-
' tion. Results of experiments on two

test sections will not be available for

I some time. During the year 214

!
miles of grading contracts and
projects were authorized. Despite
wet weather, more than 380 miles of

prime and surface treatment and
seal coating were completed.

Outstanding feature in Nova
Scotia for 1954 was commencement
of work on the Trans-Canada High-
way. So far, construction of 32 miles

has been started. In addition, 61

miles of other roads were recon-

structed and 135 miles paved. At
year end the Angus L. Macdonald
highway bridge across Halifax Har-
bour costing |11 million will be
opened to traffic. At Canso the
causeway will be completed by
year end. This project involved not
only over ten million tons of rock
fill in the causeway, but also a canal
and locks on the Cape Breton side.

The whole project will cost some $19
million, payable one-third by the
province and two-thirds by Canada.

In Prince Edward Island a record
total of 240 miles of roads were
completed. In addition, about 100
miles were cleared in preparation
for 1955. Surfacing totalled 117
miles. Work on the Trans-Canada
Highway was pushed through 15
miles of heavy construction. Forty-
eight bridges were replaced this

j

year.

' Xew^oundland budgeted a total

of $11.5 million, a larger expenditure
on roads than ever before. For the
Trans-Canada Highway alone, $5

:
million was authorized this year.
Continuous rain during July and
August seriously aífected progress
on ali works. The bridge building
program proceeded more satisfactor-

ily. It is hoped that by next year a
motor road between Corner Brook
and Port aux Basques will be com-
pleted.

On the Trans-Canada Highway,
despite some of the worst weather
conditions in recent times, good
progress was made. So far, 1700
miles of grading have been approved
of which 1,400 miles have been com-
pleted; some 1,200 miles of paving
have been approved (1,000 miles
completed) ; and 128 structures have
l)een approved (98 completed). The
total of contractual commitments
is approximately $170 million, of
which half is payable by the federal
government.

The Trans-Canada Highway
agreements will terminate in 1956.

More than two-thirds of the con-
struction period has now elapsed,
with slightly less than one-third of
the mileage actually completed.
In these circumstances it is difficult

to visualize the completion of the
road on Schedule.

Planníng Highways for Toniorrow

The entire second day of the con-
vention was taken up by a sympo-
sium: Factors in Long-Range Plan-
ning. Nine speakers delivered pa-
pers, highlights of which are as
follows:

A. K. Branham, research asso-
ciate, School of Civil Engineering,
Purdue University, said that at
present road users spend only a
relatively small sum to provide and
maintain highway systems. In many
cases this contribution to road costs
was less than one-tenth of the total

cost of operating the motor vehicle.

He noted that the average motor
fuel tax per vehicle in Canada in

1951 was about $63, compared with
less than $36 in the United States.

It was obvious that higher motor
fuel taxes could not be obtained
w^ithout considerable difíiculty. In-

creases in motor vehicles and in

motor vehicle use would not, in

themselves, solve Canada's difficult

highway íinance problem.
Much more investigation was

needed to allocate costs to users

and beiíeficiaries of highways and
"to determine the place of highway
transportation in the national trans-

portation system", Professor Bran-
ham said. "The real crux of the

problem appears to be not only the

need for an adequate transportation

policy in Canada and the United
States but for the development of a
technique whereby the various

classes of users and other benefi-

ciaries may be assessed their fair

value of the benefits derived."

Brigadier Jean P. Carrière, di-

rector, Development Engineering

Branch, Public Works, Ottawa, told

the gathering that "modern high-

ways must be planned and designed

to meet present and estimated

future needs immediately as re-

gards traffic loads, frequency, vol-

ume and speed."

"The planning and design of

existing interprovincial routes has

rarely been based on traffic demands
and, consequently, many are obso-

lete by modern standards", he

stated. "It is not rational to plan

and design a highway without

traffic Information. Traffic data is

absolutely necessary to establish

the loads for highway design."

"Canada has large sources of road

building materiais that have not yet

been exploited", stated R. F. Leg-
get, director of building research,
National Research Council, Ottawa.
Soil is the basic substance of road
building and there are many possi-
bilities for improving the use of soils
and of using glacial till or boulder
clay. There are also possibilities for
the use of native Canadian clays
to be baked or calcined to form a
natural hard road building material.

Because of the potential develop-
ment of Canada's northland, road
builders face formidable problems in

overcoming muskeg and snow and
ice. Mr. Legget noted that the Divi-
sion of Building Research had just
completed the first snow and ice

research laboratory in Canada, one
of the few such laboratories in the
world.

Dean R. M. Hardy of the Uni-
versity of Alberta outlined some
outstanding problems of soils en-
gineering. He said that "we may
expect the highways of tomorrow to
benefit greatly in quality and econ-
omy from a wider application of
the known principies of compaction
to highway construction. Unlike the
field of compaction, little research
has been conducted into muskeg
phenomena....We in Canada perhaps
have a greater economic interest in

the problems of road construction in

muskeg áreas than has any other
country in the world. We cannot
expect our most generous neigh-
bours to solve them for us."

Dean Hardy noted that the sta-

bilization of soils by chemical treat-

ment held out considerable promise.
One of the chemicals is spent sul-

phite liquor which combats frost

action. In combination with chrom-
ate salts this chemical can be a
very strong soil stabilizing médium.

Large cities will continue to grow
larger. There will be no trend to-

ward "excessive decentralization" of

urban populations. A. D. Alargison,

vice-president and general manager
of A. D. Margison and Associates

Limited, forecast. Central business

districts will not vanish or suíTer re-

duction . . . Traffic facilities will

continue to lag behind requirements

because of a lack of funds.

Traffic problems in central áreas

will grow unless properlj^ controlled

measures are taken to provide suit-

able parking facilities and traffic

arteries. Improved types of rapid

transit systems will assist in re-

ducing the requirements for the

urban use of privately owned pas-

senger vehicles. These will inolude

subways in urban arcas and new
types of elevated and gratlo transit-

ways for economy in interurban as

well as urban operation.
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"Vehicle design can only progress

in keeping with road improvements",
the meeting was told by Wilfred J.

Chenery of International Harvester
Company of Canada Limited.

Mr. Chenery said vehicle design

would be a relatively simple matter
if fuel and roads would keep pace
with it, "because vehicle design can-

not get out of step too far with other

developments; the engineers' ad-

vanced ideas must be temporarily
shelved in favour of more modest
advancements."
He advocated equalization of

freight costs, road limits, standard-

ization of equipment, uniform and
equal load limits and road regulation

in ali Canadian provinces. This, he
argued, would benefit the automo-
tive manufacturer, the freight hauler

and, above ali, the consumer, since

it would reduce operating costs while

facilitating improved vehicle design

and providing for increased safety.

The first priority in planning a
new road is to forecast traffic,

Philippe Ewart, traffic engineer of

the Quebec Department of Roads,
told the delegates. This involves

study of the following elements:

1) Traffic pattern and trends during
the preceding years;

2) Predicting population growth;

3) Motor vehicle registration and
predicted ratio of persons per
car;

4) Amount of diverted traffic;

5) Amount of induced or generated
traffic.

Mr. Ewart said that, with the

anticipated increase in population
and in motor vehicle traffic, there

would be four persons for every
motor vehicle in Quebec in 1975. At
that time traffic congestion in many
parts of the province, particularly

in the Montreal area, would be
criticai. Traffic in this area will,

therefore, have tripled by 1975.

W. Arch Bryce, director of the
Division of Public Safety, Uni-
versity of Toronto, predicted that
unless present highway accident
trends are not checTved "the cost in

blood and dollars will be too high."

Since it is generally accepted that
driver error is responsible for more
than 85 per cent of highway acci-

dents, "it would seem reasonable to

attempt to reduce accidents by
working with the human factor",

he said.

More stringent driver licensing

regulations and more and better

driver training were considered nec-
essary by the speaker. "Highway
accidents are unnecessary. They
happen one at a time. We can stop
most of them if we want to . . .

Personal interest and eífort are the

commodities that are lacking", he
concluded.

Fred Burggraf, director of the

Highway Research Board, Washing-
ton, said that much factual data
have yet to be obtained on the costs

of building and maintaining high-

ways of different structural capaci-

ties, with the costs of transporting

commodities in various types and
sizes of motor vehicles.

"Until such basic data have been

assembled and interpreted the high-

way freight carriers and the high-

way builders will not have the

needed factual Information to enable

them to agree on size and weight

standards for vehicles and on design

standards for highways that will

produce the lowest transportation

costs to the general public."

The safety and convenience of

the public are of paramount im-

portance to Canadians, Hon. Mr.
Justice John D. Kearney, chief com-
missioner, Board of Transport Com-
missioners for Canada, told C.G.R.A.
members at the Wednesday morning
session. He said that the magnitude
of the transport problem facing

Canada could be expected to exceed
that of the United States. Whereas
U.S. motor vehicle registrations in

the eight-year period 1945-53 had
increased by 87 per cent, Canada's
rate of growth had been 128 per cent.

In the sphere of metropolitan
transportation Judge Kearney re-

commended the adoption of a realis-

tic altitude. He said: "... the aim
of a 'parking space downtown for

every car' seems to me to be in the

En 1951, sur les 35,000 ingénieurs
canadiens, 1,800 sont d'origine fran-

çaise et 33,000 d'origine anglo-
saxonne et autres. Les Canadiens
français représentent 5.1% du génie
civil au pays.

De 1941 à 1953, la province
compte 4,210 membres enregistrés à
la Corporation des Ingénieurs pro-

fessionnels de Quebec. De ceux-là,

2,806 soit 65.5% sortent de Poly-
technique, de McGill et de Lavai,

same class as 'pie in the sky'." The
cheapest and most practical way of

dealing with the congestion of city

streets would be to make it attrac-

tive for the drive-to-work suburban-
ite to leave his car at home. To do
so, city-o^^^led Utilities such as tram,

bus and subway, might combine
with the railways to provide a
thoroughfare from the commuter's
railway station to the door of his

employers.

"I venture to predict that in the

not too distant future some of our
cities will be obliged to ration their

streets and fix priorities for ve-

hicular traffic, particularly at rush
hours", he concluded.

National Highway Safety
Conference

The annual general meeting of the

Association approved the calling of

a national highway safety conference

by the Canadian Good Roads As-

sociation in Ottawa from May 24

to 26.

Resolution on Federal Assistance

RESOLVED that the Canadian
Good Roads Association recommend
that the Government of Canada
arrange for further negotiations

with the provinces with a view to

extensions of existing agreements or

the entering into of new agreements.
RESOLVED that this Associa-

tion urge the Government of Canada
to adopt a comprehensive policy of

highway assistance in connection

with the improvement of roads

other than the Trans-Canada High-
way.

nos trois écoles de génie. Les ingé,

nieurs de culture française se dénom-
brent à 1,552, soit 37%, beaucouj
moins que la moitié des ingénieurí

qui pratiquent dans les limites de la

province de Quebec, 527 ou 12.5%
viennent de TOntario. Le reste S(

répartit entre les autres provinces

les Etats-Unis et TEurope.
Sur une base indiquant le nombrt

d'ingénieurs par 10,000 âmes de po-

pulation, la province de Québe(

Trop peu d'ingénieurs parmi les Canadiens

français

(Le Droit, Ottawa, 28 septeinbre 1954)
I

La réalité statistique au chapitre des ingénieurs—Dans ce domaine, l'Univeráité|

de Toronto donne le premier rang à 1'Ontario—Le Québec aux deux-tier^

urbains et doté de milliers d'usines, a besoin d"une forte élite technique—Lesi

remedes à Ia situation actuelle: locaux plus vastes pour nos écoles polytech-;

niques. nombreuses bourses d'études, orientation vers le génie des élèves doiiés

pour les mathématiques et les sciences.

Par Claude Asselin
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i compte 10 ingénieurs. La Colombie

et la Saskatchewan de 20 et de 19.6

par 10,000 de population. Le Mani-
toba, 15.7 et TAlberta, 14.0. Les

Maritimes se rapprochent du Québec
avec 10.4 ingénieurs par 10,000.

Dans notre province, les diplômés

de langue anglaise tous formés à

McGill représentent 30 ingénieurs

par 10,000 habitants. Chez les nô-

tres, nous avons une représentation

de 4.3 ingénieurs par 10,000 âmes de

population.

L'Université de Toronto arrive

J'emblée en tête de file quant au
chiffre de promotions, de 1941 à

1953. Avec Queen's, elle hisse TOn-
tario au premier rang au Canada en

totalisant 8,072, soit 39.7% des

20,335 diplômés canadiens de la dé-

lennie. Québec va de Tarrière avec

3,643 diplômés ou 17.9%. Dódui-

j

sant le chiffre de McGill, sauf les

I diplômés de noms français, il reste

' ceux de Polytechnique et de Lavai:

1,147 diplômés de langue française,

soit les 5.6% du total.

1. Au Canada, sur une popula-

tion de 12.5 millions (1951), environ

4.5 millions sont de langue française.

En pourcentage, cela équivaut à

30.8% de la population. Or, dans
Tensemble de la population, on
trouve un ingénieur de langue an-

glaise pour 300 âmes contre un in-

génieur de langue française par 2,300

habitants. La proportion s'établit de
1 à7.

2. Au Québec, la population fran-

çaise du pays s'y concentre à 80%;
celle de la province, à 83%. Mais, au
point de vue génie civil, les Cana-
diens français ne dépassent pas beau-
coup 37% des ingénieurs vivant dans
la province.

3. Les institutions anglaises et

trançaises du Québec forment 66.5%
les membres de la Corporation des
Ingénieurs professionnels de Québec.
n ressort que 33.5% des ingénieurs

'iennent de Textérieur.

4. On constate que la province de

I
Québec arrive bonne dernière dans
la représentation par 10,000 habi-
tants. Fait imputable à la faible

proportion de 4.3 ingénieurs de
langue française.

5. En 1950, les 125 diplômés de
Polytechnique et de Lavai représen-
tent 3.5% environ des 3,650 diplô-

més canadiens. Ajoutons 51 diplô-

més de langue française de McGill,
soit 1% de plus.

Notre province occupe une super-

;

ficie de 600,000 milles carrés, soit au
delà de 2.5 fois la surface de la

j

France. Cest nettement la plus

I

vaste des provinces du Canada. Ce

I

n'est pas la plus pauvre. Non pas,-
au contrairei

Le Québec occupe le premier rang

au point de vue des ressources hy-
drauliques du Canada et tient même
une position mondiale enviable.

6,000,000 de horsepower développés
représentent 34% de son potentiel
utilisable. Le Québec possède les

plus vastes forêts du pays. Cest
rindustrie principale de la province:
264,170 milles carrés de territoire

boisés. Les mines du Québec le si-

tuent au second rang après TOnta-
rio. Nous pouvons faire fond sur nos
industries primaires. II ne suffit qu'à
penser à TUngava.
Le phénomène d'urbanisation a

centré la population dans les grandes
agglomérations comme Montréal. La
population du Québec est devenue
urbaine aux deux tiers, Tinverse d'il

y a soixante ans. En 1951, le Québec
attrape 24.3% des investissements
de capitaux, fait qui le place après
rOntario avec 38.1%.
La province de Québec n'est pas

une province agricole: le sol arable

couvre 8.1% de la surface totale

dont les deux tiers sont déjà cultivés

et s'échelonnênt principalement en
bordure du Saint-Laurent, dans la

formation géologique de la mer de
Champlain. Le mythe de Tagricultu-

risme, malgré les valeurs folklori-

At the^ meeting of Council held at the
University Club, Montreal, on Friday,

January 21, 1955, a number of applica-

tions were presented for consideration and
on the recommendation of the Admissions
Committee the following elections and
transfers were effected:

Members:

H. J. Barton, Dalhousie
K. J. Blakeman, Toronto

R. P. Charbonnier, Calgary
S. Ekvedt, Montreal
A. J. Forster, Vancouver
M. C. Giroud, Montreal
S. E. L. Kenez, Hamilton
D. J. McChesney, Windsor
R. C. Marriott, Montreal
P. H. Meincke, Toronto

J. E. Mikkelson, S. Francisco

A. S. Mitchell, Lennoxville

L. W. L. R. Pillar, Ottawa
B. E. Shinn, Valleyfield

J. R. von Renteln, Kingston
B. K. Woolfenden, Montreal

W. A. Wright, Montreal

Júniors:

H. T. Abbott, London
A. P. Barsalou, Winnipeg
C. R. de Lannov, Isle Maligne
L. M. Elijah, Windsor
O. E. Gudz, Montreal
A. R. Love, Montreal

I. N. Monczak, Montreal

E. J. Moreau, Montreal
R. D. K. Smith, Peterborough

G. A. Tough, Winnipeg

Transferred from the class of Júnior to thai

of Member:

R. G. Anderson, Toronto

J. P. Bastian, Montreal

L. Beaudoin, Montreal

ques, et les inhérences profondes au
rythme de la vie ethnique, malgré
encore les 400 millions de doUars
d'affaires (1951), risque de devenir
un rempart de papier mâché qu'il

faudra tôt ou tard abattre à coups
de pied. Une fausse conception de la

fameuse hiérarchie des valeurs a
contribué à faire la portion congrue
au progrès des sciences appliquées
dans le Québec. Mais, malgré notre
pauvreté matérielle initiale, malgré
bien des résistances, nous avons fran-
chi de rudes étapes; il faudrait faire

rhistorique du génie civil au Canada
français et Taccompagner de ses pro-
jections dans le présent et dans le

futur. D'ici le jour ou Tingénieur
prendra la place qui lui revient dans
les cadres de notre vie nationale à
côté de rhomme d'affaires, du méde-
cin, de Tavocat et du prêtre, il est

avisé de repórter à plus tard, à beau-
coup plus tard Tidée de la mission
civilisatrice des Canadiens français.

Ce serait à la fois triste et cocasse de
voir se dandiner dans notre azur
québécois une autre de ces magni-
fiques bulles d'air. Un peuple qui

n'est pas maítre de son économie
chez lui, n'a pas à se payer de lubies.

Le Quaríier Latin.

L. J. Bilodeau, Montreal
W. E. Blake, Oltawa
B. R. Bradley, Sherbrooke
F. A. Brown, Arvida
A. E. Burgess, Montreal
G. J. Chalmers, Montreal
R. K. Cleverdon, Toronto

J. B. Cronyn, London
J. Croteau, Montreal
E. G. Davis, Karnloops
M. Decarie, Montreal
E. de Haas, Toronto

A. M. Deschenes, Montreal
L. J. Dugas, Quebec

D. A. H. Farmer, Ottawa
3. C. Finch, Montreal
3. P. Fleming, Toronto

C. A. Fry, Gravenhurst

L. Giroux, Quebec
3. C. Grant, Montreal
3. W. Gunn, Montreal
3. Hahn, Montreal
T. J. Hogg, Toronto

3. F. Hunt, Edmonton
3. D. Kean, Peterborough

B. T. Kerr, Montreal

C. G. King, Sarnia

R. W. King, Edmonton
G. E. Knight, St. John's

3. W. Korcz, Cap de la Madeleine

R. A. Lanciault, Lesage. Que.

P. H. Lavallee, Chicoutimi

I. Lemco, Montreal
B. R. Lewis, Windsor
3. A. Linnev, Montreal

C. H. Lusk: Belleville

K. A. W. Macdonald, Oltawa

D. R. McLeod, Courtenay

C. N. McPherson, Montreal

B. I. Maduke, Montreal

T. M. Medzwiecki. Grand Falis

G. B. MofTat, Melboume
P. Mongeau, Montreal

Elections and Transfers
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D. R. C. Morris, Shawinigan Falis

E. M. Mosher, Liverpool, N.S.
J. J. Normand, Arvida
J. P. Oakley, Halifax
J. O. Opsal, Montreal
B. Panet-Raymond, Thorold
G. H. Peacock, Montreal
H. Peets, Montreal
E. M. Peto, Toronto
R. A. Quance, Sarnia
U. Raabe, Winnipeg
J. A. Randle, Montreal
D. F. Rankine, Peterboroiigh

L. B. Rose, Toronto
G. Rothschild, Montreal
R. H. Routliffe, Sarnia
S. E. Rutledge, Montreal
W. W. Ryan, Toronto
R. J. Scarabelli, Montreal
P. P. Schopflocher, Arvida
E. L. Shanas, Israel

A. E. Sibbick, London
M. Spino, Montreal
R. W. Stedman, Montreal
Z. L. Szeliski, Montreal
A. G. Tanner, Montreal
3. E. Twiss, Copper Cliff

N. H. Ursel, Toronto
J. P. M. Valade. Montreal
G. S. Walker, Montreal
T. C. York, Harrisburg, Pa.

Transferred from the class of Sludent

to that of Júnior:

A. O. Nemec, St. John's

The following Studejits were admitted:

University of Manitoba

H.
H.
H.

R. C. Addison
W. J. Ayres
R. A. Beddome
L. Berman
A. Bookbinder
K. K. Borkowsky
R. D. Brown
G. M. Chernoff
R. J. Conner
M. Corkal
F. R. Cowley
D. W. Craik
G. Cumming

M. Curry
A. Dalkie
Dashevsky

D R. Dawson
E. G. Dillistone

D. G. Dueck
C. R. Ferris

L. J. Fouillard

J. W. Gatschuff
D. S. Gibbons
T. W. Godfrey
R. D. Han.selí

D. T. Holloway
W. Hryhorijiw
G. Jansen
J. O. Klein
R. W. Kornelsen
H. A. Krentz
V. Legiee

K. N
H. G.
P. R.
R. R.
J. R.
D. A.

R. S.

D. J.

T. A.

R A.

Queen's

. Ackles
Belyea
Bennett
Bowen
Clarkin
Croft,

Forbes
S. Harshaw
Harshaw
Highgate

W. P. A. Lockhart
K. L. Macdonald
G. J. Maguet
F. A. Marsh
C. R. McBain
I. C. McGonigal
W. M. Minuk
D. A. Moir
J. E. Moore
G. A. Morris
J. D. Norman
I. P. Norquay
I. H. Olafson"

L. L. Paquin
T. C. Piper
A. C. Pitt

J. N. W. Riddle
J. W. Rudan
W. Saltzberg
F. R. Scrase

J. D. Somers
M. J. Stanbridge
B. S. Stewart
K. Swiderski
J. R. Tansony
S. B. Thorsteinson
R. D. Vryenhoek
D. Wiseman
R. H. Yetman
R. R. Youngberg
C. Zeglinski

N. Zuibrycki

University

J. B. Lutz
G. R. Lane
H. H. Jones
J. G. McBroom
J. R. McKenna
P. K. Powell
CM. Sewell

J. D. Truax
J. D. WilUs

Ecole Polytechnique

P. Archambault G. Genier
A. Barbeau C. Germain
R. J. M. Barbeau C. Guernier
R. Barbeau R. C. Gyurik

144

D. Beaudry J. K. A. Hebert
J. Belanger J. C rlebert

C Bellavance T\ TT „ 1 i-

L). G. rlobart

J. G. Berthiaume A. Labbe
J. L. A. Jiiron W. Lacasse
A. Boucher C. L/aiona

J. A. M. Boucher R. Lavallee

P. A. Bourassa J. LeBel
J. Bourgault M. Leduc
R. Bourrelle P. Lefebvre
A. Brassard R. Legault
H. Brassard L. Lemieux
L. Brisette J. G. Leroux
R. Brodeur A. Lessard
J. D. Bruneau i3. L,. ix)rtie

JN . Bumayus B. Malchelosse
J. Bureau J. r. H. JVlarceau

J. Y. Chagnon G. Marcil
J. A. A. Champagne J. G. Marcil
M. Charbonneau P. E. Marquis
A. R. Charrette Lj. Mcivlartm
R. Collet te G. Meunier
J. G. C. Couillard

T T> TV í
L. r. Miron

R. Crevier J. M. Murphy
R. Cyr N. Nadai
A. Daigle J. Nobert
G. Daoust R. Pare
J. Daoust M. PI aneui
G. E. DeGagne C. Picard
M. Desruisseaux H. Pilon

J. Ueziel A. Poisson
J. G. Uionne C. Richard
M. Dionne J . r . Kiel

V. Dore Kiniret

G. Drouin T T 1 1

J. Roussel
J. P. Dubeau R. O. bt. Jean
A. Dupras J. Saint Jacques
r. J:'alcon P. Thivierge
rv. r ortin X. Hj. ireniDidv

N. Fournier J. L. F. Vezina
A. Galarneau G. H. Vezina
M. R. Gagnon M. Villemaire
G. Gascon

Lavai University

J. G. G. Begin M. A. Lamontagne
J. Blanchet J. L. Landry
G. Bordeleau C. Leclere

C. Bourque J. G. Letourneau
R. Des Roches R. Naud
D. Grenier J. J. Pare
L. Laflamme J. L. Thibault

McGill University

P. Glockner G. Rock
J. B Halcro F. A. Tsao

University of New Brunswick

A. H. Abbott
R. L. Berggren
G. C. Bourassa
P. P. Bowes
J. L. Breault

D. M. Caughey

G. J. Coupal
C. J. Couturier
F. C. Landers
D. MacCallum

,

M. W. MacKenzie
L. W. Smith

University of Toronto

R. A. Cruise R. J. Nurse
A. R. Drummond J. L. Vardon
R. F. J. Falconer F. M. Yamada

Nova Scotia Technical College

R. A. Bennett C. R. Nicol
J. L. Carson S. E. Steeves
W. B. Carson

University of Alberta

F. E. Parkinson J. F. Reichert

North Carolina State College

S. J. Costis

B. Michel, B.A.Sc., Civil, Lavai, 1954
J. M. S. Cherrv, B.Sc, Eng., Leeds, 1954
G. Hughes, Student, C.P.E.Q.

Applications through Associations:

By virtue of the co-operative agreements
between the Institute and the Associations A
of Professional Engineers, the following
elections and transfers have become
effective:

Alberta
Juniors:

3. G. Bruce C. J. Primeau
G. M. Mazurek

Stiidents:

G. B. Herbert E. W. Lucht

Júnior to Member:

E. H. Brennan
E. F. Holmgren
R. G. Proudfoot

Nova Scotia

Júnior to Member:

P. H. Lahey

New Brunswick
Member:

R. P. Henderson

QUEBEC
Member:

H. Fisk

H. C. Shannon
R. R. Smith

Comment on the JOURNAL of February 1920

The Journal for February, 1920,

was entirel}^ filled by the reports of

various committees and branches
for the previous year, the address
of the retiring president, personals

and other similar material having
to do with the Institute's own affairs

ali submitted at the just ended
annual meeting in Montreal. There
were no technical papers whatever,
not even a note.

The remarks of Col. R. W.
Leonard, m.e.i.c, (president, 1919-

20) deserve first comment, thoiigh

in this Journal they were sand-
wiched between a program of the

annual meeting and a list of those

who attended it and seem hardly to

have been given the prominence
one would expect.

1919 was in the era of "recon-

struction", of ferment and of un-

certainty, ali results of the war.

With his solid Christian background,
Col. Leonard found a good deal of

what he saw far from being to his i

taste. "We are behaving in a re- i

markable manner . . . because we
have . . . left untaught (that) which
should have been taught and we '

have taught much Avhich should i

have been left untaught and there is
j

a . . . lack of national sanity in us."
(

Col. Leonard was no friend of 1
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socialism nor of the paternalistic

State and he gave both a good going

{
over. He thought that labour leaders

needed to be told that their policies

I
should contain more common sense

' and he upheld the thesis that men
are by no means created equal, but

they should have the same oppor-

tunities, to use or to neglect, as they

saw fit. With the neglectful ones he

had no patience. He concluded:

"Co-operation among ali classes and
ali nations there must be if we are

to escape the downfall of civiliza-

' tion." Thirty-five years and another

war later, we are still far from reach-

I

ing this goal.

I

Many of the 1920 committees

j

disappeared long ago, as the neces-

sity for them disappeared — the

Committee on Steel Railway Bridges,

the Committee on Engineering
Standards, the Committee on Uni-

, form Boiler Specifications and the

I Committee on Electro-Technics, for

example.

Licensing and Salaries

The branch reports make interest-

ing reading. Most of them emphasiz-
ed the part the branches took or

were taking in getting licensing

legislation passed in their provinces

and their efforts to raise the stand-

ard of engineering salaries. In read-

ing these branch reports, the writer

was surprised to learn that in 1919
he presented a paper before one of

them which he has totally forgotten;

he still doesn't believe he did.

Correspondence had picked up a

little; three letters, one a long one,

were published and two of them
were signed with noms de plume, a
practice not now encouraged. J. A.
Reid, M.E.i.c, wrote from the
()'Brien Mine at Cobalt urging the

Institute to prepare a booklet giving

the history of attempts to secure the

licensing of engineers and the argu-

ments in favour of it. It was not
Mr. Reid's idea that such a booklet
should be generally distributed, but
that it should be given as a sort of

^ext to Institute members who
were overcome with missionary zeal

in favour of the cause.

"Two Engineers of Dept. of

Interior" registered a complaint
against the practice, common in

their department they said, of

keeping young graduates on the
board if they showed skill in draft-
ing, instead of giving them a chance
to advance. They claimed that
many of those responsible for this

state of affairs were members of the
Institute and asked, "Can the Insti-

tute do nothing in such cases . . .
?"

We haven't heard many similar

complaints lately, perhaps because

today's engineering graduates are
less likely to be respectable drafts-
men than their ancestors were.
"An Ontário Member" wrote to

support licensing legislation which
would cover ali engineers, regard-
less of their particular field, i.e.,

that proposed by the Institute. He
was much concerned lest the pro-
posals of a "Joint Committee of

Technical Organizations" should be
accepted in Ontário. From his letter

we gather that these proposals were
to license engineers in their special-

ties only, e.g., a hcensed civil engi-

neer would not be permitted to do
mechanical engineering work, an
impossible arrangement.

In the Quebec Branch news there

was published a schedule of salaries

actually paid to engineers by the
Canadian National Railways, run-
ning from the chief engineer at

$10,000 a year, through division

engineers at $3,900 to chainmen at

$900. It was stated that these

salaries were about to be raised, on
the average by about 10 per cent.

Notes about Members

The personals of thirty-five years

ago do not mean much to the present
generation, nevertheless there is the
occasional mention of a name that

ought to be familiar to us today.

From this Journal we learn that G.
Gordon Gale, m.e.i.c, vice-presi-

dent and general manager of the

Interpretations

The Boiler Code Committee meets
monthly to consider "Cases" where
users have found difficulty in inter-

preting the Code. These pass
through the following procedure

(1) Inquiries are submitted by letter

to the Secretary of the Boiler Code
Committee, ASME, 29 West 39th

Street, New York 18, N.Y.; (2)

Copies are distributed to Committee
members for study; (3) At the next

Committee meeting interpretations

are formulated to be submitted to

the ASME Board on Codes and
Standards, authorized by the Coun-
cil of the Society to pass upon them;

(4) They are submitted to the Board
for action; (5) Those which are

approved are sent to the inquirers

and are published in Mechanical

Engineering.

The following Case Interpreta-

tions were formulated at the Com-
mittee meeting June 11, 1954.

Proposed Case No. 1194

Special Ruling

Inquiry: Is it permissible in welded

construction conforming to the require-

Hull Electric Railway, had been
elected vice-president of the Cana-
dian Electric Railways Associai ion.

Mr. Gale is now president of the
Gatineau Power Co. Also we learn
that Douglas Bremner, a. m.e.i.c,
and Miss Beatrice Macdonald were
married on December 11, 1919.
Mr. Bremner is now a well known
Montreal contractor. Lieut. .1. W.
McCammon was reported as de-
mobilized; he is now commissioner
and general manager of the Quebec
Hydro-Electric Commission.

Capt. Yves Lamontagne was an-
other who had just come back to

Canada from active service. Mr.
Lamontagne dropped out of engi-

neering to become a trade com-
missioner for Canada in Europe; it is

to him that we are indebted for the
perfectly delightful series of reprints

we recently published having to do
with engineering in the late 1860's.

There were jobs offered in the
Journal, 14 of them, mostly without
mention of salary. "The demand for

trained men exceeds the supply"
and "The demand for draftsmen is

also very brisk"—where have we
heard these before ? Only one
"graduate engineer, a.m.i.e.c, . . .

six years' civil and mechanical
experience" wanted to change his

job.

There were 45 applications for

admission published; the Institute

was growing.

ments of Section VIII to use nickel-

ehromium-molybdenum wrought material
forging.s which meet the following chemi-
cal and physical requirements ?

(This material is now under considera-

tion in ASTM)

.

Chemical Requirements

Chromium, percent 14.50—16.50

Molybdenum, percent 15.00—17.00

Tungsten, percent 3.00— 4.50

Iron, percent 4.00— 7.00

Nickel, percent Remainder
Carbon, max, percent 0.08
Silicon, max, percent 1.00

Cobalt, max, percent 2.50

Manganese, max, percent 1.00

Vanadium, max, percent 0.35

Phosphorus, max, percent 0.040

Sulphur, max, percent 0.030

Physical Requirements

(see box)

Reply: It is the opinion of the Committee
that nickcl-chromitim-molybdenum
WTOUght i)hites. pipes. forgings, and holt-

ing having the chcmiral and physical

requirements specified in the inquiry may
be usecl in the construction of arc-welded

pressure vessels comi^lving with the rules

of Section VIII, pro\'ide(l the following

additional requirements are met:

(1) The rules in Sul)section C which
shall apply are those given in Part l^NF.

(2) The maximum allowahle stress

values for the material shall be those

given in Table I.

The ASME Boiler Code
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Table I. Maximum Allowable Stress
Valucs

in pounds per square inch

Metal
Temperatures

SheetNot Exceeding
Degrpes F. and Plate Bolting

100 22,000 10,000

200 20,000 10,000

300 20,000 9,200

400 20,000 9,000

500 20,000 8.500

600 20,000 8,500

700 19,000 8,500

800 19,000 8,500

900 18,000 8,500

1000 18,000 8,500

(3) Ali butt-welded joints shall be
examined radiographically for their full

length as prescribed in Par. UW-51 when
the plate or vessel wall thickness exceeds

3/8 in.

(4) Ali butt-welded joints and ali nozzle-

connection welds shall be examined for

the detection of cracks by the fluid

penetrant method.

(5) Welding shall be done by the arc-

welding process using filler metal that

complies with the chemical and physical

requirements given in the Inquiry.

(6) The welding procedures and welders

shall be qnalified under the requirements

of the 1953 Edition of Section IX, Part

B, except that the tensile strength of the

reduced-section specimen shall not be less

than the minimum tensile specified for

the material in the Inquiry.

(7) The requirements in Par. UNF-65
shall apply to low-temperature operation.

Case
Nos.

Nonferrous
materiais

1127

1151

1179

1183

Unfired
Pressure
Vessels

989

1118

1163

1164

Case Annulments

Reasonfor Annulment

This permits a change in the
specification limits for silicon

and mangancse in Type A
material under SB-96 and
SB-98. These limits have
now been adopted in the
revised specifications in Sec-
tion II.

This refers to the 1949
Edition of Section VIII and
is to be included with the
group annuUed as of January
1, 1955.

This covers Figs. UNF-28.6,
28.7 and 28.8 for nickel

vessels under externai pres-

sure. They are now included
in the 1954 Addenda.
This covers Figs. UNF-28.9
to 28.12 inclusive for copper
vessels under externai pres-

sure. They are now included
in the 1954 Addenda.

This covers 3 grades of SA-
268 chromium steel pipe
which were added to Table
UHA-23 in the 1954 Addenda.
This covers 2 grades of SA-
350 forgings for low-tem-
perature service which were
added to Table UCS-23 in

the 1954 Addenda.
This involves testing heat-
exchangers which is covered
by rev'sions to Par. UG-99
in the 1954 Addenda.
This provides a design chart
for vessels under externai
pressure which is covered
by inclusion of the chart

Physical Requirements

Thickness,
Inch

Up to 3/16
3/16 thru M
Over M to 11^

Tensile
Strength,
min, psi.

115,000
100,000
90,000

Yield Strength,

0.2% Offset
min., psi.

50,000
45,000
45,000

Elongation
In 2 Inches,
min., Percent

40
30
20

as Fig. UCS-28.2
1954 Addenda.

Proposed Revisions and Addenda
to Boiler and Pressure Vessel

Code

As need arises, the Boiler Code
Committee entertains suggestions

for revising its Codes. Revisions

approved by the Committee are

pubHshed here as proposed addenda
to the Code to invite criticism.

In the following the paragraph
numbers indicate where the pro-

posed revisions would apply in the

various sections of the Code.
Comments should be addressed to

the Secretary of the Boiler Code
Committee, ASME, 29 West 39th

Street, New York 18, N.Y.

Power Boilers, 1952

Table P-7. Under Castings, Carbon
Steel, SA-216-53T, (Carbon-Steel Cast-
ings Suitable for Fusion Welding for High-
Temperature Service), the stress values
now shown in this Table remain for this

specification of revised date.

Heating Boilers, 1952

Par. H-74. Add the following after

the word "Locomotives":

. . . or SA-212 high tensile strength carbon
silicon steel plates . . .

Par. H-76. Add a new paragraph to

read:
When SA-212 plates are used in the con-
struction of boilers, this material shall be
used in qualifying the proeedure.

Par. H-77. Add the following sentence
to the first paragraph to read:

Welders who will weld SA-212 must be
qualified with that material.

Par. H-78{b). Add the following sent-
ence to read:

Welders who will weld SA-212 must be
qualified with that material.

Unfired Pressure Vessels, 1952

Table UCS-23. Under Castings, Carbon
Steel, SA-216-53T, (Carbon-Steel Cast-

in the ings Suitable for Fusion Welding for
High-Temperature Service), the stress
vahies now shown in this Table remain
for this specification of revised date.

Par. UG-I27{e){3). Revise editorially
by deleting the last phrase to read:

(3) The disk is designed to rupture at not
more than the maximum allowable work-
ing pressure of the vessel.

Par. UG-133{f). Revise editorially to
read

:

(f) The set pre.ssure tolerances, plus or
minus of safety or relief valves, shall not
exceed 2 psi. for pressures up to and in-

cluding 70 psi.; and 3 per cent for prea-
smes above 70 psi.

Par. UW-51. Footnote a), page 57,
substitute the words "source of radiation"
for the words "source of gamma rays"
wherever they appear.

g) , Revise this paragraph to read

:

Penetrameters may be placed on the fUm
side of the joint provided the manufacturer
can satisfy the inspector that the technique
employed in doing the work is known to be
adequate. (See footnote).

e) (1), Revise this paragi-aph to read:

(1) The penetrameters shall be placed on
the side nearest the radiation source
except when complying with the provi-
sions given in Par. UW-51 (g).

(b) In view of improved welding and
radiographic techniques, the Committee
suggests that the table in this paragraph
be revised as foliows:

Plate Thickness
Inches

Up to y> incl.

Over K> to 1

Over 1 to 2
Over 2

Thickness of

Reinforcement
Inches
1/16
3/32
1/8
5/32

Section IX, 1953

Table Q-11.1. Add the following

specifications where indicated:
SA-369-53T, Grades FPl and FP2, P-3.

SA-369-53T, Grades FP3b, FPll and
FP12, P-4.

SA-369-.53T, Grades FP21, FP22, FP5,
FP7 and FP9, P-5.

Nonferrous

SB-273-53T, Grade GR40A, P-22.

News of Other Societies
The fifth divisional conference of

the Chemical Engineering Division,

the Chemical Institute of Can-
ada, (18 Rideau St., Ottawa 2), will

be held March 7-9, 1955, in Ottawa.
The Protective Coatings Division

will meet for the ninth conference
on February 24 at the Royai York
Hotel, Toronto, and the program
will be repeated on Febmary 25 in

Montreal, at the Ritz Carlton Hotel.
The sixth Canadian High Poly-

mer Fórum, sponsored by C.I.C.
with the National Research Council,
will be held on April 14-15, at St.

Catharines, Ont. The anniial con-

ference and exhibition for C.I.C.

will be in Quebec City, May 30,

31, and June 1.

The Canadian Electrical As-
sociation, (Room 714, Tramways
Bldg., Montreal 1), will hold
meeting of ali divisions in the

Western Zone on March 7-9, 1955,

at the Bessborough Hotel, Saska-
toon.

The annual convention of C.E..^
is scheduled for June 27-29, at th»
Hotel Vancouver, Vancouver.
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NEWS OF THE
i,~jKir- -

.
' -^Af

ÂSSOCIATIONS F~CORPORATION
..:,-^í;.;

Information received through co-operation with the
provincial organizations

Ontário

New Officers

John Russell Montague, director cf

engineering of the Hydro-Electric Power
Commission of Ontário, heads the Coun-
cil for 1955 upon his election by
acclamation as the thirty-fourth presi-

dent of the Association of Professional

Engineers of the Province of Ontário.

Thia is Mr. Montague's sixth year on
Council, three as an elected represen-

tative of the mechanical, aeronautical

and industrial branch, as second vice-

president in 1953 and first vice-president

In 1954. During these years he has also

been a valued member of many com-
mittees and has thus been able to gain
an intimate knowledge of the numerous
aetivities of the organization.
Mr. Montague was born in Niagara

Falis, Ontário, and in 1914 graduated
in mechanical engineering from the
University of Toronto. In 1926 he ob-
tained the professional degree of CE.
from Toronto. He first joined Ontário
Hydro in 1918, and following two years
with a Montreal firm of engineers and
contractors, returned to Hydro in 1922.

During 1955 the Council of the Asso-
ciation will comprise the following:

President: J. R. Montague, Toronto.
Isl Vice-Pres.: M. W. Hotchkin, Kirk-

land Lake.
Snd Vice-Pres.: J. H. Fox, Toronto.
Pasl-Pres.: Col. W. L. Sagar, Toronto.

Councillors:

Civil Branch—T. N. Cárter, Tor-
onto; (*) Dean D. S. Ellis, King-
ston; Col. L. F. Grant, Toronto.

Chemical & Metallurgical Branch—
G. W. Ames, Sarnia; P. E. Cav-
anagh, Toronto; () C. T. Carson,
Walkerville.

Electrical Branch—H. R. Osbome,
Toronto, J. H. Waghorne, Toronto
Mechanical, Aeronautical & Indus-
trial Branch— {*) Dr. G. R. Lord,
Toronto; J. H. Ross, Toronto; and
W. D. Sheldon, Jr., Galt.

Mining Branch—Br. D. R. Derry,
Toronto; M. S. Fotherinham, Steep
Rock Lake, Ontário.

*Appoint«d by Lieutenant-Governor'in Council.

News of the Mcmbers

N. N. Life, was recently appointed
to the position of city engineer of Port
Arthur, Ontário, where he has been em-
ployed as assistant city engineer.
Mr. Life was born in Wembley, Eng-

land, and is a graduate in engineering
of the University of London. For a
period following his move to Canada
he was employed by Proctor, Redfern
& Laughlin, Toronto, consulting engi-

neers.

James F. Cutler, of the C. A. Dun-
ham Co. Ltd., has been appointed man-
ager of the district sales oíHce in Hamil-
ton. He joined the company on
graduation from the University of Tor-
onto in 1950. Since then he has been
engaged in the Niagara Península and
South West Ontário áreas.

M. C. Coults, Sangamo Company
Ltd., Leaside, Toronto, has been made
vice-president of the company in charge

of manufacturing. Prior to this promo-
tion Mr. Coutts has been plant manager.

O. D. Johnston, president of Gooder-
ham & Worts Ltd., Toronto, and a past-

president of the Association of Pro-
fessional Engineers of Ontário, was
elected president of the Association of

Canadian Distillers at their annual
meeting recently held in Ottawa.
Mr. Johnston graduated in chemical

engineering in 1923 from the University

of Toronto, following service in the

Canadian Army in World War I. In

1937 he joined the Gooderham & Worts
organization as manager of the indus-

trial division. In 1942 he was made
vice-president and shortly thereafter

rose to the prn5Ídency of the company.
During 1954 he was one of three Ontário

Professional engineers elected as fellows

of the Chemical Institute of Canada.

H. J. A. Chambers, of Modem Tool

Works Ltd., Toronto, has been appoint-

ed president of the company at a re-

cent meeting of the company's board
of directors.

Latterly Mr. Chambers who obtained

his degrees of Bachelor and Master of

engineering at the University of Tor-
onto, was president and general man-
ager of Standard Machine & Tool Co.

Ltd., Windsor. Prior to this he was
vice-president and general manager of

the Hamilton Bridge Co. Ltd.

J. W. P. Draper has been appointed

general manager of Bestobell Canada
Ltd., 4 Bestobell Road, Toronto 14,

Ontário.
Early in January, Mr. Draper will

leave for a visit of several nionths in

England.
As of December 31, 1954, the part-

nership of Thomas and Wardell, Tor-
onto consulting engineers, has been
dissolved.

M. F. Thomas will practice under his

own name at 74 Rivercrest Road, Tor-
onto. The practice of A, W. Wardell
will be continued under the name of A.
W. Wardell & Associates, with oíRce at

3341A Bloor Street West, Toronto 18.

A. Ross Dawson, who has been man-
ager, plant engineering, Oakville division,

Ford Motor Company of Canada Ltd.,

has been appointed to the position of

manager, engineering services.

In his new position, which became
effective on December 1, Mr. Dawson
will have jurisdiction over both manu-
facturing and plant engineering dcpart-
ments.

L. E. Paradise, of Toronto, is now
on the engineering staff of the Depart-
ment of Highways of Ontário. He was
formerly with the Consumers Gas Com-
pany of Toronto.

J. J. Ofifut, of the A.P. Green Firo

Brick Company has been moved from
Weston, Ontário, to México, Missouri,

where the ovganization's parent plant

is located. Mr. Oííut is a graduate of

the Missouri School of Mines and has

been with the A.P. Green Fire Brick
organization for a number of years.

Since 1946 he has been general man-
ager of the Canadian company at

Weston.

Geoffrey F. Langfield, of St. Cathar-

ines, has joined Packard Electric Co.
Ltd., as transformar engineer. He was
earlier with Canadian Comstock Co.
Ltd., also in St. Catharines.

A. E. Harold Fair has moved from
Toronto to Boston Mass., where he is

executive vice-president of Brown Com-
pany, 150 Causeway Street, Boston.

Mr. Fair, a graduate in chemical engi-

neering of the University of Toronto,

was president of Alliance Paper Mills,

Ltd.

Manuel A. Silva has moved from
Ottawa, where he was chief engineer

of Canadian Aero Services, Ltd., to

Caracas, Venezuela. He is manager of

the department of aerogeophysics and
photogrammetry of Porte & Perfetti,

geologists and mining engineers in

Caracas, Venezuela.

Frank W. Kingdon has left the On-
tário Paper Co. Ltd., at Thorold, to

join the firm of S. M. Peterkin Co. Ltd.,

consulting engineers of St. Catharines,

Ontário.
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H. G. Willmets, of Ottawa, has relin-

quished the position of chief mechani-
cal engineer. Director of Works, Depart-
ment of National Defence, and has be-

come associated with the firm of Stadler,

Hurter & Company, consailting cngineers

of Montreal, which he will represent

in Ottawa.

Alberta

Why a Professional Engineer?

Diiring the past fifteen years the mem-
bership of the various Professional en-

gineering associations across Canada has

increased tremendously. The demands
of the last war, the industrial develop-

tnent of Canada, the veterans' educa-

tional grants, etc, encouraged many
men to enter the engineering colleges

and thus the profession of engineering.

Canada has needed and is iising ali

these technical men and the needs are

ever increasing. Modern society in gen-

eral rea.uires more and more teehnically

trained men and women. Why, then,

should this ever expanding group of

engineera belong to an Assooiation of

Professional Engineers?
The British North America Act dele-

gated the responsibility of regulating

the practice of professional men an-l

women, such as engineers, doctors, den-

tists, etc, to the Provincial Govern-
ment, not the Dominion Government.
The men that formulated these laws

recognized that certain íields of en-

deavor such as engineering and medi-

cine, which were based upon well estab-

lished and .socially accepted scientific

piúnciples, had to jirovide an indispens-

able social need. Since these professions

had to provide an indispensable social

need, it was necessary to ensure that

those who practice as professional rnen

be required to have the necessary scien-

tific knowledge and to have developed
a scientific technique which is the re-

sult of tested experience. The Provinoe

of Alberta could have set up a system
for licensing engineers much as they
have done for automobile drivers, but
instead they enacted "The Engineering
Profession Act." This Act delegates the

responsibility for regulating the practice

of engineering to the engineers them-
f-elves and the body of engineers that

has this responsibility is known as "The
A.ssociation of Professional Engineers of

Alberta". Thus, as the needs of society

for engineers increase, so does the obli-

gation and the responsibility of the
)i)'ofessional associations increase—obli-

gations to society itself, to the engi-

neers themselves and to the prospectiva
engineers entering our universities.

The Association of Professional Engi-
neers of Alberta having accepted this

responsibility .is administering this re-

sponsibility. In addition, it is doing
many other things for its members. In
order that we may ali have a better

imderstanding of the role of the A.sso-

ciation and give more guidance Lo

the Council of the A.ssociation, I would
ask that you give serious thought to

the work of the Association and in par-
ticular read the recent publication "In-

formation about the Association of

Professional Engineers of Alberta". At
the annual meeting in March we would
then be better able to discuss the activ-

ities and future policies including the

question of "Plan for Unity".

Membership
Membership continues to increase with

more than 170 new registered members
since March making a total of over

1,500. E.I.T. membership stands at 16.5,

with 55 student members, and approxi-

mately 110 licencees; making a total

membership of over 1850.

Ànnual Meeting Directivas

The annual meeting last March re-

quested Council to conduct a further

salary survey. This will be carried out
this year through Dominion Council

on a Dominion wide basis. The salary

questionnaire forms are a different

colour for each Province and will there-

fore enable a breakdown to be given

on a provincial basis.

The annual meeting al.so requested

that Council set up a committee to

study the question of education in

Alberta. This committee was set up
early in the spring and have been
working diligently since that date.

The annual meeting's resolutions re

Piau for Unity were passed on to Dom-
inion Council and E.I.C. They have
resulted in committees being set up by
both the Dominion Council and the

E.I.C. to work on this proposal. These
committees have both been active but
no report is expected back until some-
time next spring.

Dominion Council

The Dominion Council continues to
work steadily towards uniform registra-

tion, uniform examination syllabus, aud
uniform transfer of membership.

Committee on Education in Alberta

J. G. Dale, chairman of the central

education committee has reviewed then-

work to date. Mr. Dale explainod that

the committee planned on setting up
local committees in various local ities

throughout the Province wherever in-

terest could be aroused. He has also

reviewed the brief which was presented
to the legi.slative committee on educa-
tion last spring and some of the dis-

cussion and protilems which the com-
mittee have considered so far.

Committee on Public Relationa

E. K. Cumming, chairman of the
public relations, editorial and convention
committee, urges members to send in

cornjnents, news of engineering pro-
jects, and pictures to the ofRce so
that they may be used in The Alberta
Professional Engineer. He further urges
the members to suggest topics for the
fórum for the annual meeting. Mr.
Cumming suggests that public rela-

tions is telling o t h e r s how and
what you do. He suggests that mem-
bers should be willing and prepared to
explain the purpose and reasons for

the Association and the E.I.C. They
should be willing to tell their friends
about professional engineering. Mr.
Cumming has on hand a tape-recording
of a .sample radio program which is

being considered by the committee.
Mr. Campbell has questioned the

possibility of booklets being prepared
on "Proper Engineering Practice". Dean
Hardy believes that the keeping of the
membership informed on publications

along this line is a large undertaking,

and the chairman has suggested that

this is another reason for our plan for

unity. This might facilitate better ser-

vice to the membership in this respect.

Can We Teach Engineering
Withont Mathematics?

To most of US who are professional

engineers, this is a ridiculous question.

It is not so ridiculous when it is real-

ized that during the last twenty years

the time spent in the four high school

years on mathematics has been reduced
by one half. It is just possible that at

the end of the next twenty years the

high school student will not be study-
ing mathematics at ali! This is only

one of the many changes that have been
made in the high school curriculum.

One of the most important attributes

of a learned profession, which distin-

guishes it from a trade, is the interest

that members of the profession take in

the general and professional education
of their fellow members. It is not
enough that they should concern them-
selves with professional ethics or the

welfare of the profession as a whole

—

manual trades do that as well. It is its

concern about the increase in the body
of professional knowledge and the

proper training and education of young
members of the profession that eams
a true learned profession its name ac'
reputation.

Members of the engineering profes-

sion are quite rightly concerned with

the calibre of professional instruction

a.s offered at the university. Any
changes that take place either in the

curriculum or in the standards of in-

struction should be, and are, watched
with a view to preventing any reduc-

tion or deterioration in standards.

But the standard of instruction at

university is to a great extent depend-
enb upon the instruction offered at ele-

mentary and high schools throughout
the country. A structure is no more
sound than the foundation on which it

rests. Are we satisfied with the back-

ground in education as supplied to our

potential engineers by the educational

system of the country?
For the past twenty years, at least,

the education of our youth both at the

elementary and high school leveis, has

been severely criticised by parents, em-
ployers, and .citizens in general both in

fhe United States and in Canada. Booka
are being written, magazine arfcicles

appear regularly and a heated debate

is being waged in the newspapers. The
lines seem to be quite clearly drawn
between the supporters of what Í9

known aa "progressive" or "modem"
education and the so-called "tradition-

alists".

Members of the Association eannot

remain indifferent to this controversy

A;s citizens. parents, employers of gradr

uating engineers and primarily as mem-
beri of the profession, they have a duty
to find satisfactory answors to the fol-

lowing questions:

1. Is there a serious problem in con-

nection with the education of our young
people either relating to the subject

matter taught in schools or in the way
it is presented?

2. If we agree that there is a problem
which is of concern to the members of

the A.-sociation, what is it specifically?

(a) Is it primarily in the co-ordina-

tion between the high school and the
|

university curricula?
'
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(b) Is ifc in the reduction in the

standard of instruction in high school

riubjects?

(c) Was the problem created by the

adoption of a new ("progressive",

'•modem") system of education, which

IS said to neglect the basic subject

iiiatter (the three "R's")?

(d) Does the problem lie in the

[ihilosophy of education which in

ittempting to give everybody a high

>chool education, must of necessity

sti'ike a rather mediocre standard of

achievement?

(e) Is the main fault in the prepara-

tion of teachers?

3. What solution can you suggest to

the problem, as you see it?

(a) Should more subject matter be

added to the courses at the university?

(b) Should a grade XIII be added to

lhe high school course?

(c) Should an extra year be added to

(he course at the university?

(d) Should an intermediate school

íuch as a community college be organ-

ized that can supply its better graduate=

to the university and the others to tech-

nical or trade schools?

(e) Should more academic courses be
i\'ailable in high schools?

There are many other suggestions for

Milution to the problem. Naturally, the

folution will depend on the nature of

the problem. The statement of the

problem, the assembly of the facts, their

study and the finding of a solution is a

large undertaking. It is clear that mem-
bers of the Association, if they have
the interest of our young people and
the future of the profession at heart,

should be willing to assist in this effort.

British Columbia
Brieí presented to the Minister of

Labour concerning amendments to

the Industrial Coneiliation and Arbi-
tration A<-t by the Association of Pro-
fessional Engineers of the Province
of British Columbia.

In December it was noted in these

columns that engineers-in-training in a

large B.C. company had won a victory

against union domination whcn, by an
agreed secret ballot, they voted over-

whelmingly to rejcct menibcrship in the

convpnriy vnion. The following is the

brief (slightly condensed) presented to

lhe Minister of Labour suggesting
amendments lo lhe Industrial Coneilia-
tion and Arhitration Act. Thi^ proposed
'uncndment tvas first snhmitteà in De-
cember nf 1053 and will be before the
B.C. Lrgislalurc again this year.

The Association of Professional Engi-
neers of the Province of British Colum-
bia respectfully submits that the Indus-
Irial Coneiliation and Arbitration Act
<hould be amended so as to exclude
Irom its operation persons registered or

enrollcd under the provisions of the
Rngineering Profession Act.
At the present time Section 2 of the

Act defines 'employee' as follows:
" 'Employee' means a person employ-

cd by an employer to do skilled or
imskilled manual, clerical or technica!
work, but does not include

a) A person employed in a confiden-
tial capacity or a person who has
authority to employ or discharge
employees

;

b) A person who participates in col-

lectivp bargaining on behalf of an
employer, or who partiçipates in a
consideration of an employer'3
labour policy

;

c) A person serving an indenture o!

apprenticeship under the "Appren-
ticeship Act";

d) A person employed in domestic
service, agriculture, horticulturc,

hunting or trapping."

The Industrial Coneiliation and Arbi-
tration Inquiry Board which held hear-
ings on the suggested amendments to

the Act in 1951 recommended in its re-

port that this definition should be
changed to:

" 'Employee' means a person employ-
ed by an employer to do skilled or

unskilled manual, clerical or technical

work, but does not include

a) A manager or superintendent, or

any other person who, in the
opinion of the Labour Relations
Board, exercises management func-

tions, or is employed in a con.-

fidential capacity in matters relat-

ing to labour relations;

b) A member of the medicai, dental,

architectural, engineering or legal

profession qualified to practise

under the laws of the Province of

British Columbia, and employed in

that capacity;

c) A person serving an indenture of

apprenticeship under the "Appren-
ticeship Act"

;

d) A person employed in domestic
service, agricultiu'e, horticulture,

hunting or trapping.

If the^recommendation of the Inquiry

Board is accepted, and the Industrial

Coneiliation and Arbitration Act is

amended accordingly, Registered Pro-

fessional Engineers would be excluded

fi'om the provisions of the Act. This
suggestion is not new, nor against the

principies of ti-ade unionism, and should

jjrovoke no opposition.

Under the Dominion Enaetment anJ

under the Labour Legislation of ali the

Provinces of Canada, except British

Columbia, Prince Edwaid Island and
Saskatchewan, the requested exclu-sion

is found.

Therefore, British Columbia, along

with the \-ery small province of Prince

Edward Island and the .small province

of Saskatchewan (with respect to popu-

lation) are out of line with the rest of

Canada. From the point of view_ of

Professional engineers neither Prince

Edward Island nor Saskatchewan are of

serious account since in the former

province there is no registering body
for Professional engineers, and in bha

latter there is a very small number of

Professional engineers; but in British

Columbia the matter is of much cori-

sequence. The number of engineers in

the resi)ective provinces is as follows:

British Columbia 1,444

Alberta 1,043

Saskatchewan 370

Manitoba 491

Ontário 11,176

Quebec 4,851

New Brunswick 319

Nova Scotia 550

Newfoundland 63

In Newfoundland the Engineering

Profession Act was just enacted in 1952.

The Council of the Association of

Professional Engineers of the Province
of British Columbia is not in any way
opposed to trade unionism, but with
the I.C. & A. Act as presently con-
stituted, arguments have arisen which
cause some dissension. Under the pres-

ent wording of the Act the qucstion
must be determined in each individual

case as to whether or not an engineer
is or is not employed in a confidential

capacity, or is a person who has author-
ity to employ or discharge employees.

The Pulp and Sulphite Union at

Powell River in 1944 attempted to

enrol the employee engineers of the
Powell River Company as union mem-
bers, but the engineers unanimously
decided not to join the union, and are

not now members. Engineers of the
Consolidated Mining and Smelting
Company at Trail, which forms the

largest single group of employee engi-

neers in British Columbia, are not cou-

nected in any way with the union.

Engineers in the employ of the City of

Vancouver do not, and have not, be-

longed to the union. There are some
sixty Engineer Employees of the B.C.
Electric Co. Ltd. in Vancouver who are

forced to belong to the Office Em-
ployees' Association because they join-

ed the union some years ago when it

was a voluntary social organization, but
now by virtue of certification, union
membership is obligatory.

In a ballot taken by the Labour Re-
lations Board in 1952, fifty-nine ballots

were sent out to members of this group,

of which fifty-four ballots were relurn-

ed, every one of which was in favour
of separation from the union.

Some reasons why the Council of the

Association of Professional Engineers

feels that the members of the Associa-

tion should be excluded from the terms

of the Act are as follows:

1) A Professional Enginocr's first re-

sponsibility is to the public. It is hi.s

duty to ensure that a high standard òf

engineering is maintained and developed

in the Province. If he allows any other

consideration to outweigh this first duty,

he has no moral right to continue in

pi'actice.

2) A Union seeks standardization of

reward, and Professional Engineers feel

that reward, beyond a proper minimvmi,
should be related to integrity, technical

ability, good judgmont, energy and
devotion to work. These factors can-

not be measured by trade union stand-

ards.

3) Incentive pay is generally opposed

by unions. Without incentive, a pro-

fession becomes less attractive, less

efficient and less progressive. Moreover,

if an engineer is to function, profes-

sionally, he must have a greater meas-

ure of personal freedom than is pos-

sible for a member of a trade union.

4) Where engineers are members of

an industrial union they are submerged
in a large narrow group with whom they

share few problcms in common. Work-
ing conditions tend to be applied for

the large general group, rather than

for individual groups, such as engineers,

who have their own problems which

require separate consideration. The
same consideration applies, though \ye

think in a lesser degree, to certain

skilled workers who feel themselvcs

better served by a craft union.

5) In belonging to a union, Engi-

neers may be forced into a dual incon-
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sistent lelationship. If they belong to

a union, they owe the usual duties and
obligations to the union, and the offi-

cers thereof, and are subject to its dis-

ciplinary action. They are obligated to

pay union dues and assessments. Under
the Engineering Profession Act of this

Province, in order to practise they must
belong to the Association of Profes-
sional Engineers of the Province of

British Columbia, and are subject to

the discipline of that Association, and
the rights and obligations as members,
and to payment of the fees set out by
the Council.

6) A Professional Engineer must bc
in close relation to, and at ali times,

no matter what the consequences, be
faithful to the interests of his employer.
The penalty for breach would be can-
cellation of his membership, and there-

fore the right to practise as a Profes-
sional Engineer. This is covered in the
Code of Ethics as sefc out in By-law 12

of the Association, whereby an Engineer
must act in professional matters for

each client or employer as a faithful

agent or trustee.

7) A Professional Engineer cannot
properly be confined to stated hours of
work. His duties frequently require
lengthy hours in a day or week, with
sometimes very few hours in a day or
week. The Profession requires many
hours of additional work by way of
study or preparation, which may be
done at home or in the ofHce or by
viewing other jobs.

8) There is a most important rela-

tionship between a júnior and a sénior
engineer. The latter is almost invariably
in an executive position. The júnior
must look to his sénior for íiis special

training and aids to his professional de-
velopment. Where the júnior belongs to
a union, this relationship is weakened.

9) In a case of a strike, the relation-

ship may again come into direct conflict.

The Professional Engineer owes a direct

duty to the employer to preserve and
maintain the material and equipment
and to keep it in operation. This duty
may conflict with his personal desires,

or with the union affiliation, if he has
one, but that is one of the obligations
of a profession.

The considerations mentioned above
do not apply to skilled or unskilled,
manual, clerical or technical workers,
whose majority decision would bind the
profe.ssional engineers. It has been found
salutary in the whole of the rest of
Canada, with the exception of less than
five hundred Professional Engineers out
of a total of over 20,000, to exelude
Professional Engineers from the terms
of the I.C.&A. Act, and it is therefore
requested that the Minister of Labour
recommend to the Provincial Legisla-
ture at its next session, that the sug-
gested amendments to the I.C.&A. Act
be enacted.

Thus far in this brief we have been
dealing with Professional Engineers, or
those who are qualified to practise in-

dependently in this Province. There is,

however, another group of members of
this Association who have not yet
reached the status of Professional Engi-
neers, but who are tending towards that
category, and these are known as
"Engineers-in-Training." The Council of
the Association of Professional Engi-
neers feels that these men also should
be excluded from the terms of the
I.C.&A. Act.
These engineers-in-training are Uni-
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versity graduates in applied science or

men with the equivalent of university

graduation, who are engaged in the

practice of professional engineering,

usually under the direct guidance of a

registered Professional Engineer. They
are required, in order to reach the status

of Professional Engineer, to obtain at

least four years' practical experience,

subsequent to graduation, and to sub-
mit satisfactory written evidence of this

qualifying experience. There are 1,302

engineers-in-training enrolled in the

Association of Professional Engineers of

British Columbia. These men are bound
by the same code of ethics as a fully

qualified member of the Association, and
it is our submission, therefore, that
they should not be required to belong
to a trade union for the same reasons
as Profe.ssional Engineers should not
be required to belong.

It should be pointed out that the
engineer-in-training in British Columbia
requires the same qualification as a
full member for entry in the Corpora-
tion of Professional Engineers of Que-
bec, and one of our engineers-in-training,
who has had one year practical experi-

ence after graduation could be ad-
mitted to full membership in Ontário.
Therefore, if these men were practising
in one of these provinces, in which al-

most 80 per cent of the engineers in

Canada are concentrated, they would
be excluded from the provisions of the
Labour Legislation in those provinces.

Referring to paragraph (c) of the
section of the present Act, defining
"Employee," it is requested that consid-
eration be given to amending this para-
graph to read in the following vein:

"(c) A person serving an indenture of
apprenticeship imder the "Ap-
prenticeship Act" or is training
for the medicai, dental, archi-
tectural, engineering or legal pro-
fession, and is enrolled as such
with the British Columbia regis-
tering body for that profession."

It is requested that the Minister of La-
bour consider this brief and recommend
to the Provincial Legislature at its next
Session the enactment of these sug-
gested amendments, namely that the
definition of "employee" be amended
(1) so as not to include members of
the medicai, architectural, engineering or
legal profession, as recommended in the
report of the I.C.&A. Inquiry Board in
1951 ; (2) so as not to include persons
in training for these professions.

Ali of which is respectfully submitted
this 21st day of December 1953.

Engineers-in-the-lVews

J. D. Hartley has been promoted
from assistant superintendent to super-
intendent of the zinc department of the
Consolidated Mining & Smelting Co. at
Trail.

H. P. Ellis is now logging manager
of the Pacific Pine Co. Ltd. at New
Westminster. He was previously with
Crown Zellerbach Canada Ltd.

D. A. MacKínnon and R. Rome are
retiring from the City of Vancouver
engineering department after a com-
bined seventy-one years of civil engi-
neering experience. At the time of theu-
retirement, Mr. MacKinnon was deputy
city engineer and Mr. Rome was assist-
ant city engineer.

H. R. Shawk, who has been with the
Caribou Engineering Co. since 1953, has
now embarked upon individual Con-

sulting practice in procesg design and
engineering in the petroleum, petro-
chemical and chemical fields. Mr.
Shawk has had extensive experience in

the petroleum and chemical industries

and feels there is need for that back-
ground in Western Canada.

T. A. J. Lcach has been promoted
to chief engineer, water rights branch,
Deoartment of Lands & Forests.

D. A. MacLean will take over the
position of chief hydraulic engineer
left vacant by Mr. Leach. Mr. MacLean
was formerly hydraulic engineer with
the water rights branch.

A. L. Van Den Brandeler, who has
been the western district engineer (Can-
ada) of The Pre-Load Engineering Co.
Ltd., has accepted a position with
Bechtel-Manni.x-Hester Co. at Calgary.
He will be engaged in the design of

the tran.s-Canada gas pipeline project.
S. P. Oakes will be leaving the B.C.

Engineering Co. on February Ist to take
up a new position with A. B. Sander-
son, bridge consultant, in Victoria.

A. D. Cronk, until recently sales

representative with Railway & Power
Engineering Corp. Ltd. and C. M.
Lovsted & Co. (Canada) Ltd., has
accepted the position of special repre-
sentative, technical sales, Pacific zone,
The Barrett Co. Ltd. In this capacity
he will be largely responsible for ali

technical sales for the Barrett Co. ia

British Columbia and Alberta.
F. E. Ladner, special representative.

technical sales, Pacific zone, The Barrett
Co. Ltd., has been promoted to assistant
sales manager, built-up roofing and
technical sales, Pacific zone, of his com-
pany. In this capacity he will be
responsible for ali built-up roofing and
technica,l sales for his compauy in

British Columbia and Alberta.
R. S. E. Serenius, who has been

research assistant at the dept. of chemis-
try, U.B.C., has accepted a position as

chemical engineer with the PoweU
River Company.

D. W. Richardson is now with Heat
and Power Engineering Ltd. He pre-
viously ran his own busine.ss liandling
building materiais at Kamloops.

F. Battistella is now employed by
the City of Edmonton power plant. He
was previously with Colin Allan, elec-

trical contractor, at Edmonton.
L. H. Sylte will be joining the Clay-

burn Co. Ltd. at Abbotsford very
shortly. He was previously employed
with the Socony-Vacuum Oil Co. of
Canada Ltd.

T. A. G. Beeching has accepted a
position with Bohna & Miller. He had
previously been engaged in electrical

field work on the Kemano powerhouse
with B.C. International Engineering Ltd.

R. C. B. Henderson has accepted a
position on the engineering staff of the

Aluminum Co. at Kemano. He had
spent the past four years at Kemano i

with the Morrison-Knudsen Company. (

W. W. Maybank has rejoined the L

firm of MacLeod-Cockshutt Gold Mines
Ltd. He is now in charge of explora- ii

tion at head oíSce in Toronto.
'

W. E. Corry has been appointed
,

hydraulic engineer with the Dominion-
j

Provincial Board, Fraser River basin. '

He was previously hydraulic engineer I

with the water rights branch, Dept. of I

Lands and Forests.
i

W. Thorsboll has left for a new '

position in Califórnia. He was formerly
at Kemano with the B.C. International
Engineering Co.
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News of the Personal Activities

of

Members of the Institute

W. J. W. Reid, M.E.I.C., president since

1948 of the Otis Elevator Company
Limited, the Canadian associate of the

Otis organization, has been appointed
vice-president in charge of foreign op-

erations with headquarters in New York.

W. J. W. Reid, M.E.I.C.

A 1924 electrical engineering gradu-
ate of the University of Toronto, Mr.
Reid served with the Royai Canadian
Engineers during World War I. He
has been associated with the Otis Eleva-
tor Company since 1921, having held a

number of important positions. In 1941

he was appointed manager of munitions
in charge of the company's war produc-
tion. He was loaned as director of the
gim division of the Department of De-
fence Production in 1952.

Mr. Reid has served as a vice-presi-

dent of the Engineering Institute and
as president of the Association of Pro-
fessional Engineers of Ontário.

John R. Montague, m.e.i.c, director of
engineering for the Hydro-EIectric Power
Uommission of Ontário, has been elected
1955 president of the Association of
Professional Engineers of Ontário.
Mr. Montague's association with the

Commission dates back to 1918, during
which time he has been responsible for
lhe design of almost every hydro power
plant in the province, including the
recently-opened Sir Adam Beck No. 2
development at Niagara Falis.
A native of Niagara Falis, Mr.

Montague graduated from the University
of Toronto in civil engineering in 1914,
and received early training with such
firms as the Laurentian Power Com-
pany at Beaupré, Que,; the Interna-
tional Waterwaj's Commission in the
Niagara area, and the old Ontário Power
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Company at Niagara Falis. He also

served two years as superintendent of

construction for the Raymond Concrete
Pile Company of Montreal and New
York. He joined the Ontário Hydro in

1918 as a design engineer and at first

worked at Niagara but later in Toronto.
Besides planning and building complete

power plant extensions, he was respons-
ible for investigation of numerous power
and storage sites, and river diversions.

In his capacny of director of engineer-
ing which he has held since 1948, Mr.
Montague supervises the activities of

some 1,200 Ontário Hydro personnel,
including more than 300 fellow Profes-
sional engineers.

T. A. Lindsay, mj:.i.c., director and
vice-president (sales) of Phillips Elec-
trical Company (1953) Limited, has
been appointed to the position of execu-
tiva vice-president. He will be respons-

ible to the Board for the executive
operation and general administration of

the company.

T. A. Lindsay, M.E.I.C.

A native of Belfast, Mr. Lindsay carne

to Canada with his parents in 1922. He
lived in Winnipeg and giaduated with

a B.Sc. degree in electrical engineering

from the University of Manitoba in

1933.

After some experience in mining and

electrical construction work, he joined

the staff of Phillips Electrical Works
Limited and later transferred to Cana-

dian Telephones and Supplies Limited,

Febriiary, 1935

serving as manager of the company 't

offices in Regina, Winnipeg, Edmonton
and Ottawa.

Dr. J. M. Thomson, m.e.i.c, who has
served as general manager of Ferranti
Electric Limited in Toronto since 1947,
and as vice-president and general man-
ager since 1948, has been appointed
president of the company, succeeding
the late A. B. Cooper, m.e.i.c.

Dr. J. M. Thomson, M.E.I.C.

Mr. Thomson was born in Couva,
Trinidad. He received his B.A.Sc, and
M.A.Sc, degrees from the University of

Toronto in 192.3 and 1933 and in 1937

he obtained his Ph.D. degree from thr;

same university.

In 1950 Mr. Thomson served as a

member of the Advisory Council of the
Canadian Welding Bureau, a division

of the Canadian Standards Association.

Lloyd T. Holmes, m.e.i.c, has been
appointed deputy minister of the De-
partment of Highways of the Province
of Saskatchewan.
Mr. Holmes was born near Assiniboia.

Sask. After attending the local rural

school and the Assiniboia High School.
he completed one year at the Montana
School of Mines, and then transferred to

the University of Saskatchewan where
he graduated in civil engineering in

Lloyd T. Holmes, M.E.I.C.



1945. During his undergraduate years he
was employed during vacations with the

Department of Transport on airfield

c-onstruction and with the Federal De-
partment of Agriculture, P.F.R.A., on
irrigation surveys.

Mr. Holmes joined the Saskatchewan
Department of Highways as resident

engineer in the construction branch in

1945. He was appointed supervising engi-

neer in the Regina area early in 1949,

and became construction engineer in the

summer of the same year. He received

his appointment as chief engineer in

1952. His present appointment became
effective in November, 1954.

He is a member of the Association
of Professional Engineers of Saskatche-
wan.

A. W, G. Clark, m.e.i.c, the first Caua-
dian to be elected to the presidency of

the American Concrete Pipe Associa-

tion, has this year travelled extensively

and made numerous speeches on the

As.sociation's behalf.

President of British Cohunbia Con-
creta Pipe Company Limited in Van-
couver, Mr. Clark heads ali of the com-
mittees of the Association in actual or

ex-officio capacity and attends most of

the meetings. According to Howard F.

Peckworth, the As!?ociation's managing
director, Mr. Clarke has done more than

any otlíer to make the concrete pipe

mànufacturers of the United States

aware of the potentialities of Canada
and of the outstanding relationships be-

tween the two nations.

Mr. Clark addressed the Association's

Fourth Annual Short Course School of

Instruction in St. Louis, Missouri. While
there, he reported on progre.ss made in

Washington, D.C., in the recognition of

roughness difíerentials between concrete

and corrugated pipe and on the progress

and ali in Canada***
Investing in a Bertram machine tool is doubly worth while

from your point of view.

You have the confidence and assurance that 90 years'

experience in machine tool building enables you to know

you are making a long term piofitable investment.

But the investment also helps Canada's economy as a

whole, because we in turn make purchases from nearly

450 other Canadian mànufacturers,

some of whom may be your

customers. BERTRAM

THE JOHN BERTRAM & SONS CO. LIMITED
DUNDAS, ONTÁRIO, CANADA

Sales Agent: ACME BERTRAM MACHINE TOOLS LIMITED, )S Brandon Ave., TORONTO, Ont.

Branch Offices: HAMILTON, MONTREAL, WINDSOR, WINNIPEG

made thus far in establishing national

criteria for bedding and backfiUing of

concrete pipe culverts. He also reported

on the Association's executive commit-
tee meeting held in Jasper Park around
'he íirst of September, 1954.

After the St. Louis meeting, Mr. Clark

made an extensive tour of the South-
eastcrn part of the United States and
attended lhe meeting of the South-
eastern Concrete Pipe Association in

Charlcston, South Carolina.

He will preside over the 47th Annual
Convention of the Association in Boston
un March 9 to 12, 1955. It has been
noted that some of the most enthus-

lastic participation at the meetings and
some of the outstanding research done
in the concrete pipe industrj' have come
írom the Canadian member corapames.

<:. H. Drury, O.B.E., M.E.I.C., has been
ippointed vice-president and manager of

Canadian General Transit Company,
Limited, succeeding E. W. Wilson who
is retiring. Mr. Drury was formerly vice-

president in charge of purchasing for

Canadian Car and Foundry Company
Limited.
He obtained his chemical engineering

degree from McGill University, and

after service overseas during World War
II, attended the Harvard Graduate

School of Business, graduating as Master

of Business Administration. He rejoined

Canadian Car and Foundry, serving in

various capacities in sales engineering

and management as a vice-president of

the Corporation.

Mr. Drury is president and director

of Quebec Industries Limited, and a

director of Canadian General Transit

Company Limited, the Provincial Trans-

port Company, and Cancargo Aircraft

Manufacturing Company Limited.

J. E. Harris, m.e.i.c, project manager

of Dow Chemical of Canada Limited in

Sarnia, has been elected chairman of the

Sarnia Branch of the Institute for the

j'ear 1955.

Mr. Harris was born in Vancouver.

After attending Kitsilano High School,

he received his B.A.Sc, degree in chemi-

cal engineering from the LTni\ersity of

British Columbia in 1938. In 1942 he

obtained his M.A.Sc, degree from the

same universitJ^

He Joined Canada Roof Products in

1938, and two years later entered the

Harris Paint and Wallpaper Company
as technical and sales engineer.
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FIR PLYWOOD fORMS

(lean, uttbroken concrefe svrfaces

The problem of achieving smooth, unbroken con-

crete surfaces at low materiais and labour cost

is solved by the Fir Plywood panei. Remarkable

resistance to abuse enables Douglas fir plywood

to be used over and over again-a commanding

advantage In concreto form work.



!

J. E. Harris, M.E.I.C.

Mr. Hanis became associated with
Dow Chemical of Canada, Limited in

1942 as in.strument engineer, and has
progresscd through the positions of

maintenance superintendent, works engi-

neer and construction manager to his

present position of project manager.
He is chairman of the board of the

Sarnia General Hospital, and a member
of the Sarnia Chamber of Commerce
and of the Association of Professional
Engineers of Ontário.

Group Captain C. V. Trites, R.C.A.F.,

M.E.I.C, has been transferred from Bois
le Roi, France, to Montreal where he

is chief of the construction division of

the Royai Canadian Air Force.

Group Captain Trites received hia

engmeering education at Dalhousie Uni-
versity and was afterwards employed in

the engineering department of Canadian
National Raihvays and the New Bruns-
wick Department of Highways. At the

outbreak of World War II he was
associated with Boeing Aircraft of

Canada Limited in Vancouver, and in

1942 was commissioned in the construc-

tion engineering branch of the Royai
Canadian Air Force.

H. L. Briggs, M.E.I.C., general manager
of the City of Winnipeg's Hydro Elec-

tric System since 1951, has joined the

B.C. Power Commission in Victoria as

general manager and chief engineer.

Mr. Briggs, a native of Killarncy,

Man., graduated in eléctrica! engineer-

ing from the University of Manitoba
in 1938. He was associated with the

Winnipeg system from that time until

his present appointmcnt, and held suc-

cessively the positions of electrical

draughtsman, assistant to the chief op-

erator, relay engineer, operating engi-

neer, assistant general manager and
general manager.

He is a past councillor and chairman
of the Winnipeg Branch of the Institutc.

He is also a past president of the Mani-
toba Electrical Association, a member

of ttie American Institute of Electrical

Engineers, the Winnipeg Chamber of

Commerce, and a director of the Indus-

trial Development Board of Greater
Winnipeg.

H. L. Briggs, M.E.I.C.

Ernest Lavigne, O.B.E., m.e.i.c, former

fire commissioner for the Province oí

Quebec, has been librarian of Ecole

Polytechnique since April, 1954.

Mr. Lavigne graduated in civil engi'

nnering from Ecole Polytechnique in

"PACPIPE" SERVES

PUNTLEDGE DEVELOPMENT
Pictured is a 12-foot Power Penstock recently

complefed for lhe British Columbia Power
Commission at their Punlledge River Hydro
Development on Vancouver Island. Con-
tinuous Wood Stave Pipe supplied and in-

stalled by "PACPIPE" is giving excellent

Service ali over the worid.

Our new catalogue gives full information

Write now, without obligation, for your copy
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Elevafors are on dufy electronically day and night

HOTELS CAN SAVE

UP TO $14,000 A CAR

EACH YEAR

Completely automatic AUTOTRONIC elevator-

'ng is in operation day and night, holidays, and

weekends. Each car has an "automatic elevator

operator" on duty every minute of the day.

Each car is equipped with an Otis Electronic

Elevator Door, the crowning achievement in the

field of operatorless elevators. Its successful

development insured the ability of operatorless

eisvators to move great masses of people in

busy buildings w/ith the greatest degree of

safety.

Exactiy how much are elevator operators

costing you on a 24-hour-a-day, seven-day-a-

week basis when you add up w/ages, vacation

pay, Insurance, old age pension and the cost of

buying and cleaning uniforms? Hotels are re-

porting savings up to $14,000 a car, each year.

More than 175 new and modernized hotéis, Of-

fice buildings, hospitais, banks, and depart-
ment stores in Canada and the United States
have bought Otis AUTOTRONIC elevatoring for

its económica] and operational advantages.

In hotéis, elevator service must always be ready to meet the extra demands of

late social affairs, civic luncheons, conventions and checkout periods.

Ordinarily, this means the added expense of extra elevator operators and overtime.

With completely automatic autotronic elevatoring, every car with its

"automatic elevator operator" is always on duty electronically. Every

"operator" is fuUy trained, with instantaneous electronic reflexes that never

tire or slow down. These operators are never late or absent. They never

complain about overtime duty. They draw no pay— ever!

With AUTOTRONIC elevatoring every change in the trafhc pattern is detected

immediately by the automatic supervisory system — and the number of cars in use

and their group operation is changed to give today's finest service.

Otis operatorless elevators can save up to $ 1 4,000 a car, each year in hotéis.

Cali any of our 27 offices for details.

Otis Elevator Company Limited, Head Office and Works: Hamilton, Ontário.

llWirifFif
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®
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1916. Two yeais later he became asso-

ciated with the Department of Public

Works and Labour in Quebec and sub-

sequently went into private practioe.

He lield the position of fire commis-
sioner of the province since 1926.

Mr. Lavigne is a past-president of

the Corporation of Professional Engi-

neers of Quebec, and served as couu-

cillor of the Engineering Institute in

1945, 1946 and 1947.

Leo McLaren, m.e.ic, formerly assistant

district engineer of the Dpi>artment of

Public Works of Canada in Rimouski.

Que., has been appointed district engi-

neer in Quebec City.

A civil engineering graduate of Mc-
Gill ITniversity, class of 1924, Mr. Mc-
Laren joined the Department of Public

Worlcs in 1944 as sénior a.s.si.stant engi-

neer. He became acting district engineer

later in the same year and was appoint-

ed assistant district engineer in 1947.

J. E. Pickering, m.e.i.c, has recently

been transferred by the Du Pont Coni-

pany of Canada Limited from the po.si-

tion of sénior engineering assistant at

lhe Maitland Works to that of indus-

trial sales de\-elopment representative

in the textile fibres di\ ision in Montreal.

Mr. Pickering joined Canadian Indus-

tries Limited in Montreal in 1952.

previous to which he was employed by
Price Bros. and Company Limited at

Jonquière, Que.
He is a 1946 mechanical engineering

graduate of the Uni\ersity of tíaskal-

chewan.

Lt.-Col. R. J. Carson, m.e.i.c, has been
appointed coniinand engineer at Western
Comniaud heackiuarlers in Edmonton.

Col. Carson has previously served as

command engineer officer with Easteru
Command in Halifax, and as G.S.O. 1 to

the chief engineer of the Canadian
Army.
He is a graduate of the Royai Mili-

tary College, class of 1936, and of

Queen's University, class of 1937.

H. J. A. Chambers, m.e.i.c, haa been
naincd president of Modern Tool Works
Limited in Toronto.

H. .1. A. Chambers, M.E.I.C.

A B.Sc. and M.A.Sc, graduate in civil

engineering of the rni\ersitv of Tor-
onto, class of 1924 and 1925, Mr.
Cjhambers is also president and general
nuinager of Standard Machine and Tool
Company Limited in \\'indsor, Ont.

He is a member of the Society of

Automotive Engineers and of the .Amer-

ican Society of Tool Engineers.

J. W. Tomlinson, m.e.i.c, general man-
ager of the Saskatchewan Power Cor-

poration, has been appointed assistant

sales manager of Trans-Canada Pipe

Lines Limited in Calgary. He will be

located at Trans-Canada 's sales head-

quarters in Toronto.

J. W. Tomlinson, M.E.I.C.

Mr. Tomlinson brings to his new post

íi\e years' experience gained as general

manager of the Saskatchewan Power
Corporation. He was one of the leaders

in the development of the Saskatche-

wan natural gas industry, as it was
dming his term of oíiice that the gas

utility phase of the Corporation's ac-

tivities was established. As general man-
ager, he negotiated and carried out

contracts for step-out drilling to estab-

lish natm'al gas reserves; he negotiated

the contracts for construction of the

gathering .system in the gas fieids, and
the construction of over 100 miles of

high pressure gas pipeline. Contracts for

the construction of the gas distribution

systems for one city and eight towns
were also his responsibility, as wa.s the
contract for the sale of natural gas to

the City of Saskatoon. In addition, he
was vice-chairman of the government-
aiipointed Advisory Committee on Nat-
ural Gas Development in Saskatchewan.
Mr. Tomlinson was born in Winni-

peg. He gi-aduated from the University
of Manitoba in 1930 with a B.Sc. degree
in electrical engineering and went im-
mediately mto the utility field. He
joined the Winnipeg Electric Company
as assistant construction engineer and
rose to a.ssistant distribution superin-
tendent in 1933. In 193.5 he became
assistant general superintendent with
the Manitoba Power Commission. He
became chief engineer, and sub.sequent-
ly, assistant general manager before
joining the Saskatchewan Power Com-
mission as a.ssistant general manager in

1947.

Frank H. Midgley, M.E.I.C, who recent-
ly became a Life Member in the Insti-
tute, has been elected alderman on the
city council of Galt, Ont., for another
two-year term.
Mr. Midgley relired from acli\-e engi-

neering work with Canadian Pacific
Electric Lines in Preston, Ont

, in 1951
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ABRASIVES
Hundreds of firins have
slashed production costs
by converting to "3M"
Abrasive Belts. Industry
after industry is proving
how faster-cutting,

longer-Iasting "3M"
belts produce finer

finishes on forgings and
castings. Ask for "3M"
Technical Service
recommendations on how
to increase your
production.

REG. TRADE MARK

SCOTCH
BRAND

FiLAMENT TAPES
Canadian industry speeds
wrapping, bundling and
shipping of heavy units with
incredibly strong "SCOTCH"
Brand Filament Tapes. Contact
"3M" Technical Service for
speciíications. Whether you
make textiles or heavy metal
pipe there's a tape to hold
Dundles securely and safely.

REO. TRADE MARK

BRAND

NON-SLIP SURFACING
Wherever grease or water
are a hazard you'll find

SAFETY-WALK providing
sure footing. It's a
mineral coated fabric

that safety-conscious
industries are having
applied to steps,

walkways and ramps . . .

wherever the danger of a

fali is present. Pays oflf in

accident prevention and
employee relations.

REO. TRADE MARK

SCOTCH
BRAND

Pressure-Sensítíve

Tape No. 471
Problems of marking traffic

lanes, storage áreas and danger
zones are solved by No. 471
Lane Marking Tape. It sticks at

a touch to any clean, dry
surface and LASTS 5 TIMES AS
LONG AS PAINT. No 'drying'

time to disrupt production. No
equipment needed. Try it in

your plant.

REO. TRADE MARK

SCOTCH
RIBBONS

BRAND

CELLULOSE TAPES
One of industry's most
versatile tools is adding
50% or better to

production s^eed on
""deal packaging",
attaching premiums and
similar operations. "3M"
can contribute ali the
technical advice you need
to take advantage of the
newest high speed
methods.

Demonstrating the versatility

of "3M's" contribution to

industry are the range of
decorative ribbons that are

adding sales appeal to

innumerable consumer items.

Advice and assistance on the

use of these ribbons . . . Sasbeeo
Decorette and Lacelon ... is

yours for the asking.

alto manufacturers of

:

"UNDERSEAL" Brand Rubberized Undercoating

"SCOTCHLITE" Brand Reflective Sheeting

"SCOTCH" Brand Sound Recording Tape
"SCOTCH" Brand Electrical Tape

MINNESOTA MINING & MFG.

OF CANADA LIMITED

LONDON, CANADA

Sofoi Offie.i: Halifax Montreal Toronto Winnipag Vancouver

;>.iM.irt So/.(m«n: Saint John Queboc City Ottawo Hamilton

j
Norfh Bay Sotkatoon R.gina Colgory Edmonton

Minnesota Mining & Manufocturing of Canado Limited,

BOX 757, LONDON, ONTÁRIO.

Please seucl your latest injormatiou on:

"SM" Abrasives "SCOTCH" Pressure Sensilive

Tape No. 471

"3M" Adhesives, Coatings

and Sealers "Safefy-Walk" Non-Sllp Surfacing

"SCOTCH" Filament Tapes "SCOTCH" Cellulose Tapes

NAME ,

POSITION -

COMPANY ^
Ar\r\DCCc



after 36 years of service with that com-
pany.
He served as councillor of the Insti-

tute representing the Kitchener Branch
in 1950.

M. B. M. Lawson, m.e.i.c, forraer pro-

fessor in the School of Architecture of

the University of Toronto, has been
appointed executive director and secre-

tary-treasurer of the City of Toronto
Phmning Board.
Previous to his association with the

University of Toronto, Mr. Lawson was
on the civil engineering department
staff of the University of British Col-
umbia.
He received his B.Sc. and diploma in

civil engineering from the Royai Tech-
nical College in Glasgow in 1943.

R. V. Tomkins, m.e.i.c, director of in-

dustrial minerais research with the Sas-

katchewan Department of Mineral Re-
source.s, has joined Aggregates and Con-
struction Products Limited in Regina.
Mr. Tomkins received his B.Sc. de-

gree in chemical engineering from the

University of Saskatchewan in 1944 and
immediately afterwards joined the staff

of the National Research Council as

assistant research engineer in the ap-
plied biology division.

He joined the Department of Natural
Resources in Regina in 1947, becoming
director of the resources utilization

branch in Februaiy, 1953, and director

of industrial minerais research in Aug-
ust, 1953.

J. Roderick Wallace, m.e.i.c, has been
appointed chief metallurgist of Domin-
ion Lon and Steel Limited. He was
previously director of research and de-
velopment for the laboratory depart-
ment in Sydney, N.S.

J. R. Wallace, M.E.I.C.

Mr. Wallace was born in Westville,

N.S. He graduated in metallurgical en-
gineering from McGill University in

1940. He íirst started working at the
Sydney steel plant during vacations and
was employed as a labourer in the open
hearth department in 1939. In 1940 he
joined the permanent staff and re-

mained there until his enlistment in

1942. After the war he retumed to the
open hearth department and was ap-
pointed observer. He transferred to the
coke ovens department, and became
assistant superintendent. In 1946 he was
appointed assistant director of research
and development.

Mr. Wallace is a member of the

Canadian Institute of Mining and Met-
allurgy, and served as chairman of the

Cape Breton Branch of the Engineering
Institute in 1953-4.

William M. Stewart, m.e.i.c, deputy
minister of the Department of High-
ways and Transportation for the past

two years, and a staff member of the

department for 17 years, has retired

from his government post.

Mr. Stewart joined the provincial de-

partment of highways in 1937 as a resi-

dent engineer. In 1942 he was promoted
to maintenance engineer, and seven
years later to chief engineer. In 1952 he

was appointed deputy minister.

Mr Stewart was born in Hamilton,
Ont., and i'eceived his elementary and
high school education in that city. He
graduated with an enginering degree

from the University of Toronto in 1909.

Following post-graduate studies at the

university, he went to Saskatoon where
he was in private engineering practice

until joining the provincial government
in 1937.

Mr. Stewart received his commission
in 1910 as a Dominion and Saskatche-
wan Land Surveyor. He is a member of

the Association of Professional Engi-

neers of Saskatchewan.

James Edwin Thom, m.e.i.c, has joined

the staff of H. H. Angus and Associates,

Consulting mechanical engineers, iã

Toronto.
Previous to joining the company, Mr.

Thom was mechanical engineer on the

staff of Page and Steele, architects of

Toronto.
He graduated from the University of

Toronto in mechanical engineering in

1932. Two years later he became asso-

ciated with Imperial Oil Limited at the

Regina refinery, and in 1941 was ap-
pointed plant engineer with Defence
Industries Limited at the small arms
ammunition works in Montreal. At the
close of the war he became resident
engineer on construction work with
Canadian Industries Limited in Kings-
ton. He was named in 1947 assistant

superintendent on construction at the
University of Toronto.
Mr. Thom is a member of the A.sso-

ciation of Professional Engineers of On-
tário.

G, A. Kirner, jr.E.i.c, of the N.B. In-
ternational Paper Company in Dal-
housie, has been elected chairman of

the Northern New Brunswick Branch
of the Institute succeeding G. A. Robb,
,ii-.E.i.c., who has joined Atomic Energy
of Canada Limited at Chalk River, Ont.

Mr. Kirner was born in Montreal. He
attended Westmount High School after
which he completed three years in the
faculty of comraerce at Sir George Wil-
liams College. After the war he attend-
ed McGill University, graduating with
a civil engineering degree in 1950.

After summer undergraduate experi-
ence as instrumentman and estimator
with the Foundation Company of Can-
ada, he began his full time engineering
career with the New Brunswick Inter-
national Paper Company in Dalhousie.

P. J. Slattery, m.e.i.c, has been ap-
pointed co-ordinator of naval specifica-

tions in the Directorate of Engineering
Standards and Naval Specifications, De-
partment of National Defence.
Mr. Slattery was previously specifi-

cations supervisor with the Directorate
of Interservice Development in the
same department.

A. G. Herr, m.e.i.c, chief draughtsman
and director of Packard Electric Com-
pany Limited in St. Catharines, Ont.,

Arthur G. Herr, M.E.I.C.

has retired after 39 years of service with
the company. He will continue as a

director of the company, a post which
he has held for the past 20 years.

Mr. Herr is a member of the Associa-
tion of Professional Engineers of

Ontário.

J. Cooper Antli£F, m.e.i.c, former gen-
eral assistant to the chief engineer of

Hydro-Quebec, has been appointed
statistician and rate research engineer.
Mr. Antliff, a 1923 graduate of McGill

University, was associated with Mont-
real Light, Heat and Power previous to

the formation of Hydro-Quebec.

C. C. McLaren, mj:.i.c., has been ap-
pointed resident sales engineer with
Brown Boveri (Canada) Limited in

Winnipeg where he will serve the Mani-
toba and Saskatchewan territories.

C. C. McLaren, M.E.I.C.

Mr. McLaren received his degree ii

mechanical engineering from Cambridgij
LTniversity in 1931. He is a "membe
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AS M/e
Shipping Weight: — weight reduction against similar

lead-sheathed cable amounts to between 20% and 70%
according to size and type — a/s Cable can often be

shipped by air!

Handling Time: — lighter weight means easier, quicker

handling — a saving of man hours and effort.

Fewer Supports: — above ground installations requirc

fewer supports— an appreciable saving in time and

materiais.

these extra advantages

grealer tcnsile strength and creep resistance. Corrosioií-

resislant. Takes permanent bends of eqtiat severiry to those

imposed on lead-sheathed cahlcs. Removes needfor armour

in many installations. Jointed and tenninated by same

tnethods usedfor lead-sheathed cables.

to high voltaRcs,

up to 301 KV. Ilíus-

tratcd — 4/C#l.
RI. A/S for 600
volts in sub-flooring

for power fccdcr.

in$tcf//at/or? time

mthAíís/zes/

From neatly packaged smaU
diameler 2/12 and 2/14. flat

or round. on ncw lightweight

cardboard reei and carton . . .

o
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of the Association of Professional Engi-
neers of Ontário.

R. A. Wyman, m.ej.c, is on the staff

of the industrial minerais division of the
Department of Mines and Technical
Surveys in Ottawa.
Bafore joining the department he was

associated vvith Aluminium Laboratories

Limited in Arvida, íirst as research engi-

neer and then as supervisor of mineral

dressing research.

Mr. Wyman is a B.Sc. graduate of the

University of Manitoba, class of 1934.

J. W. Paterson, M.E.i.c, who has served

as woodlands manager of the E. B.

Eddy Company since 1937, has been
appointed vice-president in charge of

woodlands.

Kenneth R. Pattison, M£.i.c., formerly

assistant city engineer with the City of

Saskatoon, has been appointed city en-

gineer, succeeding D. A. R. McCannel,
M.E.i.c, who will retire in May of this

year after 42 years' civic service.

Mr. Pattison received his clvíI engi-

neering degree from the University of

Saskatchewan in 1942.

A. M. McQuarrie, m.k.i.c, has been
transferred from International General

Electric Company in Schenectady, to

Buenos Aires, Argentina.
Mr. McQuarrie was previously gen-

eral manager of the company's services

division in Schenectady. Prior to that

appointment he was works engineer at

the Quebec Works of Canadian General
Electric Company in Quebec City.

He is a 1941 electrical engineermg
graduate of the University of Alberta.

Edgar Lion, m.e.i.c, has joined Mont-
rose Builders Inc. of Montreal as chiei

project engineer. Previous to this ap-
pointment he was for seven years asso-

ciated with Louis Donolo, Inc. aa

engineer and chief estimator.

Mr. Lion is a graduate in civil engi-

neering of McGill University, class of

1945.

C. R. Usher, M.E.I.C, has set up his ovvn

eomoany in South Burnaby, B.C., under
the firm name of Usher Laboratories
Limited, consulting chemical engineera.

The company of which Mr. Usher is

president also specializes in laboratory
service on petroleum products and gen-
eral analysis, and manufactures solvents

and Chemicals on a limited scale.

Mr. Usher, who was previously asso-

ciated with Imperial Oil Limited in

Regina, is a 1947 chemical engineering
graduate of the University of Saskat-
chewan.

J. B. Sweeney, M.E.I.C, has been pro-
moted to the position of a.ssistant to

lhe division manager of Consolidated
Pajier Corporation Ltd. in the Port
Alfred division.

Previou.s to this appointment, Mr.
Sweeney was assistant to the general
superintendent of the Laurentide di-

vision.

Mr. Sweeney is a chemical engineer-

ing graduate of the University of Sas-

katchewan, class of 1941.

W. A. Wyszkowski, m.e.i.c, previoubly

associated with the Toronto Transpor-
tation Commission, has joined the

staff of DeLeuw, Cather & Co. Ltd. in

Toronto.
A civil engineering graduate of the

Warsaw Polytechnic, Mr. Wyszkowski
was supervisor of plans with the Com-
mission.

H. B. Tafelmacher, m.e.i.c, has been
transferred by Aluminum Company of

Canada Ltd. from Shawinigan Falis to

Montreal. Previous to his transfer he
was metallurgist on the staff of the

technical department.
Mr. Tafelmacher graduated in

mechanical engineering from the Fed-
eral Institute of Technology in Zurich
in 1946.

R. Reid Scott, M.E.I.C, of Bathurst
Power and Paper Co. Ltd. in Bathurst,

N.B., has joined the engineering de-

partment staff of Fraser Companies
Limited in Edmunston, N.B.
Mr. Scott is a 1948 electrical engi-

neering graduate of the University of

New Brunswick.

B. Paul Wisnicki, m.e.i.c, who graduat-

ed in mechanical and aeronautical engi-

neering from Lwow University, Poland,

in 1936, is now structural engineer on
the staff of the St. Lawrence River
Joint Board of Engineers.
He was previously assistant professor

at the University of British Columbia
and also a partner in Porter, Chard,
Wisnicki, architects and engineers, in

Vancouver.

W. R. Sadler, m.e.i.c, formerly on the

staff of General Construction Co.

(Alberta) Ltd. in Lethbridge, is now
associated with Superior Masonrj' Pro-

ducts Ltd. in Lethbridge.
Previous to joining the General Con-

A Symbol of Quality

The Canadian Boiler Society is an asso-

ciation of the most responsible Canadian

Boiler Manufacturers. This group main-

tains complete engineering and manu-

facturing facilities for the design and

production of any size steam plant, from

small heating boilers to central stations,

generating up to 850,000 Ibs, steam per

hour.

For consistent quality and complete

Canadian service, from design to startup,

contact a member of the Canadian Boiler

Society for your steam plant needs.

Canadian Boiler Society
104 Jarvis Street

TORONTO 1, ONTÁRIO
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1

Induced draff duct and blower In power
statlon. Operates ot abouf 500 F. Sup-

ported by Grinnell Spring Hangers.

To support loads

that won^t stand still • • •

RINNELL PRE-ENGINEERED

SPRING HANGERS

rhere are many industrial installa-

ions where heavy loads must be

irmly, but flexibly, supported to

eep them under control. Thermal
íxpansion and contraction, of

curse, can move ponderous ob-

ects many inches. Shock and vibra-

ion, too, can make rigid support of

peavy loads hazardous, due to pos-

ible serious trouble at terminais,

Maximum variation in supporting force

per 1/2 " of deflection is 10 1/2% of rated

capacity — in ali sizes.

Precompression* assures operation of

spring within its proper working range,

as well as saving valuable erection time.

Reduced over-all height saves space.

Solid Steel casing protects spring from
damage and weather. Guides assure

For installations such as these,

more and more engineers are turn-

ing to flexible supports by Grinnell.

Grinnell Variable Spring Hangers

are pre-engineered to minimize

changes in supporting force over

total range of movement. Here are

the important features that let these

units turn in a star performance

in a supporting role:

continuous alignment and concentric

loading of spring.

18 sizes available from stock — load

ranges from 53 Ibs. to 12,000 Ibs.

Easy selection of proper sizes from

simple capacity table.

Installation is simplified by integral

load scale and travei indicators.

•Precompression is a patented feature.

GRINNELL
CANADA'S #1 SUPPLIER OF
PIPE HANGERS AND SUPPORTS

VARIABLE SPRING HANGER
FIG. B-268

F!g. B-268, Type A, is designed for

atlachmenf fo its supporting mem-

ber by screwing a rod into a bush-

ing in the top cap of the hanger.

Adjustment of the hanger load is

accomplished by turnlng the turn-

buckle on the lower hanger rod

until the hanger picks up the load

and the load indicator points to

the desired position, Six other types

of ottachment ore available.

Grinnell Variable Spring Hang-

ers ore also available in ha^f sizes

(Fig. B-82); and in double spring

sizes (Fig. B-98).

Grinnell Company of Canado Ltd. Edmonton ' Montreal ' Toronto • Voncouver ' Grinnell Distributors in Principol Citie s

VTiprfWtTiíg^ welding fiftings • pipe hangers • volves • Grinnell-Sounders diophrogm volves •
pipe

^ ^ ' prefobricoted piping • heating speciolties • woter works supplies • Grinnell outomotic f.re protection systems
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strurtion (^ompany, Mr. Sadler was
associatrd with lhe Department of

Public Works of Alberta as resident

engineer in lhe hiíihways branch, and
with Alberta Transit Mix Concrete Co.
Ltd. as cliiof engineor.

Ross E. (Marko, m.k.i.c. lias oeen
nanied inspecting (>ngineei- wilh the

Ontário Deinirtment of Highways. Pre-
vious to this appointrnent, he was
division engineer with the Department
in Stratford, Ont., and in North Bav,
Onl.
A gi'adual<' cix-il engineer of Queens

línivorsity, class of 1935, Mr. Clarke has
t)een associai ed with the Department
since 194<i, prior lo which he was resi-

dent engineer wilh lhe Department of

Transport.

Frank A. Ross, m.k.i.c, has been ap-

poinled assistant to the Montreal
branch manager of British General Elec-
tric (\)mpany Canadian Limited. He
was formerly chief estimator of Bepco
("anada Limited in Montreal.
Mr. Ross obtained his higher national

certificate in elecli-ical (>ngineering froni

the Birmingh;nn Central Technical Col-
iego in 1947.

R. II. Kin^. M.K.l.f'., is íoiiiider and
presiíhnil. of Panei Controls Limited
whu^li has recently entered the switch-
gear and control equipmeni manufac-
luring field in Montreal.
Mr. King was born in iMigland and

received his eiectrical engineering degree
fiom London University in 1937. Dur-
ing \\'orld War PI h(- was c()Mimis,sioned

K. II. Kiiif!, M.K.i.r..

in the Royai Eléctrica! and Mechanica!

iMiginecr.s and was in command of

mobile workshops serving throughout

Kurope and the Middle East. He canu-

lo Canada in 1950 and joined Bepco
Cinada [.^imited, subsequently becoming
hrad of the switchgear estimating de-

pai't ment.

.]. Mvfdal, .ir.E.i.c. is associalfid wilh

Iiiteinal lonal Engineering in San Fran-

cisco. Cal. He was previonsly emplo3'ed

on Kemano i)owerhouso and switchgear

inslallalion.

Mr. Myrdal is a 1951 graduate in

eiectrical engineering of the University
of Manitoba.

C. H. Baker, .ir.K.i.c. }ias recently boen
transferred from Montreal to Exshaw,
.\lla.. as plant engineer with Canada
Cement Co. Ltd. Previous to his trans-

fer he held the position of kiln super-

visoi'.

Mr. Baker is a 1951 graduate in engi-

neering physics of Queen's University.

Edwin W. Rendell, jr.E.i.c, has been
iransferred by T. C. Gorman (Nova
Scotia) Ltd. from North Sydney to
Ualifax.

is a ci\'il engineering graduate of

the Nova Scotia Technical College,
class of 1951.

R. H. Reynolds, .ir.E.i.c, has been trans-

ferred to the Calgary branch of Bab-
cock-Wilcox and Goldie - McCuIloch
Limited from the Galt, Ont., ofiice

which he joined as sales engineer in

1953.

Mr. Renyolds was associa ted with
Canadian General Electric Company
líimiled in Toronto upon graduation
in eiectrical engineering from the Uni-
\(Tsity of Alberta in 1951.

J. D. Flinloft, .ir.ic.i.c. has been ai-
pointed a.ssistant to the general siiper-

intendent of the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way Company in Calgaiy. Previous to

this appointment he was with the com-
pany in Winnipeg.
Mr. Flinloft graduated in civil engi-

neering from McGill University in 1951.

LION GRINDING WHEELS
DIVISION OF

SIMONDS CANADA SAW CO. LTD.
BROCKVILLE, ONT.

SíiiioikIs ('aria<la Saw Co. Ltd. i.s pinuil in aniiumirc iIm' purchase
of plant and equipment of the Ijion (Irinding Wheels Ltd. of

Urockvillc, Ontário. Simoiids Canada Saw ('o. Ltd. will continue
the manufacture of grinding wheel products at the Brockville
plant usiiig t he facilit ies of t he ecjuipmcnt and personnel previously
employed by Lion Criruling W íiei-ls Ihrough the many years of

their f>perations iti Canada. In addilion to lhe skill and knowledge
of liíeir employees, Siinonds Canada Saw Co. Ltd. will also eiijoy

lhe bcnefit of tlie technical and research facilities of lheir afliliated

Companies: Simonds Canada .\brasive
Co. I.td., Arvida, (Jue., where hau.xite

or(> is proc(ís.sed for the i)roducti()n ot

abrasives; and, Simonds .Xbrasive Co.
ot Philadelphia, Pa., manufacturers of

grinding wheel products since 1902.

SIMONDS
CANADA SAW CO. LTD.

Focfory and Executive Offices

Montreal, Que.

SALES BRANCHES AND SERVICE STATIONS
1550 Dundas St. W.

Toronto 3, Ont.

42 Woter St.

Saint John, N.B.

554 Beotty St.

Vancouver, B.C.

CINCH
ANCHORS

''STRONGER THAN THE BOLT"

The completely reliable expansion Anchor

Manufactured in Canada solely by

CANADIAN CINCH ANCH0RIN6 SYSTEMS
LIMITED

2095 Madison Avenue, Montreal

Data boolc — stress tables on request
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Engineeríng Old Hond
Ingenuity 'Know-How"

GUHA PERCHA
INDUSTRIAL RUBBER ROLLERS

Gutta Percha rubber roUers are individually

designed to meet varying job demands. Some
are built to withstand acid corrosion or other

severe conditions ; others may place emphasis

on resilience and the gentleness with which
materiais may be processed.

Gutta Percha rubber roUers have countless

applications in dozens of industries: the

printing industry, the asbestos industry, the

canning industry, the tobacco industry, the

tanning industry, the plastic industry, the

farm machinery industry, the pulp and paper
industry ... to name just a few.

It pays to specify job-engineered Gutta
Percha rubber rollers for strength, durabiUty

and long, economical service.

NO SUBSTITUTE FOR THE
HUMAN ELEMENT

Gutta Percha rubber rollers carry meat casings Ihrough a
conditioning process in their manufacture, providing a smoolh,
highly polished surface that eliminates the possibilitv of

damage to the delicate casings.

TypicalofG.P/sskillcd "old
hands' is Ed Brumpton, a
hose maker for 44 years.

Another member of the
25-year Club is Alfred
McKeown who has worked
in the Mill Room since 1924.

Thesc Gutta Percha rubber rollers are uscd m a laniiery buffing

operation. The bottom roll supports the hide whilc the top onc,

covered with emery paper, buffs it to a smooth even íinish.

Experienced Gutta Percha engineers will help you solve your rubber roller problem. Write for information or consult our Sales- Engineeríng Department,

GUTTA PERCHA
& RUBBER, LIMITED.

114 CHARA AVE., TORONTO
THE KNGINKP:RING JOURNAL Fehruary, !955

Sale» OfFices in: Halifax,

Salnf John, Quebec, Montreol,

Ottawa, Toronto, Fort William,

Winnipeg, Regino, Colgory,

Edmonlon, Voncouver, Victoria.

GP-PA-5-54

l6.-> (.->.->)



Robert A. Dunn, jr.E.i.c, is design en-

gineer in the precast division of Cooks-
ville Company Limited in Toronto.
A graduate in civil engineering of

McGill University, class of 1951, Mr.
Dunn was previously associated with
Dominion Tar and Chemical Limited
of Toronto and with Fraser-Brace Engi-
neering Company of Montreal.

R. F. Murfitt, Jr.E.i.c., a 1951 graduaie
in civil engineering of the University
of Britisli Columbia, has been appoint-
ed plant engineer by Peerless Rock
Products Ltd. in Calgary. He was for-

merly district engineer with the Depart-
ment of Public Works in Golden, B.C.

A. J. Ceresino, jr.E.i.c, i.s a.^sociatcd

with Canadian Radio Manufacturing
Corporation as industrial engineer in

Toronto.

Mr. Ceresino received his B.A.Sc, de-

gree in engineering and business from
the University of Toronto in 1951.

A. L. Lemoine, jr.E.i.c, formerly sití-

nals draughtsman on the staff of the

Canadian Pacific Railway Company in

Winnipeg, has joined the air services

branch of the Department of Transport
in Winnipeg.
Mr. Lemoine graduated in electrical

engineering from the University of

Manitoba in 1951.

Thos. E. Smith, jr.E.i.c, has recenlly

joined the industrial division staff of

M. M. Dillon & Company Limited,
(•on.sulting engineers of London and
Toronto.

After graduating in electrical engi-

neering from the University of British

Columbia in 1951, Mr. Smith was em-

. over

100,000 feel of

successfui test work

throughout Canada

HYDRO PROJECTS

Job 50/47

Hycroft Towers
Marwell Construction Co. Ltd.

In August 1950, our crews completed an extensive
foundation testing and soil sampling program at 15th
Avenue and Granville St. in Vancouver. Now on this
beautiful site stands Hycroft Towers, the city's
largest apartment block, rising eight
stories high and containing 156 suites,
built at a cost of $1,700,000.

Modern Equipment and

Experienced Crews at

NORANDA, KIRKLAND LAKE, PORT ARTHUR,

EDMONTON and VANCOUVER
1
B0YLESBR05
DRULING COMPANV LTD..

VANCOUVER, CANADA r

T. E. Smith, .Ir.E.I.C

l)loycd by Northern Electric Company
Limited in Montreal. A year later he
joined the staff of the Atlas Steels Cor-
])oration of Welland where he served
on the design and layout of electrical

('((uipment for two years.

Mr. Smith is a member of the Asso-
ciai ion of Professional Engineers of

Ontário and of the American Institute

of Electrical Engineers.

II. Fealdman, jr.E.i.c, has been ap-

pointed assi.stant general manager of

the Ontário Road Builders' Association
of Toronto.

A graduate of Cambridge University,
Mr. F(\aldman was engaged in indus-
trial. Consulting and research engineer-
ing before coming to Canada in 1952
«hen he joined the Hydro-Electric
Power Commission of Ontário. While
«ith the Commi.ssion one of his main
interests was the development of pre-
stressed concrete in Canada.

H. Fealdman, Jr.E.I.C.

He was secretary of the Organizing
Committee of the Canadian Conference
on Prestressed Concrete held in Tor"
onto in January, 1954, and he also pre-

sented a paper, "An Introduction to

the Theory of Prestressed Concrete" at

that conference.

Much of Mr. Fealdman's research

work has been published in the British

technical press.
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The uníque propertíes of

High-Alumina cement are

ih
Speed, Sfrength, Resistance, Refracforiness, Quality

No other type of cement combines ali these advantages.

High-Alumina cement is stronger. High-Alumina cement hardens more rapidly.

For many purposes concrete can safely be put into use within a few hours of placing.

High-Alumina cement is completely immune from sulphates and highly resistant to most industrial chemicals.

High-Alumina cement produces Refractory Concrete stable to 2Soo°F., Non-Spalling ; Non-Shrinking.

STRENGTH

No other type of cement gives a concrete with such a high strength within

one day. High-Alumina cement concrete has a normal setting time BUT the

subsequent development of strength is so rapid that really urgent concreting johs

can be in use within a few hours. In any case, High-Alumina cement concrete

can carry ali designed loads one day after it is placed. This phenomenal

strength is ohtainahle in so short a time only hy using High-Alumina cement^

the cement which has become indispensable to industry throughout the Wovld.

For real early strength there is no substituta

CIMENT

fONDU— negd Traae Mark

ALUMINOUS CEM ENT

THE ORIGINAL HIGH-ALUMINA CEMENT
Manufactured by

LAFARGE ALUMINOUS CEMENT CO. LTD

73 BROOK STREET, LONDON, W.i, ENGLAND

You should learn how this remarkable cement can benefit YOU.

Full information can be obtained from:

—

CIMENT FONDU LAFARGE (Canada) limited

1405, PEEL STREET, MONTREAL 2, P.Q. Telephone: PLATEAU 6651
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Permanent records ?

PW Teletype is fast as light,

permanent as the printed

word. Instructions, queries,

reports, orders can be trans-

mitted instantly to one or ali

your branches . . . multiple

copies of every message are

simultaneously recorded for

inter-department use, avoid-

ing costiy mistakes and de-

lays . . . saving you money.

A confidential, accurate

Private Wire Teletype net-

work can easily be installed

to serve your business —
whether it has one branch

or many.

Oor Communications

specialists will be giad

to demonstrate bow
PW can worfe for you.

There is no obligation.

CAIL YOUR NEAREST
TELEGRAPH OFFICE.

modern

business

uses

PrivateWire

Teletype

iJ:l!M.|l:l!l
NATIONAL

HANDLING MORE THAN 75% OF AU CANADIAN TELETYPE SERVICE

E. S. Bengston, jr.E.i.c, has just coin-,

pleted a two-year tiaining cx)urse withi

the English Electric Company in St.

Catharines, Ont., and has been appoint,-

ed assistant district service engineer in

the company's Calgary branch.
^

Mr. Bengston graduated in mechani-

cal engineering from the University of

British Columbia in 1952.

J. Looyestein, jr.Kj.c, has joined the

engineering staff of the City of Calgary.

He was previously engaged in surveying

work with P.F.R.A. in Vauxhall, Àlta.

Mr. Looyestein is a graduate in civil

engineering of Delft University, class

of 1952.

William Reginald MacLean, jr.E.i.c , 'ml

on the staff of the Trans-Canada High-

way in Field, B.C. Previously he was|

associa ted with the Department of Pub-

lic Works and Highways in Charlotte-

town.

Mr. MacLean is a civil engineering]

graduate of the Nova Scotia Technical

College, class of 1952.

Thomas A. Lambe, jr.E.i.c, is assistanti

research engineer in the division of|

engineering of the British Columbial
Research Council in Vancouver.

Mr. Lambe is a 1952 electrical engi-|

neering graduate of the University of|

British Columbia.

W. D. Parsons, jr.E.i.c, is asssociatod

with Compania Minera Choco-Paciíico,

a gold and platinum dredging operation

in Cali, Colômbia, and he has recently

been appointed mechanical superintend-'

ent in charge of mechanical mainten-
ance, plant construction, land and water|

transportation.

I

W. D. Parsons, Jr.E.I.C.

A native of Chandler, Que., Mr. Par-

sons received his schooling in East

.\ngus and Shawinigan Falis, and was

granted his B.Eng. degree in mechanical

engineering by McGill University in

1952. Upon graduation he joined the

engineering department of Abitibi Pow-i

er and Paper Co. Ltd. in Sturgeon Falls.|

During 1953-54 he served on thel

tiranch cxecutive as Sturgeon Falis rep-

resentative of the Nipissing and Upper^

St. Lawrence Branch of the Institute,,

and during the previous year was active;

on the papers, membership and enter-j

tainment committees.
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CY
ACmi^'
NIOTOR

//7

SIMPLE
NSTALLATION

•

EASY
INSPECTION

•

^ MINIMUM
MAINTENANCE

UNSURPASSEO
PERFORMANCE

No filing . . . dressing or cleaning o£ contacts

!

^ No tools required to inspect contacts

!

\/ Easy to change moving contacts

!

^ Stationary contacts changed quickly

!

^ Remove only two screws and one pin to change coils

!

^ Remove only four screws to take out stationary magnet frame

!

^ Power circuit contacts available with springs . . . in complete packaged

service kits for ease in stocking!

MAGNETIC FIELD QUENCHES ARC!
C.C.L. . . . type "CY" starters . . . sizes cold spot, thereby minimizing burning or

2 and 3, employ an entirely new principie

oí are interruption. The are is extinguished

by the eífect of a blow-out eoil, eoncentric

with the eontact. The magnetie field

quenehes the are either by lengthening or

confining it. Due to forced rotation, the

are moves continuou sly from a hot to a

pitting oí contaets. The ingenious design

of the are ehamber prevenis earboniza-

tion and the aeeumulation of hot gases

between wiring terminais . . . minimizing

phase-to-phase failures. Size 1 is not

magnetie but is built with the same mill-

type eonstruetion as the larger sizes.

Specializing exclusively in the manufacture of a complete Une of A.C. and D.C. Electric Motor Control.

Y' SALES REPRESENTATIVES

Raii-vvav & Powr. K Eni. i n i: c rTn li

NtWGlASGOW . OUCBfC . MONTRIAL . NORANDA
OTIAWA • NORTH BAT lORONIO . HAMILTON

WINDSOR • WINNIPEC EOMONTON VANCOUV(R

ontroUers '''^ímited

TORONTO - CANADA
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William A. Turmeau, jr.E.i.c, who
graduated in mechaaical engineering

from the Univereity of Edinburgh in

1952, is oa the staff of the air instal-

lations office of the United States Air

Force at Goose Bay, Labrador.
Prior 'to this appointment he was

employed in the mechanical design de-

partment of Northern Electric Limited.

B. A. Greeoff, jr.E.i.c, formerly assist-

ant resident engineer with the Quebec
Hydro Electric Commission on the

Bersimis development, has been ap-

pointed field engineer with the St. Law-
rence Seaway Authority in the Lachine
eection.

Mr. Greeoff is a 1952 civil engineer-

ing graduate of the University of

Manitoba.

James J. Abel, .Tr.E.i.c, is on the staff

of J. B. Parkin Associates as structural

engineer in Toronto.
A 1992 «ivil engineering graduate of

the University of Toronto, Mr. Abel
was previously structural engineer with
C. P. Brzozowicz in Toronto.

George S. Williams, jr.E.i.c, is now
nianufacturing methods engineer with
Northern Electric Co. Ltd. in Montreal.
Previous to this appointment he was
in England as an Athlone Fellow dur-

ing which time he followed a course in

production engineering in the aero-

engine division of Rolls Royce Limited
and at the University of Birmingham.
Mr. Williams graduated from McGill

University in mechanical engineering in

1952.

R. C. Miller, jr.E.i.c, who was previous-

ly associated with Alexander Construc-

tion Limited in Edmonton, has joined

the Larwill Construction Company in

Calgary.
Mr. Miller undertook his civil engi-

neering study at the University of

Alberta, graduating in 1953.

A. H. Austin, jrJEj.c, former field en-

gineer with Stone & Webster Canada
Limited in Trail, B.C., has joined the

Hydro-Electric Power Commission of

Ontário in Toronto as design engineer.

Mr. Austin graduated in civil engi-

neering from the University of Toronto
in 1953.

Clarence R. Thompson, jr.E.i.c, a civil

engineering graduate of the Nova Scotia

Technical College in 1953, has joined

the staff of Dr. D. B. Steinraan, Con-
sulting engineer, of New York. He was
previously associated with Ebasco Ser-

vices Inc.

Gordon W. Spratt, jr.E.i.c, field engi-

neer v/ith the City of Regina's water-
works department, has been awarded a
Miron Fellowship in Concrete Studies,

and has returned to McGill University
for his master's degree in civil engi-

neering.

Mr. Spratt received his B.Eng. degree
in civil engineering from McGill Uni-
versity in 1953.

Jacques Lavigne, jr.E.i.c, was recentlv

appointed project engineer with Soge-
mines Limited and Kemet Limited of
Montreal.

A 1953 civil engineering graduate of

McGill University, Mr. Lavigne was
previously draughtsman with Surveyer,

Nenniger and Chenevert Ltd. of Mont>
real.

Douglas A. Law, jr.E.i.c, who received

i

his B.Sc. degree in mechanical engineer-

mg from Queen's University in 1958,

ha.'i joined the staff of Northern Electric

Company Limited in Belleville, Ont.

Bruce H. White, jr.EJ.c, has been ap-

pointed equipment engineer in the spe-

cial contracts department of the Bell;

Teleohone Company of Canada in

Montreal.
He is an electrical engineering grad-i

uate of Queen's University, class oí|

1953.

Murray E. McRae, .s.E.i.c, previouslyi

associated with Storm Construction Co.j

Ltd. in Toronto, has been appointed]
township engineer of Terrace Bay, Ont.!

Mr. McRae graduated in civil engi-

neering from McGill University in

1953.

William A. Giles, s.E.i.c, a 1954 gradu-

ate in mechanical engineering of the

University of Toledo, is employed asj

assistant production engineer on thej

staff of the United States Gypsumi
Company in Genoa, Ohio.

j

Robert F. Gurr, s.ej.c, who graduatedj

in mechanical engineering from Queen's
University in 1954, has joined the gen-
eral engineering department staff of

Aluminum Company of Canada Lim-
ited in Montreal.

The sympathy of the Institute is extended to the

relatives of those whose passing is recorded here.

J. Reginald Freeman, m.e.i.c, former
sénior assistant engineer with the De-
partment of Public Works of Canada
in Saint John, New Brunswick, passed
away at St. Joseph's Hospital in Saint

John on December 16, 1954.

Mr. Freeman was born at Milton,
Queens County, Nova Scotia, on March
29, 1881. After attending high school

and the academy in Li\erpool, Nova
Scotia, he obtained his railway engi-

neering study through the International

Correspondence School and in 1902 bo-

gan his career as chainman and rodman
with the 'Department of Railways and
Canais. In April of the following year

he was commissioned deputy crown land

surveyor for the Province of Nova
Scotia. He was employed for a year

and a half as rodman on the construc-

tion of the western division of the

Halifax and Southwestern Railroad, and
also served as instrumentman for the

late A. True, m.e.i.c, and as resident

and assistant bridge engineer for a year

on the James Bay Road. In 1906 he

was appointed resident engineer on the

Transcontinental Railroad.

Mr. Freeman joined the Department
of Public Works of Canada in Halifax

in 1909, remaining there until 1924 when
he was transferred to Saint John. He
occupied the i)osition of sénior as.gistant

engineer until his retirement in 1946.

170

He joined the Engineering Institute
of Canada as a Student in 1904, trans-
ferring to Assooiate Member in 1910
and to Member in 1918. Mr. Freeman
was granted Life Membership in the
Institute in 1941.

Alfred Douglas Creer, m.e.i.c, former
registrar of the Association of Profes-
sional Engineers of British Columbla^
passed away in Vancouver on Septem-
ber 8, 1954.

Mr. Creer was born in Halifax, Eng-
land, on May 24, 1878. He received his

education at St. Peter's in York and
at Yorkshire College in Leeds, and be-
gan his engineering career at the age
of 16 in the H. Leethams Mills in York
and as an articled pupil to the York
city engineer. In 1898 he joined the
staff of James Mansergh and Sons as

engineering assistant, becoming chiei

assistant resident engineer on the Ex-
mouth main drainage works in 1901.

During the next eight years he served
as company resident engineer on the

Rochdale waterworks pipe line and on
the Plymouth main drainage works. He
opened his oflnces as consulting engineer

in York in 1909.

He came to Canada in 1911 and that

same year was appointed assistant engi-

neer in the department of works of the

City of Toronto. A year later he went
to Vancouver where he joined the staff

of Vancouver and District Joint Sewer-

aga and Drainage Scheme with whicb
he held the post of chief engineer from
1913 until 1917. In 1918 he began his

long career as a consulting engineer in

Vancouver. '

Mr. Creer, one of the original mem-i
bers of the Association of Professionalj

Engineers of British Columbia, wasj

appointed registrar of the Associationi

in 1941 and served as such for eight'

consecutive years. He was instrumental

iu starting The Blue Print, the original

journal of the British Columbia Engi-

neering Society. He was appointed to

life membersliip in the Association n
1948. He was also a member of the

Institution of Civil Engineers.
He joined the Engineering Institute

,

of Canada in 1911 as an Associate Mem-j
ber, transferring to Member in 1914. He
served as chairman of the Vancouver
Branch in 1928-29, and in 1942 was
granted Life Membership in the In-

stitute.

Orville Rolfson, M.E.I.C, Ontário and

dominion land surveyor in Windsor,
Ontário, passed away in hospital there

in July, 1954.
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, Mr. Rolfson was born at Blytheswood,

i iiear Leamington, Ontário, on Februaiy

Jtí, ISSÍÍ. In 1903 lie enteied tlie Sfho(<l

I nf ' Practical Science (University of Tor-

,n\o). and graduated witli honours in

iiining engineering in 1906. He obtained

his degree from the university in 190".

I

During his undergraduate days he was

employed in machine shop work with

(
lhe Père Marquette Railway at Walker-

ille, Ontário; as rodman on Michigau

, ntral Railway constriiction ; chainor

.11 a northern Ontário survey ; and on

(
local work with Owen McKay nf

I Walkerville.

['\)on graduation in 1907 he became
,-sistant lo A. G. Stacey on a dominion

I

land survey in the railway belt if

I
Britisli Columbia, and the following

\,'iiv tultilled the requirements for his

. iiiiiinission as a dominion land sin-

. vor. In 1908 he became a fellow in

1 \eying at the University of Toronto.

Duiing 1909 and 1910 he was placed

III charge of miscellaneous sub-

iu iMoa parties under the Surveyor Gen-
i ial, and in 1911 was respousible for a

ii;irly running the twenty-.second base

me in lhe Peace Ri ver block. The fol-

iwing season he ran nearly 400 miles of

Uase line north of the province of

Munitoba.
Mr. Rollson served with lhe Canadian

I Apeditionary Forces with the rank oí

ifUienant from 1916 until the close of

\\Drld \^'ar I, and afterwards returned
I his private practice as civil engineer

liul land surveyor in Windsor.
He joined the Engineering Institute

IH a Student in 1907, transferring to

A^sociate Member in 1912 and to Mem-
íh r in 1940. Mr. Rolfson attained Life

Mrmbership in the In.stitute in 1951.

(iharles Joseph Harrison Townsend,
vi.Ej.c, former vice-president of the

Russell Construction Company Limite i

of Toronto, passed away on September
1954.

.VIr. Townsend was born in London,
< luiario, on April 19, 1885. He grad-

uated from the School of Practical

, .Science (University of Toronto) in 1904,

and received his B.A.Sc, degree from th<;

1 university in 1905. In 1917 the univer-
-iiy granted him the degree of Civil

Kngineer.

In 190.') Mr. Townsend joined the
I anada Foundiy Company in Daven-
iirt. Ontário, as draughtsman, and two
'ars later became checker and designer

vviih the McMyler Manufacturing Com-
pany in Cleveland, Ohio. Diiring 1908
:ind 1909 he was assistant to the

iiiechanical engineer of The Arnold
("oinpany, engineers and constructors i:i

Chicago, and the two following years
uu.^í employed on design, construction
iiid insiallation of machinery with the

Kfderal Brass Works and the LiquM
(

':;rhonic Company, both of Chicago.

Dunng 1912 to 1914 he was a
luomber of the firm Wilson, Townsend
ind -Saunders in Moose Jaw. Saskatche-

.111, which was engaged in the construc-
loii of reinforced concrete structurcs,

oiindalion.s and buildings. The follow-
ing two years he was engaged in con-
iract work under his own name, durin^;

which time he was responsible for tha
punipiug station in Toronto, the sewagf
disposal :ind watorworks in Leaside, ani]

iwo Canadian Pacific and Grand TrunK
Railway bridges in Toronto.
Mr. Townsend was appointed chiei

i ngineer of the Dominion Shipbuilding
Company in Toronto in 1918 and wa.s

responsible for the erection of buildings,

installation of equipment, purchase.i
(ontracts and operation.

The following year he became a mem-
ber of the firm Russell-Townsend Com-
pany of Toronto, which was subsequent-
ly changed to the name Russell Con-
struction Company Limited. He was for

many years vice-president of the firm.

Mr. Townsend joined the Engineering
Institute as an Associate Member in

1912, tran.sferring to Member in 1922.

Thomas Stanley Mills, m.e.i.c, forraer-

ly chief engineer of the engineering and
construction service in the Department
of Mines and Resource.?, died on Decem-
ber 3, 1954.

Mr. Mills was born in Kingston, On-
tário, on Jajnuary 26, 1889. He received
his B.A. degree in 1910 and his B.Sc
degree with honours in civil engineering
in 1911 from Queen's University. In
1915 he was commissioned as a dominion
land surveyor.

Mr. Mills began his engineering career
as re.sident engineer on the construo^
tion of the Niagara River boulevard in

1910 and the following year served in

the same capaeity on water supply con-
struction at St. Thomas, Ontário. In
1913 he was appointed assistant oity

engineer in Prince Albert, Saskatche-
wan. The year following he was prin-

cipal assistant on various land surveys
in British Columbia, Alberta and Sas-
katchewan.
He entered the parks branch of the

Department of the Interior in Ottawa
in 1915 as assistant engineer and by 1920
had been promoted successively to the
|)Ositions of acting head office engineer,

acting chief highway engineer and
assistant chief engineer. He was ap-
pointed to the post of chief engineer in

the engineering and construction brancli

of the Department of Mines and Re-
sources in 1936 and was responsible for

the organization, administration and
supervision of ali major engineering and
architectural works for the national

liarks of Canada and historie sight.s,

Indian reserves, the Northwest Terri-

tories and the Yukon. Hei also adminis-
trated the federal contribution to tha

provinees for approach roads and tour-

ist highways, portions of which becam<=

basic parts of the Trans-Canada High-
way. Mr. Mills retired in 1949 after 37

years in the public service.

He was a member of the Association

ol Professional Engineers of Ontário,

the Professional Institute of the Civil

Ser\ ice of Canada, and was formerly a

member of the Association of Asphalt
Pa\ing Technologisbs, the American
Concrete Association and the Canadian
Good Roads Association.

Mr. Mills joined the Engineering In-

>titute of Canada as an Associate Mem-
ber in 1919 and transferred to Member
in 1926. He would have attained Life

Membership in the Institute on January
1, 1955.

Arthur E. West, m.e.i.c, raanager of

operations with Canadian Bridge Com-
pany Limited in Walkerville, Ontário,

dieci on December 23, 1954.

Mr. West was born in Ridgetown.
Kent County, Ontário, on October 21,

1886. After attending the Howard
Town,ship Public School, he furthered

his education by means of high school,

correspondence and home study.

In 1908 he began his engineering

career in the blueprinting and tracing

department of Whitehead and Kales in

Detroit, and joined lhe staff of the
structural draughbing department of

(Janadian Bridge Company Limited in

1909. He served as checker of structural
details for three years and was pro-
moted to squad foreman, which position
he held for four years. In 1918 he be-

came assistant manager of construction,
and the following year was appointed
chief draughtsman. In 1923 he was
named manager of operations, the posi-
tion he held at the time of his death.

Mr. West was a member of the Asso-
ciation of Pi-ofessional Engineers of

Ontário and was very active in the
Industrial Accident Prevention Associa-
tions, being past chairman of the Essex-
Kent division and director of the Steel
Erectors Association for a number of
years.

He joined the Engineering Institute
of Canada as an Associate Member in

1922, transferring to Member in 1930.
He was active in the formation of the
Border Cities Branch, serving as chair-

man in 19.30 and as councillor in 1931-
1932.

Albert Lloyd Huber, m.e.i.c, vice-presi-

dent in charge of engineering for Link-
Belt Limited in Toronto, passed away
on December 13, 1954.

Albert Lloyd Huber, M.E.I.C.

Mr. Huber was born in Kitchener,

Ontário, on March 19, 1895. He waa
educated at the Collegiate Institute in

Ottawa, and received his mechanical
engineering education through the Inter-

national Correspondence Schools.

He began his engineering career with

Ottawa Car Works in 1913 and previous

to his enlistment in the Royai Flying

Corps in 1917, was associated with Lloyd
Blackmore and Company and with Gaa
Engine and Power Company.
Upon his return from overseas he

joined Consolidated Shipbuilding Cor-

poration as chief draugntsman, and in

1922 transferred to the General Motors
Corporation in Oshawa where he was
emiiloyed as chief draughtsman and in

the planning department until 1928.

.After two years as sales engineer with

Webster Inglis Limited, he joined Link-

Belt Limited in Montreal as chief engi-

neer of the eastern division. In 194<j

he was transferred to Toronto as vice-

president and chief engineer.

Mr. Huber joined the Engineering

Institute as an Associate Member in

1938 and ti ansferred to Member in 1940.
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Employrnent Service
ThIS SERVICE is operated for the benefit of members of The

Engineering Institute of Canada and for industrial and other

organizations employing technically trained nien—without charge

to either party. It would be appreciated if employers would make
the fuUest use of these facilities to list their requirements—existing

or estimated.

NOTICES appearing in the SITUATIONS WANTED column will

be discontinued after three insertions. They will be reinstated, on

request, after a lapse of one month.

REPLIES to advertisements should be addressed to File No. 000,

Employment Service, The Engineering Institute of Canada, 2050

Mansfield Street.

INTERVIEWS with the Institute Employment Service, 2050 Mans-

field Street, Montreal—Telephone PLateau 5078—niay be arranged

by appointment.
i

Situations Vacant
CHEMICAL

CHEMICAL ENGINEER or chemist with ex-

perience in analysis of metais. Worklng knowl-
edge of spectographic techniques and prac-
tical physical chcmistry preferred. Qualified

to set up and operate laboratory for control

of foundry analysis. File No. 5026-V.

TWO SALES ENGINEERS wanted with plant
maintenance experience to sell corrosion
resistant cements, coatings, pipes, tanks, etc.

We prefer Chemical engineers and require one
each for Quebec and Ontário. Salary and ex-

penses plus profit sharing. FUe No. 5071-V.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER or chemist, required
preferably with experience in paint, printing

inks, rubber or plastics industries. To sell

Chemicals, oils and colours in Toronto dis-

trict. Apply fuUy in writlng to file No. 5084-V.

SALES REPRESENTATIVE, required to handie
Canadian business of leading Chemical manu-
facturer, working out of New York City with
considerable travei in Canada. Age preferably
within the range of 25-40 years, university
graduate, preferably with degree in chemistry.
Chemical engineering or agriculture. Good
sales experience In agriculture and industrial

field would be desirable. Must be American
or Canadian citizen. File No. 5102-V.

crviL

THE CITY OF HAMILTON requires an assistant
engineer. Must be a Professional engineer
holding a degree of civil engineering as rec-
ognized under the Professional Engineers Act
of Ontário. Applicant should have a minimum
of ten years experience in the design, con-
struction and supervision of engineering pro-
jects particularly as related to a large muni-
cipality. Will be required to assist and to

work in close co-ordination with the city en-
gineer. This position offers an attractive
salary, future security and an opportunity for
advancement. Reply statlng age, experience.
education, and relevant Information. File No.
5009-V.

STRUCTURAL DESIGN ENGINEER, $6,420 to

$7,200, department of Public Works, Ottawa.
Details and application forms at nearest Civil

Service Commission Office. Post Office, or
National Employment Office. Quote Competi-
tion 54-1259. FUe No. 5015-V.

ESTIMATOR REQUIRED with experience in

the estimating of the fabrication and erection
of structural steel. Location Ontário. File No.
5047-V.

CHIEF DRAUGHTSMAN required. Thoroughly
experienced chief draughtsman for structural
Steel plant. Complete details of educational
and employment background and salary re-
quired. File No. 5047-V.

SALES ENGINEER for promotion and sales in

Professional field with background in struc-
tures and construction required by firm spe-
cializing in prestressed and precast concrete
throughout Canada. Position offers salary and
commission. participation in company's hos-
pitalizatlon and pension plans. Applicants
should give full details including age, educa-

tion and background, experience, marital
status, salary requirements. File No. 5049-V.

ESTIMATOR experienced in industrial build-
ings, bridges and heavy construction re-

quired by expanding firm operating through-
out Canada. Position offers salary, participa-

tion in company's hospitalization and pension
plans. Applicants should give full details, in-

cluding age, education and background, ex-

perience, marital status, salary requirements.
File No. 5049-V.

DESIGN ENGINEERS wanted by a rapidly
expanding firm specializing in prestressed
and precast concrete throughout Canada. Sev-
eral years experience in reinforced concrete is

required. Positions offer salary, participation
in company's hospitalization and pension
plans. Applicants should give full details in-

cluding age, education, experience, marital
status, salary requirements. Personal inter-

view will be arranged with selected appli-
cants. FUe No. 5049-V.

CIVIL ENGINEER required by pulp and paper
company situated in the Maritime Provinces.
He wil! be in charge of lay-out in the field

and also design and draughting in the Of-

fice. File No. 5053-V.

CIVIL ENGINEERS are required for assign-
ment in numerous fields including structural
design, hydraulics, hydrometrics, publie
health engineering, highway construction, gen-
eral engineering, surveying. Civil Service
Commission, Ottawa, File No. 5066-V.

SÉNIOR STRUCTURAL ENGINEER. Rapidly
expanding structural consulting firm offers
excellent opportunities to experienced sénior
and intermediate engineers who must have
first class qualifications, references and a
high degree of intelligence. There are respon-
sible positions offering excellent remuneration
to capable and ambitious persons. Those con-
fident of their ability should reply. File
No. 5069-V.

GRADUATE CIVIL ENGINEER required by
the City of Lethbridge, Alberta, with eight
or more years experience in structural design
work, also having some experience in sewer-
age and waterworks engineering. Applicants
in their first letter are requested to submit
full details of education; experience; age;
physical condition; height, weight; marital
status; place of birth; length of residence
in Canada; natural born or naturalized cit-

izen; references; salary expected; when avail-
able; recent photograph. Application will be
received by the City Engineer until February
28th, 1955. File No. 5107-V.

PROFESSOR CrVIL ENGINEERING, for ap-
pointment September Ist, 1955, to direct and
supervise and give undergraduate and post
graduate instruction in specifíed field in civil

engineering. Salary range $5900 to $6600 with
superannuation. hospital insurance and other
benefits. Applicant should be university
graduate, preferably with postgraduate train-
ing and should have had several years prac-
tical experience in responsible engineering
work. Location Halifax, N.S. File No. 5110-V.

CIVIL ENGINEER, recent graduate. to act as
sales engineering representative for reputable
and well recognized company In building

products and specialty field. Must have strong

ínclination toward aggressive sales. Real op-,

portunity for recognition and advancementl
to the right individual. Territory Montreal,}
Quebec and Maritimes. File No. 5113-V.

PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER. Fully exper-
ienced in municipal engineering, required byí

a firm of consulting engineers. Applicant]
must be capable of taking full charge of|

the design of sewage treatment plants, sewer-l

age Systems, water supply and distribution.

be fully competent to write specifications,;

and meet and discuss problems with munici-,

pai councils and engineers, and supervise the,

work of contractors. Work will be in Ontário^

from Toronto Office. Full details as to ex-

perience, education, and references required!

in first letter. FUe No. 5116-V.

GRADUATE ENGINEER with extensive exper-,

ience in general structural design includin>>j

heavy concrete structures to direct the workj

of design and detailing group in the Montrealj

Office of an established firm of utUity con-

sultants. Applicants must have a thorough
knowledge of Canadian building materiais and
construction practices. FUe No. 5119-V.

ELECTBICAL

GRADUATE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER to

work in electrical department of paper mlll

in the Province of Quebec as assistant tol

the electrical superintendent. Paper mill ex-

perience desirable but not prerequisite. Ap-
plicant to write giving age, education, ex-

perience and salary requirements. FUe No.

5027-V.

ELECTRICAL SALES ENGINEER required by
manufacturer of switchboards high and law
tension, panelboards, bus ways and switche9|

to cover Toronto district. Opportunity for th»

right man to become district sales manager.
File No. 5034-V.

YOUNG ELECTRICAL ENGINEER to be em-
pioyed as sales engineer in the storage battery
division of manufacturer located in Montreal.
File No. 5038-V.

TWO GRADUATE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
with at least 10 years experience, design/

operation and maintenance of distribution"

facUities desirable, required by rapidly grow
ing utility location South America. Português*
useful but not required to start. Reply statinp

age, education, experience, personal particu

lars, and minimum salary expected. FUe No
5041-V.

GRADUATE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS -
sénior—at least 10 years field experience
with operating U.S. Canadian Company.
Júnior—3 years experience. Permanent posi-i

tion long established consulting organization
New York. Some travei Latin America neces-

sary future. Knowledge of Spanish or Por-

tuguese useful, not essential. Salary com-
mensurate with experience. Reply stating age,;

education, experience, personal particular»
and minimum salary expected. File No.

5042-V.

FIVE JÚNIOR ELECTRIC ENGINEERS re-

quired by Western UtUity. Two engineers lor

hydro-generating stations, one engineer lor'

Communications and relay and plant meter-l
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WANTED
Courtauids (Canada) Limi-

fed have vacancies at Corn-
wall for graduate mechaní-
cal engíneers aged 24-28.

Duties will cover design,

constructíon and mainte-
nance of ali types of

rayon machinery. Applica-

tions should be made to the

secretary, Courtauids (Can-
ada) Limited, Cornwall,

Ontário.

ing, one engineer for sub-station and local

distribution systems, and one engineer for

system planning and design division. File No.
5044-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER required by trans-
former manufacturing company in Manltoba.
Applicants shouid have a degree in electrical

engineering preferably from a Canadian Uni-
versity, be interested in design work and
have worked for a utility or manufacturing
company for one or two years. Reply giving

I

details of experience, age, qualifications and
I proposed salary. File No. 5046-V.

ELECTRICAL DESIGN ENGÍNEERS to do
layout of aircraft electrical machines from
design data and to produce wiring diagrams
lo design AC and DC generators and motors,
regulators and protective devices. Require a
degree in electrical engineering or equivalent
plus 2 to 4 years industrial experience pre-

ferably in aircraft field, for expansion pro-
gramme of light engineering company manu-
facturing aircraft engine components. Loca-
tion Ontário. Reply with fuU particulars, stat-

ing approximate starting salary. File No.
5C51-V.

ELECTRICAL DEVELOPMENT engineers to

work on aircraft electrical systems, ignition

units, DC generators, rotary converters and
various small aircraft electrical apparatus.
Require a degree in electrical engineering or
equivalent plus two to 4 years industrial ex-
perience preferably in aircraft field for ex-
pansion programme of light engineering com-
pany manufacturing aircraft engine com-
ponents, located in Ontário. Reply giving full

particulars, stating approximate salary re-

quired. File No. 5051-V.

\N ELECTRICAL ENGINEER required to de-
sign telephone cable. Prefer an experienced
man but will be pleased to review applica-

I tions from anyone interested in learning this

field. Permanent position and salary will
I depend upon experience and qualifications.

Location Ontário. File No. 5052-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER required in Edmon-
ton, Alberta, who has graduated from a rec-
ognized Canadian University, and who has
3-10 years industrial experience in a chemical
plant or refinery. He will deal mostly in

equipment used in the manufacture of petro-
chemicals and synthetic fibres. Duties will

include design, layout and estimating. File

j

No. 5057-V.

i JÚNIOR ELECTRONIC DESIGN ENGINEER,
required by electronic tube manufacturer to

design cathode ray and receiving tube testing
and allied equipment. Location Toronto. File
No. 5063-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER preferably 25-35

years of age, with some sales experience re-
quired as sales engineer for industrial motive
powei battery line with long established reput-
able firm. Good salary and prospects for
promotion. Duties will involve some travel-
ling. AU applicants should state qualifications
and salary expected. File No. 5064-V.

EASTERN ONTÁRIO UTILITY, requires grad-
uate electrical engineer to fill the position ol

distribution engineer. Duties to include dis-

tribution planning and layout for improvement
of voltage conditions and expansion of present
system. Design and layout of substations and
assist in supervision of operating force. Ap-
plicant preferably should have one or two
years electrical distribution experience. Write
giving age, education, personal particulars
and salary desired. File No. 5065-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS are required to fill

over 50 positions, particularly in the elec-

tronics field, for work involving the design and
development of Communications equipment.
Requirements also exist for those interested
in electrical machinery, lighting and distribu-
tion systems. Civil Service Commi.ssion, Ot-
tawa. File No. 5066-V.

ELECTRICAL SALES ENGINEER for Toronto
Office, leading U.K. manufacturer electrical
plant. Must have minimum five years sales
experience. Age under 30 years. File No.
5067-V.

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS required by large
manufacturing firm with plants in Eastern
Ontário and the Montreal area. Positions
available in the development of Communica-
tions equipment or field maintenance engi-

neering. Out-of-town trips of short duration
required on some assignments. Reply in con-

fidence including age, education, experience
and salary requirements. File No. 5070-V.

SÉNIOR ENGINEER required by prominent
manufacturer for sales, liaison, and technical

administration in connection with guided mis-
siles, radar and fire control projects. This is

a responsible position for which considerable
technical experience in electronics or electri-

cal engineering as well as proven adminis-
trativo ability are necessary. Opportunity for

advancement is unequalled and depends solely

on ability. File No. 5073-V.

TWO JÚNIOR ELECTRIC ENGINEERS are re-

quired by a prominent mobile Communications
manufacturer located in Toronto. Both must
be graduates in Communications or general
electronics option and have had about one
year's experience in the electronic field pre-

ferably in the radio Communications branch.
One is required to work on production engi-

neering in a technical liaison capacity. The
other opening is for an application engineer
in the systems development group. Reply giv-

ing full personal resume, experience, educa-
tion and salary desired to File No. 5075-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER required by repair

shop in Quebec City. Repairs on electric

motors, constructíon work, selling motors and
controls, bali bearings, drives, belts, indus-

trial hoses and electrical tools. Position offers,

after some experience, management of whole
firm. Must be bilingual. File No. 5077-V.

TWO ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS required in

Toronto. Applicants should be graduate elec-

trical engineers or physicists, with two or

three years experience in design of electronic

circuits. File No. 5085-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER with 2 to 3 years
experience, required for sales department of

Toronto switchgear specialist. Knowledge of

switchgear application desirable. File No.
5088-V.

GENERAL MANAGER required for the Sas-

katchewan Power Corporation operating a
rapidly expanding province-wide electrical

utility and an extensive gas utility. Head-
quarters Regina. Kindly state fuUy back-

ground and experience including previous

training in and knowledge of electrical and
gas Utilities and industrial and public rela-

tions. State also salary expected and date

available. File No. 5093-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, with four years

general experience in substations and indus-

trial layout of large motors, mining exper-

ience preferred. Write stating experience and
qualifications to File No. 5095-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DRAUGHTS-
MAN or electrical engineer, required for

Consulting engineer's office. Experience re-

quired in commercial and residential design,

layout, etc. Permanent position. Please write

advising experience to File No. 5096-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, graduate with at

least 5 years experience protective relay

work with electric operating utility company.
Relay studies, system development studies

and general technical electrical operating and
design work. Permanent position long estab-

lished Consulting organization. Headquarters
New York. Some travei Latin America.

Knowledge of Spanish or Portuguese desir-

able, not essential. Salary commensurate
with experience. Reply stating age, educa-

tion, experience, personal particulars and
minimum salary expected. File No. 510B-V.

ELECTRICAL DRAUGHTSMAN, required in

Montreal by naval architects office. Age 25

to 35 with technical and ali around exper-

ience. Applicant would have to be of good

personality and reasonable executivo ability

to work in as assistant electrical engineei

and eventually chief electrical engineer. File

No. 51H-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, graduate with at

least 5 years experience protective relay work
with electric operating utility company. Relay

studies, system development studies and gen-

eral technical electrical operating and design

work. Permanent position long established

Consulting organization. Headquarters New
York. Some travei Latin America. Knowledge
of Spanish or Portuguese desirable, not essen-

tial. Salary commensurate with experience.
Reply stating age, education, experience, per-
sonal particulars and minimum salary ex-
pected. FUe No. 5117-V.

GRADUATE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS — one
sénior — two juniors — Sénior at least 10
years experience — Júnior 3 to 5 years ex-
perience in electrical design, operation and
constructíon of steam, hydro plants and sub-
stations. Permanent position with long estab-
lished Consulting organization for public utility
operating companies located Latin America.
Headquarters New York. Some travei neces-
sary in future. Knowledge of Spanish or Por-
tuguese useful not essential. Salary commen-
surate with qualifications. Good opportunity.
Reply stating age, education, experience and
personal particulars. File No. 5118-V.

MECHANICAL
GRADUATE MECHANICAL ENGINEER re-

quired to work on steam power plant de-
sign. Applicant must have at least five years
experience on the design and layout of mod-
em high pressure, high temperature control
stations. The company is now actively en-
gaged in extensive plant extensions of 25
and 45MW size, the latter 900 Ibs. on a
long term basis, opportunity is offered for
advancement in both technical and executive
lines of public utility work. Salary paid will
be according to ability, academic qualifica-
tions and experience. Apply giving age, train-
ing experience and approximate salary re-
quired. Location Maritime Provinces. File
No. 5037-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER required by long
established Montreal manufacturing firm to
take over duties of plant engineer. Duties
involve usual plant maintenance, machine
shop, etc, also product development and
tool design. Applicant must be English
speaking and preferably between the ages
of 25-35. Position offers good future and
carries usual benefits including pension plan.
Please reply in detail stating experience,
education, etc. AU replies received will be
kept in confidence. File No. 5036-V.

MECHANICAL PLANT ENGINEER required
by operating division of service organization.
University graduate preferred having 5 to 10
years experience in operation and betterment
of steam plants operated by U.S. or Cana-
dian public Utilities. Location New York,
some travei. Spanish desirable but not essen-
tial. Reply by letter giving age, education,
experience, personal data and minimum
salary acceptable. File No. 5043-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER required by manu-
facturer of wire and cables located in On-
tário, for plant engineering department. Pre-
ferably one who can do machine design work.
Permanent position and salary will depend
upon experience and qualifications. File No.
5052-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER required in Ed-
monton, Alberta, who has graduated from a

Sénior Geologíst
Required By

Sask. Dept. Mineral

Resources

A sénior geologist (Precam-
brian). Salary range: $397-$481
per month.

Applicants require university

groduation in geology or petrol-

ogy as well as several years
Professional geological experience
and membership in C.I.M.M. and
Associotion of Professional Engi-

neers: To take charge of geologi-

cal survey parties for approxi-

mately six months each year and
to prepare reports and other

duties the remaining six months.
Information and application

forms can be obtained from

Public Service Commission,

Room 328,
Legislative Building,

Regina, Saskatchewan.
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recognized Canadian University, and who has

about 3-5 years experience in a Chemical

planl or refinery. He wUl deal mostly in

equipment used in the manufacture of petro-

ihemicals and synthetic fibres. Duties will

consist ot general engineering, which will

include design, layout and estimating. File

No. 5055-V.

A MECHANICAL ENGINEER is required as

maintenance superintendent at a 2,000 bed

mental hospital in Weyburn, Sask., operated

by the Saskatchewan Department of Public

Health. The duties include planning and
supervising the maintenance, repair and con-

.struction of buildings, grounds, roads, equip-

ment and Utilities. The employee would be

responsible for the generation ot electricity

and supply of steam, and the operation of

water and sewage systems. Considerable ex-

perience in buildings, maintenance and con-

struction desirable. Qualifications should per-

mit registration as a Professional engineer.

Starting salary $397.00 per month with auto-

matic annual increases to $481.00 per month.
Benefits—3 weeks annual sick leave. 3 weeks
holiday with pay, excellent superannuation
scheme. FUe No. 5060-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER to be services engi-

neer for large manufacturing plant in East-

ern Ontário. Work will involve supply, dis-

tribution and use of plant services including

steam, water refrigeration, compressed air,

vacuum, ventUation and air conditioning

Duties will include control of ali services

departments and distribution systems, super-

Vision of maintenance of services equipment,
and studies, estimates, and reports on ser-

vices distribution and consumptions. Must
be graduate engineer, age 28 to 35, with

.several years of practical experience with

supply of plant services. Must have the

ability to take over leadership of a group
and be prepared to make his own decisions

and be responsible for them. Preferably
should also have first class stationary engi-

neer's certificate. Position will be perman-
ent and offers excellent opportunity for ad-

vancement to the right man. Applications
should contain ali necessary personal data,

and fuU Information about previous engineer-
ing experience. Reply stating experience and
other relevant Information to File No. 5062-V

OPPORTUNITIES ARE AVAXLABLE to

mechanical engineers at Ottawa and other

centres across Canada, on assignments in-

volving the design and installation of heat-

ing, ventUating and refrigeration equipment;
the design and construction ot power house
equipment, dry-docks, lift and swing bridges;
research on stress analysis and fatigue pro-

pertles ot metais as well as on thermodyna-
mies and gas dynamics. Civil Service Com-
mission, Ottawa. File No. 5066-V.

TWO MECHANICAL ENGINEERS to work in

mechanical goods sales division. The men
we are looking for should be recent grad-

uates who have an interest in sales work.
Will receive training to become familiar with

products and then move to technical sales.

They wiil deal with problems related to pro-

ducts in most of the larger well known in-

dustries. Being a large well known firm, we
can offer a good future with better-than-

average employee benefits. File No. 5068-V.

GRADUATE MECHANICAL ENGINEER, with
3-5 years experience to work as project engi-

neer. Located in Head Office in Montreal,
but may be called upon to travei to plants

in Eastern Canada. He will be responsible
for design and installation of a wide variety

ot industrial equipment and processes and
for new plants or additions to existing plants

as they expand. Training will be provided,
so actual experience in this field is an asset

but not essential. File No. 5068-V.

PLANT MAINTENANCE ENGINEER required
by large manufacturing firm in Montreal for

mechanical-electrical project design, construc-
tion and maintenance operations relating to

buildings and building equipment. University
graduates with some previous experience in

plant engineering work preferred. In your
reply. please include particulars as to educa-
tion, age and approximate salary required.

File No. 5070-V.

VACANCIES CREATED by new developments
offer interesting positions for mechanical engi-

neers on Canada's leading design team. Ap-
plications from qualified persons are being
considered for analytical and applied design
work on fuU systems and flying control
systems, including electro-hydraulic servo
mechanisms, aircraft experience desirable but

not essential. Salary commensurate with ex-

perience and ability. Replies held in conti-

dence. Reply by letter in first instance giv-

ing resume of education and experience, with
salary expected. Location Ontário. File No.
5076-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER with tive or more
years experience in industry, preferably pulp
and paper, for duties involving organization
of improvements. job schedules, machinery

maintenance and some mechanical draught-

ing. File No. 5G81-V.

A LARGE MANUFACTURER in The Eastern

Townships requires an engineer with main-

tenance background interested in industrial

engineering, or vice versa. This is a nev/ly

created position to review and expand main-

tenance control procedures for a diversified

maintenance work force—an expanding field

with tremendous scope. Initiative and ability

to present ideas effectively are essential

qualifications. File No. 5094-V.

ENGINEER REQUIRED with at least ten years

experience in the diesel engine field prefer-

ably in application engineering. Age between
35 and 45 years. Must be Canadian graduate.

The salary will be above the average for

positions of this type and the developraent

prospects are good. Location Montreal. File

No. 5100-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER required for devei-

opment and product design of optical equip-

ment. Applicant should be not less than 30

years old, with at least 5 years experience

in the optical field. Plant location Eastern
Townships. Salary commensurate with ex-

perience and qualifications. File No. 5103-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER required for devei-

opment and design of precision mechanisms
ot control equipment. Must be graduate en-

gineer, above 30 years of age and consider-

able experience. Must have the ability to

take over leadership of an experimental
group and be prepared to make decisions.

Salary commensurate with experience and
qualifications. File No. 5103-V.

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MECHANICAL EN-
GINEERING for appointment September 1.

1955, to give undergraduate instruction in

the thermal power and allied subjects. Salary
range $4100 to $5000 with superannuation,
hospital insurance and other benefits. Appli-
cant should be university graduate with
some years practical experience in steam
power work. Location Halifax, N.S. File No.
5110-V.

MISCELLANEOUS
RESEARCH CHEMICAL OR MECHANICAL
ENGINEER required by pulp and paper
research institute ot Canada for research in

unit operation and chemical reactions In-

volved in new processes for pulp and paper
manufacture. Necessary qualifications include
a Bachelor's (or higher) degree in chemical
or mechanical engineering and 1-5 years ot

pertinent experience. This offers an oppor-
tunity to gain experience in the planning,
executing and reporting of engineering re-

search projects. Salary will be commensurate
with previous training and experience. Ap-
plicants should address a comprehensive re-

sume ot qualifications and career. File No.
5007-V.

THE DEFENCE RESEARCH BOARD requires
electronics engineers and physicists for em-
ployment in Ottawa, Ontário. Duties: for the
electronics engineers the work will be in con-
nection with the technical administration of

a development programme. The duties will in-

clude secretarial committee work contractual
negotiations, liaison work, etc. There are
vacancies for physicists interested in research
and development on the more fundamental
aspects of electionic components, e.g., dielec-

trics and magnetic materiais. Qualifications:
electronics engineers should have technical
experience in the field of electronic com-
ponents. Salary: starting salaries will be in

the range of $3,600-$5,750, depending upon
qualifications and experience. Employee
benefits: there is generous provision for

vacation and sick leave, superannuation and
group hospital medicai insurance plans, and
a tive day week. How to apply: application
forms will be sent to qualified applicants on
receipt ot letters outlining qualifications and
experience. Please write mentioning 54-DRP-4
to File No. 5008-V.

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ot draughting. Royai
Military CoUege of Canada, Kingston, Ontário.
Salary up to $5,400 per annum. Civil or
mechanical engineer preferred. Further In-

formation may be obtained by writing the
Civil Service Commission, Ottawa. Quote
Competition 54-2008. File No. 5014-V.

CHEMICAL OR METALLURGICAL ENGINEER,
class '48-'52, sales experience preferred for
technical sales with growing industrial division
ot world-wide organization manufacturing
centrifuges, heat exchangers, pumps, vibrat-

ing screens for use throughout industry.
Location Ontário or Quebec. File No. 5029-V.

DETAIL AND ASSEMBLY tool designers re-

quired for extensive aircraft program. Ex-
perience desired: 10 years experience in sheet
metal fabrication industry with tive years
on aircraft tool design. Location Ontário. File

No. 5031-V.

CIVIL OR ELECTRICAL ENGINEER. Univer-
sity graduate ot two or three years' exper-
ience in civil or electrical fields and above
average literary ability. Permanent employ-

ment in Ottawa with well known industrial

association. Pension plan. File No. 5039-V.

SOIL MECHANICS ENGINEER required by
Vancouver engineering firm. Post graduate i

training essential. Two to four years practi-
!

cal experience preferred but not absolutely •

necessary. Excellent opportunity leading to
|

responsible position for engineer with initia-

tive and personality. Reply stating age, edu-

cation and experience. File No. 5045-V.

TWO MECHANICAL OR ELECTRICAL ENGI-
NEERS required by elevator manufacturer
located in Montreal to act as sales and or

service engineer. Applicants should be recent
graduates, no previous experience necessary.
Must be bilingual. Age 30 years or under.

File No. 5050-V.

YOUNG ENGINEER or metallurgist with ex-
j

perience in the light metais field, either in i

a light metais development laboratory or as
a technical service representative for a base
producer ot light metais. Required by large
Canadian organization establishing a market
for magnesium in Canada to work out of

Toronto. After suitable training with parent
company he will be given fuU responsibility

and authority to increase the market. Top
salary open. File No. 5056-V.

METALLURGICAL ENGINEER for shift pro-

duction work in non-ferrous smelter. Excellent
opportunity for recent metallurgical graduate.
Supply tull particulars regarding qualifica-

tions and salary expected to File No. 5059-V.

SALES ENGINEERS graduates in chemical,
electrical, mechanical, mining or metallurgi-
cal engineering—between the ages of 25 and
35, with at least 3 years industrial selling

experience—required by well-known Montreal
manufacturing firm with branches from
coast-to-coast selling a wide range ot mech-
anical equipment to the chemical, oil and
gas, mining. marine, power, pulp and paper,
metal and other industries in Canada. Reply
in confidence giving a complete resume ot

your qualifications and experience. AU replies

will be acknowledged. File No. 5061-V.

RESEARCH OFFICERS, graduates in chemi-
cal, metallurgical and mining engineering
and in engineering physics are needed for

both fundamental and applied research at

Ottawa and Chalk River, Ontário. Ample
opportunity is provided in these posts to

present and publish papers and to take part
in technical conferences and forums both
national and International. File No. 5066-V.

MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL AND CHEMICAL
ENGINEERS are required for 35 positions at

Ottawa to undergo training in patent law
and regulations and then to assume the re-

sponsibility for the examination of applica-
tions for patents in the field of engineering
and for making recommendations for the
award or denial of patents. Civil Service i

Commission, Ottawa. File No. 5066-V.

ENGINEERS REQUIRED FOR DEVELOP-
MENT and product design of microwave test

equipment, magnetic amplifiers, transistor
circuits, tire control systems and other servo
operated Instruments for both military and
commercial application. The continuing ex-

pansion of work in our engineering depart-
ment offers opportunities for both júnior and
intermediate engineers. Previous experience
in manufacturing operations is desirable, and
supervisory ability would be an asset. File
No. 5072-V.

YOUNG CIVIL OR MECHANICAL ENGINEER I

required by a pulp and paper company in

Quebec. Applicant should have a minimum ot

three years experience in engineering and
maintenance preferably in the pulp and paper
industry. Applicant should be fluent in either

Fiench or English and should be able to gel

along in both. Replies should outline qualifica-

tions, experience, age and salary expected.
File No. 5078-V.

THE NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL, Ot-

tawa, requires graduates in engineering phy-
sics, mechanical or electrical engineering to

work on the design and development ot

special instrumentation equipment and data
Processing systems. Three positions are open
in the flight research section and one in the

high speed aerodynamics lab. This work calls

for an imagination and original approach to

a large variety of advanced instrumentation
and electro mechanical design problems.
Initial salary in the range of $3,750-$5,750 per

annum depending on qualifications. Apply by

letter to the employment officer Sussex Street,

Ottawa, Ontário, quoting file ME 361 and
listing complete details on education and ex-

perience. File No. 5080-V.

SASKATCHEWAN DEPARTMENT ot mineral
resources require petroleum geologists and
petroleum development officers. Salary ranges
$339-$413 and $326-$397 respectively. Both

groups will perform duties in the conserva-
tion of oil and gas resources. The geologists'

duties will be Professional levei in field and
Office, the petroleum development officers'

will be largely field duties in connection with
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drilling operations. UnJversity graduation re-

quired. File No. 5082-V.

AN INTERESTING POSITION is open in our
new Research Department. We require a
graduate engineer from a recognized univer-

I

sity with experience in adhesives, coatings,

rubber plastics or related fields. Remunera-
lion will be negotiated. Replies will be given

ali applicants who send a complete resume

I

of their educational background, work ability.

personal data and references, and a recent

Picture. File No. 5083-V.

INTERNATIONAL MANUFACTURER expand-

i|

ing its research facilities in Canada requires

a competent paper engineer for research and
development work on pulp, fine papers, paper
specialties and shipping containers. This posi-

(ion with a future is open only to graduate
Chemical engineers from a recognized univer-

sity who have at least three years industrial

experience in pulp and paper. Remuneration
will be negotiated. Repliea will be given ali

applicants who send a complete resume of

their educational background, work ability,

personal data and references and a recent
pholograph. File No. 5083-V.

THE NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL, Ot-

lawa, Canada, requires a university graduate
lo investigate problems in aircraft icing.

Duties will include tests in flight as well as
in icing tunnels and development work in co-

operation with commercial aircraft firms. Ex-
perience in aeronautical engineering problems
and aircraft performance is desirable. Initial

salary in the range of $3750 to $5750 per an-

num depending on qualifications. File No.
.iose-v.

CHIEF ENGINEER required by progressive
manufacturer supplying equipment to Utilities

and large industriais. Must have experience
and maturity to counsel staff and administer
department. Technical background in design

; and development of electrical filter circuits
together with mechanical design experience
in manufacturing industry is most desirable.
Remuneration commensurate with qualifica-
tions. File No. 5089-V.

SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS with The De-
fence Research Board for challenging posi-
tions, with ample opportunity for advancement
are available at several locations in Canada
Physicists, engineering physicists, electrical
engineers, mechanical engineers, mathema-
ticians, statisticians, chemists, biological and
social scientists. There is also a requirement
for trained scientists for work in operational
research and scientific Information. Qualifi-
cations: applications are invited from Cana-
dian citizens or British subjects, graduates
with a good academic record in science or
engineering from a recognized university, pre-
ferably with post-graduate training. Proven
scientific ability experience desirable. Salaries
will be commensurate with qualifications and
experience. Write outlining your qualifica-

:
tions to File No. 5092-V.

AIRCRAFT SALES MANAGER REQUIRED.
Applicants must have a good aviation back-
ground and should not be more than 40 years
of age. Preference will be given to those hav-
ing an aeronautical engineering qualification.
The position is a permanent one and avail-
able immediately. The successfui candidate
will be required to travei extensively in Can-
ada, U.S.A. and the U.K. and will be resi-
dent in Montreal. Initial salary will depend

I

on qualifications and experience, in addition,
I

lhe company provides group pension and In-
surance plans and other benefits. Applications
(six copies) giving full details of training,
qualifications and experience and the names

STUDENT

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Companies desiring the services of en-

gineering studenis and students requir-

Ing engineering employment during the

summer monihs are invited to make their

requirements known NOW.

EMPLOYERS:

Send particulars of vacancles, locations,

salaries and nome of company official

lo be contacted.

STUDENTS:

Send details of former experience, type

of work and íocalion desired. State

dates of availability.

Address ali correspondence to:

Employment Service,

The Engineering Institute of Canada,

2050 Mansfield Street, Montreal 2, Que.

of three persons to whom reference may be
made should be sent to File No. 5097-V.

SALES ENGINEER, experienced in concrete
work. Territory province of Quebec. Bilingual
preferred but not essential. Permanent posi-

tion if satistactory. Please reply giving de-
tails of experience, salary required, etc. Ap-
ply to File No. 5098-V.

HYDRAULIC TURBINE SALES ENGINEER
wanted. Must be thoroughly familiar with ali

phases of turbine design and application
problems. Proven record of good administra-
tive and sales ability essential. Selected appli-

cant to open office and represent in Canada
one of the world's foremost water turbine
manulacturers. Total turbine horsepower
manufactured to date by this firm exceeds
10 million horsepower. This firm has not
heretofore been directly represented in Can-
ada but present long-range plans are pre-

dicted on obtaining right man who can secure
reasonable share of Canadian market. Five
figure starting salary will be commensurate
with experience and proven ability. Give fuU
details with first letter which will be con-
sidered strictly confidential and no investiga-
tion made thereof without prior consent of

applicant. File No. 5101-V.

THREE RECENT GRADUATE engineers re-

quired at our plant in Ontário, with exper-
ience as foUows: some experience in design
of machinery and equipment; some electri-

cal experience. or electrical engineer with
mechanical experience; experienced in

machiner.v and equipment design—new and
maintenance—in charge of draughting room.
File No. 5104-V.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR SÉNIOR ENGINEERS
and technicians for permanent positions in

r a p i d 1 y expanding research organization
located in Toronto. Sénior engineers should
be experienced in electro-mechanical, elec-

tronic. servo-controlled and computing instru-

mentation. Salaries open. Write detailing edu-
cation. qualifications and experience. AIl in-

quiries will be treated in strictest confidence.
File No. 5105-V.

MECHANICAL OR ELECTRICAL ENGINEER.
age 2.5-35, required by large organization in

Montreal for planning, maintenance and ad-
ministrative duties connected with properties
occupied by company in particular very large
head office building. Opportunities for promo-
tion and enlargement in scope of duties with-

in same and related fields. Staff benefits
generous and comprehensive. Reply giving de-
tails, education, experience and personal
data. File No. 5106-V.

APPLICATIONS INVITED WITH university
graduation in Engineering and several years
experience in field and office pctroleum engi-
neering work; to perform supervisory and
Professional duties related to draughting of

sound conservation practices regulations;
estimation of reserves; and general reservoir

management. Location Western Canada. File
No. 5109-V.

ELECTRICAL OR MECHANICAL ENGINEER,
recent graduate required to act as sales engi-
neer for manufacturer of electrical motors.
industrial pumps, hoists and ventilating equip-
ment. located in Montreal. Bilingual pre-
ferred. Salary plus commi.ssion. File No.
5114-V.

PROFESSOR AND HEAD OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF POWER ENGINEERING. required
by The Instituto of Science, Bangalore. This
is one of the foremost institutions of índia.
As head of the department. to administer
the power engineering department and co-
ordinate the activities of the four sections
of electrical engineering, mechanical engi-
neering, civil and hydraulic engineering, and
high voltage engineering. Qualifications: a
degree in electrical engineering of a recog-
nized University, practical training in well-
known electrical manufacturing concerns or
large power projects and or power supply
organizations. Duration of appointment, one
year renewable. Salary between the equival-
ent of $8750 and $9500 per annum (national
income tax reimbursed if levied), depending
on qualifications and experience, plus family
allowances. File No. 5115-V.

WANTED AT ONCE SALESMAN with experi-
ence in pipes for use in waterworks or
sewerage systems. Experience in the instal-
lation of these pipes desirable but not essen-
tial. Please reply stating age, experience,
educational qualifications and salary expect-
ed. Our employees are informed of this
advertisement. File No. 5126-V.

Situations Wanted
GRADUATE ENGINEER with six years varied
experience in the pulp and paper industry
available for position as assistant superinten-
dent in sulphate pulp mill or paper mill.
Married, 29 years of age, will locate in

United States or Canada. File No. 163-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER P.Eng., Ont.
Jr.E.I.C, with post graduate business admin-
istration training. 7 years sales and manu-
facturing experience at responsible levei.
Presently in sales administration, functions
including formulation of sales policies, super-
vision of sales, sales promotion. sales fore-
casting, etc. Seeks responsible position in
sales administration (industrial Market). File
No. 2975-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, B.Sc, Queens,
P.Eng., Ontário, married, 2 children, with 9
years experience; two years design and main-
tenance in modern newsprint mill, five years
design of steam power generating plants with
large consulting company, two years and
currently Utilities engineer with design engi-
neering and construction company. Familiar
with equipment and operation of 900 Ib. 750F
power plants; stoker, pulverized fuel and gas
firing, coal and ash handling. water pumping
and treatment for steam and process use.
large air compressors, instrumentation and
control. code piping. chemical plant services,
heating and ventilating. Recently completed
start-up of 41'.! million dollar project in

Western Canada. Seeking responsible position
with industry. government agency, or consult-
ing group. File No. 2990-W.

GRADUATE ENGINEER, S.E.I.C., B.Sc, Al-
berta 1949, age 28, married veteran. mine
surveyor (Alberta). Experienced in under.
ground and surface surveying. underground
and open pit mining, road construction and
maintenance. Desires position with responsi-
bility. preferably in city. File No. 3275-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, U. of S.

1950, age 27, single. Four years experience
in design and layout of steam boiler plants.
Have also acted as residential engineer on
some installations. Seeking interesting posi-

tion with possibilities in mechanical or power
field. File No. 3495-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, 1950
graduate University of Saskatchewan. Excel-
lent practical background combined with sales
and administrativo ability. Thoroughly famil-
iar with the pulp and paper. automotivo and
farm implement industries. .Able to work
well with others. No objection to travei and
will accept a position anywhere in Canada
or U.S.A. Please reply to File No. 3536-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER (M.E.I.C), age 36,

married. Experience: 2 years designer drafls-
man. 3 years industrial engineering, methods
and production control. Trained in time and
motion study and certificate as MTM practi-
tioner. Desires responsible position in Indus-
trial engineering methods or plant manage-
ment. File No. 3900-W.

STKUCTURAL ENGINEER, 36, married.
M.E.I.C, P.Eng., B.Sc. Eng.. A.M.I.C.S..
A.M.I. Struct. E. with extensive experience
in design of reinforced concrete, structural

NOTICE
The City of Prince Albert <pop.
19,000) requires an assistant
engineer. Must hold an engineer-
ing degree, preferably civil, from
o recognized university. Position
offers varied experience, future
security, and an opportunity for
advancement. Salary $325 to
$375 per month, depending on
qualifications.

Reply stating age, experience,
education and relevant informa-
tion, to

J. W. Oliver,

City Commíssioner,
Prince Albert. Sask.
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Steel, and wood structures (schools, fac-

tories, hospitais, industrial containers, foíih-

dations, office buildings, etc) seeks respon-
sible position in Toronto area. Preferably
júnior partnership or associateship. File No.
4041-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, P.Eng., M.E.I.C., desires Mi

day employment in Toronto. 19 years experi-

ence in architeclural, structural and town
planning designs. File No. 4182-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, age 29, with 3

years experience in heavy industry, 2 years
in Communications, test course graduate,
desires responsible work in West, preferably
Edmonton area. File No. 4349-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, B.Eng. (Hons.)
M.A.Sc., M.E.I.C., P.Eng., age 36, married
and presently completing ninth year as a
professor of electrical engineering. Has
taught many different courses on sénior and
graduate leveis with emphasis on power.
Broad general experience in construction,

public utility engineering and as a naval
officer. Has done considerable consulting

work of a general nature. Seeksi appointment
which should offer a broad challenge, be
conducive to personal growth and in keeping
with background proffered. File No. 4402-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, M.Sc. 1931, Technical Unl-
versity of Warsaw, A.M.I. San.E., M.E.I.C.,
P.Eng. (Man. & Sask.), war veteran, age
49, over 15 years experience in hydraulic
works, water supply and sewerage, formerly
residing in Great Britain and one and one
half years in Canada. At present employed
as City assistant engineer. Seeks position with
a municipality or firm which offers a good
opportunity for advancement. Location secon-
dary, available in one month notice. File

No. 4443-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, P.Eng.
(Ont.) B.Eng. 1952, age 30„ married, with
two years of experience on plant maintenance
in a Chemical plant, also one year experi-

ence in industrial engineering, 3 summers
general workshop practice including overhaul
of diesel engines. Desires work on plant
maintenance or production. File No. 4453-W.

YOUNG ELECTRICAL ENGINEER interested
in learning the generation and distribution
field with a consulting engineer, contractor
or utility. Presently working in a large petro-
chemical plant on ali phases of the electrical
System. Will send resume on request. File
No. 4510-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, P.Eng,
1951 graduate, N.S.T.C. Experience in plant
engineering (one year) and design (three
years). Desires position with increased respon-
sibility. FUe No. 4559-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, M.E.I.C., P.Eng.,
ten years experience of mechanical and Chem-
ical plant design, installation and mainte-
nance. Presently holding managenient position
heading design team on specialized machinery
and equipment. Seeks position where initia-

tive, responsibility and organizin^ abilit.y are
used to the fuUest, Would consider the com-
mercial aspect of en"ineering. File No.
4568-W.

MECHANICAL AND INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER,
Jr.E.I.C, P.Eng. (Ont.), 5 years experience
in paper mill plant engineering and layout,
structural steel design, foundations, buildings,
heavy machinery installation, piping and pro-
cess investigations. Above includes drafting,
detailing, cost estimations, and construction
supervision. Have also liad 2 years experience
in town.site engineering and development, lot
surveys and related work. Available for engi-
neering appointment immediately. File No.
4614-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, P.Eng., Jr.E.I.C, 1951
graduate. Seeks part time employment in
Montreal. Experience in design of R.C. struc-
tures, field work in construction and general
maintenance in chemical processing industry.
Some drafting. File No. 4627-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, M.E.I.C, McGill
1943, married. Experience in electronic com-
munication and power principally in sub-sta-
tion design. Desires position with responsi-
bility. Speaks French and English fluently.
File No. 4628-VV.

GRADUATE ENGINEER, 1941 Civil M.E.I.C,
age 25, married with family. Considerable ex-
perience as job engineer and .superintendent.
Have a responsible position in a growing
construction firm, seeking similar position pre-
ferably in Ontário. Particulars willingly sup-
plied. File No. 4629-W.

MECHANICAL AND METALLURGICAL ENGI-
NEER, Jr.E.I.C, P.Eng. Dipl. Ing.. age 39,
married, no children. 10 years experience in
various phases of metal fabricating pro-
cesses: machining, stamping, deep drawing,
forging, casting, heat treating, etc. Desires
position with a progressive company to take
care of ali technical problems combined with
supervision, cost reduction program, methods

improvement and general development of

plant facilities. File No. 4632-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, S.E.I.C, B.Engi-
neer with honours McGill 1953. Presently
located in Montreal. Thorough background of

maehine shop experience, production planning
and allied engineering office problems. Some
experience also in surveying field work. De-
sires part time employment evenings and
Saturdays in draughting, calculating, survey-
ing, tutoring mathematics and sciences or as
consultant in production planning and control
problems. File No. 4634-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, M.E.I.C, age 34,

married. 10 years experience in drafting,
piping layouts, estimating, inspection and
plant maintenance in petroleum refinery. De-
sires position in industrial plant or refinery.
Location Alberta or British Columbia interior.

Available on one months notice. File No.
4637-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, P.E., M.E.I.C Thirty
years experience includes natural gas devel-
opment, gas transmission, distribution design
Service on customers premises, rehydfation,
oil fogging, reconditioning. Desires position
in industry or consultant. File No. 4638-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, B.E. Saskatchewan
1953-V, P.Eng. (Ont.), S.E.I.C, Member
S.A.E., age 23, married. IV2 years experience in

automotive industry including one year train-
ing plan, purchasing and material handling.
Present duties consist of liaison between
management and engineering design sections,
planning of new parts depots, floor layouts,
equipment purchases and coordination of new
construction projects giving considerable ad-
ministrative experience. Desires position In
Western Canada with opportunity for advance-
ment. File No. 4639-W.

CONSTRUCTION EXECUTIVE available early
Spring. Presently in sénior management capa-
city. Proven record of high protits; able to
initiate, organize and administer large volume
of business. Mature judgment in financial
matters and high levei negotiations. Exten-
sive experience in estimating, tendering, cost-
ing, and project supervision. Author of tech-
nical articles. Age 45, married. Professional
Engineer (Ontário). M.E.I.C, would join
construction company or allied industry as
sénior executive investing some capital if

required. File No. 4640-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, U.N.B., 1953;
S.E.I.C; Athlone Feliow 1953; age 23, mar-
ried. Presently in final year of graduate
apprenticeship with the British Thomson-
Houston Company. Rugby, England; appren-
ticeship concentrated on light and heavy
rotating machinery, control gear, and elec-
tronic control equipment. Additional experi-
ence (including summer work) in switchgear,
protective relaying, transformer testing, power
transmission problems, and drafting; sénior
thesis "Symmetrical Component Analysis".
Seek position concerning power system en-
gineering in any part of Canada or abroad.
Available for work in October, 1955. File No.
4641-W.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER, B.Sc.,(Ch.E.) M.E.I.C,
M.A.I.Ch.E., 42, single, Canadian and U.S.
resident; equal knowledge of English and
German; experience: 12 years consisting of
research and development in fuel technology,
and process and project engineer in petroleum
refinery engineering. Desires overseas assign-
ment in petroleum refinery process or project
engineering. Available immediately. File No.
4642-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, B.Sc. (CE.) Sask.
1953, age 25, single, presently employed in
design, estimating and supervising of con-
struction of irrigation projects, seeks new posi-
tion. Preference for city engineering depart-
ment or consulting firm engaged in municipal
work. Preferable, but not necessarily, Western
Canada. File No. 4643-W.

ENGINEERING AND BUSINESS MANAGE-
MENT background, Jr.E.I.C, Queen's civil
1952. Will graduate from Harvard Graduate
Business School in June 1955 after training in
labour relations, control, finance, production
and marketing. Work experience includes con-
struction engineering, surveying and mapping
work and one summer preparing reports on
capital expenditures for a large utility. Job
objective is responsible work in the pro-
ducing department of a manufacturing, con-
struction, mining or transportation organiza-
tion. Size of company is not paramount. File
No. 4644-W.

STRUCTURAL AND CIVIL ENGINEER
Jr.E.I.C, P.Eng. European University grad-
uate in structural engineering (1947), age 34,
family, 6 years Canadian experience mainly
in field work and supervision in industrial and
residential construction projects, also as office
engineer and designer. Seeks permanent posi-
tion in line with education and experience
with a well established firm in Southern On-
tário, preferably Toronto. Willing to accept

the position of a Júnior designer where hardl
work and ability would lead to greater respon^
sibility and advancement. Available on short]

notice. References. File No. 4645-W.
i

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, B.Sc. (M.E) hon-|

ours, Manitoba 1949, P.Eng. Jr.E.I.C, age 28j
experience heating and ventilation, mechanical
power transmission, power plant, design,
drafting and construction supervision. Desires
position design and development, plant en-
gineering or consulting. Hard worker, con-
scientious. Preferably Niagara or Southern
Ontário. File No. 4646-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, B.Sc. (Eng.) Lon-
don University, England 1950. Single, age
36. Experienced public utility also applica-

tions and development of protective relays
with well known British manufacturers. Seeks
position anywhere in Canada, public utility

preferred. File No. 4647-W.

METALLURGICAL ENGINEER Master of

Science degree, registered Professional en-

gineer having applied experience in almo&t
every phase of metallurgy—heat treatment;
foundry work—non ferrous, cast iron; steel

melting and roUing, etc. Will take completei
responsibility for every assignment. Seeks
position of group leader or supervisor in

manufacturing development field. File No.

4648-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C. registered in

British Columbia, would take responsible
position in construction or development work.
Past experience includes: design and super-

vision of permafrost installation, project en-

gineer or heavy construction, construction
methods and estimating, town engineering,

as well as several years practical construc-

tion experience. Would prefer position in

western provinces; very interested in perma-
frost work. File No. 4649-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER Jr.E.I.C, P.Eng.
(Ont.), B.Sc. M.E. 1953, Canadian, age 24,

married, experience in sales, manufacturing
methods and design. Desire work of definite

mechanical nature, either engineering and/or;
sales. Toronto area preferred with moderate
travei acceptable. File No. 4950-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, P.Eng., Jr.E.I.C, I

veteran 2V2 years RCAF, B.Eng., mechanical
|

engineering, Saskatchewan '49. Age 32, married,)

1 child. Administrative experience obtained at

follows: 2 years as a field engineer in charge I

of parties on water' storage and land surveys 1

and related drilling operations; 1 year as an
assistant to the heads in both the wood pre-

,

paring and mechanical departments of a large

paper mill; and in a large Chemical plant

1 year as a devolpment engineer and 2 years
of supervising in production departments. De-
sires a responsible challenglng position with

good future opportunities. Prefer Ontário or

SW Quebec. File No. 4653-W.

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, B.A.Sc,
mechanical engineering 1950, Toronto. Single,

age 26. Three years experience with manage-
ment consultant—plant layout, material
handling, production planning, inventory con-

trol, preventive maintenance, and job evalua-

tion. Position wanted with progressive com-
pany, giving responsibility and opportunity
for advancement. Available immediately to

locate anywhere in Canada. Resume and
references will be furnished upon request.

File No. 4654-W.

ELECTRICAL COMMUNICATION ENGINEER
A.M.I.E.E. (England), graduate with diploma
Leningrad University (Rússia). Desires em-
ployment on maintenance, installation or de-

velopment of radio, telephone or telegraph
equipment. Ukrainian born, British subject.

Recently arrived in Canada from England.
Experience: 2 years in the Trunk Telephone
Exchange in Leningrad (Rússia). 2 years
engineer in Telephunken Laboratories in

Berlin (Germany) and main work 18 years
in research and development of electronic

communication equipment in the G.E.C. Lab-
oratories (England). Detailed resume on re-

quest. File No. 4655-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, P.Eng. (Que.) Jr.E.I.C,
graduate N.S.T.C 1952, age 25, married with

one child, desires position to gain municipal
engineering or town planning experience. 2V4

years experience resident engineer highway
construction for provincial governmertt. Avail-

able on reasonable notice to employer. File

No. 4656-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, P.Eng.
B.Sc. (M.E.) 1953. 2'/i years experience as
maintenance engineer in pulp and paper in-

dustry. Married with 2 children. Desires posi-

tion in Manitoba. Available on reasonable
notice. File No. 4657-W.

INDUSTRIAL AND CIVIL ENGINEER.
M.E.I.C, P.Eng. (Ont.) B.A.Sc. Toronto. Age
37. Experience in plant engineering; 3V2 years
in Canada, 5 years in Europe. Experience
covers equipment layout, design of mechani-

íCoTitinued on pngt- 212)
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keep your machines PRODUCING
WITH THESE

PhillSp

TOUGH • FLEXIBLE • DURABLE
Damaged cables cost you money. They disrupt

production, lose time on the operation and cut down

profits . . . besides replacement costs. That's why it's so

important to make sure that your cables will stand

rough usage . . . that the trailing cables supplying

power to your shovels, cranes, loaders, welders and other

equipment are tough, durable cables by Phillips. There's a

Phillips Portable Cable for every application

—

and each type is designed for dependable service

under the most rugged conditions. You'll cut ,down-time

and make production gains when ali your machines

trail Phillips Portable Cables.

''''ílla»^^''^^*^^^^ ^^^^

PhilliMBS
CLtCTUICAL COMPANY (1953) LIMITBD

WIRES & CABLES
THE CANADIAN AFFIIIATE OF THE B. I. C. C. GROUP

26 Hollinger Road, Toronto 16

MONTREAL OTTAWA
REGINA

BROCKVaiE
EOMONTON

HAMILTON • WINNIPEG
VANCOUVER

A COMPLETE LINE OF PORTABLE CABLES

• Mining Machinet

• Electroc Shovels

• Electric-Magnetíc Cranet

• Air Compretsors

• Gathering ReeI Locomotivet

• Dredget

• Portable Machinery

• Portable Power Tooit

• Motor lead Cabtet

• Are Welding Cablet

TYPES SW and SWO, SG and SGO, W, G and SH

5508
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Activities of the Korty-seven Branchcs o ihr liistitiile

and

abstracts of papcrs presenled at lhei r meetings

Belleville

J. A. GrAiNT, M.E.IjC.,

Secretary-Treasurer

H. D. Rothwell 0/scusses Seaway Project

The Belleville Brandi held its thinl

iiieeting of the season on December 1^1

al. the Masonic Temple with approxi-

inately 37 members and guests present.

The chairnian, Mr. Diy.sdale. opened
the meeting, and E. G. Gurnett intro-

duced the guest speaker, H. D. Roth-
well, who i-s the Hydro liaison officer

on the St. Lawrence Seaway Project.

Mr. Rothwell gave a very interesting

aiTount of the problenis facing the

Hydro as * resiilt of the raised watev
levei. Plans for the re-Iocation of town

1
sites, liighways and railways were illu.s

Irated with slides.

The appreciation of the audience wa:

cxpressed by G. A. M. Bradford.

Calgary
Wm. E. HawKINS, M.B.I.O.,

Serre la ry- Treasurer

André Coyne Guest ipeakw

\ general nieeting of (he Calgan;
Brandi was held at the Pallií^er Hotet
on October 18. 1954.

In the business section of the nieet-

ing. the minutes of the general ineeting

of April 22, 1954, were read and adopt-

ed. The chairman urged the meniber
to attend the Monday hmcheon ineet'

ings and a.sked that they hand personal

news regarding branch members to th'

publicity committee chairman.
The speaker of the evening, André |.

Coyne, Hon. M.A.S.C.E., was introduced
j

by the chairman. A noted French engi- »

neer. Mr. Coyne spoke on the subject 1
"25 Years in Designing and Buildinsji
Dams".
The address, well illustrated with col

oured slides, was divided into threr

inain parts: the general theory and de-j

sign of arch dams, prestre.ssing of dams.|

and architectural treatment of dams. Iti

was substantially the .same addre.ss given!

at other branche.* dnring Mr. Coyne'--

Canadian tour. and rcported in th is

Section earlier.

The Border Cities Branch held their third aiiiiiial

dinner dance in October and these pictnre.s .show
some of those present at the Beach Grovc Golf
Club.

Top pictiires from left lo right : al the head table:
IMrs. C. G. R. Armstrong, IVIr. and IVlrs. R. T. Wad-
dington, IVlrs. W. <;. Mitchell, P. S. F)ewar and
Mrs. Dewar, Branch .Secrelary R. .|. Trinder an«l
IVfr.s. Trinder and G. G. R. Armslronf».

At righi: Representatives of the Branch atui the
l..adies* Anxiliary, who assisted Karl Dykeman,
chairman of arrangements for the dance. Left to
right: P. S. Dewar, chairnian of the branch who
presided at the dinner, and Mrs. Dewar; R. T.
Waddington and Mrs. Waddington, president of
the Ladies' .\uxiliarv.
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Ifyou have a Problem
calling for a tough, light, Jlexible

corrosioti resistant nuUeríal , ,

,

consider

polytlieiíe

These polythetie chcvroii riiig packiiigs (for ] 14"

check valvc and 2" shul-fifT valve) have beeii au
oulslanding success under high pressure and
wcar condi tions. They have a resistance lo

"wòrk hardening" which is a major problem in

thc convenlional lype of sealing ring.

Polythenc's exrellenl elertriral insnialion propcr-

lies and moislure harricr (pialitios makc il ideal

for insiilaling many kinds of wirc and c-al>le. The
ilhl^4t^ation al lhe right poinls oul lhe wide
cxlenl lo whieh poiylhenc is iised in ihis raiigc

of Norlheru Eleclric wires and cablcs.

ttrtat

Gghting

(dbl*

plastics
SUPPIIERS OF PLASTIC RAW MATERIAIS

I HK ENGINEKRING JOURNAL Febníary, 1955

— it can be casily moulded

and extruded — i.s iiow used

foi' Jlexible pipe, gland packings,

spring liiiers, batlery componeiils,

ivire and cable insulation and

dozens of otiier applicaíions . .

.

polythene is non-toxic, has

excepíional dielectric properties,

remains Jlexible and sirong

even at sub-zero leniperalares.

co-axial

(oble

w«iithorproof

distribution

cabi*

rurol

dístribution

cable

ntKro-

phoni

(obla

Iwin TV

laod-ín

wirs

I

Looh for neiv priMlucts, neiv devclopnwnts

pages of lhe C-l-L "P/osnV.s Si>ltere

n tlie
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Read about
venlilation
engineering

Robertson engineers

wíll survey your planfi

and suggest the properi

ventílatíng equipment

More than a billion cubic feet^

of air is exhausted every min-

ute by Robertson ventilators

from ali types of industrial,

commercial and institutional

buildings . . . ample proof of

our claim that there is a

Robertson ventilator for

every need. Robertson engi-

neers follow a three-step
method of solving your venti-

lating problems. First, they

conduct a complete survey;

second, they provide you with

recommendations and make.

the installation; third, they

make follow-up tests to con-

firm their calculations. If you
eyen suspect you have a ven-

tilation problem, it will pay
you to use the coupon below
to write to US for literature.)

9m
Robertson-lrwín

Limited

41 1 Parkdale Ave. N.

Hamilton, Ont.

Montreal, Toronto, Hamilton,

Winnipeg, Edmonton, Vancouver

Please send your free ventilator cotolog.

55-10

NAM£_

ADDRíSS.

CITY

E-2

A. W. Howard thanked Mr. Coyne on

behalf of the audience, after a veiy

active question period.

Central British Columbia

H. D. DEtBEx:K, jr.E.i.G.,

.SVcretary- Treasurer

General 5ecretarY's Visit

Dy. L. Austin Wright, general secre-

tary of the Engineering Institute, met
on December 7 with a group of the

Kaniloop.s Professional engineers at the

home of M. L. Zirul, chairman of the

Central B.C. Branch.
Among the interesting news given by

Dr. Wright was the fact that the Engi-

neering Institute has purchased full

rights in Canada, of the film "Leonardo
Da Vinci' depicting the life and work
of the greatest of ali engineers, a scien-

tist. painter, sculptor and poet.

The film was awarded the Grand
Prize Documentary at the Venice Film
Festival and also won the Robert J.

Flaherty Film Award for 1952. It played
for 12 record weeks at the Guild Thea-
tre, Radio City, New York, is in tfull

color and is soon to be made available

to theatres acro.ss Canada. Si)ecial ar-

rangements will be made for university

and high school students to see the

film in the cities where it is shown.
Another note of interest was the news

of the part the Engineering Institute

has played in helping Ottawa celebrate
the centennial of its formation. It is

just one hundred years ago that the
name of that city was changed from
Bytown to Ottawa. The Engineering
Institute has purchased a fountain which
will be erected in honour of the engi-

neer, Colonel By, who ijlayed a large

part in the growth of the city. The city

has agreed to look after the water
supply and lighting of the memorial.
A third note touched on by Dr.

Wright was the progre.ss being made by
the committees working on the possible
amalgamation of the Engineering Insti-

tute of Canada and the Pro\'incial Asso-
ciation.

Dr. Wright returned to Montreal via
Calgary and other centres where he
addre.ssed branches of the Institute not
touched by the annual visit of tho
president, D. M. Stevens.

Fredericton

Ira M. Be.^ttie, m.e.i.c,

Secretary-Treasurer

NOREEN E. DON.\H0E, S.B.I.C.,

Branch Neivs Editor

Professional Development

The Fredericton Branch held a meet-
ing on "Professional Development" on
December 14, 1954, at the Lord Beaver-
brook Hotel. The guest speaker for this

dinner meeting was Horace Pettigrove,
who ha.s had experience in the field of
trade unionism and collecti\-e bargain-
ing in the United States and Canada
ais well as In Europe.

Colonel Robert Cassidy, a.ssistant

project manager of Defence Construc-
tion Limited for Camp Gagetown, was
chairman for the evening and intro-

duced the guest speaker and the mem-
bers.

Mr. Pettigrove, speaking on "Labotu'
Relations," gave a brief history and ex-

planation of trade unionism and coi

lective bargaining. He stressed the ira-

portance of these in the free world and
the part they play in international and
labour relations. He mentioned that'

technical development has been more-

prevalent to date than improvement in

the handling of the labour. In his opin-

ion it should be a requirement of pro-|

fessional personnel to have a better'

understanding of labour relations as welll

as knowledge of the technical aspeets of|

business.

Mr. Pettigrove discussed the evalua^

tion of labour in the free countries. Hei

compared the regimentation of peoples]

under government control with the sy*

tem of collective bargaining in whichi

labour receives benefits and the em-|

ployee receives protection. He also

pointed out that the parties directly

affected by labour disputes are better

qualified than outsiders to make de-

cisions and to comment on methods of

handling disputes as under collective

bargaining.

Finally Mr. Pettigrove discu.^sed the

specific types of unions existing in Can-
ada, their powers and their limitations;

the geographical breakdown of union:
i.e. federal, provincial or more local. He
described what each type was interest-

ed in obtaining for its members, the part

that law plays in a dispute, and more
fuUy discussed "the strike."

A discussion of the subject took place

among the members and a question and
unswer period followed.

I

Huroniã

L. Morgante, jr.B.i.c,

Secretary-Treasurer

Corrosíon in Action

On November 16 last the members of

the Huronia Branch heard an interest-

ing talk by R. J. Law, chemical engi-

neer, of the corrosion engineering sec-

tion of the International Nickel Com-
pany of Canada Limited. Mr. Law, an
expert on corrosion, brought with him
three reels of coIoud film which demon-
strated corrosion in action. These films

have been shown to a great many audi-

ences in the United States and also to a

few in Canada and are recommended to

other branches.

Corrosion is a very important sub-

ject. It was surprising to learn that in

the United States some six billion dol-

lai-s is spent annually in fighting corro-

sion. The films discuss corrosion from
first principies, pointing out how corro-

sion is linked up with electric currents.

R. L. Hearn Guest Speaker

On Thursday, December 9, a very I

interesting meeting was held in Grillia !

when R. L. Hearn, chief engineer and
[

general manager of the Hydro-Electric
Power Commission of Ontário gave a

talk on the St. Lawrence power project. i

Mr. Hearn made the statement there ;

is nothing more important in our way
|

of life today than electric power, both
;

as regards industrv and home life. Hd
pointed out that it was only recently
that power rfiortages in the laydro sys-

tem had been overcome; as a matter
|

of fact the year 1954 is the first year^

that hydro has had any reserve o:'

power. This has been due to the unpre
cedented growth in demand.
Mr. Hearn's talk was in reality a brief

history of the Hydro. Since the year

1
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from

proposal
to

production

A site on the open prairie and a specified refinery capacity was
the starting point. Kellogg process and design engineering,

procurement and construction facilities were the tools. And the

great new North Star Oil Company Refinery at St. Boniface is

another example of Kellogg's capacity to execute rapidly every

stage of refinery construction, including stringent controls

to eliminate air and water poUution.

Wherever the oil and petro-chemical industries have plants in

Canada—Kellogg's ability to plan, design and build for

productive efficiency has been established.

These are a few of the companies
with which Canadian Kellogg
has worked

—

CHEMICAL
PIANTS

REFINERIES
PROCESS EQUIPMENT

AND PIPING

Imperial Oil Limited

Consolidated Paper
Company Limited

British American Oil

Company Ltd.

Ford Motor Company of

Canada, Limited

Canadian Oil Companies
Ltd.

McColl-Frontenac 011

Company Ltd.

The

Canadian Kellogg
COMPANY LIMITED—TORONTO • EDMONTON
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The lirsi uiiiiiial diiiinT <laii« «- u( |>i'<>l< >si(iiial ciifil ih'<t>. aii cveiit spoiis<>re<l j<>iiitl\ l»> the Niapara Branch of tln- K.I.C.

an<l lhe iNiafjara (lhapter «>f lhe As.soeialiuii of Professsional Kiifíineers, ws hehl «m Ocloher lõ. 1951. The top pielurr

shows head tahle fiuests, froni lefl lo riphl, as follows: C. H. kiMoran, Mrs. ('.. II. Walsoii. T. i.. Keefer, Mrs. li. ('.. Tiieker.

r. M. Medlainl, Mrs. .|. K. Qiiist, I*. K. Biiss, Mrs. W. L. Safiar, .|. K. Qiiisl (n<»l visihh-l. ^ . L. Sagar (standin;; I, Mrs.'

I'. K. Biiss, Mrs. T. M. MedlamI, II. (.. Tiicker, Mrs. T. (.. Keefer, Mrs. C. II. Killoran, C. II. Walson. I here is a fíetierali

> iew of lhe diiiner iii lhe seeonil pieliire. '

JK4-'), IIk! ()ii(;irio Hydro liave spent ona
billiou dollars ou capital a.sset.s. Their
capital assets prior to 1945 were ouly
.1400 niillion. Now lhey are $1,400 mil-

lion. Hydro is proud of the fact that

85 per cent of this money came from
Canada. The Hydro has at present a

total of 60 generating stations and
20,000 employees. The average load
growth since the year 1922 has been 5.7

per cent ycarly. It is expected that

future growth will proceed on about the

same basis. This means Hydro must
c-ontinue to find more and more power.

Iinnirdiately after the war years, new
plants on the Ottawa River staved off

power ?hortages for a while. Then Hydro
put in omergency steam plants, and the

great new Niagara development is ex-

pected to carry it through until the St.

Lawrence Seaway Power Plant comes
into production in the year 1958. After
the St. Lawren('e, it is likely the Com-
mission will have to revert to thermal
means of producing power. Atomic
power is being looked into very thor-

oughly. However, Mr. Hearn feels that

it may be ten to 15 years or more bafore

atoinic power becomcs officient as other

means.
Mr. Hearn stressed the value and iin-

portance of power tie-in with United
States lines. This means that we can
sell off peak water power instead of let-

ting water simply go over the dam, and
thus save coal in the United States

plants. It also means that the Canadian
system can depend on United States
steam plants for emergen('y purposes.

St. Lawrence Proiect

Regarding the St. Lawrence power
project, the problems involved have
been chiefly politicai. The engineering
problems are relatively simple when
compared to say the recent Sir Adam
Beck power plant No. 2 at Niagara. The
St. Lawrence project will be huge. There
will be a tremendous amount of work
to do, but the engineering piohlems will

not be paxticularly complicated.
Hydro has guaranteed the Province

of Quebec that the natural flow of the

ri\-er will not be changed, and for this

icason they are putting in a control

dam at Iroquois.

The power plant will have an installedi

capacity of 2,200,000 horsepower, halfi

of whích will belong to the United]

States and half of which will belong toj

Canada. There will be 32 power units,j

half belonging to each country. An in-

teresting innovation regarding this
power plant is that the .superstructure

will be eliminated. Each generator will

be simply covered by what Mr. Hearn!

called an aluminum can. They will havr

a 400-ton gantry crane over the top of

these generators so that when they

want to remove a unit they simply

have to lift ofT the can, take out the

generator and then it is moved along

to either end of the dam into a rela-

tively small building. There will be a|

small building located on the United)

States side and also one on the Cana-'

dian side.

The cofferdams are presently underi

construction and the contracts for ex-j

cavation will be let shortly after the;

first of the year, as well as for the;

power houses. As an indication of the

.size of this project, some 61 million

.^ards of earth will have to be excavated
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Five thousand people will have to be

inoveil Irom the área to be flooded, in-

cluding 50 farms, 32 miles of highway

and 22 miles of lailroad.

This was one of the mosL successful

ineetings that the Huronia Branch hus

had to date. Some 60 weie present and

from as far away as Penetang, Oweii

Sound, Midland and Barrie.

Hamilton

A. F. B.\RNAKU, jr.E.I.C,

Secretary-Treasurer

F. GuH, Jr.E.I.C,

Branch News Editor

l.l.C. Hosts to Chemical Institute

Tlia meeting of the Hamilton Branch

wa.-í held on December 9, 1954, at Mi'-

Master University.

W. A. Wheten, chairman of the

Branch, presented Mr. Don Switzer,

chairman of Hamilton Branch of the

Chemical Institute, who thanked the

Kngineering Institute for inviting them
to this meeting.

Dr. /. R. Tait Discasses Plastics

\\. .]. W. Reid, president of Otis Ele-

vator Co. Ltd., introduced the speaker,

Dr. Irving R. Tait, consulting engineer,

('anadian Industries (1954) Limited.
Discussing the impact of new plastics

II engineering, Dr. Tait said that thesp

:,in-made materiais make up a large

iinily, each member of which has its

-i/ecial advantages. The raw materiais
ironi which plastics are made are

capable of being variously combined to

give a wide range of properties in the

end products.

Dr. Taits paper will be published in

íull in an early issue and therefore will

noi be reported here.

H. A. Cooch, of Canadian Westing-
ijuse, thanked Dr. Tait.

.\ niovie on "The Design and Produc-
itin of Bakelite Products" was shown.
While refre.*hments were being serveil.

Dr. Tait and his associate M. Wilkiii-
son, answered questions from the
audience.

There was an attendance of appro.xi-
mately 100. Of this number 35 were
nienibers of the Chemical Institute.

Kitchener

J. F. RuNGE, M.E.I.C.,

Hecreiary-Treasnrer

.1. L. F.\1R, M.E.I.C,

Branch Nexos Editor

Television Studio Toue

TIk- ladies were included in the De-
cember meeting which took the form of
a tour of the televi.sion studios of station
CKCO in Kitchener. Mr. A. G. (Sandy)
Day .«upervi.sed the tour, explaining and

' Hionstrating some of the techniques
-cd in handling the studio equipment
1 the production of a live show.
The visitors had an opportunity to
'• the control room in action and view
iiie of the equipment necessary to

inaintain the quality of the broadcast,
from filni, network, or the local studio.
Probably the most amusing event was
the march past the TV camera and the
spontancous compliments on the "ac-
tors" as they appeared on the screen.

Afler leaving the studio the grouu
assembled at the Officers' Mess, Knolí-
'>od Park, for a social hour.

Lethbridge

R. D. Hall, jr.E.i.c.,

iSV cre tary- Treasure r

P. Harding, jr.E.I.C,

Branch Nem Editor

Presidenfs Visit and Joint Meeting

The combined dinner meeting of the
Alberta Association of Professional íJn-

gineers and the Engineering Institute
of Canada was held November 26 at the
Marquis Hotel in Lethbridge. Th 5

chairman of the meeting was L. A.
Thorssen of Calgary, president of the
Alberta Association of Professional En-
gineers.

The speaker for the evening was Dr.
Donald McGregor Stephens, president
of the Engineering Institute. Dr. Steph-
ens stressed the necessity of Canadians
selling their country to Canadians as
well as to the four corners of the world.

Canada is producing about 1,300 engi-

neers annually compared with the Unit-
ed States 29,000 and Russia's 39,500.

This means that Canada is proportion-
ately turning out less than five per cent
of the number of engineers each year
graduated by American universities.

With the shortage of trained men in

other parts of the commonwealth it

would be difficult to obtain help from
this source. Canadian universities could
jiroduce maiiy more engineers, which
could eventually allow Canada to be
de\'eloiied by more Canadian engineer?.

Dr. Stephens noted that we need to

put more clearly to youth the picture

of Canárias past developinent and th(í

breadth of Canada's futuie develop-
inent.

The president w;u> introduced by .1.

Neufeld and thanked by E. A. Law-
rence.

Dr. L. Au.stiu Wright, secretary of til;?

Engineering Institute, outlined progre-w
towards confederation of the Engineer-
ing Institute with the Associations of
Professional Engineers. This would
ullow members of one body to automat-
ically become members of the other.
The atmosphere for confederation was
favourable but the process would take
-orno time to think out carefully ali

problems involved so that the great
Í)ody of members would approve the
idea. Dr. Wright felt that when it goos
to the ballots it must get a sweepiug
majority and that time must be takeii

to tell the engineers about it.

Greetings from the City of Lethbridge
were extended by Alderman C. J. Black
Entertainmcnt was provided in the

forin of recitations by A. J. Branch and
music by Art Hunt, baritone, and Mr.
and Mrs. George Brown.

Montreal

R. .1. HakVEV, M.E.I.C,

Seci-elary-Treasurer

J. A. PaGET, M.E.I.C,

Publicily Chairman

Frequency Response of Valye Operators

At a joint meeting of the Instrument
Society of America and the Montreal

The Montreal Bran<-h ovsler |>arl\.
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To increase operating safety, racked-up, low-voltage explosion proof G-E starters (righf foreground) are located

outdoors. They control small motors driving pumps used in the refining process. To their left are high voltage G-E
Limitomp controllers for large motors, driving compressors, pumps and other equipment.

I

Outgoing feeders to the refinery area are exactingly controlled and This massive G-E 1250-hp Motor powers the largest and ja»l i*

protected by this highiy efficient low-voltage air circuit breaker portant drive in the process. Situated in the heart of the rfVy,

equipment. C-G-E electrical sysfems for refineries are engineered fof drives the wet gas compressor of the combination unit. To enst sa'«7

utmost operating safety, |n a hazardous area, duct-work supplies fresh cooling oir to t; mot*]



i^N OIL'S first Canadian refínery

Small motors located throughout a maze of refinery equipment are controlled from this low-voltage control

station. Accessibility of these racked-up explosion proof starters with oil-immersed contactors, permits greater

control efficiency os well os increosed eose of maintenance.

M OIL's first Canadian refinery, with a design

ipacity of 15 thousand barreis per stream day,

C-G-E Engineers an excellent chance to 'show

he remarkable efficiency of G-E Equipment in

.lining refining operations. Most of the electrical

inent was supplied by C-G-E, in close co-opera-

vith Sun Oil engineers and the Catalytic Con-

ion Company ofCanada Ltd. By eliminating many

pipes and fittings of steam power systems, G-E

ment lops off a generous part of maintenance

. . . 'snugs up' the equipment controls for easy

vision. Add the advantages of longer equipment

life, and C-G-E's acknowledged leadership in engineer-

ing electrical systems for petroleum refineries, and

you will recognize the 'doUars-and-sense' wisdom of

specifying G-E for refineries— or any industrial appli-

cation. Simply contact any Apparatus sales office in

C-G-E's nation-wide system, or the Apparatus Division,

Head Office, 212 King St. W., Toronto.

GENERAL ELECTRIC

lUIPMENT
APPARATUS DIVISION

NADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC
AAD.37201

COMPANY LIMITED



Branch, Dr. D. P. Eekman addiessed u

laige audience ou tlie subject of conlrol

valve opeiators. Dr. Eckman a widely

known author in the contiol field was

an associate professor at Case Institute

and is associated with the Condflow
Corporation.

Dr. Eckman began by explaining the

important íunction of the valve as the

link between the information-handling

portion and the energy-handling portion

of a control loop. He explained why
the Dneumatic valve operator was the

mast popular, and showed slides of the

spring and diaphragm type, the spring

and diaphragm type with positioner.

the springless type, the piston and
cylinder type and the rotary actuator

type.

The speaker explained the field of

application of each type and then

showed curves characteristic of their

performance. With the.se curves he

easily and clearly demonstrated the

need for a better method of perfor-

mance description and showed how the

principie of frequency response conimon

ia eléctrica! work íilled thia reqiiire-

inent.

The matching of .system componenis
using frequency response methods was

covered in detail and was yery lucid

and refreshingly quantitative. The
speaker was very generous and profi-

cient in his answering of questíons.

The meeting chairman was E. Leh-

mann. The arrangements were by L.

Martin, and Ted Yule thanked the

speaker.
J. A. P.

The Super Constellation Aeroplane

Frank M. Francis, Super Constellation

project engineer of Trans Canada Aii--

lines. speaking at a Montreal Branch
meeting outlined the background of

the ijresent Super Constellation aero-

plane, and described pre\-ious Constel-

lationg and their sizes, weights and
engine powers in comparison to the

present design.

He described the structure of the

Super Constellation, the hydraulic con-

trol Systems, the air conditioning sys-

SPECIALIZING

IN

INDUSTRIAL

FINANCE

If you have a problem of a kind which does

not oppeor to fit usual finoncing proctice

you might find it worthwhile to learn whot
the Industrial Development Bank can do.

I.D.B. has wide experience in industrial

problems. Its methods of finoncing can be

adopted to fit unusuol circumstances. I.D.B.

anolysis of on industrial problem hos often

produced a solution which either makes
regular commercial finoncing feosible or

pavês the way for o direct I.D.B. loan. If you
are interested we suggest that you enquire

of your bonk, legal adviser or auditor, or

write for Information to:

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT BANK
MONTREAL • TORONTO • WINNIPEG • VANCOUVER
901 Victoria Sq. 85 Richmond St. W. 195 Portage Ave. E. 475 Howe St.

tem, the conditioned water system,

space layouts and passenger seating

arrangements, the engines, and their

ieco\erv tyrbines.

Several questions were asked by the

audience in connection with the aero-

plane and were answered by Mr. Francis.

C. Heaney thanked the speaker and
adjourned the meeting, which was
arranged and presided over by H. N.
Yotmg.

T. M.

The Use of íleeiricity In Med/ein»

New and different forms of eléctrica!

treatment and diagnosis are constantly

being developed, said Dr. John F. Davis
at a joint meeting of the Montreal
Branches of the E.I.C. and the Ameri-
can Institute of Electrical Engineers.

Dr. Davis graduated in electrical engi-

neering from McGill in 1942 and worked
on radar at N.R.C., later becoming in-

volved in electrical problems of medi-

cai research. He returned to McGill and
in 1950 graduated as an M.D. He is

engaged in medicai research at the Allan

Memorial Hospital.

Dr. Davis described the part elec-

(ricity plays in medicine. Electronic

devices for diagnosis produce records

lhat require extensiva skilled analysis

and are no subsfcitute for the personal

relationship between patient and doctor.

The Allan Memorial Institute deals with

mental disease and Dr. Davis explained

ihu Instruments used. "The value of

brain wave recordings," said the lec-

iiirer, ''is that they show up the abnor-

lual souices of electrical activity such

as brain tumors, epileptic foci, scars and
other lesions in the brain as well as the

gradual senescence or aging of brain

activity which accompanies cerebral

arterial sclerosás. These are of great

iuterest to psychiatrists.

The meeting was arranged by R. D.
\'. Merritt and D. King was chairman.

J. A. P.

Les problémes de 1'ingénieur-conseil au Canada

La première séance en langue française

(lo la Branche de Montreal fut ténue

dans les locaux de la rue Mansfield,

iiiardi le 23 novembre 1954. Ce será sans

(loute une date historique puisque le

succès fut éloquent et à la fin de Tas-

seniblée une motion fut passée pour

c(ue les séances de langue française de-

\ iennent vm apanage régulier des pro-

uramnies.
M. Henri Gaudefroy, directeur de

I Kcole Polytechnique, présenta le con-

íértncier M. P. A. Salbaing. Dans son

allocution M. Gaudefroy souligna la

coiiiiiétence du conférencier qu'une lon-

gue carrière, aussi diversifiée que fruc-

lueuse, prepara au poste important de

directeur de la division dii génie et

de la construction qu'il occupe à la com-

liagnie Air Liquide de Montreal.

Cette première assemblée technique en

hingue française attira un bon nombre
(Tauditeurs. Le sujet traité était "Les

pioblèiiie.s de Tingénieur-conseil au

Canada".
Afin de faciliter Texpo-sé de son sujet

M. Salbaing développe le cas de Tingó-

uieui'-conseiÍ dans le domaine chimique.

Tout d'abord il retrace brièvement le

tableau historique de Fapparition de la

profession d'ingénieur chimique; il s'at-

taque ensuite aux problémes varies que

la piofe.ssion a à résoudre.

Les problémes humains (relations en-

tre einployé.s et employeurs, salaires,

f
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We are maintaining a steady fJow of overhead crane deliveries to

ali parts of Canada.

The confidence of our customers is retained by our ability to make
delivery on time.

Prices can be quoted for cranes landed on site and erected under

the supervision of our own skilled staff.

Our agent in your province will visit you on request.

CRANE <fi HOlST CO, LTD

R E D D I S H STOCKPORT E N G L A N D

Grams: "Gallant, Manchester."

Representatives

QUEBEC AND MARITIME PROVINCES AND
ONTÁRIO:

Marshall Equipment Company, Inc., P.O. Box 28,

61 Victoria Avenue, Dorval Station, Montreal, P.Q.

Phone: Melrose 1-3528 Grams: Marquipco, Montreal

Code: Western Union

MANITOBA SASKATCHEWAN AND ALBERTA:
Mumford, Medland Ltd., 576 Wall Street, Winnipeg,
Man. Phone: 37-187; 37-188; 37-189; 37-180.

Grams: "Mandem'''

BRITISH COLUMBIA:
Gordon Russell Ltd., 2205 Fir Street, Vancouver, 9,

B.C. Grams: ''Rustie'
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YENTILATING
HEATING
DUST CONTROL
GAS & AIR CLEANING
DRYING
PNEUMATIC CONVEYING
HEAT RECOVERING
AIR CONDITIONING

We've reached a pretty high state of civilization when we can control
the air we use for industrial purposes and the air we breathe at the
click of a switch. With modern equipment we can eliminate dust, dry
or humidify, heat or cool. To give you an idea of how far SF equipment
has progressed: in the pulp and paper industry alone, practically ali

the air-dried pulp, over one million tons annually, in Canada is dried
by SF Flakt dryers. In fact, over half the world's amuai production of
air-dried pulp is dried by SF Dryers!

SF Products and its associate also have specialized in the solution of
ali types of ventilating and other air handling problems in industry
throughout the world, for more than 30 years. Our engineering and
equipment will eífectively and economically solve your problem. So
when its the handling of air contact us.

A Canadían Company
Associated with AB Svenska

Flaktfabriken, Slockitoim, Sweden.

37K

SF PRODUCTS CANADA LTD.
940 CÔTE DE LIESSE RD. MONTREAL 16

Sales agents for the Pulp Flakt Dryer In Canada: Paper Machinery Limited, Montreal

1
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etc), les problèmes de la vente des ser-

vices, les problèmes de structure interne
j

comme charte d'organisation, les prO'

blèmes financiers et d'autres encore
rent tour à toiír passes en revue avec
la description de méthodes judicieuses

capables de sunnonter ces diíRcultés.

Tout particulièrement il analysa celles

qui confrontent ringénieur-conseil dont
la tache serait d'installer une raffinerie

pour les pétroles.

Comme conclusion M. Salbaing re-

suma ce que d'ailleurs sa conférence

entière faisait ressortir, c'est-à-dire: "la

position de Tingénieur-eonseil isolé de-

vient de plus en plus précaire" particu-

lièrement dans le domaine du génie chi-

mique ou des problèmes de toutes sortes

doivent être maitrisés. Dautre part, il

semble "qu'un avenir brillant s'annonce"

pour les sociétés d'ingénieurs-conscil";

dans ces groupements on peut se per-

mettre les services de spécialistes pou!

chaque phase particulière du projet tout

en conservant Tunité par Tintermédiaire

d'une ingénieur en chef.

L'intérêt qu'a suscité cette conférence

fut souligné par le nombre de questions

posées. Cest à regret et à cause de

Í'heure avancée que M. Gaudefroy de-

manda à M. Jules Mercier de clore la

séance en remerciant le conférencier.

M. B.

The Toronto Subway

On Tuesday, Novembcr 9, the Civil

Section of the Montreal Branch held

a meeting with Mr. J. Archambault,
M.E.r.c. acting as chairman and Mr. W.
H. Paterson, m.e.i.c, cbief engineer of

the Toronto Transit Commission, as

guest speaker of the evening.

Mr. Paterson reported on eight
months of operation of the Toronto
Subway, giving data and facts which
vvere of value and great interest io

everyone present.

A point of particular interest is the

reorganization of routing bj' the subway #1

users. As it stands now, the subway
replaces two lines which eight months
ago had a combined hourly capacity of

18,000 passengers. In order to estimate

the probable subway required capacity,

a figure of 10 per cent increase was
first considered, which was again in-

creased before completion of the con-

struction; and as it is now, after only

eight months operation the increase is

over 30 per cent.

Why do people ride the subway? The
answers to this question provida fertile

criteria for design : ''because it is light,

bright, clean; because it provides fre-

quent, convenient and attractive ser

vice ; because it saves time and money".
One adds the safety features, and the

design considerations are complete.

As Mr. Paterson pointed out, there is

still room for improvement on transit

performance, but operation during the

first few months has already justified

the wisdom and courage of those who
conceived, planned and built the Tor-

onto Subway.
After Mr. Paterson's address, a &

was shown illustrating the differeati

phases of the construction of Toronto's
subway. A questioning period was then

started, after which Mr. Simmons thank-
ed the speaker in the name of ali those

present, and the meeting adjourned.
Meeting arrangements were made by
J. C. Brodeur, m.e.i.c.

P. H
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1}TELCO meets

four "key

lequírements

OVER SOOO CASE

HISTORIES ON RECORDi

with "Zinc Tight" Electro Galvanized Wire

For "key jobs" — those exacting specialized applicatioiís calling for a galvanized

wire that can take punishment — SteIco's "Zinc Tight" Electro Galvanized Wire

will not crack, flake or chip. Bend it, twist it, crimp it, wrap it . . . even draw it

through dies . . . and the pure zinc coating remains perfectly bonded to the steel.

Stelco "Zinc Tight", Canada's only Electro Galvanized Wire, is available with a

wide range of coating weights. In every weight, the coating is exactly uniforni,

with no thin spots to give corrosion a start.

Whatever your wire problem, you will find specialized help through vStelco's

Metallurgical and Engineering Service ... for Stelco is the largest and most

experienced wire producer in Canada, with three inills producing wire for a vast

number of end uses.

Among Stelco s galvanized wires are Hot Dipped Galvanized Wire, Electro

Galvanized Wire, Galvanized Telephone Wire, Galvanized Rope Wire,

Galvanized Wire for Stranding, and Drawn after Galvanized (D.A.G.)

Wire. A call to any Stelco Sales Office brings you the co-operation of

ali Stelco's facilities.

m THE STEEL COMPANY OF CANADA, uimited

Executive Ojjices: ilamiliOYi — Montreal

ii2. B

Sales Offices: Halifax, Saint John, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, London, Windsor,

Winnipeg, Edmonton, Vancouver, J. C. Pratt & Co. Limited, St. John's, Newfoundland.
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Moncton

V. C. BlíACKEttt, M.Ba.c.,

Secretary-Treasurer

Oletelixatlon ot Canadlan Railways

A dinner meeting of the Branch, held
in the rooms of the Moncton Curlers
Association, on November 15, was ad-
dressed by three Canadlan National
Railway engineers on the subject of

"Progress in the Dieselization of Cana-
dlan Railways". M. F. K. Leighton,
chairman of the Branch, presided. Grace
was oífered by Archie Gordon.
Frederick Holmes, transportation en-

gineer, discussed the economics of dies-

elization. While no machine can operate
100 per ceat of the time without re-

paira, the diesel should average 85 per
cent as against 55 per cent for a steam
engine. The greater availability of the
diesel locomotive is therefore import-
ant, the speaker said, not only because
it reduces the number of locomotives
required, but also because it permlts
much longer runs to be made with ont;

locomotive. As regards fuel costs, tha
internai combustion engine has a ther-

mal efíiciency of approximately 30 per
cent as compared to 10 per cent for the

steam engine. Furthermore, the handling
and storage cost of liquid fuel lis less

than that of solid fuel.

B. E. Bayne, supervisor of diesel

equipment, talked about the history of

diesel-electric motive power. The Cana-
dlan National Railways, he said, was

A

•RONTO, ONT.

the first railway in North America lo i

apply the oil-electric power plant to I

rali cars, and the first to build a diesel- i

electric main line unit on this continent.
'

In 1925 several four cylinder cars were !

built in Glasgow, and later six cylinder

types were added. Other models were
manufactured by the Canadlan Loco-
motive Company. These locomotives
had a Beardmore engine which pro-

duced 1330 horsepower at 800 r.p.m.

The mechanical features of the diesel

'

equipment now in use on the Atlantic
I

region, some of which has been in op-

eration for many years, the majority
le.ss than five years, were discussed by
H. Taylor, regional supervisor of diesel i

equipment. Referring to diagrams and
slides, Mr. Taylor gave Interesting in-

formation about the various types of

diesels in use throughout the Maritimes. i

The three speakers were introduced
in turn, by R. F. Weir, T. H. Dickson
and Keith Leighton, and were thanked
by W. D. G. fetratton.

Northern New Brunswick

G. J. Melanson, jr.E.i.c.

Secretary-Treasurer

J. O. Flowers, jr.E.i.c.

Branch News Editor

Meeting In Newcastie

A general meeting of the Northern
New Brunswick Branch was held in the

new town hall at Newcastie on Decem-
ber 11, Chairman G. A. Kirner presid-

ing, with 20 members in attendance.
The members were welcomed to

]

Newcastie by Mayor P. E. Roy whoi
expressed the wish that future meetings
of the Branch would be held in New-
castie.

During the business period of the

meeting the presentatlon of papers at

the branch meeting was discussed. It

was decided that these papeis would be
on both technical and non-technical
subjects and a maximum of two papers
would be presented at a meeting.

r. Creaghan Discusses Industrial Unit

G. J. Melanson introduced the first

speaker of the evening, Mr. T
Creaghan, whose subject was "The Opti-
mum Industrial Unit". Mr. Creaghan
outllned the forces which determined
the optimum size of any industrial unit,

after market variations and fluctuations

were accounted for. These force?;

technical, managerial and financial!

were explained with exaraples and their|

interrelation shown as affecting the,

optimum size of unit. A discussion

period followed in which the members
showed conslderable interest in thei

subject. The chairman thanked thef

speaker and then called on G. P. Mil-

ton to Introduce the second speaker of|

the evening. Mr. C. K. Steeves.

C. K. Steeves Speaks on "Centri-Cleaner"

Mr. Steeves spoke on the "Centri-!

Cleaner", outlining its history, speci-i

fications and performance. He went on

to explairi the practical applications of

the centri-cleaner and discussed the

comparisons between units of different

physical dimensions. A lively discussion

period followed.

The chairman thanked the speaker
|

and then announced the Mayor's offerf

1
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of a conducted tour through the new
t-own hall. This offer was accepted and
the meeting adjoiíined to tour the

Iniilding.

Nipissing and Upper Ottawa

E. A. Watson, m.e.i.c,

Secretary-Treasurer

Discussion of Aero Instruments

The December meeting of the Nipis-
sing and Upper Ottawa Branch of the
Engineering Institute of Canada was
held on December 8, 1954, in the Stur-

geon Hotel at Sturgeon Falis. Thirty-
four members and guests attended. J.

W. Millar, branch chairman was in

charge of the meeting.
G. L. Hood introduced the speaker

for the evening, Mr. Ray Hogue. Mr.
Hogue is a gradiiate in mechanical
engineering of the University of Tor-
onto. He is employed b_y the Sperry
Gyroscope Company and is located at

the North /Bay Air Force base.
Mr. Hogue chose as his topic, "Aero

Instruments", and dealt particularly
with flight instraments. He followed
through the development of the direc-
tional gyro compass pointing out its

many advantages over the magnetic
compass. The operation and principies
of the horizon indicator, altimeters, air-

speed indicator and zero reader were
well explained.

Through the eourtesy of Mr. Hogue
and the Sperry Gyroscope Co. two

sound movies were shown. The first

entitled, "The Gyrosyn Compass",
cleverly illustrated the principies be-

hind the gyrosyn compass. Pictures

taken during a test flight demonstrated
its superiority over the magnetic com-
pass and the directional gyro compass.
The second movie was "A Review of

British Aviation in 1953". Most of the

action took place at the Farnsborough
Air Show. The audience was amazed .\t

the variety in design of the naany
planes. It illustrated that the British

are not lagging in new airplane develop-
ment.
On behalf of those present Ed. For-

sythe thanked Mr. Hogue for his efíorts

in presenting an interesting evening.

Saint John

J. W. G. SCOTT, M.E.I.C,

Secretary-Treasurer

H. S. McCleave, m.e.i.c,

Branch News Editor

Annual Meeting

Tlie annual meeting of the Saint John
Branch was held on December 14 at

the Admirai Beatty Hotel with R. M.
Richard.-:on as chairman.

P^ollowing tiie roading of the execu-
Ine repoi't by Mr. Richardson and the

financial report by J. A. B. Bienan the

clpction of new officers was held and
a.fter the counting of ballots the follow^

ing were declared elected

:

T. C. Higgin.son, chaiiinan; F. L.

Doty, \ice-chairman ; J. G. Bi.shop, H.

W. Townsend, and H. N. Day (to serve
1 year), executive members. J. J. Dona-
hue is the fourth executive member,
liaving one year of his two-year term to

serve.

The lecture series on Profe.ssional De-
\elopment is to be carried on again
tliis year and it is hoped to reinstitute

these lectures in the near future.

Tho industrial development of Saint
John and the province will be the

featured topic of discussions at many of

the future meetings.

Ottawa

G. A. SUTHERLAND, M.E.I.C,

Secretary-Treasurer

C. E. HOWARD, M.E.I.C,

Branch News Editor

Road Safety

'Research into Road Safety" was the

subject of the talk given iby Dr. W.
Glanville, C.B., C.B.E., D.Sc, Ph.D.,

director of road research for Great
Britain and past president of the In-

stitute of Civil Engineers, to the Ottawa
Branch at their luncheon meeting on
November 11, 1954, in the Chateau
Laurier.

Dr. Glanville was in America to study
traffic conditions and highway research.

He stated that in Great Britain, the

chance of becoming a road casualty

during the course of one's lifetime

stands at one in three. Factors which
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bring about these and other frightening

Btatistica are basically the same in both
countries.

Reviewing the casualty positioa in

Britain, Dr. Glanville said that one per-

son in every 25,000 is killed each year.

In Canada, the road death rate stands
at one in 5,000. He claimed, rather

grimly: "We kill three times as many
pedestrians and three times as many
motorcyclists as you do," while acced-
ing: "You kill neaily twice as many
drivers of motor vehicles as we do."

To place these facts in proper per-

spective, he pointed out that Britain

had 3V2 times the population, and IV2

times the number of vehicles in Can-
ada. Britain's higher proportion of

motorcyclist and pedestrian deaths was
perfectly understandable when one con-
sidered the greater numbers of both in

the old country.

Dr. Glanville wondered, however, why
Canada should number so many car

drivers among its dead. Perhaps it was.
he said, because cars here were capable
of higher speeds, had longer straight

sections of highway upon which to

prove this fact. Again, there were few
levei crossings in the U.K., and these
had their own systems of trafíic con-
trol, to make road-rail collisions almost
impossible. Another possible factor was
the greater mileage clocked up by North
American cars, with the consequent
lessening of ability to cope with existing

road conditions.

The accident trend in Britain had
shown steady "progress" upwards except

during the periods of the two ^rld
wars, when road travei was limited and
later, during the period of the great

gas ishortage in 1948. The Road Traf-

fic Act of 1934 and the introduction of

"zebra" pedestrian crossings had also

slowed up the trend to some extent.

"Ifc is clear that for immediate and
rapid reduction—since we cannot look

to wars or economic crises to solve the

problem—the only proved course is by
taking active administration measures,"

said Dr. Glanville.

Dr. Glanville told briefly of the

studies and surveys being carried out by
this research body on cause and effect

of recorded accidents. As a result of

one of their findings, the average Brit-

iih motorcyclist now wears a crash hel-

met made of materiais examined and
tested by the Research Committee.
Dr. Glanville reported also on the

experiments which were being made in

Britain with non-skid road surfaces, and
checks made on vehicles to establish

their roadworthiness. Dr. Glanville was
introduced by R. F. Legget and thanked
by the Chairman R. E. Hayes.

Work of Colonel By Reported

On October 21, 1954, R. F. Legget,
director of the Division of Building Re-
search, N.R.C., spoke to the Ottawa
Branch at a luncheon meeting arranged
by the Júnior Section. His subject was
"Colonel By and the Rideau Canal."
He stated that after the war of 1812

there was need of a military com-
munication between the St. Lawrence

River at Kingston and the Ottawa
River. Colonel By was selected by the

Duke of Wellington for this canal pro-

ject. The canal was started in 1826

and finished in 1832, which was a truly

remarkable engineering feat. The canal

was built through thickly wooded wild-

erness where there were no roads, by
hand labour. Flies and fever were al-

ways present.

Colonel By was asked to survey the

land around the start of the canal

works and was first magistrate of the

new community of Bytown. A very

lucid account of the living conditions

and the diíEculties encountered during
the building of the canal was given by
Mr. Legget.
In 1831, Colonel By was called back

to England to face charges of over ex-

penditure of his estimates. While exon-

erated by the parliamentary committee,
he was not given recognition for his

accomplishments. He retired and four

years later died of a broken heart; so

it was stated. The Rideau Canal re-

mains as an enduring monument to his

greatness as an administrator and as

an engineer.

Mr. Legget quoted the following frora

the book "The Canadas", published in

1840, by Sir Richard Bonnycastle: "If

ever man deserved to be immortalized
in this utilitarian age, it was Lieutea-

ant Colonel By. In an unexplored part

of the country, where the only mode of

progress was the frail Indian canoe, with

a department to be organized, workmen
to be instructed and many difiiculties £0
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! be overcome, he constructed a truly

remarkable work.

C. B. Ciawford, who presided at the

,

hincheon meeting, and Jim Pritchard,

who thanked the speaker, are members
of the Júnior Section.

Sudbury

A. D. FiNLAYSON, jr.E.I.C.,

Secretary-Treasurer

N. H. MacKiNNON, M.E.I.C.,

Branch News Editor

Pressure Treatment of Wood

Forty-five members of the Sudbury
Branch of the Engineering Institute

heard E. A. Thompson, vice-president

ind general manager of Canada Creosot-

ing Company, speak on "the Pressure

Treatment of Wood", at a dinner meet-
ing held at the Granite Club on Decem-
ber 2, 1954.

Mr. Thompson, a member of the

Montreal Branch of the Engineering In-

<titute, a registered Professional Engi-
Qeer of the Province of Quebec, and a

director of the Forest Products Research
Society, explained to the group that the
irst use of preservatives was recorded in

the Bible, "Make thee an ark of gropher
wood; rooms shalt thou make in the
ark and shalt pitch it within and with-

)ut with pitch" (Génesis VI-12).

Although there is a large number of

ireservatives used today, the most
widely used is creosote. Since surface
rreatment does not provide permanent
protection, pressure treatment is requir-

ed in order to impregnate the entire

surface to a depth satisfactory for the
protection necessary.

With the aid of drawmgs Mr. Thomp-
son illustratcd the basic equipment in a

pressure treating plant and explained
the different operations involved in pro-
ducing the different types and degrees
of protection as may be required.
Using samples of untreated wood, he

illustrated the different agencies that
destroy wood, explaining that the most
serious was that of decay when the
wood is exposed to both water and air,

and damage caused by marine bores in

salt water.

Mr. Thompson explained the economy
involved in treating wood timbers and
illustrated how in the case of a railway
cross tie a saving of 50 per cent can
be effected by pressure treating with
creosote.

Before closing, he covered briefly the
inany types of preservatives in use to-

I

day and the associated advantages and
I disadvantages of each.

An active question period followed
íhe address by Mr. Thompson who was
introduced by Calvin Capp and thanked
by George Charlap.

Vancouver

C. P. Jones, m.e.i.c,

Secretary

André Coyne

On October 15, Mr. André Coyne,
French consulting engineer, addres.sed a
combined meeting of the Vancouver
Branch of the Engineering Institute of
Canada and the B.C. Engineering So-
ciety on "25 Years of Dam Building".
His presentation included many black
and white and colour slides as well as

a colour film. Because of the diversified
audience to which he was speaking, Mr.
Coyne gave a broad account of the
design and construetion of a few of the
seventy dams for which he has been
responsible.

Mr. Coyne's address has been reported
in detail in this section of the Journal
by branches visited earlier in his Cana-
dian tour.

Winnipeg

C. S. Landon, mji.i.c.

Secretary-Treasurer

Electrical Section

B. F. Webster, m.e.i.c.

Repórter

C.G.C. Bngineer is Speaker

On December 2, G. W. Clayton, ap-
plication engineer for the Apparatus
Division, Peterborough, of the Canadian
General Electric Company presented a

paper on "Switching of Shunt Capacitors
and Reactors" to the Electrical Section

of the Winnipeg Branch.

Mr. Clayton pointed out that with

the longer transmission lines and heavier

loads located at the end of transmission

lines, electrical utilities were faced with
the problem of transmitting power at a

very low power factor. Coupled with

this was the demand for both leading

and lagging kilovars, and it had now
been found practical to install either

synchronoua condensers or shunt capaci-
tors and reactors as close to the load
as possible in order to obviate the
necessity of transmitting kilovars.

Naturally, therc are numcrous prob-
lems associated with the application of

shunt capacitors and reactors to high
voltage lines but Mr. Claytons paper
dealt particularly with the problemí!
associated with the switching of this

type of equipment.
In capacitor switching, there are two

main problems. The first concerns high
momentary duty imposed on the switch-
ing device by the high inrush current
produced when the capacitor bank is first

energized. The second problem con-
cerns the production of overvoltages due
to repetitive restriking in the switching
device when a capacitor bank is being
de-energized.

Mr. Clayton discu-ssed in detail the
mathematical, theoretical and practical

aspects of switching either single capa>-

citors or multiple capacitor banks, and
then developed a similar argument for

the switching of shunt reactors but
showed in the latter case that the sarae
switching problems were not as onerous.
Mr. Clayton was able to outline the

requirements of a switching device for

these duties and presented technical data
and performance figures on various
switches and oil circuit breakers that had
been developed to meet these require-

ments.

A period of discussion followed and
showed the interest that had been de-
veloped in this subject as the result of

Mr. Clayton's excellent talk.

Col. L. F. Grani, fieid secretary of the E.I.C., in Yarnioiilh, N-í^-. on Novembcr
23, visited with a group of engineers: seatcd, J. K. MeKay, .|. E. Clarke, president

of the Association of Professional Engineers of Nova Scotia, S. W. Kenney,

standing, R. B. Killani, D. MaeOuarrie, L. F. Grant and H. W. MacKay.
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LIBRARY

Addítíons to the Instítute Líbrary

— Book Notes —Revíews Abstracts

BOOK REVIEW

Jet; the storv of a pioneer. Sir Fraiik
Whittle. Toronto, Saunders, 1953. 320
pp., illus., $3.50.

A BOOK FOR P:NGINEERS

Few books will interest engineers as
much as Jet, written by Sir Frank Whittle,
an Honorary Member of The Engineering
Institute of Canada. The sub-title i.s "The
Story of a Pioneer". If ever an eiigineer's

story needed to be written it was that of
Sir Frank. He had .so many difíiculties try-
ing to persuade any person that he had a
worthwhile idea in his turbo-jet proposals,
and if it had not been for the enterprise of
one of his own friends and a friend of his
friend who along vvith him put up a small
aniount of money (but ali they had) to get
the thing under way, there is no telling

what the story of the jet would have been
today as far as the Allies are eoneerned.

Doubtless when this book appeared on
the newsstands it brought red faces to
many people in many places. To a great
extent the book is an indictment of some
government officials and certain sections of
industry. As well, it is a vindication of this
man who almost single-handed got the jet

out of the field of theory and into produc-
tion.

It is heartbreaking to read of the difíi-

oulties Sir Frank encountered in trying to
bring the motor into production" With
officials in high places refusing to support
him, and in fact undermining him behind
his back and with certain industries trying
to capitalize on his ideas for their own gain,
and with mediocrity and stupidity ram-
pant in certain fields, it is a miracle that
the man ever produced a jet engine, arjd
that he ever survived the ordeal.

It is well known to everyone acquainted
with Sir Frank that in this process he
ruined his own health. Not oiJy was he
working days and nights almost without
cessation in an endeavour to complete the
design and get the development work
under way, but as well he was struggling
with high officials who seemed to have no
grasp at ali of what he was trying to do or
eyen any grasp of decent business prin-
cipies.

The reader is impressed from the begin-
ning by Sir Frank's appreciation of the
contributions of those within his own com-
pany, Power Jets Limited, with whom he
was so closely associated. From the pre-
face right through to the last page he gives
credit to these indomitable engineers who
with him fought the battle both inside

their own plant and outside. The following

paragraph illustrates this point:

"The writing of this book serves many
purposes. Firstly, I hope the act of writing

it will serve to free me from the painful

emotions which recollection of much of

what I now place on record still evokes.
Another object is to correct a number of

incorrect statements which have appeared
in the press and eLsewhere from time to

time. A third and very important object
is to put on record the major contributions
to Britain's present lead in the turbo-jet

engine field of such men as R. Dudley Wil-
liams and J. C. B. Tinling and others
whose valuable work has been too much
overlooked hitherto."

Later in the preface, Sir Frank says "I

have been extremely careful to insure that
I can substantiate fully every allegation I

make, and where I have made, or implied
criticisms, I have done so confident in the
belief that it is in the public interest to
do so."

The story is really exciting, and no en-
gineer, or as a matter of fact anyone else

who has the opportunity, should fail to
read it. Not only does it give the back
room story of the development of this

great project, but it is the story of the
struggle of a group of engineers led by one
indomitable spirit to beat a mass of en-
gineering problems, and a mass of stu-

pidity.

Following along the general lines of

Nevil Shute's "Slide Rule" and Dorn-
berger's "V-2" this is a personal account of

an important aeronautical development.
The author has included some biographical
material but his book is mainly the history
of the jet airplane from its beginnings in

Britain in the 1930's to 1948 when Sir

Frank retired from active life. He traces

the fortunes of his own company, Power
Jets Limited, from its formation in 1936
through the war years when engineering
problems, financial difficulties and govern-
mental pressure combined forces to make
the struggle a long and bitter one.

The text of the book is as non-technical
as possible, but retains enough of a scienti-

fic flavour to make it interesting to en-

gineers and lay readers alike. Many t\'pes

of jet planes are described, some de-

veloped by Power Jets and others by large

companies like Rolls-Royce, or by en-

gineers in the employ of the government.
The story of testing these jets is especially

interesting.

Sir Frank is an Honorary Member of

the Institute, and many members will re-

call with great pleasure the opportunity of

meeting him and hearing him during the

Insiitute's annual meeting in Toronto
in 1947. At that time he gave a paper on
the jet engine and was the featured speaker
at one of the luncheons.

L.A.W.

BOOK NOTES

Thí

Prepared by the Librarj

Engineering Institute of Canada

*Review provided through the courtesy

of the Engineering Soeieties Library in

New York.

Basic naval architecture, 2nd ed. K. C.

Barnaby. Toronto, McGraw-Hill, 1954.

460 pp., figs., tables, $8.75.

The first edition of this comprehensive
volume was published in 1949 and has

been out of date for some time. In this
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edition new nomenclature, and additional

subject matter bring the text up-to-date.

American sources have been used for many
of the calculations and formulae connected
with new design methods. As in the pre-

vious edition the author has vvritten for

the practising designer rather than for the
university course.

The book begins with the elements of

naval architecture: hull form, calculation

of áreas and moments, transverse stabihty,

hydrostatic curves, the first principies of

fluids in motion, etc, and presents the

theory underlying the design of ships. Suc-
ceeding chapters then describe such mat-
ters as the properties of waves, surface

friction, residual resistance and form, ex-

perimental testing tanks, air resistance and
sail propulsion, marine propellers, the

powering of ships and the design and
powering of planing craft. The sections on
motion in a seaway, the strength and
vibration of ships, launching calculations

and materiais of construction complete the

sections connected with naval designing.

New speed and power curves for launches
are found in the appendix.

The value of the book is increased by
the author's many years of experience in

the design of a wide variety of ships and
small vessels.

A bibliography of atoinic power and
related topics for the non-specialist.
Chalk River, Atomic energv of Canada
Ltd., 1954. 87 pp. (Publication no. 114).

The references in this bibliography have
been largely selected for the non-special-

ized reader and those which do require
some technical training aro marked.

The subjects which are covered in the

bibliography are mostly scientiíic, al-

though they also include social, politicai

and ethical implications of atomic energy.

References include books films and peri-

odicals. There are references to material

on nuclear reactors and fuels, radioactivity,

cobalt-60 beam therapy units, Geiger and
scintillation counters and other aspects of

atomic power.
Under each heading the references are

arranged by title and give the author,

publication, date and paging, together

with a short annotation. Several basic

reference books on atomic energy are in-

dicated at the end of the bibliography.

*CalcuIation design and testing of re-

inforced concrete, 2nd ed. K. L. Rao.
Toronto, Pitman, 1953. 424 pp., figs.,

35/-.

Fundamentals of theory, testing, and
design of reinforced concrete are covered

in three sections dealing with general

theory, experiments, and simple designs of

common structures. The book is intended
for students preparing for examinations
for a first degree or for professional society

examinations.

The Enipire and Commonwealth year
book, 1954-5. R. S. Russell, ed. Lon-
don, Newman Neame, 1954. 529 pp.,

45/-.

Readers of the Journal who are interest-

ed in imports and exports within the

British Commonwealth will find this an
especially useful reference tool.

Eighty comitries and territories are

listed under these general geographic
groupings: Europe and the Mediter-

ranean, Asia, Africa, America, Australasia.
Facts are given on government, industry,
agriculture, trade and Communications,
and geographical, historical and social

backgrounds of the various countries. In
addition to this large section there is In-

formation given on the Colonial Office,

regional and international organizations
concerned with Commonwealth affairs,

colonial, imperial and commonwealth con-

ferences and treaties which affect trade.

The third part of the year book presents
detailed vital statistics concerning the
production, import and export of more
than ninety important raw materiais and
commodities.

Engineering dynamics. v. 3. Steam
turbines; v. 4. Internai combus-
tion engines. C. B. Biezeno and R.
Grammel. London, Blackie, 1954. v. 3,

264 pp., figs., 40/-; v. 4, 282 pp., figs..

50/-.

The other two volumes of this set, on
the theory of elasticity and the elastic

problems of single machine elements, will

be published in 1955. It is a translation of

the second German edition.

The material in these volumes is a con-i

tinuation of the usual textbooks on en-

gineering mechanics and presents the more
complicated problems met by the practical

designer or research engineer in the fieldsl

of statics and kinetics. The problems arei

given in great detail and the methods of

solution are especially stressed.
j

Volume 3, dealing with steam turbines,

is divided into sections on rotating discsj

turbine blades, and criticai speeds of rota
j

tion. These main divisions are subdivideri

i
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high compressiva strength makes them much
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Which of these 10 Wiley booics can help you most?
New 2nd Edition of Parker's

SIMPLIFIED DESIGN
of STRUCTURAL STEEL

jtJyHARRY PARKER, University of Pennsylvania.

[ncludes ali the important, recently

Jeveloped steel shapes, formulas,

A-orking stresses and design proce-

Jures, plus the significant changes

chat have been made in the American

Institute of Steel Construction's spe-

itications for the design, fabrication,

.ind erection of structural steel for

buildings. Answers your everyday,

on-the-)ob questions; provides ali the

necessary tables, a wealth of illustra-

cive examples worked out in clear

Jctail, and many stimulating self-

help problems.

1955 244 pages lUustrated $5.75

MAGNETIC AMPLIFIERS
Bv Dr. H. F. STORM and a staff of 10 General

Electric specialists.

Provides a broadly useful, easy-to-

grasp understanding of the theory of

magnetic amplifiers, together with
theoretical and practical data on

core materiais, core-making tech-

iiques, and metallic rectifiers.

1955 545 pages 381 illustrations $13.50

MECHANICAL and ELECTRICAL
EQUIPMENT for BUILDINGS

Third Edition

By the late CHARLES MERRICK GAY;
CHARLES De Van FAWCETT, University of

Pennsylvania and Albert C. Woods Assoe, Inc.

and WILLIAM }. McGUINNESS, Pratt Institute.

The only comprehensive work of its

kind, the new third edition covers

new material and more material than

ever before. It brings you the very

.itest authentic Information on:

.icoustical materiais, supporting me-
Jia, elevators, escalators, underfloor

Juct systems, pumps, baseboard heat-

ing, forced warm air heating, radiant

hcating, zoning systems and controls

.tor hot water heating, and the Metro
ÍSystem of steam heating.
1955 564 pages 327 illustrations $8.50

Spriegel and Lansburgh's
INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT

Fifth Edition

I
By WILLIAM R. SPRIEGEL, University of Texas.

jNow in its fifth edition, this long-

jestablished classic continues to be the

ilast word on sound management
(practice. Its emphasis is mainly on
jthe analysis of management problems
|and on the mutuality of interest be-

Itween customer, owner and worker.
Complete and comprehensive as be-

fore, the book is fully up to date and
in accord with current trends.

1955 628 pages 263 illustrations $6.75

STORAGE BATTERIES
Fourth Edition

A General Treatise on the Physics and
Chemistry of Secondary Batteries and Their

Engineering Applications.

By GEORGE WOOD VINAL, formerly of the
National Bureau of Standards.

Reflecting the many technological

advances in battery design and con-
struction that have taken place in the

past fourteen years, this new fourth

edition describes ali phases of stor-

age battery operation. It features new
Information on: improved lead alloys

to withstand corrosion; increased use

of lead calcium alloys and plastic

containers; expanders; new types of

separators; production of nickel-

cadmium batteries in the U.S.; new
types of silver oxide cells; 12-volt

systems for autos, lighting, and igni-

tion; 24 and higher voltage systems

for aviation; and many other topics.

1955 446 pages 180 illustrations $10.00

TRANSISTOR AUDIO AMPLIFIERS
By RICHARD F. SHEA, General Electric Co.,

Syracuse, N.Y., editor of Principies o/ Transistor

Circuits, 1953.

This important new work shows
how transistor fundamentais can be

applied in the construction and use

of audio amplifiers. Using the prin-

cipies set forth in this book you can:

(1) intelligently apply transistor

principies- in a multitude of designs,

(2) avoid pitfalls in planning, and

(3) achieve the ultimate in perform-

ance from transistor devices. Here

are ali the tools you need to design

an audio amplifier of maximum re-

producibility, long life, maximum
freedom from the effects of tem-

perature and humidity, and lowestcost.

1955 219 pages 199 illustrations $6.50

NICKEL In IRON and STEEL

By A. M. HALL, Battelle Memorial Institute.

The second publication in the Alloys of Iron

Research, NEW MONOGRAPH SERIES,

FRANK T. SISCO, Director and Editor.

One of modern metallurgy's most

important alloying metais here re-

ceives skillful and thorough treat-

ment. Covers such topics as: the

thermal and physical properties of

steels containing nickel; the structure

and heat treatment of wrought and

cast nickel steels; the effect of nickel

on ali important engineering proper-

ties of steel, at normal, high and low

temperatures; corrosion; the selec-

tion of the right steel for a particular

purpose; the effects of nickel in cast

iron; and many others.

1954 595 pages Illustrated $10.00

Send for your ON APPROVAL copies today

ADVANCED MATHEMATICS
FOR ENGINEERS

Third Edition

By H. W. REDDICK, New York University and
F. H. MILLER, The Cooper Union School of
Engineering. Third edition reviscd by F. H,

MILLER.

Expanded by 10% with up-to-datc
material and many new problems,
the third edition of this well-known
work retains the many valuable
features of its predecessor. It pin-

points abstract mathcmatical con-
cepts and gives the reader concrete

examples of the best way to use

higher mathematics in his special

field. Definitions, statements of phy-
sical laws, theorems, and the phy-
sical units employed are presented in

a thorough and clearcut manner. The
third edition features new material

on: Legendre's equation; Laplace
transforms and their applications;

and numerical methods for solving

partial and differential equations.

1955 548 pages $6.50

MAGNETIC CONTROL OF
INDUSTRIAL MOTORS

Second Edition

By GERHART W. HEUMANN, General Electric

Company.

This well-known work has been

completely revised in the light of

recent advances and the techniques

now employed in industry, bringing

it completely up to date. The well-

arranged presentation of the basic

material, the concise yet clear expla-

nations, the fuU coverage, and wealth

of cuts and circuit diagrams, máke
this book especially valuable as a

working aid to practicing engineers.

One of a series written in the

interest of the General Electric Ad-

vanced Engineering Program.
1954 714 pages Illustrated S9.50

CONVEYORS and
RELATED EQUIPMENT

New Third Edition

By WILBUR G. HUDSON, Consulting Engincer.

Now fully revised and enlarged by

about 25' c, this new edition covers

ali of the important developments in

materials-handling methods and

equipment since 1949. It treats im-

provements in the construction of

conveyorbelts; recognizes the savings

in time, storage space requiremcnts,

and labor costs wrought by motor-

ized industrial trucks; and discusses

in dctail how mounting labor costs

have focused attention on mcchanical

handling in every field of industry.

1954 524 pages 317 Illustrations $9.00

Renouf Publishing Co., Montreal, Que. University of Toronto Press, Toronto, Ont.
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with several pertinent problenis presenteei

relatiiig to each sub-section.

The contents of Volume 4 are also in

three main parts: inertia forces, power
smoothing and torsional vibrations. The
arrangement of material is similar to that

in the preceding volume.

Engineering units and the Stroud
convention. F. W. Thorne and A. C.
Walshaw. London, Blackie, 1954. 29 pp.,

3/6.

The purpose of this booklet is to present

a simple method of overcoming difficulties

concerning units and dimensions when
developing and using formulae. The Stroud
system of using units enables the arith-

metical stage of any problem to be carried

out consistently and logically, and is ap-
plicable to any and every set of units or

definitions.

The material is presented in the form of

specific examples rather than general prin-

cipies, and the last section outlines the

main advantages of the Stroud convention,
which has been used at the Royai Naval
College, Greenwich, for nearly fifty years.

FBI register of British manufacturers,
1955, 27th ed. London, Iliffe, for the
Federation of British industries, 1954.

1,115 pp., 42/-.

The Federation of British Industries is

the largest association of British manu-
facturers, and its Register contains a
great deal of useful information. Added
features in the 1955 edition are the French,
German and Spanish glossaries giving a
translation of every heading used in the

Buyer's guide.

The Register includes a buyers' guide
and an alphabetical directory of the 6,800
firmslisted.Other sectionsindude informa-
tion on trade associations, proprietai-y

names, and trade marks.
Importers, buyers, trade commissioners,

chambers of commerce, reference libraries,

ali will find the information contained in

this directory reliable and useful.

*Handbook of hydraulics, 4th ed.

H. W. King, revised by E. F. Brater.

Toronto, McGraw-Hili; 1954. Various
paging, figs., tables, $9.75.

Provides in compact form tables and
reference data needed for the solution of

hydraulic problems. Pipe formulas no
longer widely used have been omitted
from this edition, and a discussion of vis-

cosity has been added. Among the nu-
merous other changes are new material on
flow througli orifices and culverts, flow

over submerged weirs, and rearrangement

of the section on nonuniform flow in open
channels.

Hiring practices and labor competi-
tion. R. A. Lester. Princeton, Industrial

relations section, 1954. 108 pp., $2.50

(U.S.).

This is the first of a series of reports

based on a two-year investigation of indus-

trial relations policies and practices in a

number of manufacturing firms in the

Trenton, N.J. area. It presents a detailed

account of recruitment, selection, promo-
tion, wages, and employee welfare activi-

ties.

The theory of "total expectancies" asso-

ciated with a job is expounded and the

importance attached to fringe benefits is

noted.
While the labor conditions in the area

studied may be somewhat specialized, the

conclusions reached should be of interest,

and possibly of use, to management and
labor leaders throughout the country.

Hugh Roy Cullen; a story of .\nierican
opportunity. Ed. Kilman and Theon
Wright. New York, Prentice-Hall, 1954.

376 pp., illus., .$4.00 (U.S.).

This is the biography of a Texas mil-

lionaire who has shared his wealth with
many educational and medicai institutions

in his state. Some of the most interesting

chapters concern Cullen's experiences as a
pioneer in oil drilling and producing.
There are also a number of references to

leading politicai figures of the day, and
the book as a whole is a small chapter in

American history.

*Manual on industrial water. Philadel-

phia, American society for testing ma-
teriais, 1954. 420 pp.,"$5.00 (U.S.).

The general discussion of uses of water,
problems of supply, composition, sampling,
and analysis, and related subjects is essen-

tially a reprint of the 1953 edition. Material
newly incorporated consists of eleven new
test methods, a number of revisions of

existing methods, a complete table of con-
tents, and a detailed subject index. Several

new' proposed methods are also included.

*Metals properties. American society of

mechanical engineers, ed. by L. Hoyt.
Toronto, McGraw-Hill, 1954. 433 pp.,
tables, $13.50.

Engineering data on metallurgical, phys-
ical, fabrication, and mechanical properties
of over 500 typical metais are presented
with comments characterizing each metal
and indicating its u.ses. Intended as a con-
venient reference manual for the mechani-

cal engineer and designer, the book is or-

ganized with metais grouped by kinds and '

individual metais listed in ascending nu-
|

merical sequence by designations, usually
'

those used by the fabricating industries.
1

There is a separate cross-index to other
|

systems of designation.

National directory of the Canadian
pulp and paper industries, 1954.

J. N. Stephenson, ed. Gardenvale, P.Q.,

National business publications, 1954.

490 pp., $4.50.

The statistics and tables in this new
edition are for the year 1952, and cover
the pulp and paper industry, the paper
box and bag industry, the roofing paper
industry and the printing trades in Can-
ada. Many comparisons with 1951 figures

are given.

The Directory also provides information
on forest resources in Canada, water power
in the industry, convertors of paper, pulp
and paper distributors, foreign commercial
representatives, Canadian ministries of

lands and forests, and forest protective

associations. Pulp arul paper mills are

located geographically and are also classi-

fied by product.

*Nickel in iron and Steel. A. M. Hall.

New York, Wiley, published for the
Engineering Foundation, 1954. 595 pp.,
figs., tables, $10.00.

This monograph supplies in a single

volume essential information previously

scattered in books and journals in many
languages. The occurrence and refining of

nickel ores is reviewed and there is dis-

cussion of melting and working of nickel

alloy steels; physical properties; principies

and practices of the metallography and
heat treatment of wrought nickel steels;

and the effect of nickel on engineering
properties. Cast irons containing nickel

are similarly covered, and there are chap-

ters on corrosion, welding, and fabricating.

A bibliography of 784 references is pro-

vided.

Non-ferrous foundry metallurgy; the
science of melting and casting non-
ferrous metais and alloys. A. J.

Murphv, ed. Toronto, McGraw-Hill,
1954. 497 pp., illus., $15.50.

The authors, ali specialists in a field cl

foundry metaUurgy, and the editor of this

important book are attempting to plaa
the non-ferrous foundry industry on a

scientific basis so that it will be no longei

considered as dependent on purely opera-

tive skilis. The need for trained metal-
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• Driving motor inounted above pump
— can be arranged with motor mounted
011 floor above pump and connected by
solid or flexible intermediate shafting.

CANADA PUMPS
LIMITED

HEAD OFFICE: KITCHENER, ONTÁRIO

Specífy. .

.

Write for bulletin 955.

VERTICAL

DOUBLE SUCTION

PUMPS
AND GET THESE ]

ÍMPORTANT ADVANTAGES

• Vertically split oasing pennilf-

iiispection of impeller and re-

nioval of complete rotor wilbonl

disconnecting suction or di>-

charge piping.

• Water enters impeller from op-

posite sides in equal volume and
; -j

pressure, securing the perfect
|

i

liydraulic balance that users
; ]

acclaim.

• Bronze wearing rings used in

casing surrounding impeller in-

lets. In case of vvear, on/y these

rings must be replaced, not the

casing. Leakage is prevented, ef-

ficiency maintained.

• High grade steel shaft, fully

machined. Ali rotating elements

are assembled on shaft and put

in perfect balance before being

placed in pump.

• These pumps are designed

for long life, quiet operation,

high efficiency and freedom from
frequent shut-downs for repairs

on almost any service where
clear water is handled.

Air Handlíng Problems?

Our associate organization, Can-

adian Blower & Forge Company
Limited, maintains a staff of spe-

rially trained representatives to

help you solve your air handling

problems. Branch offices in prin-

cipal cities of Canada.

ENGINEERING SALES OFFICES

Montreal • Toronto • Hamilton

Saint John • Winnipeg • Regina

Coigary • Edmonton • Vancouver

lurgists to uiiderstand and apply scientinc

principies in this field is stressed.

The general principies underlying fouu-

dry techniques are described first. These
include the properties of liquid metais, the

solution of gases in liquid metais, and
solidification. The chapter on foundry
technology covers the production of metal
castings, castiiig of ingots for subsequent
working, and industrial melting of non-
ferrous metais and alloys. Two chapters
are devoted to the properties and testing

of castings and the final section discusses

casting alloys: copper-base, nickel-base,

aluminium-base, magnesium-base, zinc-

base and tin and lead-base alloys.

"By showing that the scientific knowl-
edge now exists for the rational treatment
of industrial melting and casting, this book
makes a distinct contribution to the com-
mercial and technical welfare of the non-
ferrous foundry industry."

The physics of parlicle size analysis.
A conference . . . held . . . April.

1954. London, Institute of physics, 1954.

218 pp., illus., 35/-.

This conference was called to study the

measurement of particle size, particularly

in the sub-sieve range and in these papers
are found the results of many experimenta
and scientific studies.

The papers were presented in eight

scssions and are grouped under the
fnllowing headings: relative motion of

particles and fluids: size scparation; molec-
ular phenomena; scattering and absorption
of light by particles; particle shape fac-

tors; visual counting and sizing of micro-
scopic particles; automatized counting and
sizing: theory; photoelectronic machines;
general subjects.

Descriptions are found in ali the contri-

butions of new processes now used in in-

dustry, and another feature of the Con-
ference was the discussion of the different

approaches to the solutions of many diííi-

culties which have been encountered.

*Practical gear design. D. W. Dudley.
Toronto, McGraw-Hill, 1954. 335 pp.,
illus., .S8.50.

This is a practical manual on the design
and manufacture of gears and causes of

gear failure written for the general en-

gineer and technician rather than the

specialist. There are chapters on materiais

and tools, and special problems such as

high-speed gearing are discussed. Refer-

ences are listed at the end of some chap-
ters.

*Principles of mass and flow produc-
tion. F. G. WooUard. London, Iliffe, for

Mechanical handling, 1954. 195 pp.,
illus., 25/-.

According to the author, in flow produc-
tion a part passes from operation to opera^
tion in a direct and uninterrupted se-

quence ; in mass production operations are

not necessarily connected. This book dis-

cusses the principies and applications of

these methods, including the application of

the flow system to small-scale production.

Some of the topics included are launching
a new product, standardization, continuous
operation, automatic transfer machines,
and the automatic factory. Examples are

drawn from British, European, and Amer-
ican industry.

*Quantum mechanics. F. Mandl. Tor-
onto, Butterworth, 1954. 232 pp., $5.80.

Written as an introduction to the sub-
ject, this work presupposes a knowledge of

classical physics, calculus, vector analysis,-

and the qualitative concepts of quantum
theory, such as the wave nature of matter.

The first five chapters cover underlying
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DELIVERING

WATER CHEAPER

Engineered by the Metropolitan

Water District of Los Angeles,

this twin 73" Dresser-Coupled

Steel pipe line was installed as an

outlet for Garvey Reservoir near

Monterey, Califórnia. It was laid

on the surface by the ABC Con-

struction Company, then covered

by a concrete tunnel with no

access for future maintenance,

repair.

Everlasting Pipe Line
•OS ANGELES COVERS DRESSER-COUPLED STEEL LINE FOR GOOD

M Both the engineers and contractor on this

job put fullest confidence in the ability of

Steel pipe joined with Dresser Couplings to

deliver water indefinitely . . . without main-

tenance or repair!

And well they might, for steel pipe—with

glass-smooth inner surfaces—will maintain

high carrying capacity indefinitely. Pro-

tected by rugged coatings, it is impervious

to corrosion and incrustation. And Dresser

Couplings, because they are precision-inade.

factory-tested and foolproof to install. give

assurance of 100% perfectly tight joints.

The specially compoundcd, almost inde-

structible rubber gaskets in Dresser Cou-

plings will remain bottle-tight for the life

of the line.

The result— a lower cost, maintenance-

free, virtually everlasting pipe line that will

deliver water cheaper.

^ BE SURE you get the best line at the best price. Always put steel pipe and Dresser Couplings in your speciflcafions.

DRESSER
Dresser Manufacturing Company. Ltd. (One

of fhe Dresser Industries) 1211 Bathurst

Street, Toronto 4. Ontário. Warehouses:

Toronto. Ontário and Calgary, Alberta.



mathematical methods, wave mechanical

concepts, examples of energy eigenfunc-

tions, general principies of quantum me-
chanics, and matrix mechanics. The last

four chapters illustrate the use of the

theory in solving specific problema in-

volved in systems of mnny particles, per-

turbation theory, scattering, and group
theory.

Resistance welding data book; theory
and practice, 4th ed. P. R. Mallory

and companv. Montreal, Johnson, Mat-
they & Mallory, 1951. 510 pp., illus.,

$3.25.

Written by the metallurgists and weld-

ing engineers connected with the P. R.

Mallory company, this fourth edition

presents both the basic methods and the

new techniques used in resistance welding.

Mallory is a leading company in the field

of resistance welding electrodes and the

great amount of reference material con-

tained in this book will be used by welding

engineers, plant operating executives and
practical shop men.
The eight sections of the book discuss

the fundamentais of resistance welding,

resistance welding controls and equipment,
materiais to be welded, alloys for resistance

welding applications, electrodes, dies and
holders, the silver brazing of elkonites to

Mallory copper base alloys for resistance

welding applications, and such miscel-

laneous data as weight of rods, áreas of

circles, comparison of gauges and the

properties of silver elkonite.

Soil mechanics in road construction.
C. F. Armstrong. Toronto, Macmillan,
1950. 215 pp., illus., $5.75.

This is a general survey of the science of

soil mechanics, with particular emphasis
on its practice and future in Great Britain.

The author discasses soil surveys, soil test-

ing, the interpretation of test results and
their application to the works under con-

struction, using a practical, rather than
theoretical, approach.
The relation of soil mechanics to road

construction is considered in detail. Prob-
lems such as design of flexible pavements,
foundation design, treatment of embank-
ments and cuttings, sub-soil drainage and
soil stabilization are presented.

The book is closely related to the British

Standards dealing with soil mechanics and
they should be read in conjunction with
this volume.

Standard metal directory, 14th ed.,

1954. New York, Standard metal direc-

tory, 1954. 904 pp., $15.00 (U.S.).

The 14th edition of this much used direc-

tory contains two new sections: a list of

distributors of non-ferrous metal products
throughout the United States and Canada,
and a list of smelters and refiners of non-
ferrous metais throughout Europe.
As in previous editions there are four

main sections: iron and steel plants; fer-

rous and non-ferrous metal foundries ; met-
al rolling mills; smelters of non-ferrous
metais. Under these headings the states,

cities and plants are listed alphabetically.

Data on each plant includes its capitaliza-

tion, plant equipment, products manufac-
tures, primary and secondary raw material

consumed, and names of company oíficials.

There are also special lists of distributors

of pig iron, ores, and new metais; metal
stamping plants, storage battery manu-
facturers; galvanizing plants; dealers in

used structural steel, and many other
dealers and plants.

Strength of materiais, 2nd ed. Joseph
Marin and J. A. Sauer. Toronto, Mac-
millan, 1954. 518 pp., figs., $6.75

A textbook on the science of mechanics
of material, xnd its application to simple

problems oi design, this second edition in-

cludes two new chapters and a revision of

many sections. The new chapters are con-

cerned with creep and temperature proper-

ties of materiais, and with experimental

methods of stress analysis. Several addi-

tional sections discuss stress concentration,

beam columns, and vibrations of beams.

The four general divisions of the book
are as foUows: simple stresses; statically

indeterminate stresses; combined stresses;

special topics, e.g. riveted and welded
joints, and members subjected to fatigue

and impact loads. The new material on
experimental stress analysis includes the

strain-gage method, strain-rosette, photo-

elastic, and stress-coat methods, and stress

analogies.

Problems on design and on stress analy-

sis are found at the end of the relevant

sections.

Titanium and titanium alloys. J. L.

Everhart. New York, Reinhold, 1954.

184 pp., $3.00 (U.S.).

The commercial value of titanium is the

main point of interest in this little volume.
The production and properties of the pure
metal have been largely bypassed by the

emphasis on the use and technology of

titanium.

Rather than being an original work this

is a selective review of papers published in

scientiíic, technical and business journals.

It contains chapters on the heat treat-

ment, forming and fabricating, joining,

machining, grinding, deaning and finishing

of titanium. The last chapter deals with
the commercial applications of the metal
and its alloys.

Bases for industrial relations. W. E.

Fisher. Pasadena, Calif., Institute of

technology, 1954. 26 pp., $1.50 (U.S.).

(Bulletin no. 24)

Calcul et exécution tles ouvrages en
béton armé. t. 4. Ponts, 2e partie, 4e
éd. V. Forestier. Paris, Dunod, Mont-
real, Fornac, 1954. 255 pp., diagrs.,

.$6.35.

Calcul thermique des chaudières et
foyers, 12 éd. Friedrich Nuber. Paris,

Dunod, Montreal, Fomac, 1954. 302 pp.,
figs., $8.70.

Cobalt in Canada. R. J. Jones. Ottawa,
Canada. Dept. of mines and technical

surveys, 1954. 96 pp., loose leaf.

Coffrages métalliques. M.-J. Ricouard.
Paris, Eyrolles, 1954. 230 pp., illus.,

1950 fr.

Complete plain words. Sir Ernest
Gowers. London, H.M.S.O., Ottawa,
United Kingdom Information office,

1954. 209 pp., $1.25.

Compressed air handhook, 2nd ed.

Compressed air and gas institute. Tor-
onto, McGraw-Hill, 1954. Various pag-
ing, illus., $9.95.

Conveyors and related equipment,
3rd ed. W. G. Hudson. New York, Wiley,
1954. 524 pp., illus., $9.00.

Electrical elements of power trans-
mission lines. H. B. Dwight. Toronto,
Macmillan, 1954. 188 pp., diagrs., $5.25.

Electronic measuring instruments.
E. H. W. Banner. Toronto, British Book
Service, 1954. 395 pp., illus., $7.75.

*Welding for engineers. H. Udin, E. R.
Funk and J. Wulff. New York, Wiley,
1954. 430 pp., figs., $7.50.

This textbook, based on a course given
to juniors at the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology, emphasizes principies and
adopts, wherever possible, the analytical

rather than the empirical approach. Ali

the important unit processes are covered,

with the amount of material devoted to a
given process dependent on its industrial

importance.

World list of abbreviations of scienti-
fic, technological and commercial
organizations. F. A. Buttress. London,
HUl, 1954. 261 pp., 18/-.

These days, the general tendency is to

use abbreviations wherever possible, es-

pecially in technical and abstracting jour-

nals. Very often no clue is given as to the

meaning of these series of letters, and the
reader is left bewildered. This dictionary
will, therefore, be of great value in all

libraries, and to those confronted with
groups of unknown letters.

The majority of the organizations listed

are in the United States, or the British

Empire, but enough other countries are

represented to justify the description,

"world list". Russian abbreviations are not
included, owing to transliteration difíi-

culties.

Over two thousand five hundred ab-
breviations are listed, alphabetically, and
in the majority of cases full postal ad-
dresses have been given for the Profes-
sional, scientific and technological institu-

tions and commercial bodies represented.
The list is necessarily incomplete, one

notable omission being the Engineering
Institute of Canada, but it will be a very
useful addition to any library or private
bookshelf.

Elements of electrical machine de-
sign, 3rd ed. Alfred Still and C. S. Sis-

kind. Toronto, McGraw-Hill, 1954.

445 pp., diagrs., $11.00.

Engineering metallurgy. E. M. H. Lips.

Eindhoven, Philips, Houston, Elsevier,

1954. 246 pp., illus., $6.25 (U.S.).

Financial Post survey of mines, 1955.
Toronto, Financial Post, 1954. 416 pp.,
$3.00.

Fluid friction coefíicients for circular
pipes at turbulent flow. J. R. Finnie-
come. Manchester, Emmott, 1954.

125 pp., figs., tables, 10/-.

For action: the autobiography of a
Canadian industrialist. J. E. Hahn.
Toronto, Clarke, Irwin, 1954. 305 pp.,
illus., $3.50.

Formulas for stress and strain, 3rd
ed. R. J. Roark Toronto. McGraw-Hill,
1954. 381 pp., figs., $9.50.

Fresh water from the ocean. C. B. El-
lis. New York, Ronald, 1954. 217 pp.,
diagrs., $5.00 (U.S.).

Grinding of steel. E. N. Simons. London
Gdhams, Toronto, Nelson, Foster and
Scott, 1954. 224 pp., illus., $5.50.

Heat transmission, 3rd ed. W. H. Mc-
Adams. Toronto, McGraw-Hill, 1954.
532 pp., figs., $10.50.

Induction and dielectric heating. J. W.
Cable. New York, Reinhold, 1954.

576 pp., illus., $12.50 (U.S.).

Light metais handbook. G. A. Pagonis.
Toronto, Van Nostrand, 1954. 2 v.,

tables, $9.25.

BOOKS RECEIVED
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If your problem is Structural Steel

or Special Fabrícatíng

. we can help you

Your problems are serious and urgent-our facilities

are available and complete— so why not get

together and talk over your needs!

Recent plant and shop expansions place us in the

position of being able to offer you the manu-
facturing resources of o// types of structural steei,

tank and pressure vessel work. We also place at

your disposal adequate crane, stock and shipping

facilities inaddition to a competent staff ofengineers

and draughtsmen.

We have served many industries in many ways
over the years and, frankly, we like solving their

problems. So why worry about yours? Just give

US a call. Telephone, Welland 5648-9.

À
STANDARD STEEL CONSTRUCTION COMPANY

Welland, Ont.
(Plonl 01 PorI Robinion)

55-2
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(Jnder constructlon by Taylor Woodi-ow :

a new culvert. part ol a vast and Important Industrial

development whlch wlU have far-reachlng resulta.

'When we build, let us

think that we build for ever

'

JOHN RUSKEN

TAYLOR WOODROW
Building and Civil Engineehng Contractors

24 Isabella Street

Toronto 5

La machine-outil. t. 2, Usinage par
tours. A. R. Métral, éd. Paris, Dunod,
Montreal, Fomac, 1954. 372 pp., illue.,

$21.00.

Magnetic control of industrial motors,
2nd ed. G. W. Heumann. New York,
Wiley, 1954. 714 pp., Ulus., $9.50.

Management education for itself and
its employees. Part 1—Management
education in American business.
L. F. Urwick. Part 2—A survey of
management development. J. M.
Trickett. Part 3—Case studies in
management development. R. G.
Simpson. Part 4—The education of
employees: a status report. New
York, American management assoe,
1954. 4 parts, illus., $6.50 (U.S.) a set.

Materials for product development,
1954. New York, Clapp and Pollak,

1954. 160 pp., illus., $7.50 (U.S.).

Materials handling. J. R. Immer. Tor-
onto, McGraw-Hill, 1953. 591 pp., illus.,

$8.00.

Metallurgy of welding. W. H. Bruck-
ner. Toronto, Pitman, 1954. 290 pp.,
illus., $6.00.

National conference on industrial
hydraulics. v. 7, Proceedings of the
ninth meeting, 1953. Chicago, The
conference, 1953. 234 pp., illus., $4.50
(U.S.).

Nuclear engineering. Symposium held
June 1954. F. J. Van Antwerpen, ed.

New York, American institute of chem-
ical engineers, 1954. 3 v., illus., each
$4.25 (U.S.). (Chemical engineering
progress symposium series, v. 50, nos.

11-13).

Plastics engineering handbook, 2nd
ed. Society of the plastics industry.

New York, Reinhold, 1954. 813 pp.,
Ulus., $15.00 (U.S.).

Résolution pratique des équations
difTérentielles. J. Legras. Paris, Dunod,
Montreal, Fomac, 1954. 112 pp., $4.15.

Les soudures; technique-contrôle sou-
dabilité des métaux. D. Séférian.

Paris, Dunod, Montreal, Fomac, 1954.

428 pp., illus., $16.25.

Statistical tables on aluminium, lead,
copper . . . mercury and silver, 42nd
annual issue, 1938, 1946-1953. Frank-
furt, Metallgesellschaft A.G., 1954.

199 pp., tables.

STANDARDS REVIEWED
ASTM standards, American society for

testing materiais, 1916 Race Street,
Philadelphia 3, Pa.

A.S.T.M. Standards on bituminous
materiais for highway construo-
tion, waterprooíing, and roofíng
(with related information), $4.00

(U.S.).

This edition includes 110 standards re-

lating to bituminous waterprooíing and
roofing materiais, materiais for roads and
pavements, specific gravity, and timber
preservativas.

New material includes test methods for

asphalt insulating siding surfaced with
mineral granules, staining properties of

asphalts, Saybolt Furol viscosity of as-

phaltic materiais at high temperatures,
and specifications for bituminous saturated
woven burlap fabrics. Appendix I covers
cooperative studies of a stripping test for

bitumen aggregate mixtures.
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)niy B.EGoodrich
nakes GROMMET V-BELTS

STANDARD "BFG"
GROMMET V-BELT

Palenled Twin Grommef construction: A
Grommet is made by winding heavy rayon

cord on ilself lo form an endless toop.

They last 20 to 50% longer-
because they're "^BONUS BUILT

Check these B.F. Goodrich *BONUS POINTS
Premium construction . . . at regular prices

*BONUS 1 Oollar Stretching— 20 to 50% longer life means a
20 to 50 cents "stretch" of yoor V-Beit dollar.

^BONUS 2 Strong as an ox—Twin grommet construction means
no centre cords. No spiice. No overlappíng cord sections.

Uniform strength throughout.

"^BONUS 3 No lazy eords—67% less stretch than ordinary V-Belts.

*BONUS 4 Flexible as an acrobat— Grip Vi horder. Fit Into

shecve grooves exactiy. Pull heavier locds with A
SAFETY FACTOR. Less internai heat. Less slip, less

surface wear.

*BONUS 5 Premium Quolity Performance—at standard costi

If you use V-Belts, contact your B. F. Goodrich distributor

or neorest bronch . . . and save yourself money.

*BONUS-BUILT B. F. goodrich grommet v-belts

EUMINATE 85% OF THE CAUSE OF V-BELT FAILURE

Wrife for new V-Be/f cofafogue section with complete data

The B. F. Goodrich Rubber Company

of Canado, Limited
MONCTON • MONTREAL • TORONTO • KITCHENER • WINNIPEG

REGINA • CALGARY • EDMONTON • VANCOUVER
54-53)

BEGoodrich
BELTING & HOSE • MOLDED & EXTRUDED RUBBER PARTS
VULCALOCK RUBBER LININGS & INDUSTRIAL ROLLS

THE ENGINEERING JOURNAL Februnry, 19.U

11 NEW IMPORTANT FEATURES .

.

7. No slip under normal load
at full speed.

Prolects driver and driven
mechanisms aqainst over-
load shock.

Can be furnished In auto-
matic backstop lype.

10. Prevenis torsional reso-
nance.

11. Easily assembled even in

blind installations.

II you have problems of mlsalignmenl - smooth starting - vibra-

lion - overload or assembly in the manufacture or operation of:

• Texiile

Machinery

• Wire Mochlnes

• Fans

• Gasoline Engines

• Back Stop Brakes

• Mixers

• Conveyors

• Pumps

• Electric Motors

• Generators

• High Speed
Pulverizers

• Tube Mills

• Let Our Engineers Consider Your Problem. Twiflex May

Be The Answer.

OVER-RUNNINC
CLUTCH

For automatic en-

gagemenl and release
on two speed drives,

dual drives and for

ratchel leed or back-
stop action.

SLIP CLUTCH
For overload pro-

tection — conslant
Iorque — conslant
tension on reeling

or winding stands.

SINGLE REVOLUTION
CLUTCH

For automatic, accu-
rate control, electric-

ally or mechanícally,
oi intermittent mo-
tion, indexing, cycl-

ing, cut-ofi.

WRIU TODAY!
For Details of TWIFLEX Coupling in Catalog CE-3

IN CANADA: UPTON-BRADEEN-JAMES LTD.

890 Yonge St. • TORONTO • 3464 Park Ave. MONTREAL

THE HILLIARD CORPORATION;

36 W. FOURTH ST. — ELMIRA, N. Y.

MANUFACTURING CLUTCHES FOR 50 YEARS
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Appointments and Transfers
Otis appointment.—Leroy A. Petersen,

president of Otis Elevator Company,
announced from New York City that

effective January 1, 1955, W. G. Robson
becaine president of Otis Elevator Com-
pany Limited, the Canadian associate of

the Otis organization. Mr. Robson,
currently vice-president in charge of sales,

service and construction in Canada,
recently returned to this country after

seventeen years of foreign service, latterly

as managing director of Australasian

operations.

•

The Consolidated Mining and Sniell-
ing Company of Canada Limited.

—

D. F. Rice has been appointed to the newly
created position of supervisor of research

administration for the Consolidated Min-
ing and vSmelting Company. The announce-
ment was made by A. D. Turnbull,
manager of the Company's research and
development division. ÍVIr. Rice's ap-
pointment became effective January 19.

Mr. Rice was born in Thandiani, índia,

where his father was serving in the Indian
Army. He carne to Canada in 1920. In

1935, he received his B.A.Sc, in mining
engineering at the University of British

Columbia. He joined Cominco in that
year, starting work on the labour gang.

He later served as a smoke tester, assayer

and testing engineer, and in 1945, was
appointed superintendent of metallurgical

research. He joined the administrative
controls staff in the next year, and in 1950,
became supervisor of projects.

.1. D. Hartley has been appointed super-
intendent of Cominco's zinc department,
effective January 1, 1955. The announce-
ment was made by R. D. Perry, general
manager of The Consolidated Mining and
Smelting Company. The zinc department
is one of Cominco's largest departments
and is al.so the largest zinc-producing
operation in the world.

Mr. Hartley was born of Canadian
parents in San Francisco, Califórnia. He
was educated in Vancouver and was well

known there as an outstanding basketball
player. In 1927 he obtained the degree
of B.A.Sc, in chemical engineering at the
University of British Columbia. He
joined Cominco in 1927, becoming an
assayer in that year. He was later trans-

ferred to the research department. In 1930

Mr. Hartley joined the zinc department
staff, becoming superintendent, zinc tank
room.s and melting, in 1938. In 1946 he

was appointed superintendciiit of develop-

ment, zinc department, and, after some
smelting department .service, in 1951

became special assistant to the superin-

tendent, smelting department. In June
1954 he returned to the zinc department
as assistant superintendent.

•

Shawinigan Chemicals Limited. —
Louis F. Fitzpatrick, who has been a
member of the staff of Shawinigan Chemi-
cals Limited for the past 10 years, has been
appointed .sales manager of the Company's
stainless steel and alloys division, it was
announced by Dr. R. S. Jane, executive
vice-president of the Company.
A Montrealer by birth, Mr. Fitzpatrick

graduated from McGill in chemical engi-

neering in 1943 and went overseas with the
Royai Canadian Engineers. On his dis-

charge in 1945 he joined Shawinigan in the

chemicals division at Shawinigan Falis,

transferring to the stainless steel and al-

loys division two years later. He was made
assistant sales manager of that division in

1953.

•

B. F. Goodrich of (danada.—J. M.
Robbins, vice-president of B.F. Goodrich
of Canada has b<;en promoted to the parent
company's Akron headquarters, it was
announced recently by Ira G. Needles,
president of B.F. Goodrich of Canada.

Mr. Robbins, formerly vice-president
manufacturing, joined B.F. Goodrich in

Akron in 1928, and has subsequently held
various administrative posts in the B.F.
Goodrich divisions in U.S. A., Sweden,
and Bogotá. A graduate of Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute, Mr. Robbins carne
to Canada in 1949.

It was also announced that M. G.
Morgan has been apppointed general
manager of manufacturing. A graduate of
Virgínia Polytechnic Institute, Mr. Mor-
gan joined the B.F. Goodrich organiza-
tion at Akron in 1938. A resident of

Canada since 1950, he previously held
various appointments in Los Angeles,

Califórnia, and Oklahoma. H(! succeed

J. M. Robbins.
Two other B.F. Goodrich appointments

also announced are the promotion of

J. V, Brown to district manager for British

Columbia, and (íordon L. Califas as dis-

trict manager of the Alberta-Saskatchewan
territory.

C A. Brace appointed.—Ferranti Elec-

tric Limited has announced the appoint-

ment of G. \. Brace, formerly assistant

general manager, to the position of vice-

president and a director.

G. A. Brace

The Garlock Packing Company of
Canada. Ltd.—J. B.Stittof 600Piccadilly

Street, London, Ontário, was retired by
The Garlock Packing Company of Canada,
Ltd., according to an announcement by
Mr. E. W. Reese, vice-president. Retire-

ment became effective January 1, 1955.

Born in Kemptville, Ontário, Mr. Stitt

was educated at the University of Toronto.
He íirst engaged in mining and exploration

work in South America and then for three

years represented Garlock on that con-

tinent.
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For the past 20 years Mr. Stitt has been
the Garlock rcpresentative in Western
Ontário.

Buildin^ up Trans-Canada Pipe Lines
Staff.—The appointment of B. E. Lowe
as manager of sales for Trans-Canada
Pipe Lines Limited was announced by
N. E. Tanner, president of the company.
Mr. Lowe will be located at Trans-
Canada's sales headquarters in Toronto.
Under A. P. Craig, vice-president in

charge of sales, Mr. Lowe and J. W.
Tomlinson, whose appointment as assist-

ant sales manager was announred last

month, will negotiate contracts with
natural gas distributors and with large
industrial users of natural gas whieh are

located outside the territories served by
the distributors. His sales responsibilities

will cover the entire Trans-Canada
Pipe Lines' natural gas transmission net-
work linking the Alberta gas fields and
Montreal.

Mr. Lowe's appointment follows more
than 20 years' experience in sales, mana-
gerial and engineering positions with gas
and elcctric Utilities in the United States
and Canada. During the war, he served as
an instructor in electronics in the U.S.
Navy and was a ground officer with a
night fighter squadron.

Shehlons Engineering Limited Makes
Execiitive Appointments.—W D. Shel-
don, Jr., president, Sheldons Engineering
Limited, Galt, Ontário, has nominated the
three men shown below to new posts in lhe
organization, as follows:— W. C. Caldwell,
special projects manager; A. Nearingburg,
general sales manager; T. K. Birss,

Toronto Branch manager.

The St. Lawrence Seaway Authority.

—

The Honourable Lionel Chevrier, Presi-

dent, The St. Lawrence Seaway Authority
has announced the appointment of two
officials to the staff of the Authority. Both
appointments were effective February 1.

The two positions filled provide for the
supervision of purchases and legal matters.
Thomas Oliver Moorse, formerly with
Brompton Pulp & Paper Co. Ltd. and
The St. Lawrence Corporation Ltd. has
been appointed purchasing agent. G.
Gilles Gouin, a Montreal lawyer has been
named legal officer.

Thomas Oliver Moorse is a native of
Montreal. After his high school, he com-
pleted business administration, salesman-
ship and business English courses. The
principal firms with which he has been
associated include the Ogilvie Flour Mills

Co. Ltd., where he started as a detail

salesman and advanced to territorial

salcsman in Northern New Brunswick, the

Bathurst Power & Paper Co. Ltd. where
he was responsible for both mills and wood-
lands purchasing and stores from 1939 to

1946. In early 1947, Mr. Moorse was
appointed purchasing agent in charge of

the Brompton Pulp & Paper Company 's

East Angus and Bromptonville mills and
woodlands purchasing and stores depart-

ments. Promoted to general purchasing

agent of the Brompton organization in

1948, he was promoted in 1952 to manager
mills purchases of the Consolidated
Purchasing Department, comprising the

mill purchasing departments of Lake St.

John Power & Paper Co. Ltd., St. Law-
rence Paper Mills Co. Ltd., Brompton
Pulp & Paper Company Ltd.

G. Gilles Gouin is also a native of

Montreal. Following his studies at St.

Stanislas College he received his B.A.
degree from the University of Paris. Fol-

lowing his law course at McGill University

where he obtained a B.C.L. degree in 1950

he did post^graduate studies at Columbia
University where he graduated with a
M.B.A. degree. Mr. Gouin has had legal

experience with the Canadian National
Railways where he was employed from
1952 to 1954. Prior to his appointment he
was employed by the firm Hugessen,
Macklaier, Chisholm, Smith & Davis.

Samuel G. Hibben Retires from West-
inghouse Lamp Division.—Dr. Samuel
G. Hibben, former director of applied
lighting for the lamp division of the West-
inghouse Electric Corporation, and a
past president of the Illuminating Engi-
neering Society, has retired from Westing-
house after nearly 40 years of service to

the lamp and lighting industry.

An internationally-known authority on
illumination, and a familiar figure at
Canadian lighting gatherings, Dr. Hibben
was born in Hillsboro, Ohio, and was
graduated from the Case Institute of

Technology in Cleveland wilh a bachelor
of Science degree in 1910. In 1914, Case
awarded him the degree of electrical engi-

neer for his study of light-controlling glass-

warc, and he later took post-graduate
work at the Carnegie Institute of Tech-
nology, Pittsburgh, Pa., and at the
University of Paris, France. In 1952
Case Institute awarded him the honorary
degree of doctor of engineering.

After operating an electrical contracting
firm and working in Pittsburgh as a Con-
sulting engineer, Dr. Hibben joined
Westinghouse in 1915 as a meter design
engineer. Later he became an arc-lamp

specialist at the East Pittsburgh works
and later an illuminating engineer at sales

headquarters.

Hibben rejoined the Company in 1919
as a supervisor in the Cleveland lamp
division Office after serving as a captain

in the A.E.F. in World War I. He was
soon called to Bloomfield, New Jersey, to

develop a lighting service bureau that was
the forerunner of the Westinghouse lamp
division's present commercial engineering
department. In 1933 he was named direc-

tor of applied lighting.

In his active professional career Dr.
Hibben has made many contributions to

the science and art of illumination. He
was the first to design mobile anti-aircraft

searchlights (1917); the first to perfect a

design for lighthouse lenses of American
manufacture (1920); the first to design

acceptable semi-indirect lighting fixtures,

and a member of a group of scientists that

developed the initial "cluster" street

lights. He directed the designing of a
system of transcontinental airway beacons
in 1927, and also the first modern flood-

lighting for public monuments and for

airports in 1928.

He has championed lighting designs for

underwater rescue work and photography,
collaborating with other noted scientists in

submarino photography. He was a pioneer

and an authority in many other Unes of

lighting development, some of these being

the application of radiation to plant

growth and insect control, the use of

"black light" and íluorescent lighting, and
ultraviolet rays.

In World War II, Dr. Hibben served in

the Office on Civil ian Defense as an
authority on defense lighting, blackouts,

camouflage, and color signals. He is a
member of many professional societies,

including the American Institute of Elec-

trical Engineers, the British Illuminating

Engineering Society and the Ohio Society

of New York, and is a past-president of

the Montclair Society of Engineers. He is

also a member of the Engineers Club of

New York and a Fellow of the Distinguish-

ed Service Foundation of Optometry.
He is also recipient of the Westinghouse

Order of Merit, the highest award be-

stowed by the Company.

Westinghouse Appointment.—A. H.
Sievert has been named sales manager for

the Canadian Westinghouse Company'8
newly-formed tube division in Hamilton.
Reorganization of the firm's lamp-tube
division into two separate units was re-

cently announced by L. A. McCalpin,
who will head up both operations as

general manager.

W. C. Caldwell A, Nearingburg T. K, Birss
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Mr. Sievert has been with Westinghouse
for almost 20 years, having joined the

Company in 1935 upon graduation from
the University of Toronto with a B.A.Sc,

degree in electrical engineering. Since

then he has been continuously associated

with lamp and tube operations in produc-
tion, engineering and sales capacities.

During 1941 Mr. Sievert worked on the

design and development of special military

tubes at the Westinghouse Electric Corpor-
ation's Bloomfield Works. He spent the

next four wartime years engaged in similar

projects at Hamilton.

For the past year Mr. Sievert has been
assistant to the general manager of the
lamp-tube division.

•

Taylor Instrument Companies of
Canada, Ltd.—H. J. Noble, president,

Taylor Instrument Companies of Canada
Limited has announced the appointment of

E. J. Sheare as managing director. Mr.
Sheare has been industrial sales manager
and has had many years experience in the
application of temperature, pressure,

flow and liquid levei controls to Canadian
industry. Arthur H. Allen, who for many
years has been managing director, wiil

continue as active technical consultant.

E. Kennard, General Manager, McKin-
non Columbus Chain.—Mr. A. L.

McKinnon, president, has announced the
appointment of Mr. Edward Kennard as

General Manager of McKinnon Columbus
Chain Limited, St. Catharines, Ontário.

Prior to joining the McKinnon Chain
organization two years ago as Assistant
General Manager, Mr. Kennard was for
some years at Avro, Malton, as Assistant
Manager—G. T. Engineering, and later
Production Controller—Gas Turbine. He

New Dielectric Heater Bulletin. — A
new bulletin describing operating ad-
vantages of Allis-Chalmers dielectric
heaters has been released by the com-
pany.
The bulletin tells how Allis-Chalmers

dielectric heaters can help cut costs in
heating, drying, baking or curing of
nonconduction materiais.
Units offered range in size from 3 kw

for laboratory and research projects^
and certain production jobs, such as
heating plastic preforms; to 60-kw
heaters for setting glue joints, heat
forming of parts, or curing, vuicanizing,

setting and drying of rubber. The latter

is best known for his work as General
Manager of St. Catharines Steel Products
Limited during World War II and for
overseas industrial missions.
McKinnon Columbus are manufacturers

of chain, chain products, hand and power
hoists, hardware and specialties.

•

can be had without ovens, cages or
work handling equipment to fit specific

operations.

Also available are 15 to 50-kw heaters
for use with a continuous conveyor typc
oven in handling large quantities of
such items as sand cores and cones of
yarn.

Copies of "Allis-Chalmers Dielectric
Heating," 15B6431B, are available on
request from Canadian Allis-Chalmers
Limited, Box 37, Montreal, Quebec.

•

Strip Heaters.—A new four-page bul-
letin describing strip heaters has been

Publications
For copies of the publications mentioned below please apply to the

publishers at the addresses given in the items.

Please mention The Engineering Journal when writing.

The McAvity line of Stainless Steel KA2M0 Valves

has been designed to provide outstandíng servíce

under severe corrosive condítíons. Ali cast parts

are KA2MO Stainless Steel, with bar stock parts of

Type 316 Stainless Steel . . . and an important feature

from the maintenance standpoint is that McAvity

globe, angle, and Y volve parts ore interchangeable.

Full details of the complete line avail-

able on request from our nearest branch.

Stainless Steel

KA2MO VALVES

FIGURE 5796

Flanged Angle
Volve

T. McAVITY & SONS, LTD., SAINT JOHN, N.B. — Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg, Caigary, Vancouver
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announced by Canadian General Elec-

tric Company.
Designated CGEA-1157E, the publira-

t.ion contains complete catalogue lisí-

ings, including specifications of ali the

available lengths and styles of this

product. Detailed diagrams and photo-
graphs illustrate the strip heater to-

gether with many of its typical insta!-

lations.

Further information is available from
Component Heating Devices, Canadian
General Electric Co. Ltd., 212 King St.

West, Toronto.
•

Vibrating Equipment. — A 230 page
catalogue on Jeffrey-Traylor vibrating
equipment has just been published by

New Marconi Preinises.—A revolution-

ary "electronic eye" was demonstrated
when the new Research Laboratories of

the Canadian Marconi Company were
officially opened in Montreal recently

by Dr. O. M. Solandt, Chairman of the
Defence Research Board. Dr. Solandt
opened new premises for Marconi's
Aviation, Research and Radio Relay
Departments at McEachran Avenue.
The new electronic eye, demonstrated

to guests at the opening ceremony is

an advanced type of photocell. Its ap-
plications include use on TV sets, to

adjust the pieture automatically to

variations in room light, and as a sim-
plified low CQ.st automobile headlight
dimmer.
Ceramic crystals were also shown

being "grown", which will "remember"
eléctrica! voltages for many months.
They will also amplify electronic sig-

nals.

Great interest was shown in another
device which will make the atoms in

a material ring like a bell, but at very
high frequencies — in the shortwave
broadcast bands. The character of the
ringing gives a very detailed pieture of

compo.sition of many subst^nces. It may
have important uses in industrial pro-
cesses in addition to being a valuable
research tool.

The hard lot of the surveyor making
maps from aerial photographs is going
to be much easier in the future as a

result of an electronic tape measure
which is under development. It is

known as a geodimeter. This gadget
will mea.sure accurately distances up
to 30 miles and is light enough to be
carried over rugged country in Canadas
bushland.

•
Luria Appoints Canadian Representa-
rive.-—Taylor, Bishop, MacLean, Ltd

,

of 3416 Decarie Boulevard, Montreal,
has been appointed Canadian dealer
representativo for the Luria Engineer-
ing Company of Bethiehem, Pennsyl-
vania, and New York City, according
to an announcement by Grant A. Sat-
tem, vice president in charge of sales
for the latter concern.
Robert J. Bishop is president of the

newiy-incorporated Canadian firm, which
also has oíiices in Toronto. William B.
Taylor is vice president and managing
director.

•
Multi-zone Air Conditioning.—Sturte-
\-ant lias recently introduccd the new
mnlti-zone air conditioning unit which

Jeffrey Manufacturing Company Lim-
ited.

" This catalogue No. 870 is a well

illustrated and detailed general cata-

logue on the complete Jeffrey-Traylor

line of electric vibrating feeders, con-

veyors, coolers, dryers, mixers, constant

weight feeders, bin check valves, pack-

ers, screens, controls and magnetic
separators. Also included are illustra-

tions and information on MV mechani-
cal vibrating conveyors.
This new comprehensive catalogue is

available on request through Jeffrey

Manufacturing Company Limited offices

in Montreal, Toronto, Hamilton, Hali-

fax, Vancouver or Jeffrey distributors

across Canada.

is a rugged, compact central plant air

conditioning unit for supplying air mix-
tures, blended for simultaneous unequal
heat load demands in various zones
requiring individual temperature and
humidity control. Formerly, heat load

variations caused by differences in

building construction, changes in occu-

pancy, wind or solar exposure, could be
controlled only by separate supply sys-

tems for each zone, or by expensive
zone reheat arrangements.

Now this problem can be solved with

cal handling, pressure vessels, tanks, heating.
ventilation. Industrial wastes, piplng. steel

and reinforced concrete structures, quarries;
surveying; development of new equipment
and structures and maintenance engineering.
Desires position with manufacturing company
or Consulting engineers in Toronto area. Avail-
able on reasonable notice. File No. 4658-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER (Scot), A.M.I.,
Mech.E., aged 30, arriving in Canada (Tor-
onto) mid-April, 1955, would welcome en-
quiries from prospective employers with re-

gard to responsible position in design, de-
velopment, project or plant maintenance work,
etc. Available for interview immediately upon
arrival. Excellent references. 14 years ex-
perience including 5 years apprenticeship
with 3 years workshops training. Experience
includes design work with regard to water
tube boilers and refrigeration plant and de-
sign, project handling, estimation, construc-
tion supervision, etc, with regard to special
purpose apparatus and maehinery associated
with explosives manufacture. File No. 4659-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, 51 grad-
uate, N.S.T.C., B.Sc, B.E., married, no
children, SVz years with Canadian Electrical
manufacturer, completed graduate training
course, 2 years experience on development,
assembly and testing of 7.5 to 230 KV Cir-

cuit breakers, plant layout, tooling and gen-
eral machine shop practice. Desires respon-
sible position with opportunity for advance-
ment. File No. 4661-W.

YOUNG ENGINEER, 1953 graduate, Ecole Poly-
technique, presently completing M.Sc. degree
in Industrial management at the School of
Industrial Management, Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology. Good academic and extra-
curricular background. Would consider em-
ployment with a médium sized manufacturing
roncern in the áreas of production, market-
ing or industrial engineering; with a man-
agement Consulting firm; with a municipality.
Thoroughly bilingual. Province of Quebec
preferred. File No. 4662-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, P.Eng., M.E.I.C.,
graduate institution of mechanical engineers
Great Britain. Age 36, married. 5 years ap-
prentice British Railways Locomotive Works.
6 years engineers Office Royai Airforce
(squadron leader), 8 years experience Cana-
dian Aluminum Industry in fields of mechani-
cal engineering and production in smelter and
fabrication plants. Past 3V2 years production
engineer in major aluminum forge plant.
Seeks position of responsibility with oppor-
tunity for advancement. Preferably in Can-
ada, but will consider reasonable location
overseas. Apply to File No. 4663-W.

a .single Sti rtevant Multi-Zone air con-
ditioning mit. Efiicient, economical,
this versatile unit supplies air condition-

ing at a central location—-for the in-

dividual needs of 12 zones.

This complete unit, fans, coils, motors
and starters, is designed and manufac-
tured by Sturtevant. With the intro-

duction of this unit, Sturtevant-West-
inghouse now manufactures a complete
line of air handling units, second to

none.

Catalogue 1640 is available on request
to B. F. Sturtevant Company of Can-
ada Limited, Advertising Department,
Galt, Ontário.

•

American Air Filter. — American Air

Filter of Canada, Ltd. has completed
plana for the construction of its own
Montreal plant, W. G. Hole, vice-presi-

dent and general manager, revealed.

The company now occupies leased space

at 7035 Grand Avenue, Montreal.

American Air Filter of Canada, Ltd.

has purchased a plant site of 2% acres

on Stiiison Blvd. in the Town of St.

Laurent, a Montreal suburb. The land
was formerly owned by the Canadian
National Railway whose tracks adjoin

the property. Total plant, land and
equipment investment in the plant will

be approximately $250,000.00.

•

CHEMICAL ENGINEER. P.Eng. (Ontário).

Jr.E.I.C, M.A.Sc. (Toronto), SVz years ex-

perience in research and development in plas-

tics. pulp and paper, fluorescent materiais,

also in laboratory testing and analyses. Work-
ing knowledge of biochemistry. Desires re-

search and (or) development position in Tor-
onto area. Available on 2 weeks notice to

present employer. File No. 4664-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, graduate 1949, Mel-
bourne University, Austrália. B.E.E., Assoe.
A.I.E.E., single, age 26 years, five years
electrical engineering experience, graduate
G.E. test course, at present in U.S., desires
employment commencing March, preferably
in Toronto or Montreal. V/2 years design ex-

perience with Dept. of Civil Aviation and
2'2 years experience as sales engineer with
Australian General Electric company handl-
ing motor and control gear sales and switch-
gear and transformer sales. Desires employ-
ment as sales engineer. File No. 4665-W.

P.ENG., Jr.E.I.C, age 30, estimating and de-

sign, 2 years; instrument man on various
types of field surveys—2 years; commercial
coUege—1 year. File No. 4666-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, P.Eng., Jr.E.I.C.
Married, 26 years old, bilingual. Supervisory
experience in inspection. Quality control and
methods work. Supervision and responsibility
desired. Prefer Montreal area, will consider
Eastern Canada. File No. 4668-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, S.E.I.C. Polytech-
nique 1955, graduating, married, bilingual.
Equivalent of 2 to 3 years experience in

plumbing and heating line as an apprentice
service man, design, estimate anâ surveil-
lance of complete plumbing and heating sys-
tem for a contractor. Desires a position in

the heating industry. Also interested in sales.
Will consider any offer of situation connected
with the heating line, preferably in Montreal.
File No. 4669-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C. graduated 1949.

Age 27. Married, 1 child. Two last years with
Montreal contractor as job engineer on two
large projects including R.C. bridge construc-
tion, earthworks, roadwork and tunnelilng.
Previously employed in Austrália by iarge
pulp and paper company in responsible posi-
tion on civil engineering design and super-
vision. Also experienced in open cut mining
and large scale earthmoving operations. Par-
ticularly interested in design and use of pre-
cast and prestressed concrete. Desires respon-
sible position with contractor or consultant in

Toronto or Western province. File No. 4670-W.

New Equipment and Developments

Employment Service
íConttnued from page }7I>)
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The chailenge to take big strides

in engineering reflects in advantages

Westinghouse can offer by major advances

Hke the new JETAIRE power circuit breakcT,

Under the familiar dead-tank structure, reduced in size

and weight, an amazingly small and rugged

cartridge-like intêrrupter operates without oil,

complicated mechanisms or even criticai alignment.

Safe, reliable operation. Lighter and smatler—shipped

as a completcly factory assembled and adjusted 3-pole

imit. Now available up to 5 million KVA Interrupting

Capacity.at 116,000-138,000 volts.

CANAOIAN WESTINGHOUSE COMPANV tlMITeO, HAMItTON
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Report on Investigation

into the

Failure of Two 100-mw. Turbo Generators

hv

Sir Claude D. Gibb, G.B.E., D.Sc, M.E., F.R.S.
Chairman and Managing Director

C. A. Parsons and Co. Ltd., England

Sir Claude Gibb gave this paper at a meeting of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers in

London, England, on February 15, 1955. He then flew to Toronto to present it to the Toronto
Branch of the Engineering Institute of Canada on February 18. The paper is being published in

coUaboration with the I.Mech.E. anddiscussions contributed toeach organiza tion will be published

eventually by both.

It has often been said of engineering that "progress is tnade by solving the problems

resulting from the making of progress".

The paper describes the investigations inade following the failure of two generators

each of lOO-niw. capacity installed in the Richard L. Hearn Generating Station at

Toronto of lhe Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontário. The author details some

general considerations affecting the design of alternator rotors, the selection of materiais

used, past troubles which had to be avoided, reasons for certain features incorporated

in the original design and modified as the result of the fallures, and safeguards intro-

duced into current praotice lo avoid lhe possibility of a repetition of the failures.

Sir Claude Gibb was born in Adelaide,

Austrália, in 1898 and was a pilot in World
War One in the Australian Fiying Corps.

Ife is a graduate of Adelaide University

and has doctor of science degrees from

London and Durham Universities. As di-

rector general of Armoured Fighting Ve-

hicles and chairman of the Brilish Tank
Board, he led the team that designed and

developed the Centurion Tank. Previous

to that he developed and forced into pro-

duction the 17 pounder gun and was re-

sponsible for ali Brilish weapon produc-

lion. He was knighled in 1945 for out-

standing war work and was president in

1951 of the Engineering Section of the

British Association. He was elected a

Feliow of the Royai Society for original

research and design and new niethods of

manufacturing steam turbines, and for bis

armamenl work. Starting as a fitter in

1924, he is now chairman and managing
director of lhe largest turbine firm in the

British Empire and chairman of lhe

world's largest switchgear firm.

The designers of large output

turbo-type generators have long

aceepted the fact that the dimen-

sions of the revolving field or rotor

primarily determine the basic design

of the generator and that there are

niany more problems arising from

rotor design than from stator design.

One of the first and fundamental

questions arising is the material to

be used for the rotor end bel Is (or

end caps or retaining rings as they

are variously called). Figure 1

shows the original design of the

rotors concerned in this investiga-

tion. The end bells are showii .shaded.

For mechanical strength, the de-

signer would prefer to use a rela-

tively low alloy steel which would

provide the desired physical proper-

ties after hot forging and simple

heat treatment. Such end bells

would, however, be magnetic and

introduce difficulties in both rotor

and stator because the leakage

fluxes at the ends of the stator core

would be intensified, thus augment-

ing the core end section and core

end plate heating and also causing

eddy current surface heating in the

end bells. In addition, the leakage of

flux from the rotor into the end bells

would increa.se the main flux densi-

ties in the rotor body and thus

increase the current in the rotor

windings required for magnetiza-

tion

.

Considerations of desirable mag-

netic paths call for end bells lo be of

non-magnetic material; this demand

has led to intensive metallurgical

research in many countries seeking

lhe most suitable material. Scores of

alternai ive alloy s and materiais

have been considered, among them

being titanium and varioiís nickol-

copper (moiiel) alioys.

The material which has been

mo.st widely u.sed is an austenitic

steel of the following approximate

composition

:
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END BELL SUPPORT RING FAN

ROTOR
SHAFT

WINDINGS

Fig. 1. Section showing original arrangonioiíl of
rotor oikI wiiidiíig siipporls.

Carbon, 0.64% — 0.70%.
Silicon, 0.37 " 0.45%.
Miinganese, 7.23% — 8.18%,.

Sulphur, 0.006%o — 0.014%,.

Phosplionis, 0.020% — 0.032%.
Chromium, 3.80% — 4.09%o-
Nickel, 8.40%o — 8.83%o.

The analysis of the nialcrial from
which the end bells of tlie rotors in

cjuestion were made lay between the

Hrnits given above. Such a material

gives cojisiderable aflvantages to the

electrical designer, but provides

major problems for lhe metallurgisl,

the forgemaster and the machinist.

Figures 2A and 2B illustrate the

way in which the more important

component of leakage flux at the

ends of lhe rotor and stator core is

afíected by the rotor end bel!

material. The inteiisity of the leak-

age field i.s indi(;ated by the spacing

of the line.s depicting the flux path;

this spacing clearly denionstrates

the effect of the loiíger flux path

with non-niagnetic end Ix-lls in

redncing the field intensily.

For lhe sake of clearness lhe

leakage field is drawn oidy for lhe

airpath. It will be understood lhat

the flux path is compjleted in the

iron ]>ortions of the magnetic circuil

in a direclion normal to lhe j)laiie

of the paper.

Fig. Diiiiciisions of rotor
«Mul l)ell forging.

A flux dislribution as shovvn in

Figure 2B has so many advanlages
in large generators that the de-

signer seeks ihein vigorously and
I)resses the melallurgist continuous-

ly for better and better physical

properties from non-magnetic
materiais.

In the smaller output generators



Table I

Machine Seria 1 Cast Yield r.T.s. Elongation, Rcductioii

No. No. No. point totis/sí). iii. per ceiít of area

ton.s/.sq. iii. per ceiít

1 KB. ()4139 Ai 50 6 57 38.0 44

1 FB. 134.5 «4139 .\3 48,8 56.2 42.0 49

2 FB. i;}4<i 64139 .\4 49 8 56.8 38.0 51

i FB. 1377 6.5699 .\1 56 2 61 29.5 42

[63,2 64O 6,0 19

li FB. 147() 67137 .\ 57.8 20 . 28

[55.8 60 18.5 30

:$ FB. 1648 71269 A3 49 6 56.2 39.0 43

FB. 1505 65699 A 55 .

4

60 6 23.0 32

i FB. 1378 65699 A2 59 . 63 2 23 .

5

38

hiiilt i)ri()r to al)i)ul lí).'U), iiiiipiiclic

oiid bfll.s were fçnicrally u.scd, aiid

ai the time non-niagiietic hell.s

berainc available, a yiel.l poiíit of

only 35 ton.s per .s(|iiarc iiicli wa.s

adequate to nieet tlic operatiiig

.stresses theii applied. With the

rapid growth iii .size of fíeiíeralors

caiiie lho iieed for iniproved pliysical

propertie.s, aiul the coiimioiily dc-

manded yield |)<)iid wa.s .step|H'd iij)

to 40, 45 and fiiially to ÕO toií.s per

.s(iuare iiich. The .sj)ecifieatioii to

which the Toronto end hells were
or(hM'ed wa.s as follows:



Yield point.

Tons per

sq. in.

mininmni
50

Elongation iii

2 in.íength.

per cent,

minimuni
"20

ritiniate tensile

strength,

Tons per sq. in.

niininuim

57

Reduction
of area

per cent,

niinÍTnuni

80

theAcceptance test results on
Toronto end bell material are given
in Table I.

The disadvantage of non-inag-
netic bell material is that being an
austenitic, the physieal properties
required can he obtained only by
cold working, actually warm work-
ing, and not by heat treatment.
This cold working inevitably pro-
duces residual stres.ses in the finished

ring, because improvements in phys-
ieal properties are a consefjuence of

grain structure distortion. Depend-
ing upon the teehni(iue of manu-
facture adopted, the residual stres.ses

resulting from cold working ahnost
certainiy will vary considerablv

from end bell to end bell and from
forgemaster to forgemaster. This is a

feature which neither metallurgist

nor designer likes. It has led to

investigations into alternative
methods of manufacture, including

forging on a mandrel under a more
powerful press, expanding on taper-

ed mandrels of various sizes and
rolling on a special type of tyre mill.

The niethod of manufacture
adopted depends upon e.xisting facil-

ities, upon the forgeniaster's experi-

ence and upon his opinions oti the
cjuality of the final product. E\-
l)anditig on tapered mandrels may
lead to greater residual stres.ses

than forging under a hydraulic press

while on a mandrel, but there is

room for further and more definite

information on this point, which is

being obtained by continued re-

.search. Rolling is a preferred method
always provided that the rolls are
capable of exerting a load sufíicient

for the cold work to penetrate
through the full thickness of the
end bell, since otherwise the inner
and outer surfaces would be stretch-

Table 11 — Service History of Nos. 1 and 2 iinits

No. of liour.'! iti .servicr

No. 1 No. 2
6,916

(iO "
"

4,427 10,739

'lotai kwh. generated \ IO"

Total 11,;J43

25 cyclcs 197,390
(io

"
370,129 685,199

\o. of Start.s, 25 cvclc.-i . .

Total 567,519

75
60 25 77

No. of overspeed trip test.s.

Total 100

l(i9,> r.p.iii. iCt r yole.s . 10
1980 r.p.m. (iO 7 17
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ed, placing the centre of the thick-

ness in -severe tension which would
remain as residual stress, the worst
po.ssible condition for resisting the

hoop stress due to the mass of the

bell and the stress produced by the

end turiLS of the rotor windings.

To produce end bells of the

dimensions required for the Toronto
rotors (Figure 3) a 4,000-ton press

was not powerful enough to forge

over the full axial length after

partial cold work; thus the forging

tool was restricted in working to

ap])roximately one-third of the
length of the end bell by tilting the

mandrel. For satisfactory rolling

the force exerted between the rolls

for Toronto size end bells would
have to approach ^,000 tons;

such a rolling mill would involve

fantastic bearing loading problems
which have not, as yet, been solved

.\ design of a suitable rolling mill is,

however, under active consideration

The Toronto end bells were
forged under a 4,000 ton press by the

following method:

1. The ingot is cogged into a

billet in a number of heats.

forging being carried out between
1,100°C. and 900°C.

2. The billet is cut into blocks;

under the press.

The blocks are flattened

(up.set) and the central holf

punched and drifted under the

press. The shape is trued by
flattening and edging.

4. Hot expanding is carried oul

on a mandrel in two stages.

5. The forgings are cooled and
rough machined.
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lad chart.

6. Expanding by forging under

the press on a mandrel is carried

out after heating to 1,050°C.

and allowing to cool to 480°C.,

when forging commences.
7. Stress-relieving prior to

inachining by heating for five

hours at 400°C. and cooling in the

furnace.

When producing the end bells for

Nos. 1 and 2 generators, Item 5

bove was not current practiee,

but this step was carried out on the

end bells for Nos. 3 and 4 generators.

Late in 1952, the machining allow-

ances in the bore after cold working
were increased to remove the

material having the highest residual

stress, tests having shown that the

high internai stresses present in the

bore deereased rapidly below the

surface.

Another problem which has been
prominently in the designer s mind
for many years is whether or not to

drill ventilating holes through the

end bells. Such holes, shown in

Figure 1, appreciably lower the

temperature rise in service, but
weaken the bell and are potential

stress raisers, particularly in a work
liardening non-magnetic material.

The designer must make his choice

hetween two evils and his decision

will be influenced by previous ex-

l)erience.

It is almost certainly true to say
lliat every manufacturer of large

lurbogenerators has experienced
lhe j)henomenon known as "rotor
< <)il distortion" where, after varying
poriods of service, the bottom turns
if the rotor coils shrink and even-
lually cause a breakdown, either

between coils or to earth. Figure 4

shows a rotor with such a develop-

ment.

When first experienced, rotor coil

distortion was something of a mys-
tery, but the causes are now clearly

established and it is known that one

direct manner of avoiding the

trouble is to reduce the rotor

temperature rise either by putting

more copper or aluminium into the

windings, which may well be limited

by stress considerations, or by im-

proving ventilation. Having added

as much active material as possible,

the designer endeavours to aid the

air or hydrogen flow across or

through the windings. Ventilating

holes in end bells is one of the out-

standingly helpful ways of reducing

temperature rise and may give a

reduction ranging from 7° to \5°(\

or even greater, according to other

design features.

Rotor coil distortion is a direct

function of the number of heating

and cooling cydes to which the

generator is subjected, and this

generally is the lumíber of times the

unit is started up and put on load.

Hence a turbogenerator which is

operated on a one- or two-shift

basis, i.e., is shut down each night.

is much more likely lo deveiop coil

distortion than one kef)t almost

continuously in .service.

It was known when design ing the

Toronto generators that the\' were
to be u.sed to take the i)eak loads

on a .system predominently sup-

plied by hydro-driven generators,

and that the load was likely to vary

from 10 to 100 per cent of maximum
rating two or three times each day
and to go ofí completely each night.

Conditions more likely to produce

coil distortion could liardly be

visualised and much tliouglit was
devoted to limiting rotor tempera-

ture ri.se.

The final decision was to provide

ventilating holes, since rotors of

similar design, although of smaller

capacity but higher rotationalspeeds

and similar stresses, had been in

service for many years, ali com-

pletely without any forni of tronl^Ic.

The potential danger of ventilating

holes was fully appreciatetl and

allowed for in design and in inaini-

facturing techniciue. Carcfuily

sharpencíl driils were used an<l

great care taken to radius the holes

at the inside and outside surfaces

of the bell.

Table III

tínit Date
\í)5i

No. 1 iManh 19.

Marcli 26

.

Marcli 30.

.\pril 1 . .

.

No. 2 Marcii 23

.

I.ÍMlfltll of .silUi (loW Il

6 lir. 3.5 mil).

7 " 43
"

7 " 27
"

8 " 4
•'

8 " 4
"

Time to run up from
rolliiig gear

1 iir. .-> inin.

42
"

52
"

22
"

38
"
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Fig. 6a. Damage to No. 1 unit.

Fifi. 6b. IJaniage lo No. 2 unit.

Fig. 6c. Daniage lo No. 1 iiiiil.

Description of Units Concernerl

The Hydro-Electric Power Com-'
inission of Ontário ordered four

units each of 100 mw. similar

in inost details except that Nos. 1

and 3 sets vvere to be dual fre-

((uency units, i.e., originally to

operate at 2.5 cycles and then as

conversion of the Hydro system to

6[) cycle proceeded, to be convcrted

to generate 60 eycle current.

Date of Date on
Order Load

No. 1 .VI;i(liiiie, Fel). 1, 1949 ()<t. 28, Ifl.")!

.No. 2 " Fel). 19, 1949 Fel). 4, 19.52

No. 3 " Nov. 14, 1950 Nov. 24, 19.52

No. 4 " Nov. 7, 1950 June 10, 195;í

The Iwo dual frequeney .sets raii

al 1,.500 r.p.m. with t\vo-])ole rotors

to give 25 cycles and were convertei!

to 60 cycles by changing the stator

conneclions and i)roviding new four-

pole rotors running at 1,800 r.p.m.

No. 1 unit was converte;! and
reeoininissioned as a 60 cycle .set on

.\ugust .'51, 195'}, and ran uiitil

failure on .\pril 1, 1954.

Particulars of the .service historv

of Nos. 1 atid "2 .sets are given iii

Tablell:
During the latter part of March,

1954, tests vvere inaíle to deterniiiir

the effect of shutting down for short

periods at night, and .some detail.s

are given in Table III.

No abnornia! vibration was e\j)eri-

enced during the.se te.sts.

The number of runs under tlie.se

conditions is comparatively few and

the cycles of stress and temperatiuT

to which lhe end bells were suh-

jected are not likely to have had

any significant efíect.

These sets operated under |)eal<

load conditions. A typieal daily

load chart (from No. 2 set, dated

December 19, 1952), is reproduced in

Figure 5. During the night the load

was steady at about 10 niw., risinp

to 90 mw. between 7.45 and 9 a.in

and to 100 mw. between 10..S(!

and 12 a.m. The load droppet! t(

10 mw. froin 12.30 to 4 p.ni., when
it was again increased to over 10

mw. at 5 p.m. which load was

maintained luitil 7 p.m. The load

was reduced to 20 mw. at 8 p.m. and

the set taken ofT the bars for th(

weekend at 9 p.m. During the week

the load was normally maintainei

at 10 mw. during the night.

The temperature of the rotoi

body and of the end bells is de-

pendent upon the losses in th(

rotor windings. The rotor body ha.'

much the greater heat capacity anti

therefore could follow only slowlj

the load changes, whereas the ene

bells vvould respond rapidly, as thej

are cooled directly by the eold inlei

gas. The co-efficient of expansion o)

the end bell austenitic steel is 65 pei
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enl greater than that of the rotor

teel and the variations in tempera-

iire would cause a corresponding

hange in the shrink of the end bells

m the body and in the stress in the

)ells due to this shrink. Super-

mposed upon the niain stress in the

iid bells, this fluctuation could be

i ininor contributory factor to the

ailures.

Occurrence of Breakdowns

\o. 1 Set

The íirst failure occurred on No.

1 set at 6.14 a.m. on April 1, 1954.

rhe machine had been shut down
liiring the night of March 31 to

Vpril 1 and was run to speed in 22

ninutes in the early morning. The
íenerator was synchronised at 5.55

i.ni. and the load built up to 10

nw., when at 6.14 a.m. an apparent
xplosion occurred. Flaraes inime-

liately appeared at the exciter end
)f the generator, which rapidly

leveloped into a major fire around
lhe generator and the foundation

block. It was thought at íirst

that a hydrogen explosion had
taken place inside the generator,

l)ut from subsequent examination
it was clearly evident that the origi-

nal cause was a mechanical failure in

|the rotor at the exciter end. The
inunediate result of the severe

mechanical forces caused by the

ilisintegration of the rotor fractured

the bearings, supports and housings,

gas seals and oil pipes at both ends
of the rotor, releasing cooling gas
and lubricating oil which flowed
freely around the generator and the
foundation block. A major oil fire

(leveloped and was fed from the

auxiliary oil pump, which was
automatically brought into opera-
tion when the main oil pressure
tlropped as the turbine speed fell,

l)ecause the set was automatically
tripped by the protection gear.

Figures 6A, 6B and 6C convey
some idea of the damage.
Damage externai to the generator,

caused by the fracture and breakage
of bearing housing, pedestais, main
driving coupling and other parts,

was relatively minor. Practically ali

the damage to auxiliaries, bus bars
and cables, structural work and
building was caused by the fire in

which approximately 3,000 gallons
' of oil were consumed. Excellent

;
efforts by the station operating
personnel, despite extremely difficult

conditions and hazards, limited the
effects of the fire mainly to the area

' of No. 1 set. At the same time, the
lemaining turbogenerators. Nos. 2

j

and 4 sets, were shut down without
I harm to turbogenerators, boilers
or auxihary equipment.

No. 2 Set

After the fire on No. I set was
finally controlled with the assistance
of the city fire department, service
was restored to No. 4 set. As the
station service supply is common to

Nos. 1 and 2 sets, temporary con-
nections had to be made to No. 2
set auxiliaries from No. 3 unit. No.
2 set was put back into service

during the early morning of .\pril 2.

Both these units were operated to

meet systeni load requirements and
running conditions were normal.
The sets were shut down for a
period during the weekend and both
were restarted during the early

morning of Monday, April 5. No.
2 set was synchronised at 5.18 a.ni.

and, as the mechanical and electri-

cal performance was normal, the
load was built up to the full output
of 100 mw. by 8 a.m. This load was
maintained until 10.58 a.m., when,
without warning, a heavy thud was
felt, followed immediately by ex-

cessive vibration and a similar

sequence of events as had occurred

with No. 1 set. The mechanical
damage to the bearing housing was
not as extensive as on No. 1 set,

but oil feed and drain pipes were
loosened and shaken off by the

excessive vibration, allowing oil to

be discharged over the area around
and beneath the generator. The
auxiliary pump was shut down at an
early stage and the oil fire was not

as prolonged. The amount of oil

consumed was about 1,800 gallons

and the damage to auxiliary equip-

ment was considerable. It is likely

that hydrogen gas escaping from

the damaged seal at the exciter end
was first ignited and in turn set

fire to the escaping oil. It was quite

clear from the examination of the

generator later that there had been

no hydrogen explosion nor fire

inside the stator casings. It was
afterwards found that some hydro-

gen gas was still retained in the

casing of No. 2 generator, which

had to to be scavenged with CO2
gas before it was opened for exami-

nation. No. 4 set was taken out of

commission pending the resvdt of

the investigation and a decision on

the modificai ions to be made to the

rotors of Nos. 3 and 4 sets.

Investigations

The examination of No. 1 sei was

proceeding at the time of the failure

of No. 2 set, though progress was

retarded as the crane had been put

out of commission by the fire. The
top half steel end covers at the e.x-

citer end had been removed and it

was found that the rotor end bell

and about 75 per cent of the teeth at

that end of the rolor forgings had
fractured. 'Ilie rotor and stator end
wiiidings iiiid disintegrate.l and
tiie stator fraiiie was severely
damaged.
The end l)ell supi)ort ring and

fan, though damaged and <lisi)hice(l,

were intact and the end l)ell itself

was lying in the debris in the bottom
of the stator casing. The bell was
removed without great difficulty

and was found to have fractured in

one place radially and axially
through a line of three ventilating
holes on a pole centre line. Details
of the fracture are shown in Figures

7, 8 and 9.

From the appearance of the frac-

ture snrface, it was deduced that
fracture had started at the veiitila-

tion hole nearest to the rotor, that is

hole No. 38 in Figure 11 A, or the
hole on the left of Figure 8 anti at

mid-thickness. From that hole the

crack had spread in each direction.

There was evidence, too, that when
the fracture reached the other two
holes it started again in each in-

stance at the mid-thickness.

The examination of No. 2 .set

after the failure showed it to be in a
similar condition, although the ex-

tent of the damage was not so great.

The end bell at the exciter end had
fractured in an identical manner,
but the lumíber of fractured rotor

teeth was much smaller and did not

extend so far along the rolor. The
condition of the stators and rotors

at the turbine ends was found to be
normal and did not provide any due
as to the cause of the failures. The
condition of both windings at this

end was exc-ellent, coiifirining that

there had been no hydrogen ('\i)lo-

sion nor fire inside fhe casings.

A superficial examination of the

fractures in the end bells did not

reveal any fiaws or abnormal
features which could be regarded as

important. The bells had failed in

an identical manner, which also

seemed to eliminate the possibility

of a local fanlt in tlie material. The
appearance of the surfaces of each

fracture indicated that a crack had
started near the centre at a ventila-

tion hole and was propagated iiorm-

ally to the plane of the principal

stress to the edge, where the bell is

shrunk on to the rotor body. The
remaiiiing portioii nearest to the

balancing ring ajjpeared to have the

iiature of a shock fracture and to

have parted more rapi<lly. 'I'his end

of the bell is spigotted into the

supi)ort or balancing ring, which

initially would carry .some of the

loading. The .sequence of events

as described above would appear

logical.
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Fig. 7. Fractured end bell from No. 1 machine on
arrival for exaniination.

Fig. 8. View of fracture on end bell froni No. 1 niachine.

Fig. 9. View of fracture on end bell from No. 1 machine.

The damage was so extensive that

it could not immediately be deter-

mined whether the initial failure

had been iii the end bell, or in the

rotor slot wedges, or in the rotor

body at the roots of the slot teeth.

When the first cabled report of

the failure of No. 1 machine was
received by the makers of the units,

consideration was given to possible

causes, assessing these in the light

of ali known experience.

A relatively new phenonienon was
the subject of investigation at the

time of the Toronto failure. This
was the cracking of nonmagnetic
end bells after being stored for a

considerable period under damp

conditions and was known as "stress-

corrosion." Such cracking was al-

ways distinctive in that the cracks

were transgranular and jagged. Since
No. 1 60-cycle rotor had been
in store for almost two years, the
possibility of stress corrosion being
the cause was seriously considered,

but as will be seen later, it was
subsequently proved beyond ques-
tion not to be.

The end bell which failed on No.
1 unit was flown back to England
by charter plane for exaniination

and testing.

A typical stress corrosion crack is

shown in B'igure 12A, while one of

the cracks in the end bell of machine

No. 1 is shown in Figure 12B.;

There was no similarity in the two
fractures, nor was there any sign '

of corrosion at any area of the end

bell which failed in service.

Two nonmagnetic end bells whicli

had cracked seriously while stored

on an overseas power station site

under damp conditions, had been

the subject of investigation in 195;5

and early 1954. Both end bells were

of coinposition, manufacture and

design similar to the Toronto bells,

and from examples commonly oh-

served in steel structures exposed

to damp atmospheric conditions,

would not have been regarded as

badly corroded. A penetrant dye

method of crack detection on the

áreas adjacent to the cracks showed

a network of cracks of varyiiifi

depth, .some over 0.06 in. deep and

of a nature which might have led

to inunediate or early failure had

the.se rotors been put into .service •

In neither of these bells did th(

crack commence at or extend to m

ventilating hole, nor were there an,\

corrosion or cracks in ventilating

holes.

Although No. 1 60 cycle rotoi

had been stored for almost two yean
the rotor of No. unit had not beei

stored and at no time had beei

damp nor in any way exposed ti

conditions likely to lead to corrosion

AH the holes in the two Torontí

end bells which failed in .servici

were examined with a small boro

scope and some of the holes wen
cut through and examined unde
the microscope. No signs of th<

typical stress-corrosion networl
were found.

Every hole in the end bells fron

the turbine end of units Nos. 1 an(

2 and in the four end bells from unit

Nos. 3 and 4 was examined by tb
penetrant dye method before am
after the hydraulic testing late

described. In no case was any trae

of cracking or surface crazing typi

cal of stress corrosion found.

In nonmagnetic austenitic stee

of the type under investigation

stress corrosion cracks are alway
transgranular, while the cracks ii

the end bells, which either failed ii

service or were failed by hydrauli

testing, were invariably intergranu

lar. At fírst glance it might b
thought that the crack in Fig. 13i

commences transgranular througj

the first grain and then become
intercrystalline. A close study c

that and of a large number of simi

lar micrographs shows clearly tha

in every case the cracks arising froi

overstress are intergranular. Th
cracks arising from normal fatigu

testing of nonmagnetic material ai
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Figs. 10a and b. Turbine end rotor end bell, No. 1 iinit. (Inner surfaf»-, at loft

of pictures, outer surface al right). Failed by 76 repeatod applications of h>-
draiilic pressure of niean hoop stress 27.6 tons per sq. in.

10a. (Top) Side of bole nearer rotor bod> end.
10b. (Bottom) Side of bole nearer balaneing ring end.

ilfcenerally transgranuhir, but dis-

linctively different froni trans-

granular stress-corrosion cracks.

The rotors from both Nos. 1 and
2 sets were returned to England and
the slot wedges carefnlly renioved,

exaniined and tested. No infornia-

tion justifying any suspicion of

theni could be found. Their physical

properties and niicrostrnoture were
normal and in accordance with
specifications.

\\ hen reinoving rotor eopper from
slots and when exaniining fractured

rotor teeth, a earefnl stndy wa.s

made of eopper niarks on the teeth.

These appeared to show that the

sequence of failure had been end
bell first, then rotor winding end
turns flying out and fouling stator

bore, thus wrenching out slot wedges
and allowing eopper in the slots to

rise and foul stator bore whieh, in

turn, wrenched off rotor teeth. Test
pieces were cut from the rotor and
these appeared to clear the rotor

from any suspicion.

Investigations into the end bell

material, stresses, design and manu-
facture had been proceeding during
this time, but it was not until after

many weeks of examination that it

1 could, with any certainty, be de-
I cided that the cause lay with the end

,
bells.

One possible cause of the failures,

explored at an early stage, was se-

vere unbalance between phases, pos-

sibly due to a single-phase closing of

a circuit breaker on a feeder carrying
a considerable proportion of the

I generator output. Such an occur-

I rence has been known on air-cooled

machines and has given rise to such

j

overheating of rotor slot wedges and
of arcing between end bell and rotor

as to be dangerous. In an air-cooled

machine, the presence of severe neg-
ative phase sequence generally be-
comes evident by smoke from the
rotor escaping from the stator casing
covers. It was realised that in a
hydrogen-cooled generator smoke

I

would never become evident and
' serious unbalance in phase current

I
could be ali the more serious in

consequence. No evidence of such
unbalance could be obtained, nor

j
was there any sign of arcing between

I

end bell and rotor body, nor of over-
heating of slot wedges. That pos-
sible contributory cause was there-
fore eliminated, but the absence of

warning of severe electrical unbal-
ance in a hydrogen-cooled generator
should be noted and thought given
to the desirability of providing some
suitable warning system.

Hydraulic testing gear was made
and a series of end bells from the
Toronto and other generators (37 in.-

diameter bells) were tested to <le-

struction. Figure 14 shows the heavy
íiature of the equipment re((uired to

carry out such tests. Figure 15 shows
details of the equipment. Some of

the results are given in Table IV.

Because of the danger arising if

identification numhers are stamped
on end bells, the identification sym-
bols painted on the Toronto bells

w-ere removed in the final machining,

hence it was not possible lo be cer-

tain to which end of a rotor a par-

ticular bell was fitted, so l)olh ac-

ceplance tests are (|Uoted.

With the exception of the end bell

from Toronto No. 4 exciter end and

one of the 37-in. bells, ali bells wliicii

failed under hydraulic test did by

cracking quielly without the crífts'<'s

spreading. The hydraulic pressures

to produce a crack at a drilled hole

were of the order of 10,000 p.s.i. and,

small capacity pumps were deliber-

ately u.sed, -so that if a crack de-

veloped, a very small leakage of oil

reduced the pressure and prevented

daniage to lhe test e(|uipmenl. Xo. 4

Toronto e.xciter end bell, however,

failed with explosive force, indicat-

ing a remarkably rapid rale of crack

|)ropagalion, and produced a frac-

ture almost ideiilical with the two
failures which occurred in service.

The bell at the momciit of failure

ojjeiícd out with siiílicicnt force lo

daniiigc the tc^t e(|uipmcnl. 'i'lic gap
at lhe fractm-e nnist havt' measured
over ihree inches momentarily and
then closed as .shown in Figure l(j.
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Fig. Ha. Kxpanded plaii of iiiiier siirface of rotur end

It seeined important to ascertaiii

why No. 4 exciter end bell failed

.similarly to Nos. 1 and 2 exciter end
bells, while Nos. 2 and 3 turbine end
bells cracked without the crack 's

spreading, as had now occurred on
three exciter end bells.

A criticai examination of the two

end bells which failed in service, had
revealed that after the failure 24
holes of No. 1 set exciter end bell

showed minute surface cracks, while

No. 2 exciter end bell had 68 holes

with cracks. The niost searching

examination by boroscope and by
the penetrant dye method faileíl to

find any crack in any liole in the

turbine end bells of Nos. 1 or 2

units or in either entl bell of Nos.
or 4 units before hydraulic testing

.\fter failure by hydraulic pressure

however, No. 2 turbine end bell had
12 holes with minute surface cracks;

No. 3 turbine end bell had cracks in

Table IV — Kesiiltís of Hydraulic Tests

End Hei

Toronto No. 2

turbine end, . . .

(irilled

Toronto No. 8

turbine end . .

drilled

Toronto No. 4,

exciter end , . . .

drilled

37-in liell, 60 niw
rotor drilled

a7-in bell, iiew.

37-in. bell, nevv

drilled

.'{7-iri bell, new
uudrilled

37-ni. bell, iieu,

undrilled

Torongo niagnetic

replaee bell,

undrilled

AccEPTANCE Tests

Yield

point,

tons/

sq. in.

49.8
56.2

49 6

55.8

,55 4

59,0

51 8

56.4

52 8

IT.T.S.,

tons/
.sq. in.

56.8
61 .0

.'.7 2

47.2
49 4

56 2

60.0

60 6

63 2

.57 4

60.4

57 8

Elong-
ated

on 2 in.

per cent

Reduo-
tion

in área

per cent

Maximum Applied Hoop Stress-Tons/Sq. in.

Rotor body end Balancing ring end

Inside

38
(.5

39 O

18.5

23.0
23.5

35

34

34

51

42

43
30

32

38

49

33

40

60 4 I 32 45

54 O

56 2

24

25 5

61

65

36 62

40 28

42 73

43.20

41 3(t

42 13

50 82

50.57

Outside Inside Outside

33 27

36.6

38 82

37.4

35 83

36 53

44 12

43.92

43 85 39 26

34 18

37 6

39 87

41.72

39 50

40.51

48 57

48 24

43 85

30.83

33,91

35.97

35.98

34 ()3

34 91

Mean
hoop
stress

35.69

39.26

41 64

42.92

40.70

41,69

41 88 49.85

41 ,59

39 26

49 50

43 21
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Table V — Results of Cyclic Pressure Tests

End Bell

Maximum applied hoop stress, tons/sq. in.

Rotor body end Balancing ring end

Inside

Toronto No. 1,

tiirliiiie end 28.35

Toronto No. 4

turbine end 18.95
23 75

27.78

Toronto niagnetio

bell, undrilled

37-in. end bell 28.07

Outside

25.72

17.20
21.50
25 19

24 . 32

Inside

20.42

18.27
22.60
26.68

27.13

Mean Number
hoop of

stress cycles

Outside tons/sq. in

23.83

16.48
20 60
24.09

23.38

27.6

18.5

23.5
27.6

30.0

25,59

76-failed

500
500
464-failed

924-not
cracked

174-failed

9 holes and No. 4 exciter end bell

had 26 holes showing cracks. After

the cyclic testing to failure of the

turbine end bell of No. 1 set, de-

scribed later, three holes were found
cracked, one crack extending from
bore to outside, the other two cracks

not extending to either inside or out-

side surface and obviously com-
mencing at approximately mid-
thickness of the bell, which is the
area of maximum stress. A large

number of the cracks in each bell

were sectioned and microphoto-
graphed ; in every case the crack was
intergranidar and in no case was
there any sign of stress corrosion.

Figures 12B and 13A, 13B and
13C, show typical cracks from the

exciter end bell of No. 1 unit; ex-

citer end bell of No. 2 unit; turbine

end bell of No. 2 unit and the ex-

citer end bell of No. 4 unit. The
striking similarity of these cracks

will be noted; ali are intergranular.

Of the cracks found in the holes of

the end bells which failed in service,

it is not possible to say what propor-

tion developed due to the straighten-

ing out of the end bells which fol-

lowed the failure. Some of them
certainly conveyed the impression

that they were due to the ovality of

the holes produced by the straight-

ening. They ali, however, were typi-

cal of cracks produced by over-

stress.

Of the five 37-in. end bells tested

hydraulically, the one failing at a

mean hoop stress of 42.92 tons per

sq. in. was from a 60-mw. rotor

which had been in service, while the

two new drilled 37-in. bells were
specially prepared under control

conditions and tested hydraulically

at once before any corrosion could

possibly take place. These two bells

failed quietly at a mean hoop stress

of 40.70 and 41.69 tons per square

inch.

Two new 37-in. bells were also

prepared without drilling ventilating

holes and tested hydraulically.
These began yielding at mean hoop
stresses qf 49.85 and 49.50 tons

per sq. in., when the oil seals failed.

Repeated attempts to maintain an
oil-tight seal at the pressure pro-

ducing appreciable yield were un-

successful. The amount of yield

(expansion) at a mean stress ap-

proaching 50 tons per sq. in. wa.s

more than sufíicient to have relea.sed

the shrink on to the rotor body.

Several hundred hardness test.'-

were made on the internai surfacet

of holes, using a 10-kg. load with a

Vickers diamond pyramid hardness

tester. The.se showed variations froiri

351 to 657, while the parent meta
away from the holes ranged fron

280 to 340. Thus, despite every can
in drilling ventilating holes, then
was considerable work hardening oi

the surface of the holes. This harden
ing appeared to have no relation bll

depth of hole, i.e., hardening wa
not progressive with depth. In man.i

Fifi. 1.3a. Typical crack in exciter end
bell from No. 2 unit after failure in
service.

Fifi. 1.3b. Typical crack in turbine end
bell from No. 2 unit after hydraulic
testing.

Fig. 13c.Typical crack in exciterend bel
from No. 4 unit after failure in servicil
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holes, the hardness was lower at the

bottom of the hole than at the top;

in general, hardness was a maximum
at or about the middle depth of the

hole. The work hardened skin of the

hole was extremely thin and pos-

sible explanations are that the drill

cuttings or swarf rubbed the sur-

face, sometimes causing surface

polishing and at other times causing

scratches, or that radial pressure of

the drill was responsible.

An attempt was made to correlate

hole surface hardness and polish

with the area of incipient failure, but
the results were contradictory. In

the case of No. 2 exciter end bell,

failure started from a hole with an
exceptionally smooth and soft sur-

face.

The stress applied in service to the

Toronto end bells is 193^ tons per

sq. in. from centrifugal loading of

the copper and from its own hoop
stress. At the nose of the bell where
it is shrunk to the rotor body, the

stress is 26 tons per sq. in. when both
rotor and bell are cold, but is ap-

preciably less under normal operat-

ing temperatures, when body and
bell are warm, because of the greater

expansion coefficient of the austen-

itic bell material. The shrink stress

could, however, be increased were
the rotor body to be hot after com-
ing off a high load and the end bell

cold, or appreciably cooler, because
of low temperature cooling water
left on at full quantity to hydrogen
coolers. In such a case the greater

expansion coefficient of the end bells

would increase the shrink and hence
the stress.

The shrink stress of 26 tons per
sq. in. is that resulting from the

design ruling that the end bell

shrink shall just loosen at 10 per
cent above normal speed with rotor

end bell at operating temperature.
This ruling had been standard for

many years and was a reasonable
ene, occasioned by the desire to have
no possible chance of end bell move-
ment when the unit was taken to

overspeed to test the emergency
governor. As a result of the recon-
sideration of ali design factors, a
change has been made, and the
shrink stress reduced to 23 tons per
sq. in. by reducing the speed at
which the shrink loosens to 5 per
cent above normal.

At this stage of the investigation,
it had been demonstrated that holes
were undesirable but did not explain
the failures. Numerous test pieces
cut from alongside the service fail-

ures merely confirmed the accuracy
of the original acceptance tests and
gave no clue to the cause of failure.

It was decided to put in h«ind re-

Table VI — Results of Wohler Fatigue Tests on Specimens from No. 2 Machine
Turbine End Bell and No. 4 Machine Exciter End Bell which failed in ilydraulic

Pressure Test

No. 2 TURBINE END No. 4 EXCITER END
Stress No. of Stress No. of
range, reversals Results range reversals Result

tons/sq. in. tons/sq. in.

± 21 10,480,300 Unbroken ± 19 10,000,000 l'nbroken
± 23 10,000,000 linbroken rfc 20 9,891,100 Broken
± 24 4,359,900 Broken ± 21 3,879,000 Broken
± 25 1,884,000 Broken ± 23 2,773,000 Broken
± 27 651,900 Broken ± 25 2,680,900 Broken

peated stress cycles by the hydraulic
method to see what part fatigue

played in the failures and also to

make fatigue tests by the Wohler
method on samples of the end bell

material. Izod tests at subnormal,
normal and above normal tempera-
tures were also made.
The cyclic pressure tests were

carried out in the same apparatus as

that used for the single loading pres-

sure tests. The hydraulic pressure

was built up to a specified levei,

maintained for five minutes and
then released. The cycle of loading

and unloading was continued until

the bell cracked or until the test was
stopped for some other reason. The
results obtained in this test are

given in Table V.

The turbine end bell from No. 1

Toronto machine failed by cracking

after it had been subjected to 76

cycles of stress over the range of O

to 27.6 tons per sq. in. The crack

occurred at a hole at the end of a

row of three (Hole No. 39 in Figure

11A) which is in a position similar

to that of the holes at which the

fractures began in the two bells that

failed in service and in the exciter

end bell from Toronto No. 4 ma-
chine that fractured completely in

the single loading pressure test. Two
views of this crack are shown in

Figures lOA and lOB. Two other

holes in this bell were found to be

cracked, these being Nos. 39A and

37 in Figure 11. It will be noted that

ali the cracks in this end bell oc-

curred in holes that were similarly

dispo.sed to those in which the frac-

tures began in the two bells that
failed in service and the exciter end
bell from Toronto No. 4 machine
that was fractured in the hydraulic

test.

In view of the result obtained in

the cyclic test on the turbine end
bell from No. 1 Toronto machine, it

was decided to try to produce a
crack in the turbine end bell from
No. 4 Toronto machine by repeated
applications of cycles of stress with
a lower maximum. In the íirst in-

stance, this bell was subjected to

cycles of stress arranged to give a
maximum mean hoop stress of 18.5

tons per sq. in. After 500 cycles the

test was stopped and the bell exam-
ined for cracks in the holes. No
cracks were found and the test was
resumed, but the maximum mean
hoop stress of the cycle was raised

to 23.5 tons per sq. in. After 500
cycles of this range of stress the bell

was again examined and as no cracks

were found in the holes, the test was
again resumed, but the maximum
mean hoop stress was raised to 27.6

tons per .sq. in. After 464 cycles of

this range of stress the bell was
cracked at Hole No. 86 in Figure

llA.
The test on the undrilled magnetic

bell was carried out in order to con-

firm that the resistance of the re-

placement bells on the Toronto ma-
chines to repeated cycles of stress

was better than that of the original

bells. As this bell contained no holes

and was made from a material dif-

Table VII — Results of Izod Tests on End Bells

The numbers are values in ft.-lb.

Room temp.

End Bell -78°C -fl5°C. -|-100°C.

Toronto No. 1, exciter end
54 899 11 39 37 35

Toronto No. 2, exciter end
55 448 7 20 26 26

Toronto No. 2, turbine end
28 449 11 20 32 45

Toronto No. 4, exciter end
21 54 426 6 21 21
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Fig. 14. Hydraulic testing equipment.

ferent from the other bells subjected

to the cyclic test, it cannot be com-
pared with them either from the

point of view of showing the effect

of holes, or from that of showing the

effect of the material.

The cracks produced in the cycHc
tests were similar to those produced
in the single loading pressure tests.

There was no deformation of the

material near the holes, but as the

cracks extended away from the holes

the material deformed in front of

them. It seems clear that the failures

were produced because cracks can
be started at the surface of the holes

under repeated applications of a

lower stress than that required to

start them in one application.

It will be seen that the turbine

end bell from No. 4 machine gave a

better performance in the cyclic test

than that from No. 1 machine.
appears, however, that this differ-l

ence is not substantial. There waf'

an appreciable difference in th»

mean hoop stresses at failure of tht

three Toronto bells in the singl

loading pressure tests; it does no
seem that the difference in perform

Table VIII — Residual Stresses in Bells

DiMExsioNS, In-s.
Cll(('UMFERENTI.\L StRESS,

ToNs/Sq. In.

Maximt m Longitc-
DiN.\L Stress
ToNs/Sq. In.

Maíerial Treatnicnt

Outside
diameter

Iniier

diameter Length

Bore
hefore

inafiiiii-

ing

Bore
after

machin-
ing

Outer
diam.,

before

machin-
ing

Outer
diam
after

machin-
ing

Before
Machin-

ing

After

Machin;
ing

A
Non-iiiagnetic,

yield poiíit 50
toiís/sq. in.

uitiiiiate

streiígth 55.6

toii.s/.sq. in.

Cold
vvorked,

22%
59.3 50.5 24 . 75

+40
to

-.50

+ 15

to

+ 6

+ 8

to

-16

+ 2

to

-10
-17 -12

r..

.\on-niaf.':i:etif.

,

Cold
workfd

39.48 32.81 24 >-I5 — 7 + 7 + 4 + 7 - 7 1

c.

Ncn-ii;agnetif.

yielfl [joiíit .55

toiís/sq. in.

Ultiiiiate 63
tons/sq. in.

Cold
workcd

55 03 47 75 33 -16 + 10 - 5 - 7 > -20 + 8
1

D.

Noií-niiigiietic

Stretohed by
Iiydraulic

pressure
37 34 32 375 16.4

+ 4

to

+ 8

-10 ±4 1

E.

Xon-niagnetic,

Toronto No. 3,

exciter end.
Cold
worked

58.44 53. 19 20 + 10 + 10 -10
1

— Indicates tension. + Indicates compression.
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ance of the two bells in the cyclic

test was any more significant than

this. No two end bells are exactly

alike and it is not to be expected

that two bells selected at random
would give identical results in a

cyclic test. It is conceivable that one

rèason for the difference between

No. 4 and No. 1 end bells may be at

least partly due to the fact that the

better results on the one end bell

were associated with the prestressing

given by the cyclic test at the lower

stresses. Furthermore, in addition to

the differences between the two bells

as produced, they were in service for

different lengths of time on diíferent

inachines before they were tested,

and this might have influenced their

behaviour.

The results of the cyclic tests were

significant in relation to the Tor-

onto failure that it was decided to

carry out some cyclic tests on freshly

machined and drilled 37-in. bells.

(Table V). The disposition of the

íioles in these bells is shown in

Figure llB, whieh shows the posi-

tion of the holes where failure oc-

curred in both static; and cyclic

tests.

In both the static and cyclic tests

on the 37-in. bells a number of holes

in the diagonal groups of seven were
found to be cracked and no cracks

were found in holes outside of these

groups. In ali cases the cracks origi-

nated at the centre of the thickness.

The results of some Wohler-type
fatigue tests on specimens from two
Toronto end bells are given in

Table VI.

In addition, to these results, there

were available the results of some
similar tests on other specimens of

end bell steel. These results agree

quite well with the results in Table
VI; on the basis of ali the results it

may be estimated that the fatigue

limit of end bell steel under alternat-

ing stress (i.e., mean stress = zero)

is about =fc21 tons per sq. in. This

figure is not relevant to the condi-

tions realised in the cyclic tests, in

whieh cycles of repeated stress (i.e.

mean stre.ss equal to half the range

of stress) were a|)|)lieil, but it does

show that for end bell steel lhe ratio

of the fatigue liniit to the ultimale

tensile strength is about 0.35 as

compared with 0.46 for heal treated

steels.

There are, however. the following

results of llaigli fatigue tests on end
bell steel iii whieh cycles of repeated

and flucluatiug stress were applied:

Mean liangc of Cycles to

stress stress fracture

loiís/sq. in. tons/sq. in.

17 ±16.7 94,(100

17 ±12.1 1,618,000

17 ±10 5 67,829,000

íunhroken)

17 ±9.5 33,334,000

(unbroken)

The drilled non-maguetic steel

end bells were subjected to cycles of

repeated stress with a range of ±14
tons per sq., and a mean stress of

14 tons per sq. in. This 'range of

stress is mucli less severe than the

range that the Haigh speeimen wilh-

stood for 94,000 cicies and should

probably be compared with the

range that the Haigh speeimen with-

stood for 1,618,000 cycles. From
this it appears that the performance

of the end bells in the cyclic tests

was very far below what would be

expected from the a\'ailable informa-

tion on the fatigue pro{)ertics of end

bell steel under cycles of repeated

stress. The fatigue tests were, ()f

course, carried out on plain speci-

mens without notehes.

The general result of the cyclic

tests on the two end bells from the

Toronto inachines was to show that

under a relatively small lunnber of

cycles of stress of about the saine

order of magnitude as that ai)i)li(Ml

in service, failure could be hrouglil

about.

It was evident that more infornia-

tion was reciuired and furt her thought

was given to one of lhe earliest siig-

ge.stions niade as to a jKKSsible cau.se.

This was the etfecl of rapidly cliili-

ing the eiid bell while the rotor was

at speeil, with rotor body aiid wiiid-

ings .still relatively hot. Sueli a coii-

dition had oceurred fre(|ueiilly in

service. But it was al.so desired to

ascertain if the end windings and

their packings arched. bouiid and

resisled beiíig forced to a siiialler

diameler, tlius iiicreasiiig end bell

stress, when tiie eiid bell was hot

(and tlierefore cxpaiided more tlian

the rotor body, with rotor ciid wiiid-

ing eopper hard uiidenicalli the

bell) and was theii suddeiily coolcil

and contracled.
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AFTER FILLING

4 OlA STUDS

£EAL RING

CAST IRON CENTRE PIECE
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END BELL BY -004:'

\

Fig. 15. Kotor end bell test gear.
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Fig. 16. End bell, showing fracture, iinder
hvdraulic test.

Fig. ! Slipriiig arrangement for rotor temperature
measurenient on 50-mw generator.

Fig. 18. Capacitance electrodes mounted in position for measuring
expansions on 50-mw rotor end bell.

As a further means of resisting

rotor coil distortion, rotor end wind-

ings are frequently packed solidly

with a hard insulating material and
the Toronto rotors had been so

packed. Only by actual tests could

arch binding be detected. A rotor

from a 50-mw. generator was erected

in an overspeed chamber with pro-

vision for heating the rotor body and
subsequently cooling the end bell.

Thermocouples were attached to the

rotor body, to the rotor windings

and to the end bell. These were

brought out through the rotor bore

to .sliprings outside the bearing.

Figure 17 shows the assembly. Ca-

pacity heads were mounted close to

the end bell as shown in Figure 18

and were shown by calibration to be

able to measure changes in bell dia-

meter as small as one-thousandth of

an inch. Cooling was by air drawn
through a condenser in which re-|

frigerated brine had been circulated'

for 24 hours before commencing the

test. Figure 19 shows the condenser

and refrigerator unit and Figure 20

shows the instrumentation. It was
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realised that the cooling effect of

chilled air was far less than that of

cold hydrogen at 10 to 15 pounds
pressure, but the danger in using
hj^drogen was far too great.

Measurements of the end bell

idimensions were taken at various

jspeeds, both increasing and de-

creasing, and found to agree with
calculation. The amount of cooling
of the end bell which could be
achieved was relatively small and
probably insufficient, or too slowly

lachieved to produce arch binding, if

fthat could occur. The measurements
taken did not indicate any lag in the
end bell diameter returning to that
which calculation and temperature
indicated to be normal. Although
this difficult experiment gave only
negative results, it was decided to

ease the tightness of the packings in

the replace rotors and in the modi-
fied rotors of Nos. 3 and 4 units.

Results of Izod tests on end bells

at varying temperatures are given
in Table VII.
Although these tests show a

niarked fali in impact value with
temperature, within the range of

Service operating temperatures the
reduction cannot be considered im-
jportant or relevant to the investiga-
tion.

The second matter on which some
concern had been felt related to the

residual stresses in the bells. Some
Information was available relating

to residual stresses in these rings

prior to the Toronto failures, and
the matter had been given some at-

tention by the manufacturers. Two
types of tests to determine residual

stresses in end bells were carried

out:

1. Destructive Tests, in which suc-

cessive layers of material were

machined from the bore until

75 per cent of the cross sec-

tional area was removed and
Sach's method used to obtain

the stress distribution over the

section removed.

2. Non-destructive Tests, in which

thin layers are machined from

the bell up to 5 per cent of the

cross section at either the inner

or outer surface or both. This

gives an estimate of the stresses

near the machined surface.

In ali the tests, electric resistance

strain gauges were used to measure

the deformation as the layers were

removed. Deformation was meas-

ured in the axial and circumferential

direction at mid-length of the ring.

Gauges were arranged in three, four

or five groups equally spaced around
the circumference. The calculation

of stresses was based on the mean
values of gauge readings and where
large variation in the recorded

strains of corresponding gauges oc-

curred, the mean of the more con-

sistent strains was used.

Five end bells were tested by the

destructive method and the cal-

culated surface stresses in each are

given in Table VIII.

End bells A, B and C in Table

VIII were tested initially in the

rough forged state. The results show
high tensile stresses ranging from 15

to 50 tons per sq. in. at the original

bore. These stresses are reJuced

when the bore is machined to the

finished diameter to about 10 tons

per sq. in. compression in two bells

and to 7 tons per sq. in. tension in

the thil-d.

End bells D and E were already

machined to final iliinensions when
tested. Compressive stresses of abovit

10 tons per .sq. in. existed at the

bores of both bells, with tensile

stresses of 10 tons per .sq. in. at the

outer surface. The strain readings

in these two bells showed increasing

spread as successive layers were re-

moved and only the bore stresses
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may be considered as approximately
correct, i.e., within ±3 tons per
sq. in.

Non-destructive tests were car-

ried out on 13 end bells. Rejecting
the results of the tests on one bell,

which gave two very high and there-

fore suspect tensiíe readings, the

range nevertheless is from 19 tons

per sq. in. compression to 39 tons

per sq. in. tensile circumferentially

and from 18 tons per sq. in. com-
pressive to 27.6 tons per sq. in. tensile

longitudinally. Ali these figures re-

late to stresses in the material which
was removed. No relation between
the known amount of cold vvork ap-
plied on the residual stresses pro-

duced could be traced. Similar

amounts of cold work gave either

compressive or tensile bore stresses

apparently quite fortuitously, nor
did there appear to be any regular

diííerence in residual stresses with
yield points varying from 50 to 55.6

tons per sq. in.

The calculations of residual stress

are based upon a ninnber of assump-
tions which, at least, can be stated

to be of doubtful validity. The de-

structive testing method almost cer-

tainly is more accurate than the
non-destructive method, and it is

obvious that much more develop-
ment of the non-destructive test

method is necessary before any re-

liance can be placed upon it.

While the numerical accuracy of

the tests may be subject to iloubt,

they do nevertheless serve to warn
the designer that with the residual

stresses likely to be either compres-
sive or tensile in two apparently
similar end bells, and of a magnitude
likely to encroacli seriously upon the
estimated margin between calcu-
lated stress and safe working stress

as determined from material ac-

ceptance tests, it is essential to re-

duce working stresses if that is

possible, or to eliminate every forni

of stress raiser or to change ma-
teriais, preferably using one free

from residual stresses.

Reducing working stres.ses in end
bells is difficult, since approximately
one-half of the total stress is that
arising from its own mass, with an
almost equal amount due to the
performance of the real function of

an end bell, which is to contain the
rotor end windings. Thus increasing
the cross section of the end bell

quite appreciably only relatively
slowly reduces the stress, since the
mean diameter of the bell, and
therefore the radius of gyration, in-

crease with increase of thickness as
well as does the mass.
To eliminate every form of stress

raiser would preclude the use of

ventilating holes and thus increase

the rotor temperature rise and bring

the rotor nearer to the point at

which rotor coil distortion becomes
a possible danger. If ventilating

holes are retained they must be
carefully ground after drilling, in-

creasing their diameter by at least

0.04 in. and then subsequently hon-

ing the holes to a very fine finish.

Design Changes

Shortly after the late war, it was
realised that with the rapid growth
in turbogenerator size, stress con-

siderations would preclude the use

of ventilating holes in end bells, and
an improvement in rotor ventilation

was essential to allow their elimina-

tion. A form of ventilation with
cooling air in direct contact with
rotor copper had been considered

and rejected becau.se of the danger
of dust, Carbon or oil vapour being
drawn in and by reduction of leak-

age path lead to insulation break-
down. With hydrogen cooling, such
potential dangers do not exist and
development of that design was
pursued vigorously and first put
into commercial service in 1952 on
a 60-mw., 3000-r.p.m. unit. Direct
hydrogen cooling is a great success

and has reduced rotor temperature
rise far more than would be the in-

crease due to the elimination of end
bell ventilating holes. The 60 cyde,
^ pole rotor for No. 3 Toronto unit

had already been completed with
the new design of direct cooled

windings and was ready for ship-

ment when the failure occurred on
No. 1 unit. Despatch was delayed
until some detailed information was
received from the site, but it was
necessary to make an early deeision

as to action to be taken, so that
both No. 3 and No. 4 units, which
had been kept out of service after

the failure of No. 2 set, could be
recommissioned with absolute safety

at the earliest possible date.

At that time, it was not by any
means certain that it was the end
bells which had failed first, but they
were the obvious suspects, since

they were the most highly stressed
components. If it were end bells,

then material or the efíect of ven-
tilating holes were the most likely

causes of the failure.

It was decided, therefore, to

replace the end bells with new ones
made of a well known chrome
molybdenum alloy which would
give the required physical properties
by simple heat treatment, but
would be magnetic. Since direct-

cooling already existed on No. 3
rotor, ventilating holes were not
required and would not be used.

No. 4 rotor was returned to Englan^
re-machined for the direct-coolingt

subslots and then rewound and/

fitted with magnetic end bells with-

out ventilating holes. No. 3 unit

returned to service on August 31

1954 and No. 4 unit on September
15, 1954.

A complete new 100-mw. genera-

tor for No. 2 set was built and
tested in less than .seven months
and is expected to be in service in

ten months from the date of failure.

In the light of subsequent in-

vestigations, the deeision taken to

change end bell material for the

Toronto generators and to omit
ventilating holes was a sound one.

f hanges which had been made in

nonmagnetic end bell forging tech-

nique prior to the failures in April,

1954, have, however, been demon-
strated by the investigations to

lead to a reduction in residual

stresses, and no hesitation wouldi

now be felt in fitting nonmagnetic
end bells to machines similar to

those in Toronto, provided direct-

cooling of the rotor were adopted
with the elimination of ventilating

holes.

Every end bell, after machining,
is now hydraulically tested to a
mean hoop stress of 35 tons per

sq. in. and then is radiographed,
suj)ersonically tested anel tested

for cracks by the penetrant dye
method. It is important to note

that had these additional tests

been current practice at the time
of manufacturing the Toronto end
bells, without doubt, they would ali

have been passed.

Metallurgical and Mechanical
Properties

Metallurgical and mechanical
tests carried out on the two Toronto
end bells that failed in service and
others that were cracked or fractured

in pressure tests, gave little indica-

tion that as regards composition or

grain size they differed substantially

from acceptable standards based on
previous experience. It is to be

noted, however, (Table IX, Figures

21, 22 and 23 Appendix A) that the

relations between the elongation and
reduction in area on the one hand
and the yield point on the other,

shown by the tests carried out on
bells after failure, are not as good
as those (particularly on Xo. 1

exciter end bell) in general obtained
in acceptance tests. As these are

the only end bells for which num-
bers of tests have been carried out

on the body, we cannot say whether
this feature is peculiar to these bells

or common to ali bells. It is prob-

ably common to ali bells.
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In the following table an attempt

is made to compare the various bells

on the basis of the ratio of the elon-

gation and reduction in area to the

yield point.

End Bell

Relationship

of elong-

ation to

yield point

Relationship

of reduc-

tion in area

to yield point

\o. 1, exciter end Low Low
No. 2, exciter end Médium Low
No. 2, turbine end High Médium
No. 4, exciter end Médium Low

Possible Effects of Operating
Conditions

After an all-night shut down, it

seems possible that at start-up with

cold hydrogen, a temperature dif-

ference of 20-25°C. between the

rotor body and the enfl bell may
prevail due to the rapid cooHng of

the bell. Under such conditions the

shrink stress and the eííective

hoop stress (algebraic sum of the

hoop stress and the circumferential

bending stress) will increase at

running speed, as is shown in com-
paring Figs. 24 and 25 in Appendix
B.

At the same time, the Izod value
for the material which appears
from Table VII to fali more or less

proportionately with decrease in

temperature, will decrease, although
not to a disturbingly low levei.

The chief interest in this assumed
condition springs from the cyclic

behaviour of the end bell where
failure was induced at the relatively

low mean hoop stress of 27.6 tons
per sq. in. in relatively few rever-

sals.

One cannot, therefore, lightly dis-

count the possible effects of the
particular circumstances of opera-
tion for the bells under considera-

tion.

Eífect of Holes

From ali the evidence at our dis-

posal it seems clear that failure of

ali the bells that have failed in

Service or under test springs from
the holes. These are undoubtedly
severely work hardened and give
risa to stress concentrations of a" high order. The inability of the
metal immediately adjacent to the
holes to spread the high stress by
deformation is clearly shown by the
iucreasing ductility apparent as the
crack proceeds away from the hole.

I

j

The holes vary in surface finish, but
without question the high hardness

f gives rise to increased notch sensi-

tivity. The fact that, in ali the bells

fractured in service or in tests,

varying numbers of holes other than
! those through which the fracture
took place were cracked indicates

a general, rather than a local, onset
of the failure condition. Without
doubt, therefore, in the iiglit of lhe
evidence, holes have a substaiitial

effect in weakening the end bell.

The fact that surface hardness often
is a maximum at the mid-depth of
the hole, and that stress aLso is a
maximum at mid-thickness is im-
portant, since then at the area of

maximum stress there can be the
minimum of plastic flow and there-
fore a maximum of stress concentra-
tion. It is clear that cracks ca.n then
be initiated at the mid-depth sur-

face of holes under relatively few
repetitions of a range of stress, the
upper limit of which does not
greatly exceed that to which they
might well be subjected in service,

although the range under the con-
ditions of the tests was considerably
greater than that obtaining under
operating conditions. That they are
not under ali conditions a pre-
dominant cause of failure can per-
haps best be indicated by the be-
haviour of a 7,500-kw., 3,è00-r.p.m.

turbogenerator in Venezuela which,
in September, 1949, ran to an ex-

cessive overspeed; while both of the

rotor fans burst, completely wreck-
ing the stator end windings, no
mechanical distortion could be de-

tected in either the rotor forging nor
in the rotor end bells. The rotor end
windings were ventilated by means
of holes in the end bells. The over-

speed was caused by continuous
operation with the governor set at

its top limit; boiler deposits formed
on the neck of the gland of the

relay valve, which jammed open,

and the runaway valve failed to

close by about 3^ in. The stator and
rotor were sent to England for re-

pair and examination and were
returned to the site and recom-

missioned early in the following

December.

Unfortunately, the exact speed

attained was not observed, but since,

in addition to the bursting of two
fans, subsequent examination of the

rotor showed that the bronze slot

wedges were slightly deformed in

shear, it became possible to estimate

the speed attained.

The rotor fans were of lhe centri-

fugal type and the most highly

stressed part was the front shroud

in which the normal running stress

was 11.45 tons per s(|. in. The
r.T.S. of the material used was 40/

45 tons per sq. in., .so that the speed

corresponding to the lower figure

woulci be 6,730 r.p.m. Both of the

rotor fans had burst and it is not

known, of course, how much the

speed continued to rise after this

point.

The wedges closing the rotor slot

were of bronze liaving a nominal
yield point of 16 tons per scj. in. and
a normal running shear stress of

2.58 tons per s([. in. Tests on this

material indicated that yield might
be expected to commenee at a figure

as low as 9 tons per s(|. in., so that,

on this basis, lhe maxinuun .speed

attained would be expected to be
6,700 r.p.m.

The end bells were of non-mag-
netic steel and the tensile lest

figures for the yield and ullimate
were 57 and 63.6 tons per sq. in.,

respectively. The hoop stress in the
end bell at 3,600 r.p.m. was 16 tons

per sq. in., so that at an overspeed
of 6,700 r.p.m., the bell stress must
have been 56.5 tons per sq. íti.,

which is very close to the yield point
of 57 tons per síj. in. The holes in

the end bell did not appear to exer-

cise any appreciable weakening ef-

fect and it is probable that with a
bell of this thickness the amount of

locked up stress was small.

Disposition of Holes

The disposition of the holes has
evidently an important effect in

determining the behaviour of end
bells subjected to stress. In the three

exciter end bells that fractured

either in service or in test, the

fracture passed through three simi-

larly disposed holes and ali the

cracks found iu the 37 in. bells were
in similar diagonal rows of holes.

It is quite probable that bells of the

Toronto type and of the 37 in. type
may behave differently in service,

simply because of the different dis-

position of the holes.

Kcsicliial Stress

Suíficient evidence is available to

show the variability and unpre-
dictability of locked-up stress in

non-magnetic end bells. The effect

of holes on its magnitude and dis-

tribution is likewise unprcdiclable.

It is clear (Table IV) that alniost

irrespeclive of size or yield point,

the effect of holes is to litnit the ini'an

applied hoop stre.ss at failure to the

order of some 40 tons per sq. in.

There is one exception; No. 2

Toronto turbine end bell which

failed at an applied hoop stress of

some 35 tons per síj. in. It is ob-

viously difficull to assess the extent

to which locked-up stress niighl

be responsible for this. but it may
be of .some significaiice lliat, as

mentioned previously, the end bells

for Nos. 1 and 2 machiiies were

not made in a inanner similar to

those for Nos. 3 and 4 niachines,

or for the 37 in. end bells n.sed for

comparative tests.
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Little relief of residual stress

could be expected in the neighbour-

hood of the holes at any reasonable

applied stress levei, having regard

to the hardness obtaining there and,

owing to the stress concentration

factor associated with the holes,

any appreciable residual stress could

have a pronounced effect on be-

haviour.
Shock

It must always be a matter of

conjecture as to what extent the

failure of the first machine was
directly responsible for the failure

of the second. In general, the

properties of the end bell material

for the latter were better than those

of the former, and the possibility of

inertia shock initiating a crack in the
second set cannot be discounted.

Brittle Fracture

The failures that occurred in the

exciter end bells of Nos. 1 and 2
units, that is, those that failed

completely in service, and also the
failure that occurred under hydrau-
lic pressure test on No. 4 exciter end
bell, had a close resemblance to the

"brittle fractures" that have oc-

curred from time to time in welded
ships, high pressure gas mains,
fluid storage reservoirs and other
welded steel structures. These cases

of failure have been characterised
by high general stress and the
presence of a welding fault or other
defect, e.g., a surface crack or a
constructional feature which intro-

duced a concentration of stress,

especially if aided by a localised

deficiency of ductility that may start

a local or restricted crack, which,
entering the region under general
stress, sets off therein an extensive
crack of great suddenness and prob-
ably with catastrophic consequences.
In the welded ship case, the
breaking in two of the ship, or, in

the cylindrical storage reservoir,

the cracking through of the shell

over the greater part of its height
perhaps with the complete destruc-
tion of the reservoir, may result.

The conditions of a high general
stress, the presence of a stress

concentration feature and local de-
ficiency in ductility are those which
apply to the end bells. The failures

would thus begin at points of stress

concentration, which might be
cracks formed at the surface of

holes, and the cracks propagate
rapidly, as is known to have oc-

curred in the end bell of No. 4
exciter end that failed under hydrau-
lic pressure, and is assumed to have
been the case in the bells that failed

in service. Furthermore, the surface
of these fractures showed chevron-

like markings which enabled the

point at which the failure began to

be identified. The only respect in

which the failures in the end bells

differed from the characteristic mild

steel brittle fractures was that they

were intercrystalline and not trans-

crystalline or cleavage. This may
be accounted for by the fact that in

the end bells the material was an
austenitic steel in which fracture

normally is intercrystalline, where-
as in mild steel fracture is normally
transcrystalline.

A large number of investigations

have been carried out on brittle

fracture in order to ascertain the

conditions under which it occurs

and many factors have been sug-

gested as contributing to it. Of these,

the main ones seem to be the

presence of a multiaxial stress

system, insofar as the stress system
may limit ductility and thereby
promote cracking, a notch of some
kind, or low temperature and low
notch toughness in the steel. These
factors apply particularly where a
brittle crack is initiated. After

initiation, a brittle crack may
spread extensively where the general

stress system may be only simple
tension—for example, the circum-
ferential tension at the shell of a
cylindrical storage reservoir—the

spreading crack itself carrying with
it as it traveis its own stress con-
centration feature and system of

complex stresses.

Various combinations of these
factors may cause brittle fracture.

For example, if the notch is very
sharp and the temperature very
low, it may not be necessary for

Discussioii

Discussions of the foregoing pa-

per by Sir Claude Gibb are invited

by The Engineerin^ Journal and, if

acceptable, will be presented in the

Journal along wilh the discussion

which took place al lhe rorrespond-

ing meeting of the Institiition of

Mechanical Engineers. Arrange-

inents have been inade as well for

the piibHcation of discussion from
Canadian engineers by the British

society along with that of their own
niembers.

Readers are requested to forward

discussions (typewritten copy in

triplicate, double spaced) to The
Editor, The Engineering Journal,

2050 Mansfield St., Montreal 2,

Que.

the steel to have a low impact
toughness to fail. Whereas if the

notch is sharp and the steel has a
low impact toughness, it may not
be necessary for the temperature to

be low for failtire.

It is clear that in addition to the
fact that the fractures of the end
bells had most of the characteristics

of brittle fractures, the conditions

of service conformed with the cir-

cumstances under which brittle

fracture may occur. The hoop stress,

shrink stress, thermal stress and
residual stress in the t>ells could, in

combination, give a resultant stress

high enough to support the propa-
gation of a brittle fracture in a
material susceptible to this mode of

failure, if initiated by a feature of

sufficient intensity. This is the

significant and important fact of a

brittle fracture, because usually

working and design stresses exceed
those able to support propagation.

The steel has a relatively low im-

pact toughness; at times the tem-
perature of the bells was low and
the holes and small cracks formed
in them by repeated cycles of stress

would provide the notches required

to start brittle fracture.

In the case of No. 4 exciter end
bell, the fracture under hydraulic

pressure test was to ali intents and
purposes the same as those that

occurred in service. In this test.

the stress system would be simpler

than in service and the question of

low temperature did not arise. This

suggests that it is the notch effect

and the properties of the steel that

are the controlling factors.

In the case of No. 1 unit. which
failed shortly after going on to a

light load following an overnight

shutdown, at the time of failure i,

chilling of the end bells would have
occurred while the rotor remained
liot. In consequence, the stress

due to shrink at the rotor body had
increased and the lower temperature
of the end bell, together with the

increase in shrink stress, may have
produced the combination of con-

ditions which triggered oíT a brittle

fracture. No. 2 unit, however, failed

after several hours on fuU load, when
end bell temperatures would be

reasonably high and shrink stress

would be a minimum. Hence, al-

though the conditions generally

considered to be associated with

brittle fractures could be regarded
as having been present in the case

of the failure of No. 1 unit, that does

not appear to be the case with No.
2 unit. On the other hand, the

hydraulic testing of No. 4 exciter

end bell was carried out during

warm weather in an atmospheric
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temperature of approximately 65°F.

and failure occurred in a manner
which legitimately could be termed

a brittle fracture.

There is evidence that brittle

fracture is more likely to occur in

thick material than in thin, and at a

1 low temperature. This may well

I account for the difference in be-

!
haviour between the Venezuela end

}

bells, which were much thinner than

those in Toronto and certainly were

at a much higher temperature when
the serious overspeed occurred with-

out affecting the end bells. Further,

|the Venezuela end bells being thin-

'ner, almost certainly would have
lower residual stresses than those

in Toronto.

The three Toronto end bells which
failed with explosive violence were
each from the exciter end. No metal-

lurgical reason could be found why
in each case it was the exciter end
which failed, while the turbine end
was quite unaffected and in perfect

condition. There was, however, a

ininor difference between turbme
and exciter end bells. At the exciter

end, the crossover connections be-

tween coils would have blanked
certain ventilating holes which there-

fore were not drilled. Thus there

were twelve holes fewer in the exciter

end bells than at the turbine end.

The eífect of the omission of these

holes, which are shaded in Figure
llA and have the letter "A" after

their numbers, was to induce a
possible increase of stress not ex-

jceeding one ton per sq. in. at the hole

'where failure was initiated in the
exciter end bells of Nos. 1, 2 and
4 units. This small increase of stress

may well have been significant in

locating the actual plane of fracture.

General

When the investigation of the
jrelations between the properties

pf components and the service

ponditions under which they operate
shows that the margin of safety is

less than experience up to the time
r)f failure would indicate, it is

generally difficult—lacking a glar-

ing reason for the failure—to ascribe

it to a particular cause. Many
Ivariables, each in themselves not
decisively significant, may combine
to cause failure.

Previous experience and design
by the same maker using end bells

of similar material, drilled with
ventilation holes, had been com-
pletely free from failure of the kind
described by this paper. This cir-

cumstance, taken into account with
the greater margin of safety which
would be conferred by not drilling

holes, will convey an idea of the

greatly increased margin of safety
introduced by the changes made as

a consequence of the failures and
referred to in the paper.

Conclusion

The broad picture of the analysis
has been drawn from a mass of inti-

mate detail. The inclusion of detail

in the body of the paper would
rather cloud than clarify the picture,

but in the hands of those competent
to judge, it may serve to throw
some fresh light on the subject and
so a representative cross-section

has been included in the appendices.
In matters of such widespread

importance as the Toronto failures

it is clearly the duty of ali concerned
to sift every tittle of evidence with
meticulous care and to undertake,
and to make public the results of,

every practicable investigation as

to the cause of failure.

This paper is an endeavour to

make the best possible use of the

available material and to present the

full results of the investigation» and
conclusions in a form readily under-
stood by engineers.

The author wishes to make it

clear that he is merely reporting
the work of many metallurgists,

engineers and applied raathema-
ticians. In particular, reference
should be made to the investigations

of Dr. Charles Sykes, F.R.S., and
his coUeagues and staff in the
Brown-Firth Research Laboratories,
and to the many at Heaton Works
who worked such long hours over
a long period, endeavouring to

obtain a definite conclusion to a
very worrying disaster.

Finally, but by no means least,

tribute must be paid to Dr. Richard
L. Hearn, M.E.I.C., then chief

engineer and general manager of

Ontário Hydro who, with his col-

leagues and staff, at ali times showed
sympathy and understanding and
provided invaluable assistance to

those making the investigations.

Appendix A

A number of tangential tensile

tests were carried out on speci-

mens cut from four of the end bells

dealt with in this report, i.e. from
the two bells that failed in service,

from the Toronto bell that fractured

completely in the hydraulic pressure

test and from one of the Toronto
bells that cracked in the hydraulic

pressure test. To obtain the test

pieces a cut was made along the

bell at a distance of about 2 in.

from the fracture (or from the line

of the crack in the case of the bell

that did not fracture completely)

and another cut was made 7 in.

away from this. From the strip

thus obtained tangential test pieces

were machined and the results of the

tests and the positions of the test

pieces are given in Table IX.

It will be seen from the results

relating to No. 1 machine exciter

end bell in Table IX that although

the yield point (0.5 per cent proof

stress) and the ultimate tensile

stress were uniform throughout the

bell and in accordance with speci-

fication requirements, the elonga-

tions and reductions in area were

variable and in half the tests

below the specification requirements.

The values of elongation and re-

duction in area obtained in the

tests would be associated with the

fact that ali the specimens broke

outside the middle half of the gauge

length, but this in itself is an indica-

tion of nonuniformity in the material.

Some significance might have been
attached to the results of these

tests in relation to the failure of

this end bell, except for the fact

that much more satisfactory values

of elongation and reduction in area

were obtained in the tests on the

exciter end bell from No. 2 machine,
which also failed in service.

The tangential tensile tests were

carried out on specimens from the

exciter end bell from No. 4 machine
and the turbine end bell frora No. 2

machine to ascertain whether the

fact that the former fractured com-
pletely in the hydraulic pressure

test, while the latter simply cracked.

was associated with any difference

in their mechanical properties. It

will be seen from Table IX that the

average values of the yield point,

ultimate tensile stress, elongation

and reduction in area were about

the same for both bells, so that the

difference in behaviour in the hy-

draulic test does not appear to be

associated with any general dif-

ference in mechanical properties.

In Figures 21 to 2.S yield point is

plotted against ultimate tensile

stress (Figure 21), elongation
(Figure 22) and reduction in area

(Figure 2;}). The áreas marked out

•in those figures endose most of the

points obtained when the results of

recent acceptance testas are ])l()tled.

It will be seen from Figures 21

to 2.S that when the yield points

obtained in the acceptance tests on
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the Toronto end bells are plotted

against ultimate tensile strength,

elongation and reduction in area

the results are in accordance with

the standards. Furthermore, it will

be seen ia Figure 21 that most of

the points representing the ratio

between yield point and ultimate

tensile stress in the tests carried

out on end bells after failure in

service, or in the pressure tests, are

in accordance with standard. In
Figures 22 and 23, however, it will

be seen that the relations between
the elongation and reduction in

area on the one hand and the yield

point on the other shown by the

tests carried out on end bells

after failure, are not as good
as those obtained in acceptance
tests. As these are the only re-

sults available for numbers of tests

carried out on the body of end
bells, it cannot be said whether
this feature is peculiar to those

bells or conimon to ali bells. It

is probably comraon to ali bells.

Appendix B

The Calculation of the Stresses in an

End Bell.

The well-known equation for the

inward displacement («') of a cylin-

der of mean radius (a) and wall

thickness (h) is

^+^0^w = O (1) (Ref. 1*)

where

3(1

(v is Poisson's ratio)

Using a Maclaurin's series for iv, i.e.

dx^/o 11

Equation (1) was solved and expres-

sions in a suitable forni were
obtained, giving the displacement

and bending moments along the

cylinder for given end conditions.

The mean hoop stress and the axial

and circumferential bending stresses

were then calculated from the

relations

Hoop stress (/J =—^ (*Ref. 1)

Bending stress at the bore in an
axial direction,

J>> 1,2 '

Eh^ d'w

dx-
where - -

Bending stress at the bore in a

circumferential direction,

f = v.f
b b

To obtain the stress in a rotating

*Reference (1) Tinioshenko, S. 1940. "Theory
of Plates and Shells", Chap. 11, (McGraW'
HiU Book Co., New York.)

Table IX — Results of tensile tests on specimens from end bells

No. 1 Machine—Exciler end
L.P. tons/.sq. in

0.05% proof .stre.ss, tons/sq. in

0.1% " "

0.2% "

0.5% " "

Maximum stress, tons/sq. in.. .

Elongation, per cent

Reduction of area, per cent. . . .

No. 2 Machine—Exciler end
L.P. tons/sq. in

(I 05% proof stres.s, tons/sq. in

0.1% " "

0.5% "
"

Maximum stress, tons/sq. in. . .

Elongation, per cent

Reduction of area, per cent. . .

No. 4 Machine—Exciter end
L.P. tons/sq. in

O 05% proof stress, tons/sq. in

0.1% " "

0.5% " "

Maximum stress, tons/sq. in.. .

Elongation, per cent

Reduction of area, per cent. .

.

No. 2 Machine— Turbine end
L.P. tons/sq. in

0.05% proof stress, tons/sq. in

0.1% " "

0.5% "

Maximum stress, tons/sq.in .

.

Elongation, per cent

Reduction of area, per cent. . . ,

Near apparent origin of fracture Balancing ring end

Inside Middle Outside Inside Outside Ins de Outside

40.4 38.4 38.0 39 2 38 37.0 34.0
48.8 46.8 46.0 47 5 46 8 48 45.2
50.4 48.8 48.4 49 8 49 2 50 2 48.0
51.8 50.0 50.0 50 8 51 • 51 6 50.0
52.4 51.0 51 51 3 51 2 53 51.0
56.2 56.6 56.8 58 4 58 4 55 57.6
12 \8H 24 18 29' ^2 171^ 30'/9

22 27 23 32H 36 211-2 321

OMH OMH OMH OMH OMH OMH OMH

36.0 38.0 35.0 34 34 34 29.0
48.0 48.8 48.0 48 47 6 47 7 45
50.4 50.4 49.8 51 2 50 4 50 48.2
54.0 53 52.8 56 54 54 53.0
60.4 59 2 59.2 62 4 61 2 60 5 59.2
21.5 20 5 27 23 5 26 21 5 26.5
26 26 28 29 31 28 5 31

36.

1

37 38.4 42 3 44 2 38 2 41.3
46.4 45.6 48.7 52 53 5 46 4 49.7
47.5 47.0 50.5 53 2 55 4 47 50.4
49.2 49 2 52.7 55 1 58 3 47 2 50.6
57.5 56.3 58.2 62 6 62 3 57 58.3
30 28 28 25 15 31 31
31.5 31 27.5 29 23 5 36 331^

38 6 39 6 36 2 38 32 5 37.0
49 3 50.3 51 2 51 6 47 48.6
51 1 51 9 52 1 53 1 49 3 50.7
52.8 53.5 53 55 52 53.0
61.2 60.2 62 62 60 6 60.4
23 26 25 5 31 26 33 5
28 31 5 28 34 29 38

Rotor body end
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Fig. 24. Calculated stresses in end bell when stationary—elastic case.

Fig. 25. Calculated stresses in end bell under normal
running conditions — elastic case.

cylinder, the basic equation (1)

was modified to:

—

-j—
• + 4/3% = ^

dx* D

or

Fig. 26. Calculated stresses in end bell under running conditions; rotor
temperature, 35°C; end bell temperature 10°C — elastic case.

Equation (2) is of the same form as

(1) and the term p represents an
equivalent uniform radial pressure

assumed to act over the whole
internai surface, giving the same
hoop stress as that which is caused

by the inertia of the end-bell itself

and the pressure of the end windings

and packing. Equation (2) was
solved conveniently by the same
method as Equation (1) and similar

expressions were derived to give

the hoop and bending stresses.

The Solutions in ali cases were
obtained by applying end conditions

in which calculated allowances were

made for the radial movenient of

the end supports, i.e., the rotor

spigot and the balancing ring recess,

under the pressure of the end-bell

and from changes in temperature.

The assumptions made in the

calculation of the stresses shown in

Figures 24, 25 and 26 were:

1. The temperature was 15°C.

throughout when stationary.

2. The difference in diameters

of the end-bell and rotor spigot

was 0.110 in. at 15°C. before the

joint was made.

3. No interference occurred be-

tween the balancing ring and the

end bell when stationary at 15°C.

4. The loading due to the

copper windings and packing
was uniformly distributed over

the end bell.

5. At normal running the tem-

perature rise was 60°C. through-

out.

6. At running condition with a

temperature difference, the rotor

temperature rose to 35°C. and

the end bell and balancing ring

temperatures fell to 16°C. at

some time after reaching normal
running speed.

The stresses in the end bell

under,

(a) Stationary conditions.

(b) Normal running conditions.

(c) Running condition with a

temperature difference between
rotor and end-bell

are shown in Figures 24, 25 and 26,

respectively. V
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THE

NUCLEAR

ENGINEER
AND

DEVELOPMENTS
A series of four papers presented before the Montreal Branch of the Engineering

Instituía of Canada on March 23, 1954, followed by a discussion. The panei inerabers

were: moderator, Dr. L. Thiesmeyer, Pulp and Paper Research Institute of Canada,

J. L. Gray, Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd., Dr. A. J. Mooradian, Atomic Energy of

Canada Ltd., Dr. D. C. Brunton, Isotope Products Ltd. and Dr. Leo Yaffe, McGiU
University.

The EfFect of Nuclear Science on Engineers

by

J. L. Gray, M.E.I.C.

Vice-President, Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd.,

Chalk River, Ont.

The next phase of Canada's par-

ticipation in the atomic program
must be in the application of nuclear

energy to power production. It can
be demonstrated that the present
Canadian 10,000,000 kw. of installed

electric energy will rise to around
40,000,000 kw. by 1980.

Of this amount 30,000,000 kw. will

jprobably be supplied by hydro
power, leaving 10,000,000 kw. from
"thermal sources. We are predicting

Ithat the standard thermal sources of

jcoal, gas, and oil will increase 10-

jfold in this period and would supply
jabout 3,000,000 kw. This leaves

7,000,000 kw. to nuclear power
sources, which seems to be a reason-
able goal and quite attainable.

We are, of course, assuming that
nuclear power will be competitive
economically with other thermal
sources, and are using as a yard-
stick coal at $8.00 per ton. The fact

.that Southern Ontário is highly in-

idustrialized and that there are no
icoal resources in the Province adds
jconsiderable immediate impetus to

ithe studies of evaluating reactor

leconomics. It is predicted that early
jin the "sixties" Ontário will have
developed and utilized ali readily

available hydro resources in the
Province, including the St. Law-
rence, and will have an ever-expand-
ing requirement for power from
thermal sources.

The Effect on Engineering
Consultants

In attempting to estimate the

probable requirement of engineering

design for nuclear power we have
made some calculations which,
though based on assumptions, ap-

pear to be within normal long-term

forecast predictions. Assuming that

economical production of nuclear

power is started in the early 1960's

with two units of 100,000 kw., and
continues until 7,000,000 kw. are

installed by 1980, we can estimate

the design staff needed.

The cost of design and develop-

ment of an initial small prototype

would probably be 25 per cent of

the construction cost; the first

100,000 kw. units would require per-

haps 15 per cent of the cost for de-

sign and development. FoUowing
this stage if the basic reactor type

did not alter too much the design

costs would be approximately 10

per cent of cost.

Knowing the cost figures of the

reactors to compete with $8.00 coal

and allowing $9,000 per year per

man as the design office cost, it is

possible to predict the design staff

necessary to meet this probable

program. At present there are about

150 persons working on reactor de-

sign. This number should increase

to about 200 by 1958 and remain

fairly steady to nearly 1970, at

which time it will start a rapid in-

crease to near 700 by 1972 and
double this number by 1980.

It seems fairly evident, however,
that the reactor designs for nuclear
power application will not generally

aífect the Consulting engineer. The
major reactor design effort for the
next decade must be confined to

one or two closely associated organ-
izations.

This may include a Consulting en-

gineering firm and if so such a firm

will feel an "impact of nuclear

science". The requirements of se-

curity and the necessity of training

design staffs in handling the effects

of radiation and the limitations of a
reactor system make sub-contract-

ing parts of the design to other

groups extremely difficult.

Relating to the design experience

of the NRU reactor, the early stages

of design indicate a requirement of

nearly 4 engineers to 1 draughtsman
—however, this soon evens out to

near one to one. This means that

with a staff of 200 perhaps 100 would
be engineers and, based on the cost

of the work, this group breaks down
to 47 mechanical, 32 civil and archi-

tectural, 13 chemical and 8 electrical

and instrument engineers.

The requirements for chemical

process plants is one place where a

Consulting engineer may well find a

fertile field. This again is such a

specialized requirement due to the

nature of the chemical problem and
effects of radiation that it is likely

to be undertaken by one organiza-

tion. The training period of design

staff—which is probably of the

order of one year before design re-
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sults are of value—precludes the

general use of consultants.

The only place where the normal
Consulting íirm might find an im-

mediate effect of nuclear science is

in the design of radiation labora-

tories that are becoming a require-

ment at many locations. Universities,

hospitais, and research laboratories

are ali finding that isotopes and
particle accelerators are of value in

their work, and that they require

very specialized techniques in hand-
ling. This, of course, is a very small

part of a normal building—but the

consultant should be aware of the

latest developments.

We at Chalk River have had by
far the most experience in actual

installations dealing with radiation

shielding, ventilation, air filtration,

etc. in Canada. We feel we are now
approaching reasonable solutions to

most of these design requirements.

We are only too pleased to discuss

the results of our experience with
anyone who may be faced with
these special problems in this rela-

tively new field.

The Effect on the Engineer
in Indiistry

The design engineer of fabricators

of heavy and light equipment and
electronic components may well find

that he is drawn into a new field

rather quickly. The fabrication of

the parts of our NRU reactor now
under construction has posed many

new manufacturing problems. We
are asking for closer tolerances than

are normal on very large pieces. We
are giving industry new metais and
new alloys to work with that will

require experience and ingenuity.

The design and fabrication of

large vessels to operate with at least

1,000 Ibs. per sq. in. pressure seems
to be a requirement for the first

power reactors. This is the type of

problem the industrial engineer can
tackle, and is well within our design

and fabrication talents.

The necessity of eliminating even
minute leaks of a variety of fluids

poses design specifications onpumps,
shaft seals and valves in excess of

anything on the market today. Since

the íluids being circulated will in

most cases be radioactive, the ma-
teriais presently used in seals and
bearings are not acceptable. Pump
and valve manufacturers are in-

volved in the first stage of this work
now at low temperatures and normal
pressures, but when they are faced

with the temperatures and pressures

necessary to produce economic pow-
er, some aspects will be complicated
many fold.

The extremely high cost of some
materiais, such as heavy water,

changes the concept of heat ex-

changer design and general config-

uration of the plant layout. The
designer is limited in the hold-up of

this expensive material and raust

cut pipe runs to a minimum, and

in. heat exchanger tubes are jus!"

not acceptable. I

There are many examples of thi!

type of problem that can be solvec

by the design and production stafj

of the manufacturers. We would exi

pect the reactor design staff to mak<
early and extensive use of the indus
trial engineers, which will ultimatelj]

result in the industry becoming in !

volved in mock-up design and
fabrication and even testing. The
research and development facilities

of Canadian industry, at present

virtually non-existent, should re-

ceive considerable impetus to ex-

pand.

The EfTect on the Engineer
in Management

The only effect nuclear science

may have on the engineer in man-
agement is to ensure that he will be
required in the management team a

little more than in any industry to

date. Certainly for the next 15 or

20 years it is difíicult to visualize

the operation of nuclear power
plants without several well qualified

Professional engineers on the job.

Ultimately, of course, they may well

operate as simply and efficiently as

a normal steam plant, but until

some are built and run for a few
years they will be handled with
great respect and care.

The general type of management
problems, however, will not alter

much from those found in any proc-

The authors. Left to right, Mr. J. L. Gray, Dr. L. Yaffe, Dr. L. K. Tlici«n»e>er, Dr. D. C. Brunton, and Dr. A. J. Mooradian.
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ess industry. The number of en-

gineers required on the management
team should be considerably higher

than average, not only in the reactor

operations but in the chemical proc-

essing plants, the plant service or-

ganizations and the design and
development staffs.

Conclusions

To sum up, we do not see nuclear

science causing an effect on con-

sultants that could be described as

an impact. The requirement for en-

gineering design and development
will increase slowly, probably ap-

proaching an exponential curve.

The major design effort for the next
few years will be concentrated in
one or two organizations.
The engineer in industry, par-

ticularly the larger organizations
where design and possibly develop-
ment staffs are available, is quite
likely to find himself faced with
problems foreign to his experience
and requiring some further training.
A considerable development effort
will be needed, and industry can
take an active part if it so desires.

Opportunities for engineers in man-
agement will be similar to those in a
process industry but relatively more
abundant.

How Are Engineers Fitted Into Atomic Energy Work

by

Dr. A. J. Mooradian,

Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd.,

Chalk River, Ont.

The principal aim of Canada's
! atomic program is clear and simple.

We are after commercial atomic
power as soon as possible. At the
present time we are in the middle of

I

a race for the economic atomic unit.

I

How Canada finishes in this race
i will depend, in large measure, on
the performance of her engineers.

At Chalk River, there are, in ali,

about 76 graduate engineers whose
work is peculiar to the atomic field.

One fourth of them are operational
engineers who concern themselves
with the economic operation of

existing units. Another 26 per cent
! are development engineers who con-
r ern themselves with "trouble shoot-
ing", research and the development
ijf new units and processes. The
remaining half is distributed among
the design and service departments.

Operational Engineers

Let US consider now the operation-
al engineers. Under this heading we
find the reactors staff. These are the
men responsible for the day to day
operation of Chalk River's reactors.
To three of the superintendents of

the reactors I posed the following
question,

—"What type of engineer
do you find best fulfils the qualifica-
tions you would like to see in your
júnior engineering staff

The first replied, "The pile is

operated almost entirely on the
principies of physics. It is honey-
combed with ion chambers, neutron
lounters and ali manner of instru-
inents. The neutron balance must be
computed for every change. Experi-
nients must be planned with the
research departments. The pile has
to have engineering physicists."

The second replied, "Metallurgic-
al engineers have by far the broad-
est background; they fit into the
organization very well." The third

replied, "The pile is nothing more
than a unit process; you put things
into a pile, you pump fluids through
a pile and you are continually
plagued with piping and heat ex-

change. The chemical engineer is

my choice."

I had been talking to an engineer-

ing physicist, a metallurgist and a
chemical engineer. It became clear

that there was no real answer to my
question. The fact is, it takes ali

kinds of engineers to run a pile

—

especially at this stage in the de-

velopment of atomic power. These
engineers are the men whose voice

will carry the greatest weight in

design until reactors become as

much a part of our every day lives

as our present power stations.

One of the major cost considera-

tions in any atomic plant will be

that of fuel processing. At Chalk
River this function falis to the

Chemical Extraction Branch. The
Professional staff of this branch are

almost entirely chemical engineers.

These men must meet and solve the

day to day problems of a produc-

tion plant, but the hazard of radio-

activity is superimposed on the

normal problems of chemical proc-

essing. It is not uncommon to

handle materiais radiating the equiv-

alent of 10,000 curies of radium.

These high leveis of radioactivity

convert most of the simple opera-

tions into major problems. Proper
sampling becomes very diflScult.

Pumps and valves can only be used

when the utmost foresight has been
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.shown as to their future main-
tenance. The high degree of re-
liability demanded of process equip-
ment in general imposes a severa
limitation on the use of most con-
ventional in.stallations.

The experience of the.se process
engineers is the only sound founda-
tion on which to develop economic
radiochemical processing. The fuU
cooperation of these men with the
designers of new plants will be re-
quired before the cost of operation
and maintenance on any future in-
stallation can be made to fali within
the acceptable limits.

Research and Development

Now let US consider the research
and development men. I will group
ali of our development departments
together. Few of our research de-
partments get far into a given field

before they find themselves giving
birth to embryo chemical engineer-
ing groups. It is becoming apparent
that the chemical engineer must
play an increasingly important role
in the evolution of atomic energy.
Most of the urgent problems are of
a "trouble shooting" nature in the
processing facilities.

There are three main factors
which characterize problems asso-
ciated with the processing of irra-

diated uranium. These factors are
common to both existing processes
and new processes under develop-
ment :

First—We are dealing with a
portion of the periodic table
which has hitherto received little

or no attention. Pu, Am, Cm,
Np, Rare Earths, Zr, Nb, Ru and
the rest of the fission products are
indiscriminately produced in the
pile. Some of these have never
before been produced either by
nature or man. A knowledge of

their chemistry is vital.

Second—We are concerned
with the isolation of microscópio
concentrations of chemicals in the
presence of macro quantities of

impurities. Many of the sub-
stances which must be separated
and concentrated by factors which
exceed 1 in 100,000 are not even
spectrographically detectable in

their original concentration.

Third -The high radiation lev-

eis usually involved require that

most operations be carried out by
remote control through tliick

shielding.

To meet these problems of chem-
ical treatment there is an active and
continuing program of development,
aimed at evolving the siniplest proc-

ess which will give acceptalile

products. This requires not only a
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sound technical background but
also a certain ingenuity in circuni-

venting the knotty problems of

future maintenance. Pilot plant

work must be done in close coopera-

tion with operating, research and
design personnel.

Waste Problem

As in any other industry, chemical

processing inevitably gives rise to a

waste problem. Ilowever, the dis-

posal of radioactive wastes poses a

problem considerably more serious

than that from any other industry.

Radiation from these wastes is a

potential health hazard for many
hundred of years. There is no way
of destroying the radioactivity. The
disposal problem ranges from almost
inactive solutions to those contain-

ing in the order of curies per litre.

At Chalk River the only accept-

able dispersai method is disposal to

the river. A stringent limitation is

placed on the allowable daily pollu-

tion. AU of the chemical operating

áreas are only allowed to dispose of

1 milligram of plutonium per day to

the river. One problem then be-

comes, how can you economically

treat thousands of gallons of rela-

tively inactive waste prior to river

disposal. What are we going to do
with the multicurie wastes from the

present and future reactors ? The
problem is one which will command
the attention of development groups
until some acceptable solution is

found.

Reactor Technology

A more fundamental approach to

the problems of chemical processing

and economic power lies in the field

of reactor technology. The total

capital outlay of a reactor is the
largest single factor which contri-

butes to the cost of power. A major
portion of this capital outlay is tied

up in fuel and moderator inventories.

It is no secret that Chalk River is

interested in the heavy water moder-
ated pile. Some published figures

place the cost of heavy water at over
$80.00 per Ib. It is òf the greatest
importance that this figure be
brought down to as low a value as

possible. The development of a
cheap source of heavy water is

fundamentally a chemical engineer-
ing problem which is being actively

considered at Chalk River.

Fuel

With regard to the fuel, one of

the important unanswered questions
is whether or not it is practical to
operate as a breeder reactor in

which the spent uranium whose
U-235/U-238 ratio is lower than
that of natural uranium is returned
to the pile. There is a feeling that

the present generation should make
every attempt to conserve uranium
recources by going to the full breed-

ing reactor, in which not only the

U-235 is used up, but also the much
more abundant U-238. The full

breeder will always be a sufficiently

attractive possibility to command
a good deal of attention. One of the

fundamental requirements of this

type of reactor is a cheap method of

processing and recirculating par-

tially spent uranium to the pile.

Thus far, I have assumed that the

successful power reactor will be of

the heterogeneous type, that is,

metallic uranium in slug or rod form
suspended in moderator much like

the NRX reactor. There are, how-
ever, multiple types of reactors

which are possible, some of which
promise to overcome many of the

limitations inherent in the hetero-

geneous type. One of the most at-

Possible applications of radio-

active isotopes fali into two main
groups, as follows

:

A. Bulk Radiation Uses

1. Radiation beam Therapy units—"Cobalt Bomb"
2. Pasteurization and sterilization

3. Insect control in grain and
other vegetable products

4. Polymerization

B. Individual Isotope Applications

1. Medicai uses as tracer and
therapeutic doses.

2. Tracers in research

3. Tracers in industrial applica-
tion

4. As a measurement tool in in-

dustrial applications

This list is not comprehensive but
includes the most widely discussed
applications. Among the bulk uses
only the radiation beam therapy
units are an established successful

application. The value of radio-
active isotopes and Cobalt 60, in

particular, is now widely accepted
and in increasing demand in our
hospitais. Until recently Canada's
N.R.X. reactor at Chalk River was
the only practical source of Cobalt
60 for such units.

Pasteurization and sterilization

have received considerable attention
and study. A number of major
difficulties have arisen:—the size of

the sources, one or more million

tractive of the.se alternatives is the

slurry reactor, in which a slurry of

uranium oxides is suspended in tht

moderator and is circulated through
the reactor.

As well as promising low fuel

processing costs, this type allows

the continuous removal of some of

the serious nuclear poisons which
build up in the form of fission prod
ucts. Its feasability is being in

vestigated by a combined group of

chemists, physicists and chemical

engineers at A.E.C.L.
The fact is, there are far more

problems than there are chemical

engineers. To make a mark in the

atomic energy field, Canada will

have to exercise a maximum of

sound technical intuition in order

not to spread her limited eíFort too

thin over the most pressing prob-

lems, for the sake of dabbling in

them ali.

curies for practical industrial food

product irradiation; the resultant

handling problem and indeed even
their availability and the deteriorat-

ing effect of radiation on taste, colour

and vitamin content in many cases.

Such radiation sterilization may be

practical in the near future for cer-

tain low volume high cost items as

pharmaceuticals, but considerable

further development will berequired
before commercial application in the

food industry is attained.

Insect control in grain appears to

be a considerably more practical

proposition, since only about 1 per

cent of the radiation dose is re-

quired here as in the case of food

sterilization. Even so the large

quantities of grain handled demand
enormous sources for large scale

operations.

As in the case of sterilization, very

large radioactive sources are re-

quired for polymerization processes

on a commercial scale. However the

difíerent action of radioactive poly-

merization and heat polymerization

allows the production of new prod-

ucts hitherto impossible and this

application may prove successful in

the case of certain high cost, low

volume products.

In the list of individual isotope

applications the medicai uses, par-

ticularly the treatment of thyroid

conditions, are well established. The

Current and Potential Applications of Radioactive

Isotopes

by

Dr. D. C. Brunton,

Presidem, Isotope Products Ltd.,

Oakville, Ont.
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uses of tracer isotopes in a wlde

variety of research laboratories is

likewise an accomplished fact. Trac-

I
ers in industrial process applica-

i tions, however, have found very lim-

: ited use. In general the radiation

hazard of contamination in the

product, the high cost of pilot trials

and frequently simpler alternatives

have resulted in restricted use in

these cases. By far the largest ap-

plication of radioactive isotopes out-

side the medicai field is their use as

a measurement tool in industrial

processes.

For the most part current ap-

plications may be placed in two

general categories, and as such they

are playing a partial role in two

!
major industrial objectives. The

j

first of these is the "push-button

plant", the complete automatic

control of the continuous process in-

dustries. The second is the elimina-

'tion of design waste in construction

and fabrication.

The Push-Button Factory

The push-button factory is no
longer a myth. It is now approached
dosely in certain industries and in

lother cases great strides are being

Imade to convert batch processes to

continuous operation. It is virtually

limpossible to operate a continuous
process without control over the

significant variables on the opera-

tion. The central problem of control

is measurement. The present state

of instrumentation is such that any
variable that can be continuously

jmeasured can be automatically con-

trolled—the real difficulty is making
the measurement. It is here that
radiocativity is making animportant
contribution.

In paper making, for example,
three basic process variables are

,basis weight, stock consistency and
stock freeness. The most important
of these, the basis weight, has defied

continuous on-the-machine measure-
ment until the development
of the beta-ray gauge. This gauge
measures weight or thickness by the
absorption of beta rays from a radio-

active isotope. By its application,

paper machines have been put on
automatic control for the first time
in paper-making history.

The measurement of basis weight
inade by the beta gauge is fed back
to control the pulp stock flow into

the paper machine. The result is a
marked improvement in product
quality, variously estimated as re-

(kicing weight fluctuations by a fac-

tor of two to four. Improved uni-
tormity can, of course, result in

substantial savings, in the paper in-

(lustry. However, the improvement

in quality is at least equally im-
portant. The printers and converters
(eg. punch card niakers) contirme to

run their machines at higher speeds
and closer tolerances, and demand a
more uniform product from the
paper maker.

Besides its function as a control
mechanism, the beta gauge is play-
ing a valuable role in the paper in-

dustry in improvement of quality.

This application is carried out both
by the usual Betameter machine
installation and by a new form of

beta gauge which we call a Profiler.

With this equipment -several raills

have made a thorough study of

variations in weight across the web
which have resulted in modifications

of head box and slice design to

produce a more uniform sheet.

The improved uniformity result-

ing may well have far-reaching ef-

fects on the paper industry. It is my
belief that with the reduction of

weight variation in the paper the

news press man will find he can
operate just as satisfactorily on a

30 Ib. sheet as he now does on a

32 Ib. sheet. The newsprint manu-
facturer would, of course, require a

higher price for the improved qual-

ity, but substantial savings could

still be made and such a change
would immediately increase our na-

tional wealth in forest reserves by
6 to 7 per cent

!

The same instrument is being

used in the rubber, steel, copper,

aluminum, plastics, in fact, in vir-

tually ali sheet-making industries.

Rubber, for example, is a difficult

material to measure by any contact

means because of its compressibility

in its uncured state. The measure-

ment of thickness, and consequently

control of uniformity, will vary from
operator to operator and even with

the same operator applying varying

pressure to a micrometer gauge.

The beta gauge, measuring with-

out contact with the sheet, avoids

this difficulty and one user, for

example, has reduced his thickness

variations to by changing to beta

gauge measurement. A particularly

interesting problem in the rubber

industry, now being solved by these

same techniques, is the measure-

ment of the contour of tire tread

extrusion as it comes out of the

tuber machine. Precision in follow-

ing the designed tire shape is most

important for both quality control

and elimination of wastc.

Again it is high speed, in this

case high speed automobile driving,

which demands a more uniform

product—a better balanced tire.

The measurement is carried out by

a Gammagage, employing a fine

pencil gamma ray beain in placo of
the usual beta radiation. As the
gauge traverses the sheet, a pen
recorder makes an accurate drawing
of the tire tread shape.

Again let me stress the importance
of such measurement to the indus-
try. Measurement diffículties are
such with rubber that a 10 per cent
error is not too uncommon. Assum-
ing an average error of 5 per cent
and a raw material cost of 50 per
cent, the potential .savings are
per cent on the annual income,
which may amount to half of the
year's profit before taxes.

In the steel industry, the problem
is just the opposite to the rubber in-

dustry. The sheet is too hard rather
than too soft. A flying micrometer
will give an excellent measurement
on a relatively slow moving sheet,

but frequently chatters and bounces
on a high speed mill. Our betameters
have been used extensively on shear-
ing lines for tin plate, we have re-

cently installed a special type gauge
on a cold reduction mill and are
currently building a Gammagage for

measurement on a hot strip mill.

Measuring a fast moving strip at
a temperature of 1,100° or more
presents some pretty difficult prob-
lems but radioactive isotopes which
are indestructible, completely free of

maintenance problems and measure
without contact provide an un-
equalled tool. In ali cases the goal is

more uniform production and suc-

cessful results are being obtained.

Beta gauges on sheet processes

are by far the most developed of in-

dustrial radioactive instrumenta-
tion. The same principies, however,
are now being applied to the meas-
urement of density of liquids and
pulps. Highly accurate and trouble

free measurement of density will

lead to a great extension in auto-

matic control. The Density Gauge
is still in its infancy but extensive

application will be made not only in

the chemical, petro-cliemical and oil

industries but in a variety of jobs

from per cent solids in ore con-

centration processes to density of

soap chips.

Elimination of Design Waste

Turning now to our second basic

objective, the elimination of design

waste, we have an eiitirely difTerent

application. By design waste, I mean
that waste ia engineering of struc-

tures which is built in as a safety

factor or a factor of ignorance. To
use a low safety factor in design, the

engineer must have confidence that

his specifications will be met, and
to ensure this there is an expanding

field of industrial inspection.
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Such inspection may cover every

phase of construction and by no
means the least of these is the in-

spection of welded joints. The iso-

topes Cobalt 60 and Iridium 192

have invaded this inspection field to

ofíer forniidable competition to the

x-ray machine for industrial radio-

graphy. They are foHowing the

welder in the shop, in field fabrica-

tion, along the pipeline and through

the intricate maze of a chemical

plant's pressure system.

As a result better pipelines are

being laid and better plants con-

structed.

By established fabrication codes

of the American Society of Mechan-
ical Engineers and the American
Petroleum Institute an increase

from 80 to 90 per cent is permitted in

the allowed strength of a welded
seam when inspected by radio-

graphy. This means a 12 per cent

saving in the plate thickness and
hence in the tonnage of steel used
and nearly a 25 per cent saving in

the volume of the welding.

I would like to emphasize that the

use of radiographic inspection in

such cases produces a better, safer

product. But it is only isotope radio-

graphy, and the "one shot"" tech-

nique developed by Isotope Prod-
ucts Limited which has reduced the

cost so that the inspection saves

more money than it costs. By this

"one shot" technique, ali the welded
seams in a storage tank or pressure

vessel (such as a Horton sphere) are

taken in a single exposure—as much
as 2,000 ft. of film in one shot and
this on tanks up to 150 feet in dia-

meter.

Radioactive isotopes are displac-

ing the x-ray machine in the steel

casting field also where the ad-

vantage of portability, manoeuver-
ability and trouble free operation

are particularly useful on the larger

castings. In a couple of extreme
cases, we have radiographed through
12 in. of steel on a casting in situ.

This is, of course, a very special

technique and can only be carried

out in a practical time limit with
the isotope Sodium 24. This isotope

has a half-life of but 15 hours, and
a single .shot will be run through
about 24 hours to obtain the full

eíTective life of the isotope.

Such an operation, of course,

must be carefully timed so that

when the source is extracted from
the reactor it is immediately trans-

ported to the casting site and put
into exposure position without de-

lay. By u.se of this radiographic

technique before and after, success-

ful welding repair was carried out

on the cylinder of a large extrusion

press which would otherwise have
been out of service for more than a

year. It has now been back in service

for nearly two years.

Again, in the inspection field ra-

dioactive isotopes are being used in

Reckoned from the operation of

the first nuclear reactor, the so-

called Atomic Age is just over 11

years old. Fifty years ago, assess-

ment and evaluation of such a de-

velopment in so short a span of time

after its inception would have been
futile. However, technology is ad-

vancing at such a rate and other

circumstances beyond our mode of

control, are catapulting us ,so rapidly

into the Atomic Age that an assess-

ment is really necessary.

Without wishing to encroach on
my colleagues' territory, at least two
things are obvious. First, most of

the energy pattern of the world 50
years from now will be obtained

from nuclear fuels. Secondly, radio-

active materiais are being used in

industry at an almost exponentially

increasing rate. The question arises,

then "Are we educating our stu-

dents, potential engineers, chemists

and physicists so that they can take

their place in this "Atomic" society

without too much re-orientation ?
"

What should a student know by
the time he graduates and takes a

position in this modern society of

ours. First of ali, he should have a

thorough grounding in fundamen-
tais of radioactivity and the con-

cepts involved there. He ought to

be familiar with the properties of a,

i8, and 7 radiations, their interac-

tions with matter, the mode of de-

tection and measurement of the
radiations. He .should have studied
the various types of nuclear reac-

tions including, of course, that of

the íission of uranium—the basis of

the Atomic Age. He ought to be
familiar with neutron difíusion theo-

ry and elementary reactor theory.

He ought to have some familiarity

with radiochemical techniques, ma-
nipulation of micro quantities, etc.

He ought to have been exposed
to the fact that re-fuelling of a re-

actor is necessary, that chemical
treatment to recover plutonium and
unused uranium is mandatory. He
should realize by now that the.se

chemical techniques have to be done

instruments such as the penetron
and the gammagage for the meas-
urement of wall thickness of tanks
and pipes. Here the purpose is not
so much improvement of quality as

])rotection against deterioration of

quality.

behind heavy shielding to protect

the operator from the hazards of the

intensely radioactive materiais. This
means that estimates of radioactive

intensities have to be made, shield-

ing has to be calculated and remote
control instruments have to be de-

signed.

In addition to this, of course,

t here are the usual problems of heat

transfer, corrosion, etc. Some atten-

tion should be paid to structural

materiais which one can u.se in nu-

clear reactor construction. One of

the most important proi)erties one

has to consider is the aííinity of that

material for neutrons—its so-called

capture cross-section. This is as im-

portant a property of the materiais

as its tensile strength.

What are the various universities

and institutes doing about this ?

Obviously a mere catalogue reciting

the above would become quite bor-

ing. I have taken some of the larger

universities in this country and the

U.S.A. and am brieíly reciting what
they are doing.

McGill University, where some of

the most fundamental discoveries

about radioactivity were made, has

retained its interest in the subject.

Physics students, of course, get the

usual nuclear physics and atomic
physics courses. In addition, the

mechanical engineering department
hopes to incorporate a nuclear engi-

neering course into the graduate

curriculum. At the present there isj

offered an EveningExtension Course
j

in nuclear engineering which deals

with some of the topics mentioned.

However, as yet, it is a one-lec-

ture-a-week course and cannot deal

as fuUy with the topics as the lec-

turer would like to do. The chemis-1

try department has recently opened
a radiocheniistry laboratorv where

graduate students do research in thei

field, and several comprehensive

'

lecture courses are given. The phys-l

ics dept., of course, has the world-

famous radiation laboratory where

graduating students do fundamental
research using the cyclotron asa tool.

Education in Atomic Energy

by

Dr. Leo Yaffe,

Chemistry Department, McGill University,

Montreal.
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The University of Toronto last

year ran a series of seminars on
nuclear engineering. The speakers

were experts invited from various

other places, mainly, of course, from
Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd.

Very Httle nuclear physics and no
radiochemical research is under-

taken.

McMaster University in Hamil-
ton undertakes an extensive radio-

chemistry and nuclear physics pro-

gram, both in undergraduate lectures

! and in graduate research. The Uni-

j

versity of Saskatchewan has an ac-

;
tive nuclear physics school and a

very active group doing research in

i

applied radiochemistry, i.e. tracer

I

research. Queen's, British Columbia,
Manitoba, Lavai L^niversities ali

carry on more or less extensive nu-

clear physics research programs.

In the United States, due to the

very liberal government support, ali

of the larger universities carry on
aclive research programs in one sec-

tion or another of nuclear research.

At Berkeley there is an extensive

l)rogram, both physics and chemis-

try built around their various high
energy machmes. This work is sup-

l)leraented by comprehensive grad-

luate and undergraduate lecture

icourses. At M.I.T. the laboratory
for nuclear science and engineering

carries on a full program in various

aspects of atomic energy. The Uni-
\ ersity of Chicago has its Institute

of Nuclear Studies which makes a

\ery positive contribution to the

atomic energy field.

Smaller programs are carried out
at many of the other universities.

iMany of the smaller universities are

'allovved to use the facilities of the
arious national laboratories. For
\ample, almost ali the Eastern

I iiiversities send their students and
professors to Brookhaven National
Laboratory on Long Lsland. There
' hey are able to use high energy ma-
liines, and a nuclear reactor. An-
Dther feature of U.S. atomic life is

the Oak Ridge Institute of Nuclear
^tudies. To this Institute come ma-
11 re workers for a two weeks in-

ensive training course. They are
|iven both laboratory work and
lectures and learn how radioactive
iiaterials can be applied.

One of the problems of Atomic
jEnergy in Education is that the
supply of post-graduate students is

lowly falling off. High starting sal-

iries are attractive to new grad-
lates. This is especially true in

'ngineering where only a pitifuUy
imall number go into graduate
vork. This means, in essence, that
he fountainhead of knowledge is

irying up, and this problem should

demand our concentrated attention.
Engineers, for example, with post-
graduate training in research and
development are extremely .scarce.

A university post-graduate train-
ing is not only a source of new ideas
and new techniques, but a place
where men are taught to think inde-
pendently and thus make a more
significant contribution to our so-

Dr. Thiesmeyer: Mr. Gray em-
phasized that in the next decade or
so, the design aspects of the efforts

to develop nuclear power on a com-
petitive basis will be coníined to one
or two major firms of consulting en-
gineers cooperating with the people
at Chalk River.

In the United States the Atomic
Energy Commission has encouraged
numerous groups of large companies
to study in detail the developments
of nuclear science, and has given

them full access to the information
available to the Commission. It has
allowed them, using their own ini-

tiative and ingenuity, to come up
with workable plans. The attitude

seems to be to let the ingenuity of

LInited States scientists and en-

gineers go to work and let the chips

fali where they may.
Is this policy, of coníining the

design efforts to one or two Cana-
dian firms dictated by something
not seen in the overall picture, other

than the fact that Canada is some-

what smaller and you do not want
to have too many supplying this co-

operation ?

J. L. Gray: I said "One or two
organizations." At the moment we
are doing virtually the same thing

as the Atomic Energy Commission
in the United States. We have a

group at Chalk River composed of

some organizations, one of which is

the Ontário Hydro Comniission,

which will likely be the first to re-

quire atomic power. They are start-

ing a study of the feasibility of the

nuclear reactor, and they are being

joined by representatives of many
power groups in the country. We
have representatives from two or-

ganizations in Quebec.

We are also forming a Committee
—I think this has already been

announced—with a rei)re.sentative

from every power corporation and

commission in Canada. They will

meet normally to discuss the prog-

ress we have made and the implica-

tions of the work we are doing. As

to whether this design organization

about which I talk is a coml)ination

of power people or con.sulting cn-

ciety. I think at this stage, one
should point out that heavy water,
for example, which is so iniportant
to the atomic energy [)rograni, was
discovered at a university, and the
methods for its concentration were
worked out at a university—so that
one can see that this post-graduate
training in research and develop-
ment pays positive dividends.

gineering firms, I do not know the
answer.

Question: In the development of

atomic energy I suppose first of ali

there is a need to develop basic

specifications which undoubtedly
will require the services of physi-
cists, chemical engineers, as well as

metallurgists. There are two main
branches, the thermodynamics
branch and the mechanical bran(;h.

Now the thermodynamics branch
must certainly be of value in de-

veloping basic specifications. \\'hen

you reach that stage, surely it be-

comes necessary for somebody else

to be around to undertake the re-

sponsibility of seeing that the jilant

does not cost more than it should.

It may be impossible to run it

economically ; or perhaps once you
get it started you cannot get it

stopped. Would you please en large

on the role of the mechanical en-

gineer in this whole business ?

/. L. Gray: I am not sure that

Mr. Campbell has not answered
most of the questions himself. I did

say that of 100 engineers on this

job, 47 would be mechanical, 32

civil and architectural, IS chemical

and eight electrical. Obviously the

greatest number must be mechan-
ical. As to the cost of the NRU re-

actor, I am not sure of the figures

on the designing costs.

Mr. Burridge: J)r. YafTe spoke of

students and new men enteriiig the

field. I believe there are many like

Tnyself who are past that stage, and
who would probably dearly love to

be retired before we become senile,

in order to take up the study of

nuclear engineering. What can the

engineer who grachiated quite a few

years ago do now in tliis connection ?

Or what is he going to have to do ?

Dr. Leo Víijfc: If I wer<> you the

first thing I would do would l)e lo

read a good book. That is usuall>- the

advice a niethcal man gives you
before you get married. I think it is

still applicable.

Information Vvailaltir

The atomic energy field is. un-

fortunately. plagueil by tiie fact

Discussion
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that it was almost born in secrecy.

This is very bad. Dean Mackenzie
has said that it is unfortimate that
the atomic energy field was heralded
into the world with a loud boom, in

other words, the atomic bomb. The
so-called secrecy which shrouds the

atomic energy field is largely a myth.
There are, admittedly, secrets;

but very few of them are basic. The
things that are secrets are certain

design data and certain funda-
mental constants and actual values

which interest only a few jjeople.

There has been a terrific amount of

stufF published and several good
books written on just about any
aspect of the atomic field about
which you care to learn.

There is this special extension
course that I mentioned in nuclear
engineering, which does deal with
the various phases of the atomic
energy field. I do not know that it

gives you any more than just enough
to whet your interest, but at least it

tells you where you can find things.

Unfortunately, when you have done
that, I do not know what comes
next. Several courses of study have
been undertaken at Oak Ridge, and
I understand they will accept Cana-
dians.

Various industrial firms have
-sent some of their employees to

Chalk River, where they have spent
a year or two. They have merely
integrated themselves into some
department and gradually learned a
fair amount, and have then gone
back to their original company
as, I am sure, a nuich more useful
member of that company. I am not
sure how widespread that practice

should become or will become, but I

think it is very useful.

Dr. A. J. Mooradian: Actually
this phase of the atomic energy
.science has as much of the element
of an art to it as general chemistry
did in the early days. The number of

variations is enormous, almost as
great as in the chemical processes,

you will find.

As for technical intuition, you will

find that a man has intuition whose
general knowledge indicates that
this is the right way. I think the
contribution to any industry of the
engineer who has just graduated
from a university is almost negli-

gible for six months to a year after
graduation.

It is no difi^erent in the atomic
energy field. We have ali types of
engineers but there is no nuclear
school in Canada. These men come
to US raw. Inside of six months or a
year they find them.selves faced with
problems in the nuclear field to
which the answers cannot be found

in even a good basic training in en-

gineering and science.

Question: In the use of radioactiva

isotopes is there any hazard created

by the radiation in the material ?
"

Dr. D. C. Brunton: No. With the

type of radiation used in any of

these measurement devices you
could not introduce any reactiva-

tion into the material. In welding a

pipeline or making a measurement
on a sheet of paper you could not
induce any secondary radioactivity.

It is exactly the same after it passes

through the material as before.

The only possible danger is that

of contamination by an accident

destroying the radioactive source

itself and spreading it around. Quite
severe precautions are taken to pre-

vent any such accident, and im-
mediate clean-up steps are taken
should one occur; but it has not ap-
peared as a problem, at any rate up
to date.

Oil, Uranium, Coal

Question: Mr. Chairman, I wonder
if the Panei could give us an idea of

how the world supply of uranium
compares with the supply of coal or

oil and how this will afíect the use
of atomic energy in the future

Dr. Leo Yaffe: Like the proud
parent who says "I just happen to

have a picture of my child right

here," I just happen to have .some

figures. This was a very difficult

thing to assess, primarily because
the people who have been doing the
assessing up to this point have al-

ways had an axe to grind. The Oil

people, for instance, claim that there
may be a shortage of coal, so we'd
better convert to oil, etcetera.

Recently there have been two im-
portant documents published in the
United States, one by the Materials
Policy Commission of the I"nited

States and the other is a book called

"Energy in the Future," published
by a Consulting engineer named
Putnam who has some important
things to say about energy consump-
tion and about the sources of supply
and so on.

What he does is invent a .syn-

thetic unit which he calls a Q which
is equal to 10'** B.t.u. He assesses oil,

coal, and uranium reserves and these
assessments are generally agreed to
be quite accurate. The coal reserve
amounts to .something like 32Q.
The oil reserve is about 6Q. This
assumes a recovery of the fuel at a
cost less than twice the present cost.

By 2000 A.D., at the pre-sent rate
of consumption ali of the oil will be
used up, lOQ of coal will have been
u.sed, leaving only 22Q for future
generations. At present one can see

1,700 Q of uranium. So it appears
that we have enough uranium.
Mr. Putnam predicts that a hun-

dred years from now the energy
balance sheet will show coal 15 per
cent, gas and oil 25 per cent, and
nuclear fuel 60 per cent.

We have found remarkable
methods in recent years for extract-

ing uranium in exceedingly small
quantities. The Atomic Energy
Commission has developed a process

of extracting uranium in the United
States which is quite a step forward.

This will expedite our atomic en-

ergy program. There are large in-

stallations going up in several parts

of the country to do that.

Manpower

Question: Dr. Yaffe, is the United
States faced with the same problem
as Canada with regard to the

dwindling amount of graduate stu-

dents or graduate studies

Dr. Leo Yaffe: Yes, even more so,

because they have the draft prob-
lem to consider. As a matter of fact

we in Canada are a little fortunate.

The United States draft problem
helps us out a little. Somehow quite

a few United States students seem
to find their way up here because of

this and also because of the recently

passed McCarran Act, and other

conditions.

You know there used to be a
terrific flow of graduate students to

United States uni versities to do post-

graduate research and if they hold

some paying tcaching position, like

a demonstrator's position, they are

now liable for the draft. So these

students have not gone down. We
are keeping them here.

On the other hand there have
been many graphs showing the ter-

rific decline of graduate students in

the I"nited States and this is a

.serious problem. AU we have to do
is to look at the scholarships, the

money ofíered students. It is the

law of supply and demand. Money
offered to students has increased

substantially. It has to compete
with starting salaries which are

pretty good, and you do not get

scholarships which compare to what
a gooil fuU-time job will pay.

Question: Is it not short-sighted

on the part of the Government not

to insure this verv desirable prod
uct ?

Dr. Leo Yaffe: I don't know who
is being short-sighted. I personally

think the students are being short-

sighted. They are jumping into the

first available job because the start

ing salary is high.

Dr. Thiesmeyer: Some Ph.T). grad-

uates of the Pulp and Paper Re-

\
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search Institute of Canada are

offered $8,000 a year to start. This is

not a plug for the Research Institute,

by the way.

Question: Mr. Chairman, I wonder

if Mr. Gray would have the figures

on the number of people on the de-

sign staff that were engaged for the

NRX reactor and how many are

now engaged on atomic design and
research.

Mr. J. L. Gray: I do not have

those figures here. It is difficult to

separate the NRX design figures

jbecause, of course, the whole plant

i
must be designed, not only NRX. It

íinvolves several other buildings.

Mr. McKay, would you have any

idea how many design staff are en-

gaged in NRX and how many are

engaged in reactor design today ?

Mr. McKay: I do not have any
very accurate information on the

staff. That plant was originally de-

jsigned by Defence Industries, which
' was based on a nucleus of Canadian

j

Industries Limited engineers. They
Iwithdrew but left some of their

imembers with us. I do not know the

iproportion; quite a small proportion,

iactually, but I think they originally

jhad 150 or 200 engineers and
jdraughtsmen on the side of planning.

iPerhaps 20 or 30 are still with us but

that is about ali.

Economics of Nuclear Power

Question: I wonder if Mr. Gray
would tell US something about the

cost of nuclear power; what would
be the current cost of producing a
Tiuclear power reactor today ?

Mr. J. L. Gray: I am afraid that

jis virtually impossible to answer at

this stage. We have not produced a

;

power reactor. We do not know
what the reactor would cost or what
it would cost to supply steam to

supply the turbine. We do know we
jhave to produce it at a capital cost

jthat would compete with coal at $8
jper ton and we have to do it in the

Inext five or ten years. It is an im-

iraediate problem. We really have
|to produce a reactor whose capital

cost is such as can be amortized
and still compete with steam pro-

duced by burning coal at $8 per ton.

. There are other problems in-

volved. This capital cost must be
fontroUed as far as other things are

(concerned, such as heavy water and
the recycling cost of uranium. Then
we have to get the cost of taking
spent fuel from the reactor down to

a very low figure, in order to meet
this price of $8 per ton for coal. We
have this problem with us right now
and we think we can meet it.

Dr. Thiesmeyer: There are a
couple of quotations I should like to

add to the discussion if it is in order.

The first is this: Dr. Smyth of the

United States Atomic Energy Com-
mission states: "I believe it possible

that the nuclear power industry will

stand or fali economically depending
on the success with which chemists

and chemical engineers develop
cheap processes for purifying and
refabricating nuclear fuel."

Then the other, which I thought
was an expression of confidence re-

garding the question of costs, that

big question—Can power be pro-

duced cheaply enough to be of

general use ? His comment is: "The
Atomic Energy Commission be-

lieves it can be done, and this is the

opinion also of several private in-

dustrial groups that have been
studying this problem for the past

several years."

That is merely an expression of

confidence. It does not give dollars

and cents information, nor does it

say how fast it can be done. IIow-

ever there have been some opinions

expressed that this is going to be

done in the next five years.

Also I would like to ask a ques-

tion: I notice that some of the

nuclear reactors are completely dif-

ferent in design. Are there going to

be common laboratory reactors, as

in some of the well-known equip-

ment we have today ? Already the

AEC is offering a deal to Universi-

ties for putting small reactors into

use for research purposes. What
would you say, Dr. Mooradian ? Is

it your opinion that the universities

wiil soon be doing something along

these lines ?

Dr. A. J. Mooradian: There are

some now. The University of North
Carolina has a reactor of this type.

Of necessity it will have to be like

that. It certainly is a tool that we
will have to use.

Mr. Gray was talking about tak-

ing a front end approach to this

business. Before we can do that, our

objectives as chemists is to supply the

designers with a fuel element which

will allow them a greater versatility

in design than at the present time.

In order to do that we will have to

have test equipment of this type

available, and lots of it.

Question: It has been said in this

discussion that in 20 years there

might be several. Does that envisage

your complete plant such as you

"have in Chalk RWcr, or woidd it

just be the reactor itself for process-

ing uranium, with ali the associated

services done in a central location ?

J. L. Gray: That is difficult to

answer. I aiii sure the first ten or

15 years would just see the reactor

locàted as near to a central position

as possible, for instance Toronto and
Hamilton. The dual process would
probably be done in one location.

The development differs as methods
of fuel development are changed, as

the type of fuel changes. It may well

be done in the actual power plant

itself, a continuai process. I should

expect that you would want one
central location for a group of re-

actors.

Question: There is a lot of design

talent going to waste and there is

only a small percentage of the origi-

nal NRX designers working on
atomic energy.

Dr. Leo Yaffe: 1 think a lot of

this design talent went back to the

United Kingdom.
Mr. J. L. Gray: Some of it went

back to Canadian Industries Lim-
ited.

Dr. Leo Yaffe: I remember quite

a few of the initial design engineers.

Some went back to Imperial Chem-
ical Industries.

Question: In that case are they

still working in atomic energy.

Dr. Yaffe: Some are and some are

not.

Mr. J. L. Gray: I would guess that

50 per cent are working on NRX
reactors and no longer in atomic

energy work. It is purely a guess. I

would think that half, probably, are

back in the chemical industry, in

Canadian Industries Ltd. proper.

The group now working for the

C. D. Howe Co. will have a job to

do. There will be a large group rê-

quired. We have only 16 engineers

on our engineering design work at

Chalk River, in the actual design.

The staff there is quite small.

Hazard Assessed

Dr. Thiesmeyer: A lot has been

said about the hazards associated

with this i)roject. It might be well

for the record and possibly for any
gentlemen of the press who may be

here, to touch on this point. A num-
ber of reactor designs are self-

regulating. As the temperature with-

in them rises, the reactivity of the

unit decreases, so that not ali of

them are of an extreniely hazardous

character, so long as waler is not

dissociated.

In the United States nol so long

ago they decided to take a reactor

up to what tliey felt were its limits

to see what would hapi)en. They
took one in wliich the nioderator

was water and they suddeiily i)ulk'(l

the conlrols and tlie waler boiled off

beautifuUy as a geyser. Kei)eated

trials showed that no .serious dainage

was done, so that with similar im-

provements in techni(jue as we go

along, the extreme hazards that we
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had to worry about in the early days
of the atomic program are going to

be diminished.

Dr. A. J . Mooradian: In that re-

gard the atomic people in the United
Kingdom have said they will not de-

sign a reactor which is not inherently

safe.

Dr. Thiesmeyer: That is an im-

portant point to get into the mind
of the public.

Question: How about the NRU ?

Dr. Thiesmeyer: Another interest-

ing thing in the niatter of design is

the scaled up reactor experiment
which was started at Oak Ridge. I

understand it is going to be carried

on further in Idaho. It is a homo-
geneous reactor in which water is

the moderator, and fuel is in the

form of uranium sulphate. It has
been successful in a small way and
they are going to step it up now,
also with the idea of getting more
information, not necessarily pro-

ducing atomic power.
Dr. A. J . Mooradian: That is con-

fined to the abihty to take heat from
the system.

Scientific Personnel

Question: Could the Panei tell us
if there is any distinct shortage of

chemical engineers or chemists or

physicists on atomic energy proj-

ects; or is the suggested shortage
only for the future ?

Dr. A. J . Mooradian: What I said

in this paper I said in ali honesty.

There are far more programs than
people to work on them. Our ability

to get people to work on them is

limited by the amount our govern-
ment is going to sink into the project

at this time. We have to balance the
number against the quality at this

point.

Question: Is it possible that if the
larger number of post-graduate men
in this field that Dr. Yafíe would
like to see, were available at the

moment, would there really be
enough to go around to occupy them
fully ?

Dr. Leo Yaffe: I think I have to

make one point clear, that when I

am talking of post-graduate stu-

dents I do not want ali of these

post-graduate students to be in

chemical engineering and specialists

in atomic energy. What I am talking

about is a nucleus of trained person-

nel for industry.

They should be people who have
been trained to think independently

and to produce ideas and new ma-
teriais. The atomic energy industry

then grows, not only on these people

but on what they produce, and it

does not necessarily have to employ
these people afterwards. These peo-

ple find jobs in other industries and

are valuable men.
Dr. Mooradian: What industries ?

Dr. Yaffe: Various industries in

Canada.
Dr. Mooradian: We lose by far

many more highly trained people to

the United States, simply because

the latter are in a competitive

economy, and they have found that

research pays and that this is a good

sound foundation on which to spend

revenue. In Canada I think it is

significant that we have just a tenth

of the population of the United

States. In the United States they

can spend about ten times as much
on each type of engineer as we can

in Canada. We do not have a large

call for highly trained men. Where
are they going to go ?

Dr. Yaffe: If you look at the

American scientific personnel you
will agree that this was true before

the last war to a large extent,

but I think you will see that this

export has slowed down.

Dr. Thiesmeyer: We can say that,

to the great credit of some of the

students, although a lot of them
have gone to the United States,

there are a few of them who have
accepted jobs in Canadian industry

at from $1,000 to $1,500 per year

less than in the United States.

They preferred to stay in Canada.

Dr. Mooradian: That is exactly

the difference in salary that I carne

back from the United States on. It

is a big question in the mind of any
engineer. But I preferred to raise

ray children in Canada and that is

the reason I came back. But should

we be imposing this penalty on
them ? We really have no sound
foundation for keeping people here.

Dr. Yaffe: It is a question of

which came first, the hen or the egg.

How did the industries in the United
States grow If you start training

nuclei you soon have people going
out to discover things. In the United
States on those simple discoveries

new industries mushroomed. There
is no reason why the same thing
should not happen here.

Mr. J. L. Gray: May I answer Dr.
Phillips ? We have more opportuni-
ties for chemical engineers in Chalk
River than other engineers. For
those who come to Chalk River it is

not entirely a question of salary but
partly of program, partly leadership,

partly general policy. But it is also

part salary.

We have a lot of jobs for mechan-
ical engineers. But there are prac-

tically no mechanical engineers in

Canada that have any post-graduate
training. They just do not go into

that sort of thing. We need people

who can do development work. We
have ali kinds of problems that a
well-qualified designer can put on
paper but to make these work
properly is sometimes a little differ-

ent problem.

The universities are not producing

them, mainly because the students

in the engineering game just do not

want to do post-graduate work. A
starting salary of $300 a month
looks more attractive. Mechanical
engineers are not properly trained

for development work, in my opin-

ion.

Dr. Phillips: From my experience

and knowledge there is no troublc

about salaries being offered forj

atomic energy work. They are fairly

commensurate with salaries in other

industries. Students are not going

into atomic energy work for other

reasons, particularly because they

do not know yet just what is in store

for them, what this will lead to, and
where they will stand in thirty or

forty years.

New graduates today seem to

want great assurances of what sal-

aries and advances they are going to

get ; and they even look far ahead to

pensions, etc. There are other con-

siderations, too. Some do not like

the idea of working at secret things

that they cannot talk about, and

that they cannot get publicity on.

They feel in going to work on atomic

energy they become a sort of clois-

tered person.

There are ali kinds of other ex-

cuses that they give for their lack of

interest in working in atomic energy.

They have hearil the argument that

they are getting in on the ground

floor of something which has a big

future but that does not carry

enough weight.

I would like to remind Dr. Yaffe

in closing, that there is a big wave of

potential graduate students which

should hit US about four or five years

from now. It is true that there is a

scarcity of graduate students ali

around, although he said the under-

graduate roU has not changed very

much. But it has been improving

since 1951 and will go up sharply in

the next four years, and we are ali

sure that the number of graduate

students will go up equally.

Dr. Yaffe: That I am not so sure

of . I was taking the ratio of graduate

to under-graduate students now. I

am well aware that the post-war

babies are coming in on us and the

universities are going to be flooded.

The question is: How many will

stay and do post-graduate work ?
;

Dr. Thiesmeyer: This gives me a

wonderful opportunity to peddle my
{Contimted on page 250)
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Shoran Gontrolled Photography

by

Manuel A.. Silva

Geodetic Engineer

Canadian Aero Service Ltd.,

Ottawa, Ontário

During four months in the sum-
!mer of 1953, under the aegis of the
jArmy Suivey Estabhshment, De-
ipartment of National Defence,
'11,000 hneal miles of Shoran con-
trolled photography were completed
in the North West Territories,

Northern Alberta, and Northern
British Columbia. Eventually this

i photography will provide horizontal

control for existing vertical photog-
raphy covering 100,000 square miles
of North Western Canada.
The term Shoran is a contraction

of the phrase Short Range Naviga-
tion. It is an electronic measuring
system for indicating distances of

an airplane or other vehicle from
each oitwo Shoran ground stations.

'In operation the aircraft transmits
radio signals to both ground sta-

tions. These signals are received and
immediately retransmitted to the
plane.

By automatic measurement of the
time required for the signals to
traverse each round trip path, the
distance from the airborne equip-
ment to each ground station is ac-

curately measured. This informa-
tion, together with the knowledge of

the flying height, and the geodetic
I positions of the ground stations,

j

permits computation of the absolute

j

airplane position.

Organiza tion

During March, 1953, personnel
and equipment began to assemble at
Uplands Airport, Ottawa. A Shoran
detachment was organized from
personnel of the two companies.

' Detachment organization consisted

of an Administration Section, an
Airborne Section, an Electronics

Section, a Geodetic Section and a

photo laboratory. The Administra-
tion Section included the project

Electronic measurement of dis-

tance is nevv, and is bound to have

an impact on surveying, particu-

larly in outlying districts with

short field seasons and transport

difficullies. This clear and concise

explanation of how Shoran was ap-

pUed to a large-scale mapping pro-

gram in Canada should be of in-

terest to many members of the pro-

fession.

manager, one accountant, two cooks,

and two kitchen assistants. In the

Airborne Section we had one chief

pilot, four additional pilots, two
navigators, two photographers, two
aircraft engineers and three en-

gineer's aides.

This section operated and main-

tained three Lockheed PV-1 Ven-

turas, one Anson, and one Norse-

man. In addition to these aircraft it

also operated a Dakota during

mobilization and demobilization

phases of the project. The Elec-

tronics Section was composed of an

electronics chief, a maintenance en-

gineer, a Communications' engineer,

six ground Shoran operators, four

assistant ground Shoran operators

and four airborne Shoran operators.

The project Geodetic Section con-

sisted of one geodesist and four

computers. Finally ourphotographic
laboratory was operated by one
photographic technician. In total we
had forty-three men assigned to this

project.

Our Shoran equipment was cali-

brated in Ottawa during early mo-
bilization days. A calibration range

three miles long was selected parallel

to runway 14-32 at Uplands Air-

port. Our range ran 200 feet off this

runway. To insure safety we carried

a radio set in our calibration truck

tuned to the control tower. We re-

ceived radio instructions and a green

light from the airport control tower

everytime we were about to enter or

cross a runway.

Calibration

We calibrated one airborne Shoran

set against each ground Shoran set,

using the same operating diannel in

the airborne set throughout. Two of

the ground sets were again calibrated

against the other airborne .set, fol-

lowing the same procedure as during

our íirst calibration runs. These
calibration runs are neces.sary to

establish any variation in delay

among the ground .sets. Tliis delay

is the "time", represented as di.s-

tance, consumed during tlie interval

when the electromagiietic wave is

travelling through the ground .set

it.self.

Since we u.sed two airborne Shoran

.sets, it was necessary to establish

variation in delay hetween tiie two
airborne .sets. This variation was
determined by the recalibration

mentioned previously. Our calibra-

tion runs provided us with the
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relative diíferences between ground
sets when operating in combination
with either airborne set. The abso-

lute delay of the sets was not deter-

mined until our trilateration net
was closed and adjusted.

In order to perform our prelimi-

nary line crossing coniputations, we
required an approximate delay value
for each ground set. To fulfiU this

requirement our calibration data
between the one-mile and three-mile

stakes was fitted with a parabohc
curve of the type y = x\X-+B by
the method of least squares. The Y
ordinate of the curve at a distance
of niiles was selected arbitrarily

for the delay.

Any value in the empirical delay
curve could have been selected;

however, the chosen ordinate should
be the same for ali sets and should
approach in magnitude the design
delay value of the sets when manu-
factured or 0.18 iniles. Selection of

the delay at 23^ miles accounted for

97 per cent of the absolute delay, as

revealed later by our net adjustment.

Weather Data Used

While our Geodetic Section plan-
ned the Shoran net and computed
calibration observations, our aircraft

engineers were busy working on the
first Shoran aeroplane. The re-

mainder of the Airborne Section
completed flight maps and photo-
graphic coverage. In addition to

numerous other duties, each man
who was to operate a ground vShoran
station took a three-day course in

meteorology at Rockcliííe x\irport.

These men later provided the Ed-
monton Meteorological OfBce of the
Department of Transport with reg-

ular weather observations through-
out our arca of operations.

These weather reports supple-
mented the information from exist-

ing weather stations, and at times
were the only local source of weather
data. In return for our services, the
Department of Transport gave us a
weather forecast every night for the
following flay and pre(licted the prob-
able conditions for aerial photog-
raphy and geodetic measurements
throughout the area. Also we re-

ceived a second forecast, about three
o'clock every morning, from Ed-
monton, which gave us additional
weather information, and predicted
again operating conditions. We take
this opportunity to thank the De-
partment of Transport and to com-
mend them on the accuracy of their
predictions.

Moliilization

Duriiig the first week of May, an
advance party departed for the

Northwest Territories to prepare

our base camp at the Yellowknife
Airport. Relying entirely on air

transportation, detachment person-

nel and equipment left Ottawa on
May 17. By May 27 we had six

ground Shoran stations installed in

the field and ready for operation.

The first five stations were planned
for airport locations to avoid lakes

during the break-up period.

However, at that early date the

ice was gone on Lake Bistcho in

Northern Alberta, allowing us to

complete installation of our first six

Shoran stations. The other five sta-

tions were located at Yellowknife,

Fort Smith, Fort Simpson, Hay
River and Fprt Vermillion. To in-

stall the five stations at landing

strips our Anson airplane, loaded to

the last fraction of a pound allowed

by air safety regulations,flew around
the clock.

The weather during May was
perfect for photography, but prac-

tically ali the lakes were frozen and
there was still some snow on the

ground north of the 60th parallel.

The first photo Ventura left Ottawa
on June 1, 1953, arriving at Yellow-
knife around 8:00 p.m. the following

day, stopping briefly at Edmonton
for a propeller change. With this

aircraft in the field, mobilization

phase of the project was complete.

Method of Operation

Throughout the entire project we
enjoyed an unusual amount of photo
weather. Daily reports from our field

stations indicated that it was pos-
sible to take aerial photographs 39
per cent of the time we were there.

Most of the better photo days oc-

curred during the months of May,
June and July.

For this operation we revised the
photo-light tables. The time during
the day when photographs could be
taken was increased by two hours.
During June we took acceptable
photographs as early as 4.45 in the
morning and as late as 8.00 o'clock
at night. Our air crews were up at
three o'clock in the morning, quite
frequently they worked through
until ten o'clock at night before
they landed from their last mission
for the day.

The Shoran equipment perform-
ance was above par. Practically a
complete set of spare parts was on
hand at each ground .station. When
these stations became unserviceable,
our ground Shoran operators re-

paired the sets at once. On one oc-
casion the airplane circled the area
for half an hour while the station
was fixed. Then after the station
was repaired, we completed that

day a line we had been trying to do
for two seasons.

Several times during the project
our two photo aircraft operated out
of separate bases. We based one of

our planes at one time or another at

Fort Nelson, Fort Simpson, Norman
Wells, Sawmill Bay, Yellowknife
and Fort Smith. This deployment of

aircraft allowed us to reduce ferry

time and to concentrate on priority

áreas assigned to us by the inspect-

ing oíficer.

We were able to fly two photo air-

planes in the same day several times
during the project. Our maximum
production during these days ex-

ceeded 1000 miles daily. Highest
production rate was obtained when
the aircraft operated in two entirely

separate áreas. The efficiency per
airplane decreased considerably
when operating two in the same
photo zone.

Based on Trilateration Net

One of the most important factors

in the economics of a Shoran project

is the number of field stations re-

quired. The maximum efficiency of

Shoran photographic coverage is

obtained by controlling the distance

between stations. This distance is

dependent upon two factors:

1. The horizontal angle subtended
at the airplane by the ground
stations as allowed by project

specifications.

2. The range limitation of the equip-

ment.

These two factors limited the

distance between stations to 150

miles for maximum efficiency on

our project.

During the past few years the

Geodetic Survey of Canada estab-

lished a trilateration net throughout
Northern Canada. We utilized sta-

tions in this geodetic net whenever
possible. However, since in most
cases the distances between these

stations exceeded 150 miles, we
found it necessary to establish a

number of our own stations. During
our operation we occupied a total of

fifteen Shoran sites and re-occupied

three of them. Of the.se fifteen, eight

had been established by the Geo-
detic Survey and the remaining
seven by our crews.

The combination of geodetic and
photographic missions in one project

allowed us to attain the greatest

efficiency in the use of Shoran equip-

ment and personnel. We concen-
trated on photographic work during
the rare cloudless days, and we es-

tablished our geodetic control during

the days when photographs could

not be obtained.
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Errors Small

Last year we measured a total of

ifteen lines by the niethod of line

jrossings. These lines formed two
ndependent nets which subdivided

he distance between stations estab-

ished by the Geodetic Survey, al-

owing US to produce efíective map-
)ing control. Our contract required

IS to establish stations to the same
)rder of accuracy as the geodetic

itations. Our control met the speci-

ications. In our southern net we
neasured eight lines and established

;he geodetic position of three sta-

;ions.

The mean length of our lines in

:his net was 155 miles. These lines

vere observed in two sets of eight

neasurements, each set on a differ-

fent day and at a different height.

The mean probable error of one ob-

^ervation in the lines of the net was
J.00246 miles or approximately
thirteen feet. The average probable
^rror of the most probable value of

the lines in the net was 0.00062
miles or approximately three feet.

The mean of the difíerences be-

tween two sets of eight observations

n ali the lines was 0.00262 miles or

ipproximately fourteen feet. The
lines were observed at a mean flying

lieight of 10,000 feet. The adjust-

ment of this net gave very impress-

iva results. After adjustment was
3ompleted the largest correction ap-
plied to a line in this southern net
was only four feet. This particular

line was 121 miles long. At the other
^xtreme, our smallest correction was
í).19 feet in a line 146 miles long.

Position computations of the sta-

tions produced good results. For
íxample, in our northern net, prior
to the final adjustment, we com-
puted approximate positions for the
^tations we had established. After
the adjustment was completed we
found the errors in our preliminary
Hxes. The largest error, 0.8 seconds,
iccurred in the longitude of one
station. The smallest error, 0.4

seconds, occurred in the latitude of

the same station. Incidentally, in

this net, we found we had a sys-

leniatic error per Shoran set that
imounted to two meters. To give
aíiother example of the accuracy of

our work we should point out that
the shortest distance between any
'>nc of the stations we established
and a station of the geodetic net was
1 10 miles.

Rapid Checking

We introduced several time-sav-
iiig methods in our data reduction
processes. For instance, the rigorous
computation of geodetic positions is

ilifficultwhen long lines are iiivolved.

The formulas used are by nature
complicated, and it is easy for a
computer to let a small error go un-
detected until the problem is com-
pleted.

A method suggested by the United
States Coast and Geodetic Survey
was adopted. This method sub-
divides the length of any line into

equal sections. We were able to

divide ali our lines in halves so that
a direct or reverse position com-
putation could be completed and
checked in one hour. Our method
employs natural functions and the
calculating machine, doing away
with the slow process created by
logarithms.

Our nets were adjusted by the
method of variable co-ordinates.

First a preliminary station was ob-
tained through a single chain of

triangles. The next step consisted of

computing rigid inversed distances
between ali points over which
Shoran distances were measured.
With this data, observation equa-
tions were formed and solved simul-
taneously by the method of least

squares.

Reduction Process

At the completion of our project

we had faken 6,000 photographs. It

was necessary to compute the Sho-
ran fixes for the plumb points of

each photograph. The regular re-

duction process of the Shoran meas-
urement to a set of Universal Trans-
verse Mercator co-ordinates by
calculating machine is a lengthy

one. First the Shoran measurements
are corrected for ali instrument er-

rors. In our case our equipment had
three sources of instrument errors:

1. The delay discussed previously

in this report.

2. The velocity of propagation of

electromagnetic waves.

3. The frequency of the timing oscil-

lator.

The delay correction is necessary

because of the basic principies of the

equipment. The Shoran measures
distance as a function of the time

required for a pulse of electro-

magnetic energy to travei a round
trip path. Since the pulse of energy

is delayed a constant amount iu

passing through the ground station

equipment, a considerable error is

introduced in tho ineasureinent uii-

less the airborne timing circuits are

set to consider this delay. We do

not preset our airborne timing cir-

cuits; therefore a delay correction

was necessary.

Velocity correction is required be-

cause the Shoran mileage counters

are .so calibrated that when the
timing oscillator is tuned to 93109.5
cycles per second, the distance to

each ground .station is read directly

in miles. This caiihration of the air-

borne counters must a.ssume a
constant velocity of propagation of

electromagnetic waves. Ilowever,
the speed of radio wave depends
upon atmosj)heric conditions and
actually varies from point to point
along the ray path. For this reason
a velocity correction must be made
to each of the Shoran readings.

The pulse travei time is measured
in the airborne unit by means of a
timing oscillator. The equipment
design is such that true path dis-

tance is recorded, when this o.scil-

lator frequency, in cycles per second,
is equal to one half the velocity of

electromagnetic propagation in miles

per second. Electromagnetic wave
velocity, which is equivalent to the

speed of light, is 186,219 miles per
second at sea levei under standard
atmospheric conditions.

As Shoran measures the loop
travei, it is convenient to use the

loop velocity of 93,109.5 miles per
second. Correct Shoran readings
will be obtained when the airborne
timing oscillator is adjusted to a
frequency of 93,109.5 cycles per
second. Timing oscillator frequency
can difíer from this reference value;

therefore a correction is sometimes
required.

After the calibration corrections

and correction for the variatioRS

in the velocity of propagation have
been applied, the Shoran distance

reading gives the true distance along
the curved ray path between the

airplane and ground station. In
order to reduce this corrected Sho-
ran distance to ground distance at

sea levei further corrections must be
applied. These corrections are neces-

-sary because of the geometric rela-

tionship between the curvature of

the earth, the altitudes of airborne

equipment and ground station above
sea levei, and the curved path of the

Shoran ray.

Coinpiiters and Calculators l^sed

After ali these corrections have
been applied we obtain map dis-

tances to the plunib points of our
])h()tograi)lis from the reference

Shoran stations. Fiiially we convert

these niaj) (lislaiices lo Universal

Transverse Mercator co-ordinates

by means of Irigonometry.

This reduction jjrocess can ad-

vance only at the rate of twenty
fixes per man per day. In our efforts

to .s])eed the ])rocess of data reduc-

tion, we iiivestigated the ])ossil)ility

of adoptiiig our prohlcin to oiie of
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the present day high speed digital

computers. We solved our problem
using a card programmed electronic

calculator. After ali the information

is prepared and punched in the

cards, this calculator will solve our

problems at the rate of 5000 fixes per

hour. We feel that we have now a

short cut for our computations.

Wide Use Seen for Shoran

In conclusion, we feel our past
summer's mission has been ac-

complished successfully. We believe

our production can be increased and
we look forward to producing the

third dimension in photogrammetry.
In the future we should be able to

provide vertical control as well as

horizontal control by electronic

means. Meanwhile we will continue
using Shoran for:

—

1. Horizontal control of aerial pho-
tographs over inaccessible terrain

such as jungle, swamps, muskeg
and mountains.

2. Quick and eíficient niapping of

large áreas.

3. Flight-line navigation with large

savings through reduction in

photo overlap, avoidance of gaps
in photos, and in compilation
costs.

4. Long distance trilateration with
a unit area cost far lower than
those of conventional methods of

control.

5. Combined trilateration and aerial

photographic missions, thus niak-
ing use of ali possible flying

weather.
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literature, Dr. Phillips. Here is a

book by a Dr. Karl D. Hartzell in

the United States. It is called "Op-
portunities in Atomic Energy". This

is a description of the difTerent

activities in the United States. It is

fuU of things that should kindle the

imagination of any worthwhile

young man these days. This is one of

the Vocational Guidance Manuais
published by Grosset and Dunlap
Inc. in the United States.

Gentlemen, I think we could go
on and on. There are thousands of

facets to this subject, as you ali

know. I trust we have hit a few of

the more interesting aspects of the

subject you have given up an eve-

ning to hear about. The material

presented by the members of this

panei has been independently pre-

pared, and it is gratifying that they
did not COver much of the same
ground. We are much indebted to

them for taking the time and efTort

to put this material together, and
to come here and present it to us

tonight. The meeting is adjourned.

Marconi Resec
Speaking reeently to an audience

of distinguished scientists and elec-

tronic engineers at the official

opening of the Canadian Marconi
Company's new research labora-

tories in Montreal, Dr. O. M.
Solandt, Hon. m.e.i.c, chairman of

the Defence Research Board, ex-

pressed the opinion that Canada is

one of the most skilled industrial

nations of the world.

He said that more and more this

country is becoming dependent upou
the quality and ingenuity in its

products in order to retain a share

of the world's market. He added
that while Canadians might not be
able to compete with their larger

partner to the South in mass pro-

duction, they eertainly can compete
in research, design and development.

Dr. Solandt stated that scientific

research and development have
resiilted in weapons of tremendous
offensive power in the past ten
years. He said that should there be
another war in the near future, it

would be the power of the Strategic
Air Command of the United States
that would be decisive and that it

seemed certain that no one would be
willing to risk starting World War
III unless they think they have a
chance of winning it. As long as the
nations of the free world maintain
an overwhelming offensive power,
no predatory nation will feel that
they can win such a v\'ar. Dr.
Solandt concluded with the ob-
servation that if the free world is to
maintain this state of equilibrium,
its peoples must maintain a scienti-

fic and technical initiative. The
opening of the new Marconi research
laboratories was a big step forward
in this direction.

The guests were taken on a tom-
of the laboratories, where several
advanced types of electronic appa-
ratus were seen in operation, among
them a revolutionary highly sensi-

•ch Laboratory
tive photoconductive cell; a device

which will make atoms in materiais

ring like a bell at high frequencies in

the shortwave In-oadcast bands; an
electronic 'tape measure' for sur-

veying; the electronic divider and
the ferro-electric memory, both new
components having important ap-

plications in electronic computar
techniques.

The study of aeronautical audio
problems has enabled Marconi en-

gineers to develop and produce the

first model of a noise-cancelling

microphone with a built-in transis-

torized amplifier. This microphone,
which was also on view, is a direct

plug-in replacement for the stand-

ard carbon type, but with a far

superior performance.
New (juarters for the Radio Relay

Department were also opened by
Dr. Solandt. This group is engaged
in the development of advanced
radio relay systems for use in fre-

quency bands upwards of 450 mega-
cycles. A new terminal and repeater

has been developed for médium and
long haul 24-channel operation.

The new Marconi quarters are

completely modern and contain a

machine shop, a model shop, com-
plete engineering and assembly faci-

lities, as well as consulting and
development services for govern-
ment and industry.

Among the many guests who
attended the ceremonies were Dr.

J. T. Henderson, Department of

.\pplied Physics of the National

Research Council; Dr. R. E. Bell,

Dr. Leo Yaffe and Professor H. G. I.

Watson, of McGill University; Dr.

LR. McHaffie and Dr. F. Mathews,
of Canadian Industries Limited;
N. R. Olding, national operations

engineer of the Canadian Broad-
casting Corporation; W. A. Mather,
president, Canadian Pacific Rail-

way; J. G. Notman, president of

Canadair.
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The Approvals Laboratories

of

Canadian Standards Association

The Canadian Standards Associa-

tion is a non-government, non-
profit organization having a Domin-
ion charter dating from 1919. It

ompiles standards in the engi-

leering and industrial fields for

30th voluntary and compulsory use.

[t is the latter field which is dis-

ussed in this paper.

The head office of C.S.A. is at

3ttawa on the premises of the
National Research Council. There
are two main divisions of C.S.A.

,

lamely, the Welding Bureau and
the Approvals Laboratories. The
aperations of the latter only will

36 described. Its work, while less

detailed than design, is spread
over a considerable portion of the
electrical industry. It is, therefore,

an assignment of respectable size

and involves the services of a staff

of more than 180 persons.

The new modem Canadian Stand-
ards Association Laboratories locat-

ed on Rexdale Boulevard in the
lownshipof Etobicokewere officially

opened on October 25, 1954, by
Dean R. E. Jamieson, C.S.A. presi-

lient and dean of engineering of

McGill University.

The Laboratories, which consist
')f a single-story laboratory and
')ffice building of 50,000 square feet,

ue of modern construction, with
lemphasis on well lighted working
jconditions, by extensive use of

iglass partitions and the latest in

'lighting íixtures.

The method of distributing power
:in a great variety of combinations of

|\'oltages and frequencies to the
|various laboratories and test loca-
[tions, is probably unique in Canada.
To provide for future expansion.

by

F. R. Whatmough,
Chief Engineer

Approvals Laboratories,

Canadian Standards Association,

Toronto

the Association purchased ten acres

in ali and the new building is

specifically designed for extending
its scope, as well as for growth of

existing testing programs. It is

likely that the laboratories will be
asked to provide a certiíication

service on other products besides

electrical and oil-burning equipment.

Origin

About 1910 there was an electro-

cution in a home which started the

idea that some form of protective

legislation should be embodied in

the Ontário laws. No doubt this

fatality had predecessors; but about
this time some responsible people,

including the utilities, saw the

"hand-writing on the wall" because

of the increasing use of electricity.

In 1915 the Hydro Electric Power
Commission was authorized by the

province to form an electrical in-

spection department to govern the

installation of electric equipment.

In 1918 the Commi.ssion started a

laboratory in its research division

to supplement íield inspection. It

was known as the "Approvals

Laboratories."

As the Canadian Electrical Code,

Part 1, was accepted by other

provinces, the approvals services

of the Commission were stipulated

by them. Because of this inter-

provincial acceptance, it was later

decided that the laboratories should
not continue to operate under the

name of the Ilydro-Electric Power
Commission. Consequently they be-

came a division of the Canadian
Standards Association in May, 1940,

operating under an agreement with
the Commission. In September,
1950, they were entirely divorced
from the Commission.

Purpose and Scope

The purpose of the Laboratories

is to reduce to an acceptable levei

fire and life hazards incident to the

operation of electric equipment
installed according to the require-

ments of the Canadian Electrical

Code, Part 1.

The scope of operations depends
on the interpretation of this Code.

It includes ali electric equipment
intended to operate at any potential

in electrical installations for build-

ings, structures, and premises with

the foUowing exceptions:

1 . Installations or equipment used

by an electrical or communication
utility in the exercise of its function

as a utility and located outdoors,

or in buildings or sections of build-

ings used for that purpose.

If yoii had a flash-over on the cord of yoiir toaster this inornin-r, the faull i>.

almost certainlv vour owa; it is worn out and you should have replaeed it loiíf:

ago. New electrical appliances are remarkahly safe in Cana<la, thanks largely Io llu-

work of the Canadian Standards Association Approvals Lahoralories. (piielly

carried out and too little known to the general puhlic. Mr. >Miatmough's paper,

presented to the Toronto Branch in February last, makes interesling reading:

even vour %vife could get a good deal from it.
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2. Car wiring, car houses and
passenger and freight stations used

in the operation of electric railways

and supplied with electric current

from the railway power circuit.

3. Aircraft and marine work.

The widely diversified equipment
approved by the laboratories in-

cludes: wire and cable: conduit;

both metalUc and non-metallic race-

ways with their fittings, attach-

ment phigs and receptacles; branch-

circuit circuit-breakers; fnses; clean-

ing machines; cranes and hoists;

elevators; fans and blowers; Hght-

ing fixtures and fittings; doniestic

and industrial heating and domestic

cooking apparatus; industrial con-

trol; lightning protection (not light-

ning rods); medicai and dental

equipment; motors; generators;
ofEce appliances; oil- and gas-

burners; outlet boxes and fittings;

panelboards; picture machines and
appliances; portable lamps; radio

and television receivers and trans-

mitters; rectifiers; refrigerators;

service-entrance equipment ; shaving

and massage equipment; signal ap-

pliances; signs; lampholders;
switches of ali kinds; switchboards;

sound recording and reproducing

equipment; temperature regulating

appliances; time indicating and
recording appliances; tools of ali

kinds; transformers; welding ma-
chines; wireways and busways with

allied fittings; and a long list of

unclassified equipment which at

present is called "miscellaneous,"

for example: pumps; compressors;

shoe-repairing equipment; germi-

cidal units; photographic equip-

ment; canning machinery; dairy

equipment; automotive testing
equipment; material handling equip-

ment; Instruments, etc.

Some of the foregoing equipment
is approved for locations where
there is danger of explosions from
the possible entrance of hazardous
vapours. Dust-tight equipment for

use in locations involving hazardous
dusts is also approved. Most of the

appliances listed for these locations

are conduit fittings, lighting fixtures

and motors and their control.

Operations

The Toronto laboratories, in

general, handle ali applications orig-

inating in Canada and the United
States. Certain exceptions have
been made as foUows:

a. Manufacturers in British Col-
umbia may avail themselves of the

technical services of the British

Columbia Research Council.

b. United States manufacturers,
may, if the product is not too com-

plicated, use the services of the

Electrical Testing Laboratories.

c. Likewise United States manu-
facturers may work with the Ameri-

can Gas Association on electrically-

controUed gas-fired equipment, such

as cooking ranges and clothes dryers.

d. For Great Britain and Nor-
thern Ireland there is an arrange-

ment with the British Standards

Institute. The latter maintains a

staff of engineers for approvals

work.
e. For Western Europe there is a

similar arrangement with the
Netherlands testing laboratories at

Arnhem, known as "KEMA".
In addition to these laboratories

there are branch offices as foUows:

a. A representative in London
for the British Isles and Western
Europe.

b. A representative in Vancouver
for the Canadian and United States

Pacific Coast.

c. A representative and an engi-

neering staff in Montreal to handle

the reinspection of approved simple

products in Quebec, as well as to do
minor approvals engineering.

Departments

There are three departments of

the Laboratories, under a manager
reporting to the administrative
board. The latter appointees con-

sist of five members of the CS.A.

board of directors. The board is

responsible to the directors of CS.A.
The departments are:

a. An engineering department
conducts engineering correspond-

ence and technical interviews on
the samples or products submitted.

It completes approvals reports.
About 50 per cent of the personnel

are engaged in this work.
b. A reinspection department con-

ducts one or more inspections of ap-
proved products at the manu-
facturer's premises, or sends samples
to the Laboratories, to ascertain if

they comply with the report.

c. An administration department
keeps cost, handles samples, pur-
chases laboratory equipment, main-
tains building equipment and so

forth.

Specifications

It is on the specifications of Part
II of the CE. Code that a great
deal of the Laboratories' technical

work is based. In addition to these

specifications, requirements based
on Laboratory experience and on
other reputable standards are used.

Requests for Part II specifications

and for their revisions follow a
procedure laid down in the CE.
Code, Part I. Requests may come
from interested industries, from the

laboratories, from electrical inspec-H

tors, etc.
jl

There are about 100 such speci- (í

fications of which 90 per cent havei,^

been published. The remainder are i

being compiled. Requests for speci-

fications are sent to a main specifi-

cation group, the Part II Commit-
tee of the C.E. Code. Its member-
ship is 12 plus a chairman and a

secretarj'. Its members are: six from

the Canadian Electrical Manufac-
turers' Association, two from among
the provincial inspectors, one from

the Laboratories, one from the fira

underwriters, one from the Cana-

dian Electrical Association and one

from N.R.C. The chairman is drawn
from the Laboratories and the

secretary from the Ottawa oíBce.

From the American Standards As-

sociation there is one nonvoting

member. B.S.I. has been invited tol

join on the same basis. This com-

mittee steers and co-ordinates the

subcommittees.

The material for a specification is

usually compiled by the laboratories

and by conference with manu-
facturers and other interested

parties. The specification is com-

pleted, and accepted or rejected

by the appropriate Part II Com-
mittee. It is then sent to the Part I

Committee for letter ballot. Hera
inspection and broader interests

are involved.

If this committee of diversified

interests passes a specification, it

goes to the CS.A. Technical Coun-
cil. When the CounciFs electrical

group passes the specification, it is

published by CS.A.
However, the Part I Committee

has the right to veto any Part II

specification; it has the legal power
to prohibit the sale, installation,

etc, of hazardous electric equip-

ment. The Part I Committee has

charge of the Part II Committee.
The former also compiles the C.E.

Code, Part I. This is enforced with

minor deviations in ali provinces

except New Brunswick, Nova Scotia I

and Newfoundland. The C.E. Code,

Part I, covers installation and

Part II details the design and con-

struction of electric equipment in-

;

tended for installation.
|

The Laboratories are also in-

terested in the C.E. Code, Part IV,

(Radio); in Part V, covering the

installation of electric equipment in

coal and metal-working mines; and

Part VI, covering the design and

construction of such equipment.

Processing Approvals

In processing approvals a pre-

liminary fee is quoted and repre-

sentative samples are examined and

'
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jtested by the engineering depart-

,nent. This is done mostly in the

Laboratories, but often at the manu-
tacturer's plant.

If the equipment is acceptable to

the engineering department—about

90 per cent of it has to be changed

III some degree—an approvals report

IS prepared which is sent to an ap-

provals council. Its membership
onsists of the inspectors and the

N^.R.C. and fire underwriters' repre-

-;entatives of the Part I Committee.

If a two-third favourable vote is

roceived the equipment is approved.

In general tests are as foUows:

—

a. The rating is checked; it shall

aot exceed a permissible plus toler-

ince.

b. The normal operating tempera-

tures of the various components are

letermined.

c. The abnormal operating tem-
peratures are ascertained. This is

'Lisually a fire hazard check test.

[n connection with these tests,

safety features provided to protect

igainst abnormal temperatures and
:)ther conditions are also checked.

d. Leakage currents are measured
in some cases.

e. The insulation resistance and
dielectric strength under various

temperatures and conditions are

measured.

f. Miscellaneous tests, e.g., over-

ioad, endurance, calibration, physi-

:al, chemical, etc. are made, de-

pending on the kind of equipment.

A careful examination is made for

"ompliance with C.S.A.'s construc-

tion requirements. Much equipment,

such as switchboards, industrial con-
trol apparatus, elevator (;ontrols,

etc, is so complicated that an engi-

neering appraisal, rather than an
attempt at piece-meal approach is

made. Sometimes special acceptance
for job lots or for a one-time design
is granted. Approvals to date exceed
13,000, some of them used over
hundreds of times in 35 years.

This work involves 40,000 engineer-

ing files, most of which are micro-
filmed.

To ensure that the manufacturer
keeps his product up to the approved
standard, a follow-up reinspection

at his factory is carried out. In 1953
there were 8,700 such inspections

in America, the British Isles anil

Western Europe, against 4,300 re-

inspection agreements.

Number, Monograni or Label

The Toronto laboratories at pres-

ent handle about 300 applications

per month, so there are always
about 2,000 applications in process.

The listings of approved equipment
are kept in a classified card system,

reflected in a "blue book" having
well over 800 pages. The equipment
is classified, and listed alphabetical-

ly under the client's name. This
book is kept up to date by supple-

ments and is re-issued biennially.

A manifest of approval is re-

quired on each item, if practicable.

This may have one of three forms

—

a number, the CS.A. monogram or

a label. Labels are sold for a re-

stricted variety of products. In

1953, 20,000.000 were sold.

The reader may have the im-

pression that the Laboratories are

mainly a testing organization. This
is not the case. Testing is a means
to an end and accounts for only
about 10 per cent of any approvals
job. The remaining time is taken up
in examining, in inlerviewing clients

and in the preparation of reports.

In addition, a grcat deal of time is

required for compiling specifications

and technical reciuirements, and
in conducling technical correspond-
ence with manufacturers and with
the provincial electrical inspectors

across Canada.
A description of testing methods

used for some common appliances
may be of some interest.

Testing Methods

Snap Switches

Snap switches used undergo
rigorous endurance and overload
tests. They are subjected to 6,000
consecutive operations under lheir

electrical rating; the load is of non-
inductive resistance. To accomplish
this quickly a machine to operate
six samples simultaneously is used.

This is foUowed by overload tests

of 125 or 150 per cent rated current,

made and broken 50 consecutive

times. During the test the exposed
non-current-carrying metal parts

are grounded. There must be no
mechanical nor electrical failure nor
manifestation of fire. Insulation

tests and other tests, dei)ending on
the type of switch, are made to

ensure reasonably safe construction.

Heating Pads

Among the various tests on heat-

ing pads is one for investigating

their inherent ability to resist mois-

ture. If the latter penetrates through
the coverings and insulation on the

resistance wire, a fire can result.

Some sleeping drunks may urinate

on pads and con.sequently may
burn themselves and this could

also happen to tho.se who perspire

heavily.

The test against the penetration of

moisture is made as follows. The
pad is placed in a horizontal holder

of dimensions to cause the edges of

the pad to fold upward, thus form-

ing in eíTect, a shallow pan. One pint

of weak saline solulion is poured on
the pad and is allowed to soak in

for 15 miiHites. The ])ad is operated

at 120 V. a-c. on higli heat for the

first five minutes of the 15-minute

soaking period and is tlien discon-

nccted. At the end of the 15-minute

soaking period, the pad is removed
from the pan and a dielectric-

strength test of 400 v. a-c. is applied

between two metal foil sheets placed

one on each side of the pad and in

intimate contact with it. To ensure
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tion. Usually, such insulation tests

are required by CS.A. on ali pro-

ducts before they leave the factory.

Air Heater^

If portable air-heaters were not

checked for incipient fire hazard,

the incidence of houses catching fire

from this source would not be as low

as it is. With the heater connected

to 110 per cent rated voltage, or at

least 120 V., a test is made to see

if drapes, wainscotting, wallpaper,

carpets and floors will ignite. Here
is one: the reflected heat rays are

directed against a vertical soft wood
wall on which have been fastened

two layers of cheesecloth of speci-

fied gauge and weight. An approved
air-heater may char, but vvill not

ignite, the cloth or wood.

Testing moisture-resisting properties of iiisiilatiod <»ii l>pe RW and RT wires. Clothes Washers

this a compressive load of 25 p.s.i.

is applied to the pad. This test is

followed immediately by an insula-

tion resistance test using again the

metal foil sheets. Using a 500 v.

megger, the insulation resistance

shall not be less than 15,000 ohms.

Iron Plug

One of the tests on the familiar

pressing iron plug is an impact test.

The testing machine picks up one
end of the cord to which the plug is

attached as it hangs in a vertical

position and lifts the cord to a hori-

zontal position. Since the cord is

fastened at its opposite end, the

cord swings through an are of 90°.

The plug is released, striking a
vertical hard maple board. One
thousand and more of such cycles

are made. There shall be no fractur-

ing of the mould parts of the plug.

In addition, samples are subjected

to compressive loads of 125 and 150
Ib. No fracture shall occur. I^le-

vated temperature tests at 200°C.
for 72 hours are also applied.

Fuses

To study the watt losses of fuses,

which are miniature air heaters,

thermal tests are applied. Tempera-
ture limitations are specified for

various parts of a fuse when con-

ducting 110 per cent of its rated

current. In addition, the inverse

time-current curves of fuses are

studied by specifying maximum
blowing times at 135 and 200 per
cent of rated current. The heat
losses of cartridge fuses have a great

effect on the ratings of enclosed

switches.

For short circuit tests the avail-

able current is 10,000 amperes d-c.
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at rated voltage. The fuse must clear

the circuit without any manifesta-

tion of fire. To determine the latter,

surgical cotton is placed on top of

and around the fuse, which is

screwed into its receptacle as in

actual practice. There must be no
ignition of the cotton, thus demon-
strating proper venting of the ílam-

ing gas to the outside air at tempera-
tures below ignition.

Dielectric Strength

As a rule ali electrical eciuipment

must pass dielectric strength tests,

the values of which are determined

by its electrical rating and applica-

Have you ever thought of the

reliability of the operation of the

safety release on the wringer of your

washing machine ? We have ali

heard of women's arms being pulled

into wringers. If a washer has a

wringer of the roller type, the peri-

pheral speed of the rolls shall not

be greater than 275 inches per min.'

The roU pressure shall not be

greater than 800 pounds with no

load between the rolls, and the

wringer shall be provided with a

safety release plainly marked to

indicate its function. The release

shall be operable from either sidej|

of the wringer and a steadily appliedfl

force of not over 20 pounds shall

be sufficient to operate the release.

No parts of the wringer shall be

Temperature and rating tests on cartridge enclosed fuses.
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Machine for testing reflexing qualitics of heater cords.

thrown violently out of the assembly

and the release of conipression of the

i-oUs shall he immediate and posi-

tive, with a 2-inch separation be-

tweeii the roUs throughout their

length.

To ensure this a M-in. boani is

passed between the roUs after the

pressure has been properly adjusted

Í)y hand, and the release is operated.

Sn/ffv Glass

Do you know that there is a

^afety gUiss screen on your TV set,

protecting you from implosion of

the cathode ray picture tube ?

Without such protection, niany

people would be badly cut, if not

killed, in the event of the eollapse

of the picture tube. The Labora-

tories" problem is to determine if

the TV cabinet, its safety screen and

the screen fastening are adequate

to contain the tremendous forces

lesulting from breaking of the pic-

ture tube. To assess the strength

of the safety glass (armour plate

glass), a steel sphere weighing 1.18

pounds is swung through the are of

a circle from a point 51 inches

above the centre of the face of the

l)icture tube to strike the safety

screen. There shall be no openings

developed in the safety screen,

hut it may be cracked.

Up to 21-inch picture tubes this

test is standard; above 21-inches

an implosion test is required

Jleater Cords

Heater cords are subjected to

considerable flexing, the worst with

the electric iron. To ensure reason-

able strength of stranded conductors

and the design of the cord's insula-

tion, lay of twist, etc, a flexing test

machine is used. The cords, with a

-l)ecifie(l weight placed in the centre

of the test length, are fastened to

a stationary upright on one end and
to a movable upright on the other.

Thcy are fastened so that they will

twist and untwist, as the movable
upright traveis back and forth.

They must withstand 3,000 cycles of

twisting and untwisting without
jelectrical breakdown. Some better

grade cords are required to with-

stand 10,000 cycles.

Thermoplastic Wire

Thermoplastic wire may have its

jinsulation fractured if the wire is

installed at low temperature or

thrown around in coils, e.g. thrown
onto platforms from trains. In
Rússia and in Poland some tanks
were immobilizerl by the concussion
of bursting shells; sometimes the

ignition was grounded due to failure

of the thermoplastic-insulated wire.

A testing refrigerator is used to

determine the flexibility of wires and

cables at low temperatures. It can
be operated as low as —67°F.

There is a 3-pound weight which is

let fali on wires or cables placed

within the cooling chamber. This
test simulates a hammer blow on a

eable at low temperatures.

The effects of high temperatures
on thermoplastic compounds are

also important. These are brittle

at low temperatures and soft at high

temperatures. Weights are placed

on a test specimen after a preheating

period in a special oven, normally

one hour. The decrease in the thick-

ness of the insulation is recorded as

a percentage. The weight used is

dependent on the weight and thick-

ness of the compound being tested.

Rubber and thermoplastic com-
pounds absorb moisture although

commonly thought of as water-

proof. To test for moisture absorp-

tion specimens are immersed in

tanks of water which are main-

tained at a specific temperature for

periods up to 24 weeks, depending

upon the grade of compound under

test. A potential of 600 volts is

applied to the conductors through-

out the test period. Leakage tests

on the insulation are also conducted

each week.

OH Burners

An important section of the

Laboratories' engineering depart-

ment is the approval of oil-burners.

Furnace conversion-type burners

are tested and industrial types of

burners can be tested to capacities

up to fuel rates of 25 gallons per

hour. Oil burners and space heaters

and combinations of the latter with

gas-electric or ali electric ranges are

also tested for approval. Firing tests

may require up to 250 hours. In
addition, there is an inyestigation

involving the function of safety

Controls, operating temperatures
and so forth. This is foUowed by a
criticai examination of test results

and of the design of the unit as

regards safety.

Explosion-proof Eqiiipment

In explosion-proof enclosures in-

tended for use in hazarílous loca-

tions, in addition to proper widths

and fits of joints and bearings, a
specified strength safety factor is

required, according to the kind of

material. Calculations for strength

are often involved and sometimes
hydrostatic pressure tests are made.
The pressure is built up slowly to

the requiretl value, based on the

maximum pressure developed in

explosion tests.

Conclusion

The relatively small population of

Canada, coupled with lhe fairly

strict enforcement of provincial and
municipal legislation, has given this

country the reputation of being the

toughest place in the world with

respect to the salc, installation and

use of electric cquipmcnt.

The safety of the i)ublic in the

use of such equipmeiit is lhe mutual

problem of lhe mamifacturer and

of the ins])ector, with the Labora-

tories acting as an instrumenl of the

latter. The Laboratories are con-

.scious of llieir function; in dealings

with the manufacturer and inspector

they have endeavonred lo iiiterpret

code requirements fairly an<l con-

sistenlly. V
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Abstract8 of Current Literature

Abstracts of articles appearing

in current technical periodicals

THE PANAMÁ CANAL PROBLEM
Civil Engineering, v. 24, n. 7, July, 1954, pp. 58-59.

The necessity for increased capac-

ity and operational improvement
of the Panamá Canal—a much-
neglected waterway, now approach-
ing obsolescence—has been long

recognized. The traffic vohime is the
highest since 1914. With the satur-

ation point approaching, it is es-

sential to provide, without further

delay, the additional transit capac-

ity and operational improvements
required to meet future needs.

TWO MAJOR PROPOSALS

The two major proposals for in-

creased facilities are:

1. Improvement of the existing

canal by completing the authorized
Third Locks Project, adapted to

include the features of the well-con-

ceived Terminal Lake Plan. A total

of $75,000,000 was expended on this

project, mainly on lock-site ex-

cavations at Gatun and Miraflores,

before work on it was suspended.
The Terminal Lake Plan provides
for removing ali lock structures from
Pedro Miguel and for regrouping of

ali Pacific locks at or near Mira-
flores, thus enabling uninterrupted
navigation at the Gatun Lake levei

between the Atlantic and Pacific

locks, with a greatly needed ter-

minal lake anchorage at the Pacific

end of the canal. As thus improved,
the modified Third Locks Project
can be completed at relatively low
cost—estimated at under $600,-

000,000. The soundness of this

proposal has been established by 40
years of satisfactory operation of a
similar arrangement at Gatun.

2. Construction of a practically

new Panamá Canal known as the
Sea-Level Project, initially estim-
ated in 1947 to cost $2,500,000,000,
and which would be of less oper-
ational value than the existing

canal it was designed to replace,

but which, under present conditions,

would likely cost several times that
amount.

SUPPORT FOR FIRST PROPOSAL
The Terminal Lake-Third Locks

Project has been strongly urged as

256

the proper form of modernization
by experienced civilian engineers

who took part in the construction of

the present canal. They have spoken
from personal knowledge of the
original construction. Their views
are shared by many independent
engineers and navigators who have
studied the subject. AU these insist

that the present lake-lock type
should be preserved as supplying the

best canal for the transit of vessels

which it is economically feasible to

construct. They, together with many
of the leading atomic warfare author-
ities, stress the points that the

defense of the canal is an all-

inclusive federal responsibility which
must be met by active military and
naval measures; that passive pro-

tective features embodied in con-

struction design are inadequate;

and that the proper basis for plan-

ning canal improvements are cap-

acity and navigational efficiency.

Moreover it must be borne in mind
that the effective destructive power
of the atomic bomb has been tre-

mendously increased since the
formal recommendation for a sea-

level canal. Any canal, whatsoever
the type, can be destroj^ed by
atomic bombing, if permitted to

strike.

THE MEETING OF ROLLS AND ROYCE
Harold Nockolds, The Vickers Magazine, Suxamer, 1954, pp. 4-8.

When the Hon. Charles Stewart

Rolls and Frederick Henry Royce
were introduced to each other in a

Manchester hotel in 1904, neither

they nor the man responsible for

bringing them together could pos-

sibly have realised what that meet-

ing would lead to. It had been
arranged by Henry Edmunds, a

director of Royce, Limited, electrical

and mechanical engineers, to see

whether Rolls, who was a successful

automobile agent in London selling

French cars, could be persuaded to

undertake the sale of the little

10 h.p. two-cylinder car which
Royce had designed and produced
experimentally in the company's
workshops at Manchester. The
luncheon, followed by a run in one
of the three experimental cars (which
had previously captivated Rolls by
its refined performance) marked the
birth of a reputation for engineering
quality which is unlikely to be sur-

passed in any sphere of industry,
and which had consequences far

beyond the production of motor-
cars. Indeed, the manufacture of
Rolls-Royce and Bentley (made in

the Rolls-Royce factory since 1931)
today forms only a small part of the
Company 's activity . The aero-engine
now engages the greater part of

Rolls-Royce resources, with factories

also in Canada and Austrália, and
the tale of expansion is being con-

tinued with a series of petrol and
diesel engines for vehicles of ali

kinds for industrial use.

THE CHARACTERS
OF THE TWO MEN

This impressiva growth of Rolls-

Royce can definitely be traced to the

characters of the two men whose

names have added a new word,

denoting supreme quality, to the

English language. Royce, the largely

self-trained engineer who started

life as a newspaper boy in London,
had come to motor-cars by way of

designing and making a variety of

things from an electric door-bell set

to dynamos and cranes. His was no
one-track mind; it was quite natural

that he should quickly master tht

problems of aero-engine design when
the First World War put an end
to car manufacture for the time

being. He would as readily have
tackled the problems of gas-turbine

design had he lived. Rolls, too, was
a man of restless and enquiring

temperament, always seeking new
fields in which to use his talents.

Third son of the first Baron Llan-

gattock, this handsome, wealthy
young man had enthusiastically

tried cycle-racing, motor-racing and
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ballooning, inaking a name for him-

self in each. As soon as the making
and selling of Rolls-Royce cars were

firmly established, he became ab-

sorbed in flying— after a flight with

Wilbur Wright at Le Mans in 1908.

1 le went on to make the first there-

aud-back crossing of the English

Channel. Although he died in an

aeroplane accident before the com-
pany was called upon to make
aero-engines, his deep interest in

flying was surely a portent of things

to come.

HISTORIO AGREEMENT

The meeting in Manchester result-

ed in an agreement signed on 23rd

December, 1904, for Royce, Limited,

to supply C. S. Rolls and Company
with four difíerent types of chassis,

ali of which would bear the name
Rolls-Royce. It was not until two
years later, when C. S. Rolls and
Company had given up foreign

cars and had concentrated on selling

RoUs-Royces, that the Rolls-Royce

Company was formed and later the

Derby factory opened. During that

time the policy for the manufacture
and selling of the cars was .shaped by
[lolls's partner, Claude Johnson;

;hat policy, in essence, has been
'oUowed to this day and is the under-

ying secret of the Rolls-Royce tradi-

tion. Johnson 's great achievement
was to capitalize that striving for

perfection which dominated the

ives of both Rolls and Royce— the

one in terms of performance and
action, and the other in terms of

design and manufacture.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE
PARTNERSHIP

The development of the partner-

ihip can be told briefly. In the six

jrears after that first meeting the

ijA lolls-Royce reputation was built

iu( ip by a series of successful cars,

ulminating in the famous Silver

jrhost. Every opportunity was taken
:o demonstrate the quality of the

,|Íj
lars in public, the greatest success

,0 )eing Rolls's victory in the Isle of

^an T.T. race at the wheel of a
10 h.p. model. Then the company
uffered two heavy blows which, but
or the guiding hand of Claude
íohnson, might have proved fatal.

First Rolls was killed at a flying

neeting at Bournemouth in 1910,
md in the foUowing year Royce him-
lelf succumbed to the cumulative
iffects of years of overwork and was
orced thenceforth to spend winters
n the South of France and summers
n Southern England. Although it

vas not realized at the time, he was
lever to return to the factory.

nstead, he gathered around him a

personal staff of designers and
draughtsmen under Mr. A. G. Elliott

(who today is joint managing direc-

tor of the Company) and exercised
his profound influence on the design
and development of Rolls-Royce cars
and aero-engines by remote control.

The outbreak of war in 1914 com-
pletely disrupted the work at Derby.
From cars the company turned to
aero-engines, producing the famous
Eagle, followed by the Hawk, the
Falcon, and the Condor. After the

war, when car production was re-

sumed, there was no question of giv-

ing up aero-engines, although there
was little opportunity for expansion
in the interv^al between the end of

the war and the beginning of com-
mercial aviation. In that period,

however, the Rolls-Royce Eagle en-
gine achieved fame as the power unit
of the two-engined Vickers Vimy
bomber which made the first direct

flight across the North Atlantic in

16 hours, 12 minutes.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF A PUMP-FED LIQUID-FUEL AIRCRAFT
ROCKET

Flight, V. 66, n. 2376, Aug. 6, 1954, pp. 176-180

The term "rocket" is applicable

to any device which produces a

propulsive jet by the combustion or

dissociation of one or more fuels,

without the combination of oxygen
from the atmosphere. Although
fundamentally the simplest form of

propulsion unit imaginable the
rocket can assume any of a great

variety of fornis.

Ignoring the take-oíf-assistance

application, for which a short-

duration, expendable unit is ade-

quate, rockets can be applied to air-

craft either as boosters for limited

periods when extra power is needed
or else they can be the primary
propulsion unit, i.e., the aircraft

can be powered solely by the rocket

motor. The characteristics of ali

rockets are such that, unlike ali

other forms of aero engine, they

provide thrust that does not decrease

with increasing altitude; in fact, it

actually increases. Consequently, a

rocket can provide an extremely

effective booster unit where rate of

climb and high-altitude performance

are of paramount importance—as

they are on ali types of fighter air-

craft. Rocket-thrust can provide

valuable assistance, also, in rapidly

accelerating a supersonic aircraft

through the speed of sound.

FIRST DEVELOPMENTS IN U.K.

It was in 1946 that the U.K.
Ministry of Supply asked Arm-
strong Siddeley Motors Ltd., of

Coventry, to develop a liquid-fuel

rocket motor with a thrust of 2,000

Ib. for use as a booster unit for

fighters. The company began rocket

work at the end of that year, with

Mr. S. Allen, the experimental

engineer in charge of ali combustion

research, at the head of the new
team. His first two recruits were Mr.

D. Hurden and Mr. H. L. G. Sun-

ley.
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Ali existing information of practi-

cal value was gathered together,

including numerous reports and
selected itemsof research equipment,
from Germany.

Gradually, the form of the new
rocket began to crystallize; there

was, however, nowhere that these

ideas could be put to the test. The
development of small combustion
chambers was considered as a first

step, but there were then virtually

no data available about scale effect;

so, on balance, it appeared prefer-

able to start off with a full-size

chamber and so meet ali the prob-
lems at the correct size first time.

The company's subsequent experi-

ence has justified this decision.

TWO GREAT UNKNOWNS
The two great unknowns were how

the fuels would be injected, and how
they would be ignitcd.

Preliminary calculations suggest-

ed that the nozzle would have to

pass 60 gal./min. (if both propel-

lants were injected together) with

a pressure-drop not exceeding 100

Ib. per sq. in. — say, from 400 down
to 300 Ib. per sq. in. After experi-

ments with one pattern of two-

liquid injector, a difíerent design

was developed and tested with

supplies of fresh and salt water fed

simultaneously by a pair of trailer

pumps. The spray was caught in a

honeycomb can, the amount of

fluid in each cell providing an indi-

cation of the distribution and a

hydrometer being used to determine

the specific gravity in each cell,

and hence the degree of mixing.

Investigations of ignition ])rob-

lems was anolhcr undortaking which

could ])roceed without any sjjccial

facililies. By the time this stage

was reached, in 1947, the correct

burner had been developed, and
one was screwed into a "simulated"
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chainbcr consistiiig of a pair of

metal drums, oiie iriside the other,

open at one end and with a water-

cooling flow through the double wall.

NEED FOR A TEST HOUSE
The erection of a proper test house

was at this stage essential to further

progress. The site was chosen at

the e()ini)any's airfield at Ansty,

and the work was finished during

1947. During that year the rocket

staff níoved out of the main Park-
side works and ali rocket develop-

ment has since been concentrated

at Ansty.

One of the most spectacular re-

sults of the many snags encountered
occurred soon after punip-running
was started. The first liquid-oxy-

gen ])unip was of all-aluniinium

ronstruction, to save weight; it was
put on an electric-niotor drive and
the liqiiid oxygen was circulated

through flowmeters. After a short

time, the whole pump exploded
with a brilliant white flash and a

dense oloud of vapour. Subsequently
it was established that a bearing had
failed, allowing the shaft to move
axially and causing the centrifugal

impeller to rub in its casing. The
combination of liquid oxygen, alu-

minium powder and friction heat

did the rest. This was in January,
1949.

THE FIKST REAL RUN
The next milestone was the first

genuine run of the rocket with the

fuel pump, the date being February
23rd, 1949. The nucleus of the

eventual Snarler aircraft rocket

had then been developed, and most
of the remaining work centred on the

control .system.

The Snarler was first started and
run on its complete control system
on March 29th, 1950. At thi.s date
it was, therefore, almost a complete
power unit, and the next step was to

get it into the air. First, however,
the new rocket motor had to under-
go a Ministry of Supply special

category test designed to ensure
that the unit had sufíicient life and
rehability, and this took the form
of a large number of firings, on some
of which the tanks were allowed to

run dry. The test actually run in-

cluded 24 firings and 74 pump-clutch
engagements, the total firing time
being 71 minutes at full thrust and
153^ minutes at one-third thrust.

This was successfully completed in

May 1950.

AN AIRCRAFT SELECTED

The aircraft seleçted for testing

the Snarler was the Hawker P.1040
prototype (forerunner of the Sea

Hawk), serialled VP 401. During
the summer of 1950 the Hawker
comi)any installed a flight-cleared

Snarler in the extreme tail, this pro-

cess being facilitated by the fact

that the Rolls-Royce Nene turbojet

had a bifurcated jet-pipe exhausting

at each trailing-edge wing root.

Close co-operation was maintained

with Armstrong Siddeley through-

out, both companies being members
of the Hawker Siddeley Group.
With the Snarler installed, the

aircraft became the Hawker P.1072,

and it began its trials on November
20th, 1950, in the hands of the

late Trevor Wade, then Hawkers"
chief test pilot. Based at the Arm-
strong Siddeley airfield at Bittes-

well, it made six ílights, each with a-

bout two to two-and-a-half minutes'

burning time. The Mach limitation

of the airframe was such that the

Snarler could be fired only during a

steep climb—and, as it was unpres-

surized, ílying was restricted to

altitudes bèlow about 30,000 ft. The
present Hawker chief test pilot,

Neville Duke, did someof this work.

THE FIRST FLIGHT

The initial ílight of the P.1072

What Canadian automotive plants

lack in production volume they
make up in many cases with un-
usual manufacturing ideas. Ingen-
ious tooling and equipment permit
Canadian manufacturers to make
many automotive parts at costs

comparable with, or less than those,

of U.S.-made parts.

Canadian manufacturing develop-
ments stem froni these two cir-

cumstances

:

1. Lack of space and equipment
force unorthodox api)roaches
to production problems.

2. Our tool designers, supervisors,

and shop people come forth

with unusually creative ideas.

In the first category we have quite
a number of developments prompted
by the confinement of increasing
production volumes in static spaces.

One of these is a Bullard type
automatic radiator core soldering
machine. It needs only one operator
to stack the core sections into a dip-
ping frame, and a fraction of an
operator to remove the completely
soldered core. Ali operations are
automatic.

An item falling into the same
category and concerning the same

was the first ascent by any pump-
fed liquid-oxygen rocket in a piloted

aircraft. The day was dull and over-

cast, and the P.1072 could be heard
only distantly through dense cloud.

Those on Bitteswell airfield were
cjuite ignorant of whether Wade had
fired the rocket or not, and were
still waiting expectantly when the

fighter appeared low down at fuU
power. Passing overhead, Wade
did a smart roll; ali had gone well.

Incidentally, the Snarler is fully

aerobatic.

On the strength of its perform-

ance, Armstrong Siddeley were given

a great deal of other rocket work to

do, and this will make good reading

when details ean be published.

The Rocket Divi.sion have an

expansion programme planned up

to the end of 1956, and some indica-

tion of its scope is given by the

fact that the size of the staff is

scheduled to be doubled by the end

of this year. Armstrong Siddeley

have laid the foundations with a

small, enthusiastic team—the future

rests squarely on the output from

British technical colleges and uni-

versities.

part is an electrostatic paint spray

booth. It occupies only a few sc|uare

feet of space, and uses only one-hali

of the labour and only one-third ol

the paint used by conventional

spraying methods.

IDEAS FROM PROCESSING STAFF

Ideas from our processing mer
have sometimes resulted in new anc

unicjue Canadian developments.
An important original develop

ment was the introduction of tapinj

wiring harnesses in our first postwai

automobile. This was done againsi

the advice of our colleagues to th<i

South, who maintained that braid

ing was simple and braiding ma'
chinês were cheap. In fact, thev

could be bought from junk dealer

for $15 to $20 apiece. i

But we persisted, and ironed ou •]

ali the problems arising from such ;|

radical departure. A few years late

taping was generally adopted, an(

has now developed into a fine art. 1

A unique method for coverinii

wind-hose is used in our cutting an<l

sewing department. The sewing ma|

chine is fed by an airmotor driveij

drum, which has an automatic ten

sion adjustment and a micro-switcl

which stops the machine if th

PROCESSING INGENUITY THE ADDITIONAL INGREDIENT
IN CANADIAN CAR PRODUCTION
S.A.E. Journal, v. 62, n. 8, August, 1954, pp. 78-81.
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Ihread breaks. A single operator can

< ()infortably handle four machines.

SUGGESTIONS FKOM OTHER
EMPLOYEES

An idea froni one of our employees

—to replace the clips soldered on the

iiiside of headlamp rims with easily

attachable formed springs, to hold

the rubber seal—was quite a de-

parture from the old method.
A major development by our

welding engineer and his associates

has started to change the thniking

across the Hne. It consists of a rec-

tangular unit, in the shape of a

large box, and can weld from eight

to sixteen spots in sequence. It is

l)uilt completely from standard

capital equipment. The surface

mounts two sets of heads, which
can easily be changed to accom-
modate changed conditions.

We are using three of these units

iiow to weld the underbody cross-

bar assembly. Our labor cost has

heen cut in half, and the actual cost

of the complete equipment was less

than 12% of that quoted by a maker
of specialized welding equipment. If

the design of the cross-bar changes
next year, our specialized machine,
if used, would become obsolete.

On our simple and standardized

version we just disconnect a few
hoses and cables, lift the whole top,

and line it up to suit the new part.

Another unit basically the same
as the above three, but also adapted
to deliver the part for the next

operation, is used for welding cams
to sash-channels. There are 14 differ-

ent lengths of sash-channels; but to

switch the machine from the short-

est to the longest requires only 31^
sec! An added feature is a safety

device which keeps the fingers of

the operator away from the elec-

trodes. We know that our machine
does a hundred pieces per hour more
than the best machine in use else-

where.

AN ACCIDENTAL DISCOVERY

A recently developed detachable
tip for welding electrodes, of which
a quantity was accidentally made
from No. 1 metal, instead of the ex-

pensive No. 2, was found to be
every bit as good. Whether our new
method of forging the final shape of

the tip added new properties to the

otherwise quite unsuitable material

has as yet not been determined. But
a price diíTerence of 20% in the ma-
terial price is quite a sum, when you
use between 2,000 and 3,000 tips

per month, and that particular cop-

per costs over a dollar per pound.
You might assume that every-

body knows everything about stamp-

ings. And whether the metal is

blanked, drawn or trimmed, ali the

dimensions for the necessary dies

can pretty well be taken from a
handbook of tables and formulas.

But right now, while tooling for our
'54 models, we found ways to Tnake

nice savings on some parts. On a
grille bar, which is as long as the

car is wide, we were able to save

over a square foot of steel and elim-

inate some of the draw wrinkles at

the same time.

A headlamp ring, which, when
drawn from stainless steel needs two
draws and a re-strike. When made
of brass—as we do it, it needs only

one draw, and saves about 6c. per Ib.

of material besides.

WE STILL FACE DIFFICULTIES

We occasionally succeed in at-

taching a "Made in Canada" label

to some difficult part. But there are

many cases where, no matter how
hard and how often we try, we don't

seem to be able to make the grade.

For instance, take door hinges.

Our yearly needs are about three-

ciuarters of a million pieces. No
Canadian supplier to date has been

able to afford the essential special

eciuipment, which might cost nearly

as much per hinge as we pay for a

duty-free imported hinge now.

Other items are sill or scufí plates.

AU the attempts made to date to

íind somebody, not only with the

ingenuity but also with a lot of

"guts", to etch or stamp the re-

quired pattern on these plates, have

failed. That's because a volume of

300,000 to 400,000 pieces, is still not

enough to pay for the tooling in a

single year.

I know that these scufí-plates

have not changed in years. And no-

body, outside of the Styling En-

gineer, has ever paid much attention

to them. But if somebody told us

today that we could make the plates

the same, or practically the same,

for two or three years, I am con-

vinced that we could start tooling

up for them toraorrow.

Uoor pad binding .strips and trim

panei mouldings cannot be made in

Canada because no one has the

costly equipment needed to weld

nails on their backs at certain inter-

vals.

Forging dies are the oldest and

simplest form of dies. And a drop

hammer today looks exactly like the

first one I saw forty years ago. Yet

Canadian shops íind it impossible

to tool up for a forging, like a steer-

ing knuckle support, and make it

pay, uidess someone perhaps could

íind a die-sinker willing to work for

75c. per hour.

WIIY NOT Al TOM \TIC IIANDLING?

Automatic handling of slampings
can easily be accomplished in the

U.S. because lhe equipment can be
used year after year with only slight

modifications.

Mechanical feeders, loaders and
transfers are permanontly atlached
to the pre-s.ses and other tools doing

the same type of part year after

year. In Canada we could never

think of automatic handling. ^rhat's

because each press makes several

widely difTering parts. On médium
and small items the dies are changed
almost daily. Between these stamp-
ings the similarity of the die-shoes

and the tonnage are the only com-
parable factors.

We look across to Flint and see

that the dies are set up in Novem-
ber and then left there until October
of the following year. That's why
we really consider ourselves lucky

that we are at ali able to make
hoods and fenders for our more
popular models in Canada, where

we have to change ali the dies from

left to right hand components and
vice versa, every week-end.

The ensuing storing and mulliple

handling, combined with the repair

of unavoidable dents and scratches,

are problems which sometimes bring

even the most patient planner to

the end of his resources.

The processing ingenuity recjuired

of the tool engineer and the designer

has, in our Canadian mode of manu-
facturing, to be extended and go a!l

the way down to the operator.

IMPORTANCE OF PRODUCTION
VOLUME

The American, with a production

volume 15 times or 20 times greater,

can afíord to provide tooling and
equipment which is fool-proof in

every sense of the word. No matter

how indiflferent the operator is, he

can only produce perfect parts.

We havc tools which are some-

times crude and not very far away
from the basic form in which they

are used by a tradesnian. So we
must rely on the wholehearted con-

tribution of a percentage of crafts-

manship, .skill, and ingenuity from

our operator.

The vast gap which exists be-

tween our respective production

volumes can perhaps be illustrated

by an inquiry which one of lhe head

buyers from Chevrolet directed to

our own purchasing agent.

He .said: "Say, Eric, Fve gol to

buy paris for a special Right Drive

model. We need only 5,000 of them.

IIow do you buy 5,000 pieces of

anything ? Tve never bouglit so

little in ali niy life!"
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Annual General <

Royai York Hc

PROGRAM*

The Design of Compressed Beams:

Dr. D. T. Wright, Dept. of Civil Engineering,

Queens University.

The Jetaire Circuit BreaUer:

J. P. Skillen and D. H. McKeough, Canadian
Westinghouse Company Limited.

Recent Developments in the Design and
Manufacture of Hydraulic Turbines in

Canada

:

R. S. Sproule, M.E.I.C., Hydraulic Division,

Dominion Engineering Works.

Niagara River Remediai Works:

Dr. Otto Holden, M.E.I.C., Chief Engineer,

Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontário.

*Subject to change.

• Thirty-one interesting and instructive

papers.

C> Two panei discussions.

• Special ladies' program.

• Organized sightseeing visits.

• Advance registration forms will be
mailed to members early in April.
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PowerTransmission by Underground Cables:

Dr. L. G. Brazier, Research Department, British

Insulated Callender's Cables Ltd., London,
England.

From Firesticks to Jet Engines:

Professor J. M. F. Vickers, Department of

Mechanical Engineering, University of Toronto.

Silicones in Industry:

D. C. R. Miller, M.E.I.C, General Manager,
Dow Corning Silicones Limited.

Fatigue Life of Steel l-Beams at Normal
and Sub-Zero Temperatures:

Dr. G. Welter and Prof. J. P. J. Dubuc, Jr.E.I.C,

Ecole Polytechnique.

Electronic Equipment at Toronto Stock

Exchange:
E. L. Schmidt, Vice-President, The Teleregister

Corp., Stamford, Conn. A visit will be made
to the exchange, where a short explanatory

paper will be followed by a demonstration of

the equipment in action.

Development and Operating Experience

With Gas Turbines:

Paul J. Lusser, M.E.I.C, Manager, Brown
Boveri Canada Limited, Calgary.

Precipitation and Related Facts re Hurri-

cane Hazel:

Mr. Ronald Clinch, of H. G. Acres & Company.

Economic Advantoges of Hydraulic
Models:

J. B. Bryce, M.E.I.C, Hydraulic Engineer, Hydro-
Electric Power Commission of Ontário.

Automatic Electrode Boilers for Iron Ore
Company of Canada:
M. Eaton, M.E.I.C, Chief Electrical Engineer,

Shawinigan Chemicals Limited.

Possibilities of Complete Solar Heating in

Canadian Houses:

Professor F. C. Hooper, Department of Me-
chanical Engineering, University of Toronto.

The Intake for Sir Adam Beck Generating
Station No. 2:

O. E. Johnston, M.E.I.C, and D. G. Harkness,
Engineers, Hydro-Electric Power Commission
of Ontário.

Electrical Equipment in Large Transport

Aircraft:

Clayton Glenn, Engineering Department, Trans-

Canada Airlines.
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tòfessional Meeting

atonto, May 11, 12, 13, 1955

Canada'sOil and Gas Producing Industry:

G. M. Furnivâl, M.E.I.C., Vice-President, The
Califórnia Standard Company, Calgary.

Tomorrow's Educational Crisis:

Dr. G. E. Hall, President, University of Western
Ontário.

Power Development on the Niagara River:

Dr. R. L. Hearn, M.E.I.C., Chairman, Hydro-
Electric Power Commission of Ontário.

Newer Types of Magnetic Amplifiers:

Dr. R. R. Jackson, Radio and Electrical Engineering

Division, National Research Council.

The Port Helicopters ore Taking in En-

gineering and Construction Development in

Canada:
W. H. D. Hanchet, Jr.E.I.C., Canadian Pratt and

Whitney Company.

Water Pollution — A National Problem:

Dr. A. E. Berry, M.E.I.C., Director, Sanitary

Engineering Division, Ontário Department of

Health.

Cutting Construction Costs With Modern
Techniques:

W. Sefton, M.E.I.C., Chief Engineer, W. V.
Zinn & Associates Limited.

Low Frequency Communications and En-

gineering:

R. S. Thain, Defence Research Board, Ottawa.

Ground Water Problems in South Western

Ontário:

Professor W. M. Walkinshaw, M.E.I.C, Depart-

ment of Civil Engineering, University of

Toronto.

A Complete Sanitation Design for Metro-
politan Toronto:

L. B. Allan, M.E.I.C, Commissioner of Works,
Municipality of Metropolitan Toronto.

Double Doppler Radar Investigations of

Aurora:

A. G. McNamara, Radio and Electrical En-

gineering Division, National Research Council.

Possibilities of Generating Atomic Electric

Power at Competitive Rates:

I

Dr. W. 8. Lewis, Vice-President (Research and
' Development), Atomic Energy of Canada

Limited.
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Problems Connected With Construction in

the Far North:

Squadron Leader H. D. Monteith, Jr.E.I.C,

R.C.A.F. Headquarters, Ottawa.

Photoelasticity for Design Improvement:

Professor I. W. Smith, Dept. of Mechanical En-

gineering, University of Toronto.

New Developments in the Canadian
Mining Fieids:

Prof. H. R. Rice, Dept. of Mining Engineering,

University of Toronto.

Management — Another Panei Discus-

sion:

Chairman, T. R. McLagan, M.E.I.C, President,

Canada Steamship Lines.

The Traffic Problem in Canadian Cities —
A Panei Discussion:

Chairman, W. E. P. Duncan, M.E.I.C, General
Manager, Toronto Transit Commission.



I

Report of Coungil

For the Year 1954

Together with Committee and Branch Reports

The annual report of any organization,
bu.-^inesí, profe.~:#ional or social, hardly
qualifies as popular reading; and yet
every organization lias to have one. It

is the official leport of the ofíieers to

the .stofkholdeis ou the year's opera-
tions. Like thf others, the Engineering
Institute has to have .sueh a report. This
is it. Council hopes that many members
will read it, as in ,00 other way can
the organization of the Institute be
known and appreciated.

1954 set uiJ severa! new "highs". Each
of these will be dealt with under separ-
ate headings, but perhaps some general
observations as well will be appropriate.
The year's activitics thi'ough the
branches, continued to expand. This in

turn expands lhe work of Council and
the committees and then filters down to
increased activities at Headquarters, and
in the field office at Toronto. The di.s-

cussions on Confederation have increased
the interest of engineers ali over Canada
in tlie organization. It is a hopeful sign.

Confederation

The proposals of J. Herbert Smith
for an integrated set-up betvveen the pro-
vincial Professional associations and the
Engineering Institute, have been well
received from coast to coast. The special
committee of the Institute have met
four times (in Quebec, Toronto, Ottawa
and Montreal) and have examined the
possibilities of Confederation from every
anglc. A final report to Council is now
being prepaied and there is every in-
dication thal it will report that the
committee belicve Confederation to be
a desirable de\'elopmrnt, and that Coun-
cil should engage imniediately in discus-
.sions with the committee of the Dom-
inion Council of Professional Engineers.
Both committees have kept closely in
touch with each other, but on an in-
formal basis. It can be reported that
real progress has been made towanl an
ultimate proposal.

Education

A conferencc on engineering education
was hcld jointly by the American >Society
of Mechanical Engineers and the In-
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stitute, at Clarkson College of Technol-
ogy at Potsdam, N.Y., in October.
Although related primarily to mechani-
cal engineeiing, it developed into quite

general considerations for ali branches
of the profession. A further conference
on the same subject is being planned
for 1955. but this time on the Canadian
side.

ECPD
The Engineers' Council for Profession-

al Development had an active year
undeí lhe presidency of Dr. L. F. Grant,
Hon.M.E.i.c, a past-president and now
field secretary of the Institute. A high-
light of the year was a conference on
education held in Ztu'ich by EUSEC
(Euiope and United ÍStates Engineering
Conference) at which ECPD was repre-
sented by a group of four delegates.
headed by Dr. Grant. The 1955 annual
meeting will be held in Toronto on
October 13 and 14, 1955.

International Conferences

The third Conference of Common-
•.vealth Engineering Institutions took
l)lacc in London, England from May 24
to June 4. The president and general
secretary were therc to represent the
Engineering Instituto. Institutions in

other parts of the Conmionwealth repre-
senled by their prcsidents and secretaries
were Austrália, New Zealand, índia,
South Africa and the United Kingdoni.
As well an ob.server was there from
Rhodesia and that eountry during the
conference was admittcd to membership.
The next conference is to be held in
1958 in Austrália.

Another International conference was
held following the Commonwealth Con-
ference, in Brus.sels. Belgium. To this
were invited delegates from the three
International conferences, namely. The
Conference of Commonwealth Engineer-
ing Institutions, The European and
United States Engineers Conference
(EUSEC) and the Pan American Con-
ference (UPADI). The Institute was
represented by the general secretary.

Following the conference in Brussels
ali the Commonwealth delegates were
the guests of the Institution of Mechan-

ical Engineers during one of their Inter-

national meetings held at Schaveninge,
in the Netherlands.

UPADI

The Pan American Conference of

Engineering Societies (The Union Pan
American des Ingenieors) held its second
conference in Sao Paulo from .\ugu.st 2

to 6. The Institute was rejiresented by
James A. Vancc who is a member of the

board of UPADI and Vern King, Wood-
stock, Ontário, and E. R. Jacobsen of

Sao Paulo.
The next conference of UPADI will be

in 1956 at México City.

lAESTE

The Institute's interest in the work
of The International Association for

the Exchange of Students for Technical
Experience continued throughout the

year. The results in 1954 were nmch better

than the previous year. Over fifty sénior

otudents from the United Kingdom and
Europe carne to Canada to work with

a variety of industries. TweUe Canar
dians went abi oad for similar experience.

Those Canadians who reported to the

Institute uijon their return have in-

dicated that they were vcry satisfied

with their experience and that the ar-

rangements made inthe foroign countries

foi' them were exccllent.

.\t the annual meeting of lAESTE
held in January last year the Institute

was represented by the general secretar>'

whose expenses were met by UNESCO.
The 1955 meeting was held in Vienna
in Januaiy but the Institute was not

represented.

President's Visit to the Branches

For the first time a ncw jiattern of

presidential visits to the branches was
tried. With fifty-four branches and
branch sections, it has become impos-
sible for the president to visit every
one of them. For some year.s there has

been talk of cutting down the visits but

1954 was the first yeai- it was tried on
a nation-wide basis.

Dr. Stephcns will have \-isited twenty
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(if the branches during his term of office.

Along with th is lie attended the Mari-

liine Professional Meeting which was

taken by the Nova Scotia branches as

being a visit to ali of them.

It is planned that the 1955 president

will visit ali or nearly ali of the branches

which Dr. Stephens did not include in

his itinerary.

In many instances the presidenfs visit

to one branch was taken as a regional

meeting, and ofíicers and members from

nearby branches carne to that centre for

the meeting. This was noticeable in such

ntres as Belleville, where members
lom Peterborough and Fort Hope join-

ed with members in Belleville. Perhaps

the most successful of meetings of this

kind was the one held for the branches

at London, Windsor and Sarnia. Strange-

ly enough this meeting was not held at

,iny one of those centres but instead

was at Chatham. This centre was chosen
hy the branches themselves as they

could get to Chatham easier than they

.ould get to any one of the other

liranches.

There is no doubt but that this

niethod has been successful. This will

liring a great relief to members of the

Institute who subsequently are invited

M) the presidency.

Films

The Institute has taken a step in the

|i\n-chase of films for use by the branches,

that may well lead to an almost en-

tirely new field of activity. In the past

lhe Institute has secured a small num-
i>cr of unusual films but many of these

are now out of date and the library of

tilms is far from satisfactory.

Late in the j'ear a special film, Leon-
ardo da Vinci, was purchased at a price

(if four thousand dollars. The Life Mem-
l)ers organization, through their com-
inittee, contributed one thousand dollars

lowards the purcha,se of four copies.

The film shows much of the work of

tlus distinguished engineer and scientist.

It is hoped that it can be shown by
the branches to the public in order to

develop within the public a better ap-
preciation of the background of the
' ngineering profe.ssion.

The film will be in circulation in 1955

and as there are four copies the needs
of every branch can be met. It is hoped
that it will be shown not only to branch
members but to high school students,

tmiversity students, libraries, art assoc-

lations, service clubs and so on.

International Relations

Throughout tho j-car the Institute had
-everal opportunities for promoting good
International relation< As well as the
meetings in London, Brussels, Schaven-
ingc and Sao Paulo, the Institute was
lepresented at severa! of the annual
meetings of sister societies in the United
States.

Several members of the British in-

-titutions and others from other parts
(if Europo as well, \'isitcd headciuartcrs
with lettcrs of introduction from their
liomc societies. In every instance an
endeavour was made to entertain them
and to aid them as far as possibie in

accomplishing the objectives which
l>rought them here.

Royai Honorary Member
One of tlic most colourful highlights

of the year was tiie presentation of a

ceitificate of honorary membership to
His Royai Highness, the Duke of Édin-
burgli. The pre.sentation was made at
Rideau Hall in Ottawa with His Ex-
cellency, the Govemor General, and
several aides-de-camp present. The
president of the Institute, Dr. Stephens.
made the presentation, supported by
four vice-presidents, past-president and
honorary member Dr. C. J. Mackenzie,
and the general secretary. Since that
time the Institute has been further
honoured with the presentation of an
excellent photograph of His Royai High-
ness which carries his personal auto-
graph. This is now on the walls at

Institute headquarters.

Highest Income

The income was by far the highest in

Institute history, just over $500,000.00.

The increase in fees was a great help,

but the increase in advertising rates was
the chief reason for this new record. A
revenue of more than half a million

dollars really puts the Institute into

business. As a result of this increase the
Institute showed a substantial surplus

at the year's end, instead of a deficit as

was the case last year.

Record Expenses

As would be expected, the expenses

were up also. Chief among these in-

creases was the cost of The Engineering

Journal and another increase for the

year ia now threatened by the printers.

Cost of ali Services and supplies has

risen again, although there are encour-

aging signs that something near stability

is being reached.

Employinent

Throughout the year, the employment
department, both in Montreal and Tor-

onto, had heavy demands upon it. The
shortage of engineers seemed to in-

crease towards the end of the year and

there was never a time throughout the

twelve montlis but that a substantial

number of vacancies were recorded with

tho Institute.

The number of engineers from outside

of Canada who were seeking employ-

ment was smaller than in previous years.

Neverthele.=s there is a fairly .steady

flow. There has been some change as

far as non-Canadian engineers are con-

cerned in that employers have shown

a tendency to .scnd one of their own
people abroad to make selections rather

than to wait for suitable per.sonnel to

tiun up through the government em-
ployment Services and the Department

of Immigration.

Annual Meeting

The annual meeting was held at the

Chatoau Frontenac in Quebec City on

May 20 21 and 22. For lhe first time

the number of technical papers was

incrcased substantially by nieans of put-

ting on three sessions at the same time

in three separatc rooms. This has been

so successful that the same i)lan is bemg
followcd for the 1955 meeting at

Toronto.
One effect of the increa.sed numbei-

of technical papers has been that the

attendance at each meeting has been

smaller. However. tho total of the aU
tondanco for ali the meetings was greater

than we have had recently.

Field Office

Tlie field ofiice at Toronto vmder the
management of past-president, Dr.
Grant, has done another year's good
work. This office was opened as an ex-
pcriment to see if better .•;cr\ice could
be givcn to the branches ali over Can-
ada as well as those in and around
Toronto.

Reports from ali quarters indicate that
lhe office has served a very useful pur-
pose. ColoncI Grant has made several
trips both oa.st and west to visit branch
executives and centres where there

are small groups of members but not
enough to form a branch or a branch
scction. These visits are appreciated
greatly by the more or le.ss isolated

members, and beyond a doubt have done
a lot towards giving them a bottor ap-
preciation of the Instituto.

Report of the Field Secretary

In 1954 the field secretary made two
trips to the Maritimes. During the first

trip, which was from Februarj- 1 to

March 5, he visited Newfoundland

;

however on the November trip covering
sixteen days, there was not time to go
farther than Cape Breton. In Februai^'

he visited the Saguenay Branch at

Arvida; Lower St. Lawrence at Rimou-
ski; Northern New Brunswick at Bath-
urst; also Amherst, Moncion. Prince

Edward Island, Nortli Xo\a Scotia at

New Glasgow, Cape Breton at Sydney
;

then over lo Newfoundland for a visit

to Corner Brook and St. John's branches.

En route from Corner Brook to Grand
Falis he spent sixteen hours marooned
at Gaff Topsail in a blizzard, the last

seven hours being spent on a train

which two engines (an emergency engine

having arrived) were steadily bucking

from front and rear in an attempt to

get it moving! The field secretary will

not soon forget "The Topsails" of New-
foundland. Although he arrived at Grand
Falis a day late, he had a most delight-

ful evening with fifteen members of the

Institute there; then he went on to visit

the St. John's Branch. On his way back
he visited Halifax, Saint John and Fred-

ericton branche.s; and orphan groups at

Wolfville ( Wolfvillo - Windsor - Middle-

ton) ;
Bridgewater (South Shoro mem-

bers) and Edmundston, N.B.

On the Xovembor tri]), outward bound
he went as far as Northern New Bruns-

wick, Moncion, Amherst, Prince Edward
Island (where he took part in the dis-

cussion for the formalion of a Profes-

sional a.^^sociation) North Nova Scotia

and Cape Breton. On his roturn trip he

vi.sited Halifax. Saint John and Fred-

ericton; with a plea.smt side-trip to

Yarmoiith for a dinner meeting with

members in that districl.

Looking at his schodulo for the calen-

dar voar, it mighl appear as though he

had neglocted lhe West. However. that

is not .really so. A trip was made as

far as Fernie. B.C. in Noveinber. 1953;

and at the timo of this report gt)ing to

prcss, your field secretary is making a

six weoks' tour of lhe West, going as

far as Whitehorse. Y.T.

Unfortunately trips as doscribod above

use up the choice timos of the year so

far as visits lo branches in Ontário and

Quebec are concorned. However, the

fielíl scciPtaiy is ploased lo rejjort that

iie was able lo attc-nd the inaugural
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meeting of the Brockville Branch in

January, 1954, and also their annual
meeting in December. He wishes to take

this opportiinity to congratulate the lat^

est addition to branches of the Institute

ca the outstanding progress they have
made during their first year as a branch.

There were visits to Hamilton in

January and October. On both occasions

taiks were given to the Professional De-
velopment Groups in which he is always
interested. There were visits to Kitchener
in January and London, Ontário, in

December; on these occasions he met
with the branch executives to talk over
a Business Administration Course slant^

ed at engineers, to be conducted by the
University of Western Ontário. This is

an ambitious scheme and has had to be
postponed until the fali of 1955.

He enjoyed a quick trip to North
Bay in March,^ and a two day visit to

Ottawa in November.

During the Students' Conference held
in Quebec at the time of the annual
meeting of the Institute last May, it

was agreed that the field secretary

would try to arrange for better liaison

between engineering students and the
faculties at the different universities;

this he has started to do with markèd
success.

Comments are often made on the
strenuous trips the field secretary takes:
during the February trip to the Mari-
times, he visited eighteen places and
attended thirty-one meetings. He would
like to emphasize here that this is only
po.ssible because of the unfailing consid-
eration and support he receives from
the branch executives and members
wherever he goes; and he would like to
thank them here for their sincere and
continued co-operation.
He would again like to say that there

Í3 no orphan group too small for him
to visit, if the members will just advise
him of their wish. This also applies to
members who are ill and cannot attend
meetings. He will be pleased to call on
them whenever he is in their vicinity.

The office of the field secretary in
Toronto keeps in touch with and guides
the Professional development courses
across Canada. Should any branch wish
Information about starting a course, the
oíRce will be glad to send details and
be of assistance.

The oííice in Toronto did more em-
ployment and placement work in 1954
than during any year since it opened.
Members are most welcome to call UDon
the Services offered by the Institute in
either of the two departments: that
of situations wanted and that of situa-
tions available.

The field secretary looks forward to
many interesting visits to branches and
members across Canada in 1955.

L. F. GRANT, hou.m.b.i.c.

Field Secretary.

Colonel By Memorial

No report of the year's activities
would be complete unless mention were
made of the decision to erect in Ottawa
a niemorial to one of Canada's earliest
engineers, Colonel By. The occasion of
this presentation is the one hundredth
anniversary of the change of the citys
name from Bytown to Ottawa.
Great credit must go to the committee

of the Ottawa Branch which have ar-
ranged this matter in every detail.
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During the spring or summer of 1955

it is planned to unveil the fountain,

alongside the Rideau Canal in the centre

of the city. This will carry a suitable

plaque recognizing Colonel By's con-

tribution to the development of Canada
and the Institute's appreciation of his

accomplishments.

Roll of the Institute

The membership of ali classifications

now totais 15,271. New names added for

the year amounted to 1,149, but deaths,

resignations and removais amounted to

1,009, making a net gain of 140.

During the year 1,106 candidates were
elected. These were classified as follows:

Members 272, Juniors 129, Students 702,

AíRliates 3. Forty-three reinstatements

were effected. Life Membership was con-

ferred on one hundred and twenty-nine
members under By-law 26.

Transfers from one grade to another
were aa follows: Júnior to Member 213,

Student to Member 3, Student to Júnior

585, a total of 801.

Removais From the Roll

There has been removed from the roll

during the year by resignation and for

non-payment of fees: Members 200,

Juniors 504, Students 215, Affiliates 4.

a total of 923.

Deceased Members
During the year the deaths of eighty-

seven members of the Institute (includ-
ing one Honorary Member) have been
reported as follows:

HoNOR.^RY Member
Turnbull, Wallace Rupert

Members
Allen, Archie Menzo
Archibald, Charles Blair
Baird, Earle Meharg
Barnes, Frank H.
Bond, David F.
Clark, Francis W.
Clark, Harold Sawbridge
Coles, Eric Morrell
Cooper, Ashton Burton
Cossitt, Lawrence Sulis

Crease, Frederick
Creer, Alfred Douglas
Cunningham, Adam
Dawson, Keuneth Lockhart
Dean. Clayton D.
Donkin, Robert Percy
Dunn, Alexander Carmichael
Dunn, Harold Stewart
Fairbairn. John Morrice Roger
Farmer, John Taylor
Forbes, James MacGregor
Freeman, J. Reginald
Gurney, Edward Holt
Huber, Albert Lloyd
Hunter, John William
Hutton, Charles Gordon
Gillett, George Herbert
Gransaull, Paul Roderick
Hemmerick, George

Holland, Albert
Holloway, Edward S.

Kinnear, Clifford Rutherford
Laferme, Leopold
LaRochelle, Joseph Eugene
Laurence, Harold F.

Lavoie, Edouard
Lindsey, Charles R.
Mansbridge, Alfred Swatton
Marr, Norman
McCaffrey, Walter Raymer
McGregor, James
Mcisaac, Ronald
McKinnon, Ronald Morrison
McPherson, Joseph Edward
Meais, Cásper Dull
Meloche, Rodolphe
Mills, Thomas Stanley
Morssen, Charles Michael
Normandin, Arthur Benjamin
Paget, James R.
Parsons, Roy Henry
Phillips, Edward Horace
Pitts, Gordon MacLeod
Poyner, Walter James
Rankin, Robert Arthur
Rannie, John Leslie

Rechenmacher, Walter Wilfred
Riehl, William H.
Rolfson. Orville

Ross, Alexander Stirling

Schermerhorn, Henry Lewis
Scovil, Stuart Southmayd
Sharpe. Albert Ernest
Slinn, W^illiam Harmon
Smith, Ronald Burns
Townsend, Charles Joseph Harrisou
Trahan, J. Alide
Turner, Frank Eric
West, Arthur Elemere
Wilson, John Armistead
Young, Roderick Bearce

Juniors

Baugh, Rupert Don
Campbell, Donald Thomas
Eyolfson, Kristjan
Hiebert, John
Ma.xwell, Walter Bernard
Moulds, James Henry
Nugent, Ronald Emeric
Robitaille, Leo
Sandilands, Robert Henry
Schleihauf, Robert Lee
Simmonds, Charles Clifford

Von-es, Alexander Andrew

Students

Brettschneider, Murray
Hawkes, Michael George Derval

Affiliate

Sisson, Heber Percival

Total Membership
1953 1954

Honorary Membere 30 33
Members 6,855 7,083
Juniors 5,724 5.735
Students 2,457 2,357
Affiliates 65 63

15,131 15.271

Re.spectfully submitted on behalf of
the Council

D. M. STEPHENS, mj:.i.c.

President

L. AUSTIN WRIGHT, m.e.i.c.

General Secretary
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Admissions Committee

During the year 1954 the committee

lield nine meetings and examined 1,375

cases. These consisted of :

—
Applications for Admission 352

Applications for Transfer 149

Applications through Professional

Associations

:

(a) Admissions 157

(b) Transfers • • • • 83

Student Applications 628

Special Cases 6

1,375

In the report of Council will be found

the number of members admitted to each

class during the year.

A. D. Ross, M.E.i.c,

Chairman

Nominating Committee

Chairman . . E. R. Eaton, Sudbury, Ont.

Branch Representative

Amherst L. F. Kirkpatrick

Belleville O. H. Scott

Border Cities C. G. R. Armstrong

Brockville T. W. Brackinreid

Calgary T. D. Stanley

Cape Breton C. N. Murray
Cent. Br. Columbia M. L. Zirul

Comer Brook H. B. Cárter

Cornwall H. W. Nickerson

Eastern Townships J. Lemieux
Edmonton E. L. Smith

Fredericton H. G. Hughson
Halifax W. H. Chisholm
Hamilton N. Metcaif

Huronia B. C. Lamble
Kingston J. W. Brooks

Ivitchener A. J. Girdwood
Kootenay E. B. Broadhurst
Lakehead S. Flook
Lethbridge N. H. Bradley

London I. D. Patterson

Lower St. Lawrence R. Thomas
Moncton R. F. Weir
Montreal L. A. Duchastel
Newfoundland William Watson
North Nova Scotia. . .Clyde F. Cameron
Xiagara Peninsula C. G. Cline

Xipissing & Upper Ottawa. .J. S. Cooper
Xorth Eastern Ontário I. M. Foster

Northern New Brunswick. .A. R. Bonnell

Ottawa T. Foulkes
Peterborough B. Ottewell

Port Hope E. M. Wynn
Prince Edward Island

Quebec J. St. Jacques
Saguenay A. B. Sinclair

Saint John H. S. McCleave
St. Maurice Valley. .John F. Wickenden
Sarnia J. W. Graeb
Saskatchewan A. H. Douglas
Sault Ste. Marie R. A. Campbell
Sudbury P. R. McAdam
Toronto E. R. Graydon
Vancouver E. L. Hartley
Vancouver Island J. Alton
Winnipeg T. E. Storey
Yukon H. W. Love

Board of Examiners
In ali, during the year 1954, 17 Mem-

bers and 5 Juniors were admitted by
Council subject to examination as well as 4
transfers from Júnior to Member.
Most of these cases were referred to the

Provincial Associations or the Corporation
but 3 Members and one Júnior .satisfied

the requirements of the Board and were
recommended to Council for admission.

One appUcation for Member is still under
review by the Board.

In addition to the foregoing, the board
also examined the curricula and examina-
tion standards of nine well known engineer-
ing schools in countries outside of Canada.
Ali of these were found acceptable by
our standards and recommendations were
submitted to Council for their names to be
added to the list of engineering schools

recognized by Council. Five additional
schools are still under review and will be
reported on in due course.

J. L. DE Stein, m.e.i.c,

Chairman

Canadian Chamber
of Commerce

Your representative has had the privi-

lege of sitting as member of the Executive
Council for several years — interrupted
only by leave of absence for 1952 when his

duties as president of the E.I.C. precluded
any possibility of attendance at Chamber
meetings. On the reísumption of attendance
in 1953 the writer became your repre-

sentative and, in addition, assumed the
chairmanship of the Chamber's com-
mittee on "Júnior Chamber Relations".

As in former years meetings of the

executive council, numbering 36, took
place fortnightly in Montreal. Over the

years it has been a matter of satisfaction

that this membership has included a

generous number of prominent members
of the Engineering Institute — past

presidents, vice-presidents and members
of important committees.
The annual meeting of 1954 in Halifax,

for the first time in 22 years, marked the

25th birthday of the "Chamber. Actual
organization of the Chamber took place

in 1925 but during the war years opera-

tions were suspended. The annual meeting

was an outstanding success, part of which

can be ascribed to the fact that the host

board — the Halifax Board of Trade —
was operating under the presidency of our

distinguished Institute past president,

Dr. Ira P. Macnab.
As was to be expected the celebration of

the quarter century mark formed an
appropriate occasion on which to review

the past and to take a speculative look

into the future.

As for the past, one can regard the

Chamber's operations with some satis-

faction. In 1946, for example, there were

only 190 boards and chambers attached

to the organization. Today there are 700.

This voluntary national federation as

indicated previously, has been working

for 25 years to make its views felt in

governnient and it can be said that its

efforts have been reasonably successful.

Your representative commends the perusal

of its annual report to anyone interested

in this work and, indced, it is his opinion

that every engineer interested in his own
advancement cannot afford to ignore the

work done by the Chamber.
Following the annual meeting in Halifax

a delegation of officials of the Chamber,

headed by the president, called upon the

Prime Minister and members of his

cabinet to lay before them the pohcy

statements and re.solutions approved by

the delegates at the annual meeting. Said

the distinguished engineer Trade Minister,

C. D. Howe, "I can assure you that we

in government give the views of your

Chamber careful attention. I shall not

say that the government would endorse
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every declaration of policy or that it has
acted on every one of your resolutions.

But your batting average, as far as I can
see, is pretty high."
The principal items dealt with were

health insurance, taxation, government
spending, film board operation, the check-
off and government regimentation. Space
does not permit elaboration and again
your representative commends to those
interested a perusal of the Chamber'8
annual report and statement of pohcy
declarations — a copy of which is attached
hereto.

A very special feature of the year's

activities was the visit of the delegation

of the Canadian Chamber of Commerce
to the Mexican Confederation of Cham-
bers of Commerce in México City on
February 9. A detailed report of tho
conference has been published and there

can be no doubt that as a result Canadian-
Mexican relations were immensely
strengthened.
Your representative mentioned pre-

viously that our Canadian engineers were
puUing their weight in the councils of the

Chamber. There is much to be gained by
US in our participation in this activity and
it appears reasonable that the Chamber
will benefit by our continued interest.

J. B. Stirling, m.e.i.c,

Institute Representative

Employment Service

During the latter months of the past

year, the Employment Department ex-

perienced a great deal of activity in ali

branches of job opportunities. Some how-
ever were more numerous and of greater

variety than others and there were fewer

Canadian engineers seeking changes of

employment. As was reported previously,

there still remained a demand for elec-

tronic engineers in ali leveis. Job oppor-

tunities were somewhat narrower for

civils; mechanicals and electricals were

sought by a number of organizations for a

variety õf duties. The bulk of vacancies

listed required the services of the júnior

engineer. The sénior man, whether Cana-
dian or Foreign graduate still remained
much more difficult to place satisfactorily.

Many successful placemcnts were made
and approximatcly 400 jobs listed. How-
ever, owing to the diversity of engineer-

ing jobs open it was difficult to match ali

applicants to these vacancies imme-
diately.

Although correspondence dj-opped in

volume over previous years this depart-

ment answered approximatcly 1850 letters.

Information requested by engineers from

the United Kingdom was still prominent

and a number visited this oííice seeking

employment contacts. The policy of the

department still remained that little

as.sistance can be offered until tiie appli-

cant is available for personal interview.

The office had a number of requests for

advertisem(!nts to be placed in our

"Wanted Section" by applicants not pre-

sently located in the country. From expe-

riencií it was found that advcrtisemcnts of

this kind l)rouglit in very little resi>onse

by our omployers, therefore, it was neces-

sary to refuse such requests and liniit this

service to those easily available for inter-

view.

As in the past, many successful place-

mcnts were made with summer students

and again the services of this departnienl

are available to the.se young nicn seei<ing

opi)()rtunities with engineering hrms for
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the summer months. It. is interestiiig to

note that employment for summer stii-

dents this year seems more easily attain-

able, because many had difficulty during

1954.

The Employment Bulletin, now well

established, continues to prove effective

as a means of informing employer and
employee of the employment situation.

It has enjoyed a broad circulation not

only in Canada but also in the. United
Kiiigdom and will be maintained during

the coming year.

At this time the department wishes also

to report the valuable work handled by our

Toronto Office with reference to employ-
men". Employer contacts have been made,

and many interviews arranged resulting in

successful placements.
In general 1954 has been noteworthy

not only for the activity in the last few

months^ but also the promising outlook

at the year end for 1955.

(Ml.SS) A. SUMMERS,

Employment Service

Finance Committee
The revcnue to the Institute in the year

1954 climbed to an ali time high, reaching

an amount in excess of half a million

dollars. This is due primarily to the

authorized increase in fees, which became

effective last year, and to an increase in

advertising rates for the Journal, also to a
small net increase in membership. This
was partially offset by greater costs princi-

pally in the publication of the Journal,
which has been increased in size in an
endeavour to give greater service to the
members. The cost of publishing the
Institute Directory exceeded the receipts

from advertising by over twenty-one
thou.sand dollars which was charged in the
year's accounts. It was therefore deemed
advisable to lay aside sufficient funds
annually to cover the cost of a directory

issue about every third year, and to

provide for other possible publication
contingencies.

Comparalive Slalemenl of Revenue and Expendiliire

Year endetl December 31

REVENUE
1954 1953

Membership Fees:

Arrears
Current*
Advance
Entrance

S 6,958.66 $ 8,437.08

180,667.08 137,452.56

566.37 639.00

6,931.56 5,974.70

$195,123.67 1152,503.34

PUBLICATIONS:

Journal .sales 220.50 165.01

Journal advertising 295,856.82 230.469.00

Directory advertising 23,428.84 —

1319,506.16 $230,634.01

Income from Investments.
Refund of Hall Expense .

SuNDRY Revenue

3,134.34 2,816.25

2,488.50 126.00

111.17 217.54

*Membership fees include

Journal subscriptions.

1520,363.84 1386,297.14

EXPENDITURE

1954

BuiLDiNC, Expense:

Property and water taxes I 1.592.20

Fuel. ." 1,047.91

Insurance 606.36
Light, gas and power 733.63
Caretaker's wages and services 1,950.00

Maintenance, alterations and repairs . 1,518,09

1953

$1,586.16

1.136.12

619.61

693.36

1,830.00

1,458.12

$ 7,448.19 $ 7,323.37

PUBLICATIONS:

Salaries

Printing and sundry expense

.

Advertising commission
Directory expense

Office Expense:

Salaries

Tclegrams and postage
Telephones
Office supplies and stationery.

Audit and legal fees

Miscellaneous expense
Depreciation—furniture and fixtures.

General Expense:

Students' conference
Council and annual meetings
Travelling
Institute prizes

Library salary and expense ;

Interest, discount and exchange
Committee expenses
Cost of membership in other societies

.

Sundry expense
Pension plan

30,104.71 24,529.51

144,605.55 137,836.16

74,638.75 58,206.32

44,961.81 -

$294,310.82 $220,571.S

75,123.68
4,445.58
1,704.04

6,548.51

500.00
5,128.70

1,278.55

096.75

718.63

742.30

866.24

10.00

393.18

247.85'

$ 94,729.06 $ 86.074.95

1.077.05

5,091.24
11,227.44

464.71

8,583.04
1,011.43

1,017.7!

1,708..54

1,415.68

4,875.63

1,79S.9Í!

4.97Õ.52

9,740.17

469.54

9..502.3'3

704.4Í

l,.530.0t

2,31.5.8(

1,302.21

2,626.34

$ 36,472.47 $ 34,965.4Í

Rebates to Branches 27,273.78 23,974.9:

24,000.00
10,000.00

8,000.00
10,000.00
1,000.00

I6,000.0(

Total Expenditure 460,234.32 372,910.6<

Transferred to Reserve Funds:
Building
Pension fund
Contingencies

.

Pubfications.

Reserved for Bau Debt.s
SuRPLus OR (Deficit) Transferred to
SuRPLus Account 7,129.52 (2,613.52

$520,363.84 $386,297.1
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An amount of $24,000 was addod to the

huilding fund during the year, and $8,000
was allocated to our contingency fund for

lhe first time in two years. As the pension

luiid n(>e<:ied to be augmented under
present conditions, $10,000 was placed in

il . These funds should have fui ther monies
allocated to them-each year but are in

hctter condition than they have been in

I lie iminediate past.

Vour Finance Committee held regular

sessions prior to Council meetings to

agree on recommendations to be presented
lo Council for action, or to take action

themselves on matters within their

jurisdiction.

As in the past, \ve have had the full

cooperation of the general secretary and
the executive assistant general secretary
and the ablc assistance of their staff
throughout the year, which has been of
immense value to your committee and is

appreciated by every member of it.

Irving R. Tait, m.e.i.c,

Chairman

Treasurer's Report

In reporting the financial position at the
close of 1954 it is gratifying to mention
that increased expenditures during the
year vvere more than offset by the higher

revemie from ea('h niain source — fees
publicai ions and investmeiits. This favour-
able margin perniitted an addition to
surplus account of $7, 12!).52 after satis-
factory allocations to the authorized
reserve funds as shown in the audited
financial statements. In keeping with lhe
aim to build, during periods of peak
prosperity, a financial stability that will

stand the Instilute in good stead in
"leaner years", the value of libraiy books
has been written down lo One Doílar.
During the year higli grade industrial

and public utility bonds were added to the
investm<!nt port folio at a cost of $29,987.50.
At 31st December, 1954, the market value
of the Institute's investments, including

Comparative Statement of Asseis and Líabilítíes

December 31

ASSETS

( 'i RRENT AsSETS:

(^ash on hand and in banks
Accounts receivable—less reserve.

Arrears of fees—estimated

LIABILITIES

1954

10,751.50

29,978.34
3,500.00

1953

1,315.34

21,523.70
3,500.00

$ 44,229.84 $ 26,339.04

Investments—at Cost:

Property of The En-
gineering Institute of

Canada $117,403.27
Property of special funds
account—see contra . . 20,256.03 137,659.30

(Approximate market
value $135,800.00)

SVNDRY AdVANCES .

Deposit with Postmaster .

Prepaid Insurance and Directory
EXPENSE

LiBRARY—nominal value

1,650.00

500.00

488.00

1.00

87,814.26

19,857.54

2,850.00

500.00

4,422.57

1,448.13

1954 1953

Current Liabilities:

Accounts payable $ 14,050.07 $ 14,679.57
Payable to The Harry F. Bennett

Educational Fund — 4,842.86

$ 14,050.07 $ 19,522.43

Special Funds:
As per statement attached

Reserve Funds:
Building 80,000.00
Building maintenance 1,500.00
Pension fund 20,366.50
Contingencies 13,000.00
Publications 13,964.33

Surplus Account:
Balance as of December

31, 1953 $63,215.76
Less.' Library book value

written down to $1.00.. 1,447.13

$61,768.63
Plus surplus for year as

per statement attached. 7,129.52

20,256.03 19,857.54

56,000.00
1,500.00

10,366.50
5,000.00
15,000.00

68,898.15 63,215.76

Furniture and Fixtuees—at cost less

depreciation 11,506.94 11,230.69

Lani) and Building—book valuation.. 36,000.00 36,000.00

$232,035.08 $190,462.23 $232,035.08 $190,462.23

AUDITORS' CERTIFICATE

We have examined the statement of assets and liabilities of The Enginecring Institute of Canada as of December 31, 1954 and the

>tatement of revenue and expenditure for the year ended on that date and have obtained ali the information and explanations we have

required. Our examinations included a general review of the accounting procedures and such tests of account ing records and other

supporting evidence as we considered necessary in the circumstances.

In our opinion the above statement of assets and liabilities and accompanying statement of revenue and expenditure are pro[XTly

drawn up so as to exhibit a true and correct view of the state of the affairs of the Institute at December 31, 1954 and the results of

its operations for the year ended on that date, according to the best of our information and the explanations given to us and a.'; shown

by the books of the Institute.

PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO.,

Charlered Accoimtantx.

Montreal, Quebec, January 27, 1955.
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those held on behalf of its Special Funds
Account, stood at approximately $135,800.

Chas. H. Jackson, m.e.i.c,

Treasurer

Canadian Standards
Association

Every yearly report seems to em-
phasize the growing importance of CS. A.,

and the increasing extent of its work,

The year now under review is no exception,

and as a matter of fact, there wei-e more
new standards pubhshed than in any
previous year and more work is under
way. Eighty-five standards were actually

issued, of which fifty-four were entirely

new, compared with about forty last year,

and in addition to this, a number of

committees are working on revisions, and
numerous insert-sHps have been issued

to cover minor changes that hardly caO
for a new edition of the complete standard
concerned.
The scope of the new standards is

becoming wider year by year, as can be
gathered from the fact that the 1954 new
codes vary ali the way from plumbing
brass to insecticide vapourizers and from
drawing office standards to television

antenna towers.

The standards for Mechánical En-
gineering Drawings, namely, No. B78.1, is

the fii'st of this type to deal with Canadian
practice, and is one of a group known
as the A. B. C. series dealing with the
unification of engineerng work in the
United States, Great Britain and Canada.
This standard will be widely used in the
government offices and in the Service

contracts and will gradually find a place

in the curriculum of the technical colleges

and vocational schools. The standard on
domestic television antennas, C 22.4-112,

is another one of unusual interest, as it

exemplifies the growth of television in the
country and the need of both guidance and
controí.

A comprehensive group of standards has
been issued during this last year on wood
preservation. Thirty-five individual speci-

fications in this group deal with such
matters as preservation, analysis and
terminology in this particular field.

The revised standards issued during
the year have also dealt with numerous
and divers fields, such as building material,

electrical engineering, reinforcing materiais

for concrete, plywood and so forth.

One very special publication, known as

G134.1, not exactly a standard, has made
its appearance. It deals with steel and iron

products from the point of view of listing

what is the common practice of manu-
facturers, and also expíaining, or at least

exemplifying, the terminology that has
arisen in this field.

The handbook is a useful addition to the
existing sources of Information available
to ali types of personnel concerned with
specifying, designing, purchasing and use
of steel and iron products.

Another new field in which standardiza-
tion projects have been authorized is that

•* of wood adhesives. Pre-stressed concrete,
another modem development, is repre-
sented by a special committee under the
Sectional Committee on Concrete, which
will deal with the need and natura of
specifications required in the use of this

new application of reinforced concrete.
Even hospital hazards and related sub-

jects, such as medicai housekeeping and
electrical equipment are included in the
work now being prosecuted, and soil

mechanics is responsible for a Working

Committee on Boring and Sampling being

recently established.

Again, the Canadian Electrical Code is

constantly being revised, and further

specifications expected in the very near

future will deal with such matters as

vinyl-asbestos floor tile, cleated plywood
boxes and even venetian blinds if the

interest is sufRcient.

In October the new Approvals Labora-
tories, located at Weston, Ontário, were
opened by the president, Dean R. E.
Jamie-son, m.e.i.c, who had by that time
returned from Europe where he represent-

ed the CS.A. at the Geneva meeting of

the International Standards Organization
Council.

In this new building the Approvals
Division has some 50,000 sq.ft. of floor

space on the ground levei, which offers

excellent facilities for ali their laboratory
operations and testing work.
The past year has been both busy and

successful and every branch of the
Association anticipates a stiU busier year
in 1955.

The Association suffered a very severe
loss in the death of Colonel W. R. Mc-
Cafírey, m.e.i.c, its general manager, on
July 12, 1954. He will be missed at our
meetings as his personahty was so attrac-

tive and his service so valuable during the
many years he has been with the Asso-
ciation. F. A. Sweet, m.e.i.c who has been
technical officer of the CS.A. for the past
fourteen years was appointed to succeed
Colonel McCaffrey as general manager.

Prior to the death of Colonel McCaffrey
the Asísociation suffered another scrious

loss with the death of its second vice-

president, Eric M. Coles, m.e.i.c, whose
plane was lost over Puget Sound in April
last.

P. L. Pratley, m.e.i.c,

Institute Representative

Legislation Committee
During the year two matters of im-

portance were studied by this Committee

:

Reuision^ of the Quebec Bar Act

Early in the year, a proposed revision of

the Quebec Bar Act was submitted to the
Legiíslature.

In the proposed revision there was one
article which, if approved, would have
very greatly and unjustly restricted the
activities of many engineers. This article

(Article 8, Section II) gave the legal pro-
fession the exclusive right to do many
things which are now often done by
engineers in the ordinary course of their
duties.

The Corporation of Professional En-
gineers of Quebec registered a formal
protest, and the E.I.C supported the
Corporation. A number of other profes-
sions whose rights were threatened by this

proposed revision also objected to such
exclusive rights being granted. As a result
of these many protests, this particular
paragraph of the proposed revision of the
Quebec Bar Bill was modified so as not to
conflict with the rights of other professions.

Royai Commission on Patents, Copyrighís,
Trade Marks and Industrial Designs

On June 30, the chairman of the above
Royai Commission invited the Engineer-
ing Institute of Canada to make any
representations before the Commission
that it considered relevant.

After consultation with a number of
people actively engaged in the field of
patent work, both members of the
Institute and non-members, a letter was

sent to the Royai Commission on Jul

28 giving the Institute's views on certai;

matters. Very briefly, it was stated that —

!

(a) In ali major respects the Canadiai
Patent Act is excellent.

(b) Section 41 of the Act discriminatei

against the new production of tb
chemical engineer and chemist ii

relation to products intended fo

food or medicine and produced by i

chemical method. Such discrimina

tion is bad and should be ehminated

(c) Long delays oceur in dealing witl

patent appUcations.

(d) Care should be taken in avoidinj

confusion between the purpose o

the Patent Act and that of legisla-

tion relating to combines anc
restrictive trade practices.

(e) The Industrial Design Act badlj

needs revision.

On October 15, the opportunity was
taken to submit a further memorandua
in which the points previously brought up
were emphasized, and a further inatter

the importance of finding a better defini-

tion of the term "patentable inveution'

than at present in use, was stressed.

As a result of these letters, the Institutí

was invited to appear before the Com-
mission at public hcarings. In view of tht

fact that many members of the Institute

actively engaged in patent work, and or
whose advice the letters were written, art

appearing before the Commission on behab
of other organizations, it was decided tc

decline the invitation to appear.
It is not considered necessary to pursut

j|

this matter any further, although shoulc «

it develop that the Institute can make ^

any further contribution, the matter wil
[

be taken up again. í

E. D. Gray-Donald, m.e.i.c,
j

Chairmarm

Library and House E

Committee
y

On behalf of your Library and House
Committee, the foUowing report is sub-
mitted:

—

Due to the extensive renovation pro-

gram carried out in Headquarters building

during 1953, very litt e work was under-
taken in the past year. The offices of the
general secretary and of his assistant were
redecorated, but nothing else was done.
No other matters requiring the attention

of the Library and House Committee
arose during 1954.

F. L. Lawton, m.e.i.c,

Chairman

Library Report
There have been several changes in the

Library staff during the past year, and
naturally this has led to a certain lack of

continuity in the department. However,
the overall picture for 1954 shows in-

creased activity in almost ali aspects of

library work.
Work continues on the never-ending

task of the cataloguing and classifying of

new books. 413 have been processed, and| t

a total of 1896 cards typed for the cardh
catalogue. As the number of books classi- ;

fied is larger than that of new books (

received in the library during the year, it '

is hoped that, with the enthusiastic co- i

operation of ali members of the staff, the
new books will be fully processed by
the end of 1955, then a start will be made
on the re-classifying of those older books
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\hich so far have not been arranged by
ubject.

During the year, a total of 309 books

aving a value of over $2,400 were

íeived for review in The Engineering

• iimal. We would like to take this

pportunity of thanking the publishers for

heir continued co-operation. Of the book

(ites published in the Library Notes

oction of the Journal, 250 were prepared

\- the library stafí, and 88 were supplied

the Engineering Societies Library in

w York.
The library received 147 standards

luring the year, short reviews of these

.Iso being included in the Library Notes.

I'he Engineering Institute of Canada is a

lepository library for Canadian stand-

i ds, and contains a complete set which

uembers inay consult at any time. Mem-
lers may also order through the library

he Standards of the Canadian, British

iid American Standards Associations.

Of the more than 600 periodicals

M^eived regularly in the library, many
me in exchange for The Engineering

nimal. During 1954, a further 10 were

dded to the exchange list, making the

ital value of material received in this

vay over $900.

There has been a marked increase in the

lumber of orders placed for members. In

!)53 an even 500 were sent out, while

^1 1954 there were 642. This total was

mj,
lade up of 409 orders for books, pam-

>nj
(hlets and photostats, and 233 for

l^y
leriodical publications of other profes-

jiilL

ional societies with which the Institute

ias exchange agreements. Any book or

lampblet may be ordered through the

jIi^
ibrary, and although these cannot be

upplied at less than retail prices, mem-
lers are saved the inconvenience in the

ase of imported books, of deahng with

ustoms and foreign exchange.

During the year, 30 bibliographies on a

ride variety of subjects were prepared for

lUt-of-town members, and there are now
m file 735 bibUographies covering almost

s many subjects.

A total of 2,820 people used the library

furing 1954, and 2,512 requests for

iformation were received over the phone,

vnd 937 by mail, making a combined total

if 5,820 requests, if it is assumed that ali

hose using the library were in search of

foformation. This is an increase of 200
Wer 1953. Almost 3,000 items were

l oulated outside the library, and 5,700
)oks, magazines, Índices, etc. used in the
iiary. It is interesting to note that 700
ms were loaned to other libraries, an

iLcrease of 100 over last year; 66 items
vere borrowed from other libraries for

uembers' use.

The library is open to ali members, and
hera are now 810 who have deposits in the

ibrary. The deposit is made to ensure the
lafe return of books loaned, rather than
o charge a rental fee as is the practice in

iome libraries. It is expected that each
nember wishing to borrow books wiU
ilace his own deposit. The attention of

nembers is drawn to the library regula-
ions which are published each month in

he Library Notes section of The Engineer-
ing Journal.

AU enquiries received from members are

í landled as quickly as possible. In most
j,j nstances there is httle or no delay, but

lome enquiries require considerable work.
Members are asked to give as much
nformation as possible when making
requests, in order to help us speed up our
lervices, wh'ch we are always endeavour-

,1(
Dg to do.

çj
lij

(Miss) Shirley Courtis,

Chief Librarian

Membership Committee
This committee reports to Counoil

that it has, so far, failed to find any
means of increasing the membership of the
Institute from eUgible non-members com-
parable to the setting up of new Rranches.
The committee is of tho opinion that an
increase in the number of Student Mem-
bers could be secured by sustained action

by the addition of a permanent staff

member charged with this responsibility.

Student Members shortly becomc Mem-
bers.

H. R. SiLLS, M.E.I.C,

Chairman

Life Members' Committee
A meeting of the committee was held on

November 12. The report of the work to

date with the results of the voluntary
contributioiís was read, showing a total

of 531 Life Members and voluntary con-

tributions of $2,003. Most of this amount
was contributed in 1953, as no contribu-

tion was requested in 1954. Even so, in

spite of this a small amount was received.

It is the intention of the committee to

increase the voluntary fund in 1955 and
Life Members will be advised.

After fuU discussion the members of the

committee agreed unanimously to use

$1,000 of the fund to pay for one of the

four copies of the film "Leonardo da
Vinci", which are being purchased by the

Institute for general circulation by ali

branches in their respective communities.

At the end of 1954 membership was:

Canada 473
Britain 17

United States 37
Foreign 3

530

Life Members reside in nine provinces in

Canada, in 133 towns and cities and are

members of forty-two branches. About
45 per cent of the members have retired

from active work.

J. A. FrEELAND, M.E.I.C,

Chairman

Papers Committee
The one specific duty allocated to this

committee, was to arrange in co-operation

with Headquarters, for the papers for the

annual meeting to be held in Toronto in

Mav 1955.

The committee considered that ali mem-
bers of the E.I.C. should be advised that

worthwhile papers would receive every

consideration, and if acceptable, would be

given a place in the annual meeting

program. A notice to this eÉfect was

published in the November issue of the

Journal. This notice did not produce many
suggestions.

Accordingly the Committee has been

chiefly concerned in considering papers

that have been submitted for consideration

by the members of the Committee itself,

and, of course, by Headquarters staff who
keep continually in touch during the year

with authors and subjects, that they

consider might be suitable for presenta-

tion at the annual meeting.

As the annual meeting will be held in

Toronto, the Toronto Branch was asked

to suggest, and arrange for, a large

proportion of the papers particularly

those that would be of interest to Ontário

members.
The committee member from Toronto,

H W. Paterson, was able to organize a
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local group who havo been very helpful-

This year the committee has endeavour-
ed to finalize the program oarlicr than
u.sual so that copies of papers to be
presented at tho annual mc^oting would be
in the hands of Hciadquarters staff early

enough to have pre-prints made to facili-

tate making arrangeinonts for discu.ssion,

and to arrange for publication, if the
paper was thought to be suitable for the

Journal.
For two yoars now, a procedure has

been rougliíy establishcd for the con-
sideration of suitable papers. The mere
fact of having authors and subjects

considered by a committee, brings to the
final approval of a paper the wide expe-
ricnce of a number of members and should
eventually tend to raise the quality of

papers pre.sented; at least it should climi-

nate unsuitable papers from the j)rogram,

one or two of which, seem to bc advocated
each year. Even so, control of the quality

of the papers still leaves something to be
desired.

The committee would like to see steps

taken to foster the desire of our members
to prepare satisfactory papers for the

annual, and other meetings of the Insti-

tute, but are not yet in a position to

make definite suggestions as to how this

can be done.
The committee hopes that its work will

be continued next year with a certain

continuity of membership so that the ideas

that have been expressed at meetings may
not be lost but, in the course of time, put
into effect and an effective procedure
established for the solicitation, considera-

tion, and final acceptance of papers.

Mr. E. C. Luke of Headquarters staff

contributed immeasurably to the work of

the committee in his capacity as secretary.

E. R. SmALLHORN, M.E.I.C,

Chairman

Committee
on Professional Interests

The committee has been studying the

question of unionization of engineers since

early fali, and while we have not yet

come forth with any conclusion as to what
recommendations we would like to place

before Council, there has been a good
deal of correspondence between the mem-
bers of the committee, and the chairman
has had several very interesting con-

versations with members of the Institute

who are interested in this subject. I think

I can State definitely that at the moment
there does not seem to be any great urge

on behalf of Canadian cngineere to join

or belong to, or become affiliated with,

any union.

I think that one of the most interesting

things that has happened receutly is the

case of the engineers eniployed by the

B.C. Electric Company who have won
their point and are now free to join or not

to join any union, whcreas previously,

as I understand it, they were included in

a bargaining unit. To my mind, this

question of unionization of engineers is a

subject that will require continuai study

by this committee, and I ain hopeful that

we will come forth with some concrete

proposals in the near future.

E. B. JUBIEN, M.E.I.C,

Chairman

Committee on Prairie

Water Problems
The Prairie Water Problems Com-

mittee did not hold any actual meetings
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during 1954, but its members kept an
active intercst iii the development of

western waters.

During the year the P.F.R.A. have
completed a new irrigation dam on the

Little Bow River, north of Lethbridge,

Alberta, called the Travers Dam. This

dam eliminates a section of the irrigation

canal which has been very difheult to

maintain and will improve the regulation

of ílow for the irrigable áreas formerly

administered by the Canada Land and
Irrigation Company.
A very heavy program of construction

on the distribution system of the St.

Mary's — Milk River development was
carried out during the year. The system
has now been extended between Taber
and Medicine Hat so that in 1955 some
land very close to Medicine Hat will have
water available. During 1954 water was
made available to some 70,000 new acres,

and it is anticipated that it will be avail-

able to an additional 40,000 in 1955. It is

very giatifying to the committee to

realize that the expectations of the St.

Mary's — Milk River development are

being realizcd.

G. A. Gaherty, m.e.i.c,

Chairman

Committee on the
Training and Welfare
of the Young Engineer
As in previous years Professional

Development Courses for youiig engineer-

ing graduates have been promoted by
Colonel Grant, íield secretary, during his

visits to the branches. During 1954 the

following courses were in operation: —
Toi ont o 3 courses

Hamilton 3
"

Niagara Falis. 2
"

Winnipeg 1 course

Kootenay Branch 1
"

Saguenay Branch 1
"

Halifax iias started one course since Janu-
ary 1955.

London Branch is negotiating with the

University of Western Ontário to give a
Business Administration course but this

is not yet settled.

The Field Secretary's Office also reports

that the courses seem to be most popular
in the large branches because it is easier

to get a variety of speakers in the cities.

In the smaller branches it is the júnior

engineers who want non-engineering Infor-

mation, and once they start a course they
continue from one year to another for the
reason that they enjoy the meetings so

much and seem to get so much out of the
talks.

There may be courses running that we
do not know about but ali the above
Branches have written in to the field

secretary's office so that we can report
definiteíy on those.

George B. Moxon, m.e.i.c,

Chairman

Pubhcations Committee
The thirty-sixth year of publication of

The Engineering Journal proved to be its

biggest. The number of copies printed
exceeded 200,000 and the average monthlj'
circulation was 16,159 copies.

Of the 1153 pages of reading material
or a monthly average of 96, 521 were
devoted to technical papers, or a monthly
average of 43 pages. The remainder was
made up of items of topical interest.

It will be noted that the volume of
technical and editorial matter was practi-

cally the same as that of advertising

matter. This high ratio of reading matter
is not usually found in Canadian technical

publications.

Your committee and the Journal staff

made every effort to publish technical

papers covering every phase of engineer-

ing development. An analysis of the

nature of the 70 papers printed foliows:

Chemical 4
Civil 19
Electrical 12

Mechanical 19
Miscellaneous 16

The committee extend their thanks and
appreciation to ali authors, correspondents

and advertisers.

Some new and special features jvere

adopted in 1954. In May a section was
inaugurated featuring news receivcd from
various provincial professional engineer-

ing associations. During the last war it was
necessary to forego the printing of

abstracts of engineering papers which had
been a feature of the Journal for a number
of years. Commencing with the August
issue this abstract section was revived

and 35 abstracts were presented in the

five remaining issues. During the coming
year it is hoped to increase the number of

these abstracts.

The November issue was devoted to the

Kitimat project. This included 11 papers
totalling 98 pages of text.

The gross cost of production increased

over that of the preceding year but the
revLsed advertising rates approved by
Council more than offset it. The average
cost was 87.4 cents per copy or .$10.49 per

year per subscriber.

Last year your Publications Com-

mittee recommended that a larger reserve

of technical papers for publication be kept
available to prevent the occurrence of

periods of scarcity of material. We are

happy to report that results were satis-

factory. Again this committee stresses the

need for this condition in order to provide

a variety of articles and thereby satisfy

the requirements of our readers.

21,650 reprints of technical articles

were ordered last year, an increase of 16

per cent over the preceding year. This,

together with the many letters of com-
mendation received during the year, indi-

cate a continued satisfaction and interest

in the Journal.
A sub-committee has been formed

under the chairmanship of Professor R. de

L. French to study the advisability of the

publication of Transactions. Its task will

start with a study of similar publications

by other engineering groups and will also

cover the multitudinous aspects of this

problem related to the Institute.

A reader's interest survey was initiated

in the fali in the form of a quest ionnair"

sent, monthly, to 100 members picked at

random and located in various parts ol

Canada. It is hoped that in one year thí

canvassing of 1,200 representative mem-
bers of the Institute will help guide futurí

Publications Committees and the editoria

staff in their policies. The number o:

replies has been quite gratifying, som<
monthly returiis amounting to 57 pei

cent of the questionnaires sent.

Your committee held five meeting
during the year. Ali were well attended
its members and by the Headquartere
staff.

G. N. Martin, m.e.i.c,

Chairmat

E.I.C. Annual Meetings

May 11-12-13, 1955

Royai York Hotel,

Toronto, Ont.

May 23-24-25, 1956

Montreal, Que.

June 12-13-14, 1957

Banff, Alta.
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Executive. R. G. HARRIS A. C. DIMOCK

R. O. MULCASTER
(Ex-Officio). M. L. ZIRUL M. L. WADE
Sec.-Treas., H. D. DkBECK,

c/o Water Rights Brancli,
•)I5 ColuTiihia Street,
Kanilí.ops, B.C.

CORNER BUUOK
'Chairmnn, F. H. CLARK
Vice-Chair.. G. P. HOBBS
(Ex-Officin). E. HINTON
Treasurer, W. S. READ
Secretary, GORDON T. TIBBO,

c/o Bowater's Nfld. Pulp & Paper
Mills Ltd..
Mechanical Dept.,
Corner Bn ok, Nfld.
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HALIFAX
Chairman, W. A. DEVEREAUX
Vice-Chair., M. S. HICKS
Executive, .1. D. FRASER S. W. KENNEY

G. A. CUNNINGHAM
O. K. SMITH O. H. MANUEL
R. D. T. WICKWTRE

, R. F. McALPINE E. C. PARSONS
,1. .J. KINLEY F. H. TREMAINE

(Ex-Officio). A. R. HARRINGTON
A. E. FLYNN O. N. MANN
J. W. MacDONALD I. P. MacNAB

Sec.-Treas., Prof. K. F. MARGINSON,
Dalhousie Universit.y,
Halifax, N.S.

HAMILTON
Chairman.

^Vice-Chair.,
Executive,

F. E. MILNE
.1. J. KELLY
p. B. .\NNAN I. M. MacDONALD

.1. A. REID

N. a. EAGER

R. N. DOBSON
(Ex-Officio), W. A. WHETEN

N. A. PARRY
Sec.-Treas.. A. F. BARNARD,

c/o Canadian Wcstinghoiise Co.,
Plant No. 1,

Sanford .\ve., Hamilton, Ont.

HURONIA
Chairman, F. ALPORT
Sec.-Treas., L. MORGANTE,

63 Penetang Street, Orillia, Ont.

KIINGSTON

Chairman,
Vice-Chair..
Executive,

C. H. R. CAMPLING
A. V. CORLETT
D. R. GRAHAM A. F. TROTTER

J. CUMMINSC. W. JONES
J. F. WILLIAMS

(Ex-Officio), S. H. ROCHESTER D. L. RIGSBY
Asst. Sec. J. F. A. SMYTHE
Sec.-Trea.i., E. C. REID,

c/o -Aluminum Company of Canada
Li mited, P.O. Box 136, Kingston
Ont.

LONDON
Chairman. D. N. COOKE
Vice-Chair., R. S. CUTHBERTSON
Executive, D. J. BIRD H. R. HAYMJ

D. J. MATTHEWS R. W. MEEKI
C. H. OSHOlíNE

(Ex-Officio), I. D. PATTERSON
V. A. McKILLOP

Sec.-Treas., D. M. JENKI.NS,
c/o General Motors Di<»el Ltd.,

London, Ont.

LOWER ST. LAWRENCE
Chairman, L. G. McLAREN
Vice-Chair., T. A. BERNIER
Executive, }. R. JONC.\S
(Ex-Officio), L. P. DANCOSE
Sec.-Treas., JEAN R. MENARD,

P.O. Box 460, Rimouski, Que.

MONCTON
Chairman, M. F. K. LEIGHTON
Vice-Chair., T. H. DICKSON
Executive, G. E. FRANKLIN

B. B. HANSON
G. E. SMITH
R. F. WEIR

(Ex-Officio). N. B. EAGLES
W. D. G. STRATTON
R. T. SANSOM

Sec.-Treas.. V. C. BLACKETT.
49 Lynch St.,

Moncton, N.B.

A. W. PUHl
H. L. puhI

MONTREAL
Chairman. C. E. FROST
Vice-Chair., E. D. GRAY-DONALD
Executive, .L E. L. ROY J. ARCHA.MBA

R. F. SHAW R. BI
T. N. DAVIDSON P. W. G0<

(Ex-Officio), R. L. DUNSMORE A. D. E
J. B.STIRLING F. L. LAW
I. R. TAIT D. C. MacCAU
J. BENOIT E. R. SMALLHt
I. BROUILLET G. X. M.4.B

Sec.-Treas., R. J. HARVEY,
Bell Tclephone Co. of Canada
Room 142.1—1050 Beaver Hall
Montreal, Que.
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L. BREAKEY
C. W. HENRY

E. JAKOBSOXS

KWFOUNDLAINI)

Chairman, \VM. \VAT80X
Vice-Chair.. C. U. COXROV
Executive. A. M. BUTT

E. L. BALL
B. E. HICGINS

(Ex-Offi<io). E. DICKINSOX
C. A. KXIOHT

Sec.-Treas.. C. W. HEXRY.
c 'o Xewfoundland Light and
Power Co., Ltd.,

St. .lohii s, Xfid.

ORTH NOVA SCOTIA

Chairman. F. C. MORRISOX
{Bx-Officio), ]. L. CAVAXAGH
.Sec.-Treas.. D. C. DUNBAR,

Pictoii County Power Board,
New Glasgow, N.S.

lAGAKA 1»E!NINSULA

rhairman, H. D. DAVISOX
Vic^-Chair., C. H. KILLORAN
K.recutife, U. C. L. JOE H. S. LUNDY

G. W. INCE C. A. McDONALD
P. L. CLIMO W. A. SCOTT
G. W. T. RICHARDSON

(Ex-Oficio), A. .J. BENNETT P. E. BUSS
Sec.-Treas., C. E. WILLIAMSON,

c/o Pl3'mouth Cordage Co. of

Canada Liiiiitpd, Welland P.O. Box
518, Welland, Ont.

11'ISSING AND UPPER OTTAWA
Chairman, .1. W. MILLAR
V,ce-Chair., R. R. PRESCOTT
Execidire, N. A. BURKE J. F. KENNEDY

T. C. MrXAKlí J. S. COOPER
GEO. .1. BIA LI K E. D. FORSYTHE

lEx-Offu io), .K. K GRLM.MER
R. G. DYE
R. A. BOOY

Src.-Treas., E. A. WATSON,
892 .Jane St.,

North Bay, Ont.

ORTH EASTERN ONTÁRIO
Chairman, G. G. M. EASTWOOD
Vn:e-ChaÍT.. A. A. KIDD
Execulive, .1. R. KARTZlMARK

D. WHILLANS F. CAMPLING
J. BUSBY R. McROBERTS
W^ LEMISKI M. McLEAN

Ex-Officio), C. W. BOAST G. C. LYOX
C. D. McCULLOCH

Sec.-Treas.. .(. B. FREDERICK,
Cieneral Delivery.
Kapiiskasing, Ont.

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND
Chairman, E. S. CHAXDLER
Execulive, C. F. BUCKIXGHAM

N. STEWART
J. MacDOXALD K. C. MARTIN

{Ex-Officio). G. J. HAYi:s
Sec.-Treas.. W^ R. BKI:;XX.\N,

Public Utilities Coniniií.>ion.
P.O. Box 45.5,

Charlottetown, P.E.I.

QUEBEC
Life Hon.

Cliair.. A. R. DECARY
Chairman. GUILLAUME PIETTE
Vice-Chair., L. P. BOXNEAU
Execulire. GUY BABIXEAU

P. BOUSQUET
C. E. PLAMOXDO.X
L. SWIFT
R. BKHXIER
1'. II. l.AXGLAIS

(Ex-Officin). .L O. .\L\RTINEAU
G. DEMEPS
A. E. PARÉ
G. E. SARAULT

Sec.-Treas., ROGER DES.L\RDIXS,
Public Service Board,
Court House, Quebec, Que.

SAGUENAY
Chairman. F. A. DAGG
Vice-Chair., A. H. .JOHNSTON
Executive. .1. D. BILODEAU A. B. SINCLAIR

K. W. CAMPBELL J. S. TAYLOR
L. D. LAVEXTURE

O. S. GISLASON
{Ex-Officio). G. K. CLEMENT H. R. FEE

W. W. ROBERTSON
Sec.-Treas.. C. C. LOUTTIT,

.527 Noruiandie Street, .\rvida. Que.

SAINT .lOHN

T. C. HIGGINSOX
F. L. DOTY
,L (;. BISHOP
H. N. DAY
,1. J. DONAHUE
H. W. TOWNSHEND

(Ex-Officio), R. M. RICHARDSON
.1. A. B. BRENAN
.1. REED
E. E. WHE.ATLEY
•T. W. G. SCOTT,

280 King Street E.,
Saint .lohn, N.B.

Chairman,
Vice-Chair
Exe<-utire,

Sec.-Treas.,

SAULT STE. MARIE

Chairman, W. I). ADA.MS
Vice-Chair.. A. M. WILSOX
Executive. G. L. BROWX T. L. B. HA.MIJN

K. .1. KEXYON D. SCHMIDT
(Ex-Officio). D. C. MOLCIATE W. T. BUTLEIi
Sec.-Treas., R. 11. TOOLEY,

112 Lansdowne .Ave.,

Siiwlt Stc. Marie, Ont.

SUDBURY

Chairman, F. A. ORAXGE
Vice-Chair., W. S. BLACK
Executive, .1. E. QUANCE H. M. WIUTTLES

L. T. LANE J. F. McCALLUM
(Ex-Officio), E. R. EATOX W. ,J. RIPLEY
Sec.-Treas., A. D. FIXLAYSON,

362 Wellington Heiglius,
Sudbur.v, Ont.

TORONTO

Chairman, M. W. HUGíiINS
Vif.e-Chair.. K. F. TUPPER
Executice. H. FEALDMAN .). W.MíOSS

J. H. IXGHAM R. C. NORGROVK
E. R. DAVIS I. S. WIDDIFIELD
D. R. BU({XS R. S. SEGSWORTH

{Ex-Officio). H. Mc'.MUUHAV
W. H. PATERSOX
C. D. CARRUTHERS
J. G. HALL
C. R. nA\TS

AssL-Sec. B. K. WILLARl)
Sec.-Treas.. L. F. BRESOLIX,

c/o Engineering Instituto of Canada,
236 Avenue Road,
Toronto, Ont.

VANCOUVER

Chairman, W. O. RICHMOND
Vice-Chair., L. B. STACEY
Executive, F. M. CAZALET K. Y. LOCKHEAD

J. C. OLIVER R. E. WILKINS
R. A. McLACHLAN P. N. BLAND

(Ex-Officio), S. H. deJONG E. L. HARTLEY
J. E. MACDONALD

Treasurer, E. S. HARE
Secretary, C. P. JONES,

4130 Capilano Road,
North Vancouver, B.C.

G. P. MILTON
MARTIN CYR

OKTHERN NEW BRUNSWICK
Chairman, G. A. KIRNER
Vice-Chair., W. S. HOSKING
Executive. R. A. CAMERON

G. E. McLELLEN
D. C. MacCALLUM T. TURGEON

Ex-Officio), R. C. EDDY E. C. BANNERMAN
Sec.-Treas., O. J. MELANSON,

New Brun.swick International Paper
Co., Dalhousie. N.B.

TAWA

I
Chairman, li. V. LEGGET
Vice-Chair.. W. B. PENNOCK

I
Executive, H. C. BROWX .1. X. PRITCJIARD

W. A. CAPELLE C. E. IIOWARD
C. B. CRAWFORD D. B. REES

(Bx-Officio), R. E. HAYES T. FOULKES
A. 11. GRAVES J. J. GREEN
B. G. BALLARD

Treasurer, 11. CllAPUT
S$crelary, G. A. SUTHERLAND,

Radio and Electrical Engrg. Div.,
XatioiuU Research Council,
Ottawa, Ont.

KTERBOROIJGH
Chairman, D. A. LAMO.XT
liieculive, W. H. ACKIIURST

D. T. BATH
D, G. DONALDSOX
R. H. STUART
M. M. ULOTH

Ex-Officio), A. R. HAILEY R.
11. R. SILLS R.
.1. P. WATTS

Sec.-Treas.. .1. I. BECKÍS,
c/o Canadian General Electric
Cotnpanj',
Peterborough, Ont.

•ORT HOPE
Hon. Chair.,.]. G. G. KERRY
Chairman. W. S. R.\YNOR
(Ex-Officio), R. C. WILSOX
Sec-Treat., J. L. SYLVESTER.

71 Walton St.. Port Hope, Ont.

A. BLOUNT
L. DOBBIN

ST. MAURICE VALLEY
Chairman,
Vice-Chair.
Executive,

(Ex-Officio)
Treasurer,
Secretary,

E. R. McMULLEN
T. G. EDGEWORTH
A. T. FAR.MER C. W. KERRY
j. u. mori;au j. k. murphy
J. W. KORCZ ,1. E. B. SAWYER
J. CORBOULD J. B. SWEENEY
E. E. COPPING L. A. ROBILLARD
D. M. McKIM
L. A. PATTISON,

c/o Shawinigan Water <fe Power Co.,

C. & D. Dept., P.O. Box No. 608,
Three Rivers, Que.

SARNIA
.1. E. HARRIS
R. A. McGEACHY
J. GUTHRIE W. S. CHISHOLM
.1. E. KEOUGII .1. R. CONNELL

(Ex-Officio), E. W. DILL
G. R. HENDERSON
C. PHELPS
K. E. BENTLEY,
495 Devonshire Road,
Sarnia, Ont.

Chairman.
Vice-Chair.
Executive,

Treasurer,
Secretary,

SASKATCHEWAN
Chairman, G. N. MUNRO
Vice-Chair., W. R. STAPLES
Executive, A. F. G. CARROLL

R. PETERSON
W. L. SHAlíPE
W. M. BERRY
E. C. B. MACNABB
W. G. McKAY
I. M. FRASER

(Ex-Officio), A. TUBBY
I. M. FR.ASER
J. JONSSOX
G. W. PARKINSON
F. E. ESTLIN

Sec.-Treas., R. BIXG-WO,
2043 Cameron St.,

Regina, Sask.

VANCOUVER ISLAND

Chairman,
Vice-Chair.,
Executive,

A. G. BALLA.XTYNE
N. .1. GOODE
R. BOWERIXG
J. ROBERTSOX

(Ex-Officio), W. H. BOWMAN
T. A. .1. LEACH

Sec.-Treas., Cnidr. P. F. FAIRFULL,
Es(iuinialt Drvdock,
Box 248, Victoria, B.C.

WINNIPEG

II. C. THURBER
W'. G. H. CAM

Chairman,
Vice-Chair.,
Executive, T. H. KIRBY

W. B. WHITE
E. M. SCOTT

G. B. WILLIAMS
.1. HOOGSTRATEX
G. W. MOULE
D. M. STEPHENS
R. N. SHARPE
N. S. BUBBIS L. A. BATEMAN
N. A. WILLIAMS G. XEWMAN
C. D. WORBY

(Ex-Offtcio), J. L. CHARLES
C. V. AXTEXBRING
C. L. FISHER C. P. HALTALIN

Sec.-Treas., C. S. LANDON,
P.O. Box .541, Winnipeg, Man.

YUKON

Chairman, M. C. SUTHERLAND-BROWN
Sec.-Treas., .JOHN L. PHELPS,

P.O. Box 300, Whitchoríe. Y.T.

ONTÁRIO DIVISION

Chairman, A. E. BERRY
Vice-ChaxT., G. R. HENDERSON
Treasurer, G. R. TURNER
Secretary, O. H. ROGERS
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Abstracts oí Reports írom Branáes
Note— For Membership and Financial

Statements see pages 278 - 280

Amherst Branch
In its second yciir of activity this

Branch held six meetings during tho year.

At the March meeting J. K. Young
gave a ver>' interesting and highly informa-
tive talk on the "Design of Steel Culverts"
which was vevy wcll lecoivcd.

In April the Branch hcld an Iron Ring
cereniony at Mount Allison University
with a buffet luncheon at the fanious
Marshlands Inn in Sackville. Twelve of

the Branch mcmber.s received the iron
ring. A delegation from Halifax joined this

meeting and carried out the ceremony.
In May the Branch held its annual

meeting and the new executive was ap-
pointed with D. R. Robson as chairman:
J. K. Young as vice-chairman; G. A. Jesty
as secretarv-treasurer ; and O. R. Sweetser,
E. H. Henderson, F. C. Wightman as the
executive committee. L. E. Burrill was
appointed in June to serve as councillor
for the Branch for a two-year term.

In October J. N. Ritchie gave a very
informative talk on the "Proposal for

Unity", and this was foUowed by a lengthy
diecussion.

In November Amherst was honoured
once again with a visit from Dr. L. F.
Grant who talked on Branch affairs,

E.C.P.D., and confederation.

Belleville Branch
During 1954, eight general meetings

were held, the minutes of which have been
íiled. The topics of the addresses given
covered a variety of subjects including the
Kitimat Power Project, the Seven Islands
Iron Ore Development, St. Lawrence Sea-
way, Shell Moulding of Plastics and Cor-
rosion of Materials. Good attendance at
these meetings indicated a continuing in-

terest in the activities of the Institute.

A Professional development course con-
sisting of 20 lectures sponsored hy the
BeUeviUe Branch in co-operation with
Queen's University was held during the
fali and winter of 1954. Fifty-five people
were emolled in the course and the high
attendance spoke well for its popularity.
The Branch sponsored a $25.00 prize to

be given to a Grade XIII student at the
Belleville Collegiate who planned to take
au engineering course and who had the
highest standing in english, álgebra, tri-

gonometry, geometry, physics and chemis-
try. This prize was won by George Hosang
and was pre.sented by A. O. Drysdale at
the commencement exorcises of the Col-
legiate on October 27.

Border Cities Branch
There were nine successful meetings

held throughout the year. A wide variety
of topics was presented. Two joint meet-
ings were included, one with. the Chemical
Institute of Canada—Essex-Kent Section,
and the other with the American Society
of Tool Engineers—Windsor Chapter. A
plant tour of the new Albert J. Brain
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pumping station and Windsor filtration

plant was of great interest. The third an-

nual engineers' dinner dance sponsored by
the Branch was a huge success.

A Professional development course was
not given during the 1953-54 season. Steps
are being taken to stage a course this year.

For the third year the operation of the

Ladies' AuxUiary has been a success. Three
general mt^etings were held during the
year. The interest groups, namely, leather-

craft, bowling, bridge and smocking, are

continuing with even greater success than
last year. The membership totais 95.

Brockville Branch
During 1954, its inaugural year, the

Brockville Branch held a variety of meet-
ings. Starting with a background of ex-

perience of other bianches as reported in

the Journal, we felt our way carefuUy to

determine the wishes and needs of the
members. Seven regular meetings were
held, plus an annual meeting, and two
special meetings.
The June regular meeting took the form

of an evening boat cruise and picnic. The
September meeting was a field trip to the
plant of the Canada Starch Company. Of
the remaining íive regular meetings, three
were dinner meetings and two were evening
sessions followed by light refreshments, as
was the case also for thíe amiual meeting in

December.
The average attendance of members at

the meetings was about fifty per cent, in

addition to which a few prospective mem-
bers were welcomed as guests. The best
attended meeting, a joint meeting with the
C.I.C., featured as speaker T. S. Jolmston,
president of the Interprovincial Pipe Line
Company. This was closely followed by a
talk and movie on AJcan's Kitimat de-
velopment. In May a joint dinner meeting
with the provincial Association of Profes-
sional Engineers was also well attended.
The subject was "A Plan for Unity". The
special meetings, both of which took the
form of dinners followed by dancing, were
the January inaugural meeting and the
presidential visit in October. In this way
the branch had the honour of hearing di-

rectly from two presidents in one year.
At the annual meeting it was recommended
to the incoming executive that the ex-
ploration of various possible forms of
meeting be continued during 1955; and
also that the program include experi-
mentally a proportion of meetings to hear
papers with a specialized technical íiavour.
This policy was not followed during the
first season because the size of the Branch
and the variety of engineering fiiilds repre-
sented. One problem for which no solution
was proposed during the past season was
that of maintaining contact with our ten
per cent of non-resident members.

Calgary Branch
During the year eight general meetings

were held. Topics discussed at these meet-
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ings were: "What Makes a Substance a|

Mineral in Law as Distinct From the
Engineering World"; "Building Research!
and the New National Building Code";
"The St. Lawrence Power and Seaways'
Project"; "Canadian Standards Associa-!

tion" ;
"25 Years in Designing and Building

'

Dams"; "Random Remarks on Roads";!
"Can You Take a Picture of It ?" and'
"Television Techniques".
Another men's smoker was held in Sep-i

tember. This proved to be an outstanding
success and was an excellent way to get the

fali program rolling.

The Branch enjoyed a presidential visit

during the year at which time a general!

meeting was held on February 9. The!
president and his party met with the P]xe-

cutive Committee on February 8.

The annual "Slide Rule Soirée" was
held again in February. This formal affair

is becoming one of the highlights of the
Branch year.

The regular Monday luncheon meetings
are proving as successful as ever with both
interest and attendance at a high peak.
The Calgary Branch for various reasons

has not undertaken as yet any Professional

Development courses.

Interest in Branch activity has remained
high and 1954 has been another very suc-

cessful year. '

Cape Breton Branch
There were six meetings in 1954, fivt

of which were held in the Isle Royak
Hotel, Sydney, N.S. The average attend-|

ance at these meetings was 33, excepi
for the June lobster party which was en-l

joyed by 78 members and friends at thtl

summer home of W. E. Clarke, a Lifíl

Member since July of this year. 1

A joint meeting with the Sydney groupf
of the Chemical Institute of Canada waíi

held on March 26 at which Dr. F. Morrisor
was the speaker. Logue Industrial Equip
ment Limited of Sydney assisted us ii

putting on this meeting. The April meetinj
of the Branch was addressed by Alexandc
McKendrick, a British refractories engi
neer. Gartcraig (Canada) Limited mad*
Mr. McKendrick's visit possible. Th<
Institute field secretary visited the Brancl
in November and a Branch meeting wa:
held sponsored by the Railway Powe:
Engineering Company. I

A Professional Development coural
was not organized this year. 1

It was with some satisfaction to memj
bers that the Leonard Medal was awardefj
jointly for a paper written by two member
of the Branch C. M. Anson, and the lati

C. B. Archibald.
Individual representatives attended thi

annual and professional meeting of thi

Institute at Quebec City in May and th.

Maritime professional meeting at Digby
in September.
The proposal on unity in the engineer 4

ing profession made by J. Herbert Smith
when president of the Ontário Associatioi

of Professional Engineers, was discussc'

by members of this Branch. In general i
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was received favourably and with agree-

ment on the de.sirabilit.y of principies

contained in the proposal.

Central British Columbia
Branch

The Central British Columbia Branch
lovers the south central portion of British
( 'olumbia. Since the economy of the area

IS chiefiy based on the primary industries

,
such as agriculture, logging and mining,

I

alarge proportion of the Branch's member-
! ship is engaged in the field of civil engineer-

! ing connected with these industries.

During the year, the Branch held five

fxecutive and four general meetings in the

eities of Kamloops, Vernon, Kelow na and

I

Penticton. Ali the general meetings were

j
dinner meetings held jointly with the

. Central B.C. Branch of the B.C. Engineer-

i

ing Society. The average attendance at

1 meetings was about 35.

Meeting programs featured films and
. talks. Highlights of the year's activities
' were field trips to inspect the new Royalite
Oil Refinery at Kamloops and the Okana-
gan Flood Contro! Project at Penticton.

I

I
j

Corner Brook Branch
j 'l

During the year 1954 the Corner Brook
; ; Branch held four business meetings which
Iwere fairly well attended. Two technical

I

meetings were held at which papers were
presented and followed by discussion

Iperiods and refreshments. Two meetings
featured the showing of industrial films.

The film "The Kitimat Project", made
'available through the courtesy of a local

firm, was particularly enjoyed.
In February a special meeting was held

to honour the visit of Colonel L. F. Grant,
past-president and field secretary of the
Institute. Colonel Grant gave a talk on
the St. Lawrence waterway, which was
jof great interest to the members. Refresh-
|ments were served at the close of the meet-
ing-

.\ Ladies' Night was held at the Rod and
' iun Club Lodge in July. Practically the
iwhole of the membership, their wives,
(ady friends and guests attended. Refresh-
ments were served before the dance and
at midnight a very enjoyable dinner took
place.

f This gives an outline of the main
^ctivities of this Branch for the year and
•ve look forward to an even more active
Tie in 1955.

Cornwall Branch
During the year 1954 a total of ten

'ii'etings have been held. The first of these
IS a joint meeting with the Chemical
istitute of Canada to hear Dr. W. M.
anipbell of Chalk River discuss the
liemical engineering aspects of atomic
iicrgy. He ably discu.s.sed a new and
"mpiicated subject in a manner easy for
II to understand. The next meeting in
'l)ruaiy was a smoker during which the
i')Ui) heard Col. Medland of the .\ssocia-
i'in of Professional Engineers of Ontário
liscuss his trip to Labrador, and various
spects of unity. The annual dance at the
ornwall Golf and Country Club was its

i-ual success.

In .\pril, on a suggestion by Dr. Wright,
,

meeting was arranged during which
E. Fennell, Q.C., of Cornwall, chaired
panei discu.ssion of four outstanding

adustrial managers in this area: C. I.

íacon of Cornwall Street Railwav,
I ^V. Douglas of Courtaulds (Canadá),
I E. .Mason of Iloward Smith Paper
nd F. Robertson of Canadian Indu.stries.

Problems of management were well
threshed out.

The meeting introducing A. G. Murphy,
port manager for Montreal, covered the
highlights of harbour engineering. Mr.
Murphy has recently been appointed
chief engineer of the St. Ivawrence Seaway
for Canada. At the final spring meeting
G. Lorne Wiggs discussed heating, stress-
ing in particular the Manufacturers'
Life Building in Toronto. .Vs he is bolli a
good speaker and probably the outstand-
ing autliority on railiaiit heating in this

country, the evening was one to reniember.
The fali program opened with a visit

to T.C.F. of Canada Limited, manu-
facturers of transparent cellulose film,

commonly known as cellophane. The
following meeting was a joint one with the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers
in Massena. .Xftcr dinner in the company
cafeteria, two (l('|);ul iiicnts of the Alumi-
num Compaii\- of .Vnierica were visited.

Members' Night in October was of
outstanding interest. Messrs. Corbett,
Miller, Nesbitt, Rothwell, Stidwill and
Wyatt each presented 15-minut(! talks on
industrial engineering, health engineering,
the Eddy current coupling, hydraulic
speed control, land-sub-division and per-
mutit water treatment.
At the annual meeting in December

the Branch was favoured by a visit by
B. G. Ballard of the National Re.search
CíJuncil, who is vice-president of the
Engineering Institute of Canada, and
Col. H. G. Thompson, cxccutivi' assistant

general secretary of ilic Insiiiutc. The
meeting took the forni of a liinner at the
Golf Club. It closed with a showing of the
outstanding colour film on Kitimat,
''Man with a Thousand Hands" which is

distributed by the Aluminum Company
of Canada.
The Cornwall Branch did not operate a

Professional development course during
1954.

Eastern Townships Branch
The F]astern TownshiiJS Branch was one

of the most fortunate branches I his year
in that it was gratified with a visit from the

president, Dr. D. M. Stephens, September
15, 1954. This visit coincided with the

resumption of activities after the summcr
holidays, and was made the occasion of a
dinner and dance at the Ilillcrest Lodge
where the president spoke on the future

of the engineering profession. Dr. L. A.

Wright and a few other distinguished

guests accompanied the president on his

visit.

Another highlight was a joint meeting
of the CJorporation of Professional Engi-

neers of the Province of Quebec and the

Engineering Institute of Canada on

December 10, 1954, at which the Corpora-
tion's president, Georges Demers, and the

secretary, Leopold Nadeau, weiv present.

After the buffet dinner, Mr. Demers
gave some news of the Corporation's

activities. Mr. Xadeau answered some
searching qucstions tVom the Hoor, and
everyone canie out of the meeting think-

ing what fine fellows engineers were.

The Branch has been active on the

subject of confederation. Several com-
mittee meetings wen; held, at which
views were discussed, existing reports on
confederation studied, and the Brancivs

thinking gcinerally straightened out on t he

subject.

Á draft was finally prepared and co[)ies

of it sent to both Institute headquarters

and Coi poration headquarters.

Whenever possible, joint meetings will

he h(!ld, as some sort of a start towards

unity.

Edmonton Branch
During lhe year 1954, lhe Edmonton

Branch sponsored 11 activities, con.sisting

of dinner meetings with technical talks,

smokers, an iinnual dance in October and
an annual picnic in June.
A Public Sj)eaking Group, in its second

year of activity, was responsible for one of
the dinner mcíetings this year. The meeting
took the forni of a pan(4 discussion b}-

three memb(!rs of the Public Speaking
Group on the subject "Edmonton's
Traffic".

Th(! average attendancf; at the meetings
was around 100. The executivo feels that
this is not a large enough attendance for

the membershii) and hav^e plans for its

improvement.
The Edmonton Branch has a very

active Engineers' Wives Division. The
Engineers' Wives si)onsor many activities

for th(!Ír own membership aml they also

have a mixed bridgo which meets every
second Friday evening, and is proving to
be a great success. They also held a cocktail

party which brought so inany favourable
comments that it is likely to become an
annual affair.

The Edmonton Branch has enjoyed a

very successful year, and plans are for an
even bigger year in 1955.

Fredericton Branch
Th(> year 1954 was a very active one

for the Branch. There were 12 executive

meetings and ten Branch meetings. The
executive meetings were usually held on
the first iVIonday of each month and the

Branch meetings on the third Monday.
One of the highlights of the year was the

May meeting. Members of the other

three branches in New Brunswick were
invited to join this Branch on May 7 to

hear J. Herbert Smith speak on his "Plan
for Unity". One hundred and forty

members heard his presentation of the

Professional and technical obligations of

the Professional engineer and his plan for

unification of ali engineering organizations

in Canada. A resolutioii was unanimously
carried that the meeting was in favour of

the plan.

The Branch co-operated extensively

with the LTniversity of New Brunswick
during its celebration of the Centennial of

Engineering Education at the University.

The celebration wa,s climaxed by the

Founder's Day program in which the

Institute took a very a(-tive part.

The chairman, Charlie Wcyman, pre-

sented a clock to the University president,

Colin B. MacKay on behaif of the Insti-

tute. Dr. John B. Stirling, a past-president

f)f th(í Institute, wa,s presented a key by

the University Engineering Society presi-

d(!nt, Laurie Coles. The key was an exact

replica of a key to Canada's oldest uni-

versity building, the one in which Canada's

first lectures in engineering were delivered

one hundred years ago to the day. It

was cast and finished by the mechanical

engineering department of the University.

Dr. Stirling then delivered the Founders'

Day address which was most enthusiiustic-

allv received.

in Januarv, our nicmlxTs and their

ladies heard a. talk by Dr. Arnold .McAl-

lister on sonuí aspects of the Bathurst

mining de\'elopments.

In February, lhe Branch and the U.N.B.

iMigineering Society jointly spon.sored a

very successful formal dance and in March,
Alderman Horace Hughsoti, m.k.i.c, spoke

on "Civil Defence".
The annual meeting and election of

officers was held in .\pril and the season
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was brought to ;i close with a semi-formal

dance in June.
On September 7, Presidont Stephens

visited the Branch accompanied by Dr.
Wright. Whilc the executivo met with the

president and the general secretary, Mrs.
Stephens was entertained by the ladies.

In the eveniiig the presidential party was
entertained at a corn-boil a few milcs from
Fredcricton.
A smoker was held in October. In

Noveniber the Branch met in Grand Falis

with non-resident members and several

guests from the State of Maine. Mr.
Birchard of Fraser Companies Limited
spoke on "Engineering Education" and
in December the group heard Horace
Pettigrove of the Labour Relations Board
discuss some labour-management prob-

lems.
Four Professional Development lectures

were held during the }'ear; one each on
taxation, insurance, current affairs, and
banking. The [irogram for the next year
will be reduced. New speakers and mem-
ber intcrest are becoming more difficult to

obtain.

Halifax Branch
During the past year a total of 1 1 meet-

ings including the annual meeting on
December 15, 1953, were held.

The joint annual banquet took place

on January 28, 1954, with Mayor Donahoe
speaking on "'\'our Profession". On
February 11 Dr. S. J. Mazur spoke at

the Nova Scotia Technical College on
''Experimental Matters in Computing
Stresses" and the student's night meeting
was held in the Sea (lull Club on February
22 at which Co\. L. ¥. Grant spoke on
"Canadian Engineering Achievements".
J. C. MacGuire of Imjjerial Oil Ltd.,

Sarnia, spoke on "Peti-oieum Refinery
Modernization" at the Nova Scotian Hotel
on March 18. The Association of Military
Engineers have for some time held one
joint meeting a year with the Branch.
This year the joint meeting with them on
April 6 took place at their Mess at the
Armouries. Major Mitchelltree spoke
on "Army Engineering Research in the
Arctic". Ón April 22 E. D. Brown, Cieneral

Manager, National Gypsum (Canada)
Limited, spoke on "National Gypsum's
New Development at Milford, N.S.".This
meeting was held at the Nova Scotian.

On May 1 1 a joint buffet sujiper meeting
of the Bi-ancli and A.P.lvN.S. was held

at the Y.M.C..\. to hear J. Herbert Smith
speak on ".\ Plan for Unity''. On October
20 the íirsl meeting of the fali season took
place at the Bluenose Lodge, Lunenburg,
at which Dr. George Lawicnce, a lesearch
director at the Chalk River atomic plant
spoke on "Atomic Power Plants". Since
C'ol. (Jrant decided to visit the Branch
again in 1954, a Students Night was held
before Christmas at the Sea Gull ('lub

where the students were entertained and
Col. Grant spoke on "A Canadian Prob-
lem".

In additioii to the afon-mentioned the
chairman met with the stuilents at St.

Marv's and .\cadia Universities and held
separate meetings with Dr. Grant in

Wolfville and Hridgewater for the members
in fhat area. lie also spoke to the (!algary
Branch during a visit west .

The Professional Development Com-
mittee is coritinuing its work, so well

begun last year. In 1955 activities are

under Chairman Profes.sor Vail and untler

Father Fogarty on Public Speaking and
Diction.

The real higlilight of our year, of course,
was the joint meeting of the Proiessional

A.ssociation and the E.I.C. in the Atlantic

area held at the Digby Pines from Septem-
ber 8 to 11. The work of putting on this

show every four years at the Pines in

Digl)y falis upon this Branch. This year's

chairman, Rod Foui nier, can well be proud
of his achievement and credit goes to him
and his committee. As one result of this

meeting the ladies of this Branch have
formed a ladies' group, which should be a

distinct addition to Branch activities.

Hamilton Branch
During 1954 membership levelled off

after a definite upward trend in the last

few years. Total membership now stands

at 465 as it was in 1953. There has been
an increase in both the Member and
Júnior groups but this has been offset by a

substantial decrease in the Student group
due mainly to the fact that fewer graduate
engineers are being hired in this area.

The seven meetings held this year were
well supported by the membership. In ad-

dition, two field trips were staged and
both met with the usual success. It was
necessary tí) abandon the buffet supper
or dinner type of genei'al meeting due to

pooi' attentlarice.

Again the Annual Engineers' Ball, held

in October, was the success this function

should be and despite the ravages of "Hur-
ricane Hazel". It is certain that this func-

tion has its place in the year's activities.

Five committees desei-ve special men-
tion this yeai'. The Students' and Juniors'

Paper Competition Committee for the an-
nual night which, while not having the
usual numljcrs of contestants as in pre-

vious years, was as exctdlent and as enter-

taining. The Ball Committee is to be con-
gratulated foi- the social and financial suc-
cess of their efforts. The Budget Com-
mittee produced an accurate forecast so

that the Branch's finances were in order
throughout the year. The Professional De-
velopment Program Committee was again
very successful and proved that this pro-

gram is a very worthwhile endeavour for

this Branch. The Program Committee is

to be congratulated also, for their work
prcduced a very acceptable, informative
and varied series òf lectui'es and field trips

for the Bi;i,ncli nienibershi]).

We record with legret the untimely
death of E. .\I. Coles.

In the 1953-54 season the Professional
Development Program was extended in

lhe scope of its activities, having four
.sepai-ate groups. with a total registration

of 74 members.
For the 1 954-55 season the pi'ogram was

changed, more inii)licity was given and
myre promotional woik underlaken. The
plan is now based on three groups. Enrol-
ment is high. and the organization is as
foliows;

(!rc>u]) I, an introducloi-y course follow-

ing the pattern of olher >'ears, with chair-

man R. M. Howchin; (íroup II. an ad-
vanced cour.se with a revised program,
chairman W . A. Filer; Group III, con-
cerned with business inanagement and in-

corporating the case-study method, chair-
man W. H. Hahn. F]. W. Hill is program
director of the Professional Development
Program.

Huronia Branch
This was the first fuil year of operation

for the Huronia Branch. Nine meetings
\M'i-e held throughout the year and the
executive is pleased with the progress of

the Branch and the interest shown by the
membership.

A meeting at which the St. Lawrence
Power Project was the topic commanded
the largest attendance. At this meeting
the Branch was honoured by the presence

of Dr. R. L. Hearn who gave a very in-

formative talk on the Power Project, the

Ontário Hydro in general and on how the

Ontário system is tied in with power com-
panies in other provinces of Canada, and

States of the U.S.

The other eight meet ings were made up
of a plant visit to Wm. Kennedy anel

Sons, Ltd. in Owen Sound, and meetings
on such varied topics as town planning,

coi-rosion, sewage treatment and mixing

of liquids.

Since the Branch covers a large aríía, the

policy of the executive is to hold meetings

in as many of the various centres as pos-

sible. In t íiis past year two meetings were
held in Owen Sound and the remaindor in

Grillia.

During the coming year the executive

plans to hold one or two meetings in Barrie

as well.

Kingston Branch
Early in 1954 executive members of the

Kingston Branch travelled to Brockvillc

to present a pennaril to the nevvly formeil

Brockvillc Branch. With the formation cl

the Brockvillc Branch the membership ol

this Branch has ilecreased considerabh

this year.
• A series of monthly meetings was hekl

from January to IVIay, the highlights beinfi

the annual general meeting, a joint diimei

meeting with the Chemical Institute ol

Canada, and a joint meeting with th(

Kingston Metallurgical Society. In addi-

tion, the annual Student's Paper Niglit

was held iu February.
The fali |)rogram was conunenced witli

the Kingston Branch participating in y

joint meeting with the Brockvillc and

Cornwall Branches in welcoming tht

E.I.C. president at Brockvillc. Two ad-

ditional m(!etings were held, a very in-

teresting one being a panei liiscussion ou

the plan for confederation.

Kitchener Branch
In February of 1954 the Kitchenei

Branch held a joint meeting in Brantfon:

with the (hand Valley Group of Engineei>

who will come to the Kitchener lírancl

in March of this year. A ver\' successful

dance was held at Leisure Lodge in .\pril

and in May a very interesting field tri|

to the Steel Conijiany of Canada war

arranged. In June there was the antiual goll

touinament and in September the annua
stag at St. Jacobs. Some very good techni

cal meetings were of course held througi

the year and these were ver\- well received

One of the most interesting meeting
was a visit to the Television Station íj

Kitchener in December with the wives o

the members invited. A luncheon wa
served aft(>rwards at the Ofiicers Mes;-

Knollwood Park, Kitchener, which is tlu

usual eating place.

This Branch has not attempted am
Professional develojjment counst' sinc

it has been prcferable to work in with Ihi

Hamilton Branch piogram. Ilowever

consideration is being given to a course ai

Western University in the Spring of 1955

The Kitchener Branch has not had a

particularly successful year íinanciallj

sp(>aking. However, the deficit can be

attributed to high meeting eosts shared by

a relatively small membership. Bul

apart from the financial condilion tht

Branch has had a very successful year.
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Kootenay Branch

! j
The Kootenay Branch enjoyed a very

' active year during 1954. A total of nine
! executive nieetinfís aiul t(ni Branch ineet-

I
ings were held dui ing t hc year.

! The Branch nienihcr.ship showed a slight

. decrease during tlie year. This was largely

(lue to the completion ot' a number of

large construction jol)s in the district.

.\fter a lapse of one year the Profes-
ional Development course was again
lonsored hy the Branch, and has proved

' ry popular with both members of the
!igineering Institute of Canada, and those
other technical .societies. A total of

iirty-one members were enrolled.

.Júnior Xight was again well received
the membership. It was chaired by
E. Lawrie, and i3ai)(>rs were presented

, (5eorge Bowers, who spoke on the
.Manufacture of Saw Bits", and Eric

í mes, who spoke on "Mathematics

—

icen of the Sciences". Plans were im-
diately made to have another Júnior

\ ighl the following year.

Ladies' Night was held in September and
oved very popular and entertaining for

members and tlieir wives. J. V. Rogers
\c a very interesting talk and showed
ies of liis recent tour around the world.
l'resident and Mrs. D. M. 8tephens,

iiid Dt. L. Austin ^^'right, spent three
'avs in the Kootenays. A total of three

» ctings were held during their staj';

luncheon meeting in Xelson, B.C., a
lucheon meeting in Trail, B.C., and a
'aiic)Uet in the Tadanac Community
Hall, sponsored by the Committee of
l íM-hnical Societies, and held under the
ápices of the Kootenay Branch.
i'ilm Night was attended by 130 mem-
- and their friends. The following three

.'Und and color films were shown: "Man
A ith a Thousand Haiids", by International
'ai vester C'o., showiiig the construction of

Kenney Dam, thc Kemano Power-
'Use. and the power line fi-om Kemano to

Viuminum Plant at Kitimat, B.C.;
I.ightning Masters", by General Electric

outlining the progress made in de-
i'iping lightning arrestors to protect

• many power lines spanning the nation;
uistralia's Coral Wonderland", showing
" lures of the undersea life in Australia's
ral reefs.

Lakehead Branch
During 1954 the Lakehead Branch held

- regular monthly meetings. These
ctings took various forms. There were

' •> field Irips, one in the spi'ing to see the
" ration of the Abitibi Power and Paper

Ltd. Pyrite burning plant at their
tiunder Bay Mill in Port Arthur, and one

I he fali to Red Rock, some seventy miles
-t of Fort ^^illiam, to see the new
ii ker reclaimer for pul|)wood and aLso

' new Inglis paper machine in operation.
'th of the.se trips were very educational.
A third meeting featured a leclure and
Im on the construction of the additif)n

'1 the CNR ore dock here in Port Arthur,
fhe CNR extended the invitation to the
Lakehead engineers to .see their operation.
During 1954 the Lakehead Branch had
'i dinners for the president. The first

ue President R. L. Dobbiii was snow-
und in Sault St. Marie. On the second
'a,«ion the i)resident (hd iiot put his

iiist in air travei. He arrived safely by
lain. The Branch enjoyed his visit and hís
talk on the Coronatioii.

I Other meetings oí tlie year featured
iilier films oi- siieakers. The annual meet-

took place in June at which time
lianges in ofHce took i)lac<>.
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The Branch did not sponsor any
Professional Development course this
year.

Lethbridge Branch
The year 1954 was highlighted by two

field trips, and official visits by two ]iresi-

dents. In FelDruary, President Dobbin
visited the Branch, and President Stephens
was able to arrange his visit in November
to coincide with the annual joint meeting
with the Professional association. Both
meetings were well attended, and over
one hundred persons attended the second
meeting wliich is a record attendance.

In April the regular meeting was held
in Medicine Hat where several Branch
members reside. This visit was combined
with a field tour through the new Steam-
Electr'ic Generating Station, and through
various pottei-ies and glass works. It was
hoped that it would be possible to make an
annual visit to Medicine Hat.

In September, a field trip and joint
meeting with the Montana Section of

A.S.C. E. was held at the Tiber Damsite in

Montana. Both tours were well attended,
and we were fortunate in obtaining excel-
lent weather for both occasions.

A Ladies' Night was held in December.
The ladies wei-e invited to the meeting
welcoming President Dobbin in February.
Ladies' Night s have proved to be very
popular with this Branch. Ali regular
meetings of tlie Branch were dinner meet-
ings. Entertainment and community sing-

ing were included in addition to tlie main
programs.

London Branch
In January, 1954, a very successful

Ladies' Niglit was held at the Hotel
London. The attendance was not as large

as anticipated, but everyone there reported
a most enjoyable evening.

At the February meeting, Dr. T. A.
Boyd, of the research laboratories division

of General Motors Corporation, gave a
very interesting paper entitled "Trail
Blazing in Industry Today".

In March, Profps.sor W. L. Sagar,
president of the Ontário Association of
Professional Engineers, brought the mem-
bers up to date on the status of the pro-
posed union of the Association with the
E.I.C.

The Apiil meeting was turned over to

Dr. G. Edward Hall, president of the
LTniversity of Western Ontário. He dis-

cussed the new Júnior Engineering Cour.se

starting at Western in September 1954.

The May meeting took the form of a
field trip to see the new hydro develop-
ments at Niagara Falis. One bus load of

members made the trip.

In June the members were conducted on
a tour of the Upper Thames Valley
Authority dam at Fanshawe. The U.T.
V.A. secretary, L. N. Johnson, reviewed
the progress to date and some of the future
plans.

Monthly meetings were resumed in

October when Allan J. Barker, director of

the London and Surburijan Pianning
Board. reviewed the Board's activities.

In November, J. J. Carsons, manager
of the manpower |)lanning and develoj)-

ment department of the ()ntario Hydro,
outlined the Commi,ssion"s current pro-
grain.

Tlie annual "Feallier Party" in Decem-
ber was an outstaiicHng suecess. There was
a very gratifying turnout and a good
evening was enjoyed by everyone present.

March, 1955

Lower St. Lawrence
Branch

Two executive meetings and four Branch
meetings took place during the year.

Col. L. F. Grant, the Institute field

seeretaiy visited the Branch and pre-
sented a paper on the St. "Lawrence
Scaway Project".

In April the engineers and their wives
attended a social event under the patron-
age of Leo McLaren, chairman of the
Branch. After refreshments a bancjuet
and a dance took place. Brigadier Maurice
Archer, vice-president of the National
Ilarbour Board was the guest speaker of
the evening banquet. Ile spoke on the
economic po.ssibiUties of the St. Lawrence
River, its Maritime traífi(; from the Great
Lakes to the Atlantic Ocean, and the future
development of the seav\'ay. He also out-
lined the importance of the hydro-elec-
tric development in the river's inter-
national zone.

In May, some 20 engineers attended a
presentation of five films at the Curling
Club. The local plant of the Canada Wire
and Cable Company presented two films
on the construction of cables. Three films
on construction of roads, bridges and sea-
walls were also shown. These were loaned
to the Branch by Cieorges Demers, who
received them from La Société des
Ingénieurs civils de France.

Moncton Branch
A total of nine technical, busine.ss and

social meetings were held during the year.

Papers were presented dealing with
"Heavy Duty Oils", "The St. Lawrence
Seaway Project", "Power Possibilities of
the St. John River", and "Progress in the
Dieselization of Canadian Railwaj^s".
One meeting was devoted entirely to a
discussion of problems confronting the
engineering profession. Ali meetings were
luncheon or dinner meetings.
A very successful ladies night was held

on April 23. Branch officers for 1954-55
were installed at the annual meeting oa
May 17.

President D. M. Stephens, accompanied
by Mrs. Stephens and the general secre-

tary. L. Austin Wright, visited the Monc-
ton Branch on September 13. In the eve-
ning, a mixed dinner meeting was addre.ssed

by the president and Dr. Wright. In the
afternoon the two officers from head-
cjuarters met with the branch executive.
Also in the afternoon, Mrs. Stephens was
entertained at tea by the wives of the
executive at the home of Mrs. M. F. K.
Leighton, wife of the Branch chairman.

Montreal Branch
Members participating actively in the

work of carrying on the activities of the
Branch numbercd approximately 120 ia

19.54.

The subject of confederation of thc
Engineering Institute with the professional
associations and other technical bodies
has become one of importance and of dose
study during the year. The chairman and
several members of the Institute com-
mittee set up on this sui)ject, are members
of the Montreal Branch.

Memljership of tlie Uranch shows an
increa.se in ali classes. The program con-
tinued on an excellent plane, with one
meeting being conducted entirely in the
French laiiguage. .\notiier innovation was
lhe holding of a meeting immediately after
busine.ss hours at which refreshments were
served.
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Membership and Financial Stalements oí

BKANCHKS

MEMBERSHIP
Resident

Hon. Members

Members

Juniors

Students

A fifiliates

Total

Non-Re8Ídent

Hon. Members

Members

Juniors

Students

Affiliates

Total

Grand Total Dee. 31st, 1954 .

" Dec. 3Ist, 1953.

.

Branch Affiliates, Dee. 3Ist, 1954

FINANCIAL STATEMENT
Balance as ot Dec. 31st, li»53 . .

.

Income

Rebates froni l^^.I.C. Hq.

Payments by Prof. Assns.

Branch Afíiliate Dues. . .

.

Interest

Miscelianeoua ....

Total In

níshursetntrntH

Printing, Notices, Postage®

General Meeting Expense® .

.

Special Meeting Expense®. .

.

Honorarium for Secretary ...

Stenograpbic Service

Tra \'clliníí iCxpenses®

Sufjs. to otlier organizations.

Subs. toThe Journal . . .

Special JOxpenses

.

Miscellaneoas. . .

.

Total Disfxirsenients

Surplus or Deficit

Balance as of Dec. 31st., 1954

24

5

2

35

37

49.89

55.05

li 1.05

116.10

9.90

2.00

47.9C

10.00

69.80

4B.30

96.19

35

27

5

2

60

85

83

80

191

240

236.99 055.15

256.80

84.00

81.30

422.10

49.01

196.00

24.60

36.00

25.00

.15

581.70

7.00

621.25

1,209.95

212.04

216.05

702.0»

26

25

6

4

255

181

28

1

465

15

31

6

517

429

45

23

5

1

85

85

503.44 249.24

39.00

96C..55

1,159..55

3,30.76

91. .34

328.33

56.56

10.99

36.95

1,073.95

37.00

17.14

235.20

931.95

309.00

37.37

74.66

I,.588. 18

606.03

459.34

189.30

71.34

25.22

14,38

58.50

219.30

200.30

649..50

1,127.60

as.

21

22

48

252.90

118..50

117.85

18.07

254.42

29

46

31

106.74

250.30

53.95

304.25

50

53

76

183.77
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®Includes general printing, meeting notices, postage. telegraph, teleplione and stationery.

®Includes rental of rooins, lanterns, operators, lantern slides and otiior exppnses.

®Incliides dinners, entertaininents, social functions, and so fortli. d lncludes s|)Pakers, councillors lu l)rancli offirers.
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lhe Branches as at December 31, 1954
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For voting purposcs only, tlicrí- .should l)c mirlcd to Montreal Brandi an a(l(liti()n;il 675 inmihers, 368 rc-iidcnt in tljp t'nit<'d States, 213 in Brilinli possessions.

ukI 94 in foreign countries
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MEMBERSHIP AND FINANCIAL STATEMENTS OF THE BRANCHES
Continued
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6 10 150 64 19 108 81 50 13 28 810 254 40 187 10

4 2 230 7 9 33 13 74 6 5 175 127 5 145 1

1 1 1 1 1 3 8 1 29 20
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Total 24 29 519 139 94 214 168 499 40 68 1,769 684 137 661 40

Nim-Kfsidefit

Hon. Members.

.

Meinbers 9 1 7 8 11 3 3 28 35 . 17 14 2
'

I 13 2 3 6 27 7 47 65 21 41 2

Students I 17 3 3 3 11 5 1 7 25 6 16

Affiliat.es,. 2 1 2 6

Total 2 39 6 13 17 51 15 5 84 125 44 77 4 »

Grand Tiital Dec. 31st, 1954 .... 24 31 558 145 107 231 168 550 55 73 1,8.53 809 181 738

1

Dec. 31.st, 1953 31 38 574 144 125 257 151 481 52 80 1,761 745 175 716 20

Branfh Affiliates, Dec. 31st, 1954 7 4 11 1 1 2 5 4. 1 1 1 35 8

Jr 1 i'! A 1^ 1A Ij o t A 1 IMVI r^l^ £

Balance as of Dec, 31st, 19o3 219.43 51 .34 661.36 551.87 602.10 289.17 400.51 402.31 944.86 573.35 2 512.43 415.50 473.21 2,585.15

Income

Rebates from E.I.C. Hq . .
85.00 100.00 830.13 515.95 201.60 6B3.00 348.00 149.80 133.20 259.50 3,239.00 1,678.16 373.00 441.00 200.00

Payments by Prof. Assns 43.04 94.00 892.81 75.40 898.95^

Blanch Afnliate Diies 7.00 143.00 54.00 48.00 10.00 3.00 177.00 so.ot

Interest 3.74 8.04 3.82 57.93 18.12 36.00

MiscellaneouK 48.68 702.29 29.78 550.00 556.75 249.00 13.25 1,404.50 626.50 88.88 955.80 109.05

•I-
1 otat Income . , .

85.00 100.00 878.81 1 268.28 468.38 1,216.74 904.75 1,042.61 444 24 324.57 'i, 1 00.00 464.88 9 "iOS 7^1 359.0!

IJi8i>urs<?meiit8

Printing, Notices, Postage® 4.13 2.Í9.43 45.71 82.59 203.17 38.28 75.21 29.15 127.21 1,996.42 315.83 48.33 481.48 18.30

60.10 12 00 122.08 39.44 110.00 518.67 81.25 til 272.29 50.86 1 10 43 131.81

31 25 49 78 284 72 928 41 18.5 67 606.11 o/v. 9^ 485. 6C 145.45 I,4U(.4l 666. 5S 281.79 1 ,042.91

150 OC

41.5Í

150.00 60.00 20.00 1''0 oo 25 OO 70 OC 50.00

Stenographic Service 7.70 50.00 30.00 9.84 50.00 30.00 181.86

140.65 13.4.^ 128.93 40.00 17.15 67.45

Subs. to other organizations 3.00

Sub«. to The Jovrnal 16.00 28.00 24.00 20.00 68.00

12.00 30.10 132.74 25.00 2.50 9.18 300.00 232.98 30.00

.30 63.07 13.13 5.00 475.22 110.42 44.80 29.2S .

.

Total Ditiburseinent.s 99.35 65.91 849.32 1,172.20 480.04 1,011.30 866.25 892.81 566.25 388.09 4,819.63 1,738.07 492.93 2,164.3í 191.6!

Surplus or Deficit H.S5 34.09 29.49 96.08 11.66 205.44 38..50 149.80 122.01 63.BZ 32.8C .584.71 28.06 344.3- 167.3(

Balance as of Dec. 31st., 1954 205.08 85.43 690.85 647.95 590.44 494.61 4.39.01 .552.11 822.8.5 509.83 2,479.63 1,000.2 445.161 2,929.5;' 167.3

©Includes general printing, meeting notices, postage, telegraph, telephone and .stationery.

Dlneludes rental of rooms, lanterns, operators, lantern slides and ot her expenses.

ílnchides dinr.ers, entertainirients, social functions, and so fortli. 01ncludes speakers, councillors or brandi officers
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Tlic program coinmittee consisted of

( Imiimaii H. A. Phillips, J. E. Hurtubise,

W . M. Gauvin, and Sccretarv L. L. Lan-
-illc. Thcie wore 20 general meetings on

,
Thursdays, sponsored by seetions of the

hraiich, "a.s well as 31 sepaiate seetion

j

meetings and plant visits held on other

: than Tliuisday evenings. The range of
' subj<!('ts treated was consequently wide.

Tlie fhemiciil Seetion, under Cliairnian

! A. Phillips, held 4 seetion meetings and
' ranged two Thursday meetings. The

\ il Seetion, with Chairinan L. E. Mit-
i hfll. was i-esponsible for three general

' inwtings and for a program of six seetion

meetings. The Kleetrieal Seetion in a joint

I program with the .Vmerican Institute of

) Eleetrieal I']ngineers held 11 seetion meet-
I ings. The ehairman was D. A. J. Mc-
Donald. M. J. Oldershaw was ehairman of

the Management Seetion, carrying out

four seetion meetings and five general

i ine(ítings. The Meehanieal Seetion, with

I
ehairman P. J. Kunstler, arranged two

j

Thursday meetings as well as íive s(>etion

I meetings. The Transportation Seetion
' platmc^d three general meetings and one
seetion event, a fórum on materiais han-

;
(iling. The ehairman wa.s H. N. Young. A

I
speeial seetion, with ehairman W. H.

i Clauvin. arranged three of the general

I
me<'iings.

I
The Student Guidance Committee re-

ceived 425 high sehool students at three

meetings, one in English and two in

Freneh.

The Júnior Seetion included in its fali

program a seminar of four sessions dealing

with problems of the young engineer. The
seetion ehairman was L. J. Hammer-
schmid. The year's program included the

aimual meeting, the annual students night,

a golf tournament, an oyster pai'ty and
the tenth annual danc^e.

Coinmittees on Entertainment (L.

Seharry, ehairman), Publicity (J. A.
I'aget), Policy and Coordination (C. E.

ist), .Membership (G. Aiello), Reception
• i .'\ttendanee (E. 'D. Gray-Donald ).

wied on speeial work during the veai-.

The annual joint E.I.C.-C.P.E.Q. Golf
I 'urnament was held in June 1954.

New foundland Branch
The Newfoundland Branch enjoyed a

very successful year. Ten meetings were
held, of whieh three were purely business

'•etings. The programs eovered a wide
iige of subjeets with outside speakers

\ members of our owii branch taking

>peeial features during the year were the
\iinual Dance and Stutlents' Xight. The
iaiice was the most popular event and
proved very profitable. The Students'
\'ight i.s held annually at which three
-tiident,s from Memorial University pre-
-rnt papers on .subjeets of their choice.
A prize is awarded at the annual dinnei-
iiicetiiig.

The Kngineers' V\'ives Club was very
;ive and organized a biidge tournament
thal members would have an o|)[)or-

' iiiiily Io get aequainted.

Niagara Península Branch
During lhe vear eight general meetings
re held.

\ dinner meeting was lield in Welland
•lanuary at which ilugh H. Summer of

' Bell Telejihone Company of Canada
1-i'Ussed his C()nipany's BufTalo-.Moni

-

í'hI micio-wave systeni. The following

month six júnior niember.s presented
papers at the Júnior Si)eakers' .Night in

Thorold. C. A. McDonald won first pi'ize;

second prize was awarded to Mr. H. J.

Saaltink.

In March 11. C. Tucker spnke on ihc
subject, "The English Electric Co. of

Canada Ltd.", af a dinner meeting in St.

Catharines.
The .April meeting took the form of a

dinner meeting in Niagara Falis, at which
J. L. Gray of Atomic Energy of Canada,
Ltd., discussed atomic en(u-gy develop-
ments.
The Annual Meeting and Ladies'

Xight took i)lace in Niagara Falis in May.
Douglas W alkington of Canadian Indus-
tries Limited spoke on the subject,
"Chemistry and Vou".
The membership again toured the

H. E.P.C, project at Niagara Falis in

September and enjoyed a steak diimer at
the (ommission's cafeteria. Frank Dob.son
iliscussed developments that were taking
jjlace. iiicluding the remediai works at the
Falis, and the pumped storage project.

In October C. AI. Stairs of Canadian
General Electric Co., Ltd. spoke lui lhe

subject, "Lightning and Insulation Co-
ordination", at a dinner meeting in St.

Catharines.
Dui-ing the month, also, the Association

of Professional Engineers of Ontário and
the Niagara Branch, E.I.C. spon.sored an
Engineeis' Ball in Niagara Falis. The
PJngine/rs' Ball proved vei-y successful

and the members felt that it would become
an annual event.
The members were coníbicicd in Xovem-

ber on a tour through Welland lilcdric

Steel Foundry Ltd. .\fter dinnt'r the
members enjoyed a talk by the ehairman
of the Xiagara Península Branch, H. D.
Davison, on casting and fabricai ing of

stainle.ss steels.

In 1954 the Branch by-laws w erc anicnd-

ed and were approved liy Council and by
the Branch membership.

North Eastern Ontário
Branch

Three Bi'anch meeting.s were held during
the yeai-. President R. L. Dobbin spoke
of an "Engin<'ei's \'icw of the Corona-
tion" at the dinner meeting in Cochrane
in Januarv. The aniuial meeting was held

in Marcli in Kapuskasing as a jH-elude to a

dinner dance.
Summer activities were attemi)ted with

a two-da\' social and sporting weekend in

Kapuskasing in ,June. Out-of-town mem-
bers anti their wives from Mathe.son,

Iroquois Falis, Cochrane and Smooth
Rock Falis were biUeted with Kapuskasing
members for the activities which included

dining, dancing, golfing, fishing and a

picnic.

The FJastern Seetion (Cochrane, Iro-

([uois Falis, Timmins) hampered by a

now small scattered membership wiis in-

active for the year excepl lo?- branch

activiti(!S.

The Western Seetion (Smooth Rock
Falis, Kapuskasing! held six seetion meet-

ings featuring local spí^akers in the main
for their jirograms. Subjeets ranged from
grinder grit in newsprint stock, main-
tenance programs to man-methods. .\

group made a trip to Terrace Bay in

Xovember to tour lhe Long Lac Piilp and
Paper MiU.
The l'rofessii)nal Development Com-

mittee of the Western Seetion was active

during the year. Two .sessions have been

held on "Investmenl Polic,\- for the

Individual" with about eighteon in

at tcndance. 'l'he most popidar course
pioved to be public speaking and debating.
Every Seetion meeting has a t>ro speakor
ri.se and summarize the lasi councirs
minutes for the group. In the fali foui-

debating .sessions were attended by
eighteen members. Cont roversial subj('cts

were hot ly debaled. followed by judges and
critics who rose to const ruct ively criticize

ali sp(íakers.

The Braiich's main i)roblem-distanec—
remains to be overeome. Roads, lioweví^r,

have i)een improved and with better

programs for me("tings, attendance should
steadily increase.

Northern New Brunswick
Branch

The year 1954 was one of progress as

well as consolidation for the Northern
New Brunswick Branch. A fidl schedule of

meetings was carried out and an average
attendance of about .50 per ceni of tlie

membership was realized.

The first meeting of the year was held in

Bathurst on February 4. Mr. White of

Gill and Company presented the film

"The Great Jib". A diseussion p(;rio(l

followed by refreshments completed the

program. A welcome visitor in the person
of the field secretary, Col L. F. Grant,
attended this meeting.

Again in February another meeting was
held, this one in Dalhousie. Tlu- program
included an industiial iti,strument display

by Honeywell followed by a dinner meet-
ing and talk on "Steam Plant Instiumen-
tation".

A short business meeting was held in

April in Dalhousie. .V film entitled "Steam
Progress" was shown followed by a talk by
H. .\I. I^sdaile of Cond)Ustion Engineering
Corporation. A visit to the International

Paper Company steam plant rounded out

the program.
The annual meeting of the Branch, a

Ladies' Night. was held in Bathurst on
.May 29. This was a dinner meeting with a

brief busines.s session including the instal-

lation of new ofKcers. The guest s|)eaker,

Prof. R. J. Love, head of the department of

education of the University of New Brun.^í-

wick, spoke on education with pertinent

references to engineering. .\ dance followed

the dimier to complete this pojuilar amuial
event.

Branch activities resumed after the

summer recess with a meeting in Dal-
housie on October 8. Films were shown at

this meeting following a business session.

The final meeting of the year was held in

Newcastle on December 1 1. Two members
of the Branch prescMited papers at this

meeting. C. K. Steeves spoke on "Centri-

Cleaners" and T. W. ('reaghan on "The
Optimum Industrial Unil".

In addition to the general meetings of

the Branch, members attended a joint

meetingof the New Brunswick branches in

Fredericton on the occasion of the piesi-

dential visit

.

Fnity was a inuch discussed to|)ic at

meetings throughout lhe year and action

to furtlu'r this cau.se has taken lhe form

of several new joint membeiships.

The Branch has estalilished ,i general

pattern of operai ion w hich shows indica-

tions of sti'ong growlh out of the infancy

siage. The inleresl is high and ali activities

have shown keen pari icipat ion. New pro-

jects ihisyear inchided the pre.-;eiitation of

papers by members w hich is ali-eady under
wav. .•ind a program of student counselling

which wili liecome acli\-e earl\- this year.
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North Nova Scotia Branch
A very young Branch of the E.I.C.,

the North Nova Scotia lirancii has not
been too active during the ycar 1954.

Only two meetings were hekl, on Fel)i'uary

11 and November 16. On both of these

occasions the Branch wa.s honoured by the

presence of Gol. L. F. Grant, íield secre-

tary.

On his first visit. Gol. Grant gave a
very informative addres.s on the St.

Lawrence Seaway Project and during
his November visit, spoke in a general

way about the unity of the Professional

Engineer and the Inslitute, and the coach-

ing of younger enginecrs in I licii- ])riiFi'ssion.

It is expected that Útv roining ycar w iil

see more activity in this Branch.

Ottawa Branch

Seventeen programs weie arranged by
the Proceedings Gommittee as foUows:

Luncheon meetings—Nine of these meet-
ings were held iu the Ghateau Laurier and
une in Lauder Hall of Ghrist Ghurch
Gathedral. Highest attendance was 140,

lowest was 62, and average was 01.

Evening meetings—Four of these incliid-

ing the annual meeting were held, two in

the National Rescíarch Gouncil, Sussex
Street, and two in the new National Re-
search Gouncil Radio and Electrical En-
gineering Building. Average attendance
was 95.

Field Trips—Two field trips were held,

one to the cantilever hangar at Uplands
Airport and the other to the Dominion
Magnesium Plant at Haley, Ontário. The
former was extremely populai- from an at-

tendance point of view with approximately
140 present. Attendance of about 40 niem-
bers to Haley was (^reditable in view of the

distance from Ottawa.
Social Evenis—A separate evening re-

ception on the occasion of the President's

visit brought forth about 150 members and
wives. A few members phiycd golf at the

Renfrew Golf Cluli following tlic ihnnei-

and plant visit to Haley, Ontário. Rcfresh-
ments were served following ali evening
meetings and afforded those present the
opportunity to become acquainted with
their fellow members.

Claude Howard, a member of this com-
mittee, attended to newspaper releases of

meetings and submitted reports of these
meetings to the E.I.G. Journal.
Apart from the costs of printing and

mailing not ice cai'ds and the issuing of

complimentary tickets to guests, each
program was almost hnancially self-

supporting. More attention was given this

year, however, to the subsidizing by the
Branch of refreshments after evening
meetings.

Providing two progi-am events for the
president's visit proved popular. .\ noon
luncheon and evening reception afforded
the members two oi)portunities to meet
and hear our national president.

Gorrespondence has been sent to two
members in Hawkesbury and Ghalk River
requesting their suggestions for a meeting
to be held in each of these centres. There
has been concern that members in the out-
lying áreas ar(! not able to take part in the
activities of the Branch.

Some of the subjects on the technical
program were as follows: Recent Develop-
ments of Picstressed Goncrete, by Pro-
fessor Gustave Magnel; Underpinning, by
Edward E]. White; Gonsulting Manage-
ment Engineering, Paul Kellogg; National
Parks of Ganada, An Enginecr's Impres-
sion, by Lt.-Gol. G. (;. Ghilde; The Place

of the Trolley Goach in Urban Transit, by
L. W. Birch; Dam Gonstruction in France,

Andre Goyne; Health, Happiness and
Hospitais, H. Gordon Hughes; Golonel By
and the Rideau Ganal, R. F. Leggett;

Research into Road Safety, Dr. W. H.
Glanville : The Maitland Works of Dupont
of Ganada by R. N. Boyd; Transient
Transits in the Arctic, by W. D. Forrester.

Peterborough Branch
During 1954 the Peterborough Branch

held eight meetings at which the average

attendance was 43.

On ,June 3 the Branch entertained engi-

neering graduates of t he class of 19.54 at a

.symposium entitled "Engineering in Peter-

borough". This was a special program
designed to give some idea of the technical

operations carried on within the Peter-

borough area.

Field tiips are .-duays a big drawing
card and llie 1i ip In t lie Americal Nephe-
lene .Mine at Xepliton, Ontário, was no
exception. After a tour of the mine, a
softball game and a swim at Stoney Lake,

the members converged on the cook house
to feast on a steak dinner that will always
be remembered as the best they have ever

had.

Prince Edward Island
Branch

During the yeai there were nine meet-
ings of the Prince Iviwaid Island Branch.
These meetings for tlii' most part were well

attended and presented a good eross-

section of speakers. This Bi-inch suslained
a loss in the tragic death of iis ininic<liate

past president, Ron Smith. The newly-
elected vice-chairman J. H. Hearn, and
committee member, Reg MacLean, left

the province in the early part of the year.

The first meeting of the year was held in

February and was addressed by the field

secretary. Gol. Grant, who spoke on the
Saint Lawrence Seaway's history.

The biggest evt'nt of the year was our
annual sununer oufing which was held at

Gavendish. The only al)sentees weie those
who were not in the province. This outing
as usual was an outstanding success from
the standpoint of the members, wives and
children. It is being looked forward to

more each year. The sports committee
suppressed ali information concerning
scores, achievements, wiiuiers and losers

which could only indicate shenanigans
were present in the various events.

Fali .sessions have been occupied mainly
with discussions and considerations con-
cerning the formation of an Association of

Professional Engineers for this province.

This matter was brought vei v much to the
fore at the Maritime Professional Meeting
held at Digby in September at which this

Branch had two representatives present.
The kindness and courtesy of our sister

provinces in extending iuvitations to
Island members is very much appreciated.
Definite progress in this regard can be
reported.

Saguenay Branch
The Saguenay Branch enjoyed an active

year. A total of 15 meetings were held,

seven technical meetings with refreshments
served at the close of t he meeting, a dinner-
dance, the annual meeting, three Student
(íuidance meetings, one field trip and two
technical meetings, also with refreshments
after the meeting, spon.sored by the Júnior
Section. In addition. the Júnior Section
organized study groups which ran from

January to June and has organized similai

study groups this past fali the activities oj

which will end in the spring of 1955.
'

The highlight of this year's activitie.'

was the clo.se collaboration with th(:

regional group of the Gorporation o!

Professional Engineers of Quebec whicl
was organized in the fali of 1953. Untij

June 1954 ali general meetings were held|

jointly with this group, while executivtl

meetings were held .separately with th<

chairman and secretary-treasurer of th(|

other group sitting iu. The membershipg'
of both organizations have many members
in conimon and these were asked to showi

their support of this close collaboration andj

efforts to promote confederation by voting]

the same man to the same post in both,

executives. On counfing the ballots it wasi

found that oid\' one committee memberi
post was not held by the same man in the

two executives. The executives were
installed at the joint annual meeting on:

June 1, and since that time ali executivej

and general meetings have been held'

jointly.

The Student Guidance meetings were
under the auspices of the E.I.C., C.P.E.Q.
and C'.I.C., one man from each organiza-i

tion serving on the committee. The meet-
ings consisted of talks to the graduating
classes of three local high schools. Thel
program called for ten-minute talks by
each of six speakers on different branches.

of engineering. These were foUowed by a

'

formal question period and an informal I

question period over nífreshments.

As mentioned eai-lier Professional De-
velopment for the Saguenay Bi^anch

|

takes the forni of study groups organized

by the .lunior Section. Normal size of a

study grouj) is eight persons and attend-

ance is high. Meetings are held at the dis-

cretion of the group itself, usually every

two weeks but dependent on the time

available to finish the course by spiing.

Three study groups are presently running,

two on the "Principies of Investment"
and the third a "Refresher Gour.se in

Ghemical Engineering". These groups, too,

are joint undertakings with the regional

group of the G.P.E.Q.

Saint John Branch
Five dinner meetings were held during

the past year when members were privi-

leged to hear a variety of most interesting

talks.

On .January 28, a well attended joint

dinner was held with the Association of

Professional F]ngineers of New Brunswick.
The special speaker was Brig. Eric Snow
who .spoke on 'Gamp Gagetown", Gan-
ada's largest Army camp which is at

present under construction in New Bruns-
wick. This was a subject of interest to

everyone present.

Gol. L. F. Grant on February 26,

presented a talk on "The St. Lawrence
Seaway", and on .\pril 21, "Ladies'

Night" was held when Lieutenant Gover-
nor D. L. MacLaren was the special

speaker.

Mr. H. H. Smith, Industrial Commis-
sioner for this area .spoke on "The In-

dustrial Development of Saint John", on

October 14, and on November 15, Prof.

G. S. MacKenzie, i)rofessor of geology at

the University of New Brunswick pre-

sented a talk on "New Brunswick Mineral

Resources" with particular reference to

the recent very large base metais dis-

coveries in Northern New Brunswick in

the Bathurst area.

In addition, on September 13, this

Branch joined with the Prince Edward
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' Island and Moiictoti Hiaiiches iii wel-
' (omint; tho Presidont. J)r. St('ph(>iis, at a

liiiniT meeting in Moacton.
( )n May 7, Branch incnibers nltcndcd a

diiiner meeting in Fredeiictoii, vvhore,

along with engineers froni other parts ot'

lho province, thev lieard .J. H. Smith,
vi(«-president of Canadian (ieneral Klee-

iric speak on a proposal ff)r uniting As-
sociation.s and the Institute into one

' iiational body.
\o Profe.s.sional Dovelopment courses

ítTP held duiing 1954.

^ St. Maurice Valley Branch
Most noteworthy in this year'.s aetivi-

lies was perhaps the fact that an arrange-

ment was instituted which involved the
suspeiision of the Júnior Sections in Thiee
Rivers and Shawinigan Falis, and the

I

setting up of a Three Rivers group and a
Shawinigan Falis group, whose activities

were open to ali members and notiees .sent

oul to ali members. This new plan was
;tarted on a year's trial as of April 27,

1954, directlj' following the Branch's
iiinual meeting.
Prior to the latter meeting, the two

luriior Seetions held three meetings each,
rirluding a speech on I.B.M. Accounting
Machines, a tour of the C.I.L. Shawinigan
I alls Cellophane plant and a íilm night
• aturing house construction practices.

I )uring the same period, the Seniors
organized meetings during which federal
i.ixation and executive methods were the

|iics. A third event took the form of a
iir to Sorel Industries Ltd. in Sorel.

rhe program after April 27 included a
lance in June and a golf tournament and
l'\iffet supper, the latter event having
iicen held jointly with the A.I.E.E.
St. Maurice Valley Section. Two meetings
m Three Rivers and a dance and two meet-
ings bv the Shawinigan Falis group round-
ed out the program for 1954, with topics
on Paper Company Woodlands Opera-
tions. Industrial Relations, Trends in
Aviation and films on the Development
of the .\utomobile.

Sarnia Branch
The program committee for 19.54 was

composed of five members, A. Skene, D.
Livingstflne, H. Page, W. Millholland, Jr.,

K. E. Bentley. Special committees were
íormed to handle the May field trip to the
Kellogg Company of Canada and the

jdinner dance in .lanuary. The chairmen of
these committees were N. Lund and F.
I5('lsliaw, respectively.
There were eleven meetings during 1954.

' >f these two were joint meetings with the
' I.C., one arranged by each organization.

1 1 was attempted to meet the wishes of
general membership as exprcssed by

<i>- answers to a questionnaire circulatod
n 1951 and as evideneed by general dis-
Ksion at annual meetings.

"

\ summary of 1954 meetings is as fol-

lanuary 13, evening meeting, with
i":iker S. B. Thomas, Northern Electric
:npany, on the subject, "Plastics in the

and Cable Industry"; January 28,
riing meeting, H. J. Bowen, "Industrial

\Ii)deis"; February 22, dinner meeting,
' 15. Bassett, "Application of Statistical

dysis"; March 11, evening meeting,
II. Cash, "Study in Black"; April 21,

1'linner meeting, G. Temple, "Fifteen
INears ^at the World's Largest Oil Rcv

|''ry"; May 17, dinner meeting and plant
it; June 18, annual dinner dance.
>eptemher 16, evening meeting, J. An-

l'r.son, film "Man With a Thou.sand

Ilands". ()ctob<>r 7, evening meeting, J. R.
Montague, "St. I^iwrence Power Project

—

Kngineering .V.spects"; Xovcmber 9, din-
ner meeting, Dr. W. J. Dunlop, " Educa-
tion"; December 7, annual l)usiness
meeting.

The.Iunior Section nianaged the meeting
in May, a dinner and a visit to the Kellogg
Company plaiit in London, Ont. .\bout
50 memÍM'rs attcnded, and observei! lhe
food proce.ssing and pacivaging operations.
Chairman of i he Junioi- Committee was
C. X. Lund.

Saskatchewan Branch
Nine executive meetings and the annual

meeting were held during the year for the
transaction of Branch business.
Three Branch sections were formed dur-

ing the year at Lloydminster, Swifl
Current, and Moose Jaw. These Branch
sections have reported an active interest
and support of their activities. Col. L. F.
Grant, Hon. .m.e.i.c, field secretary, can
be given much of the credit for stimulating
the interest in these áreas to the point of
organizing sections.

J. Herbert Smith's "Plan for Unity"
was taken under consideration by the
executive and approved of in principie.
This plan is piesently under active con-
sideration by a conmiittee on confedera-
tion set up at the Institute headquarters.
It has been reported that there will be
many details to work out, but that there
is a strong feeling of support among the
profession for the idea.

J. G. Schaeffer of Regina was nominated
bv the Saskatchewan Branch as Institute
Councillor for 195.5-56, and Prof. A. H.
Douglas of Saskatoon was appointed by
the executive to the Nominating Com-
mittee.

Junius Jonsson of Prince Albert at-
tended the Regional Meeting of Council
held in Lethbridge on November 27,

1954 as the representative from the
Saskatchewan Branch.

Sault Ste. Marie Branch
As compared with 1953, the Branch

has registered a small net gain of three in
Institute membership, but has lost five

branch affiliates.

One resident member resigned during the
year, while two resident members and
one resident júnior were transferred to
other branches. Offsetting this, three
resident juniors, one resident studenl,
two non-resident juniors and one non-
resident student were transferred into the
Branch as existing members.
No new Institute applications were

processed through the Branch this year,

and a drive for new membership remains
one of the major taslvs facing the Branch
in 1955.

Four Branch meetings were held during
the first half of the year, the piograms
including both local and out-of-town
speakers, íilms and a very enjoyable
mixed dinner meeting on the occasion of

the president's visit to which local mem-
bers of the Association of Professional

pjngin(!ers of Ontário were invited. The
programs were interesting and well

presented in ali cases, but attendancc
generally was disappointing due largely

to unforeseen conHictions with major
Sporting events and other competing
attractions.

In the late summcr, both the Papcrs
Committee chairman and the secretary-

treasurer moved elsewhere, and other

members of the executive were frequently

out of town ihroughout the fali months.
Ill tlic resultani confusion, no Brandi
meetings werc! organizei! during tlie laticr
lialf of the year, regrettably, but the
situation is now in hand for 1955.
An operating surplus of $143.15 for

llie year 1953 was alinost balanced by a
(ieíicit of .«122.01 for the pa.st year 1954.
This deficit, residted principally from
speciil expen.ses a.ssociated willi the social
pliases of the year's activities.

Otherwise, thiíre were no unusual
receipts or disbursements, and the branch
remains in a sound financial position.

Section de Quebec
Au cours de Tannée écoulée, le Comité

exccutif de la .section de Québec a organisé
la Convention annuelic de Tlnstitut à
Québec, les 12, 13 et 14 mai 19.54. Un co-
mité a été forme sous la prcsidence de
Gilles Sarault et la convention a obtenu un
grand succès. Prés de 1,000 personnes ont
assisté au.x diverses manifestations de la

convention.

A sa séance du 16 février 1954, le Comité
exécutif de la .section de Québec a établi un
comité spécial ayant mission d'étudier la

proposition de J. Herbert Smith, "A Plan
for Unity", sous la présidence de Jean St-
Jacques. Le comité présenta un rapport au
Comité exécutif, le 28 avril 1954.

Copie de ce rapport fut transmise au
Conseil de Tlnstitut, à la Corporation des
Ingénieurs profe.ssionnels de Québec et
autres sections de Tlnstitut dans la pro-
vince.

Un comité national a été établi par
rinstitut pour étudier le projet d'unité et
Hector Cimon en est le repré.sentant de la

section de Québec. Jean St-.Iacques a été
chargé de représenter la section de Québec
lorsque M. Cimon ne peut le faire.

La section a obtenu encore cette année
un octroi substantiel du Ministre de la

Jeunesse pour la continuation des cotirs de
structure de la Faculté des Sciences. Nous
sommes três reconnaissants à THonorable
J. P. Sauvé de sa collaboration essentielle

à la réussite de ces cours de structure.

Le programme de réunions générales de
Tannée 1954 a été le suivant: 28 janvier,
assemblée annuelle de la section; 5 février,

conférence de M. Yves Guyon, ingénieur
de France, "Béton Pré-Contraint"; 27 fé-

vrier, visite de Montmorency Distilleries

à Beaupré; 27 mars, tournoi de curling
au Club de Curling Jaeques-Cartier; 7
avril, conférence de M. H. S. Milne, "En-
gineers and Atoms"; 20 avril, conférence
de M. André Coyne, ingénieur de France,
"25 ans consacrés i\ la construction de
Barrages"; 26 avril. Cocktail en Thonneur
de Y. R. Tas.sé, M.E.I.C, président de la

Chambre de Commerce de Québec, or-

ganisé conjointcment avec rÀssociation
des Diplômés de Polytechnique, au Cercle
Universitaire de Québec; 5 mai, conférence
de A. A. Moline, "Le point de vue méca-
nique dans la construction élcctrique". En
collaboration avec la section de Québec de
A.I.E.E.

Six juin, les membres sont invités à un
cocktail en Thonneur de monsicur Hector
Cimon et nionsieur Georges Demers, au
Cercle L'niversitaire de Quélicc, par TA.sso-
ciation des Diplômés de Polytechnique;
25 aoflt, tournoi de golf liir la construction,
organisé conjoiíitemenl par les ingénieurs,
les architectes et les const ructeurs ; 13 sep-
tembre, tournoi de golf annuel de la sec-

tion de Québec; 4 octobre, ouverture des
cours de structure à la Faculté des Scien-
ces; 10 novembre, conférence de M. Mau-
rice Ponte, ingénieur de France, ".\pport
(.le Télectronique i\ la mesure dans la
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science et rindustrie" ; 18 au 21 novembre,

retraite fermée pour les ingénieurs pro-

fessionnels, les arpenteurs et les ingénieurs

forestiers, à Villa Manrèse; et 14 décem-

bre, conférence de M. Léo Roy, "Certains

aspects du développement de la Bersimis."

Le Comité exécutif déplore la pei te d'un

membre distingué en la personne de A. B.

Normandin, décédé au cours de Tannée.

M. Normandin était membre à vie de

rinstitui, il est un des premiers membres

de notre section. II occupa des charges im-

portantes sur le Comité exécutif de la

section et sur le conseil de Flnstitut. II fut

un précieux collaborateur à la Corporation

des Ingénieurs professionnels de Québec;

il en fut un des co-fondateurs.

Le Comité exécutif tient à souligner la

part active que plusieurs membres de

rinstitut ont prise dans diíTérentes organi-

sations publiques ou charitables de Qué-

bec. Mentionnons particulièrement Y. R.

Tassé, président de la Chambre de Com-
merce de Québec pour Tannée 1953-1954,

G. E. Sarault, président du Comité des

Paroisses pour la Campagne 1954 du Con-

seil central des Oeuvres de Québec. M. Sa-

rault a également été élu récemment prési-

dent du Club Kiwanis de Québec. Guil-

laume Piette a été élu président du Comité

des noms spéciaux de la campagne de la

Fédération des Oeuvres pour Fannée 1955,

M. Sarault conservant le même poste que

pour la campagne 1954. Louis Joncas a été

élu récemment président du Club Kinsmen

de Québec.
Plusieurs de nos membres ont obtenu

des promotions au cours de Fannée écou-

lée et nous les en félicitons chaleureuse-

ment. Soulignons tout particulièrement la

promotion de Ludger Gagnon, comme in-

génieur en chef de la Cité de Québec et

celle de Henri F. Béique, comme gérant

général adjoint de la Compagnie Quebec

Power.
Le Comité exécutif se plait également à

faire une mention spéciale de Félection de

Georges Demers, ancien président de la

section de Québec, comme président de la

Corporation des Ingénieurs Profe.ssionnels

de Québec.
Un de nos membres distingués, le Doc-

teur Hector Cimon a été honoré d'une

façon toute particulière par FUniversité

Lavai. En effet, au cours de la convention

de mai 1954, FUniversité Lavai lui a dé-

cerné un doctorat en sciences appliquées

"honoris causa". Ce geste de FUniversité

ne pouvait mieux reconnaitre les services

innombrables que M. Cimon a rendus à sa

profession, tant à la Corporation qu'à

Flnstitut.

Sudbury Branch
Six Icctures vvere held in the Profes-

sional Devclopment course during 1954.

The subjects included two lectures on

Sudbury traffic problems, and one lecture

each on Public Speaking, Banking, Life

Insurance, and Automobile In.surance.

The average attendance was 16 per

cent of the resident members. No enrol-

ment was u.sed for the series.

Toronto Branch
The activities of the year 1954 were a

tribute to those members of the various

committees entrusted with the organiza-

tion of the program.
The previous year's executive left a well

organized program for the winter and
spring. One of the meetings generally con-

sidered outstanding was the first one; a

joint meeting with the Royai Canadian
Institute, when Robert Shama spoke on

•'The World's Largest Prestressed Con-

crete Spans".
The annual students' night held in Hart

House in February was a "Quiz Night".

There was a panei of seven students, and a

panei of experts. W. H. M. Laughlin, Con-

sulting engineer, was the meeting chairman

and quiz-master.

F. R. Whatmough of Canadian Staiid-

ards Associai ion Approvals Laboratories

spoke on the laboratories and their work.

This was an excellent preparation for a

subsequent summer visit to the official

opening of the new Laboratories. Another

joint meeting, this time the C.I.M.M.,

proved to be very interesting. The meeting

was addressed bv Col. L. F. Giant, Hon.

M.E.I.C., who spoke on "The St. Law-
rence Seaway Project". " Mountain Climb-

ing with Atomic Energy Engineers" was

F. W. Gilberfs .subject at a meeting in

March. A joint meeting with the A.I.E.E.,

to hear A. W. Paulson on the subject of

"Vertical Transportation" was very well

received.

Mr. McMurray provided the branch

executive with ari excellent bit of curling

activity at the Toronto Curling Club in

the spring.

The discussion of "The Engineer m
Management", by a panei of experts was

very good. This type of meeting seem.s to

be very popular, and audience participa-

tion is" a feature. A visit to the Oakville

assembly plant of Ford Motor Company of

Canada' Limited was arranged in coopera-

tion with the Hamilton Branch.

To open the fali season a social evening

was held at the Prince George Hotel.

Buffet supper was served before the room
was cleared for "fun and games". Stage

money running into millions of dollars

changed hands.
Two technical meetings were held in

October. G. W. Miller spoke on "The En-

gineer and the Contractoi ", and this meet-

ing was remarkable for a lively discussion

period. At a joint meeting with the

Chemical Institute of Canada H. R. Lyle

Streight spoke on the subject of the "Ny-
lon Intermediates Plant at Maitland." A
panei discussion was held early in Novem-
ber on "The Gap between Fundamental
Research and its Application".

Ladies' Night was held this year, un-

fortunately without the président and his

lady. Dinner, dancing and entertainment

were arranged by an entertainment com-
mittee under chairman C. E. Potter.

The final meeting included a talk by
Dr. J. TusoWilson, of the University of Tor-

onto, who spoke on the intriguing subject

of "The Earth as a Machine."
The year was one showing development

of much new interest in branch activities.

The branch has continued its support of

confederation, and has given its represent-

atives every assurance of its willingness to

cooperate.

The year 1954 marked the beginning of

a third year course in the fourth successive

Professional Development Program in

Toronto. In an informal atmosphere, ali

topics are prepared by individuais as as-

signments, and the main therae is indivi-

dual participation. Last year's second-

year members selected the subjects, with
èmphasis on cultural .subjects. The Har-
vard case study method of business study
was introduced and will be continued.

Vancouver Branch
During the past year there were ten

meetings of the executive and eight of the

Branch. Technical meetings continued to

be held jointly with the B.C. Engineering

Society. In May a large group of the

Branch's members visited Seattle as guests

of the Seattle Section of the American!
Society of Civil Engineers.

The Branch was visited bv two presi-'i

dents of the E.I.C., Mr. Dobbin and Bt.^
Stephens. The visit by Dr. Stephens was'

of unusual interest in that it coincided

with the annual meeting of the Association

of Professional Engineers of British Colum-
bia, and the many joint functions and other

opportunities for discussion were userl tn

forward the most vital subject of confeder-

ation.

Vancouver Island .

Branch 1

The Branch held nine meetings during"

the year, seven of which were joint meet-

ings with the Victoria Branch of the B.C.

Engineering Society. The two exclusively

E.I.C. meetings were dinner meetings, the;

first to honour the prt^sident, Ross L.

Dobbin accompanied by the general

secretary Dr. L. Austin Wright, and the

second to honour Dr. Wright who again

visited the Branch on December 6.

The joint meetings with the B.C.

Engineering Society were ali of an in-

structional nature with guest speakers

addressing the gatherings on wide and

varied subjects.

One field trip was taken to the Crown-
Zellerbach Plant at Port Angeles where'

guides explained the various processes in

newsprint production.

The Branch executive met on tive'

occasions during the year.

A Golf Tournament was held in the

late fali at Ardmore Golf Club.
'

No Professional Development Coursei

was operated by the Branch.

Winnipeg Branch
During 1954 the Branch held six general

meetings, with average attendance of 60

Twenty sectional meetings were held ol

which seven were electrical with an average

attendance of 145; seven were civil with

an average attendance of 56; and six were

student with an average attendance of 200

:

At the meetings of the branch, the

business transacted dealt mainly with thr

good and welfare of the Branch and of tht

profession. It has been the practice tc

present papers of general interest at thf

Branch meetings. Those dealing with

particular technical subjects are featured

at the Section meetings.

Attendance at the meetings has im

proved somewhat over 1953. Sectioi

executive committees hope for an ever

better improvement in this regard during

1955.

Most of the students in the 3rd and 411

year of the Faculty of Engineering oi

Manitoba University are members of tht

Student Section. This group, in particular

shows great interest in the Engineerini.

Institute. A membership drive is nov\

under way and the Student Section execu

tive anticipates, as a result, increasei

enrolment of students of the Júnior year

Yukon Branch
The Yukon Branch has had a ver.\

successful first year of operation. Of tb

eight General Meetings the Branch wa.

fortunate in obtaining guest speakers foi

six. There were two field trips; one to th.

Yukon Hydro Company Power plant, ant

one to the Elsa Mine at Mayo, a distanc.

of 260 miles from Whitehorse.

The highlight of the year was th(

presidenfs visit in March when he pre

sided over a general meeting in White

horse and a joint E.I.C. and C.I.M.M
meeting at Elsa Camp.
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Notes of the Institute and Other Societies, Comments
and Correspondence, Elections and Transfers

Sixty-ninth Anniial General and
Professional Meeting

The 1955 Annual General and
Professional Meeting of the Engi-

neering Institute will take place in

the Royai York Hotel in Toronto

on May 11, 12 and 13.

Transpor la t ioii

As usual special reduced conven-

tion fares will be available for rail

travei in Canada and the necessary

certificate will be sent to ali mem-
bers requesting it at time of registra-

tion. Members are requested to

make their own travei arrangements
ihrough their local ticket agent.

Hotel Accommodation

Ample room accommodation for

ali members and their wives is ex-

pected to be available at the Royai
York Hotel but a few rooms will

also be available at lower rates in

near-by hotéis.

Advance Kegistration

Hotel reservation and advance
'ííistration cards will be mailed
AÍth advance copies of the meeting
program, early in April. Room allot-

ments will be made in the order of

the receipt of reservation cards at

Institute Headquarters. It is ex-

pected that ali social functions will

Ue fully attended, therefore mem-
l)ers are urged to order tickets for

dinners, etc, on their advance regis-

tration cards. Otherwise reserva-
lions caiuiot be guaranteed.

Annual Banqiiet and Ball

The final event of the meeting
will be the Animal Banquet and
Ball to be held on Friday evening,
May 13.

l,a«Jie.s' Kvent.s

.VII ovents such as dinners and
'chnical mectings will be open to

I ladios. In addition, a number of

special social e\"ents will be
vided.

General

pro-

A full program of technical papers
covering a wide variety of topics has
been arranged. It is planned also

that plant visits of unusual interest

will be available. In addition some
further entertainment is expected
to be available concerning which
particulars will be foimd in the ad-

vance program.

.Muriel'» Hooni

Our hostess, Muriel, will be on
hand to dispense her usual hospi-

tality on those occasions for which
this would be appropriate.

Consulting Engineers .\ssocialion

The annual meeting and banciuct

of the Association of (-onsulting

Engineers will be held in the Royai
York Hotel on Thursday evening,

May 12 at 0.30 p.m. Full particulars

will be found in a separate notice in

"Xews of Otlier Societies" (page

297).

The First Hundred Years

On February 15, 1854, the Uni-
versity of New Brunswick began
giving some instruction in engineer-

ing, the first Canadian university to

do so. A hundred years later, on
February 15, 1954, it celebrated the

anniversarv of this event by inviting

Dr. J. B. Stirliug, M.E.I.C., to deli-

ver its Founders' Day address, also

commemoratiiig 154 years of its

existence. Dr. Stirling chose to re-

view the history of engineering edu-

cation in Canada; the following

summary of his remarks will be in-

teresting to our readers.

It was eight years after the in-

auguration of its courses in some
engineering subjects that the Uni-

versity awarded its first "diploma of

Civil Engineer" in 1862 to Henry
George Clopper Ketchum. There
were 15 graduates by 1865, when
engineering instruction lapsed.

Formal engineering teaching began
at McGill University apparently

iu the session of 1850-57—the date

is uncertain—and the first diploma
was awarded to Oliver Gooding in

1858, who thus had the distinction

of being the first engineer to grad-

uate in C/anada.

It must have taken much courage

and strong faith in the future of this

country for the educators of those

bygone days to venture into this, to

them, unknown field of training.

The population of Canada was small

and thei'e was not much to attract

Cover Picture

The cover picturc shows one of the first Canadian industrial applica-

tions of non-destructive inspection and testing l)y ultrasonic devices.

By such means, minute flaws or variations in ihickness can be

detected in metais or alloys up to 17 feet from the surface, without

recourse to drilling or other laborious methods formerly employed.

Photo courteKi/ of The Warnock Herseij Company Ltd.
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a yoiing man to the pi-ofession l)e-

yond a limited piil)lic works pio-

gram and some a('ti\ity in railway
(ionstruction. In the much more
tieavily populated United States,

with its greater industiial activity,

there were then only four coUeges
with engineering coiirses; Renssa-
laer Polytechnic Institute (1824),
Lhiion CoUege (1845), Dartmouth
CoUege (1851) and the University of

Miehigan (1852). Perhaps we should
include the United States Militarv
Academy at West Point (1802),
which included some engineering
subjects in its curricukim; the Law-
rence Scientifàc School at Harvard
University and the Department of

Philosophy and Arts at Yale Uni-
versity, later the Sheífield Scientific

School. Both the latter were func-
tioning in 1854, but neither could
well be called an engineering school.

In fact, there were few engineer-
ing schools anywhere then. France
was the world's leader in engineering
education; its oldest school was
fovmded in 1750. There were three
struggling schools in Great Britain,

but only one chair of engineering.

Germany had eight first-class en-
gineering schools, three mining acad-
emies and a number of institutions

of lower grade. The Swiss had not
founded their federal polytechnic
as yet.

L'Ecole Polytechnique of Mont-
real is the third of our engineering
schools, founded in 1873. Then fol-

low the University of Toronto
(1878), Queen's University (1893),
the University of Manitoba (1907),
the Nova Scotia Technical College

(1908) , the University of Alberta

(1909) , the University of Saskat-

chewan (1912), the University of

British Columbia (1915) and Lavai

University (1937). Finally one

should include the new University

of Sherbrooke, where courses were
commenced last year. Today the

e_nrolment of engineering degiee

students in Canada is about ten

thousand, with an additional four or

Recently our attention was called

to the fact that at the University of

New Brunswick in Fredericton their

engineering enrolment has now
reached the figure of four hundred.
This does not rank it at the top of

the list of Canadian universities,

but it is a definita and substantial

increase over recent years.

Another interesting feature is

that in the branch of civil engineer-
ing, U.N.B. is exceeded only by the
University of Toronto. Át Fred-

five hundred in certificate courses.

Most of the latter will proceed to

degrees in schools other than those
they are now attending.

We are wont to compare condi-

tions in Canada with those in the

United States, naturally enough.
About 30 per cent of ali persons be-

tween the ages of 18 and 21 are en-

roled in the colleges and universi-

ties there, not ali in engineering, of

course. The comparable figure in

Canada is only about six per cent.

But more and more of our boys and
girls are going to college. Since 1919
college attendance in the 18-22 year
age group has risen by 175 per cent,

while the group itself has grown by,^
only 45 per cent.

If the engineering schools get their

share of the anticipated increase in

our imiversity enrolment—they
seem to be getting it, as engineering

registration is up right across the

country—there should be enough
Canadian engineering graduates
available when wanted to satisfy

the demands of industry and of the

public service. And it also looks as

though this increase will pose some
problems, physical and financial, for

our universities. The universities

seem to be quite aware of these prob-

lems, which may become acute by
1960, and are taking steps to solve

them as they arise.

ericton they have an enrolment of

two hundred and nine in civil engi-

neering, and in Toronto they have
three hundred and twenty-six. But
the next nearest figure is one hun-
dred and sixty seven, at the Uni-

versity of Alberta.

It is very encouraging to see this

steady progress in New Brunswick.

It is a clear indication that the uni-

versity there is continuing to render

a service that meets the increasing

needs of the provinces.

Sixty-Niiitli Annual General Meeting
Notice is hereby given, in accord- 1955 will be convened at the Royai

ance with the by-laws, that the York Hotel, Toronto, Ontário, at

annual general meeting of The En- ten o'clock a.m. on Wednesday,
gineering Institute of Canada for May 11, 1955.

Correction

The item "Art and the Engineer", It is stated in the second para-j

concerning Mr. .1. S. Walsh, appear- graph that "Mr. Walsh joined thei

ing on page 134 of the Februarj- staff of Dominion Engineering in

issue of the Journal, contained a 1946". The correct term is "Dom-
statement which is incorrect. inion Bridge Company".

Growth in the Maritimes
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St. Lawrence Seaway
and Power Project

In this section the Journal reviews
the news and progress of the St. Law-
rence project.

Eniployment on the Seaway

Numerous inquiries are received

from persons seeking employment on
the St. Lawrence Seaway project by
the president of The St. Lawrence
.•^eaway Authority, the Honourable
Lionel Chevrier, and other members
of the Authority. Many of these in-

nuiries are for information as to

liow employment may be obtained
md particularly whether any pri-

\ ;ite agency has been designated as

;in oíiicial agency for this purpose.

Mr. Chevrier has advised that no
outside organization had been hired

for this purpose nor was any organ-
ization authorized to indicate that
1 liey were acting as an agent for the
Seaway.
The major construction work on

lhe St. Lawrence Seaway is being
lione by contracts and the con-
rractors hire their own staff. How-
in-er, Mr. Chevrier indicated that
íhe National Employment Service
of the Federal Government has set

up a special organization to assist in

placing and hiring people wanting
10 work on the St. Lawrence Sea-
way project. These facilities in-

luded the formation of a central

irfice in the Seaway area to process
• luests for particular trades and
i hnical skills required by the con-

• ractors to do the work. In this re-

-pcct Mr. Chevrier stated that he
understood the National Employ-
ment Service was going to advise ali

piTsons interested in employment to
i('gi.ster their names with their near-
' st Employment Service office. AU
-iich persons were also being ad-
- ised not to proceed to the area
where the work was being under-
taken unless they were advised to
lio so by the National Employment
Service.

I «'uders for Canal and Lock Construc-
tion

The Honourable Lionel Chevrier,
prosident of the St. Lawrence Sea-
way Authority, announced on Janu-
iry 26 that eleven bids hatl been re-

ived for the "Con.-^tniction of a
mal and Lock at Irocinois" in the

íiitornational Rapids Section. It will

recalled that following the ex-
lange of notes of August 17, 1954,

between the United States and Can-
adian Governments a statement was
made by the Minister of Externai
Affairs to the effect that the Cana-
dian Government would construct
forthwith, a canal and lock at Iro-

quois.

On the basis of unit prices ten-

dered, the lowest bid was that sub-
mitted jointly by Pentagon Con-
struction Company, Limited and
Iroquois Constructors Limited
amounting to $6,470,000.00. The
second lowest tender was submitted
by Northern Construction Com-
pany and J. W. Stewart Limited in

the'amount of $6,543,373.00. The
third lowest tender amounted to

$6,731,200.00 and was submitted by
Canit Construction Limited. The
fourth lowest bid was submitted by
Deschamps & Bélanger Ltée, in a
joint venture with Dufresne En-
gineering Co. Limited, A. Janin &
Cie Limitée and The Key Construc-
tion Ltd. in the amount of $6,899,-

000.00. The bid received from Mc-
Namara, Piggott and Peacock in the

amount of $6,975,600.00 was the
fifth lowest.

Seaway Authority engineers being

satisfied that the company had sub-

mitted an acceptable construction

program showing the order of proce-

dure, time schedule, construction

plant to be used, details of organiza-

tion to be placed on the work, and
method by which the contractor

proposes to carry out the works,

authority was sought from Treasury
Board to enter into an agreement
with the lowest bidder, Pentagon
Construction Company and Iro-

quois Constructors Limited.

The work to be carried out under
this contract consists of the con-

struction of the canal and lock at

Iroquois in the International Rapids
Section of the St. Lawrence Seaway.
The proposed lock will be of the

Welland Ship Canal dimensions. It

will be 768 feet in length and 80 feet

in width, have a depth of 30 feet

over the sills and an approach clum-

nel depth of 27 feet at ali rivcr

stagcs. The work is to start im-

mediately and to be completed uot

later than November 30, 1957.

It was subsequently confirmed

that the contract was awarded to

Pentagon Construction Co. Ltd.,

jointly with Iroquois Constructors
Ltd., at the figure of $(),470,000.00.

The foUow ing companies also ten-
dered on the Iroquois project: C. A.
Pitts General Contractor Limited;
Arthur A. Johnson Ltd. and Peter
Kiewit Sons' Company of Canada
Ltd.; Walsh Canadian Construction
Company Limited; Bran Limited,
F^kard Construction Company, S. J.

Groves & Son & C. F. Lytle Com-
pany; E. G. M. Cape & Company;
Utah Co. of the Américas.

Contracts Awarded
Generators

Ontário Plydro announced on Feb-
ruary 7 the awarding of contracts to
two Canadian firms for the manu-
facture and installation of 16 gener-
ators in the Canadian Section of the
St. Lawrence powerhouse. At the
same time, the Commission awarded
a contract for the production of

crushed rock and manufactured
sand to be used as concrete aggre-
gate in the building of Hydro's
portion of the international power-
house.

The generator contracts involve
the purchase of 8 units from Cana-
dian General Electric Company
Limited, Toronto and 8 units from
Canadian Westinghouse Company
Limited, Hamilton at a total cost of

approximately 13^2 million doUars.
Both firms have promised to meet
the deliverj-- date schedule which
calls for the commencement of erec-

tion of the first unit on August 1,

1957. Subsequent units will be
erected at intervals of one and a half

to two months.
A total of ten companies in Can-

ada, England, and Europe submitted
generator bids.

Rock and Sand

The contract for the production of

crushed rock and manufactured
sand from the Commission 's quarry
near Cornwall was awarded to C. A.
Pitts General Contractor Limited,
Toronto. A total of 16 bids was re-

ceived from both United States and
Canadian sources. The contract in-

volves an anticipated 1,942,000 tons

of rock and sand, at an approximate
price of $2,486,000.

Turbines and Goverrutrs

A contract for sixteen turbines

and governors to be installed in the

Canadian section of the St. Law-
rence powerhouse has been awarded
by Ontário Hydro to the English
Electric Company of Canada, Tor-
onto. lI\'dro officials stated that the

contract, for approximately $73'^

million, calls for deliveries to com-
mence in March, 1956. It was one of
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seven bids received from Canadiau
and Europeau compaiiies.

The turbines, together with six-

teen generatois to be erected in

Hydro's portion of the international

powerhouse, form the unit which

The Canadian Constriiction Asso-

ciation's 37th annual convention

was held at the Chateau Frontenac
in Quebec City, January 16-19,

1955, with more than 860 delegates

in attendance. Here tlie spacious ac-

(íommodation at the Chateau, French
Canadian gaiety and hospitality and
the winter carnival setting, ali com-
bine to make Quebec the CCA's
favourite meeting place. As is cus-

tomary, the opening day was taken

up with a luncheon for Builder's

Exchange Secretaries, registration

and a management committee meet-
ing.

Committee Reporls

The Monday morning session was
devoted to hearing (-CA committee
reports. Chairman Lorne Bain an-

nounced that the Association mem-
bership now exceeded the 1,000

mark. Speaking for Chairman ,1. M.
Pigott of the apprenticeship com-
mittee, H. C. Nicholls reported

transforms the power of water into

electrical energy. The Canadian half

of the St. Lawrence Power Project,

scheduled for initial service in the

fali of 1958, will have an installed

capacity of 1,100,000 horsepower.

14,771 apprenticed in Quebec, vs.

13,272 last year, and 6,479 in nine

other provinces vs. 6,169 a year ago.

Notwithstanding this growth, ap-

prenticeship falis far short of the

neetls of the industry, and calls for

sustained help and co-operation

from the Association, he declared.

Employers must be encouraged to

take more interest, and a solution

to this serious prol)lem would never

be resolved until employers recog-

nized their responsibilities and at-

tacked the prolilem with energy and
enthusiasm.

CCA Building Committee

Chairman Bob Drummond re-

ported that $67,400 had been spent
on (•onstruction last year on a con-

tract awarded to Ross-Meagher
Ltd. at a price of $260,762. Expendi-
ture of $175,000 from association re-

serves had been authorized and the

balance of some $100,000 needed

would be financed by sale to mem-
bers of 43^2 per cent first mortgage
sinking fund l)onds. The project, he
said, had been a good investment
from the start and its completion
will mark one of the most important
milestones in CCA history.

Contractor Kelations Committee

R. F. Legget, chairman, explained

that a threat to CCA vmity due to

misunderstandings developing be-

tween two of the four sections
through which the association oper-

ates, had led to the setting up of

this committee, composed of four

members each from the general and
trade contractors sections, with an

independent chairman. The two
main issues were the alleged "bid

shopping and peddling" and the

alleged promotion by trade con-

tractors of the idea of carrying out

work without the services of general

contractors.

The committee presenteei a set of

10 rules for procedure in competitive

building praclice as a proposed
"Code of good practice for the Con-
.struction Industry in Canada".
Warning that it cannot be made,
fully effective until its philosophy is

accepted also by engineers and
architects, the committee recom-i

mended that, if and when adopted,

it must be immediately discussedl

wilh national bodies representing

'

CCA Meets at Quebec

The newly elected odK-ei s foi- 10.^5 of the < :;iiia<liaii

Construction Association are »ihoM ii after their electioii at
the animal meeting in Qiiel>ee City. Baek row, left to right:
R. A. Seasons, viee-chairman, Trade Contractors' Section;
F. R. ]Murra> , honorar> secrelarj ; Kelix (iuihert, chairman,
Trade Contra<rtors' Section; G. I>. Schroeder, chairman,
Manufactiirers' and Snppliers' .Section; J. E. Harrington,
chairman, (icneral Contractors' Section; J. P. Kennedy,
chairman, Road Biiilders' Section; S. C Quinii, vice-
chairman, Mainifacliirers' and Suppliers' Section; D. L.
DonalcLson, honorary treasurer.

Front r<»w, lefl to right: Col. K. .J. W. Akins, Manitoba
vice-presideni ; Allan Tiibby, Saskatchewan vice-pre-

>i<l<-nl; S. W. K<'mie\, \ ice-prcsidcn I foi \<-u loiíndlaiKl

and iNova Scotia; A. Turner Bone, national vicc-president;
W. G. Malcom, president; Raymond Brunet, inimediate
past president; Tullis N. Cárter, national vice-president;
W. A. IVIarshall, Quebec vice-president; L. J. B. Forbes,
Ontário vice-president; R. L. Parsons, vice-president for

New Brunswick and Prlnce Edward Island.
Not present for the picture were Charles A. Stollery,

Alberta vice-president; M. L. Barr, British Columbia vice-

president; N. A. Puthcrbough, vice-chairman. General
Contractors' Section; George Poole, vice-chairman, Road
Builders' Section.
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tliesc professions in the hope of

ohlaining full agreement.

Huusing Conimittee

V. L. Leigh, housing committee
( hairman, told (ielegates 1955 had
commenced with a large carryovei"

I )f some ()0,000 dwellings imder Coll-

et ruction, he stated, with prospects

i^ood for increased "starts," repre-

-cnting a value of well over a billion

ilollai^s. Neverthelesw, mut-h housing

was substandard and overcrowded,

w hile the houseljuikling section was
working at less than capacity and
had yet to attain the Association's

target of 125,000 iinits yearly. The
Committee urged members to en-

courage local groiips to sponsor long-

term limited-dividend low-iental

housing, slum clearanee and other

such projects dealt with in Section

36 of the 1954 N.H.A. The volume
of housing starts in the last half of

1954 reflect the predicted rise due
to charter banks entering the direct

residential mortgage field and pro-

visions for lower down payments
and longer amortization. The Home
Tmprovement Loan section of

X.H.A. would be proclairaed to ap-

j

ply to the whole of Canada on Feb-
ruary Ist, 1955. These changes had
i cen advocated by the CCA.

Pointing to the difíiculties mainly
!i'sponsible for lack of down pay-
jments discouraging the effort to ac-

jcumulate the required cash, the

I

committee advocated amendment
of the Act to allow purchase with
no down payment. It was suggested
that a solution would be to issue

"Home Purchase Savings Bonds"
carrying the same rate of interest

as Canada Savings Bonds, pur-
chasable under a payroll deduction
plan.

Labour Relations Committee

Chairraan A. C. Ross told the
raembership comparative stability

in constniction trade wages during
1954 had been due to leveling off of
living costs, and to the effects of the
two-year agreements signed in 1953.
lYet there had been a cloudy back-
ground of 190,000 man-days of work
istoppages, sharply up over the pre-
vious year. He urged that forma-
tion of a Canadian board for settling

jurisdictional disputes should be
;discussed further with the Trades
and Labour Congress, whose past
president had expressed sympathy
with the proposal hefore his retire-

ment.

American refinory cont ractors
operating in Canafla had signed
agreements with b o i 1 e rm a k e r s

,

plumhers and steamfittors for rates
considorably in excoss of those ne-
-i^liatod locally, disrupting relations

in se\-eral áreas. The prolonged
Montreal plumbers' strike had its

roots in premium agreements signed
on Montreal refinery projects. Tlie
CCA contended that whon working
here, American firms should abide
by the usual local collective agree-
ments.

Reviewing CCA discussions with
U.I.C. ofíicials al)out forthcoming
changes in the Unemployment In-
siu'ance Act, he observed one pro-
posal was of particular interest to
employers, namely, that of amend-
ing the act to replace present stamp
methods of contributions with a
payroll deduction syslem.

Referring to recent rulings by the
unemployment Insurance umpire al-

lowing benefits to workers who re-

fused to cross picket lines, he pointed
out that picketing employing force

is quite illegal, and payment of

benefits to workers was very unwise
because fellow workers were allowed
to indulge in illegal acts.

Legislation Committee

Chairman R. A. Seasons, de-
scribing the functions and recent

activities of his committee, em-
phasized the advantages of repre-

sentations in person to those re-

sponsible for legislation affecting

the industry. Referring to pending
changes in the Unemployment In-

surance Act, assurances had been
received that there will be ample
opportunity for representations

when the bill is considered in Com-
mittee. The Association had been
fully informed, he said, regarding

the emergency bill to liberalize

benefits, prior to main amendments.
The chaiiTnan commended Que-

bec's action in introducing legisla-

tion to eliminate payment by em-
ployers of double Workmen's Com-
pensation assessments for employees
working temporarily outside their

home province. Since Ontário had
already passed similar legislation,

reciprocai agreements wovdd now
be possible.

Concluding, Mr. Seasons referred

to enquiries from members going

into new áreas about local provin-

cial and municipal laws and regula-

tions. Though most Builders Ex-
changes were good sources for such
Information, he suggested the asso-

ciation might explore the need for

comprehensive data on municipal

business taxes, compensation rates,

provincial sales taxes, etc, as they
affect construction operations.

Provincial Activities Committee

Committee chairman, .1. M.
Soulos, reviewing the four point rc-

commendation approved at the

1954 Vancouver convention, re-

ported -progress had been made in

locating meetings more equitably
throughout tlic country, while prvsi-

dential parties had visited liake-

head, Sudbury, Val d'()r, and had
met witli dircíítors of the O.R.B.A.
following its affiliation with CCA.
While Jiuilders I*^xchanges and

provincial organizations are now
confident of wholehearted CCA
support, and while the exchanges
hold the respect of and gain co-
operation from municipal govern-
ments, the industry lacked the
effective voice it should have in

regard to provincial policies. This,
he said, was pailicuiarly true of

Ontário, where 35 per cent of the
total volume of construction was
carried out.

Such discrepancies, he predicted,
would in time disappear with dis-

semination of Information to local

and provincial associations, with
decentralized management com-
mittee meetings and regional con-
ferences, and through dose atten-
tion to regional problems and con-
tinuing efforts of vice-presidents to
seek out industry problems and
provide liaison to local organiza-
tions.

CCA Publicity Committee

Chairman E. R. Smallhom re-

ported that the mechanies of issuing

press releases, etc, was now left

entirely in the hands of the Execu-
tive Committee and the headquar-
ters staff. A number of articles on
industry matters had been pre-

pared for a variety of joumals, and
increasing requests of this nature
indicated growing recognition that
the CCA is the "voice of the in-

dustry". Publicity arrangements,
he stated, were also being looked
after by the association itself rather

than through outside agents.

A brochure concerning the CCA
is under preparation and it has been
suggested that another should be
prepared showing outstanding ex-

amples of projects designed and
built by Canadian firms. His com-
mittee advocated, in addition to an
increase in publicity material from
the national Association, that Build-

ers Exchanges should also expanil

their publicity programs, and have
their members address service clubs

and other bodies on the industry's

activities and ac^hievements.

Research and Ediicatiun Committee

Enumerating the various assist-

ance, donations and the prizes now
heing provided by the CCA to

university students for thescs on
construction subjects, Chairman .1.

F. Parsons rocallcd ttiat his com-
mittee had discusscil with uiiiver-
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sity authorities the possil)11ity of

establishing a construction engineer-

ing course. It was believed in gen-

eral that special postgraduate

courses were preferable to special-

ized courses at the undergraduate
levei.

A Maritime university, he re-

ported, had shown special interest

in such a course, and one of our
larger universities was actively con-

sidering a course dealing with con-

struction management subjects. He
called attention to the night lectures

on construction management cur-

tently under way at the University

of Toronto, sponsoi-ed by the Tor-
onto Builders Exchange, and recom-
mended that other exchanges should

foUow suit.

In conclusion, the chairman urged
that the award of the four annual
fellowships for financing postgradu-

ate study in construction, already

approved in principie, be acted on
by the 1955 executive committee.
He also advocated members taking

the lead in their home cities in urg-

ing the adoption of the National
Building Code provisions where
local codes are out of date or in-

complete.

Sales Tax Committee

Expressing the committee's feel-

ing that a former committee's re-

commendation to engage an expert

to sort out evidence respecting the

federal sales tax question, for pre-

senting to the government to sup-
plement previous briefs, chairman
D. K. Edwards stated his com-
mittee's belief that the time was
now ripe for action. Administration
of the act, he said, was difficult and
costly compared to the revenue re-

ceived, and because of unsatisfac-

tory interpretation there had arisen

an unsatisfactory tendering prac-

tice of suppliers absorbing the tax

themselves. A meeting had been
held with the cabinet last February
and further representations had
been made to the new minister of

finance, Mr. Walter Harris. W. A.
Marshall, Quebec vice-president,
had presented a brief before the
Canadian Tax Foundation in No-
vember.

StamlarcI Practices Committee

Chairman A. Turner-Bone re-

ported completion of revisions to

the standard form of cost-plus-fee

contracts was almost attained, fol-

lowing meetings with the E.I.C. and
R.A.I.C. and by correspondence.
Pending completion, work on the

proposed "Guide to Better Bidding"
was left in abeyance. Consideration

of a standard specification awaited
observation of results from the work

of the newly formed Specification

Writers Association of Toronto —
the E.I.C, he stated, had approved
the revised form of lump-sum con-

tracts. Two small changes thereto

had been made and others had been
suggested, and revisions would prob-

ably be made in 1955. The Com-
mittee had had a very active year,

including discussions with govern-

ment agents, architects and muni-
cipal authorities. In addition, stand-

ard documents covering U.S.A. and
U.K. tendering practices and con-

tracts had been reviewed.

Defence Construction Program

R. G. Johnson, president of De-
fence Construction (1951) Ltd., told

delegates that four years ago he
had announced to CCA delegates a

three year program of defence con-

struction costing SlOO million. In

the past four years DCL had spent

$600 million òn behalf of the De-
partment of National Defence, in-

volving over 3,000 contracts with a
total value close to $700 million,

nearly 90 per cent of which had
l^een put in place, leaving some
$75 million still to be spent on exist-

ing contracts. Expectations were
that current volume of $100 million

yearly will be maintained in 1955.

The earlier programs of projects

most urgently needed, such as air-

helds, radar stations and coastal de-

fence, had been completed, he said.

Needs of the R.C.A.F. had top
pinority, and in the fiscal year 1952-

53, 78 per cent of ali awards was on
behalf of the R.C.A.F., the largest

project being the chain of radar sta-

tions known as the Pineíree project.

Another large project now almost
complete was the Cold Lake Air
Weapons Range, where the airbase
is now in operation. The last of

several large cantilever hangars
should be íinished by midsummer.
As a result of Korea and NATO

the Canadian Army had been great-

ly expanded, Mr. Johnson conti-

nued, creating the problem of in-

creased accommodation and train-

ing facilities. As a result the Army
home-station development program
was the principal DCL item pres-

ently in hand. Camp Gagetown} is

the largest home station, designed
for training a brigade or even larger

formations, with climate at the site

in New Brunswick permitting all-

year-round training, covering an
area of 400 square miles and costing
some $45 millions.

The next in size will be Petawawa,
followed by others at Edmonton,
Calgary, Winnipeg, London and
Valcartier. Another major project
assigned to DCL for its construc-

tion phase was the mid-Canada linf'

of radar warning stations running
roughly along the 55th parallelj

while the northernmost or Dew Linfí

will be built by the U.S. govemJ
ment.

Calling attention to the timf|

taken in the final stage of manj
projects to clear up minor defi-

ciencies, thus retarding the releasf

of holdbacks and security deposite

to contractors, Mr. Johnson called

for their co-operation in developin

a solution. In conclusion, he quote
from the White Paper on "Canada^
Defence Program" of May 1954, a"

follows :

—

"The apparent improvement
*

the International situation is re-,

lated to the growing ability of free

nations to speak from a position

of strength . . . if we are to main
tain and improve our prospect fo

peace NATO countries must con
tinue, perhaps for a lengthening

period, to devote a substantial

part of their resources to th

common defence effort."

President's Address

At the opening luncheon on Mon-
day, delegates were welcomed to the

city by His Worship Mayor Wilfrid

Hamel. Following this, CCA Presi-

dent Raymond Brunet, o.b.e. oi

Hull, Que., in his presidential ad-

dress, made the prediction that, "11

the trend in the volume of construc-

tion continues at its present rate, it

is possible that a record value oi

$5 billion of construction will be put

in place in Canada this year."

Mr. Brunet noted that the con-

struction industry had had a greatei

volume of work in each successivf

post-war year, and that the 195'í

total was estimated to be somf

$4^:4 billion. "This record volume
would have been even greater had

it not been for the especially bad

weather conditions that hampered
construction operations", he stated

However, as a result, this had left

a bigger than average carryover

Providing costs remain at leveis tha

will continue to attract investors, a;

even greater volume this year tha;

in 1954 could be expected."

Another reason why the value ot

construction carried out in 1954 waí-

below that predicted in the invest-

ment forecast based on owners' re-

ports, he said, was that many pro-

jects were being built at below the

estimated cost. "The improved sup-

ply situation and increased industry

efficiency and capacity have result-

ed in tenders considerably below the

expected price. Competition is ex-

tremely keen and contracts are
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being signed at 'bargain basement'

prices."

Mr. Brunet believed the increas-

ing volumes of construction re-

flected (1) the large backiog of pro-

jjects deferred because of the de-

jpression and the war and (2) the

jsteady economic growth in Canada,
irather than "boom" conditions. The
iindustry was actually openiting be-

'(nv capacity leveis in the building

houses, roads and other types of

onstinction. "In Canada's expand-
ng economy it is only natural that

ir construction programs will also

rcome larger over the years ahead.

riiis factor has encouraged not only
lie establishment or expansion of

inany Canadian construction com-
')anies but also the entry to Canada
)f a fair number of large firms from
ither countries. The industry now
niploys upwards of 500,000 in

ictual construction operations.

Iiiiprovcd Credit Ternis for Both New
and Existing Hoiises

"Stability of prices and the easier

luancing terms available under the

1954 National Housing Act have
)een principal factors in the present
ncreased housebuilding program",
-aid Mr. Brimet, "and the general
iroclamation of the N.H.A. Home
mprovement Loan Section, as ad-
I )cated by the CCA, will also

i'|p considerably to raise the stand-

1 i ds of existing houses when it takes
)lace next month. However, down
)uyments and carrying charges un-
ler our housing legislation are still

css liberal than in such countries as
he United States."

Highways Backiog Continues
I to Grow

Mr. Brunet said that Canadian
oadbuilders had long been im-
>ressed with the high degree of

ederal-state co-operation ou high-
vay matters in the United States,

nd the recognition by the U.S.
ederal government of the national
mportance of roads. Federal aid
lad been available to the states for

oad construction for many years.

"In Canada, the Trans-Canada
lighway is being built on a joint-

inancing basis", he said, "but there
ias been no federal commitment
hat funds will be granterl for this

ãtal project after the present agi-ee-

aents expire in ]9õ6. It is sincerely
loped, therefore, that steps will be
aken to extend the agreements, and
hat federal investment in other
oads of national importance will be
)Iaced on a contiiming basis. The
ixpenditure on roads per motor
^ehicle registration is less today
han it was befoi-e the war, and lhe

backiog of badly-needed roads is

steadily growing."

Seasonal Unemploymeiit —
Winter Construction Work

The CCA president noted with
pleasure the growing support to the
industry's efforts to increase the
volume of winter work, and thereby
reduce the seasonal unemployment
in construction operations. "While
great strides have been made in ex-

tending constmction work through
the winter months, upwards of 25
per cent of our summertime labour
force are on average unemployed in

construction during the middle of

the winter. The interest of govern-
ment agencies and industrialists in

timing their projects so as to pro-
vide more winter work is most en-

couraging and reflects the benefits

to ali interested parties."

World Wide Standard on American
Scale Impossible

The guest speaker for the first

dinner meeting was Dr. G. H. T.

Kimble, research director, Twen-
tieth Century Fund, New York
City. As one of the world's most
eminent geographers, he observed
that geographers were most con-
cerned with the relationships be-

tween men and the environments
they inhabit, and with the cultural

consequences of the way they have
fashioned these environments.

Tracing the patterns of develop-

ment for the various continents and
peoples over the past six thousand
years, he reminded his audience that

on this continent we had been on a

vast spending spree for the past 250
years, not merely with money but
with resources. We had built oiu-

selves the most advanced culture,

technically speaking, the world had
ever known, but we had come peril-

ously near to breaking the bank, as

shown by the findings of the 1953

Washington conference on -"Re-

sources for the Future".

The idea of containment, of

limited opportiinity, was something
we were very loath to accept. "Why
not take our bulldozers and pulp-

mills and engineering 'know-how' to

Africa, índia, Indonésia, Brazil", he
asked, "and keep the frontier roll-

ing ? There is mei-it in tlie argument
for we cannot much longer contiiuie

being an island of prosperity in a

sea of poverty." But there was
heresy in this argument too, he

warned, for the known world re-

sources would not long sui)p()rl our

scale of living on a woildwide basis.

And even were the i'esourc(>s ade-

quate, who woulfi foot the bili ?

"Would it not l)e just as well for

us", he asked, "to speiid |)ai-1 of our

time schooling ourselves in the art

of going witlujut, or at least living

gratefully with what we have?"
There was enough of every ingre-

dient of the good life for everyboJy,
but not enough to give everybody a
seven room ranch house on an acre
lot with two cars, a kitchcn full of

electrical equipment, and a change
of wardrobe twice a year, he warned.
Such a doctrine was not half so un-
palat-able as living in torment the
rest of our lives, and under the
shadow of a mushroom-shaped cloud.

In conclusion the speaker ex-

pressed the view that we have
much to learn about the art of living

in t,oday's world with its fluctuating
wealth and poverty, its changing
moods, and of living with its unruly
inhabitants. To address ourselves
to this task of humility was not only
the beginning of wisdom but also

the condition of survival.

Panei Discu.ssion on Standards

A feature of the third day's
sessions was a panei discussion on
"Standards for Construction Ma-
terials by National Agencies in

Ottawa". F. A. Sweet of the Cana-
dian Standards Association, R. F.

Legget of the Canadian Government
Specifications Board and 0'Neill

Higgins, commodity standards di-

rector of the Department of Trade
and Commerce, in turn described

the functions of their respective

agencies, explaining how these were
complementary and how overlap-

ping was avoided.

Guest Speakers

Guest speaker at the secontl

luncheon was Lt-Col. R. A. Sharood,
chief engineer, Quebec North Shore
and Labrador Railway Company,
who gave the history of early sur-

veys and discoveries in Ungava. He
then presented a gi-aphic description

of the obstacles and problems con-

fronting the builders of the 360 mile

railway from Sept Isles to Knob
Lake, and how these were over-

come, permitting the first ship-

ments of iron ore last August.
Guest speaker at the annual

banquet was The Hon. Maurice
Duplessis, Premier of Quebec, who
told the Association that the work
donc by its meml)ers brought to

mind the fiuK lamentai trutli that

"you can't build unless you estab-

lish sound foundations". Another
fundamental truth often forgotten

today was that real pi-ogress and
security was based on n\ú work.

"There were those", he said, "who
beli(í\'ed you coidd reduce working
hours and increase i)ro(luction at

the same time. liut we know and
you know such a system cannot
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exist ..." "Private enterprise was
the system vinder whioh Canada
had become great", he continued,
"and if Canada is to continue to

grovv and prosper these principies

must be safeguarded. Capital is the

real backbone of any progress, but
unfortunately today the trend was
to expect the state to do every-
thing."

In conclusion, the premier re-

minded his audience that two great

races had learned to live together
in harmony and co-operation. The
loyalty of Quebec to the institutions

we ali held dear could not be
doubted, and this was why here in

Quebec we are opposed to Commun-
ism. Quebec was always willing

and anxious to co-operate with the
rest of Ciuiada and with other
governments, he said, not forgetting

there can be no co-operation and no
real progress if the basic funda-
mentais of confederation are not
respected.

'New Look' for Puhlic Works

Describing recent de\'elopments
in policy and procedure in the
federal Department of Public
Works, Deputy Minister Major
General H. A. Young, guest speaker
at the third luncheon, told members
its main fimctions now fali into four

main categories: construction of

public buildings comes under the
Building Construction Branch; opei-

ation and maintenance of govein-
ment-owned and 1'ented l)uildings is

the duty of the Property and Build-
ing Management Branch; projects

related to the maintenance and im-
provement of navigation is the con-
cern of the Harbours and Rivers
Engineering líranch, while the De-
velopment Engineering Branch is

i-esponsible for the Trans-C-anada
Highway, bridgcs and structural en-
gineering, testing laboratory and ali

special projects not related to ma-
rine works.

In addition to these four main
l)ranches were the Purchasing and
Stores Bi-anch, the Fire Prevention
Branch, the Information Service
and the Economic Studies Division.

Duties of the latter include examina-
tion of the short and long term
aspects of projiosed projects from
hoth local and national viewpoints.

Õutlays by the depai-tment in-

cluding those for the T.C.H., will

amount this present fiscal year to

some $100 million, only a small part
of Canada's construction volume.
Compared with this national de-
fence and transport carry out more
than half the federal construction
program. Nevertheless, "public
works" plays a not insignificant part
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in relieving current unemployment,
he pointed out, creating as it does
this year some 300,000 man months
of work on site and off-site, includ-

ing indirect affects on the economy.
There were, the speaker pointed

out, localities where the unem-
ployed can be usefully absorbed by
public projects, especially where
projects can stimulate private in-

dustry and help create permanent
jobs. On the other hand there were
cases where projects were essential

to meet immediate area i-equire-

ments, but where unemployed work-
ers do not come from construction or

related trades. In such cases, the

contribution of such projects to the

direct relief of unemployment must
be relatively small. Measures to ease!

seasonal unemployment had been
receiving careful attention, he said,

and ali branches had been seekingl

ways and means to encourage more]

winter work.
The convention concluded withl

reports from section chairmen, re-

port of the resolutions committee
election and installation of officers,

followed by a dinner-dance and en-

tertainment. W. G. Malcom of

Winnipeg was elected president for

the coming year, with A. Turner-

Bone of Montreal and Tullis N
Cárter of Toronto as national vic&

presidents.

Elections and Transfers
At the meoting of ("ouiicil held at

Hamilton, Ont. on Saturday, February
26th, 1955, a numher of applications were
preseiited for con^ideiation and on the
recominendatioii of the Adinissions Com-
mittee the following elections and trans-

fers were effected:

Members:

J. H. Archer, Arrida
A. A. Baker, Montreal
^. M. Bedington, Toronto
A. (I. Bennett, Toronto
Vj. Blaii-, Ottawa
.J. H. Fee, Montreal
P. A. Gagnon, Montreal
L. L. Goddard, Montreal
J. B. Goixlon, Sarnia
F. W. Hill, Sarnid
li. H. Hogue, Xorth Bai/

L. P. Hynes, Ha(l<l„n\fd, NJ

.

Iv (i. Kimsey, London. Eng.
A. (í. Oshorne, Montreal
W. Peplowski, Shrrlirooke

A. B. Sanderson, Victoria

Jiiniors

(}. Brynild.sen, Shaininigan Falis

M. A. Buchanan, Toronto
M. T. Devine, Iroquois Falh
L. .J. Ingolfsrud, Moidrcal
H. Kierulf, London., Eng.
S. M. Lipkovsky, Foredville
S. T. Meissner, Sherhrooke
G. C. Oates, Derhi/, Eng.
T. M. Waidle, Toronto
P. J. Wooding, Askestos, Que.

'írnasferred from the class of Júnior to that

of Aíeinl>er:

L. .1. Bavly, Vaneoiíver

C. G. W'. iiird, Ottawa
L. S. Breen, Toronto
S. Brodylo, Culgari/

\. V. Brooks, Triiil

K. A. Brown, Toronto
A. K. Bunnell, Toronto
N. B. Cameron, Winnipeg
K. R. Carpentei-, Windsor
O. M. Cepella, Leaside
J. Y. Ghabot, V ietoriaville

A. C"hipei-zak, Montreal
H. f!. Clark, Calgari/

E. J. Colas, .Montreal

L. B. l^avies, Ottawa
W. K. Davies, Montreal
B. P. Dolmont, Toronto
li. l). Donnelly, Charlottelown.

.]. II. r^ouglas, Sarnia
J. R. Ea.son, Arrida
N. L. Eldridge, Halifax

.\. L. Ellis, Vancouver

H. Fealdman, Toronto

R. M. Ferguson, Calgary

R. X. Flaherty, Toronto
S. W. Forsti'om, Orean Falis

E. L. Fulcher, Toronto
J. P. Gelinas, Moidreal
R. T. (iibson, Winnipeg
.]. P. Gignac, Shaivinigan Falis

H. Gordon. Trail

G. Gourdeau, Roiign, Que.

G. J. Giiffin, Montreal
R. .1. Hallawell, Cleveland, O.

J. R. Harris, Toronto
R. G. Harris, Kelowna, B.C.
A. F. Haycraft, Kapuskasing
C. W. Henry, St. John's
J. L. Hope, St. Catharines

R. R. Houde, Sorel, Que.
T. H. Ivory, Toronto
R. E. Johnson, Toronto
R. D. Litchfield, Smooth Rock Falis

E. A. W. Lundman, Winnipeg
C. H. B. Lvtle, Calgary
P. G. McConnell, Calgary
D. .1. .Mcintyre, .Montreal

R. MacLellan, Montreal
A. S. Millar, Iroquois Falis

H. F. Morriss, Montreal
F. Nunes, Montreal
E. B. Pearson, Windsor
R. E. Phaneuf, Mordre.al

J. L. E. Pontbriand, Quebec
R. W. Potts, Vedder Crossing
J. T. Proyan, Kingston
H. C. Purdy, Morãreal
R. B. Purser, Montreal
G. L. Rainville, Montreal
W. W. Robertson, Arrida
P. E. Rochon, Quebee
G. M. Rose, Toronto

J. Roy, Quet>er

L. Scharry, .Montreal

J. H. Scovil, Montreal
J. W. Shears, Owen Sound
G. W. Shorter, Ottarvn

J. L. Stober, Montreal
J. Stonehewer. Montreal
D. H. Stonehouse, Stellarton

R. G. Stuart, Fredericton

R. C. Surtees, Montreal
J. P. Tessier. .Uma. Que.
P. Touiigny, Montreal
W. .\. Traill, .Viagara Falis

H. K. \\ alter, Kitchener
L. \^'. Ward, Tororão
J. M. Weintraub, Montreal
R. .\. Weir, Toronto
J. S. Whvte, Kapuskasing
A. W. Wirth, Sarnia
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Transferred from lhe dass of Student to thal

of Member
W. A. Mildrcn, Winnipeg

r rnnsferred from the dass of Student to thal

of Júnior
i;. O. Gostar, Halifax, N.S.

riie following Studcnts were admitted:

Júnior to Member:
G. W. Glaholt S. P. SUnn

Qveen's

D E. Allen
( ;

. P. Andrinovich

I. J. Bawden
1). M. Bews
I). W. Blair

I). \V. Brooks
W. R. Camire
.1. Choquette
K. L. Ciurie

R. M. de Goumois
<. Dozzi
' .. F. Felgate

.1 J. Godawa
|{. W. Harmer
.1. E. Henderson
F. N. Hoag
L. H. Jempson
T. C. R. Joyce
1'. J. Kcnnj-
\'. Loit

F. C. Lockwood
[]. J. McCabe
I). E. McFarlane
T. A. Mair
I). D. Marston
1). C. Martin
( I. Martin
K. A. Martindale
\). R. Moorhouse
.1. P. Morton

Un ípersity

W. E. J. Moss
R. T. Xishikawa
D. M. Nowlan
L. E. G. Parker
J. D. Pinchin
J. R. Plummer
F. J. Progar
D. H. Quinsey
A. S. Romaniuk
W. J. Setterington

B. F. Smith
K. A. R. Smith
M. S. Smith
T. G. Smith
R. M. Sowden
I. W. Sutlierland

J. P. Sutherland
W. D. Svniuta
J. G. R. Tardif

D. R. P. Thomson
D. H. C. Thwaites
J. P. Turcotte
L. L. Vidal
M. G. Wade
F. J. Walsh
P. H. Weiland
H. J. Wilkinson
W. D. Wright
U. M. Zommers
J. M. Zwirewich

University of Toronto

\{. .]. Armstrong ' W. H. Sharpless

D. B. Bastado
S. P. Godwin
T. \\'. Grayson
\V. R. Hamilton
I). J. Kee

W. Springle

R. G. Taylor
J. E. Thomlinson
P. J. Troyer
W. A. West

Nova Scolia Technical College

V. P. Brennan E. G. Nicolle

H. F. Mattinson L. T. Russell

.1. P. Mooney

Royai Mililary College

I. R. Atkins J. D. Pearce
C, H. Campbell R. G. Thompson
R. J. Fulton R. S. Wallace
I'. C. Gunyon

McGill University

I). E. Grecnwood N. D. Sim
(i. B. Payne A. G. Stauble

University of New Brunswick
r. F. Gorman ' R. A. Rhind
('. A. Ponder

University of Alberta

H. D. Atkins E. W. A. Schaefer
A. R. Pasini

University of Manitoba
I, . Morhalo W. Shavv

Ecole Polytechnique

J. L. M. Marcoux

Applications through Assuciations:

By virlue of the eo-operative agreements
between the Institute and the Associations

of Professional Engincers, the following
elections and transfcrs have become
effective

:

Al.BEUTA
Members:
A. D.S. MacDoiiald A. I'. Robin.son

J^mior:
F. G. LeDez

Sludent:

P. R. C. Collings

Sa«katchewan
Members:
D. W. Asburv
W. A. Flegef
A. F. Gregory
F. Hollingworth

Júnior:

D. S. Champ

Students:

G. E. Baldwin
E. J. Beauchamp
L. C. Cameron
D. E. Fidlar

W. H. Fisher
A. C. Floyd
C. M. Goodrich
J. A. Haynes

I. S. Howrie
R. J. Jacobson
S. D. Jaycock
K. S. Jonasson

.1. .1. Sled
J. R. Sparrow
A. A. G. Swanson

W. A. McLaughlin
C. Wong
D. D. Wright

Júnior to Member:

R. B. N. McBurney
R. Cância
]j. E. Toth
W. R. Wiggins

F. H. Lepine
C. R. MacFadyen
E. M. Misfeldt
D. H. Olson
G. M. Pearson
J. G. Rogers
J. C. Sands
H. Skogland

H. G. Bird
L. E. Burford
M. J. (Javel

R. C. Hoviiebo
J. A. Marshall

Student to Júnior:

D. L. Gingerick

Manitoba

Júnior to Member:

W. J. Patton

Nova Scotia
Members:

A. W. Evans A. H. MacKinnon

Comment on the JOURNAL of March 1920

The Institute's financial state-

ment for 1919 showed a deficit of

about $6,500 on the year's opera-

tions. Naturally, it could not con-

tinue to run into the red, so one of

the tasks of the annual meeting,

reported in the March, 1920, Journal,

was to devise means of getting —
and staying — solvent. This was

done by resolving, in effect, to raise

fees by two doUars, thus restoring

the amount available for general

purposes to what it had been before

two dollars per member was allotted

to the Journal. Becatise it would

take some months to make this

change legally, it was decided to

ask members to contribute the

extra two dollars voluntarily when

they paid their fees. It will be in-

teresting to see whether there is any

note in later issues of the Journal of

the success or failure of this appeal.

Legislation was marking time, the

annual meeting was told that li-

censing bills had been submitted to

the provincial legislatures of British

Columbia and New Brunswick and

would shortly be submitted in Al-

berta and Saskatchewan. The Ontá-

rio Provincial Division was in a fair

way to settle its differences in legis-

lative Outlook with the Joint Com-
mittee of Technical Organizations

of that province. It may be i-e-

membered that, while the Provincial

Division supported the Institute's

idea of the rogistration of ali engi-

neers by one authority, the J.C.T.O.

wanted each specialty group sepa-

rately registered, and, incidentally,

wanted this scheme of registration

ullimatelv extonded to cover ali pro-
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fessional people — lawyers, doctors,

dentists, nurses, accountants and so

forth.

A good deal of this Journal was
filled by the professional papers read

at the annual meeting, beginning

with one on The Training of the

Chemical Engineer, by R. F. Rut-
tan, director of the department of

chemistry of McGill University.

Chemical engineers seem to have

been a new breed in 1920, rather

looked down upon as sterile hybrids

by both engineers and chemists.

Admitting that the attempts at

training them had not been too

successful in the past, Dr. Ruttan
nevertheless thought the case far

from hopeless and advanced some
ideas of his own for tiu-ning out

graduates in this specialty as com-

petent in their own way as those in

other fields of engineering. The
heart of his scheme was a year to

be spent, six weeks at a time, in

selected chemical industries, but

under university discipline and con-

trol. Quite apparently, the scheme

died a-borning.

Another speaker was A. S. Eve,

Macdonald professor of physics at

McGill University, who told the

meeting the old siory that our pre-

paratory schools were not d!)ing too

well in teaching their students, no-

tably in mathematics. His Import-

ance of Physics in lOngineering Edu-

cation could not have attracted

much attention; nobody at ali

bothered to discuss it. If Dr. Eve
were alivc in this atomic age, he

would, we fancy, find a more in-

terested and svmpathetic audience

than he did in 1920.

The Walor Power Policy of tho
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Province of Quebec and the Work of

the Quebec Streams Commission
was explained by Olivier Lefebvre,

M.E.I.C., the Commission's chief

engineer. The Commissioji had just

completed the Gouin storage dam
on the St. Maurice Ri ver, impound-
ing 160 billion cubic feet and ex-

ceeded in capacity only by the

Gatun Dam in the Panamá Canal
Zone, and was busy vvith plans for

others. It was guessed that about
5 miUion horse power might be
available in the province south of

Latitude 50° North, of which about
875,000 horse power was developed;
today the estimated minimum-flow
power, location not stated, is given

as nearly 11 milhon horse power, of

which 7,263,621 horse power was
developed in 1953. How far we have
come in things material since 1920!

Alexander Fraser, A.M.E.I.C.,
chief engineer of the Quebec Minis-
try of Highways, read a paper, short

l)ut interesting, on the history of

Quebec's road system since the
earliest days of the colony. It con-

tained no technical matter.

In 1920 the Institute was perhaps
more modest than we are today. The
leading editorial. As Others See Us,

begins, "Adherence to the strict

traditions of the profession in Can-
ada would prevent repeating any
comment of a favourable nature
made regarding the Institute. But,
inasmuch as modesty of an extreme
variety has been a curse to the pro-

fession, it seems high time that we
should ... do a little blowing on our
own account", and then proceeds
for a column or so to reprint ali the
nice things the Engineering News
Record had to say about the annual
meeting. The ENR visitor was im-
pressed by the smoker: "The room
was . . . large and . . . chairs were . . .

gathered suggestively around tables

. . . And on the tables were bottled

goods that cheered, now banished
from these arid states . . . We are

sure that everyone went away feel-

ing that the Institute was a very
real thing, something that helped
him to come close to his brother en-

gineer and to work with him for

common objects."

Professor Peter Gillespie, m.e.i.c,

of the University of Toronto, en-

tered a plea for some competent
writer to prepare a series of short

biographies of Canadian engineers

who had made their mark, some-
thing like Smiles' classic Lives of

the Engineers. Nobody ever came
forward to do the job, though some
biographical material of this sort

has appeared since 1920. Probably
nobody could have written these

booklets better than Professor Gil-

lespie himself ; the writer has reason

to believe he was thinking about the
project at the time of his death.

1920 was U. of T's year, the presi-

dent of the Institute, ali four of the

vice-presidents and the two newly
elected councillors from Ontário
Avere ali graduates of that univer-

sity.

Three council meetings were re-

ported in this Journal. Other than
routine business and the admission
of applicants to various grades of

membership, not much happened at

these meetings. The names of most
of the new members mean little to

US today, but there are a few still

with US — C. M. Crooks of Halifax,

W. A. Gilmour of Montreal, P. S.

Gregory of Montreal, H. W. Hark-
ness of Kingston, C. E. Herd of

Ventnor, Ont., E. H. Jupp of Van-
couver, L. B. McCurdy of Montreal,

W. B. Redfern of Toronto, J. J.

Traill of Toronto and .1. E. A.

Weaver of New York — to mention
only tliose who were granted "M's"
or ''A.M.V.
Among the personals we see the

name of J. N. Aggiman, who had
just departed for Turkey, the land

of his birth. This writer remembers
him well, though he is no longer a
member of the Institute. A bundle
of energy and full of ideas, he set up
a contracting business in Ankara
and prospered exceedingly, being a
strong supporter of the Turkish
government, from which he received

many contracts. For years he visited

Criticism of Engineering Writing

Mr. Editor:

Mr. F. G. Carson's paper in the

October issue of the Journal de-
scribing a new instrument-controlled
chemical factory must have been of

interest to many engineers. Línfor-

tunately the article was spoiled for

me by the language in which it was
written, and it is because this

strange tongue is becoming in-

creasingly common in engineering
writing that I venture to draw at-

tention to it and to deplore it. It

may be good Scientific American,
but it most certainh^ is not goocí

English as I know it. I admit that
by a process of mental translation

it is possible for an English-speaking
readei- to understand the paper
though there are a few sentences
which defied my efforts.

I have given close attention to the
language of this paper and others

like it, to detei-mine what are the

Montreal at fairly regular intervals,

bringing with him his family and a
retinue of servants and installing

them in a suite at the Ritz Carlton
Hotel, while he shot back and forth

across eastern Canada and the
United States, buying construction

machinery and drumming up busi-

ness. No hustling Yankee ever had
anything on Aggiman.

Engineers were still in "brisk
demand". There were 14 posts open,
some for more than one employee,
as against only five who were look-

ing for jobs. Civil Service had two
vacancies to fill, one for a highway
engineer in the Department of Rail-

ways and Canais and one in the in-

telligence service of the Air Board.
The salaries offered seemed to show
that the new Civil Service scale was
beginning to work.
One has only to look at a copy of

the Journal of the period under
review to realize how much it has
improved in appearance since then.

The 1920 Joirrnal is not very in-

spiring, but what technical periodi-

cal was then ? One read them from a
sense of duty or for information and
not because they had the slightest

aesthetic appeal. How different to-

day! The writer's wife regularly

ploughs through the advertising

pages of the Journal not because
she has any interest in what is

offered there, but because the "pie-,

tures look nice". More power to the

man who produces attractive books
and magazines!

features which distinguish it from
English. One is the invention of

clumsy words like "instrumenta-
tion" and "roughing-in" and of

terms like "production throughput",
"prestartup calibration" and "pro-

gram scheduling", for quite simple

ideas which are easily expressed in

good Anglo Saxon words. Another is

the excessive use of vaguely scien-

tific words like "technique" and
"planning", and the unnecessary
creation of verbs like "sizing",

"averaging", and "paralleling". Less

obvious is the woolly use of words
like "íield" and "potential" which
have exact scientific meanings.

I note that the E.I.C. Student
Conference wants more French lan-

guage papers in the Journal. 1 think

that is a very good idea. French is

not so easily murdered as our poor

English tongue.

Charles R. Neill, M.E.I.C,
Perthshire, Scotland.

December, 1954.

Correspondence
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The ASME Boiler Code
Correction

liiterpretations of tho ASME Boiler

'ode, as printed in the Febníary

.,urnal (page 145) were said to have

con formulated at a committee

iioeting of June 11, 1954. This

uitement is corrected as follows:

The following Case Interpretations

as printed in the í'ebruary issue of

The Enqineering Journal) were for-

mulated at the Committee meeting

-f October 29, 1954, and approved

V the Boaid on December 30, 1954.

The JournaVs February section

,so omitted the foUowing Case
iitrepretation, also approved by
VSME Council, December 30:

Case No. 1195

Special Ruling

Inquiry: May Fig. UXF-28.10-1, cover-

iii; ropper-silicon allojs A and C and
\tending the range to 350 F, he used in

ihice of Fig. UNF-28.10?
Keply: It is the opinion of the Committee

:it Fig. UNF-28.10-1, covering copper-

icon allovs A and C, is to replace the

.sent Fig. UNF-28.10 printed in the
|")4 Addenda to Section

\i>te: Fig. UNF-28.10-1, Chart for

I )etermining Shell Thickness of Cylindrical

!id Spherical Vessels Under Externai
ii'ssure When Constructed of Copper-
licon Alloys A and C, is availalile from

lie Seeretary of the Boiler and Pressure
\ essel Committee and will be inoluded in

rihe printed Case Interpretations.

Interpretations

The Boiler Code Committee meets
monthly to consider "Cases" where
users have found difíiculty in inter-

preting the Code. These pass
through the following procedure

1 ) Inquiries are submitted by letter

o the Becretarv of the Boiler Code
ommittee, ASME, 29 We.st 39th

Mreet, New York 18, N.Y.; (2)

opies are distributed to Committee
iiiembers for study; (3) At the next

Committee meeting interpretations

ire formulated to be submitted to

he ASME Board on Codes and
standards, authorized by the Coun-
il of the Societ.y to pass upon them;
t) They are submitted to the Board
T action; (5) Those which are

|)pro\'ed are sent to the inciuirers

• iid are published in Mechanieal
l>nginecring.

Tho following Case Intropreta-
ums were formulated at the Com-
íiittee meeting Deceml)er 10, 1954,
iid previously.

Case No. 1196

Special Ruling

litquirv: Mav aluminuni bronze allov 9A
: AS'1M Sppcificntioii B-14S-.j2 l)eMscd

lU the construction of vessels under the
requirements of Section of the Code,

when it is centrifugally cast in aecordance
w-ith ASTM Sppcification B-271-52T and
meets the following requirements for

mechanical proporties.

The mini muni tensile requirements con-
form to the following:

Tensile Strength 80,000 psi

Yield Stiength at 0.5 percent
elongation under load 29,000 psi

Elongation in 2 inches 30%
Reply: It is the opinion of the Committee
that the material specified in the Inquiry
may be used in the construction of un-
fired pressure vessels under the rules of

Section VIII provided the following addi-

tional requirements are complied with.

(1) The ma.ximum allowable stress

values shall be those given in Table I.

(2) Welding procedures and welders
shall be qualified in aecordance with
Section IX, Part B. Separate qualifications

are required for this material since it is not
listed in Table QX-11.1.

(3) The requirements in Par. UNF-65
shall apply to low-temperature operation.

Table I — Case 1196

Maximuni Allowable Stress Values

Metal Temperatures Allowable Stress

not Exceeding Value in psi

Degrees F.

150 17,000

250 14,300

300 14,0f0

350 13,7C0

400 13,600

450 13,500

500 13,000

The allowable design stresses are subject

to a casting .factor as per Pars. UNF-8
and UG-24.

Nonniandatory Appendix

(\) Since this alloy will be employed in

the processing or storage of corrosiva

liquids or gases, care should be exercised

that the design considers the corrosion

possibilities. Ali crevices where accelerated

local attach may occur should be filled or

sealed by fusion welding. These crevices

usually are found behind backing strips,

lap joints or riveted joints.

(2) It is expected that vessels or parts

thereof constructed from the above cast

materiais will be employed in the pro-

cessing or storage of corrosive liquids or

gases. The selection of materiais as lieing

suitable in a specific application shall be

the responsibility of the user.

(3) The determination of corrosion

allowances is not covered by these rules.

It is recommended tliat users assure them-
selves V)y appropriatc ti'sts m otherwise,

that the alloy is suitublc for the service

intended.

(4) The acceleration of corrosion by the

presence of internai stresses or failure by
stress corrosion should be considered by
the user. W here service data are not

avaihible it is recommended that a suitable

thermal treatment be employed after

fabrication has Ijeen conipletcd. This

treatment includes a furnace anneal.

when practical, at a temperature of

1150''F. for a period of 1 to l ' ^ hours at

temperature. Air cooling from the furnace

tenii)erature is completely satisfactory.

Case No. 119T

Special Ruling

Inquiry: In view of the recent cliange in

Appeiuiix Q which permits the same policy

for determining bolting stresses for non-
ferrous materiais as is now in effect for

ferrous materiais, what design stresses

mav be used in place of those now appear-
ing"in Table r\F-23?
Reply: It is the ()i)itiion of the Code Com-
mittee that the bolting stre.sses shown in

Table 1 — Case 1197 may be used iri

place of those now in Table UNF-23.

{Note. Due to printing diffiadties, Table l—Case 1197 cannot be printed in this issue.

It will appear in the April issue.)

Case No. 1200

Special Ruling

Inquiry: May wrought iron plates meet-
ing the requirements of ,\STM Specifica-

tion A-42-52T be used in the construction

of unfired f)ressure vessels under the rules

of the 19.")2 Ildition of Sr-ction VIII of the

ASM 15 Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code.
Reply: It is the opinion of the Committee
that this material may be used for un-
fired pressure vessels under the provisions

of the 1952 edition of Section VIII with

the following limitations and additional

rsquirements:
(1) Each plate shall be stamped with

the maker's brand or name, the ASTM
specificatiori, the minimum specified ten-

sile strength of 39,000 psi, the minimum
elongation in 8 in. and the lot number oi-

test Identification number.
(2) The maximum allowable stre.ss

value shall be 9,750 psi.

(3) The maximum metal temperature
in vessel operation shall be 650°F.

(4) The mill test reports shall show the

tensile strength and elongation both
longitudinally and transversely.

(5) (a) Special foi'ming plate shall meet
the requirements of Section IX of

the Code except that the guided

bend test specimen shall be ma-
chined on the compression side to a

thickness of 3/16 in. but shall be
bent in the standard guided bend
test jig for specimens in. thick.

"b) Standard plate shall meet the

requirements of Section IX of the

Code except that the guided bend
t3St specimens shall be made with

the welds perpendicular to, and the

direction of bending parallel to the

direction of rolling of the plate. The
standard 3/^-in.-thick specimen shall

be used.

Case No. 1173

Special Ruling
(Reopened)

Reply, Par. (9), revise the bolting

stresses as follows:

100 200 300^ 400^ 500^ 600 650

11200 10000 9800 9100 8800 8300 8300

Annulnioiít of Cases

Case Nos. Reasonfor Annuhnent

973 Pars. P-186(h) and U\V-27(2t

permit the usage of oxy-

acetylene pressure welding.

1116 It is not practicable.

Propost-d Revisions and Acl«lenda

to lioiier and F*ressure \ essel

Code

As need arises, the Boiler Code
Committee entertains suggestions

for revising its Codes. Revisions

approved Í)y the Committee are

published here as proposed addemla
to the Code lo invite criticism.
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In the foUowing the paragraph
uumbers indicate where the pro-

posed revisions would apply in the

various sections of the Code.
Comments should be addressed to

the Secretarv of the Boiler Code
Committee, ASME, 29 West 39th
Street, New York 18, N.Y.

Power Boilers, 1952

Par. P-102{h) (2) (a)

lead

:

Plate Thickness
Inches

IIp to }/2 incl.

Over 14 to 1, inrl.

Over 1 to 2, incl.

Over 2

— revise tahle tc

Thickness of

Reinforcement,
Inches

1/16 max.
3/32 max.
1/8 max.

5/32 max.

Par. P-102{h) (9), revise this paragraf)h
to read:

When radiogiaphing a circumferential
joint by placing the radiatioii soiirce

inside the vessel or pipe . . . etc.

Par. P-102(h) (9), revise footnote to read:
A suggested niethod for proving the

adequacy of the rathographic method is as

follows: A preHminary radiograph should
l)e made with a piece of pipo . . . etc. The
ladiation source eniployed in niaking this

|)roof radiograph together with ali other
items of technique such as the location of

the source of radiation and time of exi)0-

sure . . . etc.

Par. P-102(h) {10), revise the first line

to read:
When the radiation source is placed on

the axis . . . etc.

Par. P-258, third paragraph, revise size

of handhole opening to reaci: 2%" x 33-3".

Par. P-270, revise the last line to read:
The safety valve capacity of new units

shall be in compliance with Par. P-274
but shall not be less than the maximum
designed steaming capacity as determiiied
l)y the manufacturer.

Par. P-273{d), first line, delete the words:
.Vfter obtaining the Code stamp . .

.".

Material Speciíications, 1952

The Boiler Code Conmiittee has ap-
proved adding to Section II the following
new specifications:

Plales
S.\-6-54T—General Requirements for De-

livery of RoUed Steel Plates, Shapes,
Sheet Piling, and Bars for Structural
llse.

S.A 20-54T—(íeneral Requirements for

Delivery of Rolled Steel Plates of

Flange and Firebox Qualities.

SA-30-54T-~Boiler and Plrebox Steel for

Locomotives.

SA-129-54T—Open-Hearth Iron Plates of
Flange Quality.

SA-167-54—Corrosion-Resisting Chro-
mium-Niekel Steel Plate, Sheet and
Strip.

SA-20I-54T—Carbon-Silicon Steel Plates
of Intermediate Tensile Ranges for

Fusion-Welded Boilers and Other Pres-
sure Vessels.

SA-202-54T— Chroinium-Manganese-Sili-
con Alloy-Steel Plates for Boilers and
Other Pressure Vessels.

SA-203-54T~Nickel-Steel Plates for
Boilers and Other Pre.ssure Vessels.

SA-204-54T—Molybdenum-Steel Plates
for Boilers and Other Pressure Vessels.

SA-212-54aT—High Tensile Strength Car-
bon-Silicon Steel Plates for Boilers and
Other Pressure Vessels.

SA-225-54T—Manganese-Vanadium Steel

Plates for Boilers and Other Pressure

Vessels.

SA-285-54T—Low and Intermediate Ten-
sile Strength Carbon-Steel Plates of

Flange and Firebox Qualities (Plates 2
in. and Under in Thickness).

SA-299-54T— High Tensile Strength Car-
bon-Manganese-Silicon Steel Plates for

Boilers and Other Pressure Vessels.

SA-300-54aT—Steel Plates for Pressure
Vessels for Service at Low Temperatures.

SA-301-54aT—Chromium-Molybdenum
Steel Plates for Boilers and Other
Pre.ssure Vessels.

SA-302-54T—Manganese-Molybdenum
Steel Plates for Boilers and Other
Pressure \'essels.

SA-353-.54T -Low-Carl )on High-Nickel
Steel Plate for Pressure Vessels.

SA-357-54T~-Five Per Cent Chromium,
0.5 Per cent Molyl)denum Steel Plates

for Boilers and Other Pressure Vessels.

Tubular Prndiicts
SA-53-54T—Welded and Seamless Steel

Pipe.

SA-83-54T—Seamless Steel Boiler Tubes.
SA-1 35-54T— Electric-Resistance-Welded

Steel Pipe.

SA-1 78-54T— Electric-Resistance-Welded
Steel and Open-Hearth -Iron Boiler

Tubes.

S.\-192-54T—Seamless Steel Boiler Tubes
for High-Pressure Service.

S.\-209-54T—Seamless Carl)on-Molybde-
mun Alloy-Steel Boiler and Super-
heater Tubes.

S.'\-210-54T—Medium-Carbon Seamless
Steel Boiler and Superheater Tubes.

SA-213-54T—Seamless Alloy Steel Boiler,

S\iperheater and Heat Exchanger Tubes.
SA-226-54T - - Electric-Resistance-Welded

Steel Boiler and Superheater Tubes for

High-Pressure Service.

SA-249-54T—Welded Austenitic Stainless

Steel Boiler, Superheater, Heat Ex-
changer and Condenser Tubes.

SA-250-54T— Electric-Resistance-Welded
Carbon-Molybdenum Alloy-Steel Boiler
and Superheater Tubes.

S.V-268-54—Seamless and Welded Ferritic

Stainless Steel Tubing for General
Service.

SA-271-54—Seamless Austenitic Chro-
mium-Nickel Steel Still Tubes for

Refinery Service.

SA-312-54T—Seamless and Welded Aus-
tenitic Stainless Steel Pipe.

SA-333-54T—Seamless and Welded Steel
Pipe for Low-Temperature Service.

SA-334-54T—Seamless and \^ elded Steel
Tubes for Low-Temf)erature Service.

S.\-376-54T—New Specification, Seamless
Austenitic Steel Pi()e for High-Tem-
peiature Central Station Service.

Stainless Steel

SA-167-54—Corrosion-Resisting C'hro-
mium-Nickel Steel Plate, Sheet and
Sti'ip.

SA-240-54—("orrosion - Resisting Chro-
mium and Chroniium-Xickel Steel Plate,
Sheet and Strip for Fusion-Welded Un-
fired Pressure Vessels.

SA-249-54T—Welded Austenitic Stainless
Steel Boiler, Superheater, Heat I']x-

changer and Condenser Tubes.
SA-268-54—Seamless and Welded Fer-

ritic Stainless Steel Tubing for General
Service.

S.\-271-54 —Seamless .\ustenitic Chro-
mium-Nickel Steel Still Tubes for

Refinerv Service.

SA-312-54T—Seamless and Welded A
tenitic Stainless Steel Pipe.

iSon-ferrous Materials

SB-11-54—Copper Plates for Locomotiv
Fireboxes — approved.

SB- 12-54—Copper Rods for Locomotiv
Stavbolts — approved.

SB-26-54T—Aluminum-Base Alloy San
Castings — Drop this Specification.

SB-42-54—Seamless Copper Pipe, Stand
ard Sizes — approved.

SB-43-54—Seamless Rod Brass Pipe,

Standard Sizes — approved.
SB-75-54—Seamless Copper Tube

apjiroved.

SB-96-54—Copper-Silicon Alloy Plate an
Sheet for Pressure Vessels — approved

SB-98-54—Copper-Silicon Alloy Rod, Ba
and Shapes — approved.

SB-108-54T—Aluminum-Base Alloy Per-j

manent Mold Castings — Drop thi

Specification.

SB-1 11-54—Copper and Copper-AUo:
Seamless Condenser Tubes and Ferrul'

Stock — approved.
SB-152-54—Copper Sheet, Strip, Plate a^^

Rolled Bar — approved.
SB-171-54—Copper-Allíjy Condenser Tub

Plates — approved.
SB-178-54T—Aluminum and Aluminum

Alloy Sheet and Plate for Pressur'

Vessel Applications — approved excep

delete alloy GM40A.
SB-225-53T—Copper and Copper-Allor
Welding Electrodes — approved.

SB-247-54T—Aluminum-Alloy Die Forg
ings — approved except delete alloys

CN42C, CN42D, SG121A, SGllA-
Z(;62A, 990A.

SB-273-54T—Aluminum and Aluminum-
Alloy Bars, Rods and Shapes fo

Pressure Vessel applications — ap-

proved, for alloys GSllA and CG42
only, deleting ali others.

SB-274-54T—Aluminum and ,\luminum-
.\lloy Pipe and Tubes for Pressurç

Vessel applications — approved fot

alloys MIA. Clad MIA, (íSlOA and'

GSllA only, deleting ali others.

SB-285-54T—New Sjjecification — Alumi
num and Aluminum-Alloy Welding
Rods and Bars I^lectrodes — approved
except delete allovs, R-C4A, R-CN42A
R-CS41A, E-CS41A, R-ZG61A.

SB-295-54T—New Specification — Nickel

and Nickel-Base Alloy Covered Welding
Electrodes — approved e.xcept deletf

alloys, E-3N14, E-3N19.
SB-21 1-54T—Aluminum and Aluminum-

Alloy Bars, Rods and Wire.

Lííw-Pressure Heating Boilers, 1952

H-44(a) and H-97(a) Relief Valves -
(rewrite as follows)

:

Each hot water heating boiler shall hnv(

at least one officially rated pressure Rehel

\'alve set to relieve at or below the maxi-

mum allowable working pressure of th^

boiler. Each hot water supply boiler shali

have at least one officially rated Relie'

Valve or at least one officially ratei

pressure-temperature Relief Valve of thi

autoniatic reseating type set to relieve at

or below the maximum allowable work-

ing j)ressure of the boiler. When more thau

one Relief Valve is used on either hot

water heating or hot water supply boilers,

the additional valve or valves shall be

officially rated and may be set within a

range not to exceed 20% of the lowest

pressure to which any valve is set. Relief

Valves shall be spring loaded without disc

guides on the pressure side of the valve.

Relief \'alves shall be so arranged that

they cannot be reset to reiieve at a higher

pressure than the maximum permitted by

this paragraph.
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Il-44(c) anti H-97(c) Rewritten as

follows:

Seats and disc of Relief Valves shall be

i'í material suitahle to resist corrosioií.

\o materiais lial)le to fail due to deteriora-

tion or vulcanizatioii when subjeet to

saturated steam temperature correspond-

ing to capaoity test pressure shall he used

for any part.

Il-44(e) Rewritten.

The required steam relieving oapacity, in

pounds per hoiir of the pressure relieving

device or deviees on a hoiler shall he

determined bv dividing the niaximum Btu
output at the hoiler nozzle ohtained hy the

firing of any fuel for whieh the unit is

designed hy 1000 or by multiplying the

•^(luare feet of heating surface by 5. In

inany cases a greater relieving capaeity

of valves will have to be provided than the

rninimum specified by these rules. In every

rase, the requirements of íg' shall be met.

Pnr. H-51(a) (4) Add the follovving words
in accordanee with Par. H-51(d)."

Par. H-104{a) (4) Add the following

w ords "in accoi danee with Par. H-104(d)
."

/'or. H-104{d) Rewrite as follows:

The manufactiirer of the valves that are

to he stamped with the Code symbol shall

submit valves for testing to a place where
adequate equipment and personnel are

available to conduet pressure and relieving

npaeity tests whieh shall be made in the

)resenc-e of and certified hy an authorized
(ibserver. The place, personnel and author-
ized observer shall he approved by the
Hoiler Code Committee. The valves shall

be tested in one of the following three

niethods:

(1) Coefficient Meihod Tests shall be
made to determine the lift, popping and
blowdown pressures, and the capacity of

:it least three valves each of three repre-

sentative sizes (a total of nine valves),

l^ach valve of a given size shall be set at a

iliflerent pressure. A coefficient shall be
e,*tablished for each test as follows:

Kd= Actual stoam fiow

Theoretical steam flow
= Coefficient of discharge

Tlie average coefficient of the tests

required shall be taken as the coefficient

(K) of the design and shall be used for

determining the relieving capacity of ali

sizes and pressures of the design in the
following formulas:

For 45 deg. seat W = (.51.45 x tt DLP x
0.707 X K) 0.90.

For flat .seat W = (51.45 x vr DLP x K)
0.90.

For nozzle VV = (51.45 x AP x K) 0.90.

Where W = Weight of steam per hours,
pounds.

l)=seat diameter, inches.

L = lift, inches,

P=ahsolute pressure, pounds per
square inch, (accumulated)

.

Krt = coefficient of discharge for a single

test.

K = average coefficient of discharge.
.\ = nozzle throat area, square inches.

Note: The maximmn and minimurn ro-

fcienl determined by lhe tests of a valve

tign shall noí vanj more than pliis or

minus 10 percent from the average.

(2) Curved Methnd. If a manufacturer
wishes to apply the Code .symbol to a
design of Relief \'alves or Steam Safety
Valves, four valves of each pipc size and/or
orifice size shall be te.sted. These four
valves shall be set at pressures that will

cover the ajjproximate range of pie.ssure
for which the valves will be used. The
capacities as determined by the.se four

tests shall be plotted against the absoluta
accumulation test pressure and a curve
drawn through these four points. If the
four i)oints do not establish a reasonable
curve the authorized observer shall re(]uire

additional valves testeil. From this curve
the relieving capacities shall be obtained.
The stamped capacity shall b(! 90 per cent
of the capacity taken from the curve.

(3) If a manufacturer wishes to apply
the Code symbol to Pressure Relief Valves,

Steam Safety Valves of one or more sizes

of a design set at one pressure, he shall

sicbmit three vales of each size of each
design set at one pressure for testing and the

stamped capacity of each size shall be 90%
of the average capacity of the three raives

tested.

H-51(e) anti H-104{e) Rewritten as

follows:

Safety Valves for steam boilers shall be
tested for capacity at SS^a per cent over
the 15 psi required set pressure. Capacity
certification tests of Relief Valves for hot
water heating anti hot water supply
boilers shall be conducted at 110 per cent
of the pressure for which the valve is set to

operate.

For the purpose of determining the
capacity of Pressure-Temperature Relief

Valves, dummy elements of the same size

and shape as the regularly applied thermal
element shall be substituted and the
Relieving capacity shall be based on the
Pressure element only, The thermal
element for a Pressure-Temperature Relief

\'alve shall be so designed and constructed
that when subjected to steam temperature
at test pressure, it will not fail in any
manner which could obstruct flow passages

or reduce capacitj'.

For determining the Btu discharge of

Relief Valvtes the relieving capacity in

pounds per hour (W) is multiplied by
1000.

H-51(j)
The tests shall be made with steam in a

manner closely approximating actual

operating conditions of steam boilers. The
relieving capacity shall be measured by
condensing the steam or with a calibrated

steam flowmeter. (Delete second para-

graph.)

H-SIih) Delete.

The annual banquct of the Association
of Consulting Engineers of Canada
(Room 604, 620 Cathcart St., Montreal),

will be held in the Royai York Hotel on
Thur.sday evening, Aláy 12. The dinner

and annual meeting is being hcid coin-

cidentally with the annual meeting of the

Engineering Institute of Canada.
The guest of honour and chief speakc^r

at the annual dinner will he Rt. llon.

C. D, Howe, Minister of Defcnce Produc-

tion, He has acccpted the invitation of the

president, .\. T. Hurter, and on this oc-

casioii will 1)0 made a lifc lionorary member
of the Association. ^h•mbers are per-

mitted to have their ladies and fricnds a,s

guest s.

The annual busiiiess meeting of the .\s-

sociation will be held on the afternoon of

the same day, A. T. Hurter will be the

retiring president, while the presidcnl-

elect is Edgar .\. Cross of Toronto, who
will preside at the dinner meeting.

Par. U-Hlid), first line. delete the words:
After obtaining the Code stamp . . .

Par. //-/«/(í/l. first line, delete the words:
After obtaining the C!ode stamj) . . .

Unfired Pressure Vesscis, 1952

Par. V(:-I31(n), delete the words:
After obtaining the Code symbol

stamp, as outlined in Par, UÇ-130, but
Par. lJC,-47, In.sert a new subi)aragrai)h
(c) to read as follows: (lelettering the
present (c) and subse(|ueiit subparagr aphs)

(c) If a stayed jacket extends com-
pletely around a cylindrical or spherical

vessel, or completely covers a formed
head, it shall meet the requirements given
above in (a), and shall also meet the
applicable requirements for sholls or heads
in Pars. lJG-27(c) and (d) and UG-32.
Pnr. UG-27, add the following paragraph:

(f) A stayed jacket s1ií'II that extends
completely around a cylindrical or spheri-

cal vessel shall also meet the requirements
of Par. U(;-47(c).

Par. UG-32, add the following paragraph:
(r) A stayed jacket that completely

covers a formed inner head of any of the
types included in this paragraph shall

also meet the requirements of Par.

UG-47(c).

Par. VW-llic), add the following new
subparagraph UW-11 c) (2) (c).

(c) Circumfcrential welded butt joints

between a radiographed shell-section and
a non-radiographed head the design thick-

ness of which is less than that of the shell-

section except as required in Par.

UW-11 (a).

Welding Qualifications, 1953

Paru. Q-20{b) and QN-20{b), add as

follows

:

The welder performance test may be
terniinated at any stage of the testing

procedure whenever it becomes apparent
to the supervisor conducting the tests that

the welder does not have the required

skill to produce satisfactory results.

In this event, the welder may be tested

at the discretion of the manufacturer in

accordance with Paragraphs Q-21 and
QN-21.

Reletter present Pars. Q-20(b) and
QN-20(b) as Q-20(c) and QX-20'c),
respectively.

The American Society of Mechan-
ical Kngineers (29, West thirty-ninth St.,

Xew York 18), held in Februars- the first

of a .series of five nalional mectings to

celebratc the 75tli aiuiiversary of the

Societ y t his year. Some dctails of the com-
plete program developing the theme "The
Engineer in Our World", are as follows:

The founding aimiver.sary meeting,

stuilying The I^ngineer and tíie World of

('ommuiiications, February Hi, Xew ^'ork:

the organizai ioii annivcrsary meeting, The
Engineer and the World of Educatioii,

Apiil H), Iloboken and Xew York; dia-

mond jubilee sjjring meeting, The En-
gineer and the World of Government,
April 18-22, Baltimore; the diamoinl

jubilee semi-annual meeting, The En-
gineer and the World of Science, .lune

19-2.'$, Boston: the diamond jubilee annual

meet ing, The f-ngiiíeer and the World ol

( 'onuncrce and Induslry, .XoycmiHW 13-1 S,
( 'hicago.

News of Other Societies
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NEWS OF THE
,„.„,,^^

ASSOCIATIONS & CORPORATIO
S^' ..... y"^.;,

Information received through co-operation with the

provincial organizations

Nova Scotia

i\ew Officers

Professor M. L. Baker, associale pro-

fessor of mechanical engineering of the

Nova Scotia Technical College, was
elected i)ro.si(lcnt of the Association of

Professional ICngineors of Nova Scotia

at the joirit aiinual banquet of the

Association and tlin Halifax Branch of

the Engineering Institute, held in the

Nova Scotian Hotel on January 27. He
succeeds John Clarke of Middleton.
A native of Pinehurst, N.S., Professor

Baker received his general education at

Pinehurst and Bridgewater, and upon
gradiiation from high school, joined
Acadia Cias Engines Limited in Bridge-

water as machinist apprcntice, subse-

quently becoming a qualified journoy-
inan machinist.

He then went to western Canada, and
after coniiileting a course at Camrose,
Alberta Normal School, taught in the

public schools in Camrose and Edmon-
ton, and upon his relurn to Halifax,

undertook engineering studies at Dal-
housie University and the Nova Scotia
Technical College. He graduated from
the lalter with a B.Sc. degree in inecli-

anical engineering in 1932, and a year
later joined tlie teacliing staff of the
Nova Scotia Technical College.

Professor Baker, who is a past coun-
cillor of the A.ssociation of Professional
I']ngino(M's of Nova Scotia, is also a past
cliairman of the Halifax Branch of tiie

lúigineoring Institute and a past coun-
cillor of the Institute representing that
Branch. Hc has served as chairman of

the Board of School Trustees in Bed-
ford, N.S., for the past six years, and as

chairman of the Nova Scotia Provincial
Apprenticcship Comrnittee for the past
seven years. He is a past president of

the Nova Scotia Technical College
.\lumni Association, a member of the
American Society for Metals, and has
been a member of (he Sponsoring Com-
mitteo, liedford Air Cadet Squadrou for

the past nine years.

Other officers elected were vico-prcs-

idcnt, C. H. Murray, Sydney; council-

lors, R. F. Titus and G. F. Bennott,
n;ilif:ix; D. A. I']isenhauor, Limenburg

and W. R. Lewis, Kentville; secrctary-

treasurer. Professor Lee Cameron. Coun-
cillors continuing in office for anothor
year are G. R. Burchcll, Halifax; J. W.
MacDonald, Dartmouth; J. R. Mao-
(,!uarrie, Malagash; and L. F. Kirk-
patrick, Amlierst.

Li/t; Mfiinbership Awartis

A highlight oí the banquet proceed-

ings was the award of life memberships
in the Association of Professional En-
gineors to S. L. Henley, veteran Halifax

cnginíMn- associated with the Department
of Public Works, and to D. S. Wickwire
of Yarmouth.

Siu'c;ial lionour was also paid to seven
mcnibcrs of lhe Halifax Branch of the

JMigineering Institute who recently were
mado lifc members of the Institute.

Tlu^v were I)r. Ira P. Macnab, H. W. L.

IJoane, William C. MacDonald, AJex
Scott, Karl E. Whitman, Clifíord S.

Wilson and R. L. Seaborne.
J. D. Kline, secrctary-treasurer and

registrar of the Association of Profes-

sional Engineers of Nova Scotia for the
past nine years, was presented with a

gift of appreciation of his services in the

three posls. The presentation was madc
by Professor A. E. Flynn, a former pres-

ident of the Association. Mr. Kline will

b(í succeeded by Professor Lee Caraeron
of the Nova Scotia Tí^chnical College.

Hon. H. H. WiiUers Guest Speaker

Hon. R. H. Winters, federal minister

of public works was the special speaker
at flie banquet. His subject was "The
Rol(> of Public Works in Canada's
lOconomy".
Mr. Winters said tho federal govorn-

nient last year spent more than fliOO,-

()(H),(tOO on jiublic works, but as in previ-

ous years less money was spent than
was voted. Under a new policy he said

"we will come closer this year to spend-
ing our allotments than ever before."

He urged greater jjarticipation in the

Irans-Canada highway before the federal

oITcr lo pay 50 per cent lapsed in De-
((inlic)-, 1956. In Nova Scotia he said

more projects would be undertíiken un-
der lhe marshlands reclamation scheme,
liie Canada Water Conservative Act,
l^^liinination of Grade Crossing and the
I''oreslry Act.

He said also lhat engineers should
bi'oaden their activilies in the fields of

conservation, management and politics.

W. A. Devcreaux, chairman of the

Halifax branch of the Engineering In-

stitute pre.sided jointly ovar the annual
meeting banquet with Professor M. L.

Baker.
Alex MacKinnon was master of cere-

monies for the entertainment program.

Ontário
More than 1,0(10 professional engineera

representing ali branches of the profes-

sion atlended the annual meeting of

the 13,000-mcmber Association of Pro-

fessional Engineers of Ontário in Tor-

onto on January 29. The delegates were

from all parts of the provmce as well

as some from Quebec, and obseryera

from the other provincial associations

throughout Canada.
Members heard reports from the

v.arious association committees dealing

with such items as ethics, registration,

l)rofessional status, scholarships and

board of examiners.

During 1954, scholarships totalling

1,800 were awarded by the A.ssocia-

tion to engineering undergraduates at

Queen's University, Kingston, and the

University of Toronto. The Association

al.so makes availabh- loans up to $200

to secondary school students enterinf:

first year engineering at Queen's and the

U. of T. During 1954, only two loan-

were made, allhougii olhers were avail-

able, it was reported.

IL was also reported at the meeting

by the legislai ion committce that

Prince Edward Island which is the only

Canadian province which has no Pro-

fessional Engineers' Act is currently

taking sleps to .secure such legislation.

During 1954, more lhan 200 applicant>

from non-English speakiug countries a|i-

plied for membership in the A.P.E.O-

Nineteen foreign countries of origm

were represented by the applicant.-.

Among the 200 were two women, it was

noted.
The year also saw a total of 800 ap-

lilications considered by the board of

examiners. Some 80 per cent of the ap-

jilicants were required lo write the As-

sociation's special examinations. During
the annual examinations conducted ia

March, 178 candidates were examined
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,11 t)2 diffínciii papers. Of the 463 papers

uiined in, a pass standing of 65 per

rnt was oblaiucd.

Thcso cxaiuiiiations are in accordance

\itli a unifurm syllabus which has been

uloptod by Ontário. Quebec-, British

' 'oliunbia, Manitoba and Sasçkatchewan

issociations.

It was poiíitcd out in the report tliat

it was likcly that Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick and Newfoundland will

adopt the unifonn syUabus this year.

Paul H. Robbins Guest Speaker

The succfssliil defenee of Canada and

the Unit(HÍ States in the e\ ent of a third

world wai- dei)ends iipon the continued

hiph techuolofíieal development of the

two nationa. Paul H. Robbins, Washing-
ton, D.C.. told members of the Associa-

tion of Professional Engineers of On-

Paul H. Robbins

tario at its annual meeting. Mr. Robbins
is executiva director of the National
Society of Professional Engineers, the

polic}--making body for 34,000 U.S. engi-

neers in 39 states.

In addition to its important role

in national defenee, technology was also

responsible for maintaining the present
high levei of economy enjoyed by Can-
ada and the U.S.

Praising the strides being made by
Canadian engineering in this country, he
noted that the performance of the pro-
fession was being watched not o;ily by
the public-al-large, but also by ali

leveis of government.
This latter interest ran the gamut

from such purely local problems such as
water supply, traíSc, housing, schools
and building codes through provincial
leveis such as public works, highways,
decentralization of indu.-try, to the fed-
eral levei and such projects as the St.

Lawrence Seaway, oil and mineral de-
velopment, and defensive measures.

He said the governments of Canada
and the U.S. have been "working closely
in correlating the technical assistance
we can develop for the free nations of
the world."
Mr. Robbins called upon the engi-

neering profession to guard jealously it.«

Professional status and continue its high
.standards of performance, ethical con-
duct and ci\-ic responsibilities. Ali of
these elements were indicativa of the
progress the profession has made to im-
prove the appearance of ''the 1905 model
of engineering", he said.

He iioinied to the vast developments
wliich had occured in the last 15 years
when "eiecironics was a fantasy in tlv;

Buck Rogers comics; atomic engineering
was a series of «ynibols on the physi-
cists' blackboard ; travei faster than the

speed of soiind was ponsidered an ini-

possibility".

"And yet. in 1955, engineering has
made ali thesa possible.'"

Mr. Robbins referred to the attitude
of the engineering profession concerning
'Vertain trade union activities", an^l

pointed out that altliough there appear-
cd to he a certain degree of this evident
in Canada, it was much more of a

lirobleni in the U.S.

"Because .so much depends upon the

engineer's judgment, it is the opinion of

the National Society of Professional
iCngineers that the regimentation in-

licrent in union organization cannot be
compatible with Professional develop-
ment," he statcd, adding that manage-
ment is contiuually relying upon engi-

neering judgment and, as such, "engi-

neers must be identified with the man-
agement side of the aconomic picture."

Trade Fair

Those responsible for the Canadian
International Trade Fair report that
the bookings for 1955 to date indicate

an increase over last year.

The 1955 Fair will take place in To-
ronto from May 30 to June 30. inclusive,

and will be located, as in previous years,

in the grounds of the Canadian National
E.xhibition.

News of the Members

Samuel McClements has moved from
Fort William, Ont., to Minneapolis,
Minn., where he is employed by Scott

Atwater Inc., manufacturers of outboard
motors.

The appointment of E. J. Sheare
a.s managing director of Taylor Instru-

ment Companies of Canada Ltd., To-
ronto, has been announced. Mr. Sheare
has been industrial sales manager of

the compauy and has had many years'

experience in the application of tem-
perature, pressure, flow and liquid levei

controls to Canadian industry.

George R. Mathcr has entered pri-

vata practice in the radio engineering

fonsulting íield, with offices at 22 Front
St. West, Toronto.

Mr. Mather is a graduata of the Uni-
versity of Alberta and has been super-

visor of antennas and propagation engi-

neering of tlie electronic equipinent de-

partment, Canadian General Electric

Co. Ltd., and as.sistant broadcast engi-

neer, Department of Transport telecom-

mimications division. He has reprasentad

Canada at International broadcast fre-

quency conferences and is the author of

sevcral articles on broadcast propaga-

tion.

Charles J Barhydt of the New York
C(!ntral Railroad has returned to Can-
ada and is located at the company's
offices in St. Thomas, Ontário.

.\nnouncement has been made by W.
D. Sheldon, Jr., president of Sheldon's

lúigiiiccring Ltd.. of Galt, Ont., of the

appointnients of Arthur Nearingburg,
as g(>neral sales manager; T. K. Birss,

as Toronto brandi manager; and Johu
P. Sluart, as London branch manager.

W. C. Caldwell has been appointed

spccial projects manager and promoted

iVoin íoiiiicr ;i ppoint ment, of sales

inaiiauri'.

John W. Lee, of the Ontário Hydro,
has moved from Niagara Falis to North
Bay. when; he is the electrical inain-

tenanci? superintendent for H. E.P.C, in

the north oastem region.

T. R. Banbury has been appointed
president of Suijerstat Canada Ltd., with
head ofíice at 1150 Yonge St., Toronto.
The comi>any is cngaged in the promo-
tion of Superstat Electric Water Treat-
ment for scalc prevention in hot water
and l)oiler fecd sj-stems.

Ian Y. Morrison has recently joined
the sales statí of Powerlite Devices Ltd.,

Toronto.
An honour gradua te of London Uni-

versity, Mr. Morrison came to Canada
in 1947 and was with Canadian General
Electric Co. Ltd. at Peterborough and
for the past five years with Canadian
Comstock Co. Ltd. in St. Catharinea, as
a.ssistant to tha project manager.

H. Robert Musson has joined Keep
Rite Products Ltd., of Brantford, Ont.,

as assistant to the general sales man-
ager. He will be in charge of refrigera-

tion and air couditioning applications.

Previous to this move, Mr. Musson
was associated with A. D. Margison &
Associates Ltd., Toronto and in charge
of design and supervision of heating,

ventilating, air conditioning and refri-

geration. Earlier he was employed with
Canadian Ice Machine Co. Ltd., To-
ronto as sales and insLallation engineer
in the air conditioning division.

Frederic Sloley, of Toronto, has
severed his connections with Renold-
Coventi-y Ltd., and R. & M. Bearings
Canada Ltd., and is setting up his own
sales agency to handle mechanical power
transmission supplies.

Dr. A. H. Younger has been moved
from Toronto to New York with Chem-
ical Construction Corporation, 525 West
43rd St., New York. In Toronto he was
with the Canadian ofiice, Chemical Con-
struction (Inter-American) Ltd.

Albert Hopkins has recently formed
Hopkins Exploration Consultants with

head otfices at Suite 607, 320 Bay St.,

Toronto. Branch offices have been open-
ed at Algoma, Ont., and Uraniom City,

Sask., and nine technical men are em-
ployed.

Lorne D. Almark, of Toronto, will

shortly be moving to England, where he

will be with English Electric Co. Ltd.,

Liverpool, England. Mr. AJmack is with

the John Inglis Co. Ltd., Toronto, as

chief inspector.

Z. Saurazas is employed as a design

engineer in the Toronto oífice of the

firm of Consulting engineers, Wiggs, Wal-
ford, Frost and Lindsay. He was previ-

ouslj' with the Ontário Hydro.

Anthony Soda, of Windsor, has

established his own business in the con-

struction field in that city. Mr. Soda was
previously with the Chrysler Corpora-

tion of Canada Ltd., as layout engineer.

A. J. McConvey is now handling

the sales and service of molded plastics

for that section of Canadian General

Electric Co. Ltd. Located now in Hamil-
ton, his territorj' covers Hamilton and
Western Ontário, excluding the Niagara
Peninsula.

Samuel Cass lias recently been ap-
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pointed head of the newlj' formed
Metropolitan Toronto Traffic Engineer-

ing Department, with the title of Metro-
politan Traffic Engineer.

Mr. Cass is an engineering graduate

of the University of Toronto and previ-

ous to joining Metropolitan Toronto
was with the traffic division of the City

Planning Department of Toronto.

D. W. Moore, of Toronto, has joincd

the design department staff of Orenda
Engines Ltd., Malton, where he is em-
ployed as a development engineer on
gas turbine accessories. Mr. Moore was
formerly with the electronic equipment
department of Canadian General Elec-

tric Co. Ltd.. Toronto, and is a graduatè

of Liverpool University. England.

Larry F. Labow has i-eccntly been
appointod managing director of Pardee
Amalgamated Mines Ltd. which is en-

gaged in the development of various

properties across Canada. The head-

quarters of the company is at 170 Bay
St., Toronto.

Mr. Labow is aJso manager of Tech-
nical Mine Consultants Ltd.. Toronto,

which is active in the development of

extensivo uranium deposits in Canada.
Included are programs of construction

in the Blind River District in prepara-

tion for production at Pronto Uranium
Mines Ltd. and Algoni Uranium Mines
Ltd. The company also did the original

work to the newly located New Brun.'^-

wiuk uranium fields near Fredericton and
is currentlv engaged at Birch Island.

B.C.

Mr. Labow is a graduate in mining
engineering of Queen's University and
served with the R.C.E. in Europe dur-

ing the last war.

Announcement has been made of the

recent establishment of the firm of Con-

sulting engineers, Quan and Carruthers

at 738 Spadina Ave.. Toronto. The
princiiials are Bruce Quan and Fred
H. Carruthers.

Mr. Quan is a gi-aduate in electrical

engineering of the University of Toronto
and since 1947 has been with Mathers
and Haldenby, architects, in the capacity

of head electrical engineer.

Mr. CaiTuthers graduated from the

University of Saskatchewan in mechan-
icaJ engineering and came to Toronto in

19.37. From 1946 to 1950 on with S. M.
Peterkin and also R. P. Allsop & Asso-

ciates, in 1950 he joined Mathers &
Haldenby as head mechanical engineer.

Quan and Caniithers will provide a

Consulting service covering ali phases of

electrical and mechanical systems and
equipment for industrial, commercial
íind institutional projects.

KCS Data Control Ltd., of Toronto,
whose founders include Dr. J. Kates
and L. Casciato, híis recently been
formed to specialize in the design, ap-
plication and programming of high speed
electronic computing machines and sys-

tems. data processing and automatic
control equipment. The high speed
computing service which is offered,

makes it possible to handle design, en-
gineering, industrial and business cal-

culations with considerable economy,
even if of moderate extent. The com-
pany also will apply electronic methods
to production scheduling, planning and
statistical analyses, as well as to auto-
matic inventory control.
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Manitoba

J. Hoogslraten Elected President

Jack Hoog.st.raten. professor of civil

engineering at the University of Mani-
toba and a member of the Association

of Professional Engineers of Manitob.i

for many years is the newly elected

liresident of that body.
He received his bachelor of sciencc

degree in civil engineering from the

University of Manitoba and his master"s

degree from the University of Michigan.
Besides his duties at the University he
is engaged in Consulting engineering

work.
He succeeds Gerald B. Williams who

is the chief engineer, highways branch
of the Province of Manitoba." Mr. Wil-

F*rofessor .1. Hoogstraten

liams has safely guided the affairs of the
Association of Professional Engineers
through 1954 and brought into being a
recommended minimum salary for engi-

neei-s, set the machinery in motion for

introducing an engineers-in-training pro-
gram which would benefit the younger,
inexperienced engineer, as well as a host
of other important things.

Professor Hoogstraten recently repre-
sented the Association of Professional
Engineers of Manitoba at the Dominion
Council meeting in 1954 and is well
suited to the task of heading the new
Council for 1955 in that he ihas been
on council several years and has been
chairman of a great many committees.
At present Professor Hoogstraten is

greatly interested in the promotion of

public interest in the affairs of engi-
neers and has been very active in that
field. It is natural to assume therefore
that 1955 ghould be a year in which
great strides in the field of public rela-

t.ions will be made by the Association.
The general annual meeting of the

Association held January 21, 1955, was
one of the best and was attended by the
largest number in the history of the
Association. The officers elected to the
executivo council of the Association and
those remaining from 1954 are vice-pre-
sident, D. M. Stephens, president and

general manager of the Winnipeg Electric

Company; councillors: Cierald B. Wil-
liams, past president; N. S. Bubbis. gen-
eral manager, Greater Winnipeg Water
and Sanitary District; G. W. Moule,
contract engineer, City of Winnipeg
Hydro Electric System ; L. A. Bateman,
general superintendent in charge of

production, City of Winnipeg Hydro
Electric Sy.stem ; and C. S. Landon.
secretarj--treasurer and registrar.

Saskatchewan
650-ft. TV Tower for Saskatooii

On December 7, 1954, CFQC-TV
commenced broadcasting from a 650
foot tower on a hill 15 miles east of

Saskatoon.
Its construction and design ha\ i

many features of interest to engineer?.

The antenna, of the wa\e stack tyiie

was designed by R.C.A., Montreal, and
it was fabi-icated and erected by
Dominion Bridge of Lachine. It is made
up of 29 sections of 3-ft. diameter hol-

low steel about 23 feet long, and each
weighing 3,0(10 povmds. A special gin

pole attached to the last section placed

was used in the erection. Sections are

connected by means of 127 bolts. The
tower is supported by means of 18 guy
wii-es with anchorages 200 ít. and 400

ft. from the base.

The studio is located in downtown
Saskatoon. Transmission to the antenna
is by means of a miniature transmitter

and micro-wave beam operating at 7,000

megacydes. The beam transmita both
video and audio signals. The main trans-

mitter re-transmitts at 100,000 watts

video and 60,000 watts audio. Ali equi|>-

ment is Canadian-made by R.C .A. -

tor.

CFQC TV 650-foot antenna iiiiiler con-
struction 15 miles east of Saskatoon



\ ern Dallin

A. A. Murphy, pioneer radio statioii

iperator of Sa.skatoon, is owner of tlio

station, and Vcnn Dallin is assistant

iiianagei'. Detail design of base footiuss

111(1 suy blocks were done by Professo.-

H. Torchinsky. Location siir\eys werc
Ilide by D. Ferguson, of Underwood
McLellan and Ássociates, cônsul ting

ngineers.

>í'ip Power Plant at the
l iiirersilr of Saskalchetvan

On Jauuary 13, 1955, 60 members of

111' Sa.skatoon Section of the Instituto

iid Association of Professional Engi-
M ( IS of Saskatchewan were conducted
iiough the ncw University of Saskat-
ii'wan steam power plant. Professor J.

A cdgwood explained that the plant

ould completely replace the old plant
~ the .source of steam heat for the uni-
•rsity. It also contains standby pow.ír
nd water pre.^ssure boosting facilities

ir the new university hospital.

The boiler capacity of the plant is

120,000 pounds of steam per hour at a
pressure of 150 psi. A W. H. Allen Com-
pany turbo-generator would supply 750
kwh. of standby. Boilers are designed
for use with either natural gas or oil

fuel. Conversion could be made with
little difficulty to coal burning opcra-
tion.

E.stimat«d cost of the plant is one
million dollars. Architects were Webster
and Gilbert of Saskatoon. Consulting
engineers were H. H. Angus, of Toronto.

British Columbia
Aitiitutir Tests

I

Facilities have beon arranged by the
Association of Professional Engineers of
British Columbia for sénior high school
studcnts tliroughout the province to
take special cvahiation tests to help de-
termine tlieir aptitudo for a carecr in
profo.«.siona.l engineering. Details of the
plan have been circiilated to loral high
school principais through whom studenis
iiiay arrange to take the test.

' In Viui(:ou\'er the test may be ar-
iiiged for any Thvirsday at the As.socia-
lon offioes. In othcr parts of the prov-
iicc it is given by special arrangement
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A. A. Murphy

with Professional engineers in the respeo-

tive centres. Cost to the student is less

than half the charge for individual inter-

\ iew and interpretation bj' the national-

13- known vocational consultant retained

by the Association.

In announcing the program. Registrar

J. A. Merchant, P.Eng., of the Associa-

tion of Professional Engineers. said that

engineering is a greatly satisfyiug profes-

sion for those who are suited to it.

Mr. Merchant emphasized that al-

though such test^ have proved their

value as a guide in choosing a career,

they are not requircd as a qualification

for entering engineering training. The
facilities are provided conveniently

throughout l-he province, at a reduced

rate, as a public service in the educa-

tional program of the Association.

Engineers in the ISetcs

D. F. Rice has been appointed to

the newly created position of supervisor

of research administration for The Con-
solidated Mining and Smelting Com-
pany. The announcement was made by
A. D. Turnbull, manager of the com-
pany's research and development divi-

sion.

N. F. Brookes, of New Denver, aml

T. R. Buckham, of Carnegie Mines,

Sandon, were elected president and vice-

president respectively, of the Slocan

District Board of Trade at its annual

meeting.

V. M. Martinoff is now associated

with Franklin Design Service, Division

of Safeway Inc. in Oakland, Califórnia.

He had been with the alumiuum divi-

sion of Kai.ser Engineers, also in

Oakland.

L. A. Mitten has accepted the posi-

tion of production manager ai Indus-

trial Coating-s Ltd. He was previously

manager iind pioject engineer of the

Vancoyver office of Hansel Engineering

Co.

R. II. Crístopherson, formerly with

Doiiunion Securities Corporation, is now
with Northern Construction Co. and J.

W. Stewart Ltd.

R. O. Darliiig, formerly of Victoria,

is now working witii H. A. Simons Ltd.

as a mechanical engineer.

W. V. Rudd has acc(<pted a position

with H. A. Simons Ltd. He had pre-

\i()usly been employed by Associatod

Consulting Engineers.

March. lO.í.í

J. W. Brown is now a júnior dif-

Iribuliím engineer with the Puget Sound
Power and Light Company. He has
be(>n empIoy(!(l l)y lhe Whatcom Counly
língineering Department in lhe State of

Washington.

S. J. Crocker lias succeeded H. V.
Warr«'n, as president of lhe B.C. and
^'ukoii Cliamb(>r of Mines. Mr. Crocker
is incsidcnt and managing director of
B.('. K(iuii)menl Co. Ltd.

W. E. Boresky has left the Interna-
tional Pacific Salmon Fisheries Com-
inission to go witli H. A. Simons Ltd.

Walter Johnson has accepted a posi-

tion willi Hiico Laminated ProducU*
Inc. at Ta(H)ma, Washington. He had
pre\-iously been employed with the B.C.
Engineering Co.

D. J, Kermofle is now with B. D.
Bohna. Previously h(í had been with
HeaiJs, Waterous, of New Westminster.

H. Ilornstein, who had been working
with Bayncs-Manning at Calgary, is

now a residcnl engineer in the construc-

tion departnient of S. S. Kresge Co.

R. H. Fenton has been appointed
sales engineer for Rosco Metal &
Roofing Co. Ltd. He was previouslj' em-
ployed with Heaps-Waterous, of New
Westminster.

A. D. Veenhuizen, of the Muuici-
pality of West Vancouver, has accepted

a position with A. B. Sanderson, bridge

consultant, Victoria.

R. N. Caesar is now with H. A.

Simons Ltd. He was formerly a fieid

engineer with the Morrison-Knudsen
Company of Canada.

C. H. Ma<-Donald has joined the

staff of Discovei-y Yellowknife Mine at

Yellowknife as their chief engineer.

C. W. Nash, of the B.C. Power Com-
mission has been promoted to director

of load development, at Victoria.

L, E. Wight, also of the B.C. Power
Commission, has filled the vacancy of

District Manager at Nanaimo, left bv

Mr. Nash.

M. J. Stewart, formerl.v of the De-
partment of Health. ha,s left for Berkeley.

Califórnia, where he will take i)ost-

graduate studies and also do some
teaching.

M. K. Kuehl has accepted a position

with Western C;)nsulting Ltd. He was

previously employed by the Canadiar
Pacific liailway Company.

J. R. Moran, formerly with the Vic-

toria Machiner.\' Depot, is uow em-
ployed by the B.C. Power Commission
as an assistant mechanical engineer.

A. Jancso has accepted a position

with Swan. Wooster & Partners. H(
was formerly willi D. W. Thomson,
consultant.

D. C. Malcolm, who has been willi

Tile Consoiiilateil Mining it Smelting

C^)mpany al Trai!, lias acceple<l the

Iiosition of field engineer with Prestou

Eas! Domo Mines Ltd. in the east.

D. S. W. Love has left for Edmonton
where he will take on the duties of

resident engineer for J. L. Miller. He
was previously with the Pacific Lime
Company !il Blubix-r Bay.

Harry Gordon, formerly of the CM.
& S. Company design office at Trail.

has accepted a position in the struc-

tural department of H. A. Simons Ltd.
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News of the Personal Activities

of

Members of the Institute

X

Dr. Richard L. Mearn, m.e.i.c, has

been appointed chairman of the H}'dro-
Electiic Power Commission of Ontário,

succeeding Robert H. Saunders who died
following injuries .suffered in an aircraft

acrident. In accepting the appointment
Dr. Hearn retire.s as general manager
und chiei engineer of the commission.
Hince first joining the commission

more than 40 years ago, Dr. Hearn has
been associated with many of its major
undertakings. As sénior executive, he
has played a leading role in the com-
mission's unprecedented power expan-
.sion program, embracing major hydro-
eléctric projects and Canada "s largest

steam generating installations. Latterly,

he has applied his wide experience to

studies of the future p(is-.il)ilities of

producing electrical energ,\ iVotii atomic
energy.

Dr. Richard L. Hearn, M.E.I.C.

A nativa of Toronto, Dr. Hearn re-

ceived his early education at St. Albans
•School there. He graduated with a
B.A.Sc, degree from the University of

Toronto in 1913, and obtained his first

employment with the commission as de-
sign engineer on the Wasdells Falis

power plant. Later he became super-
visor of designing and draughting on the
Queenston-Chippawa project, at one
time the largest hydro-electric plant in

the world, and now renamed the Sir

Adam Beck-Niagara Generating Station

No. 1. In 1918 he was appointed assist-

ant engineer on eonstruction.

Dr. Hearn went to the United States

in 1921 as assistant chief engineer of

the Washington Water Power Company
in Spokane, and three years later re-

turned to Canada as chief engineer and
secretary-treasurer of H. G. Acres and
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Company Limited. From 1930 unui
19.'^4 he was cônsul ting engineer for the

Dominion Constniction Company and
H. F. McLean Limited and served as

theu- chief engineer from 1934 until

1942.

He returned to the commission in

1942 as executive assistant to the chair-

man. and was sul^s^quently loaned as

chief engineer in ciiarge of constructiou

of the Polymer Cori)oration synthetic

rubber plant at Sarnia. Again in 1944 he

was on loan by the commission to serve

as Canadian technical advisor \o the

Public Utilities Division of the Com-
bined Production and Resources Board
at Washington. In 1945 Dr. Hearn was
named the coininissions chief engineer

of design ;i ml ci iiwi rucl iiiii

Dr. Hcain I- .1 (liiiciui of Atomic
Imu i iív of Canada Lumted and is

a<'ti\ t i> interested in the production of

elcctncity from atomic energy. He is

also handling the general direction of

the commissiori's present initial two-year
program to study the development oí

au atomic reactor for the generation of

power in co-operation with Atomic
Energy of Canada Limited.

Dr. Hearn has received professional

recognition on many occasions for his

contribution to Ontario's publicly-owned
hydro enterprise and to the Canadian
engineering field. In 1952 the honorary
degree of doctor of engineering was con-
ferred upon him by the University oí

Toronto, and his abilities were signally

inarked four years ago when the com-
inission's Richard L. Hearn Generating
Station, Canada's largest fuel-electric

power plant, was named in his honour.
Dr. Hearn is one of two outstanding
Canadian engineers to receive the 1954
Julian C. Smith Medal of the Engineer-
ing Institute ''for achievement in ths
development of Canada". One of the
higliest Canadian engineering honours,
the medal will be officially presented
to him at the Institute's annual general

and Professional meeting this May in

Toronto.

Dr. Otto Holden, m.e.i.c, has been ap-
pointed chief engineer of the Hydro-
Electric Power Commission of Ontário,
eucceeding Dr. Richard L. Hearn,
M.E.I.C, who has been appointed chair-

man of the commission.

Associated with ali phases of the
commission's tremendous expansion pro-
gram initiated in 1945, Dr. Holden brings
to his new post ali the capabilities and
énergies that have earned him a reputa-
tion as one of the world's leading
hydraulic engineers.

Since 1947 he has ably filled the post
of assistant general manager of engi-

neering. In administering the commis-

Dr. Otto Holden, IW.E.I.C.

sion's planning, engineering, construction

and research divisions, Dr. Holden play-

ed a key role in speeding some 14 newl

major power sources into operation íD|

the province during the past sevenl

years. His great service to the commis-,

sion, with which he has been associated

since 1913, was signally recognized when

the La Cave generating station on thej

Ottawa Ri\er was renamed the Ottoi

Holden Generating Station. It was offi-j

cially opened in 1952. Highlighting Dr

Holden's career is the 2,200,000-hp. St

Lawrence power project for which hf

lias guided much of the design of th(

Canadian section.

Dr. Holden was born in Toronto ariL

attended public school and the collegiaít

institute there. He graduated from thi

University of Toronto with a B.A.Sc

degree in 1913 and received his CE. it

1940. In 1944 the university recognizei

his contribution to the engineering pro

fession by conferring upon him tli

honorary degree of doctor of engineei

iug.

Joining the staff of the commissioi

as a draughtsman in 1913, he filiei

various posts in the hydraulic depas!

ment. In 1918 he was placed in chaif:

of the design of hydraulic plants, pa:

ticularly the Nipigon River plant a

Cameron Falis and the Sir Adam Beck

Niagara generating station No. 1 :i

Queenston, as well as numerous othe

plants throughout the province.

Named deputy head of the hydraulii

department in 1924, he supervised thí

design and construction of the commis-,

sion's power plants, storage works anCi

hydraulic structures. The first complet

development of an interprovincial powe

site on the Ottawa River was begu
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,1 Chats FalLs in 1929, and Dr. Holden

,il the task of supervising the design

1 construction of the development.

A hen he became chief hydraulic engi-

jaeer in 1937, a post he held for ten

(:irs until being named assistant gen-

il manager of engineering,_ he was

iinately concerned with the fulfilment

the commission's plans. Be served

ih distinction on the Internatiopal

iinmittee, charged with the design

:nd constniction of the remediai works

u the Niagara River, which will not

mly preser\-e and enhance tlie beauty
• the falis, but will provide for more

. ctive use of the river's water in

I- production of power.

.\3 a distinguished professional engi-

[ivcv, Dr. Holden has received many
honòurs at the hands of his colleagues.

He is a past councillor of the Engi-

neering Institute, a past director of the

American Society of Civil Engineers,

3f the American Institute of Eléctrica!

Kngineers, and of the Senate of the

l'niversity of Toronto. He is a past

iresident of the Engineering Alumni
\ssociation of the University of Toronto,

ind a past president of the Royai Cana-

iian Institute. He has contributed

lumy papers to technical societies, which

lave been published in the journals of

hese organizations.

Dr. J. J. Green, m.e.i.c, chief of the

Defence Research Board division con-

Cined with armaments and aeronautics,

IS been named defence research mem-
-1- of the Canadian Joint Staff in

Dr. J. J. Green, M.E.I.C.

A ashington, D.C. He will take over his

ii'W post next sumraer from Brig.

larold E. Taber.
Dr. Green'.-? distinguished record in

he field of Canadian aviation particu-

irly fits him for one of the Defence
{esearch Board's most important posts.

Vs sénior liaison ofíicer in the United
States, one of his chief duties will be
í> promote an increasing flow of scien-

ific knowledge about defence projects

.ud espccially in the expanding fields of

\ iation and guided mi.ssilcs.

Followship in the Iní^tilute of Aero-
lautical Sciences and othor United
•ítates organization.s, in addilion to his

'ust and current acti\'ities relative to

lircraft and guided missile development.
u Canada, provide Dr. Green with an
inusually wide knowledge of U.S. tech-
iiques in these fields and valuable con-

CAN
THE INDUSTRIAL
DEVELOPMENT BANK
HELP YOU?
Canadian businessmen who wish to start or

to expand an industrial enterprise are some-
times not able to arrange for suitable

fmancing because of special circumstances.

For instance, an industrial project with good
prospects for success may require a loon of

longer term than a chartered bank may
consider appropriate and the amount re-

quired nnay not be large enough to justify

a public issue of securities.

Businessmen in the industrial field who face

problems in financing the cost of plant,

machinery and equipment which cannot be
met through commercial financing institu-

tions might find it usefui to leorn what the

Industrial Development Bank can do. If you
are one of them we suggest that you enquire

of your bank or your auditor or write for

information to:

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT BANK
MONTREAL • TORONTO • WINNIPEG • VANCOUVER
901 Victoria Sq. 85 Richmond Sr. W. 195 Portage Ave. E. 475 Howe St.

tacts with the scientists and engineers

concemed.
During the four years following the

war he was chief research aeronáutica!

cngineer of the Air Transport Board.

He then joined the Defence Research

Board staff as deputy director general

of defence research. Two years later he

was promoted to his present post.

Last year he was elected the first

president of the newly-created Cana-
dian Aeronáutica! Institute.

Gerald G. Fisch, m.e.i.c, vice-president

of J. B. Fraser and Associates Limited,

has been appointed to the post of gen-

eral mamager of the company.
Mr. Fi.<:ch is a chemica! engineering

graduate of McGill University, and a

19.50 graduate in business and engineer-

ing administration of the Ma.>sachusett3

Institute of Technology.
He had severa! years' experience in

(lanadian industry prior to joining J. B.

Fraser and Associates as Montreal rep-

resentative in 1950.

Geoffrey H. Kimpton, M.E.I.C, has

been appointed divisional manager in

cliarge of general consulting for Canada
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hy J. B. Fraser and Associates Limited.

Mr. Kimpton was formerly associated

with Leetham, Simpson Limited, and

with Stevenson and Kellogg Limited.

Upon graduatioQ in chemica! engi-

neering from McGill University in 1935,

he joined the industrial engineering

group of the Dominion Rubber Com-
pany. In 1936 he became plant manager
and chemist with the Oxygen Company
of Canada. After four years of service

witli the R.C.A.F. in the aeronáutica!

engineering group on maintenance and
development work, he joined Stevenson

and Kellogg Limited.

Cecil D. Wight, M.E.I.C., íormer direc-

tor of planning for the City of Ottawa,

has been appointed vice-president of

the Mount Royai Paving and Supplies

Limited in Montreal.
A 1928 civil engineering graduate of

Queen's University, Mr. Wight has had

wide municipal experience. He joined

the engineering staff of the City of

Ottawa in 1932 ; was appointed assistant

commissioner of works in 1942; and
eommissioner of works in 1949. Ia 1950

he was named a member of the Ontário

Municipal Board.
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WE engineer and manufacture complete plants

or individual units for ail industries.

HYDRAULIC PRESSES for plywood, plastics, rubber, metal

workíng and extrusion . PRESSURE VESSELS of ali types -

fabricated to Lloyds Class 1 specifications . ROTO-CUBE and

ribbon type-mixers.

FOSTER, YATES&THOM Ltd.

Canadíon Representative

Wm. E. MICKLETHWAITE
12 KINGS LYNN RD., TORONTO 18, ONT.

M. F. Macnaughton, m.e.i.c, is vice-

president, technical control, of Mount
Royai Paving and Supplies Limited in

Montreal. He was previously associated

aa vice-president with Milton Hersev
Co. Ltd.

Mr. Macnaughton received his B.Sc.

degree in civil engineering from McGill
University in 1922, and his M.Sc. degree
from the University of Michigan in

1024.

Henry W. Burri, M.EJ.c, formerly
as.sistant general sales manager of Cana-

dian Carborundum Company Limited,
has been appointed general sales man-
ager of the company.
Mr. Burri started with Canadian Car-

borundum in 1944 as a salesman. In
1952 he was appointed sales manager
of the eastern sales district and has
steadily risen in the sales branch to his

present position of general sales man-
ager in which he will guide the expand-
ing sales activities of the company
throughout Canada.
A Montrealer by birth, Mr. Burri

attended the Montreal Technical School,

Henry W. Burri, M.E.I.C.

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, and
McGill University where he received hÍ3

B.Eng. degree in mechanical engineering

in 1935. He also obtained diplomas in

mechanical draughting and in sales

managing courses. After several years in

the mechanical engineering field, he

joined Canadian Carborundum Com-
pany Limited.
Mr. Burri is a member of the Cor-

poration of Professional Engineers of

Quebec.

Hugh Chambers, M.E.I.C., has retired aa

chairman of the board of Air Reduction
Canada Limited after 33 years of serviee

in welding circles in Canada.
One of the pioneers of are welding,

Mr. Chambers began his career in this

field in 1922 when he established the,

Canadian branch of an English railroad

supply íirm. The company also acted as

Canadian agent for Wilson Welder &
Metals Co. Inc., a United States firm

which was among the first manufacturar^
of welding machines, electrodes and sup-

plies.

Hugh Chambers, M.E.I.C.

Under his direction, the firm's weld-

ing supply business developed rapidlyi

and soon overshadowed their raiíroaci

supplies to the extent that in 1928 i

plant for the manufacture of weldim
rods was set up in Montreal. In 1931

it was decided that the operation hac

grown sufEciently large to warran'

forming a Canadian company. As f
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THE IDEAL VALVE

AIR
OR WATER
GAS!

GRINNELL-SAUNDERS
DIAPHRAGM VALVES

vin—Six quick-octlng, lever-controlled
irinnell Sounders Diaphragm Volves moin-
ain leak-proof air control at Dominion
ngineering Works, Ltd., Montreal, Quebec,

'aATc(?— 12" Grinnell-Sounders Diophragm
i'alve hondling woter ot the Conodion
International Paper Compony Mill, Lo
|uque, Quebec.

Credit the tight closing diaphragm

with providing important advan-

tages. The diaphragm Hfts high for

streamUned passage, in either direc-

tion; closes tightly for an absolute

seal, even when scale lodges on the

valve weir.

That feature alone can mean im-

pressive savings. For a single leak

in a valve on an air line, even as tiny

as /Í2 inch, can waste in one month's

time the equivalent of the cost of a

new Grinnell-Saunders Valve.

Grinnell-Saunders Diaphragm
Valves offer other advantages too.

Bodies, linings, and diaphragm ma-

teriais are available to meet most

service conditions. The only part

that ever needs replacing is the

diaphragm, which can be changed

in minutes without removing the

valve body from the line. In down-

time and overtime saved—in main-

tenance and repair work avoided

—

you are dollars ahead when you rely

on Grinnell-Saunders Valves.

Grinnell-Saunders Diaphragm

Valves are stocked by Grinnell

branch warehouses and distributors

from coast to coast. Write for your

copy of the Grinnell-Saunders Dia-

phragm Valve catalog.

OPEN
No packing glands to

demand ottention.
Working parts are
isolated from fluid . .

.

sticking, doggíng,
contomination, corro-
sion elíminated.

CLOSED

Compressor or finger

plote supports the
diaphragm in ali posi-

tions. No metol-to-
metol seots to be-
come damaged or
wire-drown.

GAS — 12 Grinnell-Saunders Diaphragm
'olves ranglng in size from to 1 Vj" on
lydrogen Gas lines. Oxygen, Nitrogen,
«etylene ond Propane lines also use these
;alve$ at this Canadion General Electric
.ompany plont at Guelph, Ontário.

GRINNELL
WHENEVER PIPING IS INVOLVED

Grinnell Company of Canada Lici. * Edmonton • Montreal * Torenfe * Vanceuver • Grinnell Distributors In Principal Citiet

' pipe fittings * welding fittings • pipe hangers * valves * Crinnell-Sounders diaphragm valves * pipe

prefabricated piping * heating speciolties * water works suppliet * Grinnell automotic fire protection systems
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reward for his effort Mr. Chambers was
appointed president and managing di-

rector. In 1933 he became a staunch

supporter of the then new shielded

are electrode which has since proved
itself to be one of the raain factors in

pstablishing are welding as a prime in-

dustrial tool. His firm manufactured the

first flux coated electrodes in Canada.
Mr. Chambers acted promptly on the

parent eompany's decision in 1938 to

close its foreign branehes and was suc-

cessful in gaining ownership of the

Canadian company.
The millions of pounds of electrodes,

hundreds of welding machines and weld-
ing accessories delivered to Canadian
industry during World War II establish-

ed the firm as one of the country'3

largest suppliers of welding equipment.

In 1945 when ownership of the com-
pany was acquired by Air Reduction
Company Inc., Mr. Chambers retained
his post as president. Air Reduction is

one of North America's leading eup-
|)liers of industrial gases and equipment
for botli the oxj--aeetylene and are
welding processes. Its manufacturing
facilities, strategically located in every
major U.S. city, as well as its research
and development facilities, brought
many advantages to the Canadian com-
pany.
Mr. Chambers was appointed chair-

man of the board of Air Reduction
Canada Limited in 1951, a post he has
held until the present time. A new plant
was completed in 1933 in Ville St.

Laurent, Que. It is a tribute to Mr.
Chambers who was farsighted enough
to realize the potential of are welding
over three deeades ago.

E. Y. Carison, m.e.i.c, has been named
director of the industrial minerais re-

search branch of the Saskatchewan
Department of Mineral Resources,
replacing R. V. Tomkins, m.e.i.c, who
has accepted the position of chief engi-
neer with Aggregates and Construction
Products Limited in Regina.
Mr. Carlson, a 1950 ceramie engineer-

ing graduate of the University of Sas-
katchewan, previously held the positioa
of industrial research engineer.

He is a member of the Association
of Professional Engineers of Saskatche-
wan.

A. L. Ross, M.E.I.C, has been appointed
general manager of Square "D" Com-
pany of Canada Limited in Mount
Dennis, Ont. For the past year and a
half he has occupied the position of

executive assistant to J. L. Fink, presi-

dent of the company.
Previous to joining the company, Mr.

Ross was associated with the Hydro-
Electric Power Commission of Ontário;
Mueller Limited; and Defence Indus-
tries Limited.
Mr. Ross graduated in electrical engi-

neering from McGill University in 1932.

Prof. E. A. Allcut, M.E.I.C, professor of

mechanical engineering at the Univer-
sity of Toronto, has been reoently
appointed a member of the Power Test
Codes Committee of the American So-
ciety of Mechanical Engineers.

Gerald A. Blackburn, m.e.i.c, has been
named as.sistant director of the plan-
ning and dcveloiiment branch of the
Civil Service Commission.
Mr. Blackburn has been with the

commission since 1947, first as a per-
sonnel seleetion offieer, and for the last

six years, as chief of the Professional

examining section. His new duties will

include the planning and development
of recmiting teehniques, liaison with

universities and professional assoeiations

and general responsibility for advertis-

ing-

A native of Aylesford, N.S., Mr.
Blackburn holds a degree in electrical

engineering from St. Francis Xavier
University, and has also undertaken

post-graduate work at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.
Upon graduation he joined the staff

of St. Francis Xavier University where
he later became professor of physics

and mathematics. From 1940 until 1946

he served with the Canadian Army, for

a time as a major attached to the

headquarters staff of Field Marshal
Montgomery.
He is a member of the Association

of Profe.ssional Engineers of Nova
Scotia.

A. J. S. Michaud, m.e.i.c, has been
appointed distriet engineer of the har-

bours and rivers engineering branch of

the Department of Public Works of

Canada at Rimouski, Que. He sueceeds
Leo G. McLaren, m.e.i.c, who was trans-

ferred to the position of distriet engi-

neer at Quebec Cit}'.

A native of Sorel, Que., Mr. Michaud
received his early education at Ecole
Olier and Ecole Centrale de Prepara-
tion in Montreal. In 1928 he enrolled

in Ecole Polytechnique, graduating in

1934 with degrees in civil engineering
and applied sciences. He also completed
special engineering eourses in air con-
ditioning and aeronáutica! engineering.

For five years after graduation, Mr.
Michaud was associated with the B. F.
Sturtevant Company in the sales and
design division in Boston and Montreal.
He then joined the staff of the former
federal Department of Mines and Re-
sources as mining roads inspector, and
the following year was employed in

the works and buildings branch of the
Department of National Defence.
In 1941 he was commiísioned in the

R.C.A.F. and appointed to the aero-
nautical engineering branch. He was
discharged in 1945 with the rank of
flight-lieutenant.

Mr, Michaud joined the Quebec pro-
vincial Department of Public Works in

1945 as assistant distriet engineer in

Montreal. He left the provincial ser-
vice to become town engineer at Ste.
Therese, Que. in 1947-49, and then join-
ed the federal Department of Public
Works at Rimouski. During the period
following the fire which destroyed a
large portion of the town in 1950, he
was appointed manager of the Rimou-
ski Relief and Reconstruction Commit-
tee necessitating being on loan from the
Department for eight months. He was
then transferred to the Department'3
chief engineers staff in Ottawa where
he has served ever since.

Lt.-CoL Philip L. Debney, m.e.i.c, has
retired as assistant city engineer after 30
years' service with the City of Edmon-
ton.

A native of Wimbledon, England, Col.
Debney came to Edmonton in 1912 and
until 1921, except for service in World
War I, worked as a railway engineer.
After employment with the gas company
in Edmonton, he joined the city eur
KÍneer's department in 1924.

Col. Debney intemipted his training

at the University of Alberta in 1915 to
enlist as a gunner in the 32nd Battery,

Canadian Field Artillery, and served

with this unit for most of the war. He
was awarded the Military Medal. He
transferred to the 68th Battery in 1918

and retm-ned to Canada in 1919.

He went back to the Army in 1925 as

a lieutenant in the Edmonton Regiment
reserve, and advanced until he was
named the regiment's commanding oííicer

in 1935. Four years later he left the regi-

ment to command the 9th Army Troops
Company of the R.C.E., which he mobil-
ized for active service when ^^'orld War
II was declared.

He went overseas with his unit, but

returned to Canada in 1941 to take

charge of engineer units for the 4th divi-

sion. In 1944 while stationed with the

engineers' training centre at Camp
Petawawa, Ont., he was made a legion-

naire of the U^nited States' Legion of

Merit for his work on a joint Canadian-
.\merican board.

Last February he was eleeted president

of the Edmonton United Services Insti-

tute. He is a member of the Association

of Professional Engineers of Alberta.

P. L. Mathewson, m.e.i.c, has been ap-

pointed a.ssistant chief of motive power
and car equipment for the Canadian
National Railways. He was previously

chief of re.search, a position he has held

since July, 1952.

A native of New We.stminster, B.C.,

Mr. Mathewson graduated from the

University of British Columbia with a

B.Sc. degree in 1927. He entered railway

service with the C.N.R. at Toronto in

1930 as an electrical inspector in the

motive power department, and moved
to Montreal in 1937 as assistant engineer

to the ciiief electrical engineer. He be-

came research engineer in the depart-

ment of research and development in

1943, and was appointed transportation

engineer in the operation department in

1946.

Mr. Mathewson received in May, 1952,

the Ross Medal of the Engineering In-'

stitute for the best paper on an electrical

subject. His subject was "The Applica-

tion of Diesel Electric Locomotives".

He is a member of the Corporation of

Profe.ssional Engineers of Quebec.

Charles E. Weyman, m.e i.c, was the

successful candidate for alderman in the

recent Fredericton city council elections

Vice-president and chief engineer for

the Caídwell Construction Company in

Fredericton, Mr. W^eyman is a 1946 grad-

uate in civil engineering of the Univer-

sity of New Brunswick.
He is an active member of the Insti-

tute's Fredericton Branch of which hf

is immediate past chairman.

E. L. Hartley, m.e.i.c, has been namedi

general manager of Western Bridge and

Steel Fabrieators Ltd. He was previousI)j

contract engineer.
:,

After graduating from the Liverpooíi

Institute School in 1930, Mr. Hartley en-|

tered Queen's University, graduating inj

civil engineering in 1933.
|

In 1934 he entered the properties de-|

partment of Jas. Richardson & Sons Ltdi

in Winnipeg, and two years later joined|

W. G. Swan Engineering Co. Ltd. in

Vancouver. In 1937 he was appointed en-

gineer in charge of construction of the

Canada Packers Ltd. Vancouver plant

and he also served during this period a.'

assistant estimating engineer for the

{Cont'nuidon page 315,
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Western Bridge Company. In 1938 he

watf associated with B.C. Appraisal Co.
1,1 d. and al.^o with Dominion Bridge Co.

Ltd. during the constrviction of tlio Lions

( late Bridge.

.\t the beginning of World War II lie

^crved with the Royai Canadian En-
•jincers as works officer in the Vancouver
irea, and in 1940 was field cngineer at

L.'nd Canadian Division lioadquarters. He
wu.s promoted to the rank of eaptain in

1941 and ser\'ed with the first Canadian
Arniy overseas until the end of the war.

He was nientioned in despatches, named
I Meniber of the Briti.^^h Enii)irc, and
iwarded the E.D. He was also nanied an
otficcr of the Order of Orange Nassau

the Xetherlands Cíovernment.
In 1945 he entered Western Bridge and

Steel Fahricators Limited as design en-

Liineer. and was appointed to the posi-

lion of eontract engineer in 1947.

Mr. Hartley is a past-chairman of the

Xancouver Branch of the Engineering
institute.

Samuel G. Gamble, m.e.i.c, has been
iKimed chief topographical engineer of

lhe surveys and mapping branch of the
Department of Mines and Technical
.Surveys.

Samuel G. Gamble, M.E.I.C.

He has headed since 1949 the air sur-
eys .section of the Topographical Survey
vhich plot.s and produces maps from
KM-ial photographs. In tiis new jiost lie

will be re.sponsible for the work of the
Topographical Survey which carries out

" Id control sun^eys and completes the
i'siilting map manuscripts for the
médium and large scale standard topo-
graphical maps of Canada.
\ native of Ottawa. he attended Ash-

liury College. He graduated from the
Hoyal Military College in 19;i2. and con-
iinued his studies at McGill University
vhere he obtained his degrce in civil en-
- neering in 1933. He also attended the
ih cour.se of the Xationa.l I)el'fncc Col-

i''!ie in 19.52-53.

Mr. (iamble has be(>ii continuously
iniiloyed by the department since 1940
md served as a student assistant on field

•urveys during the -summers of 1'XV2 and
1933, and as a júnior topographical en-
gineer from 1935 until 1938.
He then joined Perron Gold Mines

l.iinitcd in 1938 as mining engineer and
I l om 1939 until the end of the war served
«ith the Royai Canadian Engineers.
During this period he was assigned to

I HE ENGINEERING JOURNAL

the Northwest European theatre and be-
came a.ssistant director of surveys for the
First Canadian Army with the rank of

lieutenant-colonel. Upon his rcturn lo

Canada he was named plant engineer
with Perron Gold Mines, remaining m
this position until joining the Tojio-
graphical Survey in 1946.

Mr. Gamble is a councillor of the
Canadian Institute of Surveying and
Photogranimetry, and was the first cliair-

man of the Ottawa Branch of the Insti-

tute. He is a member of the Professional
Institute of the Public Service of Can-
ada, the Military Engineers' Association,
and was the first president of the En-
gineer Survey Association formed in

Ottawa in 1946.

Gilmour S. Boa, m.e.i.c, chief engineer
of Steel Building Sales and Supply, Lim-
ited of Toronto, recently won the Gold
Medal for the World's Shooting Cham-
pionship at the matches conducted by the
International Shooting Union in Caracas,
Venezuela. The title was won in the
English Match, a small bore rifle event
resembling the course of fire used in

Canadian competitions.

Mr. Boa's greatest previous success at

his chosen sport came in 1951 when he
won the Kings Prize, the mo.st celebrated
rifle match in the world, 'at the Imperial
Meeting at Bisley, England. He is the
current Canadian Small Bore Rifle

Champion, and has won the Iving's

Medal for the Canadian Army Champ-
ionship three times.

A 1946 civil engineering graduate of

the University of Toronto, Mr. Boa was
associated with the Ontário Division of

Dominion Bridge Company Limited,
working in various capacities in the
draughting, erection and engineering de-
partments before taking over his present
duties. Steel Building Sales and Supplj%
Limited is the Ontário distributor for

<>iliiiour S. Roa, M.K.I.í:.

Butler pre-enginecred buildings. Mr. Boa
is responsible for modifications to the

standard designs, as well as engineering

of foundations and mechanical serviços,

and supervision of construction oper-

ations.

D. D. Reeve, m.e.i.c, has been appoint-

ed chief engineer at a recent meeting of

the board of directors of Pacific Coast

Pil^e Co. Ltd. in Vancouver.
Mr. Reeve, a 1933 mechanical en-

gineering graduate of the University of

British Côlumbia, joined the Pacific

March, 1955

l). I). Híovo, M.K.I.C.

Coast Pipe Co. Ltd. in 1952 as develop-
ment engineer. He had previously served
as engineering cônsul tant for two years
in Vancouver, and has held engineering
l)o.sitions in several westem and eastern
pulp and paper mills, and in the alumi-
num industry.

W. L. Wardrop, M.e.i.c, has established

Consulting ofíices in Winnipeg under the
firm nanie of W. L. Wardrop and Asso-
ciates, specializing in municipal, struc-

tural and industrial engineering.

Mr. Wardrop, who is engineer of water
works and sewerage for the City of

Winnipeg, graduated from the University
of Manitoba in electrical engineering in

1939, and in 1947 lie received his degrce

in civil engineering.

He was associated for a time with the

reclamation branch of the Manitoba
government. From June, 1941 until

Ãpril, 1946, he was attached to the Royai
Canadian Corps of Signals. serving in

both England and Austrália with the

rank of caiitain. He has been a member
of the militia since that time
Mr. Wardrop joined the engineering

deiiartment of the City of Winnipeg in

May, 1937 as an engineer in the design

branch. He was appointed to his present

position in 1949.

He is a member of the Association of

Professional Engineers of Manitoba, the

American Water Works Association, the

Canadian Institute of Sewage and Sani-

tation, and of the Westem Canada
Water and Sewage Conference.

W. L. Wardrop, M.E.I.C.
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Read about
ventilatlon
engineering

Robertson engíneers

wíll survey your planfi

and suggest the proper/

ventílatíng equípment

More than a billion cubic feet^

of air is exhausted every min-

ute by Robertson ventilators

from ali types of industrial,

commercial and institutional

buildings . . . ample proof of

our claim that there is a

Robertson ventilator for

every need. Robertson engi-

neers follow a three-step
method of solving your venti-

lating problems. First, they

conduct a complete survey;

second, they provide you with

recommendations and make.
the installation; third, they

make follow-up tests to con-

firm their calculations. If you
even suspect you have a ven-

tilatlon problem, it will pay
you to use the coupon below
to write to US for literatura.)

Robertson-lrwín

Limited

41 1 Parkdale Ave. N.

Hamilton, Ont.

Montreal, Toronto, Hamilton,

WInnipeg, Edmonton, Vancouver

Please send your free ventllafor catalog.

55-40

NAMf_

ADDRESS.

CITY.

CORRECTION
Remus Rodaru, m.e.i.c, was referred

to iii error in tlie January issue of the
Journal, page 60, as "former" managing
director of the Cardinal Engineering
and Machinery Company in Montreal.
The Journal reported correctly his ap-
pointment as field manager and petro-

leum Consulting engineer for Oka Oil

Limited. Actually, Mr. Rodaru is con-
tinuing, a.s managing du'ector, of the
Cardinal Engineering and Machinery
Company in addition to his new duties
with Oka Oil Limited.

E. G. Fraser, m.e.i.c, has been appoint-

ed manager of marketing and product
re.search for Canada Wire and Cable
Company Limited. He will be located

at the head office of the company in

Toronto.
Mr. Fraser graduated in electrical en-

gineering from the University of Mani-
toba in 1935. He joined the electrical

engineering depart-ment of the company
in 19.37, remaining at the head office in

various positions in the company's en-
gineering department until 1948, except
for the years 194Õ'-194õ when he serv^ed

overseas with the Royai Canadian
Signals.

E. G. Fraser, M.E.I.C.

In 1948 he was transferred to the
Montreal office as eastem district en-
gineer where he remained until his ap-
pointment to his present position.

Robert Chambers, m.e.i.c, has been
appointed superintendent of power
developments in the construction divi-

sion of The Shawinigan Engineering
Company Limited.

A nativa of Edmonton, Mr. Chambers
received his electrical engineering degree
from the University of Alberta in 1937.

He joined the company that same year
at the Three Rivers terminal station and
ha.s since done extensive work in sur-
voying and in the design and construc-
tion of transmi.ssion lines.

He took part in the construction or
remodelling of ali five St. Lawrence
River crossings, the La Tuque power-
house and other plants.

From 194,5 until 1949 he was assigned
the job of canying out design and con-
struction supervision of a transmission
Hne for B.C. Electric, after which he was
named superintendent, transmission line

construction.

Mr. Chambers was also superintendent
of construction during the building of

the St. Maurice chemicals plant in 1952

and 1953.

Stefan Mitescu, m.e.i.c, has been ap-
pointed assistant manager of Canadian
Petrofina's new oil refinery, now being
built at Pointe-aux-Trembles, Que. He
has been on the staff of the company
since November, 1953.

Mr. Mitescu received his M.Eng. de-
gree with honours from the Polytech-
nical School of Bucharest in 1928, and
has held several responsible Rumanian
govemment position.?, including that of

head of the foreign trade division of the
Department of National Economy from
1933-40. During the following six years

Stefan Mitescu, M.E.I.C.

he waa general manager of one. of

Rumania's largest chemical industries,

Marasesti.

A member of the Rumanian Body of

Graduate Engineers, he served as vice-

l)resident of the Association of Rumanian
Chemical Industries, and as a board
member of the General Association of

Rumanian Industries.

Since coming to Canada in 1948, Mr.
Mitescu served as a .sénior engineer in

the teehnical department at the Alum-
inum Company's Arvida works where he

supervised the section for the develop-

,

ment of new chemical products. During
|

this period he became the author and
co-author of several patents.

Donald A. J. McDonald, M.E.I.C., hasj

been appointed puiclia.-^ing agent for the

Communications equipment division of'

Northern Electric Company Limited in

Montreal.
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Canada's Universides are imparting knowledge

to the young men and women of Canada to

enable them to take their places as leaders in

the fields of cultural and scientific development.

In many Canadian Universities Foster Wheeler

SA Steam Generating Units efficiently perform

the task of supplying the heat necessary for

personal comfort, while at the same time serving

as laboratory equipment for students in the

mechanical engineering departments—affording

them proper instruction in the requirements

of heat engineering.

UNivERSrrr oF manitoía

Winnlpeg, Man.

SASKATCHEWAM

HALIFAX • MONTREAL • TORONTO
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FOSTER WHEELER LIMITED
designers and manufacturers in Cancula of cquit>ment for

POWER AND STEAM GENERATING PLANTS
CHEMICAL PROCESS PLANTS
PETROLEUM REFINERÍES

MARINE BOILERS AND AUXILIARIES

Head Office and Plant - ST. CATHARINES. ONTÁRIO

WINNIPEG • EDMONTON • VANCOUVER
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C. W. WOOD
General Manager

No. / in a series of discussions on Iruck equipment

The Added Margin of Vaiue

in Dump Truck Buying

Oftentimes, we at Phil Wood Industries, are

^gpHH^. asked why our company manufactures hoists

'"li and bodies in such a wide range of types and ca-

/ 5 pacities. Our answer is that we do it to provide

our customers with an added margin of value

^ when they are specifying truck equipment.
• . * From our unlimited range of types and sizes

É"*"»- the user can specify equipment that will meet

ali his requirements. He doesn't have to settle

for a unit that is underpowered nor does he

inlH^Hk have to pay for a unit with greater capacity

Í^^JÊÊBÊÊê^^ÊÊB than he needs. Equally important is the fact

that he can have a type of hoist specifically en-

gineered to handie his particular kind of work.

You see, in dump truck operation, not only capacity but the type of

equipment used is vitally important. When high operating costs and
excessive down-time occur it is usually because the unit is constantly

working to the peak limit of its capacity. As a result undue stress is

put on every part of the equipment and on the truck as well. This can

only result in excessive wear of ali components . . . and the price is paid

in down-time, costly maintenance and much shorter operating life.

To prevent this every Wood unit is designed with a considerable

margin over and above rated-capacity. This added margin applies to

the hydraulic power of the unit, to the size and strength of every single

part as well as to the materiais from which they are made. This eliminates

undue stress, minimizes wear—
adds years of more profitable

operation to your investment.

Important, too, is the fact

that you pay no more for this

Wood "margin of value". Initial

price is seldom higher than that

of equipment with lower max-
imum ratings and over the life

of the unit it will save you
hundreds, even thousands of

dollars.

If you operate trucks with

hydraulic equipment it will pay
you to measure the added value

that Wood provides.

Illustrateci is the all-new, three-way Wood Tele-

scopic Hoist, a unit that not only dumps to the rear

but to the left and right os well. See your neorby
Wood Distributor for complete detoils.

ENGINEERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

• Hoittt and Bodiet— Uniimiled Range of Capacifies

• Bucket Loadert
• Front End Loadert
• Load Cruthert
• Lood Packert
• Pole Derrick!

• Power Take-Offi

• Repair Towert
• Snow PIowt
• Traileríied Dump Unift
• Tailgale Loadert
• Winchet
• Wreckerl

SALES AND SEKVICS COAST TO COAST

PHIL WOOD INDUSTRIES, LTD. WINDSOR, ONTÁRIO

A B.A.Sc. and M.A.Sc, graduate in

mining engineering of the University
of Toronto, class of 1938 and 1939, Mr.
McDonald was, prior to his new ap-
pointment. patent engineer and a.çsist-

ant .-uperintendent of manufacturing
methods.

J. A. Grant, m.e.i.c, has been appoinled
chief engineer of the Believille phmt of
Northern Electric Company Limited.
A graduate electrical engineer of Mc-

Gill University. cla.ss of 1934. Mr. Grant
has served as assistant superintendent
of equipment engineering at the Belle-
\ille iihint since October, 1950.

J. A. Grant, M.E.I.C.

He is this year secretarv-trea.suier of

the Believille Branch of the Engineer-
ing In.stitute.

Jacques Vinet, M.E.I.C, is now associat-

ed as estimator witli The Key Con.struc-

tion Limited, engineers and contractors.

A 1938 graduate in civil engineering of

Ecole Polytechniqiie, Mr. Vinet was
formerly district engineer with the

Province of Quebec Public Works De-
partment.

R. N. Boyd, mji.i.c, has been trans-

ferred from the position of works
engineer at the Du Pont of Canada
Limited nj'lon interinediates phmt at

Maitland, Ont., to the position of super-

:

\'ising engineer, chemicals, m the com-
pany '(s engineering departnient in

Montreal.
Mr. Boyd received his B.Sc. degree in

mechanical engineering from the Uni-
versity of Toronto in 1939.

R. P. Matthews, m.e.i.c, has opeuedi
oftices as a Communications consulting]

engineer in Montreal. He was previously

manager of sales engineering with Fed-
eral Electric Manufacturing Company
Limited in Montreal.

A 1940 graduate in engineering physic^

of tlie University of Saskatchewan, Mr
Matthews is a member of the Corpora
tion of Professional Engineers o

Quebec.

H. R. Blaír-Leighton, m.e.i.c, h
joined the staff of Ontario-Minnesot
Pulp and Paper Company Limited i

Fort Frances, Ont.

Previously he was associated as lubri

i-ation engineer with the E. B. Eddj
Company in Hull, Que.

C. F. Duíf, M.E.I.C, formerly associate

witli Brown Corporation in Montrea''
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IHYPRESCON
EEL CYLINDER REINFORCED CONCRETE PIPE

HYPRESCON PIPE CONSISTS OF...

a continuous steel cylinder 16' O"

long, electrically welded and fitted

with special zinc coated steel bel!

and spigot joint rings. A heavy

lining of rich concrete is applied

centrifugally into the cylinder and a

casing of heavily reinforced concrete

is vibrocast on the outside of the

cylinder, giving a total wall

thickness in accordance with

the A.W.W.A. requirements.

Hyprescon is designed to meet local

pressure and trench loading

requirements resulting, in each case,

in a tailor made installation.

Hyprescon comes in standard

lengths of 16' O", and in diameters

from 16" to any diameter required.

This composite steel-concrete

structure is very conservatively

designed and will withstand ali

pressure variations and externai

loads met in waterworks systems

Photo shows section of a seven mile Une of

Hyprescon 42" diameter pipe laid in Quebec City,

George Demers, Consulting Engineer. The tie rods

are anchored to a concrete base necessary

in this section where marsh conditions

were encountered.
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has joined tlie staff of Riordon Sales

Corporation, Limited of Montreal.
Mr. Duff, a 1940 mining engineering

graduate of McGill University, was vice-

president and general superintendent of

Moldply Limited in Montreal before

joining Brown Corporation.

A. J. Scott, M.E.I.C., project engineer

with Defence Construction Limited, has

joined the .<taff of Consolidated Toronto
Development Corporation Limited in

Toronto.
A 1944 graduate in ei\ il engineering of

Durham University, Mr. Scott has been
previously associated with Central Mort-
gage and Housing Corporation in Camp
Borden.

G. A. Gray, m.ej.c, has been appointed
an Ottawa representative in the Ontário
district territory for McDonnell and
Miller, Inf. of" Chicago, 111.

After graduation in mechanical engi-

neering from Queen's University in .1949,

Mr. Gray was associated as sales engi-

neer with the Canadian Ingersoll-Rand
Company in Montreal, and with Ontário
Equipment and Supply Limited in

Ottawa.

Dr. Z. Przygoda, m.e.i.c.j has opened
his ofíices as consulting engineer in

Toronto, .specializing in building design
and supervision. He was previously

Dr. Z. Przygoda, M.E.I.C.

associated with Towu Planning Con-
sultants Limited in Toronto.

Dr. Przygoda was born in Warsaw,
Poland. He graduated in civil engineer-

ing from the Technical University of

the Free City of Danzig in 1935, and
after the war received his doctorate in

engineering from the L^niversity of Mun-
ich on the basis of a thesis on pre-

fabricated structures and town planning.

Upon graduation from university in

1935, Dr. Przygoda opened his own
offices in War.saw, and was responsible

for the design of severa! tuberculosis

hospitais. He aLso designed the oíiice

building of the British Vauxhall Car
Company in Warsaw.

Dr. Przygoda participated iu the

Battle of Warsaw, but was captured
and confined to concentration camjjs

ia Germany. After his liberation by the

Third U.S. Army near Garraisch-Parten-
kirchen, he was employed by the Ameri-
can Army for about three years on the
reconstruction of the Olympic stadium,
as well as on the construction of Army
structures. At the same time he com-
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pleted his work toward his doctorate

degree.

The university then recommended him
to the Israeli Government for the design

of a 1000-bed prefabricated hospital to

be built in Germany and .shipped to

Israel, a project sponsored by General

Lucius D. Clay, military governor of

the U.S. zone in Germany. Dr. Przy-

goda spent two years in Israel on the

design of various structures, and town
planning schemes, and he received sec-

ond prize in the town planning com-
petition for the new- section of the har-

bour town of Haifa.
Dr, Przygoda then proceeded to Eng-

land where he studied for a period of

fom- months at the Royai Institute of

British Architects library, and after-

wards came to Canada where he was
first associated with Kaplan & Sprach-
man, architects, and with Town Plan-

ning Consultants Limited, both of

Toronto.
He is a member of the A.ssociation

of Profe.ssional Engineers of Ontário.

Abram Friesen, m.e.i.c, has been trans-

forred by P.F.R.A. from Outlook, Sask.,

to Regina.
Mr. Friesen graduated in civil engi-

neering from the University of Saskat-
chewan in 1949.

H. D. Walford, m.e.i.c, has recently

been transferred as departmental engi-

neer to the Rogerstone extrusion depart-
nient of the Northern Aluminium
Company in Cardiff, Wales.
Mr. Walford graduated in civil engi-

neering from McGill University in 1949,

after vvhich he undertook post-graduate
work at Cambridge Líniversity and at

Centre d'Etudes Industrielles in Geneva.

N. D. Woollings, M.E.I.C, service engi-

neer in the industrial department of

Alchem Limited, has been tran.sferred

from London, Ont., to Toronto as field

engineer.

Mr. Woollings received his B.A.Sc,
ilegree in chemical engineering and his

M.A.Sc, degree in sanitary engineering
from the L^niversitv of Toronto in 1950

and 1951.

R. Leo Payer, jr.EJ.c, has joined the
pole line hardware division of N. Slater

Co. Ltd.
He received his B.Sc. and M.Sc.

degrees in electrical engineering from
the University of New Brunswick in

1948 and 1953, respectively. Since gradu-
ation he has been associated with

R. Leo Payer, Jr.E.I.C.
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Shawinigan Engineering Company Lim-
ited and Aluminum Company of Canada
Limited.
He is a member of the American

Institute of Electrical Engineers, and
of the Corporation of Profe.ssional Engi-
neers of Quebec.

T. C. Arnold, jr.E.i.c, has been pro-
moted by Aluminum Company of

Canada Limited from industrial engineer
to engineer in charge of maintenance
for hj'drate plant No. 2 and Alumina
plant No. 2.

Mr. Arnold is a mechanical engineer-
ing graduate of the University of Tor-
onto, class of 1950, and is a member of

the Association of Professional Engi-
neers of Ontário and of the Corporation
of Professional Engineers of Quebec.

H. K. Walter, jr.E.i.c, is founder and
president of H. K. Walter and Associates

Limited in Kitchener, Ont.
Mr. Walter graduated in mechanical

engineering from Queens University in

1945 and was employed for a time as

mechanical engineer by Wm. Roberts
Electric Ltd. in Kitchener.

James T. Thorne, jr.E.i.c, is associated

with the industrial engineering sub-

division of the Ford Motor Company
of Canada at Windsor.
He graduated in 1949 from the Uni-

versity of Toronto in engineering and
business.

V. K. Jameson, jr.E.i.c, is now works
manager of Canada Creosoting Com-
pany Limited, North Vancouver. He has

been associated with the company since

his graduation in mechanical engineer-

ing from the University of Saskatche-

vvan in 1950.

Mr. Jameson began his career as

assistant supervisor of operations with

the company in Calgarj' and was later

appointed assistant manager of the Ed-
monton branch. In 1953 he was trans-

ferred to Trenton, Ontário, as assistant

works manager and in 1954 was ap-

pointed works manager in Vancouver.

George C. Heaton, jr.E.i.c, formerly

employed with Addison Industries Lim-
ited, has recently accepted a research

appointment with Ferranti Electric

(Canada) Limited in Toronto.
He is a mechanical engineering gradu-

ate of Oxford University, class of 1950.

J. E. Boucher, jrj;j.c., has joined the

slaíT of Computing Devices of Canada
Limited, in Ottawa, as instrumentation

engineer. He was previously employed
by Sperry Gj'roscope Company of

Canada Limited in Ottawa.
Mr. Boucher received his B.Sc. degree

in engineering physics in 1950 from the

University of Alberta, and his M.Sc.

degree in electrical engineering frora

McGill I'niversity in 1951.

T. H. Shillingford, jr.E.i.c, has recently

moved to Roseau, Dominica, B.W.I.,

where he is working as road construc-

tion engineer with the Public Woçks
Department.
A 1950 graduate in civil engineer

of Nova Scotia Technical CoUege, Mr.

Shillingford was first employed by the

.\ al iona 1 Defence, H.M.C. Doekyard in

Halifax, and later with the Montreal

Kngmeering Company in Montreal.

W. L. Allen, jr.E.i.c, has recently beer

transferred by Canada Cement Com-

pany Limited from Exshaw, Alberta
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SPECIFY A COPCO COMPRESSOR'.
Known in 48 countries for outstanding performance and low-
cost maintenance, backed by over 50 years of progressive
experience, Atlas-Copco compressors incorporate several features

of unusual interest to Canadian industry:

1 . VALVE DESIGN—An engineering achievement that makes
the Copco compressor the mosí efficient reciprocathig cont'

pressor of its type in the uorlí/—whh a 3% margin over
its nearest competitor.

2. UNIQUE HEAT RECOVERY UNIT-This exclusive feamre
enables recovery of up to 60% of the input power as

hot water for many plant uses at no extra operating cost.

3. LOW-COST MAINTENANCE—Copco compressors are built

to stay on the job. Outstanding engineering craftsmanship
gives you unquestionably the lowest maintenance cost on
the market.

4. CANADA-WIDE SERVICE—As a further guarantee there

are twenty-one Copco branch offices and service points

across Canada, ali as near as your telephone.

COPCO AIR TOOLS

i^yo--'"Tcosti?wh;

^otCSrcíp-

RWe.ing Hommers Rotory

Tappers, Turbine Gr.nders.

Wrife for our il/ustrafed

literafure.

CANADIAN Cepcc LTD.

C$—7M

ROCK DlillLS

DRIIL STEEIS

COMPRESSORS

AIR TOOLS

PAINT SPRAY EQUIPMENT

A COMPANY IN THE ATLAS-COPCO GROUP

MttasCopcc

HEAD OFFICE: Metropolitan BIvd.

Dorval, Que.

MAIL ADDRESS: Montreol A.M.F., Que.

BRANCH OFFICES: Truro • Montreal

Toronto • Sudbury • Kirklond loke

Port Arthur • Edmonton • Vancouver

REPRESENTATIVES: St. John i, Nfid.

Truro • Quebec • Shcrbrooko

Montreol • Toronto • Hoileybury

Timmint • Val d'Or • Kirklond Lako

Port Arthur • Red Loke • Edmonton

Vernon • Nelson • Voncouver
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If Ikaluk needed

a cutting torch

.

.

.

L«A« wotild get it to him!

. . . anel thafs no mere boast! As Canada's largest producer of
industrial and medicai gases, and a major supplier of equipment
and supplies for welding and cutting, L.A. endeavours to

give Canadians the utmost in efficient service — from the
smallest special shipment to the largest regular delivery!

Proof of this is seen in L.A.'s nationwide production and
distribution network — 39 plant5, 21 branches and sub-branches,
92 depots and hundreds of dealers ... ali combining to provide
efficient "close-to-home" service to industries from coast to

coast. Investigate the advantages of dealing with L.A.!

How many of tbese products do YOU use?

L.A. and Airco Welding and
Cutting Equipment

Flame Shape-Cutting Machines
Gas Welding Rods and
Accessories

Miller A.C. and D.C. Are Welders
Electrodes and Accessories

• Industrial Gases — Oxygen,
Liquid Oxygen, Acetylene,
Nitrogen, Liquid Nitrogen,
Árgon

• Medicai Gases — Nitrous Oxide,
Cyclopropane

• Carbide

Contact fhe LA. Branch or Dealer in your area.

cLOOK AHEAD WITH LA

Canadian LIQUID AIR
LIMITED

BRANCHES, PLANTS, WAREHOUSES AND DEALERS IN ALL PRINCIPAL CENTRES OF THE NATION

wheie lie held the position of piant
engineer, to the head office in Mont-
real where he is now employed in the

dcpartment of technical operations as

kiln supervisor.

Mr. Allen is a 1950 graduate in civil

engineering of the University of Alberta.

Paul LaPrairie, jr.E.i.c, who graduaf.ed

in mining engineering from the Uni-
versity of Toronto in 1950, has been
transferred from the New York oííice.<

of the American Metal Comijany Lim-
ited to the Newcastle subsidiary com-
pany in New Brunswick.

J, H. McCulIough, jr.E.i.c, has recen(>

!y been transferred by the Aluminum
Comjjany of Canada Limited to the

Kingston Works where he is employed
as metallurgist in the technical depart-

ment. He was previously located in

Arvida.
Mr. McCulIough graduated in metal-

lurgical engineering from the University

of Toronto in 1950.

A. M. Syme, jr.K.i.c., is at present lo-

cated in the Yukon Territory where he
is employed with the Hudson Bay Ex-
jiloration and Development property at

Kluane Lake.
Mr. Syme obtained his B.Eng. degree

in mining engineering and his M.Sc.
degree in geology from McGill Linivers-

ity in 1950 and 1951, respectively.

W. Odinotski, jr.E.i.c, has been ap-

pointed to the position of division

engineer, chemicals division, by Shawin-
igan Chemicals Limited in Shawinigan
Falis.

He joined the company in 1951 and
paiticipated in its engineers' training

program before entering the engineering

development department.
Mr. Odinotski is a 1951 graduate in

chemical engineering of McGill Uni-
j

\ersity.

D. C. Kinley, jr.E.i.c, has been pro-

moted by Shawinigan Chemicals Lim-
ited in Shawinigan Falis to the position

|

of division engineer, buildings and i

services.

He has been associated with the
j

company since 1951, taking part in the
|

training inogram prior to joining thel

engineering development department. <

Mr. Kinley received his B.Eng. degree

in civil engineering from the Nova]
Scotia Technical College in 1951.

j

G. P. Berthin, jr.E.i.c, has joined the

engineering department of MacDonald
Brothers Aircraft Limited in Winnipeg
as a project engineer in the electncal

section. He was formerly in the employ-
ment of the Canadian General Electric

Company in Peterborough.
Mr. Berthin graduated in mechanicalii

engineering from the University ofjJ

Manitoba in 1952.

jj

Donald F. Currie, jr.E.i.c., is employed
as sales engineer with Shell Gil Com-
pany Jjimitcd in Montreal.
He graduated in mechanical engineer-

ing from McGill University in 1952.

Selwyn Fox, jr.E.i.c, who is engaged ini

post-graduate forestry studies at the

Uni\ersity of Toronto, has been award-
ed a $1,250 research fellowship by the

Canadian Lumbermen's Association.
;

He graduated with honors in forestryi

engineering from the University of

Britisli Columbia in 1952. and was em-
ployed by B.C. Forest Products asi ;
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BE SURE WITH

IN ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION

Fluor's Engineering and Construction

Division is a complete organization for

the development of process methods,
mechanical design, equipment pro-

curement, field erection and initial

operation of plants and facilities for

the oil, gas-gasoline, chemical, power
and allied industries.

IN MANUFACTURED PRODUCTS

Fluor's Cooling Towers are manufac-
tured in Canada of Canadian Red
Cedar. Other engineered products
include Fin-Fan air-cooled heat
exchangers, Gas Pulsation Damp-
eners, Mufflers, Gas Cleaners and
related equipment. Second to none in

quality or performance, Fluor prod-

ucts are in service in petroleum, chem-
ical and power installations through-

out the world.

You are invited to write for complete information

on any or ali phases of Fluor's operations.

THE FLUOR CORPORATION OF CANADA, Ltd.

Manufacturers Life Building, 200 Bloor East, Toronto

OFFICES ALSO IN MONTREAL AND CALGARY

FLUOR of CANADA
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assistant engineer at Port Renfrew until

Seplember Jast when he imdertook
further studies in forestry.

D. Hoogeveen, jrj:.i.c., is employed as

assistant transmission and streethghting

estimating engineer with tiie Saskat-
chewan Power Corporation in Regina.
Mr. Hoogeveen graduated in electri-

cal engineering from tiie Academie van
Beeldeude in 1952.

C. Clarke Robinson, jrj).i.c., formerly
associated with Imperial Oil Limited
at Sarnia, has joined thc engineering

department of Babcock-Wilcox &
Goldie-McCulloch in Galt. Ontário.

Mr. Robinson graduated in mechani-
cal engineering from the University of

Manitoba in 1952.

K. O. Anderson, jr.E.i.c., holds the
position ol materiais engineer m the

Department of Highways in Edmonton.
He was previously resident highway
engineer in the department.
Mr. Anderson graduated in civil

engineering from the University of Al-

berta in 1953.

Gordon J. Willmon, jr.E.i.c, has been
appointed Leduc aiea civil engineer hy
Imperial Oil Limited, having recently

beeu trausferred from Edmonton.
Mr. Willmon is a 1953 gradiiate in

mechanical engineering from the Uni-
versity of Briti.sh Columbia.

D. G. Mwnro, jr.E.i.c, formerly on the
staff of H. H. Angus & Associates Lim-
ited in Toronto, is now associated with
The Johnson Temperature Regulating
Company in Vancouver.
Mr. Munro is a 1953 graduate in

mechanical engineering of the University
of Saskatchewan.

D. M. McKím, jrj).i.c., has been pro-
moted to the position of division engi-

neer, carbide division, by Shawinigan
Chemicals Limited, Sliawmigan Falis.

He lias been with the company since

1947, when he joined the staff as chemi-
cal engineer engaged on research work
upon graduai ion in chemical engineering
from McGill University.
Mr. McKim was in 1953 secretaiy-

trea.surer of the Institute's St. Maurice
Valley Branch. He v^as previously active
as chairman of the Shawinigan Falis
Júnior Section.

C. W. Kirkpatrick, jrji.i.c., is at pres-
ent engaged as project engineer in the
munitions division of the Massey-Harris-
Ferguson organization in Hamilton.
He joined the organization in 1953

following his graduation from the Uni-
versity of Toronto. The íirst six mouths
of his employment were spent in the
firm's general manufacturing training
piogram.

A. D. Murchie, jr.E.i.c, who receutly
completed a post-graduate course in

business administration at the Univers-
ity of Western Ontário is on the staff

of the development engineering depart-
ment of the Polymer Corporation at

Sarnia, Ont.
Mr. Murchie graduaterl in mechanical

engineering from the LTniversity of
Toronto in 1953.

W. G. Plewes, jr.E.i.c, has accepted
the position of research ofiicer in the
division of buildings research with the
National Re.search Council in Ottawa.
A graduate civil engineer of Queen's

University, class of 1954. he was prev-
iously associated with Canadian Na-
tional Railways in Winnipeg.
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J. A. Forrest, s.E.i.c, who graduated
from the University of Saskatchewan
m 1953 with a B.Eng. degree in mech-
anical engineering, is sales engineer on
the staff of Hughes Tool Service Lim-
ited, Edmonton.
He is at present in Houston, Texas,

where he is attending a ten-monih
company training program.

J. D. Kingston, s.e.i.c, who graduated
in civil engineering from Queen's Uni-
versity in 1954, has now returned to the

university as a demonstrator in the

civil engineering department.

He was previously employed on a
geophysical survey with Seismic Party
No. 11 of the Socony-Vacuum Oil

Company of Canada Limited at Grande
Prairie, Alberta, where he served as

computor.

Paul C. J. Locke, s.E.i.c, has joined

the staff of the industrial relations de-

partment of Canadian Westinghouse
Company Limited in Hamilton.

Mr. Locke is a 1954 graduate in

electrical engineering of Queen's Uni-
versity.

John Mekechuk, s.e.i.c, who gradu-
ated in civii engineering from the

University of Alberta in 1954, is now
stiuctural engineer in the architectural

Dr. Frederic Henry Sexton, hon.m.e.i.c.,

one of Nova Scotia's most eminent edu-
cators, founder and president emeritus
of the Nova Scotia Technical College,

passed away in Wolfville, N.S., on
January 12, 1955.

Dr. Sexton was born at New Boston,
N.H., on June 9, 1879. He received his

education in the public schools of Jíil-

lerica, Mass., Cambridge English High
School, and the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology. He graduated from the
last with the degree of B.Sc. in mining
engineering in 1901. In 1919 he received
from Acadia University the honorary
degree of doctor of science, and from
Dalhousie University the honorary de-
gree of doctor of laws. He was awarded
the honorary degree of doctor of laws
from St. Mary's in 1954.

After his graduation from the Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology, he
assisted in metallurgy at the Institute
and was research metallurgist with the
General Electric Company in Schenec-
tady, N.Y. He came to Nova Scotia in

1904 and was appointed assistant pro-
fessor of mining engineering at Dal-
housie University.

In 1907 he was chosen by the Nova
Scotia government to found the Nova
Scotia Technical College and set up thc
first system of technical education ni

any of the Canadian provinces. During
his 40 years of presidency, the College
reached the highest standard of any
college of this type. Througliout his
career he strove against narrow spe-
cialization. He saw to it that the cur-
riculum was broadened to include such
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branch of the Department of Public
Works in Edmonton.

R. C. Starr, s.e.i.c, who graduated in

civil engineering from McGill University
in 1954, is now on the staff of the

We.stern Bridge Company in Vancouver.

Ylo Saar, s.e.i.c, an electrical engineer-
ing graduate of the University of Mani-
toba in 1954, has joined the personnel
department staff of the Hydro-Electric
Power Commission in Toronto.

Lawrence C. White, s.e.i.c, is employed
as instrumentman with the Ontário
Department of Highways, Division 6,

in Toronto.

J. N. Ro§salI, S.E.I.C, of Niagara Falis,

who is in his third year of chemical
engineering at the University of Toronto,
has recently been awarded one of nine
Ontário Hydro Electric Power Com-
mission scliolanships totalling $2,300.

In announcing the winners, the late

Robert H. Saunders, Hydro chairman,
said: "Each award is presented for the

purpose of encouraging and assisting

[Momising students in the engineering
and technical fields and is a tribute to

the accomplishments of graduates in

this profession. We welcome the oppor-
tunity to contribute in this way to

Canada's future, for today's studenta
will guide the nation's technological ad-
vance tomorrow."

courses as history, politicai science,

psychology and economias, believing

that engineering students need more
than Professional knowledge if they are

to take their place in tlie modern world.

His work during this period was vast

in scope and drew national recognition

Besides his duties as president, Dr. Se\-|

ton took a leading part in what has

been termed the less advanced stagen

of technical education—evening techni-j

cal and coal mining schools, short terir'

industrial courses, apprenticeship train-

ing, and vocational high schools. H(
retired as president of the college u

May, 1947.

Dr. Frederic H. Sexton, Hon.M.E.I.Ci

I
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Dr. Sextoa contributed several note-

worthy works to the field of engineer-

iiig and ediication: "Education for In-

lustiy in Nova Scotia", "Mining His-

tory of the Maritime Provinces", "Can-
;iíia and Its Provinces", and "Technical
Education in Canada".
He held prominent positions in many

organizations, serving as a member of

the Canadian Advisory Council on
Vocational Education, as vice-chairman
.)f the Canadian Legion Educationa!
Services, and as a member of the Mari-
ime division, board of directors of the
("anadian National Institute for the
lUind. He was a past president of the
Mining Society of Nova Scotia, the

I

Canadian Education Association and

I

the Nova Scotia Coilege of Art. In 1943
he was appointed a Commander of the
Order of the British Empire. That same
\oar he was the recipient of the Julian
Smith Medal of the Institute "for
(chievement in the development of
Canada".
Dr. Sexton joined the Engineering

Institute of Canada as a Member in

1940. He was awarded Honorary Mem-
bership in 1947.

Dr. Robert Charles Wallace,
I loN.M.E.i.c, schohir, scientist and edu-
ition administrator, who played a sig-

iiificant role in the Jife of three Cana-
ilian univer.-iities, passed away in King-
<\nn, Ont., on January 29, 1955.

R. C. Wallace, Hon. M.E.I.C.

Dr. Wallace was born in Orkney,
^l olland, on June 15, 1881. After obtain-
n? his M.A. and B.Sc. degrees frora th-?

Cniversity of Edinburgh in 1901 and
1906, he undertook post-graduate work

Gottingen University, Germany,
' liere he received his Ph.D. degree in
1909 He was awarded hi.s D.Sc. degree
íi-om the former university in 1912.
Durins his student years, Dr. Wallace

\\as a Neil Amott Scholar in physics in
IWO. a Hope Prize Scholar in chemistry
'i 1901, a Science Master in Secondary
"rhool from 1901 until 1904, an 1851
líoyal Exhibition Scholar and Carnegie
Feliow at Edinburgh University from
1907 until 1910, and a Research Scholar
in crystallography at St. Andrew's Uni-
versity in 1910.
He began his outstanding career in

Canadian education in 1910 when he
:ime to this country as lecturer iu
liarge of goology and mineralogy for
lie University of Manitoba. Appointed
lofessor in this department in 1912, he

continued in this capacity for 16 years.
During this period he also served iu
the government of Manitoba, first as
cominissioner for northern Manitoba
with headquarters at The Pas from 1918
until 1921, and then as commissioner of
Mines and Resources from 1926 until
1928.

In 1928 Dr. Wallace was appointed
president of the University of Alberta.
He retained this position until his ap-
pointment as vice-chancellor and prin-
cipal of Queen's University in 1936.
During his 15 years' association with

Queen's, Dr. Wallace guided the univer-
sity during World War II and through
the period of expansion brought on by
heavy post-war enrolments. He kept
standards high while providing for an
ever increasing number of students. At
the same time he exercised supervision
over the university's program of extra-
mural studies, through which many
students may complete much of their

work toward a degree by home study
... a field in which Queen's pioneered
in Canada.
He was the author of numerous papers

on mineral statics, economic geology,
natural resources, and educational sub-
j ects.

Dr. Wallace was active in severa!
important posts after his retiremeat
from Queen's three and a half years
ago. He was executive director of the
Arctic Institute of North America, ad-
viser to the Department of Education
of Ontário on government grants to

universities, Canadian advisory editor

of the Encyclopaedia Americana, mem-
ber of the Defence Research Board and
of its selection committee, and honorary
president of the Canadian Association
for Adult Education in which he long
had taken a prominent part.

He was a past president of the Cana-
dian Institute of Mining and Metal-
lurgy, of the Manitoba Educational As-
sociation, the Association of Canadian
Clubs, and of the Royai Society of

Canada.
His great contribution to the Cana-

dian field pf education was recognized
by the award of the honorary degree of

doctor of laws by the University of

Manitoba in 1928, Queen's University in

1930, the University of Toronto in 1933,

the University of Saskatchewan and
McMaster University in 1936.

Dr. W. A. Mackintosh, principal of

Queen's, paying tribute to his predeces-

sor, said:

"R. C. Wallace has left his imprint
on three Canadian universities and on
many áreas of Canadian life. From his

boyhood home in the Orkneys, he went
to Edinburgh, and Gottingen and St.

Andrew'.s, and became a geologist broad
in training and rich in experience. As
a citizen, as a field geologist, as com-
missioner first of northern Manitoba, and
then of mines and natural resources in

Manitoba, he gained a deep understand-
ina: of Canadian life and problems.
"His strongest inferests went far be-

yond geology and his concern with edu-
cation early marked him as one who
would assume wider responsibilities as

he did at Alberta and Queen's. Here at

Queen's University we will for many
years reap the fruits of his stewardship

as vice-chancellor and principal, of his

search for first-class scholars, his insis-

tence on standards, and his eloquence
and distinguished representation of the

university."

Dr. Wallace was awarded Honorary

Memborship in the Engineeiing Insti-

tuto of Canada in 1940.

Ronald Mcisaac, m.e.i.c, associated
with railwaj' enginecring for over 40
vears, passed away in New Glasgow,
N.S., in November, 1954.

Born in Antigonish, N.S., on October
30, 1883, Mr. Mcl.^aac received his engi-
neering education at St. François Xavier
University there and first entered the
railway field in 1906, serving as rodman
on the National Transcontinental Rail-
way. In 1908 he became instrumentman
with the same company, and four years
later joined the St. .lohn and Quebc;
Railway as draughtsman. He was short-
ly after appointed resident engineer,
which position he retained for two years
before entering private practice in 1914.

In 1917 he was employed as transitman
with the Canadian Government Rail-
ways, and in 1919 was named assistant

engineer in charge of location for Cana-
dian National Railways with headquar-
ters in Moncton, N B. In 1927 he was
transferred as divisional engineer to

New Glasgow, N.S., where he resided

until the time of his death. He retired

from active railway work in 1950.

Mr. McIsaac was a member of the
A.sBociation of Professional Engineers of

New Brunswick and of Nova Scotia.

He joined the Engineering Institute

of Canada as a Member in 1940.

Alexander Cariiiichael Dunn, M.E.I.C,

pioneer coal operator and president of

Great West Coal Company Limited in

Edmonton, ,\lta., pa.ssed awav on April

6. 1954.

Mr. Dunn was born at Alloa. Scot-

land, on January 29, 1883. He attended
Alloa Academy and Patons School there.

and after completing five years' appren-
ticeship with McCreathe & Stevenson
in Glasgow and with .1. Orr, mining
engineer in Alloa, and at the same time

attending the Glasgow Technical Coi-

lege, he received his diploma in mining
ensrineering.

In 1904 he was appointed a mine sur-

veyor by Alloa Coal Company Limited,

and from 1905 until 1907 was employed
in underground work after which he

received the Briti.sh Mine Manager's
Certificate.

Mr. Dunn then came to Canada
where he was employed in the fuel

department of the Canadian Pacific

Railway. He was stationed at various

mines in Alberta.

In 1909 he was appointed mine mana-
ger and director of Clover Bar Coal
Company Limited in Edmonton. Two
years later he was named director in

charge of mining opcrations of Great
West Coal Company Limited of Ed-
monton which operates the Black Dia-

mond Mine. In addition, he served as

managing director of .Jasiier Coal Com-
pany Limited in Edmonton from 1929

imtil 1940, and as director of Luscir

Coals Limited and Mountain Park Coal

Limited since 1920. He was appointed
managing director of Great West Coal
Company Limited in 1950 and was sub-

sequently named president of the com-
pany.
Mr. Dunn held the Alberta Mine

Manager's Certificate and also the Al-

berta Mine Surveyors Certificate. He
was a member of the Canadian Insti-

tuto of Mining and Metallurgy, and a

member of the Association of Profes-

sional Engineers of Alberta, He joined

the Engineering Institute of Canada as

a Member in 1941.
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TURBO-GENERATORS

FOUR 100 MW SETS

INSTALLED IN THE

TORONTO

Also nianufacturers of: —

D.C. GENERATORS • ELECTRICAL TRANSFORMERS • TURBO-BLOWERS & COMPRESSORS
SURFACE CONDENSING PLANT • GAS TURBINES • GLASS REFLECTORS

ASTRONOMICAL & OBSERVATORY EQUIPMENT • ETC • ETC. • ETC.

C. A.PARSONS OF CANADA LIMITED
ROYAL BANK BUILDING, TORONTO 1, CANADA

SUBSIDIARY OF C. A. PARSONS & CO. LTD., HEATON WORKS, NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE, 6, ENGLAND
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Employmeiit Service

ThIS SERVICE is operated for the benefit of members of The
Engineering Institute of Canada and for industrial and other

organizations employing technicaily trained men—without charge
to either party. It wonld be appreciated if employers would make
the fuUest use of these facilities to list thcir requirements—existing

or estimated.

NOTICES appearing in the SITUATIONS WANTED cohinin will

be discontinued after three insertions. They will be reinstated, on
request, after a lapse of one month.

REPLIES to advertisenients should be addressed to File No. 000,

Employment Service, The Engineering Institute of Canada, 2050

Mansfield Street.

INTERVIEWS with the Institute Employment Service, 2050 Mans-
field Street, Montreal—Telephone PLateau 5078—may be arranged

by appointment.

Situations Vacant

CHEMICAL

TWO SALES ENGINEERS wanted with plant

maintenance experience to sell corrosion re-

sistant cements, coatings, pipes, tanks. etc.

We prefer Chemical engineers and require one
each for Quebec and Ontário. Salary and ex-

penses plus profit sharing. File No. 5071-V.

INTERNATIONAL MANUFACTURER expanding
its research facilities in Canada requires a
competent paper engineer for research and
development work on pulp, fine papers, paper
specialties and shipping containers. This posi-

tion with a future is open only to graduate
Chemical engineers from a recognized univer-
sity who have at least three years industrial
experience in pulp and paper. Remuneration
will be negotiated. Replies will be given ali

applicants who send a complete resume of

lheir educational bacltground, work ability,

personal data and references and a recent
photograph. File No. 5083-V.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER or chemist required,
preferably with experience in paint printing
inks, rubber or plastics industries. To sell

Chemicals, oils and colours in Toronto dis-

trict. Apply fuUy in writing to File No.
5084-V.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER with some production
experience required by large modern plant
in Montreal for the study and development
of production techniques associated with new
products. Salary to be arranged. File No.
5129-V.

CHEMICAL ENGINEERS graduates from re-
cognized Canadian Universities with 0-5 years
experience. Required for process development
studies, solution of technical assignments in
production units, and on-the-job training in
production supervisory capacities. Positions
are in petroehemical plant located in Barnia.
Plca.se reply in detail stating experience, edu-
cation, etc. AU replies will be kept in strict
confidence. File No. 5147-V.

CIVIL

CIVIL ENGINEERS are required for assign-
ment in numerous fields including structural
design, hydraulics, hydrometrics. public health
engineering, highway construetion, general
engineering, surveying. Civil Service Commis-
sion, Ottawa. File No. 5066-V.

SÉNIOR STRUCTURAL ENGINEER. Rapidly
expanding structural consulting firm offers
excellent opportunities to experienced sénior
and intermediate engineers who must have
first class qualifications, references and a
high degree of intelligence. There are respon-
sible positions offering excellent remuneration
to capable and ambitious persons. Those con-
fident of their ability should reply. File No.
5069-V.

PROFESSOR CIVIL ENGINEERING, for ap-
pointment September Ist, 1955, to direct.
supervise and give undergraduate and post
graduate instruction in specified field in civil
engineering. Salary range $5,900 to $6,600 with

superannuation, hospital insurance and other
benefits. Applicant should be university
graduate, preferably with postgraduate train-

ing and should have had several years
practical experience in responsible engineer»
ine work. Location Halifax, N.S. File No.
SliO-V.

CIVIL ENGINEER, recent graduate, to act as
sales engineering representative for reputable
and weU recognized company in buUding
products and specialty field. Must have strong

inclination toward aggressive sales. Real op-

portunity for recognition and advancement
to the right individual. Territory Montreal,

Quebec and Maritimes. File No. 5113-V.

PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER, fuUy experienced
in municipal engineering, required by a firm

of consulting engineers. Applicant must be

capable of taking full charge of the design

of sewage treatment plants. sewerage sys-

tems, water supply and distribution, be fuUy
competent to write specifications, and meet
and discuss problems with municipal coun-

cils and engineers, and supervise the work of

contractors. Work will be in Ontário from
Toronto Office. Full details as to exper-

ience, education, and references required in

first letter. File No. 5116-V.

GRADUATE ENGINEER with extensive exper-

ience in general structural design including

heavy concrete structures to direct the work
of design and detailing group in the Mont-

real Office of an established firm of utility

consultants. Applicants must have a thorough

knowledge of Canadian building materiais and
construetion practices. File No. 5119-V.

ASSISTANT PUBLIC HEALTH ENGINEER.
Department of Health and Welfare, Victoria.

Salary $387. rising to $464. per month. To as-

sist in supervising policy of sanitation, ap-

proving plans for water and sewage systems,

and related work. Eligible for Professional

registration in B.C. Preferably experience in

public health engineering, British subject,

under 45 unless veteran. Apply chairman.

Civil Service Commission, Parliament Build-

ings, Victoria, not later than March 23rd.

File No. 5123-V.

THE CITY OF PRINCE ALBERT (pop. 19,000)

requires an assistant engineer. Must hold an

engineering degree, preferably civil, from a

recognized university. Position offers varied

experience, future security, and an opportunity

for advancement. Salary $325. to $375. per

month, depending on qualifications. Reply

stating age, experience, education and rele-

vant information to File No. 5124-V.

WANTED AT ONCE salesman with experience

in pipes for use in waterworks or sewerage
systems. Experience in the installation of

these pipes desirable but not essential. Please

reply stating age, experience. educational

qualifications and salary expected. Our em-
ployees are informed of this advertisement.

File No. 5126-V.

CIVIL ENGINEER, preferably recent graduate,

for bridge section of large trans.)crlation

companv with headquarters in Montreal.

Duties include design of steei and reinforced

concrete structures, preparation of reporta
and some travelling. File No. 5127-V.

APPLICATIONS ARE INVITED for a graduate
civil engineer with one or two years exper-
ience for the post of assistant engineer in

the Department of Municipal Affairs and Sup-
ply. The successful applicant will be required
under direction to do topographic surveys,
prepare designs of water and sewer systems,
advise municipalities on public works gen-

erally and perform such other engineering
duties as the Department may require. The
salary for the post will be on the scale
$4600—100—$4900. Applications should ccntain
qualifications, age and experience and should
reach the undersigned on or betore March 15,

1955. File No. 5134-V.

ELECTRICAL

ELECTRICAL DESIGN ENGINEERS to do
layout of aircraft electrical machines from
design data and to produce wiring diagrams
to design AC and DC generators and motors,
regulators and protcctive devices. Require a

degree in electrical engineering or equivalent
plus 2 to 4 years industrial experience pre-

ferably in aircraft field, for expansion pro-

gram of light engineering company manufac-
turing aircraft engine components. Location
Ontário. Reply with full particulars, stating

approximate starting salary. File No. 5051-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER required in Edmon-
ton, Alberta, who has graduated from a re-

cognized Canadian university, and who has
3-10 years industrial experience in a Chemi-
cal plant or refinery. He will deal mostly in

equipment used in the manufacture of petro-

chemicals and synthetic fibres. Duties will

include design, layout and estimating. File

No. 5057-V.

JÚNIOR ELECTRONIC DESIGN ENGINEER,
required by electronic tube manufaclurer lo

design cathode ray and roceiving tubo lesting

and allied equipment. Location Toronto. File

No. 5063-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER preferably 25-35

years of age, with some sales experience
required as sales engineer for industrial

motive power battery line with long estab-

lished reputable firm. Good salary and pros-

pects for promotion. Duties will in.olve some
travelling. AU applicants should state quali-

fications and salary expected. File No. 5064-V.

EASTERN ONTÁRIO UTILITY. requires gradu-

ate electrical engineer to fiU the position of

distribution engineer. Duties to include dis-

tribution planning and layout for improvement
of voltage conditions and expansion of preseni

system. Design and la>out of subslations and
assist in supervision of operating force.

Applicant preferably .should have one or two
years electrical distribution experience. Write
giving age, education, personal particulars

and salary desired. File No. 5065-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS are re luired to fill

over 50 positions, particularly in the elec-

tronics field. for work involving the design

and dcve!o;)nient of communicatioiís equip-

ment. Requirements also e.xist for those inter-
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NOTICE
The City of Prince Albert (pop.

19,000) requíres an assistant

engineer. Must hold an engineer-
ing degree, preferobly civil, from
a recognized university. Position

offers varied experience, future
security, and an opportunity for

advancement. Salary $325 to

$375 per month, depending on
qualifications.

Reply stating age, experience,
education and relevant Informa-
tion, to

J. W. Oliver,

City Commissioner,
Prince Albert, Sask.

esteei in eléctrica! machinery, lighting and
distribution systems. Civil Service Commission,
Ottavva. File No. 5066-V.

ELECTRICAL SALES ENGINEER for Toronto
Office, leading U.K. manufacturer electrical
plant. Must have minimum five years sales
experience. Age under 30 years. File No.
5067-V.

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS required by large
manufacturing firm with plants in Eastern
Ontário and the Montreal area. Positions
available in the development oí Communica-
tions equipment or field maintenance engi-
neering. Out-of-town trips of short duration re-
quired on some assignments. Reply in con-
fidence including age, education, experience
and salary requirements. File No. 5070-V.

SÉNIOR ENGINEER required by prominent
manufacturer for sales, liaison, and technical
administration in connection with guided mis-
siles, radar and fire control projects. This
is a responsible position for which consider-
able technical experience in electronics or
electrical engineering as well as proven ad-
ministrative ability are necessary. Opportunity
for advancement is unequalled and depends
solely on ability. File No. 5073-V.

TWO JÚNIOR ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS are
required by a prominent mobile Communica-
tions manufacturer located in Toronto. Both
must be graduates in ccmmunications or
general electronics option and have had about
one year's experience in the electronic field
preferably in the radio Communications branch.
One is tequired to work on production engi-
neering in a technical liaison capacity. The
other opening is for an application engineer
in the systems development group. Reply
giving fuU personal resume, experience, edu-
cation and salary desired to File No. 5075-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER required by repair
shop in Quebec City. Repairs on electric
motors, construction work, selling motors and
Controls, bali bearings, drives, belts, indus-
trial hoses and electrical tools. Position offers,
after .some experience, management of whole
firm. Must be bilingual. File No. 5077-V.

TWO ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS required in
Toronto. Applicants should be graduate elec-
trical engineers or physicists, with two or
three years experience in design of electronic
circuits. File No. 5085-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER with 2 to 3 years
experience, required for sales department of
Toronto switchgear specialist. Knowledge of
switchgear application desirable. File No.
5088-V.

CHIEF ENGINEER required by progressive
manufacturer supplying equipment to Utilities
and large industriais. Must have experience
and maturity to counsel staff and admin-
ister department. Technical background in de-
sign and development of electrical filter cir-
cuits together with mechanical design exper-
ience in manufacturing industry is most de-
sirable. Remuneration commensurate with
qualifications. File No. 5089-V.

GENERAL MANAGER required for the Sas-
katchewan Power Corporation operating a
rapidly expanding province-wide electrical
utility and an extensive gas utilitv. Head-
quarters Regina. Kindly state fully back-
ground and experience including previous
training in and knowledge of electrical and
gas Utilities and industrial and public rela-
tions. State also salary expected and date
available. File No. 5093-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, with four years gen-
eral experience in substations and industrial

layout of large motors, mining experience
preferred. Write stating experience and quali-

fications to File No. 5095-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DRAUGHTS-
MAN or electrical engineer, required for Con-
sulting engineer's office. Experience required
in commercial and residential design, layout,
etc. Permanent position. Please write advis-
ing experience to File No. 5096-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER. graduate with at

least 5 years experience protective relay
work with electric operating utility company.
Relay studies, system development studies
and geneial technical electrical operating and
design work. Permanent position long estab-
lished Consulting organization. Headquarters
New York. Some travei Latin America. Knowl-
edge of Spanish or Portuguesa desirable, not
essential. Salary commensurate with experi-
ence. Reply stating age, education, experience,
personal particulars and minimum salary
expected. File No. 5108-V.

ELECTRICAL DRAUGHTSMAN, required in
Montreal by naval architects office. Age 25
to 35 with technical and ali around experi-
ence. Applicant would have to be of good
personality and rea.sonable executive ability
to work in as assistant electrical engineer
and eventually chief electrical engineer. File
No. 5111-V.

SÉNIOR GEOLOGIST, required by Saskatche-
wan Department of Mineral Resources.
Applicants require University graduation in
geology or petrology as well as several years
Professional geological experience and mem-
bership in C.I.M.M, and Association of Pro-
fessional Engineers to take charge of geologi-
cal survey parties for approximately six
months each year and to prepare reports
and other duties the remaining six months.
File No. 5112-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, graduate with at
least 5 years experience protective relay work
with electric operating utility company. Relay
studies, system development studies and gen-
eral technical electrical operating and design
work. Permanent position long established
Consulting organization. Headquarters New
York. Some travei Latin America. Knowledge
of Spanish or Portuguese desirable, not essen-
tial. Salary commensurate with experience.
Reply stating age, education, experience, per-
sonal particulars and minimum salary ex-
pected. File No. 5117-V.

Municipal Engineer
ApplicQtions will be received for lhe position
of Engineer for lhe Town of Oryden, Onlario.
Populolion 4,200.

Appliconl should be quatified to loyoul and
supervise lhe construction of watermoin ond
seweroge exlensions, lhe construction of
streels, droinoge and lhe general requirements
of a growing community.

This is a permanent position lo lhe qualified
appliconl with excelleni opportunilies, pension
plon in effeci afler one year's service, also sick
leave provisions.

Beginning salary $450.00 per monih to be in-

creased lo $500.00 afler o six-month proba-
tionory period.

Applicants should slole lheir educalional boclt-
ground, age, marital slolus, previous employer
and references and o receni pholograph.
File No. 5143-V.

GRADUATE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS—one
sénior—two juniors—Sénior at least 10 years
experience—Júnior 3 to 5 years experience in
electrical design, operation and construction
of steam, hydro plants and substations. Per-
manent position with long established Con-
sulting organization for public utility operat-
ing companies located Latin America. Head-
quarters New York. Some travei necessary in
future. Knowledge of Spanish or Portuguese
useful not essential. Salary commensurate
with qualifications. Good opportunity. Reply
stating age, education, experience and per-
sonal particulars. File No. 5118-V.

A LARGE MANITOBA UTILITY requires a
graduate electrical engineer, to fill the position
of Asst. to the Transmission Line Engineer.
Applicant should have at least three years
experience in distribution practices, including

layout of large distribution áreas, estimating
of costs of distribution changes and exten-
sions, improvement of voltage conditions and
expansion of existing systems, basic economic
studies. Ability to write cíear and concise re-
ports to supervise and deal with field staff is

essential. Location Winnipeg. Applications
treated confidentially. File No. 5121-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER communication op-
tion from Canadian University required by
manufacturer of television located in Ontário.
Applicants should be 2 to 3 years out of uni-
versity and have some experience in radar
or allied equipment. Position open in Produc-
tion Department. File No. 5122-V.

GRADUATE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER to

assume responsibility for design and develop-
ment of distribution and small power trans-
former with manufacturer established in Al-
berta. At least one year design and or manu-
facturing experience desirable. Applicants to

give personal data (including recent photo),
education, experience, references and mini-
mum initial salary expected. File No. 5131-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER with at least two
years of experience in industry. To handie
under supervision, design of power distribu-

tion and control for plant extension and de-

velopment work, supervision of draughting,
test work, preparation of test reports and
estimates. Required by smelting firm in the
vicinity of Montreal. Experience in electric

furnace smelting. File No. 5132-V.

MANAGER OF ENGINEERING required to

direct our guided missUe development and
design profram. The man for whom we are
looking wiíl have a background of at least

ten years electronics experience. Specific ex-

perience in guided missiles would be a defi-

nite asset. His executive ability must be of a
high order, and his supervisory experience be
at engineering management levei. This po-

sition will demand the best from a highly

capable and mature engineering executive
and in return offers an attractive salary, plus

excellent opportunity for further Professional

and personal advancement. Reply in strictest

confidence. File No. 5133-V.

MECHANICAL

MECHANICAL ENGINEER required in Edmon-
ton, who has graduated from a Canadian Uni-

versity and who has about 3-5 years exper-

ience in a Chemical plant or refinery. He
will deal mostly in equipment used in the

manufacture of petro-chemicals and synthetic

fibres. Duties will consist of general engi-

neering which will include design, layout and
estimating. File No. 5055-V.

A MECHANICAL ENGINEER is required as

maintenance superintendent at a 2,000 bed
mental hospital in Weyburn, Sask., operated
by the Saskatchewan Department of Public '

Health. The duties include planning and super- i

vising the maintenance, repair and construc-

tion of buildings, grounds, roads, equipment
and Utilities. The employee would be responsible

,

for the generation of electricity and supply
of steam, and the operation of water and

|

sewage systems. Considerable experience in .

buildings, maintenance and construction de-

sirable. Qualifications should permit registra-

tion as a Professional engineer. Starting sal-

ary $397.00 per month with automatic annual
increases to $481.00 per month. Benefits—

3

weeks annual sick leave, 3 weeks holiday
with pay, excellent superannuation scheme.
File No. 5060-V.

MECHANICAL
MAINTENANCE
ENGINEER

With five years' experience
in oil refineries, required as

assistant- maintenance su-

perintendent in Southern
Ontário.

Please reply giving details

of experience and salary

expected to File No.
5141-V.
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ENGINEERING DESIGNERS, DRAUGHTSMEN AND CONTRACT ENGINEERS
FOR BRITAIN

A large, progressive, and well establíshed electrícal engineering company ín North East England
offers cpportunities to engineering designers and draughtsmen who have served a recognized
engineering apprenticeship, possess technical qualiftcatíons to Higher National Certifcate stand-

ard in Electrical and/or Mechanical engineering and have had practical experience on the

drawing board preferably in connection with the design of electrical switchgear.

Engagement would be for a minimum period of two years with the opportunity of continuance
thereafter on a pensionable basis. Minimum salaries from £585 per annum at age 25 and £663
at age 30. Passage paid and housing assistance in approved coses. A few opportunities olso

occur on much similar terms for contract engineers, with qualifications and experience adequate
to handie ali phases of tender and contract work met with in worid-wide electrical power supply

equipment industry, particularly in respect to control and switchgear. File No. 5144-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER to be Services engi-

neer for large manufacturing plant in East-

ern Ontário. Work will involve supply, dis-

(ribution and use of plant services including

steam. water refrigeration, compressed air,

vacuum. ventilation and air conditioning.

Duties wUl include control of ali services de-

partments and distribution systems, super-

vision of maintenance of services equipment,
and studies, estimates, and reports on ser-

viços distribution and consumptions. Must be
graduate engineer. age 28 to 35, with several

years of practical experience with supply of

plant services. Must have the abUity to take
over leadership of a group and be prepared
lo make his own decisions and be responsible
for them. Preferably should also have first

class stationary enginer's certificate. Position
will be permanent and offers excellent oppor-
tunity for advancement to the right man.
Applications should contain ali necessary per-

sonal data, and full Information about pre-

vious engineering experience. Reply stating
experience and other relevant Information to

FUe No. 5062-V.

' )PPORTUNITIES ARE AVAILABLE to

mechanical engineers at Ottawa and other
centres across Canada, on assignments in-

volving the design and installation of heating,
ventilating and refrigeration equipment; the
design and construction of power house equip-
ment. dry-docks, lift and swing bridges; re-
search on stress analysis and fatigue pro-
perties of metais as well as on thermodyna-
mics and gas dynamics. Civil Service Com-
mission. Ottawa. File No. 5066-V.

GRADUATE MECHANICAL ENGINEER, with
3-5 years experience to work as project engi-
neer. Located in Head Office in Montreal,
but may be called upon to travei to plants
in Eastern Canada. He will be responsible
for design and installation of a wide variety
of industrial equipment and processes and
for new plants or additions to existing plants
as they expand. Training will be provided,
so actual experience in this field is an asset
but not essential. File No. 5068-V.

TWO MECHANICAL ENGINEERS to work in

mechanical goods sales division. The men
we are looking for should be recent graduates
who have an interest in sales work. Will
receive training to become familiar with
Products and then move to tcchnical sales.
They will deal with problems related to prod-
ucts in most of the larger well known indus-
tries. Being a large well known firm, we
can offer a good future with better-than-
average employee benefits. File No. 5068-V.

VACANCIES CREATED BY new developments
offer interesting positions for mechanical engi-
neers on Canada's leading design team. Appli-
cations from qualified persons are being con-
sidered for analytical and applied design work
on full systems and flying control systems,
Including electro-hydraulic servo mechanisms,
aircraft experience desirable but not essen-
tial. Salary commensurate with experience
and ability. Replies held in confidence. Reply
by letter in first instance giving resume of
education and experience, with salary ex-
pected. Location Ontário. File No. 5076-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER with five or more
years experience in industry, preferably pulp
and paper, for duties involving organization
of improvements, job schedules, machinery
maintenance and some mechanical draught-
ing. File No. 5081-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER required for devel-
opment and design of precision mechanisms of

control equipment. Must be graduate engineer,
above 30 years of age and considerable ex-

perience. Must have the ability to take over
leadership of an experimental group and be
prepared to make decisions. Salary commen-
surate with experience and qualifications. File

No. 5103-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER required for devel-
opment and product design of optical equip-
ment. Applicant should be not less than 30

years old, with at least 5 years experience in

the optical field. Plant location Eastern Town-
ships. Salary commensurate with experience
and qualifications. File No. 5103-V.

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MECHANICAL ENGI-
NEERING for appointment September 1, 1955,

to give undergraduate instruction In the
thermal power and allied subjects. Salary
range $4100. to $5000 with swperannuation,
hospital insurance and other benefits. Appli-

cant should be university graduate with some
years practical experience in steam power
work. Location Halifax, N.S. File No. 5110-V.

VACANCIES IN CORNWALL, Ontário for gradu-
ate mechanical engineers. Age 24 to 28.

Duties will cover design, construction and
maintenance of ali types of rayon machinery.
Applications should be made to File No.
5120-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS, graduates from
recognized Canadian Universities with 0-10

years experience in a chemical plant or

refinery. Duties will consist of general engi-

neering, including design layout and esti-

mating. Please reply in detail stating experi-

ence, education, etc. AU replies will be
kept in strict confidence. FUe No. 5137-V.

MISCELLANEOUS

METALLURGICAL ENGINEER for shift pro-

duction work in non-ferrous smelter. Excellent

opportunity for recent metaUurgical graduate.

Supply full particulars regarding qualifications

and salary expected to FUe No. 5059-V.

SALES ENGINEF.RS graduates in chemical,

electrical, mechanical, mining or metal-
lurgical engineering, between the ages of

25 and 35, with at least 3 years industrial

selling experience required by well known
Montreal manufacturing firm with branches
from coast-to-coast selling a wide range of

mechanical equipment to the chemical, oil

and gas minin-;, marine power, pulp and
paper, metal and other industries in Canada.
Reply in confidence giving a complete resume
of your qualifications and experience. AU
replies wUl be acknowledged. FUe No. 5061-V.

MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL AND CHEMICAL
ENGINEERS are required for 35 positions at

Ottawa to undergo training in patent law

and rculations and then to assure the re-

sponsibility for the examination of applica-

tions for patents in the field of engineering

and for making recommendations for the

award or denial of patents. CivH Service

Commission, Ottawa. FUe No. 5066-V.

RESEARCH OFFICERS, graduates in chemical,

metaUurgical and mining engineering and in

en"ineering phvsics are needed for both

fundamental and appUed research at Ot-

tawa and Chalk River, Ontário. Ample op-

portunity is provided in these posts to present

and publish papers and to take part in tcch-

nical conferences and forums both national

and International. FUe No. 5066-V.

PLANT MAINTENANCE ENGINEER required
by large manufacturing firm in Montreal for
mechanical-electrical project design, construc-
tion and maintenance operations relating to

buUdings and building equipment. University
graduates with some previous experience in

plant engineering work preferred. In your
reply, please include particulars as to educa-
tion, age and approximate salary required.
File No. 5070-V.

ENGINEERS REQUIRED FOR DEVELOP-
MENT and product design of microwave test

equipment, magnetic ampliflers, transistor
circuits, five control systems and other servo
operated instruments for both military and
commercial application. The continuing ex-
pansion of work in our engineering department
offers opportunities for both júnior and inter-

mediate engineers. Previous experience in

manufacturing operations is desirable, and
supervisory ability would be an asset. FUe
No. 5072-V.

YOUNG CIVIL OR MECHANICAL ENGINEER
required by a pulp and paper company in

Quebec. Applicant should have a minimum of

three years experience in enjinecring and
maintenance preferably in the pulp and paper
industry. Applicant should be fluent in either
French or English and should be able to

get along in both. Replies should outline

qualifications, experience. age and salary
expected. File No. 5078-V.

THE NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL, Ot-
tawa, requircs graduates in engineering phy.s-

ics, mechanical or electric engineering to

work on the design and development of special
instrumentation equipment and data process-
ing systems. Three positions are open in the
flight research section and one in the high
speed aerodynamics lab. This work calls for

an imagination and original approach to a

large variety of advanced instrumentation and
electro mechanical design problems. Inltial

salary in the range of $3750-35750 per annura
depending on qualifications. Apply by letter

to the employment offieer, Su.ssex Street, Ot-

tawa. Ontário, quoting fUe ME 361 and Usting
complete details on education and experience.

File No. 5080-V.

SASKATCHEWAN DEPARTMENT OF mineral
re.sourccs requires pctroleum geoloeists and
petroleum development officers. Salary range
$339-S413 and $326-$397 respectively. Both
groups wiU perform duties in the conservation
of oU and gas resources. The geologisfs

duties wiU be Professional levei in field and
Office, the petroleum development officers'

wiU be largely field duties in connection with

drilling operations. University graduation re-

quired. FUe No. 5082-V.

INTERNATIONAL MANUFACTURER expand-
ing its research facUities in Canada requires

a competent paper engineer for research and
development work on pulp, fine papers, paper
spccialitics and shipping containers. This
position with a future is open only to grad-

uate chemical engineers from a recognized
university who have at least three years in-

dustrial experience in pulp and paper. Re-
muneration wUl be negotiated. Replies wiU
be given aU applicants who scnd a complete
resume of their educalional background, wcrk
ability, personal data and rcforcnces and a

recent photograph. File No. 5183-V.

THE NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL. Ot-

tawa. Canada, requires a university graduate
lo invcstigatc problems in aircraft icing.

Duties wUI include tesis in flight as well ai

in iclng tunnels and development work in
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PETRO CHEMICAL

CHEMICAL and PETROLEUM

ENGINEERS and CONSTRUCTORS

require

ENGINEERS • DESIGNERS

and DRAFTSMEN

With experience in the
above fíeids, for their engi-

neering design offíce ín

Southern Ontário.

Please reply with brief details of ex-
perience, academic qualiflcatlons,

and Salary to File No. 5140-V.

Principal Petroleum Engineer
required by

Saskatchewan Department of Mineral Resources

Competition No. c/c35t0

Salary range $481-1566 per month

Appllcants require University
graduation in engineering plus

extensive field and office experi-

ence in the oil and gas industry.

To take charge of the develop-
ment division of the petroleum
and natural gas branch.

Application forms and additional
information may be obtained
from Public Service Commission,
Legislative Buildings, Regina.

Closing date for receipt of appli-

catíons: Ás soon as a qualified
applicant is obtained.

co-operation with commercial aircraft firms.
Experience in aeionautical engineering prob-
lems and aircraft performance is desirable.
Initial salary in the range of $3750 to $5750
per annum depending on qualifications. File
No. 5086-V.

AN INTERESTING POSITION is open in our
new Research Department. We require a
graduate engineer from a recognized univer-
sity with experience in adhesives, coatinss.
rubber, plastics or related fields. Remunera-
lion will be negotiated. Replies wUI be given
ali applicanís who send a complete resume
of their educational bacl<ground work ability,

personal data and references, and a receai
Picture. File No. 5087-V.

CIVIL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER re-

qjired preferably with a few years of relevant
experience and with good academic recorda
for positions as research officers. To work on
tl.e dissemination of technical information to

the construction industry and to study in the
field new materiais and techniques as used
in construction. The ability to write clear re-

rorts to bridge the gap between research and
industry is important. To undertake studies
leading to the specification and assessment of

materiais and components for application in

housing. Opportunities for study of the tech-
nical aspects of house construction will be
provided. Salary will depend on training and
experience. AppIic:itions with full details of

education and experience should be sent to

File No. 5a91-V.

SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS with The De-
fence Research Board for challenging posi-
tions, with ample opportunity for advancement
are available at several locations in Canada.
Physicists, engineering physicists, electrical
engineers, mechanical engineers, mathema-
ticians, statisíicians, chemists, biological and
social .scientists. There is also a require-
ment for trained scientists for work in opera-
tional research and scientific information.
Qualifications: applications are invited from
Canadian citizens or British subjects, gradu-
ates with a goo;l academic record in science
or engineering from a recognized university,
preferably with post-graduate training. Proven
scientific ability experience desirable. Salaries

PROJECT ENGINEER
(Electrical and Electronic)

To design electrical and electronic
installations in aircraft and to
supervise a small section of elec-
trical and mechanical draftsmen.
Applicants should have a degree
in electrical engineering or mech-
anical engineering with eléctrica'

subjects as a strong secondary
and preferably 5 years experience
in design of electrical and elec-
tronic installations in aircraft.

Experience in supervision of
draftsmen desirable. Salary com-
mensurate with experience and
qualifications. Reply stating age,
education, experience, persona'
particulars and :alary expected to

File No. 5147-V.

will be commensurate with qualifications and
experience. Write outlining your qualifications

to File No. 5092-V.

A LARGE MANUFACTURER in The Eastern
Townships requires an engineer with main-
tenance background interested in industrial

engineering, or visa versa. This is a newly
created position to review and expand main-
lenance control procedures for a diversified

maintenance work force—an expanding field

with tremendous scope. Initiative and ability

to present ideas eftectively are essential

qualifications. FUe No. 5094-V.

AIRCRAFT SALES MANAGER REQUIRED.
Applicants must have a good aviation back-
ground and should not be more than 40 years
of age. Preference will be given to those

having an aeronautical engineering qualifi-

cation. The position is a permanent one and
available immediately. The successful candi-

date will be required to travei extensively

in Canada, U.S. A. and the U.K. and will

be resident in Montreal. Initial salary will

depend on qualifications and experience, in

addition. the company provides group pen-

sion and insurance plans and other benefits.

Applications (six copies) giving full details of

training, qualifications and experience and
the names of three persons to whom refer-

ence may be made should be sent to File

No. 5097-V.

SALES ENGINEER. experienced in concrete
work. Territory province of Quebec. Bilingual

preferred but not essential. Permanent posi-

tion it satisfactory. Please reply giving details

of experience, salary required, etc. Apply to

File No. 5098-V.

ENGINEER REQUIRED with at least ten
years experience in the diesel engine field

preferably in application engineering. Age
between 35 and 45 years. Must be Canadian
graduate. The salary will be above the aver-
age for positions of this t.vpe and the de-
velopment prosoects are good. Location
Montreal. File No. 5100-V.

HVDRAULIC TURBINE SALES ENGINEER
wanted. Must be thoroughly familiar with ali

phases of turbine design and application
problems. Proven record of good administra-
tive and sales ability essential. Selected
applicant to open office and represent in

Canada one of the world's foremost water
turbine manufacturers. Total turbine horse-
power manufactured to date by this firm
exceeds 10 million horsepower. This firm
has not heretofore been directly represented
in Canada but present long-range plans are
predicted on obtaining right man who can
secure reasonable share of Canadian market.
Five figure starting salary will be com-
mensurate with experience and proven ability.

Give full details with first letter which will

be considered strictly confidentiil and no
investigation made thereof without prior con-
sent of applicant. File No. 5101-V.

THREE RECENT GRADUATE engineers re-

quired at our plant in Ontário, with experience
as follows: some experience in design of
machinery and equinment; some electrical
evnerience, or electricl enffineer with mech-
anical experience; experienced in machinery
and equipment design—new and maintenance
—in charge of draughting room. File No.
5104-V.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR SÉNIOR ENGINEERS
and technicians for permanent positions in
rapidly expanding research organization
located in Toronto. Sénior engineers should
be experienced in electro-mechanical, elec-
tronic. servo-controlled and computing in-

strumentation. Salaries open Write detailing
education. qualifications and experience. Ali
inquiries will be trcited in strictest con-
fidence. File No. 5105-V.

MECHANICAL OR ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
age 25-35, required by large organization in
Montreal for planning. maintenmce and ad-
ministrative duties connected with properties
occupied by company in particular very large
head office buiHing. Opportunities for promo-
tion and enlargement in scope of duties within
same and related fiolds. .Staff benefits gen-
erous and comprehensive. Replv gi -in" det-^ils

education, experience and personal data. FUe
No. 5106-V.

APPLICATIONS INVITED WITH university
graduation in Engineering and several years
experience in field and office petroleum
enginering work; to perform supervisory and
Professional duties related to draughting of
sound conservation practices regulations; esti-
maticn of reserves; and general reservoir
mana^ement. Location Western Canada. File
No. 5109-V.

PROFESSOR AND HEAD OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF POWER ENGINEERING, required
by The Institute of Science, Bangalore. This
is one of the foremost institutions of índia.
As head of the department, to administer

the power engineering department and co-

ordinate the activities of the four sections of

electrical engineering, mechanical engineering,

civil and hydraulic engineering, and high vol-

tage engineering. Qualifications: a degree in

electrical engineering of a recognized Univer-

sity, practical training in well-known electri-

cal manufacturing concerns or large power
projects and or power supply organizations.

Duration of appcintment, one year renewable.
Salary between the equivalent of $8,750 and

;

$9,500 per annum (national income tax reim-
i

bursed if levied), depending on qualifications

and experience, plus family allowances. File 1

No. 5115-V.

A GRADUATE CHEMICAL OR MECHANICAL
engineer for technical services work in mar.
keting department of major Canadian oil

company, Toronto office. Good technical '

background in petroleum fuels, lubricants and
associated products essential, plus ability to

;

make successful customer contacts and sales I

meeting presentations. Interesting prospects
for advancement and liberal employee benefit

i

plans. Give ali information in first instance.

Ali replies confidential. File No. 5125-V.
|

SALES ENGINEER with experience in com-
}

bustion, oil burning equipment and lines
|

related to boiler room equipment required by
established engineering company located in

Montreal. Write giving full details of ex- '

perience and salary desired. File No. 5128-V.

OPPORTUNITY
FOR AN

ENGINEER
If you have had ten or more
years of experience in a pulp

or paper miil, or in the sale of

industrial equipment, or some
combination of the two. Then
we have on opening in sales

engineering that could be very

interesting to you.

We are a well established manu-
facturer of pulp and paper miti

equipment. Living conditions in

our centrally - located city are

considered very desirable.

This is a sénior position suitable

for a serious and ambitious man
who expects and warrants liberal

remuneration. Our present staff

have been advised of this adver-

tisement. Your communication,
outlining your background will be

treated in confidence. File No.

5152-V.
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CONSTRUCTIGN SUPERINTENDENT
Excellent opportunity for top flight man with a proven record of successfui jobs compleled

in chemical or pelro chemieal field.

Ability to organize and odminister lorge projects, including cost control, labor relations.

itores, field supervision, together with a good lechnical and practical background.

Applicants should have 10 years' experience in consiruction field. Vocancy open wilh

major petro chemical, chemical and petroleum engineers and constructors.

Please reply with experience and salary expected to File No. 5139-V.

MANAGER OF
ENGINEERING

Required to direct our guided

missile development and design

program. The man for whom we
are looking will have a back-

ground of at least fen years clec-

tronics experience. Specific ex-

perience in guided missiles would
be a definite asset. His executive

ability must be of a high order,

and his supervisory experience

be at engineering management
levei.

This position will demand the

best from a highiy capable and
mature engineering-executive, and
in return offers an attractive

salary, plus excellent opportunity

for further professional and per-

sonal advancement.

Reply in strict confidence to

File 5133-V

A FIRM LOCATED IN MONTREAL requires

the Services of a graduate engineer who is

experienced in the fields of water condition-

ing and purification, sewage and industrial

waste treatment A bacteriological background
would be of advantage. File No. 5150-V.

SÉNIOR AND INTERMEDIATE ELECTRONIC
engineers and physicists are required by a

leading Canadian firm to carry out desisn and
development work in the fields of radar,
microwave Communications, telephony and AM
i TV broadcast equipment. Ali replies are
confidential and wLlI be acknowledged. File
No. 5135-V.

TORONTO AFFILIATE of world wide concern
engaging in extensive and varied research
has immediate requirement for experienced
patent attorney or agent to organize a patent
department. In addition to super /ising ''ana-
dian prosecutions and making infringement and

i
validity investigations, appointee will main-
tain li^ison with overseas patent department
and will work in close co-operation with per-
sonnel engaged in licensing activities. Ap-
plicants shojid submit complete resume of
personal data AU replies will be treated
(-onfidentially. File No. 5136-V.

TWO ENGINEERS WANTED. Electrical or
mechanical. Must be graduate of Canadian or
L'.S, University. Experience not necessary,
State fui! particulars and preference for pro-

I duction or design. Independent company
located mid-western Ontário city. FuH bene-

I

fits. File No. 5138-V.

I.ARGE ESTABLISHED PAPER COMPANY
REQUIRES GRADUATE MECHANICAL, civil
and electrical engineers with necessary exper-

REFINERY POWER
ENGINEER

McCOLL-FRONTENAC OIL

COMPANY LIMITED

(
Rccent graduate in mechanical or

chemical engineering required for the
company's Montreal Eost Refinery. One
or two yeors' basic experience required
with plont Utilities such as steam, air
and water. Knowledge of plant elec-
trical Systems usefu! but not essentiol.

Position provides excellent opportu-
nity for Professional experience and
promotion. Duties, ofter suitable traln-
ing períod, will include such matters
0$ performance studies on steam boiler
plont, steam engines and turbines,
pumps, air compressors, condensers
and similar mechanical equipment;
cconomíc studies on efficient usoge of
plant Utilities; preparation of esti-
mates and layouts for extensions to
plant utility systems.

Salary dependent on experience and
quolifications.

Applications will be treated confi-
dentially and should be addressed in

I

writing, with full particulars, to:

{
McColl-Frontenac Oil Company

Limited,

Industrial Relations Department,
1425 Mountain Street,
Montreal 25, Quebec.

THE ENGINEERING JOl RNAL

ience to undertake investigations, preliminary
designs and estimates for expansion of exist-
ing mills and new projects which may be
contemplated. Good opportunity for qualified
men with pulp and paper mill experience.
Office located in Mcntreal. Replies should
State age, qualification, experience and salary
expected. Interview will be arranged with
prospective applicants. File No. 5153-V.

Situations Wanted
GRADUATE ENGINEER with six years varied

experience in tne pulp and paper industry
available for position as assistant superinten-
dent in sulphate pulp mill or paper mill.
Married, 29 years of age, will locate in Unit-
ed States or Canada. File No. 163-W.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER, M.E.I.C., age 35, 10
years experience in researc:i, development
and production desires position as assistant
sulphite superintendent or control superinten-
dent in pulp or paper mills. File No. 660-W.

EXECUTIVE ENGINEER Mechanical graduate
P.Eng. Ontário and Queóec. M.E.I.C, age 39,

married with wide and diversified Canadian
experience in engineering design, construc-
tion, maintenance, industrial, manufacturing
and business field. Accustomed in dealing
with management and personnel (technical
and otherwise). Capable administrator and
organizer, aggressive, tactful. Would consider
position offering responsibility, scope and
future. Eastern Canada preferred. Available
by arrangement. File No. 1793-W.

EXPERIENCED ENGINEER M.E.I.C, would
furnish structural designs and quantity esti-

mates in Steel, concrete or wood, for archi-

tects or others requiring only occasional
work of thi.s type. File No. 2672-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, P.Eng., Ont.

Jr.E.I.C, with post graduate business ad-

ministration training. 7 years sales and manu-
facturing experience at responsible levei.

Presently in sales administration, functions

including formulation of sales policies, super-

vision cf sales. sales promotion, sales fore-

casting, etc. Seeks responsible position in

sales administration (industrial Market). File

No. 2975-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, B.Sc, Queen's,
P.Eng., Ontário, married, 2 children, with 9

years experience; two years desi';n and main-
tenance in modern newsprint mill. five years
design of steam power generating plants with
large consulting company, two years and cur-

rently Utilities ení^ineer with design engineer-
ing and construction company. Familiar with
equipment and operation of 900 Ibs. 750F
power plants; stoker, pulverized fuel, and
gas firing, coal and ash handling, water
pumping and treatment for steam and pro-

cess use, large air compressors, instrumenta-
tion and control, code piping, chemical plant
Services, heating and ventilating. Recently
completed start-up of 4',2 million dollar pro-

ject in Western Canada. Sceking responsible
position with industry, govcrnment agency, or

consulting group. File No. 2990-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, M.E.I.C P.Eng.
(Ont.) B.Sc. (Queen's) 1941. age 38, 13 years
experience in manufacturing methods, process
engineering, production engineering of high
precision components, plant layout and engi-

neering, desires position as plant engineer or

mechanical superintendent; available immed-
iately. File No. 3272-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER (M.E.I.C), age 36,

married. Experience: 2 years designer drafts-
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man, 3 years industria! engineering, methods
and production control. Trained in time and
motion study an;l certificate as MTM practi-

tioner. Desires responsible position in indus-

trial engineering methods or plant manage-
ment. File No. 3900-W.

MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEER,
Jr.E.I.C, graduated 1949 from Vienna Univer-

sity; married, 2 children; 3Vz years in Canada,
perfectly bilingual; experience covers: heat-

ing, air conditioning, drving and piping with

consulting engineer and contracíor; as júnior

tngineer, field supervisor and project engi-

neer; equipment, instrumentation, process and
service piping for eomplex chemical plant, as

draftsman and mechanical engineer; layout,

detailed planning, su er.isins tne erection oi

complete electrical system and equipment for

large cement plant, as chief of electrical sec-

tion; good organizatioial capabilities and ex-

perience in dealing with management, staff,

suppliers and contractors; seeks responsible

and challenging position in industry, plant or

with consulting engineer; fiist class references.

File No. 3945-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C. U. of

Manitoba, 1950, 29 years of age, Test Course,

2Mi years design of mercury are rectifier Con-

trols, 5 months automotive plant engineering,

9 months supervisory capacity in hydro elec-

tric generation. Will consider any location.

File No. 4021-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, P.Eng., M.E.I.C, desires

'i day employment in Toronto. 19 years ex-

perience in architectural, structural and town
planning designs. File No. 4182-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, B.Sc, P.Eng., Ont..

single, with 8 years experience; 5 years plant

engineering, maintenance and design specializ-

ing in application of instrumentation, agitation

and related chemical piam services and equip-

ment; 2 years projecl engineer with large

chemical comnany, design and installation

stainless steel plant e:iuipmcnt; past year with

refinery organization, piping and pressure ves-

sel design. Seek scope for initiative in project

design, engineering sales or field work utiliz-

ing experience. Trave! not objectionable, pre-

fer Ontário, Montreal, or U.S.A. File No.

4248-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, B.Eng. (Hons.),

M.A.Sc., M.E.I.C P.Eng., age 36, married
and presently completing ninth year as a pro-

fessor of electrical engineering. Has taught

many different coursos on sénior and grad-
uate leveis with emphasis on power. Broad
general experience in construction. public

utility engineering; ar.d as a naval officer.

Has done considerable consulting work of a

general nature. .Seeks appoinlment which
si.ould offcr a b. o;id challenge. be conducive
10 personal rro-.vtli and in keening with back-
ground preferred. File No. 4402-W.
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STRUCTURAL ENGINEER, 36, married.
M.E.I.C., P.Eng., B.Sc. Eng., A.M.I.C.S.,
A.M.I. Struct. E. with extensive experience in

design of reinfoiced concrete, structural steel,

and wood stiuctures (schools, factories, hos-
pitais, industrial containers, foundations, Of-

fice buildings, etc), seeks responsible posi-

tion in Toronto area. Preferably júnior part-
nership or associateship. File No. 4041-W.

METALLURGICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C,
P.Eng., B.Sc. (Chemistry), B.E. Nova Scotia
Technical CoUege 1952. Married, age 32. Ex-
perience includes one year as chemist in con-
trol laboratory of a non-ferrous smelter; one
year as assistant welding engineer with a
steel fabricator, and approximately one year
with a research firm on ore preparation and
reduction of ores. Desires technical position
with firm located in Ontário or Quebec. File
No. 4128-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, M.A.Sc., Jr.E.I.C, P.Eng.
(Man.), graduate 1952. Age 26, single. Two
years experience on heavy building construc-
tion. Resident engineer on construction of
water treatment and sewage disposal plants
complete with distribution systems. Related
summer experience with water works and
private disposal systems. Would like to hear
from employer in Canada or U.S.A. who re-
quires a capable worker. References avail-
able from ali previous employers. Will be
available early summer. File No. 4415-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, M.Sc, 1931, Technical Uni-
versity of Warsaw, A.M.I. San.E., M.E.I.C.,
P.Eng. (Man. & Sask.). war veteran, age 49,
over 15 years experience in hydraulic works,
water supply and sewerage, formerly resid-
ing in Great Britain and one and one half
years in Canada. At present employed as city
assistant engineer. Seeks position with a
municipality or firm which offers a good op-
portunity for advancement. Location second-
ary, available in one month's notice. File No.
4443-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, P.Eng.,
1951 graduate, N.S.T.C. Experience in plant
engineering (one year) and design (three
years). Desires position with increased re-
SFOnsibility. File No. 4559-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, M.E.I.C, P.Eng.,
ten years experience of mechanical and
Chemical plant design, installation and main-
tenance. Presently holding management posi-
tion heading design team on specialized
machinery and equipment. Seeks position
where initiative, responsibility and organiz-
ing ability are used to the fuúest. Would con-
sider the commercial aspect of engineering.
File No. 4568-W.

YOUNG ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C,
in.ites offers of challenging position requir-
ing initiative and responsibility and providing
incentive and opportunity. Graduated from
University of Manitoba in 1950, age 27, mar-
ried with one child, Jr.E.I.C Has been 4Vi
years with electric utility and has gained
experience in maintenance of electrical equip-
ment, operating problems, estimating, and
supervision. More details available on request.
Pre-sently employed. File No. 4603-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, M.E.I.C, age 34,
married. 10 years experience in drafting, pip-
ing layouts. estimating, inspection and plant
maintenance in petroleum refinery. Desires
position in industrial plant or refinery. Loca-
tion Alberta or British Columbia interior.
Available on one month's notice. File No.
4637-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, P.E., M.E.I.C Thirty years
experience includes natural gas development,
gas transmission, distribution design service
on customers premises, rehydration, oil fog-
ging, reconditioning. Desires position in in-
dustry or consultant. File No. 4638-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, B.E., Saskatche-
wan 1953, P.Eng. (Ont.), S.E.I.C, Member
S.A.E., age 23, married. V/2 years experience
in automotive induslry including one year
training plan, purchasing and material handl-
ing. Present duties consist of liaison between
management and engineering design sections,
planning of new parts depots, floor layouts,
equipment purchases and coordination of new
construction projects giving considerable ad-
ministrative experience. Desires position in
Western Canada with opportunity for advance-
ment. File No. 4639-W.

CONSTRUCTION EXECUTIVE available early
sprins. Presently in sénior management capa-
city. Proven record of high protits; able to
initiate, organize and administer large volume
of business. Mature judgment in financial
matters and high levei negotiations. Exten-
sive experience in estimating, tendering, cost-
ing, and project supervision. Author of tech-
nical articles. Age 45, married, Professional
Engineer (Ontário), M.E.I.C Would join con-

struction company or allied industry as sénior
executivo investing some capital if required.
File No. 4640-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, U.N.B., 1953;

S.E.I.C; Athlone Fellow 1953; age 23, mar-
ried. Presently in final year of graduate ap-
prenticeship with the British Thomson-Hous-
ton Company, Rugby, England; apprentice-

ship concentrated on lijht and heavy rotating

machinery, control gear, and electronic con-

trol equipment. Additional experience (includ-

ing summer work) in switchgear, protective

relaying, transformer testing, power trans-

mission proMems, and drafting; sénior thesis

"Symmetrical Component Analysis". Seeks
position concerning power system engineering
in any part of Canada or abroad. Available
for work in October, 1955. FUe No. 4641-W.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER, B.Sc. (Ch.E.),
M.E.I.C, M.A.I.Ch.E., 42, single, Canadian
and U.S. resident; equal knowledge of Eng-
lish and German; experience: 12 years con-
sisting of research and development in fuel

technology, and process and project engineer
in petroleum refinery engineering. Desires
overseas assignment in petroleum refinery
process or project engineering. Available im-
mediately. File No. 4642-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, B.Sc. (C.E.),
Sask. 1953, age 25, single, presently employed
in design, estimating and supervising of con-
struction of irrigation projects, seeks new
position. Preference for city engineering de-
partment or consulting firm engaged in muni-
cipal work. Preferabie, but not necessarily.
Western Canada. File No. 4643-W.

ENGINEERING APTO BUSINESS MANAGE-
MENT background. Jr.E.I.C, Queen's, civil,

1952. Will graduate from Harvard Graduate
Business School in June 1955 after training
in labour relations, control, finance, produc-
tion and marketing. Work experience includes
construction engineering, surveying and map-
ping work and one summer preparing reports
on capital expenditures for a large utilit.v.

Job objective is responsible work in the pro-
ducing department of a manufacturing, con-
struction, mining or transportation organiza-
tion. Size of company is not paramount. File
No. 4644-W.

STRUCTURAL AND CIVIL ENGINEER,
Jr.E.I.C, P.Eng., European University grad-
uate in structural engineering (1947), age 34,
tamily, 6 years Canadian experience mainly
in field work and supervision on industrial
and residential construction projects, also as
Office engineer and designer. Seeks permanent
po-sition in line with education and exper-
ience with a weU established firm in Southern
Ontário, preferably Toronto. Willing to ac-
cept the position of a Júnior designer where
hard work and ability would lead to greater
responsibility and advancement. Available on
short notice. References. File No. 4645-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, B.Sc. (M.E.)
honours, Manitoba 1949, P.Eng., Jr.E.I.C,
age 28, experience heating and ventilation,
mechanical power transmission, power plant,
design, drafting and construction supervision.
Desires position design and development,
plant engineering or consulting. Hard worker,
conscientious. Preferably Niagara or Southern
Ontário. File No. 4646-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, B.Sc. (Eng.) Lon-
don University, England 1950. Single, age 36.
Experienced public utility also applications
and development of protective relays with
well known British manufacturers. Seeks posi-
tion anywhere in Canada, public utility pre-
ferred. File No. 4647-W.

METALLURGICAL ENGINEER, Master of
Science degree in Met. Engr., B.Sc. (Hons.)
in chemistry, P.Eng., Jr.E.I.C, Diploma of
the National Foundry College, England in
Foundry Management and Technology. Ap-
plied experience in almost every phase of
metallurgy—heat treatment; foundry work—
non ferrous, cast iron; steel melting and
rolling; machining; writing standards, etc.
Will take full charge of ali assignments.
Seeks position either with a consulting firm,
or as a group leader or supervisor in the
manufacturing development and enginetring
field. Location and size of company not im-
portant. File No. 4648-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, registered in
British Columbia, would take responsible
position in construction or development work.
Past experience includes: design and super-
vision of permafrost installation, project engi-
neer or heavy construction, construction
methods and estimating, town engineering, as
well as several years practical construction
experience. Would prefer position in western
pro inces, verv interested in permafrost work.
FUe No. 4649-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, P.Eng.
(Ont.), B.Sc, M.E. 1953, Canadian, age 24,
married, experience in sales, manufacturing
methods and design. Desires work of definite
mechanical nature, either engineering and/or
sales. Toronto area preferred with moderate
travei acceptable. File No. 4650-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, P.Eng., Jr.E.I.C,
veteran, 2V2 years R.C.A.F., B.Eng., mechani-
cal engineering, Saskatchewan 1949. Age 32,
married, 1 child. Administrative experience
obtained as follows: 2 years as a field engi-
neer in charge of parties on water storage
and land surveys and related drilling opera-
tions; 1 year as an assistant to the heads
in both the wood preparing and mechanical
departments of a large paper mill; and in
a large Chemical plant 1 year as a develop-
ment engineer and 2 years of supervising in
production departments. Desires a responsi-
ble challenging position with good future op-
portunities. Prefer Ontário or S.W. Quebec.
File No. 4653-W.

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, B.A.Sc,
mechanical engineering 1950, Toronto. Single,
age 26. Three years experience with manage-
ment consultant—plant layout, material handl-
ing, production planning, inventory control.
preventive maintenance, and job evaluation.
Position wanted with progressive company,
giving responsibility and opportunity for ad-
vancement. Available immediately to locate
anywhere in Canada. Resume and references
wiU be furnished upon request. File No.
4654-W.

ELECTRICAL COMMUNICATION ENGINEER,
A. M.I.E.E. (England), graduate with diploma
Leningrad University (Rússia). Desires em-
ployment on maintenance, installation or de-
velopment of radio, telephone or telegrapb
equipment. Ukrainian born, British subject.
Recently arrived in Canada from England.
Experience: 2 years in the Trunk Telephone
Exchange in Leningrad (Rússia), 2 years
engineer in Telephunken Laboratories in Ber-
tin (Germany), and main work 18 years in

research and development of electronic com-
munication equipment in the G.E.C. Labora-
tories (England). Detailed resume on request.
File No. 4655-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, P.Eng. (Que.), Jr.E.I.C,
graduate N.S.T.C. 1952, age 25, married with
one child, desires position to gain municipal
engineering or town planning experience. 2V4
years experience resident engineer highway
construction for provincial government. Avail-
able on reasonable notice to employer. File
No. 4656-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, P.Eng.,
B.Sc. (M.E.) 1953. 2V2 years experience as
maintenance engineer in pulp and paper in-

dustry. Married with 2 children. Desires posi-

tion in Manitoba. Available on reasonable
notice. File No. 4657-W.

INDUSTRIAL AND CIVIL ENGINEER,
M.E.I.C, P.Eng. (Ont.), B.A.Sc. Toronto. Age
37. Experience in plant engineering; 31/2 years
in Canada, 5 years in Europe. Experience
covers equipment layout, design of mechani-
cal handling, pressure vessels, tanks, heat-

ing, ventilation, industrial wastes, piping,

steel and reinforced concrete structures, quar-
ries; surveying; development of new equip-
ment and structures and maintenance engi-

neering. Desires position with manufactur-
ing company or consulting engineers in Tor-
onto area. Available on reasonable notice.

File No. 4658-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER (Scot), A.M.I.
Mech.E., aged 30, arriving in Canada (Tor-

onto) mid-April, 1955, would welcome en-

quiries from prospective employers with

regard to responsible position in design,

development, project or plant maintenance
work, etc. Available for interview imme-
diately upon arrival. Excellent references.

14 years experience including 5 years
apprenticeship with 3 years workshops train-

;

ing. Experience includes design work with

regard to water tube boUers and refrigera-

tion plant and design, project handling, esti-

mation, construction supervision, etc, with

regard to special purpose apparatus and,

machinery associated with explosives manu-
facture. File No. 4659-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, '51 grad-

uate, N.S.T.C, B.Sc, B.E., married, no chil-

dren. 3V2 years with Canadian Electrical

manufacturer, completed graduate training

course, 2 years experience on development,
assembly and testing of 7.5 to 230 KV. Cir-

cuit breakers, plant layout, tooling andí

general machine shop practice. Desirej

responsible position with opportunity for;

advancement. File No. 4661-W. '
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YOUNG ENGINEER, 1953 graduate, Ecole
Polytechnique, presently completing M.Sc.
(learce in Industrial management at the
School of Industi'ial Management, Massa-
ehusetts Inslitute of Technology. Good
.icadomic and cxtra-curricular baokaiound.
Would consider employment with a médium
.sizid manufacturing conecin in the áreas of

production, marketing or industrial engineer-
ing; with a management Consulting firm;
with a municipality. Thoroughly bilingual.

Province of Quebec preferred. File No.
4662-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER. P.Eng.. M.E.I.C.,
graduate institution of mechanical engineers
of Great Britain. Age 36, married. 5 years
apprentice British Railways Locomotive
Works. 6 years engineers office Royai Air-
forco <squadron leader), 8 years experience
Canadian Aluniinum Industry in fieids of

mechanical engineering and production in

smelter and fabrication plants. Past 3',^

I

years production engineer in major aluminum
forge plant. Seeks position of responsibility

I with opportunity for advancement. Preter-
ably in Canada, but will consider reasonalile
location overseas. Apply to File No. 4663-W.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER. P.Eng. (Ontário),
Jr.E.I.C, M.A.Sc. (Toronto), 3¥i years ex-
perience in research and development in

plastics, pulp and paper, fluorescent ma-
I

terials, also In laboratory tcsting and
I analyses. Working knowledge of biochemistry.

Desires research and (or) development posi-
tion in Toronto area. Available on 2 weeks
notice to present employer. File No. 4664-W.

i:LECTRICAL engineer, graduate 1949 Mel-
bourne University, Austrália. B.E.E., Assoo.
A.I.E.E., single, age 26 years. five years
elcctrical engineering experience. graduate
G.E. test course at present in U.S.. desires
employment commencing March preferably
in Toronto or Montreal. IVi years design
experience with Uept. of Civil Aviation and
2'-.: years experience as sales engineer with
Auslralian General Electric company hand-
ling motor and control gear sales and
switchgear and transformer sales. Desires
employment as sales engineer. File No.
4tíb5-W.

I

P.ENG.. Jr.E.I.C, age 30, estimating and de-

I

sign, 2 years; instrument man on various
types of field surveys, 2 years; commercial

I

college. 1 year. File No. 4666-W.
' MECHANICAL ENGINEER, P.Eng.. Jr.E.I.C.

Married, 26 years old, bilingual. Supervisory
experience In inspection. Quality control and
methods work. Supervision and responsibility
desired. Prefer Montreal area, will consider
Eastern Canada. File No. 4668-W.

MIOCHANICAL ENGINEER, S.E.I.C., Poly-
technique 1955, graduating, married, bilingual.
Equivalent of 2 to 3 years experience in
plumbing and heating Une as an apprentice,
service man, design, estimate and surveil-

lance of complete plumbing and heating sys-
tem for a contractor. Uesiros a position in
tho heating industry. Also interested in
sales. Will consider any offer of situation
connected with the heating line preferably in
Montreal. Filo No. 4669-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C. graduated 1949.
Age 27. Married. 1 child. Two last years
with Montreal contractor as job engineer on
two largc projects including R.C. bridge
construction. carthworks, roadwork and tun-
nelling. Previously cmployed in Austrália by
large pulp and paper company in responsible
position on civil engineering design and
supervision. Also experienced in opcn cut
mining and large .scale earthmoving opera-
tions. Particularly interested in design and
use of precast and prestressed concrete.
Uesires responsible position with contractor
or consultant in Toronto or Western prov-
ince. File No. 4670-W.

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER (S.E.I.C.), available
after graduation from Wayne University. De-
troit, Michigan in June 1955 with B.S.I.E.
degrec. Theoretic knowledge of motion and
time study, industrial organization and man-
agement, plant layout. automation. materiais
handling. statistical quality control, and pro-
duction control. Experience in solving pro-
duclion problems using digital electronic com-
piitors and livcar progl-amming. Summer em-
ployment including surveying, asphalt pav-
ing, machinery maintenanco and moving as-
sislant to field engineer on warchouse con-
struction, general Office work and plant engi-
neering with a large company. Interested in
permanent position with chance for advance-
ment in Industrial engineering field, prefer-
ably in We-stern Ontário but not absolutely
necessary. Available July 1, 1955. References.
File No. 4676-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, S.E.I.C, U.N.B.,
1953, age 32, married. at present on test
course with large electrical industry. desires
position offering opportunity for further de-
velopment, with small or médium sized com-
pany. Training in several departments. parti-
cularly interested in household appliances.
TV and service departments. File No. 4a77-W.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER. McGill 1945, age 31,
single with 5 years experience in pulp and
paper; quality control, production and develop-
ment. Desires responsible position in chemical
or allied field in Montreal area. Available im-
mediately. í'ile No. 4681-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C. P.Eng.
(Ont.) B.A.Sc. Toronto 1949, 31 years old,
married, six years experience mechanical and
structural de.sign of industrial buildings,
materiais handling plateworks, piping. heat-
ing and ventilation. Desires permanent posi-
tion with responsibility and opportunity for
advancement. Available on one month's notice
to present employer. B'ile No. 4683-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER. S.E.I.C, S.I.C.E.. B.Sc.
(Hons.) Leeds University 1954. Age 22V4.
married. P^xperience in ccntrifugal pump de-
sign, road construction and design, e.stlmai-
ing. Has done soil mcchanics lab. work and
prostre.ssed concrete design. Desires position
in S.W. Ontário in soil mechanics and struc-
tural design with outdoor work. At present
cmployed in Toronto. Available on 2 weeks
notice. File No. 4686-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, M.E.I.C, Sask. *36, is seck-
ing field training on large construction pro-
jects. Age 41, married. three children. good
health. 8'/j years with R.C.A.F.; TAt years
with a prairie construction company specializ-
ing in commercial and institutional buildings;
3 years with Central Mortgage and Housing
Corporation. Available immediately. Training
and employment summary with the Institute.
Past experience mainlv office and adminls-
trative. File No. 4678-W.

METALLURGICAL ENGINEER, B.Eng. (1950)
M.Sc. (1951), Jr.E.I.C Age 28, married. two
children. Experience: research work in melt-
ing and tcsting titanium alloys; production,
heat treating and tcsting of steel, plant engi-
neering. Presently supervisor of mctallo-
graphy, physical testing, experimental heat
treatment and metallurgical investigalions In
the laboratory of a large company. Fluently
bilingual. Desires work in metal industry,
production or research, ferrous or non-ferrous.
Will accept position anywhore in Canada or
U.S.A. File No. 4679-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, M.Sc. single. lectured 4
years at University. Experience. highway
construction, surveying, soil analysis. muni-
cipal engineering. 4'/2 years as project engi-
neer. Defence construction which included
general engineering. attending site and engi-
neers meetings and negotiations with clients.
Desires responsible position with architects
or Consulting engineers. Location Southern or
Western Ontário. File No. 4680-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER. 1953 Manitoba
graduate, Jr.E.I.C, single, returning to Can-
ada in Decembcr from two years works
training on Athlone Fellowship with British
turbine manutacturer. Desires to apply for
design or manufacluring position, preferably
related to power generation industry. Loca-
tion Manitoba, Ontário or Quebec Provinces.
File No. 4687-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, P.Eng. (Man.). M.E.I.C.
Jr.A.S.C.E. Single. age 27. Graduate U. of
M. 1951. Two years experience as resident
engineer and field engineer on defence con-
struction projects. One year as structural
steel and miscellaneous iron estimator. Pres-
ently cmployed as town engineer in a com-
munity with a population of 22.000. Desires
a position víHh a construction or Consulting
firm. Location immaterial. Available on one
month's notice to present employer. File No.
4688-W.

Available June Ist 1955

SEVENTEEN CANADIAN ENGINEERS

FOR

PERMANENT AND SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

These men wif-h degrees ín elecfrícaí, civil, mechanical, engineering business, engi-

neering physics, aerodynamics, chemical or petroleum engineering are doing

graduate work at the School of Business Âdmintstratíon, University of Western

Ontário.

Please contact the Placement Director, School of Business Ádministration

UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTÁRIO
Resumes available upon request.
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Artivities oí" thf Forty-seven liranches oí" the Institute

and

abslracts of papers presented at their meetings

Belleville

J. A. Grant, m.e.i.c.

Sccreia r y- Trcnau re r

Ingineering Standards

The Belleville Branch held its fourtli

meeting of the season on January 10 at

the Masonic Temple with 14 members
and guests present.

The chairman, Mr. Drysdale, opened
the meeting and annoimeed the plan

for the President s Night which takes

place on Fobruary 21. The speaker, H.
P. Dial, was introduced by Mr. Lusk.
Mr. Dial spoke on Engineering Stand-

ards as set u]) at Du Pont of Canada
and the formal talk was followed by a

question period which indicated consid-

erable interc-sit in the subject.

Border Cities

P. N. Brown, jtji.i.c.

Secrc tary-Trcasurer

W. D. DONNELLY, M.K.I.C.

Brntich. News Editor

Hammering Improves Grain

I^njcinccrs of the Border Cities Branch
nt their Novetiiber 18 meeting at

Chuck's Grill learned that hammering
nf hot metal improves the grain struc-

tiire and makes the metal strong and
tnugh. Modern practice has advanced
a long way from the technique of the

nld-time village blacksmith but the

hasie ideas are the same.
Ordinary carbon steel is fast being

replaced by special alloy steels which
stand up better to the siieed of modern
civilization. The Dominion Forge and
Stamping Company of Windsor has a

special laboratory to check the physical

and chemical properties of the .steels

used in forgings.

The blacksmith's lia.iiiiner has been
replaced by hugo hammers raised by
electricity; with air and steam power
used to increase the force of gravity.

The anvil has given way to special dies

which form tlie hot metal to the shapc
required with a fcw hard blows of the

hammer. Heat treating furnaces with

special controls have replaced the forge

of the blacksmith and assure that the

metal is at the correct forging tempera-
ture. Scale is removed by pickling in

acid or b.y shot-bla.sting.

The old-time skill of the blacksmith
still lives in the forge operators who
exercise great care in forming blocks of

steel into intricate forgings for auto-
mobiles and jet engine parts.

A film entitled "Forging in Closed
Dies" showed a modern forge shop in

ojieration. A lively discu.ssion foUowed
with a panei of four cxccutivcs of the
Dominion Forge and Stami'inir Com-
pany answering questions.

Brockville

M. H. D. Broadbent, m.h.i.c.

Sccre t ary-Treasurcr

G. M. WooDS, Mj;.i.c.

Brandi News Editor

Psycho/ogy in Indusiry

(Jn 'Jliiirsday evening, January 6 at

Phillips Electrical Company 50 engineers
and the personnel managers of the
Brockville Branch heard Dr. G. M.
Mahoney spcak on "Psychology Holds
a Place in Industry". A gracluate of
McGill University. Dr. Mahoney is a

sijeciali.st in factors relating to employee
morale and productivity, and managerial
organization.

"Modern psychology, both as a science
and as an art in practice, has a place
alongside other aijplied .scienees in as-

sisting in the solution of the complex
[iroblems of industry today," stated Dr.
Mahoney of Montreal.

"Starting with scientific methods of

.selection and placement of personnel,
the psychologist can provide uniqiie

heli) to jiersonnel officers and manage-
nient in the training and development
of managers. The psychologist can solve
the personal difficulties and confiicts

that spring from the strains and ten-
sions of modern production methods,"
he said.

During his talk Dr. Mahoney outlined

the rcquirements or training neccssary
for a person to become a plant psycho-

logist. Among these is a tive year mtern-
shi]! in the field where considerable ex-

pcricnce can be derived by dcaling with
industrial problems and personnel. The
s]ieaker illustrated his talk with many
of his experiences in handling indus-
trial p.sychological jiroblems and .showed

how the p.sychologist can make better

use of the employee who does not
nccessarily meet the standards required
by the company for which hc wovks but
still po.ssesses the potential ability.

Dr. Mahoney wa,s introduced by G.
M. Woods and thanked on behalf of

lhe Branch by chairman, F. F. Walsh.
After an interesting discussion. a bufíet

luncheon was held in the cafctcria.

Central British Columbia

H. D. DeBeck, Jr.E.i.r.

Secrc tary-Trcasurer

General Meeting in Yernon

A general meeting was held at the

.\llison Hotel in Vemon on February 11

with 22 in attendance. Vice-Chairraan
A. F. Jojjlin was in the chair.

Following the refre.shments and dinner
a business meeting took place. Lists of

committee appointments and proposcd
meeting dates for 1955 were read, and
the chairman summarized the report of

the Student Guidance Committee as

jiresented earlier at the executive meet-
ing. It was agreed that the Branch
executive approach the B.C. ICngineering

Society Branch to determine the factors

in\ol\-ed in creating a single executive
for both bodies.

Cornwall

L. H. Snelorove, m.e.i.c.

Sccre t ary-Treasurcr

W. ROTHWELL, M.E.I-C.

Branch A^ews Editor

(Jn Wednesday, January 12 lO-íõ, the

monthiy meeting of the Cornwall Branch
was held at the Cornwall Golf and
Country Club. R. L. Blackett acted as

chairman for this meeting in the ab-

sence of Jack Morris, Branch chairman,
who was away in England on a business

trip.

Branch Discussion

A formal discussion had been ar-

ranged for the evening with the object

of obtaining the views of members as to

lhe type of meetings for 1955 that

would have the widest appeal. A. A. B.

McMath, vice-chairman of the program
committee led the discu.ssion and out-

lined a tentativa program produced by
the program conmiittee. This was de-

bated at some length and many inter-

esting suggestions were oííered by those

liresent. It was generally agreed that

meetings sho>dd be held on different

week days each month rather than on
one fixed day of the week. It was also

decided to have one .supper meeting
and one luncheon meeting during the

course of the season. A wi.sh was ex-

pressed by G. B. Stidwell that one meet-

ing should be a members night at which
the speaker or speakers would be mem-
bers of the Branch.

After the discu-ssion refreshments were
served. These were followed by the show-
ing of a film on the quest and drilling

for oil.
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serving Canadian industry,,.

•A

Transformers
Brown Boveri Tríuisfonners in standard three phase

ratings up to 12,000-kva and voltages up to 115-kv
are rolling steadily from ovir St. Johns, Que. plant.
They are designed and manufactured specifically to
meet power requirements of Canadian industry.
Brown Boveri Transformers are highly efficient.

They weigh less . . . use less oil - require less floor
space. Other exclusive design and constructional features
add to this efficiency . . . save you capital dollars

—

operational dollars.

BROWN BOVERI {CANADA} limmted
Head Office: 1015 Beaver Hall Hill, Montreal. Plant: St. Johns, Que.

ALBERTA BRANCH— S1T 8tli Av<nu< W«l, Olgary
MANITOBA « SASKATCHEWAN BRANCH— 917 Royai Bank Bulldlng, Winnlpc*

ONTÁRIO BRANCH— I AliMny Avtnut, Toronto 4

H ffcprcwntcUvci:

ViNNIPEOi Pewtf « Min* Supply Co. Lid. VANCOUVER i Gordon Rvuall Ltd.

KiRKLANO LAKE, ONT. ! Mina EqyipmanI LId. HALIFAX : Ganaial EquIpmanI Lid.

The Brown Boveri Transformer iUmtrated

above heis the following characteristics, Type
ONS 3000-kva, 48,000 H.V. Delta, 13,860

L. V. Star, 3 phase, 60 cycle, 55°C Temperature

rise. Its output is distributed to feeder circuita

through Brown Boveri air blast circuit breaken

mounted in a Brown Boveri weatherproof

switchhouse. The complete Brown Boveri unit

substation is shown below.



Edmonton
R. B. Kerr, jr.E.i.c,

Secretary-Treasurer

P. H. BUCKLAND, M.E.I.C.,

Brnnch News Editor

Presidentiai Visit

On the evening of Tliursday, Novem-
ber 25, 1954, the Edmonton Branch of

the Engineering Institute held its second
dinner meeting of the season in the main
baUroom of the MacDonald HoteL The
honoured guests for the evening were

the E.I.C. president, Dr. D. M. Stephens
• and E.I.C. general secretary, Dr. L.

Austin Wright.
The guests were welcomed to Edmon-

ton by the acting mayor, Alderman C. A.

Roy. Mr. Roy expressed the wish that

the annual E.I.C. convention would
choo.se Edmonton as its site in the very
near future.

Dr. Stephens was introduced by the

Edmonton Branch chairman, Mr. Keith
Cumming.

Canada'! Growth

Dr. Stephens gave an outline of Can-
ada's growth. He stressed how Canada
has been broadening out both geo-

graphically and economically in the past

few decades. Before the First World War
Canada's economy stretched in a narrow
ribbon approximately 200 miles wide
from coast to coast. More use is now
being made of the countrys great north

land. Most of this development has been
in the form of mining and major con-

struction projects in which engineers

have played a very important part. Fur-

ther Canadian development would re-

quire more and more engineers.

Dr. Stephens expressed concern over
the fact that although the need for engi-

neers in Canada was ever increasing,

the present number of engineers in train-

ing was not encouraging. Approximately
1,200 engineers graduate each year in

Canada as compared with 29,000 per
year in the United States and 39,000

per year in Rússia. Canadian grad-
uates numbered only four per cent of

their American counterparts ; whereas
they should number at least 10 per cent
based on the relative populations of the

•wo countries. Canada should be grad-
uating more than twice as many engi-

neers as it is now doing.

Dr. Stephens suggested tliat one way
of encouraging more engineering students
would be to relax rigid mathematics
standards required for entrance to engi-

neering schools. This would open up a
place for students who would have con-
Iributions to make in fields other than
engineering design.

Dr. Shephens was thanked by Fred
Sieberl of the Edmonton Branch. After
Dr. Stephens' speech, the E.I.C. prize

for the outstanding student about to

enter fourth year engineering at the

University of Alberta was presented to

Cary Clark Bliet.

Councillor Norman J. Allison then
introduced the E.I.C. general secretary,

Dr. L. Austin Wright. Dr. Wright
hrought up the question of confederation
between the E.I.C. and provincial engi-
neering associations. He mentioned that
the problem is being studied but stressed

that there are many jjroblems to over-
come and patience will be required by
ali concerned if a successful confedera-
tion is to result.

Dr. Wright was thanked by Mr. E.
K. Cumming.

University Tour, Deeember 8

On tlie evening of Deeember 8, 1954,

the engineering faculty of tlie University

of Alberta conducted a tour 'through its

new engineering building for the benefit

of the Edmonton Branch. The meeting

consisted of a series of eight formal talks

and demonstrations by members of the

university staff, as well as an informal

tour of the building.

The first presentation was in connec-

tion with oil well drilling. Profe.ssor J.

Gregg gave a talk on the principies in-

\'olved in crude oil well logging, and
a description of the drilling of the

demonstration oil well located on the

campus of the university was given by
P. Dranchuk.
The second subject, lightweight con-

crete, was covered by Professor G. Ford.

Professor T. Blench took up the third

subject, hydraulic modcls and their uses.

"The University in a Technological

Society," was discussed by Professor

L. Gads, and Dr. D. Quon gave a fifth

talk on natural gas research.

Dr. G. W. Govicr spoke on the

viscosity of crude oil, illustrating the
use of a new type of viscosimeter now
under development at the university.

This unit will be used mainly for vi.s-

cosity determinations of crude oils, and
it was demonsti-ated by R. A. Ritter.

Two more topics were covered, namely,
prestressed concrete and frost action on
soils and the speakers were Professor R.
N. McManus and Dean R. M. Hardy,
respectively.

Most of the Laboratories in the new
engineering building were opened for in-

.spection. In general, the building and
eciuipment, as presented, indicated an
engineering faculty which was both pro-
gressive in its methods and well ad-
vaneed in its teachings.

J. J. Carcy Speal(S on Steel Problems

At the meeting of January 12, 1955,

J. J. Carey, gave a talk entitled "A

Metallurgical View of Steel Problems."
Mr. Carey was introduced by L. Jehu,

as supervisor of metallurgical service for

the Steel Company of Canada Limited.

Mr. Carey dealt principally with
the reasons for failures in steel which
has not been stre.ssed beyond its normal
limit. He described the three main types
of steel, distinguished mainly by the way
they solidify on casting.

RÍ7n steel is low carbon steel the out-

side of which is relatively pure. This
steel is used where the surface qualities

are important; such as, for wire and
sheet steel. This type of steel has the

disadvantage of having considerable var-

iation in its physical properties.

Semi-killed steel has fewer impurities

than rim steel. This steel is used in

structural members particularly.

Special sleels are fully deoxidized steels

and cover a wide variety which have
special qualities.

Mr. Carey then covered the main de-

fects found in steel. He stressed the im-
portance of determining the real cause
of the defect. Often these defeets are

not so much the fault of the material
a.s of the process used to fabricate the

product. Of the various defeets found in

steel products, the following are due to

faulty material rather than fabrication

of the product. Laminations which would
cause the steel to fali into two pieces

with the slightest application of pressure,

are caused while the steel is being hot
rolled. This is a steel production prob-
lem which cannot be economically elim-

inated. Surface defeets in the steel are

u.sually due to splashing during the

molding operation cr thermal cracks

caused by reheating between successive

rolling operations. The various types of

steel can at times get mixed up. In addi-

tion, non-metallic substances can get
mixed with the steel. Ali .steels have
directionality in respect to their tensile

strength. Thus, if steel is drawn in the
wi'ong direction, it will fail prematurely.

(Continued on Page S43)

Edmonton Life Members

At the meeting of Jamiary 12, liíe nieiiilx-rships were presented to three very

popular Edmonton engineers. \ll three had been aetive in Institute affairs for

over thirty-five years. Left to right are E. K. Cumming, Branch chairman,
who made the presentations, H. L. Hoblin, district engineer for the C.N.R.;
Fred V. Seibert, consulting engineer, and J. W. S. Chappelle, consulting
engineer.
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J. J. (;are>

Mr. Carey sliovved a series of slides

illiisti-ating defects in the material and
failiires caused by poor fabrication

methods.
Mr. Carej' was thanked for the Ed-

iiionton Brandi by E. K. Cumming.

Fredericton

Ia.A, M. Beattie, me.i.c,

Secretary-Treasurer

XORKEN E. DONAHOE, S.E.I.C.,

Branch News Editor

A. M. Ooy/e Guest Speaker

On January 17, 1954 a dinner meet-
infí was enjoyed by the members of the
Frodericton Branch and their guests at

lhe Lord Bea\erbrook Hotel.
A. M. Doyle, vice-president and gen-

i'1'al manager of Canadian General
l'".iectrif, spoke to the group on the
i'lectri(ai industry of today.
Mr. Doyle gave a general picture of

lhe eieclrical industry and discussed its

íar rraching effects on the average citi-

zcu in Canada. He first described the
iniportant part electricity plays in the

inodiiction of ores and development of

natural resources since íour-fifths of the
•ower produced in Canada is used in

tliis inanner. Then he described the
Miany uses which the average person is

iwaro of and which contribute to an
iin|)roved standard of living. Finally he
liscus.-<ed the u.se of electricity on the

farms and in the cily fiom a more gen-
eral point of view.
Tlie very infoiínative speech was en-

joyed by ali those present and C. C.
.\tkin>()n, president of the University
of Ninv Biiuiswick Engineering Society,
thanked the speaker.
After Mr. Doyle's address, the grouj)

inet informally and motion pictures
were shown.

Halifax

Prof, K. F. Marginson, m.b.i.c,

Secre lary-Treasurer

F. H. Tbeimain, m.b.i.c,

Branch News Editor

Supper Meeting in Lunenburg

The winter activities of the Halifax
Branch began on October 20, 19.54, at a
supper meeting which was held at the
Bhienose Lodge, Lunenburg, N.S. Dur-
ing the past few years it has been cus-
tomary to hold one meeting outside the
city limits for the benefit of the outside
members. These meetings have proved
\ ery popular and this one was no ex-
ception, there being over 60 members
present. The guest speaker was George
C. Lawrence, director of chemistry and
reactor research division, Atomic En-
ergy of Canada, Limited, Chalk Rivev.
Mr. Lawrence's talk was very interest-

ing and enjoyed by ali.

Students Are Guestt

The November meeting was held on
the evening of November 22, 1954, at

the auditorium of the Sea Gull Club ia

Halifax, N.S. The sénior class of the
Nova Scotia Technical College were
guests of the Branch at this meeting.
E. C. MacNearny, sénior student and
president of the Engineering Society at

the college reported on the highlights

of the students' activities of the last

annual meeting held in Quebec City.

The principal speaker of the evening
was the field secretary, Dr. L. F. Grant,
who, as always, gave a very interesting

talk.

The annual meeting of the Branch
was held at the Y.M.C.A. building on
December 16, 1954, and was a supper
meeting. The business of the meeting
included the reading of the various re-

ports and the installation of new offi-

cers for the coming year.

The report of the scrutineers was as

follows:

Chairman, W. A. Devereaux; execu-

tive Halifax área, O. K. Smith, R. D.

T. Wickwire and R. F. MacAlpine; ex-
ecutiva outside Halifax, E. C. Parsons
and J. J. Kinley.

A minute of silencc was observed in

memory of the íollowing members who
had died during the past year: H. P.
Donkin, R. F. MacKinnon, G. F.
Murphy, H. F. Lawrence and K. L.
Dawson.
The highlight of the meeting was .\n

open fórum type discussion on Brancli
activities. This discussion covered many
and varied subjects and it is hoped that
seyeral new suggestions can be fulfilled

this coming year.

Hon. K. H. Winters Speaker

On January 27, 1955, the annual joini
banquet of the Association of Profes-
sional Engineers of Nova Scotia and
The Engineering Institute of Canada
Halifax Branch was held at the Nova
Scotian Hotel with over 300 members
pre.sent. The guest speaker was the
Honorable R. H. Winters, minister of
public works. Musical entertainment
during the evening was much enjoyed.

Hamilton

A. F. Baknard, jr.E.i.c.

Secretary-Treasurer

Ross R. Packer, jr.E.i.c,

Branch News Editor

Annual Dinner

After the annual dinner of the Hamil-
ton Branch held in the Hamilton Golf
and Country Club in Ancaster on Janu-
arj' 20, 1955, the secretary-treasurer gave
the financial report and the membership
report which showed 465 meml^crs. This
is the same as last year's report, except
that a greater proportion of the mem-
bers ai-e Juniors instead of Students.

The following new Life Members were
introduced to the Branch: E. D. W.
Courtice, F. I. Ker, A. Love, \\. L.
McFaul, and J. B. Wilkinson.

Mr. Hedden of McMaster University
spoke of bonds betw-een his institution

of research and the engineering profes-

sion.

L. G. Crawford Speaker

The speaker, L. G. Crawford, chief

engineer, western área of the Bell Tele-
phone Company of Canada, was intro-

duced by Mr. \\'oodhouse of the Bell

Telephone in Hamilton. During his talk

on "Engineering MiniaSiirization in

Telephone Equipment", Mr. Crawford
employed slides to assist the audienco
in visualizing the problems and in seo-

ing their solutions. The first problem
was the number of wires needed in

large cities earlj' in the century.

The miniaturization of component
parts of every telephone circuit is very
itiiportant as was realized when it was
pointcd out that there are 52 milliou

I i lcpliones on this continent which may
!)(' interconnected.

The invention of the vacuum tube
in 1911 and tiie (ieveiopment of the

theory of modulation l)esides reducing
liie re(|uired spaco greatiy incrcascd the

|i()W(M- and amplificai ion of telc))lu)ne

circuils. There wore otlKM^ iiuentions
sucli as coaxial cables consisling of an
inniT conductor with eight outer con-
(iurtors capable of transmitting 1,800

Minullaneous conversai ions. .Mthougii
ihcse contribute much, they presented
aiiother prol)l('m : the distance l)etw(M'ii
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beafiri^s and
l^íllow bIodes

-foi- ali irftclus±rv

Consult your
locai jobber or

contact our
nearest

dislrict office

repeater stations had to be leduced to i

five miles.
|

The installation across the oontinent
!

of equipment aiitoniatically routing lons;

distance calls has enabled time to be
!

reduced from 23 minutes to 13 seoonds '

and has eUminated nine operators '

originally required during the 1920's for

transcontinental calls. At present only
residents of a New Jersey community
dial their ovvn long distance numbers

—

a spreading service by means of which
already eleven miilion stations may he

reached.

The advantages of transisters were
shown by a miniature radio broadcasting

i

station that the speaker had in his vest

pocket. Mr. Crawford concluded by
showing some of the newest eléctrica!

components of telcphone circuits and
prophesying some of the future develop-
ments in telephony.
Ted Hill thankeci the speaker. The

outgoing chairnian, W. A. Wheten, re- <

viewed the year and mentioned one of
1

the problems for next year—that of i

federation between professional en- I

gineering groups.
|

After the incoming chairman, F. E.

Milne, received the gavel of ofhce, he
|

introduced the 1955 executive: J. E. i

Kelly, vice-chairman ; A. F. Barnard.
j

secretary-treasurer; D. B. Annan, and I

R. N. Dobson, for two-year terms on
the executive; I. M. Macdonald and
J. A. Reid, for one-year terms; N. A.

Eager, councillor; W. A. Wheten and '

N. A. Parry ex-oíRcio; and N. Metcalf,

Branch representativa to the Nominat-
ing eommittee.
The meeting ooncluded after J. Kelly

thanked the outgoing executive.

Ladies Auxiliary

Mrs. F. J. Ve.u,e

News Editor

Bursary Establisbed

At the annual meeting of the Hamil-
ton Branch Auxiliary, held at Font hill,

an annual bursary for an engmeering
student attending McMaster University

was established, the student to be choseii
'

from Hamilton and district on the basis

of financial need and academic standin"

by the Prizes and Scholarship Commil-
tee of the university.

Encouiaging reports were read by tln

secretary, treasurer, and convenors oí

the bridge, crafts, music, and serviíc

interest groups.

The election of ofíicers for 1955 wa-

handled by Mrs. F. J. Veale, Mrs. D
A. McCann and Mr.s. A. Frame. Tht

new executi\'e is as follows: honorar>

life member, Mrs. L. C. Sentance;

honorary president, Mrs. Frank Milnc:

past-!.)resident, Mrs. J. A. Tyennau

;

president, Mrs. J. S. R. Beck; vice-

lire-sident, Mrs. J. R. S. Carruthers; re-

((jrding secretary, Mrs. J. G. Mitchell:

iieasurer, Mrs. J. M. Skinner; corres-

])onding secretary, Mrs. D. Friesen

;

l)rogram convenor, Mrs. J. M. Ras-

berry; social convenor, Mrs. J. J. Kelly;

membership secretary, Mrs. W. H.

Hendry; and telephone convenor. Mrs.

G. S. Wilson.
A gift was presented to the retiring ;

laesident. Mrs. J. A. Tyerman, by Mrs. \

.1. B. Wilkinson.
The coffee hostesses were Mrs. J. M.

Rasberrv; Mrs. W. A. Reid: Mrs. C.

' C. Smith; and Mrs. H. E. Seeley.
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"HAYDITE"*a lightweight aggregate...

*Registered Trade Mark

a díamond

!

HAYDITE" aggregate is a pure iron-beanng

high silica-alumina lorain shale, produced in

rotary kilns at temperatures exceeding 2000°

Fahrenheit. This intense heat burns out ali

foreign matter and causes an explosive

expansion of the shale creating myriads of

microscopic, totally-enclosed non-intercon-

necting air bubbles, each in its own vitreous

shell. This is "HAYDITE", which is chemi-

cally inert, highly resistant to fire, light in

weight (concrete made with "HAYDITE"

aggregate weighs 33% less than sand and

gravei concrete)—yet so hard and tough it

cuts glass like a díamond!

Let US teli you about "HAYDITE" for poured-in-

place structural reinforced concrete; for precast

roof and floor siabs; for roof and floor fíll; for

refractory concrete; for guniting applications,

ond for building blocks.

THE Cooksville Company l I M I T E D

general sales offices:

montreal:

105 5 Yonge Sfreef, Toronto

Aerocrete Construction Co. Ltd., 2501 Lakefleld Ave., Montreol East
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After a shoit Inisiness meeting of the

Hamilton Braneh Auxihary fhaired by
Mrs. J. S. R. Beck, an auction sale was
very ably handled by Mrs. Betty Hill-

gartner. The members had previously

been a.sked to bring Ijaked goods, pre-

serves, household articles, clothing out-

grown by their children, and any items
which someone else might be happy to

have.
The hoste.sses at the coffee hour were

Mrs. J. B. Wilkinson; Mrs. A. P. De-
laney; Mrs. R. G. Northrup; and Mrs.
E. t. S. Bailey.

At the following meeting on Febníary
25, the Auxihary was privilegcd to en-
tertain the wives of the national execu-
tive of the Engineering Institnte who
visited Hamilton. Mrs. J. N. Rasberry,
program convenor, arranged the pro-
gram which included a flower arrange-
nient demonstration.

Kitchener

John R. Runge, m.e.i.c.

Secretary-Treasurcr

J. L. FaI|R, M-Ei.I.C.

Branch News Editor

Fifth Anniversary Dinner

Many members and friends of the

Kitfhener Branch marked the fifth anni-

versary of its formation at a dinner
meeting at the Granite Club on Janu-
ary 28. The head table guests included
the chairmen of the Toronto and Hamil-
ton branches, newly elected life mem-

ber Frank Midgely of Galt, as well as

the guest speaker and civic represen-

tatives of Kitchener and Galt.

Chairman J. A. Tod gave some brief

farewell remarks, noting two items of

particular interest: the election of M.
A. Montgomery as a vice-president of

the Institute and the election of Frank
Midgely to Life Membership in the

Institute. Mr. Midgely was presented

with an unusual memento of the occa-

sion and responded with some entertain-

ing recol inti> iVoiii liis career.

The iiii I iil; rliM iiiuan, L. J. R
Sanders presenu-d .). A. Tod with the

chairman's ga\el in recognition of lus

contribution to the Branch and hi.s

transfer lo a new field of work in

Toronto.
The address of the evening was en-

titled "Atomic Power—A Review and
Future Prospects" by W. A. Osbourne,

president of Babcock-Wilcox and
Goldie-McCulloch Limited of Galt. As
Mr. Osboume was unexpectedly pre-

vented from attending, the address was

read by R. A. Green. nuclear engineer

of the same company. In draniatic term.-;

Mr. Osbourne's paper sketched the ex-

citing series of discoveries in atomic

physics and the hairied lives of the

scientists that were the basis of the

development and use of a nuclear

weapon of a devastating force hardly

dreamed of before that time.

Attention was drawn to the wartime
inheritance of .secrecy that still sur-

rounds niany of the details of the works

in\'ol\ed in the release and utilization

of the energy from fissionable material.

Even as progress in science has been
accelerated with free interchange of

ideas and Information, so also is it need-
ful that this interchange be extended
to bridge national barriers with con-
fidence and understanding to hamess
nuclear energj' for constructive ends.
Mr. Osbourne cited some of the

estimates of the cost of building and
oijerating atomic power jilants and
showed clearly that at tlie pr(\<("nt time
energy is available from othcr sources

at lower cost. Reference was made to

some of the urgent problems awaiting
better solutions, such as structural mat-
eriais, w-aste disposal, and protection of

personnel.

A short discussion period followed in

which Mr. Green answered questions

and referred to the fact that Canadians
have made substantial contributions in

tliis 'field.

Lethbridge

R. D. Hall, jr.E.i.c.

SecreLary-Treamry

P.AXTL H.XRDINC. .Ir.E.I.C.

Branch News Editor

Ladies Nighi December 1

1

The Lethbridge Branch lield a Ladies'

Night December 11, which approximate-
ly 70 members and ladies attended. Re-
freshments and dinner were served in

the Marquis Hotel.

P
mrojrogress in Water Treatment

with Nationwide Service

Alchem Limited is the
outstanding Canadian
firm in water treat-

ment service in Can-
ada today.

Alchem offers:

• Service to the field by
competent engineers.

• Complete laboratery
Services with compre-
hensive reports.

• Engineering studies.

• Specialized chemicals.

If you have a water
treatment problem in

your plant call an
Alchem representa-
tive. Alchem's field

offices are located
across Canada.

Specialized

Engineering

(Uc/lMil
and
Chemical
Services

ALCHEM LIMITED
MONCTON
WINNIPEG

MONTREAL
CALGARY

Burlington, Ont.
TORONTO LONDON SUDBURY

EDMONTON VANCOUVER

DART
UNIONS

for efficient service

and economy

Two Bronze Seais Ground to a True BallJoint

DART UNION COMPANY OF CANADA LTD
I

TORONTO CANADA
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lOUBLE ASSISTANCE GIVEN

IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF

CORROSION-RESISTANT

STORAGE VESSELS
INCO Research

Engineer discussíng

fabricotion of storage

vessels with plant personnel

of Canadian Vickers Limited.

et INCO be of servíce to you
INCO Research Engineers were able to be of service

to Canadian Vickers Limited, Montreal, P.Q.,

designers and fabricators of 24 iarge, corrosion-
resistant storage vessels for Molson's Toronto
Brewery. The correct grade of stainless steel had
been selected by Canadian Victcers Limited and
manufactured by Atlas Steels Limited, Welland,
Ontário. INCO engineers werc able to confirm the

suitability of this material and render assistance in

its fabrication . . . two of the important typical fieids

of service that INCO offers. For years INCO has

put its faciiities, personnel and expericnce at the

service of Canadian Industry. If you have a metal

selection or fabrication probicm, let INCO Dcvclop-

mcnt and F^escarch Division, with their fund of In-

formation and expcrience, be of service to you.

* Information involring corrosion, fabrication. foioulry proh-

Icnis, high and low temperature service and metais selection.

(D

NCO SERVICE
.ES WITH INCO NICKEL

lEBVICt
^

DEVELOPMENT AND
RESEARCH DIVISION

M INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED, 25 KING ST. W., TORONTO



CANADA CREOSOTING COMPANY for the best in treated timber

Any structure is sound from foundation through superstructure

when it's built with Canada Creosoting pressure-treated timbers.

Foundation pilings are "economically permanent", will give long,

usefui service life within the limits of sound economics, resulting from

low first cost and low maintenance costs. Canada Creosoting timber

is protected agoinst decay, insect attack and in salt wafer, against

marine borer attack.

Canada Creosoting timbers mean extra-long, dependable service.

Canada Creosoting Company's soles force of engineers can help

you choose your requirements and supply you quickiy with ali your

treated timber needs.

Track ties • Wood Block Floors • Bridges & Culverts • Wharves
Poles & Cross-arms • Roof Planking • Foundation Timbers &
Piling • Fence Posts • Guardrails • Mine Timbers (Salt Treated).

SALES OFFICES IN:

TRURO, N.S.

MONTREAL, P.Qi

TORONTO, Onf.

WINNIPEG. Matlj

CALGARY, AltOi

NORTH VANCOUVER, B.O

CANADA CREOSOTING
COMPANY LIMITED

Following dinner, George Brown led
iu the comnuinity singing, and Miss Joy
Dalton and Mrs. Janet McLeod enter-
tained with solo selections.

An excellent filni "The Man With A
Thousand Hands", loaned by the Inter-
national Harvester Company was shown
by Dick Beddington. The film covered
the engineering and constmction features
of the Kitimat-Keniano-Nechako project
of the Aluminum Company of Canada.
This film was of special interest to the
members since it followed the Journal
issue which covered this project in

detail.

On Saturday, January 15, 1955, the
Lethbridge Branch of the Engineering
Institute held its finst meeting of the

New Year at the El Rancho Banquet
Hall. Piano and violin entertainment
was given by Mr. and Mrs. George
Brown. W. Kergan sang "The Hills of

Home", and "The Lost Chord."
The speaker for the evening, J. Gil-

breath. westem district engineer of

Holophane Limited, was introduced by
R. MacKenzie. Speaking on the topic,

"Light for Living", Mr. Gilbreath point-
ed out that we are extremely dependent
vipon artificial lighting from the time
we are born and throughout life. The
light that has raised our standard of

living has been taken for granted until

a power failure causes inconvenience.s in

our homes and institutions, and on our
highways.

It is often neces.sary to re-light build-

ings which may be many years old. The
Holophane lenses gather light rays and
throw them at various angles, or they
niay spread the light or just concen-
trate it. This control of light by prisms
is 99 per cent efRcient. The concen-

tratcd light required in o]:)erating rooms,
the fluorescent light required in stores.

ofiices, etc, the umbrella spread type of

light required for streets. ali require

special types of glass and lenses.

Mr. Gilbreath also gave some inter-

esting statistics on the efficiency of

various types of lights. An ordinaiy

lamp of 100 per cent illumination, has

an illumination efficiency ranging from
11 per cent to 18 per cent; an
ordinarj' lamp with radal wave re-

flector of 85 per cent illumination. has

an efficiency ranging from l(i per cent

to 18 per cent; a lamp with deep reflec-

tor of 14 per cent illumination has an
efficiency ranging from 25 per cent to

30 per cent; while a lamp with prismatic

globe 65 per cent illumination has an

efficiency between 40 per cent and 55

per cent.

The addition of refractors allows an
increase in the spacing of luminares. Mr.
Gilbreath briefly discussed the B.C .D.

rating or brightness, comfort, disability

rating, and showed slides on the various

eíTocts of artificial lighting in buildings.

Mr. Gilbreath was thanked by C. E.

Little.

Montreal

R. J. H.yjVEY, M.E.l.C,

Secretary-Treasurer

J. A. P.AGET, M.E.l.C,

Publicity Chairman

Sir Adam Beck No. 2 Power Development

On November 30, 1954, the Civil

Section was addressed by O. E. John-

ston, M.E.l.C, project engineer during

construction of the Sir Adam Beck
development, and recently appointed

assistant generation engineer for the

Hydro Electric Power Commission of

Ontário. The speaker was introduced by

L. E. Mitchell, m.fj.i.c

With the aid of excellent slides, the

speaker showed the various features of

the project including the slot type in-

take structures, excavation and lining

of two 5-mile tunnels of 51 ft. exca-

vated diameter, and the construction oí

21/2 roiles of canal in open cut. Exceol

for a short length of lined trapez.oidal

section adjoining the tunnel outlets, th-'.

canal is an unlined rectangular section.

At one point in its length, the open

cut canal crosses the power canal for

No. 1 development at 45 degrees. The
forebays of the two plants are also

interconnected through an open chan-

nel adjoining the intake structures.

Extensive use of model tests was

made in determining the shapes and

dimensions of the crossovers and shape

of forebay No. 2. Mr. Johnston esti-

mated that model tests on the latter

shape effected a saving of half a million

dollars in rock excavation.

Under the terms of the 1950 Niagara

Treaty which permitted this develop-

ment, the Commission was required to
j

maintain a flow of 100.000 c.f.s. over the
|

Falis during the daylight hours of the
j

tourist season, but the flow could be
j

reduced to 50,000 c.f.s. during the night
j
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WHITTUNG ON THE

GRAND SCALE
Paring down massive logs to the almost

paper-thin plies that make up plywood board

is a really massive job of whittling. But at

Commonwealth Plywood the machinery of

production doesn't stop at cutting. In its

journey through the plant, the lumber

is handled by conveyors and jointers,

clippers and dryers, a long succession

of machines ali working at top speed.

Effective lubrication is a major problem.

Commonwealth chose multi-purpose

Alvania for ali machinery

—

thereby replacing a number of

lubricants used previously—

a

saving both in time and money.

Shell Alvania is a product of

Shell Research. Its use at

Commonwealth Plywood is

further proof of the success of

Sheirs efiforts to help

Canadian industry.

THE ENGINEERING JOURNAL March, 1955

Machinery used for producing
plywood from lumber by (;omnion-
wealth Plywood Co. Ltd. at Ste.

Tlicròse, Qucbcc, is lubricated
with Shell Alvania Grease.

SHELL

ALVANIA
GREASE

SHELL OIL COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED
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Take a peek—

Avail yourself of crisp, professional advice on mining stocks:

THREE MONTHS' TRIAL SUBSCRIPTION TO
BABSON'S "REPORTS ON CANADIAN MINES'

'

In the financial centres of Canada, anyone can get enough mining
"trips" to fill a portfolio twice over—but biiying "tips" is depending
too neavily on the good graces of lady luck.

The BABSON organization—now in the FIFTIETH year—provides

REPORTS ON CANADIAN MINES for those who want independent

and sound advice on mining securities.

To take advantage of this three months' trial ofTer, simply cHp this

advertisement and send it to us with your name, address and cheque
or money order for $11.25 and you will receive a valuable segment of

our mining service, providing similar help and under same terms and
regulations.

BABSON'S CANADIAN REPORTS LIMITED
HARBOUR COMMISSION BLDG. DEPT. E. J. TORONTO 1, ONT.

and throughout the winter months. To
take full advantage of the power
p-otential, a storage reservoir is being
constnicted adjacent to the forebay
and a pump-turbine plant will be built

to raise the water to the reservoir. This
will permit the installation of fom-
additional units at the No. 2 station.

utilizing the flow from the reservoir in

periods when maximum flow is required
over the Falis. The Commission is also

oonstructing a control dam on the Nia-
gara River below the No. 2 plant
intakes to stabilize water leveis and
provide adequate regulation of flow
over the Falis.

Mr. Johnston indicated that the ulti-

mate capacity of the 16-unit plant will

be 1,680,000 hp. The 6-unit pump-
turbine plant will contribute an addi-
tional 236,000 hp. Estimated cost of
the development is $350,000,000.

G. Hoganson, m.e.i.c, expressed the
appreciation of the audience for this
very interesting and informative talk.

A.G.T.
Atomic and Solor Baiteries

At the meeting of the Electrical Sec-
tion November 30 the guest speaker wiis

Dr. Paul Rappaport.
At the present time a great deal of

publicity is being given to production
of atomic energy by the two processes
of fission and fusion; fission in the case
of heavy atoms such as uranium, and
fusion in the case of light atoms as
hydrogen. Dr. Rappaport reported on
another method of obtaining "atomic
energy", that is, by extracting energy
directly from radioactive particles.

This method converts the energy of

radioactive particles directly to electri-

cal energy without the necessity x)f

tran.sforming the atomic energy into

heat as is the case, at the present time,

with the fusion and fission processes.

This is lhe method weed in atomic bat-

teries. The radioactive particles which

one could consider for use in an atomic
batterv- are alpha, beta and gamma par-

ticles. Alpha particles carry two posi-

tive charges. Alpha emitters are not,

however, too efficient or too practical.

A beta particle carries one negative

c:harge, has approximately 1/2000 the

mass of the hydrogen atom and is, in

fact, an electron. Beta particles are of

the most interest in the direct produc-
tion of electrical power, at the present

time. Gamma particles carry no charge
and are similar to X-rays in this respect.

They constitute powerful and penetrat-

ing ray.s but are diíficult to use in prac-

tice.

A radioactive material for use in an
atomic battery should be a beta emit-
ter with these characteristics

:

1.—Long Life

2.—Material should emit spontaneously
and sliDuld not be affected by tem-
perature, humidity etc.

3.—Vacuum should not be required.

Strontium 90 is a highly suitable ma-
terial for this use, having a half life of

20 years. It produces no gammas, and
hence no .sheilding is required. The end
l^roducts are, stable.

Atomic and solar batteries are similar

in that both transform radiation energy
directly into electrical energy. These de-

vices are not new. The presently known

types of atomic batteries may be

divided into four classes.

The first of these is called the high

vacuum charger. This was one of the

first types experimented with. The volt-

age produced is about 3..5.10', the cur-

rent about 1.10^, and the eíRciency

about 25 per cent. It requires a vacuum
and is a laboratory device.

The second type of battery is the

dielectric charger. In this device beta

]iarticles are emitted in air and pene-

ira te the film between two metal plate.s.

The voltage produced is about Iti.flflO,

the current about l.lOii ^jjj eíiiciency

about 1 per cent. This is a high im-

pedance device of limited usefulness.

The third type of battei-y is called the

contact potential cell. The voltage is

about one volt per cell, current about
1.10^^ ampere, and eíiiciency about 1.10^

per cent.

The fourth type consi.sts of the elec-

tron voltaic devices. This is the iiiost

practical type at the present time. Such

batteries are being produced and sold

commercially. An atomic battery utiliz-

ing the electron voltaic effect coní^ists

of an NPN Germanium or Silicon junc-

tion which is bombarded by beta par-

ticles. If the energy of the Beta particle

is greater than the strength of the bond

in the crystal lattice then the bond can

hp broken, creating a hole and a free

elfction. This may result in a cun-ent

niultipiication of about 10". The released

electrons flow across the junction, pro-

ducing a voltage which will cause a

current to flow in an externai circuit.

In the.se devices, a radioactive source

of 50 millicuries is used. For Silicon, the

voltage produced is about 0.2 volts per

cell, the current is 1.10* ampere and the

efficiency is about 2 per cent.

Such a silicon battery can operate

transistorized devices. This is their main

field of application at the present time,

although other uses are envisioned, such

as driving clocks, etc.

A typical batterj-- occupies a volume

of one cubic centimeter and produces

i).3(i milliwatts at the present time. Using

a 200 millicurie .source and a theoretical-

ly higher possible eíiiciency a silicon

battery could produce 36 milliwatts per

cc. as an upper limit. The voltage ol

these cells drops with time. This is

thought to be due to damage to the

crystal lattice by high energy particles.

The silicon battery operates vei-y weli a'

low temperatures, in fact, the output i^

about 20 times greater at -60"C. than il

is at onC.

This battery has the unusual featurc

that almost ail the power developed can

be delivered to the load.

M. M.
Lightning Protection

On Monday, December 13, 1954, L
M. Connors gave an interesting speec'i

on lightning protection.

Lightning occurs when negati\c

charges in a cloud becDme so great thal

the air gap breaks down and the neg.i-

tive charges rush to join the positnv

charges in the earth. Photographic evi-

dence shows that streamers sometimes

leap out of the earth, attracted by the

negative charges in the cloud which

then rush to earth to complete the

stroke. Thunder does not aJways accom-

pany lightning. When it does occur,

thunder of cour.se i> r-.iu-od by the sud-

den expansion of the air which has been

heated by the lightnmg discharge.
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The Most Outsfanding Deve/opment

in Blast Ho/e Vrilling Equipment!

lUustrated is a JOY 58 B.H. Champion driiiing in

a cement quarry located in the front range of die

Canadian Rockies. Elsewhere this pioneer Rotary

Blast Hole Drill has successfully replaccd up to

five or six Churn Drills in opcrations wlicrc

extremely hard dolomite limestone is cncountered.

Overall drilling costs are reduced so drastically that

the machine has been economically applicd to

opera tions where the capital expenditure for such

a machine would not otherwisc be contemplated.

The 58 B.H. is capable ot drilling holes up to T'"

diameter to a depth of 250 feet or more whilc main-

taining high drilling cfHcicncy. For íurthcr details

of cost rcduction inquire at your nearcst JCl' office.

JOY MANUFACTURING COMPANY
(CANADA) LIMITED gait, ontario

ST. JOHN'S . SYDNEY •

SUDBURY

KIRKLANO lAKE
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Lightning discharges occur in periods

of time measured in microseconds;

lience when lightning strikes a powir
line it sets up a very steep fronted

wave. The surge impedance of the

line, a typical value for which is 500

ohms, wiil determine what the resultant

current and voltage will be at any point.

This surge current may be as high as

50,000 amperes.
If this steep fronted wave hits an

open eircuit such as an open s\vitch, the

voltage rises to twice its value, the

current drops to zero at the open eir-

cuit and a reflected wave of the same
polarity is reflected back on the line.

Now a transformer at the end of a

line often has a higher surge impedance
than 500 ohms. Hence when the light-

ning surge current reaches the trans-

former, the voltage will rise to some
value le.ss than twice its previous value

and this may cause the insulation to

flash over unless lightning arresters are

present.

A lightning arrester must present a

very high impedance at the normal 60

cycle voltage on the line, must preseut

a \'ery much lower impedance to the

higher lightning surge voltages, thus
draining the impulse off the ground,
then must immediately present its nor-

mal high impedance to the line voltage
to seal off any power are. Since, as

l.)reviously mentioned, this action takcs
place in the order of microseconds, a

lightning arrester has an arduous duty
lo i)erform.

Overhead lines are more subject to

(lamage than substations. Substation in-

sulation le\el is generally lower than

the line insulation levei but since sub-

stations are so very important to the

system we are justified in spending more
on protection. Overhead lines are usual-

ly proteoted by an overhead ground
wire.

Lightning arresters ha\e been devel-

oped which have a special kind of gap
tbat is shunted and shielded and whose
operation is predictable. Basic insula-

tion standards have been establi.shed at

various insulation leveis. A standard
waveform for use in testing lightning

protective de\'ices has been standard-
ized. II is called the 1% by 40 wave, so

called because it reaches its peak in

IV2 microseconds and recedes to half

peak value in 40 microseconds.

There are two main types of arrest-

ers, the station type and line type. Line
types are rated up to 73 kv. and station

types as high as desired. The important
points to consider are IR droji and
durability. In general, station types are

superior. In testing arresters the AIEE
has set up various standards. One of

these is that the arrester must with-
stand 150 amperes for 2,000 microsec-

onds ajjplicd 20 times.

It was pointed out that a machine is

not necessarily protect«d by having a
transformer between it and the line. In
the case of an overhead line feeding a

machine, an arrester should be placed
about 1,500 feet from the machine out
on the line. It is very important from
the point of view of lightning protec-
tion to have very low resistance

grounds.

Following Mr. Connors' speech, slides

were shown. G. E. Lewis gave a com-
mentary on the slides, recapitulating

the points brought out in Mr. Connors'
s])eech. A question and answer period
followed.

The Royo/ MilitarY College
Looks to Chemical Engineering

Dr. J. W. Hodgins of the Royai Mili-
tary College, Kingston, Ont., was the
guest speaker at the meeting held in

the Ofíicers' Mess of the Royai Cana-
dian Engineers' Armoury at .3 Hillside

A\'e., Westmount. on Thursday, Janu-
ary 29, sponsored by L. A. Phillips.

Major J. N. Davies, meeting chairman,
introduced Dr. Hodgins.
Dr. Hodgins' talk covered staff and

student work at R.M.C, in the field of

chemical engineering; laboratory facili-

ties at R.M.C.; reasons for staff re.search

at R.M.C.; a technical description of

the proce-ssing of flame thrower fuels;

and a technical discussion of solar

energy storage.

In his discussion of flame thrower
fuels he empha.sized the desirable anJ
unusual shear characteristics for a good
fuel, and the processing techniques in-

volved in their preparation.
The solar energy talk centred around

low levei storage media, application lo

domestic heating, geographical and eco-

nomic considerations and limitation.s,

and meteorológica} factors involved.
L. A. Phillips thanked Dr. Hodgins at

the end of his talk and opened the

meeting to questions and discussion

from the audience. A lively question
poriod followed, with most of the dis-

CHECK
SWING
VALVES
• Maximum FIow

• Screwed or Flanged

• Standard (150 p.s.I. Steam)

• Extra Heavy (300 p.s.i. Steam)

• Bronze Regrinding Disc

• Can be reground without

removing from the line

DISTRIBUTORS ACROSS CANADA

DEPENOABLE, EFFICIENT, EASY-TO-USE

Production costs go down . . . operating effi-

ciency up, when you install Chromalox Electric

Circulation Heaters. They give you measured
quantities of heat at temperatures up to 750° F

that can be rapidly reached and accurately

controlled. Dependable, around-the-clock
operation with minimum maintenance. Widese-
lection to meet your specific heat requirements.

FOR

MORE
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HOW

Wiite (or Calalos

Ulls the (ull slorVc
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THE CANADIAN CHROMALOX CO. LTD.

251 Queen St. E., Toronto
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Economy off Productíon

starts

at the

Drafting-

Board

Kodagraph Reproductíon Materials

save draftíng time and expense

• Kodagraph Autopositive intermediates
and reproductions ensure an adequate sup-

ply of fresh, crisp drawings for ali your
plant operation's needs at low cost.

Your skilled draftsmen need no longer

waste valuable time re-tracing or even
re-drafting drawings which have become
illegible through age and rough handling.

Kodagraph Autopositive intermediates

make clear legible copies of even old and

badly soiled originais.

You can get these photographic inter-

mediates more easily, faster — at less cost.

There is a Kodagraph Reproductíon ma-

terial to streamline your flow of work.

Kodagroph
Reproductíon Materials

^The big NEW PLUS in engineering drawing reprodtictiofi'

• Kodagraph Autopositive Paper
Extra Thin for high-quality
photographic intermediates at

lowest cost.

Kodagraph Autopositive Paper
Translucent for faster print-
ing, more durable, easier-to-
revise intermediates.

» Kodagraph Repro-Negative
Paper for black-line interme-

diates from negative-type
originais.

• Kodagraph Autopositive Film

for very fast-printing inter-

mediates of highest quality.

• Kodagraph Contact Paper
Translucent for fast-printing,

durable, very high-quality

intermediates.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED

Toronto 9, Ontário

P/ease send me more detailed informalion on Kodagraph
Reproduciion Materials.

NAME

POSITION

COMPANY

STREET

CITY

PROVINCE
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cussion centred aiound careers for

graduate,s in chemical engineering in

the anned forces.

Principies of fconom/c Manufacture

M. ,1. Oldeishaw, chairman of the

meeting held on Tuesday, December 11,

opened the session with introduetory
reinarks on the extensive career of the
speaker, Bruce A. C. Hills who is gen-
eral manager of the Canadian brancii

of Urwick. Orr and Partners Ltd., Con-
sulting specialistá in organization and
management. Attendance at the meet-
ing was .small, due to extremely bad
weather.
The subject of Mr. Hills' speech was

"Principies of Economic Manufacture"
and it can truly be said that he spoke
exceptionally weil on this subject.
Economic manufacturing can really

be summarized by one principie which,
in itself. is a basic definition : maxinium
output of finished goods with minimum
resources of raw material, labour, time,
eciuipment and money.
As mentioned by Mr. Hills, ali man-

agement ba.sed on .simiile fundamentais
is too often labelled with complicated
names. He stressed that the main poiut
in the application of this rule was that
the minimum costs were c^rtainly not
obtainable by using ali the minima
mentioned. Sometimes, a cheap mater-
ial means more breakage, hence the
higher cost. Al.so, cheap labour i.s ofton
translated, on closer inspection, which
results in higher costs again. The eco-
nomic solution lies in a perfect balance
study of the relative effect of each of
the cost constituents of one product. In
industry, it is the role of the cost an-
alyst to determine where is the more
efíicient combination.
Another important point mentioned

by Mr. Hills was the u.se of standard-
ized materiais. Often, designers are too
lazy to expend the effort of imagination
and the time to study materiais readily
available on the market, and specify
some special sizes at a detrimental
premium cost. Mr. Hills also mentioned
briefly the imijortance of quality coii-

trol which is actually a subject in itself.

Tiie relation between indirect labour
(ofíice clerks, de.signers, storekeepers
etc.) and direct productive labour
(machinerv' operators). should compare
one to one, usually. The rule, in eco-
nomic manufacture, is to endeavour to
obtain, with good machinery, the maxi-
nium outinit from direct labour and

.simultaneously minimize expenditures

incurred by indirect labour.

Emphasis was also given to flow ma-
terial control which, according to Mr.
Hills, is not only useful in plants where
quantity product ion is done but also

anywhere a definite product is manu-
factured.

After a .short period of questioning

during which the subject of electronic

computors in cost analvsis was intro-

ducer. A. N. Oldíield thanked Mr. Hills.

The St. Lawrence Seaway

A meeting was lield on Thursday,
.January 13, in the auditorium of the

Bell Telephone Company building on
Beaver Hall Hill.

The subject of the conference, ''The

St. Lawrence Seaway— A Montreal
Problem." and the reputation of the

two speakers, C. E. Campeau, assistant

director and superintendent of master
plan division for the City of Montrejl.
and George S. Mooney, co-director of

Montreal Economic and Tourist Devel-
opment Bureau, attracted over 350

mombers. Both speakers were intro-

duced by the chairman, R. K. Thoman.
The talk was divided into four parts:

Mr. Campeau spoke first on "Some His-

torical and General Considerations"

;

Mr. Mooney then spoke on "The Eco-
nomic Influence of the Seaway"; and
Mr. Campeau on "Some Physical As-
pects of the Problem". There was then

a question jieriod.

Mr. Campeau told the assembly that

ever since 1895 there had been talks on
the St. Lawrence Seaway but it was iu

May 1954 that the American Congress
decided to join Canada in the venture.

In the Montreal area, the estimated
cost of the project amounts to $122,-

500,000 not including hydro-electric dr-

\elopment. The total project should
cost $206.000,000 to Canada plus $186,-

000,000 to tlio United States. The
capacity of the seaway will be 50,000,-

000 tons vearlv compared with present
figure of ÍO,006,000 tons.

It was stressed by Mr. Campeau that

though Montreal has a master plan to

govern the immense changes brought
about by the seaway, there is, unfor-
tunately, no master plan for the total

area affected, to control the industrial

expansion, protect residential districts,

help trafíic conditions, etc.

Mr. Mooney then summarized hls

views on economic factors likely to

alTect the future wealth of metropoli-

tan Montreal after the seaway will be
complete. There will be some losses,

undoubtedly, but also some compen-
sations.

Mr. Mooney 's main argument regard-

ing the benefits that Montreal would
desire from the St. Lawrence seaway
can be briefly summarized thus: The
whole of Canada would expand indu.s-

trially and commercially, and this booin
would be reflected on MontreaTs eco-

nomic situation. A second advantag°
for Montreal lies in the fact that the

Laprairie basin, which is expected to

become highly industrialized can
considered an extension of metropolitan
Montreal.

Finally. Mr. Mooney pointed out a

number of basic industries which will

not move from Montreal that will be- i

come even more prosperous, i.e. irou.

oil, aluminum, clothing, etc.

The third part of the meetinj:,

"Physical Aspects of the Seaway", wis
'

troated by Mr. Campeau who provcd
that not only the south shore munici-
palities were affected by this gigantie

enterprise. The importance of the La-
|

chine canal will change, the harbour
|

will have to be modernized, the La- 1

prairie basin will "boom" and finally I

the shifting towards the south of the 1

metroiiolitan industrial axis will un- I

doubtedly re.sult in a similar .shifting of
|

trafiic arteries. 1

To conclude this intere.sting meeting, I

the speakers answered ably a number F

of questions from the audience, and
(

were in turn thanked by D. B. Arra- i

strong of Dominion Bridge.

Niagara Península

C. E. WiLLIAMSON, jr.E.I.C,

Secretary Treasurer

E. B. Canby, jr.E.i.c.,

Bmnrii News Editor

Automobile Styling

Fifty-cight members and guests werej

present for the first monthly meeting of
j

1955. It was held at the Niagara Falis
j

Public Library, Drummond branch, onj

Thursday, January 20. The guest speaker 1

was Charles Éder, chief inspector forj

General Motors, Oshawa. He was in-

troduced by Mr. Scott.

Mr. Eder made a few brief remark>

about automobiles, but said he would!

have more to say after he had presented

!

DISTRIBUTED FROM COAST TO COAST CATALOGUES ON REQUEST

J. A. WILSON LIGHTING & DISPLAY LTD. LAKESHORE ROAD, TORONTO 14, ONT. PHONE CLifford 1-33
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ROTARY

100 125-LB.
PRESSURE

3300 C.F.M.
ACTUAL FREE-AIR DELIVERY

^^enc eme

FULLER ROTARY COMPRESSOR

THE ROTARY PRINCIPIE, AND FULLER'S ADVANCED DESIGN,

y/£iD THESf kOykmkGlS:

FOUNDATION—Less costiy since bearing only dead load; no unbalanced forces.

INITIAL COST—Lower— because there is less machine per cubic foot of air.

EFFICIENCY—Maintained throughout life of machine— blades automatically compensate for wear.

AIR SUPPLY—Steady ! No pulsotion as in reciprocating compressors.

MAINTENANCE—Only semi-annual or annual inspection required.

SPACE—Considerably less than required for conventional horizontal reciprocating compressors.

Reques/ a copy of Bullefin C-5A for defailed

informafion on the principie and pracfice of

FULLER Rotary Compressors and Vacuum Pumps.

FULLER also produces many distinct types of

pneumatic conveying systems, each precisely

engineered for bulk handting of a wide variety of

fine and granular materiais. Ask for Bultetin G-1.

FULLER PRODUCTS are available through our

offices at:

HALIFAX

TORONTO
EOMONTON

MONTREAL
LONDON
CALGARY

MORRISBURG
REGINA

VANCOUVER

Sales • Rental • Service • Parts
NINE OFFICES COAST TO COAST
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two colour films: "Look of Things," that

showed how new automobile styles are

born. This film tiaced the normal pro-

cedure of artists' sketches, group con-

sideration by the top execiitives, quarter

scale clay models, full sized clay mock
ups, and last the working pilot models.

"Sand and Flame'' depicted the manu-
facture of glass and in particular the

manufacture of automobile í^afety glai^s.

The manufacturing process from the

selection of high grade sand to today's

modern curved automobile windshield.?

was described.

After showing the movies Mr. Eder
spoke on some of the factors that will

affect the automobiles that will be driven
ten years from now. No longer is the

automobile the product of a single

genius or guidmg liglit, but rather the

net result of research and industry work-
ing together. Cylindoi- heads are now
made of die cast aluminum parts that

are assembled as a sandwich and brazed
together by a special process. Tomorrow,
engine blocks may be made by a similar

process. Catalytic refining of gasoline

and similar advances in producing lubri-

cating oil have made today's high com-
jirpssion engines possible.

With the pa.ssing of the years auto-
matic transmissions will become cheaj)-

er, simpler and ahnost 100 per cent
reliable. Mr. Eder predicted that time
would see some spectacular innovations
in suspension and ride control, and said

that brakes are due for more than casual
attention. As a result of rising wool
prices after the war the automobile
manufacturers have been forced to turn

to synthetic fibres for inleriors which
are today colour harmonized.
He was thanked by Mr. Davidson and

the meeting was adjourned.

Ottawa

G. A. SUTHERLAND, M.E.I.C.

Secretary-Treasurer

CE. HOWARD, M.E.I.C.

Branch Neivs Editor

Film Night

The Ottawa Branch presented an ex-

eellent program of films on November
25, 1954, at the auditorium of the Radio
and Electrical Engineering Building,

National Research Council.
The following films were presented:
"Breakthrough"—Another film depict-

ing part of the fabulous Kitimat story.

It tells of the prodigious feat of tunnel-

ling through 10 miles of solid granite.

"Soils and Foundations''— A colour
film showing soil exploration, soil move-
nient, and problems caused by shrink-
able clays.

''The Fluoridation Story"—A cartoon
gi\ ing a brief account of the benefits of

fluoridated water in preventing tooth
decay.
"Aerated Concrete"—A film produced

by the B r i t i s h Building Research
Station.

Roberi N. Boyd Describes Nylon Plant

The Maitland Works of Dui)ont of

Canada was the subject of an excellent

talk given by Robert N. Boyd, super-
\ising design engineer of Dupont of

Canada, Montreal, to the Ottawa Branch
at a luncheon meeting on December 9,

1954 in the Chateau Laurier.

The function of the Maitland plant

is the manufacture of two complex
organic chemicals — adipic acid and
hexaniethylene diamine, the latter com-
monly known as diamine. These chem-
icals are called nylon intermediates since

they are used principally at the present

time for the manufacture of nylon con-

tinuous filament -and staple yarn.

The operations at Maitland comprise
the first step in a four step process in

the manufacture of nylon yarn from the

basic raw materiais. Nylon productiou

in Canada has followed a "reverse order

of developnient '', working backwards
from the finished product to the domes-
tic production of the required raw
materiais. When the Kingston nylon

yarn plant was first built, equipment was
provided for the last step only, and the

raw material, in the form of nylon flake,

was imported from the United States.

Later, as the market expanded, it be-

canie economical to manufacture nylon
flake here, at which point the imported
raw material became nylon salt solution.

Still later, with further expansion of the

market, the second step, the manufac-
ture of nylon salt solution from nylon

intermediates, was added.
With further expansion of the Cana-

dian market it at last became econo-

mically justifiable to instai the neces-

.sary equipment for the production of

nylon intermediates. This step, which is

by far the largest, involves complex
petrochemical operations and requires

A Reeenf Installation in Montreal

Developed to the point of practical perfection, this

Economiser costs no more than other types of heat-
recovery equipment.

Green's would be glad to talk over your particular

application.

The Cast-lron Gilled-Tube

ECONOMISER
with the World-Wide Reputation

So many Canadian industries are enjoying its

faultless, mointenance-free service

District Heating

Pulp and Paper

Engineering Works

Plywoods and Veneers

Atomic Energy

Petro-chemicals

Hospitais Brewing

Foodstuffs Defence

Explosives Cement

Textiles Electrical

The /isf grows steadily

GREENSecooofíliseí
8685 LaSalle BIvd., Montreal 32
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iBethIehem Buys from the World
To help make its millions of tons of steel each year,

Bethlehem imports raw materiais from 41 countries

around the globe.

We must have, for example, such important

products as chrome, tin, tungsten, manganese,

fluorspar, hemp, rubber, paper pulp, and chem-

icals. Some of these materiais actually go into the

steels we make; others are required for plant oper-

ations that contribute to the various phases of

steel-production.

Vou know Bethlehem as one of the foremost pro-

ducers of steel and steel products in numerous

forms. But think of Bethlehem, too, as a large-scale

customer who buys from many diííerent markets

ali over the world. Bethlehem Steel Export Cor-

poration, 25 Broadway, New York 4, U.S. A.

Canadian Representatives

Bethlehem Steel Export Company of Canada, Limited

Dominion Square Building, Montreal; Royai Bank Building, Toronto

A. L. Murray, Marine Building, Vancouver; James G. Crawford, St. John s, Newfoundland
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Quebec Branch Ball

The anniial l)all of the Qiiel»e<' Braii<-h oii Jamiarv 21 was schoíhiled as an event
of the Quehee (larnival. Among lhe l)raiieh oflicerw and giiesls preseiit were:
froiii left to right, Mrs. Kohert Painchaiid, Mrs. Georges Demers, Hon. Wilfriíl

Haniel, Mayor of" Qiiehec, Mrs. Giiillaiinie Piette, Mrs. (i. E. Sarault and Mrs.
K. L. Dunsmore. Standiíig, Hohert Paiiichaiid, direetor of the Corporation of
Professional Engineers of yuehec; (ieorges Deniers, presidem of the Cor-
poration; (riiillaunie Piette, chairnian of the Branch; C E. Saraiilt, past-
ohairnian; and li. E. Diinsniore, ehairnian of the Montreal Braneh.

Eeft lo right: Paul C.hapiit, president of the Queen's Comniitlee <>l lho (^iit'l>ee

Carnival; Eionel Swifl, ehairnian of lhe Ball (^ommittee; Miss Marthe í^renier,
Ski Qiieen; (^iiillaiinie Piette. Miss Patrieia Lewin, Queen of La Chanil>re de
Commeree des Jeiínes de Qiiéhec; Mon. Wilfrid llaniel, Miss Estelle Côté,
(iiirling Qiieen; (i. E. Sarault, Koger Desjardins, secretary-treasurer of the
Braneh; and Henri Beiqiie, vice-president of the Quebec Carnival.

A group of engineers, doctors and lawyers attending the Ball.
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technical skills of the highest order. The
Maitland plant was described by Mr.
Boyd.
The plant was wholly designed by the

Ciinadian eiigineering department with
tlir ii clinicai support of E. I. du Pont
de \i'iii()\ii-s and Company Inc. of the
Unitt il Siaii >. Construction wa.s handled
1)\' Fi ascr-i^iace Engineering Company
Liiiutid, DcMiíii Work began in October
1 !•.')! I, and tii'ld vvork .started about a yeur
la ler. The plant was jiut into operation
progressively from September through
November. 1953.

The plani manufactures nylon inter-

niediates from the .-^implest basic raw 1

material. While nylon can be made from
c-oal, air and water—original processes '

being based on these materiais—in the
;

nrwer process used at Maitland. air and
;

water continue to be used, buti the other
;

i-aw material becomes cyclohexane. Thi.s i

material, which is derived from crude i

oil, is a minor constituent of most ga-so- !

lines on the market today. i

Since the products of Maitland Work.s i

are consumed at the Kingston plant, an i

important consideration in our choice of !

plant site was its proximity to Kingston. i

The chemical processes at Maitland ;

are carried out in six main buildings.
\

Two other buildings manufacture nitric
|

acid and hydrogen which are used in I

the process. The process is coutroUed by
one of the most extensive automatic
control installations in Canada. I

In the first stage of the process, the i

cyclohexane is oxidized with air, in the
j

jiresence of a catalyst. The product of

this reaction is a mixture of a ketone ,

and an alcohol, together with several

impurities.

The purified ketone-alcohol mixture i.^

then reacted with nitric acid, manufac-
tured on the site from ammonia, to pro-

duce a white crystalline solid called

adipic acid. Numerous impurities are

also formed in this reaction and exten-

fiive facilities are prpvided for the re-

fining of the adipic acid by a two-step

crystallization, filtration and centrifug- 1

ing process, followed by drying. This
|

adipic acid is both one of the products

shipped to Kingston and the main raw

material for the balance of the Maitland

|)lant. The operations just described

occupy three of the six main process

buildings.

In the next buildiug, the adipic acid is

reacted with ammonia at high tempera-

ture to produce crude adiponitrile. Here

again the reaction is relatively simple.

init the puritication requires treatmeut

m a complex system of distillation

towers involving repeated pumpinfi

operations.

Piu-ified adiponitrile is the main raw

material for the next and final stage.

This involves the production of diamint

by the high pressure hydrogenat ion ol

the adiponitrile. The hydrogen is pro-

(lucfd at the site by an electrolytic

li.\(lrogen ])lant. Once again, the product

oí the reaction must be refined m au;

elaborate series of distillation columnsj

before it is pumped to tank cars for

shipment to Kingston.
j

'

Mr. Boyd described other installa-í

I luns at Maitland—steam boilers, waterj

pumps, and transformers and central .ser-

vice iiuildings.
;|

When Maitland Works was developed

in an area which has been predominant-
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ly agricultural, much fhoiight was de-

voted to the design and the mcthod of

operation. Potential poUution problems

were discussed witli the Ontário Depart-

ment of Health, and their assistance was

instrumental ia the development of the

high standards achieved. Atmospheric

poUulion lias been virtuallj' eliminated

by the caustic scrubbing of objection-

able process fumes. Extensive facilities

were also provided for the prevmtion of

river pollution. One of the con.sultants

ou this subject was the Philadelphia

Academy of Natural Sciences. This or-

ranization, prior to plant startup, car-

ried out an extensive biodynamic survey

of the St. LawTence River adjacent to

the plant site, and gave the river a clean

bill of health. Further surveys, after

plant startup, will provido a check on

the effectiveness of efíluent treatment

facilities.

The production and service facilities

installed afc the Maitland Works occupy

about 100 acres of the 1,500 acre plant

site which was purchased. There is a

high rcgard for the industrial potential

of the St. Lawrence River valley, and

the belief that the balance of the prop-

erty will not be used indefinitely for

farming. As a matter of fact, the Com-
pany has already announced the start of

construction of a second production unit

for the site. This is a plant for the manu-
facture of "Freon" fluorinated hydrocar-

bons. These materiais are used as re-

frigerants and as aerosol propelicnts.

The Company, said Ãlr. Boyd, is

pleased to share responsibility for the

industrial development of the St. Law-
rence River valley. It feels that, by the
construction of plants like that at Mait-
land, it contributes to the rapid indus-
trial progress of the country.

Mv. Boyd was introduced by the chair-

man, R. E. Hayes, and lhanked by T.
Foulkes.

W. D. Forrester Speaker at Lurtcheon

"Tran.-iient Transits in tiic .\rctic" was
the title of the talk given by W. D.
Forre.ster, of the astronomy section,

Geodetic Survey Branch, Department of

Mines and Technical Survej^s, at the

luncheon meeting of the Ottawa Branch
in the Chateau Laurier on January 6,

1955. The three fundamental quantities

that are determined from the stars in

survey woi-k are latitude, longitude, and
azimuth. In the remote north the main
application of astronomy has been to

.supply latitude and longitude control for

aerial mapping wheie more precise sur-

veys such as triangulation are as yet im-
practicable. A little farther south, the

stars have been used to settle the bound-
ary between the western provinces and
the Northwest Territorie.?, defined as the
60th parallel of north latitude. Further
.-outh .still, astronomy is u.sed to check
the control of azimuth of precise tri-

angulation nets.

Mr. Forrester supplemented his re-

marks with a series of bcautifully
coloured lantern slides. These showed
the Instruments used in taking observa-
tions such as the Tavistock theodelito.

Whon oquippcd with a stride levei, it is

used to observe azimuth for triangula-
tion control. It is also used to observe
latitude and longitude of secondary ac-
curacy, that is, lo within about 150 feet.

He also showed a Heyde astronomia
transit of the broken telesoope typc.
The telescope swings back and forth

from North to South to observe stars

as they transit across the meridian. With
it, latitude and longitude are determined
precisely, that is, to within 10 feet or less.

It was further stated that the record-
ing and time signal apparatus consisted
of a radio for recciving time signals

from Ottawa or Washington; a chrono-
meter; and a chronograph with a rotat-

ing drum on which is recorded the time
off the chronometer as well as the star

record of the observing transit.

Although the field season is generally

from the middle of May until about
the end of September, sometimes special

conditions roquire that a job be done
in winter. In the case of a survej- to

locate the northern boundary of Alberta

and the eastern section of tlie northern
boundary of British Columbia, muskeg
rendered cross-country travei in summer
impracticable, and the lakes were too

shallow for aircraft. Hence, in the win-

ters of 1950 and 1951 the survey party

We are regularly supplying to industr/ overhead electric cranes up to a maximum lifting capacity

of 150 tons. We will be privileged to ofFer a specification to meet your requirements.

CRANB € HOlST CO. LTD.

REDDISH STOCKPORT ENGLAND
REPRESENTATIVES

QUEBEC, MARITIME PROVINCES & ONTÁRIO: Marshall Equipmtnt Company, Inc., P.O. Box 28,61 Viccoria Avenuç, Dorval

Station, MONTREAL, P.Q. (Walter M. Smith — Presidem). Telephone: MElrose 1-3528. Tclefiram: Marquípco . Montreal.

MANITOBA.SASKATCHEWAN AND ALBERTA: Mumford. Medland Ltd.. 576 Wall Street, WINNIPEG, Man.

Telephones: 37-187; 3"-188; 37-189; 37-180. Telegram: "Mandem.

BRITISH COLUMBIA: Gordon Russell Ltd., 2205 Fir Street. Vancouver 9. B.C.. Canada.
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went thiough the bush by tractor train

and operated in temperatures as low

as —55 degrees.

The observer must stand outside an

observing tent, inside which is the tran-

sit. Because of refraction, no heat can

be provided in the observing tent; the

recording apparatus has to be kept warm
inside the caboose, however, so that the

ink and the batteries do not freeze. This

explains the throat microplione and oar-

phones worn by the observer to com-
municate with the assistant attending the

recording apparatus. The American army
claims that human efíiciency drops 2

per cent for every degree drop below

zero. Thus, at —55, the observer is 10

per cent worse than dead, unless the 2

per cent be taken on the diminishing

iDalanoe.

Mr. Forrester also stated that during

the past summer he had accorapanied

scientists from Canada and the United

States on an expedition sponsored by
the U.S. Government in the Beaufort

Sea area of the Arctic.

R. E. Hayes was chairman of tlie

meeting. Alderman Noel Ogilvie, a

former director of the Geodetic Siirvey

thanked Mr. Forrester and referred to

Dr. Charles Camsell, a pioneer in the

field of astronomic surveying, who was
at the meeting.

Nipissing and Upper Ottawa

E. A. Watson, m.e.i.c,

Secretary-Treasurer

A. T. McKerrall, m.e.i.c,

Brandi News Editor

B. T. Smith Addresses Dinner Meeting

E. T. Smith, of the Canadian General

Electric Company, addressed the Janu-

ary meeting of the Nipissing and Upper
Ottawa Branch on January 11 in the

Manor Hotel.

The dinner meeting was preaided over

by J. W. Miller, Branch chairman, atui

28 members and guests from Temiskan.i-

ing, Sturgeon Falis and North Bay were

present.

The guest .speaker was mtroduced to

the meeting by E. Forsythe who pointed

out that Mr. Smith obtained his educa-

tion in mechanical engineering at the

University of Utah. Mr. Smith cliose as

his topic. "The Development of the

Diesel Electric Locomotive." With the

aid of slides he outlined the history of

the locomotive from its primitive stage

to the powerful modern diesel electric

of today.

H. R. D. Graham, on behalf of those

present, thanked Mr. Smith for his in-

teresting talk.

Two sound movies wcre thcu shown
for which Eric Giles operated the pro-

jector. The first one, "The Cummins
Diesel Racing Car." foUowed through
the design of a racing car for entrance
in the Indianapolis 500 Miie Race. Using
a diesel engine .similar to that produced
on the normal production line, the Cum-
mins Company was able to develop a

racing car which set a qualifying record

in 1952 of over 138 miles per hour. Fuel
supply diííiculties forced the car out of

the race but the Information obtained
by the research necessary for the devel-

opment of the car made the efíort

worthwhile.

The second film explained pictorially

some of the causes of flashover on diesel

electric generator commutators.

Sudbury

A. D. FiNL.wsoN, jr.B.i.c.

Secretary-Treasurer

A. Eldridge, m.e.i.c.

Branch Neiva Editor

Brian Judges Addresses Dinner Meeting

The tirst dinner meeting of the Sud-

buiy Branch for 1955 was hcld at the

Sudbui-y Granite Club on Thiu-sday,

January 6. with 3.3 members attending.

During the business session Bob Craw-
ford described the work of the Educa-
tional Committee and Russ Eaton, coun-

cillor, reported on headquarters activi-

ties.

The guest speaker of the evening,

Brian Judges, of the Trane Company,
was introduced by Roy Snitch. Mr.

Judges spoke on "Air Conditiouing and
Refrigeration".

The air conditioning field has had veiy

rapid growth in the past few years and
the connected load should double by
1957. Air conditioning is closely allied to

the construction industry and addi-

tional busines.s will come from the re-

modelling of old buildings as well as

from homes and automobiles.

Air conditioning is being widely used

in industiy. With mechanical refrigera-

tion systems the long term cost is gen-

erally lower than with water cooling. In

addition, the supply of water can also be

a problem, particularly in summer. The
refrigerants which have been devcloped

are stable and odourless. In air treat-

ment dust can be removed by filters, or

clectrostatic charge. Toxic odours are

taken out by carbon activated filters

and bactéria by ultra-violet light.

Air conditioning can be divided into

two classes; comfort and industrial, Ex-
aniples in the comfort class are:—movie
tlieatres, st ores, hotéis and railroads. Air

conditioning improves a building and in-

crca.-^cs the return on the investment.

With food Stores, sales increase in hot

wcather and spoilage is reduced.

Industrial air conditioning provides

controlled atmospheres for gauge rooms
and fine instrument assembly. In the

textile industry close control of huniidity

is possible. In numerous industrial ap-

plications such as fruit curing, liquor

manufacture and storage. pharmaceu-
ticals, etc, a better product is possible

if áir conditioning is used.

After a question period the speaker,

Mr. Judges was tiianked by John
Quance.

Saint John

J. W. G. SCOTT, M.E.I.C,

Secretary-Treasurer

G. E. Graham, m.e.i.c,

Branch News Editor

Joini Meeting with Association

Ou Thursday. January 27, a .ioint

meeting of The Enghieering Institute of

Canada, Saint John Brancii. and the
Association of Professional Engineers of

the Province of New Brunswick, was
held in the Admirai Beatty Hotel at

which T. C. Higginson, Branch chair-

man. jiresided.

Mr. Higginson outlined the importance
of engineering in the design and pro-

duction of new products. He mentioned
that manufacturing industry was need-

ed in New Brunswick, rather than service

industries to advance the economy of

the area.

D. O. Turnbull proposed a toast to

the Association of Professional Engineers
of the province of New Brunswick and
D. J. Brewer replied to the toast on
behalf of the Association, and stated

that the status of the engineer, in the

eyes of the general public, has improved
greatly in the last 20 years.

A toast to the Engineering Institute

of Canada was proposed by R. M. Rich-
ardson, who outlined the early history

of the Engineering Institute of Canada
and its many attempts to form a na-

tional body representing engineers in

Canada. Mr. H. McFarlane replied to

this toast.

Brigadier Jones Guest Speaker

The main sjjeaker of the evening was
Brigadier J. R. B. Jones, d.s.o., o.b.e., c.d.

Brigadier Jones said that the military

engine.er was the first professional engi-

neer. He is hired to provide the engi-

neering needs of his employer. The main
engineering branches of the Army are

the Royai Canadian Corps of Signals

and the Royai Canadian Electrical and
Mechanical Engineers and the Royai
Canadian Engineers. During the period
of emergency, the military engineer

builds to meet the tactical requirements
of the moment. The main factor of the

military engineer's work is time, and
the penalty for slowness is defeat. In

Canada the Royai Canadian Engineer.-

are responsible for the construction.

niaintenance, and operation of Army
headquarters and depots. Camp Gage-
town is a good exainijle of tliiít in New
Brunswick.
Army engineers have developed a most

accurate and speedy means of survey.

This method was used to survey a strip

completely across Canada, through most-
ly unsurveyed regions. and accurate

maps to a scale of 1/50,000, with the

contour intervals of 25 feet, were pro-

duced at the rate of 1,000 square mile.?

a week.
The Army, like every one else. is short

of engineers and must have a very high

standard of young men coming into tlie

service. The government has authorized
scholarships by which selected high

school graduates may be completely sub-

sidized aJl through their university

course.

To ensure that Army engineering

luethods are keeping pace with those of

industry and with military engineering
of other countries. selected military

engineers are given post-graduate train-

ing in industry, attachraent to the

British and American Corps of Engineer^
and a number of military and technica!

courses which ali must attend nearly

cveiy year.

D. J. Brewer thanked Brigadier Jono-
for his entertaining and instructi\ e talk.

Toronto

L. Bresolix. jr.E.i.c

Secretary-Treasurer

H. Fealdmax, jr.E.i.c,

Branch News Editor

Ladies' Hight

Monday, Noveiiiber 22 was the occa-

sion of the annual Ladies' Night held at
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CITY ENGINEER OF THETFORD MINES SAYS:

^^We plan to use more!''

". . . we have used your Transite Pressure Pipe

l in size 6 to 18 inch for both distribution mains

1 and supply lines. We hove loid opproximotely

W 75,000 feet since 1949 ... in ali types of soil

ond in rock . . . and are more than satisfied.

(Transite) can be economically installed

and is adaptable to standard waterworks

practices. The quality we praise most

^^^A is . . . Transite does not form any rust or

^^^B scale . . . We plan to use more of

^^^^B your pipe in our future waterworks

program.

Rosaire Saintonge, P. Eng.,

City Engineer

ANOTHER SATISFIED USER PRAISES

Johns-Manville Transite Pipe
No words are more efifective, no advertising more valued than the

words of praise from a satisfied customer.

J-M Transite Pressure Pipe efíects many economies in the cost of

waterline installation. The long, light, easy-to-handle lengths are

quickly assembled in the trench. The "factory-made" Ring Tite

couplings further speed operations. Often, the same foreman can

supervise both excavation and installation. This speedy assembly

certainly cuts labor cost.

There are many additional advantages in J-M Transite Pipe. Its

smooth interior assures maximum flow. Made of asbestos and

cement, Transite can t rust or rot. The problem of decreasing flow

through tuberculation is eliminated (Tuberculation does not occur

in Transite). Lighter in weight, Transite cuts haulage and handling

costs, too.

Transite's factory-designed couplings minimize leakage and pro-

vide maximum protection from soil stresses and vibration. In

hundreds of Canadian cities and towns Transite is eliminating

costly maintenance and replacements, effecting substantial savings

from installation on. We will be glad to send you complete data.

Write Canadian Johns-Manville, Dept. 5483 199 Bay St. Toronto.

The unretouched photograph above sliows

Transife's exceptionally smooth interior

surface — imparted by the polished steei

mandrel on which the pipe is made.

•Transite is a Johns-ManviUc regisicrcd tradcmark.

ÍZ\ Johns-ManvílIe TRANSITE PRESSURE PIPE
1-251 An asbestos-cement produet.
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Toronto Branch Chairman M. MciMurray hands over the gavel of office to his

successor, Prof. M. W. Huggins.
(Engineering and Contract Record Photo)

the Embassy Club, Toronto. About 150

members and ladies turned out to enjoy

an excellent dinner followed by first

class cntertainuient and dancing. The
proniiscil \ isit of the president had, un-

fortunatfly. to be postponed but is

anticipated in mid-February. Ali branch

members are looking forward to this

event which promises to be a highlight

in the year's activities.

Ãnnual Branch Meeiing

The annual meetmg of the Toronto

Branch was held on Thursday, Janiiary

13 in the Northgate Hotel. The after

dinner speech was ably presented by E.

B. Higgins, sénior partner of E. B. Hig-

gins & Associates, who discussed ''Some

Interesting Aspects of Professional Asso-

ciations". During the course of this ad-

dress Mr. Higgins discussed "the ten

be.st ways to wreck your Assocation"

which caused the largest number of red

faces seen collectively in Toi'onto for

many a year!

The retiring chairman, McKenzie
(Ken) McMurray, sometimes known as

'Malcolm', presented a very satisfactors'

picture of branch activities and finances

during his year of stewardship. Assisted

by reports from other members of the

executive, Mr. McMurray's summation
reflected the hard work put in by mem-
bers of the executive. A plea for better

branch attendances was made, and was

well received by his audience.

One aspect of the years work deserve.s

special mention—the Professional De-
velopment courses. These courses, which

have been described elsewhere, provide

a valuable background for the develop-

ment of aspiring young engineers. Run
almost entirely by the participants them-

selves, these courses are proving to be

the finest project that the Toronto

Branch have ever been associated with.

At the end of the evening the election

results were announced and the new
executive welcomed into ofíice. Chairman
for 1955 is Professor Mark W. Huggins,

of the department of civil engineering,

University of Toronto. Elected as vice-

chairman is K. F. Tupper, formerly dean

of the faculty of applied science, Uni-

versity of Toronto and now president of

Ewbank & Partners (Canada) Ltd. Re-
acclaimed as secretary-treasui'er is L. F.

("Rolls Royce") Bresolin. Other mem-
bers of the executive are: R. A. Muller,

M. P. Whelen, L- S. Widdiíield, J. H.
Ingham, H. Fealdman and J. B. Young.
Continuing on the executive (elected

last year) are M. McMurray (past-chair-

man), E. R. Davies, R. S. Segsworth, D.

R. Burns and R. C. Norgrove.

Winnipeg

C. S. LaNDON, M.E.I.C.

Secretary-Treasurer

J. F. SCAIFE, M.E.I.C.

News Editor

Gordon Carey Speaker

At the regular February meeting of

the Civil Section, a paper was presented

by Gordon Carey, supei-visor of metal-

lurgical Services of the Steel Company
of Canada, Hamilton, entitled "Mcfal-
lurgical Views on Steel Problems".
The speaker was introduced by John

Davidson, sales representativo for the

Steel Company of Canada. Mr. Carey
gavc a very interesting outline of his

work as a service metallurgist, in which

his .job was finding troubles and rectily-

ing them in plants producing steel. He
gave an outline of the various diíiiculties

which occur iii the production of steel,

and also indicated a few simple tests

which anyone can make to determine
whether they have high carbon or low
carbon steel in cases where they are not

positive, or where certain sheets of steel

have become mixed.
He also gave a simplified talk on cer-

tain phases of crystalography, showing
differences between body centred and
face centred crystals in steel structure.

He mentioned such things as fatigue

failures, and various causes for them,
such as sudden changes in the sections

without proper íUets, excessiva marten-
site caused by sudden cooling in high

carbon steels, and indicated various

methods of preventing these troubles.

A question period was held at the

conclusion of the talk, the audience
indicating their great interest in the
speaker by asking numerous questions
of him.

Electrical Section

B. F. Webster, m.ej.c.

News Editor

Seth Witt Áddresses Section

On Thursday. January 27, the Elec-

trical Section was pleased to hear a talk

entitled "A 60 Cycle Network Analyzer",
by Seth Witt, system planning engineer
for the Northern States Power Company
of Minneapolis, Minnesota Mr. Witt
was introduced by Professor R. Chant,
University of Manitoba.
Mr. Witt prefaced his explanatiou of

a 60 cycle network analyzer as owncd
and operated by his company with a

few explanatory remarks on network
analyzers in general. He stressed the

fact that the network analyzer was in

his particular case a very valuable tool

for determining quickly the results of

contemplated changes on his utility's

system without laborious and time con-

suming calculations that would other-

vvise be involved. This network analyzer

represents to some scale every basic ele-

ment of a generation and transmission

system. Each analyzer must have as

components, counterparts of the genei^

ators. transíormers, capacitors, synchron-

ous condensers, shunt and series reactors

that normally appear on a utilitys sys-

tem. In addition, the analyzer must have

an electrical counterpart for the react-

ance, resistance and capacitance that

exists in both long and short transmis-

sion lines.

Mr. Witt pointed out that there are

various approaches to these problems

and that network analyzers took a num-
ber of forms. Network analyzers are

owned and operated now both by elec-

trical manufacturers and public utilities.

However, tliose anlayzers owned by elec-

trical manufacturers are usually pro-

vided with every feature for the rapid

solution of system problems on which

ali data have been previously collatcl

and prepared in suitable form to utilizi

the machine to its fullest capacity. Thi.-

type of analyzer is, therefore, almost a

production tool and any feature that

contributes to giving a faster solution

is adided.

Mr. Witt stressed, however, that these

additional features are quite expensive

and the analyzer as used by Northern

States Power was manufactured so that

commercially available components could

be used and thus keep down the cost.

The Northern States Power network

analyzer has 21 generators, 220 line/load

units and a precise calibrating and

metering control panei. The 21 gener-

ators with their associated controls as

well as the calibration and metering

panei are located immediately in front

of and are part of the operator"s control

de.sk. The balance of the equipment
comprising line/load units is rack
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mounted in free standing cubicles along

the wall of the analyzer room.
Although other analyzers are made

for operation on 440, 480 or even 10,000

cycles per second, Mr. Witt pointed out

that this analyzer was f-or use on 60

cycles. Base current is Vi amp., base

voltage, 50 volts and therefore, base

wattage is 25 watts. Base kva. in calcula-

tions is 40,000 kva. associated with the

analyzer'» full base kva. of 25 kva.

Typicai of the analyzer's electrical

counterparts was the equipment utilized,

say for the generators. The operator's

control desk housed an electronic voltage

regulator which, in turn, fed a regulated

tíO cycle supply of good wave form to

2-3 phase transforniers. One of these

tran.sformers had its primary connected

star and the other had its in-imary con-

nected delta. The secondaries of both

these transformers were 6 phase, star

and were so connected that the phase

voltages were available at every 30 elec-

trical degrees. By nieans of a tapping

switch, therefore, any one of 12 voltages

could be obtained, varying in phase

angle from O to 360 degrees in 30 degree

steps. Actiially, what is requiretl in an

analyzer generator is an output voltage

or vector that can be varied either in

phase position or in magnitude. The
voltage associated with any one of the

12 taps mentioned previously was then

fed to an auto transformer complete

with a vernier adjustment so that the

phase angle could be adjusted even with

this 30 degree range. The output from

this auto transformer or variac was then

fed to a second variac where the magni-

tude of this phase adjusted voltage

could be varied in output. Both these

powerstats or variacs are commercially

available units tind thus presented no

unusual expen.se. This generator output

was then fed into a small network com-
prising uncalibrated resistance and re-

actance to simulate the values of re.sist-

ance and reactance encountered in the

actual generator and then having passed

through this network, the generator volt-

age vector was available at the output

terminal. Both the resistance and re-

actance used in the generator circuit as

well as other resistance and reactance

units used in the line/load units were

uncalibrated components commercially

available with the only requirement

being that they had a multitude of taps

and had a good temperature co-efficient

over the current range and temperature

range encountered. Therefore, in order

to set up specific values of resistance and
reactance, say in a line unit, it was
necessary to set the correct values of

resistance and reactance on the calibrated

panei at the operator's control desk and
then by use of an impedance bridge

utilizing a cathodc ray oscilloscope as a

null indicator, set the taps on the re-

actor and resi.stor in the line unit itself.

This. of course, was time consuming
but was sufíiciently fast for Northern
Siate Power's requirements. The calibra-

lion facilities for ali these components
did not introduce too many .serious

obstacle.g as it is also necessary in any
type of analyzer to be able to meter at

any desired point in the system under
study. i.e., it might be necessary to

meter the internai voltage of a gener-

ator or the output current or voltage of

a power transformer. To meter at any
of these points, it is necessar>' to cut

into the circuit at these points with a

set of precise meters and this switching

was done by relays of the commercially
available type. It was, therefore, only a

mattcr of adding additional contacts to

the.se relays to obtain circuit require-

ments for calibration.

The connection was made between
the various line/load units, generator

units. etc. by telephone patch cords

which cmployed silver tip jacks and

contacts to keep contact resistance to a

minimum.
Mr. Witt during this talk stressed

those points that were unique to this

analyzer as distinct from other analyzers

and evoked considerable interest as

fvidpnced by the ciuestion period that

followed.

Paul Shane on behalf of the f^lectrical

Section thanked Mr. Witt for his excel-

lent paper and R. T. Harland, chairman

of the Section, also thanked Mr. Witt

and asked the speaker to extend the

Sections gratitude to his company for

permitting him to give this talk in

Winni]>pg.

One of the many large installations by Pacific

Coast Pipe Co. the Kimberley tank measures 73'

6" in diameter and is 20' O" high.

For full Information on this as well as the full

range of "Pacpipe" installations write for our
new illustrated catalogue No. 54 "Wood Stave

Pipe and Tanks".

pacpipe
T A N K b
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For nearly haif a century the designers and

builders of Canada's leading structures have chosen

Burlington reinforcing bars. Rolled from selected

Steel ralis, Burlington bars provide a

higher elastic limit ... a margin of strength that

can be used for load carrying in accordance

with the latest CSA specifications, G30.2

for rail steei bars and G30.6 for Hi-Bond

deformed bars, or as an extra factor of safety.

Specify rail steeI reinforcing bars by

Burlington. Recent tests at the Carnegie

Institute of Technology in Pittsburgh clearly

demonstrate the superiority of rail steeI

reinforcing bars when reinforced concrete

beams are subjected to near-blast loads.

Burlington bars are available in plain

or Hi-Bond, in a full range of sizes.

Hi-Bond

BURLINGTON STEEL COMPANY LIMITED

ILTON, CANADA
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Addítions to the Institute Library

Reviews — Book Notes — Abstracts

BOOK REVIEW

Plastics engineering hanclhook, 2nd
ed. Sociotv of the jjlastics industrv.

New York, Reinhold, 1954. 813 pp.,

illus., .»15.00 (U.S.).

This second edition of the Plastics En-
gineering Handbook has been three years

in preparation, and contains some fifty

per cent more material than the first edi-

tion which was publishcd in 1947.

The Society has had f wenty committees
working on the preparation of tliis volume,
their more than two hundred iiiciuhers in-

cluding engineers and technician*; active

in the field of plastics engineering. Many
of the committees have worked on the

revisioii of the existing material to iiidude

the latest advances and developments,
while others have been solely concerned
with topics which have become important
since the first edition was published.

The book is divided into five sections of

which the first, materiais and processes,

covers molding, preforming and preheat-
ing, forming, drawing, casting, and em-
bedding. A new chapter in this section is

entitled "Tooling with plastics" and de-
scribes the use of plastics in production
tools for various mass-producing indus-

Prepared by the Library

The Kngineering liislitiite of (lanada

*Review provided through the courtesy
of the Engineering Societies Library in

New York.

Calcul et exéciitioii des ouvragcs en
béton armé. t. 4 Ponts (2e partie)

4e éd. V. Forestier. Paris, Dunod, Mont-
treal, Fomac, 1954. 255 pp., diagrs.,

$6.35.

This, the second part of the work dealing
with bridges, is divided into five niain sec-

tions, and is subtitled "Calculation of the

superstructure; examples of calculations

for different types of bridges." These sec-

tions include: calculation of the factors

involved in designing the superstructure
of a highway bridge, calculation of the

arches, ctc. The last section, which oc-

cupies more than half the book, is devoted
to the presentation of worked examples of

calculation for different types of bridges.

There are many tables and illustrations,

and a well-elaborated table of contents,

although unfortunately there is no index.

tries. Ali types of plastic are included in

this section, which occupies almost half

the book.
The second section is concerned with

the design of molded plastic articles, and

the design of the molds. A large part of

the section presents, in tabular form,

standards for tolerances on molded articles

of various types of plastic.

The chapters on finishing and assembly
include articles on machining, finishing

and deeorating, cementing and wolding,

and gluing. There is a short section on
lesting, and the last section presents the

Society's standards, which are voluntary,

and cover the testing, rating, certification

and labeling of plastics products.

The Handbook is well indcxed, and con-

tains numerous illustrations. Two folded

charts are included, one on the classifica-

tion of rigid molding materiais, and the

other on the types and characteristics of

adhesives used in the industry. The com-
pilers have included no bibliography, and
very few bibliographical footnotes, but
apart from this omission, the handbook
will be very valuable to ali those con-

cerned in any way with this rapidly ex-

panding industrv. S.C.

Calcul thermique des chaudières et

des foyers, 12e éd. Friedrich Nubcr.
Paris, Dunod, Montreal, Fomac, 1954.

302 pp., figs., $8.70.

This, the 12th edition, has been trans-

lated from the German by Leon Thiry,
and deals with various types of furnace
and boiler. The book is intended to serve

as a practical guide by giving an over-all

picture of the field under study, and to

suggest Solutions to problems which beset
the worker in the field.

There are many worked examples ap-
pearing throughout the book, which is

divided into four sections, the fourth of

Correctioii

Book Review: The book Appli-
cations of results of research by Vera
Connell reviewed in the January
issue is available in Canada from
Butterworth, price $5.00.

which consists of tables, diagrams, a

bibliography and various indexes, includ-

ing a much-welcomed alphabetical index.

Cobalt in Canada. R. J. Jones. Ottawa,
Canada, Dept. of mines and technical

surveys, 1954. 96 pp., loose leaf.

The purpose of this report was to coUect

ali available Information on cobalt in

Canada and to present it in ono book to-

gcthcr with the most recent developments.
.Many u.seful maps of cobalt áreas are in-

cluded.

Canadian mine production of cobalt in

the principal districts such as Sudbury and
Werner Lake is described as well as le.sser

Canadian occurrences. This is followed by
a chapter on world mine production;

Africa, U.S. A., Burma, Rússia, .\ustralia,

Finland and New Caledónia. The last

four chapters cover the metallurgy of

cobalt, its consumjjtion and use, foreign

trade and international controls con-

nected with this metal.

íloflfrages niétalliques; emploi, appli-

cations. J. Ricouard. Paris, Evrolles,

1954. 230 pp., illus., 1,950 fr.

The advantages of metal forms over

wooden ones in construction are em-
phasized in this volume. In a thorough

treatment of the .subject the author first

descriljes the development of metal forms

and their increased use. He then discusses

the various fields in which they are now
commonly used, e.g. bridge construction,

tunnels, etc.

The methods of placing the forms are

given in detail with the aid of many photo-

graphs.

The complete plain words. Sir Ernest

Gowers. London, FLM.S.Õ., Ottawa,

United Kingdom Information Office,

1954. 209 pp., .fl.25.

This book is largely a re-writing of the

author's two earlier l)Ooks, Plain Words,

and the .\BC of Plain Words. By com-

bining them into one handy volume, and

adding an index, their value is enhanced,

and altliough not intended as a grammar
of the English language, the book is now
a useful work of reference.

In his preface, the author says his con-

cern is with "the choice and arrangement

of words in such a way as to get an idea as

exactly as possible out of one mind into

anothèr." Sir Ernest expresses most strong-

ly his disapproval of "officialese", and il-

lustrates his points with some most sur-

prising examples he has uncovered during

his research.

He deals with such topics as choice o,'

words, the use of words, letter writing,

punctuation and grammar.
Nobody who does any writing should

fail to reàd this interesting, amusing, and

enlightening book, and it should find its

way onto the desks of many executives

and government ofíicials.

*Conipressed air handbook, 2nd ed.

Compressed air and gas institute. Tor-

onto, McGraw-Hill, 1954. Various pag-

ing, illus., $9.95.

The material in this handbook is divided

in six sections covering applications in a

variety of industries; portable tools and

rock drills; the compressed air system;

positive-displacement compressors; dy-

namic-type blowers and compressors; and

engineering data and test procedure. The

book is designed as a reference manual on
|

the theory, selection, application, installa-

f ion, lesting, and maintenance of pneu-

matic equipment.

*Convevors and related equipment,
3rd ed. W. G. Hudson. New York,

Wiley, 1954. 524 pp., illus., $9.00.

BOOK NOTES
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Its notwhatyoupay- its what itcosts

Xhere probably isn't a thing you buy that you couldn't buy cheaper. Provided, that is, you

didn't figure the real cost— provided you weren't concerned with getting your

money's worth. Right?

But you are concerned. You buv for longer wear. You buy for freedom from trouble.

You buy for fewer repairs . . . for more dependable service. You buy equipment to bc worked—
not to be laid up. You know that thrifty buying isn't merely price-tag buying.

And it's to you, the thrifty buyer, that we like to sell

Crane piping equipment. Whether it's a high pressure,

high alloy valve or a J^" malleable pipe fitting, every unit

in the Crane Une is built to last longer with fewer

repairs and lower servicing costs. That's why year in and

year out thrifty buyers have put more Crane Valves

in service than any other make.

For complete information— see your Crane

Catalogue—or get in tourli tvitli your Crane

representative, Crane Brandi or

CRAN E LIMITED
Género/ Office:

1 170 Beover Hall Square, Montreal

7 Canadlan Foctories — 24 Canadion Branches

1-S420

CRANE VALVES • FITTINGS • PIPING
PLUMBING • HEATING

lATION.WIDE SERVICE THROU6H BRANCHES, WHOIESAIERS and PIUMBING AND HEATING CONTRACTORS
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This comprehensive troatment of ma-
teriais handling describes the application

of a wide variety of equipment and ana-
lyses the effectiveness of the several types.

ít provides a guide to the faotons which
must be considercd when buyiiig, operat-

ing, and maintaining conveyors and other

devices. New material is included on dust

explosion hazards, pneumatic oonveying,
hydraulic transportation of eoal in pipe-

lines, and a nuniber of other subjects.

Eleotrical elements «f power trans-
mission lines. H. B. Duight. Toronto,
Marmillan, 1954. 188 pp., diagrs., $.5.2õ.

Written on a eollege levei, a great deal

of this book is given over to problems
whieh are intended to give practice in solv-

ing the types of oaleulation described.

Aniong the subjects treated are short

transmissif)n lines, hyperbolic solution for

long lines, general oircuit constants,

oonstant -volt age transmission lines, load
studies with networks, traveliiig waves,
skin effect in round eonductors, eost of

resistance loss, geometrie mean distanoe,

reactanee, capaeitance, and sag ealcu-

lations.

Electronic niea.suring instriiments.
E. H. W. Banner. Toronto, British book
service, 1954. 395 pp., illus., $7.75.

This will be a useful guide to the ap-
plication of electronic technique to specific

problems for it covers the main electronic

devices used in nieasurement, the various
classes of instrument using these devices
and some typical examples of instrunients.

Some quasi-electronic instruments such as
the magnctic amplifier are also included.
The author surveys the whole field of

electronic measurement for very high and
very low values, for remote indication, and
for increased accuracy.

V'aluable .sections on radiation measure-
ment are found in í'arts 2 and 3 and other

chapters describe cathode-ra\' instruments,

photoelectric measuring instruments and
rectifier instruments. Most radio test gear,

other than valve voltmeters, is excluded.

Elements of electrical machine design,
3rd ed. Alfred Still and C. S. Siskind.

Toronto, McGraw-Hill, 1954. 445 pp.,
diagrs., $11.00.

After twenty-two years a .seeond re-

vision has l)een published of thi.s text-

book which was originally titled Elements
of Electrical Design. .\ll material not

directly related to rotating electrical ma-
chinery and transformers has been omitted,

and improved materiais and methods of

design are included.

The book covers the design principies of

four basic types of machine: d-c and a-c

generators, induction motors, and trans-

formers. Derivations of equations are rigid

and ba-sed on fundamental principies. II-

lustrative examples follow the design
formulas and each section contains dis-

cussions relating to materiais of constiuc-
tion and the arrangements of these ma-
teriais.

New chapters include one on direct-

current generator design and a ribbon-core,
cruciform-section transformer of modern
design. Among other additions are the
design of a wound-rotor induction motor
with the commonly employed wave wind-
ing, and basic discussions concerned with
stator-rotor slot combinations and rotor-

bar skew in induction motors.

Engineering metallurgy. E. M. H. Lips.

Eindhoven, Philips, Houston, Elsevier,

1954. 246 pp., illus., $6.25 (U.S.).

Intended for both the metallurgist and
the practical engineer, the aim of this

book is to relate the study of metais to

modern design techni jues, and to aid in

the choice of the best material for the job.

The author, who is head of Philips' ap-
plied metallurgy laboratorv in Eindhoven,
discus.ses first the mechanical properties of

metais and alloys. Following this are chap-
ters on phase diagrams, iron alloys, non-
ferrous metais and alloys, heat treatment
of metais, and the working and joining of

metais. The chapters are further subdi-
vided, and the book contains a good index
and table of contents.

The Financial Po8t survey of mines,
1955. Toronto, I^inancial Post, 19.54.

374 pp., $3.00.

The 1954 edition of the Financial Post
survey of mines reviews the developments
in Canadian mining in 1954, and foresees

a bright future for the next few years.

This view is based on three factors: .sub-

stantial expansion of mineral-producing
capacity in 19.54: current preparations for

jjroduction at important new mines: anda
wide range of discoveries being explored.

New producers in 1954 included Iron
Ore Co. of Canada, Opemiska Copper
Mines, Rix-Athabasca, and Keymet Mines.
Various established mines expanded, and a
number of other mines are scheduled t.o

increase production.

This survey gives an interesting list of

the price range of Canadian mining stocks

and of metais during the year. The greater

DIESELS
have stood the test for years

in prairie farming; in mining within the Arctic Circie

!

in lumbering in the Rockies and as standby power to

grid supply. The result in every case is:

SHEER RELIABILITY; LOWEST FUEL

CONSUMPTION; SIMPLEST HANDLING ....

no wonder these engines are being given the

job of bringing modern power to many

remote áreas under development.

Powers from 4 to 2,400 b.h.p.
Two Ruston 350 b.h.p. diese/s driving 250 kW
generators at o new power station which has

brought electricity to 'he Magdalen Islands.

RUSTON & HORNSBY L^^

LINCOLN • ENGLAND
Associated with

Oavey, Pâxman & Co. Ltd., Colchester, Eng.

CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS
MONTREAL & TORONTO: Laurie & Lamb EDMONTON & CALGARY: Electrical Industries Ltd.

WINNIPEG & REGINA: Mumford. Medland Ltd. ST. JOHNS, Nfld: Job Brothers & Co. Ltd.

LUNENBURG. N. S.: Atlantic Bridge Co.. Ltd. VANCOUVER: Voncouver Machinery Depot Ltd.

Canadian Office and Spares Depot

1 Paxmin Road. Islington. Toronto 18. Ontário
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part of the book consists of a list of the

mining companies in Canada, arranged by
province. Information is provided relating

to capital, earnings, dividends, etc, pri-

marily intended for investors.

A very useful section is devoted to maps
uf Canadian mineral arcas, showing the

holdings of the different companies.

Fur actiun: the autubiogruphy uf u

Canadian índustrialist. J. E. Halin.

Toronto, Clarke, Irwin, 1954. 305 pp.,

illus., 83.50.

The life story of a man who has been

prominent in so many fields is of interest

to a wide variety of readers. Because this

man has been a leading Canadian Índus-

trialist for over twenty yeais, has madc a

valuable contribution to his countrv in

two world wars, and is able to recount his

experiences in a manner uliich captures

the reader's full attention, his autobiog-

raphy will certainly be acclaimed by a

great number of people.

Major Hahn has been connected with

such well-known Canadian firms as the

John Inglis Company and English Electric

Company of Canada and was a pioneer in

lhe field of the radio industry. It is interest-

ing to read of the pcrsonail and business

adjustments which he had to make follow-

ing both wars for they point up the indus-
trial advanees which had taken place in

this iiation over the years.

In addition to these events, the author
writes of his sports interests and of his

hobbies, and tells also of his post-World
War II traveis through índia.

Formulas for stress and strain, 3rd ed.

R. J. Roark. Toronto, McGraw-Hill,
1954. 381 pp., figs., $9.50.

In this edition, the third, new material
has been added, and existing tables of

formulae and coefficients have been en-
larged. Manj- of the sections have been
rewritten, including those on .shear lag,

columns, pressure vessels and the chapter
on factors of stress concentrai ion.

The author's aim in writing this book
was to make available in compact form the
formulae, facts and principies relating to
the strength of materiais. Vor this rea.son

the derivations of formulae, and detailed
f.xplanations, are omitted, but worked
fxamples are included as illustrations of
'heir application. The volume is divided
mto three parts: definitions and .sj mbols,
facts, principies and methods, and formu-
las and examples.

Extensivo bibliographic references are
included at the end of each chapter, and
the nineteen tables and numerous dia-
granis inerease the value of this useful
book.

LIBRARY REGULATIONS
Hours

Mon.-Fri.

Saturdays

9 a.m.-5 p.m.

9 a.m.-12 noon

Bibliography aiid Keference

Service

Short subject bibliographies are compiled
on request. When placmg these requesta,
please give as much detail and background
information as possible.

Borrowing

Books, periodicals, pamplilets and films

may be borrowed for two weeks at a time.
Ali books included in the Library Notes
Section of The Engineering Journal are
available for loan. A fine of 25c per day
is charged for each day borrowed

items are retained beyond the two-
week period.
A library deposit of $5.00 at par in Mont-
real is required, for which two iteins may
be borrowed at a time. Temporary deposita

(30 days or less) $10.00. Booka are sent
anywhere in Canada, and carrying chargea
are payable by the member concerned.

Ordering

Any book or pamphlet may be ordered
through the library. AU publications of

aííiliated societies, whether books, pamph-
lets, or periodicals, should be ordered
through the library, as reduced rates are
applicable on these to ali membera.
Except in the case of library deposita
please make no paynients in advance.
Non-membcrs may consult the library,

but may not borrow material. Please
address ali requests to The Library.

Fresh water froni the <><'ean for cities,

industry, an«l irri|i!ation. C. R. Ellis.

Xew Yõrk, Ronald, 1954. 217 pp.,
diagrs., S5.00 (U.S.).

This timely book will find many icad-
ers, not only becau.sc of t he importance of

the subject but also because it is written
in a fairly non-technical manner which will

appeal to those who must plan, evaluatc,
or decide urgent questions of water supply
and development.

The author invcstigates the possibilities

of extracting fresh water from th(> ocean
in terms of 1,000 million gallons per day
and keeps the economic factor always
present. Ali such major co.st elements as

plant construction, operating, labour,

maintenance, raw materiais, and pow(;r

are analyzed.

The first chapter presents the basic mat-
ter and energy relationships with which
any sea-water conversion mc^thod must
deal. The following chapter heading.s in-

dicate the scope of th(í discussion: energy
costs; long-range force systems; actions on
the containcr; sieve processes; distillation

with conventional fuels; distillation by
new heat sources; chemical surface meth-
ods; the sale of by-product chemicals, and
a 1,000-mgd electric membrane plant.

The friction coefiicient for circular
pipes at turbulcnt flow. J. R. Finnic-

come. Manchester, Emmott, 1954.

125 pp., figs., tables, 10/-.

The main purpose of this little book is

lo examine already publishod material, to

((mipare fornuilae and test results and to

correlate, in lhe form of charts, useful in-

formation relating to the pre.ssure drop in

smooth and lough pipes.

After a general consideration of the sub-
ject there ar(í sections on the friction co-

cfficient of smooth pipes, and of rough
pipes. The next chapter contains an ana-
íysis of actual tests made on commercial
pipelines for steam, methane and water.

The dates of ali tests are given, and a
bibliography is included.

The grindin^ of steel. E. N. Simons.
Ixjndon, Odhams, Toronto, NeJson,
Foster and Scott, 1954. 224 pp., illus.,

$5.50.

Steel grinding in ali its aspects except
the coar.ser |)roce,s,ses, such as sand-blast-

ing, shot-blasling and hydro-blasting, is

covered by tlu; author is this book.
Four general sections deal with the basic

processes; the actual operations; the

finishing processes; and the machines.

Breaking thiísi; main divisions down we
find chaptcrs on grinding whwl operation

and choice; cylindrical, internai, surface,

disc and centreless grinding; grinding rolls,

canis, lathes, twist drills, broachcs, steel

castings and gear teeth; lapping, super-

finishing, finishing by abrasive belt, truing

and dre.ssing grinding wheels and dre.ssing

abrasive wheels by crushing. Examples of

the principal groups of grinding and
abrasing machines are given in condensed
form.

BOOTHS Steel Rolling Shutters

ortícularly EfFectíve where Unobstructed Floor Space is an Advantage

PECIAL FEATURES. Extra Strong Steel Laths of a shape which pre-
venis lodgment of corrosive dust in the joints. Machine-cut worm-
driven hoisting gear making shutters safe in any positioa. Operated
by elecuic motor and/or hand chain.

\MÍck Delivery Jrom Materials in Stock. CATALOGUE ON REQUEST.

OHN BOOTH & SONS (BOLTON) LTD.,Hutton Steelworks.Bolton.England

Canadian Distributors ^Eastern & Maritime^

DAVID McGILL & SONS LTD.
20 Lagauchetiere Street, West, Montreal. Phone UN. 6-3691
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Like tlie granite crust of the earth itself, which

has been forged by the planet's internai heat,

VITRIFIED CLAY PIPE is impregnable.

Fired under controlled heat, its minute partidas

are "bonded" together to offer an invulnerable

defense against destructive agents. No coating is

necessary to protect it. It will not warp, crack,

cr lose its shape, even under the severest

conditions found in modern sanitary sewers.

For permanent service under any conditions,

specify VITRIFIED CLAY PIPE.

• "fOR THOSE REAL TOUGH SPOTS'

Cali in "Pete & Eddie"

Plain End pipe and couplings.

Now available in 4, 5, and 6 inch.

Orher sizes in 1955.

NATIONAL SEWER PIPE
L r M I T E D

TORONTO CANADA

Heat transmission, 3rd ed. W. H. Mc-
Adams. Toronto, McGraw-Hill, 1954.
532 pp., figs., $10.50.

This highly technical volume on heat
transíer contains many changes in its 3rd
edition, and presentes development.s which
carne with the advent of nuclear reactors
and jet engincs, among other new fields.

Ali material was critically reviewed and
modified where necessary.

This edition is again divided into three
parts: conduetion, radiation and convec-
tion. Some of the most important experi-
mental investigations which are reported
cover the ranges of available correlations
for heating and cooling of gases which
have been extended to include many cases
of super.sonic compressible flow inside

tubes and outside objects of various
shapes. The introduction of molten metais
as practical heat-transfer media ia high-
performance applications is discussed.
Among the new techniques described

are the use of fluidized beds for the con-
tacting of fluids and solids, and the de-
velopment of highly compact plate-and-
fin and finned-tube exchangers. Incre-
mental methods for the computation of

transient heat conduetion have been
furthcr developed and explained.

Induction and dielectric heating. J. W.
Cable. New York, Reinhold, 1954.

576 pp., illus., .S12.50 (U.S.).

This book on the latest uses and ap-
plications of high-frequency heating in in-

dustry is iniended for metallurgists, en-
gineers, designers and ali those concemed
with production and research.

The work falis naturally into two parts,

as induction and dielectric heating are two
different applications of high-frequency
energy for heating, although similar in

.some respects. In each section an analysis

of the theory of the type of heating under
considerai ion is foliowed by a discussion

of the sources of eléctrica! energy used.

Successive chapters give information on
the applications of the different types of

heating. In the case of induction heating

these include brazing and welding, soft

soldering, forging, and melting. Also con-

sidered in this section are the importance
of jigs and fixtures and machine design in

induction heating.

Dielectric heating is considered in rela-

tion to the plastics industry, the fields ol

woodworking, food-processing, steriliza-

tion, and moisture removal.
This is essentially a practical book, but

contains sufíicient theory to give the readcr

an understanding cf the principies ap-

plicable to both methods of heating.

*The light metais handbook. G. A.
Pagonis. Toronto, Van Nostrand, 1954.

2 v., tables, $9.25.

Included for various classes of aluminum
and magnesium ba.se alloys are data on
meehanical properties at room, low and
elevated temperatures ;

physical properties;

choice of alloys; casting; formability; heat

treatment; corrosion; machinability
;
join-

ing methods: and detailed properties of

individual compositions. Volume one

presents the text: volume two, tables.

La niachine-outil. t. 2, l<sinage par
tours. A. R. Métral, éd. Paris, Dunod,
Montreal, Fomac, 1954. 372 pp., illus.,

$21.00.

La machine-outil, which is edited by

.\. R. Métral, has been appearing in parts,

its object being to make known the best

methods of utilizing different machine
tools.

.Viso written by a group of specialist.s,

volume two of this work is concerned witli

lathes. There are six sections dealing with

the study and use of parallel and special

lathes, semi-automatic, automatic and
multiple tool lathes, copying and vertical

lathes.

Each type of lathe is fuUy treated and

profuscly illustrated with both line <lraw-

ings and photographs.

*Magnetic control of industrial nu>-

tors, 2nd ed. G. W. Heumann. New
Vork, Wiley, 1954. 714 pp., illus., $9.50.

Provides exhaustive coverage of electric

motor performance, control device charac-

teristics, and functions of commonly-used
control circuits, with emphasis on consi-

derations governing the selection of con-

trollers for specific purposes. The text has

been revised in line with present day prac-

tices and includes new materiais on ad-

justable voltage and regulating systems.

Obsoleto designs have been eliminated, and

tables and diagrams have been changed to

conform to the latest industrial standards.

Management education for itself and
its employees. Part 1—Management
education in .\nierican business.
L. F. Urwick. Part 2—A survey of

management development. J. M.
Trickett. Part 3—Case studies in

management development. R. G.
,

Simpson. Part 4—The education of
j

employees: a status report. New í

Vork, American management a.ssoc., !

1954. 4 parts, illus., pt. 1 $2.50; pt. 2
'

$1.25; pt. 3 $1.50; pt. 4 $1.25.
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MAKING THE THINGS THAT MAKE THE THINGS YOU NEED

gives you a real interest in Canadian Vickers
The bristies and back of your brushes, the gasoline in your

cor, the breakfast cereal you eat or the medicines on the

shelf ... ali these and many, many other commodities common

to your daily life must be refined or processed from raw

materiais to make them usefui to you. And this fact gives you

a real interest in Canadian Vickers, because Canadian Vickers

designs and builds the equipment used in the processing.

Fractionating Columns, Digesters, Catalytic Regenerators,

Agitators, Kettles, Cookers ond many other intricate pieces of

equipment you likely never heard of, leave the Canadian

Vickers plant almost daily for the Food, Chemical, Oil in-

dustries and others who process the things you need to live

o better life.

Building Industrial Boilers, Ships, Mining Equipment . . .

Indeod ali the machinery needed to make the things you need

. . . it is difficult for any Canadian to live o day without bene-

fiting from the skill of Canadian Vickers' craftsmen.

MONTRCÁL.

IF INDUSTRY NEEDS IT... CANADIAN VICKERS BUILDS IT BBIUR
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SUB-SURFACE EXPLORATION
Soil Sampling •:• Foundation Tesfcíng

Core Drllling Grouting

1
BOYLESBROS
OHILLINC COMPANY LTD..

VANCQUVER, CANADA r

íIííiNDUSTRIAL

PLANTS
Job 54-239

Lulu Islond Paper & Box Plont

Crown Zellerback Canado, Limited

H. A. Simons Ltd.

Construction has started on a $4,000,000.00 paper con-

verting and box manufacturing plant at an 8 acre eite on

Lulu Island. Before foundalion plans and specifications

were drawn up our crews completed an extensive prograin

of soil sampling and foundation testing. We also obtained

samples from tlie bed of the Fraser Rivcr, following wbich

dredging operations provided a deep-sea channel and

8upplied 300,000 cubic yards of plani site fdl.

Modero Equipment ancí Experienced Crews

^ MONCTON. NORANDA, KIRKLAND LAKE,

PORT ARTHUR, EOMONTON and VANCQUVER

The first section of this important study
deals with business education as it is prac-
ticed by a fairly wide cross-section of

management in the United States. An
historical background of the subject is

followed by a description of the best type
of executive and a discussion of such piob-
lems as recruitment of the right type of

person and the practical factors involved
in management education.

Part 2 is concerned with the basic ques-
tiona of what American organizations of

various types and sizes are doing or will

do to educate their management em-
ployees; what techniques, methods, and
information are now being used; how well

these companies feel they are aehieving
their objectives. Much of the data is fac-

tual but there are also interpretations and
interrelations of the information.
Ten representative companies were se-

lected for the case studies which are re-

ported in Part 3. The companies are of

different sizes and types, and have been
interested in the development of manage-
ment personnel over a number of years.

This is a factual report of the investiga-

tions and no attempt has been made to
appraise or evaluate the different practices
described.

The last part of the survey is a summing
up of the education of employees in Amer-
ican business concerns. It also determines
what has been done on the subject of

evaluating employee education and recom-
mends the type of research program most
needed in this field with a discussion of

how such a program can be carried out
most eíTectively.

Materials for product development,
1954. New York, Clapp and Poliak,

1954. 159 pp., illus., $7.50 (U.S.).

This book contains the proceedings of

the Basic Materials Conference held in

Chicago in May 1954 in conjunction with
the -second Basic Materials Exposition.
The thirteen papers included are divided

into six .sections, each of which contains a
report of the question and answer period
which followed the presentation of the
papers in any one group.
Each section was devoted to a par-

ticular problem. These were: Materials of

the future; new metal forming processes,

including precision casting, powder metal-
lurgy and forging, extrusion and stamping;
non-metallic materiais, plastics, carbon-
graphite, ceramics and glass; joining; cor-

rosion protection and materiais manage-
ment, the setting up and operating of a
materiais department.

Materials handling. J. R. Immer. Tor-
onto, McGraw-Hill, 1953. 591 pp.,
illus., $8.00.

It was estimated in 1950 that industry
in the United States could save two billion

dollars a year by improving methods of

materiais handling. Very often it is only
by improving this phase of manufacture
that production costs can be reduced.

This textbook on materiais handling is

intended not only for those studying indus-
trial engineering at an undergraduate levei

,

but also for tho.se e.xperienced in the field

who still have feit the need of a book
bringing together the organizational, finan-
cial and managerial aspects of the subject

.

In writing the book, the author has re-

ceived the co-operation of many companies
and individuais who have done research
on the subject, and he has tried to present
the best practices as they have developed
to date.

After a brief account of the history and
principies of materiais handling, the au-
thor discusses the simplification of product
manufacture, different types of equipment,
packaging methods, analysis of handling
problems, organization of a materiais
handling programme, and various special
problems.

The book is well illustrated, and the
appendices include an excellent bibliog-
raphy of books, government publications,
periodicals and periodical articles, both
general and those related to specific indus-
tries, and films. Another appendix includes
a classification scheme for materiais han-
dling information and equipment adapted
from that originally developed by the
Westinghouse Electric Coi-poration.

Metallurgy of welding. W. H. Bruck-
ner. Toronto, Pitman, 1954. 290 pp.,
illus., $6.00.

Another in this publisher's series on
welding, this volume is concerned pri-

marily with welding from the metal-
luigical viewpoint, and is intended to

point out the problems involved in the
welding of metais, although the author
States in his preface that the student can
best grasp the significance of development
of welding engineering by attempting to

do some welding himself, or by watching a
skilled operator.

Some of the topics covered are: surfacc

treatments, residual stresses, weldabilitv
of metais, economics of welding, and va-

rious types of welding, including metallic

are, torch, are, pressure, thermit and n>-

sistance.

The author includes a list of the publica-

tions of the American Welding Society,

and also gives a general bibiliography.

Nuclear engineering. Symposiiim held
.June 1954. F. J. van Antwerpen, ed.

Xew York, .\merican institute of chem-
ical engineers, 1954. 3 vols., illus., .$4.25

per vol. (U.S.) (Chemical engineering
progress symposium series, vol. 50,

nos. 11-13).

The papers in these volumes were pre-

sented at a meeting on nuclear engineering
sponsored by the American Institute of

Chemical Engineers and the University of

Michigan. This was the first International

congress devoted to discussion of the peace-

time uses of atomic energy. More than

1,200 people attended, coming from most
of the countries of the West, and índia and
Japan. The papers presented dealt with

nuclear engineering progress in twelve

different countries.

A wide variety of topics was covered,

including reactors, radiation, heavy water,

re-search, engineering education, the effect

of atomic energy on health, the individual,

religion, law, etc.

The papers are indexed by both subject

and author, and form a very useful survey

of present day knowledge on the uses of

atomic energy.

Proceedings of the ninth meeting of
the national conference on indus-
trial hvdraulics, 1953. Chicago, The
Conference, 1953. 234 pp., illus., $4.50

(U.S.).

This volume consists of the papers pre-

senteei at the ten sessions held at the con-

ference, together with the panei discussion

conducted at each.

Although relatively new, industrial

hydraulics are now of primary importance
in modern industry, and the majority ef

the new machine tools are powered oi-

controlled by oil hydraulics.

The sessions considered hydraulics in

relation to a variet y of topics ; autoniobiles,

presses, pumps, aircraft, machine tooKs

and tractors. Sessions were also held on

industrial nonflammable fiuids and in-

strumentation.
The publication of this symposium will

be of interest to ali those concerneti with

this subject who were unable to attend tlic

conference.

Résolution pratique des équations
différentielles. J. Legras. Paris, Du-
nod, Montreal, Fomac, 1954. 112 pp.,

$4.15.

Written for engineers, this is a sum-

mary of the infegration of ordinary dif-

ferential équations. Its aim is to show the

essentials of the various techniques by
outlining the methods used for each type

of equation so as to provide a working too!

rather than a theoretical treatise.

This book deals with such topics as the

Fournier series, linear équations with '
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SCOPE FOR EXPRESSION WITH

The Food Products Btulding of the

Canadian National Exhibition, Toronto,

gives an excellent example of the freedom
for innovation provided by

precast concrete paneis.

An imaginative treatment

makes up for the lack of fenestration in

the main exterior walls. This is

achieved by staggered Unes of simple

Ughting sconces which provide startUng

indirect Ughting eíFects at night.

The treatment of the entrance shown
above is also individual and arresting.

The precast paneis used in this

building were soUd slabs suppUed by the
Toronto Cast Stone Co. Ltd.

The paneis were of two sizes.

Those for the lower portion were 4' x
6' X 6" thick, those for the upper

portion, 4' x 12' x 6" thick. The average
compressive strength of the

concrete was 8,000 p.s.i.

Precast concrete paneis are coming
into wide acceptance for a variety

of structures because
they permit fast

erection which
reduces overall

cost and allows

early occupancy.
A number of types

are available.

Inquiries are invited.

anada Cement Company Limited
CANADA CEMENT BUILDING. PHILLIPS SQUARE. MONTREAL

ALES OFFICES: MONCTON. QUEBEC. MONTREAL. OTTAWA, TORONTO. WINNIPEG. CALGARY
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coiistaiit foeffifieiits, linear and quasi-

linear equations, and also has a chapter oii

non-linear types.

There is a bibliography and the book is

very vvell indexed.

Les soudures; lechnique-contrôle,
soudabilité des niétaux, 2e éd. D.
Séférian. Paris, Dunod, Montreal, Fo-

mac, 1954. 428 pp., illus., $16.25.

This second edition of this work on
welding includes four additional chapters.

These present material on are welding,

resistance welding, hardfacing by welding
and stud welding. Theie are also newer
treatments of such subjects as: coated
electrodes, the metallurgical role of the

coating, the testing of solders, etc. There
are also new tables, fiowsheets, and illus-

trations.

The book deals with both theoretical

and praetical aspects of the subject, and
includes an extensive bibliography.

A large part of this work has already ap-
peared in English in the form of articles in

the periodical Sheet Metals.

.\dvanced television servicing lech-
niqiies. RETMA Pilot Training Course
Teaching Staff. New York, Rider, 1954.

163 pp., diagrs., $3.60 (U.S.)

.4dvanced television servicing lech-
niques (laboratory workbook).

RETMA Pilot Training Course Teach-
ing Staff. New York, Rider, 1954.

46 pp., $0.95 (U.S.)

Air pollution: a bibliography. S. J.

Davenport and G. G. Morgis. Washing-
ton, U.S. Bureau of Mines, 1954.

448 pp., $1.75 (U.S.) (Bulletin no. 537).

Air pollution. Report of comniittee
on. London, H.M.S.O., Ottawa, United
Kingdom Information Office, 1954.

80 pp., 65p. (Cmd. 9322).

.\merican concrete institute book of
standards—1954. Detroit, The Insti-

tute, 1954. Various paging, $3.50 (U.S.)

Atoms in the family: niy life with
Enrico Ferini. Laura Fermi. Toronto,

University Press, 1954. 265 pp., illus.,

$4.00.

Automatic digital calculators. A. D.
Booth and K. H. V. Booth. Toronto,
Butterworth, 1953. 230 pp., illus., $6.00.

Basic electricity. Van Valkenburgh,
Nooger & Neville, Inc. New York,
Rider, 1954. 5 vols., illus., $9.00 (U.S.)

a .set

.

Bibliography on unionization of pro-
fessional engineers. Engineering So-
cieties Librarv. New York, The librarv,

1954. 8 pp., mimeog. $2.00 (U.S.) (ESL
bibliography no. 10)

(lanada's flying heritage. F. H. Ellis.

Toronto, University Press, 1954. 388 pp.,
illus., $7.95.

Chemical process principies. Part 1

Material and energy balances, 2nd
ed. O. A. Hougen, K. M. Watson and
R. A. Ragatz. New York, Wilev, 1954.

504 pp., diagrs., $8.50.

Concrete roads. F. N. Sparkes and A. F.

Smith. London, Arnold, Toronto, Mac-
millan, 1952. 492 pp., illus., $16.00.

Electrical year book, 19!>õ. Manchester,
Emmott,' 1954. 360 pp., illus., tables,

3/-.

Elevated-temperature properties of
selected super-strength alloys. He-
port. American society for testing ma-

374

Statistical tables on aluminium, lead,

copper . . . mercurv and silver, 42nd
annual issue, 1938,' 1946-1953. Frank-
furt, Metallgesellschaft A.G., 1954.

199 pp., tables.

This volume gives a review of produc-

tion and consumption for 1953 and early

1954 for aluminium, lead, copper, zinc,

cadmium, nickel, mercury and silver,

covering the western world.

The major part of the volume is con-

cerned with a variety of data dealing with

these metais for the years 1938 and 1946-

1953. This material is grouped in two main
sections. The first is arranged by country

and includes such topics as production,

consumption, imports and e.xports for the

first five metais listed. The second deals

with prices for these years for ali the

metais listed.

As may be expected this review reflects

the troubled times since 1938 and various

footnotes are required to covei- the result-

ing contingencies. Elvidently few recent

statistics were available covering the.se

metais in China and countries in the

Soviet sphere.

terials. Philadelphia, The Societv, 1954.

208 pp., pa., $4.75 (U.S.) (Special tech-

nical publication no. 160).

Engineering dynamics. v. 1. Theory of
elasticity: analy tical and experi-
mental methods. C. B. Bienzo and
R. Grammel. London, Blackie, 1955.

307 pp., diagrs., 50/-.

The English windmill. Rex Wailes.
Toronto, British Book Service, 1954.

246 pp., illus., .$7.00.

Fluuridation as a public heaith ineas-
ure. American association for the ad-
vancement of science. Washington, The
Association, 1954. 232 pp., illus., $4.50

(U.S.)

Fundamentals of color television.
W. F. Bovce. Indianapolis, Sams, 1954.

232 pp., pa., $2.00 (U.S.)

Machine drawing and design, 6th ed.

W. Abbott. London, Blackie, 1954.

253 pp., illus., 15/-.

Magnetic-amplifier circuits. W. A.

Aruerican road builders' association.
Technical bulletins:

No. 209—Symposium on road equip-
ment. No. 211—Winter maintenance of

roads.

American welding society. Tentative
speciíication:

A5. 1
1—54T—Nickel and nickel-base al-

loy covered welding electrodes (.A.STM
B295—54T).
American welding society:

C.2.3-54T — Recommended practices
for met.allizing: Part IC—Application of

metallized coatings to protect against heat
corrosion. (Tentative).

Bell telephone system. Monographs:
No. 2226—Reílection coefficients of ir-

l egular terrain, by K. Bullington. No. 2228
—A theorem concerning noise in electron
streams, by J. R. Pierce. No. 2299—Dif-
ferential phase and gain measurements in

color television systems, by H. P. Kelly.
No. 2311—Self-powered semiconductor
amplifier, by C. G. B. Garrett and W. H.

Gevger. Toronto, McGraw-Hill, 1954
277 pp., diagrs., $7..50.

Mechanical and electrical equipment
for buildings, 3rd ed. C. M. Gay, C.
de V. Fawcett and W. J. McGuiness
New York, Wilev, 1955. 564 pp., illus.

$8.50.

Mechanical world year book, 1955.
Manchester, Emmott, 1954. 240

-f-

254 pp., illus., tables, 3/6.

Nuclear geology: a symposium on
nuclear phenomena in the earth
sciences. H. Faul, ed. New York
Wiley, 1954. 414 pp., diagrs., $7.00.

Pioneer and pacemaker: the story of
Urestone. Akron, The Firestone Tire
and Rubber Company, 1955. 64 pp.,
illus., pa.

Prestressed concrete, 3rd ed. Gustave
Magnel. Toronto, McGraw-Hill, 1954.

345 pp., illus., $9.75.

SAE handbook, 1954. New York, So-
ciety of automotive engineers, 1954.

1096 pp., illus., tables, .$20.00 (U.S.)

.Selected references on urban planning
methods and techniques. Chapei
Hill, North Carolina. Universitv, 1954.

20 pp., mimeog., $2.00 (U.S.)

Simplified design of structural steel,

2nd ed. Harrv Parker. New York,
Wiley, 1955. 244 pp., diagrs., .$5.75.

Single sideband for the radio aniateur.
\^'est Hartford, .\merican radio relay

league, 1954. 208 pp., illus., $1.75 (U.S.)

Sonics. T. F. Hueter and R. H. Bolt.

New York, Wiley, 1955. 456 pp., illus.,

$10.00.

TV field service manual with tube
locations, v. 3. Harold Alsberg, ed.

New York, Rider, 1954. 121 pp., diagr.s.,

spiral binding, $2.10 (U.S.)

TV manufacturers' receiver trouble
cures, V. 6. M. S. Snitzer. New York,

Rider, 1954. 120 pp., diagrs., pa., $1.80

(U.S.)

The testing of bituminous mixtures,
2nd ed. D. C. Broome. London, .\rnold,

Toronto, Macmillan, 1949. 396 pp.,

illus., $8.00.

Transistor audio amplifiers. R. F.

Shea. New York, Wilev, 1955. 219 pp.,

diagrs., $6.50.

Brattain. No. 2332—The ahsorption of

gases and vapors on germanium, by J. T.

Law and E. E. François.

British electrical and allied industries

research association. Technical re-

ports:

No. G/T260—Note on the nature oí

gases liberated during arcing in oil circuit-

1

breakers, by C. E. R. Bruce. No. G/T281
—Series breaks in circuit-breakers: a tech-

nique for the measurement of voltage dis-

tribution, by F. O. Mason. No. L/T289-
Oriented polystyrene film capacitors: a

major cause of premature breakdown, by

H. F. Church. No. L/T296—The dielectric

properties of silicone liquids and greases-

III, by E. Rushton and J. V. L. Parry.

No. L/T305—An investigation on alu-i

minium electrolytic capacitors and the

development of a new type of aluminium
oxide capacitor, bv G. C. Robinson.

No. 0/T12—Deposits on overhead line|

insulators exposed to wind-borne salti

spray, by G. Âíole.
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Under heavy load Gates Vulco
Ropes—the V-belts with con-
cave sides—grip pulley grooves
more firmly and pull harder.

This large lathe was form-
erly driven by a flat bell which
slipped on heavy cuts, stalled
and broke tool bits. Savings on
broken tool bits alone offset the
cost of the drive the first year
. . . and production was in-
creased 25'7c.

Concave sides
I keep beit costs down!
eindustry is saving thousands and

thousands of dollars every year by
specifying Gates Vulco Ropes

—

the V-Belts with concave sides

(U.S. Pat. No. 1813698).

Here's the interesting reason

ivhy Gates belts save money:

On the bend around the sheave

the precisely engrneered concave

sides (Fig. 1) of the Gates belt

fill out and become straight (Fig.

I-A). Thus the belt makes uniform contact with

he sides of the pulley. That means sure pulling

)ower and cven distrihution of ivcar. Longer wear,

'ewer replacements cut belt costs... reduce down
ime...contribute to profits.

eSimple test proves value of

concave sides

Bendastraight-sidedbelt (Fig. 2)

Cif., 2 and feel the sides bulge out around

[J^^_J the bend. The bulging sides prevent

the belt from fitting evenly in the pul-

ley groove (Fig. 2-A). Uneven contact causes un-

even wear. . .shortens belt life...increases costs.

Keep belt costs doirn by specifying Gates Vulco

Rope Drives—the V-Belt with eouca\'e sides.

GATES RUBBER OF CANADA Ltd.

Brantford, Ontário

Gates disfributor sfocks and drive engineering

serv/ce are quickly available fhroughout Canada

TPA 37

GATES
HE ENGINEERING JOLRNAL March, 1955

VULCO ROPE DRIVES
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British clectrical and allied industries
research association. Technical re-

ports

:

No. L/T294—Some experiment.s on d.c.

positive point-to-plane corona discharges,

by H. M. Gaunt and J. D. Craggs. No.
L/T 298—Review of ferroelectricity and
antifeiTOclectricity in the perovskites, bv
A. F. Devonshire". No. L/T301—Negatiye
ion formation in gases of high dielectric

stiength, bv J. W. Marriott and J. D.
Craggs. No." L/T302—The dielectric prop-

erties of ketone resins, by E. Rushton.
No. L/T308—Negative ion formation in

gases of high dielectric strength. Part II

—

The Lozier apparatus, bv J. W. Marriott
and J. D. Craggs. No.' L/T309—Water
sorption in polystyrene and cellulose tri-

acetate, by A. G. Day.

British rubber development board:

Látex foam in furniture.

Natural rubber látex and its applica-

tions—No. 4—The preparation of látex

foam products, by C. F. Flint.

Canada. Department of labour. Econ-
omics and research branch:

Survcy of industrial requirements for

Professional personnel, 1952-1956.

Canada. National research council.
Canadian government specifications
board. Specifications:

9-GP-6—Paper; ammunition, lead-free.

53-GP-6—Ribbons; typewriter, cotton.

1-GP-40P Primer; structural steel,

alkyd type (Provisional).

Canada. National research council.
Division of building research. Tech-
nical paper:

Permafrost investigations at Aklavik:
1953 (Drilling and sampling) by J. A.

Pihlainen and G. H. Johnston.

Canada. National research council.
Division of building research. Tech-
nical papers:

No. 14—Winter design temperature
data for sixty-six Canadian stations, by
M. K. Thomas and D. W. Boyd.

No. 17—Effect of tho 1950 Winnipcg
flood on house foundations, by A. Baraços.
(N.R.C. No. 3342). No. 19—Control of

water vapour in dwellings, by N. B.
Hutcheon. (N.R.C. No. 3343).

Canada. National research council.
Division of mechanical engineering.
Report

:

No. ME-208—The design of power
plant ducting, by H. S. Fowler.

Edison electrical institute:

Blowing out main turbine steam lines

before initial operation (Publication no.

54-17). Specifications for electrical workers
insulating safety headgear (No. AP-1
1954).

Institution of mechanical engineers:
Guided missiles, by G. W. H. Gardner.

Institution of mechanical engineers.
Automobile division:

The skid-resisting properties of roads
and tyres, by G. Grime and C. G. Giles.

Experimental investigations on the brak-
ing performance of motor vehicles, by
H. J. H. Starks and R. D. Lister.

Kansas, llniversity. Publications:

Transactions of the fourth annual soil

mechanics and foundation engineering con-
ference (Bulletin of engineering and archi-

tecture, no. 31).

North-east coast institution of en-
gineers and shipbuilders:

The partnership of science and engineer-

ing, by Sir Edward Appleton.

North-east coast institution of en-
gineers and shipbuilders:

Instrumentation in engineering research

—with particular reference to marine tur-

bine machinery, by B. J. Terrell. The use

of a digital computer with particular

reference to the analysis of structures, by
R. K. Livesley and t. M. Charlton.

Ontário. Hydro-electric power com-
mission:

Forty-sixth annual report, 1953.

Portland cement association. Re-
search and development labora-
tories

:

Influence of soil volume change and
vegetation on highwav engineering, by
E. J. Felt.

Purdue university. Engineering ex-
tension departmeiit. Engineering
bulletin

:

Proceedings of the 40th annual road
school.

A.S.T.M. standards, American society
for testing materiais, 1916 Race
Street, Philadelphia 3, Pa.

A.S.T.M. standards on metallic elec-
trical conductors, $3.25 (U.S.).

This is a compilation of ali the standards
relating to metallic conductors for use in

insulated or uninsulatpd, covered or un-
covered form. These include wire, stranded
conductors, rods, bars and shapes, and
pipes and tubes of copper, copper alloy

and copper-covered steel; aluminum wire
and other aluminum conductors; and va-
rious types of galvanized iron and steel

conductors. Among the new standards
added to this edition is a test method re-

lating to copper wire for magnct wire
fabrication and specifications for copper
used in hookup wire for electronic equip-
ment.

A.S.T.M. standards on textile ma-
teriais (with related Information),
$5.50 (U.S.).

These 111 standards cover asbestos,
bast and leaf íibres, cotton, glass textiles,

etc, and general fibres, fabrics, yarns,
threads, and cordage. Information is in-

cluded on Identification, analysis, resist-

ance to insects, testing machines, and
other subjects. Twenty-five of the test
methods recorded in the earlier edition
have been revised, while seven of the
standards are new.

British standards, British standards
institution, 2 Park Street, London,
W. 1. British standards are avail-
able froni the Canadian standards
association, National research build-
ing, Ottawa, Canada.

B.S. 1557 :1954—Polythene-insulated
cables sheathed with p.v.c. for elec-
tric power & lighting up to 250
volts. 5/-.

The various types of polythene-insulated
polyvinyl - chloride compound - sheathed
cables here speciíied are single-core cables,

flat twin cables, flat twin cables with
earth-continuity conductor, flat three-core
cables, circular twin cables and circular

three-core cables. The principal feature of

Tin research institute:

Improved aluminium-tin bearing al-

loys, by J. W. Cuthbertson and E. C. Ell-

wood. Some aspects of tinning by im-
mersion processes, by D. E. Weimer and
J. W. Price.

Underwriters' laboratories of Canada:
Proposed revision of standard for hy-

drants for private and municipal fire de-

partment service.

United States. National research coun-
cil. Highway research board. Bul-
letin:

No. 90—Vertical sand drains. (Publica-

tion no. 326).

No. 91—Highway accidents and related

factors. (Publication no. 334).

United States. National research
council. Highway research board.
Bulletins

:

No. 92—Highway-user taxation. (Pub-
lication no. 340). No. 93—Soil density and
stability. (Publication no. 341).

Washington. University:

Proceedings 1954 northwest conference

on road building. 88 pp.

this new edition is the reduction in insula-

tion and sheath thickness which has been
found possible since the first edition was
published in 1949. Also included are qual-

ity requirements and tests for the p.v.c.

sheath and a method for the determination
of the grade of the polythene insulation.

B.S. 2502:1954—Manufacture and test-

ing of sectional cold rooms (walk-
in type). 3/-.

The two standards are intended to

make provision for large commercial and
industrial refrigerators, viz., cabinets of

12 to 100 cu. ft. net capacity, and sectional

cold rooms of 100 to 1,500 cu. ft. gross

capacity. No attempt has been made to

recommend standard sizes; conditions of

manufacture and testing have, however,
been prescribed which should ensure a
competitive high quality for commercial
refrigerators.

Canadian standards, Canadian stand-
ards association, National research
building, Ottawa, Canada.

CS.A. C92.1—1954—Canadian stand-
ard practice for industrial lighting,

2nd ed. $0.50.

This new edition is based on the

American Standard Practice for Industrial

Lighting and covers the.se subjects: factors

affecting the seeing tasks of industry,

factors of good illumination, influence of

environmental factors, daylighting, arti-

ficial lighting, lighting methods for indus-

trial áreas and industrial lighting main-
tenance. The Appendix discusses the

advantages of good illumination and the

Preface includes material on progress in

lighting application, development of new
techniques and safe working conditions.

C. S.A. B125 19.54—Plumbing brass.

$1.00.

This Specification applies to present

conventional types and forms of plumbing
brass and their modifications. It covers

single and double lavatory faucets, straight

and angle stops with and without drain,

sink and bath faucets, lavatory waste fit-

tings, lavatory traps, sediment and lawn

faucets, closet tank fioat valves, flush

valves for low toilets, etc.

STANDARDS REVIEWED
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GIANT
CABLES

for

Steep Rock Lak<

U, SIZE)

fid 750 MCM,
lor iniulated

*! armoured— 15 KV ungrd. neut.

. fo feecf fwo 10,000 hp dredges.
í The name "Steep Rock" has come to be synonomous
Vh major engineering feats. Exposing the rich deposits of
im ore buried in the bed of this Ontário Icke, has proven
c^nique challenge to engineering skill.

To-day, the third stage of baring the lake bed is under
as dredging of the vast Falis Bay area begins. Two of

t> largest hydraulic pipe-line dredges in the worid have
|f been built. The power to drive their pumps and cutter-

(jds is carried from shore by rubber-insulated, steel-wire

cnoored cobles, larger in size and weight than any other
c their type ever made.

Northern Electric's wire and cabie plant at Lachine,

Que. has ali the facilities to manufacture such cables

—

modem machinery, versatile handling equipment, extensive

laboratories and, most significant of ali, skilled personnel with

a heritage of over 50 years of cable-making experience.

j

Over SVj* in diameter and weighing more than 27
Ifunds a foot, these cables were manufactured by Northern
'"ictric to meet the exacting demands of the installation.

ley will operate at 13,800 volts, 24 hours a day, through
'i heat of summer and the intense cold of v/inter. Their
'13ged construction is designed to withstand damage from
':ks, underwater land-slides, and ice-floes. Lorge portions
«jthe cable will be immersed continually in lake-water.

For more detaih oj this unusual cable u rite to Northern
Electric Company Limited, Dept. 55, 1600 Notre Dame
St. W., Montreal, Quehec and ask for Product News No. 31

entitled "Dredge Cable jor Steep Rock Lake".

3055-1

ortharn iMhctríc
COMPANY LIMITED
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The editor

Appointments and Transfere
Changes at Pacific Coast Pipe.—Fol-
lowing a recent meeting of the board
of direotors, the company announced
the appointment of T. A. Kennedj'.
R.I.A., to the position of vice-president

and managing-director. Mr. Kennedy re-

placea H. C. Fitz-James, m.e.i.c, who
lias retiied after 40 years of service. As
reported elsewhere in these columns the

appointment of D. D. Reeve, m.e.i.c, as

ohief engineer was also announced, re-

placing J. B. Holdcroft, who has retired

from active service but will continue
in the capacity of Consulting engineer.

Phillips Electrical Co. (1953) Limit-
ed.—Following the recent appointments
of T. A. Lindsay as executive vice-

president and F. W. Barnhouse as gen-
eral sales manager, it was announced
that the latter will be assisted by E.
M. Lloyd, marketing manager, and D.
C. Brazier, sales manager. Mr. Lloyd
had been with British Insulated Cal-
lender's Cables Limited for many year,<

before joining Phillips in 1953. Mr.
Brazier has an extensive knowledge of
the industry and has been with the com-
pany more than ten years.

•
Winnipeg Street Lighting. — Max
Spigelman has been appointed engineer
in charge of the street lighting division,

City of Winnipeg Hydro-Electric Sys-
tem, to succeed C. A. Midwinter who
retired on pension last December.
Mr. Spigelman was born in Winniiioí

in 1912 and received his early education
in Winnipeg public .schools. In 193.3, lie

graduated from the University of Mani-
toba with the degree of B.Sc. in electri-

cal engineering.

He joined the City of Winnipeg
Hydro in 1938 and served in the Power
Plants Division until 1941. He then
joined the R.C.A.F. and for the next
four years, served as a flight lieutenant
with the Aeronautical Engineering
Branch. He was also at Air Force Head-
quarters, Ottawa and with the Canadian
.loint Staff at Washington, D.C. as tech-
nical liaison officer with the U.S. Armed
Services. After the war, he rejoined the
City of Winnipeg Hydro as street light-
ing engineer.

Mr. Spigelman is a member of the
Association of Professional Engineers,
Province of Manitoba, and a member
of the Illuminating Engineering Society
of America.

•
B. F. Goodrich Changes IVanie.—Tt

was announced by Ira G. Needles, presi-

dent of the company, that B. F. Good-
lich Canada Limited will be the new
name of The B. F. Goodrich Rubber
Company of Canada, Limited.

F. W. Barnhouse E. M. Lloyd
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D. C. Brazier
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The change in name wa-s designed lo

keep pace with their accelerated activi-

ties in fields other than rubber, such as

chemicals, vinyl plastics and rigid pias

ric material. At the same time, they
lecognized a need to streamline thp

company name and pro\ide a shorter

title. Ofiicial permission to change the
name had been received and the new
name would be effective inimediately.

Geological Survey of Canada.—Mines
Minister George Prudham has an-
nounced the recent appointment by tht-

Civil Service Commission of Dr. Clif-

ford S. Lord as chief geologist of the

Geological Survey of Canada. He suc-

ceeds Dr. George Hanson who becamc
director of the Survey in October 1953.

In his new post Dr. Lord will br

responsible mainly for organizing and
directing the field work of the Survey,

a task of increasing importance in view
of the rapid growth of mining in CaD-
ada. He has been employed continuousU'
by the Survey since June 1937 and in

the two previous seasons he had servr- l

as chief of party on Survey field assign-

ments. In recent years he has had
immediate charge of the work of the

Sur\ey in the mainland portion of the

Xorthwest Territories. It was in tlii.-í

capacity that he organized and directed

in 1952 a project known as "Operatioii

Krewatin" whereby, for the first time

in Canada, helicopters were used foi

extensive systematic geological mapping.
As a re.«ult of new techniques developed
for the project the geological mappiut;
of northern Canada is now proceedins
more economically and at a far greatcr

pace than was previously thought poí-

sible.

Dr. Lord was born in New Westmin-
ster, British Columbia, and received hi-

early education in that city. He is i

gradualc of the University of Britisli

Columbia, receiving a bachelor degree

in applied science in 1929 and a master'-

dogree in geological engineering in 1933.

He continued his studies at the Massa-
(lui.-=etts Institute of Technology wherc
he obtained his Ph.D. in 1937, special-

izing in economic geology.
He is a fellow of several professional

organiza tions, including the Royai So-

ciety of Canada, the Geological Society

of America, the Geological Association
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Granes such as these are in a sense

"travelling bridges". Each of those shown,

for example, traveis nearly 4,000 miles

per year {One 8 hour shift per day) and moves

annually many thousands of tons of steel.

In more than 50 years of crane building we
have accumulated a fund of experience which is

unexcelled in Canada—covering every major industry.^

This experience is fully available to solve

the handling problems which come with every phase

of Canada's great industrial development.

*Ofher Dívfsróns: STRUCTURAL, BOILER, PIATEWORK, WAREHOUSE

PUmHm MONTRIAl, OTTAWA, TORONTO, WINNIPIO, CAIOARY, VANCOOVH

AnecM* Cm«m>ím ofi AMHIRST, QUIRfC. SAUIT STI. MAtll. lOMONTOM

Wrile for

PublicoNon

No. MF-104
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SAME CITY OR ACROSS THE CONTINENT..,

-'•T'?i-..-

GIVES HIM YÒV^^
MESSAGE IN WRITING ,

IN SECONDS!

ONÍ OF BELL TEL[PHON['S SPÍCIALIZED COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES

In your own offices, over your own private

lines, you can carry on two-way communi-

cation between factories, branches, ware-

houses and other company units—
individually or ali at the same time. Ali

orders, reports and other important mes-

sages go down in writing, in single or multi-copy, at both

sending and receiving ends; they can be quickly checked for

accuracy, íiled for future reference.

WITH BELI TEIITYPE you gain the extra

dependability and convenience of Bell

operation and maintenance. A'o equip-

ment to buy—you pay only for the

Service itselfand onlyfor time required.

Have your nearest Bell Business

Office supply details about this

flexible, time-saving, work-saving

aid to businesses large and small.

BELI ARE COMMUNICATIONS SPECIAIISTS

witli the technical knowledge to

provide ali types of Communications

systems. Cali us in for a study of

your Communications. Without any

obligation to you, Bell experts will be

glad to survey your operations and

recommend the system most suited

to your needs.

Intercommunícatíng

Telephone Systems BELL TELETYPE Mobile Telephone Systems

Channels for

Telemetering and

Supervisory Control

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF CANADA

of Canada, and the Arctic Institute of

North America, and a member of tho

'

Canadian Institute of Mining and

'

Mctallurgy, in which he .<erved as
|

founcillor of District 3 during 1952-53. '

National Carbon Company. — The
latest move in an expansion program

;

wa.s revealed this week in the announcc-

,

ment by A. A. Cumming. president of

National Carbon Company, Di\-ision of

Union Carbide Canada Limited, of the

formation of a Development Organiz t-

tion. J. S. Dewar is appointed manager.

'

H. M. Brown is in charge of product 1

and process development of "E\ eready
'

Batteries, ''Prestone" Anti-Freeze and

'

"National" Carbon and Graphite Prod-

,

ucts. C.W. Galbraith, is responsible for
j

the development of new industrial and I

automotive produets and R. G. Leckey,
for new consumer products. The iiurpose '

of the new organization is to in\ estiga'^e I

new business opportunities originating

within the Company or. alternatively,

made a\ailable from sources outside.
i

Standard Steel Appointnient.—Accord-
ing to a recent announccment by the

Standard Steel Construction Company,
|

Fort Robinson, Ontário, L. Harrison huá

been appointed Toronto area sales rr-

presentative for the company.
Mr. Harrison graduated in structural

engineering from Constantine Technical
i

L. Harrison

College in 1939 and since thai^ time h 1=

gained considerable experience as a

structural steel engineer in England. Mr
Harrison arrived in Canada in 1951

where he joined the fimi of Chemical

Construction (Inter-American) Limited

as sénior structural engineer, a position

he recently left to take up his preseni

duties.

Addition to N.R.C. Stafif.—Dr. Peter

M. Millman, formerly chief of the

Stellar Physics Division of the Do-
minion Observatory, has joined the staff

of the National Research Council of

I
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,STELCO puts

a shoulder tGi

the wheei

STELCO
WIRE
OVER SOOO CASE

HISTORIES ON RECORD

. . . with speciaity LOW CARBON WIRE for chains!

Stelco Low Carbon Wire is tough . . . strong . . . ductile . . . uniform! With slight

variations in analysis it is suitable for such widely different products as coathangers,
cutlery, lampshades, and screwdrivers.

There are said to be more than a hundred and fifty thousand known applications for

wire — every one of them requiring some special skill, some expert knowledge, to ensure
the ultimate success of the product.

It is this specialized know-how, coupled with individual attention and "shoulder to
the wheel" co-operation, that Stelcos Engineering and Mctallurgical service offers to

wire users.

Canada's most extensive wire-making facilities, backed by a vast

range of recorded experience, are gearcd to serve you when you
consult Stelco on your wire problenis. Contact any Stelco Sales

Office for prompt action.

THE STEEL COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED

Executive Offtces : Jlaiiiilíon — Montreal

54351 . B Sales Offices: Halifax, Saint John, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, London, Windsor,

Winnipeg, Edmonton, Vancouver, J. C. Pratt & Co. Limited, St. John's, Newfoundland.
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Canada to lead their section on upper
atmosphere research. in N.R.Cs Divi-

•sion of Radio and Electrical Engineei-
ing.

Dr. Millnian was born in Toronto in

1906. He leceived the B.A. degree from
the University of Toronto in 1929, t.lie

A.M. degree from Harvard Uni\'ersity in

1931, and the Ph.D. from Harvard m
1932, ali in astronomy.

He \va.s on the ítafí of the David
Dunlap Observatory and lecturer in

astronomv, Univcrsitv of Toronto, from
1933 to 1945.

He was in the R.C.A.F. from 1941 to

1946, fírst as navigation in.struftor, latc^r

in oharge of operational research for the

R.C.A.F.. and hc retired with the rank

of .-íqnadron leader. One of his last duties

in the Services was to plan the research

rcporting procediire»!, for the Air Force,

on winter Exercise Musk Ox in 1946.

He wa.s on the staff of the Dominion
Observatory from 1946 to 195."). anfl ha.s

been chief of their StcUar Fhysics Divi-

sion since 1951.

Dr. Millman's work for the pa-^t

twenty years has been concernod main-
ly with meteors and moteoriteis, buf h''

ha.s also worked in the field of stellai-

radial velocities, and in the ob.^ervation

of solar ecli|ises from the air.

•

Vancouver Appoiniment.—The direc-

tors of Vancouver Machinery Depot
Ltd. and Vancouver Iron Works Ltd.

Donald B. Grant

have announced the appoinlment uf

Donald B. Grant as president and gen-
eral manager of both companies. Mr.
Grant has been associated with Vancou-
•ver Machinery Depot since 1946 as sec-

retary treasurer and latterly íis executive
vice-president.

í»ublir Works Staff Change.—The De-
|)artment of Public Works announced
today the transfer of E. C. Martel of

Ottawa, to the now post of assistani

director (administrai ion), Building Con-
struction Branch. During the past two
and one-half years Mr. Martel wa»
executive assistant to the deputy mia-
ister of Public Works and, prior to that,

departmental ehief of personnel for

three years. He has been a member of

the Department since 1946.

Fenco Director. "lilovd .Montgomory
Pidgeoi), ^LB.K., has been appointed to

the board of dircctors of Foundation of

Canada Eiigineering Corporation Limited
of Toronto and .Motitrcal.

Dr. Pidgeon is hcad of the department
of metallurgical engineering of the Uni-
versity of Toronto, which position he has
held suice 1943 and is a coiisultarit in the

field of chemistrv and metallurgy. Il

wa^i he vvho developed a proc(>ss foi- the

Iiroduction of metallic magnesium which
is cmployed by oiic plant ii] Canada and
five plants iii the r.S..\. Fie is the author
of numerous scieiíliHc publicat ions.

Dr. Pidgeon is a Fellow of th(^ Royai
Society of Canada and a .Member of the
Order of the British Pjnpire. He is a
member of th(^ Canadian Listitute of

.Mining and Metallurgy, llie .\mi'rican

Institute of .Mining and .Metallurgy, and
of the .^ssociatioii of Professional iMigi-

neers of Ontário.

Electric IVIotors in Industry.—Today
electric motors mit prrforming a nuilti-

luile of tasks in praclicall\- e\-er>'

("ana,dian industry from B.C. to New-
foundland. Most of their funclions are
of an everyday nature but now and
tlien a uniíiue ap))lication comes to light.

Thafs the case at Black I^ake in

(.^uebec wln^ e 50 million tons of asbestos-
confaining ore lies beneath .50 feet of
water and 30 million cubic yards of
clay, sand. gra\el and silt.

To gct at the dejiosits lhe lake will

be drained. and heli)ing lo do the job
will !)(' two Canadian Weslinghouse 6000
iiorsepower motoi's. an 800 horsepower
unit and as,sociat(>d controls and switch-
geav.

The mud and waler will l)e [lumped
to a disposal area three miles away after

a ri\('r i'unning into Black I>ake has
been di\erted. On a dredge, jjowered b>'

lhe 800 h.p. molor. a de\ice similar to

a propellor will slir up the lake bottom
and tlien the 6000 h]). units will i)ower
the pumps doing the disi)osal jol). It

IS estima ted that the operation will takc
about three years to complete.

•
E.xpansion at Shell Oil.—A four million
<lollar expansion program at Shell Oil
Company of Canada's Montreal Kast
lefinery was announced recently by Dr.
D. M. Morri.son, \ ice-president, manu-
faoturing. The extensions scheduled for
completion late in 1955, tivv intermediate
steps in an o\(Mall program designetl to
ultimately increase tlie refinerv's capac-
ity from 44.000 to 55,000 baireís of crude
oil per day.

The cui-rent exiiansion includes the
addition of a ncw vacuum flasher and
an increase in the capacily of the
calalytic cracking unit from 16,500 to

19.500 barreis per day. .\ contract for
lhe construction of the \acuum flaslier

has been awarded lo Arthur G. McKee
Company of Canada, Limited, a firm
which shared in lhe last major expansion
and modernizai ion program at tlie re-

fineiy in 19.50. Work on the catalytic
rracker )s being undert.-iken b,\- ShelTs
(nigineering staíj.

Dr. Morrison st a ted that the cat

cracker cajiacity is being increased
thiough the installation of a new furnace
and a no\-el internai regenerator coolcr,

the firsi oi ils kind in Canada. Upon

L. M. Pidgeon

the completion of the \ acuum flasher the

combined caijacit ies of the new and ex-

isting units will be raised 32,500 barreis

dailv.

•
Rock Bolts a Stelco Safety Device.—
ComlKitling the risks of lhe physical

factors m mming, tuimelling. rofk cuts

on railway rights-of-way. canal develoj>

ment and highway construction are cer-

lain engineering problems. To oxercome
tiiese problems tliere is an ever-growing

fund of accumulaled expeiif>nce, knowl-

edge and engineering ilcv ici-s such that

can safely predict an increasing inactical

control over such jiliysical hazards as

bad ground, rock bursts or improper

handling of explosives.

One >uch device. now being produced
l)y The Steel Company of Canada, Lim-
ited, Montreal, is known as "mine roof

bolts." Through their diversified use they

mighl more properlv be termed "rock

bolts".

Mine roof bolts ha\e pro\ed tliein-

•selves superior to tmíbers in many in-

stances in mine roof control. p]xperience

has shown that in both coal and metal

inining the use of mine roof bolts has

materially reduced roof-fall accidents (a

worthwhile achievement in itself), and

has impro\ed operating efficiency by:

reduced timber costs and storage, speed-

ing up loading and haulage, providing

greater clearances, laterally and over-

head, irnproving air conditions.

Stelco is now offering two lypes of

mine bolts — the expansion type and

lhe slotted type. For full inforniation

contact The Steel Company of Canada.

Limited, Heavy Bolt Division. 525 Dom-
inion Street. Montreal or any Stelco

oHice coast to coast.

•

Contract Awarded by Alcan. — The
.•\l\iminuin Company of Canada has

awardeíi the construction contract for

lhe aluminum smelter expansion at

Kitimat (o the Saguenay-Kitimat Com-
pany. a uewly organized subsidiary. Con-

struction started in February. Il i-

planned that the additional smelter will
\

start in operation in early 1956.

The Saguenay-Kitimat Company 's op-

erating headcjuarlers will be Kitimat,

B.C. Ils head ofíice will be 1700 Sun
1-ife Buildmg, Montreal, P.Q. A tempor-

New Equipment and Developments
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Professional Cards

ALLEN C. SMITH and ASSOCIATES

Registered Engineers

and Architects

413 6RANVILLE ST., VANCOUVER 2, B.C. MA. 5261

STADLER HURTER
& Company

Consulting Engineers
Municipal, Commercial, Industrial, Pioces*

and Power Plant Engineering and Design

Suite 609, DRUMMOND BUILDING
MONTREAL, CANADA

SWAN, WOOSTER & PARTNERS
Consulting Engineers

Specializing in

:

HARBOUR WORKS • INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS
BRIDGES

814 BIRKS BUILDING, 718 GRANVILLE ST.

VANCOUVER 2, BRITISH COLUMBIA

THE WARNOCK HERSEY COMPANY LTD.

Consulting and Inspection Engineers
Industrial Chemists

Mechanical, Electrical, Civil Inspections • Soil Mechanics
and Site Investigationa • Chemical and Physical Teste •

X-Ray and Ultrasonic Examinations • Engineering Studiee
and Reeearch • Industrial Appraiaals and Surveya •

Expediting.

Head Office: 128 Elmslie Street, Montreal 32, P.Q.

Branch Offices: Haliiax, Moncton, Toronto, Hamilton, London,
Windsor, Winnipeg, Edmonton, Vancouver.

WIGGS, WALFORD, FROST &
LINDSAY

Consulting Engineers

INDUSTRIAL SURVEYS, REPORTS AND APPRAISALS
CIVIL, ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

DESIGNS, SPECIFICATIONS AND SUPERVISION

4356 SHERBROOKE ST. W.
MONTREAL, QUE.
CLenview 6311

1168 BAY STREET
TORONTO 5, ONT.

Mldway 1141

WOOD, McADAM & MAGOR

Consulting Engineers

STRUCTURAL MECHANICAL - ELECTRICAL
DESIGNS, SPECmCATIONS and SUPERVISION

4444 SHERBROOKE ST. WESTMOUNT, P.Q.

Wllbank 0995

ary branch office will be opened in Van-
couver, B.C.

Mr. McNeely DuBose, m.e.i.c, is

prcsident of the Saguenay-Kitimat Com-
pany and Mr. F. T. Matthias has been
appointed general manager. Key staff

appointments are: construction manager,
H. C. Jenkinson; coiLstruction superin-

tendent, John B. Whitton; purcliasing

ugcnt, D. T. Ljmch; personnel director,

R. L. Auger.
The pre.sently planned expansion pro-

gram involves additional smelter capac-
ily of 60,000 tons of ahiminum per year.

•

New, Smaller Air Starting Motor.

—

Ing('r,«olI-Rand, the originator of air

starting motors for die.^el and large gaso-
line engine.s, announces a third size start-

ing motor in their linc. Thi.s ncw starting
motor i.s known as the Size 5BM and
IS dcsigned for .starting .^ervico on gaso-
hne cngines with froiii 750 to 1750 cu.

in. disphu-ement and for diesel engines
from 300 to 700 cu. in. disphicement.
This now .starting motor inrorjjorates

the time proven Ingersoll-Rand Multi-
Vane air motor as the power source, and
is dirertly connected by means of a
splinpíi AvaU to the Bendix drive unit.
Tliis d(>sign eliminates gears and a.s.sures

mininuim maintenance. The bearings in
the air motor are sealed to keep grease
in and dirt out.
Smaller and more compact than equi-

valont electric startors, the air starting
motor gives reliablo .starting servicc at
ali times. It eliminates the nece.ssity

of generators, banks of storage batteries,

and the cost of battery maintenance
and replacement. It is not affected by
climate conditions, which often injure

the insulation of electric starting motors
becau.se of deterioration of windings.

The new 5BM air starting motor joins

the Ingersoll-Rand line including the

larger Size 9BM and the largest Size

20BM, thus providing air starting ad-

vantages for the complete range of

heavy-duty internal-combustion engine

starting requirement.s.

For more infornuition write Canadian
Ingersoll-Rand Company Ltd., 800 Birks

Building, 620 Cathcart Street, Montreal,

or your nearest C-I-R Branch Office.

New SKF Building.—With the official

opening on February 15 of Canadian
SKF Company warchouse and office, at

the junction õf Metropolitan Boulevard

and Upper Lachino Road, another vcry

modern one-storey building becamc part

of the rapidly expanding industrial de-

velopment taking place in Montreal
West. Of buff brick construction, the

building is of advanced design. One of

its outstanding features is the gla.s.s and
aluminum tower-shaped cornor entrance.

Floor space is 12.000 squaro feet. There

is sufficicnt room for expansion as need-

ed and there are ample parking facilities,

one of the rea.sons why SKF and other

companies are finding it advantagcous to

build in suburban developments.

Mr. Gunnar Wester, president of

Canadian SKF Company, officially

opened the building, which he said had
been planned for Montreal in accordance
with compf.ny policy of kceping abrcast
of industrial growth in the Province of

Quebec and in Canada as a whole.
The first Montreal Office was opened

36 years ago. two years after the com-
pany's establishment in Canada. Four
years ago, a new head office and manu-
facturing division were opened at Scar-

borough, Oní.

Canadian Liquid Air Expands.—

A

$500,000 expansion of its manufacturing
and distributing facilities has been
launched in B.C. by Canadian Liquid
Air Company Ltd.. with construction of

new plants at Victoria and Kitimat.
They bring to fi\o the number of

Canadian Liquid Air plants in B.C.
Besides plants in ^'ancouvcr, Xorth Van-
couver .and Cranbrook. the comiiany has

19 other oxygen and 12 acetyleno plants

across Canada. At Montreal, the com-
pany operatcs i)lants l"or manufacturing
medicai gasc^, oxy-acetylene welding and
cutting ecjuipment, and electrodes for

are welding, as well as design aml manu-
facturing shops for the building of low
temperaturc gas .separalion pl.ants. A re-

search laboratory is also mainlained in

that city.

The company 's Kitimat plant is the

fiist independcnt manufacturing opera-

lion to be established at the Aluminum
Company of Canadas liuge smelter

centre.
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Recent

Developments

in the

Design and

Manufacture

in Canada

of Fig. 18. Manifold assembly; note the strain gauges on the branch at upper right.

Large Gapacity Hydraulic Turbines

by

R. S. Sproule, M.E.I.G.

Manager, Hydraulic Division,

Dominion Engineering Works, Ltd.,

Montreal.

A paper to be presented before the 69th Annual General and Professional

Meeting of The Engineering Institute of Canada, Toronto, May 1955.

ciency) in 1954, or 76 percent of the

turbine rating operating full time.

At the Chute à la Savanne plant,

1954 production by the five turbines

was 15 X 10^ kwh. or 81 percent of

full load.

The dimensionless quantity "spe-

cific speed", S\ = N w rr d.it5/4

Since the end of World War II

installed hydroelectric power in

Canada has increased from 10 mil-

The development of hydroelectric

power in Canada since aboiít 1945

has heen spectacular, though il has

not atlracted as murh attention as

olher developments more in the

pul)li(' eye, e.g., lelevision. Cana-
«lian nianufacturers have managed
lo fiet most of the orders for the

turhines required and also to supply

some for export, but only by sup-

porting generous research prograins

and by iinproving designs and man-
ufacturing methods. This paper dis-

cusses poslwar trends and gives a

number of exatnples of today'8

practices.

lion to over 17 million horsepower.

Of the total increase only one major
turbine was foreign built, and over

60 percent of the horsepower was
completely designed in Canada.
Further, more than one and a half

million horsepower has been de-

signed and built in Canada for oper-

ation in foreign oountries since the

war. The table lists the major hy-

draulic turbines designed and manu-
factured or marmfactured in Can-
ada during the period under consi-

deration. Included are many spec-

tacular and some record-breaking

achievements, but one imi)orlant

feature of the list has received little

publicity: that is, the large number
of big turbines reliably turning out

power at high-load factors. As an

example, the 13 Beauharnois tur-

bines developed 35 x 10* kwh. (this

figure allows for the generator eflfi-

THE ENGINEERING JOURNAL ApriU 1955

is used to classify turbine runner de-

sign. There is a strong incentive to

increase the specific speed of tur-

bines installcd under any given head,

because higher speeds lead to lower

generator costs and to reduced
powerhouse dimensions. Figure 1 is

a plot of turbine s])ecific speed

against head for the Francis tur-

bines listed in the table. lhe luniiber

on the graph c()rres])<)ii(iing to Iht

reference numl)er in lhe lable. If

values from this plot are compared
with those of prewar practice in

Canada it will be found that there

is an appreciable increa.se in specific

speed tlirougliout the head range

shown.
One point in Figure 1 wliich re-

quires expanalion is \o. H, referriiig

to lhe Paido .Vfonzo plant of the

Cia Ilidro Eléctrica do Sao Fran-

cesco in Brazil, having a specific

speed of 53.5 and a head of 266 feet.
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This is in an underground power-
house with the centre line of tur-

bine distributors set 15 feet below
minimum tail water levei. The low
setting was selected because of the

rock structure and is suitable for

the relatively high speed chosen.

The smaller size of the turbines and
generators made possible by the

higher speed resulted in economies
of excavation as well as of machi-
nery costs. ®.
A great deal of unpublicized de-

sign and research work has been
done in Canada since World War II

with the object of raising the effi-

ciency of hydraulic turbines to opti-

mum values. Fig. 2 and 3 show some
results of this work. Fig. 2 is a sheet

showing the results of the field test

of the eight 62,000 hp. Des Joachims
turbines of the Hydro-Electric Power
Commission of Ontário. The lower

curve is the average of the first four

units equipped with a prewar runner

design, while the upper curve is the

average of the last four units, using

a runner design which has been de-

veloped recently by the author's

company. The efficiency increase

shown by these field tests is about
the same as the difíerential in the

laboratory tests of the model run-

ners.

Figure 3 illustrates some of the

postwar work done on model Francis

runners in the author's company 's

hydraulic laboratory. Each curve is a
plot of efficiency against power for

a runner of one foot throat diameter

operating under a head of one foot.

These curves show the performance
of 16-in. or smaller diameter model
runners for only a few of the many
tests made. Most of these model
runners were tested with many
design modifications, including

variations of inlet diameter and
outflow arca to establish the ranges
of specific speed and unit power for

which they are suitable.

Closely allied to the development
of high efficiency runners is cavita-

tion testing. This is not altogether

a new development in Canada; as

early as 1926 a cavitation labora-

tory was operated at Shawinigan
Falis by the Shawinigan Water and
Power Company and the Dominion
Engineering Works. This laboratory

Major Hydraulic Turbines Manufactured in Canada since World War II

Ref.

No.

1

2

3
4
5

6

7

Name of plant Operated by

Kemano .\luminum Co. of Canada

Waneta Consolidated Mining & Smelting Co.

Sir Adam Beck, Niagara No. 2 . . H.E.P.C. of Ontário
Cubatao Underground Sao Paulo Light & Power Co
Nilo Pecanha Rio de Janeiro T.L. & P. Co

8 Paulo Afonzo Sao Francisco Hydro-Electric Co. . .

9 WahleachLake B.C. Electric Co
10 Decew Falis H.E.P.C. of Ontário

11 Lake Buntzen B.C. Electric Co
12 Shawinigan No. 3 Shawinigan Water & Power Co. . . .

13 Trenche Shawinigan Water & Power Co.

.

14 Ilha dos Pombos Rio de Janeiro T.L. & P. Co
15 Des Joachims H.E.P.C. of Ontário
16 Spray Calgary Power Co
17 Chute à la Savanne Aluminum Co. of Canada
18 Beauharnois Hydro-Quebec
19 McCormick Manicouagan Power Co
20 Chute au Diable Aluminum Co. of Canada
21 Roxburgh New Zealand State Hydro
22 Peixoto Cia Paulista de Forca e Luz . . . .

23 Beauharnois Hydro-Quebec
24 Beauharnois Hydro-Quebec
25 Plant X U.S.S R
26 PinePortage H.E.P.C. of Ontário
27 PinePortage H.E.P.C. of Ontário
28 Seven Sisters Manitoba H.E. Board
29 Seven Sisters Manitoba H.E. Board
30 Seven Sisters Manitoba Hydro
31 Brilliant Consolidated Mining & Smelting Co.
32 Quinze Northern Quebec Power Co
33 Jim Gray Price Brothers
34 Puntledge Calgary Power Co
35 Whakamaru New Zealand State Hydro
36 Otto Holden H.E.P.C. of Ontário
37 Otto Holden H.E.P.C. of Ontário
38 Ghost Calgary Power Co
39 Tunnel H.E.P.C. of Ontário
40 Stewartville H.E.P.C. of Ontário
41 John Hart B.C. Power Commission
42 Agusabon H.E.P.C. of Ontário
43 Bryson Gatineau Power Co
44 Lois River Powell River Co
45 Farmers Rapids Gatineau Power Co
46 Rundle Calgary Power Co
47 Chenaux H.E.P.C. of Ontário

D nit

Capacity xieau. INO. 01 iVlaae

horsepower leet r.p m Units

150,000 2485 327 1 CAC
150,000 2485 327 1 DEW
150,000 2485 327 1 VEW
120,000 210 120 2 DEW
105,000 292 150 12 DEW
88,000 2243 450 4 DEW
88,000 995 375 3 DEW

450
83,000 266 209 3 DEW
82,000 1880 360 1 VEW
75,000 265 265 1 CAC
70,000 400 240 1 VEW
65,000 145 120 3 DEW
65,000 159 128 6 DEW
62,000 106 93 1 L)EW
62,000 130 105 8 DEW
62,000 875 450 1 DEW
57,000 110 105 5 DEW
56,500 80 75 6 CAC
56,200 124 112 2 MSC
56,000 110 105 5 CAC
56,000 136 62 4 DEW
56,000 128 55 2 DEW
55,000 78 75 6 DEW
53,000 80 75 1 DEW
46,000 106 107 2 DEW
45,000 105 109 1 MSC
41,000 105 109 2 CAC
37,500 66 138 1 CAC
37,500 66 138 1 MSC
37,500 66 128 3 DEW
37,000 90 100 1 DEW
35,000 90 107 1 CAC
35,000 338 277 2 CAC
35,000 340 277 1 CAC
35,000 123 136 4 DEW
33,000 77 94 4 CAC
33,000 77 94 4 EEC
30,000 107 150 1 EEC
29,000 210 211 2 CAC
28,000 148 163 2 CAC
28,000 390 327 6 DEW
27,500 290 257 2 DEW
27,000 60 120 1 DEW
25,000 380 333 1 DEW
24,000 135 225 1 DEW
23,000 318 300 1 DEW
21,000 40 94 8 DEW

CAC Canadian Aliis Chalmers 1,349,500 hp.
DEW Dominion Engineering Works 5,599,500
EEC English Electric Canada 165,000
MSC S. Morgan Smith of Canada 194,000
VEW Vancouver Engineering Works 202,000

388
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model runiier. Such occurrences raise

douhls as to the valuc of cavitation
testing and also raise various queries
regarding lhe margin of safety

which should he used ia ai)j)lying

cavitation test data.

Local cavitation of sufficient se-

verity to cause serious pitting can
be prescnt in a turbine without in-

volving any aj)preciable inipairment
of the capacity and efficiency of the
unit. In many cases local cavitation
may be acconipanied by an increase

in efficiency, i)articularly at part
gate openings of fixed biade runners,
but this does not make cavitation

damage acceptable to the user. 'J'he

desirable solution is to modify the
design to eliminate or to reduce the
severity of local cavitation. One
practical method of doing this is to
study the cavitation phenomena by
visual and photographic nieans so

as to determine the effect of design
changes over the usual range of

operating conditions. The possibi-

lities of this procedure can be readily

demonstrated in the case of pro-

peller model turbines equipped with
a transparent housing around the
runner.

Fig. 6. (Below) Model B; Sigma
variation at <^ = 1.37.

Kig. 5. (Above) Model A; Sigma
variation at (í>= 1.37.

jlused a natural head of water with
'provision for wide variations in the
tail water levei. However, it is fair

to say that the great stress put on
cavitation testing since the war and
the building of a large cavitation
laboratory by the author's Com-

I

pany are new developments. This
I laboratory has been described else-

i where. @.
j

Figure 4 is a plot of unit power

I

against the cavitation parameter

I

sigma (ff) for some of the runners
! whose efficiency curves are shown in

Fig. 3. For any runner shown in

Fig. 4, the curve represents a test
at best efficiency, power and speed
and at constant head. The break in

the curve .shows the point at which
cavitation becomes suíficiently seri-

ous to affect the performance. The
sigma value at this break may be
used to decide how high a runner of
aiiy design tested should be .set in

relation to tail water levei. It must
l)e admitted, however, that tliere

liave been ca.ses where .serious cavi-
tation damage has occurred to tur-
liines, even though they were .set at
a sigma value well above the break
in the power curve established by
<avitation tests of a homologous

a=.80, HP,r.258

Cr = .50i HP,r.258

a = .60i HR,=.258

a = .40, HP„=.258
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a = 40i HR,= .234

Figures 5, 6 and 7 show the effect

of sigma variation on three different

models designated as A, B and C.

For Figs. 5 and 6 the sigma range is

from 0.8 to 0.4 and for Fig. 7 from
0.5 to 0.21.

Model A, Fig. 5, is a prewar de-

sign of relatively high specific speed,

with minor modifications for opera-

tion at lower speed. It shows peri-

pheral clearance cavitation and en-

trance edge cavitation increasing in

severity with reducing sigma. In

this test the sharp break in the

sigma vs. power curve began at

sigma 0.36, so that this is a good ex-

am])le of extensive cavitation above
the criticai sigma.

Model B, Fig. 6, is a recent design

having greater blade curvature than
Model A, with the blade length in-

creased near the hub and decreased

near the periphery. This test shows
no appreciable entrance edge cavi-

tation throughout the sigma range

tested. The clearance cavitation is

heavy at the lower sigma values

and general cavitation over most
of the blade surface is present at

a=.30i HR,-.234 G = .Z\i HR,«.230
Fig. 8. (Below) Model
variation at cr = 0.50.

A; Speed

Fig. 7. (Above) Model C; Sigma
variation at </> = 1.40.

Cavitation phenomena are af-

fected importantly by the foUowing
variable factors:

The cavitation parameter sigma
(ff) defined in Fig. 4.

The unit speed, which may be ex-

pressed as phi (</>), the ratio of the

peripheral velocity at a selected

point on the runner to the spouting

velocity for the operating head.

The position of the movable
wicket gates which control the

quantity of water flowing through

the runner.

The design of the runner and of

the adjacent water passages.

The nature of the effect of each of

these variables can be observed most
readily by changing one factor at a
time, with the others remaining sub-

stantially constant. Some examples
of this procedure are shown here by
flash photographs of fixed blade

propeller turbine model runners

looking inwards and upwards at the

low pressure surfaces of the blades.

The value of A noted on the figures

is an indication of the runner blade

angle. Increasing values of A show
steeper blade angles with respect to

a plane perpendicular to the tur-

bine shaft.
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* = l.20i HP,r.223 4 = l.40i HR,=.235

* = l.50i HP,.-.238 « = l.60i HP,r.232

Fig. 9. (Above) Model
variation at <r = 0.50.

C; Speed

HR,=.259

Fig. 10. Model B; Gate variation at
<t>
= 1.37 and a = 0.40.

the lowest sigma, 0.4. At sigma
values 0.8 and 0.6 this model shows
another form of cavitation near the
runner hub and entirely clear of the
blade surface. It may be seen slightly

above the blade in the lower centre
i)f the parts of Fig. 6, showing
o- = 80 and a = 60. It is also present
at the lower sigma values, but is

hidden by the heavier clearance
cavitation. In this test the sharp
break in the sigma vs. efficiency

curve started at sigma 0.5, but the
'power remained normal down to a
sigma of 0.4 by virtue of an increase
in di.scharge of about 4 per cent
from sigma 0.5 to 0.4.

Model C, Fig. 7, is another recent
design having greatly improved cav-
itation characteristics. Again the
clearance cavitation increases as the
sigma value is decreased. General
l)lade surface cavitation has de-
veloped at sigma 0.21, but none is

present for sigma 0.3 and higher. In
this test the sharp breaks in the
sigma vs. power and sigma vs. effi-

Fig. H. (At right) Model C; Gate
variation at <<) = 1.40 and a = 0.40.

HF|,=.208 HR,=.234

HP„= 257
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HP„= .241

i i

VyDRSr BLADE
HRr.260

BEST BLADE

Fig. 12. (Above) Model A; Blade
shape variation at 4> = 1.39 aiid a =
0.50.

ciency curves started at about sigma

0.25.

Figs. 8 and 9 show for oiie blade

each of Models A aud (' how local

cavitation is affected by speed

change with constant sigma value

and gate opening. It will be noted

that the leading edge cavitation de-

creases greatly as the speed is in-

creased. This occurs frequently in

conjunction with an increase in

power with increasing speed. For
both of these runners the phi value

for best eíficiency is about 1.4 so

that the lowest speed shown is well

outside the normal operating range.

Figures 10 and 11 show for one
blade each of Model B and C, when
operating at sigma value of 0.4, how
the cavitation may alter with gate

opening. In both cases the clearance

cavitation increases with increasing

gate opening. Model B, Fig. 10, also

shows a marked change in the

character and magnitude of the

blade surface cavitation, whereas
Model C, Fig. 11, shows little

change in this respect.

Figs. 12 and 13 show some very

interesting comparisons of cavita-

MODEL A
"A"=2.40'; Hf?,= .257

tion variation with diíTerent designs

of runner blades. Fig. 12 shows the

extreme variations of cavitation on
the blades of Moflel A at constant
sigma 0.51 and two gate openings,

best eíficiency gale and fuU gate.

The blade castings are from the

same jjattern and the difference in

cavitation is due to small variations

in the finished blade surface near the

leading edge. F^ig. 13 shows the rela-

tive cavitation for Models A, B and
C at sigma 0.4 and at substantially

the same speed anti unit power. It

also shows for Model C the efíect

of increasing the unit power about
7 per cent by using a steeper blade

angle. This change increases the

clearance cavitation slightly with-
j

out any other visible change.
These photographs clearly de-|

monstrate that the most important]
factors aflfecting cavitation on pro-

peller runners are the cavitation 1

parameter sigma and the flesign ofi

the runner blades. The number ofi

runner blades and their length atl

the periphery have an importantl

Fig. 13. (Below) Blade shape andl
angle variation at <í> = 1.40 and <r = 0.40.1

i
MODEL B

"A"=250" HP„=.258

MODEL C
"A''=2.50'; HFlr.257

MODEL C
"A"» 2.75'; HF!,=.276
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efFect ou clearance cavitation. Pro-

per liniitation of the niaximum gate

opening is also iinportaiit. The most

severe operating condition is a com-

bination of full gate opening and
maxiinum hoad which results in

niiniiiiuni sigma and i)hi vaUios.

Possibly tlic best way to discnss

recent ilevelopnients in niechanical

design woukl be to show a cross

section of a typical turbine and to

describe the niachine briefly for the

benefit of those who are not familiar

with this type of machinery, as well

as to point out items which may be

of interest evcn to engineers who
habitually work with hydrauhc tur-

bines.

Figure 14 is a vertical cross sec-

tion of one of two 120,000 hp. verti-

cal shaft Francis turbines installed

in the ^Yaneta power station of the

Consolidated Mining and Srnelting

Conipany in British Columbia. The
plate steel spiral case is field welded

to the cast steel stay ring. The in-

tegraíly cast stay vanes join the

upper and lower parts of the stay

ring and are designed to resist the

bursting pressure of the water in the

spiral case, to carry their part of the

weight of the superimposed con-

crete and of the generator and to

load the water to the wicket gates

with a whirling velocity.

The wicket gates further control

the water, imparting to it the cor-

rect whirl at the peak efficiency

point of the turbine and regulating

the quantity of flow from full load

to shutoff. In the shutofí position

the wicket gates close against one
another on machined surfaces.

From the wicket gates the water
enters the runner which transmits

the whirl energy and the remaining
pressure energy of the water to the

shaft, which is directly connected to

the generator above it. The water
Icaves the runner to the draft tube
and thcnce to waste, with only
enough remaining energy to carry
it away.

The draft tube liner serves as pro-

tection for the concrete where there
is a combination of high velocity and
low pressure immediately below the
runner. Its upper flange also acts as

a support for the runner when it is

disconnected from the generator.

The base ring ties the draft tube
liner and the stay ring together as
well as acting as a support for the
bottom ring and as a protection for

the concrete around the runner
I
band. The bottom ring is the lower
support for the wicket gates, while
lhe head cover forms the toj) sup-
port and also carries the main shaft

bearing and the wicket gate opera-

I

ting mechanism.

There are two double acting servo-

motors operated by oil pressure

from the governor. These servo-

motors are connected to the opera-

ting ring, which, in turn, is con-

nected by links to the shear levers

which operate the gate levers keyed
to the upper wicket gate stems. The
shear levers are so named because

each one is connected to its gate

lever through a shear pin, which is

designed to break if the wicket gate

is stopped by an obstruction.

The main shaft bearing is of the

.self lubricating type, wherein the

lower part of the bearing is always

submerged in a bath of oil and the

oil is pumped by its own vi.scosity

through grooves in the bearing sur-

face as the shaft rotates. The lubri-

cating oil from the bearing over-

flows into a cooling sump in the head

cover and is pumped back into the

bearing sump by a motor-driven

pump. This is an unusual arrange-

ment; usually the cooling coils are

in the bearing housing an<l no

pumps are used in the lubricating

system.

The wicket gate stems are pro-

tected from rusting by stainless

steel sleeves in the way of the bear-

ings and packing boxes. This is a

feature not common before the war,

but now considered to be valuable

in reducing maintenance costs.

The cast iron head cover is pro-

tected in the region of high water

velocity above the wicket gates and

at the runner periphery by a steel

wearing plate and wearing ring

which can be repaired by welding

or replaced when maintenance be-

comes necessary. The runner crown

and band are both protected by re-

moveable carbon steel wearing rings

at the points of minimum clearance

with tlie head cover and bottom

ring respectivel.y. This is an unusual

feature usually reserved for sites

where the water carries abrasive

particles and field repairs are im-

practicable. The ca.st steel bottom

ring is also provided with a renew-

able carbon steel wearing ring.

The main shaft is protected in lhe

way of the stuífing box by a renew-

abíe stainless steel sleeve. The wicket
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1,'atc packings aro of tlio split, V-riiig

lypc and are casily rcplacrablc. The
glaiids are bolted tightly agaiiist tlio

head eover with no adjustmeiit for

packiiig wear. This is a valuabk- iiii-

provement over the okl stuffiiig

l)oxe.s, which coukl be over-tiglit-

oiie(k causing heavy wear oii tlie

l)ackiiig and on the wieket gate

>teni,s.

An air valve is provided to adniit

air tlirough the head eover to the

runner eone to |)revenl rough run-

ning at low k)a(ks, when there is

violent and frequently unstable for-

ward whirl in the draft tube. The
air valve is conneoled to the servo-

niotors so that it autoniatically

opens at hght load.

The eonvex part of each runner

hkide near the band is covered with

one coat of welded stainless steel, as

a precaution against cavitation pit-

ting in this area.

The servoniotors are designed to

operate at oil pressures between 175

and 200 p.s.i. This was comnion
praetice in Canada iintil recently

hut it is more common now to sup-

l)ly governing systems designed to Fig. 19. Hand finishing the runner for the Keniano 150,000 hp. turbine.



operate at pressures up to 300 p.s.i.

The turbine governors at Waneta
are cabinet type actuators manu-
factured by the Woodward Governor
Company while the oil pressure sys-

tem was supphed by the turbine

manufacturer.

Figure 15 is a cross section of one
of three 88,000 horsepower turbines

designed and built by the author's

company for the Nilo Peçanha plant

of the Rio de Janeiro Tramway
Light and Power Company Limited.

The rated head is 995 feet and the

turbine is designed to run at both
375 and 450 r.p.in. to suit the 50
eycle frequency of Rio de Janeiro
and the 60 cycle frequency of Sao
Paulo. A feature of this turbine is

the provision of stainless steel pas-

sages from the exit of the cast steel

spiral case to the end of the renevv-

able throat ring below the runner.

The runner is cast 18/8 stainless

steel, the wicket gates are cast 12
per cent chromium steel, the upper
and lower distributor plates and the
throat rings are stainless clad plate

steel, while the mov^eable and fixed

wearing rings are also stainless steel,

mating rings being of dissimilar ma-
teriais.

The head cover and the bottom
COver have separate flanges so they
may be lifted through the bore of

the generator stator. The movable
portion of the draft tube liner, the
bottom cover and the runner are

also removable from below.
The main shaft packing box con-

sists of two double sets of carbon
rings bearing against a stainless

steel sleeve on the shaft. Lubricating
water is introduced between the two
sets of rings.

To permit short governor re-

sponse time without excessive pen-
stock pressure rise on load rejection,

relief valves are provided with the
Nilo Peçanha turbines. Fig. 16 is a
diagramatic representation of the
relief valve arrangement which was
developed especially for this in.stal-

lation. The outstanding feature of

this relief valve is new to Canadian
design; the operating force to move
the turbine wicket gates for fast

closing comes from oil provided by
the relief valve as it opens, so that
if something goes wrong and the
relief valve does not open, the worst
that can happen is that the wicket
gates will not clo.se rapidly. In this

way the penstock is completely pro-
tected from u n e x p e c t e d sudden
pressure rises.

Figure 17 is a sectional elevation
of a 150,000-hp. vertical shaft im-
pulse turbine operating in the
Kemano Plant of the Aluminum
Company of Canada. Although ver-
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tical shaft impulse turbines are not

a postwar development, they are

new to Canada: the turbines for the

Bridge River Plant of the B.C.

Electric Co. have been well described

elsewhere (©). The turbine shown
here is one of three in the Kemano
plant and is the one with which the

author is most familiar. Credit must
be given to the French firm of

Neyrpic for the hydraulic design of

the manifold and of the runner and
for consultation on mechanical de-

tails.

The runner is of stainless steel of

the integrally cast type which elimi-

nates the bolted bucket attach-

ments which have been the cause of

trouble in other high head impulse

turbine plants. A complete stainless

steel casting of the shape and size

of this runner was not looked upon
optimistically by the casting sup-

pliers, but a ring of integrally cast

buckets on a heavy rim was consi-

dered a relatively easy project, so

the runner was designed with sepa-

rate discs connecting the buckets to

the shaft coupling. This design has
a further advantage in materially

reducing the cost of spare runners.

The bucket ring is clamped between
two discs by a large number of bolts.

The clami)ing is sufficiently tight to

drive the shaft by friction between
the clamping discs and the bucket
ring. The heavy plate steel housing
is octagonal and strongly ribbed to

provide a rigid bond with the con-
crete. An inspection and servicing

platform is provided below the run-

ner, with rails for a car onto which
the runner may be lowered for re-

moval and replacement without dis-

turbing the other parts of the tur-

bine or generator.

The four nozzles are equipped
with regulating needles with stain-

less steel points which seat in the
clo.sed position against stainless

steel nozzle tip liners. The needle
stems are protected with renewable
stainless steel sleeves in way of the
guide bearings. Each needle has an
individual servomotor operated by
its own control valve in the gov-
ernor.

For large rejections of load the
water supply to the turbine runner
is cut off by deílectors which are
operated by the governor. The de-
flectors may be operated in as short
a time as two seconds to reject full

load, while the needles follow to cut
down the size of the jet at a slower
rate, which will not cause excessive
pressure rise in the penstocks and
tunnels.

An interesting feature of the
Kemano turbines is that, due to the
natura of the load, it is sometimes

April, 1955

necessary to increase the load from
zero to full load instantaneously. If

|

it were necessary to wait while the í

needles opened and the water in the

penstock was accelerated, the drop
in speed would be unacceptable. To
meet this problem a special device
has been incorporated in the gov-
ernor so that the needles may be
opened fully while the deílectors

maintain the unit at synchronous
speed even with no load on the gene-
rator. As soon as the load is thrown
on the generator, the deílectors auto-
matically open at their maximum
rate to permit the turbine to assume
the load.

Some interesting features of re-

cent Canadian designed turbines

may best be illustrated by the fol-

lowing photographs.
Figure 18 shows the assembly of

the manifold for one of the four

88,000 horsepower turbines for the

Sao Paulo Light and Power Com-
pany. During this assembly a

pressure test was made to 1,500 p.s.i.

and strain gauge readings were made
to obtain Information for use in

future designs. Taking such read-

ings during a shop pressure test has

become a routine procedure to add
to knowledge of the stresses and
strains in component parts of the

turbine. This knowledge contri-

butes to the economy of manufac-
ture.

Figure 19 shows the stainless steel

bucket ring for the Kemano turbine..

High head impulse turbine runners

must be painstakingly hand finished.

Finally, Fig. 20, shows the íinish

boring operation on the assembled
stay ring for one of 12—105,000

horsepower turbines for the Sir

Adam Beck Niagara No. 2 generat-

ing station. The turbine case is

mounted on the floor around the

table of a boring mill with a 52-foot

diameter capacity. The cutting tool

is mounted on the boring mill table.

The help of Mr. H. S. Van Patter

has been of great value in preparing

this paper. The writer also wishes to

thank Mr. W. S. Mcllquham and ^
the staff of the hydraulic division,

Dominion Engineering Works.
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Niagara Remediai Works
by

Dr. Otto Holden, M.E.I.G.

Chief Engineer,

Hydro Electric Power Comtnission of Ontário,

Toronto

A paper to be presented before the 69th annual general and projessional

meeting of The Engineering Institute of Canada at Toronto, Ont., May 11,

1955.

This paper outlines the important work presently in progress at Niagara, ()nl.,

iinder direction of the Niagara Falis Engineering Board, of building remediai

works above the Falis to arrest erosion and preserve their natural scenic beauty.

Relating the several unusual inethods resorted to for surveying the river, using

helicopters, balloons and searchlights, the author tells how hydraulic studies were

undertaken with scale models, both at the U.S. Corps of Engineers Waterways

Experimental Station at Vicksburg, Mississippi, and at the Ontário Hydro's

Hydraulic Laboratory at Islington, Ont. Findings from the tests on these

models are recorded. In conclusion, descriptions are given of the design of the

remediai structures and how the construction is being carried ont.

° IBM 17

Survey of caseades and
water surface elevations

Velocity measurements
and soundings

BUCKHORr

NORTH GRANO ISLANO BRIDGE

Shoreline survey

Fig. 1. Field survey coverage for the Niagara River model at Islington.

There are under construction on
the Niagara River, remediai works
designed to preserve and enhance
the scenic spectacle of the Falis and
Rapids. The unusually uniforni flow

of the river and the concentration of

fali at Niagara have created a scenic

spectacle of rare beauty and a power
resource of great value. The works
now under construction are designed

to preserve and enhance the former

and permit greater utilization of the

latter resource.

By the terms of Article IT of the

Niagara Treaty of 19.50, the Tnited

States of America and Canada
agreed to complete, in accordance

with the objectives envisaged in a

report (of 1929) by the Special In-

ternational Niagara Board, the re-

mediai works that are necessary to

enhance the beauty of the Falis, and

to reque-st the International Joint

Commission to make reconmienda-

tions as to the nature and extenl of

the remediai works and related mat-

ters.

Upon receipt of the Reference, the

Commis.sion created the Niagara

Falis Engineering Board, drawn
from the teclinical agencies of Can-

ada and lhe Tnited States, and

directed it to make lhe necessary in-

vestigations and thereafter prepare

a report .setting forth the BoanTs
findings and recommendations. .V

Working Committee appointed l)y

the Board utilized the regular field
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Fig. 2. The Niagara River raodel at Islington.

organizatioii of appropriate agen-

cies to perforin the needed surveys

and studies, thu.s ensuring tliat the

Services of specialists available in

both countries were used on various

aspects of the probleni as retiuired.

A description of the river and the

nature and extent of the problem are

set oiit so clearly and sucoinctly in

the report of the Connnission that

the writer, as a preface to his de-

scription of the investigations and
design and constrnction of the works,

has takeii the Hberty of (juoting

eertain itenis directly froni the

report

:

"The Niagara River, about 36
miles in length, connects Lake
Erie and Lake Ontário. The river

carries the ontflow froni the fonr

upper lakes of the Great Lakes
systeni averaging about '200, ()()()

cubic feet per second. The fali

froni lake to lake is 326 feet, about
half of vvhich is concentrated at

Niagara Falis, 21.6 miles below
the hcad of the river.

"In the one-mile reach ini-

mediately above the Falis, the

river drops about 50 feet through
cascades and rapids. Goat Island

divides the river into two parts,

the larger leading to the Ilorse-

shoe Falis on the Canadian side

and the smaller io the American
Falis.

"The distance from shore to

shore at the Horseshoe Falis is

1,200 feet but the total length of

crest around the "horseshoe" is

2,500 feet. The central portion of

the crest has been receding faster

than the flanks, with the result

that in the last 100 years the crest

length has increased about 100

feet. The depth of water flowing

over the crest near each shore is

le.ss than one foot and this portion

of the falling sheet of water usual-

ly a])])ears white. Toward the

center of the Horseshoe, the crest

(ie])th increases to a Tuaxiinum of

12 feet and the falling sheet of

water has a darker, greenish ap-

pearance.

"The American Falis has a

relatively low flow, distributed

quite evenly along its 1,100 feet

of crest and has receded very
slowly as compared with the

Horseshoe Falis."

Development of power, as it has
jjrogressed during the past eighty
years, has focused attention on the
necessity of maintaining scenic val-

ues and, furthermore, rentals re-

ceived from ])ower licenses have
enabled the great extension and im-
provement of the park systems ad-
jacent to the river, so appealing to

visitors to the area.

"In the Boundary Waters Trea-
ty of llth of January, 190Í), the
two countries agi-eed to j)ermit

diversion of up to 56,000 cubic
feet per second of the Niagara
River fiow for power purposes. To
forestall possible adverse efíects

on the scenic beauty, a Special In-

ternational Niagara Board was

formed in 1926 to coiisider the

problem. The Board recommended
early constrnction of an initial

phase of remediai works, and out-

lined the further measures to be

considered for preservation of the

beauty of the falis under condi-

tions which would permit more
complete utilization of the hydro-

electric potential.

"With the growing need for

power for defense activities the

Governments of Canada and lhe

Fnited States concluded agree- :

ments in 1940 and 1941 to utilize '

on a temporary basis and addi-

tional 26,500 cubic feet per second

of Niagara flow for power pur-

poses. Pursuant to these agree-

ments, the initial phase of reme-

diai works recommended by the

Special International Niagara i

Board proceeded by the construc- i

tion of a submerged weir in the
,

Niagara River about one mile
,

above the Horseshoe Falis during
'

the period 1942 to 1947. The weir
i

has substantially compensated for '

the lowering eífect of the power

diversions on the Chippawa-Grass
j

Island Pool and has greatly in-

creased the flow over the Ameri-

can F^alls; but, of course, it has not

improved the conditions on the

flanks of the Horseshoe Falis.

"In 1944 and 1948 the earlier

agreements were modified to pro-

vide for additional temporary di-

versions, and discussions which

led to the Treaty of February 27,
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1950, were coiiimeiicfd. Hy meaiis

of this Treaty the tvvo Govcrn-
iiicnts put iiito effect a revised

perrnaneiit scIumIuIo of pennissible

l)()\vcr (livcrsioiís mídcr wliicli the

flow over tlie Falis iiiay he re-

(luccd to iiot less thaii 1()(),()()0 cu-

hic ícc\ per secoiid duriiig the

dayhght hours of the tourist sea-

soii and to not less than 50, ()()()

eubie feet per second at any other

time."

It will he ohserved that the'l'reaty

>f 190!) j)eriiiitted definite (|uantities

to be diverted for the generatioii of

power, l)ut that the Treaty of 1950

gives precedeiiee to scenic reípiire-

lueiits and liniits the ])o\ver diver-

Nions to the excess flow available in

the river after these scenic require-

ments have been satisfied.

Approaoh lo Investigations

Hydraulic models were indicated

as a suitable tool for the stiidy and
design of the works. f]xperienced

persoiuiel to conduct sueh investiga-

lioiís bv ineans of niodels were avail-

al)le in the staffs of the Engineering
Hranch of The flydro-Electric Power
Coniniission of Ontário and of the

Waterways Experiment Station of

lhe ('orps of Engineers, U.S. Arniy.

Pliese two organizations, working in

dose co-operation, built two niodels

of the river, complementary in cov-
erage and providing a means of

checking various tests over the full

range of ri\'er conditions and for

nuinerons possible variations of re-

mediai works.

One of the models was built in a

new laboratory of The Ilydro-Elec-

tric Power Commi.ssion of Ontário
at Islington, near Toronto, and re-

produeed that part of lhe river froin

the downstream end of (irand Island

to the líainbow Hridge })el()\v the

Falis. The other model, whieh was
built at the Waterways Exi)eriment
Station at Vieksburg, Mississij)|)i,

was on a slightly smaller seale of

niodel to prototyjje. but reprodueed
the whole river froni Lake Erie to

the Rainbow Bridge. A description

of the models and of the experi-

mental work carried out in each
forms a later section of this paper.

Surveys

Complete survey data over the

entire water area and banks of the

river from Lake Erie to the P^alls

was a prerequisite to the construc-

tion of the models. Hydrometric
data available frora earlier inve.stiga-

tions had to be amplified for many
parts of the river.

Primary (;ontrols of a liigh order
for horizontal and vertical ineasure-

ments were available from the re-

cords of the International Houndary
Connnission and the |)re(ise levei

networks of the l .S. Lake Survey.
I sing the.se as a basis, control sur-

veys, soundings and topf)graj)hy

covering about 80 miles of shore
were made by four field parties from
the Huffalo* District oífice of the

('orps of Engineers and two partio
from the L.S. Lake Survey.

'I'he l)e(l of the ('liii)j)awa-(írass

Island Pool extending from Huck-
horn Island downstream for three

miles was surveyed l)y The Ilydro-

Electric Power ("ommission of On-
tário by echo sounding. The .same

method was u.sed to sound the lower

portion of the Pool in the swifter

and more dangerous waters, the

sounding craft being allowed to drift

downstream on a line from an an-

chored tug. ^Yire .soundings in great-

er dctail were also made for abf)ut

400 feet from shore from the mouth
of the Welland River to a point a

few hundred feet above the Reme-
diai Weir.

These surveys were by conven-
tional methods but certain othérs in

the C'ascade area extending to the

crest of the Falis utilized methods

Fif;. \»'rial |>li(>t<><.;i'apli of the Cas«-a<l<-^ and Horse-
shoc Falis .showiiiK .slroamliiies, Uecciiiher 29, I9õ0.
Coiiihined Falis «ILscharpe ll,'i,000 cubio fct!l per .secoml.
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to which more extensive reference is

warranted.

Soundings by Helicopter

It will be appreciated that sound-
ings in the Rapids above the Falis,

and measurement of magnitudes and
direction of the currents were mat-
ters of great importance, and also

ílifficult to obtain. Surv^ey methods
radically different from those eom-
monly used in the study of rivers

were developed. In order to secure
soundings in the Rapids, helicopters

were utilized, and secured soundings
by means of specially designed
sounding weights suspended by wire

from the helicopter and located in

vertical and horizontal position by
means of transit stations located on
the shore.

For the soundings by means of the

helicopter, 1,500 feet of steel music
wire of 0.026-inch diameter was
wound on a nearly frictionless alu-

minum reel having an outside dia-

meter of seven inches. To the free

end of the wire was attached a

discus-shaped lead weight weighing

approximately 12 pounds. This ap-

paratus was then mounted on the

right side of the helicopter within

easy reach of the co-pilot.

The helicopter was then flown to

a predetermined position over the

Cascades where it was made to

hover at a height of about 2,000 feet,

whereupon the co-pilot lowered the 1

sounding weight by releasing a hand
brake afíixed to the reel. At a point

i

in the wire exactly 50 feet from the

bottom of the 12-pound weight, a

target resembling a wind sock was
attached to the wire.

After unreeling the entire 1,500

feet of wire, a counterweight was i

attached to the end and the wire

suspended over the reel in a 0.040-

inch groove machined in the circum-

ference of the reel so that it could

also serve as a puUey. The helicopter

was then lowered until the 12-pound
weight touched the bottom and the

counterweight began to descend. At

404

Fig. 5. Plan of recommended remediai works.
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FRONT ELEVATION

Fig. 6. Diagrammatic sketch sbowing constructíon of coíferdam
for control dam.

the instant the sounding weight

touched the river bottom, the co-

pilot signaled each of four transit-

inen over an air-to-ground radio

iietvvork.

The target was niaintained in

position for about 15 seconds to al-

low the instrumentmen to read both

horizontal and vertical angles and

the helicopter was then elevated un-

til the sounding weight was clear of

(lie water, after which it was moved
approxiniately 300 feet horizontally

and the procedure repeated. Each

run was limited to about one-half

liour by extreme cold since the door

was removed from the helicopter.

The horizontal angles were plot-

ted for each sounding and the loca-

lion fixed at intersection of the four

angles. At least three of the vertical

angles to each target position re-

sulted in computed elevations which

checked within 0.2 foot. In ali, 252

elevations were obtained in the Can-

adian channel between December 7

and December 27, 1950, in 21 hours

oí actual flying time. Check readings

over an area previously covered by
conventional survey methods in-

(licated that the results obtained by
helicopter were correct within one-

half foot.

Kytoon Survey of Cascades

Elevations over the Cascades in

the American Channel upstream
from the crest could not be ob-

tained by helicopter because heavy
tree growth along the banks made
an emergency landing impossible.

Therefore, another method was em-
l)loyed using dirigible-shaped bal-

loons called "kytoons", consisting of

a nylon-covered rubber bladders in-

flated with helium. Two 40 cubic

foot capacity kytoons fastened to-

gether side by side, with an 80 cubic

foot capacity kytoon bridled above
lhe other two, would lift a six pound
weight in about a 10-mile wind.

\ylon cord, having a tensile

strength of 100 pounds, served as a

satisfactory flying line when used
double. The same type line, used
singly, was used to control the

sounding lead. Music wire of 0.016-

inch (liameter was used in the 30 feet

mnnediately above the sounding
lead in order to keep the resistance

to the strong current to a minimum.
For vertical and horizontal loca-

!
tions of the soundings, transits were

1 used as in the helicopter method, ali

operations being synchronized by
radio. Approximately 500 points on

I the river bottom were located verti-

cally and horizontally during Jan-

j

uary and February 1951. As the
' construction of the scale models
progressed, it was found that greater

detail was required in certain sec-

tions of the Cascades in the Cana-
dian channel, and in November and
December 1951, approximately 500

additional soundings were taken by
the kytoon method.

Searchlight Survey of Cascades

Personnel from the Biiffalo Dis-

trict and the Hydro-Electric Power
Commission of Ontário, working in

two separate groups, made a detailed

survey of the water surface of the

Canadian Cascades using a new and

unique method in the Fali of 1951.

Two 800,000,000-candle power
lights, one for each group, were set

up at several carefully selected sta-

tions on the Canadian shore and on

Goat Island.

Then, with the beam directed ap-

proximately horizontally across the

Cascades in a definite orientation,

vertical angles were read from three

different transit stations with the

transits also definitely oriented. The
light beam was held in position until

each transitman had read vertical

angles to the beam reflection on the

water surface at about five-degree

horizontal increments along the light

beam.
After ali transitmen had com-

pleted an angular crossing along the

light beam, the beam was moved
horizontally two degrees and 30

minutes and another set of transit

readings were made. This operation

was continued until the entire area

was covered. The method was

checked in an area where the water

surface elevation was known and the

results found to be accurate within

0.10 foot. In ali, approximately 6,000

elevations were obtained in two

nights, working from dusk to day-
hght.

Hydraulic Studies

Prior to and throughout the in-

vestigation, extensive hydraulic
studies were made by the staff of

The Dominion Water Resources Di-
vision, relating river flow, diversions

and water leveis at various points

and the effect of the Remediai Weir.

The technique developed and the

results secured in connection with

the work in earlier years was of im-

mense value at this time.

Numerous studies were also con-

ducted by the Buffalo office of the

U.S. Corps of Engineers, particular-

ly those related to the invcstigations

at Vicksburg, and by the staft' of the

Hydro-Electric Power Commission
in connectioTi with tlie work at

Islington.

Description of the Models

The model invcstigations were

.such an essential factor leading to

the decisions reached regarding the

remediai measures that a descrip-

tion of the models and the tests

made in them is given in some detail.

The Xiagara líiver model at Is-

lington was conslructed in a buiiditig

erected specially for this purposc.

The floor of the model consists of a

reinforced concrete slab, with sup-

ports ruiuiing down to liardpan to

l)revent shifting or settlement. Sur-

rounding the model on three sides is

a concrete wall, resting on this floor

an<i, below floor levei, h suni|) into

which tlie various model oullels liis-

clia rge.

l'unips at the hcad eiid of lhe

l)nil(iing circulale lhe waler from

the sunij) lo a coiistanl licad lank.
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Fig. 7. (iolTerdani eiiolosing area dewatered for first section of control dam.

from which the water flows down to

the inlet áreas of the inodel through
three pijjes, each of which is e(iui|)-

ped with controlhng and ineasuriiig

devices. The three pipes supply re-

spectively the three channels eiiter-

ing the ('hippawa-Grass Island Pool

arouiid Navy and Buckhorn Islands.

The various power plant intakes

were located jjrecisely on the model,

and the flovv into thein is controlled

by specially built valves and meas-
ured before being (Hscharged into

the sump.
Due to the great width of the

river in this area (about one mile)

and the relatively shallow depth, a

(Ustorted scale was considered ne-

cessary if a fiow pattern simihir to

the prototype was to be reproduced
and depths measured with suffifient

accuracy. The Fronde nuniber gov-
erns in a model of this type and the

transference factors between model
and prototype in accordance there-

with are:

Horizontal lengths 1 ;250

Vertical lengths 1 :50

Velocity 1 :7.07

Discharge 1 :88400

Time 1 :35.36

The general model topography
was produced by erecting pl3'wood

templates across the model on two-
foot centres. The top of each tem-
plate being accurately cut to match
the survey Information. Despite the
size of the model and the large num-
ber of templates, a tolerance of one
thirty-second of an inch was ad-
hered to rigidly in their positioning.

Between the templates, sand was
placed to within a few inches of the
top and, thereafter, concrete was

added until its snrface was flush

with the top of the templates.

In the Cascades area, the tem-
plates were spaced more closely due
to the more irregular topography,
and in the area where the remediai
works were to be built, rectangular

sheet metal cells 6 x 12 inches filled

with concrete, formed to the natural
topography, were used. Any of these

cells could then be removed and re-

placed by others incorporating va-
rious remediai excavation schemes.
For measurements of elevation

and flow, special point gauges, cali-

brated orifice meters and Van Leer
and V-notch weirs were suitably dis-

posed to secure ali necessary <lata.

During the course of the tests, it

was found desirable to measure the
flow over the Horseshoe Falis in 100-

foot sections along the crest (model
scale). This was accompHshed by a
specially constructed scoop which
diverted the flow through one of the
Van Leer weirs for measurement.
Some statistics of the building and

models are as follows:

Building 170 feet by 70 feet

Model 96 feet by 37 feet

Sand 550 tons

Plywood 9,000 board-feet
Maximum model ílow — about

three and one-half cubic feet

per second

The Vicksburg model reproduces
about 26 miles of the Niagara River
extenfling from about 11,500 feet

above the Peace Bridge to the Rain-
bow Bridge, 5,000 feet below the
Falis. It was constructed to linear

scale ratios, model-to-prototype, of

1 :360 horizontally and 1 :60 ver-

tically. Its scale is thus smaller than

for the Islington model, but its

coverage is considerably greater.

Scale ratios in accordance with
Froudian relationships are:

Velocity 1 :7.74

Discharge 1 : 167,328
Time 1 :46.4.8

The model is of the fixed-bed type,
with ali channel and overbank áreas
moulded in concrete. Concrete forras

a thin shell about two inches thick
and, in certain áreas, removahle con-
crete blocks were u.sed so that exist-

ing channel conditions could be
readily changed to represent any of

the j)roposetl improvement plans.

'i'he ])resent and proposed power in-

takes along the river were precisely

located, and the flow into each was
controlled by a standard gate valve
and measured by a Van Leer weir.

Water elevations at selected points

along the river were measured by
eighteen manometer type gauges.

Further details of its construction

need not be given as, for the most
part, they would be a repetition of

those for the Islington model. Its

dimensionsare impressive; the length

is over 250 feet and width 150 feet.

It is housed in a frame structure, of

a type more or less standard for

large models at the Experiment Sta-

tion.

Verification of the Models

Before reliance can be placed on
predictions of future conditions by
models of this type, it is essential

that the model shall faithfuUy re-

j)roduce known conditions of the

past over as large a range as pos-

sible. In the case of the Niagara
models, verification divides natural-

ly into two separate operations.

Firstly, the relatively low velocity

river section upstream from the Cas-

cades, and, secondly, verification of

the high velocity Cascades and Falis

section.

As this latter part proceeded and
comparisons of the models were

made, it became evident that more
reliable water levei and bed levei

Information was essential if the ne-

cessary similarity between model

and prototype was to be achieved.

Additional survey Information al-

ready referred to was .secured and a

final verification of this area efTected,

which was considered to be satis-

factory.

Verification of the river section In-

volved principally the correct rep

production of known river gau,

elevations for various total river

flows and power diversions. In this

connection, the distorted scale of

the models necessitated the use of

special devices to reproduce the re-
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(jiiired order ot" roughness. This vvas

scciired by coveriiig the hed of the

inodels vvitli exi)an(U'd metal screeií-

ing laid oii top of the hed.

A rather striking visual iiidicatioii

of the aceuracy of the reproduction

111 the inodels of conditioiís in the

prototype is provided in aerial pho-

tograjjhs of each which show the

streanilines. The photographs of the

j
river were taken when ice was flow-

'

ing. In the niodels the ice is simulat-

ed hy blocks of paraffine which has

ahout the sanie specific gravity. The
st reamlines traced in river and model
hy ice and paraffine respectively

verify, in that respect at least, the

aceuracN' of the reproduction of nat-

ural conditions in the models.

Tests and Results

A program of tests without reme-

diai works was laid out and covered

in each of the models. A wide range

of total river flows and of various

power diversions was covered in

these and extended over many
weeks. From the Islington tests, it

was concluded that without reme-

diai works:

—

(a) Under maximum fu-

ture diversions, the Chippawa-
Grass Island Pool elevations

would drop by as much as 4

feet below its present normal
levei, exposing considerable
áreas of the river beds presently

covered.

(b) Because of the lower-

ing of the pool levei, under
maximum diversions, the flow

over the American Falis would
drop to 3,500 c.f.s. with a total

Falis ílow of 50,000 c.f.s., and

to siightiy below 5,000 c.f.s.

witli the" total Falis fiow of

100,000 c.f.s.

(c) With a total Falis fiow

of 50,000 c.f.s., botii fianks of

the Ilorseshoe Falis would i)e

dry. With a total Falis flow of

100,000 c.f.s., the Goat Lsland

flank would stili be dry, while

tiie Canadian fiaiik would lie

only inadequateiy supplied.

As the Vicksliurg model extended
to Lake Erie, it was possible to in-

vestigate the time required to

change the Falis flow from 50,000

to 100,000 c.f.s. and vice versa. The
tests indicated that this time was so

great that only a smali part of the

extra diversion authorized at night

during the tourist season could be
utilized.

It wiil be realized that the above
is only a brief deseription of the tests

and investigations made on each of

the models. The tests include gauge
heights at ali gauges, flow distribu-

tion around Goat Island, photo-
graphs to show streamiines from the

foot of Grand Island to the head of

the Cascades, photographs of the

Falis and Cascades from established

vantage points, water surface eleva-

tions at 100-foot intervais along the

crest of the Falis, and discharge

through each 100-foot panei along

the crest of the Falis.

Studies of Remediai Works

It was obvious from tlie prelimi-

nary tests that consideration had to

be given to construction of some
type of remediai works at the head
of the Cascades, which would com-
pensate for the added diversions,

and euable tlie existiiig reiation t)e-

tweeu Pool le\('ls and Kiver flow to

l)e mainlaiiied. Il was also indicated

tluit consideration liad lo be given
to some tyf)e of remediai works that

would ])roi)erly redi.stribute the flow

over the Ilor.seshoe Falis, and main-
lain a satisfactory spectacle, par-

I iculariy at tlie flanks.

For the mainlenance of satisfac-

tory Pool leveis witli tlie added di-

versions, it was decided tiiat a

.structure with openings as wide as

possible would be desirable, such a
structure to be located downstream
from the existing submerged weir,

which would be left in piace. In

order to minimize interference with

the free passage of ice, the silis of

the proposed structure should not

be piaced at an eievation above the

bed of the river except in the por-

tion opposite the existing submerged
weir, wlaere the sill elevations sliould

not exceed the present weir crest.

In ali tests at Vicksburg, sluice

openings 100 feet wide, .separated

by piers 10 feet wide, were u.sed. At
Islington, the same sluice openings

were used, but the piers were 14 feet

wide. The tests on the remediai

works were carried out for various

total river flows up to the extremeiy

high flow of 320,000 c.f.s., and with

wideiy varying power diversions.

Preiiminary tests were made of tiie

control structure extending com-
pieteiy from the Canadian shore to

the United States shore.

As the work proceeded, tests were

made to determine the number of

gates necessary to maintain the de-

sired Pool leveis. These tests in-

dicated that a control structure ex-



tending some 1,550 feet from the

Canadian shore secured the desired

results. At the Islington model, va-

rious tests were made also to deter-

mine the effect of the works on the

American Falis flow. The tests in-

dicated that from the standpoint of

scenic appearance of the American
Falis, future conditions would be
essentially the same as at present.

Various schemes of remediai works
were considered to secure the desired

results at the ílanks of the Horseshoe
Falis. The appearance of the Amer-
ican Falis provided an indication of

the flow per foot that would be ne-

cessary to secure a satisfactory spec-

tacle.

After a discussion of the matter
at a meeting of the Engineering
Board, it was decided that a satis-

factory remediai scheme would pro-

vide complete coverage of both
flanks, with an unbroken sheet of

water at a total Falis flow of 50,000
c.f.s. It should also provide six to

eight cubic feet per second per foot

on the Goat Island flank, and 10 to

12 cubic feet per second per foot on
the Canadian flank with a total

Falis flow of 100,000 c.f.s.

The general policy followed in de-

veloping remediai schemes was to

start with light excavations, which
were increased until the target flows

over the flanks were reached. Cer-

tain small áreas at the extremities

of the flanks were to be filled, and it

was assumed that thirteen 100-foot

sluices would be in operation at the

control dam. Tests were also made
of the cofi^erdams for various schemes
and at various river flows. Consider-

ation was also given to the use of

submerged weirs for redistribution

of the flow, these being tested with

and without excavations.

On the basis of this extensive se-

ries of tests, the International Nia-

gara Engineering Board recom-

mended the construction of the

remediai works shown in Fig. 5, and
the construction of a control dam
at the head of the Cascades. The
Board also recommended that the

task of construction be divided be-

tween the two countries on the basis

that each country would construct,

generally, those portions of the work
that lay within their national boun-
daries.

The works to be built consist of

three separate parts. The first of

these is the Chippawa-Grass Island

Pool control structure. This struc-

ture will extend from the Canadian
shore some 1,550 feet into the river,

on a line parallel with the present
submerged weir and from 200 to

250 feet downstream therefrom.
With the exception of an approach

fill adjacent to the Canadian shore,

the structure will consist entirely of

piers and movable control gates. As
shown on the plan, there will be 13

sluices, each 100 feet wide, the mini-

mum width desirable in passing ice.

There will be a service deck span-
ning from pier to pier for access,

operation and maintenance. For
aesthetic considerations the operat-

ing machinery is to be enclosed in

the piers.

The second item consists of ex-

cavation in the Cascades upstreain

from the Canadian flank and will

involve approximately 64,000 cubic

yards of rock. There will also be

crest fill of about 100 feet on the

Canadian flank adjacent to the

Canadian shore, extending upstream
about 100 feet where it will merge
with the present shoreline.

The third item is at the Goat Is-

land flank of the Horseshoe FaUs.

There, a fill will be carried for about



ÍÍOO feet along the crcst and up-

streain for about 300 feet where it

will inerge vvith the existing shore-

line. Adjacent to this, excavation

iiivolviíig the removal of 24,000

( ubic yards of rock will be made to

divert aii adequate volume of flow

over the Goat Island flank under ali

future conditions.

Cofferdam for Control Structure

The control structure is being

Iniilt in stages. The first section

comprises the shore abutment and
two sluices, and the cofferdam en-

ilosing the area extends roughly 400

I

feet from the shore. As work pro-

I ceeded on these first two sluices, the

coíTerdam was extended to enclose

the area to be occupied by the third

and fourth sluices.

On completion of the sluices in

the first section, the cofferdam will

lie removed and the sluices there

will be in fuU operation. The same
procedure will be followed for sec-

tion 3, (three sluices) and in turn for

the remaining sections (two sluices

t ach) until ali thirteen sluices are

completed. Thus at no time will the

river channel be obstructed for more
than a few hundred feet.

Velocities in the section of the
river where the works are being
built are high, and the flow is very
turbulent. Construction of a coffer-

dam in the area, therefore, was a
problem to which much tliouglil was
given in the planning. The iiiclhod

tleveloped has proved to be eminent-
ly satisfactory and warrants a de-
scription in some detail.

Immediately adjacent to the
shore, extending out into shallow
water, a section of the cofferdam was
built using rock fiUed timber cribs of

conventional design. Beyond this,

structural steel cribs top loaded
with concrete blocks were used. The
cribs and the method of placing are

illustrated in a diagrammatic sketch
(Fig. 6.)

Each crib is 10 feet by 30 feet,

and was lowered into place adjacent
to the next one previously placed by
means of a crawler crane. A series

of interlocking rollers keep the crib

in alignment with the previous one,

and the crib was lowered until close

to the bed of the river, its 30 feet

dimension being upstream and
downstream.

After it was placed, heavy H-
Sections were inserted in guides in

the crib and lowered until they were
in contact with the river bed. They
were then driven lo secure good
contact. The portion of the Il-Sec-

tion projectiiig above the top of the
crib was then cut oíf at the [)roi)cr

levei and the cril) loaded with 36
prccast concrete blocks each 10 feet

X 23^2 fpí^^t ^ weigliiiig six tons.

Crib i)lacing continued in this

manner until both the ujistream and
downstream sections of the coffer-

dam were com[)leted, and the section

joining their extreme ends was built

in a similar manner. Steel sheet pil-

ing was then driven on the river

faces of ali sections of the cofferdam,
penetrating the rock. An earth fill

along the base of the cotterdam then
provided a watertight seal.

The loading of the crib is carried,

not by the crib but by the Il-Sec-

tions, and the cofferdam is designed
to be stable against the maximum
water pressure. To make it secure
against the excess pressure that
might result from ice accumulation
upstream, heavy struts were in-

stalled after the area was dewatered.
The cofferdam has proved excep-
tionally tight and the whole area
enclosed was pumped dry in the

Fig. 10. Improvements at Goat Island flank of Horseshoe Falis after completion aii<l removal of colTerdani.
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course of one day. Since that time,

leakage has been handled by a small

pumping unit.

The Control Structure

The control structure will have
13 sluices, each with a clear width
of 100 feet, separated by piers 14

feet wide. It will extend 1,482 feet

from the face of the abutment on
the Canadian shore, and is so de-

signed that additional sluices may
be added, if necessary, at the outer

end. It is surniounted by a service

deck 25 feet in width, carried on ílat

arches of pleasing proportions span-

ning from pier to pier.

The operating machinery for the

gates is entirely below the levei of

the service deck and is located in the

piers. The piers noses are pointed

with a backward sloping cut water
from elevation 555 to 569. The over-

all length of the piers is 91 feet.

Various types of gates were con-

sidered and carefuUy studied. The
choice finally rested on a submers-

ible gate of the "fish belly type"
secured to the sill by eighteen

hinges, which take the thrust, and
having trunnions at the ends with
centres at elevation 552.5 or one
foot below the sill levei.

To open the sluice, the gate is

lowered into a depression down-
stream from the sill and when fuUy
open its surface is approximately at

the same levei as the sill. Thus in the

fuU open position there is nothing
to retard the flow of water (or ice)

through the sluice.

The trunnions fixed to the ends
of the gate are also the driving disks,

and are provided with seals where
they pass through the walls of the

piers. Within the piers they are

equipped with a heavy lever con-

nected to the operating mechanism.
Hydraulic operating cylinders are

mounted above maximum water
levei, and the piston rods from these

engage the end of the lever.

Normally, the two hydraulic cyl-

inders, one at each end of a gate, will

be used to raise or lower the gate

but the design is such that a single

cylinder can exert sufficient oper-

ating force to open or close the gate
should the other, for any reason,

become inoperative. The gates will

be controUed from a single control

room located on shore. A diagram-
matic sketch (Fig. 8) shows a longi-

tidunal section through a sluice.

Works at the Goat Island Flank

The purpose of the work at the
flanks of the Horseshoe Falis is to

assure such a scenic spectacle as will

result from a flow per foot in the
tourist season approximately equal

to that over the American Falis, and
complete and adequate coverage of

the crest at other times.

The work at the Goat Island

flank to secure these results com-
prised the filling and landscaping of

an area adjacent to the shore. It also

involves the excavation of about
24,000 cubic yards of rock in the

river bed, to divert a sufficient

flow to that part of the crest to

secure the desired results. The ex-

cavation extends for approximately
1,000 feet upstream from the crest

and involved a maximum cut of

about 6 feet.

The area to be excavated was de-

watered by building a cofferdam
outward from the shore of Goat
Island, the cofferdam consisting of

a loose rock-fiU faced with steel

sheet piling. No particular diífi-

culty was experienced in i)lacing the

fill until it reached the area of swift

water toward its outer extremity.

From that point on, the contractor

used a protective steel cell moored
by cable to a point on Little Brother
Island some distance upstream and
moved outward by crane as the
work progressed.

The work is now completed, ex-

cept for the minor part of grading
and landscaping the fill, and the
cofferdam has been removed. Only
minor modifications from the re-

commended plan have been made;
a number of heavy boulders having

been left in place to give a more
natural appearance, and to break
up what would otherwise be a
smooth stream flowing over the
area.

It is now possible to observe the
result of this part of the work, and
it is quite evident that what was
desired has been amply realized.

The excavation and fill to be made
at the Canadian flank of the Horse-
shoe is of a similar nature to that at

the Goat Island flank. Work on this

will commence shortly.

The work at the Goat Island

flank of the Horseshoe Falis was
carried out under the supervision of

the District Engineer of the Corps
of Engineers, U.S. Army at Buífalo.

The work on the control dam is

being done by the Construction
Division of the Hydro-Electric
Power Commission of Ontário.
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Another Step
The Journal regularly notes the

new standards it receives from
the American, British and Cana-
d i a n standardizing associations.

Once in a while, however, a stand-
ard appears of such importance
that it deserves editorial notice;

such were the ABC screw thread
standards.

Now the Canadian Standards
Association has issued CSA Stand-
ard B78.1-1954, Mechanical Engi-
n e e r i n g Drawings Standards
($1.75). These are the result of

five years' work of one of its com-
mittees of which George Noble
was vice-chairman, with the co-

operation and assistance of the

American and British associations.

This is the first step—and a long

one—toward International stand-

ards aimed at reducing the cost

of drawings, eliminating errors

and delays, producing an Esper-

anto of drawing symbols and set-

ting tolerances in fits, finishes and

the like, to mention only a few oí

their many objectives.

The classic story used to em-

phasize the necessity of somethin^j

approaching International unifor-j

mity in engineering drawing prac
j

tice is that of Packards expe-j

riences during the war with draw-l

ings for Rolls-Royce enginesi

Hundreds of these drawings hac!

to be redrawn so they could b('

understood by Packard workerr

delaying the production of vita

equipment by many months an^

adding many thousands of dollar

to its cost.

Mr. Noble aptly remarks, "Ij

is only by actual experience tha;

. . . discrepancies (in these standí

ards) will show up . . . and promp
submission . . . of comments, crit:

icisms and suggestions will be d
invaluable assistance in . . . th|

further development of the stancj

ards, if the ultimate goal of . .
|

International standard (s) is to t

achieved."
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A paper presented bejore the Hamilton Brandi uf The Engineering Institute

i)f Canada, Deceniber 9, 1954

The Impact of the New
Plastics on Engineering

by

Irving R. Tait, M.E.I.G.
Consulting Engineer,

Canadian Industries (1954) Ltd.,

Montreal, Que.

This paper contaias about ali the average engineer needs to kuow aboul plastics.

Outlining the history of the plastics industry, the author classifies the niain groups

of plastics and describes some fifteen types, giving their properties and the uses

eaoh is best suited for.

The amazing growth of the industry, to a point where its tonnage output

exceeds that of aluminum, is recorded, while in conclusion a peek at future de-

velopments in store for the industry is added.

Plastics have made it possible for

cngineers to do many things other-

wise impossible or uneconomical.
To give one example, from many
tiiat might be quoted—the safety

iíiass in automobiles is entirely

<lopendent on a thin layer of plastic

material squeezed between two
sheets of glass. Plastics are fairly

iiew to engineering, but are rapidly

ijrowing in interest and importance.
Referring to the words "New Plas-

tics" in the title, here we shall con-
sider new uses of the various plastics,

even though some of the materiais

inay have been available in one
forin or another for many years.

Plastics are man-made materiais,

in contrast to nature's materiais

like vvood and metal. A generally

accepted definition is: "Any one of

a large and varied group of materiais
l onsisting wholly, or in part, of

oinbinations of carbon with oxy-
ien, hydrogen, nitrogen and other
i lements which, while soHd in the
Hnished state, at some stage in its

manufacture is made liquid or
^oftened thus capable of being form-
•'(1 into various shapes, usually
through the application of heat and
pressure, either singly or together."
Each member of the plastics

fainily has its special advantages,
and the raw materiais from which
I>lastics are made are capable of
l)eing variously combined to give a
wide range of properties in the end
products. However, unlike nature's
i)ro(lucts, they are produced under
'•ontroUed condi tions. The wide-
^-pread and growing use of plastics
m alinost every phase of niodern
living and engineering is largely due
lo their unique combinations of
advantages. Some of these advan-
tages are: light weight, range of
'olor, good physical properties, and

adaptability to mass production

methods which often results in lower

costs.

Classification and Properties

A convenient classification of

plastics can be made on the basis of

their behavior under the influence

of heat, causing ali of them to fali

into one of two groups—the thermo-

plastic, or the thermosetting. Ther-

moplastic materiais are made up of

very long molecular chains, held

together by relatively weak physi-

cal forces; whereas the large mole-

cules of thermosetting resins con-

tain groups which react to join the

molecules together permanently un-

der the influence of heat. In the

case of thermoplastics, heat re-

duces the efi'ect of these weak at-

tractive forces and softening or

melting results. The material re-

covers its solid state on cooling, but

retains its ability to re-melt.

With thermosetting resins, tem-

porary softening under heat is

foUowed by the formation of a net-

work of strong chemical linkages,

which binds the molecules together

and makes the structure j)ermanent-

ly solid and resistant to heat. The
performance of thermoplastics may
be compared with the melting of

wax. Also we might liken thermo-

setting behaviour to what happens

with a hardboilcd egg. Although

some plastics are conv-erted into

finished products without further

additives, many can be niodified by
the use of fiUers, stabilizers, plasti-

cizers, extenders and pigments to
give them the properties desired for

processing and specific uses.

It is possible to alter the properties

of many plastics by the use of

various fiUers. Basic characteristics

may be modified or special charac-
teristics introduced. For example,
fabric fillers used in thermosetting
plastics lead to greatly increased

strength. Of course fillers may also

serve to reduce costs by replacing

more expensive materiais. A good
example of this type of filler is wood
flour, which has beeii used in (juanti-

ties as high as 80 per ceiít in some
products. In some plastics, stabili-

zers are used to oflset degradatioii

caused by heat. Many of these are

quite expensive.

Plasticizers, either liíjuid or solid,

are usually chemical conipounds
or resins liaving very low vapor
pressures, and are added to some
products up to some 10 to 40 per

cent by weight in order to improve
mouldiíig properties. increas(> plas-

ticity and flexibiiity and augment
resistance to moisture, cheiíiicals,

weathering and other coiiditions.

It is imporlant to use the proper
jjlasticizer for a particular plastic

or for a specific application. Ex-
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tenders are low priced materiais

which niay be added to many com-
positions to decrease the quantity
of plasticizer needed. Pigments for

plastics products are generally
selected on the basis of com-
patibility, light fa.stness and thermal
stability.

History and Development

The history of plastics dates

back to ninety years ago when an
American inventor, John Wesley
Hyatt, investigated materiais to

replace scarce and expensive ivory

in billiard balis. After some experi-

menting, he developed a material

that gave the bali ali the properties

required. This was cellulose nitrate,

or "Celluloid", and in 1869 the first

U.S. patent was issued describing

one of the many compounds known
today as plastics.

The discovery and preparation of

cellulose nitrate itself can be traced

back to the early work of Bracon-
not in France in 1833, and that

of Schoenbein in Germany in 1845.

Parkes, an Englishman, prepared
various articles from a solution of

cellulose nitrate and camphor during
the period 1855-1865, but John
Wesley Hyatt was the first to

attempt to work with cellulose

nitrate as a plastic mass rather than
in solution.

It is amazing that cellulose nitrate

a material so hazardous to handle,

so readily decomposed by heat, and
so unstable to sunlight in the un-
pigmented form, .stood alone in the
plastics business for many years.

However, its many unique properties

made it the best available material

for many purposes. Coloured pink, it

was quickly adopted by dentists

for denture plates. It will be re-

membered as the material from
which wipe-clean collars and shirt

fronts were made, as well as the
window curtains on early automo-
biles.

Not until 1910 did the next
plastic, this time of the thermo-
setting variety, come on the scene.

This was phenol-formaldehyde, com-
monly known as "Bakelite". Not
until the mid-twenties did interest

develop in plastics as a family
of materiais. To indicate this in-

dustry's growth, the output in the
U.S. and Canada in 1922 was only
about 6 million pounds. This grew
to 213 million pounds in 1939 and,
with the impetus provided by World
War 11, reached 818 million by
1945. 1954 saw more than 2.8

billion pounds produced—over 470
times as much as in 1922. The over-
all value of finished products makes
plastics one of the few multi-billion

dollar industries on this continent.

Considered for many years as

substitutes, plastics have now reach-

ed the levei of respectability held by
metais, woods and ceramics. Plas-

tics are now looked upon as full-

fledged engineering materiais,
though it is doubtful that they will

ever replace the older materiais

completely. Steel and wood have
properties lacking in plastics. On
the other hand, plastics have proper-

ties of their own that cannot be
matched by other construction ma-
teriais. Plastics tonnage has al-

ready passed that of aluminum,
the most popular of the non-ferrous

metais, and is rapidly approaching
that of glass. The rise of plastics

production has already caused revo-

lutions in many industries and in the

thinking of engineers.

Types of Plastic

The Acry lic Resins

These include "Perspex", "Lu-
cite" and "Plexiglas", are glass-like

thermoplastic materiais with light

weight, formability, strength,
weatherability, shatter resistance,

optical clarity, wide colour range and
machinability. Although their sur-

face hardness is comparable to that

of aluminum, surface scratches show
up more clearly on their glossy sur-

faces. They are used for watch
crystals, aircraft canopies, lighting

fixture difíusers, decorative paneis,

outdoor signs, costume jewellery

etc. An interesting characteristic of

acrylics is their ability to "pipe"
or bend light. This finds applica-

tion in illuminated spatulas and
other medicai Instruments and edge-
lighted signs.

Alkyd Plastic

This is a thermosetting material
which is fast curing, has good
dimensional stability, electrical in-

sulation and heat resistance. It

has, however, low impact resistance,

unless special fillers are used. Its

widest application has been in

enamels and paints providing a high
gloss, durable coating for stoves,

refrigerators, etc. Latterly alkyd
has become available as a moulding
material with interesting properties
which suit it for such units as auto-
mobile distributor caps, circuit
breakers, television tuning devices
and tube supports.

Amino Plastics

These include Melamine and Urea
types, which are thermosetting ma-
teriais. They have unlimited color
range, good electrical properties
and resistance to organic solvents.

Melamines are familiar in colorful

tableware and are also used widely
for caps and buttons, hearing aid

cases, etc. They are also used for

surfacing laminates for table tops,

for baking enamel, and in textile

and paper treatment. The Urea
types are moulded into such things

as scale housings, lamp reflectors,

radio cabinets and electrical devices.

In the resin form they are also used
in baking enamels, in paper and
textile treatment, and in plywood
adhesives.

Casein

Casein is a product of the protein
of skim milk. When reacted with
formaldehyde it forms a thermo-
setting material, a strong, rigid

plastic which resists the effect of

both impact and flexing. It is not

adversely afíected by contact with
gasoline or dry cleaning solvents.

However, immersion in liquids for

long periods at room temperature
or short periods at boiling tempera-
ture will cause it to absorb water,

swell, soften and break easily.

Casein-formaldehyde becomes more
brittle as the temperature drops,

and is not recommended for con-

tinuous outdoor exposure. Some of

its uses are buttons, buckles, beads,

knitting needles, adhesives, etc.

Cellulosics

Cellulosics are found in four dif-

ferent types, ali thermoplastics.

1 . Cellulose acetate is resistant
i

to gasoline, oil, and most house-
j

hold chemicals but is afíected by
alcohol, acetone and alkalis. It'

it used for such things as combs,

vacuum cleaner parts, lampj
shades and toys.

|

2. Cellulose acetate-butyrate is

the only cellulosic plastic recom-

mended for outdoor use, as it

stands rough usage and sub-'

zero temperatures. It is resistant

to most household chemicals buti

is also adversely afíected by ace-

tone, strong alkalis and alcohol.

It is noted for its high impact

strength, and finds uses in tele-!

phone housings, portable radioi

cases, automobile hardware, tool

handles, pipe and tubing.

3. Ethyl cellulose maintains it?

toughness and resiliency at sub

zero temperatures and is dimen
sionally stable over a wide rang(

of temperature and humiditv

conditions, is unafíected by alkali

and weak acids, but should no:

be subjected to cleaning fluids

oils or solvents. This material i

used for edge mouldings, wiri

coating and certain eléctrica;

parts.

Cellulose nitrate is an extremei.'!

tough material which resists mosi

weak acids and alkalis. It dist

colors badly in simlight and i|

the only highly inflammable pia?"
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tic. While its uses have been
decreasing iu the face of compe-
tition witli otlier materiais, it is

still used for covering wood heels,

toilet seats, hampers, etc. Solu-

tions of cellulose nitrate are

widely used in coatings.

Flurohydrocarbons

These include tetrafluoroethylene

ind chlorotrifluoroethylene poly-

iners, and are thermoplastics having

íligh impact strengtli over a wide

•ange of temperatures. They also

aave extremeíy high chemical re-

ãstance and excellent electrical prop-

jrties. Fluorohydrocarbon poly-

ners are used for making valve

jeats, pump diapliragms, laboratory

:ubing and low loss insulation. Up
;o now, large volume use has been
•estricted by very high price.

Vyion

Nylon is a generic term applied

«:o a family of polyamides produced

}Myy the reaction of polybasic organic

Hicids vvith polyfunctional amines.

ijít is not a trade name. The nylons

Hve thermoplastics noted mainly
^ft' high tensile, impact and flexural

^»ength and abrasion resistance.

HRey are not affected by many
™)rdinary chemicals, greases and

iolvents, but are attacked by most
nineral acids and are soluble in

Aenols and formic acid. Nylons
ire not recommended for con-

inuous outdoor exposure unless

<pecially stabilized. While most
arailiar as filaments for wearing
ipparel, brushes and fishing lines,

lie nylons are used in gears, bear-

ags, cams, gaskets, wire insulation,

ptC.

rhenolics

Phenolics are hard, rigid, and
jitrong thermosetting materiais.
ifhey are heat and cold resistant,

lave low therraal conductivity,

md are resistant to alcohol, oils,

greases and common solvents. The
vide use of phenolics is due princi-

)ally to their low cost and broad
unge of properties obtainable with
lifiFerent fillers. One shortcoming

iiias been the characteristic color
' ")l these resins, which has limited use

dark-colored products. They are

ised for such things as T.V. and
adio cabinets, handles for electrical

t|)j)liances, washing machine agita-

lors, radio tube bases, switch parts
ind gears.

l'olyesters

Polypsters are thermosetting ma-
1 criais which are combined with glass

lil)ors or other reinforcing fillers to

- ield strong, durable products such
IS military sleds, automobile bodies,
luggage, pipe, interior partitions,

^kyíights, etc.

Polythene (or polyethylene) is a
semi-rigid thermoplastic with very
high fiex strength even at tem-
peratures below — 70°F. In thin

sections it is quite limp and flexible.

Although not truly transparent, its

slightly milky transparency Icnds

itself to i)igmentation. Extremeíy
high weather resistance is obtain-

able through the use of properly
compounded carbon black.

Polythene has extremeíy good
dielectric properties, which has led

to widespread use in high frequency
cables. Thin films have extremeíy
low moisture vapor transmission,

indicating its use as a vapor barrier

in packaging and building construc-

tion. Its wide range of chemical
resistance suits it for drum liners

and tank linings, fume ducts and
various other plant uses. Its flexi-

bility, flex strength, lack of toxicity

and resistance to chemical action

have resulted in its application in

the familiar scjueeze bottle. Poly-

thene is also used as a coating on
paper, such as used for multi-wall

bags. In pigmented form it is made
into pipe which remains tough at

low temperatures, is light in weight,

does not corrode, and is easy and
economical to install. Other uses

are unbreakable toys, refrigerator

ware and tumblers.

Polystyrene

This is a rigid thermoplastic

naturally transparent, which lends

itself to a wide range of color pos-

sibilities. The basic polymer has

been modified, particularly with

synthetic rubber, to increase its

impact strength. It is known from
experience with many of the attrac-

tive polystyrene toys, tobesomewhat
brittle, in unmodified form. Poly-

styrene has good electrical charac-

teristics and good dimensional sta-

bility under high humidity, but is

attacked by gasoline, dry cleaning

Solutions and other organic solvents.

It is used in refrigerator food con-

tainers, battery cases, instrument

paneis, wall tile and radio cabinets.

Silicones

Silicones, although not always

considered as plastics, do exhibit

properties and behaviour often as-

sociated with thermoplastics. They
are available as resins, coatings,

greases, íluids and as silicone rubber.

They exhibit high heat stability

and have very good dielectric proj)-

erties over a wide frequency range.

They are water-repellent, have good

weathering characterisi ics and are

highly resistant to mineral acids

and corrosive salt solutions. They
are difficult to mould, requiring a

long curing cycle, and are relatively

expensive. Their major outlets are

in industry where they are used for

coil fornis, swilcli parts, inductioii

heatiiig ap})aratus, as insulation

for generator and motor coils, and
in power cables.

J inyls

Vinyls (;onstitute a wide range of

thermoplastic resins, many of which
have their individual properties

adjusted by the use of various plas-

ticizers, extenders and fillers. Some
of the vinyl coinpouuds have ex-

tremeíy high chemical resistance

and low moisture absorption, while

others are water-soluble. The ap-

plications are inanifold. Polyvinyl

acetate is an important ingredient

in many adhesives and coatings,

while polyvinyl butyral is used as

the interlayer in safety glass.

Polyvinyl chloride and chloride-

acetate appear variously as wire

insulation, shoe soles, sliower cur-

tains, rainwear, tubing, gramophone
records, coated fabrics for uphol-

stery, íloor tile, gaskets, etc. Color
possibilities with some of the vinyls

are virtually unlimited and they
can be decorated in a variety of

ways. For instance, sheeting may be
embossed and printed to produce
very attractive effects.

Epoxy Resins or Ethoxylene Resins

These resins which are of the

thermosetting type, have been de-

veloped quite recently. So far their

greatest use has been in the paint

industry. They have also been used

successfully to make adhesives which
will bond together wood, glass, steel,

aluminum and other materiais.

These resins are still fairly expen-

sive, which tends to restrict their

use at present.

Conversion to Finished Products

Most plastics may be converted

into finished products by one or

more of the foUowing methods.
Moulding includcs compression,

transfer, injection, blow, pulp and
solvent moulding. Under the in-

fluence of temjwrature and jiressure,

plastics may be made to flow into

many comi)lex shapes by the use

of suitable iiioulds.

(•asting includcs coating by
spread-coatiiig, sprayiiig, roller coat-

ing, dipping and briisliing. For

such api)licatioii, plastics usually are

used as highly ])laslicized pastes,

organosols, solutions and dis{)er-

sioiís. Some are available in un-

I)()lyiiierized liciiiid forni which sets

uj). nsually aidcd by a catalysl.

lyaininaling inclndes liigli-pres-

sure lamiiiating of sheels, rods,

tnbes, and s|)ecial shai)es. The
laniinating resin acls as a bonding
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agent for a usually high fiUer con-

tent, or as a siniple adhesive for

continuous fabric or paper fiUer.

Low Pressure Moulding is usually

applied witli reinforced resins, such
as polyester /fibreglass. Matched
moulds may be utilized, although
shapes are often built upon a siniple

male or female mould anti allowed
to cure in the desired shape.

Pressure is often applied by means
of rubber blankets or vacuum bags.

Extrusion usually involves melt-
ing of a plastic inside a cylinder

which also contains a rotating

screw. The screw forces the molteu
resin through a suitably shaped ori-

fice to produce pipe, rod, belting and
a multiplicity of special shapes.

Calendering involves the squeez-

ing of molten resin between two or

more rotating rolls. These rolls

may be smooth or may have various

designs in the surface to produce an
embossed effect on the processed

sheet.

Fabricating process starts with
plastic sheets, rods, tubes, etc,

which may be converted to the

desired shapes by machining or

forming. The latter is carried out
at temperatures where a thermo-
plastic may be readily forced into

the desired shape.

The Industry at Present

At the present time about 40
per cent of ali plastics production
goes into the manufacture of con-
sumer products, whereas 60 per

cent is requircd to supply industrial

and military demands. Last year
(195.S) the total increase in plastics

protluction over that of 1952amount-
ed to about 13 per cent. This increase

was obtained largely from the high
levei of Sales in many consumer and
industrial products which contain
])lastic parts such as television sets,

automobiles, rádios, etc, and the
increasing use of plastics in textiles,

paints and adhesives. Thus the
plastics industry is, to a con-
siderable extent, dependent upon
the general economy.
As in ali large, diverse fields, the

])lastics industry ernploys men and
women at ali leveis of eilucation

and practical skills. As the industry
lias developed greater diversifica-

tion in materiais and methods of

processing and increased speciali-

zation in their application, there

has been, and will continue to be,

increasing oj)])ortunities for the
chemist, and chemical, mechanical,
electrical and design engineers.

Plastics materiais manufacturers
use chemists, mechanical, electrical

and chemical engineers with Bache-
lor's, Master's, and Doctor's de-

grees for positions in research, engi-

neering, production and sales. Each
year more schools and universities

are adding instruction in plastics

to their curricula. As interest grows,

new courses are added, old courses

realigned to better prepare students

for the needs and demands of the

plastics industry.

What of the Future

The range of properties of plas-

tics is greater than that of metais
and much greater than that of

either concrete or wood. Even so,

it has been said that they behave
more like wood than any other

building material. They have many
properties desirable in building con-
struction, but they also have other

characteristics, not inherent in or-

dinary building materiais, that are a
disadvantage. Their modulus of

elasticity is relatively low and they
creep under stress. Their thermal
expansion is larger than older struc-

tural materiais, particularly metais,

and their temperature range of use
is limited.

The use of plastics in the building
field will therefore be stimulated
by certain properties and limited

by others. It is easy to make plastic

products but difficult to make good
ones. However, plastics will make
revolutionary changes in the ap-
pearance of future buildings if

predictions of the plastics industry
come true. They foresee buildings

covered with unbroken plastic skins

in attractive colour combinations.
Future buildings could have very
unusual shapes to take advantage
of some of the structural properties
fonnd in plastics.

At the recent Building Research
Institute Conference in Washing-
ton, one speaker visualized the
possibility of floating ])lastic farms,
complete with buildings, on the
equatorial oceans where climatic
conditions encourage plant and ani-

mal growth. Imagine the oppor-
tunities such ideas may open for the
engineer in the form of extra
flexibility in design and construc-
tion

.

During the past íive years there
has been much speculation on the
possible application of intense radia-
tions to problems in the polymer
fields, and an increasing volume of

research on the possibilities in the
synthesis of new polymers and the
improvement of the physical proper-
ties of presently existing polymers.
Gamma radiation ofíers some

unique advantages as an initiatihg

agent, in that initiation can be
eíTected at low temperatures where
heat-sensitive monomers can be

polymerized, polymerzations can be
carried out in the solid state and
polymers can be made with no
contamination from catalyst frag-

ments. Recent w^ork has shown that
the physical properties of certain

polymers can be markedly altered

by exposure to radiation fields, and
that a vulcanization type process

takes place. Future developments
in this field promise to be interesting

and important.

New Developments Expected

New resins which will maintain
their mechanical strength under
continuous exposure to certain heat-

ed licjuids should further open up
the tank and transportation field.

Synthetic resins which will with-

stand temperatures of 1,000°C. are

considered a possibility. Both at

chemical engineering and mechani-
cal engineering leveis, research in

pipe should produce important re-

sults. New reinforcements, chiefly

synthetic fibers, may provide
specialized materiais for applica-

tions not now practical. Research

accomplished on sports car bodies

is due to be translated into trucks,

farm equipment and probably sta-

tion wagon components.
Standardization in ali the above

mentioned fields under the sponsor-

ship of The Society of the Plastics

Industry, Inc., is expected to pro-

vide sound engineering design data

which will increase the acceptance

of those materiais. The lack of

precise data has to date tended to

limit the use of plastics by engineers.

A considerable increase in the use

of reinforced plastics for melai

tooling is a certainty.

Much criticism has been aimed at

the plastics industry because of the

"backyard" nature of many of its

conversion operations. However, the

material suppliers and the indust ry

societies have exerted a stabilizing

influence. This, coupled with a

sincere effort on the part of many
converters, has led to a sharp up-

grading of the industry "s status.

Some converting operations are of

considerable magnitude and are

often associated with important

industrial concerns. In other words,

"bigger money" has been introduceci

and prestige is much higher than in

the days of garage and basement

operations in the "forties". When
sometime in the distant future, the

history of plastics is written, theí

next several years will probably be

recorded as the most fruitful in

regards to materiais developments,

technological progress and wideninfl

of applications.

{Continued on page ^56)
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Fig. 1 Sectional arrangement of traction type fluid coupliiig.

1. IiniHjUcr.

2. Runner.

3. Caaing.

4. Shaft.

>. Roller beaririK.

6. Ball bearing.

7. Casing nut.

8. Oland diaphragni.

9. (Mand nut.

10. Casing distance piece.

11. Shaft distance piece.

12. Ciippcd washer.

l'i. Spherical spigot ring.

14. Casing bolts.

15. Baffle.

16. Runner bolts.

17. Driving bolts.

18. Resilient driving spider.

19. Driving boss.

20. Driving boss bolts.

21. Circiip.

22. Filling pliig.

23. Runner half coupling.

24. Multidisc coupling bolts.

25. Multidisc plate asseinbiy.

26. Output half coupling.

The principie of transniitting

power hydro-kinetieally wiis iiivcnl-

ed by Dr. Fottinger in Germany in

1905, wheii he developed the 'Fot-

tinger Transformator', or fluid tor-

que converter as it is now known,
the purpo.se of vvhich wa.s to transmit
the power of marine turbines to

propellers.

The Transformator was a three-

element transmitter, and reduced
the input speed from the turbine to

the comparatively low recjuirements

of the propeller. From 1907 to 1912
a number of sets were constructed

in sizes up to 35,000 hp. for the

German navy but, (kie to its hmited
efficiency, the Transformator was
subsequently echpsed l)y the highly

efficient mechanical reduction gear,

introckiced bv Sir (Charles Parsons
in 1909.

The Vulcan couphng had also

been invented by Dr. Fottinger in

1905, but it was considered to have
no application in ships until after

World War I. It was theii developed
in conjiinclion witli lielical reduction

gearing in a most efficient forni for

diesel driven ves.sels. Similarly. the

Vulcan coupling was widely applied

in eonnection with exhaust turbines

and steam reciproca ting engines,

under the iiame "Bauer-Wach"
system.

Strangely enough, despite the

eonsiderable engineering develop-

ment in Germany, no industrial

ap|)licali()ii was envisaged for the

Vulcan c()ui)liiig. In 19'-2() liowever,

Mr. Ilarold Sinclair foresaw the

p().ssil)ilities of improving the |)ovver

transmission of motor vehicles by
means of a fluid coupling of a

considerably sim|)lifled form. Thus,
Mr. Sinclair niadc arrangements
with lhe Vulcan Company of Ham-
burg to devcloj) llic N ulcan-Sinclair
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"Fluidrive", of fluid flywheel transmission, first invented in 1905, made its

lirst appearance in the late "twenties" as the Vulcan Sinclair fluid coupling. In

this paper the aiithor gives a history of its early development, up to the time of

its adoption by the automobile industry in the "thirties". Detailed descriptions

of the traction type and of the "scoop control" fluid couplings are given, with

illustrations. A nuinber of applications of fluidrive in various industries, most of

them Canadian, are given.

fluid coupling for indtistrial and
automotive drives, and shortly after-

wards introduced the name
'Fluidrive.'

The first major success was in

May 1930, when the Daimler Com-
pany amiounced the adoj)tion of

this fluid coupling in conjunction

with a planetary gearbox in a

production model, under the now
well known name Fluid Flywheel
Transmission. Shortly afterwards,

this transmission was standardized

in Daimler and Lanchester cars, and
in Daimler and A.E.C, buses. In

fact, after more than twenty years,

it still remains the regular trans-

mission of ali London's buses.

It is also of interest that in 1938

Chrysler Corporation introduced the

first automobile in the United

States with a fluid coupling con-

structed under Vulcan-Sinclair
patents, and with the name 'Fluid

Drive'. Since then, more than 3} 9

million Fluid Drives have been
incorporated in Chrysler, de Soto
and Dodge cars and trucks.

So much, then, for this brief
j

reference to the historical and
automotive background of the Vul-

can-Sinclair fluid coupling which, in

1928, was being developed in two
principal types^ the automotive or

traction coupling, and the variable

filling or scoop tube type.

Traction Type Fliiid Coupling

Figure 1 shows a traction type

fluid coupling, mounted as a unit,

the driving boss (19) being carried

on the electric motor shaft with the

spherical spigot of the impeller (1)

duly registered therein. The torque

is transmitted to the driving bolts

(17) by means of the resilient

diaphragm disc (18), and the casing

(3) is, in turn, bolted to the im-

peller.

The runner (2) is secured to the

shaft (4) which runs on two bear-

ings — roller bearing (5) and bali

bearing (6), the latter taking care

of the hydraulic thrust. The gland

assembly comprises a mild steel nut

(9) with an inserted lead bronze

ring on which runs a lapped steel

o 10 20 30 40 SO 60 70 90 90 100 O 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

MOTOR SPEED % MACHINE SPEED % J

Fig. 3. Curves showiiig eharactcristics of conibination of sqiiirrel-cage motor and traction type fluid coupling.
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(liaphragm secured by the casing

mit (7). Torque from the output

4vAÍí is transinitted as shown

through a nuilti-disc flexible unit

'25). Thus, with its ílexible input

and output mounting, it will be

>een that the fluid coupHng pennils

a small degree of angular flexibiUty

and, in eífect, acts as a short carden

drive.

Two important featurcs of the

traction couphng are the baffle (15)

and the coinparatively large reser-

voir chamber between the casing

and the back of the runner. The
impeller, runner and casing, as

shown in Fig. 2, are niade from

aluminium castings with the vanes

set radially, so that the fluid

couphng transmits power equally

welí in either direction.

As is generally known, the power

transmitting médium is a hght

mineral oil, which is filled to the

required levei through the plug

[^22). Thus, when rotated the im-

peller acts as a centrifugal pump
and the runner as a turbine, the

torque building up as the square

of the input speed.

At the point where this torque

fxceeds that of the resistance torque,

the runner will commence to revolve

and, at normal fuU load and speed,

will rotate at about 98 to 96 per cent

speed of the impeller. This cor-

responds to a slip of 2 to 4 per cent,

the ratio of output torque to input

torque being 1 :1 under ali condi-

tions of slip. Clearly, the efíiciency

of power transmission for this type

õf fluid couphng is 100 — the per-

centage slip.

Figure 3 shows the characteristics

of the traction couphng when driven

l)y a standard squirrel-cage motor
with across-the-line starter. In the

left half a typical torque/speed

curve is given, and beneath it five

curves for different fillings of oil

show how the torque builds up as

the square of the speed, so long as

the output shaft remains stationary.

With the maximum oil fiUing the

fluid couphng permits the motor to

run up to practically fuU speed,

thereby developing peak torque for

starting as compared with, perhaps,

110 per cent of full load torque with
a direct coupled motor. Further-

niore, the initial high amperage
rapidly falis ofY because the motor
accelerates under light load so

quickly.

The right half of the curves
shows the speed of the output shaft

under different conditions of load

and oil (|uantity and — so very
important in many drives — that
cven if the output shaft is stalled

the motor will continue ruiining

'Que
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Fig. 4. Curves showing characteristics of coinhination of diesel cngine

and traction type fluid cí>upling.

until switched oíf. With the mini-

mum oil quantity the torque trans-

mitted will not exceed, say, 150 per

cent of full load, although at normal

speed and load the slip will be no

greater than with the maximum
filling.

This wide range of adjustment is

due tó the combination of several

features, including the internai baffle

and the reservoir chamber already

referred to. Under heavy overload

or stalling conditions, the oil vortex

ring will strike the baffle and a por-

tion of the oil will escape into the

reservoir, thus limiting the torque

transmitting capacity of the coup-

hng. As the overload decreases

to normal and the sj)eed of the

coupling iiicreases, oil returns from

the reservoir into the working

circuit, and the vortex no longer

strikes the baflíle.

The characteristics of the traction

type fluid coupling, when driven

by an electric motor, can be sum-

marized thus:

—

1. X standard s(iuirrel-cage motor

can develoj) i)eak tor(|ue for acce-

lerating the load and, therefore, can

be rated for the running instead of

the starting condition.

2. Acceleration is extremely

smooth and the rate can be adjusted

over a witle range, simply by varying

the filling of oil.

3. The torque transmitted can be

limited to a predetermined safe
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value, even if the output shaft is

suddenly stalled. In the case of a

direct coupled motor, the kinetic

energy of the motor rotor, when
stalled, is superiinjOTsed in the forni

of additional torque on the elec-

trical pull-out torque. With the

fluid coupling the motor continues

running until switched off by ther-

mal overload trip.

4. In the case of reversing drives,

the motor can be 'ijlugged' because

of the torque limiting ctiaracleristic

of the coupling.

5. In the case of wound-rotor or

variable speed motors the fluid

coupling considerably increases the

flexibility of the drive.

As regards internai coml)ustion-

engined <lrives, the combined charac-

teri.stics with a traction type coup-

ling are as shown in Fig. 4. Here

again lhe tonjue transmitted by the

coupling builds up as tlie scjuare of

the engine speed until the (Uitpiit

shaft bcgins to rotate at point Z.

The slip then rapidly decreases

until over the normal working

range it is of the order of a few per

cent. At half load the .slip is apjiroxi-

mately half thal of full load.

Hence. when driven by an in-

ternai combustion engine, the

characteristics of the traction coui)-

liiig are briefly as under:

1. The smoothesl jxjssihle lake-u|)

of the drive is obtaiiu-d simply by

acceleraliiig the engine.

417
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"Z. The enginc can develop maxi-

iiuim torque wlien accelerating the

load from a stamlstill.

3. It is not possible for the

eiigine to be stalled by overload.

4. Neither torsional oscillations

nor shock loads can be transmitted

by the fluid coiipHng.

5. Two or more engines can be

tonipounded to a common shaft.

Scoop-control Fluid Couplings

The scoop-control fluid coupHng,

Fig. li, which is used in nian}' types

of drive in powers ranging up to

several thousand horsepower in a

single unit, differs from the traction

type of fluid couphng, in that the

working circuit can be filled and
einptied when running. This is

achieved by arranging for the oil

in the working circuit to be emitted

by centrifugal pressure through the

leak-off nozzles into the rotating

reservoir (5).

The oil is picked up by the non-
rotating scoop tube (18) and return-

ed through the ports in the scoop

housing (6), the collector ring, the

ports in the centre of the inner

casing (4) and from there is pumped
into the working circuit by means of

the radial vanes on the back of the

impeller (2).

The position of the scoop tube
which slides in vertical guides in the

housing is controlled by the operat-

ing lev-er (13) and the spindle (9).

when the scoop is in the fully with-

(Irawn position and the coupling is

heing (Iriven, the oil will form a
rotating annulus in the reservoir

< asing and the working circuit will

iinj)ty. In consequence, no power
will be transmitted and the drive

will be disengaged.

With the scoop in the fully 'in'

position, the working circuit will be
practically fuU and the drive en-

gaged. Intermediate positions of the
scoop give a reduction in speed of

the output shaft, with a maximuni
range, subject to the nature of the
drive, down to 20 per cent of fuU
speed. The scoop tube lever can be
opcrated in several ways, induding
direct manual control, remote elec-

tric with fractional horsepower
servo-motor and switch or auto-
tiiatic control, the torque reíjuired

al the operating spindle being very
Miodest.

In the type SCR.5 shown, the
shaft is carried in three bearings,

the outboard bearing being of the
self-aligning type and the driven
inachine being connected to the
shaft by means of a fully flexible

coupling. An important feature of

the design is that the diameter and
iength of the coupling are sucli

that, vvhen stationary, ali of the oil

is contained below the levei of the
opening of the reservoir casing. In
consequence, no gland seal is re-

quired, but a simple labyrinth is

provided and hence there are no
wearing parts.

Filling of the coupling with the

correct amount of oil is done with
the coupling running, but with the

scoop in the 'withdrawn' position.

Unscrewing the tundish (31) top

opens a valve through which the

light mineral oil is poured until an
oil witness is observed. Tliis signifles

that the rotating annulus of oil lias

reached the scoop ti]).

Lastly, it should be mentioned
that it is a simple matter to connect

an oil cooler to the scoop housing

bracket (11), the oil pressure from
the scoop tube being ample to
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Inpiit and output power curves of scoop-fontrol coupling
when driving a fan or centrifugal pump.

ensure the necessary circulation.

Further reference to this is made iii

connection with the characteristics

of the couphng.
The inain components of the

SCR5 coupling are shown in Fig. 6,

the rotating parts, with the excep-

tion of the ahiniiniuni inipeller and
runner, being of fabricated mild

steel. Incidentally, for siniphcity of

construction of this particular type,

the imjjeller is niounted 'away froni'

the motor.

Speed Regiilation

It will be appreciated that for

many drives, such as fans and
centrifugal punips, the rate at which
it is desirable for the working cir-

cuit to empty is comparatively
slow, and this will be taken care of

by the three leak-off nozzles. On the

other hand, for sojne drives more
rapid emptying is necessary and,
therefore, centrifugal quick-empty-
ing valves are fitted Fig. 7.

Thus, at normal speeds of rota-

tion, the centrifugal force of the

bali overcomes the compression of

the spring and the valve is closed,

the oil being emitted through the

leak-off nozzle in the valve body.
When the input speed drops to a

predetermined figure, the spring

forces the bali from its seating and
allows the oil to escape through the
large ports in the valve body.
A screw adjustment is provided

so as to determine the rotational

speed at which the valve will close.

For example, in the case of heavy
starting drives the centrifugal valves

can be so adjusted that the working
circuit will remain virtually empty
until the motor has accelerated up
to, say, 90 per cent of full speed.

With the drive thus disconnected a
compensator starter can be used,

becanse the motor will accelerate up
to full speed under oíí-load condi-

tions on the low voltage tapping,
the scoop tube remaining in the
fully engaged position.

The ability to j)rovide infinitely

variable speed regulation is one of

the reasons why this type of fluid

coupling is so widely used, always
bearing in mind that the ratio of

output torque to input torque is 1 :1

over the whole range. In the case of

fans, pumps and propellers in which
the power absorbed varies as the

cube of the output speed, the
characteristics of the coupling are

as shown in Kg. 8.

The maximum loss of power

transmitted occurs at 66.7 per cent

of full speed and amounts to 16 per

cent of the rated power of the

motor. At 50 per cent of full speed

the loss of power will be 12.5 per

cent of the motor rating, although
the efficiency will be only about
50 ])er cent; the actual formula for

efficiency percentage being

(100-2) X^H^í^#^
Input bpeed

As regards drives where the

torque is constant over the speed
range, the power loss through the

coupling at reduced speeds is ob-

viously greater than with drives as

in Fig. 8, and instead of a speed

range of 5:1 it is customary not to

exceed 2 or 3:1 except for com-
paratively small powers. In the

case of high ])ower machines such as

flywheel generator sets of 2,500 hp.,

the advantages of even a 15 per cent

speed range are thoroughly well

worthwhile.

A further example of the scoop-

control type of fluid coupling is

shown in Fig. 9, this being the

SCMlO coupling as used for marine

I)ro])ulsion and other higher powered
diesel drives. For rapid filling the

scoop tube is of larger proportions

and, to cater for reversing engines,

a double-ended scoop is fitted. Rapid
emptying is obtained by means of

quick emptying valves, of which

there may be six or more. For

marine propulsion the minimum
overall diameter is particularly de;

sirable, and a reduction of about

10 per cent as compared with the

SCR5 type is achieved by the

introduction of the small spill-over

tank.

This tank holds about 10 per cent

of the total oil quantity when the

coupling is stationary, thereby re-

ducing the amount to be contained

in the reservoir casing. When start-

ing up the oil is returned to the

reservoir by means of an ejector

operated by the scoop pressure, and

the spill-over tank remains empty

until the engine is again shut down.

No auxiliary pump is necessary and

the coupling is entirely self-con-

tained.

Figure 10 shows the main com-

ponents of the coupling, both im-

peller and runner being of fabricated

mild steel. Apart from the complete

disconnection of the engine from the

propeller shaft and the non-trans-

mission of torsional oscillations, the

scoop-control coupling enables the

propeller to be driven down to a

minimum of 10 per cent of full

speed, the engine speed range beingj

of the order of 2:1. This has thej

double advantage of enabling thel

ship to be manoeuvred at very
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SLIDING SCOOP IMPELLER RUNNER BACK CASING

Fig. 9. Sectional arrangenicnts of scoop-coiitrol coupling SCMIO for marine propulsion.
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Fig. 11. Oulsiílt' view <>f S(;l{.'> fluid coii pliiifi «ilh aii toiíiatio Iorque
liiiiitiiii; roiitrol.

low speed wliilst permitting the

engines to ruii at a comparatively
fast idling speed.

Fiirlherinoro, for rcversitig, wlicre

two l)i-dir('ctioiial engines are geared

to a single propeller shaft, oiie eugine

can be sei (o idle iii the reverse

direction vvith lhe couphng empty.
Hence maiioeuvring is effected sini-

ply by accek-ratiiig oiie engine and
íiliing its couphng, whilst the other

is reduced to idhng speed and the

couphng emptied. This is very

favourablc to lhe engine, as cold air

is only introduced once instead of

for each reversal.

In the case of two uni-(hrectionaI

engines (h'iving through a rever.se

reductiou gear, one engine can be
engaged to the astern clutch with the
fluid couphng enipty, thus man-
oeuvring becomes a niatter of acce-

lerating one or the other engine and
filhng or emptying the respective

couphng. In .so doing, clutch wear is

reduced to an absolute niinimum.

Obviously, both engines can be
used for driving the ship astern if

required.

It is not possible to refer here to

more than a conijjaratively few
aspects of Fluidrive but, never-
theless, l)rief mention should be
made of the automatic torque
limiting control (Fig. 11). The
]5urj)ose of this automatic control

is to limit the torque transmitted
during acceleration to a pre-deter-

inined value — say 140 j)er cent of

full load torque. This is desirable

in certain kinds -of machines, in-

cluding heavy ore conveyors, when
the limiting factor may be the

tensile strength of the beít.

Oil pressure is taken from the

scoo]) to a small externai cylindar,
the piston of wliich applies a thrust

to withdraw the scoop tube lever

against an adjustable stop, thus

reducing the torque transmitting

capacity of the coupling. As the

machine accelerates the oil pressure

decreases, and the scoop lever is

brought into the engaged position

by means of the weighted lever. The
position of the weight is adjustable,

thus a simple and certain means of

limiting the torque during accelera-

tion is provided by this automatic
control.

Representative Applications

At the present time Fluidrive has

been established in some 500 dif-

ferent tyjies of industrial drive, in

powers ranging from a fractional

horsepower to 10,000 hp. and more.

In many cases the reasons why
Fluidrive is used vary and, to

illustrate this paper a few repre-

sentative applications are included:

Worsted Spinning Frame

An example of smooth accelera-

tion is shown in Fig. 12, which
illustrates a P.S.C, worsted spin-

ning frame driven by a standard

scjuirrel-cage motor rated at 30 hp.

at 1,450 r.p.m., and size 12.75

fluid coupling unit of the traction

type. With the development of the

centrifugal principie of spinning wet

yarn, the rate of spinning has been

increased from 23^ to 4 times

previous practice. Thus container

speeds up to 15,500 r.p.m. are now
regular practice, involving acce-

lerating periods of 50 seconds, the

rate of acceleration being readily

adjustable by varying the quantity

of oil in the coupling.

Beit Conveyors

Ability to rate the motor for the

running instead of the starting load,

with corresponding economies in

electric cable, starters, etc. has

resulted in the combination of
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squirrcl-cage motor and traction

type fluid coupling being widely

standanlized. Smoothiiess of acce-

Icration is also responsible for the

virtual elimination of tail-end surge

and makes it practicable to reduce

initial belt tension.

In the case of coriveyors of

médium length, or longer, where

gravity tensioning devices are cus-

tomary, it is most noticcable that

the vertical movement of the ten-

sioning weight, when the conveyor

is started up, is greatly reduced if

Fluidrive is used. Figure 13 shows a

typical coal handling conveyor in a

steam power station, driven by a

373^2-hp- 720-r.p.m. S.C. motor and
size 20 fluid coupling unit.

In the case of heavy ore con-

veyors, where excessive belt tension

is a limiting factor, the scoop-control

Lype of coupling with automatic

forque limiting control, as described

in Fig. 11 is used. Ali the main
.'5000 4000 tons per hour conveyors

at the Sept Isles Terminal of the

Iron Ore Company of Canada Ltd.

are so cquipped, an example of a

dual drive aggregating 675 hp.

heing shown in Fig. 14.

Crane Bridge and Cross Travei
Motions

The heavy inertia and frequent

starting, stopping and reversing

involved in the bridge travei drive of

overhead cranes causes arduous
conditions for electric motors. The
characteristics of the traction type

fluid coupling are particularly suit-

ed to such drives, and considerably

enhance the smoothness of opera-

tion with corresponding reduction in

maintenance, particularly where
'plugging' is practised.

Fig. 15 shows a 20-ton crane con-

structed by Provincial Engineering

Ltd., the drive units for botli bridge

and cross travei motions comprising
reversing squirrel-cage motors and
fluid couplings.

Stcing Hammer Crushers

An example of rating the motor
for the running load instead of the

starting load is a 42 in. x 48 in.

cru.sher operating at a gasworks,

which reduces bituminous coal from
8 to ^ at the rate of 200 tons an
hour, and is driven by a squirrel-

cage motor rated at 80 hp. at 975
r.i).ni. through a size 20 fluid

coupling unit. Without a fluid

coupling the catalogue calls for a
motor of 160 hp. but with fluid

coupling the 80 hp. motor is able to

de\-elop 160 hp. when starting in the

event of the crusher box being full.

Clearl}% a motor will run more
efficiently if it operates at its rated
load instead of at part load.

Qyratory Crushers

In the case of gyratory or cone
crushers handling hard rock, the

experience with Fluidrive has ])roved

very satisfactory. The transmission

requirements are somewhat dif-

ferent from those for swing hammer
crushers, and considerable value

is attached to the torque limiting

feature of the traction tyi)e fluid

coui)ling as shown in the right hand
half of the curves (Fig. 3j.

Figure 16 shows two 4-fo<)t cone

crushers at a South African gold

mine, each of wliicli is driven by a

squirrel-cage motor rated at 125

hp. at 485 r.p.m. through a size 32
fluid coupling unit, and has a capa-

city of 80 tons an hour when
redu(;ing rock from 2 in. dowii to
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Fig. 14. 675 h.p. Ileavy ore conveyor with scoop-control coupling drive

imits at Seven Islands.

Fig. 15. Overhead crane with hridge and cross travei niolioii>

driven by traction type couplings.

Fig. 16. Gyratory crusher.

^ in. Normally these criishers are'

operating at about 80/90 hp., where-
as the couplings are filled so as to

allow the crusher to stall when the

load rises to about 250 hp.

Curiously enough, there has been
considerable conservatism in the

past as regards the use of Fluidrive
|

ior gyratory crushers. However, it is

significant that within two months
of the first gyratory crusher being

converted to Fluidrive in Canada,
a repeat order was placed by the

same user.

Infinitely Variable Speed Fans

The first infinitely variable speed
|

fluid coupling for the driving of a

boilerhouse fan in Canada was
installed at the Minto Power Sta-

tion of the New Brunswick Electric

Power Commission in 1934. Today
there are more than 5,000 scoop

,

type couplings driving fans in power
stations in many countries. A typical

example of a fan drive is shown in
i

Fig. 17, this being one of the

Sirocco type SE fans serving the

lead furnace baghouse plant at the

Trail Smelter of Consolidated Min-
ing and Smelting Co., Ltd. Thel
squirrel-cage motor is rated at 250

hp. at 1,180 r.p.m., and drives

through a size 26 scoop-control

fluid coupling equipped with Baileyi

Meter automatic control.

Centrifugal Pumps
|

An interesting example of the
saving in power eíFected by meansi

of an infinitely variable speed fluid
j

coupling is the pumping set used by|

the City of Edmonton. The 20 in.'

X 16 in. type Sl Canadian x\llis

Chalmers pump is driven by a

1,200 hp. 900 r.p.m. synchronous

motor through a size 41 SCR9
fluid coupling. The discharge of the

pump is varied according to demand,
against a maximum head of 305

feet, from 10,600 Imperial gallons

per minute down to 2,000.

The saving in power at 0.8 cents

per kwh. due to the ability to run

the pump at reduced speed, as

illustrated in Fig. 8, is estimated

by the City engineers at 3,976 a yearj

and, as a capital investment, thei

price of the fluid coupling is repáid

in less than two years.

The speed regulation of centri

fugal stock pumps in pulp andj

paper mills is another application cl

the scoop-control coupling. Foij

example, five size 16.25 SCRí)

couplings at the Chandler mill ol

The Gaspesia Sulphite Co. Ltd
driven by S.C. motors of 100 hp. ai

75 hp., have a speed range of 3:1

They are used for transporting stocl

from stage to stage in the sulphitf

bleaching plant. In comparison witl



ronstant spccd puiiips and throt-

tling valves the power saving re-

ported by the plant engineers in

question is approxiinately 200 hp.

(Fig. 18).

Ball Mills

Two characteristics of the scoop-

control coupUng with centrifugal

valves are vvell suitetl to heavy
drives such as bali and rod niills.

Firstly, a standard s(|uirrel-cage

motor with compensator starter can
hc used because the motor will run
up to full speed under off-load con-
ditions and, when switclied over to

full line voltage, the motor can
develop twice full load torque for

starting the raill. Secondly, the mill

can so easily be 'inched' round for

changing the liners, the operation
being simply that of running the
motor at full speed and engaging the
scoop as required, to obtain the
iiecessary degree of rotation.

An example of this is the four
Hardinge Tricone bali mills installed

at the Barvue Mine, having a capa-
city of 1,500 tons of zinc ore daily

and grinding from 5'2-i"^h feed to
()0 per cent minus 200-mesh. The
600 hp. 1,160 r.p.m. S.C. motor,
which can develop 1,200 hp. in

starting, drives through a size 29
SCR5 coupling and infinitely vari-

able speed regulation over a 10 per
cent range is available in order to
obtain optimum grinding conditions.

Hydraulic Ram Pumps
The reasons why Fluidrive is used

vary from one application to an-
other, some being better known
than others. An example of the
latter group is the battery of three
ram pumps serving 1,250 Ib. per
square inch hydraulic pneumatic
accumulators (Figure 19), the pumps
being driven by continuously run-
ning motors of 100 hp. at 1,465
r.p.m. and size 18 scoop-control
couplings.

When the full pressure is reached,
the scoop tubes are automatically
withdrawn, thus causing the pumps
to stop. When the demand on the
system reduces the water levei in the
accumulator, the automatic control
reintroduces the scoop tubes one by
one, as required.

Experience with Fluidrive in such
an application, where as many as
20 starts and stops an hour are
made, establishes that there is a
power saving of 20 per cent as
cnmpared with similar pumps fitted
with an automatic by-pass system;
that the elimination of the by-pass
-•ystem results in a rcduction of

inaintenance, and that the capital
<'ost of the Fluidrive system is

ílightly more favourable. V

Fifi. 17. Infinitely variable speed fan.

Fig. 18. Infinitely variable speed stock pump.

Fifi. 19. Hydraulir ram pumps.



Nature, Distribution

and Dispersion of Gontaminants

in the Urban Environment

Contributed as Report No. 166 from Dejence Research Chemical

Laboratories, Ottawa, Canada.

by

Dr. Morris Katz, M.E.I.C.
Chairman, Canadian Section,

Technical Advisory Board on Air Polludon,

International Joint Commission,

Ottawa

The rapid growth of our cities

has inteiisified the problem of the

contamination of the air by the

waste products from combustion of

fuels, manufacturing and processing

industries, vehicular traffic and other

activities of the population. The
average human aduU, in a day, will

consume about two and three-

quarter pounds of food, drink four

and a half pounds of water and
breathe about thirty pounds of air.

He may be concerned with the

purity of his food and water suppHes,

but is less fastidious about the air

which enters his hmgs.
However, the time is fast ap-

proaching when some consideration

must be given to the quaHty of the

air in our environment. The capa-
city of the atmosphere to dilute and
disperse effectiveíy the vast quanti-

ties of contaminants discharged

daily over a city or inchistrial eom-
munity is not unHmitetl. This is

shown by the increasing incidence of

smog and nuisance effec-ts in many
cities, aiid the appearance of pol-

hition problems in urban com-
numities which were relatively free

from such influences in the past.

Recent smog disasters, accoin-

panied by ilhiesses and deaths, at

Donora, Pa. in 1948 and London,
England in 1952, indicate that when
the atmosphere becomes over-
burdened witli sohd, Hquid and
gaseous waste products the result

may be not merely a nuisance but
can constitute a serious menace to

our health.

In order to control effectiveíy and
economically the extent of poUu-
tion in our urban áreas, and to

minimize the possibihty of un-
pleasant effects, it is necessary to

know as much as possible about the
physical and chemical properties of

these wastes. We must learn how
they are di-stributed through the
atmosphere by the prevaiHng air

currents, and the influence of topo-
graphical and nieteorological fac-

tors on their accumulation and dis-

persion.

Recent advances in science and
engineering technology have made
it possible to control most stack
emissions at the source to the extent
that they do not constitute a
nuisance to the surrounding com-
munity. The extent of such cotitrol

is limited only by economic consider-
ations, and by how nuich we are
willing to pay for reasonably clean
air.

Nature of Contaminants

In our urban and industrial com-
munities the atmosphere serves a
natural function as a means of

disposal of waste effluents. There is

no reason to (juestion this practice

until the amount of waste products

released becomes too much or the

stack discharges constitute a visible

nuisance. The combustion of coal

results in the release to the air of

Carbon dioxide, water vapour, Car-

bon monoxide, .sulphur dioxide,

oxides of nitrogen; organic com-
pounds such as hydrocarbons, oxy-

genated derivatives and acids; a>

well as tarry material of indefinite

composition, soot and fly ash.

Liquid and gaseous fuels may be

burned more efficiently so that there

is much less soot but they still

release a variety of organic vapours

anti gases, including methene, acety-!

Iene, phenols, alcohols, aldehydes'

and ketones in addition to sulphur

dioxide, ammonia and oxides of

nitrogen.

The contribution to this problem;

from the general activities of the

public nuist not be underrated.;

Thus, in a city where half a million

Few of US realize the rapidly growing impact of air poUution on the health of

our city populations and on our economy. Dr. Katz, one of Canada's foreinost

authorities on the suhject, here sumnjarizes the studies niade by the International

Joint Commission over the past four years in the Windsor-Detroit area. Pollution,

he points out, cannol be remedied by legal action alone, but technical under-

standing as to what remedies are economically feasible is needed also.
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Table I. Mean Values for Dustfall in Grcater Windsor Vrea in Tons per Square
Mile per iVIíiiiih

Dustfall Components of Deposited Material

Other pH (water
Total VVater Water 'Par Conilmstil Ic .\sli sohible

Solids lusoluhk' Solublc Mal ler t ract lon

— Test Period: August — December 1951 —
iTiniistriíi 1

. . 92.2 69.2 21.1 1.48 21.0 45.9
Industrial—

residential . . . 53.!) 45.0 n.O 0.62 13.0 28.7 6.31
RpííiHpntm 1—

. . 35.9 26.!) 8.8 0.61 ll.O 16.1 O.ol

- Test Period: May — September, 1952, Non-heatinc season —
Industrial and

residential . . . 36.1 31.4 4.3 1.23 10.3 21.3 6.9

Residential —
semi-rural . . 18.8 16.7 2.1 0.81 3.6 11.3 7.3

Test Period: October 1952 ^ Fcbruary 1953, Heating season —
Industrial and

residential . . . 92.1 69.1 22.9 1.70 13.5 52.0 6.1

Residential —
sem-rural . . 53.0 40.8 12.3 2.59 8.2 30.0 6.8

Table II. Mean Dustfall in Tons per Square Mile per Month for Various Cities

Monthly
No. City Year Mean Reference

1 Detroit 1946 51.7 Detroit Department of Buildings and
1950 59.8 Safety Engineering.

1951 62.1

1952 64.1

1953 72.1

2 New York 1953 67.5 New York State Chainber of Coinmerce
3 Chicago 1947 61.2 Nos. 3-6, McCabe, L. et al., Ind. Eng.

Chem. íl, 2486 (1949).

4 Cincinnati 1946 34.0

5 Los Angeles 1948 33.3

6 Rochester 1942 26.4

7 Pittsburgh 1951 45.7

(insoluble

matter

City of Pittsburgh, Dept. of Public

Health Report 1951.

only)

31.7-54.28 Toronto AUcut, E.A., Eng. J. (Canada) 30,

154 (1947).

Table III. Concentrations of Suspended Particulate Matter (Micrograms per
Cubic Metre) in the Atmosphere of Greater Windsor, Ontário

Area

High pollution . .

Moderate pollution

Low pollution . .

Iligh pollution . .

Moderate pollution

Low pollution . .

Test Period

Oct. 24 - Dec. 5, 1951

Aug. 7 - Sept. 17, 1952

Nuniber
Sampling
Stations

16

2
5

3
2

Range of

Concentration

36-167
1-556
3-214
27-718
22-568
3-257

Mean for ali

Stations

210
150

80
247
170

107

automobiles, trucks and busses are

operated, there may be coiisumed a

daily total of 1 million gallons of

gasoline and oil, releasing nearly 1

billion cubic feet of exhaust gases.

In order to determine the extent

of atniospheric pollution in an urban

area it is convenient to measure

the rate of dustfall, the concentra-

tion of suspended particulates or

aerosols and the concentration of

sulphur dioxide. These quantities

serve to assess the pollution on a

preliminary basis. Provided con-

tinuous testing or sampling methods
are employed, one can gain an in-

sight into the variations in the leveis

of contamination introduced by
changes in weather conditions and
other factors, at difíerent periods

of the day and seasons of the year.

Such measurements have been in

progress for a number of years in

the Greater Windsor-Detroit area

in connection with an International

air pollution investigation, in ac-

cordance with the terms of a joint

reference submitted to the Inter-

national Joint Commission by the

Governments of Canada and the

United States in January 1949.

The area under investigation lies

on both sides of the Detroit River
for a distance of about 30 miles and
extends to about 15 miles inland

from the river.

The overall estimated population

is about three million, of which
about 160,000 is on the Canadian
side. This region is the third largest

industrial area in North America.
The total annual consumption of

M)lid fuel for industrial and domestic
l)urposes is estimated at about 15

million tons on the U.S. side and
about 650,000 tons on the Canadian
side. Approximately 430,000 tons of

iulphur dioxide are discharged to

lhe atmosphere annually from the
l ombustion of solid fuels alone. This
lotíil is increased appreciably by the

>ulphur dioxide liberated from liquid

and ga.seous fuels.

Additional sources of industrial

wastes include operations associated

with the automotive industry, power
plants, rubber, chemical, metallurgi-
< al, oil reíining and numerous other
planls. During the navigation season
there is also the problem of smoke
and fly ash from the Great Lakes
\cssel fleets which make about
•'50,000 ])assages of the Detroit
líiver in transporting 120 million

tons or more of cargo, consisting of

j

iron ore, coal, grain and limestone.

«) Dustfall

The larger particles of dust,
Hy ash and soot settle out of the
atmosphere fairly rapidly. Such

particles range in size from over

100 microns down to about 5

microns. Most of the mass of

material coUected in dustfall re-

ceptacles is over 44 microns in size

(325 sieve mesh, Tyler). Dustfall

records, which are usually expressed

as total solids in tons per square

mile per month, afford an indica-

tion of the extent of contamination

from such relatively large particles

over a city.

Tlie data in Table I indicate the

dustfall rates for various arcas of

Greater Windsor and the nature of

some fractions of this deposited

material. The mean values are

derived from a total of twenty

stations (lislril)Uted throughout the

various áreas. Tlie inchislrial-resi-
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Table IV. Rise in Mean Daily Concentrations of Suspended Particulate Matter
(Micrograms per Cubic Metre) During Two Smog Periods in Windsor Area

Date 1952

August 22
August 23
August 24
August 25

August 26
August 27
August 28
August 29

September 7

September 8

September 9

September 10

September 11

September 12

September 13

September 14

dential stations were located in

the most heavily populated and
industrialized zone, which lies close

to the Detroit River.The residential-

senii-rural stations were located at

distances of about 4 to 15 miles

from the Detroit River.

The rate of dust deposition rises

considerably during the heating

season with the increase in use of

fuel for domestic and industrial

space heating purposes. Coal for

domestic purposes is burned much
less efficiently and the waste prod-

ucts are emitted from much shorter

stacks, on the average, than the

combustion products of industrial

solid fuel. Furthermore, many of

the industrial stacks are equipped
with fly ash receivers and dust

collectors. In the outlying residen-

tial-semi-rural area of Greater Wind-
sor, the dustfall rate is about one-

half of that in the heavily populated
and industrial section. The average

dustfall in the latter area during the

heating season is about 92 tons per

sq. mile per month.

Daily Mean for 10 Sampling Sations

95
151

205
282
288
275
245
50

90
281

392
500
410
303
164

71

The rates of deposition at some
of the most heavily polluted stations

have ranged as high as 100 to 150

tons per sq. mile per month during

the heating season. In one or two
months of the year the rate has

risen as high as about 200 tons per

sq. mile. The water-soluble fraction

in these shows a relatively high

sulphate content and greater acidity.

The content of tar and combustible

organic matter shown in Table I

is related to the amount of soot,

Carbon and incompletely burned
waste products deposited with the

dust and fly ash.

Table II indicates the monthly
mean rate of dustfall in certain

other cities of North America. The
Detroit records show a rise from
about 52 tons in 1946 to 72 tons in

1953. The rates are comparable to

those of New York and Chicago.

The lowest values in the table are

shown by Los Angeles, Cincinnati

and Rochester. Los Angeles is

troubled with a persistent smog
problem which has been under

intensive investigai ion during the

past five yearsio. However, nearly i

ali the fuel used in this area consists '

of gas and oil, although large

quantities of refuse and trash are

also burned in domestic incinerators.

There is some conflict of opinion

as to the reliability of comparisons
of dustfall in different cities. This

is due largely to the fact that various

types of dustfall containers are in

use and methods of exposure are

not imiform. In the Windsor area

the dustfall containers used are
;

of the same type as those employed
in the Detroit design which
was developed by City of Detroit

engineers after wind tunnel tests of

various models.

However, the data shown in
|

Table II provide a fair comparison
|

because the results are in line with ;

the mean values to be expected for

cities of comparable size and coal

consumption. Wherever solid fuel
'

has been replaced by liquid or

gaseous fuel for domestic space

heating, there has been a con-

siderable drop in the city dustfall

rate. Eííective smoke abatement has

also resulted in a decrease in dustfall.

It is difficult to ascertain accurate- '

ly the fraction of the dustfall rate I

in cities which is due to natural i

sources, such as wind-blown sand, 1

soil particles, poUen and vegetation.
j

However, the dustfall in rural áreas !

remote from urban communities
ranges from less than five to about '

15 tons per sq. mile per month.

This is coníirmed by the results for

the stations at 8 to 15 miles distant

from the Detroit River in the

Greater Windsor area.

Suspended Particulate Matter
l

Although aerosols include, by
|

deíinition, ali solid and liquid par-

Table V. Mean Sulphur Dioxide Concentration.s in Parts per Billion of Air for Each Month of the Year.

September 19.50-January 1953.

Year Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

— near centre of Windsor, Onl ario —
1950 74 71 63 91

1951 73 88 76 107 122 47 70 88 93 119 104 149

1952 121 143 82 90 89 70 116 120 109 134 102 200

1953 127

Mean 107 116 79 99 106 59 93 104 92 108 90 147

McGregor, Ontário, 15 miles South of Detroit River —
Year Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May .June .July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

1950 10.0 12.0 11.0 27.0

1951 1.5 3.0 3.2 0.8 3.3 3.9 1.2 3.9 3.5 3.5 5.0 10.0

1952 10.0 1.9 4.3 5.7 4.5 6.3 5.0 5.0 15.0 7.0 6.0 13.0

1953 8.0

Mean 6.5 2.5 3.7 3.3 3.9 5.1 3.1 4.5 9.5 7.5 7.3 16.7
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T,,5 SUHFàCE TEKPEMTURC 1" OEGREES C.

T^qTEMPEKATURE *T > PRESSORE MClOHT OF «50 MIU.ia*R9, ItPPROX 4S00FEET)

Fig. 1. Variation of suspended particulate pulliitiun in the Windsor-Detroit
area during the period August 8 to Septeniber 17, 1952, with wind-spced, teni-

perature anonialy, and temperature gradient.

lides iii the diaiiieter range from

about 100 inicrons down to 0.01, the

suspended inipurities in the at-

inosphere which influence visibility,

stain or soil walls, textiles and

olher exposed surfaces, and pene-

trate into the hmgs are in the size

range of less than about 5 luicrons.

1'he aniount of hght scattering

or reduction in visiíiiHty depends

more on parti<'le size and refractive

Índex of the material, than on the

number of particles per unit vohune.

The size range which is niost

effective for obscuration of visibiUty

is the diameter from 0.3 to 0.6

mieron for hquid aerosols. VisibiHty

may also be reduced by small

particles which absorb light. Below
,5 niicron size, the particles begin

to penetrate into the lungs after

l)assing through the respiratory

tract, but when their size becomes
less than 1 micron, the retention of

such particles in the lung decreases.

Only a small fraction of the very

small particles is retained in the

lung (7).

Suspended impurities are collected

for measurement by filtration

ihrough paper or other membranes,
l)y electrostatic or thermal precipi-

tation, or by use of impinger or

iinpaction devices. The concentra-

tion is influenced markedly not

only by the mass rate of emission

an(l nature of industrial and other

activities in a given area, but also

by various meteorological factors.

In the Windsor-Detroit area daily

fluctuations in the leveis of sus-

pended particulate matter have
t)een investigated intensively by
use of the High Volume Sampler of

a type similar to that developed
by the U.S. Atomic Energy Com-
mission (9). As in the case of settled

(lust, the values tend to increase in

I)roceeding from the outlying áreas

towards the centre of the populated
and industrial section.

Table III indicates the range in

concentration and the mean values

for various ])()llution áreas in Greater
Windsor during surveys carried out
on a contimious basis for 6-week
periods in 1951 and 195'i. The two
stations in the low poUution area
were located about 8 and 15 miles

frojn the heart of Windsor, at

Tecum.seh and McCíregor, Ont. re-

spectively.

In Table IV there is indicated the
rise in the concentration of atmos-
pheric sus])ende(l matter during two
sniog periods in the Greater Windsor
area. During the.se events the leveis

ro.se markedly over four-day periods
at ali the .sampling stations, even
those at points 8 and 15 miles
distant, and then subsided as me-

teorological eonditions became more
favourable for dispersion. These
smogs were accompanied by a

marked reduction in visibility and
complaints of eye irritation.

Similar surveys of suspended par-

ticulate matter carried out by
the U.S. Public Health Service in

Detroit (4) reveal higher atmos-

pheric loadings than tho.se found

for Windsor. A six weeks' survey in

Detroit with 31 sampling stations

during May 7 to June 17, 1951,

indicated a range of median values

of 121 to 357 micrograms per cubic

metre from the lea.st poUuted to the

most heavily i)olluted áreas, with

maximum values ranging from 351

to 1,009.

Compari.sons with other cities

are difficult because of a lack of

data gathered by comparable tech-

nique. Cholak (3) has i)resented

results for Cincinnati (1946-51)

which show a mean value of 370

micrograms per cubic metre for the

city as a whole, 420 for the industrial

and commercial áreas, and 180 for

the rural áreas near the city. The
median size range of suspended

particles in the Windsor-Detroit

atmosphere is about 0.9 micron for

samples collected by the thermal

precipitator or standard impinger

and evaluated by standard micro-

scope counting techniques, which do
not include particles smaller than
0.2 micron.

The inorganic fraction of the

suspended dust has been studied

intensively in the Windsor-Detroit

area by methods of spectrographic

analysis. About 20 melallic elements

have been found in varying amounts.
The most abundant are calcium,

silicon, aluminum and irou. Next in

order of abundance are magnesium.
lead, copper, zinc and mangane.se.

Elements which were found in small

quantities only were titanium, tin.

molyixlemim, barium. nickel, vana-

dium, chromium, cadmium and
bervilium (Hl.

A consideral)le numi)er of crystal-

line compounds have been ideiiti-

fied in the Windsor suspended
particulates by X-ray diffraction

stu<lies. These include calcium car-

bonate, alpha-(]uartz, gyi)suiii. am-
monium chloriile, magnetite, hema-
tite, cadmium <arbonal(>, nickel

fluoride, grai)hite and carbon. The
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Fig. 2. Kegression of suspendei! particiilate poUution in Windsor area on
niean wind-speed from observations on 74 davs during period August 11 to
December 31, 1953.

shape and size factors of suspended
impurities have been studied by the
electron microscope. Sub-micron
particles show a tendency to ag-

glomerate. This is particularly evi-

dent in carbon, which was the most
widely distributed constituent. Car-
bon particles forined distinctive

filaments consisting of individual

units in the size range of 0.05 to

0.2 micron (u).

Suspended particulate matter con-
sists of about 60 to 75 percent car-

bon and a complex mixture of

organic matter. The nature of this

fraction in the Windsor atmosphere
is under investigation at the present
time. In contra.st to this, the settled

dust consists largely of ash and
material of inorganic origin.

Stilphur Dioxide and Other Impurities

Atmospheric sulphur dioxide
leveis have been investigated con-
tinuously for several years by re-

cording analyzers at four to five

stations in the Greater Windsor
area. In view of the large amount of

solid fuel used in the Windsor-
Detroit area, the sulphur dioxide

content of the atmosphere is of

considerable importance in as.sessing

the extent of the pollution load in

various sections of this region.

The average monthly concentra-
tions at a sampling station near the
centre of the industrial part of

Windsor and at McGregor, Ont.,

a semi-rural district 15 miles south
of the Detroit River, are shown in

Table V. There is a considerable
difference in the mean values for

these two áreas, the sulphur dioxide
pollution in Windsor being about 18
to 25 times greater than that regis-

tered at McGregor. The overall

mean values in parts per billion for

the Windsor and McGregor sta-

tions were as follows:

—

1951 1952
Windsor

—

industrial area 94.7 114.7
McGregor 3.6 6.1

The maximum 30-minute average
concentration in Windsor during
the test period 1951-1952 reached a
value of 1.45 parts per million. The
maximum over the same period at

McGregor was 0.876 parts per mil-

lion.

Mean sulphur dioxide concentra-
tions reported in the literature for

other city áreas within recent years
are, as follows, in parts per billion

(3):-
Cincinnati (1947-51)

Industriai and commercial
áreas 64
Residential area 44
Rural 37

Baltiraore (1950)
Industrial area 74

Rural 23
St. Louis (1937)
Warm months 127
Gold months 250
Gold months (1950) 41

Cleveland (1949-50)

Industrial area 42
Donora (1949) 150
Yonkers, N.Y. (1936-37) 32
Los Angeles (1949-50)

Days of good visibility 50
Days of reduced visibility 200
The increased use of natural gas,

liquid and solid fuel of low sulphur

content for space heating has been
j

reflected in a progressive decrease
i

in the average sulphur dioxide con- i

centration of the atmosphere in a !

number of cities, such as St. Louis, I

Cincinnati, Pittsburgh and Salt
j

Lake City.
|

Other impurities which have been
|

found in the Windsor atmosphere,
i

as in other city áreas, include

;

aldehydes, oxides of nitrogen, am-
(

monia and chlorides.

Inflaence of Meteorological Factors
i

on Dispersion

Although the total amount of

contaminants discharged to the i

atmosphere over a city or industrial

area may remain constant from day
j

to day, the concentration of im-|

purities per unit volume of air willi

vary widely because of changing'

meteorological conditions imposed
by the weather. This is especially^

true where topographical featuresj

such as mountain valleys and large;

bodies of water are absent.
,

At Trail, B.C., Donora, Pa. andj

Los Angeles, the topographical fea-i

tures tend to complicate the in-

fluence of meteorological factors on

the dispersion of contaminants.

No such complications are evident

in the Detroit River area, however.

'

The terrain is relatively flat and the

river valley is shallow. The in-'

fluence of Lake St. Clair and Lake
Erie is only minor in character.'

The dispersion of contaminants ini

this area is governed by weather

correlations consistent with diffu-'

sion theory.

Baynton (i) has analyzed thej

findings of a six weeks' joint studyl

of suspended particulate matter in

the Windsor-Detroit area, carried
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out by our Windsor staff and the

U.S. Public Health Service in the

late summer of 1952. Twenty sam-
pling stations were operated con-

tinuously and the daily niean values

of ])articulate pollution were re-

lated to the observed weather.

Correlation of Meteorological Factors

The results of th is correlation are

presented graphically in Fig. 1.

The daily values for three weather
olements liave been plotted under-

neath the da.y to day íluctuations

in the leveis of particulate pollution.

jThese elements are the daily mean
wind speed in miles per hour, the

daily temperature anomaly defined

as the diflerence between the daily

inean temperature and the normal
temperature, and lastly, the daily

value of the diíference between
surface temperature and the tem-
perature at a pressure of 850 milli-

bars. The pressure region of 850
inillibars corresponds roughly to an
altitude of 4,800 feet above mean
>ea levei.

The dispersai of atmospheric con-

Uuninants by air currents is usually

accomplished by dilution laterally

on wind movements and by diffu-

>ion vertically through convection
« urrents. This process is assisted or

inhibited by the "lapse rate". The
lapse rate is defined as the rate of

decrease of air temperature with
height. Large lapse rates induce
convection currents, whereas small
lapse rates inhibit such currents,

It is evident therefore that large

lapse rates should coincide with
reduced pollution leveis whereas
small lapse rates favour the accumu-
lation of pollutants.

The temperature anomaly is con-
sidered as an index of the lapse rate.

iln the Great Lakes region it is

igenerally true that lapse rates are
large during unusually cold weather,
and small during unusually warm
weather. A large lapse rate would be
indicated by a relatively large nega-
tive temperature anomaly, whereas a
small lapse rate would be indicated
by a large positive temperature
anomaly.

The curves in Fig. 1 indicate clear-

ly the phase relationships of the
above three weather elements. Light
winds, small lapse rates and above
normal temperatures coincide with
liigh pollution loadings of the at-

mosphere or lead to high pollution
leveis. Strong winds, large lapse
rates and below normal tempera-
tures reduce pollution rapidly.
The strong influence of the wind

speed in this region on the total

|suspended particulate pollution is

lillustrated by the curve in Fig. 2.

This curve represents the regression

of the daily mean value for suspend-
ed particulates on the daily mean
wind speed in Windsor. These
pollution concentrations represent
the average results of two sampling
stations located in a heavy and
moderate pollution arearespectively,

in measurements on 74 days during
the period August 11 to December
31, 1953. There is a much greater
effect on the absolute concentration
of suspended matter by changes in

the diffusion process at low wind
speeds than at high wind speeds.

Other factors which have been
found to affect the leveis of pollution

are changes in wind direction,

frontal passages and precipitation.

Marked reduction in the levei of

pollution is associatetl with cold

frontal passages over the area. A
cold front may be defined as the
leading edge of an advancing mass
of cold air that is displacing and
passing under warmer air. Precipita-

tion also tends to reduce the levei

of pollution, although it is difiicult

to isolate specifically the influence of

rainfall because of the frequent
coincidence of cold frontal passages

and higher wind speeds with rain.

Daily Cycle af Pnllntion

During the period Feb. 26

—

June 2(), 1952, measurements were
made of the hourly variation in the
concentration leveis of fine sus-

pended matter near the centre of

Windsor, by means of a modified
Owens pollution recorder. (9, 13).

This instrunient yields a .series of

spots or stains around the periphery
of a filter paper disk. The intensity

of these spots is a measure of the
concentration of susf)ended solids

or smoke in the atmosphcre and
the results are evaluated by an
optical method. The data have been
ph)tted for each hour of the 24-

hour day and reveal a marked
diurnal trend, as shown in Fig. 3.

The levei of suspended matter
increases during the night and early

morning hours until a peak is

reached at 7.00 a.m. Thereafter

the concentration decreases rapidly

until the minimum value is attained

about 3.00 p.m. This cycle is

probably closely related to the
diurnal variation in wind turbulence

and temperature lapse rate. It is

known that, in clear weather, turbu-

lence reaches a maximum about the
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Fig. 4. Daily cycle of i^iilphiir dioxide pollution in Windsor during
winter and summer seasons.

middle of the afternoon and then
decays after sundovvii and during
the night.

The (hiily and seasonal cycles of

sulphur dioxide polhition in Windsor
are indieated in Figs. 4 and 5 over
the test period Septeniher 1950
to January 1953. In the fali and
winter nionths there are well-de-

fined máxima in the pollution leveis

during the morning period from 8.00

to 9.00 and 9.00 to 10.00 o'clock,

re.spectively. During the .spring and
summer seasons the relation is more
complex with peaks in the daytime
and a lowering of the concentration
leveis during the night hours up to

about 5.00 a.m.

There is evidence that turbulence,

which consists of the two co-

variables of wind velocity and tem-
perature gradient, has somewhat
similar but by no means idêntica!

effects on the concentrations of

sulphur dioxide and suspended par-

ticulates. Air pollution studies by
the Department of Scientific anti

Industrial Research in England (5)

indicate that some of the causes

which do not operate similarly on
smoke and sulphur dioxide are due
to the following:

(a) differences in rate of emis-

sion, becau.se sulphur dioxide is

always present in the ílue gases

from solid fuels whereas smoke
is produced by inefficient com-
bustion.

(b) proportionately more sul-

phur dioxide than smoke is

emitted from industrial chinmeys;
there are differences in place of

emission and in the height of

emission.

(c) smoke and sulphur dioxide

are removed from the atmosphere
at different rates; small particles

of suspendei! smoke are removed
by collision or impaction with
surfaces and obstructions whereas
sulphur dioxide is removed by
absor[)tion hy water and vegeta-

tion as well as by chemica! reac-

tion witli other impurities.

Infliience of Adverse Faclors — The
Los Angeles Probleni

The Los Angeles pollution prob-
lem represents an excellent example
of the limitations imposed on natural
air cleaiiing jjrocesses by adverse
meteorological and topographical
factors. The Los Angeles area con-
si.sts of a basin hemmed in on three
sides by mountains that limit the
lateral inovement of the land and
sea breezes. The air circ-ulation is

further limited by the presenco of an
inversion layer known as the Pacific

Inversion, which consists of a warm
air mass above cooler air, ex-tending

aloft from the Califórnia coast far

out into the Pacific ocean. On many
days of the year, this inversion layer
drops to about 3,000 feet or lower,

below the levei of the mountains,
effectively sealing the basin and
preventing the vertical diffusion of

the polluted air.

The result is a recurrent haze
and smog accompanied by eye, nose
and throat irritation, reduced visi-

bility, and economic losses in crop
damage and rapid deterioration of

rubber (a, ii). The major pollutants
in the Los Angeles area are believed
to be due to organic products from
the daily combustion of about
45,000 tons of gasoline, fuel gas and
oil, and about 4,000 tons of house-
hold rubbish. Excluding carbon
monoxide and dioxide, at least 1,800
tons of impurities are emitted daily
from industrial and public sources,

including the exhaust fumes from
about two million motor vehicles

(U).
Keactions Between

Atmospheric Contaminants

It is known that ga.seous con-
taminants such as ammonia and sul-

phur dioxide may react after release

to the atmosphere, or oxidation of

sulphur dioxide, nitric oxide and
other oxidizable compounds may
take place in the air, especially in

the presence of sunlight and cataly-

1

tic impurities. Recent investigationsi

into the Los Angeles smog problem
have shown that during smogs there

;

is a considerable increa.se in the
j

concentration of ozone or "oxidant" i

material, coincident with the severe
j

cracking of rubber, eye irritation and

crop damage. The ozone or "oxi-

,

dant" material is not found at night

but begins to form sinudtaneously
^

throughout the Los Angeles basin
i

in the smoggy atmosphere shortly;

after dawn. The oxidant concentra-

i

tion reaches a peak which coincides

generally with the period of highesti

intensity of the smog or least

visibility in daylight hours. (6, ll).

These facts have led to severa)
j

interesting theories on the photo-i

chemical formation of ozone from

impurities in the atmosphere by the<

action of sunlight. These includej

the photolysis and photochemical

activation of nitrogen dioxide, sul-

phur dioxide, aldehydes, ketones,
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Fig. 5. Daily cycle of sulphur dioxide pollutíon in Windsor during
spring and fali seasons.

aiid organic free radicles. Ozone
can be formed as a by-product in

most of these reactions. The ozone
thus formed may react readily with
olefins and other constituents of

siiiog forming organic peroxides,

aldehydes and acids. (2, e).

It is interesting to note that most
of the impurities involved in these
reactions are present in other city

iitinospheres besides the Los An-
geles air. The principal diíTerence is

that, in other city áreas, natural
air cleaning processes are more
rffective in dispersion of the con-
taminants, so that their persistence
in the atmosphere is not as prolonged
as in the Los Angeles area.

Conclusions

It is apparent that the impurities
in a city atmosphere are extremely
• •oinplex and varied. They represent
the waste products of ali hiunan
activities in the area, including both
industrial and public operations.
riic i)r()blem created by exhaust
;,'ases from vehicular traffic is in

^oníe large cities, such as Los
Angeles, overshadowiiig that of the
•ffluents from industry. The pos-
sibility of interaction of some of the

contaminants to form products
which are more harmful than the

original wastes is an additional

complicating factor in attempts at

control.

Control measures in a given area

will depend not only on the mass
rate of emission of particular con-

taminants, but also on the capacity

of the atmosphere to disperse and
diffuse such impurities effectively

under the prevailing meteorological

conditions. Measures suitable for

an area which is adversely aíTected

by topography and persistent in-

version conditions need not be

applicable where the geographical

location and weather factors are

more favourablc.

Experience in the Los Angeles

area and elsevvhere has indicaled

that a pollution problem cainiot l)e

remedied by legal machinery alone.

Unless there is adequate technical

uiiderstanding, a knowledge of cause

and effect and the reinedies are

feasible economically, the i)r()blem

will rejnain. In Los Angeles ("ouiily

the troublesome sinog is still present

in spite of drastic liniitat ions on

industrial emission of dust, fumes,

smoke and sulphur dioxide.

In London, Englaiid the inefficient

comhustion of bituminous coal for

domeslic space heating i)resents an
unsolved smoke nuisance. It is

probable that future remedies will

include city and comuumity plan-

ning in relation to location of in-

dustrial and residential áreas, de-

cenlralization of industry and more
extended use of land for i)ublic

parks, gardens and wooded arcas to

prevent overcrowdiíig of sources of

emission.

As air pollution becomes of iti-

creasing importaiice in cities and
industrial commnnities, forecasting

of major smog periods will be an
essential service. This could pre-

vent the occurrence of a disastrous

or unpleasant episode by providing

time for the inslitulion of relief

measures. Receiít studies on the

correlation of pollution with weather
factors in the Windsor-Detroit area

indicate the feasibility of predicting

pollution leveis.
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Predicting the Runoff

Snowmelt

R. H. Clark, M.E.I.C.

ChieJ, W ater Dei elopment Projects Section,

Engineering and W ater Resources Branch,

Department of Northern Affairs and Natural Resources, Canada,

(htaua

The problem of predicting short-

period runoff from snowmelt is

complex. The general situation dis-

cussed herein consists of a seasonal

snow accumulation melting under
a criticai temperature sequence,

with the occurrence of rainfall at

the time of maximinn snowmelt run-

ofiF. Many articles have appeared in

technical literature describing the

application of heat-exchange formu-
lae to the problem of estimating
snowmelt runofí. These can be used
to advantage for some specialized

purposes involving small homo-
geneous áreas, but the hydrologic

characteristics of a natural basin

exceeding a few square miles in

area are so varied as to make such
an approach virtually impossible.

For short-period forecasting, the

resulting stage of a river from a
given snowmelt is flesired, whereas
in extended-period forecasting, such
as for water supply, irrigation or

power purposes, the volume of

runoff is required.

The considerations in short-jieriod

forecasting in their order of im-
portance are speed, accuracy and
timeliness. Time is usually not
available for the detailed considera-

tion of large basins, even though a

greater degree of accuracy might
thus be obtained. After extensive

study, a graphical correlation of

runoff with selected parameters was
proposed as the most satisfactory

approach to the forecasting of run-

off from the snowmelt of the Red
River. The derivation of this ap-

proach is described in detail and it
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Fig. 1. Kelief map Red River basin.
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TIME
Fig. 2. Method of hydrograph separation.

will be evident that it ofFers a quick

and fairly accurate estimate of the

volume of runoff. The solution

presenteei niay be extended to in-

clude short-period forecasting.

The Red River Basin

Since the discussion presented

herein is particularly applied to the

Hed River basin, a brief description

of this basin will be helpful to the

reader. It is felt that this analysis of

the snowmelt-runoíf problem may
l)e applied, with minor modifiea-

tions, to other prairie streams.

Within the drainage área of the

Red River of 48,000 square miles

above the confiuence of the As-
siniboine River, there are two major
types of topography—the bed of

the former glacial Lake Agassiz,

which is a broad flat plain extending
east and west of the river, and the
rougher and higher upland region

above the levei of former Lake
Vgassiz. The plain varies in width
froni 15 miles at the upper end to

about 100 miles at Winnipeg, and
the general elevation varies from
about 980 feet at the upper end to

~'iO feet at Lake Winnipeg. There is

líenerally a gentle and uniform rise

from the river to the toe of the up-
land slopes. In Canada it amounts to

only two or three feet per mile, and
oii the west it terminates with an
abrupt rise known as the Pembina
oscarpraent. On the east side in
( 'anafla, the plain is nearly levei and
includcs extensive swamp lands.

The uplands vary in elevation from
1,200 to 2,150 feet. Figure 1 shows
the general topography of the basin.

The river has a fairly uniform slope

northvvard averaging about one-
lialf foot per mile.

Selection of Parameters

In developing a technique for

forecasting, the most important
fonsideration is the selection of the
proper parameters. Runoff or stream
flow is the factor which is required
in the preparation of river forecasts.
Some techniejues attempt to apply
to snowmelt forecasting the methods
that have been developed for deal-
ing with rain which require the

selection of an element correspond-
ing to rainfall—namely, an integra-

tion of local snowmelt which, at

best, is an unobservable and inde-

finable element. In dealing with run-

off as the dependent variable, how-
ever, the data are permitted to

express the very structure of the

relationship itself . For the purpose of

forecasting, runoff is assumed to fali

into two classes; (a) base or ground
water flow, and (b) direct runoff.

Many methods have been suggested

for the separation of these two com-
ponents in the hydrograph and these

are described in detail in texts on

hydrology (1). The selection of

method, however, is not as im-

portant as the consistent use of a

single method throughout the study.

The method adopted in the flood

control investigation of the Red
River is showTi in Figure 2. The
straight line XY intersects the

hydrograph at a point "n" days
after the crest or after the end of the

surface runoff. 'J'he value of "n"
is assumed constant for any basin,

but is varicd according to drainage

area. Although other factors, such

as basin .slope and density and
arrangement of tributaries, should

be considercd, the value of "n" is

not particularly criticai providing

its derivation is usetl consistently

in the analysis. The area bounded
by the hy(lrogra{)h aiul XY con-

verted to inches depth over the

basin is considercd to be lhe flood

runoff from tlic particular slorm or

snowmelt in (|Ucslion.

The watcrshed should l)e given

close scruliny with respect to its

effectiveness in contributing to flood

runoff. In tlie study of the physical

characteristics of the Red River

basin and the runoff patlern, it

became evident that there were

certain arcas within lhe basin that

did not contribuía to runoff or, in

other words, were "dead áreas";

whilc, in other scclions of the basin,

Egtimating the volume of runoff that may be expeoteil from a seasonal accu-

niulation of snow is a fundamental problem in .spring flood forecastinf;. Surh

estimates are necessary before the variou» techniques can be used to predict

the stream hydrojjraph. The author describes a technique, developed durin<: the

courne of the investigation of flood control measures for the Red Kiver. for

evaluating the effect of anlecedent conditions, temperatures, and rainfall diiring

the snowmelt period on the runoff from the accunuilated snow fall. The te<-hnique

yields a high degree of accuracy in estimaled runoff and, although prepared hy

enipirical procedures, it Í8 believed that rational parameters have been adopled.
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areas containing lakes and swamps
exercised a highly regulatory action

on tlie flow and were only i)artially

effective in contributing to the peak
of the runoff hydrograph. Adjust-

ments to lhe total drainage area

were made for these non-effective

and partially-effective areas so that

of the gross drainage area of 40,166

square miles of the Red Iliver at

Emerson, Manitoba, only 23,830

square miles were considered ef-

fective in the runoíí hydrograph.

The rate and quantity of runoff

froni melting snow are determined
primarily by the water equivalent of

the snow cover, the rate of release

by melting and the ground condi-

tions aíTecting infiltration losses.

The volume of water from melting

snow available for flood runoff

depends upon the depth, density,

and area of snow accumulation.

The rate of melt depends upon
various meteorological factors such

as temperature, cloudiness, wind
movement, humidity and the basin

physiographic factors, such as slope,

aspect, elevation and vegetation.

Of the meteorf)logic factors, tem-
perature has usually been recorded

for a long period, and this record

gives widespread coverage over the

basin. Other factors, such as snow
density, depth of accumulation be-

fore break-uj) humidity, etc, have
been recorded only in recent years,

and suííicient data are not usually

available for correlating their effects

on runoft'. The ])hysiographic factors

are generally constant for a basin

and will be reflected in any relation-

ship derived from the hydrologic

records of that basin. Consideration

of the numerous innneasurable fac-

tors relating the characteristics of

snowmelt to runoff' leads to the

conclusion that there can be no
striclly theoretical forecasting tech-

nifjue. Theoretical stutlies serve

to indicate general physical laws

and the relative magnitude of

various influences. However, em-
pirical methods are necessary in

applying these laws and in evaluat-

ing the total effect of ali the factors

on each basin.

In selecting the parameters in-

fluencing runoff', ali availal)le data
should be grai)hically examined to

ascertain their conformance to cer-

tain assumptions. In the develop-

ment of a forecasting procedure for

the Red River, ali spring snowmelt
periods, both historical and modern,
were analysed. From this examina-
tion, it was determined that for the

large spring floods in the Red River
the causative factors could be

described as : a wet autumn saturat-

ing the ground; very severe and
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continued frosts before the heavy
snowfall, .sealing up the marshes,
lakes and saturated ground against
infiltration and evaporation; a heavy
accumulation of snow; a late and
sudden spring; and rainfall over the
entire drainage basin during the
break-up. Therefore, it was apparent
that the factors necessary for a
study of snowmelt floods in the Red
River Basin should be: ground-
moisture conditions, temperature
in the late fali and spring, snowfall,

and rainfall during the break-up
period. These factors, cr Índices

representing these factors, were
analysed in the study of runoff from
snowmelt in the Red River Basin.

Ground Conditions

The infiltration capacity of the
soil beneath a snow blanket has an
important influence on the quantity
of runoff from snowmelt. Since the
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depth and nature of the earth-mantle

varies widely on each watershed, it is

extreinely difficult to determine

quantitatively the amount of water

necessary to prime the soil ou that

watershed. Also the rate of melting

and the condition of the surface of

the earth-mantle will determine to a

large extent the amount of water

that penetrates the soil to pr\mc

the earth-mantle. The optimuni

ground conditions for a high per-

centage of runoff from snowmelt

result when the capillary íield

moisture is high at the time of the

freeze, and a severe freeze occurs

prior to the occurrence of much

snow. Inasnuich as snow is a pooi

conductor of heat, very little ad-

ditional freezing of moisture in th(

soil may be expected after a moder
j

ate depth of snow has been accuniu

!

lated.
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There is generally a dearth of data

lon the fluctuations in the water

Itable, or on the ainount of moisture

jpresent in the soil at the beginning

of the ineltiiig jieriod. Th is con-

sideratioTi, however, does not elimi-

iiate the possibility of using some
other recorded factor that will re-

flect or give a measure of the field

moisture deficiency. Two alterna-

tives were stiidied for the Red River.

First, the precipitation preceding

freeze-up was assigned weights
which varied with the time of the

rain in relation to the time of freeze-

up. It was found that the precipita-

tion faUing as rain before the snow
started to accumulate furnished a

poor Índex, because its effectiveness

depended primarily upon the time

and intensity of the storm. Assign-

ing more weight to the precipitation

just before freeze-up, and reducing

'the weights assigned to rainfalls

'more removed from the freeze-up

date, gave no improvement in the

correlation between fali precipita-

tion and snowmelt runoff. In the

second approach consideration was
given to the fali streamflow (2) as a
measure of the ground condition,

>ince during this season the eífect

jof regulation on the flow of the Red
River is negligible. The October
streamflow, the November stream-
How, and finally the mean flow for

lhe period October to January, in-

lusive, were correlated with the
-iiownielt runoff. The last compari-
-on gave results which were highly

Mgnificant as a measure of the effect

)f the ground conditions on spring

unoff. It may be argued that the
ill and winter stream-flow would
1'flect the effects of precipitation

ind the intensity of this precipita-

tion, i.e., heavy fali jíiecipitatiou

would be reflected in higher stream-
flows, and the maintenance of these
flows tlirough the early part of the
winter would reflect a fairly saturat-

ed soil; in addition, any melting
taking place during the early part
of the winter would be reflected in

higher streamflow, if the ground
moisture deficiency were satisfíed.

Water Equivalent of Snow Cover

The volume of runoff from a snow
cover is limited to the amount of

water contained in the form of snow
and ice, plus the water stored in the
snow structure. The water equiva-
lent of a snow cover may sub-
stantially exceed that of the precipi-

tation occurring in the form of snow
by reason of the retention of rain-

fall in the voids of the snow struc-

ture and the condensation of mois-
ture on the snow surface. More
often, however, the water equiva-
lent of the snow cover is less than
the recorded precipitation. Under
average conditions, the density of

freshly fallen snow is 10 per cent,

i.e., 10 inches of snow are equivalent
to 1 inch of water. As the snow
remains on the ground, the density
increases by reason of packing,
drifting and by alternative thawing
and freezing. The density of the
snow cover may then be as high as

60 per cent, although densities

most commonly range from 20 to

30 per cent.

Properly conducted snow surveys

are more indicative of the potential

runoff from snowrnelt than is a

summation of the total snowfall

during the winter period. Lacking
an adequate period of snow survey
records, however, and in order to

correlate lhe stored waler of the

snow (;o\'er witii runoff, lhe acciirnu-

lated snowfall from freeze-uj) to

break-uj) expressed as water e(|lli\^a-

leiíl, musl be nsed. This figure may
be ui)set by evaporai iori from the
snow cover, which may vary from
0.4 to 1.4 inches of snow or more per
inonth, although very little infor-

mation on this factor is available.

During the break-up ])eri()(l the
influence of evaporation will vary
with temperature changes, increas-

ing as the period of runoff" increases,

providing the dew point tempera-
ture of the air is less than the tem-
perature of the melting snow sur-

face. In a correlation of accumu-
lated snowfall to runoff, the degree
of correlation will be affected by
evaporation.

Rate of Release by Melting

The energy for melting the snow
or for evaporation is supplied by the
sun. The immediate factors in their

probable order of effectiveness are:

(a) Under ordinary conditions

there is an appreciable exchange
of heat by means of radiation

between a snow cover and space;

the snow absorbs solar radiation

and at the same time radiates heat
back into space. Because of direct

insolation, the surface of snow in

sunlight may melt near midday,
although the air temperature is

18°F. This effect is greatly limited

by the reflectivity of the snow
surface. The reflection loss from
newly fallen snow may be as high

as 30 per cent greater than the
reflection loss from a wet snow
surface.

(b) Heat from the air to the

snow mantle is transferred in

Table I. Summary of Data Selected for Snowmelt-Runoff Analysis of the Red River at Emerson, Manitoba

Ycar
Flood
Runoff
Inclies

Melting
Índex,

Degree-days
per day

Accumulated
snowfall,

Inches

Spring
rains,

Inches

Soil priming
Índex,

Per cent

Estimated I

From
equation

tunoff, inches

From
graphiral

correlation

1!).50 2.489 16 4.50 0.54 139.5 2.319 1.87

1!)49 0.737 9 3 53 04 77.4 .636 .37

1.983 8 4.36 2.11 192.5 1.956 2.05

1947 1.281 7.5 2.13 2.31 177.0 1.156 1.07

I94(i 0.931 9 2.39 1.47 172.0 .949 .94

194.5 1.302 9 1.37 1.65 354.0 1.237 1.32

1943 1.325 11 3.31 1.91 140.7 1.353 1.12

194'2 0.861 5 1.19 1.94 191.0 1.038 .81

1941 0.680 18 3.06 2.66 39.5 .652 .58

1980 0.481 15 2.99 0.21 46.2 .545 .26

19'29 0.462 7 2.09 0.17 180.0 .490 .60

19^8 0.376 14 2.57 0.17 125.5 .517 .51

1947 0.690 6.5 2..50 2.07 87.4 .608 .52

19á.5 0.225 14 1.98 0.05 51.4 .033 .18

19'i3 0.692 16 3.15 1.34 61.8 .809 .65

19á'> 0.677 7 3.94 1.17 87.0 .626 .70

\m) 0.800 8.5 4.94 0.01 105.0 .898 .85

1917 0.703 6 2.86 0.08 277.0 .619 1.10

191(i 2.105 10 4.67 1.61 192.5 2.248 2.04

1915 0.180 12 2.06 0.16 146.3 .291 .41
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two ways (i) by direct heat ex-

change due to the temperature
diíference betweeii the air and the

snow, and (ii) by the release of

heat due to the con<lensation of

moisture on the snow surface.

Moisture condensed on the snow
surface will melt 7.5 times its

own weight of snow.

(c) The direct effect of rainfall

is of small importance in melting

snow. The temperature of the

falHng rain usually dcviates very

httle from the temperature of the

snow. Even if the temperature of

the rain is 40°F., it would melt
only one-eighteenth of its weight,

and at 60°F., one-fifth of its

weight of snow.

(d) The effect of the residual

warmth of the earth from the

previous season may be consider-

ed as almost negligible in the

light of the relatively small winter

runoff of the streams. However,
for shallow depths of snow, prob-

ably less than 18 inches, the

penetration of the snow mantle

by the sun to the soil permits

melting of the snow from beneath.

Since snowmelt-runofT is directly

related to above-freezing tempera-

tures, the index commonly used is

degree-days above 32°F. An in-

spection of the spring flood hydro-

graphs of the Red River revealed a

possible correlation between the

rate of the temperature rise and the

rate of rise of the hydrograph. That
is, the rate at which snow melts

might be considered analogous to

the intensity of rain. With a quick

melt, the top soil would be (piickly

saturated and thus permit greater

runoff; a slow rate of melt would
probably yield a smaller volume of

flood runoff than would a rapid

melt, because infiltration and eva-

poration losses would be larger in

the former instance since they

would be occurring over a longer

period. In general, however, the

diíference in the losses occurring

from a slow or a rapid melt would
not be large, and it is concluded that

temperatures would have only a

minor influence on the volume of

runoff. The rate of melting will

have more eíTect on the magnitude
of the peak of the hydrograph than
on its volume.

The influence of temperatures on

spring runoff was expressed in

terms of the rate of degree-day rise

or degree-days per day. To calcu-

late the degree-day rise, the follow-

ing procedure was adopted. The
mass curve of degree-days above
32°F. was drawn, beginning with

the first pronounced rise of mean
temperatures above 32°F., and the
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average slope of this curve was
determined for the period during

which the snow was melted. There
may be some years in which the

mass curve of degree-days will rise

anti fali preceding the snowmelt
period, making it difíicult to select

the beginning of the melting period,

so it must be left to judgment. An
example of a degree-day determina-

tion is pre.sented in Figure 3 for the

break-up period of 1946 in the Red
River basin.

snowmelt-runofT period was classi-

fied as spring rains and was averaged
over the whole basin and tabulated.

Accumulat^d Snowfall
The accumulated snowfall was

arithmetically averaged for the
basin, from the date of freeze-up

to that of break-up, using snowfall

recorded at numerous precipitation

stations. The period of accumula-
tion was determined from the re-

cords of various temperature sta-

tions in the basin.

Spring Rains
Rains during the snowmelt period

are not usually distinguishable in

the resultant flood hydrograph.
However, these rains, faíling either

on snow or on saturated frozen

ground, will affect the total volume
of runoff. There are cases where the

rain follows the snowmelt period

and the spring hydrographs may
be characterized by a second peak.

Rainfall occurring after the snow-
melt had run off was not considered

in this analysis, and the eíTect of

such rain was eliminated by the

usual methods of hydrograph separa-

tion (l).

Summary of Variables

For the snowmelt analysis of the

Red River basin, the data were
compiled from twenty years of

record selected from the period

1915 to 1950. In general, low water
years were not considered for the

following reasons : (a) the study was
concerned primarily with the causes

of high floods, and (b) only four of

the many factors related to snow-
melt-runofl" were considered. For
years of low spring runoff, the fac-

tors not considered, such as vapor
pressures, evaporation, depth of

frost penetration and winds, may
cause large discrepancies in fore-

cast runoff. These factors do not
affect the larger volumes of snow-
melt-runoff proportionately. The
high water years prior to 1915 were
omitted because of the difficulty of

securing sufficient precipitation and
runoff data.

Runoff
For the selected years, the spring

flood discharge hydrographs of the

Red River at Emerson, Manitoba,
were drawn and the base flow

separated. For the cases in which
rainfall caused a second peak, or an
extension of the recession limb of Lhe

hydrograph, this effect was separat-

ed. The volume of runoff repre-

sented by the resulting hydrograph
was converted into inches on the

effective drainage area and tabu-

lated.

Spring Rains
Precipitation falling during the
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Melting Index
The influence of temperatures on

the snowmelt was obtained by using

the rate of degree-day rise, which is

referred to as the "melting index".

A mass curve of degree-days at the

index station, ^Moorhead, IVIinne-

sota), was plotted for the break-up
period for each selected year. The
average slope of the mass degree-

day curve gave the rate of snowmelt.

Degree-days per day =
niax. temp. + min. tem. ^

Soil Priming Index
The average flow at Emerson for

the period October to January,

inclusive, preceding each selected

year, was u.sed to determine the

soil priming index. This flow was
expressed as a ratio to the long

term mean flow during these nionths

of 770 second-feet.

The data for the five variables

used in the analysis are summarized
in Table I.

Coaxial Graphical
Correlation Analysis

In the preceding discussion, an

hypothesis has been set up, the

various factors enumerated in it

have been considered and the mea-

surements of the various factors to

be studied have been tabulated.

The next step is to test the adequaey

of the theoretical hypothesis and to

determine the exact relations as

expected from the hypothesis.

Mathematical correlation (s) can

be used, but the existence of joint

functions complicates the problem

to such an extent that the selection

of an appropriate equation is ex-

tremely difíicult. The coaxial graphi-

cal correlation (4), on the other

hand, is flexible and yields corrc-

spondingly better results for runoff

relations, because of the joint rela-

tions involved.

In the coaxial method, a three-

variable relation is first developed

by plotting in Figure 4A accumu-

lated snowfall against runoff, label-

ling the plotted points with inches

of rain and fitting a smooth family

of curves representing the variou-
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Fig. i. Derivation of snowmeit — runofT relatioii for tlie Kt-il Kiver al Kiiu-rson, Muii
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amounts of rainfall. Figure 4B
is obtained by ])l()tting observed

ruiioff against the runoff coinputed

froin A by cnteriiig that chart with
the accumulated siiowfall aiid rain.

Tlie points thus obtained are labelled

with the rate of degree-day rise, and
a smooth family of curves is then

drawn representing the effect of

teniperature upon runoff. Figure
4B is oriented with respect to A
as shown to facihtate plotting.

Figures 4A and 4B then constitute

a graphical relation for estimating

runoff froni accumulated snowfall,

rain during the snowmelt period,

and the rnelting index. The soil

priming index is then introchiced in

Figure 4C by plotting the runoff

computed from the application of

the observed accumulated snowfall,

rain and the rnelting index to

Figures 4A and 4B against the

observed runoff, and labelling the

points with the soil priming index.

Figures 4A, 4B and 4C constitute

the first approximation of the rela-

tion involving the selected para-

meters. Figure 41) obtained by
plotting the computed runoft' against

the observed runoff, indicates the

overall correlation of the relation.

Since variables were introduced

subsequent to the development of

the first two charts, tests should be
made to determine if revisions to

these charts would improve the

relation, i.e., the process is one of

Fig. 5. Snowmelt —• runoff relation for the Red
River at Emerson, Man.
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^llccessive approximations. Thus, to

check the curves of Figure 4A, the

asísumption is made that the other

rluirts are correct. Figures 4B and
\C are entered in reverse order, and

lhe coinputed runoff thus obtained

is plotted against the accumulated

snowfall and the rainfall curves are

revised to fit the point adjusted in

this manner, if the relation is to

yield a coniputed value equal to the

observed. The second approxima-

tion curves for the melting index and
soil priming index and ali subse-

quent approxiniation are made in a

similar manner.
In proceeding with this analysis,

il was found that a poor corre-

lation existed for those data with a

melting index less than 11 degree-

(lays/day. However, a considera-

tion of only three independent
\ariables, i.e., omitting the melting

iiidex, provided a poorer correla-

tion. After further trial solutions,

it was found that the best correla-

tion for the whole range of data was
obtained by assuming that the melt-

ing index from O to 11 effected the

>anie net change in runofí. The final

lelationships are shown in Figure 5.

The fact that a fairly good correla-

tion is obtained by graphical means
does not prove the correctness of the

variables used in the analysis. In
other words, is there a chance corre-

lation between any one of the inde-

pendent variables and runoff, or is

there a true relationship ? To answer
this question, a mathematical statis-

tical anal}'sis was made. From an
examination of the final graphical

correlation, it appeared that a

j

straight line joint function with an

!
equation of the form

.\\ = a+buX2+b2Xi+b3X2Xi+. . . .

would best fit the data. The equa-
tion obtained by the application of

the observed data is as follows:

J, = 2.713 - 0.253A'2 - 0.734X3 -
0.379X4 - O.OO687X5 - 0.0821-

+ O.OIO8A2X, + O.OOO277AVY5
-I- 0.027XsA"4 + 0.0019X3X5 +

where Xi = runoff, inches

X2= melting index, degree-
days/day

X3 = accumulated snowfall,

inches

A% = spring precipitation,
inches

A'5= soil priming index

The standard error of estimate, or

j

the deviation that might be expected
I between the actual value of runoff
and the value estimated from this

equation, is 0.159 inches. The coef-

licient of multiple correlation, which
is a measure of the degree of correla-
tion between the variation of ali the

independent variables and the de-
pen(lent one, is very high, 0.976,
but high coeíficients are common
for joint functions. Perfect correla-

tion would be expressed by a
coefficient of 1.000.

The partial correlation coeíficients

were also calculated to determine
the degree of association between the
dependent variable and each of the
independent variables. It was found
that the correlation between runoff
and each of the variables, snowfall,

rain and soil priming index, was
highly significant, i.e., there is a
true relation in the overall popula-
tion so that if a new sample of

records were considered the odds
would be 99:100 that a true correla-

tion would exist. On the other hand,
the correlation between runoff and
melting index could be due to

chance. The coefficient of multiple

correlation, however, was reduced
when the melting index was omitted
from the analysis. The graphical

method affected a compromise solu-

tion whereby ali melting Índices

below 11 were assumed to have no
eífect on runoff.

A comparison of the results of the

graphical and mathematical solu-

1:ions is shown in Table I. It is

evident that the mathematical solu-

tion provides the more accurate

results within the range of the

recorded data, but when extreme
values of the independent variables

are applied the ecjuation gives

erroneous results, such as more
runoff than precipitation. The curves

for ihç graphical solution, on the

other hand, can be extrapolated by
a rational consideration of the

factors involved and their ultimate

effects on the volume of runoff.

As with any extrapolation, however,

the results will be of limited ac-

curacy. The mathematical equation

is cumbersome, and, although it

gives accurate values of runoff

within the range of recorded data,

the values of the variables at the

time of forecasting are known only

within certain ranges. Taking into

account the accuracy of the basic

data at the time of the forecast, the

graphical solution will j)rovi(le a

quick and fairly accurate estimate

of the runoff.

Applications of the Derivcd Kelations

The relations shown in Figure 5

may be useful for storage studies in

relation to power and watcr sui)i)ly

whero the volume of runoff from the

seasonal accunudation of snow is

iinportant.

For river forecasting, it is neces-

sary to carry the forecast a step

further and to predict the river

stages. This may be done by the
application of the unit hydrograph
principie to the predicted runoff.

To do this, however, an estimate of

the effective snowmelt period must
be made. If the amouiit of snowmelt
per degree-day is known for the
basin, this factor multiplied by the
average degree-day rate and divided
into the predicated volume of runoff
will provide an estimate of the
effective snowmelt period.

The amount of snowmelt-runoff
in inches per degree-day, termed
the "degree-day factor," was found
to vary from 0.02 to 0.06 inches per
degree-day for a number of spring
flood periods in the Red River
basin. The wide range in values may
be explained by the foUowing:
(a) temperature alone is not a per-
fect index of the snow melting
potentialities of an air mass; (b)

at the beginning of the selected

melt period some of the melt water
may be stored in the snow to be
released at a later time; (c) uneciual
snow distribution; (d) the large

area of the basin. This wide range
in values makes it somewhat hazar-
dous to select a degree-day factor

for estimating purposes. A high rate

of melt, however, will result in a
high peak discharge for a given
volume of runoff, and, for the

preliminary forecast, it is desirable

to determine the approximate upper
limit of the peak discharge and thus
the peak stage.

Summary

The coaxial graphical correlation

method of predicting runoff from
snowmelt with accom[)anying rain-

fall gives fairly good results for lhe

Red River and has the advantage
over other methods of prediction

in being quick and easy to apply.

The use of snow survey results

would be more desirable thaTi the

use of accumulated snowfall in the

analysis and these should be used

for basins where there is an adeípiate

history of snow surveys. It is hopetl

that the procedures described, or

modifications thereof, can be used
for the prediction of runoff on other

])rairie streams with similar topo-

graphical and climatological charac-

teristics.
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Paper presented at the summer meetiug of the Inslilutioii of Mechanical

Engineers, Automobile Division, in Netherlauds at Deljt, on June 16, 1954.

Automobiles and Petroleum

Past, Present and Future

by

Professor J. J. Broeze
Director,

Royai Dutch Shell Laboratory,

Deljt, Hollaml

The Present, and IIow it Carne AboutTliere are no two iiuliistries that

have been more clo.sely allied since

early infancy than the automobile

and the petroleuin iiwkistries, and

neither would have grown to its

present stature without the other.

Together, they have beconie one of

the most characteristic features of

the century. It is proposed to review

broadly what has been achieved

specifieally as a result of over fifty

years of co-operation, which has

become reinarkably intense over the

second half of this half-century.

This recent, niost fertile and suc-

cessful period may perhaps be

considered to have been initiated

by the pioneer work of H. R.

Ricardo on detonation and coni-

bustion ehamber design, the first

undertaken on behalf of a well-

known oil conipany, the second in

direct contact with the autoniobiU'

inckistry.

After 1930 there was a great

advance on a broad front, aiid

added light was throvvn on the

niain principies of coniljnstion and
hibrication and on the physical and

cheniical factors that unite to pro-

duce technical effects. Grackially

engine deveh)pment as well as fuel

and lubricant technology enierged

from their coni|)lete einj)iricisin and
obtained a scientific basis, thereby
accelerating progress and rendering

it more stable.
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The present automobile is largely

made of steel, with a moflicum of

aluminium and plastics, far less, as a
matter of fact, than is popularly
supposed. Its tires are largely of

natural rubber, which, together with
natural textiles and sometimes na-

tural leather, form the contributions

of the vegetable and animal worlds,

the use of wood belonging practically

to the past.

Its fuel is almost exclusively of

petroleum origin, overvvhelmingly
petrol with some Diesel distillate;

its lubricants even more so. Part of

the plastics, lacquers, plasticizers

and such also originate from petro

leum gases, as does the carboi

black that is an essential com
ponent of the tires.

Of course, this present situatioi

may be only a passing phase; bu
it is the stable result of ven
attentive, painstaking quantitativt

evaluation of possibilities and also

as regards the petroleum product

used, of mutual adaptation betweei

the two industries on the statistica

basis of millions of units produce(

and used during billions of operatinj



The aiitlior deals first with the

main eveiits leadiíij; up to the pre-

senl stafje of developiiietit ol' the

combina tion automobile-petroleuiii,

then wilh the near future, cau-

tiously extrapolating what is known,

aiiiJ finally sperulates , on things

íiirlher ahead.

I

hours. This is more than can be saitl

I of aiiy other et[ually complex piece

of machiiíery.

IxH US look more closely at the

eentre of things, the engine: as a
iiiatter of fact, this is now no longer

lhe centre of interest to the cus-

loraer, who is no longer so proud of

it as to parade it under a ridic-

ulously big bonnet in front of him,

hut is rather showing annoyance at

the useful space it takes up in his

car. This is real progress. The
engineers' task will not be finished

until the engine is tucked un-
obtrusively out of the way. In trucks

and buses, this has often been
attained already, but not always is it

then so conveniently accessible' as

in some Dutch designs (Fig. 1).

It has to be either that, or a con-
tinuation of our effort to package
it effectively for hundreds of thou-
sands of miles without any service:

a most worth-while goal froni the
point of view of availabihty as well

as of running economy.
In passenger cars, the best ac-

cessibihty so far has been achieved
t)y the popular rear-engine cars

(Fig. 2), but the ideal has not been
achieved, as there is less space
available in these designs. In view
i>f the high degree of reliability of

present-day engines, the narrow
front-end position has its merits
rven with Italian styling (Fig. 3)
and does not even necessitate front-

wheel drive for inaximum compact-
iiess, as the divided rear axle com-
l)ined with hypoid or worm drive
has resulted in some very flat, low
íloors. At any rate, there is more
liiggage space and less oversteering
tondency.

Engine

Corning then, to the engine itself,

il is of interest to note that in the
>íreat majority of cases this is the
lour-stroke y)etrol engine. Why is

t íiis so 'i

Primarily, the petrol or spark-
ignition engine gained an carly
Icad over the compression-ignition
one, thanks to its greater simplicity
and the fewer demands it makes on
i iigineering skill and manufacturing
Icchnique, so that it accjuired certain
tcatures of compactness, si)ecific

Fig. 2. Rear-engine accessibility.

power, reliability, flexibility, and
ease of maintenance long before

the road-vehicle Diesel engine. Its

relatively low operating pressures,

its complete air utilization, and the

beautiful simplicity of its fuel

system, enable it to maintain the

lead on the scores of specific weight,

space, and cost.

The latter is of the greatest

importance in view of the extremely
low utilization factor of the average

automobile engine. If this be ex-

pressed as the quotient of the
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number of b.h.p.-hr. actually pro-

duced per annuin and the niaxinunn
possible at full power, 24 hourá per

day, this utilization factor for an
American-type pas.senger car is only

some 0.5 per cent, increasing to

some 3 per cent in the case of com-
mercially used passenger cars. The
figure for commercial vehicles would
often be higher, and there is ah"eady

found the (M. engine, with its lovver

fuel consumption, entering the field,

powerfully assisted by taxation

schemes which originated in the days
when the horseless carriage vvas a

luxury of the taxable few and
persist to the ])resent day under a

ílifíerent pretext in every country.

The simpHcity of the fuel systeni

of the petrol engine, where if need

be a single carburettor can feed

several cylinders with explosive

mixture, is based on the volatility

of the fuel. It is of interest to note

that this is not an unmixed blessing.

Not only does it give rise to dangers

that are ali too familiar, but it has

also lefl to compromises which in an
earlier j)eriod of history have had
almost di.sastrous results, as will

be made clear.

One may define a somewhat
abstract ideal volatile fuel as one
which gives the greatest power to a

given cylinder charge. Inasmuch as

volatility has an influence here, it is

clear that the most volatile fuel will

allow complete volatilization at the

lowest temperature; hence the great-

est density of the cylinder charge

can be utilized, and thus the

greatest power produced. Ilowever,

the most volatile hydrocarbons are

so light that their vapour clainis a

considerable part of the mixture
volume. The result is that the

optimum value is in the hexane
region, and actually the very first

practical carburettor fuels had some-
thing like that volatility. With
increasing demand, the boiling range

was extended con.siderably until it

became so difficult to evaporate
the fuel that the incoming charge
had to be artificially preheated.

Now there is no lack of waste heat

available around a petrol engine,

and perhaps it was this super-

abundance that lured engine-de-

signers and petroleum technologisls

downhill together along a road of

danger and destruction, the roatl of

increased preheat and boiling range.

About thirty years ago the lowest

point was reached, particularly in

the United States of America.

What made matters worse was
that ali this preheating promoted
the tendency to detonation, which
was already very strong in the

higher-boiling fractions of the direct-

ly distilled (so-called straight-run)

petrol; and, neccssarily, this had to

be taken care of by lowering the

compression ratio. Engines around
that time were in consequence very
ineíficient.

Nor was this ali. When, in 1932,

the 'Co-operative Fuel Research
Committee' proposed the variable-

compression-ratio C.F.R. engine, it

also proposed a standardized oper-

ating method, known as the Research
Method (later renamed F-1), in

which intake and coolant tem-
peratures were chosen arbitrarily

but more or less reasonably, as one
would have thought. However, the
first confrontation with actual prac-

tice, in the famous Uniontown road-
rating tests, showed no correlation

at ali, and it was not until intake
and coolant temperatures had been
adjusted to somewhat unorthodox
conditions that a method was found,
that could be used commercially at

that time, because of its better

correlation (the motor method or

F-2).

The fact that there was such a
difference m correlations showed
for the first time clearly what a
profound influence operating con-
ditions have on the relative merit
ratings of diflFerent types of fuel.

Actuall\-, the Motor Aíethod (that

is, the average 1932 automobile in I
the U.S. A.) was very severe on

cracked fuels because of their high

content of aromatic and other

unsaturated hydrocarbons. Tetra-

ethyl lead, on the other hand, was lÉ

very effective. Owing to the fact

that the C.F.R. engine was speci-

1

fically built for comparative rating I
purposes, for eminently practical m
reasons it was coupled to an electric jfl

generator which 'floated' on the |l

electric mains. This enabled the

operator to switch fuels and adjusi

mixtures without having to nurse u

faltering engine. But it made lhe

engineers overlook the damage that

the change from Research to Motor
Method conditions did to the poNser

and efficiency of the engine, other- íA

wise the reaction against the un-

healthy conditions would have been

more rapid and drastic. As a matter

of fact, it was, to the author's

knowledge, a contribution from his

laboratory to the First World Pe-

troleum Congress in 1933 (Peletier

1933)* that first drew attention Lo

this state of aflPairs (Fig. 8).

Outside the U.S.A. conditions

were at that time possibly some-

what better. The lesser use of cars

*An alphabetical list of references is given

iii the Appendix.
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specifically for city tniffic aiul the

more general use of gears in acce-

lerating made conditions more
favourable for carburatioii, so that

le.ss (Irastic preheating was applied.

I\'rhaps fuels were soniewhat better,

too, on this side. Certainly, Europc
had great sueces.s with fairly aroina-

tic, non-leaded fuels which were

widely different from the U.S. A.

pattern of that time.

A cireumstanee which did much
to improve the situation in the

l'.S.A. was that cars were becoming
more a means for travelling loug

distances. Tliis greatly increased the

need for adequate coohng, hence

improved casting technique and
directed coolant flow, which much
reduced cyhnder-wall and valve

Icniperatures. Competition led to

still more rapid warming-up charac-

teristics and to the thermostatically

controlled hot spot, which could

heat up rapidly yet not get too hot

under constant load conditions.

Competition also led to improved
< arburation : dual or even multiple

carburettors and separate inlet port-

ing made lower intake temj)eratures

f)ossible. Ali this helped to make
the engine less severe on .sensitive

fuels.

The oil industry added cracking
capacity and was able to improve
the volatility as well as the octane
lating of the fuels. As to the latter,

ehemical conversion processes (gene-

rally known as reforming pro-

cesses) which could enhance the

anti-knock quality of low-octane

gasolines were also introduced.

'I'he cars of about 1989 were
already a great improvement on
those of the early 'ihirties. More
recently, the introduclion of the

automatic transmission in the l .S.A.

has still further eased the position,

in that no longer is stress laid on
top-gear performance with its most
difíicult feature: the low-speed be-

haviour. Apart from severe pre-

heating as a measure to improve
mixture (juality and flistribution,

this low-speed behaviour had also

led to the adoption of relatively

intense turbulence. This in turn

easily led to high-speed harshness

and the result was very elaborate
combustion-chamber design with
complicated shapes for the promo-
tion of turbulence, correct volume
distribution, and knock suppression.

As things are now, the American
designer can look, and has been
working, more frankly towards high

power output, and here finds him-
self in the company of his European
contemporaries, who have been
doing this for many years, trying to

get some performance out of cars

built to the most restrictive tax

fornmlae. Different though condi-

tions are on the two sides of the

Atlantic, it is yet curious to observe

the parallelism in design that results

{F\gs. 5 and 6). The only difíerence

is that we have four small cylinders

and the U.S.A. eight big ones.

Road ratings are well on their

way back to being represented by
Research rather than by Motor
Method. With this trend the oil

industry is in many ways very

sati.sfied. The catalytic cracking
process, which started its trium-

l)hant developinent about 19.'59,

not only proved another potential

means of extra<'ting more |)etrol

from the crude oil, but specifically

produced a type of hydnjcarboris

that j)erform well under re.search

conditions. New catalytic reform-

ing processes, which increa.se lhe

octane rating of straight-run j)etrols,

also produce aromai ics, which are

at their best under these conditions.

The cxperience gained from work-
ing with aero-engines in the use of

rich mixtures for knock supj)ression

is now also being utilized more fully

with the higher-precision carbura-

tion in these newer cars: here, also,

the newer types of i)etrol respond
particularly well.

The present situation with regard

to the petrol engine may thus be
described as follows: the (four-

stroke) engine is generally developed
for a high specific power, obtained

under conditions of good volumetric

efficiency at moderate r.p.m., the

low intake temperai ures and preci-

sion carburai ion enabling the full

benefit to be derived from present-

day fuels. Supercharging has no-

where taken hold, on account of its

being an ex{)ensive complication.

Two-stroke engines, which have
become immensely popular in the

smaller sizes: small motor cycles,

portable saws, and so on, have
never been able to find much
favour with the automobile public.

The few .successful makes prove the

rule by being the exceptions. It is



somewhat difíicult to say exaotly

why this shoiild be so: one would
expect either the irregular stutter at

idling and low loads, the relatively

higli luhricating oil hill, or the more
frequent iieed for cleaning, to be the

dominant factors in this obviovisly

unfavourable reputation.

Yet, especially since loop scaveng-

ing was introduced and flat-topped

pistons became possible, the few
two-stroke engines on the market
have given a good account of them-
selves, and the recent introfkietion

of petrol injection has cut the otlier-

wise rather high specific fuel con-

sumption. Curiously enough, this

has never been a real reason for the

unjjopularity, the few cars with

two-stroke engines being inherently

of an econoniical character. Carbon
formatioTi, which used to be quite

troublesome, has been reduced also,

thanks to iniproved lubricating oils.

However, the fact remains that the

two-stroke petrol engine is, as yet, a

negligible factor.

A closer look at the speed of

revolution reveals the curious fact

that generally speaking ali engines,

irrespective of cylinder size, pro-

duce their peak power at some
4,000-4,500 r.p.m. As considerations

of scaling-up laws and of heat flow

would both lead one to expect
higher maximum speeds for sinall

engines than for big ones, there

must be other factors to consider.

It would seem that the most im-
jjortant of these is the danger of

piston-ring flutter, to our present
knowledge about which Britain

(Dykes 1947) has made such an
outstanding contribution, and par-
ticularly the lowering of flutter

speed with wear.

Hence the <iuestion of durability
is involved, and reveals another
aspect, the interrelation between
engine and lubricant.

One of the worst disappointments
which automobile manufacturers
have experienced has been the per-

sistence of cylinder wear after

improved methods of niachining had
resulted in precision-made parts of

highly satisfactory surface quality.

Other parts, like crankshafts and
their bearings, had responded very
well, the precision attained added
to structural stiffness ensuring such
a complete oil film that wear was
practically banished. True, the recip-

rocating movement of pistons pre-

cluded the perfection of full-film

lubrication, but nothing, and least

of ali the experience of jnany pre-

vious years, prepared the public

for the appalling cylinder wear of

twenty years ago.
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Fig. 7. Pescara free-piston gas generator.

It is almost certain that the fuel

factor of low volatility was also

involved here, but more signiíicant

is, perhaps, the more general utiliza-

tion of the motor car in everyday
life, and the shortening of the
average ride, in other words the

increasing influence of the starting

period. The disclosure of the in-

fluence of corrosion on the wear
problem by Ricardo (1933), Williams

(1940), and Broeze and Gravesteyn
(1938) cleared up much of the
mystery. Since then, the situation

has been rapidly imjjroved by the

introduction of thermostatically con-
trolled cooling systems and inlet

manifolds, while more or less con-
currently materiais have been im-
proved. Chromium-plating of cylin-

ders and rings made its experimental
entry into the íield.

The oil technologist was, for a
long time, unable to contribute
much. Other diíficulties were over-
come, the most pressing one being
that of manufacturing lubricants

with satisfactory viscosity charac-
teristics and oxidation resistance in

the quantities demanded by the
gigantic growth of automobile utili-

zation.

Apart from some abortive at-

tempts at introducing synthetic oils

made by hydrogenation or poly-

merization, this was largely achieved
by selective extraction processes

which served to separate the desired

naphthenic and paraffinic hydro-

carbons from the oxidation-prone

higher aromatics. At first, mainly

naphthenic oils of great oxidation

stability were thus obtained, and
these still form the backbone of

Diesel and turbine lubrication, but

much attention was brought to

bear on the question of flattening

the viscosity curve, and gradually

the paraffinic extracted oil de-

veloped.

It was shown once more that

lubrication is a slippery business,

and one of the nastiest skids de-

veloped when the introduction of

highly extracted, high-viscosity-

index paraffinic oils coincided with

that of lead-base and cadmium-base
bearing materiais. The latter were a

consequence of the trend, referreci

to earlier, to use cars more on

long-distance trips in the U.S. A.,

and were also typical of the IT.S.A.

tendency to solve problems by

introducing new metais or improved

oils rather than by more coni-

plicated engineering.

The European engineer is sonie-

times tempted to sneer at this ten-

dency, and certainly in some cases

calculated design raight have been

preferable to what may seem almost

exotic engineering with substancesi

unknown to many of us. In the

present case, the discovery was

made that almost pure paraffinic

hydrocarbons rajjidly turned very

acid at the high bearing tem-

peratures encountere<l in sustained
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liifçh-sjM-ed runs. Thcse excessivo

Icmperatures were provi ng too nmch
l'or the white metal then in general

use. Where Europe wouKl have
Introduced oil cooling, America
clianged from hahhitts to the harder
alloys, which turned out to hecome
(•ata.strophi(ally corroded hy the

oxidation acids. By the .same token,

however, they thought up an anti-

ilote — indium — and effected a
complete cure by the subtle process

if diffusing this unheard-of metal
itito the bearing alloy. The re.sult

was: no mechanical complication.

Another result was to stimulate the
search for anti-oxidants to put in the
hibricating oil, one of the rivulets

out of which grew the broad stream
of premium and heavy-duty oil

(levelopment.

In the meantime other interre-

lated problems had been brought
iinder control: carbon formation íti

lhe combustion chambers and lubri-

cating-oil consumption, both mainly
ilirough improved design and íinish

of cylinders and pistons and notably
through the development of the
Nlotted scraper ring. Improved car-

l)uration and diminished wear con-
irihuted to these results, as did
the lighter oils that became possible

ilirough this combination of engine
iinproveinents: a very fine story in

itself of interaction leading to over-
ill iraprovement of considerable
luiportance. Gone were the days of

l're(|uent decarbonization, and cars
' ould make long high-speed runs
without the need to look at the
i iigine for periods of 50,000 miles
111(1 more. The disappearance of the
Mced for decarbonization meant the
i iid of that curious compromise,
the side-valve engine: from there on
I lie overhead-valve arrangement re-

isserted itself to become, ultimately,
jiractically exclusive. In order to
complete the story of the gasoline
' iigine to date, the author refers
liere to the conception in the TLS.A.
nound 1985 of the detergent oil for

liigh-speed Diesel engines.

j
It was one big manufacturer of

'such engines who, convinced that
he had done everything engineering
'"uld do to make a good Diesel
' iigine, called in the help of the oil

.technologist to cure the pi.ston-

|foulingand ring-sticking that plagu-
|ed hi.s engines. In the light of later
experience, the particular combus-
tion .system u.sed in these engines
'iimcd out to be a contributory
'•'iise, no matter how well the
' ngines were niade, but the call was
niswered and the oil technologist
ucnt to work and conceived first the
'Ictergent oil, in which surface-
" tive additives kept oxidation pro-

diic-ts in a colloidal form and pre-
vented them from flíocculating lo

form solid deposits. The experi-
mental engines of the manufacturer
just meiítioned form a part of every
oil laboratory's eciuipment, and as
events have turned out it is sug-
gested that the whole internal-com-
bustion engine world owes a debt
of gratitude to C. G. A. Ro.sen for
bringing this problem out into the
open. Before him. Diesel engineers
were trying, and ever since they
have been trying, to live with the
problem as if it were inevitable or,

wor.se, as if they had insufficient

engineering ability to cope with it.

In 1938 this problem was .shown
in an entirely new light: the dete-
rioration of the oil that led to ali the
piston troubles in the high-speed
Diesel engine was not due solely to
its oxidation by the exccss air of the
Diesel cycle, nor was it in most
cases due to inherent incomplete-
ness of combustion, as had fre-

quently been thought. An influen-

cing factor turned out to be the
sulphur in the Die.sel fuel which
was already known to be responsible

for more rapid wear. This provided
a strong incentive for looking for

additives that could more specifi-

cally combat acids or even perhaps
the formation of acids, and this line

of investigation proved exceedingly
fruitful.

.\fter 1945, it was found that
much develoi)ment had takeii place
and that the .same exi)erieii(e had
led to the .same princi|)les being
incorporated in Diesel lubricants,
and, by virtue of lhe reasoning that
inuch of the wear in the cold ga.so-

line engine in the first minute or so
after starting is due to condensation
of acids, al.so in motor oils.

Again leaving the Diesel engine on
one side for a momeiit, the next
pha.se in the develo|)meiit of motor
oils is where aiiti-oxidaiit, detergent,
and anti-corrosive (anti-wear) action
begins to be actively introduced
by means of additives. A powerful
incentive was the conception of the
heavy-duty oil, intended by its

sponsors, the Co-operative Research
Council, to become a universal oil

for ga.soline and Diesel engines.
.\part from the fact that originally

only Die.sel fuels with extremely low
sulphur contents were used, .so that
the anti-acid actions were not yet
particularly stressed, this conception
has long remained the basis of

motor-oil development.
Its widespread use in recent years

has contributed, together with fur-

ther development from the engine
side, to reduce piston-ring and
cylinder wear to a record low levei:

referring particularly to the almost
universal chromium-plated top ring

and the heavy-gauge wet liner of

Fig. 8. ElTect «>f leniperature on knook rating.
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Fig. 10. Car characteristics also influence
performance.

especially liard material. Also, in a

case that is almost isolateil, yet has
received inuch prominence, air-

cooliiig has proved its worth in com-
bating cylinder wear due to quick
warni-up. The result is that even
small hard-working engines normal-
ly run 60,000 niiles between over-

hauls and sometinies considerably
more, as against the 20,000-30,000

of pre-1939 days.

Against ali these unmistakable
gains, which have resvdted in the

superior engine of today, there is

only one direction in which no
further progress has been made,
where even some regression must
be noted : there is more trouble

about combustion-chamber deposits

than there used to be. This is not

only becau.se their nefarious role in

upsetting the .smooth routine of

progressive combustion initiated by
the spark has become better under-
stood, but because the recent high-

compression engines designed for the

modern premium gasoline appear to

be more prone to pre-ignition and
its attendant, irregular 'wild ping'.

This, and the increased difficulty

of keeping the ever smaller spark
plugs in proper working order on
leaded fuels, has given rise to

extensive experiments to find suit-

able antidotes, but there is still a
clamour for a more systematic
invcstigation, prevention being
better than cure.

Tran.smission

Enough for the moment about the

engine. Although clearly the most
important piece of engineering in the

car, it could not work without its

companion, the transmission system.

In Europe, this is still a .somewhat
refined edition of a very old idea: a
meehanical gear-change arrange-
ment, a propeller shaft, bevel gears

with built-in differential, charac-

terize nine out of ten cars. The
engine is engaged by means of the

equally old, but also refined, friction

clutch, and the only help to the

driver's own handiness or otherwise

is the synchronization device on two
or more gears in the gear-box.

Automatic over-drive shifts have
virtually disappeared, as have pre-

selective epicyclic gear-boxes that

promisefl so much twenty years ago.

A fevv hydraulic couplings relieve

the monotony.
How different is the situation in

the U.S. A., where a multitude of

automatic gear change or torque
conversion systems relieve the driver
— who already practically drove on
one gear — of the irksome task of

selecting the proper transmission

ratio! In principie, apart from more
hydraulics, the layout is not so

dissimilar and also relies largely

on the meehanical item of gears.

There is little doubt that drivers

long for this improved simplicity

in operation: it is only that there are

big objections in the added enginéer-

1

ing as well as in the sometimes very

important drop in efíiciency, which
could hardly be afforded: the formar

relate to the automatic gear-change

devices, the latter more particularly
|

to the hydraulic torque converter.

But the desire remains. The timel

when the average motorist just

loved to íiddle with ali the knobs,

levers, and pedais has passed here as

elsewhere; it is a pity that the|

experts in the industry are some-

times too much of fiddling enthu-

siasts themselves to understandi

this.

There is, within the limits of this

general review, little to remark!.

about the partnership of the twoil

industries except that the devclop-'

ment of high-performance gears

has gone hand-in-hand with that of

api)ropriate lubricants. The mosl

st ri king result of this has been thel

introduction of the hypoid gear.F

which has had such a considerablel

influence on back-axle design and"

has been so largely in.strumental in

bringing about the pre-sent low car

floor. This would never have come! h

to fruition without those lubricants

with the unfortunate name of Ex-

treme Pressure lubricants, the mostj

outstanding characteristic of whichi

is the ability to act protectivelyj

'

at the high local temperature flashesj 1*

caused by excessive frictional heat.j

In the hypoid gear, these are partic-j

I
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uliirly promoted by tlic mutual
wiping action of the tecth, rather

lhaii by excessivo specific pressures.

lUit such is technical language; cars

iilso have radiators iustead of con-

vcctors.

Most of the remainder of the

comnion sphere of interest is con-

cerned wilh those bearings — in

wheels, universal joints, steering,

and suspension — where grease is

used. And is it not wonderful

wliat the oil industry has done in

recent years in the niatter of

greases, or rather of one universal

grease that fulfils ali these tasks so

satisfactorily ? There have been
times when cup grease was used even
in transmissions, the automobile
engineers of an earlier generation

heing unable to solve the problem of

leakage in their units. Later, there

was a time when it looked as if this

( xtremely inferior stuff would give

w ay even for general chassis lubrica-

The near future will see in niost

respects conservative developments
along existing lines, that is : a further

gradual improvement in the quality

of petrol, notably in its anti-knock
levei, and a gradual adaptation of

the engine to make use of this fuel.

With regard to both fuels and
ctigine, the remark may be niade

that they are not all equal in per-

formance. With particular reference

lo engines, and whole automobiles,

lliere is so much difference in levei of

achievement that the least spectac-

ular but the most important feature

iiiay well be the narrowing of the

I

gaps between the avant-garde and
!
the main body, so to speak, a
levelling of the íield.

Two graphs which were used in a

j

(liscussion at the Fourtli World
' Power Conference held in London
(Broeze 1950), may serve to illus-

Irate the desirability and impor-
lance of this levelling process. The
first (Fig. 9) of these shows the

l)erformances of various (then)

recent engines as functions of their

octane requirements. The author
took the liberty of concocting a per-

formance Índex froin the two im-
portant factors (n.m.e.p. and fuel

[

eon.sumption), necessarily in a some-
what arbitrary fashion.

Engine quality nuniber

100—b.m.e.p. at 1,500 r.p.m.

Minimum specific consumption
kg. per sq. cm.

gal. per b.h.p.-hr.

tion to oil, with one-shot lubricators

to keep things going regularly. But
intense study of the properties of

lúbrica ting greases led to such im-
proved understanding of their possi-

bilities that the quality ro.se quickly,

first through differentiation of .spe-

cialized greases, until, under the
stimulating influence of aviation

requirements, there came the pres-

ent all-purpo.se product, which is

a veritable masterpiece of petroleuni

technology and lightens the burden
of the designer.

It may be remarked here that

designers are often ungrateful crea-

tures, putting in rubber joints

where dealers would like to turn an
honest penny by doing a grease job.

The petroleum industry, of cour.se,

retaliates by cutting engine repair

bills to snippets by using anti-

wear oils. Together, they .serve

customers well, as things stand at

present.

The graph shows that there is a

general trend, but an enormous
.scatter. Clearly, .some designers

make more of the fuel than others.

The second (Fig. 10) shows what
happens when these engines operate

in their respective vehicles. Again a

performance index has been com-
posed of factors the choice of which
will be readily appreciated (accelera-

tion times and fuel mileage).

This graph shows the order of

sequence of the first to be quite

upset: apparently, there are also

car designers who make their engine

perform better than others (note

reversed positions of numbers 2 and
6). The cars were all medium-size

vehicles, though not comparable in

detail.

It is .scen clearly what pos.sibilities

there are for calching up with the

leaders. This ty|)e of review, on a

larger .scale and repeated regularly,

would be most interesting to follow.

Car quality number

Mileage at 70 km. per hr.

Accel. from 20 to 80 km. [kt hr.

km. i)er litre

secs.

As regards j)etrol engines, post-

1945 face-lifting is now almost
complete. Some impetuous manu-
facturers announced new designs

that could 'take care of new fuels

with extremely high octane num-
bers, but cautiously adapted their

new designs to market conditions.

It would .seem that this caution was
not misplaced, in view of the

growing importance of combustion-
chamber deposits.

Much will have to be done in the
way of fuel and oil technology to

remove these obstacles, but it ma\'

well be that the engine designers

will have to take this jjroblem to

heart and do .something drastic

about the combustion process. The
Diesel engine, burning a heavier

fuel, has a much cleaner com-
bustion chamber: this points to the

importance of working whenever
possible with excess air; the extreme-
ly short spells during which full

power is needed can be accepted if

necessary.

EíTorts tf) bring about such con-

ditions in the petrol engine have not

been lacking; it is, of cour.se, the

difficulty of igniting lean mixtures
with a spark that has always forced

the designer back to that narrow
range around the theoretically cor-

The Near Future
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Fig. 12. Coiiiparisíín of fuel consuniption.

rect mixture. Ilowever, froiii the

viewi^oiíit of econoiny too, therc is

so miich to be gained, as the

automobile cngine is used so nuich

at low povvor.

When running in city traffic, one

may visualize oiie-third of the

petrol being used for sucking the

mixture through the engine against

the resistance of the ahiiost closed

throttle, one-third for overcoining

engine friction, and the last third

for actually j)ro])elhng the car!

There are great rewards to be

reaped by those vvho take stratifica-

tion seriously, notwithstanding ali

previous disappointnients!

In the author's laboratory the

idea of further perfecting the petrol

engine was very much alive. A few

years ago Mr. J. Th. M. Schlamann
set himself the task of proving that

stratification niight be feasible. Ile

separated functionally the ignition

from the remainder of the coni-

bustion, by borrowing the pre-

combustion chamber idea from the

compression-ignition engine, and
controlling the fuel/air ratio in this

preconibustion, or rather ignition,

fhanil)er, sejjarately from that in the

main chamber. It was subsequently

found that such ideas were not new,

but this had not deterred the

experimenters, and, where earlier

attempts had failed, by just being

stubborn they obtained most promis-

ing rosults. It is thought that a

forecast of future possibilities against

the backgroimd of achievement

vvould be of interest here.

Schematically, the Schlamann en-

gine may be visualized as in Fig. 11,

with an injection pump feeding

petrol into the ignition chamber, and

a carburettor adding the required

fuel into the main air stream. It

transpires that with suitable dimen-
sions and controlled turbulence the

flame issuing from the ignition

chamber will regularly ignite the

mixture in the cylinder under any
condition of load and speed, so that

even idling can be achieved of load

and speed, so that even idling can be

achieved with an unthrottled air

inlet, although a slight throttling

at lower loads has j)roved beneficiai

so far, and contributed to idling

stability.

As was expected, thanks to the

weak mixture in the main chamber
the octane requirement is relatively

low, and this feature is enhanced
by the low evaporative load on the

induction system, so that one might
discard preheating. Also, the com-
bustion chamber does indeed stay

cleaner. The net result is that, for a

petrol engine, very good power is

produced, whereas the fuel-con-

sumption graph (Fig. 12) can stand

comparison with that of contem-
porary high-speed Diesel engines.

These results were obtained on
a f our-cyli nder engine (Fig. 4,

which the author had designed in

peculiar circumstances, and of which
lie could honestly say that it does

not represent the peak of design

ability, and this makes the achieve-

ment of the combustion system ali

the more noteworthy. In the low-

load region so typical of passenger-

car engines, improvements in fuel

economy of the order of 25 per cent

over conventional petrol engines are

achieved. At the same time, it has

the low mechanical loading of the

petrol engine and even lower thermal

loading, particularly as regards the

exhaust valves. This might be of

immediate interest inasmuch as

exhaust valves remain somewhat
criticai elements in contemporary
petrol engines. Of course, the pistons

and bearings are much less stressed

than in the Diesel engine, so that

whereas the latter's fuel economy
is approached, specific power output

and weight will be strictly com->

parable with tho.se of the petrol

engine, which is so superior in these

respects. Admittedly, the Schlamann
engine must be considered more
complicated than the petrol engine

as to accessories, even though

a simple injection pump has been

designed for it, which has workcd

well.

Is this enthusiasm justified ? Time
alone will show. The author is

íirmly convinced that the petrol

engine has a future greater than its

])ast.

In the meantime, in the realin of

fuel technology provision will be

made the world over for modern

facilities for producing higher-octane

fuels. Catalytic cracking and reform-

ing installations are being erectod

in ali parts of the world.

This petrol will remain by and

large a leaded petrol, as nothing is in

sight which would enable similar

results to be obtained economically

in large volumes without tetraethyl-

lead.

On the fuel side, therefore, there

is also a levelling process plus a

gradual overall improvement. How
far this general increase will go is the

subject of much conjecture, but it

would be wrong to pretend to know
the answer. A very imjjortant ques-

tion to be answered in this con-

nexion is: what is the optimum
coTupression ratio for the ])assenger-

car petrol engine The fact that this

question is being asked indicates the

progress made already along the

road of compression-ratio increase.

Is the end in sight }

The diminished wear on cylinders

and piston rings, which has gradually

become a general experience, may
be simply reflected in prolonged life
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Fig. 13. Consumption curves for fóssil fuels.

or, in the avanf-garde designs, it may
hc translated by means of higher

lotational speed.s iiito higher spe-

cific powers, with the aim of inaking

lhe whole vehicle more coinpact.

|'he luhricating oils which will

assure the feasibihty of such de-

xclopment may be the direct des-

eendants of present premium aiid

heavy-duty oils, usually containing

metal compounds, although other

means are being tried out.

At aiiy rate, low-viscosity oils

will be used, as these have proved

>uch an aid to easier starting and

miproved mechanical efficiency,

luMice fuel economy.

The chromium-plated top ring is

ssential for success, as is also the

lu-avy iiulepemlent cylinder barrei,

iiot (leformable by cylinder-head

studs, and possessed of rapid warm-
ing-up characteristics. Air cooling

is attractive for these purposes, and
may u ell proceed along lines already

indicated occasionally : aluminium
l ylinders with chromium plating for

lightness, hence also rapid attain-

inent of equilibrium and low cooling

power-loss.

At this juncture, it is interesting

lo speculate for a moment on the

|)().ssibilities of the sleeve-valve en-

uine on the Burt system. Through
ing acquaintance with its great

j)rotagonist, Sir Harry Ricardo, the

aiithor has been injected with some
)f his enthusiasm for this very

rfficient system, with its favourable

pi.ston-lubricating conditions and
its attendant low wear rate. How-
cver, it was born too early: it needs

the detergent oils of today to make
it really attractive, and then there

:s the question whether its lúbri-

ca li ng-oil consumption could be
i cduced so as to comply with modern
-tandards. But it has considerable

merits from the aspect of con-

linued high-speed performance, and
liciice might play a part in the next
stagc of engine-size reduction. There
:ire signs that it is not dead by any
means.

Even now the author would not

venture to predict much change in

the near future for the two-stroke
(Migiiie, though it stands to reason

iliat much improved performance
coiild be expectei! ali rf)und if ali

that the engineers and technologists

know were concentrated on it and
cspecially if fuel injection were
liirther perfected.

In the review of the present, the
Diesel engine has received only
-(•ant attention. In relation to its

mnnbers, it has not deserved much
more; In relation to its economic
niiportaiice it was, perhaps, slightly

uufair to negleet it; considering its

technical interest this was, of course,

a great omission. Always the prime

mover with the lowest fuel con-

sumption, the Diesel engine has

progressed with the unique help of

the oil technologists' creation, the

heavy-duty oil, to hitherto unknown
heights of reliability and overall

economy.
It is, out-performing the petrol

engine in terms of thousands of

hours of reliable performance be-

tween overhauls. Moreover, it lends

itself remarkably well to exhaust

supercharging, thanks to its low

exhaust-gas temperature, and to

two-stroke action, thanks to its

pure-air scavenging. Hence, higher

specific powers are well within' its

reach, and are being realized as

designers get the 'feeT' of the new
possibilities created by the new
lubricants that guarantee clean en-

gines and cut wear. The gradual

lowering of the sulphur contenl of

fuels for these engines, made j)Ossible

by technological j)rogress, will con-

tribute to unheard-of achievemenls.

Already the field of api)lication is

spreading from the heavyweights

to the lighter commercial vehicles

and it will ere long make con-

siderable inroads on that of the

petrol engine, without, however,

touching the great bulk of lhe

small-mileage passenger and delivery

cars, as the inhereni cosi dittVrential

as compared with the \n-\vu\ engine

remains.

Especially in the higher powers

for heavy commercial vehicles, the

author foresees as a direct and

logical development of the Diesel

engine the pressure-gas generator

plus turbine transmission. As the

two-stroke cycle becomes better

known and its design controlled,

the highly supercharged version

which drives only its sujjercharger-

scavenging pump comes within the

range of the practical designer: in

industrial, marine, and railway ap-

plications it is now definilely under

way in the forin of the Pescara free-

piston gas generator (Fig. 7).

Why is this line of development so

attractive ? Because its basic prin-

cipie is the C.I. or Diesel cycle, with

which the highest fuel economies are

obtained ; the result is an exceedingly

compact f)ower unit plus a very

efficient form of power transmission

in which the lurbii\e plays the part

of tor(]ue converler. .Vlready, in lhe

Kenaul t
- Pesca ra locomol i ve,

approxinialely 4:1 lorípie conver-

sion has been ai)plied (1'icard and

Iluber 11)51). The very facl of the

gas general()r's high efliciency results

in very favourable conditions for the

turbine transmission: relatively high

l)ressure (4-7 almospheres), low

temi)eratures ( 1 .()()()- 1
,'200 deg. F.

maximuni) (.);{7-(i4:} deg. (".), over-

all efficiency up to 40 i)er cenl

(Farmer 1!)47).

"The anionnt of lii<;lily alloycd

materiais will I licrclorc be very
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much less than that required for the

full gas turbine with rotating com-
pressor. Also, thanks to its higlier

efficiency and the liigher energy
conversion per pound of air used,

the ducting for the piston/gas-

generator/turbine set is very much
less vokiminous than that for the

full gas turbine, and does not make
the problem of its installation such
a nightmare.

In ali these features the piston-

plus-turbine system is so incom-
parably sujjerior to the full gas

turbine, even in its most attractive

two-rotor forni, that it should have
a very much better chance of

application in the heavier types of

automotive vehicle. But perhaps we
are already passing beyond the near
future and shall have to have
somewhat more patience before this

step materializes; it amounts to

introducing a new form of flrive, the

pneumatic drive, besides the me-
chanical and the hydraulic.

With regard to other petroleum

Then, What of the

As long as petroleum is available

its fuels will dominate the auto-
motive picture, and even a very long
forecast could not fail to present an
overall picture similar to that
adumbrated, with petrol and Diesel
engines, and turbine drives.

Hovv long will that be ? The
petroleum industry is known never
to have proven reserves for more
than twenty-five to thirty years
ahead; however, this term has not
diminished materially notwithstand-
ing the increase in its significance

due to the rapid multiplication of

yearly consumption. The increase

in effort and the advance in tech-

niques have made explorai ion nuich
more effective and prrxluction even
from deep wells an economic ])ro-

position. The deepest wells obtain
oil from over 17,000 feet, but in

many áreas of the workl much
shallower «formations have not yet
even been probed. A striking exam-
ple is the region near Delft, where
only recently the occurrence of oil

was proven and production started

at the moderate depth of about
.5,000 feet (Ryswyk — Delft).

An interesting paper by Hubbert
(1949) indicates that an expanding
oil technology is foreseen for some
few hundred years; coal, by com-
parison, will admittedly last much
longer (Fig. 13).

In between oil and coal there are

the shale deposits aud the so-called

tar sands. The former are a curious
kind of mineral in which organic
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products, the near future may bring

such an increase in the manufacture
of plastic body-work, which is now
just beginning to appear on the

market, as to make plastics a major
product. So far, however, the pe-

troleum industry has furnished

mainly base materiais or inter-

mediates for the chemical industries

making these plastics, and it is un-

foreseeable how such an immense
increase in off-take would be or-

ganized between the industries
interested.

Similarly, but from entirely dif-

ferent causes, an increase in the

application of synthetic rul)ber is

possible if politicai stability in

large rubber-growing áreas dete-

riorates. This would mean that the

interest of the petroleum industry in

the rubber used in cars would no
longer I)e limited to su])plying the

Carbon black. The automobile in-

dustry is, from previous experience,

familiar with at least .some of the

consequences.

Distant Future?

substances, consisting largely of

hydrocarbons but also rich in o.xygen,

nitrogen, and sometimes sulphur, are

chemically bound to shale. This
shale can be niined and the organic
material driven off by heat or

possibly catalytic action. Tar sands,

of which enormous quantities exist

in the world, may be considered as

oil reservoirs which have weathered
through the ages and retained only
the heaviest residues.

To produce liquid fuels from oil

shales and tar sands would require

a somewhat more complicated tech-

nology than is now available, but it

is foreseeable that they could be
made to produce petrol and Diesel
fuels, in a ílexible way. The same is

true of coal, as is known from the
intensive pre-war development in

Germany. There is, therefore, no
reason to fear a .scarcity of licjuid

fuels for a long time to come, and
every reason to foresee improve-
ments and cheapening of the pro-
cesses by which they can be made
out of these less attractive raw
materiais.

The more complicated te^chnology

can be expected to bring higher costs

in its train and this would point
even more distinctly towards en-
gines, transmissions, and cars of the
highest economy. It would seem
that the trend towards Diesel
engines will continue to develop,
the more so as lead is likely to

prove a bottle-neck before petroleum.
If, in the meantime, great ad-
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vances were made in nuclear power
and gigantic central power plants

could produce power at low cost

the most likely way to make these

contribute to the automotive-fuel
problem would perhaps be to let

these plants synthesize liquid fuels

from carbonate rock and water,

there being plenty of both.

Altogether, this means that the

small, independent, lightweight,

ílexible internal-combustion power
jjlant looks so sound that, whatever
the primary energy available, tech-

nology will do its best to provide it

with the most digestible fuels. This

should be a challenge to the elec-

trical engineers to do something
extremely drastic about -storage as

well as about motor design, but if

betting were allowed, the author's

money would be on internai com-
bustion.
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The Engineer and Patents
by

Alan Swabey
Alan Swabey & Co.,
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A paper given at lhe Engineering Inslitute oj Canada, Montreal Brandi,

under the auspices oj the Industrial Engineering and Management Section,

Thursdav, March 4, 1954.

Probably fevv engineers have uny
lose coiitact with Caiiadian pa-

ciits. I shall assume that nobody
icre knows much about theni. I

issure voa that you are by no means
ilone and that, if you do not mind
lie siiggestion, you are in somewhat
he position of a Senator'.s wife,

ivhose husband had brought back a

;)retty little nieilal coin for her from
[long Kong. She used to wear it

iround at functions, ali over the

)laee.

Oiie day at a United Nations
iieeting, she ran into a Chinese
liplomat. He got her into a corner

iiid said "Madam, I wonder if

ou know what those characters

Mcan on that medal ?" She said,

I m sure I don't. I like it and I

war it quite a lot, but I have no
(lea what they niean." "Well",
aid the (liplomat, "literally trans-

ited they mean 'Licensed Prosti-

iile, City of Shanghai'."

Many teehnical and business men
Kiiow just about that much con-

(Tiiing patents. So don't feel badly
áf you have not had intimate con-

laot with them. Even tho.se who do,

iiake mi.stakes. For e.xamp'e, there
was the e.xaminer in the ILS. Patent
i[)ffice who quit his job in about the
\ ('ar 1860. He said, "Everything has
icen iuvented that is likely to be
ii\ented. I am going somewhere
Isc where there is a future."

Siiice that time, the tremendous
liuniinuni induslry has been built

largely as a result of invention b.y

jHall of the elec-tric furnace. Without
|Hairs invention, it would have been
Snipo.ssible to produc-e alumimini.
The inoderu oil iadustry has l)een

built largely as a result of the heal
wnd pressure c-racking process of

pubbs. The T.S. patent, I am lold,

pas yielded over 100 million dollars

Bn royalty. Just reeently, several
'l nited States companies have paid
"ver half a million dollars each, just
t') get in on the ])atents of the l.C.I.

"II polyethylene.

So, I think you can count on it

that "Patents are Here to Stay",
despi te what that examiner in the

U.S. Office thought in 1860.

Patents by the Thousands

Besides these large patent de-

velopments just referred to, there

are certain other phases of patent
business. Did you ever hear about
the famous tape worm trap ?

The inventor produced this trap,

baited with something the worms
like. You let it down your throat

into your stomach and the tape

worm grabs the bait. It traps them
and you haul them out and get rid

of them. Then, there is the toilet

seat with rollers on it, to prevent
you from stand ing on the .seat.

I assure you that patents like

that are just a small fringe of the

many hundreds of thousands of

patents that have been issued in the

1'nited States and ali over the

world. But they stick in the public

mind. Some people I am sure think

ali we patent attorneys work on are

gadgets.

To give you some itlea of the

large number of patents that issue

in one week — the February 2.'}rd

i.ssue of the U.S. Official Gazette

contains about 700 patents. This

happens to be a small issue. Over

Poiíitinj; «ut tlial paleiíl lliiiikiiií;

and engineerin^ thiiikiiig an- as lar

apart as lhe polés, llie author iievcr-

theless expresses his heliel' that an

eletnentary knowledge of patents

and lhe procedures for taking lhetn

«111 will be hel[)fnl to the engineer.

Disrnssions as to what paletits

are, when and why they slioiíld or

sliould not be lakeii ont, lhe coin-

pany s and lhe einp!oyce"s interests

in palenled inventions and the

((iiestion of patent allorneys' fees,

are appropriately ilinstrated uilli

iiiiinorous exanipl<'s.

million patents have been issued

in the United States, and over
500,000 in Canada.
There are so many patents, for

example, in the radio and television

field today, that they don't atteinpt
when you take a licence, to find out

what patents you are using. 'I'hey

merely give you a blankct licence.

The organization which administers
radio and T.V. ])atents in Canada
have a licence which lists hundreds,
jn-obably thousands of j)atents. They
merely give you this licence for a
flat fee. The administrative job of

trying to tell who is using what
l)atent would be too great.

Importance to the Company

An engineering concern of any
size today, has to make elaborate

j)r()visions to take care of its ])atent

situation. Most industrial compa-
nies are actively taking out patents.

One of the jobs for an engineer is

designing around the patents of

others.

To show you how patent situa-

tions develop and how you get ali

these patents, I watit to take the

example of an invention made at

Shawiuigan Falis in the early 1930's.

They developed a new species of

resin (plastic), known today as

polyvinyl acetal. They got a basic

j)atenl. Today there are roughly a

thousand patents which have ema-
nated from that one single basic

patent. .Vnd that is exactiy what
lia|)])ciis iii aiiy field. Oncc a i)ateiit

comes out, it is published and ali

the íirms in the field start working
on it, trying lo improve it, and as a

result patents breed at a tremendous
rate.

Inforl uiiately, or i)erliai)s for-

tunatcly, the Canadiau engineer is

not exposed lo i)atents, as nnicli as

the engineer in lhe United Siales.

This is because most companies are

coiitrolled from abroad. They ac-

lually do their original patent work
outsidc lhe coiintrN. Much of the
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activity in Canada is merely "rub-

ber stamping" the U.S. patent. As a

matter of fact, 70 per cent or more
of the patent applications filed in

('anada come froni the U.S.A. That
is not surprising, when vou eonsider

the eouiparative ])opulation figures

— about 15 iniiHon for Canada and
in the United States ahout 160

inilHon. The actual patent figures

work pretty much on a pojjuiation

basis.

The situation is changing a bit in

Canada, as far as local activity is

concerned. There are quite a few
Canadian íirms today who have
patent departnients, Northern Elec-

tric, C-I-L, Marconi, General Elec-

tric, the Polymer Corporation, Sha-
winigan Chemicals, Dominou Rub-
ber and Dupont, to mention only a
few.

What Yoii Don't Know May Hurt Yoii

The fact that the engineer is not
exposed often enough to patents

may leave an opening for rather

serious things to happen. For ex-

ample, the other day an engineer

dropped into my office and said, "I

have an invention which I want to

patent." To explain the invention,

he showed me a cojjy of a Trade
Journal containing a descriptif)n of

his invention. The journal was dated
a year anti 11 months previously. In
other words, he had just one month
in which to file an application to get

a valid patent in Canada. If he had
waited another month and a half,

he would have been too late.

While research and development
is carried on mainly outside the

country, the patent system does
have the efíect of causing produc-
tion facilities to be established in

Canada. You cannot sit on a patent
in this country. You must work it.

If you don't, inside of three years
soinebody else can ask the commis-
sioner of jjatents to grant him a li-

cence. In extreme cases, the patent
can be revoked.

Probably the only reason we have
an active television industry here

today, is because we have a patent
system. Patents forced them to

manufacture in the country. The
benefit of the Patent Law to Canada
is not only to stimulate invention by
giving inventors patent rights. An-
other advantage is to get venture
capital to invest in this country — to

put up nianufacturing establish-

ments under j)atent ])rotection.

Warning Signals

I was interested in the preface of

a little book called "Patent Notes
for Engineers put out by the R.C.A.
Victor Company, Princeton, N.J.

It says, "a little knowledge is usual-

ly a dangerous thing" when it is a

question of taking some afíirmative

action. But when it is a question of

knowing about something that may
happen, it is not a bad thing to have
a little knowledge. .\nd that is the

kind of thing that you run into in

the patent field.

A little knowledge may be (juite

hc'pful. If you know there are time
limits and even a smattering of

other aspects of patents — just the

fact that you know the warning
signals, may help you to save the

day. Actually, one of the most im-

portant things to watch for is time

limits. Time limits are ahsolute in

certain cases. Once they pass, it is

just too bad.

To illustrate the importance of

time limits, a clerk with a patent
agent in London had been asked to

go over to the Patent Office and file

an application on the evening of the

last day on which this application

could be filed. It was long past the
time when ali the emjjloyees of the

Patent Ottice had left, and the door
was locked. He saw a policeman
coming around the street, so he
tied the bundle of patent papers to

a brick. Then when the policeman
got close to him he threw the brick

through the window and broke the

window. Immediately, of course, the
policeman arrested him. He said to

the policeman "Now look at your
watch." — it was just íifteen mi-
nutes before this case had to be
filed. So, he was able to establish by
the policeman's evidence that he
had filed the case on time. And that
is just how important it is to file

on time.

Priori ty Abroad

The U.S. situation on priority is

troublesome for Canadians. I can
illustrate this by a story about an
American army sergeant over in

Eiu-ope who had a girl friend in

America. She heard that he had
been fraternizing with the German
girls and she wrote him a letter and
said "I hear you have been frater-

nizing with the German girls. What
have they got that I haven't got ?"

He wrote back "Nothing, but they
have it here!"

That is just the situation with the
U.S. Patent Law. You must have
it there! Anything you do in Canada
as far as inventing is concerned, is of

no value to you unless you establish

priority in the United States. Sup-
posing you are working on an in-

vention in Canada, and somebody
else is working along similar lines in

the United States. The dates you
are setting up, the date of concep-

tion and other eviflence is valueless

until you establish some date in the

United States. That point is often

overlooked, even by companies
doing chemical research on a large

scale.

What we usually do in sueh a
ca.se, is to try to get a document of

some sort of disclosure into the

United States as fast as we can.

Even that is temporary, because
there is another factor in the United
States that we don't have in Can-
ada, and that is diligence. The U.S.

says that with two meu working
along the same lines, the second in-

ventor who is diligent, may be in

the eyes of the law the first inventor

and may win over an earlier inven-

tor who has waited too long to file

his application or to reduce the in-

vention to practice.

By-Products of Patent System

You don t need to be an inventor

for the patent system to be of value

to you. The Patent Office library,

particularly in the United States,

is one of the finest and most com-
plete sources of engineering infonn-

ation to be found anywhere. They
have over 2}/2 million patents classi-

fied, and you can search for them
there and look up any fieUl you like

in the application index.

A few years ago, I was working
on an open hearth steel process

which was very important. The en-

gineers gave ali the information

they had, but I wasn't (juite satis-

fied that we had fully explored the

situation. So, I spent several days

in Washington going through the

search files. One of the problems is

cla.ssification. This process was for

making steel. I found the patents in

the steel-making art and then, if the

trick of the patent happencd to be

in combustion rather than the actual

metallurgy, it was classified in the

combustion class. I found there was

also another class — heating. I

found patents on heating grapes lo

make raisins, next door to patents

on heating to melt glass, heating

steel and so on.

The classification system is highly

developed, and at first seems rather

complicated, l)ut once you get onto

it, you will find it possible to track

down any art in the United States.

You will find unbelievable details on

almost every engineering subject.

We also have in Canada now, the

classified U.S. records. I suggest you

search the U.S. as well as the Cana-

dian. For every one Canadian pa-

tent taken out, there are probably

six U.S. And if you go to Ottawa,

you can ask the Classification Ex-

aminer to guide you to the proper

In
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( lass so you can make a search on
aiiy subject you like. They also

ha\-e quite a few foreigu patents in

Ottawa. In the T.S. they have the

pateiit-s of niany foreign countries.

Yoii Might Be aii Inventor

Now an engineer in liis everyday
work is likelj' to ruii into patentable

inventions, becau.se he is exposed to

problems which breed patents. For
exaniple, a few years ago, Dr. Jane
of Shawinigan Chemicals said to

lis, "Two of our plant engineers have
loveloped a process for making coke.

\Ve ran into trouble getting coke
because there is a shortage of sup-

ply. So two of our engineers found
'that if we put coal through an ordi-

iiary chain grate stoker to burn off

lhe volatile of the coke, it would not

attack the carbon to any great ex-

tont. We get a pretty good grade of

iiietaUurgical coke for our pur-

poses." The two engineers had been
|working on the problem and had
found a solution. This might happen
lo any engineer.

The engineer may also be in a
position to save his company money
on royalties, particularly if he is a
designer. The company for example,
may be licensed under patents on
('(|uipment which he can design
.iround. Supposing for example, you
u-e making a lighter. You take the

Ronson" lighter. Actually, the
Honson patent has expired now, but
there is another company in Mont-
real, the Presto Company. They de-

\ eloped a movement which was not
lissimilar to the Ronson, and I

ihink they got around the patent.

That can happen in almost any
tield. That is the way the patents
work. Some people have a feeling

lhat you are doing something wrong
- you are cutting corners when you
lesign around someone else's patent

but that is not the -case at ali.

Vnything a man fails to claim, it is

perfectly legitimate to take. He has,

II effect, dedicated it to the public.

So, if your company has any licen-

cs and you have anything to do
uith the licensing, I would suggest
lhat they be checked every sooften,
'irst as against the possibility that
vou are not still using the invention.
I'atents have a habit of exjjiring.

"^eventeen years and they are gone.
IVrhaps the basic patent has ex-
pired and you are not using the im-
provemeiils. Perhaps you don't iieed

liie licence aiiyinore. There are cases

\\here coinpaiiies have gone on pay-
iiig royalties for five and teu years
Jiist on improvement patents which
they are not using at ali, but which
Kvere included in the basic licence

which had not been checked regiilarly.

What Aboin that One Dollar?

There is another question witli

which we are confronted quite often

by engineers. "Should I sign an eni-

ployment conlract in which I agree
to give my rights to my company foi-

a dollar That is a rather difticull

point, because there are a lot of

companies that have sucli a con-
tract. Personally, 1 don't like a con-
tract as limited as that. The pur-
pose of the patent system is to

create incentive — to encourage
people to invent. Once you tie a

man down to a dollar for anything
he may invent, you decrease his in-

centive. The Northern Electric has
an incentive plan whereby they pay
the inventor a sum of money on any
invention which they consider to be
patentable.

One large Montreal Engineering
Company has a good employment
agreement. They take the rights for

Canada. Abroad, they just take an
option. And if they pick the rights

up in any foreign country and ex-

ploit them, the inventor gets a share.

If they decide not to take up the

option, the inventor has the right to

go ahead and take patents out him-
self.

In the absence of a patent agree-

ment, the circumstances of the em-
ployment determine the rights of

the respective parties. If the in-

ventor is paid to do research, the

general principie is naturally that

he is working in a laboratory — one
man out of 3.5 in a lab, let us say —
and as a group, their job is to invent.

He may not invent anything for

five years, but maybe he will invent

something next year. Generally

speaking, any invention made by a

group like that, belongs to the com-
pany.

When you get into production

a man's job is to run a plant, and it

is a question as to whether or not

anything he invents belongs to hini

or the company. Usually the prin-

cipie there is, that the company has

"shop rights". In other words, they

are able to u.se in their own establish-

ment, anything the employee in-

vents. Outside of that, they have no

claini. Of course, if the inventor de-

velops something out of the dass of

work of the contpany, then usually

the company has no claim on it.

Another tricky point arises in the

case wliere more than one person

gets nii.xed uj) in an invention.

What happens then ? Who is the in-

ventor ? It is very importanl that

the actual inventor be nanied as the

inventor on a patent application,

although the patent itself may l)e

worthless.

There is an interesting case, for

example, relatitig lo chewing gum
which we ])re|)ared for Shawinigan
Chemicals. The basic thonglit need-
ed .some work done to find out the
liinits. The invention was a mixture
of polyvinyl acetate, which is a resin

made at Shawinigan. When the
resin was mixed wilh wax and rub-
bcr, using the rubber as a blending
agent, they got a mixture, very
much like chicle. When chicle was
in sliort supply, this invention be-

came useful.

In order to work out how much
rubber and how nmcli wax, two
other chemists got into the picture.

When the patent application was
filed, unfortunately we had to tell

these two gentlemen that their

names could not appear, as they
were not the inventors. Ali they had
done was testing, as opposed to in-

venting. It is often a borderline case

as to whether or not a man's name
should be on the patent. It is a
question for experts, and not some-
thing that should be decided arbi-

trarily by technical meu without
Consulting a patent man.

The Question of Fees

The question of fees is always a

touchy point. Generally speaking, a
simple patent application loday
runs into the two hundred dollar

plus category to prepare and file.

This includes the filing fee but not
answering Official Objections or

paying the Final Fee. Some ca.ses

run into thousands. Actually, much
like the consulting engineer, the

patent attorney bases his charges

on time, training and experience.

"Readiness to Serve", is a big

factor.

In other words, you are there day
after day. ^'ou have to pay your

overhead, you have to pay your

staft' whether any clients come or

not. W^hen you walk into a patent

attorney 's office, you are somewhat
in the position of a man who is

{)lacing himself in the hands of a

skilled surgeon. The surgeon has to

concenlrate upon the operation. He
can t stop in the middle of it and

worry al)out his fee and let the |)a-

tient die. So if it is a tough job. the

patent attorney nuist be allowed a

reasonable charge lo do it properly.

Foreign work is ex|)eiisi\e, i)ar-

ticidarly in Soulh America. The
(ioverninent fees are very liigh.

Perhai)s you are in the sales Held

and you may have some dealings

wilh the (íovernment. You may
have a patenled artide, or a pa-

tented proce.ss with which the Ca-
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nadian Government is involved.

Now, that's a very tricky point, be-

caiise trying to get money out of the

Canadian Government is not easy.

After ali the oíficials feel they have
to protect the pnblic who pay the

bills. Section 19 of the Patent Act
says that the Government can use

any invention it wants. It is sup-

posed to pay for it, bnt what it pays
is up to the Government. Then
there is Sec-tion 'iO of the Defence
Production Act, which holds Gov-
ernment eontractors harmless in

case they infringe patents. Dealing
with the government is a special job

beyond the scope of this disciission.

To Patent or Not to Pateiit

The more I deal with technical

meu on patent matters, the more I

realize how hard it is for them to

make flecisions in an unfamiliar

field like that of patents. Patent
thinking and engineering thinking

are quite different. It is awfully

hard, unless you have had a lot of

experience in the patent field, to

know how the patent people think.

For example, as an engineer, you
may think that taking out a patent

or not taking out a patent is an
opfional thing, but, it is not quite so.

When Doctors Banting, Best and
Collip developed insulin at the Uni-

versity of Toronto, as scientists,

they did not like the idea of patents.

Patents smack of commercialism.
So their íirst inclination was not to

patent.

Luckily, they got the goofl advice

of a Toronto Patent Attorney. He
said, 'Tf you don't take out a pa-

tent, what's going to happen is this.

You are giving the basic invention

to the public. There is nothing to

stop somebody else, five years from
now, from making an iraprovement
which is fundamental. Biological de-

velopment moves very fast, and un-
le.ss you take out a basic patent, you
are at the mercy of this fellow with

an improvement {)atent. He is going

to corner the field."

So they took the attorney "s ad-

vice and took out a patent. Exactly

what he said would happen did

happen. In about five years another

man came along with a slower act-

ing insulin. This was the really com-
mercial product. Without the basic

patent, they never would have beeu
able to corral the improvement pa-

tent. They were able to buy it be-

cause the improvement patent
wasn't any good without the basic

patent. They got about 10 patents

eventually from people who im-

proved upon the original insulin.

Toronto was thus able to control the

field through their basic patent.

It is not wise for any technical

man to make a judgement as to

whether or not a thing is patentable.

If there is any possibility that it is,

the patent attorney should be con-

sulted. Much time is lost by techni-

cal men in discussing whether or not

a patent can be got by actually ap-

plying. It often takes years to find

out. The best thing to do is "throw
away your crystal bali", file an ap-

plication, and leave it up to the

Patent Office to decide.

I remember doing a job for Shawá-
nigan Chemicals on carbon black

acetylene black, which is used in

dry-cell batteries. It has qualities

that no other carbon black has. The
inventors found that if they scraped

the burner (introducing the acety-

lene into the cracking chamber),
they kepl the quality of the carbon
black constant and uniform. There
was a lot of debate among the engi-

neers as to whether they should try

to patent or not. Eventually they
gave US the green light, but it took
US six years to get that patent
through. First we tried to patent the

uniform black as a product and they
wouldn"t give us that. Arguing over
the product held the application up.

Eventually we got a patent on the

process, and that process has been
most successful. You simply cannot
tell — and often there is no use try-

ing to guess — what is patentable
and what is not.

There is a question that is very
often asked — what does 'patent

Looking at the situation from
a material point of view, the in-

dustry in the U.S.A. and Canada
fouiiíl itself by the end of 1953
with an annual resin prtjducing

capacity of close to 3 billion pounds.
(,'onservative estimates place the

1955 capacity at upwards of 4 1/3
billion pounds. This would repre-

sent more than 27 Ib. of plastics

available per capita per year, which
compares with a probability of

1,600 Ib. of Steel and áO \h. of

alinninum per capita. In literally

every resin field therefore we are

unlikely to face sustained shortages
in the foreseeable future. The
promise of plastics' availability alone
is proving to be a terrific induce-

ment to technologists engineers

and business men.
From the time new plastics come

out of the test tube, engineers be-

pending' mean ? Ali it means is

that somebody has filed a patent
application and may or may not get
it. You don't have to worry, be-

cause anything you make before the
patent issues will not make you
liable for infringement. If it is a big

plant or project, the one thing you
have to watch is whether there is a
large capital investment involved.

If so you have to be sure you are not
getting caught with a $20*0,000 plant

on your hands and not able to make
the product.

Conclusion

First, patent thinking and engi-

neering thinking are polés apart.

You can't solve patent problems
with a slide rule. They are "valne

judgments". You might call them
"guesstimates". A large margin of

error usually has to be left, as com-
pared, for example, with an engi-

neering measurement which is usual-

ly exact.

Secondly, a little knowledge of

patents may be quite helpful. In
other words, an engineer may profit

well by knowing a little about the

time limits and a little about the

other principies. You can never tell

when you are going to run into a

patent situation, and it helps you
if you can recognize it early enough
to get it to a specialist.

Finally, "patents are here to stay"

and are a boon to Canada by en-

couraging industry to invest in this

country.

come involved in the building of

factories, developing proces.ses and
designing equipment and machinery
to produce these materiais- Engi-

neers are also closely allied to the

manufacture of the final product

and to its use and inclusion in parts

of other equipment. Proper and

accurate specifications must be care-

fuUy prepared to assure the desired

qualities in the finished articles.

The manufacturing of these articles

must be accomplished by suitable

machinery to keep the (juality up

and the cost down. AU of these

are engineering jobs, and are play-

ing an increasingly important part

in the lives of many engineers.

The author wishes to acknowledge

assistance he has received from

sources, including the Society of the

Plastics Industry Inc.

The Impact of the New Plastics on Engineering
(Coittinued from page JilJi)
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Foundation Investigation for the Kítimat Smelter

by R. M. Hardy, M.E.I.C., Dean of Engineering, University of Alberta, Edinonton,
and Charles F. Ripley, M.E.I.C., Consulting Engineer, C. F. Ripley

and Associates, Vancouver

The Engineering Journal, Noveinber 1954, page 1460

R. Peterson, M.E.I.C.i

The Aluminum Company of Can-
ada and their consultants are to be

complimented on the courageous ap-

proach which has been taken in the

sohition of a difficult foundation

problem rather than delaying this

important project until the settle-

ment pattern became more clearly

evident.

The authors have mentioned that

because of complex soil conditions

accurate predictions of settlements

were not possible utiHzing conven-
tional methods of testing and ana-

lysis. However, further elaboration

on the reasons for the discrepancy

between actual and predicted settle-

ments would be of interest. Even the

excellent observations which have
been taken over a period of nearly

two years have not yet positively

established the magnitude of total

and differential settlements that

can be expected to occur. This is

due in part to the fact that the set-

tlement of the surface is the sum-
mation of the compression of at

least three soil strata each having
(lifTerent properties and consolida-

tion rates. Had it been possible to

take elevations of subsurface ob-

servation points in the drill boles at

the boundaries of the main soil

layers more accurate predictions of

future movements might now be
possible. While the techniques for

installing such devices in core holes

in rock and in embankments (kiring

construction have been well de-

veloped the writer knows of no de-

vice satisfactory for installation in

drill holes through the type of over-

burden at this site.

On many projects such as the one
described, field observations are
essential to finalize the design and
grades. On other projects even where
soil conditions are more favourable
and less variable, making it possible

to finalize the design in advance of

construction, field observations of

movements are highly desirable;

first of ali, to warn of any unfore-

seen conditions which might be cri-

ticai and secondly, to verify pre-

dictions based on the application of

soil test results. Further advance in

some fields of soil mechanics is re-

stricted because of a lack of reliable

field observations to substantiate

partly proven theories. In addition

information on tolerable differential

foundation movements beneath vari-

ous types of structures is still very
limited. It is therefore worthwhile
to measure movements of earth

structures and foundations resting

on compressible soil. In some cases

water levei or pore pressure deter-

minations are highly significant.

The value of the settlement ob-

servations taken at this site is appa-
rent when it is realized that had no
measurements been recorded prior

to construction of the footings the

grade adjustments would not have
been possible.

F. Lionel Peckover, M.E.I.C."

It is interesting to consider this

papcr in the light of some reniarks

made by Dr. Terzaghi, who has in-

spired many of the recent advances

in foundation engineering, when he

spoke to the Montreal Brandi of the

Institute in 1944. He considered

then that the science of foundation

engineering has passed through two
stages in its development, the em-
pirical and the scientific stage, be-

fore reaching the present and final

one, which he called the state of

maturity.

In the first or empirical stage,

foundation design was made by
trial and error, and native intuition

played a major part in important

advancements. The lessons learned

'Soil Mechanics Engineer, Prairie Farm
Rehabilitation Administration, Saskatoon.

'Sénior Assistant Engineer (Soils), The
St. Lawrence Seaway Authority, Montreal.

from experience were often forgot-

ten, however, and j)rogress was in-

termittent and slow.

In the scientific stage, from about
1915, attention turned to the .solu-

tion of problems by theoretical

means on lhe basis of test data and
a few fundamental assuniptions. It

seemed that there was no liinit to

the solulions available in this way,
and foundation design appeared
about to take its place beside the

more rational procedures of steel

and concrete design. However, it

had been forgotten that soil, rather
than beiíig a single material, is an
infinitely variable médium, and it

was not long before practical aj)pli-

cations of lhe theoretical aj)j)roach

demonstraled ils deficiencies.

Now, in the third stage beginning
about 1940, the pendulum has
swung back. The enthusia.sm of lhe
mathematician has been dampened
by the realization of the restrictions

which Nature imposes on his as-

sumptions. Theoretical analy.ses are

still essential, but their condusions
are now considered along with
observational data which bolh sup-

plement and qualify the results

obtained. Hence, in the opinion of

Dr. Terzaghi, progress in this so-

called mature stage of foundation
engineering is made on a semi-

theoretical, semi-empirical basis.

The paper which has been pre-

sented is a parlicularly good ex-

ample of such an approach to

foundation problems and the bene-

fits which may result from it. The
foundation analyses made from soil

test data were tempered throughout
by carefully planned field observa-

tions to obtain the desired results.

In this instance, it is dear that a

satisfactory solution of the problem
would never have been possible

without the use of this flexible, two-
fold technique.

The soil conditions at Kitimat are

most complex and difficult and the

sysletnatic investigation of the.se

deposits lo the depths de.scribed is

a jol) of some magnitude and con-

sicierable interest. In particular, the

recovery of relalively uiidisi url)ed

samples of fine .sand and sill from
such depths is worthy of note on
account o/ the greal difficult ies in

such operai ions, and it is hoped
that the authors may be able lo give

some details of the procedures which

were u.sed. Some idea of the cost of

the soil explorai ion |)rogram in

lerms of lhe lotai capital cosi of the

.smelter plant would also be of value.

It would be of interest to liciir if

in-place lests were made in lhe finer-

grained soils wilh api)aratus such as

a penetrai ion cone lo dassify .soils
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according to consistency. In a co-

ordinated soil sampling and testing

prograni, the value of tlie results of

such in-place tests should inci-ease

rapidlj' with depth as they reduce
considerably the nuniber of "undis-

turbed" samples which miist be
recovered and tested in the labor-

atory.

The paper has described an in-

genious method of allowing for the

differential and total settlenients

which were predicted. This pre-

diction was based on a general

knowledge of the distribution of soil

deposits and the stresses to which
they would be subjected, and time-

consolidation curves obtained from
tests in the laboral ory. The actual

settlement which has taken place in

a typical location is shown in Fig. 98
(Settlement Gauge — Time Settle-

ment Curve), and the rapid primary
consolidation, which would be ex-

pected in a predominantly non-
cohesive soil, is apparent. At the

same time, the settlement curve
shows that secondary consolidation

is tending to continue at a more
rapid rate than is normally found
with compressible soils. It would be
most interesting to have the authors'

opinion on the cause of this pheno-
menon, and its possible effect on
future settlenients.

When a construction schedule
allows, the surcharge-fill methofl is

sometimes used to hasten the con-

solidation of soil beneath a building

site where settlenients are expected.

This method consists in placing a

surcharge of íill over that required in

the final design and leaving it in

place as long as possible. By this

means the subsoil is cousolidated at

an accelerated rate until the extra

fill is bulldozed oíf to make way for

construction. As a result, settlement

of the final structure is consider-

ably reduced. At Kitimat, one
would expect that this procedure
would be especially effective on
account of the rapid consolidation

of the soil and the absence of ap-
preciable rebound. However, it

would involve double handling of a
large volume of material and may
have been consiflered uneconomical
on that account.

The paper has demonstrated how
a difíicult foundation problem has
been dealt with by engineering judg-

ment of a high order. On account of

its general interest, particularly in

illustrating clearly the application

of the semi-empirical approach to

foundation problems, it is hoped
that it will lead to a subsec(uent

paper when the observations and
construction described have reached
an advanced stage.

G. G. Meyerhof, M.E.I.C

The authors have described an
interesting application of soil me-
clianics principies to the design and
construction of building founda-

tions on an extensive site.

On account of the variable nature

of the soil deposits, the observed
maxinumi differential settlement of

the foun<^lations was of the same
order as the average settlement,

althougli the well-compacted íill

acted as a raft, which decreased the

variation of settlement over the

site. Since the foundation move-
ments were comparatively large and
necessitated elaborate construction

procedures I wonder whether pre-

consolidatiou of the soil by placing

an additional lieight of fill which is

subsequently removed had been
considered. This procedure has been
econoniical in many cases and would
have been particularly suited to the

present soil conditions because the
authors found that about two-thirds

of the total consolidation due to the

weight of the íill occurred witliin

one month after placing the íill.

It would also be interesting to

know what settlement stresses, if

any, have been observed by the

strain gauges fixed to the steelwork
of the carbon paste plant for com-
parison with the writer's previous
measurements on a large steel-

framed building in London."*

J. F. Braun, M.E.I.C.'

The excellent paper on the foun-
dation design for the new smelter
plant of the Aluminum Company of

Canada Limited at Kitimat, will

remain of lasting interest to ali civil

engineers. It is a great contribution
to the general knowledge and appre-
ciation of soil and foundation condi-
tions likely to be encountered any-
where along the northern coast of

British Columbia. It constitutes
therefore a valuable source of refer-

ence for fovmdation engineers, in

connection with future industrial

developnients which undoubtedly
will take place in this region in due
course of time.

The authors have presented in a
clear and concise nianner and in

chronological sequence ali steps

taken, which were deemed essential

for the design and construction of a

'Supervising Engineer, Found.ation of
Canada Engineering Corporation Limited.

^G. G. Meyerhof "Some Recent Founda-
tion Research and its Application to Design".
Struct. Engr. (London), 1953, Vol. 31, p. 151.

'Superintendent, Ore Plants, Alimiinum
Company of Canada, Limited, Arvida, Que.

suitable subfoundation for the large

smelter buildings. The adoption of a

compacted fill foundation blanket
or pad as a base to support the build-

ings was a logical conclusion in

view of the widespread extent of the
building site, the existence of a 200
to 300 ft. deep underlaying strata of

moderately compressible material,

and the fact that a relatively deep
fill was required in any case, to pro-

vide a levei surface for the entire

group of smelter buiklings. On the
other hand, the use of cheap hy-

draulic fill, available at practically

no extra cost from the dredging
operations of the adjacent ships

cliannel, was equally well justiíied

for the relatively unimportant stor-

age area to the soutli of the potlines.

It has been pointed out that the

trucked-in fill was laid up in 6-inch

lifts and was compacted by mul-
tiple passes of 50-ton pneumatic
rollers, which incidentally were avail-

able from the Kenney dam project.

Althougli results obtained with this

equipment were excellent, other

means of compaction could have
been employed, such as the depth cr

surface vibro-flotation process, which
is particularly effective in loose,

granular material, such as was used

at Kitimat. This novel method how-
ever would not have prevented or

minimized predicted settlements of

the compacted íill, which settle-

ments are entirely due to the conso-

lidation of the underlaying strata of

compressible material; nor would it

have increased the bearing capacity

of the fill.

The knowledge that limited dif-

ferential settlements would occur

during and after erection of the

buildings was recognized, as far as

possible, in the design of the struc-

tures. Maximum flexibility was
therefore provided to prevent over-

stressing of individual structural

members and to avoid possible

future damage to the buildings. In

accordance with the foregoing re-

quirements, ali steel building frames

were designed on the basis of simple

beams or trusses supported on pin

connected columns. Calculations
made, indicate that stresses in-

duced by a differential settlement

of one inch across the building bents

are well within safe limits.

Furthermore, the design of the,

concrete substructure of the 1200-ft.

long potroom buildings was arranged

to permit making compensating ad-

justments in elevation at any time

prior to the erection of the steel

frames. Fig. 108 (page 1470, No-!

vember issue, Engineering Journal)

shows some of the details of the

construction used. It illustrates the
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iiidividual spread columii footings

of a potroom building.

The lovver ])recast curtaiii wall

paneis were set aiui shiinnied up to

])redetermined elevations on the

basis of forecast future settlements,

111 their respective locations, be-

tween the time of installation and
lhe target date of January 1955 at

which time the buildiugs are ex-

peeted to settle to levei position, at

originally designed elevations.

These paneis are provided with

projecting reinforcing rods, anchor-

iiig them into the subsequently

l)<)ured-in-place column pedestais.

Final adjustment was made at the

to]) of the column pedestais and
spandrel beams. This adjustment
heeame necessary to take care of the

adoption of a revised pattern of

settlement, aífecting both magni-
tude and rate of settlement, which
became apparent only after con-

struction had been under way for

ahout 2 months.

The careful scheduling and co-

ordination of pouring foundations,

agreed upon by the combined field

staff, after consultation with the

foundation experts, was of major
importance in minimizing the ad-

verse effects due to future differen-

tial movements on adjacent struc-

tural elements of the completed
Iniildings.

Our experience at Kitimat has
clearly demonstrated that, with the
free and close co-operation of the
foundation consultants, the struc-

f ural design engineers, and the con-

>truction staff in the field — the
complex problems of temporarily
yielding subfoundation can be dealt

with successfuUy.

The Authors

The extent of the discussion of the
paper is most gratifying to the
authors and it has served a very
liseful purpose in emphasizing the
essentials of the foundation problem
involved.

Mr. Peterson asks for further
•laboration on the reasons for the
iiscrepancy between the actual and
predicted settlements. It is es-

^entially due to the variation in the
subsoil conditions at the site. Even
with the advantages of "hind sight"
it is diíficult to see how a sufficiently

oxtensive program of subsoil ex-

ploration and laboratory testing
< <)uld have been undertaken within
lhe liuiitations of the construction
xhedule which would have per-
niitlcd the settlement pattern to be
liredicted to a degree of accuracy
that would have avoided field

adjustinents during construction.

Even greater diíficulties exist with
such deposits in forecasting the rate
of settlement. Moreover, even if the
rate of settlement had been more
accurately predicted the construc-
tion schedide precluded the u.se of

conventional procedures such as

preloading to increase the rate of

settlement.

As Mr. Peterson suggests the
settlement readmgs for the one
gauge shown in Fig. 10 do not permit
the magnitude of total and diflFer-

ential settlements to be positively

established. However, an analysis

of the complete settlement (lata

available now permits reasonably
accurate estimates to be made.

]\Ir. Peckover incjuires concerning
the sampling procedures used. Con-
ventional drilling and sampling
techniques and eciuipment were
employed and no great difíiculty

was encountered in securing sam-
ples. The major troubles were the
result of the isolated location and
diíficulties of acccss on the project

during the early stages of the
development. For these reasons the
drilling and sampling costs were
somewhat higher than average for

Canadian conditions. Data con-

cerning the actual cost of the

foundation investigation in terms
of the total cost of the smelter plant

are unfortunately not available at

this time.

In-place tests such as cone pene-
tration tests were not used in the

exploration program because in the

comparatively deep test holes re-

quired at the site they would have
seriously delayed the drilling and
sampling program.

I»cr Hall»

Mr. Pugh's paper on "The Kiti-

mat Harbour" is a fine report on en-

gineering and construction methods
vvhich have led to the successful

completiou of a large marine termi-

nal on the west coast.

Problems related to site investiga-

tions do not seem to have presented

anything of particular interest.

The design conditions would seem
to be about normal with the excej)-

tion of measures taken to ensure

drainage of the backfill to avoid ex-

'Vice-president, Foundation of Canada
Engineering Corporation, Montreal.

Mr. Peckover's conunenl con-
cerning what is "primary" and
what is "secondary" consolidation
in the time-settlement plot shown
in Figure 10 is of interest. Mis
inlerpretat ioii is similar lo our
own in the earlier stages of the
progress of settlement. However,
it is now evideni that ali of the
settlement shown in Figure 10 is

primary consolidation and the shape
of the curve is tlie result of the
comparatively rapid settlements in

the granular materiais at com-
paratively shallow de|)ths being
superimposed on lhe settlement
curve for the fíner grained soils at
greater depths.

Both Mr. Peckover and l)r.

Meyerhof raise the cjuestion of the
possibility of preconsolidating the
soil by use of a surcharge load. At
the sites of potlines 1 and 2 the
construction schedule was such that
this method was not practicable.

Moreover its cost would have
exceeded the cost of the field

adjustments employed to compen-
sate for the settlement. The method
however is being used to a limited

extent on certain áreas at the site of

potlines 3 and 4 and at specific

building sites in the dock area.

Regarding Dr. Meyerhof 's request
for information concerning the
settlement stresses measured to

date in the Carbon Paste Plant
steel frame significant data as yet
are not available. It apjiears how-
ever that in jac-king the frame out
of plump stresses were induced in

the frame which are being relieved

as the frame moves towards the

plump position.

cessive lateral pressure during the

falling tide. It is fcit that the six-

inch-diamcter weep holes Ihrough
the longitudinal walls may in time

become ineffective. However, the

12-inch drain in the transverse dia-

phragms which can be cleaned out

by mechanical nieans shoultl be
adequate to relieve excess hydro-
static pressure.

It is felt that a design stress for

reinforcing steel of 20,000 p.s.i. is

high for a structurc continuously ex-

posed to sea waler. It is common
practice to design for 12,000 to

15,000 p.s.i. under .such conditions

to avoid excessive cracking of the

concrete when the reinforcing steel

The Kitimat Harbour

by W. L. Pugli, M.E.I.C., Chief Engineer,

Aluminum Company of Canada Limited

The Engineering Journal, November 1954 issue, page 1451
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elongates under tension. However,
the relative proportion of steel and
concrete niay in this case have been
selected to justify the higher stress-

ing of reinforcing steel.

The launching method is partic-

ularly interesting in as much as the

method of bnilding the caissons on
the side in a temporary graving dock
is not comnionly used in North
America. In this case, where the

height of the caissons is considerably

greater than the width, it offers the

advantage of miich less water depth
for launching purposes.

From Mr. Pugh's paper it appears
that careful consideration was given

to other launching methods, involv-

ing the use of a small dry dock in

Prince Rupert from where the cais-

sons coukí be towed to Kitimat,

launcing from a rigid scow and
launching from launchways. These
methods were discarded for good
reasons in favour of the graving dock
method.

In this connection it might be
worth pointing out that in Europe
it is common practice to build cais-

sons on the side when the height is

greater than the width and such
caissons have been launched, either

from launchways or from graving
docks. In the case of a large port in

the Baltics a great number of con-

crete caissons were built on the side

on dry land and later launched by
dredging the supporting ground
away starting at the bottom end of

the caisson. In other instances, and
that is particularly where large

bridge piers are built by the caisson

method, it has been found economi-
cal to build the caisson in an up-
side-down position and overturn it

180 degrees at the site of the future

bridge pier.

Finally I should like to mention
that The Foundation Company of

Canada Limited has recently de-

veloped an entirely new method for

launching of large concrete cribs

which is being used successfully in

connection with construction of a

wharf section for National Harbour
Board in Montreal Harbour at the

present time. With this method a
portion of the first caisson is built

in dry dock, launched and covered

by a watertight deck. The remain-

ing caissons are then built on this

floating platform which is provided

with wing tanks just like a floating

dock to assure stability when flooded

sufficiently to float the cai-sson it has
supported during its construction.

This method facilitates the use of

sliding forms for caisson construc-

tion. High grade concrete surfaces

can be attained provided the opera-

tion of the sliding form and the

pouring of concrete is properly con-

trolled.

This method is essentially a re-

finement of the previously used
methods of launching from scows
but it is safer and more flexible and,

last but not least, it is the most
economical method of launching so

far devised. For this reason we be-

lieve it is likely to be commonly
adopted for marine caisson work in

the future and the method might
well be considered in connection
with future extensions to the Kiti-

mat wharf.

Dr. G. G, Meyerhof, M.E.I.CJ

The author has described an in-

teresting design and construction of

caissons for the terminal wharf.

In connection with the design of

the caissons, I wonder why a varia-

ble thickness of 6 to 8 inches has
been used for the central longitu-

dinal wall while a constant 8 in.

thickness was used for the internai

cross walls of similar span. More-
over for a water structure where
cracking and deterioration are to

be avoided, a working steel stress of

20,000 p.s.i. would seem to be
rather high, unless the sections have
been checked on the alternative as-

sumption that the concrete can
resist tensile stresses, and unless

such stresses are limited to say one
tenth of the compressive strength. I

wonder if this has been done in the
present design.

In the author's section dealing

with the foundation pressure and
blanket, he mentions that for the
submerged medium-dense sand with
an angle of internai friction of 30
degrees the ultimate bearing capa-
city given by Terzaghi's formula is

12,000 p.s.i. According to this for-

mula, however, the ultimate bearing
capacity of the 49-ft.-wide caisson

foundation on the surface of this

sand is of the order of 80,000 p.s.i.

This bearing capai ity provides there-

fore an adequate factor of safety
for the maximum toe pressure of

12,000 p.s.i. below the caissons so

that, as far as the bearing capacity
is concerned, there would have been
no need to provide a rock blanket
over the sand. Finally, it would be
interesting to know what founda-
tion movements, if any, were ob-
served for the caissons.

Charles Miller, M.E.I.C.»

Mr. Pugh and his associates are
to be congratulated on solving a
most difficult wharf problem. Fur-

'Supervising Engineer, Foundation of

Canada Engineering Corporation, Limited.

'Consulting Engineer, Montreal.

ther the operation of careening or

rotating the precast units into their

final position certainly was a re-

markable feature, which took fore-

sight and courage to do.

I was amazed at the size of the
units which were 250 ft. long, 45 ft.

wide, and 60 ft. high. This caisson is

larger than an ordinary canal boat.

The building of these in an artificial

basin and manoeuvering them into

place was also a difficult construc-
tion task.

Summing up, engineering history

has again been written, not only in

the huge aluminum development
and the expansion of Canada, but
in a new construction method of

building a huge terminal wharf.

D. H. Sharp, M.E.I.C

I was most interested to read Mr.
Pugh's paper, particularly is it of

interest to see how obstacles of tide

and location have been overcome on
the West Coast while we have been
busy with similar problems on the

East Coast.

I think the method of construc-

tion most ingenious and it certainly

appears to meet the needs of the

situation. The finished dock looks

like a workmanlike job and as Mr.
Pugh has pointed out was placed

very dose to the desired location.

I have some questions on design

and construction and they are as

follows

:

1. I note there was a very large

tide variaton, 22^/2 ft-, and tem-
porary dock facilities must have
been necessary but rather hard to

provide. Will the author please tell

US how these facilities were provided.

2. The location seems to be well

sheltered from three directions, but

quite vulnerable from the fourth

side, and the paper makes mention
of waves 7 ft. high. What loss of

time was suffered due to bad
weather on this account ?

3. We note that there is not any
toe on the land side of the caissons

and are rather surprised that this

was not added as it would have pro-

vided further stability.

4. We would inquire what typeof

bollard was used. This is of interest*

due to the high tide variation which

added to the variation of the draft

of the ships must lead to quite a

sharp angle on some of the mooring
ropes.

5. Again I am interested in the

type of fenders described and won-

der if there is any precedent for this

type on the West Coast.

'Project engineer, C. D. Howe Company
Limited, Montreal.
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6. The author nientions lhe de-

cision to use boulders instead of

18 in. stone. We wonder if there was

iiiiy trouble with these during

dredguig, or were they obtained

from beyond the dredged area.

7. Tlie author has called for quite

close tolerances wheii dragging the

gravei fiU below the caissons and
shown a picture of the equipment

above water. I would be interested

to know just how it was possible to

(lieck depth so closely and ain

rather surprised that weather con-

ditions permitted this work to be

(Ione to such close tolerances.

8. What is the length of the ship-

ping season ?

9. Can ships stay berthed during

rough winds and high seas ?

The Author

I would like to submit the follow-

ing comments regarding the ques-

tions raised in the discussions sub-

niitted on niy paper entitled "The
Kitimat Harbour":

—

Mr. Hall expresses some concern

regarding the possibility of the 6-in.-

dia. weep holes becoming clogged in

time. As explained in the paper, this

possibility does exist although it is

felt it is rather a remote possibility

with the porous rock and gravei

backfill. The most important weep
holes located along the caisson front

wall are alvvays accessible for clean-

ing at low tide.

Both Mr. Hall and Dr. ISIeyerhof

have questioned the use of a design

stress in the reinforcing steel of

-20,000 p.s.i. This stress does exist at

some locations and results from com-
bined bending and direct tension

stresses. Most of the steel, however,
is proportioned for a lower stress of

around 18,000 p.s.i. It is felt that

this is conservative as the designs

are based on theoretical fiU pressures

011 the walls. Actual pressure load-

ing on the walls from the rock and
gravei fill packed into the cell com-
partments probably is very much
íess than the theoretical loading, and
the danger of excessive cracking of

the concrete should be very small.

The concrete has not been consi-

dered as taking any tensilc stresses.

Dr. Meyerhof has questioned the

variable thickness of the caisson cell

walls. The thickness of each of the

tran.sverse diaphragm walls is 8
inches. This is the minimum thick-

ness specified for pouring a vertical

reinforced wall. The central longi-

tudinal wall was poured in a hori-

zontal position as a slab with a
mininuun thickness of 6 inches. The
greater thickness of the lower part
of this wall is rcquired for bending
stresses due to the pressure from the

water ballast during the careening

operation.

Dr. Meyerhof has also questioned

the ultimate bearing capacity of the

soil under the base of the caisson as

figured by the Terzaghi formula,

and the need for the rock blanket.

This formula is not based on a very

exact science and different authors

have different interpretations for the

bearing capacity factors or constants

in same. I assume that this is why
Dr. Meyerhof obtains a different

bearing value from that of the Con-

sulting engineers who made the

original design. Besides the distribu-

tion of the wharf load over the ori-

ginal sub-soil, the rock blanket pro-

vides a drainage path under the

caisson to prevent sand boils and

piping when the lide is ebbing. This

factor is an important design con-

siderai ion for such a slruclure ar-

rangement.

Mr. Sharp has raised several

questions concerning the design,

and I will answer these in the same
order :—

1. A temporary creosoted timber

pile wharf was built at the start of

construction and was located about

three-(|uarters of a mile south of the

permanent wharf. This wharf con-

struction is deseribed in the com-

panion paper "Design and Con-

struction of Kitimat Smelter" and

is located at point ".\." in Fig. 101

of this paper.

2. Waves with a maxinunn height

of 7 feet were specified as a design

condition and have occurred at

some time in the available historical

records. However, no waves of this

magnitude occurred at any time

during the construction period.

3. A too on the land side of the

caisson base slab would have addod
to the draf l of the caisson for launch-

ing and also the depth of the casting

basin. It was not needed to spread

the foundation loads as the base

pre-ssures are trapezoidal in shape

with the maxinuu)! pressure at lhe

edge of the toe slab on the water

side of lhe caisson.

4. The bollards used were 14-inch

horned bollards and are located

close to the face of the wharf. 'I'his

type of bollard has been used ex-

tcnsively in eastern harbours with

high tidal variations quite siiccess-

fully.

5. The floating fender syslem de-

seribed is used exlensively on the

West Coast, as well as at maiiy

olher eastern locations. It ojjcrates

quite succe.ssfuUy where tidal varia-

tions are large.

6. The boulders used in tiie fill

were not obtained near the wharf

site.

7. It was a very difficult task to

gel the crushed rock blanket under

the cai.sson leveled properly. This

was accomplished by the repealed

use of the .steel drag attached to the

dredge going over the area many
limes. 1 doubl that il was possible

to adliere too closely to the specified

tolerance of |)lus or minus .'5 inches.
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8. The port of Kitimat is open for

shipping the year round.

9. No difficulty has been experi-

enced so far in docking vessels at

the wharf due to weather condi-

tions. The ahgninent of the wharf is

in hne with the prevaihng winds
which are either up or down the

valley, depending on the season.

The high mountains on either side

of the valley prevent severe cross-

winds.

Dr. Meyerhof has expressed in-

terest in the settlement movements

John Kilgour, Jr.E.I.C.'"

I would like to offer my congratu-
lations to the Journal for the very
fine job that was done on the Alcan
Nechako-Kemano-Kitimat De-
velopment in the Noveniber issue.

I have read the paper entitled

"The Kenney Dam" by Harry
Jomini with great interest and could
not help comparing it with a similar

paper by D. J. Bleifuss and J. P.

Hawke ealled "Rock-Fill Dams —
Design and Construction Prob-
lems", which was presented at the

1953 convention of the American
Society of Civil Engineers.

I noticed that Fig. 9, on page
1394 of the Journal, "Sluicing

dumped rock-fiir' is similar to Fig.

15 in the Bleifuss and Hawke paper
entitled "Wrong way to sluice".

Bleifuss and Hawke say "The
streams, or better, jets (of sluicing

water) should . . . be directed to-

ward the face of the rock-fill slope,

never parallel to or down it".

In addition, I would like to object

to the use of the term "clay-íill" by
Mr. Jomini. The reasons for this

are as follows:

1. The maximum amount of clay

in the impervious core material was
30 percent while the minimum
amount of sand allowed was 50 per-

cent. This would place the material

in the range of a clay sand or a silty

sand.

2. Many people think that the

ideal impervious material for a dam
is clay. Nothing could be farther

from the truth and is especially not
so for sloping core rock fill dams.
In fact, it is doubtful that the slop-

ing core of Kenney Dam would
have been considered in design if

'"Soils Engineer, H. G. Acres & Co., Nia-

gara Falis, Ont.
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of the caissons, and I think this may
be of interest to others as well.

Settlement observations were made
of each corner of each caisson, as

well as the midpoints of the outside

longitudinal walls of each caisson.

The enclosed diagram illustrates the

envelope of the maximum and mini-

mum settlement readings, as well as

the rate of loading on the caissons.

The settlement of the water side of

the caissons was less in ali cases than

the backfiU side of the caisson.

the impervious core material had
been clay. Its low shear strength

would have made it unsuitable. It

is the sand that gives structural

strength to the Kenney Dam.
I think that the term "clay-fiir'

might be misleading to some people

who might some day have to look

for or consider impervious fill ma-
terial.

The Author

I would like to thank Mr. John
Kilgour, Jr., E.I.C., for his compli-

mentary remarks and to state that,

in writing the paper on the Kenney
Dam, I wrote it in such a manner as

to make it readily understood by the

layman as well as the technical

reader.

Mr. Kilgour makes a comparison
with a similar paper by Messrs. D.
J. Bleifuss and J. P. Hawke called

"Rockfilled Dams — Design and
Construction Problems" and notes

that Fig. 9 on page 1394 of the

Journal is similar to the illustration

in the Bleifuss and Hawke paper en-

titled "Wrong Way to Sluice" and
that streams, or, better, jets of

sluicing water should be directed

toward the face of the rockfill slope,

never parallel to or down it. I quite

agree with Mr. Kilgour's comments
and might say that shortly after

this picture was taken the operation

of sluicing the dumped rockfill was
changed. Large 4-in. hydraulic mo-
nitors were mounted on heavy, steel,

cantilevered beams which extended
out beyond the slope of the rockfill

some twenty-five feet or more and
the jets of sluicing water produced
by the monitors were directed back
towards the face of the rockfill slope

in order that the fines might be

washed into the voids between the

larger pieces of the fill rock. I might
say that the hydraulic giants were
ingeniously air-operated and could

be actuated at any angle vertically

or horizontally by the operator sta-

tioned at the monitor simply by
turning one of the two quick-acting

valves.

Mr. Kilgour, in addition, objects

to the use of our term "clay fill",

stating his reasons. Again, I agree

with Mr. Kilgour. However, as I

have pointed out that the article

was written for both the layman and
the technical man, I have included

thç word "clay fill" which was the

term used on construction by the

many men working on the project

to differentiate between it and the

other components in the dam con-

struction. I would ask Mr. Kilgour

if he could suggest a better term as

I know of none to describe succinctly

this particular mixture of clay and
sand.

The Editor invites discussion

on papers

appearing in the Journal
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Abstraets of Gurrent Literature

Abstracts of articles appearing

in current technical periodicals

MAN AND MACHINE BETWEEN ATMOSPHERE
AND SPACE

Heinz Haber, Aeroriautical Engineering Review, v. 13, n. 11, November 1954, pp. 56-61.

Since the beginning of flight our

vertical advances have been mea-
sured in feet above sea levei. Feet of

altitude are used in compiling data
of ceilings and altitude records of

aircraft. We must realize, however,
that in doing so we use an arithraetic

measure while traversing a zone

—

namely, the atmosphere—in which
the principal physical characteris-

tics—density and pressure of air

—

decrease in a geometric progression.

The region of the atmosphere
where its various functions for man
and machine begin to cease and
where space-equivalent conditions

are gradually approached is called

the "aeropau.se". The aeropause
encompasses approximately the re-

gion between the 10- and 120-inile

leveis; this region is equivalent with
the upper last 12 per cent of

atinospheric mass. We recognize

that present, and future, altitude

flights take place in the region of

the aeropau.se. During these flights,

the failing functions of the at-

mosphere must be replaced by
artificial means in order to enable
man and machine to operate at

these heights succes.sfully.

Further Profjress

Aiiy further progress in the
direction of greater altitudes can
only be made with the use of the
rocket engine. This type of engine,
however, consumes fuel at such high
rates that we are forced into adopt-
ing a radically ncw type of operation
of aircraft —that is, attaining a grcat
vclocity during a bricf pcriod of

powerful propulsion and following

through the rest of the trip by
coasting with dead engines. From
this principie it follows that the

maximum attainable altitude and
the duration of flight are dependent
upon the maximum velocity of the

rocket craft.

We must indeed expect that any
further progress into the aeropause
beyond the height reached in the

past will have to be accomplished in

coasting maneuvers because the

structure of the atmosphere appears
to be unsuitable for sustained flight.

Two Basic Conclusions

From an examination of certain

aerodynamic facts, and their inter-

related efíect, two conclusions are

reached

:

(1) For a long time to come
manned flight will be restricted to

the aeropause and will last between
3 to 6 minutes only. Upon approach-

ing a speed of 4.5 to .5 niiles per

.second, aviation will develop into

space flight in an extremely rapid

transition.

(2) We are about to enter a new
phase of operation of aircraft which

will lead into what can be called

.space flight for a limited j)eriod of

time. Once we have reached a speed

of about 1 mile per .second in

manned flights, the conditions to

which man and craft will be sub-

jected will not changc materially all

during the period when the speed of

airplanes increases to about 3 miles

per .second.

At heights above "25 to 28 miles

the atmospheric ozone no longer

attords prolection against ultra-

violet radiation from the sun. Buett-
ner has evaluated the hazard to

health from these radiations using

available data on the biological

eíFectiveness of ultraviolet rays and
on atmospheric ozone. His results

indicate that erythema of the skin

and damage to the eyes can be
expected to occur in the aeropause
10 to 50 times faster than at sea

levei. This means that an exposure

to solar radiation above the ozone
layer lasting a few minutes only will

have damaging effects. For this

reason, window materiais capable of

absorbing ultraviolet light must be
used in all vehicles designed to fly

in the aeropau.se.

Visual Problems

At greater altitudes visual prob-

lems arise because the diffuse

illumination proviíled by the light

of the sky becomes more and more
attenuated. These problems deserve

attention even though the exposure

is short, because degree and kind of

illumination inside and outside the

cockpit are of great importance for

the visual comfort of air crews.

Progre.ssing to greater altitudes,

the mimber of air molcciilcs above

the ob.servcr is gradually deploted,

and, as a consequence, the light of

the sky decreases. By the same
token, the pilot of a high-flying

aircraft is partially de])rive(l of lhe

diffu.se illumination providcd by the

light of the sky, and lie fiiids it in-

creasingly more difíicult to perfonn

vi.sual tasks such as reading in-

strumenls and orienlating hiniself

inside the cockpit. For this rea.son

it becomes neces.sary to obtain in-

formation concerning the attenua-

tion of the light of the sky at in-

creasing leveis of altitude.

Owing to the decrcasing l)righl-

ne.ss of the .sky with increasing
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altitudes, stars become visible dur-

ing the day. The observability of

stars at higher altitudes is of aero-

nautical interest insofar as celestial

objects other than the sun can be

used for purposes of celestial navi-

gation.

Discomfortable brightness con-

trasts will be encountered inside the

cabin of a high-flying ship where
sunlit patches will be seen adjacent

to deep shadows. Ow ing to the small

illumination afíorded by the light of

the sk,y, the interior of the cabin

will be rather dark, niaking orient-

ation inside the cockpit and the

reading of instruments difficult or

impossible.These conditions of light-

ing will j)roduce fatigue, strong

visual discomfort and glare.

Weightessness

If a rocket airplane, coasting with
dead engines, operates at extremely

high altitudes, little or no force will

be exerted on its occupants, since

the aerodynamic forces of lift and
drag gradually vanish in the aero-

pause. These niechanical conditions

result in the partial or entire loss of

weight on the part of the occupants.

It follows that the craft and its

occupants become weightless, as

soon as lift and drag vanish. We
then recognize that the coasting

One of the niany practical ap-
plications result ing froni pure re-

search in atomic energy was the
development of artificially produced
radioisotopes.

This article describes some of the

uses and benefits derived from the

inspection of steel castings by means
of a Gamma-Camera with an Iridi-

um 192 source, as employed at

Dominion Foundries and Steel Lim-
ited, Hamilton.

The Camera

The Camera is merely an elliptical

lead housing, e(juipped with a lead

door, which may be opened or closed

without hazard of exposure to the

operating personnel. The camera,
complete with source, weighs 36
pounds. The source is located in the

centre of the camera and exposure
may be made by simply opening the

door, which permits the gamma-
rays to be emitted at a 60° angle,

through the opening.

For panoramic set-ups: that is,

where a number of exposures are to

phase in the operation of aeropause

vehicles will be attended by a novel

factor of man's mechanical en-

vironment, namely, the phenom-
enon of weightlessness.

The experimental results on the

effects of weightlessness obtained so

far are based on a duration of this

state lasting up to 30 seconds. No
immediate conclusion can be drawn
as to its effects if the exposure is

prolonged to durations of 4 to 6

minutes. The observations made
during the short periods, however,

indicate that weightlessness occur-

ring during flights in the aeropause

will demand the attention of the

medicai research workers in the field

of aviation medicine and space

medicine.

The human problems of ílight in

the aeroj^ause—which constitutes

the frontiers of flight in the next

future—will differ from today's

problems only by degree. The only

exception is weightlessness, which
will be a novel experience for air

crews. Barring any undue surprise

in man's ability to live and perform
under conditions of weightlessness,

it appears that man will be ready to

fly in the regions between atmos-
phere and space as soon as the

engineer will furnish the machine
that can do the same.

be made simultaneously on difTerent

castings, which may be advanta-
geous from the production point of

view, the source may be projected

by remote control, through the door
opening, enabling the radiographer
to utilize, to the best advantage,
radiation throughout 360°, in ali

directions.

While other types of sources and
cameras are available, the advan-
tages of the type used lie in the
portability of the ecjuipment, the
ability of Iridium 192 to produce
radiographs of two per cent sensi-

tivity in steel sections of from V2"
to 23^" thick and the particular

type of radiation qualities emitted
by this source.

The half-life of Iridium 192 is ap-
proximately 70 days, which means
that it takes this period for the

amount of radiation emitted to be
reduced to one-half of its strength

at the start of the 70 day cycle.

After another 70 days, a further

reduction of one-half strength oc-

curs and so on.

No Risk to Operator's Health

With the type of radiation emit-

ted by Iridium 192, because of its

relatively low wavelength, as com-
pared to that of radium or eobalt 60
or "soft" radiation, high strength
sources may be used without jeop-

ardizing the health of the operating
personnel. Further, by using ini-

tially high strength sources, replace-

ments are not recjuired for several

months and the decline in radiation

output is compensated for simply by
increasing the time of exposure.

While the use of radiographio

examination of castings is now new,
radioactive isotopes offer certain ad-

vantages over the methods em-
ployed in the past, using x-rays or

gamma-rays produced by disin-

tegration of radium.
Since the advent of non-destruc-

tive testing in general and radio-

graphy in particular, it has been
possible to inspect each individual

piece of material more thoroughly

than was formerly possible by de-

structive testing and still place the

fuUy inspected part into service.

Another advantage lay in the fact

that flaws which would eventually

cause the failure of a part coukl be

detected prior to its being placed

into service; further, the flaw could

be frecjuently detected in an early

stage of production, thus saving

costly machining operations of ma-
terial destined for eventual rejection

and finally, in the foundry, to allow

for complete examination of pilot

castings and the study of effects of

individual improvements upon the

castings as a whole, until a perfect

pilot casting has been produced and
a major production run might be

started.

The Particular Advantages
as Against X-Rays

The particular advantages of iso-

topes as against x-rays are the low

initial investment, portability, low

maintenance costs and ease of opera-

tion. Compareci to radium, the ad-

vantages are the availability ot

sources stronger, and therefore faster,

than could be commercially possible

from the point of view of initial cost

and protective facilities with an

equivalent amount of radium, and
further, the diversity of the avail-

able isotopes, by far more suitable

for specific applications than ra-

dium; the sensitivity, in light alloys

or thin sections of steel with radium
is rather poor and the price of ra-

dium and protective shielding re-|

cjuired for an amount capable of;

radiography of heavy sections of

steel .such as 6"-8", would be com-|

mercially prohibitive.

PRACTICAL FOUNDRY APPLICATION OF RADIOISOTOPES

V. G. Belial, Canadian Metals, v. 17, n. 8, July, 1954, pp. 22-23.
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SUPERVISORY AND TECHNICAL PERSONNEL
E. T. Hart, SAE Journal, v. 62, n. 10, October, 1954, pp. 51-53.

Expaiuliiig iiiduslry is confronled

vvith a sliortago of inaiiagement and
technical personnel. Thcrc is nced

for an ever-increasing nuinber of

trainod men and an equally pressing

nced for extensive trainiiig of ali

runks of supervision.

Tvventy years ago, tlie foroinaii

was noL much troubled hy hudgets,

cost control, labor contnicts, eni-

ployee relations, and the like. Now
iic must be familiar witli, if not ex-

pert in, ali these subjects to do his

job effectively. Training him to

nieet these dcniands will make him
a bettcr foreman and pay ofT in a

helter rnnning organization.

Today 's job of devcloping a team
l)roaks down into four parts:

1. Selection of the niost aj)t,

talcnted and best snited man.
2. Training the man for the pecu-

liar skills needed.

3. Trying to improve the skills of

the man vvho was poorly se-

lected.

4. Following up to insure a man's
proper placement.

Where to Find Good Mcn

The findings and proper assign-

ment of men to take over super-

visory and technical positions is a

difficult task. Competent superin-

tendents don't walk in off the streets;

really effective foremen don't ap-

pear out of thin air. Yet they nmst
come from somewhere, and they do.

They come from ali over the place

—

from work benches, from the job

levei just below, from colleges, and
from other, sometimes rival, com-
panies.

The colleges are sujjplying person-

nel in ever-increasing inimbers. The
college recruiting prograni, now used

by practically ali large companies,
draws to incliislry the best of the
technical gradviates. l^hese men re-

spond to the offer of a good job, well

paid, with opporlnnities for ad-
vanceinent and get a Iraining pro-

gram to insure getting ahead. (ien-

eralities may not move lhe prosj)ec-

tive ongineer to join your organiza-
tioii, but specific plans for lhe future
Miay iiiduce him.
To retain promising supervisory

personnel you must show them the
ropes, demonstra te the opporlnnities
for advaricement . Tiiis is beiíig done
more or less succcssfully through
training programs.
The kind of training j)rogram de-

pends largely ou tlie size of the
Organization and the peculiarity of

replacement re(|uirenients. A small,

non-cxi)anding company, may liave

a fairly simple program. A small, ex-

panding company may have a more
complicated one, while a large Cor-

poration will reíjuire some sort of

program if they are not to be faced

with a problem when supervisory

einployees die, (|uit, or retire.

Should training be done by the

line organization or by sj)ecialists ?

Proponents for the line hold that

the man doing the job is best (juali-

fied to teach because he is familiar

with requirements. Those who be-

lieve specialists .should be u.sed,

think skill in applying eíficient test-

ing and training devices and proce-

dures is most important. Actually,

a combination of the two has been
found the best.

Type of Training

Should training be given on an
individual or group basis ? This de-

pends largely on company needs and
the objective of the training. Group
training can be efiective in di.s-

seminating information, traitiing in

human relations, explaitiing com-

f)any policy and the intricacies of

labor contracts. Ilere the specialist

can be u.sed to advantage. But in-

dividual training is iinj)ortant, too.

The .superior should take a hand and
.see to it that the man below him is

well trained. It is not enough lo sug-

gest available lecture cour.ses and
technical discussions; the super-

visor mu.st play an active j)art. It

isn't always done—sometimes it is

impossible—but the need is recog-

nizcd. As one expert puts it.

"1 think the sort of misj^oken aim

of ali of our group sui)ervisory train-

ing i)rograms is to get the super-

visor to carry out individual de-

velopment programs for the peoj)le

under him. That is true from toj) to

bottom of the organization".

Training Techni<|ii<'

In preparing men for advance-

ment, some organizations use indus-

trial p.sychologists to guide and

counsel those who supervise in the

bettcr understanding of the mcn
under their control. rnderstanding

why men react as they do helps the

foreman or .superintendeu t to handle

situations which might become tick-

lisli without that imderstanding.

Tliere is also need to understand the

individual and his |)articular situa-

tion. Even a good workinan is not

at his best when plagued with do-

jnestic trials or financial difficulties.

Playing the role of fainily coun.sellor
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is (lifHcult for a sujKTvisor, but lo

be aware of troubles is of inestimable

help in the iniprovenieiit of human
relations.

It is almost im|)ossihl(' lo acliieve

the desirable supervisor-subordiíiale

relationship if lhe gronj) is so large

that the su|)ervis<)r hardly knows
the men's names or their personal

idio.syncrasies. Employees work to-

gether better, know each other bet-

ter, and feel more intimately as-

.sociated with the company if they
consider themselves an imi)ortant

pari of a gronj), no matter how
small. 'I'liis .sense of bclongiiig is

ac(|uir('d better in small miils where
idetil ily is not lost

.

One company holds fortniglitly

meetings of supervi.sory personnel

on what is called "current events".

Emphasis is on labor relations. At
each meeting a diíferent group is

brought up to date and information

pas.ses by word of moulh.
Another company uses a module

conference plan. There are eight

.sections dealing with such topics as

personnel adminislration, job plan-

ning, job problem, and .so forth.

Sections may be used singly or in

combination. Specialists are used

for .some paris of the j)rogram, and
material is provided lo hei]) in the

conference.

Now in devclo|)menl is a program
in which supervisory persomiel make
up their own job i)rogranis, lisling

requirements of the job and out-

lining methods they think best

suited to achieve training in those

requirements. .\11 informal ion thus

derived will be pooled to help in

devcloping a successful program.

Rating a Training Program

To measnre the results of a train-

ing program, a factual rating can

be made of what supervisory and
technical peoplc are doing on their

jobs. Inslead of relying on sub-

jective opinion we can take a cold

look al such Ihings as:

What have our technical people

develoi)ed that is new ?

What have they done to im-

prove a produci and make money
onl of il ?

What have lliey done in llieir

design lo facililaic looling and

maiuifacluring processes ?

Of supervisory i)ersoinK-l wc can

ask such (luestions as:

Does he gel (|ualily and (|uaii-

tity ?

Is he running his deparl mcnl

eíficient ly ?

Wlial is his labor lurnover ?

What is his safcty record ?

Does he operai e williin his

budget ?
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Do his employees turn in sug-

gestions ?

How much scrap is made in

his departnient ?

What aboiít his use of tools and
processes ?

Does he know his people ?

Day by day there is news of some
new engineering enterprise that

brings the engineer in contact with

peoples of a much lower stage of

cultural development than that of

the western world. These contacts

throw a great responsibility on the
men who control these under-
takings. Too often the seed of much
labour or jjolitical trouble is sown
in the early days of a construction

job.

How far has the engineer any
responsibility for the results of

these contacts ? Legally, perhaps
none, but morally, much. Certainly

his self-interest demands that the

burden of this problem shall be
shouldered in addition to his profes-

sional duties.

The Tragedy of Expansion

The history of the spread of

civilised man over the many spar-

sely populated parts of the world
has not been devoid of tragedy and
the creation of many problems both
social and politicai. Those who have
foUowed the expansion of any of the

great colonising powers must at

times have been moved with the

deepest feelings of sympathy and
pity for the j)rimitive races which
have had the misfortune to lie in

the advancing path of the expand-
ing powers.

That this expansion brought hard-

ship and tragedy to those who stood

in the way of these more progressive

people is no new phenomenon. The
Assyrians and the Egyptians, the
Hittites and the Mitanni cared little

for the feelings of the early in-

habitants of Palestine. When the

Moguls invaded índia and the

Mongóis invaded China there was
little regard for the toiling masses of

those lands. It was only the need
of the conqueror that was of any
account.

Even today so-called civilised

peoples at times jjay but scant

regard for their less fortunate human
beings. It can be said, however,
that where the Christian rule of life

and behaviour is recognised as the

What is his grievance record;

how well handled ?
'

If a training program is aimed at

things of this nature then ali we
have to do is examine the perform-

ance to know whether or not we are

getting the job done.

desirable standard, there has grown
a recognition that however hard the

personal needs may press, those of

others must be respected. Needless
to say, this code of behaviour is not
attained by many, but at least it is

the goal for which the western
world in its imperfect way strives

to attain.

It is often said that ali the world
is known and that there is no more
to be discovered. This, in a broad
general way, may be true, but it

completely ignores the fact that
while the surface of the earth, from a
physical geographical point of view,

may be known, it has not yet been
explored.

Year by year the expansion of

civilisation is encroaching on these
undeveloped áreas. There is no part
of the world that is not witnessing
this taming and subjugation of the
marginal lands. In Austrália, in

Brazil and especially in Canada,
this drive of civilised man is eating
into the edges and even the heart of

áreas inhabited by a few backward
primitive people. Similar waves of

expansion have occurred in the
relatively near past. The history of

these make .sad reading in three
particular cases, viz., Tasmania,
Tierra dei Fuego and certain áreas
of arctic Canada. The sufíering

that these expansions of civilisation

brought to the native populations of

these places is a tragedy indeed.

Where are the aboriginal inhabitants
of Tasmania, the Ona and the

Yaghans of Tierra dei Fuego and 9

the llhalmiut of Canada ?
j

The Engineer's Problem? 1

What has ali this to do with the

engineer—especially the civil en- i

gineer ? At first sight there appears i

little connection between the prob-

1

lem of the preservation of some I

small primitive tribe of hunters and !

the work of the civil engineer. The
\

engineer is often, especially when it
j

comes to the development of un-
i

tamed lands by means of roads, and
dams and power stations, the first

to come into real contact with these

primitive people. He is the first to

do anything that in any important
way disturbs the balance of nature

and so to dislocate and often com-
pletely destroy the very foun-

dations of the life of local tribes.

Work, as understood by civilised

man, is something quite incompre-

hensible to these primitive people.
1

The food of the European and even

clothing itself can be a curse to their
i

hardy weather-exposed bodies. The
problem of the handling of these

people on the early impact with

civilisation must be .^olved by the

individuais concerned or the trag- '<

edies of the past will be reenacted I

in the future. It is not a problem for
j

governments only. By the time

:

governments, with their sluggish

and somewhat cumbersome mach-
inery, have been able to move, the

trouble has begun and the tragedy

is fast moving to its inevitable end.

The pioneering civil engineer can

at times be faced with this great

moral problem of the proper re-

lationship between himself and the

primitive. The proper solution of

his problem may well determine the

fate of a whole tribe or race, to say

nothing of the creation of future

politicai difficulties that may con-

ceivably nullify the value of ali his

skill and ali his labour. Every en-

gineer on work in the "outback"

dare not neglect relations with his

primitive neighbours.

ANNUAL MEETING

Toronto, Royai York Hotel, May 11, 12, 13, 1955

The program of the Annual Meeting appears

on pages 473-476 of this issue.

OUR PRIMITIVE NEIGHBOURS
rúiV Emjineerimi and Piihlic Worics Rei-ieir, v. 49, n. 579, Septeiuber 1954, p. 927.
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Notes of the Institute and Other Societies, Comments
and Correspondence, Elections and Transfers

Architects Versus Engineers

The relationship between the

work of architects and the work
lí engineers has been an interest-

mg subject for discussion, even

for dispute. The most recent

ilcvelopment in this íield has

'ãkcn place in Toronto. The On-
irio Association of Architects

lought a firm of Consulting engi-

(cr.s into court on charges of

olding theniselves out as archi-

' cts "contrary to the provisions

1 the architects' act".

The case was heard before

Magistrate Ehnore, and in his

^ood judgment the charges were
unfounded.

The Journal is pleased to be

ablc to present- hcrewith a copy
nf thf judge's ruling. Doubtless
'very member of the Institute will

find it of interest.

Toronto, Ontário,

Friday,

February 11, 1955,

2 o'clock p.m.

Judgment

The Magistrate: This case is a

charge against A. D. Margison
and As.sociates Limited, a Toronto
Corporation, alleging tliat they
did, (ku-ing a certain period, hold
theniselves, cr itself out as an
arcliitect, contrar\' to the pro-
visions of the Architects' Act of

1950 and aniendments thereto.

The Arclutects' Act provides
that every pcrson or corjioration

who, not being a member of the

Association, or having been a

member, and who has been sus-

pended, and so on, applies to it-

self the term "Architects," alone,

or in combination with anv other

term, or which holds itself out as

an architect, shall be guilty of an

offence.

The Act also provides that

nothing in this Act shall prevent,

or be deemed to prevent any
partnership, association or per-

sons or Corporation that is entitled

to. practise under its own name,

under the Professional Engineers'

Act, in accordance with the con-

ditions therein prescribed, from

performing architectural services

in the course of any work under-

taken, or proposed to be under-

takcn by such partnership, Cor-

poration or association, as pur-

suant to the Act.

The defcndant, it is conceded,

are entitled to practise \mder their

own name under the Professional

Engineers' Act. Under the Pro-

fessional Engineers' Act, it says

that a Professional engineer is a

pcrson who practises professional

enginecring.

Professional enginecring is de-

fined to mean the advising of, the

rcporting on, the designing of, the

supervision of the construction of,

among many other things, steel,

concrete, and reinforced concrete

structures.

I am of the opinion, in the light

of the evidence, that the defend-
ant here was asked to do, and did

so advise on—that is rather to in-

dicate that they were prepared to

advise on, on the designing of, to

report on the designing of, the

supervision of the construction of

a steel, concrete and reinforced

concrete structure; and that any-

thing they oífered to do, and work
that they would perform, though
the services would be architec-

tural, they would be work properly

undertaken or proposed to be

undertakcn by them as profes-

sional engineers.

I find that the accuscd did

undertake to do this work, or

offered to undertake this work as

engineers.

Reference was made to one of

the employees in the defendanfs

ofiice, making reference to his cer-

tificate as an architect. I do not

tliink I need go into that, but, if,

even though the word "architect"

seems very important in this case,

yet I think it was just an inci-

dent that reference was made to

that.

The accuseil, through their em-

l)loy made perfectly clear that as

l)rofessional engineers they were

prepared to undertake what they

intimated thcv would.

Cover Picture

An aerial view of Toronto taken froin tlic viciiiity of the Ilarbour

Comniissioncrs liuilding. The largo buildiíig on the extreme left is

lhe Royai York Hotel at which the 69th Annual General and Profes-

sional Meeting of the Institute will be held—May 11, 12, inõ,).

Canadian Pacific Raihnvj Vhoto.
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There was further mention made
of the fact that under one of the

clauses in the Act, that offering

to prepare the plans of over the

value of $10,000, for a fee, would
in itself constitute a holding out

that they vvere architects.

In view of the fact that profes-

sional engineers are taken right

out of the Act, with respect to

architectural services, undertaken
in the course of any work, by
them as an engineers, that section

would not have any bearing.

For these reasons the charge

must be dismissed.

CERTIFIED CORRECT
ísgd) A. Spitzer

OFFICIAL COURT REPÓRTER

Extension for Juniors

It vvill be of interest to ali

members, but of special interest

to Juniors, to know that at the

í^ebruary meeting of Council it

was agreed unanimously that the
time limits in by-law section nuni-
ber 9, which relates to Júnior
members, have been extended by
a period of two years.

This will mean that in the fu-

ture a person may remain in the

classiíication of Júnior for nine
years after graduation instead of

seven years and may transfer

then without jiayment of transfer

fee. Or he may remain as a Júnior
for ten years (instead of eight

years) and then transfer to Mem-
ber classification but with the
payment of a transfer fee.

This change has been made
possible by virtue of the by-Iaw
itself, which states "Council mav

extend the above limits if, in its

opinion, special circumstances

warrant such extension". The
special circumstances that apply

now are that Council is encour-

aged to believe that some satis-

factory form of confederation will

be established shortly, and that

it W'0uld be advisable to permit

Juniors to remain in their pres-

ent classification until confedera-

tion is realized.

This change in the regulations

should be advantageous to Juniors.

It will give them two years more
of training, with natural increases

in income before it becomes neces-

sary for them to pay out the sub-

stantial increase which is neces-

sary upon being transferred to

Member. Council is quite hope-

ful that this extension will be

welcomed by ali Juniors.

Life Members Meet
The Life Members in and

around Montreal lield a social

gathcring in the auditorium of

the Institute on Thursday, Feb-
ruary 17.

The Institute's new íilm Leon-
ardo da Vinci was shown for the
first time to an Institute audi-
ence. It was particularly appro-
priate that the Life Members
should be the first to see it, in

view of the fact that from their

own funds thev have contributed

$1,000 towards the $4,000 cost.

This very generous gesture has
been much appreciated by the
Council of the Institute.

The meeting assembled at six

o'clock and a light buffet supper
was served. This gave many of

the members an opportunity to

talk with old friends who, in

many instances, they had not
seen for a long time. Altogether

it was a very happy occasion.

In this issue of the Journal
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there are rcproductions of a few
jihotographs taken on this occa-

sion. Members in various parts

of Canada will see in these pic-

tures faces of several old friends

who, in the past, have rendered

a real service to the Institute.

Incidentally there is a scattering

of younger "fry", inasmuch as

some members of the executiva

of the Montreal branch were also

present.

Another pleasant feature of the
gathering was that Dr. D. M.
Stephens, the president of the In-
stitute, and Mrs. Stephens were in

the city and were able to partici-

pate in the meeting.

It was the general opinion of

the Life Members that the Leon-
ardo íilm was an outstanding
accomplishment, and they were
fully justified in assisting the
Council of the Institute in pur-
chasing it for showing before ali

the branches.

Distinguished Visitor

Sir Hugh Beaver, m.e.i.c, of

London, England, was a visitor to

Montreal on March 17. That
evening he delivered a paper be-

fore the Montreal Branch dealing

with air pollution, and at noon he
was guest of the Institute at a

luncheon, and in the evening the

guest of the Montreal Branch for

dinner.

Sir Hugh joincd the Institute as

a Member in 1937. He is not a

stranger to Canada, inasmuch as

he gets over here every four or

five years in connection with busi-

ness for his company. He is man-
aging director of Arthur Guinness'

Son & Co. Ltd.

In 1952 the City of London ex-

perienced a major disaster during

Sir Hugh Beaver, M.E.I.C.

which approximately four thousanc

people died from the results of aii

pollution. Shortly thereafter th(

United Kingdom Government- sei

up a committee to investigate thf

causes of such incidents, and tc

make recommendations of means

by which they might be avoided ir

the future. Sir Hugh was chosen as

chairman of that committee.

This year he was chosen as th(

Calvin W. Rice lecturer by th(

American Society of Mechanica
Engineers. He spoke before tha

organization at a special sessio)

dealing with air pollution, whicl

was held in New York in March.

Between that time and his visit t(

Montreal he has been in several

othcr cities including Detroit aml

Toronto. From Montreal he wenj

back to the United States where hi'

is making a further tour to stud^l

air pollution conditions in a num!

ber of cities.
|

Sir Hugh has been active in

number of organizations, includin;|
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A One Huiidred Year Old Engineer

J. o. Martineau of Quebec City, vice-president of the Kiifiincering Institute,
congratulates F. X. T. Berlinguet of Three Rivers <m his one hundredth
birthday.

the Institution of Civil Engineers,

the Institution of Chemical Engi-

neers. Last year he was chairman

(if tho British Institute of Manage-
ment.

He is a director of the Colo-

nial Development Corporation,

iovernor and honorary treasurer of

W ellington College, member of the

lUirt of governors of the London
School of Econoniics, and chair-

man of the Shoreditch Hackney &
Higlibury Housing Association.

For a long time he was a partner

in the firm of Sir Alexander Gibb
Partners, and some years ago

Idid a lot of work for that firm on
rhe harbour at Saint John, N.B.
I rom 1940 to 1945 he was director

general and comptroller general of

the Ministry of Works, and in

l!t46 and 1947 he was a member of

[,ord Rcigh's committee on New
fowns.

Fellowship Offered
The Canadian Good Roads As-

-Dciation announces that Armeo
I )rainage & Metal Products of

'anada, Ltd. has offered a fel-

iwship, valued at $2,000, for

iward bv the Association to assist

Canadian cngineer to take post-

laduate study at a university in

ic United States in any phase of

lííhway engineering, such as

iiistruction, highway and bridge
rsign, trafíic control, safety

-tudies or highway economics. The
:i ll()wship is tenable for one aca-
lomic session and preference will be
^ivcn to candidates wishing to

ittend courses of a type not avail-

ible at Canadian educational in-

^titutions.

.\lil)lications for the academic
-cssion 1955-56 should be submit-

• fl to the Canadian Good Roads
\ssociation, 270 MacLaren Street,

Utawa 4, on or bcfore May 15,
'••')"). Applicants should state their

..(\ marital status, educational
inalifications, experience in high-
\ay work, their special field of

iiterest in the highway engineering
•nterprises and the educational in-

stitution at which they would like

" undertake their studies.

Preference will be given to those
lio have had experience in high-
ay work and the award of the
llowship will be contingent upon

!ie candidate being eligible for ad-
mission to the course of his choicc.

\ candidate's intcntion to work in

anada will also be taken into

«•nsideration.

The members of the Institute

from coast to coast will be in-

terested to hear that one of tho

members of the Institute reached

his one hundredth birthday on

March 15. He is F. X. T. Ber-

linguet of Three Rivers.

Mr. Berlinguet is not only the

oldest member in the Instituto,

but he probably has been a cor-

porate member longer than any

person living today. Ho joined the

Institute as an Associate Member
in 1887. Ho has beon a Life Mem-
ber since 1931.

In rocognition of this important

event, a mes.sage was sent to Mr.
Berlinguet from tho Council of

the Institute, and Vice-President

.1. O. Martineau of Quebec City

wcnt to Three Rivors to partici-

pate in the coremonios.

The program starting out with

a special mass, was rcstricted to

tho family. with the exception of

a fow frionds, the Institute vice-

])resident, and a reprosont ative of

the Land Surveyors Association.

After mass a recei)tion was held

at the home of Dr. Lorne Ber-
linguet. Mr. Berlinguet Sr. was
able to participate in ali jiarts of

the ]irogram.

Many members will romombor
Mr. Berlinguet, who was present

at the annual meeting of tho Li-

stitutc in 1951. Ho attended a

great many of tho technical ses-

sions and was a hoad tal)lo guest

at the banquet.

Mr. Berlinguet was bom in Que-
l)oc City and studicd at Lavai
University. Ho \va- cniployod by

tho Federal ( loverninont on har-

bour woik in Quebec and in Three
R.i\(is, bccoming cliief cngineer

of pui)li(' works for tho di.^itrict.

In ali lio was with tho d(|)artment

for forty-six years.

Knginoeis everywhoro will join

in sctiding their congratulations

and their good wishes to this dis-

tinguishod mombor of the pro-

fession.

The accompanying i)liotograph

.shows vico-prosidont Martineau
grootiim Mf Hoiiinguet.
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St. Lawrence Seaway
and Power Project

Meeting in Washington

In line vvith continuing discus-

úom, Canadian and American
parties met in March in Washing-
ton to confer on the following

topics

:

1. Progress of the work on the

various sections of the Seaway.
2. Co-ordination of the work in

these sections.

3. Engineering data concerning

locks, booms and fenders.

4. Tc.lls.

5. Ground-breaking ceremonies

to be held at Massena, N.Y. and
at Cornwall, Ont., in early sum-
nier.

The Hon. Lionel Chevrier, presi-

dent of the St. Lawrence Seaway
Authority, was accompanicd by
Charles Gavsie, vice-president of

the Canadian authority. A. G.

Murphy, chief engineer, Lawrence
Burpee, assistant chief engineer,

and George Scott, economist of the

Dejiartment of Transport.

Hcading the U.S. group at the

meeting was Lewis G. Castle, ad-

ministrator of the St. Lawrence
Seaway Development Corporation

and Martin W. Oettershagen, the

doi)uty administrator.

Joiín R. Akin

Tohn R. Akin has been appointed

infoi'mation ofíicer for the Author-
ity. He will have lieadquarters at

Ottawa.
Mr. Akin, vvho was bom at

Montreal, graduated in 1938 from
McGill ITniversity with the degree

of bachelor of arts. He joined the

staff" of the Montreal Gazette
shortly thereafter and filled various

editorial positions, particularly in

the coverage of marine and busi-

ness news.

After service at sea as an officer

in the Royai Canadian Navy dur-

ing World War II he returned to

the Gazette and was assistant fi-

nancial editor when he joined the

Department of Public Relations of

In this section the Journal reviews

the news and progress of the St. Law-
rence project.

the Canadian Pacihc Railwav in

1946.

The same year he was trans-

ferred to New York as assistant

]uiblie relations officer for the com-
pany in the United States, and has

recently returned to Canada. While
in the United States he became
well known to financial, transporta-

tion and ti^avcl writers and editors

in New York, Chicago, Philadel-

phia, Washington and other cities.

Helping to tell the story of Can-
ada, her transiiortation and her

rapid development, he wrote nu-
merous articles for newspapers and
magazines, appeared on radio and
television programs in New -York
and delivered addresses on Cana-
dian transpoi-tation to various or-

ganizations.

Mr. Akin has a wide acquaint-

ance among editors and writers in

Canada from coast to coast, and
has travelled widely both in this

country and in the United States.

Donald H. Stevens

Donald H. Stevens has been ap-

pointed administration officer (con-

struction), with headciuarters at

Montreal.

Mr. Stevens will have imme-
idatre supervision over the several

divisional administration officers

throughout the Seaway construc-

tion.

A native of Halifax, N.S., Mr.
Stevens received his education at

Humberside Collegiate, Toronto,
and at Queens University. Prior to

joining the Seaway Authority he
scrved for 13 years with The Good-
year Tire and Rubber Company of

Canada, Ltd. at New Toronto, On-
tário. Engaged primarily in per-

«onnel administration and indus-

trial engineering he served in of-

ficial capacities as manager, super-

visionai training department; man-
ager, plant and wage efficiency and
manager, personnel division of

Goodyear, from which latter posi-

tion he comes to The St. Lawrence í

Seaway Authority.

Mr. Stevens has been active in

conununity activitics, having been
president of the Lions Club of

Oakville, chairman of the manage-
ment committee of Oakville-Tra-
falgar Memorial Hospital, presi-

dent of Halton County T. B. and
Health Association and chairman
of the Lakeshore Red Cross, cam- i)

piúgn committee.

Work Commences at Iroquoís

A^'ork began early in March on

the most westerly part of the St.

Lawrence Seaway to date with the

slash of a 24-ton buUdozer on the

upstream southwest side of Iro-

qiiois Point, just uj) river from

Irocjuols, Ontário.

The latest Iroquois Point work
is essentially part of the naviga-

tion system. This section is due for

completion November, 1957.

Parallel to the lock approaches
and the lock itself, which will con-

stitute the 6,000 foot Iroquois

Point work, runs the present Galop
Canal from Lock 25 at Iroquois up

to Locks 27 and 28 beyond Car-

dinal, Ontário.

Pentagon Construction Com-
pany, Ltd., who were awarded the

$6,470,000. lock and approaches

contract, established a small ad-

vance party at the site, under Ken-
iicth Mohun, engineer-in-charge.

Douglas Cameron is the resident

engineer representing the St. Law-
rence Seaway Authority on this

location.

With work in preliminary stages,

a black and white centre line stake

was driven in the primary buU-
dozer path and construction of a

haul road was started to enable the

earth dug up by the scrai)ers to be

stockpiled alongside the digging for

eventual use as fill for the old

Galop Canal and for low áreas

clsewhere.

Equi]iment working at the site

was not considerable as yet, for

brush must be cleared to accora-

modate more of it and as the cut

Icngthens more will be brought in

to juish forward the work. On hand

were two 24-ton bulldozers, four

12-cubic yard scrapers, and a two-

and-a-half yard power shovel was

being moved to the job by Penta-

gon. Trucks were also moving in.

Land clearing and other prepara-

fions were being made for the exca-

vation season.

The rock stnicture on Iroquois

Point—an artificial island made by

the construction through a penin-
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siila of the prcsent Galop Canal on

thc north side of the St. Lawrence
—is described by the contractor as

ilolomite limestone, charactcristic

nf the arca; and very hard, heavy
t artli has been encountered in the

ilifíííj'''^' along with iineven frozen

LiTound conditions. Excavation will

iio as deep as 90 feet in places as

i-cquired by the conformation of

the land.

The new lock to be built at Iro-

(luois Point will replace present

Incks 25 and 27 on the Galop
Canal and will be 30 feet deep
over the sills, 80 feet wide and 768

loct long. Approach channels will

be 27 feet in depth. These dimen-
íions are the same as thosc in the

U'elland Canal.

Excavation will be going on un-

til late this summer and then the

concretc work is due to commence.
This summer Pentagon will have
to build a coffer-dam at the up-
<tream end to protect their opera-

tion on the island point and in the

>ummer of 1957 will construct a

coffer-dam at the downstream end
tn enal)le thc lower approach to

l)c complcted.

Labour Agreement Reached for

Ontário Hydro's

St. Lawrence Project

Signing of a far-reaching labour
agreement c o v e r i n g Ontário
Hydro's share of the St. Lawrence
powcr jiroject was announced on
lanuary 27 by Dr. Richard L.

Ilearn, Ontário Hydro chairman,
and Cl. Russell Harvey, chairman
nf the Allied Construction Council,
A.F. of L. - T.L.C. Effcctive Jan-
uary 27, 1955, and applicable to

ali Ontário Hydro and contractors'

-taffs engaged on the Commission's
phase of the international power
project. the new agreement cover-
t(l wage rates, working conditions
and other bencfits.

In cffect, the agreement was an
(Xtension of the Allied Council
principie which proved so success-
tul at Hydro's Sir Adam Beck-
Niagara O.S. No. 2 project and
"thcr Commission developmcnts,
whciein a number of A.F. of L.
unions have negotiated with "onc
\(iic('" tlirough the Ontário Hydro
( 'iiiistruction Allied Council. For
ilic St. Lawrence power project, 17
inudus known as The Allied Con-
struction Council A.F. of L. -

IM..C. ísee list following) reached
ni agreement with The Labour
liclations Assoeiation St. Lawrence
l'oucr Project, representing On-
tário Hydro and its contractors.

Future contractors engaged by
Hydro on the project will becomc
members of Thc Labour Rclations
Assoeiation St. Lawrence Power
Project.

The joint announcement stated

tliat wage rates, working condi-
tions and other bencfits on the St.

Lawrence Hydro job would be
identical to those prevailing at

Xiagara. Ali of the 17 unions in-

cluded in thc new St. Lawrence
agreement are engaged on the
Niagara project.

Describing the settlement as ex-

tremely vital to the successful

completion of the Hydro part of

the St. Lawrence Power Project,

both Dr. Hearn and Mr. Harvey
expressed their satisfaction with
the agreement reached and with
the spirit of co-operation manifest
throughout the negotiations.

Allied Construction Council

A.F. of L. - T.L.C.

(St. Lawrence power project)

International Brotherhood of

Boilermakers, Iron Ship Builders,

Blacksmiths, Forgers and Helpers.

Bricklaycrs, Masons and Plas-

terers' International Union of

America.
Building Service Employecs' In-

ternational Union.
United Brotherhood of Carpen-

tcrs and Joincrs of America.

International Brotherhood of

Electrical Workers.
International Union of Operat-

ing Engineers.

International Assoeiation of Fire-

fighters.

Hotel and Restaurant Em-
ployecs and Bartenders' Interna-

tional Union.
International Assoeiation of

Bridge, Structural and Ornamenta!
Iron Workers.

International Hod C a r r i e r s,

Building and Common Labourcrs'

Union of America.

International Assoeiation of

Machinists.

Shcct Metal Workers' Interna-

tional Assoeiation.

Office Enijjloyees' International

I"nion.

Brotherhood of Painters. De-

corators a n d Paperhangers of

America.
Plastercrs and Cement Masons'

International Assoeiation of the

United States and Canada.

United Assoeiation of Joumey-
men and Apprentices of the

Plumbing and Pipefitting Tndustrv

of the United States and Canada.

International Brotherhood of

TeamVsters, Chauffcurs, Warehouse-
men and Helpers of America.

Four Drcdcing Contract» Awarded

Tlie St. Lawrence Seaway Au-
Ihority announced on March 18
the award of four dredging con-
tracts, covering Lake St. Louis
Channel and Lake St. Francis.

A])i)roximate total amount of ali

four contracts is $13.983,000. Ma-
rine Industries was the lowest bid-
der on the contract to di^edge Lake
St. Louis Channel which involvcs
(he 1'emoval of 3,800,000 cubic
yards of over-btu-den and 100,000
cubic vards of solid rocks. Its bid
was $8,219,000.

The second lowest bid, from
Canadian Dredgc and Dock Com-
pany Limited, Toronto, amounted
to .18,538,000 and the third lowest
bid, tendered by [NlcXamara Con-
struction Companv Ltd., Toronto,
totalled $9,242,000.

Thc Seaway engineers bcing
satisfied that the company is cap-
able of doing the work according
to speeifications anrl on schedule.
the Authority. with the approval
of the Treasury Boa rd, awarded
tliis contract to Marine Industries
Limited.

This contract includcs 10 inile«

of dredging from the easterly end
of the Beauharnois Canal to just

west of the Caughnawaga Indian
Reservation. This work must be
completed by Septcmber 30, 1958.

McNamara Construction Com-
pany Limited, Toronto, was the
lowest bidder on the contract to

dredge a channel in Lake St.

Francis at the approach to thc

Beauharnois Canal, which involvcs

the removal of 1.100.000 cubic

vards of sand. silt and clav. Its

bid was $682,000.

There wcre other bids as fol-

lows: The .1. P. Porter Companv
Limited. IMontreal, $715.000, Cana-
dian Dredge and Dork Com])anv
Limited, Toronto, $737.000, Ma-
rine Industries Limited, Montreal,
$759.000 and St. Lawrence Dredg-
ins Companv Limited. Montreal.
$880.000.

This contract was .awarded to

McX.Minar.a Construction Conijiany

Limited. It includcs thc drcdginc

of any material found abovc grade

betwecn the westerly limit of the

Beauharnois Power Canal and the

Qucbec-Ontario boundary.

M a r i n e Industries Limited.

Montreal, was the lowest bidder on

the contract to dredge part of the

Lake St. Francis Channel, at Lan-
castcr Bar, which involvcs the re-
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moval of 600,000 cubic yards of

sand, silt and clay. Its bid was
$384,000.

Other bids were made by Mc-
Namara Construction Company
Limited, Toronto, $402,000, Cana-
dian Dredge and Doek Company
Limited, Toronto, $414,000, the J.

P. Porter Company Limited, Mont-
real, $468,000 and St. Lawrence
Dredging Company Limited, Mont-
real, $750,000.

This contract, including the

dredging of any material found
above grade from the Quebec-On-
tario boundary to South Lancas-
ter, including Lancaster Bar, was
awarded to Marine Industries

Limited.

Canadian Dredge and Dock
Company Limited, Toronto, the

lowest bidder, was awarded the

contract to dredge over-burden to

form the Seaway Channel in Lake
St. Francis at the westerly half of

the lake which involves the re-

moval of 2,700,000 cubic yards of

over-burden. Its bid was $4,698,-

000.

The second lowest bid, from
Marine Industries Limited, Mont-
real, amounted to $5,022,000, and
the third lowest bid, tendered by
McNamara Construction Com-
pany Limited, Toronto, totalled

$5,616,000.

This contract includes some 10

miles of dredging of any material

found above grade scattered from

Fraser Point to the International

Boundary south of C o r n w a 1

1

Island.

Work on the three contracts for

Lake St. Francis is to be com-
pleted by June 30, 1958.

basis, assimilating such informa-
tion and applying it independent-
ly. He is thus placed in a position

to make contributions to the
development of engincering science

or its applications.

His education and training will

have been such that he will have
acquired a broad and general
appreciation of the engineering
Sciences as well as a thorough in-

sight into the special features of

his own branch. In due time he
will be able to give authoritative
technical advice, and to assume
responsibility for the direction of

imjiortant tasks in his branch.

Engineering Technician

An engineering technician is one
wlio can apply in a responsible

manner proven techniques which
are commonly understood by those

who are expert in a branch of

engineering, or those techniques
specially prescribed by profes-

sional engineers.

Under general professional engi-

neering direction, or following

established engineering techniques,

he is capable of carrying out

duties which may be found among
the list of examples set out be-

lo vv.

In carrying out many of these

duties, competent supervision of

the work of skilled craftsmen will

be necessary. The techniques em-
ployed demand acquired experi-

ence and knowledge of a particu-

lar branch of engineering, cora-

bined with the ability to work
out the details of a task in the

light of well-established practice.

An engineering technician re-

quires an education and training

sufficient to enable him to under-

stand the reasons for and pur-

poses of the operations for which
he is responsible.

The following duties are typical

of those carried out by engineer-

ing teohnicians:

Working on design and devel-

opment of engineering plant and
structures; erecting and commis-
sioning of engineering equipment
and structures; engincering

drawing; estimating, inspecting

and testing engineering con-

struction and equipment; use

of surveying Instruments; oper-

ating, maintaining and rcpair-

ing engineering machinery, plant

and engincering services and

locating dcfects therein; activ-

ities connected with research

and development, testing of

materiais and components and

s a 1 e s engineering, servicing

equipment, and advising con-

sumers.

Engineer and Technician
Almost since the beginning of

engineering there lias been a dis-

cussion of a proper definition of

an engineer and engineering. To-
day the interest in these deíinitions

seems to be increasing, and several

organizations are making a study

of it.

Believing that deíinitions as

approved by certain important

engineering conferences m i g h t

help many people in their think-

ing, the Journal publishes here-

with the two deíinitions which
were developed and adopted by
the European and United States

Engineers' Confercnce (EUSEC)
and were approved subsequently

by the Conference of Comraon-
wealth Engineering Institutions.

EUSEC is made up of repre-

sentatives from the íive sénior

engineering organizations in the

United States, the three sénior

Institutions in Great Britain, and
the sénior engineering organiza-

tions in each of the European
countries outside the Iron Cur-
tain.

Tlie Commonwcalth Conference
is made up of rcpresentatives of

national engineering organizations

in Great Britain, South Africa,

índia, New Zealand, Austrália and
Canada. The Engineering Insti-

tute of Canada is the Canadian
member.

It should be kept in mind that

in the older countries the tech-

nician is much more clearly de-

fined than he is in the United
States or Canada, and there are

more recognized means for his

training than there are on this

side of the water. In fact, in the

United Kingdom some of thc pro-

fessional institutions have drawn
up complete courses of training

and .standards of recognition for

technicians, in their particular

field of practice.

It is hoped that a wide distri-

bution of these deíinitions across

Canada will be interesting and
lielpful to those people who are

now contemplating these prob-
lems.

Here are the deíinitions:

Professional Engineers

A Professional engineer is com-
petent by virtue of his fundamen-
tal education and training to

apply the scientiíic method and
Outlook to the analysis and solu-

tion of engineering problems. He
is able to assume personal respon-
sibility for the development and
application of engineering science
and knowledge, notably in re-

search, designing, construction,
manuf acturing, superintending,
managing and in the education of

the engineer. His work is predom-
inantly intellectual and varied,
and not of a routine mental or
physical character. It requires the
exercise of original thought and
judgment and the ability to super-
vise the technical and administra-
tivc work of others.

His education will have been
such as to make him capable of

closely and continuously following
progress in his branch of engineer-
ing science by Consulting newly
published work on a world-wide
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69th

ANNUAL GENERAL
AND

PROFESSIONAL MEETING
OF

THE ENGINEERING INSTITUTE OF CANADA
AT THE

ROYAL YORK HOTEL, TORONTO

May Eleventh to Thirteenth, 1955

COMMITTEE

Chainnan CD. Carruthers

Vice-Chainnen J. G. Hall

M. W. Huggins

M. McMurray
W. H. Paterson

Secretary H. Fealdman

Treasurer L. F. Bresolin

I.tertainment H. I. Stricker Plant Visits W. E. Hickey

liance K. F. Tupper Publicily D. R. Abbey

Jnior Activities R, C. Norgrove Reception J. H. Ross

heting Arrangements T. Dembie Technical Papers E.R.Davis

'íuriel's Room" . . . D. O. Robinson, E. B. Jubien Transportation R. C. A. Pitlis

Ladies Mrs. C. D. Carruthers

REGISTRATION
Convention Floor

3:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. — May lOth

9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. — May llth-13tli

Members $5.00
Juniors $3.00 — Non-Members $6.00

Ladies, guests of the Institute, speakers, authors

cind students — complimentary.

^^MURIEL'S ROOM''
The hospitality of "Muriel" will be extended,
as usual, to ali registered members, ladies and
guests, thanks to the continued co-operation of

Canadian industry.

Registration Badges Must Be Worn

ATTENTION - MEMBERS!
PLEASE NOTE
Prices for meais include gratuities. Tickets

must be obtained in advance and reiunds

cannot be made less than three hours be-

/ore any function. Attendaace at social

functions will tax ali available accommo-
dation. Members are urged to indicate

their ticket requirements by completing

and mailing advance registration cards

well before the meeting. Tickets not paid for

will not be held after 4:00 p.m. on the day
of the function. To ensure admission to ali

social affairs send remittance for ali tickets

with advance registration whether from

out of town or not!

Ali times are Eastexn Daylight Saving.



*PROGRAM
Wednesday, May 11th

9:00 a.m. REGISTRATION
CONVENTION FLOOR

10:00 a.m. CONCERT HALL
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

2:00 p.m. CONCERT HALL
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN THE
DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE OF
HYDRAULIC TURBINES IN CANADA
R. S. Sproule, M.E.I.C.,

Manager, Hydraulic Division,

Dominion Engineering Works,
Montreal.

Private Dining Rooms Nos. 1-4

THE JETAIRE CIRCUIT BREAKER

J. P. Skillen and D. H. McKeough,
Engineers,
Canadian Westinghouse Company
Limited, Hamilton, Ont.

Parlour C
THE DESIGN OF
COMPRESSED BEAMS
D. T. Wright, Professor,

Department oí Civil Engineering,
Queen's University, Kingston.

3:00 p.m. CONCERT HALL
NLAGARA RIVER REMEDIAI
WORKS
Otto Holden, M.E.I.C.,

Chiei Engineer,
Hydro Electric Power Commission
oí Ontário, Toronto

Private Dining Rooms Nos. 1-4

POWER TRANSMISSION BY
UNDERGROUND CABLES
L. G. Brazier, Research Department,
British Insulated Callender's
Cables Ltd., London, England.

Private Dining Room No. 10

FROM FIRESTICKS TO
JET ENGINES

J. M. F. Vickers, Professor,

Department oí Mechanical
Engineering,
University of Toronto, Toronto.

Parlour C
SILICONES IN INDUSTRY
D. C. R. MiUer, M.E.I.C.,

General Manager,
Dow Corning Silicones Limited,

Toronto.

4:00 p.m. CONCERT HALL
PRECIPITATION AND RELATED
FACTS RE HURRICANE HAZEL
Ronald Clinch,
H. G. Acres & Company,
Niagara Falis, Ont.

Private Dining Rooms Nos. 1-4

DEVELOPMENT AND OPERATING
EXPERIENCE WITH GAS TURBINE

Paul J. Lusser, M.E.I.C., Manager,
Brown Boveri (Canada) Limited,

Calgary, Alta.

Parlour C
FATIGUE LIFE OF STEEL I-BEAMÍ
AT NORMAL AND SUB-ZERO
TEMPERATURES
G. Welter, Head, and
J. P. I. Dubuc, Jr.E.I.C,

Associate Professor,

Strength oí Materials Department,
Ecole Polytechnique, Montreal.

Toronto Stock Exchange —
234 Bay Street, Toronto

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT AT
TORONTO STOCK EXCHANGE
E. L. Schmidt, Vice-President,

The Teleregister Corporation,
Stamlord, Conn.
(This paper will be followed by a
demonstration oí the equipment in

action.)

6:30 p.m. RECEPTION
CONCERT HALL

7:00 p.m. DINNER
BANQUET HALL - $4.00 per perso

Chairman: M. W. Huggins, M.E.I.C.

Chairman,
Toronto Branch.

Speaker: Dr. D. M. Stephens,
M.E.I.C, President,

The Engineering
Institute of Canada.

(Dress Informal)

* Snbject to minoi changes.



Thursday, May 12th

1:00 a.m. BANQUET HALL
ECONOMIC ADVA1>ÍTAGES OF
HYDRAULIC MODELS
J. B. Bryce, M.E.I.C.,

Hydraulic Engineer,
Hydro EUectric Power Commission
of Ontário, Toronto.

Private Dimng Room No. 9

POSSIBILITY OF COMPLETE
SOLAR KEATING IN CANADIAN
HOUSES
F. C. Hooper, Professor,

Department of Mechanical
Engineering,
University of Toronto, Toronto.

Private Dining Room No. 10
AUTOMATIC ELECTRODE BOILERS
FOR THE IRON ORE COMPANY
OF CANADA
M. Eaton, M.E.I.C.,

Chief Electrical Engineer,
Shawinigan Chemicals Limited,
Shawinigan Falis, P.Q.

1:00 a.m. BANQUET HALL
THE INTAKE FOR SIR ADAM BECK
GENERATING STATION No. 2
O. E. Johnston, M.E.I.C., and
D. G. Harkness, Engineers,
Hydro Electric Power Commission
of Ontário, Toronto.

Private Dining Room No. 9
TOMORROWS EDUCATIONAL
CRISIS
G. E. Hall, President,
University of Western Ontário,
London, Ont.

Private Dining Room No. 10
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT IN
LARGE TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
Clayton Glenn,
Engineering Department,
Trans-Canada Airlines, Montreal.

Private Dining Rooms Nos. 1-3

CUTTING CONSTRUCTION COSTS
WITH MODERN TECHNIQUES
W. Sefton, M.E.I.C.,

U Chiei Engineer,
B W. V. Zinn & Associates Limited,
" Toronto,

1:00 a.m. BANQUET HALL
POWER DEVELOPMENT ON THE
NIAGARA RIVER
R. L. Heam, M.E.I.C., Chairman,
Hydro Electric Power Commission
of Ontário, Toronto.

Private Dining Room No. 9

WATER POLLUTION - A PROBLEM
OF GROWTH AND INDUSTRIAL
EXPANSION
A. E. Berry, M.E.I.C., Director,
Sanitary Engineering Division,
Ontário Department of Health,
Toronto.

Private Dining Room No. 10

NEWER TYPES OF MAGNETIC
AMPLIFIERS
R. R. Jackson,
Radio and Electrical Engineering
Division,

National Research Council, Ottawa.

Private Dining Rooms Nos. 1-3

THE PART HELICOPTERS ARE
TAKING IN ENGINEERING AND
CONSTRUCTION DEVELOPMENT
IN CANADA
W. H. D. Hanchet, Jr.E.I.C,

Canadian Pratt and Whitney
Company, Montreail.

1:45 p.m. PLANT VISITS
Ontário Hydro Models of Niagara
and St. Lawrence River Power
Developments,
Ishngton — $1.50 per person.

Orenda Engine êind Aircraft plants,

A. V. Roe Canada Limited,

Malton — $1.50 per person.

Ford Motor Company Plant,

Oakville — $1.50 per person.

6:30 p.m. ASSOCIATION OF CONSULTING
ENGINEERS OF CANADA
ANNUAL DINNER

Roof Garden
Chairman: E. A. Cross, M.E.I.C.
Speaker: Rt. Hon. C. D. Howe,

Hon. M.E.LC.

(Tickets obtainable from Association)

9:00 p.m. SPECIAL ENTERTAINMENT
Private Dining Room No. 9

Film — Leonardo da Vinci.

Private Dining Room No. 10

Colour Photography,

Parlonr A
HiFi Recordings at their Best.

HOTEL ACCOMMODATION AND TRANSPORTATION
The Royai Ycrk is the headquarters botei and ali meetings and functlons will take place there unless noted othervrlBe. Ad-

ditional room accommodation has been arranged for at The Barclay and Walker Houee boteis nearby.
Room reservations at the Royai York cannot be assured unless received one week or more in advance. You are urged to make

tequests for room reservations as soon as pcesible eSiei receipt of this notice. H you are coming alone it will almost certainly be
necessary for you to share a twin-bedded double room. It ia desirable therefore that sharing arrangements be worked out in advance
and indicated on the application for reservations.

Ali requests for reservations should be addressed to:

—

The General Secretary, The Engineering Institute of Canada-
2050 Mansfield Street, Montreal 2, Cue.

Reduced conveniion fares have been authorized for rail travei in Canada. A special fare certiíicate wrill be mailed to you fiom
headquarters if requested on your registration card. This entitles you and members of your family to round-lrip ticketa at one and
one-half times the one-way fare plus hventy-five cents.

Trans-Canada Air Lines have convention rates for parties of ten or more. Your local T.C. A. agent will gladly aupply detaila.

No matter how you travei, be sure to make your reservations now to avoid disappointment.



Friday, May 13th

9:00 a.m. BANQUET HALL
CANADA'S OIL AND GAS
PRODUCING INDUSTRY
G. M. Furnival, M.E.I.C.,

Vice-President,

The Califórnia Standard Company,
Calgary, Alta.

Private Dining Room No. 9

GROUND WATER PROBLEMS IN
SOUTH WESTERN ONTÁRIO
W. M. Walkinshaw, M.E.I.C,
Professor,

Department of Civil Engineering,
University of Toronto, Toronto.

Private Dining Room No. 10

LOW FREQUENCY COMMUNICA-
TIONS AND ENGINEERING
R. S. Thain,
Defence Research Board, Ottawa.

10:00 a.m. BANQUET HALL
POSSIBUITIES OF GENERATING
ATOMIC ELECTRIC POWER AT
COMPETITIVE RATES
W. B. Lewis, Vice-President,

Research & Development,
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited,

Chalk River, Ont.

Private Dining Room No. 9

A COMPLETE SANITATION
PROGRAM FOR METROPOUTAN
TORONTO
L. B. Allan, M.E.I.C,
Commissioner of Works and Roads,
Municipality of Metropolitan Toronto.

Private Dining Room No. 10

RADAR ECHOES FROM AURORA
AND THE USE OF DOPPLER
TECHNIQUES
A. G. McNamara, Physicist,

Radio and Electrical Engineering
Division, National Research Council,
Ottawa.

11:00 a.m. BANQUET HALL
NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN THE
CANADIAN MINING FIELDS
H. R. Rice, Professor,

Department of Mining Engineering,
University of Toronto, Toronto.

Private Dining Room No. 9

PROBLEMS IN CONSTRUCTION
IN THE FAR NORTH
Squadron Leader
H. D. Monteith, Jr.E.I.C,

R.C.A.F. Headquarters, Ottawa.

Private Dining Room No. 10

PHOTOELASTICriY FOR DESIGN
IMPROVEMENT
I. W. Smith, Assistant Professor,

Department of Mechanical
Engineering,
University of Toronto, Toronto.

2:00 p.m. BANQUET HALL
MANAGEMENT —
A PANEL DISCUSSION
Chairman, T. R. McLagan, M.E.I.C,
President,

Canada Steamship Lines, Montreal.

3:30 p.m. BANQUET HALL
THE TRAFnC PROBLEM IN
CANADIAN CITIES —
A PANEL DISCUSSION
Chairman, W. E. P. Duncan, M.E.I.C,

General Manager,
Toronto Transit Commission,
Toronto.

6:30 p.m. RECEPTZON - BALL ROOM
7:15 p.m. THE ANNUAL BANQUET

CONCERT HALL - $5.50 per perao:

(including dance

Chairman: Dr. D. M. Stephens,
President of The Institute.

Speaker: Dr. F. K. Hare, McGill Uni
versity.

Presentation of Medals and prizes anc

introduction of the new president, Dr
R. E. Heartz and new members o
Covincil.

9:00 p.m. ANNUAL DANCE
BALL ROOM -

(Dress optional).

$2.50 per person
(dance only)

RECEPTION
There will be an informal reception after the banque
when members and guests may meet the incominç
cind retiring presidents, the Chairman of the Toronlc

Branch, and their wives.
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''LADIES' PROGRAM
Moming coffee: 10:00 a.m. daily — The Palm Court ,i

Wednesday May llth, 3:00 p.m. "May Frolics"

Fashion Show and Tea

Entertainment
Simpson's Arcadian Court — $1.50 per person.

Thursday, May 12th, 1:45 p.m. - Plant visits with men
(Other entertainment can be arranged if desired)

Friday, May 13th, 11:00 a.m. - Bus Trip and Luncheott
Guúd of AU Arts — $2.75 per person.

* Separate Ladiea' Proffxam wilI be available at meetinff.



The Branches Entertain

The President

Sudbury. (Top) Meeting with branch executives, Sudbury, Saiilt

Ste. Marie, Nipissing and Upper Ottawa. Left to right, T. C. Robert-
Ison, G. L. Hood, E. A. Watson, A. D. Finlavson, W. D. Adams, H. M.
iWhittles, E. K. Eaton, T. L. B. Ilamlin, W. J. Ripley, A. M. Wilson,
iPeter E. Seniler, W. S. Black, L. T. Lane, President Stephens, F. A.
jOrange, Kelvin Sproule. (Right) The president visits R. D. Parker,
vice-president and general manager, International Nickel Company
i>f Canada.

( ;hatham. Three photos in right-hand column. The first: Mayor A.
E. Stirling calls on the president. In the second picture, aniong
jothers, Hugo B. R. Craig, W. J. Fletcher, H. C. McMordie. The
third, a general view of the meeting from the head table.

Belleville. Two pictures below, from left to right: Mrs. J. Both, Mrs.
C. R. Whittemore, D. A. Lamont, Mrs. A. O. Drysdale, D. M. Ste-
phens, A. O. Drysdale; Mrs. Stephens, J. Both, Mrs. S. Sillitoe,
Mrs. D. A. Lamont, C. R. Whittemore, Mrs. Lillian Robertson.



Toronto

Toronto

(on this page)

Top left, a visit to the president of tlie llniversity, l)r.

Sidney Smith, on the left, and Toronto Branch (^hairnian
Mark Hu^^ins on the rifiht.

Top right. Dinner with the exeeiítive. — Heacl table, left to

right: Frederick Alport, OrilUa, President Stephens, M . W.
Huggins, and Sir Claude Gibb, chairman and managing
director, K. C. 1'arsons ainl Co. Ltd., England.

Lower left. The general nieeting. Several familiar faces in
this groiip, incltiding Mr. and Mrs. K. F. Tupper anil
Mr. anti Vlrs. Stewart Wilson.

Lower right. Signs of Confederation. The president talks
it over with J. Herbert Smith at liart lioiíse.

Hamilton

(top of opposite page)

Left hand column. Frank E. Milne, the chairman of the
Hamilton Branch, President Stephens, an«l H. D. I)avis<m,
Niagara Falis.

The president presents the Hamilton Branch Students and
Jnnior's first prize to F. S. Gne, Jr.E.LC.

Right hand coliiniii. Ahoiil 200 members tiirned oiit to

hear lhe president.

Hinner wilh the branch executives, Hamilton, Niagsra
Peninsnla and Kitchener. Left to right: Mrs. Stephens, the
president, Frank Milne, Mrs. and Mr. W. A. Ví heten,
Mrs. and Mr. Cw. R. Henderson, .James A. Vance.

Lakehead

(bottom of opposite page)

First row . The head table for the branch dinner meeting,
left to right : Lloyd B.Walker, Mrs. G. S. Halter, Mrs.Walker,
D. B. McKilIop, Mrs. Stephens, F. E. Ayers, President
Stephens, Mrs. Ayers, S. Halter, and Mrs. McKilIop.

Bottom left. At the Lakehead Technical Institnte, Harold
S. Braun, principal, President Stephens, Frank E. Ayers,
and W. Donald McKjnnon, teacher at the Lakehead
Technical Institnte, and meniber of the Branch executive.

Bottom right. The president visits a sénior, .J. Antonisen
(centre). On the left, the chairman of the Branch.
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Montreal

(on this and thc (jppo.siíe page)

Left column, below. Visiting McGill University. In first

group, C. K. Frost, li. L. Wright, the presi<lent, Wni. F.

Hayes, E.I.C. studenl prize winner; Dean Janiieson, and
I. R. Tait. Second. The president presents the E.I.C.
student prize to William F. Hayes. Third. Left to right,
Dr. Cyril James, prineipal and vice-chancellor, President
Stephens, Dr. I. R. Tait, Institute vice-president, and
Clifford E. Frost, chairman, Montreal Branch.

Right colnmn, below. First picture. The president visits

the University of Montreal. Left to right, the president,
I. R. Tait, C. R. Frost, Leon Lortie, Mgr. Olivier Maurault,
the rector. Second. The President presents E.I.C. prize to
.Jean Guay at F^cole Pol> techniqiie. Dean Candefroy at
right. Third. The president calls on MontreaPs mayor.
Left to right. Paul Pelletier, M.PZ.l.C, city councillor, the
president, His Worship Mayor .Jean Drapeaii, and Dr. Tait.

On the opposite page. The Montreal Branch annual ban-<
qiict and dance. Some of the head table giiests are showii:

in the íirst fonr pietures. Left to right: Vice-Presidenti

I. R. Tait, Mrs. Gray-Donald, George Demers, president of

the Corporation of Professional Engineers of Quebec, Mrs.'

C. E. Frost, President D. M. Stephens, Chairman Clifford E.

Frost, Mrs. Stephens, Mrs. Demers, E. D. Gray-Donald,
R. L. Dunsmore, Mrs. Austin Wright, Mrs. Gaetan Du-
charme, Gaston Masse, chairman of the Sherbrooke
Branch; Henri Gaudefroy, dean of engineering, Ecole

Polytechnique, Mrs. J. B. Stirling, R. E. Janiieson, dean<

of engineering, McGill; and Mrs. Gaetan Ducharme. The'

fifth picture. At this table are Mr. and Mrs. K. E. Ileartz,,

Mr. and Mrs. Norman Coke, Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Ross, and
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Jubien.



St. .Maiirice >allcy

(below)

At a St. Maiirice \allf\ itraiich iin'<'l-

inp altfiKled li> l\w > irf-prosuJoii I

.

I. I{. Tait, aiul lhe ««-lUTal s«'íT«'tar\

.

Left to risht: C. M. Williams. .|. Õ.
Kellv, I). M. McKim. C. W. Koii v. J.

K. Sliirphy, L. A. l*allison. I.. \.

Roltillard, K. K. Coppiíi^, A. T. I"ar-

mtT, ,J. W . Koroz, J. l . Moreaii. \\ . I{.

M. Wood. T. <;. Kdfí. MOl rh. I. I{. I ail.

.1. CorhouM, K. K. M.M.illoii.



The Life Members at Montreal hoUÍ a nieeting. In the picture
above are Mrs. I. K. Tail, Mr. and iVlrs. Howard W. Fairlie,

Georpe K. Templeman, V.. D. Gray-Donald, and others. 1'pper
left. Left lo right: F. P. Shearwood, Professor and Mrs. K. DeL.
French, and Mr. and Mrs. Iluet Massiie in the background.
Lower left. Left to right : J. C. Kenip and daiighter, and l)r. P. L.

Pratley.

Scientists iii the U.S. Laboiír Force

Under this hcadins the Engineer's

Joint CounoiTs Newsletter of

March 14 presents some informa-
tion vvhich will be of particular

significance to Canadians. It is the

experience that the situation in the

United States in many tliings is

very close to the same conditions

in Canada. Here are starthng fig-

ures and statements:

In its Fourth Annual Rcport, for

the year ending June 30, 1954, the

National Science Foundation pres-

ents some alarming statistics.

Graphically illustrating the grow-
ing development of a technological

society are the figures on tlie nuni-
ber of scientific ;ind teclinical

workers in the U.S. hibnr force.

Since 1870, the nuniber of scientific

and technicid emnloved lias in-

creascd from 1 in 1000 to 1 in every
60 individuais. Another indication

of the trend is seen in the clianging

ratio of farm to nonfai'in workers
in the labor force. In 1820, about
72 ])cr cent vvere classified as agri-

cultural workers; by 1950, Icss

than 12 per cent were so classified.

To support a technological econ-

omy, 4631 doctoral dcgree< in

science were granted by American
universitiçs in 1953, as contra.sted

with 102 in 1900. This increase,

however, conceals a seiúous los.-^

that occurred during 1942-49, the
low |)oint being rcached at 833 in

1945. The decreasing number of

bachelors' degrees awardcd in

science, and lower undergiaduatc
enrollments, will be followed l)y a

smaller number of doctorates for

the next few years, or until the
youth of the higher birthrate years
of the forties appear in the grad-
uate schools. There is no present
indication that the 1942-49 loss

will be made up.

While high school enrollments
go steadily upward, the proportion
(if collegc graduates who qualify
ti) teach high school science and
mathematics continues to decrease.

Petween 1950 and 1954, the total

number of college graduates meet-
ing certification requirements to

teach in high school di'opped 42 per

cent, and the numbei- qualificd to

teach mathematics and science

dropped 51 and 56 per cent respec-

tively. Of this number. many
actually find cinpl()ymL'nt in uthcr

lields. A i'ecent study showed that

only 40 |)er cent of the 1953 col-

lege graduates qualified to teach

science and mathematics were

teaching in November of that year.

Out of the relativelv small group
1)1' high school students graduat-

ing in the upper quarter of their

classes, about 47 per cent fail to

continue formal education, and an-

other 13 per cent drop out beforc

complcting college. Thus, about 6C

lier cent of the group with the

greatest potential for leadership in

ali fields (including science) dc

not receive a college education, anc

only 2 per cent of ali graduates. oi

one quarter of 1 per cent of th(

total age grou]"), continue thei'

education through the Ph.D. levei

The report deals also with vari

ous current aspects of Americai

science and describes what the Na
tional Science Foundation has ac

complished and what program
are in prospect. Recognizing thi

vital necessity of fostering scienti

fie progress, Chester I. Barnan
says in the Foreword, "as neve

before, the matter of incentives fo

the pursuit of scientific careers be

comes an im)iortant social probleir

To find ways to promote an (in

(hfatiuable interest in scientifi

discoveryl is of first importance.
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James Watt International Medal

The founcil of the rnstitution of

Mcclianical En^iiu'er,<, Englaiul,

iias announccd tliat tlic Jaim-s

W att International Mcdal for 1905

uill be awardcd to Ifíor Ivan
Sikorsky, enoinecriníí nianasei",

Sikorsky Aircraft, J^iidgeport,
( 'onn. Mr. Sikorsky \va^ reooni-

iiicnded by the American Socicty

iii Meclianical Engineer.s.

Tlic nicdal is awarded in recogni-

fion of Mr. Sikorííky's life work in

applying science to the progress of

mechanical engineering through
pionecring development of air-

i raft of various types:—niulti-en-

uined, amphibians, and ])articu!arly

lieHcopters.

Tlie James A\'att International

Medal was founded to commemo-
rate the bi-centenary of the birth

i)f James Watt on Januarv 19,

1736.

It takes the forni of an award
rvery two years of a gold medal
to an engineer of any nationality

ivlio is deemed worthy of the high-

tst honour the Institution can
hcstow and that a mechanical en-

iiiicer can receive. In making the

iward, the Institution has seciired

the co-operation of the principal

iigineering institutions and socie-

!ies in ali parts of the world as

iioniinating authorities.

Previous recipients of the medal
iiave been: Sir John A. F. Aspinall

iBritain), 1937; Henrv Ford
lU.S.A.), 1939; Professor Am-el
Stodola (Switzerland), 1941; A.

F, M. Mitchell (Austrália), 1943;
Dr. F. W. Lanchester (Britain),

194.5; Professor Stepan Timo-
^ln-ukd (U.S.A.l, 1947; Dr. Fredrik
I.jungstrom ÍSwedeni. 1949; Dr.
H. H. Blache ÍDemnark), 1951;
Sir Harry Ricardo, 1953.

The design of the first successful

liclicopter in the United States by
Iiíor I. Sikorsky was based on
riiree decades of brilliant achieve-
ment in aeronautics.

Before returning in 1939 to the

lielicopter studies whicli he had
|Hit aside in Kiev in 1910, Dr.
Sikorsky had become world famous
- the designer of lai'ge multi-en-

-lined aeroplanes and flying boats.

Dr. Sikorsky 's first two design-
had i)()th been lielico])ters, but lack
'if siiitable lightwciglit power plants
as one of the inain factors in his

iccision to put rotary wing design
i-^ide for a number of years.

I'hr()ugh these years lie had never
lorgotten the challenge of the heli-

'U)t("r and. in 1939, he fcit that
'lif i)ro2ress of aei^onantical knowl-

edge and power plant design had
reaclied a i)oint where renewal of

the project promised success. With
the research and experimental
facilities of United Aircraft at his

command, he designed the VS-300,
the first really successful direct lift

machine produced in the United
States. In the next five years, de-
signs so improved j)erforniance

that more than 400 in three dif-

ferent models had been built on
niilitary order.

Igor I. Sikorsk}' was born in May
1889, in Kiev. ín 1909 he began
his work in aviation by designing

and constructing a lielicopter witli

a motor of 25 hp. This power plant,

the best available, proved inade-

quate.

He produced a second helicopter

and six diíTerent types of aeroplane,

and in 1913 completed the íirst

large four-engined Sikorsky aero-

plane, the first of its size and type
in the world. Sikorsky planes re-

ceived prizes and established Rus-
sian records for distance endur-

ance, lifting capacity and altitude.

Heavy bombers of his design were
used by the R ussian Ai-my in the

1914-18 War.
Dr. Sikorsky was commissioned

by the French Government alter

the Revolution in 1917, this work
being discontinued after the Armis-
tice. He arrived in the United

States in 1919. Four years later the

first aircraft company bearing his

name was organized in the air field

section of Long Island.

In 1924 the Sikorsky Aero En-
gineering Corporation completed

the twin-engined, fourteen passen-

"et-, ali metal, cabin landplane, the

S-29, which was one of the first

successful large passenger aero-

planes built in the United States.

During the following years, sev-

eral more types of aircraft were

designed and produced, among them
the S-38, the first successful twin-

engined amphibian. This aeroplane

was jiroduced m large numbers; it

was used for the i)ioneering of air

i'outes to Central and South Amer-
ica, for the carrying of the first

load of airmail from the United

States to the Panamá Canal, and

for a large numl)er of other ser-

vices. This aircraft was also ex-

tensively used by niany private

owncrs, as well as by the U.S.

Army and Navy.
During this peiiod. also, Dr.

(then Mr.) Sikorsky became a

citizen of the T^^nited States.

Siiice then many advanccs in

aviation were niade by tiie Sikoi-ski

organization — the four-engined
flying clijjpei' aircraft, the S-40,

the forerunner of the trans-oce;iinc

flying clij)per; the fainous S-42, a

four engined long distance fiying

boat which was used to pioneer the

conunercial air route from tlie

United States to Hawaii, and to

inaugurate commercial air trans-

|)()rtation to Europe; the Flying
Dreadnaught, the XPBS-1, one of

the large.st and fastest |)atrol

l)oinbers in the world at that time.

Sikorsky i)lanes established a

large number of world records. The
S-42 in particular at one time hcld

ten world records for seajilanes.

During 1939, Dr. Sikorsky pro-

duced the VS-300 helicopter. This
machine, of entirely novel design,

piloted by its designer, i)roved

capable of rising vertically with no

forward run, of hovering in one

spot, of flying forward, as well as

backward, and sideways. This air-

craft may be considered to be the

fir.st truly successful direct lift

machine produced in the United

States, as well as the first single-

main rotor helicopter successfully

produced in the world. It is inter-

esting to note that this success

marked the completion of Dr.

Sikorsky's initial aircraft design

l)rojcets first started thirty-one

vears carlier.

From the VS-300, Dr. Sikorsky

supervi.sed the develojiment of

three post war design-, the largest

being a fivc-place helicopter for the

U.S. Navy. By the close of 1948.

Sikorsky-designed hclicopters had

amassed a total of some 75.000

flight hours.

This, and the models S-51 and

S-52-1 helicoi)ters gave to Dr.

Sikor-sky ali scven major interna-

tional helicopter records. In 1951

revolutionary combat tactics were

introduced when a fieet of ten-

placc HRS Sikorsky hclicopters

flew an entire comi)any of battle-

ready marines, to an iniiiortant ob-

jective on a 3000-foot mountain

jieak in Korca.

The world's first reuularly sched-

uled helicopter passcnsier service

was inaugurated in 1953 between

the tliiee New York airiiorts, using

Sikorsky S-55 helico))ters. Service

was later extended. linking many
major snburban centres with the

New York airports.

Dr. Sikorsky holds honorary

degrees from Yale University,

A\'esleyan University. Lehigh Uni-

versity, Florida Southern College.

Rhode Island State College. Nortli-

eastern University and the Univer-
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sity of Pennsylvania. He is a Fel-

lovv of The American Society of

Meclianical Engineers and liolds

fellowships in the Institute of

Acronautical Sciences, Rochester
iN.Y.I, Museum of Arts and
Sciences, Acro Club of Pennsyl-
vania, and American Helicopter

Society.

He has been the recipicnt of

many honorary medals and awards
for his work, including the Silver

Medal of the Royai Aeronautical
Societ}% and the Daniel Guggen-
heim Medal, administered by a

special Board on behalf of The
American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, Society of Automotive
Engineers, and Institute of the

Aeronautical Sciences. He was also

tlie rccipient, in 1943, of the

A.S.AJ.E.s coveted Worcester Rccd
\\'arncr Medal for his "contrihu-

tions to Creative engincering".

Cognate Curricula
The following report of the Education Committee of the Engineers'

Council foi- Professional Development was approved at the recent annual
meeting which was held in Cleveland.

This report ties in with the concensus of opinion of the people who at-

tended the recent ASME-EIC education c(jnference at Clarkson College,

Potsdam, last October. There were definite indications that the conference
was in agreement on the dangers of specialization.

The complete report, as it was presented and approved at Cleveland, is

presented herewith.

After due consideration, and after

participation by several of its mem-
bers in the deliberations and ín-

terim Report of the ASEE Com-
mittee on Evaluation of Engineer-
ing ?]ducation, the ECPD Educa-
tion Committee recommends as

follows:

1. That the following curricula

be accredited as Major Engineer-
ing Curricula: chemical engineering,

civil engineering, electi'ical engineer-

ing, mechanical engineeiing, metal-
lurgical engineering, and mining
engineering.

2. That the following curricula

be accredited as C-ognate Engineer-
ing Curricula: aeronautical engi-

neering, architectural engineering,

agricultural engineering, ceramic
engineering, geological engineering,

geophysical engineering, industrial

engineering, engineering mathema-
tics, engineering mechanics, naval
architecture and marine engineer-

ing, petroleum engineering, engi-

neering physics, sanitary engineer-
ing, texti'e engineering.

3. That additional cognate cur-

ricula be approved b.y ECPD after

specific authorization by ECPD
based on recommendations from
the Education Committee.

4. That a curriculum in engineer-

ing or in general engineering be
accredited if it meets the criteria

for other major or cognate engineer-

ing curricida.

5. That any curriculum be recom-

mended for accreditation only when
it meets the following criteria in

addition to those heretofore adopted

by ECPD:

a. At least the eciuivalent

of academic year of the curricu-

lum shall be devoted to mathe-
matics and basic science about
equally divided.

b. For major engineering

curricula the equivalent of ap-
proximately one academic year
shall be devoted to the engineer-

ing Sciences, including at least

six of the following: statics;

dynamics; strength of materiais;

fiuid flow; heat flow; thermo-

dynamics; electrical circuits,

fields, and electronics; engi-

neering materiais; physical
metallurgy.

c. For cognate engineering

curricula only the eciuivalent of

approximately two-thirds of an
academic year need be provid-

ed for coverage of the engineer-

ing Sciences as listed in item

õb, provided that the remain-

ing one-third of this equivalent

academic year be devoted to

other appropriate applied
Sciences, or basic sciences in

addition to those listed in 5a.

d. Approximately the
equivalent of one-half of an
academic year shall be devoted
to engineering analysis, design
and engineering systems.

e. The curriculum shall be
designed for an integrated
sequential study in the scienti-

fic and engineering area. The
mathematics and the basic

science to be used proficiently

in the work in engineering

analysis, in the study of engi-

neering systems, and in the

preparation for creative design.

f. An appropriate portion

of the curriculum shall be
devoted to the humanistic and
social studies.

6. In any case in which the Edu-
cation Committee is persuaded that

well-considered experimentation in

engineering curricida is underway,
it shall give sympathetic considera-

tion to departures from the criteria

of Section 5 and shall make appro-

priate recommendations to ECPD.
The committee recognizes that

these recommendations constitute

a departure from past practice in

that an approach is made to quanti-

tative criteria as to curricidum con-

tent and distribution of time. How-
ever, the committee feels that the

principal justification for curricu^

lum designations other than those

in the "major" group is to provide

engineers who are versed in one or

more fields of applied science but

who must have an adequate back-

ground in the items covered by the

criteria outlined to assure that they

are in fact qualified for admission

to the engineering profession. Cur-

ricula of a vocation or technical

institute pattern could not qualify.

The committee continues to favor

the general policy of ECPD looking

toward the minimum number of

specially designated curricula, and

endorsing whenever practicable the

utilization of options in major cur-

ricula (as sanitary option in civil

engineering) to designate speciali-

zation. October 28, 1954.

Employment Trends
Members of the profession are

always intcrested in trends that
will affect them personally or the

l)rofession general ly. With this in

mind the Journal presents a por-

tion of a i'cport made recently by
the director of placement at

Northwest University, Evanston,
Illinois.

This is a portion of the ninth

annual report on "Trends in the

Employment of College and Uni-

versity Graduates — in Business

and Industry". It tabulates the

results of survey reports of 152

well known business and indus-

trial concerns. Herewith are some
of the interesting figures:
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CorrespondentePi\<i Ycjir XpxI Yv.iv

Fii ki No. Coaipaiiie,-" No. Mon No. Conipunics No. Men
Engincorintí. kiiid not .-^tatcii .... 28 2.279 29 2,639

46 482 49 .584

21 98 23 in.")

24 153 27 172

25 353 2.-) 571

Civil 14 9õ 12 73
•) 2 8

Metallurgical 6 14 5 19

Othci- 28 220 24 255

Total Engineering

These figures show thut tlie de-

niand for engineers in that area

for lí)5õ as compared to 1954 is

up 18.8 per cent. The percentage

increase for ali othcr fields at the

university which includes such

things as cliemistry, económica,

law, marketing, merchandising,

physics, and so on is 2.2 per cent.

It is interesting to see that the

demand for this year is greater in

every classification except for

civil engineering wherc there is a

substantial reduction in the num-
bers reqiiircd. Also it is interest-

ing to see that the demand for

Canada has its standards associa-

tion, Britain has the British Stand-
ards Institution and other countries

have their national organizations for

standardization, but not miich prog-

ress has been made in developing
standards which will be interna-

tionally acceptable. Some of the

delay may be due to super-nation-

alism, though it is hard to see why
leve of one's country should enter

into the consideration of standards.

There are very real obstacles to be
overcome before any international

standardization program can even
be launched. Mr. E. F. Seaman calls

attention to some of them in a

paper — "Standardization and En-
gineering Achievement" — which he
presented at the Panamerican Asso-
ciation of Engineers' meeting in Sao
Paulo, Brazil, last August. Refer-
ring only to the Américas, he said:

"It is important . . . that the nations
of the Western Hemisphere devolop
. . . a . . . standardization program.
The kind of plan . . . depends on
current needs (and on) long range
objectives. An understanding of

basic principies ... is important and
. . . (so) an . . . educational program
should be included . . . Plans should
be . . . implemented ihrough com-
mittees having . . . representatives
of ali interests involved."

One of the difficulties he mentions
is that of language. Quite apart from
the fact that the correct translation

of technical terms from one language

3,696 4,426

chcmical engineers appears to be

increasing more than for any other

branch.

In the non engineering univer-

sity courses there is a substantial

increase in the demand for physi-

cists, merchandising and sales.

There is a substantial falling off

in the demand for people in

accounting, economics, general

husiness, law, and marketing.

These figuces may or may not

have application in Canada but

rcgardless of that they make in-

teresting reading.

to another is often difficult, there are

many such terms in the rich vocab-
ulary of English, for example, for

which there are no exact equivaíents

in other languages. Naturally, the

languages of the less industrialized

countries are poor in this respect.

One would certainly find it easier to

translate from English into, say,

French, and vice versa, than into

Arabic or Urdu. Of course, the situa-

tion improves as industrialization

spreads; Arabic must have invented

or adopted many technical terms
from the oil inclustry in tho last

twenty years.

Another difficulty is the fact that

the world has no common units of

industrial measurement. Wo English-

speaking peoples stick to an illogical

and often inconvenient system of

inches and pounds; the rest of the

industria! world uses the more
logical and simplcr metric system.

Xor, in .spite of continuous propa-

ganda in its favour, do we show
much dis})()sition to accept the

metric system generally. The argu-

ments for and against it aie both

strong.

When one remembers that it took

a w^ar to get even the English-

sj^eaking world to agree on such a

relatively simplo standard as one

for screw threads, where there

was no question of language nor

units of measurement, the prospects

for universal standardization look

very dim.

As The Li/e Menibert, See It

This is the first of a series of

letters which wc propose publish-

ing in the Jounial, and to which
reference was made in the Montli
to ]\l()ntii pages of the JaJiuary

isuc. Ed.

Dear Mr. Secretary;

I wish to acknowledge receipt of

your ietter inforniing me that I

had been elccted by Council to

Life Membersiiii) in the Institute,

I value this honour most highly.

It would be greatly appreciated
if you would, on niy behalf, extend
my sincerc tiiank.-; to Council for

their courtesy in this conncction.

I also wish to thank you |)er>on-

ally, as weli.

As my recoid will show, I en-

tered the Engineering profcssion

as a studcnt in 1908, by way of

the Quebec Act, that is, I sat for,

and passed the examinai ion set by
the Quebec Board of Examiners of

The Canadian Society of Civil

Engineers (E.I.C.) for admission
to study the profession, under the

powers of the aforesaid Act.

I remember writiiig these cxam-
ination.< in tlic studv of tlie late

Mr. Tiios. Breen, C.É., of Quebec
City, a most kindly old man and a

competent engineer, who left me
pretty well to my own devices but
who could not rcsist a friendly and
anxious incjuiry at the end as to

how I thought I had made out. He
was almost moi-e pleased than I

was, if such a thing were possible,

when he learned that I had got

through.

In tliosc days, to me, entrance

to McCiili. was only a hope,

dcpending upon fmances, etc, but

niy late fatiier and mysclf werc de-

termined that if we .couldn't enter

the Professional ship via the lad-

der up to the quarter-deck that we
woidíl enter at least by the fore-

castle and work our wav graduallv

aft.

For some period in the Society's

records my name was marked with

the letter "q" for the above reason;

it is possii)lc tiiat 1 ;im tl>c only

niember who survives of those who
foilowed tiiis same trail.

T am also the only member nf

the Institute who held the dual

position of chairman of the Mont-
real Branch of The Engineering

Institute of Canada and of presi-

dent of the Corporation of Profes-

sional Engineers of Qviebec. which

doui)lc mandate I used to the

International Standards
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Fourth World Petroleum Congress
In Rome from Jiine 6 to 15 tliis

year, the Italians will be hosts

for the Fourth World Petroleum
Congress. At that time the rep-

resentatives of 35 countries, most-
ly from the oil industry, will

gathcr to participate in a program
consisting of subjccts of a scien-

tific, technical and economic
natuii' linked directly or indireot-

ly with thcii- industry.

In order tn organize the con-

gress on the widest basis, na-

tional committces were formcd
in tlie various countries. These
connnittees, eacli in its own
sphcre, have coopcrated with the

central committee as far as science

and organization are concerned

l)y fulfilling functions of co-

ordination and direction with re-

gard to liaison work." For Canada
the personnel of the committee
consists of Dr. R. K. Stratford,

chairman, with Dr. G. S. Hume
and Dr. D. M. Morrison as mem-
bers.

The jM-ogram to be covered
contains an interesting variety of

nine subjects which will be as

follows:

Geology and geophysics

Drilling and production

Oil processing

Production of chemicals from
petruleum: properties and appli-

cations

Composition of petroleum;
analysis and testing, measure-
nient and control

Utilization of oil products

Construction of equipment,
materiais, corrosion

Transpor t, storage and dis-

tribution

Economics, statistics, educa-
tion and training

If readers should require any
further Information concerning

this congress, it can be obtained

fioni Institute Headquarters in

Montreal.

The ASME Boiler Code

ntmost of my ability in finally

l)ringing about the agreement be-

tween the Institute and the Cor-
poration which established a much-
nceded "ententc cordiale" between
these two bodies to their mutual
advantage. I consider this Agree-
ment as onc of the greatest benefits

to the profession in this Province
and am very ])roud of the part
which I played therein.

W ith l)cst personal regards,

C. C. LiNDSAY, M.E.I.C,

Montreal. Que.

Deceniber, 1954.

E.I.C. and Public Information

Dear ,Mr. Editor:

In reading over the paper on
"Fuel Transportation" by Dr.
Hume, delivered recently at the
Montreal Branch, I cannot help
feeling that the Engincering Insti-

tute has not given the proper kind
i)f reception to this paper, nor has
there been sufRcient publicity on
the subject for members to have
fuHy grasped the importance of it.

This may also applv to the atti-

rude of the Engineering Institute

towards the St. Lawrence Deep
A\'aterways and its implications.

From my experience I believe
that engineers, as a rule, are inclin-

ed to defer considering the econo-
mic importance of such projects,

and they show it in many of their

r(^]iort> when called upon to pas-:

judgment.

I am hoping therefore that when
the discussion on the St. Lawrence
Waterways comes before the Engi-
neering Institute an attempt should
be made to organize a few of the
better (jualified members to give a
lead to fuU discussion after the
paper has been read. It would alsn

'^eern to me that another opportun-
ity should be afforded the Institute

to Idok ftu'ther into the transporta-
tioii of fuel from the West, and
thereby stamp ourselves as being
qualified to offer an opinion to the
iniblic at large, wlio are most
intideqtiately informed upon the

economics as well as the engineer-

ing of this undertaking.

During many years I have felt

that the Engineering Institute of

Canada has ke])t too much within

itself. From now on I would like

to see them express ojnnions, based
u])on the wide experience which
many of the members have.

With best personal regards.

R. O. 8^\'EKZEY. M.E.I.C,

Con.-íiilting Ensineer,

Montreal, Que,

Marcli 2, l!t,5.5.

Interpretations

The boiler Code Committee
meets monthly to consider ''Cases"

where users have found diíRculty in

interpreting the Code. These pass

through the following procedure
1 1 1 Inquiries are submitted by
letter to the Secretary of the Boiler

Code Committee, ASME, 29 West
39th Street, New York 18, N.Y. ; (2

1

Copies are distributed to Commit-
tee members for study; (3) At the

next Committee mecting interpreta-

tions are formulated to be submit-
ted to the ASME Board on Codes
and Standards, authorized by the

Council of the Society to pass upon
them ; (4 ) They are submitted to

the Board for action; (5) Those
which are approved are sent to the

inquiries and are published in

Mechanical Engineering.

The following Case Interpreta-

tions were formulated at the Com-
mittee meeting .lanuary 21, 1955.

Case No. 1198

Inquiry : Par. TTCS-66( d) (2) of Section
of the Code excmpts carbon and

low-alloy steeLs from impact tests when
the ojierating; cycle is such that the pres-
sure at —20F is less than one-fifth of
tlie maximiun allowable working pres-
sure at lOOF. May thi.v e.xeniption be
appiipfl to \'essels that operate at tem-
perature below —20F and to vessols for

wliicli tlie pressnre and temiieratvne are

not fixed by tlie satnration pressure —
tompcrature relationship of the con-

tained flnid?

Reply: It is the opinion of the Com-
mittee that the intent of Par. UCS-
66(d){2) will be met iinder the follow-

ing conditions:

(1) No impact test is required for

materiais used in a vessel subjected in

scrvice to a pres.«ure which is solely a

íunction of the saturation pressure-

tcinperature relationship, provided this

ri-laticinship is such that the pres.sure at

—20F and below does not exceed one-

fifth of the maxinium allowable work-
ing pressure, and provided the design

])ressure is not less than the pressure

corresponding to lOOF at .«aturation.

(2) No impact test is required for

material used in a ve.ssel that is to oper-

ate at temperatures below —20F pro-

\ ided the maximum design pressure of

the ve.ssel is dctermined on the basis

of a reduced stress equal to 20 per cent

of the allowable stiess value prescribed

for the materiais by the rules of this

Section.

(3) The vessel is equipped with a

suitablc relieving device sei at a pres-

sure not exceeding the maximum design

pressure.

(4) The relieving device is adequate-

Ij' protected against freezing due to con-

den.sation of moisture in the siurounding

atmosiihere.

Proposed Case No. 1199
(Special Ruling)

Inquiry: l'nder what conditions may
non-metallic materiais be used as pres-

suri^resisting parts if these parts are

enclosed within an assemblage of metal-

lic jiarts which are bolted together in

siu'h a way as to enclose the non-
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inctallic material cxcopt for possible

iiarrow gaps bctwoen acljoining metallic

part.-^?

Reply: II is tlio opinion of tlie Commit-
•cn tliat non-inetallic materiais may be
iiscd as pros.surí^ resisting parts of Code
\('s<els undrr tlic conditions sijeoified in

rlio IiKiuiiy ])rovidod tlie following re-

iliiircmeiits are mct:

(1) The metallic part.s of the constnic-

tioii sliall ineet ali tlie requirements of

Section VIII of tlie Code.
(2) The eheinieal eomposition and

mechanical pro])erties of the non-mçtal-
lic materiais shall be niade available

to the aufhorized inspector and shall be
.>ub.iect to his approval. The mechanical
IHopertics shall inchide tensile strength,

roiTipressive strength, shear strength and
elongation. and their change with time
lor tempeiature up to not less than lOOF
fjreater than the design temperature.
The tcsts shall be made by independent
l ompetent testing laboratory.

(3) The enelosing metallic assemblage
shall be so constructed as to produce
rompre.ssi\(' internai forces across any
plane that may be assumed to be cut

through the enclosed non-metallic ma-
torial. The total value of these internai

compressive forces across any plane shall

be at least one and one-half times the

total fitiid pressure which act across

the plane.

(4) The average compressive stress in

the non-metallic material across any
plane dne to pressme applied to it by
the enclosing assembly shall not exceed
Diie-fifth of its corapres.sive strength at

tlie design temperature.
(.j) Wlien the parts of the enclosing

metallic a.ssembly are connected by
liolting. the gaps between adjacent
metallic parts shall not be wider than
the thickness of non-metallic gaskets
iised in coin entional bolted flange joints.

(6) This construction must notdepend
ínr its structural stability on the non-
metallic jiarts.

Proposed Case No. 1201
(Special Ruling)

Inquiry: Is it permissible in welded
l onstruction conforming to the require-
ments of iSection VIII of the Cocle to
use arc-welded st(>el pipe conforming to

'irade B of A8TM Specification A-
1;íí)-.53?

Retply: It is the opinion of the Com-
.iiittee that arc-welded steel pipe that
ineets the reqnirements of ASTM Speci-
ficalion A-139-53. Grade B. may be iised

in the construction of tinfired pressure
\essels linder the rules of Section VIII
i)f the Code provided the following re-

<Hiiremen1s are also met:

(1) .A.11 welds used in fabricating the
pipe shall be two-pass single-welded butt
joints with backing, made by the auto-
matic suijmeigeil arc-welding iirocess.

(2) The manufacture of the i)ipe siiall

moet the niles for fabrication in Pars.
r\V-26 lo r\\'-38 inclusive, of Section
VIIL

(3) The limiting retiuirements in Pars.
rCS-6(b)(l) to UCS-6(b)(5) .shall

apjily. except that the ma.xinuim wall
tliickness shall be V-> in.

(4) The nominal inside \n\w. diameler
~liall not exceed 30 in.

(5) The maximum operating pres.sm^e
shall be 250 jisi.

(6) The maximum allow.iblc SE \alue
shall be 8,100 psi. This is the net stress
value afler deducting for joint efficiency
and for exemption from sjuit examin-
ation.

(7) The final inspector of a ves.sel in
which pipe permitted by this Ca.se is

used, may waive the partial data re-

port required by Par. UG-120(b) for
wclding done in other shops, provided
he assures him.self by visual examina-
lion that the welds aie free from cracks
and other .surface defoets and that the
ie(iun-ements of Pars. UW-26 to UW-38
inclusive have been met.

Proposed Case No. 1202
(Special Ruling)

Inquryt Is it permissibe to construct
welded vessels for uso in the range of
— 150°F to 650°F under the require-
ments of Section VIII of the Code using
copper chromium nickel steel of the fol-

lowing chemical composition and physi-
cal properties?

CJi (' mical Composil ion

Carbon, max., per cent .... 0.12

Manganese*, per cent 0.55 to 1.00

Phosphorus, max., per ceut 0.04

Sulplun-, max., per cent . . . 0.04

Chromium*. per cent 0.50 to 0.95

Xickel*, per cent 0.50 to 0.95

Copper, per cent 0.40 to 0.75

Silicon*, per cent 0.10 to 0.35

Aliuninum, per cent 0.04 lo 0.30

Tensile Properties

Tensile strength, psi .... 60,000 min.
Yield point, ])si 30,000 min.
Elongation in 8 in.. per

cent 21 min. (a)

Elongation in 2 in., per
cent 24 min. (b)

(a) For material under 5/16" in thick-

ness, a deduction from the percentage
of elongation in 8 in. specified above of

1.25 per cent shall be made for each
decrease of 1/32 in. of the specified thick-

ness below 5/16".

For material o\'er to % in., in-

clusive, in thickness if the percentage of

elongation of an 8 in. gage length test

specimen falis not more than 3 per cent

below the amount prescribed above, the

elongation shall be considered satisfac-

tory [irovided the percentage of elonga-

tion in 2 in. across the break is not less

than 25 per cent.

(Note: A characteristic of certain

types of alioy steels is a local dispro-

portionate increase in the degree of

necking down or contraction of the

specimens under tension test; re.sulting

in a decrea.se in the percentage of

elongation as the gage length is in-

creased. The effect is not so pronounced
in the thicker plates.)

For material over % in. in thickness,

a deduction from the percentage of

elongation in 8 in. specified above of

0.5 per cent shall be made for each in-

crease of Vs in. of the .specified thick-

ness above % in. This deduction shall

not exceed 3 per cent.

(b) For material over 3'/j in. in thick-

ness, a deduction from the percentage

of elongation in 2 in. specified above of

0,5 per cent shall be made for each in-

crease of '/í' in. of the specified thickness

above 3% in. This deduction shall not

exceed 3 i)er cent.

Bending Properties

The bend test specimen .shall with-

stand being bent cold (room tempera-
ture) through 180 degrees wilhout cr.ack-

ing on the outside of the bent portion

to an insidc diameter which shall ha\ e

AISI Standard Variations for Check
Analysis shall appl>'.

the relation to the tliickne.ss of the
specimen prescribed below. Whcn the
tesl is made on a specimen reduced in

thickness, the rolled surface shall be ou
the outer curve of the bend.

Bend Diameters

Ratio of Bend
Diameler to

Thickness oj Thickness
Material, In. oj Specimen

1 and under 2
Over 1 to V/j, mel. 2¥>
Over VA to 3, incl. 3

Ali olher reciuiremcnts in accordance
with Specification SA-212.

R»ply: It is the opinion of the Commif-
tee that the material specified in this

inquiry may be used in the range of
— 150°F to 650°F under the require-
ments of Section VIII of the Code with
the following tulditional provisions:

1. The impact test requirements of
Par. UG-84 shall be met.

2. The material shall be normalized
before welding.

3. The maxinnim allowable stress

value shall be 15,000 Ibs. per -sq. in.

4. The completed vessel shall be stress

relieved.

5. Ali welded butt joints shall be fuUy
radiographed.

6. The specification test bars shall be
normalized and then stre.ss relieved at
1100 to 1200 F prior to te.st.

7. The (|ualification of the welding
lirocedure and the welders shall con-
forrn to the requirenu-nt.s of Section
IX. A sejiarate welding procedure shall

be made for this material.

Proposed Case No. 120.S

(Si)ecial Ruling)

Inquiry: Is it permissible to use a roller-

eiiuipped jig designed for bottom-
ejection of test .specimen in lieu of the

"Standard Test Jig" for making guided
bend specimens, as recjuired by Section
IX of the ASME Code? The roller test

jig shall conforiii to the following

limitations

:

(1) The ram to be used with the roller

jig shall be of identical dimension to the

ram sliown in Figure Q-8 and QN-8,
Section IX of the 1953 ASME Pressure

Vessel Code.
(2) One roller may be made adjust-

able in the horizontal direction, so that

the .siiecimens of "t" thickness may
be te.sted in the same jig.

(3) Rollers are to be hardened and
free to rotate.

(4) The rollers shall be high euou<:h

above the bottom of the jig so that the

specimens will clear the rollers when
llie ram is in the low position.

Retply: It is the opinion of the Com-
mittee that a roller-equipiied jig de-

signed for bottom-ejcciion of test speci-

mens, is satisfactoiy for use in lieu of

the jig shown in Figure Q-8 and QN-8.
Section IX of the 1953 ASME Pres.nne

Vessel Code. Accordingly. the funda-

mental design fealures which are manda-
tory in the Guidcd-Hend Test Jig,

Figure Q-8 and QN-S aro established a.s

follows:

(1) Either hardened and greased

slioulders or hardened rollers free to

rotate.

(2) The .shoulder.s or rollers shall have
••i minimum bearing surface of 2" for

placement of the .-qiecimen.

(3) The ram slitill be fitted with an
appropriale ba.se and provision for at-

tacliment to the testing machine; and
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shall be designed to minimize deflection

and tnisalignmeni

.

(4) If desired eitlier the rollers or the

loller 8uppoit.s may be made adjustable

in tlie lioiizontal direction so that speci-

mens of "T'' thickness may be tested

in the same jig.

(5) The loller supports shall be fitted

with an apptopriate base designed to

safeguaid against deflection or misalign-

inent and equipped with means for

maintaining the rollers centered, mid-
pomt and aligned with respect to the

ram.

Case No. 1177-1

(Reopened) (Special Ruling)
Inquiry: Expansion joints are being
used in pressure vessel installations. The
Code rnakes no specific iirovisions for

theni. Under what conditions may an
expansion joint be used as an integral

part of a Code pressure vessel?

Reply: The Code does not contain rules

for the design of expansion joints but
sufh joints may be used under the con-
ditions of Par. U-2(c) giving due con-

sideration to Par. UG-22. When the
exjiansion joint ia manufactured by
other tlian the vessel manufacturer, the

manufacturer of the joint shall execute

a partia) data report as required bv
Par. UG-120(b), using Form U-2 as far

as applicable. plus any necessary sup-
porting data in order that the final in-

spector of the completed vessel may
have the Information necessary to satisfy

himself that the expansion joint is ade-
quate for the \esscl in which it is to

he u.-ed and that the materiais and
welding are in accordance with Code
rules. The expansion joint shall not be
stamped with the Code symbol but the

partial data report and any necessary

supporting data shall be the final in-

spector's authority to witness the ap-
plication of the Code .symbol to the
completed vessel provided the vessel

manufacturer also sati,sfies himself that

the joint is adequata and properly in-

stalled for the intended service.

Case No. 1174-2

(Reopened) (Special Ruling)

Delete allowable design stress values
for temperatures of 350 and 400 F. in

the REPLY—
Add the folluwing Cautionarv Note at

the end of the RKPLY: Appendix NF
suggests that. in certain instances. the
user should consult with the material
producer to assure himself that the ma-
terial is satisfactory for the intended
use. With this alioy, one such instance

is the use of cold-worked material held
for a long period at temperatures near
212 F.

Table I—Case 1197—Maxirmini Allowable Stress Valiie in Tension for Non Ferrous Bolting Metals, psi.

ALUMINUM AND ALUMINUM ALLOYS
Specified Minimum

Speeification
Tensile
Strength

Vield
Strength

For Metal Temperatures not exceeding. Deg. F.

Nuinber Alloy Temper psi psi Notes 100 1.50 200 250 300 350 400

SB-211 GSllA —TB 42,000 3.5,000 7 8,400 8,100 7,700 7,100 B,000 4,800 3,400
88-211 C042A -T4 fi2,000 40,000 7 10,000 !),700 !i,400 H,000 7,800 B,200 4, BOO

SB-211 CS4IA -TB B.5,000 ,55,000 7 13,000 12,200 11, BOO 10,400 7,200 4,400 3,000

Note 7. See Paragrapks UNF-12 and UNF-23.

COPPER AND COPPER AU.OYS
Specified Minimum

Spcc.
No.

Tensile
Strengtli

psi

Yield
Strength

psi

For Metal Temperatures not exceeding, Deg. F.

Material Condition Size In. 1,50 2.50 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 6.50 700

SB-12
SB-98

Copper
Copper-Silicon
Alloys A & D

Soft
Soft
Quarter Hard
Half Hnrd

AH
AU
AU
AU

30,000

.52,000

55.000
70,000

10,000

15,000

24,000
38,000

2,500
3,800

B,000
9,.500

2,400
3.800

5,800
9,000

2,200

3.800

5,BOO
8,800

2,100

3,.500

5,.500

8,500

2,000

."^B-SS Copper-Silicon
Alloy B

Soft
Bolt Temper

Ali
Up to J-i, incl.

Over 14 lo l, incl.

Over 1 to 1)2, incl

40,000

85,000
75,000

75,000

12,000

50,000
45,000

40,000

3,000

13,800

11,2(H1

10,000

3,000
13.100

10,800

9,BOO

2,900
12,700

10,.500

9,400

2.800
12,300

10,000

9,000

SB-1.50 Aluminum
Bronze
Alloy No. 1

Up to Já, incl.

Over ? 2 to 1 , incl.

Over 1

80,000
75,000

72,000

40,000

37,500
35,000

10,000

9,400

8,800

9,900

9.200

8,BOO

9,800
9,200

8,000

9,800

9,100
8,.500

9,700

9,000

8.400

9,.500

8,900
8,300

9,400

8,800
8,200

9,000

8,B00

8,000

7,500

7.,500

7,.500

B.OOO

B.OOO

B,000

4,.50O

4..500

4. .500

SB-150 Aluminum
Bronze
Alloy No. 2

},2 to 1, incl.

Over 1 to 2, incl.

Over 2 to 4, incl.

100,000

90,000

85,000

50,(K)0

45,000
42,.500

12,500

11,200

10,B00

12,.500

1 1 ,200

10. BOO

12,400

11,200

10, BOO

124.00

11.200

10,.500

12,300

11.100

10,.500

12,200

11,000

10,100

12,000

10,800

10,200

10,.5O0

10,.5O0

10,000

9,000

9.000

9.000

7,5(K)

7. .50(1

7. .500

B.OtH)

B,(K)0

B.OOO

SB-150 -Aluminum
Bronze
Alloy No. 3

Up to 52. in< l

Over li to 1, incl.

Over 1 to 2, incl.

80.000
75,000

70,000

40,000
35,000
32,000

10,000

8,800
8,000

9,900

8,700
7,800

9,800

8,BOO
7,800

9.700
8,B00

7,B00

9.(i00

8,400

7,600

9,500

8,300

7,400

7,000

7,000

7,000

Note 1

Note 2.

Spec.

Copper-Silicon ,\lloj\s are not always suitable when exposed to certain media and high temperatures, particularly steam, above 212°F. The user should satisfy

himself that the alloy selected is sati.sfactory for the service for whii'h it is to be used.
See Paragraphs UNF-12 and UNF-23.

NICKEL AND NICKEI. ALLOVS
Specified Minimum

For Metal Temperatures not exceeding, Deg. F.Tensile Yield
Strength Strength

No. Material Condition psi psi 80 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200

SB-IBO Nickel Hot or Cold Worked—.\nncaled ,55,000 15,000 3,700 3,700 3,700 3,700 3,700 3,700 3,700
Hot RoUed or Forged

—

Hot í'inished B0,000 15,000 3,700 3,700 3.700 3.700 3,700 3,700 3,400

SB-IBO Low-Carbon
Nickel Hot Worked or Anncaled 50,000 10,000 2,500 2,500 2,4011 2,300 2,300 2,30',) 2,300 2,300 2,200 2,100 2,000 1 ,80(1 1 200

SB-1B4 Nickel-Copper Class A & B Hot or Cold Worked—
Annealed 70,000 25,000 (i,200 B,100 5,700 5.200 5,000 4,900 4,900 4,900 4,900 4,700

Class A Hot Rolled or Forged

—

Hot Finished (3) 80,000 40,000 10,000 10,000 9.000 9,400 9,000 8, .500 8,.500 8,.500 8,300 4,COO

Cliuss A Cold Drawn

—

A.S Drawn (4) (5) 90,000 70.000 17,.500 17,400 1B,'.)00 1B,200 15„500 15,400

Class B Cold Drawn

—

As Drawn (4) (5) 85,000 50,000 12,500 12,400 12.000 1 1 ,500 11.100 11,100

SB-1B6 Nickel- Hot or Cold Worked—,\nncalcd 80,000 30,000 7,.500 7,300 B,90ll B,SOO li,800 B,800 B,800 6,800 6,500 6,300 6,000 3,000 2,000

Chromium-Iron Hot Rolled or Forged

—

ã,.500Hot Finished 85,000 35,000 8,800 8,700 8,.50O 8,200 8,000 7,900 7,900 7,900 7,700 7,400 7,300 7,200

Not« 3. See Paragraphs UNF-12 and UNF-23.
Note 5. Safe operating teinperature arbitrarily set at 500° í'. maxinium because of lack of data.
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Comment on the JOURNAL oí April 1920

.

j

Thirty-fivc years a^o this montli

tlic Institute was in tioinething of

a tViiiient ovcr the percnnial qucs-

tions; of the salarics of engineers,

i particidarly in the Civil service,

I rccognition of the profession

j

throiigh some sort of legislative

I control and the advisability or

otherwise of adopting some of the

í I tactics of tlie labour unions. Head-
qiiarters didn't move fast cnough

I to suit some of the branches, so

1 \ve find their reports in the Journal

of April, 1920, often given over

j
to resolutions, some of them

i ratlier pointed.

I

Branches Study
Employment Conditions

The Vancouvcr Branch was
i "unalterably o p p o s e d to . . .

]
ainendments to the Civil Service

1 Act . . . tending to eliminatc com-

'j petitive examinations . . . and to

I

introduce the old evil system of
' patronage." The Victoria Branch
' resolved to s u p p o r t daylight

I

saving and a federal purchasing

j
commission. Toronto was ali

i stirrcd up over the issue of unions

j

or no unions, the unions receiving

a good deal of support. A certain

:
aniount of calm was restored by

' the adoption of a resolution ask-

ing head(iuartcrs "forthwith to

I re(|uest ali branches to apj^oint

!

' coininittccs . . . to . . . investigate

,
and report upon . . . an organiza-

' tion designed to bring into opera^

tion (an) . . . cffort toward the

i
improvement of the economic
status of engineers. . . .'Tt also

'. supportod a move by the Winni-
pog Branch to gct the Institute to

bring pressure upon the Civil Ser-

vice Commission to "have the
minimum salários of (government)
ongincering staffs made commen-
<Mrato with tliose received . . . in

|>rivatc corporations."

Life in the other l)ranches was
rclativelv peacefui and perhaps
nnt less fruitful. The Halifax
Bi'anch"s committec was still
-tudying projects for a Halifax-
Dartmouth bridgc. The Peter-
horough Brancli liad investigated
ilu' foundations of mv of the

pii'i> of tlic now Hunter Street

l)ri(lge and set at rest rumours

that they were unsatisfactory.

This work was done at the city's

refjucst. To the writer it seems
questionable if the branch's

action was in accordance with the

best cngineering ethics. Had the

branch suspected something wrong
and made an investigation of its

own A'olition, it coidd only have
been praised, but, in effect, for it

to act as consultant at the city's

request looks a little as though
it were duped by the city in an
attempt by the latter to get ex-

pert service without paying for it.

Only one council meeting was
reported in this Journal. The
resolution of the Toronto Branch,
already referred to, was received

and secured prompt action, coun-
cil appointing a committee oí

John :\Iurphy, E. R. Gray, F. B.

Brown and A. R. Decary, m.e.t.c,

"to consider the whole question

of the remuneration of ali engi-

neers." The American Society of

Chemical Engineers was to meet
in Montreal in July, 1920, so

council offered ''the headquarters

of the Institute for the meeting

. . . assuring (co-operation) in

every way." In view of the size

of headquarters, one wonders
where council proposed to put

these guests, who would certainly

be more numerous tlian the

"crowds" of its own menibers who
had burst headquarters to the

seams in the past.

Most of the papers in this

Journal were carryovers from the

annual meeting. W. A. McLean,
M.K.i.c, Deputy Ministcr of High-

ways of Ontário, discussed the

road svstem of his own province.

Of the 55,000 miles of road in

Ontário, 42,000 were "graded and

in use" and 22,000 miles of the

latter had some kind of surfacing,

ranging from gravei to concretc

and high-tvpe bituminous paving.

Mr. McLean's budget for 1920-25

was sct at $12 annually. a small

a m o u n t compared to today's

fmures.

Engineering Ediicalion

Thcrc are somo subjects on

which an indofinite amount may
l)c written and no definite con-

clusions arrived at. Engineering
oducation is siich a subjcct. In
this Journal, Frank D. Adams,
M.i:.i.('., then acting principal of

Alcdill University, wrote on The
Problenis of Engineering Educa-
tion. The com])laints in this papcr
were the familiar ones of the clay

and just as familiar now—inade-
(piite |)re])aration of students in

our public and private schools.

little or no selcction of those
wishing to enter engineering, lack
of ability on the part of the in-

dividual student to organize hi?

work efficiently, a curricidmn too
crowded for the best results, not
onough aid for the good, but
needy, student. None-of these prob-
lems has been solved to every-
body's satisfaction; nevertheless,

it is the writer's feeling that a
good deal of progress has been
made. Incidentally, Dr. Adams,
who was a geologist, was then also

d e a n of McGilTs engineering

school, so he was discu.ssing that

which he knew at first hand.
The beh aviou r of concrete when

exposed to the alkaline soils of

the West had long been attracting

attention, so Concrete Mixtiu-es in

Alkaline Soils, by C. .1. Macken-
zie, .A..M.i':.i.c., was tinioly. ])r.

Mackenzie, now one of oin- hon-
ourary members and noted for

his long association with the Na-
tional Research Council, was then

professor of civil engineering at

the University of Saskatchewan.
His paper, a short one. dealt with

the nianner in which a series of

field te.sts on concretes of various

mixes was being conducted; it was
too early to report any results.

Every concrete engineer knows of

Fullers ideal aggregatc grading

ciu-ve, but what is "Fuller's Ideal

Crow"? Not any relation to "Old

Crow", we presume.

Another ])aper on concrete in

this Journal was Duff A. Abrams'
Effect of Yibration. Jigging and

Pressine on Fresh Concrete. Mr.
Abrams will be remembercd as the

originator of the water-cement

ratio for projiortioning concrete,

perhaps on the whole the grcat-

ost advance yet made in the effort

to produce concreto of predictable

(luaHty. The conclusions roached

were that any of those treatmonts

did concreto no good aftor it was

really in place and might even

liann it, but that they were useftd

as mothods of ' placing. Maylie

thoro is a liint here for some con-

tractors. By looking otit tho win-

(low. tiio writor can watch tho
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|u)iii'ing of (H)ncretc iii a sizable

l)uil(ling foundation; íhv vibrators

are going ali day long whether
cnncrete is being placcd or not.

Canada was just beginning to

i'ealize that it liad a stake in civil

aviation, so liad set up the Air

Board. with Col. O. M. Biggar,

K.f:., as its vice-chairman. Ex-
plaining what the board was and
liow it fiinctioned, Col. Biggar

wrote tliat it had "exclusive juris-

diction (iver the atmosphere". It

could loi'm a military air force,

direct and control civil aviation

nnfl construct and operate such

facilities as it thought nccessary.

(iovernnient was even then con-

.-idering setting u|i an air force

along lines suggested by the board.

Plans were also being niade to

start civil flying for various gov-

ernnient departments, iising most-

ly equipment presented to Canada
by the Britisli Air Ministry, in-

cluding "eigliteen airships . . . of

different types." Aircraft were not

very reliable in 1920 and Col.

Biggar was quite right when he

wrote, "The de^'elopnlent of fly-

ing at the moment (leiiends almost

whoUy upon the engineer. . . . We
must develop an engine to show a

(high) factor of safety. . . . We
nnist develop a machine not sub-

ji'Ct to . . . liigh deterioration in

fiying." Well, the engineers did it,

as everybody knows. The board

had already promulgated flying

regulations and had announced
that it would iiot build any civil

airports, a decision aftcrwards

reversed.

Arthur Surveyer, m.e.i.c, now
l)r. Arthur Surveyer, hon. m.e.i.c,

contributed a note on The A\'ork

of the Ecole Polytechnique. in

wliich he emphasized the need to

teach the student to think:

"Habits of the right kind should

be im})osed upon (the student J at

the very beginning of his college

career . . .", as true today as it

ever was.

St. Lawrence Seaway

The St. Lawrence Seaway comes
in for raention in this Journal.

both Canada and the United

States liaving asked the Interna-

tional .loint Commission "to go

into the matter and report both

a> to the eosts of navigational im-

pro\'ement and power develop-

nient." The editor correctly fore-

saw both the sources of opposition

to the seaway and the objections

to it which would l)e raised, but

spoke a little oi)tiinistically of the

"last hearings". For a while we
would have been justified in think--

ing that the "last hearings" would

nvyvv be reached.
•'

( Telegrani ) PROFESSIONAL
ENCilNEERS' BILL OF BRIT-
ISH COLUMBIA PASSE D
THIRD READING . . .", speak?

for itself.

In a letter to the editor, C. A.

Mullen, .\. M.E.I.C, argued that the

Institute was trade union; "I

sec no difference in principie be-

tween our organization and that
of the bricklayers, tht)ugh tliere

are . . . differenccs in tactics .

they are ali the sanic . . . thing

... I think we can learn much
from . . . the bricklayers. . . . We
should . . . hold out the hand of

common interest ... to those
whose labour happens to contain

more of the jihysical . . . thar
ours."

On this contentious note we will

come back to 1955.

Elections and Tranfers
At lhe lueeting of Council held at

Headquaiter.s, on Fiiday, March 25tli,

1955, a number of applications were
presented for con.*ideration and on the
reconiinendation of tlie Admission.s Corn-
inittee the followinfi elections and ti'ans-

íers were effected

:

M < iiihcrx

:

S. Abolasli, MotdiTal
M. J. Anch-assy, Montreal
W. G. Beer. BrorkviUe
J). .J. P. Coleman, Rivcrbetid, Que.
K. VV. Cnidge, Toronto
]. Dzafarov. Chicoutinti

C V. Flemniinfi, Louduti
E. R. Gavfer, Fenticton
D. C. G. Hill, Humillon
A. W. Huffey, Ear Falis, Ont.
R. F. Johnston, Montreal
Z. A. Kular, Montreal
\ . F. Murzo, Bcrsimis
D. J. Nornian. Montreal
\\. K. Schriever. Otlaiva
H. Sorenson. Montreal
\). C. Treilliard. Flln Fiou

I 'ntiofí<:

B. C;. Butler, Senneterre, Que.
\V. P. Harris, Montreal
li. .]. Ne.sbitt, Quebec
G. A. Pfefferkorn, Montreal
V.. H. Schremp, Montreal

l' rantijerred jrom the ela.ss oj

liinior to that of Member:
D. R. Bakewell, Vancouver
R. H. Blackinore, Sherbrooke
D. Blair, Toronto
G. Cre\ ier, Kingston
R.''A. Cárter, Kapu.ú:asing
C G. Fritz, Fort Garry, Man.
.1. J. Hefíernan, London
\\ . Y,. Lyle, Edmonlon
K. M. Mitchell, Toronto
M. A. Mm-phv, Shaiidnigan. Fall.-^

A. E. 0'ReilIy, St. John's
N. P. Pei-soage, Ottawn
R. G. Price, Calgary
.1. S. Prifosle, Riclimond, Ind-
T. M. Tliomson, Vancouver
G. R. Woolfrey, Montreal
Tra.nsferred jrom the class of
Student to ílint of Júnior:

R. G. White, Kingslon

Tlir following Student.s were adrnitled:

Nova Scotia Technical College

K. H. W. Barrett D. D. Todd
H. W. Doane R. L. Vatcher

Queen's Universiiy

.]. W. Hickev R. B, Seed
S. F. E. Mav S. A. Stinson
M. N. Patterson

Royai Military College

.J. D. Brodie J. W. Plunimer
R. W. Cockfíeld H. D. Silvev

R. G. Gallinger

Vniverxú y of Toronto

Holenski P. M. Price
t). A. McWhirter

Vninersitg of Xew Bruii.-<u-^i< k-

H. V. Craig (i. A. Keith
.]. L. Deniers W. D. Lyon
F. B. Ervine F. H. Rvder
D, F. Hailett

MeGill UrUver.fity

G. Girard D. J. Spurrell

Metnoriíd University of Nfld.

T. R. Janes

Lavai University

V. .]. .\. Francoeur

r nÍ7'er.sit y of .Manitoba

\. \). Brewer
D. C. Azar, B.Sc. (Civil) N.S.T.C.. 1954

C. .J. Cadorette, Student in CPEQ 1953.

Applications through Associations

B>- virtue of the co-ojierative agree-

nieiits between the Institute and the

.\s,-;ociations of Professional Engineers,
the following elections and transfers

lia\ e become effective:

Albert.\
Members

:

T. C. Good A. W. S. Stuckev
R. J. Hilliker G. E. Zoellner
l-uniors:

.1. T. Hees W. .1. Meagher
.J. Steudel
.lunior to Member:
W. M. E. Boytzun

S.ASK.^TCHEW AN
.1/ e/nber.^:

S. R. Blackwell P. Scott
L S. Evans J. Wallcraft
.luniorn

:

M. Goy P. van Vliet

Student s:

M. A. Barber W. Petruk
.1. E. Campbell I. F. Rogers
.1. A. Naylor W. R. Tarasuk
A. D. Nordstrum .1. D. Yunker
.lunior to Member:
R. H. Banks W. .1. Riddell

D. J. Kelly D. H. Simp.«on

.J. S. Kernieen E. R. Smith

Xkw Bhuxswick

J. A. Slemin
Quebec

Members:
L. L. Gracianu .1. Laks
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NEWS OF THE
1»>V ^T^U ; _

^ASSOCIATIONS & ^CORPORATION^

Information received through co-operation with the

provincial oi ^anizations

Ontário

News of the Members

H. E. Seely has been appointed man-
agcr of coutract sales of Robertsoii-

Irwin Ltd., of Hamilton. Mr. Seely, who
IS a iíi-aduate iu civil enginecring of the

University of Xew Brunswick, will as-

sume respousibility for sales across Can-

ada of the Robertson building products.

Previous to his new appointment his re-

sponsibilities with the company includ-

ed field proiuotion. sales cngineering

and sales administration.

Victor V. Spencer has joined Honey-
conib Constraction Sen-ices Ltd., Tor-

onto, in the capacity of pro.ject engi-

neer.

A L^niversity of Toronto graduate of

19Õ1, Mr. Spencer was previously eni-

ployed by P.S.C. Applied Research Ltd.,

Toronto.

Dodingtun, Henderson & Chisvin,

Toronto consulting engineers, have

nioved to new ofíices at 93 Yorkville

Aveniie. The principais are E. L. Dod-
ington, V. L. Henderson, and J.

Chisvin.

A. O. Williams, vice-president of

North American Cyanamid Ltd.. of

Niagara Falis, Ont.. ha.s retired from
active service with the company after

43 years.

A native of Geórgia, and a graduate

of Geórgia Institutc of Technology, Mr.
Williams joined the American Cyana-
mid Company in 1912. Sincc that time

he has servcd the company in many
capacities, i-ising to the position of

works manager of the Niagara Falis

plant in 1944 and then to the vice-presi-

dency and a dirccior of the company
the foUowing year. In 1918 he was loan-

ed to the Air Nitrates Corijoration and
took part in the designing and opera-

tion of U.S. nitrate plants. Later he

was in charge of an e.xperimental phos-

phoric acid i)laiit in PMorida for two
years.

M. A. Lyons, now residing in Tor-
onto, has recently transfened his mem-
hership from Manitoba to Ontário.

Mr. Lyons, who.se son is also a mem-
her of tiiis Association, is a graduate of

the Massachusetts Institule of Tech-
nology and in 1912 was appointed chief

engineer of the Manitoba Department
of Highways. Between 1936 and 1940

he was Assistant Deputy Minister of

Public Works and Highway Commis-
sioner for Manitoba and from 1940 to

1946 was Deputy Minister of Public

Works.
In 1948 Mr. Lyons entered into pri-

\'ate consulting practice and has taken

an active part in town jjlanning activi-

lies. From 1924 to 1941 he was comp-
Iroller of Town Plauniiig for the Prov-
ince of Manitoba and from 1949 to

19Õ4 was chairman of the St. James
Town Planning Commission.

E. G. Fraser, of Toronto, has been

appointed manager of marketing and
product research of Canada Wire &
(.'able Co. Ltd., Leaside. Toronto.
Mr. Fraser graduated in electrical

rnginecring from the University of Tor-

onto in 1935 and two years later joined

llie conipany's electrical engineering de-

purtment. He remained at the head
otíice until 1948, wilh the exception of

the years 1940 to 1945. during which

he served o\-erseas with Royai Canadian

Signals. hl 1948 he was transferred to

Montreal as ea.stern district engineer,

\acating that ojiiiortimity to asume his

new resi)onsibilitirs.

The ajipoinl mcnt of K. B. Steele as

general supcriníenileut of lhe Canadian
National Trlcgraphs. eastern rogion, has

been announccHl. A graduate of the

Texas A. & M. Collegc. he undertook

post-graduate studies at Columbia Uni-

\ersity and has been associated with

Communications work for the past 33

vears.

From 1922 to 1929 he was associated

with the Bell Telephone Laboratories in

Xew York, where he assisicd in the de-

vclopment of carrier telegraph system

and telei)hoto f ransmission. In 1929 hc

joinec 1 Canadian National Telegraphs as

transmission engine(-r. ín 1939 he was

a|ipointed chief engineer. which position

he held at the time of his rccent pro-

motion. During the last war he was

loaned to the Federal Government as

chief engineer of Defence Communica-

I ions Limited.

J. H. S. Kor<l, Toronto, has been

made chief engineer of Canadian Na-

tional Telegraphs. .succeeding R. B.

Steele.

Mr. Ford joined Canadian National

Telegniphs following his graduation

from the University of Toronto in 1928.

In 1943 he was appointed transmission
engineer and nine years later became
general I lansmissioii and i)lant exten-
sion engineer.

Walter G. IVIcBurney, the technii-al

director and former manager of the

Niagara plant of North American
Cyanamid Ltd.. has gone to South
.Vfrica where a Cyanamid subsidiary will

soon begin production of calcium cj'ana-

iiiide. Tli(! new plant, which is located

at Wilbank, some 150 miles east of

Johannesbiirg. is exi)ect(-tl to begin

ojjerating in March.
Mr. McBiiiney, who has been with

Cyanamid since 1924. will a-ssist in the

initial operations of the new plant.

W. A. Moeser, of the Ma-s-scy-Hai ris-

Ferguson Companj^ is being transferred

from Marquett(> lez Lille, France, to

,\u.stralia, where he will bc a.ssociatád

with the company's plant at Melbourne.
Mr. Moeser graduated in mechanical

engineering from the University of Tor-

onto in 1943 and after service with the

Hoyal Canadian Navy during the last

war. joined the Massey-Harris organiza-

lion in Toronto.

Arthur E. Field, Toronto, has l)(>eii

appointed sales manager of the follow-

ing afíiliated companies: A-ssociated

(^uarries A Construction Ltd., Stone

Division; The Hagersx ille (Juarries Ltd.;

and llie Kirkfield CriLshed Stonc Ltd.

Mr. Field graduated in civil engiucer-

lUii in 1948 fioin the University of Tor-

onto and worked with the Canadian
Pacific Railway Comi)any for five years

after graduation belore joining the

.above coiiipaiix'.

J. L. Kiehards lias fornied ihi' <on-

sulting firm of J. L. Richards «fc Asso-

ciates, with ofíices at 157 Maclaren St..

Oitawa 4. The new oiganization will

cngage in civil, electrical and mechani-

cal engineering.

Mr. Hichards was formerly associated

with the Penuock Engineering Com-
l)any of (lllawa a,nd is a graduate of

()uecn"s University in boih . Icei ric.il

and mech.mical engineering.

Dr. Harry R. Shnwk has nu)v. d

from \'ancouver. B.C.. to the Far East.

where he is eng.aged in an advi.son-

capacitv in chemical engineering in For-

mosa. He recently entered the consult-

ini: lield in Vanconver after leaving the

Caribou l'amineerinu Co. Ltd.. with

m
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wliicli \tc had l)('(;n ciiumiícI in clicmicul

'•iit;iiic(;)'iiiH rclatfd lo lhe ItoyaliU;

Piodiicls pcl rolcuiii ii'liii(r\' :ii K:iiii-

iciop.v. H.C.

William F. I,aiiii<li-y tiiovfd fruiu

Olliiwa lo Toioiílo aiid is vviLli oiini-

ii('(MÍiiK divi.sioii III Tlií' \)<) Jlavillaiid

Aiicraft. of Caliad.a l.td. Wliilc ill Ol-
lavva Ml', fjaiiiidiy wa.s vvilh lhe divi.sioii

of iiiccliaiiical cnniruMM-irií; of National
IJcscaicli CoiiikmI.

J. K. IVl. IVliicAllisIt-r lias lcriiiiiialc<l

liis riiiiiloyiiiciil, willi I.Ik; Steel ('o. of

{-aliada \Ad.. Ilaiiiiltoii, íind lias itiovímI

lo SI. ( 'al liariiKJs and is iiiaiiancír of 'I'1ig

('rawford FidiíiKs iU). (('aliada) IA<\.,

Siaiiiford, Onl.

S. I''. S/,aj«l«T lias juiiiiil llic St,.

Lawiciicc Seaway Aiilliorily iii Mont-
real as a 8t.ruol.tiral enKineer.

Mr. Sza.jder. wlio is an eiiKineerinn

tíradnate of IIkí Uiiiversity of War.saw,

was foiíiierly a desitiii enuineer wil.h

('roclor, Hcdícrn and Laiitililiii, of 'l"or-

oiil o.

I'«-I«'r I). IN'lr«»f1', wlio lias lieeii in

lhe i'iii]doy of Dr.ake-Merril I at (íoose

Airiioil in Ijahrador. lias heen ajxjjjintcd
depaii iiieiil enuineer of tlie nicclianical

and ( leci l ical dcpart;incnts.

S. S. V«»/,<»rÍM, consullinn striicliiral

eiinineer, is novv loe;ited at, 411)5 IJiindas

Sireet West,, 'foronl.o IH.

iVInrrny E. Walls, oí Toronlo, lias

liren ap|)OÍnled lo tlie posilion of

mananintí director c)f i;eMoync l'/X-

ploiation ]A(\.

Mr. VValts, vvlio is a >;ia,duate in min-
iiifi enuineerinii froin <iiie(;n's Univer-
sily, will supervise LeMoyn(''s field ex-

plorai ion and prop(-rt,y invcstiííation

piunraiii. LeMoyne ]']xploration is r)ri-

\ali l\' sponsored hv liililo Lonjí Ijac

Cold Mines, FoNvell Hoiiyn (iold Mines,
l'i iiiii (Iold Mines, Oklend (lold Mines
,'iii(l associai ion coiiipanios.

( !c»iiiitiillr<-.s lo !» i''<>i-iii<-<l

The conncil of lhe Associai ion of Pro-
fessional lOnnineers of Maniloha at liíeir

lasi ineet-inti; decided lo circulafe a ([ues-

lioniiair(- lo the meinlxrsliip whicli

would (leal witli tlie soltiiifi up of coin-

inillees to study lhe followinn: Adniis-

sion lo tho Associai ion, Social Func-
lioiis. Scliolarsliips. Fntíineer?! in 1^'aiii

ina. Coniniiinily Planninp:, Pnblic liela-

lions, anil iiiaiiy otliors. It was felt tlial

iiian.\' oí the nieinber.s at larKO would
1)1' anxions to servo on tlieso comniilJees

and llierehy hav(! a direct liaiid in tlie

iiper.ilion of llieir association. It was
;ilso felt, tliat by lia\in(í lho inenibers

enjiatred in tliose aclivities it would in-

crease their intere.st and be beneficiai

lo lhe .'\ssociat ion as a wholo.

En{;in4><'i's in tho News

!'rof«'S(4or Jark Iloo^.slraloti, prosi-

denl of tlie .Associ.at ion of Professional

Mniriiirrs of Maiiiloba. lias been nainod

192

lo represent tliat body at the Dominion
("oun(;il of I<]nKÍnoeis io bo lield in St.

.íolin's, Newfoundland on May 18, 1!>

and 20, 1955.

(Fordon ÍJiristic has riícently b(íen

pronioled to llie jiosition of sales mana-
nor of tho Alpiía Manufacturinp; Co. of

WinniiioK. Mr. (Jliri.stio was forinerly

chief eiifiiiK-er of tli.at cornpany.

Wilfred l''r<'<l<'rikH<'n lias been pro-

nioted to chief engineor of tho Alpha
MariiifacI nrinu ('o. He was fornicily a

desifíii en(íinecr.

ííforgí- 11. (Jurry, foriiierly eniployed
by Karl Rybka and Associates, consult-

irin enKÍneeis in Toronto, lias joined tlio

íirin of Smith, Cárter, Katelnikoff,

.\rcliilects, Winnipeg, as a mechanical
desinn engineor.

Davo I{<>i(l, a gradiiate of lhe riii-

versity of Manitoba, has retmned to

tliis jirovinco to hoad tho ncwly formod
]*rairie Division of IIkí Canadian Com-
stock ('om|iany with hoad ofiice in Win-
nijieg. Mr. lícid has b(H'n wilh the same
compaiiy in Mastern (danada .since grad-
ual ion.

Alberta

The animal convontion of the A.sso-

cialidii of Professional língineers of Al-
biata, took placo at thí? Macdonald
Kotel, J']dniontori, on March 32.

"'J'li(! .Mberta Professional Fngincers'"

for Kebriiary announced delails of the
prograiii, noting that fOO members had
laken jiart in tho ))roparations. The
cliairmaii of the convontion coininittoe,

E. K. Cuinming, encouraging ali mem-
bers to attend, gavc somo vory good
illusirations of bencíits that can bo de-
rived. He said:

"It (loosn't niattor who you are

—

draugliismaii or ])residonli, salosman or

consullant, st-iuhuit or jirofo.ssor, eni-

ployoíí or (mii)loyer; ovcry i)rofessional

engineor stands to gain somei hing by
attending this convontion.

"Ptiihaps you will have the oppor-
tiinity of gotting a iiew idoa or ap-
proac^h from a follow engineor. It may
l)(- that you will find a different job that
offers you a bott(!r chance for advance-
ment. You might leam about a new
machine lliat you can use in your Con-
Iracting Dc^parl ment. Someone may tell

you about a new book that will answer
some of your probloiiis. ]'iVeryone can
learn more about Association activities,

and eveii if you doii't realizo any of

theso beneíils you can bo .a.ssurcd of a
miglity íine timo."
The retiring prosident is L. A. "Chie"

Thorsson, who has guidod Association
alT.iirs llirougli one of the groatest years
of iirogress to dale. T. D. Stanley will

be prosident for the year 1955.

Two of North America's Icading engi-

neers, it was announced, would takn
part in tlie program. Sydnoy L. Stolte,

of St. Paul, Minn., was the annual din-
ner spoaker, liis sub.i(M'.t being "A St-ale-

sido View of Enginoering". Mr. Stolte

is a past presidont of the National

Society of Profo.ssional Knginoers, ijie.si-

derit of the Minnesota Society of Arclii-

tects, past-pr(!sident of the Minne.sota
Society of Pnjfessional lúigineers, vico-
president of the Minnesota Cood Roads
Associai ion.

Col. I.,. F. Grant, |),ast jnesident of the
K.lXl., and jiresc rit íield sf;cretary of the

Instituto was tho spoaker at th(! inresi-

denfs luncheon. His subject was "Do
We Noed Snobbory in Canadian Uni-
\-ersity fildncation". Col. Grant is chair-

maii of th(! lOnginoers' Conncil for Pro-
fessional Developmont.
The jjrogram promised reporis from

tho several active committees of the

Association: the coinmittce on educa-
tion, whi('h lias been organizing local

conimil Ices Ihroughout the iiros ince lo

study educai ion at ali leveis; thf: coin-

mitlee on imblic rolai ions; the engiiíeer-

ing alurnni association; th(> committe(!
studying revi.sion of the by-laws; and
the mombershiii cominittee, which will

have ,a fórum discn.ssion on tho sub.iect

"Why be a Member".

British Columbia

Knginocrs-in-the-News

(>arth Grifliths, of Victoria, has been
appoinled to the newly-created post of

assistani to the general manager and

chief engineor of the B.C. Power Com-
mi.ssion.

.1. Norman Olson, alsf) of tho R.C.

Power ( 'oiiiiiiission, and until rocently

managiM- of the C'omox Valley and
Cainpbell River powor disfricts, lias

taken o\or the position of distribulion I

snperintendent which was left vacant by
Mr. Griíliths.

F. Pearce, formerly assist.ant

suiierintcndent of Vancouver Engineer-

|

ing Works Ltd., has been appoinled,

sales manager of Vancouver Machinery
Depot, an associate cornpany.

J. M. Bcan has acceptod a position

with H. F. Clarke Ltd. He has been

with tlií! Vancouver Iron Works since

his graduation in 1950.

John H. Read, of John II. Read
and Associates, consulting engineers, an-

nounces that lie and his partneis, A. M.
Read, and Poter Jonos, have fonneil

a new iiavtnersiiip to incliide Por (;hrÍM-j

toíTorseii, und(>r lhe new lirm namo of

Head. Head, Jones, Cliristofforsen. i

(;«>l. N. C. Shornian, O.R.E.. prosideni

of N. C. Sherman Ltd., Consulting engi-

ne(M-s, and Ironoce Products Ltd., lias

been appoinled Honorai-y Colono! of

lOighth Technical Regiment, Royai

Cana,(liaii Electrical and Mechanical
l^higineors (Militia).

{

I'\nir Universily of H.C. engineers

were nained winiKMS of Athlone Fellow-

sliii)s which will bring tliom, and thirt.y-j

íour othor Can.adians. two years ofj

study in United Kingdom universities

and industrial labor.al oiies. Thev were

Roherl Afllerk, of Victoria, who will

gradu.ite 111 Chemical Engineering thi.s

spring; Walter Dicliker, of Calgary,
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in thi-s year's elcctrical piiKÍri(-ciiiig

^nulual ing class ; David Giilhrio, of

rrail, vvho gradualod lasL ycar and will

.(•(ivc liis ina.ster's degrcc iu May;
nd Eíl Wright, of Vancouvcr, who is

uraduating in Civil Enginncring.

R. N. Fraser and H. N. Halton,

were also awarded Atlilono Scholar-

-liips. Thcy were reciiiionts of tlic; spe-

lal "B" awards for graduafi's in indus-

1 y. Mr. Fraser, wlio graduatcd in elcc-

ricai engineering froni U.J3.C. in I9r)3,

. now with the Canadian Wo.-itiiigliouse

I ;o. in Hamilton. Mr. Halton, niechani-

:il engineering graduatc of the cla.ss

.1 '51, is with tlio Aiiiniiiniin Co. at

\rvida, Que.

H. R. Sliawk, con.sulling chemical

iigiufcr of Vancouvcr, B.C., ha.s accept-

I a two year aK.signment a.s consultant

the Chinese Xationali.st Government
.11 Formosa on behalf of the J. W.
White luigineering Corporation of New
\i)rk. Mr. Shawk will act a.s engineer-

con.sultant for the Forcign Opera-

mns Admmi.stration in Formosa on

II projccts connected with chcinieal

lanufaclure, inoluding an aiihydrou.s

iiimonia plant and othcr projected en-

rri)risi)s for the production of fer-

ilizir.

C. T. Humphrey, at prescnt with P.

R. Saudwell & Co., is Icaving there at

tlie end of the month to join H. A.

Simons Ltd.

R. K. Coatcs is now employod hy

ne Trans Canada ilighway Division of

:|ití Department of Public Works at

liuníf, Alta. Mr. Coatcs holds his

I5.C.L.S. licence and was formerly with

A. L. Purdy, B.C.L.S. at Nelson, B.C.

P. B. Saxvik has accepicd a position

ith the International Pacific Haimon
isherics Commis.sion at New Wcstniin-

cr. He had previously been with Read,

Kead, Jones and Christofíersen.

J. A. Slickney has left for Edmoiiton
1 ) take up a position with Nortliein

I "onstruction Co. and .1. W. Stewart Ltd.

He had been with the Selby Drilling Co

C. N. Moore, of the C-.)nsolidat"d

Mining & Smelting Co., has been trans-

ferred from Princc Rupert, B.C. to Port

Arthur, Ont.

V. Rantcla has left for KduKmton
where he takes up a new job with

Northern Construction Co. and J. W.
.Stewart Ltd.

Arthur Ma.suk, a 19.51 civil graduate

rom .Sa.skatchewan, and foriiK.Tly with

iie Department of Public Works at

Moos-e Jaw, has accepted a position with

Vorthem Construction and J. W.
Stewart Co.

M. Clotman, who is with the Cana-
lian Pacific Railway Co. Ltd. and has
Ixen at Penticton for the past Iwcj

\i^ar.s, has been transferred to Montreal
in the bridgc design dei)arl riuínt.

W. L. JohnHon is now with H. A.

Simons Ltd. He had bcíni with O. S.

likiridgc on the Pnntlcdge power ])ro-

ject.

A. C. N. de. Voogd li.is acccptcfl a

osition with the Consolidated Mining
V Smelting Co. Lt<l. He gradnated in

l!>r)4 in geological engineering and has
lieen working with the American Smelt-
ing A- Ri fining Co. in Vancouvcr.

E. D. Thorne, who had been engaged
in work on the Fraser Rivcr Model at

the University of B.C., has accepted a
position on the staff of the B.C. Engi-
neering Co. Ltd.

R. A. Jcmson was recently promoted
to the position of Steam Plant Superin-
tendent for Crown Zellerbach Canada
Ltd., Ocean Falis, B.C. He joined the

staff of Crown Zcíllcrbacli following his
giaduation from U.B.C, in 1950. Mr.
Jemson served as assistant steam plant

superintendent for about one year prior

to his recent promotion.

A. (;. Smith, a 1954 civil graduate
of Gonzaga University, Spokane, is now
omplo.vod by Western Con.sulting Ltd.

He had been with H. Gardiner & Co.

The Journal i.s plea.sed to pub-
li.sli an invitation from the New
Zealand Institution of Engineers
for Canadian engineer.s to partici-

patc in the Au.stralian and New
Zcaland conference on Soil Me-
chanios and Founthition Engineer-

ing, which is to be held in January,
1956.

Through the Confcrence of Com-
rnonwcalth Engineering Institu-

tions, members of one organiza-

tion are welconie to participate in

the activitie.s of anothcr, and this

invitation i.s bui another manifes-

tation of tlie usefulne.ss of such an

agreement.
It will be noticcd that the New

Zealand Institution suggests thai

))ersons who are interested com-
inunicate with their sccretary in

Wellington, New Zealand. It

would be helpful if any person

writing there would send copies to

the In.stitute headquarters so that

some contact can bc maintained

with this ronference and the Cana-

dian participation in it.

Herewith is tln; invitation:

The second meeting of the

Australian and New Zealand

Confercnce on Soil Mechanics

and Foundation Engineering i.s

to be held in New Zealand (ai

Christfhurch) from 23rd to 27th

Janiutry, líi^íi. The meeting will

l)c held tmdor the joint aus-

pices of the University of New
Zealand and the New Zealand

Institution of Engineers.

The organizer.s of the meeting

would welcome any widening

(if the scope and interest of the

l)roceeílings and of the technical

papers to be prc.^entcd for dis-

cussion. I am asked, therefore,

to extend a general invitation

Len Cox has accepted a position with
Dennis Oitoph & Associates. He had
previously been working on the Fraser
River and Vancouver Harbour Model at
U.B.C.

F. C. Leroux, who had previously
been with A. L. Swanson & Co., is now
employed by H. A. Simons Ltd.

D. 11. Tait is now employed with the
National (ieophysical Co. Ltd. at Daw.son
Crcek. He was formerly with Burnelt,
McGugan and Hunter, of New Westmin-
ster.

J. W. II. Pricst is now employed
with H. A. Simons Ltd. in the instru-
ment dcpartmcnt.

P. A. ApoNtoIi has accepted a posi-
tion with lhe Standard Oil Co. He was
formerly with (Jariboo Engineering.

to engineers in othcr countries
to participate in the meeting. It

is not expected that many engi-

neers from overseas will be able
to visit New Zealand to attend
the meeting in person, although
tliey would indeed be welcome,
and such an event would be a
delight to the organizers. Apart
from this possibility, however,
avenues for participation are:

(a) The submissiun of papers
for discussion at the meeting;

íbj Written discussion on
papers to be presented at the
meeting.

In regard to (a), papers are
invited covering a wide field,

and it is expected that it will

be possiblc to cla.ssify those
accqited undcr one or other of

the following headings:

(i) Properties of Soils

(ii) Determination of Char-
acteristics of Soils

(iiij Application to Engineer-
ing Problems

It would be appreciated if any
who contcmplate submitting
[)apers would notify thcir in-

tention and the subject chosen,

at the earliest possible date, to

the Secretarj', N.Z. Institution

of Engineers, P.O. Box 5036,

Wellington, N.Z.

In regard to (b), it is hoped
that advance copies of papers

will be available severa! weeks
before the meeting, and if any
who wisli to participate by way
of written discussion will kindly

notify the above, advance copies

of papers will be mailed to thcm.
\Miero only papers unrler a par-

ticular hcading are of interest

it would l)e lielpful if this could

be indicated.

Soil Mechanics in Austrália
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Richard Edgar Heartz, m.e.i.c. Í

President

OF

Tlie Eiigineering Institute of

Canada

1955

Exactly 38 years of iiiember-

ship will stand behind hiin when

Richard E. Heartz, of Montreal,

steps into the presidency of The
Engineering Instituto of Canada
in May.

Joining the Institute as a Student

in 1917, when he graduated from

McGill University, he became an

Associate Member in 1926 and a

Member in 1933. He was chairman

of the Montreal Branch in 1941, a

member of the Council from 1942

to 1944, treasurer in 1948, and

vioe-president and chairman of the

Finance Committee in 1949 and

1950.

He is a member of the board of

governors of Sir George Williams

College in Montreal; the board of

regents of Mount Allison Univer-

sity at Sackville, N.B., where he

received an honorary doctorate of

laws in 1952; and the board of

governors of the Royai Edward
Laurcntian Hospital, Montreal.

Mr. Heartz was born at Marsh-

field, P.E.I., and received his early
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Nakash

schooling in that province. Later

he attended Mount Allison and

McGill Universities. Immediately

upon receiving his engineering de-

gree at McGill, he enlisted in the

Royai Flying Corps and was com-

missioned as a pilot a few months

later.

Now the president and a direc-

tor of The Shawinigan Engineering

Company Limited, and a member
of the management committee of

the parent Shawinigan Water and

Power Company, Mr. Heartz has

been with Shawinigan for 35 years.

In 1920 he began his long asso-

ciation with the Com])any ; his

first assignment was on the con-

struction of The Shawinigan Water

and Power Company's No. 2A de-

velopment at Shawinigan Falis,

(^le.

In the following years he acted

as rcsident enginecr on construc-

tion of such power dcvelopments

as La Gabelle on the St. Maurice,

St. Narcisse on the Batiscan, and

Paugan Falis on the Gatineau. He

was later transferred to the Cora-

])any's head ofRce in Montreal, and

in 1935 was made assistant chief

ongincer. He was made vicc-presi-

dent and chief engineer in 1947,

and president in 1952.

In 1941 and 1942 he was loaned

by the Shawinigan Company as

general managcr of Wartime Mer-

chant Shipping Limited, assisting

in directing and co-ordinating the

work of 14 shipyards and their as-

sociated supi^Iiei^s in carrying out

the Canadian cargo vessel pro-

gram. Throughout the war that or-

ganization built more than 4,000,-

000 tons of shipping, and employed

at its peak 75,000 men.

He long has been active in the

Ameiican Society of Civil Engi-

ncers and the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers. He is a

memlíer of the Corporation of Pro-

fessional Engineers of Quebec.

He has four daughters, one of

whom is a graduate in mechanical

engineering of Queen's University.
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Newly Elected Officers of the Institiite

\t the Aiiiiual Meetinj:, the presideiit threo vice-presideiits and thirly-lwo couiicillors

lake ofliioc. Thev serve with others whose lenns of ofiiee continue. The complete

li^l of the (^oinicil \vill appear in the next issue of the Journal.

M. Hardy, m.e.i.c, who will serve

,1 'two years as the vice-president of

ic Institute representing the Western

rovinces, is dean of engineering of the

luversity of Alberta.

Dean Hardy is well known as well

)r his a.^sociation with the work of

\ eral profe.ssional societies in Canada,

io was president of the Association of

r()fe.~sional Engineers of Alberta in

Dean Hardy was appointed late in

1954 to the board of directors of Foun-
dation of Canada Engineering Corpora-
tion Limited. He is president of R. M.
Hardj' Associates Ltd., and vice-presi-

dent of Materials Testing Laboratories
Ltd., of Edmonton and Calgary.

M. A. Montgomery, M.E.I.C, who will

be a vice-president of the Institute

representing the Province of Ontário, is

sales manager of Canadian Blower <fe

F^orge Company Ltd. in Kitchener.
In 1937 he joined the sales statí of

the company in the Montreal district

Ijut was moved to Kitchener as assist-

ant sales manager for engineering prod-
ucts, following a period of war service

as an engineer officer in the construc-

tion directorate of the Royai Canadian
Xavy from 1942 to 1945. In 1951 he was
appointed sales manager and in 1952 was
appointed to the board of directors of

the Company.
Born in Prince Albert, Sask., Mr.

Montgomery studied mechanical engi-

neering at the University of Saskatche-
wan, graduating with a B.Sc. degree in

H. M. Hardy, M.E.I.C.

11(49, and president of the Dominion
('ouncil of Professional Engineers in

Itt.lS. He is an associate member of the

American Society of Civil Engineers.

Dean Hardy was born in Winnipeg,

'.vhere he received his early education

iiul his Professional training, graduating

,rom the University of Manitoba in

l!)-29 with a B.Sc. degree m civil engi-

iircring. He received the degree of

\l..Sc. from McGill University in 1930,

iiicr further study. The same year he

Miined the stafí of the University of

\lberta as a lecturer in the department

; civil engineering. He was later ap-

ointed assistant professor, associate

j.rofessor, and in 1946 succeeded R. S.

i>. Wilson, M.E.I.C, as dean of the

faculty of applied science.

Dean Hardy ,spent a number of sum-
iiiers at the University of Michigan,

-uidying structural engineering, and dur-

lUg the session 1939-40 he went to Har-

\ard University where he studied soil

inechanics, a field in which he has be-

come recognized as an authority. He
lias done consulting work for the past

iwenty-five years for industrial concerns
in eastorn and western Canada, somo

I his most important assignmenls being
vith the Aluminum Company of Can-
ela. He has also given extensivo advice

11 structural and foundation problcms
II Alberta. In 1947 Dean Hardy rc-

cived, .jointly with E. D'Appolonia, the

l\eefer Medal of the Institute for their

[lajier "Permanently Frozen Ground and
l''oimdation Design". Dean Hardy also

•ontributed a paper to the 1954 annual
nceting, jointly with Charles F. Ripley,
M.ic.i.c, the subject being "Foundation
liivestigations for the Kitimat Smeltcr".
ilo has headed the Canadian Good
Koads Association's highwaj' research

m.stitute; he is on the advisory council

of the Canadian Welding Bureau.

more served as a major with the Royai
Canadian Engineers. He was awarded
lhe Military Cross for gallantry.

Ia 1919 he joined the Imperial Oil

Limited as an a.ssistant engineer, and
for many yeais he was engagcd in engi-

neering and petroleum rcíinery opera-
tions in many parts of Canada and in

Foru, South America.
During the second World War he

served as director of fuel oil for the

Royai Canadian Navy with the rank
of commander. He was also appointed
a.^"sislant director of plans.

Mr. Dunsmore became president of

Champlain Oil Products Limited in

1949.

Associated with the Institute .since

1924, Mr. Dunsmore is a past vice-

president and has also served a.s chair-

nian of both the Halifax and the Mont-
real branches of the Instituto. He was
elected an Associate Member in 1924,

transferring to Member in 1939.

Grant R. Jack, m.e.i.c, has bcen elected

to reprcsent the Newfoundland Brancli

on the council of the Institute. He is

chairman of the Board of Commission-
ers of Public Utilities of Newfoundland.
Mr. Jack has bccn counected with

the Institute since 1918 when he was
elected an Associate Member. He be-

came a Member in 1940. In 1941 he
was on the executive of the Toronto
Branch.
Mr. Jack went to Newfoundland in

1944 as city engineer of St. John's. Pre-

viously he had been for many years

commi.ssioner of works for the Towuship
of East York, Ontário. He had worked
earlier with the firm of Frank Barbour
and Associates, Limited, and with the

city of Toronto as a resident engineer.

H. B. Cárter, m.e.i.c, will reprcsent tho

Corner Brook Branch on the Council

Belair

M. A. Montgomery, M.E.I.C

1934. He attended Western University

in 1953 for a business administration

cour.se. From 1935 to 1937 he was em-

ployed as sales engineer with Sarco

Canada Ltd., of Toronto.

Mr. Montgomery is a member of the

Kitchener Chamber of Commerce, the

Association of Professional Engineers of

Ontário, and the Gyro Club.

Actively associated with the Engineer-

ing Institute, he joined as a Júnior in

1938, transferring to a Member in 1949.

He was elected the first chairman of the

Kitchener branch on its inauguration

in 1950, and representcd the branch on

lhe Council in 1952 and 1953.

R. L. Dunsmore, m.e.i.c, president of

Champlain Oil Products Limited in

Montreal, has been elected a vice-presi-

dcnt of the Institute for the Province

of Quebec.
Born at Seaforth. Ont., Mr. Dunsmore

received his early education in St.

Thomas, Ont., after which he obtaincd

iiis B.Sc. degree in civil engineering

from Queen's University in 1915.

During the first World War Mr. Duns-
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K. L. Dunsmore, .M.E.I.C.

of the Institute. He is electrical en-

gineer with Bowater's Nowfoundlaml

Pulp and Pai)or Mills Lid.

He joined the company in 1946 as

an electrical drafisman in lho ougineei-

Ing departmont, and was promotrd to

his pro.sont ])osilion in 1954.

Born in St. Johns, Xowfoundhind,

Mr. Cárter rocoived his early oducalioii

thore and in England. He attondiMl

Memorial University Collegc in St.

John's. He graduatod in electrical eri-

gineering froni McGill rniversity in

1945. Itaving previotisly received a dip-

loma in engineering from Dalhoiisio

Í'nivorsity. ILilifax.
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Mr. Cárter is a councillor of the As-
sociation of Professional Engineers of

Newfoiíndland, and is also an associate

member of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers. He joined the In-

stitute as a Member in 1950.

E. K. MacNutt, m.e.i.c, of Charlotte-
town, has been elected councillor for the
Prince Edward Island Branch of the
Institute. He is district marine agent
for the Charlottetown Agency of the
Marine Branch of the Department of

Transport.
He first joined the Aids to Navigation

Branch of the Marine Department (later

the Department of Transport) , in 1935

in Charlottetown where he held the
position of superintendent of lights. In
1947 he was appointed district engineer
and in 1950 took his present position

as district marine agent.

His previous experience included
work as assistant and resident engineer
on several construction jobs in the
province of Quebec from 1924-1934.

Originally from Malpeque, P.E.I., Mr.
MacNutt took civil engineering at Mc-
Gill University, graduating in 1924. He
joined the Engineering Institute as a

Member in 1951.

G. F. Bennett, m.e.i.c, managing direc-

tor of Foulis & Bennett Electric Limited
in Halifa.x, N.S., will represent the
Halifax Bi'anch on the council of the

Institute.

Mr. Bennett was born in Ottawa and
received his early education at public
and high schools of that citj'. He en-
tered McGill University in

"

1927 and
obtained his B.Sc. degree in electrical

engineering in 1931. During tlie summer
months of his course he was employed
as rodman for the Canadian National
Railways on a railway construction sur-

vey in northern Saskatchewan, and as

a levelman for topographical surveys.
After his graduation Mr. Bennett en-

tered the graduate training course pro-
vided by the Canadian Westinghouse
Company, and upon completion of this

training in 1934, became engnged in

engineering, apparatus and merchandise
salès in the Company's Halifax oíBce.

In 1941 Mr. Bennett entered into
partnership in the firm of Foulis &
Bennett Electric Limited in Halifax.

A.ssociated with the Institute since

1929, when he joined as a Student, Mr.
Bennett was elected chairman of the
Halifax Branch in 1953-54. He had trans-
ferred to Júnior in 1926 and to Mem-
ber in 1941. He is also an active mem-

E. K. MacNutt, M.E.I.C.
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ber of the Association of Professional

Engineers of Nova Scotia, being at

present a member of the council.

L. E, Burrill, M.E.I.C, works manager
of Sifto Salt Limited, a subsidiary of

Dominion Tar and Chemical Company
Ltd., in Amherst, has been elected to

serv^e on the Council of the Institute

for the Amherst Branch.
Associated with the Dominion Tar and

Chemical Company since 1945, Mr.
Burrill was previously employed as

chemist of Goodrich Refining Co. Ltd.
at Port Credit, Ont. from 1934 until

1940, when he joined Defence Industries

Ltd. as supervisor and assistant super-

visor of the production departments of

the cordite plants at Nobel. Ont. and
at Winnipeg. He became assistant super-
intendent of the creosoting plant of

Dominion Tar and Chemical Co. Ltd.
in Calgary in 1945, and was appointed
works manager of the company's salt

plant at Waterways, Alta., in 1948. He
became superintendent of the salt plant
m Sarnia in 1950, and transferring to
his present position in Amherst in 1952.

A native of Burgessville, Ont., he at-

tended the University of Toronto,
graduating with a B.A.Sc, degree in

chemical engineering in 1933. He joined
the Institute in 1953 as a member.
A. G. Walt, M.E.I.C, general manager of

Consolidated Steel Corporation Ltd.,

structural steel engineers and fabricators,

Saint John, N.B. has been elected to

serve on the Council of the Institute

for the Saint John Branch.
Born in Glasgow, Mr. Watt came to

Canada in 1927 and entered Canadian
Vickers Ltd. in Montreal as stiiictural

draughtsman and chçcker. Two years
later he joined the Saint John Drydock
and Shiiibuilding Company Ltd., in

Saint John where he served as chief

draughtsman for eleven years. The fol-

lowing two years he was employed as
personnel manager.
In 1942 Mr. Watt became personnel

manager of Foundation Maritime Ltd.
in Pictou, N.S. ; and he was industrial
relations and personnel director of Fer-
guson Industries of Pictou, N.S. from
1943 to 194.5, when he returned to Saint
John Drydock and Shipbuilding Com-
pany Ltd., as chief draughtsman of ú\e
structural steel division, becoming assist-

ant chief engineer in 1950.

An active member of the Saint John
Branch. Mr. Watt was general chairman
of the Maritime Professional Meeting
in 1952, and was elected chairman of
the branch in 1953.

A. G. Watt, M.E.I.C.
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L. E. Burrill, M.E.I.C.

He became a Member of the Institute

in 1946.

P. C. Levesque, m.e.i.c, has been elect-

ed a councillor of the Institute represent-

ing the Fredericton Brandi. He is super-

intendent of district operation at Fred-

ericton for the New Bnjnswick Electric

Power Commission.
Mr. Leve.sque joined the Commission

in 1946 and was for two years district

engineer in charge of distribution at

Grand Falis. In his present position, to

which he was appointed in 1948, he is

in charge of distribution lines, construc-

tion and operation and maintenance of

transmission lines,

He was born in Alberta in 1921. He
studied accounting at St. Joseph Univer-

sity in 1939, after which he undertook
electrical engineering studies at the Uni-

versity of New Brunswick, graduating

in 1944. Following this he ser\ ed for two

years in the Royai Canadian Navy as

lieutenant.

He has been associated with the In-

stitute since 1943 when he joined as a

Student, transferring to Member in 1946.

He was first appointed the councillor of

the Fredericton Branch during last year.

L. P. Dancose, m.e.i.c, of Mont Joli,

Que., has been re-elected to a second

term as councillor of the Institute repre-

senting the Lower St. Lawrence Branch.

Mr. Dancose was born at St. Evariste,

Frontenac County, Quebec. He received

his B.A. degree from Lavai University,

and his B.A.Sc, degree in civil engineer-

ing from Ecole Polvtechnique, Montreal,

in 1942.

P. C. Levesque, M.E.I.C.
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Bruce L. I);ni,s, M.E.I.C.

After graduation he was employed for

five years in the engineering department,

Levis Division, of the Canadian National

Raihvays. He was then promoted to as-

^istant division engineer at Quebec, for

the Laurentian Division. At the begin-

ning of 1948 he joined the Canada and
(!ulf Terminal Railway Coinpany as en-

I

gineer and assistant siiperintendent and,

at the end of the sanie year, was pro-
' inoted to superintendcnt.

Mr. Dancose joined the Institute as

.1 Student in 1942. He has been active

m the Lower St. Lawrence Branc-h since

its inauguration in 1952, and was ap-
pointed its first councillor.

Bruce L. Davis, m.e.i.c, general super-

I

intendent of the reduction division of
' the Aluniiniuni Company of Canada at

Vrvida. has been eleeted to the Council
oí the Institute bv the Saguenay Brandi.
Mr. Davis joined the AJurninum Com-

IJany at Arvida following his graduation
in mining engineering froni the Univer-
.-^ity of Toronto in 1941. He has served
lhe company in various capacities, in-

i luding that of project engineer for the

design and bringing into operation of

the first post-war electrolytical caustic-

chlorine plant at Arvida, using the hori-

zontal stationaiy mecury cell. He pres-

cnted a paper on this process to the
Montreal Branch of the E.I.C. in 1950.

Vnother, a paper written jointly with
Ur. W. C. Gardiner, was published in

"Chemistry" in 1949. The reduction
livision, of which he is superintendent,
omprises the aluminum, magnesium,

. austic-chlorine and carbon plants.

In 1951 Mr. Davis serxed as chairman
1)1 the Saguenay Branch. Previously hv
iiad been chairman of the júnior section
iif the branch which he helped to de-
rlop. He joined the E.I.C. in 1941 as a

^tudent. transferring to Júnior in 1944
nd becoming a Member in 1949. He is

I member, also, of the Electrochemical
.•^ociety.

Edward T. Buchanan, m.k.i.c. chief en-
ííineer of the Consolidated Paper Cor-
poration in Grand'Mère. Que., will be oii

the Council of the Institute represent-
ing the St. Maurice Vallry Branch.
Mr. Buchanan has been associated

with the pulp aud paper industry since
' 1935 when he started with the Corpora-

lon in accounting work. He was as-sist-

nt chief engiiirer after 194t) and wa>
i|>pointoil chief engineer in .lanuaix'

19.53.

An electrical onsinecring grarluntc of

McGill University, class of 1928. Mr,
Buchanan was granted the I. H. Weldoii

E. T. Buchanan, M.E.I.C.

Medal of the Technical Section of the

Canadian Pulp and Paper Association

in 1948.

Mr. Buchanan is assistant provincial

commissioner of the Boy Scouts Asso-
ciation. and is past chairman of the St.

Maurice Valley Branch of the Institute

and former regional representative of

the Corporation of Professional En-
gineers for the St. Maurice Valley.

G. J. Cote, M.E.I.O., will represent the

Eastern Townships Brandi on the Coun-
cil of the Institute for a second term.

He is sénior partner of the firm Cote,

Lemieux, Carignan and Bourque, Shei-

brooke, Que.
Lieut.-Col. Cote was born at Sher-

brooke. He obtained his education at

the St. Jean Baptiste Academy, at St.

Louis College, and at Ecole Polytech-

nique, Montreal. He received the degice

of B.A.Sc, in civil engineering in 1936.

He is a member of the Corporation of

Professional Engineers of the Province
of Quebec, and has been a Member of

the Institute since 1946.

He had done survey work before

gi-aduation, and afterwards joined the

firm Crepeau & Cote, of which he was
the júnior partner until 1940. For the

firm he supervised municipal projects

and bridge constructions.

He was in the Royai Canadian Engi-

neers during the years 1940 to 1945, as

a major, being in the French-German
Campaign. He served after his discharge

as officer commanding the Fusiliers de

Sherbrooke. until June, 1952.

On his return he was appointed lhe

sénior associate member of the firm of

Crepeau & Cote. Later the firm Coto,

W. H. Gauvin, M.E.I.C.

<;. .1. Cote, M.E.I.C.

Lemieu.x, Carignan & Bourque was
formed.

William Henry Gauvin, m.e.i.c, has

been eleeted to the Council of the In-

stitute, representing the Montreal
Branch. He is associate professor in the

chemical engineering department at Mc-
Gill University.

Professor Gauvin received his early

education in France and Belgium,
having been born in Paris. He studied

chemical engineering at McGill Uni-

versity aud obtained his B. Chem. de-

gree in 1941, his M. Eng. degree in

1942, and his Ph. D. in phj'sical chemis-

try in 1944.

Prior to attending McGill, he was a

chemist with National Essential Oils

Ltd., and later became assistant plant

manager. From 1941 until 1943, he was
demonstrator in chemical engineering at

McGill University, and in 1942 acted as

consultant to the American Electro-

platers' Society.
_

^
.

Upon graduation in 1944 he joined

Frank W. Horner Ltd. as plant superin-

tendent, but returned to McGill Uni-
versity in 1946 as associate professor

in chemical engineering. He also acts

as consultant for the Pulp and Paper
Research Institute of Canada, and con-

sultant for the University of Ottawa.

Professor Gauvin has published 12

papers on the subject of electrochemis-

try and chemical engineering, and the

Pulp and Paper Research Institute is

about to publish 13 technical reports on

fundamental research projects.

Professor Gauvin became a Member
of lhe Institute in 1951 and is also a

member of the Chemical Institute of

Canada, the EJectrochemical Society,

Canadian Pulp and Paper Association

and th" American Electroplaters' So-

ciety.

C. G. Kingsmill, M.E.I.C, will serve on

the Council of the Institute represent-

ing the Montreal Branch.
Director and assistant to the presi-

dent of Angus Robertson Limited, gen-

eral contractors, in Montreal, Mr.
Kingsmill joined the company in 1952.

From Jauuary to March, 1953, he was
loaned by the company to Delence
Construction (1951) Ltd., as chief engi-

neer.

Mr. Kingsmill was connected with the

construction of hydro-electric develop-

ments at He Maligno and Beauharnois,

Que, and pa,>er mills at Dolbcau, Que.,

Liverpool, N.S., and Baie Conicau, Que.

When Quebcc-Hydro was formed, he

was with tlie Beauharnois Light, Heat
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C. G. Kingsmill, M.E.I.C.

and Power Company and remained with
them until 1952. He was then chiei

engineer of tlie power development
division of the Quebec-Hydro.
A native of Toronto, Mr. Kingsmill

attended the Royai Naval College of

Canada and graduated in mechanical
engineering from the Universitj' of Tor-
onto in 1924.

He became a Júnior of the Institute
in 1927, a full Member in 1940, and
was a member of the executive com-
mittee of the Montreal Branch frora

19.53 to 1955.

R. E. Hayes, m.e.i.c, manager of tho

engineering department of The General
Supply Company of Canada Limited,
has been elected to the Council of the
Institute.

Mr. Hayes is a native of Ottawa.
After attending Lisgar Collegiate in

Ottawa, he entered McGill University
graduating with a B.Sc. degree in engi-

neering in 1924.

Following graduation, Mr. Hayes was
cmpIo.yed by Peacock Brothers Lim-
ited of Montreal and joined the staff

of the engineering department of The
General Supply Company of Canada
Limited in May, 1925.

He has been responsible for the in-

stallation of water purification equip-
ment and automatic pumping stations
in many Canadian municipalities in-

cluding Ottawa, Montreal, Belleville

and Sackville, N.B. With the advent of
commercial aviation in Canada, he was
responsible for the de\'e]opment of

R. E. Hayesi M.E.I.C.
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automatic standby power plants to pro-

vide eraergency power for the many
aids to navigation which are now re-

quired for the safe operation of air-

craft in and out of airports. During the

war, he was responsible for the develop-

ment of power plants for the operation

of many secret devices such as radar,

telecommunications and naval equip-

ment.
Joining the Institute as a Júnior in

1928, he became an Associate Member
in 1936 and a Member in 1940. In 1954

Mr. Hayes was elected chairman of the

Ottawa branch and for two years pre-

viously had served on the management
committee. He is a member of the

Association of Professional Engineers
of Ontário and of the Corporation of

Professional Engineers of Quebec.

H. B. Brewer, m.e.i.c, has been elected

to represent the Brockville Branch on
the Council of the Institute for 1955.

Assistant manager of the Maitland
Works of Dupont Company of Canada
Limited since July 1, 1954, when the

Company was formed, he was formerly
an employee of Canadian Industries

Ltd. Mr. Brewer had served with C.I.L.

for the past 24 years. He has been
engaged in explosives, agricultura!

chemical and nylon manufacturing
activities along works engineering, con-

struction and administration lines.

A native of Fredericton, N.B., Mr.
Brewer studied electrical engineering at

the University of New Brunswick, grad-
uating with a B.Sc. degree in 1928.

He was employed by Aluminum Com-
pany of Canada Ltd. in 1928, with
Hydrographic Surveys in 1929, and join-

ed Canadian Industries Ltd. in 1930.

Mr. Brewer served as councillor of

the Brockville Branch when it was in-

nugurated in 1954.

JI. B. Brewer, M.E.I.C.

H. G. Conn, M.E.I.C, has been elected a

councillor of the Institute representing
the Kingston Branch. He is head of

the department of mechanical engineer-

ing at Queen's University, which ap-
pointment he has held since 1946. He
is a private consultant in heating and
ventilating.

Professor Conn was earlier a plant
engineer with Procter and Gamble Com-
pany Ltd., in Hamilton. During the

recent war he seiwed for six years in

Canada, England and Europe as a lieu-

tenant colonel in the R.C.E.M.E.
Professor Conn is a member of the

Institute of Mechanical Engineers of

England and serves as a member on
the Institution's Canadian Advisory
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Committee. He also serves as a mem-
ber on the examining board of the

Aíssociation of Professional Engineers of

Ontário, and is a member of the Ameri-
can Society of Mechanical Engineers.
He has been an active member of the
Engineering Institute since 1931. He is

currently a representative on the A.S.

M.E. Educational Committe.
In 1931 he received his B.Sc. degree

in mechanical engineering from Queen's
University and in 1946 graduated with
a M.S. degree from the University of

Michigan.

Sydney Sillitoe, m.e.i.c, has been rc-

elected to the Council of the Institute

for his second term, to represent the

Belleville Branch.
A native of Edmonton, Mr. Sillitoe

received his early education there and
undertook electrical engineering studies

at the University of Alberta, graduating
with a B.Sc. degree in 1931. He took
two more years in communication and
structural design and received his M.Sc.
degree in 1933. He then attended McGill
Lmiversity for research work for one
year, the result being the publication of

a paper in the Canadian Journal of

Research on the subject "Reflections

from thn lonosphere".

Sydney Sillitoe, M.E.I.C.

Mr. Sillitoe is production superin-

tendent of the Belleville plant of

Northern Electiúc Company Ltd. Join-

ing the company in 1934 in Montreal

as a juniór engineer, he was appointed

technical engineer in charge of produc-

tion engineering in 1943, and broadcast

equipment design engineer in 1946. In

1947 he became an equipment engineer

H. G. Conn, M.E.I.C.
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at tlio líollovillp plant. and in 1950 was

iiamed assistant superintendent of gen-

ial assembly. He received liis appoint-

iiiont as production superintendent in

i!)51.

He was assigned to the Department
1)1' Munitions and Supply on a technical

liiission to England in 1941.

Ml'. Sillitoe is a member of the As-

sociai ion of Professional Engineers of

I )ntario and an associate member of the

luslitute of Radio Engineers. He is a

rhartor momber of the Montreal section

of I.R.E.. serving as its secretary in

1937-38. and it.s ehairman in 1938-39. He
lias been a.ssoriated with the work of

lhe Canadian Radio Technical Planning

I^oard. and of the Radio Manufacturers
Association of Canada. Ho has also

-(>r\-e(l on the rehabilitation advisory

coiiunittee of the school of electronies

of Ryerson Institute. When the Belle-

\ ille Hranch of the Institute was formed
:n 1950 Mr. Sillitoe was elected secre-

lary and was in 1952 the first elected

louncillor.

Mr. Sillitoe has presented technical

papers to branches of the Engineering
Institute. lhe Canadian Electrical A.s-

^ocialion and the Canadian Institute of

Minina an l Metalhu-gy. Papers on mine

Mackenzie McMurray, M.E.I.C.

radio signalling e(|uipnient have been
liublished in the Canailian Mining and
Metallurgical BuUetin, November, 1949,

md the Canadian Mining Journal, Sep-
leniber 1949.

Mackenzie McMurray, m.k.i.c, has been
elected councillor of the Institute rep-
lesenting the Toronto Branch. He is

divisional welding enginccr with Do-
minion Bridge Comjiany Limited.
Mr. McMurray received his B..\..Sc.

liegrec in metallurgical engineering from
ilio Tniversity of Toronto in 1939, and
^l>('nl some time as a deinonstrator in

inining engineering at that university
before joining Dominion Bridge Com-
pany Limited in 1940 as metallurgist
ind cliief ins]iector in the munitions
Jn ision. He occupicnl that i)osition uniil

1945 when plant operations were brought
10 a close. He llien became engaged
;n design work both in Toronto and
11 tlu- boiler di\-ision of the Coinpany's
liead office in Lachine, Que.
In 1948 Mr. McMm-ray was appointed

I sales engineer in the boiler division
of the comiiany, and a year later. a

u(>lding engineer of the Ontário division.

He has been a member f)f the Insti-

tuto sincc 1948. and has sinco coop(>rat-
f"d m many of the Toronio Brandi

projects. He is the iiniuediate past
chairman of the branch.

D. D, C. McGeachy, m.e.i.c, pi(ísident

and general manager of Canada Vulcan-
izcr and Equipment Company Ltd. in

London, Ont., has been elected a coun-
cillor of the Institute representing the
London Branch.
Mr. McGeachy was affiliatcd with Ihis

company as vice-president and general
manager in 1948 and was appointed
president in 1949. From 1946 unlil 194!»

he was employed by William Kcnnody
and Son at Owen Sound, Ont., and pre-
\ iously was engaged in torpedo inspec-
tion work for the British Admirally
Delegation at Falis River, Mass., and in

New York; he terminated his serviço

with the R.C.N.V.R. in 1946 with tho
1'ank of lieutenant. He is a mechamcal
engineering graduate of Queen's Univer-
sity, class of 1940.

Mr. McGeachy served as chairman of

the London Branch of the Institute in

1952. He has been an active pai ticipant

in the work of the Instituto since join-

ing it as a Student in 1938.

W. R. Mitchell, M.E.I.C, has been elect»

ed a councillor of the Institute to repre-
sent the Border Cities Branch. Mr
Mitchell is with Canadian Bridge Com-
pany Limited in Walkerville, Ont.
Born in Winnipeg, Mr. Mitchell grad-

uated in 1934 from the University of

Manitoba and for three years worked
with the Manitoba Bridge and Iron
Works at Winnipeg as production clerk.

shop inspector and sales engineer. From
1937 until 1939 he was an estimator with
London Structural Steel Company Lim-
ited in Ontário and for a short time waí
a structural stoel designer with Defence
Industries Liimied at Montreal.

W. R. Mitchell, M.E.I.C.

He joined Canadian Bridge Comi)anv
Limited as a draftsman in 1940, and i-

now contracting engineer for the Coiii-

Pany.
.

Mr. Mitchell has been actively asso-

ciated with the work of the InstiUite,

serving as chairman of the Border Cities

Branch in 1952. He joined the Instituto

in 1934 as a Student, transferring lo

Member in 1942.

G. K. Hunter, jr.E.i.C, who is consli uc-

lion engineer for the Port Hope Division

of the Dei)artment of Highways of On-

tário, has beon elected to the Council

of the Institute for 1955 to rei)resent

lhe Port Hoi)e Branch.

Mr. Hunter w^as born in Toronto and

received his oarly cducation thcrc. Dur-

ing the war he served as a navigator

D. I). C. lMcí;eachy, M.E.I.C.

wilh lhe R.C.A.F.. and following dis-

chaige took a civil engineering course

at the University of Toronto, gradual ing

in 1950. During his university course

he was employed during lhe summers
by the Department of Highways as in-

tiliumenl man, laboratory assistant, and
as engineer's assistant. He lhen joined

the permanont statT of the Department
upon graduation.

Mr. Hunter bocame a Student mem-
ber of the Instituto in 19.50 and trans-

ferr((l to .lunior in 1952.

G. L. Hood, M.E.i.r., has been elected

to the Council of the Institute to repre-

sent the Nipissing and Upper Ottawa
Branch.
He has been with the Hydro-Electric

Power Commission of Ontário since

1938 and was appointed in 1949 supe--

vising meter engineer, North Eastern

Region, at North Bay.
Joining the H.E.P.C. as assistant

meter and relay engineer at North Ba>-,

he was later stationed at Port Arthur

and at Timmins, Ont.

Born at Minnedosa, Man., ho was
educated at Oxbow, Sask., and gradu-

ated in electrical engineering from the

University of Manitoba in 1932. In 1934,

ho started work on electrical mainte-

nance with the Howey Gold Mine. Dur-

ing 1937-1938 he was a demonstrator

at the University of Toronto. For a

short time thereafter he was employed

as a draughtsman with the Toronto

Havl)our Commission.
In 1952 Mr. Hood served as chairman

of lhe North Bay Temiskaming Branch

of tlie Institute.

I,. IIcmmI, m.e.i.<:.
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R. H. Moore, M.E.I.C.

Mr. Hood was closely associated with

the activities leading to the formation

of the Branch in 1952. He was chair-

man during its first year of operation.

R. H. Moore, M.E.I.C., chief mechanical

and electrical engineer with Falcon-

bridge Nickel Mines Ltd., has been
elected to the Council of the Institute

repre.senting the Sudbury Branch.
Born in Winnipeg and receiving his

early education there, Mr. Moore
studied at the University of Manitoba
graduating with a B.Sc. degree in civil

engineering in 1933 and in electrical

engineering in 1935.

Following employment with the Hud-
5on Bay Mining and Smelting Company
Ltd. in Flin Flon, Man. and the Bab-
cock-Wilcox and Goldie McCulloch
Company Ltd., in Galt, Ont., Mr. Moore
joined his present company as a de-

sign engineer in 1946. In his present

position he is responsible for the

mechanical and electrical engineering
supervision of the company properties

in the Sudbury district.

G. S. Hall» 1, M.K.i.C.

Joining as a Student member of the

Institute in 1930 and becoming a fuU
Member in 1941, Mr. Moore served as

chairman of the Institute's Sudbury
branch in 1951.

G. S. Halter, m.e.i.c, an electrical de-

sign engineer with C. D. Howe Com-
pany Ltd., in Port Arthur, Ont., has

been elected councillor of the Institute

lepresenting the Lakehead Branch.
A native of Fort William, Mr. Halter

!'eceived his general education at the

Central Public School and the Fort

William Collegiate and entered the Uni-
versity of Manitoba in 1942 where he
graduated in electrical engineering in

1946.

During the summers from 1942 until

1944, Mr. Halter was employed with the

Canadian Car and Foundry Company
in Fort William as inspector pf air-

craft parts, draftsman, investigator and
shop contact man for the engineering

department. In the summer of 1945 he
served with the Fort William Hydro
as meter technician. He joined C. D.
Howe Company ini 1946.

Mr. Halter was secretai-y-treasurer of

the Lakehead Branch for three years, a

member of the directorate for one year,

vice-chairman for one year. As chair-

man in 1953-54 he was, at 28, the young-
est man ever to hold that position for

the Lakehead Branch. He joined the

Institute in 1945, as a Student, trans-

ferring to Júnior in 1948 and to Mem-
ber in 1951.

C. V. Antenbring, m.ej.c, elected to

the Council of the Institute to represent
the Winnipeg Branch, is president and
manager of Cowin & Co. Ltd., reinforced

concrete engineers, of Winnipeg.
A native of Winnipeg, Mr. Antenbring

received his early education there and
later attended the University of Mani-
toba. He graduated in 1926 with a B.Sc.

degree in civil engineering.

Mr. Antenbring joined Cowin & Co.
Ltd., in 1927 as a designer of reinforced

concrete, following some months in

Chicago, 111. with Keller & DeLeew,
municipal engineers.

He became a Student member of the
Institute in 1924, transferred to Associate
Member in 1937 and to Member in

1940. He served as chairman of the Win-
nipeg Branch in 1949. He is a member

C. V. Antenbring, M.E.I.C.

and past president of the Association

of Professional Engineers of Manitoba.

J. G. Schaeffer, m.e.i.c, of Regina, has
been elected to serve on the Council of

the Institute, representing the Saskat-
chewan Branch.

Director of the division of sanitation

of the Health Department of Saskat-
chewan since 1947, Mr. Schaeffer joined

the Department as an engineer in 1937.

He is a civil engineering graduate of

Queen's University, class of 1923. He did

summer work as a rodman and inspector

in the city engineer's department at

Regina in 1921. In 1922 he worked as an
instrument man with the Department of

Highways of Saskatchewan.
Following graduation, he joined the

J. G. Schaeffer, M.E.I.C.

City of Regina as a sewage engineer

and superintendent of sewage disposal

works. In 1928 he went to Saskatoon to

work with Underwood & McLellan, Con-

sulting engineers, returning in 1937 to

Regina as engineer with the Provincial

Health Department.
Mr. Schaeffer was chairman of the

Saskatchewan Branch of the Institute

for 1952. He has been active in the in-

tere.íts of the Institute in the West,
having joined as a Student in 1922. He
transferred to Associate Member in 1927,

to Member in 1940

E. K. Gumming, m.e.i.c, has been
elected a councillor of the Institute, rep-

resenting the Edmonton Branch. He is

president of Cumming Galbraith Limited
in Edmonton, a sales and engineering

service company. He is also director of

several other Alberta companies.
Born in Cayley, Alta., Mr. Cumming

received his early education there and
in Nanton. He began his engineering

course at the University of Alberta and
((iiiipjfted his two final years at McGill
Universitj', graduating witli a B.Eng.
degree in mechanical engineering in 1944.

He then served as an engineer lieuten-

ant with the Roj'al Canadian Naval
Voluntcer Reserve in the European area,

after which he was 'appointed instructor

in mechanical engineering at the Uni-
versity of Alberta, and at the same time

supervisor of building construction at

the imiversity.

E. K. Cumming, M.E.I.C.
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H. P. Hamilton, M.E.I.C.

He formed the Cumining Galbraith

coinpany in 1948 to handle the supply

of heating. ventilating and air condi-

tioning equipment for the C. A. Dunham
Company, the Canadiau Sirocco Com-
jiany and Powers Regulator Company
of Canada Limited.
Mr. Cumming is a member of the

Association of Professional Engineers of

Alberta, and is chairman of the public

Relations Committee. He has helped to

advance the work of the Institute in

Alberta, being elected secretary-treasurer

of the Edmonton branch in 1948. He was
the Edmonton Branch chairman in 1954.

H. P. Hamilton, m.e.i.c, design en-
I gineer with the Consolidated Mining

I
and Smelting Company Ltd. in Trail,

I B.C., has been elected councillor of the

Institute to represent the Kootenay
Branch.
Originally from Regina, Mr. Hamilton

^tudied electrical engineering at the Uni-
versity of Toronto, graduating in 1934.

In 1935 he went to Swift Current, Sask.,

as a surveyor's helper and draftsman
with the Water Development Commit-
tee. From 1936 until 1940, he was em-
ployed with the Churchill River Power
Co. Ltd., at Island Falis, Sa.sk. There
he worked as a draftsman on design and
detail for water storage facilities at

Reindeer Lake. He worked later on de-
<ign and detail for an additional unit in

the same plant.

He joined the design department of

'he Hudson Bay Mining and Smelting
Company Ltd. at Flin Flon, Man., in

1940, assisting in the layout of electrical

1'fiuipment. In 1946 he took his present
pi).-;ifion with Consolidated Mining and
Smelting Company.
Mr. Hamilton is a member of the

.V.ssociation of Professional Engineers of

British Columbia. He was a charter
member of the Kootenay Branch of the
Engineering Institute w h e n it wa.s

formed in 1946. He was chairman of
ttie Branch in 1951. He has been a mem-
ber of the Institute since 1945, having
joined as a Júnior in 1938.

M. L. Wade, m.e.i.c, has tieen elected
'o a second term as councillor of the
Institute, repre.senting the Central Brit-
ish Columbia Branch.
He is a Consulting engineer at Kam-

ioops. practising in the electrical and
'lydraulic field serving the interior of
iiritish Columbia and parts of Western
.\lberta.
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H. T. Libbv, M.E.I.C.

A Canadian, though born in San Fran-
cisco, Cal., and receiváng his early edu-
cation in British Columbia, Mr. Wade
graduated in 1912 in electrical engineer-
ing from McGill University. There he
made a special study of hydraulics.

He was employed in construction and
municipal engineering in British Colum-
bia for the next two years, after which
he was associated with the Canadian
Westinghouse Company as an erecting

engineer in Montreal and Hamilton and
as sales engineer in Winnipeg. He prae-

tised engineering in Regina for two
years and from 1921 to 1923 was asso-

ciated with Canadian General Electric

Company at Vancouver as a service

engineer.

In 1923 he joined the East Kootenay
Power Company as superintendent of

generating stations. and was promoted
to general superintendent the foUowing
year. In 1930 he wa,ç engaged by the

West Kootenay Power and Light Com-
pany to cany out damsite investigation

and superintend surveys in connection

with the Adams River Canyon. This led

to the establishment of Mr. Wade's
present consulting practice.

Mr. Wade helped inaugurate the Cent-

ral Briti.sh Columbia branch in 1949,

was its first chairman, and has been
active with the branch ever since. He
joined the Institute as a Júnior in 1914,

transferring to .'Vssociate Member in

1917, and to Member in 1936.

He is al.so a member of the A.ssocia-

M. L. Wade, .M.K.l.C.
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tion of Professional Engineei-s of Rriti.sh

Columbia and of the /Vmerican Water-
works As.sociation, Canadian Scction.

H. T. Libby, .m.k.i.c, ha.s been elected
to represent the Vancouver Branch ou
the Council of the Institute.

Mr. Libby is superintendent of gas
distribution with the B.C. Electric Gas
Division in Vancouver. He has lield vari-

ous positions in tliis conii)any, with which
he has been associated since 1923.

He is the author of several technical
articles mostly concerning gas distribu-

tion, one of which was printed in Can-
ada, the United States and (heat Britain.

Born in Kcnt, lúiiíland. lic; carne to

Vancouver at an early age.

Mr. Libby becaine a member of the
A.ssociation of Professional Engineers of
British Columbia in 1946 by examina-
tion as a niechanical engineer. He is a
member of the British Columbia En-
gineering Society, the National A.ssocia-

tion of Corrosion Engineers, the Amer-
ican Ga,*j Associiition and the Vancouver
Board of Trade.
In 1947 he joined the Engineering In-

stitute as a Member, was elected to the

executivo of the Vancomer Branch in

1951 and was appointed chairman of the

publicity committee in the same j'ear.

In 1952 he served as vice-chairman of

the Branch and chairman of the pro-

gram committee, and in 1953 was elected

chairman of the Branch.

W. A. Bowman, M.E.I.C, designing and
structural engineer with the British

Columbia Department of Public Works
in Victoria, has been elected to represent

the Vancouver Island Branch on the

Council of the Institute.

Born at Port Arthur, Ont., Mr. Bow-
man received his general education at

the Hudson Public School and the Port
Arthur CoUegiate Institute, after which
he attended the LTniversity of Manitoba
graduating with his B.Sc. degree in 1942.

During the summer months of his

university course. he served as rodman
and chainman with the Ontário Depart-
ment of Highways and with the Cana-
dian National Railways, and was also a

construction inspector with C. D. Howe
Co. Ltd. in Port Arthur.

After service with the Royai Cana-
dian Engineers during the war, he joined

the C. D. Howe Company in Port

Arthur in 1946 as a structunil desisner.

\* . .\. Bowinaii, M.K.I.C.
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News of the Personal Activities

of

Members of the Institute

The followinj: year iie was transferrcd

by the company to Vancoiuer, B.C. as

a resident engineer.

In 1949 he joined the Brish Columbia
Department of Public Works in Victoria

a.? an engineer in training, and the next

year was appointed to hi.s present posi-

tion.

Mr. Bownian sen^ed as .secretary-treas-

urer of the Vancouver Island Bi'anch in

1951 and was elected chairman for 1954-

1955. He is also a member of the Asso-
ciation of Professional Engineers of

British Columbia.

Lt. Col. M. C. Sutherland-Biowii,
M.E.r.c, who is sénior highway engineer
on the Alaska Highway for the Depart-
ment of National Defcnce in Wliite-

horse, has been elected to serve on the
Council of the Institute, representing
the Yukon branch.

Lt. Col. Sutherland-Brown was born
in London, England, but received hi.-;

general education at University School
in Victoria, B.C. He undertook engineer-
ing training at the Royai Military Col-
lege and Queen's University, graduating
from the latter with a B.Sc. degree in

civil engineering in 1939.

During 1938 and 1939 he was employed
on general construction as works otficer

M. C Sutherlaml-Browii, M.K.I.C.

with the Royai Canadian Engineers,
and as assistant district engineer officer

in Calgary, Alta.

From 1939 until 1945 he ser\ed in

various military engineering units over-
seas, during wliich time he rose from
the rank of lieutenant to that of

lieutenant-colonel.

For two years after the war, Lt.-Col.
Sutherland-Brown was district engineer
officer on general construction in Van-
cou\ er. B.C. He was posted to Army
Headquarters in 1947 as assistant direc-

tor of woiks and accommodation.

Prior to his appointment to the North-
west Highway System in 1952, he at-

tended military courses in England and
Germany.

Lt. Col. Sutherland-Brown was chair-

man of the Yukon Branch for 1954. He
joined the Institute in 1937 as a Student,
transferring to Júnior in 1946 and to

Member in 1947. He is also a member
of the Association of Professional Engi-
neers for Ontário.
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Brigaflier Jean-Paul Carriere, m.e.i.c,

has been ajjpointed to the position of

chief engineer of the harbour and rivers

engineering branch of the Department
of Public Works of Canada, succeeding
Lt.-Col. A. A. Anderson who has retired.

Brigadier Carriere has had wide ex-

perience both in government and private
pr'actice as a ]5rofe.ssional engineer. He
was born in HuU, Quebec, and was edu-
cated at College Notre-Dame and Ecole
Polytechnique in Hull, and at LaSalle
Academy and the LTniversity of Ottawa.

J.-P. Carriere, M.E.I.C.

He served as an engineer in various
capacities with the federal Department
of Public Works from 1929 to 1940,
when he enlisted and proceeded over-
seas as an officer in the Corps of Rojai
Canadian Engineers.
While o\'er.seas he ser\ ed in important

pi'e-invasion functions of the Canadian
Army and he was returned to Canada
in 1942 to attend the war staff course.
Later he became a member of the
directing staff of the same course. Briga-
dier Carriere returned overseas in 1943
and during the invasion of Europe he
was in charge of construction of defence
airfields for army support. His final

appointment in the field was tliat of
deputy chief engineer, First Canadian
Army, with .special responsibility for

the construction of bridges across the
Rhine and its tributaries for the final

push into Germany.
For his war services he received the

award of Officer of the Order of the
Crown of Belgium, and the French Gov-
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ernment conferred upon hini the honours
of Chevalier de la Legion d'Honneur
and the Croix de Guerre avec Palme.

In 1945. after his discharge from the

active army with the rank of brigadier,

he returned to his position in the engi-

nceiing branch of the Department of

Public \^'orks in < )l l.iw.i, whore lie re-

mained luitil early m 1946. wlicn he re-

signed from the federal civil service to

become citv manager and chief engineer

of the City of Hull.
During the following three years he

was also a member of the National
Capital Planning Committee. From 1949

to 1951 he was chief engineer for the

Dufresne Engineering Co. Ltd., of

Montreal, and from 1951 until June,

1954. he wa.-) chief engineer for tíie

firm of Collet Freres Ltee.. of Montreal.
In June last year Bridagier Carriere

rc.ioined the fedei'al civil service witli

his a])pointment to the newly established

|)()sition of director of de\'elopment
engineering, Department of Public

Works. In this position he has had re-

sponsibility for the federal government 's

acti\ities in the construction prograin

of the Trans-Canada highway, the de-

sign of the Pembroke-Ahmiette Island

Interi)ro\'incial Bridge, anti other de\el-

opment engineering projects.

Nelson Mann, m.e.i.c, assistant deputy
niinister of the Xo\"a Scotia Deparl-
mcnt of Trade and Industry has been

named executive manager of lhe .\llan-

tic Provinces Economiç Council.

The Economic Council accepted its

incorporation in January, and laid the

Nelson Mann, M.K.I.C.
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groundwork for its role in economic de-

velopment of the four provinces. It will

survey and stiidy the difficulties and
advantages of business and recommend
methods to ensure the economic future.

It will oppose. or support, legislation

affccting trado, commerce, manufactur-
ing and industrial dcvelopment and aini

at stimulating discussion and bringing

about united action. The appointment
of Mr. Mann was one of the CounciTs
íirst actions.

He is a native of Sytlney, vvhere he
attended public and high school. He re-

ceived his engineering certificate from
Acadia University. Two year.s later he
graduated in mechanical engineering
from the Nova Scotia Teehnical Col-
Icge.

FoUowing graduation he worked as a

laboratory torlmician and assistant

meter enginoor with the Imperial Oil

Ltd. refinery at Imperoyal and as plant

superintendent with the Eagle Penei)

Co. He spent the war years with the

Canadian Industries Ltd., in several

capacities.

Mr. Mann was responsible for the

improved design of both 9-mm. and .303

ammunition during World War II and
also prepared manuaLs on pencil manu-
facture and small arms ammtmition
manufacture, the first of thoir kind in

both fields.

He joined the considting íirm of J. D.
Woods and Gordon Ltd., in Toronto,
after the war and later did consulting

engineering work with a number of

firms in the Toronto area on production
control plans and organizai ional set-up

principally in the metal and textile

fields. He returned to Nova Scotia to

accept his appointment with the Nova
Scotia government in 1950.

Headcjuarters of the Council are in

Moncton, where Mr. Mann will ha\'e

his oífice.

J. Douglas Kline, .m.e.i.c. was appointed
assistant manager of the Halifax Pul;)li('

Service Commission, effecti\'e .January

1, 1955. Mr. Kline wiU also refain his

post of chief engineer.

Mr. Kline at that time resigned from
the oííices he held for nine years in the

Association of Professional Engineers of

Nova Scotia, those of secretary-treasurer

and registrar.

,1. Douglas Kline, M.E.I.C.

He was born in Halifax, and received

his education there. He graduated from
St. Mary's University m 1938 with a
bachelor of science degree, and from
Nova Scotia Teehnical College in 1940
with a degree in civil engineering. After
graduating he started with Defcnce In-

dustries Limited in Montreal as a

diaughtsman remaining with the com-
l)any until 1944 when he was design
supervisor at the Pickering Works.

Mr. Kline went to the Halifax Public
Utilities Commission in. 1944 as design
engineer. In 1946 he was appointed chief

engineer.

Mr. Kline was secretarv of the Hali-

fax Branch of the Institiite in 1946-48.

He retains his oííices in se\'eral other
associations, serving as secretary-trea-

surer of the Maritime Branch of the

Canadian Section of the .-Vmerican

Water Works Association ; member
and provincial government representa-

tive on the Halifax County Vocational
Education Board; and chairman of the
Provincial Disaster Services Committee
for the Nova Scotia Division of the
Canadian Red Cross. He is also a mem-
ber of the Executive Alumni Associa-
tion, St. Mary's University. and a mem-
ber of the Halifax I3oard of Trade.
He has been ;!ctive in Boy Scout

Association activitios, Home and School
Association and ci\il defence.

R. E. Tweeddale, m.e.i.c, has been
appointed a.ssistant chief engineer of

the New Brunswick Electric Power
Commission in Fredericton. He was
formerly in charge of the commission's
development division.

A 1935 graduate of the University of

New Brun.swick in electrical engineer-

ing, Mr. Tweeddale was afterwards em-
ployed as district highway engineer with
the New Brunswick government. He
joined the Royai Canadian Air Force
in 1940 and served overseas as radar
ofificer until liis discharge as a flight

lieutenant at the end of the war.

R. E. Tweeddale, M.E.I.C.

He then joined the engineering de-

partment of the New Brunswick Elec-

tric Power Commission and was subse-

quently named manager of operations.

In 1950 he was placed in charge of the

commission's development division.

Mr. Tweeddale is chairman of the

Fredericton Branch of the Institute.

Professor E. A. AUcut, m.e.i.c, will be

the chairman of a newly formcd Cana-
dian Standards Association committee.
It is proposed that the committee for-

mulate a standard on atmosjiheric pol-

lution control, and it has been furthei

suggested that the rei)ort and modcl
ordinance prepared by the E.I.C. Com-
mittee on Air Pollution Control in

Canada be used as a basis for such a

specification.

Prof. Allcut. head of the department

of mechanical engineering, University oi

Toronto, is chairman of the E.I.C. Com-
mittee, chairman of the Air Pollution

Board of Toronto, and a member of the

Committee on Xiv Pollution Control of

the American Society of Mechanical

Engineei-s.

E. W. B. Donohue, m.e.i.c. is asso-

ciated with the St. Lawrence River Joint

Board of Engineers in Cornwall, Ont.

For several years pre\iously he was

in private construction practiee in

Montreal, which he set up following a

period of association as engineer and

5UB-SURFACE EXPLORATION
Soil Sampling •:• Foundation Testing

Core Drilíing Grouting áHYDRO
PROJECTS

Job 53-29

Cheakamus Damsile

B.C. Electric Co. Ltd.

B.C. Engineering Co., Ltd.

Construction has started on the $2.S.00O,0OO B.C. Electric

project some 23 miles north of .Squaniish, B.C. Water will

pasB through a TJó-mile lunnel, ilrop 1,000 ft. to powcr

house, generator 190,000 h.p., largest single hlock of power

to be brought into B.C.E. syetem.

Continuouely since 1953 our crews bave been making

extensive teets of site: soil sampling. foundation testing,

core drilíing. Our work is still in progress.

Modern Equipment and Experienced Crews

MONCTON, NORANDA, KIRKLAND LAKE,

PORT ARTHUR, EDMONTON and VANCOUVER
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In Constructíng the New Eleven Míllion Dollar Plant of the

ST. LAWRENCE CEMENT COMPANY AT VILLENEUVE, QUE.

DESLAURIERS ROUND COLUMN FORMS

WERE USED

Giving this huge sfrucfure

a very striking ond
handsome oppeorance.

The illustration opposite shows
some of the 42 in. diometer col-

umns which are 46 feet high. They
ore the tollest round columns in

Canado.

The use of our circular steei

forms in this project saved con-

siderable expense for the owners
— not possible with ony other

type of form and also enobled the

contractors to speed-up the job

and complete the work in record

time.

DESLAURIERS
ROUND COLUMN FORMS

When assembled are true and

rigid, do not shrink or warp,

toke up less spoce, ore fire-

proof, obstruct less light, sove

concrete and labour, are sup-

plied in even inches.

They are on lease for each

project and erected by our

orgonizotion.

Write, Wire or Phone

attention H. A. J. Aldington

lllustrat-ion shows Deslauriers Round Column Forms under
construction of- St. Lawrence Cement Compony buildíng.

ARCHITECT: Harold J. Doron, Montreal

CONSULTING ENGINEERS: Surveyer, Nenninger, & Chenevert, Montreal

CONTRACTORS: Anglin-I^lorcross Limited, Montreal

DESLAURIERS METAL PRODUCTS COMPANY OF CANADA LIMITED
^ead Office: 67 Yonge St., TORONTO Phones EMpire 4-6311 - 4-6312

j

Warehouses in principal cities. Catalogue on request.
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secufity officer with Defence Industries

Limited and Canadian Industries Lim-
ited, in Montreal.
A 1924 civil engineering graduate of

McGill University, Mr. Donohue spent

some of his earlier years in the employ
of Domill Construction Company at

Dalhousie, N.B.

Major Malcolni Turner, m.e.i.c, has

bcen transferred to the First Field Regi-

ment at Vedder Crossing, B.C.
Major Turner attended tlie Ro3'al

Military CoUege in Kingston until 1939

when lie went overseas to serve with the

R.C.E. He returned to Canada at the

end of the War in 1945, and entered

Queeus University to study civil engi-

neering, graduating in 1947.

Following graduatiou, Major Turner
was posted to the office of the com-
niand engineer in Halifax, and in 1949

was transferred to Canadian Army H.Q.
for the New Brunswick area in Frederic-

ton as area engineer. In 1952 he was sent

to command a field squadron, R.C.E.

,

in Chilliwack, B.C.
Prior to liis recent assignmenl, Major

Turner .spent one year in the United
Kingdom at the R.C.E. Staff College in

Camherley.

Peter D. Dalton, m.e.i.c, piesident of

Dalton Engineering and ConstructKjii

Co. Ltd. in Toronto, has been elected

Ijresident of the Ontário General Con-
tractors Association at the Association's

recent annual meeting.
Mr. Dalton formed the P. D. Dalton

Comi)any in 1943 which later became a

linutcd company oj^erating as Dalton
iMiginecring and Construction Co. Ltd.,

of which he has been president since

1946.

A 1928 graduate of McGill University
with a B.Sc. degree, Mr. Dalton was
for a time construction manager with

Geo. A. Fuller Company of Canada
Ltd., in Toronto.

M. G. Taylor, m.e.i.c. has been ap-

pointed manager of the Nova Scotia

Power Commission in Halifax.

During the past 17 j'ears he has been
general manager of the three Venezuel-
an properties which are subsidiaries of

International Power Company Ltd., and
more recently has been acting as sponsor
of the two electrical properties in the

Republic of El Salvador, also subsid-

iaries of the International Power Com-
pany.

Mr. Taylor received his B.Sc. degree

in electrical engineering from the Nova
Scotia Technical College in 1927 and
his M.Sc. degree from tlie Massachusetts
Institute of Technology m 1931.

J. Hargreaves, m.e.i.c, Hon. Professor

of Astronomy at the University of Al-

berta since 195.3, has recently left for

Colombo with the Ottawa Astronomical
Research Ex]iedition on a four-month
tour.

An R.P.E. of Ontário, Professor Har-
tireaves was in 1948 a mechanical engi-

neer in private practice and astronomi-
cal research in Ottawa.

Raymond S. Williams, m.e.i.c, has

been appointed Winnipeg district saio
manager for Canadian Johns-Manvilh'
Company, Ltd.

Ml'. Williams joined lhe saics orgaiii-

R. T. Houlihan, m.e.i.c, former man-
ager of the apparatus division's Niagara
branch of Canadian Westinghouse Co.
Ltd., has been appointed branch man-
ager at, London, Ont.

Kaymond S. Williams, M.E.I.C.

zation of Canadian Johns-Manville in

Winnipeg in 1947. Pre\-ious to that he

had extensive sales and engineering ex-

perience in Western Canada for Cana-
dian National Raibvays and the West-
ern Utility Company. In 1943, during
World War II, he was assigned to the

Canadian Army to assist in the design
and construction of the diesel armoured
train.

Mr. Williams is a member of the

Association of Professional Engineers,
the Canadian Electrical Association, the

Institute of Powei' Engineers. and the
National Association of Corrosion Engi-
neeis.

R. T. Houlihan, M.E.I.C.

Mr. Houlihan entered the Westing-
house Graduate Training Course upon
graduation in 1941 from the University

of Alberta. After ser\-ice as a lieutenau;

in the Royai Canadian, Na\-y, he joined

the staff of the Westinghou.se westerti

district as apparatus salesman in Win-
nipeg, and in 1950 was appointed man-
ager of the apparatus di\'ision of the

western district. The following year he

was named district sales manager of the

company in Vancouver.

D. J. McChesney, m.e.i.c, has been

appointed manager of plant engineering

for the Ford Motor Company of Can-
ada Ltd., in Oakville, Ont. Previous to

this appointment, he was mechanical
engineer in charge of the mechanical
design section of plant engineering at

the Windsor plant of the company.
Mr. McChesney is a 1943 mechanical

engineering graduate of the University

of Toronto.

H. S. Windeler, m.e.i.c, former chief

engineer of Anglo-Newfoundland Devel-

opment Company Limited in Grand
Falis, Nfld., has been promoted to the

position of assistant to J. E. Manuel,
assistant to the president in Quebec City.

^é0Í0tereb Wíre Rope Slíngs

DOMINION CHAIN COMPANY, Limited

NIAGARA FAUS, CANADA

Only Preformed, Improved

Piow Steel Wire Ropes with

independent Wire Ropc

center are used in the con-

struction of either the Strand

Laid or Cabie Laid Dualoc

Slings.

Duoloc ending and Dualoc

Loop ending is o method of

proving in advance that o

DCCO Duoloc Wire Rope

Siing will stand up under

use.

Pomphlet Codc S-2 will tell you the

complete story on DCCO REGISTERED
DUALOC SLINGS. Just tell us who ws

should address it to.
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Mr. Windeler is a 1914 McGill TJni-

versity engineering graduate.

R. E. MacAfee, m.e.i.c, who was this

year named a Life Member of the Engi-
neering Institute, has recently retired

from Babcock-Wilcox & Goldie-McCul-
loch Limited in Montreal, where he
has been for many years manager of

the eastern district.

Mr. MacAfee graduated in eléctrica)

engineering from McGill University in

1910. Dunng World War I he served
with the Canadian Engineers as a

major. He was awarded the Military
Cross for distinguished service.

E. E. Copping, M.E.I.C, has been ap-
pointed a.ssistant superintendent of the
generating division of the Shawanigan
Water and Power Company in Shawini-
gan Falis, Que.
Mr. Copping has been on the per-

manent staff of the com]jany since grad-
uating from McGill University in elec-

trical engineering in 1941, and has held
the positions of relay engineer at the

Rapide Blanc power house, supervisof
of operations there, supervisor of elec-

trical maintenance at the Shawinigan
Falis power house; and superintendem
of the substation division of the Three
Rivers district.

He is a councillor of the Engineering
Institute representing the St. Maurice
Valley Branch.

Jack Morris, M.E.i.c, who has been
elected chairman of the Cornwall Branch
of the Institute, is manager of engineer-
ing headquarters, Courtaulds (Canada)
Limited.

Mr. Morris joined Courtaulds (Can-
ada) Limited in 1945 as manager of the

Jack Morris, M.E.I.C.

engineering di\'ision. He is a native of

England, a graduate of St. Lawrence
College and Lincoln Technical CoUege
foUowing which he served as an engi-

neering trainee with Ruston & Horn.sby
of Lincoln. Later he went to Scotland
for this company as an engineering
technical assistant. In 1932 Mr. Morris
was appointed to a similar position foi

Rustons and R. A. Lister on the staff

of Wm. Stairs Son & Morrow Ltd., of

Halifax. At the outbreak of World Wai
II he was called to active service with
the Princess Louise Fusiliers (MG)

serving as general staff ofiicer and later

as assistant to the director of chemical
warfare, N.D.H.Q., with the rank of

lieutenant colonei.

Mr. Morris is a member of the Ameri-
can Society of Mechanical Engineers.

E. P. Stephenson, M.E.I.C, has been
appointed system signal engineer for

Canadian National Railwavs.
A native of Hazel Hill, N.S., Mr.

Stephenson attended the Nova Scotia
Technical College and Dalhousie Uni-
versity, graduating with a B.Sc. degree
in eleotrical engineering.

He enlisted with the Royai Canadian
Electrical and Mechanical Engineers
during the last war and held the rank
of major upon demobilization in 1945.

Two years later he joined Canadian Na-
tional Railways as assistant signal engi-

neer in Toronto, and in 1949 was pro-

moted to signal engineer there.

K. B. Parkinson, M.E.I.C, has been ap-

pointed assistant chief engineer of

Dibblee Construction Company Limited
in Ottawa.
Mr. Parkinson received his B.Comm.

degree and his B.Sc. degree in civil

engineering in 1951 from Queen's Uni-
versity and since that time has been
engaged as superintendent of the Dibblee
Construction Company.

G. A. Gray, m.e.i.c, has been named
branch manager of C. A. Dunham Co.
Ltd. in Ottawa. He was previously

acting branch manager.
Prior to joining the company he was

associated with Ontário Equipment and
Supply Limited.

EcotionticQll]/ Efficietit Trash DiSPOSAL
is guaranteed witti

BRULE INCINERATORS

here's why...

SECONDARY AIR INTAKES ensure complete

combustion . . . BRICKWORK is fully suspended, doub-

ling the life of walls . . . CHARGING DOORS makes
feeding safer, easier . . . STEP AND FLAT GRATES
guarantee peak temperatures, eliminate stoking.

THREE CHAMBERS assure constant efficiency.
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complete combustion and fly ash separation occurs,
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combustion. ALL BRULE UNITS weigh about half
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ONE HOUR by Brulé Packaged Portable Industrial
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tory stack . . . are shipped as a package unit with stack
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EEL
. . changes the face of a Mountain!

Archilectt; McDougall, Smith & Fleming.

Consulting Engineers

for mechanical trades • McDougall & Friedman.

General Contractors: Anglin-Norcross Corp. Ltd.

rom the cross on MontreaVs famed Mount Royai

to the impressive new General Hospital,

STEEL BY DOMINION BRIDGE has changed the

appearance of this famous landmark.

And the imposing steel structures on the mountainside

are as durable as the mountain itself

STEEL

for adaptability

permanence
economy
peed

*OTHfR D/V/SÍONS. MÍCHANICAL, PLATCWORK, BOIIER, WARCHOUSÍ

Plants aU MONTREAL • OTTAWA • TORONTO • WINNIPEG • CALGARY • VANCOUVER

Assoe. Companies at: AMHERST • OUEBEC • SAULT STE. MARIE • EDMONTON
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He is a 1949 mechanical engineering

graduate of Queen's University.

J. F. Brett, m.e.i.c, who has retired

from the Department of Public WorivS

of the City of Montreal, has announced
thafc he will carry on cônsul ting work
at his Melrose Avenue ofíice in Mont-
real.

James T. J. Raleigh, m.e.i.c, has been
named petroleum engineer in the mines
branch of the Manitoba Department of

Mines and Natui-al Resources.

A native of Manitoba, Mr. Raleigh

graduated from Kelvin High School.

Winnipeg, and received his B.Se. de-

gree in civil engineering from the Uni-
versity of Manitoba in 1952.

Since his graduation he has been em-
ployed in the producing division of

Imperial Oil Limited.
He is a member of the Association

of Professional Engineers of Saskatche-

wan.

Andrew George Ballantyne, m.e.i.c, of

the B.C. Power Commission in Victoria,

has been elected chairman of the Van-
couver Island Branch of the Engineer-

ing Institmc of Canária.

A. G. Ballantyne, M.E.I.C.

Mr. Ballantyne was bom in Redcliff,

Alta., and received his general education
there and in Calgary. He obtained his

B.Sc. degree in civil engineering from
the Uni\-ersity of Alberta in 1943.

Duriag the summers of his university

course he worked as surveyor on irriga-

tion schemes in southem Alberta, air-

ports in northern British Columbia,
Fort St. John and Fort Nelson.

Upon graduation he joined the De-
partment of Transport and was engageíJ

in airport surveys until 1944 when he

became associated with P.F.R.A., ia

Calgary as design engineer on St. Mary's
Dam and appurtenant works and other

irrigation works on the Prairies.

In 1946 he joined the industrial works
of Consolidated Mining and Smelting
Company Ltd. in Trail as design engi-

neer, and three years later entered the

B.C. Power Commission in Victoria

where he is employed on the design of

hydro-electric plant.s and is in charge

of ali civil engineering design under the

chief engineer.

Mr. Ballantyne is a member of the

Association of Professional Engineers of

British Columbia.

Professor Jack Hoogstraten, m.e.i.c,

professor of the civil engineering dc-

partment of the University of Mani-
toba, has been elected president of the

Association of Professional Engineers of

Manitoba at the Association's annual
meeting. He succeeds G. B. Williams,
M.E.I.C.

Professor Hoogstraten graduated from
the University of Manitoba in 1929 witn

a B.Sc. degree. He has been a.?sociated

with the University 's civil engineering
department for many years.

Wing Commander W. Trischuk,
R.C.A.F., M.E.I.C, has recently been pro-

moted to his present rank and is serving

as construction engineering officer in the

technical branch of the R.C.A.F. at

St. Hubert, Que. He is at pre.^ent filling

the position of staff ofíicer construction

engineering, Air Defence Command
Headquarters.
Before assuming his present position

in June, 1954, he was stationed in Ed-
monton where he reported to Air Force
Headciuarters on new major construction
of buildings, services and installations

on RCAF Stations in Western Canada.
Wrng Commander Trischuk is a civil

engineering graduate of the University
of Saskatchewan, class of 1933.

W. K. Sharpe, m.e.i.c, has been pro-
moted to the position of supervising
engineer, Atlantic region, of the Public
Health Engineering Division of the
Department of National Health and
Welfare. He was previously sanitary
engineer in Truro, N.S.
Mr. Sharpe joined the Department in

1945 upon graduation in civil engineer-

ing from the University of Toronto,
and served for a time as director of

the sanitary engineering division ia

Charlottetown.

A. H. Thompson, m.e.i.c, has been
appointd assistant chief mechanical engi-

neer with the Foimdation Engineering
Company at the Toronto ofíice.

Mr. Thompson graduated with a
B.Eng. degree from the Nova Scotia

Technical CoUege in 1942 and that same
year joined the Foundation Company
at Pictou, N.S. in the shipbuilding divi-

sion. He was consecutively draughtsman,
liuU superintendent and mechanical engi-

neer until 1944 when he was transferred

to the Montreal ofíice to work on design

and field .supervision of varnish, lacquer

and paint plants.

In 1953 he was appointed supervisor

mechanical design, which position he

held until his recent appointment.

Capt. Jack Adams, m.e.i.c, has returned

from the Royai Military College of

Science, Shrivenham, England, where he

has spent two years. He is now staff

captain in the vehicle -section of the

directorate of electrical and mechanical

engineering, Army headquarters, Ottawa,

Capt. Adams graduated in mechanical

engineering from the University of Sas-

katchewan in 1944 and was attached to

the R.C.E.M.E. at Halifax as a lieuten-

ant in 1946. He subsequently became a

captain in 1950 and for a time was

stationed at Army headquarters ifl

Ottawa.
In 1951 he was project engineer at

the Canadian Joint Air Training Centre

at Rivers, Man., and in 1952 attended

the R.C.E.M.E. school at Barrieíield, 1

Ont. He then spent one year at Mont-
|

real prior to his departure for England.
j

J. E. Dyck, m.e.i.c, has been transferred
i

as superintendent of engineering by the

Aluminum Company of Canada from

Arvida to Montreal.
He graduated from the University of

Sa.skatchewan with a B.Sc. degree in

mechanical engineering in 1930 and re-

mained at the university as an instruc-

tor for the next two years. In 1934 he
{

went to Harris, Sask., as principal of

the high school and teacher of mathe-
I

matics and sciences.
|

He then became associated with the I

International Nickel Company at Cop-
\

per Cliff, Ont., and in 1941 went to
;

Montreal as sénior draughtsman and
j

designer on reinforced concrete, heating,
]

ventilation and plumbing for the Alum-

um in UGHTING RESEARCH

* DRAMATIC LUVE-TILE & LUMINOUS CEILINGS

* FtUORESCENT LUMINAIRES * INCANDESCENT FIXTURES
DISTRIBUTED FROM COAST IO COAST CATALOGUES ON REOUE5T

J. A. WILSON LIGHTING & DISPLAY LTD. LAKESHORE ROAD, TORONTO 14, ont. PHONE CLifford 1-3311
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PROJECT TAPS NEW WEALTH FOR CANADA

AT UNGAVA!
Iron Ore Company does 'Impossíble"

Conveyor Belts Engíneered by Dominion Rubber
Play Major Part in Canada's Largest Conveyor System

THE RAPID DEVELOPMENT of Labrador Iron tant role in the planning of this vast ore-

Ore in less than four years is an outstanding handling conveyor system — one of the largest,

engineering accomplishment. The achieve- mostcomplex, andefficientinthe world. Domin-
ments involve: proving ore reserves of over ion Rubber Conveyor Belts are now speeding

400 million tons; biulding a railway through iron ore to world markets. Here again, as in

360 mUes of muskeg; erecting a complete other major Canadian projects, Dominion Rub-
townsite; constructing dock and ore handling ber Company Limited is proud that its expe-

facilities with a capacity of 10 miUion tons rience and facilities are proving valuable in

annually. Dominion Rubber played an impor- harnessing the resources of the Nation.

I



inum Company of Canada Ltd. In 1944
he was transferred to Aivida, where he
was statistician for the industrial engi-

neering department.
Mr. Dyck was secretary-treasurer

of the Saguenay Branch of the Institute
In 1946.

H. M. Sherwood, M.E.i.c, is works man-
ager of Canadian Industries (1954)
Limited "Terylene" plant at Millhaven,
Ont.
He first joined the company in 1939

a.s produetion engineer at Brownsburg,
Que., subsequently becoming works
manager of the ammunition division
there.

Mr. Sherwood is a 1933 chemical
engineering graduate of the University
of Alberta.

J. R. Michie, M.E.I.C., has been ap-
líointed branch manager of the Cana-
dian Ice Machine Company in Mont-
real.

Associated with the company since
1940, Mr. Michie was at one time con-
tract engineer in the Halifax branch,
later becoming assistant manager of the
Maritime division. In 1949 he was
named branch manager in Ottawa,
which position he held until 1951 when
he was transferred to the Vancouver
branch as divisional manager.
Mr. Michie is a 1940 mechanieal engi-

neering graduate of the University of

Toronto and served with the R.C.N.
V.R. during the war.

D. W. Laird, m.e.i.c, has been appoint-
í'(i contract completions ofEcer at the
head office of Defence Construction
(1951) Ltd. in Ottawa. Previous to this

;ippointment he was branch manager

in Winnipeg where he was responsible

for the defence construction program in

Manitoba, Saskatchewan and northwest
Ontário. Before joining Defence Con-
struction (1951) Ltd., Mr. Laird was
associated for three years as regional

construction engineer with Central
Mortgage and Housing Corporation in

Winnipeg.
A 1942 civil engineering graduate of

the University of Manitoba, Mr. Laird
joined the staff of C. D. Howe Company
Ltd., at Pprt Arthur, and in 1943 became
a lieutenant with the Royai Canadian
Engineers, returning to the company
at the close of the war.

Harold P. Boone, m.e.i.c, has accepted
the position of industrial instrument
sales and service correspondent with the

Minneanoli.s-Honeywell Regulator Com-
pany. He was formerly on the teaching
staff of the Collegiate Institute and
Vocational School in St. Catharinas,
Ont.
Mr. Boone, a member of the Associa-

tion of Professional Engineers of On-
tário, is a 1937 electrical engineering
graduate of the University of New
Brunswick.

R. G. Radley, m.e.i.c, is on the stafí of

McDougall & Friedman Associates in

Montreal.
Mr. Radley received his diploma in

electrical engineering from Coventr>'
Technical College in 1952, and has since

been associated with Wiggs, Walford,
Frost & Lindsay, consulting engineers
in Montreal, and with the office of the

Directorate of Installations for the

North East Air Command in St. JohnN,
Nfld.

Bernard J. D. Harlow, M.E.I.C, has
joined the staff of Foundation Company
of Canada Ltd. in Smooth Rock Falis
Ont.
Mr. Harlow, a 1943 graduate in civil

engineering of Leeds University, was
previously general superintendent of H.
G. Johnston Co. Ltd., coutracting engi-
neers in Montreal.

L. J. Poiricr, m.e.i.c, is associated as
salea representativa with A. C. Leslie
and Co. Ltd. in Montreal.
Before accepting this position he was

sales repre.sentative with Truscon Steel

Company of Canada Ltd. in Montreal.
Mr. Poirier received his B.Eng. degree

in civil engineering from the Nova
Scotia Technical College in 1944.

D. P. Thompson, m.e.i.c, who was pre-

viously on the staff of the Manitoba
Hydro-Electric Board, is now associated
with Forsberg and Co. Ltd., mining
contractors in Winnioeg.
Mr. Thompson, a 1940 civil engineer-

ing graduate of the University of Sas-
katchewan, is a member of the Asso-
cia tion of Professional Engineers of

Manitoba.

A. G. Underhill, m.e.i.c, formerly
hydraulic engineer with the Alberta
Department of Water Resources, is now
employed by Precast Concrete Limited
in Calgary.
Mr. Underhill is a 1949 graduate in

civil engineering of the University of

Alberta and is a member of the Asso-
ciation of Professional Engineers of

Alberta.

Theodore C. York, m.e.i.c, is associ-

ated as design engineer with Gannett,

INDUSTRIAL
INSULATION

We specialíze in industrial blankets of

various sizes, shapes, thicknesses and cov-
eríngs. If Spunrock Blankets can be used
in any of your projects, you will find a
saving in time of application, and usually
an overall increase in efficiency. For ali

boiler casíngs or exterior of boilers,

large pipes, drums, ducts, and breachíngs;
square or round tanks; oíl refinery towers;
drying ovens; railway tank cars; sound-
proof enclosures for Diesel engines, bali

mills, etc. Have you a problem which our
engineers can ossíst you with?

SPUN ROCK WOOL INSULATION*

. . . fírsf in Canada

SPUN ROCK WOOLS LTD.
THOROLD

Represented by
Asbestos Limited,

Atlas Asbestos Co. Ltd.,

Refroctories Engineering

and Supplies, Ltd.,

Canadian Refroctories Ltd.

ONTÁRIO

*Reg'd

ff

CINCH
ANCHORS

STRONGER THAN THE BOLF'

The completely reliable expansíon Anchor

Monufactured in Canado solely by

CANADIAN CINCH ANGHORING SYSTEMS
UMITED

2095 Madison Avenue, Montreal
|

Data booic— ttress tatí»s on requesf
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V esisl. Made by Babcock- Wilcox A GoIdle-McCulloch Ltd.,
k Ont., íhe pump delivers 18,000 Imperial gallont

i a water per minute.

\

Hl 'esisl was used in this

B rafiner body to resisi abrasion and corrosion
fr 'nt during processing of tobacco waste.

Cl ing produced by Peacock Bros.. Ltd.,

U treal, P.Q.,for Alexander Fleck Ltd.

cosfs
Ni-Resist Gate Valves made by
Crane Limited, Montreal,
for a Western paper mill.

I

I

Companies Licensed to Produce Nf-REtIST:

Babcoek-WIcoí 6eMI»-McCulloch, Umil*d, Galt. Ont

Ctnadt Iren Foundries Llmilml, Mociiretl, Qim.

The Cinidim Blower & For|« Co., Umltwl.
tUichenar, Ont.

Canidlin Sumner Iron Works Limitod, Vancouvor. 8.C

Crane Limited. Montreal, Que.

Dominion Engineerinf Works, Umlled, IMontreal. Que.

Dominion WheeI & Foundries, Umited, Toronto. Ont

Nayward Tyler of Canada, Umlled, Kilchener, Ont

Hlllis & Sons, Limited, Halilax, N.S.

Jenkins Bros. Limited, Montreal, Que.

The William Kennedy & Sons Ltd., Owen Sound, Ont

Letson & Burpee Ltd.. Vancouver, B.C.

T. McAvIty l Sons Ltd., Saint John, N.8.

The Robert Mitcheil Co.. Limited, Montreal, Que.

Peacock Brothers Limited, Montreal, Que.

Port Arthur Shipbuildinf Company, Ltd.,

Port Arthur, Ont

NI-RESISr
There is no other metal produced by the Canadian cast iron

industry that can match the many unique qualities and

performance of Ni-Resist—an INCO nickel cast iron alloy.

Its ability to withstand heat, wear and corrosion is

prolonging equipment life and thereby reducing replacement

costs in numerous applications. It machines readily and

is the general purpose cast iron best suited for moderate

temperatures and many kinds of corrosion.

INCO/2W^ SERVICE

If you have a metal problem, remember, Inco's technical

staff is ready to assist you. Their wealth of experience and

technical data is available to help you find the

best materialfor your particular Job.

'Regislered Trade Mark

$»»iei(

Nl-Resist pump liner cast at

Canadian Sumner Iron Works Ltd.,

Vancouver, B.C.

THE INTERNATIONAL

NICKEL COMPANY
OF CANADA, LIMITED

25 KING ST. WEST
TORONTO



Quíck/ clean, dry
all-weather constructíon

for modern ínsuBated walls

Q- Panei walls are handsome in ap-
pearance and have better insulation

value than 12-inch slow, expensive
masonry walls. They go up fast be-

cause they are hung—not piled up—
and in any kind of weather. Crews
have installed a mile in a week. These
sturdy steel or aluminum paneis are

permanent, yet they can be de-

mounted and moved at will. Use the

coupon below to write for literature.

55-10

Q-Panels

Robertson-lrwín
Limited

41 1 Parkdale Ave. N.

Hamilton, Ont.

Montreal, Toronto, Hamilton,

Winnipeg, Edmonton, Vancouver

Please send free literature on Q-Panel$.

NAME.

ADDRESS

.

CITY

Fleming, Corddry and Carpenter in

Hairisburg, Penn. Prior to accepting
this position he was a partner in Asso-

ciated Technical Services in Montreal.
Mr. York is a member of the Asso-

ciation of Professional Engineers of

British Columbia.
Ravmond Lanctot, m.e.i.c, is president

of Lanctot Automobiles Inc. in Cowans-
ville, Que.
A 1924 graduate of MoGill Univer-

sity, Mr. Lanctot was forinerly chiei

plant engineer with Canadian Car and
Foundry Co. Ltd. in Montreal.

W. F. Stratychuk, m.e.i.c, a 1949 agri-

cultural engineering graduate of the
University of Saskatchewan, has recently

become resident engineer with the St.

Lawrence Seaway Authority in St. Cath-
arines, Ont.

Prior to this appointment, Mr. Straty-
chuk was as.sociated with the Dominion
Department of Agriculture, P.F.R.A., in

Swift Current, Sask.

J. H, R. Dansereau, m.e.i.c, is president
and general manager of DASCO Limited
in Montreal.
Employed since 1947 as a .sales engi-

neer in the boiler division of Dominion
Bridge Company in Lachine, Que., Mr.
Dansereau served overseas during the
war as a navigator instructor with the
RCAF.
He received his B.Sc. degree from

L'Eco]e Polytechnique in 1942.

R. K. Williams, m.e.i.c, recently a
salesman in the industrial and commer-
cial department of Chambers and Mere-
dith Ltd., Realtors in Toronto, has
formed his own business in real estate
and property management and is man-
aging agent for Queen-Yonge Inve.st-

ments Ltd., in Toronto.
Mr. Williams was also associated with

Harvey Spry and Associates in 1951, and
was engineering consultant to Associated
Business Consultants Ltd. from 1949 to
1951.

In 1946 he was appointed industrial

engineer to the Industrial Development
Bank. and for a wliile previous to this

was manager of personnel for Victory
Aircraft Ltd. of Toronto.

H. E. Seely, m.e.i.c, has been appointed
manager of contract sales for Robertson-
Irwin LiiTiilcd in Hamilton. líc «ill m--

H. E. Seely, M.E.I.C.

sume responsibility for .sales acrosa
Canada of the Robertson building
produfts.

A 1947 civil engineering graduate of

the University of New Brunswick. Mr.
Seely has gained wide experience with
the company in field promotion, sales

engineering mui sales administration. He
.ioined the comnany's Montreal office in

1949 as sales engineer and was tran.s-

ferrod to Hamilton in 1950 where he was
promoted to product manager in 1953.

Foilowing graduation, Mr. Seely had
been associated with H. H. Robertson
Company Ltd. in Montreal.

H. J. Butterill, m.e.i.c, has been ap-
pointed assistant manager, cobalt opera-
tions, for the Deloro Smelting and Re-
fining Company in Deloro. Ont.
Mr. Butteriil has been, since 1950.

chief metallurgist and chief inspector at

the Arvida works of the Aluminum
Company of Canada Ltd.

.A 1940 graduate of the University of

Toronto with a B.Sc. degree, he joined

the Royai Canadian Electrical and
Mechanical Engineers after graduation.

He served in various ranks in the Ord-
nance Corps and R.C.E.M.E., being pro-

moted to major on joining the Arma-
ment Design Department of the

Ministiy of Supply, England,
In 1945 he went to The International

Nickel Company in Toronto, Ont., as a

member of the Development and Re-
search Division where he remained until

1948. He then joined the Defence Re-
search Board as chief engineer of the

Canadian .^rmament Design and Ex-
perimental Establishment at Quebec.

P. M. Rebin, m.e.i.c, is resident en-

gineer on the staff of Abitibi Power and
Paper Company Ltd., in Sturgeon Falis.

Ont. He was formerly at the company'?
Port .\rthur Thunder Bay division. as

assistant engineer.

A 1939 mechanical engineering gradu-

ate of the University of Saskatchewan,
Mr. Rebin was for a time employed
with Vulcan Iron Works in Winnipeg
and with Waterous Limited in Brant-

ford, Ont.

Ewart M. Haacke, m.e.i.c, has been

elec'ted chairman of the Montreal sec-

tion of the lUuminating Engineering

Society for 1955. For the past 18 months
he has been chairman of the lighting

section of the Canadian Electrical Asso-

ciation. He is al.*o a member of the

Corporation of Professional Engineer?

of Quebec, and the A.ssociation of Pro-

fessional Engineers of Ontário, and the

.4merican Institute of Electrical Engi-

neers.

A 1942 electrical engineering graduate

of Queens l^niversity, Mr. Haacke was

for six years editor of "Electrical News
ifc Engineering" with MacLean Publica-

tions Ltd. in Toronto, and he joineil J

\. Wilson Lighting and Display Ltd

in 1951 as manager of the Montreal

branch.

C. E. Beynon, m.e.i.c, is a member of

tlie firm McGregor, Anderson and Bey-

non of Toronto. Previous to entering

into the new partnership, he was as-

sistant superintendent of engineering de-

sign and plant design with Atomic

Energy of Canada Limited at Chalk

River, Ont.
Mr. Beynon is a mechanical engineer-

ing graduate of Toronto University,

class of 1937.

A. A. Goldes, M.E.I.C, formerly head of

the structural engineering department of

Messrs. Shore & Mofíat, architects, of
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^^What's a new problem to you

may be an old problem to us!"

Whhy waste precious hours in worry over business problems when

we might help you to find a quick solution? Remember, what

may be a new and baffling problem to you may be to us an old

problem which we have encountered—and mastered—many times.

You will find the manager of your nearest branch of

The Canadian Bank of Commerce glad to talk to you in a

friendly and helpful spirit—and he will bring to bear on your

particular problems the experience we have accumulated through

over 87 years in helping Canadian business and industry to grow

to its present stature. Cali in and see him anytime.

HAVE YOU AVAILED YOURSELF OF ALL OUR FACILITIES?

• CURRENT ACCOUNTS

• SAFETY DEPOSIT BOXES

• PERSONAL LOANS

• COLLECTIONS

• SAViNGS ACCOUNTS

• BANKING BY MAIL

• TRAVELLERS' CHEQUES

• COMMERCIAL LOANS

• LETTERS OF CREDIT

• MONEY ORDERS AND FOREIGN REMITTANCES

MORTGAGE LOANS UNDER THE NATIONAL HOUSING ACT

• HOME IMPOVEMENT LOANS

THE CANADIAN BANK OF COMM ERCE
, MORE THAN 680 BRANCHES ACROSS CANADA b.95
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Toronto, is now on the staff of Messrs.
Hooper & Yolles, consiilting engineers,

in Toronto.
Mr. Golde.s, who is a 1941 engineering

graduate of Witwatersrand University,

was previously design engineer witii

Dominion Bridge Co. Ltd. in Winnipeg.

Roy L. Snitch, m.e.i.c, is assistant plant
metallurgist with International Nickel
Companv of Canada Limited in Copper
Cliff, Ont.
A 1938 graduate in metallurgical en-

gineering of the LTniversity of Toronto,

Mr. Snitch was previously process en-

gineer and assistant superintendent with

the company in Coniston, Ont.

R. A. Reid, M.E.I.C, has been trans-

ferred as assistant works manager by
Dominion Bridge Co. Ltd., from La-
chine, Que., to Winnipeg.
Mr. Reid graduated in mechanical

engineering from McGill University in

1942, and joined Dominion Bridge Co.

in Lachine as cost accountant in 1949.

In 1953. he was made chief in.-;pector and
later became plant production engineer,

prior to his present appointment.

Gordon M. Rose, m.e.i.c, has joined

the ^laff of W. V. Zinn and Associates,

Consulting engineers, in Toronto, as chief

reinforced concrete engineer.

E. M. Rensaa, m.e.i.c, and Dr. A. O.

iMinsos, who were partners in the Ed-

monton firm of Main, Rensaa and Min-

sos, which was dissolved at the end of

19Õ4, are continuing as architects and
r(in.<uiting engineers in Edmonton under

the fiiin name of Rensaa and Minsos.

Mr. T. C. Main, who together with

Mr. Rensaa and Dr. Minsos, was a

partner in the subsidiary firm, Cana-

dian-British Engineering Consultants,

has taken over tliat company.

F. Lionel Peckover, m.e.i.c, has been

appointed »enior assistant engineer

(soils) in charge of the soils mechanics

section of the engineering branch of the

St. Lawrence Seaway Authority in

Montreal.
Mr. Peckover has been employed on

engineering work for the St. Lawrence

Seaway since September, 1953. Pre\-iou9

to this, he was with the division of

building research, National Researcli

Council, in Ottawa.
He received his B.A.Sc, degree in civil

engineering from the University of Tor-

onto in 1944, and his M.S. degree in

civil engineering from Harvard Univer-

sity in 1947.

F. R. Denham, m.e.i.c, formerly with

Ford Motor Company of Canada Ltd.,

has joined Lucas-Rotax Ltd. as a devel-

opment engineer.

Mr. Denham, who received his B.Sc

degree in mechanical engineering from

the University of Durham in 1950, and

his Ph.D. from the same university in

1953. was previously defence scientifie

Service ofíicer with the Canadian Arma-

ment Research and Development Estab-

lishment at Valcartier, Que.

E. Klug-Andersen, m.e.i.c, formerly

resident engineer with Foundation Com-
pany of Canada Ltd., in Hamilton, and

at one time in Sault Ste. Marie, is now

on the staff of Lazarides, Lount and

Partners in Toronto.
Mr. Klug-Andersen received his M.Sc.

degree in civil and structural engineer-

ing from the Technical University of

Denmark in 1947.

W. M. Steeves, m.e.i.c, has been ap-

pointed assistant engineer for the City
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Its servíce^

I depends on

^ STEAM

from one

an Laundry

BABGOCK

BOILER

TORONTO ONTÁRIO

This recently Installed Babcock Type G "INTEGRAL-

FURNACE" Boiler supplies ali the steam require-

ments for operating the well known, Parisian

Laundry, Toronto, one of the largest in Canada.

The boiler has a designed steam capacity of

25,000 Ibs/hr, operating at 135 psi. It is fired

by two Babcock "Y" Jet Oil Burners.

1

Cali in o Babcock technical

consultant to discuss your boiler

problems or write for bulletin

on the Babcock type G
"INTEGRAL-FURNACE" Boilers.

BABCOCK-WILCOX AND GOLOIE-McCULLOCH LIMITED, GALT, ONTÁRIO. Montreal • toronto - calgary • vancouver
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FOR FAST DELIVERY OF

STEEL
BARS

SHEETS
STRUCTURALS

ANGLES
PLATES

L
"Modern Handling

Equipment delivers your

order faster."

A.C. LiESLIE &CO LIMITED

WAREHOUSES:

MONTREAL ^
P.O. Box 361, Siation "O"

TORONTO
UOCommiuioneri SireeI

SALES OFFICES:
NEW GIASGOW, N.S. WINNIPEG, MAN.

NORANDA, P.Q. VANCOUVER, B.C.

of Moncton. He was previously asso-

eiated with Capitol Engineering Corp.
Dillsburg, Penna, as Jr. highway design

engineer.

Upon his graduation in civil engineer-
ing from the University of New Bruns-
wick in 1948, Mr. Steeves was associated
with the St. John ofiice of tlie Public
Works of Canada, and was for three

years town nianager of Woodstock. He
joined the Dillsburg firm in 1952.

John S. Stevens, M.E.i.c, formerly resi-

dent engineer with the Nova Scotia
D^iiartment of Highway.s and Public
Works in Halifax, has been appointcd
as.sistant. manager of Municii)al Ready-
Mix Limited at Sydney River, N.S.
Mr. Stevens is a 1947 civil engineer-

ing graduate of the Nova Scotia Tecli-

nical College.

Colin G. Campbell, m.e.i.c, is design
engineer with the Powell River Pulp
Paper Comiiany in Powell River, B.C.
A 1948 Univèr-^^ity of Briti^h Columbia

inechanical engineering graduate, he w.is

formerly a>:sociated with Campbell &
Caniijbell, architects and engineers in

Calgary.

Captain D. K. Teasdale, m.e.i.c, was
elected chairman of the Royai Cana^
dian Electrical and Mechanical Engi-
neers Corps A.^sociation, Mari time
Chapter, at the annual meeting held
at the Cambridge Militaiy Library in

Halifax on Januaiy 11. Captain D. K.
Teasdale, m.e.i.c, was elected chairman,
Lt. Col. S. T. Monlgomery, M.E.IC,
\ ice-chairman, and H. G. Bowes, m.e.i.c,

sccretary-treasurer.

A new film, "A R.C.E.M.E. Workshop

(64) 520

in the Field," made bv the National
Film Board of the R.C^E.M.E. Brigada
Workshop in Germany in 1953. wa.s

sliown at lhe meeting, after which Lt.

Col. C. G. Kirby, m.e.i.c, Command

Electrical and Mechanical Engineers at

Eastern Command spoke briefly on the
need to insure preparedness by main-
taining industrial potential at a very
high levei.

Cliffortl R. Haryett, m.e.i.c, formerly
proce=s engineer with Aluminum Com-
rany of Canada Limited at Arvida,
Que., has been appointed plant man-
ager of the caustic chlorine plant oí

Western Chemicals Limited in Two
Hill.s, Alta.

Mr. Haryett graduated in chemical
engineering in 1949 from the University
of Saskatchewan.

G. T. Alexander, jr.E.i.c, has been
transferred by Calgary Power Limited
from Cochrane, Alta., to Wabamum,
Alta.

Mr. Alexander is a 1948 civil engineer-
ing graduate of the University of New
Brunswick.

H. W. Beckett, jr.E.i.c, is construction

engineer with Con.-^olidated Mining and
Smelting Company Ltd., in Calgary. He
joined the company in 1949 as an engi-

aeer in training in Trail.

Mr. Beckett graduated in civil engi-

neering from the University of Saskat-

chewan in 1948.

G. P. Schwarzkopf, jr.E.i.c, has joined

Howard Smith Paper Mills Ltd., in

Cornwall, Ont.
A 1948 graduate in mechanical engi-

neering of the University of Toronto,
Mr. Schwarzkopf was previously asso-

j

ciated with Brantford Refrigerator i

Limited in Brantford, Ont.

Arthur J. Shama, jr.E.i.c, is construo-
|

tion supervisor with Canadian Petro-
|

fina Limited in Toronto. He was for-
\

merly with Geodetic Survey in Ottawa. í

Mr. Shama graduated in civil engi-
]

neering from McGill Univev.sity in

1948.

L. D. Alniack, jr.E.i.c, formerly chicf
;

inspector with John Inglis Company
,

Ltd. of Toronto, is now on the stafí of

K.C.Fl.M.E. Corps Association, Maritinie chapter oíHccrs, from left to right:

Lt.-Col. C. G. Kirby, M.E.I.C, Conul. EME(EC); Capt. D. K. Teasdale, M.E.I.C,
chairman; Capt. H. G. Bowes, M.E.I.C, secretary-treasurer; and Lt.-Col.

S. T. Montgomery, M.E.I.C, vice-chairman.
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Knglish Electric Company Ltd. in

Liverpool, Engiand.
Mr. Almack received his B.Sc. de-

iíree from the Universitj' of Toronto
111 1949.

M. G. Bolstad, jr.E.i.c, who has been
;i-sociated with Canadian Refractories

Limited in Marelan, Que., for two and
:i hulf years, has returned to Gypsum
Lime and Alabastine, Canada, Ltd. in

Caledónia, Ont., as jilant enginecr.

Mr. Bolstad graduated from the L^ni-

\ersity of Saskatchewan in ceramic
engineering in 1949 and joined the Gyp-
sum Lime and Alabastine, Canada, Ltd.

m 1950.

R. Boudreau, Jr.E.i.c., who is a sales

í>ngineer with Canadian General Electric

("ompanj' Ltd., has been transferred

fiom Montreal to Ottawa.
He graduated in electrical engineering

from Lavai Universitj' in 1949.

J. H. Goar, jr.E.i.c, formerly sales en-

cineer for Canadian Westinghouse Co.
Ltd. in Windsor, Ont., has been named
nianager of the apparatus divis:on's

Xiagara branch with headquarters in

J. H. Goar, jr.E.I.C

Hamilton. He succeeds R. T. Houlihan,
M.K.i.c, who has been appointed branch
i:anager at London, Ont.
Mr. Goar joined the company's train-

:ng course after receiving líis B.Sc.
degrce from the University of Manitoba
in 1948. During the war he served with
'he R.C.A.F. as a flying officer.

C. K. Johnson, jr.E.i.c., has joined the
clectric light and power department of
'he City of Calgary. Previously he was
's,sociated with the Hydro - Electric
l'ower Corporation of Ontário.
Mr. Johnson graduated in electrical

-nginoering from the University of
Manitoba in 1949.

Mantha, jr.E.i.c, has been appointed
-aios engineer with Armco Drainage
and Metal Products of Canada Limited
iti Montreal.
A 1949 graduate in civil engineering

of McGill University, Mr. Mantha was
formerly sales engineer with National
Carbon Limited.

Wm. E. Blakely, jr.E.i.c, a 1950 grad-
uate m engineering physics of the Uni-
versity of Alberta, is associated with
1 nad Oils Limited in Calgary. He was
lireviously employed as party chief to
the National Geophysical Company of
Calgary.

168,000 horses need a lot of water.

The John Hart Development produces 168,000 h.p. of elec-

tricity from the water delivered by these three pipelines—each

12 feet in diameter and over 3,500 feet long. Accomplishments

Uke the John Hart project are a credit to the toresight of the

B.C. Power Commission and the people of British Columbia.

Designed by our engineers, these wood stave pipelines have

proved the most economical and effective method known for

handhng water in large volumes under pressure.

We are proud to play a part in the healthy development of

B.C. resources.

Canadian Wood Pípe and Tanks Limited

550 PACIFIC STREET, VANCOUVER, B.C.
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FREQUENCY-SHIFT V-F CARRIER-TELEGRAPH SYSTEM

Provides one, two, or three frequency-shift teletype channels above
the voice on a 3400-cycíe telephone circuit

A send and a receive panei require 5%" of mounling space on a stondard 19" rack

This system provides an economical trouble-

free method of obtaining up to three full-

duplex 100 wpm telegroph channels at the

upper end of o broad-band telephone

chonnel, and still retain a 2950-cycle voice

circuit. Mid-chonnel carrier frequencies of

31 20, 3240 and 3360 cycles are employed.

The mark frequencies are 30 cycles beiow
and the space frequencies ore 30 cycles

above the mid-band frequencies. The three

telegroph channels are transmitted in the

band 3080 to 3400 cycles, leaving the band
beIow 2950 cycles for the voice channel.

Fcult-free teletype circuits are obtained,

even where the telephone circuit on which

they are superimposed suffers from noise or

abrupt levei voriations which moy be so great

os to render on-off keyed signals unintel-

ligible. Frequency-shift signals do not suffer

deteriorotion from non-linear tronsmission,

such as is coused by overlooding in voice-

frequency, corrier or radio equipment. Under

most circumstances o signal-to-noise ratio

per channel os low as 20 db is sotisfoctory,

and under some conditions even lov/er ratios

result in fault-free operofion. This equipment

meets the requirements of current MIL

specifications wherever applicable.

RADIO ENGINEERING PRODUCTS
1080 UNIVERSITY STREET, MONTREAL 3, CANADA

Tokphone: UNiversily 6-6887 Cable Address: Radenpro, Montreal

MANUFACTURERS OF CARRIER-TELEGRAPH, CARRIER-TELEPHONE AND BROAD-BAND RADIO SYSTEMS

R. T. Gibson, jr.E.i.c, is sénior stress

engineer on the staff of Avro Aircraft

Limited (formerly the aircraft division

A. V. Roe Canada Limited).
During the next year and a half Mr.

Gibson will be located in Winnipeg where
he will be responsible for the engineer-
ing aspects of a sub-contract being car-

ried out by MacDonald Bros. Aircraft

Limited for Avro Aircraft Limited.
Mr. Gibson graduated in civil en-

gineering from the University of New
Biim.swick in 1946.

Niels Ole Andersen, jr.E.i.c, is resident

engineer with Defence Construction
(1951) Limited in London, Ont.
A 1947 graduate of the Royai TeCh-

nical University of Copenhagen in civil

engineering, he was formerly supervisor
of military construction with Central
Mortgage and Housing Corporation at

Clinton, Ont.

Ernest J. Rossi, jr.E.i.c, formerly asso-

ciai ed with J. P. Porter Company Lim-
ited in Montreal, is now dredging en-
gineer with the St. Lawrence Seaway
Authority.
Mr. Rossi is a civil engineering grad-

uate of McGill University, class of 1947.

P. N. Brown, jr.E.i.c, struetural engi-

neer with ('anadian Bridge Co. Ltd., has

i-ecently been transferrcd from Kingston
to Walkerville, Ont. He graduated in

civil engineering from the University i)f

Toronto in 1950.

Mr. Brown is secretary-treasurer of

the Border Cities branch of the E.I.C.

Jack D. Cape, jr.E.i.c, has recently

been appointed sales engineer in the

belting and hose industrial division of

the B. F. Goodrich Co. Ltd. in Kitch-
ener, Ont. He joined the company aa

tire technician in 1953.

Mr. Cape graduated in mechanical
engineering from the University of Tor-
onto in 1950.

E. L. Mercer, jr.E.i.c, has joined Morri-
son, Hershíield, Millman and Huggins
of Toronto. He was formerly associa ted
with Laminated Structures Limited in

Montreal and with Timber Structures of

Canada Limited in Peterborough, Ont.
Mr. Mercer is a 1950 civil engineering

giaduate of the University of Toronto.

M. Stoyanoff, jr.E.i.c, has accepted the
appointment as bridge designer with the
Ontário Department of Highways. He
was formerly associated with Central
Mortgage and Housing Corporation in

C;tmp Borden, Ont.
Mr. Stoyanoff received his B.Sc. de-

gree in civil engineering from the Uni-
versity of Toronto in 1950.

John A. Pollock, jr.E.i.c, a 1950 mech-
anical engineering graduate of Queens
University, is on the staíí of the
Mathews Conveyor Company at Port
Hope, Ont.
He was previously employed as me-

chanical maintenance supervisor by the
Aluminum Company of Canada at

Arvida.

Richard Welwood, jr.E.i.c, is plant en-

gineer at the Hespeler plant of Gypsum,
Lime and Alabastine, Canada, Limited.

Graduating in mining engineering from
Queen's LTniversity in 1950, Mr. Welwood
joined the Gypsum Lime and Alabastine
Conijiany as mine cai^tain of the under-
ground mine at Caledónia, having pre-
viously been associated with Britannia
Mining and Smelting Company Limited
in British Columbia.

A. G. Hyde, jr.E.i.c, has been appointed
general manager of Geocon Limited.
A native of Regina, Mr. Hyde .spent

four years with the R.C.A.F. during
the War. He graduated from McGill
LTniversity in mechanical enginci-ring in

1949. Thaf same year he joiticd Giinite

and Watcrproofing Limited i ngineer.

In 1950 he was namod ili;<tiicl uuuiager
of the company in Toronto. In January
1954 he was appointed manager. of the
guriite and waterproofing division of

()(':icon Limited, a post which he licid

initil his recent appointment.

Reginald K. Brown, jr.E.i.c, has been

api)0Ínted city engineer by the City of

Stratford. He joined the depai'tment in

1952 as an assistant and became acting

city engineer in August, 1954.

Mr. Brown graduated in 1951 from the

University of Toronto with a B.A.Sc,

degree in mechanical engineering.

S. McClements, jr.E.i.c, has taken a

position as methods engineer with Scott-

Atwater Co. Ltd., in Minneapolis. He
is studying concurrently for a master's

degi-ee in industrial engineering and
li'ant management at the University of

Minnesota.
He was previouslj' employed as pro-

ccssing engineer for a two-year period

with Canadian Car and Foundry Co.

Ltd. in Fort William.
Mr. McClements graduated in me-

chanical engineering from McGill Uni-
j

\'ersity in 1951. i

Murray F. Pittuck, jr.E.i.c, has been

promoted by Shawinigan Engineering !

Company Limited to the position of
i

superintendent of transmission line con-
'

struction. He joined the company in
;

1951 and the following year became
j

assistant superintendent of transmission 1

line construction, and for a period of

two months was engaged as inspector
!

on the Kemano-Kitimat transmission
j

line for the Aluminum Company of .

Canada Limited. 1

Mr. Pittuck is a 1951 civil engineer-
|

ing graduate of McGill University.

L. Rispler, jr.E.i.c., is employed as sales

engineer in the commercial di\'ision oí

Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co.

Ltd.. in Montreal.
Mr. Rispler graduated in chemical

engineering from the University oí

Alberta in 1951.

R. F. Wheelan, jr.E.i.c, has recently

been transferred from Fort Churchill,

Man. to La Tuque, Que. by the

Foundation Company of Canada Lim-

ited, which he joined in 1951.

Mr. Wheelan graduated in civil engi-

neering in 1951 from Queens University.

Tai Yue-Shing, jr.E.i.c, a 1951 electrical

engineering graduate of McGill Univer-

sitv, has joined the staff of the H.O.

Electrical Department, B.M.P. Company
Limited in Seria, State of Brunei, Brit-

ish Borneo.
Mr. Yue-Shing was previously em-

ploved as electrical designer with Wiggs,

Walford, Frost and Lindsay in Montreal.
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Low-Cost Insurance agaínst

readíng errors

KODAGRAPH
Autoposítive Intermedíates

• Blue-printing from drawings that have become
jirty and illegible through age and handling is a prob-

lem and reading errors are a risk in every industry.

Kodagraph Autoposítive intermediates oífer a

^olution. They make re-drafting or re-tracing un-

hecessary because clear, crisp prints can be produced
even from battered, smudged originais.

Kodagraph Autopositive Unes do not smudge or

.mear. Yet if revisions are required, sections of the

Autopositive can be simply erased, new details drawn
in and a re-print made without any loss of time or

the expense of complete re-drafting.

Kodagraph Autopositive intermediates will not

turn yellow or become brittle with age. They will

save your valuable original drawings from wear

and tear.

This is just one way Kodagraph Reproduction

materiais can cut costs in your operation.

Kodagraph
Reproduction Materials

The big NEW PLUS in engineering drawing reproduction"

' Kodagraph Autopositive Paper
Extra Thin for high-quality photo-
graphic intermediates at lowest

cosi

' Kodagraph Autopositive Film for
very fast printing intermediates

of highest quality.

Kodagraph Autopositive Paper
Trantiucent for fasler printing,

more durable easier-to-revise in-

termediates.

' Kodagraph Contact Paper Trans-

lucent for fast-printing durable,

very high-quality intermediates.

Kodagraph Repro-Negative Paper

for blatk-line intermediates from

negative-type originais.

ir:

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED, Toronto 9, Ontário

P/eose send me more information on Kodagraph

Reproducfion Materials.
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P. A. Defend, jr.E.i.c, formerly em-
|)loyed with Hinde and Dauch Paper
Company of Canada in Toronto, has
joined Gypsum Lime and Alabastine
(Canada) Limited as plant engineer in

Caledónia, Ont.

Mr. Defend is a 1952 graduate in

mechanical engineering from McGili
University.

Norinan Harding, jr.E.i.c, is emploj'ed
as design engineer in the systems deparf-
nient of Computing Devices of Canada
Limited in Ottawa. He was previously
test set design engineer with Northern
Electric Co. Ltd. in Montreal.
Mr. Harding graduated in electrical

engineering from the University of B.C.
in 1952.

W. A. Johnson, jr.E.i.c, formerly em-
Iilo3'ed with the Califórnia Standard
Company in Virden, Man., has recentlv

accei)ted an appointment of hydraulie
engineer with the St. Lawrence Seaway
Aiithority in Cornwall, Ont.
Mr. Johnson gradii.iicd in civil engi-

neering from the Unncisit \- of Manitoba
in 1952.

J. A. Kane, Jr.E.i.c, a 1952 graduatií

in electrical engineering of McGill Uni-
\prsity, is resident sales engineer for

Moloney Electric Company of Canada
Limited in Quebec City.

J. P, Mosher, jr.E.i.c, has joined the
staff of Canadian International Paper
Company in Three Rivers, Que., as

design engineer.

He was formerly a technical assistant

employed at the head office of Shell Oil

Company of Canada Limited in Tor-
onto.

Mr. Mosher is a McGill University
graduate in mechanical engineering.

cla.-^s of 1952.

D. H. P. Smith, jr.E.i.c. is project en-

gineer in the central engineering depart-
meut of Electric Reduction Company of

Canada Limited, in Toronto. He was
formerly in the company's Buckingham.
Que. office.

Mr. Smith graduated in 1952 from the

University of B.C. with a B.A.Sc, degree
in mechanical engineering.

D. D. Barkwell, jr.E.i.c, has taken a

posilion as sénior reservoir engineer witli

the Saskatchewau Department of Min-
eral Resources, petroleum and natural

gas bianch, in Regina.
Mr. Barkwell graduated in mechanical

engineering from the University of

Saskatchewan in 1953.

T. M. Berger, jr.E.i.c, who graduated
m electrical engineering from the Uni-
versity of B.C. in 1953, is now employ-
ed with the British Columbia Power
Commission as a.ssistant to the distri-

buí ijn superintendent in Victoria, B.C.

E. L. Br)'enton, Jr.E.i.c, who joined the

Bell Tele )hone Company as plant engi-

neer in 1953, has been transferred from
Ottawa to the special contract depart-

ment in Montreal.
Mr. Bryenton graduated in civil engi-

neering from the University of New
Brunswick in 1953.

F/O. P. Bussieres, R.C.A.F., jr.E.i.c,

has recentlv been transferred by the

R.C.A.F. to the central experimental and
proving establishment in Rockcliffc,

Ont. He was previously located at the
R.C.A.F. station in Aylmer, Ont.
F/O Bussières is a mechanical engi-

ueering graduate of McGill University,
class of 1953.

T. Stuart Campbell, jr.E.i.c, has been
transferred by Consolidated Mining and
Smelting Companv Limited from Pinn
Point, N.W.T. to Thailand in Asia
where he expects to remain for three
vears.

Mr. Campbell is a 1953 graduate in

mining engineering of the LTniversitv

of B.C.

L. S, Dillon, jr.E.i.c, a 1953 engineering
graduate of the University of Saskatche-
wan is located at the R.C.A.F. .station

in Centralia, Ont., as assistant to the

construction engineering officer.

Earl W. Fee, jr.E.i.c, who was awarded
an Atlilone Fcllowship in 1953, is ai

|ircsent studying atomic power plant
design at the Atomic Energy Research
Establi-shment in Harwell, England. His
first year under the Fellowship wa8
spent with English Electric Co. Ltd.,

in Rugby.
Mr. Fee received his B.A.Sc, degree

in 1953 from the Uni\-ersity of Torontu.

P. Greenwood, jr.E.i.c, is field engineer
with the Petroleum and Natural Gas
Conservation Board and has recentlv

been transferred from Redwater to

Devon, Alta.

Mr. Greenwood received a B.Sc. de-

gree in chemical engineering in 1953
from the University of Albeila.

A. E. Insley, jr.E.i.c, is employed by
M. M. Dillon Company in London, Ont.,

as construction inspector. He was for-

YOU name the job—
has the DRAIN

In the Josam line, there is a drain to fit any job,
any requirement, any condition . . . quickly . . .

dependably! Just ask Josam . . . and 40 years of
experience will go to work for you selecting the
right drain for every purpose- a drain engineered
to perform better, last longer!

When you select Josam, you get drainage products
proven correct in thousands of installations.
With Josam on the job you save time and money,
you eliminate guesswork . . . yet you pay no more
for Josam quality.

A few of many hundreds of Josam Drains

Series No. 3610
leveleze Floor Drain

with Adjustable Top.

Series No. 410
Roof Drain with Re-

movable dome top
and strainer.

Seriies No. 5440
Non-Clog Floor Drain
with Removable Sedi-
ment Bucitet.

Cali or wrife for IHerafure

JOSAM CANADA LIMITED
General Offices ond Manufacturing Division

130 BERMONDSEY ROAD, TORONTO 16, ONTÁRIO
P.O. Box 130 Dept. I

Represenfati\es

:

Satnt-John • Lombefh • St. Laurenf • Windsor
Winnipeg • Regíno • Calgcry • Edmonton

Vancouvei

Pmro.rogress in Water Treatment

with Nationwide Service

Alchem Limited is the

outstanding Canadian
firm in water treat-

ment Service in Can-
ada today.

Alchem offers:

• Service to the field by
competent engineers.

• Complete laboratory
Services with compre-
hensive reports.

• Engineering studies.

• Specialized chemicals.

If you have a water
treatment problem in

your plant call an
Alchem representa-
tive. Alchem's field

ofRces are located
across Canada. ..»,

Specialized

Engineering

and
Chemical

Services

ALCHEM LIMITED BurWngion, Ont
MONCTON MONTREAL TORONTO LONDON SUDBURK
WINNIPEG CALGARY EDMONTON VANCOUVEI
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laerly associated with Pearson, Phillips

iiid Barrat in Vancouver.

Mr. Insley graduated in civil engi-

iieeriog from the University of B.C. in

1953.

John S. Pringle, jr.E.i.c, has joined

the staíf of the Canadian International

Paper Company in Temiskaming, Que-
" c. He wiis formerly located at the

impany's Three Rivers branch.

Mr. Pringle graduated in mechanica!
iiiiineering from McGill University in

1^53.

F. W. Slingerland, jr.E.i.c, is employed
vvitli the Defence Research Board as

a scientific officer, grade III, in the
Di.erations research section in Ottawa.

Mr. Slingerland graduated in mechani-
cal engineering from Queen's University
in 1953.

K. D. H. Willcocks, jr.E.i.c, has ac-

•epted the position of field maintenance
I ngineer with Northern Electric Com-
ijany in Belleville, Ont. He was pre-
viously with the Ford Motor Company
;it Windsor.

Sydney Narvey, s.E.i.c, has been named
chief engineer by Engineering Industries
Company Ltd. in Toronto. He was
l>reviously employed in the refrigeration
and air conditioning division of John
Ingiis Company Limited in Vancouver.
Mr. Narvey received his B.Sc. degree

in mechanical engineering from North
Carolina State College in 1953.

Joseph E. Cruspier, s.E.i.c, is employed
as an engineer Grade I in the materiais
testing division of the Ontário Depart-
ment of Highways. He received his

B.Sc. degree from the University of
Toronto in 1954.

E. A. Seanian, s.E.i.c, who graduated
in electrical engineering from McGill
University in 1954, is now working on
the staff of the Defence Research North-
ern Laboratory in Fort Churchill, Man.
He joined the Defence Research

Board in Ottawa as technical officer last

year.

Z. E. Wasarab, s.e.i.c, who graduated
in mechanical engineering from the Uni-
versity of Saskatchewan in 1954, has
joined Northern Electric Company
Limited in Montreal.

John Russell Beatty, s.e.i.c, has been
named staff chemical engineer by Prince
Albert Reíineries. A specialist in fuel

oil production, Mr. Beatty is a chemi-
cal engineering graduate of the Uni-
versity of Toronto, and the University
of Michigan.

Prior to this appointment Mr. Beatty
was a laboratory techniciau and tech-

nical assistant with Canadian Industries
Limited in Kingston.

F. K. Burgar, S.E.I.C., is project en-
gineer for Sir Lindsay Parkinson (Can-
ada) Ltd., Hon. George Dunbar Bridge
Project in Ottawa. Previously he was
associated with the Watson Construc-
tion Company in Marmora, and De-
fence Construction Ltd. in Barriefield,

Ont.

LIQUIDOMETER
TANK GAUGES
For tanks of ony copocity, buried and

any liquid. 100% outomotic, for tanks

under pressure or vacuum.

LEVELOMETER
TANK GAUGES
Hydrostatic dial type. Dial can bp

calibrated in gallons or fracHons.

LIQUIDS WORTH STORING ARE

WORTH MEASURING

Wrif», phone or wir» for liltratur»

W, K. DAVIDSON & GO.
1838 DORCHESTER SL W., MONTREAL

J. A. Walsworth, s.e.i.c, who has so lar

completed a year and a half of Cana-

dian Westinghouse Company's two year

graduate training course, has been

transferred to the company's Niagara

branch as sales engineer.

"PACPIPE" SERVES

PUNTLEDGE DEVELOPMENT
Pictured is a 12-foot Power Penstock recently

completed for the British Columbia Power

Commission at their Puntiedge River Hydro

Development on Vancouver Island. Con-

tinuous Wood Stave Pípe supplied and in-

ttalled by "PACPIPE" is giving excellent

Service ali over the worid.

Our new catalogue gives full informatíon

Write now, wHhout oblisatíon, for your copy

PRCIFIC CDHST PIPEC<^JiSE==^
1551 fiRANVILLE STREET • ESTARLISHER 1S04 • VAHCOIVER I. CAIARA
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The sympalhy o/ the Institute is extended to the

relatives of those whose passing is recorded h re.

William Harmon Slinn, m.e.i.c, out-

side plant engineer with the Bell Tele-

phone Company of Canada in Toronto,
and connected with the company's
engineering department for 30 years,

passed away oa November 18, 1954.

Mr. Slinn was born in Regina on Sep-
tember 23. 1891, and moved as a small

boy to Ottawa where he was educated
at the public school and Collegiate In-

stitute. In 1916 he graduated with a
B.Sc. degree in civil engineering from
Queen's University.

During the summer months of his

university training he was employed in

\'arious capacities with Canadian Na-
tional Railways and with the Morris-
burg and Ottawa Electric Railwaj'. He
joined the Canadian Army in 1914 and
froni January, 1916 until September,
1918, became assistant to the CR.CE.
M.D. No. 3 and was placed in charge
of maintenance and construction of

military buildings. In addition, he was
eamp engineer at Barriefield.

Durmg 1919 Mr. Slinn served as a

lecturer in civil engineering at Queen's
Universit}', after which he was appoint-

tíd assistant city engineer in Kingston,
Ont. In February, 1920, he joined the

Cape Construction Company in Sher-
brooke. Que., as assistant engineer on
construction, and íive years later entered
the Bell Telephone Company of Can-
ada Ltd. in Montreal as engineer of

spccial studies. He was subsequently
transfeired to Toronto as division plant
engineer. At the time of his death Mr.
Slinn occupied the position of outside
plant engineer.

Mr. Slinn was a member of the Asso-
ciation of Professional Engineers of

Ontário and of the Telephone Pioneers
of America.
He joined the Engineering Institute

as a Student in 1916, transferring to

Júnior in 1918, to Associate Member
in 1920, and to Member in 1940.

George Leslie Dickson, m.e.i.c, retired

olectrical and .-ignal engineer for the
Atlantic region of Canadian National
Railways, and a former vice-president
of the Engineering In.stitute, passed
away on February 27, 1955, in the

Moncton Hospital.

Mr. Dickson was born in Truro, N.S.,

on December 24, 1878. He received his

M.A. degree from Acadia University in

1900, and afterwards undertook engi-

neering study at McGill University,
leaving during his final year to become
chief electrician with tlie Pictou County
Electric Company with which he was
employed for six years.

In 1910 he was appointed engineer
with the Nova Scotia Steel and Coàl
Company at the Wabana, Nfid., iron

mines, and six years later became gen-
eral manager of the Chambers Electric

Light and Power Company in Truro,
N.S.

Geo. L. Dickson, M.E.I.C.

He joined Canadian National Rail-

ways at Moncton as foreman in the

signal and electrical department, and
the foUowing year was named general

power plant inspector. In 1920 he was
granted leave of absence to act on the

Grand Trunk Railway Arbitration

Board, and three 5'ears later he was
named electrical and signal engineer for

the Atlantic region. He retired in

December. 1943.

Mr. Dickson was famed for his inti-

mate knovvledge of the history of Nova
Scotia. He was an outstanding athlete

both in and out of college, playiug
rugby, soccer, lacrosse, baseball and
hockey. He was also an enthusiastic
curler.

He was a past presidcnt and council-

lor of the Association of Professional
Engineers of New Brunswick.
He also served as a vice-president of

the Engineering Institute which he
joined as an Associate Member in 1923,

transferring to Member in 1940. Mr.
Dickson attained Life Membership in

the Institute in January, 1954.

Edouard Lavoie, m.e.i.c, a pioneer in

the industrial development of Chicou-
timi and its surrounding area, passed
away on March 18, 1954.

Born on October 3, 1883, at Baie St.

Paul, Que., Mr. Lavoie obtained his

elementary schooling there, afterwards
attending College de Levis. He received
his B.A. degree from Lavai University,

and his B.Sc. degree in civil engineer-

ing from Qucen's University in 1907.

Upon graduation he was employed
until 1911 on location and construction

work with the Transcontinental Rail-

ways and with the Baie des Ha Ha
Railway. He then joined the Chicou-
timi Pulp Company as general super-

intendent. Under his direction the Chute
Garneau pulp mill hydro facilities were
expanded, and the Val Jalbert mill was
completely renovated.

In 1929 Mr. Lavoie opened the first

Consulting engineering offices in Chi-

coutimi in partnership witli Mr. Lorenso
Delisle under the firm name of Lavoie
and Delisle. Mr. Laquerre joined the

firm as a third associate in 1946 and
from that date the company was known
as Lavoie, Delisle and Laquerre.
In 1939 Mr. Lavoie served as town

engineer at Chicoutimi. He was asso-

ciated with Mr. Swan of England on
the construction of the port in Chicou-
timi. In addition, he was responsible

for the construction of the hospital, the

orphanage, churches, schools, water and
sewer systems.
Mr. Lavoie was a member of the

American Water Works Association,

and was a member of the Saguenay
School Commission from 1927 until

1942, serving as its chairman in 1931-32.

He was also director and president of

the Saguenay Spinning Society of which
he was a founder and active member.
A Member of the Engineering In-

stitute of Canada since 1923, Mr. Lavoie
was a former chairman of the Saguenay
Branch. He attained Life Membership
in the Institute in January, 1954.

Raymond LeBel, m.e.i.c, a partner in

the structural consulting engineering

firm of Beaulieu and LeBel of Mont-
real, passed away on June 1, 1954.

Mr. LeBel was born in Montreal on
December 18, 1912, and was educated
at Ecole Champagnat and Ecole St.

Viateur He graduated with a B.A.Sc,

degree in civil engineering from Ecole

Polytechnique in 1939. During the sum-
mer months of his engineering course

he was employed by the Quebec Streams
Commission as chainman, rodman, level-

man and transitman.
Upon graduation he joined the Que-

bec Department of Public Works, and
later the same year transferred to the

Federal Department of Public Works
and was employed on design, draught-
ing and supervision of construction. In

1940 he joined J. M. Eugene Guay, Inc.,

consulting engineers, in Montreal as

structural engineer in charge of design

of concrete construction and of work
in the field.

Mr. LeBel entered the Canadian
Army in 1942 as a lieutenant in the
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thinl divislon of the Royai Canadian
luisineers, ser\'ing overseas as well as

witli the fifth Fortress Company in

Vfwfoundland, and as iiistructor at

l'etavvawa. l^pon his disc'harge from the

Aimy in 1946, he returned to his posi-

iion with J. M. Eugene Guay, Inc.

In 1949 Mr. LeBel went into partner-

ship with Gerard O. Beaulieii, m.e.i.c,

under the :jirni name of Beaulieu and
r.cBel, stnicturai consulting engineers,

in Montreal.
Mr. LeBel was a member of the Cor-

|K)ration of Professional Engineers of

Quebec.

Hg joined the Engineering Institute

as a Student in 19.38, transferring to

Iiinior in 1940 and to Member in Í947.

Thomas Bell Jackson, m.ej.c, person-

iii l director of the Saskatchewan Power
( 'orijoration, passed away on January

12, 1955, in hospital in Regina.

Mr. .Jackson was born in Newport,
Monmouthshire, South Wales, on Sep-

Icmber 25, 1899. He came to Canada
m 1903 and received his education in

loih Yorkton and Saskatoon, Sask.,

iier which he undertook his engineer-

iiiH ítudy through the International
( 'orrespondence School.

In 1918 he joined the staff of the

i ity power plant in Saskatoon. When
lhe Saskatchewan Power Commission's
first major plant was completed in Sas-

katoon in 1930, he was named chief

eiectrician. Promoted to the position of

a.ssistant superintendent of power io

1942, Mr. Jackson was transferred foui

years later to the Regina head oífice

of the Saskatchewan Power Corporation.

He was named plant electrical superin-

ipndent in 1948, and in 1949, after taking

irt in negotiations with the Union, was
.;iven the additional responsibilities of

ricld personnel and safety director. Ill

lif-alth forced him to give up this addi-

iional work but he continued as plant

lectrical superintendent. In Novembcr,
Ilt.j4, he was apjiointed to the position

if personnel director.

During the early years of his employ-
iiient with the Power Commission he
«)ok an active part in forming the first

iiiion of ali employees in the system.
He also played a leading role in estab-

lishing the superannuation plan and
w;i3 for many years the employees' rep-

< sentative on the Power Corporation
--uperannuation Board.
Mr. Jack.son was a member of the

Association of Professional Engineers of

Saskatchewan.
He joined the Engineering Institute

s an Associate Member in 1939, and
rinsferred to Member in 1940.

(fcorge Herbert Loane, m.e.i.c, asso-

'i;ite professor of electrical engineering
ii the University of New Brunswick,
pa.s-sed away on February 4, 19.55, at
lhe Victoria Public Hospital in Fred-
•ricton.

Professor Loane was born in CamiJ-
tiollton, N.B., on October 28, 1921. He
«•as educated at the Campbellton Gram-
'iiar and High Schools, and in 1943 re-

'ived his B.Sc. degree in electrical

iiginccring from the University of New
iínmswick. He then joined the R.C.A.F.
iiid served until the war ended in Win-
nippg with the rank of pilot oíTicer,

''i)on his discharge from the R.C.A.F.,
Ill joined the Bell Telephonc Company
il Canada as personnel counsellor in

Montreal. In 1946 he became júnior
ngineer on electrical layout and design
with Robert Rankin and Company, con-

(nilting engineers, in Montreal and was
engaged on the design of the staple
fibre plant for Courtauld's (Canada)
Limited in Cornwall, Ont. During the
summer of that same year he served
as instrumentman on highway surveys
with the Department of Public Works
of New Brunswick, and then joined
Canadian National Telegraphs in Tor-
onto as assistant outside plant engineer
for Eastern lines, subsequently becom-
ing a.ssisting plant superintendent of
Eastein lines and responsible for budgot-
ing and technical planning for outside
plant construction and the administra-
tion of plant personnel.

Professor Loane was among the first

group chosen for Beaverbrook Overseas
Scholarships, and attended King's Col-
lege, University of London during
1947-48.

He joined the faculty of the Univer-
sity of New Brunswick in August, 1951,
as an assistant professor of electrical

engineering. In October, 1954, he re-

ceived his M.Sc. degree at the first fali

convocation of the University of New
firunswick Law School in Saint John.
He was appointed to the post of as.?o-

ciate professor of electrical engineering
in September, 1954.

He was a member of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers and
of the Association of Professional Engi-
neers of New Brunswick.
Professor Loane joined the Engineer-

ing Institute as a Student in 1941, trans-
ferring to Júnior in 1946 and to Mem-
ber in 1951. He served as treasurer of

the Fredericton Branch of the Institute

in 1953-54.

Frank Eric Turner, m.e.i.c, assistant

manager of the electrical engineering
department of H.M.C. Dockyard in

Halifax, passed away in November,
19.54.

Mr. Turner was born in Leeds, Eng-
land, on September 25, 1917, and was
educated at Brudenell Boys' School,
Woodhouse Technical School and Leeds
College of Technology. He was the

recipient of the júnior and intermediate
technical scholarships in 1931 and 1933,

rcspectively. Mr. Turner received the

National Certificate in electrical engi-

neering in 1938, and the Higher Na-
tional Certificate in 1940. In 1944 he
completed successfully the examination
for admittance as an associate member
to the Institution of Electrical Engi-

neers.

In 1934, Mr. Turner joined Dicta-

phone Company Limited in Leeds ag

júnior a.ssistant, and three years later

became associated in the same capacity

with the Yorkshire Electric Power
Company in Branhope. He was pro-

moted in 1939 to the position of assist-

ant district engineer, responsible for

the instaliation, jnaintenance and oper-

ution of the company's EHT and LT
-upply transmissions, distribution and
eubstations in a large section of the

Castlcford district.

From 1941 until 1946 he was electrical

engineering assistant to the director of

lhe electrical engineering department of

the H.M. Admiralty and was employed
on the compilation and design of arma-
ment control and communication sys-

tems of newly constructed vessels.

Mr. Turner then joined the staff of

the directorate of eléctrica! engineering

of the Department of National Defence
(Naval Service) in Ottawa a.s a tech-

nical ofiicer and was placed in charge

of the armament control section. He
was responsible to the electrical engi-
neer in chief for the policy and íitting

of armament control and intcinal com-
iinmication systems and equi|)ment in

H.M.C, ships and estabiishments, and
the smervision of assistants and a draw-
ing office staff.

In 1947 he was appointed assi.stant

manager of the electrical engineering
department of H.M.C. Dockyard in
Halifax.

Mr. Turner was an associate member
of the Institution of Electrical Engi-
ueeis, a member of the Association of
Professional Civil Servants, a charter
member of the Admiralty (Bath) Elec-
tronics Society, and a member of the
A.ssociation of Scientific Works (Bath
Branch).
He joined the Engineering Institute

of Canada as a Member in 1951.

Walter Wilfred Rechenmacher, M.E.I.C.,

former construction superintendent with
Olynyc Construction Company in Sas-
katoon, Sask., passed away on Septem-
ber 22, 1953, foUowing injuries received
in a construction accident three days
earlier.

Mr. Rechenmacher was born at Scott,
Sask., on August 23, 1920, and was edu-
cated at schools in Dodsland, Sask.
After serving with the R.C.A.F. from
1940 until 1945, he entered the Univer-
sity of Saskatchewan, graduating with
a B.Sc. degree in civil engineering in
1949.

He joined the firm of Underwood and
McLellan Company Ltd., consulting
engmeers, in Saskatoon in the spring of
1949 and held the position of resident
engineer for the next two years at Rose-
town, Sask., where he was responsible
for the supervision of the instaliation
of water and sevvcr services in that
town. He was then transferred to the
R.C.A.F. station at Moose Jaw, Sask.,
where he was resident engineer in charge
of the instaliation of ali ground services
in the extensive rebuilding program at
that; site. In May of 1953 he left Under-
wood and McLellan Company Ltd. to
join Olynyc Construction Company as
construction superintendent on work in
the Saskatoon area.

Mr. Rechenmacher was a member of
the Association of Professional Engi-
neers of Saskatchewan. He joined the
Engineering Institute as a Member in

1953.

Roy Basil Crowell, jr.E.i.c, resident
engineer with the Shawinigan Engineer-
ing Company at Varennes, Que., passed
away at the Jeanne d'Arc Hospital in

Montreal on August 26, 1954.
Mr. Crowell was born in Glace Bay,

Nova Scotia on May 10, 1919, and was
educated at the Glace Bay High School,
.\cadia University, and the Nova Scotia
Technical College where he graduated
with a B.Eng. degree in civil engineer-
ing in 1951.

He served over.«eas during World War
II with the third division of the Artil-

lory Survey.
i>uring the summer months of his uni-

versity course he was employed as note-
man and instrumenlman on toi)ographi-

cal survey work with the Department
of Mines and Resources.

Since graduation he has been asBOci-

ated with the Shawinigan Engineering
Company.
He joined the Engineering Institute

as a Student in 19.50 and transferred

tu .Iimior Mombor in 1953.
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Main power DC motor-generator set No. 1 for 202-inch, 1,500 FPM paper machine

drive. This three-unit set compnses a 350 KW Dryer geneiator, 600 HP— 750 RPM—

G-E DRIVE UPS
Modernization of No. 1 paper machine at the

Ontário Paper Company, Thorold, with a G-E

Sectional Drive has increased its output capacity

20%. Rated production speed has been increased

from 1,2 50 feet of paper per minute, to 1,500 feet.

This installation is a repeat order of similar

equipment installed on this customer's No. 5

machine, in 1947.

This Company manufactures high quality news-

print for export. Their modernization program

reflects the vision and foresight that is typical of

Twin Limitamp startmg unit for full magnetic primary reactor

reduced uoltage startmg 600 HP— 2300 volt synchronous molor and

450 HP-2300 volt induction motor. Shorl circuil capacity 100 RMS
MVA on load sideof contactor. Common bus compartment divides units.

2.300 volt-0.9 PF G-E Synchronous Motor, and 250 KW Couch generator mounted on a

common base. Over-speed sviíitch Is mounted at the right end of the set.

UNIT CAPACIT\
the present trend to increased production and

export by Canada's leading industry,

In addition to supplying the complete
coordinated drive, C-G-E paper machine
specialists supervised tune-up of the equipment

on site. The entire changeover—including down-

time and "break-in"—was accomplished with

only 70 hours loss in production. Commenting
on this feat, Mr. W. L. Eliason, Chief Electrical

Engineer, stated "we feel that this performance

was outstanding . .
.".

Typical section operator's Control Cabinet mounted in front side alley of machine. Ur.it

is completely víaterproof. Load ammeter is mounted behind glass. Operator raises flap to

adjust section speed on multi-turn helical-v^ound rheostat. Colour-coded control pushbuttons

are mounted at bottom. Lights provide visual indication of operating condition.



Employrnent Service

ThIS SERVICE is operated for the beiíefit of members of The
Engineering Institute of Canada and for industrial and olher
organizations employing technically trained men—without charge
to either party. It would be appreciated if employers would make
the fullest use of these facilities to list their requirements—existing
or estimated.

NOTICES appearing in the SITUATIONS WANTED column will

be discontinued after three insertions. They will be reinstated, on
request, after a lapse of one month.

REPLIES to advertisements should be addressed to File No. 000,
Employment Service, The Engineering Institute of Canada, 2050
Mansfield Street.

INTERVIEWS with the Institute Employment Service, 2050 Mans-
field Street, Montreal—Telephone PLateau 5078—may be arranged
by appointment.

SITUATIONS VACANT
CHEMICAL

CHEMICAL ENGINEER with some production
experience required by large modem plant in

Montreal for the study and development of

production techniques asscciated with new
products. Salary to be arranged. File No.
5129-V.

CHEMICAL ENGINEERS graduates from recog-
nized Canadian Universities with 0-5 years
experience. Required for process development
studies, solution of technical assignments in
production units, and on-the-job training in

production supervisory capacities. Positions
are in petrochemical plant located in Sarnia.
Please reply in detail stating experience,
education, etc. Ali replies will be kept in

strict confidence. File No. 5137-V.

PETRO-CHEMICAL. CHEMICAL AND PETRO-
LEUM ENGINEERS and construciors require
ensineers, designers and draftsmen with ex-
perience in the above fields, for their en-
gineering design Office in Southern Ontário.
Please reply with brief details of experience,
aeademic qualifications and salary. File No.
5140-V.

CHEMIST OR CHEMICAL ENGINEER, for
general supervision of staff and operation of
Chemical plant integrated with Kraft Pulp
mill, located in Northwestern Ontário. Must
be graduate chemist or chemical engineer and
be in excellent physical condition. Salary
commensurate with experience and ability.
Excellent employee benefits. Apply stating
fuU particulars of exr^erience, education, age,
marital status, etc. File No. 5148-V.

PRINCIPAL PETROLEUM ENGINEER re-
quired by Sask. Department of Mineral Re-
sources. Competition No. c/c 3510. Salary
range $481-$566 per month. Applicants re-
quire university graduation in engineering
plus extensive field and Office experience in
the oil and gas industry. To take charge of
the development division of the petroleum
and natural gas branch. File No. 5149-V.

RESEARCH ENGINEER, required by Sask.
department of Mineral Resources. Salary
range $326.-$397 per month. Requirements
recent graduate in ceramics, chemical or
geological engineering, to carry out lab and
pilot scale experimental work, field explor-
alion. and eeonomic sjrvey dealing with the
non-metallic or industrial minerais of the
Pro.incc. Good pension plan and conditions
of employment. For further Information and
aonlication form<; coiiacl P.^í.C. Legislative
Bldg., Regina. FUe No. 5154-V.

CHEMICAL ENGINEERS young, with a few
years practical industrial background in
chemical or allied fields together with sales
experience, required as technical representa-
tives, World vvide coneern offers processes
and equipment to a broad industrial market.
Salary is open, car provided. Location Ontário
and Quebec. File No. 5156-V.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER with 3 to 5 years
experience, preferably in chemical plant pro-

cess engineering and/or operations, for pro-
cess engineering work, plant located 25 miles
from Montreal. File No. 5161-V.

A CHEMICAL ENGINEER required for devel-
opment work in látex and solvent adhesives.
Experience in this field an asset but not
essential. The field is expanding and offers
good opportunities. Location Montreal. Re-
plies will be treated in confidence. File No.
5173-V.

A CHEMICAL ENGINEER will be required to
assist our sales man. He should preferably
have some experience in the látex field. He
should have some imaginative ability in

order to recognize and be able to apply new
uses to our growing list of products, as
related to the construction industry. A period
of training will be offered to a recent grad-
uate in chemical engineering, or to someone
with 2 or 3 years industrial experience.
Offices in Montreal. File No. 5I73-V.

CIVIL

PROFESSOR CIVIL ENGINEERING, for ap-
pointment September Ist, 1955, to direct,

supervise and give undergraduate and post
graduate instruction in specified field in civil

engineering. Salary range $5900 to $G600 with
superannuation, hospital Insurance and other
benefits. Applicant should be university
graduate, preferably with postgraduate train-

ing and should have had se eral years prac-
tical experience in responsible engineering
work. Location Halifax, N.S. File No. 5110-V.

PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER, fully experienced
in municipal engineering, required by a firm
of Consulting engineers. Applicant must be
capable of taking fuU charge of the design of

sewage treatment plants, sewerage systems,
water supply and distribution, be fully com-
petent to write specifications, and meet and
discuss problems with municipal councils and
engineers, and supervise the work of con-
tractors. Work will be in Ontário from Toronto
Office. Full details as to experience, education,
and references required in first letter. File

No. 5116-V.

GRADUATE ENGINEER with extensive experi-
ence in general structural design includin.^'

heavy concrete structures to direct the work
of design and detailing group in the Montreal
Office of an established firm of utility con.

sultants. Applicants must have a thorough
knowledge of Canadian building materiais and
construction practices. File No. 5119-V.

THE CITY OF PRINCE ALBERT (pop. 19,000)

requires an assistant encineer. Must hold an
engineering degree preferably civil, from a
recognized university. Position offers varied
experience, future security, and an opportu-
nity for advancement. Salary $325. to $375. per
month, depending on qualifications. Reply
stating age, experience, education and relevant
Information to File No. 5124-V.

WANTED AT ONCE salesman with experience
in pipes for use in waterworks or sewerage
svstems. Experience in the installation of

these pipes desirable but not essential. Please
reply stating age, experience, educational

qualifications and salary expected. Our em-
ployees are informed of this advertisement.
FUe No. 5126-V.

CIVIL ENGINEER, preferably recent graduate.
for bridge section of large transportation com-
pany with headquarters in Montreal. Duties
include design of steel and reinforced con-
crete structures. preparation of reports and
some travelling. File No. 5127-V.

CONSTRUCTION SUPERINTENDENT. excellent
opportunity for top flight man with a proven
record of successfui jobs completed in the
chemical or petro chemical field. Ability to
organize and administer large proj^cts includ-
ing cost control, labour relations. Stores, field

supervision. to''ether with a fooi technicTi
and practical background. Applicant should
have 10 years experience in construction field.

Vacancy open with major petrochemical and
petroleum engineers and conslructors. Please
reply with evnerience and salary expected to
File No. 5139-V.

APPLICATIONS ARE IN\'ITED for the position
of encineer for the Town of Dryden, Ontário.
Population 4200. Applicant should be qualified
to lay out and supervise the construction of
watermain and sewerage extensions, the con-
struction of streefs, drainage and the general
requirements of a growing community. This
is a permanent position to the qualified appli-
cant with excellent opportunities. pension plan
in effect after one year's service, also sick
leave pro'. isions. Starting salary $450 per
month to be incrpased to SSOO after six months
probationary period. Applicants should state
their educational background, ace, marital
status, previous emplover and references and
a recent photograph. File No. 5143-V.

CIVIL ENGINEER. Canadian graduate prefer-
ably—minimum 3 years recent design experi-
ence in R C bridge and highway required.
Previous experience in industrial building de-
sign considered usoful. Work in Windsor. On-
tário. File No. 5155-V.

CIVIL ENGINEER, young Canadian graduate,
2 years maximum for aeademic design enel-
neering related to steel and concrete support
of equinment, pipes, etc. Work in Sarnia. File
No. 5155-V.

TWO GRADUATE CIVIL ENGINEERS for Con-
sulting firm cnpaged in large scale develop-
ment projects. One to three years experience
in design and supervision of roads. sewerace
.systems, water distribution systems. etc. re-
quired. Please reply riving full details of
aeademic training and Professional experience.
references and salary requirements. File No.
5163-V.

THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION ol the
City of Kingslon reiuires a graduate enginecr
with water works cnfineering experience to

plan. design and supervise projects in con-
nection wiíh a municipal water works syslem.
Duties would include supervisinc lhe installa-
tion of new watcrmains and eventually super-
vising the operation of a modem fillr.ition

plan. Salary commensurate with qualifica-
tions. Position offers participation in com-
mission's hospitalizaUon and pension plans.
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ORENDA ENGINES LIMITED
Toronto, Canada

requíre

ENGINEERS IN GÁS TURBINE DEYELOPMENT
An exponding Canodion company hos openings for engi-

neers of universify groduate or equívalent' status, preferably

wíth Gas Turbine experíence in the following fieids:

COMBUSTION SYSTEMS
Experience in gos dynamics problems desired and the

ability to assume responsibility for organizing and execut-
Ing detailed programs for the development of gas turbine

combustors and related equipmeivt.

VIBRATION ENGINEERS

Previous experience preferred in vibration problems on
gas turbine blading and engíne structures. The work will in-

clude direction of laborotory, test house and flight vibration

tests in addition to analysis of test data.

Apply to:

Placement Supervisor,

ORENDA ENGINES LIMITED
Malton, Ontário.

Applicant should submit fuU details of educa-
tion, experience, age and references. Replies

will be kept confidential. File No. 5164-V.

MANAGER REQUIRED FOR Canadian subsi-

diary of British organization, manufacturing
constiuction equipment. To take complete
charge of the appointment of distributors and
demonstratioiís, to service customers, and
conduct the entire business. Preferably civil

engineer and or experience in construction

work and particularly in regard to construc-

tion equipment and the sale thereof. File No.
5163-V.

CIVIL ENGINEER requlred by general con-

tractor to administer a group of contracts dis-

tant from the firm's head office which is In

Quebec. Applicant must have experience in

ali phases of general contractors" operations
and be not less than about 30 years of age.
The administrator would be domiciled in

Quebec or the Maritime Provinces. Appli-
cants must state salary expected. File No.
5176-V.

ELECTRICAL

GENERAL MANAGER required for the Sas-
katchewan Power Corporation operating a
rapidly expanding province-wide eléctrica!

utility and an extensive gas utility. Head-
quarters Regina. Kindly state fuUy back-
ground and experience including previous
training in and knowledge of electrical and
gas Utilities and industrial and public rela-

tions. State also salary expected and date
available. File No. 5093-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, with four years
general experience in substations and in-

dustrial layout of large motors, mining ex-
perience preferred. Write stating experience
and qualifications to FUe No. 5095-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DRAUGHTS-
MAN or electrical engineer, required for Con-
sulting engineer's office. Experience required
in commercial and residential design, layout,
etc. Permanent position. Please write advising
experience to File No. 5096-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, graduate with at
least 5 years experience protective relay
work with electric operating utility company.
Relay studies, system development studies and
general technical electrical operating and
design work. Permanent position long estab-
lished Consulting organization. Headquarters
New York. Some travei Latin America.

Knowledge of Spanish or Portuguese desirable,
not essential. Salary commensurate with ex-
perience. Reply stating age, education, ex-
perience, personal particulars and minimum
salary expected. File No.' 5108-V.

ELECTRICAL DRAUGHTSMAN, required in
Montreal by naval architects office. Age 25
to 35 with technical and ali around experience.
Applicant would have to be of good person-
ality and reasonable executive ability to work
in as assistant electrical engineer and
eventually chief electrical engineer. FUe No.
5111-V.

PROFESSOR AND HEAD OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF POWER ENGINEERING, required
by The Institute of Science, Bangalore. This
is one of the foremost institutions of índia.
As head of the department, to administer
the power engineering department and co-
ordinate the activities of the four sections
of electrical engineering. mechanical engineer-
ing, civil and hydraulic engineering, and
high voltage engineering. Qualifications; a
degree in electrical engineering of a recog-
nized University, practical training in well-
known electrical manufacturing concerns or
large power projects and/or power supply
organizations. Duration of appointment, one
year renewable. Salary between the equivalent
of $8750 and $9500 per annum (national in-
come tax reimbursed if levied), depending
on qualifications and experience, plus family
allowances. FUe No. 5115-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, graduate with at
least 5 years experience protective relay
work with electric operating utility company.
Relay studies, system development studies
and general technical electrical operating and
design work. Permanent position long estab-
lished Consulting organization. Headquarters
New York. Some travei Latin America.
Knowledge of Spanish or Portuguese desir-
able, not essential. Salary commensurate with
experience. Reply stating age, education, ex-
perience, personal particulars and minimum
salary expected. File No. 5117-V.

GRADUATE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS—one
sénior—two juniors—Sénior at least 10 years
experience—Júnior 3 to 5 years experience in
electrical design, operation and construction
of steam, hydro plants and substations. Per-
manent position with long estabUshed Con-
sulting organization for public utility oper-
ating companies located Latin America. Head-

quarters New York. Some travei necessary
in future. Knowledge of Spanish or Portuguese
useful, not essential. Salary commensurate
with qualifications. Good opportunity. Reply
stating age, education, experience and per-
sonal particulars. FUe No. 5118-V.

A LARGE MANITOBA UTILITY requires a
graduate electric engineer, to fill the position
of Asst. to the transmission Une engineer.
Applicant should have at least three years
experience in distribution practices, including
layout of large distribution áreas, estimating
of costs of distribution changes and extensions,
improvement of voltage conditions and ex-
pansion of existing systems, basic economic
studies. Ability to write clear and concise re-

ports, to supervise and deal with field staff

is essential. Location Winnipeg. AppUcations
treated confidentiaUy. FUe No. 5121-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER communication op-
tion from Canadian University required by
manufacturer of television located in Ontário.
Applicants should be 2 to 3 years out of uni-
versity and have some experience in radar or
allied equipment. Position open in Produc-
tion Department. FUe No. 5122-V.

GRADUATE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER to
assume responsibility for design and develop-
ment of distribution and smaU power trans-
former with manufacturer established in Al-
berta. At least one year design and/or manu-
facturing experience desirable. AppUcants to
give personal data (including recent photo),
education, experience, references and mini-
mum initial salary expected. FUe No. 5131-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER with at least two
years of experience in industry. To handle
under supervision, design of power distribu-
tion and control for plant extension and de-
velopment work, supervision of draughting,
test work, preparation of test reports and esti-

mates. Required by smelting firm in the vicin-

ity of Montreal. Experience in electric furnace
smelting. FUe No. 5132-V.

MANAGER OF ENGINEERING required to di

rect our guided missUe development and de-

sign program. The man for whom we are
looking will have a background of at least

ten years electronics experience. Specific ex-

perience in guided missUes would be a definito

asset. His executive abUity must be of a high
order, and his supervisory experience be at

engineering management levei. This positio.n

wiU demand the best from a highiy capable
and mature engineering executive and in re-

turn offers an attracti\e salary, plus excellent
opportunity for further Professional and per-

sonal advancement. Reply in strictest confi-

dence. File No. 5133-V.

A LARGE PROGRESSIVE AND WELL estab-

lished electrical engineering company in N.E.
England offers opportunities to engineer de-

signers and draftsmen who have served a
recognized engineering apprenticeship, possess
technical qualifications to Higher National
Certificate standard in electrical and/or mech-
anical engineering and have had practical

experience on the drawing board preferably
in connection with the design of electrical

switchgear. Engagement would be for a mini-

mum period of 2 years with the opportunity
of continuance thereafter on a pensionable
basis. Minimum salaries £585 per annum at

age 25 and £663 at age 30. Passage paid and
housing assistance in approved cases. A few
opportunities also occur on much simUar terms
for contract engineers with qualifications and
experience adequate to handle ali phases of

tender and contract work met with in world
wide electrical power supply equipment in-

dustry, particularly in respect to control and
switchgear. FUe No. 5144-V.

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNERS

STRUCTURAL DESIGNERS

AND DRAFTSMEN

For long range industrial pro-

gram in an established Consult-

ing office.

Must be experienced and ca-

pable of checking design drawings.

Draftsmen experienced in struc-

tural Steel detailing.

Send complete resume of ex-

perience.

Samborn, Steketee & Associates

1214 Cherry Street

Toledo 4, Ohio
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ENGINEERS
Continuing progress and expansion of this Companys

operations have created many ínteresting new

career opportunities for

ELECTRONICS, ELECTRICAL, CIVIL, MECHANICAL

and other Engineers interesfed in

COSTING, SELECTING and DEVELOPING

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS

involving uses of the latest types of

Microwave Equipment • Network TV Transmíssion

Telephone Switchíng Systems • Carrier Systems

Cable Distribution Systems

In addition to employee security and benefit plans for which

this Company is well-known, the Bell offers its Engineers oppor-

tunity to advance to higher executive positions in both engi-

neering and administrative capacities.

Salary: commensurate with experience and ability.

Al! replies will be treated in strict confidence. To arrange an

interview, write our Employment Manager at Montreal, (Mr.

R. B. McGiverin, 620 Belmont Street), or at Toronto, (Mr. T. R.

Traynor, 76 Adelaide St. West).

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF CANADA

PROJECT MANAGER (electrical and electronic)
to design electrical and electronic installations
in aircraft and to supervise a small section of
electrical and mechanical draughtsmen. Appli-
cants should have a degree in electrical engi-
neering or mechanical engineering with elec-
trical subjects and a strong secondary and
preferably 5 years experience in design of
electrical and electronic installation in air-
craft. Experience in supervision of draughts-
men desirable. Salary commensurate with ex-
perience and qualitications. Reply stating age,
educalion, experience, personal particulars and
salary expected. File No. 5147-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, Canadian graduate
with 4 to 6 years expereince lighting and
power distribution for industrial buildings.
Work in Windsor or Sarnia. File No. 5155-V.

THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION o£ the
City of Kingston requires a graduate engineer
with electrical distribution engineering experi-
ence to plan, design and supervise projects in
connection with an electric utility. Position
offers participation in commission's hospltali-
zation and pension plans. Salary commensur-
ate with qualifications. Applicant should sub-
mit fuU details of education, experience, age

and references. Replies will be kept confiden-

tial. FUe No. 5164-V.

GRADUATE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER inter-

ested in a career in Latin America with a

Canadian owned electric light and power util-

ity located in La Paz, Bolívia. Age llmit 30

years and should have 4 to 5 years experience
in electrical distribution. Prospects of promo-
tion are excellent due to the company's con-

tinued growth and expansion. File No. 5170-V.

TWO COMPETENT GRADUATE ELECTRICAL
engineers, age 30 to 40 with minimum 8 years
experience design operation and raaintenance

of distribution facilities, required by rapidly

growing utility, desirable tocation South
America. Portuguese or Spanish useful, not

essential to start. Reply stating age, educa-

tion. experience. personal particulars and
minimum salary expected. File No. 5171-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS required to fill two
vacancies in the teaching staff of the elec-

trical engineering department at the Unl-

versity of New Brunswick. Good academic
standing and either an advanced degree or

at least two years of technical experience

preferred. Should have an interest in teach-

ing and inltiatlve and energy to be effective

in the growth of a rapidly expanding depart-
ment. Reply stating age. education, expe-
rience, personal particulars, references and
minimum salary expected. File No. 5172-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER required as Sales
engineer with a leading electronics firm.
Good salary plus commission and excellent
opportunity for future advancement. AU ai>-
plicants should state qualifications and salary
expected. File No. 5177-V.

MECHANICAL
MECHANICAL ENGINEER required in Ed-
monton. who has graduated from a Canadian
University and who has about 3-5 years ex-
perience in a Chemical plant or refinery. He
will deal mostly in equipment used in the
manufacture of petro-chemicals and synthetic
fibres. Duties svill consist of general engineer-
ing which will include design, layout and
estimating. File No. 5055-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER required for de-
velopment and design of precision mechanisms
of control equipment. Must be graduate en-
gineer, above 30 years of ane and consider-
able experience. Must have the ability to take
over leadership of an experimental group and
be prepared to make decisions. Salary com-
mensurate with experience and qualifications.
File No. 5I03-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER required for devel-
opment and product dcsifn of optical equip-
ment. Applicant should be not le.ss than 30
years old, with at least 5 .vears experience
in the optical field. Plant location Eastern
Townships. Salary commensurate with ex-
perience and qualifications. File No. 5103-V.

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MECHANICAL E.\-
GINEERING for appointment September 1.

1955, to give undergraduate instruction in the
thermal power and allied subjects. Salary
range $4100 to S5000 with supcrannuation,
hospital Insurance and other benefits. Ap-
plicant should be university graduate with
some years practical experience in steam
power work. Location Halifax, N.S. File No.
5110-V.

VACANCIES IN CORNWALL, Ontário for
graduate mechanical engineers. Age 24 to 28.

Duties will cover design, construction and
maintenance of all types of rayon machinery.
Applications should be made to File No.
5120-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS, graduates from
recosnized Canadian Universitics with 0-10

years experience in a Chemical plant or
refinery. Duties will consist of general en-
gineering, including design layout and esti-

mating. Please reply in detail stating ex-
perience, education, eíc. All replies will be
kept in strict confidence. File No. 5137-V.

MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE ENGINEER
with 5 years experience in oil refineries
required as assistant maintenance superin-
tendent in Southern Ontário. Please reply
giving details of experience and salary ex-
pected. File No. 5141-V.

APPLICATIONS ARE invited for the position
of instructor in Engineerin-T at Mount AUison
University. Duties to begin about Sept. 15th.

Candidates must be university graduates in

engineering, preferably in mechanical en-
gineering. Salary ran-e S2500 to S3000. Please
apply to File No. 5150-V.

GRADUATE MECHANICAL ENGINEER, for

large industrial concern near Montreal to take
charge of a research project involving the
design and development of new pilot plant
machinery. Only those having initiative and
capable of doing independent research work
need apply. State açe, experience and salary
expected. File No. 5151-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER. Canadian graduate,
3 to 8 years experience process piping and
equipment in refiner.v or chemical plants.

Field experience valuable. Work in Sarnia.
File No. 5155-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER rc luired immedi-
ately for manufacturing department of eléc-

trodo manufacturing plant in Montreal. Ap-
plicant should be a fraduate of Canadian
University, bilingual, with approximately íive

years of general engineering experience. Must
be willing lo do practical work. Remuner-
eration in linc with qualifications. Gcnerous
pension plan and other employee benefits.

File No. 5160-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER with 3 to 5 years
experience, preferably ia connection with con-

struction projects of various kinds, for work
on plant engineering projects. Plant located

25 miles from Montreal. File No. 5161-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER OR graduate of

engineering physics required by leading manu-
facturer of heating, vcntilating and air con-

ditioning equipment for sales engineering
work. Age 21 to 27 years. Prcfer a graduate

of 19.53. 1954 or 1955 classes. Prcvious ex-

perience in this work is not necessary, how-

ever, please state age and experience when
replying. File No. 5168-V.
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FIRE RESEARCH
The National Research Council

Division of Building Research

Ottawa, Canada

requires

A Physicist, or Engineering Physicist,

to assist with the

Division's Fire Research program.

Qualtfications:

Appliconis must be graduales froiti a recog-

nized university.

Saíary:

Salary commensurate with qualificotiont.

Further Particulars:

The program is inlended to reduce lhe loll of

life and the immense property ioss which
arise from fires in ali Icinds of buildings in

Canado. A wide general scientific knowledge
and originality and versatility in experimental

work ore more desirable thon ony advonced
speciolization; but on intere$t in measurement
of thermol rodiotion ond flame temperotures,

in unsteody-state heot tronsfer ond in stalistics

would be on advantage, and the copacity to

write reports which are cleor to the public is

indispensoble.

Applications with full detoils of education ond
experience should be sent lo the employment
officer, National Research Council, Sussex
Drive, Ottawa 2, Canado.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER requlred by auto-
motive manufacturing company in Montreal.
Applicant should be between the ages of

30-40 and preferably bilingual with experience
in internai combustion engines. Duties wiU
include the study of quality problems and
production planning. File No. 5178-V.

MISCELLANEOUS

PHE NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL, Ot-
tawa, Canada, requires a university graduate
to in.estiçate problems in aircraft icing.

Duties will include tests in flight as well
as in icing tunnels and development work
in co-operation with commercial aircraft
firms. Experience in aeronautical engineering
pioblems and aircraft performance is desir-
able. Initial salary in the range of $3750 to

$5750 per annum depending on qualifications.
File No. 5086-V.

CIVIL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER re-

quired preferably with a few years of relevant
experience and with good academic records
for positions as research ofticers. To work on
the dissemination of technical Information to

the construction industry and to study in the
field new materiais and techniques as used
in construction. The ability to write clear re-
ports to bridge the gap between research and
industry is important. To undertake studies
leading to the specification and assessment of
materiais and components for application in

housing. Opportunities for study of the tech-
nical aspects of house construction will be
provided. Salary will depend on training and
experience. Applications with full details of
education and experience should be sent to
File No. 5091-V.

SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS with The De-
fence Research Board for challenging po-
sitions, with ample opportunity for advance-
ment are available at several locations m
Canada. Physicists, engineering physicists
electrical engineers, mechanical engineers,
mathematicians, statisticians, chemists, bio-

logical and social scientists. There is also n
requirement for trained scientists for work
in operational research and scientific Informa-
tion. Qualifications: applications are invited
from Canadian citizens or British subjects.
graduates with a good academic record in

science or engineering from a recognized uni-
versity, preferably with post-graduate train-
ing. Proven .scientific ability experience de-
sirable. Salaries will be commensurate with
qualifications and experience. Write outUning
your qualifications to File No. 5092-V.

A LARGE MANUFACTURER in the Eastern
Townships requires an engineer with mainten-
ance background interested in industrial engi-
neering, or visa versa. This is a newly cre-
ated position to review and expand mainten-
ance control procedures for a diversified
maintenance work force—an expanding field

with tremendous scope. Initiative and ability
to present ideas effectively are essentíal quali-
fications. File No. 5094-V.

AIRCRAFT SALES MANAGER REQUIRED. Ap-
plicants must have a good aviation back-
ground and should not be more than 40 years
of age. Preference will be given to those
having an aeronautical engineering qualifica-

tion. The position is a permanent one and
available immediately. The successful candi-

date will be required to travei extensively

in Canada, U.S.A. and the U.K. and will be
resident in Montreal. Initial salary will de-

pend on qualifications and experience, in addi-

tion, the company provides group pension and
insurance plans and other benefits. Applica-

tions (six copies) giving full details of train-

ing, qualifications and experience and the

names of three persons to whom reference
may be made should be sent to File No.
5097-V.

SALES ENGINEER, experienced in concrete
work. Territory province of Quebec. Bilingual
preferred but not essential. Permanent position

if satisfactory. Please reply giving details of

experience, salary required, etc. Apply to File

No. 5098-V.

ENGINEER REQUIRED with at least ten years
experience in the diesel engine field prefer-

ably in application engineering. Age between
35 and 45 years. Must be Canadian graduate.
The salary will be above the average for

positions of this type and the development
prospects are good. Location Montreal. File

No. 5100-V.

MECHANICAL OR TEXTILE

ENGINEER

AS

ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT

Progressive, modern, textile

company in Granby, Quebec,
wishes to engage a mechanical
or textile engineer os Assistant
Superintendent.

A man of 25 to 35 years of

age who is primarily interested

in production and plant engineer-
ing is desired. Previous manufac-
turing experience, including staff

supervision, is essential.

AM Communications will be
considered strictiy confidential

and interviews will be arranged in

Montreal with applicants having
suitable qualifications.

Applications should include
day and evening telephone num-
bers, home address and details

of qualifications. Please reply to

File No. 5179-V.

THREE RECENT GRADUATE engineers re-

quired at our plant in Ontário, with experience
as follows: some experience in design of ma-
chinery and equipment; some electrical ex-

perience, or electrical engineer with mechani-
cal experience; experienced in machinery and
equipment design—new and maintenance—in

charge of draughting room. File No. 5104-V.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR SÉNIOR ENGINEERS
and technicians for permanent positions in

rapidly expanding research organization lo-

cated in Toronto. Sénior engineers should be
experienced in electro-mechanical, electronic,
servo-controlled and computing instrumenta-
tion. Salaries open. Write detailing education,
qualifications and experience. Ali inquiries
will be treated in strictest confidence. File No.
5105-V.

APPLICATIONS INVITED WITH university
graduation in Engineering and several years
experience in field and office petroleuni en-
gineering work; to perform supervisory and
Professional duties related to draughting of

sound conservation practices regulations; es-

timation of reserves; and general reservoir
management. Location Western Canada. File

No. 5109-V.

SÉNIOR GEOLOGIST, required by Saskatche-
wan Department of Mineral Resources. Ap-
plicants require University graduation in

geology or petrology as well as several years

Professional geological experience and mem-
bership in C.I.M.M. and Association of Pro-
fessional Engineers to take charge of geologi-

cal survey parties for approximately six

months each year and to prepare reports and
other duties the remaining six months. File
No. 5112-V.

A GRADUATE CHEMICAL OR MECHANICAL
engineer for technical services work in mar-
keting department of major Canadian oil

company, Toronto Office. Good technical back-
ground in petroleum fuels, lubricants and
associated products essential, plus ability to

make successful customer contacts and sales
meeting presentations. Interesting prospects
for ad.ancement and liberal employee bene-
fit plans. Give ali Information in first in-

stance. Ali replies confidential. File No.
5125-V.

SALES ENGINEER with experience in com-
bustion, oil burning equipment and lines

related to boiler room equipment required
by established engineering company located
in Montreal. Write giving full details of

experience and salary desired. File No. 5128-V.

A FIRM LOCATED IN Montreal requires the
services of a graduate engineer who is ex-
perienced in the fieids of water conditioning
and purification, sewage and industrial waste
treatment. A bacteriological background would
be of advantage. File No. 5130-V.

SÉNIOR AND INTERMEDIATE ELECTRONIC
engineers and physicists are required by a
leading Canadian firm to carry out design
and development work in the fieids of radar,
microwave Communications, telephon.v and
AM & TV broadcast equipment. Ali replies
are confidential and will be acknowledged.
File No. 5135-V.

TORONTO AFFILIATE OF world wide concern
engaging in extensive and varied research
has immediate requirement for experienced
patent attorney or agent to organize a patent
department. In addition to supervising Cana-
dian prosecutions and making infringeraent
and validity investigations, appointee will

maintain liaíson with overseas patent depart-
ment and will work in close co-operation with
personnel engaged in licensing activities. Ap-
plicants should submit complete resume of

personal data. Ali replies will be treated
confidentially. File No. 5136-V.

TWO ENGINEERS WANTED. Electrical or
mechanical. Must be graduate of Canadian or
U.S. University. Experience not necessary.
State full particulars and preference for prod-
uction or design. Independent company located
mid-western Ontário city. Full benefits. File

No. 5138-V.

SALES ENGINEER required by company lo-

cated in Montreal engaged in water and
liquid conditioning engineering. Duties include

both sales estimating and service work. Deal-
ings are generally in the pulp and paper in-

dustry, Utilities and general manufacturing

Hydraulic Engineers

Salary up to $7200
per annum

depending upon
qualifications

For

St. Lawrence River Joint

Boord, Montreal — Com-
petition 55-1252

and

Northern Affairs and
National Resources,

Ottawa — Competition
55-1250

For further information,

write to

Civil Service Commission,

Ottawa.

Quote Competition Number
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CITY OF PORT ARTHUR
Applications will be received up
to Monday, 30th May, 1955, for

the position of

ASSISTANT CITY ENCINEER
Previous employment with a
municipalíty desirable, but not
essential.

Application forms will be for-
warded on request. Complete
stotement as to experience and
qualifications, in detail, must be
submítted with the application
form.

Consideration will be given to

sharing expenses of interview and
moving expenses of successfui
applicont. Arthur H. Evans,

City Clerk.

field. Stationed in Montreal to travei in the
Province of Quebec and the Maritimes. Salarj'
dependent on the experience of the individual,
employment benefits with hospitalization, pen-
sion. File No. 5145-V.

MAJOR OIL SERVICE COMPANY operating in
several locations in the Western Provinces re-
quires several graduate engineers immediate-
ly. The positions offered involve field work,
travelling and irregular hours. The salary
Schedule and employee benefits are excellent,
the work has variety and several opportuni-
ties for advancement are available. The
company is the leader in its field and well
established on a worid wide scale. No previous
experience is necessary, however an interest
in fundamental electricity is desirable. Appli-
cants must be 20 to 39 years of age and
should supply a transcript of university marks
with their reply. Please give age, education,
experience and other qualifications. Minimum
salary is S375.00. Complete job and company
description available upon request. File No
5146-V.

OPPORTUNITY FOR AN ENGINEER, if you
have had ten or more years of experience in
a pulp and paper mill, or in the sale of in-
dustrial equipment or some combination of

I

the two, we have an opening in sales engi-
I neering that would be very interesting to you.
I We are a well established manufacturer of

I

pulp and paper mill equipment. Living con-
I ditions in our centrally located city are con-
I

sidered very desirable. This is a sénior posi-

I

tion suitable for a serious and ambitious man
I

who expects and warrants liberal remunera-
tion. Our present staff have been advised of
this advertisement. Your communication, out-
lining .vour background will be treated in
confidence. File No. 5152-V.

LARGE ESTABLISHED paper company requires
graduate mechanical, civil and electrical engi-
neers with necessary experience to undertake
investigations, preliminary designs and esti-
mates for expansion of existing mills and
new projects which may be contemplated.
Oood opportunity for qualified men with pulp
and paper mill experience. Office located in
Montreal. Replies should state age, qualifica-
tions. experience and salary expected. Inter-
view wil! be arran^ed with prospective appli-
cants. File No. 5153-V.

SALES ENGINEER, wanted with several years
of sales experience preterably in petroleum
Chemical, steam power plant or pulp and
paper industries. Required to handle ali sales
aspects relating to heat transfer equipment
for major firm engaged in design of same.
Would involve travei, principally in Eastern
Canada. Locatlon in Montreal. Salary and ex-
penses. File No. 5157-V.

SÉNIOR PROJECT ENGINEER required by
engineering-construction firm specializing in
oil refmeries and Chemical plants. Applicants
should have at least ten years experience in
the design and installation of process equip-
ment including pressure vessels, piping, pumps
and compressors. buildings and structures.
Plant operating or maintenance experience
desirable. Location will be Montreal office.
Please furnish personal data, detailed experi-
ence record and references. File No. 5158-V.

RECENT GRADUATE IN MECHANICAL OR
Chemical engineering required for Montreal
East Refinery. One or two years' basic experi-
ence required with plant Utilities such as
steam, air and water. Knowledge of plant
electrical systems useful but not essential.
Position provides excellent opportunity for Pro-
fessional experience and promotion. Duties
after suitable training period, will include
such matters as performance studies on steam
boiler plant, steam engine and turbines,
pumps, air compressors, condensers and sirai-

JÚNIOR ELECTRICAL

ENGINEER

We require the services of a

Júnior Electrical engineer to act

as on assistant to the distribution

engineer. Please state education,

experience, and salary expected.

Replies will be held strictiy con-

fidentiol. Apply Personnel Officer,

Ottowa Hydro-Electric Commis-

sion, 56 Sparks Street, Ottawa,

Ontário.

lar mechanical equipment, economic studies
on efficient usage of plant utUities; prepara-
tion of estimates and layouts for extensions
to plant utility systems. Salary dependent on
experience and qualifications. Applications will
be treated confidentiaUy and should be ad-
dressed in writing with full particulars to File
No. 5159-V.

YOUNG TECHNICALLY TRAINED men for
industrial engineering subdivision, which
includes tool engineering, production engineer-
ing, work standards, and plant layout and
material handling. Location Ontário. File No.
5162-V.

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER with work standards
experience in foundry, machine assembly type
of operation. Assignments will include de-
velopment and installation of major programs
as well as development of procedures and
personnel. We are seeking a man with a
degree in engineering or applied science,
between 28 and 35 years of age. Location
Ontário. File No. 5162-V.

PLANT MANAGER PREFERBALY 25 to 35.

required by an Alberta firm specializing in

precast concrete. Applicants must be univer-
sity graduates in c; U engineering or mechani-
cal engineering, with a minimum of three
years experience, preferably in manufactur-
ing or in reinforced concrete. Will be required
to supervise and direct all activities of a

branch plant, reporting directly to the general
manager. Salary open, with advancement de-
pendent largelv upon administrative ability.

required by an Alberta firm specializing in

cation, interests and recent photograph. File
No. 5166-V.

CHIEF CHEMIST

REQUIRED

Graduate ehemist, 3 to 5 years'

industrial experience in inorganic

chemical analysis. Should be

thoroughiy grounded in physical

chemistry, including modern in-

strumentation techniques. Should
have successfui monagement ex-

perience and ability to reorganize

and modernize existing labora-

tory. Must understand principies

of modern onolytícol controi

methods necessary for a complex
continuous production process.

Location, South Eastern Ontário.

Company housing provided at low

rental if desired along with ex-

cellent sickness, accídent and
pension benefits. This is a chal-

lenging opportunity for a man
with ability, ambition and the

desire to assume a monaqement
function in o médium sized com-
pany. Salary open. File No.
5189-V.

ESTIMATOR
(Quality Surveyor)

Location—Ottowa

State qualifications, age,

marital status, experience,

salary expected.

Replies will be treated con-

fidentiaUy.

File No. 5187-V.

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER, man with experience
in job methods work and the installation of

inactive systems for Montreal manufacturing
company. Engineer with experience with
management consultant firm would be con-
sidered. File No. 5167-V.

YOUNG SALES ENGINEER, preferably 1955

graduate required as sales engineer by manu-
facturer of complete line of heating and
ventilating equipment and centrifugal pumps.
Training period for experience in Canadian
or U.S. offices. Head Office in Ontário. File
No. 5169-V.

SALES ENGINEER required by well estab-
lished and highiy respected company In the
field of scientific illumination. Duties after

a specific training program, will in\oIve the
sale cf prismalic lighting units and the

discussion of lighting applications with archi-
tects, Consulting engineers and electrical con-
tractors, officials of industrial and commer-
cial firms, municipal and hydro officers.

Qualities of personality, diligence, and de-
pendability along with a sincere desire for

a permanent career in the lighting industry
are of prime importance. File No. 5174-V.

DEPARTMENT OF NATIONAL DEFENCE,
Ottawa, urgently requires inspecting officer.

Under direction to be responsible for the
direction of inspection of the manufacture
and filling of artillery ammunition stores
(shell); to lay down inspection requirements
and proof conditions concerning the manu-
facture and filling of all shell stores: to set

standards of workmanship and finish; to

recommend acceptance or rejection of con-
cessions or other departures from drawings
and specifications. Graduation in engineer-
ing or applied science from a university of

recognized standing, and/or qualifications that
would permit membership in a Provincial
Association or the Corporation of Professional
Engineers. File No. 5175-V.

TECHNICAL WRITERS REQUIRED with a
university degree in science or engineering.
The ability to express technical Information
in clear concise English and to read wiring
diagrams, schematics and mechanical draw-
ings is essential. Positions offer varied ex-
perience, future security and an opportunity
for advancement. Please reply stating age.
experience, educational qualifications and
salary expected. File No. 5177-V.

SITUATIONS WANTED
CHEMICAL ENGINEER, M.E.I.C., age 35. 10

years experience in research. development
and production desires position as assistant
sulphite superintendent or controi superin-
tendent in pulp or paper mills. File No.
660-W.

MECHANICAL-ELECTRICAL ENGINEER.
P.Eng. Jr.E.I.C. Polytechnique 19-18, flucntly

biiingual, married with two cliildren. 2'i years
encinccr draughtsman, equipment installation

and plant services layout: 4 years plant
engineering, supervising chemical plant elec-

trical and process inslrumcntation design,
consiruction and maintenance. equipment pre-

ventive maintenance program. pressure vossel

work. safety and fire protcction. Experience
includes industrial elcctronics, hydro-eicctric
sub-stations distribution and rclay protcction.

Desires responsible position In Montreal arca.
File No. 1097-W.

E.XECUTIVE ENGINEER Mechanical graduate
P.En". Ontário ,nnd Quoboc, M E.I.C.. age 39,

married, wltb wide and diversified Canadian
exi erience in engineering Uesi>;n. construction,
maintenance, industrial, manufacturing and
business field. Accuslomed in dealing with
management and personnel (technleal and
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othervvise.) Capable administrator and or-
ganizei-, aggiessive, tactful. Would consider
position oftering responsibility, scope and
future. Eastern Canada preferred. Available
by arrangement. File No. 1793-W.

EXPERIENCED ENGINEER, M.E.I.C., would
fnriiish structural designs and quantity esti-
mates in steel concrete or wood, for architects
or others requiring only occasional work of
this type in Montreal. File No. 2672-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER P.Eng. Ont.
.Ir.E.I.C, with post graduate business ad-
ministration training. 7 years sales and manu-
facturing experience at responsible levei.
Presently in sales administration, functions
including formulation of sales policies, super-
vision of sales, sales promotion, sales fore-
casting etc. Seeks responsible position in sales
administration (industrial market). File No.
2975-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, B.Sc, Queen's.
P. Eng. Ontário, married 2 children, with
9 years experience; two years design and
maintenance in modern newsprint mill, five
years design of steam power generating plants
with large Consulting company, two years
and currently Utilities engineer with design
engineering and construcíion company. Fa-
miliar with equipment and operation of 900
Ib. 7.50F power plants; stoker, pulverized
fuel, and gas tiring, coal and ash handling,
water pumping and treatment for steam and
process use, large air compressors, instru-
nientation and control, code piping, Chemical
plant Services, heating and vsntilating. Re-
cently completed start-up of 4V2 million doUar
project in Western Canada. Seeking responsible
position with industry, government agency,
or Consulting group. File No. 2990-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, M.E.I.C., P.Eng.
(Ont.) B.Sc. (Queens) 1941, age 38, 13 years
experience in manutacturing methods, process
engineering, production engineering of high
precision components, plant layout and en-
gineering. Desires position as plant engineer
or mechanical superintendent; available im-
mediately. File No. 3272-W.

MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEER,
Jr.E.I.C, graduated 1949 from Vienna Uni-
versity; married, 2 children; ZV2 years in

Canada, perfectiy bilingiial; experience covers:
heating, air conditioning, drying and piping
with Consulting engineer and contractor; as
júnior engineer, íield supervisor and project
engineer; equipment, instrumentation, process
and service piping for complex Chemical
plant, as draftsman and mechanical engineer;
layout, detailed planning, supervising the erec-
tion of complete electrical system and equip-
ment for large cement plant, as chiet of

electrical secíion; good organizational capa-
bilities and experience in dealing with man-
agement, staff, suppliers and contractors;
seeks responsible and challenging position in

industry, plant or with Consulting engineer;
first class references. File No. 3945-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER Jr.E.I.C, (McGill) with 4

years experience on highway construetion,
siirveys, soils and foundation engineering for
bridpes and heav.y structures wishes em-
ployment with a small company undertaking
construetion of bridges, buildings and roads.
File No. 3988-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, U. of
Manitoba, 1950, 29 years of age, Test Course,
2V2 .vears design of mercury are rectifier
Controls, 5 months automotive plant engineer-
ing, 9 months supervisory capacity in hydro
electric generation. Will consider any location.
File No. 4021-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, B.Sc, P.Eng.,
Ont., sinale, with 8 years experience; 5 years
plant engineering, maintenance and design
specializing in application of instrumentation,
agitation and reíated chemical plant services
and equipment; 2 years project engineer with
large chemical company, design and installa-

tion stainless steel plant equipment; past
year with refinery organization piping and
pressure vessel design. Seek scope for initia-

tive in project design, engineering sales or
field work utilizing experience. Travei not
objeclionable, preter Ontário, Montreal, or
U.S.A. File No. 4248-W.

METALLURGICAL ENGINEER. Jr.E.I.C, P.
Eng., B.Sc. (Chemistry), B.E. Nova Scotia
Technical College 1952. Married, age 32.

Experience includes one .vear as chemist in

control laboratory of a non-ferrous smelter;
one year as assistant welding engineer with
a steel fabricator, and approximately one
year with a research firm on ore preparation
and reduction of ores. Desires technical posi-
tion with firm located in Ontário or Quebec.
File No. 4128-W.

CONSTRUCTION ENGINEER. P.Eng., Jr.E.I.C,
McGill 1951, married, 26 years old. Two
years structural design experience in struc-
tures for industrial plants and warehouses.
Extensive construetion experience consisting
of supervision on the erection of warehouses
and other commercial projects. Piping lay-
out supervision. Considerable Office expe-

rience in estimating, quantity takeoffs and
the preparation of plans for tendering pur-
poses. Presently employed, available upon
two weeks notice. File No. 4273-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, M.A.Sc.. Jr.E.I.C, P.Eng.
(Man.) graduate 1952. Age 26, single. Two
years experience on heavy building construe-
tion. Resident engineer on construetion of
water treatment and sewage disposal plants
complete with distribution systems. Related
summer experience with water works and
private disposal systems. Would like to hear
from employer in Canada or U.S.A. who
requires a capable worker. References avail-
able from ali previous emplovers. Will be
available early summer. File No. 4415-W.

SALES ENGINEER four years experience in

technical sales promotion, advertising. cata-
logue writing, marketing, and administration.
Chemical engineer, P.Eng. (Que.), Jr.E.I.C,
University of Saskatchevvan 1950. Age 27,

married. Seeking interesting, responsible sales
position. File No. 4516-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, P.Eng.,
B.A.Sc, honours degree, electrical engineer-
ing University of Toronto 1950. One year ex-

perience in municipal engineering. one year
with industrial electrical contractor as field

engineer on construetion. Three years exper-
ience in paper and board industry, operation,
maintenance, construetion, hydro-electric plant
operation. Seek position in heavy industry or
manutacturing. Would locate in one month
in Canada. File No. 4545-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, P.Eng.,
1951 graduate, N.S.T.C. Experience in plant
engineering (one year) and design (three
years). Desires position with increased re-
sponsibility. File No. 4559-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, M.E.I.C, P.Eng.,
ten years experience of mechanical and
chemical plant design, installation and main-
tenance. Presently holding management posi-
tion heading design team on specialized
machinery and equipment. Seeks position
where initiative, responsibility and organizing
ability are used to the fullest. Would con-
sider the commercial aspect of engineering.
File No. 4568-W.

YOUNG ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C,
invites offers of challenging position requir-
ing initiative and responsibility and provid-
ing incentive and opportunity. Graduated
from University of Manitoba in 1950, age 27,

married with one child, Jr.E.I.C Has been
41,2 years with electric utility and has gained
experience in maintenance of electrical equip-
ment, operating problems, estimating, and
supervision. More details available on request.
Pre.sently employed. File No. 4603-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, age 33. married,
no children, University of Toronto 1943, vet-
eran. Ten years industrial experience, four
years design, engineering, manufacturing,
production and purchasing, six years applica-
tion, marketing, sales and service. Exper-
ience covers power plant equipment, pumps,
feed water conditioning apparatus, boiler con-
trols, materiais handling equipment, electric
hydraulic and pneumatic control systems,
petroleum products, mining machinery and
power transmission machinery. Presently em-
ployed but desires challenging work for ag-
gressive firm with opportunity for adminis-
trative and/or management career in sales,
service or manutacturing. Would prefer On-
tário, Alberta or British Columbia. Particu-
lars willingly supplied to interested employ-
ers. File No. 4604-W.

METALLURGICAL ENGINEER, Master of
Science degree in Met. Enpr., B.Sc. (Hons.)
in chemistry, P.Eng., Jr.E.I.C, Diploma of
the National Foundry College, England, in
Foundry Management and Technology. Ap-
plied experience in almost every phase of
metallurgy—heat treatment; foundry work

—

non-ferrous, cast iron; steel melting and roU-
ing; machining; writing standards, etc. Will
take full charge of all assignments. Seeks
position either with a consulting firm, or as
a group leader or supervisor in the manu-
facturing, development and engineering field.
Location and size of company not important.
File No. 4648-W.

CIVIL ENGINEERING, Jr.E.I.C, registered in
British Columbia, would take responsible posi-
tion in construetion or development work.
Past experience includes: design and super-
vision of permafrost installation, project engi-
neer or heavy construetion, construetion
methods and estimating, town engineering. as
well as several years practical construetion
experience. Would prefer position in western
provinces, very interested in permafrost work.
File No. 4649-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, P.Eng.. Jr.E.I.C
veteran 2'/2 years R.C.A.F., B.Eng., mechani-
cal engineering, Saskatchewan 1949. Age 32,
married, 1 child. Administrative experience
obtained as follows: 2 years as a field engi-
neer is charge of parties on water storage
and land surveys and related drilling opera-

tions; 1 year as an assistant to the heads
in both the wood preparing and mechanical
departrhents of a large paper mill; and in

a large chemical plant 1 year as a develop-
ment engineer and 2 years of supervising in
production departments. Desires a responsible
challenging position with good future oppor-
tunities. Prefer Ontário or S.W. Quebec. File
No. 4653-W.

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, B.A.Sc.,
mechanical engineering 1950, Toronto. Single,
age 26. Three years experience with man-
agement consultant—plant layout, material
handling, production planning, inventory con-
trol, preventivo maintenance, and job evalua-
tion. Position wanted with progressivo com-
pany, giving responsibility and opportunity
for advancement. Available immediately to

locate anywhere in Canada. Resume and re-
ferences will be furnished upon request. File
No. 4654-W.

ELECTRICAL COMMUNICATION ENGINEER,
A.M.I.E.E. (England), graduate with diploma
Leningrad University (Rússia). Desires em-
ployment on maintenance, installation or de-
velopment of radio, telephone or telegraph
equipment. Ukrainian born. British subjeet.
Recently arrived in Canada from England.
Experience: 2 vears in the Trunk Telephone
Exchange in Leningrad (Rússia), 2 years
engineer in Telephunken Laboratories in Ber-
lin (Germany). and main work 18 years in

research and development of electronic com-
munication equipment in the G.E.C. Labora-
tories (England). Detailed resume on request.
File No. 4655-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, P.Eng. (Que.), Jr.E.I.C,
graduate N.S.T.C. 1952, age 25, married with
one child, desires position to gain municipal
engineering or town planning experience. 2Ví

years experience resident engineer highway
construetion for provincial government, Avail-

able on reasonable notice to employer. File

No. 4656-W.

INDUSTRIAL AND CIVIL ENGINEER,
M.E.I.C, P.Eng. (Ont.), B.A.Sc. Toronto. Age
37. Experience in plant engineering; years
in Canada, 5 years in Europe. Experience
covers equipment layout, design of mechani-
cal handling, pressure vessels, tanks, heating,
ventilation, industrial wastes. piping, steel

and reinforced concrete structures, quarries;
surveying; development of new equipment
and structures and maintenance engineering.
Desires position with manufacturing company
or consulting engineers in Toronto area. AvaU-
able on reasonable notice. File No. 4658-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER (Scot), A.M.I..
Mech.E., aged 30, arriving in Canada (Tor-

onto) mid-Àpril, 1955. would welcome en-

quiries from prosnective employers with re-

gard to responsible position in design, de-

velopment, project or plant maintenance
work, etc. Available for interview immed-
iately upon arrival. Excellent references. 14

years experience including 5 years appren-
ticeship with 3 years workshops training. Ex-
perience includes design work with regard
to water tube boilers and refrigeration piam
and design, project handling, estimation, con-

.struction supervision etc, with regard to

special purpose apparatus and machinery as-

sociated with explosives manufacture. File

No. 4659-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, '51 grad-
uate, N.S.T.C, B.Sc, B.E.. married, no chil-

dren, 31/2 years with Canadian Electrical

manufacturer, completed graduate trainiag

course, 2 years experience on development,
assembly and testing of 7.5 to 230 KV Cir-

cuit breakers, plant layout, tooling and gen-

eral machine shop practice. Desires respon-

sible position with opportunity for advance-
ment. File No. 4661-W.

YOUNG ENGINEER, 1953 graduate, Ecole Poly-

technique, presently completing M.Sc. degree
in Industrial management at the School of

Industrial Management, Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology. Good academic and extra-

curricular background. Would consider em-
ployment with a médium sized manufacturing
concern in the áreas of production, marketing
or industrial engineering; with a manage-
ment consulting firm; with a municipality.

Thoroughly bilingual. Province of Quebec pre-

ferred. File No. 4662-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, P.Eng., M.E.I.C,
graduate institution of mechanical engineers
Great Britain. Age 36, married. 5 years ap-

prentice British Railwavs Locomotive Works.
6 years engineers Office Royai Air Force
(snuadron leader), 8 years experience Cana-
dian Aluminum Industry in fleids of mechani-
cal engineering and production in smelter and

fabrication plants. Past 3Vz years production

engineer in major aluminum forge plant.

Seeks position of responsibility with oppor-

tunity for advancement. Preferably in Can-

ada, but will consider reasonable location

overseas. Apply to File No. 4663-W.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER, P.Eng. (Ontário),

Jr.E.I.C, M.A.Sc. (Toronto), 31/2 years exper-

ience in research and development in plastics.

pulp and paper, fluorescent materiais, also

I I
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in laboratory testing and analyses. Working
knowledge o( biochemistry. Desires research

and (or) developnient position in Toronto

area. Available on 2 weeks notice to present
employer. File No. 466-4-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, graduate 1949 Mel-
bourne University, Austrália. B.E.E., Assoe.

A.I.E.E., single, age 26 years, five yeara
electrical engineering experience, graduate
G.E. test course, at present in U.S., desires
employment commencing March, preferably

in Toronto or Montreal. 1'2 years design ex-

perience with Dept. of Civil Aviation and 2'/2

years experience as sales engineer with Aus-
tralian General Electric company handling
motor and control gear sales and switchgear
and transformer sales. Desires employment
as sales engineer. File No. 4665-W.

P.ENG., Jr.E.I.C, age 30, estimating and de-

sign, 2 years; instrument man on various
types of field surveys—2 years; comraercial
college—1 year. File No. 4666-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER. P.Eng., Jr.E.I.C.

Married, 26 years old, bilingual. Supervisory
experience in inspection. Quality control and
methods work. Supervision and responsibility

desired. Prefer Montreal area, will consider
Eastern Canada. File No. 4668-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, S.E.I.C., Poly-
technique 1955, graduating, married, bilingual.

Equivalent of 2 to 3 years experience in

plumbing and heating line as an apprentice,
Service man, design, estimate and surveil-

lance of complete plumbing and heating sys-

tem ior a contractor. Desires a position in

che heating industry. Also interested in sales.

Will consider any otfer of situation connected
with the heating line, preferably in Mont-
real. FUe No. 4669-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, graduated 1949.

Age 27. Married, 1 child. Two last years
with Montreal contractor as job engineer on
two large projects including R.C. bridge con-
struction, earthworks, roadwork and tun-
nelling. Previously employed in Austrália by
large pulp and paper company in responsible
position on civil engineering design and super-
vision. Also experienced in open cut mining
and large scale earthmoving operations. Par-
ticularly interested in design and use of pre-
cast and prestressed conerete. Desires respon-
sible position with contractor or consultant
in Toronto or Western province. File No.
4670-VV.

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER (S.E.I.C.), available
after graduation from Wayne University, De-
troit, Michigan in June 1955 with B.S.I.E.
degree. Theoretic knowledge of motion and
time study, industrial organization and man-
agement, plant layout, automation, materiais
handling, statistical quality control, and pro-
duction control. Experience in solving pro-
duction problems using digital electronic com-
putors and linear programming. Summer em-
ployment including surveying, asphalt pav-
ing, machinery maintenance and moving as-
sistant to field engineer on warehouse con-
struction, general otfice work and plant engi-
neering with a large company. Interested in
permanent position with chance for advance-
ment in Industrial engineering field, prefer-
ably in Western Ontário but not absolutely
necessary. Available July 1, 1955. References.
File No. 4676-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, S.E.I.C., U.N.B..
1953, age 32, married, at present on test
course with large electrical industry, desires
position offering opportunity for further de-
velopment, with smaU or médium sized com-
pany. Training in several departments, par-

ticularly interested in household appliances,
TV and ser>ice departments. File No. 4677-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, M.E.I.C., Sask. '36, is
seeking field training on large construction
projects. Age 41, married. three children,
good health. 8',i years with R.C.A.F.; Th
years with a prairie construction company
specializing in commercial and institutionàl
buildings; 3 years with Central Mortgage and
Housing Corporation. Available immediately.
Training and employment summary with the
Institute. Past experience mainly office and
administrative. File No. 4678-W.

METALLURGICAL ENGINEER, B.Eng. (1950),
M.Sc. (1951), Jr.E.I.C. Age 28. married, two
children. Experience: research work in melt-
ing and testing titanium alloys; production,
heat treating and testing of steel, plant engi-
neering. Presently supervisor of metallo-
graphy, physical testing, experimental heat
treatment and metallurgical investigations in
the laboratory of a large company. Fluently
bilingual. Desires work in metal industry,
production or research, ferrous or non-fer-
rous. Will accept position anywhere in Can-
ada or U.S.A. File No. 4679-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, M.Sc, single, lectured 4
years at University. Experience, highway
construction, surveying, soil analysis, muni-
cipal engineering, 4'/2 years as project engi-
neer. Defence construction which included
general engineering, attending site and engi-
neers meetings and negotiations with clients.
Desires responsible position with architects
or Consulting engineers. Location Southern or
Western Ontário. File No. 4680-W.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER, McGUl 1945, age 31,
single, with 5 years experience in pulp and
paper; quality control, production and devel-
opraent. Desires responsible position in Chemi-
cal or aUied field in Montreal area. Avail-
able immediately. File No. 4681-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, P.Eng.
(Ont.), B.A.Sc., Toronto, 1949. 31 years old,
married, six years experience mechanical and
structural design of industrial buildings,
materiais handling, plateworks, piping, heat-
ing and ventilation. Desires permanent posi-
tion with responsibility and opportunity for
advancement. Available on one month's notice
to present employer. File No. 4683-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, S.E.I.C, S.I.C.E., B.Sc.
(Hons.). Leeds University 1954. Age Zi^A,
married. Experience in centritugal pump
design, road construction and design, estimat-
ing. Has done soU mechanics lab. work and
prestressed conerete design. Desires position
in S.W. Ontário in soil mechanics and struc-
tural design with outdoor work. At present
employed in Toronto. Available on 2 weeks
notice. FUe No. 4686-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, 1953 Manitoba
Graduate, Jr.E.I.C, single, returning to Can-
ada in December from two years works
training on Athlone Fellowship with British
turbine manufacturer. Desires to apply for
design or manufacturing position, preferably
related to Power generation industry. Loca-
tion Manitoba, Ontário or Quebec Provinces.
File No. 4687-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, P.Eng. (Man.), M.E.LC,
Jr.A.S.C.E. Single, age 27. Graduate U. of

M. 1951. Two years experience as resident
engineer and field engineer on defence con-
struction projects. One year as structural
Steel and miscellaneous iron estimator. Pre-
sently employed as town engineer in a com-
munity with a population of 22,000. Desires a
position with a construction or consulting
firm. Location immaterial. Available on one

month's notice to present employer. File No.
4688-W.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER, P.Eng., M.E.I.C,
graduated from the Polytechnic In.stitute of
Bucharest, Humania 1949. 31 years old, mar-
ried, two children. Experience: one year as
Professor Assistant at the University in
Rumania, one year as chemist In Greece with
textile company, one year with soap company
in Canada, two years with a, chemical com-
pany in Canada. Desires position in Toronto
area. Available one month's notice. File No.
4692-W.

MECHANICAL AND METALLURGICAL ENGI-
NEER, P.Eng., graduate 1946, age 36, varied
experience; meclianical design, materiais and
processes, heat treatment, casting, forging,
weldinq, sales. Presently employed as execu-
tive responsible for technical and administra-
tive problems. Seeks sénior position with wide
scope for initiative. File No. 4693-W.

F.I.ECTRICAL, Jr.E.I.C, McGill '52. presently
employed, experience includes utility and
power project work, switchgear and control
design, and contracts. industrial rectifier
sales, and control work on d.c. drives. In-
terested in consulting or manfacturing in or
around Montreal and would be available on
one month's notice. File No. 4G94-VV.

CIVIL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C. P.Eng., McGill
1953. Single, age 27. Speaks fluent French
and English. Several summers experience, as
a student with the Department of Highways
of (Juebec. 2 years experience as field engi-
neer on an important road contract and on
construction of industrial plants. Desires em-
ployment which requires initiative. Location
(Juebec or Ontário. File No. 4695-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, P.Eng., Jr.E.I.C.
age 29, married. 3'/2 years sales experience,
2 years installation and maintenance electri-
cal equipment in mines. Toronto area pre-
terred. File No. 4698-VV.

MANAGEMENT MEN. Can you use an electri-
cal engineer, P.Eng., Jr.E.I.C, Assoe. Mem.
A.I.E.E., B.Sc.E.E. 1949, who offers an ex-
cellent switchgear application background
coupled with aggressive sales and administra-
tive ability. Test course graduate. Age 28,
married. Recently completed two years of
evening discussion courscs in Business Man-
agement. Currently employed in responsible
supervisory sales capacity with large manu-
facturer. Capable of contacting and nego-
tiating effectively at management and execu-
tive leveis. AH replies will be given careful
consideration. Please reply to File No. 4699-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, P.Eng., Jr.E.I.C,
As. A.I.E.E., 1952 honour graduate, desires
position with firm of consulting engineers,
architects, or electrical contractors. Also
very interested in design of motor and other
industrial control circuits. File No. 4701-W.

GEOPHYSICIST, graduate of engineering
physics University of Toronto, Jr.E.I.C. age
27, married, one child, with three years ex-
perience in magnetic and elecíromagnetic sur-
veys, desires employment with future lead-
ing to position of responsibility not neces-
sarily in geophysics. File No. 4703-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, P.Eng.,
with 7 years' experience including manu-
facturer's test course. industrial control de-
sign, industrial apparatus application engi-
neering, and engineering management, grad-
uate Queen's, Canadian bom, desires per-
manent position with opportunities for ad-
vancement in return for hard work and
proven ability. File No. 4705-W.

Available June Ist 1955

SEVENTEEN CANADIAN ENGINEERS
FOR

PERMANENT AND SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
These men with degrees in electrical, civil, mechanicol, engineering business, engi-

neering physics, aerodynamics, chemicol or petroleum engineering are doing

graduate work at the School of Business Administration, University of Western
Ontário.

Please contact the Placement Director, School of Business Administration

UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTÁRIO
Resumes available upon request.
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Truscon

ROOF
DECK

Truscon

STEEL

JOISTS

TWO REAL
TIME SAVERS

Other Truscon Products:

• WELDED WIRE MESH

• STEEL DOORS AND FRAMES

• CONCRETE INSERTS

• STEEL WINDOWS
• STEEL FLORETYLE
• METAL LATH
• CORNER BEAD
• ALUMINUM WINDOWS

Everyone wants to do a better job — faster — more economically.
|

Thafs why construction men everywhere depend on this famons

pair — Truscon Roof Deck and Truscon Steel Joists — to do j

the job. Look at the aâvantag:es . . . easily and quickly installed

in any weather . . . exceptíonally strong^, yet light in weight . . .

^

durable . . . fire, sound and vermin resistant . . . open web
j

design permits passage of pipes and conduits in any direction. <

Next time specify Truscon Roof Deck and Steel Joists and bej

sure. Write today for free descriptive literature or call in your|

aearest Truscon representative.
|

TRUSCON STEEL COM PAN

Y

0/ CANADA
L I M I T E o

WALKERVILLE • TORONTO • MONTREAL • HAIIFAX • WINNIPEG • REGINA • CALGARY
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IMPERIAL OIL LIMITED

EDMONTON, ALBERTA

O Storage area

O Hydrofinishing unit

O Phenol treating unit

O Dowtherm boilers

O Control house-all units

O Catatytic reformíng unil

Q Storage area

(Q Oewoxing filter house

O Solvenr dewaxing unit

from on papei*
to on stream

Imperiars complete lubricating oil plant now under

construction at Edmonton is the first in Western

Canada. And it is the first anywhere to be built

specifically to operate on the hydrofinishing process.

The development of hydrofinishing gives oil

men a new technique for improving the qualitv of

lubricating oils beyond the standards practicable with

the older methods of clay treating. The completion

of this new refinery will signal another outstanding

Kellogg contribution to the industry.

The

Canadian ^—
COMPANY LIMITED— TORONTO • EDMONTON

CHEMICAL PLANTS

REFINERIES

PROCESS EQUIPMENT
& PIPING
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Border Cities

P. N. Brown, jr.E.i.c,

Secrelary-Treasurer

C. M. Abmstrong, jr.E.i.c,

Branch News Editor

Ladies Auxiliary

The Auxiliary has completed its third

successful year. Membership uow totais

95.

The following interest groups: bowl-

ing, bridge and leathercraft, have en-

joyed continued success throughout the

year.

At the meeting on January 19, held

at the Jeanne Mance Nurses' JResidence

a film entitled, "Packaged Power" by
the Aluminum Company of Canada,
was .showu.

A joint dinner meeting of the Engi-

neering Institute of Canada and the

Chemical In.stitute was held at the

Prince í^dward Hotel on February 25

with the ladies as guests. Dr. Murker
of Parke Davis and Company Limited
s|)oke on "Forward With Medicine".

The spring tea was held at the home
of Mrs. C. G. R. Armstrong on March
27.

The spring meeting, held May 4, took
the form of a tour of Hiram Walker
and Sons, Limited, conducted by Mr.
W. H. Arison, assistant production man-
ager. Following the tour a film entitled,

"Keeping Natura on Its Course" was
shown.

Mr. and Mrs. Leon Auckland were
guests at the fali meeting, October 19,

at the Jeanne Mance Nurses' liesidence.

Slides were shown of their tour of the
British Isles and Holland. Mr. Auck-
land spoke on the historie background
and customs of these countries.

The annual dinner dance was held at

the Beach Grove Golf Club on October
22. An enjoyable evening was reported.

At the third annual meeting on Janu-

ary 11, the slate of officers for 1955 was
presented: president, Mrs. J. W.
Greason; first vice-president, Mrs. W.
D. Donnelly; second vice-president, Mrs.
P. N. Brown; recording secretary, Mrs.
J. W. A. Donald; correspcnding secre-

tary, Mrs. W. Robert Smith; treasurer,

Mrs. D. S. Brown; publicity convenor,
Mrs. J. E. Mainwaring; and group con-
venor, Mrs. E. Robert Carpenter. Coun-
cillois for the year are: Mrs. R. J.

Trinder, Mrs. C. G. R. Armstrong, and
Mrs. R. T. Waddington.
The film entitled, "The Man with a

Thousand Hands" presented by The
Aluminum Company of Canada Wixs

shown.

Brockville

M. H. D. Broadbent, m.b.i.c,

Secretary-Treasurer

G. M. WOODS, M.B.I.C,

Branch News Editor

Joint Dinner Meeting

The Brockville Branch held a joint
dinner meeting with the Chemical In-
stitute of Canada, Brockville-Prescoit
Section on February 9 at the Mani-
tonna Hotel, Brockville. Seventy engi-
neers heard Dr. W. M. Campbell, Direc-
tor Chemical Engineering Branch,
Atomic Energy of Canada, give an
address entitled, "The Chemical Factors
in Atomic Power".

S. S. 0'Shea introduced Dr. Camp-
bell and, following a discussion period,
G. A. Stewart thanked the speaker for
his interesting, timely subject.

Town Planning

The Brockville Branch met on Thurs-
day, Maroh 10, to hear Judge D. E.
Lewis, chairman of the Brockville and
Subsidiary Planning Board give an en-
lighting talk on "Town Planning" as
it applies to Brockville, Ontário.

''Because there is a lack of commercial

outlets in this community, last year
Brockville had the highest cost of living

Índex in the Province of Ontário", Judge
Lewis told 40 engineers at their monthly
dinner meeting. Judge Lewis spoke ou
town planning and zoning, explaining
that nothing along this line can be
done without the help and co-operation
of the general public.

"In order to plan a town or a com-
munity for its future growth and devel-
opment we must plan accurately and
in great detail what we now have and
then decide what we want to do with
it. We must have ali the basic informa-
tion on what exists in our community
today before we can plan on what we
want to do tomorrow," Judge Lewis
continued.

Never íxpandeá

"The boundaries of Brockville were
never expanded from its inception in

1876 until 1953 when a few hundred
acres were taken into the community
for the development of Churchill Park.
At the present time, the town is plug-

gad and we must go outside our town
limits for our future development. When
we plan for the future of the commun-
ity we should plan for nothing less than
25 years," stated Judge Lewis.

Loses Industries

li a community does not have an
oíHcial plan and adequate zoning facili-

ties, many of the industrialists of to-

day are not interested in locating in

the town, he said.

The planning board is now preparing
both a permanent zoning by-law and
an official plan for the town and the

adjacent township áreas so that the

future development will be in the best

interest of every citizen living in these

confines, Judge Lewis told the meeting.

Judge Lewis was introduced to the

members by Jack Waddington, past

chairman of the Branch, and tharíked

by Tom Reade of Cardinal. Fred Walsh,
chairman of the Branch, was chairman
at the meeting.

Howard Campbell of Cardinal, chair-

man of the Program Committee, report-

ed that the guest speaker for the April

meeting would be Prof. R. Mordell of

McGill University, Montreal, who will

speak on "Solid Fuel Turbines". A
representative from Du Pont Company
of Canada Limited will address tha

May meeting on "Colour" and an offi-

cial of the General Motors Corporation
will be guest speaker at the June meet-
ing. His topic will be "The Car of the

Future".

Halifax

W. D. PiPPY, M.E.I.C,

Secretary-Treasurer

Fre» H. Tbemain, m.e.i.c,

Branch News Editor

Modem Condenser Tube Alloys

A meeting of the Halifax Branch w-as

held on February 10, 1955, at 8 p.m. in

the wardroom of HM.C.S. Stadacona.

The use of these facilities were granted

to the branch by the kind permission

of Commander F. C. Fewer, executiva

officer.

The members were welcomed by Cap-
tain J. S. Horam, principal naval over-

seer, East Coast.
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Shown is an Atlas Sabre tool bit

hogging off a 14 " deep cut

at 75 surface feet per minute on
annealed SPS 245.

high-speed steel gives you

ali these advantages

Now a new super-high-speed steel—Atlas Sabre— offers relative ease of
grinding, superior edge strength and good toughness in the field of high-carbon
high-speed tool steels. In addition, this grade retains the normal
advantages of exceptionally high wear resistance and hardness of this class of steel.

With its outstanding properties fully proven by laboratory and field tests,

Sabre is now stocked in Atlas warehouses across Canada. It is available in standard
tool bit sizes from M " to 1 " square, in hot rolled annealed bars and
annealed forgings, in ali standard sizes up to 12 square inches maximum cross section.

Ask your Atlas representative to give you the full story on Atlas Sabre
and how it can serve you effectively.

just one of the extras you get when you buy
ATLAS
TOOL

STEEIS

ATLAS STEELS

LIMITED—

WELLAND. ONTÁRIO
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Read Abou!
Daylight

Engineering

Halifax Braiich

Robertson engineers usíng

maíntenance-free skylights

and sash wíll bríng to your

plant the benefits of

cost-free natural líght

Because it saves money, increases pro-

duction and adds to employee morale.

natural daylighling of industrial, com-
mercial and instilutional buildings is

becoming increasingly popular. Robert-

son Daylighting Engineers will meas-

ure your foot-candle requirements and

give you a recommendation and esti-

mate. Use the coupon below to write

for literature.

«d

Robertson-lrwín
Limited

41 1 Parkdale Ave. N.

Hamilton, Ont.

55-30
Montreal, Toronto, Hamilton,

Winnipeg, Edmonton, Voncouver

Please send without charge your book about
Robertson skylights and sash.

NAM£-

ADDRESS.

CITY.

EJ-4

(78) 542

Top. At the iiniiiKil ioiíil l«an<|iu t <»f I lu' Vss«i< iali<m of Professional Engiiioeis

of Nova Scolia, aiul llie K.I.C. Halifax Hiaiit h. Left to r=ííht : Hon. A. W.
MacKenzie, ininister of highwa>s and piiblic works of Nova Sootia; W. A.

Devereaux, Branth chairnian; Hon. K. li. Winters, minister of public works of

(danada; Prof. M. L. Baker, president of the Association.

Centre. At the Febníarv 10 nieeting of the Halifax Branch, left t«) right :
C A.

Cunningham, ofIinperialOil Ltd.; Lt. M. B. Kent, of H.M.C. l)ock.var<l, Halifax;

T. lloward Bogers, Dockyard Laboratory, Halifax; and Captain .|. S. Horam,
prineipal naval overseer, East Coast.

Bottonj. The Olíicers of the Halifax Branch, 19.54 -."i.^. Fronl row, Prof. K. F.

Marginson, secretary-treasiirer; W. A. Devereaux, chairnian; Nelson Mann,
immediate pasl chairnian. Back row: .). .}. Kinley, .Ir., O. H. Manual, M. ^.

Hicks, C A. Cunningham, ,J. D. Fraser.
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Speakers

G. A. Cunningham, manager of in-

dustrial and consumer sales, Imperial
Oil Limited, Halifax, gave an interest-

ing and instructive talk on "New Fuel
and New Hope for Merchant Shipping",
after which Lt. M. R. Kent, oíÊcer in

charge of marine engineering instruc-

tioD, spoke on '''Napier's Deltic Diesel
Engine". His talk was oí gi-eat inter-

est and was illustrated by severa!

slides.

Mr. T. Howard Rogers, officer in

charge of naval research, dockyard
laboratory, chose as his topic "Modem
Condenser Tube Alloy' . This was also

a subject of much interest to the mem-
bers present.

A discussion period followed during
which each speaker answered numerous
questions regarding his subject.

John Kaye on behalf of the Branch,
moved a vote of thanks to the speak-
ers, Capt. J. S. Horam and members of

H.M.C.S. Stadacona who had made sucli

an enjoyable evening possible.

A social period with suitable refresh-

ments available was very much enjoyed
afterwards.

Cornwall

L. H. Snelgrove, m.k.i.c,

Secretary-Treasurer

W. ROTHWELL, M.E.I.C.,

Branch News Editor

February Supper Meeting

The February meeting of the Corn-
wall Branch, at which 38 members and
guests were present, was held on Feb-
ruary 17 at the Cornwall Golf and
Country Club.
The evening commenced with a buffct

ã-upper which was followed by an ad-

dress by H. P. Dial on "Engineering
Standards". The speaker was well quali-

tied to speak on this subject as engi-

neer in charge of standards of DuPont
Company of Canada Limited. He has

also been responsible for the creation

of the engineering standards now in

effect in that company.
Mr. Dial described at some length

the procedure adopted by his company

in the creation of a standard and !ie

e.xplained the method of classifying

engineering standards for purpose of

leference. His explanation was illus-

trated by slides showing sample page.s

from the Standards Manual and the
routing of tentative standards to the
\arious committees, group of experts
und group of advisors before finaliza-

tion and adoption.

The four basic requirements for the
tiuccessful opera tion of a standards
scheme were given: (1 A.i niany people
US possible must be brought into the
preparation and evolution of a staud-
uid. This is done on the assumption
that ali who have had some part, no
matter how small, in the creation of a

standard, will accept the standard more
readily when it is offered to them. (2)

A continuai reminder of the desirability

of using the standard is necessary. (3)

Standards are not mandatory but shouid
be offered as what has been found to

be the best known procedure in using
existing tools and materiais. (4) Stand-
ards must be continually revised in the

light of new knowledge, new materiais,

etc.

Mr. Dial pointed out that the setting

of standards does not tend towards
regimentation, but on the contrary, is

lesponsible to a large degree for the

high standard of living with its wider
fiold of opportunity. By the adoptiou
of good standards costs are reduced and
quaiity improved.
An interesting discussion period fol-

lowed the address which was indicative

i)f tlie general interest shown in the

subject.

Mr. Dial was introduced by Gordon
Biard and thanked later by J. B.

Moriarty.

Hamilton

F. Beknard, jr.B.i.c,

Secretary-Treasurer

Ross R. Packer, jr.E.i.c,

Branch News Editor

The Presidenrs Yisít

The presidenfs visit to the Hamilton,
Kitchener, and Niagara Península

branches was held in Hamilton on Feb-

ruary 25 and combined with the joint

meeting was the Hamilton Branch's

Professional Development P r o g r a m
"Em|iloyers Night".

Professional Developmeni Course

After the president was welcomed
bv the chairmen of the three branches,

F. E. Milne of Hamilton, L. J. R.

Sanders of Kitchener, and H. S. Davison

of Niagara Península, tlie meeting was

turned o ver to Ted Hill, chairman of

the Professional Development group.

Mr. Hill outlined the success of the

Professional development group in

Hamilton which was the second group

formcd in Canada only five years ago

and has been a model for the fifteen

cities which have since started their

own groups. The purpose of the Pro-

fessional development group is to stimii-

late the young graduates' development

to be better engineers and citizens. A
review of the three sections of the

Professional development prosrain siiow-

ed that the first section consisted main-

ly of lectures on many subjects, while

IS YOUR INDUSTRIAL

FINANCING

PROBLEM
DIFFERENT ?

More than a thousand industrial projects of

ali sizes in Canada have found an Industrial

Development Bank loan the answer to plans

for establishment or expansion. Familiarity

with industrial projects of the widest variety

has equipped I.D.B. to toilor financing effi-

ciently to particular needs. Some projects

have benefited from I.D.B. suggestions that

have made them feasible for regular com-
mercial financing.

Whether or not you have a customer who is

seeking advice on financing you might find

it worthwhile to be fully informed on the

procedure and facilities of the Industrial

Development Bank. Enquiries should be
addressed to:

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT BANK
MONTREAL • TORONTO • WINNIPEG • VANCOUVER
901 Victoria Sq. 85 RIchmond St. W. 195 Portage Ave. E. 475 Howe St.
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CANADIAN SIROCCO PRODUCTS

WORK FOR YOU IN MANY WAYS

Want precise control of femperature and humidíty?

Low cost ventílatíon for your plants? Better heatíng

for customer comfort? Read how Canadian

Sírocco equípment can serve you.

BETTER PRINTING . .

.

In many of Canada's finest newspaper
plants and printing shops you'll find

Canadian Sirocco equipment providing

the atmosphere that makes for good
printing. Canadian Sirocco Utility Sets,

for example, help to maintain constant

luimidity control so that paper will not

shrink or stretch. They're also used to

remove fumes from electro-plating tanks

md to maintain more healthful working
onditions for employees. Canadian
Sirocco has a wealth of experience in air

handling. Why not put this valuable

knowledge to work for you?

KEATING LARGE AREAS
Ability to placc heat where it's wanted

and in the quantitt/ needed is an
advantage that makes Canadian Sirocco

Unit Heaters ideally suited for heating

such large arcas as warehouses, garages

and auditoriums. These dependable unit

heaters force heat down to the working
levei, heat up quickly with little time lag.

They are low in first cost, and deliver

more heat per pound of material than

any other known system of heating.

Models available for steam or hot-watcr

heating systems.

BETTER VENTILATING . .

.

The process of converting boatloads of

iron ore into useable steel involves some
mighty extreme temperatures. Proper

ventilation to handle the escaping smoke,

fumes and gases is vital. Many steel

mills rely on Canadian Sirocco HS Fans

for this job. Engineers like these fans

becausc of their non-overloading power
characteristics and remarkably high

efficiency over a wide range of operation.

May we help you with a similar problem?

Whatever your needs, Canadian Sirocco

heating, cooling, drying, air conditioning

and air handling equipment contributes

toward over-all comfort and efficiency.

Writc US for furthcr information.

CANADIAN SIROCCO COMPANY, LTD.

310 ELLIS STREET, WINDSOR, ONTÁRIO

Unit Heaters

Ventura Fans*

Air Conditioning

Equipment

Industrial Fans

Utility Sets'

*Distributed in Canada by

Canadian General Electric Co.

YOUR BEST BUY^/^^^QIAN SIROCCO HANDLING EQUIPMENT

In the United Siafes: AMERICAN BLOWER CORPORATION
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the third section covered human lela-

tions, goveinment and business adminis-
tration by combined lectures and dis-

cussions, and the third section investi-

ga ted actual cases in the study of busi-

ness management. The new professional

developmeat executiva was elected with
Bill Filler as chairman.
After a musical interlude the chair-

man introduced the general secretary,

Dr. L. A. Wright, who described an
interesting movie recently purchased by
the Institute which will be shown across
Canada. This colour film on the life

of Leonardo Da Vinci shows the mar-
veloois engineering and scientiíic work

performed by this man over 400 years
ago.

The progress of confederation with
the provincial associations was discuss-

ed although through a iire\'ious arrange-
nient actual details will not be divulged
until the plan is íinalized.

F. W. Poulter introduced the presi-

dent, Dr. D. M. Stephens, who pointed
out how the Hamilton Professional

Development group had not only con-

tributed to the development of individ-

uais but had been a model for other
cities in Canada. The great economic
strides taken by Canada in the past was
due in great respect, in the speakers

opinion, to the development of our
aatural resources by engineers.

Canada's Growtb

The development of the pulp and
paper and base metais industries before
the second World War followed by the
creation of new industries was duc
largely to an availability of technically
traincd personnel. Dr. Stephens review-
ed the dynamic e.Kpansion of our north-
ern frontier during the last ten years.

As chairman and general manager oí

the Manitoba Hydro Electric Board,
he was well acquainted with that prov-
ince'3 recent industrial growth, and
Branch members were surprised by the
information that manufacturing now
eurpasses agriculture.

A great expansion of Canada's petro-
leum industry was predicted by Dr.
Stephens, not only in actual well dis-

covery and production, but by great
distribution by such systems as the
Trans-Canada Pipeline.

Not only has there been great indus-

ti-ial expansion in Canada but we have
also pushed back scientific barriers. For
the.se reasons it wajs easy for us to sei!

Canada to the Western World, and we
do a good job except to the youth of

Canada. We must interest more young
ppojile in becoming engineers. he .said.

Each year the United States graduates

2!),ono engineers, Rússia 40,000, while in

Canada only 1,200 to 1,300 graduate.

Tlip president felt that we .should havo

uhout ten per cent of the graduates of

lho United States, while we now only

have five per cent.

While many, such as teachers, may
hei)) US in the job of intere.sting young

people in engineering, this is the re-

sponsibility of engineers. It is a chal-

lenge to those of our profession, he

said.

After his speech the president i)re-

sented the prizes to the last years win-

ners of tho Students' and Juniors'

papers.

Professional Development Program

Vtnw yt-ars ago the Hamilton Branch

started the Profes.*ional Development
Program. The primary objective of

this program was to stimulate the in-

terest of engineers in fields outside of

their daily technical tasks to broaden

thoir Outlook and allow them to relate

thcir own work to the rest of industry

and thus do more effective work. A
socondary objective that developed as

the course went on was to develop the

talents of individuais in collecting and

presenting information and in express-

ing their own opinions on the subjects

studied and contributing to the knowl--

edge of the whole group. The first

year's course consisted of a series of 24

iectures on various subjects chosen bo-

cause of their interest to engineers or

their importance in industry. Top
calibre speakers were obtained and have

hpon only too glad to help out in this

lirogram. During the next two year.s,

activities expanded and three separatc

groups are now operating as successive

steps in the program. Briefly, these

groups are as follows: Group I—Series

i)f approximately 24 lectxires on various

subjects; Group II—Series of four lec-

tures on five or six main topics bringing

in speakers of divergent viewpoints on

each subject; and Group III—Study of

business management principies by pre-

12-50" Time Savrr Side Heail Mills

Naturally we prefer to sell our customers new
Machíne Tools with their increased speed, greater

horse power and improved operating features,

such as you see in process here. Sometimes it

happens, though, that appropriations for mainten-
ance are easíer to obtaín than capital expenditures.

Bertram completely re-built Machine Tools carry the

same guarantee as new machines. This forms
another phase of the Service we are able to render

our customers using Canadian Machine Tools

"built by Bertram."

Our interest in the equipment we sell, whether we
are called upon for advice, repair parts or re-buildíng,

ceases only when the machine has finally outlived

its usefulness.

THE JOHN BERTRAM & SONS CO. LIMITED
DUNDAS, ONTÁRIO, CANADA

Sales AgenI: ACME BERTRAM MACHINE TOOLS LIMITED, 15 Brondon Ave., TORONTO, Onl.

Branch Offices: HAMILTON, MONTREAL, WINDSOR, WINNIPEG
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At Trail, B.Cs biggest furnaces burn the year round . . . We feed

them concentrates and coke, blast the charge with compressed

air . . . and meit out over 450 tons of lead a day.

At Trail, Cominco smelted Canada's first lead . . . built the world's

first electrolytic lead refinery . . . and today B.Cs biggest

furnaces smeit 99% of the nation's refined lead.

-TADANAC BRAN D 1.EAD SERVES YOU

IN TRANSPORTATION—Tetraefhyl lead is in the fuel of modern,

high-compression engines. Lead is also essentlal to outomobile

storage batteries and to manufacture of rubber tires.

IN COMMUNICATION—Lead sheathing protects felephone

ond power cables, assuring uninferrupted service to homes,

farms and industry.

IN OTHER FIELDS—Lead is an Important element in the glass

of TV pIcture tubes. It serves as a stabilizer in certain plastics.

It is an ingredient in high grade paints. It provides a safety

shield against radiation in production of afomic energy.

THE CONSOLIDATED MINING & SMELTING COMPANY OF CANADA LIMITED
I
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You need more
than luck

to cfioose the

ríght site!

Place a four-leafed clover in your

buttonhole if you so fancy . . . but in

your despatch case have the answer

to a carefully planned industrial

placement study dealing specifically

with your particular problem.

Luck and guesswork have no
place in a decision upon which the

future of your enterprise depends.

A good plant site is not just an

attractive piece of ground capable

of being served by a railway siding

. . . it is ali that, but in the proper

economic environment ... a location

where the various factors that make
for success are in proper balance—
raw material sources, markets, la-

bour, power, water supply, living

conditions and other things.

We have a background of ex-

perience in this important matter of

industrial placement. It costs you
nothing, you incur no obligation, in

availing yourself of that experience.

Dept. of Research

& Development

Room 708, 407 McGill St.,

Montreal 1, Que.

Canadian

National

Railways

Industrial Development Offices at

MONCTON QUEBEC MONTREAL TORONTO
WINNIPEG EDMONTON VANCOUVER

NEW YORK, N.Y. LONDON, Eng. DETROIT, Mich.

sentation of subject material by expert

.speakers and group members with strong
emphasis on discussion in the group.

Last year approximately 75 members
took part in one of the three groups.
When the program was first started it

was intended to fill a need for young
engineers just out of university, but
the interest and participation of older
and more experienced engineers has
broadened the whole objective of the
program.
This year a special effort is being

made to enroll more older engineers in

the program.
This year's program began Wednes-

day, September 22, and will continue
each Wednesday until sprLng. There are

real benefits in the Professional Devel-
opment Program. It has been specific-

ally designed for engineers and the
lectures are not only of interest and
help but also present the opportunity
of making many new friends.

Kingfston

E. C. Reid, m.e.i.c.,

Secretary-Treasurer

J. A. Smith, jr.E.i.c,

Assistant Secretary

Panei Discussion on Amalgamatíon

The steps which must be taken to

bring about amalgamation of E.I.C., the
provincial associations of professional
engineers, and other technical societies.

were discussed by a representative pane!
at the December 15th meeting of the
Kingston Branch held at Queen's Uni-
versity.

Each panei member indicated that the
technical group which he represented
was necessary either for the dissemina-
tion of specialized information, or for

the maintaining of the engineering pro-
fession's stature. However, it was sug-

gpsted that the provincial organizations
which were set up as licensing bodies
by the E.I.C. were usurping some of

the duties of the parent organization
by publishing technical papers, and
convening technical meetings.
In summary, it was generally agreed

that closer cooperation through a na-
tional agency would be to the advan-
tage of ali. This would establish a
national authority to speak on behaif
of the engineering profession. and result

in a reduced fee to those desiring mem-
berships in more than one group.

Professor H. G. Conn, chaired the
meeting. Assisting him were Professor
A. V. Corlett, Dr. R. H. Hay, D. L.
Rig.sby, and M. H. Blair-McGuíiie. Dr.
L. F. Grant was present and took an
active part in clarifying the E.I.Cs
stand in this issue.

On .Tanuary 18, about 80 members
attended a showing of fche Ingersoll-
Rand film "Break Through" at the
Royai Military College. The picture
showed the mining operations involved
in putting through the tunnel from Lake
Tashta to Kemano for the power devel-
opment phase of the Aluminura Com-
pany of Canada's Kitimat project.

Professor A. V. Corlett, of Queen's
University, introduced the film, elabor-
ating on some of the problems involved
in an excavation of this nature.

Montreal

R. J. HaRVEY, M.E.I.C.,

Secretary-Treasurer

J. A. Paget, mj:.i.c.,

Publicity Chairman

Rocfcet and Guided Missile Development

On January H, 1955, Gordon D. Wat-
son, a scientific staff oíiicer of the

Defence Research Board, engaged
in policy planning of armament and
guided missile research and develop-
ment, addressed a meeting of the Brancii

on this subject.

Mr. Watson said that the Defence Re-
search Board of the National Defence
Department is building up a team oí

scientists and engineers to work on
weapons specifically required to meet
Canadian military requirements.
This team has developed a highly

accurate rocket weapon for the Cana-
dian Army which can be carried by a

soldier to give him the capability of

destroying large enemy tanks. The team
is also working on the development and
testing of air-to-air guided missiles for

the R.C.A.F.'s CF-100 fighter aircraft.

Experimental missiles for test and ex-

periment are now being manufactured,
and "should the need arise", said Mr.
Watson, "Canada can produce the mis-

siles required by the R.C.A.F."

Rocfcet Chinese Inventlon

Mr. Watson said that the develop-

ment and use of military rockets which

were invented by the Chinese 750 years

ago, but on which no development took

place for 600 years, was now increasing

rapidly, due to increasing knowledge ii|

the fields of propulsion, aeronautics

electronics and automatic control.

Guided missile design could not be

undertaken without the assistance of

complicated modem equipment such as

the automatic machine computers or

"electric brains" which the Defence
Research Board operated at CARDE—
The Canadian Armament Research and
Development Establishment. Other test

facilities used to evaluate missiles be-

fore firing and telemetering equipment
to send back information on how the

missile was performing in flight were

also available at CARDE.
Mr. Watson said that practically

every one of the components of a

guided missile is a vital component,
the reliability of each individual com-
ponent must be extremely high.

Actually there are thousands of com-
ponents in a guided missile of whicii

between 200 and 300 are vitally essen-

tial which must operate absolutely per-

fectly under the environmental condi-

tions of high acceleration, high rates of

vibration and wide range of tempora-
tures, and these are probably the

guided missile designers' greatest head-

aches in the manufacturing phase.

Future of ProjectUes

\s to the future Mr. Watson said in

the past military projectiles depended
on information fed into the system prior

to the launching of the projectile or mis-

sile and no correction to the coui-se wa.s

possible during flight. "The greatest ad-

vance in Communications and automatic
control techniques has made the guided

missile possible and the trend over the

next few years will be to replace man>'

of our unguided weapons by the more
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ELECTRICITY
pmm tk Wmám

A glimpse into your home of the

future shows a vision of a

push-button paradise — of cordiess

electric clocks, of windows that shut

electrically with the first drop of

rain, of lamps without wires that light

as you enter a room, and of other

electronic miracles that will transform

today s dreams into tomorrow s realities.

And v.hile ^e wait for the electrical

v^onders of tomorrow, let us remember that

electricity has brought us more pleasure and

more progress than any other modern invention,

and has not yet reached its fuli potential. We
can only imagine the promise that this precious

power holds to make our futures brighter

Since 1898, Shawinigan' has brought the

tomfori and convenience of electric po^^er to

the people of our Province. And with

the homemaker, farmer, industrialisf and

businessman of Quebec, 'Shawinigan"

looks to the day when this vital

'/nergy will give us even higher

standards of easc, leisure and

accomplishment in this

age of electricity
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oíTective guidpd equivalent," said ihe

speaker. "This trend covers the whoie
field of military projectiles from artil-

lery weapons to strategic bombeis, and
although it is too early to be sure

whether the equivalent unguided weapon
will be completely replaced in the

luture. or only sujiplemented, there is

no doubt that military operations will

require a large number of guided mis-
siles."

O. R. Biumell, m.e.i.c, was in the

chair.

R. H. P.

Design Aspects of the Bersimis-Lac Casse
Hydro-Blectric Development

On January 24, 1955 the Montreal
Branch was privileged to hear a joint

jiaper on the Bersimis Development,

deli\ ered by Y. de Guise, m.e.i.c, assist-

ant ehief engineer, regional operating

dixi.sion, Hydro Quebec, and H. F.

Abbot, M.E.i.a, chicf design engineer,

power development division, Hydro
Quebec. The speakers were introduced

by W. R. Way, m.e.i.c, who explained

that the paper would appear later in

the Erigincenng Journal.

Mr. de Guise discussed the annual
growth of power consumption in Que-
bec and pointed out that an additional

^ource of power was required by the

fali of 1956. Of the several sites in-

vestigated, the Bersimis Development
proved the most favourable and had the

additional advantage of providing an

entirely new power centre in north

eastern Quebec.

i/te ^^c44AÍo4n-jiaLn4xxiteJí

Lullmà4> á^lin^ce 1S75

Platework

STEEL PRESSURE VESSELS,

CUSTOM-FABRICATED
TANKS,
WELDMENTS

Stainless Steel Work
For

PAPER MILLS,
CHEMICAL PLANTS,
GENERAL INDUSTRIAL
APPLICATIONS

Sheet Metal Work
SPECIALISTS IN ALUMINUM
& ALUMINUM-ALLOY
FABRICATION.
STEEL & GALVAN IZED
INDUSTRIAL PIPING &
DUCTWORK.
STEEL PANELS &
CABINETS, Etc.

DOUGLAS BROS. LIMITED
4090 NAMUR STREET, MONTREAL

Oams

The liorsimi.s and Dc.sroches Rivers
are damnied at the outlet of Lac Casse
and the wator le\el of the lake will be
raiíed about 150 ft. These dams are

200 ft. high and constructed of rock
fill with an upstream blanket of im-
|ier\"ious material. The spillway section

located on a rock saddle between the

ilams will discharge into the Bersimis
River.

Water passes through the intake locat-

(>d on an arm of Lac Casse to the maia
tunnel which is 7% miles long and 31

ft. lined dia. (horseshoe). Minimum
rock cover over the tunnel roof wa.-

maintained to balance the interna

water pressure at any point.

A surge shaft is located near thi

downstream end of the main tunnel and,

immediatelv upstream from the pen-
stock manifold. The shaft is 335 ft

high and enlarged to 80 ft. in diametei
above a restrioted orifice at the lowoi

end.
The main tunnel forms a manifold

downstream from the surge shaft, and
eight penstock branches continue on i

50 degrcc slope to the undergrounii

l>(>\vri'house. Eight units with a rated

rapacity of 150,000 hp. each operating

under a gross head of 875 ft. will b;'

installed to yield 1,070,000 hp. with ;i

70% load factor.

Temporary Construction Power

Mr. Abbot discussed the arrangemenl-
for temporary construction power whicl

consisted of installing 2—7,500 hp. tur

bines below the Lac Casse falis on tln

Bersimis River. These units were oh
tained from an old powerhousc at St

Timothe, Quebec, and were dismantled
transjiorted to the site, and again placPc

in Service 12 months later. To supplv

the temporary powerhouse, it was neces

sary to pass water through a tunne

under the Bersimis dam during con

struction.

Mr. Abbot continued with a discus

sion of the hydraulic featurcs of thí

l)lant, the electrical and generatinj

equipment, switching station, and the

300 KV transmission line to Quebec
City.

A. G. T.

Student Guidance fórum

A fórum was held for English speak-

ing High School students at the E.I.C

Auditorium, 2050 Mansfield Street, oi

January 27, 1955, at 4.00 p.m.
;

Ajjproximately 220 students attendcf,

despite imfavourable weather condition>i

and the meeting lasted until 6.00 p.ri'

.\fter an introduction by the chair

nian. .J. Halin, the speaker, Dr. F.

Howes, director of university extensiòn

McGill Líniversity, pre.sented a ver^

comprehensive picture of the engineer

ing profession. He explained what i

required to become an engineer; wha
are the prospects and salaries, and wher

in Canada most engineers work. H
illustrated the work engineers are doin

•and the different branches of engine^^i

ing by an example—the design of '

complete radio station.

A motion picture entitled "Engineer

ing"' loaned by the Provincial Publicit

Bureau was shown, and held the stii

dents' attention completely.
The discussion period was very acti\

with most of the questions answered b

Dr. Howes. H. Tinkler and W. l

Moore assisted, and Mr. Moore brougb
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INGLIS if LI

A view of the new officf^. . . 60 feet

wide and 300 feet long, á pleasing
exampU of modern architecture. Engi-
neering bv owner^s engineering staff,

builders J. S. Hewson Limited, Wtst-
nwunt, P. Q.

m

This fine Accounting Department office building of
^ the Canadian Pacific Railroad at Montreal (an ex-

tension to Windsor station) is a fine example of modern
architecture. It is one of the first buildings in Canada to

be equipped with the advanced engineering features of the

INGLIS-WORTHINGTON peripheral fan-coil units in

combination with central treatment of fresh air, in a single

complete air-conditioning system, at low cost.

This complete system

DEHUMIDIFIES AND COOLS IN SUMMER
HUMIDIFIES AND HEATS IN WINTER
and circulates fíltered air ali year round.

Low initial cost and economical operation make this system

ali that is desirable in first class air conditioning.

I

May we send you details on how the INGLIS service can

provide the answer to your air-conditioning problems?

IhHN INGLIS CO. LIMITED
ijfngerofíon ond Air Condifioning Division

4 STkACHAN AVENUE, TORONTO, CANADA

strict Offices: HALIFAX, MONTREAL, OTTAWA,

HE ENGINEERING JOURNAL April, 1955

WORTHINGTON

The main cngine
ronm showine the

WORTHING-
TON 300 ton cen-

trifugal system,

rooli ng ivatrr
to 43°F.

A vie w of the
air-lrealment
rhambrr shnu ing

the filler sertion

and 30 HP fan
which delivers
t reated air to

room units.

mi
WINNIPEG, CALGARY, EDMONTON, VANCOUVER
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1

the íorum to a very sucoessful oon-

i-lusion by summarizing the question

lieriod.

The following High Schools were in-

viteà: Baron Byng High Sohool, Car-

dinal Newman High School, Catholic

High School, Daniel 0'Connell High
School, D'Arcy McGee High School,

High School of Montreal, Lachine High
School, Lower Canada College, Loyola
CoUege, Montreal West High School,

Mount Royai High School, Rosemount
High School, Chambly County High
School, St. Leo's Academy, Strathcona

Academy, Verdun High School, West
Hill High School and Westmount High
School.

Invitations were also sent to the

members of our committee, the chair-

man and secretary of the Branch and
other prominent engineers. H. W.
Moore, H. Tinkler, H. Audet, A. Good-
win, J. A. Randle and Colonel H. G.

Thompson attended the fórum.

R. H. Parson arranged for adviínce

publicity in the Montreal Daily Star

and Gazette.
J. H.

The Role of Human Relations in Management

On January 25, 1955, the Montreal
Branch heard an address by C. R. Arm-
strong on the subject of human rela-

tions in management.
Mr. Armstrong in his position of

a.ssistant vice-president, employee rela-

tion.s of the Bell Telephone Company

of Canada, described how his company,

bv careful placement and careful atten-

tíon to ali other a.?pects of employee

relations, obtains the dividends in

quality and quantity of work that such

a program is designed to produce.

Mr. Armstrong joined the company
on graduating from McGill with a

Masters Degree in Phychology in 1926

and has been dealing with people in

industry and studying their behaviour

ever since.

The meeting arrangement-s were by

D. Davylkiw and the chairman was E
D. Gray-Donald.

J. A. P.

Recent Developments in Insulation ior Large
Electric Machinery

A joint meeting of the Engiueering

In>-titute of Canada and the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers was
held on Febníary 21, 1955, imder the

sponsorship of T. F. Palmquist. C
Ritchie, acting as chairman, introduced

the speaker of the evening, G. L. Moses
Fellow, A.I.E.E., of Westinghouse Electric

Corp., East Pittsburgh. Mr. Moses
.spoke on "Recent Developments in In-

sulation for Large Electric Machinery".
a subject on which he is eminently
qualiíied to speak smce the past 17

years of his professional life have been
spent in its study.

Mr. Moses began his address by
showing the audience samples of mica
tapes and a piece of resin. He explain-

0(1 that the new insulation was a com-

bination of the two materiais. The tape

is niade by placing mica splittings on

a strong fibrous backing on which a

s\mthetic rosin is u.sed to hold the mica,

a second backing is now placed on top

and the resultant product is a strong,

dry tape. The new impregnant is a

soiventless varnish which is liquid at

)-oom temperatures and below. When
heated in the presence of a catalyst

the varnish forms a solid material witli-

out any by-products being given off and
consequently a bubble free mass.

The coils to be insulated are wrapped
with the dry tape to the required in-

sulation thickness and are then placed

in a large pan. The pan and coils are

run into a tank which is evacuated to

i'omove moisture and air. The impreg-

nant with the catalyst is run into the

tank and impregnation takes place. The
coils are removed and clamps are at-

tached around them and heat is applied

The impregnant sets under the restrain-

ing action of the clamps to the required

coil dimensions.
The resultant insulation, called ther-

malastic, forms a solid ma.^s with thz

tape and is superior to the formar

aí^phalt impregnated insulations electric-

ally and physically. It is solid at rela-

tively high temperatures and is elastic

enough to permit cyclic changes in

winding temperature without migration

or rupture. The new insulation has been

used on a very large number of new
machines and has proved entirely satis-

factorJ^

DART
UNIONS

for efficient service

and economy

Two Bronze Seats Ground to a True BalIJoint

DAKT UNION COMPANY OF CANADA LTD.
I TORONTO CANADA

SPECIFY J?« SYSTEM

FOR FASTENING INTO STEEL ANO

CONCRETE

Better than 100 fasteníngs per hour

can easily be made with the dependable

Ramset Jobmaster with trigger operation

and other important features. With for

less effort, Ramset system soves up to

90% in time and 50% in cost for new

construction or mcintenance work.

Ramset fasteners hove been made in

Car/ada since 1 949.

Complete stock and prompt service is

ava;labie in every industriai centre in

Canada.

Ask for "Modem Fastering Methods"

and monthiy Newsletter. Profit froni

the many practico! suggestions and

diagrams proved by long successfui

experience of thouscnds of Canadicn Ramset users. Ask

your dealer for a copy or write us todoy.

RAMSET FASTENERS LTD.,

11-15 Laplante Ave., Toronto, Ont
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PROVEH and PREFERRED
BY CANADIAN INDUSTRY FROM COAST TO COAST . .

.

si

™miMer
SELENIUM RECTIFIER TYPE

D.C ARC WELDER
The famous Miller S. R. welder is

first choice in more and more Cana-

dian industries, because welding

engineers and operators across Can-

ada have found it is the ideal unit

for more effective D.C. are weld-

ing—proven superior in hundreds

of plants and shops such as your

own. With this outstanding welding

unit, you can be sure of greater

welding efficiency and economy . . .

for it provides you with ali the

proven features which have made

this machine so widely used.

ffiese Miller Features:

REMARKABLE ARC FLEXIBILITY, achieved
through Miller's exclusive magnetic am-
plifier principie.

PULSATING DIRECT CURRENT, an unlque ap-
proach to aic welding which produces a
higher metal deposition rate and better

bead quality.

SPECIAL WELDING RECTIFIERS are of rugged
construction for long-life performance.
Liberal 5-year replacement warranty.

INSTANTANEOUS POLARITY SELECTION is

accomplished with a new positive-polarity

selector switch.

PLUS—
• Quiet Operation!

• Minimized Are Blowi

• Long Life—due to

lack of moving parts!

• Top electrical effi-

ciency for low-cost

operation!

4 MODELS:
200-300-400-600 amperes
60% duty cycle ratings.

WRITE TODAY FOR FREE FOLDER AND DATA SHEET giving
complete details on ali models of Miller Selenium Reciifier Type D.C.
Are Welders.

Canadian LIQUID AIR Company
LIMITED

SY. JOHN S, SYDNEY,
HALIFAX, MONCTON,
OUEBEC, MONTREAL,
TORONTO, HAMIL-
TON, WATERLOO,
LONDON, WINDSOR,
SARNIA, PORT AR-
THUR, WINNIPEG,
REGINA, SASKATOON,
CALGARY, EDMON-
TON, CRANBROOK,
VANCOUVER, VICTO-
RIA.

Please send me special descriptive folder and data
sheet MSR-234-1

CANADIAN LIQUID AIR COMPANY LTD.,

Electric Welding Solet Div.,

1111 Beover Hall Hill.

Montreal, Quebec.

Name

Addre»

City Prov

Insulation Failure

Mv. Moses then showed slides on the
(lifferent types of insulation failure. One
of the most common was tape separa-
tion which re.sulted due to cyclie
clianges in winding tempeiature. A sec-
ond type of failure resulted from slot
disfharge which caused surface deterior-
ation of the iníTjlation and burning of
tlip slot filler pieces.

Methods of te.sting and special Instru-
ments have been developed to locafe
where insulation failure is likely co
occur. Maintenance tests made by Utili-

ties ha\ e heen responsible for much of
the known data ou insulation failure.

Mr. Moses advocated high potential
(1-c. tests for windings because of fche

ea.se of making this test over the .stand-
ard a-c. test; d-c. tests are less destruc-
tive to weak windings than a-c. Mr.
Moses recommended a d-c. test voltage
of 1.6 times the a-c. root mean square
test voltage as being reasonably safe.

A large number of questions were
answered by Mr. Moses and indicated
the interest in the subject. During the
question period, Mr. Moses íhowed
slides to illustrate thermal life e.xpec-
tancy of insulation.

H. F. Abbott thanked Mr. Moses for
his talk after which the meeting was
ad.joiuned.

M. A. F.

Peterborough

J. I. Begcs, jr.K.i.c,

Secrelary-Trenxurer

D. G. DoNALDSON, ji-.E.r.r..

Branch Netvs Editor

[. A. Allcut Guest Speaker

.\j)pioximately 40 niembers of the

Peterborough Branch of the Engineeniti/

lii.slllule <if Cduada gathered at tli(

Kawartha Golf and Country Club, Wed-
nesday e\-ening, March 16. to hear ;

l)aper given by Prof. E. A. Allcut, pro-

lessor of mechanical engineering, Uni-

\ersit.\- of Toronto.

Investigation and Litigation

Pr(jfessor Allcut is widely known
for his activities in civic and national

afifairs as well as in engineering circles.

The topic he chose for his talk was
' In\ estigation and Litigation" and was
ba.sed on his own personal experiences

in gi\ ing evidence in the courts of Can-

ada and the U.S. He outlined in a very

himiorous fashion the course of action

he followed in a number of cases and
in doing so emphasized the need of

Keing thoroughly familiar with ones sub

ject. He also warned that as an expert

witness one must expect to be asked

questions about subjects quite imrelated

to the subject of argument.

Some points that might be useful to

remember if called in as an expert wit-

ness are: a) Showing pictures to prove

or demonstrate the point; b) bringinfi

iqj points which opposing coimcil is ob-

\'iously avoiding; c) sticking to tlu

facts and avoiding .speculation ; d)

a\-oiding use of technical expi'es.sion.'

where simjjle words will do; and c/

sjjeaking slowly, clearly and above ali

e\en in the faci of unreasonable jirovo

cation. avoiding k)>s of temper.
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ADHESIVES, COATINGS
and SEALERS

DHESIVES: One man completes the as-

mbly of 1000 compressor housings
ery 8-hour shift since a special "3M"
dhesive replaced a weld-and-screw
ethod.

COATINGS: "3M" Coating #EC-244.
The rubber-based coating on these under-

ground tanks means years of complete

protection against corrosion and rust.

SEALERS: The perfcction ot a v\l

Sealer made possible the design ol in-

tegral fuel tanks . . . actually using the

aircraft wings to contain gasoline.

1,000

different types—

each developed

for a specific

requirement

Before you start work on any design project, consider the advantages of

"3M" Adhesives, Coatings, Sealers. Whether your problem is jowwg or

sealing glass, metal, plastics, leather, textiles, rubber or wood—or pro-

tecthig surfaces against abrasion or chemical or physical corrosion—there's

a "3M" product for the job. These special formulations have been the

product or supplementary product used by design engineers for hundreds

of fastening, sealing and protecting problems. Very often one or more of

these 1000 special "3M" formulations even eliminate costly drilling and

tapping operations. Consult your "3M" representative for complete in-

formation and write us for your copy of "SWEETS FILE" INSERT on

"3M" ADHESIVES, COATINGS, SEALERS.

ADHESIVES, COATINGS and SEALERS

MINNESOTA MINING & MANUFACTURING OF CANADA LIMITED • LONDON • CANADA

Sales Off/ces: Halifax . Montreal • Toronto • Winnipeg • Calgary • Voncouver

Hesidenf Sale,men: Saint John . Queboe City • Ottawa • Hamilton • North Bay • Sa.katoon • R.g.na • Edmonton
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bearings ciiici piliow blocks

for ali industry

Consult

your local jobber

or contact our

nearest district office

finest
^'^<^^ in the World

CANADIAN i-IISir COMPANY
LIMITED

Head Office and Moni/facturing Division: 2201 Eglinton Avenue E., Scarboro, Ontário

Dismicr OFfices: ouEeec. montreau tokonto, fori wiiuam, winnipeg, «gwa, caigary. vancouver

Prosperity in the Balance

By iiierely playing lip service to the
trade policies it advocates, the United
State.s is jeopardizing the future oí

Peterborough, said Morgan Reid, assist-

ant vice-president of Simpson-Sears
Ltd., speaking to members of Peter-
boiough Branch at the library on Wed-
nesday. February 2. His subject was
"Prosperity in the Balance".

Mr. Reid criticized the United States
lor askmg for reservations in the GATT
rule.s to exclude agricultural produce.
"Tiii.s is most serious to Canada, Peter-
borough, CGE, Simpsons-Sears and
everyone in the country," he declared.

"They can buy at artificial prices and
dump their stuff on world markets at

any price they can get for it and if

that happened, Canada's advantage
would disappear overnight and Canadian
larmers would take one heck of a licking.

"Ho\ve\er if GATT talks in Geneva
are succp.ssful general trade during the

ne.xt ten years should improve."

1955 Improvements Seen

He said he exnected an improvement
in iinports and exports in Canada, capi-

tal investment and consumar spending
in 1955. It added up to a year "mod-
eratcly bel ter" than 1953 and 1954 but
iinlikely to be better in i)er capita

ternis.

"The inrrease in maupower will not

be absorbcil by ('xjjantling industries and
pro.jects and tlicre maj' be some uneni-

ployment," Mr. Reid told the Branch.

"In general, if the world retains it,s

sanity and we keep our common sense

the scales will tip to a rise in Canada's
pro.sperity." He warned, however, that

"there is a little danger that we may
liecoine complacent about our acconi-

|ibshments in the last ten years.

"Oiu' present levei of prosperity has

l)een a little fortuitous. My impression

of busine.ss opinion in America is that

t h is is a suddenly discovered Utopia.

That is a very dangerous assiimption."

He said the rapid wage increases in

Canada were becoming serious to manu-
facturers but Canada was catching up
thougli not yet levei with the United
States standard of living. "There is still

far to go in this re.spect but we some-
t.imes behave as if we had actually over-

taken them. Probably we are affected

by a keeping up with the Jones' com-
l}lex. While we have great prospects our

popuiation is still small and only in a

few cases can we take advantage of mass
production. We must not jeopardize our

growth by attempting to live beyond
our means."

He considered that the strongest factor

in 1953's Outlook was the recent expan-

sion in shipments of wheat to overseas

customers.

European Prosperity

".\luiost as iniportant is the prosperity

of Europe. Industry there is expanding

and there has been a healthy improve-

ment in the balance of payments posi-

tion," he .said.

"Our financial help to Europe has had

a good effect for although our heavy

industries have been hurt badly through

competition from Europe's reviving in-

dustries, wages there have started to

climb rapidly. Thus the competitive ad-

vantage they have over us will event-

ually disappear."

Mr. Reid was introduced and thanked
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WESTERN

BRIDGE

ELEVATED WATER TANKS

HAMMERHEAD CRANES

FOR

STEELmm m
CONSTRUCTION
DESIGNERS, FABRICATORS, ERECTORS

OF STRUCTURAL STEEL

PROCESS VESSELS

SLUICE GATES

MINE CARS

mi

COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS

BRIDGES

STEEL BARGES

TRANSMISSION TOWERS

OVERHEAD CRANES

GALVANIZING

OXOSEALING
ANODiZING

CHROME PLATING AND STEEL F A B R I C A T O R S L I N I T E

D

PLANT AND OmCES lOCATEB AT 145 WEST FIRST AVENDE, VANCODVER, . C.

W-B ^^t^eC ^^v^ S^íA^^r^/

Vou proFít írom Western Bridge experíence in the design,

íabrication and erection oí a long list oí diversiíied steei

projects. Your job is handled in a modern and completely

equipped steeI íabricating plant. Experienced Western

Bridge men will give you complete satisíaction.

OlLREFINERy
EOUIPMENT
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IN PHOIUCELLS
The superiority of Canadian Marconi Photoconductlve

Celis is shown in this review of its choracteristics.

DIssipation 0.3 watts max.
Voltage 1.5 to 120 max. volts

(a.c. or d.c.)

Current 20 ma max.
Temperatura -70°C. to 75°C. ambient
Spectral Response approximates that of the eye.

Wavelength at max. response 5100 angstroms

Dark resistance 1 to 1 000 megohms
*Sensitivity at 1 ft. candie (100 volts). .0.15 to 0.4 amp/lumen
Capacitance 20-30 mmfd
Rise-time at 50 ft. candles 5 m. sec

Decay-time at 50 ft. candles 1 O m. sec
'^Measured with a 2854°K colour temperature tungsten lamp.

NOW AVAILABLE
For further information confacf F. HASELL

CANADIAN MARCONI COMPANY
244-2 TRENTON AVENUE, MONTREAL 16, P.Q., CANADA

by Don Lamont, the Bianch's new chair-

man. A discussion foUowed.

Sudbury

Allistair Finlayson, jr.E.i.c.,

Secretary-Treamrer

A. ElDHIDGE, M.B.I.C.,

Branch News Editor

Presidenfs Visit

On February 28, 1955, the Sudbutv
Branch of the Institute was host to Di-,

D. M. Stephens, president of the E.I.C ,

and Dr. L. Austin Wright, general secr,-

tary of the Institute. Mrs. Stephens

accompanied her husband.

During the morning, W. J. Riplev,

past chairman of the Sudbury Brandi,

and E. Russell Eaton accompanied Di

Stephens and Dr. Wright on a .shoii

tour of one of the International Nicktl

Company plants. Lunch for the visitur-

at the Caswell Hotel was attended hy

the executive of the Sudbury Brandi

and visitors from the Nipissing aiid

Upper Ottavva and Sault Ste. Mane
branches of the Institute. During thi

afternoon an informal meeting took

place at the Caswell Hotel at which Di .

Stephens and Dr. Wright discussed In-

stitute matters. Later in the afternoon

Dr. Stephens was conducted on a tour

of the International Nickel Compan\-
Frood-Stobie Open Pit by H. J. Mutz,

manager of mines.

The visiting ladies, including wives of

members from the Nipissing and Soo

Branches, were entertained at lunch at

the Copper Cliff Club.

Dinner and Dane«

The main event of the day was a

dinner and dance at the Granite Club

in Sudbury, attended by about 100 per-

sons. At the dinner C. O. Maddock,
representing the neighbouring munici-

palities, welcomed the visiting party

and briefly discussed the mining indus-

try in the Sudbury Basin. Dr. Stephens

delivered a most thought-provoking and

interesting talk on the insufficient sup-

ply of young engineers in relation to

the sharply increasing requirements of

industry, business, government, and

technical institutions. A comparison of

the number of men receiving technical

training in Rússia compared with the

numbers in the United States and Can-

ada indicated this matter to be urgent

from the viewpoint of national survival.

Dr. Stephens was introduced by Russ

Eaton and thanked by J. Millar of

North Bay. W. J. Ripley presented the

pre.sident with a copper ash tray in-

scribed with a list of the metais mined

in the Sudbury District.

Dr. Austin Wright then spoke on the

question of "Federation" of the Engi-

neering Institute of Canada with the

Dominion Professional Engineers. Close

study of this question is required in
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it ali starts with a wood carving''

rOMMY Clark has a craftsman's hand

and eye. He needs them, for, in the

'attem Shop at Jenkins, he accurately

iarves the wooden patterns which are

he first step in transforming blueprint

'i sign into finished valve."It may sound

ike whitthng," he says, "but jiist find

ne a front-porch whittler who can
vork from a blueprint to tolerances

)f one sixty-fourth of an inch. Just

nd me one!"

He and his colleagues in the pattern

shop feel a deep pride in their vvork.

It ali starts here," says Tommy —

though maybe the designers could give

him an argument on that. But, in any

case, with 33 years of service at Jenkins,

Tommy Clark is well aware that he is

part of a team of craftsmen— designers,

pattern makers, metallurgists, foundry

men, machinists, and ali the others—
whose skills combine to make Jenkins

Valves the most enduring, most depend-

able valves you can buy.

JENKINS BROS. LIMITED
617 St. Remi Street, Montreal, Que.

Sales Ofljccs:

Toronto, Winnipeg, Edmonton, Vancouvei

Makin^ Çualittj Valves is Our Business

— Our Only Business.

The Jenkins "Diamond" iraclc mark iS

yoiir assurance of satisfaction.

Sold through leading industrial distributors

lOOK FOI THt OIAMONO M*«K

VALVE



When the president visited Sudbury, February 28, this groiip was photographed.
Left to right: F. A. Orange, chairman; Russ Eaton, councillor, and President
Stephens.

view of the overlapping fields of respon-

sibility of the two organizations. Active

discussions are now under way by com-
mittees of the two organizations and

positive action may be possible during

the next two years.

Dancing was enjoyed for the remain-

der of the evening.

Toronto
L. F. Bresolin, jr.E.i.c,

Secrc tary-Trcam re r

H. Fealdman, m.e.i.c,

Bninch News Editor

Address by C. R. Armstrong

The Toronto Branch was visited on
Thursday, Maruh 3 last by C. R. Arm-
strong, vice president, employee rela-

tions, Tlie Bell Telephone Company oí
Canada, \vho>e subjcct was "The Engi-
neer and Industrial Management".

Industrial Management

Mr. Armstrong íirst covered the or-

ganization and importance of industrial

management and briefly traced the
growtli of management from its early

beginnings. He then went on to describe
the ]>osition of the engineer in the man-
agement organization, and how his de-
velopmenl and growth were influenced
veiy Liri;i'ly t)y his duties and function,
i.e. vvlictlicr lie IS a jilanner, designer cr
ro-earch worker, etc. The subject of re-

muneration for the engineer was also

discussed, and as it is obvious that
i ngiHcers in many fields cannot by vir-

luc uf their functions, achie\e the high-

esl leveis of management, Mr. Arm-
strong expre.ssed the opinion tliat those

at the top of their particular branch
function should receive remuneration
commensurate with that received by
the leaders of management. Mr. Arm-
strong also contended that the placa
of the Professional engineer was entirely

(Coniinued on page 56i)

(^lÉi^m te (àimÉsi
PROTECTED BY

BOOTH
WEATHERPROOF

STEEl

ROLLING

SHUTTERS

Extra Stout Laths function efficiently ii

severe climatic conditions. "Streamline'

designed to resist corrosion. Stored over

heod, these shutters need no floo

space and give maximum clearance fo

vehicles. Hand or eiectrically operatec

models available.

CANAWAN DISTRIBUTORS

JOHN BOOTH & SONS (BOLTON) LTD.
BOLTON, ENGLAND

ING SHUTTERS
(EASTERN & MARITIME)

DAVID McGILL & SONS, LTD.

620 LAGAUCHETIERE STREET WEST, MONTREAI
PHONE: UN. 6-3691
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BANGOR

gets

clean, rust-free, hot water

withoul waitíng

from a |»-k cement-líned Sterage Heater
Abundant, rust-free water at 190°F. is always avail-

able right at the vat for dyers at the Nylon Tricot

plant of Bangor Mills, Inc., Pen Argyle, Pa. Supplied

from a |»-lc cement-lined hot water storage heater,

the water can be quickly tempered with cold water

to obtain any vat temperature from 190°F. to 60°F.

This 100% rust-free water is absolutely

clean and cannot soil fabrics. The spotty,

irregular dyeing that results from inject-

ing live steam into cold water is also elimi-

nated. But thafs only the beginning . . .

This single |»-lc unit, working on steam

at 125 psi heats as much as 10,000 gallons

of water per hour from 40 to 190 . Cooled

condensate is also returned clean and un-

contaminated to the boiler at a rate of

13,250 Ib. hourly, conserving water and

greatly reducing formation of boiler scale.

Peak boiler demand is also reduced 20%
to 30%, a relative increase in steam plant

capacity and a saving in fuel otherwise

lost to uneven heating demand.

An inexpensive |»-lc cement-lined

hot water storage installation

can give you these savings—

this added efíiciency, too. Wnte
today for fuU information.

10,000 gallons of rusifree water ot 190'F. is

olways available from this |>*l< hot woter stor-

age heater at the Bangor Mills plant.

Canadian distrihutors for the Patterson-Kelley Co., inc.

SARCO CANADA LIMITED, 611 GERRARD STREET, E., TORONTO 8, ONT.

Factory at Claremont, Ontário • Branches in Principal Cities
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Stiiílents' Quiz Night, Toronto Biaiich. Left to riglil: C J. MoCrea, J. L. McFarlaiul, R. M. Gibbons, C. Wheeler, R.
Wier, H. J. McLeod, W. M. Laiighlin, T. Deiubie. At right, the nieeting chairman an<l Quiz Master W. FI. M. Laughiin
presenting the íirst prize to C. Wheeler.

and complet.ely within the manageineiit
groiip. This last contention was the basis

for a very spirited aiul enlightening dis-

c-iis.sion which followed this most inter-

estmg paper.

The Abadan Refinery

Tlie Toioiílo Branrh at its meeting
on Thursday. Marr-h 17, heard a papcr

by John Fulclier. chicf mechanical engi-

neer, Directorate of Works (Army) de-

sign division. Mr. Fidcher spent eight

vear-s in the Middle Ea-r-t as assistant

1'hief production maintenance engineer
in the oil fieids and refinery of the

former Anglo Iranian Oil Company.
After desc'i'ibing the growth and almost
nnl)olievabie development of the Abadan

refineiy, Mr. Fulcher went on to analyze

the situation wliich led to the e\'acnation

of the refinciy and the subsequent re-

tiirn of the Bntisii, in terms of local

economic, social and iiolitical conditions.

In the discussion which followed much
interest was centred on the economic
and social conditions, not only of the

Irani.s, but also of the neighbouring

KENNEBV-niLK
SPEED REDUCERS

So . . . in Kennedy-Falk Speed Reducers t-he gear train:

are wholly symmetrícal in arrangement resulting in ever

loading on gear teeth and bearings.

Extreme accuracy in cutting and shaving gear teeth

assures quiet operation.

Rapid continuous spiash lubrication of ali gears a

bearings keeps them remarkably cool.

And SO—
Kennedy-FALK Speed Reducers provide 96% to 98 '/2%

efficiency at full load, depending upon the number of

gear trains.

KEN.N.EDY & SONS
LIMITED

K OlVISION Of MILLSfAUGH LIMIIfD. SHEFFIELO, CNGlAND

OWEN SOUND. ONTÁRIO

Montreal

:

St. Cotharines: 50 Church Street

1224 St. Cotherine St. W.
Haileybury: John H. Brumell
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Typical design application of Morse preci-

sion Roller Chain Drives shows short and long

centers, roller synchronization. Note carefui

workmanship in construction and finish of chains

and sprockefs.

Get nearly 99% efficiency throughout
fhe long life of your drives

Whether your problem is transmítting fractional or

txtremely heavy horsepower. Morse precision Roller

(Chains and Stock Sprockets can help you.

' Morse precision Roller Chains are noted for excellent

workmanship and accuracy, resulting in long, trouble-free

-iTvice life. There is positive power transniission with

I

Morse precision Roller Chains, with nearly 99% efficiency

'throughout their entire life. Coupled with Morse Stock

Sprockets, they make an excellent power transmission

team; one which reduces both downtime and maintenance.

Rollers on Morse precision Roller Chains are shot-

peened and heat-treated for maxiniuni strength and

endurance. They are held to close limits to provide even

distribution of the load.

When Morse precision Roller Chains and Stock
Sprockets go to work, you gain in off-the-shelf service

and design flexibility. Morse precision Roller Chains save

' space by transmitting more usable power than many other

t\pes of power transmission drives. They operate equally

^vell on short or long centers, and mesh with sprockets

on either side of the chain to drive multiple sprockets for

accurate timing. You realize production econoniics through

greater permissible center distance tolerances and greatly

increased ease of assembly.

Now, Morse Chain Company can offer you even

faster delivery and engineering service from its new nianu-

facturing plant and sales offices at Simcoe, Ontário. Be

sure to call in your Morse sales engineer on every power

transmission problem. He

is a qualified power trans-

mission specialist and can

bring the latest Informa-

tion and specialized engi-

neering aid to you. Write

US today for your free copy

of the Morse Roller Chain

Engineering Catalog

C 51 50. Morse Chain of

Canada Ltd., Simcoe,

Ontário.

MORSE
THE ENGINEERING JOURNAL April, 1955

CHAIN OF CANADA LTD.

SIMCOE, ONTÁRIO
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The presitlent l). M. Stepheiís atlcn<le<l a niocling of the Toronto liraiich at

Hart House, February 22. President Stephens is showii (centre of the front row)
with the execntive of the Toronto Branch.

Iiatiuis iri whose countiy a great oil

development is taking place today.

Students' Night 1955

A most succe.ssful Students' Night was
held on Thursday. Janiiary 27. Modelled
on the pattern of last year's meeting,
wliich drew mvich acciaim. the evening
took the fonn of a "quiz" night. The
\'ic'tims wore a panei of students repre-

senting o.u-h cf the clubs of the Uni-
\T''sily oí Toronto Engincering Society.

The inqui.-^itor-in-fhief was W. H. M.
"Monly" Laughlin who perfornu^il his

ihitii'.-; in llie best traditional st>'li'. Ca.-h

prizes were awarded to those contcstaut.-^

who were judged to have made the best

showing. SUidents in the audience also
' ;id :in opporlunity to answer questions
fircd at lhejn. the rewards for (orre<'t

:i:i.-5\\er^ to tlicsc questions being student
inembcrships in the Institute. Nor were
the members of the Branch forgotten
as they were eligible to compete for

"lucky drnw" prizes. x\fter the end of

the "mquisition" the students were ai-

lowcd to lurn tables and fire questions
at a panei of experts (?) drawn froni

the engineering world of Toronto. The
evening concluded with an informal
gathering for cakes and coffee. The
gcnius who thought up the questions
and other mild forms of torture was
Tom Dembie.

VisH of Sir Claude Gibb

The Toronto Branch turned out in

force on Friday, February 18, to hear
Sir Claude Gibb, c.b.e., f.r.s., chaii-

man and general manager of C. A.
Parsons Jjtd., England, deliver a most

important paper entitled "Investigation

in the Failure of two 100 MW Turbo-
Generators." It will be remrmbered that

.\pril 1954 markeil the failure of two
generators in the R. L. Hearn Generat-
ing Station of Ontário Hydro in Toronto.
This paper dealt with tlio extensive in-

\estigations that were carried out fol-

lowing the failures and how the con-

clusions reached are being put into prac-

tice to avoid the possibility of a repeti-

lion of the failures. Since the paper is

to be published in an early edition of

lhe Enginecniiy Jintrnul, no attcmiit will

be marle to summarize the paper heve.

Sir Claude presented the papei- in a

most intercsting and clear manner and
mei ited most de.servedly the tremendou<
applause which the audience gave him.

So great was the interest in this paper

than an eme.gency "switch" had lo be

made to a large hall shortly before the

meeting was flue to commence. Even
o this hall was filled to capacity with

many people sitting in the aisles. The
most conservative estimate puts the

numbcr present at ove- 600!

Sir Claude presented this paper be-

fore the Institution of Mechanical Engi-

neers in London, England, on February

15 and then immediately flew to Tor-

onto for this meeting. He brought with

him the greetings of that Ins.titution to

the Engineering Institute of Canada.

Toronto Welcomes the President

A \ ery warm welcome was given bv

the Toronto Branch to the jM-psident

and Mrs. Stephens when they paid a

visit on Tue.sday. February 22. They
\v(-r" accomi>anied by the general secre-

tary.

A large number of members and their

wives gathered to hear the president

di-cuss some aspects of nation building

in Canada from an engineer's point of

view and to hear the general secretary

bring US up to date on ali the affairs

of the Institute. After the showing oí

a movie, the gathering retired for re-

freshments at which time members s^nd

their wi\'es were able to meet informally

with the president and his charming

wife. A very large number took thiS'

opportunity and availed themsel\'es of'

the pri\"ilege, thus enabling the presi-

dent to meet a large cross section ol

the Toronto Branch membership.

Branch News is continued on page 604

Please refer to continuation for Ottawa.

Sagiienay, Saint John and St. Maurict

Valley Branch reports.

TRAVELLING WATER SGREENS

manufactured by

F. W. Brackett & Co. Limited

COLCHESTER, ENGLAND

are installed at the followíng

Canadian Plants

Nova Scotia Light & Power Co.

J. Clark Keith Station, Windsor

McKinnon Industries, St. Catharines

City of Medicine Hat, Alta.

as well as

over 800 other installations

throughout the World.

These screens incorporate many
originai and performance improving

features.

For further details, write to

Sole Canadian Represenfative

The General Supply Co. of Canada Ltd.

P.O. Box 238, OTTAWA, ONTÁRIO
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]¥ewProducts. .

.

FROM OVER 25 COUNTRIES
Willbe on display

Each year many Canadian, United States and overseas companies are

increasing the number of their representatives visiting the Canadian Inter-

national Trade Fair.

To get the fullest benefit from these displays and demonstrations of the

world's products, be sure that your technical and purchasing personnel

attend— as well as other important members of your organization.

There's nothing like personal contact for getting things done—quickly and

well. Come to buy—or come to ask questions— but be sure to come.

Address your requests for information and accommodation to: The
Administrator, Canadian International Trade Fair, Exhibition Park, Toronto.

8t?i AnnuoX

TORONTO
CANADA
MAY 30th

TO
iUNE lOth

1955

3V.45

C ANADI A
International
TRADE FAIR

KOtfií QtíTlVilk^ TO WORLD TRADE

PERATED BY THE GOVERNMENT OF CANADA TO PROMOTE YOUR BUSINESS
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IBRARYí

Reviews

Addítíons to the Institute Library

— Book Notes — Abstracts

BOOK REVIEW

SAE handbook, 1954. New York, So-
ciety of automotivo engincpr.->, 1951.

1,096 pp., illus., $20.00 (U.S.) ($10.00

(U.S.) to SAE member.s).

Thi.-5 1954 edition of tho SAE hand-
book gives ono the imi)ression of beiny;

a veiy weighty volume, especially in

comparison with the earlier editions

available in the library. In addition
to having over a thou.?and page.s, it is

of much larger format than the major-
ity of books.
There are three types of material to

be found in the handbook ; SAE stand-
ard>', Kpecification.9 based on sound
established practice ; second. recom-
mended practices, which are based on
engineering principies, and are intended
as being guidcs towards the establish-

ment of a practice; and lastly, SAE
general information reports which pre-
Bent useful data. The individual articles

are clearly labelled standard, reconi-

mended practice or general informa-
tion.

The material is grouped under nine
general subject headings; ferrous metais,
nonferrous metais, nonmetallic materiais,

threads, fasteners and common parts,

Hours

Mon.-Fri 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

Saturdays 9 a.m.-12 noon

Bibliography and Reference

Service

Short subject bibliographies are compiled
on request. When placing these requests,

please give as much detail and background
Information as possible.

Borrowing

Books, periodicals, pamphlets and films

may be borrowed for two weeks at a time.
Ali books included in the Library Notes
Section of The Engineering Journal are
available for loan. A fine of 25c per day
is charged for cach day borrowed

electrical equipment, power plant com-
ponent.^, i]a.'^sengf'r car.s. trucks, and
buses, tractors and earth-moving equip-
ment and marine equipment. There is

a detailed table of contents, and an
extensive index, both of which add to

the value of the handbook. There is

also a listing of the SAE designations
for various materiais and parts, giving

also the relovant SAE standard, etc,

together with the page on which it

api^ears in the handbook.
Much of the material is presented in

tabular and diagrammatic form, and
here 'the large size page is a distinct

advantage, as ali the tables and dia-

grams are very clear.

In addition to this technical informa-
tion, the handbook lists the Society'3
officers, technical committee personnel
and representatives in other technical

organizations.

Certain of the reports in the Hand-
book are available as reprints, but any-
ono connected in any way with the
automotive industry will certainly wish
to obtain a copy of this very useful

volume. S.C.

items are retained beyond the two-
week period.
A library deposit of $5.00 at par in Mont-
real ia required, for which two items may
be borrowed at a time. Temporary deposits
(30 days or less) $10.00. Books are sent
anywhere in Canada, and carrying charges
are payable by the member concerned.

Ordering

Any book or pamphlet may be ordered
through the library. Ali publications of
affiliated societies, whether books, pamph-
lets, or periodicals, should be ordered
through the library, as reduced rates are
applicable on these to ali members.
Except in the case of library deposits
please make no payments in advance.
Non-members may consult the library,

but may not borrow material. Please
address ali requests to The Library.

BOOK NOTES
Prepared by the Library

The Engineering Institute of Canada

*Book notes marked by an asterisk have
been piovided through the courte.^y of
the Engineering Societie.s Library in

New Yoik.

Advanced teJevision serviciiig tech-
niques. R E T M A Pilot Ti aining
Courso T(>acliing Staff. New York,
Kider, 1954. 163pp., diagrs., $3.60

(U.S.)

... laboratory workbook. New York,
Rider, 1954. "46pp., $0.95 (U.S.)

Tlii.s mannual, with its accompanying
laboratoiy workbook, was pr(-pared for

I)racticing telexision tcchnicians. It i.-

written in easily undcrslandalile lan-

guage and presents recent telcvision re-

ceiver trend.< and developments.
Some of the chapter headings will

illu.'ítrate the scope of the book: TV
test equipment; sweep section servic-

ing; higli-voltagc s(M\ icing; .sync servic-

ing; vidou and sound sodion .servicing;

.dignniont ; antennas and transiu is.íion

linos; customer reiations.

Tho material in both manuais is well

suited for ooursos in TV troubleshooting
procodure.

.Air pollution. A bibliography. S. J.

Davenport and G. G. Morgis. Wash-
ington, G.P.O., 1954. 448 pp., $1.75

(U.S.) (Bureau of mines l)ulletin No.
537.)

The thiity-nino hundred rcforences

listed in u>ofu] bibliography cover

ali aspects of outdoor atmosjihoric pol-

lution: cause, otíect and conlrol. The
majority of the referencos aro to pcriodi-

cal articles, and cover litoraturo from

the early nineteonth century to 1952.

The authors havo drawn on a variety oí

sources in compiling this work, includ-

ing earlier bibliographies.
Tho roferences are arranged by sub-

ject, and are in chronological order. The
main tojúcs are subdivided, the section

on the nalure and origin of air pollu-

tion includmg surli suii-hoadings a>

automobilo oxhaust, fuel oil, railroad

locomotives and steamboats. There is a

section on legal aspects of air pollution,

and also one on its cost.

Ab.stracts are given for each item, and

there is an author index. This biblio-

graph.y is a valuable addition to the

library, covering the field as exhaustive-

ly as it does.

Air pollution. Report of the commit-
tee. L n d o n, H. M. S. O., Ottawa,

U.K.I.O., 19.54. 80 pp. 65 cents (Cmd.
9322)

The Committee preparing this report

was appointed in July 1953 with Siri

Hugh Boa ver as Chairman, "to exam-

mo the nature, causes and effects of air

l)ollution and the efficacy of present

|ire\-entive measures; to consider what

further proventive measures are prac-

ticable; and to make recommendations/'
The ínterim report published i.i

Deromlxn- 1953 doscribed tho nature

and amount of air pollution in Great

Hritain, wliilst this report details its

offocts, and j)uts forward recommendà-
lions for improving the situation.

|

The report is divided into sections

dealing with such topics as industrial,

i'alway and doniostic smoke, and sulphui

pollution. Tho Committee also con-

sidered legislation on the subject. The

LIBRARY REGULATIONS
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TOO MUCH? Maybe so, but it's happening ali the time. At today's maintenance

rates, regrinding a valve seat isn't a small job any more. Nor is repacking a valve, or installing

a new one. Even replacing an ordinarv pipe fitting isn't the same job it used to be. Piping main-

tenance labor has gone up along with otber costs. That's why an excessive maintenance can

quickly equal or exceed equipment cost.

You'll meet this problem best by insistingon the

most dependable quality in piping materiais. YouMI

have greater assurance that they will stand up on the

job longer, need fewer repairs, cause less trouble

—

when you standardize on Crane Quality, the choice of

thrifty buyers in every industry.

For complete infi>rin(ili<>n on the Cmiw \ altvs

to meet your particular reiiuirernenl.s, ask voiír

Crane representative, Craiie lironch.or irrite

CRAN E LI M ITED
General Office: 1 170 Beaver Hall Square,

Montreal

7 Canadian Faclories • 24 Canadian Branchej

CRANE N GVALVES • FITTINGS • PIP

PLUMBING • HEATING
ATION-WIDE SERVICE THROUGH BRANCHES, WHOLESALERS and PLUMBING AND HEATING CONTRACTORS
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appendices cover such subjects as eco-
nomic cost, chimney design, costs of

room heating, smokeless fuel, and
measures taken in other countries to

abate pollution.

Atoms in the family: my life with
Enrico Fermi. Laura Fermi. Toronto,
University press, 1954. 265 pp., illus

,

$4.00.

The private life of a great scientist

must be interrelated with hi.ç life work,
and to know something of the former
helps the reader to visualize and appre-
ciate the latter. The widow of one of

the world's leading physicists not only
describes Enrico Fermi as a family man
but she also explains with clarity some
of the basic facts behind the atom
bomb.
The author is able to record the story

of early married life with her rather
eccentric husband, of their forced depar-
ture from Italy, of hardship in a new
land with the same humour and objec-
tivity with which she tells of some of

the first atomic discoveries and of the
many famous scientists whom she and
her husband have known intimately.
She has had the intelligence to keep
pace with Fermi's ideas, experiments
and discoveries and is able to discu.?s

them in a manner that will be admired
by those readers who are themselves
scientists.

The climax to this interesting bio-
graphy is an account of the dramatic
moment in 1942 when Fermi and bis

associates completed the first atomic
pile at the University of Chicago, just

one more exciting event in the life of

this man and his wife.

* Automatic digital calculators. A. D.
Booth and K. H. V. Booth. Toronto,
Butterworth, 1953. 230 pp., illus.,

$6.00.

A guide to the theory, design, con-
struction, and use of digital calculators,

written for new workers in the field.

FoUowing introductory chapters on the
nature, function and history of cal-

culators, the book deals with design,

Controls, storage, coding, and program-
ming. Brief treatment of applications
in crystallography, translation, and
games is given in the last chapter. A
bibliography is included.

Basic electricity. Van Valkenburgh,
Nooger & Neville, Inc. New York,
Rider, 1954. 5 vols., illus., $9.00 (U.S.)

a set.

These volumes are patterned on the

Basic electricity course taught at United
States Navy specialty schools in which
one basic concept is presented «t a tirne

without involving complicated mathe-
matics, and with simplified illustrations

and text.

Volume 1 covers current flow, voltage,
resistance, magnetism and dc raeters. In
volume 2 the discussion centres on
direct current circuits, Ohm's and Kirch-
hoffs laws and electric power. Volume 3

describes alternating current circuits;

resistance, inductance, capacitance, and
reactance. The last two volumes cover
impedance, ac circuits, series and parallel
resonance, transformers, dc generatórs
and motors, alternators and ac motors,
and power control devices.

Canada^s flying heritage. F. H. Ellis.

Toronto, University press, 1954. 388

pp., illus., $7.95.

The publieation of this history of

Canadian aviation will certainly create a

stir among ali those Canadians who
have any interest at ali in the contri-

bution of their countrymen to the de-
velopment of world flying. The author :

is wonderfully qualified for the task as

a pioneer pilot himself and as a research

expert on this subject.
i

Besides recording the significant events i

of Canadian flying, Mr. Ellis pays tri- !

bute to many forgotten flyers of the i

early years following 1907. An interest-
,

ing chapter on the Barnstormers, between '

1906 and 1914, tells of their attempt to
|

make a living from the air. Then foi-
i

lows the story of the great advance in
|

technical manoeuvres and in pilot skill
|

during the First World War and the
|

boom in aviation which foUowed those
j

four years. The conqusst of the Atlantic

and the spanning of the continent con-
j

tain many tales of heroism. One of the

most exciting parts of the history is the

account of the bush pilots who tamed
the Canadian north, men who are now
legendary names.

SEMP

Our clíents ínclude:

Department of Transpor!,

River Sf. Lawrence Ship Channel Branch

Deparimenf of Public Works, Otfawa

Quebec Streams Commiss/on

The Shawinigan Engineering Company
Limited

Surveyer, Nenniger & Chênevert

Montreal Engineering Company
Limited,

Racey MacCallum & Associates,

Limited

Marine Industries Limited

Sf. Robert s Metal Corporation.

SEISMIC REFRACTION SURVEYS

for

DETERMINATION OF DEPTH TO BEDROCK

have become a recognized and important complement
to older methods for bedrock exploration.

A seismic investigation is fast and economical; the
equipment is light and can easily be transported to

áreas which are difficult of access. Measurements can
be made on land as weil as in rivers and lakes.

In addition to the determination of the bedrock levei,

the measured seismic rock velocities can give valuable
information about the existence of fault or shear zones.
The determination of the depth and extension of differ-

ent overburden loyers, as well as their velocities, is also

of great value for certain projects.

For these reasons, a seismic survey is the modern tool

which enables the designing engineer to arrive at the
technically and economically best solution for his

project.

We will be glad fo discuss the possibilifies fo cut cosf and time by the use of the seismic method

S.E.M. PROSPECTING LIMITED
506 St. Catherine Street, East, Room 910, Montreal 24

Write or phone for our booklef Phone: BEIair 8407
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The Queen Elizabeth Hotel^ Montreal

A Future Landmark in Canada^s Metropolis
With more than 1,200 guest rooms, banquet accommodation for

2,500 people and a convention floor seating 4,000, The Queen
Elizabeth will be the largest hotel in the British Commonwealth
when completed in 1957.

General Contractors to Canadian National Railways for Substructure

COLONEL E. G. M. CAPE, D.S.O., ED., M.E.t.C. Chairman of the Board

J. B. STIRLING, M.E.I.C. President

J. M. CAPE, M.B.E., ED., M.E.I.C. Vice-President

W. D. KIRK, O.B.E., ED., M.E.I.C. Vice-President

P. G. WILMUT Secretary-Treasurer

ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS

HALIFAX, N.S. MONTREAL, P.Q. SAINT JOHN, N.B.
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CUT
your sewage

and drainage

Specify genuíne

NO-CO-RODE
ROOT-PROOF PIPE

No-Co-Rode Root-Proof Pipe is economical to

handie and install . . . will not break, crack or

shale through handling or in the ground. The

tapered, self-sealing joints simply tap into

place to give a permonent, water-tight and

root-proof line . . . while longer, lightweigtit

lengths and quick, easy assembly of fewer

joints reduce handling and installation costs

to a minimum. For further savings in time and

cost, the line can be tested and the trench

bock-filled immediately.

Specify No-Co-Rcde Root-Proof Pipe for house

to sewer or seplic tank connections, storm drains

and other outside non-pressure uses. For

permonent, trcuble-free septic tank disposal

beds and other drainage installations, specify

No-Co-Rode Perforated Pipe.

Disiribufed by:

Alexander

MURRAY
& Compony

LIMITED

CRANE

Joints tap into place wilh

hammer and wood block.

Wilhstonds soil move-
ment, frosi action and
heavy loads.

Manufactured by: NO-CO-RODE COMPANY LIMITED, Cornwall, Ontário

Tho aiípcndifes in';lude chionological
lists of outstanding evpnU in Ciinadian
a\ iati(iii. air luail events, and cairnií and
iiionunients i-rected to comniemorate
fanious niilostoneí^ in fiving.

* (Chemical process principies. Pari I;

IMaterial and cnergy balances, 2nd
ed. O. A. Hougpn, K. M. Watson and
R. A. Ragatz. New York, Wiley, 1954.

504 pp., diagrs., $8.50.

Th is is the first of three volumes de-

-igned to cover fomprehensively the

application of physical and chemica!
principle.s to problenis of the design

and operatioii of chemica! processes. It

doais priniarily with applications oi

general i)hysical chemistry, thermo-
pliysics, thermochemistry, and the first

law of thermodynamics. In this cdition,

iiunierous changes have been made tj

liring tlie volume up to date, and new
iiiaterial has been included on mathe-
iiiatiral procedures, equilibria in ternary

systems, thermochemistry of nuclear re-

actions, and other subjects. New prob-

loms selected from actual industrial

situations have been addod.

Concrete roads. F. N. Spark(\s and A.

F. Smith. Toronto, Macmillan, I9Õ2.

1)1)., illus., .$16.00.

A .special type of road cDnstruction

i>i the sub.iect of this book by twn

well-fiiialified English aulhors. It deal.'j

wilh the construction of concrete roada

and gives special attention to the soil

and sub.soil on which the roads are buill

although the general principies of tliis

latler sub.ject are not stressed.

Mechanical methods of handlin;;,

placing and compacting the concrete an-

lhen discussed with chapters also on

(pialit^- control and testing.

Hoth theoretical and pi^actical desigii-

ing of concrete pavements are presented

with tho hope that a solution of some
of lhe problems faced may be found.

Defects in concrete roads arising from
deficiencies in the subgrade and from

other causes are covered in two chap-

ters, while the last section discusseí

maintenance and repair of concreto

roads. There is a ten page list of refei-

ences, its value being incrcased by the

mclusion of an author índex.

Electrical year book, 1955. Manches-
ter, Emmott, 1954. 300 pp., illus..

tables, ;í/-.

The 1955 edition of tho Electrical

year book has a rewritten section on

control gear which deals comprehen-
sively with a wide range of industrial

oquipmont. Notes are gi\'en on the care

of oiectric motors and on (>loctric braz-

ing aJid soldering a-nd there is an en-

tirely new part covering the suppression

of mterference with radio leoeptioli.

There is a new table on the relatiyc

weights of patterns and castings, in

addition to ali the information found

in earlier editions.

*Elevated-tt'niperature properties of

selecled super-strenglb alloys. Re-

port. Philailolpliia, .\iiiei'ican snráety

for testing materiais, V.m. 208p., $4.75.

(Sijecial technical publication No.

1()0.)

This roport i.^ piiinarily a graphical

suinmary of strength data for tiiirteen

alloys. Siimmary cin-ves are included foi

ten.s-ile strength; 0.2 per cent offset yiek

strength; por cent elongation and reduc-

tion of aiea; and strssses for rupturf

and cioep rates. Chemical composition
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5600^

The SCHIELD BANTAM is the lowest-priced

shovel-crane of its size ... bar none! The average

cost of "owning and operating" a BANTAM is

$2.50 per hour — including depreciation, interest,

maintenance and repairs, insurance, fuel and

lubrication (based on 2000 hours per year). This

means that the BANTAIVI is the most economical

6 ton crane or cubic yard excavator, that you

can buy.

There are more Schield Bantams made and

sold than ali other makes of 3 s yard machines

combíned (over 600 in 1954) — conclusive

proof of the Bantam's immense field of application

and equally wide acceptance.

Write for Bulletin 953.

SCHIELD BANTAM COMPANY

ATTACHMENTS
3/8 YARD SHOVEL — Handles 90 yards per hour.

20", 25" or 30" TRENCH HOE— Digs 100' of 5' Trench per hour.

12", 16",20"or 24" MOLE'S PAW— For really tough trenching.

5' X 2' BACKFILL BLADE — Fills in 350' trench in ene hour.

DRAGUNE WITH FAIRLEAD — Handles 70 yards per hour.

CLAMSHELL — Loads 80 yards per hour.

6 TON CRANE BOOM — Power controlled lowering and raising.

29" MAGNET— Handles 20 tons of scrap per hour.

PILE DRIVER — Up to 2400 Ib hammer, with leads.

CHOlCE OF MOUNTING
• TRUCK «CRAWLER • CRANE CARRIER

Sold and Serviced by our ofFices in

HALIFAX MONTREAL MORRISBURG TORONTO LONDON

Sales • Rental • Service • Parts
NINE OFFICES COAST TO COAST

See the Bantam in action

Ask for a demonstration TODAY

55-7
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and recommended heat treatments and
processing are given for each alloy. An
appendix contains very-short-time rup-

ture data for some of the alloys, and
chemical compositions for about lÒO

super-strength alloys.

Engineeríng dynamics. v. 1. Theory
of elasticity; analytical and experi-
mental methods. C. B. Biezeno and
R. Grammel. London, Blackie, 1955.

307pp., diagrs., 50/-.

Volumes 3 and 4 of this set, on
steam turbines and internal-combustion
engines, are already in the library. This
latest volume follows the same general

aim of excluding elementary engineer-

ing mechanics and concentrating on the

more advanced and complicated prob-
lems in engineering dynamics.
Part 1 of this volume is entitled

Fundamental laws of elastomechanics
and (contains chapters on the state of

stress, the state of strain, stress-strain re-

lations, the differential equations of

stress and strain and the neutral elastic

equilibrium. In the second section the
general theorems of elastomechanics are

presented, including variational theo-
rems, energy and reciprocai theorems
and the stress functions of two-dimen-
sional stress problems. Among the
methods of solution suggested in Part 3
are numerical solutions of eigen value
problems, discontinuous methods of cal-

culation, the soap-film, electrical and
optical methods.

The English windmill. Rex Wailes.
Toronto, British Book Service, 1954.

246pp., illus., $7.00.

Those who regard as important the

preservation, in literature and in physi-

cal form, of ancient buildings and prac-

tices will find this an extremely interest-

ing book. The author is a successful

mechanical engineer and writes with

authority on this subject which has been
his hobby for many years.

This is not only a historical and de-

scriptive account of English windmills
but contains as well a technical section

on the machinery of the mill. Engineers
who like to look back on the progress

of their profession will especially enjoy
this part.

Part. 1 discusses the different types of

windmills—the post mill, the smock
mill, the tower mill and the drainage
mill—and illustrates their variations.

Following the account of their machin-
ery there is a section on how the mills

are worked and the men who operate
them. The last chapter deals with the

decline of windmills in Great Britain

and how they should be preserved and
recorded.

Many fine drawings and photographs
increase the value of the book.

"^Fluoridatíon as a public health
measure. J. H. Shaw ed. Washington,
American association for the advance-
ment of science, 1954. 232 pp., illus.,

$4.50 (U.S.).

The major emphasis in this mono-
graph is on the effectiveness of fluorida-

tion in reducing dental caries and on
its vaJidity as a public health pro-
cedure. It includes a review of the
benefits of fluoridation, studies of re-

sults in a number of test áreas, and an
evaluation of vehicles other than water
—salt, solid foods, tablets, etc. Separate
chapters deal with engineering and
chemical aspects, and with the deter-

mination of fluorides in water. Refer-
ences are listed after ali chapters but
one.

Fundamentals of colour television. W,
F. Boyce. Indianapolis, Sams, 1954
232 pp., pa., $2.00 (U.S.).

This book has been issued to assist

those interested in the technical aspect
of television to understand the basic
principies of electronic transmission of

colour without pronounced reference to

mathematics.
There are six chapters covering such

topics as: colour picture reproduction,
colour receiver systems and block dia-

grams, service notes for colour receivers,

etc. Each chapter covers the latest

teohniques and each is profusely illus-

trated to show basic principies, typical

circuits, wave-forms and designs.

Machine drawing and design, 6th ed.

W. Abbott. London, Blackie, 1954.

253 pp., illus., 15/-.

This is a university text on a quite

CONSTRUCTION AHEAD

CÁRTER
• • •

TORONTO - 419 CHERRY STREET

(114) 578

THE CÁRTER CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY LIMITED.

WINNIPEG- 539 KYLEMORE AVENUE
.
ce-i9
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Recenlly Com-
pleted 2800
Vacuum Ci

Shop tank fabrication is a
specially al "CLC". Here is an evap-

orator body readyfor shipmenl.

Such Crystallizing Evaporators as this

require skilifui welding procedure and
technique. Note power roll facilities.

louisville Dryers by
"CLC" are made for every
chemical or industrial applicotion.

From Industrial Equipment
to parts and components

Canadian Locomotive Company
is at your service!

Akins Classiflers by Canadian Locomotive are noted

for their unexcelled uniformity of overflow.

Process equipment designed and fabricated by the Canadian
Locomotive Company to the exacting specifications of the

licensing companies serve in such wideiy diversified fieids as
Fish Processing, Mining and Metallurgy, Pulp and Paper and
the Chemical Industry. Much of this equipment was "made to

order" for the specific job. Aiso in their extensive modern
piant in Kingston, Ontário, CLC has fui! facilities for pro-

SPECIALIZES IN

alloy consiruction to meet ali corrosiva conditions,
and manufacture: Akins Classifiers; Louisville

Direct and Indirect Heat Dryers, Evaporators,
Coolers; Galigher Equipment etc. Tank Fabrica-
tion. Parts and Components. Diesel and Steam
Loconiotives.

ducing parts and components for various types of installa-

tions, including machining forgings for use in aircraft

production.

Whether your interest lies in "heavy" equipment or in speedy,

economical parts production, you can rely on "CLC".

Your enquiries will receive prompt attention.

Canadian lacamotiva Campani/
limited

KINGSTON, ONTÁRIO

Sales Offices:

85 Richmond St. W., Toronto 980 St. Antoine St., Monn-eol, P.O.
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Read about
ventilation
engineering

Robertson engíneers

wíll survey your plant

and suggest the proper

ventílatíng equípment

More than a billion cubic feet

of air is exhausted every min-
ute by Robertson ventilators

from ali types of industrial,

commercial and institutional

buildings . . . ample proof of

our claim that there is a

Robertson ventilator for

every need. Robertson engi-

neers follow a three-step
method of solving your venti-

lating problems. First, they
conduct a complete survey;

second, they provide you with
recommendations and make.
the installation; third, they
make follow-up tests to con-

firm their calculations. If you
even suspect you have a ven-

tilation problem, it will pay
you to use the coupon below
to write to US for literatura.)

Robertson-lrwín

Limited

41 1 Parkdale Ave. N.

Hamilton, Ont.

Montreal, Toronto, Hamilton,

Winnipeg, Edmonton, Vancouver

Please send your free ventilator catalog.

&5-40

NAME_

ADDReSS.

CITY

E.J. 4

elementary levei, but might also be of

use to draftsmen. The text supplements
the drawings and provides an intro-

duction to the design of the more com-
mon details of macliinery. The subjects

of mechanics and strength of materiais

are not included and the allocation oi

tolerances to dimensions is given only
elementary treatment.

The first chapter on machine drawing
describes the principies of projection.

Following this are the elements of

machine design; fastenings, bearings,

gearing, valves, etc. The last part of

the book consists of exercises in draw-
ing and design graded in difficulty and
is siipplementai-y to the text of the
lireceding part.

Magnetic-ainplifier circuits. W. A.
Geyger. Toronto, McGraw-Hill, 1954.

277 pp., diagrs., $7.50.

In a carefully developed discussion
of magnetic-amplifier circuits the author
puts special emphasis on magnetic servo
amplifrers, and outlines the fundamental
principies and applications of the sub-
ject, Rather than making use of com-
plicated mathematics he interprets the
essential facts by descriptive and
graphical raethods. The material is

arranged by circuit functions thus in-
viting comparison of various circuits for
accomplishing a particular purpose.

À history of magnetic amplifiers ani
a classification of saturable-core devices
is presented in the first chapter. Chapter
2 describes magnetic core matéria!.--,

kinds of core construction, winding
arrangements, and various types of
rectifier devices. In the next thirteeu
chai)ters the numerous types of mag-
Detic-amplifier circuits are di.scussed,

mcluding nonfeedback circuits, single-
fr-tage and multistage circuitry and cir-

cuits of the self-balancing potentiometer
and second-harmonic-types. The laat

two chapters discuss the technical
l.)roperties and typical applications of

magnetic amplifiers.

The author has referred to European
as well as American literature, so that
some of the material presented is new
and relatively unknown.

Mechanical and electrical equipment
for buildings, 3rd ed, C. M. Gay,
('harles de Van Fawcett and W. .1.

McGuinness, New York, Wilev, 1955.
5(14 pp., illus., $8.50.

The third edition of this comprehen-
si\-e work has been greatly revised and
onlarged. The first four sections, which
cover mechanical equipment, deal with
water supply, sanitation, heating and
air conditioning, and illustrate the most
modern types of this equipment. Tur-
bine, jet, and submersible pumps are
described and the subject of water im-
purities and treatment expanded. New
material in the heat section includes
power-circulated warm air and hot water
systems and the hot water section has
been extended to cover baseboard heat-
ing. There is a new chapter on radiant
heating.

New Information on electrical equip-
ment ranges from switchboards and
panelboards to elevators and escalators.
In the cha])ters on lighting many mod-
ern types of fluorescent lights have re-

placed outdated units. The latest sound-
absorbing materiais have been added in

the .section on acoustics, while the chaj)-
ters on ac and dc machinery have been
simplified.

Many typical problems, with their

Solutions, are offered for practice.

Mechanical world year book, 1955
Manchester, Emmott, 1954. 240 -f- 254

pp., illus., tables, 3/6.

In this 1955 edition of the Mechanical
world year book .«ections on materiais
are now located in one group of pages
This makes for convenience of refer

ence and comparison of ferrous, non
ferrous and plastic materiais. Special

attention has been given to the data on
steels and non-ferrous alloys, and to

materiais for special purpose^. A detail

ed Índex increases the value of this

useful himdbook.

*Nuclear geology: a symposium on
nuclear phenomena in the earth
Sciences, Henrv Faul. ed. New York
Wiley, 1954. 414 pp., diagr.-^., $7.00.

Twenty-six .scientists have contributed
to this r^ymposium which is intended as

an iiitrdduclion to the subject for the

gradn.Hti' siudent and practising geolo
gist. It iiicludcs a, simplo iiitroduction to

nuclear ]iliy>ics; an outline of .such im
portant tccliniiincs a.s nuclear emulsion
mass spcrli-oinctry, and isotope dilu

tion; discussion of radioactive elements

in rocks and oceans; and description of

tliormal, i)hysical, and cliemical effects

raili(iacli\it>'. Separatc chapters treat

nuclear metliods of exploration and well

logging. absoluto age determination, and

the origiu of the earth. An cxtensive

bibliograpliy is appended.

Prestressed concrete, 3rd ed. Gustavo
Magnel. Toronto, McGraw-Hill, 1954.

345 pp., illu.s., $9.75.

.\ concise account of thooretical prin-

cipies and practieal design data for pre-

strossed-concreie -Irudures, brought up
to date to inchidc developments since

piiblication of the jjrevious edition in

1950. About fifty pages of new material

have been added, including description.s

of new metliods of prestressing, a sec-

tion on the breaking strength of static-

ally-determined beams, and additional

examples of bridges and building.s.

Siinpliíied design of structural steei,

2nd ed. Harry Parker. New York,

Wiley, 1955. 244 pp., diagrs., $5.75.

The design of the most common
structural steel membcrs that occur in

building construction is the subject of

this volume. The basic principies under-

lying engineering tables and formulas

are explained, beginning with problems
rel.iting to simple direct stre.sses and go-

ing on to more involved examples.
New material in this edition includes

the design of open web steel joists_, a

.safe load table for steel pipe columns,

and the proper method for the design

of a beam liaving a long span and a

relatively light load. Many new ex-

amples and problems have been added.

Single sideband for the radio amateur.
West Hartford, Conn., American radio

relav league, 19.54. 208pp., illus., $1.75

(U.S.)

In the manual articles which have

been published in the periodical QST
during the last six years have been

selected and arranged to forni a hand-

book of currently useful Information on

the subject of single-sideband telephony.

Subjects discussed include the build-

ing of single-sideband exciters, ampli-

fiers, receivers and accessory gear; ad-
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Sáfety Hoists

Flexible and easy to
erect. Safway heavy
duty or light hoists
make for efficient, labor-
saving building.

re
Structural Steel

Samia Bridgc Co. are
designers, fabricators
and erectors of welded
or riveted stcfl.

Speed and safety

are today',s main factois in cííkicnt
^

and cconomic building. Canada s rapid

industrial devclopmcnt

makes high dcmands on tlic

ingenuity and efficiency of con-

struction enginecrs . . . on thc fabrication

capacity of ever-necded sleel.

It is wilh tbe knowledge of prescnt-

day dcmands and a speciali/.ed back-

ground of efficient scrvice that Sarnía

Bridge Co. is today making a

major contribution to modern
building economy and employee safety.

Samia Safway Scaflultl

Only .3 basic psrts makc
for fast and fasy assrm-
bly, maximuni t'conom\',
on ali industrial con-
struclion.

Lnnk for your Inral dcalcr—
listcd in lhe ÍV/Zoir papics

of ijour Phnnc Book

Massillon Bar Joísts

Thc original npen-web
stecl joist, accrpted a^
tbe stanHartl tbroughout
thc indvistrw

Saf-T Swing Stagc

P'ase of asscnibly and
maximnm safety are
predoniinant in this effi-

cient unit.

Outsidc Blracher Srats

... A safe an<l sperdy
Tn<llií)(l lor pcnnaiíPtit
or trmporao' l>Iracher-

(> pc scating-

1^

A d N o. 1

SARNIA BRIDGE CO. LIMITED
Toronto SARNIA Montreal

Suppliers of SAFWAY SCAFFOLD & HOISTS:

MASSILLON BAR JOISTS: STRUCTURAL STEEL

Rollway Hlrathrrs

Knr indoor installation":,

in >;\'inN. .1 II (1 1 1 o r ) 11 m
. . . fttUi up aKaiiKit thiv

wall whcn not in u>cu
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justment of single-sideband equipment;
modulation; detection; filter system;
receivers; phasing system; and linear

amplifiers.

This woiild be a valuable reference
work and training text for class or home
study.

Sonics. T. F. Hueter and R. H. Bolt.

New York, Wiley, 1955. 456pp., illus.

$10.00.

The .scope of this important new book
includes the analysis, testing, and pro-
cessing of materiais and products by
the use of mechanical vibratory energy.
While the applications of sonics are

wide and varied they are based on the
same ph3'sical principies, and by presenfc-

ing these iu general forni the authors
have devised a framework for their

material.

By presenting the underlying physics
as simply as possible the authors have
directed the book to both physicists and
engineers, with the chief emphasis on
the techniques and instrumentation for

application of sonics in indiistry. The
basic physics of vibration and sound are

followed by design principies of electro-

acoustic and fluid-dynamic transducers.

The applications are covered by three

chapters on sonic processing and sonic

analysis. A topic of i)articular interest is

the molecular aspects of sound propaga-
tion in fluids. Another point of interest

is that much of the material on magne-
tostrictive transducers has never been
presented before in book form.
The mks system of units is used, and

tables and design curves condense results

of equations for immediate engineering

use.

TV field serviee manual with tube
locations, v. 3. Harold Alsberg, ed.

New York, Rider, 1954. 121pp.. diagrs.,

spiral binding, $2.10 (U.S.)

Another in the series, this particular

field serviee manual applies especially to

Kmerson and Fada television receivers.

Like the others, it is i.ssued to serve the

need for Information that will help the

technician to locate and eliminate quick-

ly any troubles he may find when work-
ing on equipment in the field.

TV manufacturers' receiver trouble
cures, V.6. M. S. Snitzer. New York,
Rider, 1954. 120 pp., diagrs., pa., $1.80

(U.S.)

This book is the sixth in a series

dealmg with specific television receiver

troubles and their cures. These cures

are the manufacturers' ovvn answers to

some of the problems that may arise

in their particular receivers. The fact

is that many receivers in the field do
develop certain peculiarities of opera-
tion for which the manufacturer has a

definite tried-and-tested cure.

The testing of bituminous mixtures,
2nd ed. D. C. Broome. Toronto, Mac-
millan, 1949. 396 pp., illus., $8.00.

This book was designed as a labora-
tory manual to be used when making
tests on bituminous road and buildiag
materiais. New material in this second
edition includes tests especially applic-

able to tar and tar mixtures.

The manual describes methods of

making heat, physical, chemical and
electrical tests on tars and bitumens,
aggregates, asphalt and tarmacadara
mixtures. Section 4 is devoted to

mechanical tests on road mixtures while
the last chaoter deals with the equip-
ment of laboratories for testing bitu-

minous mixtures.

Some of the useful material found
in the appendices includes tables of

yandages, road áreas and tonnages of

material, viscosity conversion and
softening-point conversion tables.

Transistor audio amplifiers. R. F.

Shea. New York, Wiley, 1955. 219

pp., diagrs., $6.50.

The authors purpose in writing this

book is to explain, with a minimum of

mathematics, the use of the transistor

in constructing audio amplifiers. Some
basic network theory is included before

the specific design material, the latter

covering such data as the variation of

\^ and Formed to Exactiy Fit Your Needs/

Chromalox Tubular Heaters oper-

ate immersed in liquids, soft

metais and molten salts. Exclusive

triangular shape can be clamped

to metal surfaces and installed in

machined grooves to heat platens

and dies. Tubular Units are used

for radiant and convection heat in

ovens and other high temperatura
equipment. Or, for applications

such as plastics moids, cylinders,

nozzles, etc, they can be cast into

aluminum and iron to your speci-

fications. Sheathed in steei, alioy

or copper. Straight lengths or

curved to fit your requirements.

WRITE TODAY FOR CATALOG 50
which shows Chromalox Tubulai Heaters and the
complete line of other industrial heaters for every use.

THE CANADIAN CHROMALOX CO.

251 Queen St. E., Toronto

LTD.

m mm
ELECTRIC HEAT POR MODERN INDUSTRY

(118) 582

are the last word in design and reliability. If you'

have a power or water plant project in view, getj

in touch with the nearest Peacock Engineer.

VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL CENTRIFUGAL PUMPSj

FOR CONDENSER CIRCULATING, WATERWORKS,|
DOCK IMPOUNDING AND DEWATERING, ETC.

Canadian Associafes

PEACOCK BROTHERS LIMITED|
MONTREAL

BRANCHES; SYDNEY, TORONTO. SUDBURY WINNfPEG, CALGARY. EDMONTON. VANCOUVEP'

DRYSDALE & CO. LTD. YOKER, GLASGOW, SCOTLAND
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Men uiho ICIiOW...turn to

Simplify your purchasíng with this

900-page industrial supplies sourcebook

Here, in this one sturdily-bound volume, purchasing

agents across Canada find quick answers to almost

every conceivable industrial requirement. They know,
too, that equipment from Fairbonks-Morse is depen-
dable in every wcy. Leafing through FM's Catalogue
50 you'll find such famous nomes and products as

Norton Grinding Wheels— Behr Mcnning Coated
Abrasives— Yale Hoists and Trucks— Thor Electric

and Pneumatic Tools— Brown & Sharpe precision

tools— Jacobs and Union Chucks— Armstrong Tool

Holders and Wrenches— Coventry Gauges— Colson

Trucks and Casters— Quigley Refractories— Tops,

Drills, Screws, Nuts, Bolts— and hundreds of others.

A copy of Catalogue 50 is yours for the asking.

Write to our Head Office in Montreal, or to any one

of our 16 branches across Canada.

FAIRBANKS-IVIORSE

The Departmental Store for Industry

THE CANADIAN

Fairbanks-Morse
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Like the granite crust of the earth itself, which

has been forged by the planet's internai heat,

VITRIFIED CLAY PIPE is impregnable.

Fired under controlled heat, its minute particles

are "bonded" together to offer an invulnerable

defense against destructive agents. No coating is

necessary to protect it. It will not warp, crack,

cr lose its shape, even under the severest

conditions found in modern sanitary sewers.

For permanent service under any conditions,

specify VITRIFIED CLAY PIPE.

• "FOP THOS£ RfAt 10[iGH 5POTS"

Cali in "Pete & Eddie"

Plain End pipe and couplings.

Now available in 4, 5, and 6 inch.

Other sizes in 1953.

NATIONAL SEWER PIPELIMITED
TORONTO CANADA

I ransistor paranietors with operatinn
point. witli temperature and betweeii
units. Tlio liniitations imposed by such
\ ariahlp factor^ a.< input and output
vcsistances and power gain are madc
rlear. The various methods of coupling
I ransistor stages together are analyzed
and examples are given of the design
of ainplifiers for a variety of appHca-
tions, from preamplifiers to relatively

high-powered output amplifiers.

The author has based most of hi.-

iiiore .sppcific designs on the characteris-

tics of General Electric junction tran-

sistors, although many other makes are

included.

linionization of professional engineers.
Bibliography. Engineering societies

lihrarv. New York, The Librarv, 1954.

8 iip.. minipog., $2.00 (U.S.) (E.S.L.

l)ihliograi)hy No. 10.)

Prepared by the Engineering Societies

Library in answer to many enquiries re-

ceived, this bibliography contains a

hundred references to painphlets and
|>eriodical articles on the sub.ject avail-

able in the New York Library. Tlie

majority are also a\'ailable in the library

of the Engineering Institufe of Canada.
The period coverod is 1937 to 1954,

the references being arranged chronolo-
gically. In view of the interest in this

topic in the profcssion, this bibLography
should prove of interest to many of our
readers.

Urban planning methods and tech
niques, selected references. Chape
Hill. North Caiolina L^niversity, Dept
of City and regional planning. 1954. 20
lip., mimeog., S2.00 (U.S.).

The references in this bibliograiihy are

arranged by sub,iect, although unfortun
ately there is no table of contents or

Índex of any type.

A wide variet.v of to)3Ícs is co\-ere(l

some of the sub,iect headings beinf!

Economic base stiiílies; Population
studies; Land use; Tlioroughfare plan-

ning; Parking: School, residential. rç-

creational and busine.ss áreas, and tlu

Comprchensive plan.

Although many of the references ar(

lo leports is.sued by individual cities oi

their particular problems and solution.'<

periodical articles, books and pam])lllet^l

(jf a more general nature are also in-

cludeil.

BOOKS RECEIVED
j

Advanced matheniatics for engineers'
3rd ed. H. W. Reddick and F. H. Mil l

ler. New York, Wilev, 1955. 548 pp.'

diagrs., .Ç6.50.
'

Agricullural process engineering. SM
Hentlerson and R. L. Perrv. Ncv
York, Wilev, 1955. 402 pp., ilhis., .S8..50

I

American nien of science: a biograph'
ical directory. 9th ed. v. 1. Physíca
sciences. Jacques Cattell, ed. Ne\
York, Bowker, 1955. 2180 pp., $20.&

ÍT.S.).

.Analysis of statically indeterminat
structures. J. I. Parcel and R. B. 1;

Moorman. New York, Wiley, 1955. 57

p|i., diagrs., $9.50.

Applied soil inechanics. W. S. Housc
Ann Arbor. Mich., Edwards, 195

(c. 1938). 134 pp.. ilhis., $2.25 (U.S,

Canis; design and layout. Louis Ka'
per. New York. Chemical Publishinf

1954. 101 pp., diagrs., $3.50 (U.S.). .

Circuits and networks. Glenn Koehic

Toronto. Macmillan, 1955. 349 pn;

diagrs., $6.50.

Conversion factors and tables, 2nd ei

O. T. Zimmerman and Irvin Lavini

Dover, N.H., Industrial research sei

vice, 1955. 501 pp., $5.50 (U.S.).

Elements of food engineering. v,
.'

Unit operations — 2. M. E. Parkt
E. H. Harvev and E. S. Stateler. Ne-

York, Reinhold, 1954. 241 pp., ilíu>

$6.75 (U.S.).

The engineer buyers' guide, 1955 C'

London, Engineer, 1955. 745 pp., 5/-j

Kempe's engineer's year-book f«l

1955, 60th ed. B. W. Pendred aij

C. E. Piockter, eds. London, Morg:;;

Bros., 19.".'). L'v., diagrs., 75/-.

The Macmillan world gazetteer ai

geographical dictionary. T. C. Coll
i

cot ,nnd .1. O. Thorne, eds. Toront
|

Macmillan, 1955. 792pp., $6.95.

Magnetic amplifiers. H. F. Storm. Ni

York, ^^'iley. 1955. .^45pp., illus.. $13.5

The radio amateur's handbook, 32i

ed. West Hartford, American rad

relav leaguc, 1955. 768pp., illus.. $3..

(U.S.)

Safety in industry. D, I. Macfarlai

London, Uiffe, 1955. 71pp., illus., 7/
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Chns. Cusson Limiteil

Hea.l Office & Fl^uit

213 COTE DE LIESSE ROAD, MONTREAL 9

I Telephone: RIverside 4-4951

QUEBEC

285 Charest Blvd. W.
I cl: MUrray 3-4448

BRANCHES
KOI YN

707 Lariviere

Tel: 720

JONQllEKE

Kaii^ St. François

Tel: 2-5805

KIMOl SM
57 Do L'E\efhe

Tel: 4821

Resident Sales Representative

F. 0'Connor, 2061 Honeywell, Ottawa
Telephone: PA. 2-6306

PRODUCTS
IÍ?ERNATIONAL HARVESTER CRAWLER AND
WIEEL-MOUNTED TRACTORS & POWER UNITS

mmS MOTOR GRADERS—TRAVELOADERS—
SNOW BLOWERS

HUGH PAYLOADERS—BULLDOZER SHOVELS

—SNOWPLOWS

)ROTT SKID-LOADERS-SKID-SHOVELS—

BULLCLAM SHOVELS

RADALL MULTI-PURPOSE CONSTRUCTION
MACHINES

ÍIAMOND CRUSHERS & GRAVEL PLANTS

CARGO WINCHES—HOISTS -ARCHES

[UGHES-KEENAN ROUSTABOUT GRANES

IREADY-POWER ENGINE GENERATORS

PALMER ELECTRIC GENERATORS

WAYNE GRANES & SHOVELS

GORMAN-RUPP PUMPS

M.R.S. RUBBER-TIRED PRIME MOVERS &

! MISSISSIPPI WAGONS

SERVICES

PAKTS AVAILABILITY
Some 50,000 replacenient paris contiiiiioiislv stock-
e<l. Separate parts stocks at Montreal—Qiiebec

—

Kouyn—Jonquiere—and Kinioiiski. Teletvpe serv-

ice with ali branches ensures, fast, tiepcndable
service.

ENGINE F;XCHANGE SERVICE
(Cusson Kemanufactured International engines, witli

new engine performance warranty, available froin

stock on exchange basis.

FUEL PUMP EXCHANGE SERVICE
Immediate delivery of Cusson rebuilt, guarantee<l

Fuel Injection Pumps, with trade-in allowance on
replaced units.

HYDKAULIC PI .VIP EXCHANGE SERVICE
Precision rebuilt, guarantecd Ilydraulic Punip units

ready for inime<liate shipmenl, with trade-in allow-

ance for replaced units.

FIEM) SERVICE
Pr<)nipt, efíicienl "on the j«d)'" maintenance and
repair service is assurcd Cusson eustomers b> full-

time field service men at Montreal—Kou> n Jon-
quiere—Quebec—and Kiniouski.

MONTKEAL SEKVICE SCIlOOI.

Providing a<lvanced inslruction for cusloniers* ser\-

ice personnel on the corre< t maintenance un<l scr>

-

icing of International Tractors X Allie«l K.quipmen I

.

Five-<lay c^nirscs given \»ithoul cliarge.

MOBILE TK\IMN(; SCIlOOI,

Mobile training unit e<|uipp<<l «itii niixlerii Iraiii-

ing faíililies an<l stairc<l l)> «pialilie»! instruclors

bringing a<lvan«'e<l main U iianc e and s«r^ icing in-

slruction to eustomers' mecbanics uliilr "lui tlu-

job."

ffrst in Sales - - fírst in Service
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whether you manage

a factory

an off ice

.

an airport

a construction

job . .

.

or a

super market

it will pay you to investigate

WHEELER
SOU Níl5^ O W E R E D

TELEPHONES
• NO BATTERIES. No outside power.
• LOW in FIRST and LAST COST.
• CLEAR SPEECH. CLEAR SIGNAL.
• ALWAYS READY IN EMERGENCY.
• No eléctrico! hozord.
• UP TO 12 stations intercorri.

• SIMPIE standard WIRING.
• Corrosion -resistant construction.

Wr/íe for full information and prices.

ASK A80UT NEW EXECUTIVE -TYPE CRADLE PHONE.

Disiributed by

, GYROSCOPE OTTAWA LIMITED

BOX 90, OTTAWA, ONTÁRIO

The statesman's year-book, 1954, 91st

ed. S. H. Steinberg, ed. Toronto, Mac-
inillan, 1954. 1608pp., $6.75.

Storage batteries, 4th ed. G. W. Vinal
New York, Wiley, 1955. 446 pp., illus.,

$10.00.

Transistors; theory and applications.
Abraham Coblenz and H. L. Owens.

Automatic electric sales:

No. 2039—^Selected papers on nation-
wide toU dialing and automatic toll

ticketing.

Bell telephone system. Monographs

:

No. 2227—Transmi.ssion formulas and
charts for laminated coaxial cables, bv
R. A. King and S. P. Morgan. No. 22.35

—Nonreciprocal loss in traveling-wave
tubes using ferrite attenuators, by J. S.

Cook, R. Kompfner and H. Suhl. No.
2237—Minimum noise figure of travel-

ing-wave tubes with uniform hélices, by
J. R. Pierce and W. E. Danielson. No.
2249— mass spectrograph for the

analysis of solids and mass speetro-

graphic analysis of solids, by N. B.

Hannay and A. J. Ahearn. No. 2269—
Factors deterniining the permanent
magnet properties of single crystals of

Fe.NiAl, by E. A. Nesbitt. H. J. Wil-

liams and R. M. Bozorth. No. 2286—
Domain formation and domain wall

motions in ferroelectric BaTiOa single

Toronto, McGraw-Hill, 1955. 313 pp.,

illus., $7.20.

The worid almanac, 1955. New York,
World-Telegram, 1955, 896 pp., $1.10

(U.S.)

Your local government: a sketch of
the municipal system in Canada.
D. C. Rowat, Toronto, Macmillan,
1955. 148pp., $2.50.

crystals, by W. J. Merz. No. 2305

—

Distribution of random determinants,
by H. Nyquist, S. O. Rice and J. Rior-
dan. No. 2318—Type-N carrier tele-

phone deviation regulator, by E. H.
Perkins and J. J. Mahoney. No. 2322—
Topics in guided wave propagation
through gvromagnetic media, by H.
Suhl and L. R,. Walker.

Canada. National research council.
Associate committee on soil and
snow mechanics. Technical memo-
randa :

No. 30—Canadian papers presented at

the 3rd international conference on soil

mechanics and foundation engineering,

held in Zurich, Aug. 1953. No. 33—Pro-
ceedings of the 7th Canadian soil

rnechanics conference, Dec. 10 and 11.

1953. No. 32—Annual report of the

Canadian section of the International

society of soil mechanics and founda-
tion engineering, June, 1953-June, 1954.

Canada. National research council.
Canadian government specifications '

board. Speciiications:

2-GP-lOl—Synthetic detergent; liquid,

hand cleaner. 2-GP-103—Synthetic de-
tergent; powder, for use in soft, hai'd

or sea water. 2-GP-104—Synthetic de-
tergent; paste, general purpose. 2-GP-107
— Synthetic detergent

;
liquid, general

purpose. 2-GP-113—Synthetic detergent;
paste or liquid, for low temperature
laundering. 2-GP-115— Synthetic deter-
gent; powder, general purpose, heavy
duty. 2-GP-175— Synthetic detergent,
concentrated

; liquid, paste, ílake or

powder, for use in soft, hard, or sea
water. 18-GP-6 — Coal, bituminous,
American. 37-GP-31—Compound; joint,

sewer pipe; plastic, hot-pour, mineral-
fiUed. 45-GP-9—Saws; circular, pneu-
matic, portable. 53-GP-O — Methods of

testing general ofiice stationery.

Canada. National research council.
Technical Information service. Re-
port :

No. 42—Metals engineering and radio-

active materiais, comp. by G. G. M.
Carr-Harris.

Canadian eléctrica! manufacturers as-

sociation

:

Canadian electrical manufacturing in-

dustry: an economic analysis, by F. A.

Knox, C. Barber and D. W. Slater.

Geography. Reprint:

The pattem of Canada's post-war
growth, by J. W. Watson.

Institute of radio engineers. Trans»
actions. Reprint:

Transistors and fcheir applications: a

bibliography, 194«-1953, A. R. Krull, ed.

Institution of electrical engineers.
Advanced papers:

An examination of high-voltage d.c.

testing applied to large stator windings,

by R. T. Rushall and J. S. Siraons.

Maintenance principies for automatic
telephone exchange plant, by R. W.
Palmer. Performance characteristics of

high-frequency radiotelegraph circuits,

by A. M. Humby, C. M. Minnis, and
R. J. Hitchcock.

Institution of mechanical engineers.

Advance papers:

Co-operation in engineering research

between educational institutions and ia-

dustry; Part 1 by E. Giffen, part 2 by
V. C. Davies; part 3 by J. H, R. Nixon.

Kansas. Líniversity. Engineering and
architecture bulletins:

No. 30—Transactions of the fourth

annual conference on sanitary engineer-

ing.

New York. Power authority:

St. Lawrence power; recreation, hous-

ing, highways and related matters.

Society of automotive engineers»

Pamphlets:

The SAE story.

Underwriters' laboratories of Canada:

List of inspected appliances, equip-

ment, and materiais, 1954.

United States. National research coun-

cil. Highway research board

:

Effect of water on bitumen-aggregate

mixtures (Bibliography No. 17). Labora-

tory analysis of soils: grain size and

liquid limit (Bulletin No. 95).

TECHNICAL BULLETINS
AND

PAMPHLETS RECEIVED
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Inglís paper makinq machíner/
THE 'INSIDE STORY' BEHIND THE NEWSPAPER HEADLINES

The inside story begins in the woods, on

through the pulp and paper mills, and emerges

at last as the paper you buy for a nickel. Millions

and millions were spent to give you that

nickel's worth.

Ali along the line of production, Inglis lends

a hand, with big steel pressure vesseis, pumps,

compressors, boilers and finally that modern

marvel — the paper-making machine. Inglis

builds the world renowned Pusey & Jones

machines for the Canadian market. When you

read your daily paper, think of the mass of

equipment that went into its production . . •

much of it made in the Inglis plants.

JOHN INGLIS CO. LIMITED • TORONTO
GENERAL ENGINEERING DIVISION

CANADA
10-700-54

ONTREAL WINNIPEG CALGARY EDMONTON VANCOUVER
Associated with English Electric Company of Canada Limited in the worid-wide English Electric Group
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No. 2 in a series of discussions on truck equipment.

The Type of Interest

That Pays You Dividends

We at Phil Wood Industries, have a very strong

belief that our responsibility to our customers

does not end with the sale of our products. Our
interest, instead, is a continuing interest that

carries on for the entire life of every unit we sell.

That's why each Wood hoist and body is un-

conditionally guaranteed— not for 90 days, not

for a year but for the entire life of the unit.

It is the reason we maintain a nation-wide Wood
distributor organization. Strategically located

across Canada these Wood representatives are

skilled men who know every aspect of hydrauhc
C. W. WOOD , ,

• ,truck equipment.
General Manager

Our distributor organization has been in the making for more than 30

years. As a result the men who represent Phil Wood Industries are success-

ful businesR men, respected members of their communities who make their

business a Hfe-long career.

They maintain adequate business quarters, a complete inventory of service

parts and their mechanics are thoroughly trained in Wood techniques.

Because of this, every purchaser of Wood equipment is assured of service

and maintenance that will keep his unit in operation day in and day out.

He never sees profits fly out the window because a Wood distributor failed

him in a time of need.

Because Wood distributors are specialists in their field they also work closely

with the dealers of leading truck manufacturers. Their experience is in-

valuable in helping truck men
specify exactly the type and ca-

pacity of hoists and bodies to be

mounted on the trucks they sell.

Sc you see, Phil Wood Industries

does more than manufacture

Canada's most complete line of

hydraulic dump truck equip-

ment. Service and continuity of

operation, with no time lost in

the field, are also part of our

stock in trade. When you buy a

Wood Hoist you never buy an

"orphan". You can always rely

on your Wood Distributor and

the products he sells.

This is the Wood Arm Type Hoist newest in the

Wood line. Two heavy arms, of strong, box-type
consfruction, give maximum liíting power with a mini-

mum of oil pressure insuring long, troubie-free life.

ENGINEERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

• Hoists ond Bodies— Uniimited Range of Capacities

• Bucket Loaders

• Front End Loaders

c Load Crushers

• load Packers

• Pole Derricks

• Power Take-Offs

• Repair Towers
• Snow PIows
• Trailerized Dump Units

• Tailgole Loaders

• Winches
• Wreckers

SALES AND SBRVICE COAST TO COAST

PHIL WOOD INDUSTRIES, LTD. WINDSOR, ONTÁRIO

Miiliiiildiííifa^^^^ iiiiiií >
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STANDARDS REVIEWED
American t-oncrete institute, 18263 W.
McNichols Road, Detroit 19, Mich.

A.C.I. Standards—1954. 270pp., pa
$3.50 (U.S.)

The twelve standards in this book are

those currently i.^i.^iTied by the American
foncrete in.stitutc. i-xeept for the manuais
(-.f standjuxi jiractice for Detailing rein-

í()ici'(l roncrcte structures and for De-
tailing ifinforced concrete highway
structures, whicli are available only as

separatps.

The slandard.s for reinforced concrete

(•o\-('r: huildiíin codc requirements, meta]
su]i|M)rts. aiiil design and con.struction

of cliiiiini ys. Tlicre are recommended
practiccs lor wuiter concreting, .selecfinji

proportions for concrete, measuring, mix-

ing and [ilacing concrete, application of

portland cemont paint, con.struction of

concreto farm silos, and application of

niortar by pneuinatic pres.sure. The othpr

topics covered are concrete pavements
and bases, cast stone and precast con-

creto floor iinits.

AU the standards contained in this

handy compilation are also available

separately.

Association of short-circuit testing

authorities (inc.) 36 Kingsway,
London, W.C. 2.

A.S.T..A. Piil>licatioii no. 16. Kules
governing the short-circuit testing

of air-break circuit-breakers for

alternating ciirrent systenis. 10/-.

This publication has been drawn up to

onsure uniformity in the shoi-t-circuit

testing of air-break circuit-breakers pend-

ing the completion of clau.so 40 of B.S.

862-193!» and the publication of a British

standard for air-break circuit brcakers of

voltagos greater than 660-volts.

It contains ali the necessary data to

conduct theso tests.

British standards, British standards
institution, 2 l*ark Street, London,
W. 1. British standards are available

froni the Canadian stan<lards as-

sociation, National researeh hiiild-

ing, Ottawa, Canada.

B.S. 12.5:19.'54 — Hard-drawn oopper
conductors for overhead power
transmission purposes. 3/-.

This is a revision of B.S. 125:1947.

Changes made include the adoption of

tho Centígrado temperaturo scale, with a

basic roforence temperaturo of 20°C, in-

stead of the Fahrenheit scalo with a basic

roforence temperaturo of 60"F. and the

introduction of rovised valuos for constant-

mass temperaturo coefficient of resistance

and coefficient of linear expansion. The

requirements of the tonsilo tests have also

been altored.

B.S. 2051: part .{:1954 Steel com-
pression pipe fíttings for engineer-

ing purposes. 3/6.

This standard refors to steol compres-

sion fittings for uso with pipos of stoel and

othor suitablo materiais. It covors two

ranges of fittings, namoly, (1 ) foi' use with

pipos having fractional outside diameters,

}4 in. to 119 in. inclusive: (2) for uso with

pipos dosignated by their nominal bores,

ys in. to 1 in. inclusivo. Howovor, it does

not attompt tho completo dimensional

standardization of tlioso fittings since the

variety in tho designs and mothods of

production alroady ostahlishod make such

an attempt impracticalilo. It doos lay down
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our Consulting engíneer
nows hís busíness when

|

o hespecifiesa

huptiemeo «ndoor unit substation

.and here are

some of hís

reasons:
a) Savings can be made by locating

the substation closer to the load.

b) Flexibility of location

—

installation at a point most convenient

for efficient power distribution.

c) Avoidance of unsightly exterior

structures.

d) Complete safety— Class B

installation provides maximum
protection against fire hazard.

No liquids— no oils.

e) Protection against tampering or

damage to which outside equipment

may be exposed.

f) For ai! of the above reasons

a resultant lower cost and

more attractive appearance.

Wr/fe foday for bulletin on

SUPREME Indoor Unit Substations

í

Company, Labour and

Materials . . . Ali Canadian

5S04

J. J. MARSHALL 1 140 Wesf Pender Sf., Vancouver, B.C.

ENGINEERED SUPPLIES LIMITED 10544 1 15th St, Edmonfon, Alto.

325 lOth Ave. W., Calgory, Alto.

MacKAY-MORTON LTD. 183 James Avenue E., Winnipeg, Mon.

PARTS & EQUIPMENT LTD. 9500 St. Lcwrence BIvd., Montreal, Que.

R. DONALD STEWART Hortland, New Brunswick

^UPREME Power Supplies
LIMITED

2 AUDLEY STREET

1IMICO, TORONTO 14, CANADA



those dimensions and requirements which
are essential to ensure satisfactory installa-

tions and performance.
This standard incorporates a number of

general requirements concerning materiais,

design, construction and workmanship and
specifies a hydraulic test and a test for

porosity in addition to stating tempei atuiv

and pressure ratings for these fittings.

A. 125-A. 168: 1954 British standards
for stiffnuts (UNF threads) for air-

crafl. 10/6.

These standards specify the dimensions,
materiais, testing and id(>ntification re-

quirements for aircraft stiífnuts of in.

nominal size with Unified threads.
The preparation of the standards af-

forded an opportunity to co-ordinate the
development of a new series of nuts, the
incorporation of which has resulted in a
much more comprehensive standard than
was formerly possible.

The aim thioughout has been to define

and dimension the product completely, so

that the standards are adequate for manu-
facture and inspection—except for the
friction element, which is defined by the

space which may be oecupied and th(> per-

formance which it must attain. Stiffnuts

supplied to A. 125-A. 168 will, therefore,

be interchangeable, one with another,
within the specified limiting conditions of

temperature, etc.

The steel (including corrosion resisting

steel), brass (or bronze), and aluminum
alloy nuts covered by the standard are
capable of functioning satisfactorily at

sustained temperatures of 200°C., 150°C.
and 125°C., respectively. Ali nuts are
capable of remaining effective for service

operations at — 40°C. and are satisfactory

for use at -75°C.

B.S. 2518: 1954—Rotary form-relieved
gear cutters. 7/6.

This is intended to replace the original

brief .section in B.S. 122: 1938 'Milling

cutters and reamers' which dealt with
rotar\- forni-relieved gear cutters.

The pre.sent standard recommends the

use of the 20° pressure angle for gear mill-

ing cutters, and a modified basis rack gear
tooth profile designed to avoid under-
cutting in gears with a small number of

teeth while allowing sufficient tips for

teeth cut. An odontograph diagram ac-

companied by a table of dimensions for

1 D.P. cutters enables the cutter tooth
profiles to be set out for the full range of

cutters for gears from a 12 tooth pinion to

a rack.

The standard draws attention to the
fact that gears cut with form-relieved cut-

ters are satisfactory only if they are

meshed together under conditions of ssrv-

ice which are uot severe.

B.S. 441: 1954—Rosin-cored solder
wire 'activated' and *iion-activated'
(non-corrosive). 3/-.

This is a revision of the standard pub-
lished in 1932. Since then methods of

activating the rosin-core of the solder have
been developed, and the new edition speci-

fies solder wire with a core or cores, in-

corporating the advantages of these

methods. The scope of the standard has

been widened by the inclusion of five

grades of solder, for each of which In-

formation is given with regard to melting
characteristics and typical uses. In addi-

tion tests have been included relating to
the hardening of the flux residues, and to
their freedom from corrosive action.

B. S. 2517: 1954—Definitions for use in
mechanical engineering. 6/-.

This is the latest addition to the series

of what may be termed basic engineering
standards.

The definitif)ns given relate to terms of

general application in the engineering in-

dustry, anti more particularly in mechanic-
al engineering. The eight sections of the
standard relate to construction, drawings
and schedules, geometry of parts, size and
tolerances, limits and fits, screw threads,

surface texture and gauges, respectively.

Xumerous illustrations are included.

Canadian standards, Canadian stand-
ards association, National research
building, Ottawa, Canada.

C. S.A. C22.2 No. 9—1954—Construc-
tion and test of electric fixtures.

3rd ed. $1.50.

Another in the series of Part Two of the

Canadian electrical code, this specifica-

tion applies to electrical fixtures intended
for use in non-hazardous locations, both
indoors and outdoors, and for connection
to branch lighting circuits of not more
than 600 volts between conductors and
involving lamp voltages of not more than

7,500 volts, in accordance with the rules

of Part I of this Code.

It includes fixtures of the recesesd,

vapour-tight, show-window, showease,

stage and directional types having in-

candescent and electric-discharge hot-

cathode and cold-cathode lamps.

We are regularly supplying to industr/ overhead electric cranes up to o maximum lifting capacity

of 150 tons. We will be privileged to offer a specification to meet your requirements.

CRANE £ HOlST CO. LTD.

REDDISH STOCKPORT ENGLAND
REPRESENTATIVES

QUEBEC, MARITIME PROVINCES & ONTÁRIO: Marshall Equipment Company, Inc., P.O. Box 28, 6 1 Victoria Avenue, Dorval
Station, MONTREAL, P.Q. (Walter M. Smith — President). Telephone: MElrose 1-3528. Telegram: "Marquipco", Montreal.

MANITOBA.SASKATCHEWAN AND ALBERTA: Mumford, Medland Ltd., 576 Wall Street, WINNIPEG, Man.
Tclephones: 37-187; 37-188: 37-189; 37-180. Telegram: -'Mandem."

BRITISH COLUMBIA: Gordon Russell Ltd., 2205 Fir Street, Vancouver 9, B.C., Canada.
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WHEN YOU ORDER
CONCRETE PIPE

BE SURE YOU GET

Two coges of reinforced steei mesh are placed info

form before fabrication of pipe.

Raw materiais, mixing, forming, curing, final

dimensions of the finished product—every single

one of these factors is criticai in tlie production

of concrete pipe of adequate strength. At

Concrete Pipe Limited adequate strength of

product is a result of advanced procedures and

methods—our continuous steam curing is a good

example. Uniform quality is anotiier important

factor in our concrete pipe. We cal! this

continuous process in our plant continuous

quality control. It includes systematic inspection

of raw materiais, of the mixes and pipe in

process; final dimensional and continuous

strength tests of the finished product to ASTM
standards or better. And because of our large,

flexible, efficient production capacity and our

large stock of standard sizes, you can be sure

of delivery on scheduie (and in emergencies!).

The Services of our engineering slafT are al your

disposal without obligation. For concrete pipe

of adequate strength and uniform quality

—

delivered on scheduie, order from

Concrete Pipe Limited.

Dimensions and surface specifications of concreíe pipe

ore chected before removing from controlled steam

curing kilns.

3
IMPORTANT THINGS TO LOOK FOR

WHEN YOU ORDER CONCRETE PIPE

• Uniform quality • Adequate strength

• Delivery on scheduie

<í^

CONCRETE PIPE LIMITED
Head Office : 940 Caledónia Road, Box 7, Fairbank P.O.í

Toronto 10, Ontário

Sales Office: 402 Harbour Building, Toronto

MANUhACTURlíRS OF: PIPli FOR SIORM AND
SANITARY SEWERS • HIGHWAY CULVERTS AND
SUBWAYS • RAILWAY CULVERTS AND UNDER-

PASSES • INDUSTRIAL PLANT STORM DRAINAGE •

TOWNSHIP DRAINAGE SYSTEMS 5404
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It does not include outline lighting, fix-

tures of the explosion-proof types or flood

lights.

C.S.A. C22.2 No. 56—1954—Construc-
tion and test of flexible metallic
conduit, 2nd ed. 75 cents.

Also in the series of Part Two of the
Canadian electrical code, this Specication
is relevant to flexible metallic conduit de-

signed for use as a metal raceway in the
installation of wires, cables and flexible

cords.

C.S.A. C22.4 No. 104—1954—Tolerable
limits and special niethods of meas-
urenients of radio interference from
vehicles having internai combus-
tion engines, 50 cents.

A section of Part Four of the Canadian
electrical code, this Speciíication applies

to radio noise from vehicles using internai

combustion engines and which are meant
for use on public highways.

Tolerable limits have been .set which are

intended to provide a practical degree of

protection to radio reception of signals in-

cluding sound, tclevision, facsimiie, relay

operation, etc.

C.S.A. C22.4 No. 105—1954—Tolerable
limits and special methods of meas-
iirenient of radio interference from
electrical appliances and equip-
ment, $1.25.

An addition to Part Four of the Cana-
dian electrical code, this specification em-
bodies limits to radio interference from
low-voltage electrical appliances and equip-
ment. It covers domestic and commercial
appliances and equipment operating on

300 volts and does not refer to heavy in-

dustrial equipment.

C.S.A. C22.2 No. 32-1954—Construc-
tion and test of electrically-operated
refrigerating machines, 2nd ed.

$1.00.

Another in the series of Part Two of the

Canadian electrical code, this Specification

applies to domestic refrigerating machines,

of both compression and absorption types,

for potentials up to and including 250
volts, and to commercial refrigerating

equipment for potentials up to and includ-

ing 600 volts between conductors, designed

to be employed in accordance with the

rules of Part I of this Code.

C.S.A. C22.2 No. 73-1953—Construc-
tion and test of electrically equipped
machine tolls, 2nd ed. 75 cents.

Also in the series of Part Two of the
Canadian electrical code, this Specifica-

tion refers to machine tools, not portable

by hand, (but which may have certain

portable parts), having electrical equip-
ment mounted thereon and designed to be
installed and employed in accordance with
the rules of Part I of the Code.

It does not apply to machine tools

which produce hazardous atmospheres due
to their operation ; the mechanical features
of machine tools, except as these affect the
electrical equipment u.sed in connection
with such machines; woodworking ma-
chines; portable electric tools and welding
or gas-cutting machines.

C.S.A. C22.2 No. 100-1953—Construc-
tion and test of weatherproof wires,
types WP and NWP. $1.00.

One of the series of Approval Specifica-
tions of Part Two of the Canadian elec-

trical code, this specification applies to
single-conductor weatherproof wires.

The requirements of this Specification
are minimum requirements only.

C.S.A. G24-1929 (re-affirmed 1948)—
Sampling for check analysis of steel

billets, bars and shapes. 50 cents.

This is the 1929 Specification as modi-
fied by several revisions iissued in 1948.

C.S.A. 0118-1953 — Specification for
western red cedar shingles and ma-
chine groved shakes. $1.00.

This applies to shingles and machine
groved shakes manufactured from western
red cedar. It covers length, width, thick-

ness, grain, characteristics, colour, pack-
ing, and grading tolerances, and although
not mandatory, it is hoped it will assist in

securing uniformitJ^

C.S.A. 0122-1953 — Specification for

glued-laminated timber construc-
tion. $1.50.

This specification applies to beams,
truss chords, compression members, arches

and other structural members manufac-
tured by gluing laminations together, and
its purpose is to permit the evaluation of

laminating practice, the assessment of the

strength of the materiais used in laminat-

ing, and the quality of the bond in glued

construction.

It covers the selection and grading of

laminating stock, the glues or adhesives

used, design, stresses and inspection. The
appendices include methods for block-

shear and vacuum pressure cycle tests.

GEOCON LTD
SPECIALISTS IN:

INDUSTRIAL

FLOORS
Talk over your fioor problems with us—w<

specialists—Literature sent upon request

STEEL FLOOR PLATES
A 12" sq., 11 gauge, Armco steel plate

assares unusual service. Suitable for resu

ing or for new work and can be installed

a week-end.

CONCRETE FLOORS
DRY-MIX Concreta Floor toppings cens

carefuUy selected aggregates, mixed and pl

by experts under skilled supervision. T

high compressiva strength makes them

mora durable and wear rasistant.

FLOOR SURFACING COATING
A NEW LATEX-WATER EMULSION ^

gives normally brittla concrete material

qualitias of rasilience, alasticity, adhi

and durability. Providas excellant, non

protection.

Literature on request.

METALLICRETE FLOC
Company Limited

1744 William St., MONTREAL 3, F
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REGoodrichirULÇALOCK process

Will símplify your handling of corrosives

*VULCALOCK— By this exclusive B. F. Goodrich process,

we are able to apply rubber directiy to metal. Wiíh an
adhesion exceeding 700 Ibs. per square inch the rubber
is actually "locked" into the "pores" of the metal so thaf

danger of separation or cracking is eliminated.

VULCALOCK combines the stability of metol with the

corrosion resistance of rubber. Makes your handling of

corrosives simpler, sofer, and less costiy.

Above: VULCALOCK rubber lined Truck

Tanker carries muriatic acid to Canadian

plants.

Rigbt: VULCALOCK rubber covered Filter

Drum for paper mill.

Righf: VULCALOCK rubber lined muriatic

acid Storage Tank.

Be/ow: VULCALOCK rubber lined spiral-

weld light gauge Pipe Fitting.

B.EGoodrich
ULCALOCK products ínclude

Tank Car Linings • Fan and Pump Linings

Pickiing Tanks • Electroplating Tanks

Pipe and Fittings • Fume Ducts and Sev/ers

Volves • Storage and Pressure Tanks

Miscellaneous rubber lined or rubber covered
equipment such as agitators, troughs, centrífuga

baskets, etc.

Korosecl and other synthetic linings are furnished

for specific needs.

JLCALOCK RUBBER LININGS & ROLL COVERING

lE ENGINEERINí; JOI KNAE ípril, 1955

Practically any equipment that is exposed to the corrosiva

action of ocids or alkalis con be fully protected by the

B. F. Goodrich VULCALOCK Process. If you have such a

problem, we invite you to write or phone our nearest bronch.

B.F. GOODRICH CANADA LIMITED

Moncton • Montreal • Toronto • Kitchener • Winnipeg

Regina • Edmonlon • Colgory • Vancoover

B-FCroodrích
54-550

MOLDED & EXTRUDED RUBBER PARTS • BELTING & HOSE

r>9r>
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Appointments and Transíeis

Developments At Canada Iron Foun-
dries.—Mr. T. F. Rahilly, chairman and
president, Canada Iron Foundries, Lim-
ited, has announced that arrangements
have been made with Walworth Co.

Inc. to manufacture Walworth products

at Canada Iron's Trois Rivieres plant.

These consist principally of valves for

application in such industries as petro-

leum, natural gas, chemical, marine,

mining and pulp and paper fields. An
initial stock order is already arranged,

and production will commence imme-
diately. Walworth valves will be mar-
keted in Canada by Walworth Co. of

Canada Ltd.
R. Lyle, vice-president, sales, Canada

Iron Foundries, Limited, has announced
the appointment of E. R. Snell as sales

manager, Dominion Wheel & Foundries
Division. Mr. Snell is a graduate in

business administration of the Univer-
sity of Toronto, and has been in the

saled department of the company for

fifteen years. He is a councillor of the

American Society for Metals, and has
been with the sales department of the
company for some years.

New Canadian Subsidiary.—George W.
Behnke, president of Simplicity Engi-
neering Company, Durand, Michigan,
has announced a new Canadian sub-
sidiary, Simplicity Materials Handling
Limited, located at Guelph, Ontário.
General manager of the Canadian firm

is E. L. A. Whitaker, former industrial

commissioner for the City of Guelph.
During his service Mr. Whitaker helped
attract 46 new industries to Guelph,
among these Simplicity Materials Hand-
ling Limited. His experience covers the
banking, insurance and sales manage-
ment fields. During World War II he
spent two years at sea with the Royai
Canadian Navy.
The new Canadian subsidiary sells,

installs and services ali Simplicity equip-
ment and maintains a full stock of re-

placement parts. Ali parts not fabricat-

ed at Durand are bought from Canadian
sources. Plant area is sufficient to handle

manufacturing as future sales in Can-
ada warrant it.

Simplicity Materials Handling Lim-
ited is staffed by Canadian personnel.

Simplicity equipment is not new to

Canada, since it has been sold for many
years by Canadian Bridge Engineering
Company Limited.

It includes foundry shake-outs and
sand conditioners, incline gyrating

screens, horizontal screens, vibrating

pan type conveyors and Simplicity

Os-A-Veyor feeders. These items (jf

materiais handling and processing equip-

ment are in wide use in Canadian foun-

dries, mines, quarries and food pro-

ce.ssing plants.

•
New Director At Shawinigan Chemi-
cals. — Hugh D. Ross, assistant vice-

president of Shawinigan Chemicals Lim-
ited in Montreal, has been elected a

director of the Company, it was an-

nounced by V. G. Bartram, president.

Mr. Ross, a graduate of Dalhousie
University, joined Shawinigan Chemi-
cals at Shawinigan Falis 26 years ago,

and became successively superintendent
of various divisions of the Company's
plants until his appointment as an
assistant vice-president in 1953.

Developments W i t h i n Foundation
Company. — Dick Crudge graduated
from Mount Allison University in 1946
with a B.Sc. and Nova Scotia Tech-
nical College in 1948 with a B.Eng.
He joined the Engineering staff of

Foundation in 1948. In 1953 he was pro-
moted to Assistant Division Engineer
and attained the rank of Supervisor of

Structural Design with FBNCO.
In January, 1954, he was appointed

Assistant to the Vice-President of

FENCO in the Toronto oíRce, which
position he held until his appointment
on December 1, 1954, as Vice-President
of FENCO in charge of personnel in

the Toronto office.

Emil Dinkla joined Foundation ia

1942 at the Pictou Shipyards where he

was shipyard superintendent until 1945.

From 1946 to 1947 he was superintend-

ent on the "Beaverhill" job.

He was superintendent on various pro-

jects from 1947 including Brown Cor-
poration at La Tuque, Que., James
Maclaren Co. Ltd., at Buckingham,
Que., K. C. Irving at Pembroke, On-
tário. He was at Pine Falis from 1950-

1951.

In February, 1951, he was made
superintendent at Sault Ste. Marie for

the Algoma Steel Corporation Limited
expansion project, and appointed pro-

ject manager in October, 1951, until

March, 1954.

He joined Special Projects in Mont-
real Office in October, 1954, as Genertl

Superintendent of Heavy Constructiuu.
Norman Jackson was born in York-

shire, England, and attended Goole
Technical School and Leeds College of

Technology.
He started in the construction indus-

try in 1928 in England specializing in

quantities and estimating. During the

war years he was with Ordnance Fac-

tory and Airfield Construction.
Norman came to Canada in 1948 and

joined Foundation in March, 1953, in

Montreal with the Quebec District as

an estimator. He was recently appoint-

ed District Estimator.

St. Maurice Chemicals Names Vice-

president.—James H. Alexander, man-

ager of the plant of St. Maurice Chemi-
cals Limited at Varennes, Que., has

been appointed a vice-president of that

Company and, at the same time, assist-

ant to the president of a subsidiary,

The McArthur Chemical Co. Ltd., it

was announced recently.

St. Maurice Chemicals was organized

two years ago jointly by Shawinigan
Chemicals Limited, of Montreal, and

Heyden Chemical Corporation, of New
York, and in tum bought control of

McArthur Chemical and its subsidiary,

Chemicals Limited. McArthur was

founded 113 years ago.
President of St. Maurice Chemicals,

and of Shawinigan Chemicals, is V. G.

Bartram. Robert W. Berrj- is president

of McArthur. í

Mr. Alexander, born in Toronto, grad?j

uated from the University of Toronto tó
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::ontrolling 1,828,000 H.P.*at Niagara

For Ontário Hydro's new Sir Adam Beck

power development, Dominion Bridge de-

signed, fabricated and erected two of the

largest hydraulic regulating gates so far

built in the world. Measuring 58 ft.

high by 45 ft. wide, they control the

flow of water to the twin 514 mile

tunnels which feed the 1,828,000 H.P.*

generating station.

This remarkable project is another

example of the significant contribu-

tion of Dominion Bridge to the de-

velopment of Canada's immense

water power resources.

Dominion Bridge has designed and

built the majority of the regulating

gates, cranes and structural steel-

work used in hydraulic power de-

velopments from coast to coast.

•0»her Div,,ion, STRUCTURAL • B O I l E R • P L A T E W O R K • W A

P/«„M MONTREAL . OTTAWA . TORONTO • W.NN.PIG • CAIGARY . VANCOUVIR

A..O.. C^pany p/an». of : AMHERST . QUEBEC • SAUIT STE. MARIE .
EDMONTON



chemical engineering in 1942. He joined
the Royai Canadian Engineers imme-
diately, and was posted overseas to the

6th Field Company, going into Nor-
mandy on D-Day as a lieutenant with
the 3rd Canadian Division. A few
months later at the Scheldt estuary, he
won the Military Cross.
Returniug to Canada for his dis-

eharge in 1946, he joined Shawinigan
Chemicals Limited in the research

laboratories at Shawinigan Falis, and
two yeais later, on loan from Shawini-
gan to the National Research Council,
was assigned to the atomic energy plant

at Chalk River, Ont.
Mr. Alexander rejoined Shawinigan

Chemicals in 1950 as a process super-

\'isor in the operations department at

Shawinigan Falis, then becoming a pro-

ject engineer. Late in 1951 he was trans-

ferred to the Montreal oíRce of the

company to undertake liaison duties in

co-ordinating plans for the establish-

ment of St. Maurice Chemicals Lim-
ited. When the plant at Varennes was
completed in 1953, Mr. Alexander was
appointed manager.
He is a member of the Corporation

of Professional Engineers of Quebec,
the Chemical Institute of Canada, and
the American Institute of Chemical
Engineers.

•
B. F\ Goodrich Appointnient. — The
appointmeut of Russel R. Tartaglia as

Industrial Engineer was made known
recently by M. G. Morgan, general
manager-manufacturing, of B. F. Good-
rich Canada Limited.
A chemistry graduate of McMaster

University, Mr. Tartaglia has been with
B. F. Goodrich since 1947.

Mr. Morgan commented, "Mr. Tar-
taglia's extensive production expierience

will prove a distinct asset in his new
assignment."

•

Staff Changes By Canadian Marconi
Company.—The appoiutment of Harry
A. Rice as general manager of new
facilities for the development and pro-

duction of magnetrons, and various

types of power tubes has been an-

nounced by Canadian Marconi Com-
pany.
Construction of a new factory in the

Town of Mount Royai, Quebec, will

commence immediately.
Mr. Rice first became associated with

Canadian Marconi in estimating and
commercial equipment sales work. In
1942 he was made Assistant Factory
Services Manager and later was ap-
pointed Planning Superintendent. At
the end of the war he was named
Manager of the Company's Maritime
Division which post he retained for two
years. He was then moved to Toronto
as Assistant Manager of the Ontário
Division, becoming Manager in 1949.

Four year.s ago he was appointed Man-
ager of the Commercial Products
Division, which manufactures electronic

devices of ali types for Canadian indus-

try.

C. P. McNamara has become man-
ager, commercial products division, ;t

has just been announced by the Com-
pany. Mr. McNamara succeeds H. A.

Rice.

During the War, Mr. McNamara
served as an oíEcer with the Royai
Canadian Corps of Signals, and entered
Canadian Marconi in 1951 on the engi-

neering staff. The following year he
was promoted to head the radio relay

group engineering, and a short time
later was named assistant to the man-
ager of the commercial products
division.

The commercial products division en-

compasses Marconi's research and devel-
opment laboratories, electronic engineer-
ing and the manufacture of electronic

devices for use by industr.y, police and
tire departments, trucking fleets, hos-

pitais, shipping, aviation, broadcast and
television stations, as well as equipment
for national defence and in many othei

fields.

•

New Company in the Oil Production
Field. — Canadas largest all-Canadian

oil company will enter the oil produc-
tion field in western Canada this spring,

W. Harold Rea, Canadian Oil Com-
panips, Limited president has announced.
As the first step in its production

program, Wallace M. Luthy, has join-

ed 'the company to head up and organ-

ize a production department with head-

quarters at Calgary, Alberta. Mr. Luthy
has been a.ssociated with crude oil pro-

duction and supply for the past 20

years. He was previously crude oil

supply manager of the Ashland Oil and

Refining Company of Ashland, Ken-

tucky.

Incorporated in 1908, and with more

than 98 per cent of the shares Canadian-

owned, Canadian Oil Companies, Lim-

ited has been primarily a marketing

company. The company now markets

its products through more than 3,000

outlets in ali provinces except British

Columbia and Newfoundland.
Two years ago the company built an

ultra-modern refinery at Sarnia, Ontário,

currently running 22,000 barreis a day.

It is to be increased to 30,000 barrelâ

a day by 1957.

In recent years the company also

has built a chain of marine terminais

on the Great Lakes and the St. Law-

rence. Rounding out its modern trans-

portation system, it has made a sub-

stantial investment in oil pipeline com-

panies for delivery of crude oil directly

to its Sarnia refinery and finished pro-

ducts to major marketing áreas.

•

Alinncsota Mining & Manufacturing

of Canada.—The appointment of Gor-

don W. Swann as sales supervisor foc

the Irvington Varnish & Insulator

Division of Minnesota Mining & Manu-
facturing of Canada Limited, London,

was announced by Robert T. Todd, gen-

eral sales manager, electrical products.

Mr. Swann joined the company as

sales representative in September, 1946,

and subsequently served in this capacity

in ali Irvington Varnish territories

across Canada.

To his new position Mr. Swann bringS;

a wide background of practical expe-

rience in electrical and related fieldí

served by the Irvington Division.

Born in Hamilton, Ont., and educated

at the Hamilton Technical Institute,

and the Teachers Training Collegej

Hamilton, he served with distinotion ir

the R.C.A.F. during World War II.

He will tour Western Canada during

the spring, paying special visits tc

ofíices in Winnipeg, Calgary, Edmonton
Vancouver and Victoria. Later Mr
Swann will cover the Eastern Provinces'

•
Du Pont Company of Canada.—R. I

Walker, technical manager at Maitlani

(Ont.) Works of Du Pont Company o

{Continued on page 603

reduced concrete shrinkage

Effect of Drying Shrinkage is Dramati-

colly lllustrated in this Clay Specimen.

with POZZOLITH

Whatever the cement content of a mix or

the water- cement ratio, drying shrinkage

is governed mainly by t/nit water content*

(water required per cubic yard ofconcrete).

Pozzolith, through dispersion of cement, is

an aid in producing louest unit water con-

tent for a given workability, because it re-

duces water required by approximately 15/í.

Thereby Pozzolith helps produce minimum
shrinkage in concrete; also helps improve

other basic qualities.

¥ull information on request.

'See U. S. Bureau of Reclamation's current Concrete
Manual, Page 130.

MASTER W BUILDERS^
U^^^^^g^jg^j^JJJU^ Pfoducis «old in Conoda are monufactufgd in Conodo ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^p^^^^B
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Fatigue Life of Steel I-Beams
At Normal and Sub-Zero Temperatures

by

J. DubllC, Jr.E.I.C, Associate Professor,

Dr. T. A. Monti M.E.I.C., Consultam,

and

Dr. George Welter, Professor of Applied Mechanics,

Ecole Polytechnique, Montreal.

A paper presented at the 69íh Annual General and Professional Meeting of
the Engineering Institute of Canada at Toronto, Ont., May II to 13, 1955.

Brittle failiires iii welded joints and riveted striictiir<-s, sucli as in Liherlv .sliips

during World War II, are still oiily parlly understooti. In 1952, the National

Research Coiincil and the Canadian In.stilute of Steel (^onstriiction sponsored a

series of fatigue flexure tests on inild steels. Here the testing apparatiis is des<TÍhed,

and the behaviour of each tvpe of heain iinder test is related. Finally residts and

conchisions froni the tests are recorded.

It is well known to engineers that
ductile mild steels give rise to some
anxiety regarding their possible

brittle failure at low temperatures,
especially when used in a welded
structure. In recent years, the in-

creased use of welded joints in highly
stressed parts of structures, such as
ships, bridges, pressure vessels, has
been associated with a number of

sudden and unexplained brittle

failures.

However, this behaviour does not
seem to be a characteristic peculiar
to welded structures, because these
same brittle failures have also oc-

curred in a number of riveted struc-

tures, including quite a few ships,

as recorded in a "Criticai Survey of

Brittle Failure in Carbon Plate Steel
Structures other than Ships" made
by Professor M. E. Shank (Welding
Research Council Bulletin Number
17, January 1954.)

The relatively recent failures,

especially in the welded Liberty
ships and tankers of World War lí,

have stimulated many extensive re-

search programs, but, in spite of an
enormous amount of study, this

problem is still only partially under-
stood

.

In 1949, at which time many dif-

ferent approaches to the brittle
failure problem had already becii

mude without producing any con-
dusive evidence, it was thought
possible that a study of the fatigue
life of mild steels at sub-zero tem-
peratures, as compared to a normal
tcmperature of +1Q°F, might yield
-orne useful information.

For this purpose it would be iie-

cessary to have a machine capable

of applying, repeatedly, the high

loads necessary for performing fa-

tigue ílexure tests on fuU size beams.

In addition, this machine would

have to be eqiiipped with suilable

refrigerating equipment for carrying

out tests at sub-zero temperatures.

Early in 1950, application was
made to the National Research

Council at Ottawa, by Ecole Poly-

technicjue of Montreal, for a grant

to cover the cost of building such a

machine. After the grant was au-

thorized, the design and construc-

tion of the testing machine was

undertaken.

The fabrication and asseml)ly of

the machine was carried out in the

workshop of the Ecole Polytech-

niípie under the direction of the au-

thors. Then, in 1951, the Canadian

Institute of Steel Construction

agreed to sponsor a recominended

program of fatigue tests on sleel

beams of various composit ions.

These tests, which were coininenced

in 1952 and completed in the Spring

of 1954, forni the subject matter of

this paper.

Testing Program

The program of fatigue tests was
drawn up jointly by the staff of the

Strength of Materials Laboratory at

Ecole Polytechnique, and a com-
inittee of the Canadian Institute

of Steel Construction. The first part

of the program was to compare
the behaviour of equivalent roUed,

riveted and welded I-beams under
fatigue loadings. The second stage

was a similar comparison of

welded beams made of rimmed
steel and killed steel. It was pro-

posed to conduct the tests at

two temperatures, namely roem
tcmperature of -f-70° Fahrenheit

and a sub-zero tcmperature of —40°

Faiirenheit

.

The rolled beams chosen to suit

the capacity of the testing machine
were 10 in. W'V, 21 Ib. per foot, I-

beams. The riveted and welded

I-beams were made e(|uivalenf in

(leptii and strength lo these rolled

beams. .\11 l)eams were 14 feet long

and tested on a span of l;J feet.

(Fig. 1). The load was applied di-

rectiy in iine with the central stif-

fener plates, the end-supporls being

in Iímc witli tlic cnd slilfciicr i)lates.
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WELDED BEAMS OF RIMMED AND KILLED STEELS
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Fig. 1. Test beams.



Fig. 3. Refrigerating box contaíning a tcst beani.

AU of these stiífencrs were welded
lo the web only and fitted closely to

l)car against the flanges.

Extreme cara was taken to obtain

j

rolled beanis, as true to profile as

was theoretically possible and, in

tlie case of the welded beams, to

inaintain accurate diniensions. AU
welding was done by the same quali-

tied operator, to ensure the greatest

possible uniformity in the test speci-

niens.

A preliniinary static flexural test,

preceding the fatigue test, was car-

ried out on each beam to obtain a
load-strain diagrain and thereby
check the characteristics of each
beani. Strains were measured on
top of the flanges by means of SR-4
electric strain gages. This static

test was stopped after the íirst in-

dication of yielding, which was pos-

sible since the strains were measur-
able to a precision of a few mil-

lionths of an inch per inch.

A preliminary program of fatigue

tests under reversed bending was
also carried out, to determine the in-

tensity of flange stress which would
rause failure in about two hundred
thousand cycles. After this value
was found, ali subsequent tests were
carried out at this stress levei and
the comparison of behaviour, under
fatigue, of the different types of

l)eams and of steels was made on the
basis of fatigue life or number of

cycles to failure.

Furthermore, it was decided to

carry out Charpy impact tests on
the keyhole type of specimen, at

temperatures ranging from +70°F.
to — 70°F., in order to determine
the transition temperatures of the
rinimed and killed steels and their

correiation if any, with the fatigue
tests.

Testing Machine

The machine (Fig. 2), consists of

a 'i^Z foot long base made up of six

10-inch I-beams welded and bolted
together. Above this base can be
seen the beam to be tested. The
l)eam is supported at its two ends
on rollers, both top and bottom,
while the load is applied at mid-span
through a controlled deflection, pro-
duced by an eccentric, mounted in

lhe middle of the base of the ma-
chine. The eccentricity can be varied
infinitely from zero to a maximum
of one inch.

A positive or negative deflection,
or both alternatively, niay be ap-
plied at will, producing tensile and
compressive stresses which may or
may not be reversing, as desired.
The application of the load takes
place about 165 times a minute
through two steel and four plastic
connecting rods; the latter being

used because these rods extend

through the insulated refrigeration

box and the plastic thus minimizes

heat losses during low temperature

tests. The machine is powered by a

5 horsepower electric motor.

The central load on the beam is

applied at two points, twelve inches

apart, so that between these two
sections, shear due to flexure is zero

and the moment, with the corre-

sponding tensile and compressive

stresses, is constant. This arrange-

ment facilitates ob.servations and
strain measurements which are ali

made at the exact mid-span.

Both ends of the tested beam are

held fast through two steel rods con-

nected to hardened steel rollers, and
.so designed as to eliminate ali but

vertical end-restraint. This system

of eiid-supports is insulated from

the sui)porting ba.se of the machine

by means of wooden blocks.

For low temperature tests a large

refrigerating box, insulated by means
of a six-inch thickncss of cork ali

around, contains the tested beam,

the insulated eiid-supports and tlie

load-applying connecting rods. The
dotted lines of Figure 2 show the

outline of this box, relative to the

testing machine. In Figure 3, this

refrigerating box is seen from above
when in place atop the testing ma-
chine. It is seen open and containing

a beam (a) to be tested. On each
side of the beam are seen the four

refrigerating paneis, (b), (c), (d)

and (f) through which the coolant is

circulated.

The four rods in the centre of lhe

figure are the steel loadiíig rods be-

low which are the four plastic load-

ing rods. Alidway between these

rods is visible a small black rectangle

inside a .small white onc. This is one
of the two SK-I' electric strain gages

glued to each flange of the beam in

order to measurc prccisely the strain

and thus the stress ;ipi)lied lo the

beam.
A greal adxanliigc of this lyi)e of

strain gage in that nieasurcmcnls of

strains can be made easily when the

cold box is clo.sed lo maintain low

tem|)erature, since it is only neces-

sary lo lead out a few small electric

THE ENGINEERING JOURIVAL May, 1955 609



Fig. t. Final appfarance «»f to.sliiif» inachitic.

wires. Thus the stresses applied to

the refrigerated beams can be easily

checked at any time during the fá-

tigiie test.

The refrigerating unit can reduee
the temperature in this box to
— 47°F.; and can, through thermo-
static control, maintain the speci-

men at any niterraediate tempera-
ture desired. The unit requires only

a 1 horsepower electric motor, this

high efficiency being made possible

through the use of a special cooling

médium, Freon 22. The fatigue test-

ing machine was completed by en-

closing its base in a box of insulating

fibre board, to dampen the other-

wise objectionable noise from the

gears.

The final appearance of the ma-

chine is shown in Fig. 4. The cold

box is seen on top, the small square

box in the middle is a low-tempera
ture control thermostat and the four

round diais are long-stem metallic

thermometers. Below the cold box

(near its right end) are seen the

starter and the ammeter of the

driving electric motor, while just

above these instruments is the revo

ENER6''
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TEMPERATURE: ° FARENHEIT

Fig. Charpy keyhole impact^tests of rimmed and killed steel, for the Canadian Institute of steel construction,
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Fig. 6. Loading set-up for static flexure tests.

lution counter which records the

loading cycles applied to the tested

l)cani.

Still fiirther to the right, and rest-

ing on the base of the machine, is a

iiew type of electronic automatic

>topping device specially developed

for this work. Fatigue testing nia-

chines of ali types necessitate some
kind of automatic stopping system

but the conventional stopping sys-

i tems were not suitable in this case.

Preliminary tests showed that the

fatigue failure of a beam, subjected

to reversed bending, occurs by a

sudden cracking of one of the

flanges, followed by propagation of

the crack through the web at a rela-

tively slow rate with each cycle.

Ilowever, as the beam does not

hreak instantly into two separate

parts, the fali of one part cannot be
inade use of to cut ofí the driving

clectric motor. Furthermore, in this

machine the deflection of the beam
does not vary after fatigue failure

of a flange occurs, since the machine
continues to apply a given deflec-

tion, dependent only on the setting

of the eccentric.

It was therefore decided that the

principie of operation of the new
automatic stopping device should
l)e based on the fact that the load

necessary to deflect a beam by a
given amount decreases immediately
wheii partial failure of the beam
occurs, and likewise the load on the

connecting rods. In this testing ma-
chine any decrease in applied load
is detected instantaneously by SR-4
electric strain gages, which are

mounted on the connecting rods.

In conjunction with suitable elec-

tronic circuits, any decrease of cur-

rent actuates a relay, placed in the
startcr circuit of the driving electric

motor, and promptly stops tlie ma-
< hine at the instant of initial failure

of the specimen. At the same time,

THE ENGINEERirVG JOURNAL May, 1955

of course, the revolution counter

stops indicating the exact number
of cycles applied to the beam up to

the moment of failure, even though
failure has occurred at only a part of

the beam's cross-section. This appa-

ratus was designed and built in the

Electronics Laboratory of the Ecole

Polytechnique, and has functioned

satisfactorily.

Results

Charpy Impact Tests

Impact tests were made on Charpy
keyhole specimens cut from the

same plates of rimmed and killed

steel, from which the welded beams
were constructed. These specimens

were taken both parallel to and

transver.se to the direction of rolling

and were testefl at various temj)era-

tures between -f-78°F and -70°F,
to determine the transition tempera-

ture of these two stecis.

Three specimens of each type were

tested at seven different tempera-

tures. Fig. 5 shows the variation of

absorbed energy at fracture in rela-

tion to decreasing temperature for

both the rimmed and the killed steel,

tested either parallel or transversa

to the rolling direction.

The most striking fact about these

impact tests is that they l)rought

out an important difTerence of be-

haviour under dynamic stresses be-

tween the rimmed and killed steel.

The killed steel showed a capacity

too 400 «oo SOO 1000 uoo

STKAIN IN FLAKet»: H«e»o-n«c»«i/n»eM

Fig. 7. Static load-straiii diagraitiH.
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Fig. 8. Comparative fatigue life of various types of eqiiivalent 1-beanis at

push-pull cyclic stresses of ±26,000 p.s.i. in flanges for the Canadian Institute
of Steel construction.

at the higher temperature to absorb

energy, which was roiighly 50 per

cent greater than the rimmed steel.

This result is of iiiterest when
compared to the static ultnnate

strengths and elongations of both
steels, whieh in this respect had
about the sanie values. These were
respectively about 58,000 p.s.i. and
£8.5 per cent for killed steel, and
60,500 p.s.i. and 28.0 per cent for

rinmied steel. This illustrates the

considerable difference that can
exist between the static and dyna-
mic properties of metais, and still

not be indicated by conventionally

specified test procedures. These
Charpy impact tests emphasize the

differences between killed anrl rim-

med steels when subjected to shock,

which static tests fail to do.

Another result of interest is the

niuch lower energy absorption when
the stresses were transverse instead

of parallel to the rolling direction.

For the rimmed steel, the transverse

energy absorption was only about
40 to 50 per cent of that in the paral-

lel direction, while for the killed

steel it varied between about 70 to

85 per cent.

The rimmed steel exhibited a very

low but definite transition tempera-
ture at —50° Fahrenheit, and then
only for the specimens in which the

stre.sses were parallel to the rolling

direction. The transverse specimens

of rimmed steel and both types of

specimens of killed steel showed a

rather gradual decrease in absorbed

energv, beginning generally around
-^30°"^ Fahrenheit.

It will be recalled that the testing

program required fatigue tests to be

carried out at — 40°F, and from
these Charpy impact tests it is seen

that this sub-zero temperature is

still above the transition tempera-
tures of these rimmed and killed

steels.

It should be noted that ali Charpy
impact tests were made on relatively

thin plate material, i.e., in. thick.

It is probable that similar tests on
specimens cut from plates of 1 in.

thickness, or more, would have
shown a greater disparity in energy

absorption, as between rimmed and
killed steel.

Static Flexure Tests

As a preliminary to the fatigue

tests, every beam was statically

tested under flexure to obtain a

load-strain diagram designed to

check the behaviour of each beam.
The load was applied directly in line

with the central stiffener plates, the

end-supports being in line with the

end stiffener plates. (Fig. 6).

For the first few beams tested, the

strains were measured by means of

SR-4 electric strain gages located on

top of and in the center of each

flange, and also at the intersection

of the web and flanges. It was ob-

served that the strains, hence the

stresses, ]>roduced by the load at

TOP OF
FLANGE

FRACTURE FLANGE

— FLANGE

WELD

-WEB

FRACTURE IN WELD AND WEB
Fig. 9. Fatigue fracture of welded rimmed steel beam.
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_TOP OF
FLANGE

FRACTURE IN FLANGE

FRACTURE IN WELD AND WEB

Fig. 10. (above) Fatigue fracture of
welded killed steel beani.

hoanis lastcd up lo aii applicd static

load of ahoiil 18,000 \h.

Aiiollier iiiteresting observalioii

is tlial the rivctcd heains, which
wero .sui)po.se(lly cviuivalcnt to the

weldcd aiid roll(>d I-lK-aiiis, wcrc iii

facl ahoiil 1Í5 jxt cciit stroiigt>r stati-

cally. This is sliowii l)y a coiiipa-

risoii, at a load of say 8,000 Ih., of

the straiiis oii the flaiifícs which
measuml ahout iítO iiiicro-iiiches

per iiich iii the welded and rolled sec-

iions, and only about 390 iii lhe

riveted section. This obscrvatioii is

ali the more significant iii view of

the fact that the riveted

neverlheles.s, proved to he

iinder fatigue loadiíig.

As deseribed later, ali

tests were carried oul witli

imiin cyclie stress of ±"^6,000 i).s.i..

corresponding to a slraiii variai ion

in the extreme fibre of aboiít 870
micro-inches per ineh. The foregoing

diagrams also indicate that a maxi-

mum cyclie load of 15,000 Ibs. was
necessary to iiiduce these stresses iri

the welded and rolled beams aiid

about 17,000 Ibs. for the riveted

Fig. 11. (below) Fatigue fracture of
rolled structural steel beam.

beams,
weakest

fal igiie

a maxi-

this intersection of flange and web,
were lower than those on the ex-

treme fibres of the flanges. From
this it foUowed that no stress con-

centration existed, either in the

rolled or in the welded beams, even
lhough residual stres.ses were prob-

ably present in the rolled beams and
certainly in the welded beams, at

this location. Consequently, for ali

the other beams te.sted thereafter,

it was considered sufficient to meas-
iire strains on top of the flanges only.

In the static flexure tests, the
loading was increased gradually un-
'il very .slight yielding occurred, the
strains being measured to a preci-

sion of a few millionths of an inch

per inch. Care was taken to ensure
that the beams would not be dam-
uged in any way, previous to the

fatigue test.

Figure 7 shows a set of typical

load-strain diagrams for each type
of beam; one rolled, one riveted, one
welded of rimmed steel and one
welded of killed steel. A general

examinai ion of these diagrams shows
that the ela.stic behaviour of these

THE ENGINEERING JOURNAL May, 195:.
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FLANGE
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— WEB
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FRACTURE IN FLANGE

FRACTURE IN FLANGE AND WEB
PASSING THR0U6H RIVET HOLE

Fig. 12. Fatigue fracture of riveted structural steei beam.

beaiiis. It will be remembereci that

the fatigue testing machiiie applies

these loads twice in a cycle, and at a

rate of 165 cycles per minute.

Fatigue Flexure Tests

The first few fatigue tests, both
at +70°F and at -40°F, were car-

ried out at various stress leveis, to

obtain basic information as to the

fatigue life of these particular beams.
Based on these preliminary results, a
reversed cyclic stress on the flanges

of ±'26,000 p.s.i. was chosen as that

which would ])roduce fatigue failure

after a few hundred thousand cycles.

AU subsequent tests were then

carried out at this stress levei and
the comparison of behaviour under
fatigue of the diííerent types of

beanis, at both temperatures of

+ 70°F and -40°F, were made on
the basis of fatigue life or number
of cycles to failure. Failure was con-

sidered to have occurred when one
flange cracked, ever so slightly, at

which monient the resistance f)f the

beam instantly decreased very ap-

preciably.

614

In Figure 8, each tested beam is

represented by a column, the height
of which is proportional to the lunn-

ber of cycles to failure. The white
columns are for beams tested at

+ 70°F while the hatched columns
are for beams tested at — 40°F.

Concliisions

The first and most important ob-

servation is that the fatigue life of

ali beams tested, without exception,

was greater at —40° Fahrenheit
than at +70° Fahrenheit, the in-

crease in life bcing the most striking

in the ca.se of the rolled beams which
attained, on the average, a value of

about 4 times the life, or number of

cycles, of the same type of beam
tested at room temperature. As a
tentative explanation of this result

it should be noted that the yield

point of some steels increases as the
tem])erature is lowered.

Therefore, it seems possible that

the fatigue liniit of these steels also

increases as the temperature falis.

This observation does not contra-

dict the fact that, at the same time,

May, 1955

energy absorption under impact is

decreased, precisely because the

more elastic behaviour is unfavor-

able to energy absorption. It is also

seen in Fig. 8 that the average fa-

tigue life of the rimmed and killed

steels tested at both temperatures

are not much difíerent, although the í

killed Steel shows somewhat more >

consistent results.

The welded beams, of both rim-

med and killed steels, are seen to

have, at +70°F, a much better

fatigue life than the rolled beams
but, although their life is increased

at — 40°F, it does not increase as

much as that of the rolled bearas.

Nevertheless, it is seen that welded

beams stand up exceedingly well

under these conditions of low tem-

perature.

Another notable result is that the

riveted beams, either at +70°F or

— 40°F, have a much shorter life

than the rolled or welded beams.

This result is probably due to the

well-known existence of high stress

concentrations at the rivet holes,

through which fractures in the test

beams invariably passed.

It is also interesting to note that

the fractures, at temperatures of

both +70°F and -40°F, were of

the same type for ali beams. A typi-

cal fracture is shown for each type

of beam in Figs. 9, 10, 11 and 12.

These fractures had the following

connnon characteristics. They ali

propagated at an angle of 45° to the

planes of the web and flange plates,

except in the immediate vicinity of

the joint between flange and web,

where the fractures were at 90° to

these planes. In the riveted beams,

this last type of fracture occurred in

the corners of the angles.

Only occasional departures from

this crack pattern occurred, and

then in only one part of the frac-

ture, so that the predominant be-

haviour can be considered as normal.

A consequence of this observation i|

that in a welded beam the welded

joint between web and flanges doe.«

not behave any differently than thf

same joint in a rolled beam, or than

the corners of the angles in a riveted

beam which are in a corresponding

location. Consequently, this frac-

ture at 90° seems to depend chiefly

on the geometry of the I-beam itself

and not on the presence of a weld or

built up section of plate and angles.

Summary
If the Charpy Keyhole impact

tests are acknowledged as a method

for the determination of the transi-

tion temperature of metais, the

foregoing tests on the fatigue re-

sistance of welded beams, made of

{Continued on page 626)
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Inclined Hangers

as Bridge Stiffeners

by

E. M. Reiísaa, M.E.I.C,
Rensaa & Minsos,

Engineers & Architects,

Edmonton, Alta.

The Tacoijia bridge failure spurred

engineers to investigate lhe stabihtv

of su.spensioii l>ri(Jges and it also

broughl to light of day a consider-

able ainoiínt of work that had al-

readv heeii doiie in this and aliied

lields.

Mo;sl of ihis paper is devoted to a

study of the analysis of the designs of

arches wilh inriined liaiigers.Though

iiifreqiieritly seeii oii this ronliiu-íil,

several sucli hridges have been hiiilt

in Europe: they are cheap and nii-

hehevahly light and airy in appear-

an<-p. Bv analogv it is argued lhal

inclined liangers inight he iiselul in

lhe design of snspension hridges,

hnl lhe anthor ihinks lhat haste

>honld he niade sl<»\ ly in this held.

nolu ilhsianding lhal onesnch hridge

has reeenllN heeti hnilt in K\ Sal-

vador.

The failure of the íirst Tacoma
uspension bridge brought uew in-

erest to the old problem of design-

ng such structures so that they

vould be safe for wind loading. The
essons learned by the failures of

arly suspension bridges had been
nore or less forgotten. It was still

ecognized that a suspension bridge

lad to be made safe against hori-

lontal wind loading, but it was also

)elieved that wind loading would
lot require much vertical strength

)eyond that required by traíEc

oads. For a long span suspension
)ri(lge, the cables are so heavy that

rafhc loads become a smaller pro-

)()rtion of total weight than for

•hort spans. This condition appears
o allow relatively more flexible

-tiffening girders for long spans than
or shorter ones. Th(? trend towards
/nore flexible stifíening girders, com-
bined with insufficient understand-
'ing of the dynaniics of wind loading,

it last brought oii the Tacoma
lisaster. Since then much investiga-

tion of the action and effect of wind
lloading has been carricd out and
lhe results have been published (1).

Whilc the problem may iiot be fully

solved, it appears that the general

principies are now uiidcrstood. This
has etiabled engineers to work out
inethods for strengtheniiig old un-
stable bridges aiid to make safe de-
signs for new structures.

It has been propo.sed to use dia-

gonal hangers instead of the ordi-

iiary vertical ones to obtain vertical

rigidity iii suspension bridges. By
creating a tru.ss effect, the iieed for

a rigid stiflFening girder should to

some extent be eliminated. Articles

advocating the use of diagonal

hangers have been published (i),

(3). A five span suspension bridge,

the San Marcos bridge, with a very

extensive diagonal hanger system
placed crosswi.se has recently been

constructed in El Salvador, Central

America (4).

The use of web members eífective

only in tension, but not in com-
pression, was conunon iii earlier

days. but has been largel\' abau-

doned in modem bridge .structures.

Many engineers will remember the

old ])in-connected tru.s.ses with noií-

rigiil tension diagonais tightened

with turnbuckles. Near the center of

span they were placed crosswise to

take care of changed shear. Some
diagonais would go out of action and

might rattie loudly uiider heav.v

traffic, the vibration sometimes

causing wear at the coimectiiig

points. It does not .seem likely that

the u.se of diagonais which will go

out of action under ordinary live

load coiulitions, including wind load-

ing, would be acceptable now, even

for a suspension bridge. The qiies-

tion is lhen, "Is it possible to design

a hanger .syslèiii in which every

hanger will always carry some ten-

sion aiid not go out of action ?" 'I'his

problem has been fully solved for

through concrete arch bridges, l)ul

probably not completely for the

more flexible .suspension bridge. A
considerable niimber of through con-

crete arch l)ridges with diagonal

hangers have been l)uilt diiriiig lhe

last "2.5 years by the Danish lirm of

Christiani & Xielscn, part icularly in

Sweden and in France. These bridges

have |)roved to l)e rigid and are

generally chea|)er than arcli bridges

with vertical hangers.

The feasibility of using diagonal

hangers for siisixMision bridges has

been invest igaled to some extent

holh in .\nierica ami in Furopc. The
old Hrookiyn Bridge had an exten-

sive .system of cable stays in addi-

tion to an ordinary stiffening trus.s.

'I'he same is the ca.se with lhe pro-

l)ose(l Messina Strait Hridge in

Italy. TIk' Floriaiiapolis Hridge has

a stiirening trus.s system where the
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cable forms the upper chord. The
two bridges last mentioned have
been designed by D. B. Steinman,
M.E.I.C. Another and very in-

teresting proposal was made by the

late German engineer, Dr. Dis-

chinger (5). He proposed a combina-
tion of snspension bridge and canti-

lever bridge and used the Quebec
Bridge as an exaniple of how such a
structure would appear. The cable

would carry ali dead load, biit only

10 to 20 per cent of the traffic loads.

Most of the traffic load would be
carried by the truss. The upper
chord of this truss would follow the

cable and be suspended from it,

either for its complete length or past

the quarter points. The system

would be rigid and apparently cheap.

The nearly constant cable tension

and the decreased requirement of

anchorage for the lightened cable

load would evidently be of great

advantage and allow a considerable

saving in cost. It would appear,

however, that web members, apart
from stays, must be rigid in the

systems proposed both by Dr.
Steinman and by Dr. Dischinger.

These members cannot therefore be
classified as ordinary hangers. Stays
cannot be said to create a true truss

eífect, but should be considered as

guys or as intermediate supports,

as the case may be.

A comprehensive study of the

theory of structural systems con-

taining members which mighfgc,
out of action under certain load con-

ditions was published in 1930 bjí

the Danish engineer, Dr. O. pj
Nielsen (6). Based on this work, tht

writer, in 1936, made a study of tht

theory of inclined hangers for a con
crete bowstring arch bridge (7)

Many of the theoretical conclusionj

reached would also apply to a sus !

pensioii bridge, because this may bf

considered in many respects as ar

inverted arch. Some of the more im
portant parts of the theory and o

the considerations relative to th(

use of inclined hanger systems wil!

now be discussed.
j

Some writers have .stated that in

clined hangers, together with thil
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arch (cable) and thc suspeiuk-d

roadway, will make a truss. This

may not be correct. One of a pair of

web members meeting at a chord

point in the interior of a truss is

generally in tension and the other is

in conipression. With nonrigid hang-

ors, there can be no compression in

any of these members, as one will

f»o out of action as soon as its initial

tension, if any, is overcome. In a

truss with a web system contaijiing

compression members, pretension

luay be induced in a diagonal, by the

use of a turnbuckle, for instance.

1 The adjacent compression member
would then be precompressed to

balance the pretension. Where there

are no compression web members,
it is clear that pretension can, in

iíeneral, be created only by the

weight of the roadway. Without
>uch pretension, diagonal nonrigid

hangers would evidently be useless

as stifFening members.
The tension in a hanger depends

lioth on the load it has to carry and
nn its angle with the vertical. As will

1)0 shown, it is the horizontal com-
l)onent of stress in a hanger which is

of value for stabilizing the bridge.

. There is an upper limit to the hori-

zontal differential component of load

such a hanger pair, Fig. 1, may take,

before one of the hangers will go out
of action. This limit is:

Tmn\=H2 — Hl = P. ta.n a, . . . 1.

ik-low this limit the structure may
he considered to act nearly as a
truss.

The nioment from the hanger pair

will then be:

Ma= r.f/ = P.tan a .d ....... 'i

Even if one of the hangers goes

i()ut of action, this moment is not
llost, but it cannot exceed the limit-

ing value. This is an important fact;

mclined hangers are not completely
usele.ss, even if one or more go out
of action.

If, in a pin-connected structure, a
tension diagonal such as d„ goes out
of action, the surrounding frame
a-b-c-cl. Fig. 2, becomes statically in-

(leterniinate. A truss or arch would,
uiuler such circumstances, be un-
-tahle and .subject to collapse. A
isuspeiision bridge would not, but
the structure might dcform to an
unconifortable exteiit. When re-

tiirning to its original position, the
diagonal niight come back suddenly.
AVhat that might cause was con-
vincingly illustrated in the case of
the centre guys on the Tacoma
Bridge (p. 31, Part I, BuUetin
116 (1).) If one of the cords (arch or
•stiffening girder) were sufficiently
ngid, such a member could supply
the needed stability to the system.

but this rigidily might not com-
I^letely prevent shock from diagonais
coming back into action. For the
aboye reasons the writer thinks that
a bridge should not be built where
hangers will go out of action, ex-
cept undcr the most unusual circum-
stances and where this condition
would not be likely to cause much
damage.

Let US consider a tied arch bridge
as shown in Fig. 3. It is assumed
that the tie is hinged at its points of

inter.section with the hangers and
at its junction with the arch. This
system is ten times .statically inde-

terminate, provided ali hangers are
in action and have different stresses.

Should one or more diagonais go
out of action, there will be a corres-

ponding decrease in the nuraber of

statically indeterminate redundant
members. It is thus seen that such a
system, even though stable, is sub-
ject to what may be called "change-
ability"; stresses calculated under
the assumption that ali members
are active, may be considerably in

error.

A new analysis omitting the dia-

gonais which were found to be out
of action, could then be made. The
new calculation might show, how-
ever, that some of the omitted dia-

gonais were now back in action and
that other diagonais, which earlier

were found to be active, were now
out of action. An exact analysis in-

volving a large number of redun-

dants might then seem to be nearly

impossible. A usable method of ana-

lysing such changeable structures

has, however, been worked out (6).

Since the author does not favor the

use of a structure where a member
will go out of action, the problem of

sUch an analysis will not be dis-

cussed further.

If it be found by the first analysis

that a hanger is out of action, it will

then be neces.sary to redesign the

structure in order to obtain an un-

changeable system. This may be

acconiplished in several ways. The
weight of roadway may be increased

to create a grcater initial hanger

tension, too costly a method. A
chcaper method might be to in-

crcase the angles of the hangers

with the vertical, or, as an alterna-

tivo, the arch rib could be stiffcuod.

I"'igure 4 will illustrato how the

bridge is stifTened by means of the

incliTied hanger .syslom. If it be

assumed that the lowcr hanger

joiíits aro permittod to slide along

tho tie, tho arch iniglit (Icflcct as in-

dicated. Since such a sliding inove-

nieiit is not permittod, there will be

created horizontal forces which will

hold the arch ri!) noarly in its ori-

ginal position. In .such a caso lhe
condition is about the same as with
a tru.ss. It has been found, however,
that the .system will be more un-
changeable if tho hangers do not in-

ter.sect at tho .same j)oint on the
arch rib, but aro sproad a|)art about
as indicalcd. If the ri.se of arch above
the roíulway is great, as may be the
case with a long span bri<lge. it may
be difficult to get a suíliciont slope of
lhe hangers without lotting thom
cro.ss each other. With cro.ssing

hangers, the structmal analysis be-
comes more complicatod and the
appearance is not so ])loasing. How-
ever, arch bridges of this lype of as
much as 470 ft. span have been con-
structed without crossing tho dia-
gonal hangers (8).

Tension will not be uniform
throughout tho length of the tie in

a bow.string arch with inclinod hang-
ers, but the differenco will not be
great enough to afiect tho design of

the tie materially.

In the analysis of such an arch as
shown in Fig. 5 it will be most con-
venient to assume tho principal

system as being a curvod boani held
horizontally at one ond and froe to
slide at the other. 'J'ho bridge is

statically detorminate externally,

but will coiitain teu internally re-

dundant stresses. There are .several

choices as to what members to con-
sider as redundants. One of the tie

stresses and one hanger of each i)air

may be chosen as such. Another
choice is one tie stress and the hori-

zontal component of the reaction

betwoeii each hanger ])air and tho
tie. This has the advantago of giving
explicit valuos for tlioso roactions

and of showing at onco if tlioy are

within the allowable limits.

It is al.so possible to cliooso a
different .system of redundants by
culting lhe tie as shown in Fig. .> by
a.ssuniing tho stresses in tho cut onds
as tho redundants. Tlio ditforonce

bolween the horizontal stre.s.ses in

the tie on each sido of a joint will

then corre.spond to tho horizontal

reaction of lho hanger |)air. Il will

be seen from the bonding moment
(liagranis for A „ = — 1, ele. t liat tho

influonco of .such a unit forco will

oxloiid ovor a coniparat ivoly sliort

loiígtli of tlu" residual boani, and
that coiisoíiueiit ly tlio cooflicicnts

for ali paneis oxcopt lho ()nos on oach

side of the ])oinl in (|uostion will be
zero. The residual .system of olaslic

ocpialions will then be similar to

those for a coiit inuous boain. Tlioro

will be two luikiiowMs ui llic (irst and
tho last o(|ualioiis and tliroo un-

knowns in tlii' olliors. Such a sysleni

of c<|Ualions is oasily soKcd oillior

analytically or graphically . That
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part of the system of equations de-

pending on structural dimensions is

constant regardless of loading and
may be solved once and for ali, so

that only the variable load terms
need to be adjusted. This redundant
system has the disadvantage of re-

quiring accuracy in the numerical
solution of equations, beeause the
differential horizontal reaction of

hangers is obtained by subtracting

two comparatively large tie reac-

tions. Should the calculation .show

that the differential reaction of a
hanger pair is greater than the liniit-

ing value established by Equation 1

,

that will indicate that one hanger
is out of action and that the struc-

ture will have to be redesigned.

The elastic equations for this

choice of a redundant system will

be:—

ôa = = ôa° -

8b = = 6b°-

-Xc.ôbc

- Xa.ôaa -

Xa.ôba

òc = 0-Xb.ôc(l
-Xd.ôcd

Xb.òab

-Xb.Ôbb

— Xc.ôcc

= O = ôi° - Xb.ôih - Xi.ôii

-Xj.Ôij

ôj = = ôj°-X{.ôji-Xj.ôjj

Where

ôa°, òb°, etc, are displaeements of

cut ends at points a, h, etc, in the

principal system, due to dead and
live loading acting on the curved
beam.

ôaa, ôbb, etc, are displacements of

cut ends at points o, b, etc, in the

principal system, due to .V, =
-1, A'6= -1, etc.

ôab, ôac, etc, are displacements of

point a in the principal .sy.stem at

point a for a unit load .V,, = — 1,

A', = -1. etc

It follows from Maxwell "s lavv of

reciprocai deflíection that

riab = ôba, etc

In the bending moment diagrams
for unit loads, Fig. 5, it is .seen that

they overlap partially. The first of

the.se diagrams from the left will

repre.sent the contribution from mo-
ment to ôaa; the .second, to ôbb, etc;
while the first overlap or double
shaded portion will repre.sent ôab

and ôba; the .second, ôbc and ôcb, etc
No redunilant outside the limits of

the moment diagram for a certain

displaceinent will, therefore, make
any contribution to that displace-

ment. Should the hangers cross each
other there will evidently be more
overlappiíiff of unit moment dia-

grams, which again would indicate

that each equation would contain

two more unknowns than will be the

case for the system shown in Fig. 5.

It is, of course, necessary to cal-

culate the numerical values of the

coeflficients of the unknowns, as well

as the load terms, before the above
equations can be .solved. This calcu-

lation involves rather more work
than the actual .solution of the equa-
tions. The following are the general

equations for these coefficients and
load terms applicable to Point a.

ôa° = ISSo.iSo
La_

EA + f XoXa

J EA
ds

+

ôaa = ZSa^

f
Mo Ma
El

ds

La_

EA

ôab=ôba=:^tia.Sb^+ f^ ds
EA J EA

Ma Mb

So =direct stress in tie or

diagonal due to ex-

ternai loading of the

principal .system.

La =length of member.

Xo =direct stress in arch
rib due to externai

loading of the prin-

cipal .system.

}fo = bending moment in

arch rib due to ex-

ternai loading of prin-

cipal .sy.stem.

Sa, Sa, .l/o = analogical stres.ses and
bending moment in

principal svstem for

x„= -1.

The correct modulus of elasticity

E nnist, of cour.se, be u.sed, accord-

ing to the material to be u.sed in

construction.

There will be no temperature
stre-sses in this externai statically

determinate system, except for un-
even teiuperature changes. These
are certain to occur in a structure

with unprotected steel hangers, but

the calculation of stre.s.ses from this

effect as well as from the shrinkage

and plastic deformation of con-

crete does not con.stitute any sperial

problem.
For the ordinary two and three

hinged arches the maximum bend-
ing monients due to moving uniform

I

L-
load will be approximatelv w—• to

50

' For arches with inclined hang-

ers, maximum bending moments
will be only from one-sixth to one-

tenth of these values. Thus the bend-
ing moments are almost negligible

and even less than the secondary
.stresses in steel trusses. Bridges of

this type have been built with such
slender concrete arches that they

look unstable against buckling.

The vertical buckling length for

two or three hinged arches may be

assumed to be half the total arch

length. If there were more restrained

points along the arch, the vertical

buckling lengths would, of course,

be decreased the same as in a truss

with a curved upper chord. That is

exactly the case for an arch bridge

with inclined hangers, but only

when ali hangers are acting. The
security against hangers going out

of action will therefore also influence

the security again.st buckling. This

is a condition which will have to be
considered for each case.

Since the bending moments in the

arch for live loads hav^e been prac-

tically eliminated, the rigidity of

the structure has been correspond-

ingly increased. This fact has been

thoroughly verified by carefuUy con-

ducted test loadings of íinished

bridges of this type.

Most of the bridges with inclined

hangers are of the three hinged con-

crete arch tyj)e, but both two-

hinged and bowstring arch bridges

with inclined hangers have been

built. Some steel arch bridges with

inclined hangers have also been

constructed.

Suspension Bridges with
Inclined Hangers

The theory of the action of in-

clined hangers in arch bridges will

indicate what may be expected from

such a .system if applied to a suspen-

sion bridge. If this is of long span, it

woidd certainly not be economical to

make the roadway extra heavy in

order to increa.se the pre.stress in the

diagonal hangers. With a nonrigid

cable it would hardly be possible to

eliminate the .stiffening girder or

truss entirely, but this would pro-

bably not need to be as rigid as for

a bridge with vertical hangers.

Analytical stress analysis would

be feasible for a .susjkmisíou bridge

with one span and uidoaded back

stays, or for a system as proposed
^

by Dr. Di.schinger, but would be

difficult if there were more than

three spans. In such cases it would

appear necessary to use model

testing.
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IhaíjOim.

Fig:. 5

F^ixing the hangers securely to the
(al)les will constitute a special prob-
Icm in some of the proposed systems,
because of the horizontal component
of hanger pull, which will promote
sliding. The average tensions in the
hangers will be less than those for

vertical hangers, and it will be diffi-

< idt to even out the initial tensions.

There is, under suoh cireunistances,
a danger that the hangers, even
when in tension, niight vibrate due
to wirid or to live loadiíig. Such vi-

liration niay canse darnage in time,
a> it did to the cables of a susi)eiision

l>ri<lge on the Alaska Ilighvvay,
wliich did not have its cable strands
^iifRcicntly well clamped together.
A snsjjension bridge is generally

more flexible than an arch bridge; it

wonld seem to bc imich more diffi-

cult to make a praclicable and cco-

nomical design for a suspension

bridge which would keep ali inclined

hangers in action under live load

conditions. Taking ali the above
conditions into considerai ion, the

author thinks it will pay to go slow

in the use of nonrigid inclined

hanger systems for suspension

})ridges, even though a major bridge

of this type has already been con-

structed.

For médium Icnglh bridge s])ans

of abont 600 ft., a more rigid lyi)e

thaii a suspension bridge with in-

clined hangers seems to be lhe self

anchoring girder withont cablc, but

with stays from the towers to both

sides. This type was ofTered by a

(rcrman firm in a recent competition

for a bridge at Stromsun<l, Sweden,

and was selected, because of better

rigidity and economy than the ordi-

nary suspension bridge originally

proposed.
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Gost Galculations of

Transports by Truck
bv

Charles M. J. W. Kohler, M.E.I.G.
Consulting Civil Engineer. Ottaiva. Ont.

Trucking and hauling prohlenis eiiter into practically every construction operation.

In this short paper the author gives a series of forniulae by which the cost per

Ion mile may be readily determined, and explains them by giving a nunierical

exainple. Thoiigh trucks are referred to in the text, the forniulae also apply for

other types of transport vehicles.

If one (lesires to calculate the cost

for transportation by truck, it is

necessary to know the total number
of complete rouiid trips which caii

be made by a certain number of

trucks during a certain time, say

8 hours.

For instance, if sand has to be
transported by truck, the sand is

loaded at one end of the trip and
dumped at the other end. This
means that if \ve have one loading

facility for a certain number of

trucks and the loading of a truck

takes 4 minutes, the first truck

leaves 4 minutes after the beginning
of the shift, the second after 8

minutes, and so on.

If one complete roiuid trip takes

40 minutes, the last routid trip can
start 40 minutes before the end of

the shift. The trucks which return

after less than 40 minutes before the

end of the shift will not load again,

unless one is prepared to pay over-

time.

In this article is given a formula
from which, for a certain period, the

total number of complete round
trips for a certain number of trucks

can be found (formula 4).

Riding distance one way = .r miles.

Assume an average speed = ?/' m.p.h.

loading time of truck =

4 minutes

time for driving out =
X

60—, minutes
y

time for dumping =
2 minutes

time for driving back =
X

60—7 mmutes

Time for one complete round trip =

6+120—, minutes ... (1)
y
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Number of trucks required for this =

(2)

6+120^
y

in which 4 is the loading time in

minutes.

Round ofY the re(juired nmnber of

trucks from (2) to a whole number g,

and calculate the actual average
speed y in m.p.h., when using g
trucks. The time retjuired for one
complete round trip (cycle) now
becomes

:

rt = 6+120- minutes ... (3)
y

With this time a, we carry out our
further calculations.

The total nmnber n of complete
round trips which these g trucks

will do in 8 hours, or 480 minutes, is

found as follows:

480 = 6 . o+c minutes (in which 6

is a whole number)
c = d . 4 (loading time) + "rest

value". (in which á is a whole
number)

The "rest value" is usually O and if

not, can be disregarded

In this way we find the values

for b and d.

The total number of complete
round trips n, which the g trucks

will do in 8 hours will be foimd from

the foUowing equation:

n=&(d+l)+ [g-(rf+l)] (fe-i) (4)

If the cost of the loading equip
ment, including depreciation, driver,

fuel and maintenance is L dollars

per day and the similar cost for one

truck K dollars, the cost of one

round trip amounts to:

g . K+L
dolU (5)

If one truck loads q tons, this be

comes

:

g . K+L

or:

K+L

dollar per ton/
round trip . . . (6,

'2 . n . q . X
dollars per ton/

mile ...(?;

With an efficiency of p%, th(

values for (5), (6) and (7) would be

divided by p.

Hlxaniple

The procedure will be clarified by
taking the following example:

—

.r = 4 miles

Lc)ading time =5 minutes
y' = 19 m.p.h.

Time for driving

out 60 ^ = 12.63 minutes

Dumping time = 3 minutes
Time for driving

back = 12.63 minutes

8+25.26 minutes(l)
Numlier of trucks required for this =

8+25.26—- = 6.60 ... (2)
5

Take the number of trucks used,

g, as the nearest integral number,

8+120—
or 7. Then, —- = 7, from which

,5

«1 480
,we nnd ?/=-— = 17.8 m.p.h.

27 '

One cycle a now becomes a = 8+27
= 35 minutes ... (3)

480 = 13.35+ 25 /> = 13

25 = 5.5+ d = 5

Referring to (4), /? = 13 (5+ 1) +

[7-(5+ l)] (13-1) which giveí

n = 90 ( = total number of complete

round trips).

With L = $100 and A' = $40, the cosi

for one round trip is:

rxm+m.UM ... (5

With a loading capacity of 4 ton;

per truck this becomes: „j

$4 22— =$1.06 per ton round trip (6

or:^^ = $0.13 per ton mile ... (7
8

With an efficiency of 60%, (7) be

0.13 . 100 = $0.22 per ton.comes :-

mile.

60

The reader's attention is called t(

formula (4), which gives the numbei
of complete round trips which i

certain number of trucks will makt
during a certain time, without th<

owner having to pay overtime fo

part of the trips if these are not com
pleted within, say, an eight hou
day. The forniulae may also be usei

for other types of vehicles. \
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íPossibilities of Operating

ATOMIG ELECTRIC POWER

at Competitive Rates

by

W. B. Lewis
Vice-President, Research and Development

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited

Chalk River, Ont.

VlloHances for a Nuclear Power Plant
to be Competitive with a Coal Plant

It is relatively easy to show that

to compete with large scale com-
jmercial electric power in an indus-

jtrialized country.consideration must
be given to large units; in order to

locus attention on a reasonable tar-

get, let this be a unit generating

1100,000 kw. It will be compared
with a commercial unit of similar

size fuelled by coal and incorporat-

iiig the best modern engineering

practice. The costs for both stations

inay be broken down in such a way
that the targets to be achieved in

lhe separate stages and operations

for the nuclear plant are made evi-

dent.

For the coal fired station assume
a total capital cost of $140 per kilo-

watt of electrical installed capacity
' kw£/) of which the boilers and
auxiliary plant cost $60/kw£:/. The
turbines, generating plant and elec-

t t ical equipment take the remaining
•SHO/kwE/. It must be remembered
tliat these figures apply to a modern
liigh efficiency, high temperature
a 11(1 pressure turbine, so this allow-

ance may reasonably be higher than
for equipment built to lower stand-

ards. ]Moreover, in assigning dollar

costs, it is necessary only that ali

per short

Ib costing

the figures should bear a reasonable

relation to one another and the

absolute values must be considered

as dependent on local conditions and
the purchasing power of the dollar.

A fuel cost of 30 cents per million

B.t.u. will be assumed. This would

be provided bv coal of 13,000

B.t.u. /Ib costing $7.80

ton, or of 13,300 B.t.u.

$8 per short ton.

At 90 per cent fuel to steam and
38 per cent steam to electrical effi-

ciencies, 34.2 per cent overall, the

fuel cost is 3.0 mill/kwh generated.

The load factor, or plant utiliza-

tion factor, will be assumed as 80

per cent so that the annual output

is 700 Mkwh.
Because public financing and pri-

vate financing involve different in-

terest and tax rates, which affect the

comparison, costs will be evaluated

for annual capital charges at both

8.5 per cent and 13 per cent.

The overall annual costs for the

coal plant would then be as in

Table I.

Comparable costs would l)e reach-

ed for a certain type of nuclear

power station, which I propose to

discuss in further detail, by making

the following cost allowances.

Table 1. Annual Costs for Coal Fired Electric Generating Plant

Low Cliarges

Rate Ainouiit

CL-neratiiig plant ($8 millioiís) . . .8.5% $ C8(),()()()

H()iler.s and auxiliaries ($6 inillions) . 8 .5 510,000
Coal con.sumption, 700 Mkwli at 3.0

inill/kwh 2,100,000
[Fuel and ash handling 50,000

I
Other operating oo.sts 250,000

TOTAI $3,590,000 5.13

inill/

kwh

O . !)7

0.73

3.00
0.07
0.3G

Rate

13%
13

High Ciiarge.s

.Vnioniit

$1,040,()()()

780,000

2,100,000
.")(),(l()0

25(),()0()

niill/

kwh

1 4!)

Ill

3 . 00
(I (17

O .3(i

Canada s induHtrial produrtivily

depends greatly on rheap hydro-
electric power. Rising prodiiction

already demands so much electric

power that coal and oil are imporled
in some regions lo supplcment avail-

abte waler power. Tn the far norlli

the cost of transporting even oil

hinders development. L raniuni,
which Canada has in ahundance,
promises power nol only with low

transporlation costs but eveninall)

at a low total cost. The anthor of

this paper, which was presenled al

lhe annual meetiiig in Toroiilo in

May 19.'>.^, concliides that in large

iustallations atomic power could

even now be competitive.

$4,220,000 6 . 03

Reactor cost, less fuel

and moderator $15.000,000

($150 kw,,;,)

Heavy water, 80 tons

at $30 Ib 4,800,000

Uraniiim iiiventorv,

66 tons at $20 Ib . 2,640,000

l iraiiium consuiiipl ioii

at 3 per cent buni-

up and 22 per cent

therinal to electrical

efficiency 4.55 tons

ycar .' 182,000

Annual operating cosi

,

excluding fuel ])r()-

cessing :55().()00

Fuel processing, 292

days at 455 XI

w

gives 133 kg. of fi.s-

sion i)ro<iucls. at

$3 gni. costs 400,000

The overall annual cosls would

then be as in Table II.

Comparison of Kc-at tor '!'> pcs

The type of reactor imder con-

sideratioii may be de.><cribed as:

Hegenerative, niraning thal il

produces new fissile nialcrial re-
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placing in some measure that

consumed.

Solid fuelled; the fuel is natural

uranium and the products ob-

tained froin its irradiation, signi-

ficantly plutonium and uranium
depleted in the U-235 isotope.

The fuel is envisaged as being

solid, either a metal or some sort

of fire-brick. The fuel is likely to

be processed after irradiation to

dispose of fission products and to

recover the plutonium and ura-

nium for further use.

Thermal neutron; a large frac-

tion of the neutrons released in

fission are slowed down until in

thermal equilibrium with the

"moderator". The significance of

this is that U-235 and the plu-

Table II. Annual Costs for Nuclear Power Plant

Low Charges
mill/

Rate Amount kwh

Generating plant ($8 million) . ... 8.5% $ 680,000 0.97

Reactor ($15 million) 8.5 1,275,000 1.82

Heavy water ($4.8 million) 5 240,000 .34

Uranium inventory ($2.64 million) .3 79,200 .11

Uranium consumption 182,000 .26

Fuel processing 400,000 .57

Operating 350,000 ^
TOTAL $3,206,200 4.58 $4,481,200 6.40

Rate

13%
13

10
3

High Charges

Amount

$1,040,000

1,950,000

480,000

79,200

182,000

400,000

350,000

miU/
kwh

1.4d

2.78

.69

.11

.26

.57

.50

tonium which contribute to the

fuel cycle have very large^ 1,000

barn cross-sections for thermal

neutrons, making it possible to

achieve

200
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a. very high speciíic rates of fis-

sion (—-10 thermal Mw/kg.) and

correspondingly low total content

of fissile material in a reactor of

given power rating;

b. low neutron wastage by compet-

itive absorption in other mate-

riais in the reactor if these are

well chosen.

Heavy water cooled and mod-

erated; heavy water being little

different in most properties from

ordinary water, shares the same

advantages and disadvantages as

a coolant. A disadvantage is its

low boiling point, making high

pressures necessary in high tem-

perature systems. Advantages are

its high thermal capacity both as

liquid and as steam and its low

viscosity, making pumping po\yer

low. Chemically also it is like

ordinary water and although

somewhat reactive and corrosive,

it is the principal product from
|

the ready recombination of its{

elements.
|

It differs from ordinary water!

in having a much lower capturei

cross-section for neutrons, 0.0005
|

barn compared with 0.3 barn per

hydrogen atom. This advantage

has to be set against its price,

which hitherto has been over

$50/lb.

Other types of reactors which

may be considered also as possibili-

ties for competitive power genera-

tion, may be distinguished as:

Breeders; if the fissile material

produced is greater than that

consumed, the reactor is classed

as a "breeder". In theory the

operation of breeder reactors

makes possible the utilization

through fission of ali uranium and

thorium. In practice it has been

considered that up to 30 to 60 per

cent of the available amounts of

these elements might economical-

ly be utilized. The fraction util-

^ ized is often referred to as the

"burn-up". A regenerative non-

breeder, but near breeder, may
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Table III. Steam to Electrical Power Efficiencies

Steam Exhausting to li.niciency

Pressure Temperature
°F.

Pressure Raiikine Practical

psi. °C. psi. in. Hg cycle overall

1500 566 1050 0.735 1.5 43% 33%
ii-i 232 450 1.0 2.04 33.5 -~25

300 (sat.) 214 416 1.0 2.04 31.7 - 23

240 (sat.) 203 397 1.0 2.04 30.6 ^22

164. 2 328
íl.O 2.04 26.1

100 (sat.) \0.735 1.5 ^27 18

14.0 (sat.) 98. 6 209.6 0.735 1.5 11

achieve a burn-up of several per

cent.

Fluid fuelled; fabrication costs

associated vvith solid fuel elements

and their protective sheathing

may be avoided by keeping the

fuel íluid either as a solution,

slurry (including liquid metal

slurry), fused salt, gas or solid

suspension. The main disadvan-

tages are

a. The fluid fuel is likely to be

more corrosive than a selected

and controlled coolant.

b. Much of the radioactivity of the

fission products is associated

with volatile fission products of

relatively short life. The re-

quirements for containing these

are not so easily met in fluid as

in solid fuel systems.

One special advantage may be
noted, namely that one of the

xenon istotopes, Xe-135, a fission

product, is a strong absorber of

thermal neutrons, and is a signi-

ficant poison affecting the opera-

tion of thermal neutron reactors.

In certain fluid fuel systems it

could be extracted in a time short

compared with its half-life in the

neutron flux, which may be about
two hours. In most fluid fuel sys-

tems its concentration would be

less and its delayed poisoning

effects much reduced.

Fast neutron; if the reactor is

designed so that the fission chain
reaction is maintained without
slowing the neutrons dovvn to

thermal energies, several advan-
tages result.

a. The neutron yield per fissile

atom destroyed is significantly

higher, making breeding ut-

tainable.

b. A significant coiilrihutiou may
be ohlained from uranium-238
and thorium whicli are directly

fissile by fast neutrons.

The disadvantages are mainly
a. The need for a large initial

charge of relatively pure fissile

material (not less than about
100 kg. for a 100,000 k\v gener-

ating station).

b. Technical difficulties of ex-

tracting heat from a core of

very small volume surrounded

by a thick "breeding blanket"

of uranium or thorium, whicli

must also be cooled.

c. The necessity for relatively

frequent reprocessing of the

fi.ssile material. In a fluid fuel

system, continuous processiug

may be possible, and the disad-

VARIAT
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vantage is that relatively large

amounts of fissile material have
to be processed for a reactor of

given power.
Liquid metal cooled; this oífers

the advantage of high tempera-
ture operation. AU satisfactory

liquid metais, however, have
higher thermal neiítron absorp-
tion than heavy water. Corrosion
and chemical activity problems
are severe, bui not insuperable.

Sodium becomes intensely radio-

active and requires much greater

shielding precautions after reactor

shutdovvn than water. Polonium
produced in bismuth is a trouble-

some radioactive contaminant.

Ordinary water cooled; com-
pared with heavy water the dis-

advantage of the higher neutron
capture is to some extcnt offset by
the smaller amount of ordinary

water required to slow down
neutrons.

Gas cooled; this offers the ad-

vantage of relatively high tem-
perature operation, but this ad-

vantage is somewhat offset by the

increased pumjjing power needed.
Gas cooled reactors are relatively

simple in design if allowed large

amounts of uranium in a relatively

cheap moderator; only graphite

appears economic.

Alternative moderators; Bervl-

lium and beryllia are good moder-
ators with low neutron absorp-
tion, but are expensive. Graphite
is a less efíective moderator but is

chosen for its low cost and good
high temperature propertieswhere
bulk can be allowed.

Other contrasted classifications of

reactors, for example homogeneous
or heterogeneous, pressurized or
boiling water, natural uranium or

enriched, are not discussed, for, al-

though to the engineer responsible

for the design it may appear very
distinct, any such reactor will be
found to be classifiable from the
economic viewpoint under the de-
scriptive heads already discussed.

For example, from the published In-

formation the Oak Ridge homo-
geneous reactor would be classed as

a íluid fuel, regenerative or breeder,

thermal neutron, heavy water cooled

and moderated reactor. The eco-

nomic questions raised by enrich-

ment are ali involved in regenerative

and breeding fuel cycles. Increased
fuel investment represented by in-

creased enrichment may be balanced
economically by increased regenera-

tion or breeding, a lower initial capi-

tal cost for a reactor, or reduced fuel

processing costs. The significant as-

pects of ali these factors will be dis-

cussed.

Thermal to Electrical Conversion
Efficiency

One of the first points engineers
will notice in this paper is the as-

signed 38 per cent efficiency for con-

version of the thermal energy of

steam to electricity, but only 22 per

cent for that from uranium. The re-

lation of these figures to steam
temperatures and pressures may be
seen from Table III.

The steam temperature in the

nuclear plant may be as low as
400° F. This low value has been
chosen because of the fundamental
point that it is costly to handle
spilled radioactive material and it is

therefore important from the eco-

nomic viewpoint to keep away from
the corrosion hazards associated

with higher temperatures of the

sheathing of fuel elements. More-
over, because the uranium fuel cost

is so low, even at this low efficiencj!

it contributes only one-third asi

much to the cost of power as th<|

coal in its high efficiency plant.

Many nuclear engineers, par
ticularly those with a steam enl

gineering background rather than
{j

radioactive chemical plant backl
ground, will be unhappy to allovi

such a low temperature. It will in

deed be a happy day, when, bj

technical development, we achiev(

reliable operation at higher tem
peratures. The point is, however
the double one that it is not essentia

to reach such conditions befor»

atomic electric power is competitivi

with coal and that the advantage o

slower corrosion at the lower tem
perature is considerable.

It is of interest to consider ai

example of how the total cost o

power is aífected by a change in th
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(Total fission neutron yield) x ep/(l + k'Z,,'^) — Total neutron ahsorption

Neutron al)sorption hy fissile atoms
where = ahsorption cross-scction of thc fissile material.

lhermal to electrical conversion efR-

•iency. The contribution from ura-

iiium consumption and fuel pro-

cssing is inversely proportional to

ihis efficiency, so that by raising the

fficiency from 22 to 33 per cent

lhese contributions would fali from
0.83 to 0.55 mil! kwh. If the dif-

ferencc, 0.28 mill/kvvh, were ap-

|)lied to the reactor co.st, it would
illow at the low charge rate an in-

rease in this from $15 to $17.3 mil-

ijon, assuming no increase of oper-

itingcost other than fuel processing.

The Fuel Cycle

III the choice of a practical cycle

for the fissile fuel, three require-

iiients have to be satisfied in the

reactor

:

The reactivity necessary to sus-

lain a chain reaction has to be
provided.

Sufficient regeneration of fissile

fuel must take place to allow a long

tiiough irradiation of the fuel to

inake the fuel cycle economic.

The fuel has to be so arranged that

the heat generated is removed by
I he coolant at as high a temperature
as possible, while keeping the fuel

it a low enough temperature to be
-table, that is to say, not melting or

iPassing through any significant

jphase change. For pure uranium
metal this means keeping below
1,200° F. or 650° C.

In general, in a power reactor the

disposition of fuel throughout the
reactor will not be uniform; more-
'ver considerable changes take place
n the fuel under irradiation. As a
if sult, the computation of the reac-

tivity and its changes becomes very
( omplex, and it may be doubted
whether in practice any such com-
j)utation will be justified. It is, how-
t ver, possible to establish certain

ipproximate relations applicable to

Muall changes in reactivity, and
tliese serve as guides to design and
to forecast performance.
The reactivity of a reactor is com-

inonly denoted by k and has the
value k = l when in steady opera-
tion. In a thermal neutron reactor A;

would never be allowed to get as
high as 1.01 for this would exceed
the range in which control is slowed
jby the delayed neutrons from fission.

At Chalk River it has been found
convenient to assess small changes
in reactivity in milli-A: units.

For discussing changes in the fuel

during irradiation, it is convenient
to introduce another function re-

lated to reactivity which may be
described as the excess cross-section
and is conveniently expressed in

"bams per initial fissile atom".
W hen a sniall absorber containing

A atoms of neutron absorption

cross-section a is introduced into a
reactor at a point where the neutron
flux is

<f>, the change in reactivity
may be written ôk= — 6'0'Wcr, where
C is approximately constant for ali

positions in the reactor at a given
power levei.

This reactivity loss may be bal-
anced by a yield of fission neutrons
at the same point from Nf atoms of

fissile material having an absorption
cross-section o-/,, and yielding r; fis-

sion neutrons «per fissile atom de-
stroyed, where Nf is given bv

(v-l) ep/(l + K-L,2) = AV.
The factor ep/{l + k-L^-) repre-

sents the fraction of fission neutrons
becoming thermal in the same ef-

fective region of the reactor, and
€ = fast fission factor, p = reso-

nance escape probability, =
slowing down area and k~ = Lapla-
cian or buckling.

The "excess barns per fissile atom"
in any region is given by theequation
set in box above.

When natural uranium is irra-

diated, the main changes in reac-

tivity apart from the transient xenon
poison already mentioned, are at-

tributable to the build-up of (1) plu-

tonium which produces an increase

in reactivity due to its larger fission

cross-section even if the regenera-

tion is only about 0.8 atom of Pu-239
per atom of U-235 destroyed ; (2) fis-

sion products which absorb neutrons.

The exact course of these changes
depends on the velocity distribution

of the neutron flux, the self-shielding

due to the thickness of uranium, the

ratio of resonance to thermal neu-

trons, and the amount of fast fis-

sion in U-238. The known nuclear

data are not accurate enough to

make an exact estimate even if the

neutron velocity distribution were

known, which is not the case. With
ali these re.servations in mind, it is

nevertheless po.ssible to assess the

general form of the changes to be

expecled. A typical curve is sliown

in Fig. 1. In the same figure is shown
the absorption attributed to the fis-

sion products. This serves as an in-

dication of what might be regained

by processing the fuel to remove
fission produc-ts at any stage.

In contrast to this fali of reac-

tivity, t)ic heat ()uti)ut in a constant

neutron flux is well niaintained to

long irradiai ions, Fig. 2.

Setting a cost of $20 Ib. for ura-

nium as supplied to thc reactor and

making also the processing allow-

ance of 0.5 mill kwh set above,

the resullant contril)ulions to the
power cost from lhe fuel costs for a

numher of types of fuel cycle are
shown in F^ig. 3.

Not ali these fuel cyclcs are at-

tainable—the processing allowance
may be insufficient, the average re-

activMty may be too low, or the fuel

may break up before the full |irradi-

ation is achieved. In the long lerm,
when many reactors are operating,

the availability of uranium at the
price suggested in the amount re-

(juired miglit also rule against cycles
with a total burn-uj) of less than, .say,

2 per cent. However, as possibilities

for early application, I would flirect

attention to two particular cycles;

first, the very simi)le one involving
no processing and setting no value
on the discharged fuel- the limit to

the irradiation is sei by the reac-

tivity drop and the physical stability

of the fuel. For natural uranium
metal 4,000 MWD, ton might be
attainable in both respects. This,

however, leads to a rather high fuel

cost of 1.84 mill/kwh from Fig. 3
which is drawn for 25 per cent
thermal to electrical conversion effi-

ciency, so this would be 2.09

mill kwh at 22 per cent.

It might prove practicable to ex-

tend this to Iiigher irradiations. The
difficulty caused by the drop in re-

activity might be overcome by
moving the fuel after some irradia-

tion out from the high flux regions

of thc reac-tor where new fuel would
contribute more to the reactivity,

and finishing the irradiation in a
lower flux position.

For a longer term program on

a larger scale, recycling of the ura-

nium two or three times appears

more attractive. Consider in par-

ticular an irradiation limit .set at

4,000 MWl) tonne and recycling

lhe uranium three limes. It is en-

visaged that the reactor would settle

to an e(juilibrium in which it con-

tains fuel at ali stages of burn-up

and recycling.

It is very inij)<)rlitiit t<> the pros-

I)ecl of acliieving fuel eroiioinv that

the plutonium sliould not be lefl in

the uranium or returiied to it after

|)rocessing, as the fi.ssion producl.s

from the plutonium would neees-

sitale earlier rejírocessing.

riie |)rocessing allowance was set

at 0.5 mill kwh electrical or $12/-

MWI) or $12 X 0.22 = $2.64/-

thermal MWI) at 22 per cent effi-

ciency. This works oul lo about
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$15/kg. for each extraction, which
includes refabrication of the fuel for

the reactor and disposal of the fis-

sion products.

Conducted on a large enough
scale, for example, servicing a power
plant of 1 million kilowatts, such a
cost allowance does not appear un-

reasonable. We have no experienee

of conducting operations on such a
scale, but judging from the expe-

rienee we have on a smaller scale, it

does not seem unattainable. It is,

however, to be noted that if this is

not achieved, then each extra dol-

lar/kg. for each uranium reprocess-

ing adds 0.02 mill/kwh to the power
cost, while an extra dollar/gm. of

plutonium reprocessing adds 0.1

mill/kwh.

For the sanie overall fuel costs a

greater processing allowance can be
made, since this allowance is almost
proportional to the irradiation per

stage and could, for example, be in-

creased by 40 per cent if the irradia-

tion per stage were extended to

6,000 MWD/tonne.

The Reactor and Heavy
Water Costs

At the present time it is difficult

to assess whether the $15 million al-

lowance for the reactor cost (less

moderator, coolant and fuel but in-

cluding the building) and $4.8 mil-

lion for heavy water, would be
adequate. We have embarked on
the design of a smaller power reac-

tor and expect the experienee gained
will be most valuable in assessing

the validity of estimates.

For the heavy water, pressurized

type of reactor with metal fuel ele-

ments clad in zirconium, we can set

minimum requirements for the
amounts of heavy water and zir-

conium. Experienee exists for heat
transfer rates to water of 600,000
B.t.u./hr./ft.2 (190 watts/cm.-).

Suppose the design can attain an
average of one-quarter of this, or
say 50 watts/cm.'-, then for 100/-
0.22 = 454 Mw heat output, the
sheathing area would be 9.08 x
10*^ cm.- and if 1 nnn. thick of densi-

ty 6.5 the sheathing would have a
mass of 5.9 tonnes, and at $50/lb. in

fabricated form would cost $650,000.

This item of zirconium is possibly

worth considering further, for its

cost per pound may fali. One
U.S.A.E.C. contract calls for the
billet metal at $13.5/lb., but pos-
sibly this low figure has not been
met. Zirconium is very reactive, par-
ticularly with nitrogen, and metal
may be spoiled by exposure to air at

high temperatures; it is not easy to

patch or weld so that a considerable
wastage is to be expected, until ali
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fabrication is achieved by simple,

well developed processes.

For heavy water an allowance of

80 tons at $30/lb. was set. Estiinates

of the amount required, based on
reactor experienee and established

heat exchanger designs, range be-

tween 60 and 100 tons. On the

question of price, Selak and Finke
in Chemical Engineering Progress,

Vol. 50, p. 221, 1954, concluded
"The production of heavy water at

less than $40/lb., including amorti-

zation is in the opinion of the au-

thors within the realm of possi-

bility." In discussion Mr. Selak

stated this was intended to include

the high taxation rates applied to

private industry in the United
States. From this and other basic

Information, the figure of $30 /Ib. is

not considered unattainable.

The pumps, pressure system and
controls for the reactor represent

the greatest uncertainty. It is jjrob-

ably necessary to spend several mil-

lion doilars on development work,
but if this is not charged against the

reactor the following breakdown
may be suggested. This will at least

serve to indicate where estimates

are liable to be in error.

Millions

of

doilars

Building 2.75

Reactor structure 2.9

Auxiliary power equipment 1.75

Control equipment 1.5

Crane and rod handling. . 0.6

Auxiliary plant 1.0

Miscellaneous 0.

1

Site development 0.2

10.8

+25 per cent engineer-

ing 2.7

+20 per cent contin-

gencies 2.2

Total 15.7

Conclusion

In concluding, I would suggest
that the nuclear power plant has
not yet arrived at the stage where
accurate cost estimates are available

because the extrapolation from pre-

vious experienee is too great. More-
over, the whole technology of oper-

ating in the presence of the large

amounts of radioactive materiais in-

volved is of such recent growth that

the pattern of operations is not well

established. Certain features exist

which seem likely to stay, such as

the handling of irradiated fuel ele-

ments in water trenches to provide

shielding while allowing visual in- i

spection; others, such as the plung-
|

ing control rods, will not be so i

general.
|

By building reactors which are i

small but not of insignificant capac-

ity and by facing the problems of
|

their operation as they arise, we shall

gain the experienee necessary to give

backing to forecast estimates.

We now have reasonable assur-

ance of low fuel costs for thermak
reactors and expect to show that the

reactor costs can be brought to a

levei at which nuclear power genera-

tion is economically competitive. V

FATIGUE LIFE OF STEEL I-BEAMS AT NORMAL
AND SUB-ZERO TEMPERATURES

(Continued from page 6H)

rimmed and killed steels show that
the temperature of — 40°F still lies

above the transition temperature of

these two steels. The results of these

fatigue tests show that resistance to

fatigue of structural rimmed and
killed steels of moderate thickness,

is substantially greater at a tempera-
ture of -40°F than at +70°F.
The welded beams of rimmed and

killed steels showed, at +70°F, a
better fatigue resistance than the
rolled structural steel beams where-
as, at — 40°F, the fatigue resistance

of the rolled beams appreciably sur-

passed that of the welded beams.
The riveted beams, at both tempera-
tures, had the lowest fatigue resist-

ance of ali types of beams tested.

The fracture characteristics were
the same for ali types of beams. This
indicates that the welded beams be-

haved in exactly the same manner as
the rolled beams, and that welding

did not introduce any adverse effect.

In evaluating the results of the

foregoing fatigue tests, it should also

be ajipreciated that they were, of

necessity, limited in scope, both as

to the number and range of speci-

men tested. It would therefore be

improper to draw too definite con-

clusions as to the relative nierits of

rolled, welded and riveted I-beam

sections, beyond the range tested,

especially regarding thickness or

size of beams.
The results so far obtained do,

however, point up the desirability

of further research on similar but

larger sections involving thicker ma-

terial. Such a program would of

course necessitate the constructionof

testing equipment much larger and

more expensive than that described.

It is hoped that in the not too remote

future, further exploration along

these lines may be made possible. V
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Where are we Heading in

Higher Education in Canada

at the Present Time?

by

N. A. M. MacKenzie
Presidem,

University of British Columbia, Vancouver, B.C.

This Í8 an address delivered by Dr. MacKenzie before a meetiug of the aluinni

of the University of British Columbia on Noveinber 30 last. Though he was not

particularly concerned with engineering education, many of his remarks can be

taken to heart by engineers, especially by that section of the profession which

believes that the elevation of the engineer'8 status is more dependent upon

raising the status of the individual than it is upon any mass effort.

I thought this evening I would
talk to you about higher education in

Canada, for that seems to be an ap-

I

propriate topic for the alumni of a

I

great university.

The first thing I would like to do
is to state what I believe to be the
purpose, the function or the goal of

higher education. My own view is

I

that we should strive to produce
I educated men and women in the

! broadest and best senses of the term
"educated." But this in return re-

quires a deíinition of education, and
I should, myself, describe an edu-
cated man or woman as one with
some knowledge and understanding
of human history and human de-

velopment. He should also have
some understanding of our contem-

j

porary society and of himself as a
human being in the physical, physio-
logical and psychological senses; or,

putting it another way, some under-
standing of the physical, mental and

j

emotional factors or elements in his

nature. He should also know some-
thing about the physical world
around him, and about the import-
ance of science in respect of that
physical world and of his own life

and society. Because ali of us are

likely at one time or another to be
dependent upon ourselves for the
making of a living, our educated
man should have acquired certain
skills and information which he can
turn to practical use. More import-
ant than these in many ways as the

I
mark of the educated man is his

j

acquisition of wisdom and of judg-
ment and balance, of standards of

value, and of a capacity or ability

to discriminate and to make right

and wise choices. I suspect that ali

of you would agree with me that

these are desirable objectives of

higher education.

There are, of còurse, many others,

including a capacity to understand
and enjoy what we loosely describe

as our "cultural heritage" — the

arts and letters, music, painting,

literature and the rest. Education
should also include an understand-

ing of one's emotional nature and
the capacity to subject one's self to

self-discipline. But granted ali this,

the problem remains of how to im-

part these desirable qualities and
characteristics to the young people

who come to us, to see that ali of

them acquire these qualities and are

encouraged and persuaded to de-

velop themselves to the maximum.
Our success is largely dependent

upon what has happened to these

young people before they enroU as

university students, but this is in a

sense pushing a problem and a re-

sponsibility back on the parents and

the home, upon society and the local

environment, upon the church and

the schools, for not only are the

young people who come to us con-

ditioned before they reach us, but

they are as well, throughout the

whole of their university careers,

subject to a great many persuasive

and powerful influcnces which have

nothing to do with lhe university.

Within the university the most

important educational factors or

influences are: the teaching staff;

other members of the student body;
the médium of instruction e.g., the

humanities, science, arts, or a Pro-

fessional course; facilities available

in the form of libraries, laboratories

and extra-curricular activities; and
the general philosophy of and at-

mosphere which surrounds the uni-

versity itself. By this I mean its

attitude towards freedom and re-

sponsibility, its interest in intel-

lectual matters, and the eniphasis

which it attaches to thiiigs of the

mind and to the place and the im-

portance of social activities and of

athletics on the campus. Even the

physical surroundings of the uni-

versity campus will have some effect

upon the interests and character of

students there.

But again, having described some
of the agents or media of education,

we are still without an ansvver to the

(juestion, "How do we ensure that

our young people get the most and

the best out of their university ex-

perience and out of the opportuni-

ties ofíered them ?" Here we come
close to the heart of the continuing

controversy about contêmpora ry

education, its defecls and liniita-

tions. A goodly numbcr daim that

the answer to our ])rol)lcni can be

found in a return to or an emphasis
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upon the teaching of the humanities.

Others state that what is lacking is

discipline: still others suggest that

if we had smaller classes — more
personal contacts between teachers

and students — it would solve our
problems. Still others decry and cri-

ticize the introduction of what they
describe as vocational and technical

courses, which they claim have no
place on the university campus.
Among these, they would list physi-

cal education, home economics,

pharmacy and dentistry. Those who
do this forget that in many respects

university education has always
been vocational, and that, while the

ancient universities were connnuni-
ties of scholars, they were also places

in which the clerks, the lawyers and
the dergy learned their trades or

professions.

Quite frankly, I have no complete
or satisfactory answer to the ques-

tion, "How do we produce educated
men and women in our Canadian
universities ?" The most and the

best that I can do is to suggest one
or two things that are important.
The first is that I believe that the

teacher is far more important than
the subject. A good teacher, if he is

himself an educated man, can im-

part to his students most of the

desirable qualities and ideas that I

have described above, regardless of

whether his subject is physics, math-
ematics or Greck literature. A poor
teacher can take any subject, not
excluding the best and the most ex-

citing, and make and keep it as dry
and uninteresting as the dust which
collects on the shelves of libraries

that are never used. So, I would
rank first in importance a good
teacher who is himself an educated
person. If he has imagination, a

breadth of vision and understanding,

and a capacity to arouse the curio-

sity of yoimg people and to stimu-

late them into the pursuit of knowl-
edge on their own initiative, then I

would count him as a jewel beyond
price.

I also believe in the importance
and necessity of discipline — self-

discipline if possible, but, failing

that or where necessary, imposed
discipline. Our young people are in

process of becoming mature adults.

They must learn and acquire an
attitude towards responsibility and
about work and about doing things

that are boring and unattractive.

One of my concerns about modern
society is the lack of discipline and
the degree of irresponsibility which
prevails in it among old and young
alike. Here we at the university can
do something through our insistence

upon academic standards and rea-

sonable behaviour. But we are, in a
sense, waging a losing battle, unless

the community iq, which our young
people live is concerned about these

matters and doing something about
them as well, I believe very strongly

in the importance of arousing young
people's curiosity and in stimulating

them to find out things for them-
selves. This can be done, and we try

to do it, in a variety of ways through
teaching, through research in labora-

tories, through libraries, through
extra-curricular activities, through
association with other students,

through public lectures, through
student self-government and in an
endless variety of other ways.
Through ali of this, I keep coming
back to the importance of the

teacher and of the example which he
sets to those who sit under him. I

come back, too, to a statement I

made earlier about the importance
of the influences to which our stu-

dents have been subjected before

they come to us. Some of these we
have limited, if any, influence ui)on.

There is one, however, which is very
much to the fore at the present time,

and in which I believe that we of the

universities could do more than we
have done in the past an<l are now
doing; and that is in the training of

teachers, or as I would prefer, the

educating of teachers for our schools,

and the encouraging of more of the

best of our young peo[)lc to choose
teaching as their life work. The
stafhng of our schools has been, for

many years, a haphazard make-
shift business. By this, I mean that

a great many of our schools, parti-

cularly in the country districts

across Canada are staffed by young
girls with limited experience, educa-
tion and training. The majority of

these do not expect or intend to

make teaching a profession. Most of

them hope and intend to get mar-
ried as soon as possible. Fortunately
for the many of us who are men,
they are successful.

This state of affairs in respect of

the teaching profession is not the
fault or responsibility of anyone or

any particular group. It is the joint

responsibility of ali of us. It grows
out of the difficulty in íinding
enough teachers and enough money
to look after ali of our children in a
country where education is compul-
sory, and, despite ali of our dis-

cussion and ali of our efforts, we may
not be able to change this mate-
rially, though I do believe there are
some things of a constructive and
positive kind that can be done. The
first is to give some practical evi-

dence of our belief in the importance
of education, in other ways than by

talking about it and by criticizing

the teachers, the schools and the de-

partments of education. This can be
done in two ways: the first, by a
public recognition of the importance
of teaching and by attaching the
same kind of prestige to this pro-

fession that we do to medicine, to

law and to business. Another practi-

cal contribution is our advising, en-

couraging and persuading more of

the best of our young men and
women to go into teaching as

careers. I do not believe many of us

are doing this, and I doubt if many
of those of vou who are parents in-

tend or expect your children to be-

come school teachers. I do not know
what the answer to this one is, but I

do know that, if we hope or expect
to get many of the best and ablest

of our young men and women into

the teaching profession, we shall

have to provide more incentives

than presently seern to exist in that
profession.

This brings me to the question of

university responsibility for or parti-

cipation in the training and educa-
tion of teachers. Personaliy, I have
always felt and stated that educa-
tion is a continuing process, and
that the schools and the imiversi-

tics are important and related parts

or phases of that process. Certainly

we in the universities are, or should

be, greatly interested in and con-

cerned about our schools and about
the qualities and abilities of the

teachers in them, for it is from the

schools that we get our students.

Further, I believe that university

education and experience are in-

teresting, useful and important to

everyone who can benefit from
them. In particular, I believe that

we have an important contribution

to make to the education and train-

ing of school teachers. For these and
other reasons, I would like to see

every school teacher spend some
time at the university or, if you will,

have the university assume responsi-

bility for a part of ali teacher train-

ing. This will not be easy to bring

about, but I believe it is a goal we
can set and strive after.

You will note that I have, through-

out, distinguished between "train-

ing" and "education". I have done
so intentionally because, although

they are in some respects synony-

mous, I am using them in somevvhat

diflferent senses. Training I think of

as the acquisition of skills in a pro-

fession or vocation, in this case

teaching and meaning "how to

teach": the techniques, methods,

devices, — whatever you may call

them — which young people are

(Continued on page 63i)
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Accidental Air in Goncrete

M. F. Macnaughton, M.E.I.C.
í ice-President,

Mount Royai Paving and Supplies, Ltd.,

Montreal

by

and

John B. Herhich, M.E.I.C.
Research /'elloiv.

St. Anthony Falis Ilydraulic Laboratory,

University of Minnesota, Minneapolis

Presented at the American Concrete Institute i9th anniial comention, Boston, Mass.,

February 18, 1953. This paper was published in the copyrighted Journal of the

American Concrete Institute, Vol. 26, No. 3, November 1954. Proceedings, Vol. 51.

This paper presents a special

problem in regard to "accidental"

air entrainment in concrete mix-
tures. "Accidental air" is a new
term in concrete technology. It may
be defined as air accidentally en-

trapped or incorporated into a con-

crete mix either mechanically or by
any other means. It may be un-
stable in nature and vary in size

from microscopic to 3-4 in. or larger

air bubbles. The term "accidental
air" should not be confused with
the term "entrained air" which is

generally used to describe the air

introduced to the concrete mix in

the forni of microscopic air bubbles
by addition of various air-entraining

agents.

The first indication of the exist-

ence of such a situation arose when
a report was niade on a sample of

gravei aggregate from St. Johns-
bury, Vt., for the Canadian Pacific

Railway Co. in 1937. The gravei
was suitably graded for use as con-
crete aggregate and the organic
matter content was apparently low.
A trial mixture prepared with this

gravei showed low density, with a
unit weight of 137 Ib. per cu. ft. and
a compressive strength of only
about 50 per cent of what was ex-

pected from the water-cement ratio

used. A direct quotation from the
report on this subject is made here:

"For some reason which we
could not determine the sand has,

when surface dried, the peculiar
property of holding a film of ab-
sorbed air so tenaciously that it is

not readily displaced by water
and the surface of the material
wetted. As a result of this charac-
teristic, if the sand is at ali dry, a
great deal of air is incorporated

into the concrete mixture in which
it is used and no amount of mixing
seems to be effective in displacing

This paper deals wilh lhe peculiar

air-entrainment properties of some

sands found in our Laurentian

Shield, which make it difficult to

produce high grade concrete from

them, and it tells how these diffi-

culties may be overcome.

With the prospect of increased con-

struction activity in our north coun-

try, we consider this paper of such

importance that we have reprinted

it with httle condensation.

these air films. The concrete is

light in weight, is fiUed with air

bubbles, and, for the cement con-

tent used, has a very low com-
pressive strength."

The conclusions in respect to this

gravei were, as it was later dis-

covered, partly wrong, but basically

correct. Air was being entrained,

though nothing was known about

air entrainment in those days, and
the excessive amount of air entrain-

ment, as indicated by the low weight

of the resultant concrete, is today a

perfectly reasonable exj)lanation for

the low strength obtained from this

trial mixture.

The next recorded contact with

such a situation carne in 1947, when
some tests were carried out for the

Great Lakes Power Co., Ltd. In this

case the designing engineers in the

United States had specified the u.se

of an air-entraining agent to entrain

3-5 per cent of air in the concrete

mixture. Trial mixtures with the

aggregates submitted for test showed

that plain mixtures, without the ad-
dition of an air-entraining agent,

entrapped about 6 per cent of air.

Aggregate was obtained from an-
other source which showed no evi-

dence of abnormal amounts of en-

trained air in plain mixtures.

Nothing more developed until, in

1949, the Shawinigan Engineering
Co., Ltd., employed Milton Hersey
Co., Ltd., as concrete consultants

on the work on the power dam on
the St. Maurice River at I>a Tren-
che. Here it was found that the only

fine aggregate available within rea-

sonable distance of the work had
the power of attracting accidental

air into the concrete in the amount
of 2.0 to 3.5 per cent. In this parti-

cular case, since the coarse aggre-

gate was high in specific gravity

(2.90 average) and the loss in

weight, from a point of view of

stability, was of no consequence, it

was recomniended that a small

amount of an air-entraining agent

be added to the mix lo introduce

some stable air which would be re-

sistant to freezing effects, and the

specifications were changed to per-

mit an air content in the exposed

concrete of 5-7 per cent in the aggre-

gate fraction below 13/2 ''i.

During the next two years a nuin-

ber of cases were encouiitered wliere

natural aggregates yielded niixtures

with exce.ssive amoiuits of air. but

it was possible to dispose of them by

utilizing aggregates from other

sources, or, in the case of struclural

concrete, where comparatively slight

variation in weight is not an im-

portant factor in design, by aciding

a .small amount of an air-entraining

agent to provide .some stable air

content.
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Peribonka Projects

Early in 1951 the Aluminum Com-
pany of Canada, Ltd., called on the

Services of Milton Hersey Co., Ltd.,

as inspectors on the concrete work
on their two projects on the Peri-

bonka River, involving a total of

approximately 800,000 cu. yd. of

concrete. Sand in that area is abun-
dant. The first tests of sand, from a
deposit located about a mile from
Chute du Diable, indicated that the

natural sand possessed an abnormal
capacity for entraining air in plain

mixtures, in some ca.ses as high as

9 per cent. It should perhaps be
mentioned here that the air content

was measured on the — l>2-in. frac-

tion of the concrete. In the case of a
concrete sample with maximum size

of aggregate of 6 in., the stone

above 1}^ in. was removed by hand
and the remaining sample tested in

an air meter by the approved
method.

Before the investigation was com-
pleted, ali deposits accessible by
road within a radius of 30 miles were
sampled and tested, as well as a
number of deposits beyond that

radius. Some 2,600 tests holes were
put down and the final conclusion

was that ali of the sand in the area

had the same characteristic, in

greater or lesser degree, of attracting

air into the mixture. The character-

istics of the sands were as follows

:

Coarse sand: Average value from Sept 1,

1951, to May 31, 195á.

Fineness modulus: 2.61.

Organie matter content (by sodiuin hydroxide
color test): 100 parts per million.

Grading:

Retained on No. 8 mesli . . 4.0 per cent
No. 16 .. 19.1

No. 30 . . 53.5

No. 50 . . 88.1

No. 100 . . 96.5

To supplement the deficiency in

fine fractions, a blending sand was
added to the coarse sand.

Fine sand: Average value from Sept. 1, 1951,
to May 31, 195á.

Fineness modulus: 0.88

Organie matter content: Nil.

Grading:

Retained on No. 8 me.sh . . 0.2 per cent
No. 16 , . 0.7

No. 30 . . 2.4

No. 50 . . 14.3

No. 100 . . 69.9

The grading of the average blend-
ed sand was 90 per cent coarse and
10 per cent fine sand.

Organie Matter

An investigation at McGill T^ni-

versity by Dr. H. W. Lucien showed
that the air-entraining properties of

this sand were due to the presence of

a considerable proportion of organie
matter in the .sand. This organie
matter seems to be derived from the
decomposition in clay beds under-
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lying the sand deposits. Some of the

volatile products of the organie de-

composition have been recondensed
on the surfaces of the sand grains

overlying the clay deposits and have
imparted special properties to the

sand, as far as its use in concrete

mixtures is concerned.

Dr. Lucien was able to separate

the organie matter present in the

sand into three main groups. The
first of the.se, which was a nonvola-
tile brown crystalline solid, pos-

sessed foaming properties when used
in concrete mixtures. The second,

which consisted of a liquid with a
high vapor pressure, exhibited foam-
ing properties to an even more
marked degree. The third coiisti-

tuent consisted of methane gas

which apparently was absorbed on
the surface of the sand particles, or,

possibly, dissolved in the second
constituent mentioned above.

AU could be removed by cold so-

lution in ethyl ether. By distillation

of the solution at 0°C, and reduced
pressure, the ether was removed
along with the methane. The extract

remaining consisted of a mixture of

Components 1 and 2, and by heat-

ing on a steam bath Component 2

was volatilized, leaving a residue of

the brown crystalline solid.

The extracted sand possessefl no
air-entraining or foaming proper-
ties, but re-introduction of the ex-

tracted components resulted in re-

newal of the foaming efíects.

Long continued aeration of the
sand apparently results in virtual

elimination of Components 2 and 3,

with appreciable reduction in foam-
ing or air-entraining properties, but
does not eliminate Component 1,

which is comparatively nonvolatile.

Heating to 212°F, such as occurs in

heating aggregate with live steam in

wÍ7iter operations, assists in elimina-
ting the volatile constituents, but is

only partially effective, due to the
diíficulty of eliminating the volatile

constituents from a comparatively
large mass of sand in a stockpile.

Heating to still higher temperature
in a drier would efíectively remove
the greater part of the surface-acti-

vating materiais, but such a proce-
dure, apart from the cost, would
present serious problems in mass
concreting operations because of

the necessity of after-cooling.

These organie products, derived
from the anoxemic decomposition
of organie matter, behave quite
differently from normal organie ma-
teriais which contaminate sand as

a result of the decomposition of

organie matter at the surface in the
presence of air. The ordinary sodium
hydroxide color test is useless, as a
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concentration of as high as 500 parts
per million may show a color cor-

responding to No. 1 on the color

chart. At or near the surface, where
aeration and oxidation have oc-

curred, the sand has little or no air-

entraining property; the efíect in-

creases with depth, as might be
expected. The effect varies widely
with sand from different parts of

the same deposit. In the first trial

mixtures accidental air contents of

5-9 per cent in plain mixtures were
obtained. Later even higher air con-
tents were observed and, in one in-

stance, when an investigation was
underway to determine why there

was unusual diíficulty in controlling

the air content of the concrete, a
trial mixture of plain concrete was
prepared in the laboratory with
sand which was then being u-sed in

the plant, which contained 23 per

cent of accidental air. This concrete

weighed 118 Ib. per cu. ft. and had
a consistency like that of whipped
cream.

Laboratory Tests
!

Once the problem was understood
}

the remedy was fairly simple. Since
|

the air inclusion resulted from the
|

presence of a foaming agent in the
|

sand the obvious remedy was to
,

eliminate this excess air by the addi-

tion of a foam control agent. At the

same time, since a certain amoimt of

properly entrained air is desirable

in concrete to afford protection

against freezing effects, the foam

;

control agent should be not too

ílrastic in its effect and should leave

a residue of stable air in the mix.

By investigation on a laboratory

basis, prior to the start of the actual

construction, .several agents were
found which functioned in a -satis-

factory manner. IMost of the satis-

factory foam control agents be-

'

longed to the higher alcohol group

and some of these could be used

commercially in concrete mixtures

at no great cost.

Preliminary Field Experience

The first approach to the problem

was to use the foam control agent to

reduce the air in the mixture, as dis-

charged from the mixer, to the de-

sired amount. It was found that thi.'^

approach did not give adequate con-

trol, since variations in air-entrain-

ing characteristics of the sand were

quite marked — and it was difficult.

in plant control, to keep pace withl

such changes. From the start of con-

crete operations on these projects,

mortar samples, including ali aggre-

gate below the 3^-in. screen size,!

were prepared and subjected to; ,4^

freezing resistance tests. Some of the; ll^

early tests indicated that even
5j
*m
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per cent of air retained in the
— l3/^-m. fraction under such con-

ditions did not give complete pro-

tection against the effects of 150

cycles of the freezing test. It ap-

peared that not ali of this residual

air was eífective in providing pro-

tection against freezing effects. This

was supported by results of labora-

tory tests which indicated that, in

some cases, from 7 to 9 per cent of

accidental air was necessary to ob-

tain adequate protection against

freezing effects.

A further difficulty was that the

accidental air introduced by the

organic matter in the sand was com-
paratively unstable, and the re-

sultant foam broke down rapidly.

As a result, concrete might be dis-

charged from the mixer to a trans-

port vehicle in a perfectly workable

condition and by the time it arrived

at the point of placement so much
air had been lost that at the delivery

point the concrete was harsh and
unworkable, and, incidentally, con-

tained insufficient air to protect it

against freezing effects.

Pumped Concrete Operations

This loss of air was particularly

objectionable in pumped concrete

operations, where satisfactory per-

formance depends entirely on the

use of a mixture which will not

segregate in the line. With an un-

stable air content, sufficient loss of

air to the top of the line will result

in an open air channel along the top

of the line and a mechanical freeze

of the main bulk of the concrete in

the line. In such a case it becomes
necessary to stop operations and
empty the line. With a line 1000 ft.

long this means possibly a four-hour

delay and the loss of 10 cu. yd. of

concrete in the line, plus what is in

transit to the pumping machine
from the mixer plant.

Before the concrete work had pro-

ceeded far along these lines it was
realized that, regardless of ali else,

concrete discharged from the mixer
had to have a residual content of

stable entrained air. This was a-

chieved by adding an excess of air-

entraining agent to the mixture to

introduce an excess of stable air into

the mixture, and then adding a suffi-

cient amount of the foam control

agent to eliminate excess air and re-

duce the air content, on discharge
from the mixer, to be the desired

amount. It was felt that by doing
this the residual air in the mixture
would be fairly stable and would
remain reasonably constant in

amount from discharge from the
raixer to the point of final place-

ment in the forms.

I

This was found to be so, and it

I
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Table I. Concrete Observations, June 15, 1951

At the mixer At the forin.s

Time
Slump, Air content, Slump, Air pnnfpnt

in. per cent Time in. per cent

P.M. P.M.
3:00 1 6.0 3:00 V/2 4.5
3:10 1 7.6

3:15 4.5
3:30 1 4.9

3:45 7.5 3:45 iM 4.0
4:00 1 3.8

4:05 6,0
4:15 4.9

4:30 7.0
4:35 iM 3.9
4:45 1 4.7

5:00 6.4 5:00 1 4.9
5:15 1 4.0

5:17 5.2
5:30 4.7

5:45 5 7.5 5:45 1 4.8
6:00 5.8

6:10 4 4.5
6:25 6.4 6:45 134 3.7

Maximum 5 7.6 Maximum 4 4.9
Minimum 1 5.2 Minimum Vi 3.7
Average 6.5 Average IH 4.4

Admixtures: air-entraining agent + foam control agent.

About 20 min. elapsed between the time when concrete left the mixing plant and was placed
in the forms.

Table II. Resistance to 150 Cycles of Free-Thaw Test

Degree of scaling 1 2 3 4 5

Per cent of air: 2

3
4

5

6

7

1

3

5

5

1

1

3
1

1

Total number of tests 16 4 1

Percentage of the total

number of tests 76.2 19.0 4.8

Degree of scaling ranges from O to 5, where O indicates no scaling and 5 complete disintegra-

tion.

was possible to discharge concrete

from the mixer with an average air

content of 5-7 per cent, haul it 3

miles in trucks, put it through a

Pumpcrete machine, pump it 800 ft.

and discharge it from the end of the

line with an average air content of

3.5-5.5 per cent in the -l}4-m.

fraction of the mix.

Field Control

No great extra cost was involved

in this operation. Air-entraining

agents are comparatively cheap,

and, with a sand such as described,

the amount required to introtluce an

extraordinary amount of air is com-

parative ly small. Foam control

agents are more expensive, but the

amount required is extremely small.
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The amount used varied from 1 to

15 cc. per cu. yd. of concrete, the

maximum being used when, for a

short period, the .sand supplied to

the mixing plant yielded 23 per cent

of air in a plain mixture.

Adequate air control under such

conditions calls for the continuai

presence of an inspector who does

nothing but run air tests on the con-

crete discharged from the mixers.

From the results of these tests the

amount of foain control admixture

is varied to insurc a constant con-

tent of stable air in the concrete.

After establishing this practice

it was possible to obtain much more

satisfactory results from the test

samples su})uiiltod poriodicaliy for
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Table III. Concrete Observations, Apr. 7, 1952

At the mixer At the forms

Slump, Air content, Slump, Air content.

Time in. per cent Time in. per cent

A.M. A.M.

10:05 3 5 .

10:15 3 50 10:15 3 5 .

5

10:30 2^ 4 ít 10:30 3 5 .

3

10:45 5 1 10:45 3 5.2

11:00 3 5 (i 11:00 4 .

9

11:15 3 4.8 11:15 4.0

11:30 3 5.9
P.M. P.M.

•2:15 iy^ 4 .

5

2:30 3 5 5 2:30 3 4 3

2:40 3 5.0 2:45 3 4 .

3

2:55 3 5 5

3 :00 3 .

4

3:10 3 4 .

3:15 3 4 .

5

3:25 3>2 6 .

4

3:30 2^ 5.0

3:40 3 5 .

3

3:45 3 5

3:55 3 5 .

4:00 4 .

4

4:05 3 5.0
4:15 3 5.0 4:15 3 4 5

4:30 3 5 5 4:30 3 4 6

4:40 3 5 .

7

4:45 2^ 4 .

1

4:50 3 6.0
5 :(iO 3 4.9

5:05 3 5

5:15 3 4.!) 5:15 3 5 9

5:30 3 4.9

Maximuin 314 6.4 Maximum 3 6.4
Minimuin 4.0 Minimum 21^ 4.0
Average 3 5.2 Average 3 4 9

Admixtures: air-entraining agent + foam control agent.

freezing aml thawing tcst.s. Of the

last batch of 50 saniples, covering

an operational period of approxi-

inately 2 months, not one showed
any damage as a result of 150 cycles

of the freezing test.

In the fir.st apjjroach to this prob-

lem, in June, 1951, Httle was known
about it; the difíerence between the

behavior of accidental and entrained

air in concrete wa.s not fully recog-

nized. At that time it wa.s felt that

if between 3 and 6 per cent of air

was obtained in the final concrete,

the specifications were satisfied as

far as fro.st resistance was con-

cerned

.

On June 5, 1951, the observations

shown in Table I were made by the

inspectors on discharge of the con-

crete from the mixers and on final

delivery at the forms from the Pump-
crete machine. At this time the 8-in

diameter Pumpcrete line was about
800 ft. long.

Final air control seemed to be
fairly satisfactory and within normal
limits, but freezing resistance test

results on samples taken from simi-

lar concrete within the next week or

two showed some variations from
the properties desired.

Table I shows the behavior of '21

specimens of concrete taken during
this period. While 16 of the "21 show
no visible damage after 150 cycles of

the freezing resistance test, four

show slight scaling and one shows
severe damage. AU of the damaged
specimens were from concrete mix-
tures containing from 4 to 5 per

cent air in the — Ij^-in. portion of

the mixture and should have been
resistant to the freezing test.

Up to this time the amount of resi-

dual air in the concrete was con-

troUed by simply adding enough
foam control agent to lower the
final air content, on discharge from
the mixer, to about 2 per cent above
the air content that was desired in

place, without regard to the quality

of the air in resisting freezing eflfects.

When the freezing test results

were obtained on the first lots of

test specimens, it was felt that
something more than total air con-

tent of the mix was involved, and
that perhaps the quality of the en-

trained air in the mixture was a

factor. It was noted early that the
accidental air had a tendency to

leave the mixture readily, whereas,
with normal aggregates, the en-

trained air is strongly retained.

The conclusion was that the

proper method of handling such an
aggregate was to add a large excess

of a foaming agent, to increase the

air content far beyond any reason-

able amount, and add a controlled

amount of an anti-foaming agent to

reduce the final air content to the

amount required in the mixture as

discharged from the mixer. Theoreti-

cally, in such a procedure, the foam-
ing agent will add stable air to the

mixture, and the anti-foaming agent,

provided that it is properly .selecled

for the work, will eliminate the

more unstable air fractions from the

mix, and leave behind only those air

fractions which will properly resi.st

freezing efl"ects. This presumes, of

course, that the more stable air con-

tents are also those which give

greatest resistance to freeze-thaw

exposure.

The experience, after a year of

tests on concrete from this project,

indicates that this may be correct.

Table III pre-sents the results of

tests made on April 7, 1952, on con-

crete delivered to the work.

This pre.sents a much better pic-

ture of air control than the record

of June 5, 1951. Of greater import-

ance, perhaps, is the fact that ali

samples of concrete .sent in for

freezing resistance tests during the

period April-May, 1952, .some 50 in

ali, came through 150 cycles of the

freeze-thaw test without showing

any visual evidence of damage.

Special Investígatioii8

The observations, both in lhe

lalx)ratory and in the field, indi-

cated that these sands, in addition

to the fact that they pos.sessed the

property of accidentally entraining

air, were extremely susceptible to

the addition of further amounts of

air-entraining agents. Addition of

even a comparatively small amount
of any of the normal air-entraininj;;

agents would result in an abnonnal

increase in the air content of the

mix.

It was found also that with sands

of this type, time of mixing is a pro-

nounced factor in the amount of air

entrained. h. considerable part of

the concrete on the.se projects was

mixed in transit-mix trucks, where

mixing time was liable to much
greater variation than in central

plant mixing operations. It was felt

that some further information in

regard to these effects would be

desirable.
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Long Mixing Time

Some difíiculty was experienced

at the start of operations in control-

ling the uniforinity of concrete

weighed at the batching phmt and
mixed in transit niixers. At that

time the normal procedure was to

insure a minimum mixing time of

10 min., but no maximum limit was
specified, as the concrete was usually

discharged shortly after the com-
pletion of the 10-min. mixing period.

It was found that the air content

would increase on longer mixing
time and laboratory and field tests

were carried out to determine the

effect of !ong mixing time on air

content.

Laboratory tests were carried out

in a small 2.5-cu. ft. niixer operating

at 22 r.p.m. The general procedure

was to mix the batch until maxi-
mum air content was reached and
then eliminate the excess air with an
anti-foaming agent. Results of tests

on two batches of plain concrete are

given in Tables IV and ^^

It appears that the air content in

these plain mixtures builds up to a
practical maximum in 15-20 min. of

mixing time and, without foam con-

trol, in excessive amount. Addition
of the foam control agent at the

.start of the mixing operation re-

duces total air as well as limiting the

effect of excessive mixing time.

Table VI shows the characteristics

of a mixture in which the foam con-
trol agent was added at the start of

the mixing operation.

In the above test it is noted that
the air content builds up to a practi-

cal maximum after about 20 min. of

mixing. With further mixing the air

begins to reduce in amount, and
after 50 min. of mixing it is elinii-

nated fairly rapidly. Similar condi-
tions were observed in the concrete
discharged from the 2- and 4-cu. yd.
central plant mixers, and it was
found necessary, to obtain effective

control of air content, to limit mix-
ing time to a maximum as well as a
minimum, and to adjust the amount
of foam control agent added to that
which would give the desired air

content after the specified period of

mixing.

Similar results were obtained from
mixtures prepared in transit-mix
trucks, although in these mixers the
mixing period required to increase
air to a maximum was appreciably
greater than in the case of the small
laboratory mixer. Results of observ-
ations on a batch of plain concrete
mixed in a 3-cu. yd. transit mixer
are shown in Table VII.

Here again it was found necessary
to limit mixing time to a maximum
to avoid excessive air entrainment

Table IV. Mixing Time Tests of Plain Concrete

Mixing time, min 3 8 13 18 23 28* 30* 33

Air content, per cent . . . 6.0 14.0 17.3 20.0 21.0 23.0 12.5 6.4

Unit weight, Ib 142.8 130.0 125.2 122.0 120.2 118.6 128.8 146.8

Slump, in 7 8 8 8 8 8 5 2

*Anti-foaming agent added after 28 aiid again after 30 min.

Table V. Mixing Time Tests of Plain Concrete

Mixing time, min 3 8 13 18 23 28* 33

Air content, per cent. . . . 3.8 11.7 13.5 14.4 15.5 15.5 7.2

Unit weight, Ib 151.0 136.8 134.2 134.0 132.0 131.2 146.2

Slump, in 2 7 8 8 8 8 3

*Anti-foaming agent added after 28 min.

Table VI. Mixing Time Tests

Mixing time, min 3 8 13 18 23 53 68

Air content, per cent. . .

.

2.3 3.5 6.2 6.7 6.9 5.6 3.7

Unit weight, Ib 152.8 151.0 145.8 143.8 142.6 145.0 150.2

Slump, in 5 7 7 8 2

Foam control agent added at start of mixing.

Table VII. Plain Concrete Mixed in 3-cu, yd. Transit Mixer

MLxing time, min 10 20 40 60 80 100 110 120

Air content, per cent . . . 4.0 9.8 12.5 13.4 13.1 11.5 10.1 7.6

Unit weight, Ib 151.8 143.2 137.6 136.4 136.6 139.2 141.4 145.2

Slump, in 1^ 6 5 4% 4% m 2Jí IH

Compressive strength,

28 days, psi 4685 3270 2340 2260 2220 2565 3090 3540

Table Vlll. Eflfect of Excess Dosage of Foam Control Agent

Mix 85a 85b 85c 85d 85e 85f 85g

Sand, Ib

Coarse aggregate, Ib

Water, Ib

Foam control agent

Weight per cu. yd., Ib

W/C

Compressive strength, p.s.i.

28 davs

470
1330

1841

269
nil

3910
0.57

3

7.1

1920
2890
3750

471
1408
1947
298

1.25 oz

4124
0.63

2^
1.9

2185
2985
3830

1

472
1411
1951

298
5.0 oz

4132
0.63

2^
1.8

2210
3170
4050

1

466
1392
1926
295

1.25 Ib

4079
0.63

2H
1.7

2180
3320
4205

1

469
1403
1940
291

5 Ib

4108
0.62

1.5

2135
2960
3830

2

466
1393
1927
2S.>

2(1 It.

4091

0.61

1.6

2275
3100
3975

454
13.57

1876
256
KO 11)

4023
0.56

3

1.0

1690

2750
3525

2
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as a result of long-continued mixing.

Mixing time for transit mixers was
set at 15 min. and rigidly controlled

to that time. As in the case of the

central mixing plant operations, the

amount of foam control agent was
adjusted to give the desired amount
of air in the concrete on discharge

from the mixer.

Effect on Foam Control Agent on
Concrete

A series of tests was made to de-

termine the effect of the foam con-

trol agent on the properties of the

concrete, particularly on its com-
pressive strength and resistance to

freezing eífects. In carrying out this

series the amount of foam control

agent was varied from nil to a maxi-
mum of 80 Ib. per cu. yd. Mix pro-

portions and results of compressive
strength tests are shown in Table
VIII.

In actual field application it was
found that the amount required for

satisfactory control of air content

varied from 1 to 15 cc. per cu. yd., so

that Mix 85b of Table VIII contains

somewhat more than twice as much
of the foam control agent as was
ever used in practice, and Mix 85g
contains about 2500 times as much.
Mix 85b shows somewhat higher

strength than Mix 85a, probably as

a result of the elimination of the

greater part of the air. The com-
pressive strengths of Mixes 85c,

85d, 85e, and 85f vary somewhat,
but the differences are not signifi-

cant. Mix 85g does, however, show
a decided drop in compressive
strength, perhaps because such a
volume of foam control agent in the

mixture impedes the hydration of

the cement.

Conclusions

1. In the past four or five years,

fine aggregates possessing similar

characteristics, though generally in

Ies.ser degree, have been encountered
in numerous locations, among them
the following: (1) Sault Ste. Marie,
Ont.; (2) Greenwood, N.S.; (3) La
Trenche, Que.; (4) Morin Heights,

Que.; (5) Baie Comeau, Que.; (6)

Cape Ray, Newfoundland; (7)

Chalk River, Ont.; and (8) Sudbury,
Ont. AU of these aggregates occur in

the area covered by the Laurentian
shield, and ali of them are glacial in

origin. Since this paper was com-
piled the authors have recorded a
number of additional cases where
similar conditions have occurred.

This may explain, in part at least,

the varying behavior of concrete in

some of the structures in our north-

ern áreas which have been exposed
to winter conditions. A typical ex-

ample occurs in the case of the con-

crete works in connection with the

power development at Shipshaw,
near Arvida, Que. These structures,

built 12 years ago without the use of

air-entraining agents, are in excel-

lent condition today except for cer-

tain localized áreas where segrega-

tion in placing apparently resulted

in concrete of high water-cement
rates and poor quality. The bulk of

the work shows no sign of damage as

a result of exposure to freezing

eífects. Tests of the sand from the

deposit used as a source of fine ag-

gregate for this concrete indicate

that it has the property of occluding

air into the mixture to the extent of

3 to 6 per cent, and this may ac-

count for the excellent performance
of this concrete to date.

2. A satisfactory degree of con-

trol of air content and consistency

can be achieved by adding a surplus

of an air-entraining agent to the
mix and then eliminating the more
unstable air fractions by the addi-

tion of a foam control agent in

amount sufficient to leave the de-

sired quantity of residual air in the

concrete. In actual practice, both
the foaming agent and the anti-

foaming agent are added at the same
time.

3. With sands possessing these

characteristics it is necessary to set

maximum as well as minimum limits

for length of mixing time, both for

supposed to acquire before they
enter the school rooms as teachers.

Education I have been using in a
more general sense, — "the con-

tent" or "the what to teach", as

contrasted with "the how". But
that is the smaller and less import-
ant meaning or use of "education"
for my present purposes. For I

would like to think of our school

teachers not only as being com-
petent to teach but as being edu-
cated men and women in the broad-
e.st and best senses of that term.
That is why I would like ali our
teachers to spend a considerable
time on the campus with the rest of

our .student body as our lawyers and
doctors do, and why I would like

them to take courses in the Faculty
of Arts and Science under good
university teachers, so that they
may learn something about the con-

tent of the courses they may later

teach, but in addition may become

central mixing and for transit-mix
operations.

4. The outlined methods of con-
trol of air content in concrete when
sands of the type mentioned are en-

countered yiekl mixtures which are

highly resistant to freezing effects

without, so far as has been estab-

lished, any detriment to the other
properties of the concrete.

5. In the majority of cases where
this problem is encountered it would
seem that the solution is to obtain

aggregates which behave in normal
fashion. If material of normal be-

havior is obtainable within economic
distance it should be used. If such
material is not available within
economic hauling distance, then the

information presented above may be

of assistance in using the local ag-

gregates to advantage.
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educated in the other senses in

which I have been using that word.

This raises the question of sura-

mer schools and extra-mural courses

for teachers, and of the normal

schools as well. Ali of these are im-

portant and have made valuable

contributions to the training and

education of teachers. I would like

to say a special word of appreciation

for the work done by the normal

schools. But, I should point out

that of necessity, due to the limit'

of time and their special responsibi

lities, their main concern is witl

teacher training, with the "how t(

teach". I would hope that if ou:

teachers could spend a longer timr

in training and could do this at the

university in association with othei

students, they would benefit íron

this more extended and varied exi

perience and be better educatec

citizens and better teachers as <'

result of this experience. v

Where are we Heading in Higher Education in Canada
at the Present Time ?

{Conlinued from -page 628)
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Newer Types of

MAGNETIG AMPLIFIERS
by

R. R. Jackson, M.E.I.G.
Assistam Research Officer,

Radio and Electrical Engineeríng Division,

National Research Council, Ottaua, Ont.

A paper presented at the 69th Annual General and Professional Meetinfi of

the Engineering Institute of Canada at Toronto, Ont., May 11th to ISth, 1955.

The power range and fielil of application of "transductors", or magnetic amplifiers,

have been widely extended during the past few years. Here the aulhor reviews

the fundamental principies of the magnetic amplifier and cites a number of

examples of new uses recently developed for it in various fields.

Readers of the Engineering Jour-

nal will recall a paper, "The Trans-

ductor, or Magnetic AmpUfier", by
W. J. M. Moore in the February
1950 issue. In it, an excellent de-

scription of the basic principies and
operation of magnetic ampUfiers

was given and a clear picture of the

State of the íield at that time pre-

sented. Since then, much work has

been done, and it is felt that a new
look at the subject is in order.

Many advances have been made
in circuitry, and these in turn have
often been made possible by im-

proved components — primarily

rectifiers and core materiais. We
propose to discuss briefly some of

these developments, in the hope
that it rnay be of use to those who
do not have time to follow in detail

various specialized aspects of elec-

trical engineering. To do this ade-

quately, it is necessary to review

briefly the fundamental principies

of operation of the magnetic am-
plifier.

Elementary Theory

We will deal in this presentation

only with so-called "square loop"
core materiais. These are alloys hav-
ing a flux density vs. magnetomotive
force characteristic similar to that
shown in Fig. Ib. This sketch repre-

sents conditions of the circuit of

Fig. la, in which a sinusoidal volt-

age e is applied to a winding of N
turns linking a toroid of the mate-
rial in question. In Fig. Ib, H repre-

sents the magnetomotive force, pro-
portional to the ampere turns Ni
hnking the material, and inversely

proportional to the length of the

magnetic path. The ordinate B is

the flux density in the material.

Let US assume that conditions are

initially described by point a of

Fig. Ib. That is, the flux is at nega-

tive saturation and the magneto-

motive force is negative. Now let the

magnetomotive force vary towards

positive values. The flux density B
will change only a small amount
until point b is reached. Then, over

a very small change in H, B will

increa.se until positive saturation is

reached at c. Further increases in H
will increase B only slightly. Upon
reversing the direction of change in

H, the path d-e-f-a will be followed.

The hysteresis loop so traced in

actual practice is not as precisely

regular as shown in Fig. Ib, but it

does approximate the figure quite

closely for a number of materiais in

common use today. Further, no ma-
terial has only one hysteresis loop.

The frequency at which the loop is

traced, and tíie wave shape of the

voltage e have effects on its outline.

It is possible to analyse the be-

haviour of some amj)lifiers quite

adequately by means of the B-II

characteristic depicted in Fig. Ic.

This neglects the width of the loop

— i.e. it neglects the magnetizing

currents — but in some cases this

is of little importance.

In his paper, Mr. Moore drew at-

tention to a very useful mcthod of

analysis. This utilizes the relation-

where e and N are as shown in Fig.

l(a) and (/> is the total flux linking

the A' turns. <}) is given by B times

the cross-sectional area of the mag-
netic path. In writing equation (1),

we have assumed the B-H charac-

teristic of Fig. Ic.

Intcgrating eciiiation 1, we obtain

J^^e
df = X {cj)2 - <^:) 2

where 4>i is the flux levei at time h
and <t>2 that at time h.

It is now possible to show how the

flow of current in a load is coutrolied

by the majority of magnetic ;nnj)li-

fiers. Fig. 2(a) is similar to Fig. l(a)

except for the addilion of a load.

I^t e= V sin íof where V is the jx-ak

voltage, and w is equal to Stt/, and/is

the frequency of voltage alterna-

tion. Further, assume that at / = 0,

i.e. when p = 0, the flux density in

the core material is at the point
<j>f,

of Fig. 2b. Xote that the ordinate

of Fig. 2b is flux (p ratlicr tliiiii flux

density B.

As the voltage V sin o;/ riscs in the

beginning of the cycle, will also

increase (íh|. 1). Diiring this i)eriod.
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Fig. 1. Magnetoniotite foroe vs. flux relatioiiships in "s<iuare-loc>p" material.

the supply voltage is l)alan(('<l hy
the rate of chaiigr of flux liuking the

turns. Assuining the ideahzed
loop of Fig. 2b, no current flow.s in

the eircuit during this period.

When </) reaches the valiie +</).fíí/,

it can increase no further. '(^ l)e-
út

comes zero and the core can no long-

er ahsorh volt-tiine integral. Thus,
at this point, the voltage is trans-
ferred abruptiy to the load. Of
course, the eircuit shown would
function in this manner for onlv one

half cycle, as there is no nieans of

setting the flux at 4>p for the next

"firing".

However, this serves to show that

with core materiais of the type de-

scribed, there is possible a sort of

switching, or thyratron action. If

means are available to "preset" the

flux </)^ each cycle, to any desired

levei, it is then fjossible to divide the

volt-time integral between the core

and the load, so as to achieve con-

trol of the load voltage, and hence
of the load current.

Con^entional Aniplifiers

The primary differences in mod-|

ern magnetic amplifiers exist in thej

means for controlling the value of (^p\

The methods of operation of mon
conventional types are discus.sed in

Mr. ]\Ioore's paper, and others (Ref

1, '2, 4). It is only nece.ssary t(

draw attention at this point to th(

relatively slow response of high gair

magnetic amplifiers, a disadvantagc

in some applications. In general

higher gains bring about longer re-

sponse times (Hef. 5). It is po.ssibl(

(d)

Ni.

(b)

636

Fig. 2. Control of load voltage by "volt-time" division.
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to improve upon this coiidition soine-

what by obtaining the desired high

gain through the use of several

stages rather than one only, but it is

a definite limitation in applications

requiring fast response.

A Half-wave, Half-cycle Response
Circuit

Fig. 3 shows a circuit in which it

is possible to control the presetting

of the flux levei, and which responds
fuUy to changes in control in one half

cycle of the supply frequency.

For purposes of analysis, assume
the following:

1. The load is resistive, of resistance

R, and the resistance of ali other
parts of the circuit is negligible.

2. The B-H characteristic of the ma-
terial is ideal, as shown in Fig. Ic.

3. The rectifiers are ideal, — that is,

they have zero resistance in the
forward direction and infinite re-

verse resistance.

4. Cc, the control voltage, is a half-

wave rectified sinusoid, and its

pulses coincide with negative
half-cycles of e^, the supply volt-

age.

5. The supply voltage, eg = Vg sin wí,

is of such a magnitude that, act-

ing alone on the winding, it

would swing the core flux be-
tween positive and negative satu-

ration.

Now suppose that the amplifier is

in steady state operation, and that
at t = 0, the core flux is at 4>p, as
shown in Fig. 2b. For the first part
of the voltage cycle, the course of

events is that described earlier. The
change of core flux balances the
voltage Bg until saturation occurs,

at which time the supply voltage is

applied to the load, and for the re-

mainder of the positive half-cycle a
current i= eg/R flows in the circuit

via rectifier 1. At a)t = w, the voltage
Cg, and consequently the current i,

become zero.

The direction of the supply volt-

age now reverses, tending to cause í

to flow in the other direction via rec-
tifier 2. At this point, the flux is stifl

at positive saturation and there is

zero magnetomotive force applied
to the core. Again the rate of flux
change balances the voltage ap-
plied to the core, but this voltage is

now Sg— e,, rather than alone.
Thus the flux change occurs at a
slower rate than in the "firing" half
cycle, and in fact, since steady state
operation was assumed, must change
at such a rate as to be equal to </)^ at
the end of the negative half cycle.

Figure 4 shows this situation
graphically. Ji is the volt time area
(the time integral of Cg) ab.sorbed by
the core between a)/ = and a:t = a.

Fig. 3. Ilalf-wave amplifier.

o CC 2-rr ojf

A.

Fig. 4. Operation of amplifier of Fig. ,3.

the "fíring angle". Ai is the volt-

time area absorbed by the core on
the negative half-cycle, — that is,

it is the difFerence between and
e, integrated from wí = 7r to a)í= 27r.

In steady state, Ai and A2 are equal

in magnitude.
A brief look at limiting cases may

help. If the control voltage is zero,

the flux will swing ali the way from
positive to negative saturation on
the negative half cycle, in view of

assumption 5. No "firing" can occur

on the next half cycle, because the

core is now able to absorb ali of the

positive voltage swing. If the peak

value of e, is equal to the jicak of

supply voltage, there will be no

voltage applied to the core, and

hence no flux resetting, in the nega-

tive half-cycle.

Thus the core remains saturated

and eg is applied to the load contin-

uously throughout the positive

half cycle. That is, "firing" occurs

at the beginning of the positive half

cycle. Further increases in e, have

no eíFect, and the output remains

constant. The output characteristics

of the amplifier, in terms of load

voltage Ef vs. control voltage Ec,
are shown in Fig. 5. Ej and Ec are

half-cydic rectified values of e, and
ec respectively.

Transient Ke.sponse of the llaif

Wavc Amplifier

It will be seeii that any change in

ec, occurring in a firing half cycle,

will be immediately cfí'ective in con-

trolling the flux resel during the svic-

ceeding negative half cycle, and no
further change in ainouiit of flux

reset can occur without an addi-

tioiíal change in e(. Thus lhe am-
plifier responds com])letel\' to this

change in signal within one half

cycle of the sui)I)ly freciuency.

A change in ec occurring during

a reset half cycle will be only par-

tially effective for the next firing,

and complete respon.se will tinis

occur in the following cycle. lhe

maximum lime re(|uired for com-
plete response of the load voltage to

changes in control voltage is thus
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one and one-half cycles of the sup-

ply frequency.

Effect of Actual Core
Characteristic

In actual pract ice, the core charac-

teristic is more hke that shown in

Fig. Ib than that of Fig. Ic. This
means that during flux swinging

periods, a small magnetizing current

will flow in the load. In firing half

cycles this niakes no great difference

to the analysis, but it has an im-

portant effect on the operation in

resetting half cycles.

If the B-H loop were that of Fig.

Ic, no current would flow in the

signal source, and hence the signal

source impedance could be made as

large as desired. This would make
possible power gains of any magni-
tude, though the voltage gain for the
circuit of Fig. 3 is always 1. The
non-zero width of the loop, how-
ever, means that current must flow

in the winding to profluce a flux

change, and this current must ne-

cessarily flow in the signal source
during resetting half cycles. The
voltage drop thus produced in the
signal source acts in a manner simi-

lar to the control voltage, so that
the impedance of the control source
provides a limit to the sensitivity of

the amplifier to small signals.

For example, if the impedance of

the signal .source were high enough
to limit the reset current to a value
less than that necessary to produce
a flux change, no resetting could
occur and fuU output would result

at ali times. It is in fact possible to

control this amplifier by means of a

variable resistor in place of e^.

Other Half Cycle Response
Circuits

A full wave circuit operating on
the principies outlined above, is

-shown in Fig. 6 (Ref. 6). There are

many such circuits (Ref. 6, 7, 8) and
these have found a wide application,

particularly in the servo-mecha-
nisms field. If a supply frequency of

400 cycles per second is used, ampli-

fiers with response times of 2 or 3

milliseconds result.

Recent Developments

Without going further into de-

tails of operation, it is intere-sting to

note how the power range and field

of application of magnetic ampli-

fiers have increased. A recent paper

(Ref. 9) describes an amplifier with

a zero drift of 10'^ watt, using

several stages to raise output to the

micro-watt levei. An amplifier on a

somewhat different scale having an
output of 160,000 amperes at 14

volts (2240 kw.) has been in success-

ful operation for some time (Ref.

10). This device involves the use of

20,000 pounds of copper, 4 tons of

grain oriented steel and 8,000 gal-

lons of oil. In its .selenium rectifiers

are nearly 8,000 plates each of 45

square inches. It is controlled by
less than one half ampere.

Even the audio field has been in-

vaded. An all-magnetic audio ampli-

fier (Ref. 11) has been built and suc-

cessfully operated. Compact, rug-

ged, and requiring no warm-up
time, it has a u.seful band-width

(3 dh down) of O to 3000 cycles. It

utilizes a modulated carrier, and the

carrier itself is generated from the
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power source by means of magnetic
circuits which multiply frequency.

A further illustration of the wide
application of the magnetic ampli-

, fier is its use as an analogue com-
putor component (Ref. 12). In mili-

tary computors, where a mean
life of at least 6 months between
failures with operation under un-

favorable conditions is desirable,

extreme reliability of individual

components is important. Here this

is achieved by the combination of

dry rectifiers, preeision resistors and
magnetic amplifiers.

Finally, it is of interest to note

recent work (Ref. 13) in the develop-

ment of circuits using transistors in

conjunction with saturable cores.

The combination is apparently a
happy one, and has given rise to a

number of interesting circuits. It has
opened up a new field of develop-

ment of which much will doubtless

be heard in the future.
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Power Reactor
The foUowing is an cxcerpt froin the

statement made in the House of Commons,
Thursday, March 24, 1955 by the Rt. Hon'
C. D. Howe. Hon.M.E.I.C:

"On February 17, 1953 in tlie

course of a brief report
on the atomic energy program,
I stated that the time had come
to undertake the development of
atomic power in this country. I
stated further that, since the pro-
duction of power is the concern of
the various commissions and power
companies which distribute power
in Canada, it seemed desirable that
arrangements should be made where-
by the power producers might
participate in the future develop-
ment work. Shortly after this an-
nouncement, the Hydro-Electric
Power Conmiission of Ontário indi-

cated its interest in participating
in the program, and discussions
began as to how this might be
carried out most eíFectively. These
discussions resulted in a decision

to undertake a feasibility study
which would have as its object the
determination of an outline specifi-

cation for a power reactor. The
arrangement, which was announced
on November 12, 1953 provided
that Atomic Energy of Canada
Limited would make available tech-

nical information and experimental
facilities and that Ontário Hydro
would supply the personnel for the
study. Ontário Hydro also stated

its intention to expend on the study
up to $100,000 a year over a two-
year period. Subsequently several

other Utilities contributed personnel

to the study group.

During the debate on the amend-
ments to the Atomic Energy Con-
trol Act last June, I advised the

House that it had been decided to

set up an Advisory Committee on
Atomic Power, consisting of repre-

sentativos of ali the power com-
missions and the power companies
in Canada. The purpose of the Com-
mittee was to provide a médium
whereby power producers in ali

parts of Canada might be kept

fully informed of developments in

the atomic power field. . . .

Late in 1954 the feasibility study

had advanced to the point where it

was possible to consider the next

step — the design, enginecring and
construction of a demonstration

power reactor. Atomic Energy of

Canada Limitefl has now recom-

mended that such a reactor should

be built, and the Government has

accepted this recommendation. The
reactor will be designed to produce

20,000 kilowatts electric. Ils nuclear

specifications will be ba.sed, in llie

main, on the hcavy water Icclinology
which has been developcd at Clialk
River in counect ioii with the opera-
tion of the \RX rea<-lor. While
the reactor is not expected to pro-
duce power at costs (loinpetitive

with hydro plants or largc thernial
stations, it will provide the kind of

operating and cost experience which
will make possible a .scale-up to a
largc and economic power reactor.

Bearing in mind that atomic
power will be u.scd by the utilities

and that the mainifacturing in-

dustry will be responsible for pro-
ducing the ef|uipment and com-
ponents for power reactors, it seemed
desirable that arrangements should
be made for the participation in the

project of a utility and, further,

that the detailed design, enginecr-
ing and construction of the reactor

should be contracted to a manu-
facturer.

Two Utilities, the Hydro-Electric
Power Commission of Ontário and
the Nova Scotia Light and Power
Company Limited,have made specif-

ic proposals for participation in the

project, and two utilities, the Nova
Scotia Power Commission anfl the

New Brun.swick Power Commission
have indicated some interest. Atomic
Energy of Canada Limited has now
recommended that the proposal

of the Hydro-Electric Power (-om-

mission of Ontário be accepted, and
the Government has approved this

recommendation. The arrangement
will provide that Atomic Energy of

Canada Limited will assume re-

sponsibility for the specifications

and the cost of the reactor and that

the Hydro-Electric Power Com-
mission of Ontário will assume re-

sponsibility for the sjiecifications

and cost of the conventional part

of the plant, including the cost of

the building to liou.se the entire

plant and the cost of its site. On-
tário Hydro will operate the i)lant

as a part of its power systeni and

for that purpo.se will purchase

steam at a priee etiuivalent to the

cost of steam produced in the

einergency plant erected at Scar-

borough, Ontário some years ago.

The decision to accepl the pro-

posal of Ontário Hydro is ba.sed on

several factors. First, as tlie reactor

is to be u.sed for demonstration pur-

poses it is essenlial that it be oper-

ated in a power system which is

sufficiently largc to cope with inler-

rupted oi)eralion or operation at a

low load factor. Second. it is consi-

dered desirable that the first i)ower

(Coiitiinicd nii page 6õ!t)
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Abstracts of Current Literature
Abstracts of articles appearing

in current technical periodicals

A LONG STEEL HIGH PRESSURE PIPE LINE

Guy R. Scott, Journal—American Waler Works Association, v. 46, n. 7, July, 19.54, pp. 627-628.

This line is a unit in the program
to increase the water supply for

Colorado Springs, Colo.

The 30-in. steel line, when eoni-

pleted, will transport water by grav-

ity from the Continental Divitle

near Alma, Colo., to the pre.sent

limit of the eity's ,sy.stem on the

north slope of Pike s Peak, a dis-

tánce of about 72 niile.s. Owing to

the character of the terrain and the

necessity of crossing from one major
drainage basin iuto another, the en-

tire length of the line i.s an inverted

siphon, with operating heads ex-

ceeding 1,000 ft. over much of the

distance and reaching a maxinuini
of 1,900 ft. The capacity of the line

will be 18 mgd. The ea.stern 1G.6

miles of the line were completed in

1953, along with .some 14- and 16-in.

lines that, with two pumping .sta-

tion.s, enable the city to obtain a

snpply from the South Platte River
near Lake George until the gravity

line can be completed.
The vvelded .steel pipe is lined with

shop-apijlied coal-tar enamel and is

coated with coal-tar enamel and
white-wash. The manufacturers
were requested to furnish their most
ecímomical 16- and .SO-in. pipe for

each internai working pressure clas-

sification, the thicknesses to be ob-

PD
tained from the formula 7 =^

ô,

in which P is the working pressure

(p.s.i.), »S is the unit stress (p.s.i.),

T is the pipe wall thickness (in.),

and D is the outside diameter (in.).

In applying the formula, the maxi-
mum unit stress allowed in pipe

design was 50 per cent of the nnni-

mum yield point of the steel. The
mininmm wall thickness permitted
for the 16- and 80-in. pipe was
0.25 in., while that for the 14-in.

pipe was 0.1875 in.

Wall thicknesses for the 30-in.

pipe as furnished varied from 0.25

in. for the 240-p.s.i. das.sification

(minimum allowable) to 0.47 in. for

the 750-]). s.i. classification, the latter

being based upon steel of 50,000-

p.s.i. minimum yield point. Pipe

was furnished in nine different

classes, or working pressures, in-

cluding the two limiting pressures.

Ali 30-in. pipe was furnished in 40-

ft. lengths, and 14- and 16-in .pipe

in (louble random lengths up to

40 ft.

The use of coal-tar enamel lining

and coating made necessary the fol-

lowing construction procedure. lie-

cause of the diffículty anticipated in

making repairs and inspecting the

inside lining at pipe joitits, an all-

welded pipe, fcasiblc when unlincd,

was impossible in the 14- and 16-in.

sizes and was considered imprac-
ticable in the 30-in. size. Therefore,

the method specified for the 30-in.

size consisted of joining, by butt
welding, three 40-ft. lengths on the

trench bank and then coupling the

resulting 120-ft. lengths mechanic-
ally in the trench. This procedure
permitted ea.sy access to and repair

of the inside lining at welded joints

and eliminated the need for pass

holes in the pipe, as well as prob-

lems in ventilation that would have
accompanied all-welded construc-

tion. Pipes 14- and 16-in. in dia-

meter were connected by mechanical
couplings, and welding was pro-

hibited except for special bends or

installation of fittings.

The total cost of the j)roject, in-

cluding the diversion dam, the two
])umping stations, and the pipeline,

was $2,176,240. About 5,200 tons of

steel was required for the fabrication

of the pipe.

SURVEY OF A GROWING PROBLE.M:
FOREMAN-MANAGE.MENT RELATIONS

E. B. Lindsay, Advanced Management, v. XIX, ii. 9, Septeinl)er, 1954, pp. 25-28.

Management is increasingly aware
of a serious foremen problem. It is

encouraging to note that top ex-

ecutives in almost every progressive

firm and industry are actively pur-

suinga program of promisingattacks
aimed towards alleviating lhe

situation.

The foreman's nose is out of joint

:

His interests have been short-

circuited. Many of his prerogatives

have been taken away. His author-
ity has been reduced. His margin of

financial compensation is less pro-

nounced. He is denied the privilege

of sharing, in the true sense, man-
agements problems. He is be-

grudged the right to unionize. And
yet he is still shouldering the prime
responsibility of getting out, as

economically as possible, an es-

tablished quality and quantity of

goods in a given time.

It is small wonder that tradesmen
or workers are often reluctant to

accept the promotion to foremen.

recognizing it as a promotion to a
;

tougher, poorly-compensated, com- !

plicated, red-tape-infested and griev-
i

ance-ridden job.

P"oremen Kariis Less Than Many
Workers They Boss

The jjostwar period produced a
j

production boom of commercial '

goods in America. The high over-

time pay of the production man
^

continued to be as substantial as it

had been during war time, and yet

the foreman's weekly pay checjue

made no allowance for his many
extra hours of work, so that in man\
cases, because of the wage freeze,

the foreman was actually earning

less than good production workers.

Then too, paid vacations and paid
.

sick leaye are no longer exclusive

benefits to foremen and neither are

pensions or old-age security policies.

Some management experts now
refer to the foreman of today as

,

"The underpaid, under-privileged,

uninformed, confused, insecure,
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member of niaiiagcment". Here is

how leading industrial concerns are

raeeting and solving the issues.

Compensation

A number of conipanies have dis-

covered that a large portioii of the

rank and file workers are uiiwilling

to become foremen beeause the pay
increment is not enough greater to

hc attractive. Conse(|uently some
companies are niaintaining diíFeren-

tials up to 30 or ever 35 per cent.

Some firms pay incentive bonuses

to foremen along with other man-
agement and staff people. Other
companies are i)aying their super-

visors for overtime hours, as well as

an adequate basic pay diíferential.

Progressive corporations recognize

that compensation in the pay en-

velope is only one segment of com-
pensation in the true sensc. Genuine
recognition in the form of sincere

praise for a job well done means
more to the soul of average man be

he president, manager, foreman or

worker than any other one thing.

Three Steps Are Needed

True compensation takes still

other forms. Little privileges, even
a little paternalism, go a long way
towards raising the status and the

morale of the supervisors. Such
things as a foreman's oífice, con-

ference, lunch and coat rooms, desks

or tables, a distinctive foreman's

jacket, being put on the mailing list

of the technical and management
publications and having access to a

conipany library are ali steps which
are being taken by progressive

managements in an effort to elevate

the status of the foreman. Please

note that this elevation by compen-
sation is largely suj)erficial and is

only the first of the three steps of

(1) compensation; (2) communic-
ation and (3) management team
building.

Communication

Communication is a two way
street. Top executives are otdy now
beginning to realize that it is just as

important to be understood as it is

to understand. The emphasis today
in management is on two-way mul-
tilateral communication.
There are two separatc phases to

the new type of industrial man-
agement connnunication. The first

phase is the job problems and plan-
ning discussion and conference with
ali members of the management
team. The second is informational
communication—the supervisors
telling executive and staff manage-
ment how the j)r()duction job is

going; staff people telling the super-
visory management and executive

management the results of their
studies, surveys and progranis; ex-
exutive management in its turn
keeping the staff and supervi.sory

people informed on the progress and
status of the business cnlerprise and
on high levei company policy.

Advantages of Conference Mcthod

The conference method of job
discussion is rapidly gaining in

popularity. It has two main advan-
tages; first is the |)0()iing of brain
powcr and industrial experience of

ali leveis of the enterprise's man-
agement, and second is lhe elevating

of the status of lower ecthelons of

management. The chief disadvan-
tage which companies have found
with these conferences is that they
tend to become long-windcd.

The methods of informal com-
munication vary somewhat from
company to company.

In the older and more dictatorial

organizations the method frefjuently

used is what might be referrcd to as

the "Factory Manager's VVeekly

Review" where supervisors come
one by one and review with the

factory manager and sometimes one
or two selected others the progress

over the past week. The advantages
of this method are that the factory

manager keeps up to date on events,

progress and problems and little

time is wasted by any of the par-

ticipaiits. There are <lisadvantages,

chief of which is the fact that com-
munication tends to become one-

way with toj) executives soaking up
information but giving none out.

Another disadvantage is that only

a selected few are present and much
valuable information becomes pig-

eon-holed. There is a tendency in

these discussions for the selected

few to become fewer and fewer and
for the few to pass along iess and

less of the information.

Approaches lo End Onc-Way
Communical ion

A number of businesses have at-

tempted to overcome the fendency

of one-way commutiication from

suyícrvisors to top executives by
opening up another parallel avenue

for the transfer of information in the

opposile direclioií. Ilere are .s(mie of

the approaches being used: a pre-

sident 's iicwsletter or a management
newslctter, a sunnnary of financial

or business j)rogress (wliolhcr or not

it be encouraging), ncws conferences

for business and industry news only,

posters and panij)hlets in the staff or

inanagetnent dining rooms, annual

reporls, training or educational

refrcsher counses with ali of man-
agement in attendance and par-

ticipating.

Another comnnmicalional ap-
proach which is favoured by some
comi)anies is the weekly wrilten
report summary. The foreman writes
a sunnnary report to his departni(;nl
head. The department head writes a
sunnnary report to lhe faclory
manager. TIic up|)cr cchelon of man-
agement rcciprocates with its busi-

ness .summary. Tiic beauly of this

method of commuiiication is that
with carcfui distribui ion only those
to wliom the information is u.sefui

will get it, the report writer can
plan and budget his time so that the
report will be wrillcn duririg slack

periods in the day, aiid similarly lhe
report can be read by recipients

when lhe lime is available; tiie

report, beeause it is writteii, will be
concise and dcfiMite and it will form
a permanent record and a sliinulant

to improve performance, which will

serve as a reminder and can be
referred to at any future time, and
it builds clear thinking toj) manage-
ment nien for the future. Tlie

weaknes.ses of the weekly report

.summary are that it eliininatcs

spontaneous co-operative .solution

to current problems, it takes away
the desirable element of personal

contact, JTiany people find it tedious

and difficult to express their views
in writing and .some even fear po.s-

sible crlticism, and it takes con-

siderably longer to write about a

.situation than tell it vcrhally.

The solution to the |)r()l)lcm of

inter-organizaticnial connnunicalion

which seems to have been the most
successful, is a combination and
compromise between the weekly
summary rej)ort and the job con-

ference.

Building the Management Team
Finally we come to the last step

in the solution lo liie foremen

problem, that of makiiig the.se

.supervisors management conscious

and concious of being a pari of the

management leani. It is surprising

and startling to discover that liiis

last important pha.se of organiza-

tional integralion has been bolh

neglecled and conscientiously

avoided in some instances. by even

the most i)rogre.ssive of manage-

ments. When asked lhe rea.son for

this neglect the answer most ofien

given .seenied lo be eilher lliat lhe

top men were too bu.sy, or il wonid

be moUycoddling and palernalism,

or that they couldnM see how il

would pay for the efforl involved or

do the company any good.

liou lo Traiu Siip»T> isors lii !>«•

Maiiafienu-iil ( '.onsí-ious

Obviously every company is in

business lo niake nioney. To be
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cogilizant of his iniportant role of

controlling and supervising the

workers, the supervisor must be
management conscious. And making
these foremen a part of the manage-
ment team is the most important
step to ensure a loyal, robust, happy
and financially secure business en-

terprise. Furthermore, it is probably

the best way known to build future

department heads, factory man-
agers and other top exeeutives.

The best inanagement consultants

in America seem to agree that the

most important step in building a

management team is for top ex-

eeutives to share with lower echelons

of supervision and administration

their problems and headaches.

This whole idea of sharing prob-

lems is a philosophy of consultive

administration and supervision

which puts emphasis on human
dignity. The purpose is the en-

couragement of increased produc-

tivity and ultimately the personal

gain of ali participants. The object

is to create in every last member of

the management team a healthy

motivation and a want to do that

extra bit that so often means so

much towards success.

It has been indicated by many
studies that the average individuars

output is somevvhat less than 65

per cent of what is considered a

reasonable standard. It is believed

by those who are regarded as lead-

ers in "consultive supervision" such
as General Foods Corporation that

in order to dose the gap, one of the

most important steps is to create a

genuine feeling of greater par-

ticipation on the part of every
employee. The individual will give

more if he feels that he is "in the

act" and "a member of the team"
rather than simply one of the cogs

in the business machine.

Basic Kules

Companies which practise con-

sultive supervision generally accept
and follow these basic rules:

1. The president, general man-
ager and production manager
must accept and practise

consultive supervision methods
remembering that svd)orflin-

ates are likely to deal with those

they supervise as they them-
selves have been dealt with.

2. Subordinates must feel free to

say so when they see some
arrangement which they be-

lieve is not the best one. They
should be encouraged to work
out a more sati.sfactory solu-

tion but should be discouraged

from making destructive crit-

icism.

3. Every leader should review

this or that problem from time
to time with those who report

to him, and occasionally take

along a subordinate to meet-
ings with other supervisors,

—

particularly if the individual is

interested in or affected by the

question to be discussed.

4. "One-man shows" should be
frowned upon while the de-

velopment of subordinates who
have the ability to think and
contribute ideas should be

encouraged.

5. AU management should be

convinced that when asked a
(juestion to which they do not

have the precise an.swer it is

better to say "I don't know.
But I can and will get the

right answer for you."

6. The factory and staff ofíices

should be visited occasionally

and members of management
should chat informally with

employees, asking their ideas

and opinions on matters of

interest to them.

7. And every sensible executive
recognizes that the foremen
must have both authority and
responsibility in significant

matters. Authority must paral-

lel responsibility.

Another method that is being used
to encourage the induction of the

foremen into the management team
is by allocating to them certain

deíinite extra responsibilities. The
usual approach is to form com-
mittees to handle management tasks

such as a guard committee to take
precautions against sabotage, safety

committee, íire protection com-
mittee, plant inspection committee,
grounds committee, inter-com-

munications committee, suggestions

committee, public relation cora

mittee and training committee. Th
members of these committees tend
to become plant and management
conscious. Furthermore, such

groups help to ease the load of som
staff or executive function and at

the same time prepare themselves
for advancement up the manage
ment ladder.

AUTOMATIC TRAIN AiNNOUNCEMENT SYSTEM
The Engineer, v. 198, ii. 5151, Octol)er 15, 1954, pp. 519-20.

Particulars have been received of

a new system of traiu announcement
which has been installed at Strat-

ford Station by British Railways.
This system came into operation on
Monday, October llth and with it

|)latform announcements for down
trains on the Eastern Region lines

from Liverpool Street to the Eastern
Counties are automatically initiated

by the individual trains themselves.

This system, which is the first of its

kind in this country, has been
developed by The General Electric

Company, Ltd., to the specifications

and requirements of the signal and
telecommunications engineer, Ea.s-

tern Region, British Railways.

With the new equipment the

announcements for the various
trains are recorded on a continuous
loop of magnetic tape, 3 in. wide,

and having a capacity for twenty-
five recorded tracks. The "train

approaching" and "train standing"
portions of each announcement are

recorded on separate tracks. The
appropriate announcement for any
given train is selected by an opera-

tor in the signal-box and the

selection is stored electrically until

the train operates the track circuit

connected with the signalling system.
Thereupon, the play-back head is

moved to the pre-.selected track on
the magnetic tape, which is set in

motion at the same time. The tape
reproducer, which is linked to the

station loud-speaker system throug
an amplifier, then starts announc
ing; "The train approaching No.
platform will call at . .

.".

When the train passes into th

platform track it operates an ad
justable delay relay. This allows

suitable lapsc of time, before the

doors open. The reproducer the

broadcasts: "The train standing a

No. . . . platform will call at . .

During peak or abnormal periods

when the interval between trains

does not allow sufficient time foi

the "approaching" announcement t

be broadcast, this is automatically

omitted, and the "standing" an

nouncement only is broadcast.

Pre-Selection Principie

The announcements are pre-se

lected and up to four pre-.selection

can be made and electrically store

in each platform group, an illurai

nated lamp indicating the an

nouncement number of each storef

selection. When the announcemenl
for a train is started, a red lamp i

illuminated adjacent to the re

spective storage indication and both

lamps are extinguished when tht

train concerned leaves the platform

Selections are made in the ordei

that trains will arrive at the plat-

form, irrespective of the order ol

entering the controlling track circuil

.sections or routing to the platform

Non-stopping trains and other trafE(
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for which no announcement is

necessary are included in the selec-

tion by operating the "no announce-

ment" key, In the event of an
alteration, or incorrect selection,

the stored selections can be can-

celled and fresh selections inade.

An audible and visual warning is

given if a train for which no selection

has been made, enters the control-

ling section. A selection can then

be made at any time prior to the

arrival of the train at the platform,

but if sufficient time is not available

for the broadcasting of the "train

approaching" portion, this is auto-

matically omitted.

The Control Apparatus

The control apparatus consists of

telephone relays and uniselectors

fitted in a metal cabinet. On the

receipt of a start signa! from the
control apparatus, a uniselector
rotates and is stopped at its ap-
propriate contact, thus positioning
the reproducing head on the rc-

quired track. The tape motor is

then started and, simultancously,
ali high-tension circuits are com-
pleted, via relays, on the amplifier
rack associated with the particular

reproducer and the announcement is

broadcast. The ends of the loop of

tape are joined by a metal foil strip.

This strip completes a circuit for the
stop relay at the end of the operation
and the reproducer and amplifiers

are returned to the condition of

awaiting the next start signal.

Three racks of amplifier equip-
ment are provided, two for the re-

corded announcements and one for

microphone announcements.

AND THE OTHER PAGES
New Zealand Engineering, v. 9, n. 7, July 15, 1954, p. 217.

A particular method of approach
to a recurring happening will, if

continued for a long enough period,

turn into a habit, and a habit will,

in due course, turn into a custom.

This custom may be a national one,

or it may be local, or confined within

larger or smaller limits. In its ulti-

mate application, the habit becomes
purely a personal one. Thus, an in-

dividual may have one or more
habits personal to himself, which
serve to pinpoint him amongst his

acquaintances. If his ancestors had
presented a similar peculiarity, his

present name would likely contain a
reference to it. In modern times we
are taught to be more polite, though
it is still a fact that the child pos-

sessed of no inhibitions and there-

fore most likely to come out with
the truth, will take one glance at

another child, note its peculiarities,

and give it at once a nickname which
will endure through life. These same
facultiesof observation, classification

and truth have been granted to the

savage. The civilized child loses the
faculty as it reaches its fuU under-
standing. It becomes tooengrosscd in

forming other habits, and helping to

establish other customs. Though
probably unaware of it, it may be
qualifying for membership of the

felo-de-se club.

The very subject of habits and
jcustoms, good or bad, national or

individual, is an exciting and fasci-

[nating one. Consider, for instance,

the habit of eating and the many
personal peculiarities which arise

from this necessary and satisfying

occupation. There is the anticipa-

[tory efíect on the diner, the ap-
proach to the table, the selection

from the menu, the gamble which

centres round the unseen carver, the

artistry of the cook, the frills, the

music, the service, the surroundings

—ali these can contribute towards
the meai and the fullness thereof.

Whether they actually do so con-

tribute is a circumstance which will

depend on the habits of the indi-

vidual diner. If he can assess and
appreciate ali the things which con-

tribute towards the enjoyment of a

good meai, he is to be envied; if he

cannot do so, he is to be pitied. If

he realizes his deficiencies, he is

wise if he corrects them. If he fails

to recognize them, he may still be

brought to a state of grace.

Diflferent Type of Meai

From a contemplation of him who
eats—however fascinating it may be

in its horror—we may turn to a like

analysis of him who reads, truly a

diíFerent type of meai, but just as

necessary if balance is to be main-

tained, and the troy-weight of the

brain is not to be dwarfed by the

avoirdupois of the abdómen. Just as

there are fashions in eating, so are

there fashions in reading. Both

meais can be subject to good or bad

habits, but as the eater in public is

a more frequent sight than the reader

in public, the former will have some

regard for his companions, and will

not in general deliberately offend.

The reader, however, onclosed phys-

ically and mentally in the privacy of

his castle, is in reality less secure

than he imagines himself lo be. The
diner can normally be ex{)ected to

do justice to a good meai, but the

reader does not, to the same extent,

do justice to a good book.

He is less inclined still to do jus-

tice to a good technical journal; yet
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there are in its make-up ali the items
which contribute towards a fasci-

nating 1)111 of farc. Just as the chef
aims to offer soniething altractive
to every type of eater, be he in habit
epicurean or porcine. so does the
technical journal, and this one in

particular, strive to eater catholic-

ally. Our diner does not fancy beef ?

Very good! Let him not despair; a
.smaller and smoother-grained ani-

mal has been .specially slaughtered
for him. Our reader does not fancy
the precise and ever-re[)eating clank
of the mechanical robot ? As an al-

ternative he may drift peacefully

downslream with the hydraulic en-
gineer. This diner searches his menu
quickly for {)luni pudding; that one
will be satisfied with nothing but an
ice. This reader hungers for the

arithmetical treati.se; the next one
feels that he can digest no more
than the leading article. Both feel

that they have wrung from the

journal ali that is of interest to them.
Both are wrong.

They have had no regard for the

dining-room and its architecture;

for the table linen, the china and
the cutlery; for the hors d'oeuvre,

the sorbet and the savoury; and,

least of ali, for the service. They
have disregarded those exhibits

which have been so carefully pre-

pared, so discriminatingly assem-

bled, and .so artistically presented,

and without which the meai itself

would not be possible.

Plea for Recognitíon

Yes, our plea is for some greater

recognition of the fairness of the

handmaiden—so readily forthcom-

ing in other walks of life—some
greater appreciation of her art, some
practical indication of the excellence

of her service, some encouragement

for its continuance. It is a plea for

the forming of a habit of reading

the advertisements within these

covers.

Tho.se who cannot find time to do

.so can be likened to a jíloughman

who drives ever along the same

straight line. (Inuhially his furrow

deepens and graduily his V-shaped

share builds up on either side a

rampart which ob.sí-ures his \ isi<)n,

and deprives him of any apprecia-

tion of the beauties which surround

him. For there can be beauty in ad-

verti.sement, and the art of ifs pre-

.sentation is no less intricate than is

the art of present ing a tecluiicai

paper. It is, moreovcr, a nicdiuni

through which even the harried imi-

gineer can kee|) himself reas()nal)ly

up to date, and this aione niight wcll

induce the literary diner to give liis

attention to ali parts of the menu.
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Notes of the Institute and Other Societies, Comments
and Correspondence, Elections and Transfers

Co-operatioii with A.S.C.E.

Recently the Board of Direc-

tion of the American Society of

Civil Engineertí has put into writ-

ing ccrtain tenns of co-opcration

between the Society and the Insti-

tute which have cxisted many
years but withoiit any official re-

cording.

By a recent resolution the Board
of Direction has approved the fol-

lowing statement:
"For the purpose of furthoring

tlie cordial relations long existing

between tlie Engineering Institute

of Canada and the American So-

ciety of Civil Engineers, it was
proposed that the Board of Direc-

tion restate present policy con-

cerning members of E.I.C. with

reference to A.S.C.E. conventions

and publications, as follnw-:

la) Members of E.I.C. are cor-

dially invited to attend ali con-

ventions or other meetings of

A.S.C.E., and when attending,

thcy shall be entitled to i^artici-

pate in such meetings on the same
basis as members of A.S.C.E.

Whèn a resistration fce is required

of A.S.C.E. members attending

A.S.C.E. convention-^ or other

meetings, members of E.I.C. at-

tending shall be charged no greater

re.Q-istrntion fee than members of

A.S.C.E.

(b) Members of E.I.C. shall be
entitled to purchase or to subscribe

for the publications of A.S.C.E. on
the same basis as members of

A.S.C.E."
This is the second of the lead-

ing American societies with which
the Institute has a co-operative

agreement. The other is the Ameri-
can Society of Mechanical Engi-
neers. The real significance of

agreements of this kind is the dec-

laration of the desire for co-

oi)eration. It is a great thing for

every member of both organiza-

tions to know that thei'e is so clear

anrl so friendly an understanding
between leading organizations in

different countries.

By means of the Conference of

Commonwealth Engineering Insti-

tutions the Institute also has co-

operativa agreements with the m-
stitutions in Great Britain, South
Africa, Rhodesia, índia, Austrália

and New Zealand. Through this

chain of Cf)ntacts members of the

Institute have available to theni

sei vices in many parts of the woiid

which otherwise would not l)e

theirs to enjoy. These things are

;i (lividend on their membershii)

in the Engineering Institute.

It is hoped that members wlui

will be visiting or moving to any

of these places will avail them-

selves of these services.

Graham Clark Lecture

E. (Iraham Clark, C.B.E., M.C..

M.Sc, was on the staff of the In-

stitution of Civil Engineers in

London, England, for forty years.

the last seventeen of which saw
liim as secretarv. He died on April

23, 1954.

One of Mr. Clark's fondest

wishes was that an annual lecture

should be cstablished dealing with
a subject of common interest to the

members of the Institution of Civil

Engineers. the Institution of Me-
chanical Enaineers, and the Insti-

tution of Electrical Engineers. Re-

Cover Picture

The cover picture shows one of the two identical reaetors being

l)uilt at Britain's first atomic power station.

The article "World Race for Atomic Energy" on page 647 gives

some details of the construction.

Photograph courtesy of Taylor Wooârow.

cently the Councils of the thrce

Institutions have accepted the

oroi)osal which Mr. Clark made in

his lifetime and have decideti to

name the lecture after Mr. Clark.

This is indeed a splendid me-
morial to a man who for so many
vears serv^d faithfully and intel-

ligently the profession of eneineer-

inií.

Mr. Clark was one of the jirin-

cipal promoters of the Conference
of Commonwealth Engineering In-

stitutions, of which tlie Engineer-

ing Institute of Canada is a mem-
ber. This is but further proof oi

the fitness of establishing a me-
morial lecture sunnorted by the

three leading British Institutions.

The first lecture in the series

was siven on Mav 4. 1955. at the

Institution of Civil Engineers. The
=:npaker was Brigadier General Sir

Harold Hartlev. and his subject

"The enginecr's contribution to

the conservation of natural re-

sources".
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A Medéaae

MY first message to the Members of The Engineering Institute of Canada is one of thanks

and appreciation for the honour they have conferred upon me.

Since its inception, almost 70 years ago, the Institute has made many adjustments to meet

changing conditions. Perhaps the greatest of these, Confederation, is still to be achieved.

The proposal to bring together into one common organization ali the engineers of Canada

is one which must be carried to a successful conclusion. The privilege of participating in

official discussions towards this end is in the nature of a trusteeship.

Those who have been selected by the Council of the Institute to study these matters have

accepted their responsibility in ali seriousness, as have, also, those representing Dominion

Council. The Institute Committee has made its first report to Council. Its studies indicate

clearly that it should be possible to find a solution acceptable to ali, as there is evidence of

wide approval for some form of Confederation.

To complete an agreement satisfactory to everyone will not be easy; time, patience,

wisdom and understanding will be required for the task, but I am hopeful of the outcomc.

Following the tradition and example of those who have preceded me in this officc and,

with your co-operation and understanding, I shall do my utmost to makc this anothcr

memorable year in the history of the Institute.

R. E. HEARTZ, m.e.i.c,

President.
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Three Generations of Membership

Rccently Headquarters received
an a|iplieation for student mem-
bersliip fi'om a student at the

Nova Scotia Technical College.

The particular significance of

this application is that it marks
the third generation in this family

to be members of the Institutc.

The íirst member was Lieutenant
Colonel F. W. W. Doane who
joined the Institute in 1887. He
was made a Life Member in 1931

and an Honorary Member in 1952.

The next member of the family

to join was his son Harvey W. L
Doane who came in as an Asso-
ciate Member in 1919 and who
qualified for Life Membership in

1955. And now we have his sor

Harvey William Doane joining a?

a Student in 1955.

There may be other instanees oi

three generations in one family aV

at the same time supporting th(

Institutc but if such is the casf

they are not known to anyone ai

Headquarters. It seems safe t(

say that this is a unique occur-

rence. It does do something to in-

dicate the long span of Institutc

usefulness. With the first member-
ship beginning in 1887 the year ot

the Institute's incorporation, th(

laí^t one coming in this year, wf

have an unusual continuity o'

interest and support from one

family.

It is interesting to note that th(

two sénior members of the Doane
family have been active in Insti-

tute affairs. At the present rao-;

ment, Mr. Harvey Doane, is
íj

member of the Institute Commit
j

tee on Confederation. He has beeii

active in many other i)osts as wel

within the Halifax Branch.

Doubtless with the further pass

ing of time there will be mon
family memberships like this bu

it is nice to be able to acknowl

edge this one which appears to h\

the íirst of what it is hoped wil

be a loag series. Long livc th'!

Doanes!

Correspondence
As the Life Members See It

Dear Mr. Editor:

I wish to thank you for you

very kind letter announcing m;

Life Membership in the Institute.

It was 50 ycars ago when I land

ed in Montreal from Scotland .seek

ing employment and the first job

got was an appointment as rodma

with the C.P.R. on the Torontc

Sudbury line when Mr. W. F. Tv

was chief engineer of the compan

—$45 per month and board.

spent three or four years on su)

vey and construction and traní:

ferred to the Algoma Central as

resident engineer. I think four c

íive years in the North Country

a better training to become

Canadian than twice that lengt

of time in a city oífice. I then too^

up contracting with surprising su(

Distinguished Visitors

Kecently the Institute ha<l the plea.siire of eiitertaiiiing Profe.ssor K. W.
Par.son, president-elect of the In.stitiition of Kngineers of Austrália. On the
left K. E. Heartz, president-elect of the Institute and on the right, past presi-
dent James A. Vance.

At a reception for Sir llii^h Reaver, M.E.I.C., visiting Montreal on March 17,
left to right: Dr. Arthur Siirveyer, past president of the Institute; Sir Hugh
Beaver; Vice-President 1. K. Tail; Past-President J. B. .Stirling.
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cebs. I was married in the West
when the War started. Then four

\earí5 in the Army with Pioneers,

f jigineers and Railway troops.

It was when I leturned from

ivcrscas that I realizcd that con-

^tnietion camps and family life did

not mix so I went into biisiness;

íorming the firm of AVood, Fleming
\' Co., and I have come to the

onchision that of ali training,

1 ngineering is the most iiseful for

a man in general business, as we
are in insurance, building manage-
ment and real estate. We also have

:\ wholly owned subsidiary—the

Cloke Construction Co. of which

iny son, J. P. Fleming, is assis-

[;int manager. He is a graduate

Iraechanical) of Toronto Univer-

^ity.

I did not mean to write a history

of my life, but I think that "once

an engineer always an engineer"

is a truism. I have a horizontal

inind as against the vertical mind
if a financier, or in other words, I

lan read a profile easier than a

balance sheet. Thanking you again,

RoBERT FlEMINCÍ,

I

Wood, Fleming & Company Limite'1,

Toronto,

December, 1954.

Open Competition for

Building Designs

The architects associations

throughout the country have made
in important contribution to their

Professional reputation and stand-

ards by promoting and encourag-

ng open competition for building

iesigns on various large projects.

This method of selecting archi-

iectural service is commendable
rom many points of view.

(a) Tends to raise professional

standards.

íb) Encourages architects to co-

operate for various efforts.

(c) Fairest method of selecting

Services for government pro-

jects.

Consulting engineers and engi-

neering associations would do well

to publicize this method for select-

ing Professional engineering ser-

ices. The advantages that could
i»e realized by the consulting engi-

neers would generally coincide with
'liose already realized by the archi-

fects.

N. G.^iNS, M.E.I.C.,

World Race for Atomic Energy

British Profjress at Calder Hall, Ciimhfriaiul, Kn<:lan(l

(From a Correspoinleiít

)

t
Montreal,

February, 1955

At Calder Hall, Britain's first

electric power station to be driven
by atomic energy is now in an ad-
vanced stage of construction. Most
of the early work at the site was
in the hands of the civil engineer-

ing contractors. Tavlor Woodrow,
Ltd.

There is every rea.son to believe

that iVtomic Power Station No. 1

will be generating electricity in

1956. Its capacity is likely to be
in excess of 50,000 kilowatts — no
ofíicial figure has yet been given
— part of which will be used by
the i)lutonium factory at Wind-
scale nearby, the rest being fed

into the national electricity grid

system. Thus atomic energy will

be serving British industry and
the homes of the people much
sooner than many darecl to hope.

The Calder Hall power station

is only an experimental installa-

tion. Engineers will gain opera-

tional experience, and out of it

will come new designs for the fur-

ther developmcnt of atomic ])ower

stations which will be jiroduced by
British industry. In fact, so gi-eat

is British confidence in atomic
power that plans have been au-

thorized by Parliament for twelve

stations with a total capacity

equal to that which could be de-

rived from fivc or six million tons

of coal.

The novelty of Calder Hall

atomic power station rests on the

method of heat extraction from a

nuclear reactor or pile, which
serves as an "atomic furnace".

since steam is still the working

médium for the turbines which

drive the alternators. For this íirst

installation the development of the

necessary steam producing equip-

ment was entrusted to Babcock
& Wilcox, Ltd. Two atomic furn-

aces will be used at Calder Hall,

each working with four stcam-

raising towers about 80 fecl high.

Heat generated in the graphite-

moderated uranium reactors will

be carried to the steam plant by

Carbon dioxide under high pres-

sure, the hot gas giving up its

heat to preheating, evaporat-

ing and superheating sections of

the steam plant. After passing

through the steam-raising towers,

the cooled carbou dioxide gas will

be recirculated by blowers to the
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reactors, where the hcatiiig cycle
is repeated.

One of the most intercstlng fea-

tures from the tcchnical point of
view is the use of a double-jjres-

sure sl(>am cyclc in onicr to obtain
maximum efficienty from lhe com-
paratively low temperaturc, about
400° C, of the gas entcring the
steam towers. Each tower con-
tains, in effect, two sets of steam-
raising equipment, there being
separa te high-pressure and low-
pressiirc economiser. evaporator
and superhealer sections. Sj)ecial

care has been taken to keep the
cbolant gas and the steam or water
apart because of the danger of
contamiiuition. C. A. Parsons &
Co., Ltd.. are siipplying the turbo-
alternator {)lant, the circnlating

gas blowers and the |)iping.

There are a turbine hall, two
rooling towers, an administration
block and ancillary and temj)orary
works. The thermal reactors are

constructed with very thick walls

and of high density concrete, the
greit thickness being needed to

provide shielding against high
energy radiation.

The turbine hall houses four

alternator sets of 22 kva. capacity
each. The condenser water cool-

ing towers with hyperbolic con-

crete shclls. each ,'500 ft. high and
200 ft. in diameter at the base, are

also of normal design. There is a
two - story administration block
and the ancillary works include

roads, drainagc, fencing, ducts, etc.

Calder Hall is now l)eginning to

look like the j^ower station of the

future. Two reactor buildings, each

120 ft. high, are in an advanced
stage of construction; between
them will stand the generator hall,

which already has foundations

down for the turbo-alt(M-nators.

The reactors, "burning" natural

uranium, are the res|)onsibilily of

the Atomic Energy Aiithority,

which has dcsigned and is !)uil(ling

them. These reactors and the cool-

ant will be contained in jiressure

vessels or outer shells, made by

Whessoe, Ltd., the wliole being en-

ca.sed in biological shieids forming

the reactor buildings which are

already the dominant features at

Calder Hall, lhe world"s first

atomic ixiwcr >l ;i t ion.
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St. Lawrence Seaway
and Power Project

In round figures, the combined
power and navigation features of

the Seaway exchiding dredging in

the Upper Lakes by the United

States, and excluding works for the

development of power by the prov-

ince of Quebec, will cost in the

ncighbourhood of $900 million, di-

vided into tliree parts.

A third of the total will be spent

by the Ontário Hydro-Electric

Power Conimission. Another third

will be spent by the New York
State Power Authority, and the

icmaining third for navigation

facilities. Of the latter, some $200

million will be cxpenditure by
Canadas Seaway Authority, with

$100 million by the St. Lawrence
Seaway Development Corporation

for locks etc. on the American side

of the river.

With the advent of warmer
vveatlier during early April, the

tempo of construction on the var-

ious power aspccts of the Seaway
was being steiijied up. At mid-

April roughly 1,000 men were era-

ployed in the International Rapids

section, most of them on the Cana-
dian side, compared with a pos-

sible maximum of some three or

four thousand Canadian workers

during the coming summer.
Completion of the first sections

at both ends of the powerhouse
cofferdam, originally planned to

be ready for pumping out by early

April, was at that time six weeks
behind schedule due to mud, ice

and high water, while similar diffi-

culties had beset cofferdam con-

struction by the New York State

Power Authority on the Long
Sault control dam.

Though work on the navigation

aspects by tlie Canadian Seaway
Authority has been at a virtual

standstill ali winter, within the

near futm-e as the ice moves out

of the river and from Lakes St.

Francis and St. Louis, work on

dredging in the Lachine Section.

awarded last fali, will be resumcd
and dredging rccently let by con-

tract on these two lakes will be

startcd. Work has already com-
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In this section the Journal reviews

the news and progress «>f the St. Law-
rence project.

mcnced on excavation for the

Ii-o(iuois Canal and Lock.

Early Start on PoMer Development

Contracts are already awarded
for the 16 hydraulic turbines and
16 electric generators for the Cana-
dian half of the dual powerhouse
at Barnhart Island, some three

niiles west of Cornwall, as well

as for the supply of concrete ag-

gregates for the powerhouse struc-

ture, as already noted in previous

issues of the Journal. Orders have
also been placed for turbines and
generators for the U.S. end of the

powerhouse by the N.Y. State

Power Authority.

On March 27 the N.Y.S.P.A.

opened tenders for the entire

structure on the Long Sault Dam
bctween Barnhart Island and the

U.S. mainland. Two lowest bids

were from a Kaiser-Mannix-Pa-
ciíic Bi-idge-Miron Frères group

at $25,998,000 and from a Morri-
s o n Knudson-Walsh-Perini-Kie-
wit-Utah group at $26,019,000.

Hydro has also called for ten-

ders on the Canadian half of the

powerhouse structure. Bids opened
on May 10. Suíiicient work must
be completed by June 1, 1958, to

permit initial powerhouse opera-

tion, while completion of the entire

striicture is called for bv Septem-
h;>r 1, 1960.

this half structure will be 1,500

ft. long, 170 feet in height from
base to roof, and 190 feet wide.

The intake structiu'e, which will

al.-o serve as a dam across the

north channel of the river between
the Canadian shore and Barnhart
Island, will be integral with the

jiowerhousc. The superstructure

will be equipped with three gantry
cranes; one of 90 ton capacity for

lifting the gates, one of 400 ton

capacity for erecting and handling

the generators and turbines, and a

third of 30 ton capacity for lifting

and lowering the tailrace gates on

the downstream side.

Nearing comjilction by Ontário

Hydro are two 400 ft. trafíic tun-

nels under tiie existing 14 ft. draft
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navigation canal just west of

Cornwall. These tunnels, one of
|

161/4 ft. diameter and the other of,

10 ft., plus a sliding bridge over'

the canal for heavy equipment too!

large for the tunnels, will providei

access from Highway No. 2 to the!

powerhouse. Nearing completion
also is Hydros million dollar Ad-
niinistration Centre with ofíices,

staff house, hospital and testing^

laboratory on the north side of the

highway.
^

Thus of the $300 million, more,

or less, total to be spent by the

Ontário Hydro, contracts awarded
j

to date amount to around $25 mil-'

lion. Following the award to be|

announced in May for the Cana-
j

dian half of the powerhouse struc-|

ture,—largest singlc contract on
i

which bids have been asked to!

date,—the next tender call for a
'

major component of the Canadian
power development may be fori

Canada's half of the dam at Iro-j

(]Uois, some 40 miles upstream

fi-om Cornwall. Bids on this mayj
run as high as $17 million, while'

cxpenditure by the New York '

State Power Authority may'
amount to another $1]V) million. I

I

\l'inter Dchiys Work on ,

Ship Channels '

For the navigation features ot

the project, some 70 contracts will

be awarded during the life of the

job by Canada's Seawav Author-

ity. at a total cost of about $200'!

million. These contracts are di-

vided as follows: 20 in the Lachine

Section, 10 in the Soulanges Sec-|

tion, 5 in the St. Francis Section,

|

10 in the International Rapids Sec-|

tion, 10 in the Welland Section and!

20 miscellaneous. A total of some'

$120 million will be spent for navi-!

gation in the Lacliine Section,

while $50 million will be spent in

the Soulanges.

Already awarded last fali in the

Lachine Section were contracts for

10 miles of channel dredging be-

tween the Caughnawaga Bridge

and ^lontreal Harbour, and for

remo^'al and re-erection of a

i)ridge, and in January in the In-

'

tcrnational Rapids Section for

the lock and canal at Iroquois. In

March four dredging contracts

were awarded for channels in

Lakes St. Louis and St. Francis

at a cost of $14 million. Thus so

far only some twelve per cent ofj

total cxpenditure has actually been|

committed bv Canadas Seaway

j

Authority out of the $200 odd

;

million total mentioned above.
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Contracts yet to be awarded in

the Lachine Section include those

for elevating the south ends of the

.lacques Cartier (Harbour) and

the Honoré Mercier highway
bridges, and for opening of a new
traíRc lane on the Jacques Cartier

Bridge on an iiniised tramway
right of way. Bids will be invited

for installing movable bridge sjnans

over the new navigation channel

on the Victoria (C.N.R.) and the

Caughnawaga (C.P.R.) railway

hridges, for providing vminter-

rupted higlnvay traffic on Victoria

Bridge with a second lane on the

cast side replacing Southern County
railway tracks. The Seaway Au-
thority will build cloverleaf road

aj^proaches at the South Shore

i'nt lances to Jacques Cartier and
Victoria Bridges. Besides these,

contracts will be awarded for tlireo

turning basins on the old 14 ft.

(Iraft canais.

While no major work has yet

been commenced in the Cornwall

area by Canada's Seaway Author-

ity, work is under way on demoli-

tion of the old Cornwall post ofRcc

to raake way for a permanent ad-

ininistration building, while a large

(i-storey staff headquarters is going

up at Pitt and Second Streets.

Forty niiles furthcr west at Iro-

(luois Point, heavy grading equip-

inent is going to work on removing
the 4 million yards of excavation

involved in the 50/80 ft. deep Sea-

way canal which will contain the

Iroquois lock.

Similar opcrations are being

carried out on the U.S. side of

the river by the U.S. Seaway De-
velopment Corporation. Work on
the new lock in the Grasse River

area was commenced in mid-April.

The Flooded Areas

Some 20,000 acres of Canadian
and will be ílooded with 18/22
ft. of water, and some 6,500 resi-

ents will be re-established in new
communities. Ontário Hydro is

oontinuing negotiations regarding

ocation and layouts of new town-
'ites and compensation to resi-

lents. With settlement regarding
hc nioving of the town of Iroquois

ow completed, attention is focus-

ed on negotiations with towns
nd villages in Cornwall and Osna-
rook Townships, such as Aults-
àlle, Farran's Point, Moulinctte,
lart of Morrisburg, Wales and
Dickinson Landing. There are ten-

ative plans made here for two
complete new townsites to replace
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these small communities, and the
new sites are pretty wcll agreed
upon.

Though tlooding will not take
place before late 1957 or early

1958, there is much to be done.

Expenditure in preparation for

ílooding on the Canadian side may
run to $70 or $75 million, while

flooding on the American side will

cost jierhaps $20 million. The total

cost of rehabilitation on both
sides of the river will be pooled

and shared equally between the

Hydro and the New York State

Power Authority.

Some thirty five miles of the

C.N.R. double track main line

have to be relocated, and already

work has commenced on clearing.

TrafRc will be rerouted late in

1957. Besides this, Ontario's De-
partment of Highways will re-

route some 26 miles of highway No.
2 between Cornwall and Cardinal,

locating it where possible on the

abandoned C.N.R. right of way
and jiartly on dykes to be built

west of Cornwall to confine the

flooded arca. The first seven miles

of this work between Cornwall
and Moulinette was commenced
last year.

Later, a scenic highway connect-

ing a number of islands left in

the flooded area is envisioned. On-
tário is also surveying and i)lan-

ning extension of the new through

4-lane highway 401 right thro\igh

to the Quebec boundaiy, nort-h of

tlu' Seaway communities. This 4-

lane thrdugliway, however. is in-

dependent of Seaway devclopment

and work will be spi'ead over a 10

year period.

Misgívings at Montreal

Provincial Authorities at Quebec

City and City Authorities at Mont-

real are expressing concern at what

they feel is an unsympathetic

attitude on the part of Seaway
Authority officials towards local

problems arising from Seaway
construction. Probably the most
pressing of these is the traffic proh-

lem between Montreal and its

suburbs on the south shore, whcrc

congestion is already serious.

Actually the traffic congestion

problcm has been given a lot of

<tudy. It is said íhat the pro-

posed new lane on Victoria Bridge

will double that bridge's capacity

foi- auto traffic, while oi)ening

another lane on the Jacques

Cartier bridge will triple the num-
ber of autos that can bc liandlcd
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there. A far more pressing i)roblem
ajjpears to be the capacity of the
ai)pr()aclies over certain Montreal
streets.

Fear is being voiccd, too, of a
considerable drop in property
values over large residential áreas
along the south shore such as St.

Lambert and Préville, once the

view of the river is l)locked by
high Seaway walls. \Vi)at pro-
vision, residents ask, is to. be made
for water and sevvcr services with
the water in the ship channel high
above the strcet leveis?

Though comi)en,sation will no
doubt jirovided for those
affected by higher waterlevels,

residents fear damage to social and
community life will far exceed
i'ates of compensation set by gov-
ernmcnt claims adjustors. New
homes with tiie necessary services

and connmniity l)uildings will have
to bc ]n-ovided for many residents

who must move. These problems, it

is contended, should ali be taken
into consideration by the Seaway
Authority.

Pointing out that the improved
river channel above the Lachine
Canal will be narrower than at

present, thus increasing the veloc-

ity of flow in the river materially,

critics claim the channel will never

freeze over in wiiiter, and the

formation of frost will be encour-

aged on j)ower lines and clectrical

installations, thus reducing their

potential. Admittedly, however.

some of these drawbacks are neces-

sary evils that cannot be avoided.

Harbuur DevelopnienI »>ii

Great Lakes

AMiile little has been iieard in

Canada so far respecting harbour

(levelopment at Canadian Great

Lakes ports in anticipation of

greater traffic once the Seaway is

open, ports on the U.S. side are

not letting the grass grow under

their feet. Many of thc-^c cities

have already set up '"Seaway Com-
mittees".

As an example. Cleveland is

planning a $25 million "Trade
Mart", similar to the onc in New
Orlcans. The City proposes to

build a $15 million breakwall

along the entire waterfront to serve

as an erosion barrier. and to pro-

vide additional l)erthing space for

lakc and ocean vessels plying the

Seaway. Cleveland is also boosting

for a WorldV Fair in that City to

coincide with tlic opening of the

Seaway.
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The Hon. Alexander Wiley,
speaking before the U.S. Senate on
March 15 this year, reported that

the Chicago Regional Port Author-
ity will commence a $221/2 million

project of harbour and terminal

improvement this year. Milwaukee
plans a $4-7 million harbour im-
provement. Toledo plans to spent

$21 million on docks. Buffalo will

spend $2-3 million on deepening

its harbour. Ashtabula will spend

$5 million on its harbour. Manito-
woc and Erie are considering port

development. Toronto is planning

a million dollar terminal. Besides

this there are $109 million worth
of Federal channel improvements
under way or planned in the Upper
Great Lakes. One U.S. army engi-

neer, he said estimated at least

$500 million may be invested in

the Cireat Lakes area in the next

10 years by federal, state, city and
private agencies for harbour and
channel improvements.

Canadian ports are planning too.

Sept Isles seeks an ali year oeean
port. Quebec will improve its elev-

ators and cold storage and dredge

St. Charles Estuary. Trois Rivières

proposes more wharf space, sidings

and sheds. Montreal is getting a 10,-

700 sq. ft. transit shed from the Har-
bours Board. Kingston will spend
$4 million on dredging and con-

struction. Toronto is opening a new
marine terminal and will add 3,300

feet of docks. Hamilton will extend

its docks and terminal buildings

this .summer. Windsor plans to

spend $3 million on dock facilities.

Benefits lo Canadian Economy

The Hon. Lionel Chevrier, presi-

dent of the St. Lawrence Seaway
Autliority, in an address at To-
ronto in April, predicted a ])oten-

tial Seaway traffio of 31 million

tons for the 1959 season and the

five to ten years following—lower

than the 1950 traffic estimate of

441/2 million tons due to condi-

tions having changed somewhat
over the past five years. The new
Seaway locks, he pointed out,

would be of the same dimensions

as those of the Welland canal. In

1953, traffic through the Welland
was I9I/2 million tons—17 million

down-bound and 2I/2 up-bound.
This imbalance has resulted in a

great proi^ortion of upbound ves-

sels being light. Seventy three per-

cent of the vessel passages were
by "canalers" and small vessels,

yet 56 per cent of cargo tonnage
carried had been by large upper
lake vessels.
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'Tt is apparent", he said "that

even with present facilities and
present dispatching methods, the

Welland has never operated to

anything like its full capacity. The
capacity could be greatly increased

by twinning Lock No. 2, the only

lock where vessels are dispatched

up- and down-bound into an ad-

jacent single lock, and by provid-

ing additional tie-up space. It

should be borne in mind, too, that

the capacity of the Welland is

greater than that of the Seaway
from Montreal to Lake Ontário

will be, because of the greater

length of the season of navigation
—260 days for the Welland as

against 230 days for the Seaway".
Mr. Chevrier estimated the sav-

ings to the Canadian economy due

to large and economic vessels mov-'
ing through the Seaway withoutj

trans-shipment, and through}
greater economy in the use of ves-

1

seis, would amount to $30 millions

annually. Careful surveys of the

advantages from the Seaway pro-

ject such as alleviation of Ontario's

power shortage, further industrial-

ization of the Great Lakes-St.

Lawrence area, better access by
foreign trade to the great inland

and riverside market and better

movement of products to market

from the western grain growing

rcgions, brought the conclusion that

the project would benefit the Cana-
dian economy to the extent of

somewherc around $100 millions

annually.

Pure Air to Come
Mankind appears to wish to

live on this earth in an environ-

ment approaching the celestial as

nearly as possible. For years we
have been trying to clean up our

waters to the point where they

will cease to be dangerous to

hcalth or offensive to the eye and
nose. At least, we now know how
to do it and progress in this re-

sjiect depends mostly on how nuich

money we are willing to spend. Of
late, the atmosphere has been get-

ting some consideration.

Smoke and dust prevention and
ubatement are not new. They are

such obvious kinds of atmospheric

l)ollution that they first caught
the public eye, but we know very

well that there are invisible pol-

hitants of equal, if no greater, im-
|)()rtance. The "pure" air of the

country in Great Britain deposits

an estimated 60 to 120 tons of

solids per square mile per year,

while in Pittsburgh the figure for

1953 was 600 tons. There are no
comparative figures for gaseous
jiollution, but in this day of auto-

mobiles and diesel locomotives it

must be large.

These remarks are iirompted by
a reading of the 1954 rejiort of

Toronto's Air Pollution Advisory
Board, of which the chairman is

Prof. E. A. Allcut, m.k.t.c. The
Board estimates that Toronto
citizens are being penalized to the

tune of at least $10 million a

vear bv smoke and dust, vet its

request" to the city for $20,000 for

expanding its activities was re-

duced to $7,100. This estimate of

loss includes no allowance for

sickness, premature deaths and

the general loss of amenity due

to air i)ollution. The four-day

"smog" of December, 1952, in

London ran that city's deaths to

about 4,000 above the normal.

This Toronto report would in-j

dicate that progress is being raade

there in spite of many handicaps.

Last year there were 14.407 ir-

s]icctions of which 635 were un

satisfactory. Court proceedings

were instituted against 129 viola

tors and 111 of these were con

victed and fined, 12 were given

suspended sentences or withdrawn.

4 were dismissed and 2 postponed

to 1955. Evidently, it does not

pav to violate Toronto's by-law.

These accomplishments would

perhaps make one think that Tor
onto's air pollution problem is wel!|

on the way to solution, but realh

there is a long way to go yet. Th(^
question of how far the jurisdictiorr|

of the city over the railways ex-

'

tends has to be settled. as dop^

the similar question of its juris|

diction over steamships. Com-'

petent persnnnel is hard to findt

Public opinion seems not yet tcj

have reached the point where ií|

will sanction financing the estab-

lishment of an adequate numbei

of permanent air sampling sta-

tions, as necessary to detect aii

pollution as police are to deteC'

crime.

Perhaps we in Canada are to(
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A Visit to Westinghouse Plant

President D. M. Stepheiís visited the Hamilton plant of Canadian Westing-
house Company Ltd., prior to his meeting with the Hamilton Branch in
February, and was received by the chairman of the board of Canadian Westing-
house, H. A. Cooch, M.E.I.C., the president, H. H. Rogge, and several Westing-
house engineering managers.
Front row, left to right: L. Austin Wright, general secretary; H. A. Cooch,

President Stephens; H. H. Rogge. Back row: W. J. McNicol, .Jr. E.I.C., A. A.
MoUne, M.E.l.C, W. Hindie, M.E.I.C., C. P. Haltalin, M.E.f.C, of Winnipeg
Electric Company; and E. E. Orlando, M.E.l.C.

complacent. We have no London,
Pittsburgh nor Los Angeles and
our climate is perhaps less con-

ducive to atmospheric conditions

such as have occurred in those

cities, but we are becoming more
and more industrialized and so

air pollution is on the increase.

The sensible way to deal with it

is by way of prevention rather

than by cure. Toronto, Montreal,
Hamilton and some other cities

have made a start. If others fol-

low, the title of this note may
prove a proper one.

Congress on
Air Pollution

The first International congress

on air pollution was held in New
York on 3.1arch 1 - 2, 1955. This
was arranged by the Committee
on Air Pollution Controls of the
American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, and Professor E. A.
Allcut, M.E.l.C, attended it both
as a member of that committee
and also to represent the City of

Toronto, whose first report on air

pollution was published recently.

There was a very large attendance
at ali sessions and papers were
read from Canada, United States,

Great Britain, France, Holland,
Italy, and Portugal. They covered
the legal, biological, physiological,

meteorological, chemical, mechani-
cal and research aspects of the
problem and indicated the extreme
complexity of the subject.

The highlight of the meeting was
the Calvin Rice Lecture on "Air
Pollution; the growth of public
opinion" by Sir Hugh E. C.
Beaver, m.e.i.c, who was chairman
of the Government Committee of

Enquiry into the Nature, Causes
and Éffects of Air Pollution
(United Kingdom). The report of

this Committee, popularly known
as the "Beaver" report, has recent-
ly been published and it is prob-
able that it will be implemented
by governmental legislation by the
British Parliament, within the next
few months.

Sir Hugh Beaver was then made
an honorarv member of the
A.S.M.E.

After the banquet on March 1,

G. Edward Pendray (Pendray &
Company, New York) gave an ad-
dress on "Management Aspects of
Air Pollution".

Several Canadians participated
in the conference. The Federal

Government sent a delegation of

four, including Dr. E A. Watkin-
son and Dr. Morris Katz, m.e.i.c.

The City of Toronto, the Ontário
Research Foundation and the On-
tário Department of Health were
also represented.

The two Canadian papers on

In the United States it appears

that the subject of physics is being

so neglected in the high schools that

there is a likelihoocí of its being

dropped entirely from the curricula.

W. C. Kelly, of the department of

physics, University of Pittsburgh,

discusses this question in an ailicle

in The Science Counselor for Septem-

ber. The following is quoted from

that article:

When we consider the status of

physics in the secondary schools

of this country, we confront a

paradox. The importance of

physics in our national life in-

creases daily, but the interest of

the i)rogram were those of Dr.
Watkinson, "Air Pollution Control:

associated health implications",

and of Mr. Newbury, Ontário Re-
search Foundation, "The Sarnia
Survey: action without compul-
sion". Dr. Katz acted as chairman
of one of the sessions.

high school pupils in tho subject,

as judged by enroiments. drops

toward the vanishing point.

Physics has completely changed
our pattern of military defense,

created whole new industries,

explored nebulae and probed nu-

clei, and has worked a funda-

mental change in our thinking

about the great world anti the

small. Yct in 1948, a representa-

tive year, less than (> percent of

our high school pupils were en-

gaged in the study of this truly

basic science.

The News letter of t ho Engineer-

ing Manpower Commission of En-

A Serious Situation
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gineers Joint Council commented
on the subject in the November
issue.

Statistics, based on data taken

from NEA reports, illustrate the

trend in physics enrolments:

Percentage National Enrolmcnt

in Physics

1895.

.

. . 22.8% 1922 . . . . 8.9%
1900.

.

. . 19.0 1928. . . . 6.8

1905.

.

. . 15.7 1934. . . . 6.3

1910. . . . 14.6 1948 . . . . 5.8%
1915.

.

. . 14.2%

Even when the national per-

centage enrolment of 5.8 per cent

for 1948 is multiplied by 4 to take

into account the fact that physics

is usually studied only by seniors,

the percentage still falis, or at least

is stationary at a low levei. Over

75 per cent of our high school

population has no contact with

physics, and school boards and high

school administrators find them-
selves neither willing nor able to

continue elective couises in which
few students show interest.

Physics can contribute much to

the education of any pupil, what-
ever his future vocation. We need
not only an understanding of our
physical environment, we must
know how to control it. In a tech-

nological world, practically every-

one requires some knowledge of

machines, and physics is immensely
helpful to those who will study for

the engineering and scientific pro-

fessions.

Dr. Kelly points out some of the

reasons why it has been hard to

arouse student interest in physics

and what he thinks can be done
about it:

1) Most people do not know
what physics is about. We need
pamphlets, movies, and popular

lectures to explain physics to the

public.

2) Physics is regarded as im-
possibly difíicult. We must con-

vince our pupils that anyone of

moderate ability, who has studied

álgebra and plane geometry, can
master a high school course in

physics.

3) We should form "fast" and
"slow" classes wherever possible,

to serve both average and gifted

pupils.

4) The supply of well-trained

teachers of physics is far short of

our needs. The influence of the

teacher on the attitude of the

pupil toward physics is usually

decisive.

5) Thorough revision of high

school physics courses is needed,

652

in the direction of more intensive

content.

6) Demonstration experiments
and student laboratory work,

though expensive and time-con-

suming, are es.sential if class

interest is to be kept at a high

levei, and they should be re-

stored to introductory physics

courses.

This is indeed a serious situation.

Imagine what will happen in this

modern world if the high schools

cease to teach physics. Without the

basic training in this vital subject

in high school, there can be no engi-

neers, no scientists, no physicists.

Looking at it from a distance it

would seem that the answer to the
question is to make physics a com-
pulsory subject rather than "an
elective course".

It will be interesting to discover
what the conditions are in Canada,
and an effort will be made to get
this Information. However, Air.

Kelly's ob.servations and his facts

are so important that the Journal

is presenting them to the member-
ship immediately without taking

the time to see what the story is in

Canada.

Engineering Manpower
(Contributed)

Rei)orts have appeared in the

l)ress lately to the eífect that

Russia's annual crop of graduate

engineers is substantially greater

than tliat of the United States

and Canada combincd. From the

standpoint of national defense,

these reports are disturbing. If

Rússia were to vise her alleged

advantages in this rcspect for the

amelioration of the lot of her own
people, the AVest could only say,

"Good luck", but it ai)pcars that

overwhelming niilitai-y might is

lier only goal.

The comparativc estimates we
have seen make no mention of

contributions to tlie West's engi-

neering manpower by graduates
f r o m Commonwealth countries

other than Canada, nor of those

from the NATO countries. Com-
monwealth graduates, except per-

haps those of índia, Çeylon and,

we hcsitate to write it, Soutli

Africa, should be counted among
our resources. Most of the NATO
nations should be counted in,

though the politicai instability of

France and the uncertainty of

West Germany"s future make their

contributions a matter of ques-
tion. And we should not forget

the annual crop of engineering

graduates from the majority of

the Latin American republics,

most of whom are as anti-com-
munist as we are.

Nobody can predict how the
nations of the world would line up
in a future world war — which
God forbid—but it is possible to

make a shrewd guess. We would
like to see a comparison, say for

1954, of the total number of grad-
uates in engineering and science

from those nations which are

known to be communistic and
from those which are known not

to be, leaving out ali with neutral-

ist leanings. Tlie figure would be

interesting, if not heartcning.

Whilc one cannot guess the

number of engineers and scien-

tists the West could use in some
future conflict, it is sure tliat the

number would be large. Some
slight clue to the answer can be

found by considering the increase

in demand for such graduates

year by year in the United States,

a large part of whose industry is

aiready engaged in defense work.

The trend there is indicated in

a recent report of Dr. Frank S.

Endicott, Director of Placement,;

Northwestern University, Evans-

ton. Hl. According to his figures,

gathered by canvassing 152 of the

larger employers, the demand for

engineers, chemists and physicists

will be up about 19 per cent in

1955. The only decreases in de-

mand shown are among civil engi-

neers, metallurgists and "others"

and these are small. Chemical
engineering shows the greatest in-

crease, 62 per cent. The increase

in the demand for non-engineering

university graduates is small, a

mere 2 per cent.

These figures indicate that the

United States is not getting asj|3

many engineers and scientists as

it could use, for certainly 19o5's

graduating class will not be 19

per cent larger than 1954's. Some
of tlie trouble in the United States

could be overcome if Seleçtive

Service did not take so many
young graduates, many of whom
the armed forces cannot, or do

not, use in work for which they

have been trained.

The two i^rincipal ways in which
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thc shortage of engineers and
scicntiiíts can be overcome — and

these apply to Canada, too—are,

first, to see that ali such people

already employcd are, so far as

possible, used where their talents

are of the most valuc, and, second,

to so arrange matters that boys

— and the occasional girl— who
have the required abilities and in-

clinations niay take the technical

and scientific courses offered by

our universities, no matter what

their economic status. And similar

l)rovisions should be made for

young people who are bcttcr

The figures in the tables were
prcparcd witli a vicw to obtaining

a comjiarison bctween the acade-

mic performance of engineering

students of the present day and
those of some years ago. Only two
tiToups of students have been an-

alyzed, so that the figures are in

the nature of a spot check. It is

l)elieved, however, that they con-

stitute a reasonable sampling of the

two groups.

Considerable care was exercised

in obtaining thc figures, and as

notcd in the tables, they have been
obtained by tracing through our
records the names of the individual

students. In ali cases tlie percent-

ages shown ai'e based on the num-
ber of .students in the original en-

tering class, and it is believed that
the figures are correct within a pos-
sible error in the coimts of not
more than two or three students.

Wc cannot say that they are ab-
solutcly correct, as it has proved
rathcr difficult in some cases to an-
alyze the records so as to obtain
an exact count, but there is no
doubt that the figures as shown in-

dicate very closely the general pic-

turc.

The older of these groups entered
the faculty in 1910, so the normal
completion of their course was en-
tirely before the first Great War.
There would probably be some

fittcd for work as technicians
than as engineers or scientists.

The first remedy lies cntirely

in the hands of employers, thc

second partly in the hands of em-
])loyers, who can sui)port the

universities more gcnerously, and
partly in the hands of the univer-
sities, which must prepare to train

an increased enrollment. They are

already preparing; substantially

increased enrollment is expected
no matter what steps may be
taken to boost the output of

engineering and scientific grad-
uates. These preparations largely

boil down to matters of finance.

wlid (lid luit icnii'ii from the
war. The recent group entered the
faculty after practically ali of the
vetcrans liad completed their
course, so that it is reasonably re-

presentative of the almost purely
í'ivilian entry which we get today.
The two cla.sses are roughly com-
pnrable in size.

Certain intercsting features ap-
pear in the figures. The percentage
of the entry group which eventual-
ly graduated was almost the same
in the case of thc four year men,
being 53.7 per ccnt and 56.6 per

cent respectively. It may be noted
that in the case of the later class,

a larger percentage completed thc

work in the minimum time, but this

is almost certainly due to the fact

that oui' existing mies of standing

and promotion differ niaterially

from those in efíect in 1910. In

particular, we do not now pei^mit a

student actually to take courses in

any but thc year in which he is

registercd. If he has any deficicn-

cies he must make these good by
his own efforts and without course

instruction. In the older days we
perniitted a student to "straddle",

Academic Performance
Comparison of Academic Performance of Undergradiiates

of the Pre-War and Post-War Periods, 1910-1948

This stiuly was made by McGill I^ni\-(Msity, Faculty of Engineering in Apri

lí).í4. An articic on tlic Anieriran situation wili ajiiiear in onr next i.ssue.

An analysis has recently been

made of the records of students in

the Faculty of Engineering and the

results are shown in the tables

below.

minor effects in the figures due to

that war, but only to the extent of

the . relatively few students who
had not completed their course and

Students Taking Last Four Years of Course al iVIcGill

Year of entry

Xumber entering

Graduated in minimum time, namelv, 1914 and
lil.52

"

Graduated later

Xever had to pass a .supplemcntal examination.
Tot al graduat es
.\ttended only lirst session

Repeated first session, then withdrew
Repeated first session, took next year, then with-

drew
Completed only first two sessions, then withdrew
Completed only first three sessions, then with-

drew
Totais who did not graduate

1910

214

Numbers Percent Numbers Percent

61 28.5 120 46.2
54 25.2 27 10.4

9.8 14.2
115 53.7 147 56.6
52 24.3 57 21 .9

21 9.9 20 7.7

5 2.3 8 3.1

9 4.2 9 3 4

12 5 () 19 7 3

99 46.3 113 43 4

1948

260

Knlcring With .Vílvanccíl Staiidiíifi

Students Taking Only Last Two Years of (Course al .McGill

Year of entry

Xumber entering.

Graduated in mitiimum time, namely, 1914 and

1952
Graduated later

Xever had to pass a supplemental e.xamination

.

Total giaduates
Totais who did not graduate • • •

1912

54

Numbers Percent

24
13

37
17

44.4
24.2
16.7
68.6
31 4

1950

63

Numbers Percent

44
8

52
11

70 O
12 7
30 O
82.7
17 3

XOTE: In ali cases, thc above figures have been obtained by tracing through our records

the names óf the individual students. The numbers shown abov(- in the various

categories, therefore, do not inelude any overlajjpings or duplicai ions. The

numbers inelude only those individuais of the original entry groups whose names

appear in the various categories.
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and in the extreme case, it was pos-

sible for a man to be registered in

coiirses in tliree successive years at

the same time. It is believed that

the larger niimber now graduating

in minimum time is due to this

tightening of our rules rather than

to any change in the general aver-

age performance, and this conclu-

sion is borne out by the fact that

the total percentages graduating

are to ali intents and purposes the

same.

So far as the matter can be as-

sessed, we do not believe that there

has been any reduction in the dif-

ficulty of our courses or in the

standards demanded of students.

In fact, members of the staff who
have had experience tliroughout

the pcriod consider that if any-
thing, our courses and standards

today are a bit more demanding
than they were in 1910. It there-

fore seems to be a fair conclusion

t h a t the performance of our

students today is at least as good

as that of their predecessors of

more than a generation ago. In this

regard it is also interesting to note

that nowadays we can expect about
fourteen percent of the entry group

to proceed througli their course

without ever failing an examina-

tion, which is a considerable im-
provement over the roughly ten

per cent of students who accom-
plished this feat in 1910.

The foregoing remarks apply in

the main also to the students who
enter with advanced standing and
take only the last two years of

their course in our faculty. These
students come from schools which
provide instruction only up to the

levei at which the student transfers

to McGill. During the period un-
der review, this group of "feeder"

schools has changed considerably,

the principal change having been
the addition of several new ones.

The performance of these advanced
standing students of today is ap-
preciably better in ali respects

than that of their predecessors.

The figures of the four year men
include a breakdown of the "casu-

alty" group. Approximately one-

quarter of the entering class at-

tends only the first session; an-

other ten per cent, having failed

the work of this first session, re-

peat the year and then withdraw;
and so on through the course. The
casualty list is higher in ali cases

immediately after the first session

than it is in the later years. It is

important to realize that not ali of

these casualties are due to acade- i

mic incompetence. Many of them j

are voluntary withdrawals by rea- i

son of either health, finances, or

change in personal circumstances. ;

The records show that of the I

roughly thirty per cent who disap-

j)ear after attempting the work of

the first session, approximately •

two-thirds are withdrawals forced

by academic difiiculties and the re-

maining one-third are for personal li

reasons unconnected with academic
work. It is entirely probable that-B

of the twenty per cent who retire I
at this levei due to academicB
failure, at least one-half have n<AM
really worked on the job, having

B

decided for themselves that forB
one reason or another they haveB
got into the wrong niche. Thus iti
would appear that roughly twentyB
per cent of the entering class be- V
carne casualties by the end of the f
work of the first session because of

academic incompetence, this condi-

tion being about the same today:

as in the classes of thirty-five years

i

ago.
I

R. E. Jamieson,
j

Dean of the Faculty
\

of Engineering.
\

A recent meeting of district ofFicers of the Department of Public Works broiight together headquarters and fiekl

officers for discussions on Departmental activity. Front row, left to right: W. W. Ryan, M.E.I.C., engineering staff

Toronto; W. .J. Johnston, M.E.^.C, superintending engineer, Ottawa; Lt. Col. A. A. Anderson, chief engineer, Ottawa
G. H. Thurl>er and ,J. E. Gagnon, superintending engineers, Ottawa; J. A. Brown, M.E.I.C., engineering staff. For-

William. Back row, left to right: District Engineers C. F. P. Faulkner, M.E.I.C., New Westminster; G. T. Clarke, Halifax ;

W. C. Ewing, Edmonton; G. Mil/ar, St. .Johns, Nffd.; J. M. Vogin, Ottawa; A. Michaiid,jRimouski; J. F. Mellish, M.E.I.C
Winnipeg; C. W. Currie, M.E.f.C, Charlottetown; A. A. St. Laurent, Montreal; R. P. Henderson, M.E.I.C, Saint John
N.B.; L. McLaren, M.E.I.C, Quehec; ,J. W. Boughner, London. Absent, C W. Morgan, Toronto; and G. B. Anderson
M.E.I.C, Fort William.
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The Angus L. Macdonald Bridge

A long-cherished vision became
a reality on April 2, when a great

bridge reaching across the harbour

of Halifax to link the city with the

town of Dartmouth was formally

opened.

The Angus L. Macdonald Bridge,

built at a cost of more than
ten million dollars, was officially

opened by the widow of the late

premier of Nova Scotia, Mrs.
Angus L. Macdonald.

Apart from the obvious and im-
mediate beneíits that the bridge

will give as a means of trans-

portation over one of the finest

natural harbours in the world, the

Angus L. Macdonald Bridge has a
larger significance in its role as a
silent herald for a new phase of

industrial and civic progress. It is

the íirst completed project in a

program designed to reinforce the
economy of Nova Scotia.

The Province is demonstrating
the rising expansion of Maritime
industrial works with the building
of the Canso Causeway, the Bar
Harbor-Yarmouth Ferry, and an
industrial investment of 15 per
cent, second largest in Canada.
The Angus L. Macdonald Bridge

is the second-longest suspension
bridge in the British Common-
wealth. It has a total length, in-

cluding approachos of 5,290 feet,

eompared with 5,978 for the Lions
Gate Bridge. The centre span at
Halifax is 1,447 feet in length,
while that of the Lions Gate
is 1,550.

In an impres.sivc ccremony cele-

brating the occasion, Mrs. Mac-

donald was presented with a life-

time pass, the only one that will

ever be given for the bridge. The
Royai Canadian Air Force and
Royai Canadian Navy staged a
dramatic aerial fly-past in salute

while three H.M.C, ships, the

Algonquin, Nootka and Penetang
passed under the bridge in review.

The bridge was dedicated by the

Hon. Henry D. Hicks, premier of

the Province, after which the ofR-

cial party crossed the bridge for

an official reception at H.M.C.S.
Stadacona.

For the town of Dartmouth, it

will provide a new era of expanded
building and self-determination.

The city of Halifax, now tightly

compressed w i t h i n its natural

boundaries, will find an outlet for

its many peoples and growing in-

dustries. In the larger sense, the

economy of Canada is advanccd
another step with the completion

of a structure which will serve the

needs of an important commercial
area.

Unusual F<'atiir«"?i

In building the Halifax-1 dart-

mouth Bridge provision was made
for it to carry a 30-incli water

main. Existing water supi)lies of

the city are not cajiablc of furthcr

great expansion and at a future

date it may bc nocossary to cariy

water over the l)ridge from .^ources

on the Dartmouth side of the

harbour.

In providing lighting for the

bridge, consideration had to be

given to coast conditions. Atlantic

fog often rolls up Halifax harbour
in season.

The lighting selected is sodium
vapor, which is effective in fog and
at the same time economical.

Light standards are also de-
signed to carry trolley wires, to

accommodate the crossing of elec-

tric coaches.

Each of the three suspcndcd
spans of the bridge is equipped
with a "travelling bridge" which
moves along beneath the spans to

facilitate inspection and mainten-
ance.

Main Stalistics

AMiile the Journal will treat this

project in more dctail at a later

date, the following details, will be

of interest at this time:

Overall length, abutment to

abutment, 4,410 feet

Length of main si)an between
towers, 1,447 feet 2 inches

Hcight of towers,

309 feet

Minimum clearance under main
span, 165 feet

Total weight of steel iu bridge,

S,227 tons

Length of main cables,

3,140 feet

Diamcter of each of main cables,

13.5 inches

Xiiml)er of strands in each cable,

61

Diamcter of each indivitlual strand,

IVij inches

Width of roadwav,
27 feet

^^'idth of sidcwalk,

5 feet

Cost of bridge,

|;l(),7.')().n00 íapproximately).
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The ASME Boiler Code

Interpretations

The Boiler Code Committee meets
monthly to consider "Cases" where
users have foiínd difficulty in inter-

preting the Code. These pass
through the foUowing procedure

(1) Inqiiiries are submitted by letter

to the Secretary of the Boiler Code
Committee, ASME, 29 West 39th
Street, New York 18, N.Y.; (2)

Copies are distributed to Committee
members for study; (3) At the next

Committee meeting interpretations

are formulated to be submitted to

the ASME Board on Codes and
Standards, authorized by the Coun-
cil of the Society to pass upon them

;

(4) They are submitted to the Board
for action; (5) Those which are

approved are sent to the inquirers

and aie published in Mechanioal
Engineering.

The following revisions were
formulated at the meeting of

January 21,1955.

Proposed Revisions and Addenda to

Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code

As need arises, the Boiler Code
Committee entertains suggestions

for i-cvising its Codes. Revisions

approved by the Committee are

published here as proposed addenda

to the Code to invite criticism.

In the following the paragraph

numbers indicate where the pro-

posed revisions would apply in the

various sections of the Code.

Comments should be addressed

to the Secretary of the Boiler Code
Committee, ASME, 29 West 39th

Street, New York 18, N.Y.

Power Boilers, 1952

Par. P-291—dclrte tlu' sentcnce at the

end of the ^wond paragraph reading:
Tlie lowest permissible water levei for

the usual tvpe« of boilers is given in

Par. A-21.

Par. A-21—revise to read.
Fire actuated fusible plug.s, if used,

shall be located at the lowest permissible
water le\el as determined by the boiler

manufacturer ; steam actuated plugs, if

used, shall be so located that they will

operate when the water levei is at the
point where a fire actuated fusible plug
would be located.

P«r. A-21—delete (a) to (in) inclusive

Add the following jjaragraph to the
PREAMBLE of Section 1:

A pressure vessel in which an organic
fluid is \aporized by the application of

heat resulting from the combustion of

fuel (solid, liíiuid or gaseous) shall be
constructed under the provisions of Sec-
tion 1. Ve.ssels in which vapor is gen-
erated incidental to the operation of a

processing system, containing a number

of pressure vessels such as used in chem-
ical and petroleum manufacture are not
covered by the rules of Section I.

Add the following:

Par. P-340—The following special rules

shall apjily to vapor generators in which
organic fluids are vaporized.

(a) The manufacturer shall be rc-

sponsible for providing in the design

the limited heat absorption rates, proper

furnace proportions etc. which will per-

mit satisfactory and safe operation of

the vaporizer under ali conditions of

operation.

(b) Safety valves shall be of a totally

enclosed type so designed that vapors
escaping beyond the valve seat shall not

discharge into the atmosphere, except
through an escape pipe that will carry

such vapors to ;i. safe point of discharge

outside of the building. A suitable con-

denser that will condense ali the vapour
discharged from the safetv valve may
be used in lieu of piping the vapours
to the atmosphere. The safety valve
shall not have a lifting lever. The vapor-

izer shall be designed in accordance
with the rules in this Code for a working
pressure of at least 50 psi abo\e the

operating pressure at which it will be
used.

(c) Gage glasses shall be of the flat

glass type with forged steel frames.

Gage cocks shall not be used.

(d) Suitable drain valves of the globe

or angle type may be used in lieu of

the blowoff valve required in Par. P-308.

Par. P-275—Add the following scntence

to subparagraph (1)

(1) This method should not be used
on a boiler with a superheater or re-

heater.

Par. A-46—Add the following scntence
to subparagraph (1)

(1) This method should not be used
on a boiler with a superheater or re-

heater.

Low-pressure Heating Boilers, 1952
Par. H-23—revise to read :

The diameter of a screw stay shall

bo taken at the bottom of the thread,

provided this is the least diameter. No
screvved stay, or stay welded in by
fusion process, shall have a cross-section-

al arca less than .44 scjuarc inches.

Unfired Pressure Vessels, 1952

Tahle VI\F.23, Copper-Silicon A. C D,
8B-Í>6 Plates <t Sheet (1) revi.se stress

\alue under "250F" from 10,000 to
"11,700".

Under Charts for Externai Pressure
add Fig. UNF-28.14 "Chart for Determ-
ining Shell Thickne.ss of Cylindrical and
Spherical Vessels under Externai Pres-
sure" (NOTFÍ: This figure is available
fi'om the Secretary of the Boiler and
Pre.-í.-íure Vessel Committee, ASME, 29
West 39th St., Xew York 18, X,Y.).

Par. VG-47(b) add the following to

i'ead

:

. . . except for welded construction
covered by Par. UW-19.

Par. VG-84—delete the following from
subparagraph (b)(3)

. . . with diameters differing not more
than 6 in.

Par. VW-51—add the following to the
first sentence of subjjaragraph (e)(4)

:

. . . being radiograi)hed, but for thin
plates need not be less than .005 in.

Par. lJW-52—add the following to the
first sentence of subparagraph (a)

. . . and except for those vessels or
parts of ve.ssels designed for externai
pressure only.

Fig. UW-19.1 — Typical Forms of

Welded Staybolts—revise.

The following revision.s were
formulated at the meeting of March
4, 1955.

Tahle P-6— Add the iiifonnatiou sliown in

Table P-6 (addition.)

Tahle P-7—Specification SA-268, Grades,
TP-405, TP-410 and TP-430, under
Welded Allov Steel, delete the stress values
above "700 F".

Tahle P-7—SA-376, Seamless Austenitic
Steel Pipe for High-Temperature CentríJ
Station Service, add stress values listed ia

Table P-7 (addition).

Material Specifications, 1952

The revised specifications published ia

the March, 1955 MechanirnI Engineering
will a.ssume the existing allowable stress

values as contained in Section 1, Power
Boilers and Section VIII, Unfired Pressure
Vessel Codes.

The Boiler and Pressure \"essel Com-
mittee has approved adding to Section II

the following specification:

Nonferrous Materials

SB-234-54T, Specification for Aluminum-
Allo\- Drawn Seamless Tubes for Con-
den.sers and Heat Exchangers with the ex-

ception of alioy GSllC.

Unfired Pressure Vessels, 1952

Par. l}CL-23{c), Maximum Allowable

Stress Values, revise to read:

When the joints are completed by de-

positing corrosion-resisting wcld metal

over the weld in the base plate to restore

the cladding, the design calculations may
be ba.scd on a thickness equal to the nom-
inal thickness of the ba.se plate plus

Sf-Sb times the nominal thickness of the

cladding after any allowanee provided for

corrosion has bcen deductcd.

Where .S;f = maximum allowable stress

value for the cladding at the

design temperature, p.s.i.

iSi= maximum allowable stress

value for the ba.se plate at

the design temperature,

p.s.i.

Where »SV is greater than Sb, the multi-

plier Sc-Sh shall be taken equal to unity.

Ve.s.sels in which the cladding is ineluded

in the computation of vvall thickness shalj

not be constructed under the provisions Of

Par. l^W-õ2(b).

Par. UCL-36(h), Examination of Chro-

mium-AUoy Cladding or Lining, to read:

Joints welded with austenitic chromium-
nickel steel elect rodes other than those in
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material having either type 405 or of type

410 alloy lining with carbon not to exceed

0.08 per cent, shall be givcn a radiographic

spot examination. The examination shall

be made in accoidance with the require-

ments for spot-radiography in Par. UVV-52.

At least one spot-examination shall include

a portion of the lining weld that contacts

weld metal in the base plate. This examina-
tion of the austenitic weld deposits is not
required of such joints vvelded with austen-

itic chromium-nickel steel electrodes con-

sisting of either type 405 or of 410 with
0.08 ptr cent maximum carbon.

Table UHA-23SÁ-376, Seamless Au-
sten itic Steel Pipe for High-Temperature
Central Station Service, add stress values

as in Table UHA-23 (addition).

Tahle VISF-23, under Pipe and Tube,
add SB-234, Grade GSllA shall assume
the same stress values as now included in

this table for SB-274, Grade GSllA of T6
Temper.

Table l'-6 (addition)

For Metal Temperaturas Not PJxceeding Deg. F.

Serial and
Spec. No.

COPPER ALLOYS
Pipe or Tube
SB-111
Seamless Tubes
SB-111
Seamless Tubes
SB-111
Seamless Tubes

Grade, Tyjx;
or Name

C()pp(!r-Nickel

70-30

Copper-Nickel
80-20

Copper-Nickel
90-10

Conditions Notes
Spe(;. Min. Sub Zero
Tensile to 150

Arincalcd

Annealed

Annealed

(2)

(2)

(2)

55000

50000

40000

250 300 350 400* 450 500 550 600 700

12700 12300 12000 11700 11300 11000 10500 10000 9000

11300 11000 10700 10300 10000 9500 9000 8500 7500

9500 9300 9000 8700 8300 7500 6700 6000

13300

12000

10000

800

Additional Materials and Stress Values to be Added to Table P-7

Spec.
Number Grade

PIPES & TUBES
Seamless Alloy Steel

SA-376
SA-376
SA-376
SA-376
SA-376

1200

4500
4500
5000
5000
6800

TP304
TP304
TP321
TP347
TP316

For Metal Temperatures Not Exceeding Deg. F

Nominal
Composition

18 Cr-8 Ni
18 Cr-8 Ni
18 Cr-8 Ni-Ti
18 Cr-8 Ni-Cb
16 Cr-13 Ni-3 Mo

Spec. Min.
Tensile

75000
75000
75000
75000
75000

Notes

(7)

-20 to

100

18750
18750
18750
18750
18750

200

17000
166.50

18750
18750
18750

300

16000
15000
17000
17000
17900

For Metal Temperatures Not Exceeding Deg. F

400

15450
13650
15800
1.5800
17.500

1250

3250
3250
3300
3300
5300

1300

2450
2450
2200
2200
4000

For Metal Temperatures Not Exceeding Deg. F

1350 1400 1450

-20 to
400

500 600 650 700 750 800 850 900 950 1000 10.50 1100 11.50

15100
12500
15200
15200
17200

14900
11600
14900
14900
17100

14850
11200
14850
148.50

17050

14800
10800
14800
14800
17000

14700
10400
14700
14700
16900

14550
10000
145.50
14.5.50

167.50

14300
9700
14300
14300
16.500

14000
9400
14100
14100
16000

13400
9100
13850
13850
15100

12500
8800
13500
13500
14000

10000
8500
13100
13100
12200

7.500

7500
10300
10300
10400

5750
57.50

7600
7600
8500

1800
1800
1500
1500
2700

1400
1400
1200
1200
2000

1000
1000
900
900
1500

1.500

750
750
750
7.50

1000

PIPES & TUBES
Seamleívs Alloy Steel

SA-376 TP304
SA-376 TP304
SA-376 TP321
SA-376 TP347
SA-376 TP316

Additional Materials and Stress Values to be Added to Table UHA-23

Mate-
rial and
Speci-

fication
Number Grade Type

PIPES & TUBES
Seamless

SA-376
SA-376
SA-376
SA-376
8A-376

800

145.50

10000
14550
14550
16750

TP304
TP304
TP321
TP347
TP316

850

14:íoo

9700
14300
14.300

16500

Nominal
Composition

18 Cr-8 Ni
18 Cr-8 Ni
18 Cr-10 Ni-Ti
18 Cr-10 Ni-Cb
16 Cr-13 Ni-3 Mo

1401)0

9400
14100
14100
16000

13400
9100
138.50

138.50
15100

1000

12.500

8800
13500
13.500

14000

For Metal Temperatures Not Exceeding Deg. F

Spec.
Min.

Tensile

7.5000
75000
7.5000
7.5000
75000

Notes

(1)

-20 to
100 200

187.50

18750
187.50
18750
187.50

17000
166.50
187.50

187.50

187.50

300

16000
1.5000

17000
17000
17900

400

154.50

13650
1.5800

15800
17500

For Metal Temperatures Not Exceeding Deg. F

15100
12,500

1.5200

15200
17200

600

14900
11600
14900
14900
17100

10.50

10000
8.500

13100
13100
12200

7.500

7500
12.500

12500
10400

5750
5750
8000
8000
8500

4.500

4.500
5000
5000
6800

12.50

32.50

32.50

3600
3600
5300

1300

24.50

24.50
2700
2700
4000

13.50

1800
1800
2000
2000
3000

1400

140O
1400
15.50

1550
2350

14.50

U)IH)

1000
1200
1200
1850

6.50

14850
11200
148.50

148.50

170.50

1.500

7.50

7.50

1000
1000
1500

14800
10800
14800
14800
17000

Mate-
rial and
S|>ecifi-

cation
Number

14700
10400
14700
14700
16900

C; rade

PIPES & TUBES
St'amle!«<

SA-376 TP304
SA-376
SA-376
SA-376
SA-376

TP304
TP321
TP347
TP316
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Elections and Transfers

At the meeting of Council held at
Headqiiarters, on Monday. April 25th.

1955, a mimber of applications were
presented for consideration and on the
recommendation of the Admissions Com-
mittee the following elections and trans-
fers were eííected

:

Members:
G. R. Angle, Dresden, Ont.
C. Bulatko, Montreal
G. S. Daiigirdas, SauU Ste. Marie
3. H. Forrest, Montreal
A. Gram, Toronto
C. R. Guest, Calgary
B. Hodjera, Montreal
J. M. Humphrys, Montreal
I. Maliska, Montreal
J. T. Moore. London, Eng.
E. S. F. Piers, Georgetown, B.G.
G. D. Russell, Montreal
J. J. Stewart, Islington

Jurdors:

A. Alexander, Toronto
G. L. Bourgault. Montreal
J. de Ruiter, Winnipeg
G. L. Derrick, Kingston
J. Hawes, Dundas
D. K. Lawson, Wellington, N.Z.
G. E. Prince, Arinda.

J. E. Sinnott. Windsor
M. Skanes. Hamilton
G. Strother, Montreal

Transferred jrorn the chiss oj Júnior to

that oj Member:
G. H. Balcome, Shawinigan Falis

L. G. Carignan, Sherbrooke
E. V. Deslaiiriers. Montreal
G. M. Ellis, Vancouver
J. J. Ellis. Ottnim
W. H. D. Hanchet. Montreal
.1. P. Henderson. St. John's, Njld.
M. J. Kenn, Colchestcr, Eng.
H. Lapointe, Montreal
L. Loebenberg. Montreal
N. A. Paolini. Sault Ste. Mane
W. Paul, Montreal
J. H. Reeves. Ottawa
A. F. Salvatore, Montreal

Transfeired jrorn the class oj Student to

that oj Júnior:

S. R. Giffin, Toronto
The following Students were admitted:

Qiíeen.'s University

A. G. Blair Jr. R. C. Howe
P. I. Campbell G. R. Loffree

J. A. Corcoran A. A. MacDonald
A. P. Fáris W. B. McCuaig
L. M. Erion M. Revzen

Noi'a Scotia Teehnical College

P. W. Balcom D. J. Kawaja
R. E. Fraser J. F. Williams

Royai Military College

B. R. Cárter M. C. Johnston
N. J. Haslett T. W. Ziegler

F. D. Jardine

Vnii'< rsit y oj Alberta

F. W. Bickell J. W. Nisbet

University oj New Brunswick

,1. E. Brooks J. D. Whiteley

University oj Toronto

D. G. Hyde P. B. Waltcrs

McGill University
A. Blum

University oj British Columbia

T. P. Juzkow
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Lavai University

M. Boivin

Applications through Associations

:

By virtue of the co-operative agree-
ments between the Institute and the
Associations of Professional Engineers,
the following elections and transfers

have been eífective

:

Alberta

Alembers:
W. G. Roe M. Vickers

Sask.^tchewan

Members:
F. A. Batcheller C. A. L. Hogg

J. D. MacGregor

Júnior:

J. M. Hamilton

Student

:

W. K. Baker

Júnior to Member:
J. G. Malus

Student to Júnior:

3. R. Beatty J. S. Dudar

Manitoba

Member:
R. C. Blair

New Brunswick

Members:
M. E. MacDonald L. F. Masou-Tulby

Comment on the JOURNAL of May 1920

Runninji thruugh the Journal
for May, 1920, in a liasty way to

discover some foundation for these

remarks, tlie writer's eye was
caught by an advertisement, be-
cause of the excellent reproduction
of a pencil sketch which headed
the page. The subject was a single-

cylinder, horizontal steam engine,

the kind that once could be fotind

in every factory in the h\nd, but
which is now nearly as extinct as
tlie dodo. It had a personal appeal,
for it was just such a wide belt as

was here shown running off the
flywheel to a jack shaft, that used
to lift the writer's hair and draw
bliie sparks from his finger tips

whencver he approached it in the
"big shop" in the little town where
lie lived as a small boy.

Institute Policy

Quite evidently there was a fac-

tion—a noisy one, though prob-
ably small—in the Institute of

1920, which felt it was hardly get-

ting its money's worth out of mem-
bership. At any rate, the leading
editorial of this Journal, empha-
sized by being printed in black-
face type, stated exactlv the official

stand of the Institute on the mat-
ter of service to members. "De-
spite the fact that . . . Council
declared that service to individu-
ais was fa) feature of the In.sti-

tute's work ... a large number
. . . feel that more might have
been accomplished . .

." The edi-

tor goes on to say that efforts to

raise the salaries. of engineers, par-
ticularly of those in the Civil Ser-

vice, and to assist Institute mem-
bers in the various provinces to

secure legislation to rai.<e tlicir

status, were distinctly helpful to

the individual. And he announced
that a conference of many coun-

cillors had just been held at which

a Committee on Policy was recora-

mended; it was formed almost at

once and consisted of J. B. Chal-
lies, chairman, A. R. Decarv, C.

H. Mitchell, W. J. Francis, K. H.
Smith, J. G. Sullivan and A. E.

Foreman. Probably as we explore

later issues of the Journal, we shall

discover what the committee ac-

complished.

Journal Begins Third Y'ear

The third year of the JournaVs
life began with this issue, so it

gives itself a few quite justifiable

pats on the back and concludes iís

panegyric with "Let no member
lose sight of the fact that he is a

shareholder in the Journal . . . and
that ali the support and influence

he uses in its behalf will react di-

rectlv to his own benefit." Present

members might read and digest.

Professional Engineers Aots

The Professional engineers' acts

of British Columbia and of Mani-

toba were published in parallel

columns and a stop-press an-

nounced the passing of the New
Brunswick act, but the Saskatche-

wan act was bogged down and

there appeared little hope that

much progrcss would be made
there for some time. Meanwhile
Saskatchewan engineers were de-

bating whether to try the govcrn-

mcnt bill or the private bill

apnroach.
The Toronto Brandi wa-^ still
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exercised by the low economic
status of engineers. Having filed a
resolution asking for action with
Council in early 1920 and appar-
ently not having got what it want-
ed, the branch now passed another
more direct and more demanding
resohition. One may wonder why
it didn't do something on its own;
perhaps it did, but there is no hint

of any such action. It is noticeable,

in reading these early Jownals,
that the branches had not as yet
developed much self reliance; they
boinbarded headquarters with siig-

gestions, but didn't do a great deal

for themselves, except in strictly

local matters. None of them was
out of rompers yet, so perhaps not
much could be expected of them.

Forest Resources

G. C. Piché, A.M.E.I.C., chiei

of the Forest Service of the Prov-
ince, discussed Quebecs forest re-

sources. He estimated that forests

of commercial value covered 130
million acres, not including those
of Ungava, so recently added to

the province that no figures re-

garding it were at hand, and also

omitting ''a portion of the Labra-
dor upland". Of this total, about
78 million acres was quite un-
touched. From 1867 to 1919 the
province had received about $47i/^

million from forest fees and royal-
ties and income was running at

about $21/2 million a year. There
were then about 2,600 woodwork-
ing establishments in Quebec,
headed by 2.200 sawmills and in-

cluding 30 pulp and paper plants.

The first attempts at reforesta-

tion were made in 1889 at Oka. by
Fr. LefebATe who plantcd 18 acres

of shifting sands to white and red
pine. Bv 1920 these trees were
from 45"^ to 70 feet tall. The pro-
vincial nursery at Berthierville

was started in 1908 and had
shippcd over 3 million seedlings

by 1920. Private owncrs, especial-
ly the paper companies, were be-
ginning to show some interest in

reforestation and the Laurentide
Company had embarked on a

rathcr extensive program.
Mr. Piché seemed not too much

disturbcd about the future of Que-
bec's forests. While admitting that
there was much room for improvc-
mcnt in forest practice, he thought
that the annual cut was going to
be a long time in reaching the
annual rate of reproduction. if it

ever did, and that reforestation
could nut off the meeting to the
indefinite future.

Progress in Telegraphy

"Recent Progress in Wireless

Telegraphy", by J. O. G. Cann,
chief engineer of Marconi, makes
interesting reading. The four ways
of generating wireless waves were
by spark, by Poulson are, by dy-
namic alternator and by thermio-
nic valve, with the latter a brash
newcomer, considered unlikely to
amount to much. Wireless tele-

phony was mentioned, but not
given a major heading in this

paper, though it was only three or
four years later that regular radio
broadcasting was to begin.

Industrial Relations

If any reader has ideas that in-

dustrial relations are something of
this generation, he should read the
paper on that subject by J. S.

Cameron, A.M.E.I.C., in this

Journal. Mr. Cameron, who is now
a vice-president of the Northern
Electric Co., was then its assistant

general superintendent. To the
writer, who knows next to nothing
about industrial relations and has
no particular interest in that topic,

but who has had perforce to wade
through many pages of manu-
script, good and bad, dealing with
it, this paper of Mr. Cameron 's

seems an unusually clear expo-
sition of what industrial relations

are ali about. It would be a good
idea for some of today's "experts"

to read it.

reactor should be located within

easy access of Chalk River, since

Chalk River avíH be respoiísible for

nuclear performance. Third, the

financial arrangements provide that

both parties wiíl accept full respons-

ibility for the cost of their respect-

ive portions of the project together

with any loss that may be incurred

as the result of fai lure in operation

or interrupted operation. Thi.s shar-

ing of costs and risk is essential in an
experimental project of this kind.

Since Ontário Hydro has made the

major contribution to the feasibilily

study on which the specifications of

the reactor will be based, the con-

tinuing partnership will be of great

mutual advantage.
While the reactor will be located

in Ontário, it will be the policy to

provide full Information to the inem-

bers of the Advi.sory Committee
with regard to its design and opera-

tion. In this way we will eusure that

ali Canadian power ])roducer.s will

be in a position to evaluate its

economic .significance in terms of

their respective systems.

Personals

The JournaUs personals are al-

ways a source of interest to the old
timers, like the writer, who finds
that every now and then he knows
one of the persons mentioned. In
May, 1920, we find A. K. Hay,
M.E.I.C., beginning his long con-
nection with Ottawa as engineer
and secretary of its Suburban
Roads Commission; he is now
chief engineer of the Federal
District Commission. Alexander
Peden, M.E.I.C., had just joined
the engineering staff of the Domin-
ion Bridge Co.; he is now retired.

P. L. Pratley, M.E.I.C., had just
left his post with that company
for a position with the Depart-
ment of Railways and Canais; he
has been a consulting engineer for

many years now, with some of

Canada's most notable bridges to
his credit. W. A. Bowden, M.E.I.C.,
was designated to represent Can-
ada before the International Joint
Commision in preparing a report
on the St. Lawrence Seaway. To
quote from the Journal: "No delay

is anticipated. . . . It is understood
that Mr. Bowden has . . . plans

Ifor the report?) well advanced.

His appointment is regarded as

eminently satisfactory." No doubt

it was, but the Journal could have
been a little less smug about it.

Last December Atomic Energy
of Canada Limited invited projjos-

als for the design and construction

of the reactor for a number of com-
panies which were considered to

have the design, engineering and
manufacturiiig re.soiirces needed for

an undertaking of this kind. These
companies were advised that tlicv

would be expected to make some
financial contribution to the project.

After a careful assessment of these

two factors — design, engineering

and manufacturing re.sources and
the amount of the financial c-onlri-

bution — Atomic Energy of Canada
Limited has recoiiuiiciided that tlie

contracf bc awardcd to the Cana-
dian (ieneral Electric Company
Limited.

It is intended that delailed design

will gel underway inuiiediately. witli

a view to the (-oníplet ion of con-

struction in mi(l-l!)õ8.

Further details with rcgard lo lhe

program will be submittefl to lhe

Parliamentary Conuiiittee on \\v-

.search.

Power Reactor
(Conlinued from page 639)
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NEWS OF THE

m\
ASSOCIATIONS & CORPORATION"

Information received through co-operation with the

provincial organizations

Nova Scotia

Professor M. L. Baker, associato

l)iol'es,sor of incclianical (-ii<;ineerinfi of

the Nova Scotia Technifal Collesi'.

whose plection as prosiilent of the Aí<ho-

ciation of Professional Enginecrs of

Nova Seotia, was annoiínced in our
March issue.

Assoeiation Appointiiienis

Al a rccent nieeting; of lhe Council
oí liie Association of Professional Knp:i-

iieers of Nova Scotia the following com-
inillees were appointed for the current

year ; Representai i\ í' on Dominion C^oun-

cil, .lohn Iv Clarke, dis isional engineei'

Proxiiicial Deiiartnient of Highways,
Middleton

;
leinesentativo on E.I.C.

(leneral (^ouncil, Professor A. E. Flynn,

(lean, Nova Scotia Technical Collefie,

FTalifax; lAainining Board, G. H.

Hiuchill, chainiian, G. F. Bennett, M.
h\ Dean. W. A. Devercaux. M. H.

Foran, G. D. Stanfield, and K. E. Whit-
niati: A.P.E.N.S. Representa li\-es on
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Joint Finance Committee, G. F. Ben-
nett and R. F. TiUis; Nominating Com-
mittee, M. L. Baker, J. E. Clarke, G.

J. Currie, E. Lee Cameron, and J. D.
Klinc; Executiva Committee, M. L.

Baker, J. E. Clarke, C. N. Murrav, .1.

W. MacDonald, and G. H. Burchill;

Professional Relations Committee, G.
D. Anderson, G. T. Clarke, H. W. L.

Doane, D. F. Kirk, C. N. Murray, F.

C. Morrison, and J. P. Vaughan;
Scrutineers' Committee, R. D. T. Wick-
wire, chairman, A. T. Dean, and F. G.
Murphy.

New Secretary-Treasurer

Professor Edward Lee Cameron has
been appointed secretary-treasurer of

the Association of Professional Engi-
neers of Nova Scotia, succeeding .1. D.
Kline who served in this capacity for

nine years.

Professor Cameron was born in Ottawa
and nio\ ed wesi with his familv in 1919.

He attended public and high school
there beíore moving with the family to

Professor Edward l>e<' Cameron,
associai e professor of mineral engineer-

ing of the Nova Scotia Technical Col-
lege, who has been appointed secretary-

treasuier of the A.ssociation of Profes-

sional Engineers of Nova Scotia.
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Halifax where he attended Dalhousie
l'niveisity for one year of pre-engineer-

ing study. He then entered McGill Uni-

\ ersity, graduating in 1942 with a B.Eng.

degree in mining engineering. In 1952

he returned to McGill for post-graduate

study on deep mining problems and in

1954 was awarded his masters degree.

As an undergraduate. Professor Cam-
eron had a varied experience ranging

from a geological reconnaissance of

galena deposits in the Nahanni River

area, N.W.T., to general engineering

problems related to gold and industrial

mineral operatious in Nova Scotia.

Following gradual ion in 1942 he waa
employed by the Metals Controller's

Office to assist in the exploration of

manganese deposits in Nova Scotia. In

the fali of that year he was transferred

to the Mines Branch at Ottawa to work
on mineral dressing problems related to

Canada's war efíort. He accepted in

]94(; the appointment of industrial

mineralogist with the Manitoba Mines
Branch and spent the next three years

on field and laboratory investigatioiís

regarding industrial minerais in Mani-

toba.

Profes.sor Cameron returned to Hali-

fax in 1949 and since that time has

been on the staff of the Nova Scotiâ

Technical College where he is pre.sently

associate professor of mineral engineer-

ing.

He has published se\eral articles and

technical papers in the C.I.M. BuUetin,

Canadian .Journal of Technology and

the Annual Rejicrt of the Nova Scotia

Department of Mines.

Uniforin Examination Syllabus

A study is continuing by the Committee
on the Uniforni Examination Syllabus

apinoved by Dominion Council. Tho [

'

Nova Scotia Council approved thi-i

uniforni .syllabus in principie and is now

endeavouring to set up the mechanics

of setting and handling the 14 examina-

lions required under the syllabus. At

lhe present time the Association haa an

examination .syllabus which has been

in use for the ]iast five years. Undei

this .syllabus four examinations and :i

thesis are required, so it will be quite

a change to operate under the new

syllabus.
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Ouebec

G. Lorne Wiggs, s(>nior jiartner of

Wiggti. Walford, Frost and Lindsay, Con-
sulting engineers of Montreal, who was
elected president of the Corporation of

Profe?;;ional Engineers of Quebec at their

3f)th anniial niecting held at the Chateau
Frontenac in Quebec City.

C.P.E.Q. - E.I.C. Coopeiation

A moetin>: of the F].I.C. Eastern Town-
shiiJ.s Branch and the Corporation of
Professional Enfiineers of Quebec was
held in Shorbrooke on March 23.

Gupst sjieakor was Leo Roy. of Que-
bec Hydro. Montreal. Aniong those
prcsent wcre The Hon. J. S. Bourque
and Dean Armand Crepeau, and mem-
bers of the teaching staffs of the Univer-
sity of Sherbi-ooke and the Sherbrooke
Technical School.

Ontário

ISetvs of the Metubers

James T. Howley, of Chalk Rivev,
Ont., has been ajipointod to tho Com-
Miittec on Nucl<K)nics of the American
Insliiuto of P^lectrical EngintMM^s and aí

sucli is the first and only Canadian on
this Committee. One of the Commit-
tee's re.spon.sibilitie.s this year is in con-
nection witli speakers for lhe Nuclear
Engineering and Science Congress to be
lield in Cle\cland in Deccmber 1955.

John W. Joily is located in Wood-
stock, Ont., where he is general manager
of Standard Tube and t. I. Ltd.

James E. Irvine is now with Condi
Engineering Coi-poi-ation, 73 N o r t ii

Street, Pitisfieid, Mass. as chief engi-

neer. Prior to this ai^pointrnent. Mr.
Irvine was on the engineering staff of

Abitii)i Power & Paper Co. Ltd., in

Toront o.

iW. A. Konforti has taken o\'er lhe

Tesla Technical Company, Toronto, and
wil! continue to offer ali the previou.»

Professional engineering services under

the namc of Marsel A. Konforti, Con-
sulting Engineer. The address is as be-

fore, 1173 Bay Street, Toronto. With
this change, D. Lazarevich has termin-

ated his connection with the Tesla Tech-

nical Company.

The appointmcnt has reccntly been

announced of Leonard L. Youell of

Toronto as \ice-presidcnt and general

manager of Stone and Webster Canada
Ltd.

Born in Aylmer. Ont.. Mr. Youell

conipleted his ("ngineering course at the

University of Toronto in 1920, after
serving as a gunner in World War 1.

Afler engaging in engineering in Canada
for si.\ years lie nioved to the United
States and was associutcd with a lead-
ing Chemical company for 19 years. In
1945 he joined Stone and Webster to
relurn to Canada as its engineering re-
pn^senlative. Wli(!n Stone & Webster
(danada Ltd. was foriiied in 1950 he was
iiiade manager of its liead office in Tor-
onto, and in 1952 was appointed vice-
prcsident of the Company.

Dr. E. J. Buckler, of Polymer Corp.
Ltd., Sarnia, Ont., will be one of five
members of a panei which will di.scuss

the question of how adequately indus-
trial chemistry is being Ireated in text-
books used in Canadian scliools and uni-
\ersilies at the annual conference of
the Chemical Institute of Canada at
Quebec City on May 30-June 1. Panei
members will tliscuss textbooks used
Ihroughout Canada from the point of
\ icw of their accuracy, balance and re-

ference to Canadian de\elopmenls and
piactice.

Joiín Cory has joined the Central
Engineering section of the Chrysler Cor-
poration, Detroit, as a text and de\ eloj)-

ment engineer. Mr. Cory was formerly
with Ford Motor Co. uf Canada Ltd.,

Windsor, as a special products engineer.

Joseph Biskup has recently been
promoteti to the i»osition of assistant

chief engineer and welding engineer of

Dislier Steel Const nict ion Co. Ltd.,

Toronto.

J. J. Marta has recently assumed
lhe post of district development engi-

neer at the Vancou\er branch of Cana-
dian Liquid Air Co. ]At\. Prior to his

move to Vancouver, Mr. Marta was
located in Hamilton wlierc he was cm-
jiloved by The Bristol Co. of Canada
Ltd.

F. R. Denham has acceiíted the ap-

poinlmcnt of de\ (>lopment engineer with
Luca.s-Rotax Ltd., Toronto. Mr. Den-
ham was formerly with the Ford Motor
Co. of Canada Ltd. in \\'iiulsor.

Peter Schwarzkopf is now li\ mg in

Cornwall and is on the engineering statT

of Howard Smith Paper Mills.

Z. Saurazas has left Ontário Hydio
and is now an electrical design engineer

with the Foundation of Canada Engi-

neering Corporation, lí(ll) Bloor Street

E;ist, Toronto.

H. E. Lake has iiuncd from PorI

iiadiuiii to Eldorado. Sask., wlierc he

is as.sistanl manager of lh(> Bcaverlodge

Operation of Eldorado Mining and Re-

íining Ltd. While in the North West

Territories, Mr. Lake was manager of

the Port Radium ojicralion of tiie

company.

C. W. Bowman has recently received

tli(- appointment of a divisional cosi

engineer with Ontário Hydro on the

SI. l>awieuce Power Project and ia

located in Cornwall. Mr. Bowman wa.s

|)reviously on the structural engineer-

ing staff of Foundation of Canad.i

l'".ngineering Corp. Ltd. in Toionto.

Edwin Gardner, of Ollawa. ha.s

joined tiie mcchanical section of the

I)ominion Patent and Copyright Office,

Otiawa. a-s a patent cxaniiner.

At a joint CP.E.Q.-K.I.C. meeting at Sherbrooke, March 25. First row, left to
right, Leo Koy, Quebec Ilydro, Montreal, G. M. Dick, the Hon. J. S. Bourque,
«ninister of laiuls, fore.st.s and hydraulic re.source.s of lhe Quebec (M>\criinifnl.
J. A, Clement. Back row, A. C'. Crepeau, Bruce Bradicy, W. J. Sutherland,
Gaston Masse.
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Latterly, Mr. Gardner has been em-
ployed by the Sperry Gyroscope com-
pany in Ottawa.

W. Gerald Sayers, of Toronto, is

now employed by Avro Aircraft Ltd.,

Malton, as aircraft designer. A graduate
in inechanical engineering of the Uni-
versity of Toronto, Mr. Sayers was
formerly a design engineer with Mathers
and Haldenby, architects, Toronto. He
.ioined that organization upon gradua-
tion.

T. C. Hall, who ha.^ been associated

with Cockshutt Aircraft Ltd. of Reufrevv
since 1952. has been appointed plant elec-

trical and welding engineer of Renfrew
Aircraft and Engineering Co. Ltd., of

Renfrew which recently took over the
plant and operations of * Cockshutt Air-

craft Ltd. Mr. Hall is a graduate in

electrical engineering from the Univer-
sity of British Columbia and joined
Cockshutt Aircraft shortly after gradua-
tion.

L. B. Siiiart, of the Ontário Depart-
ment of Highways has been appointed
maintenance engineer with the Owen
Sound division of the Department and
will be located in Owen Sound, Ont.

Leonard H. Harper is at Algoma
Mills, Ont., as a.ssistant construction en-

gineer at Algom Uranium Mines Ltd.
Previously Mr. Harper was with Gore
& Storrie, Toronto consulting engineers.

S. C. Roberts, of St. Catharines, is

now in the electrical engineering depart-
ment of H. G. Acres & Associates, of

Niagara Falis. Ont. Before making the
change, Mr. Roberts was associated with
Packard Electric Co. Ltd., in St. Catha-
rines.

Bernard L. J. Ullyett, of Atomic
Energy of Canada Ltd.. has been moved
from Deep River, Ont.. to Ottawa
where he continues as production super-
visor of isotope operations in the
commercial products division of Atomic
Energy of Canada Ltd., Tunney's Park,
Ottawa.

Albert Baber has moved from Hamil-
ton to Montreal, where he is employed
by the C. D. Howe Co. Ltd., consulting
engineers.

Prior to his move. Mr. Baber. who
graduated in mechanical engineering
from the University of New York in

1953, was with Canadian Westinghouse
Co. Ltd., in Hamilton, Ont.

W. M. James is employed by the
Department of Defence Production at
Avro Aircraft Ltd., Malton, Ont., as
production ofRcer. Before assuming
these new responsibilities Mr. .James
was branch manager of H. O. Treiice
Co., Toronto.

P. Howell Davies is with Sir Lindsav
Parkinson (Canada) Ltd.. 52 St. Claír
Avenue East, Toronto, as a field engi-
neer. Before joining this organization
Mr. Davies was with the Ontário De-
partment of Highways, in Kingston.
Ont.

S. R. knolt of Toronto is general
manager of W. Fearnehough (Canada)
Ltd., St. Lawrence Avenue, Queenswav,
Toronto 14. This company is connected
with W. Fearnehough Ltd.. of Shofíield.

England. Mr. Knott, who graduated in

1940 from the University of Toronto,
was earlier associated with Toronto
Iron Works in Toronto.

George B. O. Abolius has moved
from Hamilton. Ont., to Windsor and
is a mechanical design engineer with
Austin Company Ltd., in Windsor.

W. P. Jones, W. J. Rosenblooni,
and D. H. Pelton, general managei-,

chief engineer and project engineer,

respectively of Chemical Construction
(Inter-American) Ltd., Toronto, have
been transferred to the New York oíBce

of Chemical Construction Corporation
on the closing down of the Toronto
ofiice of Chemical Construction (Inter-

American) Ltd.

Manitoba

Installation Meeting

On Saturday. April 2, 1955, the War-
dens of Camp No. 8 of the ritual of

the ' Calling of an Engineer" held an
installation meeting for the 1955 grad-
uating class of the University of Mani-
toba and other new members. approxi-
mately 110 in ali. After the closing of

the Camp, Professor Hoogstraten, presi-

dent of the Association of Professional
Engineers of Manitoba, acted as chair-

man and made a few brief remarks
dealing with the acfivities of the Asso-
ciation. He then introduced A. Sandi-
lands who addre.s.«ed the installed group
on behalf of the University of Manitoba
Engineering Alunmi.
W. D. Hurst. chairman of the Greater

Winnipeg Water District, took part
in a symposium on "Water Supply to
Suburban Areas", which was held at the
35th Annual Meeting, Canadian Section
American Water Works Association. The
meeting was convened in the Chateau
Frontenac. Quebec City. April 18, 19, 20.

Saskatchewan

W. R. Staples Is Elected President
At the Annual Meeting held February

18. Wm. R. Staples, jjrofessor of mech-
anical engineering, University of Saskat-
chewan, Saskatoon, was elected president
of the Association of Professional En-
gineers of Saskatchewan and chairman
of the Saskatchewan Branch of The En-
gineering Institute of Canada. He suc-
cecds Geo. N. Munro of Regina.
Approximately 100 members attended

from Prince Albert. Moose Jaw. Sas-
katoon. Swift Current, Lloydminster,
Yorkton and Regina.
Other oíficers' names were E. J. Dumin,

Regin;i. \ice-president ; and Reginald
Bing^Wo. Regina, secretary-treasurer.

Members of the Council elected for a
two-year term were C. R. Forsberg. Sas-

katoon ; L. T. Holmes and J. C. Traynor,
both of Regina. Members of Council
continuing for one year are Wm. M.
Berry. Regina, and E. C. B. Macnabb
and W. G. McKay. both of Sa.skatoon.

Prof. A. H. Douglas of Saskatoon was
appointed to the Council by the govern-
ment.

Saskatoon Seotion Holds Annual
Meeting

The annual meeting of the Saskatoon
Section was held on Thursday, March 10.

W. R. Staples presided. A report on
Coimcil activities was given by the pres-
ident. C. R. Forsberg, local secretary, re-

ported that the Section had expenditures
of $323.51 during the past year and that
nine meetings had been held with an
average attendance of 70. i

Oíficers elected for the coming year
j

were W. R. Staples, chairman, B. B,

'

Torchinsky, secretary-treasurer, V. Dal-
j

lin, publicity. R. E. Ludwig was ap-
1

pointed chairman of the Program Com- í

niittee with members being S. Ringheim,
|

W. Bunn. S. D. Cavers, and E. Toth I

representing the university students.
j

[

Saskatoon s Natural Gas System
Described

Emil Reed. operating superintendent
[

of the Natural Gas Distribution System
for the Saskatchewan Power Corpora-

'

tion. spoke to Saskatoon members on .

March 10 on the gas sj'stem recently

,

completed in Saskatoon.
i

The gas is piped 160 miles from the

'

Brock-Colville área in a ten inch dia-

,

meter welded steel pipe line. Well head
\

jiressures vary from 7.50 to 1000 psi. with!

normal line pressures being about 500 i

p.s.i. The maximum amount of gas trans-

jiorted in one day is about twenty mil-

lion cubic feet. The project was com-'

l)leted in one construction season be-i

tween May and November 1953. In ad-'

dition to the main line, 120 miles of

distribution line and 160 miles of service

lines were laid. ;

The talk was illustrated by a film'

''Silent Servant''. which showed many of

the construction details. i

Mr. Reed is a graduate in ci\ il en-íi

gineering of the University of Michigan o

and came to Saskatoon in September
1953 as a consultant in natural gas util-

ization. After completion of the project,,

he remained as operating superintendent.

British Columbia

The Engineering Profession Act, 1955
On March 15. before the prorogation

of the twenty-fifth Legislative A.ssem-

bly, the Lieutenant-Governor gave as-

sent to "The Engineering Profe.ssion

Act. 1955". thereby bringing to a cul-

mination the efibrts of Councils of the

past several years to bring a new Act

into eíTect which would enable them to

administer it more easily.

The Act has been revised so that

everything follows in a logical .sequence.

By agreement with the Architectural

Institute anything that was of a contro-

versial nature betwren the Institute and
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the Association remained the same in

the new Acts as it was in the old ones.

Consequently, the deíinition of ''the

practice of professional engineering" re-

inains the same.
Fundamental changes to the Act in-

clude

:

Section S(4) : The exemption was
raised from $5,000 to $25,000, thereby
recognizing the increased cost of con-
struction over the past years. Where
the safety of the general public or the

property of others is involved, hovv-

ever, there is no exemption.

Section 3(6) : Corporations which
have on their aclive staff professional

engineers who directly supervise and
assume fuU responsibility for work of

a professional engineering nature,

may undertake such work and recover
fees for it. This section was added
because several such íirms are in

operation now and the proposed Act
prevented thera from continuing un-
der Sections 19 and 21. Actually, the
addition of this section merely cor-

rected a situation which prevailed un-
der the old Act. The prohibition
against corporations was not men-
tioned in the old Act, however, be-
cause the word "person" was believed
to include "corporations". It was de-
cided to include the prohibition in

sections 19 and 21 because of a recent

decision in the Court of Appeal in

Ontário which held that an incor-

porated company could not be pre-

vented from carrying on (in that
case) the profession of architecture,

because the Act only prohibited "per-

sons" who were not registered from
carrying on that profession.

Section 7(9) : Provision is made in

this section for the number of mem-
bers of Council to be set by by-law.
This will allow the Association to ex-

pand the Council if it sees fit because,
for example, of new branches of engi-

neering. The Council in future will

consist of the President, Vice-Presi-
dent, four members appointed by the
Lieutenant-Governor in Council, and
as many additional members as the
by-laws prescribe.

Section 8: This section gives Coun-
cil power to carry out the functions
now provided by the B.C. Engineer-
ing Society. For example paragraph
(1) in this section allows Council to
embark upon a Public Relations pro-
gram. part of which may be the pub-
lication of a magazine, and paragraph
(m) allows regional groups and divis-

ions to be set up.

(Ed. Note: Pre.sumably ali the
functions of the B.C. Engineering
Society will be taken over by the
Association. This probably will not
take place formally, however, until

the 1955 Annual Meeting in Vic-
toria).

Section 9(1): This provides that no
by-law may be passed except by a
two-thirds majority vote cast by a
letter ballot of the members. Pre-
viously, by-laws could be passed by
an annual or general meeting.

Section 11(1): This section outlines
the basic requirements for member-
ship but leaves to the by-laws the
period of experience and evidence of
qualification required. It alsc enables

Council to prevent a person of bad
character or bad repute from being
certified by this Association as being
qualified. Under the former Act,
Council had no altcrnative but to ac-
cept such a man as long as he pos-
sessed the technical requirements. To
protect the applicanfs rights, section
33(1) provides for an appeal from a
refusal under section ll(l)(d).

Section 21 : Provision is made here
for obtaining an injunction through
the Courts if a person disregards the
provisions of the Act.

Section 25: Under this Section, the
Association, in order to obtain a con-
viction, will only be called upon to
prove a single act as an offence
against the Act.

Copies of the new Act are now being
printed and will be circulated to the
membership when they are ready. The
next step to be takeh is to obtain a
new set of by-laws. The committee set

up to draw up a new set has almost
completed its work and will soon be
submitting its report to Council. After
Council has accepted the new by-laws
and amended them, if necessary, the by-
laws will be circulated to the members
and a letter-ballot taken.

Engineers in the News

D. G. Dunbar has left the B.C.
Engineering Co. for New York where
he will be employed by the American
Gas and Electric Service Corp. on 330

k.v. expansion of transmission systems
in Eastern United States. Mr. Dunbar
has done extensive work on hydro-
electric transmission work including the

Kemano-Kitimat line while with the

B.C. International Engineering Co.

Paul Klapp, who has been with the

Department of Public Works at Hope,
B.C., has accepted a position on the

staff of J. L. Miller.

J. E. Dew-Jones is now with J. Laing
& Son (Canada) Ltd. on the Annacis
láland development. He had been on
the engineering staff of the Municipal-

ity of North Vancouver.

J. M. Currie, who had been with the

Sunshine Lardeau Mines Ltd., Beaton,

B.C., is now with Williamsons Diamonds
Ltd., Tanganyika Territory, B.E.A.

A. H. Ashworth has resigned as

municipal engineer of the District of

North Vancouver to enter the Consult-

ing íield. He will be visiting New Zea-

land and opening an oíEce there dur-

ing the next few months, and expects

to return to Vancouver ia August.

N. J. Goode has accepted a position

with the Municipality of Burnaby as

assistant municipal engineer in charge

of water supplies. He was previously

public health engineer with the Division

of Public Health Engineering. Dept. of

Health & Welfare, in Victoria.

B. A. Quinlan will be leaving the

B.C. Engineering Co. at the end of the

month to join the Saguenay-Kitimat
Construction Co. He expects to leave

for Kitimat shortly.

D. G. Treilhard, of Flin Flon. will

be leaving for Liverpool on the first

stage of his trip to Northern Rhodesia.

He has accepted a position as nietal-

lurgical assistam sénior at the Nkana

Coi)per Smelting of the Rhokana Cor-
poration Ltd., a .subsidiary of the Anglo-
American Corporation of South Africa
Ltd.

Ralph Sultan has boon elocted presi-
dent of tiio Engineering Undergraduate
Society for the year 1955-56. Ralph is

presently fini.shing K\s third year in
mechanical engineering and, as presi-
dent, replaces Bob Johnson, who grad-
uates this spring.

Frederick Friedcl, who had been
with the Water Resources Division of
the Dept. of Northern Affairs and Na-
tural Resources, has joined the staff of
the B.C. Electric Co. Ltd.

R. D. Grantham has left the B.C.
Engineering Co. to accept a position
with the Dominion Construction Co.
He will be leaving Vancouver near the
end of this month to act as resident
engineer on a company project in Hali-
fax.

A. M. Goldberg has recent Iv joined
the stafif of J. L. Miller. Mr. Goldberg
had been with the Greater Vancouver
Water District since 1952.

S. W. Forstrom, previously assistant
plant engineer with Crown Zellerbach
Canada Ltd. at Ocean Falis, has accept-
ed the position of plant engineer with
Alaska Pine & Cellulose Co. at Port
Alice.

A. R. D. Robertson has transferred
from the B.C. Fore.st Service to the
Water Rights Branch of the Depart-
ment of Lands & Forests, taking an
appointment as hydraulic engineer.

E. W. Richardson has been ap-
pointed manager of Park Royai Shop-
ping Centre at West Vancouver. He
will also continue his former engineer-
ing duties for the centre and other
holdings of Brilish Properties Ltd.

J. C. Cant, resident engineer with
Canadian National Railways, will be
leaving construction on the Terrace-
Kitimat branch to join the Department
of Research and Development in

Montreal.

P. T. Cote has left the íirm of Wil-
liams Brothers - McLaughlin - Marwell,
where he was project technical engineer
for the Haines-Fairbanks Pipeline, lo

accept the position of vice-president of

The Tide Co. (B.C.) Ltd. and The Bay
Company (B.C.) Ltd.

Robert M. Brown, a mechanical
engineering student at the University
of B.C. has been awarded the Ameri-
can Society of Mechanical Engineers'
bronze medal for high Scholastic

achievement and extra curricular activ-

ities. This award was made to mark
the celebration of the 75th annivcrs;iry

of the American Society of Meciianical

Engineers and was opcn to ali engineer-

ing students.

A. J. Paul, who has been cmployt^d

by the Canadian Pacific Railway Co..

lia.-3 accepted a position with Phillips,

Barratt ife Partners.

R. E. Brvant lias iiad his relca-^^e

from the Canadian Army (Regular)
approved and has accepted employment
as an assistant engineer with the Con-
struction division of the B.C. Forest

Service.
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§M. J. SPRATT. Regina, Sask.
*W. D. G. STRATTON, Moncton, N.B.
tM. C. SUTHERLAND-BROWN,

Whiteliorse, Yukon Territories

tM. L. WADE, Kamloops, B.C.
*.I. R. WALLACE, Sydney, N.S.
tA. G. WATT, Saint John. N.B,
tD. D. WHITSON, Toronto, Ont.

*For 1955 tFor 1955-56 JFor 1955-56-57 §Representing Sister Societies

TREASURER
E. V. GAGE, Montreal, Que.

GENERAL SECRETARY
L. .\USTIN WRKÍHT, Montreal, Que.

EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT GENERAL
SECRETARY

E. C. LUKE, Montreal, Que. H. G. THOMPSON, Montreal, Que. L. F. GRANT. 236 Avenue Rd.. Torcnt... Ont.

ASSISTANT GENERAL SECRETARY
'

"sECREtTrV"
"" ^

" FIELD SECRETARY W

ADMISSIONS
E. D. GRAY-DONALD, Chairman
A. D. ROSS
D. H. HOBBS
W. C. M. LUSCOMBE
N. N. WRIGHT

BOARD OF EXAMINERS
.1. L. deSTEIN, Chmrman
.lOHN M. CAPE
J. HURTUBISE

CANADIAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
J. B. STIRLING—In.stitute representative on

National Board of Direetors.

CANADIAN STANDARDS ASSOCIATION
(Technical Council)

P. L. PR.-VTLEY—Institute representative.

FINANCE
R. L. DUNSMORE, Chatrman
J. M. BREEN R. L. WELDON
R. E. HEARTZ A. W. WHITAKER, Jr.

C. H. JACKSON

COMMITTEES

LEGISLA riON

JACQUES BENOIT. Chairman
R. G. BARBOUR
B. A. CULPEPER

LIBRARY AND HOUSE
F. L. LAWTON, Chairman
E. D. GRAY-DONALD W. C. M. LUSCOMBE
C. E. FROST W. D. KIRK

MEMBERSHIP
H. R. SILLS, Chairman
W, F. AULD
D. G. GEIGER

•APERS

H. R. SELF
G. L. T. VOLLMER

E. R. SMALLHORN, Chairman
.lACQUES BENOIT, Vice-Chairnan
L. P. BONNEAU A. R. HARRINGTON
A, W. G. CLARK F. L. LAWTON
C. E. FROST H. W. PATERSON
H. GAUDEFROY S. H. VAN PATTER
R. M. HARDY

PRAIRIE WATER PROBLEMS
G. A. C;AHERTY, Chairman
P. M. SAUDER. Vice-Chairman
T. D. STANLEY, Secretaru

C. S. CLENDENING G. L. MacKENZIE
D. W. HAYS H. J. McLEAN
B. RUSSELL ,J. M. WARDLE
T. H. HOGG

PROFESSIONAL INTERESTS

E. B. JUBIEN, Chairman
G. A. GAHERTY, Vice-Chairman
W, E. BROWN H. L. BRANCHAUD
G. J. CURRIE E. K. PHILLIPS
W. G. SWAN I. R. TAIT

PUBLICATION
G. N. MARTIN, Chairman
H, A. AUDET H. GAUDEFROY
.7. F. BRAUN H. A. MULLINS
W. BRUCE W'm. SHARPLES
J. M. DYKE I. R. TAIT
R. DeL. FRENCH

THE YOUNG ENGINEER
G. B. MOXON. Chairman
L. F. GRANT
C. G. R. ARMSTRONG
,1. BENOIT
,1. W. BROOKS
LEO SCHARRY
•L N, FINL.-VYSON

A. E. FLYNN
R. DeL. FRENCH
A. .lACKSON
A. E. MACDONALD
H. W. McKEIL
F. L. WEST
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OFFICERS OF THE BRANCHES
\MHERST
Chairman, D. R. ROBSON
Vice-Chair., J. K. YOUNG
Exeeutive, E. H. HENDERSON

O. M. SWEKTSER
F. C. WKillTMAN

(Ez-Officio). L. E. BURRILL
L. F. KIRKPATRICK

Sec.-Treas., G. A. ,TESTY,
129 Spring Street,

Aniherst, N.S.

Chairman. C. H. LUSK
Vice-Chair., A. D. JANITSCH
Exemtive. A. E. ARGUE T. E. FLINN

B. H. DOWNMAN A. G. TOOTH
J. C. R. PUNCHARD

(Ex-Officio), A. O. DRYSDALE S. SILLITOE
Ser.-Treas.. J. A. GRANT,

c/o Northern Electric Co. Ltd.,

250 Sidnev St.,

Belleville, Ont.

Chairman, R. J. TRINDER
Vice-Chair., W. G. MITCHELL
Executive, C. M. ARMSTRONG

.1. E. DYKEMAN A. J. ROBINSON
(Ex-Officio), W. R. MITCHELL P. S. DEWAR
Treasurer, W. D. DONNELLY
Secretary, P. N. BROWN,

c 'o Canadian Bridge Co. Ltd.,

Walkerville, Ont.

CORNWALL
Cfiairman. J. MORRIS
Executive D. McEWAN V. S. B. CORBETT

W. NESBITT A. A. B. McMATH
W. ROTHWELL R. BLACKETT

(Ex-Officio), .1. HAWKES
D. ROSS-ROSS

Sec.-Treas., L. H. SNELGROVE,
CourtauWs (Canada) Ltd.,
Cornwall, Ont.

EASTERN TOWNSHIPS
Hon. Chair., A. C. CREPEAU
Chairman. G. MASSE
Vice-Chair., B. R. BRADLEY
Executive, C. E. ALLEN G. VALLEE

J. H. BARNACAL E. GOULET
G. P. COTE ,J. M. HALL

(Ex-Officio), J. CRITCHLEY G. J. COTE
Treasurer, W. J. SUTHERLAND
Secretary, J. P. CHAMPAGNE,

762 Arsyle Street,

Sherbrooke, Que.

EDMONTON
Chairman. H. L. ROBLIN
Vice-Chair., R. N. MoMANUS
Executive. .1. A. BROWNLEE S. J. HAMPTON

A. W. PETERSON B. Y. LYNN
T. M. CARSCADDEN

D. E. A. MacKAY
T. H. NEWTON W. D. STOTHERT

(Ex-Officio). E. K. CUMMING R. M. HARDY
N. .1. ALLISON J. F. McDOUGALL

Sec.-TreaK.. R. B. KERR,
7919 - 8fith Avenue,
Edmonton, Alta.

KITCHENER
Chairman. L. J, R. SANDERS
Vice-ClMir., W. RUNGE
Executive, B. R. MrCAFFREY J. L. FAIR

R. SENYSHKN B. NICHOLS
(Ex-Officio), A. ,J. GIRDWOOD J. A. TOD

W. R. ROBERTS
Sec.-Treas., J. F. RUNGE,

e/o Amuo Draiuage and Metal
Products of Canada Ltd.,
Guelpli, Ont.

KOOTENAY
Chairman, A. F. BROOKS
Vice-Chair., K. L. BROE
Executive, W. G. SMALL .1. T. IlIGGINS

A. E. SWYSTUN W. S. JACKSON
E. M. JOHNSON

(Ex-Offiu-io), W. K. GWYER H. P. HAMILTON
W. H. BOOTH

Treasurer, T. T. DOBIE
Secretary, B. F. REIMICR,

3464 Aster Drive, Trail, B.C.

LAKEHEAD
Chairman, F. E. AYERS
Vice-Chair., E. T. CHAKNOCK
Executive, W. D. BECKI/I T G. ERICKSE.N

G. B. A.VDKRSON L. B. WALKER
D. B. McKlLLOP

W. D. McKINNON
(Ex-Offirio). G. S. HALTKR

J. H. IIARGRAVE
M. S. FOTHERINGHAM

Sec.-Treas., G. E. COOK,
c/o Imperial 011 Ltd.,
Fort William, Ont.

BBLLEVILLE

BORDER CITIES

ROCKVILLE
Chairman, F. F. WALSH
Vice-Chair., W. W. ASHWORTH
Executive H. CAMPBELL J. F. PRESTON

G. M. WOODS T. W. READE
J. W. A. HEYDEN

(Ex-Officio), H. B. BREWER
.1. S. WADDINGTON

Sec.-Treas., M. H. BROADBENT,
c/o Phillips Eléctrica! Works Co.,
Brockville, Ont.

FREDERICTON
H. W. McFARLANE
I. M. BEATTIE
W. B. AKERLEY S. A. YOUNG
G. H. D. GANONG R. P. LYNCH
R. W. MANZER D. A. LINDSAY

(Ex-Officio). P. C. LEVESQUE S. B. CASSIDY
R. E. TWEEDDALE
R. H. B. McLAUGHLIN
O. I. LOGUE.

P.O. Bo.x 974,
Fredericton, N.B.

Chairman.
Vice-Chair
Executive.

Treasurer.
Secretary,

LETHBRIDGE
Chairman, E. A. LAWRENCE
Vice-Chair., J. A. HABERMAN
Executive, R. J. BRANCH

A. A. KENWOOD
(Ex-Officio), J. M. CA.MPBKLL

p. M. saudei;
P. E. KIRKPATRICK

Sec.-Treas., R. D. HALL,
Utility Ensineer, City Hall,

Lethbridjre, Alta.

G. B. DAVIES

D. CRAMER
R. D. HALL

LGARY
Chairman,
Executive,

B. A. MONKMAN
H. J. WILSON H. J. LUKES
R. M. JEFFERIES L. E. RODWAY

(Ex-Officio), W. G. SHARP W. E. HAWKINS
H. R. HAYES

Sec.-Treas., J. A. WEBB,
Burns and Co. Ltd.,
Calgary, Alta.

E BRETON
Chairman,
Vice-Chair.
Executive,

M. R. CAMPBELL
E. J. PRINCE
F. J. MacDONALD
J. VINCENT PALMER
R. A. bradlp:y
R. C. BEZAN.SON
H. C. MAITLAND
R. P. NICHOLSON
H. M. ASPINALL
L. B. WHITEWAY

(Ex-Officio), J. R. WALLACE
A»st. Sec., C. A. CAMPBELL
Sec-Treas., W. L. DODSON,

201 Columbia Street,
Sydney, N.S.

ENTRAL BRITISH COLUMBIA
Chairman, W. A. KER
Vice-Chair., A. F. .lOPLIN
Executive, R. C;. HARRIS A. C. DIMOCK

R. G. MULC,\STER
(Ex-Officio), M. L. ZIRUL M. L. WADE
Sec.-Treas., H. D. DeBECK,

c/o Water Rights Branch,
515 Columbia Street,
Kamloops, B.C.

RNER BROOK
Chairman, F. H. CLARK
Vice-Chair., G. P. HOBBS
(Ex-Officio), H. B. CÁRTER
Treasurer. W. S. READ
Secretary, GORDON T. TIBBO,

c/o Bowater s Nfld. Pulp & Paper
Mills Ltd.,
Mechanical Dept.,
Corner Brook, Nfld.

HALIFAX
Chairman, W. A. DEVEREAUX
Vice-Chair., M. S. HICKS
Executive J. D. FRASER S. W. KENNEY

G. A. CUNNINGHAM
O. K. SMITH O. H. MANUEL
R. D. T. WICKWIRE
R. F. MrALPINE E. C. PARSONS
J. J. KINLEY F. H. TREMAINE

(Ex-Officio). G. F. BENNETT
A. E. FLYNN O. N. MANN
.1. W. MacDONALD

Sec.-Treas.. W. D. PIPPY,
P.O. Box 33,

Halifax, N.S.

HAMILTON
Chairman, F. E. MILNE
Vice-Chair., J. J. KELLY
Executive, D. B. ANNAN I. M. MacDONALD

R. N. DOBSON J. A. REID
(Ex-Officio), W. A. WHETEN

N. A. PARRY N. A. EAGER
Sec.-Treas., A. F. BARNARD,

c/o Canadian Westinghouse Co.,

Plant No. 1,

Sanford Ave., Hamilton, Ont.

HURONIA
Chairman,
Sec- Treas.

F. ALPORT
L. MORGANTE,

63 Penetang Street, Orillia, Ont.

KINGSTON
Chairman

,

Vice-Chair.,
Execuiive,

(Ex-Officio),
Asst. Sec,
Sec.-Treas.,

C. H. R. CAMPLINC
A. V. CORLETT
D. R.GRAHAM
C. W. ,IONES
,T. F. WILLIAMS
S. H. ROCHESTER
J. F. A. SMYTHE
E. C. REID,

c/o .^luminum Company of Canada
Limited, P.O. Box 136, Kingston,

Ont.

F. TROTTER
.1. CUMMINS

H. G. CONN

LONDON
Chairman. D. .J. BIRD
Vice-Chair., D. M. .lENKINS
Executive, H. R. HAVMAN C. H. OSBORNE

R. W. MEEKIN
(Ex-Officio). D. N. COOKE

D. D. C. McGEACHY
Sec.-Treas.. D. J. MATTHEWS,

c/o Matthews Con.striicli<)n Co.,
London, Ont.

LOWER ST. LAWRENCE
Chairman, L. G. McLAREN
Vice-Chair., T. A. BERNIER
Executive, J. R. JONCAS
(Ex-Officio), L. P. DANCOSE
Sec-Treas., JEAN R. MENARD,

P.O. Box 460, Rimouski, Que.

MONCTON
Chairman. U. F. K. LEIGHTON
Vice-Chair., T. H. DICKSON
Executive, G. E. FRANKLIN

B. B. HANSON A. W. PURDY
G.E.SMITH H. L. PURDY
R. F. WEIR

(Ex-Officio), N. B. EAGLES
W. D. G. STRATTON
R. T. SANSOM

Sec.-Treas.. V. C. BLACKETT,
49 Lynch St.,

Moncton, N.B.

MONTREAL
Chairman. C. E. FROST
Vice-Chair.. E. D. GRAY-DONALD
Executive. .L E. L. ROY .L ARCIIAM HAU I/r

R. F. SHAW R. BRAIS
T. N. DAVID.SON P. W. GOOCH

(Ex-Offirio). R. L. DUNSMORE W. H. (iAl N IN
.LB.STIRLING F. L. LAWTON
.1. BENOIT C. G. KINGSMILL
R. A. PHILLIPS
1. BROUILLET G. N. MARTIN

Sec.-Treas.. R. .1. HARVEY,
Bell Tcicphonc Co. of Canada,
Room 1425—1050 Bcavor Hall Hill.

Montreal. Que.
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^KWFOUNDLAND PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND

WM. WATSON
C. H. CONROY
A. M. BUTT L. BREAKEY
E. L. BALL C. W. HENRY
B. E. HIGGINS E. JAKOBSONS

(Ex-Officio), G. R. JACK
C. A. KNIGHT
C. W. HENRY,

c/o Newfoundland Light and
Power Co., Ltd.,

St. John'.s, Nfld.

Chairman,
Vice-Chair.
Executive,

Sec.-Treas.,

NORTH NOVA SCOTIA

Chairman, F. C. MORRISON
(.Ex-Officio), J. L. CAVANAGH
Sec.-Treas., D. G. DUNBAR,

Pictou County Power Board,
New Glasgow, N.S.

NIAGARA península
Chairman,
Vice-Chair.,
Executive, H. S. LUNDY

A. McDONALD
W. A. SCOTT

H. D. DAVISON
C. H. KILLORAN
H. C. L. JOE
G. W. INCE C.
P. L. CLIMO
G. W. T. RICHARDSON

(Ex-Officio). A. J. BENNETT P. E. BUSS
Sec.-Treas.. C. E. WILLIAMSON,

c/o Plymouth Cordage Co. of

Canada Limited, Welland P.O. Box
518, Welland, Ont.

NIPISSING AND UPPER OTTAWA
Chairman, J. W. MILLAR
Vice-Chair., R. R. PRESCOTT
Executive, N. A. BURKE | J. F. KENNEDY

" J. S. COOPER
E. D. FORSYTHE

R. G. DYE

T. C. McNABB
GEO. J. BIALIK

(Ex-Officio), G. L. HOOD
R. A. BOOY

Sec.-Treas., E. A. WATSON,
892 Jane St.,

North Bay, Ont.

NORTH EASTERN ONTÁRIO
Chairman, G. G. M. EASTWOOD
Vice-Chair., A. A. KIDD
Executive, J. R. KARTZMARK

D. WHILLANS F. CAMPLING
J. BUSBY R. McROBERTS
W. LEMISKI M. McLEAN

G. C. LYON'Ex-Officio), C. W. BOAST
C. D. McCULLOCH

Sec.-Treas., J. B. FREDERICK,
General Delivery,
Kapuskasing, Ont.

NORTHERN NEW BRUNSWICK
Chairman, G. A. KIRNER
Vice-Chair., W. S. HOSKING
Executive, R. A. CAMERON G. P. MILTON

G. E. McLELLEN MARTIN CYR
D. C. MacCALLUM T. TURGEON

(Ex-Officio), R. C. EDDY E. C. BANNERMAN
Sec.-Treas., G. J. MELAN30N,

New Brunswick International Paper
Co.. Dalhousie, N.B.

OTTAWA
Chairman,
Vice-Chair
Executive

Treasurer,
Secretary,

R. F. LEGGET
W. B. PENNOCK
H. C. BROWN J. N. PRITCHARD
W. A. CAPELLE C. E. HOWARD
C. B. CRAWFORD D. B. REES

(Ex-Officio). R. E. HAYES B. G. BALLARD
A. H. GRAVES J. J. GREEN
H. CHAPUT
G. A. SUTHERLAND.
Radio and Electrical Engrg. Div.,
National Research Council,
Ottawa, Ont.

PETERBOROUGH
Chairman, D. A. LAMONT
Executive, W. H. ACKHURST

D. T. BATH
D. G. DONALDSON
R. H. STUART
M. M. ULOTH

(Ex-Officio), A. R. HAILEY
H. R. SILLS
J. P. WATTS

Sec.-Treas., J. I. BEGGS,
c/o Canadian General Electric
Company,
Peterborough, Ont.

R. A. BLOUNT
R. L. DOBBIN

PORT HOPE
Hon. Chair., J. G. G. KERRY
Chairman, W. S. RAYNOR
(Ex-Officio), G. T. HUNTER, .Ir.

Sec.-Treas., J. L. SYLVESTER,
71 Walton St., Port Hope, Ont.

Chairman,
Executive,

E. S. CHANDLER
C. F. BUCKINGHAM
N. STEWART
J. MacDONALD K. C. MARTIN

(Ex-Officio), E. K. MacNUTT
Sec.-Treas., W. R. BRENNAN,

Public Utilities Commission,
P.O. Box 45.5,

Charlottetown, P.E.I.

QUEBEC
Life Hon.

Chair.,

Chairman,
Vice-Chair.
Executive,

A. R. DECARY
GUILLAUME PIETTE
L. P. BONNEAU
GUY BABINEAU
P. BOUSQUET
C. E. PLAMONDON
L. SWIFT
R. BERNIER
P. H. LANGLAIS

(Ex-Officio), J. O. MARTINEAU
G. DEMERS
A. E. PARE
G. E. SARAULT

Sec.-Treas., ROGER DESJARDINS,
Public Service Board,
Court House, Quebec, Que.

SAGUENAY
Chairman,
Vice-Chair.,
Executive,

F. A. DAGG
A. H. .lOHNSTON
J. D. BILODEAU A. B. SINCLAIR
K. W. CAMPBELL J. S. TAYLOR
L. D. LAVENTURE

O. S. GISLASON
(Ex-Officio), G. K. CLEMENT B. L. DAVIS

W. W. ROBERTSON
Sec.-Treas., C. C. LOUTTIT,

527 Normandie Street, Ar%'ida, Que.

SAINT JOHN
Chairman,
Vice-Chair.,
Executive,

T. C. HIGGINSON
F. L. DOTY
J. G. BISHOP
H. N. DAY
J. J. DONAHUE
H. W. TOWNSHEND

(Ex-Officio), R. M. RICHARDSON
J. A. B. BRENAN
A. G. WATT
E. E. WHEATLEY

Sec.-Treas., J. W. G. SCOTT,
280 King Street E.,
Saint John, N.B.

ST. MAURICE VALLEY
Chairman,
Vice-Chair.
Executive,

Treasurer,
Secretary,

E. R. McMULLEN
T. G. EDGEWORTH
A. T. FARMER C. W. KERRY
J. U. MOREAU J. K. MURPHY
J. W. KORCZ J. E. B. SAWYER
J. CORBOULD J. B. SWEENEY

(Ex-Officio). E. T. BUCHANAN
L. A. ROBILLARD
D. M. McKIM
L. A. PATTISON,

c/o Shawinigan Water & Power Co.,
C. & D. Dept., P.O. Box No. 608,
Three Rivers, Que.

SARNIA
Chairman.
Vice-Chair.,
Executive

,

(Ex-Offi£io),
Treasurer,
Secretary,

J. E. HARRIS
R. A. McGEACHY
J. GUTHRIE W. S. CHISHOLM
J. E. KEOUGH J. R. CONNELL
E. W. DILL
C. PHELPS
K. E. BENTLEY,
495 Devonshire Road,
Sarnia, Ont.

SASKATCHEWAN
Chairman, W. R. STAPLES
Vice-Chxiir., E. J. DURNIN
Executive, C. R. FORSBERG

J. C. TRAYNOR
W. M. BERRY
E. C. B. MACNABB

(Ex-Officio), G. N. MUNRO J. JONSSON
M. J. SPRATT J. G. SCHAEFFER

Sec.-Treas., R. BING-WO,
2043 Cameron St.,

Regina, Sask.

L. T. HOLMES
A. H. DOUGLAS
W. G. McKAY

SAULT STE. MARIE

Chairman, W. D. ADAMS
Vice-Chair., A. M. WILSON
Executive, G. L. BROWN T. L. B. HAMLI

K, J. KENYON D. SCHMID
(Ex-Officio), D. C. HOLGATE W. T. BUTLE
Sec.-Treas., R. H. TOOLEY,

112 Lansdowne Ave.,
Sault Ste. Marie. Ont.

SUDBURY

Chairman,
Vice-Chair.,
Executive,

F. A. ORANGE
W. S. BLACK
J. E. QUANCE
L. T. LANE

(Ex-Officio), R. H. MOORE
Sec.-7'reas.. A. D. FINLAYSON,

362 Wellington Heighta,
Sudbury, Ont.

TORONTO

H. M. WHITTLE
J. F. McCALLU'

W. J. RIPLE

Chairman,
Vice-Chair.
Executive,

Asst.-Sec,
Sec.-Treaa.,

C. R. DAVIf-;

M. W. HUGGINS
K. F. TUPPER
J. H. INGHAM R. C. NORGROVE
E. R. DAVIS I. S. WIDDIFIELD
H. FEALDMAN M. P. WHELEIV
B. K. WILLARD R. A. MULLER
R. S. SEGSWORTH J. B. YOUNG

(Ex-Officio), M. McMURRAY D. D. WHITSON
W. H. PATERSON
B. K. WILLARD
L. F. BRESOLIN, I

c/o Engineering Institute of Canada,

|

236 Avenue Road,
|

Toronto, Ont. t

VANCOUVER

F. M. CAZALET
C. P. .lONES
R. F. P. BOWMAN W. G. HESLOP
C. H. MAARTMAN J. T. TURNER
J. C. OLIVER

(Ex-Officio), S. J. deJONG
H. T. LIBBY
E. S. HARE
A. D. CRONK,
658 W. 1.3th Ave.,
Vancouver 9, B.C.

Chairman.
Vice-Chair.
Executive,

Treasurer,
Secretary,

R. E. WILKIN^:
W. o. RICHMOND

VANCOUVER ISLAND

Chairman,
Vice-Chair
Executive,

A. G. BALLANTYNE
N. J. GOODE
R. BOWERING H. C. THURBER
J. ROBERTSON W. G. H. CAM

(Ex-Officio). W. A. BOWMAN
Sec.-Treas., Cmdr. P. F. FAIRFULL,

Esquimalt Drydock,
Box 248, Victoria, B.C.

WINNIPEG

Chairman,
Vice-Chair.,
Executive,

J. HOOGSTRATEN
D. M. STEPHENS
L. A. BATEMAN G. W. MOULE
R. N. SHARPE G. A. NICHOLAS
W. J. PATTON R. T. HARLAND
N. A. WILLIAMS T. E. STOREY
N. S. BUBBIS W. V. MORRIÍ
GEO. NEWMAN M. P. SCHIOLEF
A. F. THOMSON J. B. STRIOWSKI

(Ex-Officio), G. B. WILLIAMS C. P. HALTALIN
C. V. ANTENBRING

J. L. CHARLE8
Sec.-Treas., C. S. LANDON,

P.O. Box 541,
Winnipeg, Man.

YUKON

Chairman, J. L. PHELPS
Executire, S. THOMSON C. E. WHITE
(Ex-Officio), M. C. SUTHERLAND-BROWN
Treasurer, K. J. BAKER
Secretary, M. E. ALMSTROM,

P.O. Box 441,
Whitehorse, Y.T.

ONTÁRIO DIVISION

Chairman, A. E. BERRY
Vice-Chair., G. R. HENDERSON
Treasurer. G. R. TURNER
Secretary, G. H. ROGERS
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#t)ítuaríes!
The sympathy of the Institute is extended to the

relatives of those whose passing is recorded here.

Douglas Stewart Ellis, m.e.i.c, dean of

the Faculty of Applied Science of

Queeii'3 University died suddenly at

his home in Kingston, Ont., on March
•20, 1955.

Dean Ellis had completed 45 years

of service to Queen's University and
was to retire at the end of this session.

Principal W. A. Mackintosh paid

tribute to Dean Ellis, saying that "His
continuous service at the university was
broken only by his overseas service of

more than four years in World War I

and a year's leave for graduate work
at Cornell. He has had many distinc-

tions, from the D.S.O. in 1918 to the

Julian Smith Medal in engineering in

1954, but none greater than the respect

and afíection of his students and col-

leagues for an enthusiastic if exacting

teacher, a devoted servant of the uni-

versity, and a warm friend".

Born in Cobourg, Ont., in 1885, Doug-
las Ellis carne to Kingston as a boy
when his father was appointed principal

of Kingston Collegiate Institute.

Graduating from Queen's University
in 1908 with the M.A. degree and two
years later with the degree of B.Sc. in

civil engineering, Dean Ellis joined the

staff of the university as an instructor

in mathematics.
He then also began his long career in

the Canadian armed forces, joining the

õth Field Company, R.C.E., as a lieu-

tenant in 1910. When World War 1

broke out, he was a captain with the

unit, now the 6th Field Company, and
went overseas as second in command
under Lt.-Col. Lindsay Malcolm. In

1917, as a major, he held command of

the company, which was attached to

the 2nd Canadian Division. In 1918 he
was mentioned in despatches and was
awarded the D.S.O. At the end of the
war he remained in England for a year
as chief instructor of the Canadian
Military School of Engineering and was
promoted to lieutenant-colonel. For
many years he was honorary colonel
of Queen's C.O.T.C.

After a year of graduate work at

Cornell University, Lt.-Col. Ellis re-

turned to Queen's as a professor of

civil engineering. Twelve years ago he
was appointed dean of the faculty.

Besides teaching, Dean Ellis contri-

buted much to the engineering pro-
fession in Canada, the U.S.A. and Great
Britain. He was for years a consultant
for the Ontário Hydro Electric Power
Commission, the Ontário government
and the federal government in engineer-

ing projects. In World War II he was
a momber of the Bureau of Technical
Personnel at Ottawa and in recent years
he had been chairman of the board of

engineers studying a means of crossing

the Strait of Canso in Nova Scotia.

On the occasion of thi" award of the

Julian C. Smith Meda, to Dean Ellis

in 1954 by The Institute, it was noted
that his association with the Institute

D. S. Ellis, M.E.I.C.

dated from 1909 when he became a Stu-

denfc member. He transferred to Júnior

in 1913, to Associate Member in 1919,

and to Member in 1940. He served oa
numerous committees and represented

the Kingston Branch on the Council in

1929, 1941 and 1942.

Wilfred Ernest Clarke, M.E.I.C, presi-

dent and managing director of Sydney
Engineering and Dry Dock Co. Ltd. in

Sydney, N.S., passed away on March 28,

1955.

Mr. Clarke was born in Cobourg,

Ont., on April 13, 1881. After attend-

ing general public and high school, he

undertook private tuition and night

classes at the School of Practical Science

(University of Toronto).

After four years' practical shop ex-

perience, he went to Sydney in 1900 to

join his father in the operation of the

Sydney Foundry and Machine Works
Ltd. He served for the first five years

as superintendcnt of the company, and

for the next six years as managor. In

1911 he was named vice-president and
general manager at which time the dry
dock and engineering divisions were
established at Anderson 's Point and the

foundry facilities moved to a new loca-

tion under the fii-m name of Sydney
Dry Dock and Engineering Co. Ltd.
Expansion foilowed rapidly until the

company developed into one of the

leading operations of its kind and size

in the province. It played a leading

role duriug World War II. Upon his

fathers death, Mr. Clarke became presi-

dent and general manager of the firm.

Mr. Clarke was acti\e in community
affairs and was identified with various

undertakings associaled with progress

and the development of Sydney.
He was a past-president of the Mining

Society of Nova Scotia, a member of

the Association of Professional Engi-
neers of Nova Scotia, and a member
of the Sydney Board of Trade.
Mr. Clarke joined the Engineering

Institute as a Member in 1923, and
attained Life Membership in January,
1954.

William Scaics, M.E.I.C, municipal engi-

neer for the Viilage of Dawson Creek,

B.C., passed awaj' on Febiuary 7, 1955.

Mr. Scales was born in Stackalleu

Navan, County Meath, Ireland, on
June 5, 1885, and received his early

education at Kings Hospital, Dublin.

He attended McGuines Civil Service

College, Dublin and graduated from
Thompson Civil Engineering College,

Rurku, índia, in 1910.

Upon graduation he was employed
as assistant to the subdivisional officer

of the Bombay subdivision of the Pub-
lic Works Department. In 1916 he

volunteered for military service in índia

and served in Mesopotâmia in charge

of a section of field park engineering

supplies and as garrison engineer with

the Itíth division of the Royai Engi-
neers. From 1919 to 1920 he was en-

gaged on military works service in

Bombay.
Mr. Scales came to Canada in 1920

and was engaged as engineer in the

municipalities of St. Lina and Ashmout,
Alta. In 1931 he was named city engi-

neer for Fernie, B.C., and three years

later, city engineer for Courtenay, B.C.

He was associaled with Northern Con-
struction Company in 1941, and after-

wards served during World War II with

the Royai Canadian Engineers. Assist-

ant C.E.O. in the Pacific Command, he

was discharged in 194G with the rank

of major.
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Mr. Scales then became location engi-

neer for the Peace River District, B.C.
and in 1947 was appointed municipal
engineer for Dawson Creek, B.C.
He joined the Engineering Institute

of Canada as a Member in 1936.

Ernest Butler, m.e.i.c, as.5Ístant to the

chief engineer of Consolidated Paper
Corporation at Grand'Mere, Que., died
suddenly at his home on June 3, 1954,

following an automobile accident.

Mr. Butler was born in Manchester,
England, on February 15, 1889, and was
educated at Warehouseman & Clerke
School, Cheadle Hulme, England, and
at the Institute of Technology in Man-
chester, England. He received a first

class honours certificate in science and
art given by the University of Cam-
bridge.

During the summer months of his

course he was employed as draughts-
man on steam fittings and appliances

for Holden & Brooke Ltd. in Man-
chester, and as mcchanical draughtsman
for General Electric Company Ltd.

there.

Mr. Butler carne to Canada in 1909.

He was first associated with the J. Mc-
Dougall Company in Montreal and with
the Canadian Pacific Railway Angus
Shops in Montreal. In 1912 he joined
the Northern Electric Company in

Montreal as designer on telephone ex-

change equipment, general power sta-

tion work and laboratory work.

He moved to Grand'Mere, Que., in

1918 to join the staff of the engineer-
ing department of Laurentide Paper
Company. Following this he was em-
ployed by Charles Walmsley in Lon-
gueuil, Que., and in 1925 he moved to

Three Rivers, Que., and became asso-

ciated as chief designer and estimator
on paper mill equipment, mill exten-
sions and maintenance with the St.

Maurice Paper Company. This com-
pany later amalgamated with the Con-
solidated Papers group. In 1930 he was
appointed chief designer of the Wayaga-
mack division of Consolidated Paper
Corporation Ltd., and in 1937 was
named designing engineer. He was
transferred to the chief engineer's de-
partment in Grand'Mere in 1951.

Mr. Butler joined the Institute as
Associate Member in 1937 and trans-
ferred to Member in 1940.

George Edward Leigh-Mallory, AFíX.
E.i.c, of General Motors of Canada
Limited at Oshawa, Ont., passed awav
on October 2, 1954.

Mr. Leigh-Mallory was born in Bur-
ford, Ont., on December 1, 1889. He
attended Trinity College School and

afterwards studied civil engineering at

McGill University.
While still studying Mr. Leigh-Mal-

loiy was employed during the summer
months by Canadian Northern Railway,
Fort Hope and Spaidal, and by the

Dominion Bridge Company in Lachine,
Que. In 1917 he was employed as a

draughtsman with the General Railway
Signal Co. in Lachine, Que., and in 1920

joined the Dominion Bridge Company
at Winnipeg, Man.
He beoame associated with the engi-

neering department of General Motors
of Canada Ltd. in 1921 at Oshawa, Ont.
His duties then consisted of drawings
and specifications of export cases for

automobiles. In 1931 he was engaged in

factory assembly work for the company
until 1934 when he was made inspector

of incoming material. Two years later

he became inspector of auto stampings,
which position he held at the time of

his death.
Mr. Leigh-Mallory joined the Engi-

neering In.stitute in 1940 as an Afíiliate

Member.

Edward Holt Gurney, m.e.i.c, chairman
of the board of Gurney Products Ltd.
in Toronto, Ont., passed away on March
19, 1954.

Mr. Gurney was born in Toronto on
August 25, 1882. He was educated at
Model School and Jarvis Collegiate and
the School of Practical Science (Univer-
sity of Toronto).

During the summer months of his

studies he was engaged in heating lay-
outs and plant design with the Gurney
Foundry Company.
Mr. Gurney became president of Gur-

ney Foundry Company Ltd. in 1919
after serving for a year as director of

the marine machinery supply division
of the Imperial Munitions Board. He
was aldo president of Electric Steels
Ltd. at Cap de la Madeleine. Que. In
1935 he became chairman of the board
of Gurney Products Ltd.
Mr. Gurney served on the council

of the American Society of Heating
and Ventilating Engineers becoming
second vice-president in 1936, first vice-
president in 1937, and president in 1938.
He was also vice-chairman of the On-
tário Research Foundation from 1930
to 1939, serving as its chairman in 1939.
Mr. Giu-ney received an honourary

degree of LL.D. from the University
of Western Ontário in 1949.

He joined the Engineering Institute
as á Member in 1945.

Mieczyslaw Szczesny Kazimierz Nor-
vid-Neugebauer, m.e.i.c, former lieuten-

ant-general in the Polish Army, passed
away in Toronto on October 18, 1954.

Mr. Norvid-Neugebauer was born in

Warsaw, Poland on February 15, 1890.
He received his mechanical engineering
degree from the Politechnical Univer-
sity in Lvov in 1911.

Upon graduation he became designer
in the Technical and Industrial Com-
[lany in Lvov, and two months later

joined Rodakowski and Sosnowski Com-
pany as designer, subsequently becom-
ing supervisor of mechanical equipment.
From 1914 until 1947 Mr. Norvid-

Neugebauer was engaged in military
service, beginning as a regular soldier

and attaining the rank of lieutenant
general. During the last ten years of
service he was chief administrator and
quarter master general of Polish forces
under British command. Mr. Norvid-
Neugebauer was awarded 18 honours for

his outstanding war contributions.
He went to England in 1947 and was

associated with Uskside Engineering
Company, Precision Tools Company
and Peter Gage Company until 1949
when he came to Canada. During the
following two years he was on the staff

of Sasco Steel Industries Co. Ltd. ;is

designer and supervisor of assembly
work in Toronto. In 1950 he became
draughtsman and estimator with City
Contracting Ltd. in Toronto, subse-
quently joining Mathers and Haldenby,
architects, Kilborn Engineering Co. Ltd.
He was associated latterly with Trane
Co. of Canada Ltd. in Toronto.
Mr. Norvid-Neugebauer was a mem-

ber of the Institution of Polish Engi-
neers of Great Britain, the Association
of Polish Engineers of Canada, and a

member of the Association of Profes-

sional Engineers of Ontário.
He joined the Engineering Institute

of Canada as a Member in June, 1952.

Roland Wallace Heine, jr.K.i.c, of the

Department of Transport in Winnipeg,
Man., died on July 12, 1954, in Gimli,

Manitoba.
Mr. Heine was born in Norton, N.B.,

on June 9, 1922, and was educated at

Sussex High School, Sussex, N.B., and
at Dalhou.sie University. He entered
Nova Scotia Technical College in 1950,

graduating with a B.Eng. degree in civil

engineering in 1953.

During the summer months of his

University course he was employed :is

instrumentman with S. F. Willet and
as engineering aide with the United
States Air Force. Upon graduation he
became associated with the Department
of Transport in Winnipeg, Man., and
was engaged in the development of

additional airfields in that region.

Mr. Heine joined the Engineering
Institute as a Student in 1951 and trans-

ferred to Júnior Member in 1954.
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News of the Personal Activities

of

Members of the Institute

Edgar A. Cross, m.e.i.c, has been elect-

ed president of the Association of Con-
sulting Engineers of Canada at the

group's annual meeting held in Mont-
real. Mr. Cross succeeds A. T. Hurter,
M.E.I.C.

Born in Petensfield, Hunts, England,
Mr. Cross attended Birmingham Uni-
versity, graduating in 1909 with the
degree of B.Sc. in civil engineering. In
1910 he became associated with Birminig-
ham Canal Navigations, England, as

assistant engineer, and in 1917, after two
years with the Royai Engineers in

France, he became research engineer at

the Royai Arsenal, Woolwich, England.
He retumed to Birmingham Canal Navi-
gations as chief assistant engineer in

1919, remaining until 1920.

Diiring the following two years Mr.
Cro.ss was in the United States as super-
intendent of constriiction for W. L. Stod-
dart, architect, New York City, on such
projects as the Mica Insulating Factory,
Schenectady, N.Y., Hotel Sheraton, High
Point, N.C., and the Lycoming Hotel,
Willamsport, Pa. Then he accepted the

position of structural engineer for Albert
Kahn, Detroit, Mich., remaining until

1927 when he associated himself with
Chapman and Oxley, Toronto, as struc-
tural engineer. In 1930 Mr. Gross estab-
lished his private practice as consulting
structural engineer in Toronto.

Mr. Cross joined the Institute as an
.\ssociate Member in 1925, transferring
to Member m 1935. In 1948 he served
as a councilior of the Institute for the
Toronto Branch.

T. E. Storey, M.E.I.C, has been named
the new general manager of the Winni-
peg Hydro Electric System, succeeding
H. L. Brigg», M.E.I.C, who resigned to

become head of the British Columbia
Power Commission.
Mr. Storey was born in Brockville,

Ont., and received his early education
in Winnipeg. He graduated from the

University of Manitoba with a B.Sc.

degree in electrical engineering in 1928.

After a year's a.ssociation with the

Canadian General Electric Company,
Mr. Storey joined the Winnipeg Hydro
in 1929. He engaged in operating and
maintenance work at Slave Falis from
the plant's opening in 1931 until pro-

moted to take charge of that plant in

1935. Five years later he returned to

Winnipeg as operating engineer, rising

to the positon of general superintendent

in charge of production in 1944, chief

engineer in 1948 and assistant general

manager m 1952.

Mr. Storey has served as secretary,

chairman and councilior of the Winnipeg
Branch of the Institute. He is also a

T. E. Storey, M.E.I.C.

member and past-president of the

A.ssociation of Professional Engineers of

Manitoba and he is a past-president of

the Manitoba Electrical Association.

D. C. Bryden, M.E.I.C, chief engineer of

the Winnipeg Hydio Electric System

since January, 1952, has been appoiuted

assistant general manager following the

appomtment of T. E. Storey, m.e.i.c, as

sjeneral manager.
Born hl England, Mr. Bryden came to

Canada in 1911. He attended Edmonton
public and high schools, and graduated

from the University of Alberta with the
degrees of B.A. and B.Sc. in 1928.
Mr. Bryden spent two years with the

Canadian Westinghouse Company at
Hamilton, Ont., and joined the Winni-
peg Hydro as jjower sales engineer in

1930. PVom design engineer in 1939 he
progres.sed to assistant superintendent of
power plants in 1940, operating engineer
in 1946, general superintendent in charge
of production in 1948 and chief engineer
in 1952.

D. C. Bryden, M.E.I.C.

He is a member of the Association of

Professional Engineers of Manitoba and
the Manitoba Electrical Association.

Leonard L. Youell, m.e.i.c, has been
appointed vice-presidemt and general

manager of Stone & Webster Canada
Limited, Toronto.
A native of Aylmer, Ont., Mr. Youell

served overseas with the artillery in

World War I and graduated from the

University of Toronto in mechanical
engineering in 1920. After six years in

engineering work in Canada he spent

nineteen years in the United States with

the Solway Process Company, Hopewell,
Vn-ginia.

In 1945 he joined Stone and Webster
to return to Canada as its engineering

Leonard L. ^'oin-ll, M.E.I.C.

representative. Upon formation of Stone

and Webster Canada Limited in 1950,

he was made manager of its head office

Edgar A. Cross, M.E.I.C.
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in Toronto. He was appointed vice-

piesident in 1952.

Mr. Youell is a member of the Associa-
tion of Piofession.il Engineers of Ontário
and the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers.

T. C. Iligginson, m.k.i.c, presidcnt of

Eastward Industries Ltd., Saint John,
N.B., has been elected chairnian of the

Saint John Branch of the Engincering
Institute.

Born in Montreal, Mr. Higginson re-

cei\ ed his secondary education at Strath-

cona Academy, Montreal. During the

years 1928 to 1930 he imdertook privale

tuition in engineering subjects, super-
vised by Professor McCurdy of McGill
Uni\ersity.

While stiil studying he became asso-

ciatcd with liie Automatic Sprinklcr Co.
of Canada, Ltd., Montreal, working dur-
ing his summer holidays as a draflsman.
In 1932 lie joined the survey and design
department of the company, transfcrring

the foUowing year to the sales and engi-

neenng department. In 1934 he was ap-
pointed manager of engineei ing and sales

for the company, Eastern division, and
from 1937 to 1946 he was manager of

sales and engineeiing covering Canada
and Newfoundland.
During this period Mr. Higginson was

responsible for many "firsts" in indus-
trial design. In 1937 he designcd the first

tyi)e of Steel concealed ba-eboard heat-
ing radiation. and in 3939 he designed
and supervised mstallation of the tírst

pilot controUed low pressure immediate
action, open head sprinkler systems for

paper machine economizers. In 1941 Mr.
Higginson surveyed, designed and super-
vised installation of the first veneer log
spray system to control hcat and mois-
ture content in logs. During the same
year he also designed the first Loup
Sprinkler System utilizing 2 inch mains.
During the war years he carried on many
projects with the Department of Muni-
tions and Supply for fire protection,
water works, design of spray room, and
protection in power plants.

In 1946 Mr. Higginson resigned from
the head oífice of Automatic Sprinkler
Company of Canada, Ltd., and opened
and took over their Maritime interests

T. C. Higginson, M.E.I.C.

with a fabricating shop in Saint John
with branches in Halifax and Sydney.
He is Maritime manager of Automatic

Sprinkler Company, president of East-
ward Industries Ltd., and a director of
the New Brun.çwick Development Corp-
oration. He is also a Trustee of Rothe-
say Regional School Board and a mem-
ber of the New Brunswick Association
of Professional Engineers. He became
a Member of the Institute in 1949.

T. M. Patterson, m.e.i.c, has been ap-

pointed to the position of director of
the engineering and water resources
branch of the ÍDepartment of Northern
Affairs and National Resources. He was
formerly chief of the Water Sources
Division and ha.s been acting director
of the branch since the death of Nop.
man Marr, m.e.i.c, in April, 19.54.

T. M. Patterson, M.E.I.C.

Bom at Kincardine, Ont., he received
his secondary education at Kincardine
and graduated from the University of

Toronto, class of 1925, with a B.A.Sc.
in civil engineering.

Upon graduation he became assistant

engineer on powcrhouse construction for

the Ontário Hydro-Electric Power Com-
mission in 1926 and in 1927 he was en-

gaged in similar work with the Fraser
Brace Engineering Company. In June
1927 he began his continuous federal

government service as an engineer on
intemational waterway problems for the

Department of the Interior. He contin-

ued this assignment until 1932, when he
was transferred to the staff of the In-

ternational Joint Commission where he
was engaged on various intemational
waterway assignments.
In 1936 Mr. Patterson was transferred

from the staff of the International Joint

Commission to the Department of the

Interior. He was appointed assistant

chief in 1952 and the following year he
became chief of the Water Resources
Division, Department of Northern
AíTairs and National Resources.
He is member and honorary secretary

of the Canadian Committee of the

World Power Conference and is Cana-
dian member of many of the various

intemational engineering boards and
boards of control established to deal

with waterway problems between the

United States and Canada. He is also a
member of the Professional Institute of

the Public Service of Canada.

H. L. Watts, M.E.I.C, has been appoint-

ed project manager for Ontário Hydro's
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frequency standaidization program in

the City of Hamilton and surrounding
municipalities. He has been acting pro-

ject manager since last November.
Born in Toronto, Mr. Watts attend-

ed King Edward public school and St.

Andrew's CoUege. Gradiiating in metal-

lurgical engineering from the University

of Toronto, he entered government
service. becoming assistant to the chief

of the Bureau of Mines at Ottawa. Mr.
Watts served with the Bureau from 1938

to 1948, with the exception of five and
a half years during World War II, when
he was on overseas service with the

Royai Canadian Engineers, holding the

rank of major on demobilization.

After a year with the Central Mort-
gage and Housing Corporation he joined

Hydro's frequency standardization divi-

sion, serving as assistant project man-
ager during the changeover to 60 cycles

in London, Windsor, and surrounding

districts, and then Hamilton.
Mr. Watts' ofHce is at Hydro's fre-

quency standardization base at Beach
Road, Hamilton. It will remain in opera-

tion until 1957, when changeover of the

city IS .scheduled to be completed.

Guy Rinfret, M.E.i.r., chief engineer of

the Shawinigan Engineering Compan>
Ltd.. has been elected a director and

made a vice-president of that compan\-.

The announcement was made by R. E.

Hcartz, M.E.i.c, president of the com-

pany.

Mr. Rinfret, who will continue as

chief engineer as well, was bom in

Davvson City, Yukon, and educated at

Loyola Collège, Montreal, the Shawini-

gan Tcchnical Institute at Shawinigan

Falis, and McGill University where he

received his degree in civil engineering.

He joined the Shawinigan Water and

Power Company in 1918, and transferred

to the engineering subsidiary when it

was formed in 1919. Mr. Rinfret was
resident engineer on the construction of

the Shawinigan hydro-electric plant at

Rapide Blanc and the St. Maurice
Power Corporation plant at La Tuque
on the St. Maurice River. After World

War II he spent several months i

China when the company took part i

Guy Rinfret, M.E.I.C.

a study of hydro-electric sites for the

Nationalist government.

W. A. Devereaux, m.e.i.c, manager of

the Halifax brandi of Bailey Meter
Company Ltd., has been elected chair-

man of the Halifax Branch of the Insti-

tute.

Mr. Devereaux is a native of George-
town, Ont., where he received his sec-

oiidarv school education. He graduated
from the University of Toronto in 1937

with a degree of B.A.Sc, in mechanical
engineering. Upon graduation he joined

Bailey Meter Company Ltd. and took

Ihcir cadet engineering course at Cleve-

land, Ohio. Returning to Canada in 1938

iie spent a year at the head office of

W. A. Devereaux, M.E.I.C.

lhe company at Montreal and was then

transferred to Winnipeg where he car-

ried out service and sales engineering

work in Western Canada. In 1941 he

iiecame their first resident engineer in

\'ancouver. However, in 1942 he was

recalled to Montreal in connection with

work on defence projects for the Navy
and Air Force on the East Coast and

in Newfoundland. In 1945 he opened the

Halif.ux branch office of Bailey Meter

Conijiany Ltd. and was appointed its

first manager, a position which he has

held since then.

WHERE THERE'S

A WILL
THERE'S OFTEN
A WAY
Industrial Development Bank engineers,

occountants ond specialists in law and insu-

rance examine industrial proposals before

the Bank undertakes to provide financing.

This can be an advantage whether or not an
I.D.B. loan is arranged. It can make for a
more efficient operation if the loan is granted
or it may uncover factors which make regular

commercial financing feasible.

If you have an industrial project that meets
practical requirements for success and have
not been able to discover ways to finance it

efficiently, you may find it worthwhile to

know more about I.D.B. and its wide ex-

perience with unusual problems.

We suggest that you enquire of your bank
or auditor, or write for Information to:

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT BANK
MONTREAL • TORONTO • WINNIPEG • VANCOUVER
901 Victoria Sq. 85 Ricliniond St. W. 195 Porlage Ave E. 475 Howe St.
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HEVEA Brasiliensis — or in plain English,

rubber tree, common or jungle variety —
has a Canadian, man-made version. Of

ali the rubber used in Canadian products, almost

half is chemically produced — manufactured at

Sarnia by Poiymer. And for most purposes it is

better than natural rubber!

With its steadily rising output, Poiymer needs

to combine both chemical and industrial

know-how. Significant is its choiceof Shell Alvania

Grease for lubricating pumps, driers, conveyors

and electric motors. Results have confirmed the

wisdom of the choice. Because Alvania does a job

previously needing several different greases,

Polymerhas been able tocut its lubricant inventory,

save both on employce training and labour, and

80 reduce general maintenance costs.

Helping Canadian manufacturers to improve

the products you use is the continuing aim of

Shell Research.

SHELL

ALVANIA
GREASE
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He was the first chairman of the

Committee on Professional Dovelop-
ment for the Halifax Brandi of the In-

stitute in 1952, and has served on the

Branch executive for the past two years

and was vice-chairman last year. Mr.
Devereaux is a member of the Associa-

tion of Professional Engineers of Nova
Scotia and was a member of its council

for two years. He also served on the

Associations Examining Board and the

Committee on Professional Relations.

He is a member of the American So-

ciety of Mechanical Engineers and the

American Water Works Association,

Maritime Branch.
D. R. Robson, m.e.i.c, plant superiu-

tendent of Fawcett Enamel & Heating
Products Limited, in Amherst, N.S., has

been elected chairman of the Amherst
Branch of the Engmeering Institiite.

He was born in Pictou, N.S., and re-

ceived his earlv education at Truro,
N.S. After service in the R.C.A.F. he
attended Acadia University and Nova
Scotia Technical College, gradiiating in

mechanical engineering in 1950. Since

that time he has been employed with
Fawcett Enamel & Heating Products,

first in Sackville, N.B., as development
engineer, and since August, 1953, as

plant superintendent of Plant 2 engaged
in the manufacture of warm air furnaces

anti air conditioning units in Amherst.
During the summer months of his

university course Mr. Robson was em-
ployed by the Nova Scotia Department
of Highways at Middleton, N.S., and at

the Town Engineer's office, Truro, N.S.,

While with the latter he was engaged
for a time as assistant on a water dis-

tribution survey made by the Cole
Pitotmeter Co., N.Y., on the water sys-

tem of Truro.

W. C. Heim, M.E.I.C, has been appoint-

ed vice-president by the board of direc-

tors of Alchem Limited, Burlington,

Ont.
He graduated in chemical engineering

from the University of British Cohim-
bia in 1940, and joined Alchem Limited
two years later as a field service enpti-

neer with the industrial department. In

January, 1943 he was transferred to rail-

road department service.

In Octobcr. 1946 he was named chief

engineer of the railroad department, and
in 1951 manager of the same depart-
ment. He was appointed assistant to the

vice-president in 1953 and assistant gen-

eral manager later that same year.

W. C. Heim, M.E.I.C.
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E. F. Carson, AFFIL.E.I.C.

E. F, Carson, affil.e.i.c, has been ap-
pointed district sales manager of the
midwest district of Northern Electric

Co. Ltd., witli headquarters in Winni-
pesr.

He joined the company in 1929 and
since that time has held a wide variety
of sales positions in various parts of

Canada.
In 1942 he was loaned by the com-

pany to the Department of Munitions
and Supplies' Naval Branch, and was
appointed manager of the Northern
Electric Company's London branch
upon his return to the company in 1943.

Mr. Carson was appointed wire and
cable manager of the eastern sales dis-

trict in 1950, and became wire and cable
manager of the sales division the fol-

lowing year.

He is a member of the American In-
stitute of Electrical Engineers.

R. A. Marvin, m.e.i.c, has been ap-
pointed wire and cable marketing man-
ager of the sales division of Northern
Electric Co. Ltd., with headquarters in

Montreal.
Mr. Marvin was born in Edrans,

Manitoba. After graduating with a B.Sc.
degree from the University of Manitoba
in 1935, he was employed by the pro-
vincial government as plant in.si^ector

before .ioininí the Northern Electric
Company in Winnipeg in 1936 as power
apparatus specialist. In June of the fol-

lowiíig year he was transferred to Re-
gina as power apparatus specialist. wire
and cable specialist and overhcad and
underground specialist. He remained in

Regina until Novomber 1944 when he
was transferred to Montreal as technical
naval engineer on the Degaussing pro-
gram.
In March 1945 Mr. Marvin returned

to Winnipeg as manager. overhead and
underground, power apparatus depart-
ment and wire and cable department.
Mr. Marvin is a past president of the

Manitoba Electrical Association and a
member of the Professional Engineers
of Manitoba. He is also a past-chairman
of the electrical section of the Winni-
peg Branch of the Engineering Institute.

Gordon H. Finch, M.E.I.C, who, for tho
past four years, has been district sales

manager of the Canadian Westingliouse
Co. Ltd. apparatus division, has been
named district manager of the Western
district with headquarters in Winnipeg,
and now heads the district apparatus

May, 1955

G. H. Finch, M.E.I.C.

division sales operations in the prov-
inces of Manitoba and Saskatchewan

. and the Fort William territory.

Mr. Finch who graduated in electrical

engineering from the University of

Manitoba in 1924, joined the company
in 1922 and served at the Winnipeg,
Calgary and Ottawa oíEces.

Ronald H. Hall, m.e.i.c, has been
named general manager of B.A.-Shawini-
gan Limited. Mr. Hall has been plant

manager of the company's plant in

Montreal East.

Born in Regina, Mr. Hall is a chemi-
cal engineering graduate of the Liniver-

sity of Saskatchewan, class of 1941. He
joined Shawinigan Chemical Limited'.N

plant research department in Shawini-
gan Falis upon graduation. and in 1943

was loaned to the National Research
Council.
In 1944 he enrolled in the army, and

spent a year in the Canadian Paratroop
Corps. After the war, he obtainod hi>

master's degree in chemical engineerintr

from the University of Toronto, and
then returned to the plant research de-

partment of Shawinigan Chemicals Lim-
ited. He joined B.A.-Shawinigan in 1951,

beconiing assistant plant manager in

1952.

T. J. Boyle, m.e.i.c, of the Canadian
Pacific Railway has been appointed
special engineer to deal with engineer-

ing matters arising out of the construc-

tion of the St. Lawrence Seaway shii>

canal aíTecting the Canadian Pacific

Railway.
Mr. Boyle was born in Crystal

Sprinas, Sask., and after attending high

school at Kinistino, graduated from the

University of Saskatchewan with a civil

engineering degree in 1937. Upon gradu^

ation he stayed on at the University

for the next two years as an instructor

in engineering, after which he was em-
ployed for a number of years in survey
design and constiiiction in Saskatche-
wan, Alberta and Ontário.

He joined the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way in 1946 as an assistant engineer in

the office of the chief engineer in Mont-
real.

Carth CriiTiths, m.e.i.c, has been named
to the newly created post of assistant

to the general manager and chief engi-

neer of the B.C. Power Commi.ssion in

Victoria. He previously occupied the

position of distribution superintendent.
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new
líght

on pííPACITY

ínsures sharp reproduction from your

TURQUOlSE tracíngs

READ HOW, for the first time in pencil history, Eagle's

laboratory measures the opacity of a pencil line with sci-

entific accuracy. Three precision instruments are involved:

(1) Our two-ton "Pencil Sharpener" gives the lest pencil a cylin-

drical point {a% shown at left) of fixed diameter, accurate lo .0001".

(2) In our Automatic Shading Machine, the pencil deposits graphite

as a square of parallel sirokes under uniform pressure on the poper.

(3) A Microammeter, connected to a sensitivo light cell, first meas-

ures the light blocked by the chart paper, and then measures the

opacily of the graphite deposit a/one to a fraction of one percent

!

Such exact measurement of every TURQUOlSE degree

enables us to deveiop and maintain maximum opacity . . .

the quah'ty that gives you perfect prints from TURQUOlSE
pencil tracings.

PROVE IT IN THE PRINT with a free TURQUOlSE sample.

Just vvrite us, naming this magazine and the grade you prefer. Mode in Canodo

EAGIE PENCIL COMPANY • NEW YORK
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An electrical engineering graduate of

the Universitv of British Columbia,
cla8s of 1941,' Mr. Griffiths joined the

Commi.ssion in 1946 after wartiine army
service. Before attending university he
taught .school in British Columbia for

ííix years.

He has held the position of power
district super\'Í8or, assistant to interior

region suiierintcndent. coastal region
superintendent. deputy chief engineer
and distribution superintendent.

Mr. Griffiths i.s a membcr of tho A.s.so-

fiation of Pi-ofpssional Engineers of

British Coknubia.

A. F. Brookís. M.E.i.f.. who is rosearch

engineer with tho Consolidated Mining

and Smelting Company of Canada Ltd.,

Trail, B.C., has been elected chairnian

of the Kootenay Branch of the Engi-

neering In.stitute.

Mr. Brooks. who was bom in London.
England, graduated from McGill Uni-
versitv in 1950 with a degree in chemi-
eal engineering, after having served with

the R;^C.A.F. from 1939 to 1945, attain-

ing the rank of Flight Lieutenant. While
in the air force he was engaged in Tech-
nicai Arnianient work, including liaison

with British government department-.

While at universitv he spent liis suiii-

niers with Canadian Industries Limited
at Shawinigan Falis, Que., and with

Shawinigan Chemicals Limited. The
summer prior to his graduation he

A. F. Brooks, M.E.I.C.

joined the Consolidated Mining and
Smelting Comiiany of Canada Ltd., and
after his graduation he returned to the

company as engineer-in-training. In 1951

he became research engineer in smoke
and fuel control development for the

company, a position which he still holds.

Charles W. Williams, MJ:.i.c., has been

appomied division engineer of the Laur-

entide division of Consolidai ed Paper

Coiporation. succeeding Viggo Jepsen,
M.E.I.C.

Mr. Williams, who was pre\iously

assistant superintendent of the pulp de-

partment. attended Shawinigan Falis

High School. From 1942 until 1946 he

was a member of the Canadian Armed
Forces, and in 104!) graduated in mechan-
ical engineering from McGill University.

He joined Consolidated Paper Corpora-

tion upon graduation.

He is a member of the Corporation of

Professional Engineers of Quebec. Mr.
Williams is also a member of the execu-

tive of the St. Maurice Valley Branch
of the Institute.

Viggo Jepsen, m.e.i.c, of Consolidated

Paper Corporation has been promoted
from division engineer to assistant to

the chief engineer, E. T. Buchanan,
M.E.I.C.

Mr. Jepsen was born in Denmark
where he obtained his degree in civil

engineering in 1927. The foUowing year

he carne to Canada and joined Shawini-

gan Engineering Company on the devel-

opment of the Upper St. Maurice River.

From 1932 he was eniployed by various

firnis in Montreal until September. 1935,

when he joined Consolidated Paper
Corporation at Giand'Mere. first as

engineer in the wooillands division and

then as chief draughtsman of the Lauren-

tide division. In 1945 he was appointed

division engineer, the position he held

until his recent appointment.
Mr. Jepsen is a membei- of the

Corporation of Professional Engineers of

Quebec, for which he was regional repre-

.sentative in 1947-49, and of the Techni-

cal Section of the Canadian Pulp and

Paper A.ssociation. Ho served as secre-

tary-treasurer of the St. Maurice Valley

Branch of the Engineering Institute in

1939-40, a liranch chairman in 1242-43

and as councillor in 1947-48.

J. M. Jopp, M.E.I.C, has been appointed

as director of engineering of Columbia
Celliilose Company Limited in Van-
couver.

l'r'."'.". 'i

umHmvimi ROPE i
& CABLE CO. LIMITED.

Head Offít» and Plant: LACHINE, QUE. Oífice * Worefiouse: TORONTO, ONT.
Rots Engineering Ltd., Sudbury, Ont.

AGENTS J. S. Mitchell & Ce. Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
Northern Canado Supply Ltd., Northern Ontário * Quebec DR-9S
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HERE THERES THERES PEACOGK
Precise measurement . . . accurate control

. . . dependable filtration . . . three vital

factors in successful chemical processing.

Throughout the industry, in large plants

and small, engineers have come to know
they can depend on the quality of Pea-

cock equipment year after year. Typical

installations are illustrated above.

Top lejt: Nordstrom Ni-Resist lubri

cated plug valves manufactured
in Canada by Peacock and
installed on black liquor

storage tanks in a large

Ontário Kraft pulp mill. Lotver left: Fox-
boro Consotrol instruments on graphic
panei for petroleum reíining process
consisting of crude fractionation, vacuum
unit, catalytic cracking, gas concentra-

tion, girbitol unit, poiymerization and
gasoline fractionation. Right: One of

j tff five Peacock-built Cuno Flo-Klean

Filters installed in a large Quebec
plant. Together these filters are

capable of handling up to

25,000 Imperial gallons of

process water per minute.

PEACOCK BROTHERS LIMITED
SYDNEY • TORONTO • SUDBURY • WINNIPEG » EDMONTON « CALGARY * VANCOUVER
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Mr. Jopp giaduated in electrical engi-

neering in 1925 from the University of

Wisconsin, and joined the Manitoba
Paper Company, a subsidiaiy of Abitibi
Pulp and Paper Company, as engineer
on the construction of a newsprint mill

at Pine Falis, Man.
In 1945 he joined the Brown Company

at La Tuque, Que., as design engineer,

and three years later was appointed chief

engineer. In May, 1953, he was pronioted
to a.ssistant to the president-engineeriiig,

for Brown Company and Brown Corpora-
tion.

With the sale of the Brown Corpora-
tion, he was transferred to the Berlin
operations in New Hampshire, where he
was engaged in modernization, rehabili-

tation and expansion plans of the com-
pany's Berlin properties.

W. A. Dextcr, m.e.i.c, has been trans-

ferred by Haddin, Davis and Brown
from Edmonton, Alta., to Winnipeg
where he is serving as office manager.
Prior to joining the company Mr. Dexter
was provincial sanitary engineer for

Alberta.

Mr. Dexter received his B.Sc. degroe
in (i\'il engineering from tlie University

of Alberta in 1950, and his M.Sc. de-
greee in sanitary engineering from the
University of Toronto in 1951.

W. A. Ker, m.e.i.c, district engineer at
Kelowna, B.C., for the Water Rights
Branch of the B.C. Department of

Lands and Forests, has been elected
chairman of the Central British Colum-
bia Branch of the Engineering Institute.

Born in Vancouver, Mr. Ker received
his secondary education in that city. He
attended the University of British Col-
ômbia from 1935 to 1939. Then he joined
Northern Constiuction Co. and the fol-

lowing year became an inspector at
Boeing Aircraft of Canada, where he
remained until 1943. Returning to the
University of British Columbia, he grad-
uated in 1945 with a B.A.Sc, degree.
Upon graduation he again joined

Northern Construction Co. as a.ssistant

engineer. In 1946 he was appointed
assistant hvdraulic engineer with the
Water Rights Branch of the B.C. De-
partment of Lands and Forests at Vic-
toria, transferring the following year to

Kelowna as assistant disti-ict engineer.
He attained his present position of dis-

trict engineer in 1951.

Mr. Ker joined the Institute in 1944
as a Student, transferring to Júnior in

1946 and to Member in 1950.

L. S. McGregor, m.e.i.c, has been
named general superintendent of M.P.
& C. Equipment for the central region

of Canadian National Railways in To-
ronto. Previously he was superintendent,
M.P. & C. Equipment, northern Ontário
district.

Mr. McGregor, a graduate in mechani-
cal engineering of McGill University,

has been associated with C.N.R. since

1926. During the war he served with
the R.C.E.M.E., attaining the rank of

lieutenant-colonel.

A. N. Campbell, m.e.i.c, has been trans-

ferred by Dupont Company of Canada,
Ltd. from Brockville, Ont., to Montreal
as construction supervisor in the engi-

neering departmcnt.

Mr. Campbell, who has been asso-

ciated with C.I.L. s'nce 1953, is a gradu-
ate of the University of Toronto in

mechanical engineering.

F. W . Bradshaw, m.e.i.c, has been ap-
pointed acting manager of manufactur-
ing. Consolidated Paper Corporation
Ltd.. Grand'Mere, Que. Mr. Bradshaw
has been with the company since 1934
when he was developmcnt engineer in

the research and techn'cal departmcnt
at Three Rivers, Que. In 1937 he was
named assistant to the chief engineer
and was transferred to Grand'Mere. He
became a.ssistant chief engineer in 1941,

chief engineer in 1943 and prior to his

present appointment. was acting di-

vision manager in 1953 of the Lauren-
tide division.

Born in Ensinnd, Mr. Bradshaw is a
graduate of Wellington College, class of

1918, and an honours gradunte in chemi-
cal ensrineering from McGill University
in 19"5. He has also been associated

with Price Brothers at Kenoffami. Riv-
erhend and Quobec. and with Cariton
Mills Ltd.. G. D. Peters & Comnany
and with Beardmore Leathers Ijimited.

Hp is a past-chairman of the St. Mau-
rice Valley Branch of the Institute and
a nast counciPor. Iiax-incr joined the In-
stitute in 1920 as a Student. tra"sferring

to Juninr in 192.í, to Associate Member
in 1929, to Member in 1940.

J. C. D. Taylor, M.E.I.C, has joined the
firm of Haddin. Davis <t Brown Lim-
ited. Consulting eneincers. and will be
specializins in engineering design with
her>dquarters in Winnipeg.
Mr. Taylor cradunted in civil ensi-

neerins from Temple University. Phila-
delnh'n. in 1912. After a year with the
Canadian National Railwnys. he was en-
paf^ed as engineer on construction of the
Winnines aqunduct. In 1920 he joined
the Mnnitoba Drainacc Commission and
the followinc year he was nnnointed
T-^imicipal engineer for West Kildonan,
Mnn.
From 1924 to 1030 Mr. Taylor .served

as superintendent with Canadian Engi-
neering and Construction Company,
Ltd. From 1935 until tho outbreak of
Woild War II he worked on the design
of the Winnipeg Sewage Treatment
Plant. Dur'ng the wnr he was command
engineer. No. 2 Aiv Command, R.C.A F.,

on the design of water supp'ies and sew-
age disposal svstoms. In 1945 Mr. Taylor
was appointed hydravilic engineer of the
City of Winnipeg and was engaged on
the design of sewage treatment plant ex-
tension. stoim sewers, water distribution,

and pumping stations, a position which
he has held until his present connection
with Haddin, Davis and Brown Limited.

Correction

Group Captain C. V. Triles, R.C.A.F.,
M.E.I.C, on page 154 of the February
1955 Journal was mentioned in error as
having been transferred recently to
Montreal. Instead, he is now chief of
construction division of headquarters,
Allied Air Forces, Central Europe, Fon-
tainebleau. France, where he is serving
on a three-year tour of duty. The
R.C.A.F. detachment at the Fontaine-
bleau headquarters is part of the Cana-
dian contribution to the NATO forces.

Group Captain Trites took the place
of Group Captain E. C. Luke, m.e.i.c.

who is now assistant general secretary

at the Engineering Institute headquar-
ters in Montreal.

G. A. Havers, m.e.i.c, has been appoint-
ed district engineer for the Department
of Public Works in New Westminster,
B.C. Prior to his new appointment Mr.
Havers was with the engineering section
of the B.C. Forest Service in Victoria.

Mr. Havers, who is a civil engineering
graduate from the University of Sas-

katchewan, class of 1950, has also been
resident engineer with the Saskatchewan
Dei)artment of Highways in Regina.

R. J. Trinder, Jr.E.i.c, supervisor of the

quality control unit of Ford Motor
Company of Canada Ltd. in Windsor,
Ont., has been elected chairman of the

Border Cities Branch of the Engineering
Institute.

R. J. Trinder, Jr.E.I.C.

Mr. Trinder was born in Windsor and

was educatcd at the Kenncdy CoUegiate

there. He entcred the University of

Toronto in 194G, graduating with a

B.A.Sc. degree in mechanical engineer-

ing in 1950.

A. B. Sanderson, m.e.i.c, formerly

bridge engineer with the British Colum-
bia Department of Public Works, has

opened his own consulting oíEces in

Victoria.

Mr. Sanderson will continue to super-

intend construction of the Aggassiz-

Rosedale Bridge which he designed

while he was in the government service.

He has been connected with the design

and construction of some IGO bridges to

date, and will continue to speciulize in

that fie'd in private practice.

Mr. Sanderson giaduated in civil engi'

neering from the University of British
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BRAND-NEW FIRE KILLER!
" WOU/- trigger release

for fast action !"

"5EE- new dust and
moisture-proof ^au^e

shovus pressure ata glance!"

"HEy-pístol grip

for easy handlin^!'

Leave it to Kidde to come up with a red-hot idea like

this — a big, new 10-pound dry chemical extinguisher

that's eífective at any pressure from 150 to 250 pounds!

Naturally, this new Kidde 10-pounder has ali the special

features that make the Kidde Dry Chemical line second

to none— fast action, easy handling, simple trigger oper-

ation, and extra-wide coverage that snuffs out fire in

seconds. But the "wide operating range" feature is what

makes the 10-pounder a real standout!

Unlike other extinguishers, which usually operate at one

pressure only, the Kidde 10-pounder works through an

extremely wide pressure range. Even when charged as

low as 150 pounds, the Kidde 10-pounder is UL-approved

for Class B and C íires. Boost the charge to 250 pounds,

and you have a fire extinguisher with an extra hard-

hitting punch!

For íighting íires in deep-burning liquids, electrical

machinery and other hard-to-get-at places, notinng beats

a Kidde Dry Chemical Extinguisher. Good for íires in

textiles, too! See to it that you have Kidde protection.

Cali Kidde today!

The words ^Kidde', 'lux',

Vux O Molíc', 'Fyre Freez' and

lho Kidde seo/ ore Irodemarks ol

Wallet Kidde i Compony, Inc.

Walter Kidde & Company of

Canada, Ltd., Montreal—Toronto
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v^^ltT^Ç^ Symbol

>Ç7 Service

Communications

Bell Communications services are geared to your future as well

as your present needs. By leasing your Communications from

Bell you tie up no capital, you are relieved of ali maintenance

problems and your equipment never becomes obsolete.

Whatever your Communications requirements you can depend

on Bell to recommend and install the type of system best

suited to your needs. We will be glad to analyse your Com-

munications— there's no obligation, of course— just call our

nearest Business Office.

SPECIAL COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES SUPPLIED BY BELL

BELL TELETYPE INTERCOMMUNICATING AND PRIVATE LINE
TELEPHONE SYSTEMS

1©

MICROWAVE RADIO RELAY SYSTEMS CHANNELS FOR TELEMETERING
AND SUPERVISORY CONTROL

MOBILE TELEPHONE SYSTEMS SPECIAL LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE SERVICES

\^ THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF CANADA

Columbia iu 1933. Prior to World War
II in which he served with the Canadian
Navy, he was works engineer witli
Canadian Industries Limited at James
Island.

Since 1945 he has been with the De-
partment of Public Works as bridge
engineer.

R. W. Fugler, .vi.E.i.c, plant engineer of
Dominion Tar and Chemical Company
Ltd. at Beauharnois, Que., has been
transferred to Toronto as works manager
of the company plant there.
Mr. Fugler, a 1941 graduate of the

University of Toronto in chemical engi-
neermg, has pre\-iously been associated
with Canadian Resins and Chemicals at
Shawinigan Falis, Que.

E. A. Olafson, m.e.i.c, has returned to

Vau.xhull, Alta., after one years leave
of absence from P.F.R.A. as irrigation
and drainage engineer with the Food
and Agricultural As.sociation in Pak-
istan.

Mr. Olafson received hi.s B.Eng. de-
gree in agriculture from the University
of Saskatchewan in 1942, and his B.Sc.
and M.Sc. degrees in civil engineering
from Utah State University in 1947 ^nd
1948, respectively.

p. P. Lambert, m.e.i.c, has been trans-

ferred b\- Canadian Copco Limited from
Montreal lo V'ancou\-er as general sales

manager of the West division. Mr.
Lambert was .-;ales manager of the Bast-
ein divsion previous to his present
appointment.
Mr. Lambert giaduated from Queen's

University in 1941 with a H.Sc. degree
in iniiiing engineering.

A. T. Girard, m.e.i.c, has been named
to the position of manager of the
Carthage Machine Company, Carthafe,
X.Y. Pie\ iously Mr. Girard was assist-

ant managtT of the company.
A sraduate in mechanical engineering

from University of Toronto, class of

1943, Mr. Girard was formerly employed
by the Brown ("orporation in La Tuque,
Que., following service during the war
with R.C.E.M.E. Canadian Workshop.

J. N. Siridall, m.e.i.c, formerly associ-

ated with Cock.shutt Farm Machinery
Limited in Brantford. Ont., is now em-
ployed as mechanical engineer with the

National Steel Car Corporation in

Hamilton, Ont.
A 1944 graduate of the Univer.-ity of

Saskatchewan in mechanical engineering. 1
Mr. Siddall undertook his post-graduate
woik at the Ma.ssachusetts Institute of

Technology.

3K

Professor G. A. Wallace, m.e.i.c, pro-

fessor of electrical engineering at McGill
University has been named Macdonald
professor of electrical engineering, a

cliair endowed in his lifetime by Sir

William Macdonald.
Appointment to the endowed chair

does not change Professor Wallaces
duties. It is accorded as a distinction

by the university.

R. W. Sterns, m.e.i.c, has retired from
Abitibi Power and Paper Company Lim-
ited of Toronto. He was associated with
lhe companj' since 1946 whcn he joined

the firm as a developinent engineer.
Prior to this he was plant engineer

with the Ste. Anne Paper Company at

Beaupré, Que. Mr. Sterns giaduated in

1912 from McGill University with a B.Sc.

degree.
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ENGINEERIN6 ^ "OLD HAND"
IN6ENUITY T KNOW-HOW

GUTTA PERCHA
RUBBER LININGS

GIVE BETTER SERVICE LONGER!

Functional Tower, lined with Saran rubber
produced by Gutta Percha.

Gutta Percha research and development has kept

pace with the bewildering expansion of the

Canadian Chemical Process Industry. Today,

Gutta Percha offers a complete range of rubber

linings for equipment protection of ali types

including:

Hard Rubber pipe and fíttings, Saran

pipe and fíttings, natural and syn-

thetic linings of ali types, rubber-

lined valves and hard rubber pumps.

Experienced Gutta Percha engineers will help you

solve your rubber lining problem.

Z-nc starting sheets in Electrolytic Zmc rcfining rooni in a large

Canadian plant. Lmings are made from Gutta Percha rubber.

No Substitute for the

HUMAN ELEMENT

With Gutta Percha since 1923. Oliver Ernie Stimson started in the Press

Cunningham has Icarned the rub- Room at Gutta Percha in 1930.

ber business from the ground up. During the intervening twenly-

He is typical of G.P.'s expert four years, he has l>ecome a skilled

"old hand" craftsman. specialist in rubber moulding.

Write for information to lhe Industrial Rubber Division.

GUTTA PERCHA
RUBBER,
114 CHARA AVE.

LIMITED.
,
TORONTO

Sales Offices In: Halifax,

Saint John, Quebec, Montreal,

Ottawa, Toronto, Fort William,

Winnipeg, Regina, Calgory,

Edmonton,Vancouver, Victoria

.

GP-PA-3-54
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Brigadier H. L. Meuser, m.e.i.c, Cana-
dian assistant military attaché in Wash-
ington, D.C., has been appointed Com-
mander of the Northwest Highway
System in Whitehoise, Yukon Teiritory.
A civil engineering graduate of Queen's

University, class of 1935, Brigadier
Meuser was located in Halifax prior to

his appointment to Washington.

Arthur Donaldson, m.e.i.c, has been
transferred from Montreal to the head-
quarters of the Henry J. Kaiser Com-
pany, Ltd., in Oakland, Cal., as civil

engineer in the estimating department.
A graduate civil engineer of the Uni-

versity of Alberta, class of 1922, Mr.
Donaldson has been associated with the
company .since 1953 when he joined as

chief engineer for the Montreal oííice.

H. M. Anderson, m.e.i.c, has been ap-
pointed assistant office engineer with
Defence Construction (1951) Limited on
the Gagetown Project.

Mr. Anderson, a 1950 graduate of

Nova Scolia Technical Collcge in civil

engineering, was previously cmployed as

engineer, grade 2, on the .staff of the
Department of Public Works, Halifax.

David Hunter, m.e.i.c, is now district

engineer with the Canadian Westing-
house Company Ltd., in Toronto. Mr.
Hunter, who has been with the company
since 1948 was previously district sales

engineer in Winnipeg. He also has been
district sales manager in Fort William,
Ont., and branch manager in Winnipeg
for the company.

Col. D. A. G. Waldoek, m.e.i.c, has
been appointed director of armament
development at Army Headquarters in

Ottawa. He was previously deputy chief

superintendent, Canadian Armament Re-
searcli and Development Establishment
at Valcartier, Que.

Col. Waldoek is a 1936 graduate in

eléctrica! engineering from London
University.

Haig Fleming, m.e.i.c, has been ap-
pointed to the position of construction

engineer with the Saskatchewan Depart-
ment of Highways and Tran.sportation.

Mr. rieming .joined the Department of

Highways in 1952 as resident engineer.

He is a graduate in civil engineering
from the University of Saskatchewan,
class of 1949.

N. Malloch, M.E.I.C, is now office engi-

neer on he Bersimis Project—Lac Casse
Development cf the Quebec Hydro-
Electric Commission. Previously, Mr.
Malloch has been associated with the

Hydro-Electric Power Commission of

Ontário at Arnprior.
Mr. Malloch received his B.Sc. de-

gree in civil engineering from Queen's
University in 1912.

Iv. A. Skjaevestad, m.e.i.c, is now on
the staff of Racey MacCallum &
Associates Ltd. in Montreal, having been
previously associated with the J. P.

Porter Company Ltd., Montreal.
Mr. Skjaevestad received his civil

engineering degree in 1943 from Trond-
heim University.

R. L. Payne, m.e.i.c, formerly assoei
ated with the Canadian Fishing Com-
pany Ltd., in Vancouver, has joined J.

H. Todd & Sons Limited in Vancouver.
Mr. Payne graduated from McGill

University in 1946 with a degree in

mechanical engineering.

J. Raleigh, m.e.i.c, is on the staff oí

the Mines Branch of the Department of

Mines and Natural Resources in Winni-
peg. Previous to his new appointment
he was petroleura engineer with Imper-
ial Oil Limited at Smiley, Sask.
He is a graduate from the University

of Manitoba, class of 1952, in civD

engineering.

Roger C. Hughes, m.e.i.c, is now asso-

ciated with the Powell River Company
Ltd. in Powell River, B.C. He was
previously with the Aluminum Com-
pany of Canada.
Mr. Hughes graduated from Univer-

sity of British Columbia in 1947 with

a degree in chemical engineering.

C. N. Kirby, m.e.i.c, formerly design

engineer with Pennock Engineering
Company. Ottawa, has joined the staff

of J. L. Richards and Associates, Con-

sulting engineers in Ottawa.
Mr. Kirby graduated in civil engineer-

ing from Queen's University in 1951.

G. H. Lowry, m.e.i.c, is now associated

with the Algom Uranium Mines Lim-
ited as a construction engineer. Prior to

this appointment he has been associated

For Quality

ír

7 "i

specify
We are regularly supplying to industry overhead electric cranes up to a maximum lifting capacity

of 150 tons. We will be privlleged to offer o specifícation to meet your requirements.

CRANE € HO/ST CO. LTD.

REDDISH STOCKPORT ENGLAND
REPRESENTATIVES

QUEBEC, MARITIME PROVINCES & ONTÁRIO: Marshall Equipment Company, Inc., P.O. Box 28.61 Victoria Avenue, Dorval
Station, MONTREAL, P.Q. (Walter M. Smith — President). Telephone: MElrose 1-3528. Telegram: "Marquipco", Montreal.

MANITOBA, SASKATCHEWAN AND ALBERTA: Mumford, Medland Ltd., 5^6 Wall Street, WINNIPEG, Man.
Telephones: 37-187; 37-188; 37-189; 37-180. Telegram: "Mandem."

BRITISH COLUMBIA: Gordon Russell Ltd., 2205 Fir Street, Vancouver 9, B.C., Canada.
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with the Ontário Department of High-
ways as division engineer.

Mr. Lowry joined the Institute as an
Associate Meinber in 1919, transferring

to Member in 1940.

R. Mangiarotty, m.e.i.c, wlio was for-

nierlj' with the C. D. Howe Company
in Montreal is now associated with
Canadair Limited also in Montreal. Mr.
Mangiarotty is a graduate mechanical
engineer.

Paul Tourigny, M.E.I.C., has opened a

Consulting engineer's office in Montreal.
A 1946 civil engineering graduate of

Ecole Polytechnique, Mr. Tourigny was
previously as.sociated with Foundation
Company of Canada Limited, Dufresne
Engineering Co. Ltd. and for the last

four year.s, with the firm of Surveyer
Nenniger and Chênevert.
He served as councillor for the Júnior

Section of the Montreal Branch Execu-
tive of the Enginering Institute during
the 1948-49 term.

J. L. Greer, Jr.E.i.c, who was previously
with the Foundation Company of Can-
mla Ltd. at Clialk River, Ont., is now
fonnected with W. L. Wardrop &
Associates in Winnipeg, Man.
Mr. Greer graduated from the l-ni-

versity of Saskatchewan, class of 1948.

as a mechanical engineer.

W. A. Burgess, jr.E.i.c, is now niain-

tenance superintendenf with Canadian
Industrial Minerais Ltd.. in Walton. N.S.

Mr. Burgess is a 1948 mechanical engi-

neeiúng graduatt^ of Nova Scotia Tech-
nical College.

J. P. Henderson, jr.E.i.c, has joined

the Newfoundland Light and Power
Comijany Ltd. at St. John's.

Prior to his new po.sition Mr. Hender-
son, wlio is a 1948 graduate of Nova
Scalia Technical College in electrical

engineering, was employed by the Mont-
real Engineering Company Ltd. in

Montreal.

H. K. Larsen, jr.E.i.c, has been trans-

ferred from Ottawa to the far north

by Foundation Company to act as a

site engineer on the D.E.W. line project.

Mr. Larsen has previously been con-
nected with E. G. M. Cape and Com-
jiany both in Cornwall and in Moncton.
In Cornwall he was assistant superin-

tendenf on the contract for the exten-
sion to the Covu-taulds Rayon Mills

and the building of a new plant for

T.C.F. Canada Limited. When in Monc-
ton Mr. Larsen was construction engi-

neer on the extension to the Dominion
(iovernment Building. Prior to joining

E. G. M. Cape and Company he was
employed by T. Pringle and Son, work-
ing in both Montr(>al and Three Ri\ ers.

He was also with the Fluor Corporation
of Los Angeles and with the Dominion
I5n(lgi> Company. Ltd., Montreal.
He is a civil (Migineering graduate

from the Uni\'ersitv of Xew Brunswick,
cl.-iss of 1949.

E. W. Groves, Jr.E.i.c, is now with the
Department of National Defence —
Naval Headquarters, as .specification.s

engineer in power equipment. Prior to

his new position, Mr. Groves was with
the Quebec North Shore and Labrador
Railway at Seven Islands, (Juc.

Mr. Groves is an eicch ical engineering
graduate from the Unuersitv of Mani-
toba, cla.ss of 1949.

A. R. D. Robertson, jr.E.i.r., is now
iMni)loye(l as a project engineer with the
Hritish Columbia Forest Service, Pro-
ject 4479. Project 4479 is the construc-

tion of a 22-mile forest development
road in the Prince George district of

British Columbia.
Mr. Robert.^-on joined tlie Forest Ser-

vice in June 1954 as operations engineer,

after serving as design engineer with
B.C. International F^ngineering Co. Ltd.

in Vancouver.
He is a 1949 graduate in ci\il engi-

neering from the University of British

Columbia.

G. F. Bishop, jr.E.i.c, has opened a new
fiini in Edmonton together with R. J.

Hilliker. The new company will be
known as Hilliker and Bishop Ltd., and
will act as Consulting mechanical engi-

necMs, and will be associated with
.\lisopp <fe Simpson Ltd.. consulting
electrical engineers in Edmonton.
Mr. Bishop, a graduate of No\ a Scotia

Technical College, class of 1949, in

mechanical engineering, was pre\ iously

A Reeenr Installation in Montreal

Developed to the point of practical perfection, this

Economiser costs no more than other types of heat-
recovery equipment.

Green's would be glad to talk over your particular

application.

The Cast-lron Gilled-Tube

ECONOMISER
wifh the Woricí-Wide Reputation

So many Canadian industries are enjoying its

faultless, maintenance-free service

District Heating

Pulp and Paper

Engineering Works

Plywoods and Veneers

Atomic Energy

Petro-chemicals

Hospitais Brewing

Foodstuffs Defence

Explosives Cement

Textiles Electrical

The list grows steadity

GREEHSecoooíDisei
8685 LaSalle BIvd., Montreal 32
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Hamilton Gear-designed multi-

tooth f)y cutter which saved several

thousand dollars in producing
wortngear shown in photograph.

We're accustomed to challenges at Hamilton Gear. An excellent

example is the worm and gear illustrated above, produced fora steel

mill installation. We're reasonably sure no other manufacturer in

Canada could have made this worm and its mating gear. The worm
has 10 threads instead of the normal maximum of 6, and the highest

possible lead angie (about 45°, or 15° above the usual maximum).

For this operation, we designed a special fiy cutter which "generated"

the gear as perfectly as a conventional hob, but cost only a íVaclion

as much. On special orders like this— as well as on standard gear

requirements— our unrivalled know-how and production facilities

have been saving money for Hamilton Gear customers for over

40 years.

^ Hamilton Gear^ and Machine Co., Limited.

950*990 DUPONT ST., TORONTO 4

Spur Gears Helical Cears Herring-Bone Gears Bevel Gears

n ali sizes for every industrial application— Wormgears Spiral Cears Speed Reducers hg-t-2.55
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with Angus Butler & Associates Ltd.
Following his giaduation from Uni-
versity he was assistant plant superin-
tendent at Acadia University.

Bernard L. Theriault, jr.E.i.c, is now
employed by the Anglo-Canadiaii Pulp
and Paper Mills Company, Ltd., in their

general engineering office as a mechani-
cal engineer. Prior to his new position

he was with Canadian International
Paper Company at Hawkesbury, Ont.
He is a graduate in mechanical engi-

neering from the University of Maine
in 1949.

Scott J. Babin, jr.E.i.c, is now employ-
ed by the St. Paul Construction Com-
pany of Boston, Mass., as a construction
engineer.

Before locating in the United States
Mr. Babin was with Comniunity Enter-
prises, Saint John, N.B., Defence Con-
struction Limited, Ottawa and with
Central Mortgage and Housing Corpora-
tion, Montreal.
He is a 1949 graduate in civil engi-

neering from the University of New
Brunswick.

William P. CMalley, jr.E.i.c, has been
appointed head brewer of Carlings Red
Cap Brewery Ltd., Montreal. Mr.
0'Malley was formerly sénior assistant

head brewer in Carling's Montreal plant.

Mr. CMalley is a graduate in chemi-
cal engineering of Lavai University in

1949. He is a member of the British
Institute of Brewing and the Corpora-

tion of Professional Engineers of the

Province of Quebec.

John W. Clarke, jr.E.i.c, has been ap-

pointed division engineer for Canadian
National Railways Laurentian division

in Quebec City. Previous to this ap-

pointment he was assistant division

yngineer in Montreal.
Mr. Clarke is a 1949 civil engineering

graduate of McGill University.

D. B. Dutton, jr.E.i.c, has been ap-

pointed assistant city engineer for the

City of Waterloo, Ont. He was for-

merly assistant engineer for the Town-
ship of Etobicoke and in the city engi-

neer's office in Port Arthur, Ont.
Mr. Dutton graduated in civil engi-

neering from the University of Mani-
toba in 1949.

J. A. Morton, jr.E.i.c, has been trans-

ferred by Canadian Industries Limited
from Maitland, Ont. to Beloeil, Que.
He .ioined the company in 1952 as in-

spection engineer for the Montreal
area.

Mr, Morton graduated in mechanical
engineering from McGill University in

1949.

W. F. Light, jr.E.i.c, has been tians-

ferred by the Bell Telephone Company
of Canada from Montreal to Toronto
as local equipment engineer for the
Toronto area. Previous to this transfer

Mr. Light was supervising engineer in

Montreal.

Mr. Light graduated in electrical engi-

neering from Queen's University in 1949
and joined the company in 1950.

Archie B. Platt, jr.E.i.c, is now asso-

ciated as industrial sales representativa

in the Toronto district of Imperial Oil

Limited.
Previous to joining the company he

was employed by Algoma Steel Cor-
poration in Sault Ste. Marie.
A mechanical engineering graduate oí

the University of Saskatchewan, class

of 1949, Mr. Platt served as secretary-

treasurer of the Sault Ste. Marie Branch
from December, 1952 until September,
1954.

James C. Akerley, jr.E.i.c, has been
transferred by Chas. T. Main, Inc. oí

Boston, Mass., to Detroit as construc-

tion co-ordinator in the installation of

a new paper machine at the Scott Paper
plant, formerly Detroit Sulphite.

Mr. Akerley is a 1950 graduate in

civil engineering of the University of

New Brunswick.

Mervyn G. Brown, jr.E.i.c, formerly

a sociated with the International Nickel

Co. in Copper Cliff, Ont., and Mathewa
Conveyor Co. Ltd. in Port Hope, Ont.,

is now design engineer in the commer-
ciai products division of Atomic Energy
of Canada in Ottawa.
Mr. Brown is a 1950 mechanical engi-

neering graduate of the University of

British Columbia.

SPECIFY i?''^*^' SYSTEM

FOR FASTENING INTO STEEL AND

CONCRETE

Better than 100 fastenings per hour

can easily be made with the dependable

Ramset Jobmaster with trigger operation

ond other importont features. With for

iess effori-, Ramset system soves up to

90% in time and 50% in cost for new
construction or maintenance work.

Ramset fasteners have been made in

Canada since 1949.

Complete stock ond prompt service is

Qvoilable in every industrial centre in

Canado.

Ask for "Modern Fastening Methods"
ond monthiy Newsletter. Profit from

the many practical suggestions and
diagroms proved by long successfui

experience of thousands of Canadian Ramset users. Ask
your dealer for o copy or write us today.

RAMSET FASTENERS LTD.,

11-15 Loplante Ave., Toronto, Ont.

DART
UNIONS

for efficient service

and economy

Two Bronze Seats Ground to a True BalIJoint

DART UNION COMPANY OF CANADA LTD.
TORONTO CANADA
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GOODiFYEAR

(MATERIAL CONDUCTING HOSE)

WILL MOVE
ALL THESE
CHEAPLY

Diversipipe availoble with

either Full Face Flanged End
or new type Beaded End as
illustrated.

DIVERSIPIPE... the super flexible

er pipe with "Divers" uses for conduct-

g corrosive Chemicals and abrasive materiais

Diversipipe has many special features for conducting

corrosive chemicais and abrasive materiais more efficient-

ly—more economically. It is light, is easily and quickly

installed, wire reinforced wrapped fabric construction

resists crushing or kinking and is non-collapsing under

suction.

This rugged rubber pipe is in regular service conducting

foundry sand and mine back fiU. It is also ideal in sucb

plants as vinegar, salt, cement, stone crushing—in grain

elevators, coal mines, and copper refineries. Diversipipe

is built to give outstanding service under the most punish-

ing conditions.

To find out how Diversipipe can simplijy your material

conveying problerns contact your nearest Goodyear Branch at

Moncton, QuebecCity, Montreal, Toronto, London, Winnipeg,

Regina, Saskatoon, Calgary, Edmonton, Vancouver.

GOOD/YEAR
IHDUSTRIAL RUBBER PRODUCTS EHGIHEERED FOR THE JOB

DIVERSIPIPE—T.M. THE GOODYEAR TIRE 4 RUBBER COMPANY Cf CANADA ITO.
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V. C. Dohaney, Jr.E.i.c, is sénior en-

gineer for district No. 2 of the Depart-
ment of National Health and Welfare,

In Moncton, N.B. He has recently been
promoted from the position of assi.stant

sanitai-y engineer.

Mr. Dohaney is a University of New
Brunswick civil engineering graduate of

1950.

R. W. Lockie, jr.E.i.c, has j^oined the

etaff of the hydraulic department of

John Inglis Company Ltd., in Toronto.
He was formerly as.«ociated with the

R. W. Lot kio, Jr.E.I.C.

English Electric Company, steam tur-

bine ofíice, in St. Catharines, Ont.

Mr. Lockie is a 1950 mechanical engi-

neering graduate of the University of

British Columbia.

A. F. Dudek, jr.E.i.c, has been appoint-

ed structural engineer with Letendre.

Monti & Associates, consulting engi-

neers, in Montreal. He was previously

in the employ of the Aluminum Com-
pany of Canada Limited as design

ilraughtsman in Montreal.
Mr. Dudek attended University in

Poland, and received his civil engineer-

ing dogroe in 1950.

D. G. Manzer, jr.E.i.r.. a 1950 eléctrica)

engineering graduate of the LTniversity

of British Columbia, has joined the

electrical department of the Quebec
North Shore Paper Mill in Baie Com-
eau, Que.
He was previously with Canadian

(ieneral Electric CJompany in Peter-

b(.irough.

W. J. McNicol, jr.E.i.c, fornier manager
of :^ale.- for the Canadian Westinghous-.»

Comiianys turbine di\'ision, has been
named manager of the ?ale.s department
in lhe comiiany's i)f)vver [iroducls

di\'isi()n.

A l!*")!! mechanical engineering grad-

uate of the Uni\ersity of British C^ol-

umbia, Mr. McNicol joined Westing-
Ih uso in 1950 and later studied gas and
>tcain tin'bine design, engineeiíng and
ajiiilications at Metropolitan-Vickers in

England.
Prioi- to his October, 1953 appoint-

W. J. McNicol, .Ir.K.I.C.

inent as manager of turbine .sales, Mr
McNicol acted as a speciaiist on gas

und steam generating apparatus and

concluded numerous significant uego-

tiations with Utilities across Canada.
Mr. McNicol is a member of the

Metropolitan-Vickers Overseas Associa-

tion. During the past war he .served

with the RCAF boniber command aml

was awarded the DFC. He retired from

the service with the rank of Scpiadron

[jeader.

E. D. Mackie, jr.E.i.c, has joined tlu'

-ales divi.sion of Electrical Contractinu

Sc Machinery Company Ltd., in Calgar\'

He was previously associated witli

Canadian Westinghouse Comiian.\- Ltd
,

in Hamilton.

K. D. Mackie. Jr.K.I.C.

Mr. Mackie graduated in electrical

engineering from the LTniver.<it\- of Sas-

katchewan in 1950. and joined Ferranti

Electric Limited, serving in the Ontário

district sales di\"ision in both the meter

and transformer divisions.

K. A. Mellish, jr.E.i.c. huN recently

been promoted to the position of sénior

engmeer for di.strict No. 1, Atlantic

region, Department of National Health

and Welfare, in Truro, N.S. He joined

the Department in 1952 as sanitary

engineer in Moncton, and was niade

a,ssistant engineer for the Nova Scotia,

Prince Edward Island district, in 1953.

Mr. Mellish is a, civil engineering

graduate of the University of New
Brunswick, class of 1950.

Samuel Shapiro, .rr.E.i.c. is employed
;is design engineer with Canadair Lim-

TWELVE-CHANNEL OPEN-WIRE LONG-HAUL

CARRIER-TELEPHONE SYSTEM OF ADVANCED DESIGN

This is a 1 2-channel 2-wire single-side-

band carrier-suppressed miniaturized

plug-in equipment operating in the bond
36 to 143 kc. Six frequency allocations

are available. Channel bandwidth is

300 to 3400 cycles. Three of the voice

channels may be reploced by a 1 0-kc

program channeL Built-in ringing and
dialling faclllties are available. Maxi-

mum attenuation per repeater section is

74 db and full automafic regulation of

transmission variations is provided. EIther

frogging or non-frogging repeoters are

used, and syslems of any length can be
set up to meet standard toll-transmission

requirements, with adequately engi-

neered lines.

This system Is assembled from a series

of standardized equipment units, which

are employed to form universal carrier-

telephone systems of from three to 960
channels. Information on these systems

will be furnished on request.

Type Tl 2 Terminal complete with test equip-

ment mounts on one side of an 8' 6" bay.

RADIO ENGINEERING PRODUCTS
1080 UNIVERSITY STREET, MONTREAL 3, CANADA

Telephone: UNiversity 6-688/ Cable Address: Radenpro, Montreal

MANUFACTURERS OF CARRIER-TELEGRAPH, CARRIER-TELEPHONE AND BROAD-BAND RADIO SYSTEMS
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itpd in Montreal. He was previously

((iiality contiol technician with Trans-

Canaiia Air Lines in tlie Pratt and
Whitney overhaul base in Winnipeg,

und tool inspector with A. V. Roe
^Canada) Limited in Malton, Ont.

Mr. Siiai)iro graduated in mechanical

cdíiinorrin.íi fti'om the L^niversity of

Manitoba in 1950.

John K. (^avers, jr.E.i.c, sales engineer

witli F. D. liolton Limited in Van-
coiUTr, has joinrd Douglas Power

John K. Cavers, Jr.E.

Kqiiipment Limited in Vancomer.
Mr. Cavers, a 1951 mechanical engi-

neering graduate of the University of

British Columbia, had pre\-iously been
associated with Canadian General Elec-
tric Company Ltd., and with Bepco
Canada Ltd.

S. J. Einarson, jr.E.i.c, receutly joined

the staff of the Maitland Works of

DuPont Comiiany of Canada. He was
formerly associated with Dominion
Alkali and Chemical Comnany Ltd., of

Beauharnois and later with Dominioii
Tar and Chemical Company Ltd. in

Montreal.

Mr. Einarson is a 1951 electrical engi-

neering graduate of the University of

Manitoba.

George W, Piper, .ir.E.i.c., is now shift

foreman on the staff of Minnesota Min-
ing and Manufacturing of Canada Ltd

,

in London, Ont.
He pre\-iously served with the Royai

Canadian Engineers, Canadian works
section, as a lieutenant.

Mr. Piper is a 1951 ci\"il enginecring
graduate of McGill University.

F/O J. C. Richard, R.C.A.F., jr.E.i.c,

has been posted to the RCAF Station,
Sydney, X.S., as construction engineer-
ing officer. Previous to this appointment
he was stationed in Senneterre, Que.
F/O Richard is a 1951 ci\'il engineer-

ing graduate of L'Ecole Polytechnique.

D. H. Franklin, Jr.E.i.c, who has re-

cently completed a two-year period in

the United Kingdom as an Athlone
Fellow, has returned to Canada and is

now on the staíf of K. E. Whitman.
Construction engineers in Halifax.
Mr. Franklin graduated in 1952 from

the Nova Scotia Technical College with
his B.Eng. degree.

Ll. (L) C. G. L. Joudrey, R.C.N..
jr.E.i.c, has been transferred from the
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9 out of 19 Transformers

and ali 12 Generators

are cooled by ''UNIFIN'''\ . .

r

^
AT SIR ADAM BECK NIAGARA GENERATING STATION NO. 2

Shell and tube heat exchangers, employing
Unifin Type S/T (Lo-Fin) Tubing, are in-

stalled on 9 of the 19 transformers at this

station. More compact, more efficient, less

costly cooling equipment is the result. A
Design Manual demonstrating the superior

efficiency and economy of Unifin Type S/T
Tubing is availablc on request.

Cooling equipment for ali 1 2 of the hydro-

electric generators is also supplied by
Unifin . . . partly in the form of complete

heavy duty cooling coils, and partly in the

form of finned tubing for fabrication into

coolers. Unifin all-copper Hi-Fin coils are also

used in the oil-bath cooling of bearings.

For your heat transfer problems, too, Unifin

tubing can oíTcr substantial advantages over

other types. Write for engineering data

and samples to:

Unifin Tube<^
LONDON. CANADA

íjí The only integral finned tube Patented in Canada and patents pending.
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staff of manager electrical engineering,
H.M.C. Dockyard, Halifax, to that of

electrical overseer (power) of the resi-

dent naval overseer, Canadian West-
inghouse Company Ltd. in Hamilton.

Lt. Joudrey, a 1952 electrical engi-

neering graduate of the University of

New Brunswick, wa.? in 1953 a sub-
lieutenant attending H.M.C. Electrical

School in Halifax, and in 1954 was pro-
moted to the rank of lieutenant.

He served at the R.C.N. Beaverbank
station, Halifax County, prior to his

present appointment.

J. G. Aldrich, jr.E.i.c, is on the staff

of The Foundation Company of Can-
ada Ltd., in Calgary. Previously, he

was resident engineer with Main, Ren-
saa and Minsos of Edmonton.
Mr. Aldrich graduated in civil engi-

neering frora the LT^niversity of Alberta
in 1952.

D. R. G. Cameron, jr.E.i.c, is eléctrica)

engineer with the Department of Trans-
port (Air) in Moncton, N.B. He was
formerly associated with the Trenton
Steel Works, N.S., and Canadair Lim-
ited in Montreal.
Mr. Cameron graduated in electrical

engineering frora Nova Scotia Technical

College in 1952.

B. P. Cirka, jr.E.i.c, has joined C. B.

Taylor and Associates in Toronto as

technical director.

He is a 1952 mechanical engineering
graduate of the University of Manitoba.

J. C. Wesch, jr.E.i.c.. has been trans-
ferred by Aluminum Company of Can-
ada Ltd. from Arvida to Kitimat, B.C.
A 1952 chemical engineering graduate

of the Univerí^ity of British Columbia,
Mr. Wesch joined the Aluminum Com-
pany in 1954.

Kenneth G. Clarke, jr.E.i.c. is on the
staff of the Hydro Electric Power Com-
mission of Ontário in Toronto. Previous
to joining the Commis.«ion, he was
laboratory instructor in electrical engi-

neering at Queen's University, of which
he is a 195.3 electrical engineering grad-
uate, and has also been associated with
the Shell Oil Company in Calgary.

W. R. Hammond, jr.E.i.c, is associated
with Martlin and Lawrie Limited in

Hamilton.
A 1953 graduate in mechanical engi-

neering of the LTniversity of Toronto,
Mr. Hammond was previously on the
*taff of Canadair Limited in Montreal.

John E. Houghton, jr.E.i.c, is on the
staff of the engineering department of

the Belgo division of Consolidated
Paper Corporation Ltd. in Shawinigan
Falis, Que. He was formerly with Cana-
dian General Electric Company Ltd. in

Peterborough.
Mr. Houghton graduated in mechani-

cal engineering from the Nova Scotia
Technical College in 1953.

E. H. Mclntyre, jr.E.i.c, who is still

iu England on an Athlone Fellowship,
is now working as a member of the
metallurgical staff of Steel, Peech and
Tozer, a branch of the United Steel

Companies combine.
Mr. Mclntyre graduated in metal-

lurgical engineering from McGil! Uni-
\ri-sity in 1953.

Keith R. Park, jr.E.i.c, is now on the
staff of Defence Research Board, C.A.R.
D.E., at Valcartier, Que.
He graduated in electrical engineering

from the University of British Colum-
bia in 1953.

John Gordon Ripley, jr.E.i.c, is asso-

ciated as construction engineer with
McColl-Frontenac Gil Company Ltd. in

Montreal.
A 1953 graduate in civil engineering

of McGill University, Mr. Ripley was
formei-ly on the staff of Defence Con-
struction (1951) Ltd. Gagetown Project.

R. Sterling Shephard, jr.E.l.c, during

his second ycar as an Athlone Fellow,

is studying business administration at

the London School of Economics.
Mr. Shephard graduated from the

University of New Brunswick in 1953

with a B.Sc. degree in civil engineering.

Michel Gauthíer, s.E.i.c, a 1954 civil

engineering graduate of Lavai Univer-
sity, is on, the staff of the St. Lawrence
Ship Channel of the Department of

Transport in Montreal.

J. D. Scott, s E.I.C., formerly associated

with Socony Vacuum Oil Company of

Canada in Calgary, has joined Engi-

neering and Construction Services Ltd.

in Whitehorse, Yukon Territory.

Mr. Scott is a graduate in civil engi-

neering of Queen's Universitv, class of

1954.

R. Yoneda, s.E.i.c, is at pres.-^nt on the

staff of Angus, Butler and Associates

Ltd., Consulting engineers in Edmon-
ton.
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CANADA CREOSOTING COMPANY for the best in treated timber

Any structure is sound from foundation through superstructure

when it's built with Canada Creosoting pressure-treoted timbers.

Foundation pilings are "economicaily permanent", will give long,

usefui service life within the limits of sound economics, resulting from

low first cost and low maintenance costs. Canada Creosoting timber

is protected against decay, insect attack and in salt wafer, against

marine borer attack.

Canada Creosoting timbers mean extra-long, dependable service.

Canada Creosoting Company's soles force of engineers can help

you choose your requirements and supply you quickiy with ali your

treated timber needs.

Track lies • Wood Block Floors • Bridges & Culverts • Wharves
Poles & Cross-arms • Roof Planking • Foundation Timbers &
Piling • Fence Posts • Guardrails • Mine Timbers (Salt Treated).

SALES OFFICES IN:

TRURO, N.S.

MONTREAL, P.Qj

TORONTO, Onf.

WINNIPEG. Mam
CALGARY, AltOi

NORTH VANCOUVER, B.O

CANADA CREOSOTING
COMPANY LIMITED
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G-E ALKANEX Magnet Wire
Cuts 25% to 65% off motor wiring costs on Class B applícatíons . .

.

íncreases overload ratíng on present designs .

.

New G-E Alkanex Magnet Wire is insulated

with a newly-developed, heat-resisting poly-

ester-film that raises the limiting "hot-spot"

temperature for motor operation from 105 C

to 150°C. Alkanex costs up to 25% less than

Formex single glass and up to 65% less than

Deltabeston asbestos magnet wire. The im-

proved physical and thermal characteristics of

Alkanex also permits designers to pack 25%

more power into a given motor size.

This new improved magnet wire is cur-

rently available in round shapes only. Sizes now

made are from 13 to 26 B & S inclusive. Square

and rectangular shapes and other sizes are pre-

sently under development and enquiries will

be considered on a special basis.

The superior performance of Alkanex
is shown in these

CUT THROUGH TEMPERATURES:
For wire sizes .0159 to .0302 inches —

Values above 200°C.

For wire sizes .0320 to .0720 inches —
Values above 225°C.

In short this new magnet wire assumes con-

siderable importance for the motor, transformer

and electrical equipment industry. Present wire
sizes open new fields to designers in these in-

dustries. In the near future similar benefits will

be extended to manufacturers of fine wire radio

coils, relays and similar equipment.

For further Information about revolutionary

G-E Alkanex Magnet Wire call your nearest

C-G-E office or contact: Wire and Cable Depart-

ment, Canadian General Electric Co. Ltd., 212

King St. West, Toronto.

ALKANEX
Magnet Wire

MECHANICALIY

Mechanically, Alkanex
meets the specification

requirements set down
for Formex. It has
successfully withstood
ali tests applied with

automatic winding
machines.

FLEXIBILITY

Tests prove Alkanex
equal to Formex and
superior to silicone film

insulations. Alkanex
will pass 25% stretch

plus winding on a 3X
mandrel, conditions

which usually crack

silicone.

CHEMICAL RESISTANCE

Tests prove Alkanex
superior to both Formex
and Silicone enamels. It

resisted the effects of

boiling alcohol - toluol

tests and withstood the

Zandrol varnish treat-

ment process.

CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC

THE ENGINEERING JOURNAL May, 1955
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Employmeiit l^erviee

XHIS SERVICE is operated for the beneíit of members of Thei
Engineering Institute of Canada and for industrial and other

organizations employing technically trained men—without charge

to either party. It would be appreciated if employers would make
:

the fullest use of lhese facilities to list their requirements—existing
,

or estimated.

NOTICES appearing in the SITUATIONS WANTED column wiU
be discontinued after threc insertions. They will be reinstated, on

j

request, after a lapse of one month.
|

REPLIES to advertisements should be addressed to File No. 000, '

Employment Service, The Engineering Institute of Canada, 2050

Mansfield Street.

INTERVIEWS with the Institute Employment Service, 2050 Mans-
field Street, Montreal—Telephone PLateau 5078—may be arranged

by appointment.

SITUATIONS VACANT
CHEMICAL

CHEMICAL ENGINEER with some production
experience required by large moíern plant
in Montreal for the study and development
of production tec.inique associated witn new
products. Salary to be arranged. File No.
5129-V.

CHEMICAL ENGINEERS, graduates f r o m
recognized Canauian universities with 0-5

years experience. Required for process devel-
opment studies, solution of technical assign-
ments in projuction units, and on-the-job
training in production supervisory capacities.
Positions are in petrochemical plant located
in Sarnia. Please reply in detail stating ex-
perience, education, etc. AU replies will be
kept in strict confidence. File No. 5137-V.

PETROCHEMICAL, CHEMICAL AND PETRO-
LEUM ENGINEERS and constructors require
engineers, designers and draftsmen with ex-
perience in the above fields, for their engi-
neering design office in Southern Ontário.
Please reply with brief details of experience,
academic qualifications and salary. File No.
5140-V.

CHEMIST OR CHEMICAL ENGINEER, for
general supervision of staff and operation
of Chemical plant integrated with Kraft Pulp
mill, located in Northwestern Ontário. Must
be graduate chemist or chemical engineei
and be in excellent physical condition. Salary
commensurate with experience and ability.
Excellent employee bencfits. Apply stating
fuU particulars of experience, education, age,
marital status, etc. File No. 5148-V.

CHEMICAL ENGINEERS, young, with a few
years practical industrial background in

Chemical or allied fields to»ether with sales
experience, required as technical represen-
tatives. World-wide concern offers processes
and equipment to a broad industrial mar-
ket. Salary is open, car provided. Location:
Ontário and Quebec. File No. 5156-V.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER with 3 to 5 years ex-
perience, preferably in chemical plant pro-
cess engineering and/or operations, for pro-
cess engineering work, plant located 25 mlles
from Montreal. File No. 5161-V.

A CHEMICAL ENGINEER required for devel-
opment work in látex and solvent adhesives,
Experience in this field an asset but not
es.senlial. The field is expanding and offers
good opportunities. Location Montreal. Re-
plies wiU be treated in confidence. File No.
.5173-V.

A CHEMICAL ENGINEER wUI be required to
assist our sales man. He s.iould preferably
have some experience in the látex field. He
should have some imaginative ability in order
to recognize and be able to apply new uses
to our growin'? list of nroducts, as relatei
to the ccnstruction industry. A period of
training will be offered to a recent graduate

in chemical engineering, or to someone with
2 or 3 years industrial experience. Offices in

Montreal. File No. 5173-V.

CHEMICAL SALESMAN for Montreal area to

represent an established manufacturer of fine
Chemicals, offering a wide range of proJucís
reiniorceJ by intensive resL-arcn and dev-elo.)-

ment r oficies. Primary res. onsibility wiU be
industrial accounts. Preferred qualifications
include technical de^ree, se/eral years e.x-

perience in fieli work, ability to i Ian and
execute without dose direction, age under
thirty-five, own automobile. Liberal employee
benefits, salary commensurate with qualifi-

cations. Keplies will be held in confidence.
Please sjbmit fuU details of training and
experience by letter only to File No. 5195-V.

TWO SALES ENGINEERS wa-ited with plant
maintenance experience preferred, but not
necessary, to sell corrosion resistant cements,
coatings, pipes, tanks etc. We prefer chemical
engineers and require one each for Quebec
and Ontário. Salary and expenses plus profit

sharing. File No. 5199-V.

CIVIL

THE CITY OF PRINCE ALBERT (pop. 19,000)

requires an assistant entineer. Must hold an
en ineering degree, preferably ci.il, from a
recognizeJ university. Position offers varied
experience, future security, and an o.>por-

tunity for advancement. Salary $325 to $J75
per month, depending on qualifications. Re.ily

stating ace, experience. education and rele-

vent Information to File No. 512 1-V.

CIVIL ENGINEER, preferably recent graduate,
for brid'je section of large trans. ortation com-
pany with headquarters in Montreal. Duties
include desi:n of steel and reinforced con-
creto structures, preparation of re.Jorts and
some travelling. File No. 5127-V.

CONSTRUCTION SUPERINTENDENT, excellent
op|,ortunity for lo.i fli?ht man with a pro.en
record of successful jobs comoleted in the
chemical or petrochemical field. Ability to

organize and adminis.er large projacts in-

cluding cost co.Tírol, labour relations, stores,
field supervision, toçether with a good tech-
nical and practical background. Applicant
should have 10 years experience in construc-
tion field. Vacancy open with major petro-
chemical and Petroleum engineers and con-
structors. Please reply with experience and
salary expected to File No. 5139-V.

GRADUATE ENGINEERS WITH experience in

the desinn and la o'.it of steam power plants
and large industrial steam plants. Piping and
e ;Uipment layout draughtsmen with exper-
ience in steam power plant and refinery
work. Structural steel designers and draughts-
men. Lraughtsmen with reinforced concrete
or general draughting experience. Coisulting
firm located in Ontário. File No. 5142-V.

CIVIL ENGINEER young Canadian graduate,
2 years maximum for academic design engi-
neering reiated to steel and concrete support

of equipment, pipes.
File No. 5155-V.

etc. work in Sarnia.

CIVIL ENGINEER Canadian graduate prefer-
ably—minimum 3 years recent design exper-
ience in R C bridge and highway required.
Previous experience in industrial building de-
sign considered ussful. Work in Windsor, On-
tário. File No. 5155-V.

SÉNIOR PROJECT ENGINEER required by
engineering-construction firm specializing in

oU refineries and chemical plants. Applicants
Si.ould ha\e at least ten years experience in

the design and installation of process equip-
ment including pressure vessals, pioing,
pumps and compressors, buildings and
siruciures. Plant operating or maintenance
experience desirable. Location will be Mont-
real Office. Please furnish personal data, de-
tailed experience record and reterenceá. File
No. 5158-V.

TWO GRADUATE CIVIL ENGINEERS for Con-
sulting firm engaged in large scale develop-
ment projects. One to three years experience
in design and supervision of roads, sewerage
Systems, water distribution systems, etc. re-
quired. Please reply giving fuU detaUs of
academic training and Professional exper-
ience, references and salary requirements.
File No. 5163-V.

THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION of the
City of Kin;:ston requires a graduate engineer
with water works engineering experience to

plan, design and supervise projects in con-
nection with a miinicipal water works system.
Duties would include supervising the in-

síai,ation ot new watermains and eventually
supervising the operation of a modem filtra-

tion plan. Salary commensurate with quali-
fications. Position offers participation in com-
mission s hospitalization and pension plans.
Apilicant st.ould submit fuU details of educa-
tion, experience, age and references. Replies
will be kept confidential. File No. 51S4-V.

MANAGER REQUIRED FOR Canadian subsi-

diary of British organization, manufacturing
construction equipment. To take complete
charge of the appointment of dislributors and
demonstrations, to service cus.omers, and
conduct the entire business. Preferably ci 'i'

engineer and or experience in construction
work and particularly in regard to conscruc-
tion equipment and the sale thereof. File No.
5165-V.

CIVIL ENGINEER required by general con-
tractor to administer a group of contracts
distant from the firm's head office which is

in Quebec. Applicant must have experience
in ali phases of general contractors opera-
tions and be not less than about 30 years
of age. The administrator would be domi-
ciled m Quebec or tne Maritime Provinces.
Applicants must state salary expected. File

No. 5176-V.

CIVIL ENGINEER required by Provincial
Government Department with headquarters
in Toronto. To assist in the desi''n and
construction of small timber and concrete
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dams and maintenance and operation of

locks and dams, etc, throughout the Prov-
ince of Ontário. Applicant should have ex-

perience in the construction of timber and
concrete dams. Salary can be arranged to

meet qualifications. Permanent position with
Ulness, vacation and pension privilege if

applicant proves satisfactory after a trial

period. File No. 5180-V.

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, structural engi-
neers and draughtsmen required for long
range industrial program in an established
Consulting Office. Must be experienced and
capable of ciiecking design drawincs. Drafts-
men experienced in structural steel detail-

ing. Send complete résumé of experience.
Location: Toledo, Ohio. File No. 5181-V.

HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS, salary up to $7,200
per annum, depending upon qualification for
St. Lawrence River Joint Board—competition
55-1252. Northern affairs and National Re-
sources, Ottawa, competition 55-1250. Quote
competition number. File No. 5182-V.

ESTIMATOR QUANTITY SURVEYOR, required
by construction company in Ottawa. State
qualifications, age, marital status, experience,
salary expected. Replies will be treated
confidentially. File No. 5187-V.

APPLICATIONS WILL BE RECEIVED up to

Monday, 30th May, 1955, for the position of
Assistant City Engineer. Previous employ-
ment with a municipality desirable, but not
essential. Application forms will be forwarded
on request. Complete statement as to ex-
perience and qualifications, in detail, must
be submitted with the application form. Con-
sideration will be given to sharing expenses
of interview and moving expenses of success-
ful applicant. File No. 5191-V.

CIVIL ENGINEER (.lunior) required by estab-
lished public utility super .isory-consulting
organization, 2-3 years experience, preferably
in field on construction and/or surveying,
for work connection design and o.^eration
hydro systems also structural, foundations
for steam and diesel plants. Location: New
York. Some travei field future. Reply stating
age, education, experience, personal particu-
lars, minimum salary expected. FUe No.
5193-V.

ENGINEER WITH SOIL EXPERIENCE and
soil mechanics training for interesting posi-
tion in Montreal. Should be Professional
engineer or eligible for registration in Que-
bec. This position has good prospects for
an intelligent engineer with initiative who
has a reasonable amount of soil training
with laboratory and field experience. The
position involves some work in other fields
where any type of engineering experience
will be an asset. Please give details of edu-
cation and experience and other relevant
Information to File No. 5194-V.

MUNICIPAL ENGINEER required by Montreal
suburb. Graduate engineer with two or more
years experience in layout and supervision
of watermain and sewage extensions, Street
and sidewalk construction. Replying stating
age, experience, education, salary expected
and telephone number to File No. 5203-V.

ENGINEER, ARCHITECT OR ESTIMATOR
wanted for young construction company doing
sewers, roadwork and building. Apply
stating age, experience. references and salary
expected. FUe No. 5205-V.

GRADUATE CIVIL ENGINEER with at least
three years experience. Man to be employed

on the design, construction and maintenance
of reinforced concrete, building structures
and building services. He would also have
other duties such as the maintenance of roads
and lands, occasional instrument surveys and
other civil engineering work. Location Prov-
ince of Quebec with large chemical plant.
File No. 5210-V.

GRADUATE ENGINEER with construction ex-
perience, bilingual, public s.jeaking ability.
and sales prcmotion experience helpful to
represent Western Canadian organization in
Pro.mce of Quebec. Duties: to provide Pro-
fessional men, contrac.ors and industrial
officials with technical Information concerning
a basic building material. Detailed technical
traming provided. Salary open. File No.

ELECTRICAL

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER required as júnior or
assistant distribution engineer. Graduate with
at least 3 years fieli experience onerating
U.S. or Canadian Public utUity. Permanent
position with long established consuUing or-
ganization New York. Some travei Latin
America necassary in future. Knowledge of
Spanisa or Portuguese useful. Salary com-
mensurate with experience. Re;)ly giving age,
education, experience and personal particu-
lars. File No. 5042-V.

GRADUATE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS, one
sénior—two juniors. Sénior at least 10 years
experience—júnior 3-5 years experience in
electrical design, operation and co:istruction
of steam, hydro plants and substations.
Permanent position with long established Con-
sulting organization for public utility o.ierat-
ing companies located Latin America. Head-
quarters New York. Some travei necessary in
future. Knowledge of Spanish or Portuguese
useful, not essential. Salary commens^rate
with qualifications. Good o.^portunity. Re.)ly
stating age, education, experience and per-
sonal particulars. File No. 5118-V.

A LARGE MANITOBA UTILITY requires a
graduate electrical engineer, to fill the posi-
tion of asst. to the transmission Une engineer.
Applicant should have at least three years
experience in distribution practices, including
layout of large distribution áreas, estimating
of costs of distribution changes and exten-
sions, impiovement of voltage conditions and
expansion of cxisting systems, basic economic
studies. Ability to write clear and concise
reports to supervise and deal with field staff
is essential. Location Winnipeg. Applications
treated confidentially. File No. 5121-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER communication op-
tion from Canadian University required by
manufacturer of television located in Ontário.
Applicants should be 2 to 3 years out of
university and have some experience in radar
or allied equipment. Position oiien in Pro-
duction Department. File No. 5122-V.

GRADUATE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER to as-
sume responsibiUty for design and develop-
ment of distribution and small power trans-
former with manufacturer established in

Alberta. At least one year design and/or
manufacturing experience desirable. Appli-
cants to give personal data (including recent
photo), education, experience, references and
minimum initial salary expected. File No.
5131-V.

FLECTRICAL ENGINEER with at least two
years of experience in industry. To bandie

under supervision, design of power distribu-
tion and control for plant extension and dc-
velopment work. supervision of draughting,
test work. preparation of test reports and
estimates. Required by smelting firm in the
vicinity of Montreal. Experience in electric
furnace smelting. File No. 5132-V.

MANAGER OF ENGINEERING required to
direct our guided missile development and
desifn pro"ram. The man for whom we are
looking will have a background of at least
ten years electronics experience. Specific ex-
perience in guided missiles would be a de-
finite asset. His cxecutive ability must be
of a high order, and his supervisory exper-
ience be at engineering management levei.
This position will demand the best from a
highly capable and mature engineering execu-
tive and in return offers an attractive salary,
plus excellent opportunity for further Profes-
sional and personal advancement. Reply in
strictest confidence. File No. 5133-V.

SÉNIOR AND INTERMEDIATE ELECTRONIC
engineers and physicists are required by a
leading Canadian firm to carry out design
and deve:o.)ment work in the fields of radar,
microwave Communications, telephony and
AM & TV broadcast equipment. Ali replies
are confidential and will be acknowledged.
File No. 5135-V.

A LARGE PROGRESSIVE AND WELL estab-
lished electrical engineering company in
N.E. England offers opportunities to engineer
designers and draftsmen who have served a
recoynized en"ineering apprenticeship, possess
technical qualifications to Higher National Cer-
tificate standard in electrical and or mechani-
cal engineering and have had practical ex-
perience on the drawing board preferably in
connection with the design of electrical
switchgear. Engagement wo'jld be for a mini-
mum period of 2 years with the opportunity
of continuance thereafter on a pensionable
basis. Minimum salaries £585 per annum at
age 25 and £563 at age 30. Passage paid and
housing assistance in approved cases. A few
opportunities also occur on much similar
terms for contract engineers with qualifica-
tions and experience adequate to handle ali
phases of tender and contract work met with
in world-wide electrical power supply equip-
ment indus.ry, particularly in respect to con-
trol and switchgear. File No. SH^-V.

PROJECT MANAGER (electrical and electro-
nic) to design electrical and electronic instal-
lations in aircraft and to supervise a small
section of electrical and mechanical draughts-
men. Applicants should have a degree in
electrical engineering or mechanical engineer-
ing with electrical subjects and a strong
secondary and preferably 5 years experience
in design of electrical and electronic instal-
lation in aircraft. Experience in supervision
of draughtsmen desirable. Salary commen-
surate with experience and qualifications. Re-
ply stating age, education. experience. per-
sonal particulars and salary expected. File
No. 5147-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER. Canadian graduate
with 4 to 6 years experience lighting and
power distribution for industrial buildings,
Work in Windsor or Sarnia. File No. 5155-V.

THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION of the
City of Kinpston requires a graduate engi-
neer with electrical distribution engineering
experience to plan. design and supervise pro-
jects in connection with an electric utility.
Position offers participation in commission's

Avaílable June Ist 1955

SEVENTEEN CANADIAN ENGINEERS
FOR

PERMANENT AND SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
These men with degrees in electrical, civil, mechanical, engineering business, engi-

neering physics, aerodynamics, chemical or pefroleum engineering are doing
graduate work at the School of Business Ádministration, University of Western
Ontário.

Please contact the Placement Director, School of Business Ádministration

UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTÁRIO
Resumes availabie upon request.
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ENGINEERS
Continuing progress and expansion of this

Company's operations have created many interest-

ing new career opportunities for

ELECTRONICS, ELECTRICAL, CIVIL, MECHANICAL

ond other Engineers interested in

COSTING, SELECTING and DEVELOPING

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS

involving uses of ihe latesf fypes of

Microwave Equipment

Network TV Transmission

Telephone Switching Systems

Carrier Systems

Cable Distribution Systems

In addition to employee security and beneíit plans

for which this Company is well-known, the Bell

ofíers its Engineers opportunity to advance to

higher executive positions in both engineering

and administrativa capacities,

Salary : commensurate with experience and ability.

AU replies will be treated in strict confidence. To

arrange an interview. write our Einployment

Manager at Montreal, ( Mr. R. B. McGiverin,

620 Belmont Street), or at Toronto, (Mr. T. R.

Traynor, 76 Adelaide St. West).

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF CANADA

hospitalization and pension plans. Salary com-
mensurate with qualifications, Applicant
should submit luU details of education, ex-
perience, age and references. Replies will be
kept confidential. File No. 5164-V.

GRADUATE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER inter-
ested in a career in Latin America with a
Canadian owned electric light and power
utility located in La Paz, Bolivia. Age limit
30 years and should have 4 to 5 years ex-
perience in electrical distribution. Prospects
of promotion are excellent due to the com-
pany's continued growth and expansion. File
No. 5170-V.

TWO COMPETENT GRADUATE ELECTRICAL
engineers, age 30 to 40 with minimum 8 years
experience design operation and maintenance
of distribution facilities, required by rapidly
growing utility. Location South America,
Portuguese or Spanish useful, not essential to
start. Reply stating age, education. experience,
personal particulars and minimum salary ex-
pected. File No. 5171-V.

EUECTRICAL ENGINEERS required to fill two
vacancies in the teaching staff of the elec-
trical engineering department at the Univei-

sity of New Brunswick. Good academic stand-
ing and either an advanced degree or at
least two years of technical experience pre-
ferred. Should have an interest in teaching
and initiative and energy to be effective in

the growth of a rapidly expanding depart-
ment. Reply stating age, education, exper-
ience, personal particulars, references and
minimum salary expected. File No. 5172-V.

SALES ENGINEER required by well established
and highly resoected company in the field
of scientific illumination. Dutie.s after a
specific training program, will involve the
sale of prismatic lighting units and the
discussion of lighting applications with arch-
itects, Consulting engineers and electrical
eontractors, officials of industrial and com-
mercial firms, municipal and hydro officers.
Qualities of personality, diligence, and depen-
dability along with a sincere desire for a
permanent career in the lighting industry
are of prime importanee. File No. 5174-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER required as sales
engineer with a leading eíectronics firm.
Good salary plus commission and excellent
opportunity for future advancement. Ali ap-

plicants should state qualifications and salary]
expected. File No. 5177-V.

JÚNIOR ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, required}
to act as an assistant to the distribution!
engineer. Please state education, experience,

|

and salary expected. Replies wUl be heldl
strictly confidential. Location Ottawa. Filei
No. 5188-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER 1954 or 1955 grad-

1

uate to work in hydro department. Dutiesl
will be to work under one of our engineers 1

on a power system. Starting salary $325-$350 1

per month. Pension plan, group Insurance,
|

blue cross. File No. 5201-V.

MECHANICAL
MECHANICAL ENGINEER required in Ed-
monton, who has graduated from a Canadian 1

University and who has about 3-5 years I

experience in a chemical plant or refinery.

He will deal mostly in equipment used in

the manufacture of petro-chemicals and syn-
thetic fibres. Duties will consist of general

|

engineering which will include design, lay-

out and estimating. File No. 5055-V.

VACANCIES IN CORNWALL, Ontário for grad-
|

uate mechanical engineers. Age 24 to 28.

Duties will cover design, construction and
maintenance of ali types of rayon machinery.
Applications should be made to File No.
5120-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS, graduates from
recognized Canadian Universities with 0-10

years experience in a chemical plant or

refinery. Duties will consist of general engi-

neering, including design layout and esti-

mating. Please reply in detail stating ex-

perience, education, etc. AU replies wUl be
kept in strict confidence. File No. 5137-V.

MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE ENGINEER
with 5 years experience in oil refineries re-

quired as assistant maintenance superin-

tendent in Southern Ontário. Please reply

giving details of experience and salary ex-

pected. File No. 5141-V.

APPLICATIONS ARE invited for the position

of instructor in Engineering at Mount Alli-

son University. Duties to begin about Sept.

15th. Candidates must be university grad-

uates in engineering, preferably in mechani-
cal engineering. Salary range $2,500 to $3,000.

Please apply to File No. 5150-V.

GRADUATE MECHANICAL ENGINEER, for

largo industrial concern near Montreal to

take charge of a research pro.iect involving

the design and development of new pilol

plant machinery. Only those having initiative

and capable of doing independent research
work need apply. State age, experience and
salary expected. File No. 5151-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, Canadian graduate.

3 to 8 years experience process piping and
equipment in refinery or chemical plants.

Field experience valuable. Work in Sarnia.

File No. 5155-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER required imme-
diately for manufacturing department of

electrode manufacturing plant in Montreal.

Applicant should be a graduate of Canadian
university, bilingual, with approximately five

years of general engineering experience.

Must be willing to do practical work. Re-

muneration in line with qualifications. Gener-
ous pension plan and other employee bene-

fits. File No. 5160-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER with 3 to 5 years

experience, preferably in connection with

construction projects of various kinds, for

work on plant engineering projects. Plant

located 25 miles from Montreal. File No.

5161-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER OR graduate of

engineering physics required by leading

manufacturer of heating, ventilating and air

conditioning equipment for sales engineering

work. Age 21 to 27 years. Prefer a grad-

uate of 1953, 1954 or 1955 classes. Previous
experience in this work is not necessary.

however, please state age and experience

when replying. File No. 5168-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER required by auto-

motive manufacturing company in Montreal.
Applicant should be between the ages of

30-40 and preferably bilingual with experi-

ence in internai combustion engines. Duties

will include the study of quality problems and
production planning. File No. 5178-V.

PROGRESSIVE, MODERN TEXTILE COM-
PANY in Granby, Quebec, wishes to engage
a mechanical or textile engineer as assistant

superintendent. A man of 25 to 35 years of

age who is primarily interested in produc-
tion and plant engineering is desired. Pre-

vious manufacturing experience including

staff supervision. is essential. AU communi-
cation wiU be considered strictly confidential

and interviews will be arranged in Montreal

1
1»
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CHEMICAL
ENGINEERS

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited has

openings for Chemical Engineers for

fheir expanding program on atomic

power development.

The work will be mainly the develop-

ment of fuel preparation and processing

methods, cost analysis and equipment

development.

Candidates must have a good aca-

demic background, preferably with some

graduate training. Some industrial

experience is essential. The responsibili-

ties and salary depend on the qualifica-

tions of the candidate.

State particulars including age, marital

status, educotion, and experience in first

letter to File 4A, Atomic Energy of

Canado Limited, Chalk River, Ontário.

I

with applicants having suitable qualifications.

Applicants should include day and evening
telephone numbers, home addresses and de-

tails of qualifications. Please reply to File

No. 5179-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER with 5 years or
more experience in materiais handling. Age
28-35. Must be Canadian citizen and must
be registered Professional engineer in Canada
or qualified. Position headquarters in Min-
neapolis, Minnesota, with heavy travei in

Canada. Prefer man with materiais handling
or paclíaging experience in food industry,

but can consider others. Position offers good
salary opportunity and permanence. Reply
giving complete Information regarding per-
sonal history, education, and experience. File
No. 5184-V.

A RECENT GRADUATE MECHANICAL ENGI-
NEER, bilingual is required by a large
Western Ontário firm. This position involves
travei and would be best filled by a young
man who likes people and is interested in

the sales and service of diesel engines. File

No. 5186-V.

GRADUATE MECHANICAL ENGINEER with
steam plant experience preferably in a

central station utilizing pressures of 850 P.S.I.

and temperatures of 900 degrees. Oppor-
tunities for advancement are excellent for

right man interested in eareer in Latin
America with a Canadian electric utility. Lo-
cation Maracaibo, Venezuela. Housing pro-
vided. Salary open depending on experience
and qualifications. File No. 5190-V.

MECHANICAL PLANT BETTERMENT ENGI-
NEER, required by operating division of

supervisory-consulting organization, for public
Utilities located eleven Latin American coun-
tries. Mechanical engineering graduate pre-
ferred with 5 to 10 years experience operation
and betterment of steam electric plants. Diesel
experience helpful. Some travei. Knowledge
of Spanish desirable not necessary. Location
N.Y. Reply giving age, education, experience,
personal particulars, minimum salary ex-

pected. File No. 5192-V.

MECHANICAL DESIGN ENGINEER required
in Bathurst, New Brunswick, who has grad-
uated from a recognized Canadian University
and who has had two years experience in

the machine shop and steel fabricating in-

dustry. Duties will include development and
design of earthmoving and industrial equip-
ment. Reply giving details of education, ex-

perience, and age together with salary range
required. File No. 5196-V.

DESIGN ENGINEER required by a firm in

Hamilton, Ontário for development and pro-

duct design of sheet metal working machinery
such as presses, shears and roU forming
machines. Applicant must have at least four

years of machine design experience and pre-

ferably a graduate engineer. He must be
able to design and develop such equipment
with a minimum of supervision. Replies should
outline qualifications, experience, age and
salary expected. File No. 5200-V.

YOUNG MECHANICAL ENGINEER for work
in connection with process plant. Previous
experience in industry is not essential but
it is possible that the successful applicant
may be required to spend a short initial train-

ing period with our parent companies in

England. Organization is part of a large
world-wide engineering organization. File No.
5202-V.

MALNTENANCE ENGINEER required for new
12,000 BPD refinery at Winnipeg to be
directly responsible to mechanical superin-

tendent for ali maintenance problems, ma-
teriais, and scheduling and supervision ot

maintenance personnel and shop. Preferably
mechanical engineer with tive to ten years
experience in general refinery engineering,

maintenance and metais inspection, and with

potential for future promotion. Remuneration
will be negotiated. Send full details of pre-

vious experience and responsibility, and recent

photograph to File No. 5204-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER as plant engineer

for large plant manufacturing fibre conduit

pipe at Cornwall. Ontário; three or four years
mechanical engineering experience with some
knowledge of machine design; starting salary

$400-$450 per month. File No. 5212-V.

MISCELLANEOTJS

CIVIL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER re-

quired preferably with a few years of relevent

experience and with good academic records

for positions as research officers. To work
on the dissemination ot technical Information

to the eonstruction industry and to study in

the field new materiais and techniques as

used in eonstruction. The ability to write clear

reports to bridge the gap between research

and industry is important. To undertake

studies leading to the soecification and assess-

ment of materiais and components for ap-

plication in housing. Opportunities for study

of the technical aspects of house eonstruction

will be provided. Salary will depend on tram-

ing and experience. Applications with full de-

tails of education and experience should be

sent to File No. 5a91-V.

SÉNIOR GEOLOGIST, required by Saskatche-

wan Department of Mineral Resources. Appli-

cants require University graduation in geo-

lo^y or petrology as well as several years

Professional geological experience and mem-
bership in C.I.M.M. and Association of Pro-

fessional Eneineers to take charge ot geologi-

cal survey parties for approximately six

months each year and to prepare reports and

other duties the remaining six months. File

No. 5112-V.

A GRADUATE CHEMICAL OR MECHANICAL
engineer for technical Services work in mar-

keting department nt major Canadian oil com-

pany, Toronto office. Good technical back-

ground in petroleum fuels, lubricants and as-

sociated products essential, plus ability to

make successful cusiomer contacts and sales

meeting presentations. Interesting prospects

for advancement and liberal employee bene-

fit plans. Give ali Information in first in-

stance. AU replies confidential. File No.

5125-V.

SALES ENGINEER with experience in combus-

tion, oil burning equipment and lines related

to boiler room equipment required by estab-

lished engineering company located in Mont-

real. Write giving full details of experience

and salary desired. File No. 5128-V.

A FIRM LOCATED IN Montreal requires the

Services cf a graduate engineer who is ex-

perienced in the fields of water conditioning

and purification, sewage and industrial waste

treatment. A bacteriological background would

be of advantage. File No. 5130-V.

TORONTO AFFILIATE of world-wide concern

engaging in extensive and varied research has

immediate requirement for experienced patent

attorney or agent to organize a patent de-

partment. In addition to supervising Canadian

prosecutions and making infringement and

validity investigations. appointee will main-

tain liaison with overseas patent department

and will work in close co-operation with per-

.sonnel engaged in licensing activities. Appli-

cants should submit complete résumé of per-

sonal data. Ali replies will be treated confi-

dentially. File No. 5136-V.

TWO ENGINEERS WANTED. Electrical or

mechanical. Must be graduate of Canadian

or U.S. University. Experience not necessary.

State full particulars and preference for pro-

duction or design. Independent company

located mid-western Ontário city. Full bene-

fits. File No. 5138-V.

SALES ENGINEER required by company locat-

ed in Montreal engaged in water and liquid

conditioning engineering. Duties include both
sales estimating and service work. Dealings
are generally in the pulp and papcr indus-
try, Utilities and general manufacturing fieki.

Stationed in Montreal to travei in the Prov-
ince of Quebec and the Maritimes. Salary
dependent on the experience of the individual,
full employment benefits with hospitalization.
pension. File No. 5145-V.

MAJOR OIL SERVICE COMPANY operating in

several locations in the Western Province.s
requires several graduate engineers immed-
iately. The positions offered involve field
work, travelling and irregular hours. The
salary Schedule and employee benefits are
excellent, the work has variety and several
opportunities for advancement are available.
The company is the leader in its field an;l
well established on a world-wide scale. No
previous experience is necessary, however
an interest in fundamental electricity is de-
sirable. Applicants must be 20 to 30 years
of age and should supply a transcript of uni-
versity marks with their reply. Please give
age, education, experience and other qualifi-
cations. Minimum salary is $375.00. Complete
job and company description available upon
request. File No. 514(i-V.

PRINCIPAL PETROLEUM ENGINEER requir-
ed by Sask. Department of Mineral Re-
sources. Competition No. c,c 3510. Salary
range $481-$566 per month. Applicants require
university graduation in engineering plus ex-
tensive field and office experience in the
oil and gas industry. To take charge of the
development division of the petroleum and
natural gas branch. File No. 5149-V.

OPPORTUNITY FOR AN ENGINEER, if you
have had ten or more years of experience
in a pulp and paper mill, or in the sale
of industrial equipment or some combination
of the two, we have an opening in sales
engineering that would be very interesting to

you. We are a well established manufacturer
of pulp and paper mill equipment. Livinu
conditions in our centrally located city are
considered very desirable. This is a sénior
position suitable for a serious and ambitious
man who expects and warrants liberal re-

muneration. Our present staff have been
advised of this advertisement. Your com-
munication, outlining your background will

be treated in confidence. File No. 5152-V.

LARGE ESTABLISHED paper company re-

quires graduate mechanical, civil and elec-

trical engineers with necessary experience tu

undertake investigations. preliminary designs
and estimates for expansion of existing mills
and new projects which may l)e contem-
plated. Good opportunity for qualified men
with pulp and paper mill experience. Office

located in Montreal. Replies should state age.

MECHANICAL
ENGINEER

For plant engineering work in the

viscose royon industry.

Duties will include investigations,

reports, design, and supervision of plant

engineering activities, including main-

tenance, alteralions, and new instal-

lations.

Must be a graduate engineer, age 2ó

lo 35, with several years of practical

experience in plant engineering work.

Must have lhe ability to take over

leadership of a group and be prepored

to make his own decisions and be res-

ponsible for lhem. Preferably should

olso have hod full or partiol trade ap-

prenticeship troining in industrial thop

or plant. Position will be permaneni, and

offers excellent opportunity for advance-

ment to the right man. Applications

should contain ali necessary personal

data, and full information aboul pre-

vious engineering experience, ond

should be addressed lo:

Personnel Monoger,

Courloulds (Canado) Limited,

Cornwall, Ontário.
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QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY
Department of Civil Engineering

KINGSTON, ONTÁRIO, CANADA
Applicalioi>s ar» mvifed for the fo//ow/ng positions in the Departmeitt of Civil

Engineering, Queen's UniversHy, Kingston, Ontário, Canada.

LECTURERS: Should have at least

two years experience following
graduation in Civil Engineering.
Mast'er'$ Degree advantageous but
not essential. Municipal and sani-
tary engineering experience desir-

able. May be required to instruct
in any civil engineering subjects
and must be prepared to specialize
in municipal or sanitary engineer-
ing and hydraulics. Excellent facili-

ties for research.

ASSISTANT PROFESSORS: Should
have Ma$ter's Degree in hydraulics
or related fieids and several years
experience following graduation in

Civil Engineering. Will be required
to lecture in hydraulics and to ín-

struct in general civil engineering
subjects. Will be expected to take
an interest in research in hydraulic
engineering.

GRADUATE-ASSiSTANTS: Must be
acceptable as students for Degree
of Master of Science and should
complete work for this Degree in

two years. Will be expected to

spend haif time during academic
session as demonstrators or as-
sistants on research projects. Regu-
lations governing graduate studies
are contained in the Graduate

Calendar which may be obtained
from the Registrar of the Univer-

sity.

GENERAL CONDITIONS: Academic
work occupies a period of approxi-

mately eigftt mortths. Staff mem-
bers are free to engage in Consult-

ing or other professional activities

during tfie remainder of the year.

Alternatively, they must be en-

gaged in research during this period
but so far it has not always been
possible to arrange for additional
remuneration.

SALAfllES: (AU subject to revision).

Lecturers $3,000-$4,200
Assistant Professors $4.000-$S,200

Graduate-Assistants (Academic
period — 7 months — Sepfem-
ber ISth to April 1 Sth)
Salary — $1,500.

Graduate-Assistants will act as
instructors at Field Survey
Schools in first haIf of Septem-
ber and second haIf of April —
$750.00 each School.
Graduate-Assisiants working in

research projects will probably
be expected to work full-time
during summer months and will

be paid accordingly.

Applications: To be submilled not later than June 15lh, to Professor S. D. Lash, Department
of Civil Engineering, Queen's University, Kingston, Ontário, Canada.

qualifica tions, experience and salary expect-
ed. Interview will be arranged with pros-
pective applicants. File No. 5153-V.

RESEARCH ENGINEER, required by Sask.
Department of Mineral Resources. Salary
range $326-S397 per month. Requirements re-
cent graduate in ceramics, chemical or geo-
logical engineering, to carry out lab and pilol

scale experimental work, field exploration,
and economic survey dealing with the non-
metallic or industrial minerais of the Prov-
ince. Good pension plan and conditions of
employment. For further information and
application forms contact P.S.C. Legislative
Bldg., Regina. File No. 5154-V.

SALES ENGINEER, wanted with several years
of sales experience preferably in petroleum
Chemical, steam power plant or pulp and
paper industries. Required to handle ali

sales aspects relating to heat transfer equip-
ment for major firm engaged in design of
same. Would involve travei, principally in
Eastern Canada. Location in Montreal.
Salary and expenses. File No. 5157-V.

RECENT GRADUATE IN MECHANICAL OR
Chemical engineering required for Montreal
East Refinery. One or two years' basic ex-
perience required with plant Utilities such
as steam, air and water. Knowledge of
plant electrical systems useful but not essen-
tial. Position provides excellent opportunity
for Professional experience and promotion.
Duties after suitable training period, will in-

clude such matters as performance studies
on steam boiler plant, steam engine and
turbines, pumps, air compressors, condensers
and similar mechanical equipment, economic
studies on efficient usage of plant Utilities;

preparation of estimates and layouts for ex-
tensions to plant utility systems. Salary de-
pendent on experience and qualifications.
Applications will be treated confidentially and
should be addressed in writing with fuU
particulars to File No. 5159-V.

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER with work standards
experience in foundry, machine assembly
type of operation. Assignments will include
development and installation of major pro-
grams as we!l as development of procedures
and personnel. We are seeking a man with
a degree in engineering or applied science,
between 28 and 35 years of age. Location:
Ontário. File No. 5162-V.

YOUNG TECHNICALLY TRAINED men for
industrial engineering subdivision, which in-
cludes tool engineering, production engineer-
ing, work standards, and plant layout and
material handling. Location: Ontário. File
No. 5162-V.

PLANT MANAGER PREFERABLY 25 to 35,
required by an Alberta firm specializing in
precast concrete. Applicants must be uni-
versity graduates in civil engineering or
mechanical engineering, with a minimum of
three years experience, preferably in manu-
facturing or in reinforced concrete. Will
be required to supervise and direct ali ac-
tivities of a branch plant, reporting directly
to the general manager. Salary open, with
advancement dependent largely upon adminis-
trative ability. Reply giving full personal
particulars, education, interests and recent
photograph. File No. Sise-V.

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER, man with experience
in job methods work and the installation
of inactive systems for Montreal manufac-
turing company. Engineer with experience
with management consultant firm would be
eonsidered. File No. 5167-V.

YOUNG SALES ENGINEER, preferably 1955
graduate required as sales engineer by manu-
facturer of complete line of heating and ven-
tilating equipment and centrifugal pumps.
Training period for experience in Canadian
or U.S. otfices. Head Office in Ontário. File
No. 5169-V.

DEPARTMENT OF NATIONAL DEFENCE, Ot-
tawa, urgently requires inspecting officer.
Under direction to be responsible for the
direction of inspection of the manufacture
and filling of artillery ammunition stores
(shell); to lay down inspection requirements
and proof conditions covering the manufacture
and fUling of all shell stores; to set standards
of workmanship and finish; to recommend
acceptance or rejection of concessions or
other departures from drawings and specifi-
cations. Graduation in engineering or applied
science from a university of recognized
standing, and/or qualifications that would
permit membership in a Provincial Associa-
tion or the Corporation of Professional Engi-
neers. File No. 5175-V.

TECHNICAL WRITERS REQUIRED with a uni-
versity degree in science or engineering.

The ability to express technical information
in clear concisa English and to read wiring
diagrams, schematics and mechanical draw-
ings is essential. Positions offer varied ex-
perience, future security and an opportunity
for advancement. Please reply stating age,
experience, educational qualifications and sal-

ary expected. File No. 5177-V.

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL, division of
Building Research, Ottawa, requires a physi-
cist or engineering physicist, to assist with

|

the Division's Fire research program. QwJlifi-

1

cations: applicants must be graduates from
a recognized university. Salary commensurate
with qualifications. The program is intended
to reduce the toU of life and the immense
property loss which arise from fires in all

i

kinds of buildings in Canada. A wide general
scientific knowledge and originality and ver-
satility in experimental work are more de-
sirable than any advanced specialization; but
an interest in measurement of thermal rad-
iation and flame temperatures, in unsteady-
Ktate heat transfer and in statistics would
be an advantage, and the capacity to write
reports which are clear to the public is in-

dispensable. File No. 5183-V.

AN EXPANDING CANADIAN company has
openings for engineers of university grad-
uate or equivalent status preferably with gas
turbine experience in the following fieids. Ex-
perience in gas dynamics problems desired

and the ability to assume responsibility for

organizing and executing details programs for

the development of gas turbine combusters
and related equipment. Vibration engineers
with previous experience preferred in vibra-

tion problems on gas turbine blading and
engine structures. The work will include

direction of laboratory, test house and flight

vibration tests in addition to analysis of test

data. Location Ontário. File No. 5185-V.

A DIESEL LOCOMOTIVE manufacturer in

Western Ontário requires recent graduates,
electrical and mechanical department. This
position will involve design, development and
testing of the locomotive and its components.
Experience not essential. File No. 5186-V.

MECHANICAL OR ELECTRICAL ENGINEER.
recent graduate, required as project engi-

neer for expanding progressive company of

engineering contractors specializing in indus-

trial combustion applications. After a brief

training period he will make surveys, esti-

mates, proposals and become responsible for

design, installation and operation. Location:

Montreal and vicinity. Salary commensurate
with qualifications. Please reply stating ex-

perience or background. File No. 5197-V.

ELECTRICAL OR METALLURGICAL ENGI-
NEER, recent graduate, required by machine
tool house to train for service and sales of

technical production machinery in the plastics,

electronic and metallurgical field. Location

Montreal. Territory Eastern Canada. File No.

5209-V.

MECHANICAL OR CIVIL ENGINEERS required

by a large metallurgical company located in

Southern Ontário as designing draftsmen.

Some experience required in either plant

layout, reinforced concrete structural steei or

materiais handling. Please reply giving details

of experience and salary required. File No.

5213-V.

ENGINEER REQUIRED with 5-10 years ex-

perience in production control covering stores

functions, physical inventory operations, and
dispatch and or scheduling functions. Engineer-

ing degree preferred but experience in produc-

tion control probably more essential. Position

requires supervision of staff of approximately
100. Salary range $6,000-$7,500 depending upon
experience. Location Montreal. File No. 5214-V.

RELAY ENGINEER to undertake system
studies and provide relay settings for all

generation and transmission plant of young
B.C. utility with headquarters in Victoria.

Reply stating age, experience, education,

salary expected. File No. 5215-V.

SITUATIONS WANTED
CHEMICAL ENGINEER, M.E.I.C., age 35, 10

years experience in research, development
and production desires position as assistant

sulphite superintendent or control superin-

tendent in pulp and paper mills. File No.

660-W.

MECHANICAL - ELECTRICAL ENGINEER,
P.Eng. Jr.E.I.C, Polytechnique 1948, fluently

bilingual, married with two children. 2Ví! years

engineer draugthsman, equipment installa-

tion and plant services layout; 4 years plant

engineering, supervising chemical plant elec-

trical and process instrumentation design, con-

struction and maintenance, equipment pre-

ventive maintenance program, pressure vessel

work, safety and fire protection. Experience
includes industrial electronics, hydro-electric
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sub-stations distribution and relay protectton.

Desires responsible position in Montreal área.

File No. 1097-W.

.NDUSTRIAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, B.A.Sc.,

Toronto 1950. Excellent background of Indus-

trial Ençineering experience having specializ-

ed in the installation and maintenance of

\ arious Systems of wage incentive. Specifical-

ly occiipied vvith time study, job evaluation,

melhods and cost reduction proposals. Par-

ticularly conversant with the Budgetary Con-

trol System. Qualified to move on to position

of greater responsibUity with progressivo

Southern Ontário or Quebec company, pro-

viding greater opportunity for advancement.
Single, 32, car owner, willing to travei or re-

locate. Fluently bilingual. Post-graduate

courses. Available on one month's notice.

Résumé on request. File No. 1721-W.

KXECUTIVE ENGINEER Mechanical graduate
P.Eng. Ontário and Quebec, M.E.I.C., age
39, married. with wide and diversified Cana-

dian experience in engineering design, con-

struction, maintenance, industrial, manufactur-

ing and business field. Accustomed in dealing

with management and personnel (technical

and otherwise.) Capable administrator and
organizer, aggressive, tactful. Would consider

position offering responsibility, scope and
future. Eastern Canada preferred. Available

by arrangement File No. 1793-W.

GRADUATE ENGINEER, 1945, age 32, bilingual,

diversified industrial experience combined
with sales engineering in various fields such

as pneumatic process instrumentation, Chemi-

cals, fuels. Excellent knowledge of ali aspects

of fuel utilization, combustion, heating, steam
and povver plant engineering. Seeks technical

position with Canadian basic industry in sales,

service or manufacturing. Montreal resident,

but will locate anywhere. File No. 2554-W.

EXPERIENCED ENGINEER, M.E.I.C., would
furnish structural designs and quantity esti-

mates in steel, concrete or wood, for archi-

tects or others requiring only occasional work
of this type. File No. 2672-W.

.MECHANICAL ENGINEER, M.E.I.C., P.Eng.
(Ont.) B.Sc. (Queen's) 1941, age 38, 13 years
experience in manufacturing methods, process
engineering, production engineering of high
precision components, plant layout and en-

gineering—desires position as plant engineer
or mechanical superintendent; avaUable im-
mediately. File No. 3272-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, M.E.I.C.. with 12

years experience in the design, construction,

operation and management of a wdie variety

of process plants across Canada. Seeks in-

teresting and challenging job preferably locat-

ed in Montreal. Good organizer, age 34. File

No. 3405-W.

GRADUATE ENGINEER, 32, married, no
children. Four years e.xperience in heavy
industry production control and planning last

three as division production manager in a
large Canadian firm. Desires employment of

a similar nature with opportunities for ad-
vancement. File No. 3424-W.

MECHANICAL and ELECTRICAL ENGINEER,
Jr.E.I.C, graduated 1949 from Vienna Univer-
sity; married, 2 children; 3V'2 years in Can-
ada, perfectly bilingual; experience covers:
heating, air conditioning, drying and piping
with Consulting engineer and contractor; as
júnior engineer, field supervisor and project
engineer; equipment, instrumentation, pro-
cess and service piping for complex Chemical
plant, as draftsman and mechanical enghieer;
layout, detailed planning, supervising the
erection of complete electrical system and
equipment for large cement plant, as chief
of electrical section; good organizational cap-
abilities and experience in dealing with man-
agement, staff, suppliers and contractors;
seeks responsible and challenging position in

industry, plant or with consulting engineer;
first class references. File No. 3945-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, (McGUl) with 4

years experience on highway construction,
surveys, soils and foundation engineering for
bridges and heavy structures wishes employ-
ment with a small company undertaking con-
struction of bridges, buildings and roads. File
No. 3988-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, U. of

Manitoba, 1950, 29 years of age, Test Course,
2V2 years design of mercury are rectifier Con-
trols, 5 months automotivo plant engineering,
9 months supervisory capacity in hydroelec-
tric generation. Will consider any location.
File No. 4021-W.

METALLURGICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C,
P.Eng., B.Sc. (Chemistry), B.E. Nova Scotia
Technical College 1952. Married, age 32. Ex-
perience includes one year as chemist in

control laboratory of a non-ferrous smelter;
one year as assistant welding engineer with
a steel fabricator, and approximately one

year with a research firm on ore preparation
and reduction of ores. Desires technical posi-
tion with firm located in Ontário or Quebec.
File No. 4128-W.

CIVIL AND INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER, B.Sc,
P.Eng., M.E.I.C, age 31, married. Ex-
perienced in planning of major industrial
expansions and plant improvements, includ-
ing reports, estimates, and design (civil and
mechanical). During 5 years in pulp and
paper industry, reaching supervisory capa-
city, have obtained broad cffice and field
experience in diversified structural design,
plant engineering and organization. Have
done extensivo studies in concrete mix designs
and concrete structures. Seeks responsible
position with industrial organization. Locate
in any major city in Canada. File No. 4171-W.

GRADUATE ENGINEER, B.Sc. 1951, Jr.E.I.C,
P.Eng. (Ont.), age 26, married. Two years
experience with consultant on municipal pro-
jecta and two years mechanical handling
seeks position in mechanical handling, plant
engineering or general industrial engineering.
FUe No. 4207-W.

PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER, consulting, aca-
demic, fcod, beverage industries, 36, B.A.Sc,
electrical, M.S. mechanical engineering, power
field (3), University lecturing (3), consulta-
tive capacity preliminary survey, design, erec-
tion, supervision, refrigeration, cold storage
plants, breweries, air conditioning systems,
processing, industrial in Canada, South Amer-
ica, Asia (5). Working knowledge French,
Spanish, German. Willing to travei or relocate,
no preference to location, domestic or foreign.
File No. 424U-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, B.Sc, P.Eng., Ont.,
single, with 8 years experience; 5 years plant
engineering, maintenance and design special-

izing in application of instrumentation, agita-

tion and related Chemical plant services and
equipment; 2 years project engineer with
large Chemical company, design and installa-

tion stainiess steel plant equipment; past year
with refinery organization piping and pressure
vessel design. Seek scope for initiative in

project design, engineering sales or field work
utilizing experience. Travei not objectionable,

prefer Ontário, Montreal, or U.S.A. File No.
4248-W.

CONSTRUCTION ENGINEER, P.Eng., Jr.E.I.C
McGill 1951, married, 26 years old. Two years
structural design experience in structures for

industrial plants and warehouses. Extensive
construction experience consisting of supervi-

sion on the erection of warehouses and other

commercial projects. Piping layout supervi-

sion. Considerable office experience in esti-

mating, quantity takeoffs and the preparation
of plans for tendering purposes. Presently em-
ployed, avaUable upon two weeks notice. File

No. 4273-W.

INDUSTRIAL SALES ENGINEER, graduate
mechanical engineer, sénior, experience in

diversified machinery and tools, good ap-

pearance and personality, bilingual, seeks

position only in the industrial sales field suit-

able to qualifications and possibilities, on
salary and commission basis. File No. 4300-W.

CrVIL ENGINEER, 35, Veteran, married with

two children, Jr.E.I.C, P.Eng., B.Sc, with 5

years varied experience—1 in design, 1 in

supervising building construction and 3 in

management seeks responsible position in

Western Canada. Would prefer Júnior partner-

ship or associateship. File No. 4358-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, M.A.Sc, Jr.E.I.C, P.Eng.
(Man.) graduate 1952. Age 26, single, Two
years experience on heavy building construc-

tion. Resident engineer on construction of

water treatment and sewage disposal plants

complete with distribution systems. Related

summer experience with water works and
private disposal systems. Would like to hear

from employer in Canada or U.S. A. who re-

quires a capable worker. References avail-

able from ali previous employers. Will be

available early summer. File No. 4415-W.

SALES ENGINEER, four years experience in

technical sales promotion, advertising. cata-

logue writing. marketing, and administration.

Chemical engineer, P.Eng. (Que.), Jr.E.I.C,

University of Saskatchewan 1950. Age 27,

married. Seeking interesting, responsible sales

position. File No. 4516-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, P.Eng.,

B.A.Sc, honours degree. electrical engineering

University of Toronto 1950. One year experience

in municipal engineering, one year with in-

dustrial electrical contractor as field engineer

on construction. Three years experience in

paper and board industry, operation. main-

tenance, construction, hydroelectric plant oper-

ation. Seek position in heavy industry or

manufacturing. Would locate in one month in

Canada. FUe No. 4545-W.

YOUNG ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C,
invites offers of challenging position requiring
initiative and responsibUity and providing in-
centive and opportunity. Graduated from Uni-
versity of Manitoba in 1950, age 27. married
with one child, Jr.E.I.C Has been 4'íi years
with electric utUity and has gained experience
in maintenance of electrical equipment, oper-
ating problems, estimating, and supervision.
More details available on request. Presently
employed. FUe No. 4603-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER. age 33, married. no
children. University of Toronto 1943. veteran.
Ten years industrial experience, four years
design, engineering, manufacturing. produc-
tion and purchasing. six years application,
marketing, sales and service. Experience
covers power plant equipment. pumps, feed
water conditioning apparatus. boiler controls,
materiais handling equipment. electric hydrau-
lic and pneumatic control systems, petroleum
Products, mining machinery and power trans-
mission machinery. Presently employed but
desire challenging work for aggressive firm
with opportunity for administrative and or
management career in sales, service or manu-
facturing. Would prefer Ontário, Alberta or
British Colômbia. Particulars willingly sup-
plied to interested employers. File No. 4604-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, M.E.I.C. age 34.

married. 10 years experience in drafting.
piping layouts. estimating. inspection and plant
maintenance in petroleum refinery. Desires
position in industrial plant or refinery. Loca-
tion Alberta or British Columbia interior.

AvaUable on one month's notice. File No.
4637-W.

METALLURGICAL ENGINEER, Master of

Science degree in Met. Engr., B.Sc. (Hons.)
in chemistry, P.Eng., Jr.E.I., Diploma of

the National Foundry College, England in

Foundry Management and Technology. Ap-
plied experience in almost every phase of

metallurgy—heat treatment; foundry work

—

non-ferrous, cast iron; steel melting and roU-
ing; machining; writing standards, etc. Will
take fuU charge of ali assignments. Seeks
position with a consulting firm, or as a
group leader or supervisor in the manufac-
turing development and engineering field.

Location and size of company not important.
FUe No. 4648-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, M.E.I.C, Sask. '36, is

seeking field training on large construction
projects. Age 41, married. three children.
good health. 8/2 years with R.C.A.F.; 7'^

years with a prairie construction company
specializing in commercial and institutional

buildings; 3 years with Central Mortgage and
Housing Corporation. Available immediately.
Training and emplo.vment summary with the
Instituto. Past experience mainly office and
administrative. File No. 4678-W.

METALLURGICAL ENGINEER. B.Eng. (1950),

M.Sc. (1951), Jr.E.I.C Age 28, married, two
children. Experience: research work in melt-
ing and testing tetanium alloys; production,
heat treating and testing of steel. plant engi-

neering. Presently supervisor of metallo-
graphy. physical testing. experimental heat
treatment and metallurgical investigations in

the laboratory of a large company. Fluently
bilingual. Desires work in metal industry,
production or research. ferrous or non-ferrous.
Will accept position anywhere in Canada or

U.S.A. File No. 4679-W.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER, McGUl. 1945. Age 31.

single. with 5 years experience in pulp and
paper; quaUty control, production and de-

velopment. Desires responsible position in

Chemical or allied field in Montreal área.
AvaUable immediately. FUe No. 4681-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER. Jr.E.I.C. P.Eng.
(Ont.) B.A.Sc. Toronto 1949. 31 years old.

married, six years experience mechanical
and structural design of industrial buildings.

materiais handling plateworks. piping. heat-

ing and ventilalion. Desires permanent posi-

tion with responsibility and opportunity for

advancement. AvaUable on one month's
notice to present employer. FUe No. 4683-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER. S.E.I.C, S.I.C.E.. B.Sc.

(Hons.) Leeds University 1954. Age 22Vi, mar-
ried. Experience in centrifugal pump de-

sign, road construction and design, estimat-

ing. Has done soU mechanics lab. work and
prestressed concrete design. Desires posi-

tion in S.W. Ontário in soil mechanics and
structural design with ouldoor work. At pre-

sent employed in Toronto. Available on 2

weeks' notice. FUe No. 4686-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER. 19.53 Manitoba
graduate, Jr.E.I.C. single. returning to Can-
ada in Deccmber from two years work
training on Athione Fellowship with British

turbine manufacturer. Desires to apply foi

design or manufacturing position. preferably

related to power generation industry. Loca-

tion: Manitoba. Ontário or Quebec Provinces.
FUe No. 46B7-W.
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CIVIL ENGINEER, P.Eng. (Man.), M.E.I.C.,
Jr.A.S.C.E. Single, age 27. Graduate U. ot

M. 1951. Two years experience as reslden(
engineer and tield engineer on defence con-

struction projects. One year as structural
Steel and miscellaneous iron estimator. Pres-
ently employed as town engineer in a com-
munity with a population of 22,000. Desires
a position with a construction or oonsulting
firm. Location immaterial. Available on one
month's notice to present employer. FUe No.
4688-W.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER, P.Eng., M.E.I.C.,
graduated from the Polytechnic Institute of

Bucharest, Rumania, 1949. 31 years old, mar-
ried, two chUdren. Experience one year as
Professor Asslstant at the University in

Rumania, one year as chemist in Greece with
textile company, one year with soap com-
pany in Canada, two years with a Chemical
company in Canada. Desires position in

Toronto area. Available one month's notice.

File No. 4692-W.

MECHANICAL AND METALLURGICAL ENGI-
NEER, P.Eng., graduate 1946. Age 36, varied
experience; mechanical design, materiais and
processes, heat treatment, casting, forging,
welding, sales. Presently employed as execu-
tive responsible for technical and administra-
tive problems. Seeks sénior position with
wlde scope for initiative. File No. 4693-W.

ELECTRICAL Jr.E.I.C, McGill 52, presently
employed, experience ineludes utility and
power project work, switchgear and control
design, and contracts, industrial rectifier

sales, and control work on D.C. drives. In-

terested in consulting or manufacturing in

or around Montreal and would be available
on one month's notice. File No. 4694-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, P.Eng., Jr.E.I.C,
age 29, married. 3V2 years sales experience.
2 years installation and maintenance electri-

cal equipment in mines. Toronto area pre-
ferred. File No. 4698-W.

MANAGEMENT MEN. Can you use an elec-

trical engineer, P.Eng., Jr.E.I.C, Assoe.
Mem. A.I.E.E., B.Sc.E.E. 1949, who offers
an excellent switchgear application back-
ground coupled with aggressive sales and
administrative ability. Test course graduate.
Age 28, married. Recently completed two
years of evening discussion courses in Busi-
ness Management. Currently employed in

responsible supervisory sales capacity with
large manufacturer. Capable of contacting
and negotiating effectively at management
and executive leveis. AH replies will be
given carefui consideration. Please reply to

File No. 4699-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, P.Eng., Jr.E.I.C,
Ass. A.I.E.E., 1952 honour graduate, desires
position with firm of consulting engineers,
arehitects, or electrical contractors. Also
very interested in design of motor and other
industrial control circuits. File No. 4701-W.

GEOPHYSICIST, graduate of engineering
physics University of Toronto, Jr.E.I.C, age
27, married, one child, with three years ex-
perience in magnetic and electromagnetic
surveys desires employment with future
leading to position of responsibility not
necessarily in geophysics. File No. 4703-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, P.Eng.,
with 7 years' experience including manufac-
turer's test course, industrial control design,
industrial apparatus application engineering,
and engineering management, graduate
Queen's, Canadian born, desires permanent
position with opportunities for advancement
in return for hard work and proveu ability.

File No. 4705-W.

ENGINEERS
with 2 or moie years experience

required for rapidiy expanding

chemical company

1—CIVIL 1—ELECTRICAL

1—MECHANICAL

Good opportunity and permanent position

with central engineering office in

downtown Toronto

Top salory for right men. Stort immedialely.

5 day weelc

Applications will be confidential

File Number 5230-V

CIVIL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, M.Eng., McGill,
age 34, 5 years diversified experience ineludes
2 years experience in laboratory testing soils

Steel and concrete, and concrete design, 2

years R.C. and pile foundation designs, re-

views R.C. and steel structures, soU investi-

gations and soil reports. Pressure vessel de-

signs. Has aptitude for report writing and
indeterminate structural problems. Seeks em-
ployment with consultant, growing firm or
growing construction company where know-
ledge, ability and hard work will eventually
lead to responsible position or partnership.
File No. 4706-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, 26, Canadian
Citizen, Canadian degree, varied experience
in Canada, British heavy engineering training
under Athlone Fellowship. At present in heavy
Swiss engineering plant. Working knowledge
of French and German, experienced traveller,
single. Seeks to use experience to best ad-
vantage upon return to Canada in September.
File No. 4709-W.

METALLURGICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C,
B.A.Sc., 1952, R.C.A.F. veteran, married. Em-
ployed since graduation in materiais depart-
ment o£ large manufacturing firm; engaged
chiefly in selectinn of materiais and processes,
enquiry into new materiais and processes,
collection of data, specification writing, etc;
small amount of shop and laboratory ex-
perience. Good background of industrial ex-
perience before graduation. Seeking employ-
ment in a metallurgical industry or closely
related field. Opportunity to assume increasing
responsibility with increased experience is an
important consideration. File No. 4710-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, B.Eng., M.E.I.C,
31, married with one son. RCNVR Engine
Room Artificer. Summer experience as ma-
chinist, mUlwright, construction foreman, sta-
tionary engineer. Four years power engineer
industrial power plant including steam power
generation, refrigeration etc. Experience with
oil and coal fired (chain grate, spreader,
and P.F.) units, turbogenerators etc. includ-
ing installation and repair. Recently com-
pleted eleven months as assistant chief
engineer of copper mine in Middle East.
Seeks position anywhere in Canada or U.S.
where ability to accept responsibility and
make decisions will be utilized to better

advantage. Complete résumé on request»
available for interview end of May. File No.
4711-W. ;

MECHANICAL ENGINEER 1943, McGill, desires
position of sénior responsibility in design,
project, development or plant maintenance.
Past experience: 2 years engineering teach- í

ing; 10 years on plant layout, machinery
foundation, design of process piping, plant
Services, steam plants, combustion work, in-

dustrial furnaces, structural design building
construction, field supervision. Also holder
of B.A. degree, married, 2 children, and
thoroughly bilingual. File No. 4713-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, B.Sc, P.Eng.
(Ont.), Jr.E.I.C, age 40, 1951 graduate, plant
engineering, instrumentation, and adminis-
trative experience, seeks position in engineer-
ing sales. File No. 4714-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, P.Eng. graduate
N.S.T.C. 1952, age 27, married. Three years
experience with construction company mainly f\

in field work and supervision of residential
'

and heavy construction projects. One year in
[

residential construction including housing re-
j

inforced concrete, streets, water and sewer
\

lines, sewage disposal plant, central heating. I

Two years experience in heavy construction I

on large concrete lock project including steel I

piling, cofferdams, mass earth and rock ex- 1

cavation. Good references available. Desires I

responsible position with opportunity for ad- i

vancement. File No. 4715-W.
(

CHEMICAL ENGINEER, B.Sc, Alberta, 1948,

Jr.E.I.C, married. Seven years experience in

development and production in metallurgical
industry. At present in charge of development
group working closely with production. Cap-
able of carrying production problems to com-
pletion with a practical viewpoint. Have had
recent experience in new plant start up in

foreign country. Desires position leading to

responsibility, in Western Canada or Ontário.
|

Available August. File No. 4716-W.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER, B.Sc. degree Wayne
University in Detroit (1955), age 27, married,
student member A.I.Ch.E. seeking a position

in plastics, rubber, petrochemical or paper
industry. AvaUable June. File No. 4717-W.

GRADUATE ENGINEER, CivU, Jr.E.I.C Mc-
\

Gill 1950 with extensive experience in rail- 1

road maintenance and considerable exper- 1

ience in allied works desirous of obtaining 1

employment anywhere. Would seriously con- I

sider municipal engineering. Available on I

reasonable notice to present employer. File

No. 4718-W.

ENGINEERING PHYSICS, M.E.I.C, B.Sc.

(Sask) 1946, age 32, married, one child.

Ihree years research and development; one
year materiais handling; 5 years chief engi-

neer large Western municipality. Considerable
top levei experience on planning, design and
construction of: roads, sewers, dykes and
drainage, waterworks, town planning, budget
preparation and control purchasing, and per-

sonnel work. Locate anywhere in Canada in an
interesting and challenging position. File No.

4719-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, M.E.I.C, & P.Eng. -!

Ontário. Age 46, married. Eleven years diver-

sified experience in design and development
engineering in oil refinery and chemical
plants including power house and process
piping design. Eleven years in plant engineer-
ing in the plastics and chemical industry.

Accustomed to dealing with management and
personnel (technical and otherwise). Capable
of organizing and administering. Interested

in a position where capabilities will be fully

utilized, and opportunity for advancement is

available. File No. 4720-W.
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Cornwall

L. H. Snelgrove, m.e.i.c,

Secretary-Treasurer

W. ROTHWELL,
Branch News Editor

G. R. Griffin Speaks on Pressure Vessels

On Thursday evening April 14, the

Cornwall Branch heard G. R. Griffin of

the General Electric Co. Ltd. speak on
"The Design of Pressure Vessels". The
meeting was held in the assembly room
at tlie Howard Smith Paper Mill under
the chairmanship of Jack Morris.

Mr. Griffin was introduced by Ben
Stidwell. His subject was treated under
two general headings. First, he outlined

the different governing bodies, legisla-

tion, codes and specifications that must
be followed in the design of a pressure

ve.ssei. Secondly, he discussed some of

the design problems and requirements
giving special attention to the latest

codes and their amendments.

Specificaiions

It was pointed out that a knowledge
of the subject covered by the first sec-

tion is essential to ali engineers who are

a.sked to design, install, purchase or

write purchase specifications for a pres-

sure vessel, for unless something is

known of the codes that govern design
an engineer cannot expect to even pur-

chase let alone design or manufacture a

special pressure vessel and have it do
the job as well as meet the letter of

the law.

For the definition of a pressure vessel

the Statutes of Ontário (Boiler and
Pressure Vessels Act 1951 S.I. (U) (ii) )

was quoted as an "unfired vessel or ap-
paratus other than a boiler that may be
used for containing, storing, distributing,

transferring, distilling, processing or

otherwise handling any gas, vapour or

liquid under pressure".

Not only are boilers classified sepa-
rately from pressure vessels but in some
localities a different code or standards
making body is followed for the design

of boilers than is followed for pressure

vessels while different legislature groups

may control the requirements for boilers

and pressure vessels.

The speaker explained to some length
the difference between regulations (or

codes) and a statute (or law). The
regulations or codes, as prepared by such
groups as CSA or ASME, being nothing
more than a guide to be followed and
therefore do not become mandatory
until they are adopted by a Provincial
or Federal statute such as the Ontário
"Boiler and Pressure Vessel Act 1951".

Design and Manufacture Procedure

The procedure for the design and
manufacture of a pressure vessel for use
in the province of Ontário was given as
follows. The vessel is designed based on
Information in the ASME code (Section
VIII) as well as the CSA regulation B-51
and the design submitted to the Chief
Inspector of the province for approvai
and registration before commencing con-
struction. In submitting a design, it is

necessary to forward three copies of ali

drawings as well as three copies of the
"Manufacturers Specifications".

The Boiler Inspection Department,
after checking the design retums one
copy of the drawing with their approvai
stamp on it, as well as a registration
number usually referred to as the Cana-
dian Registration Number. The vessel
can now be manufactured after arrang-
ing with the Boiler Inspection Depart-
ment for inspection of the vessel at any
stage of construction desired by the in-

spector. Upon completion of the vessel

the inspector gives a final inspection and
witnesses the hydrostatic tests on the
vessel.

The inspector may ask to see the
radiograph or X-ray films, if any are
called for in the design and he may also
ask to see the Identification card of any
welder working on the vessel.

Manufacturer's Affidavit

Once the vessel has been inspected
and tested the manufacturer must fill

out a Manufacturers Affiidavit on the
.special íorm provided by the Boiler In-
spection Department. On this form, it

is necessai"y to give the description of
the vessel, the Canadian Registration
Number, the name and address of the

ultimate owner, the names and addresses
of the welders and the date of their

last test, the material u.sed and its

makers name as well as other particulars.

When completed, this form must be
.^igned by the foreman of the .shop and
swom to before a notary or Justice of
the Peaee. l^on receipt of this affidavit

the Boiler Inspection Department issues

a Certificate of Inspection which must
br foi-warded to the ultimate owner and
displayed by him near the veí5.sel.

The speaker went on to exijlain the
laoeedure necessary for a manufacturer
liuilding a vessel in one jirovince to bc
used in another pro\ ince and explained
llie use of the registi'ation number to

identify the provinces in which the de-
sign has been registered.

ASMB Code

In the second jiart of his talk, Mr.
( iriffin discu.ssed the ASME code in gen-
eral and the ASME' Code Section VIII
and its application in the design of
jircssure vessels in particular.

During the question time, the speaker
answered a large number of questions
from the members present which was an
indication of the interest shown in the
subject of the address.

At the close of the meeting, Mr.
Griffin was thanked by Don MacEwan.

Edmonton
R. B. Kekk, jr.E.i.c,

Secre tary-Treasurer

P. H. BUCKLAND, M.E.I.C,

Branch News Editor

Trans-Canada Gas Pipe Line

On the evening of Wcdnesday, March
23. 1955, the Edmonton Branch had its

regular dinner meeting. The speaker for

the evening was James C. Sacs, assistant

to the president of Tran.s-Canada Pipe
Lines Ltd. Mr. Sacs' talk for the eve-
ning covered highlights of the gas pipe
line proposed by his company.
Mr. Sacs is a native Albertan and a

graduate of the University of Alberta.

He was with the Royai Canadian Navy
during the war and spent five and one-
half years overseas. After the war he
took a post graduate course at the Har-
vard Law School and graduated from
the Harvard Graduate School of Busi-

ness Administration. Mr. Sacs was in-

troduced by Paul H. Buckland of the

Edmonton Branch.

Venture's Magnitude

Mr. Sacs first emphasized the magni-
tude of his company's proposefl venture
to transport natural gas from Alberta to

eastern Canada by pointing out the

following facts: The order to be placed

for pipe will be the largest single pipe

order ever placed. It will be tlie longest

pipe line in the world. It will transport

approximately 4.35 trillion cubic fect of

gas during its life time. This is about
equivalent to four St. Lawrence seaway
projects on a B.t.u. basis.

He pointed out that there were four

main types of pipe lines; namely,
natural gas, crude, products and gather-

ing. This type of transportatiou, al-

though not as well publicized as some,
has in fact a greater mileage in the

United States than the railroads.

Volume Bxpected

To illustrate the size of the volumes
of gas which Trans-Canada would
handle, Mr. Sacs compared their ex-

pected movement of 500 million cubic
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FLEXIBLE WIRES,

CABLES AND CORDS

Annunciator

Aircraft Cable

Automobile Wire

Bell Cord

Car Wiring Cable

Fixture Wire

Flexible Cords

Locomotive Cables

Military Wire

Motor Lead Cable

Neon Sign Cable

Oil Burner Cable

Office Wire

Portable Cords—Type
SV, SJ S, SJO, SO

Portable Cables—Type
SW, SWO G, SH

Radio Wire

Transformer Lead Cable

Welding Cable

BUILDING WIRES

AND CABLES

Flameseal—Type TW
Flexible Armoured Cable

-Type AC & ACL
Pfiilex Cable-Type
NIVlD-1, NIVlD-3, NMD-IO
Rubber & Braid—
Type R, RH, RW

Rubber Neoprene Cables

Service Entrar)ce Cable-
Type SE

Service Cables

COMMUNICATION
WIRES & CABLES

Coaxial Cables

Fire Alarm Cables

Interphone Cables

Paper Telephone Cables

Police Signal Cables

Signal Cables

Telegraph Cables

Telephone Cables

Telephone Switchboard

Cables

Telephone Wires

Telephone Cords

Terminating Cables

MAGNET WIRES

Enamel, Formei

Cotton, Stik

Asbeslos, Glass

Paper, Nylon

Round, Square,

Rectangular

CONTROL CABLES

Station Control

Traffic Control

Signal Cable

Railway Control

Elevator Control

Thermostat Control Cable

POWER CABLES

Armoured—DSTA,
Neoprene Jacket

Rubber Insulated

Paper Insulated

SWA

Varnished Cambric
Insulated

Shipboard Cables

Parkway Cables

Submarine Cables

Mining Cables

Lead Sheathed Cables

RODS, BAR & LINE

CONDUCTORS
Bus Bar Copper

Electrolytic Copper Rods
Aluminum and ACSR
Brass & Bronze Wire

CCSR Conductor

Copper Wire & Cable

Copperweld Wire & Cable

Copperweld Copper
Conductors

Trolley Wire

Neoprene Line Wires

Weatherproof Wire &
Cable

ROCKBESTOS WIRES,

CABLES & CORDS

Boiler Room Wires

Fixture Wires—Type AF
Flexible Cords

Power Cables

Sv^itchboard Wires

Range Wires

Stove Wires

Appliance Lead Wires

Rheostat Wire

Special High Temperature
Wire

Soil Heating Cable

5403-B

PhilUas
CLBCTRICAL COMPANY (1953) LIMITCD

WIRES & CABLES
<E CANADIAN AFFIIIATE OF THE B. I. C. C. GROUP

26 Hollinger Road, Toronto 1 6

BROCKVILLE. HAMILTON -WINNIPEG. REGINA. EOMONTON.VANCOUVER

PHILLIPS ELECTRICAL COMPANY LIMITED

26 Hollinger Road, Toronto 16

I have checked the wires and cablei in which we are ínlereited.

Please send me furlher informotion on lhem.

NAME

FIRM NAME

ADORESS

CITY or

TOWN PROV
M(W B-K..I



SIL-FOS brazed wafer coo/er shelf. No /o/n/ failures

offer severe hydrostatic and crushing fesfs.

Try fhis simple fest in your own plant.

LOOK AHEAD WITH L.A

belíevíng!
Yo U may have heard

the story about the

man who saw a giraffe

for the first time and

exclaimed — "There

ain't no such animal!"

Many shop men get the

same reaction when they first

see EASY-FLO and SIL-FOS

at work. TheyVe amazed at the

unusually fost and complete

penetration of these silver

brazing alloys. TheyVe amazed,

too, at the exceptional strength

of the bonds they make, with

only a fine line of alioy to show

that there is a joint.

Yes, you realiy have to see these

alloys in action to appreciate

their exceptional performance.

We'll be demonstrating them at

the Canadian International

Trade Fair, Booths 4366-74.

AS STRONG AND
AS PERMANENT AS

SOLID METAL
Typical of thousands of tests, the

examples illustrated prove that

properly designed EASY-FLO
and SIL-FOS joints are ductile

and stronger than the metais

joined.

It's an amazing story even in

print. For your copy of Bulletin

C-20, just mail coupon belov/.

Canadian LIQUID AIR Company
LIMITED

To: CANADIAN LIQUID AIR COMPANY LIMITED,

1111 Beaver Hall Hill, Montreal, P.Q.

Please mail me my free copy of Bulletin C-20 telling

the story of EASY-FLO and SIL-FOS.

Name

City. Prov.

.

feet per day with the 350 million cubic
feet per day which rein osonts the peak

'

of i)ret;ent Alberta gas jiroduction. The
whole line will fost ultimatelv from
$300.000,000 to $350,000.000. The' line aa
pro])osed will be 34 in. O.D. from
point on the Alberta-Saskatchewan
border to Winnipeg. It will have a 24
in. lateral line from there to the United
States border at Emenson and a 30 in.

line from Winnipeg to Toronto. The
fomiiany has already installed a 20 in.

line from a jjoint on the United States
border near Xiagara to Toronto. Thia
line i.s prcsently being iised to develop
the Toronto market from United States

gas souree.s. Howe\ er, when the line to

Toronto is completed. the flow will be
rcversed and the Niagara area will then
be .-^upiilied with Alberta gas. The line

from Toronto to Montreal will be 24

m. O.D.
At present, Trans-Canada has an

agreement with l^nion Gas Co. of Can-
ada Ltd. of Chatliam, Ontário, to svipply

300 billion eubic feet o\'er a twenty year

period. This agreement is particiilarly

attractive as Union Gas is prepared to

take larger volumes in the summer than
in the wintcr. This is quite the reverse

of most gas agreements since demands
are much higher in the winter, but Union
has natural storage facilities in Dawn
Township just north of Chatham. Tran.<-

Canada has an agreement to deliver vip

to 100 million cubic feet per day to

Emerson for United States consumption.
The problem of gathering the gas in

Alberta will be handled bv the Alberta

Gas Trunk Line Co. Ltd. They will

gather the gas from various fields ami
deliver it to Trans-Canada at the

Alberta-Saskatchewan boimdary.

Alberta'! Reserve

.\ltliough the pipe line plans to market

4.35 trillion cubic feet of gas. Mr. Sacs

emphasized that the present Alberta gas

reserve was 13.4 trillion. With this re-

ser\'e increasing at a rate of 1.5 trillion

cubic feet a year. it is obvious that

.\lberta has no worry about a plentifiil

gas supply.

Ml-. Sacs .said that present plans fdi

financing the line were going ahead, bui

deijended to a great extent on guar-

anteed markets. He further stated that

since the Alberta gas fields were spread

out over such a vast area that it was
likely that the Canadian gas producer

might not expect as high a price as

his United States counterpart. In closing,

Mr. Sacs restated the company 's decisian

to delay the pro,ject for a year until

arrangements can be made to finance

the line.

Mr. Sacs was thanked for the Edmon-
ton Branch by J. A. Sirde\ an.

Hamilton

A. F. Barnard, jr.E.i.c,

Secretary-Treasurer

R. R. Packer, jr.E.i.c,

Branch News Editor

Students' and Juniors' Papers Night

"Science and Religion—Can They Be

Rcconciled?" by B. A. Warren was the

first paper delivered at the Hamilton
Branch annual Students' and Juniors'

Paper Night.
Mr. Warren pointed out some of the

biblical interpretations which have been

a source of conflict between science and

religion, and suggested that historical

and scientific facts be considered the
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THE IDEAL VALVE

GRINNELL-SAUNDERS
DIAPHRAGM VALVES

AIR
OR WATER
GAS!

Credit the tight closing diaphragm

with providing important advan-

tages. The diaphragm Hfts high for

streamhned passage, in either direc-

tion; closes tightly for an absolute

seal, even when scale lodges on the

valve weir.

That feature alone can mean im-

pressive savings. For a single leak

in a valve on an air line, even as tiny

as inch, can waste in one month's

time the equivalent of the cost of a

new Grinnell-Saunders Valve.

Grinnell-Saunders Diaphragm

Valves offer other advantages too.

Bodies, linings, and diaphragm ma-

OPEN
No packing glands to

demand attention.
Working ports are
isoloted from fíuid...

sticklng, clogging,
contamínation, corro-

sion eliminated.

terials are available to meet most

Service conditions. The only part

that ever needs replacing is the

diaphragm, which can be changed

in minutes without removing the

valve body from the line. In down-

time and overtime saved—in main-

tenance and repair work avoided

—

you are dollars ahead when you rely

on Grinnell-Saunders Valves.

Grinnell-Saunders Diaphragm

Valves are stocked by Grinnell

branch warehouses and distributors

from coast to coast. Write for your

copy of the Grinnell-Saunders Dia-

phragm Valve catalog.

CLOSED

Compressor cr finger

plate supports the
diaphragm in ali posi-

tions. No melal-to-
metal seots to be-
come damaged or
wire-drawn.

-^'Ví — 12 Grinnell-Saunders Diaphragm
Volves ranging in slze from !4" *o Í

Hydrogen Gas lines. Oxygen, Nitrogen,
JAcetylene and Propane lines also use these
volves at this Canodion General Electric

iCompany plant at Guelph^ Ontário.

GRINNELL
WHENEVER PIPING IS INVOLVED

Grinnell Company of Canada Ifd. • Edmonfon • Montreal • Toronto • Vancouver • Grinnell Distributors in P rincipol Cities

pipe fittings • welding fittings • pipe hangers • volves • Grinnell-Saunders diaphragm volves • pipe

prefabricoted piping • heating specialties • woter Víforks supplies • Grinnell outomotic fire profection systems
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field of science, and matters of an ethical

and moral nature be left to the field of

religion. He believed that science can
further religion in the presentation of

accurate historical facts, and that reli-

gion, in turn, can explain the fiitility of

a scientific approach to eertain concepts.

While science, itself, is limited in its at-

tempt to explain the source of some
things, religion, on the other hand, has
benefited by such outstanding scientists

as Galileo and Darwin who established

religious truths by scientific investigation.

With the advance of science, Mr.
Warren said, it is not only the respon-
sibility of religion but also of persons
advocating technological improvements
to keep in mind the restricted and
monotonous life to which the individual
is subjected in industi-y.

Mr. Warren came to the conclusion
fhat science and religion only seem to

(liffer; they really do not have to be
reconciled in that they have always gone
hand in hand.

Motor resf Method

"The Spced-Torqiie Determinations of

the Acceleration Metlvod" by A. F. Bar-
nard gave a niethod of motor test used
by Canadian Westinghouse. Before ex-

plaining the acceleration method he
pointed out the disadvantages of other
inethods, such as brake with overheating
due to long runs at low speeds. and s'ze

limitation which is also a problem with
dynamometers.
The basis of the acceleration method

is Newton's second law which relates

force to mass and acceleration.

By electrically determining motor
speed. voltage applied, and time on an
oscillograph, values may be found from
which a speed-torque curve may be
drawn knowing that torque varies as

voltage squared.
On a graph was shown the subtraction

of a speed-torque loaded motor curve
from the curve for an unloaded motor
to give the speed-torque load curve.

One of the many advantages of tRis

system is that installed equipment may
be tested. The size is not prohibitive as

even the new 55,000 hp. pump motors
for Sir Adam Beck v.'ere tested by this

method. The only disadvantage is that a

large amount of power is required to

test large motors.

Self Protecting Dhiribution Transformers

The third speaker. P. J. C. Locke, also

represented Canadian Westinghouse and
talked on "Completely Self Protecting
Distribution Transformers."
The construction of conventional dis-

tribution transformers consistinç; of tank,
oil. core and coils was compared with the
C.S.P. transformer which, besides being
better constructed, had lightning ar-

restors on the primars' side. co-ordinated
air gaps and circuit breakers on the
secondary side.

These protective devices were explain-
ed by showing their protection against
three typical .electrical stresses, high
winding to tank, low winding to the

tank. and the high winding to the low
winding failures.

The advantage of current overload cir-

cuit breakers over fuses is that short

overloads that will not damase the trans-

former are allowed by the circuit break-
ers but not by fuses while they still give

protection for long periods of continuous
service. Other important devices were
discussed, such a.« signal lamps which
wamed utilities when transformers were

being used to capacity indicating they

shouíd be replaced by larger trans-

formers.

Precision Investment Casiing

W. B. Jennings from the experience

drawn from his own company described

"Precis'on Investment Casting." Casting

was defined as the scientific approach

to an ancient art. The Romans made
chariot wheel hubs by casting.

There are two main types of molds in

investment casting for making the wax
cores—low melting metais, such as bis-

muth where the double shrinkage of the

wax and bismuth nuist be considered,

and steel molds.

Three stick molds were shown by
which three parts of a wax core were
assembled to make one complex shape
core. After attaching runners and a

header for better distribution of the
molten metal, the core is next placed in

a metal can filled with a plaster of paris

surry, or investment. The investment is

cured at from 180 degrees Fahrenheit to

200 degrees. The wax or plastic core

must have no ash content. After curing,

the wax core is bumt out of the invest-

ment in an oven at 1.400 degrees for 14

hotirs. leaving a cavity in the invest-

ment. A variety of metais may be poured
and \-arious coolina rates employed to

obtain the required results. The invest-

ment is broken away lo obtain the parts

from which the gates are removed.
The advantages of investment casting

are that its tooling cast is less than die

castinec, and sand or plaster casting, but
handling cost due to the multiplicity of

operations is high. The accuracy and
finish are pood, equalling die casting.

Tool maintenanco is low because of the

low temperature and pressure used. The
greatest advantage is the complexity of

shape which offers a challenge to any
design engineer.

After the judges' decisions were an-
iioimced, the prizes were presented as

follows: R. C. Mitchell. chairman of the

Judges Committee, presented the first

prize to B. A. Warren. W. A. WTieten,
past-president. awarded the past-presi-

dents second prize to W. B. Jennings,
and F. M. Milno presented the third

prize to A. F. Bamard. P. J. C. Locke
will also be presented with a ccrtificate

for his paper.

Kingston

E. C. Reid, m.e.i.c.

Rtrrrlary-TrrnKiircr

G. C. Monture Addresses Joint Meeting

Members of the Kingston Branch of
the Chemic-al Institute of Canada, the
Kingston Branch of the Engineering In-
stitute of Canada, and the Kingston
Metallurgical Society and their ladies

were addressed at the annual joint din-
ner meeting on Tuesday evening, March
15, by Dr. G. C. Montiire. Dr. Monture
is chief of the mineral resources divi-
sion, mines branch, Department of Mines
and Technical Surveys. He has travel-
led widely on behalf of the Government
of Canada, and has rocently returned
from a trip to Malaya where he was
one of a team of experts sent on a
mission for the International Bank. Dr.
Monture is also a member of the Uni-
versity Council of Queen's University.

Brithh Malaya

Dr. Monture pointed out that British

Malaya ranged from about one degree

north of the equator to about six degrees
north. It is almost exactly 180 degrees
removed in longitude from this section
of Ontário. Perhaps the best known
centres are Singapore, at the southern
tip of the Malay península, which is

independently governed and Kuala
Lumpur, the capital of British Malaya
The climate is tropical with tempera-

tures ranging from 100 degrees during
the day down to 75 degrees at night
The speaker told how he noticed. at first

with surprise, that when he happened
to leave a briefcase sitting on the side-

walk at noon it cast no shadow. Rain
is pientiful and occurs every day, usually
in the forni of a short but heavy fali in

mid-afternoon. The climate is ali dom-
inated by monsoons which occur at

regular intervals twice per year. These
winds and rains are particularly .strong

along the north coast where they sweep
in from the China Sea.

Cusiom and Habiis

Dr. Monture went on to describe the
peojjje of the country. They can be
di\'i(led into well defined groups. There
are the Malays, who are native to the

country, the Chinese and Indians who
iia\ e come and settled in large numbers,
the Europeans who are of course a min-
ority, and the aborigines who inhabit
the jungle. Dr. Monture contrasted the

custom and habits of these peoples.

He stressed the industrious nature of

the Chinese which was coupled however
with a sort of politicai indifference. The
Malays were by comparison more in-

clincd to be easy-going and to have a
serene attitude. There were several

ma,ior religious groups as well although
these were divided mostly along racial

lines. Buddhists, Confucians, Hindus and
Mohammedans were ali present. Dr.
Monture spoke warmly of ali these racial

groups, and of the way in which the

life of the country moves on in spite of

the constant tlireat to the life of the

indi\'idual and to the economic life of

the country which guerrilla raids impo.se.

Government

He described the system of govern-

ment and the conscientious attempt of

th(> British authorities to defeat the

Communist threat not only by military

aclion which is at best difficult, but by
a jirogram of planned improvement of

the economy of the countiy and by ef-

forts to show the people that their gen-

eral standard of living is better than

any in all of southeast Asia. The speaker

pointed out that the number of guerrillas

is relatively small. The country depends
laigely upon rubber plantations and

upon tin mining however, and in botb

of these industries the workers were

particularly subject to guerrilla attack.

The difficulty of successfully combatting
their attacks was greatly increased also

by the .security afforded them by the

jungle.

Nevertheless the success to date of

countermeasiu'es while costly has been

.such as to aliow the production of rub-

ber and tin actually to increasc.

The .-speaker closed his talk with a

series of illustrations which showed for

the most part methods of mining tin in

Malaya. These were followed by a short

motiòn-picture film depicting various

aspects of life in the country.

Dr. Monture was thanked by Mr. W.
J. Babe, chairman of the Kingston

Branch of the Chemical Institute. A
copy of the work "De Re Metallica"

suitably inscribed in honour of the occar
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sion, was presented to Dr. Monture.

Those at the head tablc ineluded

Principal and Mrs. W. A. Maokintosli

of Queens Universitv, Dr. Monture,

Dean and Mrs. D. S. Eliis, Dr. R. H.

Hay, chairman of tlic Kingston Metal-

lurgical Society, who al.-^o acted as chair-

man at the dinner, Mrs. Hav, Mr. and

Mrs. W. J. Babe. Profes.-^or C. H. R.

Campling, chairman of the Kingston

Hranch of the Engineering Institute of

Canada, and Mrs. Campling.

The dinner was held in Wallace Hall

in the Students' Memorial Union at

Queen's University.

Lethbridge

P. H.^RDING, jr.E.I.C,

Branch Neivs Editor

R. D. Hall, jt.e.i.c,

Secrctary-TreasureT

R. Traveis Is Guest Speaker

On Satiirday, February 16, the

Lethbridge Branch met in the banquei
hall of the El Rancho restaurant under
the chairmanship of E. A. Lawrence.
The musical entertainment was .supplied

by Mrs. Brown at the piano and Mr.
Brown at the violin, with Miss Helen
Findlay providiug three vocal solos.

Mr. James Haimes was paid special

tribute by G. Brown for the work he
lias done in the Lethbridge Branch
through the years. M. Mitchell men-
lioned the forthcoming annual meeting
of the Professional Engineers of Alberta
at Calgaiy where one of the subjects to
be discussed is the possibility of teach-
ing more mathematics in local schools.

The guest speaker, R. Travers, was
introduced by A. L. H. Somerville. Mr.
Travers, as radio officer with the Depart-
ment of Transport took as his subject,

"Taking the Guess out of Flying".

Aviation ha.s advanced tremendously
in the last 15 years and this advance-
ment has followed the improvements of

electronics. When the bush pilot hit poor
\isibility he had to land as soon as

possible and possibly spend days in the
bush before the weather cleared. With
the commercial airline.s the customers
demanded more security in transporta-
tion with the result tliat highly efíicient

air navigation Instruments had to be
developed.

Air Navigation Instrument

Radio range stations, which operate in

the 200-400 kilocycle band, are installed

at 122 Caiiadian airports linking major
cities of the Dominion in a network of
airways. Five steel masts, 125 ft. high,

radiate ficld patterns that resemble two
figures "8". The intcisí-ction of the lobes
produce characicristic signals that enable
the pilot to fl>' dircctly from one point
to anothor without reference to the
ground, or in other words, to na\'igate
by instruments alone.

The instrament landing system is an
electronic .system that takes over from
the radio range network and makes it

po.ssible foi- the pilot to make a blind
landing. It i.~ a lour dimensional con-
ception in that it pro\ides Information
aurally and vi.sually informing the pilot

of his distance above ground, his

distance from the runway, and his lateral

alignment to the runway. It cotitinually
changes this Information in accordance
with the passage of time as the aircraft

approaches its point of touchdown.

Two of the four buildings rccjuired
for an approach contain fan markcr
transmitter which operate at 75 mega-
cycles. The outer marker is appro.ximate-
ly four miles from the runway, whereas
the middlc marker is about one-half a
mile distant. Specially shaped antennae
radiate a field pattern that resembles an
open fan and when the aircraft slices

through tlic thin dimension of the fan,

the pilot is alerted by means of flashing
lights and high pitched notes emitted
by the transmitter.

Localizer Transmitter

The localizer transmitter provides
lateral guidance. Two modulation lobes,

90 cycle and 150 cycle at carrier fre-

quency of 110 megacycles intersect along
the centre line of the runway and its

extensiou into space. The aircraft re-

ceiver separates the two modulation
components by means of a íilter net-

work. The modulation is converted into

d-c. components and whichever is the

stronger manages to deflect the needle
of the ILS instrument. The result is

that if the aircraft drifts to the right

of the course the needle will point to

the left and vice-versa. The pilot must
fly in the direction the needle points

in order to return to the centre line

of the mnway.
The Glide Path Transmitter radiates

at 330 megacycles two modulation en-

\'elopes which intersect in such a way
as to provide a glide angle of 2% de^

grees. So long as the pilot maintains this

angle of descent the needle of his instru-

ment will remain horizontal and he will

land on the runway. Otherwise he will

be instructed to fly up or fly down b\-

the needle whichever his error may be.

By keeping his two needles crossed

the pilot is enabled to land in condition.-

of very poor visibility.

Montreal

R. J. Harvey, m.e.i.c,

Secretary-Treasurer

J. A. PaGET, M.E.I.C.,

Publicily Chairman

Industrial Meteorology

On February 1, 1955, at a meeting

chaired by H. j. Racey, the guest speak-

er was Dr. Irving P. Krick, whose sub-

ject was "Industrial Meteorology".

The practice of industrial meteorology

had its inception in the middle 1930's

when Dr. Krick as head of the Depart-

ment of Meteorology at the Califórnia

Institute of Technology and his col-

leagues in that Department organized

the world's first firm of meteorological

consultants.

Research

The first efforts of the group were

directed to research into a main weather

requirement of business and industrj

long range weather outlooks.

First, the 45 years of synoptic weath-

er charts then on record were analyzed

and classified into eleven basic weather

types, each with a iife cycle of six

days. Further research showed that

each basic type was controlled and

selected by the position and oricntation

of the Pacific anti-cyclone which lies

between Califórnia and the Hawaiían

Islands. The more or less regular oscil-

lations of this control cell can be extra-

polated for some months ahead, thus

permitting extended forecasts for any

part of North America. The method is

uniquc in two respects: first, the long
period for which outlooks can be ob-
tained, and second, the actual timing
of the sequence of woatiier events which
can be specified during the forecast.

Industrial Application

The final problem of the con.5ulting

meteorologist is the translation of the
sequential pattern of the forecasl
weather t-o actual effects on the clienlV
problems and operations at a particular
geographic location.

The first major application of mel'ior-
ology to business was in the motion
picture industry where light conditions
are so important for outdoor photo-
graphy. Major fields of application are
now Utilities, especially hydro-electric
and natural gas Utilities, construction,
marketing of weather sensitive products
such as fuel oil, soft drinks, etc, ocean-
ography, air survey, forest operations.

Precipitation Forecasts

The main hydro-electric interest is in

long range precipitation forecasts for

reservoir draw-down operations, while
the natural gas application is the one
to two weeks' demand situation to aliow
ordering and tran.smi.ssion of the gas
from the gas fields. In construction the

forecasts are used to specify the numbcr
of operational days to be expected for

different classes of work based on
weather critcria for liniits for each cla.ss,

for concrete protection, from either frost

or rain-mark, movement of heavy equip-
ment, pipe line laying, etc. Weath(M-
sensitive products require long range
forecasts for production planning and
shorter range forecasts for promotional
efforts and timing of advertising.

A completely new branch of applied

meteorology is that of weather modifi-

cation.

Cloud Seeding

The discoverj' by Drs. Schaefer, Lang-
muir and Vonnegut of General Electric

that dry ice and then silver iodidc

would nucleate supercooled clouds was
made in 1947. Since thea a great cffori

ali over North America and in a dozen
foreign countries has yieldcd increasing

evidence that cloud-seeding to increase

natural precipitation is a thoroughly

sound process, technicallv and cconomic-

ally.

Inefiicient experiments using dry ice

dispersed from an aeroplane were .soon

displaced by large scale seedings from

a planned network of ground-ba-sínl

generatoi-s operated in accordance witii

the dictates of skilled meteorological

analyses of the storm structure, vertical

and horizontal wind-flown and moisture

distribution aloft.

The basic principie of cloud-scediug

is the fact that nature precipitatcs

waler in our latitudes, si)eaking broadly.

bj' the ice-nucleation process. Natural

ice nucloi are inactivo above about
—15° C. to —20° C. Silver iodidc, on

the other hand, is active at temiieralurc-;

up to —1° C. This immediately mak^-s

available a whole section of the cloud

.system of any given storm for nucle.i-

tion and resuUing precipitation.

There are various methods of vapor-

izing the silver iodide to produce thr

desired number and proper size oí

crystals. Some methods bum a solution

of silver iodide (in acetona) in a hydro-

gen or bulane ílame; others burn sizcd

foundry coke impregnatcd with a solu-

tion of silver iodide in acetone.
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No. 3 in a series of discussions on fruck equipment

What ^'Made ín Canada" Means

to Canadian Truck Operators

We at Phil Wood Industries believe that it is

vitally important that Canadians manufacture

as much as possible of the goods and equipment
they use. Our thinking on this is two-fold.

In the first place when goods are manufactured
in this country maintenance of service parts

and facilities is much easier. PhU Wood cus-

tomers, for example, never lose valuable time
waiting for some needed part to be shipped

into Canada. AU of our equipment is made here

and service is instantly available whenever
and wherever it is needed.

C. W. WOOD
General Manager We feel, too, that an entirely Canadian in-

dustry is vitally necessary to the continued
growth of Canada's economy. Thafs why, in addition to manufacturing
Canada's most complete Une of hoists and bodies, Phil Wood Industries has
also led in the development of needed, specialized hydraulic equipment.

For example, to help our basic industries do a better job, Wood has engi-

neered rugged, heavyweight hydrauUc log loaders, rock bodies and oil field

bodies. Because we are a Canadian firm familiar with Canadian conditions

these units are built to stay on the job day in and day out regardless

of terrain or weather conditions.

Another example of Wood engineering is the Wood Tailgate Loader, the

only Loader engineered and developed in Canada. This versatile, self-con-

tained unit hydrauUcally lifts loads to the levei of truck bodies—makes
loading faster, easier, and safer

—

cuts costs and speeds up deUveries.

So you see, for the manufacturing,
engineering, and development of

speciaUzed hydraulic truck equip-

ment there is no need to go outside

Canada's borders. You can get

the best there is right here.

You are always sure when you
specify Wood, that you are getting

equipment unequalled anywhere.
Remember, too, that Wood Serv-

ice is immediately available from
coast to coast.

Available in sizes capable of handling loads up to

4000 pounds the versatile Wood Tailgate Loader

steps up efficiency—reduces handling time and costs.

ENGINEERS AND MANUFACTURERS OP

• Hoists and Bodies— Uniimited Range of CapacitieS

Bucket Loaders

Front End Loaders

Load Crushers

Load Paclters

Pole Derricks

Power Toke-Offs

• Repoir Towers
• Snow PIows
• Trailerízed Dump UnitS

• Tailgafe Loaders

• Winches

• Wreckers

SALBS AND SERVICB COAST TO COAST

PHIL WOOD INDUSTRIES, LTD. WINDSOR, ONTÁRIO
a CANADIAN eompany serving CANADIAN industry
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Vaporizing Meihods

There are two piimary considerationg
in a choice of vaporizing methods; finst,

the tomiiprature of vaporization, and
set-ond, the stability of the crystals pro-
duced, in ultra-violet light and under
normal atmospheric thermal action. The
most efíicient vaporizing temperature is

apijroximately 2,.500° F. This tempera-
ture i.s easily attained in a properly
designed coke furnace, wherea.? other
methods in general u.se vaporize at
lovver and le.ss efíicient temiieratnres.
Recent research has demonstratcd that

the sih'er iodide crystals producod from
the coke apparatus are resistant to de-
activation to a very satisfactory degree
as com|iared with hydrogen or butane
generation.

In essonce the success or failure of a
cloud-seeding operation depends directly

on the quality of the meteorological
analysis and the control exercised. Tlie

seeding agent must reach the cloiid

masses at the proper elevations (tem-
peratures) over the target area and tlic

air ciurents with each are, of course,

continually shifting with height and
with time as the storm moves across
lhe area.

Before establishing a generator net-

work for a program. it is necessary to

anaJyze ali the \'arious types of storms
in histórica! records to decide what are

the frequencies of occurrence of storms
of various types in the region. Obvious-
ly different storms must be seeded by
difforent genorators, since the wind
diiections and vertical motions vary
fiom one storm type to another. Finally,

after the generator network has been
laid out. the problem is to analyze each
new storm as it approaches so that the
operational instructions may be passed
(o the generator operators for the proper
sequence of vaporization and release to

be carried out.

Future Developments

The aulhor's weather modificatioa
eompany, Water Resources Develop-
ment Coriioration, Denver, Colorado,
has operated in sixteen of the United
States, in three Canadian proMÍnces, and
in six foreign countries in Europe, the

Middle East and Africa. The results

oí these operations whieh now total

close to 300,000 generator hours (equi-

\'alent to thirty years operation) hai'e

justified the belief that this revolu-

lionary new field of weather modifica'

tion is a thoroughl.y practical one in a

busine.ss sense with a high benefit íc

cost ratio. It holds forth enormouâ
promise for the future, with many new
de\elopments being actively pursued, of

which two hail suppression and lightning

suppression are already yielding very

satisfactory evidence of succes,s.

From S/ow Motion to Supersonics—Observo-
tions of Fluid FIow

What goes on inside a raindrop? Why
do airi)lanes "stall"? What slows up a

bidlot? These questions may not seeni

relevant 'one to the other. but an emin-

ent specialist from the National Re-
search' Council. Dr. D. C. MacPhail,
assistant diiector of the mechanical engi-

neering division told the Montreal
Branch, and showed them by slides, how
there is a close relation between a lot

of things that the avorage layman does

not realize. The titlc of his talk was

"From Slow Motion to Supersonics—
Observations of Fhiid Flow" and he told

the engineers how increasingly import-
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Solve your fly ash problem wíth a

CANADIAN SIROCCO FLY ASH PRECIPITATOR

Heavy Duty Coils

Type ST Fly Ash Precipitator Canadian HS Forced Draft Fans

There are many advantages in using Canadian Sirocco Type ST
Precipitators for fly ash problems. Unique in design, simple in

operation and low in maintenance cost, these units contribute

materially to over-all power plant eíRciency.

They automatically maintain high efficiency over the cntire

boiler load. Even at reduced loads, when fly ash is more difficult

to remove, the Type ST Precipitator is relatively more efiicient.

In addition, ali element cells are die-formed, interchangeable

and housed in a single, compact casing. Type ST units are flex-

ibly designed to fit the job. They may be shipped for field

assembly, or semi-assembled. Theyre available in a wide range

of sizes to meet a variety of needs.

If you have a fly ash problem, why not call in a Canadian

Sirocco Field Engineer and work your needs out together? He has

a wealth of experience behind him and excellent firsthand data

at his disposal on Fly Ash Precipitators as well as on Canadian

Sirocco Heavy Duty Coils, INIechanical Draft Fans and Gyrol

Fluid Drives for fan control. Simply contact the nearest

Canadian Sirocco Branch Office— conveniently located in ali

principal cities.

CANADIAN SIROCCO COMPANY, LTD.

310 ELLIS STREET, WINDSOR, ONTÁRIO

Sirocco Induced Draft Fans

Gyrol Fluid Drives for

Mechanical Draft Fans

ÍOUR BEST BUY^y^^APiy^fJ SIROCCO POWER PLANT EQUIPMENT

» t/ie United Sfates: AMERICAN BLOWER CORPORATION

THE ENGINEERING JOURNAL May, 1955

DETROIT 32, MICHIGAN
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anti knovvledge of the behavior lof fluids

in motion is in modem engineering
design.

Dr. MacPhail showed tliat when a

raindrop starts to fali it is spherical, then
as it comes .in contact with the wind
it takes on the .shape of a doughnut,
and if a sudden gust of wind hits it the

rain drop is practically turned inside out
and looks like an upside-down goldfish

bowl—a liollow thin shell. Tests prove
that the .same thing goes on with a drop
of oil in an engine—as the draft strikes

it it gets turned over and inside out
so that the material in the oil is well

mixed. The turbulence in the firebox of

a locomotive is most useful as it heips

fombustion to proceed quickly and com-
Ijletely by breaking up the fuel.

But when turbulence upsets the

streamliue that is flowing past the wings
of an airplane, through shaip turning or

other cause, the smooth motion of the

air which keeps the plane in the a ir is

destroyed and the machine stalls or loses

altitude. Dr. MacPhail illustrated this

by .showing photographs which traced
smoke and nylon throads in the stream-
line passing an airplane 's wing, and
showed how the orderly flow of the

streamline is interfered with when the
speed of the plane is too slow or there
is a sharp change in direction.

Supersonie Flow

Dealing with supersonie flow, Dr.
MacPhail showed slides of shock waves

írom electric sparks. which makes the
thunder when lightniug flashes, and also

the blast from a gun muzzle when the

gases come out. These observations were
made by the shadow method of observ-

ing shock waves. The iecturer wound up
by .showing slides of a photograph of a

buUet in flight, which revealed two
thing.s—first the formation of a shock
wave in front of the buUet, and second

the eddies of a shock wave in the wake
of the bullct, similar to the waves at

the bow and stern of a ship. It is these

shock waves that slow up the speed of

the bullet.

This meeting wliich was one of a series

of experimental 5.30 after work meetings
was presided over by R. L. Dunsmore,
chairman of the branch. Refresiiments

costing 75c were served until 6.15 at

which time the meeting officially started.

Ungava— 1955

On February 15, 1955, the Montreal
Branch heard Dr. C. Dufresne, super-

vising geologist for the Iron Ore Com-
pany of Canada, speak on the Ungava
Development.

Dr. Dufresne briefly mentioned the

history of the development dating back
to 1890 when iron ore was first report-

ed in the area. Very little explora tiou

work was done imtil 1945 when it be-

came apparent that the Mesabi range
in the States was rapidly being de-

pleted. New mining methods large

markets and the growth of air transport
hastened the decision to explore the
potentialities of the area.

By 1950, 450,000,000 tons of high grade
iron ore had been outlined and a con-
tract was let for the construction of
the 350 mile Quebec North Shore and
Labrador Railway, running from Seven
IsJands to Ivnob Lake.
The railway was completed early in

1954, together with a car dumper and
loading dock at Seven Lslands. Seven
bridges, two tunnels and two hydro-
electric generating stations were also
included in the construction jirogram.

Following these introductory remarks,
Dr. Dufresne showed a very interesting
film entitled "Iron Ore in 54" which
covered the construction of the railroad,

dock facilities, and the Manihek hydro
develooment near Knob Lake. He also

showed a series of colour slides on the
development of the townsite at Scheffe-
\ ille and the various open pit mining
and stripping operations presently undsr
way on the ore bodics. It is interesting

to note that ali the commercial quality
ore proved to date covers an area of
approximately two square miles. Pres-
ent known depths of the ore bodies
r.mge to 600 ft.

Natural Cas for Canada

The speaker. Dr. G. S. Hume, on
the February 24 meeting, was intro-

duced by the meeting chairman L. E.

TbeyVe Safer than

Money

TRMELLERS
CHEQUES

pmrorogress in Water Treatment^

with Nationwide Service

OBTAINABLE FROM
ALL CANADIAN PACIFIC AGENTS

AND MOST BANKS

Alchem Limited is the

outstanding Canadian
firm in water treat-

ment service in Can-
ada today.

Alchem offers:

• Service to the field by
competent engineers.

• Complete laboratsry
Services with compre-
hensive reports.

• Engineering studies.

• Specialized chemicak.

If you have a water
treatment problemin
your plant call an
Alchem representa-
tive. Alchem's field

offices are located
across Canada.

ALCHEM LIMITED - 6ur//ngfon, Or.i

MONCTON MONTREAL TORONTO LONDON SUDBU
WINNIPEG CALGARY EDMONTON VANCOUVI
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L Austin Wright,m.e.i.c
General Sccretar'

H G. Thompson, m e i.c.

ExEC AssiSTANT General Secretabt

E.C.LUKE, M.E.I.C.
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AN IMPORTANT MESSAGE

REGARDING "JOURNAL" ADVERTISERS

The cost of publishing the "Journal" is more than double the
subscription price. It is fortunate for the merabers of the Institute
that their publication has such excellent support from the companies
and individuais who use the advertising section.

The results of a continuing survey to determine reader interest
show that the advertising section is one of the most widely read in every
issue

.

So that the Institute may continue to enlarge and iraprove the

"Journal" without additional cost to the members—it is hoped that the

readers will support the firms and individuais whose advertisements appear
in it.

Our Publications Manager has a complete list of "Journal"

advertisers—write to hira for a copy.

Chairman, Publication Committee.

P.S.—Address for copies of a complete list of "Journal" advertisers—The

Publications Manager, The Engineering Journal, 2050 Mansfield Street,

Montreal 2, Que.

Heaoquartcrs
20S0 Mansficlo S'nc<r

MONTREAL a. Canada
Cable AooRiis- ENGINST
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Mitchell. Dr. Hume discussed the pres-

ent and future competitive position of

Western Canadian natural gas shipped

by pipe line against oil, and coal from
Western Canada, U.S.A. and elsewhere

and natural gas from other áreas in

various market áreas of Canada and
United States.

Pipeline Advantages

OU by pipeline has a con.siderable

transportation advantage over coal by
rail from Western Canada to Toronto.
Natural gas by pipeline over the same
distance could be transported for a raie

similar to coal, which, the speaker felt.

wculd enable it to compete .successfully

with coal and po.^sibly in certain appli-

caticns with oil in the Ontário markeí.

Western oils are now supplying ali

British Colunibia and the Prairie pro\--

inces, and are also reaching Sarnia and
Northwestern U.S.A. as an ever increas-

ing fraction of the total supplied to

these áreas. Western oils do not, how-
ever, reach the Montreal refinery áreas

due to the better competiti\e position

of South American tanker tiansported

oils, which reach Montreal harbour in

fummer and are piped in from Portland,

Maine in Winter.

It was jiointed out tliat in si)ite of

somewhat larger caijital outhiys requii-

ed pipo of large sizes were usuaily more
economic in tíie long run due to lower
pum|)ing costs, which would become

even more jn-onounced with increased

demand.
The speaker described the tremendous

gas fields in northeastcrn British Col-

umbia, and the plans for a pipeline to

Vancouver and Northwestern U.S.

(Westcoast Transmission Line). Opposi-

tion by U.S. interests rendered the line

dubious, but apparently a deal has now
been made and the line will go through

in a much larger scale than originally

planned tied up with a large American
pipeline network from New México.

The Trans Mountain Pipeline, which

carries Alberta oil, now supplies Britisli

Columbia and partly supplies a refinery

in the state of Washington. Soon an-

other refinery in this state will be jiartly

supplied by Trans Mountain.

Northern Ontário Route

The Trans Canada pipeline has also

encountered difticulties. Northern Na-
tural Gas Company wants to tap the

line at Emerson, Manitoba, and U.."'.

permission has not yet been granted.

Also much discussion over the route

through Northern Ontário is taking

|)lace and it is felt at present better 1')

take an 80 mile longer northerly rouíe
by Hearst and Kapuskasing near high-

way 11 through the clay belt than by
the C.P.R. over northern Lake Superior.

This would be in the national interest

by ser\ ing Northern Ontário, and would
have the additional and necessary ad-

vantages of a convenient access road
and cíieaper construction.

Whether or not the Trans Canada
pipeline would serve Montreal área is

not too clear. Ontário has some old gas
\

fields which can be used as reservoií-s

which make the line more feasible

there. These fields are now active but
held back with respect to eonsumption;
if the Trans Canada pipeline were to

become a, reality they could be allowed
to expand.
The Tennessee Gas Company is at

present hooked in with the Ontário
.*ystem. This company has large reser-

voirs in New York State, and if they
could be tied in with Trans Canada on
a storage interruptible basis, being sup-
plied in off-peak periods of summer
week ends at a fixed annual quantity
a larger pipeline could be justified with
resulting economies ali the way along
for Trans Canada.

Refrigerated Borges

A new development which appears
feasible, according to the speaker, is

the transportation of gas at high density
and very low temperatura in refriger-

ated barges. A U.S. company proposes
to supply Chicago in this manner from
Louisiana gas fields via the Missi.ssippi.

It is claimed oheaper than pipeline
transportation.

If this is feasible, it will most cer-

tainly have a tremendous impact in

transportation of middle-eastern gas to

KENNEDY

CAN CAST IT

Centrfcast
. . . alloy steel, bronze or alloy iron

tubular castings.

These castings are produced by the

horizontal centrifugal process. Cen-

tricast metais are extremely dense,

and their physical properties are ex-

cellent.

Centricast tubular products are eco-

nomical and highly practical for

machining into various assembly

parts, such as roUs, cylinder liners,

ring gears, piston rings, cages for

roUer or bali bearings, straight or

flange bushings—in fact many such

applications.

Centricast tubular products are cast

in cylinders of various diameters,

lengths and waU thicknesses. These

can be supplied rough machined on

outside and inside diameters, as

semi-finished blanks, or as assembly

parts fuUy machined to speciíica-

tions.

Full defails on requesf.

KENNEDY
h OlVIilON Of MlLL'íP^UGH LiwirfO ÍHtífiELD. tNGLANO

OWEN SOUND. ONTÁRIO
Montreal: 1224 St. Catherine St. W. Hoileybury: John H. Brumell
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This is fhe OHs Electronic Zone of Detection (lllustrated in phantom) This

zone extends in front of the leading edges of botfi fioistwoy and elevator

cor doors from floor to sfioulder fieigfif. WInen a passenger enters this

zone of detection tfie electricol effect of the passenger's body energizes

a series of electronic lubes. The tubes in lurn permit the possage of currenf
to opercte the reloys that control door operation. The resuit? The doors
politely and obediently reverse before they con touch the possenger. This

zone traveis with the cor and provides double-door prolection al eoch floor.

Traffic speeding doors that can't be mafched
FOR HiGH SPEED OPERATORLESS ELEVATORS

t doesn't make good sense to combine high speed elevators

ith slow closing hoistway and elevator car doors.

Seconds saved at each elevator stop can add up to hours

f faster service in a busy building.

That's why Otis Electronic Elevator Doors are designed

o encourage people to step livelier—and speed traffic.

Otis Electronic Elevator Doors—with the electronic zone

of detection—need stay open at floor calls only long enough

"O permit a single passenger to leave or enter the car. Then
hey start closing. This alerts other passengers to step lively.

However, as long as the electronic zone of detection (as

'llustrated in phantom) senses the presence of other pas-

engers in the doorway, both hoistway and elevator car doors

eep reversing politely and obediently without touching the

passengers. Then they start closing again. And tlie instant

the last passenger has entered or left the car tlie doors arr

closed—arjfí tlie car speeda aicaij!

This unmatched traffic speeding— o/jííí/;i«/j/e onlij u itli

completehj automatic autotronic elevators — is .i\ ,iil,il)lc

at only slightly extra cost above such standard (.(niiinnciit as

rubber-edged contact doors and electric ra\ s.

More than 250 nevv and modernized officc hiiildiíigs,

hotéis, hospitais, banks and department stores have given

AUTOTRONIC clcvators an overwlielming vote of confídence

—hy buying Autotronic!

Yonr local Otis office has the details.

Otis Elevator Company Limited

Head Office and Works: Hamilton, Ontário

llWlIlffif

COMPLETELY AUTOMATIC

AUTOTRONIC
®

ELEVATORS
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IN PHOTOCEUS
The superiority of Canadian Marconi Photoconductive

Celis is shown in this review of its characteristics.

Dissípatíon 0.3 watts max.

Voltage 1.5 to 120 max. volts

(a.c. or d.c.)

Current 20 ma max.

Temperatura — 70°C. to 75°C. ambient

Spectral Response approximates that of the eye.

Wavelength at max. response 5100 angstroms

Dark resistance 1 O to 1000 megohms
*Sensitivity at 1 ft. candie (100 volts). .0.15 to 0.4 amp/lumen
Capacitance 20-30 mmfd
Rise-time at 50 ft. candles 5 m. sec

Decay-time at 50 ft. candles 10 m. sec
^Measured with a 2854°K colour temperature tungsten lamp.

NOW AVAILABLE
For further informafion contacf F. HASELI.

CANADIAN MARCONI COMPANY
2442 TRENTON AVENUE, MONTREAL 16, P.Q., CANADA

Europe and Great Britain. It could also

conceivably affect the eastern Canadian
market in eompetition with natural
gas.

Atomic power, the speaker stated, will

probably be making quite an impression
on the economy before 25 years have
passed and at such time may be com-
peting with gas.

The speaker was thanked by the
meeting chairman, and a question period
opened. The question period was lively.

Apparently gas is being used as fuel

for road transport in Alberta. Propane
and butane aie stripped before it is

piped, and they become very cheap
surplus.

.\ vote of thanks was moved by R.
L. Dunsmore. The meeting chairman
again thanked the speaker and adjourn-
ed the meetmg which was sponsored by
H. N. Young.

Current Limitirtg Fuses

A joint meeting of the Engineering
Instituto and the American Institute of

Èllectrical Engineers on . March 7, 1955

lieard an address by D. L. Dickson, vice-

president of Eastern Electrical Supply
Co. on "Current Limiting Fuses". Mr.
Dickson was introduced to the meeting
by R. N. Coko who acted as chairman
of the meeting for the evening.

Mr. Dickson, whose company repre-

senta the British Manufacturer E.M.P.
Electric Ltd. in Canada, stated that sev-

eral manufactin-ers of current limiting

fuses were in the market but that ali

used similar methods to obtain the cur-

rent limiting feature.

The need for a CS.A. speciíication to

co\'er current limiting fuses in the 250

volt and 600 volt classes from (iOU am-
peres to 3000 Mnii)eres was stressed. Dif-

fercnces in i)l)ysical dimensions of vari-

ous manufacturer's fuses should be per-

niitted fc>y CS.A. speciíication.

Mr. Dickson then showed slides to

illustrate how the current limiting fea-

ture was obtained.

Low Voltage Fuse

The fuses in the (iOO volt and below

class consist of a powder filled, hermetie-

ally sealed. glazed ceramic cartridge. The
fuse element is of pure silver welded to

the end contacts and is surroundcd by

the powder. The end caps are of copper

and are compressed onto the cartridge.

There are two forms of these fuses. One
has graded elements that blow at ap-

proximately 135 per cent of continuous

rated current. The second has an over-

current element which causes an addi-

tional time delay and is used primarily

for short circuit protection.

Higb Voltage Fuse

The high voltage fuse used above tíOO

volts has similar construction with the

exception that the silver fuse wire is

wound on a special form made of

high temperature material. The powder

used is made of quartz. The fuse wire

has small beads attached at intervals to

obtain are initiation at low fault cur-

rents.

During blowing the are causes the

silver to volatize and this causes a

chemical reaction with the quartz, the

material formed being an insulator. The
foi íiiation of this insulator where a con-

duetor previously existed causes the are

to be extinguished. The quartz also acis

to conduct heat away from the are.
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THE ATOMIC AGE AND TAYLOR WOODROW

Building for the Future .

.

.

. . .the worMs first

ATOMIC ELECTRIC
GENERATING STATION

F

Built to the direction of the Ministry of Works (U.K.)

for the Department of Atomic Energy

ACING up to the fact that her reserves of easily workable coal will,

it is estimated, last for about 200 years at the most, Britain has begun

to construct a thermal reactor capable of producing electrical power in

industrial quantities.

Constructional work in connection with this epoch-making scherae is

now in hand at Calder Hall and it is forecast that the completed station,

and a breeder reactor which is also to be built, will result in the gener-

ation of 50,000 kilowatts.

The building of this, the world's first atomic electric generating

station, has been entrusted to Taylor Woodrow, Here is new and unique

evidence of the way in which this íirm is, both in Britain and abroad,

Building for the Future . . .

. . . throughout the free world

TAYLOR WOODROW
Building & Civil Engineering Contractors

606 JARVIS STREET, TORONTO 5, ONTÁRIO

10 Park Steet • London • England

•See front cover this issue.
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Striker Pin

A feature of this fuse which can be
incorporated is the addition of a striker

pin which is forced out by tiie gas
formation at considerable pressure. The
pin can be used to operate a trip bar

which will initiate a trip signal to

secondary breakers and prevent single

phase operation.

Mr. Dickson showed slides of test

oscillograms for various low and high

voltage fuses as well as slides showing
their use.

The current limiting fuse is especially

valuable for anode protection in mercury
are rectifiers. The application of the

fuses should be made with care since the

loop forces acting are considerable. A
straight connection should be made from
the bus bar to reduce loop forces acting

on the fuse to a minimum.
Considerable discussion and questiona

followed Mr. Dick.son's address. R. A.

Boyd thanked Mr. Dickson on behalf of

the audience. The meeting was aiTanged
for by R. H. King.

Air Pollution

Sn- Hugh E. C. Beaver, described the

pollution situation in Great Britain in

terms of concentrations of impurities in

the air and how they varied with re.spect

to geography and season and their effect

on health. His address took place on
March 17 under the sponsorship of W.
H. Gauvin and the chairmanship of E.
D. Graj^-Donald.

Sir Hugh outlined the historical back-
ground of anti air pollution measures
over a period of around 200 years, de-
scribing particularly epidemics of smog,
and the effects on legislation. He gave
his opinions on why no obvious improve-
ments had come about in the past as a
result of these measures.

fconom/c Loss

He evaluated the economic loss to the

country in terms of extra washing, fuel

losses, time lost from work due to

bronchitis and similar afílictions, but did

not attempt to evaluate the effects of

loss of sunlight.

Many health statistics were quoted of

both normal versus abnormal smog
periods and of deaths due to bronchitis,

etc, in Great Britain compared to other
countries less severely afflicted with
smog.
The work of his committee and vari-

ous sub-committees with respect to

smog conditions and the proposed "clean
air act" were discussed with respect to

both industrial and domestic combustion
and the recommendations connected with
these. The constructive and positive ap-
proach to the problem, was stressed.

A brisk question period followed. The
chairman thanked Sir Hugh and the
meeting ad.journed.

Modern Trends in Layoui and Design of
Paper Mills

On March 31, A. M. Hurter of

Stadler, Hurter & Company, consulting
engineers, addressed the Montreal Branch
on the subject of "Paper Mill Design."
Mr. Hurter stated that since there had

been little change in paper mill machin-
ery in the past ten years it was pos-
sible to design a modern mill with
machines ten years old on an obsolete
mill with present day equipment. The
economies of operation due to modern
design result largely from increased use

of automatic controls, the use of con-

tinuous processing in place of batch
operation and the improved efíiciency of

materiais handling and maintenance
made possible by a well considered

layout.

Mr. Hurter showed slides of applica-

tions of controls to stages of the process

and said that the trend would be toward
linking of these stages by control sys-

tems.

The present trend in mill design was
to handle the raw material required for

twenty-four hour operation in one shift

and provide sufRcient "in process", stor-

age for the other two shifts.

Central Corridor Plan

Older mills suffer severely from the

physical restriction of waterwheel and
steam drive layout and are veiy diíBcult

to increase in capacity as a result. Some
modern southern mills are built on a
scattered plan with departments oc-

cupying separate buildings in a large

plant area. The design which the author
favoured for this climate is the central

corridor plan with the departments ar-

ranged in sequence along both sides of a
ten to íifteen foot corridor which car-

rie.s interdepartmental traffic and ser-

\'ices. Each department is then free to
expand outwards without expensive re-

arrangement of other departments. This
design is also the most practical to heat
and operate in this climate. The author
concluded with a question period. The
meeting was sponsored by P. J. Kunstler
and G. Midgley was chairman.

Electrical Research

At a .joint meeting of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers and the
Montreal Branch, B. G. Ballard gave a

brief history of the National Research
Council and described some of the un-
classified projects on which the division
of radio and electrical engineering of
N.R.C, is engaged. Mr. Ballard is \'ice-

president (scientific) of the National
Research Council, director of its division
of radio and electrical engineering, vice-

president of the Engineering Institute of

Canada, a director of CS.A. and chair-

man of the CS.A. approval board. In
1946 Mr. Ballard was awarded the O.B.E.
for his work on the development of

minesweeping equipment during the war.

Research a National Asset

Mr. Ballard said that research is both
a stimulant and an economic asset and
is essential to the maintenance of our
position as an industrial nation. He re-

called with amusement that when the
Council was created during the first

world war to assist in defence problems,
an appropriation of S650.000 for staff

and laboratory was refused by the senate
and the whole idea was described by a
senator as "absolute nonsense". Today
with a staff of over 2,000 people the Na-
tional Research Council has an annual
laboratory budget of $11,000,000 besides

the $3,000,000 spent for grants in aid of

research.

An illustrated lecture on the work of

the radio and electrical section covered
N.R.C, contributiona to radio astronomy,
induction heating for medicai use, an
electronic organ, radar tracking of

meteors and a cheap radio homing <Je-

vice for small boats.

The meeting was arranged by A. M.
Forster and presided over by F. L. Law-
ton.

Railway Signals

On Monday evening March 21, 1955

Eric Stevenson presented a talk on the

subject of railway signals. Mr. Stevenson
stressed that railway .signals is a field of

conservative approach. Changes come
slowly since devices and methods must
be reasonably well tried and proven be-

fore being adopted.

Train Control Systems

There are two great types of train

control systems. The first of these is

called the "Time Table and Train Order
System". In this system the trains are

separated by time intervals which may
be varied by "train orders" given to the

crews. A dispatcher will generally be

given about 150 miles of track to super-

vise, and assuming a siding every seven

or eight miles, about 30 trains a day can

be handled over this stretch of track.

The other system is called the "Ma-
nual Block System". In this system there

is an operator at each end of a geo-

graphical block. The operator, in effect,

opens or closes the gate at each end of

the block, Trains are thus separated by
distance. This system is best adapted to

application of signals.

Track Circuit

A "track circuit" uses the rails as part

of an electrical circuit to determine if

a given length of track is occupied or

not, which way the train is going, etc.

The basic track circuit was developed

by Dr. Robin.^on but there are now a

great variety of circuits in u.çe.

The track circuit applied on the man-
ual block becomes the automatic block

s>'stem. Further development of this

system coupled with the use of polarized

track signals led to the modern system

of centralized track control.

The aim of centralized track control

is to reduce the problem by means of

signals so that it is within the mental

grasp of the di.«patcher and to provide

The Editor invites discussion

of papers

appearing in the Journal
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An Important Announcement by

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY LIMITED OF ENGLAND

AMALGAMATED ELECTRIC CORPORATION LIMITED, TORONTO

has purchased over 99 per cent of the shares of Amalgamated Electric

Corporation Limited, Toronto.

This substantial investment is made at a time when the Canadian

electrical industry is passing through a ditficult period and it is an

indication of the unshakeable confidence which the British Company has

in the future of Canada in general and in the electrical industry of

Canada in particular, and also of the Company's intention to play a

full part in the development of this vital industry in the service of Canada.

By this action Amalgamated Electric Corporation Limited now

has at its disposal research and development facilities unsurpassed in

the world, and will be able to draw on the experience and skill of the

United Kingdom Organization which provides employment throughout

the Commonwealth for 65,000 people.

The management of the Canadian Company will remain in the

hands of those already holding office and the United Kingdom Organiza-

tion wishes it to be known that the (Company is to remain essentially

Canadian in outlook and practice and no effort will be spared to sustain

and enlarge the friendships which have already been built up over the

years by Amalgamated Electric Corporation Limited.

concerning

*

he General Electric Company Limited of England
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the means whereby he may exercise con-
trol.

This was followed by a discussion of

Crossing protection systems. Here track

circuits are used to detect approaching
trains and start the familiar wig-wag on
flashing lights.

The meeting ended with a question
period. Mr. Stevenson was thanked by
Mr. Steele.

Transistors—A Semi-Conductor Development

On Monday evening February 7, C. L.

Roach presented an interesting discussion

on "Transistors—A Semi-Conductor De-
velopment".
A short history of the development of

the transistor was given. The first type
developed was the point contact type
which consists of two metal points a few
thousandths of an inch apart bearing on
a tiny wafer of germanium. Junetion type

transistors were then developed. These
consist of a wafer of "P Type" or "N
Type" germanium in close contact with

a wafer of "N Type" or "P Type" re-

spectively on either side.

P and N stand for positive and nega-
tive. P and N types of germanium are

produeed by introducing minute
amounts of certain impurities to chemi-
cally pure germanium. P type germanium
has an excess of "holes" whereas N type
has an excess of electrons. A hole may
be defined a point in the crystal struct-

ure normally occupied by an electron

but from which the electron has been re-

moved. Under influence of applied volt-

ages these holes may migrate through

the crystal structure. The operation of a

transistor as an amplifier or oscillator

was described in terms of holes and
electrons.

Demonstrations were given to ilius

trate some of the outstanding features o
transistors. One of these demonstration
showed the minute amount of power re

quired to operate a transistor. An elec
tric battery was made by chewing a
piece of blotting paper and then inser"
ing it between two coins. Enough powe
was produeed by this battery to operat'
the transistor.

The meeting concluded with a questio
and answer period.

Northern New Brunswick

G. J. Melanson, jr.E.i.c,

Secretary-Treasurer

J. O. Flower, jr.E.i.c,

Branch News Editor

A general meeting of the Northern
New Brunswick Branch was held recent-
ly in the New Florence Hotel at Camp-
bellton, with Chairman G. A. Kirner
presiding and 23 members present.

The secretary reported on the Branch's
financial standing. Plans for the Annual
Meeting were discussed, and it was ten-

tatively decided to hold the June meet-
ing at the Kent Lodge, Bathurst.

Highway Design

Upon completion of the Bl-anch busi-

ness, T. Turgeon introduced the first

speaker of the evening, A. R. Bonnel,
district highway engineer for Resti-
gouche. Mr. Bonnel, whose experience
includes highway engineering, wharf and
general construction work in many parts

of the world, gave a very interesting and
instructive paper entitled "Some Prob-
lems of Highway Design in the Province
of New Brunswick."

He outlined the history of road-
building in New Brunswick, from the

gravei roads of the early 30's to the high

speed roads of today, and touched briefly

on the requirements and maintenance
problems of different types of roads in

use today. Mr. Bonnel then gave an in-

teresting word picture of the roads of

the future, how they should be built,

tbeir particular requirements, and the

íinancing of these new roads. He then
summed up his paper with the main
prol)lem of highway design, which is to

build suitable roads at lower cost. An
interesting and informative discussion

period followed, when problems of par-

ticular highways in New Brunswick were
discussed.

Tropical FIsh

The chairman thanked Mr. Bonnel,

and then called on D. C. MacCallum to

introduce the second speaker of the eve-

ning, J. O. Flower of Dalhousie, who
spoke on "The Care and Breeding of

Tropical Fish".

Mr. Flower has been breeding tropical

fish as a hobby for some time, and has

over 1,000 fish of 20 varieties of his own.

He gave a short history of the tropical

fish hobby, and a comparison between
tropical fish and goldfish, and then dis-

cussed the requirements for starting a

tropical fish aquarium in the home.
Mr. Flower went on to discuss various

kinds of tropical fish, and their breeding

habits, illustrating his talk with oil-

paintings of each of the fish discussed.

An informal and lively discu.^sion period

followed. The chairman thanked the

speaker, and the meeting was adjourned

for refreshments.

for Canada'

s

Industries

Diesel engines and gas

turbines (depending on
local requirements) are

the most efficient forms

of prime mover for the

world's industries to-day

and when these power
units bear the name
'Ruston', with the

reputation for sheer

reliability, long-life and
the stamina for the

toughest duties, then

they top the list for

investigation.

Diesel power in packs,

portable generating seis

or separate engines

from 4 b.h.p.

Norrow gauge under-
ground and surface diesd
Icccmotives ffom 3i to

44 tons.

dependable power

DIESEL ENGINES • GAS TURBINES • DIESEL LOCOMOTIVES

RUSTON & HORNSBY LIMITED . LINCOLN • ENGLAND
ASSOCIATtD WITH DAVEY, PAXMAN & CO LTD , COLCHCSTER

CANADIAN DISTRIBUTOR5

MONTREAL < TORONTO : Laurie & Lamb

WINNIPEG t REGINA: Mumford, Medland Líd.

LUNENBURG, N.S. : Atlantic Bridge Co.. Ltd.

EDMONTON &CALGARY: Electrical Industries Ud.

ST. |OHN'S Nrid : job Brothers & Co.. Ltd.

VANCOUVER: Vancouver Machinery Depot Ltd.

Canadian Office & Spares Depot, 2, Paxman Road, Islington, Toronto 18, Ontário.
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BATHURST CONTAINERS

FwSTURDY

CONSTRUCTION

BATHURST

8S-6

Beavers and the materiais for Bathurst Containers

originate in the "same place— the Canadian forest! And
just as the beaver dam is famous for the strength of its

construction so, too, Bathurst Containers are renowned for

their sturdiness and durability.

Designed by experts, Bathurst Containers are laboratory-

tested at every stage of manufacture . . . from forest to

finished package. Further, their attractive appearance hos

won acciaim from users everywhere.

Today we offer a complete line of scientifically-designed

corrugated containers and wirebound boxes to accommo-

date every shipping need. Whatever your pockoging

requirements or problems may be, you are invited to

consult our Engineering Department.

SAIES OFFICES AT:

1000 GERRARD ST. E., CAVELl AVE., 1035 HODGE ST.,

TORONTO, ONT. HAMILTON, ONT. ST. LAURENT, QUE.

POWER & PAPER COMPANY LIMITED

MILLS AT BATHURST, N.B. CONTAINER PLANTS AT:

HAMILTON, ONT. TORONTO, ONT. ST. LAURENT. QUE. MONTREAL, QUE.
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Ottawa

Gordon A. Sutherland, m.e.i.c,

Secretary-Treasurer

Carl B. Crawford, ji-.e.i.c,

Bmiirli Newi< Editor

Dr. 5. H. Russell Guest Speaker

An illustrated talk outlining the

extraordinary piecautions which must
be taken wlien working with radioactive

materiais was given to the Ottawa
Branch on March 10, 1955, by Dr. S. H.
Russell, design division, Atomic Energy
of Canada Limited, Chalk River, On-
tário. Dr. Russeir.s topic was "Problems
in Designing Radioactive Chemical
Plants".

Dr. Russell compared the radioactive

generator to the more conventional coal

fired generator. He noted that in con-
ventional planta the waste product is an
inert ash while in radioactive plants the

waste product consists of fission products
which must be removed during opera-

tion. This waste material will include

some uscfui fuel which may be re-

claimed. Much research on the re-

processing of this material has taken
place.

Radiation Haxard

The radiation hazard is. of course, the

most difiicult problem in the operation
of radioactive chemical plants. Much
special sliielding is required to protect

the operators. In the absence of shield-

ing the operator must remain more than
1,000 feet from the furnace. It was
pointed out that a 6 inch concrete shield

will reduce radiation to about 1/10 of

the initial value.

The design of remote control valves
was used as an example of the necessity

of designing against human failure. The
speaker stressed that any failure in the

mechanical equipment might lead to dis-

aster. Problems in operations and in

maintenance are equally important. Pro-
vision must be made to protect both
people and materiais from the effects

of radiation.

The plant is divided into various áreas

in order of intensity of radioactivity.

These are, in iucreasing order of in-

tensity, the operating area. maintenance
area, and radio active equipment area.

This arrangement simplifies problems of

ventilation and operation.

Disposal Operation

The nictliods of disposing of cóntam-
mated equipment and material was given

special attention. In replying to several

questions the speaker outlined some
interesting details of the disposal opera-

tion. He noted that this was one of

the most important problems under
study at the present time.

• The speaker was introduced by R. F.

Legget, chairman of the Ottawa Branch.

Head table guests included R. J. Henry,
vice-president of Eldorado Mining and
Refining Limited ; Dr. H. Slieffer, .super-

intendent. Defence Research Chemical
Laboratories; H. W. Smith, radioactivity

tlivision, mines branch; Dr. L E. Pud-
dington, director, Division of .\pplied

Chemistry, National Resparch Council

;

and F. C. York, General Managcr oi

the Ottawa Hydro.

W/C P. F. Peter Discusses Guided Missiles

An illustrated talk of much interest

ou "Guided Missiles'' was given to the

Ottawa Branch on March 24. 1955 by
Wing Commander Paul F. Peter of the
arinament engineering branch of the

Royai Canadian Air Force.

W/C Peter explained that a guided
rnissiie is "an unmanned vehicle moving
abovc the earth's svu-face whose tra-

jpctory or flight path is capable of being

altered by a mechanism within the

vehicle". The high performance charac-

teristics required in terms of speed,

range, accuracy and damage potential

were related to the challenging engineer-

ing problems which they present.

Cssential Paris

Tl) illustrate the funtlamental |)rin-

ciples of guided missiles, W/C Peter
used a short film. The four essential

l)arts of a guided missile were shown to

be the air frame, the propulsion unit,

the guidance and control mechanism and
the warhead. Speed ranges of the fin-

SUB-SURFACE EXPLORATION
Soil Sampling •:• Foundation Testing

Core Drilling •:• Grouting
INDUSTRIAL
PLANTS

Kitimat Doek, Plant & Townsite

Aluminum Co. of Canada

B. C. International Engineering

Job 51-73

The hilge alumiiluiii plant willi itn .lookinR facihties for

deep eea vessels anJ l..wn8Íte for 50.000 people has req...re,l

raany months of soil «ampliu!: an.l foií.iilalion testing.

Our crews successfuUy coinpleted the hrst phase ol lliiB

work during the year» 1951 -lOS* incUmve and are a

present testing lhe site for the additional pot-lines, which

will form an integral part of the reoently annonnce.l ex-

pansion program.

Modern Equipment and Experienced Crews

MONCTON, NORANDA, KIRKLAND LAKE,

PORT ARTHUR, EDMONTON and VANCOUVER

ished product vary from sub-sonic to ,

j

trans-sonic to super-sonic and the aero- •
dynamic problems in each range were M
discussed. Principies of operation of the|1
solid fuel rocket engine and the liquid , [

fuel engine were illustrated. The various i

methods of trajectory guidance were ex-

plained.

Performance Characteristics

W/C Peter noted the fantastic jier-

formance characteristics that are claimed
for guided missiles such as speeds of

more than 200 miles a minute at alti-

tudes than 200 miles a minute above the

earth. He pointed out that these per-
|

formance characteristics introducc a
;

whole new family of engineering prob-
'

lems such as aero-dynamic heating,

extremely high loading on structure.--,

and the requirement of large forces to

deflect control surfaces. The solution of

these problems requires special nlaterial^.

new structural designs and special power
servo-.systems. He then illustrated the i

need for reliability of the combination
of niany complicated sub-systems of the

final product.

WVC Peter was introduced by the

Branch chairman, Robert F. Legget, who
noted with pleasure the many interest.s

that were represented at the head table

and in the audience.
Head table guests included Com-

niodore W'. G. Ross. director general of

Naval Ordnance, R.C.N., Group Captain
E. B. Hale. director of Armament-Air,
R.(\A.F.. Col. G. A. Waldock. director,

.\rinanient Development. Canadian

.\rniy.

Highway Problems in Ontário

In a prepared talk delivered to the

Ottawa Branch on April 14, 1955, W. J.

Fulton, director of planning of the On-
tário Dei)artment of Highways. outlined

some of the problems associated with

highway planning and explained the

modern planning methods used by the

Ontário Department.
Mr. Fulton explained the origin ol

Ontarios 74,000 miles of road. In 1916,

the most important roads were brought

into a provincial highway system and

roads of lesser importance were left to

the administration of the counties. In

these early years modem traffic require-

ments were not anticipated and the main
liroblem confronting highway engineers

was the provision of a good road surface.

Controlled Access Highways

It was realized some years ago that the

|irovince would require a nucleus ol

controlled access highways to handle

the anticipated traffic. In preparing for

the construction of controlled access

highways much preliminary planning was

done. ít was necessary to study present

trafíic needs and to predict future needs;

to determine the necessity of by-pass

highways; and to study the origin and

destination of traffic. It was also neces-

saiy to study safety characteristics such

as pavement width and the effect of

roadside obstacles. as well as to study

driver behaviour; and to study hourly,

daily and monthly traffic variation.

These studies proved the real need for

controlled access highways.

Population Served

Since controlled access highways cost

from three to eight times as much as

ordinary highways the location of them

is of prime importance. Population

studies showed that most of the pro-

vincial population was in the south east-

ern and south wesfcrn sections of the
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province and vehicle density was much
greater in the south westem section.

Therefore, it was decided to build con-

trolled access highways from Windsor

to the Quebec border, from Toronto to

Xiiisara Falis and north from Toronto

to Barrie. This controlled access system

will include 672 miles of highway. Part

of it is built, part is under construction

and the remainder is in the planning

stases. An indication of the proportion

of the population served directly by the

limited access highway system is evident

from the fact that 66 per cent of the

|)rovinciaI population and about 70 per

rent of the motor vehicle registration is

within 10 miles of the controlled access

system. It is expected that the controlled

access highways will attract 12 to 15 per

cent of the total traffic although they

include less than 1 per cent of the high-

way system.

The speaker was introduced by R. F.

Legget, chairman of the Ottawa Branch.

Head table guests included V. S. Currie

of the department of planning and works,

City of Ottawa; Brigadier J. P. Carrière,

chief engineer, Department of Public

Works; W. L. Casseis, civil engineer,

Ottawa; J. L. Shearer of the Ottawa
Suburban Roads Commission; and Dr.

L. Austin Wright, general secretary,

Engineering Institute of Canada.

Saint John

J. W. G. SCOTT, M.E.I.C.,

Secretary-Treasurer

G. E. Graham, m.e.i.c,

Branch News Editor

Dr. I. R. Toit Cuest Speaker

On Tuesday, April 19, 1955, the regular

meeting of the Saint John Branch was
held in the Royai Hotel with T. C.
Higginson in the chair.

Mr. Higginson introduced the guest

speaker, Dr. I. R. Tait, m.e.i.c, vice-

president of the Engineering Institute

of Canada. Dr. Tait, consulting engineer
to Canadian Industries Ltd., spoke on
"The Impact of New Plastics on Engi-
neering".

He said that the manufacturing of

1
plastics is a large and complicated sub-
,iect. Late discoveries are finding new
uses for materiais which have been
available for some time. Plastics are new
to engineering.

Plastics are man made materiais which
are produced under control conditions
with controlled characteristics. They can
be made into many shapes readily such
as films, rods, sheets, coatings, etc.

Plastics fali into two groups. Thermo
plastic and thermo setting. Thermo
plastics are softened by heat while
thermo .setting, once heated cannot be
softened.

Plastics can be modified by the addi-
tion of other materiais to derive new
characteristics and to extend their use-
fulness.

History of Plastics

The iiistory of plastics started in Am-
erica about ninety years ago when John
Foster Hyatt started to search for ma-
teriais to replace ivory in billiard balis.

Celluloid was the first of the true plas-

tics. In 1910 a second, bake-lite, was
discovered.

Plastic production has increased from
six million pounds in 1922 to two billion

eight hundred million pounds in 1954;
470 times as much as in 1922.

Plastics were first considered as sub-

President Visits University of Manitoba Students

(Top) Presidem Stcphens addrcsscs the .stuclonl.s «.f l iiiwrsil> ..I Mamloba
during the Winnipcg Branch nieetinjí on Mareh 2.$. I.« fl tu right

:
I.. \. ItiiK inan,

Branch councillor; G. B. Williams, immcdiatc pasl chairuiaii; ( .. I'. llalliiliii.

councillor; Prcsident Stephcns; J. lioofisl raton, chairniau; (.. .S. I.aiidoii.

secretary; and N. S. Biihhis, Branch councillor. (Middlc) IVcsentation ol l{raii< li

Thesis Prizes. Lcft to right: Prof. W. F. Hid.lcll, civil engineering; B. I . i.lii>.

second vear; IVof. N. M. Hall, mechanical engineering; . O. !• raser. f.uirlli

year mechanical; Prof. N. A. Williams, electrical engineering; K. .1. kranu r.

fourth vear electrical. (Bottom) Presi<lent prescnts K Pr./e a>Y.r<l..l K»

Grant Earl Sims, in absentia. Mikc Schioler acccpts lhe awar.l un hehall ol

Sims.Mr.
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stitutes for natural materiais, but are

now interesting fields in their own right.

They have caused a revolution in some
engineering fields.

In the future, it is expected that new
technioues will develop plastics which
can stand high temperature and have
many new properties.

Dr. Tait was thanked for his interest-

ing talk by A. G. Watt.

St. Maurice Valley

L. A. Pattison, jr.E.i.c,

Secretary-Treasurer

J. K. Murphy, jr.E.i.c,

W. M. WoOD, M.E.I.C.

Publicity

R. A. Parsons Addresses Branch

R. A. Parsons of the Shawinigan
Engineering Company was the guest
speaker at the April 14 meeting of the

Three Rivers Group, St. Maurice Valley
Branch held in Three Rivers in tlie

Flambeau Room, St. Maurice Hotel.

Grand Falis Potential

Mr. Parsons subject outlined his

Company's investigation of the water
power potential at Grand Falis on the

Hamilton River in Labrador. River ílow

during the summer attains 140,000 cubic

feet per second but the winter flow has
never been detcrmined because of .severe

frazil ice conditions. It is, however.
thought to be about 8,500 to 10,000

cubic feet per second. The river drains

an area of 30.000 square miles of very

flat countrvside. In the vicinitv of Grand
Falis, the "Hamilton River drops 1,000

feet in a distance of approximately 20
miles, including a 250 foot drop at the

Falis itself, and a further 250 foot drop
in the rapids above the Falis.

Present thinking on the hydro devel-

opment possibilities envisage the diver-

sion of water at a point well above the

rapids to a point just above the Falis by
means of a series of rock cuts and low

dykes. Tliis would enable the installation

to take advantage of the maximum
possible head. The investigation included

a study of the underlying rock strata of

the region which is mostly granite and
gnei.ss.

Cxpedition Organized

The warm season in this area is only

four months long, beginning about June
1 and ending about September 30. As
a result, the expedition had to be very

carefully organized and most supplies

brought in during the month of April,

with an Advance Party arriving early

in May to set up camp sites and di.s-

tribute the supplies. Thus, when the

Main Party arrived on June 1, they were

able to begin work almost at once. Ali

.supplies were flown in in Beaver air-

craft from Seven Islands to which point

they had been shipped by railway.

Transportation around the site was done
mostly by helicopter but sometimes by
canoe. Use was made of notes made by
explorers of the region many j-ears ago,

and although they were sketchy in many
respects they wei-e still of great value

in speeding up the work.

The party had a 100-watt transmitter

for Communications and by means of

this it was possible to contact Montreal
within a few minutes during good
weath(>r.

Vegetation and Animal Life

Although average temi)eratures are

only about 10 F. below those prevailing

in the St. Maurice Valley, vegetation is

rather sparse consisting mainly of

stunted spruce and caribou mo.ss with a

very small poplar here and there. Animal
life includes mostly caribou, bears and
several small animais, and the rivers

and lakes contain speckled trout and
Ouananiche, with a good number of

whitefish in the Hamilton River uself.

Mr. Parsons concluded his speech by
showing colour slides of Grand Falis, the
camp sites, tlic Hamilton River water-
shed and the surrounding countryside,
and he also exhibited samples of the

wood and rock in this area. The speakei
was thanked by \esbit Gray and intro-

duced by A. T. Farmer, both of the
city of Three Rivers.

Sudbury

A. D. FiNLAYSON, jr.E.I.C,

Secretary-Treasurer

A. ElDRIDGE, M.E.I.C,

Branch A'etvs Editor

Members' Night

Thur.sday, March 24, was members'
night at the Sudbury Branch and a

dinner meeting was held at the Sudbury
Granite Club. The Branch chairman,
Frank Orange, announced that Russ
E.aton, the representative on the Couneil,

had been named chairman of the Nom-
inating Committee of the Institute; also,j

that the next meeting would be the

annual meeting.
The first member to present a paper

was George Green of the Imjierial Oil

Company, who spoke on "Recent Devel-

oiiments of the Petroleum Industrv".

Mr. Green first gave a history of the

de\clopment of oil and of motivation.

The first method of refining was the

batch still which was followed by the

pipe still giving better control. The
modern method is with the fractionating

towcr where cracking re.sults in several

thousand compounds. Considcrable de-

tail was given on the catalytic cracking

process.

The gasolene commonly used is a

blended mixture balanceei to nieet speci-

fications which. in tui-n, are not static.

Various balances are possible and the

octane number is found by the co-opera-

tive fuel research engine. Mr. Green

then described the methods of testing

gasolene mixtures and some of the prob-

lems of octane requirements. The gas

turbine engine, of course, will change

the octane picture considerably.

Mr. Green clo.sed with a short dis-

cussion on the gas pipe line.

Rural Clectrification

The second member to present a

])aper was Jim Twi.ss who addressed the

meeting on "Rural Electrification". , 1

In Ontário rural electrification has had jl

a comparativcly slow development until
j

recently. However, with interconnected

,

power sources and suburban develop-

ment this has now been changed. In thf

past nine years the number of peoplr-

served has increased from 140.000 to

390,000 and this number should increase
|

as farmers realize more and more the
i

value of power to them.
The speaker gave a summary of somo

,

of the devices now used or being devei-

'

oped. For example there are flood-light^

for yards, lights for poultry houses,

germicidal and ultra-violet for research
j

on greenhouses and pest control. In the i

field of heat there are indoor crop cur-

ing and the growing of oíT-season vege-
[

tables. Irrigation, fans, tools, etc. re-

quire electric motors. There is a broad

field for development and Mr. Twiss

felt that electrification in the future

would bring unlimited changes to

farming.
There was an extensive question period

for both papers and the speakers wpi''

then thanked by Al Cameron.

increased concrete

workability at

lower cost with

POZZOLITH Pozzolilh Producet Greoter Slump
with Same AmounI of Water

PIAIN MIX POZZOLITH MIX
5-1/5 Gallons W/C 5-1/5 Gallons

1 Inch SLUMP 5 Inches

Producing increased concrete workability by adding water has two serious
disadvantages. First, it increases the cost of concrete because more cement
is required to maintain strength. Second, it lowers the quality of concrete
because it increases shrinkage and permeability and decreases durability.

Effect of Pozzolith on workability is shown above.

The fact that Pozzolith increases workability without the use of extra
water, is one of the reasons why it was employed in more than 13,000,000
cubic yards of concrete last year alone. Fi//l infortnation on request.

MASTER W BUILDERS
P. 0. BOX SOI, WESTON Products sold in Canada ' nufactured in Canado TORONTO IS. ONTMIO
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3 B/g ReasonsWhy

1. GILSULATE-Easy to install

—Just pour it on, tamp it down
and backfill. Run heat through the

pipes (up to 520°F)...and the job

is completed. No need to remove
rocks from backfill ; no problems of

cramped space or multiple piping.

nore and more hot underground pipe gets insulated

2. GILSULATE-Cost Less per

Installed Linear Foot—No skilled

labor needed. .. requires no me-
chanical sheaths, special protec-

tive devices, or costly installation

procedures.

ith new modem triple-zone GILSULATE®

3. GILSULATE-Delivers Per-

manent Triple-Zone Protection—

Three tough, massive circular

sheaths completely and perma-

nently protect the pipe, cut heat

loss down to 8% to 11% of bare

buried pipe. Triple-zone protects

against ali buried line corrosion

conditions: water, roots, acid, al-

kalis, bactéria, etc.

FUI in coupon for complete details.

\

LSULATE
The Triple-Zone Insulation

For Lifetime Protection

Of Hot Underground Pipes

AMERICAN GILSONITE COMPANY, SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH

Affi/iofe of Barber OU Corporafíon and Standard OU Company of Califórnia

Distributors in principal cities of United States and Canada
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American Gilsonite Co.

134-H West Broadway

Salt Lake City 1, Utah

) 145 Eott Jeriey Sl.

Elizabelh, N. J.

Send me more Information on GILSULATE Insulation

NAME

TITLE

COMPANY

ADDRESS

El
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Additions to the instítute Líbrary

Reviews — Book Notes ~- Abstracts

BOOK REVIEW

Your local government: a sketch of
the municipal system in Canada.

D. C. Rowat. Toi'onto, Macmillan,
1955. 148 pp., $2.50.

The author of this book on local gov-

ernment, although a politicai scientist,

has written in a non-technical naanuer
for the layman.

He outlines the history and present

operation of Canadian local govern-
ment, with the idea of showing what it

.should do, and whether it is best or-

ganized to carry out its fvmctions. As
George S. Mooney, the Director of the

Canadian Federation of Mayors and
Municipalities points out in his intro-

duction, democracy is based in the last

analysis on a firm and stable system of

municipal government, and it is the

responsibility of Canadians to keep this

base strong.

In his first chapter, the author traces

the history of municipal government in

Canada, which, as he iioiiits out, is a

very short history. Saint John was the

first town to obtain self-government,

this being in 1785, but it was not until

the 1830's that any íurther grants were
given.

In the following chapters are outlined

the various types of municipal govern-
ment, their composition, íunctions, and
finances.

The problem of centralization is dealt
with, and the author raises the question
of just how many of the municipal
functions should be taken over by prov-
incial or even federal agencies. He
points out that vvhile provincial control

and agencies may be cfficient, there is

often not the slightest doubt that more
effective results are obtained by munici-
pal authorities managing local affairs.

The author brings forward many other
problems, inciuding those of the too
small municipality, provincial grants,

taxation etc.

Anyone interested in municipal affairs

should read this enlightening book,
which will surely also create an interest

in the subject where there has previously

been none. —S.C.

LIBRARY REGULATIONS
Hours

Mon.-Fri.

Saturdays

9 a.m.-5 p.m.

9 a.m.-12 noon

Bibliography and Reference

Service

Short subject bibliographies are compiled
on request. When placing these rcqiiests,

please give as much detail and background
information as possible.

Borrowing
Books, periodicals, pamphlcts and films

may be borrowed for two weeks at a time.
Ali books included in the Library Notes
Section of The Engineering Journal are
available for loan. A fine of 25c per day
is charged for each day borrowed

ilcms are rctained beyond the two-
wcck pcriod.
A lii)rary deposit of $5.00 at par in Mont-
real is required, for wliich two items may
be borrowed at a time Temporary deposits
(30 days or less) $10.00. Books" are sent
anywherc in Canada, and carrying chargcs
are payable by the member concerned.

Ordering

Any book or pamphlct may be ordered
through the library. Ali publications of
aííiliated socicti(>s, whether books, pamph-
lets, or periodicals, should be ordered
througii the library, as reduccd rates are
applicable on tlicsc to ali mcinbers.
Kxcept in the case of library deposits
pleasc make no paymcnls in advunce.
Non-mcmbcrs may consult the library,

but may not borrow material. Please
address ali requests to The Library.

BOOK NOTES
Prepared by the Library H

The Engineering Institute of Canada H
* Review provided through the courte.sy I

of the Engineering Societies Library in I
New York.

Abstracts of the literature on semi-

1

conducting and luminescent mater-

ials and their applications, 1953. I
Sponsored by the Electrochemical I
society, comp. by Battelle memorial I
institute. New York, Wiley, 1955. 169 I
pp., spiral binding, $5.00. I
In this bibliography the principal I

source of references has been the ab- I
stract journals, although the entire pub- I
lication has been reviewed where pos-

'

sible. In the ca.çe of some foreign re-

ferences no abstract was available. Un-
|

published papers given at society meet- i

ings are also included.

The bibliography is arranged by
materiais: germanium; silicon, carbon |
and diamond, oxides, sulfides, halides, |
organics, etc, and applications are al-

ways made a subheading under the

material concerned, for example, transis-

tors are found under germanium. The
last section lists references on Semicon-
ductor theory.

Sub.iect and author indexes are also

included.

Advanced mathematics for engineers,
3rd ed. H. W. Rcddirk and F. H.
Miller. New York, Wiley, 1955. 548

pp., diagrs„ $6.50.

In this new edition there have been
changes made in the text and in the

number and types of problems pre.«ented.

Among the important additions are two
articles on numerical methods for :jo1v-

ing ordinary and partial differential

equations, an account of Legendre's
equation and a section on Laplace trans-

forms and their applications.

As in previous editions the introduc-
(

tory chapter d'scu=ses the common tynes

of ordinarv differential equations. This
is followed by a comprehensive treat-

ment of operational calculus, Fourier
series, partial differential equations, vec-

tor analysis. elliptic integrais, gamma
and Bessel functions, and functions of

a complex variable.

The emphasi? continues to be on

physical applications by inciuding, with

each main topic, problems relating to

the four ma.ior fields of engineering:
ci\'il, mechanical, electrical and chemi-
cal. Answers are given to ali the prob-

lems.

Definitions, statements of ph}'sical

laws, theorems, problems and the physi- ;

cal units used are presented in a pre-
j

cise and clear-cut manner.

*Agriciiltural proccss engineering. S.

M. Henderson and R. L. Perry. New
York, Wiley, 1955. 402 pp., illus., $8.50.

Engineering elements of the following

unit operations, processes, devices, and
procedures are treated: size reduction;

cleaning and sorting; drying and de-

hydration; concentration by cvapora-
tion; refrigeration ; mixingj materiais

handling; air condi tioning ; steam gen-

eration and u.^-e; lieat transfer; pumps
and fans; plant layout; work simplifica-

tion; and instrumentation.
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I

"H/obody knoi¥s de troub/e /Ve seen
rr

HOW MAHY times has a glove like this on the hand of a maintenance w orker gripped a wrench

to repair a valve in your plant? How many of those times could have been avoided if the valves had been

better ones from the start? The big advantage of quality valves like Grane is in the performance they

deliver with less maintenance. Just one repair job can, and often does, cost many times the difference in

price between a "bargain" valve and a Grane quality valve.

So today as you seek ever more intently for ways to cut costs,

look for the kind of valve dependability that cuts down your

piping upkeep. Buy better for lower ultimate cost. That's always

real thrift. It's the reason why so many Grane valves and

fíttings are going into service today.

For complete injormtition on Craiie quality

valves to meet your particular requirements,

ask your Crune Briincli. or ii ritc

CRANE LIMITED
General Office: 1 170 Beaver Hall Squore,

Montreal

7 Canadlan Facforles • 24 Conodlan Branches

j:

CRANE VALVES • fíttings • PIPING
PLUMBING • HEATING

NATION-WIDE SERVICE THROUGH BRANCHES, WHOLESALERS and PLUMBING AND HEATING CONTRACTORS
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Aide-mémoire Dunod électrotechni-
que générale, 4e éd. Maurice Denis-
Papin. Paris, Dunod, Montreal,
Fomac, 1955. 178 pp., diagrs., $2.25.

This pocket reference work covers
the general applications of electricity.

The infoniKttion is grouped under six

headings ineluding electrostatios, mag-
netism and electromagnetism, d.c. dyna-
mos and motors, etc. The seventh sec-

tion supplies physieal definitions and
formulae, and the eighth gives illustra-

tions of wiring for motors and dome.sti(;

and industrial apparatus.
This material is further supplemented

by mathematical definitions and a var-
iety of tables of general u.se.

AU is well indexed.

Aide-mémoire Dunod niathématiques
générales, 5e éd. Maurice Denis-
Papin. Paris, Dunod, Montreal,
P'omac, 1955. 2 vols., $2.25 each vol.

This general reference work on mathe-
matics is divided into two volumes.
Volume one deals with álgebra, geo-

metry, trigonometry, analysis, and the
calcula tion of probabilities. Analytical

geometry, calculus, and tables of func-
tions are covered in the second volume
to which is appended a section giving
general physieal and mathematical data.

The work contains a bibliography and
is well-indexed.

Aide-mémoire Dunod métrologie géné-
rale. Maurice Denis-Papin et Jac-
ques Vallot. Paris, Dunod, Montreal,
Fomac, 1955. 2 vols., diagrs., $2.25
each vol.

The two volumes in this reference
work contain information on dimensions,
units and symbols connected with gen-
eral metrology. The authors make fre-

quent use of mathematical equations,
formulas and tables. Volume I is of a
general nature while the second volume
deals with electrical and magnetic units.

thermal and optical units and others
such as acoustical units. An interesting

section at the end of this volume
deseribes the metrology of ancient times
and measurements used in foreign
countries.

American men of science: a biogra-
phical directory, 9th ed. v. 1 Physi-
eal Sciences. Jacques Cattell, ed.

New York, Bowker, 1955. 2180 pp.,

$20.00 (U.S.).

In keeping with the trend of the pres-

ent age the number of prominent men
engaged in scientific fields has expandsd
enormously. An outstanding indication

of this fact is illustrated in the appear-
ance of the newest edition of the bio-

graphical dictionary. ''American Men of

Science", founded in 1906. Since the

publication of the Sth edition the num-
ber of entries has increased by 50% in

each category so that, for the first time,

tlie dictionary appears in three volumes.
Volume 2, listing those connected with

the Biological sciences, and volume 3,

covering the Social sciences, will appear
in 1955 and 1956, respectively.

The present volume contains the

names of all living Americans and Cana-
dians who have contributed to the ad-
vancement of these divisions of the

physieal sciences: phj'sics, mathematics,
chemistry, biological chemistry, meteor-
ology, oceanography. optics, acou.stics,

and research engineering. The biographi-

cal sketches include the scientist's full

name, position, education, professional

background, special fields of research,

membership in professional societies,

birth date, marital status and number of

children. There are over 44,000 scientists

listed, ineluding 15,000 who did not ap-
pear in previous editions.

This valuable new edition will be of

the utmost assistance to administrators
in science and industry, newspaper edi-

tors, librarians and many others.

"^Analysis of statically indeterminatc
structures. J. I. Parcel and R. B. B.

Moorman. New York, Wiley, 1955.

571 i>p., diagrs., $9.50.

A more extensiva treatment than
usual is aceorded the subject in order

to make the book useful to practicing

engineers as well as undergraduate and
graduate students. The first part of the
book is a detailed exposition of basic

theory, covering deflections by the
method of work and by special methods

;

slope deflection; and moment distribu-

tion, ineluding the new method of

moment distribution in which sidesway
takes place automatically as joints are

balanced in the normal rotation process.

The second part of the book deals with
applications of theory to continuous
girders and trusses, frames, arches, and
suspension bridges. Numerous worked
«ut examples are given.

*Automatic voltage regulators and
stabilizers. G. N. Patchett. Toronto,
Pitman, 1954. 335 pp., illus., 50/-.

The subject is broadly defined to
cover any device for maintaining auto-
matically a constant or predetermined
voltage at .some point, whether on large

l-iower .systems or in small electronic ap-
jjliances. The three sections of the book
deal with principies, electroraechanical
regulators, and regulators with electric

and electronic circuits only. Both con-
tinuous and discontinuous types are

treated. Over six hundred references are
listed at the end of the text.

Cams: design and layout. Louis Kas-
per. New York, Chemical publishing
company, 1954. 101 pp., diagrs., $3.50

(U.S.).

The author of this little book claims

that it avoids the usual extremes of

being too complicated or of lacking in

detail. The examples of design and lay-

out discu.ssed cover all those cases which
occur frequcnily in industrial uses of

cams.

Following two general chapters there

are sections on reciprocating, rotating

and cylindrical cams, wiper cams, rocker

cams and rolling levers, rectangulai-

motion cams and sleeve cams.
The book may serve as a reference

work, or as a manual of cam design and
layout.

Circuits and networks. Glenn Koehler.

Toronto, MacmiUan, 1955. 349 pp.,

diagrs., $6.50.

The author has based this textbook

on his experience in teaching a course

in circuits and networks. It is assumed
that the reader is already familiar with

the theory of alternating current.

Some of the topics covered are net-

work theorems, properties of simple fre-

([uency selective circuits, fillers, attenua-

tors and equalizers, transmission lines,

and transformers and reactors. In theíe

last chapters especially the author has

tried to show that certain of the basic

fundamentais of circuits and networks
are applicable to the fields of both Com-
munications and power.
Problems are included, as well as re-

ferences for further reading on topics

not fully covered in the text.

Conversion factors and tables, 2nd ed.

O. T. Zimmerman and Irvin Lavinc.

* DRAMATIC LUVE-TILE & LUMINOUS CEILINGS

* FLUORESCENT LUMINAIRES * INCANDESCENT FIXTURES
DISTRIBUTED FROM COA5T TO COAST CATALOGUES ON REQUEST

J. A. WILSON LIGHTING & DISPLAY LTD. LAKESHORE ROAD, TORONTO M, ONT. PHONE CUfford 1-3311
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leactor enclosed in 3' Metal Mesh
ilanket . . . mastic finiahed.

Trowelling on maatic over Atmospheric tower
unit insulation.

int

lOCO
Jirst refinery of its type to be

insulated completely

with FIBERGLAS
Every temperature-controlled stage of refining at

Imperial Oil's newest refinery at loco, B.C., is

protected by Fiberglas Insulations. Eight miles of pipe

covering enclose pipes of many sizes. 40,000 board

feet of PF Insulation helps maintain pre-determined

temperatures in various vessels and large lines.

And approximately 100,000 board feet of TWF metal

mesh blanket and blanket type pipe covering has

been used on other sections of the complex system.

From the cracking tower to the smallest pipe . . . heat

loss or gain is minimized with Fiberglas Insulations.

•T.M. Reg'd.

Fiberglas
H B F. R f ; i. A S (. A \ Ml A í. I M I T K U

FIBERGLAS CANADA LIMITED
GENERAL OFFICES:

50 ST. CLAIR AVENUE WEST • TORONTO • ONT.

SALES OFFICES :

MONTREAL OTTAWA TORONTO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER

Blankel type pipe couerinti with lire rrlaniant frlt

ovtrliiy.
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Permanent records ?

PW Teletype is fast as light,

permanent as the printed

word. Instructions, queries,

reports, orders can be trans-

mitted instantly to one or ali

your branches . . . multiple

copies of every message are

simultaneously recorded for

inter-department use, avoid-

ing costiy mistakes and de-

lays . . . saving you money.

A conf idential, accurate

Private Wire Teletype net-

work can easily be instailed

to serve your business —
whether it has one branch

or many.

Our Communications

specialists will be g/ad

to demonstrate how
PW can work for you.

T/iere is no obligaiion,

CALI YOUR NEAREST
TELEGRAPH OFFICE.

modern

business

uses

PrivateWire

Teletype

HANDUNG MORE THAN 75% OF ALL CANADIAN TEIETYPE SERVICE

Dover, Industnal lesearch service
1955. 501 pp., $5.50 (U.S.).

This second edition of this almost
pocket-sized book is nearly twice the
size of the first edition which appeared
in 1944.

Half of this useful book is devoted
to conversion factors for United State.s.

Briti.sh and Metric units. The material
is arranged alphabetically, and ranges
from Abamperes to Years (sidereal).

One new section is devoted to foreign

conversion factors, in which the informa-
tijn is grouped by country. There are
conversion tabies for such things as tem-
peratures, pressure, viscosity, and hard-
nes--'. Many of these tabies are new with
this edition.

Tiio design of cylindrical shell roofs.

J. E. Gibson and D. W. Cooper.- Tor-
onto. British Book Service. 1954. 186

pp., illus., $6.00.

The authors' aim has been to clarify

the method of designing shell roofs.

While they present the necessarj' mathe-
matical theory the emphasis is on the

use of the derived equations.

After a general treatment of the

theorj^ of cylindrical shells the text fol-

lows through the complete problems
raised by specifie types, with and with-

out edge beams. Only a simple long

shell is designed completely, but the ex-

tension of the method to the design of

multi-.íhells should follow automatically
from the listed design equations. The
last three chapters discuss the design of

reinforcement for shells, matrix opera-

tion, and general shell theory and multi-

shells. An important section concerns
the theory of prestressed edge beams, a

recent and important development in

the field of cylindrical shell roofs^

Elements of food engineering. v. 2

Unit operations— 1 ; v. 3 Unit

operations—2. M. E. Parker, E. H.

Harve^ ;ind E. S. Stateler. New York,

Reinhòld, 1954. v. 2; 360 jip.. illus..

$8.50 (U.S.); V. 3; 241 pp.. illus., $6.75

(U.S.).

Volumes 2 and 3 of this book were

originally intended to be one but were

divided because of the great amount
of text needed to desenhe the unit

operation in food engineering. Because

of this fact they present a unified, co-

ordinated discussion of unit operations

grouped according to specifie function.

Volume 2 discusses those operations

involved in assembling, preparing and

converting raw materiais. The section on

assembly of raw materiais contains a

chapter on materiais handling which is

subdivided into harvesting, transport-

ing, receiving and the engineering as-

pects of materiais handling, and a chap-

ter on the separating and grading of

materiais.

The five chapters devoted to the pre-

paration of raw foodstuffs describe such

unit operations as cleaning, separating,

disintegrating and pumping.

Such aspects of raw material conver-

sion as mixing, heating and refrigeration

conclude Volume 2.

This discussion of conversion is cou-

tinued in Volume 3 with the operations

involving evaporating and distilling,

dehydration and drying, and controlling

of the raw materiais.

The remainder of the volume is coa-
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100 125-LB.
PRESSURE

3300 C.F.M.
ACTUAL FREE-AIR DELIVERY

FULLER ROTARY COMPRESSOR

THE ROTARY PRINCIPLE, AND FULLER'S ADVANCED DESIGN,

Y/EÍD IHISI ADVANTAGES:

FOUNDATION—Less costiy since bearing only dead load; no unbalanced forces.

INITIAL COST—Lower— because there is less mochine per cubic foot of oir.

EFFICIENCY—Maintained throughout life of machine— blades automotically compensate for wear.

AIR SUPPLY—Steody ! No pulsotion as in reciprocoting compressors.

MAINTENANCE—Only semi-annual or onnuol inspection required.

SPACE—Considerably less thon required for conventioncl horizontal reciprocoting compressors.

Request a copy of Bulletin C-5A for detailed

Information on ihe principie and practice of

FULLER Rotary Compressors and Vacuum Pumps.

FULLER also produces many distinct types of

pneumatic conveying systems, each precisely

engineered for bulk hondling of a wide variety of

fine and granular materiais. Ask for Bulletin G-1.

FULLER PRODUCTS are available through our

offices at:

O

HALIFAX

TORONTO
EDMONTON

MONTREAL
LONDON
CALGARY

MORRISBURG

REGINA

VANCOUVER

Sales • Rental • Service • Parts
NINE OFFICES COAST TO COAST

0.
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cerned with the treatment of final

products. One chapter describes coatina;,

decorating and forming methods, wKile

the concluding cliapters cover the

packaginfí of solid and liquid foods and

the machmery used in packaging.

Flexure devií-es; pivots, movenienis,

suspensions : a bibliographical sur-

vey. P. J. Geary. Lonilon, British

sfientific instrunient research a.ssocia-

tion, 1954. 44 \)\k, diagis., 10/6.

This is the first of a series of biblio-

graphical surveys on instrument parts

and covers the period from 1900 to date.

It includes references to flexure pivot.-',

parallel movenients, tvvin strip niechan-

i.sms, bvifklins strip devires and tlio

sine spring. The introduction indicates

llie advantagos and limitations of thes(>

devifes. Therc aie digests of 28 .seleoted

texts of ma.ior imjiortance and an-

notated lists of 128 other texts of le.s-

ser iniportancc.

(iéologie «les barragcs el cies aniéna-
genienls hydraulique.s. M. Gignoux

and R. BarhiíM . Paris, Ma.sson, 1955.

344 pp., illiis.

Intended for both i-ngineers and geo-

logists, this book shows how the roles

of each are related in the construction

of dams.

Tlie authors give numerous exaniph s

of the geológica! i)roblems poscd in d>'-

signing dams, discu.--sing actual strur-

tures, mo.--t of which are located in

south-east France or North Africa.

There is an alphabetical index to the-o

dams.

Among topics covered are toiJogra-

phic conditions, earth movements, rock

foundations, diversion tunnels, under-

ground water supply, and borings.

There is an extensive bibliography,

most of fhe books and articles included

being in Frendi. The book is illustrateil

with iiliotograjihs. diagiiims and maps.

Graphic representation. Eugene Paré,

P^rank Hrachovsky and Eliot Tozer.
Toronto, Macmillan, 1954, 35 pp.,

$3.60.

This manual of graphics ijroblems was
class-tested for two years at the Illinois

Institute of Technology and at North-
eastern university. Not intended for use

in the training of j)rofessional ilraftsmen,

it was prepared for students whose edu-

cation should include a knowledge of

graphics as the universal language of

scientists and engineers.

The problems cover essentials of mul-
liview drawing, pictorials and ilrawing

technicjues where emphasis is placed on

freehand technique and blueprint analj-

sis. There is a unique coverage of the

graphic presentation and intei-pretation

of data as visual aids in scientific- and

business analysis reports. Some problem

sheets stress the use of the geometric

method as a .-^eiiarate analy tical tool

while others show it as a dcvice to

supplement the mathematical method
in order to make scientific st.-itistics

more valuable.

Kempe's engineer's year-book for

1955, OOth ed. B. W. Pendrcd and

C. E. Prockter, eds. London, Morgan,

1955. 2 v., diagrs., 75/-.

Since there was a complete revision

of the 19.54 edition of Kemiie's year-

book the changes in the present edition

are of a more minor natura. There
is additional information about shell

luínildiug in the chapter on Foundry
practice; about geared couplings in the

section on Shafts and couplings; and
about i)rei)aring rolls in the chapter on

Forging hammers. The chapters on
Electronic engineering, Explosives, and
FIow metering and mechanical testing

have been enlarged a certain amount.
The year-book remains a standard

reference work in ali branches of engi-

neering.

The Macmillan w<»rl<l ga/.etleer and
geographieal diclionary, ed. by T.

C". GollocotL and .1. O. Thorne. Tor-
onto, Macmillan, 1955. 792 pp., $6.95.

The editors of this gazetteer have used

their own .judgment and sense of use-

fulness rather than any set criterion in

selecting the entries to be included.

Thus while ali the continents and every
country in them are described in terms
of lheir physical structure, administra-

ti\ e and economic setup, size, history,

( te, the cities, towns and topographical

features of lhe world covered are those

which are most likely to interest the

English-speaking population. The length

and details of coverage are also gov-
(>rned by this interest.

Most entries are fairly short and
there is an almost excessive amount of

abbreviation used but this is necessary

iu a one-volume geograpliical dictionary.

Alternative names and foreign equi-

valents as well as pronunciation aro

given after the main entry. An impor-
tant part of the gazetteer is the Sup-
l)lementary Index where are gathered
cross-refcrences in tlie form of variant

naine.s or alternative spellings plus a

large number of brief items which are

not found in the main text.

Articles on climates, currents, winds,
and volcanoes will interest meteorolo-
gists and geologists.

In concluding we note that the edi-

tors listed the po;)ulation of Montreal
as less than that of Toronto, evidently
they have fallen victim to propaganda!

Magnetíc anipliíiers. H. F. Storm.
New York, Wiley, 1955. 545 pp., illus.,

$13.50.

One of a series written b.y General
Electric Company specialists this volume
discusses the static type of magnetic
amplifiers and is concerned mostiy with
single-phase amplifiers. Material is ar-

rangcd in logical sequence, beginning
with the ordinary saturable reactor ani
progressing to such higher forms as the
self-saturated magnetic amplifier.

There are chapters devoted to the re-

lated fields of a modern theory of

magnetism, characteristics of magnetic
materiais, magnetic testing, manufacture
of saturable reactors, and properties of

metalli(; rectifiers. There is also a sec-

tion describing i)eaking transformers.

\oltage stabilizers, nonlinear resonance

circuits, and reactors for large mechani-
cal rectifiers. Six chapters cover the ap-

plications of magnetic amplifiers froni

the earliest. to the latest fields.

Magnetic amplifiers are represented in

servo-block diagram form, suitable for

immediate integration into a servo sys-

tem.

Tlic ijroblcms in\olved in a study of

this subject are here approached from

fundamental, physical principies, avoid-
ing mathematical complexity. The book
was written for practicing eléctrica)

engineers and sénior students of electri-

cal engineering.

Problems of business managemenl:
American opinions; European opin-
ions. Organizai ion for European
economic co-operation. Toronto, Rver- .

son, 1954. 85 pp., $0.75. (Techiiicall .;.

assistance mission No. 129> .

[

This little publication originated in I

a conference of representativos from t,

nine European countries and four
^

American experts who had previously f

visited Europe to discuss the prolilems
|

of top management. Theso four general
)

topics were the basis for the talks: topr
management altitudes, subordinate nian-y
agement training, market research andj
human relations. This is an analysis offl

th(> full report which has been ]iui)lishedl

in a limited edition. D

Proceedings of a syniposiuni on con-|
crete sbell roof consiruction, heldfl

2-4 July, 1952. P. .1. Witt, ed. Loií-j

don, Cement and concrete association, 1

1954. 258 pp., illus., 30/-. 1

Because of the variety of Professional

men attending this Sympo.<ium—archi-

tects, engineers, contractors, and mathe-
matician.-;—and the international repre-

sentation, these proceedings will hold an
important i)lace in the literature of con-

crete shell roof construction.

The book is divided into three main
subjects: the architectural aspects; ds-

sign and research; construction and
framework. The architectural subjects

include domes, vaults and the develop-
ment of shell roofing. The design and re-

search section contains articles on exist-

ing methods for the analysis of concrete

shell roofs, flexibility coefficient methods
and their application to shell design,

and the combination of shells and pre-

stressing. The economic aspect of design

and construction is discussed as well as

details of specifie structures.

A valuable part of the book is the

extensive bibliography on ali aspects of

shell roofs, arranged chronologically, and
covering the period 1828 to 1954.

* The radio amateur's handbook,
32nd ed.. 1955. West Hartfoiíl. Ameri-
can radio vc\;i.y league, 1955, 768 pp..

illus., $3.50.

A standard reference manual cover-

ing the entire field from basic theory to

jjractical constructional details, and in-

cluding comjjrehensive and up-to-date

vacuum-tube data tablesT This edition,

revised in the light of recent develop-
ments, contains new information on
VHF radio tran.smitters and a consider-

able amount of new tube data. A large

catalog section features the equipment
of leading manufacturers.

References on fatigue, 1953. Phila-

delphia, A.S.T.M., 1954. 34 pp., $1.85

(U.S.) (A.S.T.M. special technical

publication No. 9-E).

Somr 2.")(i references to articles pub-
lished in \9'>.i dealing with fatigue of

structures ;ind materiais are listed in this

publication. Brief abstracts of the

articles have been included when read-

ily available. It is not an exhaustive list

but is extensive enough to be of interest

to those working in this fiold.
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W I L E Y
B O O K S

GEOLOGY IN ENGINEERING

V JOHN R. SCHULTZ, Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg, Miss ;

id ARTHUR B. CLEAVES, Washington University, St. Louis with a

lapter on Soil Mechanics by E. J. YODER, Purdue University.

ritten by tvvo geologists with long experience in the daily application

jjf geology to engineenng work. Contains detailcd chapters on such

llbjects as geologic structure, historical geology, and geologic maps

nd sections. The chapters on frost action in soils and the aeríal photo-

Iraphic interpretation of soils are the first reasonably complete treat-

lients of these topics in a book of this type. Up to date, with latest

eriment station research findings.

p53 592 pages. 214 illustrations. $8.75

SERVOMECHANISMS AND
REGULATING SYSTEMS DESIGN

Volume II

|y HAROLD CHESTNUT and ROBERT W. MAYER, both of the Aero-

nautic and Ordnance Systems Division, General Electric Company.

lhe information needed by the servo design engineer to cope with the

lalytical and practical aspects of design is presented in Volume II,

ompleting this comprehensive and helpfui work. The authors state

Jie problems met in design, then deveiop methods for their solution.

Imphasis is on the practical aspects, but analytical proofs are provided

lhere they are needed. There is ample material on the subject of linear-

ftation techniques and on non-linear operation for large input signals

tid deliberate parameter changes.

355 384 pages. 297 illustrations. $8.50

Tolume I, 1951 505 pages. 250 illustrations. $9.25

MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION

New 6th Edition

By the late ADELBERT P. MILLS and the late HARRISON HAYWARI).
rewritten and edited by LLOYD F. RADER, University of Wisconsin.

Completely revised. Expanded by more than 15%. Incorporatcs latcst

data on concrete, cement, aggregates, clay products, building stoncs,

light-weight metais, and timber. Chapter on stcci presents ncw informa-

tion on manufacture, heat treating, hardenability, and mcchanical

properties. New chapters treat mineral aggregates and laminares and

adhesives; there is also a new section on acoustical materiais. Revised

chapters dcscribe recent developments in organic plastics and organic

protective coatings. Latest knowledge is presented on stress rupture of

high-temperaturc materiais; also non-dcstructive testing methods.

1955 650 pages. lllustratcd. $7.50

ANALYSIS OF STATICALLY

INDETERMINATE STRUCTURES

By JOHN l. PARCEL, Consulting Engineer. and

ROBERT B. B. MOORMAN, Syracuse University.

Presents the most complete account of the basic theory of deflections and

statically indeterminate structures available in English today; then

ofFers the practical and authoritative coverage of the problems structural

engineers face. Design office procedures are used to solve problems in con-

tinous girders, frames, arches, secondary stresses, and suspension bridgcs.

1955 571 pages. 431 illustrations. $9.50

INDUSTRIAL PURCHASING

DYNAMICS OF MACHINERY

By A. R. HOLOWENKO, Purdue University.

Icre is an instructive guide to the complete understanding of problems

dynamics encountered in machines having moving parts. It starts

tith velocity analysis, leading logically to dynamic analysis. The
itter is presented with separate or combined static and inertia force

nalyses and the interpretation of the separate force analyses. Professor

lolowenko's book is outstanding for its clear and logical development
' proofs and its abundance of illustrations.

p55 464 pages. lUustrated. $7.50

TITANIUM IN IRON AND STEEL

By GEORGE F. COMSTOCK, National Lead Company.

|he third publication in the Alloys of Iron Research New Monograph Series.

Frank T. Sisco, Director.

|his is the only book available that reviews and correlates ali the im-

srtant data in world literature on titanium as an alloying element in

\on and steel. Opens with a general discussion of titanium — its

Vincipal sources, concentration, preparation, etc, — then examines

le properties and efFects of the element when alloyed with iron and

Icei. Deoxidizing eífects are treated. Special emphasis is placed on its

lects in stabilizing nitrogen and in íixing carbons in alloys where

|ther carbides may be undesirable. Also covers usefulness in steel to bc

lameled, and in certain complex ferroas alloys for high-temperature

pplications.

?55 294 pages. 122 illustrations. $6.00

Buying for Industry and Budgetary Institutions

By J. H. WESTING and I. V. FINE, both of the University of Wisconsin, and

Members of the Milwaukee Association of Purchasing Agents, associatcd

with the National Association of Purchasing Agents.

This important book covers the fundamental principies and policies of

industrial purchasing and the broad procedures of current practicc, a

much-needed addition to the literature in this underdeveloped field.

The book's authorship, divided between tcachers and executivcs

actively engaged in the field, ensures an ideal balance between busincss

experience and academic analysis. Features highiy useful innovations

such as chapters on traffic, public rclations, and management of pur-

chasing personnel. Presents material not prcviously available.

1955 421 pages. lilustrated. $7.50

PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRIC

UTILITY ENGINEERING

By CHARLES A. POWEL, The Massachusetts Insiiiute of Technology.

This book provides a complete, concisc coverage of the entin eléctrica!

Utilities field from corporate structures to governmcnt controls, and from

sources of energy and transmission to financial rcturns. Writtcn by an

author with 43 ycars of experience in ali phascs of powcr cnginccring

and based on a coursc of icctures at The Massachusetts Institutc of

Technology.

1955 251 pages. 115 illustrations. $6.00

Sendfor your ON-APPHOVAL copies foday

ENOUF PUBLISHING CO., Montreal, Que.
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References are arranged in t.he form
of catalogue cards which can be cut

apart for filing according to any desired

plan.

Safet«7 ín industry: an introduction to

the protection of personnel. D. I.

Macfarlanc. London, Iliffo, 1955. 71

|)p., illus., 7/6.

The articles in tlii.s book originally

appeared in MACHINE SHOP MAGA-
ZINE, and present an introduction to

fhe subject.

Topics covered are tlie conirol of dust

and fumes, the dangers of rotating

niachinery, and the need for guards on
them, and on presses. Skin di.seases and
the protection of the eyes are con-

sidered, and otiier chapters cover pro-

tective clothing, and the importance of

good lighting and flooring.

The many ilhistrations increase the

interest and vahic of thi.s little book.

* Shell molding and shell inold cast-

ings. T. C. Du Mond. New York,
Reinhold, 19.54. 128 pp., iUus., .$2.00

(U.S.).

A concise survey of how the process

works and the advantage.s to be obtain-

cd froni its u.se, madc to enable the

Iiotential user to evahiate the method
and to determine where such castingís

can be.st be used. Consideration is given

to cost designing, comparison with other

processe.s, equipment, materiais, and ap-

plications. A brief bibliograi)hy is ap-

pended.

The statesnian''s year-book for 1954,
91st ed. S. H. Steinbcig, ed. Toronto,
Macmillan, 1954. 1608 pp., $6.75.

It is always a rather startling exper-
ience to examine a new edition of the

Statesman's year-book and realize anew
tiie vast amount of informatiou which it

contains. From the majxs and compara-
tive statistical tables of population, re-

sources and production at the front of

the book to the diplomatic representa-

tives of Yugoslavia at the end there is

a "yvealth of data on ali coimtries of

the world.

An important section is devoted to

the make-up of the main international

organizations. Geogra])hically the year-
book is divided into the British Com-
monwealth and Empire, the United
States, and other countries listed alpha-
betically. Each counti-y is dcscribed in

terms of aonstitiition and government.
area and population, religion, education,

social services. íinance, production. in-

dustry and commerce, money, weights

and measures. Books of reference on
each nation are also included.

* Storage batteries, 4th ed. G. W.
Vinal. New York, Wilev, 1955. 446

pp., illus., $10.00.

A comprehensive and up-to-date treat-

ment of scientific principies, materiais

of construction, manufacturing processes,

theoiy of reactions, operating principies,

and important industrial application.*.

In this edition obsolete material has
been eliminated, ali chapters have been
revised, and some parts entirely rewrit-

ten in order to include Information on
such changes in the industry as improv-
ed lead alloys, increased use of plastic

containers, American production of

nickel-cadmium batteries, and many
other important topics. The biblio-

734

graphies which are given after some of

the chapters have been brought up to

date.

* Transitors: theory and application?.

Abraham Coblenz and H. L. Owens.
Toronto, McGraw-Hill, 1955. 313 pp ,

illus., $7.20.

The basis of this volume is a series of

articles published in ELECTRONICS,
March 1953—January 1954, now consider-

ably revised and expanded for book
publication. In its present form it pro-

vides an e.ssentially practical treatment

of transistors, showing principies of

operation, how they are madr, and how
they are applied in electronic circuits.

Theory is presented with a ininimum of

mathematics and with emphasis on ap-

plications, and Information is included

on manufacturing i)rocesses, testing, and
use of both silicon and germanium tran-

sistors. Chapter bibliographios are pro-

vided.

The world almanar and book of faots,

195S. Hair\' Hans(<n. «mI. Xi \v "Yorl^,

World-TelogVani, 19.')õ. 896 pp., $1.10

(U.S.).

As most readers know the World
almanac covers events in the United
States in pai-ticular and those occuring

throughout the world which aro of In-

ternational interest and which affcct the

American citizen.

Facts about the American govern-
ment and its leaders, the work of Con-
gress, results of elections, and internai

security measures against subversive
elements are useful to many Canadian
users of the Almanac. The section on
sports is a popular one and thero is also

information on religious festivities, cost

of living, publishing highlights, medi-
cine, theatre, radio and television. Col-
leges and universities, associations and
societies, foundations and art galleries

are listed.

Of widor int(-rest are the reports on
the Koroan war, the structure of the

United Nations and marino disasters

since 18.55.

This fascinating book is a must for

any bookshelf.

BOOKS RECEIVED

Angewandte Nomographie, Toil I.

Fritz Kiessler, Elsson. Girardet, 1952.

135 i)p., illus., 18 DM.

Basic electronics. Van Viilkenburgh,

Nooger & Neville, Inc. New York,
Rider, 1955. 5 volumes, illus., $2.00

(U.S.) per vol., $9.00 (U.S.) per set.

Baumasehinen-Wartung. Heinrich
Usemann. Berlin, Ernst, 1955. 86 pp.,

illus., 9.80 DM.

Behavior of metais under impulsive
loads. J. S. Rinehart and John Pear-
son. Cleveland, American society for

metais, 1954. 256 pp., illus., $5.50

(U.S;).

Big dam foolishness ; the problem of
modern flood control and water
storage. E. T. Peterson. New York,
Devin-Adair, 1954. 224 pp., illus.,

$3.75 (U.S.).

The Canadian who's who, v. 6, 1952-
1954. Toronto, Trans-Canada press.

1954. 1175 pp., $27.00.

Control-system dynamics. W. R. Evans.l
Toronto, McGraw-Hill, 1954 . 282 pp.J
figs., $7.00.

Cours d'électrotechnique; 3ième par-
tie. Centrales réseaux, applicationsi
diverses. Edgar Gillon. Paris, Dunod,!
Montreal, Fomac, 1954. 568 pp., illus.,1

$16.20.

Cours de résistance des matériaux. .1.

Courbon. Paris, Dunod, Montreal,
Fomac, 19.55. 782 pp., illus., $29.60.

Design of machine elements, 3rd ed.,

y. M. Faires. Toronto, Macmillan,
|

1955. 550 i)p., illus., $7.50.

Deterioration of materiais; causes
|

and preventive techniques. G. A.

(íreathouse and C. J. Wessel, eds. New
York, Reinhold, 1954. 835 pp., illus., jij
$12.00 (U.S.).

Development of the guided missile,

2nd ed. K. W. Gatland. London,
Iliffc, 1954. 292 pp., illus., 15/-.

Ela-sticité et anélasticité des métaux.
(". Zener. Paris, Dunod, Montreal.
Fomac, 19.55. 174 pp., figs., $10.25.

Electric power stations, v. 1, 4th ed.

T. H. Carr. Toronto, British Book
Service, 1954. 005 pp., illus., $12.00.

The elements of probability theory
and some of its applicatioiís. Harald
Cramer. New York, Wiley, 1955. 281

pp., $7.00.

A history of merhanical inventions,

rev. ed. A. P. Usher. Cambridge, Har-
vard universitv pre.ss. Toronto, Saun-
(iors, 1954. 450 pp., illus., $11.75.

How to install TV antennas. S. L.

Marshall. New York, Rider, 1955. 124

pp., illus., $2..50 (U.S.).

Industrial dust; hygienic signiílcance,

measurement, and control, 2nd ed.

Phili]) Drinker and Theodore Hatch.

Toronto. McGraw-Hill, 1954. 401 pp.,

illus., $12.50.

Manufacture and application of lubri-

cating greases. C. J. Boncr. New
York, Reinhold, 1954. 977 pp., illus,

$18..50 (U.S.).

Materials of construction; their manu-
facture and properties, 6th ed. A.

P. Mills, H. W. Hayward, and L. F
Rader. New York, Wiley, 19.55. 650

pp., illus., $7.50.

Métallurgie structurale théorique. A.

H. Cottrell. Paris, Dimod, Montreal,

Fomac, 1955. 330 pp., figs., $11.00.

Pathologie et thérapeu tique du héton
armé, 2ième éd. Henry Lossicr. Paris,

Dunod. Montreal, Fomac, 1955. 156

pp., illus., $4.00.

Picture book of TV troubles; v. 2

Vertical sweep & deflection circuits.

.lohn F. Rider laboratorv staff. New
Y'ork, Rider, 1955. 91 pp., illus.. $1.80

(U.S.).

Professional engineering registration

laws; a compendium. A. L. McCaw-
ley, comp. Washington, National so-

ciety of Professional engineers, 1954.

614 pp., $8.75 (U.S.).

A Professional look at the engineer in

industry. Engineer-in-industry com-

mittee. Wa.shington, National society

of profe.çsional engineers, 1955. 124

pp.. $3.00 (U.S.).
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CONTACT

ALL-CANADIAN

IRON POWDER

ELECTRODE !

IKUU

Produces high-speed, high-

quality welds on horizontal

and flat position work.

^ Easy siag removal

^ Easy operatíon

^ Faster weldíng,

with new **drag"

techníque

I Excellent weld
appearance

I No undercutting

Complete information is avail-

able on request from your

nearest Stelco Sales Office.

STRONG !y

Face bend test, using

5/32" X 14" Stelco 624

"Electrod". Note crack-

fiee appearance.

Aged specimen, .-nowiiig com-

jilele cup and cone íiaclurc.

Tensile strength, 83-90,000

p.s.i., using 3/16" X 1'
'

Stelco 624 "Eiectrod".

STELCO "CONTACT ELECTROD" No. 624 is approved by

the Canadian Welding Bureau under tentativo elecliodr

classification No E6024.

55261.B

THE STEEL COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED
Executiva Offices: Hamilfon — Monfreal

s Offices: HaHfax, Samt John, Montreal, OItawa. Toronto. HamMton, London. W.ndsor, Wmnipeg, Edmonlon. Vancouver J. C. P-att & Co Lim..ed. St. John', Newfoundl.nd
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Profitable small plant management.
M. H. Gotterer. New York, Conover-
Mast, 1954. 318 pp., illus., $5.50 (U.S.).

Steel designers' manual. C. S. Gray
and others. London, Crosby Lock-
wood, 1955. 909 pp., fig.s., tables,

50/-.

The TVA; an approach to the de-

velopment of a region. G. R. ClapjJ.

Chicago, University press, Toronto,
University press, 1955. 206 pp., map.,

$3.50.

Tape recordar manual, v. 1, 1950-1954.

John F. Rider laboratory staff. New
York, 1955. 286 pp., illus., $4.50 (U.S.).

Théorie et pratique du séchage indus-
triei, 6ième éd. Paul Razous. Paris,

Dunod, Montreal, Fomac, 1955. 322

pp., illus., $11.00.

Time-saver standards, 3rd ed. Archi-

tectural record. New York, Dodge,
1954. 888 pp., illus., $12..50 (U.S.).

Titanium in iron and steel. G. F.

Comstock. New York, Wiley, 19.55. 294

pp., illus., $6.00.

TECHNICAL BULLETINS
AND

PAMPHLETS RECEIVED
American society for testing mater-

iais, Papers: Symposium on color

of transparent and translucent prod-

ucts.

American society for testing mater-
iais. Special technical publications

:

STP No. 159—Symposium on radio-

activity: an introduction.

STP No. 165—Symposium on effcct of

cyclic heating and stre.ssing on metais

at elevated temperatures.

American water works association.

Tentative standard specifications:

B703-.54T—Fluosilicic acid. C602-54T
—Cement-mortar lining of water pipe-

lines in place—sizes 16 in. and over.

British electrical and allied industries

research association. Technical re-

poria:

No. A/T141—Behaviour of cellulose

acetate films imder tropical conditions,

by N. J. L. Megson and V. E. Yarsley.

No. G/T288—Airblast circuit breakers.

A statistical study of the variation in

performance in repeat tests of a single-

break experimental unit with axial blast,

by F. O. Mason. No. G/T29.3—The
effect of series resistance on the charac-

teristics of capacitive spark discharges,

by H. G. Riddlestone. No. L/T311—
Altitude correction factors for sparkover
voltages of insulators and rod gaps, by
A. M. Thomas. No. L/T313—Nomo-
grams and line charts for humidity cor-

rection factors applicable to flashover

tests on insulators, by A. M. Thomas.
No. S/T61—Blowing of fuses in distn-

bution svstems during thunderstorms,
by J. L. Miller.

Canada. Department of mines an<l

technical s u r v e y s. Geographical
branch. Memoirs:

No. 2—The boundaries of Canada, its

provinces and territories, by N. L.

Nicholson.

Canada. National research council.

Division of bnilding research

:

Strain measurements on the temporary
road deck for the Toronto subway, by
W. R. Schriever. (Research paper No.
14).

Acoustical factors in architectural de-

sign, by T. D. Northwood. (Technicàl

paper No. 23). Government sponsored

research—a Canadian view, by R. F.

Legget.

Canada. Department of public works.
Dominion fire commissioner's office.

Reports

:

Statistical report of fire lesses in Can-
ada, 1953.

Canadian automobile chamber of

commerce

:

Facts and figures of the automobile in-

dusti-y, 1954 edition.

Engineers council for professional de-

velopment

:

Twenty-second annual report, 1954.

Institution of mechanical engineers.

Advance papers

:

Report on investigation into the

failure of two inO-MW. turbo-genera-

tors, by Sir Claude Gibb.

Metropolitan water district of South-
ern Califórnia:

Sixtcenth annual report, 1954.

National fire protection association.

Proposed standards:

No, 31-PR5—Installation of oil burn-

ing equipment.

Ottawa, Ontário:

Centenary of Ottawa, 1854-1954.

Tin research institute

:

Some recent advances in tinplate

manufacturing processes, by W, E.

Hoare.

United States. Highway research
board. Bulletins:

No. 96—Load-carrying capacity of

frost-affected roads.

STANDARDS REVIEWED
British standards, British standards

institution, 2 Park Street, London,
W.l. British standards are available
from the Canadian standards as-

sociation. National research building,
Ottawa, Canada.

B.S. 20.il: part 4:1954—Steel nipple
pipe fittings for brazing. 4/ .

This standard provides for the com-
plete dimensional standardization of steel

nipple fittings for brazing, of sizes from
l/s in. to 1^ 2 in. inclusive, meant for use
with fractional outside diameter sizes of

tubes. Unified threads and unified hexa-
gons have also been specified for the.se

fittings.

It also states requirements regarding
materiais, dimensions, workmanship, hv-
draulic test, test for porosity and Identi-

fication marking, and also gives maximum
design pressure for the.se fittings.

rilustrations of fittings and tables of

dimensions are also provided.

B.S. 2519:19.54—Glossary of ternis and
notation for toothed gearing. 6/-.

This glossary provides definitions for

terms commonly used in ali applications of

toothed gearing. It also gives a standard
notation which includes the symbols re-

quired for u.se in the theory and practice of

gear engineering. Terms and definitions

are grouped in eight sections and thero is

a complete index.

The committee responsible have en-

deavoured to include ali the terms required
in practical u.se. One section gives defini-

tions for ali the common types of errors in

gear cutting. The .section giving geome-
trical definitions contains 20 pages of ii-

lustrations.

B.S. 2539:1954—Preferred dimensions
of reinforced concrete structiiral
menibers. 2/-.

This standard specifies the preferred

dimensions of shuttered faces of reinforced

concrete structural members, except light

precast members.
A standard range of preferred sizes for

cross-sectional dimensions is given when-
ever practicable. Preferred dimensions for

individual structural members are pro-

vided for use where it is impracticable to

use the standard range of dimensions.
In large building schemes where much

rcpetition occurs it has been found that

the key to lower formwork costs lies in the

standardization of formwork sizes. The
recommendations in this standard are,

therefore, specifically limited to the di-

men-sions of shuttered faces of structural

members since an essential preliminary to

the standardization of formwork sizes is

the standardization of these dimensions

B.S. 2542:1954—Recommendations for

the use of bitumen emulsion for

roads. 4/-.

The.se recommendations have been
tlrawn up to replace B.S. 433:1931, which
has been withdrawn. They establish gene-

ral rules of procedure in the use of bitumen
(Mnulsion for road construction and main-
tenance.
The standard covers the application and

use of bitumen emulsion for preparing and
treating road surfaces, and also includes

recommendations regarding contractual

considerations and equipment. It does not

include the use of bitumen emulsion for

such purposes as soil stabilization, roofing

work, etc.

B.S. 949: Addendum: 1954—Unified

thread taps. 7/6.

To permit full interchangeability be-

tween Unified threads made to British

and American Standards, B.S. 1580,

'Unified screw threads' was recently re-

vised to permit the production of ex-

ternai threads with flat crests and in-

ternai threads having appropriate clear-

ance at the root.

It was therefore necessary to change

the minimum ma.jor diameter of Unified

taps and the revised limits for dimen-

sion are given in this addendum. Thr

limits selected not only ensure the neces-

sai-y clearance at the root of the nut,

but also provide reasonable tap life and

comply with gauging requirements.

Underwriters' laboratories of Canada.
Toronto 16.

C58—Standard for underground stor-

age tanks for hazardous liquids

—

December 1954. 2nd ed,

This standard covers the basic require-

ments for the construction and perform-

ance of underground storage tanks for

hazardous liquids, and includes Specifica-

tion no. 54 for underground storage tanks

for petroleum products.
Illustrations are given covering shell

seams, heads and head joints, pipe con-

nections, etc, and tables are given covoriiifí
j

dimensions, capacity, thickness of n\n-\

tcrial u.sed in construction, etc.
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( INE, P.Q.: This new open-side plano-miller at our maín
s believed to be the largest of its kind in the world. Used
rtng, drilling and milling large components, ic vveighs

;s — :ook two years to build

TORONTO, ONT.: Warehuusc stccl of ali typc. is iniinc-

diately available from nine strategically located warehouses
across Canada — like this one in Toronto.

RSl
, i\.S.: \Vc rcLCiith' iiuriiJuLcd .1 iicw t\ pc

'h Dry Back boiler for use as a "packaged
his one was built by our subsidiary. Robb
ring Works Ltd.

HAMILTON, ONT.: First pcrma-

nent "wavestack' tclcvision an-

tcnna in the world; designed by

RCA Victor Co. Ltd. in conjunction

with Dominion Bridgc and built

in our main plant. It was crcctcd

by our Ontário Division.

WITH DOMINION BRIDGE
DOMINION BRIDGE COMPANY, LIMITED

DIVISIONS: STRUCTURAL — MECHANICAL — PLATEWORK — BOILER — WAREHOUSE

PLANTS AT. MONTREAL • OTTAWA • TORONTO • WINNIPEG • CALGARV • \ ANCOU\'ER

ASSOC. COMPANY PLANTS AT AMHERST • QUEBEC • SAULT STE. MARIE • EDMONTON
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Appointments and Transfers

Dominion Engineeiing Appointment.
Philip H. Goldsmith, former general

sales manager of Piisey & Jones Cor-

poration of Wilmington, Delaware has

joined the staff of Dominion Engi-

neering Works, Limited, Montreal, in

the capacity of sales manager, Paper

Machinerv' Division.

Mr. Goldsmith .joined Pusey & Jones

in 1939 to supervise the developnient

and s^de of cylinder and fourdrinier

papermaking machines and their acces-

sories. He owns many patents in the

papermaking field. Installations of his

design inckiding high-speed cylinder

machmes and flow distributors for cylin-

der and fourdrinier papermaking

machines are now in operation in the

United States and Canada.

After attending the U.S. Naval

Academy and the University of Michi-

gan, he became engaged in general con-

straction work, and in 1928-29 was resi-

dent engineer during the constniction of

Sylvia, N.C., and Lynchburg, Va., paper

niills of the Mead Corporation.

He remained at Lynchburg as super-

intendent of maintenance and in 1930

he entered the field of paper machine

design and sales with Black-Clawson Co.

of Hamilton, Ohio, leaving in 1937 to

set up private practice. During the years

1937-39 he operated from New York
City as Consulting engineer to the paper-

making industi-y.

Mr. Goldsmith is a member of the

American Society of Mechanical Engi-

neers, the Technical Association of the

Pulp and Paper Industry, the Delaware

Society of Professional Engineers.

\ew C-I-L Works Manager. — D. W.
Marshall has been appointed works

manager of the chemicals plant of Canat-

dian Industries (1954) Limited at Cop-
per Cliff, Ontário. A native of Toronto.

Mr. Marshall is a graduate of the Uni-

versity of Toronto Schools with B.A.Sc,

and M.A.Sc, degrees in chemical engi-

neering. Following three years of active

army .service in World War II, he

taught chemical engineering at the Ajax

division of the University of Toronto

and at Queen's University. He joined

C-I-L ni as a, development assist-

ant in the companys Hamilton, Ont.

chemicals works. Two years later he was
Iransfen-ed lo the Shawinigan Falis,

(Jue. chemicals jilant as devíílopment

supervisor, becomins licinid clilorine

supervisor in 19.")^.

Mr. Marshall is a nuMuIx-r of the

Chemical instituto of Canada and of the

Association of I'i-ofcssional iOnsiineers of

Ontário.
•

FfdíM-al (Jo\ ci-iiUK-nl AnnoiíiirciiK-nt.

{"he Ht. Hon. C. 1). Howc- has namcd
\^'illiam H. Huck as an a.ssistant dei)Uty

minister, Dei)artment of Defence Pro-

duction. Mr. K. M. Keith, formerly

deput.\- financial adviser. su('c(H>ds Mr.
Huck as financial adviser.

Mr. Huck was born in Kit chcner iii

1914 and rí-ccived his cliartered ac-

coimtant's degree thcre m 1942. He
(>nt(.'i('d lhe Government service in 1942

with lhe Cost Inspeclion and Audil

Di\ision. Dei)artmenl of Finance. In

1947 he was appointed director of the

manufacturing s e c t i o n (Assessments
Branch) of the Department of National
Reyenue. He joined the Department of

Defence Production as depul.y financial

udviser ou January 1. 1953. becomins;
financial adviser on Ma.v 1, 1954.

Mr. Keilh was born in Peterborough
in 19(19 and reccived his bachelor of

commerce tlegree from Queen's Univer-
sit.v in 1935. For se\-(^ral years he was
employed by the Gi'(\it West Life As-
surance Company, Winnipeg, as a mem-
ber of the coniptroller"s branch. During
the war .years he servçd witli the Royai
Canadian Navy, attaining the rank of

Commandcr (S). He was ajipointed tin-

anci;il secretary to the Canadian Em-
bassy in Wa.shington in 1947 and was
transferred to Ottawa on Treasury
Board staff in 1951. He came to the De-
(lartment of Defence Production on loan

from Treasury Board in January, 1953,

and assumed the duties and i'esponsibili-

ties of dejiutv financial adviser in Mav,
1954.

•
Àssistant to Vice-President Al Alchem.
W. C. Heim, vice-presideni , Alchem
Limited, has announced the appoint-

menl of Mr, R. (!. Mondoux as a.ssist-

anl lo the \'ice-prcsident efíective Feb-
iuar.\' 1955. Mr. Mondoux commenced
(unployment with Alchem Limited in

April, 1949, as service engineer with the

Industrial Department. In April 1950 lie

was apiiointed field engineer in the On-
tário Distiict. In January 1953 he was
made district engineer and Ontário
Office Manager. This position he held
until his recent appointment.

•
President of Toronto Electric Club.

—

Fj. W. McLeod. cliief electrical insjiector,

consumer service division, Ontário Hydro,
has been elected president of the Elec-
tric Club of Toronto. Mr. McLeod, who
joined lhe Commission in 1919, has been
i\n acli\e member of the Electric Club
of Toronto since 192.5. He was assistant

ajiproNals engineer in H.\-dro's Research
r>aboratory imtil his ajjpointment in 1945

as a.ssistant ehief electrical inspector.

Two years later. he became chief electri-

cal inspector.

Founded m 1916, the Electric Club of

Toronto jiioxides an opportunit.y for

lho.-e in the electrical industr.v to get

together .at weekly luncheon gatherings
to hear speakers on topics of general

mtei'esr.

•
John Inglis Montreal and Toronto
Managers.—J. F. Watt has been ap-

pointed manager of the Montreal
Brandi of the Refrigeiation and Aii

Conditioning Di\ision of the John
Inglis Co. Limiled.

After graduating in 1923, Mr. Watt
was with the ^Oik Cor])oration. and

later with Canadian Ice Machine Co.

He is from a familv of si)ecialists in

his field, and is considered a leading

authoritv due to exjjerience gained ovci

a period of thirty j-ears in this kind of

industry.

C. B. Davies has been appointed man-
ager of the Paper Machiner.v Di\-ision

of the John Inglis Co. Limited, Toronto.

Mr. Davies also brings to his new posi-

tion a wealth of experience in the pulp

and paper industr.v. Graduating with a

B.Sc. (chemical engineering) from Mc-
Gill in 1923, he has been associated

with this work for an equal length of

time. He has been emplo.ved with the

Kimberlev Clark Corporation, the Abitibi

Pulp and Paper Co. Ltd., and The E.

B. Eddy Company. where he was mill

manager of the pulp and newsprint mills.
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Prior to his new appointineat, Mr.
Davies was mill manager of Irving Pulp
and Paper Ltd. During the war, he
served in the R.C.E., retiring with the

rank of major.

He is a niember of the Technical Sec-
tion of the C.P.P.A., of the Technical
Association of the American Pulp and
Paper Indiistry, and is a past chairman
of the New York-Canadian Division
of the American Pulp and Paper Mill
Superintendents As.sociation.

•
British Kopes Expansion. — A]jpoint-

ment of a re.sident field rciircsentative

for the Prairie Prov inces, and introduc-
tion of all-new lines of wire rope sleeves

and braided wire slings. are the latest

steps announced by British Ropes Cana-
dian Factory Ltd., in its fast-moving
expan.sion program.

Earl C. Lathrop, Jr., who lias exten-
sive factory training and on-the-.job ex-

perience in the selection. use and care

of wire rope and wire products has taken
charge of field service for Alberta, Sas-
katchewan and Manitoba, and east to

the Lakehead.
With headquartcrs ai Edmonton, Mr.

Lathrop also will act as field consultant
throughout the same áreas for Western
Canada Ropes Limited, a subsidiary
company which specializes in custom
engineered "Maratlion" drilling lines for

the petroleum indusiry.

He also reprcs(>nl.-< (irandview Indu.s-

tries Limited, a new division of British

Ropes, established for the production

ol plastic i)ipe using the tradc name
"Cobra," and molded plastic fittings.

Ross C Inirie

Eagle Pencil Appointinent.—The ap-
pointment of Ro.ss C. Imrie as sales

manager of The Eagle Pencil Company
of Canada Limited has been announced
by Charles G. Easton, vice-president and
general manager.
Mr. Imrie has been with the company

for the ])ast sixteen years (xccpi lor a

IXM-iod during the war when lie served
wiiii lhe Royn] Canadian Navy. Mr.
Imrie has had wide exi)eriencc in tlie

selling and meichandi.sing of ali tlie

c()mpany's pencil products and is well-
known to the trade tiuoughout ("anada.

•
l)ir»'rlor of Canaclu Iroii F(>iin<iri<'>.. -

D. W. Ambridge, C.B.E,. has been
olected a menilx-r of the Boan! of
Directors of Canada Lon Foundries,
Limited. Mr. Ambridge is President and
(ieneral Manager, Abitibi Power and
Paper Co. Ltd.; President, Provincial
Pap(>r lAd.; Chairman of the Board,
Alaska Pine & Cellulose Ltd.; Director:
Montreal Trust Co., Canadair Ltd.,

Canada Stcamship Lines í^td., and the
National Industrial Conferencc Board.

•
Company President. — Raymond Con-
crete Pile Company, Limited, founda-
tion and hea\y (;onslruction íirm, with
head(iuarters in Toronto and district

offices in Montreal and Vancou\er, an-
nounced recently the election of Wesley
C". Pietz as president and managing
director.

Mr. Pietz succeeds Julian A. Dickin-
son who has been prc^sident and man-
aging director of Raymond Concrele
Pile Company, Limited since 1053. Mr.
Dickinson will continue as president of

Raymond International Company, Lim-
ited, of Toronto, and will ha\e the
rcsponsibility for sjjecial construction
jjrojects in Canada and other arcas.

f "-^ ^'j '» \ i^A/ j j

WOOD TANKS
FOR INDUSTRY
Our B.C. Fir Wood Tanks are in

use ali ovar Canada in many

industries, comprising Pulp and

Paper, Mining, Water Storage,

Tanning. Capacities from 500 gal-

lons to 500,000 gallons.

For more information on "Pac-

pipe" wood stave pipe and tanks

write for our complete illustrated

catalogue.

PRCIFIC CDRST PiPECori^
1551 GRANVILLE STREET • ESTABLISRED 1904 • VARCOiVER I. CARARA
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Union Carbide Appointinents.—Ewait
Greig, prcsident, Uaion Carbide Canada
Limited has announced the appointment
of David W. Kennard as traffic manager
and Harold J. Soarth as manager of

purchasing. Messrs. Kennard and Scarth
wili co-ordinate traffic and purchasing
matters for Union Carbide Canada Lim-
ited and its Divisions which include

Bakelite Company, Carbide Chemicals
Company, Dominion Oxygen Company,
Electric Metallurgical Company and
National Carbon Company.

Robbins L. Elliott. — The Department
of Public Work.s has announced that

Robbins L. Elliott has been appointed
to the position of assistant director of

Property and Building Management
Hraneh, following his successful can-

didacy in a countiy-wide competition

recently hcld by the Civil Service

Commission.

Mr. Elliott was private secretary to

the Honourable Robert H. Winters,

from January 1, 1949 to September 17,

1953 in the Dopartments of Recon-
.struction and Supply, and Resources
and Development; and the Minister's

executive assistant since September 18,

1953 until the present time, in the De-
partment of Public Works.

Robbins Leonard Elliott was born in

1920 at Wolfville, N.S. He graduated
from Acadia University with the degree
of bachelor of arts in 1941 and prior

to his enlistment with the Canadian
Army in September, 1941, was employ-
ed on the staff of the Halifax Chron-
icle. During the war he served o\-er-

seas for four years with the North Nova
Scotia Highlanders, and in the Canadian
Intelligence Corps on the Continent
with SHEAF and as field censor with
the 21st army group.
Following his discharge from the

Armcd Services, he was on the report-
ing staff of thf^ Wind.sor Daily Star be-
fore resuming his education at the
University of Toronto where he secured
his master of arts degree in economics
and politicai science in 1947.

He joinod the Citizen.ship Branch staff

of the Secretary of State's Department
at Ottawa in July, 1947, acting as
editor. In this capacity he was in close
association with foreign language news-
papers across Canada. He resigned from
the civil service in October, 1948 to
undertake post-graduate studies at the
University of Chicago, before returning
to Ottawa to assume the post of private
secretary to the Minister of Recon-
struction and Suiiply.

New Peimutit Executive. — Sheller L.
Steinwender has been appointed vice-
president of The Permutit Company,
New York. N.Y., according to ãn
announcement by Mr. Henry W. Foulds,
president of the watcr conditioning firm.
Before .joining The Permutit Com-

pany, Mr. Steinwender, a chemical
engineer. was vice-pr(\sident of the
Scaife Company in Pittsburgh, Pa.
Prior to that, he was with the A. O.
Smith Corporation and the American
Cyanamid Company.

StaíT Changes, Canada Iron Foun-
dries.—Canada Lon Foundrics, Limited
has announced the appomtmont of G.
D. Turnbull as Manager of Production
—Foundries, and of T. J. Hamilton as

G. D. Turnbull

Manager of Production—Machine Shops
(Trois Rivieres and Toronto). Mr.
Turnbull has been actively engaged in

the suijervision and management of

foundries since 1928, and was works
manager of the Company's Fort Wil-
liam jilant at the time of his new
ap|iointment. His responsibilities will

f^xtend to ali the Company's olcven
foundries. Mr. Hamilton has been chief

engineer and assistant works manager,
Trois Rivieres plant, and is currently
director of product development. He
will now be in charge of engineering
and production of the Trois Rivieres
and Toronto machine shops.

•
Atlas Steels Appointment.—H. George
De Young was appointed executive
vicc-i)resident of Atlas Steels Limited
at a recent meeting of the board of

directors. After joining the Atlas com-
pany in 1951 as works manager. Mr.
De Young was successively namod vice-

jiresident operations in May, 1952, and
appointed to the board of directors in
March. 19.54. Tmmediatcly prior to his

first Atlas appointment, he was works

manager of Treadwell Engineering

Company, Easton, Pennsylvania.

Bom in Grand Haven, Michigan, Mr.

De Young attended the Michigan State

University for one year, then received

an api)ointment to the LTnited States

Naval Academy at Annapolis, where

he graduated in 1931. Thereafter, he

resigned his commission in the Navy
and went to work for Midvale Com-
pany, Philadelphia, Pa., an old and
welí-known firm of tool steel and special

allo}' steel manufacturers.

He became, succe-ssively, sujicrvisor

of hammers, assistant superintendent of

the shcll department making armor fori

naval ve.ssels, and superintendent of[

the shell department making armor-

1

piercing projectiles. In the latter .job,
j

ho rec('i\-ed an award from the UjS.
[

government for research and develop-

1

ment. In 1935, he became superintend-

,

ent of rolling mills and was made
works engineer for Midvale in 1947,

resigning in 1949 to go with TickIwcH

Engineering.

New Equipment and Developments
New Gutia Percha Warehouse.—Gutta
Percha and Rubber, Limited's new
warehouse and ofíice building was
opened at Edmonton in January.
Located at 10930—119th Street, a few

blocks south of Edmonton's Municipal
Airport, the hand.some one-storey brick
and stonc-faced building on 1% acres
of land will inovide room for the com-
l)any's present operations and possible
future expainsion.

Latest developments were incorporat-
ed into the building's design. Archi-
tects were Rensaa and Minsos, and
general contractors were Poole Con-
struction, both Edmonton fij-ms.

New Contactors and Relays. — New
níechanically-held contactors and re-
lays, especially designed for maintain-
ing continuity of sequencing in the
event of power interruptions, are avail-
able from Canadian General Electric
Company's Motor and Control Depart-
ment.
Used also where exceptionally quiet

operation is required, mechanically-
latched relaya and contactors elimin-
ate continued energization of the coil.

thus eliminating coil hum, according to

company engineers. After the main

device coil is momentarily energized to

seal the contacts, the mechanical latch

locks the contacts in position until the

latch coil is energized. For this reason,

when the powefl is restored after a fail-

ure, sequenced operations will resume

at the exact point in cycling where

they were cut oíí.

With contacts casily interchangcable

from normally open to normally closed

position without additional parfs, the

mechanically-held devices are enl;irely

front-connected for convenient wiring.

Contact springs are permanently attach-

ed to the movable contacts to facilitate

removal and installation.

Tube Development.—Coincidental with

the formation of a separate Tube Divi-

sion, Canadian Westinghouse Company,
Hamilton, announced earlj' in the year

a new tube development by company

engineers.

The new electronic tube is the 5AS4,

a full-wave vaccum rectifier of the fils-

mentary cathode type. intended for use

in power supplies of television and radio
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Air Conditioning Units. Up to
40 tons capacities. Extensive
typc and síze range.

performan

Unit Coolers. Up to 5 tons
capacities. Freon or Ammonia.

Extended Surface Coils for
Direct Expansion, Water or
Steam.

Evaporative Condensers. 5 to
75 tons. Sove up to 95%
water costs.

is an Engineer's description of

REFRIGERATION, AIR CONDITIONING
and HEATING EQUIPMENT

BECAUSE they are engineered to give TOP FLIGHT
PERFORMANCE

. . .

BECAUSE they ore designed to f it the mony ond voried
demands of space and economy . . .

BECAUSE they represent Canada's MOST COMPLETE
LINE of Refrigeration, Air Conditioning and Heat-
ing Equipment.

Engineers, Architects and Contractors KNOW they

are assured of the best in quality, economy and
results when they specify "KeepRite". And they ali

appreciate the "one responsibility" factor which

exists with

"THE COMPLETE LINE"

For catalogues and engineering information on

KeepRite, 'THE COMPLETE LINE" write direct to

n PRODUCTS LIMITED

BRANTFORD CANADA

KHM Cooling Towers. 5 to 60
tons. 20 Yeor Guarantee on
wetted decks.

Air-Cooled Condensers. Sizes to

40 tons. Eliminate water costs. MADE IN CANADA BY CANADIANS
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equipment having high d-c requue-
ments. The unit has been specially de-
signed for operation at highcr peak and
average current rating.

The 5A'S4 has a maxiniuin peak in-

verse plate voltage of 1,550 volts and a
inaximum peak plate cuiTent per plate
ot' one ampere. When operated as a full-

wave rectifier with an a-c plate-to-piate

.siipply voltage of 600 volts rms in a
circuit with capacitor input to filter, the
new tiibe can deliver a d-c output vol-

tage of approxiniatelj' 290 volts to the
filter at a d-c current of 300 milli-

amperes. Similarly, when operated as a
full wave rectifier with an a-c plate-to-

l^late suppiy voltage of 900 volts rms
in a circuit with capacitor input to fil-

ter, the 5AS4 can deliver a d-c output
voltage of approximately 460 volts to

liie filter at a d-c current of 275 milli-

amperes.
•

I.iiiiit LoacI Fan.—The Canadian Blow-
c T and Forge Company Limited. Kit-
riii'ner, Ontário, recently announced the
addilion of a new type of limit-load fan
lo its present .series.

Known as type "BL'" the new fan
was designed for air-conditioning, venti-

lations and general industrial ajiplica-

tions.

This fan include.s niany of the exclu.sive

design features ])romoted by Buffalo
engineer.s. with iniprovements in wheel
and housing to jiroduce extremely high
efíiciency o\ ('r a wide range of o]jera-

tion. Limit-Load horsepower, minimum
noi.se levei and stable air delivery from
shut-off to free delivery, are other engi-

tieering features.

Housmg is streamlined with outlet

designed for most eíHcient air delivery

and the Inlet Collar is ample for easj'

connection to any type of ductwork.
The newly designed. heavy gauge, die-

formed .shroud has full curvature for

jH-oiier air flow in wheel and its die-

fornied blades. cur\-ed and backwardly
inclined for stable air íiow, are welded
and riveted for maximum strength. Die-
formed inlet bell with an exclusi\ e die-

formed stationary inlet vanes matches
wheel shroud.
Either anti-friction or sleeve bearings

are available according to job require-

ments.
The development of this new design

was completed ouly after exliaustive

tests on other wheel and blade shapes,

including the flat blade backward in-

clined design. The backward cui^x-ed

bl.-id(>s of the type "BL" wheel. together
with Canadian "Buffalo's" exclusive fix-

ed inlet vanes, a.s.sures required rating

on the job at m.iximum efíiciency and
minimum noise.

Sh«'ll Oil (ioii»>lriiction.—Plans for the
construction of a "platformer" at Shell

Oil Company of Canada's Vancouver
rffinery are announced by G. L.

(!ardin(M-, refinery manager. A contract
for lhe work has been awarded tf) J'roi-()n

(Canada) Ltd.
Schedul(Ml for conipletion towards (he

end oí this year, the unit will enabh;
.Shell to utilize the most modern im-
jirovement in refining processes. De-
signed by Universal Oil Products Com-
liany of Chicago, the platformer will

use straiglit nm hydrocarbons from the

lopping plant as a feed stock, reforming
them in the presence of a platinum
catalyst into high octane components
which, in turn, will be blended into high-
(\st quality gasoline.

Mr. Gardiner estiniated the cost of
lhe unit at $lVo niillion and stated that
il will be capable of processing some
3300 bariels of feedstock daily.

Keeping abreast of the fast-growing
B.C. economy, ShelFs platformer marltó
the .second major expenditure at the
Vancouver refinery in as many years.

Last summer a $10 million expansion
doubled the plant's capacity from 9,000

barreis to 18,000 barreis per day.

Included in the additions at that time
were a fluid catalytic cracking unit. a

\a(nunii Hasher, a gas recovery i)lant,

blending facilities, storage tanks. a new
ofhce building, (nni)loyees change rooras

and other buildings.

Lansing Bagnull Lift Triicks.—Lansing
Bagn.ill Industrial Trucks are now being

distiibuted in Ontário and Western
Canada by United Steel Corporation
Limited of Toionto. This well-known
line includes both batterj' electric and
diesel operated Inu-ks for a wide variety

of industrial and commercial materiais

liandling applications.

Parti are highiy standardized allow-

iiig for incrcas(>d interchangeability,

lh(> distribulor reports, and parts and
service are readily a\'ailable.

Lansing Bagnall Trucks are another
.iddition to the United Steel line of

materiais handling equipment, already
onf^ nf the mo*t comniete in Canada.

DRYSDÂLE PUMPS
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SELF-CLEANING STRAINERS

• 250 p.s.i. Steam

• 400 p.s.i. W.O.G.

• 1 32" Perforations

• Sizes '/4" to 3"

• Manufacturers of the Morrison

Duplex Strainer

• Write for Catalogue 85-P

DISTRIBUTORS ACROSS CANADA

are the last word in design and reliability. If y

have o power or water plant project in view, g

in touch with the nearest Peacock Engineer.
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Canadian Associares

PEACOCK BROTHERS LIMITEI
MONTREAL
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A New Idea in

CIRCUIT BREAKERS

Fig. 1. Testing equipment.

by

J. P. Skillen and D. H. McKeough,
Canadian Westinghouse Co. Ltd.,

Hamilton, Ont.

A paper presented bejore the 69th Anmiol General and Professional Meeting

of The Engineering Institute oj Canada, at Toronto, May, 1955.

Since the turn of the century,

ways and means of iiiterrupting

the flow of electric current have
been soiight. Air break switches

had their inniugs, only to be over-

whelmed by the new and revolu-

tionary idea of putting out íire

with oil. The new-fangled oil

breakers led a checkered career

until, in the 1920's, radical im-

provements made them a really

effective device.

The advent of the late war in

Europe caused some new think-

ing in those countries aífected.

Steel for tanks was a criticai

material. Oil was a criticai material

and, moreover, a hazard under

bombing. The eífect was logical,

other means using less criticai

materiais mnst be sought and per-

fected. In Canada, we were not

so much aífected, and continued

to bask in the sun of the tried

and proven oil.

With the rehabilitation of Eu-

rope, a drivc in those countries for

foreign trade began to infiltrate

into Canada the doctrine of air

blast nnd oil-poor breakers. Our

first reaction was that oil was tried

and proven — so why change?
However, since Ave were engineers,

we had to "nose" into these new
gadgets which were being offered.

We found they seemed to have
some merit, but the large porce-

lains were costly to make.
Again, being engineers, we asked

ourselves why? In Europe these

breakers are selling at highly com-
petitive prices. The answer was
simple. In Canada material is

cheap but labour is high. In

Europe material is criticai but

labour cheap. Bearing this in mind,

it can be seen tliat a design com-

posed of "labour and mud" may be

good and economical in Europe,

but not neces.sarily as cconomic

as one involving less labour and

more material in Canada.

Several Choices Open

Since the Euro]iPan ])rcakers

began to íind some favour in Can-

ada, we as engineers had to in-

vestigate more thoroughly their

merits. Several ycars ago. our en-

gineers began to accumulate data.

Tbroligh dissatisfactioii ^^ hh lhe rost of cxisling design.s a Cana.liuii iiianiifa. inr. r

decided lhat imvroveinenls in ll>e rirfuit breakor iinist he mad.-. S.vrral

steps were considen-d ai.d rejecled ii. Iiirii iinlil onlv one prospect ren.ai.ied lo

underlake the development of an enlirely no» Ivpe, as deseril.ed in llus pa,H r.

The outcome is a brcaker which erononiiral lo h.iild a sleei lank ldl<-.l «ilh

compressed air in place of oil as a dieleriri.- - l..ll> a.-.epiahl.- il.r -u,i.I,„.l-

engineer and the í-lalion operalor.



60-VOLTAGE BREAKDOWN CURVE
FOR COMPRESSED AIR

IMPULSE VOLTAGE BREAKDOWN CURVEI
FOR COMPRESSED AIR
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Fig. 4. The Jetaire breaker.

Ali of the conventional de.signs

were thoroughly explored for merit

and criticism, and we found plenty

of both, which was carefully tabu-

lated for future reference.

In the early 1950's we began to

fcel the pressure of foreign com-
petition in air blast breakers, and

it l)ecame necessary to decide what
action we should take. A study|T

of these tabulations did not leavej

US very enthusiastic about exist-

ing designs. A study of manufac-|

turing costs of European designs

did not show us much rclief.

Several answers to the problem

were possible:

1. We could stick to oil — but

cost-wise competition was becom-

ing very tough, also the gospel

of "no oil" was being preachcd and

received.

2. We could manufacture an oil-

poor breaker, but we felt that this

was only an ínterim step.

3. We could take out a license

and make a European breaker.

Cost-wise this was not attractive.

however, and we still were luke-

warm on the features available.

4. We could start from scratch

aml pioneer a new design whicli

would meet our ideas of what a

breaker should lie. This is the ap-

proach we chose.

Requireiíients

Our first step was to lay down

\
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The test pole in the laboratory.

the requirements of an ideal

jreaker. These carne out some-
[vvhat as foUows:

1. We must preserve the integ-

ity of a grounded steel tank.

2. We must not use a porcelain

n a structural member where it

ould be subjected to tensile

tresses.

3. We must have bushing type
urrent transformers and potential

aps.

4. The dielectric should be non-
nflammable.

5. It should be mechanically
imple, compact, easy to install

md maintain.

6. It must be a design balanced
o Canadian economies, so that it

vould be cconomical to build, and

could be priced competitively.
This boiled down to "a steel tank
filled with a non-combustible
dielectric."

The first point to solve was,
what dielectric? Compressed air

seemed a natural choice; it ap-
peared to have good dielectric

properties and was certainly a
good médium for are extinction.

Little information could be found
on the behaviour of this material

as a dielectric, so it was necessary
to íind out. A steel tank 26 in. in

diameter was fitted with a stand-

ard 138-kv. Type O condenser
bushing and many hundreds of

tests, both impulse and 60 cycle,

were made on various shapes and
materiais to plot new creepage
and striking value curves on
which to base our designs.

Figure 1 shows this tank set up
in the shop during the testing

period. Briefly, we concluded that

high pressure air has dielectric

properties which are at least as

good as those of insulating oil.

With the empirical data obtained

by testing with electrodes of dif-

ferent .shapes at different spacings,

it is possible to reduce the overall

dimensions for apparatus of a

given voltage class. Figure 2 shows
the eífect of increasing pressure

on the 60 cycle test. Figure 3

shows the eífect of increasing

pressure on the impulse strength.

Protecting Against Condensation

With this fund of data, design

of a practical breaker was now
started. Many dreams had been

explored and their merits assessed.

At this stage a conventional fea-

ture of many outdoor air blast

breakers was strongly and unfav-

ourably in our mind, namely the

protection of the interior of the

blast tube against condensation.

It was felt that usual methods

could be improved.

With the idea of housing the

interrupters in an atmosphere of

high pressure air, it seemed obvi-

ous that the blast valve should

be at the outlet to the blast tube.

not at the iniet. This would keep

the entire system isolatcd from

atmosphere with its insidious in-

filtration of condensed moisture.

It would protcct ali parts by sur-

rounding and filling them with

clean high dielectric air and ol)-

viate the tricky and costly bleed-

ing of dry air. It further made the

blast vaive easily accessible as a

control point. This feature was

therefore decided upon.

With the exhaust valve mounted
in this way, high pressure air is

availal)le at the contacts before

arcing begins, so that the dielec-

tric strength of the gap builds up
rapidly. This makes for a very
efficient design of interrupter. This
arrangement al.so permits isolating

the circuit with the relatively

short gap available at the main
contacts, so the necessity for a
sequcntial isolating switch, nor-

mally incori)orated as part of the
breaker structure, is eliminatcd.

The problem of deionizing and
cooling the are gases and metal-
lic va})ours was solved by mount-
ing a cooler directiy undcr lhe in-

terrupter. This cooler houses a
cartridge-tyi)e unit having a high
rate of thermal transfer, yet offer-

ing negligible resistance to the air

flow. Sincc the interrupter is the

PHE ENGINEERING JOURNAL Jiine, 1955
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heart of any circuit breaker, our

design thinking must start at this

point. Fundamentally, breakers in

this class will be based on an in-

terrupter for use at a nominal
voltage of 69 kv., having an inter-

rupting rating of 21/2 niillion kva.

For any miiltiple of this voltage

and kva rating, the interrupters

are arranged in series electrically

and in parallel pneumatically. The
use of shunt capacitors to grade

the voltage equally across each
break assures that each unit takes

its share of the load electrically.

At the same time the symm.etrical

arrangement of interrupters pre-

vents the are energy at one break

from influencing the air flow at an-

other. Moreover the use of iden-

tical interrupters, blast valves, etc,

for different ratings permits great-

er manufacturing activity with

reduced costs, and simplifies the

problem of spare parts for the

customer.

Result—The Jetaire Breaker

This new idea in breakers is

shown in Fig. 4. Figure 5 shows
the test pole in the H.P. Lab wait-

ing its baptism of fire (and flood)

.

Figure 6 shows a cutaway of th(

"internai organs" of breaker, whil
Figure 7 shows a cutaway o
interrupter. To understand thi

principie of operation of thi

"Jetaire" breaker, consider thi

breaker standing closed on the linc

and each tank filled with higl

pressure air. Referring to Fig. 6

this means high pressure air ii

the tank, in the interrupters

behind the moving contact head
down through the coolers and blas

tubes to the top of the blasi

valves.

The current flow through th(

breaker is in through one bushinj

to the bottom of the first inter

rupter. On the 115-138-kv. clasí

of breaker there are two inter-

rupters in series per phase anc

voltage division is ensured bj

capacitor shunts. The current ther

flows in through the lower nozzlf

into the moving contact, and is

picked up on fingers and through

the adjustable connector to the

second interrupter. where the cur-

rent flow is reversed and the con-

nection to the other bushing is

made.

Protective Devices

When protective relays operatí

on system faults, a pneumatic con-

trol valve simultaneously opens ali l

blast valves. This immediately

}

allows high pressure air to rush r

from the tank through the inter-

rupters and coolers, blast tubes

and out the blast valves to atmo-!

sphere. The pressure differentiall

across the nozzle permits the nozzlei

to snap down approximately;

% ins., and this action in conjunc-i

tion with the air blast draws thej

are on the elkonite arcing hornj

and the are is interrupted by thej

air blast flow.
|

Deionization takes place in the

cooler below the interrupter itself.

During this time, another pneu-|

matic control valve has beenl

energized and, after the blast
|

valves have been open a predeter-,

mined time, it operates to dumpi
high pressure air from behind the]

moving contact. This contact opens

i

by the force of high pressure air;

on its lower side to provide separa-

;

tion of the contacts.

The blast valve closes, halting

the flow of air. The time of clos-

ing is a predetermined setting and

this actually takes place approx-

imately 8 cycles after initiation.

This permits the nozzle to move'

up against its stop, while the mov-'

ing contact remains in its upp^

THE ENGINEERING JOURNAt

Fig. 7. "Jetaire" interrupter and cooler. Cutaway view to show inter-
rupting operation.
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Fig. 8. Oscillogram showing a close-open operation of the circuit breaker.

position, thus isolating the circuit.

To close the breaker, the action of

the control valve is reversed and
high pressure air is brought in

behind the moving contact and
this pressure allows the biasing
springs to close the contacts.

This new breaker has been suc-

Icesfully tested in four ratings 115
land 138 kv. 3.5 million kva. and
115 and 138 kv. 5.0 million kva.
iFig. 8 is an oscillogram showing
a close-open operation of the cir-

of current equal to 5 million kva.
|cuit breaker with an interruption

Rugged, Economic, Siniple and
Accurate

Th is new breaker has manv
novel and interesting features. Due
to its grounded steel tank con-
struction it is remarkably rugged
and stable, contrasting strongly
with conventional porcelain. The

tank itself is a registered pressure

vessel, and contains the air for

insulation and extinguishing the

are. It also provides a source of

stored energy for operating the

breaker contacts. The size of the

tank is somewhat smaller than

that of a conventional oil breaker.

Due to the absence of a con-

ventional closing mechanism and

linkage, no particular lincup of

the tanks is necessary, only suffi-

cient for piping connections. This

feature can show economies in

foundation designs. Again, test has

indicated an absence of ground

shock when intcrrupting, which

has been a major installation

factor in many designs of breakcrs.

The mechanical cngineer \vill

recognize the mechanical simplic-

ity of the parts, and the con-

sequent ease with which the rigid

maintenance of accuracy can be

THE ENGINEERING JOURNAL June, 1955

held. It is no secret that the parts

and assemblies of any air-blast

breaker must be rigidly controlled

so that an accurate balance of

times and motions can be obtained.

To a great extent the criticai parts

of this breaker are designcd in

such a way that automatic tools

can produce duplicate parts.

Appeals to Switching F^nginoer

and Station Operalor

To the relay and switching en-

gineer need we say more than that

a full complcmcnt of 1^2 bushing

type current transformers are

availablc logcthcr with up to 6

l)olcntial dcvices. To lhe slation

man this breaker actually oc-

cupies Icss space than oil. or

about one fourtii of the space of

at least one conii)ctitivc air blast

líreaker. The arrangonicnt of t(>i>

il
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Fig. 9. Line drawing of the circuit breaker.
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bushings makes a simple structure

—just the same as has been used

for oil. Installation and main-
tenance are simple, vvith rooni in-

side the tank in dirty weather, and
with no oil to drain and clean up.

The interrupter contacts, blast

valves and control valves repre-

sent the only moving parts in the

breaker, since there is no linkage

between the controlling elements

and the contacts. These parts are

readily accessible for inspection

and maintenance. Another point

worth noting is that the power
are is drawn on silver tungsten

buttons, separated from the main
contacting surfaces. This fact,

along with the extremely short

arcing times of to % cycles,

752

mean long eontact life and low
maintenance.

Air Supply

The normal operating pressure
for the breaker is 250 p.s.i. At
points where the terminal bush-
ings and blast tubes pass through
the tank an effective air seal is

obtained by the use of standard
"O'" rings. The elliptical manhole
in each tank is of the type used in

steam boilers. Since no bleeding of

air is required in either the open
or the closed position of the break-
er, air consumption is kept to a

minimum.
At the same time the tank pro-

vides for a large volume of stored

air at the interruptei"s, thus sev-

eral close-open operations aj'e pos-

sil)le without drawing on air stored

in the compressor station. A non-

return check valve at the breaker

prevents air flowing back into

the supply line in case of a tem-

porary drop in pressure in the line.

The air supply for up to five of

these breakers is provided by a

compressor unit, with an air stor-

age tank located in the switch-

yard close to the breakers. This

unit will pump and store air at

GOO p.s.i. Chemical driers are used

to maintain the dew point of the

air in the tanks at less than minus

50 F. This type of air supply sys-

tem is now being used in Cana^

to jjrovide air for porcelain ciai

air blast breakers and fits in w
with our requirements.

June. 1955 THE ENGINEERING JOURNAL iW^



GAS TURBINES

The gas turbine as a prime mover

is, of coiirse not unknown to our

power engineers, but until recently

it has not attracted much attention

in Canada because the most success-

ful commercial machines require gas

or oil as fuels, fuels of which we had

only limited and costly supplies. The
situation is now changed; gas and

oil are abundant in the West and gas

may soon be available at economic

prices as far east as Quebec.

The author discasses the types of

gas turbines on the market, their

characteristics and economics and

some details of design and of oper-

ations and ventures a few carefui

predictions as to their future. His

conclusions are that there is a fallow

field in Canada for the gas turbine,

especially in the West, and that the

success of the recent installation in

Vermilion, Alberta, is part of it.

6j

E. Bernhardt,
Presidem,

Broun Boveri (Canada) Ltd.,

Montreal, Quebec

A paper presented before the 69th Annual General and Professional Meeting

of The Engineering Institute of Canada, at Toronto, May 1955.

The general principies of the gas
turbine being well known, there is

no need to repeat them here, ex-

cept perhaps to niention that as a
general rule, the commercial gas
turbine of today is iisually of the
so-called "open" type; "semi-
closed" or "closed" circuit types
have not yet found a wide accept-
ance. This fact may be emphasized
by noting that a well-known Eu-
ropean manufacturer has of late

switched from his semi-closed cir-

cuit type to an open-type machine.

It should also be made clear

that what follows is based mainly
on Brown Boveri practice, and no
mention, except in a general

way, is made of machines of other

types and niakes. Furthermore,
this paper is based on the writer's

personal experience, acquired by
20 years' association with Brown

Boveri; it takes largcly into ac-

cotmt Information gathered direct-

ly from Brown Boveri's engineers

and designers concerncd with gas

turbines, and from articles, publica-

tions, and information prepared
by them.

There is considerable interest

in gas turbines on the part of

Canadian industry because of the

Vermilion installation which was
commissioned at the end of last

year. It is necessary to emphasize
here the progressiveness of Cana-
dian Utilities Limited, in introduc-

ing this new method of power
generation to Canada.

Economics of Gas Turbines

To begiii, let us touch upon a

subject which might at first sight

seem controversial, but which can
be discussed and appraised with



Fig. 2. General arrangement of the 6,000-kw. gas turbine installed in the plant

at Vermilion (Canada) belonging to Canadian Utilities Limited.

relative ease, i.e., the economics

of gas turbine power generation.

This subject has been dealt with

extensively by Pfenninger, who is

in charge of gas turbine develop-

ment at Brown Boveri's works.

Unfortunately, he takes European
conditions as a basis and his con-

clusions are not entirely valid for

countries like Canada where costs

of fuel and of labour are different

from those in Europe.

Estimates have therefore been
prepared based on a 25,000 kw.
plant, built for peak load oper-

ation, and with a total operating

time of 2,000 hours per year. In

order to provide a fair comparison
with diesel engines, the calcula-

tions have been made on the basis

of liquid fuel fired plants (gas tur-

bines and steam turbines) in

which Bunker C oil would be
used at a cost of 8.2 cents per
Imperial gallon and with a calorific

value of 18,410 B.t.u. per pound.
For the diesels, the calculation has
been based on diesel oil at a price

of 16.4 cents per Imperial gallon

and with a calorific value of

19,720 B.t.u. per pound. Total gen-

erating costs with 1,000 B.t.u. nat-

ural gas at 11.0 cents per million

B.t.u. are also given, but the de-

tails are omitted in this case. Con-
servative figures for the costs of

land, buildings, etc, have been
adopted to warrant safe conclu-

sions For the gas turbine plants, a
distinction has been made between
a plant with and one without an
air preheater. Operational labour

charges have been included undei

fixed costs, but they could well

be included under operating costs

if found more convenient. Tablí

I shows the results of this invés-

tigation. I

It is apparent, so far as total

fixed charges are concerned, that

the gas turbine plant without a'"

preheater is the most favourable

There is not as niuch difl^erenc

between the gas turbine plant wi

air preheater and the steani plant.

the latter being based on a steam

pressure of 900 p.s.i.g. and a steainj

temperature of 900°F. The dieselj

plants show up unfavourably.
j

Total generating costs, which

are of primary importance, show

dcfinite advantages in favour cl

gas turbines without air preheat-
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1

ers, as compared to ali other modes
of generation. The gas turbine

plant with air preheater also has

k an edge on the steam plant, as is

^ to be expected on a basis of 2,000

hours per year operation; diesel

plants are considerably higher in

cost of kwh. generated.

It should be repeated that this

calculation is made on the basis

of liquid fuel and 2,000 operating

hours per year. The picture

changes if more extended opera-

tion is required; a point will be
reached where the gas turbine

plant with air preheater will be-

come more economical than the

one without, and eventually the

steam plant will catch up to both.

On the other hand, if gas fuel

u
j

is used as the basis for calculation,

P the picture will change consider-

ably in favour of the gas turbine

V as compared to the steam plant

í
j

íired with gas, and continuous gas

% turbine operation will be more
j
economical than continuous oper-

: ation by steam. From case to case

it will have to be ascertained

whether a preheater is, or is not,

economical. A marked improve-

H I

ment in overall efíiciency can be
' obtained with gaseous fuel by
taking into further account that
the gas inlet temperature can now
be safely set at approximately
1,380°F. In the majority of cases

where a gas turbine can be install-

ed in the neighbourhood of ample
supplies of gaseous fuel, its instal-

lation and energy costs will be
lower than those of a steam plant
of equal output.

There is a further point which
heavily favours the gas turbine in

tlimates such as those of Canada.
Its eíficiency increases with lower
ambient air temperatures and with
a constant intake volume of air,

the output of the machine is in-

creased. In view of the additional
"oad demands in this country dur-
ing the winter, the gas turbine
with its increased winter output
is ideally suited for power genera-
tion here. As a general figure, it

•an be taken that a 10 °F. de-
írease in air temperature corre-

.íl)onds to an increase of 7 per cent
|n output and that the total ther-
|nal efficiency also increases in the
atio of about 103 to 100. These
ncreases are indicated for the
imple, single shaft gas turbine
vithout preheater and thus will

ary slightly for other types of
iiachines, e.g., the two-shaft type
nd plants with air preheaters.

The main reasons why the gas

Table I. Generating Cost of Gas Turbine, Steam Turbine and Diesel
Motor Plants for Peak Load Operation for a Total Operating

Time of 2,000 hours por Year

IVOIP

1

Gas Gas
turbine turbine
plant plant Steam Diesel

with air turbine plants

Plant
preheater preheater plant

1 2 3 4 5

Terminal output . . . kw 25000 25000 25000 2 X 12500 8 icSlOO
Plant unit cost . . . . $/kw 117 160 170 216 200
Heat rate at terminais . Btu/kwh 13100 10940 1 1400 9500 9570
Fuel cost (oil) . . . . $/Mill.Btu 0.494 494 1 t-^HiJ

J .

Lower heat value . . . Btu/lb. 18410 18410 18410 19720 19720

a. Operating Cost

Fuel ct/kwh 0.0450 . 542 . 5640 1.1400 1.151
Lubricating oil . . . . ct/kwh 0.00115 0.00115 0.0016 0.032 0.039
Water ct/kwh . 0007 . 0007 0.0020 0.0007 . 0007
Maintenance rt/kwli . 0005 . 0006 0.0120 0.036 . 045
Total et/kwh . 6473 . 5444 0.579G 1 . 2089 1 . 2357

6. Fixed Charges
Operating labor . . . ct/kwh . 0065 0.008 0.025 0,008 016
Interest and

Amortization 8%. . ct/kwh 0.466 . 640 0.68 0.865 0.80
Total fixed charges . . ct/kwh . 47á5 0.648 0.705 0.873 0.816
Total generating cost . ct/kwh 1.1198 1 . 1924 1 . 2846 2.0819 2.0517

For natural gas fuel the total generating cost works out as foUows:
a) Total operating cost: 0.1463 0.1214 0.1406
b) Total generating cost: 0.6188 0.7694 0.84.56

Fuel prices:

Bunker C oil 8.2 ct/Imp. gal. 18410 Btu/lb.

Diesel oil 16 .4 ct/Imp. gal. 19720 Btu/lb.

Natural gas 11 ct/mill.Btu 1000 Btu/cu.ft.

The plant unit cost comprises the total plant inclusive of land; buildings, railroad

siding; oil tanks for a storage of 2,000 hours at full load; transforniers and switchgcar.

The steam plant is designed for fuel oil firing and for a steam pressure of 900 psig.,

900°F. It can also be used for natural gas firing.

turbine shows such interesting and
economical results are:

It is low in first cost.

It requires little space, even the

more elaborate plants with two
shafts and preheaters.

No attendance is required after

the plant is stopped.

It is ready for practically in-

stant service— no long warm-up
period required.

Service personnel requirements

are modest.
Operation is simple and practic-

ally fool-proof.

It is adaptable to varied condi-

tions. The lowe.st cost per kwh. can

be obtained by the iiiclusion of a

correctly choscn air preheater,

should iocal conditions demand it.

Fuel consumption for starting

is very low.

In many cases cooling water is

not required, in others only in

modest amounts.

Types and Applications of

Gas Turbines

The simplest type of gas turbine

is shown in Figure 1. It consists of

a combustion chamber, the gas

turbine itself, the air compressor.

I hE ENGINEERING JOURNAL June, 1935

the generator and its auxiliaries

and the starting motor. Outside

air enters the compressor, is com-
pressed to approximately 60 to 80

p.s.i.g., is mixed with fuel and
ignited in the combustion cham-
ber; from there the combustion
gases reach the turbine, go

through it and are discharged to

atmosphere. The output of the

turbine is greater tiian tlie power
required by the compressor; the

balance is applied to the genera-

tor. Starting is carried out by a

starting motor for which auxiliary

power is required. The starting

motor does not have to be large

enough to bring the gas turbine to

full sj)eed; onc-third speed is suf-

ficient to obtain an air volume and

pressure to allow ignition in the

combustion chamber and from that

speed onward the gas turbine will

acceleratc itself until it rcachcs

normal speed.

A neat arrangenient is possible

where natural gas at higii pressure

is available. This is to u.se a sniall

expansioi) gas turbine as a slarl-

ing motor, and also to reducc the

high gas pressure to the operating

pressure required for combustion.
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Fig. 3. Schematic arraiigement of a single-shaft gas turbine with heat exchanger.

During normal operation this ex-

pansion turbine continues to fur-

nish a small percentage of useful

work. Such expansion turbines are

in use with gas turbine plants in

Iran. Where the gas pressure is too

low for the necessities of combus-
tion, a gas booster is added to the

plant.

The Vermilion machine (Figure

2) is an example of the single shaft

type without preheater.

Figure 3 shows a similar arrange-

ment, but with the addition of an
air preheater. The working prin-

cipie is the same, with the excep-

tion that the air before entering

the combustion chamber is heated

in an exchanger, the latter being

fed by the exhaust gases from the

turbine.

The two-shaft turbine arrange-

ment is diagranimatically shown
in Figure 4. The paths of air and
of gas are easily foUowed. Air en-

ters the low-pressure compressor:
after partial compression. it is

cooled in a water-fed cooler and
then passes into the high-pressure

compressor. From here it enters

the high - pressure combustion
chamber. Then the mixture of

gases and air is expanded in the

high-pressure turbine. After giving

up only the energy necessary to

drive the high-pressure compres-

sor, the gases then enter the low-

pressure combustion chambei
where a further quantity of fuel

is added. This mixture enters the

low-pressure turbine giving up its

remaining useful energy and i

discharged to atmosphere. It is

obvious that many combinations
of the two shaft arrangement can

be made, for instance, with and
without the addition of air pre

heaters. The generator can bf

placed on the low-pressure or thf|

high-pressure shaft: the tendencv
today ís to locate the generator oii

the low-pressure shaft.

Figure 5 shows the arraneemenl|

of a 13,000 kw. and a 27,000 kw

756

Fig. 4. Two-shaft gas turbine without heat exchanger.
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ig. 5. General view of the gas turbine plant of Beznau, Switzerland, with the 13,000-kw. and 27,000-kw. gas tiirl>iii<' .s«-is

et in the world's biggest gas tur-

ine station at Beznau, Switzer-
and. The set in the foreground, is

he 13,000 kw. unit; at the back
he 27,000 kw. set is visible. On the
eft the low-pressure part is shown,
hereas on the right, the high-

ressure turbine and its compres-
or as well as the 13,000 kw. gen-
rator are visible. In this arrange-
ent the generator is driven from
e high pressure shaft.

It is interesting to compare the
eznau machines and later de-
gns, as far as general appearance
nd space requirements are con-
rncd. This comparison leaves
ttle doubt that, notwithstanding
me diíference in the general ar-

ngement, progress has been made
wards compactness and simplifi-

tion.

Applications of Gas Turbines

The application of gas turbines
industrial requirements has

en relatively slow, but it is cer-

inly gratifying to note that in

e last few months the number oF

s turbine orders received has
eatly increased. It certainly looks

if universal acceptance of the
s turbine has now been gained.
It has already been mentioned

that the gas turbine is used mainly
for electric power generation. Over-
simplifying somewhat, it may be
said that its primary field of ap-

plication will lie, at least in Eu-
rope, in peak load service. In

Canada, there is no doubt that it

will also find its application for

peaking purposes, although it

should find considcrable applica-

tion as a base load machine in

regions whcre natural gas is

available.

Where gas is plentiful and chcap,

or where flaring is now rcsorted to,

the gas turbine is an ideal ])rime

mover. Perhaps it will be ai)plied

mostly to supply Viase load, or

perhaps at loads that corrcsjmnd

to the momentary output of gas,

Fig. 6. Schematic diagrani of the .í,400-kw. dual-piirpose gas turbine plant

installed at Dudelange, Luxembourg. Br«-iin«'il ineans fuel oil: gieblgas nieans

blast furiiace gas; luft meaiis air; zuui bocbofoii in« aii> lo blasi furiune.
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Fig. 7. General view of the 5,400-kw. gas turbine plant, <liial-piirpo.se type, at
Diidelange, Luxembourg.

Fig. 8. Schematic diagram of the Baraealdo Steel Works gas turbine com-
pressor in Spain.

Lepend: a-air eompressor; b-regenerator; c-combustion chamber; d-gas
turbine; e-blast furnace gas compressor; f-blast furnace gas preheater; g-fuel

oil pump; h-gearing; i-starting motor; k-air duct to steel works.

in a fashion similar to hydro-elec-
tric plants which make use of the
run of the river.

Several gas turbine installations

are in operation in the iron and
steel industry, one example being'

a 5,400 kvv. gas turbine installed at

Dudelange, Luxembourg. The dia-j

grammatic arrangement of this|

plant is shown in Figure 6 and a!

general view in Figure 7. The tur-|

bine uses blast furnace gas withl

low B.t.u. content. The plant con-l

sists of a single-shaft gas turbine;

of conventional type. Gas frora

the blast furnace is compressed by
a small booster, driven by a geai

from the main turbine shaft. The
gas is then preheated in a heat

exchanger and enters the combus-
tion chamber. Meanwhile, the aii

has been compressed by the axial

compressor, following which it is.

preheated before encountering the'

blast furnace gas in the combus-|
tion chamber. The combustior}

gases discharge through the ga.'!

turbine and the air preheater tc;

atmosphere.

An interesting feature of thi;

l)lant is the fact that it not onb
produces 5,400 kw. of eléctrica

energy, but also fulfils the follow

ing additional requirements:

Delivery of 34,000 cu. ft. pe
min. of air at 28.5 p.s.i.g. for tb'

steel works.
'

Delivery of 47,000 cu. ft. pe'

min. of air at 7.1 p.s.i.g. for th

blast furnaces.

Of course, the electrical outpu
is automatically reduced, accord

ing to the demand for air.

Th is installation replaces sparj

compressors for the steel work,

and the blast furnace, thus reducj

ing the initial cost of the planj

very considerably. It might be sai(;

that the plant cost nothing at all|

A further interesting feature o,

this installation is the fact that i!

is a dual fuel plant. In the evenj

of failure of the gas supply, whicfi

is always a possibility in a steej

works, fuel can be changed iro!

mediately to oil.

Another machine, very simila

to the Dudelange one, is instalk

in the steel plant of Altos Hornc

de Viscaya in Spain. In this casi!

the generator has been dispensei

with completely, and the coir

pressor is used exclusively for prr

viding air for the Bessemer coe

verters. The arrangement is show

in Figure 8. The set is a variabli

speed machine with pressure oi'

governing and is fitted with
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temperatiire llmiting tlevice, regu-

lating the maximuni air quantity

clelivered to the converter in rela-

tion to the maximum admissible

gas turbine inlet teniperature.

In this plant also dual fuel firing

is available. A shortage of blast

furnace gas will cause a speed

drop; this in turn causes an alarm

to be sounded and the operator

will then actuate the liquid fuel

valves. The machine regains speed,

working either on a mixture of gas

and liquid fuel, or liquid fuel alone

if the blast furnace gas supply

fails entirely.

The small dimension of the gas

turbine makes it ideally suited to

semi-mobile and mobile installa-

tions. As semi-mobile installations,

the six 5,000 kw. gas turbine sets

supplied to Aramco for Saudi
Arábia may be mentioned. Al-

though they are installed in per-

manent buildings, they are never-

theless intended for possible re-

moval to other sites, the gas tur-

bine, compressor and generator

;

being installed on an easily dis-

mountable base plate.

Complete mobility is reached in

the two iinits under construction

'for the Federal Electricity Com-
mission of México (Figures 9 and
10) . The plants are built for an
output of 6,200 kw. and are

mounted on two railway cars. The
first car, the heavier, carries the

gas turbine set with compressor,

combustion chamber, generator

and starting motor, as well as the
turbine control board. The second
car contains the high-tension

^witchgear, including air-blast cir-

ciiit breakers on the 13.8 kv. side,

and the step-up transformer with
\ oltage taps for connection to the
various prevailing voltages. A
liesel generating set for starting

[>urposes is also installed in the

-econd car. The plants are com-
)letely independent of outside sup-

»ly, except for fuel, furthermore ali

ooling is done by air thus making
He plant also completely inde-

)endent of water supply. It is

)erhaps interesting to note the
elatively low cost of energy pro-

luction expected with these plants.

Vith bunker oil and with an an-

lual running time of 50 per cent at

00 per cent load, the cost will be
11 the neighborhood of 8.5 mils

)er kwh. With diesel oil, the cost

ises to 1.1 ct/kwh. with ali fixed

nd operating charges taken into

ccount.

These plants have been ordered

Table II. Running Record of Some Gas Turbine Sets

DaU
Kw Operating Total kwh. available

output Hours generated up to

Filaret, Romania 10,000 5,lá4 41,580,000 ç>o KA.

4,000 7,505 3,522,000 Q-

Santa Rosa, Peru 10,000 11,058 83,903,000 -'ií

Pertigalete I, Venezuela 1,650 '21,068 25,422,300 1 00
II, " 1,6,50 '20,311 23,569,900 15- 1--55

III, " 5,000 15,'290 55,098,000 15- 1 55
.\rcache, Egypt (emergency plant) . . 1,^^00 6,932 4,717,000 1- 1- 55
Beznau I, Switzerland 13,000 11,500 1

294,000,000 1- 55
II, " 27,000 8,600

J

1-

Dudelange, Luxembourg 5,400 22,720 108,000,000 1- 1--55

Dharan I, Saudi Arábia 5,000 5,256 25,308,000 2- 3- 55
II, " " 5,000 6,144 24,047,000 2- 3- 55

III, " " 5,000 1,842 2- 3- 55
6,000 2,756 14,733,100 28- 4--55

*Since commissioning, this machine has carried out 213 starts and a peak output of

8,800 kw. has been obtained at -2°F.

to take care of seasonal load varia-

tions in various parts of the coun-
try. During the cotton ginning

season, for instance, there is a
heavy increase of power demand
that is limited to a few months of

the year. Now these demands can-

not be adequately met. The plants

will also be used in emergencies

and for supplying the power neces-

sary during the construction of

dams and power stations in out-

lying parts of the country. Both
plants are now under construction.

To complete the picture, men-
tion should also be made of the

two gas turbine locomotives of

2,200 hp. and 2,500 hp. respective-

ly, in operation on the Swiss and
the British State Railways (Fig-

ure 11)

.

Operating Results

Although operating results have
been discussed by various authors,

it may be of general interest to in-

dicate the latest figures from some
representative plants, as set forth

in Table II.

Relatively few difficulties have
been encountered with the oper-

ation of Brown Boveri gas tur-

bines and those that have come up
have always been satisfactorily

solved. Brown Boveri have never

considered the manufacture of gas

turbine engines for aircraft and
have therefore never been influ-

enced by this type of machine.

The development of their gas

turbine designs has been slow and

well measured. The very beginning

is found in the development of the

diesel supercharger, where inter-

esting and valuable experience was
gained. Parallel with the develop-
ment of supercharging came the

gas turbine used in conjunction

with the so-called Velox boiler. The
latter, which should not be called

a "boiler", but more properly a

"steam generator", is a super-

charged boiler where extreme-

ly high gas velocities are attained,

thus ensuring a very favour-

able coeíScient of heat transmis-

sion. To obtain the high gas velo-

cities required, the feed air to the

boiler has to be supercharged and
this is done by means of a gas

turbine and an axial blower, sim-

ilar to those described here. Tem-
peratures at the gas turbine inlet

are, however, very moderate—of

the order of 800 to 850°F.—and a
great deal of experience both in

design and with materiais has been
obtained over a considerable period

of years from such plants. Mention
should also be made of the con-

siderable number of gas turbines

installed before the last war in

connection with the Houdry gas

cracking process in the gas and oil

iiidustry.

It is clear that any development
of the industrial gas turbine, in

contradistinction to the highly

stressed aeroplane engine. has had
to foUow con.servative and cautious

lines. Therefore the inlet gas tem-
l)eratures of gas turbines have been
kept down to conservative figures.

Only after it had been ascertained

by artificial ageing and other

mcthods that the materiais being

used would stand the stresses im-

l)Osed upon them by higher tem-
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Fig. 9. General arrangement of the 6,200-kw. portablejga

Legend: 1-air blower; 2-combustion
chamber; 3-gas turbine; 4-alternator;
5-exciter (also starting motor); 6-fuel
oil starting tank; 7-switch and con-

peratiire, have the latter been

allowed to rise.

The inaking public of technieal

difficultics and problems in con-

nection with gas turbines has not

always been appreciated at its fuU

technieal vahie. It seems that the

frank admission of such difficul-

ties has provoked some experts

into criticizing gas turbine manu-
facturers one-sidedly. They have
often done so by, generally or

conveniently, omitting to mention
the remedies and solutions with
which manufacturers have success-

fully overcome these difíiculties.

Maintenance Costs

In table I a figure for mainten-
ance has already been indicated,

a figure of primary importance to

the user. There is certainly some
variation in the maintenance cost

of one plant compareci to another.

One of the cheapest plants in

maintenance cost per kwh. is the

Dudelange gas turbine plant

which, as will be remembered, is a

dual-purpose ipachine íired with
blast furnace gas. After complet-
ing its third year of service, there

have been no spare parts used and
the cost of maintenance has been
estimated at about 0.002 cents

per kwh. The highest co.sts have
been experienced in the Beznau
plant, where they are in the order

of 0.008 cents per kwh. It should
be remembered however that the
plant is using Bunker C fuel and
the maintenance cost includes

periodical washing of the gas tur-

bines.

In order to be on the safe side

a figure of .025 cents per kwh. is

perhaps reasonable. This figure

woidd include the cost of periodical

cleaning of both gas turbine and
comjjressor and for inspection and
overhauling after a period of, say,

one year, including the cost of

spare parts which might be re-

quired then. Also included is the'

cost of replacement of such parts

as may be required after 100,000

running hours.

It should be stressed that the

maintenance cost of gas turbines

fired with gas should ordinarily be
lower than that of other types.

Since gas is the normal fuel ex-

pected in Canada, the lower main-
tenance figure, as indicated for the
Dudelange plant, should really be
taken into account for Canadian
operation.

It may be of interest to indicatç

in a general way the maintenance
which is involved; take the most
unfavourable case, i.e.. that of the
Beznau plant with two machines,
two-shaft arrangement, with pre-

heater, intermecliate coolers, and
Bunker C fuel. The running main-
tenance work is roughly the follow-
ing:

Periodical check of the combus-
tion chambers.

Periodical check of the fuel in-

jection devices.

Cleaning of fuel tanks.

Periodical washing of the gas
turbine in order to remove slag

from the gas blades.

Periodical putting into service of

the soot blowing equipment of the
heat exchangers.

On an annual basis, the follow-

ing additional work is involved:

Checking the air coolers.

Checking the heat exchanger.

Checking the control and safety

devices.

Cleaning the fuel system.

Checking the compressors wher^
necessary.

General check of the gas turbine

Operation of Gas Turbines

The gas turbine for power ger

eration being a recent addition tA

the power field, it is natural thal
the operating people are anxioul
to know whether the operation an([

behaviour of the sets present anj
difficulties and special problems.
For starting a gas turbine, eveij

a two-shaft set, one operator il

sufíicient. During normal runs, th|

attendance required is also limiteJ

to one man who may look aftef

the machine and also attend th|
electrical switchboard. Obviousl.^

the personnel required will varj
with the size of the plant, bui
there is no reason why a singlJ

shaft turbine may not be arrangeJ
for completely automatic and rei

mote operation, thus reducing atj

tendance cost considerably. Pel
riodical inspection of such an autol

matic plant could be carried oul
by a íiying squad whose joll

need not be limited to onf
plant only. It is simply a questioij

of economics as to whether thtj

extra cost involved for automatiq
operation is ultimately balancei)

by the saving made on labour a,nc

supervision. In Canada and for th^

smaller plants, there would seer

to be a good case for completei^

automatic and remote control.

For attended plants, it is interj

esting to compare the number oj

attendants required as contrastecj

to those necessary with a steai

plant, for example. Taking th<i

case of Beznau, where there ar<|

the 13,000 and 27,000 kw. sets, th<|

following personnel are available:!
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turbine plant for the Coniision Federal <le Klectricidad, México.

trol board; 8-IlT switchgear; 9-step-
iip transfornier; 10-conneetion wilh
local iietwork; 11-aiixiliarj «liesel

generating set.

One technician in charge of the

power station.

Two mechanics per shift.

Two auxiliary workers per shift.

There is also a small reserve

shift, which is iised for incidental

repair and general niaintenance

work in and around the station.

It is estimated that for a steam
plant of the same capacity, say
with two 20,000 kw. generating
units, the cost for operation and
supervision would be ronghly,

ihree times as high. The actual

peration of the turbine is simple.

!'he whole set is started by means
yi the starting motor, or starting

fnotors, in case of two shaft ar-

angements. In three to five min-
ites, a starting motor reaches
ibout one-third of the normal
haft speed. At that moment, it

s disconnected from its supply and
oes on turning with the rest of

he set, but without applied power.
3efore reaching the above speed,
he gases or oil in the combustion

chamber are ignited, and the tur-

bine starts to help accelerate the

set, thus allowing the starting

motor to be cut out, as mentioncd
above. As soon as the proper speed
is reached, the set can be synchron-
ized and the generator can be
loadcd. The entire starting oper-

ation requires 10 to 20 minutes.

The stopping operation presents

no problems.
Figure 12 shows the loading

chart of the 13.000 kw. gas turbine

at Beznau on a day when the set

was on peak load from about 10

a.m. to noon, during the so-called

"Swiss cooking peak." Loading
started at 9.50 a.m. and the full

13.000 kw. was reached at 10.20

a.m., the rate of loading being
therefore something of the order of

430 kw. per minute. The loading

conditions of the bigger set are at

least as impressive, showing a
loading time of 40 minutes to

about 26,000 kw., or in other words
a loading of 650 kw. per minute.

A 12,000 kw. unit has been
brought up to full speed in about
six minutes and two minutes later

it was carrying full load, ali this

from the cold.

Should a gas turbine bc required

to make frequent starts and stops,

such as are required for peaking,
ban-ing gear similar to that ap-
plied to steam turbines is provided.

It is often desirable that the
generator be capable of working
also as a synchronous condenser
and that provision be made to

have the coupling between gener-
ator and turbines easily accessible

and removable. During a recent
visit to Beznau, both generators
were running as synchronous con-

densers, owing to the abundance
of hydro power which prevailed

at that time in Switzerland.

A special type of coupling al-

lows the uncoupling of the gener-

ator from its gas turbine at full

speed, thus permitting a change
from power generation service to

10. General view of tlie 6,2()0-k\*. f;as turbine plaiil for llie (ioiiiiísioii Fetieral de KlecI ricida<l, .\lexico, (coiilra<-lor"s

sketch.J
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Fig. 11. 2,200-hi>. and 2,500-hp. ias turbine loconiotives of the IV.K ral KailMa> and BritishJKailwavs respectiveh

the British locomotive is "No. 18,000'

synchroiious condenser service at Conclusion

any time. Recoupling, however. It may well be said that the gas

can only take place when the ma- turbine has come to stay. In a

chine is at a standstill. country like Canada, where abun-

000000000000
yOasturbinenonlage Beznau, íSOOO *rl^Cruppe_

Leistunqsdiaqramm ¥. t2 U.St

BROWN BOVERl

S Çí 2 S 3r 5
o o o o o o

Tc3gesíeit

O S
o o o

7041Sa

Fig. 12. Loading and unloading diagrani of 13,000-kw . gas turbine unit.

(Gasturbinenanlage Beznau, l3,000-kw., Gruppe, Leistungsdiagranim v.l2. i..íl,

means Beznau gas turbine plant, 13,000-kw. unit, performance diagram for

12.1..^1; Tageszeit means time of dav).

dant oil and gas are available, th

gas turbine should provide a wel

come new device for producin

power. The gas turbine is, how

ever, not here to replace othe

modes of generation. Economicallj

it has a justified place in takin,

care of certain kinds of load ani

its installation in preference t

other modes of generation wil

depend on the problems to b

solved and on the local condition

The western provinces, with thei

cheap gas supply, are ideally suite

to the installation of gas turbine

and it is to be expected that the

will to a certain extent replac

steam generating plants there.

In the east, where hydro powe

is abundant, and where therefor

the cost of power generation b

gas turbines is quite dependent o

the cost of fuel, the future of th

gas turbine will be found especia

ly in the field of peak load plant

and in industrial applications. O
the other hand, if relatively chea

gas supplies are available in th

east, there may be factors in fa\

our of the gas turbine for base loa

operation; this would probably ir

volve plants with heat exchangei

to increase eíRciency. For the higi

er outputs, two-shaft machine

would likely come into considera

tion.
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Fig. 1. Individual digester control paneis on operai ing íloor of krafl piilji niill.

Modern Trends in Layout and Design
of

Pulp and Paper Mills
by

A. M. Hurter, M.E.I.G.

Project and Piocess Engiueer,

Stadler, Hurter and ('onípanv. (.onsulting Eníiineers,

Montreal

Tlio past (locado has witnessed

tho iutroduolion and rapid growth
of the somi-clieinical pulping pro-

cesses, high yiold pulping, and the

consolidation and standardization

of the nuilti-stage bleaching pro-

cesses. It has also witnessed tho

use of chlorino dióxido for pulj)

bleaching, lho inlroduction of

ehomi-groundwood and iniprovod

methods of i)ulping agricultural

residues. Hovvever, apart froni

;hese developments there has been
ittle chango in the basic tech-

nology and processes of pulp and
paper manufacture and there is

no indicai ion that this situalion

will chango in the near future.

The big change in the industry
has been rathor in the more caro-

ful applicalion of the standard
and ostablished y)rocesses and
equi|)niont, to effect improved
control and inaripowor and waste

rcduction. In other words, tho

biggost changes in the industry

an(l present trends have been, and
aro, more a matter of careful

onginoering than of the inti"oduc-

tion of any rovolutionary develop-

nicnt of the roscarch laboratories.

VUis |);iper was preparei! lor prcscii-

liitioii al lhe Latiu Airierican Vleel-

iiij; of Kxperis oii llie l'iilp and

l'aper Indiislry, iiiidei- lh<' joint

aiispices of lhe L'nile<l rValioiís

Im-oiioiiiíc ( lomiiiission for Lalin

America aii<l lhe I"o()(l anil Ai;rieii!-

Iiire ()ri;anizalioii al Hiieiios Aires,

Oeloher 19lh to Novenil>er 2ii<K

19r)4. While the paper was speciíi-

eally prepared for present a tioii in

Lalin America, mosi of lhe material

is ap[)h('al)le lo the pulp and paper

iiidii-^lrv in general.
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This chango, automation, man-
])o\vcr and wasto rcduclion, has

come about so gradually that it

has, to a large extent, passed im-

noticed. The reason for this is

simplo. Wilh few exceptions, no

basically now process or art is in-

volvod, nor has there been any
radical change in procossing equip-

niont. INIodern ])ulp and paper
cquipniont, while in many cases

groatly improved, remains essen-

lially the same as equipment
availablc a decade ago.

Indoed, in many casos the mod-
ornization of oíiuipmont has con-

sistod morely of (piilc uiuiocossary

"stroamlining" to iini)rovo lhe

appoarance. It is quito i)ossiblo,

llioroforo, with minor modiíica-

lions, lo design an ossentially

niodcrn pulp and |)ai)or mill using

((luiinnont availablc a docadc ago.

Tho (»p|)ositc is o((iiall,\' Iruo— il is



also quite possible to design an
obsolete mill today using modem
equipnient and technology.

How. then, has this change to

better control and manpower and;

waste reduction come about? It

has come about gradually by pro-

duct specialization, the introduc-

tion of product control systems,

the application of automatic con-

trol systems and effective ma-
teriais handling, and through well

engineered mill layouts and mill

integration.

The first of these factors, pro-

duct specialization, is simple. It

is not difficult to see that a mill

])roducing only one, or a very

small number of products, will be

more eíRcient and have a lower

unit production cost than a mill

])roducing a wide variety of pro-

ducts, ali other factors being

equal. For this reason there has

beei) a pronounced trend towards!

pnnluct specialization. '

However, product specialization

is not always possible in a limited!

market, and for reasons discussedi

more fully later, specialization in

t)nly one product is not desirable

if a high grade product is to be

])roduced at reasonable cost. A
careful analysis of production

costs of various grades, togetherí

with a more careful analysis of!

customer requirements can, how-|

ever, greatly improve the effi-!

ciency of a mill producing a wide

variety of products.

One fine paper mill we know of,

operating in a limited market,

greatly reduced the variety of

I)apers produced without loss of

sales volume by such an analysis.!

They found production ccsts ofi

some grades were higher thanj

economical, due to the additionalj

cost of lost time on grade changes,

and that in many cases the cus-

tomer had no real reason for re-

questing a particular grade other

than precedent. It was found thati

in manv cases the customer wasi

Fig. 2. Consolidated digester control panei in

control rooni of a sulphite pulp mill.

Fig. ^. Individual console type washer control

paneis in kraft bleaching planl.

Fig. 4. Individual console type control paneis

controlling a pulp drier.

Fig. .5. Graphic control panei in a bleaching pia»



quite Avilling to accept an alter-

native grade if it met his actual

needs, particularly if he could ob-

tain the new grade at a lower

price.

The second factor, product con-

trol systems, is somewhat less

obvious. Quality control, testing

procedures and statistical control

methods form a subject in them-
selves, and are beyond the scope

of this paper.

The primary reason for product
control systems is quality unifor-

mity, but there is also the second-

ary purpose that the customer
shall not necessarily receive the

highest quality that is technically

feasible, but only the quality com-
mensurate with his needs, produc-
tion costs, the price received and
market conditions. Worded in this

manner, this may sound somewhat
strange. It is a fact, however, that
many mills do produce a much
higher quality product than is re-

quired by the end use, the com-
petitive position and even the cus-

tomer's desires.

We know of a pulp mill whose
management pride themselves on
the excellence of their product. It

Fig. 6. Wood handling system with racked wood
piles.

Fig. 7. Long belt conveyor for handling wood
froni siasher to mill.

Fig. 8. Single fixed arni movabie stacker for
random piling of wood.

is excellent pulp,—far better than
competitive brands at the same
price—but the excellence is due
to a drastic wood cleaning opera-
tion, which results in a direct loss

of 15 per cent of their raw ma-
terial. The chief reason they con-

tinue to maintain such an opera-
tion is that they lack, among
other things, a product control
system, and cannot control imi-

formity of product except by such
severe wood cleaning methods.
Product specialization and pro-

duct control systems are men-
tioned briefly because they are
factors affecting manpower and
waste, and these are important
factors. However, in our opinion
the chief factors that have influ-

enced the modern trends iu lay-
out and design of pulp and paper



mills are: automation, materiais

handling, mill layout and mill in-

tegration.

Automatic Control

The trend towards automatic

control and instrumentation is not

peculiar to the pulp and paper in-

dustry, but is a growing feature

of alniost ali industries. The gen-

eral trend to automation has been

termed "The Second Industrial

Revolution", and many articles

and papers have been written on

the subject of automatic factories,

automatic control and servo-

mechanisms. Even novéis have
appeared outlining the social im-

pact of automation.

In the pulp and paper industry,

the more obvious factors that lead

to the introduction of automatic
control systems are better control

of quality and material, and re-

duction of waste. The shortage of

labour during the war and its high

post-war cost focused attention

on the manpower reduction pos-

sible by automatic control. Also
the sheer growth in physical size

of many mills and the need for

co-ordinating a large series of

unit operations has, in many
cases, made manual operation im-
practical.

The growing trend toward auto-

mation is also closely tied in with

process equipment development

and design. Batch process opera-

tions have large equipment and

space requirements, which greatly

increase the capital cost of a mill,

hence continuous processing with

much smaller equipment and
space requirements, is favoured.

At the same time, automatic con-

trol systems which improve qual-

ity control and reduce labour

requirements are more easily ap-

plied to continuous processing

systems. Conversely, the design

of most continuous process equip-

ment is based on the maintenance

of constant material and energy

balances, which requires auto-

matic control.

Automatic control and continu-

ous processing are thus closely

linked, and have arisen from both
operating and capital cost con-

siderations. Which has led to

which is difficult to say, but the

author believes no one will deny
that automatic control has shaped
and affected the design and pro-

cess of modern pulp and paper
mills to a very great extent.

In addition to controlling oper-

ations at, or near, optimum effi-

ciency, automatic control systems

generally provide a record of theiífB

operations. This has provided ^1
source of data and Information onjl

plant operation and troubles, suclí J
as was never previously availablej; 11

This source has proved invaluable| rt

to research staffs and plant man-^j
agement, who are constantly seek-

'

ing to improve the plant efficiencv

and to detect the source oi

trouble, though some regard the

records furnished by automatic'

control Instruments as a mixeci;,

blessing.

The sheer volume of recorda

charts that must be coUected andj i

changed, analyzed and filed each

day in a modern mill is rathen

overwhelming. It would appeart

that pulp and paper mill person-i

nel having been without very; •

complete records of operation for

so many years are now deter-

mined to record everything pos-

sible. In time, as equipment and
technology improve, the number
of recording control Instruments

will probably decrease, and only

the more important process vari-

ables will be recorded.

There is also a trend toward

multipen Instruments which will

record several process variables!

on one chart. This should helpi

in reducing the volume of charts,

and facilitate the analysis and

comparison of inter-dejjendenti i

variables.

Automatic control in i)ulp and' t

paper mills is still far from com-i

])lete automation. Indeed, auto-

matic control is at present, in

most cases, coníined to individual

process stages, and there is little

interlinking of successive opera-

tions. However, much has been

accomplished as can be seen from

Figs. 1 to 7. Fig. 1 shows the;

operating floor of a kraft pulp milb

(ligester house with an automatic'

control panei for each digester,

and with recording and control in-

struments to control the digesten

cooking cycle.

Fig. 2 shows a more recent'

trend in digester control systems.

In this case—a sulphite pulp mill

—ali the control paneis are locat-

ed in a control room beside the

operating floor, instead of mount-^l

ing individual control panelsB

opposite each digester as in Figurefl|

1. This arrangement has the ad-|-

vantage that the cook can observe' ;

the operation of ali digesters andr.

can be aware of trouble or emer-

gencies more rapidly. Also, the

Instruments are protected from

corrosive fumes and vapours.

THE ENGINEERING JOURN
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Fig. 8a. Cross section of a modern fully automatic ground levei ehip storage
bin. The screws travei the full length of either side of the bin undereutting the
entire mass. One side of the bin is always kept straight to preveni arching and

the deflectors reduce the weight on the discharge to prevent packing.
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Fig. 9. Cable conveyor system with movable t-win hiii^ed arni stackcr for
random piling of wood. The elevation of stacker arms can bc adjiiste«l to hoi^ht
of piles and the stacker arm can also be lowered to the ground for reclaiming of

wood

.

Fig. 3 shows individual console

type control paneis for the control

of vacuum washers in a bleach-

ery. These paneis are for washer

( ontrol only. The main bleachery

lontrol panei is located on the

,11(1 wall, not shown in the picture.

Fig. 4 shows similar console paneis

for the control of pulp dryers.

The latest development in auto-

niatic and remote control paneis

is the graphic panei. On such

paneis a flowsheet of the process

4age is painted on the panei, or

tornied from strips and plastic

silhouettes. The remote control

valve switches and the control in-

-truments are mounted on the

panei at the correct positions rela-

tive to the flowsheet, (Fig. 5).

Usually the instruments are of a
miniature type for space reasons.

Such graphic paneis have the

advantage that it is instantly

,i])parent what points in the sys-

tem are being controlled by the

various control instruments and
-witches. and the chances of error

ire therefore reduced. They are

Uso of great assistance in training

lew personnel, and in starting up
1 new process or mill.

It is expected the trend will

ontinue and that as the equip-

nent and technology for continu-

ais processing improves, the
legree of interlocking of control

ystems for various process stages

\ill steadily increase with a still

iirther reduction of manpower.
\.í the same time, stock chests

vhich are at present required to

qualize flow and quality between
tages will gradually disappear.

At present most of the instru-

nents used for automatic control

ire of the pneumatic type. They
lave the merit of being relatively

imple—their handicap is a lim-

led transmission distance. Elec-
ronic instruments, which do not
lave this limitation, are gradually
aaking their appearance, though
here is some hesitation to their

doption among mill personnel.

hese instruments are definitely

lot so easy to repa ir.

At this point you may well say,

Ah, repairs! Automation may be
ery well in Canada and the
.S.A. where proximity to sup-
liers makes repairs a simple
natter. What about countries re-

ote from instrument suppliers

uch as South America, Africa, or
he Far East? In any case, labour-
aving is not so important here,

r labour is cheaper."
In answer it should be pointed

out that automation not only de-

creases the manpower required

but also decreases the operating

skill required. To learn to cook
pulp by manual control to a con-

sistently reasonably uniform qual-

ity requires years of experience.

With automatic control almost
anyone can obtain good results in

less than two weeks.

Thus, if a mill is to be built in

a remote area where little, if any,

skilled labour is available, in the

first place automatic control re-

duces the number of men that

have to be trained; and secondly,

the training period can be greatly

reduced. The mill can thus begin

to produce at a much earlier date

and the gain in production will

more than offset the cost of the

instruments.

It is perfectly true that auto-

matic control instruments require

maintenance, and any control sys-

tem is only efí^ective as long as it

is properly serviced. It is at this

stage that most difficulties occur.

If the mill is remote from instru-

ment suppliers and does not have
a man trained in instrument work,

they may as well forget about
automation completely. A n y
money spent on instrumentation

would be wasted.

However, most of the instru-

ment companies have excellent

training programs to train mill

j)ersonnel in the application,

care and repair of control instru-

ments. It is thus possible to have
personnel trained to properly ser-

vice any instruments purchased.

A large mill using instrumentation

extensively. or even a small mill

producing only one or a small

number of products which permit
exten.sive automatic control, can
afford to maintain a trained in-

strument mechanic or engineer.

On the other hand, mills pro-

ducing a wide range of products
largely on a batch basis and which
can therefore utilize only a limited

amount of automatic control, gen-

erally cannot afford the instru-

ment maintenance required. The
big mistake many mills make is

that they purchase a few instru-

ments, so few that having a man
trained and assigned to maintain-

ing them is not warranted. As a
result these instruments soon be-

come useless from lack of main-
tenance. The author suggests that

in áreas remote from instrument
suppliers automation is a question

of ali or nothing.

Materials Handling

Materials handling, that is, the

eífective economic handling of

raw materiais, materiais in process

and finished product. lias received

a great amount of attention in the

])ast few years. It is a major con-

sideration in modern mill design,

and is one of the pronounccd dif-

ferences between older and mod-
ern mills. As generally used, the

term "materiais handling" in the

industry applies primarily to the

handling of raw materiais, or

fiiiislicd products. However, al-

thoiigh the bulk of the "handling"

of materiais in the processing

stages is by pump and pijiing,

some interesting "materiais handl-

ing" problems do arise in the pro-

cessing stages.
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The handling of raw materiais

and finished product is a simple

raatter of how to handle the

material at the lowest possible

unit cost. The high cost of labour

in North America was the prime
incentive for the study and ap-

plication of materiais handling

methods and techniques. The high

cost of labour is also, incidentally,

the reason that materiais handling
techniques are most advanced in

North America.

The handling of materiais in

process is another matter, and is

diie largely to the trend to con-

tinuous processing. While man-
power saving is a factor, it is more
a problem of providing uniform
feed to processing stages, which is

diíRcult to accomplish manually.
The important consideration is

that the system shall permit the
desired degree of control, and that
it is capable of continuous trouble-

free operation with very little

maintenance. Cost is of secondary
importance, and in general the
technically best solution is used.

The subject of materiais hand-
ling is complex and the applica-

tions vary greatly among mills

and áreas. Almost each material
in each area and type of mill is a
subject in itself. We will, however,
attempt to cover briefly some of

the principal trends.

The one basic trend is towards
handling of ali raw materiais in

one shift, and in some specializcd
cases, such as large newsprint
mills, this trend is being expanded
to include handling of finished
product. The labour saving is ob-
vious. On a 3-shift operation man-
power is reduced to a third, on a
4-shift operation to a quarter.
Handling of ali raw materiais in

one shift requires that the hand-
ling eqTiipment be of sufficient

capacity to deliver the total daily
requircments in one shift. It also
requires sufficient storage with
automatic discharge to carry mill

operations over the remaining
shifts.

The handling and storage of

chemicals and fuel for one-shift

materiais handling operation usual-
ly presents no difficulties and no
great expense. The storage of

wood chips is also no great prob-
lem or expense but the cost of the
wood handling, barking and chip-
ping equipment increases consider-

ably with one-shift operation. In
the case of straw pulp mills, par-
ticularly those using a cut straw
operation. one-shift operation with

appreciable labour saving is diffi-

cult.

The handling of wood, the most
common raw material, and in the
production of wood pulp, the larg-

est by volume and the most cum-
bersome of the raw materiais used,

has naturally received the most
attention. Wood handling systems
vary considerably, depending on
the mill location, type, size and
means and frequency of wood
delivery.

Mills where delivery is seasonal

must ha\e sufficient wood storage
to carry the mill over periods
when no wood is delivered Gen-
erally, such long term log storage
is by large random block piles.

While racking of wood is prefer-

able, particularly in the case of

chemical pulp mills, only mills re-

quiring a comparatively small
amount of wood storage, or mills

in áreas of high wood costs, can
afford this method.
Racking of wood and reclaim-

ing, whether by travelling crane,

a conveyor system (Fig. 6) , or
manually, is costly. Random pil-

ing by means of a stacker and re-

claiming by grapple and crane is

very much cheaper. Mills in áreas
where wood supply is more or less

continuous ali year round have no
great storage problems. Storage

by random piling by crane, rackec

storage, or water storage is feas

ible and inexpensive.

In modern mills of northeasterr

North America, wood handling bj

belt conveyors is the trend ir

larger mills. The conveyor showr

in Fig. 7, we believe, is the longest

in the world handling wood. TheJ

length is 1,610 ft. between pullej

centres. Fig. 8 shows a singlf

fixed arm travelling stacker. The

rcinforced concrete tower in the

foreground is one of the fire pro-

tection towers, almost completely

buried in the pile when the pile'

is full.

The belt conveyor is technically

the best solution for handlinp' I

wood in northern climates. Powei' (

and maintenance costs are low bui

capital costs are high. However' •

if capital is expensive and the first

"

cost of a wood handling system i' i

of paramount importance. or i <,

the quantities of wood handlcí i

are small, a cable conveyor sys

tem is generally used, even thougl i

it is technically inferior and th(

power and maintenance costs an

high. Fig. 9 shows a cable con-

veyor system designed for a Fin

nish mill. Here the travelling!

stacker has movable arms which;

can be lowered and also used foi!

wood reclaiming.
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Short or steep log conveyors

are usually of the chain type. It

is, however. possible to carry

wood on belt conveyors up in-

clines of up to 8 degrees, if a her-

ringbone profile type riibber belt

conveyor is iised. Cable conveyors

can handle wood up inclines of up
to about 20 degrees. In warmer
tlimates and where an ample sup-

()ly of water is available, water

rtiimes are used extensively in

place of the belt and cable con-

veyors used in northern mills. For
liivious reasons ílumes are used in

Northern mills only for the sum-
i'icr delivery of wood.
In ali cases the criticai points

>f any wood handling system are

the transfer points between con-

veyors. Ideally, logs should trans-

er with a minimum of drop, at a

peed matching the conveyor and
urned in the right direction. Logs
alling from a considerable height,

11- hitting the conveyor at too

ligh a speed, can cause serious

lamage or reduce life, while logs

ransferring at random angles can

ause log jams. The correct design

)f transfer points is not simple,

ind considerable experience is re-

luired.

The conventional position of

he chip bins used to be above
he digesters. Today, in ali mod-
rn mills the chip storage is on
';round levei. There are several

easons for this. The digester

louse dimensions restricted the

)ractical capacity, so that one-

hift wood handling operation was
irtually impossible. Structurally,

t resulted in a tall slender expen-
ive building, with ali the load

oncentrated at the top and last-

V, the chips tended to arch in

uch bins. while discharge was far

rom uniform and required con-

iderable attention.

With ground levei storage there

s no capacity limitation, and
impler structures are possible.

!'wo types of ground levei bins

re in use today, the circular silo

ype and the rectangular type.

'he silo type has the advantage of

>wer íirst cost. Rectangular bins

ave the advantage that chips

annot arch but flow freely, which
ermits fully automatic operation
nd remote control hy pusli but-
on (Fig. 8a)

.

The handling of finished pulp,

ther dried or wet, by slitter-cut-

:r, automatic layboy, automatic
aling and weighing and the ver-

tile fork lift truck, is standard
ractice in almost ali modem
lills. In the case of paper mills,

however, there is wide variation

in the handling of the finished

product, and while lift trucks are
used extensively, there is still con-
siderable manual labour required.

Larger mills are beginning to

install rather elaborate conveyor
systems for their finishing depart-
ments, and our firm recently de-
signed a fully automatic roU wrap-
ping machine. This machine (Fig.

10) ,
wraps, crimps, applies glue,

puts on end bands, cuts the sheet
and ejects a packaged roU in 45
seconds, or less. In one mill one
of these machines, combined with
a new conveyor and storage sys-

tem is wrapping 700 tons of news-
print per day. This system re-

quires only 2 men per shift and
has resulted in a manpower sav-

ing of 15 men.
Beyond mention that materiais

handling is a very large factor in

modern mill design, that there is

a trend to one-shift operation and
to ground levei chip storage, there

is little of a general nature that

can be said regarding the trends

and influence of materiais hand-
ling methods and techniques in

the design of modern pulp and
paper mills. The applications are

specific to each problem, mater-

ial and mill, and the methods
used vary greatly. The important
point to be kept in mind is that,

with the exception of the handling
of material in process, materiais

handling is a matter of economics.
The technically neatest solution is

not necessarily the best, and a

good solution in one mill is not
necessarily applicable to another.

Cable conveyors, despite their

shortcomings, are often a better
solution than the use of the tech-

nically superior belt conveyors. A
good example is the wood hand-
ling system shown in part in Fig.

9. In this case the mill was
located at a considerable distance
from the wood receiving and stor-

age area. The existing system con-
sisted of a small railway system
and manual wood piling and re-

claiming.

Several solutions were possible.

A cable or belt conveyor log stor-

age and reclaiming system with
rail or truck shipment to the mill;

a cable or belt conveyor system
for log storage and reclaiming

with a log conveyor to the mill;

or location of the chipper at the

log storage area and a chip belt

conveyor to the mill. Due to dis-

tance and terrain, log conveyors

iiTiticl ro> cnfiT >trti tkiciíi

111 lOltll ClinKll4 VOOI TIKII

Fig. 11. Modern central corridor type mill — a bleached kraft paper mill with

ali shipping by truck. (Backbanuners Bruk A/B, Bjorncborg, Swedcn.)

1. Office Building; 2. Time Office;

3. Parking Place Bicycles; 4. Parking
Place Cars; 5. Tunnel; 6. Corridor and
Pipe Gallery; 7. Paper Machine;
8. Finishing; 9. Shipping and Storage;
10. Mill Stores; 11. Carpenlry Shop;
12. Machine Shop; 13. Ke.stroom, Cafc
and Laboratory; 11. Bleachery; 1.5.

Bleach Making; 16. flausticizing;

17. Water Treatment; 18. Recovery

Boilcr; 19. Steam Accuniulator; 20.

Turbines and Transformers; 21. Kvap-
orators; 22. Kesin Hec; 23. Black
Li<pior; 21. DiíTusers; 2.í. Digesters;

26. Scrccning; 27. Stock l*reparation;

28. Chlorinc Storage Tanks; 29. Truck
l nloading f!onveyor; 30. Travelling
Stacker; 31. Washing and Chipper-
nou se; .32. Chip Storage; 33. Oil

Storage Tanks.
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Fig. 12. Layoiit of a modern conipact central corridor ty pe mill—a bleached kraft pulp mill (Long Lac Pulp & Paper Co

1. Piilpwood Slasher; 2. Wood Pre- 11. Digestors and Evaporators; 12. Storage; 21. Siibstation; 24. Oil Stor
paring; 3. Chip Storage; 4. Lime Pulp Washing; 1."$. Soreening; 14. age; 25. Water Tower and Valve Hoiise
Storage; 5. Lime Sludge; 6. Rotary Rieacherv; 15. Pulp Drying; 16. Pulp 27. Pulpwood Conveyor from Slasher
Lime Kiln; Causticizing; 8. Ke- • _ cu lo oo i> i \ c c
coverv Boiler; 9. Precipitator (located Storage; 1/. líepa.r Shops; 18. Mill 28. Pulpwood Conveyor from Storag

above 8J; 10. Coal and Refuse Boilers; Stores; 19. Mill Office; 20. Chemical Piles.
,

to the mill proved prohibitive in

cost and the question remained as

to whether to send chips to the
mill by belt conveyor, or logs by
rail.

For the cable conveyor log stor-

age system shown in Fig. 9, with
rail shipment to the mill the capi-

tal cost was $80,000., and the
manpower saving amounted to

100,000 man-hours annnally. The
belt chip conveyor would have
cost an additional $230,000. for an
additional manpower saving of

30,000 manhours. Th is wonld
probably have been attractive to

a North American mill, where
labour cost is high, but due to the
high cost of capital and compara-
tively low labour cost the convey-
ing of chips was ruled out.

The system thus finally selected
was not by any means the best,

the neatest, or the most modern
from a purely technical view-
point. It was, however, a modern
materiais handling system, as the
wood was handled in the most
economical manner at the lowest
possible cost under prevailing con-
ditions. The installation paid for
itscif in three vears.

Mere mechanization is also not

necessarily the mark of good
materiais handling. One mill we
know of in Europe would have
been well advised to continue
their manual racking of wood.
The travelling overhead crane sys-

tem installed, while reducing man-
power, yielded a very low return
on the investment. In the design
of a materiais handling svstem,
there are many alternatives, and
the optimum development of each
is not a simple matter. Consider-
able experience with ali the var-
ious alternative methods is re-

quired in order to make the cor-

rect selection.

Plant Layout

One of the most important fac-

tors in the design of modern pulp
and paper mills is the layout of

both equipment and buildings.

The eífect of equipment layout on
mill efRciency is not diíiicult to
understand and is generally ap-
preciated. The efFect of the build-
ing structure and disposition of
buildings on mill efficiency is less

obvious and is often not fully ap-
preciated.

Equipment layout is importan
and is generally given very carefi

considera tion in the design of an,

modern mill. Some of the mor
important "rules" governing goo
equij)ment layout are

1. Provide easy access to a

equipment, and make sur

that the equipment can b

properly installed in the íirs

l)lace. Make sure that an;

component which may hav
to be removed for mainten

ance, repair or i-eplacemen

can be removed or replacei

without difficulty. Otherwis

the equipment will not
serviced properly and maiii

tenance costs will be higl:

If adequate access is not prc

vided, demolition of walls o

floors may be necessary lat£

and major plant shutdowi

niay be required.

Th is ])oint would seem obviou
but unfortunately it is often ove;

looked. We have seen some mill

where access was so successfull

blocked oíf that major structun

changes and removal of walls an

floors were required for equipme:

replacement. We have seen otljMkt^
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|niills where equipment was hidden

taway and not serviced for years,

}indeed almost forgotten, until it

'broke dovvn.

j

Any additional space to provide

easy access to equipment is a good

linvestment. No matter how ampla

the space appears in the original

layout, \ve have yet to see a mili

vvith too much space to spare. In

the space of a very few years an
iinple layout has the habit of be-

oming crowded, as auxiliary

equipment and refinements are

lulded to the original layout.

2. Provide easy access to ali

equipment control and ad-

justment points, and keep
distances between major con-

trol points short. If access

to equipment controls is diffi-

cult or if the operator has to

walk a considerable distance

to control points, the controls

will not be adjusted by the

operators as frequently as re-

quired for optimum produc-
tion and quality. Where
necessary, adequate plat-

forms and stairways over and
around equipment should be
provided, and in such cases

as digester houses and bleach
plants which cover several

stories, elevators should be
available.

3. Keep piping or conveyors
connecting equipment as
short as possible. This not
only reduces capital costs but
maintenance and power costs

as well. However, ali valves
should be conveniently locat-

ed, for inaccessible valves

will not receive much atten-

tion.

Also, pipelines and con-
veyors should not be too in-

accessible for maintenance,
while at the same time

proper clearances mu st be
observed. Thus it may at

times be necessary to make
the interconnecting piping or

conveyors somewhat longer

to permit convenient loca-

tion of valves, to simplify

maintenance, or to maintain
clearances.

4. Group similar equipment
whencvcr possible. For ex-

amplc, if possible group ali

the pumps for one mill de-

partment on the same floor

or in the same bay. Avoid
duplication of operations.

This not only reduces oper-

ating but also maintenance
labour.

These are the principal "rules"

for layout of equipment. Basic-

ally the development of a good
layout involves the elimination of

as many men as possible, and
arranging that operation and

O

/
/

/
/
/

/

PttOPettT y LINE. .

•"ig. 13. Layout of a inodern compact central corridor type mill — a high alpha bleached kraft pulp mill. (Nihoii Tiilp

Kogyo KK, Japan.)

. Water Intake and Pumps; 2. Water
'urification; 3. Coal Boilers; 4. Turbo
Jenerator.s; .5. Electrical Switchgear;

Pulp Drying Machine; 7. Pulp
jtorage; 8. Òffices and Labs; 9. Mill
>torage; 10. Machine Shop, lOA. Weld-
ng Shop, lOB. Blacksmith Shop; 11.

^larpenter Shop; 12. Bleachery and
tleach Making; 13. Lnbleached and
tleached Screening; 14. Digesters,

Blow Tank, Heat Recovery, and
Brown Stock Washing; 1.5. Evapora-

tors; 16. Recovery Unit; 17. Chemical
Storage; 18. Lime Storage; 19. Causti-

cizing; 20. Lime Kiln; 21. Lime
Sludge; 22. Belt Conveyor; 23. Bucket
Elevator; 24. Chip Storage Building,

including Chipper and Screens; 2.5.

Log Washer Buihling; 26. Inclined

Chain Conveyor; 27. Pulpwood Stor-

age; 28. Belt Conveyor; 29. Slasher

Building; .30. Unloading Ranip; 31.

Concrete Pits (for Unloatling Truck);
32. Inclined Chain Conveyor; 33.

(^hain Conveyor; 34. Elevator; 3.5. Coal

Pit; 36. Coal Conveyor; 37. Coal

Storage; .38. Mill Corridor; 39. Garage;
40. Dam.
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maintenance are as convenient as

possible for such men as are re-

quired. The advantages of a good
equipment layoiit are generally

appreciated. The actual mill lay-

out, however, and the disposition

of the various buildings is less well

appreciated and is the subject of

some controversy. In order to

illustrate the trends in modern
layout, and our conclusions, a

brief historical review may help

to clarify the issue.

Originallj% most paper mills

were loeated close to streams or

rivers which, in addition to sup-

plying the process water require-

ments, also furnished the power
through water wheels. Power
transmission within the mill was
mechanical by gearing, shafting,

belts, and pulleys. As a result,

mills were crowded close to river

banks, and were kept as compact
as possible because of the limita-

tions of mechanical power trans-

mission. The entire mill layout
was governed to a large extent by
the location of the water wheels
and the mechanical power trans-

mission system.

The introduction of the steam
engine permitted somewhat great-

er flexibility in mill layout. How-
ever, the layout of such mills was
still subject to the limitations of

mechanical power transmissions,

for it was quite impractical to

have each piece of machinery
driven by an individual steam
engine.

The introduction of electric

motors increased the possibilities

of mill layout still further, though
in the initial stages it was gener-
ally merely a matter of substitu-
tion of electric power for steam
or water wheels. Mechanical
power transmission to the various
machines was still used. However,
even after the introduction of the
steam engine and later the elec-

tric motor, many mills continued
to be crowded against river banks
in order to exploit water wheels
and mechanical transmission to
the fullest extent, and this trend
continued into the second decade
of this centur}\

Such older mills, many of which
are still in existence today, are
characterized by their almost
complete lack of flexibility in lay-
out. The buildings are crowded
together due to the limitations im-
posed by mechanical power trans-
mission and some departments
and processing stages are com-
pletcly surrounded by other de-

partments. Due to the crowding

of equipment and departments,

access to equipment is difíicult

and there is generally little or no
])rovision for inter-department

traffic or communication.
Expansion or addition to such

mills is virtually impossible with-

out almost complete duplication

of operations. Normally, on one

side of the mill is the river and
on the other side the department
to be expanded is usually blocked

off by other buildings or the yards

and storage piles. Thus any ex-

pansion or addition must be car-

ried out as a separate or duplicate

operation away from the main
mill complex, which increases

capital costs and resulta in a dis-

proportionate increase in man-
power. Furthermore, as such mills

grow by additions gr duplication

of operations they become pro-

gressively less efficient. Mainten-
ance. processing sequence, super-

vision and internai traffic becom
complex and manufacturing costt

increase.

When individual electric motoi;

drives became available for pulj

and paper mills, mill layout;

changed rapidly. Since the maiij

drawback of the older layouts wa:i

lack of space and provision íoi

expansion a trend in some áreas

was to go to the other extreme
namely, a scattered layout ii

which the various mill depart
ments such as wood room, bleacl

plant, digester house, recoverv
system, boiler house, screen room
machine room and finishing, etci

are housed in individual buildings»

These are set far enough apart

to permit practically unlimitecí

expansion of any department. Th(
various buildings were then linkec

by conveyors and piping and íi

.system of roadways within th(

mill property provided access t(

the various buildings. Many newi

Fig. 14. Layout of a compact central corridor type mill projected for southe
kraft linerboard.

1. Pulpuoo<l .Storage; 2. Pulpwood
Stacker; 3. Pulpwood 1'nloading
Ramps; 4. Barking Drum Plant; 5.
Future Pulpwood Conveyor; 6. Chip-
per Building; 7. Chip Storage; 8. Lime
Kilns; 9. Blow Tanks, Black Liquor
Storage Tanks, Washer Filtrate Tanks;
10. Feed Water Treatment; 11. Boiler
House and Recovery System; 12.
Turbo Generators; 13. Digesters; 14.

Causticizing and Liquor Storage; 1.

Evaporators; 16. Screening and StoC
Preparation; 17. Pulp Washing an.l

Hot Stock Refining; 18. Board IMach
ine; 19. Shipping and Storage; 2(

Repair Shops; 21. Mills Stores; 2Í

Laboratories; 23. Administratio
Building; 24. Research Dept.; 2í:

Garage; 26. Services; 27. Oil Storagej-

28. Oil Pump House; 29. Wharf.
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mDIs are still being built accord-

ing to this "scattered" or "spread"
layout system.

In our design work we, among
others, did not follow this trend.

Perhaps the prime and original

eason for this was our climatic

conditions. Most Canadian mills

are located in áreas where there is

a long hard winter. A scattered

layout results in a greatly in-

creased exposed wall area. When
building for our climate this in-

creases building costs consider-

ably, and a larger exposed wall
rea also means higher heating
harges. Furthermore, a system of

ommunication between scattered
rocessing stages by means of ex-

osed roadways is far from pleas-
mt when the snowfall is heavy
ind the temperature drops to
«0° F. below zero or lower.
For a northern climate a com-

oact mill layout with a minimum
íxposed wall area appears the
)nly practical solution. The only
)roblem is to avoid or eliminate
he disadvantages of the older
rowded layouts, and that is to
revide for effective internai traf-

c and to provide for future ex-

ansion without duplication of

perations. Over a period of years
e develo])ed what we term the
central corridor" layout, and

most of the mills designed by our
firm follow this pattern. Figs. 11,

12 and 13 show typical layouts of

mills of this type for northern cli-

mates while Fig. 14 shows the lay-

out of a Southern mill of the cen-

tral corridor type.

The various mill departments
are grouped according to process

sequence on either side of a main
traffic corridor running down the

centre of the mill, on the two
main floors. Unrestricted expan-
sion is provided for at both sides

of the mill. It should be noted
that such a layout allows for sym-
metrical expansion without dupli-

cation of operations, and that the

extension of any department be-

comes a part of the department
and not a separate unit.

The main mill corridor provides

access to every department and
permits rapid movement of inter-

department traffic with a mini-

mum number of elevators. Equip-
ment can be replaced or moved to

the machine shop for maintenance
or repairs with little difficulty and
regardless of weather. Distances

are short. Besides providing effec-

tive internai traffic, the main mill

corridor provides space for a neat

direct and accessible mill services

system for steam, water, comprcs-

sed air and power distribution.

These lines, and often ventilating

ducts, run down the main cor-

ridors and branch out into each
department.
The "central corridor" layout

proved vei-y successful and. al-

though originally developed to

meet climatic conditions, other ad-
vantages became apparent. In the
first place, building construction
costs are lower than for a scat-

tered layout, and though this ad-
vantage is less pronounced in

warmer climates where much of

the equipment can be located out-

doors, it still reprcsents a consider-

able saving.

In addition to reducing the ex-

posed wall arca, a considerable

number of internai partitions can
also be eliminated, which fnrther

reduces building costs. Piping and
conveyor costs are also lower, for

distances between succcssive pro-

cessing stages are much shorter.

At the same time power and main-
tenance costs are proportionally

lower.

Although in warmer climates an
externai system of roadways for

communication between isolated

mill departments is feasible, few
mills are located in áreas where
there is no rainfall and no bad
weather. An internai communica-
tion system unaíTected by weather
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is certainly to be preferred, not

only for the benefit of the opera-

tors but also for the maintenance

and repair crews.

The time required for an opera-

tor to reach his working position

is much less iii the case of a com-

pact layout than in the case of a

scattered layout. A coinpact lay-

out also requires less operating

manpower. smaller maintenance

crews, and less supervisory person-

nel, ali factors such as automatic

control and materiais handling be-

ing equal.

However, perhaps the most im-

portant advantage of a compact

central corridor layout is the very

close and rapid communication

possible between the operators of

various departments. The cook

in the digester house need take

only a few steps to see how the

pulp looks on the vacuum wash-

ers. The bleach plant operator

can discuss problems with the

screen room operators personally

and see for himself any difficulties

that may have arisen. In other

words, the operators are not a

group of isolated individuais link-

ed by telephone but a closely knit

team aware of each other's prob-

lems. Supervision and co-ordina-

tion are greatly simplified and
efficiency is improved.

Comparing the two types of

modern layouts, the advantages

of the scattered layout are:

1. Engineering of the mill lay-

out is much simpler. A scat-

tered layout is not very diffi-

cult to develop.

2. Engineering of the mill de-

partments is much simpler.

The equipment layouts can

be made without regard or

consideration of the layout

of other departments, and an
oi^timum equipment layout

for each department can be
achieved.

3. As a result of greater sim-

l)licity of design the engi-

neering time required is less,

and construction can start at

an earlier date after com-
mencement of engineering.

4. Since the mill is composed of

individual buildings, con-

struction is simpler and may
be somewhat faster than in

the case of a large building

complex. Much, however, de-

pends on the contractor; the

difference is not so great in

the case of an experienced

contractor.

The disadvantages are:

(a) The scattered layout is lim-

ited to milder climates.

(b) Traffic between departments

is subject to weather condi-

tions and greater distances

must be traversed.

(c) Mill processing stages become
isolated units and inter-

department Communications,

coordination and supervision

are not as good and labour

costs are higher.

(d) Building costs are higher.

(e) Piping and conveyor costs

and maintenance are higher.

(f) Expansion is generally non-

symmetric and duplication of

operations may be necessary

in some cases.

The advantages of the compact
"central corridor" layout are:

1. Greatly improved internai Com-
munications, co-ordination and
supervision between depart-

ments.

2. Lower building costs, though
this advantage is less in warm-
er climates.

3. Lower piping and materiais

handling costs.

4. Lower labour requirements.

5. Lower maintenance costs.

6. Better overall efficiency.

The disadvantages are:

(a) The engineering time requir-

ed is somewhat longer.

(b) The construction time requir-

ed may be somewhat longer,

though it might be men-
tioned that in the case of a
"central corridor" type mill

layout we developed for a

Japanese client recently, the

mill reached fuU production
exactly one year after con-

struction was started.

Basically. in the scattered lay-

out the mill is considered as a
group of independent departments
or components loosely linked by
piping, conveyors and roadways,
and each component is designed
individually. In the compact lay-

out the design concept is the mill

as a whole and the mill is design-

ed as an integrated unit of which
the various departments are com-
I)onents which interact upon each
other.

It will be appreciated that de-

signing with the concept of the
mill as a unit presents more prob-
lems than designing a series of

components. Also, at times some
sacrifices in the layout of a depart-
ment must be made in order to

achieve optimum layout of the

mill as a whole.

In our opinion, since a mill is

IHoperated as a unit it should bl^
designed as such, and although

,

compact unit design is more diffi

cult to develop than a scatterei.

individual component design, th

author believes the advantages ir

herent in the compact design wi,

make this the principal trend i

mill layout.

Mill Property

Another factor which can aífec

mill efficiency to a great extent

the mill site and externai traífi

arrangements. That any propose

mill should be located in an are

having ready access to raw matei f

ials, water, labour, and means c

transportation of raw materiais an
finished product is a matter o

economics and is well understooc!

However, assuming that the gerj

eral area is the optimum possibll

f r o m economic consideration;'

quite serious errors are oftel

made in the selection of thi

actual mill site or property itsel!

It is this latter point which merit

brief discussion. I

The most common error is thi

provision of insuíficient area fel

the mill property. Often the mil

property is of sufficient size onl

for immediate requirements, an

there is no provision for future ac

ditions to, or expansion of thi

mill. We know of quite a numbf
of mills in this predicament toda^í

and some are in the unhappy pos

tion of having residential áreas (;

towns or villages located betwee
mill departments or storage pilei

Needless to say, under such cond

tions, materiais handling cost

both for raw materiais and finishei

product are considerably highel

The correct procedure is to est

mate the maximum possible futui

expansion of the mill in view <

the economically accessible volum
of raw materiais, and to size th

mill property accordingly.

The second most common erre

is the choice of a mill site whei|

the terrain or natural features

restrict expansion or make expai|

sion costly. A particularly gi

example of such a case is a

the author knows of in Europ
This mill owns property on tv

sides of a small river. On one si(

is a relatively large flat area. O
the other side is a narrow strip <

land between a large steep hill an

the river.

For reasons that will probabl

always remain unknown, the mi

was built on the narrow strip b<

tween the hill and the river. Th
mill has been expanded severí

rrc

;ooK
mir
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Fig. 16. Section of a modein high deiisily self-sliiiciiig siilpliito Idow pit with
liquor storage tank at righl. (C.I.l*. Galineau. )

times, and each time huge voluiues

of the hill had to be removed and
high retaining walls built. The
cost was very high and the re-

siiltant layout not particidarly

efficient.

The third coninion error is the

location of the mill and property
' in such a manner that access to

; transportation is only possible

j

from one side or end of the mill.

As a result there is interferenee

between incoming shipments of

i I ravv materiais and outgoing ship-

' I ments of finished product, which
can greatly increase materiais

handling costs.

The mill located between the

, hill and the river, mentioned prev-

t iously, besides being poorly locat-

ed for cxpansion is also poorly
: I located for access to transporta-

tion. Transportation connection is

liy nieans of a single spur railway
line crossing the river. Further-
more, the strip of land on which
the mill is located is so narro

w

that every railway car must be
turned on a turntable before it

can be moved to the proper mill

department. Since ali raw mater-
ial received and finished product
produced must pass over this

turntable and single railway spur
it is not difficult to imagine the
handling problems.

Ideally, the mill property should
l)e a relatively flat piece of land
free of natural obstacles, of suf-

íicient area to permit expansion
within the limitations of the raw
materiais economically available,
and the property should be so

located with respect to transporta-
tion facilities, either road, ship, or
rail, that there will be no inter-

ferenee between incoming and out-
going shipments. It should be
I)ossible for raw materiais to enter
one end or side of the mill and for
finished products to leave the
other side or end of the mill.

The externai traffic arrange-
inents are an important factor in

the design of a modern mill, and
the mill property can greatly
iffcct future expansion or addi-
tions. The best modern equipment
nid the best mill layout can be
-poilcd by poor mill property
>clection, even if ali economic fac-
'irs for the area in general
ire favourable. Considerable care
-hould therefore be taken in the
-elcction of the actual mill pro-
perty.

Mill Structures

The shape, size, disposition and
form of the structures for a pulp
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and paper mill are determined by
the equipment arrangement and
layout. In other words, the build-

ings and structures are primarily

a housing and support for the
equipment and the buildings are

shaped mainly by equipment re-

quirements and not by architec-

tural considerations. The struc-

tures cannot be designed vmtil the
equipment layout has been deter-

mined, and any attempt to reverse

this sequence, that is, to fit equip-

ment for a mill into buildings de-

signed in advance or into existing

buildings will not result in an
efficient mill.

In the design of the structures

there are two viewpoints, one that

while the shape is determined by
the equipment layout, the struc-

ture is a housing and support,

pure and simple, and divorced

from equipment, and the other

that the two are interrelated. As
in the case of mill layout, our
viewpoint is that the design

should not be divorced, but that

structure and equipment form a
unit.

Such equipment items as boiler

settings, flumes, tanks and towers

are in effect structural members,
that can and should be incorpo-

rated in the building structure.

The resultant design is neater,

cleaner in appearance, and re-

quires fewer building columns
than when the structures are de-

signed as independent housing or

supporting units.

Figs. 15 and 17 illustrate our
views. Fig. 15 is a larger (400

T/D) groundwood pulp mill de-

signed for a Canadian client. Note
that the grinder foundations and
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stock flumes form an integral unit,

which also forms the foundation
for the main building columns.
The motor foundations and ven-
tilating duct forms another in-

tegral unit while the spaces be-

tween the flumes and motors
form the piping galleries.

Fig. 17 illustrates a large sul-

phite i)idp mill designed for a
Finnish client. Here the digester

house rested partly on rock and
partly on caissons to rock. The
stock chests, with their midfeath-
ers, form the foundation for the

mill. The digesters sit on a bridge-

work on the top of the chest. This
fusion of equipment and structure

yielded a singularly neat layout.

Framed structures are prefer-

able for pulp and paper mill build-

ings. Monolithic concrete or bear-

ing wall structures are too diffi-

cult and expensive to alter if a

change or expansion of the mill is

necessary at some future date. For
walls, materiais such as brick, pre-

cast concrete paneis, metal paneis

or metal, wood or asbestos .sheath-

ing are suitable. The choice de-

pends on mill location, climate,

and costs. Solid concrete or cyclo-

pean masonry should be avoided
because of the cost of alterations.

Floors should be concrete.

For the structural frame, steel

or rcinforccd concrete may be
uscd. The number of columns
should be kept to an absolute

minimum, even if this means that

the cost of the structure is in-

creased slightly. Columns are al-

ways a source of interferenee and
liinder access to equipment. Even
if favourably located in the initial

equipment layout, the columns
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almost invariably interfere with

any proposed changes in eqiiip-

ment or la vou t.

Whether to use steel or rein-

forced concrete for the structural

franie is largely a matter of eco-

nomics. In the case of a few mill

(lepartments, however, it is de-

cidedly preferable to use steel,

since a reinforced concrete frame

cannot be easily altered or ex-

panded. Screen rooms and stock

preparation departments seem to

be subject to rather frequent

changes, which may involve struc-

tural changes.

These buildings are best design-

ed in steel franie, or at least with

steel trusses. The building for a

single papcr machine, where there

is the possibility of an additional

machine in future, is also best

executed in steel construction.

Otherwise the addition of the sec-

ond machine will involve either

a disproportionately large build-

ing, with a duplication of the

tending aisle or a row of columns,
which will interfere with the

access to the second machine.
In the case of these sanie mill

áreas, screen room and stock pre-

paration, where structural steel is

recommended for buildings, the

floors should not be designed

purely to carry the loads of the

equipment as located initially.

These departments are subject to

frequent equipment relocations,

and the floors should be uniform-

ly strong enough to carry the

weight of the equipment, no mat-
ter how or where located.

A good structural design for a

j)ulp and paper mill should be

as unobtrusive as possible. The
number of columns should be at

a minimum, and placed in keep-

ing with equipment 1 a y o u t s.

Where ver possible, equipment
should be incorporated in the

structure. It is well worth while

spending a little more to achieve

clear, neat structures relatively

free of columns. The cost of the

mill structures is approximately a

fourth of the cost of the mill. and
it is false economy to permit inter-

ference with the efficient operation

of the equipment to efíect a small

saving on the cost of the build-

ings.

Wa.ste Reduction and Mill
Integration

Another significant trend in

niodern mill design is the reduc-

tion of waste. This has been ac-

complished in a number of ways;
by process reíinement to produce
less waste, re-use of waste in the

process, by the production of

secondary grades from waste, the
production of by-products, and by
integration of a number of mills.

Less drastic barking and wood
cleaning systems, modern chip-

pers, rechi])pers and chip screen-

ing. and better knowledge of chipl
size ranges have greatly reducedi
wood losses in wood preparation.

Refining of screenings rejectsl]

with flisk refiners and extensive'
re-use of white water and savealls'

have reduced wood losses sú\],

further, while at the same time the'

re-use of white water also reduces
water requirements and increases

the system temperatures. In chemi-|

cal pulp mills, improvement of;

chemical and heat recovery sys-

tems and modified cooking prac-

tices have greatly reduced chemi-
cal and steam requirements.

Such waste reduction and i-e-usi

of waste in the main process is|

largely due to equipment refine

ment and the careful application

of existing equipment. In the de
sign of a modern mill ali these re-

finements are almost automática!
ly included in the original de
sign. Ilowever. the production of!

secondary grades from waste, which
is a modification of the principie

of the re-use of waste in the mill

is an important consideration in

the design of any modern mill

and is sometimes overlooked oi

ignored.

In the manufacture of highei

grades of paper and bleached

pulps, extensive re-use of rejectí

and Avhite water is more difficull

to justify economically if qualitj



is to be niaintained at a high levei,

since (lirt teiuls to l)uil(l up in lhe

systeni. In addition, extensivo re-

xisc of white water can increase

bleaehinfí costs, since the fines iu

the white water consume a dis-

proportionately large amoiint of

chemicals, and are largely disin-

tegratcd and lost. Such over-

j

blcaching to remove dirt also leads

! to strength deterioration. It is

thns desirahle for a mil! ])roducing

high grade papers and pnlps to

also i)lan to produce some lower

grades such as paperboard, where

lhe rejects and white water from

the production of the high grade

prodiicts can l)e utilized.

It is in the field of by-products

l)roduction such as vanillin, lignin

plastics, alcohol, yeast, etc, that

rcsearch has been most active.

The developments api)eai' most
promising. To date, however, they

have not caused any significant

change in mill design. There are

scveral reasons for this. Among
the most important is that the

market for some of the by-

])r()(lucts is quite limited, while

others cannot be produced econo-

mically in some áreas at the pre-

sent time. Research is, however,

proceeding vigorously and it can

Í)e expected that the manufacture
of by-products will become an im-

portant phase of the pulp and
paper inclustry in the not too dis-

tant future.

Next to the introduction of

niethods of waste reduction and
re-use in an individual mill per-

haps the most important trend in

waste reduction is the integration

of several mills. In its simplest

forni, mill integration involves the

conibination of a mechanical

and or chemical pulp mill with a

l)aper mill. The savings thus

effected are obvious, and when-
ever possible a combined pulp and
paper mill is built.

The next step, developed to the

greatest extcnt in Scandinavia, is

to construct usually on the same
site an integrated complex of mills

using wood as raw material. Such

an integrated ojjeration, which

may involve a lumber mill, a

mechanical and chemical pulp

mill, a paper mill, a wallboard

[mill, a plywood mill and by-pro-

ducl plants, can process the raw
material with maximum efficiency.

Ali of the wood delivered to the

integrated mills can be put to

loptimum use, and the waste of

Ione operation can form in part.

or in entirety, the raw material

for another operation.

As wooíl costs continue to rise

an increasing number of lumber
mills are entering the pulp and
])aj)er íield. while an increasing

number of i)ulp and paper mills

are entering the lumber and wall-

board and sometimcs the plywood
field. It is expected that this

trend towards an integrated pulp

and paper, luml)er and wallboard

operation will become increasingly

more popular. Thus the possibil-

ity of such a combination should

be considered in the development
of any new i)roject, even if only

to the extent of making pro-

vision in the mill layout and sizc

of property for the possible future

addition of such other mills.

Process and Equipment

Up to this point this paper has

dealt primarily with the influence

of automatic control, materiais

handling, mill layout and mill in-

tegration on the trends in modern
mill design. It is mainly these

factors that characterize a modern
pulp or paper mill, and that have
for the most part influenced mod-
ern design trends. The influence

of any changes and development
in process and equipment, while

important, has been a secondary

factor. However, any discussion

of modern trends in pulp and
paper mill design would be in-

complete without brief mention of

the major trends in process and
processing equipment.

The main trend in process and
processing equipment is toward

continuous operation. This trend

is closely associated with the

trend to automation. In equip-

ment the trend has been prin-

cipally the modification of existing

equipment to permit automatic

control, though in some cases

basically new equipment, specific-

ally designed for continuous oper-

ation, has been developed.

Virtually, ali liquor preparation

.Systems for chemical pulp mills

are now continuous. In kraft pulp

mills the entire i)rocess after the

digesters is continuous and most

bleached plants, both kraft and

sulphite, are continuous. Most of

the sulphite mills, however, still

use batch washing of pulp and
manual sluicing, but this is chang-

ing. Figures IG and 17 show two

recent designs for continuous

sluicing and washing of sulphite

pulp. About the only stage in

chemical i)uli) mill operation that

is slill ])re(lominantly a batch
operation is the cooking stage, and
one of the prime interests in the

industry at i)rescnt is the develop-

ment of a continuous digester.

Quite a large variety of continu-

ous digester designs have appear-
ed on the market, but as yet most
of thcm are restricted to the jn-o-

duction of lower grade pulps. A
Swedish design, however, has
proved quite successful for l)oth

l)leache(l and unbleached kraft

l)ulp. It should not be long until

ali the types of chemical pulps
can and will be produced in con-
tinuous units. Stock preparation
systems are also continuous for

the most part, the only exceptions
being mills producing a wide range
of products per machine which,
by necessity, must use batch sys-

tems.

There is also a pronounccd
trend to larger capacity equip-

ment, both for reasons of man-
power savings and capital cost

savings. In cases where the in-

creased capacity is obtained chief-

ly by increasing equipment sizes,

this trend is due more to the man-
power savings possible, since pro-
duction is greater with approxi-
mately the same manpower. In
cases where the equipment capa-
city is larger due to im!)roved
machine efficiency, such as in the

case of screens, for example, the
trend is due more to capital cost

savings.

In the case of a new mill such
high capacity equipment occupy-
ing but little space means lower
iiistallation and building costs,

while in the case of an existing

mill high capacity equipment may
j)ermit increase of production,

without high ea])ital expenditure

for alterations and increases in

the size of the existing buildings.

Some attempts are being made
by equipment manufacturers to

standardize pulp and paper
machinery, at least as regards

common component parts such as

liearings, gearing, framing, etc,

but progress in this direction has
been very .slow. The bulk of the

process equipment is still custom
made at a corresj)ondingly high

cost.

As a result of the lack of

standardization, the maintenance
co.sts and the inventory of spare

parts required are also high. It has

been suggested that the solution

would be to purcha.se ali equip-

ment from one manufacturer. Un-
fortunately. no mamifacturer in-
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dividually produces ali of the

equipment required for a mill, and
in any case this practice would not

seem to be desirable, as generally

ali of the equipment produced by
one manufacturei- is not necessar-

ily the best.

Each manufacturer tends to ex-

cel in some types of equipment.
There is, however, a definite trend

in many mills to standardize on

classes of equipment and to pur-

chase for example ali motors from
one manufacturer, ali valves from
another, ali puraps from another,

etc. and insofar as possible with a

repetition of a particular size or

type. Such standardization can re-

duce both maintenance costs and
spare parts inventory consider-

ably.

Another trend is the purchase

of oversized equipment. Generally

the cost of a larger unit is not

much greater than the cost of a

unit that meets the present re-

quirements. A larger unit has the

advantage that the mill produc-

tion can be increased with little

additional expense. Another ad-

vantage is that on start-up the

desired production can generally

be reached more easily with units

larger than immediately neces-

sary. Operation at lower than the

designed capacity will in many
cases result in better operating

efficiencies and lower production

costs. The degree to which equip-

ment should be oversized depends
on the expected increase in de-

mand, technical considerations

and economics, and must be care-

fuUy studied.

Another change in processing

equipment and piping has been
the extensive utilization of cor-

rosion resistant materiais of con-
struction, such as stainless steels,

nickel cast irons, monel, copper,

bronze, transite, rubber, plastics

and ceramics. Homogenous ma-
teriais such as copper and stainless

steel are preferred, as opposed to

coated or lined materiais such as

rubber or plastic coated steels

which are more subject to failure.

Cast iron, steel, wood and con-
crete are disappearing rapidly as

constructiou materiais for process
equipment. A large portion of the
new processing equipment being
installed in new mills, or as a part
of modernization programs, is

built of corrosion resistant alloys,

or is rubber or plastic coated.

Bare concrete chests have vir-

tually disappeared in new or mod-
ernized mills, and even new

groundwood pulp mills now often

have ali piping of stainless steel.

The trend to better materiais

of construction is due, in part, to

the desire to reduce maintenance

costs, and in part to produce
cjuality considerations. The clos-

ing in of mill water systems and
extensive re-use of white water

has increased stock and white

water temperatures and created

conditions favourable to slime for-

mation. Slime colonies develop to

troublesome magnitudes in cast

iron piping, and on wood and con-

crete surfaces where they have a

chance to cling and grow. A sys-

tem utilizing corrosion resistant

equipment and piping, and tile

lined chests, that is easy to keep
clean and to which slime growths
cannot readily cling, is one of the

best means of controUing slime

troubles.

Second Hand Equipment

There has been little change in

the basic technology and processes

of pulp and paper manufacture
and in general there has also

been little change in most of the
equipment beyond increase in

unit capacities and modification
to permit continuous processing.

High unit equipment capacities

and continuous processing are
very desirable in a íarge mill, as

the space saving and manpower
saving is considerable.

In small mills, however, the
space and manpower saving pos-
sible through the use of modern
equipment with high unit capac-
ities is not great, and in the case
of a mill producing a large variety
of products continuous processing
cannot be used effectively. There
is thus no great advantage in

purchasing the most modern
equipment for small diversified
mills. Moreover, since the mills
that are most likely to be built
in regions other than North Amer-
ica and Europe will, for some time,
probably be of this type, the pos-
sibilities of using second hand
equipment should be thoroughly
investigated.

Pocket grinders, for example,
have not changed in design in

years, and might as well be pur-
chased second hand. They seem
to last alniost indefinitely, and a
fair number are available since
most of the large producers of
mechanical pulp have converted
or are converting to high capacity
magazine grinders. Second hand
rewound electric motors are per-

fectly acceptable. Some makes of

screens, deckers and wet machines
have very long life expectancies
and can well be purchased second
hand.

The most expensive single item
in a pulp and paper mill is thei

paper machine itself, and in the
case of a small mill the purchase
of a second hand machine should!
be considered very carefully. The
useful life of a paper machine is

long. Indeed, most of the paper
machines in operation today are
over 30 years old. In most cases
such older paper machines become
available on the second hand mar-
ket not because they are worn
out, but becau.se the capacity is

too small for economical operation
in North America.

If in rea.sonable condition (and
perhaps partially rebuilt, niodern-
ized and modified to suit the par-
ticular application) , a second
hand paper machine can give re-

sults as satisfactory as a new
machine, and usually at one quar-
ter to one third the capital cost.

It is thus quite possible to uses
a considerable portion of second
hand equipment in the construc-^
tion of a smaller mill, without ap-Éj
I)reciable loss in efficiency amM
with a considerable decrease i»
capital cost. The mill must, howJ
ever, be carefully designed in ac-l
cordance with the best modeniB
practices, and the equipment musiB
be carefully selected and investi-B
gated for condition and suita-B
bility.

Concluding Remarks H
It is difficult to treat so broacH

and general a subject with anjl
degree of thoroughness within th«
limitations of a paper. A text bookH
would be a médium more appro-H
priate in size. This paper willl
however, have accomplished itw
purpose if it has brought attenH
tion to the pronounced influencM
of automation, materiais handlingB
mill layout and mill integratioiB

on the efficiency of a pulp cH
paper mill and that there is morcH
to the design of a modern puliír

and paper mill than the acquisi'

tion of modern pulp and pape>

machinery.

Indeed, to repeat, it is quitt

possible to design an essentialh!

modern mill using equipmeni;

available a decade ago, and th«i

opposite is equally true—it is alsci

'

possible to build an obsoleta mill i

using modern equipment. v
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Power

Past, Present and Future
by

J. Eccles, G.B.E., M.I.E.E., M.I.C.E., M.I.Mech.E.,

Presidem

Institudon of Electrical Engineers.

A sense of inadequacy serves to

lieighten my feeling of gratitiule to

iiiy fellow-members for having ac-

counted me first amongst equals in

The Institution for the period of

one year. My limitations are obvious
and well knowii to many. As I stand
here somewhat in awe of those
giants, my predecessors, some of

whom adorn these walls and ben-
ches, I can but promise to do my
utmost to serve, whilst you may
derive comfort from the thought
that the wisdom of the Council, the
knowledge of the Secretariat, and
the restraining hand of tradition,

will protect your interests. I thank
you ali.

The Institution has a membership
of nearly 39,000 but mere numbers is

not strength, and the strength of

this Institution derives from the
fact that it knits together in com-
mon fellowship those professionally

engaged in the whole range of

electrical engineering, from the
practical application of well-es-

tablished technology to the trans-

lation of the newest theory into the
technical marvels of our age.

To do so, there must be wise and
energetic leadership with the max-
imum practicable degree of devolu-
tion of responsibility to the Sec-
tions, Centres and Sub-Centres.
That this is achieved is a tribute to
the enlightened guidance of Air.

Brasher and his staff, and to the
reservoir of managerial experience
distilled through the deliberations

of your Council. The manner in

which the Sections and Centres dis-

charge their duties, and seek to

promote the highest interests of

The Institution and the technical

vvell-being of its members, is a
source of constant admiration.

Through the papers that are

published, with or without discus-

sion The Institution seeks to include

in its Proceedings a complete record

of technical progress in ali branches
of electrical engineering. Many of

these papers are necessarily of a
highly specialized and mathemat-
ical nature. AVhilst recognizing that

a high degree of specialization is

essential to economic success and
that the tendency may increase, it is

important to ensure that the gen-

eral practitioner and other special-

ists are kept informed of the trend

of events in fields other than their

own. To this end, it is greatly to be
hoped that more members will find

time to present papers of a general

character on the current techniques

in their own spheres.

As I hope to show, we are faced

with the prospect of an ever-

expanding range of research and
experiment in difficult fields, and if

we are to succeed it is inípcrative

that the volume and quality of

One of the penalties of election to the presidency of a great engineering society

is the lask of composing anri delivering a presideritial address. AU too often these

addresses are parochial in that they deal ahno.sl enliíely wilh lhe affairs of the

society coneerned, but occasionally one is dehvered lhat shoidd attract lhe

altention of ali engineers and slill less often one which dcserves lo be read by

lhe [>ublic at large.

We helievc lhal the inaugural address of Mr. J. Eccie.s, lhe incoining president

of the Instilution of Electrical Engineers, delivered in London ori Octoher 7,

I9.)4, falis into lhe lasl category. It is with particular pleasure thal we publish a

condensed version of it, not only because we think it a inodel of what a presidential

address shoidd be, bui be<;ause of the very cordial relalions lhal have long exisicd

between the I.E.E. and lhe Inslitute.

technical education and trainiug

should be stepped up. It is the

privilege and the duty of The
In.stitution to offer informed advice
on this niatter to those whose re-

sponsibility it is to decide the form
and extent of the educational facil-

ities to be provided. This duty is

being discharged.

More Stiidents Nceded

One of the things causing con-

cern is the inadequacy of the intake

of students and juniors to the

electrical engineering profession. In-

suíficient schoolboys are imbued
with scientific insight and knowl-
edge of the part that science nmst
inevitably play in securing an
acceptable existence in an industrial

country. Too many are unable to

pass the university entrance exam-
inations. If this defect should stem
from lack of appreciation by head-
masters, housemasters and careers

masters of the indispeiisable neces-

sity of scientific education, it calls

for immediate remediai action at

those leveis. If the teaching of

science in schools cannot be im-

proved and extended, the univer-

sities may have to consider the

selection of entrants more on poten-

tialities than on detailed scientific

knowledge, and themselves teach

science from an earlier stage. Char-

acter and an intjuiring mind may be

a better foundation than very early

knowledge of 01im's law.

A further thought on this may be

worthy of record. It is a fact that

cach generation of technologists has

to learn its technology from the

beginniiig. Tliore is no way of slart-

ing where the other man left off.

Each must i)lod through the A Bi' of

the subjects he elects lo study. To
simplify this ])rocess should be a

duty of educalionalists, and how
better might this be starled than by
siniplifyiug the units in which basic

<|uanlili('s are iiicasurcd ? The ra-
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tionalized M.K.S. system of imits

has been recommended as an inter-

national standard by leading author-

ities, and it wouki seem that the

time has now come when this sim-

plification could be used exclusively

iii textbooks and academic courses.

Althongh there is no restriction

upon the subject-matter of an
Inangural Address, it will not have
escaped notice that almost in-

variably each holder of this oífice has
quite naturally chosen to discuss in

his address some aspect of the work
upon which he is engaged.

I am an electrical power engineer

and, fortunately for you, though
unhapjiily for me at this moment,
Sir John Hacking in his memorable
address three years ago, and more
recently in his Presidential Ad-
dresses to the British Electrical

Power Convention and to the
Júnior Institution of Engineers, has
given very full accounts of the
immediate ])ast and middle-distance
future of electrical power engineer-

ing in this country.

One could attempt to dot some of

the i's and cross the t's of what has
already been written. The story of

the 'á75-kv Grid could be brought
up to date. Then, too, there is the
proposeil cross-Channel connection
linking Britain with the European
mainland across a 26-mile stretch of

turbvdent sea with rocky foreshores

and an uneven bottom reaching a
depth of 216 ft. at its lowest |)oint.

Again, there is the continued story

of endeavour and achievement in

the íield of power generation in

which the e(|uivalent of six modern
power stations are fully equipped
each year, thus bringing into use
some one and a half million ad-
ditional kilowatts of electrical gen-
crating capacity in Great Britain

alone. On the utilization side there is

a human story in the manner in

which electricity is spearheading the
drive for food i)roduction and
arresting the depopulation of the
countryside, and there is much of

technical interest in the means
whereby annually over 10,000 farms
and three times as many rural

dwellings are receiving supply in

this country for the first time.

It would have been possible to

develo]) and arrange thoughts on
these and other aspects of electrical

power engineering, but inevitably
they would have had to be of a
detailed character and so were better
dealt with in discussable papers.

General Observations on Power
Engineering

In this address, therefore, I wi.sh

to depart a little from tradition and
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offer some observations of a very

general character on the long-term

past and future of power engineer-

ing. Before delving into the past or

peering into the future, it may be

well to consider what it is the power
engineer seeks to do and why it is

necessary to have him around at ali.

The function of the power engineer,

is to give man command over

Nature by releasing her great store-

house of energy and presenting it

in fornis and quantities that, at one

end of the scale, enable him to achieve

the otherwise impossible, and at the

other, enable him to gain a live-

lihood without imdue physical exer-

tion. Today we accept the benefits

as a jnatter of course, and realize

their significance only when they

fail to appear, but let us pause for a

moment to discuss their magnitude
and their eflfect upon our mode of

living.

Each year in this country we
consume about "100 million tons of

coal. It is probable that half of this

is used to produce rnechanical and
electrical power. Taking a realizable

efficiency of conversion from coal to

usable power at the point of appli-

cation, it is easy to show that 100
million tons of coal used in this way
will do the work of at least 750
million unaided men working a

44-hour week for 50 weeks. The
population of this island is rather

less than 50 million, and hence by
the conversion of this amount of

coal into work we have endowed
each man, woman and child with
fifteen slaves to do their bidding.

Oil provides another .set of slaves

and a calculation of the .same kind
shows that the present consumption
of liíiuid fuel in this country pro-

vides the equivalent of a further five

slaves for each living soul in Great
Britain. These latter have to be
purchased in, and trans])orted from,
foreign lan<ls, but, this done, the
whole platoon rccjuires neither food
nor raiment, and ali we have to do
is to provide their working tools

and ensure that the\' are usefully

employed.

How has it come about that each
of US has to depend upon 20 in-

animate .slaves to maintain his

present standard of mobility, com-
fort and leisure ? For how long has
this been going on, and what are
the chances of its continuance ?

The.se are some of the vital ques-
tions of our age, and in attempting
to answer them let us go backwards
in history a little way.
Some geologists compute the age

of the earth to be about 8,000 mil-

lion years. That period passed
without any event of significance to
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power engineers until about 300

1

million years ago, where there
seems to have occurred a condition,

or series of conditions, conducive to:

luscious vegetable growth. Vege-
tation grew, decayetl, was reborn,i

and decayed, repeating its life cyclei

until there was built up stratuml
upon stratum of hydro-carbonaceous]
matter.

[

Times changed, the climate

altered, there were violent internai'

explosions with consequent disturb-l

ance of the earth's crust. Neverl
again have there been repeated in;

nature conditions so conducive to'

an accunmiation of her preciousj

hydro-carbon store. To this event,!

or .series of events, we owe the coalj

measures and the oil wells which!

today provide over 85 per cent of the'

world's fuel. !

Evoliitioii and Improved Technology i

This garnering of nature's harvest,

being over, there is nothing of,

significance to relate until beingsi

resembling man made their appear-i

ance about a million years ago. We!
know little that is not speculativei

about the evolution of man, beforei

the period of recorded history. It is

thought, however, that a million

\ears ago he knew how to control

fire, and it would seem that his

jjrogress since then has been con-

ditioned as much by the state of his

technology as by any other single

cause. For a very long time men
reniained gatherers as distinct from

producers. Later they assumed a

more active role and endeavoured to

iniprove upon nature by tilling and}

fertilizing the soil, using domesti-l

cated animais for work and food and
fashioning tools of stone and metal

to increase the range and u.sefulnes.s

of their endeavours. It was in this

latter phase that the demand for

fuel grew apace. Wood was required

for warmth, for cooking and forj

smelting metal, and whole district.>-j

were deforested by burning for no

other reason than to provide wood-

ash as a fertilizer.

The record of these early civili-

zations seems to show that an ini-(

l)rovement in technology encouragerij

an increase in population whiclil

overshot the capacity of the reign

ing technology to feed and ti.

dothe with the result that, in th<

exerci.se of that strongest humaii

instinct — self-preservation — mat'

with his limited knowledge unwit-

tingly cut oflF the branch on which'

he sat.

However, the pattern was notj

even and, in some áreas, improvin^l

supply technology, aided by slavf-

1

laboiu-, was able to meet the in-

creasing demand for long perio
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m By 10,000 B.C., inen knew how to

fr*) make bricks, by 6,000 B.C., they

tiegau to tap the fo.s.sil fuels, begin-

iiing probably vvith the inost ac-

l ossibie (leposit, asphalt.

About 1,000 B.C. the Chinese

were using natural gas for fuel and
iighting, which they procured froni

w ells 3,000 feet deep and transinitted

iti bamboo pipes. According to

llerodotus, an oil vvell was working
on the island of Zante in 400 B.C.,

the lighter fractioiís being separated

hy stretching a hide over a cauldron

of boiling oil and wringing out the

condensetl liquid.

The earliest recorded use of coal

IS 1,100 B.C. in China. The first use

of coal outside China was probably
in Greece, and there is evidence that

coal was known and used in Britain

hefore the Roman occupation.

Iniproved Supply Technology

—

Arrogance—Decay

These apparently isolated but
perhaps not unconnected examples
of technological progress eoincided,

in some cases, with quite advanced
civMlizations, but it may be signifi-

cant that almost invariably an im-
|)roveinent in supply technology
was accompanied by an increase in

population and by an arrogance or
indolence in the governing body,
which formed the seed-bed of decay.
In this respect, things canie to a
head round about 500 B.C. In 538
I}.C., Belshazzar was slain on the
night of the handwriting on the wall
and the Babylonian empire carne
to an end. In China, industrial

|)rogress ceased with the full flower-

ing of the Confucian philosophy,
and in índia the caste system with-
ilrew ali intellectuals from the
uidustrial crafts. Greek industrial

progress died with Alexander the
• ireat.

These events and others ushered
lu a period of two thousand years of

lechnological stagnation in which,
whilst fuel was still used for heat,
iittle further progress was made in

stablishing man's command over
lature. What was needed was the
liscovery and application of ineans
o augment man's energy and im-

^^.jrove his transport. The Phoeni-
frJpians had used the force of wind in

)"»ailing ships since 1,000 B.C.; Hero
,
m){ Alexandria carne near to convert-

ipRng heat into work; the Romans
^ised water power and the Chinese
jiíRiad used the explosive forc-e of

,|.«gun|)ow(ler.

H It would be wrong to suggest that
.Miothing happened anywhere during
jjMhe Dark Ages. At the end of the
^B^onian occupation, liritain ex-
^^yerienced a politicai sctback, but
jg^kith the gradual (Mnergence of mf)re

settled times the deniand for fuel

outstripped the current rate of

vegetable growth and lhe country-
side was being steadily denuded of

its forests. Long before this, coal
had been discovered as an outcroj)

and its value as a fuel was known.

Science and Technology Awake

Thus we arrive at the 15th, 16th
and 17th centuries A.D., with
science and technology slowly
awakening and facing the i)rejudices

that had become entrenched in

men's minds, without opposition
during their long jjeriod of hiber-

nation. It was in this setting at the
very end of the 17th century that an
Englishman, Thomas Savory, in-

vented the íirst successful steam
engine and showed how heat could
be converted into work. By means
of this engine, improved by New-
comen and Watt, there was tapped
an enormous reservoir of energy
stored in the coal measures for 300
million years. In 1827, the first

steamship crossed the Atlantic to

the New World, and in 1829 the
first steam-driven railway loco-

motive was in operation. In 1884
Charles Parsons invented the first

practical steam turbine, which so

raised the sights in size and efficiency

that today single machines are

being designed for an output of

200,000 kw. using only three-

quarters of a pound of coal per
kilowatt-hour.

Contemporary with these events
in the realm of steam, work was in

progress on the design of machines
in which controUed explosions of

oil or gas could be translated into

continuous mechanical power. The
result was the internal-combustion

engine, which, apart from many
useful fixed applications, completely
revolutionized the mode, range and
speed of transport. The first inotor-

car using this engine took the road

in 1885, and the first aeroplane left

the ground in 1903.

Prior to the cmergence of most of

these applications, Michael Faraday
had discovered and denionstrated
how a new and more versatile forra

of power could be made available.

It was at the Royai Institulion,

London, on the 29th August, 1831,

that Faraday first demonstraled the
basic principie of eleclroniagnetic

induction.

Earlier in this address, I suggested
that the present use of energy was
equivalent to the service of twenty
slaves for each person on this island,

and I i)osed questions on the
chances of this state of aftairs being
maintained and what is likely to

happen if the supply fails. I shall

now attempt a qualitative answer
to these (juestions in the light of

current knowledge.

World Reserves of Fuel

It is not easy to estimale the

total coal reserves of the world, and
although attempts to do so have
been made, the results are subject to

many qualifications—the thickness

of the seam, the (juality of the coal,

its depth below the surface and
many other things have to be
evaluated before its economic worth
can be assessed. Economic worth is

a relative term which depends on
the availability and cost of alter-

nativ-e fuels. Liquid fuel enjoys a

somewhat special relationship to

ali others.

A recent American assessment of

the world reserves of ali fuels is

shown in Table 1. This estimate

suggests that the world reserves of

crude oil are only about 5 per cent of

world coal reserves, whilst, with 1:

1 breeder reactors, the potential

energy of nuclear fuel is more than
twenty times as great as that of the

world reserves of coal, oil and
natural gas put together.

Table 1. World Reserves of Al! Fuels

Fuel Woiii.i) Resehve SouRCE OF Data
Total E.neiígv

B.T.l.

Crude oil 610 X 10» Weeks and Moulten xlO''«

barreis S 5

Natural gasoline 1 1.;5 X 10'' American Petroleum 07

barreis Iiistitute

Sliale oil 620 X 10» Bureau of Mines 4

barreis

rm X 10' 2 ft^ American Gas Associa- 6

tion

Coal ;U82 X 10» Bureau of Mines 72 2

tons

Total coiiveiitioiíal ruel.. 80

T'ranium 2.5 X lO'' tons Raw Materials Divi- 1700 at 1:1

sioii of A.E.C. breediufí

Tlioriuin 1 X 10' tons do 71

Total new fuel (say) .... 1800
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The world annual consumption of

coal is about 1,600 niillion tons and
the consumption of crude oil is about
640 million tons. With regard to oil,

it has been estimated that con-

sumption in the United States will

be doubled between 1950 and 1975,

and if this rate of increase were
general the life of world reserves

would be very much reduced. The
supply of this fuel may easily

become criticai within the lifetime

of the present rising generation.

This ali too brief survey lends

colour to the thought that, of the

fóssil fuels, oil will be the first to go.

The efíorts to produce a substitute

liquid fuel may include the syn-

thesis of coal, which, in turn, would
accelerate the rate of destruction of

this fuel. Even so, the reserves of

coal are suíficient to allow time for

the orderh^ development of altern-

natives.

Obviously, the country with large

reserves of ali kinds of fuel is most
favourably situated to maintain and
expand its mechanized civilization,

and provided it uses these resources

economically and makes commen-
surate advances in its politicai and
cultural life, it is probably destined
to remain a world force for a longer

period than other less well-endowed
peoples. The importance, therefore,

of the economical use of native fuel

stretches far bej^ond the desirability

of maintaining one's standard of

living, although it includes it.

Alternatives to Fóssil Fuels

What then are the alternatives to

fóssil fuels The general answer is

nuclear fuel. I think, however, it

would be wrong to give the impres-
sion that, although nuclear energy
is there for the taking, it is a simple
matter to release it in quantities
suited to our requirements. Hitherto
heat has been obtained by amputat-
ing and re-grafting the limbs of

matter; in nuclear fission, it is

proposed to tear out and divide
its heart.

Ever since nian's emergence from
the Dark Ages, world popidation
has been increasing. Curiously
enough, this has been noticeable
even in countries where technology
showed no advance. Perhaps the
general trend has been made pos-
sible through better means of com-
munication whereby the effects of

industrial technology and medicai
science are felt beyond the confines
of the countries that initiate them.
Whatever the reason, most coun-
tries have participated in the pro-
duction of a world population
which has enjoyed a fourfold in-

crease during the last 300 years and

is now growing by 20 millions a year
—that is by more than 2,000 an hour.

The fate of previous civilizations

has been sealed when population

outstripped the ability of their

technology to provide sustenance

and shelter, and the fate of our own
cannot be dissociated from this

self-same influence.

In this welter of possibilities, it

may be of value to look at two pos-

sible alternative situations—one on
the assumption that nuclear fission

or nuclear fusion will not prove to

be a practical means of providing

power, and the other that it will.

Without atomic energy, the main
alternatives to coal, oil and natural

gas are water power, tidal power and
wind power, with solar energy and
geothermic heat available in certain

zones, and wood, peat and animal
wastes each making its own con-

tribution.

Water Poiver

Hitherto the assessment of world
inland water-jjower resources has
included only those which show
prospect of economic development
and are not required for other pur-
poses such as navigation, irrigation

or domestic use. In future, much
more may be pressed into service,

perhaps for dual purposes of which
power will be one. However, the
most recent estimates show that the
world total of inland water power,
40 per cent of which is in Africa,

could supply at least three-quarters
of man's present energy require-

ments.

One of the largest most spec-

tacular sources of water power lies

at the western end of the Mediter-
ranean. This inland sea loses water
through evaporation which is not
wholly recovered from its river

inflovv, with the result that water is

constantly flowing through the
Straits of Gibraltar, and to a lesser

extent through the Dardanelles. If,

therefore, both straits were dammed,
the levei of the INIediterranean
would gradually fali, and having
established a suitable difi^erential it

could be maintained by admitting
water from the Atlantic through
suitable turbines. Rough calculation
shows that, with a differential of

70 feet the inflow could develop 12
million kw, which is 75 per cent
of the present demand for electricity

in Great Britain. It would require
a modern Hercules to undo the
work of his illustrious namesake
and no doubt the politicai repercus-
sions would be considerable.

Tidal Power

Tides are produced by the com-
bined gravitational eíFect on the

earth of the moon and the suri

Since the liquid portion of th

earth's surface is free to mov*
large oceans respond to the diffeij

ential attractive force at the netht
and the further shore. Winds an,

currents also play a significant par
The result is that, at any give

point on the coastline of a larg

ocean, the tidal lift normally varie'

cyclically twice in the course of

lunar day, twice in the lunar monti
and twice a year. The amplitude i

tidal lift varies from place to plact

Since tides follow the moon an
man's efforts follow the sun, th
tidal cycle is not co-ordinated t

human needs, and, in this sens(

tides are an unsatisfactory source (

energy.

The simplest device for usin

tidal energy is to trap water in a

estuary, or reservoir, at the time c'

high tide, and after the tide hai

receded suíficiently allow the traj

ped water to escape through tui

bines in which most of the energi

due to the differential head
converted into useful work. Thi

daily work periods are cyclic, an

their incidence in time of day alsi

traverses twelve hours during eacj

lunar month. There are device|

such as pumped storage and doubld

basin working, by means of whicj;

the energy available for extern;|t

work can be controUed and bett(|

fitted to human requirements. Theij

is also a difference of up to twj

hours in the time of high tide ík

different places round our coast. ]jl

a powerful electrical transmissio;s

system were available to connec i

together ali such points, it would 1

1

possible to take advantage of thes i

timedifferences toreduce theamour»
of pumped storage. So long as thl
harnessed tidal energy formed I
small proportion of the total energB
in the electricity system to whicB
it was connected, it could bl
acceptcd as and when it was avaiB
able without storage. fl

Energy of the Wind I
Force is required to move air froiB

one place to another, the corresponcB
ing energy being proportional to th

"

cube of the velocity. It is practicab! i

to abstract some of this energy b I

slowing down the speed of a I

movement. I

Because of the low density of tli

'

médium, the energy release per un ?

volume for speed changes likely t
jj

be achieved in any practicable win('i

mill is quite small. Stated cortí

versely, a windmill must be a bulkj

structure with large-diameter vand
for even the relatively small outpu
of 100 kw. contemplated in recen

designs. Furthermore, the win
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bloweth where (and when) it list-

eth. It would seem that practical

considerations will limit the oon-

f tribution to be made by this source
'

to a small proportion of man's pre-

sent-day energy requirements.

Solar Energy

The amount of solar energy reach-

ing the land áreas of the earth's

surface is equivalent to 10,000 times

nian's present requirements. Un-
fortunately, owing to the moderate
temperature, the low intensity and
the daily and seasonal variations,

there is little hope of producing
mechanical power by present knovvn
methods in any but tropical and
semi-tropical regions.

Neglecting therefore, for the

moment the possibilities of nuclear

íission, the most reliable and econ-

omical alteruative to coal and oil is

water power if one looks at the

world as a whole. However, the

locations of possible water-power
. projects are such that quite fan-

tastic power transmission schemes
would be required to transport the

energy to present centres of popula-

tion. Apart from the politicai im-
plications of such energy transfers

across national frontiers, they pre-

sent technical problems of a scale

and type quite beyond anything
that has been solved hitherto.

An alternative to transmitting the

energy to the people is to transport

the people to the energy source, and
a considerable shift in the weights
of population may well take place in

the future if nuclear íission proves
to be intractable as a source of in-

dustrial power. Great efforts w^ould,

no doubt, be made to ease the
situation by developing tidal, wind
and solar power in localities where
there was little water power.
The foregoing assessment of the

situation which may arise in the
absence of a succes.sful outcome of

the attempts to harness the íission

or fusion process for industrial pur-
poses suggests that, when coal and
oil are exhausted, it should be pos-

sible to muster man's present-day
energy requirements from ali the
known sources, but that energj'

transmission or population trans-

portation would y)resent enormous
technical and social problems.

Nuclear Energy

Let US now look briefly at the
nuclear-power possibilities.

Professor Einstein postulated that
matter could be converted into

energy. He calculated that the an-
nihilation of one pound of matter
would release energy eciual to 11,340
million kwh. of electricity. Were
such complete conversiou possible.

six pounds of matter would release
energy ecjuivalent to the whole of
the electricity generated in Britain
last year. No means has yet been
found to achieve this result.

It has been possible, however, to
release a tiny fraction of the mass
energy of matter by persuading a
heavy atom to divide into two lighter

atoms whose combined mass is a little

less than that of the heavy one. Sim-
ilarly, it has been possible to release
energy by persuading a number of

light atoms to form a single atoni
whose weight is a little less than the
sum of the weights of the lighter

atoms which combine to make it.

Some of the possibilities may
be illustrated by comparing the
deviations from whole numbers of

the atomic masses of a number of

elements on a scale in which the
mass of oxygen is taken as 16. Some
of these deviations are positive and
some negative. Theoretically there
should be a release of energy when
atoms with a more positive mass
deviation divide or combine to

produce atoms of a less positive or

of a negative mass deviation. The
division of uranium into two lighter

elements or the fusion of hydrogen
into helium oíYers the possibility of

energy release.

Since hydrogen constitutes a sub-

stantial proportion of the earth's

crust, the potential energy from the

hydrogen-helium fusion process

could be enormous. A practical

difficulty is the sustained temper-
ature at which this reaction takes

place, and it would seem that, until

something is discovered which will

enable the reaction to proceed at a

lower sustained temperature, the

industrial application of this great

energy source will remain unsolved.

From published data on the íis-

sion of uranium, it would seem that

the process can be controlled in such

a way as to liberate heat at a tem-
perature suitable for industrial

power purposes, but that before

eíficient large-scale nuclear power
stations are practicable, work has

to be done on heat-transfer methods
and materiais and on the treatment

of the products other than heat

which form part of the process.

Of the uranium existing in nature,

only about 0.7 per cent is íissile.

However, a process has been devised

through which the remaining 99.3

per cent can,by a double reaction, be

converted into plutonium, in a con-

trolled manner the energy of íission

of ali the uranium and perhaps the

thorium content of the carth\s crust.

The practical and economic prob-

lem is to find the uranium and to

.scparate and i)urify it.

From this point of view, it is un-
fortunate that uranium is so widely
dispersed amongst the other mate-
riais of the crust. For example it has
been stated that the uranium con-
tent of a ton of granito, if it could be
isolated, woukl produce as nnich
heat as a ton of coal. However,
there is no known economical
method of isolating the uranium
content of granite, and this is

equally true for trace contents in

many other common substances.

There remains, therefore, the
problcm of recovering pure uranium
and thorium from their ores where
they appear in fornis and quantities
that render the process economic-
ally practicable. It has been es-

timated that the availability and
accessibility of uranium is such that
(at present costs) an expenditure of

£50 per 7)ound of pure metal should
be sufficient lo mine and refine

enough of this fuel to proviíle man's
present energy requirements for

1,500 years. Similarly, on the same
basis, an expenditure on less pro-

ductive ores of up to £100 per
pound of pure metal should procure
sufficient uranium to last another
8,500 years. These very general

figures shoidd be taken only to in-

dicate the satisfactory manner in

which uranium can meet world
energy requirements and, broadly,

what effort would be required to

render it available.

There are some who argue that,

because it is now theoretically pos-

sible for nuclear íission to satisfy

man's total dcmand for energy, the

pursuit of ali other sources should be
abandoned. I do not share that

view. There are problems to be
solved before the energy of íission

becomes a reality on a large scale.

The chemical process of uranium
separation and purification will

itself consume a considerable

amount of energy, and in any event
the alternative sources will be fully

competitive for many years to come.

As coal and oil approach ex-

haustion, a possible balance may be
found by harnessing ali the water

power of the world and, as far as

possible, mceting local power re-

quirements from this source. Where
there is a local surplus of water

power, the energy coidd be used to

purify fissile material so as to

provide power in lands where the

alternatives are insufficient. Since

íissile material, even in its natural

State, is easily transportable, such

packaged fuel might solve the

power transmission problem.

Water power, tidal and wiiid

power will, no doubt, be developed

(Contitiued on page 7S7)
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A papei presented before the 69th Annual General and Professional Meeting

of the Engineering Institute of Canada at Toronto, Ont., May, 1955.

Problems in Gonstruction

in the Far North
6v

Sqiiadron Leader H. D. Monteith, Jr.E.I.C,

Roval Canadian Air Force, Ottaiia, Ont.

There seems to be a popular feel-

ing of mystery attached to the

Far North, and the man who lives

or builds there is credited with

having almost magicai powers.

Nothing could be further from the

truth. Certainly there are prob-

lems in effecting construction in

the Far North. These problems
can be divided into three main
classes, each of which has a bear-

ing to some extent on the other

two. These are technical problems,
logistical problems and economic
})roblems. Problems in each of

these classes are met everyday in

construction, no matter what the

location of the project. In the Far
North only the details diífer.

What do we mean by the "Far
North?" For purposes of this

paper we shall consider it as being
roughly the area of Canada lying

North of the 55th parallel of lati-

tude, or, in more general terms,
thitt part of Canada beyond the
line of population. Notwithstand-
ing the pictures which are provid-
ed for movie consumption, e.g.,

the howling blizzards with the

struggliug explorer, the Far North
differs from our more southern
climes to the greatest degree as

far as construction problems are
concerned, in the matter of dis-

tances, and to a somewhat lesser

extent in the matter of climate

Logistics, or the ])roblem of

bringing men and materiais to the
construction site at the proper
time, is most affected by distance.

Climate also affccts logistics as it

dictates the period during which
construction can be undertaken
and also tlie period, in many in-

stances, wheii trausport can be
undertaken. Likewise the distance
and the climate contribute to the
technical problems by dictating,
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to a large degree, the type of con-

struction which must be employ-
ed. In turn these factors also

affect the economics of construc-

tion in the Far North.

It is the intention here to de-

scribe some of the problems, tech-

nical and logistic, encountered by
the RCAF in some of their con-

structing projects in the Far
North. At the same time it is

hoped these examples will illus-

trate the fact that the technical

problems, with minor diíferences

in detail, are similar to those met
anywhere. Once thi.s becomes re-

cognized, the outstanding problem
111 construction in the Far North
is the logistics problem.

Foiíndations

Let US íirst consider the techni-

cal problems. In the experience of

the RCAF the main factor con-

tributing to problems of this

nature must be the climate. The
climate in the Far North is ex-

treme. The mean annual tempera-
ture over the area we have defined

as the Far North, varies from a

high of 35° F in the westerly sec-

tion to 0°F in the farthest north,

with an average over the area of

probably 20°F.

This low temperature is the
basic cause of one of the first

problems encountered in some
northerly locations, namely perma-
frost or permanently frozen soil.

This permanently frozen groun(]

extends from a few inches belo\

the surface, the depth varyinJ

with the location, to depthl
measured in hundreds of feet. Thi|

condition necessitates revise»
thinking in the design of founds

tions and services.

It has been the experience

the RCAF, and doubtless this ha|

been born out by the experience

others, that permafrost if not dis

turbed provides an excellent bear

ing for a structure. To date ii

RCAF experience, buildings havj
been confined to those of onl

storey. The problem is somewhal
compounded by the layer of soí

Ijctween the permafrost and thj

surface, known as the 'activ^

layer'.

This layer acts in a mannej
similar to normal soils foum
wherever freezing weather is pre|

valent, freezing and thawing an
thus causing expansion and con

traction. It is therefore necessar;

to get below this layer witi

foundations. One of the successfu|

Solutions has been the use of pil

foundations. Two types of pile

have been used by the RCAF
steel pipe and timber, the choic

being dependent upon local condi

tions.

The steel pipe type of pile ha!

been used where the soil is a verv

fine silt with a large percenlage o

ice present. Its introduction int(

Constriiclion in Canada"s Far North prescnts technical. economic and lofiislic

problems, of which the latter is of greatest importance, explains the author. Great

(listances and lack of normal transport facilities call for carefnl plannino; and

tirning. Discussing methods peculiar to the north for building foundations and

providing services, he gives examples of how available transportation can in-

fluence design and construction procedures, and how storms and equipnient

breakdowns can sometiines upset the most careful planning.
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the permafrost is a simple pro-

ce'dure. A lYí in. steam jet is held

against the ground. This moves
dowmvard leaving a l)ole approxi-

mately 5 in. to 6 iu. in diameter.

When the desired depth is reach-

ed, the steam jet is removed and

a 4 in. steei pipe is placed in the

hole. The desired depth is determ-

ined iising a rule-of-thumb of

penetra ting the permafrost 21/2

times the depth of the active

la ver.

The pile is then allowed to

tieeze in, after which the pile is

iit to the desired grade and cap-

[led with a steel plate. Wooden
sills are placed on these piles and
lhe structure completed. This type
>í foundation has been used un-
icr a variety of buildings inchid-

iig quarters, warehouses and even
garage with a reinforced con-

rcte floor. In ali cases a minimum
)f 2 feet clearance was kept be-

wcen the bottom of the floor and
!ie surface of the soil.

The wooden type of pile has
i(.en utilized in other locations

here the soil was more gravelly

>y natiire and with a smaller per-

ciitage of ice. Because of this, the
feam jet method of opening the
lole is not practical. Severa!
uethods of preparing the hole for

he pile were investigated. Even-
ually, although it was time-con-
iiming, the holes were excavated
ly hand using steam, bars and
liovels. The 12 in. x 12 in. timber
)iles were then placed in the holes
ind the holes backfilled, the back-
ill material being well wetted dur-
ng the oj)eration. The piles were
illowed to freeze in and the struc-

:ure completed in the same way
i.s with steel pipe piles. Here too,

'ave was taken to ensure at least

í feet of clearance between the
lurface of the soil and the bottom
)f the floor.

Anothcr type of fonndation
ised with good success has been
i gravei íill with mud sills placed
)n top. In one particular case this

nethod was utilized because ap-
iroximately 4 feet of fill were re-

luired to bring the grade to the
equired levei. This fill was well

•ompactcd and the sills laid

lirectly on top of the compacted
ill. The space between lhe bottom
>f the floor and the top of the fill

vas íilled with vermiculitc insula-

ion. It is suggested that founda-
ion problems are by no means
)eculiar to the North. Similarly
he tyj)es of foundations described
ibove are not peculiar to the Far
•íorth, although the reasons for

utilizing them may differ from the
reasons necessitating their use in

the more southern áreas.

Utilities and Services

Another well known cngirieering

practice, which must be revised
because of the presence of perma-
frost, is the design and insta llation

of water and sewage disposal sys-

tems. Normally these services are
installed below the frost line, ])ri-

marily to prevent freezing. In per-
mafrost áreas we have stilí the
same problem of preventing freez-

ing of the lines, but we cannot
accomplish this by burying the
lines below the frost line.

The obvious solution, of course,
is to run these services through
heated corridors or boxes above
ground. This has been done in a
number of locations with excellent

results. Usually the steam lines

from the central heating plant are
placed in the same corridor or box
as the .source of heat. The RCAF
did have one case however, where
this system could not be wholly
utilized. At this location the
source of water was a small lake
approximately 1,700 feet from the
camp area, and on the side of the
i-unway remote from the camp
area.

Obviously it was not practical

to have a steam line as the source
of heat. There was also the prob-
lem of Crossing the runway. Elec-

trical heating was decided upon as

the source of heat. As the normal
personnel complement of the site

was not large (15 to 30), storage

for a month's supply of water was
provided in the camp area. The
distribution around the camp was
in a heated corridor. The large

storage capacity made it neces-

sary to pump water from the lake

only about twice a month.

The line to the lake was con-

structed as follows: a 24 in. x 24

in. wooden box was built of 2 in.

X 6 in. T and G. The box was
lined with tar paper. In the centre

of this box the 2 in. galvanized

pipe water line was placed. Along
the top of the water pii)e was laid

a 2 wire No. 11 Pyrotenax cable.

The cable and the pipe were then

wrapped in aluminum foi) and
finally the box was filled with

vermiculitc insulation. This box
was supi)orted above the ground
on wooden stilts. Under the run-

way a 10 in. corrugatcd metal pipe

was used to cncase the water pipe,

heating element and insulation. In

this ca.se the aluminum-foil-wrap-

ped water pipe and heatir.g ele-

ment were wrapped in 3 in. of

fíbrcglass insulation, the whole be-
ing wrapped in 15 pound felt tar

paper.

The water pipe was supported
in the centre of the conduit by
plywood spacers every 4 feet. Ex-
pansion loops were placed at the
quarters points of the line. In
practice the line is preheated for

a period of 12 to 15 hours i)rior to

the commencement of pumping.
Provision has been made for back-
pumping of the line in the event
of a stoppage. In addition, com-
pressed air can be inlroduced in-

to the line on completion of pump-
ing to ensure that no water re-

mains in the pipe. This system
has proven most efficient. The
sewage effluent line is handled in

the same manner, except that the
heat is left on in the line at all

times during the cold weather.
Here again it is suggested that no
other than standard engineering
practices were utilized.

Drifting Snow

Another common problem in

the Far North, also attributable

to climate, is that of blowing
snow. The snow, jiarticularly in

the extreme north, is powdei--fine.

This fineness coupled with rela-

tively high winds produce a situa-

tion which can becomc quite ser-

ious. The writer has seen a build-

ing almost completely filled with
snow which entered through a

loose íitting door jamb. Where
this problem becomes most annoy-
ing is in the matter of roof ven-

tilators or endwall louvres for ven-

tilating attics. It has been our ex-

perience that these must be com-
pletely shut during the cold

months to prevent an attic full of

snow. Extreme care must also be

taken in fitting doors and windows

or other openings, to ensure

weatherproof joints. While the

writer cannot speak from personal

experiencc it is considered that a

similar problem would exist in

desert arcas, although the immed-
iate cause may be different.

The above then are a few of the

technical problems which have

confronted the RCAF on some of

their far norlhern constvuction

projeets. While the sj)ecific causes

themselves are not mct in the

more southern arcas, the prol)lems

themselves are jjarallel to prob-

lems encountered every day in

construction projeets further
south.
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Normal Transport Facilities Lat-king

Now coiisidcr thc lofíislic prob-

lems. As niciiiioncd abovc, lhe

factor conLribiiting mosL to logis-

tic ])robloni.s is lhe grcat dislanccs

eiuounlercd. llcsolule Bay on
Cornwallis Ishmd is some 1,000

iniles north of Fort Chiirchill, lht>

iicarest railhead, or 1,G00 inilcs

north of Winnii)eg, tlie nearest

largc ceiítcr of |)oi)ula liou and In-

thistry.

On tiic Ahiskaii Highvvay, Snag
is 1,200 niiles froni railliead at

Dawson Creek, or 1,700 miles froni

thc ncarcst hirge centre of popida-
tion and iinhislry at Ednionlon.
A railhead at Whiteliorse is lhe
lerniinns of a narrow gange rail-

way running froin Skagway on lhe

coasl. From Skagway lo Vancou-
ver is 900 miles. Or eonsider thc
moulh of the MacKenzie Ri ver.

This is 1,200 miles from the near-
est railhead at Waterways or 800
miles from the end of road Irafiic

al Hay Uiver.

Now disLanee, in itself, is nol
loo diííicnil a i)roblem, aiul cer-

tainly we have long distanees in

Southern áreas as well. Ilowever,
in the Far North, we mnst add
one more factor, namely lhe lack
of normal trans|)ort facililies. Re-
.solule Ray ean only be reached l)y

boat or by air. Likewise the
mouth of lhe MacKenzie can be
reached by boat or air. while Snag
or other points on the Alaskan
Ilighway can be reached by truck
or by air. Slill other j)oinls ean
only be reached by tractor Irain

or. of late, the helicopter.

The second factor, in degree of

iniporlance, inHiicncing logistics, is

the cliniale. Admittedly, however,
this is open to dispute. Climatc
dictates the time of year when not
only construction, but also lhe
transport of men and materiais,
can be carried onl. Roats can pro-
ceed to Kesolute Ray, during only
a 4 to () week i)criod in July and
August. Siniilarly, the ice must
leave the MacKenzie before boat
transport can be used. In the mal-
ter of tractor trains the o[)[)osite

is true. They musl operate only
when lli(>re is sufficicnt ice on lhe
lakcs and rivers in Ihcir paths, to
aliow safe passages.

Air transport can, of coiirse, be
carried out at any period of the
year. However, air transport is

confined to articles which can be
filled into aircraft and also to

points where airslrips are already
in exisUínce or where watei- arcas
are available for landing of the
aircraft. Ilelicoplers overcome this

7«6

lack of landing facilities, but as

yet the helicopter has not reached

the stage in its development where
il is economically feasible lo

utilize it for bulk lrans|)ort of

construction materiais over long

distanees.

Iin|tui'lan<-<- of l'laniiiiiK Eniplia^i/.ed

Lei US look inlo a fcw examf)lcs

of logistics |)rol)lems encountered
by tli(! R('AF in their construc-

tion i)rojccts in the Far North. At
Rcsolute Bay, due to climatic con-

di tions, lhe normal construction

season when any outside work can
be feasibly carried out is roughly
i)etween May 15 and Sept. 15. Un-
forlunately lhe lime boals can
gel lo Rcsolute Ray is nol unlil

.some time in lale July or August.
Thus at least half of any con-

struction season elap.ses before any
bulk of materiais can be laid down
on lh(! site. The logistics problem
licic is thus to delcrmine how best

lo u.se thc available constrnc-

lioii i)eriod to suil thc means of

transport availabl(> and lhe lime
when it can be used.

In 1952 lhe RCAF decidcd to

enlarge its facilities at Resolutc
Hay Ihrongh the addition of,

among ollier things, more living

quarlers, a recrealion building and
a garage. The problem in logistics

then was, after íirst detcrmining
lhe materiais required, how and
when to gel lhem lo the site. For
the l)ulk of lh(! materiais this was
not really a problem, as it was
íixed by the availa,})le boat, and
by lhe climatc.

The real j)roblcms were lliose of

niaking use of lhe lime pi-ior lo

the arrival of the boat, and wlial

materiais should be ílown in lo

allow work to |)r(ícced during this

])criod, so thal ali outside work
could l)e íinished in lhe six weeks
a\'ailablc after lhe boat. It was
íinally and logicall\' deliM-mined
tliat the foundation materiais
should be ílown in. This was done
and the projecl i)rocee(led accord-
ing lo .Schedule, unlil .sonielim(>

afler the boat had lefl, the for-

gollcn or shorl-shi])i)(Ml items were
iioliced.

Ilere is where dislance makes
logistics such a i)roblem. On a pro-
jecl in our more poi)ulaled áreas
a telephone call will usually bring
prompl delivery of thes(> small bui
iniportant items. UnforI una lely

Iclcpliones and Lhe means of de-
livery are nol available in llic Far
North. One example of the co-or-

dinalion and cífort required con-
cerned a valve, short-shipped be-

cause of unavailability at the tim<

of thc boat. The new buildingi

were framed in, lhe healing linei

were run in and lhe next phase
tliat of interior íinishing, wa:

ready to commencc. Bui lliere wa
no heal available and lhe wcathe
was deteriorating.

When thc arlicle was localed ai

aircraft was disi)alched to th(

nearest landing (ield, which was a

Chicago. This aircraft returued U
VViíinipeg where a spccial cuslomi

clearance had been arranged, lhei

proeeeded lo Fort Churchill wher
a North Star from Montreal o

a regularly scheduled flight wai

standing by to complete the jourl

ney to Resolutc Ray. This par

licular |)roblern and ils solutioi

involved llu; co-ordinated eífort

of lliree govcrnment (lei)artment

and two commands of lhe RCAFl

Rrt^akdowns and Storiiis

C'onsidcr anolhcr incidcnt whic

liap|)ened along the Alaskan IIigh|

way. The projecl this lime was th

ereclion of len houses wilh a.sso|

ciated services at Watson Lak
ajjproximately ().'}5 miles from tb
railhead at Dawson Creek. Th
houses were of a i)refabricatei

lype mannfaclured in Winnipcf!

These were sliippcd by rail t

Dawson Creek and thcnce l)y roa<

lo lhe consiruclon site. The i)has|

ing of the projecl was such th

an advance crcw would proceed t

the site and prepare the foundaj

tions, at which time the compon
ents for the houses would be de|

livered and an enlarged crew coul

complelc lhe i)rojec-l by winler

Ilere again everything pro

cceded according lo i)lan unlil í

came time to erect the first housi

Thc precul sills were nol on th

site. Invesligation rcvealed lhe

had left Dawson Creek on the firs

Iruck dispa Iched wilh housin

components. Further invesligalio

revealed thal lliis veliicle wa
broken down 120 miles from Wai
son Lake wilh a broken wlicel o

lhe semi-lrailer.

The Tiearesl spare was in Cai

gary, allliough a similar Iraile

was al Fort Nel.son, 200 miU
from the broken down vehicl

The i)roblem was finally solvcd b

taking a wheel off lhe trailer

Fort Nel.son, flying it to Watso
Lake, driving it to the strande

vehiele and eífecling lhe repairs o

thc si)ot. 'J'ime lost was approx
ma lely 7 days with a crew of 4

men ])arlially idlc for thal lime

AnoLher incidcnt in thc sam
arca will illustrate how complet*
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ly luiforeseeablc events can iipset

the most thoroiigh logistics plan-

iiing. Tlie project in this case was
;i runway rei^air project at Fort

Xelson. Arranoements were made
liave the required asphalt de-

livered by tank car to Dawson
jCreek, then trucked to the project.

Here again the project was pro-

Uceeding according to plaii until

Ithe final fog sealing of the run-

lys was commenced. Snow fell

day and stayed around for

out four more. While snow at

is time of the year, early Sep-

Itember. was not a record it was
ost uncommon. It was not long

Itill the avaihible storage was filled,

the distributors were filled and the
carrier triicks were still arriving

(vith more. Also a tank car was
sitting at the railhead building up
demurrage. This resulted in hav-
ing to pay waiting time for the
carriers and demurrage on the

tank car.

Logi$tic!> Aflfects Technical Aspects

These examples illustrate how
great distances add tremendously
to the normal logistics problems
of delivering the materiais on site

""^ when required. Here is another
example of how distance and cli-

mate add to the problems in plan-
tiing a construction project in the
Far North. The RCAF is present-

y engaged in planning a project,

the locale of which falis within
our definition of the Far North. It

lias been determined that for part
of it tractor train transport is the
only feasible method. This means
movement during the winter months.
For another part of this project

it has been determined that airlift

3y helicopter is the only feasible

nethod. The helicopter, as you
mow, is a comparatively new

H" tnachine. As yet its fuel-payload-
ange ratios are not good. ít has

isst: therefore become necessary to fly

materiais by fixed-wing aircraft to
adjacent lakes during the winter
when ice is available for landing
strips, and then by helicopter to
the actual sites.

Construction will take place
during more seasonable weather
Construction crews must be trans-
lorted to these sites and this

8 possible only by helicopter.

lai Hirther, ali their supplies must be
Hrlifted to them by helicopter

uri even in many cases their water.
Because of this it becomes neces-
sary to hold the size of these
crews and their length of stay to
a minimum. This means that the
buildings must be of a design to

permit speedy eníction. Ilere we
see then that logistics can govern
the technical factor in construc-
tion in the Far North.

Economic Probloms

Blair Fraser reported in a recent
issue of Maelean's Magazine spec-
cially dedicated to C a n a d a ' s

North, that one item holding up
rapid progress in the civilizing of

the North was the cost. This fac-

tor cannot be overemphasized.
One example will illustrate just
how high costs can become in the
Far North. Previously it was men-
tioned that foundation materiais
were flown to Resolute Bay so ad-
vantage could be taken of the
short construction season.

Rough figures indicated that the

bags of cement flown in were
worth approximately $80.00 a bag
delivered on the site. This com-
pares with our local prices of

around $1.00 a bag. Ali costs are
of course not in this ratio, but ali

are considerably higher. Because
of the long transport material

costs are higher. Labour costs also

rise considerably as labour de-
mands a premium for work in

isolated localities.

In summary then, the following
points are stressed when consider-
ing construction problems in the
Far North. The purely technical
problems are not too dissimilar
from those found in other locali-

ties, although their cause may be
different. Because of distances and
climate the logistics i)rol)lein can
be most diíTicult, l)()tli during
planning and implenicnlation
phascs. In cstimating costs a large
factor must be applied to both
labour and material items.

Of these three, the logistics

problems will present the most
difliculties. In logistics you are not
considering ex'clusively inanimate
subjects, such as steel or wood, the
behavior of which, under given
conditions, may be accurately
forecast. Eventually you must
consider two subjects, both of

which can become most animate,
and whose behavior, in many in-

stances, is most unpredictable, the
hunian being and Mother Nature.

V

POWER, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE
(Continued from page 783)

in many lands to minimize the need
for imported fuel, and the world
production of industrial alcohol will

probably be greatly increased to

provide niuch-needed liquid fuel.

Indeed, one of the problems of the

Atomic Age will be the provision of

small mobile powcr units, and it

may be that part of the answer will

be found in the use of nuclear energy

via a fuel cell. As far as can be seen

at present, nuclear energy will be

made available to the people as

electricity. Electric rail and road

transport will assume a new im-

portance.
In suni, therefore. mau having

evolved during a million years has,

over the past 250 years, developed a

mode of living which is uniquc in

human history. This achievement

has thus lasted for only 0.025

per cent of his sojourn here and
already it has made great demands
on the energy resources of our

planet. Unless he is able and willing

to match his technology to the

unfolding needs of the situation, he

has no prescri])live right to a con-

tinuance of this latest civilization,

and the history of civilizations

discloses that discontinuity—decay

and rebirth—is the normal method

by which successive stages have

been reached.

However, today man is equipped
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with a knowledge of natural laws
(science) and an ability to harness
these laws to his needs (engineering)

that were absent in ali previous
civilizations, and there is good
reason for thinking that the
present mode of living can be
greatly prolonged if he will but use

this knowledge and ability aright.

The test is one of competence in the

politicai sense to learn how to live

together in peaee, and in the

technical sense to unravel the un-
solved relationships in nature and
constrain them to serve his ends.

These twin challenges must be
met if civilization is to endure. It

is an exciting situation. The need
for more and better physicists,

chemists and engineers was never

more clamant, the results of achieve-

ment were never more worth while,

and it is extremely important that

the prospect should be fully ex-

plained to the rising generation on

whose shoulders the responsibility

for continuity lies.

We stand before the portais of an

epoch. It is the privilege of scientists

to unlock one of the doors through

which humanity may pass to the

enjoyment of a fuUer and a freer

life for the next 5,000 years.

Let us ali see to it that man is

worthy of his achievenients. \/
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What Industry Expects

of TheYoung Engineer

in the First FiveYears
by

Francis J. Curtis,

Monsanto Chemical Companv,

St. Loiiis, Missouti

.

A paper delivered at the nnniial nieeting oj the En^ineers" CouncU for Pro-

fessional Development, Cincinnati, Ohio, October 29, 1934.

"Ali is not sweetness and light"

would seem to be the attitude of

industry with regard to engineers

and the first five years. We must
remember that when we speak of

industry we are speaking very
largely of the opinions of many
who are anywhere from one half

to a full generation older than the
beginning engineer. As far as I can
find out in history, no older gener-

ation has ever approved of a
younger, and each in his turn goes

through the same motamorphosis;
so let US not take too disconsolate-

ly the criticisms which are always
offered as to the failings of the
younger generation. We can be
assured that the fault is never en-

tirely on one side; however, this is

no reason at ali for not working
on these criticisms, if only to make
certain that the new generation
will grow up sufficiently well as to

be able to criticize its foUowing
one in the same manner.

I should .state in the beginning,
since I have spent ali my life in

the chemical industry, the rcmarks
I make apply only to chemical en-

gineers. However, I am very cer-

tain that they are general enough
and that the situations are suffi-

ciently prevalent for them to apply
to any group of engineers.

Fundamentally, industry exj^ects

that a college ,graduate will be a
man not a boy. Maturity in en-

gineering may not go along at ali

with maturity in character. There
is surprisingiy little criticism of

engineering ability and training
but a great deal in the field of
character. The program of the
training committee of E.C.P.D.

represents a big forward step in

solving many of these troublcs but
it deals, largely, with the post-

graduation stage.

Previous to Craduation

In the 1953 report of E.C.P.D.,

page 15, there is a very pregnant
sentence which shows that the

committee is quite alive to this

situation. ít states, "It has l)ecomc

increasingly ai)parent that the time
to begin to talk to the young man
about Professional develo])mcnt, is

not after graduation." With this

observation, I am thoroughly in

sympathy. Chemical engineering

was invented by design engineers,

is taught by design engineers, and
for design engineers. The trouble

has been that too good a job was
done in making them. We in in-

dustry have pushed these chem-
ical engineers into many fields for

which they were not specifically

trained. We have put them in

chemical research, in which those
who take to it do surprisingiy well,

and in production, sales, commer-
cial development, business re-

search, and management. I must
take my full share of responsibility

for this development. When I first

went into production in the early

twenties the men in charge, at

least in our plant, were not tech-

nical. This was changed rapidlj'.

Likewise, when I went into sales,

in the beginning I was the only
tcchnical man in the whole sales

department. This also has been
changed rapidly. I now begin to

wonder whether we were right.

The training which the engineer
obtained in college did not and

does not specifically fit him fo

these activities. The rea.son behin
this expansion was the belief tha
engineering is excellent menta
training for anything. I have al

ways bcen impresscd by the fac

that a lawyer will take on an^

kind of a job, legal or not, becausc
he knows his legal mental trainin

will back him up. I believed an
still believe that as far as menta
training is Concerned, the same i

true of engineers. However. I hav
now come to think that in a grea
many cases they do not have thi

point of view themselves.

It may be interesting to see th
breakdown of chemical engineer
in Monsanto:

Cominercial developnient ... 25
.\(lministration 35
Sales 9.9

Research 19.1

Engineering 21.0

Production 44.0

^lany engineers left college. an
many still leave college. witho

any conception of this. The
thought that life was to be the d
signing of columns and the figu

ing of hcat transfer. Many we
shocked to hear that there is sue

a thing as shift work in life. A ver

recent survey at one of our pr(

duction plants shows that 33 p
cent of the members of superv

sion, practically ali chemical er

gineers, think that their trainin

and al)ilily is not being sufficientl

vitilized. I do not worry about tl

criticism on ability because ve

few people think that their re

ability is recognized, but I am u
set by the fact that so many eng

neers feel they are not using thej

training. As a matter of fact,

they would only look upon the

training as general rather than pa

ticular, they would see that the

habits of analyzing i)robleni

weighing evidence, putting togetij

er conclusions developed throug!»

the study of chemical enginecriif

are used every day of their livel

It would be my recommendaticj

;

to the training committee not 1! >

take my word on this situation bij)

to make a careful study with
|

number of companies and develí

a program based on the results.

Decision on tlie Job

I feel that man"s job is vej

important to him. I realize th!

there is quite a school of thougi!

which advocates a good deal
p

shifting around but it is a scho;

with which I cannot find myself '

agreement. Starting to work in i'
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(lustry is (lifficult enough anyway
for a iiian who has spent his life in

school. If he gets off on the wrong

Foot, it may takc ycars to recover

and he may never get over the

cffect of an hiitial failure on him-

sflf and on future employers. I

have been appalled at the reasons

uiven for many decisions on the

tirst job. Quite a few are based on

aii additional five dollars a month,

which is the most picayune reasou

1 can think of. Many are con-

cerned with location: they don't

want to leave the West Coast or

Texas, they want to be near Cape
Cod or Long Island for sailing, or

they niay want to be in a big city

or in a little town. Apparently,

almost any motivation is bigger

than the opportunities of the job.

Such thinking is not really a

maíter of engineering training but

of character and of sense of vahies.

I do not know whether the fault is

in the home, in the schools, or in

the general atmosphere of the

time, but if a man twenty-one

years of age is controlled by mo-
tivations such as these, he is a

boy, not a man.

Industrial Training

Above ali, I do not wish to leave

the impression that ali of the fault

is in the home or college. Until

almost yesterday most industries

sed the "sink or swim" method
s a means of sorting out those

ho were to succeed and those who
ere not. Fortunately, in the last

en years this attitude has greatly

hanged and most companies now
ecognize their obligations. Those
ho are doing nothing about them
re getting very rare. The whole
eld of industrial training is in

ore of a flux than is academic
ducation. If you analyze chemical
ngineering courses in one standard
niversity, you will find that they
re equivalent and similar to those
n another. This is not true in

ndustrial companies.
Based on the "man not boy"

oncept, we do not favour in-plant

'lasses even when conducted by
he famous case method. We feel

)y this time the man must begin
o learn judgnient by holding a
ob and learning from his failures.

Of course, he may regard a low
nark as a failure but it is not
uite the same thing as one which
nvolves a loss to the company
bout which he hears plenty or

né which at long last afí^ects his

wn pay check. I do not think
here is any substituta for actual
loing when a man reaches the

])oint where o>ir young enginecr
out of school and on the joV) is. On-
the-job coaching is sup[)l("nu'nted

by managenient development con-
ferences on various facets of the
business. These necessarily vary
depciiding upon the field in which
the man is working. The kind we
favour most is the so-called slant-

ing ty{)e, where ali leveis of sui)er-

vision, from foreman up to planl
manager, take part but no man
sits in the same grouj) with his

own superior. Obviously, this is

])ractical only in large plants. De-
l^artmental meetings also take
place but they are more for spe-

cific technical matters than
management training.

The key point of the whole sys-

tem is the appraisal interview
whereby each man sits down with
his immediate superior at least

once a year and goes over with
him a performance review in which
they discuss his activities in the
various facets of his job, talk over
where he has done well and where
he has done poorly, and lay out a
plan for his future development to

correct the defects brought out.

An important point in this whole
system is that it must be carried

out by the line organization and
not by a staff departnient. The
latter can be of invaluable assist-

ance in giving Information in

training and techniques and in

contributing the inspiration to

keep the system going, particular-

ly by persuading the older mem-
bers of the line organization that

helping younger men in this way
is not mollycoddling.

However, no progress can be
made by the best ti-aining system
in the world unless the men being

trained are motivated by desire

for self-development. I was very

glad to see the emphasis put on
this factor by the report of the

training committee. As long as

they hang back, we can get no-

where and I don't care how much
money is spent on training courses,

consultants, or anything else.

We believe also in out-of-plant

schooling and one of our divisions

has a partial assistance program.

I do not feel that companies should

pay ali the expenses of outside

school training since it is a well

known fact that no one appreciates

anything that is frce. I should like

to point out, however, that policies

of this kind are quite difficult for

multiple plant companies since it

may well be that th ere are many
locations which are not fortunate-

ly situaled witli rcspect to univer-

sities and, therefore, some plants

get to be favoured more than
others. Riglitly or wrongly, this is

the probleni to be faced.

What Do W«- Expo.i?

We expect therefore that a nian

should study carefully the opeii-

ings wliicli becoine available to

him and realize that he is no long-

er in school. If he wants to use

only his school training, he should

stick to the jobs that do use it and
not chase after those which ofter

more money but may require 90

per cent of his attention on costs,

human relations, and getting out
or disposing of the goods. He
should cooperate and work hard
on ali the programs put forth to

improve him and help to iniprove

these programs by judicious crit-

icism. He should realize that

when he came from school he was
only an embryo not a fiuished

])roduct and that what he does not

know is much greater than what
he does. He .should recognize that

his chemical engineering has train-

ed his mind to analyze problems,

to form clear conclusions, and to

act, and is, therefore, of value in

any business which he may nnder-

take although it may be far from
engineering fer se.

Have We Pushed lhe Engineer

Too Far?

I pointed out earlicr lhe distri-

bution of chemical engineers in

one company and I am sure that

an analysis of almost any chemical

company would show somewhat
similar figures. It is quite true that

in most of these jobs design en-

gineering plays little or no part.

Have we, therefore, made a mis-

take and j)ushcd the engineer too

far? Some of us are beginning to

think .so. This year we expect to

start again hiring liberal arts can-

didates for sales. Whether we will

go fnrther, I cannot as yet say but

I think that we will do some ex-

perimenting. At least it would not

take too much of a move in this

direction to solve the problem of

the shortage of engineers.

What Aboiíl the Fiilureí

If the engineer is to hold the

place he has made for himself, the

schools mu.st recognize that their

])roduction line can no longer be a

single one. In this I feel that the

training committee of E.C.P.D.

can be of great help. v'
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A Method of Computing Maximuin Snow Loads

by M. K. Tliomas, Meteoiological Division, Depaitmeiit of Trausport, Toioato

The Engineering Journal, 1'ebiuaiy 1955, page 120

S. D. Lash, M.E.I.C.^

I ani grateful to Mr. Thomas
for explaining the snow loads pre-

scribed in the 1954 edition of the

National Building Code [Eiigi-

neering Journal February 1954)

but I wish that he had not given

a misleading impression of the

loads prescribed in the íirst edition

of the Code.
In Table 1 of Mr. Thomas'

paper it is suggested that these

loads were 101 Ib. per sq. ft. in

Winnipeg and 8 Ib. per sq. ft. in

Regina. These figures if true would
have been fantastic. What the

Code said was "Roofs having a
slope of 20 degrees or less shall

be capable of siipporting a vertical

live load of from 20 to 40 pounds
per square foot of roof surface, the

vakie to be assumed depending
upon the probable snowfall and
rainfall in the locality in which
the building is to be erected". It

was further stated that, as a guide,

the formula L = S -\- R (quoted
by Mr. Thomas) should be used,

but in this formula L was not
the load but was related to the

load by a table. As a consequence
the recommended snow load at

Winnipeg was 40 Ib. per sq. ft. and
at Regina 20 Ib. per sq. ft.

There was undoubtedly room
for improvement in the rather

crude approach of the first edition

of the Code but it is questionable

if there is any sound basis for the

figures given in the new Code.
In Kingston, for example, the

new Code gives 55 Ib. per sq. ft.

as compared with 40 Ib. per sq. ft.

in the old. My own observation,

based on fourteen years residence

in Kingston, is that snow loads on
roofs of ordinary proportions are

virtually non-existent. I have not
heard of any structural failures in

Kingston from this cause and we
have our share of old and weak

'Professor of Civil Engineering. Queen's
University, Kingston, Ontário.
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roofs. I cannot imagine why it

should be considered necessary to

increase design loads by a sub-

stantial amount.

The Author

As professor Lash points out,

there was probably not enough
explanation given in the paper of

the snow loads as suggested in thei

National Building Code, 1941. Itj

should have been pointed out inj

the paper that the upper limit ofj

the snow load was arbitrarily"

given as 40 Ib. per sq. ft. I would'
suggest that in Professor's Lash's

discussion he is referring to Vau-
couver and Regina, rather than

Winnipeg and Regina.

Professor Lash's comments re-|

garding the presence of roof fail

ures in Kingston, are interesting

A coUection of such observationsi

from engineers and architect

across Canada would provide in

formation of value. It is my under-

standing that the Division of

Building Research of the National

Research Council have such a pro-

ject under active consideration

and that they hope to com.mence

the assembly of such records next!

winter.

Machiiíerv for New Train Ferry

Diesel power has been chosen

for the new C.P.R. train ferry

"Princess of Vancouver", built for

the run between Vancouver and
Nanaimo, B.C.

The main propulsion machinery

is of the multi-engine type, driving

twin screw propellers through fluid

couplings and twin input reverse-

reduction gearboxes. Each propel-

ler is driven by two 7-cylinder

turbo pressure-charged diesel en-

gines, each rated at 1575 b.h.p. at

333 r.p.m. continuously. Three ad-

ditional auxiliary units are of 45C

kw. each, 450 volts, 3-phase, 60-

cycles, at 0.8 p.f.; these alternatorí

are driven hy three 8-cylindei

diesel engines, each developing 78(i

b.h.p. at 514 r.p.m. To compljj

with classification requirement;i

there is an emergency set consist i

ing of a 265 b.íi.p., 1200 r.p.m.

í

auxiliary diesel engine coupled tcl

a 150 kw. alternator.
|

Illustrated is one of the propul è

sion units on test at the works ot

the National Gas and Oil Engint'

Co. Ltd.
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Abstracts of Current Literature

Abstracts of articles appearing

in current technical periodicals

PRIDE IS FOR PEOPLE

Canadian Metals, v. 17, ii. 8, July, 1954, p. 5.

It sometimes seems to us that

maiiy who laud Canada for her rich

sources of mineral wealth are often

like sycophants who praise a rich

friend only in order to share selfishly

in the wealth. To a wealthy person

of high honour and sharp brains

summer friends niust be as much
nuisance as flies. Flies, however,

make no secret of their intent and
need no schizophrenic niasks to hide

their feelings.

Birthday time, which we have

now just passed, is often considered

a suitable time to make proclama-

tion of patriotism or admiration.

The almost shopworn statistics of

our wealth are trotted out for show.

True, we are proud and happy
about our great mineral resources.

We are also proud of our people and
what they have done over these

many years to make us a power of

note. Actually we should be more
proud of our men and women than

of our vast raw wealth, for the for-

mer are developed by our Canadian
environment, while nature alone

created the latter.

Canadian Inventions

Let US then hear more about our
inventions and plans, completed and
otherwise. Let us hear of Lord
Rutherford, who in 1902 in Mont-
eai, stated the theory of atomic
isintegration. Let us know more of

our present day Shawinigan Power
cientists who are developing in

anada a new and cheaper process

or making titaniuni.

Let US know more about Dr.
Abraham Gesner, who, a century
ligo in Halifax, extracted oil from
coal beds. The new oil replaced ani-

mal and vegetable lighting oils.

Gesner called it Kerosene. Alexander
Graham Bell started his inventions
in Canada. Marine fog horns were
first developed in this country.

I

There is no limit to these illustra-

;tions if we take the trouble to really

lexamine our history. But more than
Inventions are involved. The crea-

tion of Canada in 1867 was a master
ivork, so was our transcontinental
•ailway (assailed as fantastic in its

lay).

We will stop here, but we could
extend this list for a long time. The
point for pride is not what we have,
but how we use it. Our wealth is a
blessing, and we have used much of

it with intelligent aggressiveness.

Let that be remembered and made

CAN WE AFFORD TO
Power Engineering, v. 58, n

Recent years have marked a de-
cided increase in engineers' preoc-
cupation with the problems of

extracting fresh water from the sea.

Unfortunately, the subject is of

such interest that its complexity is

often minimized for popular con-

sumption, and this has led to much
befuddled thinking and some in-

teresting if fantastic schemes.

On the other hand, it may be
fortunate that the public is so in-

terested. Present thinking indicates

that plants for the desalting of sea

water will be extremely large and
expensive— if significant amounts of

fresh water are to be produced—and
that the public will have to foot

the bill.

Not only will the plants be ex-

pensive to build, but they will be

very expensive to run. While it is

not an iron-clad general rule, it is

usually true that less expensive

plants cost more to run because of

less efíective recovery of wasted

power. This as.sumes, of course,

plants of equal capacity.

No "Perfect" Solution

Despi te the many workable tech-

niques conceived to extract fresh

water from sea water, no one tech-

nique offers a "perfect" solution to

ali the requirements of public water

supply. These requirements are:

(1) Fresh water production in terms

of millions of gallons per day, (2) at

less than $0.40 per 1,000 gal. for

cities, (3) at less than $0.06 per

1,000 gal. for irrigation, and (4)

with a minimum effect on fuel re-

sources.

Even theorctically, a plant ex-

tracting fresh water from sea water

(35,000 p.p.m. impurity) must ex-

pend 2.6 k.w.h. unrecoverable en-
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knowii, and true ("anadians cele-

brate our birthdays to come with
tales of our cultural, politicai and
technical knowhow.
To merely cite lhe facts of our

natural endownient is vain boasting;

to be only swajed by Ihein wheu
recited by true or false friends is to

invite flattcrv—and eventual down-
fall.

DE-SALT SEA WAl ER?
. 8, August, 19.')4, pp. 8G-87.

ergy for each 1,000 gal. of fresh

water. Add anolher 10.4 k.w.h. per

p.s.i. head for every million gallons

pumped to estimate induclion and
distribution costs. Since most water
supplies, municipal or agricultural,

are consumed well above sea levei,

the pumping costs canTiol be ignored.

Some engineers believe the lowest

purification costs are proniised at

this time by a new process called

electrodialysis. This process em-
ploys unlike plastic membranes in

pairs which screen out anions or

cations respectively. Migration of

the ions to their respective opposite

polés is induced by positive and
negative electrodes on opposite sides

of the pairs of membranes. Migra-

tion is interrupted when the ions

encounter a meinbrane whic h refuses

passage to particles with their elec-

trical characteristic. When sea water

(or other solution) is introduced be-

tween two membranes with opposite

permeability characteristics, the

anions will How through one mein-

brane while the cations ílow in lhe

opposite direction llirough tlie other

membrane. This leaves purified

water between the unlike mem-
branes, the purily depending on

electrical charge at the electrodes,

the residence time in the field of in-

fluence, and lhe condition of the

membranes.

Electrodialysis

Both power and e(iuii)mcnl costs

for electrodialysis i)romise to he

lower than for other methods of

purification, at least ])artly because

of the foUowing characteristics:

1. The water is not licatcd or

vaporized, thereby eliniin;! I iiig

thcrmodyiianiic lo.sses.

2. .Vctioii is taken against lhe iin-
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purity ions rather than the

water. Since these are in lower

concentration, it would seem

to require less energy to re-

move the ions from the water

than vice versa.

3. It is not necessary to raise the

pressure in the system, there-

fore avoiding pumping equip-

ment an<l power costs for pro-

cess pressures. It also permits

Hghter construction of equip-

ment with the attending sav-

ings.

4. As concentrations in the water

are decreased, the power re-

quirement decreases. In distil-

lation systems, the farther

along the process, the more
power it takes for the extrac-

tion of additional pure water.

The latter characteristic makes
electrodialysis especially vahiable

for the purification of waters with

higher initial purity because of the

close relationship of power require-

ments to the nuinber of ions to be

removed. It is expected that this

property will lead to the use of

electroclialysis in processing brack-

ish water in some western st ates for

local consumption.

Compression Distillation

Runner-up in the fresh water

business is the compression distilla-

tion system. Compression distilla-

tion is inherently simple, and it has

the advantage of a long history of

use. It is fairly certain that ad-

vantages characteristic of the tradi-

tional compression distillation sy.s-

tems will apply as well to the modi-

íied version due out of the labora-

tories soon. The major difference

seems to be that the liquid is agi-

tated violently by some means to

speed its evaporization, but insuflfi-

cient information is at hand to

justify predictions or conclusions.

It would seem apparent that

engine-driven systems oflFer the

greatest economy—especially if a

cheap, continuous source of fuel

were available. Sewer gas might be

the answer if plants were located

near the sewage treatment plants

for large cities.

Many systems for the purification

of sea water have been proposed,

and some of them make sense.

Among the systems which may
develop favorably through such ac-

tivities are the following:

Freezing:—Problems are equip-

ment investment, end-point purity.

Solar Evaporation :
— Problems

are size and cost of equipment, plus

difficulties of condensation in hot

cliniates where the method might
otherwise be practical theoretically.

Super-Critical Distillation :
—

Problems are corrosiveness of high-

pressure, high-temperature water,

scale formation, uncertain equip-

ment costs.

Claude Process:—(Temperature
difference of sea waters). Problems
are size and cost of eciuipment, re-

stricted number of practical loca-

tions. Ali these may eventually be
resolved by the right situation in

which waste heat from other activi-

ties can be utilized, but the plant

will still be large.

Detailed studies by competent
engineers and economists indicate

that plans to finance sea water puri-

fication through the sale of mineral

by-products are not likely to prove
practical.

WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT TRADE MARKS?
G. E. Maybee, Q.C., Industrial Canada, v. 55, n. 43, August, 1954, pp. 44-45.

1 . A trademark is a mark used by
a person for the purpose of dis-

tinguishing or so íus to distinguish,

wares or services manufactured,
sold, leased, hired or perfornied by
him from those manufactured, sold,

leased, hirefl or performed by others.

2. Registration gives the owner
the exclusive right to the use

throughout Canada of the trade

mark in respect of such wares or

services. The term of registration is

fifteen years; it is renewable for

further terms of fifteen years each.

3. Registration of a trade mark
will not be granted if it is "primarily

merely" the name of a person or a

surname; or is de.scriptive of the

character or quality of the wares or

services; or is the name of the wares;

or is confusing with another trade

mark or trade name previously used

or made known in Canada; or is a
mark the use of which is prohibited.

4(a). Trade marks that have ac-

quired distinctiveness may be reg-

istered upon furnishing the Regis-

trar with afíidavits establishing

long, exclusive, and extensiva use in

Canada.
4(b). If the mark is otherwise un-

registrable because it is clearly de-

scriptive or misdescriptive, or be-

cause it is primarily merely the
name or surname of a person, reg-

istration may be obtained based on
registration in the country of origin

if the mark is not without distinctive

character.

5 (a). To be entitled to registra-

tion a trade mark must have been:
1. Used in Canada; or

2. Used in a Union (Convention)
country and mafle well known
in Canada by distributing or

advertising the wares in print-

ed publications or radio or
television broadcasts; or

3. Used and registered in a Union
country of origin, even though
not used or made known in

Canada.

5(b). An a]>plication niay be filed

for registration of a proposed trade

mark; the application may be al-

lowed but registration will be with-

held until evidence of use in Canada
has been deposited within six inonths If
of the allowance.

{

5(c). After three years from the
^

date of registration, the Registrar
j

may require evidence that the trade
|

mark is u.sed in Canada and may i

cancel the registration if the mark i

is not used if there are no special

circumstances excusing such lack

of use.

6. Provision is made for the reg-

istration of certification and associa-

'

tion trade marks, union labels, and
distinguishing gui.ses. A dislinguish-

ing guise is a shaping, wrapping orjj

packaging of wares; it may be reg-jl

istered only if it has become dis-||

tinctive. M
7. U.se of certain marks, such astt

Royai or National flags arms, crests»

and emblems is prohibited. m
8. An ajjplication is advertised inB

the Trade INIarks Journal beforel

registration is granted. Anyone ob-l

jecting to registration must file an I

oj)position within one month. 1

9. Trade marks are assignableR

and are deemed always to have beenn
assignable separately from the good-jí

will of the business with which they

are used.

10. A trade mark owner may per-

mit others to use his trade mark
under his control, but they musi

first be registered as Registered

Users. Licensing of trade marks

prior to the effective date of the Aci

may be validated if application foi

registration of the licensee as a reg-

istered user is made within one yeai

from that date.

11. The Registrar may on ap

plication by the registered ownet '

correct any error or change thi

name, address or description of th( I

registered owner of a trade mark o i

of his representative for service ii )

Canada, and limit or extend th<

wares or services for which the trad<ji

mark is registered.
j

12. After a mark has been regr

istered for five years it cannot bi|

invalidated on the ground thaj

someone else had used it previousl:» ;

unless it is established that the regi

istrant knew of such previous use. )
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13. It is not necessary to indicate

on the goods or packages that a

trade mark is registered, but it is

advisable to do so.

14. The Act provides that no

persoii shall niake any false state-

ment tending to discredit the busi-

ness, wares or services of a com-
petitor; do anything likely to create

confusion between his wares or serv-

ices and those of a competitor; adopt

any other business practice contrary

to honest industrial and commercial

usage; or use another person's trade

mark so as to depreciate its goodwill.

15. Action for infringement of a

trade mark or for unfair competition

or to enforce any of the provisions

of the Act may be taken in the Ex-
chequer Court of Canada or in the

uperior court of any Province. The
Exchequer Court has exclusive juris-

diction in proceeding to expunge a

trade mark registration and on ap-

peal from the refusal of the Registrar

of Trade Marks to grant a registra-

tion.

16. Trade Marks registered under
any previous Act shall remain in

Pull force and effect.

17. AH trade marks falling due
For renewal on or after July 1, 1954,

ire renewable for fifteen year terms,

regardless of the term of the original

registration.

Trade Mark Rules

1. Registered Canadian Trade
Mark Agents may sign, file and
rosecute trade mark applications

vithout a written appointment of

gent or power of attorney.

2. A Canadian representative for

ervice must, however, be appointed
the applicant is a non-resident and
as no place of business in Canada,
he appointment may be signed by
he Canadian Agent, who may ap-
oint himself.

3. A separate application is re-

uired for each trade mark but a
ingle application is suíEcient for ali

he wares and services with which
he mark is used.

4. Unless the trade mark consists

nerely of a word or words, a draw-
g is required in quadruplicate.
5. If the trade mark is other than
word or words, three specimens of

he trade mark must be filed.

6(a). An application for recogni-
ion of an assignment or transfer of

trade mark must be accompanied
y the original instrument of assign-

ent or transfer, or by a copy certi-

ed by a notary public or a public
fficer authorized to issue such a
opy, or by other evidence of trans-
T. No special forni of transfer is

rescribed.

6(b). The application for transfer

may be signed by an agent and nuisl

include the address of the new owner
and a representative for .service in

Canada if the new owner is a non-
resident.

8. If the api)licaiits for registra-

tion of a Registered User are related
companies (i.e. if one directly or in-

directly owns or contfols a majority
of the issued voting stock of the
other) the application must give
particulars of the conditions or re-

strictions, if any, proposed with
respect to the permitted use of the
mark. If the applicants are not re-

lated companies, the application

must in addition give particulars of

the relationship between them and

the degree of coiílrol projjosed by
lhe owner of lhe trade mark over
the permitted use. .\ copy of the
conlracl between the owner of the
Irade mark and the Permitted Cser
should be filed. If the proposed
Registered Tser is a non-resident a
representative for service in Canada
should be ai)pointe(l.

Legalizai ion of a|)pli< ;il ioii^ cxe-
cuted abroad is not reípiired. The
Rules do not specify l)ef()re whom
aflidavits nuist be taken, but it is

believed that, when required, affi-

davits may be sworn before any
oíficial who has authority to take
affidavits in the place wliere the
affidavit is sworn.

DIESEL FUELS AND STEAM
W. E. Wilkinson, Poimr and Works Engineering, v. 49, n. 579, Septcinher, 19.54, pp. :n6, 327.

Since Dr. Diesel abandoned pul-

verised coal as a fuel for his engines,

various grades of mineral oils have
been almost universally used. Mod-
erate success has been achieved in

some experiments using separately

injected oil and water as a fuel. But
nearly always the diíficulties of cor-

rosion of the exhaust pipe and the
tendency of water and oil not to mix
but to react as separate ({uantities

have made the results of these ex-

periments commercially inapplic-

able.

So far as the writer is aware,
emulsions of oil and water have not
been widely experimented with.

Some time ago, a butter factory on
the North Coast of New South
Wales found itself cut off from its

normal fuel supply by floods. The
engineer resorted to the simple ex-

pedient of using cream, which was
in plentiful supply. The engines ran

perfectly for days, until normal fuel

supplies were again available.

Eniulsion of Oil and Water

Let US consider the advantages as

fuel of an emulsion of oil and water.

Fuel costs, of course, would be

diminished. The problem of erosion

of the exhaust pipe should be over-

come. Not only would these ad-

vantages accrue, but it is believed

that the "diesel knock" could at

last be eliminated and great effi-

ciency be produced.

The heavy crude oils emulsify

easily and would probably be more
satisfactory as fuels in an emulsion

form. It is more difficult to emulsify

light oils, but it can be done.

Secondly, having made an emul-

sion, would it be sufficiently stable

to allow itself to be sold and used

commercially as a fuel ? It is be-

lieved that it is not even necessary

to produce a stable emulsion. A

simple inexpensive agitator conld be
easily fitted to the engine to enmlsify
the fuel inunedialeiy |)rior to its in-

jection into the cylinder.

Having once achieved an emul-
sion, the fuel may be used in normal
engines without any alteration or
addition with the possible excejjtion

of the agitator. The combustion of

the oil content of the enudsion will

produce a temperature of at least

3,000°P\ in a normal engine. This
will instantly cliangc the water con-
tent to steam, exerting a pressure
which would be maintainetl during
a larger portion of the stroke. Al-
though the instantaneous expansive
force caused by the explosion inight

be less than one caused by the injec-

tion of pure oil, the total power out-

put may still be greater than normal.
The turbulent condition of the

expanding charge would cause the
steam to combine with the wasted
Carbon dioxide of the oil to form
Carbon monoxide, which would ex-

plode.

"Watermatic" Engines

A consideration of the u.se of

emulsions in normal engines has led

the writer to believe that a diesel

engine can be run on water alone.

Realising the innnense implications

that would follow the use of such a

fuel, the writer commends the fol-

lowing experiment to anyone willing

to try it. Make a plain steel cylinder

to take a 20-to-l com])ression stroke,

attach it to the crankcase and cylin-

der head of an ordinary engine, and
lag it to retain heat instead of cool-

ing it. Run the engine in the ordi-

nary way on oil or petrol until, say

1,000°F. is produced at the cylinder

head, then switch over to pure water

as a fuel. The in.stantly formed
steam would drive the piston, and
the small <iuantity of water would
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not absorb iiiuch of tlie heat of the

cylinder. The cylinder and piston

would soon become red hot at the

top with each stroke. The heat

produced by the coinpression of the

air would build up with the runniug
of the engine and conduct down-
wards. This cyHtider could even be
heatcd by a small auxiliary source

externally, just suíficient to com-
pensate the loss of heat absorbed by
each injection of water, and so at

least maintain the 1,000°F. produced
each stroke by compression. In this

way there niight result a very con-

venient forni of "hot spot" steam
engine with a positive abutment.

If these "watermatic" engines

In very high performance aircraft

—that is aircraft flying at high

speeds and high altitudes—the Iher-

mal problenis confronting the mech-
anical engineer are becoming pro-

gressively more and more severe.

Atmospheric temperature ranges of

upwards of 100°C combined with

thermodynamic effects due to the

high speeds, widely varying air

pressure and moisture content are

encountered and very rigid temper-

ature limits for the various com-
ponent parts of the aircraft have to

be met wjth equipment of a mini-

mum size and weight and without
materially affecting the overall per-

formance of the machine.
The properties of the Earth's

atmosphere vary, of course, both
geographically and with time. In a
rapid climl) to 40,000 feet at say

20,000 f.p.m. the ambient pressure

will be reduced by 80 per cent at a
rate of about 6 p.s.i. per minute, the

externai temperature will drop at

35°C. per minute and the moisture
content will fali to zero. During this

process the "heat-flows" to and from
ali parts of the aircraft have to be so

adjusted that the local temperatures
never exceed their limiting values.

Conditions are further compli-
cated by the effects of speed. The
temperature rise can be upwards of

100°C. at Mach numbers of 1.5

and the stagnation pressure at this

speed more than three times am-
bient.

The temperature limitations on
the aircraft structure will, in general,

depend on the material used and the
stresses it is subjected to, questions
which are outside the scope of this

paper. ITere it is only necessary to

draw attention to the desirability

of having uniform steady temper-
atures in the aircraft structure and
to contrast this requirement with

794

should prove a success, a special al-

loy steel would probably be required

to resist corrosion at red heat, and
lubrication may present some prob-

lems. But both these problems have
l)een solved before in connection

with high-temperature steam en-

gines. The advantages of water as a

fuel should encourage the solution

of any difficulty. Should corrosion or

encrustation from impurities in the

water occur, a short run on oil emul-
sion would probably expel it.

Mathematical calculations—and
they have been extensive—have not

yet disproved the foregoing claims.

It remains to have the various mat-
ters tested by experiment.

the widely differing limits for air-

crew, equipment, fuel and stores.

(Jonsidering first the aircrew, we
fiiid that the limitations here are

rather complex since they depend on
the interrelation between temjjer-

ature, humidity and air velocity

over the body and are materially

affected by the sort of clothing

which the man is wearing and also

by the degree of acclimatization

which he has achieved to his

previous environment.
For equipment—^radio, electrical

and electronic apparatus—temper-
ature limits vary widely according
to its nature and the compctnents
inside it. Generators, c-ameras, radar
sets, ammunition and armament ali

have very rigid limitations on
operating temperature which differ

widely from each other. Humidity
control is also a factor in the design
of certain classes of equipment and
care must be taken to avoid large

temperature differences between the
equipment and its surrounding air.

The fuel is another item in the
aircraft with a limited temperature
range. Aircraft hydrocarbon fuels

have a low-temperature limit be-
cause of freezing-out of water and
eventually progressive solidification

of the liquid. At higher temperatures
this vapour pressure increases lead-

ing to high fuel losses if the tank is

vented or unacceptable weight
penalties if it is not.

At low speeds and on landing in

bad weather, ice formation due to

freezing of liquid cloud droplets on
wing leading edges and intakes and
other forward facing parts of the
aircraft can be a serious hazard and
can only effectively be overcome by
the provision of large quantities of

heat in the vulnerable áreas, to
melt and if possible evaporate the
ice. The temperature to which the
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surfaces must be raised has ob-
viously to be above freezing point
and preferably much higher and
for economy the heated áreas must
be kept as small as possible and as

near the outer surface as possible.

The requirements are particularly

criticai in the case of transparent
áreas where in addition to the icing

problem we have also a hazard due
to interference with vision through
condensation on the surface when
its temperature is below that of the
boundary layer air.

Heat Generation or Loss

It is clear that heat is generated
or lost in the aircraft in two ways.
Firstly, local externai atmospheric
conditions; and secondly, heat
sources or sinks within the aircraft.

However, these two cannot be
treated separately. Ali those parts

of the aircraft—such as the cabin
and radio equipment—which re-

(juire air conditioning in addition

to temperature control, nuist draw
their air from the atmosphere,
unless stored air is carried within

the aircraft; the temperature of this

atmospheric air has to be maintained
at the correct value. And where

'

mechanical cooling is provided the
|

heat extracted has eventually to be
j

dissipated into the atmosphere un-

1

less large thermal capacities are

provided within the aircraft with

suitably low initial temperatures. I

At present it seems that we shalli

have to set aside upwards of 50 h.p.

to cool an aircraft of, say, 100,000!

Ib. A.U.W. at M = 2, even taking no

account of heat arriving through thej

aircraft skin (up to 10" C.H.t". hr,

at M = 2) nor of the penalties

associated with additional air in-

takes and heavy ducting and mach-
inery. When we take ali these

things into account as well it is clear

that the power involved in coolingi

will, as Mach numbers increase,

rapidly approach that now required

for propulsion and some alternative

solution will be needed. The onlyj

available solution we can at present!

visualize is to use the thermai|

capacity of the aircraft.
j

An aircraft is such a comple>i

structure and the heat transfer law '

associated with its flight throug!|

the atmosphere lend themselve !

so little to precise analysis, tha

only very approximate estimate

can be made of the temperatur- t

variations in space and time tha

will occur in it. These uncertaintie

are fundamental and cannot bi

eliminated entirely no matter hov

involved the analytical method
that we use or how costly th'

computing machinery we devise^
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he Engineering Instituíeis

Sixty-Ninth Annual General Meeting

Convened at the Royai York Hotel, Toronto, Ont., May 10-13 1955.

Those members who, for their

own good reasons, were unable to

attend the 69th Annual ]Meeting in

loronto in May, missed one of the

.ost interesting and enjoyable ses-

'ions the Institute has held in re-

;ent years. The thousand who did

;ome, representing ali of our Caaa-
ian territorics from Newfound-
and to the Yukon, cxi)erienced the

stimulation that comes from mixing
witli friend-s, old and new, under
the familiar beaver banners. No one
could fail to sense the spirit of

unity, strength of i)urpose, and
good will that prevailed every-

where throughout the three day
meeting.

The Business Meeting

Registration actually began on

the aftcrnoon of Tuesday, May 10,

and aftcr a further hour on Wed-

rom east to west : F. 11. Clark, chairnian <»f theCorner Krook, !Newf»)iin<llan<l

ranch; Presi<lent l). M. Stephens; and Lieut-Col. Malcolm C Sutherland-
rown, councillur representing the Yukon Branch.

nesday morning the busine^s side

of the program went into action

with the opening of the Annual
General Meeting at 10.20 a.ni. with

prcsident D. M. Stephens in the

chair. Proceeding.s moved sniooth-

ly and successfuliy tlirough an

agenda which included, principally,

the clections to honorary member-
ship, awards of mcdals and prizes.

rcports of council, finance commit-
tee and treasurer, financial state-

ment, Harry F. Bennett Education

Fund, reports of other committees

and hi-aiiches, rclations with indus-

tiy, and the election of new officer.^;.

Names and details conccrning the

awards of medals and prizes will

l)e found elsewhere in thcse pages.

Eloí-lioii of Officers

The gi'neral secretary presented

the list of the newly elected officers

of the Institute as follows:

Preddent

R. V.. Hoartz. Montreal, Que.

Vicc-Presidents

Wcstom Provinces

K. M. Hardy, Kdmonton. Alta.

Pio\ ince of Ontário

M. A. Mont(ioiiieiy. Kitchener. Ont.

Provincc of Qiirbec

R. L. Dunsniore. Montreal. Que.
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Meeting of Council iii the librarj of tht- Ki>.val York Hotel on Ma> 10.

Councillnrs

Bnnich

Newfoiíndland

Comer Biook

P.E.I.

Halifax

Amherst

Saint John

Fredericton

Saguenay

St. Maiincp Valloy

Lower St. Lawrenoe

Eastern Townships

Montreal i

I

Ottawa

Brockville

King.ston

BelleviUe

Port Hope
Toronto

London
Border Cities

Nipi.ssing & Up. Ot.

Sudbui-y

Lakehead

WinniiJeg

Saskatchcwan

Edrnonton

Kootenay

Cent. Br. Coliiml:)ia

Vancomei-

Vancouver I.-^land

Yukon

Represe ntative

G. R. Jack

H. B. Cárter

E. K. MacXutt

G. F. Bennett

L. E. Burrill

A. G. Watt
P. C. Le\ psque

B. L. Davis

K. T. Biichanan

L. P. Dancose

G. J. Cote

\V. H. Gauvin

C. G. Kingsmill

R. E. Hayps

H. B. Brewer

H. G. Conn
S. Sillitoe

Ci. T. Hunter, Jr.

McMurray
D. D. C. McGeachy
W. R. Mitchell

G. L. Hood
R. H. Moore
G. S. Halter
(' ^ . .A.ntenbring

.í. J. Sdiaefíer

E. K. Cununing

H. P. Hamilton

M. L. Wade
H. T. Libby

W . \. Bowman
M. C. Sutherland-

Brown

Dr. Steplicn.s said that lie de-
rived a great doai of satisfactioií.

as did those in the audience, from
the fine slate of oíRcers that have
bcen elected.

In referring to the incoming
pi'e-^i(lent he observed that there is

work ahead of tlie Institute right

now that compares in significance

with that which was done in 188G
and 1887 in the organizing of the

old Society, or as that done in 1918

796

when the name of the society was
changed. He was very pleased that

the man who was going to be in

charge of Institute aíTairs for the

coniing year, with ali these great

resi)onsibilites and op]iortiuiities

ahead, was the man who had head-

cd up the Committee on Confed-
eration. He thought it was a good
oníen that the person who had
done so much good work for the

committee was now going to take
over the increasing res])onsiliilities

of the presidency.

Dr. Stephens 'stated that not

only was Dr. Heartz qualified by
reason of the work which he had
done on the Committee on Con-
federation but also by the ycars
of service which he had rendered
to the branch and the Institute

thrdugh a great variety of |)osts.

AU thcse things qualify him emin-
ently for the high office to which
he had been elected.

Perhaps the most inipoi-tant

single item on the agenda, at least

the most eagerly awaited, was the
rcnort of the Committee on Con-
fcderation. The president stated

that at the meeting of the ''old"

Council held the {)revious day the
report of this committee iiad been
discuísed in detail. At this Council
meeting, which was attended by ali

councillors — continuing, outgoing
and incoming, there were present
also by invitation ali members at-

tending the branch ofíicers confer-
ence.

Dr. Stephens explained that as

Dr. R. E. Heartz. the original

chairman of the committee, was to
take over the presidency of the
Institute at this annual meeting,
it had been necessary for him to
resign the chairmanship. At the
time Council accepted his resigna-
tion it appointed Dr. I. R. Tait to

replace him. It was Dr. Tait who
had presented the final report to

the previous day's meeting of|

Council.

The president called attention tojl

the fact that the report itself hadi
asked that, with the acceptance off

the report, the committee be dis-
i

missed and a new one appointed in;

its place. Therefore, upon the ac-|

ceptance of the report, Council hadl
j

asked Dr. Tait to accept the chair-í|

manship of the new committee. Ati

the same time Council proposedi

.

that Messrs. Heartz and Stej)liens!j|

collaborate with Dr. Tait in select-ií

ing the personnel for the new| i

committee.
Dr. Tait reviewed brieíly the

history of the activity of the com-jjá

mittee. He stated that since theíl

pro])osal which had been br()iiglit|

'

forward by Mr. Herbert Smith iiad

been received, the idea of confed-

eration had spread rapidly acrossj

the country.

Dr. Tait outlined the comniit

tee'.s activities which had culmin

ated in the report presented t

the annual meeting of Council. Ii

his opinion real progress had been

made. Tt would be the idea of the

new committee to meet with t!i,e

Dominion Council committee in ar

endeavour to arrive at a coiiunor 1

imderstanding and a proposal foi,

confederation between the provin

ciai Professional associations

the Engincering Institute.

Vote of Thanks to Retiring Offieers

On the motion of J. B. Stirling

seconded by James A. Vance, i'

was unanimously resolved that !'

vote of thanks be extended to the

retiring president and members o

Council in appreciation of the worlj

which they have done for the In

stitute during the past year
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Dr. Stirling said that beyond the

words of the resolution he would
likc to refer iiarticularly to the

outstanding work done by the re-

tiring president, Dr. Stephens. In

his opinion only a past-president

could appreciate the aniount of

work involved in the presidency.

In spite of the fact that Dr.
Stephens had taken on tlie presi-

dency just at the time when the

work of his eniph)yers was in great

need of his attention, he had car-

ried out his duties fully and to

everj^ones satisfaction.

Dr. Stirhng said that also he

would hke to comment on the Ser-

vice to the Institute which had
been given by the retiring vice-

president, Dr. I. R. Tait. He ob-

served that Dr. Taifs services had
been mo.st unusual and helpfuL He

servcd extra time as vice-president
inasmuch as he was asked to finish

out the second year of office for his

predecessor who had taken on the
presidency. Also he had given gen-
erously of his own time in ali the
affairs of the Institute.

Mr. Vance, as another past-
president, supported fully every-
thing that Dr. Stirling Íiad said
and he seconded the motion.

Dr. Heartz, in acknowledgment
of the introduction from Dr.
Stephens, expressed his apprecia-
tion of the honour which had been
done him in selecting him for the
presidency. He hoped to meet each
person at the meeting and those
who were not there he looked for-

ward to seeing in his traveis across

the countrv.

The Professional Meeting

The Professional part of the pro-

gram commenced at 2.00 p.m. on

Wednesday llth with the presenta-

tion of a series of technical papers

and discussions, on a wide variety

of subjects. This technical pro-

gram, which extended over the

three days of the meeting, was the

largest attempted by the Institute

SC far and included 30 papers and

two panei discussions. The topics

covered, not only by Canadian
authors but by invited visitors

from the U.S.A. and United King-
dom, were drawn from many fields

of engineering thought and activ-

ity, augmented by the local colour

of major developments in Ontário.

Attendance at the technical ses-

sions was for the most part good,

and the i)apers were evidently well

received, several active discussion.s

having to be cut short for lack of

more time.

Some of the pai)ers have alrcady
appeared in the Journal, and it is

hoped that the remainder can be
published in future issues. The i)r()-

gram presented at the meeting was,
with some minor changes, as given
on pages 474-476 in the A|)ril

Journal.

Wednesday 's procecdings clo.sed

in a very enjoyable and informal
atmosphere in the evening when
over four hundred members anti

guests joined for a cocktail recep-
tion and dinner in the Royai York
Banquet Hall. jNI. AV. Huggins,
chairman of the Toronto Branch
presided at the head table, and
those attending were later favoured
by the speaker with one of those
fine addresses for which our retir-

ing president Dr. D. "SI. Stephens
has become so well known.

Other .4ctivities

T h u r s d a y afternoon offered

members three choices of interest-

ing visits to projects in the Toronto
area, covering the automobile, air-

craft, and hydro-electric power in-

dustries. The assembly plant of the

Ford Motor Company, at Oakville,

and the Orenda Engine and Air-

articipants ínclude
U.B.C.); H. D. Atkin.s (U. of .41ta
ohn Campbell (U. of .Sa.sk.); D. W
>aig (l . of Man.); Paul Walters (U
f Toronto); B. K. Cárter (K.M.C.)
ndrew Blair (Queen's); Michael Or-

The student conference under the chairmanship of D.

E.skil Johnson lander (McGill); .íean Roquet (Ecole
(U. of -41ta.); Polytechnique); Jean Villcneiive (La-

vai); George Keith (LI.N.B.); Don. .1.

Kawaja (N.S.T.C.); K. B. (;air (ob-
server from U. of Man.); Lieut.-Col.
B. W. Henselwood, representing the
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C. MacCallum.

Army; Wing Coniiiiander W. ÍFrant,
representing fhe H.C.V.K.; Coiii-

mandcr Sims, r«'pr»"seiil iiig I he B.C.N.;
V. M. Clarkson, represt-nling {\\v Civil

Service; (^olonel L. K. (>raiil, F^.I.C.;

and Professor M. L. Baker, N.S.T.C.
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iMeetiiif; of the International A.S.M.E.-E.I.C. Council on May 13.

Left to right (seated): D. M. Stephens,
oiit-goinf» E.I.C. president; Thompson
Chandler, vice-president, A.S.M.E.;
and K. E. Ileartz, incoming president,
E.Í.C; (standing): K. II. Platt, as-

sistant secretary, Institution of Me-
chanical Engineers; Professor W. (i.

McLean, vice-president, A.S.M.E.; II.

S. van Patter, M.E.I.C; G. N. Martin,
M.E.I.C; J. G. Hall, M.E.I.C; l>. G.

Darling, Ontário Section, A.S.M.E.; I

('.. E. Davies, secretary, A.S.M.E.; L. A.l

Wright, general secretary, E.I.C; andj
Golonel II. G. Thompson, executive
assistant general secretary. ,

craft plaiits of A. V. Roc Canada
Limited, at Malton, covcr large

áreas and callcd for ratlier uiore

physical effort on the part of the
interested visitors than the more
compact and highly attractive ex-

hibit at Islington, where they saw
the Ontário Hydro modcls of the
Niagara and St. Lawrence River
power developments. Ali three

visits were well patronized.

The same evening there was a
large attendance at the annual din-

ner of the Association of Consult-
ing Engineers of Canada, which
was honoured by the presence of

Rt. Hon. C. D. Howe, Hon.M.K.i.c,

as guest speaker. Edgar A. Cross,

M.E.I.C., the new president of the

Association was in the chair.

The latter part of the evening

was devoted to sound and vision—
separately, in the form of a demon-
stration of high-fidelity recordings,

presided over by Leonard Speed,

and, under the aegis of K. B. .lack-

son, a sliowing of three-dimensional

slides in colour. In addition, sound

and vision were combincd most

sucoessfully in a screening of the

colour fihn "Let)nardo da Vinci"
which, as Dr. Wright explained, is

now the property of tlie Institute

and is intended for showing by
branches, as well as being issued

on loan to schools and other inter-

ested agencies. Although the íilm

naturally deals with Leonardo's

artistic accomplishments, the al-

most incredibly far-sighted engi-

neering achievemeqts of this re-

markable man are ably and com-
prehensively treated. The session

concluded with a short colour film

("See How They Fly") showing,

by slow-motion photography, the

complexities of form and motion
involved in the flight of birds.

The President's Dinner

The presidenfs dinner was held

at the National Club on Tuesday
evening, May 10. At this gathering

the president has the opportunity

to bring together the colleagues and
associates of his year of office, and

as many of the past presidents as

are able to attend. Dr. Stephens

took advantage of the occasion to

thank most sincerely ali who had!

helped him during the year. i

Messages of good will were ex-!

changed with past president A. J.j

Grant who was regrettably unablej

to be present, though he affirmed

his j)articipation in spirit on what

was also tlie occasion of his 92nd

birthday. However, actually prés- m

ent to lend their dignity to the oc-

casion were a goodly number of "old }"

timers" whose dates of joining the r

Institute, seemed almost to go back

to the Crimea! Several of them a

spoke, and in a most interesting Á

and informal way they outlined
|

many phases of the Institutes pgist ^

and current activities. Ali expressei

coníidence in it"s future, possibh

soon under professional confedera-
Éj

tion. T
In accordance with what ha. :

now become an annual custom tln

retiring iiresident Dr. Stephens wa'

presented with a copy of the bool

"Half-hours Witli Grèat Scientists' -

by Charles G. Fraser.

The dinner concluded with tht^

introduction of the president eledH

Dr. R. E. Heartz. who reaffirraet"

his own confidence in the solid an(.
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progressive future lying ahead of

the Instituto.

The Ladies' Program

No aceount of an annual meet-

ing would be complete without

mention of the special program
arranged for the lady visitors, and
rhis is esiKM'ially true of the fe.m-

inine activities arranged so capably

m Toronto by Mrs. C. D. Car-

mthers and her committee. Many
ery complimcntary comments

u erc overlieard liere and there dur-

mg the mccting.

Starting with a morning coffee

liour eaeh day at 10.00 a.m., tlie

[irincipal events provided for the

ladies included a fashion show and
tea at Simpson's Arcadian Court,

visits to the Art Gallery or Muse-
um, hmcheon at the Guild of Ali

Arts, and a trip to sce a flower ex-

liibition at Casa Loma prescntcd

by the Garden Club of Toronto.

The ladies of course were welcome
at ali functions on the general pro-

gram, and many took advantage
of this invitation.

The Special Conferenees

Included in the full program of

the meeting, and starting actually

on Tuesday the lOth, there were
-everal other important conferenees

and meetings. Highlightcd among
these were the annual Students'

Conference with delegates from

universities and colleges across the

Dominion, the Branch Officers'

Conference, a meeting of the "new"'

Council and a general meeting of

the Ontário Division.

*

1 •

lir. F. Kenneth Hare of .M«-(.ill l ni-
versity speaks on "Canada's North-
ward Expansion" at the banquet. Ilis

address was verv well received.

Readers are asked to note that

it is not the JournaVs intention to

report the discussions and con-

clusions reached at these meetinigs

in this issue. The July Journal will

carry a full aceount of the jier-

sonnel present, the resolutions

passed, and the ofíicial minutes of

the business meeting. Many more
pictures taken during the Toronto

meeting will also appear at that

time.

The Banquet and Dance

We believc that ali those present

for the occasion will agree that the

climax of the meeting was the

Mis Worship Maxor oC I i miiii to.

INathan l'hilli[>s, pays trilxile to lhe
engineeriiifí (troressioii as he welconies
delegates to lhe <-it\ he represents.

magnificent ban(iuet on Friday

evening, followed by the reception

and dance. After the head table

guests had marched in and as-

semblcd, to the tune of the bag-

pipes, events one after another

made a mcmorable program.

The seven hundred or more who
attended received the speakers with

enthusiasm, and cndorscd with

genuine applause the awards of

medals and prizes. A special source

of pride to ali In.^itittito members

came at the moment whcn past

president and now field secretary

Colonel L. F. Grant, hou.m.e.i.c,

Colonel L. F. Grant accepts the T.^ith Anniversary Medal
of the American Society of Mechanical PZnginecrs from
Thompson Chandler, vice-president, A.S.M.E., while
the guest speaker, Dr. F. Kenneth Hare, applaiids.

E. \. Leipoldl, \i«e-presideiit. í>ha«init'an Enuineering

Compan\, «ongral iilale.s aulhor H. S. Thaiii of lhe

Defenoe Keseareh Hoard on his paper, "l^ow Kreqiiencj

Radio Comnuinieations aM<l Engineeriiin".
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received froin INIr. Thompson
Cliandler, A-ice-president, A.S.M.E.,

a special medal struck by the

American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, on the occasion of their

75th anniversary year, in recogni-

tion of his outstanding work as

rhairman of the Engineers' Council

for Professional Development since

1952.

A strong challenge was made to

tlie Canadian universities by tlie

principal speaker Dr. F. Kenneth
Hare, of McGill University, who
spoke with refreshing wit on the

subject of Canada 's northward ex-

])ansion—a subject obviously close

to his heart. Dr. Hare's fine ad-

dress will receive further attention

in the ncxt issue of the Journal.

After the introduction of the new
members of Council, the banquet
proceedings ended with the "long

walk" and induction of the new
j)resident Richard Edgar Heartz.

S h o r 1 1 y afterward president

Heartz and his wife, together with
his predecessor D. M. Stephens and
Mrs. Stephens, informally received

members and guests prior to going

on to the dance. A hai)py ending
to the meeting was provided by the

music in the bali room, where the

bancjuet guests were joined by
many whd arrived later.

Television Appearances

On two days of the meeting the

Institute had representatives ap-

pearing on the C.B.C, television

program "Tabloid." The íirst of

The traffic panei appears on television profjrani "'Tahioid". Left to right: C. Eí j

Campeau, M.E.I.C., Montreal; H. F. Biirns, .Ir.E.I.C, Winnipefi; W. E. p'

Dunoan, M.E.I.t^., chairnian, Toronto; H. K. Burton, Toronto; and Murra>U
Bosley, Toronto. The profjram was voted a considerable success.

j

-

these was on Thursday afternoon

at which time the panei on traffic

discussed their problems for the

TV audience.

The second appearance was on

Friday afternoon wlien Dr. Lillian

Gilbreth, Hon.M.E.i.c, was inter-

viewed on the same program.

The results seem to indicate that

the engineers handled themselves

very well through this médium. It

seems evident that longer sessions

dealing with other subjects of in-

terest to the public would be suit-

able for telecasts on future oc-

casions.

The Meeting Arrangements

This record of the 1955 annual

meeting could not be concluded
without some special words iiij

tribute to the work of the Torontcj

Brandi committee under the gem
eral cliairmanship of C. D. Car-i

ruthers. The way these gentlemerj

undertook their tasks, and the re-j

sults achieved, can be held up a.-
'

examples of how planning anc

efficiency can get things done.

During the several months o! •

l)re])aration prior to the meeting

constant liaison was maintainecj

with Mansfield Street in Montreali

and the success of the entire pro'

gram proves what can be achieved

)

when branch and headquarters g(j ;

into high gear together for a com||

mon purpose.

Members of the ('anadian Committee of the International Conference on Large Klectrical Systems meet on May 12 t<

discuss presentation of papers by the committee at the Par-s conference in May, 1956, which will be attended by repre

sentatives from nearly ali major coiintries including Soviet Rússia. Left to right: Dean Adrien Pouliot, dean of engi
neering, Lavai University; Harold II. Turner, president, Canadian General Electric Company, Toronto; H. L. Hurdle
Montreal Engineering Company, Montreal; II. H. Rogge, president, Canadian Westinghouse Company, Hamilton
R. L. Hearn, chairman, Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontário, Toronto; G. A. Gaherty, president, Montrea
Engineering Company, Montreal; Fred L. Lawton, chief engineer, Aluminium Laboratories Limited, Montreal; B. G
Ballard, vice-president (scientific), National Research Council, Ottawa; E. V. Leipoldt, vice-president, Shawinigai
Engineering Company, Montreal; and T. Hogg, Consulting engineer, formerly with the Hydro-Electric Power Com
mission of Ontário, Toronto.
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Notes of the Institute and Other Societies, Comments
and Correspondence, Elections and Transfers

Registration in the Yukon
Canadian engineers will be in-

terested to hear of a development

which lias just taken place in the

Yukon Territory. The officers of

The Engineering Institute of Can-
ada Eranch thero have appealed

for "an ordinance respecting the

practice of Professional engineer-

ing''. The petition has been accept-

sd and the ordinance has been

2nact?d.

The situation is slightly different

frora tliat which cxists in the prov-

mces. In the íirst place, the docu-
Tient i?- called an ordinance instead

Df an act, alihough it does create

m Association o<" Professional En-
íineer&.

Some of the differences are that

he ordinance specifically provides

hat nothin? therein shall restrict

m a^^chitect in the practice of

irchitecture. nor shall it be related

o the practice of a Dominion Land
Surveyor except that such surveyor
'shall not style himself nor hold
limself out as a Professional engi-

leer cnless he is registered or li-

ensed under this ordinance".

Another specific exemption ap-
)lies "to any member of the armed
orce? of Canada or of visiting

orce< as defined in The Visiting

''orce« North Atlantic Treaty Act,

/hile actually employed on duty
vith such forces".

Another clause provides that the
^ct "?hall not prevent any person

from assisting ir. the execution of

any professional service or creative

work of a kind described in the
definition of 'practice of profes-

sional engineering' in Section 2,

where a professional engineer di-

rectly supervises and assumes full

resDonsibility for such service or

work".

The officers and Council of the

Association are to be chosen by the

members of the Association from
their own membership. There is no
provision for representation of gov-

ernment.

One outstanding diffcrence is

that qualificatior.s for membership
are not specified as being related

to the candidate's educational

qualifications. The main item states

that the applicanf shall be "of good

standing as a Member of an asso-

ciation or Corporation of profes-
sional engineers of any province of
Canada or of the Engineering In-
stitute of Canada".
Another feature that will have

popular appeal is that "every mem-
ber who becomes a member of the
Association shal! be exempt from
payment of the annual fee for his

íirst vear of membership". Inci-

dentaJly, although a specific fee is

not nientioned, provision is made
for a maximum fee of $50.00 a

year.

Engineers evervwhere will wish
the new Association every success.

It is of particular interest and sat-

isfaction to the officers of The En-
gineering Institute to know that it

was the officers of the Institute

Branch that niade the application

and that will constitute the officers

of the new organization. Success to

them

!

Seventy-Five Years Young
This is the diamond jubilee year

of the American Society of Me-
chanical Engineers. The project of

its organization originated with

Professor John E. Sweet of Cornell

University, who discussed it with

29 other engineers at a meeting in

New York on February 16, 1880.

Two months later, on April 7, 1880,

the Society was formally launched.

Within a year it had a membership

Cover Picture

The recent annual meeting brought together officers represcnting

most of the Institute's branches. The Branch Officers Conference,

shown in the cover picture, is an important phase of the work done

at the annual meeting.

C.P.R. Photof/raph.

of 189 and a bank account of

$2500.

The fame of niany of the 189

died with them, but some are still

remembered — Alexander Holley,

who introduced the Bessemer steel

process into the United States;

Robert Briggs, the originator of

our standard pine thread; Thomas
Pickering, the inventor of the

spring govcrnor; W. E. Ward, the

buildor of the first concrete house

and R H. Thurston, professor of

mechR.nical engineering at the Ste-

vens Institute of Technology, to

pick a few more or less at random.

From its start the A.S.M.E. has

regarded its resnonsibilities to the

public seriouslv. The frequency of

boiler cxplosions—one al)out every

six hours in 1910^—often with fa-
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talities and always with property

loss, led to the formation of the

Societv's Boiler Code Committee
in 1911. Today its standard boiler

code has been adopted in 38 states

and territories, in eight Canadian
provinces, in the Commonwealth of

Austrália and in a nuniber of other

countries The A.S.M.E. elevator

code, just revised, has been as suc-

cessful as the boiler code in reduc-

ing accidents wherever it has been

adopted.

One of the socjety's accomplish-

ments in standardizing w h i c h

comes dose home to all of us is in

fire hcse couplings, so that appara-

tus from one city can help out in

another. This project was under-

taken jointly with the National

Board of Fire Underwriters and
the American Water Works Asso-

ciatio". And: of course, it was
vitallv concerned in the negotia-

tions with British and Canadian
engineers which led to the rather

recent adoption of standard ma-
chine screw threads for the Eng-
lish-speaking world.

We of the Eniíineering Institute

have special reasons for sincerely

congratulating the American So-

ciety of Mechanioal Engineers on

the nTignificent record it has estab-

lished in the past 75 years and for

just as sincerely wishing it con-

tinuai progress and an even more
influential position in the engineer-

ing world in the years to come. For
long we have been fortunate

enough to enjov very close rela-

tions with it; the help and advice
.«10 gk.dly given us by its officers

have many times been invaluable.

That it does not think too badly

of Canadian engineers is shown by
the fact that three of its recent

presidents are Canadians or mem-
bers of the E.I.C.: Dr. A .G. Chris-

tic, M.F.ic. (1938-39), W. L. Batt,

Hon.M.E.i.c. (1941-421 and Dr. L.

K. Sillcox, M.E.i,r. (1953-54). These
three it counts among its honor-

ary members, along with Norris R.
Crump, M.E.T.c, D'-. Liflian M. Gil-

breth, m.e.i.c, R. E. Heartz, m.e.i.c,

Hon. C. D. Howe, Hon.m.e.i.c, and

Lt. Gen. A. G. I. McNaughton,
M.E.I.C. And, of course, many of our

other members are also members
of the A.S.M.E.
With its 40,000 members and 83

local sections, its monthly journal

—one of the bcst—its four other

regular publications and its 200-

odd codes, standards, handbooks

and the likc, it does much tó influ-

ence constructively the thinking of

all engineers, not just that of its

own members. A non-member and

probably not eligible for mem'ber-

ship, this writer is impressed by the

A.S.M.E.'s down to earth approací
to its problems. While by no meaní
unaware of the troubles of the en

gineering profession, both past anc

present, any solutions it may sug.

gest are sure to be for here anc

now, ílexible enough, however, t(

be eosily modificd as conditioni

change. That they may fali shor

of sonebody's ideais is no defect

to be any good a solution must b<

workable.

So to the Ainerican Society o:

Mechanical Engineers the Gaeli

toast: "May you live richly to eaj

with relish the chicken t h a

scratches over your grave!"

Foreign Competitioii

Recently a young Canadian

engineer sent to headquarters a list

of refinery, pctrochemical and

chemical plants which had been

designed and in some instances

built in Canada by non-Canadian

firms, in the last four years.

The list includes forty-three

plants. All but four of them were

designed by engineers who do not

have any engineering ofíice in Can-
ada. The four plants engineered in

Canada were designed by three

firms all of which have their main
office in the United States with

only subsidiary organizations in

Canada. Our informant reports

that two out of the three have
recently closed down their Cana-
dian office and have returned to

the United States.

The volume of business involved

in the construction of these plants

is $428,000,000. Of this, $33,000,000

was planned by American firms

with offices in Canada. It will be
admitted generally that a serious

situation is pointed up when this

many plants have to be designed

outside Canada. It is true that in

many instances there is a certain

amount of technical knowledge
which is controlled by some of the

American Consulting firms. How-
ever, it may well be contended that
this condition should not go on
indefinitely. If the protected pro-

cesses involved are not made avail-

able to Canadian engineers, per-

haps the Canadians should develop
substitute processes of their own
so that the country can be freed

from the domination of non Cana-
dian organizations.

Some people contend that Cana-
dians not only are not competent
now to design such plants, but are

not likely to be competent fo

many years to come. However, th

engineer who wrote us is himsel

in that íield of work. He has bee:

with some of the American com
panies and his opinion goes lik

this: "The argument that it wouli

be impossible to do the work her

is untcnable because (1) the íe\

jobs that have been done in Can

ada have been completed success

fully (2) there are many Canadia

chemical and other engineers no>

living in the United States wh
])robably would be glad to retur

and staff engineering companie

in Canada. For instance, when

was working for a certain Ameri

can company in Califórnia ther

was one project on which the prc

ject engineer and two of the fou

process engineers were graduates c

the University of British Col

umbia.
"The seriousness of the preser

situation is painfully apparent i

me. I returned to Canada to wor,

for an American company with

Canadian office. When they wei

about to go out of business I joine

another American company opei

ating in Canada. Now they ai

closing their engineering office he.'

and I have been transferred to th

States."
j

Probably there is no íield

which Canadian engineers do k
work than the íield of chemic

petroleum and pctrochemical ii

dustry. In view of the tremendoi

opportunities for this sort of actv]

ity in Canada, the time nuist con'

when Canadians have a chance .

do this work for themselves. SureJ

we are not to go on all the rej

of our lives paying this huge priij

to foreign organizations for oi.

ignorance or our lack of initiativ
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Our Readership Survey

Except for the relative few who
have been receiving cards each

month, mo8t of our readers are

probably unaware that a Journal

leadership sui-vey is in progress

:ind has becn going on since last

Xovember. Because the results

iiave been so encouraging, it was

ilecided to publish a review and

.ligest of the first six full months'

returns, November through ApriL

Tlie message. reproduccd here-

ívith, which appears on the address

.alf of the double card, will prob-

iblv best expLiin what we are

rying to do. (See at right.)

In addition, on the return haif

if the card, there is space for the

eader to use in making comments
jr suggestions if he wishes. The
ne hundred mailed each month
re selected absolutely at random
rom our trays of stencils, except

hat we are working across the

ountry gradually, from West to

ast, in "batches" representing

bout one-twelfth of our member-
hip. A proportion of members,

uniors and students has been

stabhshed, roughly, so that ali

rades of membersip are included.

The first fact established by the

eturns, and the most gratifying

ne. was the amazing number of

eply cards being received. Of the

rst 600 sent out, over the initial

ix months' period, no less than

14 have been completed and re-

urned, or slightly over 52 per cent.

ecording to the best information

e can obtain, this knocks the

uffing out of any readership sur-

ey record we have heard of so

r! In general, a return of 15 per

ent is "good", and 25-30 per cent

excellent". What would you call

urs? We can only thank the

aders, who have demonstrated
leir interest in the JournaVs wel-

re so decisively.

The Detailed Results

To get down to the detailed re-

ilts, as tabulated for the same
X months, the overall reader

reference for the different sections

f the Journal turns out like this:

1. Tcchnical Papers
2. Business and Industrial Briefs

3. Personals

4. Abstracts of Literature

5. Advertising

6. Emplovment
7. Month to Month
8. Branch and Association News
9. Librarv Notes

The first item was no surprise.

After all, it is for the technical
papers that the Journal really

exists, and if they were not popu-
lar we would soon have few read-
ers. They have becn an easy first,

every month so far, but the second
and third place winners are inter-

esting. At least, we on the editorial

staíí did not expect the briefs and
personals to rate so high. From
there on down, the results show a

vaiying degree of reader interest,

with the standing changing up or

down a little for the remaining

sections as each month's cards

came in. The branch and associa-

tion news, and library notes, have

had a rather slim foUowing so far

in comparison with the others, but

very few readers have suggested

that any section be scuttled. It

has been pleasing to learn that our

advertising is read and enjoyed to

the extent shown in the standing.

This is in spite of quite a few

who cry
—

"less advertising!"

Other Observations

Several other general observa-

tions come to mind in looking over

our notes. The highest rate of re-

turns so far, by áreas f which in-

cludes from Vancouver Island to

Montreal), has been from South-

Tho Canadian National Commit-

tee of the World Power Conference

met again in Ottawa on April 14

with Major General Hugh Young,

M.E.i.c, in the chair. Plans for the

regional meeting of the Conference

to be held in Montreal in 1958 were

advanced considerably. It was re-

ported that arrangcments had been

concluded with the Mount Royai

Hotel and the new Queen Eliza-

beth Hotel for the necessary ac-

commodation.

ern Ontário, whero (jl jK-r cent of

the members mailed back their

cards. Against that, we must point

out that the most suggestions and
comments have come from readers
in the West. A\'ith regard to the

suggestions themselves, they have
been hot and cold, good and bad,

constructive and damning, accord-
ing to taste and temperament—
but always interesting, and ulti-

mately of great value to us. For
instance, many readers have asked
for some listing of contents on the

front cover. This demand has been

so insistent that something has
been done about it already.

Last, but not least, we have
received a generous number of

bouquets too. Nothing is more like

the cool water in the desert to the

small group who put the Journal

together on the mezzaninc floor

high up in the headquarters build-

ing. It is nice to know that we
have so many loyal friends and
supporters. The readership sur\''ey

is turning out to be a big success,

and we are depending on you to

keep it rolling. To those in East-

ern Quebec and the Maritimes

—

please watch for the yellow card

in your mail in the next few

months. But no one need wait for

the sur\'ey card. If you have some-

thing to.tell us, any old piece of

paper will do, anytime.

A considerable portion of the

meetir.g was tak^n up with discus-

sions nf a to;)ic fo^ the Conference

and for the arraneement of papers.

Consideration was given also to

the íifth World Power Conference

which is being held in Vienna in

1956. Arrangements were made for

the presentation of three papers

from ^'he Canadian Committee.

It was renorted by the honorary

secretary that foUowing the de-

cision of a previous meeting invi-

Dear Reader

:

In a continuing endeavour to impiove the intere.st and \alue of tlie

Journal we wish to learn more abovit what the readers think of it. You are
one of a hundred members being eonsulted this month to get some per-
sonal opinions. Others will be canva.ssed in future months. Will you please
take a few minutes to complete the attac-hed card?

The sections of the Journal are listed alphabetically. Ple;ise indicatc

those which interest you most by listing your preference by numbers "1.

2. 3" etc. or. if j-ou wish, by simply marking an "X" opposite each. Your
name need not necessarily be given, but we would like to have your
grade of membership. Eveiy completed card dropped in the mail will l-(>

appreciated.

L. AUSTIN WRIGHT. m.k.i.í ..

Editor

World Power Conference
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tations to ioin the Canadian JSa-

tiona! Cominittee have been sent

to eleven persons. Acceptances had

already been received from the fol-

lowino;- A. E. Grauer, president,

British Columb'a Electric Com-
pany; W. J Bennett, president,

Atomic Energy of Canada, Lim-

ited; A. W Southam, managing di-

rector, British Newfoundland Cor-

poration. Limited; W. E. Uren,

chairman, Dommion Coal Board;

D. M. Stephens, chairman and gen-

eral manager of the Manitoba
Hvdro Electric Board; A. L. For-

syth, president, Dominion Steel &
Coal Corporation; F. L. Lawton,

The Saguenay Power Company;
The Hon. E. E. Fournier, chair-

man, New Bvunswick Electric

Power Commission, and Henry D.

Hicks. chairman, Nova Scotia

Power Commission.

It was agreed that the next meet-

ing of the Committee woiild be in

September.

Secretary Retires

Wm. N. Carey, executive secre-

tary of the American Society of

Civil Engineers, retired from that

office on May 1 On April 22, a

group of about forty-five secretar-

ies and a few officers of E.J.C, gave

him a "send off" at the Engineers'

Club of New York. This picture

shows the head table with Dean
Thorndike Saville, president of the

Engineers' Joint Council, at the

left end, and John Warner, secre-

tary of the Society of Automotive

Engmeers next, then Colonel Carey

and C. E. Davies the chairman,

secretary of the American Society

of Mechanical Engineers. Then
comes S L. Tyler who just recently

retired from the secretaryship of

the American Institute of Chemi-

cal Engineers. Admirai Geo. Hus-
sey, president of the American
Stand^í.rds Association is nearest

the Camera. Messrs. Carey, Davies

and Tyler are familiar figures at

meetings of the Engineering Insti-

tute.

National Aeronaiitical Establishment
Statement by the Rt. Hon. C. D. Howe, Minister of Trade and Commerce,

and the Hon. Ralph Campney, Minister of National Defence.

Long-term plans for the research

facilities comprising the National

Aeronáutica] Establishment, at Ot-

tawa, including construction of a

super-sonic wind tunnel at Uplands
Airport, may well mark a new and
exciting era in Canadian aviation

research.

NAE was created in 1951 to

provide research and development

facilities adequate to meet the

needs of the expanding RCAF. Ad-

804

ditional requirements were ílight

and structural testing facilities for

Canada's civil aircraft industry.

The establishment comprises
several small research wind tun-

nels of varying speeds, and engine,

structures a n d thermodynamics
laboratories ali at the National
Research CounciFs Montreal Road
site. The flight research section,

formerly at Arnprior, Ont., moved
in 1953 to Uplands Airport and
occupied a large research hangar

completed last year and finance

by the Defence Research Board
NAE scientists have achieve

an impressive series of accomplish
ments. An important flight tas

program has provided valuable in

formation on the stability an
control characteristics of tailles

aircraft. A "wing flow" techniqu
developed to obtain data o
models at or near the speed o
sound, has provided Canada wit
a valuable trans-sonic aerodyna
mie testing facility.

NAE scientists have contribute
to the launching phases of th
guided missile being develo])ed fo

the RCAF. In addition the rotat

ing parachute designed at NA
primarily for supply drops, i

being studied for further applica

tions.

Other Government agencie

have been helpcd by the establish

ment in a variety of ways. Ai
airborne magnetometer, developei

to detect magnetic deposits, i

proving invaluable in aerial geo

logical surveys. Canada's mappin
program has been aided niateriall,

throiigh a radar altimeter, anoth
airborne device which provides a
curate variations in ground pr
files. NAE scentists have devei

oped as well airborne radi

activity detectors now used wide
ly in Canada for detecting or

bodies.

In addition to its normal opera

tions, NAE is currently carryin
out aerodynamic investigations re

lative to high speed jet aircraft.

Because of its lengthy experienc

in the field of aviation and allie«j

research, the NRC has operatec

lhe entire establishment diiring it

revolutionary phases. When th

I plands' facilities become mor
self-sufficient with installation o

the new wind tunnel, they will b
separated from the National Re
search Councirs Montreal Roa^

elements and operated as a De
fence Research Board laboratorj

Designs for the tunnel are no^

being completed and constructio

will begin during the summer. Ir

stallation will take about thrc

years. To be housed near the fligb

research section, the tunnel wi

cost almost $3,500,000.

Installation of this versatilij

modern research tool has becom

a necessity to support current an

future Canadian development •

military aircraft and superson

air-defence guided weapons. Exis

ing tunnels in Canada lack tl

variety of facilities necessary f(
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jct .111(1 missile-age developments.

The Uplands installation will be

ali essontial coinponent of Can-

a(la's air dcfcnce jjrogram.

To be eoniparable iii function

with and eoinplenientary to sim-

ilar high speed tunnels in tlie

llnited Kingdom and the United

States, it will have a minimum
vvorking section of four to five feet

(Hiaie and a si)eed range of 200 to

;,()()() niiles per hour. The installa-

li()n's versatile characteristies will

tacilitate checking of theoretical

fstiinates involving speeds, man-
iieuvrability, controllability and
i conoiny of construction of the de-

velopments under consideration.

With the separation of the ele-

iiients that now eomprise NAE,
he Uplands' facilities will be
akeii over by DRB. Those on the
Montreal Road will remain with
VRC where fundamental aero-

lautieal researeh, both for mili-

ary and civil purposes, will be
tressed. The scientists at both
iites will continue to work closely

ogether however, to fulfil military

terii ind civil requirements.
Long-term objectives for the

)epartment of National Defence

IS a

will be new types of aircraft and
guided wea{)ons. Research assist-

ance to Canada's civil aeronautical
indiistry will conlinue as in the
pasl. The overall ])rogram planned
for both sections will be compar-
able with the type of researeh and
development carried out at Brit-
ain's famed Royai Aircraft Estab-
lishment at Farnborough.

Until the Iwo sections separate,

NAE will continue its operations
under J. H. Parkin who is also

director of the NRC Mechanical
Engineering Division.

The National Aeronautical Re-
search Committee, w^hich provides
policy and development guidance
for the NAE, will continue to act
in an advisory capacity following

the separation of the two sections.

Committee members are Dr.
Omond M. Solandt, Hon.M.E.i.c,

chairman of the Defence Research
Board; J. R. Baldwin, deputy min-
ister of the Department of Trans-
port; D. A. Golden, deputj' min-
ister of defence production; Air
Marshal C. R. Slemon, chief of the
Air Staff, and Dr. E. W. R. Steacie,

president of the National Research
Council.

Academic Performance
The Facts on Engineering Student Mortality

Tlii-s article is reprinted fiom "Engineering and Scientific Manpower", Newsletter
.0. 55, March 24, 1955, issued jointly by the Engineering Manpower Commission
f the Engineers Joint Council, New York, and the Scientific Manpower Conimis-
lon. Washington. The Canadian situation was descvibed in the May 1955 Journal.
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Those who hnve participated in

uidance prograras know that there

a widespread belief that engi-

eering student mortality is unusu-
lly high and the impression pre-

ails that it is much higher than in

ther educational disciplines. An
rticle on "Graduation and With-
rawal Ratios for Engineering Stu-

ents, ' by Henry H. Armsby, in

le Ncvemher 1953 issue of Higher
ducation, the monthly publica-

borali^on of the U.S. Department of

ea'th, Education. and Welfare,
rovides illuminating Information
n this point.

The article is based on data on
k raduation and withdrawal ratios

f engineering students obtained in

study recently completed by the
verií1i;ducational Testing Service, of

rinceton, N.J. This study, made
)i' the U.S. Coast Guard, has been
ublished by Educational Testing
ervice under the title "Four-Year
ollow-Up Study of 1948 Fresh-
lan Entrants to Engineering Col-
ges."

siipes<

;essJií

The published figures are based

on a survey made in November
1952, for which 101 engineering

colleges furnished virtually com-

plete data covering more than

13,000 1948 freshman entrants.

These institiitions oonstitute a good

cross section of the engineering col-

leges of the United States. The
data do not include students en-

gaged in cooperative programs.

Of the entering students covcred

by tlic survey, 33% were gradu-

ated in engineering in four years or

had satisfactorily completed four

years of a five-year program of en-

gineering studies; 11% of the en-

trants were sti^I enroUed in .Tuly

1952. and it was expeoted that

most of these would graduate by

June 1953. During the four years,

56% had withdrawn or had been

dropped from engineering.

From an earlier study conducted

by the Office of Education during

the academic y^ar 1931-32 in a

smaller group of institutions, it

was learned that 30% of engineer-
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ing student? graduated in four

years, and 62% dropped or with-
drew. Corrr^sponling figures for

other disciplines included in the
same study were: arts and sciences,

29% and 67%; commerce and
businoss, 24% and 67% ; home eco-

nomics, 31% and 65%; agriculture,

34% and 60%; education, 42%
and 53%. Unfortunately, there are
no data on these other disciplines

for comparison with the results of

the 1952 study by E(hicational

Testing Service

The E.T.S. study also revealed

wide variations in the graduation
ratios among the 50 largest institu-

tions. These ratios ranged from
9% to 62%. The general average
for engineering schools that are

parts of universities was 27%,
whereas for the indcpendent engi-

neering schools it was 41%; the

average for publicly supported in-

stitutions was 25%, for private in-

stitutions 46%.
Some students who were gradu-

ated in four years had academic
diffieulties: 26% of them had, at

some time, repeated one or more
courses; 11% had attended one or

more summer sessions; and 12%
had been on probation for one or

more terms. Agam there were wide
variations among individual insti-

tutions More than half of ali with-

drawals occurred during or at the

end of the first year of college. As
percentages of the original en-

trants, the withdrawal figures were

as fcllows: 32% of ali freshmcn

were dropped or withdrew l)y the

end of the first year, an additional

16% during or aí the end of the

second year, 6% during or at the

end of the thi''d year, and 2%
dropped during the fourth year. Al-

most half the voluntary withdraw-

als from engineering were made to

effect changf^s in curriculum. These

constituted 21.5% of the total

withd''awals. Of those who volun-

tarily withdrew, 28% were stu-

dents in good academic standing;

7% were renortc-d as having with-

drawn for financial or family rea-

sons, and only 6% because of dis-

like of engineering.

Two of Dr. A'-msby's conclusions

are quoted below:

Unfortunately. comparable fig-

ures for the other disciplines are

not available, but it seems likely

that the engineering schools are

graduating at least as many of

their entering students in 4 years

as a^-e schools in most other discip-
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lincò to which slndonts are admit-

ted upon gradirition froui high

8cho('l.

It i? i>ractical!y ciM-tain tlvat im-

proved programa of sclection and

coun>-cl!ing in iuiiidi- atid sénior

Froni time to time the Engineer-

ing Journal is indehted to tlie Hu-
manities As«ociation of Canada for

addre?ses or artieles whicli liave a

partieidar hiterest for engineers.

Onee again tlie Journal is in that

position and (^uotes lierewitli an

edito'-ial from the reeent issue of

the Indletin of th.e Assoeiation.

Tlie editorial is in the nature of

a revi-^^w of the honk "The Physical

Basis of Personaiity" by Professor

V. H. Mottram. Doubtless the best

way to appraise it would be to read

the book. Perhaps ((uotation of tliis

referenec to it will lead members
of the Institute to follow that ree-

onniiendation. TTerowith is the edi-

torial.

In tlie second (Mlition of his book,

"The Physieal Rasis of Personai-

ity," Professor V H. Mottram en-

larges and reinforces his earlier

dÍ8cus«ion of the argumcnts against

scientific dcterminism. One of the

arguments to whieh he alludes is

that ;\11 kinds of human endeavonr
—- artistic, seientifie, philosophie

and rrligious — have a common
basis in "jndgment": they are ali

snbjeet to man-niade rules, stand-

ards of value, degrees of accuracy,

propriety, and so on. The important
eharaí-teristic of this .iudgment is

that i^' is huinarr, and, sinee it is

apjjlif^d to science, art, philosophy

and theology alike, it provides an
effcctive contradic'tion to the deter-

minist-materialist point of view.

Bn^ asks Professor Mottram, is

this argumcnt sound? No doubt a

kind of iudgment lies at tlic roots

of ali forms of intellectual endeav-
onr; but therc is a manifcst differ-

ence between art, philosophy and
religion on the orie hand and the

seienccs on the other. "In scienee

the gf^nius blazes the trail, but the

hunibler person enii follow the trail.

Moreovei', the foUower of the

genius using the samc or similar

teohniciues comes inevitnbly to the

mnie conchmon." In the end, ali

the seientists reach general agree-
ment on prineipl(\ and thus immu-
table laws an^ established. This
ultimate unanimitv would aecount

high schools and in eolleges and

univ, r^ities, bctrer teaohing at ali

Ieve's, and more ample financial

assisranee for needy students. eould

materially reduce "stuilent mortal-

ity" i'i ali disciplines.

for th^ almo-Jt uivversal trust tliat

science enjoys and the intellectual

stranglehold it exerts on the mod-
em world.

Thpre is, in contrast. no funda-

mental agrcement in art. nnisie.

literaiure philosophy or religion.

The intelligent amateur may con-

sider Raphael to be the greatest

l)aint'^r. Tchaikovsky the master

musician, Tennyson the supreme
poet, Hegel the archangel of

thought, and Newnian the first of

theoloaians: while his professional

tutors may prefer Leonardo, De-
bussv. Wordsworth, Whitehead and
INIartin Luther,.with no more con-

The Enginccing Institute of

("anada was honoured reeent ly by
a visit from Dr Paul Chaniliadal

of the "Electricité de France".
Some of the ofRc!-rs of the Institute

had an opportvmity to entertain

hiiu at dinner in the University
Club on the evening of Mondav,
May 2.

Dr. Chambad.-d heads up a di-

visioi'. of re^ícarcb with the Elec-
tricitv Board of France, and is in-

terestcd particularly in gas tur-

bines. It is this interest that brings

him Canada and the United
States.

The Institute was ablc to ar-

vincing or "authoritative" apoloa|

to support thcir views. 1

l'nhampered by such disagrel

UK-nts, the seientists (argues Mel
tram^ "seem to bc getting som4
where, whercas the rest (the h-

manists and the a."tists) seem to

getting nowhere. There is no co;-

cinnity among thcir adepts."

T\ú<. in a rougli nutshell, is ts

scienti^ífs prejudice against us.

is easy to dismiss, but dillicult i.

confute. Some of us— notably «

the fields of philosophy and lit(-

ary criticism—have tried to softji

it by 'ntroducing scientific incth l

into ( ur studies. Cthers contcil

that the wavs to truth are ma)*

and varied: saepe via obliqi

pi-aestat qnfim tenderc recta. Ts
swiftest, the most systematic, i

not nccessarily th'^ surest. By ci-

ting the Gordian knot, Alexam •

nuiy have won tlie empiri' of As

,

but meanwhile. neglected. tl;

flower of Greek culture witlicri

awav.

range for D'- Chambadal to spel

a day with Professor Mordell f

McOi'i. lookiu"' into the wc:

being done by Professor Mordi
on solid fuels for gas turbines. I.

Chair.badal reported that he hl

found Professo'- INIordeirs wi

:

among tlie most interestiiig that ;

had seen in any place in the wor.

In view of the fact that the Eh-

tricité de France and Dr. Chainl •

dal are making some real progrin

in th*^ field of gas turbines, it wj?

suggested that he niight retiirn ;>

Canada within two or three yca

'

time pnd present a paper on wl

;

had b'MMi acl;iev(^d in tliat connt'.

Scientific Deteriiiiiiism

Distiiiguislied Visitor íVoiii France
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St. Lawreiíce Seaway

and Power Project

Dcvclopiiienl «>!" Power

As Ontário Hydro and thc Power
Aiitliority of tlio State of New
Vork enter thcir first fuU year of

[iiajor construction on tlie vital St.

Lawrence Power Project, the main
ictivity in 1955 will centre on the

|)ow(>rli()iise, Lonfí Sault Dam, and
Imquois Dam, channcl iniprovc-

incnts, (lyking, the ncw St. I^aw-

cncc Transfornier Station, and the

ic-arrangement of ccrtain power
lines.

This year will see the power-
liousc arca pumped out and cxcav-
ition for the intcmational struc-

ure wcll advanced. This calls for

he rcraoval of some 31/2 million

ubic yards of eartli and 320,000

bic yards of rock. Hydro and its

artner, the Power Authority of

he State of New York, will share

he work.

Activity will also move up-
treani, above the village of Iro-

uois, to the Galop Rapids area
here work will commence on ex-

avations for channcl improve-
ents. Other similar channel im-
rovenicnts, though on a smaller
oalc, will hc undcrtaken at Spar-
owhawk Point and in the vicinity

f Point Three Points and Ogden
sland.

A major portion of this year's
ork program on the power phase
'ill revolve around the building
If dykcs on the Canadian shore.

hmn^ thc next three ycars, about
jfirec miles of dyking will be com-
letcd north an(l west of thc Cana-
ian scction of the powcrhouse.
ts function will bc to contain the
eadpoiíd or watcr storage area
leatcd by the Long Sault Dara
iid powcrhouse.
Although initial power is not
^hcdulcd for delivcty until the
ali of 1!)5S, rc-arrangemcnt this
ear of ccrtain transmission lines
i neccssary to tic-in with construc-
on plans for both thc power pro-
'•'t and the Seaway. The power

s associatcd with Hydro's Nia-

lii ihis se<-ti<>ii lhe Joiíriial reviews

lhe iiews aii<l pr«){;ress of lhe Sl. Law-
rence project.

gara Mohawk power interchange

and the Cedar Rapids circuit are

to be dismantled, and rcplaccd by
lines to bypass Barnhardt Island.

This job will bc completcd by July,

1955. Thc lines prcsently stretch

from the United States mainland
across Barnhardt Island to Hydro's
Cornwall Transformer Station near
the powcrhouse site.

In May, construction will get

imder way on the St. Lawrence
Transformer Station about 1^2
miles north of the International

I)owcrhousc. The station will even-
tually contain switchyard facilities

for the Canadian scction of the

dcveloj)ment, and will bc ready for

operation in April, 1956. It will

replace Hydro's Cornwall Trans-
former Station which must be dis-

mantled owing to flooding in the

area.

New York Stale Power Authority

On the American side of the

river, the Morrison Knudsen-
Walsh-Pcrini-Kicwit-Utah group,

lowest bidders on the Long Sault

Dam structure, were awarded the

contract for this work on April Ist,

at a price of $25,972,000. Merritt,

Chapman and Scott-Savin Con-
struction Co., received the award
in April of the contract for the

Ncw York State Power Authority

half of the international powcr-
house substructurc at $36,200,000,

thc lowest of 6 bids. Quantities in

this structure 1,565 feet long and
160 fect in height, include 1,600,000

cubic yards of carth cxcavation

and cmbankmcnt, 890,000 cubic

yards of concreto and 30,000 tons

of stcel. Complction is schcduled

for Scpteniber 1958. Several adver-

ti.scmcnts for proposals on the

sujiply of clectrical equipment and
sluicc gates will also be opened
within the ncxt few weeks.

Othcr phascs of construction

schcduled for 1955 by N.Y.S.P.A.

include construction of the Iro-

quois Dam, and channel improve-

ments, for both of which tenders
will be opened May 27. Here, rock
and earth excavation should be
well under way before the end of
the year, with the prospect of some
concreto work being started.

Ilych-o Electric- Power (iomiiiÍ!^sion

of Ontário

Sincc thc international sod-
turning ceremonies last August,
Ontário Hydro had awarded nine
contracts totalling some $31,000,-
000 to the end of April, for con-
struction work and the supply of

material and equipment associated
with thc Canadian section of the
dcvclopnient. Construction was
completcd on the first contract
awarded in August 1954 for the
ercction of a project office building,

two miles west of Cornwall. Work
is proceeding on the field hospital

and staff house.

In Scptcmbcr 1954 the Commis-
sion awarded a contract to
Mannix-Raymond Ltd. of Mont-
real for two cofferdams and the
dewatering of the powcrhouse site.

The first structure, a 500-foot long
rock-and-eartli fill barrier span-
ning the channcl between Barn-
hart and Sheek Islands above the
powerhouse site, was completcd
last winter to the elevation re-

quired for winter operations. The
second, a 4,500-fo()t coffcrdam
some 2'% miles downstream and
immcdiatcly bclow the powerhouse
site, is now bcing built between
Barnhart Island and the Canadian
mainland.

In November, a contract was
awarded for 1,193,000 barreis of

cement to covcr most of Hydro's
powerhouse rcquirements. The sup-
plying of one year's rcquirements
of stcel reinforcing bars for the
Canadian half of the powerhouse
was awarded in January. Hydro
also let a contract in Fcbruary for

the i)r()(luction of crushed rock
and manufactured sand concrete

aggregates for this structure.

Two Canadian firms, Canadian
General Electric Company Limited
and Canadian Wcstinghouse Com-
pany Limited, wcre cach awarded
a contract in Fcbruary, 1955, for

the manufacture and installation

of cight 60,000 kva. gencrators for

thc powerhouse. A contract was
also awarded to English Electric

('om])any of Canada Limited, for

sixteen 75.000 horsepower turbines

and governors. Dclivcries com-
mence in March, 1956. On April

5, tenders closed for 14.4-kilovolt
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indoor station type cubicle switch-

gear, as well as for the supply of

thirteen 86,000 kva. power trans-

formers for the Canadian half of

the powerhouse. Bids for the

Ontario-Hydro half of the Inter-

national Powerhouse stmcture were

opened on May 10. Completion is

called for as of September 1958.

Award of this contract will be re-

ported in the next issue of the

Journal. Bids have been asked for

the construction of a subgrade and

structures on some 39% miles of

C.N.R. mainline double track re-

location between Cornwall and

Cardinal, Ontário, to be completed

before November 30, 1955. Tenders

close on May 17. Bids will be

opened May 24 for construction

of the first section of the Cornwall

dykes.

Development for Navigalion

In addition to contracts for

dredging 10 miles of channel in the

Lachine Section and four contracts

for dredging in Lakes St. Louis and
St. Francis, reported in our May
issue, Canada's Seaway Authority

in April awarded the first contract

for overland excavation through

the Caughnawaga Indian Reserve
on the South Shore, to Miron
Frères at $1,153,000. This 4,200 ft.

stretch involves 800,000 yards of

earth and shale and a similar

amount of limestone, as well as a

cofferdam for the Lock below La-
chine Rapids. Completion is sched-

uled for November 1956.

Another contract for 4,900 feet

of dykes and channel in the La-
chine Section opposite Montreal
was advertised early in May. Bids
closed on May 25. This stretch, ad-
joining the eastern end of the
dredging contract awarded last

fali, will connect up the Seaway
channel with the upstream end of

the Montreal Ship Channel.

On the American side of the

International Section, Dutcher
Construction Co. were awarded
the contract for excavation of the
Grasse River Lock at $2,200,000.

Work has already started, as re-

ported here last month. Tenders
on another contract for the Mas-
sena Dykes along the 6 mile cen-
tral stretch of the Long Sault
Canal, involving some 12 million
yards of excavation, were opened
early in May, with joint venture
Morrison Knudsen-Peter Kiewit
the lowest of three bidders at

$6,452,450.

Meantime, another major link in

the navigation channel, namely,

808

the Beauharnois Canal, is proceed-

ing in the Soulanges Section on the

Canadian side. On this huge dredg-

ing operation on the 15% mile by-

pass of the rapids between Lake

St. Francis and Lake St. Louis,

commenced 25 years ago by Beau-

harnois Power Co., dredging is be-

ing continued by Hydro-Quebec as

part of their giant Beauharnois

Power development, ultimately to

contain 2,200,000 installed horse-

power.

Today this canal, on which 160

million yards of material has al-

ready been excavated, can at times

carry the entire usable flow of the

river to the 28 turbines now in-

stalled, rated at IV2 million horse-

power. Completion of the canal

will take another ten years, and
involves removal of a further 60

million yards of clay, boulders and
rock, together with the navigation

lock at its lower end alongside the

Beauharnois powerhouse, to make
the canal an integral port of the

Seaway navigation channel.

Here three big dredges with

combined capacity of 17,000 horse-

power, and costing $8 millions,

are operating eight months of the

year. Two are suction dredges

owned by Hydro Québec. The
third is a dipper dredge operated

by Marine Industries Ltd., on a

cost-plus contract. The entire op-

eration employs 600 men in the

operating season and half that

number in winter.

WorWs Largest Dredge

The largest of these dredges is

the "Hydro-Quebec", the world's

most powerful cutter-head suction

dredge. Commissioned in 1952, it

has already worked one full season.

Working in boulder-clay, it ex-
cavates between two and three mil-
lion yards per eight month season
and would handle twice that
amount of boulderless marine clay.

The smaller 26 inch suction
dredge, which has removed over
100 million cubic yards of stiff

marine clay since 1930, averaging
5 million yards per season for 22
years or 50,000 yards per day over
a 5% day week, operates in front.

Following behind it, the "Hydro
Québec" works on the underlying
boulder-clay, crushing boulders
and pumping 15,000 cubic yards
per day through its 36 inch dis-

charge line at the rate of 50,000
gallons per minute with its 8,000-
horsepower suction pump.
When the clay and boulder-clay

are removed, if the canal bottona

is not yet down to the full 27 foo

depth, the 8 yard dipper dredgt

goes to work on the boulders am
spots of ledge rock on the bottomi

This machine removes some 2,50^

cubic yards daily or half a millioi

yards per season of rock and boul

ders, dumping it into scows whicl

dispose the material on the dykei

3,400 feet apart on either side o|

the canal. It handles boulders u|

to a size of 38 inches weighinj

1,500 Ib., crushing them and pumpí
ing them ashore.

By designing the canal at a ve
flat slope, almost full use is mad
of the entire 83 feet of head b
tween the two lakes, while the fio

in the canal is kept down belo

a velocity of 2I/2 feet per second

allowing the surface to freeze ove

in winter, thus preventing the foi

mation of frazil ice. Costs for re

moval of material per cubic yar:

are 8 cents for marine clay, 8|

cents for boulder clay, and $2.0!

for rock and boulders crushed an:

pumped ashore by dipper dredg'

Montreal Proposes Alternative 1

for Highway Traffic
j

At a meeting in Ottawa on Apij

19 called by the Federal Ministj

of Transport, the Hon. GeorJ
Marler, Seaway Authority officia

heard proposals from the city <

Montreal dealing with the situatic

created by construction of tl

canais along the south shore 1
•

the river opposite the city.

Basically, the City suggest(

that material dredged from tl

channel should not be dumped
deep water, but should be d

posited on the north bank of ti

dyke to widen it, thus making roo'

thereon for an expressway aloi

the canal bank. Vehicular trafi

between the south shore and ti'

Island of Montreal, said cilj.

spokesmen, could be organizÍ||

without the need for the compj

cated 'cloverleaf proposed by Se|

way Authority engineers at t

south end of Jacques Carti

Bridge^ or the complex double 1.

span arrangement suggested f.

Victoria Bridge.

Traffic from Montreal, they su'

gested, could move ofT the Jacqu

Cartier bridge at St. Helen's í

land, thence by a shallow and j

latively short tunnel under _t

Seaway channel to join the hig

way system on the south sho

At the Victoria bridge a causew

could be built west of the brid

from Nun's Island, passing une

l

d

y
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the Seaway channel by a similar

tunnel.

The city has been informed,

however, that due to the delay such

changes would cause in the design

of a new layout and stnictures, and
due to the cost of such a scheme
raising the total Seaway cost be-

yond the amount voted by parlia-

inent, present plans for additional

traffic lanes on bridges, with lift

<pans over the Seaway channel,

would not be changed.

lEconomic Aspects to Be Studied by
McGill Group

I
Announcement was made early

n May of an independent econ-

)mic study to be undertaken by
he McGill University School of

íconomics, under the joint spon-
orship of the Comraittee for Eco-
lomic Development and the Ford
''oundation Fund for Adult Educa-
ion. Headed by Dr. J. T. Turner,

f the School of Business, Univer-
ity of Indiana, nõw director of the

larketing program at McGill, as-

isted by Dr. D. E. Armstrong and
I )r. Irving Becher and an ad\isory
iroup of some 20 prominent Cana-

I

ian industrialists, it will be fin-

I nced through a grant-in-aid of

125,000.

I
The Federal Department of

I ransport undertook such a study

I
few years ago, but the results

I
ere never published. During the

I
te "forties" much broader studies

I
ere made for the U.S. Senate

I
^reign Relations Committee by

I'
e U.S. Department of Commerce,

I: anticipation of consideration of

|ie Seaway Treaty by U.S. Senate
liid Congress. Since then, however,
Bany economic changes, and a new
fcrm of agreement between Can-
is a and the United States for car-

liiing out the project, have taken
h ice.

I'lnitially, special emphasis will

P on the effects on the City of

B intreal. Later the study will be
pdened to cover the entire project,

krishipping, International and inter-

Itr.íional trade via the Seaway and
fccnpeting routes, expected changes
pi: the volume of trade and in the
rative shares to be handled by
5way, railways and highway
t nsport. An ínterim report is

vualized in less than a year.

^ollowing this, several years
s dy on other aspects is planned,
8'h as the effect of the Seaway
o new industries and on the re-

1'ation and expansion of existing
o 's

; population shifts ; markets

;

income and employment patterns;
income distribution by regions and
factors for determining the rela-

tionship between on-site and off-

site employment.

Royai Commission on Shipping

Numerous Briefs to the Royai
Commission appointed to investi-

gate Canada's coastal shipping
trade have already been íiled. The
last date for their acceptance is

June 30. About mid-July, public
hearings will take place across
Canada, probably in each provin-
cial capital, plus certain ports such
as Vancouver, Montreal and Saint
John, as well as in Ottawa.

Submissions are already in from
British shipping interests who op-
pose restrictions on U.K. shipping.

British vessels now enjoy free en-
try to the 30 million ton St. Law-
rence and Great Lakes trade. Can-
ada's four maritime provinces are
planning a united stand for protec-
tion of their interests, and will

probably recommend a comprehen-
sive study of the effect of the Sea-
way on the Maritime's economy.

Seaway Authorily President Speaks

at Quebec

Addressing the Canadian Manu-
facturers Association's annual din-

ner in Quebec City on April 22,

the Hon. Lionel Chevrier stated

that "The Seaway presents no dan-
ger to the prosperity of this city.

It is not, however, an automatic
switch to prosperity. The principal

reason for making Quebec into a

prosperous port is the assurance

to shipping of a return freight

load. Your port must become a

profitable port-of-call for shipping

companies. To assure this return

freight load means re-orienting the

industry of this city, deliberately

establishing a plan of expansion

The íirst National Highway
Safety Conference, held at the

Chateau Laurier, Ottawa, May 24,

25 and 26 was attended by 350

delegates from every province of

Canada, with observers from Unit-

ed States, England and one from
Spain. By resolution passcd unani-

mously at the last plenary meeting

of the Conference a permanent na-

tional organizatíon was set up for

thei first time for the promotion of

highway safety in ali parts of

Canada. The name of the organi-

in conjunction with the economic
evolution of the country and the
markets of the world."

Speaking of the advantages from
the Seaway to the province of Que-
bec in general, Mr. Chevrier listed

these under five headings. With its

completion, at least 20 million tons
of Ungava ore would be shipped
annually, thus adding to the flow
of primary products without inter-

fering with the development of

heavy industry in Canada.
Secondly, reduction in the cost

of transportation, particularly in

the case of timber, pulp and paper
was an important element in the
selling price and would benefit the
province, he pointed out.

Thirdly, the construction period
would provide work for several

thousands of on-site workmen
within the province, as well as
many thousands more off-site in

factories and foundries, mines and
mills, workshops, offices, and in

transportation.

Fourthly, the metallurgical in-

dustry would derive immense bene-
íits, he predicted. Some day iron

ore would be partly, if not totally

processed within the province. Que-
bec's heavy industry had up to now
been a processing industry. One
must hope that íinanciers of vision

may establish blast furnaces within
the province.

Lastly, a notable benefit should
be realized by the river ports of

the St. Lawrence, said Mr. Chev-
rier. With Great Lakes freighters

coming right down the river, more
than one river port might see itself

transformed into a trans-shipment
port. Quebec must be ready to re-

build her industry in terms, neces-
sarily of the 20th century, but yet
more in terms of the 21st century.

"This," he said, "is the prime re-

quirement for very survival."

zation is to be "Canadian Highway
Safety Conference" or in French
"Conference Canadienne Sccurité

Routière."

Quoting from the resolution "the
object of the organizatíon shall be
to focus attention on the vital im-
portaiice of highway safety; to

promote tho exchange of views as

to ways to prevent accidents on the

highways, roads and streets of the

nation; to formulate recommenda-
tions for a program of action and
to take step? to carry out that pro-

New National Highway Safety Body
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gram ; to promote the co-operation

of al! agencies having to do with

the construction cr use of highways

in tho interest of highway safety;

to sefure and distribute informa-

tion relating to the use of high-

ways, accidents and losses on high-

ways, and the means of preventing

them; and generally to take any
other «teps to proraote safety in

the use of highways, roads and
streets throughout Canada."

Headquarters are to be at Ot-

tawa and the organization is to

have several classes of members in-

chiding: the organizations which
sponsored the National Highway
Safety Conference and other na-

tional, provincial and local organi-

zation? concerned with the use of

highways and highway safety, and
the v^rious classes of users of high-

ways and individuais interested in

the sub.iect of highway safety; and
such others as m.ay be considered

desirable. The resolution also made
provi.^ion for steps to be taken to

incorporate the new organization.

Chainnan at the meetings, who
continues as head of the new or-

ganization during its formative
period. was Hon. Brooke Claxton,

vice-president of Metropolitan In-

surance Com.pany and former Min-
ister of National Defence. The
meetings were held under the dis-

tÍDguÍ5:hed patronage of the gover-

nor general and provincial lieuten-

ant governors. The opening mes-
sage f r o m His Excellency the
Governor General 1 was read by Rt.
Hon. Thibaudeau Rinfret, former
chief justice of Canada.
Maior groups with an interest in

road safety were represented at the
National Highway Safety Confer-
ence, such as federal, provincial
and iTiUnicipal governments, busi-
ness, industry. finance, commercial
and private road users, road build-
ers, women's groups, youth groups
and individuais. The program was
so arranged that ali representatives
were enabled to take a personally
active part in deliberations leading
to the formation of the new body.
There were ten "delegate divi-

sions" to which the delegates at-
tachcd tliemselvos according to

their interests. These related to

agricuHure, busincss and industry,
educalion, 1 a b o u r, organizations

(motcr, safety, fraternal, service,

etc), public information media,
public oflacials, public transport,

wom.cn 's organizations, and youth
groups These ten divisions had
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their first meetings in separate lo-

cations immediately after the first

plenary session. At these first meet-

ings they allocated their members
as representatives to one or other

of five "fimctional committees"

who then met to consider and draft

reports on the principal subjects of

road safety. These committees re-

lated to 1) Engineering, 2) En-
forcement. 3) Education, 4) Motor
Vehicle Administration, and 5)

Public Action.

Drafts of thest" reports were then

brouí,ht back to the delegate di-

visions for further study and as

posslble aids toward making out

their own reports. Reports of both

the functional committees and
delegate divisions were finally sub-

mitted to the conference for pur-

poses of record ?.nd future guid-

ance. Along with a number of writ-

ten submissions pi-eviously sent in

to the conference by interested or-

ganizations, they should be of great

assistance in formulating courses

of action for the new body.

Áll reports were in general

agreeinent upon the advisability of

fornaing a pe"rmanent national

highway safety organization. The
reports, too, pointed out a woeful

lack of uniformity between the dif-

ferent provmces in the matter of

legislation, rules, regulations, and
practices relating to highway traf-

íic. Even in such simple matters as

highv/ay signals, signs and mark-
ings ^here was opportunity for

great-^r uniformity.

Recommendatinns brought for-

ward by the Engineering Commit-
tee which was under the chairman-
ship of Alan K Hay, m.e.i.c., gen-
eral manager Federal District

Commission, are as follows:

1. A Canadian manual on Uni-
fcrm Traffic Control Devices
should be prepared as the best

mfcans cf bringing about uni-

formity in roadway signs,
markings and signals. This
should include standards as to

signs covering maintenance and
construction operations.

2. It is recommended ifchat war-
rants be prepared for the pro-
tection and elimination of

grade crossings on a priority

b£!,sis. The preparation of such
warrants should be the joint

effort of the Board of Trans-
port Commissioners, the rail-

way, Street, and highway
authorities.

3. "l^Tiere vehicle volumes and

roadway conditions require iJ

oreased protection for the p^'

d^^strian. there should be prc

vided additional facilities sue
as marked cross walks, sid(

walks, loading islands, or i

special cases, overpasses c

underpasses The protection (

sfhool crossings is especially i

need of attention. Such pedei

trian controls can be moi
effective if supported by un
form leffislation.

4. There is a definite need f(

traffic engineers and traffic d!

visions in municipal and prc

vincial departments concerm
with street and highway prol

lems. It is recommended th;

traffic departments be set i

and that engineers be provid(

with training in traffic teci

niques. Courses for the trainir

of traffic engineers should l

established m Canadian un
versities.

5. It is recommended that great

erophasi? be given to safei

considerations in the design

vr.hicles and auxiliary equi]

ment. Subordination of safe

features for the sake of appea
ance and economy should n

be condoned. Vehicle and au
il-ary equipment should receia

compulsory inspection at stati

intervals.

6. Pi-incipal highways and stree

should be modernized so th

their geometric design w
assist in providing safe traí

ocerating conditions for vel

cl es and pedestrians. Unifoi

Canadian standards coverii;

design construction and mai
tenance should be develop

for this purpose.

7. Uniform speed limits and spe

zoning based on factual invi

tigations and suited to loi

nords are recommended.

8. It is recommended that the

bn co-operation between ti

federal and provincial goverj

ments in the matter of highw;

pianning. Planning s u r v e

should be conducted to provi

facts

9. Rtsearch into h u m a n a;

physical factors of traffic safe"

should be emphasized and e

panded.

10. It is recommended that t

planning and regulation of la

use be correlated with t

clanning of streets and hi
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ways so as to preserve ade-

quate widths of right-of-way

and also to regulate access to

the highway or street from pri-

vate property. It must be rec-

cimized that the regulation of

access is important to safety.

Public education and siipport

of reguJatioTj is urgently re-

quired.

II. It is recommended that modern
lighting be provided on urban
sireets and on the more haz-

ardous sections of suburban
and rural highways, especially

vhere there is considerable pe-

do<?trian trpííic. Lighting of

sireet and píace names is also

iraportant.

Apart from the business directly

elatir.g to the formation of a per-

•nanent organization there was an
nterrsting program of addresses

md other features. At the evening
anqiiet tho main speaker was Dr.

jr. F. Rowbotham, Durham Uni-
/ersitv. Durham, England. Dr.
R,owbotham. an outstanding neuro-
ogical surgeon in the United King-
iom ^ho spoke from his knowledge
)f and experience with head injiir-

es as resulfing from highway acci-

lentr, said "Of the people that die

m the road, 70 per cent suceumb
s a result of injuries to their

eads." Conditions in England, he
said, are such thnt an Englishman
n hi? active lifet^me has a 1 in 200
.hance of being killed on the roads,

md some degree of injury is al-

nost inevitable.

At the noon luncheon held on the
irst day Franklm M. Kreml, Di-
ector Transportation Centre,
!íorthwestern University, Evans-
on, n., spoke on problems relat-

ng to the supervision of traffic and
raffic law enforcement. Col.
íreml, a recognized international
ráffic autbority and one-time
aexnber of Gen. Eisenhower's staff

víien the invasion of Europe was
)eing planned, conducts a special
raining school for traffic engineers
nd pclice oíficers and works in co-

>peration with the National Safety
^ouncil and police oíficers of Unit-
d States ar.d other countries.

"The' term 'accidents' is, strictly

peaking, a misnomer," said CoÍ.
vreml. "The events to which we
pply this label are caused, a large
ícrcciitage of th^m, by preventable
actois. Among these are physical
lefeols in the roadway and the
'ehicle. The most prominent and
nflur-atial are 'defects in the

driver' in knowledge, in ability and
in attitude. These causes must be
systematically and scientifically

redut ed if tneir symptoms, the 'ac-

cidents' are to be reduced. This is

the iob for government, broadly
and çffectively supported by or-

ganized civic le'idership."

Tho responsibility of the indi-

vidual in the matter of accidents

was referred to time and again
during the Conference both in the

set ?ddresses and the discussions.

W. A Wecker. O.B.E., president of

General Motors of Canada Ltd.,

observed in an address at the open-
ing plenary meeting that "it is a
shocking commentary on our twen-
tieth century morais when safety

engirioers say that lack of simple
courtesy causes most highway acci-

dents."

Hon Gordon E. Taylor, presi-

dent of Canadian Good Roads As-
sociat^on and Alberta Minister of

Highways, also gave his listeners

something to think about when he

said that "close to íifty per cent of

the persons killed in Canada was
the result of the driver of the vehi-

cle going beyond the stipulated

speed limit."

The Trans-Canada pipe Une
qualifies as a pioneer on two
counts; it is certainly pioneering a

completely new industry in Can-
ada, the long distance transmission

of natural gas; and it has some of

the problems that are expected and
normal to any pioneering venture.

The physical characteristics of

the project have been discussed so

often that it is not necessary to

quote statistics here on pipe sizes

—

miles, tons of steel, etc. Suffice it

to say that this project, estimated

to cost approximately $350 million

will be the longest large-diameter

gas pipe ever built.

A few basic "round" figures will

paint a broad picture of this great

national project.

First, it involves exploration for

and development of the natural gas

fields in Alberta and in other prov-

inces, the cost of which will run

into hundreds of millions of dol-

lars. Then comes the gathering,

stripping and cleaning of the gas

An interesting demonstration of

the effects of alcohol upon driving

ability was furnished through the

courtesy of Commissioner L. H.
Nicholson, of the Royai Canadian
Mourted Police. The delegates

travelled on the second afternoon

to the R.C.M.P, laboratory at

Rockcliffe to witness driving tests

by subject3 who had been given

commercial alcohclic beverages ac-

cordirg to their own individual

tolerances and their body weights

in áuíficient quantity to be almost

but not quite at the drunken stage.

Plans for the tests were previ-

ously exammed and passed upon
by an advisory committee of scien-

tiíic and medicai personnel. They
also included examinations for

clinir>al symptoms of impairment

in the legal sense, and psycho-

physical te?ts for impairment of

visual and muscular ability. They
are ali part of a regular sequence

of tests being imdertaken with the

idea cf contributing something to-

ward a clarification of the present

problem of arriving at a satisfac-

tory definition of the terms "im-

paired" and "intoxicated."

before it can be delivered to the

pipe line. This will cost close to

$100 million. Next there is the pro-

ject for transmission of the gas to

Eastern markets, estimated to cost

$350 million during the first three

or four years. And, íinally, there

will be from $150 to $200 million

spent by gas distributing utilities

building systems to deliver the gas
to homes and factories.

The project is feasible only if

investors are willing to provide the

necessary funds, and that depends
on the signing of contracts for the

purchase and sale of gas. This re-

sults in producers, distributors and
Trans-Canada "horse-trading" to

find that middle ground in price

of gas that satisfies the financial

requiremcnts of both producer and
distributor and also cncourages
rontinuing exploration and de-

vclojiment and enables the sale of

large volumes of gas. Coordinated
timing of cach elcmcnt of this pro-

cedure is important so that the

The Trans-Canada Pipe Line
An abstract of an address delivered to the Canadian Institute of Mining and

Metallurgy, on April 20, 1955, by

A. P. Craig,

Vice-President, Trans-Canada Pipe Lines Limiled.
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enormous amounts of capital in-

volved are put to productive use as

quickly as possible.

The supply of Canadian natural

gas to the Canadian and to cer-

tain United States markets is

inevitable, because this energy

source is as necessary to the de-

velopment of higher Canadian
standards of living and to the ex-

pansion of Canadian industry as

is transportation and communica-
tion.

The use of natural gas as a fuel

has grown much faster than has oil

or coal during the last 15 to 20

years because:

It is more economical.

It is more dependable.

It is more controllable.

It is more economical because,

in addition to being priced com-
petitively, it recjuires no inventory

of stored fuel; no capital invested

in storage tanks, pumps or con-

veyors; and no labor cost in build-

ing and tending fires, removing
ashes, or handling of fuel to furnace.

It is more dej)endable because

an adequate sujiply is always
available. Gas sold for firm de-

livery is ready for use 24 hours

of every day. Coal and oil must
be ordered. There is no trouble

from stoppage in pipelines and
burners; pipelines and equipment
are less affected by weather, heat

and cold, insuring continuity of

service; fire hazard is less; and
natural gas is non-poisonous.

It is more controllable because
its heat content is uniform; it pro-

duces a more uniform temperature
and furnace atmosphere; and auto-

matic Controls can be more easily

applied.

There is one more important
reason why the use of Canadian
natural gas in Canadian and
United States markets is inevit-

able. That is because jiroven

United States reserves have de-
creased from a 30-year supply in

1949 to a 23-year supply in 1954,
wliereas Canadian proven reserves
are growing fast and exploration
has barely begun.
The importance of natural gas

as a raw material for synthesis is

contributing heavily to the fast

growing pctro-chemical industry.

Trans-Canada Pipe Lines tried

hard to do a twò-year job in less

than one year. It carne very close

to accomplishing it, but didn't
quite make the grade. Trans-Can-
ada has actually been in business
only since July 26 last. It was only
nine months ago that the pipeline
company received its permit from
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the Board of Transport Commis-
sioners to build a natural gas line

from Alberta across Saskatchewan,

Manitoba and Ontário to Montreal.

A few weeks earlier, Alberta,

through the Petroleum and Na-
tural Gas Conscrvation Board,

granted permission to Trans-Can-
ada to export 4.35 trillion cubic

feet of natural gas from the prov-

ince over the next 25 years. This

])ermission covered gas surplus to

Canada's needs sufficient for long-

term export to Minnesota.

Financing long - distance gas

transmission lines makes two string-

ent demands, a fact not generally

recognized. Enough gas must be

sold in advance on a firm 20-year

basis to pay the fixed charges on

the line and to return a reasonable

profit to investors, and enough gas

must be contracted for in advance
from producers at fixed prices to

supply the sales contracts.

The line is going to cost close to

$350 million and the fixed charges

on this exi)enditure mean that most
of the markets and supply sources

would have to be under contract

before it could be financed.

Both the Alberta and Ottawa
permits required that the company
show evidence of ability to finance

by April 30 of this year. It was
apparent, as this date drew close,

that, while progress had been made,
the deadline could not be met.

Because everyone concerned was
anxious that the project get started

this year, an appeal was made to

the federal government for Ínterim

aid in financing the project, but no
generally acceptable form of aid

could be negotiated to carry out
original construction plans for this

year.

To bring a project the size of

Trans-Canada to its present stage
is a costly procedure. $12 million

has already been spent on market
and engineering studies, on project

design, on hearings before the Al-
berta Conservation Board and the
Board of Transport Commissioners,
on building organization and nego-
tiating contracts for the purchase
and sale of natural gas, and on the
construction of the line which
brings United States gas tempora-
rily from the border to Toronto.
During the past year, expenses
have been running between $300,-
000 and $500,000 per month.

Any program rcquires a reason-
able extension of Trans-Canada's
]iermits, which expire on April 30.

It is in the national intcrest to ex-
tend these permits, because Trans-
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Canada has already accomplishei
so much in nine months.

!

An experienced organization ha
been developed and offices estabj

lished to handle the administrai

tion, engineering, construction anij

sales functions. A $350 millioj

pipeline system has been designed|

2,250 miles of right-of-way havi

been surveyed; considerable prop'

erty has been put under optioni

sovu'ces of pipe, compressors ani

other material and equipment costi

ing over $100 million have beeii

lined up. Supervision contract!

with an outstanding pipeline con'

struction organization have bee<

entered into. Earlier market surj

veys have been brought up to dat'

by Trans-Canada and new marke
surveys have been made by th

several large distributors.

It is one thing to make a pre;

liminary market survey and quit|

another to produce one on the basi'

of which a distributor and Trans!

Canada Pipe Lines will sign a conj

tract which guarnntees the deliverj

and purchase of anvwhere fror

$50 to $200 millions' "worth of gaj

with a number of stringent condil

tions to be observed. •

It is only in recent weeks thaj

several of the large distributoij

have completed these surveys an,

been able to talk firm quantity an,

price figures. These up-to-date anl

carefully made surveys indicate

larger economic market than wa
shown in Trans-Canadas earlie

surveys. Incidentally, these estij

mates are based on only 40 to 5'

per cent as great a per capita con

sumption as is actually cxj)erience';

in the L"^nited States.

Gas purchase and sales contract

have been negotiated with six c!

cight producers and five or six c;

the largest distributors to the poin

where Trans-Canada has firml

contracted for the purchase and ré

sale of approximately one-third c|

the gas required to finance th|

whole project. Purchase and salri

contracts for the remaining twc

thirds of the gas have been undt

active and continuous negotiatio

for several months and announce,

mcnts of further firm contracts ar

due before long.

A $51/2 million pi])eline has bee

l)uilt from Niagara to Toronto an

lea.sed to the Consumers' Gas Conr

liany to enable last winter's con-

vcrsion of Toronto to natural ga-

and the build-up of this large an!

imiiortant market prejiaratory t

the arrival of western gas.
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The Consumers' Gas Company
nas demonstrated that the conver-

ision of appliances from manufac-

Itured to natural gas can be done

.n-iftly and safely with little in-

,L'onvenience to the householder.

]The outstanding success of the

Consumers' conversion program

ias eliminated the unfounded sus-

)ieion about the inconvenience of

onversion. Relatively few cora-

)laints may have given a contrary

mpression.

Tlie residential and commercial

jises and advantages of natural gas

ire fairly well understood. In the

Irst year or two of service residen-

ial and commercial markets will

)robably use about 30 to 35 bil-

ion feet of gas annually, or about

)ne-third of the total gas that will

)e sold by Trans-Canada. By the

ifth year this market could take

O to 80 billion feet or more, nearly

me half of the gas hauled by
Trans-Canada and will produce
wo-thirds of the revenue.

Natural gas is a new fuel for

nost of Canada. In fact, the Prov-
nee of Alberta and the southwest-

rn part of Ontário are the only

ireas in this country that have had
xperience with it. In the United
^tates, however, as far back as

938 natural gas was supplying al-

aost 12 per cent of the nation's

nergy requirements, while bitumi-

ous and anthracite coal together

upplied 50 per cent. Petroleum
rcounted for 34 per cent, water
Hjwer 4 per cent, and natural gas

2 per cent.

I
By 1952, the total energy re-

l[uirements had risen by 80 per

l;ent and the demands on ali

Imergy sources had increased con-

liderably. CcaPs share had drop-

lied to 34 per cent; petroleum's had
jisen slightly to 39 per cent; and
I vater power's was about station-

liry. Natural gas, however, had al-

I
nost doubled its share to 23 per

l'ent. Much of this increase is at-

I ributable to the industrial use of

liatural gas.
" The spectacular natural gas dis-

overies in Alberta have coincided

vith a still-increasing demand on
he part of expanding Canadian
ndustry and increasing population
or new energy supplies. A project

o bring this need and the means
,)f fulfilling it together on a na-
lional basis was not only necessary

i md dosirable, it was inevitable.

I is Trans-Canada's role to pro-
l'ide a link between the gas pro-

iucers in western Canada and the

Biomes and industries along the

2,300-mile route of the pipeline be-

tween the Alberta-Saskatchewan
border and Montreal. The 540 mil-

lion cubic feet per day allowed by
the present Alberta permit repre-

sents new enei"gy equal to four St.

Lawrence Seaway projects. The
value of this project lies not only
in the amount of new energy it

brings to the Canadian economy,
but also—and perhaps this is an
even more important consideration

—in the ability of the pipeline to

bring a most efficient fuel to áreas

which have been unable, as yet,

to realize their full economic poten-

tial because of problems of fuel

supply.

The impact of a new fuel—a new
source of energy—on an economy
is great. This is especially true

when the area concerned is rich

in other natural resources and is

occupied by a progressive-minded
and highly - skilled population.

Under these circumstances, a new
and economic fuel can start a chain

reaction of industrial development
and improvement in living stand-

ards that will continue to expand
as long as skill and imagination
are applied to its use. When na-

tural gas is this new fuel, the im-
pact is even greater, for in addition

to its characteristics cleanliness,

safety, efiiciency and economy, it

is without doubt a most versatile

fuel, in fact, one of the most versa-

tile of ali our natural resources.

The American Gas Association

estimates that science has already

developed more than 25,000 ap-

plications of natural gas in indus-

try. In the United States three out

Not long ago one of iny neigh-

bours was good enough to drive me
from my home to the down-town
section of Montreal, a distance of

six or seven miles. He did ali the

talking, a steady streain of com-
plaint because so much of his usual

route was closed for street widen-

ing operations, part of the program

to make it a little easier to get

about the congested old city.

One may wonder what hc would

have said if ali the suggestions

made by James Ewing, m.e.i.c, in

"Replanning Montreal and Dis-

trict" in the Journal for June, 1920,

had been carried out. Without go-

of four new petrochemical plants

announced last year were to use

natural gas as a raw material.

Alberta is now feeling the econ-

omic impact of a petrochemical

industry based, to a large extent,

on natural gas. Canadian Industries

have opened a $15 million poly-

thene plant on the outskirts of

Edmonton, using ethylene derived

from the ethane in Alberta natural

gas. Canadian Chemicals has also

brought a plant into production

near Edmonton. It uses natural

gas, wood pulp and petroleum
gases in the production of an ex-

tensive list of organic chemicals, as

well as cellulose acetate and ace-

tate íibre and yarns. Sherritt-

Gordon Mines is also contributing

to the diversification of the Al-

berta economy with a development
to process ores from the company's
property at Lynn Lake, Manitoba.
Ammonia derived from natural gas

is used as a leaching agent in a

metallurgical process that yields

nickel, copper sulphide, reíined

cobalt and ammonium sulphate

fertilizer. There are also a number
of large industrial projects in the

planning stage, located from Win-
nipeg to Montreal, which prefer

natural gas as a raw material and
as a fuel. These projects are

anxiously watching the progress of

Trans-Canada.

The first year or two of Trans-

Canada service may find the indus-

trial market taking 60 to 70 bil-

lion cubic feet per year and by the

íifth year this total could approach

100 billion cubic feet.

ing into detail, Mr. Ewing pro-

posed a good many pretty sweep-

ing changes in Montrears layout,

though he had a low opinion of

mere street widening: "(It) has . . .

proven to be extravagant and prod-

igal and the results in no sense

commensurate with the cost." In

pleading for more open spaces, he

said they would offer "a fine solu-

tion to the automobile parking

problem (which) bids fair ulti-

mately to become a vcxation of the

first magnitude." How ti-ue!

Mr. Ewing did not live to wit-

ness the establishment of the city's

jilanning department, nor to see

Comment on the JOURNAL of February 1920
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the many changes which it is mak-
ing in the city's appearance. If

none are spectaciilar, at least they

do add up to a considerable im-
provement in convenience and
amenit5^

G. B. Smith described the Cen-
tral Ontário system of the Hydro-
Electric Power Commission, cover-
ing the area from Whitby to King-
ston and from Prince Edward
County to Fenelon Falis and
Tweed. It is not possible from Mr.
Smith's paper to make even an
approximate guess as to the power
then being supplied through this

system, but it seems to have been
well in excess of 21,500 kva. and
there were 370 miles of 44,000 v.,

60 cycle transmission lines on
wooden polés. The Queenston
hydro-eleetric plant at Niagara
was about ready to deliver power,
some of which might reach this
system, with a frequency change
from 25 to 60 cycles. Perliaps some
readers in the H.E.P.C. may be im-
pelled to compare 1920 with 1955;
the results woiild probably startle
them.

J. M. Allison's "Cotton Rope for
Power Transmission" woiild not
appear in the Journal today for
the simple reason that there is now
probably nobody who could write
a paper on this subject. Cotton
rope had given a good account of
itself; one rope 41 vears old was
still in use in 1920. That it was
better than its competitors for
power transmission was shown by
the fact that makers of manila
rope and wire rope used it in their
own plants. Rope drives were far
more common in England than
in America, but the old Arm-
strong-Whitworth rolling mill at
Longueuil, Que., had one, where
twelve 1%-in. ropes were used over
sheaves 9 ft. and 6 ft. in diameter
and only 15 ft. on centres. Some
idea of the j^ower which could be
transmitted by cotton rope was
given by Mr. Allison's table; it

varicd from 1 hp. for a i/,-in. rope
at 1,000 ft. per min., to 70 hp. for
a 2-in rope at 6,000 ft. per min.

T. .J. Lafrenière, m.e.i.c, chief
sanitary enginccr of the Superior
Board of Health of Quebec, had
something to say in this Journal
about the workings of the Queboc
Health Act. Tliere were then 440
waterworks in the province, .sup-
plying about 1,400,000 people;
860,000 of them got filtered watcr,
170,000 got watcr which had been
chlorinated and the rest—about
370,000—received their drink as

814

nature provided it. Dr. Lafrenière

is still on the job, but his title is

now chief engineer of the Ministry

of Health and his responsibilities

liave been man}^ times increased.

The Stalus of Engineers

The editor of the Journal an-

nounced the committees for the an-

nual meeting for 1921 in Toronto

and the dates of the regional pro-

fessional meetings at Niagara Falis

and at Halifax in September and
October, 1920. He noted that an
amendment to the Ontário High-
ways Improvement Act now re-

cjuired that "every engineer . . . of

a county . . . shall be a graduate

in civil engineering of a university

of recognized standing, or a mem-
ber of the Engineering Insti-

tute. ..." This was thought to

be evidence that the status of engi-

neers was improving. Another trib-

ute was the prcference expressed

by the British Government for

Canadian engineers for posts in

Mesopotâmia, "... placing . . .

the . . . seal of merit on the Cana-
dian engineer and singling him out

as liaving no superior. . .
."

Engineering employment was
noted as "fairly satisfactory",

graduating students were "getting

more responsible work . . . than a
few years ago" . . . ; some even
"had the choice of several posi-

tions." A graduate of the last few
years who was not offered such a
choice would rightly think very
little of himself.

Council met on April 27, 1920. A
proposal to increase the maximum
age of students to over 25 years
and to reduce the mrnimum age of

juniors below 35 years was re-

ferred to the Bylaws Committee
and to the Board of Examiners and
Education. Among the names of

new members a-ppeared that of W.
P. Dobson, now research consultant
to the H.E.P.C, and among the
new associate members was R. L.
Hcarn, now chief engineer and gen-
eral manager of the same organi-
zation. Francis Hankin became an
associate.

Apropos of draftsmen, a corre-
spondent said that those from the
Old Country were driving Cana-
dians out of the drawing office. An-
other correspondent wanted the
Journal to start giving engineering
advice and asked, among other
things. "What are the phvsical
properties of antimonial íead?"
Tlie editor answered these ques-
tions as best he might, but sug-
gested that information of the kind

this correspondent wanted could b
found in many reference works, ci

which he gave a short list.

The employment bureau took
full page to set out its wares. 1

had some 20-odd positions ope
and there were four members look

ing for jobs. It also had a trans:

for sale.

The Branches

Legislation was still much to th

fore. The Calgary Branch submit!

ted a summary of the situation ii

Alberta, following the passage c|

the engineers' act there, and th;

Saint John Branch had a simila

summary of the New Bioinswic!

act. The latter also congratulate

itself for getting into the news
papers to the tune of about 6

columns in a year. Some publicit;

hounds, the New Brunswickers oi

that day! On the other hand, thl

Saskatchewan Branch reported itl

activities in just two lines.
I

The Border Cities Branch an'

the Montreal Branch described th

presentation of Gzowski Medals ti

George F. Porter, m.e.i.c, and
Phelps Johnson, m.e.i.c, an
George H. Duggan, m.e.i.c, respee

tively, for their paper, "The De
sign, Manufacture and Construc
tion of the Superstructure of th

Quebec Bridge." The Toront
Branch presented a gold badge o

honorary membership to Dr. W. H
Ellis, late dean of the Faculty o

Applied Science and Engineering o

the University of Toronto. Not t

be outdone, the Montreal Brane!

presented similar badges to Lon
Sliaughnessy and to Sir John Ken
nedy. And the Ottawa Branch pre

sented a gold badge to the Gov
ernor-General.

The personals tcll us that E. A
Ryan, a.m.e.i.c, had opened a con

sulting ofRce in Montreal, specializ

ing in the mechanical and electri

cal equipment of buildings. He i;

still practising, but is the only oní

of those mentioned in these per

sonals whose name is still on th'

Institute's rolls. Sic transit gloru

mundi! A number of these per;

sonals are accompanied by por,

traits of their subjects, one at leas'

20 years old. Up to date persona

photographs are not easy to cora(

by; ask any engineering editor.

During these early years th(
|

Journal's advertising was remark'
j

able for its uniformity. Its volumij

hardly changed from issue to iS' i

sue and its makeup was not inspir^

ing. There was, of course, n(

colour.

iSl

'1

I
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NEWS OF THE

ASSOCIATIONS & CORPORATION

Information received through co-operation with the

provincial organizations

Dominion CounciPs Annual Meeting

Tlio 18tli annual meeting of the

•ominion Council of Professional Engi-

eers was held on May 18, 19 and 20

t the Newfoundland Hotel in St.John's.

For the first time in history ali of

!anada's ten provinces weie represented.

|'he newest entry, the Association of

Professional Engineers of Prince Ed-
;ird Island. was represented by W. R.
lennan. Others attending the meeting
i ie: Alberta, J. J. Hanna and R. M.
irdv; British Columbia, L. B. Stacey

i<l j. A. Merchant; Manitoba, Profes-

ii J. Hoogstraten and G. W. Moule;
nv Brunswick, D. O. Turnbull; New-
iundland, C. A. Knight, M. A. Foley,

. Jack and E. Dickinson; Nova Scotia,

ilin K, Clarke, Professor M. L. Baker,

N. Murray, Dr. A. E. Cameron and
E. Flvnn; Ontário, J. R. Montague,
M. Mcdland, Colonel W. L. Sagar

1(1 J. M. Muir; Prince Edward
laiid, W. R. Brennan; Quebec, Georges
i iners. Leopold Nadeau and J. H.
i;cre; Saskatchewan, R. Bing-Wo.

G. Demers

[s was also noted that the engineers

I

the Yukon Territories had recently
hanized a professional association but
ry were unable to send an observer
Ithis meeting.
Irhe busincss sessions were ijresided

j;r by the president of Dominion
luncil. Colonel W. L. .Sagar of Oh-
'jio. They extended through Wednes-

Tluusday and Friday and were
irked by an atmosphere of friendly

loperation. Many of the current prob-
lis of the engineering profession were
liussed and several recommendations
l"e made for consideration by the
Ivincial organizations.

On Thursday afternoon a press re-

lease confirmed the election of Georges
Demers (Quebec) as president for the
year 1955-56. Other officers elected were:
J. E. Clarke (Nova Scotia), vice-presi-

dent. and L. B. Stacey (British Col-
umbia), member of the executive. J.

H. Legere (Quebec) was appointed
secretary-treasurer for a two-year period.

Welcomed visitors to the meeting were
Dr. D. M. Baird of the Canadian In-

stitute of Mining and Metallurgy. J. W.
Gore of the National Council of State
Boards of Engineering Examiners, and
G. A. Blackburn of the Civil Service

Commission of Canada.
Throughout their stay in St. John's,

visiting delegates and observei's were

treated to the famed Newfoundland
hospitality. Following the formal wel-

come by civic oíficials, visitors were
treated to a round of receptions and
parties which culminated in a cocktail

party and banquet at beautiful Bowring
Park. The local branch of the Engineer-
ing Institute of Canada and the New-
foiuidland Association of Professional

Engineers acted as joint hosts at this

event. The climax of the gathering was
the entertainment featuring folk .songs

and stories by Bob McLeod and various

excellent films on the scenic beauty and
attractions of "the Newfo\mdland sports-

man 's pai^adise". It was generally agreed
that the Newfoimdland engineers had
done a superlative job as hosts on their

first assignment.
Before closing the meeting the dele-

gates accepted the kind invitation of

Saskatchewan to hold the 1956 meeting
in Saskatoon. The date of this meeting
will be announced by the executive at

a later date.

Quebec
Annual Meeting in Quebec City

The 1955 annual meeting of the

Corporation of Professional Engineers

of Quebec was held on Saturday, April

2. at the Chateau Frontenac Hotel in

Quebec City.

As the by-laws of the Corporation

had previously named Montreal as the

place of the annual meeting, it was
necessary to conduct a referendum of

the membership, and to present an
amended by-law to the governor-general

of the province before the Quebec meet-

ing coidd be legalized.

New Officers

The new slate of officers for 1956 was
announced at the meeting. G. Lorne
Wiggs succeeded Georges Demers as

president; T. A. Monti succeeded Mr.
Wiggs to the ofEce of vice-president

;

and R. A. Phillips succeeded Dr. Monti
to the office of honorary treasurer.

New councillors of the Corporation

were introduced during the meeting.

Outgoing membcrs of Council were R.

F. Shaw. D. C. McCallum and Daniel

Wermelinger. Succeeding them were

Guillaume Piette. Leo Roy and R. A.

Emerson.
The guest of honour at the roception

and annual banciuet was F. X. Ber-

linguet of Trois Rivieres. Mr. Berlinguct

boasts the distinction of being Quebec's

oldest enginrer, having celobrated his

Dr. T. A. MoiUi

lOOth t)irthday a few weeks prior to

the annual meeting.

Art Exhibit

Considerable intcrest was shown is

the Engineers' Art Exhibit which has

become a feature of Quebec's Annual
Professional Engineers' Meeting. Con-
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sisting of paintings in oil and water

colour by piofessional engineers who
participate in artistic endeavours as a

hobby. the display received favourable

corament from the press, visiting guests,

and fellow engineers.

The meeting was enthusiastically re-

ceived by members residing in Quebec
and the surrounding regions, and its

success was a fitting tribute to the many
persons in Quebec City who shared

responsibility for its organization.

Ontário

News of the Members
O. L. L. Esperance continues as

chief metallurgist with Renfrew Aircraft

& Engineering Company Ltd., Renfrew,
Ont.
This company succeeds Cockshutt Air-

craft Ltd., which has recently been taken
over by Ahiminum Castings Ltd. of

Ghxsgow, Scotland. The Renfrew Air-

craft & Engineering Company wili con-
tinue in production of aircraft com-
ponents as in the past operating with
the present plant and staff.

J. H. Irvine, of Ottawa, is the 1955
president of the City Engineers Asso-
ciation, with V. R. Currie, also of Ot-
tawa. vice-president, and E. E. W. Oke,
Waterloo, Ont., secretary. Trustees for

the year are G. H. Richards, Brant-
ford ; A. E. Chalmers, Peterborough

;

and F. M. Woods, Guelph.
The retiring president is Nicol Mac-

Nicol, of Forest Hill Village. Toronto.

E. A. Washburn, of the Public Utili-

ties Commission, Stratford, Ont., has
been elected vice-president of the Asso-
ciation of Municipal Electrical Utilities

for the coming year. District directors

elected include F. G. York, Ottawa

;

W. H. Powell, Peterborough; A. A.
KidrI, Cochrane; J. A. Torrance, Eto-
bicoke; and C. S. Phelps, Sainia, Ont.
At the concurrent meeting of the On-

tário Municipal Electric Association,
vice-presidents representing districts in

Ontário included C, J. Hallidav, Ches-
ley; and W. E. Wright, Port Credit.

Lorne T. Raham, of Ford Motor of

Canada Ltd., Windsor, has been trans-

ferred from time study and methods
engineering to plant layout and ma-
terial handling engineering.

D. H, Corker has joined the Toronto
Hydro Electric System as an electrical

engineer in the distribution planning
and design department, Toronto. Before
making this change, Mr. Corker was
employed by Canada Wire & Cable Ltd.

Leonard A. Jenkins has left his

former emplovment with Canadian
Allis-Chalmers Ltd., in St. Thomas, Ont.,
and is with the De Havilland Aircraft
of Canada Ltd., Toronto, in the capacity
of an electrical engineer in the guided
missile division.

H. E. Oliver has joined The Rohn <fe

Haas Co. of Canada Ltd., West Hill,

Ont., as a technical representative.
Before making this change, he was em-
ployed by Canadian Wallpaper Manu-
facturers Ltd., Staunton Division, Lea-
side, Toronto, as a chemical engineer.

J. H. Robinson, who has been asso-
ciated with Gypsum Lime and Alaba.s-

tine. Canada Ltd., Toronto since 1922,

and latterly as general manager, has
been appointed a vice-president of the
company. Before joining tlio organiza-

tion he was employed in the gypsum
industry in the United States.

In 1951, Mr. Robinson was appointed

general works manager of the Gypsum
Lime and Alabastine operations in Can-
ada and in the following year was elected

to the directorate. His appointment as

general manager was made in 1953.

Stephen R. Knott, Toronto, has been

named general manager of W. Fearne-

hough (Canada) Ltd., whose parent

organization is located in Sheffield,

England.
Mr. Knott, who graduated in engi-

neering from the University of Toronto
in 1940, has had a wide experience in

sales and engineering in Canadian
industry. During the war he was on
active service for four years with the

R.C.A.F.

R. M. Robinson, the general manager
of the electronics division of the Cana-
dian General Electric Co. Ltd., was the

recipient, on behalf of the company's
employees at the Royce Works, Tor-
onto, of the R. B. Morley Award. This

award, presented through the Industrial

Accident Prevention Association, was in

recognition of 2,152,896 accident-free

work hours from April 22 to November
25 of last year at t.he Royce Works.
This led records of over 1,000 plants

rrporting safety statistics to I.A.P.A.

Melvin M. Brown, of Canadian Gen-
eral Electric Co. Ltd., has been trans-

feried as a sales engineer to Sarnia
from the company's Castlefield Ave.
oflfice in Toronto.

Albert R. Brown is now engaged on
Ampex instrumentation sales with Cana-
dian General Electric Co. Ltd., 830
Lansdowne Ave., Toronto. His former
position was that of television engineer
with Canadian Radio Manufacturing
Corj). Ltd., Leaside.

H. E. An.sley, of the engineering de-

Ijartment of the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way, has been transferred from Mont-
real to Vancouver, B.C. His address
there is in eare of tha vice-president of

the Pacific Region, C.P.R. Station, Van-
couver, B.C.

J. F. Godsell, of Ottawa, who was
formerly on lhe staff of the Civil Ser-

vice Commission, is now with the har-

bours and rivers engineering branch oí

the Dominion Department of Public
Works, Ottawa.

Eric E. Enibacher has entered into

private consulting practice at 6 Walker
Ave., Toronto. A graduate of the Tech-
nical L"^niversity of Vienna, Mr. Em-
bacher was engaged in consulting work
in Áustria before coming to Canada.

H, N. Hill, of Peacock Bros. Ltd., has
been made manager of the company's
new branch office in Winnii)eg, Man.

Before joining Peacock Bros., Mr. Hill,

a Toronto graduate in engineering, was
with the engineering staff of Interna-

tional Nickel Co. of Canada Ltd., and
consultant with Cochrane-Dunlop Hard-| I

ware. !

j

A. S. Dennison is now residing ini

Toronto and is assistant plant manager|

at Delany & Pettit Ltd., 133 Jeffersont

Ave., Toronto. Prior to this change Mr
j

Dennison was located in Windsor witki

the Ford Motor Company.
[

A. M. McLeod, of R. H. Nichols Ltd.,

Toronto, has been appointed a vice-

president of the company in which he

has been a director for several years. I

Mr. McLeod graduated in electricall

engineering from the University of Al-

berta. During the war he served on the'

Inspection Board, U.K. and Canada
;i

was inspecting ofiicer Electrical Engi-|

neering Directorate, and Lieutenantl

(.Electrical) Royai Canadian Navy. :

D. W. Ambridge, C.B.E., of Toronto,

has been elected to the board of direo-i

tors of Canada Iron Foundries Ltd.
|

Mr. Ambridge, who is president andj

general manager of Abitibi Power áa

Paper Co. Ltd., is also president ofl

Provincial Paper Ltd., chairman of thel

board of Alaska Pine & Cellulose Ltd.l

and a director of Montreal Trust Co.

Canadair Ltd., Canada Steamship Line?

Ltd., and the National Industrial Con|

ference Board.
j

After twenty-five years with the On-

tário Research Foundation, Toronto'

Dr. Owen W. EUis retired as directo;

of engineering and metallurgy on De
cember 31 last. His retirement alsci

marked almost to the day, the 50tn

anniversary of his entry into engineering!

as an apprentice in England, Januar)

2, 1905.

Bom in Swindon, England, Dr. EUi;;

obtained his B.Sc. in metallurgj- a

Birmingham University in 1914. and ii

1916 obtained his master's degree ant

later his doctorate from the same uni,

versity.

During the first World War he wa,

at the Royai Ordnance Factories, Wool

wich. England, latterly as chief metal

lurgist. In 1921 he carne to Canada an(:

until late in 1924 was assistant professo

in the department of metallurgy at thi

University of Toronto.
During the period 1925-6 Dr. Elli

was associated with the Mellon Instituto

in Pittsburgh and from 1926 to 1929 a

research engineer with Westinghouse

also in Pittsburgh. In 1929 he joine

the Ontário Research Foundation i;

Toronto.
Succeeding Dr. Ellis in the Ontari;

Research Foundation appointment •

P. E. Cavanagh, who was Dr. Elli

assistant jirior to his retirement.

E. W, Vaughan has left the engineei

ing staff of Canadian Brazilian Service;

Ltd., in Toronto, and has becorne a>)

sociated with Parsons. Brinckerhoff, Ha'

and Macdonald, 51 Broadway, Ne

York, N.Y.

Arthur A. Webster has moved fro
,

Ottawa, to Columbo, Ceylon. His adlj

dress is c/o The High Commissioner foj

Canada, Box 1006, Colombo, Ceylon.

K. J. Hammond has recently joine

the Kirkhof Electric Co., of Gran

Rapids. Mich., as an electrical engineei

II
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Manitoba

Group Insurance

The Council of the Association of

rofessional Engineers of Manitoba at

íeir last meeting discussed t-he pos-

bility of providing Group Insurance

ir the membership at large. It was
11 opinion that the scheme suggested

the insurance company was reason-

,jly good and that if the members were
literested, the plan would be adopted.

Iip insurance company was then asked
1 inake a survey of the members at

leir own expensa and if the survey
iiowed enough were interested, they

!ould offer the plan, since a large par-

Icipation is required for efficient oper-
' Ion of a group plan.

Accredited Engineering Schools

I This Association has compiled a list

accredited engineering schools, grad-
^ of which are acceptable for mem-
-hip, provided the necessary profes-

junal experience is not lacking.

' Golf Tournament

r. Sill, chairman of the Golf Com-
ittee for many years, has announced
ntative dates for the annual golf tour-
iments. They will be held at Elm-
irst June 21 and September 13. AU
embers are urged to attend.

Standing Committees

lAs a result of a previous questionnaire

I

was found that many of the members
f- interested in serving on the follow-

íí standing committees: Advásory,
i-mbership, Board of Examiners, and
iblic Relations.

News of the Members

J. Sumner, chief engineer; A. K.
iercy, chief mechanical engineer; and

Engineers in the News

R. E. Potter has resigned his position
a member of the Public Utilities

nnmií^sion and will establish a private
iri as Consulting engineer. Mr. Potter
- a member of the Commission since

")1 and recently has been on extended
ve of absence.

N. L. Williams, of the B.C. Engi-
img Co., has recently left for Chalk

iver where he will be on a design team
r power reactors to develop electric
)wer and will be working with W. M.
alker who has bccn there for some
ne. Both Mr. Walker and Mr. Wil-
ims have been sent to Chalk River

their firm, B.C. P^lcctric.

E. S. Bengston, who used to be with
p English Electric Co., has returned
\ ancouver and taken up employment
Ih H. A. Simons Ltd.

V. S. Buckier, chief electrical engineer,
ali of the firm Green Blankstein Russell
and Associates, architects and consulting
engineers, of Winnipeg, attended the
69th Annual Meeting of the Engineer-
ing Institute of Canada in Toronto.

G. W. Moule, contract engineer of
the City of Winnipeg Hydro Electric
System, and a member of the Council
of the Association, represented the
Council together with Professor J.

Hoogstraten at the 1955 Dominion
Council meeting.

Gerald B. Williams, past president
of the Council, and chief engineer of

the Manitoba highways branch, has re-

signed effective June 1 to become chief

engineer of the Federal government's
".special projects" division of the Public
Works Department. Mr. Williams will

go to Ottawa and will be in charge of

Trans-Canada highway construction and
possibly construction of the Alaska high-
way.

New Members

The following were accepted for reg-

istration as members of the A.ssociation

of Professional Engineers of Manitoba
on April 21, 19.55: William Kesteven
Roots, Morris Aaron Chocinov, Lorne
Stewart Madure, Keith Raymond
Ebbern, Carl George Fritz, Thomas
James Erskine, Melvin Russell Jones,
Arthur Bruce Roberts, Berl Barney
Marantz, Magnus Harper Bayne,
Arthur John Watson.
The following were transferred from

other a.ssociations : Moses Dimentberg,
George Hershfield, Donald Wm. Gor-
don, Owen C. Kells, (ali of Ontário).

Ronald J. Kinsley, John McFetridge
(both of Alberta) and James T. J.

Raleigh of Saskatchewan.

W. J, Swanson, who has been with

Crown Zellerbach Canada Ltd. at Ocean
Falis, has gone to Eastern Canada where
he has taken up a position with Founda-
tion Co. of Canada in connection with

the Defense Early Warning .systcm in

the Arctic.

E. A, Peura h:is accepted a position

with the Vancouver Rolling Mills.

J. Dong recently started work iov

Swan, Wooster and Partners. He had
jneviously been with Bohna, Miller and
Co. Ltd.

J. D. Sandrin, formerly with H. A.

Simons Ltd., has accepted a position

with Rader Pneumatics & Engineering

Co. Ltd.

B. R. MacFarlane has left B.C.

Forest Products Ltd. to join MacMillan
and Bloedel Ltd. at their Franklin River

Camp B.

11. J. Wiese has ac('cpted a position
with Crippin Wright Engineering Ltd.
He has been employod by the B.C.
Engineering Co.

J. G. MacDcrmol, of St. Louis, ha.s

been appomted assistant general man-
ager of Monsanto Chemical Company
Overseas Division. Mr. MacDermot
graduated as a chemical engineer from
the University of British Columbia in

1939, and prior lo 1950 had been man-
ager of Monsanto's Vancouver opera-
tion.

C. W. Lowman has accepted the
position of rcsident engineer for the
Department of Public Work.s on the
building of the B.C. Correctional In-
stitution at Haney. He was previously
engaged by the Interprovincial Pipe
Line Co. in charge of construction of a
large pumping station at Cromer,
Manitoba.

S. A. F. Watts, who has been with
the B.C. Forest Service and who re-

cently returned from a six weeks' vaca-
tion in México, has accepted a position
with the Marwell Construction Co.

C. A. Boom, previously employed by
A. L. Swanson, now working for H.
A. Simons Ltd.

Leonard Esser has been appointed
production manager of Westminster
Iron W^orks Co. Ltd. Mr. Esser has
been with the comijany for the past two
years.

F. M. Cazalet has been elected chair-

man of the Vancouver Branch of the

Engineei-ing Institute of Canada. Other
ofiicers elected were : C. P. Jones, vice-

chairman ; E. S. Hare, treasiu'or; W. G.
Heslop, C. H. Maartman, J. T. Turner,
R. F. P. Bowman, J. C. Oliver, coiii-

mittee members.

W. E. Stone, who was with F. W.
Urry, is now working for Western Rein-
forced Steel Service Ltd.

R. M. Bibbs recently was named c\-

ecuti\'e assistant to the vice-president

,

Tom Ingledow, of the B.C. Electric.

Mr. Bibbs has been with the company
for ten years since his graduation in

1945 and has held assignmcnts in gen-
eral sales, accounting, industrial rela-

tions. transit and gas.

W. C. Mearns, who has been opcra-

tion manager for the B.C. Electric in

Victoria, has been appointed acting

director of research and administration

control. He will take ui> his new post

at the beginning of July.

F. A. Forward, head of University of

British Columbia department of mining
and metallurgy, was one of the four

Canadians honourcxl at the annual meet-
ing of the Engineering Institute of

Canada in Toronto May 11-13. The
award is for outstanding engineering

achievements. Recently honoured by
International Nickel for outstanding
melallurgical achievement. he will rc-

cei\e an honorary membership m the

Institute.

B. A. Netupsky, of the B.C. Engi-
neering Co., will be leaving the com-
liany sliortly to go with Crippen Wright
Engineering Ltd. as a design engineer.

A. S. Morton has accepted a position

wiih H. A. Simons Ltd. He was pre-

viously engaged by the Sydncy Roofing
and Paper Co. at Victoria.

British Columbia
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Institute Awards

Following the closing banquet of the

sixty-ninth annual general and profes-

sional meeting of the Institute held in

the Royai York Hotel, Toronto, the

award of honorary mcmberships and of

prizes and awards of the Institute was
announced. Presentations were made to

those honorary members and award
winners who were present.

Honorary Members

The Institute has awarded honorary
memberships this year to four dis-

tinguishcd engineers. They are, John
Edwin Armstrong, c.E,, formerly chief

engineer, Canadian Pacific Railway
Company, Montreal; deGaspe Beau-
bien, C.B.E., D.SC, B.sc, Consulting engi-

neer, Montreal ; Edward Phillips Fether-
stonhaugh, ll.d., d.sc, b.sc, formerly
dean of enigneering and architecture,

University of Manitoba; and Ira Percy
Macnab, ll.d., d.sc, b.sc, general man-
ager, Public Service Commission of

Halifax. The citations which accompany
the awards aie as follows:

John Edwin Armstrong, Hon.M.E.I.C.

Jolin Edwin Armstrong is a former
American who has taken an important
part in the building of Canada.
He was born in Peoria, 111., and grad-

uated from Bradley Polytechnic In-
stitute in 1905 and from Cornell Uni-
versity in 1908 with the degree of civil

engineer.

When Ml'. Arm.strong retired in 1951

as chief engineer of the Canadian Pacific

Railway Company he completed a long

John E. Armsl roiif;, lloii. M.E.I.Í

and noteworthy railroading career, hav-
mg started at an early age in 1901 with

the Toledo, Peoria and Western Rail-

way and moving in 1908 to the Pennsyl-
vania Lines West of Pittsburgh. It was
in 1912 that he came to Canada and
became associated with the Canadian
Pacific Railway at Montreal as assistant

engineer. Mr. Armstrong became a
Canadian citizen in 1921. He was ap-
pointed assistant chief engineer in 1928

and in 1939 became chief engineer of

the company.

In spite of the heavy duties of his

Professional position, Mr. Armstrong
found time to participate in the activ-

ities of various societies. Three organi-

zations to which he made special con-
tributions are: the American Railway
Engineering As.sociation (A.R.E.A.), the

Canadian Standards Association (CS.A.)
and the Engineering Institute of Can-
ada. He has been a director, chairman
of standing and special committees, a
vice-president and president in 1934 of

the A.R.E.A. He was made an honor-
ary member of this Association in 1953.

In the CS.A. he was appointed to the
main committee inl941 and to the execu-
ti\e committee in 1945. He has been a
member of the Engineering Institute

sinee 1917. He was on the finance com-
mittee from 1939 to 1947. became vice-

president in 1945 and president in 1949.

He has also been active in the Kiwanis
Club of Montreal for many years.

Of outstanding importance to the In-
stitute was Mr. Armstrong's chairman-
ship of the .special committee on the
Engineering Features of Civil Defence
in 1942. Working closely with Professor
Fred Webster, Great Britain's expert
on the effects of bombing, his commit-
tee organized groups across Canada, and
assembled a great volume of informa-
-lion. The proceedings were subsequently
published and constituted Canada's text
book on that subject. In 1953 Mr. Arm-
strong was awarded the Julian C. Smith
Medal of the Institute for achievemenl
in the development of Canada.

Dr. deGaspé Beanbien, Hon.M.E.I.C.

Dr. deGaspe Beaubien was born at
Oiitremont. one of the constituent muni-
cipalities in the metropolitan district of
Montreal. He was graduated in engi-
neering at McGill University in 1906,
and was on the staff there for a short
time as a demonstrator.

In 1908 he set up busine.ss with .some
of his a.ssociates as a consulting engineer
and has remained in that fieid ever
since.

During World War II he was very
active in the administrative work deal-
ing with recruitment for the reservo
army, roh;ihilitatinn. and jiost-war

planning. He was joint chairman
the National War Savings Committ(
and a member of the National W
Finance Committee. His work for l

country was íittingly recognized by t
award of a C.B.E.
Dr. Beaubien has found time to ta!

part in the administration of sevei
business enterprises in the Montre
area. He has been on the executi
committee of the Canadian Chamber
Commerce, and on the main committ
of the Engineering Standards Assoq
tion.

Among other services rendered
iniblic bodies he has been president
the Canadian Club of Montreal, tt

Rotary Club of Montreal, the Cerd
Universitaire, and the Royai AutomoM
Club of Canada. His interests m tra,a

matters and highway safety have almd
been a lifetime interest, through U
Quebec Safety League.

|

In 1945 he was given the honorar}' di

Dr. deGaspé Beaubien, Hon.M.E.I.i

I

gree of Doctor of Science by the Ui
{

versity of Manitoba. '

He joined the Institute as a Stude '

in 1903, later he served the organizati'

on many committees and in many oíii

including treasurer and vice-presidei

He was president of the Institute

1944.

Dr. Edtvurd Phillips Felherstonhnii^

Hon.M.E.I.C.
I

Edward Phillips Fetherstonhaugh, t

former dean of engineering of the Ui

versity of Manitoba, has been a leadi

figure in the development of cngineeri

education in the ÂVest.

He was born in Montreal, and )

ceived his early education at Montr'
High School. He graduated with honc
in clectrical engineering from Mc(
University in 1899.

For the next four years he was as;

ciated with Fetherstonhaugh and Co
pany, patent solicitors, as manager j

'

their Ottawa ofíice. While in Ottawa !

held a commission in the Ottawa Fit

Company of the Royai Canadian En:-

neers. thus commencing the militii

career in which he was later to dj-

tinguish himself.

Returning to McGill for two sessio|.;

first as demonstrator and then as k-l

turer, he pursucd further studies in líí

and 1906 and then received his eaj

engineering experience in the Pittsbui

shops of the Westinghouse Electri
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Dr. E. P. Fetherstonhaiigh,
Hon.M.E.I.C.

ud Míinufacturing Company, coming to

heir Winnipeg office as electrical engi-

locr in 1907.

It was in June 1909 that he began
lis long career as an educator by as-

uming the newly established chair of

lectrical engineering at the University

if Manitoba. He was appointed dean
if engineering in 1921 when separata

acuities of the University were organ-

zed, and siibsequently became dean of

ngineering and architecture. As teacher

nd administrator Dean Fetherston-
laugh won the esteem and confidence
if the many students who received their

irofessional schooling under his direc-

ion until his retirement in 1949.

His teaching and administrativo work
tere interriipted during World War 1

nr service overseas with the Canadian
zineers in France and Belgium, first

a lieutenant in the First Field Com-
uy and later as field engineer with
rank of major. His services in the

I were recognized by the award of

Mihtary Cross and by mention in

-l^atches.

In 1923 he took over the command
I the University of Manitoba C.O.T.C.
iid was promoted to the rank of

Liitenant-colonel. He relinquished the
)mmand in 1929.

As a Consulting engineer, Dean Feth-
i-itonhaugh contributed many reports,
i\ estigations and plans for the Domin-
II and provincial governments, as
11 as for municipalities and private

incerns in western Canada. Among
icsc activities may be mentioned his

' mbership on a board of three engi-
rs appointed in 1923 to report on

' engineering and economic aspects of

íe Manitoba Power Commission's sys-
3m, and his appointment in 1929 joint-

{ by the City of Winnipeg and the
V^innipeg Electric Company as chair-
lan of a board studying the problem
f electrolysis and soil corrosion of
nderground water pipes. In 1937 he
ecame a raember of the National Re-
;arch Coimcil of Canada, attending ali

;s meetings and many meetings of its

iibcommittees.

He has also served on a number of

overnment and public boards and
irectorates including the Advisory
loard of tho Royai Military CoUege
1931 to 1935), and the Board of Trus-
;es of the Winnipeg General Hospital
1923 to 1936).

The support of Dean Fetherstonhaugh
has been felt in projects seeking to

establish and maintain the status of the
engineering profession in Canada. He
has been active in the affairs of the
Engineering Institute of Canada and
the Assofiation of Professional Engi-
neers of Manitoba. He joined the In-
stitute as a Student in 1899, becoming
an Associate Member in 1908, and a

Member in 1920. He was chairman of
the Winnipeg Branch in 1921 and served
on the Council from 1923 to 1925. In
1945 he was elected president.

Distinctions that have been awarded
to Dean Fetherstonhaugh include the
honorary degrees of D.Sc. from McGill
University in 1945, and LL.D. from the
University of Manitoba in 1947. He was
also awarded the Julian C. Smith Medal
of the Institute in 1945.

Dr. Ira P. Macnnb, Hon.M.E.I.C.

Throughout its long life, the Institute

has been fortunate in having in its

membership, some, if not ali of the
really colourful members of the profes-

sion who have achieved great public

distinction right across Canada. Con-
spicuous in such a group is Dr. Ira P.

Maenab of Halifax.

The gentleman whom we honour now
was born in Nova Scotia which you
will acknowledge was a natural advan-
tage to him. Before taking up his

academia training he spent seven years
as an apprentice and general machinist
at Amherst, N.S.

He started his course in engineering at

Mount Allison University and finished

at Nova Scotia Technical College, re-

ceiving the degree of B.Sc. in mechani-
cal engineering in 1913.

His Professional career began with the

Nova Scotia Light and Power Company
but shortly thereafter he moved to Cal-

gary to work with the Riverside Iron

Works. Later he was engaged by the

Royai Securities Corporation to inspect

some recently acquired properties in

South America. In 1925 he was made
general manager of the Venezuela Power
Company and then in 1931 was trans-

ferred to the Monterey Railway Light

and Power Company. In 1931 he re-

turned to Halifax to join the Nova
Scotia Board of Commissioners of Pub-
lic Utilities.

In 1947 Dr. Maenab was made general

manager of the Halifax Public Service

Commission, a position which he still

occupies.

Dr. Maenab is another of thosc mem-
bers of our profession who. proves by
his actions that the engineer's interests

are universal and that he is a willing

servant of the people. His interests iii-

clude service on the local county muni-

cipal council, chairmanship of the Nova
Scotia Disa.«ter Relief Committee of the

Red Cross, chairman of the Halifax City

Planning Commission, chairman of the

Halifax Welfare Federation, chairman

of the Community Chest, and a mem-
ber of the executivo of the Halifax

Civil Defence Committee. Just recently

he was president of the Halifax Board

of Trade. He is Nova Scotia director of

the recently created Atlantic Province's

Economic Council.

In engineering organizations he has

been particularly active. Ho was one of

those who had most to do with the

Dr. Ira P. Maenab, llwn.M.E.l.C.

establishment of tho Halifax Branch of

the Institute. He was chairman of the

branch in 1938 and later councillor, then
vice-president.

During these years he was also closely

associated with the Association of Pro-
fessional Engineers of Nova Scotia, be-
ing president in 1949, at which time he
was also vice-president of the Institute.

Another interest is the American
Water Works As-sociation and its Canaf-

dian Section. His services to this or-

ganization were recognized by the award
of the George Warren Fuller Memorial
Medal.

He is a governor of Mount Allison

University and vice-president of the

Alumni. Also he is a governor of the

Nova Scotia Technical College. He has
been honoured by both institutions with

a Doctor of Laws from Mount Allison

and a Doctor of Engineering from Nova
Scotia Technical College.

In other vvords he is quite a guy!

The Sir John Kennedy Medal

This award was established in 1927

to commemorate the great services

rendered to the devolopraent of Canada,
to engineering science and to the pro-

fession by the late Sir John Kennedy,
past president of the Engineering In-

stituto of Canada. It is awarded as a
recognition of outstanding merit in the

profession or of noteworthy contribu-

tions to the science of engineering or

to the benefit of the Instituto. The
award this yoar was given to John
Bertram Stirling, m.e.i.c, president of

E. G. M. Cape & Company, Montreal.

The citation which accompanied the

award was as follows:

Dr. Joiui B. Stirling, M.E.I.C.

Dr. Stirling was born at Dundas, Ont.,

and after receiving his early education

thcre, procoeded to Queen's University

from which he graduatod in Arts in 1909,

and in Engineering in 1911. FoUowing
graduation, he worked on construction

l)rojects in the Prairic Provinccs as wcU
as in Ontário until 1917. Ho then joined

tho Canadian Expeditionary Force and
served overseas with the Royai Cana-
dian Engineers until the end of the war.

In 1915 Dr. Stirling joined the staff of

E. G. M. Cape and Company, engineers
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Dr. .1. B. Stirling, M.E.I.C.

and contractois of Montreal. He re-

turned to the company at the end of the

war as supervising engineer on many
construction projects throughout Can-
ada. He became a partncr in 1928, was
made vice-president in 1940 and piesi-

dent in 1950, a position which he still

occiipies.

Dr. Stirling has been prominent in

the affair-s of the Canadian Constnic-
tion Association for many years, and
was pr&sident of that organization in

1942 and 1943. He served as pre.sident

of the Corporation of Professional Engi-
neers of Quebec in 1948 and was elected

president of the Montreal Board of

Trade in 1950. In addition to these

many activities he is on the boards of

two Montreal hospitais as well as being
a trustee of Queen's University and
a past-president of the Queen's Alumni
Association. In 1951 his alma mater
conferred on him the honorary degree
of Doctor of Laws.

Dr. Stirling is honorary colonel of

the 3rd Field Engineers Regiment of

Montreal ; he is a member of the execu-
tiva of the Canadian Chamber of

Commerce, and is president of the
Better Business Bureau of Montreal.

Few engineers have had longer or
closer contacts with the Engineering
Institute. He joined the organization in

1913 as an Associate Member and since

then has served in practically every
office of the Montreal Branch, including
chairman, councillor and vice-president.

He was president of the Institute in

1952.

John Stirling is one of those engineers
that a person likcs to bring to the at-

tention of studcnts and young engineers
as an example of the good life that may
lie ahead for them, and of the good
work which they may do for the bene-
fit of their country and their associates.

He never tires of doing good work, and
the number of his activities never ccases
to puzzle his friends and associates, ali

of whom marvel at his ability to carry
on so actively ali these extra-mural
activities and yet do such a good job
as president of his company.
The Institute can never repay, in

fact can never express adequately its

debt to Dr. Stirling but the award of
the Sir John Kennedy Medal may in-

dicate in a modest way somcthing of
the appreciation which the Council of
the Institute has for him. This medal

Dr. liioharti L. llearn, M.K.I.C.

is awardod for ".services rcndered to the
development of Canada, to engineering
.scionce, and to the profession." It is

the sénior award of the Institute.

I am sure, ladies and gentlemen, you
will agree with the member of Council
that John Bertram Stirling is worthy
of this honoiír.

The Julian C. Smith Medals

This rnedal was founded in 1939 by a
group of sénior meinbers to perpetuate
the name of the late past-president of
the Institute. It is awarded for achieve-
ment in the development of Canada.

This year the two award winners were
Richard Lankastc;r Hearn, m.e.i.c,
chairman. Hydro-Electric Pow(>r Com-
mission of Ontário, Toronto, Ont., and
William George Swan, M.E.i.c, consult-
mg criginocr, Vancouver, B.C. The cita-
tions accompanying the mcdals were as
follows

:

Dr. Richurd Imíi kasicr Hearn,M.E.I.C.

Dr. Hearn was bom in Toronto and
graduated from the University there in
1913 with the degree of B.A.Sc.

In his earlier years after graduation
he worked for the city of Toronto in the
roadways and the works department.
Later he was with the Dominion Bridge
Company and then transferred to the
Hydro-Electnc Power Commission of
Ontário. Through a variety of exper-
ience and responsibility he rose to assis-
tant engineer of construction in 1921.

The next year he became assistant
engineer with the Washington Water
Power Company at Spokane, Wa.shing-
ton, but two years later he retumed to
Canada as chief engineer and secretary-
treasurer of H. G. Acres and Company
Limited at St. Catharines, Ontário.
From 1930 to 1942 he was consulting
engineer. then chief engineer with the
Dominion Construction Company and
H. F. McLean Limited.

In 1942 he returned to his first love,
the Ontário Hydro as executive assistant
to the chairman. Shortly thereafter he
was loaned to the Polymer Company at
Sarnia. Ontário, as chief engineer in
charge of the supervision of construc-
tion.

In 1944 the Hydro loaned him to the
Combined Production and Resources

Board at Wa.shington, D.C., where
was Canadian technical advisor to i

public Utilities division. In 1945 at t

conclusion of the war he came back
the Hydro as chief enginer of design a
construction. In 1947 he was made gc

eral manager and chief engineer. In 1£

he became Chairman of the Board.

In 1952 he was made a director

the Atomic Energy of Canada Limit
and that same year was awarded
honorary degree of Doctor of Enginei

ing by the University of Toronto. }

Dr. Heam joined the Engineering I^
stitute in 1920 as an Associate Memb4'
He bclongs to many technical organis-^

tions in Canada, the United States a |
in the United Kingdom.

j

My source material tells me that 1

1

Hearn 's personal interests and recre }

tions include books, photograi)hy, mus i

fi.shing. and golf. Just how any pers^

as busy as he has been ali his li

«

could íind time for any onc of these i í

creations is more than most of us Ci

understand. I am sure, however, we
.share with him in his ambition to enj

such pastimes.

Of such a man as this, it can
truly .said, he has achieved much in tl

development of Canada. Therefore, it

most ai)propriate, Mr. President, th

the Engineering Instituto of Canac
should award to Richard Lankast
Hearn its Julian C. Smith Medal.

William George Swait, M.E.I.C.

Col. Swan was born at Kincardin
Ont. He received his B.A.Sc, fro

the University of Toronto in 1906 at

the CE. in Í911.

He served from 1906 until 1920 wi

the Canadian Northern Railway, ai|

the Canadian National Railway
bridge engineer, resident engineer ai

division engineer in eastern Canada arj

in British Columbia.

During World War I he served
Francc and he was awarded the D.S.C

the Croix de Guerre and was twice mei

tioned in despatches. Starting as

lieutenant in the 104th Battalion I

moved to captain and adjutant. Lat<

he became captain with the 131st Batt;

lion. In 1916 he transferred to the 2d
Battalion of Canadian Railway Troopi
and became its chief engineer in charf

of maintenance of light railways wit

\V . í;. Swan, M.K.r.C.
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F. P. Shearwood, Hon.M.E.I.C.

the 2nd British Army in France. At the

close of the war he retired with the

lank of colonel.

He leturned to the Canadian Na-
{tional Raihvays as district engineer in

'British Coliimbia. In 1920 he became
jchief engineer of the Vancouver Har-
'bour Commission. He continued this

i-sociation until 1925 when he set up
liis own Consulting engineering ofíice.

In World War II he was appointed
lirector of construction of the War Sup-

Board. Later he served as chief

Liineer, Pacific Command, R.C.E.; he
a:is awarded the O.B.E. in the King's
Honour List of 1945.

In 1947 he received the Alumni Medal
oi the University of Toronto.

He is a past-president of the Van-
roiiver Board of Trade, and a past-

ihairman of the Blood Transfusion
Service.

He joined the Engineering Institute

in 1906 as a Student and in 1947 ob-
ained Life Membership therein.

From this brief report it will be evi-

Icnt to everyone that Coionel Swan
l as well earned the Julian C. Smith
Medal which is awarded for "achieve-
rnent in the development of Canada".

Gzowski Medal

Presented each year for the best paper
of the medal year on a civil engineering
-^ubject, "civil" being used in the lim-
:ted sense to indica te structural, sur-
veying and construction work generally.

Frederick Perry Shearwood,

Hon.M.E.I.C.

Frederick Perry Shearwood of Mont-
i(al was awarded the Gzowski Medal
'or his paper, "The Stabilization of
" ispension Bridges," which was pub-

iied in the January 1954 issue of
ití Journal.

Mr. Shearwood is retired chief engi-
neer of Dominion Bridge Company
I-imited.

He was bom in London, England, in
1866 and received his education by pri-
vate tuition. Mr. Shearwood went to
Jiiazil in 1884 where he was engaged on
lilway work for three years. He carne
Canada and joined the engineering

partment of Dominion Bridge Com-
iny Ltd. in Lachine, Que., where he
SC rapidly to the position of assistant

engineer. He was appointed chief engi-
neer in 1921 and consulting engineer
in 1937.

Mr. Shearwood is widely known in
engineering circles for his a.ssociation
with the design and erection of many
of the important bridges and other
structures in Canada.

An enthusiastic yachtsman and yacht
designer, Mr. Shearwood was for ten
years associated with G. H. Duggan in

building and racing the boats which
brought the Seawanhaka Cup to Can-
ada, and for a long period in the nineties
successfully defended that trophy. Many
other designs of successful yachts carne
off the boards of Mr. Shearwood, adding
to his skill in this field as in the field

of structural design and erection.

Throughout his career he has been an
active member of the Institute, joining
the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers
as an Associate Member in 1892, trans-

ferring to Member in 1904. He was
elected to Council in 1909 and again in

1921-23, and was a vice-president from
1923 to 1925 and chairman of the Fin-
ance Committee at the same time. In
1926 he became treasurer of the Insti-

tute and retired from that ofíice in 1930.

Mr. Shearwood was elected president of

the Institute in 1934. Honorary Mem-
bership was conferred on him in 1953.

He was also interested in other engi-
neering organizations, being a member
of the American Society of Civil Engi-
ners; and member of the Corporation of

Professional Engineers of Quebec. He
has served on various committees of the

Canadian Engineering Standards Asso-
ciation.

Duggan Medal and Prize

Awarded for papers dealing with the
use of metais for structural or mechani-
cal purposes.

Joseph Louis deStein, M.E.I.C.

Joseph Louis deStein, associate pro-

fessor in civil engineering at McGill
University, Montreal, was awarded the
Duggan Medal and Prize for his paper,

"Rational Design for Building Frames
with Semi-Rigid Connections," which
appeared in the October, 1954, issue of

the Journal.

Mr. deStein was born in Regina, Sask.
He received his B.Eng, degree from the

University of Saskatchewan in 1939 and
his M.Eng. degree from McGill Uni-
versity in 1946.

LTpon graduation from the University
of Saskatchewan Mr. deStein joined the
Department of Agriculture, CJttawa, as
a field draugiitsman for the Prairie
Farm Rehabilitation Act. The follow-
ing year he became associated with the
Aluminum Company of Canada as a
structural draughtsman in Montreal. He
remained with the company until 1945,
working as a squad leader ,and struc-
tural designer in Montreal. He was
thcn transferred to Shawinigan Falis,

Que., as a residcnt engineer, but re-

turned to Montreal in 1944 as structural
designer on steel, concrete and alum-
inum.

At this time he completed his studies
for his master's degree and joined the
McGill staíí as a lecturer in the depart-
ment of civil engineering, was named
assistant professor in 1946 and associate
professor in 1950.

Mr. deStein joined the Engineering
Institute as a Jimior in 1940, transfer-
ring to Member in 1948. He has been
helpful in the work of the Institute and
has been the chairman of the Board of
Examiners since 1953.

Leonard Medal

Awarded for papers on mining sub-
jects.

Frank A. Forward
Frank A. Forward, head of the de-

partment of mining and metallurgy of

the University of British Columbia,
was awarded the Leonard Medal for his

paper, "Ammonia Pressure Leach Pro-
cess for Recovering Nickel, Copper and
Cobalt from Sherritt Gordon Nickel
Sulphite Concentrate," which appeared
in the November, 1953 issue of the
Canadian Mining and Metallurgical
Bulletin.

Mr. Forward was born in Ottawa,
Ont., and received his secondary educa-
tion at Ottawa Model School and
Ottawa Collegiate Institute. He grad-
uated from the University of Toronto
in 1924 with a B.A.Sc, (honours) de-
gree in chemical engineering, and that
year started with the Consolidated
Mining and Smelting Company at Trail,

B.C.

He remained with the company until

F. A. I'"<>r\4ar<i
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T. E. Wrifíht

1929 working as an assayer, as assistant

metallurgist in the lead and copper

smelters, and finally as a research assist-

ant. Mr. Forward was in Austrália from

1929 to 1934, associated with Mount Isa

Mines Limited, in Mount Isa, Q.ueens-

land, as assistant lead smelter superin-

tendent. He returned to Biitish Colum-
bia and after a year with B.C. Nickel

Mines Limited at Choate joined the

department of mining and metallurgy of

the University of British Columbia as

assistant professor. His appointment as

professor and head of the department

was received in 1945.

While on the staff of the university

Mr. Forward has also accepted Consult-

ing assignments for the B.C. Nickel

Mines Ltd., Kelowna Exploration Com-
pany, Algoma Ore Properties, and the

Sumitomo Company of Japan and
more recently, the Sherritt Gordon
Mines Ltd. During the war he served

as technical director for the British

Columbia War Metals Research Board,

and in 1946 he was engaged by the

Chinese Natural Resources Commis-
sion to inspect operations in Formosa
and China. He is at present continuing

in a consultant capacity for various

companies on the development of pres-

sure leaching and precipitation pro-

cesses for uranium ores.

Active in the affairs of the professiou,

Mr. Forward holds membership in the

mining and metallurgical societies of

Canada, Britain, the United States, and
Austrália, and in the Chemical Institute

of Canada. He is a registered Profes-

sional engineer in British Columbia.

Plummer Medal
Awarded for the best paper on a

chemical and metallurgical subject.

Plummer Medals have been awarded
to T, E. Wright, Hugh P. Godard, and
I. H. Jenks for their joint paper, "The
Resistance of Aluminum to some Alka-
line Building Materials," which appeav-
ed in the October, 1954 issue of the
Journal.

T. E. Wright

T. E. Wright is with the chemical
division of Aluminium Laboratories,
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Ltd., Kingston, Ont. Since 1947 he has

been engaged in corrosion work on

aluminum alloys.

He graduated from McMaster Uni-

versity with a B.A. degree in chemis-

try in 1942. Before joining Aluminium
Laboratories he worked successively in

a munitions plant laboratory for the

Inspection Board of the United King-

dom and Canada and the Polymer Cor-

poration, Sarnia, Ont., in the synthetic

rubber industry.

Hugh P. Godard

Hugh P. Godard holds a Ph.D. degree

in industrial and cellulose chemistry

from McGill University and a master's

degree in chemical engineering from the

University of British Columbia. An in-

dustrial chemist, he worked with wood
pulp, copper and gold mining and ex-

plosives before joining Aluminium
Laboratories, Ltd. in 1945. Since then

he has been mainly occupied with the

corrosion behaviour of aluminum, on
which he has published several papers.

He is active on technical committees

in Canada and the United States in

organizations interested in corrosion. He
has been a member of the board of

directors of the National Association of

Corrosion Engineers and is a past chair-

man of their Inter Society Corrosion

Committee.

H. P. Godard

/. H. Jenks

I. H. Jenks holds degrees in arts and
in science from Mount AUison Univer-
sity, Sackville, N.B. He has worked at

Arvida, Que., for the Aluminum Com-
pany of Canada, Limited as a chemist
and as a chemical supervisor. In 1945
he transferred to Aluminium Labora-
tories Limited in Kingston where he is

head of the publications division and
where he is concerned with the writing
and editing of internai and externai
technical literature. He is the author
of numerous papers and reports and
several handbooks on subjects connected
with the technology of aluminum.
He is a past chairman of the King-

ston Section of the Chemical Institute

of Canada and is active on committeei

in Canada and the United States in|

organizations

writing.

interested in technical)

Ross Medal

Awarded for papers on electrical engi-

neering subjects.

Alexander George Lester, M.E.I.C.

Alexander George Lester, general!

manager of the special contract depart-j

ment of the Bell Telephone Companji
of Canada, received the Ross Medal foi|

liis paper, "Telecommunications m
Canada," which appeared in the Octoberj

19.54 issue of the Journal.
jBorn in Montreal, he began his long

'

a.ssociation with the Bell Telephonci

Company upon his graduation fromi

high school. He spent the years be-'

tween 1922 and 1929 on engineering'

studies in connection with the conver-'

sion to automatic operation of local

telephone service including outside

plant, central oíHce equipment and cosi

l omparisons. From 1930 to 1939 he was:

engaged on engineering studies of long

distance plants, and special studies ot

trafíic routing, motor vehicle costs and

service cost analyses. For the next twoj

years he worked on eo-ordination of the

company's program of exchange planll

additions, taking a leave of absence iii'

1942 to serve with the Royai Canadiaij'

Signals on the east coast and in Ottavra,

He retired at the end of the war with,

the rank of major.
|

Mr. Lester returned to the Bell Tele-

phone Company in 1945 as exchangti

plans engineer and in 1948 was super-

visor of plant extension. In 1952 he wa-,

named general operations supervisor a''

company headquarters and later the

same year was loaned to the Depart-:

ment of Defence Production of the:

Federal Government as associate direc'
'

tor oí the electronics division.

In 1953 he was appointed área plani

manager for the toll area, in charge o:;

plant operations in the long distanct'

field, and was promoted later the samf|

year to assistant general manager oli
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A. G. Lester, M.E.I.C.

he special contract department. Tn
^anuary, 1955 he assumed his present

'osition of general manager of the spe-

ial contracts division, having respon-
ibility for handling major defence pro-

< rs in the Communications field.

Mr. Lester joined the Engineering
iisiitute in 1954 as a Member.

John Galbraith Prize

Awarded for the best paper by a
unior in the Province of Ontário.

Albert Murray Lount, M.E.I.C.

Albert Murray Lount, mji.i.c, a part-

er of the firm T. O. Lazarides, Lount
nd Partners, structural engineers of

'oronto, Ontário, was awarded the John
ralbraith Prize for his paper, "Pre-
ressed Concrete Applied to Roof
ii-ts," which appeared in the October,
''i'! Journal. Mr. Lount was a Júnior
Ii-mber of the Institute when the
iper was presented to the Institute'3

jonual meeting in May, 1953.

He was born in Toronto, Ont., and
t'ived his early schooling in France

1 England. He received his degree
•ivil engineering from the Univer-
of Toronto in 1946.

l'pon graduation he joined the On-
110 Hydro Commission, and was :n

rge of the structural department of

'onsulting engineering division. This
irtment designed many structures
ng the Hydro's expansion program.
) during this period the department

i-í engaged in development work in

' .stressed concrete. Mr. Lount remain-
l with the company until 1953 wheu
became a partner of T. O. Lazarides,

lunt and Partners, specializing in the
>i2n of bridges and other structures
ilving modem methods of structural
•ia, including grid analysis and pre-
-<?ed concrete.

Mr. Lount joined the Engineering
4itute in 1945 as a Student, trans-
ring to Júnior in 1948 and to Mem-

I in December, 1953.

Phelps Johnson Prize

Awarded for the best paper by an
English Júnior in the Province of
Quebec.

Lawrence Abram Carey, Jr.E.I.C.

Lawrence Abram Carey, jr.E.i.c, of
the Montreal Engineering Company,
was awarded the Phelps Johnson Prize
for his paper, "Labrador Menihek
Power Development", which appeared in
the May, 1954 issue of the Journal.

He was born in Black Cane, Que., and
received his secondary education at
Moncton High School. He attended the
Saint John Vocational School and
graduated in 1939 from the electricity
section of the school. Mr. Carey re-
ceived his B.Sc. degree in civil engineer-
ing from the University of New Bruns-
wick in 1949.

He joined the Canadian Army Active
Forces in 1941 and served overseas in the
United Kingdom, Italy and Northwest
Europe. He was demobilized in Decem-
ber, 1945 with the rank of lieutenant.

A. M. Lount, M.E.I.C.

Upon graduation from University in

1949 he joined the staff of Montreal
Engineering Company Ltd. and was
engaged on preliminary investigations

of the Mayo Hydro Development in

the Yukon, and was connected with the

actual construction as assistant engineer

in 1951. From 1952 to 1954 he was resi-

dent engineer for the company on the

Menihek Hydro Development in Labra-
dor. Mr. Carey left for índia in Sep-
tember, 1954 to serve a.s Canadian
liaison engineer on the L^mtru Hydel
Development which is a Colombo Plan
aided project being constructed by the

Assam Government at Burnihat.

Mr. Carey became a Student Mem-
ber of the Engineering Institute in 1947,

transferring to Júnior in 1951. He is also

a member of the Corporation of Pro-

fessional Engineers of Quebec.

L. A. Carey, Jr.E.I.C.

Ernest Marceau Prize

Awarded for the best paper by a
French Júnior in the Province of Que-
bec.

Gaston Galibois, Jr.E.I.C.

Gaston Galibois, jr.E.i.c, of Quebec,
was awarded the Ernest Marceau Prize

for his paper "Reactive Power Flow on
the 66 kv. System of the Quebec Power
Company".
Mr. Galibois was born in Quebec City.

He studied engineering at Lavai Uni-
versity, graduating with the degree of

B.A.Sc, in eléctrica] engineering in 1950.

After spending a year on a training

course with the Shawinigan Water and
Power Company, he was transferred to

the engineering department of the Que-
bec Power Company. He has since been
appointed relay and protection engineer.

While at Lavai Mr. Galibois became
a Student member of the Institute,

transferring to Júnior in 1952.

Gaston Galibois, Jr.E.I.C
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The synipathy oj the Institute is extended to the

relatives of those whose passing is recorded here.

Dr. Robert William Boyle, m.e.i.c, who
letired in 1949 from the position of

director of the division of physics, Na-
tional Research Couucil of Canada, died

in London, England, on April 18, 1955.

Dr. Boyle was boin in Carbonear, New-
foundland, in 1883. He was a graduate

in electrical engineering of IVIcGill Uni-
versity, obtaining lhe degrees of B.Sc.

in 19Ò5, M.Sc. in 1906, M.A. and Ph.D.
in 1909.

He won the Newfoundland Govern-
ment Diamond Jubilee Scholarship in

1900 and at McGill won the Seott Prize,

the General Electric Scholar.sliip, the

British Association Prize, the British

Association Medal, and an 1851 Exhibi-

tion Science Research Scholarship, which
he held at the University of Manchester,
England.
He returned to McGill to take a posi-

tion on the physics stafí where he
remained until 1912 when he was ap-
pointed professor of physics at the Uni-
versity of Alberta. During the First

World War, Dr. Boyle was on the staff

of the British Admiralty in their anti-

submarine division, as one of the small

group of distinguished scientists who
laid the foundations of research activi-

ties in the Royai Navy. He resumed
his professorship at the University of

Alberta in 1919 where he became dean
of the Facultv of Applied Science in

1921.

In 1924 Dr. Boyle served as president
of Sectiou ni of the Royai Society of

Canada and in 1925 as president of the
Association of Professional Engineers of

Alberta. He joined the staff of the
National Research Council in 1929 as

director of the division of physics and
electrical engineering, a post which he
held until his retirement in 1949.

In describing the advance of physics
in Canada (H. M. Tory, A History of
Science in Canada, Ryerson Press,
Toronto, 1939), Dean A. Norman Shaw
pays this tribute to Dr. R. W. Boyle:
"From the first the accepted policy of
t,he University of Alberta was to culti-

vate the research spirit by actually
doing research both theoretical and aj)-

plied. The practice of this enlightened
policy was in large measure due to the
vision and aetion of two physicists, H.
M. Tory, the president, and R. W.
Boyle, profe.ssor of physics and dean
of applied science, who each continued
their leadership later in the develop-
ment of the National Research Labora-
tories at Ottawa. Both Tory and Boyle
had come under the influence of Ruth-
erford at McGill in earlier years. Lord
Rutherford held that the most giftecí

(eacher was soon seriously limited if

lie neglected investigation.
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"Boyle's ultra-sonics laboratories (in

Alberta and NRC) produced a weahh
of data on pioblems of ultra-sonic pro-
])agation. cnergj' distribution in beams,
reflection, transmission. interforence, de-
tection and .so on.

"The leading work of Boyle on ultra-

sonics is one of the subjects high on
the list of distinct advances by Cana-
dians.

Ur. I{. \\ . I{«>\le, M.E.I.C.

"Under the compctent direction of

R. W. Boyle, the divi.sion of physics and
electrical engineering has in a few years,
rendered notable services in spite of
serious financial limitations arising from
the world depression. In addition to
meeting the increasing demand for
^tandardization tests, providiug advice
and grant.s for researches, and awarding
scholarships . . . the physics division
has a long list of succéssful and promis-
ing investigations."

In 1944, Dr. C. J. Mackenzie, then
IM-esident of the National Research
Council, said: "Dr. Boyle, as head of
the division of physics and electrical
engineering, has played a most impor-
tant part in the contributions which
Canada has made to the war, and I ain
sure that the people of Newfoundland
have every right to feel proud of him
as one of their most illustrious sons."
Dr. Boyle was a Member of the

Association of Professional Engineei-s of
Ontário. He was a Fellow of the Ameri-
can Physical Society, the Acoustical
Society of America, and the Royai So-
ciety of Canada.

Dr. Boyle joined the Engineering In-
slilute in 1924 as a Member.

June, 1955

Walter Maxwell Fife, m.e.i.c, assoei

profe.ssor of structural engineering at t

Mas.-achusetis Institute of Technolo
died on April 22. 1955. He had serv

on the Faculty of the Department
Civil and Sanitary Engineering
thirty-three years.

Professor Fife was l)orn in Pet
borough, Ont., on June 9, 1890. a
attended the Peterborough CoUegi
Institute. He graduated from the U
versity of Alberta in 1913 with a B..

degree and received his M.Sc. degi

from the Massachusetts Institute

Technology in 1922.

During the summers of his universi

coluse, he was employed as a rodm
by the City of Edmonton. inst rumei
man for the Dominion Land Surve
and as detailer for the Dominion Brid

Company in Winnipeg, Man.
From 1913 to 1922, apart from thi

years' service as a lieutenant in t

Canadian Expeditionary Force, he v,

an instructor and then assistant pi

fessor at the University of Alber
After completing his graduate studies

M.I.T., Professor Fife joined t|
Faculty as assistant profe.s.sor of ci I

engineering. He was promoted to as;4

ciate professor in 1928 and in 1941 wtj

named associate professor of structu (

engineering. During World War II Pi-

fessor Fife worked half time on spec

war research.

Professor Fife was a Member of t

Ameiican Society of Civil Engineers,

Member of the Boston Society of Ci

Engineers and of the American Cc
crete Institute. He joined the Enginei

ing Institute as a Júnior in 1914. trai

ferring to A.ssociate Member in 1£

and to Member in 1940.

James Randolph Bissett, m.e.i.c, w
had retired in 1953 as district enginfjf

with the Department of Northern Affajl

and National Resources, died in Kill

cardine. Ont., on October 9, 1954, f

lowing a lengthy illness.

Mr. Bissett was l)orn in Kincardi

on January 8, 1888. He graduated fn

the University of Toronto in 1912 wi

a B..\.Sc. degree.

During the sum.mer monlhs of 1

course Mr. Bi.ssett was engaged in m;
ing operations in Gouganda, Ont., a

in milling and refining silver ores

Cobalt, Ont. For a .year after his gradii

tion he was in charge of the constn^
tion of a transmission line from Loj'

Lake to Wahnopitae Power Plant
Ontário. I

In May 1913 Mr. Bissett began !

j

long service with the government wh
j

he was appointed assistant engineer i

the Department of the Interior, wai
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power bianch, in Ottiuva, Ont. In 1928

he was named sénior assistant enginecr

for tlic Dominion Water, Power anti

Reclaniation Service Branch. In 1938

he was sénior assistant cngineer witli

the Dominion Water & Power bureau,

Department of Mines and Resources.

Upon his retirement in 1953 Mr. Bissett

was (iistrict engineor of the Ontário

district. Water resources division of the

Department of Northern AíTairs and
National Resources.

Mr. Bissett joined the Engineering

Institute in 1916 as an Associate Mem-
ber, transferring to Meniber in 1940.

William Jessinian Fletcher, M.E.i.c,

consuIting engineer and land surveyor

.f Windsor, Ont., died at his home in

W indsor on April 15, 1955.

Mr. Fletcher, who was born iu

Fletcher, Ont., on October 3, 1885, re-

coived his B.Sc. degree frora Queens
Fniversity in 1910. He taught for a

une in public schools in Ontário and
;ient some months prospecting in the

I ,,)Uf;anda district of Ontário for silver.

Ilion graduation from Queen's Mr,
flctclier was in charge of a topography
jlane table party for the Canadian
Pacific Railway's irrigation departmeut.

He was associated with J. J. Newman,
Ontário Land Surveyor in W^indsor,

Ont. and with the Dominion Bridge

Company in Walkerville, Ont., before

forming the partnership of McColl and
Fletcher which was engaged on sub-
division surveys, laying out drainage
tile, sidewalks, drainage reports and
pavements in Sandwich, Tilbury and
(urrounding country. He was also as-

iciate town engineer for Sandwich, Ont.,

during th is period.

Mr. Fletcher enlisted in 1918 in the
16th F'ieid Company of the Canadian
Engineers as a heutenant and served in

Sibéria in charge of ali engineering
work, bridges and incineration at Cono-
tai Barracks, Sibéria.

He returned from Sibéria in June
1919 and upon his discharge from the
Army, opened an engineering and sur-

veying office in Windsor, Ont. He re-

mained in private practice until his

death in April.

Mr. Fletcher was a past president
of the Windsor Branch of the Queens
Alumni Association. He joined the En-
gineering Institute in 1919 as an Asso-
ciate Member, transferring to Member
in 1940. He attained Life Membership
in the Institute in January 1955.

Sruce S. Taylor, m.e.i.c, sénior en-
;ineer with the Industrial Development
3ank in Vancouver, B.C., died suddenly
n Vancouver on March 7, 1955.
Born in Dundee, Scotland, Mr. Tay-

lor received his secondary schooling at

Harris Academy, Dundee, and Ottawa
CoUegiate in Ottawa. He graduated
from Queen's University with a B.Sc.

tlcgree in chemical engineering in 1929,

and returned to the university for ene
vear of po.st graduate study. In 19.S0

ho .joined the staff of the Bell Tele-
l)hone Company of Canada as a facili-

ties engineer with the Quebec district

trafhc department. From 1933 to 1935
he was facilities and budget engineer in

the Quebec division traffic department
becoming equiiiment engineer in the
general traffic department, eastem area,
in 1935.

At bhe outbreak of World War II Mr.
Taylor obtained a leave of absence from
the company and .served with the Cana-
dian Artiliery until the end of the war.
He returned to the Bell Telephono

Company in 1945 to the general trafiic

department as special studies engineer.
Mr. Taylor became associated with the
Industrial Development Bank in 1940
in Vancouver, B.C., as industrial engi-
neer.

Mr. Taylor joined the Engineering
Institute as a Student in 1929, trans-

ferring to Júnior in 1946 and to Mem-
ber m 1947.

Ragnar John Mattson, m.e.i.c, director

of the Paul Andereon Construction
Company in Vasteras, Sweden, died
suddenly on February 28, 1955, in Vas-
teras, Sweden.
Mr. Mattson, who was born in Vas-

teras on March 16, 1894, received his

secondary education at Vasteras Pre-
paratory, Grammar and High Schools.

After graduating from the Swedish
Army Cadet School in 1915, he received

his civil engineering degree from the

Roval College of Engineering in Stock-
holm in 1920.

Upon graduation Mr. Mattson was
employed as a structural steel designer
with the Republic Structural Iron

Works in Cleveland, Ohio. Later that

year he joined the Carnegie Steel Com-
pany in Pittsburgh, Pa., as boiler maker.
He returned to Sweden in 1921 and was
employed as research engineer with the

Swedish Engineering Academy in Stock-
holm. After two years spent working in

Germany Mr. Mattson returned to the

United States and became associat>ed

with the Foundation Company in New
York as designer, engineer. In 1928 he
was transfen-ed to Montreal and joined

the Foundation Company of Canada
Ltd., where his new duties consisted

of marine engineering including design

of floating plant caissons. In 1941 Mr.
Mattson joined the Aluminum Com-
pany of Canada in Montreal. After five

years with the company he became con-

nected with Canadian and General Fin-

ance Company Ltd. in Toronto. Later
in 1946 Mr. Mattson went to índia as

project ofiicer for the central technical

))0wer board of the Department of

Works, Mines and Power of the Indian
government in Simla. In 1949 he joined
the staff of the Damodar Valley Cor-
Iioration and was employed as engineer
in charge of planning and design both
in Calcufta and Biliar.

Mr. Mattson returned to his native
Sweden in 1950 to assume the position
of director of the Paul Anderson Con-
struction Company in Vasteras, a posi-

tion he held until his death.
Mr. Mattson joined the Engineering

Institute in 1934 as an Associate Mem-
ber, transferring to Member in 1940.

John James Gray, M.E.I.C, chief inspec-

tor of the Boiler Inspection Branch of

the Provincial government at Halifax,

N.S., died suddenly in Halifax on March
19, 1955.

Mr. Gray was born in Westville, N.S.,

and received his secondary education at

Port Hood Academy. He completed
I.C.S. courses in machine shop practice
and inechanical engineering and passed
examinations for stationary engineer,
receiving the Nova Scotia Government
certificate.

He began his engineering career in

the shops of the Inverness Railway and
Coal Company at Inverness, N.S., in

1908, spending four j^ears as an appren-
tice machinist and one year as assist-

ant foreman. In 1913 Mr. Gray joined
the Maritime Coal and Railway Com-
pany as locomotive foreman and later

as master meclianic.

During World War I he served with
the 85th Battalion and later was active

in the Cumberland Highlanders
(Militia) where he attained the rank of

major. At the end of the war he re-

turned to the Maritime Coal and Rail-
way Company, where he remained until

1923 when he was appointed mechanical
engineering inspector with the Boiler
and Inspection Company of Canada
with headquarters in Amherst, N.S. For
the next eighteen years Mr. Gray
travelled over the Maritime provinccs
in this capacity and in 1940 he moved
to Halifax and set up the Boiler In-
spection Branch of the Provincial gov-
ernment, a position he held until his

death.

During World War II Mr. Gray com-
manded the Bedford Detachment of the

Halifax Rifles Reserve Battalion.

He was a Member of the Association

of Professional Engineers of Nova
Scotia. Mr. Gray joined the Engineer-
ing Institute in 1940 as a Member.
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News of the Personal Activities

of

Members of the Institute

N. R. Crump, M.E.I.C., has been elected

president of the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way Company. He will succeed W. A.
Mather, hon. m.e.i.c, who will be
chairman of the company.
Mr. Crump joined the C.P.R, in 1920

and has risen successfully through the
ranks to his present position. He took
a leave of absence and attended Purdue
Univeisity, graduating in 1929 with a
B.Sc. degree in mechanical engineering.
Through positions of machinist, loco-
motive foreman, master mechanic and
chief draughtsman, Mr. Crump rose
rapidly to become assistant superinten-
dent of motive power on western lines,

and was brought to eastern Canada for

executive positions such as assistant to
the vice-president, general superinten-

N. R. Crump, M.E.I.C.

dent at Toronto, and general manager
and later vice-president of the eastern
region. Mr. Crump was elected vice-
president and member of the executive
committee on May 4, 1949.

He joined the Engineering Institute
as a Student in 1928, transferring to
Júnior in 1931, Associate Member in

1938 and to Member in 1940.

Gilbert M. Young, m.e.i.c, has been
appointed vice-president of Canadian
Ingersoll-Rand Company Ltd. Mr.
Young is also works manager of the
company plant at Sherbrooke, Que.
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Graduating from Sir George Williams
in 1929, he had already served four

years of his apprentioeship at Cana-
dian Pacific Railways. He entered Mc-
Gill University in 1929 and by retum-
ing to the Angus Shops during the
summer months each year was able to

complete his apprentioeship and receive

his machinist papers in 1934.

Mr. Young graduated from McGill
University in 1934 with a B.Eng. degree
after winning the British Association
Medal. Following graduation he spent
one year with the C.P.R. as millwright
and later as dynamometer car engineer,
and then joined the Canadian Ingersoll-

Rand Company as a sales engineer in

the pump division in Montreal. During
1936 and 1937 he was manager of the
contract service department. Mr. Young
was appointed secretary of the company
in 1937 and iu 1941, became manager
and also director of the Sherbrooke
Pneumatic Tool Company, a wholly
owned subsidiary engaged in the manu-
facture of shells for the government.
Later in 1941, he was named a director
of the parent company and the follow-
ing year was named works manager of
the plant at Siherbrooke, Que.
From 1938 to 1943 Mr. Young served

as a captain with the Royai Canadian

Gilbert M. Young, M.E.I.C.
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H. A. Cooch, M.E.I.C.

Electrical and Mechanical Engineers anq

at present, is an honorary lieutenanfr

colonel of the R.C.E.M.E.
Mr. Young is a member of the CanaJ

dian Institute of Mining and Metalf
lurgy and of the Corporation of Pr
fessional Engineers of the Province.

Harold A. Cooch, m.e.i.c, retired

May from his position as board chaÍP

man of the Canadian Westinghou
Company.
Graduating from the University OB

Toronto with a B.A.Sc. degree in 1910|

he remained at the university for twc

years on the teaching staff. Whilf

teaching he continued his apprenticeshii

courses with Westinghouse in Pittsburgl: i

during the summer months and in 191'

he joined Canadian Westinghouse Com
pany as a sales engineer in the Torontr

office, thus beginning the outstandint

engineering and executive career thâ'

covered 46 years.

Mr. Cooch enlisted in the Canadiai

Expeditionary Forces in 1915 and servec

in France with the 3rd division Canal

dian Engineers, returning in 1919 witl.

the rank of Captain. He resumed saled

work at the Toronto office of Canadiai

Westinghouse and in 1923 went to thf

head office in Hamilton. He became
vice-president and sales manager in'

1938, and was elected president in 1949|

A year later Mr. Cooch became chair-j

man of the board.
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cllows multi-span applications with lighter gauge steel.

The 2" and 2Va" deep roof deck sections make greater loads possible
over greotly increased spans.

Rosco Metal & Roofíng Products Ltd.
Toronto Montreal Ottawa London Quebec

Rosco Metal Products (Man.) Limited
Winnipeg

Rosco Metal Products (Sosk.) Limited
Regina

Rosco Meto! Products (Alberta) Ltd.

Colgary

Rosco Metal Products (B.C.) Ltd.

Vancouver
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Diiring World War II Mr. Cooch was

largely responsible for the development

of Ignitron rectifiers which made pos-

sible the mass production of aluminum.

The vital increase of aircraft produc-

tion in this country was just one of the

major benefits of this development.
Mr. Cooch is a past-president of the

Canadian Electrical Manufacturers'

Association, a member of the Canadian
Electrical Association, a former coun-

cillor of the Association of Professional

Engineers of Ontário and a member of

the executiva council of the Canadian
Manufacturers' Association.

He became a Member of the Engi-

neering Institute in 1939 and is a past-

president of the Hamilton Brauch.

Henri Gaudefroy, MJE.i.c. has been

awarded an honorary doctorate of

science bv Lavai University in Quebec

City.

Mr. Gaudefroy received his B.A.Sc,

degree from Ecole Polytechnique in 1933

and his B.S. degree from the Massachu-

setts Institute of Technology in 1934.

Mr. Gaudefroy is director of Ecole

Polytechnique in Montreal.

Àfter some time with the Bell Tele-

phone Company as electrical engineer,

Mr. Gaudefroy returned to Ecole Poly-

technique as assistant to the dean and

registrar in 1940. In 1943 he became sec-

retaiy of the faculty and assistant to the

dean. He wa.s appointed dean in 1953.

Mr. Gaudefroy served as councillor of

RE-BUILT BY

'-S0" Time. Saver Side Head Milla

Naturally we prefer to sell our customers new
Machíne Tools with theír increased speed, greater

horse power and improved operatíng features,

such as you see in process here. Sometímes it

happens, though, that appropriations for mainten-

ance are easier to obtain than capital expenditures.

Bertram completely re-buiit Machíne Tools carry the

same guarantee as new machines. This forms
another phase of the Service we are able to render

our customers using Canadian Machíne Tools

"built by Bertram."

Our ínterest in the equipment we sell, whether we
are called upon for advice, repair parts or re-buíldíng,

ceases only when the machíne has fínally outlíved

íts usefulness.

THE JOHN BERTRAM & SONS CO. LIMITED
DUNDAS, ONTÁRIO, CANADA

Sole* AgenI: ACME BERTRAM MACHÍNE TOOLS LIMITED, 15 Brandon Ave., TORONTO, Onl.

Bronch Office»: HAMILTON, MONTREAL, WINDSOR, WINNIPEG

Henri (iaiidefroy, M.E.I.C,

the Engineering Institute in 1954, and at

chairman of the Montreal Branch ii 1

1950.

G. Lorne Wiggs, M.E.i.c, has beei

flected president of the Corporation o

Professional Engineers of Queboc. Mr
Wiggs is a partner in the firm Wiggs

Walford, Frost and Lind.say, consultin;

engineers, in Montreal.

Mr. Wiggs, following graduation fron

MrGill University in 1921, worked fo

.1 numbcr of leading industrial and com
inercial firms in Canada and the Unite(

.States. Early in 1929 he entered privat

liractice in Montreal as a con.sultin

engineer, specializing in the design o

the electrical and mechanical equipmen
of buildings. His practice has extendei

across Canada.
During the war he was rctained by th)

Department of Munitions and Supplj

.\t the end of the war Mr. Wiggs re

turned to the field of engineering of in

dustrial plants and to the design of elec

trical and mechanical equipment fo

buildings of ali kmds.
Mr. Wiggs has contributed a numbe

of papers to different branches of th'

Institute and to other engineering so

cieties in Canada and the United States

(44) 828 June, 1955

F. W. W. Doane, Hon.M.E.

Lieut.-Col. Francis W. W. Doane

HON. M.E.I.C, has been honoured by th'

Nova Scotia Technical College. The é
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.3 assures maximum resistànce

to higher temperatures in...

Most dramatic of many features in this premium-
quality hose is H-3 — an entirely new synthetic

compound developed by Dominion. H-3 gives the tube

unequailed resistànce to high heat and super-heated steam.

Other important advantages: red neoprene coverwith

exceptional aging and oil resisting qualities; braided

Steel wire carcass to withstand extreme pressures; special

asbestos ply between wire and cover for additional heat

protection; fine nylon wrapped finish.

"SAFETY VALVE" PROTECTS OPERATOR
If, after long service, a break

should occur in the

tube, a sudden burst will

not follow. Instead, steam

will leak slowly through

the Steel structure indicating

replacement is needed.

Available in lengths of 50' in 1/2",

l"i 1% ', IVz í ond 2" diameters.
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gree of Doctor of Eugineering honoris

causa, was conferred upon Colonel

Doane at the annual convocation held

May 12.

Colonel Doane, Nova Scotia's old-

est practising engineer, was bom in

Banington, N.S. in 1863. He took up
the practice of engineering in 1883 and
for eight years was assistant to Dr
Martin Murphy, provincial government
engineer for Nova Scotia. In 1894, Col-

onel Doane was appointed city engineer

for the City of Halifax and served in

this capacity for thirty-three years until

his retirement in 1924. On his retire-

ment, he went into private practice and
in 1931 became consulting engineer to

Standard Paving Maritime Ltd. of which
his son. H. W. L. Doane, m.e.i.c, was
at that time superintendent, and later

became manager.
At the outbreak of the first war in

1914, Colonel Doane who was at that

time a member of the militia, was de-

tailed for defence duty locally but vol-

unteered for overseas service. Ultimate-
ly he served overseas with the Highland
Brigade, and following his return to

Canada continued with the militia. At
the time of his retirement from the

position of City Engineer he command-
ed the Sixty-Third Regiment, Halifax

Rifles.

In the activities of the profession,

Colonel Doane has always taken a
prominent part, being one of the early

members of the old Canadian Society of

Civil Engineers, as well as the Union of

Nova Scotia Municipalities. He is also

a past-president and life member of the

Nova Scotia Institute of Science. He
has served as councillor of the Engineer-

ing Institute and was made an Honor-
ary Member in 1952.

Ian F. McRae, m.e.i.c, has been ap-

pointed by the Canadian General Elec-

tric Company to head the company's
engineering team assigned to design,

engineer and construct Canada's first

nuclear reactor for power purposes. An-
nouncement of the nuclear power pro-

ject was made recently in the House of

Commons by C. D. Howe, Minister of

Trade and Commercê.

Mr. McRae joined Canadian General

Ian F. McRae, M.E.I.C.

Electric in 1925. From 1941 to 1950 he

was manager of the company's largest
|

plant at Peterborough, Ont. In 1952,!

following six months loan to the gov-

1

ernment as director of the gun divisioa
|

of the Department of Defence Produc-

tion, Mr. McRae was appointed a vioe-

president of the company.
In 1950 Mr. McRae .served on an ad-

visory council for the Canadian Weld-
ing Bureau, a division of the Canadian
Standards Association. He is also presi-

dent of the Canadian Industriai Pre-

paredness Association.

Philip N. Gross, M.E.I.C., has been ap-

pomted director and president of Gyp-
sum, Lime & Alabastine Limited in

Montreal and its sénior executive.

Mr. Gross received his B.Sc. degrec

from MoGill University in 1926. Upon,
graduation he joined Anglin-Norcross
Limited. He has held various position?

with the company, Toronto manager,

vice-president and Montreal manager.

'

and in 1946 he took over the presidency

of the company and continued as presi-

dent until a few months ago.

Mr. Gross served overseas with the

Royai Canadian Engineers from 1940 to

1943, attaining the rank of captain.

He joined the Institute in 1932 as a

Member.

George O. Saunders, m.e.i.c, has been

elected a vice-president of Canadian
Locomotive Company Ltd. at Kingston,

Ont. Mr. Saunders was formerly works

manager of the company.
A graduate of Queen's University in

mechanical engineering, Mr. Saunders

began with the company 13 years ago

as assistant in the plant engineering

department. He transferred to diesel

engineering and subsequently became
manager of locomotive sales, and theu

assistant to the works manager in

charge of steam locomotive production.

Mr. Saunders is a member of the

Association of Professional Engineers of

Ontário.

John P. Stirling, m.e.i.c, has been

named chief engineer of Defence Con-

struct ion (1951) Limited in Ottawa. Mr.

Stirling will replace Donald H. Mc-

Laren, m.e.i.c, who has been on loan

to D.C.L. for the past year. Mr. Mc-
Laren is returning to the Foundation

Company of Ontário of which he is

vice-president.

Mr. Stirling, who is an honour grad

uate of the University of Toronto in
^

SPECIALIZING

IN

INDUSTRIAL

FINANCE

If you have a problem of a kind which does
not oppeor to fit usual finoncing practice

you might find it worthwhile to learn what
the Industrial Development Bank can do.

I.D.B. has wide experience in industrial

problems. Its methods of financing can be
adapted to fit unusual circumstances. I.D.B.

analysis of an industrial problem has often
produced a solution which either makes
regular commercial financing feosible or
pavês the way for a direct I.D.B. loan. If you
are interested we suggest that you enquire
of your bank, legal adviser or auditor, or
write for Information to:

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT BANK
MONTREAL . TORONTO • WINNIPEG . VANCOUVER
901 Victorio Sq. 85 Richmand Sr. W. 195 Portage Ave. E. 475 Howe St.
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civil engineering. has had a varied back-

ground in the field of engineering, both

in private indiistry and in goveinment
service.

He served overseas with the Cana-
dian Army as an engineering officer,

following which he was employed by
the Hydro Electric Power Commission
of Ontário as divisional engineer for the

Agua^abon Power Develo|2nient, and
lat-cr as resident engineer during the

construction of the power house and
dam at Pine Portage. Ont.

Mr. Stirling left the Hydro Electric

Power Commission in 1951 to accept

an appointment with the Ontário Paper
Company, where he was resident engi-

neer in charge of the MoCormick Dam
Hydro project at Baie Comeau, Que.
For the past two years Mr. Stirling

has been western manager for Provin-

cial Engineering Ltd. at Edmonton,
Alta.

James E. Neilson, m.e.i.c, has been

named a director of Foster Wheeler
Ltd. in St. Catharines. Ont.
Upon graduation from Queen's Uni-

versity in mechanical engineering, Mr.
Neilson first joined Swift Canadian
Company. Later the same year he be-

came associated with Riley Engineering
and Supply Company as a íiold engi-

neer.

In 1934, whcn Foster Wheeler became

Canadian representativas for the Riley

Stoker Corporation, Mr. Neilson joined

Foster Wheeler in the Montreal .salfs

department. He has «erved the company
as .sales engineer, district engineer,

assistant chief engineer, and as chiei

engineer. In 1950 he was elected vice-

president in charge of engineering, and
in 1952, e.xecutive vioe-president.

Mr. Neilson is a past-president of the

Niagara branch of the Queens Alumni,
and served for two yeans on the ad-

visory council for engineering (mechani-
cal branch) of Queens University. He
is a member of the American Society

of Mechanical Engineers and of the

Association of Professional Engineers of

Ontário.

William C. R. Jones, m.e.i.c, mill man-
ager of the Columbia Cellulose Com-
]);iny at Prince Riii^ert, B.C., has been
aiii)ointed vice-president industrial and
public relations, of Powell River Com-
pany Ltd. in Vancouver, B.C.
Mr. Jones has been previously asso-

ciated with Howard Smith Paper Mills

both as a.ssistant mill manager at the
Beauharnois, Que., plant and as project

engineer with the Canada Paper division

at Windsor Mills, Que. He has also

spent some time in Austrália, where he
was assistant superintendent of con-
struction with the Australian Paper
Manufacturers in Melbourne.

24-CHANNEL VHF FM RADIO SYSTEM FOR LONG LINKS

This radio system makes
possible toll-grade trans-

mission of up to 24 3400-
cycle telephone circuits over

links of 1 00 miles or more
in length. Tronsmission is in

the bond of 41 to 68 mc,

which is ordinorily ovoil-

able for fixed point-to-

point service in remote or

inaccessible áreas. Trans-

mitter powers of 30, 250
and 1 500 watts and an-

tenna gains of 1 2 to 24
db are available. A single

broad-band antenna is

used for both transmitting

and receiving. The associ-

ated carrier-telephone sys-

tem consists of two 1
2-

channel groups of the type
F60 system, and operates
in the band of 6 to 1 08 kc.

Type FM24/50 Radio Trantmitler of

1.5 KW output power.

James E. Neilson, M.E.I.C.

He became a Member of the Engi-

neering Institute in 1953.

Louis Trudel, M..E.I.C., manager of the

luiblic relations and adverti.sing depart-

ment of Shawinigan Watcr and Power
Company, has been elected president of

the Canadian Public Relations Society

at the organizafion's annual meeting.

Mr. Trudel, who was a.^^istant genera

secretary of the Engineering Institute

for eight years, joined Shawinigan
Water and Power Company in 1947

liefore joining the Institute in 1939, he

had been associated consecutively wit

lhe Provincial Electricity Board, the

Southern Canada Power Comjiany and
Marine Industries Limited.
Mr. Trudel received his engineering

degree from Ecole Polvtechnique iu

1936.

Louis Trudel, M.E.I.C.

B. G. Ballard, M..E.I.C., vice-presideni

(scientific) of the National Research

Council of Canada and director of it>

division of radio and electrical engineer-

ing, has been made a Fcllow of the

American Institute of Electrical Engi-

neers. The citation reads, "for his con-'

tribution in applying electrical engineer-

ing technology to problems of national

defence."

RADIO ENGINEERING PRODUCTS
1080 UNIVERSITY STREET, MONTREAL 3, CANADA

Telephone: UNiversity 6-6887 Cable Addrest: Radenpro, Montreal

MANUFACTURERS OF CARRIER-TELEGRAPH, CARRIER-TELEPHONE AND BROAD-BAND RADIO SYSTEMS
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Problems solved-with

polytlieiíe
Modem Industry uses

polythenésmany

properties. . . to improve

product eificiency and

life... reduce cost

and weight.

This battery noiv has 20% more
capacity and life. Non-corroding
polvthene tiibes and sealing bars

reduce ''''sediment space^\ allow

larger plates with greater capacity.

Polythene terminal caps guará
against accidental ^^shortin^''.

Flexible polythene spríng liners

used betiveen car spring leaves

are made by Ontário Steel

Products Company Limited,
reduce iiear, noise and vibration.

The polythene strips act as a
dry luhricant— result: improved
effíciency, problems solved.

Polythene is a toiígli,

light, flexible material which has an unusual number of

outstanding physical and cheniical characteristies. It is

moisture-proof, corrosion resistant, non-toxie and chem-

ically inert. Polythene remains flexible and strong even

at sub-zero temperatures and has excellent dielectric

properties. It is used in industry for such widely divergent

products as flexible pipe, packing rings, carboys, electrical

insulation and many other items.

Consider polythene in relation to yoiir problems— it

mav be the key to increased sales, redueed costs, simplified

production. For further information or technical assis-

tance, write Canadian Industries (1954) Limited, P.O.

Box 10, Montreal.

"I

I

I

SUPPLIERS or PIASTIC RAW MATERIALS

j

plastícs
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Mr. Ballard won the Ross Medal of

the Engineering Institute in 1949 for a

publication called "Recent Canadian
Radar", and was elected a Fellow of

the Institute of Radio Engineers in

1954.

He is a past-chairman of the Ottawa
Branch of the Institute and a member
of its national council ; a past chairman
of the Ottawa Section of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers; a

member of the board of directors of

the Canadian Standards Association and
chairman of their Approvals Adminis-
trative Board.

B. A. Monkman, M.E.I.C., managing
director of Light Weight Aggregates of

Canada Ltd., in Calgary, Alta., has been
elected chairman of the Calgary Branch
of the Engineering Institute.

.Born in Medicine Hat, Alta., Mr.
Monkman received his early education

at Medicine Hat public and high school.

He graduated from the University of

Alberta in civil engineering in 1940.

Upon graduation he joined Calgary
Power Limited as construction engi-

neer. After nine years with thi.s com-
pany he moved to Newfoundland as

operating superintendent with the New-
foundland Light and Power Company
ia St. John's. He later became assist-

ant general manager of the company.
In 1953 Mr. Monkman retumed to

Calgary to assume his pre,sent position

as managing director of Light Weight
Aggregates of Canada Ltd.

B. G. Ballard, M.E.I.C.

He is a past chairman of the New-
foundland Branch of the Institute and
a past-president of the Association pf

Professional Engineers of Newfound-
land.

R. D. Livingstone, M.E.I.C, has been
appointed assistant general manager of

Lethbridge Collieries Ltd. in Lethbridge,
Alta. Mr. Livingstone, who has been
with thei company since 1936, is the son
of its first general manager.

B. A. Monkman, M.E.I.C.

A 1939 graduate in mining engineer-
ing from the University of Alberta, Mr,
Livingstone served overseas during the

war with the Royai Canadian Engineers,

He was discharged in 1946 with the rank
of captain and returned to Lethbridge
Collieries Ltd.

Active in the engineering field, Mr.
Livingstone is a member of the Cana-
dian Institute of Mining and Metal-
lurgy, the Institute of Mining Engineers
of Great Britain, the American Institute

DART
UNIONS

for efficient service

and economy

Two Bronze Seats Ground to a True BalIJoint

DART UNION COMPANY OF CANADA LTD.
TORONTO CANADA

CONSISTENT

!

Yes, it is only natural to see some of the first

quality Canadian insulated equipment and ap-

pliances usins SPUN ROCK WOOL, one of

these hidden features which serve to add so much
to their operating efficiency. SPUN ROCK WOOL
in its really long, resilient fibres, is supplied in the

bulk form, or in netting or lath clad blankets.

Permanent resiliency, without a binder, «ssures

against it ever settling from vibration or tem-

perature changes.

Special electric furnace process guarantees its

purity. SPUN ROCK WOOL is non-corrosive.

Interested?

Write for full data and samples.

SPUN ROCK WOOL*

Canada'5 First Insulation

SPUN ROCK WOOLS LTD.
THOROLD

Rcpresented by
Asbestos Limited,

Atlas Asbesto: Co. Ltd.,

ReFractoríes Englneerinj

and Supplies Ltd.

Canadian Refractories Ltd.

ONTÁRIO

•REG'D
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are the last word in design and reliability. If you

have a power or water plant project in view, get

in touch with the nearest Peacock Engineer.

VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS
FOR CONDENSER CIRCULATING, WATERWORKS,
DOCK IMPOUNDING AND DEWATERING, ETC.

dian Associates

PEACOCK BROTHERS LIMITED
MONTREAL

: SYDNEY, TORONTO. SUDBURY. WINNIPEG, CALGARY. EDMONTON. VANCOUVER

5
YSDALE & CO. LTD. YOKER, GLASGOW, SCOTLAND

CINCH
ANCHORS

STRONGER THAN THE BOLF'

The completely relíable expansion Anchor

Manufactured in Canada soíeiy by

\mm GINGH ANGHORING SYSTEMS
LIMITED

I

2095 Madíson Avenue, Montreal

' Oofo book— stress tatíes on request

CUT 1

buildingI
COSTS I Photo Compliments oí

Liquified Gas
Utilities Ltd.

Montreal

Standard Steel Framed

INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS
Plan your building to Coseley standard

measurements, and couple economy with

safety, durability and sound design.

Progressive industries everywhere have

approved the eíficiency oí Coseley jig-fitted

steel frame buildings— for Coseley

builds modern, builds quickly, builds

readily adaptable structures that are

eíficient írom foundation to apex.

Coseley buildings have proved from

15% to 20% more economical

than any other comparable structures.

Ask your nearest Coseley representativa

how much Jie can save you.

DirecI your enquiriet

lo Montreal Office for

Dealers Coast-to-Coast I
Coseley Engineering

(CANADA) LIMITED
MONTREAL — 5165 SHERBROOKE ST. WEST
VANCOUVER — 475 HOWE STREET

WINNIPEG — CANADIAN ROGERS WESTERN LTD.

1109 WINNIPEG AVE.
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Canada Creosotíng Company for the best in treated timber

'«pennonenceond

Pressure Treated foundations supplied by Canada Creosoting

Company Limited, being driven for new Court House at Kelowna,

B.C.

Pressure Treated timber was specified because it is "economic-

ally permanent" . . . combines permanence with low first cost

and low maintenance.

Pressure Treated timber is a highiy adaptabie structural material

which can be designed to meet exacting requirements for strength

and durability.

For complete Information on pressure treated timber and its

design applications call any of the soles offices below.

CANADA CREOSOTING COMPANY
Sales Ofiices:

Truro

Montreal

Toronto

Winnipeg

Colgory

North Vancouver

CANADA CREOSOTING COMPANY
LIMITED

Suppliers of Pressure Treated timber for Bridges

and Culverts, Wharves, Poles and Cross Arms,

Foundation Timber and Piling, Farm Structures,

Track Ties, Wood Block Floors, Roof Planking,

Fence Posts, Guard Ralis, Mine Timbers.

of Mining Engineers and is a past coun
cillor of the Association of Professiona
Engineers of Alberta. He joined th
rOngineering Institute as a Member i

1946.

James J. Haffey, M.E.I.C.
]

j

James John Haffey, M.E.i.c, has beei

iipljointed a<sistant plant manager o

Canadian Schenley Ltd. in Valleyfield

Que. Mr. Haffey will continue as chie

engineer of the company.
A chemical engineering graduate froi

the University of Toronto, Mr. Haffe:

joined Canadian Schenley Ltd. in 19'

Early this year he was responsible f*

the jilans of the company 's west co,

suh.-<idiary, Canadian Melrose Distillei

Ltd. ati Vancouver, B.C.
Mr. Haffey is a former chairmau

the Valleyfield-Beauharnois section

the Chemical Institute. He joined tl

luigineering Institute as a Member i

1949.

M. R. Campbell, m.e.i.c, assistant ged

eral su;)erintendent of Dominion Irol

and Steel Limited in Sydney, N.S., ha

been elected chairman of the Cap
Breton Bianch of ithe Engineering Ii'

stitute.

M. K. Campbell, M.E.I.C.

Mr. Canipbell, who was born in Irií

Cove, N.S., received his B..A.. degri

from St. François Xavier Universi'

anti his M.Sc. degree in chemical e
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125-LB.
PRESSURE

100

3300 CF.
ACTUAL FREE-AIR DELIVERY

7<^e«e ate

FULLER ROTARY COMPRESSOR

THE ROTARY PRINCIPIE, AND FULLER'S ADVANCED DESIGN,

y/£lD THESE fi.Dy/KHlAGlSi

FOUNDATION—Less costiy since bearing only dead load; no unbalanced forces.

INITIAL COST—Lower— because there is less machine per cubic foot of air.

EFFICIENCY—Maintained throughout life of machine— biades automotically compensate for weaK

AIR SUPPLY—Steady ! No pulsation as in reciprocating compressors.

MAINTENANCE—Only semi-annual or annual inspection required.

SPACE—Considerably less than required for conventional horizontal reciprocating compressors.

Requesi a copy of Bulletin C-5A for defailed

informafion on fhe principie and pracfice of

FULLER Rotary Compressors and Vacuum Pumps.

FULLER atso produces many distinct types of

pneumatic conveying sysfems, each precisely

engineered for bulk handling of a wide variety of

fine and granular materiais. Ask for Bulletin G-1.

FULLER PRODUCTS are available through our

offices at:

HALIFAX MONTREAL MORRISBURG
TORONTO LONDON REGINA
EDMONTON CALGARY VANCOUVER

Sales • Rental • Service • Parts
NINE OFFICES COAST TO COAST

55-1 4
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M. Dingwall, M.E.I.C.

neering from the Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology in 1927.

While attending university he worked
duiing the summer months at the steel

jilaiit ia varioiís «apacities and early

in 1927 he became a permanent em-
ployee of the Company. Later that year
he was appointed assistant superintend-
ent of the Open Hearth Department,
becoming superintendent of that depai t-

ment in 1946. He was appointed assist-

ant general superintendent in 1953.

Mr. Campbell has served on the

exeoutive of the Engineering Institute.

He is a member of the Mining Society

of Nova Scotia and the British Iron

and Steel Institute, and has contributed

a number of technical papers to some
of these organizations.

R. M. Dingwall, M.E.I.C, has retired

from active service as manager of

Standard Iron & Engineering Works
Ltd. in Ednionton, Alta. He will, how-
ever, continue to be associated with

the company in a consulting capacity.

Mr. Dingwall, who graduated from
the Royai Technical College in Glas-

gow, Scotland, in 1914, received his early

training as a mechanical engineer and
shi]i builder in that city.

Diu-ing World War I he served with
the Corps of Royai Engineers in France
and on the British General Staff.

Shortly after the war Mr. Dingwall
came to Canada and from 1920 to 1926

he was head of the engineering depart-
ment at the Alberta Provincial Institute

of Technology, after which he joined
the Riverside Iron Works in Calgary,
Alta., as sales manager.

In 1929 he founded Standard Iron &
Engineering Works Ltd. in Edmontou.
The company has grown under his

leadership and during the past five years
an extensive expansion program has
been carried out.

Mr. Dingwall joined the Engineering
Institute in 1923 as an Associate Mem-

,

ber, transferring to Member in 1937.

He has served as chairman of the Ed-l
monton Branch of the Institute.

Arthur A. Scarlett, m.e.i.c, has retired

after 38 years with the International
Harvester Company of Canada. Mr
Scarlett was vice-president of the com-
pany, a position which he has held since

1944.

Mr. Scarlett, who graduated from To-
ronto University (S.P.S.) with a B.A.Sc,
degree in 1913, joined International Har-
vester Company in 1919 as a designer.

He was appointed assistant chief engi-

neer in 1927 and chief engineer in 1935.

In 1944 he was named vice-president in

charge of engineering, having supervision
over ali engineering work carried on at

Canadian plant,s of the company.
He joined the Engineering Institute

as a Member in 1943.

Donald D. McLean, m.e.i.c, has been
named manager of the sales department
of the Canadian Westinghouse Com-
pany 's electronics division at Hamilton
Ont.
An electrical engineering graduate

from Queen's University, Mr. McLean
saw vvartime service with both the Royai
Canadian Navy and the Royai Navy as

a radar oííicer. He was later engaged in

{Continued on -page 8^2)

pacpipe
W o o D P IPE & TANKb

CONTINUOUS WOOD
STAVE HYDRO LINE

"Pacpipe" B.C. Fir wood stave

pipe is unexcelled for ifrs dur-

ability and long life under ex-

treme conditions. Supplied ond

installed by Pacific Coast Pipe

Co. Ltd., "Pacpipe" is giving

excellent service ali over the

worid.

Write for our illustrated Catalogue No. 54 for complete

informotion on "Pacpipe" Wood Stave Pipe and Tanks.
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Brown Boveri Turbo Compressors and Blowers detiver oil-free

air or gas for indusfrial and chemical processes. Available

wiih elecfric or turbine drive in a wide range of

outputs and pressures.

Indoor metalclad cub/c/e swifchgear wifh Brown

Boveri Type DB Air Blasi Circuit Breakers. Our St.

Jot)ns plant designs and builds switchgear of

every type for industrial and utility

applications from 4 KV to 69KV.

The cheapest is not always the best—
but the best is always the cheapest.

When you order Power Equipment, your first, last and only

consideration is: "the certainty that it will do the job" — an
honest, trouble-free and economical job.

How can you rely on getting that "certainty".

It comes from knowing that the equipment you order is

"tailor-made" to your specific requirements — and built by
experts who understand what you want.

Every Brown Boveri unit, from a small relay to a gigantic

turbo generator, is backed by over sixty years' of experience,

engineering skill — and rigorous modern research. This adds up
to "Know-How" — that uncanny something which guarantees

the "certainty" that YOU require.

Small wonder that our trademark "The Circle of Confidence"

is becoming a familiar sight in power installations across Canada.

Engineers whose only concern is the best in power equip-

ment — confidently specify "Brown Boveri".

BROWN BOVERI {canada} limited
Head Office : 1015 Beaver Hall Hill, Montreal

ALBERTA BRANCH — 517 Sth Avenue Wesf, Calgary

MANITOBA & SASKATCHEWAN BRANCH
917 Royai Bank Building, Winnipeg

ONTÁRIO BRANCH — 8 Albany Avenue, Toronto 4

ftepresenfaf/ves:

IVINNIPEG: Power & Mine Supply Co. Ltd.

(íKLAND LAKE, ONT.: Mine Equipment Ltd.

VANCOUVER: Gordon Russell Ltd.

HALIFAX: General Equipment Ltd.

PLANTi

ST. JOHNS, QUE.



C. W. WOOD
General Manoger

No. 4 in a series of discussions on fruck equipmenf

How The Wood Load Crusher

Saves Money for Cities and Towns

As Canada's population continues to grow, muni-

cipal authorities are increasingly concerned with the

problem of refuse collection . . . both from the

standpoint of sanitation and of costs.

We at Phil Wood Industries, Limited, believe that

in the 1955 Wood Load Crusher we have the

perfect solution to this problem . . . one that will

help municipalities do a better job at much lower

costs. Moreover, collections and odors are con-

cealed inside a closed body for better sanitation.

The Load Crusher's simplicity of design insures low

operating costs, reduces maintenance costs and
brings a new conception of automatic operation to

this field. As refuse is coUected it is emptied into the truck body hopper where it

is crushed before being swept into the enclosed body. This crushing and sweeping
cycle occurs 5 to 6 times every minute as the truck proceeds along its route.

Waiting is eUminated . . . collection is carried on at a fast, steady pace.

This exclusive pre-crushing action has two-fold benefits. In the íirst place one unit

handles ali collections. Large cans, wooden and paper boxes, orange crates and
garbage are easily compressed into a compact, space-saving form.

Secondly this assures bigger payloads . . . more of the route is covered before the

body is íilled. In one trip one Load Crusher handles as much material as three

or four open trucks.

Because of its low loading height the Wood Load Crusher eUminates high hfting,

reduces fatigue and permits faster

collection. There is no need for opera-

tors to pull levers or open doors. Once
loading begins, operation is entirely

automatic.

If your city or town is still collect-

ing refuse in unsightly, unsanitary

open trucks it will pay you to in-

vestigate the Wood Load Crusher.

Any of our nation-wide distributor

organization will be happy to

arrange an on-the-job demonstra-

tion. It can be your open door to
^^^^ ^0°?,^°'.'^,.^'"^'''' is available in

. , ,
threesizes—9, 12and IScubicyards. Each isde-new eííiciency and lower costs. signed for easy installation on any make truck.

ENGINEERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF
UniHoists and Bodies

Bucket Loaders
Front End Loaders
Load Crushers

Load Packers

Pote Derricks

Power Take-OfFs

nited Range of Capacities

• Repair Towers
• Snow PIows
• Traílerized Dump Units

• Toilgote Loaders

• Winches

• Wreckers

SALES AND SEUVICE COAST TO COAST

PHIL WOOD INDUSTRIES, LTD. WINDSOR, ONTÁRIO
lÉÉ SmaÊÊÊÊ

Personals
(Continued from page 838)

electronics work witli the National Re-
search Council and with Trans-Cauada
Airlines before joining We.stmghouse ir

1951.

During the past four years Mr,
McLean has served as supervisor of the
government contracts section of th(

company and as manager of telecom
munications equipment sales. He wa
appointed manager of the defence con-

tracts department in 1953.

Mr. McLean is a member of the In
stitute of Radio Engineers.

Professor Hugh Cordon Conn, m.e.i.c,

has been appointed dcan of the faculty]

of Applied Science at Queen's University,
He succeeds Dean D. S. EUis, m.e.i.c

who died on March .20.

Head of the department of mechaniea'
engineering at Queen's and a membei
of the staff since 1937, Professor Conn
holds the O.B.E.
After graduating from Quei'n's in

mechanical engineering in 1931, Professor

Conn spent five years with Proctor and
Gamble in Hamilton, becoming plant

engineer of the company.
He joined the Queen's engineering

in 1937 as a lecturer. In 1939 he cnHsted
with the R.C.E.M.E., serving overseas

1'or six years and rising to the rank oi

lieiítenant-colonel.

The University of Michigan awarde
him a M.S. degree in 1946, the samf
year he was appointed head of the de
partment of mechanical engineering.

M. G. Taylor, m.e.i.c, has been namec
manager of the Nova Scotia Power Com
mission with headciuarters in Halifax

N.S. Mr. Taylor has just returncd from
Venezuela, where he has been for manj
years. He was president and genera
manager of CA. Energia Eléctrica <i(

Venezuela at Maracaibo.
Mr. Taylor graduated from Novs

Scotia Technical College in 1927 witl

a B.Sc. degree and received liis M.Sc
degree from the Ma.ssachusetts Institutt

of Technology in 1931.

E. y. Macauley, m.e.i.c, executive vice-

president and a director of the Bel

Telei)lione Company of Canada, receutlj

retircd after 42 years with the company
Upon his retirement at a dinner helc

in Montreal, Mr. Macauley was pre-

sented with a certiíicate of life member-
ship in the Telephone Pioneers é
America.
During the íirst World War Mr

Macauley served with the artillery anr

was awarded the Military Cross. H'

rejoined the company at the close o

the war. In 1946 he was appointed vice

president (engineering) and in 1948 bei

carne executive vice-president. Later tli-

same j^ear he was appointed a directo

of the company.
Mr. Macauley is a 1912 graduate íroD

the University of Toronto.

Howard Johnson, M.E.I.C., has bee:

named managing director of Burnt

island Shipbuilding Company Ltd. ii

Burntisland, Scotland.
Mr. Johnson is also chairman of Hall

Russell in Aberdeen and director o

Alexander Hall & Company Ltd., ship

buiiders, engineers and boilermakers, ii,^

Aberdeen.

Alexander R. Moffat, M.E.I.C, resideB|

engineer with H. G. Acres & Compa

lòui
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new
light

on hOPACITY

insures sharp reproduction from your

TURQUOlSE tracíngs

READ HOW, for the first time in pencil history, Eagle's

laboratory measures the opacity of a pencil line with sci-

entific accuracy. Three precision instruments are involved:

(1) Our two-ton "Pencil Sharpener" give» fhe fest pencil a eylin-

drical point (at shown at left) of fixed diameter, accurate to .0001".

(2) In our Automatic Shading Machine, the pencil deposits graphite

as a square of parallel strokes under uniform pressure on the poper.

(3) A Microammeter, connected to a sensitiva light cell, first meas-

ures the light biocked by the chart paper, and then measures the

opacity of ffie graphite deposit alone to a fraction of one percent

!

Such exact measurement of every TURQUOlSE degree

enables us to develop and maintain maximum opacity . . .

the quality that gives you perfect prints from TURQUOlSE
pencil tracings.

PROVE IT IN THE PRINT with a free TURQUOlSE sample.

Just write US, naming this magazine and the grade you prefer. ^^^^ ^^^^^^

* "Chemi-Sealed" (Super Bonded)

TURQUOlSE
Drawing Pencils & Leads

With 100% '"Electronic" Graphite

lE PENCIL COMPANY • NEW YORK • LONDON • TORONTO • MÉXICO • SYDNEY
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THE TOWER COMPANY LTD.
ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION

HEAD OFFICE: 1509 MACKAY ST., MONTREAL

DESIGN MANUFACTURING CONSTRUCTION
OF

ARCTIC BUILDINGS AND PROJECTS
PERMAFROST SURVEYS

AIRLIFT TRANSPORTATION— SHIP— TRACTORTRAIN

LEADING SPECIALISTS IN ARCTIC CONTRACTS

( ol. C. R. Boehm, M.E.I.C.

Ltd., has been transferred to the Ladore
Generating StatioD project at Campbell
River, B.C. for the B.C. Power Com-
mission.

Since joining the company in 1947 Mr.
Moffat has been engaged on many im-
portant power projects, among them,
Marmion Lake Dam project at Atiko-
kan, Ont., the Bersimis-Lac Cassé pro-

ject in Quebec and the Beauharnois
Power House No. 2 construction in

Beauharnois, Que.
Previously, he had been connected

with the Department of Mines and Re-
sources at Ottawa and the Hydro-

Electric Power Commission at Arnprior,

Ont.

During the war he was with the works
and buildings branch of the Naval Ser-

vice in New Brunswick and with the

Department of National Defence at

Halifax, N.S.

Col. C. R. Boehin, m.b.e., c.d., m.e.i.c,

has been posted from the Canadian
Army Liaison Establishment in London,
England, to the Canadian Armament
De\elopment and Experimental Estab-
lishment in Valcartier, Que., where he
is serving as superintendent and com-
manding officer, succeeding Col. D. A.

G. Waldock, m.e.i.c.

Col. Boehm, who attended the 1952-53

whether you manage
r

'^^^ a factory

an off ice . .

.

or a

super market

it will pay you to investigate

WHEELER
SOU N|f5^ O W E R E D

T E L E S
• NO BATTERIES. No outside power.
• LOW in FIRST ond LAST COST.
• CLEAR SPEECH. CLEAR SIGNAl.
• ALWAYS READY IN EMERGENCY.
• No eléctrico! hozord.
• UP TO 12 stations intercom.
• SIMPIE standard WIRING.
• Corrosion-resistant construction.

Wr/fe íor lull information and prices.

ASK ABOUT NEW EXECUTIVE -TYPE CRADLE PHONE.

Oistribuled by

GYROSCOPE OTTAWA LIMITED

BOX 90, OTTAWA, ONTÁRIO

course at the National Defence Collegf

in Kingston, was previously director ol|

electrical and mechanical engineering atj

Army headquarters in Ottawa.
JA 1929 graduate of the University oí|

Toronto, Col. Boehm was employedi
jirior to the war as mining engineer in!

northern Ontário and Quebec.
|

Col. Boehm was commis.*ioned in the;

R.C.O.C, at the beginning of the wap

and held the rank of major by April.'

1942, when he was attached to the Brit-,

ish Forces in North Africa. Upon lii.^

return to the Canadian Army, he wa"
promoted to lieutenant-colonel ani

served at the First Canadian Arm.\

headquarters in the United Kingdom
France, Belgium, Holland and Germany
He served as depujy director of tln

Directorate of Mechanical Engineer

until his appointment as -director ii

October, 1948. In May, 1951. the Direr

torate was renamed the Directorate o

Electrical and Mechanical Engineerini;

and Col. Boehm continued as directoi

until his departure in September, 195-

John A. MacArthur, m.e.i.c, has re

cently established an ofiice in Montreaj

.

in partnership with Alfred Malkin and;

James Daly, as consulting engineers andi

inspectora.

Born in Glasgow. Scotland, Mr. Mac-;

Arthur came to Canada in 1929 and;

joined Abitibi Power and Paper Coni-ji

pany Ltd. at Fort William, Ont. Eá\
has had varied experience with severa!!

chemical and engineering companies in

Quebec, and between the years 1941 and

1944 he was associated with shipbuildiag

work.
After 1944 Mr. MacArthur was con-

nected with Sherbrooke Machinerie-

Ltd. in Sherbrooke, Que., with Longhi'

Pulp and Paper Company Ltd. in Tor

onto and with the Stadler, Hurter an

Company in Montreal.
Mr. MacArthur graduated from tlr

University of Gla.sgow in 1924.

A. Madryga, M.E.I.C, was recently tranf

ferred to the special contract dcpart-

ment of the Bell Telephone Company
of Canada in Montreal. His duties arr

now with multiplex type of communi-
cation.

Mr. Madryga has served with tht

Bell Telephone Company in London
Toronto and in Montreal. He is ar

electrical engineering graduate of th(

LTniversity of Toronto, class of Í944.

Kenneth Gilbert Cook, M.e.i.c, is nowl

'

with Primoo Limited in Ottawa as fi

development engineer.
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WHITTLING ON THE

GRAND SCALE
Paring down massive logs to the almost

paper-thin plies that make up plywood board

is a really massive job of whittling. But at

Commonwealth Plywood the machinery of

production doesn't stop at cutting. In its

journey through the plant, the lumber

is handled by conveyors and jointers,

clippers and dryers, a long succession

of machines ali working at top speed.

Eíifective lubrication is a major problem.

Commonwealth chose multi-purpose

Alvania for ali machinery

—

thereby replacing a number of

lubricants used previously—

a

saving both in time and money.

Shell Alvania is a product of

Shell Research. Its use at

Commonwealth Plywood is

further proof of the success of

Sheirs efforts to help

Canadian industry.

K ENGINEERING JOURNAL June, 1955

Machinery used for producing
plywood from liimbcr by Common-
wealth Plywood Co. Ltd. at Ste.

Thcrèse, Qiiébec, is lubricated
with Shell Alvania Grease.

SHELL

ALVANIA
GREASE

SHELL OIL COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED
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Mr. Cook, who graduated from Mc-
Gill University wibh a B.Eng. degree in

mechaaical engineering in. 1938, has
previously been associated with R. D.
Warner Company Inc. in Greenville,

Pa.
Duriag World War II he served with

the R.C.A. Upon his discharge as a

captaia he joined the engineering de-

partment of Cresswell Rollforming
Company Ltd. in Montreal. He becamo
chief engineer of the company and chief

engineer of Cresswell Pomeroy Ltd. In

195Q he became associated with the
Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corpora-
tion in Spokane, Wash.

W. C. M. Luscombe, M.E.I.C., has joined
the staff of Dominion Structural Steel

Ltd. in Montreal.
Mr. Luscombe has been with Dom-

inion Textile Company Ltd. for the
past nine years both in Montreal and
at Magog, Que. He has also been asso-
ciated with the Aluminum Company of

Canada in Montreal.

H. A. Marshall, M.E.i.c, has been trans-

ferred from Sydeny, N.S., to Halifax, as
supervisor of domestic heating oil sales

for Imperial Oil Limited. He was for-

merly industrial sales repre.sentative at

Sydney for the company.
A mechanical engineering graduate

from Nova Scotia Technical College,
Mr. Marshall served as engineering ofíi-

cer with the Royai Canadian Navy
during World War II. He was attached

to the Directorate of Fuel, and served

as port fuel officer at St. John's, Nfld.

In 1945 he joined Imperial Oil Lim-
ited, Maritime division, as industrial

sales and service engineer. He has

C. N. McPherson, M.E.I.C.

worked in Halifax, Saint John and Syd-
ney, advising industry on matters of

lubrication.

Mr. Marshall is a past chairman of

the Cape Breton Branch of the Institute

which he joined in 1938 as a Student,

transferring to Júnior in 1943 and t|

Member in 1946.

D. Rhodes, M.E.I.C, has been transferrei
to Toronto as area chief engineer bj
the Bell Telephone Company froDl

Montreal where he was general plani

extension engineer.
'

Mr. Rhodes, who graduated from Md
Gill University in 1928, has been witl
the company in Sherbrooke, Que., anJ
in Quebec City before coming to Monq
real.

F, Petricek, m.e.i.c, has joined Parkid
son Construction in Toronto, Ont.
was previously with the H. G. Acres
Companj' in Niagara Falis, Ont. Hl
has also been associated with the Gull

Power Company at Clarke City, Que., a|

field engineer.

Mr. Petricek graduated from the Tec^
nical University of Prague in civil eiom
neering, class of 1938.

C. N. McPherson, M.E.i.r., has hcei

named manager of the new Branch officJ

at Edmonton, Alta., of Peacock Brotherl

Limited. He was formerly with the com|
pany's head oífice in Montreal.
Mr. McPherson, who graduated frod

McGill University in civil engineerina

in 1947, joined Peacock Brothers upoS
his graduation as a sales engineer. In

1949 he became associated with SpinJ

Construction Ltd. in Montreal as jofl

engineer. Five years later he rejoineq

Peacock Brothers Limited in Montreal

Effectíve June Ist

REDUCED PRICES
On Líght Duty

J^amset Fasteners
DRIVE PINS
$8.00 UP PER 100

THREADED STUDS
$9.00 UP PER 100

•

PRICES OF FASTENERS
SUBJECT TO QUANTITY DISCOUNT

•

22 CARTRIDGES
$5.00 UP PER 100

•

PROMPT DELIVERY FROM
COMPLETE STOCK IN ALL
INDUSTRIAL CENTRES

Ramset Fasteners produced in Canada since 1949

RAMSET FASTENERS LTD.
11-15 Laplante Ave. Toronto, Ont.

GEOCON LTD
SPECIALIST5 IN

"Gunite" resforation of buildings

and concrete structures.

Soil Investigations, Geophysical Sur-

veys and Dewafering by Wellpoints.

ÍUTLER:
Sale, supply and eredion of Butler

pre engineered steei buildings.

Your inquiries are assured of our prompi afieniion.

OFFices
Head Office: 180 Vallee Streef,

Montreal, P.Q. — UN. 6-7632

Toronto: 402 Old Weston Road — RO. 2-7581

Halifax: 135 Lower Wcter Street 3-7381
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KODAGRAPH AUTOPOSITIVE INTERMEDIATES
— a short cuf to droffing room efficiency

ew detail may improve your product . . . drafting revi-

ons may streamline your flow of production — but to

e drafting room they are a constant headache.

Kodagraph Autopositive intermediates have solved

is problem for many organizations, both large and

ali — they can solve it for yours. They do away with

e expense and loss of time of re-drafting or re-tracing

leaving your skilled draftsmen free for original work.

Kodagraph Autopositive intermediates make
langes, new additions to old drawings or combinations

several drawings easy and the job is conipleted in a

action of the time — at a fraction of the cost of re-

afting or re-tracing.

Kodagraph
Reproduciion Materials

'he big NEW PLUS in engineering drawing reproductioti'

Kodagraph Autopositive Paper
Extra Thin for high-quality

photographic inlcrmediatcs at

lowest cost.

Kodagraph Autopositive Paper
Translucent for faster print-

ing, more durable, easier-to-

revise intermediates.

Kodagraph Repro-Negative
Paper for black-iine interme-

diates from negative-type
originais.

• Kodagraph Autopositive Film

for very fast-printing inter-

mediates of highest quality.

• Kodagraph Contact Paper
Translucent for fast-printing.

durable, very high-quality
intermediates.

An Autopositive print is madc of the drawing uhuli luis lo bc
altercd. The obsolete detail is eradicated or scissored out, and
another Autopositive is made. New design is then added, and the

job is complctcd without re-drafting.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED, Toronto 9, Ontário

P/eose send me more informaiion on Kodagraph
Reproduction Materials.

NAME

POSITION

COMPANY

STREET

CITY

PROVINCE
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serving in various engineering and sales

capacities until his appointment as man-
ager in Edmonton.
He is a member of the Corporation

of Professional Engineers of Quebec.

D. Hadekel, m.e.i.c, has been appointed
admini.«trative engineer for Henry J.

Kaiser Company (Canada) Ltd. in

Montreal.
He has also been associated with

Montebello Constructions Ltd. in Mont-
real as chief engineer, and with Central

Mortgage & Housing Corporation in

Montreal. Mr. Hadekel was with the

World Commerce Corporation in New
York and during the war was associated

with Wartime Housing Ltd. in Montreal.

Peter J. Kunstler, m.e.i.c, forrnerly

with Stadler, Hurter Company, Consult-

ing engineers, in Montreal has left for

the United States and is now connected
with Fellows Incorporated, industrial

engineers, in Ohio, as a project engineer.

Mr. Kunstler, who graduated from
Bodenbach Technical College in Czecho-
slovakia, has also been connected with

Canadian Industries Ltd. in Montreal.

O. I. Logue, M.E.I.C, has joined the

staff of Associated Designers and In-

spectors in Fredericton, N.B.
A civil engineering graduate from the

University of New Bi'unswick, Mr.
Logue was formerly with the Caidwell

Construction Company in Fredericton.

He is secretary-treasurer of the Fred-

ericton Branch of the Engineering

Institute.

F. G. Bird, M.E.I.C, has retired from
Imperial Oil Limited where he was chief

of lands and leases m Toronto.

Mr. I^ird graduated from Queen's Uni-
vei-sily ui 1914 with a B.Sc. degree.

Upon graduafion he joined lhe army
and from 1915 to 1919 he was in France

with the Royai Canadian Engineers. He
was discharged with the rank of major
and joined Imperial Oil Limited at

Calgary, Alta.

During World War II Mr. Bird was
with National Defence Headquarters in

Ottawa and was a lieutenant-colonel in

the Royai Canadian Engineers. He was
awai-ded the Military Cross and the

O.B.E. He rejoined Imperial Oil Lim-
ited after the war ended.

He attained Life Membership in the

Engineering Institute in 1955.

C. D. MacDougall, m.e.i.c, has been
Iransferred to Toronto as .supervisor of

sales and service for the Ontário dis-

trict by Canadian Westinghouse Com-
pany Ltd. from Moncton, N.B., where
he was sales engineer with the company.

Mr. MacDougall graduated from the

University of New Brunswick in electri-

eal engineering in 1945.

K. Madsen, m.e.i.c, has joined the stafl

of H. G. Acres & Company Ltd. in

Niagara Falis, Ont. He was previously
town engineer in Grand Prairie, Alta.

Mr. Madsen, wtio was for a time
private practice in Calgary, Alta., as aU
structural engineei', graduated from th

LTniversitv of Alberta in civil engineering
m 1950.

1

Charles W. Young, m.e.i.c, has joined

the engineering department of Domin-
ion Textile Company Ltd. in Montreal
He was previously in Sherbrooke. Que.,

as plant engineer with Domil Limited,

Mr. Young graduated from the Uni-

versity of Glasgow in electrical engineer-

ing in 1940.

K. H. Arnott, m.e.i.c, has joined H
A. Simons Ltd. in Vancouver, B.C., as

a structural designer.

Mr. Arnott was formerly with Domin-
ion Bridge Company Ltd. in Calgary
Alta., as structural designer.

C. J. Bradley, m.e.i.c, has been named
division engineer in the marketing divi-

sion of Imperial Oil Limited at Van-

couver, B.C.
Mr. Bradley was previously assistant

division engineer with the company in

Regina, Sask.
During the last war he served with

the Royai Canadian Electrical and
Mechanical Engineers.

For Quality

specify
We are regularly supplying to industr/ overhead electric cranes up to a maximum lifting capacity

of 150 tons. We will be prlvileged to offer a specification to meet your requirements.

R E

CRANE € HOI5T CO. LTD.

R T E N G L A N D

REPRESENTATIVES
QUEBEC, MARITIME PROVINCES & ONTÁRIO: Marshall Equipment Companv, Inc., P.O. Box 28,61 Victoria Avcnue, Dorval
btation, MONTREAL, P.Q. (Walter M. Smith — Presidem). Telephone: MElrose 1-3528. Telegram: "Marquipco", Montreal.

MANITOBA, SASKATCHEWAN AND ALBERTA: Mumford, Medland Ltd., 576 Wall Street, WINNIPEG, Man.
Telephones: 37-187; 37-188: 37-189; 37 180. Telegram: "Mandem."

BRITISH COLUMBIA: Gordon Russell Ltd., 2205 Eir Street, Vancouver 9, B.C., Canada,
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Lloyd K. Hart, m.e.i.c, is now located

in Hamilton, Ont.. as manager of the

agency and resale district apparatus divi-

sion of Canadian VVestinghouse Com-
pany Ltd.
Mr. Hart, who has been engaged in

Consulting work in Guelpii, Ont., is an
electrical engineering graduate from the

University of Toronto, class of 1940.

A. S. Zakrzewski, M.E.I.C, has joined

the staff of Taymouth Industries Ltd.

in Toronto, Ont.
Mr. Zakrzewski, who is a mechanical

engineering graduate from the Univers-

ity of Zurich, was previously associated

with Selectra Industries Ltd. in Toronto.

A. J. Barker, jr.E.i.C, is now with the

Ford Motor Company of Canada Lim-
ited working in the maintenance depart-

ment as construction design engineer in

Windsor, Ont.
Mr. Barker, who has been connected

with A. V. Roe (Canada) Ltd. in Tor-
onto in the plant enginteering depart-

ment, was most recently assistant engi-

neer with Etobicoke Township in On-
tário.

He is a civil engineering graduate
from the University of Edinburgh, class

of 1948.

R. M. Heaton, jr.E.i.c, has joined the
staff of the Schlumberger Well Survey-
ing Corporation in Regina, Sask.

Mr. Heaton was formerly assistant

electrical engineer with H. G. Acres &
Company in Great Falis, Man.
He is a graduate of the Institution

of Electrical Engineers of Great Britain

and has also been associated with Cana-
dian Westinghouse Company Ltd. on
field work.

Donald G. Deniianiw, jr.E.i.c, has been
aijpointed assistant director of the plant
research department of Shawinigan
Chemicals Limited, in Shawinigan Falis,

Que.
Mr. Demianiw joined the company in

1948 following his graduation from tlie

University of Saskatchewan where he

obtained his B.Eng. degree in chemical

engineering.

He has served as secretary-treasurer

of the St. Maurice Valley Branch of

the Institute in 1951.

R. M. Sanderson, .ir.E.i.c., is now em-
ployed as a field engineer with Provin-

cial Engineering Company Ltd. in

Winnipeg, Man. He is engaged at pres-

ent on the con.struction of a cement
plant for the Canada Cement Company
at Fort Whyte, Man.
Mr. Sanderson, who graduated from

the University of Manitoba in civil

engineering, has also been connected
with the Department of Public Works
at Fort William, Ont.

R. A. Pollard, jr.E.i.c, has joined the
Northern Construction Company in Ed-
monton, Alta.

He has been connected with the Pacific

Oceanographic Group of the Fish-
eries Research Board of Canada at

Nanaimo, B.C. Previously he had been
with the Northern Construction Com-
pany at Bridai Falis, B.C.
Mr. Pollard graduated in civil engi-

neering from the University of British

Columbia in 1949.

G. R. Seviour, jr.E.i.c, has moved to
the United States and is now with the
West Virginia Pulp and Paper Com-
pany in Charleston, N.C., as a mechani-
cal engineer in the design and construc-
tion engineering department.
He was previously with Canadian

Resins and Chemicals Ltd. at Shawini-
gan Falis, Que., .and with Anglo-
Newfoundland Development Co. in

Grand Falis, Nfld.
Upon graduation in 1949 from the

Nova Scotia Technical College he joined
the engineering department of Canadian
Industries Ltd. at Montreal.

Bruce G. Fraser, jr.E.i.c, has been ap-
pointed production assistant of the film
processing division of Canadian Kodak
Co. Ltd. in Toronto.
Mr. Fraser has been associated with

Canadian Kodak Co. Ltd. since hia

graduation from the University of To-
ronto in chemical engineering in 1949.

George S. Bowes, jr.E.i.c , has joinedi

Brantford Rooíing Company Ltd., Thor-
old, Ont.

Mr. Bowes graduated from the Uni-
versity of Toronto in engineering and
business, class of 1949. He was previously
with Brantford Felt and Paper Company
at Thorold, Onfc.

W. J. McEachen, jr.E.i.c, has joined
Schell Industries Limited at Woodstock,
Ont. He is employed as a sales engineer
in the precast concrete divi.sion.

Mr. McEachen graduated from the
University of Manitoba in civil engi-

neering, class of 1949.

F. H. Bruce Chisholm, jr.E.i.c, has

been transferred to the Southern Kraft
division of the International Paper
Company at Mobile, Alabama. Prior to

his new appointment Mr. Chisholm was
with the Canadian International Papei
Comjiany at Temiskaming, Que.

Mr. Chisholm. who is a graduate of

McGill University in mechanical engi-

neering, class of 1950, has also been
a.ssociated with the New Brunswick In-

ternational Paper Company at Dal-

housie, N.B.

Masao Saito, jr.E.i.c, has joined th^l

staff of the Water Rights Branch of thr

Province of British Columbia in Vic-!

toria, B.C.

Previous to accepting this appoint-

ment he was associated with the Cana-
dian Hydrographic Service in Ottawa'
and Kemano, B.C.

Mr. Saito graduated in civil engineer-'

ing from the University of Manitoba ini

1950.

Gordon E. Smith, jr.E.i.c, has joinec

the staff of Mathews Construction Com
pany Ltd. in London, Ont. He wa
previously with the Ontário Departmen
of Highways at Toronto and Bancroft
Ont.
Mr. Smith graduated from Queen'

University in civil engineering, class o

19.50.

J. C. Lachance, jr.E.i.c, is now on th

staff of the Rolland Paper Company a

Mont Rolland, Que. Prior to his ne
position he was employed by Dominio
Rubber Company at St. Jerome, Que.,

as an industrial engineer.

Mr. Lachance is a graduate in mechan-
ical engineering from McGill UniversitJ^

in 1950.
!

Alden J. L. Aube, jr.E.i.c., has been ao-'

jiointed assistant electrical supermtend-
ont at the James Maclaren Company
Ltd. at Buckingham, Que.
Mr. Aube graduated from the Uni-

\ ersity of New Bnmswick, class of 1950

with a degree in mechanical engineering

D. W. Morash, jr.E.i.c, has joined thijl

Aluminum Company of Canada. He wii
j

be located in Shawinigan Falis, Que.
j

He is a graduate in mechanical engi-?

neering from the University of Toronfoj

class of 1950.
"

j

Leonard H. Harper, jr.E.i.c, is nov!

assistant construction engineer witlj

Algom Uranium Mines Ltd. at Algom:
Mills, Ont. He was previously with Gon
& Storrie, in Toronto.
Mr. Harper graduated from Queen'

LTniversitj' in civil engineering in 1951

.Jo.seph .Schneider, S.E.I.C., of McGill University was recently awar<lc«i the
llewitt Equipnient Ltd. scholarship, which included a cash biirsary and a
desk pcn, by W. ,J. Hewitt, vice-president. This new scholarship is given to
cncourage the efforts of a student of the Faculty of Engineering at McGill.
Left to right: Joseph Schneider, S.E.I.C.; R. E. Jamieson, M.E.I.C, dean of the
Faculty of Engineering; W. J. Hewitt, W. ,1. Carson, general sales manager,
and A. Laporte, Jr.E.I.C, manager of the engine division.
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"Ve put the pressure on 'em''
c those valves a real going over,"

k Richardson, one of the many
xaminers at Jenkins. A veteran

i'v-nine years service at Jenkins,

'Avs that rigid tests are applied

'j; the linc, through the various

production, to ensure the extra

lability of Jenkins valves. Thus,
liefore a valve gets to him, ít's

passed numerous tests. Jack
ikes over, tcsting each valve at

normal hydraulic pressure, to

any flaw vvhich might affect its

(Icpendable service. "Our job is

sure that everv valve is absolu-

ight— positively tight!" says Jack.

r t: ENGINEERIiNG JOURNAL

"But, important as oiir job is," he

adds, "Jenkins quality is the result of

every department doing its job right!"

For, like his íellovv workers, Jack
Richardson is proud not only of his own
contribution to the making of a fine

product— but proud, also, to be part

of a team of craftsmen . . . designers,

pattern makers, foundrymen, machinists,

and ali the others vvhose skills combine
to make the famous valves vvhich bear

the Jenkins trade mark.

JENKINS BROS. LIMITED
617 St. Remi Street, Montreal, Que.

Sales Offices:

Toronto, Winnipeg, Edmonton, Vancouver

June, 1955

Making Quality Valves is Our Business

— Our Only Business.

The Jeiúins "Diamond" trade mark is

your assurance of satisjaction.

Sold through leading industrial distributors

' JENKINS
lOOK FOR THE DIAMOND MABK

VALVES<#>
851 (67)



IfP/erre ivanted an

electric ivelder, .

.

L.A. would
get it to hím!

From the smallest special shipment to an
individual — to the largest regular delivery to

an industry — we endeavour to give Canadians

the utnwst in efficient service.

Consider our nationwide production and
distribution networi< — 39 plants, 21 branches

and sub-branches, 92 depots and hundreds of

dealers ... ali combining to provide efficient

"close-to-home" service to customers from
coast to coast.

Investigate the advantages of dealing with

L.A. — Canada's largest producer of industrial

and medicai gases and a major suppiier of

welding and cutting equipment and supplies.

How many of thesB products do YOU use?

• L. A. and Airco Welding and Cutting Equip-
ment

• Airco Flame Shape-Cutting Machines

• Gas Welding Rods and Accessories

• Miller A.C. and D.C. Are Welders

• Electrodes and Accessories

• Industrial Gases — Oxygen, Liquid Oxygen,
Acetylene, Nitrogen, Liquid Nitrogen, Árgon

• Medicai Gases — Nitrous Oxide, Cyclopropane

• Carbide

Confact the L.A. Branch

or Dea/er in your area.

(l
LOOK AHEADmWITH LA

Canadian LIQUID AIR Co
LIMITED

mpany
BRANCHES, PLANTS, WAREHOUSES AND DEALERS IN ALL PRINCIPAL CENTRES OF THE NATION

Harald E. Sire, jr.E.i.c, is a designer!

on the .staff of the plate and boiler!

department of Dominion Bridge Cora-I
pany Ltd. in Lachine, Que. He waa
formerly as.sociated with Super Heater
Inc'0!'porated in Montreal. f

Mr. Siré is a mechanical engineerina
graudate from tlie Universitv of Munich]
class of 1951.

Paul Aniyot, jr.E.i.c, has been tranS'

feired by Defence Construction (1951)

Ltd. from Camp Gagetown to St. Pau
de Joliette, Que. He was previou.sl)'

a.ssociated with Fra.ser Brace Engineerin^

Co. at Maitland, Ont., as re.sident

cngineer.

Mr. Amyot received his B.A.Sc, degief

from Ecole Polytechnique in 1951.

S. A. Milner, jr.E.i.c, is now genera

field superintendent for the Inlanc)

Natural Gas Company Ltd. at Van-

couver, B.C.
Mr. Milner is a graduate of the Uni

veisity of Alberta, class of 1951.

E. Van Walsum, jr.E.i.c, has joined th

staff of Foundation of Canada Eugineer-

ing Corporation Ltd. at Montreal.
Mr. Van Walsum graduated from th-

University of Delft in civil engineerini

in 1952.

Frank G. Oravec, jr.E.i.c, is now wit

Dominion Textile Company, Montrea
Cottons Limited branch at Valleyfielc

Que. He is employed as an industria

engineer in the standard department.

Mr. Oravec is a graduate of Queen
University, class of 1952, in mochanici

engineering.

Douglas R. Cameron, jr.E.i.c., is no

as.sociated with the Department of A
Transport in Moncton, N.B., as an elet

trical engineer. He was formerly wil

Canadair Limited at Montreal and wit

Treuton Steel Works, Trenton, N.S.

Mr. Cameron graduated from No\

Scotia Technical CoUege, class of 195:

in electrical engineering.
^

J. B. Palmer, Jr.E.i.c, has been tran

ferred by the Socony Vacuum Oil Con,

pany from Edmonton to Drayton Valle

Alta.

He graduated from the University '

British Columbia in mechanical eng

neering in 1952. ,

M. B. Ferman, jr.E.i.c, is now with tl^

Aluminum Company of Canada
Montreal. He is employed in the gener.

engineering ofíice with the structur.:

stat squad. I

Mr. Ferman, who is a civil eugineerii)

graduate of the University of Alberti

has prcviously been associated wi'

Burns and Dutton Concrete and Co-

struction Co. I^td. in Calgary, Alta., aij

with Superior Masonry Products Ltd.

Lethbridge, Alta.

Cordon C. McCausland, jr.E.LC, is fiej

engineer with Nova Scotia Light aij

Power Company Ltd. in Halifax, Ni

Mr. McCausland is a 1952 gradua)

in civil engineering from Nova Scotj

Technical College.
(

John H. Chauvin, jr.E.i.c, has receni

joined the staff of G. J. Hamilton Li

at Vancouver as machine shop mana|

and plant engineer. He was previouí

with the Corps of Engineers (U.S. Arni,

at Goose Bay, Labrador, as mechani(

engineering inspector.

Mr. Chauvin graduated from McG;

University in mechanical engineerir

class of 1953.
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B.EGoodrich aiinounces a NEW liite

if LIGHT CONVEYOR BELTS...

and Highseal
FOR: ^ FOOD HANDLING

LIGHT INDUSTRIAL USE
^ PACKAGE HANDLING

ANOTHER B. F. GOODRICH F/RST— easy cleaning,

non-toxic, oilproof surfaces combined with light

weight fabric. Attractive tan and green colours.

t]; belt in the top left photograph is carrying greasy potato

clbs—yet a quick wipe with a damp cloth wiil make this

b(j clean as glass. No scouring is necessary—because the belt

is Loroseal, one of the new conveyor belts just developed by

Goodrich for better food handling.

elts made of Koroseal flexible material have a smooth,

shed, non-porous surface. It's so tough that food particles

't grind into it. Sticky icing, jelly, most stains come off

1 a damp cloth. Or you can use detergents and water as

n as you wish. Either way, cleaning time is cut in half.

Si-e Koroseal is completely, permanently waterproof, the
'y cover never gets damp or soggy. Attractive tan color.

-oroseal resists cracking and peeling, doesn't get sticky.

A 1 there's no danger of contamination because Koroseal is

m -toxic, and allows no odor or taste to transfer to foods.

W h its high resistance to cooking oil, animal fats and acids,

th new tan Koroseal is ideal for bakeries as well as places

w re meats, nuts, and greasy pans are handied.

/.ighseal is another of the new belts developed by B. F.

Cí^drich for food handling, using a new type of compound.
Hhseal is recommended for 85% of food handling belt

iji,allations.

ighseaFs "sight-saving" green color reduces glare and eye
in— increases efficiency on packaging and inspection lines.

will pay you to find out how these new conveyor belts

save you time and money. Write or phone your nearest

Goodrich branch office.

Wide application for Koroseal and Highseal belts for

food handling, light industrial and package handling.

Just a quick wipe with a damp cloth required to

clean the glass-smooth surfaces of Koroseal and
Highseal belts.

B.F. GOODRICH CANADA LIMITED

Moncton • Montreal • Toronto • Kitcliener • Winnipeg

Regina • Edmonton • Calgary • Vancouver

B.EGoodrich
54-515

BITING & HOSE • MOLDED & EXTRUDED RUBBER PARTS • VULCALOCK RUBBER LININGS & INDUSTRIAL ROILS
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FOR 50 YEARS
The Silent Partner

OF

i^ARCHITECTS ilr ENGINEERS

^ CONTRACTORS

and their clients

Regardless of the type of project, if it involves

air handling, pumping or heating, "Canadian

Buffalo" services can complemet>t your services

at ali stages from original design, through con-

struction to final installation and operation.

For Architects, a 50-year reputation for ac-

commodating engineering design to building

specifications.

To Engineers, "Canadian Buffalo" ofTers the

fuU co-operation of experts with a lifetime of

experience in pumping and ventilation.

Reasonable price, service and ability to work
well within deadlines is the co-operation "Cana-
dian Buffalo" ofíers to contractors.

And to the owner, "Canadian Buffalo" ofíers

high quality, precision-built fans and pumps
which will give the ultimate in service and long
life.

If standard "Canadian Buffalo" equipment
does not meet your requirements we can design
and build special fans or pumps to meet your
specifications.

50TH. ANNIVERSARY
1905

Jj^^
1955

Pumping ProhlemsF
Write today outlining your
specific pumping problem.
We'll be pleased to send you
a "Canadian Buffalo" bul-

letin describing the pump
best suited to fill your re-

quirements efficiently and
economically.

CANADIAN BLOWER
€l FORGE

COMPANY LIMITED
HEAO OFFICE: KITCHENER, ONTÁRIO

ENGINEERING SALES OFFICES:

SAINT JOHN • MONTREAL • TORONTO • HAMILTON
WINNIPEG • EDMONTON • VANCOUVER

D. K. Chapman, jr.E.i.c, has jomed lhe

stíi,ff of the Hamilton Gear and Machiue
Company Ltd. in Toronto. He giaduated
from the University of Manitoba, claa

of 1953, in mechanical engineering

Jacques J. Paquin, jr.E.I.C, has joins

the constiuetion engineering department
of Sliell Oil of Canada Ltd. in Montreal
East.
Mr. Paquin is a civil engineering

graduate of McGill University, class of

1953.

Michael R. Thompson, Jr.E.i.c, wh
was foimeily associated with Prioe

Brother and Company Ltd. at Kenogam
is now with Dominion Slructural Steel

Ltd. in Montreal.
Mr. Thompson graduated from the

University of Toronto with a degree in

mechanical engineering in 1953.

W. E. Boresky, jr.E.i.r., is now employ-

ed as a structural draftsman with H. A.

Simons Ltd., Consulting Engineer, Van-

couver, B.C.
Mr. Boresky, who is a graduatt in

civil engineering from the University

of British Columbia, class of 1953, was

pre\iously associated with Int. Pacific

Salmon Fisheries at Vancouver.

Robert F. Wade, .ir.E.i.c. who has be^

with Price Brothers & Company Ltd.

in Riverbend, Que., has recently moved

to the United States and is now asso-

ciated with the John W. Rouse Con-

stniction Corp. in Gouverneur, N.Y.,

as iiroject manager.
Mr. Wade graduated from Nova

Scotia Technical College with a degree

in civil engineering in 1949.

Edward J. Gilbert, jr.E.i.c, has joine

the staff of the Royai Bank of Canada

in Montreal, Que., as an electncal ancj

mechanical engineer.

Mr. Gilbert was formerly connectp(

with J. P. Keith & Associates in Mont

real.

He is a 1950 graduate from McGil

University in electrical engineering.

W. R. Tinis, jr.E.I.C. is now employc!

as department chief in manufaclurini

methods of the wire and cable divisioi

of Northern Electric Company Ltd. ii

Lachine, Que.
.

A 1950 graduate from the Univeisitj

of British Columbia, Mr. Tiras waí

formerly a power cable design enginee:

for the same company.

Joseph Clayton Anderson, Jr.E.I.C, ii

now employed by A. D. Margison á

Associates Ltd. in Toronto. Before lii^

move to Toronto, Mr. Anderson to

with Anglin Norcross Corporation Ltd

in Montreal, engaged ia field engineer-

ing work. . .

A 1950 graduate of McGill Uuiverat>

in civil engineering, Mr. Anderson ha

also been connected with R. E. Sl-ewai

Construction Corporation in Shei

brooke. Que.

J. N. Schilizzi, Jr.E.i.c., has joined tl

staff of the Aluminum Company o

Canada in Arvida, Que. He w:is pre

viously with Shawinigan Chemicals Ltc

in Shawinigan Falis, Que.

Mr. Schilizzi graduated from i^ool

Centre des Arts & Mfr. in Paris in 195(

P. E. Dessernd, Jr.E.I.C, has joine

Spro-stons (Jamaica) Limited if

Jamaica, B.W.I.
Mr. Desserud, who graduated Iroi

McGill University in civil engineerin!

class of 1952, was previously with th
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WrKe today

for

lllustrated Catalogue

No. 41

ALUMINUM WINDOWS
Developed by Westeel engineers to suit Canadian weather . . .

designed to harmonize with architectural trends. Sturdy, heavy

extruded aluminum sections. Single or d®uble glazing.

Provide abundant daylight plus adequate, controlled

ventilation. Minimize maintenance cost.

I

WESTEEL PROD S LIMITED
MONTREAL • TORONTO • WINNIPEG • REGINA • SASKATOON • CALGARY
EDMONTON • VANCOUVER • Sal»t OffUmt alto al i HALIFAX • QUEBEC • OTTAWA 1
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means
LONGER
Conveyor

Beit

When nylon is used in

the base fabric, the iife

expectaacy of a tonveyor

belt takes a sharp rise. The

secret is ia nylon's great

strength and outstanding

abrasion resistance.

And thanks to nylon's elasticity,

these belts give a tighter, snioother

rurming belt fit, which means

fewer stoppages and replaceraents.

What's more, nylon isn't affected

by many chemicals, rot or raildew.

Specify conveyor belts with nylon

base fabrics for long-term econoray and

day to day operating efficiency.

or for further inforniation,
wrife to: Merchandísiní;
Service, Textile Fibrt-s Divi-
sion, Du Pont Company of
Canada Limited, 1 i 35 Bea-
ver Hall Hill, Motitreal.

CAMADA
DU PONT COMPANY OF CANADA LIMITED

Aluminum Company at Arvida, Que.,
and Montreal.

Laurent B. Gendreau, jr.EJ.c, is now
located in Ottawa as a mechanical engi-
neer with the Naval Technical Services,
Department of National Defence. H
was previously with Sorel Industrie
Ltd. afi Sorel, Que.
He graduated from Ecole Polytecb

niqiie in mechanical and eléctrica^

engineering in 1952.

Guy Gauthier, jr.E.i.c, is with the Do'
minion Steel & Coal Corporation ii

Montreal. He is employed as a combuL
tion engineer in the coal .sales depart-
ment.
Mr. Gauthier graduated from Ecoli

Polytechnique in 1952 with a degree i_

chemical and metallurgical engineering

A. P. Kilroy, jr.E.i.c., formerly with th(

Corps of Engineers of the United State;

Army in Goose Bay, Labrador, ha.

joined the staff of Racey MacCaUum &
Associates in Montreal, Que.
Mr. Kilroy graduated from Trinitj

College, Dublin, in 1952. He ha.s alsc

been connected with the Department o
Works, City of Toronto.

A. G. Morris, Jr.E.i.c, has been namet
superiuteudent of raanufacturing foi

tlie Canadian Westinghouse Company'
lighting department at Granby, Que.
A chemical engineering graduate o

McGill University, Mr. Morris joineí

Westinghouse in 1953 and followmg wor
in time study became a lighting method
engineer last year. He has also bee
associated with Vulcan Iron & Engineei
ing Ltd. in W^innipeg, Man., and wil

E. F. Drew & Company in Montreal

R. W. Goldie, jr.E.i.c, has been a]

pointed a director and chief engineer
Richard & B. A. Ryan Ltd. in Montrei
Mr. Goldie joined the company in 195|

as assistant general superintentlent.

He is a civil engineering gradual

from McGill University, class of 195:

Michael V. Spence, jr.E.i.c , is no
júnior engineer in the meter and rela

section of the Hydro-Electric Powt
Commission of Ontário, western regioi

at London, Ont. He was formerl

located in Toronto with the companj
Mr. Spence graduated from the Uni

versity of Toronto in 1953 in electrics;

engineering.

Jean Blouin, s.e.i.c, was recently af

pointed to the Montreal office c

Ferranti Electric Limited as assistai

to Charles E. Begin, manager of sale

for the Quebec district.

Mr. Blouin joined tlie company upo

graduation from Ecole Polytechnique i

mechanical and electrical engineering i,

1954.
;

In 1953 he was awarded the Studei

Prize of the Engineering Institute.
;

Gordon K. Yetman, s.e.i.c, has bef

transferred to Toronto by the Conti)

ental Can Company of Canada frO'

Montreal. He is employed as an indu

trial engineer with the company.
Mr. Yetman graduated from McGi'

University in mechanical engineering *

1954.

Philip Ashbaugh, s.e.i.c, has joined tl

staff of the Atomic Energy Plant

Deep River, Ont.
Mr. Ashbaugh graduated from QueeB

University, class of 1954, in chemic

engineering.
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ThenâPOWER down beiow

^9

Far below the hazards of weather and traffic,

these High Voltage cables are sheltered from

the wear and tear that shorten useful life.

Long years of development have gone into their production.

These cables have proved themselves in ali parts of the

worid. Major installations are underway here in Canada.

Whether you choose one of the oii-fiUed cables as illustrated,

or require a gas-pressure type, Phillips will suppiy

and install your cables ready for use.

Your enquiry will elicil specific information and advice

on the most suituble cahle installation for your needs.

5534

Phillias
íliCTKICAL COMPANY IIMITÍD

WIRES & CABLES
THE CANADIAN AFFIUATE OF THE B.I.C.C. GROUP

Head Office— Brockville, Ontário

MONTREAL - OTTAWA - TORONTO - HAMILTON - WINNIPEG - REGINA - EDMONTON - VANCOUVER
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Employrnent Service

J.HIS SERVICE is operated for the beiíefit of members of Thel

Engineering Institute of Canada and for industrial and otheii

organizations employing technically trained men—without charge

to either party. It would be appreciated if employers would makci

the fuUest use of these facilities to list their reqviirements—existing

or estimated.

NOTICES appearing in the SITUATIONS WANTED column will!

be discontinued after Ihree insertions. They will be reinstated, ont

request, after a lapse of one month. !

REPLIES to advertisements should be addressed to File No. 000,

Eniployment Service, The Engineering Institute of Canada, 205(

Mansfield Street.
,

INTERVIEWS with the Institute Eniployment Service, 2050 Mans-i

field Street, Montreal—Telephone PLateau 5078—may be arrangec

by appointment.

SITUATIONS WANTED
MECHANICAL-ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, P.
Eng. Jr.E.I.C, Polytechnique 1948, fluently
bilingual, married with two children. 2'/2

years engineer draughtsman, equipment in-

stallation and plant services layout; 4 years
plant engineering, supervising chemical plant
electrical and process instrumentation de-
sign, construction and maintenance, equip-
ment preventive maintenance program, pres-
sure vessel work, safety and fire protection.
Experience includes industrial electronics,
hydro-electric sub-stations distribution and
relay protection. Desires responsible position
in Montreal área. File No. 1097-W.

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, B.A.Sc.,
Toronto 1950. Excellent background of In-
dustrial Engineering experience having
specialized in the installation and maintenance
of various systems of wage incentive. Speci-
fically occupied with time study, job evalu-
ation, methods and cost reduction proposals.
Particularly conversant with the Budgetary
Control System. Qualified to move on to

position of greater responsibility with pro-
gressive Southern Ontário or Quebec com-
pany, providing greater opportunity for ad-
vancement. Single, 32, car owner, willing
to travei or re-locate. Fluently bilingual.
Post-graduate courses. Available on one
month's notice. Resume on request. File
No. 1721-W.

GRADUATE ENGINEER, 1945, age 32, biling-
ual, diversified industrial experience com-
bined with sales engineering in various fields
such as pneumatic process instrumentation,
Chemicals, fuels. Excellent knowledge of ali

aspects of fuel utilization, combustion, heating,
steam and power plant engineering. Seeks
technical position with Canadian basic in-

dustry in sales, service or manufacturing.
Montreal resident, but will locate anywhere.
File No. 2554-W.

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER,
B.Sc, (Elect.) Alberta 1936, M.E.I.C., Cana-
dian born, experience in Alberta and Que-
bec as foUows: 4V2 years oil refinery main-
tenance and construction and process instru-
ment maintenance; 8 years public utility, of
which 4 years high voltage substation design
and operation and 4 years re operation and
extension of town waterworks systems; 7
years eleetrometallurgical plant, of which 2
years as electrical engineer and 5 years as
works engineer and purchasing agent re bulk
material handling, conveying, elevating, dry-
ing, furnacing, crushing, screening, dust col-
lecting. File No. 3028-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, M.E.I.C., with 12
years experience in the design, construction,
operation and management of a wide variety
of process plants across Canada. Seeks inter-
esting and challenging job preferably located
in Montreal. Good organizer, age 34. File No.
3405-W.

GRADUATE ENGINEER, age 32, married, no
children. Four years experience in heavy in-
dustry production control and planning last
three as division production manager in a
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large Canadian firm. Desires employment of a
similar nature with opportunities for ad-
vancement. File No. 3424-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER (M.E.I.C.), age 36

married. Experience 2 years designer drafts-

man, 3 years industrial engineering methods
and production control. Trained in time and
motion study and certificate as MTM practi-

tioner. Desires responsible position in indus-
trial engineering methods or plant manage-
ment. File No. 3900-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C. (McGill) with 4

years experience on highway construction,
surveys, soils and foundation engineering for

bridges and heavy structures wishes em-
ployment with a small company undertaking
construction of bridges, buildings and roads.
File No. 3988-W.

CIVIL AND INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER, B.Sc,
P.Eng., M.E.I.C., age 31, married. Ex-
perienced in planning of major industrial
expansions and plant improvements, includ-
ing reports, estimates, and design (civil and
mechanical). During 5 years in pulp and
paper industry, reaching supervisory capa-
city, have obtained broad office and field

experience in diversified structural design,
plant engineering and organization. Have
done extensive studies in concrete mix designs
and concrete structures. Seeks responsible posi-
tion with industrial organization. Locate in
any major city in Canada. File No. 4171-W.

GRADUATE ENGINEER, B.Sc. 1951, Jr.E.I.C,
P.Eng. (Ont.) age 26, married. Two years
experience with consultant on municipal pro-
jects and two years mechanical handling
seeks position in mechanical handling, plant
engineering or general industrial engineer-
ing. File No. 4207-W.

PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER, Consulting,
academic, food, beverage industries, 36,
B.A.Sc, electrical, M.S. mechanical engineer-
ing, power field (3), University lecturing (3),
consultative capacity preliminary survey, de-
sign, erection, supervision, refrigeration cold
storage plants, breweries, air conditioning
systems, processing, industrial in Canada,
South America, Asia (5). Working knowledge
French, Spanish, German. Willing to travei or
relocate, no preference to location, domestic
or foreign. File No. 4240-W.

EXPERIENCED MANAGER, A.M.I.Mech.E.,
M.E.I.C, A.M.I.prod.E. 16 years experience
in England. Engineering and manufacturing
telecommunications aircraft and domestic re-
frigeration. FuU apprenticeship served. Tool-
ing, methods and plant layout. Presently
completed 12 months tour of U.S. plants,
and wishes to return to Canada in position
of responsibility. Minimum commencing sal-
ary $7,500. Detailed resume on request. FUe
No. 4356-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, 35, Veteran, married with
two children, Jr.E.I.C, P.Eng., B.Sc, with
5 years varied experience—1 in design, 1 in
supervising building construction and 3 ia
management seeks responsible position in
Western Canada. Would prefer Júnior part-
nership or associateship. File No. 4358-W.

INDUSTRIAL SALES ENGINEER, graduatl
mechanical engineer, sénior, experience i

diversified machinery and tools, good apl

pearance and personality, bilingual, seek!

position only in the industrial sales fiell

suitable to qualifications and possibilities, o

salary and commission basis. File No. 4300-W

SALES ENGINEER four years experience i

technical sales promotion, advertising, cat!,

logue writing, marketing, and administratioi.
Chemical engineer, P.Eng. (Que.), Jr.E.I.C
University of Saskatchewan 1950. Age 21

married. Seeking interesting, responsible sak'

position. File No. 4516-W. '

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, P.Engi
B.A.Sc, honours degree, electrical engineerin
University of Toronto 1950. One year e:i

perience in municipal engineering, one yeaj

with industrial electrical contractor as fie)!

engineer on construction. Three years e:l

perience in paper and board industry, open-

tion, maintenance, construction, hydroelectr,

plant operation. Seek position in heavy iij

dustry or manufacturing. Would locate in oi;

month in Canada. File No. 4545-W.
|

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, P.Engi t-, »

N.S.T.C. graduate 1951. Four years experiend i**»
in development and design. Available cl

~:
'

reasonable notice. File No. 4559-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER age 33, marrieci

no children, University of Toronto 1943, vel

eran. Ten years industrial experience, foi,

years design, engineering, manufacturin;
production and purchasing, six years appl

cation, marketing, sales and service. Expei
ence covers power plant equipment, pumpl
feed water conditioning apparatus, boiler coi

trols, materiais handling equipment, electr

hydraulic and pneumatic control system
petroleum products, mining machinery ar

power transmission machinery. Presently er

ployed but desire challenging work for a

gressive firm with opportunity for admini
trative and or management career in sale

service or manufacturing. Would prefer O
tario, Alberta or British Columbia. Partii

lars willingly supplied to interested emplo
ers. File No. 4604-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, M.E.I.C, age :

married. 10 years experience in draftii.

piping layouts, estimating, inspection a.

plant maintenance in petroleum refinery. 1

sires position in industrial plant or refiner

Location Alberta or British Columbia interic

Available on one month's notice. File ^
4637-W.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER, P.Eng., M.E.I.Í

graduated from the Polytechnic Institute

Bucharest, Rumania 1949. 31 years old, ms
ried, two children. Experience one year
Professor Assistant at the University in Ki

mania, one year as chemist in Greece wi

textile company, one year with soap coi

pany in Canada, two years with a chemic

company in Canada. Desires position In T(|

cnto area. Available on one month*s notici

File No. 4692-W.

MECHANICAL AND METALLURGICAL ENc|

NEER, P.Eng., graduate 1946, age 36, vari'
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experience; mechanical design, materiais and
processes, heat treatment, casting, forging,

welding, sales. Presently employed as ex-

ecutive responsible for technical and ad-
ministrative problems. Seeks sénior position

with wide scope for initiative. File No. 4693-W.

SLECTRICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, McGiU 52.

presently employed, experience includes utility

and power project work, svvitchgear and con-

trol design, and contracts, industrial rectifier

sales, and control work on D.C. drives. In-

terested in Consulting or nianufacturing in

or around Montreal and would be available

on one month's notice. File No. 4694-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, P.Eng., Jr.E.I.C,
age 29, married. 3'/2 years sales experience,
2 years installation and maintenance electri-

cal equipment in mines. Toronto area pre-
ferred. File No. 4698-W.

IMANAGEMENT MEN. Can you use an electri-

cal engineer, P.Eng.. Jr.E.I.C. Assoe. Mera.
A.I.E.E., B.Sc.E.E. 1949, who offers an ex-

cellent svvitchgear application background
coupled with aggressive sales and administra-
tive ability. Test course graduate. Age 28,

iiKirried. Recently completed two years of

1 vening discussion courses in Business Man-
igement. Currently employed in responsible
supervisory sales capacity with large manu-
facturer. Capable of contacting and negotiat-

ing effectively at management and executive
leveis. AU replies will be given careful con-
sideration. Please reply to File No. 4699-W.

;E0PHYSICIST, graduate of engineerlng pnys-
ícs University of Toronto, Jr.E.I.C, age 27,

married, one child, with three years experi-
ence in magnetic and electromagnetic sur-

veys desires employment with future leading
to position of responsibility not necessarily in

geophysics. File No. 4703-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, P.Eng.,
with 7 years' experience including manufac-
turer's test course, industrial control design,
industrial apparatus application engineering,
and engineering management, graduate
Queen's, Canadian born, desires permanent
position with opportunities for advancement
in return for hard work and proven ability.

File No. 4705-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, M.Eng., McGill,

I

age 34, 5 years diversified experience includes
2 years experience in laboratory testing soUs,

! Steel and concrete, and concrete design, 2

years R.C. and pile foundation design, re-

views R.C. and steel structures, soil investi-

gations and soil reports. Pressure vessel de-

signs. Has aptitude for report writing and
indeterminate structural problems. Seeks em-
ployment with consultant, growing firm or
arowing construction company where know)-
edge, ability and hard work wUl eventually
lead to responsible position or partnership.
File No. 4706-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, 26, Canadian Citi-

zen, Canadian degree, varied experience in

Canada, British heavy engineering training
under Athlone Fellowship. At present in

heavy Swiss engineering plant. Working
knowledge of French and German, experi-
enced traveller, single. Seeks to use experi-
ence to best advantage upon return to Canada
in September. File No. 4709-W.

MKTALLURGICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C,
li.A.Sc, 1952, R.C.A.F. veteran, married.
Kmployed since graduation in materiais de-

l>arlment of large manufacturing firm; en-

i;a>íed chiefly in selection of materiais and
processes, enquiry into new materiais and
irocesses, coUection of data, specification
writing, etc; small amount of shop and
laboratory experience. Good background of

industrial experience before graduation. Seek-
ing employment in a metallurgical industry
or closely related field. Opportunity to as-

sume increasing responsibility with increased
experience is an important consideration. File
No. 4710-W.

IVIL ENGINEER, M.E.I.C., P.Eng. (Ont.),
Queen's 1949, desires supervisory position with
contractor or consultants on engineering, high-
way or heavy building construction. Location
Canada, Ontário preferred. Experience in con-
struction, industrial engineering and techni-
cal sales. .Able administrator. Age, 36, mar-
ried, two children. File No. 4712-W.

MFXHANICAL ENGINEER 1943, McGill, de-
sires position of sénior responsibility in de-
sign, project. development or plant main-
tenance. Past experience: 2 years engineer-
ing teaching; 10 years on plant layout,
machinery foundation, design of process pip-
iiig, plant Services, steam plants, combustion
work. industrial furnaces, structural design,
l)ijilding construction, field supervision. Also
holder of B.A. degree, married, 2 children,
•ind thoroughly bilingual. File No. 4713-W.

I I.ECTRICAL ENGINEER, B.Sc, P.Eng.
'Ont.), Jr.E.I.C, age 40, 1951 graduate, plant
«ngineering, instrumentation, and administra-
live e.\perience, seeks position in engineer-
ing sales. File No. 4714-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, P.Eng., graduate
N.S.T.C. 1952, age 27, married. Three years
experience with construction company mainly
in field work and supervision of residential
and heavy construction projects. One year in
residential construction including housing. re-
inforced concrete, streets, water and sewer
lines. sewage disposal plant, central heating.
Two years experience in heavy construction
on large mass concrete lock project includ-
ing Steel pUing cofferdams, earth and rock
excavation. Good references available. Desires
responsible position with opportunity for ad-
vancement. File No. 4715-W.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER, B.Sc. Alberta, 1948,
Jr.E.I.C, married. Seven years experience
in development and production in metallurgi-
cal industry. At present in charge of develop-
ment group working closely with production.
Capable of carrying production problems to
completion with a practical viewpoint. Have
had recent experience in new plant start up
in foreign country. Desires position leading
to responsibility, in Western Canada or On-
tário. Available August. File No. 4716-W.

GRADUATE ENGINEER, CivU, Jr.E.I.C, Mc-
Gill 1950, with extensive experience in rail-
road maintenance and considerable exper-
ience in allied works desirous of obtaining
employment anywhere. Would seriously con-
sider municipal engineering. Available on
reasonable notice to present employer. File
No. 4718-W.

ENGINEERING P H Y S I C S, M.E.I.C, B.Sc.
(Sask.) 1946, age 32, married, one child. Three
years research and development; one year
materiais handling; 5 years chief engineer
large Western municipality. Considerable top
levei experience on planning, design and con-
struction of: roads, sewers, dykes and drain-
age, waterworks, town planning, budget pre-
paration and control, purchasing, and person-
nel work. Locate anywhere in Canada in an
interesting and challenging position. File No.
4719-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, M.E.I.C & P.Eng.
Ontário. Age 46, married. Eleven years diver-
sified experience in design and development
engineering in oil refinery and Chemical
plants including power house and process
piping design. Eleven years in plant engi-
neering in the plastics and Chemical indus-
try. Accustomed to dealing with management
and personnel (technical and otherwise). Cap-
able of organizing and administering. In-
terested in a position where capabilities will

be fuUy utilized, and opportunity for advance-
ment is available. File No. 4720-W.

SALES ENGINEER, young graduate mechani-
cal engineer having acquired three years of
sales experience with International precision
machine tool Corporation. Interested in posi-
tion as sales representative involving respon-
sibility and challenge in specialized techni-
cal field. 29, single, Canadian citizen present-
ly residing in U.S.A. File No. 4721-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, graduate
from University of Denmark 1950, 32 years
old, married. Two years manual shop exper-
ience. Five years experience in mechanical
and structural design, materiais handling,
plateworks, heavy machinery, maintenance
and development. Three years in Canada.
Desires position with responsibility and op-
portunities. Available on one month's notice
to present employer. File No. 4723-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, B.A.Sc., 1945,
P.Eng., M.E.I.C, age 31, married with
family, C.G.E. test course, presentl.v em-
ployed. Excellent technical and practical back-
ground combined with administrative exper-
ience including 7 years complete charge of

electrical engineering, design, construction,
operation, and maintenance of large paper-
mill and hydro electric stations including
water control, transmis.sion, relaying, and
distribution. Other experience includes sub-
station, illumination design and sales. Desires
position in Canada or elsewhere with heavy
industrial, power or Consulting company where
experience wUl be an asset. File No. 4725-W.

METALLURGICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, re-

turning to Canada in December after two
years in England on an Athlone Fellowship.
B.Eng. McGill 1953. Diploma in graduate
studies (industrial metallurgy) Blnningham,
1954. One year experience in a British steel

plant, mostiy in the melting shops (open
hearth and electric furnaces). Undergradu-
ate experience in nickel, copper and alu-

minum industries. Desires work in metal in-

dustry, preferably connected with production.
Location open. File No. 4726-W.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, M.A.Sc.
U.B.C. (1953), Ph.D. (expected) Cambridge.
Research experience in physical, radio, and
radiation chemistry. Returning to Canada in

October. Desires research or development
work. Details furnished on request. File No.
4731-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, M.E.I.C, P.Eng.,
4 years experience in precision tool and
machine design. 6 years engineering depart-
ment supervision. Both since graduation,
Queen's 1945. 7 years toolmaker's appren-
ticeship in automotive parts plant prior to
entering university. Married, 2 children. Age
40, Canadian born. Desire permanent position
in reliable firm or government agency. File
No. 4732-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, P.Eng. Quebec,
B.A.Sc. 1949 Lavai University, test course,
age 28. Four years experience In sales of
electrical apparatus, motors, controls, swltch-
gear, metallic rectifier spccialist, some
knowledge of water conditioning. Two years
with electrical contractor and motor repaif
shop, layout. estimate, supervision of indus-
trial electrical installations, technical and ad-
ministrative responsibility for service shop.
Seeks challenging position with advancement
and incentive for Consulting engineers or con-
tractor. File No. 4733-W.

YOUNG CIVIL ENGINEER, A.M.I.C.E., Jr.
E.I.C, married, one child. Three years high-
way and bridge design (England), three
years R.C. and steel, bridge and structural
design (Canada). Desires interesting and re-
sponsible position in British Columbia, will
consider other Western provinces. File No.
4734-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER. Jr.E.I.C, P.Eng.
Toronto, graduate 1950. age 31, married, one
child. R.C.A.F. aero engine mechanic 4

years. Wishes to offer training and experi-
ence in: pipe manufactures sales office V-í

year, plant engineering l'/2 years, test and
development of combustion engines including
design and liaison with ali company depart-
ments involved in procurement and manu-
facturer of test models 3 years. Desires work
in sales or a position in industry where in-

itiative and the ability to get a job done will

lead to an executive position. Prefer Niagara
or Southern Ontário. File No. 4735-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER graduate of London Uni-
versity 1937, P.Eng., M.E.I.C, M.Jnr.Ins.
Engineers, age 40 with the following experi-
ence: 10 years on design, estimating and
construction, 2 years in supervisory capacity
and 4 years in administrative post, requires
post in Ottawa locality. File No. 4736-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, Dipl.Ing., Jr.E.I.C. 37 and
married, European University graduate, seeks
permanent employment as design engineer
with well established consulting firm. Euro-
pean experience: 4 years factory construction
and hydraulic calculation in hydroelectric
power field. Experience in Canada: 2 years
engineering design of commercial and indus-
trial buildings, involving design of founda-
tions, R.C.—steel and wood structures. Excel-
lent references. Presently in permanent po-
sition. Preferred location in Western Canada.
Available one month after agreement is

reached. File No. 4737-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, Cana-
dian University graduate, 25, with 2 years
experience in heavy engineering design.
Mother tongue English, reasonably fluent

French, some German. Presently Uving
abroad, desires employment in machine tool

sales, service, or field engineering with Cana-
dian Machine Tools. Training period in Can-
ada, or on the continent considered. Available
on reasonable notice to present employer.
Reply File No. 4740-W.

MECHANICAL ELECTRICAL ENGINEER,
P.Eng., Jr.E.I.C, B.A.Sc. (Hons.) Toronto 1951.

Four years field engineering (Sales) with
prominent electrical manufacturer. Promotion
and representative duties. Electrical layout
and estimating for application and usage of

electrical distribution and motor control equip-
ment. Administrative and associated duties.

Desire position offering supervisory experience
with scope for initiative. Further details upon
request. Travei not objectionable. Would
locate in one month. Prefer S.W. Ontário,

Western Canada or U.S.A. File No. 4741-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, M.E.I.C, University of New
Brunswick 1933. Experience includes consid-

erable travei in Maritime Provinces, New-
foundland and Ontário. Fully acquainted with
many phases of construction and complete
knowledge of concrete design and Ial)oratory

testing. Seeks opportunity where diversified
experience could be best utilized. Not ad-
verse to travei. File No. 4742-W.

ADMINISTRATIVE POSITION sought by young
(29) bilingual, mechanical engineer, Jr.E.I.C.
M.B.A., married. Retired naval engineering
officer. Five years industrial experience In

technical sales, industrial engineering and
maintenance supervision. Willing to relocate
anywhere in or outside Canada. Resume scnt
on request. File No. 4743-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, B.Eng.
(1948), M.Eng. (1950) Ph.D. (1953), McGlU,
single, age 28. Experience includes three years
on a Canadian coal-burning gas turbine re-
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extract from

THE QUEEN S COMMISSION

The Queen's Commission in the Regular Army
opens a career of unusual importance, challenge

and opportunities.

It oífers many rewards. The financial returns,

the pension plan, the opportunities for advancement

match, and in some ways, exceed those of any

civilian profession or career. However, no one can

measure the many intangible rewards of a leader-

ship career in the service of Queen and country.

The Army trains suitable young men for Com-
missions. It also provides facilities for further study

and training for advancement. But the officers' per-

sonal abilities determine how high they will rise.

There are special opportunities and need for grad-

uate engineers in The Royai Canadian Engineers,

The Royai Canadian Corps of Signals, The Royai

Canadian Electrical and Alechanical Engineers.

For full information on any aspect of an Army

Commissioned Career, write, phone or visit the

Army Recruiting Station nearest your home or write

:

Dírectorate of Manning,
Army Headquarters, Otfawa, Ont.
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SALES
ENGINEER

We require a sales engineer
to sell Communications
equipment in fhe Montreal
area. Ápplicants must be
bilingual and have an ex-

tensiva electrical back-
ground. Above average re-

muneration on a base
salary, plus commission ar-

rangement. Car, company
benefits and excellent fu-

ture with expanding com-
pany.

Ápply by letter to:

Mr. F. A. Colher

Rogers Mojestic Electronics

Limited,

11-19 Brentcliffe Rood,

Leaside, Ontário.

search and development proJect, involving

thermodynamic and heat transfer analysis,

stress analysis and mechanical design. Has
also spent one summer on a similar Ameri-
can project. Has done research in heat trans-

fer and gas turbine combustion. At present

teaching thermodynamics and machine design

at an eastern Canadian coUege. Desires posi-

tion in industry where qualifications may be
lililized. Available on short notice. File No.
4744-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.LC, P.Eng.
(Ont.) B.A.Sc. University of Toronto, 1949.

Age 30, married with 2 ehildren. 3 years
experience as electrical mechanical field engi-

neer in steam and power plant responsible for

operation and maintenance ot associated
equipment, supervision of new construction,
liaison with consultants and contractors, etc.

2 years electrical design experience covering
building power and lighting, design for new
boiler installation, petrochemical plant elec-

trical design, etc. 1 year experience in ad-
ministration of large construction and building
program. Seeks responsible. permanent posi-

tion with good future and scope where ex-
perience can be utilized. File No. 4745-W.

SITUATIONS VACANT
CHEMICAL

I PETRO CHEMICAL, CHEMICAL AND PETRO-
LEUM ENGINEERS and constructors re-

quire engineers, designers and draftsmen
with experience in the above fields, for their
engineering design Office in Southern On-

j
tario. Please reply with brief details of ex-
perience, academic qualifications and salary.
File No. 5140-V.

RESEARCH ENGINEER, required by Sask.
department of Mineral Resources. Salary
range $326-$397 per month. Requirements re-
cent graduate in ceramics, chemical or geo-
lógica! engineering, to carry out lab and
pilot scale experimental work, field explora-
tion, and economic survey dealing with the
non-metallic or industrial minerais of the
Province. Good pension plan and conditions
of employment. For further information and
apphcation forms contact P.S.C. Legislative
Bldg., Regina. File No. 5154-V.

CHEMICAL ENGINEERS, young, with a tew
.vears practical industrial background in

Chemical or allied fields together with sales
experience, required as technical representa-
tives. World wide concern offers processes
and equipment to a broad industrial market.
Salary is open, car provided. Location On-
tário and Quebec. File No. 5156-V.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER with 3 to 5 years ex-
perience, preferably in chemical plant pro-
cess engineering and/or operations, for pro-
cess engineering work, plant located 25 miles
from Montreal. File No. 5161-V.

|A CHEMICAL ENGINEER required for devel-
I opment work in látex and solvent adhesives.

Experience in this field an asset but not
essential. The field is expanding and offers
good opportunities. Location Montreal. Re-

j
plies will be treated in confidence. File No.
5173-V.

A CHEMICAL ENGINEER will be required
to assist our salesman. He should prefer-
ably have some experience in the látex field.

He should have some imaginativo ability in
order to recognize and be able to apply new
uses to our growing list of products, as
related to the construction industry. A period
of training will be offered to a recent graduate

Iin
chemical engineering, or to someone with

2 or 3 years industrial experience. Offices
in Montreal. File No. 5173-V.

CHEMICAL SALESMAN for Montreal area to
represent an established manufacturer of fine
Chemicals, offering a wide range of products
reinforced by intensive research and de-
velopment policies. Primary responsibility
will be industrial accounts. Preferred quali-
fications include technical degree, several
years experience in field work, ability to
plan and execute without close direction, age
ander thirty-five, own automobile. Liberal
employee benefits, salary commensurate with
qualifications. Replies will be held in con-
fidence. Please submit fiUI details of training
and experience by letter only to File No.
5195-V.

rWO SALES ENGINEERS wanted with plant
maintenance experience preferred, but not
necessary, to sell corrosion resistant cements,
coatings, pipes, tanks etc. We prefer chemi-
cal engineers and require one each for
Quebec and Ontário. Salary and expenses
plus profit sharing. File No. 5199-V.

VTOMIC ENERGY OF CANADA LIMITED has
openings for chemical engineers for their
expanding program on atomic power de-
velopment. The work will be mainly the

,

development of fuU preparation and pro-

cessing methods, cost analysis and equipment
development. Candidates must have a good
academic background, preferably with some
graduate training. Some industrial experience
is essential. The responsibilities and salary
depend on the qualifications of the candidate.
State particulars including age, marital status,
education and experience in first letter. File
No. 5206-V.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER required by large
beverage company located in Montreal. Labor-
atory is mobile and duties include consider-
able travei to planta in Quebec and Ontário
testing quality control of the product which
involves water analysis. product analysis, bac-
téria counts and the physical examination of
the machinery and plant. Preferably single,
man age 24-25 years. File No. 5223-V.

TWO GRADUATE CHEMICAL ENGINEERS or
chemists required for a newsprint and special-
ty mill, located in Province of Quebec. Some
experience in pulp and paper desired but not
essential. Excellent opportunity for advance-
ment. Salary dependent on experience and
ability. Initial letter to include fuU resume
of experience and references. File No. 5231-V.

CIVIL

CIVIL ENGINEER preferably recent graduate,
for bridge section of large transportation com-
pany with headquarters in Montreal. Duties
include design for steel and reinforced con-
crete structures preparation of reports and
some travelling. File No. 5127-V.

CONSTRUCTION SUPERINTENDENT excellent
opportunity for top flight man with a proven
record of successful jobs completed in the
chemical or petro chemical field. Ability to
organize and administer large projects in-

cluding cost control, labour relations, Stores,
field supervision, together with a good tech-
nical and practical background. Applicant
should have 10 years experience in construc-
tion field. Vacancy open with major petro-
chemical and petroleum engineers and con-
structors. Please reply with experience and
salary expected to File No. 5139-V.

CIVIL ENGINEER, Canadian graduate prefer-
ably—minimum 3 years recent design ex-
perience in R C bridge and highway re-

quired. Previous experience in industrial
building desiffn considered useful. Work in
Windsor, Ontário. File No. 5155-V.

CIVIL ENGINEER, young Canadian graduate,
2 years maximum for academic design en-
gineering related to steel and concreto sup-
port of equipment, pipes, etc. Work in Sarnia.
File No. 515J-V.

TWO GRADUATE CIVIL ENGINEERS for Con-
sulting firm engaged in large scale develop-
ment pro.jecls. One to three years experience
in design and supervision of roads, sewerage
Systems, water distribution systems, etc. re-

quired. Please reply giving full details of

academic training and Professional experience,
references and salary requirements. File No.
5163-V.

CIVIL ENGINEER required by general con-

tractor to administer a group of contracts
distant from the firm's head otfice which is in

Quebec. Applicant must have experience in

ali phases of general contractors' operations
and be not less than about 30 years of age.
The administratcr would be domiciled in

Quebec or the Maritime Provinces. Ápplicants
must State salary expected. File No. 5176-V.

CIVIL ENGINEER required by Provincial Gov-
ernment Department with headquarters in

Toronto. To assist in the design and con-

struction of small timber and concrete dams
and maintenance and operation of locks and
dams etc. throughcut the Province of Ontário.

Applicant should have experience in the con-

struction of timber and concrete dams.
Salary can be arranged to meet qualifica-

tions. Permanent position with illness, vacation

and pension privilege if applicant proves satis-

factory after a trial period. File No. 5180-V.

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, structural engineers

and draughtsmen required for long range in-

dustrial program in an established consulting

Office. Must be experienced and capable of

checking design drawings. Draftsmen exper-

ienced in structural steel detailing. Send com-
plete resume of experience. Location Toledo,

Ohio. File No. 5181-V.

ESTIMATOR QUANTITY SURVEYOR, required

by construction company in Ottawa. State

qualifications, age, marital status, experience,

salarv expected. Replies will be treated con-

fidentially. File No. 5187-V.

CIVIL ENGINEER (Júnior) required by estab-

lished public utility supervisory-consulting or-

ganization, 2-3 years experience, preferably in

field on construction and or surveying. for

work connection design and operation hydro
systems also structural, foundations for steam
and diesel plants. Location New York. Some

travei field future. Reply stating age, educa-
tion, experience, personal particulars. mini-
mum salary expected. File No. 5193-V.

MUNICIPAL ENGINEER required by Montreal
suburb. Graduate engineer with two or more
years experience in layout and supervision of
watermain and sevvage extensions. Street and
sidewalk construction. Reply stating age, ex-
perience, education, salary expected and
telephone number to File No. 5203-V.

ENGINEER, ARCHITECT OR ESTIMATOR
wanted for young construction company doing
sewers, roadwork and building. Apply stating
age, experience, references and salary ex-
pected. File No. 5205-V.

CIVIL ENGINEER with a minimum of 4 years
experience in supervision and design of heavy

SPERRY GYROSCOPE
COMPANY OF CANADA Ltd.

requires

ENGINEERS
For development in connection
with telephony, magnetic ompli-
fiers, rodor, tronsistor circuits,

fire control systems and other

servo operoted instruments for

both militory and commerciol ap-
plicotions. The continuing expon-
sion of work in our engineering
department offers opportunities

for both sénior and intermedíate

engineers. Previous experience on
fire control or cicctro-acousticol

systems is desiroble, and super-
visory ability would be an asset.

Please reply stating age, salary,

education and past experience to:

PcrsonncI Manoger,

P.O. Box 710,

Montreal, Quebec.

AM replies confidential.
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SÉNIOR PROCESS ENGINEER

A sénior process engineer is re-

quired by lorge petrochemical,

celiulose ocetote and synthetic

yorn p\ant neor Edmonton. Mini-

mum of five yeors' experience

since graduation is required. £x-

perience in field of petro-chemi-

cols is preferred. This is a per-

monent stoff position and the

opening is immediate.
Write stating personal informa-

tion, experience in full detail,

salary required, the date avoil-

able to:

Personnel Department
Conadian Chemical Company

Limited • P.O. Box 99

Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

engineering works. Duties would consist of

supervising, during the coming summer, the

construction of roads, sewage and water sup-

ply for community located in the Province
of Quebec. During the winter would be located

in Montreal Office and work on design in the

civil engineering field. File No. 5208-V.

GRADUATE CIVIL ENGINEER with at least

three years experience. Man to be employed
on the design, construction and maintenance of

reinforced concreta, buUding structures and
building Services. He would also have other

duties .such as the maintenance of roads and
lands, occasional instrument surveys and
other civil engineering work. Location Prov-
ince of Quebec with large chemical plant.

File No. 5210-V.

QUALIFIED CIVIL ENGINEER for road work
and excavating. Man required should have
at least five years experience in the field.

Duties would require him to be able to ac-

curately estimate costs on this type of work
and supervise the field work. Location On-
tário. File No. 5222-V.

CIVIL ENGINEERS. Continuing progress and
expansion of this company 's operations have
ereated many interesting new career oppor-
tunities. Costing, selecting and developing
Communications systems involving uses of the
latest types of microwave equipment, net-

work TV transmission, telephone switching
systems, carrier systems, cable distribution

systems. In addition to employee security
and benefit plans for which this company is

well known, it offers its engineers opportu-
nity to advance to higher exeeutive positions
in both engineering and administrative ca-

pacities. Salary: commensurate with experi-
ence and ability. File No. 5227-V.

ELECTRICAL

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER required as júnior
or assistant distribution engineer. Graduate
with at least 3 years field experience oper-
ating U.S. or Canadian Public utility. Per-
manent position with long established Con-
sulting organization New York. Some travei
Latin America necessary in future. Know!-
edge of Spanish or Portuguese useful. Salary
commensurate with experience. Reply giving
age, education, experience and personal par-
ticulars. File No. 5042-V.

GRADUATE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS, one
sénior—two juniors. Sénior at least 10 years
experience—.júnior 3-5 years experience in

electrical design, operation and construction
of steam, hydro plants and sub-stations. Per-
manent position with long established Con-
sulting organization for public utility operat-
ing companies located Latin America. Head-
quarters New York. Some travei necessary
in future. Knowledge of Spanish or Portu-
guese useful not essential. Salary commen-
surate with qualifications. Good opportunity.
Reply stating age, education, experience and
personal particulars. File No. 5118-V.

GRADUATE ELECTRICAL engineer to assume
re.sponsibility for design and development of

distribution and small power transformers
with manufacturer established in Alberta. At
least one year's design and/or manufacturing
experience desirable. Applicants to give per-
sonal data (including recent photo), educa-
tion, experience, references and minimum
initial salary expected. File No. 5131-V.

SÉNIOR ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS and phy-
sicists are required by a leading Canadian
firm to carry out design and development
work in the fields of radar, microwave Com-

munications, telephony and AM and TV
broadcast equipment. AU replies are confi-

dential and wiU be acknowledged. Location

Toronto, Ontário. File No. 5135-V.

A LARGE PROGRESSIVE AND WELL estab-

lished electrical engineering company in N.E.
England offers opportunities to engineer de-

signers and drattsmen who have served a
recognized engineering apprenticeship, possess

technical qualifications to Higher National

Certificate standard in electrical and/or
mechanical engineering and have had prac-

tical experience on the drawing board pref-

erably in connection with the design of elec-

trical switchgear. Engagement would be for

a minimum period of 2 years with the oppor-

tunity of continuance thereafter on a pe.n-

sionàble basis. Minimum salaries £585 per

annum at age 25 and £663 at age 30. Passage
paid and housing assistance in approved
cases. A few opportunities also occur on

mueh similar terms for contract engineers

with qualifications and experience adequate
to handle ali phases of tender and contract

work met with in world wide electrical power
supply equipment industry, particularly in

respect to control and switchgear. File No.
5144-V.

PROJECT ENGINEER (electrical and Elec-

tronic) to design electrical and electronic

installations in aircraft and to supervise a

small section of electrical and mechanical
draughtsmen. Applicants should have a degree

in electrical engineering or mechanical en-

gineering with electrical sub,iects as a strong

secondary and preferably 5 years experience

in design of electrical and electronic instal-

lations in aircraft. Experience in supervision

of draughtsmen desirable. Salary commen-
surate with experience and qualifications.

Reply stating age, education, experience, per-

sonal particulars and salary expected. File

No. 5147-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, Canadian graduate

with 4 to 6 years experience lighting and
power distribution for industrial buildings.

Work in Windsor or Sarnia. File No. 5155-V.

THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION of the

City Cf Kingston requires a graduate en-

gineer with electrical distribution engineering

experience to plan, design and supervise pro-

jects in connection with an electric utility.

Position offers participation in commission's,
hospitalization and pension plans. Salary com-
mensurate with qualifications. Applicant should

submit full details of education, experience,

age and references. Replies will be kept con-

fidential. File No. 5164-V.

GRADUATE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER inter-

ested in a career in Latin America with a

Canadian owned electric light and power
utility located in La Paz, Bolivia. Age limit

30 years and should have 4 to 5 years ex-

perience in electrical distribution. Prospects
of promotion are excellent due to the com-
pany's eontinued growth and expansion. File

No. 5170-V.

TWO COMPETENT GRADUATE ELECTRICAL
engineers, age 30 to 40 with minimum 8

years experience design operation and main-
tenance of distribution facilities, required by
rapidly growing utility, desirable location

South America. Portuguese or Spanish useful,

not essential to start. Reply stating age, edu-
cation, experience, personal particulars and
minimum salary expected. File No. 5171-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS required to fill

two vacancies in the teaching staff of the
electrical engineering department at the Uni-
versity of New Brunswick. Good academic
standing and either an advanced degree or
at least two years of technical experience
preferred. Should have an interest in teaching
and initiative and energy to be effective in

the growth of a rapidly expanding depart-
ment. Reply stating age, education, ex-
perience, personal particulars, references and
minimum salary expected. FUe No. 5172-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER required as sales en-
gineer, with a leading electronics firm. Good
salary plus commission and excellent oppor-
tunity for future advancement. AU applicants
should State qualifications and salary ex-

pected. File No, 5177-V.

JÚNIOR ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, required to

act as an assistant to the distribution en-
gineer. Please state education, experience, and
salary expected. Replies will be held strictly
confidential. Location Ottawa. File No. 5188-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER 1954 or 1955 gradu-
ate to work in hydro department. Duties wiU
be to work under one of our engineers on
a power system. Starting salary $325. -$350.
per month, Pension plan, group Insurance,
blue cross. FUe No. 5201-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER university graduate
of two or three years experience in electrical
field and above average literary abUity.
Permanent employment in Ottawa with well-

known industrial association, pension plani

FUe No. 5217-V.
|

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR electrical englneerin!>
duties: to instruct undergraduate studies ant
develop post-graduate work. Time and facUii

ties for research. Qualifications universit.»

graduate, preferably some post graduatv
training, several years practical experiencij

which may include industrial graduate eni

gineer training course. Location Maritimij i j

Province. FUe No. 5220-V.

ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC ENGINEER;
continuing progress and expansion of thi

company's operations have ereated many in

teresting new career opportunities. Costing
selecting and developing Communications sys
tems involving uses of the latest types oj

microwave equipment, network T.V. trans
mission, telephone switching systems, carrie:

systems, cable distribution systems. In addi
tion to employee security and benefit plan
for which this company is well known, i

offers its engineers opportunity to advance ti

higher exeeutive positions in both engineer
ing and administrative capacities. Salar;

commensurate with experience and ability

FUe No. 5227-V.

A GRADUATE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER tu

assist in the laboratory and lecture work o
the department of electrical engineering. Thi

appointment will be made initially on th(

basis of sessional lecturer after which thr

appointment may be made permanent. Dutie;

to commence September Ist, 1955. Apply ti,

Dean of Engineering, University of Alberta
Edmonton. File No. 5233-V.

|

THE LARGEST CANADIAN OWNED electronic,

company has immediate openings in its engi
neering department. These are highly paii

permanent and interesting positions with ex

cellent opportunities for advancement. Suc;

cessful applicants will be employed as prc

ject supervisors or sénior design engineers i-

a field exclusive to this company in Canada;
The applicants should possess a degree i,

electrical engineering from a Canadian, Brii;

ish or American University, or hold equiva
ent academic standing such as the Highe
National Certificate and have 3 to 5 year
industrial experience. Starting salaries ar
commensurate with proven ability and expe)
ience. Local interviews will be arrangec
Pleasant working conditions in modern plan
5 day week, full program of emnloyee bent
fits. FUe No. 5240-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS required with e>;

perience in the design of power transformeri
FuU employee benefits. Large manufacturar i{

Ontário. File No. 5242-V. :

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER Toronto manufa.^
turer requires graduate electrical enginef;

with some mechanical design experience f(

product development work on transformei
and substations. File No. 5247-V.

GRADUATE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER to it

spect electrical work comprising unit sul

stations, 6600 V distribution, and 550 voj

wiring for motors and controls, at Dominio!
Wabana Ore Limited mine at Belle Islani

Wabana, Newfoundland, This work will lai!

untU the end of September. FUe No, 5252-\j

GRADUATE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER ti

eventually superintendent maintenance and oi!

eration of electrical equipment undergroun
and on surface at a mine in Newtoundlami
Should be about 35 years of age and hav'

mining experience, FUe No, 5252-V. '

MECHANICAL ,

MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE ENGINEElí
with 5 years experience in oil refineries rej

quired as assistant maintenance superinteri

dent in Southern Ontário. Please reply givin

details of experience and salary expected. FiJ

No. 5141-V.

APPLICATIONS ARE invited for the position .

instructor in Engineering at Mount Allisf

University. Duties to begin about Sept. 151;

Candidates must be university graduates
engineering. preferably in mechanical en;

neering. Salary ranee $2,500 to $3,000. Plea-'

apply to FUe No. 5150-V,

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, Canadian gradual;

3 to 8 years experience process piping ar

equipment in refinery or chemical plani

Field experience valuable. Work in Sarni.

File No. 5155-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER with 3 to 5 yeai

experience, preferably in connection with co>

struction projects of various kinds, for wo;

on plant engineering projects, Plant locatf

25 miles from Montreal. FUe No. 5161-V,

MECHANICAL ENGINEER OR graduate

engineering physics required by leading r anj

facturer of heating, ventilating and air co

ditioning equipment for sales engineerir

work. Age 21 to 27 years, Prefer a gradua
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of 1953, 1954 or 1955 classes. Previous ex-

perience in this work is not necessary, how-

ever, please state age and experience when
replying. File No. 5168-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER required by auto-

motive manufacturing company in Montreal.

Applicant should be between the ages ol

30-40 and preferably bilingual with experience

in internai combustion engines. Duties will

include the study of quality problems and
production planning. File No. 5178-V.

PROGRESSIVE, MODERN TEXTILE COM-
PANY in Granby, Quebec, wishes to engage a

mechanical or te.\tile engineer as assistant

superintendent. A man of 25 to 35 years of

age who is primarily interested in production

and plant engineering is desired. Previous
manufacturing experience including staff su-

pervision, is essential. AIl Communications
will be considered strictly confidential and
interviews will be arranged in Montreal with
applicants having suitable qualifications. Ap-
plicants should include day and evening tele-

phone numbers, home addresses and details

of qualifications. Please reply to File No.
5179-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER with 5 years or
more experience in materiais handling. Age
28-35. Must be Canadian citizen and must
be registered Professional engineer in Canada
or qualified. Position headquarters in Min-
neapolis, Minnesota, with heavy travei in

Canada. Prefer man with materiais handling

or packaging experience in food industry,

but can consider others. Position offers good
salary opportunity and permanence. Reply giv-

ing complete information regarding personal
history, education, and experience. File No.
5184-V.

A RECENT GRADUATE MECHANICAL EN-
GINEER, bilingual is required by a large

Western Ontário firm. This position involves

travei and would be best fUled by a young
man who likes people and is interested in

the sales and service of diesel engines. File

No. 5186-V.

GR.ADUATE MECHANICAL ENGINEER with
steam plant experience preferably in a central

station utUiztiig pressures of 850 P.S.I. and
temperatures of 900 degrees. Opportunities

for advancement are excellent for right man
interested in career in Latin America with a

Canadian electric utility. Location Maracaibo,
Venezuela. Housing provided. Salary open de-

pending on experience and qualifications. File

No. 5190-V.

MECHANICAL PLANT BETTERMENT EN-
GINEER, required by operating division of

supervisory-consulting organization, for public

Utilities located eleven Latin American coun-

tries. Mechanical engineering graduate pre-

ferred with 5 to 10 years experience operation
and betterment of steam electric plants.

Diesel experience helpful. Some travei.

Knowledge of Spanish desirable not necessary.
Location N.Y. Reply giving age, education,
experience, personal particulars, minimum
salary expected. File No. 5192-V.

MECHANICAL DESIGN ENGINEER required
in Bathurst, New Brunswick, who has gradu-
ated from a recognized Canadian University
and who has had two years experience in the

machine shop and steel fabricating industry.

Duties will include development and design
of earthmoving and industrial equipment.
Reply with details of education, experience,
and aee together with salary range required.
File No. 5196-V.

lESIGN ENGINEER required by a firm in

Hamilton, Ontário, for development and
product design of sheet metal working ma-
chinery such as presses, shears and roll

farming machines. Applicant must have at
least four years of machine design experience
and preferably a graduate engineer. He must
be able to design and develop such equip-
ment with a minimum of supervision. Replies
should outline qualifications, experience, age
and salary expected. File No. 5200-V.

OUNG MECHANICAL ENGINEER for week
in connection with process plant. Previous
experience in industry is not essential but
it is possible that the successful applicant
may be required to spend a short initial

training period with our parent companies
in England. Organization is part of a large
world-wide engineering organization. File No.
5202-V.

lINTENANCE ENGINEER required for new
12,000 BPD refinery at Winnipeg to be
directly responsible to mechanical superin-
tendent for ali maintenance problems, ma-
teriais, and scheduling and supervision of
maintenance personnel and shop. Preferably
mechanical engineer with five to ten years
experience in general refinery engineering,
maintenance and metais inspection, and with
potential for future promotion. Remuneration

will be negotiated. Send full details of previous
experience and responsibility, and recent
photograph to File No. 5204-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER for plant engineer-
ing work in the viscose rayon industry.
Duties will include investigations, reports,
design, and supervision of plant engineering
activities, including maintenance, alterations,
must be graduate engineer, age 26 to 35, with
several years of practical experience in plant
engineering work. Must have ability to take
over leadership of a group and be prepared
to make his own decisions and be responsible
for them. Preferably should also have had
full or partial trade apprenticcship training
in industrial or plant. Position will be per-
manent, and offers excellent opportunity for
advancement to the right man. Applications
should contain ali necessary personal data
and full information about previous engineer-
ing experience. File No. 5207-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER as plant engineer
for large plant manufacturing fibre conduit
pipe at Cornwall, Ontário; three or four
years mechanical engineering experience with
some knowledge of machine design; starting
salary $400-$450 per month. File No. 5212-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER required by plant
engineering department in Montreal. Respon-
sibilities will be to design processing equip-
ment for plating, anodizing, cleaning, de-
greasing, etc. 5-7 years experience in plant
engineering or process planning is a require-
ment. Please apply in writing giving full
details of education experience, past earnings
and personal history. File No. 5221-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER required by Ameri-
can Chemical company establishing in P.Q.
Applicant should have some experience in
plant maintenance and general engineering.
Position offers good opportunity and will in-
clude training in U.S. plant. File No. 5224-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS. Continuing pro-
gress and expansion of this company s opera-
tions have created many interesting new
career opportunities. Costing, selecting and
development Communications systems involv-
ing uses of the latest types of microwave
equipment, network TV transmission, tele-

phone switching systems, carrier systems,
cable distribution systems. In addition to em-
ployee security and benefit plans for which
this company is well known it offers its engi-
neers opportunity to advance to higher ex-
eeutive positions in both engineering and ad-
ministrative capacities. Salary commensurate
with experience and ability. File No. 5227-V.

A GRADUATE MECHANICAL ENGINEER to

lecture in thermodynamics and/or machine
design and assist in laboratory instruction.
Appointment to be on sessional basis for the
first year after which a permanent appoint-
ment as lecturer may be made. Duties to

commence September 1, 1955. Apply to Dean
of Engineering, University of Alberta, Ed-
monton. File No. 5233-V.

YOUNG MECHANICAL ENGINEER, preferably
not over thirty years of age required for
newly constructed plant in Montreal by large
world wide manufacturer. To act as super-
visor of building and mechanical maintenance
departments. Experience not entirely neces-
sary but useful. File No. 5234-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS with or without
paper mill experience required for large pulp
and paper company in the Provinee of Que-
bec. Work available in either engineering or
operating departments. Salary commensurate
with experience and ability. Please reply to

File No. 5235-V.

MECHANICAL OR METALLURGICAL ENGI-
NEER interested in sales work required by
Progressive steel foundry to assume sales

promotion responsibilities. Foundry experience
an asset. Bilingualism a help. Location Mont-
real. Salary open. Car provided, pension plan
and other benefits. Write outlining experi-

ence, qualifications and approximate salary
required. FUe No. 5238-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER with executive
ability required for manufacturing plant, lo-

cated in Montreal, expanding operations.

Please submit full details as to past experi-

ence, marital status etc. to File No. 5239-V.

GRADUATE ENGINEER required as plant

engineer. Duties entail supervi.sion of three

draughtsmen in the engineering department,
and estimating miscellaneous metal contracts

for construction of buildings, shop drawings,
mechanical design such as conveyors and
platework. This position will be permanent
and salary will be commensurate with ex-

perience and ability. Location Maritimes.
File No. 5241-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER required with six

to eight years experience on pressure vessel

design, médium to heavy structural steel or

plate design. Full employee benefits. Large

reputable manufacturer in Ontário. FUe No.
5242-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER newly graduated
or with two or three years experience to
work in the development and research engi-
neering department of large mechanical
manufacturer located outside Montreal. File
No. 5243-V.

TWO DESIGN ENGINEERS for commercial
vehicle design. Good opportunity with a sound
future for a graduate mechanical engineer,
who has had practical experience in struc-
tural design. Location Ontário. File No.
5251-V.

MISCELLANEOUS
MAJOR OIL SERVICE COMPANY operating

in several locations in the Western Provinces
requires several graduate engineers immedi-
ately. The positions offered involve field
work, travelling and irregular hours. The
salary Schedule and employee benefits are
excellent, the work has variety and several
opportunities for advancement are available.
The company is the leader in its field and
well established on a world wide scale. No
previous experience is necessary, however an
interest in fundamental electricity is desir-
able. Applicants must be 20 to 39 years of
age and should supply a transcript of univer-
sity marks with their reply. Please give age,
education, experience and other qualifications.
Minimum salary is $375.00. Complete job and
company description available upon request.
File No. 5146-V.

OPPORTUNITY FOR AN ENGINEER, if you
have had ten or more years of experience in

a pulp and paper mill, or in the sale of
industrial equipment or some combination of

the two, we have an opening in sales en-

gineering that would be very interesting to

you. We are a well established manufacturer
of pulp and paper mill equipment. Living
conditions in our centrally located city are
considered very desirable. This is a sénior
position suitable for a serious and ambitious
man who expects and warrants liberal re-

muneration. Our present staff have been
advised of this advertisement. \'our com-
munication, outlining your background will

be treated in confidence. File No. 5152-V.

LARGE ESTABLISHED paper company re-

quires graduate mechanical, civil and elec-

trical engineers with necessary experience to

undertake investigations, preliminary designs
and estimates for expansion of existing miUs
and new pro.jects which may be contemplated.
Good opportunity for qualified men with pulp
and paper mill experience. Office located

in Montreal. Replies should state age, quali-

fications, experience and salary expected.
Interview will be arranged with prospective
applicants. File No. 5153-V.

SALES ENGINEER, wanted with several years
of sales experience preferably in petroleum
Chemical, steam power plant or pulp and
paper industries. Required to handle ali

sales aspects relating to heat transfer equip-

ment for major firm engaged in design of

same. Would involve travei, principally in

Eastern Canada. Location in Montreal. Salary
and expenses. File No. 5157-V.

SÉNIOR PROJECT ENGINEER required by
engineering-construction firm .specializing in

Gil refineries and chemical plants. Applicants
should have at least ten years experience in

the design and installation of process equip-

ment including pressure vessels, piping,

pumps and compressors, buildings and struc-

tures. Plant operating or maintenance ex-

perience desirable. Location will be Montreal
Office. Please furnish personal data, detailed

experience record and references. File No.
5158-V.

FOR LARGE INDUSTRIAL development in

Middle East, several engineers are required.

Salaries from $15,000 to $30,000, tax free.

Expenses of family to and from destination
included. Following are general qualifications:

1) Civil Engineer, in charge of general ex-

pansion and construction of ali capital works.
2) Civil engineer familiar with water power
development. 3) Elcclrical and mechanical
engineer for industrial expansion and co-

ordination of industries. 4) Agricultural engi-

neer. 5) Transportation engineer for con-
struction and extension of roads, railways.
airports, docks, canais, etc. 6) Industrial

engineers, to advise on processes, operations,
maintenance, expansion. 7) Mining and metal-
lurgical engineer to develop coal, iron ore,

lead, tin, etc. Holiday allowance — 30 days
per year. Two-year contract with possibility

of extension. Salaries guaranteed by inter-

national organization. Age limit, generaUy
from 45 to 60. File No. 5253-V.
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RECENT GRADUATE IN MECHANICAL OR
Chemical engineering required for Montreal
East Refinery. One or two years' basic ex-

perience required with plant Utilities sueh

as steam, air and water. Knowledge of plant

electrical systems useful but not essential.

Position provides excellent opportunity for

Professional experience and promotion. Duties

after suitable training period, will include

such matters as performance studies on

steam boiler plant, steam engine and turbines,

pumps, air compressors, condensers and
similar mechanical equipment, economic
studies on efficient usage of plant Utilities;

preparation of estimates and layouts for ex-

tensions to plant utility systems. Salary de-

pendent on experience and qualifications. Ap-
plications will be treated confidentially and
should be addressed in writing with full

particulars to File No. 5159-V.

YOUNG TECHNICALLY TRAINED men for

industrial engineering subdivision, which In-

cludes tool engineering, production engineer-

ing, work standards, and plant layout and
material handling. Location Ontário. File No.
5162-V.

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER with work standards
experience in foundry, machine assembly
type of operation. Assignments will include

development and installation of major pro-

grams as well as development of procedures
and personnel. We are seeking a man with

a degree in engineering or applied science,

between 28 and 35 years of age. Location
Ontário. File No. 5162-V.

PLANT MANAGER PREFERABLY 25 to 35.

required by an Alberta firm specializing in

precast concrete. Applicants must be univer-
sity graduates in civil engineering or me-
chanical engineering, with a minimum of

three years experience, preferably in manu-
facturing or in reinforced concrete. Will be
required to supervise and direct ali activities

of a branch plant, reporting directly to the
general manager. Salary open, with advance-
ment dependent largely upon administrative
ability. Reply giving full personal particulars,
education, interests and recent photograph.
File No. 5166-V.

YOUNG SALES ENGINEER, preferably 1955

graduate required as sales engineer by
manufacturer of complete line of heating and
ventilating equipment and centrifugal pumps.
Training period for experience in Canadian
or U.S. offices. Head Office in Ontário. File

No. 5169-V.

SALES ENGINEER required by weU estab-
lished and highly respected company in the
field of scientific illumination. Duties after a
specific training program, will involve the
saie of prismatic lighting units and the dis-

cussion of lighting applications with archi-
tects, Consulting engineers and electrical con-
tractors, officials of industrial and commer-
cial firms, municipal and hydro ofticers.

Qualities of personality, diligence, and de-
pendability along with a sincere desire for a
permanent career in the lighting industry are
of prime importance. File No. 5174-V.

DEPARTMENT OF NATIONAL DEFENCE,
Ottawa, urgently requires inspecting officer
Under direction to be responsible for the di-

rection of inspection of the manufacture and
filling of artillery ammunition stores (shell);
to !ay down inspection requirements and
proof conditions concerning the manufacture
and filling of ali shell stores; to set standards
of workmanship and finish; to recommend
acceptance or rejection of concessions or
other departures from drawings and specifi-
cations. Graduation in engineering or applied
science from a university of recognized stand-
ing, and/or qualifications that would permit
membership in a Provincial Association or
the Corporation of Professional Engineers.
File No. 5175-V.

TECHNICAL WRITERS REQUIRED with a
university degree in science or engineering.
The ability to express technical Information
in clear concise English and to read wiring
diagrams, schematics and mechanical draw-
ings is essential. Positions offer varied ex-
perience, future security and an opportunity
for advancement. Please reply stating age.
experience, educational qualifications and
salary expected. File No. 5177-V.

HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS, salary up to $7200.
per annum, depending upon qualification for
St. Lawrence River Joint Board—competition
55-1252. Northern affairs and National Re-
sources, Ottawa, competition 55-1250. Quote
competition number. File No. 5182-V.

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL division of
Building Research, Ottawa, requires a physi-
cist or engineering physicist, to assist with
the Division's Fire research program. Qualifi-

cations: applicants must be graduates from
a recognized university. Salary commensur-
ate with qualifications. The program is in-

tended to reduce the toll of life and the

immense property loss which arise from fires

in aU kinds of buildings in Canada. A wide
general scientific knowledge and originality

and versatUity in experimental work are

more desirable than any advanced speciali-

zation; but an interest in measurement of

thermal radiation and flame temperatures, ir

unsteady-state heat transfer and in statistics

would be an advantage, and the capacity to

write reports which are clear to the public

is indispensable. File No. 5183-V.

AN EXPANDING CANADIAN company has
openings for engineers of university graduate
or equivalent status preferably with gas tur-

bine experience in the foUowing fields. Ex-
perience in gas dynamics problems desired

and the ability to assume responsibility for

organizing and executing detailed programs
for the development of gas turbine combust-
ers and related equipment. Vibration engi-

neers with previous experience preferred in

vibration problems on gas turbine blading

and engine structures. The work will include

direction of laboratory, test house and flight

vibration tests in addition to analysis of test

data. Location Ontário. File No. 5185-V.

A DIESEL LOCOMOTIVE manufacturer in

Western Ontário requires recent graduates,
electrical and mechanical department. This
position will involve design, development and
testing of the locomotive and its components.
Experience not essential. File No. 5186-V.

ENGINEER WITH SOIL EXPERIENCE and
soil mechanics training for interesting posi-

tion in Montreal. Should be Professional en-

gineer or eligible for registration in Quebec.
This position has good prospects for an
intelligent engineer with initiative who has a
reasonable amount of soil training with labor-

atory and field experience. The position In-

volves some work in other fields where any
type of engineering experience will be an
asset. Please give details of education and
experience and other relevant Information to

file No. 5194-V.

MECHANICAL OR ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
recent graduate, required as project engineer
for expanding progressive company of en-

gineering contractors specializing in indus-

trial combustion applications. After a brief

training period he will make surveys. esti-

mates, proposals and become responsible for

design installation and operation. Location
Montreal and vicinity. Salary commensurate
with qualifications. Please reply stating ex-

perience or background. File No. 5197-V.

ELECTRICAL OR METALLURGICAL EN-
GINEER, recent graduate, required by ma-
chine tool house to train for service and
sales of technical production machinery in

the plastics, electronic and metallurgical
field. Location Montreal. Territory Eastern
Canada. File No. 5209-V.

MECHANICAL OR CIVIL ENGINEERS re-

quired by a large metallurgical company
located in Southern Ontário as designing
draftsman. Some experience required in either
plant layout, reinforced concrete structural
Steel or materiais handling. Please reply
giving details of experience and salary re-
quired. File No. 5213-V.

ENGINEER REQUIRED with 5-10 years ex-
perience in Production control covering stores
functions, physical inventory operations, and
dispatch and/or scheduling functions. En-
gineering degree preferred but experience in

production control probably more essential.
Position requires supervision of staff of
approximately 100. Ealary range $6,000-$7,500
dependmg upon experience. Location Montreal.
File No. 5214-V.

RELAY ENGINEER to undertake system
studies and provide relay settings for ali

generation and transmission plant of young
B.C. utility with headquarters in Victoria.
Reply stating age, experience, education,
salary expected. File No. 5215-V.

SALES ENGINEER LOCATED Northern On-
trio, required by established manufacturers'
representative. Selling to pulp and paper,
mining, industrial and heating contractors.
Applications are invited from graduate engi-
neers with civil or mechanical background
and an aptitude for sales work. Address full
details of education and experience to File
No. 5216-V.

ELECTRICAL OR MECHANICAL ENGINEER
required for utility company in Eastern On-
tário. Assistant to engineer. Company opera,
tions include distribution of electricity urban
transportation, and rail switching operations.
Company carries out ali design, construction
and maintenance. Some experience in utility
work would be desirable and an interest in
electric utility is essential. This is an addition
to present staff required by growth and future
retirement program. Salary commensurate
with experience. Applicants should include

resume of education, marital status, health,
experience, and interest references, and a re-
cent Picture. Ali replies in confidence. File
No. 5225-V.

SALES ENGINEER required for Province of
Quebec with experience in automatic heating
with gas etc. Applicant should be bilingual,
Good opportunity. Salary plus commission.
File No. 5226-V.

PERFORMANCE ENGINEER required, who, in
addition to having a degree in engineering
or science should possess a strong mathe-
matical background. A knowledge of hy-
draulics and aero-dynamics essential and
experience in servo-mechanisms most desir-
able. By manufacturer of aircraft engine fuel
systems located in Toronto. Apply with full

details as to experience, age, education, etc.,

and State approximate starting salary re-
quired. File No. 5228-V.

ENGINEER BETWEEN 30 and 40 years of age
with sound knowledge of mechanical engi-
neering to take up responsible position as
sales engineer with a St. John's, Newfound-
land, company. Applicants should write stat-'

ing education, training and experience. Knowl-j
edge of selling desirable but not essential.'

Field of sales would cover a wide line of,

heavy engineering items. An applicant should 1

be prepared to travei fairly frequently within
the Province. AU applications will be strictly

confidential and salary etc. can be discussed
vvhen application is received and suitability

of applicant determined. Reply in own hand-
writing to File No. 5229-V.

ENGINEERS WITH 2 or more years experience
required for rapidly expanding Chemical com-
pany. Civil, electrical, mechanical. Good op-

portunity and permanent position with cent-

ral engineering office in downtown Toronto.
Top salary for right men. Applications will

be confidential. File No. 5230-V.

i'OUNG ENGINEER required by a Montreal
construction company. Applicant must be bi-

lingual and have experience in construction.

State age, education and business experience
in first letter to FUe No. 5232-V.

MECHANICAL OR CHEMICAL engineers witli

2 to 4 years experience, required for positions

in the engineering division of textile industry
located in Cornwall, Ontário. Duties will in-

clude investigations, reports, design and other
affiliated duties connected with the engineer-
ing division. The successfui applicant must,
have the ability to assume leadership of a

group and to take full responsibility for their

work and the decisions made. This position

offers an excellent opportunity to the right

man for future advancement to an executive
position. File No. 5236-V. i

ENGINEER REQUIRED to develop sales for

continuous vacuum filtration equipment. This

equipment manufactured in the United States

by a leading firm and consisting of drum
filters, disc filters, precoat filters, pressure
filters, etc. The sales engineer would residej

in Toronto and make calls, from time toi

time, throughout the Dominion of Canada.

i

Previous sales experience would be an ad
vantage but not a necessity. Full details sup-

plied during interview. Reply giving age, edu-

cation, marital status and previous experi-

ence. File No. 5237-V.

YOUNG GRADUATE ENGINEERS required

who would like to begin their career in the

electrical and mechanical phases of power
transformer design. Full employee benefits.

Large reputable manufacturer located in On-

tário. File No. 5242-V.

SALES AND SERVICE ENGINEER required

by water treatment engineering firms to work

in the Quebec City area. Require man whc
is completely bilingual and preferably with

an engineering degree. File No. 5248-V.

MECHANICAL OR CIVIL ENGINEER, gradu

ate of this year or one with a few years

of experience. The duties will consist of lay

out and design work in a paper mill engineer

ing Office. Salary $375.00 per month. Locatio'

Province of Quebec. File No. 5249-V.

AMERICAN ELECTRONIC CONCERN seeks ;

top-notch microwave engineer to head uf

a newiy formed division. The Corporation

which is located in Boston, Massachusetts
desires a person thoroughly capable of de

signing highly precision microwave compor
ents to operate in the "C", "K", "S", am
"X" band regions. The initial objective oi

the candidate would be to develop a lini

of microwave components which could b(

catalogued and sold to the United State:

electronic industry in general. In additioi

to moving expenses; salary, commensuratf
with ability to produce; the successfui candi

date would be given an opportunity of voting

stock participation at division levei. Every op

portunity for further advancement and finan

ciai interest in the parent corporation wouli

be encouraged. Write full details of marita

status, education, accomplishments and exi

perience. File No. 5250-V.
;
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Is is the Otis Electronic Zone of Detection (lllustrated in phantom) This

ne extends in front of the leading edges of botfi fioistway and elevator

r doors from floor to sfioulder tieigfit. When a possenger enters this

ne of detection the electrical effecí of the passen9er's body energizes

a series of electronic tubes. The tubes in lurn permit the passoge of current

to operate the reioys thot control door operotion. The result? The doors
politely ond obediently reverse before fhey con touch the possenger. This

zone troveis with the cor and provides double-door protection ot each floor.

Elevator door safefy that can't be matched
FOR HIGH SPEED OPERATORLESS ELEVATORS

always vvell to lemember that every elevator entrance

two doors. First, the hoistway door; and second, the

vator car door.

lis is of utmost importance, because passengers on high

ed operatorless elevators should always be protected

m both the hoistway and elevator car doors — for the

Mest degree of safety!

'tis Electronic Elevator Doors have an invisible, 3-dimen-

nal electronic zone of detection (as illustrated in phantom)

t extends in front of the leading edges of both hoistway

car doors from floor to shoulder height. When this elec-

nic zone detects a passenger's presence in the doorway,

doors politely and obediently reverse before they can

touch the passenger. Otherwise, they keep on closing. This

zone traveis with the car and provides full protection at ali

floors.

This unmatched saiety—ohtainable oiihj witJi completelij

automatic autotronic elevators — is available at only

slightly extra cost above such standard cquipment as rubber-

edged contact doors, electric rays, and single door protection.

More than 250 ncw and modernized ofRce buildings, ho-

téis, hospitais, banks and department slores have given

AUTOTRONIC clcvators an overwhelming vote of confidence

—hij biiying Autotronic! Your local Otis oíRce has the details.

Otis Elevator Company Limited

Head OíRce and Works: Hamilton, Ontário

llillllfFif

COMPLETELY AUTOMATIC

AUTOTRONIC
®

ELEVATORS
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Belleville

J. A. CjRant, m.e.i.c,

Sea-etary- Treasurer

Tlio Belleville Branch of the Engi-
neering Institute of Canada held its

eiglith meeting of the 1954-1955 season
on May 16 at the Masonic Temple with
approximately 20 members and guests
present.

B. C. Robson spoke on "Mineral Re-
sources of Hastings County". His ad-
dress was illustrated by nieans of

samples of minerais found in tlie dis-

trict and by the demonstration of mod-
em prospecting equipment including a
geiger counter and black light source.
The speaker was introdiiced by A. O.
Drysdale.

This meeting was the last of the cur-
rent season and activities of the Belle-
ville Branch will be suspcnded until the
October meeting.

Brockville

M. H. D. BliOADBKNT^ M.B.I.C.,

Serrelary-Treasurer

G. M. WOODS, M.E.I.C.,

Brniich News Editor

Coo/ Burning Turbine

R. W. Foster-Pegg, graduate of Mc-
Gill University, addressed 40 members
of the Engineering Institute of Canada,
Brockville Branch, and the Institute of
Powor Engineers, at the Daniels Hotel
in Prescott, Tuosday evening, April 19,

on the subject of "The Experimental
Coal-Burning Tui'bine".

John Preston, introducing Mr. Foster-
Pegg, said the spe.aker had many years
in the developnumt of reciprocai and
turbine engines at the Rolls Royce plant
in England. He is well known to the
graduates of McGill University for his

work on coal-fired turbines and ])ulver-

ized coal-fired locomotivas carried ouL

870

uiulcr the direction of Prof. I). L. Mor-
dei!.

Pro.ject engineer with McCiilI lhii\er-

sity attached to the mechanical engi-

neering departmentj, Mr. Foster-Pegg
(old the group of the experimental tests

conducted by Prof. D. L. Mordell, in

conjunction with Mr. Chant and him-
self on Novcmber 27, 1953, when two
runs were niade on exhaust-heated gas
turbines on oil and coal.

The runs were the first ever made
using powdered coal. "The possibility

of iiroducing an economical unit of one
to fi\e thousand horsepower suitable for

use on the Canadian prairies and also

offering an approach to competition
with diesel locomotives brought the
attention of the Department of Mines
and Technical Surveys of the Dominion
Government to the project," said Mr.
Foster-Pegg.

Africa, he said, would stand to gain
from this development where coal costs
$1 to $3 a ton and water is scarce.

Convert Aircrafi Cngine

In exjilaining in delail tlie develop-
ment of this engine, Mr. Foster-Pegg
used a number of slides. They first

obtained an obsolete aircraft engine, a
Rolls Royce "Dart" turbo-propeller job,
and then designed heat exchangers, fur-
nace and ducting necessary to convert
lhe engine to run on coal, and to lay
out the plant for experimental ('ou-

venience.

Tom Scott tliankcd Mr. Foster-Pegg
for his very informative talk and ex-
pressed the appreciation of the mem-
bers. He said it was not generally
understood by the public that such im-
portant pioneeriiig work in mechanical
development was going on in our uni-
V(M-sities.

President F. F. Walsh infornied lhe
members of a ladies night i^lanned on
or about May 17 when the subject
"Colour in Home Decoration" would be
discussed by Mr. Sinclair of the C-I-L
Paint and Varnisli Division.

June, 1955

In .lime. General Motors has ten
i iiivi ly .-irranged to provide a speake
ii) lalk on lh(> sub.ject of "The Car o
ri)iiinrri)w".

Central British Columbia

H, I). DbBiíok, jr.B.i.c,

Secretary-Tmisurcr

A meeting of the executiva was hei
ai the Ciolf Club in Kamloops on Apri
15, ]955.

The meeting con\-en(Ml at S.IO p.m
wilh Mr. Ker in the chair. Executiv
iiiembei-s present were Messrs. Joplin
.Mulraster, Dimock, Zirul, Wade, Harri
,111, 1 l)(>B(M-k.

After the minutes of the last execu
tive meeting held in VcMUon on Feb
ruary 11 were rèad and adopted t"

secrelary was instructed to ask th
Studc^nt Guidance chairman to folio

u]) his intiuiry to Headquarters concem
ing the film, I^eonardo Da Vinci, an
t.) ask for directions as to its use fo

infornialion of the next meeting.

Letters from the Kootenay Brane
r(>garding the annual meeting in Tor-
onto and their resolution favouring the

a.dmit lance of scientists to membership
in the Institute were read and discussed
The secretary was instructed to writ

the Kootenay Branch saying "That th

executive of the Central B.C. Branch
agrees with the resolution of the Koot-
enay Bi-anch regarding the admi.ssion of

scientists to membership in the Instituli

l)rovided that the individuais admitted
should meet the retiuirements of tln

Institute for membership or alliliuíi-

membership".
It was decided that the E.I.C. execu-

tive report that in discussion with thi

executive of the B.C.E.S., they ha\fc

ascertained that there is a movemeni
afoot for a confederation erabodyinp
the E.I.C. and B.C.E.S. and that a re-

port will be issued this year from oui

parcnt bodies concerning confederation;
and in the meantime, it is recommended
lhat nominating committees of botJ

bodies nominate the same persons foi

conip;irative positions.

The possibility of a joint meeting thi;

year at Trail with the Kootenay Brancl

was discussed.

Fredericton

OtIS LoGUE, M.E.I.C.,

Secretary-Treasurer

NORBBN E. DONAHOE, S.E.I.C.,

Branch News Editor M

Annual Meeting

The Fredericton Bianch of the língi

neering Institute of Canada held il
:

annual meeting on Wednesday e\enin};

April 20, at Colwells Inn with 22 mem
bers present.

After the dinner the election for th',

executive in the forthcoming year wa

held. R. Tweeddale, this years president

was chairman of the nominating com
niiltíM" and Mr. Hargreaves was a nieni

her,

New Executive

Howard MacFarlane was elected presi

dent for 1955-56, Ira M. Beattie, vice

)>resident; Otis Logue, secretary; anc

Hoberl McLaughlin, treasurer.
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lARKSON, ONTÁRIO

BW Outdoor

High-Pressure

View of burner

taken from the in-

side of boiler house.

The recently installed Babcock Type F "INTEGRAL-

FURNACE" Boiler, at the British American Oil Co.

Ltd., Clarkson, Ontário, has a capacity of

120,000 Ibs. of steam per hour and is designed

for 875 psi. pressure.

The boiler is fitted with six Babcock Oil and

Gas Burners. ^l^MA VOA PO>NM

MCOCK-WILCOX AND GOLDIE-McCULLOCH LIMITED. GALT. ONTÁRIO
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Colonel W. Akerley, G. Young and D.
Ganong were elected members of the

executave.

It was pointed out that in the past

year two members of the E.I.C. were

appointed to the City Council and the

Revisions to the Engineering Act were

passed in the New Brunswick Legis-

lature.

After the meeting, films on lead and

einc mining were shown.
On May 9, 1955, the engineering stu-

dents graduating this year from the

University of New Brunswick were

entertained at Colwells. This followed

the annual Iron Ring Ceremony.

Edmonton

R. B. Kerr, jr.B.i.c,

Secretary-Treasurer

P. H. BUCKLAND, MS.l.C,

Branch News Editor

Annual Branch Meeting

The annual meeting of the Edmon-
ton Branch was held on Wednesday
evening, April 20, 1955. The nieeting

was conducted under the direction of

the outgoing branch chairman, E. K.
Cumming.
Reports from the various branch com-

mittees were presented in the annual

report distributed to ali members be-

fore the meeting.
The "Report of Program Committee"

which summarized the clubs activities

from April 28, 1954 to April 6, 1955,

was submitted by H. L. Roblin, chair-

man of the Program Committee. Mr.
Roblin thanked Stan Hampton of tho

committee for his able assistance

through the year.

The "Report of Young Engineers'

Committee" was submitted by P. M
Butler, chairman of that committee. Mr.
Butler gave thanks to Professor L. Gads
and Colonel Cormack of the University

of Alberta for their co-operation in

making the public speaking classes con-

ducted by Mr. Butler's committee a

success.

The "Report of the Membershiu
Committee" was submitted by R. N
McManus, the committee chairman.
The "Report of Committee for Non-

Resident Members" was submitted by
its chairman, J. A. Brownlee. Mr.
Brownlee proposed the abolition of this

committee in future branch executives.

SecretaTy-Treasurer's Report

The "Secretary-Treasurer's Report on
Membership" which noted a steady in-

crease in the rise of both M.E.I.C. and
Jr.E.I.C. members, was submitted by R.
B. Kerr, the secretary-treasurer.

The "Secretary-Treasurer's Financial
Report" was submitted by R. B. Kerr.
Mr. Kerr noted a 1954-55 net income
of $278.87 from an income of $1,589.01

and disbursements of $1,310.14.

The "Report on Hawkes Fund" was
submitted by R. B. Kerr. Donations of

$1,971.90 were passed on to the widow
of a deceased member Mr. Hawkes.
Thanks were made to C. Garnet and
A. E. McDonald for their work pro-
moting the fund.
The "Councillor's Report" was sub-

mitted by Councillors N. J. Allison and
E. L. Smith.
The "Report of By-Laws Commit-

tee" was submitted by its chairman, E.
K. Cumming. The committee recom-

mended four major amendments to

existing Edmonton Branch by-laws. Ali

amendments are to be sent to Council

of the Institute for approval before

being sent to the branch membership
for approval.

Officers and íxecutive

The "Nominating Committee Report"

waa submitted by N. J. Allison, E. K.
Cumming and R. B. Kerr. The com-
mittee recommended the foUowing as

officers and executive members of the

Edmonton Branch for the year 1955-56:

chairman, H. L. Roblin; vice-chairman,

R. N. McManus; Executives for one-

year term, J. A. Brownlee. S.J. Hampton,
A. W. Peterson, and D. E. A. Mackay;
(these members are completing the

second year of a two-year term)

;

executives for two-year term, T. M.
Carscadden, B. Y. Lynn, T. H. Newton,
and W. D. Stothert; secretary-treasurer,

R. B. Kerr; auditors, E. E. Moore and

K. Provost.

Ali of the above reports and recom-
mendations were adopted by the re-

quired majority vote of the branch
membership.

Halifax

W. D. PlPPY, M.E.I.C,

Se cretary-Treasurer

Fred H. Tremain, m.ej.c,

Branch News Editor

Technieal Meeting, March 3

A technieal meeting of the Branch was
held on Thursday, March 3, 1955, at

8.00 p.m. in the Assembly Room of the

MacDonald Building, Nova Scotia

Technieal College. This meeting was of

particular interest to engineers in the

electrical field. There were two speakers

for this meeting. D. G. Brown, of the

Nova Scotia Light & Power Co. Ltd.,

epoke on "Pilot Wire Relaying in the

Halifax System". This was a very in-

teresting talk and was illustrated winh
slides. R. W. Wilson, of the Maritime
Telegraph and Telephone Co. Ltd.,

spoke on "The Use of Radio in Tele-
phone Communications". This talk was
illustrated by drawings and dealt chiefly

with the use of micro wave in the Mari-
times and particularly between Halifax
and Saint John, N.B. A discussion period
was held before the meeting was ad-
journed. Approximately 70 members
were in attendance.

Buffet Supper, March 31

A general meeting in the form of a
buffet supper was held in the Bedford
Roam of the Nova Scotian Hotel on
Thursday, March 31, at 5.30 p.m. This
meeting had an attendance of over 125
members.
The speakers for this meeting were

Dr. P. L. Pratley, and his son, Hugh
Pratley.

Their subject was in connection with
the new Angus L. Macdonald Bridge.
Dr. Pratley designed this structure and
spoke at length on the various problems
of design. Hugh Pratley, who was the
engineer in charge of construction, out-
lined in detail the various stages of
construction. The bridge was officially

opened for traffic on April 2 with
appropriate ceremonies and Mrs. Angus
L. Macdonald, widow of the late Pre-
mier of Nova Scotia, cut the ribbon.
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iHSfCH PRESSURi SEISmVE

TAPES for box sealing

There are few coramercial box

$<eaHng problems that can't be

haodled b«tter with pres$ure>

sensitive tape. In the "3M"
line there »fe specialized

"SCOTCH" Brand tapes aod

dispeasers for «very

applicatioa.

$AN PiUPERS

o self-serv© sei

Here's the go-ahe%d hardware

inao's time and money saver

. . . an at-a-glance sandpaper

selector. "How to do it"

booklets recommend the right

grits and methods, makisg
self-service easy.

for mass production or

"do-it-yourself"

Formulated primaríly for

laminating plastics it stick^

metais, wood, rubber, masoatte,

tileboard, ceramics and leather.

The immediate high booding

strength o( "3M" Contact

Adhesive eliminates ali aeed

for clamping.

lAer *'3M" contributíoGis to Industíy are

. RUgnetic recordiog tapes, photo-offset

|i|Xes, decorative ribbons and "SCOTCH"
CTILE AND SHOE TAPES.

lESOTA MINING & MANUrACTURING
,:ANADA LIMITED

HDON CANADA
'Htm* t Halifax M«nlra«l Iwrwnl* Wniin(|»«a Calaory Van«<Mwai

I

1 Saint 4mhíiií

SCOTCHIITI REFLECTIVE

SHEETÍN6 works oll nighf

on borrowed light

The brilliant true-culouí

reflection of "SCOTCHLITF?
Emblems gives night-time

impact to your sales message,

trade mark or name . . . make
long range safety signal» thaf

protect your vehicle* froni

Collisioas after dark.

ScoTcíiRAP nn insíilatíoii
Nõ. 50 ond No. 51

protecting buried pipe

Apply by hand, by hand»

operated or by power-driveo

applicator. The (ough,

flexible VinyI piastic film has

pressure-sensitive adhesive

that grabs fast and holds

permanently. Assures

underground gas and otl

pipelines protectioo.

AIRCRAFT SEALERI
The modern aircraft calls fof

the use of sealers io many
different applicatioos. Of ali

"3M" products furnished to

the industry, sealers are the

most specialized since they|

perform so many differeni

jobs. Currently, more than a

score of "3M" Sealers are

being used in a variety of

aircraft uses, each engineered!

to its specific fuoctsoQ.

Minnesota Mining & Manufocturing of Canado Limited

BOX 757, LONDON, ONTÁRIO.

Please send your latest literature :

—

Box Sealing D Sandpaper "do it-yourself"

booklets

Adhesives D Reflective Emblems

O Underground pipe wrap G Coatings and Sealers

NAMK _

POSITION

COMPANY
ADDRLSS



CUT
your sewage

and draínage

pipe

costs

Specify genuíne

NO-CO-RODE
ROOT-PROOF PIPE

No-Co-Rode Root-Proof Pipe is economical to

handie and install . . . will not break, crack or

shale through handling or in the ground. The

tapered, self-sealing joinfs simply tap into

place fo give a permanent, water-tight and

root-proof line . . . while longer, lightweight

lengths and quick, easy assembly of fewer

joints reduce handling and installation costs

to a minimum. For further savings in time and

cost, the line con be tested and the trench

back-filled immediately.

Specify No-Co-Rcde Root-Proof Pipe for house

to sewer or septic tank connections, storm d/ains

and other outside non-pressure uses. For

permanent, trouble-free septic tank disposal

beds and other drainage instollations, specify

No-Co-Rode Perforated Pipe.

Distributmd by:

Alexander

MURRAY
t Cempany

IIMITED

CRANE
LIMITED

Joints tap into place wilh

hammer and wood block.

Wilhtland* toil move-
menl, froti action and
heavy loadt.

Manufactvred by: NO-CO-RODE COMPANY LIMITED, Cornwall, Ontário

Joint Meeting, April 14

The second annual joint meeting o!

the Military Engineers Association o:

Canada and the Halifax Branch of th^
Engineering Institute of Canada Wài
held in the Robie Street Armouries od..

Thursday, April 14, at 8.30 p.m. witn
approximately 135 in attendance. Thf|

speaker was Lt. Col. E. Churchill;

Deputy Director of Works (Eng.) Arraj;

,

Headquarters, Ottawa. His subject wa'

;

"Camp Gagetown and its Developi
ment".

Comp Gogefowfi

Camp Gagetown is one of the majoi
constniction projects undertaken in thi

Maritimes in recent years and is slated»

for completion and in full operation b)

the end of next iyear.

It is located approximately 14 miles

from Fredericton and was chosen foi

the reason that the terrain was suitablé

for ali types of army training, includ-

ing field training in heavy artiilery

jungle fighting and mountain warfare;

It covers an area of approximately 42?

square miles. It is proposed to construct'

100 buildings of concrete, steelframe f)i

stucco construction ; and there will bf

a 115-12.5 bed hospital, an 800 seal

theatre, stores, etc; and an independeiiij

telephone exchange. i

The camp will use two million gal-j

lons of water a day and will have í'

central heating plant nine storeys high'

It will be the largest building in thi.

area.

Over 2,000 people were displaced anc

more than 1,000 legal transactions wenj

involved in purchasing and expropriat

ing the site.

After a discussion and qiiestion periodi

George A. Cunningham, vice-chairmaijf

of the Halifax Branch, moved a vot.f

of thanks to Lt. Col. Churchill for hl;

excellent talk. i

Hamilton

A. F. Barnard, jr.E.i.c,

Se crelary-Treasurer

Ross R. Packeb, jr.E.i.c,

Branch Neivs Editor

Annual Joint Meeting with A.I.C.C.

The Hamilton and Toronto section

of the A.I.E.E. were our hosts at i

joint meeting on April 15, at the We.-i

inghouse Auditorium in Hamilton. .1

W. Kerr welcomed us on behalf o,

Canadian Westinghouse. )

H. Tovee introduced the speaker

Graham L. Moses, who first worked fo^

Westinghouse Electric in the railwai

division, then with the railway engineer

ing department, before entering 12 yeai

ago the insulation development sectioi

which he has headed for the past fiv

years.

Graham L. Moses, Guest Speaker

Graham L. Moses discusscd new in

siilation and new process technique.-J

Motors were first insulated using

natural substance such as mica splitl

tings, which still has many advantagej

but has recently been greatly supplí

mented by insulation and bindeq

developed by modern chemistry.

Insulations must have many propeJ

ties to withstand such stresses as thei

mal aging. conducting contaminatel

thermal expansion, mechanical damagiil

high voltage, and looseness due to e>jj

pansion.

'1

í

{Continued on page 878 (86)
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WITH AN ^xià^

ronclad
BATTERY

(hrough centre of each

^ube" is an alioy core whtch is

fhe heavy top cross bar. These
• siyrdy, non-buckiing grid. Both

d top bar are made of Exide's

:rrosion-rosÍstant Sílvrum, on
i silver, lead and other com-

which adds greatly to plate's

Dolyethylene Ínsulatiríg tube

of ocidproof, non-corroding

fits snugly Ínto bottom of

Tubes" elimincting loss of

materiol from the bottom
I : plate, thus lronclad's hígh

."ap'ty is sustained for longer

*or a life.

much greoter exposure of

material to electrolyte as

•-d with fhat of usual flat

piote. This makes possible
n power abiiity and uniíorm

charocteristics of the Iron-

Negotive plotes are extra

j

to balance increased copacity

"Power Tube" positives.

>[>E BATTERIES OF CANADA LIMITED

i : ENGINEERING JOURNAL June, 1955

FOR PEAK PERFORMANCE
OVER A LONGER LIFE

lronclad's exclusive power tube positive plates are the most effective

power retainers ever demonstrated in motive power service.

These tubular, polyethylene retainers contain hundreds of fine

slots which permif the electrolyte to fiow freely to the active material

which is packed around a centre core of heavy corrosion-resistant

Silvium alloy.

Each tube is end-seoled. At the top by the heavy, Silvium alloy,

current-carrying bar . . . at the bottom by a polyethylene sealer.

This simple construction permits fhe lowesf known internai resistance,

eliminates plate buckiing, minimizes grid-structure stresses due to

expansion or controction in a working battery, and holds the shedding

of active material to a minimum.

These are the things to remember when buying a motive power

battery . . . the things that mean higher power abiiity, longer working

life, lower depreciotion cost and less operotional expense.

An Exide-lronclad battery will give you snappy truck perform-

ance right to the end of the working doy . . . and last years longer.

RONCLA
1

MONTREAL TORONTO VANCOUVER

«:.> (85)

à



Western Engineers

Hold Meetingí

Prince Rupert. Left to right, J. G. Lewis, L. Evans, l
Orr, Wentworlh Brown, R. O. Evans, Mr. Kristmansor
M. Wayman, R. Cunliffe, V. T. B. Williams, J. P. Jopj
R. M. Sanford, D. J. Doswell, Colonel Grant, T. C
Spangler, R. McBride, W. C. R. Jones.

Prince Rupert. V. T. B. Williams, Colonel Grant,
Cunimings, R. McBride.

Prince George. H. P. Burden, W. J. MacKenzie and Co|

Grant.

Kitiniat. Seated, R. A. H. Ruddell, P. M. Hopkins, J
Portier, P. E. Radley, J. G. Campbell, Col. Grant, P. \(

Douglas-Turner. Standing, A. C. Turney, II. C. Jer
kinson, R. C. Hermann, R. W. Kraft, J. L. Connolly,F.1
Boutillier, L. A. Kirkpatrick, H. U. McLellan,' F
Hauser, G. T. Trudeau, W. H. Sparks, J. T. Madill, K, 1

Sommer, S. Butte.

1
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rhe field secretary, Lt.-Col. L. F.

Irant visited the West in February
ind March. These are some of the
roups of engineers who held meetings
or the occasion.

•lin Flon. Front row, left to right, J. Stirling, K. McMil-
an, B. Gordon, L. Guglielniin, G. Feldman, K. Com-
itock. Back row, A. Harder, J. Siryj, Gol. Grant, W
Casperski, D. Treilhard, F. Pearson, M. Kostiuk.

tcean Falis. S. W. Forstrom, J. M. Heaps, J. Graham

Brandon. A distinguished friend at theBrandon meeting was W. H. Shillinglaw,
who became a Student member of the Institute in 1887. He makes his home in
Brandon, where he practised for many years as a municipal engineer and in
private practice.

V

Brandon. From left to right, around the table, Geo. Diirnin, K. Maitland, G.
Miller, Gol. Grant, J. Hoogstraten, L. Stevenson, C. Smelts, E. Hay ward, E.
Locke, C. Landon, W. Taciuk, L. Blackman, G. Beech, E. Kaarsberg, K. Sharpe,
G. B. Williams, J. Harrison, J. Peacock.

HE ENGINEERING JOURNAL June, 7955
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Costly delays and mistakes ccn be eliminated . . . heavy

inventories, duplicate accounting and warehousing can be re-

duced when branches are linked via PRIVATE WIRE TELETYPE.

In hundreds of businesses, large and small, Private Wire Tele-

type can help cut costs, improve operations in scores of ways.

OTHER COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES

Inquire how Intra-Fax Service or Telemetering can

be used in your business.

Have our Communications specialists demonstrate how PW

Teletype can work for you. Cali your nearest telegraph office.

HANDLING MORE THAN 75% CANADIAN TELETYPE SERVICE

Branch News
Hamilton

{Continued from page 87It (8^))

New Material, New Procedure

Thermal insulation is a radical de
parture which emploj's not only a nefl

material but also a new procedure. Thi

material used is a tape of mica split

tings with impregnating polyester. Th(

soluble is dissolved in the resin usa

and a catalyst is contained which aidi

the reaction with the bond in mica tapi

without producing any liquida or gases,

The change takes place directly frotn

liquid to solid and is irreversible.
j

The chemical components are builti

in place to fiU the voids between the'

large molecules of mica. As a result of'

the process it takes one thousand timos

as long to destroy the mica walls. It

e\ en has restorative properties and isl

cliemically inert.
^

During the reaction any moisture

present is driven out. The thermal cou-

ductivity is high, thus lets more heat>

escape resulting in longer life.

Thermalastic Insulation

With thermalastic insulation, electric

machinery coils now can be made
size control and dimensional stabiliS

The technique is to subject the co|
taped with the special tape consistii

of mica splittings and a binder to a hi^

vacuum, then to spray the coils wilá

the solvent in a pressure chamber. Thd
coils cure in moulds to ensure dimen-l

sional control. The thermalastic insula-]

tion has one quarter the thickness ex-|

panse of asbestos insulation.

Slides were shown of a core mode
used to test insulation. A graph of time

versus voltage to cause failure showed|
an increase in voltage for any tii

but a much greater increase (1000:1)

the time for a specific voltage.

The first thermalastic insulated coilsl

were used with steam turbine genera-'

tors, later with water wheel generators.!

In 1951 some low voltage machines were

insulated, however in 1954 it becams
standard for ali a-c. motors. We were

informed that now Westinghouse in-

sulate with thermalastic ali d-c. motors

and generators.

The thermalastic insulated motors

stand up well under service operating

conditions such as in rubber planta

where carbón black is a problem, or in

moisture laden atmospheres. The re-'

sistance to ground of motors while being
^

sprayed for 275 hours dropped greatlyll

with both asbestos and thermalastic in-;|

sulation, but the motor with thermalas- :

tic insulation returned to high mcgohm
reading very rapidly while drying while

standing over a pool of water.

D-c Test

Mr. Moses commented on the d-c;

test used to test coils. A study of the;

coils which failed during the d-c. test;

disclosed that they should have failed,

and not one stator has failed since re-

ceiving and passing the d-c. test. For
[

the last five years ali preliminary tesísj

at Westinghouse are d-c. before the

;

final a-c. test.

Any attempt to forecast failure haS;

been made bj' increasing the d-c. volt-j

age slowly to the required value. _
j

New coils designed for cooling will,i

necessitate new insulation, said

(86) 878 June, 1955 THE ENGINEERING JOURN.



PHOTO ANALYSIS
AND INTERPRETATION

THE PROOf OF
THE PI:HDDIfaG

.

Mapped 4000 miles

away— but when the

survey party arrived

at the spot the peat

sampler brought up

the proof— here wos

buried trouble
exposed in time to

save expensive
changes in plans and

location.

\

/, .

O A If SITES.'- RAILRÍfrB^
ROAirS-PIPElINES-AIRFIELDS

LOCATION Before you plan construction, ^oy/, the ground conditions

thoroughiy and avoid trouble. Oufjsoft surveys give you this in-

formation on time and in time for maxímum use. Our expertstwi^l help you avoid the prob-

lems of peat and muck deposits, unstable soils, rocl< excavation, Hti|<js1jdes and seepage.

MATERIALS SURVEYS ^"'^ Materiais Survey Division tocate^^;^^ .'rnillion cubic yards of

gravei and 50 million cubic yârds of 'clay^^4t)cl spedai borrow in

1954. Our rapid and accurate surveys locate undeveloped; sourceè^r. jCçncrete'. .aggregates,

filter sands, clays and special borrov\^ for engineers, contractors and^râei.dy-mix plants.

INDUSTRIAL SITES '^P^'^^^ °" studies arç the mostiaotborrtdfiv^i» available,

drawing on the full experience of moderri gelotogy, '&ngjne'éríng,

agriculture and transportation. They include such factor$^ as foundfttion conditions, gírounid

water resources, climate, related housing, transportation-, 'fiti and construction materiais.

Represented in New England by: New''England Survey Service, Inc.

9NALD J. BELCHER & ASSOCIATES, INC
FOREST HOME DR. I TH A CA, N. Y. CABLE FOTOANALYST



IN PHOnCEUS
The superiority of Canadian Marconi Photoconductive

Celis is shown in this review of its characteristics.

DissípaHon 0.3 watts max.

Voltage 1.5 to 120 max. volts

(a.c. or d.c.)

Current 20 ma max.

Temperature — 70°C. to 75°C. ambient

Spectral Response approximates that of the eye.

Wavelength at max. response 5100 angstroms

Dark resistance 1 O to 1 000 megohms
*Sensitivity at 1 ft. candie (100 volts). .0.15 to 0.4 amp/lumen
Capacitance 20-30 mmfd
Rise-time at 50 ft. candles 5 m. sec

Decay-time at 50 ft. candles 10 m. sec
*Measured with a 2854°K colour temperature tungsten lamp.

NOW AVAILABLE
For further informafion confact Photocell Department

CANADIAN MARCONI COMPANY
244-2 TRENTON AVENUE, MONTREAL 16, P.Q., CANADA

Moses, but he felt sure that new and
better insulation will be developed.
After a question period, the membere

and guests enjoyed a light hmch.

Nipissing and Upper Ottawa

E. A. Watson, m.e.i.c.,

Secretary-Treasurer

A. T. McKeREALL, M.E.I.C.,

Branch News Editor

R. R. Prescott E/ecfed Chairman

R. R. Prescott of Temiskaming waa
elected chairman of the Nipissing and
Upper Ottawa Branch of the Engineer-

ing Institute of Canada at the annual
meeting of the Branch held on April 27,

1955, at the Manor Hotel.
Following dinner J. W. Millar, the

outgoing chairman, presided over the

election of oíEcers and a business ses-

sion. E. A. Watson presented the secre-

Cary-treasurer's report, G. L. Hood, the

Membership Committee's Report, F. R.

Marshall, the Entertainment Commit-
tee's report, H. R. D. Graham, the

Papers Committee's report and R. R.

Prescott, the report by the committee
studying the Smith report on amalgama-
tion.

Those elected to the executive of the

branch were: R. R. Prescott, chairman;
T. C. MacNabb, vice-chairman ; F. R.

Marshall, Committee, North Bay; and

R. A. Booy, Committee, Temiskaming.
Mr. Millar outlined the highlights of

the past year and tumed the chair over

to Mr. Prescott. The meeting adjourned
following a few remarks by the incom-

ing chairman.

Northern New Brunswick

G. J. Melanson, jr.E.i.c.,

Secrelary-Treasurer

J. O. Flower, jfji.x.c.,

Branch News Editor

General Meeting, April 29
'

A general meeting of the Northern'

New Brunswick Branch of the Engi-

neering Institute of Canada was held

April 29 at the Bathurst High School.'

Chairman G. A. Kirner presided, and

there were 30 members present.

Nominations were received for the

executive for 1955-56, and C. R. Whalen

and T. W. Creaghan of Dalhousie were

appointed auditors.

Leonardo da Vinci Filn»

After the business meeting a doeu-

mentary film on the lifework of Leon-i

ardo da Vinci was shown. This was onei

of the first screenings of this film in

Canada. It illustrated beyond any

doubt, that Leonardo da Vinci was the

pioneer supreme of ali engineers, and

that his theories, written down cen-

turies ago, are the cultural base of the,
|

engineering profession today.
j

Saint John

J. W. G. SCOTT, M£.I.C.,

Secretary-Treasurer

G. E. GR.4HAM, M.E.I.C,
I

Branch News Editor !

"Operaiion Budworm" '

The regular monthly meeting of th

Engineering Institute of Canada, Sain

John Branch, was held in the Admira

Beatty Hotel on Tuesday, May 10, 19551

In the absence of the chairman, T. Ci
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'^How do you know they'11 meet?"
A bridge begins its life long before the first member is hoisted

into position.

It starts on the drawing board, where loads and stresses are

translated into the necessary girders, beams and rivets. When
fabrication begins the plans are precise— there can be no margin
for error. This demands a combination of science and practical

knowledge to a high degree.

As designers and builders of successful bridges across Canada,
Bridge & Tank oífers you this combination. Whether your prob-

lem is one of bridges, storage tanks, buiklings, pressure vessels,

towers or machined parts, the Bridge & Tank team of steel

companies is equipped, in faciiities and experience, to answer it.

HAMILTON BRIDCP: DIVISION, HAMILTON • VULCAN IRON & ENGINKERING I.Tn., WINNIPEG
[EEM CANADA LTD., HAMILTON • SAWYKR-MAS.SKY LTD., HAMILTON • VULCAN MACHINEKY & EQUIPMENT LTD., WINNIPEG

MANITOBA FOUNDRIES AND STEEL LIMITED, SELKIRK 5366
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IF HIGH PRESSURES
DO TMS TO YOUR
BLAST COIL TUBING

Unifiri
SimiNE

AN ALUMINUM
INTEGRAL FINNED

TUBE WITH A HEAVY-WALL

STEEL LINER,

Unifin "Steeline" tubing is designed specifically for high
pressure blast coil installations, and in particular to over-

come the problem of corrosion failure. It is suitable for

replacement purposes in any standard blast coil, or is

available as original equipment in items in the Unifin range.

The electrolylic corrosion resulting from a junction of
copper tubing with a steel header is entirely absent where
"Steeline" is used . . . the liners being arc-welded to the
headers to form an all-ferrous construction.

For an increase in initial cost oj less than 50% UNIFIN
"STEELINE" W^ILL DOUBLE YOUR BLAST COIL LIFE!
Write for engineering data to —

Unifin Tube<^
lONDON. CANADA

THE ONLY INTEGRAL FINNED TUBE - Patented in Canada and patwits pending.

(90) 882 June, 1953

IÍÍKKÍn.son, ,1. Frank Dody prosided. Mr.l

Dody introduced tlio speakcr for the]

evening, B. W. FlciRcr, who is man-f
ager of the Forost Prote(;tion Depart-'

rii(>nt of Campbcllton, N.B.
Mr. Fleigrr .-;poko under the titlol

"Oporatioii Biidworm". He said that in|

the fali of 1951 an extrernely bad situ-,

ation had devnloped in the forests ini

the north of the province where ani

epidemic of spruce budworm was ini

full íwing.
I

Aerial Sprayíng

It was decided to attempt an aerial

sprayin;;; program to control tliíí bud-

worm. Pulp and paper coiiipanios and

the provincial government decided that

some action should bo taken to jjreserve

valiiable timber and a forest spraying

program was decided on in tlie fali of

19.51.

Since float aircraft could not be used,

it wa.s nccessary to provide air íields in-

side the spiaying area. In November,
19.51, the first field was started and was

completed in .January, 19.52. Tliis field

wa.s 2.50 íeet wide and % mile long. Ali

material had to be moved to the site in

the winter before a heavy spring

break-up.
A new insecticide had to be devel-

oped which could be stored under winter

conditions. Thcre was great diíliculty in

))rocuring spraying aircraft and they

were obtaincd from the United States,

rnostly from west of the Mis.sissii)pi.

Biological control of the operatioii

was handled liy the Federal Depart-

ment f)f Agriculture. '1'hey speciíied

when the application of si)ray should be

made and per cent kill of the insects.

One Hundred Per Cent Kíll

]''irst results indicated ono hundred

per cent kill of insect population, The
first year the area eovered was about

ten per cent of the infcsted area, about
.'«)0 .sq. miles. By the end of July this

area had becn heavily reinfested from

outside and it was decided that spray-

ing should be greatly extendcd ia the

next year.

The Province of New Brunswick, four

pulp and jiaper companies, and the

federal government .share cost of spray.

In 195.'{ a new method was used to

cover a wider area with le.ss spray and

1,800,000 acres were treated. In 1954 the

roinfestation was not as serious as in

195."!.

In 19.5."] fivc ndditional airfields were

built and in 19.54, two more.
The spraying operation has growa

from 300 sq. miles in 1951 to 4,000 sq.

miles in 19.55. The same insecticide has

been used througliout.

Pine Forest Susceptible

KÍIiciency ha.s been gained through

the u.se of one type of aircraft and one

type of engine. About eighty aiicraft

will be used in 1955 with ten inspection

aircraft flying from six locations in New
Brun.swick and four in Quebec. Control

of this insect is of vital importance to

lhe i)rovincc. The pulp and paper in-

dustry is based on a pine forest which

is very susceptible to budworm attack.

The present object of the spraying

operation is to keep the forest alive

until natural conditions develop to stop

the epidemic.
At the conclusion of the talk pictures

showing part of the operation were

shown by H. B. Lingley. Mr. Fleiger

was thanked for his interesting talk by

John Flood. v

THK KNGINEi:i{l^(; JOl UNAL



lhe PROOF of a buílclmg's age ís behínd these doors!

f 'e seconds behind these doors, and
yi know your building's age!

f tice the plumbing fixtures. If

tl-y are off-the-floor . . . your build-
ii'" is new forever. If not . . . it is

Oiolete when the doors first open.

C'-the-floor fixtures installed today
í 1 never give away the age of your
bildings. Year after year, they
'1 continue to contriV)ute to the
d.ireabihty—and marketabiUty

—

your investment. They add
8 iciousness. They free washrooms
olitter-traps and breeding grounds
f< bactéria. They do away with
Ostacles to easy cleaning and hos-
pal-iike sanitation.

1 today's major buildings, more
tm 800,000 such fixtures are sup-

ported on the ZURN SYSTEM®
You should look into the reasons

•W'hy. You will find, among other

things, that Zurn-engineered, pat-

ented features simpHfy installation

and alignment. The entire stress

is on the Zurn fitting—not on tlie

waU. And ZURN SYSTEMS never

interfere with future alterations, but

often make them easier.

Buildings age fast enough. Do not

give yours a running start by de-

signing washrooms that are obsolete

wlien the doors first open.

Before planning your next building,

be sure to write for the helpful new

booklet, "Beliind Closcd Doors."

It is your guide to modern, sanitary

washroom decor. 110-1

Jlic ZURN '/AMO ZONlfis crtatcd by

mounting off-thc-floor plunil)inK fixtures

on í)fhind-tlie-wall ZURN SYSTEMS.
'J'liis pcrniils the highest degrec of rest-

room .sanitíition to be atlaincd and

niaiiitaincd. Ali major plumbing inanu-

faoturers make fixtures to íit the

ZURN SYSTHM.

COPrRIOMT 1»S5 J. A, ZURN MFC. CO.

CANADIAN ZURN ENGINEERING LTD.
Plumbing Divislon

2052 St. Catherine St. W., Montreal 25, P. Q.

oronto, Ont. Montreal, Que. Vancouver, B. C. Winnipeg, Man.
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Additíons to the Instítute Líbrary

— Book Notes —Revíews Abstracts

BOOK REVIEW

A history of mechanical inventions,
lev. ed. A. P. Usher. Cambridge, Har-
vard Universitv press, Toronto.
Saunders, 1954. 450 pp., illus., $11.75.

During the years since 1929, when the
first edition of thi.s work appeared, it has
become recognized as a masterpiece of

thought and presentation in the field of

mechanical invention. In this completely
revised edition the author's theories on
his subject have been further developed
in the four additional introductory chap-
ters. In the main these theories are based
on Gestalt psychology and on the con-
cept of a continuous social evolution.
Emphasis is placed on the importance of

economic forces in the development of

technology. The author, however, is not
dogmatic in this analysis of histórica!

invention and does not present his

theories as proof of the school of

thought which they represent.

Following these preliminary chapters

an account is given of various specific

mechanisms and of general develop-

ments and trends. This section is not as

detailed as the account found in the new
five-volume "History of Technology",

edited by Charles Singer, E. J. Holm-

yard and A. R. Hall, but the method of

presentation is logical and fascinating.

Two chapters are devoted to the early
history of mechanical sciences and to the

equipment of pre-Christian antiquity, a
history which demonstrates some sur-

prisingly advanced thinking. Next comes
a discussion of water wheels, windmills,
water clocks and mechanical clocks dur-
ing primitive times.
Of special interest to our readers will

be the story of Leonardo da Vinci, the
engineer and inventor, for many have
seen, or will soon have the opportunity
to see, the film of his work which was
recently purchased by the Engineering
Institute of Canada.
The development of printing is in-

cluded as well as textile machinery, and
precision Instruments which were evolved
from clocks and watches. The last sec-
tion is devoted to the production and
distribution of power in general and to a
number of operativa mechanisms in par-
ticular.

This revised edition will interest many
classes of readers, from scientists and
technicians to those concerned with the
history of science and invention and
with economic and social history. M.R.

LIBRARY REGULATIONS
Hours

Mon.-Fri 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

Biblíography and Reference

Service

Short subject bibliographies are compiled
on request. When placing these requests,
please give as much detail and background
Information as possible.

Borrowing
Books, periodicals, pamphlets and films
may be borrowed for two weeks at a time.
Ali books included in the Library Notes
Section of The Engineering Journal are
available for loan. A fine of 25c per day
is charged for each day borrowed

items are retained beyond the two-
week period.
A library deposit of $5.00 at par in Mont-
real is reqaired, for which two items may
be borrowed at a time. Temporary deposits
(30 days or less) $10.00. Books are sent
anywhere in Canada, and carrying charges
are payable by the member concerned.

Ordering
Any book or pamphlet may be ordered
through the library. AU publications of
afliliated societies, whether books, pamph-
lets, or periodicals, should be ordered
through the library, as reduced rates are
applicable on these to ali members.
Except in the case of library deposits
please make no payments in advance.
Non-members may consult the library,
but may not borrow material. Please
address ali requests to The Library.

BOOK NOTES
Prepared by the Library

The Engineering Institute of Canada
*Review provided through the courtesj

of the Engineering Societies Library ii

New York.

Prepared by the Library

The Engineering Institute of Canada!

*Book notes marked by an asterisk havq
been provided through the courtesy o3
the Engineering Societies Library iiinn
New York. ]f

Angewandte Nomographie, Teil 1

Fritz Kiessler. Essen. Girardet, 1952

135 pp., illus., 18 DM.
The first volume of this book on ap-

plied nomography is divided into five

general sections, beginning with a theo-
ji

retical introduction to this method oqi
graphically solving equations.

Equations with two and three vari

ables are covered within such subjects

as parallel scale nomographs. A great

number of equations and graphs are

naturally included and it should prove

a useful book to any of our readers who
are at home in the German language.

Basic clectronics. Van Valkenburgh
Nooger & Neville, Inc. New York
Rider, 1955. 5 vols., figs., $2.00 (U.S
per vol., $9.00 (U.S.) per set.

A companion series to "Basic eleo

tricity" this set is the second balf o:

the U.S. Navy's electricity and elec

tronics training program. It is a ver}

simplified approach to the subject anc

niakes extensiva use of illustrations. Th
course covers diodes, power supplies

amplifiers, oscillators, transmitters anc

receivers. Each section is followed b)

review pages which assist in home study

ing.

Basic vacuum tubes and their uses

J. F. Rider and Henrv Jacobowitz

New York, Rider, 1955. 204 pp
diagrs., $3.00 (U.S.).

This is a scientific explanation, on ai

elementary levei, of the theory anc

operation of the basic types of vacuun

tubes. Included is material on electroni

and electron emission, diodes, triodei,

and multielectrode tubes.

Baumaschinen-Wartung. Heinricl
Ilsemann. Berlin, Ernst, 1955. 86 pp
illus., 9.80 DM.
In this construction guide for ovar

soers, foremen and engineers we fine

a well-illustratcd description of tools ancj

pquipment used in the building industi;

Methods of site preparation and th^

provision of such necessary supplies

water, grease, and lubrication are th'l

subject of the first section of the bool

The second main section discussf

various types of equipment. These ir

elude machines for lifting and transpor!

ing materiais; earth moving equipinent|

cranes; and diesel engines.

*Behavior of metais under impulsivi

loads. J. S. Rinehart and J. PearsoiT

Cleveland, American society fc|

metais. 1954. 256 pp., ilus., $5,51

(U.S.).

Using a broad and general approaol

in order to furnish the physicist and erl

gineer with a background for furthíl

studies, this book discusses the charactej
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K-thousandchances to be wrong. . .crright i

when piping is in the blueprint stage that both original costs and operating

costs are determined. Make the wrong choice—an inferior valve— for just one location and it may

mean only a little extra maintenance later on. But if "wrong" valves are specified at a dozen, a score

—or more—locations, the added cost for excessive maintenance can become hard to take . . . especially

when many a valve failure can disrupt an entire plant operation.

You can avoid trouble and wastefully high maintenance
|

by discerning purchase of valves and íittings of greater
j

suitability, greater dependability. Quality becomes the
j

important specification. That's why it's thrifty buying lo
j

depend on the consistent quality of the broad Grane line. I

For complete information— see your Crane

Catalogue or gel in touch ivith your Crane

representative, Crane liranch, or

CRANE LIMITED
Género/ Office: 1 170 Beaver Hall Square,

Montreal

7 Canadlcn Facfories • 24 Canodian Bronches

CRANE
kItion.

VALVES • FITTINGS • PIPING
PLUMBING • HEATING

KjTION-WIDE SERVICE THROUGH BRANCHES, WHOLESALERS and PLUMBING AND HEATING CONTRACTORS
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of impulsive loading, conditions under
which such loading develops, and the

main phenomena involved when ma-
teriais are subjected to rapidly applied

loads of short dura tion. The book in-

cludes treatment of loads and forces

generated by impacts and explosions,

and of fundamental aspects of failure

under impulsive loads.

*Big dam foolishness; the problem
of modern flood control and waler
storage. E. T. Peterson. New York,
Devin-Adair, 1954. 224 pp., lUus., 13.75

(U.S.).

The author, a jouroalist who has tra-

veled and read widely in his study of

the problem of modern flood control and
water storage, strongly advocates con-

sei-vation practices such as upstream
small dams and ponds, terracing, break-

ing-up of the plow pan, and the growing

of cover crops. Higlily criticai of the big

dam program, he discusses a number of

water and flood control projects of both

kinds, with comparisons of situations,

costs, and overall efíectiveness. State-

ments are quoted, but no bibliography

is given.

Canadian who's who, v, 6, 1952-1954.
Toronto. Trans-Canada Press, 1954.

1175 pp!, $27.00.

The latest edition of this reference

book contains over 8,000 biographies of

Canadian men and women It is intended

to keep the volume up-to-date with

semi-annual service booklets which will

include new listiugs, appointments, re-

tirements. deaths and other corrections.

Inclusion in this directory is decided

by the editors, and does not entail pay-
ment of any kind. Although the criteria

for selection are not given, an attempt
seems to have been made to include a

wide selection of people, and there is

a useful directory in which the biogra-

phies are arranged by profession.

This valuable work is essential in any
Canadian library.

*Control-syStern dynamics. W. R.
Evans. Toronto, McGraw-HiU, 1954.

282 pp., figs., $7.00.

The analysis of the dynamic response
of linear systems is the main theme
of this book. Problems of design, typical

components, and physical and mathe-
matical concepts involved in control

systems are treated, and the La Place
transform, frequency - response, root-

locus, and other methods of analysis are

discussed and applied to a variety of

problems. The root-locus method, de-
veloped by the author is applied in

separate chapters to the solution of

multiple loop systems and circuit analy-
sis. The final chapter discusses graphical

analysis of non-linear systems. A brief

bibliography is included.

Cours d'électrotechniqiie; 3ième par-
tie, Centrales, réseaux, application.s
diverses. Eldgar Gillon. Paris, Dunod,
Montréal, Fomac, 1954. 568 pp., illus.

$16.20.

The subject of this volume is a broad
one and the author states that only
fundamental principies relating to the
electrotechnics of power stations, net-
works and other applications have been
included.

The íirst part deals with the produc-
tion of eléctrica! power in power sta-

tions, including the subjects of protec-
lion against overvoltage and of ma-
teriais used in power stations.

The transportation and distribution of

electrical power fornis the subject mat-

ter of the second section while the third

deals with such matters as electric light-

ing, electrothermics and electrical trac-

tion in connection with tramways and
trolleybuses.

Cours de résistance des niatériaux. J.

Courbon. Paris, Dunod, Montreal,

Fomac, 1955. 782 pp., illus., $29.60.

We have here an extensive treatise

on the subject of the strength of ma-
teriais written by a well-known member
of the Frencli School of Bridges and
Roads. His book contains both the

thcory and the practical problems con-

nected with strength of materiais as a

factor in construction.

The first few of the thirty chapters

discuss such matters as the theory of

elasticity and the mechanical properties

of materiais. There follows a section on
beams with a description of the stresses

and deformation affecting them. The
mathematical methods of calculating

strength of materiais are dealt with as

well as methods used in determining the

strength of such components as arches

and plates.

*Design of machine elements, 3rd ed.

V. M. Faires. Toronto, Macmillan.
1955. 550 pp., illus., $7.50.

Basic theories of strength of materiais,

and otlier pertinent theories are applied

in this book to the actual design of the

most common machine elements; links,

gears, shafts, springs, bearings, belts, etc.

The new edition is featured by ex-

panded treatment pf variable stresses

and fatigue, more detailed coverage of

mechanical properties of materiais, and
new design Information for most of the

elements. Originally written as a te.xt-

book, an effort has been made to make
this edition useful also to practicing

engineers.

"^Detcrioration of materiais; causes
and preventive techniques. G. A.
Greathouse and C. J. Wessel, eds.

New York, Reinhold, 1954. 835 pp.,
illus., $12.00 (U.S.)

Basic principies involved in the
preservation of materiais are discussed
and the most effective practical preven-
tive measures are summarized. The first

section covers causes of deterioration
and the nature of deterioration pro-
cesses. The next two sections discu.ss

prevention for broad classes of specific

materiais—metais, wood, paper, textiles.

plastics, paints, etc.—and for assembled
imits—electrical, electronic, and photo-
graphic equipment, and optical instni-

ments. References are cited after eacii

chapter.

*Development of the guided missile,
2nd ed. K. W. Gatland. London, pub-
lished for "Flight" by Iliffp, 19.54. 292
pp., illus., 15/-.

A survey of the evolution of guided
missiles up to the present time and a
description of their possible future de-
velopment. Methods of propulsion of
rockets and ram-jets, current methods of
research and both militaiy and peaceful
applications of various types of missiles
are discussed, with consideration given
to rockets for high altitude research.
space satellites, and interplanetary flight.

Appendixes give comparative data on
140 rockets from 8 countries and scale
photographs of over 40 notable rockets.

Elasticité et anélasticité des métaux,
C. Zener. Paris, Dunod, Montreal,
Fomac, 1955. 174pp., figs., $10.25.

First pubhshed by the University of

Chicago in 1948, this monograph dis-

cusses the elastic and anelastic proper-
ties of metais. Tiie latter term was de-
vised to designate non-permanent de-
formation under conditions of stress.

The first section contains four chapters
on the subject oí the elasticity of metais.
The first of these covers the mathemati-
cal relationship between stress and de-

formation. The remaining chapters cover
the influences of temperature on the

elastic qualities of metais and discuss

microelasticity.

In the section on the anelasticity of

metais the physical interpretation of this

phenomenon is given and other theories

relating to the subject are outlined.

The English edition of the book is

also in the library.

*EIectríc power stations, volume 1

4th ed.. rev. & enl. R. H. Carr. Tor-

onto, British Book Service, 1954. 60.5p.,

illus., $12.00.

This book deals with general prin-

cijiles go\'erning design, construction, and

operation of power stations. The major
topics discu-ssed are fundamentais of

station design; sites and buildings; cir-

culating water systems; cooling towers;

coal-handling plant; ash-handling plant;

boiler plant; pipework; and turbine.s.

There are chapter bibliographies.

The elements of probahilily theory,

and some of its applications. Harald

Cramer. New York. Wilev, 1955.

281pp., $7.00.

While this is a fairly elementary

treatise on the theories of probabiUty

and statistics the reader must have an

understanding of analytic geometry, cal-

culus, and álgebra, including detcrmin-

ants. Graded exercises and ])roblems are

designed to aid the reader's understand-

ing.

An historical introduction to the pro-

bability theory is followed by the funda-

mental tlieorems underlying mathemati-

cal probability. In the second section the

emphasis is on random variables and

probability distributions. These include

the binominal and related distributions,

normal distribution and variables and

distributions in two dimensions.

Part III di.scu.«ses the applications of

the probability theory e.g. sampling dis-

tributions and methods of estimatioa.

Tlie last chapter contains some observa-

tions on the theory of errors, analysis OÍ

variance and statistical quality control.

How to install TV antennas. S. %.

Marshall. New York, Rider. 1958.

124pp., illus., $2.50 (U.S.).

This book deals with every aspect of

the installation of both VHF and UHí
television antennas, and includea chap-

ters on fundamentais, transmission lines.

and installation methods and materiais.

It is intended for the practical man.

Industrial dust; hygienic signifi-

cance, measurement and control;

2nd ed. P. Drinker and T Hatch.

Toronto, McGraw-Hill, 1954. 401p.,

illus., $12.50.
j

A criticai discussion, written from thej

engineer's standpoint, with considerabla

space devoted to medicai aspects whiffll

influence the design and operation M
dust-control equipment. It covers phyffl

cal and chemical properties of dust||
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1 CANADIAN

AR COMPRESSOR

They cost less to buy, less to install, less '
^

to service, less to operate. These economies

come from improvements ín design and manufacture

developed through the 80 years' experience of Attas-Diesel.

Instollations in Canada, the U.S., and the rest of the worid have proved

the money saving performance of AR Compressors.

24 hour service anywhere in Canada.
Send for-.boo((/ef No. ÍK 870 on fhe AR series

CANADIAN COPCO LTD.

A Company in the Atlas Copco Group

HEAD OFFICE: Metropolitan Blvd., Dorval, Que.

MAIL ADDRESS: Montreal, A.M.F., Que.

BRANCH OFFICES: Truro • Montreal • Toronto • Sudbury
• Kirklond Lake • Port Arthur • Edmonton • Vancouver
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fumes, and mists, and their effect on
nian

; analysis, measurement, and micro-
scopy of dusts; and methods for the

control of dusts. Material is included
on design of exhaust systems, ílltering,

electrical precipitation, and respirators,

and there is a bibliography of 458 refer-

ences.

Materials of construction; their manu-
facture and properties, 6th ed. A. F.

Mills, H. W. Haywaid and L. F.

Rader. New York, Wiley, 1955. 650pp.,
illus., $7.50.

The materiais covered in the sixth

edition of this popular textbook iuclude
metais, stone, cement and concreta,

brick, timber and plastics.

Much of the text has been revised by
Professor Rader for this edition, and
several new chapters included. The sec-

tion on the service requirements of

metais has been revised, as have those
on the developments in steel, alloy steels

and light weight non^-ferrous alloys, and
on organic protective coatings and or-

ganic plastics. The chapter on laminates
and adhesives is new.

The book covers the manufacture,
properties, and uses of materiais of en-
gineering construction, and should prove
useful to both students and those need-
ing a fairly concise survey of the sub-
ject.

Métallurgie structurale théorique. A.
H. Cottrell. Paris, Dunod, Montreal,
Fomac, 1955. 330pp., figs., $11.00.

In the introduction to this book by
a well known author the subject matter
is summed up as covering the general
laws of physics, the atoraic structure of

metais and the make-up of the metallic
atom itself. The book was written for

the practising metallurgist who may íind

in it ideas for future research, and also

for students of metallurgy and engineer-
ing.

The chapter headings show in detail

what is included: the structure of the
atom and interatomic forces; the crystal

structure of metais; the electronic

theory of metais; thermal behaviour of

metais; alloy phases.

The presentation of material is olear
and well organized and the translation
from English was done by a specialist

in the subject.

Pathologie et thérapeutique du béton
armé, 2e. d. Henry Lossier, Paris,

Dunod. Montreal, Fomac, 1955. 156pp.
illus., $4.00.

In reviewing the failures which have
occurred, or may take place, in rein-
forced concrete structures the author
attributes them to three causes: the
planning of the project; the forras and
arches; and the quality and use of ma-
teriais.

While upholding the use of reinforced
concrete the author cites various mis-
takes in reasonning which have caused
accidents, and explains how they can
be avoided.

Picture book of TV troubles, v.2. J. F.
Rider laboratories staff. New York,
Rider, 1955. 91pp., illus., $1.80 (U.S.).

This volume is devoted to vertical
sweep and deflection circuits, and out-
lines the troubles which may be caused
in receivers through defects in these.
The book is illustrated, and later voi-
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umes in the series will deal with other

sections of the TV receiver.

Professional engineering registration

laws; a compendium. A. L. McCaw-
ley, comp. Washington, National so-

ciety of Professional engineers, 1955.

614pp., $8.75 (U.S.).

While this compendium of registration

laws for Professional engineers in the

United States, Alaska, Hawaii and
Puerto Rico will be of prime interest

to American engineers it will also be
useful to those Canadians contem plating

a move to our neighbouring counti-y.

There will be general interest as well

in comparing the legal requnements
necessary for professional practice. These
include educational requirements, ex-

perience, examinations, public works
projects, fees and bonds, certificate ap-

l)lications and temporary permits.

The book is arranged alphabetically

by state with the year given when the

registration laws were first enacted. It is

planned to revise this volume at inter-

vals of ten years or less and to issue

supplements between these revisions.

This edition covers the years from 1907

to 1954.

A Professional look at the engineer in

industry. Engineer-in-industry com-
mittee. Washington, National society

of Professional engineers, 1955. 124pp.,

$3.00 (U.S.).

While the drive for unionism of en-

gineers in Canada may not have been
as forceful as has been the case in the

United States there will, nevertheless,

be great interest taken in this publica-

tion. The case for and against unions

is thoroughly explored and suggestions

are made for a series of remediai actions

by management and individual en-

gineers in the fields of professional sta-

tus, employment conditions and econo-
mic status. Forty-six specific áreas for

improving engineer-management rela-

tionships are discussed by the commit-
tee.

The book analyzes the policy of the

National Society of Professional En-
gineers that professionalism and union-
ism are incompatible concepts and re-

counts specifiic engineering union atti-

tudes to strikes, etc. The non-bargaining
"sounding board" organizations of en-
gineers, a middle-of-the-road approach,
is also explored.

Charts and tables in connection with
the economic review are included.

Profitable small plant management.
M. H. Gotterer. New York, Conover-
Mast, 1954. 318pp., illus., $5.50 (U.S.).

The author, a management consult-
ant, has written this book for the own-
ers and managers of small plants. He
has had tliree groups of people in mind:
those planning a cost reduction or
management development programme

;

those supervising the work of manage-
ment specialists; and those who want
to acquire some knowledge of scientiíic

plant management.
Every aspect of the subject is covered

concisely: organization, plant layout,
production, incentives, manpower and
cost control.

A Dun and Bradstreet report is quot-
ed in which it is shown that almost
ninety per cent of the business failures
in the United States in 1953 were trace-
able to some fault in management. The
author hopes that this book will point
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the way to more eíiicient management
nd to improved small plant operation

Steel designers' manual. C. S. Gra:
and others. Tjondon, Crosby Lock-
wood, 1955. 909pp., figs., tables, 50/-

This is a practical manual, not a text

book dealing with the theory of stru
luies. and is intended to include al

Lhe necessary information for the desig"

of steel framed building.s and other stee

construction. Some material, e.g. i

relation to the analysis and design o
rigid frames, has not been publishe
before. The examples are based on th-

Biitish standard covering the use o
structural steel in building.

The subjects discussed include th

theoiy, design and deflection of al

kinds of beams; forces and deflection

in framed structures; modern method,
of structural analysis; theoiy and de

flpction of rigid frames; bunkcrs ani

hoppers; beams in torsion; and weldei

work.

An interesting section is a comple'
design for a 2-bay, single-storey engi-

neering workshop while other chapteiv

deal with tension and comfiressioi

members; foundations, brackets, aui:

plate girders.

A committee representing the Briti.<l

Steel Produceis Conference and thf

British Constructional Steelwork Asso
ciation cooperated closely with th

authors in the production of this im
portant work.

The TVA; an approach to the deve
opment of a region. G. R. Clapi

Chicago, University Press, Toront
University Press, 1955. 206pp., ma
$3.50.

A former chairman of the board
directors, the author writes with autho
ity about the aims and activities

the Tennessee VaJley Authority.

First Mr. Clapp outlines the histor.

of the Authority, the dams and pow"
plants built, and the way in which th

river has Ibeen changed. He then d'

cusses the effect the development h

had on the people and states in th

area.

This story of a relatively new a~
(jroach to the conservation and develo'

ment of an area will be of interest t

many of our members.

Tape recorder manual, volume
Rider laboratorv staff. New Yor
Rider, 1955. 286pp., illus., $4.50 (U.S.l

The official service and adjustment inj

formation on the products of 13 tapo

recorder manufacturers are covered i;|

tliis volume. Included among thes';

manufacturers are RCA, Revere, Webj
ster-Chicago, and Bell & Howell.

The electronic details consúst of tli

schematics, tube layout, operating volíi

ages, photographic views of the locatioi

of the components on the chassis, para
list, etc. Cíomplete mechanical detail

are also given. The products coverel

were manufactured between 195(1 anfl

1955. I

Théorie et pratique du séchage indusi

triel, 6e éd. Paul Razous. PariT

Dunod, Montreal, Fomac, 1955. i22pp

iilus., $11.00.
j

This work is a comprehensive discuíj

sion of the industrial removal of >

greater or less part of the associate^

water from raw materiais and manufaii

tured goods during various stages

production. This drying i n v o 1 v
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ASSISTANCE IN WELDING

FABRICATION

<e« ch Engineer at an on-the-job
Mcei fhe planf of Ellett Copper
<i C< Ltd., Voncouver, where work
íiseii a nickel-containing sfainless

wlto for a brew keftle.

service(

TRAOE MARK

The aid in welding and fabrication given

on the job illustrated above is typical

of the personal assistance available to

Canadian industry through INCO service.

Through this service, INCO puts its facili-

ties, personnel and experience to helping

solve the many metal problems which
occur in the never ending search for better

products. Take advantage of the wide

INCO SERVICE GOES WITH INCO NICKEL

DEVELOPMENT AND RESEARCH DIVISION

range of practical experience and back-
ground information available through

INCO Research Engineers . . . if you have
a metais problem with any of your
products, let INCO be of service to you.

*Information involving corrosion, fabrication,

foundry problems, high and low temperature

service and melais selection.

HE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED, 25 KING ST. W., TORONTO



thermo-mechanical processes which must
conform to feasible limits of speed and
temperatures of operation.

The book às divided into two parts,

the first dealing with various types of

dryers, their functions and the calcula-

tions necessary prior to their installa-

tion. The second discusses the dryers

for different raw materiais and manu-
factured products.

The 'author has drawn on earlier texts

for this work, and also on the proceed-
ings of the 1952 International Industrial

Heating Congress, and has incliided a

bibliography of French and German
books.

Tinie-saver standards, 3rd ed. Archi-
tectural records. New York, Dodge,
1954. 888pp., illiis., $12.50 (U.S.).

This is not a book of standards in

the usual sense of the term but is rather
a collection of tables, diagrams and blue-
prints relating to architectural design,

engineering methods and building prac-
tices. Many of these originally appeared
in such magazines as the Architectural
Record as early as 1938.

Information is given on structural de-
sign, site preparation, uses of materiais,

designs of electrical installations, etc.

The present edition is divided into

six major sections: office practice; stand-
ard design and construction methods,
elements of resideutial and non-residen-
tial design; recreation, site planning aml
landscaping; building materiais aiul

equipment.
Both design principies and their appli-

cations are pre.«ented in these standards
which will be of use to architeets, engi-

neers, designers and contractors.

*Titaniuni in iron ,
and steel. G. F.

Comstock. New York, published for

the Engineering Foundation, bv
Wiley, 1955. 294p.. lUus., $6.00.

The third monograph in the new series

of authoritative. comprehensive summn-
ries of a\'ailable data, prepared for the

jiractical metallurgist, engineer, steel

worker, and foundryman. General in-

formation on titanium and its ores, on
the preparation of the metal, and on
preparation, properties and uses of alloys

is given in the introductory chapter.

Later chajiters cover titanium as a de-
oxidizer in rimmed and killed wrought
steels; effects of the metal on nitrogen
and sulphur in steel ; titanium in cast

iron and steel; and titanium as the sole

alloying element in pearlitic and low al-

loy steels. Two chapters are devoted to

raibide stabilization by titanium, and
the final cliaiiter deals with precipita-

tion-hardening steels and complex heat-
resisting allovs. Tiie bibliograpliv in-

cludes 282 items.

*Vibration problenis in engineering,
3rd ed. S. Timo.shrnko. Toronto. Van
Nostrand. 1955. 458p., diagrs., $950.

This standard work on fundamentais
and applications of vibration theory ha.s

been thoroughly revised to incorporate
important new dexelopments. The first

(hai)ter. ou .systems having one degree
of freedom, has been thoroughly recast;
lhe chapter on iu)n-linear vibrations has

been cxpanded to include new methods

i

of treatment ; and the chapter coveringi
clastic bodies has boen completely re-
vised. In the latter. new topics, such a.s'

combined bending and torsional vibra-l
tioos of beams, are discussed. The ap-'
pendix, dealing with measuring instru-|
ments, has been omitted from this'

edition. '•

NEW BOOKS RECIVED
Dexter Masters. Toronto
& Stewart. 1955. 406pp.

The aecident
McClelland
$4 ..50.

Aciers inoxydables ; ariers réfractaires.

L. Colombier et J. Hochmann. Paris

Dunod, 1955. 526pp., illus., $20.90. t

Aeronáutica! engineering catalog,

1955, llth ed. New York, Institute

of the aeronautical sciences, 195-5.

346pp., illus., $7 ..50 (U.S.). í

.4ide-niémoire Dunod; niécanique-
phvsique générale, 5c. cd. Maurice
Denis-Pepin. Paris, Dunod, 19.55. 2161

pp., $2.25.
j

The amplifleation and distribution of

sound, 3r<l ed. rew .\. E. Grconlces,

Toronto, liritish Book Service, 195.5.'

300pp., diagrs., $6.00.

Analog methods in computation and;

siinulation. W, W. Soroka, Toronto, i

McGraw-Hill. 19.54. 390pp., figs. J

Annual report on the progress of ruL-l
'

ber technology, v. 18, 1954. T. J

Drakelev, ed. London, Institute of thc|

nibber industry, 1954. 186pp., £1.1.0.

HOW TO MAKE

A WEEK

...IN CANADA
With even the largest sales force you must inevitably
ignore some accounts at times . . . unless you also use
selective business paper advertising to keep your customers
informed.

No matter what your product or service, there are one or
more Canadian business papers to carry your messages to
exactly the íield you want to reach. Suppiement your per-
sonal calls by regular contacts through business papers,
and keep ali your customers informed, nll the time.

——— —

This paper is a h\i%\ntis. paper— one of 100 frade . . . lechnical

service . . . and management publications covering every secHon
of Canadian business and industry.

WHEN YOU WANT TO TALK BUSINESS
USE A BUSINESS PAPER

Business Newspapers Association
OF CANADA

137 WELLINGTON ST. W., TORONTO, CANADA

REPRODUCTION ROOM
AND

DRAWING OFFICE MATERIALS

CONTACT OUR NEAREST OFFICE

FOR INFORMATION
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HUGHES-OWENSI
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HALIFAX
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Then read these facts on

4k

NORDSTROM
LubrícanhQealed

ETHYLENE . . . PROPYLENE . . . SYNTHE5IS GAS FOK

AMMONIA AND METHANOL PRODUCTION —these
are some of the more common petrochemical

Services that Nordstroms handle better than

any other valve.

There are a number of reasons for Nord-
stroms' superiority on petrochemical
Services

—

First, Nordstrom valves, with the exclusive

"Sealdport" principie of lubrication, will not

leak on light hydrocarbons, the basic raw
material of this industry.

Second, the vital seating áreas of a Nord-
strom valve are protected against corrosion

and abrasion. This feature means longer

valve life.

Third, Nordstrom valves, when installed

throughout a plant, are economical in both

the initial and operating costs.

Finally, Nordstrom Hypreseal valves are

especially designed to handle the high pres-

sures so common in petrochemical services.

These facts explain why many new petro-

chemical operations are standardizing on
Nordstrom valves. For further Information,

contact your Peacock representative or

write: Peacock Brothers Limited, Box 1040,

Montreal, Que. Also, Sydney, Toronto,

Sudbury, Winnipeg, Edmonton, Calgary

and Vancouver.

ROCKWELL-NORDSTROM

VALVES

Alode in Canada by

PEACOCK BROTHERS

LIMITED



Autonialic rontrol bibliography. W. F.

Wadc aiid E. N. Kemler. SjM-ing Pai-k,

Miiin., Summarv Repoi ts. 1955. 331pp..

$15.00 (U.S.).

Betoií-Kalendor, 1955. Berliri, Ein.st,

1955. 2 vol.s.. 16 DM per sct.

Dust is dangerous. C. N. Davies. Tor-

onto, British Book Service, 1954

116pp., illus., $3.60.

Fluid dynaiiiics of jets. Sliih-I Pai.

Toronto, Van Nosti-and. 1954. 227pp.,

S5..50.

Le frottement et riisure des métaux:
les anti-frictions, R. Cazaiid. Paris,

Diinod, 1955. 221pp., illus., $10.00.

Gcology in engineering. J. R. Schultz

and A. B. Cleaves. New York, Wiley,

1955. 592pp., illus., $8.75.

Glass reinforccd plastios. Phillip Mor-
gan, ed. London, Iliffe, 1954. 248pp.,

illus., 35/-.

A history of technology, v.l: Froni

early limes to fali of ancient em-
pires. Charles Singer, E. J. Holmvard
and A. R. Hall. eds. Toronto, Oxfoid
University press, 1954. 827pp., illus.,

$22.50.

Industrial waste disposal charges in

cities over 5,000 population. Clii-

cago. Ameiir-an puhlic works associ:i-

tion, 1955. 81 pp., charts, mimeog.,

$3.00 (U.S.) (Speeial report. 18-S.).

The iníluence of plant size on indus-

trial relations. Princeton, University.

Industrial relations section, 1955.

65pi) . $2.00 (U.S.).

L'iiistabilité en mécanique automo-
biles, avions, ponts suspendus. Y
Rocard. Pans, Masson, 1954. 239pi).,

illus.. 1200 fr.

An introduction to carrier current

Communications. J. N. Petrie and H.

E. Claphani. Toronto, Automatic
electric, 1949. 136 ]>P; diagrs., $3.50.

Introduction to nuclear engineering.

R L Murrav. New York. Prentice-

Hall, 1954. 4Í8pi>., illus., $9.35 (U.S.).

Irrigation and hydraulic design, v.l:

General principies of hydraulic de-

sign. Sei-gp Lelia\-sky. Toronto, Brit-

ish Book Service, 1955. 492pp., illus.,

.$21.50.

The joint and several responsibility of

architects, engineers, and builders.

W. S. Johnson. Montreal, Wilson et

Lafleur, 1955. 215pp., $8.m.

Minerais for atomic energy. R. D.
Nininger. Toronto, Van Nostrand,

1954. 367pp., illus., $8.75.

An outline of atomic phvsics, 3rd ed.

O. H. Blackwood, T. H! 0.sgood and
A. E. Ruark. New York, Wiley, 1955.

501pp., illus., $7.50.

A programme of nuclear power. I>on-

don. H.M.S.O., Ottawa, U.K.I.O., 1955.

22pp., 25c (Cnid. 9389).

Refuse collection and disposal, a bib-
liography 1941-1950. Supplement
1951-1953. Washington. U.S. Publicj
health .service, 1951, 1953. (Biblio-'

graphy series nos. 4 and Suppl. A.)

Servomechanisms and regulating sys«

tem design, v. 2. Harold Chestnut
and R. W. Mayer, New York, Wiley
1955. 384pp., figs., $8.50.

Some fundamentais of petroleum geo
logy. G. D. Hobson. Toronto, Oxford
University pre.ss, 19.j4. 139pp., diagrs

.$2.75.

Technique du bâti soudé. F. Koenigs-
berger. Paris, Dunod, 1955. 119pp.
diagrs., $4.50.

TV repair questions and answers on
front ends. Sidnev Platt. New York
Rider, 1955. 122pp., diagrs., $2.1C

(U.S.).

The tcsting of high speed interna)

combustion engines, 4th ed. rev. A
W. Judge. Toronto, British Book Ser-

vice, 1955. 494pp., illus., $12.75.

Titanium in industry. Stanley Abkn-
witz, J. J. Burke, and R. H. Hiltz

Toronto, Van Nostrand, 1955. 224pp.
illus., $5.50.

Wave diagrams for nonsteady flow iri

ducts. George Rudinger. Toronto, Vari

Nostrand, 1955. 278pp., figs
, $6.50

j

Who's who in world aviation, v.l

Washington, American Aviation Pub
lications, 1955. 345pp., $10.00 (U.S.).,

One standard FALK Steeiflex coupling — type F

— is applicable to 90% of ali industrial installa-

tions. Special FALK Steeiflex couplings avail-

able for other services.

I

POWER TRANSMISSION ,

Prolonss the life of connected machines _ M

fnLK COUPLINGS

DAMPEH VIBRATION

The TORSIONAL RESILIENCE of the grid-groove memberstf

FALK Steeiflex couplings spreads and cushions the impct

of shock loads and effects of vibration. Power is transmi d

smoothiy, efficiently at ali loads, líght, normal and p(<-

r Ti THE
^PWILLIAM

St. Cathorines: 50 Church Street

KENNEDX & SONS
LIMITED

VISION Of MILLSPAUGh LIMI

OWEN SOUNO,
D. ÍHEFFIELO, ENGLANO

ONTÁRIO

Montreal: 1224 St. Catherine St. W.

Haileybury: John H. Brumell
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RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT INCREASES HEAT TRANSFER

From the House of Weather Magic comes

another great development of vital interest to ali

coil users . . . the new Delta Fio Fin. This new
Fin is the result of intensive research by Trane,

backed by more than 30 years' experience in coil

construction.

The new Delta Fio Fin increases heat transfer

by providing 20% more eflfective use of fin area.

TEST PHOTOS TELL STORY

Old Plate Fin. Wilh flaf fin design,
turbulence is concentrated behind
eoch tube as sliown by this unre-
touched laboratory test ptioto. Since
turbulence Is concentroted, a large
port of the fin area produces llttle

heot transfer.

New Della Fio Fin. Delta shaped
ridge just ahead of each row of tubes

extends turbulence over entire fin

surface for uniform heat transfer.

Unretouched test photo shows how
every inch of fin surface contributes

to heat transfer.

This improvement is demonstrated by the two
test photos showing how air turbulence over

entire surface of fin is created by Delta Fio con-

struction. This increases heat transfer qualities

of the fin and permits wider fin spacing. Less

power is required to move air through the

coils . . . less tendency for dirt to accumulate in

the coil . . . less dirt friction and more heat

transfer.

The configurations of the Delta Fio Fin add

strength and rigidity, reducing chances of fin

damage.

It ali adds up to a hetter coil . . . assuring

better all-round coil performance for heating or

cooling.

Delta Fio Fin is an exclusive Trane feature.

Specify the new Trane Coil for top performance.

New buUetins giving full details of these new
Trane Coils for heating and cooling are avail-

able upon request. Write Trane for your copies

today.

TRHnE *TRANE'S YEAR
Trane are introcJucing a group

of new products this year . . .

Another reoson "The Trend is

to TRANE,"

COMPANY OF CANADA LIMITED
401 HORNER AVE., TORONTO 14, ONT. BRANCHfS IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

A^onufacfunng Engineers of equipment for HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING, REFRIGERATION
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The Williston Basin. E. N. Kemler

and W. D. Lacabanne. Spring Park,

Minn., Sumiiiary lieiiorts, 1954. 272

PP, illus, maps. S12.00 (U.S.).

The worId's grcaf bridges. H. S. Smith.

New York, Harper, Toronto, Musson,

1953. 180pp., illus., $4.25.

TECHNICAL BULLETINS
AND

PAMPHLETS RECEIVED

Acta polytechnica

:

No. 150—Effects of underwater explo-

sions on elastic .structures in water, by

Erik Enhamre. No. 158—A tiíeoretical

investigation of the ionospheric electron

den.sity variation during a solar eclipse,

by Olof Rydbeck and Hans Wilhems.son.

No. 159—Wind effect on .shallow bodies

of water with special reference to Lake
Okeechobee. by H. R. Kivisild. No. 160—
Lateral stability of bridge arches braced

with transverse bars, by Lars Ostlund.

No. 161—Calculation of the magnetic
field in the ferromagnetic layer of a

magnetic drum, by Olle Karlqvist. No.
162—Simple calculation of deformatiou
and stre.ss in the shell of thin-walled

cylindrical vessels, by K. I. Karlsson.

Alberta. Bureau of statistics:

Facts and figures, 1954 ed.

American road builders' association:

The highway construction industry in

a ten year national highway program.

American society for tesling materiais:

Directory of commercial and coUege
testing laboratories. Fatigue of alum-
inum, by R. L. Templin. Interpretation

of engineering data: some ob.servations,

by H. F. Dodge. Symposium on lateral

lòad tests on piles "(STP No. 154) Sup-
plement to svmposium on lateral load

tests on piles" (STP No. 154-A).

.American welding society

:

A6.1—55T—Recommended safe prac-

tices for inert-gas metal-arc welding
(tentativa) 50c.

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited.
Publications

:

No. 165—Economic aspects of nuclear

power, by W. B. Lewis.

Canada. National research council.

Radio and electrical engineering
division

:

Progress report for October-December
1954 (ERA-279).

Canadian construction association:

Statement of ]iolicy and resolutions

January, 1955. Submi.ssion to the federal

go\-crnment following the 37th annual
general meeting of the Canadian con-
struction association.

Canadian General Electric Company,
Limited

:

Power paces our ()rosperitv (release

No. 4631).

Canadian standards association. Ap-
provais laboratories

:

List of approved equipment, 5th ed.,

September, 1954.

Institution of engineers (índia) :

Thirty-third annual report 1953-54 and
papers to be read at the thirty-third an-
nual session.

Institution of mechanical engineers:

Bending stresses in spur gear teeth:

proposed new design factors based on a
photo-elastic investigation, by M. A
Jacobson. The hydraulic transport of

solid material in pipes, by R. C. Wor-
ster and D. F. Denny. The promotion of

fluid lubrication in wire drawing, by D
G. Christopherson and H. Naylor, and
investigation of the mechanics of wire

drawing, by J. G. Wistreich. Heay-duty
truck (íevelopment in the United States

of America, by Rober Cass (Automobile
division)

.

The National Boiler & General Insur
ance Co. Ltd.

:

Failuro of a large welded oil storage

tank.

Ontário. Gold mining committee:
ínterim report March, 1955.

Quebec

:

Statistical year book, 1954.

United States. Bureau of reclamation.

Teclinical memoranda:
No. 649—Impervious soils used ii

rolled earth dams, by E. E. Esmiol.

United States. National bureau n{

Chromalox Electric Heaters may be used

for heating air and other gases, liquids,

platens, dies, moids, rolls, soft metais and
countless other applicatlons. They provida

concentrated and easily controlled heat at

required working temperatures up to 1000°

F. If you use heat In your plant, it will pay

you to check the many time and money
saving advantages of Chromalox Units

THE CANADIAN CHROMALOX CO. LTD.

WANT TO KNOW
MOREABOUTELECTRICHEAT?

Send for Catalog 50 which
conlains data on how to use
riectiic heat in your plant.

251m Queen St.

mm
E., Toronto

/Â\IL©>X<
ELECTRIC HEAT FOR MODERN INDUSTRY

NOW... ^SP-

nSmítm ^SUPER'FU
dmhpimd f l o o r d r a i n

iit yem ! . .

.

(PATENTED)

Deslgned with perimeter slots in lhe

grate which increase free drainoge

areo of top and permit grealer flow

inio the drain. Waste water enters

droin at lhe very edge of the drain

top instead of fíowing over the wide
rim of conventional drains before if

reoches grate opening. Water fric-

lion loss is greotly reduced ond
flow rate (GPM) into Josam SUPER-
FIO Drains is greater than flow rate

larger size top.

Therefore o Josam Super-Flo Drain of a smoller lop size con be inslolit

to service lhe some drainoge condition as a larger top size standard dro

Josam Series No. 7000

into standard drains of same

Josam SUPER-FLO

Drain with 7" top

STANDARD DRAIN

wifh 9" top

gives the same or

greater flow rate

and can be used

insteod of o

Cali or write for literafure

JOSAM CANADA LIMITED
General OfFices and Manufacturing Division

130 BERMONDSEY ROAD, TORONTO 16, ONIARIO

P.O. Box I 30 Dept. I

Represenfofives in ali principal cities.
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In 'hydro' engineering projects, a high degree of skill

and craftsmanship is required in specialized steei plate

structures.

An example of this technical proficiency by design,

fabrication and erection departments of Horton Steel

was the instai lation of steeI penstocks for the Hydro-
Electric Power Commission, near Queenston, Ontário.

Here twelve steeI penstocks were fitted into deep
crevices blasted out of the face of a 300 ft, cliff. When
in service these penstocks will carry a total of some
15,000,000 gals. of water per minute from the Niagara

river to the twelve 105,000 bhp. turbines in the power
house.

For information, or tenders — on any type of steeI tank

or plate work — write our nearest office.

HORTOISI
C A L G A R Y
MAIN OFFICE

WORKS LIMITED
TORONTO MONTREAL

AND PLANT FORT ERIE ONTÁRIO

The "cold bend" process of construction where steeI plates

are passed between three vertical rollers. The curve is

tested wifh a wooden sweep.

AGENTS • GORDON RUSSELL LTD. VANCOUVER • MUMFORD MEDLAND LTD WINNIPEG
Seams on each steeI penstock ring are welded in the shop-

The spider ring is removed ofter the section is instalted and
embedded in concrete.
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standards. Biiilding materiais and
structures. Reports

:

No. 144—Sound insulation of wall and
floor constructions.

STANDARDS REVIEWED
A.S.T.M. standard!^, American society

for testing materiais, 1916 Race
Street, Phiiadelphia 3. Pa.

A.S.T.M. 1954 supplement to book of

A.S.T.M. standards, including ten-

tatives. 7 paits. $3.50 per part;

$24.50 per set.

Some 415 spec-ifications, tests and
definitions appear in these íupplements.
either i.ssued for the fir.st time in 1954

or revised since their first publication.

A.s iu the original standards the supple-

ments eover ferrous metais; non-ferrous

metais; cement and concrete, etc; paint

and polishes, etc; fuels; nibber and
plastics; textiles, papar, etc. Each pari

contain.s some particularly important
new specifications or tentatives and as

a whole they are nece.ssary to make the

Standard.s complete.

A.S.T.M. standards on petroleuiu
products, 1954.

The greater part of this standard is

not new as its purpose is to bring to-

gether in convenient form the var-

ious A.S.T.M. standard and tentative

methods of test and specifications relat-

ing to petroleum products and lubri-

cants. Five proposed test methods are

also included for readers' comments.
Among the standards are those per-

taining to butadiene, motor and aviation

fuels, petroleum solvents and naphthas,
industrial aromatic hydrocarbons, diesel

fuels. lubricating oils and greases, petro-

latums and paraffin wa.xes, plant spray
oils and petroleum sulfonates and bitu-

minous materiais.

British standards, British standards
institution, 2 Park Street, London,
W. 1. British standards are avaii-

able from lhe Canadian standards
assoeiation, National research build-
ing, Ottawa, Canada.

B. S. 1131—Plain bearings (metal)

Part 1. Dimensions of non-ferrous
solid bushes and ihrust washers.
4/-.

The first part of this standard speri-

fies the dimensions and tolerances for

plain and flanged bushes, including
those with a machining allowance in the
bore and those which are pre-finished,

and for thrust washers, and for journals
of % in. to 5 in. nominal diameter.
It also notes methods of identifying the
bushes and thru.st washers and of niark-
ing the bushes.

Part 2. Dimensions of wrapped
bushes and thrust washers. 4/-.

The dimensions and tolerances for
wrapped bushes are here specified and
those for thrust washers, for journals of

% in. to 3 in. nominal diameter (10
mm. to 58 iiini. nominal diameter).

Part 3. Dimensions of medium-wall-
ed & thiok-walled bearing half-
liners. 4/-.

The bearing half-liners covered in this

part are for journals of 2 in. to 12 in.

nominal diameter. There are two ranges
of wall thicknesses and the half-liners
may be in non-ferrous metal, unlined;

900

in non-ferrous metal, lined with anti-

friction metal; or in ferrous metal, lined

with anti-friction metal.

Part 4. Dimensions of thín-walled

bearing half-liners and thrust half-

washers. 7/6.

This part specifies the dimensions,

tolerances and running clearances for

tliree grou])?; steel-backed, thin-walled.

gi-ooved bearing haJf-liners for nominal
journal diameters from 1 in. to 6

in.; steel-backed, thin-walled, ungrooved
bearing half-liners for nominal journal

diameters from % in. to 6 in.; steel-

backed, thin-walled thrust half-washers

for nominal journal diameters from 1

in. to 6 in.

Part 5. Bronze oil-retaining bushes
and thrust washers. 4/-.

The specifications here are for plain

and flanged oil-retaining bushes and
thrust washers, charged with lubricating

QÍ1 and having a normal oil content oí

from 25 to 30 per cent by volume
within the size range from 3/16 in. to

2Víi in. normal bore.

B.S. 2493:1954— 1/2 per cent molvb-
deniim steel electrodes (covered)
for metal-arc welding. 4/-.

This standard refers to fche type of

electrode commonly used for the weld-
ing of molybdenum and chromium-
molybdenum steels, which operate at

elevated temperatures. Basically the
specification is the same as B.S. 639, ex-

cept that the deposited metal is re-

quired to contain 0.5 per cent molyb-
denum.

B.S. 2549:1954—Covered electrodes
for the metal-arc welding of
medium-high tensile structural steel.

4/-.

This standard deals with electrodes for

the welding of steel having a tensile

strength of up to 43 tons/sq. in,, e.g. the
type of steel 'covered by B.S. 968 'High
tensile (fusion welding quality) structur-
al steel for bridges. etc. and general
building constinction'. The absence of

such a specification in the past has
meaiit that most specifications for the
design of structures in high tensile steel

have had to specify the use of niild steel

electrodes, and, therefore, the allowable
stresses in the welds have not been com-
parable to the permissible stresses per-
mitted in the parent metal.
The standard follows the form adopted

in B.S. 639:1952 in its general and test

requirements. An additional test is the
controlled thermal severity cold cracking
tgst, which is based on research work
carried out by the British Welding Re-
search Assoeiation.

B.S. 2520 : 1954^Barometer conven-
cions and tables. 7/6.

This specification introduces a system
which eliminates the confusion and error
associated with the complexity of exist-
ing barometer conventions. It includes
the approved pressure units for u.se for
ali barometer purposes and the standard
instrumental conditions for mercuiy
barometers.
The reforms introduced arise mainly

from the exclusive use of a single con-
ventional value of 980.665 dyn/cm'' for
standard gravity, together with a .íingle

reference temperature 0"C. not only in
the definitions of the niillimetre of mer-
cury and the inch oí mercury as pres-
sure units. but also in the .standard in-

slnunental conditions a.ssociated with ali

June, 1955

barometer scales, including those ofi

altitude.
{

The axloijtion of the new conventions!
will greatlv simplify the manufacturei
and standardization of mercury baro-i
meters, the correction of their readinjgsl

to standard conditions. the final expres-|

sion of pressures, and the conversion of;

either readings or pre.s.^ures from one
scale unit to another. Since the scaíes

of anei'oid barometers are also to be
regarded as graduated in terms of the

new pre.-sure units. their readings will

show the same intei-rehitionships a^ the

scale readings of mcrcuiy liainmctei^s.

As of January Ist 1955 the conven-
tions were implemented by the National
Physical Laboratory and other Govern-
ment departments in their tests.

j

B.S. 2550:1954—Lead-acid traclion!

batteries for battcry electric roadi

vehicles. 3/-.

This recent publication deals withl

those types of lead-acid traction bat-|

teries which are used for the propulsionl

of battery electric road vehicles of the'

four-wheeler, three-wheeler and pedes-i

trian-controlled types. It does not cover

batteries for industrial trucks. This

standard has sections on design and con-

struction, rating, designation, number of

cells per battery, dimensions and lay-

outs of .standard units, and gives tests

for capacity, variation of duration of

discharge with temperature, life, etc. It

is illustrated.

B.S. 2553:1954—Spring colleis. 5/-

The committee charged with the pre-

paration of a standard for Spring collet'

designated a range of coUets in nin

main types which can be produced b:

ali manufacturers with the absolut

minimum of dislocation. This standar

sets forth the dimensions necessary foi

interchangeability of these types of col

lets and accessories. Much of the infor

mation is presented in tabular and dia

grammatii' form.

B. S. 2558:1954—Tubular hox span
ners. 4/-.

The range of hexagons catered for L

this specification is the same as tha

dealt with by its immediate predecesso

and includes ali the unified sizes, B.A.i

metric, black hexagons and Whitvvorth,

large hexagons. I

The quality of the spanners is denoteJ
by two grades: A and B. Grade A Í9

the superior quality. The apparenq

anomaly that the accuracies of the Ej

grade are more exact than those of thH

A grade is explained by the fact that!

Grade A spanners are heat-treated anii'

allowance has therefore to be made foi

any resulting distortion.

The toraup test is an addition to thi-

standard.

Canadian standards, Canadian stan

dards assoeiation, National researci;

building, Ottawa, Canada.

C.S.A. Z7.3 Series—Specifications foi

survey photography. SI.25.

There are seven items in this serie-,

Four of the specifications deal witl

standard dimensions of various sizes o

aerial film spools. The others covo"

dimensions for leaders. trailers and ror

film for aerial photography, standan

methods of testing the mounting of ai

cameras, and standard format sizes, foc:i

lengths, and operating temperatures fo

air cameras.
Particularly in the lower nambers o

the series, diagrams and tables constituti .

most of the specifications.
|
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Made In Canado

A HEW CAMDIA^ MME II ELECTRICAL EIGIIEERIl

Specifically Designed and Created for More Efficient

Support and Distribution of Electrical Power Cables

New CANTROUGH was designed to support and distribute electrical power cables ín major industrial

projects.. Canadian Industry was formerly dependent on cable trough and supporting elements imported

from foreign sources.

The introduction of Cantrough marks an important mile-stone in the progress of Canadian Industry.

It is the íirst line of cable troughs, supporting elements and racks to be manufactured in this country of

All-Canadian materiais—Galvanized or Plastic-sealed Steel and Aluminium. In addition to standard

assembly elements, custom-designed Cantrough sections are available to íit individual speciíications.

If you are considering construction of any project involving the support and distribution of power

cables, instrumentation or tubing, Cantrough fills a dcfinite need in your planning.

Disirihiilril 1>Y

orttiQrn JAhcMc
COMPANY LIMITED

ST. JOHN'S, NFLD. HAIIFAX SYDNEY MONCTON SAINT JOHN, N.B. FREDERICTON CHICOUTIMI QUEBEC CITY TROIS RIVIERI'

SHERBROOKE ROSEMONT MOUNT ROYAL MONTREAL OTTAWA VAL D OR KINGSTON TORONTO OXONNOR DRIV

KITCHENER HAMILTON ST. CATHARINES LONDON SARNIA KIRKLAND LAKE WINDSOR TIMMINS SUDBURY SAULT STE. MAR

FORT WILLIAM WINNIPEG BRANDON REGINA SASKATOON MEDICINE HAT LETHBRIDGE CALGARY EDMONTO

TRAIL PENTICTON VERNON PRINCE GEORGE NEW WESTMINSTER VANCOUVER VICTORIA NANAIMj

43Í;,
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The advertisers are the leaders in their respective fields. Their
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Appointments and Transfere

Canadian Allis-Chalmers President.—
Harold M. Schudt has betn elected

president of Canadian Allis-Chalmers

Limited, on the resiguation of Mark C.
Lowe. Associated with Allis-Chalmers
since 1929, Mr. Schudt has served in

the United States and in England, where
he started the company's first maniifac-
turing operations.

Management Change. — A. Campbell,
vice-president and managcr of the

Dominion Bridge Comi)any's Western
Division, has recently announced the

appointment of J. L. Bodie as manager
of Standard Iron & Engineering Works
Limited (Standard' Iron & Engineering
Works Ltd. is a subsidiary of Dominion
Bridge Company). Mr. Bodie, formerly
personnel and industrial relations man-
ager of the Western Division of the

Dominion Bridge Company succeeds R.
M. Dingwall who has retired from
active service.

•
Atlas Steels Director. — R. H. Davis,
president of Atlas Steels Limited, has
announced the election of John B. Rid-
ley to the board of directors. Mr. Ridley
is well known in Canadian financial

cireles as vice-president and director of

A. E. Ames and Co. Ltd., and has been
associated with Atlas in connection wirh

the financing of their major plant e»
pansion in recent years.

Change of Name.—Linde Air Product
Company, Division of Union Carbidí
Canada Limited, is the new name o

Dominion Oxygen Company, Divisioi

of Union Carbide Canada Limited. Thi
is a change in name only and involve
no alteration in corporate structun
or faciiities handled.

Change of Address. — Constructioi

Equiimient Company Limited announci
that ali faciiities have now been trans

ferred to their new location at G373 Cot
de Liesse Road, Montreal 9.

•
Walker and Webber, Consulting Civi

Engineers (Paul G. W. Walker, m.e.i.c

and E. Doug. Webber), announce th

establishment of their partnership ii

new oíEces at 1894 West Broadway
Vancouver 9, B.C.

New Equipment and Developments

Harold M. Schudt

New Directors of Montreal Locomo-
tive Works. — At the recent annual
meeting of Montreal Locomotive Works
Limited four new directors were elected.
These were J. G. Notman, m.e.i.c, Percy
M. Fox, and Jules R. Timmins, ali of
Montreal, and Wilson D. Leggett, jr., of
Schenectady, N.Y.

908

New Bristol Turboprop. — The Bristol
Aeroplane Comi)any of Canada has re-

leased preliminary details of the parent
company's new B.E. 25 constant-power
turboprop engine, designed jjrimarily for
future Britannia airliners. With a nor-
mal rating of some 8,000 h.p., power
output is torque limited to about 4,000
li.p., whicli is available to the propeller
up to altitudes of the order of 20,000
feet. Above this "ceiling of constancy"
power drops in accordance with the nor-
mal rules, but some 3,500 h.p., or nearly
twice the power available from current
turboprops having the .same sea-level
nominal rating will be produced at a
cruising altitude of about 30,000 feet.

The B.E. 25 is a "two-spool" engine
in whieh a low pressure compressor
supercharges a high pressure compressor,
each being mechanically independent of
one another. The system allows the use

of a high pressure ratio (10 ;1) whic)

gives a low specific fuel consumption
for example, at 25,000 feet and 30'

m.p.h., the design specific consumptio-

is 0.37 Ib./h.p./hr.

Automatic Moulding Press.—Desigrii

to be fully automatic from powd'

measin-ement and feed to ejection ar

checking of finished mouldings, a ne

model of a 50-ton moulding press hi'

been announced by Foster. Yates
Thom, of England. The prcss, whii|

has a fabricated and stress-relieved um
frame operates at hydraulic jiressures (!

up to two tons per square incli. Th
press was on show at the recent Caníji

dian International Trade Fair togethJ

with the company's Rotocube dil

powder mixing machine, which embodi(|

a cube-shaped mixing drum mounb
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Right— SIainless

Steel Vessel

showing tray wilh

bubbie caps

welded in place.

Ahe manufacture of stainless steel vessels
is a specialized business demanding
considerable metallurgical experience,
faultless workmanship and the employment
of the most modern equipment for the close
control of every stage of fabrication.

Dominion Bridge—Canada'» oldest steel

fabricators-—have long been recognized as a
leader in this specialized field.

Constant research, unrivalled technical
resources and exacting standards of
workmanship are inherent features of the
Dominion Bridge platework service.

Wr/fe for illustraied brochure No. PF-IOO
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diagonally at a compound angle on

trunnions and rotated at approximately

10 r.p.m.; the design is aimed to pro-

vide a consistent mix of widely varying

constituents. Capacities vary from 10 to

1,600 pounds.
•

General Electric of England Expands.
The General Electric Co., of England,

has recently purchased 99 per cent of

the shares of the Amalgamated Electric

Corporation Ltd., of Toronto. The Brit-

ish company, which has no connection

with similarly - named companies iii

North America, has pioneered many
developments at the research labora-

tories at Wembley, England, including

centimetric Radar and cold welding, and

is at present engaged in developments
for the use of atomic energy in industry.

A. V. Armstrong will continue to lead

the operations of Amalgamated Electric

Corporation Ltd.
^

Federal Public Works Contracts. —
Works Minister Winters has announccd
that contracts involving expenditures

totaliing $877,822.22 were awarded by
the Department of Public Works during

the month of April, 1955.

The amount for new works is $556,-

199.00 ; for the repair and maintenance
of existing structures $193,414.22; and
for dredging $128,209.00.

•
C-I-L Plant Developments. — Canadian
Industries (1954) Limited is to spend
more than $3,000,000 this year in ex-

panding its paint manufacturing facil-

ities m Toronto. The expansion is the

second stage in the company's program
announced last year. This step in the

program will comprise the extension oí

existing facilities for the manufacture
of enamels and resins at the York works
and the erection of a lacquer plant to

replace those facilities now at the West
Toronto works.

The York plant will supply automo-
tive, industrial and automotive refinish

products and will allow the other C-I-L

paint plants in Montreal and Toronto
to concentrate on the manufacture of

retail, construction and maintenance
paints.

Completion of the York project will

more than double the original produc-

tion capacity of the plant when it was
built in 1948. Approximately 125 -addi-

tional employees will be required when
the expansion is completed. Increased

plant Services such as cafetaria, ofEces

and change-rooms, are included in the

plans. Last year, expansion at the York
site doubled the size of the paint re-

search and development laboratory and
also the plant warehouse.

New Company to Make Telephone
Cables.—J. R. Bradfield, president of

Canada Wire and Cable Company, Lim-
ited, recently announced the completion

of arrangements with General Cable
Corporation of the United States for

the formation of a company for the

manufacture of a complete line of tele-

phone cables in Canada. The new com-
pany, Telecables and Wires Limited,

will be under the management of Can-
ada Wire and Cable Company, Limited,

and will also have available at ali timea

the extensivo engineering and manufac-
turing experience of General Cable Cor-
poration. It is planned to locate the

plant at Winnipeg.

•

Anthes - Imperial Expansion. — The
Anthes-Imperial Company Limited of

St. Catharines, Ontário, has purchased
the Keating Divisíon of Taylor-Forbes
(1953) Limited, Guelph, Ontário. The
announcement was made recently by D.
G. Willmot, President of Anthes-Im-
perial. The new combined operation
will be carried on by The Anthes-Im-
perial Company Limited through their

sales offices. Manufacturing of ali heat-

ing equipment acquired through this

transaction will be transferred to the

Anthes-Imperial main plant in St.

Catharines. The sales and engineering
divisions of Taylor-Forbes are joining

the Anthes organization.
;

Canadian Westinghouse Contract. —
(•i

The Canadian Westinghouse Companyí
will build two 80,000 kva. generatorsji

one power transformer, switchgear anoj
control equipment for what will be th(i*

largest remote-controlled power planij
in Canada under terms of a contraclj

valued at well over $1,500,000. Thil

'

order was awarded by B.C. Electridl

Company for the $25,000,000 project aí

Cheakamus, B.C., north of Squamish or

Howe Sound. 1

The equipment consists of two 80,00(j

kva., 13.8 kv., 400 r.p.m., 87.5 per cen'

power factor vertical waterwheel gener-j

ators, each weighing some 370 tons. Th»;

power transformer to be supplied wil

be 80,000 kva., 3 phase, 60 cycle!

230,000/13,800 volts, type OFW, oil imj

mersed, forced oil, water-cooled, out-|

door, surge protected.
|

The high voltage winding will be con
nected in star with a grounded neutra

and will have three full-capacity anc

one reduced-capacity, no-load taps.

coolers will function automatically oi-

the basis of winding temperature.
'

Much auxiliary equipment is also t(

be provided.
j

When the new station goes in servic-i

in 1957, the B.C. lower mainland's sup

ply of power will exceed 915,000 hp.-I

more than four times that available jusi

a decade ago. L

I
Tube Manufacturing Development. -1
The $6-million pipe and tube manufacB
turing centre for Canadian WestenB
Pipe Mills Ltd. scheduled to go iiit™

production this month, at Port Mood}
B.C., is the first of its type establishei

in W^estern Canada. It is rated by ob

servers of B.Cs development picture a:

a key secondary industry in view o

the natural gas era now dawning in th

province in which thousands of miles oi

pipe and related products will b

needed.
jj

Canadian Western Pipe Mills Ltd. ijl

a subsidiary of the Rheinrohr organizai

tion of West Germany, who ar

Europe's oldest and biggest pipe an.

tube mill operators.

The initial development will encom;

pass some 16 acres of the 100-acre siti

and provide 145,000 square feet of prol

duction íloor space, a three-storey heaij

office and administration centre, machinj

shops, testing laboratories, warehousefj

two electric sub-stations, new acces'

roads and railway spur lines.

The main building will be 826 fer

loug, one of the longest industrial strui

tures under one roof in Western Car

ada. It will be 251 feet wide at i'

widest point.

The expansive manufacturing are

will be divided into three main hal

which will house two complete produc

tion lines for pipe, conduit and mechan

cal tubing.

The pipe mills have an annual poter

tial of more than 60,000 tons of blac

and galvanized pipe, ranging in diamet(

from % inch to 4 inches, and in lengt

from 10 to 45 feet, for gas, oil, wate

steam, air, electrical and structural use

Initial production plans for condu;

cover the rigid type together with i';

SUB-SURFACE EXPLORATION
Soil Sampling •:• Foundation Testing

Core Drilling <• Grouting

1
BOYLESBROS
DRIILINC COMPANY LTD..

VANCQUVER, CANADA r

á PAVEMENTS
Job 52/101

British Columbia Highways

Department of Public Works
Provincial Government

During October, 1952, one of our <-rew«, with a drillmounted on a light truck, travelled 1,000 miles over B.C.Highways and recovered samples of the bituminoufl,macadam paving at numerous points along the route.An analys.e of the cores, which they recovered, providedvaluable mformat.on for the department-s engineers in
their program for more and better highways throughout

Modern Equipment and Experienced Crews

<zér MONCTON, NORANDA, KIRKLAND LAKE,

PORT ARTHUR, EDMONTON and VANCQUVER
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WITH FULLY STOCKED WAREHOUSES

UNITED STEEL
PUTS MODERN POWER TRANSMISSION
EQUIPMENT TO WORK
FOR YOU FAST!

Here's an exaniple-This apron conveyor was completely fabri-

cated and assembled by United Steel. Power transmission equip-

ment and accessories include: Dodge -Timken Piliow Block

mounted on Dodge Protected Screw Take Up, Dodge CastTooth

Sprockets and Special Conveyor Chain with flanged wheels.

And her8's another- This Dodge V-Beit Drive assembly for a

conveyor beit installation includes a Dodge Torque Arm Speed
Reducer, and Anti-Friction Piliow Block, Shafting and welded steei

Conveyor Pulley ... ali fabricated and assembled by Dodge Manu-
facturing Division of United Steel Corporation.

Whether you require a complete, assembled unit, or replacement power
transmission equipment, you can count on United Steel!

Over 70 years' experience in serving every branch of industry is your
assurance o£ satisfaction. Completely stocked warehouses and extensiva
production facilities are your guarantee of fast delivery.

United Steel are also equipped to provide and instai any type of materiais
handling equipment you may require.

Morse Roller and
Silent Chain Drives

Fafnir Mechani-Seal

Piliow Blocks

Dry Fluid

Coupling Dodge Torque Arm
Speed Reducer

Dodge V-BeIt Drive

1ilililíji,',M!IIHJiilll;llll>lil[i]kj|ilir "th» power transmission p*op/»'

^ CO>PO>«TION

"o lIMiTtO - ">>

Toronto

ROger 2-8242

Montreal

WEllington 4277

Kirkland Lake
1017
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companion, thin wall conduit, for the

whole range of installation work in the

electrical field.

The plant also will manufacture
mechanical tubing, a high-quality pre-

cision product, whose field of applica-

tion embraces many maehine-assembled
tubular products. A different grade of

tubing also will be marketed for use in

furniture manufacture.

Ali these products will be produced by
the continuous cold-forming, electric re-

sistance weld process which is being
adopted by more and more manufactur-
ers due to the high quality of the

finished product and to fabricating efíi-

ciencies.

Steel that will be fed in ribbon-like

strips to the sequence of de-scaling,

welding, sizing, straightening, cut-off,

trimming, threading and t e s t i n g
machines, will come from Canadian and
other mills.

•

"Unitized" Transportalion—The White
Pass & Yukon Corporation has under
way a $2,700,000 development program
which will introduce a unique "pick-a-

back" system to revolutionize freight

transportation service to the North
country.

Disclosing details of the project m
Vancouver, early in the year, a White
Pass & Yukon spokesman reported that
approximately half of the 12,700,000 ex-

penditure will be made in B.C., for steel

freight containers similar to van bodies
that can be moved by truck, ship and
train, for loading and trucking equip-
ment, and other íiandling facilitiefr

Target date to start the new sei vice

between Vancouver and Whitehorse is

August, 1955, with two movemeuts p^:'

month scheduled at the ovitset.

A new, specially designed ship is now
being rushed to completion by unitized

caiTier specialists of Canadian Vickers
Ltd., at Montreal, so that crews can
make familiarization runs and the ser-

vice can be established before winter

season storms and fogs.

She will have a cruising speed of

12^4 knots, faster than present vessels in

northern freight service, and her propul-

sion and power plans include two 950

hp. diesel engines, which, with some
cargo handling equipment, are being

made in England.
Cargo moves frora the shipper's ware-

house or other marshalling point in the

van-like steel containers. After the cargo

is trucked by shippers to new terminal

facilities to be constructed at West
Indies Wharf in North Vancouver, it

will be loaded aboard the new vessel

which is designed to handle 168 of the

van containers per trip, and will have

a total carrying capacity of 4,000 tons.

To inaugurate the ser\-ice, 500 of the

van units, each with insulation, heating

and refrigeration provisions, will be con-

structed in Vancouver.

In the service to the North, after a

three and a half day, 1,000-mile voyage

to Skagway, where receiving facilities

will be expanded, the van units will be

unloaded onto flat cars of the White
Pass & Yukon Railway, for an 110-mile

run to Whitehorse.
From the Whitehorse terminais, the

"vmitized" cargo again goes aboard
trucks for delivery to consignees.

On return voyages. the vans will

carry a.sbestos .çhipments from northern

mmes.

•

Dominion Rubber Factory. — A new.
modern factory for the manufacture of

a wide range of fo;)m rubber products,

is to be erected in Kitchener by the

Footwear Division of Dominion Rubber
Company Limited, according to an an-
nouncement by company president, C.

C. Thackray.
The factory and equipment, utilizing

the most up-to-date techniques and
methods. represents an investment of

over $2,000,000, and when fuUy in opera-

tion could mean the addition of ove
one-hundred employees to the present,
large staff of Dominion Rubber Com-I
pany's Merchants' footwear factory in,

Kitchener. It will greatly expand the, i

çompany's line of similar rubber goods. í
Completion date is set for early in 1956,

3M Expansion. — Minnesota Mininaj
and Manufacturing of Canada Lt(L.\
London, Ont., has started a $750.000 ex-

1

pansion program which will include the i

construction of two buildings and the |

transfer of the Irvington division (form- 1

erly Irvington Varnish and Insulator :

Co.) from Hamilton to London. An-
nouncing the program, Maynard H.
Patterson, vice-president and general
manager. said increased sales anil tliR

Progressive addition of new products and
services make the new buildings neces-
sary.

The new buildings. to be completed
by August 1, will add 47,400 square feet

of floor space to the present plant and
will be equipjjed with the late.st ma-
cliinery and methods for manufacturing
\'arnishcs, varnished cambrics. extrudedí
phistics. plastic garden hose, bottle cap
lamina tes and special abrasive and ad-
hesive products for the automotive and í

aircraft industries.

•
John B. Parkin Associates, Architects
and Engineers, Toronto, aro moving in

June into an all-glass building of 18,000

sq. ft. of their own design, set in foiír;

acres of ravine land in Don Mills Vii-|

lage. one of North America's most com-:
prehensively planned and de.signedj

communities.
Parkin Associates have been respon-

sible for over one hundred modem school

buildings of ali sizes in Ontário, many
industrial and commercial buildings
iiospitals, and other types of buildings.

Tlioy have served more than one hun-
dreil public bodies. public and high

school boards, Utilities commissions, hos-

pital boards and many leading corpora-
tions.

The company is made up as follows:

Partners : John Parkin, m.r..\.i.c., f.r.i.b.a.,

J. C. Parkin, m.r.a.i.c, f.c.i.b.-a., .a.r.c.a.,

Edmund Parkin, landscape architect;

.\ssociates: R. V. B. Burgoyne, m.r..\.i.c.,

J. E. Mews, M.E.I.C.. P.ENc, mechanical
ongineer. P. T. Mikluchin, m.k.i.c,

p.ENG , structural engineer, J. E. Owcm
M.R.A.I.C, J. P. Spence. m.r.a.i.c, E. R.

Wilbec, P.ENG., mechanical engineer.

•
Spot-Welding Apparatus. — A manual
sigma spot-welding process that makes
spot. plug, and tack-welds with the i

addition of reinforcing filler metal i? I

now available from Linde Air Product?

Company. Division of Union Ca'.bid'J i

Canada Limited. The process ovar-
;

comes limitations of existing spot weld-
|

ing methods by making extra-strong

welds in heavier metais, and by requir- 1

ing access to only one side of the weld

.joint.

This inert gas shielded welding prn-

cess makes stronger spot welds by feed-

ing consumable wire electrode auto-

matically into the weld area. The filler

metal makes a 100 per cent penetra-

tion in the lapping metais. Spot welds

can be made quickiy and easily on

metais up to Vs-in. thick. in a horizon-

tal or vertical position. The process can

be used on carbon and galvanized steel, '

reduced concrete shrínkage

Effect of Drying Shrinkoge is Dramati-

cally lllustrated in this Clay Specimen.

with POZZOLITH

Whatever the cement content of a mix or

the water-cement ratio, drying shrinkage

is governed niainly by i/nit uater contem*

(water required percubicyard ofconcrete).

Pozzolith, through dispersion of cement, is

an aid in producing louest unit water con-

tent for a given workability, because it re-

duces water required by approximately 15%.

Thereby Pozzolith helps produce minimum
shrinkage in concrete; also helps improve
other basic qualities.

FiiU information on request.

*See U. S. Bureau of Reclamation's current Concrete
Manual, Page 130.

MASTER W BUILDERS
P. 0. BOX SOI, WESTON Products told in Canado i anufactured in Canada TORONTO 15, ONTÁRIO
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PRODUCTS DESIGNED, MAKUFACTURED OR SOLD
by

ENGINEERING-SUPERHEATER LTD.

COAL AND ASH HANDLING EQUIPMENT

Beaumont Birch Skip Hoist, Bucket,

and Continuous FIow Conveyors

Suction and Hydraulic Ash Systems

FURNACES

Tangentially-fired

Water Cooled

Refuse Burning

PUMPS

De Lavai IMO
Paper Mill Process

Sewage

Boiler Feed

Public Utilily

Type "E" Underfeed

Low Ram Underfeed

Skelly Anthracite

Spreader, Dumping and Continuous

Travelling Grate

Chain Grate

MECHANICAL AIR SEPARATORS

Raymond Designs— Single and

Double Whizzers

FLASH DRYING EQUIPMENT

Raymond—Sewage Sludge

Coal-Limestone Slurry

Industrial Drying

BURNERS

Mechanical Atomizing and

Steam Asst. Oil Burners

Natural Gas and Blast Furnace Gas

Combination Gas and Oil

Pumping, Heating & Straining Sets

PULVERIZING EQUIPMENT

Bowl Mills

Roller Mills

Impact Mills

Screen and Autoniatir

Vertical

STEAM DRYERS

Locomotive

STEAM TURBINES

De Lavai designs for Industrial Drives

Generator Drive

UNIT HEATERS

Hi-Fin Designs

i

LEADERS IN STEAM GENERATION AND FUEL BURNING EQUIPMENT FOR ALL INDUSTRIES

COMBUSTION ENGINEERING-SUPERHEATER LTD.

MONTREAL . TORONTO • WINNIPEG • VANCOUVER - PLANTS: SHERBROOKE. QUE.
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stainless steel, copper-based alloys, and
other metais.

Sigma spot-welding apparatus can also
be used to make plug welds on metais
from Vs-in. to Ví-in. thick, and to mnke
tack-welds on ali t.ypes of joints for
subseqiient welding. An operator can
make up to 10 welds a minute, includ-
ing positioning and post-weld árgon
flow.

The sigma spot-welding macliine con-
sists of three main units: 1) a pistol-
type, water-cooled torch — lightweight
and easy to use in hard-to-reach piaces;
2) a portable wire-drive imit whicli
liouses the rod reel and gas and water
solenoids for instant shiekíing and cool-
ing; and 3) a coutrol box with Linde's
new-style. built-in electronic controls.
AU controls are on a single plane. Spe-
cial heavy-duty, industrial-type relays
and timers are used for maximum de-
pendability. The control box can be
installed easily in anv desired location.

•
Adjusiable Speed Drives.—Printed cir-
cuitry and a new simplified contiol
system are features of a new line of
full-wave Thy-mo-trol electronic adjust-
able-speed drives available from Cana-
dian General Electric Company's
Apnaratus Division.
Believed to be the first circuitry ever

to be incorporated in industrial control
equnment, the print-board paneis can
be visually inspected for circuit faults.
smce the paneis are actuallv current-
carrymg diagrams. The paneis can al^o
be rcmoved and replaced in a few
seconds time.
Smce the new control circuit uses

on'y a single miniature-tvoe control
tube, as contrasted with three conven-
tional sized tubes in previous models,
mainten-ncp on the eo.uipment is great-
ly simplified.

Basicallv an automatic electronic con-
trol for d-c motor drives, the new Thy-
mo-trol controls are designed to give
steileps speed control from an a-c
power snurce over an 8 to 1 speed range
with higher speed ranges Dossible for
special applications. Consisting of elec-
tronic sensmg elements and an elec-
tronic power rectifier, it maintains very
close speed regulation regardless of
changes m load or line voltage, and
hinits starting torque to protect both
drive and machine against overloads af
ali times.

Optional features available at extra
cost as part of the Thy-mo-trol control
line include push-button reversing re-
actor looD control, .jogging, and tacho-
meter íollower operation.

•
Marconi Plant.—A plant to manufac-
ture magnetrons and various types of
transmitting tubes in Canada will shortly
be erected by Canadian Marconi Com-
pany m the Montreal suburb of Town of
Mount Royai, Quebec.
The new factory will have approxi-

mately 30,000 square feet of floor space
and will be adjacent to Marconi's head
Office and factory at 2442 Trenton
Avenue, Montreal 16. The building and
equipment have been designed specially
for the manufacture of this type of
electronic tube.

It is expected that the plant will be
in production early in 1956; it will em-
ploy approximately 100 people at the
outset.

H. A. Rice, formerly manager of Mar-
coni's Commercial Products Division,

914

has been named general manager of this
new project.

C. P. McNamaia has been named to
succeed Mr. Rice as manager of Mar-
coni's Commercial Products Division.

Steam Locomotives for índia. — The
first of 120 steam locomotives—custom
designed for delivery to índia under the
Colombo Plan—was completed at the
Canadian Locomotive Co. Ltd., in King-
ston, in March.
Ordeied by the Canadian Commercial

Corporation for the Indian Railways, the
Kingston-built locomotives, to be pro-
duced at a cost of $21,000.000, represent
the largest single Canarlian contract to
date under the Colombo Plan. Many
Canadian companies are sharing in the
order through work subcontracted by
the Canadian Locomotive Co.
AU of the 120 locomotives will re-

semble Canadian steam locomotives in
general appearance, with Pacific type
4-6-2 wheei arrangement, but are de-
signed for India's wider-gauge railways

—

5 ft. 6 in. compared with Canada's 4 ft.

8% in. gauge. European style centre
screw-link couplers and side buffers in-
stead of centre automatic couplers, and
steam and automatic vacuum brakes in-
stead of air brakes are other points of
diffcrence from North American steam
locomotives. In addition. cabs have
double roofs and extra-largp windows to
provide comfort for operating personnel
in tropical or sub-tropical climate; and
the familiar bel! of Canadian steam
locomotives is replaced by the high-
pitched whistle used by the Indian Rail-
ways. The locomotives are rated at ap-
proximately 1600 hp.
The company is continuing fuU pro-

duction of diesel locomotives for Cana-
dian railwvs. sénior vice-president
George A. MuoUer said here recenfly.
Current die.sel production inchides

eishteen 1600-hp. diesel-electric road
switchers and ten 1200-hp. switchers for
the C.N.R. and an order for the C.P.R.

Do»riinion Bridge EnTarges Faoilitíps.
—The nlroady extensive facilities for
the fabrication of light and hea\^ steel
plato work are boing enlnrged by the
constmction of a new shop adiacent to
t.he Comnanv's plant at Purnabv. B.C..
which wil] be in operation in the Falí
of this year. This announcement was
recently made by A. S. Gentles, vice-
president and manager of the Comparv's
Pacific division. who pointed out that
this step, in coniunction with nthers re-
centlv made. will enable the Company
k) plav a significant part in the increas-
ins industrialÍ7ation of the West Coast.
The Dominion Bridge Companv's Van-

couver nlant has alreadv been active in
fabricafed plate work for many years.
Some two vears ago, facilities were in-
creased by the addition of a large stress
relieving fumacc with attendant enuip-
ment for the manufacture of large Class
1 welded pressure vessels such as are
required for oil refínGries. chemical
plants. pulp and naper mills, etc.

Just a year ago. the Company an-
nounced that Dominion Bridge boilers,
hitherto only made in Eastern plants,'
wonld also be made in Vancouver.
_

The new shop will increase the facil-
ities of the Comoany in this field and
enable such work to be done more
speedily and efliciently.

The new building, of ample dimen-

sions to accommodate large work, wil
be of similar construction to the existinj
shops and will be fuily equipped witl,'

a new 800-ton heavy press brake, heav'-
roUs, straightograph edge preparatiov
equipment, and other machinery. X-ra)
equipment of the latest type will als('

be incorporated in the new building.
| |

A railroad track will be laid in th»
building connecting to yard tracks and
to tracks for the stress relieving furnacej
By these means heavy loads can bí
handled to the furnace or shipped direc]

from the shop without outside loadingi

Ample handling facilities are a specia
feature of the new shop and will in-

elude overhead travelling cranes enabling
loads up to 100 tons to be lifted. í

heavy Gantry crane wUl facilitate load
ing and unloading into t.he stress re
lieving furnace.

British Product.—While "Wateo Coni
crete Hardener" has been widely use(

for the last 25 years in England, it ii

now available in Canada for the firs'

time.

Made of oil and resin, Wateo is saicj

to penetrate into the pores of the con-

crete, eíTectively sealing the surfac(|

particles and providing a permanentK
dustless surface. This elimination o;

concrete dust has proven .safer for botll

men and machines as well as reducinjí

floor maintenance costs.
I

Wateo is easily applied by unskillen

labour and the treated floor is ready fo;

use within eight hours. The manufacturj

ers claim it will last as long as the flooj

itself—that it is resistant to water, som|

Chemicals and grease.
j

The Flintkote Company of Canad,
Limited are the sole agents for WatC'

Concrete Hardener in Canada.

Disiribution Transformer. — A distri

bution transformer .designed specificall;

for distributors and users of electri'

power and to provide maximum perj

formance through lower losses, highe:

efíiciency and better regulation is nov

being manufactured by Brown Bover

(Canada) Limited, at their St. John?

Quebec, plant. These transformer^

known as the Brown Boveri "BB-99
series, feature many unique design im:

provements which contributo directly t(:

superior electrical and mechanical effi;

ciency.

"I5B-99" cores are wound from con

tinuous strip, cold rolled steelmakinf

possible controUed uni-directional grair

orientation and thus uniformly highe:

magnetic permeability. The cores, whicl

are not cut or disturbed in any wa,\

during coil assembly, require exception

ally low exciting currents.

"BB-99" coils are wound directI^

around the core legs by a patente

method, which gives them both
superior electrical efficiency and a ver

high mechanical strength against shor

circuit stresses. Improved cooling wit]

uniform dissipation of heat from a;

parts of the active assembly guarantec

longer in.«ulation life and higher oper

ating performance under ali conditionr

The "BB-99" Distribution Transfor

mer is designed to meet ali relevan

CS.A. specifications.

Deliveries of the standard sizes hon
local stocks across Canada.
Information can be secured from you

nearest Brown Boveri office or repre

sentative, or by writing to Brown Bovei|
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Someone ís lookíng
(we don't know him from Adam)

for the solutíon to a problem
(we haven't a clue)

ínvolvíng a new product
(we don't know what)

requíríng quality machined castings
(thafs something we do know about)

If you have a problem that involves a sand casting,

die casting, forging or automatic screw machine

part . . . we probably have the answer. For fifty

years weVe been supplying our customers with the

right component part for the purpose . . . when

they want it . . . at a fair price! Now, with

Wallaceburg-Singer Limited in production on cored

brass forgings we've more than ever to offer.

Cali US for Machined Sand Castings in brass and

bronze, Cored Brass Forgings, Die Castings in zinc

and aluminum, and Automatic Screw Machine

Products in brass, steei and aluminum.

Uj-fíLL^C££UfíQ
BRASS LIMITED

WALLACEBURC, ONTÁRIO

AND AFFILIATED COMPANIES
Wallaceburg-Singer Limited

Dominion Die Casting Limited

BRANCHES: TORONTO • LONDON • WINNIPEG • CALGARY • VANCOUVER
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(Canada) Limited, 1015 Beaver Hall

Hill, Montreal, Quebec, for publication

No. C-DT-1.
•

Trade Fair Discontinued.—The eighth

Canadian International Trade Fair,

which closed on June 10, will be the

last to be hcld under backing of the

Federal Government. Trade Minister C.

D. Howe announced that the Fair had
not lived up to expectations as a méd-
ium for lhe direct promotion of Can.i-

dian exports. Instead. the governmeiit

will seek to expand the export trade in

other ways; Canada would have exhibit.s

this year at 15 trade fairs in 13

coimtries.

•
Report of Canadian Pacifio Railway.— Several new dovelopments in Cana-
dian Pacifies activitics were noted in

the address of the president, W. A.

Mather, to the annual meeting.

The Service of the new transcon-

tinental trains, named "The Canadian",
was inaugurated in April and reduced

the previous schedule for travelling

acro.ss Canada by some 16 hours. The
month of June sees the start of the

trans-Arctic service of Canadian Pacific

Airlines from Vancouver to Amsterdam,
bringing Europe within 19 hours flying

time of Vancouver. followed by the

launching on Clydeside by Her Majesty
the Queen of the new "Empress of

Britain" built for the Atlantic service.

Other progress made in the post-war

period included the major undertaking

of conversion to diesel power. By the

end of 1954 the number of diesel units

had increased to 459, and 30 iier cent of

ali road passenger operation.s, 35 per

cent of road freight, and 55 per cent of

yard switching were handled by diesel

power. At the same time. extensive re-

placement was made of obsolete freight

train equipment. In 1947 almost half

the freight cars in service were over 30
years old

;
by the end of 1954 one-third

of the inventory had been replaced.

This replacement involved the retire-

ment of over 22,000 cars from freight

service and taking delivery of nearly

29,000 new cars. The nine per cent riso

in the number of cars represented an
aggregate capacity increase of 21 per
cent.

Since 1947 more than 2,000 miles of

main track were relaid with rail of 100
pounds or over; sidings were extended;
and road covered by automatic block
signals increased by more than half to

a total of nrarly 3,000 miles.

This modcrnization since 1947 le-

quired some .|600 million of capital

funds, of which about $300 million came
from. depreciation and reserve funds,

.$200 million from new borrowings, and
the remainder from retained earnings.
The amount of borrowed capital reached
its highest point since 1941, with a con-
.sequcnt increase in fixed charges to be
met.

Despite the view that busine.ss in

general was pa.ssing through a stage
of cconomic adjustment amounting only
to a pause in the steady growth, the
immediate outlook for the railway was
not so clear. Some developments which
swell the gro.ss national product generate
little rail traíRc, and export trade has
declined in recent years. Control of
exi)enses in 1955 should result in nct
earnings not less than tho.se in 1954.
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New Allis-Chalniers Product.—Clínker

breakers built by Allis-Chalmers for

use with the company's Air-Quenching

clinker coolers are now a\'ailable as

optional equipment or for installation

on existing coolers. The breaker is de-

signed to crush chunks of clinker dis-

charging from the cooler, using the re-

pcated impacts of the coolers recipro-

cating motion. Clinkers which can not

pass 3-inch openings in a horizontal

grizzly deck are crushed between metal

fins mounted on the cooler's discharge

end and eccentric discs mounted on the

breaker's shaft.

The breaker carriage rides on rails.

Pressure from air cylinders holds the

carriage close to the cooler. The air

cylinders retract to allow the breaker

carriage to back off sufficiently to ac-

commodate large clinker. AH pieces are

reduced to pass the grizzly bar spacing.

The clinker breaker is mounted on
concrete piers and extends approxi-

mately 11 feet beyond the discharge end
of the cooler. A description is contained

in Bulletm 07B8202, available from
Ailis-Chalmers Manufaeturing Coin-
pany, 1270S. 70th Street, Milwaukee 1,

Wisconsin.

New C.G.E. Meter.— A new type of

watthour meter has been introduced by
the Canadian General Electric Com-
pany, featuring a rotor a.s.sembly which
floats in a magnetic field.

The new 1-55, a 3-wire single-phase

100-amp. meter is designed to replace

the CG.E. 1-30 meter. Range of the

1-55, from 15 watts starting load to a

peak of 23.000 watts, is a considerable

increase over the present standard of

from 15 watts to 13,800 watts.

Among new techniques used to pro-

vide dependability and freedom from
maintenance was the use of the mag-
netic bearing sj^stem employed in the

rotor assembl.y. The 1-55 rotor literally

floats on air. Mounted in the top of

the frame is a magnet of high coercive

force. The upper end of the disc shaft

also contains a smaller magnet of similar

material concentrically located.

The 1-55 shaft is thus supported by
the interaction of the two magnetic
fields. Guide pins set in graphite bush-
ings are used only to maintain vertical

alignment of the rotating element.
Among the new materiais used in the

1-55 is high dielectric strength butyl
rubber. The new stator coils are mould-
ed directly to the core with butyl, re-

su.lting in a much more rigid construc-
tion. Close control of material and pro-
cesses and a re-design of the stator as-

sembly have cut down the number of
ad.justments on the 1-55 from three to
two. Present mcters are adjusted by
lhe utility from time to time for lag,

full load and light load. In the 1-55
lag adjustment is permanently set dur-
ing the manufaeturing process. The re-

gister of the 1-55 has also been re-

designed for easier reading.

About $400,000 was spent in new
manufaeturing and testing equipment.
On the new tost ecjuipment, valucd at
$85,000, one push button operation
clamps the new meter in place. applies
current, and puts the product through
a full range of tests. An optical system
projecta the results of the te.sts onto a
ground glass panei, and if the meter
shows some deviation from the stand-

ilDI

PI

Cililt

ard, it can be adjusted by the operator
and re-run through the tests.

Avro Buys Canadian Car Stock.— An
offer from A. V. Roe Canada Ltd. to
purchase ali of the stock of Canadian
Car & Foundrv Co. Ltd. at $30 per
share, or $22,223,400 for ali of the out
standing Cla.ss ''A" and ordinary shares,

was announced on June 8 by the board
of directors of Canadian Car.
The board decided to recommend ac-

ceptance of the offer by shareholders,

and members of the board present

would accept it insofar as their own
holdings or controUed shares are con
cerned.

Latest available figures show approxl
mately 7,000 shareholders with 384,554

ordinary shares and 356,226 Class "A"
shares, which are convertible into com-i"

mon on a .share-for-share basis and hold

certain priorities as to dividends.

Authorized total of Class "A" sharesj

is 500,000 shares, or $10 million at the!

$20 par value and 1,200,000 shares ofj

ordinary stock of no par value.

Latest annual report of Canadian Car'

showed total assets in excess of $37.5i

million as of Sept. 30, 19.54, with work-l

ing capital at $13.5 million. Balancei

sheet figures indicated a net worth of!

about $30 million. Net profit jumped
sharply in the past two years, rising 38[

per cènt to $2.2 million or $4.97 pei'

ordinary .share in lO-sS and another 3"!

per cent to over $3 million or $7.14 pei^

share in 1954.

Avro is engaged in production of CF-i

100 jet aircraft and has a development!

contract for the C-105, an advanccci'

type of jet plane. Since it began opera-1

tions in Canada over nine years agcj

with 300 employees, Avro has expandi

ed its operations at Malton, Torontcj

suburb, until they now embrace 16,00(j

'

employees in three main plants.
'

A. V. Roe Canada Ltd., is a subii-

diary of the Hawker Siddeley Group oli

Britain and operates through thr('f|

main operating concern.s—Avro Aircraft

Tjtd., Orenda Engines Ltd., and Cana-'

dian Steel Improvement Ltd.. whidr

produces jet engine blade forging.^í

other precision forgings, and light alloys

Canadian Car & Foundry Co. Ltd

operates through foui' main divisionsj

of which the aircraft division at Forti

William presumably constitutes the;

primary interest of Avro in acquirina

Canadian Car stock. The Fort William] .

establishment has been engaged for the'

past year in production of T34 trainer

planes and is preparing for production

of main components for S2F Grummarij

attack and search planes, for which air-;

frames are to be produced by the di,

Havilland Aircraft of Canada Ltd.

The other Canadian Car division

are the steel foundry division. LougiK

Pointe; the car division, embraciog tlv

Turcot and Dominion plants in Moni

real; and the bus division at Fort Wil,

liam.

Canadian Car had its inception ovo

45 years ago in the merger of thre

then-existing companies.
The company's present board of direc

tors consists of E. J. Cosford (piesiden

and managing director). J. M. Breei J^íi-k,'

M.E.i.r., G. Blau- Gordon, R. C. VaughaB

J. A. Prud'Homme, Q.C., Colin

Webster, James G. Notman, m.e.i.c,

W. Thorp, ali of Montreal; and R.

Berkinshaw, Toronto.
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A^Stinghouse ANNOUNCES
I

NEW RATINGS^ FOR LARGE LOW YOLTAGE

AIR CIRCUIT BREAKERS

*UP TO 100% MORE SHORT CIRCUIT AMPERES

Westinghouse tests have demonstrated that this class of breaker,

when applied at utilization voltages in the 240 and 480 volt

ranges, can be applied on circuits capable of delivering up to

1 00% more short circuit amperes.

In line with its policy of offering the best and most advanced
Information to its customers, Westinghouse provides this chart

showing the new ratings.

I i. T 1

1 i
1 ITT 111 Tl

^

T T 1
1 Min

,

1

1
n 1 1 1 1 ijj

1

1

Jttora.

TYPE

BREAKER

INTERRUPTING RATING
(RMS AMPERES)

CIRCUIT

VOLTAGE
60 CYCLE

A.C.NEW FORMER

DB-15

DB-25
DB-50
DA-75
DA- 100

30,000
50,000

75,000
1 00,000
150,000

15,000

25,000
50,000
75,000
100,000

240
and Beiow

DB-15
DB-25
DB-50
DA-75
DA- 100

25,000

35,000
60,000
75,000

1 00,000

1 5,000

25,000
50,000
75,000
100,000

241-480

From 481 to 600 volts the former interrupting ratings will still ipply.

There is no chonge in short fime ratings, or m-

rupting ratings for selective systems. Coll «(r

neorby Westinghouse Office for further ijf-

mation. CANADIAN WESTINGHOUSE COMIll"r

LIMITED, HAMILTON, CANADA. já

you CAN BE SURE

.. IF ITS

westinghouse

Si Ai
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Metallurgical Problems of Modern

Steam Turbines and Alternators

•
by

F. Buckley, Chief Metallu rgist,

English Electric Cornpany Limited,

Etijiland

A paper presented on Janimry 26, 1955 at Niagara Falis, Onl., lo lhe 'ilwrnuil

Section of the Canadian Electrical Association annual convention.

The main j)urpose of this article

is to give some idea of the methods

by which the metallurgist and his

associates have faced up to the

difficwlt task of keeping pace with

the designers of this type of power
phint. The achievements of the

latter dnring the past 30 to 40

years can be judged by the fact

I that individual sets having out-

I
piits in excess of 200 Mw. are now

' conlemphited, steam tempera-

tures have attained the levei of

1150°F., and pressures up to 5,000

Ib. per sq. in. are to be employed.
These developments have neces-

sitated large physical changes in

the dimensions of the major com-
ponents such as castings and
forgings, resulting in pronounced
iiiaiuifactwring difficulties, and in

addition the materiais themselves
have had to be entirely remodelled
and many new alloys evolved.

These latter have been designed
not only from the point of view
of accommodating the higher
stresses and loads at normal and
slightly elevated temperatures but

^
new compositions have been in-

troduced for the higher tempera-
ture conditions under which the

metal is no longer able to support
rclatively low stresses withoul
inidergoing a permanent deforma-
lion. Accurate forecasts and allow-
ances, therefore, have to be made
by the designer so that the total

amount of deformation or creep
likely to occur dnring the life of

the turbine is minimizcd to avoid
the possibility of service troublc.

It is obvious that as a result

of these trends every component;
either static or moving, has had to

receive the most careful attention

and whilst it is not possible to

fleal here with ali of them com-
prehensively a careful considera-

tion of the most important items

1

Great advances have been made in the design of steam power planl with a

resultant increase in lhe severity of operating conditions. To preveni eoslly

failures the metallurgist must provide the right materiais, often having to devclop

new ones, and design must forecast and aliow for material changes dnring service.

will probalily be the best way of

illustrating the improvements.

No better example can be select-

ed as an introduction than that

of one of the most highly stressed

major components in the whole
assembly, namely the rotors. Dis-

cussing first the turbine rotors,

these were originally built up of

several parts which were joined by
a combination of bolts, shrinkage

or large threads; the early twenties

saw the advent of the solid steel

rotors. discs being gashed from a

solid Steel forging. (Figs. 1 and 2.)

Early rotors of this type were

universally made in plain carbon

steel, being used at temperatures

below which creep becomes a

dominant factor and being of such

a size and stressed to such leveis

that unalloyed steel was perfect-

ly .satisfactory. However, with the

increasing output of the machines

and consequent higher leveis from

the larger blading and rotor dia-

meters it became progressively

necessary to stiíTen up the stcels

and increase the ])hysical charac-

teristics by alloy additions such

as molybdenum, nickel and chro-

mium. Thus, comparing the plain

carbon steel rotors of about 36

in. diameter and giving test rc-

sulls m the vicinity of 80,000 Ib.

ultimate strength and yield of

42,500 Ib. per sq. in. we now have

available rotor sizes up to 54 in.

diameter in chromium molyb-

denum steel whicli will give us

ultimate strengths of 100,000 Ib.

jOgilHE ENGINEERING JOURNAL July, 1955

and 0.2 proof stress in excess of

74,000 11). per sq. iu.

The manufacturing difficulties

and care necessary for the success-

ful production of forgings of this

type bear no relationship to tho.se

encountered in the forging of car-

bon steel rotors. Whilst still prone

to ali the complaints inherited

from the ingot state such as seg-

regation, inclusions, corner weak-
ness, etc, these alloy steels de-

mand the most careful attention

at ali stages of meltiug, forging

and, in particular, heat treatment.

The (langer is the presence of

hairlinc cracks or snowflakes

which, buried deep in the forging

and unsuspected by the normal

visual and magnetic inspection

methods, can if untletected cau.se

catastrophic failure of the forging

in .service. The successful climina-

tion of these defects has resulted

not only in improvement of steel-

makiug and forging prnctice but

has also revolutionizcd inspection

techniques as apjjlied to these ro-

tors. These cracks are probably

due to the joint effect of hydrogen

in the steel coupled with internai

stresses due to transformai ion

changes and thermal gradieuts.

(Ireat care, therefore, must be

taken to keep the hydrogen con-

tent of the steel at a minimum
particularly during melting.

Steps taken in this direction

vary from the selection of special

-scrap to the drying of lhe furnace

charges prior to the refining pro-

cess, and the latter is being de-
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Fig. 1 and 2. Examples of early rotors niachined from solid steel forgings.

veloped further by siibjecting the

molten charge to vacuiim degas-

sing.

In addition, internai stresses

and thermal gradients must be
minimized by heat treatment at

high temperatures. Immediately
after forging, therefore, and whilst

still at a high temperature the

forging must be given an elaborate

cycle of heating and cooling be-

tween approximately 1650° F. and
570° F. (Fig. 3.)

In addition to these precaution-

ary heat treatments it is necessary

to subject the forgings to a final

hardening and tempering treat-

ment to effect the highest physical

properties, which must be as uni-

form as possible throughout the

section thickness. This process

may consist of rapid air cooling

from a temperature above the
change point followed by temper-
ing, or, as is practised more in

Europe, the whole forging may be
oil quenched followed again by a

tempering treatment. There is a
certain amount of opposition to

the drastic oil quenching due to

the fear of heavy resultant inter-

nai stresses which may prejudice

the service conditions, but if the

tempering is carried out with suffi-

cient care experience indicates

that there is little to fear on this

account.

Inspection of the resultant ro-

tors can be classified into four

main branches not ali of which
can yet be the subject of oíficial

specifications covering acceptance
clauses.

Physical Teste

These will be taken from the

three principal directions, longitu-

dinal, tangential and radial and
will be an indication of the gen-

eral quality and treatment 'of the

material. (Fig. 4.) The position

of testing will, in general, corre-

s]wnd to the outside of the forg-

ing and as such will not necessar-

ily be a true representation of the

material at the centre of the forg-

ing. A compromise is possible in

this respect by selecting a bore

test from a trepanned core, or al-

ternatively, and particularly as ap-

plied to alternator forgings, a tre-

panning radially into the body.

Careful checks of the material

from the outside to the centre

can then be made.

By the provision of a bore in

the forging it is possible to coveii

the double purpose of inspectionj

and to assist in the removal olj

central weakness in the forging;

the bore being afterwards exam-i

ined with a magnifying boroscopel

It is also common practice tc'

magnaflux the bores prior to thií

final inspection. The criterion cl

acceptance is the complete re

moval of ali defects in the niairj

barrei portion of the forging, iocaj

chambering being permissibl(|

however at the discretion of th(l

design department. It is possiblfj

to allow minor defects in the shaflj

extensions provided these ar(;

scattered inclusions and not re

lated to any crack system. Her(!

again and directly as a result o

the wider application of ultra;

sonic examination, which is nexi

Fig. 3. Ileat-treatnient cycle for stress relief.

I83cr
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SHAFT EXTENSION A
9<AFT EXTENSION «

SHAFT EXTENSIONS C»0

described, certain manufactiirers
are tending to leave the bores of
large rotors solid.

Ultrasonic Examination

Although claiises covering ac-
ceptance based on ultrasonic ex-
amination are difficult to write
into a specification at th is stage,
it is undcrstood between suppliers
and users of major shafts that this
type of inspection will be applied.
The. principies involved are fairly

Fig. 4. Locations for physical tests.

well known but can be summar-
ized as follows.

Certain crystals such as quartz
or barium titanate when excited
by high frequency currents vi-

brate at a very high frequency
and if in contact with steel, for

example, the vibrations are trans-

mitted to the material, reflected

back at the base and can be
picked up by the same crystal.

The echoes so produced are re-

Fig. 5. Principie of ultrasonic examination.

specimen—— «—

»

^
trênsm/tter/rece/Ver

(A)

bottom echo

discontinuity Qcho

tràfismitted pulse
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ceived and reconverted into elec-

trical impulses which are reg-
istered on a cathode ray oscillo-

graph. (Figs. 5 and 6.) The latter
then indicates two or more peaks
on the scanning trace, the first

being produced when the trans-
mitted wave enters the steel, the
other when the reflected wave
leaves. If, however, a discontinu-
ity is encountered the vibrations
are mostly reflected back and a

third peak, intermediate to the
first two, is obtaincd, the position
on the oscillograph roughly corre-
sponding to the depth from the
surface. In addition, the serious-
ness of a flaw will be judged by
the relative diminution of the
bottom echo. It is necessary to
apply ultrasonic examination ,at

various stages in the manufacture
of the forging since reflcctions can
be obtaincd from metallurgical
features which are not in them-
selves harmful and which may re-

duce or disappcar during lhe heat
treatment.

Stability

The rotor must. thcrcfore, be
of the corrcct material, heat
Irealed to give the necessary phy-
sical j)roperties, free from internai

defects as revealed by visual,

magnctic and ultrasonic examina-
tion and must also l)e frcc from
internai stresses which. unlcss cor-

rccled, may Icad to distortion of

the rotor in scrvice. It must also

be thermally stabie, i.e. it must.
on heating up, reniain true and
not run eccentric at tcmpcraturc.
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These two dangerous tendencies

are checked by siibjecting the ro-

tors to special tests in therinal

stability furnaces, one of which is

illiistrated (Fig. 7) . The forging

is rotated on steadies and driven

electrically through a universal

coupling, at about 2 rev. per min-
ute, in a furnace which may be
either gas or electrically heated to

a maximum of 1200° 'F.

Three levers rest against the

bottom part of the shaft at the

two ends and niidway positions,

any movement of the shaft being

magnified four times, a typical

record of the movement of a shaft

being shown in Fig. 8. If there are

internai stresses in the shaft the

tendency is for the deflection at

temperature to be partially per-

manent. In the case of thermal in-

stability, however, the forging will

run eccentric at tempei-ature re-

turning to its normal position

when cold. This latter condition is

difficult to correct since it means
that the material of one side of

the rotor has a different coefficient

of expansion from the other, this

difference being due to a structurai

variation rather than one of com-
position. It is possible for diííeren-

tial cooling rates during the heat

922

treatment operation to account for

this variation in structure, and the

very minor diíTerences in the co-

efficient of expansion is sufficient

to cause the rotor to run eccentric

at temperature. The eccentricity

permissible at a temperature of

1050° F. is definitely less than
0.001 and with careful heat treat-

ment, particularly with the wider

application of vertical quenching
and tempering during which the

forging is rotated, it is possible

to get uniform rotors well within

this limit.

The type of test just described

also becomes of major importance
when applied to rotors which have

been bent in service and which la
have been corrected. (Fig. 9.) The í fi

l)cnd is usually associated with •

' i

pronounced rubbing of the shaft - •
,

against the glands and it should '

i

be noticed that the hump of the i i

bend is diametrically opposite the [

'

scored part of' the shaft, in other '

words the final bend is contrary i

to the bend occuring during the
j

i

rubbing operation. This is because

'

the scored part of the shaft rapid-

;

ly attains a very high temperature
and becomes plastic, yielding

i

locally due to the compressive
j

stresses of the neighbouring zonesj

coupled with the restraining ac-

1

tion of the glands themselves.
{

Thus, on cooling down this sidei

of the shaft contracts slightly andj

the final bend is found to be in
j

the reverse direction. Correction of

the fault, therefore, is carried outi

by heating the shaft locally andi

rapidly at the apex of the hump,;

and repeating in reverse the samei

process which produces the origi-i

nal bend. On the application of

the heat the bend increases. the.

local area aífected is rapidly

lirought into a plastic state at a|

temperature in excess of 1400°F.,i

and this zone again is slightly de-l

formed by the nearby retainingj

stresses so that in' cooling the shaft!

tends to straighten. It may not be

possible to straighten in one oper-.

ation, but by successive and care-

fully applied heats the bends canj

he completcly corrected. The finali

heat is always foUowed by treat-'

ment in the thermal stability test

rig when it is usually found that

a further slight movement of the —
shaft occurs in the original benc ^
direction, an effect which can bt

allowed for by slightly overcor-

recting the deflection. The fina-

treatment confirms the effective-

ness of the straightening and min-

imizes internai stresses.

As already mentioned, the com

bined eífects of heavier stresse.-
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TIME IN HOURS

Fig. 8. Record of shaft movement during slabilitv tests.

and larger components has neces-

sitated a wide adoption, for mé-

dium and low temperatures, of al-

loy steels; nickel, chromium, and
molybdenum being the normal ad-

dition elements in varying

amounts. The resultant steels pos-

sess the necessary yield and
trength characteristics in the

heavy sections now being used.

Acceptance of these materiais and
the necessary data for the pur-

poses of design constructions can

be adequately gauged from room
temperature physical tests pro-

vided these are taken from posi-

tions representative of the com-
ponents involved.

Above temperatures of approxi-

nately 850 °F., however, the whole

question of creep must be taken
into consideration, the material in

this case being largely non-elastic

and a steady stress, a fraction of

the normal low temperature yield

stress, may produce a permanent
deformation the magnitude of the
latter being a function of tempera-
ture and time. The designer, there-

fore, must have knowledge of the

long time behaviour of the ma-
teriais he is using and must select

stress leveis wliich, in the life of

the turbine, give deformation
which will not be dangerous. The
permissible deformation .will vary
with the service duty, but for such

highly stressed important com-
ponents as rotors etc. it is not per-

missible to allow deformation

higher lhaii 0.1 to 0.2 per cent in

100,000 to 150,000 hours.

It will be appreciated that the
accurate forecasting of the defor-
mation behaviour of a set after a
period of I2Y2 years has, in the
past, had to be made on the re-

sults of creep tests running for

a fraction of the time, and con-
troversies regarding the reliability

of any given system of extrapola-
tion have been loud and long.

One method used extensively
with a fair degree of safety has
comprised the selection of a stress

which has a relationship to the
working stress, and creep tests are
carried out at increasing tempera-
tures to a maximum considerably
above the working temperature.
(Fig. 10.) From the resultant
creep curves the times required
to give, say, 0.1 per cent deforma-
tion or even rupture are plotted
logarithmically against the tem-
perature as shown in the diagrams.
A certain amount of extrapolation
has been used with this and other
methods, and as a result of con-
firmatory long term tests such
forecasts do not appear to have
been verj' wide of the mark. Ilap-
pily many actual long term tests

started several 3'ears ago as an
extension of jet and gas turbine
testing programmes, are just be-

ginning to come of age and are
proving the accuracy or otherwise
of the estimated life values. In
addition, test pieces taken from
actual rotors are under test many
thousands of hours in advance of

service conditions, which will act

as valuable guides to the behav-
iour of the componcnt in practice,

and prove the reliability of creep

tests taken from small samplcs.

From ali this data, and taking

into consideration the whole range
of high temperature com])onents,

it would api)car that moiylxlenum
steels may be used up to 95()°F.
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From this temperature and up to

1050°F. \ve can rely on the molyb-
deniim-vanadium steels with ad-

ditions of chromium and tiingsten,

provided that in the highest

ranges the stress leveis are kept
down to 4,000 Ib. per sq. in. Above
this temperature a further im-

portant factor, that of surface ox-

idai ion, niust be taken into con-

sideration and considerable chrom-
ium percentages must be added to

the steel to combat this effect.

With contents of about 13 per cent

it would appear that the chro-

mium steels of the ferritic type
have a useful life up to 1100°F.

and perhaps even 1150°F. For the

highest temperature the only pos-

sibility is the austenitic steels 18

per cent chromium, 8 per cent

nickel with 1 i)er cent columbium.
Although it would appear, there-

foi-e, that there is a smooth grada-

tion of materiais up to the maxi-

muni temperature, the change

from a ferritic to an austenitic

steel is quite marked. The two

materiais have diíferent coeffi-

cients of expansion, the austeni-

tics being 50 per cent higher than

the ferritic; they also have vary-

ing heat transfer rates and junc-

tions between the two materiais

are bound to lead to major com-

plications. In niany high tempera-

AUSTENITIC ENO

MAIN BODV
Of W£LD

1

SUTT waOCO JOIH

Fi^. 11. Specialized joints developed to accommodate cyclic thermal stressei

ture sets the superior creep

strength of austenitic materiais

can mean lighter sections for a
given duty which, in turn, can be
turned to advantage by employ-

ing more flexible pipew^ork. A
major j)roblem develops at the

positions where these austenitic

pipes join on to the main ferritic

component such as the stop valve

or turbine casing; the resulting

connections must be capable of

accommodating the cyclic stresses

due to temperature variations as

applied to the two materiais of

Fig. 10. Results of creep tests at increasing temperatures.
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vastly diíferent physical charac]

teristics.

It is obvious that this positioij

must receive careful attention ant

the specialized joints which hav
been evolved for this purpose cai

be classified as three in numbei
(Fig. 11.)

Kellogg Joint

A heavy stainless deposit i

formed on the ferritic base, bein

built up so as to yield a scarfe

joint, the step being such as t

prevent a feather edge. Assemblit
of this type have been in servic

for period of six to seven years

Bult Weld

Butt welds between austeniti

and ferritic materiais have bee

used employing austenitic wekj

as the filler material and utilizinl

special techniques to prevent cai

bon migration from the ferrit

to austenitic material which, if a

lowed to proceed, leaves an are

adjacent to the actual weld whic

is readily attacked and may I

the starting zone of serious cracl

ing.

llnisteei Joint
j

By this method a composif

billet made up of austenitic ai.

ferritic materiais is extruded ovj

a mandrel, also to produce '

scarfed joint, a layer of nicki

between the two materiais pr

venting carbon migration. This ;

a new joint which is just comh,

into commission but which shov

every sign of having a promisiil

future. '

Large components in austenitij

have not been used to anv gre

extent in turbines employii

steam temperatures in the 1050!

I
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1100°F. range but increased con-

ditions may see extension of these

materiais to the major compon-
ents. In this connection the ex-

perience gained in gas turbine

practice will be of considerable

value.

The use of these austenitic ma-
teriais described so far extends to

their high temperature applica-

tions. When considered for low
temperature usage, particularly as

applied to alternators, their non-
iiiagnetic properties ;are of major
iinportance. A drawback, as ap-

plied to forgings of any appre-
ciable size, is their poor elastic

properties. The usual austenitic

coinpositions are relatively soft

with low yield points, and for

highly stressed components this

cai) only be increased by pro-

nounced cold working. An example
nf this is the non-magnetic end
l oil retaining rings for alternators

with which many must be familiar.

These hoUow cylinders are manu-
factured by one of two methods,
of which in each case the initial

forging is first upset, punched, re-

forged and then machined, and
quenched in water, which leaves
it in its softest condition. The
forging is then subjected to one
of the foUowing heavy cold work-
ing processes. (Fig. 12)

.

(i) The rings are pressed local-

between an internai mandrel
nd the press head in series of

xial steps until the whole cir-

umference is treated as uniform-
as possible.

(ii) The work hardening effect

produced by an internai ex-
anding mandrel which is raade
p of segments operating indepen-
ently and governed by radial 'T'

lots. The eight segments are
apered in the centre to allow the
ntrance of a taper mandrel which
driven in by a press, thus forc-

g the segments outwards and
xpanding the ring. In a further
ndeavour to attain uniformity in

e forging the ring is rotated
ghtly and intermittently during
e operation.

It would appear that method
li) tends to give the most uni-
rm end rings, as regards physi-
1 properties, and yield points of
pproximately 127,000 Ib. per sq.

. with ultimate strengths of 150,-

00 Ib. per sq. in. are obtainable.

It must be appreciated that this
Id working process involves an
icrease in diameter of the forg-

g of approximately 30 per cent

\J

'PINCH' METHOD

and an increase in hardness up to

350 Brinell. Great care has, there-

fore, to be taken with the material

to avoid any further work hard-

ening effect which may complete-
ly rob the material of any remain-
ing ductility or ability to accom-
modate, by plastic deformation,
any overstress. The drilling of ven-
tilation holes, for example, unless

carried out with extraordinary

care. may give this additional

work hardening effect in addition

to acting as stress raisers, and it

is advisable, even at the risk of

slight decrease in cooling effi-

ciency, to eliminate these. The ma-
terial in the highly stressed state

is also susceptible to stress corro-

sion effects and the most careful

attention to storage, and protec-

tion during manufacture and dur-

ing actual running is fully justi-

fied.

Use of Castings

The discussion so far has dealt

generally with the question of

forgings. Turning next to the prob-

lem of castings, it is found that

in steam turbine assemblies gen-

eral practice is to use cast iron for

such purposes as casings and ex-

haust chambers for maximum

EXPANDING MANDREL
METHOD

temperatures of 450 °F. This fig-

ure, however, has been increased,

in the United States, to (i50°F.

for the improved fine graphite

structures such as Meehanile and
it is possible that other countries

will tend to increase the somewhat
conservative figure of 450°F. Al-

though ductile iron has not been
used to any great extent in steam
turbine practice it is possible that

it could have a useful field of ap-

plication for castings subjected to

intermediate temperatures since

there is evidence .that the growth
and heat resisting characteristics

of nodular structures is better

than the normal cast irons.

Considering steel castings,

which again constitute a major
problem, compositions in general

coincide with those adopted in

forgings, care being taken to keep

Carbon contents low for welda-

bility purposes. For any given

composition the creep value of a

casting on the results of actual

tests is rather lower but of lhe

same order as those attaiued froiii

forgings or bar material. ^Vitll()ut

minimizing the imjiortaiue of

composition as aj)plic(l to steel

Fig. 12. Alternative methods of cold-working end-bells.
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castings, it should be clearly

understood that the most import-

ant feature is soundness and it

is this factor which completely

overshadows everything else.

Assembling the components of

a large machine such as a steam
turbine can occupy a period of

months necessitating a co-ordina-

tion of finished parts to a strict

time Schedule which can be com-
pletei}' disorganized by prolonged

rectifications and possible rejec-

tions at a late stage of manufac-
ture. Unfortunately, no article is

likely to give more trouble in this

respect than a steel casting. The
reasons why these difficulties re-

sult are not hard to appreciate

when it is remembered that the

casting process consists of pouring

a liquid of limitcd fluidity and
high shrinkage characteristics

both in the liquid and solid states

into a friable sand mass of dubious
mechanical properties. Further,

the latter ofíers major resistance

to the free contraction of the cast-

ings at temperatures correspond-

ing to minimum strength condi-

tions of the steel. Success can only

be achieved if the design state

readily responds to the stringent

conditions impo.sed during the

casting and cooling processes. This
calls for active and intense col-

laboration between the designer

and the foundryman, without
which there is no hope of success.

It should be remembered that the
contraction of liquid steel amounts
to 1.6 per cent for every 212°F.

drop in temperature and the con-

traction at the nioment of solidi-

fication is 3.5 per cent of the sub-

sequent volume at room tempera-

Fig. 14. Turbine casing illustrates complexity of casting problems.

ture (Fig. 13) . In any steel cast-

ings, therefore, cavities with or
without hot tears wilí inevitably
occur unless the cooling conditions

are such that the last part of the
metal to freeze is outside the cast-

ing and in the riser. In addition,

after solidification there is a great

danger of hot cracking or the for-

mation of tears at a high tem-
perature unless the component
parts are frec to contract with a

minimum of interference. It is

vital, therefore, that ali parties

should be aware of the method of

moulding so that some idea of the

pattern of solidification can be
formulated.

Fig. 13. Formation of shrinkage cavities in castings.

isoTHsms^

SHRINKAGE
CAVITIES
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By consideration of these de-

tails section thicknesses can some-

times be so arranged that solidi-

fication proceeds j)rogressively

from the positions furthest away
from the riser whilst the last por-

tion of the molten metal is in the

riser itself. Unfortunately the

number of castings which allow:

such forecasts to be made withj

any accuracy are very few and a!

typical problem, as applied to a,

steam turbine casting is illustratedj

in Fig. 14. No matter which way
the job is made there willT^e zones

which will be most difficult to feed

and the utmost skill is called for.

from the foundryman as regards

positioning of risers and chills to

accelerate cooling of isolated

heavy sections. This again is a
i

function of experience more than

anything else and the successful I

production of a casting such as the
j

one shown depends more often

'

than not on a slow empirical build
,

up of know-how. I

The turbine designer can help I

in this respect by concentrating f

the manufacture of this type of
i

complicated work into a minimum'*
number of foundries for sufficient

j

periods of time to enable the tech-

niques to be acquired.

In addition it is necessary to

assist the foundryman as far as

possible by simplifying the con-

struction and incorporating the

composite welded and cast struc-

ture where possible. The break-

down of a structure will, in turn,
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call for the utmost care on tlie

part of the designer to avoid siicli

imdosirablc features as heavy

stress concentrations iii llie viciii-

ity of the weld. This hreakdowii

into component purts siiiipliíies

the pattern coiistnictions. eiiables

lhe mode of solidification of the

iiidivi(hial units to he forecast and
facilitates the finishing oporations,

since considerable maeliining is

j)0ssihle with a consequent saving

in heavy machining time. The
compósito casting techniques can

be ilkistrated by a comparison of

Figs. 15 and 16 with Fig. 14. In

\ itl- l"> tal)(.\« J: I

.siruction permils
castings in tliflerent materiais.

. 16. W . ld. d coii-

usc oí scparate

the first two all the branch pipes

nd auxiliary connections are pro-

duced separately, partly machined
and directly butt welded into posi-

tion. This type of construction al-

lows the employment and welding

into position of highly-alloyed

components with specialized prop-

erties such as good creep resistance

whilst the main casting may be of

a lower alloy content.

To illiistrate this type of trend,

consider a nozzle box subjected to

laximum steam conditions of

1050°F. and 1500 Ib. per sq. in.

his may be 3 per cent chromium,
olybdenum, vanadium, tungsten

lloy whilst the main casting is a

.5 per cent molybdenum, vana-
dium alloy. Similar assemblies

ave becn used in which the noz-

le box is austenitic, additional

odifications, in this case, being

ecessary to accommodate the

ifíerential expansion character-

stics.

Inspection of Castings

Inspection has an important
art to play since it is vital with
teel castings that the complete
ay-out and summation of dcfects

hould be ascertained as soon as

ossible in the life history of the

omponent. The methods adopted

include: magnetic crack detection;

radiography; acid pickling: and
ultrasonic examination.

Magnetic Crack Detection

This is based on the interrup-

tion in a magnetic field produced

by defects such as hot tears,

shrinkage cavities and allied phe-

nomena. In the same general field

of inspection can be included the

use of penetrating dyes and so on.

X and Ganima Ra<liography

These play an iinijortant role

not only in the exploration of pilot

castings in the foundry but also

in routine examination of special-

ized zones in large castings.

Although j)()rtable X-ray equip-

ment is available in sizes up to 250

kv., allovving effective examination

of material 2^/2 in. thick, the larger

sets of 400 kv. and upwards, suit-

ablc for thicknesses of 4V^-7
inches and over, necessitate per-

manent installations with protec-

tive measures for the operators.

For greater thicknesses, examina-

tion of heavy sections with rays

generated by orbital accelerators

are now being employed. These

accelerate particles to high ener-

gies, and liberate X-rays after

bombarding targets.

The cnergy from X-rays gen-

erated at médium voltages up to

400 kv. are rolatively easily ab-

sorbed, and plales of high contrast

are obtaincd proyided sections of

approximately the same thickness

are examined on the one plate.

Where marked changcs of sections

are involved, precautions against

loss of detail at edges and changes
of section are neccssary; but, when
these are taken, a higher degree

of contrast can be obtained than
with gamma radiography.

The chief sources of gamma rays

are radium, radon, and the radio-

active isotopes. The first-named is

obtained from natural sources;

radon is a gas, the i)roduct of

spontaneous disintegration of ra-

dium. This gas is absorbed in ac-

tivated charcoal within a glass

tube and, in common with all

these materiais, emits gamma rays

at a rate decreasing with time.

The principal radioactive isotopes

used are those of iridium and co-

balt.

With the exception of iridium,

radiation from all these materiais

is very similar. They have a low
absorption capacity and no spe-

cial precautions with variable

thicknesses are nccessary. Iridium

192, which has a low ganuna ray

emission, yields relatively high con-

trasts, and is suital)le for tiiick-

nesses up to 2 in.; cobalt GO and
radon are applied to greater thick-

nesses. The smaller the source of

radiation, the shari^er the image;

the radon tube fuifils this reípiire-

ment for a high si)ecific activity,

which is the chief consideration for

heavy-section radiography.

With regard to radiographic

standards, there are in cxistence

such pul)li(ations as the A.S.T.M.

Standards. The main point regard-
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ing these standards is to empha-
size that a clear understanding

aboiít their use and the áreas and

zones to which they are going to

apply is necessary at the start be-

tween the user and founder. Fail-

ure to agree on these points before

the casting is made is responsible

for considerable disputes and con-

troversies. Unfortunately in so

many steam turbine castings the

difficulty is interpreting X-rays,

particularly when taken in the vi-

cinity of the junctions which are

the most likely sources of danger-

ous defects such as hot tears, etc.

(Fig. 17) . Great care is thereforc

necessary since indications may be

isolated defects or the outcrops of

far more dangerous defects and it

is only a clear understanding of

the solidification procedure which

enables a clear analysis to be

made.
Acid Pickliug

Pickling in hot suli)huric acid

with restrainers is particularly

good for showing hot cracking

zones and has the additional ad-

vantage of removing burnt-on

sand defects which may otherwise

come adrift and damage blading.

Objections have bcen raiscd to this

process by some founders on lhe

grounds that the hydrogen li-

berated may aggravate the crack-

ing, but these fears appear to be
ill-foundcd provided the casting is

heat treated before and after the

ojíeration.

lUtrnsonic Examination

This method of examination as

applied to castings for steam pur-

poses, which are usually of a com-
plicated nature, has only limited

a])plication. Not only are therc the

difficulties associated with surface

conditions but also the discrepan-

cies inherent in castings of this

type, which are of minor import-

ance from the point of view of ser-

vice duties, but complicate the re-

flection patterns obtained in exam-
ination.

Identification and assessment of

defects by any of these methods
must be relativa to the service

duties and if repairs are possible

they usually iuvolve complete re-

moval followed by an agreed weld-

ing technique and corrective heat

treatment.

Other Problems
One would have appreciated

more time to have dealt with other

metallurgical features of both tur-

bines and alternators. Subjects

which are deserving of more at-

tention include, for example, the

rotor windings of the alternators

and the ste])s taken to ovcrcome
copper shriukage. This occurs in

windings of large turbo-alternators

which are subjected to shift work-
ing to cope with peak-hour loads

and it is only by the introduction

of copper alloys containing silver

additions, which increase the creep

strength and rediice the softening

tendencies following cold working,
that these difficulties have been
overcome.
One furthcr major problem

which will tend to increase as tem-
peratures are elevated is that of

metal to metal contact, and the
selection of surfaces with adequate
anti-galling properties, with partic-

ular reference to valve spindles,

etc, becomes of major im])ortance.

Nitrided surfaces appear satisfac-

tory up to 95()°F. but above this

it would appear that we may have
to cal! upon much more compli-

cated materiais such as StellitJ

and silicon Moncl for bushes ana
stainless materiais for spindles.

The development of materiãlJ
for condenser tubes could be thJ
sul)ject of a very admirable lecturqj

illustrating the manner in whicll

dezincification and impingemenl
attacks have been, in the mainl
successfully overcome. Small arl

senic additions to 70/29/1 AdmirJ
alty brass metais are effective iiJ

avoiding dezincification, and tha
development of aluminum brasa

76/22/2 with arsenic additions haJ
successfully eliminated impingeJ
ment attack except in highly pol-j

liited waters. In addition and co-l

incidentally, the cupro-nickelJ

have been successfully developedl

for service in many difRcuItj

waters; these usually contain small
percentages of iron and mangan-|
ese. However, they have a loweij

thermal conductivity, which mustj

not be neglected. As a result on
the shortage of nickel, new cupro-

nickel alloys have been developed
with approximately 10 per cent of

nickel coupled with 2 per cent of

iron. These have given good re-

sults in power stations where other

materiais have not proved ade-

(piate. There are cases where both
cMpro-nickel and aluminum brass

have failed and it may be that tin

l)ronzes may have corrosion re-

sistance which the others do not

possess; at any rate considerable

exi)erimental work is being carried

oat on these materiais.

Sunimary anfi Conclusion

To summarize, the general trends

by which the metallurgist forge-

master and founder have been able

to meet the demand of the turbine

designer have been outlined. The
latter are by no means static and
in the future it is obvious that

even greater calls will fali on the

technical skill of the producers of

the major comjK)nents. Happily
there is a clearer understanding of

the processes which control the

occurence of defects in both forg-

ings and castings and this fact

gives confidence that the produc-

tion of these higher components
will be possible. It should be re-

membered also that the techni-

ques of inspection are improving
I)rol)ably faster than those con-

cerned directly with manufacture
and whilst this is a source of satis-

factiou to the turbine user, a

heavier responsibility is placed on
those concerned with the accept-

ance and manufacture of these

nuiterials. V

Fig. 17 Care must be taken in interpreting X-ray picturtís of junctions
lial>le lo defects.
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Control of

Air PoUution

aà

\0

iced

in Great Britain

Many of you, of course, know
the Old Country very well, but

you have probably never con-

sidered it from the air poUution

point of view. I shall start there-

tore by giving you a brief sum-
tnary of its salient characteristics

from this aspect.

England, Scotland and Wales
íomprise in ali some 85,000 square

miles, and have a population of

ibout 51 million persons. But a

considerable part of Britain is

i^ery sparsely inhabited and al-

most the whole population is con-

tained in an area of 60,000 square
miles. England itself is, indeed,

the most highly industrialized

ountry in the world. In this

EHU^pace of 60,000 square miles there

re congregated, we estimated, at

east 200,000 factory chimneys
ind some 12,000,000 houses. The
;raditional method in Britain of

leating houses and of individual

ooms in ofRce blocks and hotéis,

s by open fireplaces burning coal.

L once made some rough calcula-

;ions, and came to the conclusion
,hat there were at least 20,000,000
ihimney pots in the Greater Lon-
Ion area. I may even be under-
istimating by a few million. They
ire not, of course, ali operating.

3ut there they are — at any
noment any one of them could
30ur out smoke. For you have to

•emember that the great bulk of

-he English and Scottish coals

lave a very high volatile content.
Dur low volatile coals and anthra-
;ites, are of limited amount.

This area of 60,000 square miles
s something over 600 miles in

by

Sir Hugh Beaver, m.e.i.c.

Managing Director,

Arthur Guinness^ Son & Co. Ltd.,

London, England

A paper presented before the Engineering Tnstitule

of Canada, Montreal Brandi, March 17, 1954.

length and generally under 100
miles in breadth, and surveys have
shown that substantial traces ol

coal combustion pollution—smoke,
fine dusts and sulphur dioxide

—

are found a long way from their

sources; indeed, up to 50 miles

and ev^n more in certain condi-

tions. The whole area, therefore,

except such parts as are near the

coast and have the benefit ol

strong sea breezes, is permanently
polluted.

1 would like to give you some
idea of the amount of pollution

from which we suffer.

In 1953 our total use of the

main pollution-producing f u e 1 s

was:

173 million tons of solid fuel, of

which 21 million tons was coke;

9 million tons of diesel and gas

oil, fuel oil and creosote and petrol;

202 thousand million cubic feet

of unpurified coke oven gas;

Without going into details this

fuel i)roduced about:

2 million tons of smoke;

800,000 tons of grit and dust;

5^/4 million tons of sulphur

dioxide;

As is natural in a heavily indus-

trialized country, there are áreas

of intense concentration both of

manufacturing and of i)()pulation.

The Greater London area has

some 31/2 million people. Lan-

cashire and Yorkshire have some
20 million people in a 50-mile

circle. The Midlands, and the so-

called "Black Country" and Glas-

gow are other typical heavily

poi)ulated and industrialized, and

therefore heavily polluted, áreas.

During the past few years Canada

has becotne conscious of its air

poUution problems. To solve them
will require not only niiich technical

invesligation, Itiit stiidv and action

along legislative and a<Jininislrative

lines. This paper, which <lesrribes

what is currenlly heing done in

Great Brilain, is therefore parti-

cularly limely.
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Incidence of Pollution

Because of meteorological con-

ditions most of the densely used

áreas are siibject to natural fog,

particnlarly in the winter months.

My committee compiled a map
which showed ali the áreas wifh

an annual fog frcqucncy of 30, 40

and 50 days per annum, and we
plotled on this map the main in-

dustrial áreas and the densely

populated áreas. Where these

áreas coincided were obviously

the worst conditions of pollution.

These we called "black áreas." We
found that almost half the popula-

tion lived in these black arcas,

which are in ali less than a tcnth

of the total area of the country.

I will not give you details of

the variations in pollution from

which these áreas suffer. but the

following are typical of ali the

really bad ones:

Smoke: 2 milligrammes per cubic

metre rising exceptionally

to 6 mg. per cubic metre.

Siil{)hur dióxido: ()ne-(niarter part

j)er uiillioii, rising very ex-

ceptionally lo 1 part per
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million (or ^.8t) mg. per

ciibic metre of air)

.

Deposited matter: 500 tons per

square mile, rising in some
places to 2,000 tons per
square mile.

You will agree that this sort of

thing must be an intolerable nui-

sance. And niiisance has for a

very long time been the way that

it has been considered. But what
you must realize is the human
and economic cost.

In the first place, consider health.

I am referring not to excep-

tional occasions of abnormal pol-

lution, but to the regular experi-

ence, year in and year out. The
most serious effect of air pollution

in Great Britain is on the lungs

and bronchial tubes. There has
been established an unchallenge-

able association between air pol-

lution and the incidence of

bronchitis and other respiratory

diseases. The death rate from
bronchitis in England and Wales
is far higher than in any other
European country for which re-

liable figures are available. The
average death rate per 100,000
from bronchitis in England and
Wales is about fifty times that in

Denmark; soraething like twenty
times that in Norway and Sweden.
And as between our urban and
our rural áreas the rate is some-
thing like 50 per cent higher in

the former. In the big urban áreas
in England and Wales, with popu-
lations of 100,000 and over, the
death rate in 1952 from pneu-
monia, bronchitis and other respir-

atory diseases, including influenza,

was 120.65 per 100,000; in Scot-
land it was 119 per 100,000. To
put that into perspective, let me
quote the average annual deaths
from typhoid in England in the
earlier parts of the last century,
when typhoid was rightly recog-
nized to be a terrible and frighten-

ing scourge. The average typhoid
death rates in 1870 were 39 per
100,000 of the population.
The annual total of deaths in

Britain from bronchial-respiratory
diseases is every year far higher
than the highest experienced in

the worst of the terrible cholera
epidemics that swept England at
intervals in the nineteenth cen-
tury.

The great 'killer' years were
1831, 1848, 1853, 1866 and 1893. In
these last four epidemics the total

number of deaths known to have
been due to Asiatic cholera in

Great Britain was 93,127.

And then to this you have to

add another vast figure, that of

ali the ill-health, retarded growth
and linhappiness that comes from
pollution and the deprivation of

sunlight.

Economic Effects

Let me turn to the economic
eftects. Everybody has always
known, but too lightly dismissed,

that there obviously is and must
be a heavy waste and expenditure

due to air pollution. We finafly

came to the conclusion that a con-

servative figure would be £250

million ($750 million) a year.

More than half of this was what
we called direct costs:

Laundry £25 million

Painting and dec-

oration £30 million

Cleaning and de-

precia t i o n of

buildings other
than houses . . . £20 million

C o r r o s i o n o f

metais £25 million

Damage to textiles

and other goods £52^/^ million

making a total of at least £152^/2

million per annum of direct cost.

There is a further large bill for

indirect costs mnch more difficult

to assess. The largest item here

is the loss of efficiency because of

absence from work or under-
working due to actual illness and
to ill-health. This we considered

on such evidence as we could get

to be at least one per cent of the

country's total productivity. For
instance, the loss of working days
from bronchitis and chronic bron-
chitis and from other diseases of

a respiratory type was in 1953

16% million days. We were not
able to calculate the loss to agri-

culture, but it is proved that it is

very considerable, certainly £10
million or more. We made some
calculation of the effect on trans-

port and distribution. We con-
sidered that altogether it was
conservative to put the indirect

costs due to ali these effects at a
figure of at least £100 million a

year. We are satisfied that our
figures are under rather than over
the truth. This means something
like the astounding figure of £10
per head per year throughout the
black áreas. To complete the
picture, one must add that the
waste of coal through inefficient

use, amounting to about 10 mil-
lion tons a year, costs something
between £25 and £50 million. You
can imagine what a diííerence that
10 million tons of coal would

make, seeing that we are actuall,

importing coal.
]

I think I have said enough tj

give you some idea of the burdej
of air pollution in Great Britair

You might well thing it strang
that in those circumstances th

evil has continued so long. Indeec
agitation has gone on for a ver;

long time, but for the most par
it has been sporadic and disjoint

ed. It has depended largely oi

comparatively few individuais an
on a few enlightened local author
ities. But it will be obvious tha
it had, until recently at any ratf

made little headway. There wa
a committee that reported in 1922

the successor of many committees
starting more than a hundrei
years earlier. Its report had n
great effect, but did lead to thj

inclusion of some smoke clause'

in a new comprehensive Publi'

Health Act in 1936. Those clause;

were, and are, the principal legisj

lative weapon to deal with ai:

pollution, although various locaj

authorities had obtained certaiij

powers for themselves and ther!

were sundry other acts that adddl
a bit here and a bit there.

Anti-Pollution Legislation

The Public Health Act of 193;

contains no provisions for regui

lating domestic smoke; smoki

from the chimneys of privatj

houses is expressly excludeci

There is no provision in any oi

these acts for the creation c!

smokeless zones; local authoritie!

have obtained the necessary powl

ers hitherto only by promotin;

local bills. The acts do not directi

ly prohibit smoke and the prol

cedure for enforcement is cirji

cuitous. It is a defence, except iijl

proceedings in respect of "blacij i

smoke," for the person responsibl'

to show that the best practicabL

means have been taken to preveni <

the emission of smoke. The teriiji

"black smoke" is not defined ii!.^

the acts and is difficult of prooj

in a court of law; in fact, it ii

doubtful whether smoke is evef

"black" in the strict sense of th

word when it leaves a chimne.^j

Under the general law it is alst

necessary when proceedings arj

being taken in respect of thl

emission of smoke from a chimji

ney, to show that this smoke coni

stitutes a nuisance; this is a mat
ter of considerable difficulty i;

built-up áreas where smoke
being discharged from a numbe
of diíferent chimneys simulta

neously.
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Local authorities may, under

jSection 104 of the 1936 Act and

"'''Ésubject to confirmation by the
' 'Minister of Housing and Local

Government, make by-laws regu-

lating the emission of smoke "of

siich colour, density, or content as

inay be prescribed by the by-

laws." No by-Iaw has yet been

made 80 as to apply to anything

but black smoke, and if it were,

the defence of "best practicable

means" would still be available.

Section 109 of the Act of 1936

provides^ that the smoke abate-

ment provisions of the act shall

not extend to a mine so as to

interfere with its efRcient working,

or to a number of metallurgical

processes so as to interfere with.

or obstruct any of those processes

and so on.

We summarized our views as

follows: "It is indeed apparent

from the conditions which prevail

today that the law has failed to

achieve its purpose, notwithstand-

ing that it has been in operation

for many years and that consider-

able progress has been achieved

in the technique of smoke preven-

tbn."

Lethal Pollution

This then was the position. As
the Committee of 1922 had said,

'The great majority of the pub-
iic have never given any thought
to the question of smoke preven-

tion. Residents in industrial dis-

tricts who have grown up and
passed their lives in surroundings

which occasionally appear to be
almost intolerable, are fonnd to

jjju
acqiiiesce in a state of things

which they believe to be unavoid-

able!"

And then occurred the London
'smog" from the Sth to the 9th

af December, 1952. For about
'our and a half days London was
;)lotted out. Smoke pollution rose

to over five times the average
ate in ordinary winter conditions;

ulphur dioxide to over four and
i half times normal. The death
rate immediately went up to

three times normal. It was cal-

:;ulated that at least 4,000 deaths
were due to those days of smog.
The closest investigation has fail-

ed to disclose any particular

reason for this. That the smog
was exceptionally lethal is ob-
vious; why it was so has eluded
US altogether. It had no trace-

able peculiarities; it was only

iioticeable in its density, its length

and in the low temperature pre-

\'ailing. There was no exceptional

SCii

,r)'P?

tis

liiigs

of

a cl

is a Hl"

pollution clement; the composition
was much the same as that of ali

the bad London smogs. So what
has occurred once can occur again.

Action Taken

There is no doubt that once
the extent of the calamity was
realized, it had a trcmendous
effect. For the first time there

was public clamor for action and
indeed many of the public were
thoroughly frightened. It was out
of this, although after a delay of

nearly eight months, that my
committee was appointed.

From the outset we decided to

adjust our approach, to mould
our tactics, to these special con-

ditions. We were determined not

to waste our time producing just

another volume for the shelf of air

pollution reports, if we could help

it. We decided not to adopt the

ordinary procedure of a commit-
tee. We recorded no formal evi-

dence; we subjected nobody to

cross-examination. We had dis-

cussions with, or received Infor-

mation or views from, altogether

something like a hundred bodies,

authorities, associations and cor-

porations, many of them vitally

concerned, including the coal in-

dustry, the electricity and gas in-

dustries, the railways, ali of which

are nationalized statutory bodies.

We saw the representatives of

industry and of organized labour.

We saw representatives of many
local authorities and interested

local bodies.

To ali whom we saw we put the

proposition that there was no

argument about the necessity for

dealing drastically with air pol-

lution; the only question was the

practicable means. This altitude

was invariably accepted. We then

turned our meetings into round

table discussions, where nobody

was on the defensive or on the

attack. We took no formal evi-

dence; we carried on much f)f the

investigation by subcommittees

and informal meetings. When we
produced our report it was to a

large extent virtually an agreed

document. I do not claim that

this is a method that could ordi-

narily be adopted, but I think it

could probably be adopted more

frequcntiy. In our case it cer-

tainly paid.

I will not attcmpt to take you

through the report, although it is

only about 12.000 words long.

Briefiy, we decided first and fore-

most that although Britain is a
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small island, and although smoke
and air pollution kuow no boun-
daries, and altliougli we have
some 1,500 local authorities of ali

sizes—great cities and boroughs
and small urban district councils

—yet the bulk of the action to

preveni smoke should nevertheless

remain in the hands of lhese local

authorities and that they sliould

be api)ropriately armed. On the

other hand, we decided that the

necessary new legislative powers
should be secured by national,

country-wide legislation and not

by local acts. We recommended
that there should be a new all-

embracing Clean Air Act which
would sweep up ali the bits and
pieces into a workable and much
strengthened whole.

So far as industrial smoke was
concerned, we recommended that

no dark smoke from boiler plants

and ordinary furnaces should be
permitted, that is to say smoke
of a density of, or above, Ringel-

man 2, except for short specified

periods at lighting up or of soot

blowing; and that effective steps

could and must be taken to trap

grit and dust. We recognized that

there were a number of industrial

processes where clean methods had
as yet not been developed. Ali

these are, according to our recom-

mendation, to be scheduled and
are to be dealt with by a cori)s

of highly qualified and specially

experienced ins{)ectors and not hv

the stafFs of local authorities This

recommendation does not require

the creation of a new lot of gov-

ernment inspectors. They exi.st

already and deal with some special

industrial processes, but not at

present with anything like ali of

them.

No Exemption

We consider there should be no

process cxempt in any way from

challenge. Either a process is

recognized as oífering special prob-

lems, in which case it will be

scheduled, and then it will be the

business of this inspectora te to

securc that research is continuous-

ly directed to finding inoífrnsive

means of ojjcrating. such

means are dovised llu y will be

api)lied throughout that indiiNtry.

If and when it is dcciilrd liiat

effective means of preveni ing nui-

sance in any si)ecial jjrocess are

already known. the process will

be descheduled; it will tlu-n have

to comply with the normal law

])rohil)iting dark smoke.

But oMc half. and in winter
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more than one half, of the air

pollution is due to the domestic
chimney. The only cure of this

obviously is to obtain the reqiiir-

ed heat smokelessly. There will

naturally be some extensioii of

the domestic use of gas and elec-

tricity for heating, but both are

much more expensive in Great
Britain than is solid fuel, and we
had no doubt that within the
period for which we were plan-

ning, say 10 to 15 years, most
space heating would be done
with solid fuel. The amount of

really low-volatile coal in Britain

that can be directed to domestic
use is, as I have said, limited;

there are manufactured smokeless
fuels, but they are above the low-
income purse. The solution musl
therefore rest on adequate quan-
tities of good quality attractive

domestic coke, and for this there
must be the proper domestic
appliances.

While we were not prepared to

speculate on the ultimate pattern
of fuel use over the years, we were
satisfied that in the initial years
and for some considerable time
ahead the right type of coke at
the right price could be made
available. We recommended there-
fore that local authorities should
be given powers to create two
types of smokeless áreas. The first

is that known as "Smokeless
Zones," of which a few already
exist, where absolute smokeless-
ness is required. This means. of
course, the use of smokeless fuel

throughout. Obviously no really

industrial area could come into
this strict category. Our second
type of area was what we called
a "Smoke Control Area." where
we aimed at an 80 per cent reduc-
tion of smoke. In this it would
be i)ossible to include the great
bulk of normal industrial and
commercial activities where dark
smoke is to be prohibited. Clearly,
such smoke control arcas will not
admit those processes where the
prevention of smoke is still not
practicable, so they cannot be
applied universally. But by this

device of a semi-smokeless area
we considered that it would be
possible to deal in an effective way
with a very large part of ali the
industrial and densely populated
áreas.

Since we had emphasized that

there was vast national wastage
in present conditions of air pol-

lution, we thought that it was
right that financial assistance

should be given to householders

for the conversion of domestic

grates to burn coke, as well as to

industrial plants, where justifiable.

for the installation of automatic
stoking and of grit arresting

plants, etc.

Power Statíons

Power stations, being individual

sources of great potential j)ollu-

tion, gave us much to think about.

A modem power station consumes
a million tons of coal a year and
more, and size is always increas-

ing. Moreover, many of these, un-

fortunately from our particular

point of view, are situated right

in the centres of population. Even
the most efficient of electrostatic

dust precipitators may leave some
10 tons of the finest dust to escape

and settle every day on the sur-

rounding property.

Power stations by their very
size emphasize too the problem of

gaseous pollutants, particularly

sulj)hur dioxide. The committee's
report was necessarily incomplete
in this respect because of the pres-

ent inadequacy of knowledge.
High chimneys produce wide dif-

fusions of flue gases, but we did

not find that sufficient. We con-

sidered that flue gas washing in

large plants like power stations,

even though it reduced the tem-
perature of the emitted gases and
thus reduced the diffusion was,

nevertheless, desirable if 90 per
cent effective. We recommended
that washing plants should be in-

stalled in ali new power stations

in or near heavily populated arcas,

even if it added to the cost of

electricity. We reckoncd that it

would add about four per cent.

There is not space here to go
further into the details of the re-

port. But there is one recommen-
dation we made, which is perhaps
unusual, but by which we set

considerable store. In order to
keep public ojnnion awake—which
is an essential factor in success

—

and in order to measure progress,
we recommended that every local

authority should each year make
a report to the central government
showing exactly what it had done
in that year and what was con-
templated towards the preven-
tion of air pollution. Moreover,
seeing that there were so many
difíerent government departments
and other interests concerned. we
considered that it was essential
that there should be set up an
influential, authoritative Clean Air
Council whose annual report

15

covering the whole country shoul
come to Parliament each year an
if desirable be debated.
With regard to program, w

considered that there should be
three-year period from the publ'

cation of our report before th

new law became operative in n
gard to industry, and that th

conversion of the country int

smokeless zones and smoke-contn
arcas should be spread over som
10 to 15 years.

Our report was i s s u e d
November, 1954. It was receive

with unusual unanimity of ap
provai. At the beginning
February, 1955, the Governmen
stated that it accepted the repor

in ])rinciple and would proceed t

introduce in this Parliamentar
session—probably by April, 1955-
the necessary bill to give legií

lative eífect to my committee
recommendations.*

So far so good, but it is onl

"so far." It was clear to my com
mittee that there is a great dea!

that yet remains to be done an(!

in our report we underlined thi;

fact. We know ali too little, al

most nothing, about the problem
of the gaseous pollutants. Witl|

the rapidly increasing use of fu

011 and of diesel engines in Britai

there is going to develop a prob
lem of growing magnitude fro

this form of pollution. Some medi
cal authorities have stated tha

the real, almost the only, letha!

element in smog is the sulphu

dioxide. We found no justificatiorj

for this extreme view. Indeed, th

bulk of medicai opinion holds tha

it is the combination of smoke
sulphur dioxide and the tarry par
ticles of soot that presents thei

worst danger. But sulphur dioxide

is a very baneful and dangerous).

pollutant and while we i)()ur threejl

million tons a year of sulphur into|

the air, we import about as much
for industrial use. There is scope

here for productive investigation

There are many important field?

where intense and purposeful re-j

search beyond what has yet beeiíjl

done is required. To watch, en-

courage and evaluate this was an-

other task that we thought could

be undertaken by the Clean Air

Council. A start on this problem

of air pollution is now being

made, or about to be made, in

a big way, but it is essential that

the pressure be kept on con-

tinuouslv. V
* A general election took place in May

and the new government has undertaken
to introduce a Clean Air Bill.
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Power Transmission

by Insulated Gable
by

Dr. L. G. Brazier,

Research Department,

British Insulated C.allenders Cahles,

London, Enfiland

A paper presented before the 69th Annual General and Professional Meeíing oj

The Engineering Institute of Canada, at Toronto, May 1955.

The use of helically-lapped im-

Ipregnated paper tapes for the

linsulation of super-tension cables

lis nowadays so commonplace in

Ithe electrical industry that its

lintroduction tends to be forgotten.

iThe idea was conceived by an
jAmerican in 1886 when E. T>. Mc-
ICracken and friends formed the
iNorwich Wire Company in Amer-
lica, to niake telegraph and elec-

Itric lighting cables with impreg-
jnated paper tapes, (D the idea

Ihaving been first suggested by his

Jformer employer J. H. Worten-
|dyke in 1872.

The first application for power
Icables was made when J. B.
Atherton acquired the British
jrights for the process, and formed
a company in 1890 known as the
British Insulated Wire Company,
Ithe board of which was joined by
a famous name in the history of

Ithe electrical industry, Sebastian
jZ. de Ferranti.

Ferranti had used longitudinally
applied paper rolls for insulating
the Deptford 10 kv. mains in

1889, (2) but when in 1893 the
London Electric Supply Corpora-
tion decided to replace part of this

system running on a railway para-
pet, an order was placed for two
30-yd. lengths of 11 kv. experi-

mental concentric cables with the
B.I. Company, using the new
helical-lapping technique. These
were the first flexible paper-in-
sulated cables to be employed at
this voltage anywhere in the
world.

From the time of this early
start, the cable industry in Britaiii

has been larger in proportion to

Drawing a coniparison of cable inaiiufactiiring procedure and of the coiii-

poiíent materiais used, as between Britain and North America, lhe author presenls

statistics on temperatures, stresses, tests, failures and joint trouble rates expe-

rienced in the two countries. Outlining future developments, he poinls out Africa

is the only continent left with a clear surplus of hydro power, and predicts use

of its energy for production of plutoniuin to be exported where needed as packaged.

\et he predirls transmission hnes and cables are likely to increase, with a

growing demand for high voltage d-c transmission, raising a whole set of new
problems for the cable manufacturer.

population, and the cable network
in operation more extensive, than

in other countries. This is partly

due to the dislike of the British

for the untidy appearance of over-

head distribution, but is also part-

ly the consequence of the agglom-

erations of industry over large

áreas such as Greater London and

the industrial Midlands.

In addition, the British cable

industry has always made cables

for the world and at the present

time exports 30 per coiit of its

manufacture, whereas not more
than 2 per cent is exported from

the North American production.

Canada has a population about

one quarter that of Great Britain.

The total annual consumption of
' electricity, however, is about the

same, nàmely, 65,000 Mwh. The
enormous use of electricity per

head of population in Canada is

doubtless associated with the

electro-metallurgical industry.

In this connection the rci)ort

of the Paley Commission makes
interesting reading. It is there

estimated (3) that between 1950

and 1975, U.S. consumption of

primary aluminium will increase

Í)y 4 times, and the electricity

required for refining this metal
will be 65,000 Mwh. a year, viz.,

the same as the total consumption
in Britain or Canada today. This
gives an impressive idea of the

ma.ssive electrical devclopment to

be faced in North America during

the next two decades.

Types of Cable

The types of cable currently in

use in Britain and North America
are largely similar. For mains dis-

tribution u]) to 11 kv. there is

the standard solid type cal)le. For
33-kv. there is the screened 3-core

solid cable. For voltages of 33-kv.

and above there are the various

designs of high performance cable

in which the deleterious eftccts of

void ionization are eliminated.

These are, firstly, the oil-filled

cable based on the pioneer work
of Emanuelli after the first world

war; secondly. various fornis of

prcssure cable largely developed

in Europe, induding the imj)rcg-

nated prcssure cable in which the

gaseous prcssure is brouglit into

free contact with the dieleclric,

niid the contpression cable in

wliicli the gas is kepl separated

fiom the dielectric by means of

an additiDiial h^ad slieatli as an
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impermeable membrane. Thirdly,

they include the oilostatic cable

largely developed in America, and
its variations such as the oilostatic

cable with a polythene membrane,
and the S.M.D. cable with a gas

pressiire médium íilling the tube.

Cable installation conditions

have for a long time been sys-

tematically diíTerent on the two
sides of the Atlantic. It is inter-

esting to observe how American
preference for the development of

a steel pipe cable derives from the

practice of installing cables in

ducts, as opposed to the British

practice of burying thcm direct in

the soil. Nevertheless, there is no
great or overriding difference in

the types of cable on the opposite
sides of the Atlantic.

Moreover, the differences in

practice that derive from the dif-

ference in installation, i.e., ducts
instead of cables laid direct, are

sufficient to defeat always any
attempt to make an effective over-

all comparison of the engineering
and commercial efficiency of

American and British cable instai-

lations. Therefore the comparison
is preferable on the basis of the
component materiais and manu-
facturing processes used in the two
cases, rather than on a basis oi

cable types.

Conductors

The plain stranded conductor
involves a waste of space which
results in an unuseful increase in

the conductor diameter of 15 per
cent, and a corresponding useless

increase in the volume of dielectrie

and sheath. Compacting of the
conductor has been only partially

used in Britain. whereas in Amer-
ica practically complete compact-
ing is achieved by means of heavy
rolling.

It is perhaps a question how
much of the gain in copper
space efficiency is lost by the in-

crease of resistance, due to the
hard working of the copper that
is involved. It is possible that
better results could be obtained
among the smaller sizes, by using
solid copper conductors, if suitable
means of handling at the paper
taping machine were developed.
On the other hand, large conduc-
tors are more regularly used in

America than in Britain. This has
led to the use of compacted con-
ductors with insulated segments
to minimize skin effect. These
conductors have not been used in

Britain.

In the case of very high voltage

Fig. 1. Viscosity-
temperature curves
for varioiís cable ini-

pregnants. Curve 1,

straight 900 seconds
o i 1 ; Curve 2 , o i I

thickene<I with re-

fined rosin for 'solid'

type cable; Curve 3,

oil ihickened with
hydrocarbon poly-
nier for pressure
cable; Curve 4, mi-
crocry stalline wax
compi>und; Curve .5,

'transfornier' oil for

'oil-íilled' cable.

cables for comparatively small

powers there is sometimes an ad-

vantage in large conductor dia-

meter. In the.se cases compacting

may be a retrograde step. In such

cases an aluminium conductor

acquires an added advantage. For
a given conductance the relative

cost of coi)per and aluminium (at

present day jjrices) shows an ad-

vantage in favour of aluminium of

over 4 to 1. Unles.s there is a big

change in the relative material

prices it seems likely, therefore.

that there will be a steady in-

crease in the use of aluminium,
especially at the very high voltage

end.

Conductor Screening

When the conductor is not com-
pacted there is an increa.se of

stress at the crest of the individ-

ual strands, amounting theoretic-

ally. to a1)out .'5!) jjer cent. Ex-
perimental results on impul.se

breakdown, however, indicate that
the effect is in fact limited to 10
per cent. Nevertheless it gives
rise to great interest in construc-
tions which effect ively convert
the "stranded" surface into the
smooth enveloping cylinder.

In Britíin a lapping of three
metallized paper tapes (i.e. paper
backed with aluminium foil) im-

mediately over the conductor is

used, but in N. America layers

of Carbon paper are preferred. (5)

It is claimed that the adsorp-

tion power of the carbon black

introduced into the paper pulp

40 i&O 60

TEMPERATUBE °C

results in oxidation and ageinjj»

products in the impregnant (in

cluding the metallic soaps) beinj

adsorbed, thus maintaining th''

impregnant in a higher state dij

purity. This effect has been con{r

firmed in experiments in Britair

but the overall improvement on í

wall thickness of paper is not verj

marked.

Paper

British cable makers have ii

the past favoured paper containv

ing manilla fibre for super tensior

solid cable, but the use of ali wooc
pulp fibre is now nearly universal

The American paper has a highe

fibre density and is more heavil

calendered. There is, therefore

some risk of a raised permittivitj[

and of difficulty of achieving com'

plete impregnation.

Nevertheless the American
paper is undoubtedly a fine dielec

tric médium. Paper thicknesses

are about the same. French and

Swedish cable makers by using

very thin paper (0.5 mils) near'

the conductor have made an im

pressive advance. The 380 kv

cable at Harspranget (6) for ex-

ample works at a maximum stress

of 136 kv. per cm. and a mean
stress of 75.6 kv. per cm.

Current researches tend to em-

phasize the importance of unifor-

mity in the paper sheet in affect

ing the dielectrie performance of

an insulation wall, and that a

further advance in performance

should be obtainable by attention

to micro-uniformity.
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Impregnants

On the whole there is little

characteristic diíTerence in the

composition and viscosity of the

impregnants for the diíFerent types

of cable in the two coiintries. In

Britain for solid cables vacuum
refined natural resin is used as the

thickener. Its use enables the

power factor of the compound to

be reduced without the risk of

solution instability, which arises if

the equivalent chemical abietic

acid is used. In both countries for

the highest voltage pressure and
oilostatic cables, resin is substi-

tuted by poly-iso-butylene.

The general adoption of naph-
thenic based oils in the past 15

years is due to their greater

capacity for absorbing any gas

thrown out of the impregnant by
the electric stress, or by ionization

in void spaces. Current researches

indicate that certain fractions of

aromatic extract oils can be separ-

ated which, when used as addi-

tives, will both increase the gas
absorption and also the chemical
stability of the impregnant against

ageing or oxidation.

In Britain there has been a

notable development of non-
draining compounds. The diíRcul-

ties caused by compound drainage
on gradients or vertical installa-

tions have beset cable makers
from the earliest days. The ideal

impregnant would have a low
viscosity at impregnating tem-
perature, say 120° C. to facilitate

impregnation, and from 100° C.
downwards would have a very
high or preferably infinite vis-

cosity.

How little the available thick-

eners contribute towards this ideal

is shown by the viscosity tempera-
ture graphs of Fig. 1 for a range
of compounds. Based on the
mici-o-crystalline waxes now de-
rived by the petroleum industry,
formulations have now been dc-

vised which have a transition
point at a high temperature as
indicated in Fig. 1. Mass Imprcg-
nated Non-Draining cables with
these impregnants are now ma de
up to 11 kv. and with an oper-
ating conductor temperature of
80° C. Non-draining cables are
also being made in Canada.
Dielectric Processing

Techniques of vacuum impreg-
nation of lapped paper cores do
not difíer substantially in the two
countries, except for isolated fea-

tures, such as the use of horizon-

tal impregnators, and soaking
tanks as part of the impregnation
process in American factories.

In British cable factories an
alternative to impregnating on the
drum is to coil cores into shallow
trays, in which both pre-drying
and impregnation may be carried

out, but t r a y impregnation
appears not to be popular in

America. It has the advantage of

subjecting the cable to less bend-
ing (i.e. greater radius of curva-
ture) during ali stages prior to

impregnation,— the period when
wrinkling or other damage to the

paper taping is liable to be set up.

Dielectric Screeniiig

At and above 11 kv. the need
to ensure that the electric field

between conductor and .sheath is

a radial one, makes dielectric

screening advisable, and this is

found in ali paper insiilated cables

of higher working voltage. Ameri-
can practice is to use screening at

Fig. 2. The 'drooping characteristic' of lead.
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and above 8 kv., the .screen nsually
(aking the form of thin lapped
coppcr tai)e, wliereas standard
Brilisli practice largely einploys

perforated metallized paper.

In the case of single core oil-

filled cable reliance has in the j)ast

l)een placed on a tight fit between
lhe sheath and the core. It is now
a British practice to interposc a

screen consisting of aluminium
tape intercalated with paper tajjc.

The practice of .screening single

core oil-filled cable is extending in

America.

S/ií»nt/iing

Lead and its alloys is the tra-

ditional material for lhe shealhing
of power cables. Interest in Amer-
ica has perhaps centred around
the manhole repeated flexing prob-

lem, while in Britain special in-

terest has been taken in sheaths

suitable for the particular condi-

tions in a pressure cable. In Amer-
ica the low pressure unreinforced

cable, and the manhole flexing

problem, have both led to par-

ticular interest in the arsenical

alloys. They are being studied in

England, but have so far not been
used.

When pressure is admitled to

the interior of a pressure cable

there follows a slow extension of

the sheath until it is bcddiíig hard
up against the reinforccment.

This slow extension may take

several months. Study of this re-

quirement has revealed a disturb-

ing characteristic of lead.

A lead which may appear duc-

tile, with an extension before frac-

ture, of 20 per cent on an ordinary

laboratory test, may behave in an
extremely brittle manner with an
extension before fracture not
greater than 2 per cent if the

stretching process is carried out
sufficiently slowly, that is a strain

rate of say 10 ' per hour. This

feature is known as the "drooping

characteristic", (Fig. 2).

The bulk of ordinary purpose

cables in Britain are sheathed

with a dilute alloy (0.1% anti-

mony) . Where fatigue resistance

is required on solid calile, alloy E
(0.4% tin, 0.2% antiniony) is

used, while for pressure cai)le, in

order to obtain a minimuni droop-

ing characteristic, there is a ])refer-

ence for a dilute alloy (0.1% tin).

The oil-filled cable is unique in

that a\U-r shealhing. tlie lead is

siibjecled to a cable ini])regnat ing

l)rocess willi a long cycle at liigli

leinj)erature. These are the ideal
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Fifi. 3. Stale of aliiiiiiniiim sheath after live jears' burlai.

conditions foi- graiii growth with

conseqiicnt loss of projjcrties. The
desirahility of resisting g r a i n

growth has largelv determined the

choice of Alloy 'MíC (0.2% tin,

0.075% cadmiuni) for oil-íilled

cable.

Therc is little difference in cx-

tni.sion jmictice in thc tvvo coiin-

tries, and the screw press

developed in Britain is boing in-

creasingly used in America. Com-
jjared with a ram press the

economy of space and the offi-

ciency of oi)eration are remark-
able, but carefiil teehnical control

is required.

The same alloy extruded on a

ram, and a screw press, never has

quite the same ])roperties, and the

screw press may jib at a hard

alloy. With some alloying addi-

tives, particularly cop])cr, there is

a marked tendency for segrega tion

to occur, with copper concenlra-

tions deposited in the press and
intermittently released.

Ahiininium has received stead-

ily increasing attention in recent

years as an alternative to lead for

eablc sheathing. Tlu- ])ri'sent ])rice

jjer volume of aluniinium and lead

shows an advantage of .'5 to 1 in

favour of aluniinium, and it seenis

inevitable that in the long run
this i)riee advantage will ensure
eonsiderable usage of aluniinium
for sheathing purposes.

The present niethod of manu-
facture is to draw in the cable
into an over-size aluniinium ])ipe

and to (lie down or "sink" tlic

aluniinium pipe to íit the cable.

This is, in fact, a reversion to the
earliest method by which cables

were lead-sheathed. A certain

aniount of work hardening of lhe

aluniinium is caused by the dieing

down, but this is not necessarily

a disadvantage.

In the case of ])ressure cable,

where the inechanical strength of

the aluniinium sheath is relied

upon to withstand the internai

936

pressure, and so eliminate the ex-

pensive rcinforcement layers, the

added inechanical projjcrties are

advantageous and there is no

serious loss of handling properties.

The great enigma in aluminium
sheathing is the question of cor-

rosion. Under acid conditions

aluniinium is more resistant to

corrosion than lead. but it is very

susce[)tible under alkaline condi-

tions. Unfortunately the corrosion

lakes place preferentially in deep
pilting, instead of being spread

uniforndy over the surface.

The Hritish practice of laying

cables direct in the ground has

always demanded a special in-

terest in [)r()tecti()n layers. The
protection which has becn devel-

oped for the pressure cable, where
it is vitally necessary to prolect

the sleel reinforcenient tapes from
rusling, will be found adecpuite

for protecting aluminium sheaths

from corrosion. This protection

systcm consists of a sandwich
systeni of self vulcanizing rubber,

between {)olyvinylchloride.

A length of O kv. cable with ar

aluminium sheath was installed ir:

West London in 1049. The proi

;

tection system here was far ini

ferior to that referred to abovti (

which has been subsequentl>| i

developed. The feedcr has beer;

examined regularly over five yearsi

The state of the aluminium at th(i

last examination is shown in Fig;

.'5. The aluminium is not entireljj

unmarked but the condition i

such, after a period of five years

service, that no furtlier examina:
tion need be made for a furthei|i

period of two years.
||

The i)rice advantage in favouij

of aluminium mentioned above is

largely absorbed by the necessity

of fabricating long lengths of thin^;

walled tube suitable for the dieing:

down process. Probably the jtrice

advantage will not be fuUy real-

izeil until the aluminium sheath if

directly extrutled oii to the cable.

The problem here is that alum-

inium is nornially extruded at 450-';

500° C, compared with lead at,

220° C. The exi)osure of the cabk|

to this tempera ture would result

in the burning or scorching of thci

dielectric.
^

The Alsheath Press has been;

to!.developed in Britain purposely
^

overcome these difficulties. Nor-j|

mally. right angle extrusion oi

aluminium is impracticable, be-

cause the pressure necessary toj^

force the aluminium sti"eam to;

divide and i)ass round both sides

of the cable, and re-weld on the

underside of the cable, is excessive.

To overcome this, straight-j

throligh extrusion with annular •

split billets has been proposed.j|'

V iew of lavoiit of 'Alsheath' ahi iii i n i ii m cxl riisloii |)r<
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Untortunatcly this means that the

cable has to pass down through

the ram and through the billet,

and this enormously increases the

time of cxi)osure to the high tem-

peratiire.

In the Alsheath Press right

angle extriision has been achieved

by arranging two horizontally

opposed cylindcrs extruding simul-

taneously on to the cable. By this

means, the ahiminium stream,

after dividing, has to travei only

a quarter way round the circum-

ference before meeting the stream

from the other cylinder and weld-

ing with it. Thus the extrusion

pressures are reduccd and have
become manageable. The im-

provement is also reflected in the

lowered extrusion temperature.

Commercial purity aluminium

(99.8%) is extruded at 280° C.

To obtain a high quality sheath

without air inclusions, the ex-

trusion is carried out under a

high degree of vacuum. An elab-

orate system of auxiliary rams
supports the die and core, by
balancing the additional forces

introduced by the main ram as

soon as it begins to exert an ex-

trusion pressure.

This maintains the positional

accuracy of the die assembly, and
hence the dimensional accuracy of

the extruded sheath. Special atten-

tion has been given to the auto-

matic billet changing equipment,
so that the whole process of

changing billets, from the stoy)ping

to restarting, can be accomplished
in 15 seconds, and it is hoped to

improve on this time. A general

view of the Alsheath Press is

given in Fig. 4.

Alternative methods of sheath-

ing a cable with aluminium are

under study and development in

various countries. In Britain an
oversize aluminium tube with a

cable drawn into it, instead of

being drawn down to fit the cable,

may be rolled into a helical cor-

rugation, thus greatly improving
the flexibility of the aluminium
sheath.

In America the Yoder process

•welds aluminium strip longitu-

dinally into a cable sheath. The
weld is made by high frequency
induced current heating, under a

reducing atmosphere of árgon or

helium. The effective speed is

reputed to be very fast, up to 120
ft. per minute; but obviously any
line welding process depends on
the absolute perfection of the weld

throughout the whole run. In

Vig. S . S e o t i « n o f 3

-

core 132 kv. impre^nated
pressure cable, showing
longitudinui andcircum-
ferential reinforeemenl.

IMPREGNATED
PAPER
DIELECTRIC

jAS CHANNEL PIPE

IMPREGNATED
PAPER FILLERS

LEAD SHEATH

CIRCUMFERENTIAL

iTEEL TAPE

ÍEINFORCEMENI

STRANDEO TiNNED COPPER

CONDUCTOR

C W.F TAPE BINDER

C W.F. TAPE 6E0DING

LONGITUDINAL STEEL
STRIP REINFORCEMENT

RUBBER BITUMEN
/ SANDWICH SERVING

England a slower process based
on árgon are welding has been
developed.

Although aluminium - sheathed
cables have become more exten-

sively used in Britain than in

America, there are two notable

installations of aluminium-sheath-
ed cable for high voltage in Can-
ada. These are the Kitimat oil-

íilled cable, (") operating at 300

kv. and 60 Ib. per sq. in. oil pres-

sure, with both conductor and
sheath of aluminium, and the 09

kv. gas pressure installation at

Vancouver, (8) using single core

aluminium sheathed cable.

Reinforcement

For pressure and oil-filled cables

sheathed with lead, some form of

reinforcement is necessary to give

the lead the necessary mechanical

support. In multi-core cables steel

tapes are generally used, but the

use of steel is prohibitive in single-

core cables due to magnetic losses,

and copper, cadmium copper, tin

bronze or brass are used in this

case.

Pressure inside a cylinder sets

up both radial bursting forces and

longitudinal tensile forces in the

cylinder wall. To rcsist these

forces the reinforcement tapes in

pressure c a b 1 e s are generally

arranged in two layers—an inncr

layer of tapes arranged longitu-

dinally or as nearly longitudinal

as practicable, and ou ter layer

arranged cireumferentiallv.

(Fig. 5)

Armour atui Protection

British practice of laying cables

direct in the ground accounts for

the outstanding difference between

cables in the two countries, in that

it is necessary in Britain to pro-

tect cables from mechanical dani-

age by armour, eonsisting of hea\ y
gauge galvanized steel wire or

tape. Aluminium and copper alloys

are preferred in single-core cables

where magnetic materiais would

cause undesirable electrical losses.

Protection of arniouring from

corrosion is achieved in Britain

by layers of hessian and bilinncn.

The developmenl of rul)ber or

neoprene jaekets for lhe protec-

tion of lead sheaths in solid-type

cables has been undertaken in

America. The use of such jackels

possesses the added ;it I raelion that

írreater resistance iiinv l)c ofVered

to the movcniciil of slicatlis in

manholes during healing eycles.

These continui)US or seamed
jaekets of rulilier or neoprene

have nol found favour in Britain,

where it i> considered thal the

heat of vulcaiil/at iiin w ill cause

deteriorai ion.
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In both countries there is now
a development of extruded plastic

protections such as P.V.C, or

polythene. In Britain, the vulner-

ability of the stcel tape reinforce-

ment of pressure cable has led to

considerable activity in developing

protection layers laid on in tape

form, but of which, neverthcless,

the integrity is entirely reliable.

The systeni developed consists of

a double layer of self vulcanizing

rubber sandwiched between P.V.C.

Accessories

A feature of pipeline installa-

tions in America is that semi-stop

joints are in common use for sec-

tionalizing lines. In these, oil or

gas may slowly seep from one
section to another when a pressure

differential exists. A true barrier

type of joint in gas pressure cables,

value but the use of porcelains

with internai semi - conducting

glazes for stress control has been

studied in Britain.

In Britain the humidity and
dirtiness of the atmosphere have
led to the standardization of an
anti-fog shed, which is elaborate

and heavy. The use of a semi-

conducting glaze on the oútside of

the porcelain enables a great sim-

pliíication in the shed profile to

be obtained, (Fig. 6). Porcelains

with externai semi - conducting
glaze, up to 132 kv. are under íield

trial in Britain.

In America ali early designs of

terminais for high pressure instal-

lations incorporated "stop-tubes".

A later design uscfl four strings

of high-strength strain insulators

to take the longitudinal thrust of

the gas pressure, and a main por-

Table 1. Comparison of American and British Conductor Operating
Temperatures for Solid Type Cable.

British:

Behed cable up to

Belted cable up to

Belted cable (armoured in duets) . .

.

Belted cable (unarmoured in ducts)

American

;

Belted cable
Belted cable

British

:

Screened, laid direct

American

:

Screened in ducts
Screened in ducts

Voltage
Maximum
Conductor

Temperature

6.6 kv.

20 kv.

20 kv..

20 kv.

80°C
55°C
80°C
50°C

1 kv.

15 kv.
85°C
75°C

33 kv.
1

66 kv. ;

65°C

9 kv.

35 kv.
85°C
70°C

it is claimed, is not now so niuch
in demand, as nitrogen gas is

avnilable in sufficient quantities to

fill lines up to 12 km.
Porcelain terminais for high-

pressure installations require great
attention, since they must with-
stand not only the high electrical

stresses, but also the full mechani-
cal stress of the pressure médium.
This is particularly important in

the trend towards higher operat-
ing voltages. In impregnated pres-

sure cable terminais, bakelized
paper tubes were used in earlier

designs as gas pressure retaining

barriers.

A great improvement resulted

from the British development of

a porcelain, capable of withstand-
ing by itself the full internai pres-

sure. Normally a stress cone
within the terminal is employed to

reduce electric stresses to a .safe

celain to withstand the electrical

stress. Another development con-
sists of a single pressure porcelain
and an inner porcelain tube with
conductive glaze for stress control

purpo.ses.

lustallation

The use of ducts to carry power
cables of ali types except pipe-line

is general in America. In Britain
ducts are mainly used, in short

lengths, in locations where trencb

excavation would be difficult, such

as at road crossings and undei
railway embankments. Occasion
ally ducts will be installed when
it is known that additional cables;

will be required in a few years.
;

In other cases direct laying in

trenches on a bottom surface of,

riddled soil is the normal practice

The initial cost of laying cables

in ducts is higher than direct lay-

ing. In Britain, however, we do
not have a long winter period,

when the soil is frozen too hard;

to work.

Where 3-core cables are laid in

trenches British practice is to

space the cables 12 to 18 inches

apart, to reduce mutual heating

effects and the likelihood of two
cables being damaged simulta-

neously. Single-core cables are laid

in trefoil formation, apex upwards
and bound at short intervals withi

tarred jute yarn.
|

Pidling eyes or stockings are

used for pulling into the trench,

a swivel joint being included to

prevent transmission of torque

from the pulling load, and the'

cable is pulled over roUers spaced'

at intervals on the bottom of the,

trench. Minimum handling tem-j

peratures are recommended for in-|

stallations, the cable .serving being
j

the controlling factor. Drums of

cable are sometimes warmed byj

hurricane lamp to reach .safe hand-'

ling temperatures.»

For pipe-line installations it is

claimed that the cross-sectional

área of the structure is smaller

than the comparable duct instal-

lation, and that it is often easier

to avoid other underground struc-

tures. The number of manholes
and joints is reduced to a fraction

of those required in the duct type.

On the other hand, repairs to a

pipe-line may involve the with-

drawal of much greater lengths of

cable.

Operation

Conductor Temperature. The
permissible current which a cable

may carry depends on the rate at

Table 2. Comparison of American and British Mean Electric Stress
in Super-tension Cable.

Voltage
Range
kv.

American Oil-filled

.

British Oil-filled. . .

.

American Pipe Line
British Pressure. . . .

Mean Stress

Range
kv.cm

47
47
44
58

62
71

62
79
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which heat developed, mainly due
to the electrical resistance of the

conductor, may be dissipated

through the cable and surrounding
médium. In Britain the least oner-

ous condition specified is that for

cables either laid direct in the

ground or in air, the most onerous
for unarmoured cables laid in

ducts. The specified maximum
conductor temperature decreases

with increase in working voltage

and number of laid-up cores.

Despite the fact that the major-
ity of cables in America are laid

in ducts and unarmoured, and that

the thermal constants of cable and
possibly ground are more exacting
than in Britain, higher tempera-
ture leveis (for solid types) are

in general use in America than in

Britain. (Table 1)

For oil-fiUed installations, ali

British cables are specified at
85° C. maximum conductor tem-
perature, wh éreas the American
figure varies from 81° C. for 15 kv.

cables to 70° C. for cables working
at system voltages over 76 kv.

However, in many cases the carry-

ing capacity of American cables is

determined by the emergency load
when one or more lines fail, and
for such cases an increase to
90° C. for 100 hours in 12 months
is typicai.

Even higher ratings are permis-

sible for emergency operation if

extra oil capacity in the reservoirs

is provided. The use of emergency
ratings has found little favour in

Britain, perhaps due to the difR-

culty of getting agreement on the

method of calculation.

Electric Stress. In solid types of

cable, the maximum operating

stress for both British and Ameri-
can installations is approximately

45 kv. per cm., indicating that the

desire to save duct space in Ameri-
can systems has not led to any
drastic reduction in insulation

thickness. A difference in concep-

tion of the role played by electric

stress in the breakdown mechan-

ism of insulating materiais cxists

betwcen the two countries.

The "cylindrical" distribution of

stress in the dielectric wall gives,

of course, a maximum value of

stress adjoining the conductor.

The view in Britain is that it is

the value of this maximum stress

which determines breakdown in

the dielectric, and hence it is this

figure which is quoted in Britain

as the operating stress.

While support for this assump-

tion is rather complex in pajjor-oil

insulation, ample confirmation is

available from dielectric materiais,

such as rubber, which may be

tested in both flat sheet and cylin-

drical form. In America, however.

it is held that the ratio of operat-
ing voltage to wall thickness, i.e.

the mean stress, is the controlling

factor, and mean strcsses are

(juoted as operating stresses.

It follows that, in British de-
signs where the ni-i\iniiiiii stress is

held coiistant, thcrc is a rcíhiction

of wall thickness (and an incre:ise

of mean stress) as lhe si/.e of the

conductor is increased. This dif-

ference in practice must be kept
constantly in mind. The design
practices in the two countries can
be compared by cahiilating the
mean stresses for British designs.

(Table 2)

S/wcificalion Tests

British and American cable spe-

cifications rcveal a curiously dif-

ferent approach to the function of

lhe jnircliasing sj)ecification and
the relationshij) between the

manufaclurer and customer. The
specifications of lhe Associalion of

Edison Illuminating Companies (9)

which cover the whole range of

cables, lay down not only the per-

formance tests with which the

cable must comply, but also the

materiais and methods of manu-
facture in very great detail.

British specifications on the

other hand, broadly speaking lay

down only the performance tests,

and it is left to the enterprise and
ingenuity of the manufaclurer to

find the best arrangenient of ma-
teriais and melhods which will

comply with the tests with lhe

maximum efficiency and econoiny.

It follows that the British cable

manufaclurer, however the finan-

cial clauses of a contract may run,

bears a heavy share of the lech-

nical responsii)ilily for the succcss

of a contract.

The sjjecifications of lhe British

Standards Inslilulion (10) only
cover solid type cable up to 33 kv.

The Canadian Standards Associa-

lion has a close working contact

with the B.S.I., l)ut it lias not yet

extended ils sjjecifications lo lhe

ficlds of niains and super-tension

cable. Presumably a sul)slanlial

use is made in Canada of A.E.I.C.

siiecifications.

Higher voltage cables are cover-

ed by performance specifications

laid down by the British Klei trii'-

ily Aulliority after full consulta-

lion with the manufacturers. The
tests called for in lhese specifica-

tions fali into Ihree classes:

Type Ápproral Tests, whicii are

carried out once only for each

design of cable and ali its asso-
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Table 3. Comparison of Koutine Test Voltage Leveis for Solid-Type Cables.

Britain

System
Voltage
(kv.)

(Pha,se-to-6a-rth)

Test Voltage
(kv.)

yjj o uci li

(kv.)

A-c. Test
(Phase-to-earth)

Test Voltage
(kv).

1.1 3.5 1 8 - 15.6

3.3 6 3 12 - 18

6.6 10 6 18 - 20.4

11 15 11 27.6

22 35 22 50.4

33 53 33 72

N. America

I

ciated accessories. Cables hav-

ing minimum and maximum
condiictor sizes miist be .sub-

mitted to the tests. A design

which satisfies the tests qualifies

for use on a field trial basis,

to be followed later by recog-

nition as an accepted standard.

Sam pie Tests, which, when the

cable is an accepted standard,

are destructive tests carried out

on a small proportion (say 1 in

50) of manufactured lengths.

Routine Tests, which are non-

destructive and are carried out

on ali manufactured lengths.

The proper leve! for a-c tests

has long been a controversial issue

between the two countries. In

Britain excessively high voltage

a-c routine tests are deprecated

on the grounds not only that they

may do damage to production

lengths which is undetected, but

which may result in thcir service

performance being impaired, but

also that they have no relevance

to operating conditions. The high

levei of American a-c tests on solid

cable is shown in Table 3.

For super-tension cables the

position is anomalous, since for

oil-filled cable the British tests are

more severe while for oilostatic the

American tests are reniarkably

severe. (Tablos 4 and 5.)

In Britain there is an increasing

reliance on the surge test, which is

not mentioned in the A.E.I.C.

specifications. This is partly be-

cause the surge test gives a def-

inite result quickly. Also imlike

the over voltage a-c test, the surge

test either breaks a cable down or

leaves it virtually undamaged.
Moreover it corresponds exactly

to a condition which may arise in

practice.

Nevertheless the levei of surge

with l/50yLi-second waveform. Th(
latest requirement is for the surge

test to be carried out with thí

cable at its maximum operating

temperature. The surge test if'

.severe and in most cases is thfji

controlling design consideration. ji]

Cable Performance

The most valuable informatio
on performance available to th

cable-maker comes from the oper-|>^

ating experience of his customersji)

American figures are derived fron"j^

the annual reports of the Edisorun

Electric Institute, (ID and thd!

A.ssociation of Edi.son Illuminatingi

Companies, (12) for duct-lay cable<

7.5 kv. and over, with a total;

cable network of about 16,000! t

cable miles. !

Unfortunately, comparable fig-l

ures for the British Electricityjí

Authority network as a whole areli

not available. The only publishedii

figures on British cable perfor-|l

mance relate to the Eastern Elec-lj

Table 4. Comparison of Routine Test Voltage Leveis for Oil-Filled Cables.

Britain N. America

System A-c. Test System A-c. Test
\'oltage (Phase-to-earth) V^oltage (Phase-to-earth)
(kv.) Test Voltage (kv.) Test Voltage

(kv.) (kv.)

33 53 33 49.5

66 106 66 82.5
132 175 125 139.5

tests which is laid down by the

British Electricity Authority is

severe. The withstand surge volt-

age to earth is calculated from the

ff)rmula 4.5 {E + 10) where E is

the jíhase to phase voltage. Actual
figures are given in Table 6. It

will be seen that for 33 kv. cable

the surge voltage is 7 times the

peak operating voltage.

The sm-ge test is carried out on
ali type tests. The specification

calls for 20 repeated surges, 10

positive followed by 10 negative,

Table 5. Comparison of Routine Test Leveis (Without Pressure) for Pressure
Cables.

Britain N. America

System A-c. Test System A-c. Test
Voltage (Phase-to-earth) Voltage (Phase-to-earth)
(kv.) Test Voltage (kv.) Test Voltage

(kv.) (kv.)

oil gas
33 19 33 37.9 24.7

66 38 66 63.2 41.2
132 76 135 113.8 74.2

tricity Board. (13) This is one oi

the fourteen Area Boards com-
prised within the British Electric-

ity Authority, with a cable net-

work from 2.5 kv. to 33 kv. of

approximately 5,000 circuit miles;

and to this extent the basis of the

comparison is limited.

The British figiu"es relate to cir-

cuit miles, whereas the American
figures relate to cable miles. This

is a factor adverse to the British

statistics. Both statistics include

"removais" i.e. faults removed
before actual breakdown. Ameri-
can statistics extend over a period

of five years, and do not show any
great change for cable trouble

rate (i.e. failures plus removais)

from year to year. Taking the

figures for 1952 the comparison is

set out in Table 7.

When the failures are analysed

by cause of breakdown both coun-

tries show a maximum due to

mechanical damage indicating

rather surprisingly that the duct

system does not afford any addi-

tional protection over the laid
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(lirect cables. Also surprising is

the high proportion of failures due

lo corrosion in thc American fig-

ures. The analysis is given in

Table 8.

Joint Failure

The total joint trouble rate per

100 miles for the networks and

iitijconditions described above are

given in Table 9. The American

joint trouble rate is noted as "the

highest rate experienced since

1936".

Statistics notoriously may easily

be misleading, and in this particu-

lar field it is practically impossible

cayjto ensure that the figures are

strictly comparable. While it does

appear on thesc figures that Brit-

ish cable performance is somewhat
e Sjbetter than American, largely due

to the incidence of corrosion

troubles in America, yet taken as

a whole the figures cannot but be
interpreted as indicating a reason-

ably satisfactory performance.

Submarine Cables

The laying of the world's first

submarine telegraph cable under
the English Channel in 1851 was
followed by a half-century of

enterprise in submarine telegraph

work. During that time this type
of cable was laid over great dis-

tances, notably in many crossings

of the Atlantic Ocean.
It was not until after 1900 that

Table 6. Withstand Surge Test Re-
quirements of lhe British Electricity

Authority.

leriti

Brila

Surge
Voltage

kv. (peak)

power cables were laid under
water, and among the first re-

corded submarine installations

vvere the Harlem river crossing (14)

with 3-core 6.6 kv. paper insulated

cables, and the St. Lawrence river

crossing (15) with 4-core 2.3 kv.

rubber insulated cable, both prior

to 1910.

The ideal cable for a submarine
installation is one which may be
manufactured in one continuous

lalvsilength in the factory, transferred

to the hold of the laying ship, and
laid in one operation. In cables

insulated with paper this is diffi-

;ult where the cores are lapped
with dry paper tapes and impreg-

iiated after lapping, since the size

Fig. 7. Gamma radiographie lead-sheath ihickness meai^iiriiig apparatiis.

of the impregnation vessel imposes
a limit on the length of cable.

A super-tension cable using pre-

impregnated paper tape as the
dielectric was developed by Beaver
and Davey, (16) and has been
made in England for many years.

For voltages above 33 kv.. the
dielectric performance is boosted
by gas pressure of about 15 atmo-
spheres.

This cable does not require

tank impregnation, and therefore

offers an unique possibility of con-

tinuous manufacture without lim-

itation of length, following the

methods developed during the war
and used on both sides of the

Atlantic for the manufacture of

long lengths of Pluto—the sub-

marine high pressure oil pipe line.

A factory has been built in

England to produce this type of

cable for voltages up to 200 kv.

in lengths of 30 miles. The con-

ductor is coiled on to a turntable

25 ft. in diameter with a capacity

of 110 tons. From this stage the

paper taping and the lead sheath-

ing are carried out as a tandem
operation. The leaded cable is

coiled down on to a large turn-

table 47 ft. in diameter with a

capacity of 460 tons of cable.

A large accumulator between

the paper taping machine and the

lead press has sufficient capacity

to take up the cable during re-

charging of the lead press, when
a single ram lead press is being

used. The remaining processes of

manufacture— reinforcement, pro-

tection, protection curing, armour-

ing and transferring out of thc

factory into the coiling down
sheds—are carried out as a tan-

dem operation.
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The extrusion of the sheath is

carried out with a Glover
Press, (17) in which the container
is automatically re-charged under
vacuuni as the ram is withdrawn.
This is widely used in Britain,

since it has been established that

it produces sheaths of exception-

ally high quality. The sheathing
of this iengtli of cable involves the

continuous operation of the lead

press for 40 days, and special

radiographie methods are used to

provide a control of lead thickness

and concentricity.

Gamma ray photographs are

regularly taken along the sheath.

The radio isotope cobalt 60 is used

as a source of gamma rays. Tiie

exposure time is 2 minutes, and a

complete assembly of two sourccs

directed at right angles and two
photographic film holders is lock-

ed to the cable for this period.

(Fig. 7)

Even when the cable is made in

a continuous length it is necessary

to have submarine joints availal)le

to provide for various contin-

gencies. A joint design has been

developed with lhe same diameter

and flexibility as the cable. A rigid

type of joint has also been devel-

oped which is suitable for joinling

work on board ship, when it may
be neces.sary for the jointing time

to be reduced to a baro miiiimum.

This design incorporates adc-

quate arrangements for transfer-

ring the heavy mechanical forces

in the arinouring wire from one

side of the joint lo the otlier. The
wliole ass(Mnl)ly is snpported in ii

cradle, wilh l)en(ling restriclors al

the point of entry of the cable

into the joint. Thus lhe joint caii

hc liandied over thc side of llie
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cable ship and paid out without

risk of mechanical damage to thc

joint or the adjoining cable.

Joints on long lengths of inass-

impregnated cable usually require

re-im])rcgnation. This can be
accomplishod by frcczing the cabk'

on either side of thc joint. An
advantage of the pre-imprcgnated
pressure cable is that re-inipreg-

nation of the joints is unneces-

sary.

The jointing of high voltage

cables on board ship is a Icngthy

procedure denianding fair weather,

The time required mnst be cor-

related with the meteorológica)

statistics of the district, to deter=

mine the probability of a success-

ful operation.

An interesting installation sched-

uled for the early summer of 1956
is the crossing from Vancouver
Island to the mainland. This in-

stallation is composed of two runs,

one from Vancouver Island to

will be laid, one 3-phase circuit

and a spare, individual cables

being spaced 500 yd. from each

other and converging at the land-

ing points. The shore ends at the

mainland run over a long beach,

and may be armoured with cast-

iron articulated protectors.

The cable is an 0.35 sq. in. hol-

low core copper conductor lapped

with pre-impregnated paper tapes

to a wall thickness of 0.56 in., and
operating at a maximum stress of

85 kv. per cm. The installation

will transmit 120 Mva. at 138 kv.,

and the cables will operate under
a gas pressure of 300 Ib. per sq. in.

The preparations and prelimin-

ary trials have exposed many new
and important problems. Submar-
ine telegraph cables have been
successfully laid at great depths

for approximately one hundred
years. Thc behaviour of a heavy
submarine power cable being laid

at great depths is, however, very

Table 7. American and British (^able Trí>uble Kate.

Bot-h countries show a maximum failure rate in the voltage range 7 kv. to 15 kv.

American

:

Duct-lay cable above 7.5 kv

.

British

:

2.5 kv to 33 kv.

Trouble rate

per 100 miles

7.5

3.9

Table 8. Analysis of Cable Failures by Cause of Failure.

British (EEB)
%

American
%

Mechanical damage 59 43
Corro.sion 5 25
Inherent 36 20
Other causes and "unknown" 12

100 100

Proportion of total failures

Table 9. Joint TroubU" Rate per 100
miles.

American 4.8

0.5

Galiano Island of approximately
5,000 yd., the other from Galiano
Island to the mainland, a distance
of about 30,000 yd.

The maximum depth of the
route is 100 fathoms, with a water
pressure of approximately 280 Ib.

per sq. in. Four single-core cables

difíerent from that of a telegraph
cable, and the power cable is far

more susceptible to damage by
mechanical deformations. How-
ever, detailed studies under actual
laying conditions have enabled
satisfactory solutions to these
problems to be worked out.

Future Developments

The world demands ever larger
and larger supplies of electricity.

The availability of the necessary
energy resources is not established
with absolute certainty. Known
reserves of solid, liquid and gas-

eous fuel have their utilizatior

pretty well mapped out. Th^à
l)otential hydro power of the worI<

is already earmarked with oní

exception. The only continen
with a clear surplus of hydrí
power is Africa with the enormou
potential hydro power located ii

Central Africa.

France is likely to be one of th
first countries to be desperatel
short of energy. It is an interest

ing speculation whether the engi

neers of the future will be able t(

devise means of transmitting th
energy of Central Africa, to say
Metropolitan France. Probabb
atomic power will intervene and i

will be found expedient to use thi

hydro power for the productior
of plutonium to be sent wher(

required as packaged energy.

Nevertheless, transmission hne:

are likely to increase in length foij

.some time. As the transmissiori

length aj)proaches the quartel

wave length, say from 400 to 90(

miles, the regulation difficulticí,

increa.se. There will, therefore, b(j

an increasing demand for thi

development of high voltage d-cj

transmission.

Submarine power links will b(|

increasingly required in varioufi

parts of the world because of loca

shortages of energy. Unfortunate
ly, at a length of say 50 miles higl

voltage a-c cables become self]

loading; that is to say the capaci

tance current taken by the dielec

tric absorbs the whole carryingl

capacity of the cable. Cable links

above or even approaching this]

length are therefore only prac

ticable with d-e transmission.

The adoption of direct current»

transmission will raise a whole setj

of new problems for the cabk
maker. The distribution of clectric

stress in the dielectric of a cabk
operating under a-c conditions

although non-uniform, is well de-

termined, due to the fact that the

permittivity of the dielectric does

not vary appreciably over the

range of working temperatures or

with time.

However, in the d-c case, thi

distribution of stress is dependent
not on the permittivity, but or(i

the insulation resistance of thi

dielectric, which property variet

with both temperature and stresfi

for most dielectric materiais.

Hence the phenomenon of differ

ent portions of a dielectric being

subjected to varying stress during

heating and cooling cycles of thet

cable will have to be taken into

account. {Continued on page 960)
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uel Transportation by Pipe Line
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Arrangements now made and

inder way ensure that natural gas

ipeline projects of great magnitude

v'ú\ soon be undertaken in Can-

da. This has come about be-

ause large reserves of natural gas

lave been found in Alberta and

British Columbia, and because

here is need in central Canada
nd on the west coast for fuel and

nergy above that already avail-

ble.

'

For many years a national fuel

)olicy has been under discussion,

>ecause in eastern Canada and in

he western prairie provinces

here are coal supplies which the

entrai part of Canada lacks. Only
o a limited extent, however, has

t been possible to supply this

arket with Canadian coal, main-

Y because of transportation costs.

Jut it has been recognized that

cal still fills the largest part of

ur energy requirements, and that
he continued existence of coal

ines is essential for national

ecurity. Moreover, except where
cal movements to central Canada
ave been aided by Federal freight

ibventions, ali the coal used has
orne from sources outside of

anada, principally from the
Jnited States.

The discovery of large oil sup-
lies in the prairie provinces and
e building of pipeline outlet

cilities to Ontário and to Van-
iouver, has brought to the central

s well as the west coast area of

panada a new source of Canadian
[nergy now to be supplemented
y a further supply of energy in

he form of natural gas. Perhaps
|he significance of this is not yet
Uy appreciated and. whereas
rmerly the national fuel policy

as always discussed in terms of

joal, the new developments should
|ie assessed in terms of the begin-

by

Dr. G. S. Hume,
Director Oeneral, Scienlijic Services,

Department of Mines and Technical Surveys,

Ottawa

A paper presented before the Montreal Branch of the

Engineering Institute of Canada, February 24, 1955.

ning of a national energy policy
now being put into effect.

In Alberta for many years there
has been a natural gas supply for

the larger consumer markets, and
gas has been sold at a relatively

cheap price. When Turner Valley
was found in 1924 the develop-
ments that followed gave rise to

an excess of gas in the recovery
of distillate and crude oil far be-

yond the needs of available mar-
kets.

Some of the gas thus produccd
was stored in the nearly depleted
Bow Island field in Southern
Alberta, but much was flared and
the wastage was more than a tril-

lion cubic feet, equal in energy
to about 40 million tons of good
grade coal. When it is considered

that in 1952 Canadian production
of coal amounted to 17.5 million

tons and that 26 million tons of

coal, coke and briquettes were
imported for a total of 43.5 mil-

lion tons, the extent of this vast

Avastage becomes apparent.

Thus when oil was discovered

at Leduc in 1947 and the lower

productive zone contained a gas

cap, the hope was expressed (D

that larger gas markets might
eventually be available in order

to avoid future wastage as new
oil fields developed. It was fore-

seen at that time that there were

sufficient prospects in the Peace
River area of British Columbia
and Alberta to justify develop-

ments for a gas pipeline to Van-
couver. It was not too much to

hope that developments in south-

ern Alberta would eventually

justify a pipe line to eastern Can-

ada to serve Ontário and western

Quebec.
These views were shared by a

number of people, as was soon

evidcnt from the apy)lications

rcceived by the Parliamcnt of

Canada for Gas Transmission

l)r. lliiiiies many years of

practical exj>erience with oil arul gas

(levelopinenl, and his thorongh
knowledgc of Canadian fjeology, are

vvell kiiown. The following paper
combines two of his addresses pre-

sented earlier this year. In it he
emphasizes the great advantages, in

designing the Trans-Canada natural

gas pipe line, of following customary
practice with oil pipe lines —
cheapest in the long riin, — by
using a pipe larger than required

initially with smaller pumping capa-

city. This, coiipled with provisions

for "spill-over" into New York
State, he contends, woiil<l lower costs

to the consumer and shorten the

diíficult period of markel huild-up.

The views here expressed, favour-

ing a 34-inch diameter pipe through-

out its length are his own and,

stated at the time of his original

presentalion last March, do not

necessarily represent governinent

policy.

Conipany incorporalious. Thcse
applications were introduced as

private bills into the House of

Commons and Senatc. The dis-

cussions that followed did much,
not only to focus public attention

on projects of great national con-

cern, but provided information on

routes, markets and lhe difficul-

ties and advantagcs of devcloping

Canadian markets with Canadian
gas, as contrasted with supplying

gas to markets in United States.

Reserves Up Fourfold Since 1948

Meantime in Alberta reserves

of gas were incrcasing at an un-

precedentcd rate, due mainly to

the search for oil. The first

appraisal (2) made by lho Depart-

ment of iNlines and Resources,

Ottawa, in April 1948, placed the

natural gas in sitiu in the various

fiolds as lhen known, at almost

4 trillion cubic fcct or 3.6 trillion

to an al)andonuuMit pressure of



100 pounds. The amount in Sas-

katchewan was relatively insig-

nificant and none was then avail-

able in British Columbia. These
volumes of gas should not be
confused with marketable sup-

plies, which would be of the order

of 75 to 80 per cent of the gas

in situ in most fields.

A further report as of June
1950, showed the Alberta reserves

in situ were almost 7 trillion cubic

feet. In March 1952, the Alberta

Petroleum and Natural Gas Con-
servation Board, after lengthy

public hearings, reported gas

reserves originally in situ at 8.5

trillion cubic feet and the dispos-

able reserves at 6.8 trillion cubic

feet. In the last report issued,

the Conservation Board, again

after lengthy hearings, has placed

the disposable reserves at 11.5

trillion cubic feet as of June 1953.

Since that time the reserves have
continued to increase and for

western Canada they are now
conservatively estimated at 16

trillion and more optimistically

at 20 trillion cubic feet.

It is known that 5 trillion cubic

feet would be sufficient to dedi-

cate to a 36-inch all-Canadian

pipe line. Hence it appears suffi-

cient gas is being found to

justify a major gas pipe line every

two or three years. As yet no
major project has started build-

ing. No real incentive is posi-

tively assured for drilling for gas

alone, although considerable has
been done, in the expectation that

markets will be made available.

Thus, pipelines will undoubtedly
stimulate the rate of discovery of

new gas reserves.

Rapid Growth in Oil Reserves

Meantime, though measures
have been taken to utilize gas
produced with oil insofar as

economically feasible, in 1953
wastage amounted to over 25
billion cubic feet and in 1954 it

was somewhat larger. Ali of this

would not be saved and used even
if pipe lines to distant markets
were now in operation, but the
operation of some of the wet gas

fields which produce gas in high
volume with oil or distillate would
become possible.

Some of these fields, like Pin-

cher Creek, have been awaiting
a market for several years. If

they are to provide the incentive

in the search for others of a sim-

ilar kind, the investment return

is an important consideration.

Thus, markets for natural gas
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are an urgent requirement for

Alberta and northeastern British

Columbia.
In 1954 Alberta's production

was about 88.3 million barreis.

Saskatchewan's about 5.1 million

barreis and Manitoba's slightly in

excess of 2.1 million barreis, or a

total of 95.5 million barreis, an

average of a little more than 260,-

000 bbls./d. Reserves, which in-

creased more than half a billion

barreis in 1954, are now consid-

ered to be about 2.5 billion bar-

reis. More than three-quarters of

the new oil found in 1954 was in

Alberta.

The growth in natural gas re-

serves has been mainly due to

the search for oil, but recently

there has been some drilling to

prove up gas fields. The recent

expansion in gas markets in Al-

berta has been mainly in the

petrochemical and extractive

metallurgy fields. Although these

developments encouraged the local

search for gas, principally in the

Edmonton area, the outlet to

larger markets which could pro-

vide the incentive for a wide-
spread search has been largely

lacking.

Pipe Lines and Expanded Markets
For Oil

Many áreas have gas wells long
shut in awaiting a market. In

contrast, the growth in the use of

Canadian oil to supply the needs
of this country within economic
]-each of the oil fields has been
spectacular. Excess potential pro-

duction is now available and new
markets are being sought. In 1947
the production of oil in Canada
was 10 per cent of our consump-
tion. It is now 54 per cent, in

spite of a very rapid growth in

use.

This changed situation has re-

sulted from a combination of

events, among which is recogni-
tion of the excellent prospects in

Western Canada and the advances
made in pipeline construction
within recent years which allow-
ed the oil to be transported
cheaply to distant markets. The
enlarged markets stimulated ex-

ploration and development. The
success in finding more oil led in

turn to the building of more jnpe
lines, until now the economic
market is the limiting factor. A
steady future growth is to be ex-

pected but the oil has now
reached the economic ffinge áreas
wherc stiff competition is expect-
ed from foreign oil.

Eastern Canada

Previous to the construction of

oil pipe lines from Alberta, pro-

ducts made from imported oil at

Sarnia were shipped by tankers
up the Great Lakes to compete
successfully in the eastern Mani-
toba market with products made
by Prairie refineries from Cana
dian and imported crude oil. Not
only has the whole Prairie mar-
ket been captured by Western
Canadian refineries but the Inter

provincial and Lakehead pipe
lines are bringing oil in ever
increasing volume to the Sarnia
and Toronto áreas

It may be that, ultimately, the

Montreal refining centre with a

capacity about a third of ali

Canada or 200,000 barreis a day,

will be reached. Some reductions
in price at the well-head have be-i|

come effective to allow more dis-jn

tant competition, but already thejj

price of crude oil in Alberta is

below that of a similar grade i

United States.

Hence, with high exploratio
costs there is much doubt abou
the advisability of trying to fur-

ther extend the market into a

still more competitive fringe area

like Montreal, where prices must
meet those of oil by tanker to

the east coast from Venezuela
and the Middle East, and largely

by pipe line from Portland, Maine
to Montreal.

Western Canada

On the west coast, since com
pletion of the Trans-Mountain
Pipe Line, Alberta oil has mainly

displaced imported oil in th

Fraser Valley. The 24-inch pipe

Hofevf

pipe

line has a potential capacity, with >^'ma^

adequate pumping stations, oi

300,000 bbls./d. but is presently

equipped to handle 120,000 bar-i

reis. At first there was much dis-

»

appointment that the throughput
j

was relatively small in relationi

to the capacity. There was some

doubt, too, due to cheap tanker

rates, if oil through this line could

supply two new refineries to be

built at Ferndale and Anacortes

The Ferndale refinery uses

about 30,000 bbls./d. The re- ««(i

finery at Anacortes, when com-

pleted late this summer. will havcj

a capacity of 50,000 bbls./d. It

has been announced Canadian

oil will be used. Thus the Trans-^

Mountain Pipe Line, now carry-j

ing more than 75,000 bbls./d.|

compared to less than 50,0001.

bbls./d. in February 1954, h^tk
\^
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)iospects for further expanded

hroughput this year. Such a

low will partly relieve the pro-

ated production in Alberta. Thus
he vision shown in building a

arger pipe line than originally

equired has been justified by the

>uild-up in reqiiirements.

Design For Estimated Markets

Experience in United States has

hown (3) that new oil pipe lines

ire commonly sized to initially

nove two-thirds of their iiltimate

nticipated demand. An example,

s given, ilhistrates this.

"If the initial capacity re-

quired is 100,000 bbls./d. of

crude with a foreseeable ulti-

mate of 150,000 bbls./d., and

a 16-inch line with 14 stations

were constructed initially, it

would then require an additional

14 stations or a total of 28 to

move the 150,000 barreis when
such demands developed, with

excessiva operating costs.

However, if a 20-inch line

were constructed with 5 stations

for initial operation at 100,000

bbls./d., then by constructing

5 additional stations through-

put could be increased to 150,-

000 bbls./d. Thus the 150,000

barreis could be moved through

a 20-inch line at approximately

one-third the power costs, and
with one-third the operating

personnel required for the

movement through a 16-inch

line, and the difference in

capital outlay between the 20-

inch and 16-inch quickly amor-
tized."

This is an exceedingly impor-

lant principie in the construction

If any pipe line for either oil or

latural gas. It was illustrated

jy the fact that in the engineer-

lig studies connected with the

lakehead pipe line from Superior,

IVisconsin to Sarnia it was found
Iheaper to build a 30-inch oil line

Rhan a 26-inch line, even though
100,000 barreis of ultimate capac-

i-y of the 30-inch line is much
|i excess of present use.

Proposed Pacific States Gas Line

Out of a succession of applica-

|ions two large projects for piping

• aturai gas are under prepara-
íion. Both have encountered diffi-

|ulties far beyond what might
lave been anticipated. The pro-

fosed Westcoast Transmission line

jrom Peace River area through
yentral British Columbia to Van-
louver, thence to United States
racific Northwest markets, met

with protracted hearings before

the Federal Power Commission
for permission to import gas into

United States. It was ultimately

denied this privilege.

However, a deal has now been
made with opposing interests, and
there seems little doubt this pro-

ject will proceed on a scale much
larger than originally planned.
This should prove advantageous
both for an expanded consuming
market and from the standpoint
of an outlet for reserves of gas
in the Peace River arca. These
have grown at an astonishing rate,

in viev/ of market uncertaintics,

and are now several trillion cubic

feet. Plans now call for joining

this supply with the proposed
supply from the San Juan basin

of New México for the States of

Washington, Oregon and Idaho,
and extending the market to San
Francisco.

It may not be too optimistic

to think that in a few years not

one but two parallel lines may
be operating out of the Peace
River area, and that reserves and
markets will justify an output of

a billion cubic feet a day. Al-

though permission to import the

gas into United States has not

yet been received, the difficulties

and objections appear to have
been removed. It will be advan-
tageous to both countries to have
this gas available for common
use on the west coast and there

is every expectation this will soon

be achieved.

Proposed Gas Line To Central

Provinces

In regard to the other project,

Trans-Canada Pipe Lines, there

are still obstacles to be overcome.

In making a policy pronounce-

ment in the House of Commons
on the question of gas for Central

Canada on March 13, 1953, the

Rt. Hon. C. D. Howe stated "the

policy of the government of Can-

ada is to refuse permits for niov-

ing natural gas by pipeline across

an international boundary until

such time as we are convinced

there can be no economic use,

present or future, for that natural

gas within Canada".

This statement has been reiter-

ated by Mr. Howe, by other

members of the Cabinet and by

the Prime Minister and is now
taken as established policy

accepted by Parliament. Also Mr.

Howe made it clear that Govern-

ment policy includes a Canadian

route for the line when he stated

"I am convinced, after thorough
study of the matter, that the only

reliable supply of natural gas for

the provinces of Ontário and
Qucbec must be from Western
Canada by means of an all-Cana-

dian line".

The route through Northern
Ontário has been criticized in

preference to one sou th of the
Great Lakes through United
States. Any gas pipe line to On-
tário through United States, as

pointed out by Hon. George
Drew (4) in the House of Com-
mons on April 7, 1953, would
bc subject to withdrawal of gas
by United States consumers, leav-

ing Ontário and Quebec in a pre-

carious position at the end of the
line. For a fuel-deficient area like

central Canada this would detract
from the national value of the
pipe line.

ISorthern Resources

Proponents of a pipe line route
south of the Great Lakes refer

to the barren waste of Northern
Ontário. Anyone familiar with
the rich resources of this area

both in mineral and forest pro-

ducts recognizes the value of

developments there and the need
for fuel. Northern Ontário may
well become one of the richest

parts of Canada. It has enormous
developed and potential resources,

and already holds a strategic

position in Canada's economy.
Fortunately, as far as is known,
no plan for a southern pipe line

route has ever been seriously

considercd by Trans-Canada oífic-

ials, and no such proposal has had
to be considered by the Board of

Transport Commissioncrs.

There have also been discus-

sions concerning the route east-

ward from AVinnipcg, and it has

been decided to go from Nipigon

to Hearst to Cochrane, thence

south to North Bay, with a spur

line back to Sudbury, rather than

try to follow the C.P.R. from
Nipigon direct to Sudbury. The
more northerly line is some 80

miles longer. However, in addi-

tion to having an access road

already built and kept open in

winter, there is the advantage of

much easier and cheaper con-

struction per mile through the

clay belt.

An access road is imperativa

in order that breaks can be quick-

ly repaired. Service must be main-

tained without protracted delays

when customers depend on de-
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livery of gas for fuel. A few hours

break, during repairs need not
ordinarily inconvenience domestic
users, but a few days interruption

might be disastrous. Storage facil-

ities iu Ontário, togcther with

ready access to the line at ali

times, render it comparatively
safe. Mining engineers who know
northern Ontário highly commend
the route chosen.

Size Of Pipe in Rclalion To Markets
and Price

It is understood that Trans-

Canada Pipe Lines Ltd. now pro-

poses to build a 34-incli line from
Alberta to Winnipeg and a 30-

inch line from Winnipeg to Tor-
onto. Admittedly, a ;5()-inch line

is not small, but if the markets
justified a larger line gas could

be transported at a cheaper rate,

both to the advantage of the

Alberta producer and to the east-

ern consumer.

Each cent reduction in trans-

portation costs per thousand cubic

feet on a 500 million cubic feet

per day throughput amounts to

$5,000. The lessons learned in

building oil pipe lines in the

United States, where the design

is for an initial movement of two-
thirds of the ultimate anticipated

demand, should not be overlook-

ed. It is the demand, therefore.

that is the criticai consideration

in fixing the size of the pipe line.

This, of course, depends on the

price for which gas can be sold

by the distributing utilities.

At present, the demand the

Utilities are willing to concede is

disappointing, in spite of the fact

that the proposed selling price to

Utilities is right in line with what
was anticipated from studies

made when the project was first

suggested. There can be no
doubt of the potential market.
This is known in relation to price

from sources beyond di.spute.

It would be unfortunate indeed
if, with such a market available,

a smaller pipe than would best

serve the national interest were
constructed, because the market
was limited by high distribution

costs. Under these conditions the
producer would be penalized by
a lower price than a larger pipe
line would providc, and the con-
sumer would pay more than he
might othcrwise have to, with
the result that expansion in the

use of Canadian fuel would be
restricted.

In the operation of the pipe

line, to get as high a load factor

in both winter and summer
periods of unequal consumption,

storage is essential. Storage in

the former gas fields of south-

western Ontário will be used to

great advantage. However, stor-

age is not the answer in relation

to the size of the pipe, as only

projected sales can be uSed to

determine this.

Thus, it would seem that, if

the distributing utilities in cen-

tral Canada cannot foresee a

market to justify the larger line,

and thus reduce transportation

costs, the spill-over into New
York State on an interruptiblc

basis, as proposed in the Bechtel

report of October 1953, should be
given serious consideration. At
the time this report was written

the Tennessee Gas Comjiany
would have becn willing to take

a minimum of 50 billion cubic

feet of gas a ycar on a 20-year

basis. This gas would be on a

storage interruptiblc basis, taken

during periods of low consump-
tion as on holidays and week ends,

particularly in the summer.

Spill-over To New York

However, the • yearly amount
would be finn, in that ncw cus-

tomers on the Tennessee system
would use it from storage avail-

able in New York State and else-

where on the Tennessee Trans-
mission system. A large volume
in addition to that used in cen-

tral Canada could be provided to

ensure a large diameter pipe line,

hence lowering transportation

costs by spill-over into storage

in New York State, thus reversing

the present flow through the

Niagara pipe line without further

building of new lines.

According to the Bechtel re-

port, gas could be brought to

Toronto for 45 cents on a 100 per
cent load factor. This would be
ecjuivalent to coal, where prefer-

ence for use of fuel is not a con-

sideration, at a i)rice of $1'2.15 a

ton (13,500 B.t.u. per pound)
and where equal efficiency is

achieved in burning, a condition
never achieved in a domestic fur-

nace in a climate such as ours.

Obviously the objective of gas
sales is to the high-priced domes-
tice market, but to achieve vol-

ume, industrial sales on an inter-

ruptiblc basis at a lower price is

essential. Considerable initial sales

below 45 cents a thousand might
be warranted on a large volume
throughput of a large line. It is

certain that the lower the selling

price, the faster will be the mar
ket build-up and hence the difj

ficult period of the first few year^

can be shortened appreciably bj

line design and throughput.

Costs For Transporting Oil and Ga!

By Pipe vs. Coal By Rail

A market for any large volumi

of western Canadian oil wouk
have becn impossible without pip(

|

lines. The pii)e line transporta i

tion charge i)er barrei from Edi;

montou to Sarnia, a distance oh
1,740 miles, is 64 cents, and fronj^

Edmonton to Vancouver, 45 cents j

A barrei of Redwater crude dej'

livcred at Sarnia contains somd
5.8 liillion B.t.u., hence th(

transportation cost from Edmon
ton to Sarnia is 11.03 cents pei

million B.t.u. and from Edmon
ton to Vancouver about 7.7(

cents.

This gives Alberta oil a liighlj

advantageous position in cora

petition with Alberta coal in th(

.same markets. For examplc, th

rail rate for coal for subsidy pur
poses from Alberta to Toronto i

$11.35 a ton, although very liltl

coal moves this far. If coal i

considered as having 13,500 B.t.u

per j)ound, a good grade, then th(

rate is cqtiivalcnt to 42.04 cent;

per million B.t.u. or 3.8 times th

rate of moving Redwater crud(
|

oil from Edmonton to Sarnia.
^

IIf)wever, Redwater crude is rejt

fincd in Sarnia and only the ene 1

products come into competitior i

with coal for fuel. Thus oil foi

.

fuel has a much greater transpor
\

tation advantage than the 3.^
j

times mentioned, and it may b(

as much as six times. It is easil\

understood if prices for coal anc

oil are such that these compete

at the point of origin, namely ir

Alberta, coal and oil from thal

Province would be far from com
petitive in Ontário.

The changeover from coal tc

oil and natural gas in Alberti

shows that, even there, coal is no'

holding its place either in th(

domestic or commercial markets
This is shown by the fact that í

gas turbine to make electric powei

was rccently put into operatior

at Vermilion in east central Al

berta, and a new thermal electrk

plant to be erected at Wabamuir
west of Edmonton where coa

can be strip-mincd, and wher(

some flat-lying coal seams are 21

feet thick, is being equipped tc

burn natural gas with coal as aB

alternative.
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In regard to transportation

[costs per unit of energy there is

less disparity between coal and

[natural gas than between coal

and oil, altliough from a domestic

standpoint there would be a de-

cided preference for natural gas

leven at the same cost per unit

j|of energy. As far as can be learn-

l[ed, the cost of transporting

[natural gas from wells in Alberta

ito Toronto has not been decided,

land will not be known until com-

Iplete engineering costs of any

pipe line project are available.

However, it can be assumed for

Icomparative purposes that it will

be something of the order of 40

to 45 cents per thousand cubic

feet. Natural gas is sold on the

basis of 1,000 B.t.u. per cubic

foot, so that 40 to 45 cents would

Ibe the assumed transportation

(costs of one million B.t.u. of

J
energy. This is at about the same
Irate as for coal by rail. Hence it

Ibecomes obvious if natural gas is

to compete in the fuel markets in

central Canada its competition

will be with oil and with coal

Ifrom other sources since imported

coal is cheaper in this market
than coal produced from Cana-

Idian mines.

This means that if natural gas

lis to find extensive use in the

llarge potential market in central

Canada, it must be brought there

at the lowest possible transpor-

tation cost so that the producer
can receive a price consistent

with the incentive to search for

new supplies, and so that the con-

sumer can benefit by paying the

I
lowest possible price consistent

Iwith the creation of market de-

Imand. It cannot, therefore, be
Itoo strongly emphasized that the

jvolume transported in the largest

[possible line is of paramount im-

Iportance in relation to the na-

Itional interest.

[Importnnce of Large Pipe

The original Trans - Canada
[Pipeline Co. proposal for a 30-

inch line was to start at a de-

[livery rate of about 96 billion

Icubic feet a year and, by an in-

[crease in the number of compres-
jsor stations, to raise this to 155

I
billion in the fifth year and ulti-

[mately to about 500 million a

Iday. For the 3()-inch line Bechtel

Isuggested starting at a delivery

lof 500 million a day with a spill-

lover to New York State of about

[200 million, increasing the pipe-

jline capacity as the eastern Can-

ada market expanded to 650 mil-

lion cubic feet a day. It is said

also that the amount that could
be delivered at Winnipeg might
be increased to 800 million a day.

Obviously the larger amounts
have price advantages if ali or
most of the gas can be sold.

Stated in terms of the pipeline

this means a high load factor. It

is in the first few years of any
pipeline's operation that there are

difficulties, since markets must
be developed and this takes time,

perhaps five or more years. These
difficulties in the first five or six

years would be considerably in-

creased by building a 36-inch line

if there should be no spill-over

into New York, in comparison
with what they would be with a

30-inch line.

On the other hand, gas from
the 36-inch line could be sold on
an interruptible basis to reach
industries which could not afford

to use gas from the 30-inch line

because of the higher cost. This
would seem to be a reasonable

objective for any pipe line if it is

to fiU the need for additional

energy in a fuel deficient area like

central Canada. Particularly is

this so when such a large surplus

of gas is available and the pipe

line is being considered in terms

of national welfare.

Advantages Of Natural Gas As A
Fuel

From the national standpoint

the availability of natural gas for

central Canada is most important.

Climatic conditions in this coun-

try make fuel a prime necessity

for physical existence. It is also

true that our industrial develop-

ment and living standards depend

on our capacity to use the energy

available to us in the most effi-

cient manner and so keep costs

to a minimum.
Fuel oil has to a considerable

extent replaced coal for domestic

heating and for other purposes

because of its obvious advantages.

There is no doubt that in áreas

where natural gas is available at

comparable prices it is preferred

to fuel oil. In fact, of ali the fuels

in use today, natural gas most

nearly approaches the ideal. It is

clean, providing fast heat, and in

heat value it is more than double

maiuifactured gas made from coal.

Perhaps at a time when stra-

tegic considerations are important

it has another advantage ovcr oil.

An oil furnace dcpends on elec-

tricity for b 1 o w e r operation.
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whereas a natural gas supply is

dependent only on a pressure of

a few ounces as delivered to the
burner. Gas mains, of course, can
be broken and gas is explosiva
when confined, but gas mains can
be relativcly quickly repaired.

This is in contra st to prolonged
and scrious difficulties that could
arise from the disruption of elec-

tric power.

Gas Can Replace Electric Power
For Heating

Natural gas would not replace
electricity for light, but in Ontário
it will replace electricity for water
and space heating. In Ontário
where there now are coal burning
plants at Toronto and Windsor
with capacities of 400,000 and
240,000 kw. hr. respectively, it is

])robably true that elcctricitj' from
this source is not economically
profitable for domestic water heat-
ing. Since Ontário has reached
the stage where further power
sites in proximity to industry are

limited, it is important that elec-

tricity be relieved of the load

which natural gas can best supply

It is doubtful, however, to what
extent natural gas can or will re-

place fuel oil for domestic heating.

The two fuels should be regarded
as complementary rather than as

rivais. Undoubtcdly the price oí

each must be competitive with

the other. It is considered un-

likely that any householder would
scrap his oil furnace when a sup-

ply of natural gas becomes avail-

able, but if and when the furnace

needs to be replaced, natural gas

at a comparable price will un-

doubtcdly be the choice.

Markets For Gas in Central Provinces

Natural gas is sold to threo

main groups of consumers, that

is, household, comuicrcial and in-

dustrial users. The home con-

sumer pays the highest price and
the commercial consumer some-

what less. The industrial con-

sumer may pay only about 1/3

the amount paid by the first two
groups. Sales at the highest price

are obviously most advantageous

to the utility distributor, and tend

to reduce the overall price if these

are sufficiently large. Thus the

utility prefers to obtain as large

domestic sales as possible.

However, in a diniate such as

ours .spacc heating requirements

are subject to wide seasonal varia-

tions, with a high demand in the

winter and a low demand in the

summer. In order to provide base

load for the distributing utility
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company, water heating (best

done by using natural gas) is

usiially considered essential, where
space heating is provided. Even
so, the seasonal load is very un-

equal, and unless this can be
evened up in some way the pipe-

line will have a low load factor,

which is the relation of load to

capacity.

Sales to the commercial con-

sumer are much more stable. Since

he desires gas for continuou s use

he contracts for it at a firm amount
for a fixed delivered price. However,
as he usually buys in considerable

quantity the price to him is less

than to the domestic consumer.
The commercial consumption and
that of the domestic consumer is

likely, however, to be only a

minor part of the early pipeline

supply, and even in established

distribution systems may be only

25 per cent of the whole, depend-
ent on abundant supplies being

available. Thus the largest con-

sumers are the industrial users.

The industrial consumer buys
gas on an interruptible or dump
basis during periods of low con-

sumption. In order to do this he
must provide a stand-by or alter-

native fuel, with the necessary

equipment to use it. The advan-
tage to the pipeline in having such
customers is that the load factor

of the pipeline can be maintained
at a relatively steady and high
rate, even though the price paid
by the industrial consumer may
be quite low. The tendency as

markets are built up is to decrease
if possible the amount of indus-

trial gas sold and increase sales

to commercial and domestic con-

sumers. There never will be a

point, however, where a long gas

pipeline in Canada would not
have need for industrial sales.

Douhle The Heat Value Of
Manufactured Gas

In that part of Ontário and
Quebec accessible by the Trans-
Canada pipeline there are a num-
ber of cities such as Toronto,
Montreal, Hamilton, and Ottawa
now supplied by manufactured
gas. This gas has a heat value
of the order of 460 to 470 B.t.u.,

whereas natural gas as that will re-

place it has a value of approxi-

mately 1,000 B.t.u. Manufactured
gas is in general quite expensive
and not widely in use, hence dis-

tribution systems in such various

cities will have to be greatly ex-

tended and a vigorous sales cam-
paign conducted to build the

market for natural gas as quickly

as possible consistent with safety

and efficiency.

There is however, one favour-

able aspect. In the natural gas

fields of southwestern Ontário

there is presently a reserve of 160

billion cubic feet. This can be
used by certain cities and towns
during the construction period of

the Trans-Canada line to estab-

lish and build up the markets.

This reserve is sufficiently large

that it can be put into use at the

earlicst possible date, but first the

timing on the arrival of the pipe-

line gas must be fixed.

Thus the use of this gas can
serve two purposes, namely (a) to

build up the market pending the

aiTÍval of the Trans-Canada pipe-

line (b) make storage available

to balance the load on the Trans-
Canada pipeline by^ using gas

now in the prospective storage

fields. It has been stated that

ultimately 50 or 60 billion cubic

feet of storage may be made
available from fields now owned
by the Union Gas Company and
Imperial Oil Ltd.

This storage is one of the keys

for the successful operation of the

Trans-Canada line. It will receive

gas during the off-peak periods,

in summer, and make additional

gas available for peak consump-
tion in the winter above the pipe-

line's capacity to supply the full

load. It will also provide a valu-

able asset against pipeline breaks
which otherwise might cause inter-

ruption of service.

New Developments in Gas
Transportation

Recently technical literature (5)

has contained references to the

transportation of refrigerated

liquid methane in insulated barges

or tankers. A proposal has been
rnade by W. L. Morrison and
Associates to transport gas in

refrigerated barges up the Missis-

sippi River from the Gulf states

to sell in midwest cities. Refrig-

eration will be carried out at as

low a temperature as —260° F.

without subjecting the gas to pres-

sure. This reduces the gas to one
six-hundredth of its normal vol-

ume.

The liquid gas will then be
stored in refrigerated insulated

barges, two of which, each with
about 35,000 barreis capacity,

would meet the daily require-

ments of 18 million cubic feet a
day for the Chicago stock yards,

at a cost about half or less than

half that of transportation b;

pipe line. To bring this ventur
into operation eight barges ar

being equipped with insulate.

tanks, to be put into service ii

the near future. i.

A similar proposal has beeifi

made to transport liquid refrigei''

ated methane by tanker from th

oil fields of the Middle East b
Europe. Studies (6) of this wer
undertaken by the National Re
search Council and the Nationai

Academy of Sciences at the re

quest of the Foreign Operationt

Administration of the Unitec i

States Government. In th
Middle East the wastage of na
tural gas from the production o:

oil is now estimated at a billioiíi
•'^1'

cubic feet a day, of which pen,

haps 300 million cubic feet a dav
'

is available in Saudi Arábia.
'

Could Supply Britain
j

Estimates based on the availi

ability of 500 million cubic feel

a day, of which 20 per cent o !

100 million cu. ft. a day would b' i
;

used in refrigeration, are for $18(1

'

million to build 20 tankers of 15,1

000 net tons each at $9 million :

ship, $95 million for the refriger

ation plant, $75 million for gas

gathering lines, or a total of $351:?

million. Charges for delivery olj

400 million cubic feet a day, or ij

volume greater than ordinaribií

would be put through a 26-incl|

'

line, are placed at $39.9 million 1

On this basis the delivered cos;'

of gas at a tanker terminal ali

London, England, would be 4'ij

cents, or 37 pence per Mcf. Thi'! .^j
includes 4 cents net value for thi! ;

-

gas and 7 cents gathering costs<«
^[J*

The calorific value of 400 milliori

cubic feet a day of natural gas i;

equivalent to a yearly consump
tion of approximately 28 millior'!

barreis of fuel oil or over 5^^]

million tons of coal. The currenlj

price of manufactured gas irj

England is about 48 pence or 3((

per cent higher than the estimatj

ed delivered price of methane witf

twice the heat value.

Considering the authoritativ<

source of these estimates the pro

ject must be seriously consideret

as being not only feasible bui

economically advantageous. N(
doubt such a radical change ir

fuel sources for any country woulc!

be carefully reviewed from tlií

nationai safety and strategic view-;

points.

Could Even Stipply Central Canada

What is the impact the pros

pects for marketing Middle East
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gas could have in Canada? If

tankers can move liquid methane
to England at such prices then it

also can be delivered cheaply to

eastern Canadian ports where it

might successfully compete with

other fuels. The Montreal market
is within easy reach of the eastern

seaboard, but it certainly would
be the irony of fate, with such
surpUis volumes of gas available

in Alberta, if this gas is not used
to supply the Montreal market.

Atomic power will be available

in a few years, probably at a high

price at first, but ultimately at

a price that will compete with
other forms of energy. It may be
advantageous therefore, to have
large gas markets well established

in central Canada before this

happens, which would necessitate

the construction of pipe lines of

the largest possible diameter.

The Trans-Canada project for

bringing natural gas to central

Canada has been looked upon by
many as a national project, even
though carried out by private

enterprise. It should be viewed
in the light of potential rather
than short - term requirements.
Thus natural gas should be made
available at as low a price as pos-

sible by cheap transportation of

large volumes in as large diameter
pipe lines as can be justified, so

sales will be encouraged and the
Alberta producer can have a price

which fully justifies the incentive

to develop presently known fields

and search for new ones.

Develop Before Atomic Power

The possibilities of the use of

atomic power should not be
underestimated in relation to re-

placing other energy source ma-
teriais. Canada has much to gain

by using the extensive reserves of

gas available in Alberta now lack-

ing a market. Already, delay may
prove costly if the ultimate mar-
ket is restricted by competition
with atomic power, before the
usual period of í20 or 25 years for

amortization of the pipe line is

ended. The reserves of gas in

Alberta are huge, the desire to

have a pipe line built is great, the

potential consuming market in

central Canada is enormous. The
benefits to be achieved by such a

Canadian pipe line from west to

east cannot fail to be national in

their effects. Vision to think of

the line in terms of Canadian
developments both in the west
and east has not been lacking and

it is hoped achievement will soon
be possible.
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S. W. Fraser-UnderhiUl

Mr. Fraser-Underhill said that

he would like to join in offering

hearty congratulations to Mr.
Bernhardt on his excellent paper.

Whilst he had not had time to

study it in detail, rapid perusal

showed the very wide and interest-

ing scope of the paper.

Mr. Fraser-Underhill had two
questions to ask the author.

First, could the author enlarge

on the subject of turbine blade

wáshing and say what médium is

used?

Second, in view of the interest

in work being carried out in Can-
ada and Great Britain on the

burning of solid fuel in gas tur-

bines, could the author say a few

words about his firm's and/or his

own experiences and views on this

subject.

The Author

Turbine blade washing is only

necessary where liquid fuels are

used. The time between two con-

secutive washings is variable and
depends very much on the quality

of fuel used. To be more specific,

the foUowing Information might be

of interest:

The 1650 kw. gas turbines in-

stalled at Pertigalete—which now
have been converted to gas fuel

—

originally ran on a mixture of 60

per cent Bunker "C" oil and 40 per

cent Diesel oil. Under those con-

ditions, washing took place every

900-1000 hours. Perhaps even
more interesting are the results

lEwbank and Partners (Canada)

Limited, Toronto.

3 Transportation of Oil, Petroleum
Administration for Defence, Dec.
1951, p. 24.

4 Hansard, April 7th, 1953, p. 3578-9.

5 Petroleum Pre-ss Service, July 1954,
Vol. XXI, p. 261.

6 World Petroleum, Dec. 1954, p. 45.
A1.S0 Petroleum Press Service, "Froz-
en Gas across the Seas", Dec. 1954.
Vol. XXI, p. 444. V

with the Beznau sets—and there
the conditions for the fuels are

such as to necessitate washing
after a period of approximately
300-400 hours full load operation.
It must however be remembered
that in Beznau Bunker "C" is

used exclusively.

For the purpose of washing,
spray nozzles are built into the
inlet side of the gas turbine and
the washing is carried out when
the turbine has cooled down to a
temperature of about 200-250°F.
The washing, itself, is carried out
while the rotor is rotated by the

starting motor. Steam is used from
an electric boiler which first dis-

solves and loosens the slag. After

the steam treatment, water is

squirted in—under pressure—still

with the rotor turning. Slag is

washed out of the turbine to the

cxhaust duct where it is carried

away. For the Beznau sets, two
hours are required for the washing
operation—naturally without tak-

ing into account the cooling-oíT

period of the machine.

No research is carried out at

Brown Boveri for the time being

in regard to coal-fired gas turbines.

In the 30's, considerable time and
money were spent by Brown Bo-
veri to develop a coal-fired Velox

boiler and at that time already the

l)roblcm was to ensure that the

supercharging gas turbine which
was connected to the cxhaust gas

of the Velox boiler withstood the

ash and abrasive particles from

the fuel combustion. These efforts

were later on abandoned because

at that timo at least we did not

scc any siiitablc solution of the

problem.

Gas Turbines

by E. Bernhardt, Presidem, Brown Boveri (Canada) Ltd., Montreal.
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Power Transmission by Insulated Cable

by Dr. L. G. Brazier

{Continved from page 9^2)

ISew Dielectrics

Sixty years after Ferranti first

introduced impregnated paper as

a cable dielectric, it is still diffi-

cult to find an alternative which
will compete with it on perfor-

mance or price. Where the cost is

not a determining factor rubber
has been used in America particu-

larly for submarine power links

biit because of its poor long time
ageing characteristic the designs

have been held down to a stress

of about 25 kv. per cm.

Recent researches indicate that

methods can be devised to enable

rubber to operate at much higher

stress—perhaps 100 kv. per cm. If

this is confirmed it will radically

alter the potential iisefulness of

high voltage rubber cable for sub-

marine and other special purposes.

Of the large range of plastics

now available to the cable maker,
polythene at first sight appears
the most attractive. It has high
impulse strength (2,500 kv. per
cm. or higher) and its permittivity

and power factor are much supe-

rior to impregnated paper.

Unfortunately it has a large

volume contraction on solidifica-

tion (about 15%) and it has at
present been found impossible to

extrude thick walls of polythene
without the formation of voids
even with the help of vacuum or
pressure controlled cooling tech-
niques. These voids tend to be
worst adjacent to a metallic con-
ductor.

This is serious enough, but in

addition polythene happens to be
a material which is peculiarly sus-

ceptible to discharges in voids,

erosion taking place to a tremen-
dous extent. Hence the a-c

strength of this plastic falis rapid-

ly with increase in thickness, a

sheet of 2 mils thickness giving a

short-time value of over 1,200 kv.

per cm., whereas a 50 mils sheet

will fail at only 400 kv. per cm.
Other polymers, such as poly-

styrene for example, have electri-

cal properties comparable or even
superior to those of polythene, but
the plastic range is so limited that

they cannot be extruded. These
polymers are therefore useless for

cable manufacture.

950

The new discovery that the

natural or synthetic plastics mole-

cule can be modified by radiation
— by electron or neutron bom-
bardment—opens up or seems to

open up a new field of endeavour
with almost limitless possibilities

and potentialities. Rubber can be
"vulcanized" without sulphur. The
softening temperature of poly-

thene can be raised by perhaps
50° C. It oífers a real method of

molecular manipulation to pro-

duce materiais with arbitrarily

selected properties.

It is however a subject for the
future. Little can yet be said how
much or how little it is going to

help the cable maker. It would
however be singularly appropriate
if atomic power which will be
called upon to meet the irresistible

demand for more and more elec-

trical energy in the world, also

proves to be the instrument for

improving and cheapening its dis-

semination.
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PRIDE IS FOR PEOPLE

Canadian Metaíi, v. 17, ii. 8, July, 1954, p. ,5.

I

It sometiiiies seems to us that

many who laud Canada for her rich

sources of mineral wealth are often

like sycophants who praise a rich

friend only in order to share selfishly

in the wealth. To a wealthy person

of high honour and sharp brains

summer friends must be as inuch

nuisance as flies. Flies, howev^er,

make no secret of their intent and
need no schizophrenic masks to hide

their feelings.

Birthday time, which we have
now just passed, is often considered

a suitable time to make proclama-

tion of patriotism or admiration.

The almost shopworn statistics of

our wealth are trotted out for show.

True, we are proud and happy
about our great mineral resources.

We are also proud of our people and
what they have done over these

many years to make us a power of

note. Actually we should be more
proud of our men and women than
of our vast raw wealth, for the for-

mer are developed by our Canadian
environment, while nature alone

created the latter.

Canadian Inventions

Let US then hear more about our
inventions and plans, completed and
otherwise. Let us hear of Lord
Rutherford, who in 1902 in Mont-
real, stated the theory of atomic
disintegration. Let us know more of

our present day Shawinigan Power
scientists who are developing in

Canada a new and cheaper process

for making titanium.

Let US know more about Dr.
Abraham Gesner, who, a century
ago in Ilalifax, extracted oil from
coal beds. The new oil replaced ani-

mal and vegetable lighting oils.

Gesner called it Kerosene. Alexander
Graham Bell started his inventions
in Canada. Marine fog horns were
first developed in this country.

There is no limit to these illustra-

tions if we take the trouble to really

examine our history. But more than
inventions are involved. The crea-

tion of Canada in 1867 was a master
work, so was our transcontinental
railway (assailed as fantastic in its

day).

We will stop here, but we could
extend this list for a long time. The
point for pride is not what we have,
but how we use it. Our wealth is a
blessing, and we have used much of

it with intelligent aggressiveness.

Let that be remembered and made

CAN WE AFFORD TO
Pouer Engineering, v. 58, n

Recent years have marked a de-

cided increase in engineers' preoc-

cupation with the problems of

extracting fresh water from the sea.

LTnfortunately, the subject is of

such interest that its complexity is

often minimized for popular con-

sumption, and this has led to much
befuddled thinking and some in-

teresting if fantastic schemes.

On the other hand, it may be

fortunate that the public is so in-

terest ed. Present thinking indicates

that plants for the desalting of sea

water will be extremely large and
expensive— if significant amounts of

fresh water are to be produced—and
that the public will have to foot

the bill.

Not only will the plants be ex-

pensive to build, but they will be

very expensive to run. While it is

not an iron-clad general rule, it is

usually true that less expensive

plants cost more to run because of

less efíective recovery of wasted

power. This assumes, of course,

plants of equal capacity.

No "Perfect" Soliiiion

Despite the many workable tech-

niques conceived to extract fresh

water from sea water, no one tech-

nique ofFers a "perfect" solution to

ali the requirements of public water

supply. The.se requirements are:

(1) Fresh water produclion in terms

of millions of gallons per day, (2) at

less than $0.40 per 1,000 gal. for

cities, (3) at less than $0.06 per

1,000 gal. for irrigation, and (4)

with a minimum effect on fuel re-

sources.

Even theoretically, a plant ex-

tracting fresh water from sea water

(35,000 p.p.m. impurity) must ex-

pend 2.6 k.w.h. unrecoverable en-
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known, aiid true Caiiadians cele-

brate our birthdays lo conu' with
tales of our cultural, i)oliti(al and
technical knowhow.
To merely cite the facls of our

natural endowment is v^ain boasting;

to be only swayed by them when
recited by true or false friends is to

invite flaltery—and eveiitual down-
fall.

DE-SALT SEA WATER?
8, August, 1954, pp. 86-87.

ergy for each 1,000 gal. of fresh

water. Add another 10.4 k.w.h. per
p.s.i. head for every million gallons

puniped to estimate induction and
(listribution costs. Since niost water
supplies, municipal or agricultural,

are consumed well above sea levei,

the pumi)ing costs cannot be ignored.

Some engineers believe the lowest

l)urification costs are promised at

this time by a new process called

electrodialysis. This process em-
ploys unlike plastic membranes in

pairs which .screen out aiiions or

cations respectively. Migration of

the ions lo their resjjective oi)p()site

polés is induced by positive and
negative eleclrodes on opposite sides

of the pairs of membranes. Migra-

tion is interrupted when the ions

encounter a membrane which refuses

passage lo particles with their elec-

Irical characterislic. When sea water

(or olher .solution) is introduc-ed be-

tween two membranes with o|)posite

permeability cliaracteristics, lhe

anions will flow through one mem-
brane while lhe cations How in the

opposite direction through the other

membrane. This leaves purified

water between the unlike mem-
branes, the purity depending on

electrical charge at the eleclrodes,

the residence lime in tlie field of in-

fluence, and the condi limi uf lhe

membranes.

Electrodialysis

Both power and e:|nipment costs

for electrodialysis promise to be

lower than for olher inethods of

purificai ion, at leasl parlly because

of the following charactori.slics:

1. The water is not heated or

vaporized, lhereby elimiiniling

therinodynainic los.ses.

2. .\ction is taken againsl lhe im-

9.->l



will undoubtedly have a brilliant future.

In fact, not only will the scientists from
ali over the world be brought much
closer to each other (their chances of

gurvival being, incidentally, considerably

enhanced by the food served in the

proposed ceremonies), but likewiie

many promising intelligences which are

today diverted to more remunerative
activities, such as gambling and smug-
gling, will be lured back to a field which
offers both a congenial atmosphere of

spiritual communion and also a largc

amount of epicurean prospeiily.

ARCTIC REGIONS POSE TOUGH METALLURGICAL
PROBLEMS

Maj. F. W. Myers, Jr., U.S. Army, Arlington, Va. The Iron Age, v. 175, u. 3,

January 20th, 1955, pp. 79-82.

Arctic Regions have assumed great

military importance in recent years. To
operate in such áreas, equipment must
be built to withstand extremely rugged
conditions without metallurgical failure.

It must endure temperatures ranging

from 70° to —70° F., deep snow, marsh-
land, ice-filled harbors and rivers, rough
terrain and steep slopes.

One of the most outstanding examples
of low-temperature metal failures is the

more than 100 Liberty-type vcssels and
about 30 T-2 tankers which have been
listed as casualties. The .striking feature

about these metallurgical failures is that

these fractures occurred at about 30° F.

—a rather high temperature considering

Arctic conditions.

The problem is not unique to military

equipment. The Canadian railroads,

which have had considerable operating
experionce in extremely cold regions,

have found it necessary to develop spe-

cial steels to prevent undue breakage of

locomotive frames, tracks and bridges.

Metallurgical failures occurring in

Arctic regions are complicated in analy-

síh by an intangible "windchill" factor.

It is defined as the rate at which an
object loses heat if placed outdonrs
under given conditions. The unit used
to measure windchill is the quantity of

heat in kilogram calories per degree
Contigrade which the atmosphere ab-
sorbs per hour from an exposed surface

one meter square. The highest windchill

recorded in North America is about
2370 units.

The low-temperature problem is be-
lieved to be compounded substantially

by this windchill effect. When the wind-
chill .sweeps in, on, or over a piece of

equipment, it results in a quenching
effect on the expo.sed surface, lowering
the temperature of the material on the
exposed surface below that of the un-
exposed side. Therefore, the material
will have a temperature g r a d i e n t

through its cross-section.

This temperature differential sets up
high multiaxial stresses, which together
with load stress, results in early frac-

ture of a strength member. If relatively

good quality low-carbon steels fail at
temperatures about 30° F., a steel

having a much lower transition temper-
ature will be required for equipment
subjected to the additive destructive
effects of windchill.

Transition Range Effects

Research to date on metallurgical
failures occurring at near zero or sub-
zero temperatures indicates that these
steels have had relatively high tran-
sition temperatures. This. coupled with
inadequate design for welded construe-
tion, has been the major factor in shij)

failures. Even with good design, it has
been the prime reason for structural

failures in low-temperature áreas.

Studies show that the transition range

952

is raised by an increase in ferritic grain-

size, an increase in plate thickness, and
by slow cooling after normalizing. Also,

the transition range in mild steel plate

can be reduced by higher manganese
content. Other studies show that in-

creasing the manganese — carbon ratio

lowers the range of transition from
tough to brittle fracture, increases the

impact values at ali temperatures, and
tends to result in finer McQuaid-Ehn
and ferritic grain «izes. Still other tests

show that chemical influence has a

definite effect on transition tempera-
ture, and that metallurgical structure

influences physical properties.

Impact Values Drop
Some plates from ships which frac-

tured were so lacking in toughness and
so brittle at —éO° F. that they broke
when dropped on a concrete floor. Nor-
malizing heat treatment about doubled
the mechanical properties.

The many investigations show that

most low-carbon hot-rolled structural

steels have relatively high transition

temperatures and are extremely notch
sensitive at low temperatures. Chang-
ing structural design, combining riveted

and welded construction, or other
means of improvising will not alter

this condition.

In many cases, failures have occurred
at points of geometric discontinuity,

which are structural notches. thereby
setting up concentrations of stresses in

or near a welded joint. Studies show
that the weld was probably not the
primary cause of failure. However, de-
fective welds can set up stress concen-
trations resulting in fracture more
readily in cold regions than in mild
climates.

Many lightweight alloys can be con-
sidered for use in Arctic regions. Aluiiii-

num, for example, not only groatly in-

creases the payload of a vehicle. par-
ticularly where ground pres.sure is im-
pórtant, but gives a much higher safety
factor to certain types of equipment.
Aluminum alloys are .superior to ferrous

metais where notch-sensitivity is ii

portant. Another advantage of alumi
num is that its tensiie strength iní

creases with lower temperature whiK
impact properties hardly change.
Ãlagnosmm has been used experi

mentally at temperatures as low af
—320° F. without difficulty. The modu
lus of elasticity of these lightweigh
metais is lower than that of steel, mak
ing it necessary to use deeper section
to maintain the same deflection charac-

teristics. Conversely, this can be ail

asset because the lower the modulus
lhe greater the ability to absorb energj
without permanent set.

High Tensiie Steels

Among the low-alloy steels, there an
a number of high-tensile types whiel
inay be u.sed succe.ssfully in relativel)

cold climates. These steels have
Charpy impact value of about 40 ft.-lb

and a tensiie strength of about 70,00(

psi. However, they do not have the

loughne.ss required at extremely low

temperatures.
Use of th(! low-alloy high-ten.sile steel;

in shi]) construction may have definitt

advantages. Their higher cost would
be off-set by their higher physical valuef

which would reduce the amount of steel I

required. It would al.so increase the

payload of the vessel. Its greater cor
rosion resistance would be anothei
factor in considering cost.

Low-carbon steels made by using fine-

graia practice have also given resultt

superior to those of ordinary steels.

High - mangane-se, high - tensiie steel

with small amounts of vanadium is an-

other possibility for low-temperature
serviço. Also, a fuUy-kilIed, hot-topped
0.90 manganese steel which has an

energy absorption value of about 50

ft.-lb. at —50° F. and a yield strength
of about 50,000 p.si. may give satis-

factorv low-temperature service.

Steels such as NE 8640 and SAE 4140j

develop excellent low-temperature char
acteristics when given sspecial heat treat-

ments. After proper heat treatment,

these steels exhibit yield strength of

105.000 psi. and Charpy impact values

of 50 to 60 ft.-lb. at —70° F. Micro
scopic segregation of alloying elements
which tends to cause cracking in these

high-strength steels can be greatly re-

duced by heating the steel to 2250° F
Ali studies and Teports indicate that

the vast majority of materiais used in

structures for Arctic use are inadequate
for the job. The problems are such

that they cannot be treated as failures

of specific items or materiais, but must
be treated as a general metallurgical

problem.

WELDED TV TOWER
Robert A. Vaughan, The Wehling Journal, v. 33, n. 12, December 1954;

pp. 1175/78, pp. 1187.

Design and execution of a 660-ton
triangular section "steel needle," extend-
ing nearly one-third of a mile straight
up into the pleasant Oklahoma air,

called for highly specialized talents on
the part of engineers, fabricators and
erection crews. Claimed to be the tallest

man-made structure on earth, it is a
1,572-ft. guyed TV tower for mounting
two television antennas.
Thanks to the unique combination of

high-speed manual shop are welding in

precision jigs and a novel design of
100-ft. electric gin pole for hoisting par-

tia! ly assembled sections into place for

bolting together, it has been possible to

maintain a steady flow of steel through

the fabricating shop on to the tower

site and up into position.

A specialist in the design of radio and
television towers had no qualms overi

undertaking the design of this gran-

daddv of them ali. Previous towers

have" been in the 800-1000 ft. height

range, but the dcsire for maximum tele-

\ision coverage—and perliajjs a native

pride in having the nations biggestr-

led KWTV planners to invest close to

./ii/v. 79.1" TFIK KNGINEKRING JOURNAL
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1500,000 for tlie ultiinate in toweis and
(.ransmission equipment. Line-of-sight

distance to the horizon from the tower

top is 60 miles. This is the normal
effective signal range in ali directions,

although atmospheric conditions may
push it well beyond that.

To iinderstand the specialized fabri-

cating problems involved, it is necessary

to have in mind the general physical

characteristics of the tower structure. It

Í3 straight-sided with 12 ft. face and
three vertical legs forming the triangu-

lar section. The legs are made in sec-

tions, most of them 30 ft. in length

and are tied together by horizontal girt.s

of steel angles and diagonal bracing of

Steel rounds, bolted to drilled gusset or

wing plates which have been welded to

the leg members. The latter are joined

together vertically in the field by means
of circular flanges welded to each end
and drilled to receive eight bolts each.

The tower structure itself extends up-
wards some 1420 ft., and at its peak is

additional structural steel framing to

support the lower antenna, 79 ft. in

height. Above that is the second an-

tenna, 73 ft. in height. The entire

assembly rests on a reinforced concreta

base surmounted by a 36-in. diam.
porcelain insulator capped by three

5V>-m. thick slabs carrying the tower's

base.

There is a total of 54 individual sec-

tions stacked up for the complete tower.

AU structural members are machined,
welded, galvanized and painted in shop
and then shipped knocked-down to

Oklahoma and bolted together, piece by
piece, on the ground and in the air.

The most spectacular features of the

design are the size and weight of the

leg sections. The lower 30 ft. comprises
three 10%-in. solid forged steel rounds,
tapering together at the base to form
the pivot .support. The next 270 ft. are

made up of nine sections, each 30 ft.

long with legs of 14-in. wide flange H-
beams weighing 314 Ibs. to the foot.

They are tied together by girts and
diagonais plus the end flanges, the same
as are the round legs.

Next come two sections of 9%-in.
rounds, designed to carry the attach-

ments for the lowest set of guy cables.

Then there are 35 sections, each 30 ft.

long, with 8-in. round legs, stepping
down to 6-in. rounds toward the top.

Finally there are three 20-ft. "bays"
having 4-5 in. rounds and above them
the antenna support framcwork built up
of 8- X 8- X 1%-in. angles, these of

high-tensile steel. The 35 intermediate
sections also are of this higher strength
steel while ali other members are of

mild steel, either SAE 1020 or ASTM
A-7 specification. AU bolts are alloy
steel.

At the 290-, 650-, 1040- and 1340-ft.

leveis welded steel coUars carrying guy
cables are fitted in piace. At each levei

there are three p.drs of guy cables 120
deg. apart to anchorages on the ground.
The latter are positioned 950 ft. from
the tower base for the upper three sets

of cables. 520 ft. for the lower set. Each
pair of cables is attached to the two
tower liígs on that face, running parallel

dowr to the anchoring point.

Re'nforcing steel in tower and guy
anclior bases is embedded into 1200
cu. yd. of concrete sunk into the
ground. The 24 guv cables have a total

length of 27,000 ft. They are ali pre-
stressed galvanized bridge strand cable.
The top six are 2 in. diam. with rated
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breaking strength of 490,000 ib. At the
1040-ft, levei the cables are 1% in.

diam. At the 650-ft. levei the cables are

1% in. and at the lowest levei IV2 in.

diam. with two insulators.

Prestressing of the cable is done by
the manufacturer. The cable is stretched
to just under the yield point, thus elim-

inating locked-up stresses and insuring a

minimum of "give" when installed.

Construction of Heavy Insulator

The heavy insulator supporting the

tower is of unusual construction. It has

21 individual porcelain elements, each
61/2 in. diam. with an I.D. of 3Mi in.

A steel cap 36 in. diam. and 5'/í' in.

thick is placed on the head of the in-

sulator, with a lead gaskel beiween the

head and the cap. The latter is held

to the insulator by six 1%-in. bolts.

Temporary tierods join the cap to the

steel base. permitting preloading of the

insulators to 300,000 Ib. to avoid danger

of transverse load affecting the insula-

tor during erection. Once the weight of

the tower is taken up by the insulator,

the tierods can be removed. Each of

the cylindrical insulator sleeves is fiUed

with oil.

At maximum working load, each

porcelain sleeve carries 134,000 Ib.,

equivalent to 5700 psi, exceptionally

low for radio insulators. Total tower

weight on the insulator is 1,323,392 Ib.

or over 660 tons. Actually, it is designed

to withi?tand a crushing load of 5600

tons with a maximum working load of

1400 tons.

In case of breakage or other diíEculty

with the insulator platform once the

tower is in service, it is possible

actually to "lift" the weight of the

tower off the insulator tiiiough manipu-
lation of three hydraulic jackposts.

They are positioned under the three

tower legs at the point 30 ft. up where
the main legs begin to converge to join

at the insulator base. These posts are

triangular in section, with three legs of

4-in. steel rounds and having a face

spacing of about 14 in. They are tied

together with a lattice of diagonal round
bars and plates, all prefabricated by
welding before erection. The three posts

are spaced 12 ft. apart and meet the

main tower legs at the point where the

H-scction columning starts.

Specifications call for meeting wind
loads of 60 psf. of projected area on
the upper 792 ft. of the tower, and of

40 psf. of area on the lower 780 ft.

These loads are tempered somewhat by
the use of round leg .sections and
diagonais, which means that they can

be reduced in effect, by one-third.

At numerous points in most towers,

particularly in those which are not

guyed at the top, the welds and the

tower members are liable to a reversal

of stresses as the wind changes direc-

tion.

Lower tc.\er sections, because of the

high axiol compression induced by the

"pull-down" effect of the guy cables and
lhe weight of sections above, are not

deflected to any important extent by
wind and, hence, are loaded probably

90% in axial compressjon.

In the upper bays where there may
be stress reversal. thp end flanges are

reinforced by gu.ssct plates welded to

them and to the legs. In lower sections

under high axial compression loading,

precautions are taken to prevent the

logs from punching through the flanges.



Table 1

—

Physicai. Propertiks

Tcmpcriiturc, °F— +80 O -100
Yield poiíit, psi ()3,200 81,700 90,000
Tensile strength, psi 7fi,000 92,400 100,600
Elorigation (% of 2 in.) 27 1) 25.85 25.50
Rcdupt ion iri arca, % 09 4 69 .90 6130
Impact * West-ing-arc, ft-lb 100 80 .0 22
Impact, * E-6020 manual, ft.-Ib 58 25 21 O

*V-notch Charpy impact test.

-200
109,200
1 1 1,500
27 13

57 . 90

Inside tiif .slnicturc and supported
thoroin uie four OVfs-in. coaxial cables
leading to the antennas. They have a

total combined length of 6,500 ft. plus

anotlier 2,000 ft. on the ground frora the

transmitters to the tower. Further, the
tower structure will incorporate ten in-

termediate inside platfonns to provida
rest and work áreas for service and
maintcnance crews and one outside plat-

form at the (i50-ft. levei for si)ecial elec-

trical cquipment. At cach platform levei

will be mounted signal lights, incliiding

nine T,000-w. flashing beacons and 18

obstruction lights. Additional service

facilitios number full height access lad-

ders and a two-man electric elevator

running to the 1,340-ft. levei.

Ali tower sections aro hot dip gal-

vanized and primed with paint after

fabrication and before shipnient. After
erection, the tower will be painted
orange and white lo conform with
CAA regulations on such structurcs.

Extensive welding was essontial in

prefabrication of the 200 odd Icg iiieni-

bers, each carrying two end flanges and
one wing plate plus the 900 or so

diagonais to which flat bolting plates

were welded at each end. Ali wfílding

was done manually, and it marked the

first usod by the shop of the Jetweld 1

eléctrodo, in conjunction with 400-amp,
a-c welding generators. This type of eléc-

trodo providos physical properties equi-
valent to AWS E-7020 and has bocii

dosigned for extra high-speed, deep-
groove iwelding with a-c current. Because
of its high dcposition rato ;ind oasy slag

removal, it produces wold niotal at low
cost per lineal foot in addition to hav-
ing good wash-in properties and excep-
tionally little spatter lor are blow.

Jetweld is a coatcd electrode with a

refractory coating containing a substan-
tial percentage of powdered iron. This
permits higher current settings and pro-
vidos self-cleaning action inaking it

ideal for covor pass work.

Flange .joints on the heavier tower
legs callcd for as many as 40 or 50

passes to build up the dosired fdlets in-

side and out. Using 3/16-in. rod at a
current setting of 275 amp or %-in. rod
at 350 amp, it was possiblo to maintain
a welding specd of 14-15 ipm. On the
heavier flange joints of the counterbored
type, as much as 40 Ib. of electrode
went into a single joint. Flanges were
flame cut from heavy plate or slab

stock, some bcing up to 3% in. thick
and requiring ]-in. fillet welds on the

outside.

Briefly, the pi'ocedure for assembling
a log member was to placo it in a jig

and locate the flanges and wing plates

for tack welding. The round leg section

is held firmly by end plates on the .jig

with fixtures locating the plates at the
exact 00-deg. anglo requirod. It was
possiblo to tack weld the two flanges

and íix wing plates in as littlo time as

11 min.

A crane then transferred the assembly
to other jigs for completing the flange

welds and for fiuishing the coatinuous
%-in. fillet welds on the wing plate

joints. By turning the woi-k in the jig

through motor and chain drive ali weld-
ing could be made downliand.
A high rato of production was main-

tained on welding the bolting plates to
the ends of diíigonal bracing members
with the aid of a special jig equipped
with locating pins at either end over
which tho short bolting plates could be
slippod. The roimd connocting member
then was i)laccd in slots flamo cut into
tho plates, and the joint welded ali the
way ai-ound on both sidos. Rigid spot-
ting of the end jjlates componsatod for

any slight \-ariation in length of tlie

connccl iiig i'ound bar.

New Wí-Miiifi l*ioc«'ss Cuts V.osts and
Welding Times

Higher welding speeds, bctter quality
welds, and lower operating costs are the
main advantages of a new consumable-
olectrodo, inort-gas arc-wolding process.
It is clainiod that field tosts on the new
process discloso a 15 to 20% fastor weld-
ing speod at a 25 to 50% reduction in
costs over other manual and semi-auto-
matic inort gas mefchods.

Key to the new proco.-^s, which usa
ordinary welding grade árgon to shielc
tho are, is a new coated wirc. This win
produces best results when used with f

newly designed welding gun, wire con
trol and a new constant potential powe
."^ource.

Tho new process produces welds tha
can be i)aintod without cleaning. Ther
is virtually no spraying or spatter. Noi
i.s thei-o any slag-covering on lhe weld
The new process may be used on milu
stoels, with or without normal mill scale
on thicknesses from l/W-in. up. It cam

usod as either a semi-automatic pro
cos.s—where an operator holds the gun
or in autonuitic processes—whero tht

gun is clamped into position and the
woik nioved or where the wiro is fed

through an automatic head. Primarilj
intonded for horizontal and flat position
welding, the new process is not yet de-

volopcd for vertical or overhead weld-
ing.

The new process, in contrast to most
othor jjrocossos of this type, uses straight
polarity. Tho special coating on the wirf

makes it possible to take advantage oí

some of the higher burn-off rates be-

cau.se it stabilizes the are, eliniinates

spatter, and provides good ponetration
The end result is a high quality weld at

groady increased speeds.
Tal)le 1 gives typical values of var-

ious physical properties at tomporatures
from 80°F to a —200°F. The excellent

physical properties at low tem])cratures
moan a weld low in contaminai ing oxy
gen and nitrogen.

Becau.se of greater are stability, thii

proce.ss uses about 33% le.ss gas.

TANKER FOR CHEMICALS
The ImtiLutc oj Marine Engincers, v. LXVH, n. 2, F(,>bruary 1955, pp. 24, 25

'J'he Marine Duw-Chem is the first

ocean-going tankship especially designed
and built to transport a diversity of
high-donsity liquid chemicals in bulk.
The hull form and machinory chosen
was that of an 18,000-deadweight-ton
Bethiehem tanker, a number of which
are in operation for several differcnt
owners. This unusual vessel, which has
a capacity of 3,500,000 U.S. gal., unliko
any tanker ever built, was designed,
built and equipped for one rolo—the
economical makor-to-user movemont of
largo tonnagos of liquid chemicals. To
accomplish this, many structural foa-
turos i-epresenting first-time engineoring
by both tho chomical and shipbuilding
industries were incorporated in lho ves-
seL One principal difference between tho
Marine Dow-Chem and other tankers
is in the protective arrangement of cargo
tanks. In movement of chemicals great
care must be taken to prevont contami-
nation since quality of these commodi-
ties is moasured in "parts per million".
It further was required that the cargo
tanks be isolated entirely from sea
water—that through which the ship
moved and also that usod for ballasting
purposcs. The desired isolation was ac-
compli.shed by double bulkheads, which
put two thicknesses of .stoel between
any two cargo tanks and between cargo
tanks and the .sea. Other notable fea-
tures include cathodic protection of the
hull, and extensivo use of nickel and
rubber linings in the cargo .systems. Tho
vessel is of the three-island type with
flarcd stem and cruiser stern. The hull,

in general, is framed longitudinally and
of welded constniction. Special consid-

eration was given to the structure in

way of the independent cargo tanks
and to take care of the unusual londing
conditions. Propulsion is by a single

in'fi-ft. diamctcr propeller drivcn by
Bothlohom 7,000-s.h.p. steam turbines
with I''alk double-reduction gearing. The
high-pres.sure turbine is of the impulse
reaction type with a two-row impulse
wheel followed by several expansions of

reaction blading totalling twenty-two
moving rows. The low-pressure ahead
turbine is of tho all-reaction type, with

a holiow, conical rotor can-ying twenty-
fivo moving rows. The astern turbine
in the low-pressure turbine casing is

of the impulse type with one three-

row wheel and one two-row wheel,

separated by a diaphragm. The two Fos-

ter Wheeler boilcrs are dosigned to

deliver steam at 725 deg. F. at 425 Ib

per sq. in. gauge throttle pressure. They
are water-tube units with water walls.

economizers, super-heaters and internai

desuiierheaters in the steam drums for

handling the auxiliary steam. The
Marine Dow-Chem has the distinction

of being the first Amorican-built vessel

lo have cathodic protection installed

when tho vessel was on the building
ways. Oiio hundred and eighty ânodos of

Dow DX-8 magnesium weighing 60 Ib.

each were attached to the hull by steel

studs. The ânodos were arranged in

groups of thirty located forward, amid-
ships and aft, on both sidos of the ship,

They were placed along flow lines to

minimize resistance to the vcssoFs move-
mont through the water. The specific

cargoes which the Marine Doiv-Chem is

dosigned to handle are as follows: Hy-
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rocliloric acid, a widely used cheraical

;

percloroethylene, a cleaning agent;

-lethylene cliloride, used iu the manu-
facture of photograijhic film and paint

removerá ; chloroforni, a vvidely used

raw material and solvent ; carbon tetro-

chloride, a familiar solvent and raw
material: ethylene dichloride, a widely

used sol\'ent and raw material; styrene,

an ingredient of many plastics and other

synthetic materiais; glycols, the in-

gredient of many commercial products;

73 per cent caustic soda, one of the most
widely used basic chemicals. Of the

foregoing materiais, hydrochloric acid

and caustic soda presented the greatest

One of our British contemporaries,
Power and Works Engineering, in its

December editorial, recalled to our mind
the project of transporting natural gas

froni oil fields by barges in refrigerated

containers at atmospheric pressure. This
project scheduled for introduction on
the Mississippi River, is intriguing in

its possibilities. As our English cousins

see it this project, if successful eco-

nomically, could make available the

natural gas released in the oil fields of

the world to ali markets no matter
where they be.

Briefly the project as originally en-

visioned would entail liquefying natural

gas, principally methane, in the Gulí

Coast area, loading it in insulated tanks

set on barges and moving the cargo

at atmospheric pressure up the' Missis-

sippi and Illinois Rivers to the Union
stockyards at Chicago. There the gas

would be vaporized and used for fuel

purposes. Further the tremendous
amounts of refrigerating energy released

in this vaporization process would be
employed in chilling and cold storage

of meats.

To speed the ílow of engines a new
test house has been built by the Bristol

Aeroplane Co. Ltd., where production
engines will be check-run before de-
livery. The test house combines two
identical test beds and one central con-

trol room.
The beds are capable of testing en-

gines of up to 6,000 shaft horsepower.
This exceeds by some 40 'per cent the

"haft horsepower output of the Proteus
55 engine. There is thus an ample re-

erve of capacity for the testing of ali

ypes of turboprop engines likely to be
"eveloped in the foreseeable future.

The main services to the test house
are housed in a central basement be-
neath the control room and fuel is sup-
plied from a tank which holds up to

12,000 gallons. An unusual feature is

water tanks in front of the building
whicli supply water for the cooling sys-

tem and, incidentally^ ensure that the

air drawn in is free of grit.

The length of the building is 146%
feet. Of this, 60 feet is taken up by
the engine rooms and the remainder by
the extensive system of "splitter" type
silencing baffles installed at the intake
and exhaust ends of the beds.
The engine rooms are 24 feet square

design problem since both chemicals at-
tack Steel and both are made unaccejit-
able for most commercial uses by even
snuiU amounts of iron-salt contamina-
tion. Each of the six huge (15 ft. diam.
by 41 ft. deep) tanks, located in tRe
No. 1 hold wcre designed for inter-
changeable transport of hydrochloric
acid or caustic solution. These tanks
were fitted with special rubber linings
supplied by the Goodyear Tyre and
Rubber Company. After installing the
linings, steara under pressure was in-
troduced to vulcanize the rubber. Over
35,000 Ib. of rubber were used in lining
the tanks and connecting piping.

The projecfs initial construction costs
are held to be less than half those for
major gas-transmission lines delivering
the same volume of gas. Power for barge
transportation, it is hoped, will be rela-

tively inexpensive, since the tow-boats
could be operated largely off the small
amount of natural gas evaporating from
the storage tanks, with some liquid kept
in the tanks at Chicago for fuel for

the return trip. Actually, though, oper-
ating costs must await the grim findings

of experience. Therein lies the answer
to whether a new form of fuel trans-

portation is with US or not.

We shall follow developments as close-

ly as possible as will, of course, the gas
supply industry and the very rich

market it serves. The existence of a

liqueíied gas barge system would truly

make it possible to bring the natural

gas supplies of oil fields ali over the

world to any market. Further, as new
supplies came in or old fields became
depleted there would be no problems

of disposal of old or capitalization of

new gas transmission lines.

in cross section, and the engine platforms

are centrally mounted on fioating con-

crete blocks separated from the sur-

rounding floor by isolation pads. This

ensures that no vibration is transmitted

to the main structure. As an additional

precaution, the control room floor is

similarly isolated from the main wall

structure.

Engines Moved by Crane

To cnable engines to be mounted
rapidly on the test platform and to
permit quick delivery to and from the
shops, iarge soundproof doors are fitted
in each of the side walls and an over-
head crane of 2V2 tons lifting capacity
is installed over each bed. Tiie engine
to be tcsted is brought in through the
doors by truck, hoistcd into position,
and secured to a tubular test mounting.
At the end of the eight hours' test
Schedule, lhe propeller is removed and
tomporarily supported on a vertical
.stanchion, while the engine is removed
Irom its platform and lowered to the
truck which takes it away to await in-
stallation.

The engine can be rcached for servic-
ing from an hydraulically operated ele-
\íi\oi- which rises from floor levei to a
height of a little over eight feet. A
fool-proof system of controla ensures
that it is impossible lo raise this ramp
while an engine is actually running.

There are two control paneis, one
overlooking each bed, with instrumenta-
tion laid out in Ihree principal groups
so that the sujjervision and observation
of an engine on test can be handled by
only two men. The central panei, which
is directly below the observation win-
dow, covers throttle lever, propeller
Ijitch control, diais recording compressor
and propeller spceds and an electronic
r.p.m. calibrator. On the right are In-

struments recording oil temperatures and
pressures and fuel flow, and those at

left cover services supplied to the sta-

tion. Here are the controls for the
automatic coj fire-fighling sj'stem and
the electrically operated steel shutters
which blanket off the air intake and
the rear outlet when the beds are not
in use.

To ensure clear vision, the observa-
tion Windows are tilted at an angle
and the lighting above the control panei
is carefully diffused, to avoid throwing
reflections on the glass. In addition,

there are two portholes set obliquely

in the waU of each bed to enable ob-

sei-vers to watch the exhaust and the
behaviour of the propeller.

The building construction is unusual
in that lhe large áreas of brick-work

do not, in fact, constitute the basic

structure. Rather, they form a system

of panelling within a framework of

reinforced concrete to allow the build-

ing to move as a result of expansion

caused by solar heat. Thus the side

Front view of the lest house showing tho iiitnk*- splilli r^ of oii«- uf lln- lird-.

The Steel shutter of the second be»! is in lhe elo!.e<l |><>siliun.

AN IMAGINATIVE SOLUTION TO FUEL SHORTAGES
Comhustion, v. 26, n. 8, February 1955, p. 39

TEST HOUSE FOR PROTEUS ENGINES
The Press Office, The Bristol Aeroplane Co. Ltd., Filton House, Bristol
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walls of tlie building íonn a number of

brick paneis separated by expansion

joints; the building can also expand ver-

tically because of horizontal joints ex-

tending throughout the length of each

panei, the entire wall structure being

mounted on a concrete beam which is

part of the main framework and is pin-

jointed to the concrete foundation.

During the past few years, numerous
teams of American industrialists selected

by the Council for International Prog-

ress in Management and sponsored by
the Foreign Operations Administration

have been sent to friendly foreign

countries to assist those countries in

affairs of business and industry.

These teamg have not gone as Wash-
ington bureaucrats, attempting to im-

pose our government policies upon
other governments. They have suppos-

edly been sent as free enterprise mis-

sionarieg— men from private business

selected because of competence in spe-

cialized fields in industrial activity.

Troubling Questions

Regardless of the logical argumenta
which can be advanced in favor of

these American project-s on foreign co-

operation, th is team-sending venture

raises serious questions in the minds of

many Americans. Why should wo, ad-

mittedly the niost sucoessful nation in

production and marketing of ali kinds,

share our know-how with any other

country? Are we not merely inviting

stronger competition, depleting our own
markets or potential markets abroad?

We are living today in one of the

most criticai periods of world history.

It is an era during which the founda-
tion can be laid for lasting peace and
economic progress aroimd the world.

But it is also an era which could mark
the decline or even the fali of civiliza-

tion everywhere. Which of these two
alternatives will be chosen is not yet

olear but this we know: when the de-

cision is made, we Americans will have
helped to make it.

Methods That Have Failed

Thls calls for sober consideration by
every thinking American. During my
lifetime and the lifetime of many others

in this audience, the United States and
her Allies have fought and won World
War I to make the world safe for

democracy. This nation, together with
other nations, has fought and won
World War II to defend peaceful na-
tions from aggression. We and our
Allies have fought the Korean War to

a stalemate to stop the spread of Com-
munism by forceful and illegal means.
And yet, in spite of tho.?e wars and
those victories, with their tremendous
cost in the lives of young men from
many nations, the challenge has not
been met. Aggression by belligerent

nations against peaceful ones has not

The exhaust splitters extend to a

depth four feet below the ground levei

of the intake splitters, so 2.roviding an

area of egress substantially larger than

the intake area. This is designed to pre-

vent the recirculation of warm air which
might result from the creation of a de-

pression at the front of the building

and an area of compression at the rear.

ceased and the spread of communism
by forceful and illegal means continues.

Today, we are living in an armed camp,
each nation competing to raatch or

exceed the military or tactical strength

of other nations.

Every citizen among us is dismayed
to find that the great sacrifices in blood

and troasure which we have made in

the recent past have re.sulted only in

a switch of international partners and
have achieved so little toward estab-

lishing solid peace.

It should be recognized, I believe,

that during our time at least, wars have
occurred only after gross misunder-
standings between the peoples of na-

tions have wilfully been developed.

These wars were not caused by any
lack of understanding between the

nations' leaders; the government
spokesmen have understood each other

ali too well. Each of the wars in our

time was preceded by a great black

cloud of confused mass thinking and
opinion; foggy, fuzzy combinations of

half-truths, falsities, misconceptions and
prejudices instilled in the minds of

iiiillions of people, then whipped into

hatred by selfish, power-seeking men
wlio themselves knew full well the evil

of their work.

A New Approach to Peace

Fortunately for ali concerned about
peace, our Administration in Washing-
ton has adopted a new approach to

peace. That approach is the develop-

ment of a better understanding between
the peoples of free nations. Technical
coQperation constitutes an important
part of that approach and in that effort,

our team plan projects carry a front

line role.

Even though this technical coopera-
tion effort should result, as some pres-

ently fear, in new competition and in

heavy losses by American industry in

markets for our goods both at home
and abroad, is it possible that those
losses by the broadest stretch of the
imagination could cost more than a
fraction of what we have been paying
in human lives, in tax dollars and in

national security? During recent years
alone, our nation has suffered more
than 1,500,000 human casualties and has
spent more than 677 billions of dollars

fighting one war after another, only to
be confronted each time with the threat
of a worse war. Who can estimate how
great will be the cost of one more
war?

Cooperation Even With Risks

Speaking as a practical hard-heade
busine.ssman and not as a do-gooder o
social refoimer, I sincerely believe ou
best course is clear. We should will

ingly accept whatever risk may possibl
accrue in business cost to America in

adopting the course of cooperation with
other nations. We should work vigor-
ously toward the economic advancement
of less fortunate nations everywhere.

The New "Balance of Power"

It is also my conviction that as a
force for permanent peace the old
theory of balance of power is as ob-

solete as the last war's weapons. To-
day, one bomb dropped from a single

plane can exceed the combined ex-

plosive power of ali bombs dropped
iVom ali of the planes in ali of the

theatres of Combat throughout World
War II. Who knows what weapons will

be available ten years hence? What
.«ecurity can there be against attack
from a well-prepared aggressor? The
only balance of power that soon will

remain will rest with the íirst to attack.

The black cloud of misunderstanding
and misconception has been built up
just as before, not merely around our
cold war enemies, but even among our
friends. Think of this. Millions of

people today behind the Iron and Bam-
boo curtains and other millions who
are citizens of free nations friendly

with us sincerely believe that America
is by purposes and intent an aggressor
nation. This we cannot afford, if peace '

is to be attained.

(Communications Between Peoples

We must somehow manage to develop
j

understanding of people everywhere
that only peace means progress and
that peace can be established fairly.

Means must be found to create under-
standing of the utter necessity for peace 1

in the light of today's potentials for i

destruction.

This suggests surely that in whatever
long-range programs we undertake as

'

a nation toward the peace objective,

Communications between people outside

of government, even though in part

provided by government, must obtain •

high priority and increasing emphasis. i

From ali of the evidence and experience
,

I have been able to accumulate, these
'

are the activities which cost the least
j

and produce the most in the develop-

ment of true understanding between
peoples of nations.

Any interested American who knows
anything about efforts made thus far

in this direction is fully aware of the

tremendous difEculties which must be

overcome. To those who would refuse

such undertakings because of these

difíiculties or because of the cost, I can

only say that we can always fight, but

fighting should be the last resort and

should never be our sole means of de-

fending freedom while other means hold

promi.se. Furthermore, I believe that

everyone of us should realize that

unless we achieve understanding of the

order I have described, ali of the arms,

ali of the military might, ali of the

bombs and ali of the men that free

nations together can build and muster,

will in the end result only in another

war, just as such efforts have done in

the past.

A FORCE FOR PEACE

Excerpts from an address by H. C. McClellan, Chairman of the Board

of the National Association of Manufacturers, before the Council for

International Progress in Management. A. M. Lederer, Morris and

Van Wormer partner, is Chairman of the Board of C.I.P.M.

Industry Tomorrow, February 15, 1955.
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Highlights of

the 1955

Annual Meeting

Head Table at the Banquet
Top two rows, 1. to r. : C. D. Carnithers, chaírman, Annual
Meeting Committee; M. L. Baker, president, Association of
Professional Engineers of Nova Scotia; Mrs. G. I^rne WiggH;
M, W, Huggins^ chairman of the Toronto Branch, E.I.C.;
IVlrs. E. H. Webb; J. Hoogstraten, presídent, Ansociation of
Professional Engineers of Manitoba; Mrs. J. R. IVIontague:
K. E. Janiieson, president, Canadian Standards AHSociation;
Mrs, C. T. Bissell; A. Turner Bone, national vice-prenident,
Canadian Construction Association; Mrs. F, V. C Hewett;
Captain J. Dean, R.C.N.; Mrs. Nathan Phillips; E. R. Rowzce,
presidenta Chemical Institute of Canada; Mr». D. M. Stephcns;
F. Kenneth Hare, head of geography dcpartment, McGill Uni-
versity; and D. M. 8tephens, outgoing president, E.I.C.

Centre three rows, 1. to r.: William Hoy Gliddcn, president,
American Society of Civil Engineers; Nathan Phillips, His Wor-
ship the Mayor of Toronto; Mrs. R. R. McLaughIin; Thompson
Chandlcr, vice-president, American Society of Mecha nical
Engineers; Mrs. M. W. Huggins; C. T. Bissell, vice-preMÍdent,
University of Toronto; Mrs. C. D. Carruthers; F. V. C Hewett,
member of Executive Committee, Canadian Institute of Mining
and Metallurgy; Mrs. R. E. Heart?.; I. P. Macnab, past-presidont,
E.I.C; Colonel E. H. Webb, Canadian Army; Mímh Margaret
Turner Bone; and A. J. C. Paine, president, Royai Architectural
nstitute of Canada.

Lowcr row, 1, to r. : Mrs. J. Hoogstraten; E. A. Cross, president,
Association of Consulting Engineers of Canada; Mm. R. E.

Jamieson; J. R. Montague, president. Association of
Professional Engineers of Ontário; Group-(^aplain il. L.

ngles, R.C.A.F.; Mrs. R. C. i)ickson; G. Ix>rne W iggs,

president, Corporation of Professional Engincer» of Quel>ec;
and R. E. Heartz, president elect, F^.I.C.

Missing from photographs: Mrs. Thompson Chandler; L. F,
Grant, president, Engineers' Ck>uncil for Professional Develop-
ment; Mrs. Wm. Roy Ciliddeii;][and R. R. Mcl-uiighliii, dean of
the facuity of applicd scicnce and cngineering, irnivcrnity of
Toronto.
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Above, at the first ineeting of the new Council.

Personalities

and Authors

Kight (above), joint authors K. L. Cliiich and H. .1. ^
Saaltink; (below), W. B. Lewis and W. II. I). Ilan< het.

Left (top), Sqn. Ldr. H. D. Monteith, J. B. Brycei

< (centre), G. E. Hall and A. E. Berry; (bottom) A. G
McNamara and K. S. Sproule.

Below, joint authors J. P. SkillenandD.H. McKeough



Retiring presi-
dent, D. M. Ste-
phens, right, talks
toM.W.Huggins,
chairman of the
Toronto branch,
E.I.C.

Address of the retiring president, D. M. Stephens,
at the 69th Annual Meeting of the Engineering
Institute of Canada, Toronto, Mav, 1955.

Change is Inevitable
There are so many things I

should like to say this evening and
so many things I should say if I

tried to say them ali, I am afraid

this talk might outlast our con-

vention.

One of the first things I should
like to do, Mr. Chairman, is to pay
my tribute to you, and to extend
to you and your coUeagues of the
Toronto Branch and to the mem-
bers of your various committees,
my warmest congratulations upon
the magnificent arrangements that
have been made for this annual
meeting. I know something of how
formidable are the tasks associated
with a convention of this sort and
of the organization and the team-
work that are required to accom-
plish what you have done. I am
sure I speak for ali visitors when I

extend to you and your committee
our warmest thanks for the won-
derful arrangements you have
made for us.

This past year has been a most
delightful one for me and I wish I

could find words that would ade-
quately describe to you something
of the solid and lasting enjoyment
which I have derived from it. If I

had been able to find just those
right words, it would have been
easier for me to tell you also, on
my wife's behalf, something of the
extent to which she has shared this

enjoyment and these solid satisfac-

tions with me. It has been for both
of us a most enriching year.

While I have not been able to

visit ali of the Institute branches I
have been able to meet with engi-
neers from almost every part of

Canada. Through their eyes I have
been able to glimpse something of

the vast developments that are
taking place in this nation.

Through these meetings and visits

I have been able to sense some-
thing of the gigantic commercial,
technical, developmental, and, yes,

the military and strategic forces

that are pushing our northern
frontiers ever northward and at a
tremendous pace across the whole
broad sweep of Canada. Through
other visits with research people
I have sensed something of that

parallel drama in which Canadian
engineers and Canadian scientists

are playing praiseworthy parts and
which are associated with the roU-

ing back of scientific frontiers.

During this past year I have
been able to visit, in company with

the General Secretary and other

oíRcers of the Institute, a large

number of the Canadian universi-

ties and degree-granting coUeges

where engineering subjects are

taught. We have talkcd with the

Presidents and PrinciYwls, Rectors

and Deans, Members of Faculties,

and very large numbers of the

students from these wonderful in-

stitutions and we have been in-

spired and uplifted by ali of them.

Through our discussions with

engineers from ali parts of the

Commonwealth whom we met in

London, through various discus-

sions with representative engineers

from various i)arts of the United

States, through reports which we
have had from Mr. James A. Vance

and Mr. Verne King on their Pan
American contacts, and from Dr.

Wright on his recent wider traveis

in Europe I have formcd some im-

pression of the intense world-wide

interest which this nation is at-

tracting and of the high status

which the engineering profession of

Canada is coming to occupy in

International engineering cirdes.

It is through his visits to the
various branches of the Institute

that your President will always, I

think, find his most inspiring ex-

periences. It is within the branches
that much of the real work of the

Institute goes forward and it is

through the branch organizations

and their various technical sections

that many of our members are

making noteworthy contributions

not only to our profession but to

their local communities and often

to much wider communities also.

If I were to attempt to sum-
marize the state of the health of

the Institute as I assess it from
my year in the presidency I could

quite honestly use the one word
"excellent". Our standards of ad-

niission are in general irrcproach-

ablc. We have a large and growing
mcmbership. It conta iris a fine

cross-scction of age groups. A very

l.irge proportion of the outstanding

men of our j^rofession are outstand-

ing in our Institute too. We have
the fincst rclatioiishii)s with similar

technical and professional bodies

from many other countries and
particularly heipful rclationships

with the foundcr societies of United

States, with the British institutions

and corresponding institutions and
societies of the Coninionwcallh. In

our own country, as far as I can

asccrtain, our Institute is well re-

garded as an organization that is

keenly alive to its responsilúlilics

to the public and lhe nation.

This hcalthy and encouraging

state of affairs is in itself a tril)ute
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to a iarge number of people. It is a

creclit to the sort of people who
comprise our membership. It is a

tribute to the men who have served

on Council and on Branch Execu-
tives over these many years. It is

a special tribute, I suggest, to our
General Secretary, to his close

associates, Dr. Grant and Colonel

Thompson, and to the devoted
group of men and women at Head-
quarters and in the Toronto OfRce

who have been inspired by and an
inspiration to Dr. Wright, Colonel

Thompson and Dr. Grant. But, I

suggest, this fine state of affairs is

in a special way a tribute to a

group of farsighted pioneers of our

profession who did some pretty

solid thinking back about 1886

and about whom I shall say a

further word in a moment.
Yes, I can report to you that in

my judgment the state of health of

our Institute is excellent.

But when I say this I do not

mean it in the sense that a
physician might if he were report-

ing upon the health of an elderly

man who has earned his retire-

ment. Rather I mean that the

health of the Institute is excellent

in exactly the same sense that our
physician might report upon the

health of a robust youth who had
most of his life before him and a
whole series of challenging and
demanding tasks to perform.

We are a young Institute—

a

young profession—and we have a

whole series of demanding and
challenging tasks before us.

We are a yoxmg Institute not-

withstanding the fact that we were
founded in 1887, just two years

after our first transcontinental

railway had been completed.

The building of this railway had
been one of the many early chal-

lenging and demanding tasks to

confront some of the pioneers of

our profession in Canada. Through
its accomplishment the profession

of engineering made one of its

great contributions to the physical

structure of this nation. So im-
portant was this accomplishment
that we can claim the mere physi-

cal fact of Canada to be of itself

an engineering triumph.

Founding of the Institute

Just two years after this triumph
had been scored—just two years

after some of the pioneers of our
profession had made this outstand-
ing contribution to the physical
structure of this new nation—just

two years after this particular "last

spike" had been driven, a group of

men, which included many of these
same pioneers, founded a learned
Society which was later to become
an Institute but which was always
dedicated to a pretty imi)ortant

group of principies.

It might be appropriate if we
were to examine two or three of

these principies in relation to a few
of the problems which will dcmand
and challenge the attention of our
Institute. It is upon that theme
that I should like to speak for the
few remaining minutes that have

been allotted to me this evening.
A few moments ago I referred to

the extent to which Dr. Wright,
other oíRcers of the Institute and I

had been inspired and uplifted by
our visits to a large number of our
universities and teaching institu-

tions and by the men and women
who comprise their faculties. This,

I suggest, is wholly in the tradition

of the universities and their teach-
ing staffs. They have been provid-
ing inspiration to our Institute

from the very beginning. When we
peer into the history of our Insti-

tute we íind one chronicler says of

the early 1880's:

"About this time the authori-

ties of Toronto and McGill
universities realized the import-
ance of having educational facili-

ties for training engineers, and
the advantages of having an
association with which to co-

operate if one could be formed."
As we go on into this history we
íind underscored again and again

the fact that our founders con-
sidered the assistance which they
could render to the universities in

the training of engineers to be one
of the important purposes of their

new Society.

To just as great an extent today
as was true in the 1880's our uni-

versities and those who comprise
their faculties hold in trust for

.society much of the cumulative
culture and learning of ali of our
long history. To an even greater

extent than in the 1880's (and this

because entry into our profession

Authors of Papers

Left, D. T. Wright, and F. J.
Horgan speaking for L. B. Allan.

Below, I. W. Smith. J. M. Vickers, E. Bernhardt, J. P. J. Dubuc
and Clayton (íh-nn (on opposite page).



4bi>ve, I. to r., O. E. John-
son, R. R. Jackson, R. L.

Hearn, chairman A. W. F.
McQueen with author
W. M. Walkrnshaw, H. R,
Rice, F. C. Hooper, M.
Eaton, and D. C. R. Miller.
Reading top to bottom.

is now almost exclusively from the

universities) the teachers and pro-

fessors in the engineering subjects

and the students that surround

theni hold the key to the future of

our profession. And when we con-

sider this in relation to the im-

mense problems with which our

Canadian universities will be faced

if they are to play their fuU role

even for this next decade, and

when we consider the veritable

tidal wave of new students who
have just finished elementary

schools and who are about to enter

high schools and will sweep on

toward universities, we must con-

clude that these institutions will

require ali of the help that can

possibly be given to theni.

As engineers who have derived

so much from the universities, as

members of a profession whose

future lies so largely with the

universities, as members of a pro-

fession which must carry particu-

larly heavy respousihiiilics for the
development of this nution, and as
members of an Institute that was
founded in part to assist the uni-
v(>rsities, I suggest to you that it is

iiu iiinbcnl upon us, as iii(!ivi(hials,

as a proíVssioii, and as an Institute
to conform with this early Institute
purposc and to assist the universi-
ties where and when we can.

I suggest that another funda-
mental concept upon which our
founders were agrecd (and which
perhaps rccjuires rencwed emphasis
today) was that "engineering" was
then and always would be a living,

growing, dynamíc body of knowl-
edge and practice. Also, that this

body of knowledge and prac^tiee

could have cohesion and homo-
gencily only if the members of the
engineering i)r()fessi()n maintained
contact with one another, only if

they communicated their problems,
their methods, their successes and
their failures to one another; and
further, that only by lhe frankest,

fullest, yes, even the most rugged
interchanges could we develop,

maintain, and kecp abreast of an
adequate body of knowledge and
practice in the many dynamic
fields with which engineers were
and always would be concerned.

No Mental Isolation

If I were to f)hrase this concept
in a short but chimsy way I should

say that our founders were dedi-

ca ted to the principie that no man
could become a real member of the

engineering profession by taking

the most advanced college training

and then going off to live in an
ii.Uellectual igloo where he would
be isolated from his fellow engi-

neers.

It was because our founders

placed such great importance upon
this concept that they stated one

of the chief objects of their new
society to be:

"To facilitate the acquirement

and interchange of professional

knowledge among its members".

It is because succccding genera-

tions of members have agrecd so

thoroughly with this concept that

our Institute and its branches have

always given such a high place to

technical papers and sessions; and

that we have develojicd and main-

tained the Icading engineering

journal in the country.

It is because our members place

so much emphasis upon this "in-

terchange" concept that our many
technical sections canic into bcing.

It is for this same reason (and
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here I make a prophecy) that we
shall see established more and
more of these technical sections

—

and subsections—and that we shall

see closer and closer relationships

and linkages between them.

The Universities

If I were to make one further

comment upon this "interchange"

concept, and if at the same time I

were to ask a favour of our engi-

neering friends at the universities

in return for the help that I hope
our Institute might be to them, it

would be to suggest that they find

as many fruitful occasions as possi-

ble upon which to impress upon
their students:

First: That many engineering

sciences are dynamic;

Second: That the body of knowl-

edge and practice in our profession

is an especially fluid one and is

being constantly re-shaped and
refined;

Third: That this re-shaping and
rcfining takes place through the

application of this "interchange"

concept;

Fourth: That full professional

status requires participation in this

re-shaping and refining, in part

because through this participation

we keep ourselves informed of

practice as it develops; and

Fifth: That early affiliation with

an Institute (and if they are to

work in Canada, with a Canadian
Institute) dedicated to this princi-

pie and these concepts is highly to

be commended.
In some such manner as this, it

seems to me, a rather rich conce\"/t

from our professional past may be
transmitted through us to our pro-

' fessional progeny.

There is one other concept upon
which our founders laid great em-
phasis and which, I suggest, is well

worth contemplating now.

On March 4th, 1886, a group of

pioneer Canadian engineers met
formally together for the purpose
of organizing a new learned society.

A resolution was passed at that
meeting which was subsequently
acted upon and which resulted in

an Act being passed in 1887 by the

Parliament of Canada, incorporat-

ing the "Canadian Society of Civil

Engineers". This resolution, which
is generally regarded to be one of

our foundation documents, re-

solved that:

"A Society of Engineers in

Canada be formed comprising
ali branches oj engineers ..."

962

In 1886 the term "civil engineer-

ing" had, of course, a very broad
connotation which comprised ali

aspects of civilian engineering as

distinguished from military engi-

neering.

By 1918 the term "civil engineer-

ing" had taken on a narrower

meaning and was frequently taken

to exclude several of the specialized

branches of civilian engineering. In

order to conform with the views of

its founders and in order to make
it clear that ali branches of Engi-

neering could be contained in

a single organization a further Act
of Parliament was passed which
changed the name of the Society to

The Engineering Institute of Can-
ada.

And so this concept, first pro-

claimed in 1886, that all branches
of engineering should be included

in a single Canadian organization

was reaffirmed in 1918.

My own view would be that this

concept of a single professional

home adequate to accommodate
all branches of engineering is as

important today as it was in 1886

or in 1918. I suggest to you that

when Mr. Herl)ert Smith, of this

city, took his long forward look

and then made his highly construc-

tive speech a little more than a
year ago, he struck a chord that

drew an immediate harmonious
response from a tremendous major-
ity of the engineers of Canada.
And Mr. Smith's primary point,

as I understood and understand
him, can be taken as a 1954 and
1955 advocacy of the "one j)ro-

fessional home" principie that had
bcen sought after in 1886 and
again in 1918.

I have always been impressed by
the analogous or parallel develop-
ments in our country and in our
Institute.

Stimuliis of Incorporation

While I do not minimize the im-
portance of developments which
took place prior to the period 1885-

86, I suggest that our real develop-

ment as a nation was made possi-

ble when that thin line of steel

was finally laid from Atlantic to

Pacific. No more do I minimize the

importance of- engineers and engi-

neering in this country in the
period prior to 1886-87. Some ex-

tremely important work was done.

But I suggest to you that the real

development of a Canadian engi-

neering profession was greatly

aided and stimulated by the incor-

poration in 1887 of a professional

engineering society. It was most
fortunate that this was so. Somi
solid foundations were laid for

Canada's rather young engineering

profession just about the time it

was to play an immensely ini'

portant role in the amazing physi
cal development of this country
that took place between 1890 and
the first world war.

Change and Development

During the first world war and
partly because of it our economic
and industrial patterns changed
very greatly. And from 1918 to

1930 our country went through an
other dynamic stage of develop-

ment. In 1918, also just as the

nation was about to move forward

at an accelerated pace and with in

creasingly diverse developments,
we went through a reorganization

which was most timely and which
took account of the increasing

diversity of Canada's industrial

and developmental pattern and of

the increasing degree of specializa-

tion within our profession.

And now, in 1955, with stilll

great er changes in our country,

with a rate of development that is

and will be a particular challenga

to the engineers of Canada, we iiJ

the Institute, along with even

greater numbers of engineers of thd

professional associations in Can-
ada, are setting about to do what-^

ever must be done to change thd

organizational structure of ourl

profession and to bring this struc-[l

ture into fullest harmony with thel*

needs of our nation and of oun
times.

There are people who find merit

in a course of action for no other

reason than that it constitutes a;

change. I suggest to you, Mr.
Chairman, that engineers are not,

as a rule, gi-eatly inspired by^

change just for the sake of changej

On the other hand, engineers arei

accustomed to working in fieldsl

that are dynamic and fluid and we-

are unafraid of change when it isi

needed or when change means im

provement. One reason that engi

neers in their work are unafraid ot

change is perhaps that in anyl

j)articular instance they know just

what is fundamental and cannot

be changed, and what is incidental

and can be changed.

Some engineers of Canada

l)rought about a great change lu

the Canadian engineering profes

sion in 1886. Others made a very
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líubstantial change in 1918. But
|;ach time there vvas very close ad-

jerence to certain fiiiulainentals.

We now face what I think is the

for another structiira! change.

it, even when this particular

lhange is completed, and bccause

pngineering, like life itself, is dyna-
jnic, there will be needs and times

jor other changes in the future

lilso, changes that take adequate
liccount of the nuclear, electronic,

|)etro-chemical and aeronáutica!

lields, for example. But so long as

Ive knovv or strongly believe we
laiow our fundamentais and our
rerities, I suggest we have no
more need to fear this coming
rhange or still other changes in our
hrganizational structure than we
[lave need to fear change in our
hrofessional practice or our pro-

lessional work. So long as we cling

1,0 these verities we can hail change

lis Tennyson does and say with

liim.

"Forward, forward, let us range,

Let the Great World swing

forever

Down the ringing grooves of

change."

Ki^lil, rctiriiifí presi-
dem I). M. Stephens
receives a copv of
"lialf-hours with
<ireat Scienlists" froni
James A. Vance, a
past-presideiit.

Kr

1^.

Above, upper left, T, E, Wright, joint author, Plum-
mer Medal; lower, 1. to r., A. M. Lount, John°^(íal-
braith Prize; J. L. de Stein, Duggan Medal and Prize;
R. L. Hearn, Julian C. Smith Medal.

Presentation of

Awards and Prizes
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Minutes of the 69th Annual General Meeting

The Sixty-Ninth Annual General
Meeting of The Engineering Institute

of Canada was convened in the Con-
cert Hall of the Royai York Hotel,
Toronto, Ontário, on Wednesday, May
11, 1955, at ten twenty a.m., with presi-

dent D. M. Stephens in the chair.

The minutes of the Sixty-Eighth
Annual General Meeting, as published
on pages 835 to 838 of the July, 1954
Journal were taken as read and
approved.

Nominating Cominittee

The membership of the Nominating
Committee of the Institute for the year
1955 is as follows:

Chairman—E. R. Eaton, Sudbury, Ont.

Branch

Amherst

Belleville

Border Cities

Brockville

Calgary

Cape Breton

Representative

L. F. Kirkpatrick

O. H. Scott

C. G. R. Armstrong

T. W. Brackinreid

T. D. Stanley

C. N. Murray
Cent.Br. Columbia M. L. Zirul'

Corner Brook

Cornwall

Eastern Townships

Edmonton

Frederifton

Halifax

Hamilton

Huronia

Kingston

Kitchener

Kootenay

Lakehead

Letlibridge

London

H. B. Cárter

H. W. Nickerson

J. Lemieux

E. L. Smith

H. G. Hughson

W. H. Chisholm

N. Metralf

B, C. Lamble

J. W. Biooks

A. J. Girdwood

E. B. Broadhurst

S. Flook

N. H. Bradley

I. D. Patterson

Lower St, Lawrence R. Thomas
Moncton

Montreal

Newfoundland

R. F. Weir

L. A. Duehastel

William Watson
North Nova Scotia Clyde F. Cameron
Niagara Península

Nipissing & Up. Ot.

C. G. Cline

J. S. Cooper
North-East. Ontário I. M. Foster

Northern N.B.

Ottawa

Peterboroiigh

Port Hope
P.E.I.

Quebec

Saguenay

Saint John

St. Maurice Valley

Sarnia

Saskatchewan

Sault Ste. Mane
Sudbury

Toronto

Vancouver

Vancouver Island

Winnipeg

Yukon
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A. R. Bonnell

T. Foulkes

B. Ottewell

E. M. Wynn
C. H. Stewart

J. St. Jacques

A. B. Sinclair

H. S. McCleave
J. F. Wickenden

J. W. Graeb

A. H. Douglas

R. A. Campbell

P. R. McAdam
E. R. Graydon
E. L. Hartley

J. Alton

T. E. Storey

H, W, Love

Honorary Menibcrships

The general secretary reported that

the following had been elected to hon-

orary membership in the Institute and
that eertificates would be presented at

the annual banquet or on some appro-

priate later occasion:

John Fldwin Armstrong, c.e., formerly
Chief Eugineer, Canadian Pacific

Railway Company, Montreal.

dpGaspe Beaubien, c.b.e., d.sc, b.sc, Con-
'Sulting Engineer, Montreal.

Edward Phillips Fetherstonhaugh, ll.d.,

D.sc, B.sc, formerly Dean of Engi-
neering and Architecture, ITnivei'siíy

of Manitoba.

Ira Percy Macnab, ll.d., d.sc, b.sc. CJen-

eral Manager, Public Service Com-
mission of Halifax, N.S.

Awards of Medals and Prizes

The general secretary announced the
\arious awards of the Institute as fol-

lows stating that the formal pre.senta-

tion of these would be made at the

annual banquet of the Institute on
May 13th.

Sir John Kennedy Medal — "As a
recognition of outstanding merit in the

profession or of noteworthy contribu-
tions to the science of engineering or

to the benefit of the Institute"; to John
Bertram Stirling, m.e.i.c, Prpsident, E.
G. M. Cape & Company, Montreal. Que.

Julinn C. Smith Medah—"For achieve-
ment in the development of Canada";
to Richard Lankaster Hearn, m.e.i.c.,

Chairman, Hydro-Electric Commission
of Ontário, Toronto, Ont.; and to Wil-
liam George Swan, Consulting Engineer,
Vancouver, B.C.

Gzowski Medal—"For the best paper
of the medal year on a civil engineer-
ing sub.ject, 'civil' being used in the
limited sense to indicate structural, sur-

veying and construction work gener-
ally"; to Frederick Peny Shearwood,
HON. M.E.I.C, formerly chief engineer.
Dominion Bridge Company Limited,
Montreal, Que.; for his paper "The
Stabilization of Suspension Bridges."

Duggan Medal and Prize—"For papers
dealing with the use of metais for

structural or mechanical purposes"; to

Jo.?eph Louis deStein, m.e.i.c, Depart-
ment of Civil Engineering, McGill Uni-
versity, Montreal ; for his paper "Ra-
tional Design for Building Frames with
Semi-Rigid Connections."

Leonard Medal—"For papers on min-
ing .subjects"; to Frank A. Forward.
Head of Department of Mining and
Metallurgy, University of British Col-
umbia, Vancouver, B.C.; for his paper
"Ammonia Pressure Leach Process for
Recovering Nickel, Copper, and Cobalt
from Sherritt Gordon Nickel Sulphite
Concentrate."

Plummer Medal — "For papers on
chemical and metallurgical subjects"; to
.joint authors T. E. Wright. Chemical
Division; Hugh P. Godard, Chemical
Division, and I H. Jenks, Publication
Division, Aluminum Laboratories Lim-
ited, Kingston, Ontário ; for their paper
"The Resi.stance of Aluminum to some
Alkaline Building Materials."

Ross Medal—"For papers on electri-
cal engineering subjects"; to Alexander

George Le.^^ter. m.e.i.c. General Man-,
j

ager, Special Contract Department. Bel!','j

Telephone Company of Canada, Mont-j

)

real. Que.; for his paper "Telec,om-l
J

munications in Canada." j

'

John Galbraith Prize—"For best paperl |

by a Júnior in the province of Ón-U
tario"; to Albert Murray Lount, m.e.i.c.,!!

Partner, T. O. Lazarides, Lount & Part-lj
ners, Structural Engineers, Toronto, jj

Ontário ; for his paper "Prestressed Con-
crete Applied to Roof Joists."

Phelps Johnson Prize — "For best

paper by an English Júnior in the prov-
ince of Quebec"; to Jo.^eph Lawrenco
Abram Carey, jr b i.c, Resident Engi-
neer, Montreal Engineering Company,
(at present in índia) ; for his paper
"Labrador Menihek Power Develop-
ment."

Ernest Marceau Prize—"For the best

paper by a French júnior in the prov-
ince of Quebec"; to Gaston Galibois,

jr.E.i.c, Quebec Power Company, Que-
bec, Que.; for his paper "Etudes des

conditions de puissance reactive sur le

reseau de 66K de la Compagnie Quebec
Power."

Report of Council, Rcport of Finance
Committee, Financial Ssatcnient and

Treasurer's Report

On the motion of G. H. Rogers, sec-

onded by R. E. Hayes, it was resolved

th.at the report of Council, the report

of the Finance Committee, the financia!

statement and the treasurer's report be 1

accepted and approved.

Harry F. Bennett Education Fund
1

Mr. E. V. Buchanan, one of the

trustees of the fund, suggested that it

would be of interest to the members if

a report on the activities of the fund
were added to the annual report of

Council. At Mr. Buchanan's request the

general secretary made a brief oral re-

port somewhat as follows:

The fund is audited annually by the

Institute's auditors. At the present time

there is almost $10,000.00 out on loan.

Payments are being made quite satis-

factorily although there are a few

which require some follow-up.

The capital sum at the present time

is approximately $32,000.00. There are

now about forty-seven students and

graduates who have loans still outstand-

ing. The fund is becoming better known
and the request for assistance is increas-

ing slightly.

Referring to Mr. Buchanan's sugges-

tion that the fund should be reported

in the annual report of Council, the

general secretary said that it was a

good idea and that subsequent reports

would contain up-to-date information

about it.

Report of Committees

On the motion of R. H. Findlay, sec-

onded by H. R. Fee, it was re.solved

that the reports of the following com-
mittees be taken as read and accepted;

.\dmissions, Legislation, Library and

House, Papers, Publication, Member-
ship, Professional Interests, Board of

Examiners, Prairie Water Problems, The
Young Engineer, Employment Service,

Library Report, Life Members' Com
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mittce, Canadian Chamber of Com-
merce, and the Canadian Standard?

Association.

Branch Reports

On tlip motion of Norman A. Eagei-,

sec-ondcd by William Sharples, it was
resolved that the reporta- of the various

bj-anches be taken as read and approved.

Committee on Confederation

Tlie president ytatod that at the meet-

ing of Council held the previous da\'

the report of the Committee on Con-
federation had been discussed in detail.

At the meeting, as well as the con-

tinuing, oiitgoing, and incoming couii-

cillors, ihere were present bv invitation

ali those attending the branch ofíicers

conference.

Dr. Stephens explained that as Dr. K,

E. Heartz, the original chairman of the

committee, was to take over the presi-

dency of the Institute at this annual
meeting, it had been necessary for him
to resign the chairmanship. At the time

Council accepted his resignation lí

appointed Dr. I. R. Tait to replace him.

It was Dr. Tait who had presented the

final report to the previous day's meet-
ing of Council.

The president called attention to the

fact that the report itself had asked
that, with the acceptance of the report,

the committee be dismissed and a new
one appointed in its place. Therefore,

uoon the acceptance of the reporí,

Council had asked Dr. Tait to accept

the chairmanship of the new committee.
At the same time Council proposed that

Messr^. Heartz and Stephens collabor-

ate with Dr. Tait in selecting the per-

sonnel for the new committee.

Dr. Tait reviewed briefiy the history

of the activity of the committee. He
stated that since the proposal which had
been brought forward by Mr. Herbert
Smith had been received, the idea of

confederation had spread rapidly across

the country.

Dr. Tait outlined the committeB',s
activities which had culminated in tiie

report presented to the annual meeting
of Council. In his opinion real progress
had been made. It would be the idea

of the new committee to meet with the
Dominion Council committee in an en-
deavour to an-ive at a common under-
.«tanding and a proposal for confedera-
tion between the provincial professional
associations and the Engineering In-
stitute.

Relatíons With Industry

Colonel Grant reported that at the
students conference held the previous
day, there had been some discussion as

to the influence of the Institute on
engineering education. He went on to
explain that the American Society for

Engineering Education had a "Relations
witíi Industry Committee." The stu-

dents conference had thought that such
a committee set up by the Institute
might be very useful. No action was
taken at this meeting inasmuch as it

was understood that a proposal from
the students conference dealing with the
subject was to be sent to Headquarters
for Councirs consideration.

Electíon of OíRcers

The general secretary presented tho
list of the newly elected ofScers of the
Institute as follows:

President
R. E. Heartz, Montreal Que.

Vice-Presidents

Western Provinces R. M. Hardy,
Edmonton, Alta.

Province of Ontário M. A. Montgomery,
Kitchener, Ont.

Province of Quebec R. L. Dunsmore,
Montreal, Que.

Coiincillors

Newfoundland Branch G. R. Jack
Corner Brook Branch H. B. Cárter
Prince Edward
Island Branch E. K. MacNutt

Halifax Branch G. F. Bennett
Amherst Branch L. E. Burrill
Saint John Branch A. G. Watt
Fredericíon Branch P. C. Levesque
Sajuenay Branch B. L. Davis
St. Maurice Valley
Branch E. T. Buchanan

Lower St. Lawrence
Branch L. P. Dancose

Eastern Townships
Branch G. J. Cote

Montreal Branch W. H. Gauvin
C. G. Kin^smill

Ottawa Branch R. E. Hayes
Brockville Branch H. B. Brewer
Kingston Branch H. G. Conn
Pe!!e' iUe Branch S. Sillitoe

Port Hope Branch G. T. Hunter, Jr.

Toronto Branch M. McMurray
London Branch D. D. C. McGeachy
Border Cities Branch W. R. MitcheU
Nipissing & UDoer
Ottawa Branch G. L. Hood

Sudbury Branch R. H. Moore
Lakehead Branch G. S. Halter
Winnipeg Branch C. V. Antenbring
Saskatchewan Branch J. J. Schaeffer

Edmonton Branch E. K. Cumming
Kootenay Branch H. P. Hamilton
Central British
Columbia Branch M. L. Wade

Vancouver Branch H. T. Libby
Vancouver Island
Branch W. A. Bowman

Yukon Branch M. C. Sutherland-Brown

Dr. Stephens said that he derived a

gj-eat deal of satisfaction, as did those

in the audience, from the fine slate of

ofíicers that have been elected.

In referring to the incoming presi-

dent he observed that there is work
ahead of the Institute right now that

compares in significance with that whicii

was done in 1886 and 1887 in the organ-

izing of the old Society, or as that done

in 1918 when the name of the society

was changed. He was very pleased that

the man who was going to be in charge

of Institute affairs for the coming year,

with ali these great respon.sibilities and
opportunities ahead, was the man who
had headed up the Committee on Con-
federation. He thought it was a good

omen that the persop W\iQ had done so

much good work for the committee was
now going to take over the increasing

respon.-ibilities of the presidency.

Dr. Stephens stated that not only w is

Dr. Heartz qual fiod by reason of the
work which he had done on the Com-
mittee on Confederation but also by
the years of service which he had ren-

dercd to the branch and the Institute

thrcugh a great variety of posts. Ali

these things qualify him eminently for

the high ofiEice to which he had been
elected.

Vote of Thanks to Retiring Officers

On the motion of J. B. Stirling, sce-

onded by James A. Vance, it was unan-

imously resolved that a vote of thanks

be extended to the retiring president

and members of Council in appreciation

of the work which they have done for

the Institute durins; the pa?t year.

Dr. Stirling said that beyond the

words of the resolution he would like

lo refer particularly to the outstanding

work done by the retiring jjresideut,

Dr. Stephens. In his opinion only a

past-president c o u 1 d appreciate the

amount of work involved in the presi-

dency. In spite of the fact that Dr.

Stephens had taken on the presidency

,iust at the time when the work of his

employers was in great need of his

attention, he had carried out his duties

fully and to everyone's satisfaction.

Dr. Stirling said that also he would

like to comment on the service to the

Institute which had been given by tho

retiring vice-president, Dr. I. R. Tait.

He observed that Dr. Taifs services had

been most unusual and helpful. He
fc-erved extra time as vice-president inas-

much as he was asked to finish out

the second year of office for his pre-

decessor who had taken on the presi-

dency. Also he had given generou.-Jy

of his own time in ali the affairs of the

Institute.

Mr. Vance, as another past-president.

supported fully everything that Dr.

Stirling had said and he seconded the

motion.
Dr. Heartz, in acknowledgment of the

introduction from Dr. Stephens. express-

ed his appreciation of the honour which

had been done him in selecting him for

the presidency. He hoped to meet each

pcrson at the meeting and those who
were not here he looked forward to

sreing in his traveis across the countr>'.

The meeting adjoi^rfied at 11.30 a.m.
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Branch Officers' and Students' Conferences

The Branch Officers' Conference

for 1955 was held on Tuesday,
May 10. Professor M. W. Hug-
gins, chairman of the Toronto
branch, acted as chairman of the

conference, supported by L. F.

Bresolin, secretary-treasurer of the

Toronto branch, as secretary. In

addition to the headquarters rep-

resentation, thirty-seven members
attended on behalf of twenty-four

branches. The members of the

conference form the subject of the

cover illustration of the June
Journal.

Among subjects discussed was
that of the admission of science

graduates to inembership in the

Institnte. Opinion was sharply

dividcd on this, and discussions

were to continne.

It was moved, and carried, that

$100.00 be sent by headquartei-s

to an E.I.C. representative at each
University, the use of the money
to l)e left to the representative. A
further motion, also carried, called

for establishment of a headcpiar-

ters' fund from which individual

branches may apply for reimburse-
ment of expense in the develop-

ment of student activities, this

to be avaihible at ali Universities

giving enginecring training.

There was considerable discus-

sion on the subject of júnior mem-
bership and the reasons for resig-

nations. A motion recommending
that there should be no time limit

on júnior membership was de-

feated.

Arising from discussion on how
to interest more members in In-

stitnte aífairs, it was agreed that
a chart should be published
annually showing, for ali branch
meetings, the speaker, subject,

attendance, and whether refresh-

'ments were served; this would
assist programme committees.

It was felt that many good
papers given at branch meetings
never reached the Joimial. It was
desirable that as many of these
papers as possible be submitted to

headquarters.

Students' Conference

The student conference met in

the Royai York Hotel, Toronto,
on May lOth, 1955, under the
chairmanship of D. C. MacCal-
lum; P. B. Walters, University of

Toronto, acted as conference
secretary. (A photograph of the
conference including the represen-
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tatives of the Federal civil service

and the armed forces, appears on
page 797 of the June Journal.)

Current conditions of employ-
ment were outlined by the repre-

sentatives of the government and
the Services. Government require-

ments for two hundred engineers,

mainly in civil, electrical, mechani-

cal and aeronautical engineering,

and in engineering physics, had
not yet been fuUy met. The Royai
Canadian Navy needed marine
engineers, who could be mechani-

cal, civil or other engineers with

additional special training; the

building of new ships and other

all-Canadian engineering develop-

ments were possible fields.

Electrical, mechanical, and civil

engineers were still needed to com-
plete the requirements for three

hundred posts in the design and
field branches of the Army's two
corps of engineers. There was a

great deniand by the R.C.A.F. to

fill positions in aeronautical and
other engineering fields.

Dr. I. P. Macnab and R. L.

Dunsmore, speaking of the re-

quirements for engineers in indus-

try, stressed that serious consider-

ai ion was necessary before finally

deciding on a job and that

advancement depended on hard
work.

Later discussion pointed out
that the reputation of the engi-

neering profession demands cer-

tain ethics of conduct, such as

prompt replies by the graduate to

ali offers of employment; neither

industry nor the graduate should

think in terms of having the

other at an advantage.

Re3o!utio:ts

Resolutions called for the In-

stitute to pi blish student news
for six months of the academic

year; to list available Institut

sponsored grants and scholarships;

and to make available to student

branches a list of local practising

engineers who could act as guid-

ance councillors.

Other resolutions covered pub-
lica tion of pamphlets and applica-

tion fornis in both French and
English; the possibility of the In-

stitute helping students to get

summer employment in sparsely-

industrialized áreas; the investiga-

tion of industry's opinion about
university engineering council cur-

ricula; and the proposal that a

student member be allowed to sit

on ali local branch executives.

Finally, a further effort should

be made to have university stu-

dents' fees made deductible from
taxable incomes.

Delegates to the conference in-

cluded the foUowing:

Eskil Johnson, University oj British

(U)lutnbia

H. D. Atkins, University oj Alberta

John Campt>ell, University oj Saskat-

chewan.
D. W. Craik, University oj Manitoba
Paul Walters, University oj Toronto
B. R. Cárter, Royai Military College

Andrew Blair, Quecn's University

Mic-hael Orlander, McGill University

Jean Roquet, Ecole Polytechnique
Jean Villeneuve, Lavai University

George Keith, University oj New Bruns-

tvick

Don J. Kawaja, Nova Scotia Technical

College
R. B. Gair. University oj Manitoba

(observer)

Lt. Gol. Henselwood, Representing the

Army
Wg. Cmdr. Grant, Representing the

R.C.A.F.
Cmdr. Sims, Representing the R.C.N.
V. M. Clarkson, Personnel Selection

Branch, Civil Service

The complete minutes of the

students' conference will be avail-

able for distribution, at a later

date, through the university engi-

neering societies.

At the President's Dinner, 1. to r., Colonel H. G. Thompson, executive assistant

to the general secretary, E.I.C; R. L. Dobbin, past-president; Colonel L. F.

Grant, past-president; T. H. Hogg, past-president; D. M. Stephens, president;

C. R. Young, past-president; J. A. Vance, past-president; I. P. Macnab, past-

president; and R. E. Heartz, president-elect.
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Notes of the Institute and Other Societies, Comments
and Correspondence, Elections and Transfers

Engineering Services for Export

On May 26 a meeting was held in

,he Sheraton-Mount Royai Hotel,

Montreal, to discuss the possibil-

ties of Canadian consulting engi-

leers getting some share of the work
hat is required 'by foreign govern-

nents who will receive assistance

hrough the International Bank for

leconstruction and Development.

The meeting was made to coin-

!Íde with the annual meeting of the

Canadian Manufacturers Associa-

ion and was presided over by J.

3. Ferguson, the immediate past-

)resident of the C.M.A. The other

)rganizations rcpresented were the

íngineering Institute of Canada,

he Canadian Construction Asso-

liation, the Federal Government
md the International Bank.

Brian H. Colquhoun, m.e.i.c, the

:ngineering adviser to the bank,

vas present to explain how the

)ank functions and how consulting

'ngineering services are retained.

rhe Federal Government depart-

nents were represented by Denis

larvey, director, Commodities
Branch of the Department of

Prade and Commerce; L. Rasmin-
ky, deputy governor, Bank of

/anada; R. C. Johnson, president,

Defence Construction (1951) Lim-
ted.

Representing the Engineering In-

titute of Canada there were R. E.

leartz, the president, and L. Aus-
in Wright, the general secretary.

Is well there were several heads of

onsulting engineering firms from

iifferent parts of Canada.

The result of the meeting was
hat it was agreed generally that

nany consulting engineering firms

n Canada were fully competent
o do work of the kind required

n the countries that were working

through the Colombo Plan and
certain other countries in different

parts of the world. There is a sub-

stantial volume of work of this

kind and up to the present the

Canadian firms have done very

little of it.

The long process through which

such work is secured was outlined

by Mr. Colquhoun. Also it was

stressed that there was a great var-

iety of work required and that

therefore there might well be op-

portunities for firms who specialize

in difterent fields.

It was agreed that the Canadian

Manufacturers Association, the

Canadian Con.struction Associa-

tion, and the Engineering Institute

of Canada should set up an in-

formal organization whereby in-

formation regarding these projects

might be pooled and activities of

the Canadian consulting engineers

and manufacturers co-ordinated.

The meeting was arranged by

the Canadian Manufacturers Asso-

ciation. It is hoped that thcir in-

terest in these matters coupled

with the interest of the engineers

and the contractors will lead to

some substantial development of

business for Canadians.

Victory for the Engineers

The now famous case of Archi-

tects vs Engineers, in the City of

Toronto, has been heard again, this

time in the appeal court. Again the

decision is in favour of the de-

fendant, Messrs. A. D. Margison &
Associates Limited, consulting pro-

fessional engineers.

This case was referred to in an

earlier issue of the Journal and has

been given wide puplicity in the

press throughout Canada. It was a

case of the Ontário Association of

Architects accusing the engineering

firm of "holding itself out as an

architect". In the first trial the

decision was favourable to tiie engi-

neers but the architects appealed

it.

On the 81st day of May, Judgc

1. M. Macdonell in the county court

handed down his judgment. It is

very clear, concise and comprehen-

sive. Lei us hope that it will settle

this issue once and for ali, at least

as far as Ontário is concerned.

The exhibition of architects call-

ing engineers in to the courts is not

likely to enhance the reputation of

cither. This case has shown, as did

Cover Picture

The cover picture is a view of Ontário Hydro's .1. Clark Keith

Generating Station, Windsor, Ont., which was officially opened

November 1951. This installation has a capacity of 354,000 h.p. and

is typical of the equipment discussed in the article "Metallurgical

Problems of Modern Steam Turbines and Altemators," Page 919 ot

this issue.
f^"""-'" f''-'''" f^l"""^'"!'!'
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a previous case in the Province of

(^uebec, that such cliarges are not

effective in any way in denying t(j

the engineer the privilege of com-
l^eting for work' for which he is

particularly competent. And it

should be kept in mind that, so far,

tliere is no indioation of an engi-

neering association bi'inging an

architect into court for infringe-

ment of their rights.

In the Qiiebec case, the architects

were given the favourable decision,

but it was so prescribed that it set-

tled nothing for the future. The
courts maintained that the decision

settled only that one case, and that

every othcr case would have to be

tried separately on its merits. It is

doubtful if thcre will be any more
such cases in the Province of Que-
bec.

Anrl now, this Ontário case has

ended just as fruitlessly. The archi-

tects have won nothing and the

engineers have lost nothing, except

it may be that the architects, and
perhaps the engineers as well, have
lost some prestige in the eyes of the

public. It is regrettable that one
profession should put another pro-

fession in such an awkward position

before the public. Let us hope it

does not occur again. There is cer-

tainlv nothing of any value to bc

gained.

Knowing that this case will be of

wide interest. the Journal publishes

herewith the full iudgment of Judge
I. M. Macdonell.

In the County Court of the
Coiinty of York

B e t w e e n :

REGINA EX REL,
JOHN DOUGLAS MILLER

—and

—

A. D. MARGISON AND
ASSOCIATES, LIMITED.

Before
HIS HONOUR JUDGE I. M.
MACDONELL

A. L. Fleming, Q.C.

— for the Complainant

J. J. Robinette, Q.C.

— for the Accused.

Reasons for Judgment

Macdonell J.

This is an appeal 'by the Com-
plainant, who is Secretary of the

Ontário Association of Architects.

from the dismissal by Magistrate
Elmore of the foUowing charge:

"A. D. Margison and
Associates, Limited, of 30 Eg-
linton Avenue East, Toronto,

a Corporation, is charged that

they did within a period of six

months ending on the llth day

of January, in the year 1955,

liold itself out as an architect.

contrary to the provisions of

Section 18 of the Architects

Act, (1950) R.S.C. Chapter 21.

as amended bv Statutes of

Ontário, (1953)" Chapter 5".

At the outset I may say that I

entirely concur with the Reasons
for .Tudgment given by the learncd

Magistrate in the court below.

Hovvever, in view of the fact that

this is admittedly a test case having
wide implications, I think it might
l)e helpful if I express my reasons

in somewhat greater detail.

The relevant provisions of the

Architects Act, R.S.O. (1950)

Chapter 21, as amended by the

Architects Act (1953) Chapter 5,

are as follows:

Section 18.

(la) "Eveiy corporation that ap-

plies to itself the term 'archi-

tect or 'architects' alone or in

combination with any other

other item or that holds itself

out as an architect or as archi-

tects shall be guilty of an
oífence and the corporation or

any director thereof. on sum-
mary conviction, shall be liahle

to a penalty of not less than
$100 and not more than S500
for a íirst offence and to a

penalty of not less than %20()

and not more than $1.000, or

to imi)risonment for a term of

not more than three months,
or both, for any subsequent
offence.

Subsection (2)

(2) Without restricting the gen-

eralty of subscctions (1) and
(la), any person who or cor-

poration that prepared or offers

to prepare for a fee, commls-
sion or other remuneration any
sketch, drawing or specifica-

tion for any proposed building

structure or for any structural

alteration of or addition to an
existing building structure,

when such proposed work is to

cost more than $10.000, shall

be deemed to hold himself or

itself out as an architect.

Subsection (3) Nothing in this Act
shall prevent or be deemed to pre-

vent.

(bb) any partnership, association

of persons or corporation that
is entitled to practise in its

own name under THE PRO-
FESSIONAL ENGINEERS
ACT in accordance with the

conditions therein prescribed.

from performing architectural

eervices in the course of any

work undertaken or proposei;

to be undertaken 'by such part;

nership, association or corpora;

tion pursuant to such entitle[

ment." i

There is little dispute about tli|

facts. It is admitted that the foll

lowing advertisement was publislied

in papers widely circulated in Ori|

tario during October and Novcinbeij

1954, with the authority of thi|

accused:— '

PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERINGi
AND

ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES H
for the complete design and U
supervision of construction of

||

INDUSTRIAL AND COMMEKCL\ll'
PROJECTS.

'

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN—huild-

ing layout, elevations, co-ordinate(

with

:

ENGINEERING DESIGN—site in

ve.stigations ; site services and facilitie.s i

plant operational studies and layout
j

nianufacturing processes; structural de I

sign ; phimbing ; drainage and fire pro
j

tection
;

heating, veutilating and ai I

conditioning ; steam and eléctrica I

power, commmunications and illumina I

tion. I

A. D. MARGISON
]

and ASSOCIATES
|

Limited. 1

.30 Eglinton Avenue East I
Toronto 1

CONSULTING PROFESSIONAL
]

ENGINEERS
INVESTIGATIONS, REPORTS,

DESIGN, SUPERVISION.
'

In addition, an investigator, ii i

November, 1954, went to the oflSceJ

of the accused and interviewed onJ
Keith with regard to the employ-l

ment of the accused in connectioifl

with the erection of an office build-j'

ing to cost bctween $750,000 anú\

$1,000,000— "something like thei

Federal Building." It is concedecl

that such a building would have to

be constructed of steel or reinforced

concrete. Keith assured the investi-

gator that ali services in connection

with the building would be per-

formed by the accused and that it

would not be necessary to employ

an Architect, and he stated that hc

himself was an Architect. But hc

jnade clear that while the accused

had Architects in its employ, they

were primarily Consulting Engi-

neers.
'

It is established that the accused

and its predecessors are registered'

under the Professional Engineer?

Act, and have been practicing as at

present for over a quarter of a cen-i

tury; a sénior associate is one of

the outstanding structural engineerg

in Canada. They have an archi-í

tectural department consisting of

Keith and three others ali qualified
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to practice under the Arcliitects Act.

Evidcnce was also given by ex-

perts which made it clear that

while the two professions of Arclii-

tect and Professional Enginccr

overlap to a great extent, there are

Iservices which each is particuhirly

'qualified to perform. For example,

an Architecfs training in archi-

tectural design, involving pleasing

appearance both inside and outside

a building, is peculiar to his pro-

fession. The overlajiping is demon-
strated by the fact that it is usual

for firms of Professional Enginers,

such as the accused, to employ
Architects, and conversely for firms

•)f Architects to employ Professional

Engineers qualified to practice.

I find the evidence discloses that

the accused held itself out as Con-
sulting Professional Engineers, will-

ing and able to do architectural

work in the construction of an office

building. I have no doubt that this

involves an offence under Subsec-

tion (la) and (2) quoted above.

It is, however, more diíiicult to

decide whether the actions of the

accused were an exception per-

mitted by Subsection Í3) (bb).

On behalf of the Appellant it was
argued most persuasively that the

Architect was "the owner's man
who took fui] responsibility for

planning." While it was conceded

that an Engineer could look after

the construction of some factories

cr similar structures, it was con-

tended that the right to deal with

the client and solve his problems
should be restricted to Architects.

and that this was what the accused

had held itself out as able and
willing to do.

Mr. Robinette, on the other hand,

argued that ali the accused had
done was to hold itself out as able

to do architectural work in connec-

tion with an engineering under-

taking, and that this is covered

by the exception.

I think it is signiíicant that there

•s no definition of "architecture" in

Mie Act, whereas the definition of

"professional engineering" con-

ained in the Professional Engi-
eers Act, R.S.O. (1950) ,

Chapter
292, is wide indeed and covers

'steel, concrete and reinforced con-

creta structures." Also, it should be
pointed out that there is an excep-

tion simliar to Subsections 3 (bb)

above in the Professional Engineers
Act, which allows Architects to

perform engineering work in con-

ection with their undertakings,

which reads as follows:

"2. Kothing in this Act shall pre-

vent or be deemed to prevent,

(al

(b) any niember or licensec of the

Ontário Association of Archi-
tects under The Architects Act
or any eraployee of such mem-
bcr or licensee acting under
the direction and responsibility

of such member or licensee

from performing professional
engineering serviços in the
course of any work undertaken
01' proi)osed to bo undertaken
by such member or licensee as

an architect."

I cannot but think that it was
the intention of the legislation to

give reciprocai privileges, at least

to the extent necessary to cover the
facts disclosed, and that it is up to

a client to weigh the qualifications

of firms of Architects and Enginers
and decide which hc wishes to

employ, or indeed if he wishes to

employ both, which is a common

Even after ali these years, one

occasionally hears the remark that

the Engineering Institute is a civil

organization. Persons who say this

are never able to prove the state-

ment and in fact are never able

to quoto anything even to support

it. At times they say the same
thing about The Engineering Jour-

nal suggesting that it is a civil

publication.

Fortunately, not too many people

think this way. However in case

any members of the Institute are

faced with a statement of this kind,

here is some Information that may
be of help to them. (a) As near

as can be figured, the civil engi-

neers within the Institute member-

ship cons'titute twenty-five perccnt

of the total. íb) Papers published

in The Engineering Journal in 1954

were classiíied as follows: Chemical

4 _ Civil 19 — Mechanical 19 —
Electrical 12 — Miscellaneous 16.

In other words, twenty-seven per-

cent of the papers which appeared

last year in The Engineering Jour-

nal were of a civil nature.

There was a time when this or-

ganization was known as The

Canadian Society of Civil Engi-

neers. At that time the word "civil"

meant ali engineers other than

military, and thcrefore quite right-

ly the organization was known as

a civil engineering society. When
the word "civil" acquired a more

specialized meaning the society

praclice. Mr. Flemniing contended
that it is ])()ssil)le to decide whether
a job is essentially one for an
Aichitect or one for an Engineer.
I can (ind nothing in tiie words of

the legislation whicli enables the
court to draw such a line bctween
the two professions, and I do not
think that the court should en-
deavour to do so until the Legisla-

ture passes a])])ro])riate provisions.

For these reasons, I concludc
that the accused held itself out

as able to perform architectural

Services in the course of a work
undertaken by it as an engineering
firm, and that this is authorized
by Section 18 (3) (bb) above.
The appeal should therefore be

dismissed, with costs if demanded.

DATED AT TORONTO THIS .^T.st

DAY OF MAY, 1955.

Signed

I. M. MACDONELL.

changed its name to the Engineer-
ing Institute of Canada.
There can be no doubt but that

in a new country like Canada it

is essential that the engineers band
themselves together in one organ-

ization rather than divide them-
selves into groups representing

their specialization. Even in those

countries where the specialized

societies have great sujiport, it is

suggested by many of them that

they would be better ofT if they

had one overall organization that

could represent them ali, with

technical divisions to represent the

branches or specialties. There is no

doubt that in Canada we are very

fortunate in having one organiza-

tion which woi'ks for ali members
of the profession regardless of their

specialized interests.

It may come as a surprise to

many to realize that Canada is not

alone in such matters. Similar typcs

of organizations are set up in Aus-

trália, New Zealand. índia and

Rhodesia. They function there with

the same success that the Engi-

neering Institute of Canada func-

tions in Canada.
The Engineering Institute is not

a civjl engineering society and

never has been, within the modern

meaning of that word. It is a con-

stant objective to balance the in-

terests and activities between ali

the branches of the profession. The
record of The Engineering Journal

is clear |)roof of the realization of

the objective.

Who Said Civil?
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St. Lawrence Seaway

and Power Project

Progress by Ontário Hydro

The final steel cell was driven

into place to seal off the north

channel of the St. Lawrence near

Cornwall, on May 18th
,
Ontário

Hydro has announced. A 4,200-

foot long steel cell cofferdam now
completely spans the river from

Barnhart Island to the Canadian

mainland.

These steel cells for the coffer-

dam were built out into the river

from both the Canadian shore and
the Barnhart Island side by Man-
nix-Raymond of Montreal, and
met almost in the centre of the

channel. This temporary dam
blocks off the downstream channel

area, which, together with an up-

streani cofferdam, built last winter,

will seal off' the north cliannel and

permit de-watering in this sector.

A start wàll be made late in June
on pumping the 650 million gallons

of water from the area within the

cofferdam, using four electrically

driven pumps, each with a capacity

of 20 thousand srallons per minute,

and 36 inch discharge pipes. This
will enable excavation in the river

bed to commence for tlie new
powerhouse. Tender bids for the

Canadian half of the powerhouse
structure are now in, and award-
ing of the contract will be an-

nounced soon.

Some 1,250,000 tons of crushed

rock and 700.000 tons of nianufac-

tured sand will be removed duving

the next three years from a large

quarry northwest of Cornwall.

This material will be used as con-

crete aggregate for the Ontário
Hydro half of the International

powerhouse, headworks and com-
plementary works.

The contractor has commenced
erecting buildings and crusher ma-
chinery, and stripping of over-bur-

den has started to enable quarry-

ing op?rations to begin. Delivery

of the first aggregate is scheduled

for September.

Work has started on the erection

of the new St. Lawrence Trans-
former Station, which will eventu-

ally distribute power from the Ca-

In this section the Journal reviews

the news and progress of the St. Law-
rence project.

nadian half of the powerhouse, re-

placing the present Cornwall T.S.

Located two miles north of the

Power site it is scheduled to be in

Service by April, 1956, and fully

completed in 1958. It will have an

initial capacity of 230,000 kva.

By June of 1956 the Comraission

will start feeding power into the

new St. Lawrence T.S. from To-
ronto, to meet increased demands
in eastern Ontário. When St. Law-
rence power is available, this link

will hclp to integrate power from
the new generating station into

Hydr()'s system.

The station wili be composed of

ten permanent buildings of steel,

concrete and brick on the site, in-

cluding a control building, relay,

oil, compressed air, and service

buildings; 36 circuits will feed in

and out of the station. There will

be four banks of 230/115 kv. trans-

formers, each with a capacity of

115,000 kva., and eight banks of

115/44 kv. transformers, each with

a capacity of 25,000 kva. The sta-

tion will also have thirty 230 kv.

circuit-breakers, thirty-five 115

kv. circuit-breakei's, and twcnty
44 kv. circuit-breakers.

A new 30-bed hospital will be

opened in June by the Commission
to provide "on the job" medicai

and surgical treatment for con-

struction workers and staff mem-
bers. Located about two miles west

of Cornwall, the two-storey frame
building with single-storey wings

will be staffed and equipped to

handle mo.st accidental injuries and
illness cases. The Hydro Hospital

will help to relieve the load on the

local facilities imposed by the in-

flux into the area of a large num-
ber of workers.

Brown Boveri (Canada) Ltd.,

has been awarded a contract for

switchgear for switching and con-

trol of power from the 16 genera-

tors in the Canadian Powerhouse,

at a price of $345,000, the lowest

of four tenders, while the Canadian

Westinghouse Company has been

awarded a contract for thirteen 60

cycle power transfonners at a price

of approximately $1,250,000.

Contracts have been awarded
for subgrade, structures and other

work associated with the relocation

of 40 miles of CNR double track

main line between Cornwall and
Cardinal, to Sir Robert McAlpine
Canada Ltd., C. A. Pitts General
Contractor Ltd., and Iroquois Con-
structors Limited, ali of Toronto.

The total value amounts to $3,-

100,000 and each firm will build

some 13 miles of roadbed.

Award of the contract for the

Cornwall Dykes went to Atlas

Construction Co. of Montreal at a

price of $3,330.000, bringing to

more than $39 million the total

value of contracts Ict to date by

Ontário Hydro.

Progress by Canada's Seaway
Authority

A contract for excavation and

dykes in the Lachine Section be-

tween the Jacques Cartier Bridge

and the entrance to Montreal Har-

bour, has been awarded to Miron &
Frères Limited, fhe second lowest

of seven bidders, at $1,769.000.

The work involves some 2 million

cubic yards of material, 500,000 of

which are rock, over a distance of

one mile. Completion is called for

November 30, 1957.

A. Janin & Compagnie Ltée,.

have been awarded a contract for

a temporary water supply system

for the municipalities of Longueuil

and Jacques Cartier. This work,

costing some $60,000. will provide

clear water and pre\'ent service in-

terruptions during channel con-i

struction.

Tenders for some seven miles of

channel construction in the La-

chine Section above the Victoria

Bridge and opposite Laprairie, in-

volving some 3 million yards of

rock and over 7 million yards of

earth, were opened on June 21st.

An award has not yet been made.

Completion is called for December

1957.

Tenders will be invited in June

for a seven-storey building (illus.)

to serve as permanent headquart-

ers of the St. Lawrence Seaway

Authority. It will be erected at the

comer of Pitt and Second Streets

in Cornwall.

The Canada-United States Cora-

mittees, set up during the meeting

of Seaway Authoritv officials in

Wa.shington last March to discuss

shipping toll rates, convened in

Montreal on June 16th for their
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jfirst meeting. Following this, they

'rontinued discussions in Ottawa.

rhis meeting consisted mainly of

xehanges of information and

'loas, with discussions of con-

Mderations affecting determination

if the rate base for toUs, and pro-

i'edure for future meetings. No date

was fixed for future meetings.

Progress by USSDC

Up to the end of May, the Uni-

ifd States Seaway Development

C'orporation had awarded contracts

;is follow:

For excavation of 3.8 million

vards of earth at the upstream end

of the Long Sault Canal, to the

Badgett Mine Stripping Corp., at

> 1,372 ,800.

For 2.6 million yards of earth

xcavation at Robinson Bay Lock

o Jack and Jim Maser Corp., at

s990,900.

For 3.1 million yards of earth

íxcavation and one dyke at the

jrass River Lock on Long Sault

Danai to Dutcher Construction

>rp. at $2,197,843.

For excaA^ation of 12 million

jrards of earth for the Long Sault

;!anal and 3 million yards of em-
Dankments, to Morrison Knudsen-
Peter Kiewit Sons Co., at $6,276,-

)35.

With the awards of further con-

tracts for 60.000 yards of rock

"redging in the Thousand Island

5ection, and for dredging and

Danai excavation in the Cornwall

!sland South Channel comprising

iome three million yards of earth

ixcavation, for which tenders will

)e advertised in Junc and Septem-

)er respectively, more than 85 per

ient of the excavation authorized

)y the USSDC will have been

iwarded.

Progress by NYSPA

The contract for construction of

he United States portion of the

Toquois Dam has been awarded to

enes Construction Co. of Char-

otte and C. H. Tompkins of Wash-
ngton, D.C., at $18,019,600, the

owest of three tenders, highest of

<^hich was $20,139,100.

On May 27th the New York
tate Power Authority approved a

ontract for the sale of power to

he Aluminum C o m p a n y of

merica. It will be transmitted to

he Governor, who has sixty days

n which to act. The Authority also

<dopted a resolution providing for

ontinued use of the river front by
ipland property owners, where

reasonable settlement can be made
and where public lands are not in-

volved.

Seaway Pari of VasI Inlaiid WaU-rway
Network

Lewis O. Castle, Administrator,

U.S. St. Lawrence Seaway Devel-
opment Corporation, in an address

on May 5th to the St. Lawrence
Valley Association of Chambers of

Commerce at Watertown, N.Y.,

drew attention to the Seaway's
place within the vast network of

waterways, which included the

Calumet Sag Channel to be com-
menced next year, connccting it

with the Illinois River Waterway,
thence with the entire Mississippi

Valley System, which in turn con-

nects with the 1100-mile Gulf In-

tracoastal Waterway. Thus a great

trunk Une of water navigation

from the Mexican border and Flo-

rida would reach up through the

centre of the continent as far as the

Appalachians and up the Missouri

almost to the Rockies.

He foresaw a major reorienta-

tion of the nations' b u s i n e s s

geography. In place of the main
currents of commerce following

east-west rail lines, northern states

hitherto left in the backwaters of

trade would find themselves
squarely in the main current. Since

prewar, he said, the proportion of

ton mileage traffic carried by

water had risen from 2 per cent, to

17 per cent in 1953, and was still

accelerating.

But, he caiit ioncd, the iiivcst-

ment of nearly a billion doHars in

construction in the St. Lawrence
Valley was bound to cause some
kind of a business boom and dis-

tortion. Unless at the end of the

construction period new industries

were ready to take up the payrolls

in equivalent amount, a business

let-down might follow. But thesc

adjustments would be sliort range.

He expressed no doubt that in tlie

long run the permanant build-up

of the region would far outreacli

the temporary boom of the con-

struction period.

.Seaway Authority President Speaks
at (^o|>eiihagcn

The Hon. Lionel Chevrier, Pre-

sident of Canada's Seaway Author-
ity, addressing the Baltic and In-

ternational Maritime Conference

at Copenhagen on May 20th, 1955,

predicted the Seaway would not

only expedite the whole shipi)ing

process, but would also decrease

the total shipping cost at Montreal

or other ocean ports. Sliipmcnts of

Labrador ore without transhi])ment

would assist substantially in de-

veloping a market for the niini-

mum basic production of 10 million

tons annually.

"It is anticipated that grain.

iron ore, coal and coke. ]ietroleuni

Headquarters of Seawa\ ,\uthorit> tVrthile< ls l)ra\%int;
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and forestry products—possibly 85

per cent of the immediate Seaway
tonnage potential—will continue

to be carried by North America's

inland fleet, augmented as required

throughout the Seaway itself," he

said. Both Canada and the United

States place restrictions upon in-

ternai coastal trade which limits

the scope of foreign carriers."

"A second limiting feature is that

mueh of the traffic is carried in

captive fleets, a policy that may
be extended to the movement of

ore. Finally, there is the fact that

the Laker fleet, built to carry maxi-

mum bulk cargoes in inland waters,

provides siich services with a high

degree of efficiency."

"Even where large bulk cargoes

are directly consigned to overseas

markets," said Mr. Chevrier, "it

appears these cargoes are more
likely to utilize laker capacity to

Montreal and other down-river

ports and then trans-ship for ocean

movement. It is further expected

that ample back-haul capacity will

be available in the laker grain and

iron ore fleets, to permit efective

competition for local bulk traffic."

In contrast to this type of traíEc,

there would be the movement
of cargoes of both a bulk and gen-

eral merchandise nature primarily

associated with trade between the

industrial districts surrounding the

Seaway system and overseas áreas,

Mr. Chevrier explained. While ini-

tial volumes of such cargoes may
be small relative to internai bulk

movements, "there is reason to be-

lieve the present volume of this

traíRc will more than treble in tlie

years immediately following cnm-
pletion of the Seaway," he said.

Pioneered in 1933 and re-estab-

lished in 1945, this Great Lakes-
Overseas trade has since expanded
at a phenomenal rate. By 1954 the

total volume exceeded 780,000 tons

and involved fourteen shipping

lines and 120 vessels. "It is worth
noting," said Mr. Chevrier, "that

the number of shipping lines in-

volved doubled between 1952 and
1954, despite the handicaps of the

existing fourteen-foot canal s".

This trade could be expanded some
25 times its current levei without

exceeding the tonnage of similar

traffic now handled by ports in

comparable coa.stal districts.

Whether this traffic is to be

transhipped at the principal ports

of the St. Lawrence, or to move di-

rectly by ocean vessels, depends

972

upon the relative costs of transpor-

tation at the time the movement
takes place, said Mr. Chevrier.

This trade, however, "appears to

offer the most attractive future for

ocean going vessels."

While Canadian and American
participation in this traffic is cur-

rently small and may be expected

to increase with the completion of

the Seaway, subject to trade condi-

tions, traffic patterns, and the like,

he pointed out, there appeared to

be ample scope for other world-

wide shipping interests of ali types.

Opportunity Knocks for Seaway Por!s

Speaking again at Hamilton,

Ontário, on June 10, at the formal

opening of the Hamilton Harbor
C o m m i s s i o n Administration

Building, Mr. Chevrier pointed out

that ali ports on the Seaway must
look for an expansion of ali classes

of trade, which offered tremendous
opportunities for expansion.

"Our ports will not want to ne-

glect these internai trade move-
ments. The Great Lakes Overseas

trade is relatively new and de-

serves more than passing attention

because of its potentials." Discon-

tinued during World War II, it was
re-established in 1945 and has

since expanded at a phenomenal
rate. By 1954, the total volume ex-

ceeded 780,000 tons and involved

fourteen shipping lines and 120

vessels.

"It has been estimated that this

trade could be expanded 25 times

its current levei. It is one of the

most interesting facets of the Sea-

way traffic potential. Ports located

on the Seaway route should take a

good look at this trade," he stated.

Free Port Status for Montreal?

Last winter R. P. Jellett, Chair-

man of the Montreal Economic
Council, told the Montreal Board
of Trade that a centre "island" or

wharf just below St. Helen's Island

in Montreal Harbor should be es-

tablished to provide modern har-

bour facilities for a "free port." At
such a free port, manufacturing in-

dustries would receive raw mater-
iais duty-free from abroad for con-

version into finished goods, which
would again not be subject to duty
on reshipment to destinations out-

side of Canada.
Eight years ago the idea of a free

port for Montreal was submitted

to Ottawa authorities, but was
turned down at Cabinet levei. Re-
fusal was on the grounds that Can-

ada's existing bonded warehousi
facilities already provided many
the advantages of a free port, ani

offered importers and exporte
advantages comparable to th

offered by a foreign trade zone.

Mayor Jean Drapeau of Mon
real, has recently given support fo|

the idea. "The Port is the City
number one economic problem", h!

said, "and first consideratio:

should be given to the harbour,

free port would assure that cargoeij
would be unloaded, left in bonc
and later reloaded. This would en

.«ure a large measure of employ
ment that the city would lose

shipping were to by-pass Montrea
and proceed to Toronto or evei

further west." But, he added, suei

a projeCt would probably be im
possible without the full suppor
of the National Harbours Board.

Other Matters Relating to Seaway

The province of Manitoba ha
engaged Dr. Harold Mayer an<

Dr. Ezra Solomon, of the ITnivers

ity of Chicago, to make a thorouglj^

study of how the Seaway will af

fect the province. Dr. Mayer is a:

authority on Great Lakes Shippin,

and played an important part ii

development of the Chicago por

plan. Dr. Solomon is associate pro

fessor of the School of Economics
where he specializes in businesi

economics. The consultants wil

initially assist in preparation o

Manitoba's Brief to the Roya
Commission on Coastal Trade.

A Bill has been introduced ii

Congress asking the President t<

have the International Joint Com
mission make a study of the feasi

bility of extending the Seaway tc

the Hudson river by way of th"
Richelieu River and Lake Cham-
plain. This route, it is claimed

would lessen the water distanceí

between the Great Lakes and the

Port of New York by 1500 miles

The New York and Vermont Legis-

latures have endorsed the idea.

A suggestion recently appearec

in the Windsor Star (Ontário;

that, before flooding of áreas abovt

Cornwall occurs in 1958, the top

soil should be scraped off anc

saved from the many farms to b(

flooded. In a similar smaller pro

ject in Áustria, this had been sue

cessfully done. A few inches addec

to the shallow soil farms not fai

from the St. Lawrence could thu

be saved at reasonable cost anr

used to great advantage.
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L. F. Grant Honoured by A.S.M.E.

irhe American Society of Mechanical Engineers, having selectcd Lt.-Col. L. F.

irant, Hon. M.E.I.C., as the recipient of a special mcdal niarking the Socicty's

.'jth Anniversary, took the occasion of the E.I.C. annual hanqin-t to inake the

uresentation. Thompson Chandler, vice-president, exprossed the appreciation

jjf A.S.M.E. to Colonel Grant, the field secretary and a past president of

lie Institute, and president of the Engineer's Council for Professional

Bvelopment. Mr. Chandler spoke as foliows:

President Morgan of The Ameri-

lian Society of Mechanical Engi-

neers has asked me to express his

Iregret that an extended Society trip

\)o the Pacific Coast, made it im-

possible to be present this evening

lind perforni this pleasant duty. It

Is a privilege for me to be here to

mjoy yoiir good fellowship and an

lionour to serve for President

|VIorgan on this occasion.

This year, The American Society

|)f Mechanical Engineers is cele-

l)rating its 75th Anniversary in a

leries of events designed to drama-

lize the "'Engineer in Our World."

hur celebration is e x t e n d i n g

Ihroughout the year, throughout

|j.S.A., in Copenhagen, in Brazil

Imd here tonight in Toronto. The
ISngineering Institute of Canada
lias honored our Society by per-

Initting this important element of

|)ur celébration to be carried on

liere. For that courtesy we are

lírateful.

During our year of celebration,

Ive dêem it our duty to recognize

lhe great services rendered to the

Bociety and the profession by lead-

Irs from outside our borders par-

licularly those who have success-

jully headed joint engineering

igencies. Tonight, it is my pleasure

j;o bring a special tribute to one

Ivho has worked valiantly for the

pgineering profession on our con-

l-inent.

I refer to Colonel Leroy Fraser

[jrrant, your representative for six

rears on Engineers Council for

iProfessional Development and now
[>erving his third year as President

r)f that body. In his work on

líCPD his qualities of intelligent

ilevotion and farseeing leadership

jiave endeared him to ali who have
Ivorked with him. He headed with

liistinction two ECPD delegations

j;o educational conferences in

|Europe.

You know of Colonel Granfs
fcuccessful career in engineering, in

Uducation and in the military ser-

l/ice. Your Society, the Engineering

llnstitute of Canada, recognized his

qualities by selecting him as presi-

dent and by making him an hon-

orary member. The Institute with

wisdom and forethought selected

him as one able to make a great

contribution to the work of ECPD
and furtlier provided the oppoi^tun-

ity for him to participate. It is

fitting therefore, that this recogni-

tion be gixQn to him here.

One of the unique eharacteristics

of the relations between our two
nations is the manner in which we
share our feelings for great leaders

in both nations. We want you to

know that we share your affection

and respect for Colonel Grant.

Accordingly it is a great honor

and a distinct pleasure on belialf

of the Council and members of The

Lt.-Col. L. F. Grant, llon. M. E.I.C.

American Society of Mechanical

Engineers to bestow a si)ecial 7õth

Anniversary Medal and Certificate

on Leroy Fraser Grant "in ap-

preciation of his fricndly co-opera-

tion and in recognition of his de-

voted scrvice and outstanding lead-

ership in the Engineers' Council

for Professional Development and

as its President".

Athlone Fellowships—1955

Thirty-eight Canadian engineer-

ing graduates will go to Britain

soon to carry on their studies

under the Àthlone Fellowship

program.

Twenty-eight of these young

men (Group A) are graduates of

this year's engineering classes

across Canada, and ten are recent

graduates (Group B) who have

spent some time in Canadian in-

dustry.

The coveted Atlilonc Fellow-

ships provide two years' training

in British universities and in in-

dustry, with emphasis on work in

special fieids of interest selected

by the trainee. The experience

and training sought by this year's

Fellows is impressive in its scope,

and will surely be of value in turn

to Canada when these men resume

or find their places in our indus-

tries and universities. But more

important is the opportunity to

live and work among the British

people and to assimilate impres-

sions and exchange ideas. The

program has from the bcginning
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been successful in promoting good

relations between the two coun-

tries.

This year, as always, the list of

Fellows contains student or júnior

members of the Institute, and to

these the Institute ofíers special

congratulations. A complete list

of the winners and of their uni-

versities is as foUows:

Group A

R. A. Bennett, s.b.i.o., mechanical

engineering, Nova Scotia Teelinical Col-

lege; J. E. Campbell, s.e.i.c, civil engi-

neering, Nova Scotia Technical College;

J. R. Dean, s.e.i.c, mechanical engineer-

ing, University of New Brunswick: G.

T. Small, S.E.I.C, civil engineering, Uni-

versity of New Brunswick; A. H.

Marquis, engineering mctallurgy, Lavai

University; J. J. Pare. s.e.i.c, civil

engineering, Lavai University; L.

Amyot, mechanical-elcctrical engineer-

ing, Ecole Polytechnique; R. LaBonte,

s.e.i.c, civil engineering. Ecole Poly-

technique; W.F. Hayes, s.e.i.c, mechani-

cal engineering (design), McOill Uni-

versity; G. McK. Ross, s.e.i.c, electrical

engineering (communications) ,
McGill

University; P. P. Webb, s.e.i.c, engi-

neering (physics), McGill University;

E. R. Corneil, s.e.i.c, mechanical engi-
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neering, Queen's University ; P. W-.

McLellan, chemical eiigineenng, Queen's

University ; H. E. T u i s k u, s.e.i.c.,

m e c h a n i c a 1 engineering (science)

,

Queen's University.

J. B. Frendi, chemical engineering,

University of Toronto; R. K. Ham,
engineeiing physics, physical metallurgy,

University of Toronto; J. V. Hanson,
eléctrica! engineering (communications),
University of Toronto; J. R. Weir,

S.E.I.C,. engineering and business, Univer-

sity of Toronto; R. W. Simpson, aero-

náutica! engineering, University of

Toronto ; K. Peaker, s.e.i.c, civil engi-

neering, University of Manitoba; G. K.

Sims, S.E.I.C, mechanical engineering,

University of Manitoba; P. Langeman,
S.E.I.C, civil engineering, University of

Saskatchewan ; D. H. Shields, s.e.i.c,

civil engineering, University of Saskat-

chewan; D. J. Marsden, s.b.i.c, engi-

neering, physics, University of Alberta;
R. R. Affleck, chemical engineering,

applied science, University of British

Columbia; W. Dietiker, s.b.i.c, electri-

cal engineering, University of British

Columbia; D. A. Guthrie, chemical

engmeermg. University of British
Columbia, Vancouver; A.. E. Wright,

civil engineering, University of British

Columbia.
Group B

F. H. Sutcliííe, jr.E.i.c, civil engineer-

ing, B.ENG., McGill University, 1953; J.

Vilagos S.E.I.C, mechanical engineering,

B.ENG., McGill University, 1954; P. D.

Burke, engineering and business, b.a.sc.,

Un,iversity of Toronto, 1952; S. G.

Harris, engineering metallurgy, m..\.sc.,

University of Toronto, 1954; D. C.

Lowe, S.E.I.C, engineering and business,

Bj^.sc, University of Toionto, 1954; A.

B. Bjornsson, SJi.i.c, civil engineering,

B.sc, " (Eng.) (Civil), University of

Manitoba, 1954; L. G. Soderman, civil

engineering, soil mechanics, B.sc, c.e.,

University of Manitoba; R. M. Fraser,

eléctrica! engineering, University of

British Columbia, Vancouver, 1953; H.
N. Halton, jr.E.i.c, mechanical engineer-

ing, B..\.sc., University of British Colum-
bia, 1951 ; P. Price, mechanical engi-

neering, aeronáutica! engineering, b.sc,

M.sc, Ae.E., Califórnia Institute of Tech-
nology, Stanford University.

Aviation Writers Meet in Canada
For the first time in its history

the Aviation Writers Association

met in Canada from May 30 to

June 4. The King Edward Hotel
at Toronto was the headquarters
but the activities were spread ali

the way from there to Montreal.
The program included many in-

teresting technical sessions, visits

to industry, and demonstration
flights. It finished with a great

flourish with the International Air
Show on Saturday afternoon and
the dinner tendered by the City of

Toronto on Saturday evening.

Each morning the program
opened with an eight o'clock break-
fast, after which there was a

speaker, a technical discussion or a
business meeting. During the morn-
ings and afternoons there were
several panei discussions or as

they were called in this instance

"forums".

The one exception to the eight

o'clock breakfast routine was on
Wednesday, June 1, when the
entire party were flown from
Toronto to the St. Hubert Airport

at Montreal, where they witnessed

a flying display, and the tour of

the air defence command head-
quarters which included an exhibi-

tion of Arctic survival equipment.
The program concluded with an
address from Air Marshal C. R.
Slemon, Chief of the Air Staff. The
planes left St. Hubert at four

fifteen and the party arrived in

Toronto in tiine for a reception

and buffet supper at the Toronto
Flying Club, Malton Airport, spon-

sored by Canadian Pacific Air-

lines. This day's program was
known as "Air Defence Day".

Thursday, June 2, was "Trade
Fair and Northern Flying Day".
This involved a bus trip to the

Trade Fair and a tour of aircraft

exhibits..

At noon the party drove to the

Downsview Airport where luncheon

was served in the de Haviland
cafeteria. The program here in-

cluded an inspection of special dis-

plays, an airshow put on by de

Haviland and the Ontário Lands
and Forest planes and a cocktail

hour in the cafeteria before depar-

ture for the hotel. The day finished

up with dinner at the hotel. This

was the occasion on which A\M
Plant made his now famous
si)eech. It was unfortunate that so

many people who did not hear the

speech should have misinterpreted

it, and that as a consequence he

should have been censured so dras-

tically. It was a good speech

—

perhaps the best of the meeting.

Friday, June 3 was "Air Trans-
portation Day", and for this por-

tion of the program the A.W.A.
were joined by journalists from
fifteen m e m b e r countries of

NATO. After breakfast, Jack
Dymcnt, m.e.i.c, director of engi-

neering, T.C.A., spoke for about

fifteen minutes explaining why
T.C.A. had gone in for Viscounts.

This was followed by a most in-

teresting question period. (More
about this later.)

The business meeting of the As-

sociation followed this questioi

and answer period. It turned ou| •

to be a most interesting aífair witl';

wide differences of opinion with re'

.

gard to certain proposals to changJ
j

the by-laws. !'

After the business meeting, busel

drove the party to the Malton Air:

port where demonstration íiight

were given by the T.C.A. on th'j

Viscount. Several parties wer||

taken over and around Niagarl'

Falis and back over the City o

Toronto returning to the airpor^

in about one hour's time. It gavij

,

an excellent demonstration of th<

merits of the new type of plane

'

Canadians are fortunate to havij

this class of equipment madí /

available to them before it goes tfj

any other country this side of th»;

water.

After the íiight demonstratioijlr

alternatives were offered to everyfs

one. Some chose to see more of th^' i

Toronto made planes such as th

Chipmunk and the Beaver. Othei

groups went through the A. V
Roe plant and still others toolí

in the plant of Orenda Engine'

Limited. AU in ali these alterna;

tives made a very busy afternoo?

and the group did not get back ti

the hotel until almost dinner time

The speaker for the dinner wa|

the Honorable Mr. Campney, MinU
ister of National Defence. His talí j;

dealt largely with his own experj»

iences as a flyer during the firs|

war and Canada's development a
'

an air force and an aircraft in| i

dustry. Unfortunately the speecí <

was slanted towards a Canadia;ji

audience. Apparently Mr. Camp;
j

ney had not been informed tha

the audience was predominante í

from the United States. Th"
speaker was followed by quite ai: •

elaborate program of entertain:

!

ment supplied by local Toronti)í

artists well known in radio anij

television.

Saturday was "Internationa

Aviation Day". This .started oí

with the usual eight o'clock break;

fast which was followed by

fifteen minute talk from Gerhar

Neumann, general manager. Gen

eral Electric's Jet Engine Deparl

ment at Cincinnati, Ohio. His sub

ject was "A New Look at Engin

Development". It was a very in-^

tcrcsting fifteen minutes but un:

fortunately there was not enoug

time at its conclusion to permit o

the usual questioning from th

audience. (More about this later.

From the hotel, the group wa

"bused" to the International Fai
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at the exhibition grounds. One of

the motít interesting íeatures of

the whole proí^ram took place here

lurins the mornino;. It was a panei

discussion on the siibject "Tlie

Next Twenty Years in Interna-

tional Aviation". The members of

the panei who participated were

llModerator Ralph Platt, of the

Clevelands News and the partici-

pants were Dr. Edward Warner of

[I^lontreal, president of the council

bf International Civil Aviation

llOrganization; Sydney G. Cooper,

Ipublic information officer, Interna-

jtional Civil Aviation Organization;

J. T. Dyraent, m.e.i.c, director of

engineering, Trans Canada Air

Lines; John Bellringer, Technical

ISecretariat, International Trans-

port Association, and S. Ralph
Cohen, public relations ofiicer, In-

jternational Air Transport Associa-

Ition.

It is too bad that no verbatira

record was kept of this discussion

Ibecause there were a lot of inter-

esting questions and more interest-

ing answers. Certain notes have
[been made by this observar and
Itvill be commented on after the

hronological development of the

program in this article has been

?ompleted.

Luncheon was held in the Motor
jBuilding with the Avro Aircraft

íLimited as hosts.

Then sharply at 2 p.m. de-

ji^eloped the big feature of the

Ipvhole program, namely the Cana-
iian International Air Show. A
j>pecial section in the grandstand
livas reserved for the A.W.A. dele-

^ates where every detail of the

show could be seen with maximum
'ase and comfort.
The weather was perfect. There

kere enough white cloiids to give

j;he background for the aerobatics

and yet they were hardly thick

'nough to obscura the sun. Every
letail of the various planes' activi-

jies could be kept in sight with

ittle or no difíiculty.

From the exhibition grounds the

jlelegates returned to their hotéis

md eventually ali appeared at the

[Royai York Hotel where a recep-

ion and dinner were tendered by
:he City of Toronto with the

nayor, His Worship Nathan Phil-

ips, presiding.

Sunday, June 5, was "departure

tiay". This started off as usual

|svith an eight o'clock breakfast but

y nine fifteen buses were leaving

|for the Malton Airport where
jolanes flew off in many directions

o get the delegates back to their

liomes.

From a Canadian's point of

view the meeting was a great suc-
cess and it is hoped' that the visi-

tors from the United States, and
other countrics as well, were as
equally pleased with the program
and the arrangements made by the
local committee. It was a heavy
program, taking in every day from
early morning to late at night but
after ali, the A.W.A. is a work-
ing organization and every one in

attendance was busy gathering
material as a basis for reports and
articles in his or her publication.

It is not likely that the meeting
will be back in Canada for a long
time, but it is nice to know that
Canada has been so honoured and
that we may look forward to a

similar occasion in the future even
if not in the near future.

The chairman of the Convention

Conunittee was Mr. Roas Wilmot
of the Hunting Associates, Tor-
onto. He was re-elected as vice-

president of A.W.A. during the

business meeting.

The program was in charge of

A. F. MacDonald, de Haviland
Aircraft, Ron Williams of A. V.
Roe (Canada), along with the

chairman of the convention com-
mittee, Ross Wilmot.

In addition there were commit-
tees in charge of the ladies' pro-

gram, transportation, sponsorship,

entertainment and acoommodation,
promotion and publicity. To ali of

t h e s e hard-working gentlemen
nuich credit is due.

The report of this meeting will be
concluded in the August issue ufith art-

icles on "T.CA. Viscounts", "Interna-
tional Air Shoiv", and "Where Do We
Go in the Next Twenty Years?"

Future of The Columbia River Watershed
Among recent arrivals on the

editor's desk is a copy of a paper

produced for the Water Resources

Development Committee of the

Trail, B.C., Chamber of Commerce
by A. C. Ridgers, m.e.i.c, of the

Consolidated Mining and Smelting

Co., Ltd. It is entitled "Proposed

Developments Relating to the Col-

umbia River Watershed", and the

author is to be commended for the

clear and useful way his informa-

tion has been collected and pre-

sented. It is obvious that there is

much more on the subject now
available for ready reference than

there was prior to publication of

his paper.

The Journal is aware of the na-

ture of the controversy that has

been going on for some time be-

tween the various interested gov-

ernments and other agencies over

the future development of this

great power and water source. The

fact that the arguments have be-

come bitter at times simply points

up their vital importance — to the

territory involved, and to Cana-

dian welfare as a whole. We feel

beyond any reasonable doubt that

the proper course to follow in the

solution of this problem is to await

the recommendations of the Inter-

national Joint Commission, now

engaged under the Columbia Refer-

ence in carrying out essential sur-

veys on which the right answer will

depend. Recent history of the acti-

vities of the Joint Commission pro-
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vides US with ample evidencc of

their competenco and their ability

to succeed in untangling some
pretty knotty intcrnational prob-

lems affecting our two nations. The
Journal hopes, and prays, that the

parties involved in this Columbia
Watershed wrangle will have the

patience and wisdom to leave the

apple-cart upright until the work
of gathering the facts has been fin-

ished, and time has been allowed

for their proper assessment. It has

come to be expected that the

United States and Canada will do

business in that manner.

We believe that copies of Mr.
Ridgers' paper can be obtained

from the Trail Chamber of Com-
merce, if readers desire to pursue

the subject in detail. Simply to in-

dicate the lines taken in its dis-

cussion, the "conclusion" of the

l)aper is quoted hereundcr, in part.

It should be clearly understood

that these opinions are not neces-

sarily shared or endorsed by the

Engineering Institute of Canada at

this time.

"6. CONCLUSION.
Very little engineering data has

been released by tlio authorities in

connection with the several pro-

posed developments that we have

just finished reviewing. Our ob-

.scrvations and conclusions are

based in the main on newspaper

and magazine reports of statements

by Government leaders, publicity

releases by Kaiser, and just plain
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hearsay. However, within the limits

of the information that we have

access to, a run down of oiir fore-

going disciissions plainly reveals

one or two conclusions that can be

set down here:

A. To biiild a dam at Castlegar at

this time that would be under

foreign control would not be in

the best interests of Canada.

B. One thing which we should keep

well in mind is the fact that the

Kaiser Dam and export of elec-

tric power from this area are

now both on exactly the same

footing; both have been vetoed

by the Dominion Government,

if only temporarily. And at this

distance from Ottawa, the veto

on sale of power would appear

to stand the better chance of

repeal.

Much has been said and inferred,

in current discussions, on the sub-

ject of maintaining friendly rela-

itions with our great neighbour and

not playing dog - in - the - manger

with our water. Every right think-

ing Canadian will cordially endorse

that sentiment and would gladly

help our friends get additional

power provided such action did not

harm Canadian interests.

If it is power, and only electrical

power, that Kaiser is interested in

getting, why not sell it to him. We
have it. Government spokesmen

make no secret of the fact that

there is surplus power both at the

coast and at Waneta, waiting to be

fed into the Northwest grid; per-

haps immediate supply is not

enough for Kaiser's requirements

but
,
by adding two more generators

at Waneta, more than enough

would be available within two
years, instead of the three years re-

quired to put Kaiser's damming
scheme into effect.

If we eliminate the Kaiser Dam
from our thinking, the following

steps in early development of the

Columbia appear to fali naturally

into place:

Step 1. Build tie line connecting

Cominco with Northwest grid.

Step 2. Finish installation at

Waneta No. 1 Plant.

Step 3. Mica Creek, initially for

flood control purposes.

Step 4. Libby Dam, initially for

flood control purposes.

Step 5. Murphy Creek.

Steps 3 and 4 of this program
would provide potential resources
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that would enable us to add gen-

erator capacity to our system as

demand for power grew.

As already intimated, the above

conclusions A and B, are based

only on very limited technical in-

formation and are set down heré

merely as food for thought; theyi

are in no sense presented as recom-

mendations from this Committee.'

Colonel By Memorial at Ottawa
The following letter has been

sent to ali branches. It is repro-

duced here so that it may come
to the attention of any members
who may wish to participate in the

project.

Already several members in dif-

ferent parts of Canada have made
substantial contributions. It is felt,

however, that every member should

be made aware of his privilege of

contributing.

This is not a local affair. Ottawa
is the national capital, and Colonel

By's work was of national — not

local — importance. It is planned

that the memorial will be financed

on a national basis.

Circular letter to branches

Re: Colonel By Memorial

As doubtless you know a mem-
orial to Colonel By is to be erected

in Ottawa as part of the celebra-

tion to mark the one hundredth

annivcrsary of the changing of the

name of the city from Bytown to

Ottawa. Colonel By was the great

engineer of his time and the Coun-
cil of the Institute have felt that

the Institute should participate in

the celebration and should create a

memorial of some kind to our

pioneer engineer.

The Ottawa Brancli comniittet

have had the matter in hand and
have arranged for the erection ol

a fountain on one of the boule-

vards. Much of the cost is being

contributed by the federal govern

ment, the federal district commis
sion and the city of Ottawa. How
ever, the Ottawa Branch them-

selves have put five hundred dol

lars into the project and the Coun
cil of the Institute have agreed t(

a further contribution up to twi

thousand dollars.

At the last meeting of Counci
this matter was discussed and th(

suggestion was made that some
the branches or members mighi

wish to participate in the project

Accordingly I was instructed t(

communicate with each brancl

making them aware of what wa;

underway and suggesting that i

the branch or members did wish t(

participate the contribution sliouk

be sent to the headquarters of th(|

Institute. Such support can surelj

be used to good advantage, inasj

much as it appears that the presen i

basis of financing is going to b('

short of what will be required

L. AUSTIN WRIGHT,
General Secretary.

June 10, 1955.

ol tu

C.I.C. Meets in Quebec City

The 38th annual conference of

the Chemical Institute of Canada
was held at the Chateau Frontenac,
Quebec City, May 30 to June 2.

Dr. Roger Gaudry, assistant direc-

tor of research, Ayerst McKenna
and Harrison, Limited, Montreal,
was elected president for 1955-56.

Dr. Clifford B. Purves of McGill
University was elected vice-presi-

dent. Also elected were 12 new
councillors, while 52 prominent
Canadian chemists and chemical
engineers were elected fellows of

the Institute. An honorary degree

was conferred by Lavai University

on E. R. Rowzee, vice-president

and manager, Polymer Corporation
Ltd., the retiring C.I.C. President.

Dr. Albert Noyes Jr., dean of

graduate studies at Rochester Uni-

versity, paid tribute to researchen

of the National Research Counci

in Ottawa.
Dr. Noyes added that the Uni-

versity of Rochester "has felt i

wise to start an Institute of Cana
dian studies. It is to be hoped tha

this Institute will give at leas I

some United States students ;

vigorous appreciation of the life

the resources and the promise o

Canada".

Cheniistry Aids For Food Industry
|

The fight against the new racij

of stem rust, 15B, that did so mucl '

damage to Canadian wheat las

year, illustrates another facet o

the chemisfs work. With durun

wheats, used for macaroni, a coupL

of simple chemical tests now serv
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to assess the macaroni making

:iuality of a new variety. Since

iurum wheat was particularly hard

lit by rust, the maintenance of the

)remium market for high quality

I^anadian durums depends on the

;arly development of new rust-re-

íistant varieties.

Few people reahze how much re-

search lies behind these develop-

lieCí

ivà

R

IBSlll

eptts

Roger Gaudry, President.

ments. Dr. J. A. Anderson, chief

chemist of the Board of Grain
Commissioners, Winnipeg, illus-

trated this point in a paper co-

authored by G. N. Irvine, which
reviewed the history of durum
tudies in the Grain Research

Laboratory at Winnipeg.

Waterproofed Boards From Straw

Fibre building boards and other

pulp products from wood or straw

can be waterproofed by using

natural substances that are already

present in the fibres. This new de-

velopment was announced by R.
. Evans and H. R. Sallans of the

Prairie Regional Laboratory, Na-
tional Research Council, Saska-
toon.

Since the nature of these natural

sizing agents in the fibres was un-
known, the authors undertook an
investigation into the chemical

onstitution of wheat straw. They
ound that material isolated by
extraction of straw with alcohol

would waterproof products pre-

pared from pure cellulose if metal
ions were present.

They also observed that the ex-

líà*Jtractive-free straw yielded sized

products if pulped with metal ions,

and that the ability to become
sized was not destroyed by treat-

ment of the straw with caustic or

other chemical agents. From this

it was apparent that at least two
types of materiais contributed to

the sizing phenomena: an extreme-
ly resistant straw component and
an alcohol soluble extractive.

Their investigation has shown
that products preparcd from pulps
containing lignin, fatty acids or an
unknown phenolic material can be
sized by the addition of metal ions
to the pulp. The presence of man-
nitol and a 23 carbon phytosterol
in wheat straw was also disclosed
for the íirst time.

Tin Disease

In a paper describing "t i n
disease", the term used to describe
the phenomenon of white tin

changing to grey tin at tempera-
tures below 56 degrees Fahrenheit,
R. R. Rogers and J. F. Fydell of

the Department of Mines and
Technical Surveys, Ottawa, pointed

out that grey tin is useless for the

most purposes and its formation
may cause considerable trouble.

They reported, however, that "tin

disease" can be combatted success-

fully by ensuring that the composi-
tion of the tin is within a certain

range before it is exposed to low
temperatures.

As far as can be judged from
the published literature grey tin is

stable only in the temperature
range below 13.2°C (55.8°F). If

some means could be found to keep
tin in the grey forni at ordinary

temperatures or higher, it might
easily become as important as

germanium and silicon in the elec-

trical field.

Some types of tin will not

change into the grey form even at

temperatures below 13.2°C. The
composition, thickness and previous

history of the tin are important

factors in this regard. There is a

considerably greater tendency for

grey tin to form in thick layers of

the metal than in very thin layers.

Tin which has been placed in ten-

sion at low temperature is more
likely to be transformed into the

grey variety.

Casoline And Silicosis

An analytical method that can

be used to analyze gasoline for 20

or more components in one hour,

using a sample having a volume

less than 0.006 cu. inches, was

described by R. R. Barefoot and

J. E. Currah of the Central Re-

search Laboratory, Canadian In-

dustries (1954) Limited, McMas-
terville, Que.

The advantages of this tech-

nique, called gas or vapor phase

partition chromatography, are par-

ticularly valuable for materiais
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which boil at temperatures lower
tlian about 3!)2 rlegrecs Falircnlieit.

They were rocognizcd by Briti.'^li re-

searchers, and much work has been
done the past threc ycars. Ameri-
can workers are now becoming
actively interested in this method.
The main advantage of the method
is that it permits an excellent

separation of closely related mater-
iais within a very short period,

and by use of very small samples.

A new analytical method has
been developed that will enable in-

dustrial hygienists to assess better

the risk of silicosis among work-
men in mines and in such industries

as foundries and ccramics, accord-
ing to 0. M. Jephcott and H. F.

V. Wall of the Department of

Health of Ontário, Toronto.

To assess this risk of silicosis

among workmen, it is essential to

know the amount of quartz in the

airborne dust. The procedure de-

scribed providos a means of doing
this which is faster and more ac-

curate than the methods used up
till now, and it does not require

special equipment. In this new
method, quartz can be estimated in

coarse and fine dusts with an ab-

solute error of less than 1 per cent.

Plutonium Analysis

A procedure developed at Chalk
River for analyzing plutonium was
described by G. Zotov and C. A.

Fowler of Atoraic Energy of Can-
ada Limited. Plutonium is formed
in low quantities on irradiation of

uranium fuel elements with neu-

trons in a nuclear reactor.

The extraction of plutonium is

made extremely difíioult because of

high radioaotivity. Remote control

equiprnont has to be used in hand-

ling such materiais. Even then the

fuel element has to be set aside for

a period of time to let its radio-

activity drop to a reasonable levei.

On extraction, plutonium has to be

purified to a fairly high degrce for

future use. Plutonium itself is high-

ly radioactive, making chemical

analysis of this element rather dif-

ficult.

The spectrochemical approach

chosen by the authors as the modc
of analysis is a probicm in itself.

The quantity of plutonium excited

by the spark dischargcd in each

sample exceods tlie accepted toler-

ance of intake of radioactivity by

100,000 fold! In their paper the

authors describe how the spectro-

chemical method was developed.

Since an indirect approach was re-

sorted to, this technique might well
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be applied to other analytical prob-

lems where a direct approach is

not feasible.

Other Papers Of Inlerest For
Engineers

Papers dealing with other sub-

jects of interest to the engineering

profession were presented during

the three day session.

Panei discussions of general in-

terest were also held on "Textbook

For years there has becn inucli

talk about engineers' reluctance to

blow their own horns or to allow

others to tell the public how much
it owes to engineers in general and

on occasion to certain engineers in

particular. In the Journal for July,

1920, there are thumbnail biogra-

phics of some membei^s of the In-

stitute who were in the lime light

for one reason or another. There
was no hesitation there in the use

of near superlatives —- "more re-

sponsible than any other member
of the profession," "occupies a

premier position," "one of the best

known consulting engineers," "ser-

vices in great demand," "strong

supporter of the high ideais of the

profession," "one of the best known
French engineers." To receive

tributes like this, one usually has

to die.

It is probably quite true that

these encomiums were seen by few

exeept the regular readers of the

Journal, themselves engineers, but

their mere presence there pretty

well disposes of the claim that we
are ali shrinking violets. It is the

wri'ter's guess that the author of

these little biographies — evidently

one person wrote them ali— was
not thanked by some of his sub-

jects, who cannot ali have been

pleased with the puffs they got.

This kind of publicity seems to

savour a little too niuch of Holly-

wood methods.

Foundation of C.S.C.E. Recalled

C. E. W. Dodwell, m.e.i.c, of

Halifax, reminisced at some length

about the circumstances surround-

ing the foundation of the Canadian
Society of Civil Engineers, of

which the Institute is the successoi'.

Treatment of Industrial Cliemis-

try"; "Chemical Engineering Re-
search in Canada"; and "The Utili-

zation of Waste Products in the

Pulp and Paper Industry". The
luncheon meeting on the first day
was addressed by the Hon. W. M.
Cottingham, Quebec Minister of

Mines, on recent mining develo])-

ments in Quebec. A post conference

visit l)y bus was arranged for dele-

gates to Arvida and Shipshaw.

The idea had its birth in di.scus-

sions between Mr. Dodwell and

Alan Maodougall in Toronto in

1884 and 1885. Others beoame in-

terested and organizing oommittces

were formed in Toronto, in Ottawa
and in Montreal. Finally, a joint

fommittee was set up and the

C.S.C.E. was born at its meeting

of .Tanuary 20, 1887, in the board

room of the Harbour Commission-
ers of Montreal. "It was a notable

and successful achievement in ob-

stetrics. The infant that first saw
the light on that . . . occasion . . .

has (now) . . . reached a healthful

and useful maturity."

A news note gave the appraised

valuation of the In.stitute's grounds
and building as $95,000. Another
argued strongly that "the proposcd
new war memorial building" in Ot-
tawa should be designed by Cana-
dian architects and engineers; the

prime minister, Sir Robert Borden,
"had no Information on the sub-

ject." Still another is a complaint
from the Quebec Branch that in-

competent persons were being ap-
pointed to engineering positions "by
one of the government railwaj'

boards." Would the Instituto ploase

do something about it?

Apropos of the Toronto Branch's
belief that the Institute was not
doing enough for its individual

niembers, council came back with a
strong resolution, published in this

Jonrmtl, calling upon members not
to dissipatc their efforts in estab-

lishing Canadian branches of for-

eign technical organizations, but
"to stimulate the work (of the In-

.stitute) by inquiry or suggestion"

and "to maintain an attitude of

uiidivided loyalty ..."

The New Brunswick Act was

published in fuU and it was anj

nounced that the first meeting oj

the Corporation of Professiona.

Engineers of Quebec had been lield

at headquarters on May 20, 1920

at a subscquent meeting the Corpi

oration chosc as its first officerl

A. ]^ Decary, m.e.i.c, presidentl

W. .1. Francis, m.e.i.c, vice-presi

dent and F B. Brown, m.e.i.c, hon
orary secretary-treasurer. The As
sociation of Professional Engineer
of British Columbia had also or

ganized, with E. G. Matheson
m.e.i.c, as president, D. O. Lcwi?

m.e.i.c, as vice-president and II'

E .Robertson as registrar nut

secretary-treasurer.

Technical Papers

The leading technical paper wa,

"Progress in Aviation," by .1. A
Wilson, A.M.E.I.C. He thought tlia

what aviation needed was lighte

and more powerful engines; the to]

one seems to have been the 500-lip

"Cosmos". Not ali of his jíredic

tions came true, e.g., "long distanc^

ílight . . . will be covered in . .

sections of . . . 200 to 400 mile?

each machine doing its own sec

tion." Like most of the aviatioi

experts of the time, he believeí

that really long distance flight wa
going to be the province of the air

ship, not that of the aeroplane. Bu
lie did correctly foresee the import

ancc of aviation to Canada. "Ilt'

seems to lie . . . in the direction o

securing access ... to districts na
easily reached by ground trans

port." He gave helicopter flyinj

short shrift; "It does not seeni verj

vital today." What would th(

Aluminum Co. or the Iron Ore Co
have said to that?

O. O. Lefebvre, a.m.e.i.c, cliici

engineer of the Quebec Streani;

('onnnission, wrote on "The St

Maurice River Regulation and th(

Gouin Dam." The dam itself is í

relatively simple concrete gravit>

structure, 1,646 feet long and 9í

fect high at mo.st. There were n(

foundation problems; sound gran-

ite underlay the whole structure

It is the reservoir rather than thi

dam which is notable, storing a^;

it does some 160 billion cubic feei*

<il' water and covering 304 s(iuar(

inilcs. l'se of this storage increasef

:

the low water flow of the river a(

Shawinigan Falis from 5,200 sec-,

ond feet to about 12,000 secoiK

feet, calculated to represent an in-

crease of 32,250 hp. there, if spreac

over the whole year, and, of course

Comment on the JOURNAL oí July 1920
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proportional increases at ali othor

powcr sitos.

Sliort expcricnce sliowcd that tlie

reservoir developed an uncxpected

ground storage: "When thc lake

levei has been lowered a couple

feet, thc si'('iifid which is satAirated

givcs back some of its (storcd)

water . .
."

Thc co-t of thc vvholc schemc

was $2.5 iiiillion and the yearly

revenue in 1920 was $191,000, or

about 7V2 per ccnt on thc invest-

ment, which would bc substantially

increased whcn thosc who uscd the

river fnç driving logs were assessed

for thcir share of the bencfit.

O. W. F. Johnston, jr.E.r.c, now
of the Qucbec TTydro Electric

Coinmission, had a papcr in this

Journal dealing with the Federal

fiovci^nnicnfs scisrnological work.

In 1906-1913 it had installed seis-

mofíraphs in Ottawa and was kccp-

ing track of ali earthr^uakes re-

cordcd there. Not only was the opi-

centrc of each tremor located, but

in 1917 Dr. Otto Klotz. the director

of thc seismological laboratory, de-

vised a niethod of locating submar-

ine faults from records received

from ali over the world. Mr. John-

ston reniarked: ".
. . In Canada

WC soem to be faii'ly immune from

earthqnakcs. . . . Though not gen-

erally known . . . ía) fault Une
runs right along the channel of the

St. Lawrence, beginning at Lake
Champlain, reaching the St. Law-
rence at Qiiebcc and thcn following

the channel to the Oulf. ... In

1663 an earthquake . . . in this

reeion did considerable damage. . . .

The possibilties of the recurronce

of this disturbance . . . are reniote,

but in fhc light of the disastrous

eífccts . . . of earthquakes on

bridges we cannot help wondering
how our . . . Quebec bridge would
fare, should the south íside) of the

river slip from 7 to 20 feet past

the north side."

There is a good deal of sameness
in these old Journals, which we
trust has been in some degree over-

corne in the current ones. Of course,

in 1920 Canada was still getting

over a war which seems to have
dislocated its economy to a greater

extent than did the recent one. And
thc "boorn," if any, was of modest
dimensions as compared to the

normal activities of recent years.

One gets the idea that the 1920

editor was sometimes hard put to

it to find material to fill his

Journal.

News of Other Socielies

Canada's Power Show for 1955
is scheduled for November 8-11,

at the Show Mart Building in

Montreal. Exhibits will feature
the products of leading manufac-
turers of power plant and indus-
trial equipment in Canada and
the United States. Combined with
the show will be the annual con-
vention of the Institute of Power
Engineers Í410 Hloor Street East,

Toronto 5).

The first conference to bc con-

ducted by the Canadian Manage-
ment Council (1549 Burnside
Placc, Montreal) will takc place

at McGill University and thc

Ritz Carlton Hotel, Scptember 22,

1055. The theme to be developed
by speakers from management,
Professional societics, and univer-

sities, is "Education for Manage-
ment—Whose Responsibility?"

Somerset W., Ottawa 4) will be
held in Montreal, Sei)tember
25-30, at the Sheraton Mount
Royai and Laurentien Hotels.

A large attendancc of profes-

sional planners is expected for this

meeting, which is the first one
staged in Canada by A.S.P.O. Thc
chairman of the Canadian com-
niittee is Humphrey Carver, of

Ottawa, and the co-chairmen of

the Montreal arrangcmcnts com-
mittee are Aime Cousineau and
Professor Spence-Sales.

The 1955 annual convcntion nf

the Canadian Good Roads Asso-
ciation (270 Maclarcn Street,

Ottawa) will be in Banff, Alta.,

Septcmber 13, 14, and 15, 1955.

A joint meeting of thc Ameri-
can Society of Planning Officials

and thc Community Planning
Association of Canada (169

The sccond cf)ngress of the

Fédération Internationale de Ia

Précontrainte, will be held in

Anislcrdain, Ncfherlands, August
29 (o Scptember 2, 1955.

Secretaiy of the congress is .1.

A. H. Ilartman, Groningsestraat

15, The Hague.

(í^liítuaríes!

The sympathv of the Institute is extended to the

relatives of those whose passing is recorded here.

William Storrie, M.B.I.C., president of

tlic civil aiul municipal consulting cngi-

neeririK firm of Goro & Storrie Ltd. in

Toronto, dicd at his home in Toronto
on Mav 31, 1955.

Rorn at Paisley, Scotland, on October

4. 188.'i, Mr. Storrie received hi.s educa-

tion at Paislev Technical CoIIpkc and
at Glasffow and West Scotland Tech-

nical ColloRO.

Arrivind in Toronto in 1909, Mr.
Storrie was employed a.s resident engi-

necr on the con.struction of the Toronto
water purification plant and later a,s

waterworks engineer for the City of

Ottawa. He was named chief engineer

of the John verMehr Engineering Com-
pany in 1913.

j

In 1919 hè became as.sociatod with

the late William Gore and Dr. George

G. Nasmith and the con.sulting firm cf

Gore, Nasmith and Storrie was formed.

Later the firm became known as Gore

and Storrie Limited and Mr. Storrie

was appointed president.

Mr. Storrie has been associated in

the de.-igii and construction of water

works and sewage projects across Can-

ada, including Toronto, Ottawa, Wind-

sor,' King.ston, Bclleville, Calgary and

mahv other municipalities. In 1948 hc

was a member of a board of three

engineers appointed by lhe City of

Detroit to make a s<initar>' snrvcy deal-

ing with pollution of the Detroit River
and Lake St. Clair in rclation to De-
troifs water suppiy.

William Slorrir, M.K.I.C,
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Mr. Storrie was the only person to

receive three of the highest awards for

achievement in the water supply and
sanitation field. In 1944 he was award-
ed the George Warren Fuller Award
"for distinguished service and engineer-
ing skill in the field of water supply,

for constructive leadership and many
contributions to the activities of the
Canadian Section of the American
Water Works Association."

In 1947 he was selected by the Feder-
ation of Sewage Works Associations as

recipient of the Kenneth Allen Award
"for outstanding service in the sewerago
and sewage treatment works field, as
related particularly to the problema and
activities of the Canadian Institute on
Sewage and Sanitation".

In the same year Mr. Storrie was
awarded the Dexter Braekett Memorial
Medal by the New England Water
Works Association for his paper on the

Toronto Water Works Extensions which
was published in the Journal of the
Association.

Mr. Storrie had been active for many
years in various technical associations

and societies. He was a past president
and past chairman of the Canadian In-

stitute of Sewage and Sanitation; a

former director of the Federation of

Sewage and Sanitation Wastes Associa-

James Ruddick, M.E.I.C.

tion; and for many years a member of
the Institution of Civil Engineers,
London, England.
Mr. Storrie joined the Engineeriug

Institute in 1910 as an Associate Mem-
ber, transferring to Member in 1917. He
was a past chairman of the Toronto
Branch of the Institute. He attained
life membership in 1947.

James Ruddick, m.e.i.c, prominent
Quebec City engineer, died at his home
in Quebec City on May 6, 1955.

Mr. Ruddick was born in Gateshead,
England, on September 19, 1875, and
received his secondary education at
Vernon School in Gateshead and grad-
uated from the Durham College of
Science. He served his apprenticeship
with the firm of Selby, Bigge and Com-
pany, Newcastle-on-Tyne, and with
Messrs. Clarke, Chapman & Company,
at Gateshead.
After several years of electrical con-

struction experience in England Mr.
Ruddick carne to Canada and in 1907

980

joined the Shawinigan Water & Power
Company where he was responsible for

construction work. From 1909 to 1912

he was employed by E. A. Wellberg of

Cobalt, Ont., as construction engineer,

and later as general superintendent of

operation. He then became chief con-

struction engineer with the Dominion
Coal Company at Glace Bay, and was
responsible for the design and construc-

tion of coaling piers, colliery equip-
ments, water systems, etc.

From 1915 to 1924 Mr. Ruddick was
associated with the Laurentian Power
Company in Quebec City as manager
and engineer. It was in 1924 that he
formed the James Ruddick Engineering

and Construction Company of which he

was president until his retirement a few
years ago.

Mr. Ruddick was considered an
authority on hydro-electric power devel-

opment and during World War II he
was appointed Consulting engineer to

the Royai Canadian Air Force.

He was a member of the Corporation
of Professional Engineers of Quebec and
a Feliow of the Royai Society of Arts
in London.
Mr. Ruddick joined the Engineering

Institute as a Member in 1916 and
attained life membership in January,
1947.

John William Morris, m.e.i.c, who had
retired as general manager of the New-
foundland Light and Power Company
ten years ago, died suddenly in fet.

Lambert, Que., on April 26, 1955.

Mr. Morris was' born in Wallace.
N.S., on September 2, 1872, and re-

ceived his early education at Pictou
Academy, Pictou, N.S. He received his

B.A.Sc, degree from McGill University
in 1894.

Upon his graduation he worked on
tlie construction of the Montreal Street

Railway and in 1896 became associated
with the Royai Electric Company's
hydro-electric installation at Drew Falis,

ònt., and at Chambly, Que. Mr. Morris
went to Georgetown, B.G., in 1899,
where he became superintendent of

Street railway construction. a position
he also held in Kingston, Jamaica.
In 1901 Mr. Morris became associated

with the Reid Newfoundland Company
at St. Johns, Nfld., as superintendent
of the electrical department. He re-

mained with the company until hit

appointment as general manager of tho
Newfoundland Light and Power Com-
pany on transfer of the company to the
Royai Securities Corporation. He con-
tinued as general manager until his.

retirement.

Mr. Morris throughout his life main-
tained a keen interest in guns and took
part in many shooting contests. among
them the Dominion rifle shooting con-
test held in Ottawa annually. IDuring
World War I he was awarded the
M.B.E. for the part he played in the
training of Newfoundland soldiers in

the use of small firearms. He also took
part in the training of Newfoundland
Air Force Cadets in rifle shooting
and in promoting their párticipation in

the Dominion rifle shooting contest.

Mr. Morris was a member of Rotary
International for over thirty years, and
was a life member of the Ámerican In-
stitute of Electrical Engineers.

He joined the Engineering Institute
in 1920 as a Member and attained lífe

membership in the Institute in 1951,

.4S!

J. W. Morris, M.K.I.*;.

1

m

during which year he served as coun ^

cillor for the Newfoundland Branch o v
the Institute.

Rex L, Brown, m.e.i.c, chief chemis
for Imperial Oil's Regina refinery, diec

in Regina on March 17, 1955.

Mr. Brown, who was born in Medi
cine Hat, Alta., on August 1, 1904, re

ceived his early schooling at Princi

of Wales High School in Vancouvei
B.C. He graduated from the Universit'

of British Columbia in 1927 with th^

degree of B.A.Sc, in chemical engineer

ing.

Upon graduation from college Mr
Brown joined the staff of Imperial Oi

Limited at the loco refinery near Vani

couver, B.C., as a chemist. In 1935 h'

went to Talara, Peru, and becam
associated with International Petroleu
Limited as chemist and then chie

chomist in 1938.

Mr. Brown retumed to Canada i;

1942 and rejoined Imperial Oil Limit»
at the Sarnia, Ont., refinery as assisi

ant chief chemist. He came to Regin;

in 1947 as chief chemist, a position h

held until his death.

He was Feliow of the Chemica r

Institute of Canada and honorary pres-

ident of the South Saskatchewan branch

and a member of the Association ofU

Professional Engineers of Saskatchewan

Mr. Brown joined the Engineering

Institute as a Member in 1947.

Willet George Bedell, s.e.i.c , who wi

connected with the Minneapolis Honey-
well Regulator Company at Montreal

died in a trafíic accident in Montreal on

February 17, 1955.

Mr. Bedell was born in Dauphin
Man., on June 7, 1930, and received his

secondary education at Kingston Col

legiate and Vocational Institute. Ht!

graduated from Queen's University ip

1954 with a degree in mechanical engi

neering.

He joined the staff of Minneapolis

Honeywell upon his graduation as salesi

engineer and remained with the com-i|l

pany until his death.
'

Mr. Bedell distinguished himself dur-f

ing his college career as an athlete.J i

taking part in track and field events.

football and boxing, with equal success

He became a Student Member of the

Engineering Institute in 1953.

1
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NEWS OF THE
mim

I^ASSOCIATIONS & CORPORATION

Information received through co-operation with the

provincial organizations

New Brunswick

Officers for 1955

D. J. Brewer, president of the Planet

Construction Company, Fredericton, has

Jbeen elected president of the Association

hi Professional Engineers of New Bnms-
Iwick for the year 1955. He succeeds

Ij. M. M. Lamb, district marine agent

lof the Department of Transport, Saint

|john.

D. R. Webb of Saint John succeeds

iMr. Brewer as vice-president, while R.

|D. C. Clark of Saint John continues as

Isecretary-treasurer.

The se\'en councillors elected to serve

Ithe Association in four districts are:

ISaint John, K. V. Cox and L. O. Cass;

IFredericton, Professor E. E. Wheatley

jand C. E. Weyman; Moncton, W. D. G.

IjStratton and R. L. Parsons; and Chat-

Iham, P. G. Robinson.

Ontário

News of the Members

A. E. Sibbick of the Canadian Nii-

tional Railways, has been appointed di-

visional engineer of the Hornepayne di-

vision and is making his headquarters

|in Hornepayne. Prior to assuming his

new duties, Mr. Sibbick was assistant

division engineer of the London divi-

I
sion.

,
Frederick Hooson, of Ajax, Ont.,

land formerly on the instructional staff

I
of the Ryerson Institute of Technology,

j
Toronto, is employed as a production

j

engineer with Dowty Equipment of

i

Canada Limited in Ajax.

Terence W. Algeo has changed his

residence from London to Hamilton,

and is co-ordinating engineer of special

projects in the industrial products divi-

Ision of the Canadian Westinghouse Co.

I Ltd., in that city.

Prior to the change, Mr. Algeo was

associated with General Motors Diesel

Ltd., in London, as a projects engineer.

Thomas C. Hall is the plant eléctrica)

I

engineer of Fibreglas Canada Ltd., in

j

Sarnia. Prior to undertaking these new
duties Mr. Hall was employed by Ren-
frew Aircraft and Engineering Ltd., in

Renfrew, Ont.

Norman A. Eager, of the Burlington

Steel Company Ltd., Hamilton, Ont,

has been elected to the office of presi-

dent and general manager of that com-
pany.

Mr. Eager, who was a member ol

Council of the Association during 1952-3

and has been an active member on As-

sociation committees, graduated in arts

and later in civil engineering from Mc-
Gill University. He afterwards under-

took post-graduate work at Cornell Uni-
versity where he obtained his master's

degree in civil engineering. In 1940 he

joined the Burlington Steel Co. Ltd.,

and served latterly as vice-president and
general manager.

H. E. Tilbe, formerly with Atomic
Energy of Canada Ltd. at Chalk River,

is now employed by the Canadian Gen-
eral Electric Co. Ltd. at Peterborough,

Ont., in the new department associated

with nuclear power development.

Walter G, Ward has moved from

the Canadian General Electric Co. Ltd.,

Toronto, where he was general manager
of the appliance division, to the New
York office of the General Electric

Company, where he is with the manage-

ment con,su]tation service division.

Peter Stauft, of Imperial Oil Limited,

is now located in the company's offices

at 2431-llth Avenue, Regina, Sask.

Gerald R. Nayler has joined the staff

of Packard Electric Co. Ltd. as sales en-

gineer, and is with the company's To-

ronto office, 111 Richmond Street West,

A graduate of the University of

Manitoba in 1951 in electrical engmeer-

ing, Mr. Nayler was engaged m sales

work with the British General Electric

Company (Canada) Ltd. before jommg
the Packard organization.

D. J. S. King, of the Ontário De-

partment of Highways, has moved from

Chatham to Bancroft, Ont., and is act-

ing as construction engmeer m that

area.

F. W. Iveson, who was formerly with

the engineering department of the Mu-

nicipality of Ottawa, has jomed Gifíela

& Vallet of Canada Ltd., 65 Elliott

Street, East, Windsor, Ont., as assistant

chief mechanical engineer.

F. C. Totino has rccently been ap-

pointed sales engineer for Alberta for

Rosco Metal Products (Alberta) Ltd

whose head office is at 11031-106th

Avenue, Edmonton.

George M. Nixon who is engaged in

Consulting practice in Vancouvei% B^C,

has moved to 1165 Ottaburn Road, Hol-

lyburn, West Vancouver.

William C. Commick has left Cock-

shutt Farm Equipment of Brantford and

is now in Coldwater, Ohio, and is em-
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ployed as a project engineer by the

Avro Corporation.

D. Zavitzianos has severed his con-

nection with General Engineering Co.,

Ltd., Toronto, and is employed in the

structural department of Shore and
Moffat, Toronto Architects.

W. Przesiecki has moved from

Gananoque to Toronto and is employed

by Massey-Harris-Ferguson Ltd. in the

field tcst section of the company.

John H. Redding, of the engineering

staff of H. G. Acres & Company Ltd.,

Niagara Falis, Ont., is at present lo-

cated at Daud Khal, Punjab, West
Pakistan, where he is employed on a

project.

J. A. Oliver, who is employed by the

Ontário Hydro Electric Power Commis-
sion, has moved from Toronto to Ni-

agara Falis, Ont., where he is an indus-

trial engineer with H.E.P.C. Frequency

Standardization.

John A. Paxton has resigned from

the engineering staff of International

Nickel Co. of Canada Ltd., Port Col-

borne, Ont. to take the position of pro-

ject engineer with Babcock-Wilcox &
Goldie-McCulloch Ltd. He will be lo-

cated in Galt, Ont.

Thomas G. Qiiance has accepted the

position of exerutivc vice-president with

Mueller Limited of Sarnia, Ont. To as-

sume this new position Mr. Quance re-

signed as assistant manager of Canadian

Line Materials Limited, Scarboro, To-

ronto. . .
,

A graduate in electrical engineering cí

the University of Toronto, in 1938, Air.

Quance served o\'erseas with the

R.C.E.M.E. during the Second World

War, latterly commanding R.C.E.M.E.

units of the 3rd Canadian Infantry

Division with the rank of lieutenant-

colonel.

Alfred Tober, formerly employed by

Foster-Wheeler Ltd., of St. Cathannes,

has joined the engineering staff of H.G.

Acres & Company Limited, m Niagara

Falis, Ont.

C. M. Bishop, of Toronto, has joined

R V. Anderson & Associates Ltd., 136

Felbrigg Avenue, Toronto as mechani-

cal engineer. This firm is engaged in

Consulting practice.
.

Mr. Bishop who graduated in me-

chanical engineering from the Univer-

sity of Toronto in 1949, was previously

employed in Toronto with Internation-

al Busine.ss Machines Co. Ltd.

A. J. Barker has moved to River-

side, Ont., from Toronto, and is em-

ployed by Ford Motor Company oí
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Canada Ltd. as construction design en-

gineer with the company's maintenancc
department. Before joining the Ford or-

ganization Mr. Barker was assistant en-

gineer with Etobicoke Township.

J. H. Jackson of the engineering stafí

of Ontário Hydro has been moved from
Niagara Falis. Ont.. where he was a

construction superintendent, to Leaside,

where he is construction engineer, gene-

ration.

M. E. Dickenson is chief engineer at

Canadian Pittsburgh Piping Limited.
835 Beach Road. Hamilton, Ont. Prior

to this appointment Mr. Dickenson,
who graduated from the University oi

Toronto in 1951, was products engineer
with Tavlor Forge & Pipe Works of

Canada Ltd., also of Hamilton.

Frank M. Banks, of The Bell Tele-
phone Co. of Canada has moved from
Toronto to Montreal, where he is with
the sppcial contract department of Bell

Telephone in that city.

Vernon D. MacDonald has joined

Howard Smith Paper Mills of Comwall.
He was formerly employed by Canadian
Cottons Ltd., also of Cornwall, Ont.

J. N. Timherlake has been appointed
town engineer of Lindsay, Ont., having
moved from Wallaceburg to a.^^sume his

appointment.

K. C. Wilson has moved from Win-
nipeg, Man., to St. Félicien, Que., where
he is associatod with Chibaugamau Ex-
plorers Ltd. Mr. Wilson, who is a gradu-
ate of R.M.C, and of Queen's University
in mining engineering, was previously
with North Rankin Nickel Mines Ltd.
in Manitoba.

A. R. Irwin of the engineering staff

of H.E.P.C. of Ontário, has moved from
Windsor, Ont., to Sarnia where he is

meter engineer for Hydro at that place.

J. D. Kingston has moved from
Kingston, Ont., to Levack, Que., where
he i.s on the engineering staff of Temis-
kamine Construction Ltd., at Fecunis
Lake Mine.

Gordon F. Colborne has been trans-
ferred recently from the research and
development division of Eldorado Min-
ing and Refining Ltd. in Ottawa, to the
Beaverlodge Operation at Eldorado,
Sask., where he is plant metallurgist.

D. E. Loiídon is with the chemical
engineering divi.sion of The M. W. Kel-
logg Company, 75 Maiden Lane, New
^ork 38. Mr. Loudon was formerly with
the engineering staff of Chemical Con-
struction (Inter-American) Ltd., of To-
ronto.

Arthur F. Branscombe of The Bell
Telephone Company of Canada is as-

sistant general manager of the special
contract department and is located at
1050 Beaver Hall Hill, Montreal.

Manitoba
Working Committees Selected

The council of the Association of
Professional Engineers of Manitoba held
a meeting at the University on May 25
to finalize the seleotion of working
committees. A group of engineers who

had earlier signified a wish to act in this

capacity were invited to attend and as

a result of this meeting six committees
were established.

A brief description of each committee
and its executive is as follows:—Advi.s-

ory Committee which will study mem-
bership dues and other administrative

requirements of the association, presi-

dent, A. M. Tallman, secretary. D. S. G.
Ross; the Salary Committee which will

study prevailing salaries and make
surveys from time to time to provido
up-to-date schedules. president, E. H.
Martin; Engineering Consultants—to

provide proper consulting fee schedules

as well as to review professional prac-

tice of consulting engineers in Mani-
toba, president, W. L. Wardrop, secre-

tary, T. A. Cro.sier; PuV)lic Relations
Committee—to promote interest in the

engineering profe.ssion, president, M;iu-

l ice Magnan, secretary, H. S. Heeley

;

Board of Examiner.';—to set and evalu-

ate examination of prospective mem-
bers for admission to the A.ssociation,

president. O. Marantz. secretary, S. .1.

Rorgford ;
Membership Committee—

a

gioup to can^•ass non-members in an ef-

fort to increase the sizc and influence

of the Association. president. R. S. Wil-
li.ims, secretary, T. J. Halme.

Professor Hoogstraten on his retuin

from the Dominion Council of Engi-
neers meeting stated that a desire for

luiiformity between the Associations in

regard to examination .'^yliabus, .«alary

Schedule, admission requirements. con-
tinues to progress and the general feel-

ing of the (lelegates was in favour of this

idea.

British Columbia
Random Notes from the

Registrar

Eniployment

Dong Russell, as-^^istant registrar,

and the man in charge of the Associa-
tion's Placement Service, reports that
employment prospects for engineers are

very bright at the moment. I think I can
safely say that in my five years with
the Association I have never seen it so
good. About three years ago, when con-
struction at Kitimat was ,iust under way,
there were also plenty of jobs for engi-

neers, but most of them were on a tem-
porary basis. That was a boom period,

but the situation now is a much healthier
one as the positions that are open are
almost ali of a permanent nature. This
is, I presume, due to new industries
coming in and to present industries ex-
panding. In addition. I think that quite

a few firms who have never had engi-
neers before are now employing them or
looking for them. I like to think that
this is, in some measure, due to our pub-
lic relations program.
AU in ali, it now appears that the

long talked about "shortage of engi-
neers" may after ali be a reality here in

B.C. I think, however, that I shall have
to stick to my original opinion on the
matter, namely, that any "shortage"
that exists is due more to misemploy-
ment of engineers than to a lack of per-
sonnel with engineering training.

Presidential Visits

During the coming month, Dr. H. C,
Gunning. our president, and myselfj
will be visiting centres up coast o
one of our usual annual tours. Q
this trip, we shall be accompanied by
member of Council, F. R. "Bill" Killam
or ratlier, we shall accompany him i

his boat. Calls will be made at Prine
Rupert. Kitimat, Ocean Falis and Por
Alice, with meetings of the Branche
being held in each place. Anyone wish
ing to contact me personally should ad
vise the secretaries of the local branches
These are: Prince Rupert, E. Bartlett

Ocean Falis, J. Graham; Kitimat, D. P
L Hawkins; and Port Alice, S. M
Schofield.

Past President

Members will be sorry to hear that

tlie immediate past president of the As-
sociation, C. Bentall, recently suffcred

slight heart attack and has been con
fined to the hospital for the last month
AH of the members will join in wishing

him a speedy rccovery.

6th Field Company, R.C.E.

A history of the 6th Field Company
Royai Canadian Engineers, is almost
completed, and friends of the unit who
wish to have cojiies are requested to

order them immcdiately. Contents of

the book will be:

(1) A .short historv of the 6th Field

Company, R.C.E., 1912-1039.

(2) Sevenfeen chapters of the story of

the fith Field Company, R.C.E
1939-1945.

(3) A short chapter on the 2/6th Field

Company, R.C.E., in occupation

of Germany.

(4) Approximately 30 pages of pic-

tures of events, groups and official

action photographs, following the

progress of the Company from

Vancouver to Aurich.

(5) Lists of casualties. awards, and
possibly nominal rolls.

(6) Several maps showing áreas where
the Company saw action.

The price of the book is $5.00. which

should accompanv the order and be sent

to S. A. Flatt, 1411 Eleventh Avenue,

New Westminster.

B.C Professional Engineer

The respon,se to our questionnaire

sent out in April regarding the "B.C.

Professional Engineer" exceeded our ex-

pectations. We had hoped that we would

be able to give the results in this issue

in tabulated form, but have found this

to be impossible, particularly with re-

gard to the dislikes and suggestions, as

there was no trend in any general di-

rection and it would be impossible to

list them individually.

Generally speaking, the returns. 97 per

cent of which indicated that the senders

read the magazine regularly, constituted

a vote of confidence in the Editorial

Board. This, of course, is very gratifying

to the Board.
Some people indicated that they

would like to see more technical articles.

but just as many again protested that

there were too many technical articles

and asked for more general articles.

Some very good suggestions were re-

ceived and as time goes on we hope to

follow them through.

Of the regular departments in the

magazine, "Engineers in the News" vias

shown to be the most popular, with
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"Association Affairs" being noxt. Tho
flirvey has provod lo be most useful to

;,he Board, and tlie information obtain-

pd will be used to improve the maga-
ine.

Engincors in thc News

G. W. Meckling lias accepted the

jposition of municipal cngineer of the

pistrict of North Vancouver. He will

jcarry on his dutios as city engineer of

iKelowna until July 15, the effective

jdate of his nevv appointment.

James Watson former general traffic

officer of B.C. Tclephone, has boon

iappointed to the newly-created post of

iplant extension engineer.

Wilfred Morley, an electrical cngi-

neoring graduate of U.B.C. '50, who had
peen working in Eastern Canada, has

returned to th is provinoe and has takcn

a po.sition with B.C. Electric.

J. H. van Wi.jlen, formerly with H.

'A. Simons Ltd., has taken up a ncw
jjosition with Sandwell and Co.

W. F. Jarrett, powerhouso sup(;rin-

endrnt at Bridge River, will assume
'.he post of manager of operations for

IB.C. Electric in the Powell River arca

Ion July 1. F. M, Nosworthy, assistant

Ipower salcs engineer for B.C. Electric,

jwas named manager of general sales for

he Powell River area. Thc responsibil-

lities of both Mr. Jarrett and Mr. Nos-
Iworthy will include Westview, Texada.
branberry, Wildwood, Stillwater and
Malaspina, as well as Powell River.

L. B. Galenby formerly with Co-
|wiohan Copper, is now with Technical
Mine Consultants.

M. Malchewski is now in Toronto as

projoct engineer with the Photographic
[Survey Corporation Ltd. He used to be
sénior íield engineer with T. & H. Engi-
[neering & Forestry Ltd. of Vancouver.

A. H. Ashworth, of the recently

tpstablished North Western Associated
Engineering Consultants, Vancouver, is

[currently in New Zealand to work on
the planning and design of the Auck-
land Harbour Board's foreshore devel-

[opment. Auckiand newspapers quote
him as stating that it is a very similar

lharbour to Vancouver, with the same
problem of passenger transport. He
jplans to retum to Vancouver in August.

G. A. van Exel who was with Mac-
iMillan and Bloedel at Port Alberni, has
started work with the B.C. Telephone
|Co. in Vancouver.

Five engincers of the Powell River
Co. have been given special assignments
in connection with the company's pres-

ent expansion program centering around
the coming installation of the No. 9
paper machine. They are: J. G. D'Aoust,
assigned to the post of sénior project
engineer; A. E. Chard, who \vi\\ assume
thc duties of project engineer at

Groundwood Mills, in addition to his

present duties as development engineer;

|A. C. Mullen, appointed paper mills

[project engineer; G, E. Harrison, pro-
[ject engineer on Wood Separation and
Services; W. G. Kennedy, tield super-
visor on ali construction work in the
development program.

V. S. Bright is now with H. A.
Simons Ltd., in Vancouver and will be
going to Hinton, Alberta, as resident
engineer on a new project. Mr. Bright's
previous position was resident engineer
at Port Alice with Alaska Pine and
Cellulose Co. Ltd.

J. T. Turner has beon named chair-
man of tho Vancouver section of the
American Institute of Electrical Engí-
neers. Mr. Turner is tran.sportation
maintenance manager for B.C. Electric.
Other oíiiccrs of the section are R. B.
Cárter, vice-chairman ; G. J. Henrilison,
secretary-treasurer ; M. I. G. Bradwell,
a.ssistant secretary-treasurer, and W. W.
Pullinger, discu.ssion group chairman.
The Vancouver section has 312 mem-
bors.

C. D. Grigg, divisional engineer, De-
partment of Highways, has been tran.s-

ferred from his post at Williams Lake
lo a similar position at New West-
minster.

G. D. Courabakalis, a '53 civil grad-
uate of U.B.C., is presenlly employed
as irrigation engineer by the White Nile
Pumping Scheme, Kosti, Sudan, Africa.

S. S. Aulakh. a recent arrival from
[ndia, ha,^ taken a position with tlu;

Depai^tmcnt of Highways in Victoria.

Harold Ha.slings, formerly with tho
Pínglish Electric Co., has joined thc
electrical engineering staff of B.C. Elec-
ti-ic.

Art Evans, formerly numicipal en-

gineer of West Vancouver, is now witli

West Coast líquipment.

L. D. Fenske has returned to B.C.
and taken a position with Britannia
Mining and SmeUing Co. Ltd. at Mount
Sheer, B.C. He has been in Santa Bar-
bara, México, working as a .shiftboss

for Cia Minera Asarco, S.A.

J. H. Crooekewit recently returned

from a trip to Holland and has joined

his former employers, Vancouver Irou

Works Ltd.

D. G. Hepburn, a graduate of this

year's mechanical class, has gone with
Finning Tractor and Equipment Co.
Ltd.

C. H. Townsend has accepted a

position with H. A. Simons Ltd. Pre-

viously, he was field engineer for B.

Greening Wire Co. of Hamilton.

T. S. Hugbes, formerly district en-

gineer with the Provincial Department
of Highways at Kelowna.. has accepted

the post of superintendent of ground.s

and buildingg at the University of

British Columbia.

E. N. Walton, of the Powell River

Co. has been transferred to Vancouver
as engineering assistant lo H. Moor-
hcad, chief engineer.

Jan Verkerk has accepted a position

with Crippen-Wright Engineering Ltd.

He was previously employed by C. B.

K. Van Norman.

R, H. Beaton has taken up a posi-

tion on the engineering staff of the

Clayburn Co. at Abbotsford. For the

past year he had been with the Pioneer

Gold Mines doing property examina-

tion, chiefly in Utah.

B. C. Lewall is now with the P.G.E.

Railway as con.struction engineer in

charge of the new construction from

Prince George to the Peace River. Mr.

Lewall previously ran his own biisiness

as civil engineer and B.C. land surveyor

at Kamloops.

H. R. M. Murray is moving to Nel-

son, B.C., )idiere he will act as resident

engineer on the Nelson Bridge for A.

B. Sanderson. Mr. Murray wias pre-

viously stnictural and design engineer

with the Department of Public Works

at Victoria.
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R. A. Cox has takcn a position as

electrical designer with the B.C. Engi-
neering Co. For the past two years, he
has been back in Manitolia as travel-
ling secrelary for the Varsity Christian
Fellowsiii|).

D. II. Rutbcrford, who is with Stone
and Webster Engineering Corp., his
been transferred from Roanoke Rapids,
North Carolina, to Concrete, Washing-
ton.

A. D. Fonseca, formerly with the
15.C. Telephone Co., has accepted a
jiosition with Canadian Wcstinghouse
in Vancouver.

A. W. Gilmour, has accepted the
jjosition of staff electrical engineer with
the Powell River Co. Hc had previous-
ly been transmission and Communica-
tions engineer with the B.C. Electric

Co. at Victoria.

L. R. Dcar, a recent arrival from
Austrália, who had been working witli

Ri])ley and Associates, has joined tho
staff of the B.C. Engineering Co.

C. C. Inkman, previously wilh Ameri-
can Fabricators Ltd., is now employed
\)y Stanley Smith Engineering Ltd.

R. E. Wells, has left construction on
lhe Terrace-Kitimat branch line.C.N.R,
and has beon transferred lo the bridge
deparlment at Winnipeg.

B. C. Walley has returned to B.C.
and t.akíMi up employment with the
Northwest Telephone Co. He had been
in Winnipeg with Canadian Aviation
Electronic.

W. M. Walkins has left American
Fabricators Ltd. and has joined the
staff of. Phillips, Barratt and Partners.

I. N. Jacbontoff has changed his

position from engineering assistant with

the Municii)ality of Kilimat to ofiice

engineer with Johnson-Crooks Construc-
tion Corpoi-ation (B.C.).

H. R. Bryeit, former resident en-

gineer for the Holman Co. of Great
Britain is now with the Eimco Corpora-
tion of Salt Lake City, Utah. The
Eiqico Corporation has incorporated its

first company in Canada and has

located it in Vancouver.

H. H. Friedricbs recently started

work with Phillips, Barratt and Part-

ners. Ho was engaged in field work
with G. W. I^edingham.

Association Affairs
Scbedule «f Mininiuni Salaries

As a result of the Salary Survey hcld

in December for thc Dominion of Can-
ada, changes have been made in the

Schedule of Minimum Salaries and havo
been approved by ali the A,»iSociations

and Corporation in Canada. Theso
changes are as follows: Grade 1,3,780.00;

Grade IL 4.620.00; Grade Ul, 5,520.00;

Grade IV, 6,540.00; Grade V, 7,860.00;

Grade VI, 10,500.00; Grade VTI, 14,-

400.00; Grade VIII, 22,000.00.

Tho following change was also made
in thc deíinition of Grade VIII:

"Duties and Qualificat ions—to oxorci-e

high exccutive authority for which tho

minimum qualifications are cducation

equivalent to graduation in engineering

or applied science from a recognized

university; outstanding degree of ad-

ministrative and/or engineering ability

and experience plus personal qualifica-

tions of a high order." New copies of

tho reviscd Schedule aro now being

printed and will be available to the

membership in the near future.
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News of the Personal Activities

of

Members of the Institute

R. A. Emerson, m.e.i.c, formerly chief

pngineer of the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way Company, has been named vice-

president of operations and maintenance.
The announcement was made by N. R.
Crump, M.Ei.c, newly-elected president

of the compauy.
A graduate engineer of the Univer-

sity of Manitoba, class of 1930, Mr.
Emerson took post-graduate studies in

railway trausportation at Yale Univer-
sity in 1933-34.

He began his career with the C.P.R.
in 1935 as transitman at Revelstoke,

R. A. Emerson, M.E.I.C.

B.C. Later he was roadmaster at Del-
orain, Man., and served as division en-

gineer at Brandon and at Moose Jaw
from 1941 to 1944. At that time he went
to Vancouver as assistant district en-
gineer and then as district engineer for

the British Columbia district. Mr.
Emerson came to Montreal in 1948 to

take over the system ofRce of engineer
of track and was promoted to assistant

chief engineer two years later. He was
appointed chief engineer of the com-
pany in 1951.

Mr. Emerson is a member of the

Corporation of Professional Engineers
of Qviebec and a member of the Amer-
ican Railway Engineering Association.

C. A. Colpitts, M.E.I.C, has been ap-
pointed chief engineer of the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company, taking charge

of the engineering in the 17,000 mile
system

.

Mr. Colpitts joined the CP.R.s en-
gineering department foUowing his grad-
uation from the University of Manitoba.
He became division engineer at Saska-
toon in 1941 and went to Vancouver
in 1944 as division engineer for five

j-ears and then was promoted to the
[losition of district engineer of British

Columbia.

Mr. Colpitts came to Montreal in

1950 as engineer of track and the fol-

lowing year became assistant chief en-
gineer.

He is also a member of the Associa-

tion of Provincial Engineers of British

Columbia, The Corporation of Profes-
sional Engineers of Quebec, and the
American Railway Engineering Associa-
tion.

T, A. Lindsay, m.e.i.c, vice-president
of Phillips Electric Company (1953)
Limited, has been appointed president
of the company, succeeding T. W.
Brackenreid, M.E.I.C, who recently re-

tired.

Mr. Lindsay is a graduate of the
Universitj' of Manitoba in electrical

engineering, and is w-ell known in both
eastern and westem Canada where he
has served during his 21 years of asso-
ciation with the company. He was ap-
pointed vice-president and director in

C. A. Colpitts, M.E.I.C.

1951 and executive vice-president in

charge of executive operation and gen-
eral administration of the company last

November.
He has been on the board of the

Electric Club of Toronto for the past
ten years, and has served in other capa-
cities with the Canadian Electrical

Manufacturers Association.

George Clinski, m.e.i.c, has been elect-

ed president and director of Data Pro-
cessing A,ssociates Ltd. in Ottawa.
Mr. Glinski has been associated with

electronic re.search and development for

twenty years and since 1948 has specialr

ized in electronic compution and auto-

mation.

Until his new appointment Mr. Glinski

has been a director of Computing De-
vices of Canada Ltd. in Ottawa for the

past seven years, having been a co-

founder of that company.
Mr. Glinski was the first in Canada

to conduct graduate courses in digital

and analogical computation and wOl con-

tinue to do so at McGill University and
Carlton College.

George Glinski, M.E.I.C.

Ronald R. Lloyd, m.e.i.c, has been ap-

pointed \ ice-president and general man-
ager of F. A. Tucker (Canada) Ltd.,

general contractors of Montreal. He was

formerly chief engineer and manager
of the company.
Mr. Lloyd, a native of London, Eng-

land, received his M.A. degree from

the University of Cambridge, and served

for four years with the Royai Electrical

and Mechanical Engineers on air de-

fense installatiou in England and later

in Egypt, Palestine and Syria.

.\fter some time with a British gen-

eral contractor, mainly concemed with

prestressed concrete construction, and a

period of two years in Nigéria, British

West Africa, as superintendent on dams,

road and bridge construction, Mr. Lloyd

came to Canada. He joined the corps of

engineers, U.S. Army as a civil engineer

on an Arctic defense construction job,

where he served for two years as chief

technical assistant and as resident en-

gineer to the project.

He is an associate member of the In-

stit*ition of Civil Engineers of Great

Britain and a member of the Prestressed

Concrete Development Group of Great

Britain.
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iOLVING PLATEWORK
PROBLEMS

THIS PROBLEM . presented to us by the Sun Oil

Company, Ltd. for their Sarnia reflnery, through The
Cotaiytic Construction Company of Canada, involved

the fobrication and erectíon of the maín vessels for the

first Houdrifiow unít ever buílt ín this country. The kiln

reactor measured 20 ft. 6ins. (max.) diameter by 128 ft.

high and weíghed 325 tons. The surge hopper measured
15 ft. ín diameter by 50 ft. high and weighed 70 tons.
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FABRiCATION PROBLEMS resulted from the size of the

vessels and the numerous types of corbon, alioy and
clad Steel plate used to withstand process

requirements; and from the complicated interna

construction of the kiln reactor, with its 8 heads and 8
cooiing coils composed of hundreds of pipes.

erectíon PROBLEMS carne from the fact that these

massive vessels had to be fleld assembled to a tota

height of 270 ft. For this work, special liftíng

equipment, including a 150-ton guy derrick, was
designed and buílt by Dominion Bridge Company.

We solved fhese problems to the complete satisfaction of

ovr cvstomer. May we do the same for you ?

Send for copy of bookiet: "Platework for

Every industry" Publication No. P F -100.

•i

I^Ot/ier Diyisiont:

^ • STRUCTURAL
• MECHANICAL
• BOILER

• WAREHOUSE

IPtantt al:

NTREAL •OnAWA •TORONTO •WlN NIPEG •CALGARY •VANCOUVER

Atfoc. Company Ptantt at:

IL

AMHERST • QUEBEC • SAULT STE. MARIE • EDMONTON



• PenÁaíusJA

Percy Walter Geldai d, m.e.i.c, has becn
elected president of the Canadian Gas
Associatiou at its annual meeting at

Niagara Falis, Ont. He is with the Con-
sumers' Gas Company in Toronto as en-

gineer of distribution, in charge of the

company's planning and development.
Mr. Geldard has been with the Con-

sumers' Gas Company since his gradua-

tion from the University of Toronto in

1929 with a B.A.Sc, degree in civil en-

ginporing.

Mr. Geldard served for many years

on technical committees of the Amer-
ican Gas A.çsociation, and last year,

served as chairman of the A.G.A.'s dis-

tribution committee. He was active in

having the Canadian Gas Association

installation code written into the pro-

vincial statiites and he also helped to

write the oíiicial "practices and prin-

cipies of gas purging" handbook.
He is a member of the Metropolitan

Toronto Civil Defence Committee and
a member of the six-man committee on
Civil Defence set up by the Associa-

tion of Professional Engineers of On-
tário in 1952 to advise the provincial

secretary.

Gerald Bowen Williams, M.ii.l.c, has

been appointed chief engineer of the de-
velopment engineering branch of the

Federal Department of Public Works.
A native of Manitoba, Mr. Williams

graduated from the University of Mani-
toba in 1935 with the degree of B.Sc. in

civil engineering. Since graduation he

had been employed by the Provincial

Government of Manitoba.
Until 1946 he was resident and mate-

riais engineer with the Department of

Pul)lic Works and then served two
years as c.xeciitive assistant to the

bepufy Minister of Public Works. He
spent a year as maintcnance engineer

CAN
THE INDUSTRIAL
DEVELOPMENT BANK
HELP YOU?
Canadian businessmen who wish to stort or

to expand on industrial enterprise are some-
times not able to arrange for suitable

financing because of special circumstances.

For instance, an industrial project with good
prospects for success may require o loan of

longer term than o chortered bank may
consider appropriate and the amount re-

quired may not be large enough to justify

a public issue of securities.

Businessmen in the industrial fíeld who face
problems in financing the cost of plant,

machinery and equipment which cannot be
met through commercial financing institu-

tions might fmd it usefui to leorn what the
Industrial Development Bank can do. If you
are one of them we suggest that you enquire
of your bank or your auditor or write for
information to:

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT BANK
MONTREAL • TORONTO • WINNIPEG • VANCOUVER
901 Victoria Sq. 85 Richmond St. W. 195 Portage Ave. E. 475 Howe St.

P. W. (;eldard, M.E.I.C.

and in J94!) was appointed chief cnl

gineer of the Highways Branch, a posi;

tion he held until his recent appoint^

ment.

Mr. Williams has been chairman o:

the Western Canada Association o;

Highway Officials, and is a past-chair-

man of the observer committee on tesí :

roads for the Canadian Good Roadi
Association. He is immediate past-pres

ident of the Association of Professiona

iMigineers of Manitoba.

Ho became a Member of the Engi
neering Instituto ín 1945 and has servei

as chairman of the Winnipeg Branch Oi

the Institute.

G. B. Williams, M.E.I.C.

William J. Riley, M.E.I.C, has been ap

[jointed chief engineer of Sperry Gyroj

scope Company of Canada Ltd He wa;

previously works manager of Sperri

Gyproscope Ottawa Limited.

Mr. Riley graduated from McGi
University in 1948 with a degree i

mechanical engineering. He has spe

some time in the diesel division of D
minion Engineering Works Ltd. i

Montreal, and before joining Sperr

Gyroscope in 1953, he was assistac

works manager for Canadian Genen:

Electric Company Ltd. in MontreaL

L. L. Goddard, m.e.i.c, has been aj

pointed sales manager in the Montre:.

district of Chas. Cusson Limited. J

Mr. Goddard graduated from McGi

(44) 986 hdy, 1955 THE ENGINEERING JOURNA



jjniversity ia 1944 witli a degree in

iuechanical engineeriiig. He served in

;
he Royai Canadian Navy as lieutenant

Und, alter passing a watchkeeping cer-
'

ificate, was in charge of machinery on
he HMCS Fort William.

Returning to Montreal after the war,

le joined Dominion Engineering Works
l.imited and was active in material

;

irocurement. After sales experience

,vith Canadian Gypsum Company he
lecame associated with Chas. Cusson
l^td. and hay been with the company
or the past seven years.

^ Mr. Goddard is a member of the

\ [jorporation of Professional Engineers
')f Quebec arjd of the American Mate-

' ials Handling Society.

Donald A. R. McCannel, m.e.i.c, has re-

,ired from his post of chief engineer of

;he City of Regina. He has been with

SRj ;he city's engineering department since

Vlay 1914.

During the first World War he be-

;ame acting city engineer in 1917 and
;ity engineer in 1919 and has since been
issociated with every major work pro-

lect undertaken in that city.

He graduated from Queen's Univer-
•Qty iu 1914 with a degree of B.Sc. in

'ngineering.

Mr. McCannell is a past-president of

I
W. J. Riley, M.E.I.C.

the Association of Professional Engi-
neers of Saskatchewan. He was that
province's representative on the Do-
minion Council of Professional engineers
from 1936 to 1942 and president for two
years.

He joined the Engineering Institute

in 1914 as a Student, transferring to

Júnior in 1917, and to Member in 1930.

He attained life membership in 1953. He
has served as councillor for the Saskat-

chewan Branch of the Institute.

L. L. Goddard, M.E.I.C,

S. Ilairsine, m.e.i.c, has joined the St.

Lawrence Seaway Authority in Mont-
real and is in charge of electrical-mech-
anical engineering. He was previously
with the Department of Transport in

Montreal as electrical and mechanical
engineer.

In 1946 he was electrical engineer
with the Department of Transport in

Ottawa concerned with canais adminis-
tration. Mr. Uairsine was also connccled
with the Welland Ship Canal as assist-

ant electrical engineer.
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For rugged indifference to sulphur

For enormous mechanical strength

SPECIFY

fhe world's most popular Economiser

with thousands of individually successfui

installations to its credit.

THE HEART OF A GOOD ECONOMISER

Section through typical bank of diamond
flow-tubes. Avoilable for ali pressures.
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W. R. Staples, m.e.i.c, associate pro-

fessor, CoUege of Engineering at Uni-
versity of Saskatchewan, has beeii elected

president of the Association of Profes-

sional Engineers of Saskatchewan. He
has also been elected chairman of the

Saskatchewan Branch of the Engineering
Institute.

A native of Cobourg, Ont., Professor

Staples received his secondary education

in Cobourg and graduated from the

University of Saskatchewan in 1942 with

a degree in mechanical engineering.

During the summers of his university

course he worked with the Saskatchewan

Department of Transport as instrument-

man, and as draughtsman with Domin-
ion Engineering Works at Lachine, Que.

Upon graduation he became connected

with the university as instructor of

mechanical engineering. He serveiwith
the R.C.N.V.R. during World War II

and returned to the University of Sas-

katchewan in 1946. He became assistant

professor of the College of Engineer-

ing of the university and then asso-

ciate professor in 1947.

He joined the Institute as a Student

in 1941, transferring to Júnior in 1943,

and to Member in 1947.

R. M. Campbell, m.e.i.c, has joined the

firni of Racey, MacCallum & Associates

Ltd., Consulting engineers, Montreal, as

assistant to the president (technical).

Mr. Campbell received his early

W . K. Slaples, M.E.I.C.

iha new range ofRUSTON engines

Produced for the

'smaller power' oser

who demands a long-

life, trouble-freerunning
engine, lhe 'YB', 'YC
and 'YE' dieseis provide
the complete answer. De-
signed ahead of time they
retain that age-old quolity

throughout traditional to

Ruston.

dependable
power uníts

DIESEL ENGINES 4 TO 2,410 B.H.P. GAS TURBINES DIESEL LOCOMOTIVES

RUSTON & HORNSBY LTD. LINCOLN ENGLAND
Associated with Davey, Paxman & Co. Ltd., Colchester

CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS

MONTREAL • TORONTO : Laurie & Lamb

WINNIPEG * REGINA: Mumford, Mtdiond Ltd.

LUNENBURG, N.$. : Atlantic Bridte Co.. Ltd.

EDMONTON * CALGARY : Electrical Industrits Ltd.

ST. jOHN'S Nfld: /ob Brothers & Co.. Ltd.

VANCOUVER : Waiktm Machintry & Equipmtnt Ltd.

education in Ottawa Collegiate Insti-

tutes. He joined the Canadian Army in

1940, serving overseas from 1942 to 1945,

receiving his commission in the Cana-
dian Armoured Corps at Sandhurst in

1944. Upon leaving the service, he en-

tered Queen's University, receiving his

B.Sc. in mechanical engineering in 1948.

Upon graduation Mr. Campbell was
associated with Dominion Engineering
Works, as a designer in the hydraulic

division. For the past four years he has

been in charge of a major engineering

group in the C. D. Howe Company Ltd.

concerned with the design and con-struc-

tion of the N.R.U. atomic energj' reactor

at Chalk River. Mr. Campbell will conr

tinue to be available to this group in

an advi.sory capacity during completion

of erection and testing of this reactor

and will be in overall charge of the en-

gineering inspection work on this pro-

ject being performed by Racey, Mac-
Callum & Associates Ltd.

Canadian Office & Sparcs Depot, 2, Paxman Road. Islíngton, Toronto 18, Ontário.

R. M. Campbell, M.E.I.C.

F. E. Ayers, m.e.i.c, formerly city en-l

gineer at Fort William, Ont., has beenf

named design engineer in Ottawa's

planning and works department. His ap-

pointment marks another major ste

in the re-organization of this branch.

Mr. Ayers is a civil engineering grad

uate of the University of Saskatchewan

class of 1943, and ser\^ed as a lieutcnan'
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Atlasite is a worthy companion

to Newall's 85% Magnesia

and Newall's

High Temperature Newtempheit

IS WIDELY USED IN THE

LARGEST OIL REFINERIES

ATLASITE is a rugged insulation with a temperature limit that is conservatively placed at 850 °F.

Its structure has been developed to permit easy removal and re-application without daniage.

Basically it is Amosite fibre which is peculiarly well suited to give maximum insulation. Atlasite is

in use on the refineries of the above companies and is also widely used throughout Canadian

industrial plants. It comes in pipe, block and sheet forms and is available in ali standard sizes and

thickness and can be manufactured in any special sizes required.

ATLAS AS BESTOS
COMPANY LIMITED

A member of the Turner & Newall Organization
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during the wur with the Royai Canadian
Engineers.

After the war he was an instructor

for a year at the University of Saskat-
chewan, and then joined the Canadian
National Railways as an instrumentman
in the Port Arthur division. He became
city engineer of Fort William in 1947.

Mr. Ayers joined the Institute in

1945 as a Júnior, transferring to Mem-
ber in 1947, and has served as chairman
of the Lakehead Branch of the Institute.

Dr. T. A. Monti, m.e.i.c, has been
elected vice-president of tlie Corporation
of Professional Engineers of Quebec at

the annual meeting in Quebec.
Dr. Monti is a partner in the firm of

Letendre, Monti & Associates in Monf>
real, Que.

A civil engineering graduate from
Ecole Polytechnique in 1941, he has
been associated with the ÍDominion
Bridge Company in Montreal as inech-

anical designer. From 1943 to 1947 he
was a Consulting engineer in the mech-
anical field and then joined the National
Research Council as their Montreal rep-

resentative. He joined the firm of Royer,
Letendre k Associates in 1952, becoming
a partner the following year.

Guy Beaudet, m.e.i.c, has been named
nianager of the port of Montreal. He
has been acting port manager since

August 1954, having previously been
assistant manager.
A 1938 graduate from Ecole Poly-

technique in Montreal in civil engineer-

ing, Mr. Beaudet served during the war
with the Royai Canadian Engineers, ris-

ing to tlie rank of acting lieutenant-

colonel.

At the end of the war he joined the
Central Mortgage & Housing Corpora-
tion as Montreal branch manager and
remained in that position until his ap-
pointment as assistant manager of the

Montreal harbour in 1947.

Mr. Beaudet joined the Engineering
Institute as a Student in 1936, trans-

ferring to Júnior in 1939 and to Mem-
ber in 1947. He received the Engineer-
ing Institute of Canada Prize awarded
to undergraduate students in their third

year in 1937.

R. R. Prescott, M.E.I.C, electrical super-

intendent of the Canadian International

Paper Company at Temiskaming, Que.,

has been elected chairman of tlie Nipis-

sing & Upper Ottawa Branch of the

Engineering Institute.

Bom at Walton, N.S., he received his

secondary education at Wolfville, N.S.
After attending Acadia University Mr.
Prescott graduated from Nova Scotia

Technical CoUege with a B.Sc. degree in

electrical engineering in 1932.

Prior to joining Canadian Interna-

tional Paper Company at Gatineau,
Que. in 1947 as assistant electrical super-

intendent, Mr. Prescott had been with

the New Brunswick International Paper
Company at Dalhousie, N.B. as assistant

electrical superintendent from 1940 fo

1947, and with St. Anthony Gold Mines
at Savant Lake, Ont. as chief electrician

from 1936 to 1940.

He became a Member of the Institute

m 1949

H. A. Nelson Holland, m.e.i.c, has been
appomted a director of Raymond Con-
creto Pile Company Ltd. at their head
ofíice in Toronto. He has been chief

engineer of the company in Montreal
and will continue in that capacity with
headquarters in Toronto.
Mr. Holland graduated from McGill

University in 1942 with a B.Eng. degree
in civil engineering. He spent somo
time as engineering assistant in the toil

cable department of the Bell Telephone
Company of Canada in Montreal, and
then joined Raymond Concreta Pile

Company Ltd. in 1947 to become chief

engineer for the company in Montreal.
He is a member of the Corporation

of Professional Engineers of Quebec.

A. H. Harris Jr., M.E.I.C, vice-president

and manager of Winnipeg & Central

Gas Company, has retired from active

management of the company. He will

continue as a member of the organiza-

tion in the capacity of consultant.

A graduate of Stevens Institute of

Technology in mechanical engineering

in 1911, Mr. Harris became vice-pres-

ident and manager in 1953 when the
Winnipeg & Central Gas Company was
forraed, acquiring ali rights, privileges

and responsibilities of the Winnipeg
Electric Company insofar as its former
gas business was concerned. He had
previously been manager of the gas

utility of the Winnipeg Electric Com-
pany.

A. M. Snider, m.e.i.c, vice-president and
general manager of Sunshine Waterloo
Company Ltd. in Waterloo, Ont., has
been appointed a member of the Na-
tional Industrial Design Council, Ot-
tawa, for a two year period.

Also appointed to the council for a

two year period is Professor E. A.
Alicut, m.e.i.c, head of the Department
of Mechanical Engineering at the Uni-
versity of Toronto.

L. J. R. Sanders, m.e.i.c, president and
general manager of Sanders Engineering
Company, Galt, Ont., has been elected

chairman of the Kitchener Branch of

the Engineering Institute.

Mr. Sanders was born in Chippenham,
England, and received his secondary
education there. He served with the

Royai Naval Air Service from 1918 to

1919, after which he attended Lough-
borough College, England, graduating in

1922. Before coming to the United States

in 1926 he was associated with Georgi
Constantinesco, Consulting Enginee
London, England, as a technical assistan

After a year's study at Comell Un;
versity, Mr. Sanders carne to Canada „

assistant to the chief engineer at Lak
Shore Mines, Kirkland Lake, Ont. Froi
1929 to 1934 he was associated with th
Aluminum Company both in Toront
and in England. In 1934 he joined th

staff of George S. May, Industrial Er
gineers, as a sénior staff engineer.

|
He was with Algoma Steel Corpora f

tion at Saut Ste. Marie, Ont. from 1931

to 1940. In 1941 he joined Wartim
Merchant Shipping Ltd. and was prc

moted in 1942 to the position of prc

(luctiun nianager and was later mad !

director of Naval Headquarters, Ottawí i

In 1946 he founded the L. J. R. Sandeij

;

Engineering Co., Galt, Ont. of whic|

he is now piesident and general manalt
ger. I

Mr. Sanders is a member of the Id|
stitution of Mechanical Engineers, Lon
don, England.

Ho became a Member of the Institut

in 1942.

Cliflford E. Frost, m.e.i.c, constructio
contract engineer with the Bell Tele
phone Company of Canada Ltd., ha'

been elected chairman of the Montreai
Branch of the Engineering Institute.

Mr. Frost was bom in Danville, Que
and attended Lachine High School. H
graduated from McGill University i

1931 with a B.Sc. degree in civil eu

gineering. Following graduation h
joined the National Harbours Board i

Montreal as assistant engineer.
\

In 1937 Mr. Frost began his associa

tion with the Bell Telephone Compan
of Canada receiving an appointment o

the engineering staff. During World Wa
II he served with the R.C.AJ'. and a

the end of the war returned to the Be^

Telephone Company as engineer on th .

chief engineer's staff. In 1949 he wa
appointed special duties engineer and i,

1953 became construction contract en

gineer for the company in Montreal. .

C. E. Frost, M.E.I.C

Mr. Fro.st joined the Institute i|

1936 as an Associate Member, transfeil

ring to Member in 1940. He served sr

chairman of the Júnior Section of th

Montreal Branch of the Institute i|

1937. I

The Editor invites discussion

of papers

appearing in the Journal
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Karl F,. Gustafson, m.e.i.c, has re-

tumed to his position as advisory man-
ager at the Aliveri Lignite Mines,

Aliveri (Euboea Island) Greece, after

having recovered from burns received

diiring a mine fire caused by spontane-

ous combustion of the lignite.

Mr. Gustafson was formerly assistant

to the chief mining engineer (coal divi-

sion) of Dominion Steel and Coal Cor-

poration, Sydney, Nova Scotia. He went

to Greece in 1951 with Pierce Manage-
_ment Inc., Scranton, Pennsylvania, which

l-H firm had a contract with the Greek Gov-
ernment for the constructiou of two
lignite mines including surface railroad,

necessary buildings and central plant

equipped for air cleaning. During the

constniction and development period he

served as resident mining engineer-man-

ager at Aliveri. In May 1954, when the

constructiou was completed, he was re-

tained for an additional two years in a

Consulting capacity.

He had the opportunity to become
familiar with continental mining during

the last war as a technical oíficer while

serving in British and American army
áreas in the Campino Basin in Eastern

Belgium and in the Ruhr District in

'toiíi

of

mima

ik
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Germany. He also served with the
British Control Commission for Ger-
many as a district production controllor
in the Ruhr district and, later, as in-
spector for northern Ruhr with the
joint U.K./U.S. Coal Control Group.
Mr. Gustafson is a graduate of Mc-

Gill University in mining engineering.
Before entering McGill he worked in
the Estevan Saskatchewan lignite coal
fields as a colliery manager. After grad-
uation in 1940 he worked with the In-
ternational Nickel Co. in the Sudbury,
Ont. Mines and with Beattie Gold
Mines at Duparquet, Que. He resigned
his position as assistant mine super-
intendent with the latter company in
1943 to join the Royai Canadian En-
gineers. Before going overseas in 1944 he
served as Camp Engineer Officer at Re-
gina, Sask.

Guillaume Piette, m.e.i.c, consulting
engmeer of Quebec City, has been elect-

ed chairman of the Quebec Branch of

the Engineering Instituto.

Mr. Piette was bom at Berthierville,

Que., and received his secondary educa-
tion at Assomption and Brebeuf Col-
leges. He graduated from the Ecole Poly-
technique with a B.A.Sc, degree in 1939,

and received his M.Sc. degree from the
University of Michigan in civil engi-

neering, class of 1942.

Mr. Piette's early engineering e.x-

perience was with the Department of

Highways at Quebec City. In 1946 he
became associated with J. U. Ste. Marie,
contractor, in Quebec City as consulting
engineer.

He joined the Engineering Institute
as a Student in 1938, transferred to
Júnior in 1941 and to Member in 1947.

J. N. Cram, m.e.i.c, is now chief en-
gineer with Crothers Manufacturing
Limited in Toronto. He has been in the
Canadian Army as a major with the
Directorate of Armament Development,
Army Hcadquarters in Ottawa.
Mr. Cram also served as resident staff

oíficer in Halifax with the army.
He received his B.Sc. degree in chem-

istry from the University of Saskat-
chewan in 1935 and his B.Sc. degree in

chemical engineering in 1937 from the
same University. Mr. Cram also re-

ceived his B.Eng. degree in mechanical
engineering in 1950 from Nova Scotia
Technical College.

John Livingstonc Pheips, M.e.i.c, pres-
idcnt of Yukon Electrical Company
Ltd. in Whitehorse, has been elected
chairman of the Yukon Branch of the
Engineering Instituto.

A native of Whitehorse, Mr. Pheips
received his secondary education there.

He graduated from the University of

British Columbia in 1940 with a B.A.Sc
degree.

While at university he worked during
the summer months with the Treadwell

A Complete Service

REPORTS ENGINEERING LAYOUT
DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS

SUPERVISION OF CONSTRUCTION AND MANAGEMENT

G. ACRES & COMPANY LIMITED
Nlagara Falis, Canada
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Insti»!
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Owned and operuted by lhe British

Columbia Power Commission, lhe

John Hart Development has an
installed capacity of 168,000 horse-

power. H. G. Acres & Company
Limited provided complete en-

gineering and supervision oj con-

stniction.
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Yukon Corporation, engaged in samiiling

and assaying work. Upon his graduation
Mr. Phelps became associated witli

Yukon Electrical Company Ltd. as

superintendent and secretary-treasurer.

In 1950 he also was appointed managing
director and sec.-treas. of Yukon Hydro
Company Ltd., and a partner in the

firm of Phelps and Scott, engineers. He
was named president of Yukon Elec-

trical Company Ltd. in 1953.

Mr. Phelps became a Meniber of the

Institute in 1951.

S. F. Sznajder, m.e.i.c, has joined lhe

St. Lawrence Seaway Authority in

Montreal as a structural engineer.

He has previously been associated with

the C. D. Howe Company in Hamilton,
Ont., and with Canadian^Brazilian
Services Ltd. in Toronto.

Mr. Sznajder is a graduate of the

University of Warsaw in civil engineer-

ing.

W. C. Robertson, m.e.i.c, is now \ice-

president and general manager of Ce-
mentation Brasil S.A. in Sao Paulo,

Brazil.

He was íormerly superintendent of

construction with Sao Paulo Light k
Power Company Ltd.
Mr. Robertson graduated from McGili

University in 1946 with a B.Eng. dcgree

in civil engineering.

L. D. Briden, M .li.i.c, has been aj)-

pointed construction engineer with De-
fence Construction (1951) Limited at

()ttawa. He was formerly divisional

suiiervisor of westem Canada for the

company.
Mr. Briden has also been associated

with Central Mortgage & Housing Cor-
poration and was for a time in La Paz,

Bolivia with the Bolivian Power Com-
pany as resident construction engineer.

He received his B.Sc. degree in mining
engineering from Michigan College of

Mining and Technology in 1940.

L. Allaire, m.e.i.c, is now general man-
ager for Ferland Construction Inc. in

Ste. Emelie, Que.
Mr. Allaire, who graduated from

li^cole Polytechnique in civil engineer-
ing, was formerly connected with George
Uemers, consulting engineer, in Quebec
City.

B»'noit Baribeau, m.e.i.c, has been
transferred to Paris, France, by Defence
Construction (1951) Limited. He will be
their representative in charge of Eu-
ro pean operations.

Mr. Baribeau, a civil engineering
graduate of Ecole Polytechnique, was
previously branch manager for the prov-
ince of Quebec with headquarters in

Montreal for the company. From 1946
to 1954 he was associated with Arthur
Suveyer & Comp)any in Quebec City as

assistant resident engineer. He has also

been with British American Gil Com-
pany Ltd. in Montreal as an engineer
in the inaintenance department.

J. W. Demcoe, m.e.i.c, has been namcd
general superintendent of the northern
Ontário district of the Canadian Na-
tional Railwavs, with headquarters in

North Bay, Ont.
Mr. Demcoe, who joined the raihvay

992

as structural draughtsman in 1939, was
oijerations assistant at the system head-

quarters in Montreal prior to iiis new
appointment.
He graduated from the University of

Manitoba in civil engineering.

J. E. B. Sawyer, mj;.i.c., is now plant

engineer with the Canadian Interna-

tional Paper Company in La Tuque,
CJue.

A civil engineering graduate from the

University of Manitoba in 1943, Mr.
Sawyer was formerly assistant chief en-

gineer with the Brown Corporation at

La Tuque

T. G. Edgeworth, m.e.i.c, superintend-

ent of the reduction division of Alum-
inum Company of (danada Ltd. at

Shawinigaii Falis, Que., has been elected

chairman of the St. Maurice Vallej'

Branch of the Engineering Institute.

A native of Tate Creek, B.C., Mr.
Edgeworth graduated from Queen's Uni-
versity in 1943 with a B.Sc. degree in

chemical engineering.

T. G. Edgeworth, M.E.I.C.

During World War II he served with
the R.C.A.F. as navigation instructor.

At the end of the war he became a.s-

sociated with the Ontário Department
of Mines and later with Eldorado Min-
ing and Refining Limited. He joined the
Aluminum Comi)any in 1951 as pot
room supervisor in Shawinigan Falis.

Mr. Edgeworth joined the Institute

as a Júnior in 1945, transferring to

Member in 1951.

William Miirdoch Brenan, m.e.i.c, has
joined the staff of Wiggs, Walford.
Frost and Lindsay, consulting engineers.
in Montreal.
Mr. Brenan, who graduated from the

L^niversity of New Brunswick in 1941
with a degree in civil engineering, was
íormerly a partner of H. S. Brenan &
Son, architect and engineer, in Saint
.Tohn, N.B.

Felix Henry Lypaezewski, m.e.i.c, has
joined Foundation of Canada Engineer-
ing Corporation Ltd. in Montreal as
structural engineer.

He received his civil engineering
diploma from the Polish University Col-
lege in London, England in 1951, and
has been associated with Brian R. Perry.
consulting engineer of Montreal until
his present appointment.

\\. H. Tivy, m.e.i.c, is now regional

Ju/v, 7955

transportation engineer of the Atlantic

region of the Canadian National Rail-

ways at Moncton, N.B. He was for-

merly a.ssistant engineer in the depart-
ment of rcsearch and develojMiient for

the company.
Mr. Tivy, who graduated fi'om the'

University of Manitoba in electrical en-
gineering in 1943, has also been with the
Manitoba Power Comniission at St.

Boniface, Man. as electrical engineer.

W. Peplowski, m.e.i.c, is now structural

engineer with the Foundation Company
of Canada in Montreal.
He was formerly with MacKinnoa

Structural Steel Company in Sher-
brooke, Que., as structural engineer.

Mr. Peplowski graduated from the

Polish University College in London,
England in civil engineering.

Richard Neil Payton, Jr.E.i.c, is now
with R. M. Way Company Ltd. in

Toronto. He was previously with H. G.

Acres & Company Ltd. in Niagara Falis,

Ont. as vessel designer in the petro-

chemical division. ,;

A 1945 graduate of the University of

Saskatchewan in mechanical engineer-

ing, he has also been associated with

H. K. Ferguson Company Inc. in New
York as sénior mechanical designer, and
as project engineer with Canadian In-

dustries Limited in Montreal. He ha.s

also been wilh Canadian Synthetic Ruh-
ber Ltd. in Sarnia, Ont. and with Galt

Metal Industries at Galt, Ont.

E. L. Fytche, jr.E.i.c, has moved to

Brazil and is with Rio de Janeiro Trani-

way. Light & Power Company Ltd. in

Rio de Janeiro. He was formerly in Ot-

tawa with the Gatineau Power Com-
pany.
Mr. Fj-tche graduated from the Uni-

versity of New Brunswick with a de-

gree in electrical engineering, class of

1947. He has also been with the British

Electricity Authority in Surrey, Eng-
land.

J. George Celniins, jr.E.l.c, is now with

the Ontário Department of Highways,
located in Toronto.

,

He has also been connected witBj

C^atah'tic Construction of Canada Ltd.'

in Sarnia, Ont. as party chief and subse-

quently as assistant inaintenance super-

intendent. He was with International

Nickel Company of Canada Ltd. at

Copper Cliff, Ont. as rodman and instri|^

mentman.
.y

Mr. Celmins graduated from the

Technical University in Hanover, GaS-

m:iny in 1947 with a degree in structuraj

engineering.

D. C. Johnston, Jr.E.l.c, has been trans^

ferred from Ottaw-a to Cornwall, Otít.

by Welch & Johnston Ltd.

.A. mechanical engineering graduate

from Queen's University in 1948, Mr.

Johnston joined the company as júnior

executive in Ottaw'a upon graduatioal

and subsequently became assistant salesl

manager.

Miehael D. Arnaud, jr.E.l.c. is now
design engineer with the Shawinigan En-j

gineering Company in Montreal. He hasi

been with Canadian Brazilian Services

both in Toronto and in Sao Paulo.

Brazil, where he worked for the Sao

Paulo Tramway, Light k Power Com-
pany in the hydro-electric constnictioii

department.

Mr. Arnaud graduated from the Uni-

\ ersity of Toronto with a degree in civ
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TERRYPu«nf)&||Oi|wk]^j

Two Stage Horízontally

Spiit Case Cenfrifugal.

For general woter sup-

ply ; booster servíce in

industrial plants; oil in

reflneries; condentotion

return; handling Chem-

ical solufions.

TERHY

A complete iine of Aurora and Apco

pumps in ali sizes covering o wide

range of industrial applications.

Built to the highest standards of

quality and precision with

fui! utilization of the latest and

most approved hydraulic

practices in pump design and

construction — Terry pumps

are guaranteed to give faittifui

económica! performance

throughout a long service life

Our engineering staflF ofFer ttieir

Services in analyzing

your pump requirements

and as specialists will

recommend the right pump for

your particular job.

or hirfher information call ar wrife

your nearest Terry Off/ce today

:

BroBches at

:

MONCTON,

QUEBEC CITY,

MONTREAL,

O T T A W A,

TORONTO,

VANCOUVER

MACHINERY
COMPANY LTD.

10030 Montee St. Laurent, Montreal
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engineermg in 1948 and was for a time
júnior engineer with H. G. Acres &
Company Ltd. at Niagara Falis, Ont.

Real R. Bernard, jr.E.i.c, is now gen-

eral manager and associate of J. R. A.

Carignan, plasterer, of Montreal.
Mr. Bernard, who graduated in 1949

from McGill University in civil engi-

neering, has also been associated with

Raymond Concreta Pile Company Ltd.

in Montreal as assistant chief engineer,

and with J. L. E. Price Company Ltd.

in Montreal as project engineer.

D. T. Bourke, jr.E.i.c, has been trans-

ferred from Montreal to Toronto by
Drummond McCail & Company Limited.

A mechanical engineering graduate

of McGill University in 1949, he has

also been with Turner & Newall (Can-
ada) Ltd. in Montreal.

D. P. Murray, jr.E.i.c, has been trans-

ferred by Otis Elevator Company Ltd.

from Winnipeg, Man. to the head ofíice

in Hamilton, Ont.
He graduated from the University of

Manitoba in mechanical engineering in

1949, and has been with the company
since his graduation when he joined as

a service representativa in Winnipag.

D. S. Cameron, jr.EJ.c, is now em-
ployed as resident engineer for the St.

Lawrence Seaway Authority for the con-
struction of a canal and lock at L'oquois,

Ont.

Mr. Cameron graduated from the

University of Saskatchewan in civil en-

gineering, class of 1949. He has been
associated with Fraser-Brace Terminal
Contractors in Saint John, N.B., and
with the Johns-Manville Company in

Asbestos, Que.

G. W. Walker, jr.E.i.c. is presently

employed by Mannix Limited in Cal-

gary, Alta., as manager of the petroleum
division.

A civil engineering graduate of the

University of Alberta, class of 1949, he
became associated with the Interprovin-

cial Pipe Line Company upon gradua-

tion as civil engineer, then as materiais

engineer and subsequently as design and
construction engineer at Edmonton,
Alta.

J. J. Bleau, jr.E.i.c, is now ofíice man-
ager of the Linde Air Products Com-
pany, formerly Dominion Oxygen Comr
pany, a division of Union Carbide
Canada Limited in Montreal. He was
previously engineering representative for

the company.
Mr. Bleau graduated from McGill

University with a degree in mechanical
engineering in 1950.

Roy S. Thibodeau, jr.E.i.c, has been
transferred to the engineering sales de-

partnient of the Toronto branch of

Crane Limited. He had been in the head
otfice at Montreal as industrial sales

engineer.

A 1950 graduate of Nova Scotia Tech-
nical College in mechanical engineer-

ing, Mr. Thibodeau has also been con-

nected with Molson's Brewery Limited
in Montreal.

G. H. Curtis, jr.E.i.c, has moved to

Toronto and is with Stone, Webster
Canada Limited. Prior to his new posi-

tion Mr. Curtis was with Anglin-Nor-
cross Corporation Ltd. in Montreal as
construction engineer.

He is a civil engineering graduate of

the University of Toronto, class of 1948,

and studied businass administration at

Harvard.

A. G. Loadnian, jr.E.i.c, has been trans-

ferred to Vancouver by the bridge de-

partment of Canadian National Rail-

ways. Mr. Loadman, who has been with
C.N.R. since his graduation from the

University of Manitoba in civil en-

gineering in 1950, was previously bridge

engineer in Winnipeg, Man. for the

company.

Ross K. Simmons, Jr.E.i.c, has been
appointed town engineer for Markham,
Ont. I

Mr. Simmons graduated from the Uni-
versity of Toronto in 1950 and has been
town engineer for Acton, Georgetown
and Milton, Ont., for the past two yeara.

He has also been associated with the

Imperial Tobacco Company in Montreal.

G. S. Langman, jr.E.i.c, is now in Cal-.

gar\'. Alta., with Haddin, Davis &I

Brown Limited.

Mr. Langman graduated from the Uni-]

versity of Alberta in civil engineering in

1950 and has also been connected with

Stone and Webster as júnior field en-

gineer in Trail, B.C. He has also been|

with the topographical branch of the

Department of Public Works at Wil-

liams Lake, B.C. and at Ottawa, Ont.

FIRE POINT
2C02 l

W!LL II IISEO OfilV

Good News! ButWHEN?

It should be under control BEFORE it has

had a chance to spread. The provision of

Booth Fireproof Doors at communicating
openings has saved millions of dollars

worth of buildings and goods ali over the

worid.

Aufomatic Control

Booth Fireproof Doors con be provided

with a Fusible Link which automa-
tically releases and doses the door
when the temperoture rises to 1 55° F.

JOHN BOOTH & Sons (BOLTON) LTD.

ENGLAND
For catalogue and further information
apply to Canadian Distributors (East-
ern & Maritime)

.

BOOTH
FIREPROOF

STEEL DOOKS

DAVID McGILL & SONS LTD., 620 Lagauchetiere St. West, MONTREAL • Phone: UN. 6-3691
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A. V. Delcloo, jr.E.i.c, has been named
assistant sales manager of the tire divi-

sion of Dominion Rubber Company in

Montreal.

A mechanical engineering graduate of

the University of Manitoba, class of

1950, he was formerly field service repre-

sentative with the company in Montreal.

R. A. Plouflfe, jr.E.i.c, has been trans-

ferred from the Montreal ofSce of Cana-
dian Westinghouse Company Ltd. to

Quebec City. His new duties will be
fchose of sales engineer in charge of the
apparatus division ofEce.

Mr. Plouffe joined the company as

sales engineer in Montreal following his

graduation from Ecole Polytechnique in

1951 with a degree in civil engineering.

R. J. 0'SuIlivan, jr.E.i.c, has been
transferred by the Canadian Interna-
tional Paper Company to La Tuque,
Que. as paper mill engineer on the cons-
truction of a new machine and new
machine room in the plant there.

A civil engineering graduate of Mc-
Gill University, class of 1951, Mr. 0'Sul-
livan has also been with the New Bruns-
wick International Paper Company at

Dalhousie, N.B.

J. E. Jensen, jr.E.i.c, is now engineer
in charge of the mechanical design pro-

ject of Motorola Inc. at Chicago, 111.

Mr. Jensen graduated from the Uni-
versity of Toronto in 1951 in mechanical
engineering and was formerly in Balti-
more, Marjdand, with the Bendi.x radio
division of Bendix Aviation Corporation.

James R. Goff, jr.E.i.c, is now with
the eléctrica! design department of B.C.
Engineering Company Ltd. in Van-
couver.

An electrical engineering graduate of
Nova Scotia Technical College, class of
1951, Mr. Goíí has also been associated
with Hydrographic Surveys in Victoria,
B.C.

Walter Bloch, jr.Ej.c, has joined Shore
and Moflat, architects, as an electrical
design engineer in Toronto.
Mr. Bloch graduated in electrical en-

gineering from the University of Toronto
in 1952.

He has previously been associated

with El-Met-Parts Limited in Dundas,
Ont., as chief engineer; with Chemical
Constniction (Inter American) Limited,
Toronto; and with W. C. Berker Equip-
ment Company Ltd. also in Toronto.

Eric W. Spurrell, jr.E.i.c, formerly with
Montreal Engineering Company Ltd. in

Montreal, is now with the Newfound-
land Light and Power Company in St.

John's, Nfld.

Mr. Spurrell, who graduated from
Nova Scotia Technical College in elec-

trical engineering in 1952, has also been
with lhe Department of Transport in

Ottawa and with the United States corps
of engineers at Goose Bay, Labrador.

J. F. Acton, jr.E.i.c, has been named
vice-president of Unit Step of Toronto
Ltd. in Woodstock, Ont.
He is an electrical engineering grad-

uate from the University of Saskatche-
wan in 1952 and has been associated
with Canadian. Westinghouse Company
Ltd. in Hamilton, Ont. as student en-
gineer.

L. J. Ingoifsrud, jr.E.r.c, is employed
as a mechanical engineer on erection
planning for the Foundation Company
of Canada at Chalk River, Ont.
He graduated with honors from

Queen's University in 1951 with a de-
gree in mechanical engineering and re-

ceived his master of science degree from
the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology in 1952 in mechanical engineer-
ing. He has been with Dominion Bridge
Company Ltd. in Montreal as design
engineer.

J. B. Frcdcrick, jr.E.i.c, has been
named technical superintendent of
Kimberly Clark Corporation of Canada
in Kapuskasing, Ont.
Mr. Frederick graduated from Queen's

University with a degree in chemical
engineering in 1949.

He is secretary-treasurer of the North
Eastem Ontário Branch of the Institute,

having joined as a Júnior in 1952.

One of several ice tnoking plants lupplied

and Installed for,Bolle Ewart Ice Co., Toronto.

Whatever your temperature

requirements, you can be sure

of perfect control with...

FRICK REFRIGERATION

and AIR CONDITIONING
An office building that needs com-

fortable working temperatures for

the occupants ... a dairy or bever-

age plant where constont refrigera-

tion is necessary ... a deep freezing

unit that calls for constant low tem-

peratures ... ali are served in the

most efficient, economical way pos-

sible by Frick Air Conditioning or

Refrigeration Equipmentl For over

23 years, architects and engineers

have been specifying "Frick by Lock"

for lasting satisfaction. You can be sure

— when you specify Frick Air Condi-

tioning or Refrigeration Equipment!

mA 1 1

' Engineers J.H.LOCK&SONS Limited

D,.h£Ío„ ottawa . . VANCOOVER. B.C.
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ENGLISH ELECTRIC

lar^est steam turbo-áenerator

order!The CENTRAL ELECTRICITY AUTHORITY hos Owarded ENGLISH ELECTRIC CO. LTD. the

for the fírst 200,000 kilowatt (270,000 h.p.) machíne — twice

the rating of the largest steam turbo-generator yet in use in Brítaín.

ir Won in direct competition, this order marks the first stage in the super power

station which, subject to ministerial consent, will be built at High Marnham on the

River Trent and is planned to add over one and a third million horsepower to the

country's generating plant capacity. * Of some 270 C.E.A. power stations, only 24

produce more electricity than will come from this one machine alone ! ^ This order

is the outcome of the research, design and engineering resources which have already

led to the installation of 'English Electric' turbo-generators in so many up-to-date

power stations throughout Britain and the World. To have secured it confirms once

again the Company's international lead in the design and manufacture of large

turbo-generators

.

technical data

The turbine and altemator are directly coupled in Une and run at 3000 r.p.m. and the

unit comprises a 3-cylinder turbine operating at 2350 p.s.i.g. i05o''F. at the turbine

stop valves, re-heating to lOOO^F. at the intermediate pressure cylinder and exhausting

to a single shell condensar operating at 28.7" vacuum with six stages of feed water

heating to 46o°F. The single alternator is of the direct hydrogen-cooled type generating

at 16,500 vohs and having a rated gas pressure of 30 p.s.i.g.

The english ELECTRIC Company Limited, Queens House, Kingsv/ay, London, W.Cíj

Canadian Associates

ENGLISH ELECTRIC company of canada ltd. & JOHN INGLIS co. limited PA5S46fc

ST. CATUARINES - TORONTO - MONTREAL - OTTAWA - WINNIPKQ - CALOARV - KDMONTON - VANCOUVER - HALIFAX
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Employmeiit Service
ThIS SERVICE is operated for the benefit of members of The
Engineering Institute of Canada and for industrial and other
organizations employing technically trained men—without charge
to either party. It would be appreciated if employers would make
the fuUest use of these facilities to list their requirements—existing
or estimated.

NOTICES appearing in the SITUATIONS WANTED column will

be discontinued after three insertions. They will be reinstated, on
request, after a lapse of one month.

REPLIES to advertisements should be addressed to File No. 000,
Employment Service, The Engineering Institute of Canada, 2050
Mansfield Street.

INTERVIEWS with the Institute Employment Service, 2050 .Mans-
field Street, Montreal—Telephone PLateau 5078—may be arranged
by appointment.

SITUATIONS WANTED
i INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, B.A.Sc.

Toronto 1950. Excellent background of Indus-
trial Engineering experience having special-

ized in the instailation and maintenance of

various systcms of wage incentive. Specificall.v

occupied with time study, job evaluation,
methods and cost reduction proposals. Par-
ticularly conversant with the Budgetary Con-
trol System. Qualified to move on to position

' of greater responsibUity with progressivo
Southern Ontário or Quebec company, provid-
ing greater opportunity for advancement.
Single, 32, car owner, willing to travei or re-
locate. Fluently bilingual. Post-graduate
courses. Available on one month's notice. Re-
sume on request. File No. 1721-W.

GRADUATE ENGINEER, 1945, age 32, bilingual,
diversified industrial experience combined
with sales engineering in various fields such
as pneumatic process instrumentation, Chemi-
cals, fuels. Excellent knowledge of all as-
pects of fuel utilization, combustion, heating,
steam and power plant engineering. Seeks
technical position with Canadian basic indus-
try in sales, service or manufacturing. Mont-
real resident, but will locate anywhere. File
No. 2554-W.

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGI-
NEER, B.Sc, (Elect.) Alberta 1936, M.E.I.C.,
Canadian Born. Experience in Alberta and Que-
bec as foUows. 41/2 years oil refinery mainten-
ance and construction and process instrument
maintenance; 8 years public utility, of which
4 years high voltage substation design and
operation and 4 years re operation and ex-
tension of town waterworks systems; 7 years
electrometallurgical plant, of which 2 years as
electrical engineer and 5 years as works en-
gineer and purchasing agent re bulk material
handling, conveying, elevating, drying, furn-
acing, crushing, screening, dust coUecting.
File No. 3028-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER M.E.I.C. with 12
years experience in the design, construction,
operation and management of a wide variety
of process plants across Canada. Seeks in-
teresting and challenging job preferably !o-

cated in Montreal. Good organizer, age 34.
File No. 3405-W.

GRADUATE ENGINER, 32, married, no child-
ren. Four years experience in heavy industry
production control and planning last three as
division production manager in a large Cana-
dian firm. Desire employment of a similiar
nature with opportunities for advancement.
File No. 3424-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, B.Eng. 1949, age
28, married. Six years varied experience in
public utility field mainly on design and fabri-
cation of Steel structures both light and heavy.
Some experience in concrete construction as
well as general supervisory, administrative
and correspondence duties connected with de-
sign Office. Seeking responsible position with
opportunity for advancement anywhere in
Canada. Available on 15-30 days' notice to
present employer. File No. 3845-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER (M.E.I.C) age 36,
married. Experience 2 years designer drafts-
man, 3 years industrial engineering methods
and production control. Trained in time and
motion study and certificate as MTM prac-
titioner. Desires responsible position in indus-
trial engineering methods or plant manage-
ment. File No. 3900-W.

GRADUATE ENGINEER, B.Sc. 1951, Jr.E.I.C.
P.Eng. (Ont.) age 26, married. Two years
experience with consultant on municipal pro-
jects and two years mechanical handling
seeks position in mechanical handling, plant
engineering or general industrial engineering.
File No. 4207-W.

PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER, consulting, aca-
demic, food, beverage industries, 36, B.A.Sc
electrical, M.S. mechanical engineering,
power field (3), University lecturing (3), con-

sultative capacity preliminary survey, design,

erection, supervision, refrigeration cold stor-

age plants, breweries, air conditioning sys-

tems, processing, industrial in Canada, South
America, Asia (5). Working knowledge French,
Spanish, German. Willing to travei or relo-

cate, no preference to location, domestic or

foreign. File No. 4240-W.

INDUSTRIAL SALES ENGINEER, graduate
mechanical engineer, sénior, experience in di-

versified machinery and tools, good appear-

ance and personality, bilingual, seeks position

only in the industrial sales field suitable to

qualifications and possibUities, on salary and
commission basis. File No. 4300-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, P.Eng.,

Jr.A.S.M.E., B.A.Sc., Toronto 1950, age 32,

married and family of one, 5 years exper-

ience in petro-chemical plant ia pressure ves-

sel inspection, maintenance and capital pro-

ject development, field engineering on main-

tenance and project instailation. Familiar

with all phases of plant operation. Consider-

able practical pre-engineering experience. De-

sire general plant engineering, mechanical

test and or development, or maintenance or

process supervisionai work. Prefer Ontário or

the West. Will welcome and answer all in-

quiries or proposals. File No. 4329-W.

EXPERIENCED MANAGER, A.M.I.Mech.E.,

M.E.I.C, A.M.I.Prod.E., 16 years experience

in England. Engineering and manufacturing
telecommunications, aircraft and domestic re-

frigeration. Full apprenticeship served. Tool-

ing, methods and plant layout. Presently com-
pleted 12 months tour of U.S. plants, and
wishes to return to Canada in position of

responsibility. Minimum commencing salary

$7,500. Detailed resume on request. File No.

4356-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, B.Eng.

(Hons.), McGiU U. (1950), P.Eng. (Ont.), age

32, recently married, desires technical work
with consulting engineering firm, plant engi-

neering department or utility. Four years

with plant engineering department in design,

layout and drawing up of distribution and
lighting systems, plant electrical services.

automatic sequeneing controls for process

equipment; and in application of adjustable

speed drives. One year with architectural firm

in designing. distribution. lighting and services
for commercial and institutional buildings.
Practical experience includes construction or
rural distribution lines and operating diesel
power house. File No. 4448-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, 35. Veteran, married with
two children, Jr.E.I.C, P.Eng., B.Sc, with
5 years varied experience— 1 in design, 1 in

supervising building construction and 3 in

management, seeks responsible position in
Western Canada. Would prefer Júnior partner-
ship or associateship. File No. 4538-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, P.Eng.,
N.S.T.C. graduate 1951. Four years exper-
ience in development and design. Available on
reasonable notice. File No. 4559-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, M.E.I.C, age 34,
married, 10 years experience in drafting, pip-
ing layouts. estimating, inspection and plant
maintenance in petroleum refinery. Desires
position in industrial plant or refinery. Loca-
tion Alberta or British Columbia interior.
Available on one month 's notice. File No.
4637-W.

INDUSTRIAL - METALLURGICAL ENGINEER,
master of science degree in metallurgical
engineering, B.Sc. (Hons.) in chemistry,
P.Eng., Jr.E.I.C, National Foundry College
Diploma in foundry management and tech-
nology. Applied experience includes cost sav-
ings development. work study and time stand-
ards, heat Ireatment, foundry work, fcrrous
and non-ferrous. steel melting and roUing,
machining, specifications and standards writ-
ing. Particular background was specifically
obtained for a supervisory or managerial posi-
tion in the manufacturing or engineering field,

or with a consulting firm. Location and size
of company is nol important. File No. 4648-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER Jr. E.I.C, M.Eng., McGill,
age 34, 5 years diversified experience in-

cludes 2 years experience in laboratory test-

ing soils, steel and concrete. and concrete de-
sign, 2 years R.C. and pile foundation de-

signs, reviews R.C and steel structures, soil

investigations and soil reports. Pressure ves-
sel designs. Has aptitude for report writing
and indeterminate structural problems. Seeks
employment with consultant, growing firm or
growing construction company where knowl-
edge, ability and hard work will eventually
lead to responsible position or partnership.
File No. 4706-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, 26, Canadian citi-

zen, Canadian degree, varied experience in

Canada, British heavy engineering training

under Athlone Fellowship. At present )n

heavy Swiss engineering plant. Working knowl-
edge of French and German, expericnced
traveller, single. Seeks to use experience to

best advantagc upon return to Canada la

September. File No. 4709-W.

METALLURGICAL ENGINEER, Jr. E.I.C.
B.A.Sc., 1952. R.C.A.F. veteran. married. Em-
ployed since graduation in materiais depart-

ment of large manufacturing firm; cngagcd
chiefly in selection of materiais and proces-

ses, enquiry into new materiais and proces-

ses, collection of data. specificalion writing,

etc; smail amount of shop and laboratory
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experlence. Good background of industrial
experience before graduation. Seeking em-
ployment in a metallurgical industry or
closely lelated field. Opportunity to assume
increasing responsibility with increased ex-

perience is an important consideration. File
No. 4710-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, M.E.I.C., P.Eng. (Ont.>,

Queen's 1949, desires supervisory position with
contractor or consultants on engineering,
highway or heavy building construction. Loca-
tion Canada, Ontário preferred. Experience in

construction, industrial engineering and tecli-

nical sales. Able administrator. Age 36, mar-
ried, two children. File No. 4712-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER 1943, McGUl, de-

sires position of sénior responsibility in de-

sign, project, development or plant mainten-
ance. Past experience: 2 years engineering
teaching; 10 years on plant layout, machinery
foundation, design of process piping, plant
Services, steam plants, combustion work, in-

dustrial turnaces, structural design building
construction, field supervision. Also holder
of B.A. degree, married. 2 children, and
thoroughly bilingual. File No. 4713-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, B. Sc, P.Eng.
(Ont), Jr.E.I.C, ase 40, 1951 graduate,
plant engineering, instrumentation, and ad-

ministrative experience, seeks position in en-

gineering sales. File No. 4714-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, P.Eng., graduate
N.S.T.C. 1952, age 27, married. Three years
experience with construction company mainly
in field work and supervision of residential

and heavy construction pro.iects. One year
in residential construction including housing
reinforced concreto, streets, water and sewer
lines, sewage disposal plant, central heat-

ing. Two years experience in heavy con-

struction on large mass concrete lock project
including steei piling, cofferdams, earth and
rock excavation. Good references available.

Desires resionsible position with opportunity
for advancements. File No. 4715-W.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER, B.Sc, Alberta, 1948,

Jr.E.I.C, married. Seven years experience in

development and production in metallurgical
industry. At present in charge of develop-
ment group working closely with production.
Capable of carrying production problems to

completion with a practical viewpoint. Have
had recent experience in new plant start up
in foreign country. Desires position leading
to responsibility, in Western Canada or On-
tário. Available August. File No. 4716-W.

GRADUATE ENGINEER, Civil, Jr.E.I.C, Mc-
Gill 1950, with extensive experience in rail-

road maintenance and considerable experience
in allied works desirous of obtaining employ-
ment anywhere. Would seriously consider
municipal engineering. Available on reason-
able notice to present employer. File No.
4718-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, M.E.I.C. & P.Eng.
Ontário. Age 46, married. Eleven years diver-
sified experience in design and development
engineering in oil refinery and Chemical
plants including povver house and process
piping design. Eleven years in plant engi-
neering in the plastics and Chemical indus-
try. .Accustomed to dealing with management
and personnel (technical and otherwise).
Capable of organizing and administering. In-
terested in a position where capabLlities will
be fully utilized, and opportunity for ad-
vancement is available. File No. 4720-W.

SALES ENGINEER, young graduate mechani-
cal engineer having acquired three years of
sales experience with International precisioa
machine tool Corporation. Interested in posi-
tion as sales representative involving respon-
sibility and challenge in specialized technical
field. 29, single, Canadian Citizen presently
residing in U.S.A. File No. 4721-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C. graduate
from University of Denmark 1950, 32 years
old, married. Two years manual shop experi-
ence. Five years experience in mechanical
and structural design, materiais handling,
plateworks, heavy machinery, maintenance
and development. Three years in Canada. De-
sires position with responsibility and oppor-
tunities. Available on one month's notice to
present employer. File No. 4723-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, B.A.Sc., 1945, P.
Eng., M.E.I.C, age 31, married with family.
C.G.E. test course, presently employed. Ex-
cellent technical and practical background
combined with administrative experience in-

cluding 7 years complete charge of electrical
engineering, design, construction, operation,
and maintenance of large papermill and hydro
electric stations including water control.
tiansmission, relaying, and distribution. Other
experience includes substation, illumination
design and sales. Desires position in Canada
or elsewhere with heavy industrial, power or
Consulting company where experience will be
an asset. File No. 4725-W.

METALLURGICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C. re-

turning to Canada in December after two
years in England on an Athlone Fellowship.
B.Eng. McGill 1953, Diploma in graduate stu-

dies (industrial metallurgy), Birmingham,
1954. One year experience in a British steel

plant mostly in the melting shops (open
hearth and electric furnaces). Undergraduate
experience in nickel, copper and aluminum
industries. Desires work in metal industry,

preferably connected with production. Location

open. File No. 4726-W.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, M.A.Sc.

U.B.C. (1953), Ph.D. (expected) Cambridge.
Research experience in physical, radio, and
radiation chemistry. Returning to Canada in

October. Desires research or development

work. Details furnished on request. File No.

4731-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, P. Eng. Quebec,

B.A.Sc. 1949 Lavai University, test course,

age 28. Four years experience in sales of

electrical apparatus, motors, controls, switch-

gear, meíallic rectifier specialist, some knowl-

edge of water conditioning. Two years with

electrical contractor and motor repair shop,

layout, estimate, supervision of industrial

electrical installations, technical and admini-
strative responsibility for service shop. Seeks
challenging position with advancement and
incentive for consulting engineers or con-

tractor. FUe No. 4733-W.

YOUNG CIVIL ENGINEER, A.M.I.C.E., Jr. E.
I.C, married, one child. Three years highway
and bridge design (England), three years R.C.

and steel, bridge and structural design (Can-

ada). Desires interesting and responsible po-

.sition in British Columbia, will consider other

Western provinces. File No. 4734-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER Jr.E.I.C, P.Eng.
Toronto graduate 1950, age 31, married. one
child. R.C.A.F. aero engine mechanic 4 years.

Wishes to offer training and experience in;

pipe manufactures sales Office V2 year, plant

engineering IV2 years. test and development
of combustion engines including design and
liaison with ali company departments in-

volved in procurement and manufacturer of

test models 3 years. Desires work in sales or

a position in industry where initiative and the

abUity to get a job done will lead to an execu-
tive position. Prefer Nfagara or Southern On-
tário. File No. 4735-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER graduate of London Uni-
versity 1937 P. Eng. M.E.I.C, M.Jnr.Ins. En-
gineers, age 40 with the foUowing experience:
10 years on design, e-stimating and construc-

tion, 2 years in supervisory capacity and 4

years in administrative post, requires post in

Ottawa locality. FUe No. 4736-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, Dipl.Ing., Jr. E.I.C., 37,

and married, European University graduate,
seeks permanent employment as design en-

gineer with well established consulting firm.

Éuronean experience: 4 years factory con-
struction and hvdraulic calculation in hydro-
electric power field. Experience in Canada: 2

years engineering design of commercial and
industrial buildings, involving design of

foMniations. R.C.-steel and wood structures.
Excellent references. Presently in permanent
position. Preferred location in Western Can-
ada. Available one month after agreement is

reached. File No. 4737-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C. Cana-
dian University Graduate, 25, with 2 years
experience in heavv engineering design.
Mother tongue English, reasonably fluent
French, some German. Presently living

abroad, desires employment in machine tool

sales, service. or field engineering with
Canadian Machine Tools. Training period in

Canada, or on the continent considered. Avail-
able on reasonable notice to present em-
ployer. Reply File No. 4740-W.

MECHANICAL ELECTRICAL ENGINEER,
P.Eng., Jr.E.I.C, B.A.Sc. (Hons.), Toronto
1951. Four years field engineering (Sales)
with prominent electrical manufacturer. Pro-
motion and representative duties. Electrical
layout and estimating for application and
usage of electrical distribution and motor
control equipment. Administrative and asso-
ciated duties. Desires position offering super-
visory experience with scope for initiative.

Further details upon request. Travei not ob-
jectionable. Would locate in one month. Pre-
fer S.W. Ontário, Western Canada or U.S.A.
File No. 4741-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, M.E.I.C, University of New
Brunswick 1933. Experience includes consider-
able travei in Maritime Provinces, Newfound-
land and Ontário. Fully acquainted with many
phases of construction and complete knowledge
of concrete design and laboratory testing.
Seeks opportunity where diversified exper-
ience could be best utilized. Not adverse to
travei. FUe No. 4742-W.

ADMINISTRATIVE POSITION sought by young'
(29) bUingual, mechanical engineer, Jr.E.I.C.
M.B.A., married. Retired naval engineering
officer. Five years industrial experience in,

technical sales, industrial engineering and
maintenance supervision. Willing to relocate'
anywhere in or outside Canada. Resume sent
on request. FUe No. 4743-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, B.Eng
(1948), M.Eng. (1950), Ph.D. (1953), McGill,'
single, age 28. E.xperience includes three years
on a Canadian coal-burning gas turbine re-
search and development project, involving-
thermodynamic and heat transfer analysis,
stress analysis and mechanical design. Has
also spent one summer on a similar Ameri-
can project. Has done research in heat trans-
fer and gas turbine combustion. At present
teaching thermodynamics and machine design
at an eastern Canadian coUege. Desires posi-
tion in industry where qualifications may be
utilized. AvaUable on short notice. FUe No
4744-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, P.Eng.
(Ont.), B.A.Sc. University of Toronto, 1949,
Age 30, married with 2 children. 3 years ex-
perience as electrical mechanical field engi-
neer in steam and power plant responsible
for operation and maintenance of associated
equipment, supervision of new construction,
liaison with consultants and contractors, etc.

2 years electrical design experience covering
building power and lighting, design for new
boUer installation, petrochemical plant elec-
trical design, etc. 1 year experience in ad-
ministration of large construction and buUd-
ing program. Seeks responsible, permanent
position with good future and scope where
experience can be utUized. FUe No. 4745-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, P.Eng. (Man.),
1952 graduate. Experience in both field and
Office work in municipal engineering. Will
consider any offer of employment for quali-
fied civil engineer. 1 year experience with
engineering department of raUway, 2 years
experience with consulting municipal engi-
neers, 1 year as assistant city engineer.
Single. Age 25. Location of work no object.
Available on one month's notice to present
employer. File No. 4747-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, D.R.T.C, A.R.T.C (Glas-
gow), 1949 P.Eng. (Alberta), M.E.I.C, age
32, eight years experience in municipal engi-
neering. Heavy and light construction work,

^

reinforced concrete and steel construction and

,

design, hydraulic design, bridges, irrigation,

'

drainage and roads. Wishes job of some re-

,

sponsibility in structural design with varied 1

interest and good future prospects. Precis of I

experience and qualifications can be sup-
i

plied on request. FUe No. 4748-W.
1

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, 27. married, two
chUdren, 1949 honors graduate, masters de-
gree, Westinghouse training course, four years
with Montreal consultant, desires to relocate.
Experience includes distribution, relaying,
generation and system studies. Foreign ser-

vice acceptable. FUe No. 4750-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, age 32, married,
graduate (England), seven years experience
in high voltage laboratory of a cable com- !

pany, specialized i2 high voltage impulse test-
j

ing of cables and accessories, design of port-

1

able impulse equipment, electronic impulse 1

measuring and recording apparatus, seeks I

situation in Ontário. Membership of the As-
[

sociation of Professional Engineers applied

'

for. FUe No. 4751-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, P.Eng. (Alta.), U
M.E.I.C, graduate 1950, 30 years old, mar- i

ried, two chUdren. Experience 2 years as i

works manager of steel fabricating and
machine shop, 3 years as estimator, project
engineer and superintendent on construction

|

of bridges, buildings, water lines, sewer lines,

and road. Desires employment with oppor-
tunities for advancement. FUe No. 4752-W.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER patents, B.A.Sc., To-
j

ronto 1954, P.Eng. S.E.I.C, age 28, married,
2 children. Experience includes some plant '

'

experience, a years experience in patent de- !

partment of U.S. Chemical manufacturing 1

firm, patent office organization, search re-
!

ports, validity investigation, preparation of
;

patent applications and amendments. Desires
position in smaU patent department of a eh©'

mical manufacturer or as Uaison engineer
with outside patent firm, offering responsl-

bUity, scope and future. FUe No. 4753-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER. very good manu-
facturing background, extensive management
experience in engineering and quality con-

trol, strong bent for product design in rela-

tion to sales' needs. 9 years experience one
company on domestic laundry equipment,
ranges, water heaters, first as chief engineer,

then product development manager with

sales, preceded by 9 years design on industri-

al equipment involving fabrication, welding,

machining, stressing and electrics. B.A.Sc.
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Toronto, M.E.I.C., P.Eng., age 44, married,

living in Toronto. Would relocate. File No.

4754-W.

MECHANICAL AND INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER,
P.Eng., Jr.E.I.C, Physics degree, honors de-

gree in mechanical engineering from Cana-

dian Unlversity, 1951. Master's degree upon
complelion of thesis. Test course, industrial

engineering course. Age 28, married. Captain,

.íVriiiy Reserve. Desires res;3onsible position in

júnior management, industrial engineer-ing,

design, development, or production control.

Particularly interested in cost reduction. Good
experience in above fields, also some plant

engineering and heating e-xperience before
graduation. Prefers Toronto-Hamilton area

but will take right position anywhere. File

No. 4755-W.

SITUATIONS VACANT
CHEMICAL

;HEMICAL SALESMAN for Montreal area to

represent an established manufacturer of fine

Chemicals, offering a wide range of products
reinforced by intensiva research and develop-

ment policies. Primary responsibility wUI be
industrial accounts. Preferred qualifications

include technical degree, several years experi-

ence in field work, ability to plan and execute
without close direction, age under thirty-five,

own automobUe. Liberal employee benetits,

salary commensurate with qualifications. Re-
plies will be held in confidence. Please submit
full details of training and experience by
letter only to File No. 5195-V.

llrWO SALES ENGINEERS wanted with plant

maintenance experience preferred, but not

necessary, to sell corrosion resistant cements,
coatings, pipes, tanks, etc. We prefer chem-
ical engineers and require one each for

Quebec and Ontário. Salary and expenses plus

profit sharing. File No. 5199-V.

IIVTOMIC ENERGY OF CANADA Limited has
openings for chemical engineers for their

expanding program on atomic power develop-

ment. The work will be mainly the develop-

ment of fuU preparation and processing

methods, cost analysis and equipment develop-

ment. Candidates must have a good academic
background, preferably with some graduate
training. Some industrial experience is essen-

tial. The responsibilities and salary depend on
the qualifications of the candidate. State par-

ticulars including age, marital status, educa-
tion and experience in first letter. File No.
5206-V.

llrWO GRADUATE CHEMICAL ENGINEERS or

chemists required for a newsprint and spe-

cialty mill, located in Pro /ince of Quebec.
Some experience in pulp and paper desired
but not essential. Excellent opportunity for

advancement. Salary dependent on experience
and ability. Initial letter to include full re-

sume of experience and references. File No.
5231-V.

'IjENIOR PROCESS ENGINEER is required by
large petrochemical cellulose acetate and
synthetic yarn plant near Edmonton. Min-
imum of five years experience since gradua-
tion is required. Experience in field of petro-

chemicals is preferred. This is a permanent
staff position and the opening is immediate.
Write stating personal Information, experi-

ence in full detail, salary required, and date
available to File No. 5246-V.

|rWO GRADUATE CHEMICAL ENGINEERS,
required with 2 to 5 years experience in the

petro-chemical or rubber industries. The type
of work which these men wUl do wUl be
process control, raw material and produot
control process modification and design work.
Location Ontário. File No. 5254-V.

|;HEMICAL ENGINEER OR CHEMIST for

médium sized manufacturer in an Ontário
town on the St. Lawrence River. Experience
in wire and cable business useful. Write
giving age, education, marital status, com-
plete details of experience, and salary re-

quired. File No. 5268-V.

|;ALES ENGINEER required to sell and Ser-

vice the application of specialized Chemicals
to industrial accounts. Largest and most pro-
gressive company in its field. Applicants may
be graduates of any field with 1 or 2 years
experience in industry or sales. Applicants
will probably travei Quebec area but should
be willing to work across Canada. File No.
5287-V.

CIVIL

I^IVIL ENGINEER preferably recent graduate,
for bridge section of large transportation
company with headquarters in Montreal.
Duties include design for steel and reinforced
concrete structures, preparation of reports and
some travelling. File No. 5127-V.

prVlL ENGINEER required by Provincial Gov-
emment Department with headquarters in

Toronto. To assist in the design and con-
struction of small timber and concrete dams
and maintenance and operation of locks and
dams, etc, throughout the Province of Ontá-
rio. Applicant should have experience in the
construction of timber and concrete dams.
Salary can be arranged to meet qualifications.
Permanent position witii illness, vacation and
pension privilege if applicant proves satis-
factory after a trial period. File No. 5180-V.

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, structural engi-
neers and draughtsmen required for long
range industrial program in an established
Consulting Office. Must be experienced and
capable of checking design drawings. Drafts-
men experienced in structural steel detailing.
Send complete resume o£ experience. Location
Toledo, Ohio. FUe No. 5181-V.

ESTIMATOR QUANTITY SURVEYOR, required
by construction company in Ottawa. State
qualifications, age, marital status, experience,
salary expected. Replies will be treated con-
fidentially. File No. 5187-V.

CIVIL ENGINEER (Júnior) required by estab-
lished public utUity supervisory-consulting or-
ganization, 2-3 years experience, preferably in
field on construction and/or surveying, for
work connection design and operation hydro
Systems. a!so structural, foundations for steam
and diesel plants. Location New York. Some
travei field future. Reply stating age, educa-
tion, experience, personal particulars, min-
imum salary expected. File No. 5193-V.

MUNICIPAL ENGINEER required by Montreal
suburb. Graduate engineer with two or more
years experience in layout and supervision
of watermain and sewage extensions, street
and sidewalk construction. Reply stating age,
experience, education. salary expected and
telephone nuraber to File No. 5203-V.

ENGINEER, ARCHITECT OR ESTIMATOR
wanted for young construction company doing
sewers, ro^dwork and building. Applv stating
age, experience, references and salary ex-
pected. FUe No. 5205-V.

CIVIL ENGINEER with a minimum of 4 years
experience in supervision and design of heavy
engineering works. Duties would consist of

supervising, during the coming summer, the
construction of roads, sewage and water
sn'i"lv for commi:nity located in the Pro"ince
of Quebec. During the winter would be located

in Montreal office and work on design in

the civil engineering field. File No. 5208-V.

GRADUATE CIVIL ENGINEER with at least

three years experience. Man to be employed
on the design, construction and maintenance
of reinforced concrete, buUding structures

and building services. He would also have
other duties such as the maintenance of

roads and lands. occasional instrument sur-

veys and other civil engineering work. Loca-

tion Pr"vince of Quebec with large chemical
plant. File No. 5210-V.

QUALIFIED CIVIL ENGINEER for road work
and excavating. Man required should have at

least five years experience in the field.

Duties would require him to be able to ac-

curately estimate cnsts on this type of work
and supervise the field work. Location Ontá-

rio. File No. 5222-V.

CIVIL ENGINEERS. Continuing progress and
expansion of this com»>any's operations have
created manv interestin? new career oopor-

tunities. Costing, selecting and developing

Communications systems involving uses of

the latest types of microwave equipment,

network TV transmission, telenhone switching

systems, carrier svstems, cable distribution

systems. In addition to emnioyee security and

benefit plans for which this company is well

known, it offers its engineers opportunity lo

advance to hifher executive positions in both

encineering and administrative capacities.

Salary: cijmmenstirate with experience and

ability. File No. 5227-V.

YOUNG ENGINEER required by a Montreal

construction company. Applicant must be

bilingual and have experience in construction.

State age, education and business experience

in first letter to FUe No. 5232-V.

ASSISTANT CITY ENGINEER required for St.

Thomas, Ontário. The salary wiU depend on

the qualifications of the person who is ap-

pointed. Applicant should be either Profes-

sional Engineer of Ontário, or qualified to

receive registration on application. Some ex-

perience in municipal work is desirable, par-

ticularly in the matter of sewers, both design

and construction. and roadways. Opportunity

for City en<'ineer's position in near future.

FUe No. 5261-V.

FIELD ENGINEER required in Montreal who

has preferably had experience in workmg on

housing projects, relativo to instrument work

for elevations, etc, blue-print readmg, etc.

FUe No. 5263-V.

CITY OF WINNIPEU, engineer s department
requires design engineer (civil). Applications
are invited from engineers, with pump or
other hydraulic municipal services design ex-
perience. This is a permanent position. Salary
in accordance with experience. FUe No.
5264-V.

ASSISTANT CIVIL ENGINEER required by an
estabUshed public uliUty supervisory-consult-
ing organization. Age 30-45, minimum 5 years
experiente on structural steel, reinforced con-
crete and foundation design of steam electric
power plants. Location New York. Some
travei field future. Reply stating age. educa-
tion, experience. personal particulars. FUe
No. 5271-V.

GRADUATE CIVIL ENGINEER for head office
sales work with firm engaged in engineering
manufacturing and erection of industrial and
commercial buUding products. ResponsibiUties
to include administration, technical and
structural calculations and producl application
engineering. Prefer applicant with minimum
two or three years experience in structural
steel design and potential for eventual posi-
tion as field sales engineer. Location Niagara
Península. Salary open. FUe No. 5275-V.

SALES ENGINEERS. Recent graduate clvU en-
gineers required to train for positions as
field sales engineers with firm engaged in
engineering manufacturing and erection of in-
dustrial and commercial building producls.
Extensive training program provided. Imme-
diate location, Niagara Península. Salary
open. File No. 5275-V.

CIVIL ENGINEER. 1955 or 1954 graduate for
the position of planner with paper company
located in Quebec. The applicant should be
interested in detailed maintenance and con-
struction of buildings. His duties would be to
assist in planning work of buUding main-
tenance. File No. 5295-V.

MUNICIPAL ENGINEER, with one or two years
experience, required by the Department of
Municipal Afíairs and Supply in Newfound-
land. Man to be employed on topographic sur-
veys, preparation of water and sewer design
and road and bridge construction. Salary
$4600-$4900. Replies should state qualifica-
tions, age and experience. FUe No. 5297-V.

ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER required as júnior

or assistant distribution engineer. Graduate
with at least 3 years field experience oper-
ating U.S. or Canadian Public utility. Per-
manent position with long established Con-
sulting organization New York. Some travei
Latin America necessary in future. Knowl-
edge of Spanish or Portuguese useful. Salary
commensurate with experience. Reply giving
age, education, experience and personal par-
ticulars. FUe No. 5042-V.

GRADUATE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS, one
sénior — two juniors. Sénior at least 10 years
experience — júnior 3-5 years experience in

electrical design, operation and construction
of steam, hydro plants and sub-stations. Per-
manent position with long established Con-
sulting organization for public utility operating
companies located Latin America. Head-
quarters New York. Some travei necessary in

future. Knowledge of Spanish or Portuguese
useful not essential. Salary commensurate
with qualifications. Good opportunity. Reply
stating age, education, experience and per-
sonal particulars. FUe No. 5118-V.

GRADUATE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER to

assume responsibUity for design and develop-
ment of distribution and small power trans-

formers with manufacture estabUshed in

SALES
ENGINEERS

Recent graduate civil engineers

required fo train for positions as

field soles engineers with firm

engaged in engineering manufac-

turing and erection of industrial

and commercial building products.

Extensive training program pro-

vided. Immediate locotion: Nia-

gara Península. Salary open. Ap-

ply File No. 5275-V.
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MECHANICAL ENGINEER
REQUIRED FOR SUPERVISION OF DESIGN FOR A VARÍETY OF HEAVY
MACHINERY. APPLíCANT MUST BE AN ENGINEERING GRADUATE OR
HAVE EQUIVALENT STATUS, 35 TO 40 YEARS OF AGE, CAPABLE OF
PROMOTING DESÍGN FOR BOTH ECONOMY AND PRACTICABILITY, AS
WELL AS CCNTROL OF QUALITY CONSISTENT WITH DESIGN INTENT

AND FACILITIES OF MANUFACTURE.

PLEASE REPLY IN DETAIL, STATING EXPERIENCE,

EDUCATION, ETC. ALL REPLIES WILL BE KEPT IN

STRICT CONFIDENCE.

SALARY COMMENSURATE WITH EXPERIENCE AND QUALIFICATIONS.
OFFICE AND SHOPS IN MONTREAL AREA. FILE NUMBER 5282-V.

Alberta. At least one year's design and/or
manufacturing experience desirable. Appli-

cants lo give personal data (including recent

photo), education, experience, reference and
minimura initial salary expected. File No.

5131-V.

SÉNIOR ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS and
physicists are required by a leading Cana-
dian firm to carry out design and develop-

ment work in the fields of radar, microwave
Communications, telephony and AM and TV
broadcast equipment. Ali replies are con-

fidentiai and wUl be acltnovvledged. Location
Toronto, Ontário. File No. 5135-V.

PROJECT ENGINEER (electrical and electro-

nic» to design electrical and electronic in-

stallations in aircraft and to supervise a

small section of electrical and mechanical
draughtsmen. Applicants sliould have a degree
in electrical engineeiing or meclianical en-

gineering with electrical subjects as a strong
secondary and preferably 5 years experience
in design of electrical and electronic installa-

tions in aircraft. Experience in supervision
of draughtsmen desirable. Salary commen-
surate with e.xperience and qualifications.

Reply stating age, education, experience, per-

sonal particulars and salary expected. File

No. 5147-V.

JÚNIOR ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, required
to act as an assistant to the distribution en-

gineer. Please state education, experience,
and salary expected. Replies will be held
strictly confidential. Location Ottawa. File

No. 5188-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER university graduate
of two or three years experience in electrical

field and above average literary ability. Per-
manent employment in Ottawa with well
known industrial association, pension plan.
File No. 5217-V.

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR electrical engineer-
ing duties: to instruct undergraduate studies
and develop post-graduate work. Time and
facUities for research. Qualifications univer-
sity graduate, preferably some post graduate
training, several years practical experience
which may include industrial graduate en-
gineer training course. Location Maritime
Province. File No. 5220-V.

ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS
continuing progress and expansion of this

company's operations have created many in-

teresting new career opportunities. Costing,
selecting and developing Communications Sys-
tems involving uses of the latest types of

microwave equipment, network T.V. trans-
mission, telephone switching systems, carrier
Systems, cable distribution systems. In addi-
tion to employee security and benefit plans
for which this company is well known, it

offers its engineers opportunity to advance to
higher executive positions in both engineer-
ing and administrative capacities. Salary com-
mensurate with experience and ability. File
No. 5227-V.

A GRADUATE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER to
assist in the laboratory and lecture work of
the department of electrical engineering. The
appointment will be made initially on the
basis of sessional lecturer after which the
appointment may be made permanent. Duties
to commence September Ist, 1955. Apply to

Dean of Engineering, University of Alberta,
Edmonton. FLIe No. 5233-V.

THE LARGEST CANADIAN OWNED electro-

nics company has immediate openings in its

engineering department. These are highly
paid permanent and interesting iiositions with
excellent opportunities for advancement. Suc-
cessful applicants will be employed as project
supervisors or sénior design engineers in a
field exclusive to this company in Canada.
The applicants should possess a degree in

electrical engineering from a Canadian, Brit-

ish or American University, or hold equiva-
lent academic standiçg such as the Higher
National Certificate and have 3 to 5 years
industrial experience. Starting salaries are
commensurate with proven ability and ex-
perience. Local interviews will be arranged.
Pleasant working conditions in modern plant,

5 day week, full program of employee bene-
fits. FUe No. 5240-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS requiied with ex-
perience in the design of power transformers.
Full employee benefits. Large manufacturer
in Ontário. FUe No. 5242-V.

ENGINEERS required for development in con-
nection with telephony magnetic amplifiers,
radar, transistor circuits, fire control systems
and other servo operated Instruments for
both military and commercial application.
The continuing expansion of work in our en-

gineering department offers opportunities for

both sénior and intermediate engineers. Previ-
ous experience in fire control or electro-

accoustical systems is desirable and super-
visory ability would be an asset. Location
Montreal. FUe No. 5244-V.

SALES ENGINEER, required to seU Com-
munications equipment in the Montreal area.
Applicants must be bilingual and have an
extensive electrical background. Above aver-
age remuneration on a base salary plus com-
mission arrangement. Car, company benefits
and exceUent future with expanding com-
pany. File No. 5245-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER. Toronto manufac-
turer requires graduate electrical engineer
with some mechanical design experience for
product development work on transformers
and substations. FUe No. 5247-V.

TWO DESIGN ENGINEERS for commercial
vehicle design. Good opportunity with a
sound future for a graduate mechanical en-
gineer, who has had practical experience in

structural design. Location Ontário. FUe No.
5251-V.

GRADUATE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER to
inspect electrical work comprising unit sub-
stations, 6600-V distribution, and 550 volt
wiring for motors and controls, at Dominion
Wabana Ore Limited mine at Belle Island
Wabana, Newfoundland. This work will last
untU the end of September. FUe No. 5252-V.

GRADUATE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER to
eventually superintend maintenance and
operation of electrical equipment under-
ground and on surface at a mine in New-
foundland. Should be about 35 years of age
and have mining experience. FUe No. 5252-V.

TELEVISION BROADCAST ENGINEER re-

quired by Ontário manufacturer. Must be fa
mUiar with television transmission equipmen
including camera chains, transmitters, an
tennas, etc. Must be qualified to lay ou
television studio broadcast equipment ani
prepare technical briefs covering televisio
station operation. Considerable customer con
tact will be involved. Position may develo]
into sales engineering in the television fieldj

FUe No. 5256-V.

RADIO COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERS foj

research and development on HF and UHH
equipment required by Ontário manufacturerl
Some practical experience in this field esseni

tial. This is a varied and interesting positioi

with a small but rapidly expanding commu
nications company with exceUent opportuni
ties for future progress. FUe No. 5256-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER required by engi
neering consultants engaged in the therma
and electrical power field. While employeea
may expect to be located in Toronto, it i

possible that successful applicant spend <

year or more in Britain, becoming farailiaJ

with the nature of the work. FUe No. 5267-V.

JÚNIOR ELECTRICAL ENGINEER required
by paper company located in Province o

Quebec. Graduate engineer preferably 195(«

interested in working in the engineering and
operating fields. File No. 5269-V.

GRADUATE ELECTRICAL engineer with sev

eral years experience in plant mechanica
work required by a prominent Montreal in

dustrial engineering firm. Experience in ail

conditioning and plant mechanical design àe\

sirable. Position involves supervision of ali

mechanical and electrical design and offera

possible participation in the firm for the rlght

man. Five day week with Blue Cross anc

pension plan. Reply should detaU education
experience, personal qualifications and start

ing salary required. FUe No. 5286-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER required by pape
makers with at least two years experience ii

paper mill or other industrial work. Initially

his work will consist of design on specifica

tion of paper mill electrical equipment. Go'
starting salary. FUe No. 5295-V.

MECHANICAL

MECHANICAL ENGINEER required by auta

motive manufacturing company in Montreal
Applicant should be between the ages of 30-

40 and preferably bilingual with experience iri

internai combustion engines. Duties will in

elude the study of quality problems and pro-

duction planning. FUe No. 5178-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER with 5 years O

more experience in materiais handling. Ag'
28-35. Must be Canadian citizen and must b

registered Professional engineer in Canada or

qualified. Position headquarters in Minneapo-
lis, Minnesota, with heavy travei in Canada.
Prefer man with materiais handling or pack-

aging experience in food industry, but car

consider others. Position offers good salary,

opportunity and permanence. Reply givill8

complete Information regarding personal his-

torv. education, and experience. FUe No.

518'4-V.
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RCA VICTOR COMPANY, LTO,
has immediate openings for ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS

General company expansion has created several opportunities for men with proven obility
and experience for the design and development of complex electronic opparatus, There ore
openings for eléctrica! and mechanical engineers in the following fieids:

llectronic Computers Microwave Relay Systems Test Equipment Design and Development Systems Engineering Tronslstors

If you are interested in inaproving your professional status and l<nowledge by joining a firm
that offers the security and prestige of leadership, send full details as to age, educotion and
past experience by moil. Ali replies will be held in strict confidence and will be acknowledged.

Address replies to:

Employment Manager: 901 Lenoir Street, Montreal, Quebec

IK RECENT GRADUATE MECHANICAL ENGI-
NEER, bilingual, is required by a large West-
ern Ontário firm. This position involves tra-

vei and would be best filled by a young man
who likes people and is interested in lhe

sales and service of diesel engines. File No.
5186-V.

ISRADUATE MECHANICAL ENGINEER with
steam plant experience preferably in a cen-
tral station utilizing pressurcs of 850 P.S.I.

and temperatures of 900 degrees. Opportunl-
ties for advancement are excellent for right
man interested in career in Latin America
with a Canadian electric utility. Location
Maracaibo, Venezuela. Housing jirovided. Sal-

ary opcn depending on experience and quali-
fications. File No. 5190-V.

IIMECHANICAL plant BETTERMENT ENGI-
NEER, required by operatinií division ot

supervisory-consulting organization, for public
Utilities located elevcn Latin American coun-
tries. Mechanical engineering graduate pre-
ferred with 5 to 10 years experience operation
and betterment of steam electric plants.
Diesel experience helpful. Some travei. Knowl-
edge of Spanish desirable but not neces.sary.
Location N.Y. Reply giving age, education,
experience, personal particulars, minimum
salary expected. File No. 5192-V.

BMECHANICAL DESIGN ENGINEER required
in Bathurst, New Brunswick, who has grad-
uated from a recognized Canadian University
and who has had two years experience in
the machine shop and steel fabricating in-
dustry. Duties will include development and
design of earthmoving and industrial equip-
ment. Reply with details of education, ex-
perience, and age together with salary range
required. File No. 5196-V.

3ESIGN ENGINEER required by a firm in
Hamilton, Ontário, for development and pro-
duct design of sheet metal working machinery
such as presses, shears, and roll forming
machines. Applicant must have at least four
years of machine design experience and pre-
ferably a graduate engineer. He must be
able to design and deveiop such equipment
with a minimum of supervision. Replies should
outline qualifications, experience, age and
salary expected. File No. 5200-V.

YOUNG MECHANICAL ENGINEER for work
in connection with process plant. Previous ex-
perience in industry is not essential but it is
possible that thé successful applicant may
be required to spend a short initial training
period with our parent companies in England.
Organization is part ot a large world-wide
engineering organization. File No. 5202-V.

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER required for new
12,000 BPD refinery at Winnipeg to be direct-
ly responsible to mechanical superintendent
for ali maintenance problems, materiais, and
scheduling and supervision ot maintenance
personnel and shop. Preferably mechanical
engineer with five to ten years experience in
general refinery engineering, maintenance and
metais inspeclion, and with potential for
future promotion. Remuneration will be nego-
tiated. Send full details of previous exper-
ience and responsibility, and recL-nt photo-
graph to File No. 5204-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER for plant engineer-
ing work in the viscose rayon industry. Duties
will include investigations, reports, design,
and supervision ot plant engineering activi-
ties, including maintenance, alterations. Must
be graduate engineer age 26 to 35 with sev-
eral years oí practical experience in plant
engineering work. Must have ability to take
over Icadersiiip of a group and be prepared
to make his own decisions and be respon-
sible for them. Preferably should also have
had full or partial trade apprenticeship train-
ing in industrial or plant. Position will be
permanent, and offers excellent opportunity
for advancement to the right man. Applica-
tions should contain all necessary personal
data and full information about previous engi-
neering experience. File No. 5207-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER as plant engineer
for large plant manufacturing fibre conduit
pipe at Cornwall, Ontário; three or four
years mechanical engineering experience with
some knowlcdge of machine design; starting
salary $400-$'),'iO per month. File No. 5212-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER required by plant
engineering departmenl in Montreal. Respon-
sibilities will be to design processing equip-
ment for plating, anodizing, cleaning, de-
greasing, etc. 5-7 years experience in plant
engineering or process planning is a require-

ment. Please apply In writing giving full de-
tails of education. experience, past carnings
and per.sonal history. File No. 5221-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER required by Ameri-
can Chemical company establishing in P.Q.
Applicant should have some experience in
plant maintenance and general engineering.
Position offers good opportunity and will In-

clude training in V.S. plant. File No. 5224-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS. Continuing prn-
gress and expansion of this company's opera-
tions have created manv inter's'ing new
career opportunities. Costing, selecting and
development Communications systems involv-
iiig usL's of the latcst typcs of microwave
equipment, network TV transmission, tele-
phone switchmg systems, carrier systems,
cable distribution systems. In addition to em-
ployee security and benefit plans for which
this company is wel! kno'.^n, it offers its en-
gineers opportunity to advance to higher
executive positions in both engineering and
administrative capacities. Salary commensu-
rate with experience and ability. File No.
5227-V.

PERFORMANCE ENGINEER required who, in
addition of having a degrce in engineering or
science should possess a strong mathcmatical
background. A knowledge of hydrauiics and
aerodynamics essential and experience in

servo-mechanisms mosl desirable by mana-
facturer of aircraft engine fuel systems located
in Toronto. Apply with full details as lo

experience, age, education, etc, and .statç

approximate starting salary required. File

No. 5228-V.

ENGINEER BETWEEN 30 and 40 years of age
with sound knowledge of mechanical engi-

neering to take up responsible position as
sales engineer with a St. ,Iohn"s .Newfound-
land company. Applicants should wrile stal-

ing education, training and experience. Knowl-
edge of selling desirable but not essential.

Field of sales would cover a wide tine of

heavy engineering items. An appliciint should

be prepared to travei fairly frequently with-

in the Province. All applicalions will be
striclly eonfidential and salary etc. can be
discussed whcn application is received and
suitability of applicant determined. Reply in

own handwriting to File No. 5229-V.

Chemical engineer required for

large cement plant in Toronto
area, for running the chemical
and physical test laboratorics.

Analytical background and some
industrial experience desircd.

A training period of 1 year

will be given at the Quebec plant.

Apply to:

D. A. Schneider

St. Lowrence Cement Co.,

P.O. Box 1156,

Quebec, P.Q.

GRADUATE CIVIL ENGINEER

for hcad officc sales work with

firm engaged in engineering

manufacturing and ercction of

industrial and commcrcial build-

ing products. Responsibilitics to

include administration, technical

and structural calculations and

product application engineering.

Prefer applicant with minimum

two or three years experience in

structural steel design and po-

tential for eventual position as

field sales engineer. Location:

Niagara Pcninsula. Salary opcn.

Apply File No. 5275-V.

JÚNIOR ELECTRICAL
ENGINEER

(P.Eng. Prov. Ont.) required as

assistant to chief cicctricol en-

gineer for large new industrial

plant in Toronto orca to bc built

by cstablishcd Canadian industry.

Should have rcasonablc experi-

ence in layout drawings and wir-

ing diograms for distribution, con-

trol, instrumcnfation and lighf-

ing. Experience in field super-

vision or othcr practical experi-

ence desirable. PIcasc givc details

of age, education, experience and

othcr rcicvant information to File

No. 5290-V.
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Applications are invited for the

position of Ássistant Professor of

Applied Mechanics, dul-ies to

commence on September 1, 1955.

Salary $4,000.00 plus a cost-

of-living bónus of obout $300.00;

the annual increment is $250.00.

Duties will include teaching and

research. Confirmation of the

appointment will be subject to

the satisfactory completion of a

probationary period of two years.

Applications should be addressed

to the Dean, Facuity of Engineer-

ing, University of Alberta, Ed-

monton, Alberta, Canada, and

should give personal data, details

of training and expericnce, the

nomes of three referees, and be

accompanied by a recent photo-

graph. Closing date August 1,

1955.

A GRADUATE MECHANICAL ENGINEER to

lecture in thermodynamics and or machine
design and assist in laboratory instruction.
Appointment to be on sessional basis for the
first year after which a permanent appoint-
ment as lecturer may be made. Duties to

commence September 1, 1955. Apply to Dean
of Engineering, University of Alberta, Ed-
monton. File No. 5233-V.

YOUNG MECHANICAL ENGINEER, prefer-
ably not over thirty years of age required for
newiy eonstructed plant in Montreal by large
world wide manufacturer. To act as supervisor
of building and mechanical maintenance de-
partments. Experience not entirely necessary
but useful. File No. 5234-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS with or without
paper mill experience required for large pulp
and paper company in the Province of Que-
bec. Work available in either engineering or
operating departments. Salary commensurate
with experience and ability. Please reply to
File No. 5235-V.

MECHANICAL OR METALLURGICAL EN-
GINEER interested in sales work required
by Progressive steel foundry to assume sales
promotion responsibilities. Foundry experience
an asset. Bilingualism a help. Location Mont-
real. Salary open. Car provided, pension plan
and other benefits. Write outlining experience,
qualifications and approximate salary re-

quired. FUe No. 5238-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER with executive
ability required for manufacturing plant,
located in Montreal, expanding operations.
Please submit full details as to past experi-
ence, marital status, etc, to File No. 5239-V.

GRADUATE ENGINEER required as plant en-
gineer. Duties entail supervision of three
draughtsmen in the engineering department,
and estimating misceUaneous metal con-
tracts for construction of buildings, shop
drawings, mechanical design such as con-
veyors and platework. This position will be
permanent and salary will be commensurate
with experience and ability. Location Mari-
times. File No. 5241-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER required with six
to eight years experience on pressure vessel
design, médium to heavy structural steel or
plate design. FuU employee benefits. Large
reputable manufacturer in Ontário. File No.
5242-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER newly graduated or
with two or three years experience to work
in the development and research engineering
department of large mechanical manufacturer
located outside Montreal. File No. 5243-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER required, and whose
duties will include general mechanical design
on a variety of projects associated with the
commercial application of atomic energy. Ap-
plicants should have a minimum of 4 years
experience, a small portion of which should

be in the electrical field. Engineering grad-
uates of Canadian or British universities pre-

ferred. Please reply in writing givlng full

details of education and experience to File

No. 5259-V.

THOROUGHLY EXPERIENCED INDUSTRIAL
engineer required by manufacturer of large
range of heavy mechanical equipment. Appli-

cant should be of department head calibre

and capable of setting up and administering
an industrial engineering group. A mechanical
engineering degree ard five years of ap-
plicable experience are preferable qualifica-

tions. File No. 5265-V.

SALES ENGINEERS required by Montreal
manufacturer of a wide range of heavy
mechanical equipment. Applicants should be
graduate engineers, in the age bracket of 25

to 35, with a minimum of perhaps three years
sales experience in mechanicial equipment or
allied lines. They must be mature and per-
sonable with strong sales or sales adminis-
tration interests and aptitudes. FUe No.
5266-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER required in con-
struction department of pulp and paper com-
pany located in Maritime Provinces. Engineer
with experience in design and installation of

power plant equipment. We are contemplat-
ing the installation of an 850 p.s.i., 200,000
Ib./hr. power boiler, oil fired. File No. 5277-V.

APPLICATIONS
WILL BE RECEIVED BY THE

Federal District Commission for

the position of Director of Plan-
ning. The duties of this position

will be to supervise the planning
staff dealing with the National
Capital District and to attend
meetings of consultation with ali

bodies responsible for phases of

this planning. Applicants should
be architects, ertgineers or land-

scape architects, who have full

Professional qualifications in thcir

respective professions and who
have also hod extensive experi-

ence in the field of Community
Planning.

Apply in writing on or before
August 1, 1955, to the under-
signed stating salary expected.
Prior to final selection, a personal
interview will be arranged with
those deemed suitable on the
basis of the applications.

H. R. CRAM.
Ássistant General Manager and Secretary,

Federa) District Cofnmission,
291 Carling Avenue,
Ottawa, Ontário.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER to take charge of

mechanical department of a prominent Mont-
real industrial engineering firm. Experience
in air conditioning design, steam plant and
plant mechanical services required. For an
experienced man with good personality this

position offers an uniimited future including
participation in the firm. Five day week with
blue cross and pension plan. Reply should
detail education, experience, personal qualifi-

cations and starting salary required. File No.
5286-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER or engineering
physics graduates of 1953, 1954 or 1955. We
have an opportunity for an engineer with a
desire for a future in sales engineering work
in heating, ventilating, air conditioning and
power plant equipment. You would take a
training program which includes a five
months graduate engineering course in sales.
research, design, and product engineering in

United States, after which you would return
to a Branch office of our company in Canada.
Your inquiry for further information will be
treated as highly confidential. File No. 5298-V.

MISCELLANEOUS
HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS, salary up to $7,200
per annum, depending upon qualification for
St. Lawrence River Joint Board—competition
55-1252. Northern affairs and National Re-
sources, Ottawa, competition 55-1250. Quote
competition number. File No. 5182-V.

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL division
Building Research Ottawa requires a physie
or engineering physicist, to assist with t

Division s Fire research program. Qualific
tions: applicants must be graduates from '

recognized university. Salary commensura'
with qualifications. The program is intend.j

to reduce the toU of life and the immeni
property loss which arise from fires in "

kinds of buildings in Canada. A wide gener
scientific knowledge and originality and vt
satility in experimental work are more desí
able than any advanced specialization; bj

an interest in measurement of therm
radiation and flame temperatures, in u
steady-state heat transfer and in statisti

would be an advantage, and the capacity
write reports which are clear to the publj
is indispensable. FUe No. 5183-V.

AN EXPANDING CANADIAN company hj
openings for engineers of university gradua
or equivalent status preferably with
turbine experience in the foUowing field

Experience in gas dynamics problems desird
and the abUity to assume responsibUity f|
organizing and executing detailed progran
for the development of gas turbine combustei
and related equipment. Vibration engineei
with previous experience preferred in vibrl
tion problems on gas turbine blading aJ
engine structures. The work wiU include direi
tion of laboratory, test house and flight vibrf
tion tests in addition to analysis of test datf
Location Ontário. FUe No. 5185-V.

A DIESEL LOCOMOTIVE manufacturer
Western Ontário requires recent graduate|
electrical and mechanical department.
position wUl involve design, development aul

testing of the locomotive and its component|
Experience not essential. FUe No. 5186-V.

ENGINEER WITH SOIL EXPERIENCE anl
soU mechanics training for interesting poí
tion in Montreal. Should be Professional eiR

gineer or eligible for registration in Quebeí
This position has good prospects for an inteL

ligent engineer with initiative who has a real

sonable amount of soU training with laboril

tory and field experience. The position ii|

volves some work in other fields where
type of engineering experience will be a|
asset. Please give detaUs of education ani
experience and other relevant information l|

FUe No. 5194-V.

MECHANICAL OR ELECTRICAL ENGINEE
recent graduate, required as project engin»
for expanding progressive company of ei|

gineering contractors specializing in industi

"

combustion applications. After a brief traii

period he will make surveys, estimates, pn
posais and become responsible for desig]

installation and operation. Location Montre;

and vicinity. Salary commensurate with qu:

lifications. Please reply stating experienc

or background. FUe No. 5197-V.

ELECTRICAL OR METALLULGICAL ENG!
NEER. recent graduate, required by machio

CIVIL OR
MECHANICAL
ENGINEER

For the Engineering Staff of a

Two Mochine, High Speed News-

print Mill.

Appliconts should preferably, but

not necessarily, have had some

experience in engineering work in

the poper industry. Salary com-

mensurate with experience and

qualifications. Reply stating age,

education, experience, personal

particulars, ond salary expected

to:

Personnel Manager,

Mersey Paper Company, Limited,

Liverpool, Nova Scotia.
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TWENTY-FIVE (25) OPPORTUNITIES
for

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL
ENGINEERS

TO UNDERGO TRÁINING AS PÁTENT EXAMINERS
WITH THE

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AT OTTAWA

Good Careers — Numerous Benefits

Starting Salaries Up to $4,620

For addHional information write to:

Civil Service Commission of Canada
Ottawa

Ask for Circular B297

tool house to tiain for service and sales of

technical production machinery in the plastics,

electronic and metallurgical field. Location
Montreal. Territory Eastern Canada. File No.
5209-V.

MECHANICAL OR CIVIL ENGINEERS required
by a large metallurgical corapany located in

Southern Ontário as designing draftsmen.
Some experience required in either plant

layout, reinforced concrete structural steel

or materiais handling. Please reply giving
details of experience and salary required.
FUe No. 5213-V.

ENGINEER REQUIRED with 5-10 years experi-
ence in Production control covering Stores
functions, physical inventory operations, and
dispatch and/or scheduling functions. Engi-
neering degree preferred but experience in

production control probably more essential.

Position requires supervision of staff of ap-
proximately 100. Salary range $6,000-$7,500

depending upon experience. Location Montreal.
File No. 5214-V.

RELAY ENGINEER to undertake System stu-

dies and provide relay settings for aU gener-
ation and transmission plant of young B.C.
utility with headquarters in Victoria. Reply
stating age, experience, education, salary ex-

peeted. FUe No. 5215-V.

SALES ENGINEER LOCATED Northern On-
tário, required by established manufacturers'
representativo. SeUing to pulp and paper,
mining, industrial and heating contractors.
Applications are invited from graduate engi-
neers with civil or mechanical background
and an aptitude for sales work. Address full

details of education and experience to File No.
5216-V.

ELECTRICAL OR MECHANICAL ENGINEER
required for utility company in Eastern On-
tário. Assistant to engineer. Company opera-
tions include distribution of electricity, ur-
ban transportation, and rail switching opera-
tions. Company carries out ali design, con-
struction and maintenance. Some experience
in utility work would be desirable and an in-

terest in electric utility is essential. This is

an addition to present staff required by
growth and future retirement program. Sal-
ary commensurate with experience. Appli-
cants should include resume of education,
martial status, health, experience, and inter-
est references, and a recent picture. AU re-
pUes in confidence. FUe No. 5225-V.

SALES ENGINEER required for Province of

Quebec with experience in automatic heating
with gas, etc. Applicant should be bUingual.
Good opportunity. Salary plus commission.
File No. 5226-V.

ENGINEERS WITH 2 or more years experi-
ence required for rapidly expanding chemical

company. CivU, electrical, mechanical. Good
opportunity and permanent position with
central engineering office in downtown To-
ronto. Top salary for right men. Applications
will be confidential. FUe No. 5230-V.

MECHANICAL OR CHEMICAL eneineers with
2 to 4 years experience, required for posi-
tions in the engineering division of textUe in-
dustry located in Cornwall, Ontário. Duties
wUl include investigations, reports, design
and other affiliated duties connected with the
engineering division. The suecessful applicant
must have the abUity to assume leadership of
a group and to take fuU responsibUity for
their work and the decisions made. This posi-
tion offers an excellent opportunity to the
right man for future advancement to an
executivo position. FUe No. 5236-V.

ENGINEER REQUIRED TO develop sales for
continuous vacuum fUtration equipment. This
equipment manufactured in the United States
by a leading firm and consistiiig of drum fil-

ters, disc fUters, precoat fUters, pressure fil-

ters, etc. The sales engineer would reside in

Toronto and make calls, from time to time,
throughout the Dominion of Canada. Previous
sales experience would be an advantage but
not a necessity. FuU details supplied during
interview. Reply giving age, education, marital
status and previous experience. FUe No.
5237-V.

YOUNG GRADUATE ENGINEERS required who
would like to begin their career in the elec-
trical and mechanical phases of power trans-
former design. FuU employee benefits. Large
reputable manufacturer located in Ontário.
File No. 5242-V.

SALES AND SERVICE ENGINEER required
by water treatment engineering firms to

work in the Quebec City area. Require man
wno is compietely bUingual and preferably
with an engineering degree. FUe No. 5248-V.

MECHANICAL OR CIVIL ENGINEER, graduate
of this year or one with a few years of ex-

perience. The duties wUl consist of layout and
design work in a paper miU engineering
Office. Salary $375.00 per month. Location
Province of Quebec. FUe No. 5249-V.

AMERICAN ELECTRONIC CONCERN seeks a
top-notch microwave engineer to head up a
newly formed division. The Corporation,

which is located in Boston, Massachusetts,
desires a person thoroughly capable of de-

signing highly precision microwave com-
ponents to operate in the "C". "K", "S",
and "X" band regions. The initial objective

of the candidate would be to develop a line

of microwave components which could be

catalogued and sold to the United States elec-

tronic industry in general. In addition to

moving expense; salary, commensurate with

abUity to produce; the suecessful candidate

would be given an opportunity of voUng-
stock participation at division levei. Evcry
opportunity for further advancement and
financial intcrest in the parent Corporation
would be encouraged. Write fuU delaUs of
marital status, education, accomplishmenls
and experience. File No. 5250-V.

FOR LARGE INDUSTRIAL development in
Middle East, several engineers are required
Salaries from $15,000 to $30,000, tax free.
Kxpensus oí family to and from dcstlnation
mcluded. FoUowing are general qualifications:
1) CivU Engineer, in charge of general ex-
pansion and conslruction of aU capital works.
2) CivU engineer famUiar with water power
development. 3) Electrical and mechanical
engineer for industrial expansion and co-
oroination of industries. 4) Agricultural en-
gineer. 5) Transportation engineer for con-
struction and extension of roads, raUways,
airports, docks, canais, etc. 6) Industrial en-
gineers, to advise on processes, operations,
maintenance, expansion. 7) mining and metal-
lurgical engineer to develop coai, iron ore,
leau, tin, etc. Holiday aliowance—30 days
per year. Two-year contract with possibility
of extension. Salaries guaranteed by Inter-
national organization. Age Umit, generaUy
from 45 to 60. FUe No. 5253-V.

A NATIONAL ORGANIZATION requires an en-
gineering staff manager to coordlnate depart-
nients suppiymg prouuct engmeermg services
for their very diversified Unes. The man will
have engineering traming and experience but
wiU also be strong in administralive abiUly
and experience and able to buUd an outstand-
ing organization. He wiU motivate his sUífs
to design in terms of sales appeal, manulac-
turmg costs and production. He himselí wiU
be seriously concerned with the mutual im-
pacts of market trends, sales forecaats,
service and engineering. He wiU determine
poUcy, guide and direct organization to pro-
vide information for order negotiation, manu-
facturing, quality control, production and in-
dustrial engineering, product development and
design, selection and training of personnel.
He wUl maintain close liaison with saies,
manufacturing and purchasing. This position
wUl be both demanding and challenging. If

your experience and ambilions Une up with
our description send us ali pertinent iníorma-
mation as to training and experience. FUe
No. 5255-V.

CHIEF ENGINEER, responsible to the pres-
ident. Age 35 to 40. In charge of aU product
engineering activities. Duties through a group
of four to five product engineers, to direct
experimental engineering activities, conceive,
deveiop and design new products supervise
re-design of aU regular line products for
improvement and cost reduction. To supervise
engineering departmcnt of fifty persons,
through unit heads. To maintain adequate en-
gineering records, inciuding drafting and blue-
printing sections. Engineering graduate in

mechanical or electrical with experience in

the direction of product engineering, prefer-
ably in the field of consunier durables. FUe
No. 5255-V.

SÉNIOR CHECKER to lay out and check de-
taUs of aircraft instaUations. Applicant should
have had at least 15 .vears experience in

drawing offices of aircraft manutacturers or
in drawing in connectíon with allied light

engineering work. This is a position suitable
lor an engineer wno is retired or nearing
retirement age. Reply stating age, education,
experience, personnel particulars and salary
expected. FUe No. 5257-V.

TECHNICAL ASSIST.ANT to director of main-
tenance and operations required by Sask. de-
partmcnt of public works. Salary range S382-

S464 per month. Competition No. c, c 3582.

Applicants require considerable experience in

building construction repair and maintenance
preferably inciuding electrical and mechanical
design and installation; supplemented by
engineering degree or equivalent in training.

Incumbent is expected to provide Profes-

sional advice to the director on repairs and
maintenance of government buUdings and to

assist the director in formulating repair and
maintenance programs and to administer
these programs. Competition wiU close when
suitable applicant is obtained. FUe No. 5258-V.

ENGINEERING-PHYSICIST required. and
whose duties will consist of development en-

gineering in group engaged in the commercial
appUcation of radioactivity to the medicai
and industrial fields. Minimum of 3-4 years ex-

perience in the field of nuclear physics, or

alternately in the electronics field with some
knowledge of radiation physics. Graduatcs of

Canadian or British universilies preferred.

Please reply in writing giving fuU dctnils of

education and experience to fUe No. 5259-V.

PRODUCTION SUPERINTENDENT for super-

vision over a departmcnt of hand scrcw
machines and grinders. This is a newli'

created position which requires a sound oper-
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WANTED
ENGINEER

Applications from engineers with

ot least five years experience to

act as Assistant to present en-

gineer—must have experience in

design, planning, grading and

poving roads and st^ee^s. Gcod
permanent position for right per-

son. Pension plan and other

fringe benefits.

Official oppiication forms may be

obtained at the executive Direc-

tor's office, 3rd floor, City Hall,

Saint John, N.B.

ational background and a good degree of

organizing ability. Location Southern Ontário.
File No. 5260-V.

OPPORTUNITIES IN A GROWING organiza-
tion for production engineer for methods, tool-

ing, and estimating in precision machine
shops, engaged in manufacture of maciiine
parts and machine tools. Under 35 years of

age, with time and motion study experience
and University degree preferred. Location
Southern Ontário. FUe 5260-V.

TOOL ENGINEER REQUIRED BY automotive
manufacturing company in Southeastern On-
tário. Applieants must have experience in

design of small single purpose dies and gen-
eral tool and machine problems. Applicant
should be between the ages of 25 and 35 and
when applying state experience and salary
expected. Duties include layouts and design-

ing on board and supervising of draughtsmen
and clerical help. Engineering degree not
necessarily required. FiJe No. 5262-V.

PULP AND PAPER SALES ENGINEER re-

quired by manufacturer of a wide range of

mechanical equipment with head office in

Montreal, to work oui of their Vancouver
Office. This man should have a minimum of

five years experience in the pulp and paper
business, be thoroughly familiar with the

industry and have strong sales interests or
potential. He should be a graduate mechanical
or Chemical engineer with a good knowledge
of instrumentation and controls. FUe No.
5265-V.

GRADUATE ENGINEER required for heavy
clay products plant in south-eastern Alberta.
Duties will consist of plant layout re plant
expansion, equipment replacement, materiais
handling. and related matters. Please reply in

own handwriting. AU replies wiU be held
in strict confidence. FUe No. 5270-V.

PROCESS ENGINEER required for heavy clay
products plant in southeastern Alberta.
Duties wUl consist of quality control, speci-
fications, laboratory and field work, process
studies, and related matters. Please reply in

own handwritting. AU replies will be held in

strict confidence. FUe No. 5270-V.

PRODUCTION MAN REQUIRED for heavy
clay products plant in Southeast Alberta to

understudy plant superintendent. Engineering
training desirable but not essential. Please
reply in own handwriting. AU repUes wUl be
held in strict confidence. FUe No. 5270-V.

ASSISTANT PLANT ENGINEER required for
heavy clay products plant located on the
lower mainland of British Columbia. Duties
will consist of plant layout, equipment re-
placement and installation, time studies, mate-
riais handling and related matters. AU replies
wUl be held in strict confidence. FUe No.
5270-V.

WANTED ONE SÉNIOR MECHANICAL EN-
GINEER, 1 sénior civU engineer, 3 júnior
mechanical or civU engineers for mining and

concentrating plant for design and layout.
Please state fuU detaUs of qualifications, ex-
perience and age in first letter to FUe No.
5272-V.

GRADUATE Canadian engineer, preferably
with manufacturing experience, required by
financial institution to make surveys of and
write reports on industries in Eastern Canada.
Salary according to qualifications. FUe No.
5273-V.

TWO GRADUATE ENGINEERS wanted for per-

manent position, one civU and one mechanical
witii 2 or 3 years experience, pulp and paper
preferred but not essential. Location at North-

ern Ontário Lakehead, with progressive, ex-

panding company, having aU employee bene-

fits. Furnish qualifications, salary expected
and avaUabUity for interview with appUca-
tion. FUe No. 5274-V.

THE QUEENS COMMISSION in the Regular
Army offers a career of unusual importance,
challenge and opportunities. It offers many
rewards. The financial returns, the pension
plan, the opportunities for advancement
match, and in some ways, exceed those of

any civilian profession or career. However,
no one can measure the many intangible re-

wards of a leadership career in the service of

Queen and Country. There are special oppor-
tunities and need for graduate engineers in

The Royai Canadian Engineers, The Royai
Canadian Corps of Signals, The Royai Cana-
dian Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.
FUe No. 5276-V.

METHODS ENGINEER with some time study
experience, one who is wiUing and able to

supervise the work of júnior time study ob-

servers and who has good future potential

as a member of management. This is a
permanent position with good starting salary.

Location Ontário. FUe No. 5279-V.

SALES ENGINEER required by water treat-

ment engineers located in Ontário for the
HamUton and Niagara Península area. Pre-
fer man with engineering degree. FUe No.
5281-V.

RECENT GRADUATE OR ENGINEER with
experience required to act as assistant plant
engineer for paper miU located in Province
of Quebec. Duties include design and general
plant maintenance. Good starting salary. FUe
No. 5283-V.

.\SSISTANT PROFESSOR of metaUurgical en-

gineering for appointment September 1, 1955,

to give undergraduate instruction in ferrous,

non ferrous. and general metallurgy. Salary
range $4,000 to $5,000, with superannuation,
hospital Insurance, and other benefits. Ap-
plicant should be university graduate, pre-
ferably with some years experience in pro-

cess metaUurgy. Location Maritime Prov-
inces. FUe No. 5288-V.

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER required by large
manufacturer Toronto. Applicant should be a
recent graduate with one to two years ex-

STRUCTURAL
STEEL DESIGNER

Outstanding opportunity for On-

tário Professional engineer with

minimum of 5 years' experience in

the design of structural steei

buildings. Excellent starting sal-

ary, modern office and good
working conditions. PIsase state

age, experience, references and
salary required.

RUNNYMEDE STEEL
CONSTRUCTION LIMITED

3382 Dundas Street, West,
Toronto, Ontário.

perience in time-study, budgetary control»!
cost reduction, preferably in the metal íd.1
dustry. File No. 5289-V.

PLANT MANAGER AND TWO productioâ
superintendents for new plant operation to be
located north of Toronto. Established multi-
plant manufacturing organization. Successful
applieants wiU have practical experience
background in ground wood pulp or papei
miU. May be superintendents or sénior pro-
duction supervisors who have reached a stand-
still through lack of scope. Chemical or
mechanical engineering background desirable.
Ages 32 to 45. Sound salary plan and full

benefit program. These are permanent chal-
lenging positions for men of proven production
abUity, drive and vision. ExceUent oppor-
tunity fhT growth in international expanding
organization. Reply giving fuU detaUs of in-

dustrial experience, age, educational back-
ground, etc. AU serious applications wiD be
acknowledged and treated on a strictly cori'

fidential basis. FUe No. 5291-V.

MECHANICAL OR ELECTRICAL ENGINEER,
graduate of recent years with some industrial
experience. The responsibiiities would include
sales and also engineering required for our
products and services. We are electrical and
mechanical contractors. Electrical construc-
tion work and the sale of electrical apparatus
represents a major portion of our business.
The starting salary is a matter we would
consider individually with each applicant and
would depend upon experience, however, we
feel that this can be arranged to mutual
satisfaction. FUe No. 5292-V.

INDUSTRIAL OR MECHANICAL ENGINEER
required for the industrial engineering de-
partment of a large organization in the

Montreal area. Excellent opportunity for a
progressive engineer who is interested in

acquiring a sound, industrial training and is

capable of eventually assuming a respon.<!Íble

position. Preference wUl be given to an en-j

gineer with one to three years practical eX'

perience in industrial engineering. Pleai

write giving fuU detaUs, including experience,
age, references, etc. FUe No. 5293-V.

SALES ENGINEER in industrial water treat-

ment department to work in the city of Mont-
real. We would prefer to have a bUinguaJ
man if at ali possible, but it is not absolutely

necessary that he be able to speak French.

FUe No. 5294-V.

REQUIRED BY THE CANADIAN

GAS ASSOCIATION

The general manager will be

required to manage the offairs of

the ossociation through its Tor-

onto Office.

He must be on experienced ex-

ecutive capable of long-ronge

pionning and odministration of

the affairs of an ossociation that

represents ali phases of the gas

industry throughout Canada.
Applications ore invited for this

key position. Applieants should

outline their experience and state

the salary they would expect.

Experience in the gas industry is

preferable, but not essential.

Application must be moiled prior

to August 1, 1955.
AM applications will be kept in

strict confidence.
Address your replies to:

President,

Canadian Gas Association,

Box 157,
Adelaide St. Post Office,

Toronto 1, Ontário.
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MINE HEADFRAMES

IN STEEL CONSTRUCTION, as in any important undertaking,

the matter of experience in the men who will do the work is a

vital consideration—for on it depends much more thon meets

the eye. The successfui completion of a steei bridge or a

transmission line, for instance, demands fui! knowledge of the

best and most económica! techniques in design, fabrication and

erection. It demands that dose understanding and continuous

teamwork that have won for the men of Canadian Bridge a

record second to none.

Their work is found everywhere in Canada—and in South

Africa, New Zealand, índia, Denmark, Chile, Brazil, Colômbia

and Ecuador. Every job has been right—down to the smallest

detail. And every job has been an outstanding one

—

because it was made by men of experience.

COMPLETE SERVICE...

Full facilities for design, fabri-

cation and erection of any type

of steelwork, riveted or welded

—anywhere, anytime.
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Activities of the Forty-seven Branches of the Institute

and

abstracts of papers presented at their meetings

Belleville

J. A. Grant, m^.i.c.

Secretary-Treasurer

Annual Meeting

The annual meeting of the Belleville

Branch was held on April 18, 1955, at

the Masonic Temple and a slate of of-

ficers for the coming year was presented

by the chairman of the Nominating
Committee, C. H. Whittemore as fol-

lows: chairman, C. H. Lusk; vice-chair-

man, A. D. Janitsch; committee mem-
bers, A. E. Argue, T. E. Flinn and B.

H. Do\vnman, for a two-year term; J.

C. R. Punchard and A. G. Tooth for a

one-year term.
Fiirther names were called from the

floor by the chairman, A. O. Drysdale.
No further names were presented and iu

turn it was moved that nominations for

chairman be closed by J. A. Grant and
seconded by A. E. Argue ; for vice-chair-

man, moved by H. Floyd and seconded
by B. H. Downman; for two-year execu-
tive committee term by J. A. Grant,
seconded by J. C. R. Punchard, and for

one-year committee term moved by T.
E. Fhnn, seconded by D. Pullan. The
chairman declared the slate elected by
acclamation.
The incoming chairman re-appointed

J. A. Grant as secretary-treasurer.

Year's Activities Outllned

A. O. Drysdale, the outgoing chair-

man, outlined the activities of the

Branch during the past year. He stressed

the value of the monthly meetings to

the members and expressed his satisfac-

tion of the calibre of speakers who par-
ticipated in the year's activities. He
drew attention to the very successful

Professional development course consist-

ing of 20 lectures held during the past
winter organized by the Branch in col-

laboration with Queens University. The
course covered such topics as cost con^
tiol, marketing, control of assets, adver-
tising, etc.

C. M. Turnbull Guest Speaker

The special speaker of the evening was
C. M. Turnbull of Nesbitt Thomson &

Co. Ltd. who delivered a talk on "How
to Share in Canada's Growth". His re-
marks were very well received and the
extended question period at the end of
the formal talk indicated the interest of
the members in financing an investment.

Brockville

M. H. D. Bro.adbent, mj;.i.c.

Secretary-Treasurer

G. M. WOODS, M.E.I.C.

Branch News Editor

Colour in Home Deeoratíng

A glimjjse into the fascinating world
of colour and its effect on everyday
li\'ing was given to 40 members and their
ladies of the E.I.C. Brockville Branch
by Wilfred D. Sinclair, supervisor,
Colour Advisoi-y Service, Canadian In-
dustries (1954) Limited. The meeting
was held in the Hotel Manitonna íu
Brockville on the evening of May 18.

Speaking under the title 'Tips for
Home Decorating', Mr. Sinclair, who is

a leading Canadian authority on colour
and its scientific use, went into the
origin of colour and demonstrated the
principies for its most effeetive use in
liome decorating.

"Painting is an interesting activity to-
day", he said, "because of the advances
niade with the manufacture of paint.
Paints are easy to use, objectionable
odours have been removed and, because
thoy dry quickly, the home is never up-
set by painting activities."

Mr. Sinclair gave some valuable tips
on the properties that should be sought
in paints and how they should be ap-
plicfl in the home.

Psychologieal Reaetion

"Because colour is a psychologieal
reaetion, and is in light, we should
know some faets about colour before we
do any decorating", continued Mr. Sin-
clair. Using illustrative material, he
demonstrated a number of optical illu-

sions and showed how after-image, back-
ground and adjacent colours and light
can effect the colours people see. Assist-

ed by Mrs. J. Daly, he demonstrated
how to blend the colour scheme in the
home with draperies, rugs, and fabrica
to obtain the best results.

"Milady is a vision of delight'', said
Mr. Sinclair, "With her rich titian hair
she can use blues and reds of almost
every tone. Her dress is Cafe Blue,
Bluegloss gloves with purse to match
and Admirai Blue or Parma Red shoes
with matching lipstick case, and Pearl
Taupe nylon hosiery. The impact of
Milady on the male species is beyond
calculation especially her wearing of
colour."

"Man presents himself as a blend of
colours representing personality'', he
said. "He has a Dacron suit of Royai
Blue, nylon shirt and tie in muted
cream and tan with matching nylon
socks, and shoes of Town Brown, a
Beige Brown hat, with his whole en-
semble blending. His good taste extends
to the colour of his car. He is colour
balance itself."

Mr. Sinclair was introduced by Chair-
nian Fred F. Walsh and thanked by
Vice-Chairman Walter W. Ashworth.

Cornwall

L. H. Snelgrove, m.E.I.C.

Secretary-Treasurer

W. ROTHWELL, M.E.I.C.

Branch News Editor

Professor J. C. Cameron Speaker

Proks.'jor J. C. Cameron was tiie guest
speaker at the May meeting held on
Thursday evening May 26 at the Corn-
wall Golf and Country Club. This was a
dinner meeting and was well attended,
there being approximately 70 members
and guests present.
The subject of Professor Cameron's

talk was "The Impact that Collective
Bargaining has had on Management and
Management's Rights in Industry".
The speaker has held the position of

head of the department of industrial
relations at Queen's University since
1937 and has devoted all his time since
his appointment to labour problems. He
has acted on a number of occasions as
chairman of conciliation boards and as

an impartial umpire on otlier labour
disputes.

He explained at some length, giving
the historical background of the Cana-
dian acts of parliament governing the
negotiating of labour contracts and com-
pared them with legislation set up in

the United States for the same purpose.
The legal status, obligations and rights

of both labour and management were
clcarly defined, he said.

The steps leading to conciliation and
arbitration were discussed and a clear

description given of the problems in-

herent in this procedure and the diffi-

cultios to be overcome by the parties

striving to produce a settlement of the

dispute.

Professor Cameron was introduced by
Ben Stidwell and at the close of the

nicfliuíz. was thanked by Tim Corbet.

Vocational Guidanee

Each year a vocational guidanee com-
mittee consisting of members of the

Cornwall Branch of the E.I.C. co-operate

with the student guidanee directors of

the St. Lawrence High School and the

Cornwall Collegiate and Vocational

School in advising and directing students

interested in an engineering career.
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• Branch News
111 previous years, this has taken the

tDiin of an informal talk to the boys by
Institute nienibors and infonnation
fíiven to thein in the forni of questiona
anti answer pcriod discus.^ions. However
liis year's plan, fostcred by W. P Nes-

bitl, \vas a departure from that of nrevi-
oiis years.
Each studcnt conteinplating a career

111 enginçering was invited to spend aday on the job witli one of the Branch
meinbers wlio, while carrying out hisnorma duties, gavc tlie boy an insight
into the practical work involved and
disciissed with him as many aspccts of an
engmeering education as possible. Themember also arranged to bring the
student along to one of the Brancli
mcetmgs.

Power Project Visit

'l"o louiul off the instruction a visit
was arranged to the St. Lawrence Power
i^roject in co-oporation with Charles
Mclntosh, Hydro's St. Lawrence Project
Information lofficer, and on Thursday
April 21 about 30 students accompanied
by seyeral teachers, E.I.C. ofíicials and
Untario Hydro engineers and officiais
made a trip to the project site. Here
they visited the project administrative
hoadquarters, they saw tunncls made
under the canal and a retractable Bailey
bridge across the canal.
They were taken out on the 4,500 ft.

cotTerdam under constriiction between
Barnhart Island and the Canadian main-
land where Hydro Engineers, Vic Harri-
son and Walter Lechman, explained
many engmeering aspects of the project.
They also visited the head of Sheek

Island where several phases of the U.S.
project could be seen and were outlined
to them.

Montreal

R. J. Harvey, m.e.i.c.

Sccrelary-Treasurer

Júnior Section Cuests of Mayor

Almost 50 Júnior members were priv-
ileged to be guests recently of Mayor
Jean Drapeau at the City Hall.
Mr. Drapeau welcomed the group as

a whole and expressed a great deal of
pleasure that so many of MontreaPs
young engineers were interested in muni-
cipal affairs. Mr. Drapeau also welcomed
future group visits and assured each
individual a warm welcoine at anj' time.
Gaetan Ducharme, president of the

Júnior Section, offered His Honour, the
Mayor, the wholehearted co^operation of
the Júnior Section.
The visit was a great success and the

group had the opi)ortunity of viewing
the City Council in session. After-
wards refreshmcnts were served in the
Mayor's offices and the Golden Rook
was signed by each visitor.

Nipissing and Upper Ottawa

E. .\. \y.\rsos, M.K.i.c.

Sccrctary-Treasurer

A. T. McKkriwll, m.k.i.c.

Branch News Editor

Artnual Meeting

R. R. Pnscott of Temiskaming was
elected chairman of the Nipi.<sing and
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168,000 horses need a lot of water.

The John Hart Development produces 168,000 h.p. of elec-

tricity from the water deHvered by these three pipelines—each

12 feet in diameter and over 3,500 feet long. Accomplishments

like the John Hart project are a credit to the foresight of the

B.C. Power Commission and the people of British Columbia.

Designed by our engineers, these wood stave pipelines have

proved the most economical and effective method known for

handling water in large volumes under pressure.

We are proud to play a part in the healthy development of

B.C. resources.

Canadian Wood Pipe and Tonks Limited
550 PACIFIC STREET, VANCOUVER, B.C.

• Branch News

Upper Ottawa Branch of the Engineer-
ing Institute of Canada at the annua
meeting of the Branch held on April 2

195.5, at the Manor Hotel.
Following dinner J. W. Millar, the

outgoing chairman, presided over thf

election of ofEcers and a business seS'

sion. E. A. Watson presented the secr&

tary-treasurer's report, G. L. Hood, th(

Membership Committee's Report, F. R
Marshall, the Entertainment Commit
tee's Report and R. R. Prescott. the re-

13ort by the coniniittee stud\-ing the

Smith Report on amalgamation.
Those elected to the executive of thi

Branch were as follows: R. R. Prescott

chairman; T. C. MacNabb, vice-chair-

manj F. R. Marshall, committeeman
North Bay, and R. A. Booy, committee'
man. Temiskaming.

Ottawa

Gordon A. Sutherland, m.e.i.c.

Secretary-Treasurer

Cari. B. Chawford, jr.E.i.c.

Branch News Editor

1954 Arctic Yoyage

At a joint dinner meeting of the Ot
tawa branches of the Engineering Insti-

tute and the American Institute of Elec-

trical Engineers members and their wivei

enjoyed a vivid description by Cdr. John
M. Leeming, CD, R.C.N., Executive Of
ficer, of the maiden voyage of H.M.C.S
Labrador through the Northwest pas-

sage.

Following an interesting histórica!

background of early attempts to discover

a Northwest passage from the Atlantic

to the Pacific, Cdr. Leeming described

the main features of The Labrador. The
.$20 million ship was built in Sorel

Qviebec and after five years of construo-

tion it was commissioned in July, 1954.!

Fifteen ton propellers, cast in one piece

of manganese bronze, are driven by

10.000 horse power at a speed of 16 knots

The crew consisted of 22 ofiicers, 12

scientists and 201 men.

Record-breaking Trip

The 6,400-ton ship made the trip from;

Halifax to Vancouver in two months.

The previous record had been three,

years. This record was not established'

without exhausting work by the crew.:

In one week, the Captain on three oc-'

casions spent 30 continuous hours on thei

bridge. Still, working and living condi-;

tions were much improved in the 100

years since the first attempt to follow

a Northwest passage was made. Each

man on board H.M.C.S. Labrador was'

able to have a daily shower, and fresh

food lasted for six of the eight weeks

during which the ship was in the North.

Cdr. Leeming thought that regular

travei through the Northwest passage

would never be practical since passage

is possible only during late August in

an exceptional year.

He kept his audience interested and

amused with humorous accounts of

lighter incidents. He reported that on

one occasion during a fog, radar was?

used for navigation and at one time 200
^

icebergs were sighted on the screen

"When the fog lifted and I saw the ice-

bergs," said Cdr. Leeming, 'T prayed for|

fog again. Fd rather do it by radar."
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58TON
SEVEN ISLAND:

33 TON

NEWFOUNDLAND ^

30 TON t
,.

37 TON (STJOHNS)

• CALGARY
70T0N

MEDICINE HAT
35TON

WINNIPEG
10TON

QUEBEC
TWO 3V2 TON CRAB

DARTMOUTH
r/. 75.3 Cl 2

ZBTONè? TON
'^ àá HALIFAX

Caston

HE

lEDDISH STOCK
Grams: "Gallant, Manchester."

Representatives
|

QUEBEC AND MARITIME PROVINCES AND
ONTÁRIO:

Marshall Equipment Company, Inc., P.O. Box 28,

61 Victoria Avenue, Dorval Station, Montreal, P.Q.

Phone: Melrose 1-3528 Grams: Marquipco, Montreal

We are maintaining a steady flow of overhead crane deliveries to

ali parts of Canada.

The confidence of our customers is retained by our ability to make
delivery on time.

Prices can be quoted for cranes landed on site and erected under

lhe supervision of our own skilled staff.

Our agent in your province will visit you on request.

CRANE & HOlST CO. LTD.

P O R T E N G L A N D

Code : Western Union

MANITOBA SASKATCHEWAN AND ALBERTA:
Mumford, Medland Ltd., 576 Wall Street, Winnipcc,

Man. Phone: 37-187; 37-188; 37-189; 37-180.

Grams: "Mandem'"

BRITISH COLUMBIA:
Gordon Russell Ltd., 2205 Fir Street, Vancouver, 9,

B.C. Grams: "Rust/e''
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• Branch News

The speaker was introduced by R. F.

Legget, chairman of the Ottawa Branch,
E.I.C., and thanked by J. Purvis, chair-

man of the Ottawa Branch of the

A.I.E.E.

Peterborough

J. I. Beggs, jr.E.i.c.

Secretary-Treasurer

D. G. DONALDSON, jr.E.I.C.

Branch News Editor

Nuclear Reactor Operaiion

"The future lies ahead and wide open
in the development of nuclear energy,"

said W. E. Cooper, speaking to about
75 members and guests of the Peter-

borough Branch of the Engineering In-

stitute of Canada an Wednesday eve-

ning, April 27, 1955.

iVIr. Cooper is a member of the On-
tário Hydro co-ordinating group at

Chalk River. In his two years in this

capacity he has not only had extensive

practical experience but has done many
hours of personal research in the field.

The speaker began with a detailed

explanation of the "fission process," fol-

lowed by the vvorking of chain reaction.

Radioactivity was covered fully and a

general rundown on nuclear reactors

given.

Canadian íftort

"Our Canadian effort in nuclear power
has been much greater than most

At the annual nieeting of the Sudbury Branch, left to right; W. H. Kipley, a

past chairman; L. Lane, vice chairman; W. S. Black, chairman; F. Oraiige
past chairman; and R. Moore, councillor.

people give us credit for," Mr. Cooper
told his audience. He said that in 1953,
to develop atomic energy, the HEPC
and other organizations appointed liaison

officers to join the scientists at Chalk
River and extensive study courses were
begun.
In August, 1954, the Nuclear Power

group was assigned the job of preparing

a preliminary design for a small proto-

SIXTY-CHANNEL UHF FM RADIO SYSTEM OF

ADVANCED DESIGN

Type FM60/2000 Radio System

transmits up to 60 voice channels

in a frequency range of 1700 to

2300 mc. Transmitting power is

5 watts and o single antenna is

employed for both transmitting

and receiving. The maximum
frequency swing is 0.5 mc, and
the transmitted frequency band
is 1 2 to 252 kc. A similar system

type FM60/300 operating in the

frequency band 235 to 328 mc
is also available. These radio

systems operate in conjunction

with the type F60 carrier-tele-

phone system, which provides up
to 60 3400-cycle telephone

channels in 5 1 2-channel groups.

complete FM60/2000 Radio Terminal

requires a single cabinet.

RADIO ENGINE.ERING PRODUCTS
1080 UNIVERSITY STREET, MONTREAL 3, CANADA

Telephone: UNiversity 6-6887 Cabíe Address: Radenpro, Montreal

IMANUFACTURERS OF CARRIER-TELEGRAPH, CARRIER-TELEPHONE AND BROAD-BAND RADIO SYSTEMS

type nuclear power plant as the firsi:

step necessarj- in the nuclear power pro

gram recently announced by the Atomi(|

Energy of Canada Limited and the!

Federal govemment.
j

Several objects were in niind in thi^'

project. First, the construction woulr

deinonstrate the practicability of a fu-

ture full-scale economic power plant'

Secondly, it provided a basis for esti-

mating future power reactors and thirdly

it would concentrate development worli

on power reactors, and serve as a train-

ing centre for personnel in the desigr;

and operation of power reactors.

Mr. Cooper described the operatioi

and construction of the reactor, showing

(liãgrams and photos of the variou?

types, including the submarine nuclear

reactor.
\

As to future possibilities, Mr. Coopei

said that within the next decade the

world will have nuclear power in

practical form.

Sudbury

A. D. FiNLAYSON, jr.EJ.C.

Secretary-Treasurer

A. ElDRIDGES, M.E.I.C.

Branch News Editor

Annual Meeting

The annual meeting of the Sudbuiy
Branch was held on April 25 at the Sud-

bury Granite Club, with 30 members at-

tending. The chairman, Frank Orange

spoke to the meeting on the activitièí

which were carried out during the yeai

and also thanked the executive and com'

mittees for their work. Reports werf

submitted by the secretary-treasurer, A
D. Finlayson, and by the auditor, M
Whittles.

The chairman of each coramittee then

gave a short report on the work car-

ried out by them during the year. Russ

Eaton, the retiring councillor, spoke tc

the members on council aíTairs.

The ofRcers elected for next seasoD

were W. S. Black, chairman ; L. T. Lane

vice-chairman ; and resident committee-

men elected for two years, J. W. Sraitt

and T. C. Robertson.
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for lastíng

Client

satísfactíon

specify

A L C A N
aiummum

"UTILITY"
sheet

for ductwork
Six sections of aliiminum
ductwork assembled into a
16' length on the floor are
easily lifted for erecHon.

Write for c/escripfive "Utility" folder

A L C A N
ALUMINUM COMPANY OF CANADA, LTD.

Calgary • Halifax • Hamilton • Montreal • Ottawa
Quebec • Toronto " Vancouver • Windsor • Winnipeg.

DISTRIBUTORS
ALLOY METAL SALES LIMITED, TORONTO

ROSCO METAL & ROOFING PRODUCTS, LTD., TORONTO
DRUMMOND McCALL 8. CO., LIMITED, MONTREAL
WILKINSON COMPANY LIMITED, VANCOUVER

wifh worehouses across Canada.

Alumínum ductwork lasts a lifetime ! Its lower heat loss

and reduced resistance to air flow increase efficiency.

Client and owner prefer the clean bright finish of exposed

aluminum ducts.

Alumínum is competitiva in cost. Its light weight and

ease of installation contribute still further savings. Free-

dom from rust does away with maintenance charges.

Alcan "Utility" is sold in coils and rcctangles (up to

48" widths) — in standard gauges. It conforms to CS. A.

specification HA.4.3-1951. The American Society of

Heating and Air Conditioning Engineers approve alu-

minum for ductwork and endorse its use in the same

thickness as other metais.
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Addítions to the Instítute Líbrary

Revíews — Book Notes —

BOOK REVIEW

Abstracts

Manufacture and application of
lubricating greases. C. J. Boner, New
Vork, Rpinhold, 1954. 977 pp., illus.,

.118.50 (U.S.).

Only rarely does a comprehensive
book on the subject of lubricating grease
manufacture come off the press. When
such a vokime carries the authority of

one whose position with a major pro-
ducer of greases is recognized through-
out the industry, it is a matter of

.some importance.

Within this volume may be found
formulae and manufacturing procedures
for the older types of grease which
might be termed conventional, but the
most up-to-date theoiy of soap
fibre and grease structure is ap-
plied to explain their behaviour in pro-
duction and use. From this point the
writer proceeds to the more modern
greases made from rarer metais and
more highly synthesized fats and fatty

acids, to create products which will meet
the rigid qualiíications required today
in military and industrial service.

Since the storage and service char-
acteristics of a grease are closely related

to the quality of its components, the

writer deals extensively with the oil

components, petroleum and synthetic,

the oxidation inhibitors which are

compatible and give them the service
life required, or the sperial resistance

fo hcat, cold, water and similar adverse
ícrvice factors. What might be termed
the l(\ss conventional "non-soap" greases
receive full recognition, inchuling prod-
ucts thickened with organic and in-

organic gelling agents and organic
jjolymers.

The manufacturing equipment for

comi)ounding, milling, and parkaging,
highly important to the producer, are
given detailed consideration by an
author who knows the many physical
probloms of manufacture and applica-
tion.

Properties of raw materiais, fats and
fatty acids, organic and inorganic bases,

antioxidants, lubricating oils, both
petroleum and synthetic are described
in relation to their effectivencss as
giease components. Test methods to

check specifications of such materiais,
as well as the finished product, are
described and includc a large variety of
special tests to demonstrate service
chai'actcristics of the grease.

The author introduces a chapter on
grease application which might well be
studied by one interested onl}' in this

aspect of the grease problem, with great
profit to the user.

Throughout this book there is a

LIBRARY REGULATIONS
Hours

Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

Biblíography and Reference

Service

Short subject bibliographies are compiled
on request. When placing these requests,
please give as much detail and background
information as possible.

Borrowing
Books, periodicals, pamphlets and films
may be íjorrowed for two weeks at a time.
Ali books included in the Library Notes
Section of The Engineering Journal are
available for loan. A fine of 2.'jc per day
is charged for each day borrowed

items are retained beyond lhe two-
week period.
A library deposit of $5.00 at par in Mont-
real is required, for which two items may
be borrowed at a time. Temporary deposits
(30 days or less) .^10.00. Books" are sent
anywhere in Canada, and carrying charges
are payable by the member eoncerned.

Ordering

Any book or pamphlet may be ordered
through the library. Ali publications of
affiliated societies, whether books, pamph-
lets, or periodicals, should be ordered
through the library, as reduced rates are
applicable on these to all members.
Except in the case of library deposits
please make no payments in advance.
Non-members may cônsul t the library,
but may not borrow material. Please
address all requests to The Library.

wealth of reference to nationally recoí
nized authorities whose work ai
theories the author quoles freely to sim

port his views, or to demonstrate difi^
ences in theory or practice of greas
manufacture.

R. N. SMITH,
Technical Division,

McColl-Frontenac
Oil Co. Ltd.

BOOK NOTES
Prepared by the Library

The Engineering Institute of Canadt
*Book notes marked by an asterisk hav
been provided through the courtesy o
the Engineering Societies Library ii

New York.

The arcident. Dtíxter Masters. Torontc
McClelland & Stewart, 1955. 406 pp
$4.50.

From a little publicizcd incident whic
occurred nine years ago at the atomi
homb centre in Los Alamos the autho
has fashioned a lengthy and well-tol

novel. An accident at that time, whic!

took the life of a man who helpcd v

make the hombs which fell on Hiro
shima, is the nuídeus for the story. Si

much of the book is true but the res

is the result of a novelisfs ability t(

shape a very pertinent theme into

novel which will interest both the gen
eral readcr and the scientist or engineei

Dexter Masters has written a grea

deal about science and the men whi

have made scientific history and is wel

qualified to writ^^ about the pioneerini

atomic ])roject, and of the effect of th

bomb's radiation on the human bod;.

Medicai details are linked to ver;

luiman incidcnts, and to tension ani

drama.
It is refresliing to read a novel wiíl]

a timely and somewhat diíTerent them
by an experienced writer.

Aciers inoxydabIe.s; aciers réfractaires

L. Colombier et J. Hochman. Pari?

Dunod, 1955. 526 pp., illus.. $20.90.

This book was written as a guidc

to the best qualities of stainless ano

rosistant steels for enginecrs in Franci

where the use of these steels is no'

as widespread as in the United Statetl

and Canada.
The first part, dealing with stainles:

steels, discusses the influence of variou;

metais, such as nickel, on their siruc-

ture. The general properties of variou'

groups of stainle.ss steels e.g. martensi-

tic and austenitic steels, are coveret

and are íollowed by several chapters orj

corrosion.

The second section of the book cover

the chemical and mechanical resistanct

of steels to high temperatures and vari

ous uses for highly resistant steels anc

alloys.

The book concludes with methods O

manufacturing stainless steel.

Aeronautiral engineering catalog,

1955, llth ed. New York, Institutí

of the aeronautical sciences, 195S

346 pp., illus., .S7.50 (U.S.).

In this edition special attention has

been given to the fields of automatic

flight, jet and rockct propulsion, elec-

tronics, and guided mi.^sile components.

These subjects are found in the Air-

borne products directory which lists over

2,000 materiais, parts and equipment
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HERE S a familiar sight— a mechanic repairing a valve— a routine maintenance

job. Maybe the cost is only forty or fifty doUars. But even that represents the profit on

how much of your production? Spread out through the year, made up of many jobs, the

big impact of excessiva piping maintenance is sometimes missed. It's there nevertheless,

and, of course, you pay for it. You can't avoid maintenance, but you can control it.

Thrifty buyers don't wait for complaints of high

piping costs. They protect against them with Crane

quahty—the traditional quahty standard in valves

and fittings, and the best assurance of low-cost,

dependable service.

For complptc inJoniKitiiiit <iii the ('.nine Valivs

to mcpt your porliniliir rvijiiirettipiUs. ask your

Craiic rcprcscntoti rc. or Crtiiiv Hnincli . iir irrite

CRANE LIMITED
General Office: 1 170 Beaver Holl Square,

Montreal

7 Canadian Factories • 24 Conadian Branches

CRANE
lATION-WIDE SERVICE THROUGH BRANCHES, WHOLESALERS and PLUMBING AND HEATING CONTRACTORS

VALVES • FITTINGS • PIPING
PLUMBING • HEATING
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AMBULANCE, POLICE & FIRE VEHICLES ... SERVICE CREWSi

BELL MOBILE TELEPHONE SYSTEMS
keep them rolling—keep costs cfown

You get more work per day out

of costly equipment when you use

this Bell Telephone service to

control mobile units in your plant

area, or reach construction or

repair vehicles out on the job.

Police, fire, ambulance and other

public Services function faster,

more efficiently; salesmen and

supervisors cover more ground

when instructions are cleared by

Bell Mobile Telephone.

Lease your Communications equipment from Bell. No capital or main-

tenance costs. You pay only a flat monthiy charge. Nearby servicing by
Bell technicians. Arrange with our nearest business office for an analysis

of your commuiiiration needs and recommendations as to the private

or other type of mobile telephone service best suited to your business.

Whalever your Communications needs, be sure fo consult Bell

Intercommunicating
Telephone Systems

BELL TELETYPE Mobile Telephone Systems Channels for

Telemetering and
Supervisory Control

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF CANADA

Library Notes

used in the construction of aircraft with
the names of manufacturers of each
product. Other sections contain the
names, addresses, and description of
products of the principal manufacturers
and primary sources of supply in the
aircraft field. A file of individual com-
pany catalogues is included as well as

two pages of product inquiry cards for

ronvenience in obtaining further in-

formation.

Aide-mémoire Dunod; mécanique-
physique générale, 5e. ed. Maurice
Douis-Papin. Paris, Dunod, 1955. 216

pp., $2.25.

This is a general treatise on phvíical
mechanics, covering such topics as kine-
matics, statics, dynamics, heat and
thermodynamics, and the mechanics of

íluids. One section is devoted to elastic

and electromagnetic displacements and
vibrations, while the last two chapters
deal with cosmography and units of

measure.

Tlir amplification and distribution
of sound, 3rd ed. rev. A. E. Green-
lees. Toronto, Kritish Book Service,

1954. 300 pp., diagrs.. $6.00.

The present edition includes new de-

\ plopments in the field of sound ampli-
fication and distribution and covers ali

the nece.ssary Information for the speci-

ficiation, layout and operation of

•Hjuipment.

Beginning with the fundamentais of

clecfrical circuits, the author goes on
to di.scuss transformers, amplifiers, radio

receivers, microphones, record reproduc-
tion, loud-speakers, installation plan-

ning, and test equipment.
No advaneed knowledge of mathe-

matics is necessary and the text should

prove valuable to radio and public ad-

dress engineers, wireless operators, mo-
tion picture operators, architects and
university students.

Analog methods in computation and
siinulation. W. W. Soroka. Toronto,
McGraw-Hill, 1954. 390 pp., figs., $9,00.

Indirect experiments which are made
possible in the engineering and scientifie

fieids by analog computation and simu-
lation are of widespread interest today.

This book is an organized treatment of

these methods and the author's approach
is fundamental and direct, with practical

applieations supplementing the tech-

niques and theory covered.
The book describes mechanical, elec-

tromechanical, electrical and electronic

analog components for performing basic

mathematical operations then illustrates

how these can be used to solve equa-

tions. The last three chapters, show how
dynamical analogies, finite difference

networks, membrane analogies, and con-

ducting sheets of uniform and variable

thickness may be used to simulate van-
ous physical systems and to solve

differential equations.

*Annual report on the progress of

rubber technology, v. 18, 1954. T.

J. Drakeley, ed. Cambridge, published

by W. Heffer for the Institution of

the rubber industrv, London, 186 pp.,

£l.ls.Od.

A criticai review of the literatura,

including patents, covering the most sig-

m
! mi (
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CORNWALL
FIBRE

CONDUIT
assures permanent, low-cost protectíon

CORNWALL
IBRE CONDUIT

is your Insurance

agaínst:

^ cable sheath

corrosion

^ cable sheath

abrasion

pulling tension

strain

water seepage

Vital underground cables are safe for life in Cornwall

ibre Conduit. The tough coal tar pitch construction and permanently

water-proof joints provide complete protection from destructive ground

waters — and acids or alkoiies cannot leach out of, or through chemically

inert Cornwall Fibre Conduit.

The smooth, continuous bore and the accurately machined

joints oflFer a lower coefficient of friction, keeping pulling tension at a

minimum . . . allowing longer, trouble-free cable runs between manholes . .

.

protecting cable sheath against strain and abrasion during installation,

and with cable movement.

Lightweight, quickly handled Cornwall Fibre Conduit

assures lifetime protection for expensive cables . . . yet costs less to

install then any other kind of conduit.

Write for usefui free catalogue showing applications and

installation methods for Cornwall "Standard" and "Nocrete" (used

without concrete) Fibre Conduit. For data on adapters, bend sections

and other fittings, write your nearest Northern Electric branch.

Disfribufed by
COMPANY IIMITEO

CORNWALL FIBRE CONDUIT
Standard— installed with concrete

Nocrete— installed without concrete

MANUFACTURED BY: NO-CO-RODE COMPANY LIMITED, CORNWALL, ONTÁRIO.
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Library Notes

nificant advances in the field. A gen-

eral statistical and historical survey

precedes the more specialized reports on
developments in synthetic nibber, test-

ing and equipment, raachinery and ap-

pliances, cable and electrical insulation,

etc.

Automatic control bibliography. W.
F. Wade and E. N. Kemler. Spring

Park, Minn., Summarv Reports, 1955.

331 pp., $15.00 (U.S.).

American and British literature is

covered in this bibliography for the

period from 1900 to 1954. The general

arrangement is alphabetically by authors,

and alphabetically by magazines for

those articles for which an author was
not shown. A very brief, descriptive ab-

stract is included on most of the articles.

At the end of the main bibliography

is a cla.ssified section listing articles by
applications and áreas of interest, with

the author, title and year of the article

indicated.

Also listed are 120 books on automatic

control, including a few in French and

in German, and the main periodicals in

the field.

Beton-Kalender, 1955. Berlin, Ernst,

1955. 2 vols., 16 DM per set.

As in previous editions of this well-

known handbook ali types and conglom-
erates of cement and concrete are dealt

with, and their building potentialities

in the various fields are discussed. Each
chapter is prepared by a specialist in

the particular field.

There are numerous graphs, tables and
diagrams and references are made to

German standards.

Because of the great strides which
Germany has taken in the fields of con-

struction and engineering this up-to-date

publication will be a valuable contribu-

tion to data on concrete.

Dust is dangerous. C. N. Davies. Tor-
onto, British Book Service, 1954.

116 pp., illus., $3.60.

Since the subject of dust control has

become increasingly important in recent

years this new book will be of interest

to many who are directly, or indirectly,

concerned with the problem of dust in

industry.

The material is divided into six chap-

ters which stress the understanding of

the dangers of dust, the assessment of

dust concentrations and the measures
taken to eliminate dust hazards. The
last three sections deal with radio-active

dusts, house and non-industrial dusts

(including the problems of allergy and
disease caused by the.se dusts), and dust

explosion with material on precautions

against these explosions.

Fluid dynamics of jets. Shih-I Pai.

Toronto, Van Nostrand, 1954. 227

pp., .$5.50.

In a comparatively new and rapidly

expanding subject field this book pre-

sents an advanced discussion of fiuid

dynamics and covers jet flow from

fundamentais to such topics as the
laminar fiow of compressible fluid, the
turbulent flow of compressible fluid and
properties of turbulence fluctuations.

The first three chapters describe the

jet flow in the potential core of a jet

of gas while the next two chapters dis-

cuss the flow in the mixing region of the

jet of gas.

Students in ad\'anced university aero-

dynamics counses and research workers
will welcome such a book. Engineers
studying the probjems of wakes and of

cavitation will also find it useful. Biblio-

graphies are included at the ends of

chapters.

Le frottement et l'usure des métauit:

les anti-frictions. R. Cazaud. Paris,

Dunod, 1955. 221 pp., illus., $10.00.

The problems of rubbing and wcaring
of metal and the subject of antifriction

metais are discussed in this book. Differ-

ent circumstances under which wearing

takes place are the subject of the first

chapter, followed by the general prop-

erties of antifriction metais and alloys.

Methods of testing these are also cov-

ered. Several chapters are devoted to

antifriction materiais with bases of cop-

per, lead, tin, zinc, cadmium, aluminum
and silver. Among the other subject« in

the book is the use of antifriction alloys

for bushings.

*Geology in engineering. J. R. Schultz

and .\ B. Cleaves. New York, Wilev,

1955. 592 p., illus., $8.75.

The primary purpose of this book is

to furnish the civil engineer and engi-

neering student with the background

DART
UNIONS

for eff/cienf service

and economy

Two Bronze Seats Ground to a True BalIJoint

DART UNION COMPANY OF CANADA LTD.
TORONTO CANADA

GAUGES
• Largest stock of

Bourdon type Pressure,

Vacuum, Altitude and

Compound Gauges

in the Dominion.

DISTRIBUTORS ACROSS CANADA

"QUALITY VALVES SINCE 1864"

mORRISOn BRRSS
276 KING ST. W., TORONTO, ONT.

infG.co.

LiniTED
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Vhere dependabílíty

I

is the fírst

onsíderatíon...ít's

I

owing C.C.L. Motor Control Centre in-

illed aboard the "Fort Henry" one of

nada Steamship Lines fastest freighters

the Great Lakes.

i the Hydro-Electric Power Com-
|Hssion's J. Clark Keith Generating

^Hítion . . . the Motor Control

Clntre is another important in-

slillation by Canadian Controllers

Linited.

MOTOR
CONTROL
CENTRES

The specification of motor controls

is never a casual incident. Respon-

sibilities of selection increase where

dependobility is the first consider-

ation. Those shown on this page

. . . for example . . . are of vital

importonce to life and property.

5

I

-1 -

À

D í.
-1

1

011:

»

1 li

j

-A

Specíalizing exchsively in the manufacfure of a complete Une of A C. and D.C. Electric Motor Control.

SALES REPRESENTATIVES

(
anadian L ontrollers m imited

Railwxy & Rower^EncineerTnc

TORONTO - CANADA
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NEWCLASCOW> QUEIEC • MONTREAL • NORANOA
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• Library Notes

needed for understanding engineering-

geologic reports. The first part of the

book deals with various phases of

geology most useful to engineers: min-
erais, rocks, land forms, frost action in

soils, earthquakes, etc. Later chapters

take up types of engineering projects

—

dams, reservoirs, tunnels, highways, and
airfieids—which illustrate the applica-

tions of geology to civil engineering.

Separate chapters are devoted to soil

mechanics and concrete aggregates.

*GIass reinforced plastics. Phillip

Morgan, ed. London, Iliffe, 1954. 248

pp., illus., 35/-.

This book, coinposed of separate

chapters by various British authorities,

gives the essential facts on resins and
other materiais used for bonding glass

fibei's and on the various forms of glass

reinforcement. It also deals with mould-
ing processes, tube and rod production,

and applications in the aii'craft industry,

electrical field, automobile industiy, and
in other fieids. Some chapters include

lists of references.

A history of technology, vol. 1 Froin
early times lo fali of ancient em-
pires. Charles Singer, E. J. Holmyard
and A. R. Hall, eds. Toronto, Oxford
universitv press, 1954. 827 pp., illus.,

$22.50.

The growth and history of technology,

with its many fascinating and surprising

a.spects, will be covered in five volumes
and will span the centuries from the

Old Stone Age through the nineteenth

century. An
^
important part of the

history are (,he specially drawn illustra-

tions ancj^''íhe numerous maps, charts,

and tables. The book is written in

non-technical language, by a wide range
of authorities, and is intended to pro-

vide students of technology with some
humane and historical background for

their studies.

Volume I shows man first as a hunter
and then as a builder of settled societies.

The authors admit that they have not

made a global san-vey but have concen-

trated on the first civilizations of the

Near East which most profoundly

affected our western society.

Among the many subjects which are

discussed are speech and language, early

time-reckoning. food-coUecting, graphic

arts, such domestic activities as fire-

making, animal domestication, plant

cultivation, building in brick and stone,

use of metais, transport, writing, weights

and measures, mathematics and astron-

omy.
The term "technology'' has been used

to cover the field of how things are done
or made and is only extended in a

limited way to describe what things are

done or made.
This is a very ambitious work and one

of extreme importance, for the role o(

technology has become an indispensable

one in the life and history of mankind.
The fact that it has been undertaken
by a group of such highly qualified

specialists, and that such care has been
taken with the physical format of the

book, will make it an outstanding and
permanent part of the scientific litera-

ture of our day.

Industrial waslc disposal oharges in

cities over 5,000 population. Special

report 188. Chicago, American public

works association, 1955. 81 pp., charts,

mimeog., $3.00 (U.S.).

Some two hundred and fifty-six

American cities were ciuestioned about
their methods of inaking industrial waste
disposal charges. The report divides the

charges into thosc based upon percent-

age of water bill, upon a Schedule of

water use, upon flat rates, and upon
quantity and quality "of wastes. Dispo.sal

regulation and such related data as sew-
age meters, oil aud grease separators,

and pre-treatment of wastes are also

covered.

LMnstahilité en niécaniqu«: automo-
biles, avions, ponts suspendus. Y.

Rocard, Paris, Ma.sson, 1954. 239 pp.,
illus., 1200 fr.

This subject of mechanical instability

in cars, airplanes, and suspension bridges
is one which will interest many engi-

neers and designers in these fieids.

In eight chapters the book discusses

such problems as vibration in automo-
biles, with the author presenting his own
theories as well as tho.se of others. Ex-
amples of bridge failures are given and
in the section on aircraft the criticai

speed for airplane wings is studied. The
limits of stability are explored in con-

nection with ali three designs.

An introduction to carrier currenl
conimunications. J. N. Petrie and
H. E. Clapham, eds. Toronto, Auto-
matic electric, 1949. 136 pp., diagrs

.

$3 ..50.

This is a simplified text on the basic

principies underlying carrier telephony
and telegraphy, covering subjects such

as wave theory, transmission, filters, elec-

trouics, modulators, two- and four-wire

carrier systems, carrier on radio, carrier

telegraphy, and applications of carrier

systems.

Introduction to nuclear engineering,

R. L. Murrav. New York, Prentice-

Hall, 1954. 418 pp., illus., $9.35 (U.S.)i

The author's purpose in writing thií

book was to provide a concept of the

o\'er-all problems in nuclear engineering

and so to overcome the limitations o:

specialization which is so prevalent ii

this field. It will be especially valuabW

as an- introduction to new developmend
in atomic energy for the universitj

student.

The book covers the foUowing sub-|

jects, many of them not yet includecj

in standard engineering or physics texts

i.^otope separation, reactor design am
operation, special requirements on ma
terials, heat transfer by liquid metala

regenerative production of fissionabl^

materiais, protection from nuclear radia

tions, and the application of reactor

to transportation and power generation

Throughout the book a qualitativ

concept has been first presented, the"

an elementary mathematical analysi'

and finally a review of the application

and signifícance of the material.

Irrigation and hydraulic design, vol

1 General principies of hydraalii

design. Serge Leliavsky. Torontc

British Book Service, 1955. 492 pp
illus., $21.50.

As a set of three volumes this boo

seems destined to become a standar

reference work on the engineerin

aspects of irrigation and on hydrauli

design. The author is a well-known i"

ternational authority in this field an

has done extensive work in Rússia an

Egypt.

The scope of the book is comprehe
sive and includes both the new ide'

of designers like Rouse and the fund;

mental theories of Terzaghi, Pavlovsk:

etc. The two vohmies which will apper

at a later date will be devoted f

specific design methods and theory í(

irrigation works. and to multiple-purpoí

hydraulic structures from the stanc

points of design, execution and ecom
mies.

Volume I contains the more gener;

fundamentais of design work, with pa

ticular reference to percolation in t\
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Hycroft Towers
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In August 1950, our crews completed an

extensive foundation testing and soil samplmg

program at 15th Avenue and Granvi le St. m
Vancouver. Now on this beautiful site stands
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I CAN BUIU)

Because Forano builds so many different types

of equipment—because of the versatility of our

operations which have developed over three

generations of craftsmen, the Forano

organization has acquired an enviable

reputation in the manufacture of special

machinery. Equipment not available elsewhere,

cr which has never before been produced in

Canada, is "right up our alley".

This wealth of experience is your safest guide if

you are looking for a manufacturer who can

produce your "out-of-the-ordinary" equipment

requirements. We've been doing it for

over 80 years.

SPECIAL MACHINERY

IMPINGO FILTERS— Johnson Company, Asbestos Mill, Black Lake, P.Q.

lUustrated are just a few examples of

where our engineering staff and

manufacturing faciUties have proved of

particular assistance. Perhaps

we can help you.

WOOD INCISERS

3TARV VÂIVES FOR ^
SBESTOS INDUSTRY "f'

HOlSTS FOR

CN R. ORE OOCK

GAS PRODUCERS

Designers and manufacturers of

CONVEYING and ELEVATING

EQUiPAAENT

POWER TRANSMISSION EQUIPAAENT

SPECIAL MACHINERY

TIIE BEVEllERS

AIUMINUM
EXTRUSION STRETCHERS

M I T E
SINCE 1873 i

Head Office and Worki: PLESSISVILLE, P.Q.

Reg/ono/ Sa/es Off.ces: 7000 Park Avenue, Montreal, P.Q.
^

69 Eglinton Easf, Toronto, Ont.
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• Library Notes

granular foundations beneath hydraulic

structures and in earthen banks, tail

erosiou in its various aspects, and hy-

draulic flow in canalí? and rivers, both

uniform and non-uniform.
Within each of these larger subjects

there are well-developed sections on ali

aspects of each design factor and prob-

lem. Numerous formulae, methods and
design theories are included as well

as many diagrams, charts and photo-

graphs.

The joint and several responsibility

of architects, engineers, and builders.

W. S. Johnson. Montreal, Wilson et

Lafleur, 1955. 215 pp., $8.50.

The publication of thi.s much-needed
book will surely be received with ap-
preciation and interest by members of

the law profession of Quebec as well as

by architects, engineers and builders.

Written by a member of the Bar of

Montreal, it conccrns articles 1688, 1689,

and 2259 of the Civil Code of Quebec,
establishing and regulating the five-year

warranty. The author has attempted to

present an organized review, both prac-

tical and theoretical, of the jurispru-

dence to date. To this end he has
arranged the material by topics and
has attempted to reach some conclusions

on subjects' that are often controversial.

The opening chapters deal with the

history of this jurisprudence and de-
fine the roles of each profe.ssion. Fol-
lowing sections cover more detailed

questions e.g. perishing, responsibility for

the unfavourable nature of the ground,
defectg of construction, error, accept-

ance of the work, and proving the

owner's loss.

Many legal cases are cited to further

the understanding of this law.

Minerais for atomic energy; a guide
to exploration for uranium, thorium,
and beryllium. R. D. Nminger. Tor-
onto, Van Nostrand. 1954. 367 pp.,

lUus., $8.75.

The author is the assistant director

for exploration of the American Atomic
Eneigy Commission and has written a

complete handbook of pros-pecting for

atomic energy minerais.

Divided into three parts, the book
íirst covers the minerais which are

sources of uranium, thorium and beryl-

lium, then deals with their location, both
known and probable, in various áreas

of the world, and with their Identifica-

tion. Part III describes prospecting
equipment and techniques, the use of

Geiger and scintillation counters, evalua-
tion of deposits, and such details as

prices, markets and governmental con-
trols.

The appendices give tables for min-
eral Identification, classifications of ore

deposits, testing and analysis procedures,

and information on prospecting in Can-
ada, Austrália and other important
áreas.

An outline of atomic phvsics, 3rd ed.

O. H. Blackwood, T. H.' Osgood, and
A. E. Ruark. New York, Wiley, 1955.

501 pp., illus., $7.50.

In a quickly changing field of science

this book has been regarded as valuable
enough to warrant a greatly expanded
and revised third edition. Obsolete ma-
terial has been replaced by sections

on mesons, nuclear magnetic resonance,

resonance radiation, Raman spectra,

magnetic susceptibility, and electrons

in metais. The basic function of the

book has not changed, however: to

present the fundamentais of atomic and
nuclear physics for those who have an
elementary knowledge of physics. It

does not discuss the subjects of elec-

tronics and radar but remains a treatise

on tlie structure of atoms and moléculas.
The book spans a great deal of ma-

terial, from the atomic nature of elee-

tricity, the Bohr model of the atom.
atomic spectra, the periodic system, and
elementary particles to co.smic rays and
a simple account of the theory of reía-

tivity. In this edition the chapter on
astrophysics has been omitted.

*Servomechanisms and regulating
system design, v. 2. Harold Chestnut
and R. W. Maver. New York, Wiley,

1955. 384 pp., figs., $8.50.

The íirst volume, published in 1951,

dealt with basic mathematics, physical

problems, and design solutions in a

manner suited to the needs of students

and engineers without previous training

in closed-loop control. The present vol-

ume, a more advanced treatment in-

1

tended for practical designers and gradu-

ate students, covers measurement tech-
i

niques; specifications ; methods of .select-

!

ing power and stabilizing elements;
i

amplifier design; all-a.c. servomechan-

1

ism design; and non-linearities in con-|

trol .system design. Illustrative problems
adaptcd from actual design projects are

included.
'

Some fundamentais of petroleum
geology. G. D. Hobson. Toronto, Ox-
ford university press, 1954. 139 pp., l

diagrs., $2.75.

The basic principies of petroleum
geology are outlined in this text. It

begins by describing the nature of an

oil accumulation then discusses the com-
position and properties of such reservoir

fluids as natural gas, crude oil and oil-

field waters. The origin of petroleum is

dealt with as well as the phenomena
of migration and accumulation. A fairly

detailed chapter is devoted to reservoir

pressure and a section in the appendices

to compaction in sedimcnts.

The book is not intended to be com-
prehensive and only a few of the funda-

mental problems of petroleum geology

are covered in detail.

Technique du bâti soudé. F. Koenigs-

berger. Paris, Dunod, 1955. 119 pp.,

diagrs., $4.50.

This is a partial translation of the

author's book "Design for welding". The
first section gives general calculations

on end to end and angle welding whilei

the second chapter com.pares the prob-

lems of welding steel and cast iron. Thej

rest of the translation is concerned with
1

welding various components of a struc-i

ture e.g. beams and floors.

The testing of high speed internai

combustion engines, 4th ed., rev.

A. W. Judge. Toronto, British Book
Service, 1955. 494 pp., illus., $12.75.

Since the publication of the last

edition of this work in 1943 many new
developments have taken place in the

design and production of internai com-
bustion engines, and this revision is in-

tended to keep abreast of these develop-

ments.

New engine testing methods and
equipment which mean greater accuracy

of measurement and more simplified

Controls are included in this edition

In addition, certain sections have been

greatly expanded and others are com-
pletely new. There is new data on
measurements of fuel quantity and rate,

exhaust gas composition, diesel engine

smoke density, static and variable cy-

increased concrete

workability at

lower cost with

POZZOLITH Poizolilh Produces Greater Slump
with Some Amount of Water

PLAIN MIX POZZOlITH MIX
5-1/5 Gollons W/C 5-1/5 Gallons

1 Inch SLUMP 5 Inchet

Producing increased concrete workability by adding water has two serious
disadvantages. First, it increases the cost of concrete because more cement
is required to maintain strength. Second, it lowers the quality of concrete
because it increases shrinkage and permeability and decreases durability.

EfiFect of Pozzolith on workability is shown above.

The fact that Pozzolith increases workability without the use of extra
water, is one of the reasons why it was employed in more than 13,000,000
cubic yards of concrete last year alone. Full information on requesl.^
MASTER W BUILDERS

P. 0. 101 501. wrsTON nufoctured in Canoda
TOOOIITO IS. OHTIRIO
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NEOPRENE^i
CLOTHING T

RESISTS
HAZARDOUS

CHErAlCALS,

PROTECTS WORKERS

When acids, alkalis and corrosive chemicals

endanger the safety of workers, specify pro-

tective clothing made of NEOPRENE. Neo-
prene stands up under conditions where

natural rubber deteriorates . . . resists chemi-

cals, oils and many solvents.

INDUSTRIAL GLOVES — Where hands need

protection from jagged metal parts or acid baths,

scalding water, chemicals, gasoline or oils there's

j a neoprene glove to fit the job. Neoprene gloves

M give fuU protection.

PROTECTIVE FOOTWEAR — Tough, flexible,

easy-to-clean neoprene boots protect workers

in the oil, chemical, dairy and meat packing

industries. Neoprene boots resist cutting,

scviffing, and attack by solvents, chemicals,

fats and acids.

FLEXIBLE VALVE SHIELD

Protects operator from hazardous

spray should valve stem packing fail.

Flexibihty permits operation and

inspection without removing shield from valve. Neoprene is used because

of its outstanding combination of chemical resistance, flexibility

and ability to withstand sunlight and weather.
|^

DURABLE APRON
Because of its neo-

prene coated con-

struction this hard

wearing apron gives

long service despite

constant exposure to

animal fats, grease or

chemical solutions.

Moreover, it resists

abrasion, tearing and

cracking, and won't

get sticky when hot!

líioi m

liseíí

liavili

[ Jji»

í

es

(0

NEOPRENE
The rubber made by

Du Pont sinte 1932

€IPDND

THE NEOPRENE NOTEBOOK
Every issue contains illustrated case

histories, interesting stories, new
applications of neoprene. Clip and

mail this coupon to Du Pont Com-
pany of Canada Limited, Chemicals

Department, Room A-3, P.O. Box

660, Montreal.

Please add my name to the mailinglist to receive

the "Neoprene Notebook" free of charge.

Name Position.

Firm

Address

.

City .Prov.

i
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Library Notes

linder pressure and temperatures. The
section dealing with the measuring of

brake horse-power now includes descrip-

tions of the most recent types of brakes
and dynamometers, as well as new test

formuiae. The more recent fuel knock
rating tests are also described.

The testing of aircraft gas turbine is

inchided for the first time while the

section on aircraft piston engine testing

has been revised.

*Titaniuni in industry. Stanlej^ Abko-
witz, J. J. Burke and R. H. Hiltz.

Toronto. Van Nostrand, 1955. 224 pp..

illus., $5.50.

A treatise on the elementary facts and
principies involved in the use of titan-

ium, written for process engineers and
research metallurgists. Mcthods of pro-

duction, properties, and alloying and
heat treatment are discussed, and sepa-

rate chapters are devoted to hot and cold

shaping, casting and powder metallurgy,

joining, and rnachining and grinding.

Analytieal and metallographic tech-

niques are also described and military

and industrial applications are briefiy

noted. Companies that are the main pro-

ducers of titanium are listed in the

opening eiiapter.

*Wave diagrains for nonsteady flow
in ducts. Geoige Rudniger. Toronto,
Van Nostrand, 1955. 278 pp., figs.,

$6.50.

Fundamentals and step-by-step pro-

cedures for the construction of wave
diagrams are presented and applied to

general flow problems, and to problems
involving boundaries and discontinuities

and the interaction of discontinuities.

Actual techniques of wave-diagram con-
struction are described, with completely
worked-out examples given as illustra-

tions. Intended both as a textbook and
reference manual, a famiiiarity with
problems of steady, compre.ssible flow
inducts is assumed.

Who's who ín world aviation, vol. I,

1955, W. W. Pansh, ed. Washington,
American aviation publications, 1955.
345 pp., $10.00 (U.S.).

This is a world-wide biographical sur-

vey of important members of the avia-

tion field and includes about 2,400

names. Among them are ofíicials and key
employees of aircraft and engine com-
panies, airlines and associated indus-
tries; ofíicers of air services; members
of pioneer pilot organizations

;
govern-

ment ofíicials, and individuais who have
won renown through their contributions
to the science, industry, commerce.
literature and development of aviation.

The list of names is arranged alpha-
betically and gives sueh Information as

business affiliations, address, educai, ion.

military record and personal data of

each biographee, and also notes any
awards he lias received and his mem-
bership in fraternal orders.

*The Williston Basin. E. N. Kemler
and W. D. Lacabanne. Spring Park,
Summary Reports, 1954. 272 pp,.
illus., maps, $12.00 (U.S.).

A compilation of Information widely
scattered in petroleum magazines and
profe.ssional society publications, It

eovers the geology of the Basin in gen-
eral and of the various states and prov-
inces; exploration methods in use in

the Basinj drilling practictís and prob-
lems; production, transportation, and
refining activities; and characteristies of

oil produced. Brief bibliographies follow
some chapters and the appendix gives a
general bibliography of 104 references
The authors are members of the engi-
neering faculty, University of Minnesota.

*The world's great bridges. H. Shirley
Smith. New York, Harper, Toronto,
Mu.s.s()n, 1953, 180 pp., illus,, $4,25,

Traces the development of bridge
buildmg from earliest times to the pres-
ent, Thero are chapters on Roman
bridges, the bridges of the Orient, and
those buiit during the Middle Ages,
About half the book covers the develop-
ment of modem reinforced concrete,
cantilever, steel arch, and suspension
bridges, The book is written for both
engineers and laymen.

NEW BOOKS RECEIVED
The advanoed part of a treatise on the
dynaniics of a system of rigid

bodies, 6th ed,, rev. and enl. E, J,

Routh, New York, Dover, 1955
[c, 1905], 484 pp,, $3,95 (U,S,) cloth;

$1,95 (11,8,) pa,

Ahnost periodic funetions. A. S. Besi-
eovitch, Nev/ York, Dover, 1954. 180

pp., $3.50 (U.S.) cloth;

pa.

i

.75 (U,S,)!

American concrete institute manua
of concrete inspection, Hrd ed, De-j
troit, The Institute, 1955. 232 ppl
illus,, $2,50 (U,S,),

American society for testing materialJ
proceedings, v, 54, 1954. Philadelí
phia. The Societv, 19.55. 1412 pp.l

illus., $12.00 (U.S.)

Les applications pratiques de \à

luminescence, 3e éd. M. Déribérél
Paris, Dunod, Montreal. FomacI
1955. 399 pp., illus., $14.85.

Applied hydraulics data list, 19551
Cleveland, Applied hydraulics magaj
zine, 1955. 19 pp., mimeog.

Art in science. New York, Simon
Schuster, 1955. portfolio, 32 plates.

Automatic protection of a-c circuits|

4th ed. rev, and ed, by C, M, Dodson
G, W. Stubbings, Toronto, BritisH

Book Service, 1954, 355 pp,, diagrs,!

$8,50,

The case for the UFO : unidentifieci
flying objects. M, K, Jessup, TorI
onto, McLeod, 1955, 239 pp,, illus.|

$4.00,

The continuum and other lypes oi

serial order. 2nd ed, E, V. Huntingj,
ton, New York, Dover, 1955 [c, 1917]

82 pp„ $2,75 (U,S,) cloth; $1,00 (U.S,

pa,

Cost accounting and the engineerl
K, B, Mitchell, London, Iliffe, 1954|

126 pp., diagrs., 10/6.

La couleur dans les activités bu
maines. M. Déribéré. Paiis, Dunoc
Montreal, Fomac, 1955. 242 pp
illus., $9.30.

Design of concrete structures, 5th ec

L. C. Urquhart, C. E. 0'Rourke, am
George Winter. Toronto, McGraw
Hill, 1954. 508 pp., illus., $9.50.

Dictionary of televísion, radar ani

antennas. W. E. Clason, com^
Houston, Elsevier, 1955. 760 pri

$21.50 (U.S.).

The dynaniical theory of gases, 4th ec

J. H. Jeans. New York, Dover,
[c, 1925], 444 pp,. $2,00 (U.S.) pa.

Dynamics of machinery. A. R. Holol

wenko. New York, Wiley, 1955. 46''

pp., illus., $7.50.

LÍADS in LIGHTING RESEARCH

y^^^^^^^ * DRAMATIC LUVE-TILE & LUMINOUS CEILINGS

* FLUORESCENT LUMINAIRES * INCANDESCENT FIXTURES
DISTRIBUTED FROM COAST TO COAST CATALOGUES ON REQUE5T

J. A. WILSON LIGHTING & DISPLAY LTD. 280 lAKESHORE ROAD, TORONTO 14, ONT. PHONE Clifford J-331
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Air Conditioning Units. Up
fo 40 fons capacities.

Extensive type and size

range.

: »erfformancé
n I

Unit Coolers. Up to 4 fons
capacities. Freon or Am-
mon ia.

Extended Surface Coiis for

Direct Expansion, Water
or Steam.

Evaporatíve Condensers. 5

to 75 tons. Save up to

95% water costs.

KHM Cooling Towers. 5
to 60 tons. 20 Year Guar-
antee on wetted decks.

is an Engineer's description of

REFRIGERATION, AIR CONDITIONING
and HEATING EQUIPMENT

BECAUSE they are engineered to give TOP FLIGHT
PERFORMANCE . . .

BECAUSE they are designed to fit the many and
voried demands of space and economy . .

BECAUSE they represent Canada's MOST COMPLETE
LINE cf Ref rigeration, Air Conditioning and Heat-
ing Equipment.

Engineers, Architects and Contractors KNOW they
are assured of the best in quaiity, economy and
results when they specify "KeepRite". And they ali

appreciate the "one responsibility" factor which
exists with

"THE COMPLETE LINE"

For catalogues and engineering information on
KeepRite, "THE COMPLETE LINE" write direct to

PRODUCTS LIMITED

BRANTFORD CANADA

Air - Cooled Condensers.
Sizes to 20 tons. Eliminate

water costs. MADE IN CANADA BY CANADIANS
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Library Notes

Elementary theory of nuclear shell

structure. M. G. Maver and J. H. D.

Jensen. New York, "Wiley, 1955, 269

pp., figs., $7.75.

Engineering cybernetics. H. S. Tsien.

Toronto, McGraw-Hill, 1954. 289 pp.,

figs., $6.50.

Financial Post survey of oils, v. 13,

1955. Toronto, Maclean-Hunter,
1955. 384 pp., maps, $3.00.

Grundbau taschenbuch, Berlin, Ernst,

1955. 2v., 85 DM.

Heating, ventilating, air conditioning

guide, 1955, V. 33. New York, Amer-
ican society of heating and air-con-

ditioning engineers, 1955. 1680 pp.,

lUus., $12.00 (U.S.).

Hydrodynamique. G. Birkhoff. Paris,

Dunod, Montreal, Fomac, 1955. 228

pp., illus., $8.70.

Ibbetson's electric wiring, 9th. ed. C.

R. Urwin, ed. Toronto. British Book
Service, 1954. 296 pp., illus., $2.00.

Modern petroleum technology, 2nd
ed. E. B. Evans, hon. ed. London,
Institute of petroleum, 1954. 702 pp.,

35/-.

Les nioteurs, diesel ; leurs applications

industrielles. Technique moderne,
numero spécial. Paris, Dunod, Mont-
real, Fomac, 1954. 576 pp., illus., $4.00.

L'organisation de Tentreprise et

l'imprimé, 2è. éd. C. Duval et J.

Lepanot. Paris, Dunod, Montreal,

Fomac, 1955. 201 pp., illus., $7.75.

L'organi$ation scientifique et les

relalions liuniaines dans rentreprisc
industrielle, 4è. éd. R. Lambert.
Paris, Dunod, Montreal, Fomac, 1955.

230 pp., figs., $9.10.

Picture book of TV troubles, v. 3
(Video I-F & video ampliíier cir-

cuits). J. F. Rider laboratories stalí,

New York, Rider, 1955. 96 pp., illus.,

$1.80.

Les poutres en béton armé soumises
a la flexion composee. G. Colorio.

Paris, Dunod, Montreal, Fomac, 1955.

98 pp., figs., $4.50.

Precast concrete. Kurt Billig. Toronto,
Macmillan, 1955. 341 pp., illus., $5.50.

Principies of electric utility engineer-
ing. C. A. Powel. New York, Wilev,
1955. 251 pp., illus., $6.00.

Radio and television engineers' refer-

ence book. E. Molloy, ed. Toronto,
British Book Service, 1954. Various
paging, illus., $12.00.

Silent service is not enough: AWWA
public relations manual. New York,
American water works association,

1955. 152 pp., $1.50 (U.S.).

Standard methods for the examina-
tion of water, sewage, and indus-
trial wastes, lOth ed. New York,
American public liealth association,

1955. 522 pp., illus., $7.50 (U.S.).

TV field service manual with tube
locations, v. 4. Harold Al.sberg, ed.

New York, Rider, 1955. 151 pp., illus.,

$2.40 (U.S.).

1024

Third international conference on
hot dip galvanizing, Oxford, 1954.

Oxford, Zinc development assoe,

Montreal, Consolidated mining and
smelting co, of Canada. 1954. 268

pp., illus., $6.00.

Transform calculus, with an intro-

duction to complex variables. E. J.

Scott. New York, Harper, 1955. 330

pp., $7.50 (U.S.).

Turboblowers. A. J. Stepanoff. New
York, Wiley, 1955. 377 pp., illus.,

$8.00.

Union decisions in collective bargain-

ing. R. R. France. Princeton, Uni-
\'ersity. Industrial relations section,

1955. 49 pp., $2.00 (U.S.).

TECHNICAL BULLETINS
AND

PAMPHLETS RECEIVED
American society for testing materiais.

Special technical publications:

No. 56-H—1952 and 1953 .supplementá

to the bibliography and abstracts on
electrical contacts. No. 90-C—1954 sup-
plement to the metal cleaning biblio-

graphical abstracts. No. 159—Symposium
on radioactivity—an introduction.

Beli Telepbone system. Monographs:

No. 2310—Acoustics in communica-
tion, by J. B. Fisk. No. 2314—Magneto-
striction and anistvopy of cobalt cry.?-

tals, by R. M. Bozorth. No. 2324—
Sources and properties of electrical

noises, hy W. R. Bennett. No. 2330—

A

new military radio relay system, by J.

G. Nordahl. No. 2331—Features of the

AN/TRC-24 ladio set, by V. I. Cruser.

No. 2343—Activation energy of ionic

conduction in silica glasses, by O. L.

Anderson and D. A. Stuart. No. 2350

—

New military carrier telephone systems,

by J. P. Hoffman, G. H. Huber, W. F.

Miller and C. W. Schramm. No. 2352—
Passive linear networks in terms of time
and energy, by G. Raisbeck. No. 2353

—

Some recent advances in microwave
tubes, by J. R. Pierce. No. 2354—Large-
signal behavior of junction transistors,

by J. J. Ebers and J. L. Moll. No. 2363
—The evolution of modern television,

by A. G. Jensen. No. 2365—Distribution

of a sum of n sine waves, by S. O.
Rice. No. 2383—Large-signal transient

response of junction transistors, by J.

L. Moll. No. 2384—Miniature lacciuer

film capacitors, by D. A. McLean and
H. G. Wehe. No. 2387—Theory of the
thermoelectric power of semiconductors,
by C. Herring.

British electrical and allied industries
research association. Technical re-

porls

:

No. L/T282—The measurement of

power loss at temperatures up to 100°C.
and frequencies up to 100 Mc/s, by E.
Rushton and G. Russell. No. L/T286—
The dielectric properties of acenaphthv-
lene styrene copolymers. bv J. V. \j.

Parry. No. L/T292—Further improve-
ments to the vacum torsion balance
and sorption measurements on polv-
styrene, by A. G. Day. No. L/T303—
Growing of perovskite-tvpe crystals, bv
H. F. Kay and J. L. Miles. No. L/T3l'0
—Breakdown of solid dielectrics in

diveigent fields, by J. H. Mason. No.

W/T31—Artificial lighting for planlj

growth, by A. E. Canham.

Canada. National research council:
Review 1954 (N.R.C. No. 3431.)

Canada. National research council
Division of mechanical engineering,
Report

:

Quarterly bulletin, 1 January to 3
March 1955 (No. ME. 1955 (1) ).

Canadian standards association. Ap'

provais laboratories

:

List of approved oil-burning equip'

ment, 2nd ed., March, 1955.

Jaworski, Adam, M.E.I.C.

The effect of standard cliarges or

Canadian airport operations.

Nova Scotia power commission:

Annual report for the twelve monthi
period ended Nov. 30, 1954.

Nova Scotia research foundation:

Annual report, April 1, 1953 to Marct
31, 1954.

Quebec, Department of mines. Labo
ratories branch. Preliminary re

ports

:

No. 301—A Chemical studv of thi

peats of Quebec—VI—The Small Tei

Field bog, Huntington county; VII
Large Tea Field bog; Huntingtoi
County, by J. Risi, C.-E. Brunette ani

H Girard (also in French). No. 305-

The use of the thermobalance in analy
tical chemistry, by Fernand Claisse

Florian East and Frederic Abesque (als(

in French).

Sola Electric Company

:

The Sola constant voltage transfor

mer; theory of design and operation,

Steinman, D. B.

Suspension bridges: the aerodynami
problem and its solution.

Underwriters' Laboratories of Canada|«
Standards : I

C142—Proposed revision of the stand
ard for aboveground storage tanks ío:

hazardous liquids.

United States. National research couii

cil. Highway research board. Bui

letin.

No. 99—Parking requirements in zon

ing ordinances.

STANDARDS REVIEWEI
A.S.T.M. standards, American societ

for testing materiais, 1916 Rac
Street, Philadelphia 3, Pa.

* A.S.T.M. standards on paint, varnisij

laquer, and related products. $6.t'

(U.S.).

AU the specifications, methods o

test, and definitions pertaining to thes

products have been coUected into

single volume in order to provide a coíi

venient reference manual for the indus

try. A number of the standards include

have also been approved by the Amer
can Standards Association or by th

Federation of Paint and Varnish Produ(

tion Clubs.
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Appointments and Transfers

Honour for N.R.C. Vice-President.

—

The University of Western Ontário has

conferred the degree of Doctor of

Science honoris causa on E. R. Birchard,

O.B.E., vice-president (administration)

of the National Research Council, for

his significant contribution to Canadian

science in the field of administration.

A graduate in 1909 in mechanical and
electrical engineering from the Univer-

sity of Toronto, Mr. Birchard was
awarded the O.B.E. for liis world war II

Services as Motor Vehicle Controller foi

the Dominion Government. He joined

N.R.C, in 1947 in the capacity which

has broiight him the present recognition.

Data Processing Associates.—The elec-

tion was recently announced of George
GHnski, M.E.I.C., as (iirector and presi-

dent, and of Douglas Feacock as man-
aging director and vice-president ot

Data Processing Associates, Ltd., Ot-
tawa. A further note of Mr. Glinski's

appointment appears under Personals in

this isí?ue.

•
(LG.E. Execulives.—The lioard of di-

rectors of Canadian General Electric

Company have announced the election

of Harold M. Turner as chairman of the

hoard. President of the comjjany since

1946, Mr. Turner is succeeded as presi-

dent and chicf executive ofiicer by
James H. Goss.

•
Cooper-Bessenier Proniotion.—C. R.

Jones has been appoinled manager,
Western Canada, for Cooper-Bessemer
of Canada Ltd. Mr. Jones was recently

clected vice-president of the company.

Canadian Johns-Manville Appoint-
ment.—Howard Ci. Lambe lias been
aijpointed commodity manager for three

of the Canadian Johns-Manville Com-
l)any's asbesto.s-cement building prod-
ucts, which are to be produced for the

first time in Canada in a new í-xtension

to the Toronto [ilant.

Change of Appointment.— R. H.
Stokes-Rees, Afíil.E.I.C., is now director

of Rubenstein Bros. Co., 50 Craig Street

West, Montreal.
•

Canadian Pacific Vice-Presidents.—
The apiiointment of D. S. Thomson of

Montreal as vice-president with jurisdic-

tion over ali lines of the Canadian Pa-

cific Railway Company was announced
recently by N. R. Crunip, m.e.i.c,

newly-elected president of the company.
Mr. Thomson, who had directed the

operation and maintenance of the

C.P.R.'s 17,019-mile uetwork since Octo-

ber 1, 1953, had been a regional vice-

president for fi\e and one half years

before coming to Montreal as vice-

president, operation and maintenance.

He controlled the eastern region at Tor-

onto from 1948 to 1950 and the prairie

region at Wiimipeg from 1950 to 1953.

At the same time, Mr. Crump an-

nounced the appointment of R. A.

Emerson, M.E.I.C, formerly chief engi-

neer and a third-generation Canadian
Pacific emiiloyee, as vice-president, op-

eration and maintenance, the position

formerly \\r\d by Mr. Thomson.

•
Foundrymen's Award.—.1. E. Rehder.

Director of Technology and Research,

Canada Iron Foundries, Jjimited, is the

1955 winner of the Peter L. Simpson
Gold Medal "for outstanding contribu-

tions fo the Society and to foundry

knowledge of cast metais". This award
by the American Foundr.ymens Society

is one of the industry s highest recog-

nitions. It is believed that this is the

first time a Canadian has won tlie

Simpson Medal.
•

Linde Appointment.—The a))poinlment

of Richard A. Schmidt, as General
Síiperintendent. Plants and Distribution,

has been announced by David S. Lloyd,

president. Linde Air Products Company
(formerly Dominion Oxygen Company),
Division of l^nion (^arbide Canada Lim-
ited. He will make his headquarters at

the General Oíiices at 40 St. Clair Ave-
nue East. Toronto.

Eaglc Pencil President.—The election

of Charles G. Easton as president of

The Eagle Pencil Company of Canada
Limited has been announced by the

board of directors. Mr. Easton, a Cana-
dian, ioined the Eagle organization in

New York in 1923. The Canadian com-
pany has head ofíice in Toronto and
factory at Drummondville, P.Q. Mr.
Easton has served as Vice-President and
General Manager since its inception.

•

l'ost-graduate Fellowship.—The CanJ
dian Good Roads Association has an
nounced the award of $2,000 fellowshil

to George O. Grant, of Toronto, fel

post-graduate study in the United Statel

Mr. Grant, who is assistant to tlii

deputy minister of the Ontário Departji

ment of Highways, will study durinl

1955-56 at the L^ni\ersity of Californi:

The fellowshi]) is made available to thj

Canadian Good Roads As.-^ociation b.

th(> Armco Drainage & Metal Producti

of Canada Limited, Guelph, Ontário.
|

líahcock-Wilcox Appointments.— Th",

board of directors of Babcock-Wilcol
and Goldie-McCulloch Limitetl, Galí

J. E. Kehder

Ontário, announced recently that J. S.

MacAllister is apjiointed exccutiv
assistant ; and F. W. Cranston is aj

l)ointed sales manager. In the Toront

branch, H. W. Blakley will be assistar

manager and David S. Fulton, sah

engineer.

Glen W. Crook, Jr.E.I.C, will be sal

engineer, eastern branch ofíice, Mon
real.

•
English Electric Director Honoured.
Sir George H. Nelson, one of the fou

new líaronets in the Queen's Honou
Lists announced recently, is a direct

of two Canadian companies, the Joh

Inglis Co. and the English Electric Coir

pany of Canada. Both companies ar

members of the English Electric grou
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f coiiipanies. of which Sir George, who
i a fieqiient visitor to Canada, is chair-

lan anil nianaging director.

íohn Inglis-English Electric Changes.

—FoUowing meetings of the board of

lirectors of Jolm Inglis Co. Limited

.nd the English Electric Company of

danada, Limited, the president, Humpli-

ey B. Style, announced the foliowmg

íhanges: Noel A. Timmins Jr. eleeted

hairman of each company, and John A.

iovd \-ice-president of each company.
|Ur. Timmins and Mr. Boyd have been

lirectors of both companies for several

ears.

Two new vice-presidents ha\e also

)een appointed to the two companies:

X. A. Montgomery, vice-president, com-
nercial devclopment; and J. M. Sowry,

ice-president, manufactiiring.

Canarlian Copco Managing Director.

—

3. S. Jacobsen, engineer and execiiti\-e

)f the international Atlas-Copco groiip

){ companies, has arrived in Canada to

ake over as managing director of Cana-
lian Copco Ltd. He succeed.-^ G. W.
Blomdal who launched the Canadian
ompany in 1948 and who is going to

\'orway to assume direction of group

)|ierations in that country. Atlas-Copco,

nanufacturers of compressed air eciuip-

nent, operate in 41 countries.

Vlontreal Arniature Works.—The ap-

ijointment of Robert F. 0'Connell as

'xecutive \-ice-president and plant and

field manager, and the appointment of

Paul E. Barbeau as vice-president and
-ales manager, has been announced by
David M. Landry, president of Mont-
real Armature Works Limited.

Cominco Staff Appointments.—W. G.

Jewitt, assistant general manager and
manager of mines for The Consolidated
Mining a n d Smelting Company of

Canada Limited, has announced the fol-

lowing appointments, to take effect on
the retirement of H. C. Giegerich on
August 1. P. T. Bloomer, currently

operating superintendent, Sullivan Mine,
to general superintendent, Outside

CO MPANY LIMITED
MANUFACTURINO DIVISION

E., SCARBORO, ONTÁRIO

0„.;c, 0»,=c., QUEBEC. MOMTREA, TORONTO, FORT W,U,AM, WINN.PEG, REGINA. CAIGARV, VANCOUVER

CANADIAN
HEAD OFFICE ANO
2201 EGLINTON AVENUE
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Mines; R. M. Porter, currently acting

property superintendent, Tulsequah
Mines Limited, to operatiug superinten-

dent, Sullivan Mine; and J. J. McKay,

Liquid Levei Bulletin.—A new 26 page
buUetin describing the complete line of

liquid levei gauges for indicating, re-

cording, controlling and telemetering has
been released by The Bristol Company
of Canada Limited.

The well illustrated, two colour bul-

letin shows fioat-type, pressure-type, dif-

ferential pressure-type and bubbler-type
liquid and water levei gauges. in strip

and 'round-chart models. Air or electric

controllers are available in several

modes.
Copies of bulletin L701 are available

on request from The Bristol Company
of Canada Limited, 71-79 Duchess Street,

Toronto, Ontário.

Aluininuni Alloy for Electrit-al Work.
—Development of a new high strengtli

aluminum alloy, designated as Revere
Alloy 6263, designed specifically to serve

the needs of the electrical industiy, is

anuounced by Revere Copper and Brass
Ino., as the culmination of joint research
with the Aluminum Company of Canada.
A magnesium silicide alloy, tailored to

satisfy the need for a light weight high
strength conductor, the new develop-
ment has been approved for busway
applications by several large electrical

manufacturers.
•

Teletype for Data Processing.—

A

folder showing how Bell teletype facil-

ities can be used for the complete mech-
anization of data processing shows il-

lustrations of the various machines that
cany out the complete clerical processes.
Data are fed into the first in a series of
machines in a "common language'' which
can be interpreted by ali machines. After
the first machine has performed its func-
tion, the data are passed on, arriving
at the next machine in coded form on
punched tape. This process is repeated
until the job is completed. The folder is

available through ofiices of The Bell
Telephone Company of Canada.

•
Stress-Relieving Reactor Casing.—An
unusual and interesting technique was
recently employed to carry out the
stress-relieving treatment of a reactor
casing at Cafder Hall, Britain's atomic
power station at present under construg-
tion. The reactor casing, a large cylin-
drical steel vessel, made by Whessoe
Limited, is 40 ft. in diameter, 60 ft. in
height, and weighs 400 tons. As there
was no gas-heated furnace sufficiently
large to take the vessel, a framework
of stainless steal tubing, of a total
length of 2,000 ft. was installed inside
the vessel and raised to a red heat by
the passage of a 1500-kw. current.

Several days were needed to heat the
walls of the vessel to the required tem-
perature, at which the reactor casing

currently property superintendent, Nong
Bhai Mine, Thailand, to property .super-

intendent, Tulsequah Mines Limited. In

addition Mr. Jewitt announced the ap-
pointment of J. C. MacLean to the
position of property superintendent,

H. B. Mine. Mr. MacLeans appoint-
ment became effective with the recent

start-up of the H. B. property.

was maintained for some hours to com-
plete the stress-relieving treatment.
After that, the vessel was allowed to

cool down veiy gradually to room tem-
perature. The whole of the outer sur-

face of the vessel was covered with in-

sulating material several inches thick.

•
New Building Technique.—Ncaring
completion in the North of England is

a building covering an area of more than
7.50,000 sq. ft. with a volumetric capa-
city of nearly 17 million cu. ft. It has
been constructed on a new building

technique recently developed by the
Tube Investments, Ltd. subsidiary —
Metal Sections, Ltd. From start to finish,

the project will be completed in ap-
pi'oximately 20 months.

The basic design, as applied to build-

Í!igs. centres around a prefabricated

three-pin arch made from cold formed
sections. A high strength-weight ratio

has been achie\-ed through a design

technique which enablcs stiffeners to bo
inserted in the main frame sections at

the most appropriaté points determined
by a load analysis of the structure.

Every pound of steel used in the
structural framework supports seven and
a haif times its own weight, under max-
imuin design conditions, and transfers

the load directiy into the foundations.

For other types of buildings. where
trusses and purlins are required to rest

on load bearing walls. this ratio increases

to juet over nine and a half. The three-

pin arches are manufactured in four
parts and, when delivered to the site, ali

that is needed is site assembly, which,
because each component is jig built. is

easy and can be done by unskilled la-

bour without the uso of special equip-
ment.

Ali other components—sheeting, rails,

purlins, bracings, and so on—are de-
livered to the site as completed com-
ponents, and no other work than erec-

tion is necessary. Because the structure
is light and the arches are spaced at 20-

ft. intervals, the foundations are more
económica! to lay than in other types of

buildings.

The building framework can be erected
on prepared fovmdations at the rate of
1000 sq. ft. an hour.

•
New Ganadian Marconi Office.—A new
sales and sei-vice office, with a floor space
of 2,000 square feet, was recentlv opened
in Calgaiy. at_1710 — 3rd St.. N. E., by
the Commercial Products Division of

Canadian Marconi Company.

•
New Interior Paint.—Corosobar, a new
rubber-base interior paint of the new
styrene-butadiene family has been de-
veloped by The Tremco Manufacturing
Company (Canada) Ltd., Toronto,
Ontário. The new product is said to

possess exceptional resistance to severe
moisture conditions, chemical fumes and
even occasional direct contact with acid
and alkali solutions. Corosobar is recom-
mended for use on walls, ceilings and
equipment in establishments where
severe moisture and chemical conditions
prevail.

•
Punip Distributors.—The New York
Air Brake Company has announced the
appointment of Williams & Wilson
Limited a-s distributors for eastem Can-
ada of Kinney manufacturing division

products consisting of Kinney vacuum
pumps and equipment, and Kinney
liquid handling pumps.

•
Spun Rock Wool.—The history of the
de\elopment of rock wool from rocks
near Thorold, Ontário, and the physical

properties, applications, and specifica^

tions of currently available ranges of

material are described in a technical

bulletin published by Spun Rock Wools
Ltd., Thorold, Ontário (from whom
copies are available). The long fibred

wool has an unconfined density of only
3 Ib./cu, ft.; blankets are normally made
at a density of 6 Ib./cu. ft. The material

may safely be used for insulation ap-

I>lications up to 1200°F. In addition to

lliermal insulation, the rock wool has

found considerable use in sound-dead-
ening for aircraft testing and wind tun-

nels.

•
Western Wire and Cable.—Expansion
plans of Richiuond Electric Company
of Canada involve provincial incorpora-

tion of Western Wire and Cable Com-
pany from B.C. to Ontário. An ofhce and

warehouse are open in Edmonton and

a manufacturing plant is planned for

Alberta, where operations are under

vice-president J. A. Kippan. A recent

application from the company's range of

electrical wire products, in the field of

town-planning, is the substitution of

small plastic-coated cables for unsightly

overhead wires; such cables have been

installed at Medicine Hat, Alberta.

•
Canadian Contract in Pakistan.—The
Vancouver firm of Sandwell and Com-
pany Limited, Consulting engineers,

have completed a contract with the

Pakistan Industrial Development Cor-

poration for the construction of a 35,000-

ton annual capacity newsprint mill ard

complete steam-electric power pfant on

the Ganges River delta system. Also

scheduled is a townsite or colony, to be

built over a period of two and a half

years. Known as the Khulna project, thf

cost of the mill and power jilant will br

about $20,000,000 and of the town de-

velopment about $1,000,000.

•
Coffin Turbo Punip Agenl.—The J

,

S. Coííin Jr., Company, Englcwood, N.J..

announces the appointment of the Con-

solidated Engines & Machinery Co.,

Ltd., Town of Mount Royai, Que. as

the exclusive Canadian agent for Coffin

Turbo Pumps, which include steam-tur-

bine-driven centrifugal pumps used in

the industrial railroad and marine fieldfi

•
Change of Address.—The Offices of

Wiggs, W^alford, Frost and Lindsay, Con-

sulting Professional engineers, are now

New Equipment and Developments
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S,000 Gallon Tank Tower
iupplied and erected by Pacific Coast Pipe Co. Ltd.

hhis B.C. Fir Wood Tank is mounted on 100 ft.

ower. For complete information on "PACPIPE"
^ood Stave Pipe and Tanks write for our illustrated

Catalogue No. 54.

Cut

Building

Costs

1

Standard Steel Framed

INDUSTRIAL
BUILDINCS

i

Plan your building to

Coseley standard measurements

and couple economy with

8afety, durability and sound

design. Coseley

buildings have proved from

15% to 20% more economical

than any olher

comparable structures.

Direct your enquiries to Mont-

real OHice for DEALERS Coast-

to-Coast.

inCIFIC CDHST PIPECcikoO

—

J GII«a«llLE STIEET é ESTlllItNEI 1904 • VIICOIVEI 1. ClIK*

Coseley Engineering
(CANADA) LIMITED

MONTREAL — 5165 SHERBROOKE ST. WEST

VANCOUVER — 475 HOWE STREET

WINNIPEG - CANADIAN ROGERS WESTERN LTD.

1109 WINNIPEG AVE.
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located at 69 Eglinton Avenue East,

Toronto, Ontário.
•

Power Show, 1955.—The Institute of

Power Engineers announces that the 1955

annual meeting and technical sessions

will be held in conjunction with the

Power Show in the Show Mart, Mont-
real, November 8 to 11. Full information

may be obtained from the Instittite of

Power Engineers, 1176 Slierbrooke Street

West, Montreal, Que., or 410 Bloor
Street East, Toronto, Ont.

•
Forthooming Trado Fairs.—Majoi'

trade fairs to be held in 1955 inciude:

Belgiuni—International Fair of Glient,

vSept. 20 to Oct. 9; índia—Indian Indu.s-

tries Fair, New Deihi, Oct.-Dec; Yiigo-

slavia—Zagreb International Trade Faii"

Sept. 2 to 13.

•
Motorized Mines Locoinotive.—Showii
at the recent Trade Fair in Toronto
was a niotorized mines loconiotive, MarK
'LBU', of 3% tons, repre.çentative of the

range of small locomotives manufac-
tured l)y Ruston and Hornsby Limited.
Lincoln. England. This exhibit was sef-

up ou rails, driven by an electric motor,
and provided with plexi-glass covers on
the engine and gear box to give a view
of the working arrangement of the loco-

niotive. This loconiotive was a standard
iiiodel, lo be fitted with standard pari»

for sale to the Canadian mining indnstr»-

•
Materials Handling Expansion.—Manii-
factiirors of coin-eyors and material.-»

liandiing equipment, C. H. Mcinnis
Co., Ltd., Windsor, Ont., have opened
an entirely new building of 29,056 sq.

ft. at 2500 Central Ave., 'Windsor. In
addition to the Windsor operation, the
company has opened a branch ofiice at

63 St. Clair Ave. East, Toronto, Ont.,

under the management of Martin J.

Kuhn.
•

Atoniic Industrial Fórum, Inc.—Ontá-
rio Hydro has become a member of the
Atomic Industrial Fórum, Incorporated,
a non-profit organization of industry
and education engaged in the develop-
ment and application of atomic energj'
for peaceful purposes. Representing the
Commission in the Fórum are Hydro
chairman Richard L. Hearn, m.e.i.c, who
is also a director of Atomic Energy of
Canada Limited, and Harold A. Smith
who is heading up the Commi,ssion's
development work in this field.

Leading industrial and labour organ-
izations, financial and educational insti-

(utions in the United States and abroad
ai-c members of the Fórum, which. al-

though it works closely with the United
States federal government in nuclear
energy problems, is supported entirely
by private industry.

Horizontal Vibrating Screen.—Link-
Belt Limited announce that a horizontal
vibrating screen known as Straightline,

is newly designed for dewatering high
capacity loads and sizing material
where lieadroom is liniited. It has a
lower silliouette than usual, although ali

advantages of high-intensity straight-
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line aclion are retained. The screen has
two vibrators, one mounted on each side

at deck levei for ease of inspection.

Theso do not project above the side-

plates; thus headroom is held to a
mininium. Dimensions for the complete
line are available on Data Sheet 2562,

available from Link-Belt Limited, P.O.
Box 173, Station "H", Toronto 13, Ont.

New Anhydrous Animonia Plant.—

A

new jiiant at Mil!ha\en, Ont., for the
manufacture of anhydrous ammonia was
announced in .June by Canadian Indus-
tr-ies (1954) Limited. Construction of the

l)lant, estimated to cost $9,000,000, will

l)egin immediately with comiiletion
scheduled for late summer, 1956.

Negotiations covering design and con-
struction of the proce.ss area liave been
with the Girdier Corporation of Canada
Liniited. The remaining portion of the
new plant will be engineered by C-I-L
engineers and constructcd by general
contiactors. Advantage will be taken of

existing in.stallafions on the .site for

steam. water, electricity and other ser-

\ices. .\t its peak, the jiroject will

require an estimated 500 constiaiction
workers, i)ractical!y ali of whoni will be
recruitcd in the Kingston arca. Aboul
S'0 per cent of the material and equip-
ment for the jilant will be purciiased iii

Canada.
Ivxtension of facilities at Beloeil. Que.,

to manufactun- ammonia .^olutions for

;imiculture using ammonia from the
Millh;i\cn i^lant will Im- carrit-d out
plant iiersoiiiiel.

I\ew Huilding Researeh Station.

—

Huilding research in the Atlantic prov-
itices of Canada takes an iinportant step
forward with the establishment by the
National Re.<earch Council at líalifax.

N.S., of a maritinie regional station of
]ts di\-ision of building research.
The new station is hoiised in the

M;uitime regional laboratory of the
Council which is located on the campus
of Dalliousie University. By the cnd of
the year it is anticipated that a new
research laboratory will be in oiieration
in this building in which problems of
masonry construction in particular will

be studied in relation to severe climatic
conditions. Important work in this field

has aiready been done at the Nova
Scotia Research Foundation.
The purpose of the new regional sta-

tion will be to keep in toucli with the
building industry throughoiit ali four
.Atlantic Provinces. and to niake avail-
able to the industry in this direct wa.y
the information which is now available
through the N.R.C, division of building
research at its building lesearch centre
in Ottawa.
The climatc of the eastern part of

Canada is a major factor in connection
with building problems and it will there-
fore be carefully studied by the staff of
the new regional station in close a.sso-

ciation with members of the meteoro-
logical division of the Department of
Transport.

New (Canadian Westinghouse Plant.

—

The Canadian Westinghou.<e Company
will locate a plant at Stratford, Ontário,
this year for the manufacture of small
niotors (from one-20th to one-half h.p.),

J. D. Houd ins, managcr of the coni-
panys Industrial Products Division has

announced. When completed and in full

production by early 1956, the new plant
is expected to employ between 100 and
125 people.

James Hornby, at present general
superintendent of Industrial Products
Division at Hamilton, will be in charge.

•
Perniasteel (Alberta) Ltd.—It was re-

cently announced that the company of

Permasteel (Alberta) Ltd. has been
formed and incorporated to liandie the
distribution and erection of Butler Steel
Buildings in the northern part of

Alberta. The new company, located at

10187 — 103 Street, Edmonton, is to

operate under the management of Gor-
don E. Meneely, who has been territorial

inanager of the Butler Company for the

past four years. John M. Heffernan has
been appointed president, and John B.

Thomas will serve as director.

New Line of Conveyor Belts.—A line

of "Automation" conveyor belts, design-
ed to meet the needs of new manufac-
furing concepts of ali industries, has
been announced by Howard P. Hawkins,
general manager. B. F. Goodrich Indus-
trial Products Division. The four new
belt coiistructions in the line were
shown at the National Materials Hand-
ling Expo-sition in Chicago.

The new belts are engineered to

a.ssist wherever possible in the aiitomatic

manufacture, assembly. insi^ection, and
])rí-paration of (iroducts for shiimient,

The new line includes a tan Koroseal
belt, resi.stant to abrasion, oils, grease

and most acids; a belt in a sJiade of

green said to increase inspection eíR-

ciency by reducing glare and eye strain;

and a new lightweight conveyor belt

fabric, impiegnated with special coni-

pounds to gi\e high resistance to niois-

ture and long flex life cven when oper-

atod over small pulleys.

Page-Hersey Tubes Expansion.—A $2-

million niodernization prograin in the

company's seamless pipc mill at Wel-
land will shortly be completed, accord-

ing to Mr. A. Macfadyen, president and
general manager of Page-Hersey Tubes,
Limited. It is claimed that the modem-
ization will result in Canada ha\'ing the

inost efficient push-bench type seamless

pipe and tube plant in the worid. Of the

available types of seamless pipe and

tube niills. the push-bench is con^idered

the most flexible and adaptable to Cana-
dian requirements. having regard to the

lim.its of the market and the need for

frequent changes from one size of pipe

to another.

The Welland plant is Canadas only

produccr of seamless pipe, and will be

able to manufacture seamless tubular

products in a lange from half-inch pipe

size iip to and including seven-incli out-

side diameter.
•

Federal Public Works Contracts.

—

Works Minister Robert H. Winters has

announced that contracts involvíng ex-

penditures totalling $6 ,995 ,.52 1.1 2 were

awarded by the Department of Public

Works during the month of May, 1955.

The amount of new works is $5,463,-

864.10; for the repair and niaintenance

of existina structures. $1.033,085.79 and

for dredgins $198.571.23.
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HERE ARE 36 ^^^^ ^^R

Closed Circuit

INDUSTRIAL TELEVISION
A new system of visual control for use in manufacturing plants, laboratories, hospitais, commerciol establishments,

Iroining colleges— and wherever remote observation is desired.

INDUSTRY
Mixing processes whether in closed or open containers

Inaccessible moving mechanical parts

Time study of production or assembly line

Troffic fiow at large loading platforms

Personnel movement for peak departmental operotion

Staff troining progrommes
Central poini observation of scattered process control insiruments
Plant fIow of materiais

Process changes in materiais

Personnel identification at plant entrances

COMMERCE
Property and personnel security

^

Staff troining progrommes
Oispotch and transport control

Pilferage control in stores and on whorves, etc.

Cheque signoture verification for banks
Department stores soles demonstrotions
Cooking schools
Traffic fIow in exhibitions, public assemblies, etc.

Plant watching focilities at nighi

Visitor identification on restricted premises
Tronsmission of documentory informotion for central files

GOVERNMENT, PUBLIC AUTHORITIES
AND INSTITUTiONS

Armed forces troining progrommes
Armed forces equipment
Personnel safety in munition plants
Forest-fire inspection
Submarine inspection of harbours, docks, wrecks, ele.

Scientific observation íncluding microscopic or telescopíc
Crowd and traffic control ot publíc events
Hospital, clinicai, medicai and surgical demonstrotions
Police line-up identification

Overfiow oudience at public events

EDUCATION
Child study
Vocotionol troining

Exomination supervisíon in procticol subjects
Science demonstrotíon microscopic or telescopic

Group troining and demonstrotion of techniques

We could easíly list 136 and stíll not hít on the

one applícatíon that makes sense in your operatíòn

BUT YOU CAN!

INDUSTRIAL TELEVISION
FOR REMOTE OBSERVATION

The pofentialities of industrial television ore olmost uniimited — each day brings news

of a fresh application in plants, laboratories, aircraff, ships ond technical colleges.

Installation of "remote visual control" through Pye industrial television costs less thon

you imagine. Pye industrial comeras and screening apporatus ore built for long life and

efficiency with ali the "know-how ' the world-

^ wide Pye organizatlon has at its command-

INVITE YOU
Jy lhe lisi of known applicalions. I( none of lhem suggests o solulion to your

m, we will be hoppy to work out odaplotions wíilh you. JosI write us on yoor

ss letterheod.

PYE CANADA LIMITED, 60 Fronf Sf. W. TORONTO, Ontaiio.

or to: 1191 University St., Montreal, P.Q.

193 E. Hastings St. Vancouver, B.C.

83 Birmingham St., Halifax, N.S.

T TELECOMMUNICATIONS DIVISION

CANADA LIMITED

AJAX • ONIARIO

Engineers and consultanis on mobile, fixed-lo-mobile, poinl-

•o-point, ond multi-chonnel radio communicolion jyjlemi;

suppliers of telephone opporotus of ali kindi; monufoclorer

ond juppiier of scientific instruments, induitriol ond commerciol televiíion

comeras, rodios, high-fidelity reproducer» ond television receivers.
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Bus, and Ind. Briefs

Strip-Chart Recorders.—A new line of

general piu-pose, strip-chart. recorders

íeaturiag a plastic throw-away inkwell

is available from Canadian General
Electric Companys Apparatus Division.

Designated Type CH, the three models
—portable, semi-flush or surface mount-
ed—cliart a continuous record of an
electrical quantity against time. The
devices measure and record current, volt-

age, power, freqiiency or speed.

Replacement ink for the recorder is

supplied in plastic inkwells containing

three ounces. The containers are deli-

vered sealed for quick insertion with no
spilling. Ali the ink is iised before throw-
ing away the container because the pen
oiiening has been designed to cut evapor-
ation to a negligible quantity.

The record rolls are 150 feet long; 28

different chart speeds are available, rang-

ing from inch per hour to 2 inches

per second.
•

Resin for Boat Building.—Production
of Vibrin F-1, a new polyester resin

type, especially developed for boat
fniilding and boat covering, has been
announced by Naugatuck Chemicals.
Vibrin F-1 is supplied with prometer
and a thixotropic agent to inhibit run-
off in large mouldings or boat coverings,

It requires only the addition of catalyst

and desired colour to be ready for use
in hand-layup room-temperature-cure
applications. Other possible applications

for Vibrin F-1 include large mouldings,
cancrete coatings, and floor coverings.

.Stainless Steel Sealing Rings.—Recent-
ly announced is introduction to the

Canadian market of hollow, stainle.ss

steel "O" rings manufactured under the

name of Toruseal. These seals are the
product of D. S. D. Manufacturing Com-
l)any of Haniden, Conecticut, and are

liandlcd in Canada by Winnett Boyd
Limited, Toronto.

The seals are made from stainless steel

tubing by a welding process which, after

cleaning and polishing, shows no sign

of the welded joint. Applications include
the aviation, chemical, hydraulic and
allied fields for high temperature work.
They have been tested successfully up
to 600 p.s.i. and 700° F. Standard 'sizes

are from % inch diameter up. Sjiecial

sizes have been built as large as eleveu
feet diameter.

•
\ew Cable Roller.—Canadian Line
Materials' engineers, in collaboration
with Utilities, have designed and devel-
oped an overhead cable roller to sim-
pHfy the erection of new lines and to

equalize the sag.

The roller is mounted on the cross-

arm; the cable retainer locks the cable
and prevents it from rising during
stringing. The retainer can swing free

when not in use and still reraain per-
manently affixed to the unit. the roller

is designed with an adjustable mounting
bracket to fit ali poi)ular size crossarms.

Cables for Empress of Britain.

—

Launched by Her Majesty the Queen at

Govan, Scotland, on June 22 the 24,000-

ton "Empress of Britain", uses substan-

tial quantities of cabling supplied by
Briti.*h Insulated Callender's Cables Ltd.,

including a 230-volt ring main having

the largest conductor ever supplied to

a merchant ship by this company. The
conductor measures 1.4 sq. inches and
is made up of 169/.103 strands. The
cable is insulated with varnished cam-
bric, has a lead-alloy sheath, and single-

wire armouring. The overall braiding

is protected by a fire-resisting com-
pound. Altogether some 744 yards of the

cable will be installed.

Canadian Distributor.—Albern Univer-

sal Limited, 2.382 Dundas street, West,
Toronto, Ontário, has been named Cana-
dian distributor for the Union Asbestos

à Rubber Company's air conditioning

products.
•

Steel Design Manual.—A new publica-

tion by United States Steel, Design
Manuai for High-Strength Steels, is a

practical, working handbook for archi-

tects and engineers and was compiled to

fill a need growing out of the develop-

ment and widening applications of high-

strength low-alloy steels. (This is a

specifio class of steels in which enhanced
mechanical propcrties and, in most cases,

improved resistanco to atmosphcric cor-

rosion are achieved by moderate addi-

tions of one or more alloying elements

other than carbon.)

Written by H. Malcolm Priest. man-
ager o f U.S. Steels Railroad Research
Bureau, with collaboration of J. A.

Gilligan, sénior technologist at the Cor-

i)oration's new applicd research labo-

ratory in Monroeville, Pa., the manual
is available to qualified engineers and
architects. For Information write to

U.S. Steel Corporation. 525 William

Penn Plare, Pitt.sburgh, Pa., referring to

publication number ADVL-215-54.

Nuclear Power Developnient. — A
specialized group of firms is associated

with a recently incorporated separate

company which will concentrate on the

research, design, • and construction of

nuclear powcr stations in the United
Kingdom.

Registered as the a.ssociated rom-
panies are: C. A. Parsons & Co. Ltd.;

A. Reyrolle & Co. Ltd.; Head, Wright-
son & Co. Ltd.; Sir Robert McAlpine
& Sons, Ltd.; Whe.ssoe Limited;
Strachan & Henshaw Ltd.; Alex. Find-
lay & Co. Ltd.; and Clarke, Chapman
& Co. Ltd. The combination of these

eight firms is aimed to enable the Nu-
clear Power Plant Co. Ltd., to design

and construct atomic power stations in

any part of the world.

The Directors of N.P.P.C. are. presi-

dent and chairman Sir Claude Gibb,
C.B.E., r.R.S., Dr. A. T. Bowden, R.
Edwin McAlpine, Richard Miles, Harold
H. MuUens, Arthur J. Sayers. and Sir

John Wrightson. Bt. The secretarv is

D. P. Walton.

Increased Newsprint Capacity.—It is

announced that the Crown Zellerbach
Corp. of Canada Ltd. subsidiary, Elk
Falis Co. Ltd., is to undertake a plant
expansion program involving an expen-
diture of some $13.5 million. A $7.5

million paper machine will have an

annual capacity of 50.000 tons of)
bleached, semi-bleached, and unbleachedl
kraft paper and newsprint, to increasej
annual production by 50 per cent. i

The program is in addition to thel
kraft mill ahcady under construction;!
a bleaching mill and a sawmill are also

included in the new development.
íCHI

Wire and Screen Fabricating.—A new
plant for the B. Greening Wire Com-
pany, at Orangeville, Ont., is due to beT
completed at the beginning of Septem-|
ber. Expanded facilities for the wire-
fabricating and screen-manufacturingi
divisions are to be provided, and prod-í
ucts will be woven and crimped wire!
vibrator screens, fabricated baskets,"
guards, and a new movable wire-mesh|
plant-partitioning called Wire-Wall.

New Building for Canadian Oil.—

A

new $300,000 adniinislration and planti

protection building at the Canadian Oil'

Companies, Limited refincrv at Sarnia
is part of the three-year .$3.000,000 ex-

pansion program now under way at the
refinery ; it is schedulcd for completiou;
in about nine months.
Of curtain wall construction, the

Iniiklings will have welded steel frames,!

and be glas.s-faced—about 80 per centi

of the outside walls will be glass paneis
The end walls will be brick. Otherl

features include a hot water, convector jl-fk)*

heating system around the outside walls

Switchgear for St. Lawrence Project
—Brown Boveri high-speed air bla.st

circuit breakers have been selected by
H.E.P.C. of Ontário for the 2,200,00C

horsepower generators at the St. LaW'
rence Project Power House near Corn-
wall, Ontário.

The contract includes 14.4 kv. aii

blast circuit breakers and associated

potential transformer structures to con-

trol the output of sixteen 65,000 kva
water-wheel generators to be installed

in the power house at the Canadian
side of the 3,300-ft. dam
At the American end, thirteen 86,00f ih^lirE

kva. single pha.se generator transforni'

ers are being supplied by Brown Bover
Corporation of New York, N.Y., ar

a.ssociated company. These units are

being made at the company's main fac-

tory in Switzerland.
Ali the equipment being supplied by

Brown Boveri (Canada) Limited wil

be built in Canada, at their St. Johns
Que., factory.

^
Non-ferrous Metals Expansion.—Fed-

erated Metals Canada Limited, a su!)

sidiary of the American Smelting anc

Refining Company, is to construct twc

new plants, to be located in Toroatf

and Montreal, according to- Paul H
Jackson, general manager of the Cana-

dian operations.

At the new location in Toronto, f

modcrn reverberator>' furnace will bi

operated, while the Montreal plant wil

expand present lead fabrication facili

ties, including a rolling mill for produe

ing sheet lead. lead pipe and wire solde

presses, lead trap and bend presses an'

spinning lathes for fabricated lead prodj

ucts. This plant also houses a lead con

struction department which contract
j

for a wide variety of outside construi:

tion and fabrication work in lead.

hl
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TECHNICAL PAPERS
The Institute maintains a fund for the separate

pubHcation of high-calibre original technical

papers. Interest in such papers is limited to a
relatively small audience of specialists in the

subjects to which the papers relate, and it is not
conomically sound to publish them in the

Journal which aims at the interest of some 15,000
sngineers in ali branches of the profession.

It is an obligation of the Institute to publish

sriginal works which contribute to the reference

literature of the profession. The Technical Papers
ire distributed to the world's major engineering

ocieties and technical librarias. Similarly it is an
abligation of those engineers qualified to write

these papers to submit them for possible inclusion

in the literature. The publications committee
invites authors to present such manuscripts for

jubmission to qualified reviewers and publication

if warranted. Written discussion will be accepted
md published as supplements.

Technical papers issued to date are:

—

Vo. 1—Flow in Conduits and Canais:

—

French and Wood. Comprises tables and
diagrams for the solution of problems of

flow in open and closed channels.

Price $1.50

No. 2—A Revised Manning Flow Formula:

—

Blench. A discussion of the various hy-
draulic flow formulae in use or proposed.
The author, formerly Director of Ir-

rigation Research, Punjab, Pakistan,

and now on the staff of the University of

Alberta, concludes that the Manning
formula, with modifications, is the best

now available. Price $1.00

So. 3—Air Entrainment by Water in Steep
Open Channels:

—

Priest. A theoretical

solution of a problem of interest to hy-
draulic engineers $1.00

ma^o. 4r—Graphical Solution of Partial Differ-

ential Equations with Engineering
Applications:

—

Wood. Solution by sim-

ple, almost automatic, methods, of equa-
tions arising from the study of water
hammer phenomena, impact, and other

common engineering problems. This paper
will be of particular value to hydraulic

engineers and structural and machine
designers. Price $3.00

No. 5—Economy in Rigid Frames:

—

Monti.

Charts and diagrams to facilitate rapid

preliminary design of the common types

of rigid frames, eliminating the cut-and-

try methods previously necessary before a
final analysis could be attempted. This
paper belongs in the library of every

structural designer. Price . . . . $1.00

N.B.—Remittance with order please,

payable at par in Montreal.

piii
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PROVIDE MODERN PRESSURE STORAGE

FOR IMPERIAL OIL LIMITED, MONTREAL

These 15,000 barrei Hortonspheres—designed

for a working pressure of 60 pounds per

square inch—were instolled by Horton Steel

for Imperial Gil Limited.

The Hortonsphere is the modem answer to

the problem of storing volatile hydro-carbons

under pressure. Its spherico! shape, wide range

of design pressure and efFicient use of

material, ali combine to form a positive,

economical means of storing liquids or gases

requiring relatively high pressure.

For Information, or tenders — on ony type

of Steel tank or plate work — write our

neorest office.

HORTON
WORKS LIMITED

CALGARY TORONTO MONT
MAIN OFFICE AND PLANT FORT ERIE ON
WESTERN PLANT • LETHBRIDGE ALB

REAL
T A R I o
E R T A

ACENTS . GORDO^ lUSãLLL LTD

8.3



TIns pf/fii I i\ (I hnstiuss jiajici-—vue of

over 100 limic . . . Inlniiail . . . srrvice . .

avd iruniavcmoit p/ihl/ca/iviis cvvtring ever\

stclion oj (](iu<i(l'uni biisiiiess and iiidiistry,

and i:a(li a memhci of lhe Bnsnicss

.yfjiisfH/fjrrs Assodation of Cayíada,

137 WeUingUm St. W., Toronto, Canada.

wJi.y
YOU SHOULD ADVERTISE IN

BUSENESS NEWSPAPERS

Although 90.9% of current B.N.A.

Papers are received at place of business,

36.6% of those read were read at home.

Of the respondents* in seven groups of

business and professional people inter-

viewed

:

7I«2
%

found something, frecjuently or occasion-

ally, that could be applied directly or

inunediately to their businesses, profes-

sions or jobs.

The coni|)lete survey of Business News-

paper readership by Gruneau Research

Limited IS exciting nevvs. Respoudent and

intervievver vvent through current issues of

B.N.A. papers page by page. Interviewers'

kits nichíded (1) current issues of General

Business Publications for business classi-

fica tions, (2) current issues of Horizontal

Inchistry Pul)lications for surveying ali

manufacturing classifications, (3) current

issues of ali other publications that applied

to the particular business category vvithin

which the resjjondent carne. Get your

copy ()( tliis survey!

When you want to talk Business

use Business Papers

THE ENGINEERING JOURNAL
is a member of the Business Newspapers Association
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SIR ADAM BECK No. 2 GENERATING STATION

In this new Niagara River plant of Ontário Hydro,

as in most important generating stations across

Canada, you íind the name Westinghouse" on

machines producing electricity.

CANADIAN WESTINGHOUSE COMPANY LIMITED, HAMILTON
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Canada's

An all-time record was achieved

in 1954, when the value of an-

nual production of Canada's en-

tire mineral industry for the year

1954 reached $1,444,196,000.

Twenty-five per cent of th is an-

nual production was contributed

by the oil and gas industry.

The vahie of the annual pro-

duction of petroleum in Canada
for the first time exceeded that of

any other single mineral in 1953,

when 80,898,000 barreis were pro-

duced at a value of $200,582,000—
exceeding the value of nickel pro-

duced that year by nearly forty

million dollars. In 1954 this mar-
gin over nickel was increased to

about seventy million dollars,

when 97,064,000 barreis of petro-

leum were produced, having a
value of $245,995,000. (Nickel

production in 1954 was about
$175,000,000.) Further substantial

increases in the value of petroleum
production are assured for 1955
since the rate of production for

the first two months of this year
is approximately 17 per cent

higher than for the same period
in 1954. Comparing the current

position of the oil industry to its

status in 1947, when it was a
mere infant in relation to Canada's
economy, producing only 7,304,000

barreis of petroleum, it is obvious
there has been phenomenal
growth during the seven inter-

vening years.

Exploration History and Petroleum
Production

In 1947 Canada produced 20,000

barreis of crude oil daily, or less

than 10 per cent of its daily con-

sumption. Most of this was pro-

duced from the Turner Valley Mis-
sissippian Limestone field South-

west of Calgary, the only known
major oil field in Canada at that
time. Widespread exploration,

using modern methods and tech-

niques, commenced in Alberta in

1941, when the emphasis in ex-

Petroleum Industry
by

G. M. Furnival, m.e.i.c,

Vice-President,

The Califórnia Standard Company,
Calgary, Alberta.

A paper presented before the 69th Annual General and Professional Meeting
of The Engineering Institute of Canada, at Toronto, May 1955.

Drawing upon his intimate knowledge of Canada's oil industry, lhe aiithor

traces its growth and discusses land and leases, geology, exploration methods
and Canada'8 position in relation to world production.

Presenting a careful analysis of the markets available, he shows how western
Canadian crude could compete with 85 per cent of the overseas supplies a( prcsent

being consumed in the Montreal-Toronto market and the many advantages to

be gained thereby.

He urges early extension of the Edraonton-Sarnia pipeline to assure this market
for Canadian oil against the pressure of rapidly increasing world reserves.

ploration shifted from the foot-

hills to the plains of Alberta.

During the period 1941 to 1947

a number of small oil fields were

discovered on the Alberta plains,

of which the most significant was
the finding of oil in Devonian
limestones at Princess, sixty miles

southeast of Calgary. Then, early

in 1947, after several hundred
million dollars had been spent on

geological and geophysical surveys,

shallow structure drilling and deep

exploratory drilling, the Leduc-

Woodbend Devonian reef lime-

stone field was discovered a short

distance southwest of Edmonton.
Subsequent development of this

field indicated recoverable reserves

of 300 million barreis of light grav-

ity sweet crude oil. (Fig. 1)

Early in 1948 the Redwater

Devonian reef limestone field was

discovered, 27 miles northeast of

Edmonton, having estimated re-

coverable reserves of 700 million

barreis of light gravity crucie. In

the following years discoveries of

other Devonian reef limestone

fields of light gravity crude oil

followed in rapid succession in

ten major pools and numerous

smaller fields, having further es-

timated recoverable reserves to-

talling close to a billion barreis.

The stimulus given to explora-

tion by the discovery of the.se

reef limestone fields over widely

.separated parts of Alberta led to

the discoveries of numerous Cre-

taceous sandstone fields such as

the Joarcam Viking sandstone field

with 105 million barreis of recover-

able oil, and, more recently, in

1953, to the discovery of the Pem-
bina Cardium sandstone field,

which, though only in a prelimin-

ary stage of development, may
well become Canada's largest oil

pool, with current estimates of re-

coverable reserves approaching a

billion barreis.

The remarkable discovery rate

resulted in total proved recover-

able reserves of crude in Alberta

at the end of 1954 of 1,900 million

barreis. Annual production from

Alberta in 1954 was 87.6 million

barreis, or an avcrage of 240,000

barreis per day. Already in 1955

significant new developments have
occurred. At Clear Hills, northwest

of Peace River town, a substantial

discovery has been made in a

previously unproductive older geo-

logical horizon, while continued

development of a recently dis-

covered field at Joffre, east of Red
Deer, suggests the prcsence of

another sizeable Viking sandstone

field. At Sundrc. 65 miles north-

west of Calgary, an important new
]Mississip])ian limestone light crude

oil field is being developed. (Fig.

2)

Intensive exploration com-

menced in Manitoba in 1947 and

resulted in the discovery of the

ISIississip|)ian limestone field at

Daly in 1951. This was the first

commercial oil discovery in the

entire Williston Basin. Sub.se-

quently exjjloration spread west-

ward into tlie Williston Basin área

of Saskatclicwan. In the following

years additional fields were found
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in hoth provinces, but only one,

the Smiley field in western Sas-

katchevvan, has recoverable re-

serves of light gravity oil esti-

niated in cxcess of 25 million bar-

reis. Three fields, Fosterton, Can-
tuar and Success, in southwestern
Saskatchewan have a combined
total in excess of 100 million bar-

reis of médium gravity. Production
of crude in Saskatchewan for 1954

was S.^í) million barreis, nearly

double 195.'?'s production. Sas-

katchewan's total recoverable re-

serves are estimated to be 222 mil-

lion barreis.

Manitoba more than doubled its

annual production in 1954 when
it ])roduced 2.15 million barreis of

crude. Average daily production

during 1954 exhibited a spectacu-

lar .SOO per cent increase, while

recoverable reserves are estimated

at 50 million barreis.

Though substantial gas fields

and some oil discoveries have been
made in northeastern British Col-

umbia. this arca is in its initial

stage of exploration. There are

indications, however, that the area

will receive more intensive ex-

1948
1949

1950
1951

1952
1953

1954

Yearly Average 369,471,000

ploration in the years ahead.

About ,'?00,000 barreis of crude oil

are produced annually from each

of the other producing áreas in

Canada, southwestern Ontário and
the Northwest Territories at Nor-
man Wells.

The annual increase of proved
reserves of crude oil and liquid

natural gas. before allowing for

current production, since 1947 is

as shown in Table I.

In extrapolating these figures

into the years ahead, however, it

should be noted that the 1954 fig-

ure for proved reserves only in-

cludes those reserves in the new
Pembina field established by the

185 wells drilled there in 1954.

It has been estimated that, when

this field is fully developed, it will

have more than 4,000 producing
wells.

It is conservatively estimated

th;it a minimum of HOO wells will

be drilled each year in this field

for at least the next five years.

This means that proved reserves

from this one field alone can be

added at a conservatively esti-

mated rate of approximately 120

million barreis per year for the

next five years. When this figure

is mergcd with the average in-

crease of 370 million barreis per

year from the development of

other fields and new discoveries,

it seenis quite safe to predict that

the annual increase in proved re-

serves will be at a rate between
400 million and 450 million barreis

])cr yciir for the next five years,

before allowing for annual pro-

duction.

The 1954 production of 97 mil-

lion barreis represents less than
4 per cent of the total reserves.

Annual production rates in the

United States average 8 per cent

of recoverable reserves, while in

some states the rates are even

1 Reserves
Year End
rhousands
: Barreis)

512,000

925,000

1,004,000

1,387,948

1,744,883

2,043,548

2,415,945

319,509,000

higher, such as in Califórnia, where
it is 12 per cent.

These figures should suffice to

coufirm that Canada's oil produc-
ing industry is quite soundly
based, and that a healthy future
is assured on the long term basis,

even though it is presently afflicted

with growing pains arising from
its own remarkable achievements
which are, in fact, necessary to

establish itself and its markets on
the long term basis.

Land Acquisition

A first and most important step

in the search for oil is the acqui-

sition of oil and gas rights

("land") in regionally favourable

áreas. In Western Canada there

are some 300 million acres, which
might be considered favourable for

oil exploration, distributed rough-
ly as shown in Table A.

Of the total, 250,000,000 acres

are held by the rcspective Pro-

vincial Governments; 16,000,000

acres by the Federal Government;
23,000,000 acres by the railways;

4,700.000 acres by the Hudson's
Hay Company, and the remaining
0,300,000 acres by individuais, in-

surance companies, real estate

companies, etc.

Prior to 1889 the oil and gas

rights were granted, along with
surface rights, to homesteaders,
the IIu(lson"s Bay Company and
the railways. After this date the

Crown in the right of Canada re-

served the oil and gas rights and
these were subsequently trans-

ferred to the provinces in 1930.

Because Manitoba was exten-

sively settled prior to 1889 much
of the oil and gas rights went to

lhe homesteaders and today the

Manitoba Government owns only

about 20 per cent of the oil and
gas rights in favourable áreas in

that province. By contrast, Al-

berta was settled much later, with

the result that the Alberta (iov-

ernmenl today owns some 80 per

cent of the oil and gas rights in

that province.

In the early stages of Western
Ca nada "s exploration history in-

dividuais or companies interested

in searching for oil, therefore, could

acquire "land" (meaning oil and
gas rights) under lease or reser-

vation from the provincial gov-

ernments, or by agreement with

the railway companies and other

large holders, or by leasing indi-

vidual freehold rights.

Freehold leases vary, but com-
monly are for a term of 10 years

with a gross royalty of I2V2 per

1 ahle V. Distrihiilion of \roas Favourable for Oil Exploration

Estimated
Favourable

Total Acreage Acreage

Alberta 163,382,400 140,000,000
Saskatchewan 161,088,000 90,000,000
British Columbia 227,747,200 60,000,000
Manitoba 161,172,290 10,000,000

Total 713,389,890 300,000.000

lablc I. Annual ln<-rease in rroved Reserves of Peti^oleum

(Total Liquid Mydrocarhons)

Increase in Net Increase
Proved Reserves Production in Reserves

(Barreis) (Barreis) ( Barreis)

344,903,000 12,287,000 332,616,000

434,305.000 21,305,000 413,000,000

108,044,000 29,044,000 79,000,000

431.564,000 47,616,000 383,948,000

418,165,000 61,230,000 356,935,000

379,855,000 81,190,000 298,665,000

469,461,000 97,064,000 372,397,000

Teta
At

c:

ol
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cent payable to the lessor out of

production. The annual rental

under the usual lease is $1.00 per

acre, and the lease has offset

drilling and follow-up drilling ob-

ligations. Cash bonuses are paid

for the leases and vary widely, de-

pending upon the potential value

attributed to the acreage.

Provincial government leases

generally have terms of 21 years,

renewable for an additional 21-

ijyear period, with annual rentals

of $1.00 per acre, and sliding scale

royalties of from 5 to 16 2/3 per

cent of gross production based

upon monthly production rates

and averaging about 121/4 per

cent. They include the usual off-

set and follow-up drilling obliga-

tions.

Provincial government reserva-

tions are granted for single blocks

of land comprising up to 100,000

acres. The reservation holder is

required to perform certain mini-

muni exploration work require-

ments within specified periods and
to convert to lease at the end of

a definite period—usually three

years. Approximately haif of the

total acreage of a reservation can
then be acquired under lease, com-
monly in a checkerboard pattern.

In Alberta the permissible

checkerboard arrangements in such

cases have been so worked out that

the holder of a reservation, who
risks several hundred thousand
dollars on exploration work and
a like amount on exploratory drill-

ing and is fortunate in finding a

commercial crude oil field, is only

able in most cases to take under
lease a portion of the field he has
found.

If it is a substantial field, he
may be able to acquire only half

of it. The remainder is retained by
the Crown and is subsequently put
up for sale by competitive bid-

ding, thus yielding the provincial

government a large revenue. The
discoverer, in addition to sur-

rendering a good portion of it to

the government, then is required

to give the provincial government
about I2V2 per cent of the oil

produced from the portion re-

tained under lease before payment
of the Federal government's in-

come tax on the profits.

Regulations for disposal of

Crown rights differ greatly in de-

tail from province to province. It

will not be possible to establish

uniform regulations for the dis-

posal of Crown rights throughout
the Western Provinces because of

i ifiii

nyaií

Étl

COIllJ

ALBERTA
OILFIELDS a PIPELINES

1955 - CURRENT

SCflLE IN MiLES

Fig. 1. Alberta Oil Fieids an<l Pipo Lines — I9.õ5-Current.

the diíTerences in the amount and
distribution of the oil and gas

rights held by each province; the

different stages of exploration de-

velopment, and the differences in

topography, accessibility and cur-

rent land utilization.

For example, it would obviously

be im possible for Manitoba, where
the Crown owns only 20 per cent

of the oil and gas rights, which

are widely dispersed in small par-

cels, to adopt AIberta's type of

regulations. Similarly, the remote-

ness of much of Northeastern

British Columbia and its very

youthful state of exploration has

required more lenient regulations

than Alberta's in order to inlerest

exploration capital.

Today one might say Alberta

has entered the second stage in

the disposition of Crown oil and

gas rights, in that therc is scarcc-

ly an acre that has not in the past

been committed under reservation

or lease. However, contrary to

some public statements. acreage is

constantly changing hands. In ad-

dition to changing hands, reserva-

tions taken out since the Leduc

discovery in 1947 have gradually

niatured and have been converted

to lease, so that an increasing

amount of acreage has been n"-

verting to the Crown.

Today the Alberta Goveriiinciil

is liy far the largest holder of

committed oil and gas rights in

the forni of Crown Reserves not

yet put u|) for sale. Thesc rights

are not available for leasing or

reserving in the usual manner.

Converting the numerous reserva-

tions into checkerboard patterns

of leases has created a diííicult sit-

uatiou. Land holdings. i)articularly

in Central Alberta, have i)Ccome

so diversiíied that it is now almost

impossihle to ]mú together a sufh-

ciently large block of acreage to

justify risking the cost of an ex-

ploratory well.

This has led to a large increasc

iii jolut venture agreements as

a rcsiilt of the nced of various

land owiiers to pool tiíeir iiitcresls

and sliarc tlic cost and risk of

(h-iliing a well to tesl lheir acre-

age. It is true that original hold-

ers of reservations were permitted

under the regulations lo take up
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leases on geophysical anomalies
found within their reservations.

However, geophysical surveying is

still a very inadeqiiate method for

locating reefs and structiires in

Western Canada.

Furthermore, geophysical meth-
ods are constantly being improved.

Consequently re-surveying by
more refined methods and instru-

ments and the review of previous

interpretations freqiiently shifts or

wipes out many previously map-
ped anomalies and commonly re-

sults in the finding of new anom-
alies. New surveys frequently

show anomalies underlying Crown
Reserves or lands of such diverse

ownership that a satisfactory

agreement for drilling purposes be-

comes difficult.

The Alberta Government rec-

ognized th is in 11)54 by piitting

up for sale "drilling reservations."

After buying a reservation and
drilling to a specified dcpth it is

possible to earn eight or nine quar-

ter-sections. However, the land

disposed under "drilling reserva-

tions" and Crown sales still repre-

sents only a small percentage of

the acreage presently tied up as

Crown Reserves. The Alberta Gov-
ernment's revenue from sach sales,

from April 1948 to the end of 1954,

totalled nearly $195 millions.

It vvould seem. therefore. that

Alberta could now afford to adoi)t

a more generous attitude in the

disposal of its rights in the in-

terests of the future development
of the industry. This, in turn,

would protect the government's
other long-term revenues from oil

lands in the form of rentals and
royalties. These latter, betvveen

April 1948 and the end of 1954,

aggregated over $153 millions.

Many companies, after explor-

ation, have found structures and
seismic anomalies which they can-
not justify drilling. This acreage
must be evaluated, since no com-
pany can afford to continue to

pay the standard $1.00 per acre

per year rental for many years.

Such acreage, therefore, is

"farmed-out" under agreement to

assign upon the drilling of a well

to a predetermined objective or

depth.

The party undertaking this ob-
ligation earns either a part in-

terest, generally half, or the entire

interest subject to an over-riding

royalty payable out of production
to the assignor. The amount of

acreage involved in such agree-
ments ranges up to as much as

a million acres in some cases, and
depends upon the depth to be
drilled, location and value of the

land, and nature of the seismic

anomaly.
"Farm out" agreements are mu-

tually beneficiai, since the party

taking the farm out obtains at no
cost the results of expensive ex-

ploration as well as a part in-

terest in the rights concerned,

without any acquisition or rental

costs. The party granting the

farm out obtains a free exploratory

test well by which the acreage is

evaluated. Acreage unless found
productive, may be surrendered

and become available for acquisi-

tion by other interested parties.

General GeoIog>-

In general, the geological forma-
tions across Western Canada at-

tain their greatest thickness in the

Rocky Mountains and in the

thrust-faulted regional monoclinal

structure known as the Alberta
syncline, which occupies the Al-

berta foothills region. The forma-
tions generally thin eastward to-

ward the Williston Basin in

Southeastern Saskatchcwan, where
thickening of the sedimentary sec-

tion occurs prior to the final east-

ward thinning onlo the Precam-
brian Shield.

The major structiiral features

are as follows:

(1) the disturbed belt of Al-

berta, Northeastern British Col-

umbia, the Northwest Territories

and Northern Yukon composed of

folded and thrust-faulted sedi-

mentary strata;

(2) the northward plunging
Sweetgrass Arch of Southern Al-

berta;

(3) the buried Precambrian
ridge known as the Peace River
"High" in northwestern Alberta;

(4) the Cypress Hills anticlinal

nose and the northern extension of

the Bowdoin Dome separated by
the Coburg syncline in Southwest-
ern Saskatchcwan;

(5) the Williston Basin of

Southeastern Saskatchcwan;

(6) the regional monoclinal
structure flanking the Southwest-
ern boundary of the Precambrian
Shield and extending southeast
from the Arctic to Southwestern
Manitoba, where it fornis the east-

ern limb of the Williston syncline.

Prior to 1947 geologists were
mainly concerned with looking for

oil occurrences in anticlinal and
stratigrajihic traps. The Turner
Valley Field is an excellent ex-

ample of the occurrence of oil inH
an anticline. A common type ofi
stratigraphic trap is one where]
the porous beds containing the oilll

occur on a monocline having an 'M
up-dip barrier due to: (i) thel"
pinchout of the porosity, (ii) the

presence of a fault, or (iii) the

presence of an unconformity or

other stratigraphic disconformity.

However, most stratigraphic trap

oil fields involve a certain amount
of local folding as a secondary i

feature. The oil fields of Manitoba
provide excellent examples of this

type of oil occurrence.

The new Pembina Cardium
.sandstone field is also an excellent

example of the occurrence of oil

in sandstone beds, the porosity of

which pinch out up the dip of a

monoclinal structure. Estimates of

recoverable reserves in this field

range up to a billion barreis. The
Viking sandstone fields of Joarcam,
Smiley and Jofíre are examples of

the occurrence of oil in bar type

sandstones which, though of con-

siderable longitudinal cxtent, are

lenticular in cross section. These
fields have combined estimated re-

coverable reserves of some 150 mil-

lion barreis.

Reef limestone fields are classi-

fied basically as stratigraphic type

fields, though some folding results

from differential compaction of the

beds overlying the reefs with re-

1

sultant associated lesser oil fields.

The discovery of the Leduc-Wood- 1»

bend reef limestone field in 1947 ^
coincided with the discovery of

another major reef limestone field, P
the Snyder Field, in Scurry Coun-j)

ty, Texas. These two discoveries
i

t

of large quantities of crude oil in 1 :

biohcrmal type reefs focused at-
j

tention upon the importance of i

.

such occurrences as a major source jg

of oil. (See Fig. 3) i

Explorai ion eftorts were imme- i

diately concentrated upon the
j

>

search for reef limestone fields. The 1

1

subsequent discovery of eight ad- ,i

ditional major reef limestone fields S

in Alberta which, together with jJ

the Leduc-Woodbend field, have i

combined proven recoverable re- '

serves in excess of 1.500 million 'i

barreis, attests to the great import-

ance of this type of occurrence

and resulted in the introduction of

a new objective in geological

thinking and further refinement of

exploration methods.

Exploration Methods

Some modern exploration meth-

ods may be considered here.
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Fig. 2. Saskatchewan and Manitoba Oil Fields and Pipe Lines — 1955.

Geological Surveying

Because of the paucity of out-

crops in the plains of Western Can-
ada, geological surveying has defin-

ite limitations. Nevertheless every
small rock outcrop is carefully

studied for each minute piece of

Information that may provide a
clue to the underlying structure

and stratigraphy.

On the other hand, extensive
geological field mapping is con-

ducted in the foothills belts of Al-
berta and British Columbia, in

the Northwest Territories and in

the Rocky Mountains themselves,
where stratigraphic sections and
structures can be studied in de-

tail and yield valuable indications

concerning the origin and fácies

of the sediments underlying the
foothills and plains áreas.

Geological survey parties cost
from $3,000 to $20,000 per month,
depending upon whether they
travei by car, pack train, aeroplane
or helicopter. Helicopters are now
used extensively in the more re-

mote áreas, and a geological sur-

vey party of 12 men utilizing a
helicopter will cost about $20,000
per month.

Aerial Photography

Aerial photography and the

study of the photos for geological

data, photogeology, is an import-

ant adjunct to geological sur-

veying. The amount of geological

data and the accuracy of the in-

terpretation of geology from air

photos may be considerably im-

proved by the recent adaptation

of three dimensional photography
to air photos. The use of Shoran
and other electronic locating de-

vices has considerably increased

the rate of aerial photography,

with a consequent reduction in

cost.

Subsurface Geological Sludies

Subsurface studies, where there

is an adequate number of wells,

provide the greatest amount of

basic geological Information in the

plains áreas and, together with

surface geological mapping, supply

the fundamental data to which

data from ali other exploratory

methods are supplemental. Sam-
ples of drill cuttings are collected

generaily for each 10 fect of holc

drilled. These are studied micro-

scopically, identified and classificd.

and marker horizons correlated.

Sample cuttings are supplemcnted
by cores cut by rock bits and dia-

mond bits at strategic intervals, or

at depths where criticai informa-
tion is desired.

The data are compiled diagra-

matically on strij) logs, Depths are

plotted to formation contacts and
marker horizons and structure

contour maps, isopach maps. slice

maps, fácies maps, sand-shale,

shale-limestone and other percent-

age maps, together with various

tj'pes of cross-sections are pre-

pared from the sample and core

data.

These facilitate the recognition

and analysis of subsurface geo-

logical structure; the correlation of

strata; the identification and cor-

relation of unconformities: the rec-

ognition and analysis of sediínent-

ary fácies changes, the identifica-

tion of transgressive and regrcss-

ivc sedimcntary cydes. and the

relationship of i)orous zoncs. which

may contain oil, to sudi uncon-

formities, fácies changes, sedimcnt-

ary cycles and structures.

The subsurface (loi)artnH iits are

iniportant componcnls of ali suc-

ccssful coin|)anies engagoil in oil
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exploration. They are well staffed

by highly trained geologists and

other specialists, since these de-

])artments a r e responsible for

many of the new ideas and new
geological plays that keep their

respective organizations in the

forefront in the highly competitive

exploration business.

ff ell Logging Devices

Electric logging of wells and
other continuous well logging de-

vices provide important supple-

mentary tools for the subsurface

geologist. Electric logging has be-

conie a highly specialized field, re-

quiring si)ccial training courses for

those wishing to derive maximum
benefits from its interpretation.

There are numerous types of

continuous well logging devices,

each nieasuring difl'ercnt physical

and chemical properties of the

strata intersected by the well bore.

Each serves a special purpose.

though several may yield coníirni-

ing evidence for the same geologi-

cal data. The formation evaluation

specialist today is required to in-

tcrpret the data from many types

of continuous well logging instru-

ments.

These Instruments consist of

\'arioiis types of sondes which are

lowered in the well bore on cables

and are connected through eléc-

trica! circuits to continuous re-

cording Instruments mounted in

trucks. Photographic records are

made during the logging. From
such logs, ])rovided under contract,

it is possible to calculate ])orosity

and permeability; to identify the

fluid content of the strata; to iden-

tify formations, faults and uncon-
formities; to correlate strata from
well to well; to determine the seis-

mic wave velocities, the structural

attitude of the .strata and varia-

tions in hole size and temperature
gradient.

The cost of running such logs

varies with the type and number
of logs, the depth of the well and
the length of time the drilling rig

is immobilizcd while running the
logs. Average costs for a 5000 foot

well run from $1200 to $5,000.

Another useful tool for the sub-
surface geologist is the mud log-

ging unit. This unit consists of a
compact g r o u p of Instruments
mounted in a truck and staffed by
cxperienced geologists and engi-

neers, and is provided by special

service companies. Continuous rec-

ords are obtained of the gas con-
tent of the drilling fluid and the
drilling rate for each foot of hole

drilled. The cost for the services of

a unit of this type ranges from

$5,000 to $10,000 per month.

One other device which yields

positive Information for the sub-

surface geologist is the sidewall

sampler. This consists of a "gun"
which is lowered into the well bore

on a cable and at selected depths

íires hollow cylindrical "bullets"

laterally into the formation. From
the bullets are recovered samples

of the formation sufficicntly large

to permit porosity and permeabil-

ity dcterminations and the Identi-

fication of oil saturation, if present.

Analyses of water samples from
the i)orous horizons in a well are

also used in identifying and cor-

rclating strata.

Sliallow Structiire Drilling

Shallow structure drilling has
been used extensively in Western
Canada in mapping surface geo-

logical structures. Small diameter
híílcs are drilled by light tnick-

mouuled drills to depths of a

thousand feet or less, electric

logged and niarker horizons corre-

latei!. This service is provided by
coiitractors at a cost ranging from
$1.25 to $1.75 per foot of hole

drilled and logged.

(ieophysical Surveys'

The scismic survey is by far the

most accurate and ])opular geo-

])hysical method used in Western
Canada. Out of an average of 150

gcoijhysical parties currcntly oper-

ating in Canada, 140 are seismic

survey crews. These range in cost

from "$15,000 to $40,000 per crew
month, depending on accessibility

of the area, season of the year and
topography. However, the inter-

pretation of seismic data is by no
means uuique. Irregularities intro-

duce variable factors which are

extremely difficult to correct with
an accuracy necessary to detect
the low relief type of structures

which characterize Western Cana-
dian oil fields.

A number of important im-
provements in instrumentation
and techniques during the past
year or so give promise of aid in

resolving some of the current
problems. Probably the most pub-
licized developnient is the mag-
netic tape reproducible recording
equipment, whereby the seismic
waves are recorded on magnetic
tape rather than on film, so that
the magnetic tape record can sub-
sequently be played back under
many different combinations of
filters and amplifiers until the
most optimum combina tion is de-

termined that will yield the maxi-H
mum Information. Mj

Gravity meter surveying in nojlll

way compares with the seis-llll

mograph in the accuracy of resultsMÍ*

in detail. Costs, however, are (Bi

much lower than for a seismic ffl

survey, ranging from $5,000 to P
$8,000 per crew month. The grav- li

ity meter, therefore, provides a
"

cheap reconnaissance survey
method. Interpretation is extreme-

ly difficult in the plains area

whcrc only some 6,000 feet or lessi

of .sediments overlie the Precam-
brian basement rocks. The gravity

meter is capable of yielding more
u.seable data in the foothills belt,

where a much greater thickness of

sediments exist and where thrust

faulted limestone blocks provide

detcctable density contrasts.

Exploratory Deep Drilling

The culmination of ali explora-

tory work l)y ali other methods is,

of course, the drilling of the ex-

ploratory test well; this provides
i

the most positive evidence and
|

generally the final answer.
j

F. H. Lahee,^ in 1951, published

'

success ratios for wildcat drilling

in the United States. Based upon

a three-year total of 8,696 wildcat

wells 92 per cent were failures. He *

further determined that:
|

(a) One well out of 44 wildcats li

discovered a million-barrel

field;

(b) one out of 243 wildcats

discovered a ten - million

barrei field;

(c) one well out of 967 dis-

covered a field with more
than fifty million barreis of

recoverable reserves. ,

Lahee, in a recent review of these
j

•

ratios, States that the past ten-

year average indicates one in every

nine new field wildcats has found

some oil or gas, and one wildcat

out of every 44 drilled discovers

a field with as much as one million

barreis of total ultimate reserves.

Figures recently compiled by

the Canadian Petroleum Assocla-

tion over the seven-year period

from 1948 to 1954 show that for
j

exploratory wells drilled in West-|tl

ern Canada:

(a) Four out of every five are

dry holes;

(b) one out of every 54 found

a field of a million barreis;

(c) one out of every 137 found .

ll^'. H. Lahee, "Degrees of Success in •

Wilíicat Drilling". Amer. Assoe. Petrol
|

C.pol., 1951, 35, p. 138.
[
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a field of ten million

barreis.

(d) one out of every 336 found
a field of fifty million bar-

reis; and
(e) one out of every 504 found

a field in excess of one

hundred million barreis.

Comparing- lhese two sets of fig-

ures, it would seem that the odds

are i)oorer in Canada than in the

United States for finding a million-

barrel field, but better for finding

ten-inillion-barrel fields and de-

cidedly better for finding fifty-

million-barrel fields.

{ ifí. .'{. S«-li«'iua I i«- >1 riK-1 11 ml
oross-s«'el ioii l<> il r;i !<• I )«-

voniaii st ral i^rapliic rclal ion-

ships. (Allwrla oil-ln-ariii}:

reef.)
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Almost ali exploratory drilling

in Western Canada is perfornied

by drilling contractors. Contracts

are arranged on a footage basis,

on a day-work basis and on a

combination footage and day-work

basis, depending upon depth of

hole, formations to be penetrated

and accessibility of the well site.

Costs can be estimated fairly

accurately for shallow wells but

become less accurate with increas-

ing depth and for exploratory

wells over 10,000 feet in depth

vary quite widely. The ranges in

costs for exploratory wells are

approximately as foliows:

Depth of Well Approximate Cost

(Feet) (Dollars)

1 800 - 2,500 20,000 to 30,000

2,500 - 3,500 30,000 to 50,000

5,000 -5,500 70,000 and upwards

8,000 170,000 and upwards

10,000 225,000 and upwards

Relation of Canada in World Oil and
Gas Industry

The developments represented

by the statistics presented herein

have suíficed to elevate Canada in

terms of proved reserves of re-

coverable oil to the position of

third largest in the Western Hemi-
sphere foUowing the United States

and Venezuela, and eighth in the

world. (Table II.) Likewise, in

terms of annual production, Can-

ada now ranks third in the West-

of the total, representing an in-

crease of 1.5 per cent over 1953,

whereas the aggregate percentage

increase for ali other countries was
6.9 per cent. Canada increased its

consumption 8 per cent over 1953.

The Free World's production of

crude oil and natural gas liquids

in 1954 was 12,427,000 b/d (ex-

cluding the U.S.S.R. and satel-

lites) , an increase of 3.5 per cent

over 1953. The United States pro-

duced 7,008,000 b/d, or 56 per cent

of the free world total. However,
U.S. production decreased 2.1 per

cent from 1953 in contrast to an

increase of 8 per cent in Venezue-

lan production; 12 per cent in the

Middle East; 17 per cent in

México and 19 per cent in Canada.

More significant, however, are

the comparative figures for the

world's proved reserves of crude

oil in 1939 and 1955. On January

Ist, 1939, world proved reserves

were 37.4 billion barreis, and in

January 1955 they were 153.3 bil-

lion barreis, an increase of 310 per

cent, even though this period in-

cluded the World War when the

Allied Nations consumed seven

billion barreis of oil, and the post

war period of rapidly increasing

world consumption.
However, in spite of the increase

in United States reserves from 17.3

Table II. Estimated World Petroleum Reserves and Annual Production 195

1

Petroleum Reserves Dec. 31, 1954
Thousands Per Cent of

Country of Barreis World
Saudi Àrabia .. 35,000,000 22.83

United States.. 29,561,000 19.25

Kuwait 28,000,000 18.27

Iraq 14,000,000 9.13

Iran 13,000,000 8.48

Venezuela 10,700,000 6.98

U.S.S.R 10,000,000 6.53

Canada 2,208,000 1.44

Indonésia 2,100,000 1.37

México 1,650,000 1.08

Production for Year 1954
Thousands Per Cent of

Country
United States.

Venezuela . . .

.

U.S.S.R
Kuwait
Saudi Arábia .

Iraq
Canada
Mcxico
Indonésia
Rumania

of Barreis

2,257,119

691,106

412,750

347,955

347,845

252,722

96,065

82,436

77,318

47,450

Wodd
45.50

13.94

8.32

7.02

7.01

5.09

1.95

1.66

1.55

0.96

Note: Crude oil only; does not include natural gas liquids.

ern Hemisphere and seventh in

the world.

It is of interest to note here

some significant changes which
have occurred in recent years in

the world oil picture and which,

as will be discussed later, may
have a direct bearing on the

future growth of the Canadian
petroleum industry.

During 1954 the world. exclud-

ing the U.S.S.R. and satellites,

consumed 12,840,000 barreis daily

on an equivalent crude basis. This
is an increase in world consump-
tion of 4.3 per cent over 1953. The
United States u.sed 7,744,000 bar-

reis per day (b/d) or 60 per cent

billion barreis in January 1939 to

29.5 billion barreis in January 1955
(34.8 billion barreis if natural gas

liquids are included) , the percent-

age position of the United States

had shrunk from 46 per cent of

the world's reserves in 1939 to 20
per cent in 1955. Also, whereas the
Western Hemisphere formerly held

nearly two-thirds of the world's re-

serves, it now has less than one-
third, even though the Western
Hemisphere's reserves approxi-
mately doubled in the Ínterim.

Ih contrast, the reserves of the
Middle East countries increased

1200 per cent, from 7 billion bar-

reis in 1939 to almost 92 billion

barreis in 1954, and now account

for 60 per cent of the world's re- :

serves. Saudi-Arabia, with more
than 35 billion barreis, now has

i

the largest reserves of any coun-

try, replacing the United States for
|

the first time in 1954. Crude oil ;

reserves in Venezuela are now 10.7
,

billion barreis.

Now, with this summary of the

recent major changes in the world

oil picture in mind, let us revert to
1

the youthful Canadian oil industry
i

and consider its number one prob- ,

lem—markets.

Markets

Refinery capacities are a rough

measure of the available markets

in the áreas they serve. Through-
puts generally average 85 per cent

of rated capacities. In Canada,

refinery capacities at the begin-

ning of 1955, by regions are as

follows:
Capacities, b/d

(Beginning 1955)

Northwest Territories 1,250

Maritimes 18,300

Quebec 196,000

Ontário 135,000

Prairie Provinces 172,150

British Columbia 53,500

Total 576,200

Total Canadian refinery re-

ceipts, domestic and imported, for

1954 were 169,491,000 barreis In

addition, 33,600,000 barreis of re-

fined products were imported.

Total consumption, therefore, was
203 million barreis, an average in

1954 of 556,000 barreis per day.

Canadian production of crude oil

and natural gas liquids was 97

million barreis, or a daily average

of 266,000 barreis. (Fig. 4)

In other words, Canadian pro-

ducers supplied only 47.8 per cent

of Canadian domestic consump-
tion in spite of having a potential

productive capacity equal to 75

per cent of the total Canadian
consumption. The major portion

of Canada's domestic market not

yet converted to Canadian crude

is the Montreal area, which today

could use close to 200,000 barreis

of crude per day.

Canadian oil is transported to

market through two great pipa

line systems; the Interprovincial

Pipeline from Redwater to Sarnia,

and the Trans-Mountain Pipeline

from Edmonton to the Vancouver

and Washington markets. Trans-

Mountain has an initial capacity

of 120,000 b/d, and Interprovin-

cial was transporting out of Ed-

monton 205,000 b/d at the end

of 1954. Deliveries at Sarnia aver-

aged 97,000 b/d during 1954. Both
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lines, by increasing their cajjital

investment in additional pumping

capacity and line loops, can in-

crease their throughput to ulti-

mate capacities of 300,000 b/d, or

a combined total of 000,000 b/d.

Crude oil delivered by Inter-

provincial Pipeline is refined at

Sarnia and reaches the Toronto

market area via two products

pipelines— the Imperial Pipeline

Company's Sarnia Products 39,-

000-barrel (12-inch) line, and the

Sun Canadian 17,500-barrel line.

The Toronto area is also supplied

by a third products jilpeline, the

Trans-Northern 40,000-barrel (10-

inch) pipeline from Montreal re-

íineries which operate exclusively

on imported oil, chiefly from

Venezuela.

In 1954 Canada imported into

Quebec and the Maritimes 66 mil-

lion barreis of crude from overseas

countries. In other words, over-

seas producers supplied Canada
vvith more than two-thirds of the

amount of oil Canada's domestic

producers supplied. Another 7.9

million barreis of crude were im-

ported from the United States in

1954, chiefly into the Sarnia and

Toronto áreas.

Price Structure

Field prices for Canadian crudes

are determined by the price at

which crude of comparable quality

from the Mid-Continent fields of

the United States can be delivered

at Sarnia. This price today is $3.23

per barrei for 35° API crude. After

deducting 66 cents for pipe line

tariff from Redwater to Sarnia

and 1 per cent line loss, this re-

sults in a terminal price at Red-
water of $2.543.

Gathering charges and line loss

in the field are respectively 4c and

1.3c per barrei, yielding a field

price of $2.49 per barrei. That
this price is barely competitive

with United States Mid-Continent

crudes is demonstrated by the fact

that one Sarnia refinery continued

to import 15,000 barreis per day

i
of Mid-Continent crude through

1954 rather than use available

Canadian crude.

Puget Sound Área

Redwater crude not routed

direct to Ontário is subject to a

2c tarifí and 1.3c line loss charge

from Redwater Terminal to Ed-
monton, so that the price delivered

at Edmonton is $2.576 per barrei.

The price at which Redwater
crude is delivered at Vancouver
is then derived by applying the

Fií 4. Canadian Crude Oil Prodnction — Total Deniand an<l UefiniiiL;

Capacity, 194'.õ to Present.

Trans-Mountain tarift" of 45c per

barrei plus 2.6c for 1 per cent pipe

line loss, to give a delivered price

at Vancouver of $3.052 and a price

of $3.224 per barrei at Ferndale,

Washington, and close to Ana-
cortes, where ShelFs 50,000 barrei

per day refinery is under con-

struction.

General Petroleum's 35,000 bar-

rei per day refinery is now taking

26,500 barreis of Canadian crude

daily and Shell is expected to be

taking 20,000 barreis of Canadian

crude by the end of 1955. It seems

reasonable to expect that, if pres-

ent price relationships continue,

the combined 85,000 barreis per

day required by these two re-

fineries may eventually be sup-

plied by Canadian crude.

Minneapolis-Lakehead Area

This area has an estimated mar-

ket of 225,000 b/d in 1955. Cana-

dian prodiicers are expected to

increase deliveries to refineries at

Wrenshall, Minnesota and Supe-

rior, Wisconsin to nearly 15,000

b/d this year. The Minneapolis-

St. Paul area has, in the past,

been supplied chiefly by Mid-Con-

tinent crudes and products. IIow-

ever, the recent incrcasing crude

production from the Rocky Moun-
tain States is forcing entry into

this market.

Competition is further increased

here by cheap river transportation

up the Mississippi. It is anticipat-

ed that at least one refinery may
be using 20,000 to 25,000 b/d of

Canadian médium gravity crude

by the end of 1955, but the prob-

ability of obtaining any substan-

tial market for Canadian light
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crude in this highly competitive

area is remote.

Detroit-Michigan Area

The present crude market in

the Detroit-Michigan area is cur-

rently 375,000 b d. Ilowevcr, this

is a most highly comi)etitivc mar-

ket with supplies coming chiefly

from the Mid-Continent and Gulf

Coast fields. Competition will be

further increased if a projected

new pipeline from the Atlantic

Coast to Toledo is built. The
probability of obtaining any part

of this market in the near future

appears even more remote than

for the Minneapolis area.

Factors Liniiting United Statos

Markets

Four factors which havc a de-

cided bcaring on the prol)k'ni of

extending markets for Canadian

crude into the United States are:

(a) Crude oil i)rices; (b) Cur-

rency exchange rates; (c) Import
duties; and (d) Proposed U.S.

legislation or, alternatively, volun-

tary control dcsigned to restrict

foreign crude imports into the

United States.

Crude Oil Prices

The j)ricc of Canadian crude at

Sarnia in competition with United

States crudes has determined the

field ])rice Canadian jjroducers

now reccive. Table III shows the

posted field prices of crudes of

comparable quality and gravity

elsewhere on the continent.

Canadian crude today, from

these figures, is i)riced 27c lower

in the field than the lowest jiricod

compara l)Ie crude elsewhere in

North America. The current re-

duced price for Canadian crude

has already caused concern

ioi:i



amongst explora tion companies
operating in Western Canada,
particularly those who derive

most of their income from pro-

duction.

Currency Exchange

:

When the Canadian d o 1 1 a r

stands at a premium in relation

to the United States dollar, Cana-
dian oil producers are severely

handicapped by the additional

premium against their products.

This situation has been rectified

to some extent in recent months.

A continuation of the jjresent

trend in exchange rates will ma-
terially assist Canadian oil pro-

ducers.

Import DutY

The duty on Canadian oil enter-

ing the Unites States is 10V_>c per

barrei for crude oil of 25° APl
gravity and higher, and ôY^c per

barrei for crude beiow 25° APl
gravity, whereas United States

and other foreign crude oil enters

Canada duty free. It has long

been felt by Canadian producers

that Canadian oil entering the

United States should be given

preferential exemption. The United

States, of course, is unwilling to

give to Canada what it is unwill-

ing to grant Venezuela and other

countries.

pulsory quotas and the voluntary

arrangement recommended by the

President. The note argued that

the United States should restrict

oil imports from overseas countries

as a method of making the Ameri-
can oil industry self-sufRcient as a

defence measure, but that this

thesis would not be valid if applied

to imports from Canada.
Such an argument seems rather

inconsistent when Canada itself

is currently importing at the rate

of 75 million barreis of crude and
products annually from overseas

producers, an amount ecpiivalent

to nearly one-third the amount
imi)orted by the United States

from overseas countries. Though
the proposed legislation has been
voted down, the Administration

has rcfused to alter its stand in

favour of "voluntary" import

(j notas.

It seems most unrea.sonable to

assume that Canada will be per-

mitted to export to the United
States much more than the mar-
kets it has captured to date on a

compctitivc basis. In 1954 the

United States imported G54.()()()

barreis per day of crude only, and
the estimate for 1955 is 7()7,()()()

b/d. United States exports to

Canada of crude " and petroleum
l)roducts are currently about 50,-

Table IH. Field Prices for Norlh Aincriran Crudes

Canadian Funds
Per Barrei

AVI II.S. Funds Aftcr.^djusting

Gravity Per Barrei For Gravity
S2A9

35° $2.80 .Ç2.7(i

Texas Cíulf Coast 35" .S3.13 $3.(18

Califórnia (Sisnal Hiil) 32° ti.12 S3.13

United States hnport Restrivtions

Inde])endent jiroducers in the

United States have been actively

agitating for a law curl)ing oil im-

portations into the United States.

A group of Senators proposed a

bill to Congress known as the

Neely Amendment which would
have amended the Reciprocai
oil imports into the United States

Trade Agreement Act l)y limiting

to 10 per cent of U.S. domestic
demand. This amendment was
voted down on April 26th last.

However, President Eisenhower's
administration requested the im-
porting comjianies to voluntarily

restrict their im])orts to the 10

per cent figure.

The Canadian Government sub-

mitted a formal note of protest to

the State Department in March,
objecting strongly both to com-

000 b/d. Viewed, therefore, on the

most o|)timistic basis, the total

United States market available to

Canadian {)roducers ])rol)al)ly will

not exceed 125,000 b/d witliin lhe

next five years.

Thus with an annual discovery

rate of between 400 and 450 mil-

lion barreis per year for the next
five years, it is clear that domestic
and foreign consumption of Cana-
dian c r u d e will only absorb
approxiinately half of Canadian
potential production, with little

chance of overtaking it as long
as the Montreal refineries are

sui)])lied ])y imports from overseas.

The Petrochemical Industry

The petrochemical industry,

though enjoying a spectacular
growth, is nevertheless a negligible

factor in the consideration of mar-
kets for crude oil. Today a fourth

of ali chemicals in the United
\

States are produced from petro-
j

leum. The consumption of petro-

1

leum for this purpose is only 3

'

per cent of the total U.S. annual
production of crude oil and two-
thirds of this amount is used for

fuel, so that only 1 per cent of

crude production in the United
States is used as raw material for

petrochcmicals.

The Toronto-Montreal Market

The largest single marketing
i

area available to Canadian pro-'

ducers lies entirely within Canada.
|

It is the combined Toronto-Mont-

í

real market area, served by the

Montreal refineries and other over-
{

seas imports of petroleum pro-f»

ducts. This is a rapidly expand-
ing market. Consum7)tion in 1954
averaged 211,000 b/d and is ex-

jjected to average a minimum of

225,000 b/d throughout 1955, the

gross value of which delivered in j

Montreal in 1955 is estimated. at

current prices, to exceed $250
million.

Figure 5 shows the estimated
growth in demand for Canadian
crude and imported products in

the markets available to Canadian U
producers during the next five i

years. This figure in particular

illustrates the estimated growth
of the Toronto-Montreal market
in relation to the demand in the

other markets supplied by Cana- i«

dian crude and in relation to il

j)otential production. Also ehown''
is the prol)al)le industry produc- i

tion by years prorated to prob-

able market demand but exclud-

ing the Toronto-Montreal market. t.

The Figure also emphasizes the

vital part the Toronto-Montreal i-

market could play in permitting *.

Canadian producers to produce '

the oil they would normally be

allowed to produce under good
engineering and conservation prac-

tice. The conversion of this mar-
ket to Canadian crude oil would,

without doulit, solve the market-
ing probicm of the Canadian pro-

ducers.

Pressure From Overseas Supplies

It has been suggested that

Canadian })roducers should taki

the long range j)oint of view and

hope that 20 years hence the con-

tinental s u p p 1 y and demand
picture will be such as to assure

markets for ali of Canada's poten-

tial production. But let us be

realistic and refer back to the

world supply picture and its future

trend.

The enormous all-time reconl

II
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high in world oil reserves and the

shift of the center of gravity of

oil production from the United
States to the Middle East coun-

tries should not be overlooked in

the consideration of our market
problems, and particiilarly in the

consideration of the Toronto-
Montreal market. The great re-

serves developed in these countries

and in Venezuehi must find an

outlet somewhere. It is true that

production in the United States

in 1954 decreased by 2.1 per cent

from 1953 during a period of

minor economic recession. How-
ever, crude oil reserves are now
the highest ever recorded.

How will Canadian producers

with their rigid transportation

system compete for the big United
States markets against overseas

producers? As already stated, the

workFs crude oil reserves have in-

creased rapidly in recent years to

the enormous figure of 153 billion

barreis at the end of 1954, due
largely to the staggering increases

in the reserves of the Middle East

countries. These reserves are con-

tinuing to increase. Venezuela's

daily production topped 2 million

barreis early this year.

One, of course, can point to the

large potential future demand in

Europe as it continues on its

course of economic recovery, as

well as in the under-developed
countries such as for example the

Belgian Congo, where new auto-

mobile registrations in 1954 vvere

up more than 25 per cent over
the previous year, and in Indo-
nésia, where autoniobile registra-

tions in 1954 similarly were up 40
per cent over the previous year.

However, offsetting such gains in

potential markets are the in-

creases in crude production made
in several European countries re-

centlv.

CSTIMAieO PDOetBLe
'fOrfMTItL PHODUCriOM

~ POTÍNTIÂL PMODUCriON

CSTimtTfD POOOUCTION PPOKATCD
TO CtCLUOe mONTPCÂL mAHKCT
AND ONTÁRIO /MPOPTS

LAKCHCAD - NINNCAPOLIS

PRAIfilC PROVINCES

BRITISH COLUMSIA

PUGET SOUNO ARe*

Fíg. 5. Relatioii of Estimated Pott nlial Markí ts to Kstimatcl IVodu, l i<.n -
Canadian Crude \9Ty%-M).

For example in Germany, where
40 new oil fields have been dis-

covered since the war to yield a

current daily production of 54,000
barreis and reserves of 143 million
barreis, and in Southwest France,
where an important light gravity
oil field was discovered in 1954
between Bordeaux and Bayonne.
Discoveries of 20" API gravity
crude were made in 1954 in Sicily,

and more recently a sizeablc field

of light gravity oil was discovered
on the Adriatic Coast. In addition,

both Iranian and Rumanian pro-
duction will be brought back into

the world market in increasing

quantities in the years ahead.
It is evident, therefore, that

world-wide potential production
has built up to an all-time high

of quite large proportions. Much
of this potential is located in a

few overseas countries and would
probably be available to move in

upon any shortages developing in

the United States markets. A
duty-free market accessible to

ocean tankers, such as the Tor-

onto-Montreal market will, of

Table IV. Analysis of Ontário Market, 1954

Year 1954
(Barreis)

Canadian Crude Receipts 35,284,938

Foreign Crude Receipts (U.S. and Trinidad) 8,808,162

Total Crude Receipts 44,093,100

Inventory Changes^—Opening 3,661.] 50 -

Closing 3,460,987

Net. 200,163

Total crude Consumed 44,293,263

Products Transfers from Quebec to Ontário 16,112,498

Imported Products 7,957,565

Product Inventory Changes—Refineries —1,106,021

Total Products Consumed 22,964,042

Total Crude and Products Consumed 67,257,305

Barreis

Daily
96,671

24,132

120,803

121,352

44,144

21,802

62,915

184,267

course, also otier a prime targcl

for excess overseas production.
How, therefore, can Canada aíTord

to sit back for 20 years and com-
plaeently e x p e c t markets to

develop for its excess crude oil?

Reeent Trencls in Toronto-Montreal
iMarket

There have l)een indicai ions

that there is an increasing shift

of population and industry west-

ward i' r o m Montreal towards
Toronto, which might imply this

market may be served to an in-

creasing exteiit l)y Canadian crude
moving via the products pipe lincs

from Sarnia to Toronto, with a

consequent reduction in the rate

of new refínery construction in

Montreal. However, lei us ex-

amine whal lias been taking place

in the Toronto-Montreal market
in the past year, from D.H.S. re-

ports on refinery operations and
Cu.stoms Entries under the Exter-

nai Trade Section, (Tal)le IV),

which shows crude
ducts movements in

of Ontário for 1954.

Canadian crude, llu ri torc, lu

1954 still only supi)lii'(l al><)ut

one-haif of the total Ontário eon-

sumption. During the ])ast years

the INIonlrcal refineries have been

supplying an increasing |)ro|)or-

tion of the Ontário market. 'i'liat

this trend is continuing in spile

of the increasing amount of Cana-
dian crude l)eing utilized in Sarnia

becomes obvious upon cNainina-

tion of tlie rate of refinery expan-

sion in the Montreal area,

as the new retail outlets

Toronto area being supp

Montreal refineries.

One 45.000 barril \wr day re-

finery will complete liii- year a

oil and pro-

the Provinee

therefore

as

in

lied

well

the

bv
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$8 milliou additioii to increase its

capacity for straight rim naphtha
to 13,000 b/d. Another refinery

has announced a $14 milliou ex-

pansion program to raise its

capacity per cent. A European
company will complete this sum-
mer its first refinery iii Canada,
at Montreal, with an initial

capacity of 20,000 b/d, to be oper-

ated on Middle East crude.

Table V shows the rate of

grovvth of refinery capacity for

Outario and Quebec since 1946.

The rate of increase of refinery

capacity iu Quebec is greater by
122 per cent than the rate of in-

crease in Ontário during the period

1946 to 1955.

In addition to the completion

of its refinery this year, the Euro-

pean company referred to will

have by year end 45 bulk plants

and terminais in New Brunswick,

Quebec and Ontário, and 925 re-

tail stations, of which 474, or

more than half, will be in Ontário.

The object of this company is to

"blanket" the market from eastern

Quebec to London, Ontário, with

products which, when its refinery

is completed, will be derived from
overseas imports.

Now that the Canadian dollar

is again approaching parity with

the United States dollar, the dif-

ferential between Alberta crude

and Venezuelan crude at Montreal

is considerably reduced. The com-
parative prices at Montreal can be
seen in Table VI.

The Sariiia-Montreal Pipeline.

From a risk capital point of

view the Sarnia-Montreal pij^eline

ofi'ers the following advantages
over the Trans-Mountain pipe-

line:

(1) It would be only two-thirds

the length of the Trans-Mountain
line.

(2) It would cross flat, easily

accessible terrain.

(3) Construction costs should

be less than two-thirds those for

Trans-Mountain.

(4) It would terminate in a

faster growing market with a

possible greater potential, having
in mind not only the Toronto-
Montreal market but also the in-

creasing industrialization of Que-
bec.

(5) The economics for Cana-
dian crude in the Toronto-Mont-
real market are deíinitely no
])oorer now than were the eco-

nomics for Canadian. crude in the

Pacific Northwest when plans

were finalized for building the

Trans-Mountain Pipeline.

There are, furthermore, impor-
tant intangible advantages for the

Montreal refiners in having the

Sarnia-Montreal pipe line built.

They will be assured a supply of

crude oil of uniform quality and
s t a b 1 e price. The constantly
changing tanker transportation
costs, which are notoriously erratic

and subject to alternating periods
of over-supply and .shortages, will

be eliminated. Politicai stability

at the source of supply of their

raw material, as well as economia
stability at the source of supply
and freedom from the complica-
tions of International economics
will be assured. And finally, a well

jjrotected assured supply in the
event of an emergency will be
available.

Advantages to Canada
The construction of the Sarnia-

Montreal pipe line and the con-

version of the Toronto-Montreal
market to Canadian crude would
have enormous beneficiai efl'ects

on the Canadian national ccon-
omy. Among other things, it

would:

(1) Bring Canadian crude oil

production up to 80 per cent or

more of potential production.

(2) Save Canada during the

next five-year period (assuming a

7 per cent annual increase in con-

sumption) $1,500,000,000 paid out
to foreign countries, diverting this

to Canadian producers and pipe

line companies during the next
five years for continuation of ex-

ploration for and development of

Canada's natural resources and
tlicrcby promote Cana(la"s indus-

trial development.

(3) Provide additional revenue
to Provincial Governments
through gross royalty payments
on oil, which would not otherwise

be produced, of approximately

$150 milliou, not to mention addi-

tional revenues from increased

bónus payments on Crown re-

serves.

(4) Provide additional revenue

to the Federal Government by
way of royalties on Federal lands,

Corporation taxes, duties, sales

taxes and other indirect taxes of

a sum estimated to be at least

$150 million.

(5) Provide Canada with great-

er means to ward off the effects

of a depression.

(6) Reduce Canada's vulner-

ability to adverse changes in the

economy of the United States, a

matter of considerable concern to

Canada's economists.

The above figures are based on

a five-year period. Calculation of

the corresponding figures for the

long range 20-year period is left

to the reader. y/

Table V. Refinery Expansion in Ontário and Quebec

Ontário Quebec

Capacity Capacity
(barreis) (barreis)

1946 77,950 71,000

1948 88,700 107,000

1950 75,200 143,000

1952 104,500 164,000

1953 135,000 176,000
1954 135,000 190,000

Proposed 1955 158,000 230,000

Overall increase 1946 to 1955 80,050 or 102% 159,000 or 224%

Table VI. Conipetitive Position, Redwater Crude, Montreal Market

Ofioina Crude 32° Redwater Crude 35'

Posfced Price $2.82 (U.S.) Postéd Price $2.49 (Canadian)
Marine Loss and Gathering Cliarges . . .053

U.S.M.C.—40% 23 $2.543

("Estimated Tariff.. .675

$3.08 Line Loss—1% .025

Portland
Pipeline Charge 11 $3,243

Line Loss—1% 015

$3.205

Quality Adju.stment 04

$3.245 (2)

Exchange—1.6% $3.195

Estimated tariff Redwater to Montreal based on rate of 3c per
lOO-barrel-miles for 2,250 miles.

Note comparable prices when Canadian and U.S. dollar at parity.
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Golour Television
by

R. G. Anthes,

Television -Radio Division

Canadian W estinghouse Co. Ltd.,

Branijord. Ontário.

A paper presented at a joint meeting oj The Engineering Instituic of Canttda

and the Institute of Radio Engineers, at Winnipeg, Octoher 19S4.

Few developments in the field of

electronics have created such a

tremendous interest as has colour

television. For years industry has

been looking forward to the day
when the cíream of colour tele-

vision woiild be a reality. That
day has now come. Regular sched-

uled programs in colour have been
broadcast in the United States

since August, 1954, and the num-
ber is increasing steadily. Approxi-
mately 60 hours per month will be

broadcast on U.S. networks by the

new year. Many transniitters have
been modified to retransmit these

broadcasts. In addition, some of

the stations have colour cameras
and equipment necessary to orig-

inate their own colour programs.
Many of these broadcasts are of

exceptionally high calibre.

Mass production of colour re-

ceivers has not yet arrived, but
forecasts indicate quantity pro-

duction of colour television receiv-

ers will occur during 1955. The
greatest factor holding back large-

scale production is the colour pic-

ture tube which is small and very
costly. Complex circuitry also adds
to the cost. However, 21-inch col-

our picture tubes are on the way,
along with some simplification of

circuitry.

The first production of colour

receivers early in 1954 used 15-

inch tubes. This was followed by
19-inch receivers vi^hich are now
just coming on the market in lim-

ited production; 21-inch tubes will

be appearing in small quantities

early in 1955, with quantity pro-

duction expected to follow later.

A colour television receiver will

always cost more than a black and
white receiver. The reason for this

is that a colour receiver is basical-

ly a black and white receiver to

which additional circuitry and
equipment is added to give colour.

At present, a colour receiver uses

about twice as many tubes as a

black and white receiver, and has

more than twice as many service

man adjustments. It also has three
or four more customer controls

than the conventional black and
white receiver. The 15-inch tube,

for example, requires 20,000 volts

at 1 milliampere to operate it. The
19-inch tube requires 27,000 volts

at 1 milliampere. A 21-inch black
and white tube, by way of com-
parison, requires about 15,000

volts at about 250 microamperes.
It is not anticipated that ali

television broadcasts will eventu-

ally be in fuU colour; rather it is

expected that black and white,

and colour broadcasts will co-exist.

Colour motion pictures have been
in use for many years, but there

are still many black and white

movies. The same is expected to

happen in television, with botli

colour and black and white broad-

casts (and production) ,
being car-

ried on simultaneously.

Special receiving antennae are

generally not required to receive

colour. If a particular installation

gives good pictures on black and
white, it will usually give satisfac-

tory performance on colour. How-
ever a few cases have been report-

ed where this has not been true.

In fringe áreas where very high

gain antennae are used, the colour

may be degraded. Sometimes, if

colour is degraded, a slight rc-

orientation of the antenna will

minimize the degradation. An an-

tenna installation, for colour, must

be carefully and properly made.

Colour television s h o u 1 d be

viewed in a darker room than is

advisable for black and white. Col-

ours are diluted if light shines on

the screen. Any light used should

be placed at the side of the re-

ceiver, so that light does not shine

directly on the picture tube.

Basic Principie—Ailãitive Colour

The basic principie on whicli

colour television operatcs. is a very

sim pie one.

Afler <lealin^ «illi some pcrlim iii

•;»'ncral iiiforiiialion on colour Icli -

visioií. tlic paper «leais priiiripulh

uitli lhe liasie «-oloiir 8Í<;iial. ISrief

iieiilioii \s iiia<le of tlie rihaiiow

iiiaMk pieliire liilie and a typical

receiver. (]haiif;es iii picture tulie

and receivers will occur. ImjI iIm-

si^nai processiii^ considerei! in liu-

paper will iiol lie cliani^ed.

Any colour caii be nialched as •

far as the eye is coiicerned, by
adding together, three primary col-

ours in suitable i)roi)ortions. By
definition a primary colour cannot
be niatched by any coinbiiintioii

of the other two.

There is not a unique set of i)ri-

niary colours. In colour television

green, red and blue are the three

primary colours used. With these

primary colours, practically the

full range of colour to which the

cve responds, can be reproduced.

Newcomers to the colour tele-

vision field are always very con-

fused about these primary colours.

The phenomena observed, seems

to be contradictory to past experi-

ence with colour. For example,

mixing together yellow and blue,

in paints, gives green. In colour

television, we get yellow by adding

together red and green. If this yel-

low is added to blue. grey or wliite

is produced. Why ali this coiifu-

sion and contradiction?

In colour television, the princi-

pie is additive colour. In mixing of

jiaints, in Kodachrome íilm. and

in most colour experience, the

principie is subtractive colour.

What is the difference between

subtractive and additive colour?

An experiment in liigh school

physics, shows that so-called white

light is actually a combination of

light of many colours. This exjxM-i-

nient is perfornied l)y passiiig

white light through a glass prisni.

and then shining it on a screen.

The colours of the rainbow api)ear,

giving bands of colour fading froni

one to the other. The main colours

are red, orange, yellow. green. l)lue

and violet in that order.

Supi)ose now this white light

shines on a red object. \Vh> does

the oliject ai)i)('ar red? The reason

is, that only the red coiniKjuent of

white light is rcHected by this col-

oured object; the other colours are

absorbed. This is sul)lra(tivc col-

our. Xow if this red oljject were

looked al iinder. say. a l)lue light.

it \\(n\\ú not appear red; il would

be black becanse there is no red
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light in the light soiirce to be re-

flected by the red object. In siib-

tractive colour, the colour is al-

ways produced by removing some
componeiits from the incident

light.

In the Newton disc experiment

in physics, a circular disc is divid-

ed into a number of segnients, and
each segment is painted with one

of the colours, red, orange, yellow,

green, blue and violet. When this

disc is rotated fast enough, the eye

cannot distinguish the individual

colours, and it interi)rets the result

as a specific colour; the colour

being white or grey. This is addi-

tive colour, in which two or more
different colours are added to-

gether.

The additive principie as applied

to colour television, can be easily

demonstrated by setting up three

projectors; one projecting red, one
blue, and one green, and project-

ing the colours simultaneously on
a screen. Red and green add to

give yellow, blue and red add to

give magenta; blue and green add
to give cyan. The three together

add to give white or grey. By
varying the intensity of each pri-

mary a multitude of colours is

possible.

The relative brightness of the

three primary colours is different

for each colour. (Ireen is very
bright. red is less bright, and blue
appears quite dark.

Televising a Coloured Scene

To televise a coloured scene,

three cameras are used. One re-

sponds to the amount of green in

the scene, one responds to the
amount of red, and one responds
to the amount of blue. Each cam-
era provides video signals of the
.same general character as the

video signals in an ordinary black
and white or monochrome camera.
At the receiver, a colour jilcture

tube is used on whose face is de-

posited three colour phosphors.
These phosphors are green, red
and blue res])ectively. At present,

these phosphors are deposited in

dot trios; each trio containing one
green, one red and one l)lue dot in

an equilateral triangle. These dots
are so tiny that the eyes cannot
distinguish them as tiny sources of

light, except under a microscope,
and it interprets the result as a

particular colour. Each colour

I)hosph()r is excited by its own
associated electron gun in the pic-

ture tube. The outi)ut from the

green camera at the televised scene

nnist ultiniately operate the green

1048

gun at the picture tube, the output
of the red camera must operate

the red gun, and the output from
the blue camera must operate the

blue gun. The principie of colour

television is just that simple, but
the proce.ss of carrying it out is

rather complex. A sketch showing
the j)rinciple of the shadow mask
tube appears in Fig. 1.

Processing Colour Signal Complex

The complications involved in

the processing of colour television

signals are due to two main rea-

sons. First is that the bandwidth
used in colour television is exactly

the same as that for black and
white or monochrome television.

Colour Information has been add-
ed without any increase in band-
width. This is important since

space in the frequency spectrum is

limited. A second very important
reason is that colour television is

fully compatible with existing

monochrome television. T h i s

means that a present monochrome
receiver will respond to a colour

broadcast and give a black and
white picture. This in turn means
that the millions of black and
white receivers now being used
will not be made obsolete by
colour. Compatibility also means
that a colour receiver will give a

black and white picture on a

monochrome broadcast. The ad-

vantage of compatibility is so ob-

vious that it need not be elabor-

ated further here. It is most im-

portant to realize that colour tele-

vision is compatible with black

and white. This feature was neces-

sary liefore colour television was
accepted by industry.

The development of a method of

transmission of colour whereby no
increase in bandwidth over mono-
chrome was required. and where
compatibility with black a n d

white television was achieved is a

magnificent engineering triumph.

In order to achieve compatibil-

ity, the television standards used
in monochrome television must
also be used in colour television.

The number of lines in the picture,

the field frequency, the frame fre-

quency and ali the standards of

transmission must also be used in

colour. The only áreas of changc
are that the tolerances may be
held more closely in colour and
additional signals may be added
])r()vided they do not interfere

with monochrome operation. Both
of these changes have been incor-

porated in colour standards of

transmission.

August, 1955

Subjective Aspects of Colour

Before considering the formation'

of colour signals for transmission

the subjective sen.sation of colour,

should be considered. What prop-
erties of colour do we sense? The
sen.sation of yellow for example.
may be produced by adding to-

gether green and red. The eye does
not sense that this yellow is caused
by these two primary colours. It

is correct to say that a certain

part of a coloured scene is made
up of a certain amount of green, u

a certain amount of red, or a cer-l

tain amount of blue, but the eye'^

does not interpret the .scene thatl

way. The eye interprets three at-

tributes of colour. These are

brightness, hue and saturation.

Brightness is quite familiar to

ali. It is brightness variations only|

that are reproduced in mono-
chrome television, and in ordinary

black and white photography. The
various shades of grey are mercly
differences in brightness. Black is

of course zero brightness. An ob-

ject that is grey or white, is con-

sidered to lack colour. Any scene

whether coloured or grey, displays

brightness.

Ilue is that property of colour

which indicates whether the colour

is green, red, blue, yellow and so

on.

Saturation is that propertyj
which distinguishes between vividj

and pastel shades. It may be con-1

sidered as dilution by white light,

i

and this can be shown by j)roject-

ing .say red light on a .screen and
then projecting white light on top

of it. The hue does not change,

:

but saturation and brightnessi

do. White or grey may be con-|

sidered to be completely desatur-

ated colour. Fully saturated col-

ours are very vivid and rarely

occur in nature. The term chrom-|
inance is often used to indicate

hue and .saturation.

Luminance .Signo/

In monochrome television, the

()ni])ut from the camera consista

of video signals which cau.se the

brightness variation at the picture

tube. These signals are called lumi-

nance signals, and obviously con-

tain no colouring information.

These signals depend only on

brightness of the scene being tele-

vised. In colour, the luminance
signal must be formed since none

of the three video .signals of the

green, red and the blue camera:

gixt' the correct luminance.

The sensitivity of the eye forj

brightness depends on hue. Of the
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three primary colours, green, red

and blue, green appears brighter

than red, and red appears brighter

,
than blue. The correct luminance

i.signal is formed by taking 59 per

cent of the output of the green

Camera. Í50 per cent of the output

of the red camera. and 11 per cent

of the output of the blue camera

and adding them together. This is

done by simple resistance networks

called matrix networks, of which

a typical example is shown in

Figure 2.

Colour Signals

At the receiver, the green, the

red and the blue video signals

must ultimately be recovered. The
luminance signal must be trans-

mitted to satisfy compatibility. It

is known from a study of álgebra,

that if three equations are giveu

containing three unknowns, the

equations can be solved for each

of the unknowns. This can be done

electrically. The luminance signals

contain three speciíic portions of

green, red and blue video signals.

If two additional signals are trans-

mitted, each signal containing spe-

ciíic amounts of green, red and

blue video signals, it is possible, at

the receiver, to extract the re-

quired red, green and blue video

signals. This is done by matrix

circuits.

The two additional signals con-

tain hue and saturation Informa-

tion and are called colour diíTer-

ence signals. They are formed by
taking the red video signal and
subtracting the luminance signal

from it, and by taking the blue

video signal and subtracting the

luminance signal from it also. The
luminance signal is abbreviated

Ey, the green, red and blue video

signals are abbreviated Eq, Er,
and Eb respectively. These colour

difference signals are referred to as

the R-Y signal and the B-Y signal.

R-Y is actually Er - Ey and B-Y
is actually Eb - Ey.

Since Ey = .59 Eq + .30 Er -f . 11 Eb
simple álgebra shows that

ER-Ey= -.59 Eg + .70Eh-.11 Eb
and

EB-Ey= - .59 Eg-.30 Eh +.89 E»

Note that the sum of the co-

efficients of the colour difference

signals equals zero. These colour

difference signals contain satura-

tion and hue information only. On
white or shades of grey Er, Eq
and Eb are equal, since equal

amounts of R, G and B will pro-

duce grey; the magnitude merely

changes the brightness. When Eq,
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CONVERaCNCC
ELECTHOOE

OEfLECTIOM
PL*HE-

PHOSPHOR PL*rt

APERTUNE MASK

LAÍS fACt PLATE

FLANGE CONNECTS INTERHALL''

TO ULTOR

PREFERREO OIRECTION OF
HORIZONTAL SCAN

.REO COLOUR

CENTER

FLAT OLAÍS PLATE
COVEREO WITH TANOENT

PHOSPHOR OOTS

PREFERRED OIRECTION OF

HORIZONTAL SCAN

RELATIONSMIP OF SHAOOW-MASK TO PHOSPHOR DOTS

SHOWN FOR A REGION NEAR THE AXIS OF THE TUBE

Fig. 1. Principie of the shadow niask tiihe.

and Er and Er are equal, the

colour difference signals vanish.

The G, R and B signals each

contain frequency components

from DC up three or four Mc. per

second. Therefore, the Y or lumi-

nance signal and the R-Y and B-Y

colour difference signals also con-

tain frequency components ii|) to

three or four Mc. per second.

Fig. 2. Typical matrix nelwork.

FROM
GREEN CAMERA

FROM

REO CAMERA

FROM
BLUE CAMERA

O-A/W-
R2

CMWV-o

O-^vw-
LUMINANCE
SIGNAL

Exi)eriments witli the eyc show

that it is very sensitive to detail

in brightness, but is relatively in-

sensitive to detail in colour. This

is mo.st fortunate in transinittmg

colour television signals. because

it means that the colour ditTerence

signals can be transmittcd with re-

stricte<l bandwidth without im-

pairiiig colour rcndilion. \rlu;ill>

excellent colour rciiditioii can !»

obtained even thouiili ihr l.aiul-

width of the colour ditlfnnce sig-

nals is restricted froin D <" >"

or 700 kc. per second. Altlimmli

soinewhat wider bandwultli than

this is transinitted, tests liavc mdi-

cated tlial excellent colour (piality

will occur even if coloiiriiig infor-

mation is ivslricled from DC t"

kc. per sccoikÍ. It will l)e
500
assurncí 1 hcrc t'i>r ^iinplicity. llial
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the eolour difference signals are

equal in bandwidth and extend iip

to 500 kc. per second although fre-

quencies up to l.^ Mc. per second

are partially transmitted. This

assumption does not invalidate

what follows.

Modultition, Sittebanils, Subcarrier

The principie of ordinary AM
radio broadcasting is well known.
Suppose, for example, it is desired

to transmit a pure 1000 cps. tone.

This tone is converted to 1000 cps.

eléctrica! signal and then this sig-

nal is superimpo.sed on the radio

freqiiency carrier by a process

called modulation. The carrier is,

say, 1 megacycle per second. This
carrier voltage is caused to vary

up and down in magnitude, by the

low frequency or niodulating 1000

cps. signal. This variation occurs

1000 times per second. Now this

modulated carrier is transmitted
over the air, received by a radio

receiver, amplified by the receiver,

then in a process called detection

or demodulation, the original 1000

cps. is extracted. This 1000 cps. is

then further amplified and finally

operates the loudspeaker.

Although it is correct to think

of a modulated carrier as though
it were one frequency varying in

amplitude, this effect is actually

the result of a number of frequen-
cies present simultaneously. For

the example given the frequencies

present are:

1. A 1 Mc per sec. frequency.

2. A 1,000,000 + 1000 cps. or

1,001,000 cps.

S. A 1,000,000 — 1000 or

999,000 cps.

If the low frequency had been
2000 cps. rather than 1000 cps. the

modulated carrier would consist of

'A frequencies. They would be
1.000.000; 1,000,000 + 2000; 1,000,-

000 - 2000 cps.: i.e., 1,000,000;

1,002.000: and 998,000 cps. These
new frequencies which appear in

the modulated carrier are termed
sidebands. If the low frequency
consists of more than one fre-

quency component. there will be a

pair of sidebands for each one of

these components, e.g. if the 1000
cps. and 2000 cps. appeared sim-

ultaneously, the 1 Mc. component
in the modulated carrier along

with 1,000,000 + 1000; 1,000,000

+ 2000; 1,000,000 - 1000; and
1,000,000 - 2000 cps, would
a ppear.

There is no reason why this pro-

cess of modulation cannot be car-

ried out twice. For instance, the
lOOO-cycle modulated carrier men-
tioued above could be used to

modula te say a 40 Mc. carrier.

This 40 Mc. modulated carrier

could l)e transmitted, picked up by
a receiver, dcmodulated or detect-

ed tivice and the original 1000
cps. would be reclaimed. If this

were done, the 1 Mc. carrier would
be called a subcarrier, and the 40
Mc. frequency would be called the
carrier.

Frequency Components
In Video Signals

A criticai analysis of the red, the
green, the blue, the Y, the R-Y
and the B-Y signals, reveals that

they consist chiefly of many com-
ponents which are multiples of line

scanning frequency. It takes ap-

I)roximately 63.5 micro.seconds to

scan 1 horizontal line in a picture.

This corresponds to a fundamental
frequency for the line scanning
frequency of 15,750 cps. Actually
in colour, it is 15,734.264 cps. The
energy in these video signals

appears in b u n d 1 e s clustered

around multiples of 15,750 cyc. per

second, i.e. 15,750, twice 15,750,

three times 15,750 and so on up
to many hundreds of times 15.750

cps. with spaces in between con-

taining little or no energy. It was
conceived that since there is fre-

quency space going to waste be-

tween these signals, why not sand-

wich in the colouring Information

in the spaces in the luminance
signal, and amazingly, this is what
has been done. The colour stand-

ard of transmission has been set

up to achieve this.

Fifi. 3. ("oloiii- har tesl patlerns and sipnal \»a>«-fc>rnis

liiminanre .«i^nal.

Fip. 4. (-olour har test patterns and signal wavefornis
re<l. bliic. an«l fírecn colour difference signals.
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Colour Subcarrier

To transmit colouring informa-
tion, a colour subcarrier is chosen
which lies between two possible

adjacent frequency components of

the luminance signal. The fre-

quency chosen is 455/2 or 227.5

times the Une scanning frequency.
The colour subcarrier therefore is

3.579545 Mc. per second.

The colour diíTerence signals,

which are also video signals, con-
tain frequencies which are princi-

pally multiples again of line scan-
ning frequency, and the side bands
associated with the modulated
subcarrier, lie between the fre-

quency components contained in

the luminance signal. These side-

bands are called chrominance sig-

nals. By this ingenious method,
the colour sidebands which con-
ta in the chrominance information
will Sandwich in between the
spaces in the luminance signal.

The luminance signal, along with
the modulated subcarrier, is used
to modulate the radio frequency
carrier of the television picture
transmitter. At the television re-

ceiver, the signals are amplified
and detected. After detection,

chrominance signals and lumi-
nance signals are separated by
tuned circuits. The chrominance
signals must be detected again to
recover R-Y and B-Y components.
Now Y, R-Y and B-Y are recov-
ered. It is a simple matter with
resistance matrix networks to ex-

tract G, R and B signals from Y,
R-Y and B-Y. The question now
is, how is the colour subcarrier

modulated?

The two colour difference signals

R-Y and B-Y modulate the colour
subcarrier. Consider first the B-Y
signal. This is used to modulate
the 3.58 subcarrier in a process
similar to that used in conven-

Fig. .5. Colour bar
test patterns and
signal wavefornis— amplitude of
modulated sub-
carrier.

(33)

DIRECTION FROM
WHICH ANGLES ARE
^ MEASURED

-Et

.447
BLUE
(3471

Fig. 6. Colour subcarrier phases an<l relali\e

bars.
iiagiii I udes for salurated <-ol<mr

tional radio broadcasting, excey)t

the carrier is suppressed; only the

side bands are transmitted. To do
this, a balanced modulator is used.

The simplest way to visualize a

balanced modulator is this. When
there is no low frequency or modu-
lating signal being applied to the

balanced modulator, the carrier

output voltage is zero. Suppose the

modulating voltage goes one volt

positive. This may produce 10

volts of carrier at the output of

the balanced modulator. If the

modulating voltage were increased

to two volts positive, the carrier

wouid increase to 20 volts output.

Now suppose the low frequency

voltage were made 1 volt negative.

Again 10 volts of carrier would
api)ear at the output, but it would
he 180° out of phase with the out-

put that occurred when the modu-
lating voltage was positive. If the

modulating voltage were 2 volts

negative, the carrier voltage would

be 20 volts and with 180° phase

shift. Thus a positive modulating

signal gives one phase at the out-

put, a negative signal gives a re-

versed phase. The voltage or am-
plitude of the carrier at the output

varies linearily wilh the modulat-

ing voltage. Àctually, the balanced

modulator produces sidebands and

sui)presses the caiTÍer. The side-

bands combine to give as a result-

ant, a signal having the character-

istics just nienlioncd.

Each colour diíTerence signal

may be positive or negative, and

of varying amplitude. When the

B-Y signal is ai)plied to a balanced

modulator the produced carrier

will havc either zero phase or 180°

phase and the amplitude may be

from zero to .some maximuui finite

value.

To transmit R-Y information. a

second subcarrier is used. This
subcarrier is also 3.58 Mc. per sec-

ond. but it is advanced in phase
by 90° from the carrier used for

the B-Y modulator. It is very sim-

ple to shift the applied carrier by
the 90°. The carrier being supplied

to the B-Y modulator may also be

ap])lied to lhe i)rinuiry of a double

tuned transformcr. The voltage

across the secondary. when prop-

erly tuned to rcsonance is. of

course, al.so 3.58 Mc. per second,

and exactly 90° out of phase with

the primary voltage. The polarity

at the secondary is chosen, which

causes the carrier, being applied to

R-Y, to lead the B-Y carrier by
90°. This carrier is then applieti

to a .second balanced modulator

identical to that used for B-Y.

The outputs of the two bahuu id

modulators are exactly the same
frequency and they can be com-
bincd and passed by one set of

tuned circuits and ami)lifiers. The
B-Y modulator output will be

either zero or 180" phase, and the

R-Y will be either 90° or 270°

pha.se. The amplitudes of each

nuiy be from zero to some finite

value. The resultant modulated

subcarrier may have any i)ha.>^e

from zero to 3(50° and any ampli-

tude from zero lo a finite value.

With auy t lansuiiller, over-

modulatiou (;imiiil be toleratcd.

This mea!i> tinn is a driiuile

maxiniiiiii inodiilii I iug signal tlial
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can be applied to the modulator.

The modulated subcarrier should

be as great as possible without

overmodulating the picture trans-

mitter. It can be shown that to

accomplish this, the R-Y signal

fed to the R-Y balanced modu-
lator can be 78 per cent greater in

magnitude than that applied to

the B-Y modulator. This is done,

and at the receiver the correct bal-

ance is restored by a simple means
of an adjustable gain control in a

suitable circuit. (li-Y demodu-
lator.)

It so turns out that the phase of

the modulated colour subcarrier

depends on the hue. Experience
has shown that an error in phase
of 10 degrees causes a very notice-

able change in hue. Therefore, it

beconies important that the phase
of this 3.58 Mc. signal be main-
tained within very close limits

which is not the siniplest thing to

do. The chroma amplifier, in a

colour receiver, is tuned to 3.58

Mc. It selects the colour subcarrier

and rejects the other signals. The
output from the chroma amplifier

feeds the R-Y and B-Y demodu-
lators.

Colour Rnr.s aud Associnletl

Signal Wavefonns

In testing colour circuitry exten-

sive use is made of signals which

produce vertical colour bars ou the

face of colour picture tubes. The
order of colour bars can be

changed at will. An order some-

times used is progressing from left

to right, white, yellow, cyan, green,

magenta, red, blue and black. (See

Figure 8.) In the green, red and
blue video waveform shown, the
maximum voltage is taken as

volt for convenience. The video
waveform shown follows logically,

when it is recalled that red. blue
and green gives white, green and
blue produce yellow, green and
blue produce cyan, and red and
blue produce magenta.
The luminance signal is readily

obtained when it is recalled that it

consists of 59 per cent of the green

video signal, 30 ])er cent of the red

video signal and 11 per cent of the

blue video signal. On white. the
luminance signal will also equal

-f-l volt. Note that the luminance
signal progressively decreases from
1 volt to .11 volts on blue, and will

be zero on black. The black bar is

not shown in this figure. A par-

ticular order of colour bars used
here provides a signal that can be
very readily used to check adjust-

ments on either monochrome or

colour receivers, for proper shades
of grey.

Figure 4 shows the red, the l)lue

and the green colour difference sig-

nals. The.se are readily calculated

by referring to the value of the
luminance colour signals shown on
the Figure .3 for the value of Y.
(i-Y colour difterence signals are

required at the receiver, and it is

produced there as will be shown
later.

Figure 5 shows the amplitude of

the modulated sui)carrier. Xote

Fig. 7. Colour har test patterns and signal waveforni.s — complete
mofliilating signal.

COLOUR BAR TEST PATTERS
ANO SIGNAL WAVEFORMS

100-

COLOR BURST
3.579545 MC

BLANKING
LEVEL

90-f-

80

70

60--

50--

40- -

30

20-1-

10

O

89.2

REFERENCE
BLACK

62 5

REFER^NÇE_
WHITE

12.5

CARRIER

h<

REFERENCE
-O BLACK

-63 5 MICROSECONOS-

that complementary colours have
the same amplitudes.

Figure 6 indicates the magni-
tude and relative phase for the
various colour bars. In modulating
the colour subcarrier .877 of Er-
Ey is applied to the R-Y demodu-
lator and .493 of Eb-Ey is applied
to the B-Y demodulator. These
two are shown with R-Y leading
B-Y by 90°. From this diagram it

is seen how important phase is in

determining hue, and why phase
shifts are very important in colour
television. Note that compliment- i

tary colours occur 180° out of

phase with each other and the ^
magnitude of subcarrier is the
same.

At the receiver, a local 3.58 Mc.
signal is generated to be used in

the detection of the R-Y and the
B-Y signals. To accomplish this,

the local 3.58 Mc. oscillator must
be locked to a fixed phase with re-

spect to the 3.58 Mc. oscillator at

the transmitter. In order to do
this, a reference 3.58 Mc. signal is

required at the receiver. Where
does this signal come from?

Colour Burst

This 3.58 Mc. reference signal

must come from the transmitter,

but how is it prevented from in-

terfering with the 3.58 Mc. modu-
lated subcarrier? It is time shared

with the modulated subcarrier. It

is sent during part of the horizon-

tal blanking period, and it is called

the colour burst. It lies on the

back porch of the synchronizing

pulse. During the blanking inter-

val, the colour subcarrier is turned

ott", and only the burst is transmit-

ted. The colour burst is located

180° from B-Y, and is shown in

Fig. 6.

Muilulnting Signal for
Picture Transmitter

Figure 7 shows the complete
modulating signal that is used to

modulate the picture transmitter

during one horizontal line. Notice

the blanking levei, and reference

black. Reference black occiirs at

70 j)er cent of the maximum syn-

chronizing ])ulse amjjlitude. Note
the position of the burst; al.so the

front porch and the back porch.

The space between the trailing

edge of the synchronizing pulse

and the start of the colour burst

is called the breezeway.

The Information contained in

the preceding figures has been

scaled accurately, l)oth in ampli-

tude and in time. Figure 7 repre-

sents the ideal waveform that

t

J-,

Vir»!
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Fig. 8. Block diagrani of colour receiver.

sholild be observed on an oscillo-

scope screen.

The heavy lines in Figure 7

show the wave form that operate.s

the monochrome receiver. These
receivers automatically reject the

3.58 Mc. due to the action of the

intermediate freqiiency circuits

preceding the video detector. The
"boxes" show the added 3.58 Mc.
colour signals.

On saturated yellow and cyan,

the 3.58 Mc. subcarrier swings

below zero, which would cause

trouble at the picture transmitter.

This is not as serious as it might
appear because, in actual broad-

casting, saturated . colours rarely

occur. During field testing of pro-

posed colour television standards

it was (letermined that the signal

specification could be set this way

to advantage.

Typical Colour Receiver

Figure 8 shows a block diagram

of a typical colour receiver. The
section to the left of the horizontal

line is very similar to a mono-
chrome receiver. The tuner, how-
ever, has a wider bandwidth and

the I.F. amplifier is criticai. Note

that the sound is taken from a

separate detector. The 4.5 Mc. I.F.

following this detector responds

only to the desired 4.5 Mc. sound

I.F. frequency. Between the video

I.F. and the usual video detector

and not shown on the block dia-

gram, is a large trap which atteiiu-

ates the sound carrier to a very

low levei. This minimizes a 9'-20

Kc. beat note that would other-

wise occur between the I.F. sound

carrier and the I.F. colour subcar-

rier. Note the burst amplifier,

])hase detector, the reactance tube

and the local 3.58 Mc. oscillator.

This oscillator is locked in fixed

l)hase to the 3.58 Mc. oscillator at

the transmitter. Output from the

contrast control contains the coni-

l)lete signal similar to that shown

in Figure 7. The chroma amplifier

is tuned to 3.58 Mc. It selects the

colour subcarrier and rejects the

other signals. The ()uti)ut from the

chroma amplifier feeds the R-\

and the B-Y demodulators.

The B-Y and the R-Y demodu-

lators are called synchronous de-

modulators. They are similar to

mi.xers as iised in ordinary super-
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hetrodyne receivers except the in-

jected frequency is the same fre-

quency as the signal frequency. A
l)ecuiiar property of synchronous

demodulators is that tliey extract

the niodulation of the signal that

is in phase or 180^ out of pliase,

with the injected voltage. Conse-

qii(>ntly by injecting into the R-Y
(lemodulator, 3.58 Mc. signal of

exactly the same pha.se as that

moduíating the R-Y balanced

moduhitor at the transmitter. the

R-Y sigiud is recovered without

any B-Y interference. The B-Y (le-

modulator works in a similar man-

ner. The injected voltage hero

niiist again be exactly in i)liase

with the injected 3.58 Mc. into the

D Y balance demodulator at the

transmitter. The injected 3.58 Me.

is produced in lhe receiver.

It is neeessary to form a

signal at the receiver lo rceovi-r

the green video sigiinl. It «an be

shown that:

- [.51 (Er - Ey) + .li) (F„ - Ev)l

This can be rtadily pio\cd l)y

direct substilntioií. Feeding lhe

correct amounl of Er E^ and

(Ciiiiliniied 1)11 i>(ige lOíiíl)

I0.")3



Ontário Hydro Completes

Harnessing of Niagara
òy

Dr. Richard L. Hearn, m.e.i.c,

( .hairrnan.

The Hydro-Electric Power Commission oj Ontário,

Toronto, Ontário.

I)r. Hearn Irares the amazinj; growth iii deriiand for power in Ontário sincc

"Hydro"" was created in 1906, an<i tells how Hydro engineers have kept pare

uith the deinand. Outlining the terins of the Niagara Diversion Treaty of 1950.

he shows how ihis treaty made possible the iinderlaking of Hvdro*s latest and

greatest develo|>menl, the Sir Adam Beck — Niagara Generating Station No. 2.

Some of lhe speeial featnres of the project are listed and a summary of progress

on consinielion to date is given.

At the beginning of this century,

Southern Ontário industry was
faced with the problem of finding

a low-cost dependable soiirce of

power to assiire Ontario's future

expansion and to improve living

conditions. Timber lines were re-

ceding rapidly and the import of

fuel for thermal jilants was costly.

The one answer to this problem

lay in the utilization of depend-

able river fiows for hydro-electric

development. The main source of

this "white coal" was, of course,

the Niagara River, and construc-

tion was started on three large

power stations, namely those of

the Canadian Niagara Power
Company, the Ontário Power
Comijany. and the Electrieal

Development Company.

There is no doubt that these

large-scale projects and other pro-

posed works on the Great Lake.s

system, were mainly responsible

for arousing interest in the control

of water diversions for power pur-

poses, and for the subsequent

formation of the International

Waterways Commission in 1902.

Extensive studics and recom-
mendations by the new body re-

lating to this and other interna-

tional waterway problems result-

ed in the Boundary Waters Treaty
of 1910, and the appointment of

the International Joint Commis-
sion. The Boundary Waters
Treaty, as it related to Niagara
River power development, })er-

mitted Canada the peritianent

daily water diversion of .'}(),()()()

cubic feet per second.

Early Years of Hydro

At the same time as construe-

tion was being carried out on the
three new Niagara plants, indus-

trialists and businessuien in Tor-
onto and Western Ontário were
meeting and discussiug the prob-

lems of bringing this power to

Southern Ontário at lower cost

than small local thermal and water
power plants.

As a (lirect result of tliis inove-

ment for low-cost hydro power,
The Hydro-Electric Power Com-
mission of Ontário was created by
a .speeial act of the Provincial

Legislature in 190G.

After initially purchasing power
and transniitting it to its muni-
cipal customers, Ontário Hydro,
in order to avoid duplication of

facilities, began acquiring gener-
ating stations. In addition it

started constructing its own plants

at key points which, with the sub-

se(|uent extension of transniissiou

facilities, would serve as the basis

of a grid system.

At Niagara, the Commission
piirchased the plaut of the Ontário

Power Company in 1917, and in

19'2'-2 it acquired the Electrieal

Development Company "s plant

which was re-named the Toronto
Power (lenerating Station.

The ComniissioiTs íirst work in

the construction field in Southern
Ontário was undertaken in 1913

at Wasdell Falis Generating Sta-

tion on the Severn River. Next,
came construction of Eugenia
Falis G.S. on the Beaver River in

19K5. followed by the start of

construction. in 1917, of the

Queenston-Chippawa development
—now known as the Sir Adam
Beck-Niagara Generating Station

No. 1.

Apart from its capacity, which
was to be greater than the com-
bined total for the three other

Canadian plants, the new Sir

Adam Beck No. 1 plant was
planned to develop the maximum
economic head between Lake Erie

aud Lake Ontário. This was
achieved by inc()r|)orating a power
canal which woidd carry water
from the intake above the Falis

to a point on the Niagara escarp-

ment, some six miles downstream,
where a drop of some 300 feet

could be utilized. This com])ared
with a maximum available head
of aiiout '•200 feet for ])lants locat-

ed directly at the Falis.

An idea can be gained of the
actual benefits of the higher head
when it is cousidered that the
Toronto Power G.S.. with a nor-

mal oi)erating head of 137 feet.

produces 7.1 kilowatts 'per c.f.s.,

and The Ontário Power G.S., with'

a Uíu-mal operating head of 180

feet, produces 1(5.9 kilowatts per

c.f.s. By comparison, the Sir Adam
Beck No. 1 plant, with a normal
operating head of 294 feet, pro-

duces 22.0 kilowatts per c.f.s.

On completion of the new sta-

tion, further Canadian develop-

ments at Niagara were not pos-

sible with the water diversion

permitted by the 1910 Treaty.

However, through the construc-

tion and acquisition of ailditional

generating stations, followed by

major jiower purchase agreements,

we were able to maintain a reason-

able margin of reserve on onv sys-

tem.s—that is until the start of

World War II.

With Ontário playing a vital

role as a wartime workshop for

the production of essential arma-
ments and other goods, we experi-

enced yearly upsurges in demands
which were over doublc the pre-

war average. Indecd, the load

growth from 1938 to 1941 elimin-

ated the reserves on our system

and, with few exceptions, our

power requirements continued to

exceed system dependable peak

capacity until well after the end

of the war.

To alleviate at least a part of

this difRcult situation, and in

order to maintain this important

"arsenal for democracy", we made
applications and obtained agree-

ments with the United States to

make additional temporary water

diversions at Niagara. These
amounted to 13.000 c.f.s. Also,

with the construction of the Long
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Lac-Ogoki diversion, we were able

to obtain an additional 5,000 c.f.s.

The new diversions enabled us

to operate ali our Niagara plants

at fuU capacity and thus provide

the niaximum amount of power

for essential war work. Late in

1948, foUowing further develop-

ments at DeCew Falis, an addi-

tional 2,500 c.f.s. was made avail-

able during the non-navigation

season.

It was predicted by many that

the high deniand for power experi-

enced during the final period of

World War II would ease follow-

ing the cessation of hostilities.

Such was not to be the case, how-
ever, and the expected reduction

in power requirements sufficient to

restore a desirable margin of re-

serve power, did not materialize.

Even the most optimistic, in

fact, failed to visualize the full

extent to which Ontario's eco-

nomic upsurge would bring fresh

demands upon the electrical Util-

ities. Ontário Hydro was certainly

made aware of this economic

boom, for instead of having a

badly-needed respite to catch up
with construction, it was faced

with an accelerated load growth
which called for the greatest ex-

pansion in its history.

In Southern Ontário, in spite

of the construction of new sta-

tions on the Ottawa and Mada-

waska Rivers; the installation of

both small emergency thermal

plants and the first large thermal

stations, and additional power
purchase contracts, the Commis-
sion was still confronted with the

possibility of power deficits. The
obvious solution was developnient

of the St. Lawrence River, but

this was held up by lack of Inter-

national agreement. Once again,

Ontário Hydro's sights were turn-

ed to Niagara.

Niagara Treaty of 1950

To provide the background for

the signing of the Niagara Diver-

sion Treaty of 1950, we must re-

turn to the wartime agreements

to divert additional water from

the Niagara for power i)urposes.

The initial phase of remediai

works recommended by the Spe-

cial International Niagara Board

had been accomplished by con-

struction during the period 1942

to 1947 of a submerged, rock-

filled weir above the Horseshoe

Falis.

The weir substantially compen-

sated for the lowering eíYect of the

power diversions, greatly incrcas-

ed the flow over the American

Falis and conscquently imjjroved

winter conditions at the power

intake. It did not, however, im-

prove the conditions on the flanks

of the Horseshoe Falis.

It was known that works could

be designed to enhance and pre-
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serve the l)eauty of the Fnlls aiid

at the same time permit increased

diversions for power development.

Because of this, studies were made
and a comprehensive report com-
pilcd by the Federal Power Com-
mission of the United States. This

rei)ort formed the basis for dis-

cussions leading to the signing

between Canada and the United

States of the Niagara Diversion

Treaty of 1950 to provide for the

I)reservation of the Falis and addi-

tional power developments.

A significant feature of the new
treaty is that the water diversion

for power i)urposes is variable

while flows over tlic Falis are

established at certaiu minima. By
comparison, the 1910 treaty per-

mitted a constant water diversion

for power with variable flows over

the falis. The amount of water

which nuist flow over the falis

under the 1950 treaty is as foi-

lows:

April Ist to September 15th

8 a.m. to 10 p.m.—100,000 c.f.s.

10 p.m. to 8 a.m.— 50,000 c.f.s.

September 16th to October 31st

8 a.m. to 8 p.m.—100.000 c.f.s.

8 p.m. to 8 a.m.— 50,000 c.f.s.

November Ist to March 31st

— 50,000 c.f.s. — at ali times.

The bahuice. aftcr 5.000 c.f.s. has

been allocaled lo Canada for the

Long Lac-Ogoki Diversion, is

(lividcd on an e(|ual l)asis between

the Iwo cuiinl ries.
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In addition to setting minimiini

flow schedules. the Niagara Diver-

sion Trcaty calls for remediai

works in order to cnhance the

beauty of the falis by distributing

the waters so as to produce aii

iinbroken crestline. In this con-

nection, Ontário Hydro is working

jointly with the Corps of Engi-

neers, United States Army, as a

result of recommendations niade

by the International Joint Coni-

mission which was vested with

the supervision of these inipor-

tant new works. The levei of the

Grass Island Pool will also be

niaintained.

Sir Adam Beck-Niagara No. 2

Within a few months from the

ratification of the treaty in Octo-

ber, 1950, Ontário Hydro started

construction on a new major plant

at the falis—the Sir Adam Beck-

Niagara Generating Station No. "2.

There were naturally many
changes in design from the old

plant due to advances in engi-

neering, but I should like to point

ont an im])ortant factor which in-

Hnenced the design of the new
projcct. Hydro naturally desired

to obtain the maximum econoniic

head possible—this indicated a

powerhouse location closely paral-

leling the older station—and it

was faced with the necessity of

carrying a large volume of water

through a highly developed arca.

This necessitated the construction

of hydraulic tunnels.

The initial layout therefore in-

duded one 45-foot diameter tun-

nel—with provision for a secoiid

tunnel—which carried water undei

the City of Niagara Falis to an
open-cut canal leading to the

headworks of the new power-
house. Construction was first

started on a single tunnel scheme.
This included one intake, one
tunnel with a capacity of 20. ()()()

c.f.s., an o])en-cut canal section

and headworks, penstocks and
power works for six 75,000 kilo-

watt units.

Ilowever, it soon liecame appar-
ent that additional resources

would be required to meet system
growth and it was decided to in-

stall a seventh unit. It was found
that this could be carried out at

comparatively low cost, and did

not require further tunnel work.
Subsequently, authorization was
given for extensioii of the canal

to carry the capacity of two
tunnels.

Work proceeded on this initial

part of the development until mid

1952, when continued growth of

power demands and further delays

in obtaining approval for the St.

Lawrence development dictated

extension of the project, and
authorization was given to proceed

with a second tunnel, a second in-

take and an additional five 75,000-

kilowatt units.

Pumpetl-storage Scheme

By mid-195;}, additional steps

had to be taken to overcome de-

ficits which were forecast for 1956

and 1957, for although prospects

for St. Lawrence development
looked considerably brighter, it

was by no means assured. As a

third step in the major expansion

program at Niagara, authorization

was given to proceed with a 170-

000 - kilowatt pumped - storage

scheme. The installation of an

additional four units in the main
plant wçis also authorized—these

units to be added when required.

This brought the total ultimate

installed capacity for the station

to 1..'570,000 kw."

The pumped-storage scheme in-

corporates a storage reservoir of

about 750 acres and a pump-tur-
l)ine i)lant to raise the water from
the canal to the reservoir. The
overall plan involved enlargement

of the forebay of the new plant;

wideniiig of y)ortions of the power
canal; and construction of a .short

oft-take canal to connect the

pumping station to the main canal.

In addition, extension of certain

parts of the main plant were re-

quired in order to make provision

for the ultimate installation of the

four additional units.

To ojierate the i)uniy)ed-storagc

phase, water will be lifted by the

pumps from the main canal just

before it reaches the forebay of

the new plant. This will be done
at ])eriods of low demand. At
times of high demand, the flow will

be reversed and the pumps will

acf^ as turbines driving the six

motor-generators having a total

maximum capacity of 170,000 kilo-

watts. The water will then flow

down the canal to the main power
station where it will in turn gen-

erate power under 300 foot head.

This operating procedure will per-

mit the best use to be made of

the allowable diversion under the

Niagara Treaty.

With the exception of the last

four additional units, installation

of which will be deferred for a

time, excellent progress is being

made on ali phases of the project.

Teu units are now in operation

at the main plant, and the remain-
ing two will be brought in this

year. The pumped-storage scheme
is scheduled for initial operation
late next year with completion in

1957.

Special Features

In addition to being the largest

installation Ontário Hydro had
undertaken, the new plant created
many interesting engineering prob-
lems.

First, in order to draw water
from above the Falis, the intake
would have to incorporate two
main features;

(a) Ability to gather a large

amount of water from a

comi)aratively s h a 1 1 o w
river.

, (b) Ability to prevent surface

ice from entering the con-

duits.

Second, our initial studies indi-

cated that the economical location

for the new powerhouse was lo

the South of the older plant, and
that it was desirable to operate
the forebays of both plants at a
common levei. The location of the

new powerhouse thus called for a

Crossing between the new power
canal and the existing canal of

the Beck No. 1 station, as well

as interconnection of the forebays.

Third, in order to comply with

the terms of the Niagara Diver-
sion Treaty of 1950, certain works
haíl to be constructed to ensure

the following:

(a) To distribute the flow of

water over the Falis in

such a manner that an un-

broken curtain of water

will be produced at ali

times.

(b) To check the erosion now
taking place in the deep
notch of the Horseshoe
Falis.

(c) To control the levei of the

Chippawa-Grass Island
Pool so that present con-

ditions in the pool and
river upstream will remain

unchanged; the American
Falis will remain unimpair-

ed, and the most effective

use of water for power pro-

duction will be assured.

Each of these three main features

required detailed study by our

engineers. These and other in-

vestigations were the subject of

three additional papers given at

the 1955 meeting by members of

the Ontário Hydro staff. V
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A Review of Flood Problems

In The Wake Of Hurricane Hazel
by

R. L. Glinch and H. J. Saaltink,

H. (r. Acres & Coinpany Limited,

Niagara Falis, Ontário.

The scvere flooding, which resiilted from Inirrirunc "Hazi-I", caiiM-d loss <>f

life and extensive property damage. The occurrence emphasizeis the need fo''

engineers conceriied wilh hydrologv aiid h vdromelcorologv to sec lhat essenlial

basic inforination is extended, aiid lhal llic ap|)r<>priate aiithorilieM, and the piihhr

are properly advised of inherent dangers. The paper traces lhe course of evenls

iip to the disaster and niakes constructive recominendations for fuliire aclioií.

On October 15, 1954, southeast

Ontário was struck by an extreme-

ly heavy rainstorm which together

with accompanying high winds,

marked the progress of Hurricane

Hazel. The severe flooding which

followed caused serious loss of life

and extensive property damage
and so can be described as a na-

tional disaster.

It should be emphasized that the

loss of life and the damage to pro-

perty were not caused by the

failure of any engineering struc-

ture; however, we would be remiss

in our duty as engineers if we did

not, at this time, examine very

closely the events of those two
days. Following such an examina-
tion; it should be possible to sug-

gest a course of action whereby in-

formation concerning possible river

flooding can be made available to

the general public and to those

whose concern it is to see that

river valleys are developed only to

the extent that is safe. It is to

this end that the authors have pre-

pared this paper.

Hydrologic Phenonieiia

It will be of help in describing

some of the more important as-

pects of the events of October

15, 1954, if the hydrologic

phenomena which occur during a

major flood are first described.

When the science of hydrology
was in its infancy flood estimation

was carried out by what might
be described as "rule-of-thumb"
methods. For example, a cross

section through m a n y of the

older dykes of Holland would show
that the crest elevations of those

dykes have been increased repeat-

edly over the years, every increase

in elevation being associated with
a dyke breach and in ali prob-
ability with loss of life and prop-

erty. Thus, the maximum water
leveis which had occurred in the

past were used hopefully as a

guide to maximum water leveis

which would occur in the future.

the mechanism by which floods oc-

cur being unknown.

An obvious extensiou of this

technique is the application of

probability methods of analysis to

stream flow records, the assump-
tion being that stream flow is the

result of a number of r a n d o m
events, an assumption which is

probably correct. The method is

somewhat complicated in that

peak flows of most rivers do not

follow a normal statistical distri-

bution; instead, the distribution is

generally skewed. By using this

method, it is, of course, possible

to give a fairly accurate estimate

of the probability of occurrence of

any flood of less magnitude than

the maximum experienced flood.

But it is generally conceded that a

15-year or 25-year period of record

is not a sufficient basis to esti-

mate accurately the magnitude of

a flood having a probability of oc-

currence, on the average, of per-

haps once in ten thousand years.

The idea behind probability me-

thods of estimation is basically

sound; but in the application to

flood estimation, the number of

recordcd floods is generally insuf-

ficient to obtain rcliable estimates.

Again in this method, no attempt

is made to analyze the actual ]ihe-

nomena which occur during a flood.

Probability methods of flood es-

timation are normally applied to

the records of flow in one river at

a time and no use is made of flow

records of adjacent rivers, the

drainage áreas of which may, how-

ever, expcrience meteorological

conditions which aro almosl idcnti-

cal. Information in this respect

may be obtained by the ii.se of

graphs on which the maximum re-

corded floods for nearby rivers. ex-

pressed in terms of c.f.s. per square
mile, are plotted against the cor-

responding valucs of drainage

area. When sufficient points have
been plotted on siich a graph. en-

veloping curves may be drawn
from which it is possible to esti-

mate what the j)eak flow in the

river in question would have been
had the drainage area of that river

been subjected to the worst storni

which had occurred over other

nearby drainage áreas in the y)a.st.

The obvious disadvantage of this

procedure is that drainage basin

characteristics, other than area,

are not taken into consi<lerati<»n.

The limited usefulness of sucli a

graph will be indicated sliorlly

when consideration is given to tlic

.storm which occurred over M)utli-

east Ontário on October 15. 1954.

In the methods of flood estima-

tion which have so far been des-

cribed, river flows forni the only

basic data which is eniploye<i. On
this account the methods are es-

sentially limited, since no atteni])!

is made to assess and treal tlu

various undcrlying hydrologic and

meteorologic phenomena. How-
ever, in \9:V2 the uuderslanding of

certain hydrologic phenomena wa><

increased cousi(ieral)ly when Leroy

K. Sherinan found that for any

drainage area ali hydrogra|)hs re-

sulting from isolaled storms of a

given duration have approximate-

ly the same length of time base,

and thal when these hydrograi)hs

are reduced to correspond to an

e(jual volume of rnuoff. Iluir
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shapes are very similar. He, there-

fore, jiroposed the use of the unit

hydrograph, or the liydrograph re-

sulting from precipitation occiir-

ring in a unit of time and repre-

senting a volume of runoff equal

to a 1-inch depth of water over the

drainage area.

The unit hydrograi)h is, in fact,

a means of defining on one simple

graph the time taken for precipita-

tion to arrive at a given point in a

river from ali parts of the drainage
basin above that point. It shows
the effects of such characteriatics

as the shape and topography of a

drainage area, the extent of

natural storage, etc., and, hence,

describes some of the most impor-
tant hydraulic phenomena which
occur during river flooding. Other
characteristics, such a s evapora

-

tion, tran.spiration, infiltration,

and the variation of precipitation

both in time and from one part of

a drainage area to another can be
estimated either directly or indi-

rectly.

To obtain the hydrograph for

any storm of unit duration and for

which rainfall measurements are
available, the ordinates of the unit

hydrographs are multiplied by the
inches of rainfall after due allow-

ance has been made for estimated
losses. Similarly, by dividing any
storm period into a number of

time intervals of unit duration and
by applying the method for each
time interval, the resulting hydro-
graphs when added together will

give the complete hydrograph for

that storm.

From this brief history of the
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Fig. 1. Paths of iniportant tropical
.stornis III Ontário. That «>f Hazel is

shown by a donble line.

than seven inches in 48 hours was
methods of flood estimation, the
trcnd towards more detailed ex-

amination of hydrologic pheno-
mena is apparent. The unit hydro-
graph method which deals with
these phenomena in the greatest

dctail enables ali of the important
variables to be taken into account
and hence can give the most ac-

curate results. In addition, use of

this method simplifies the prob-

lem of estimatiiig the magnitude of

possible future floods in that re-

corded storms can be transposed
and adjusted to give accurate esti-

mates of possible future runoff. It

is, therefore, of considerable im-
portance that measurements of

runoff, precipitation and drainage
basin losses throughout Canada
be made in such a way as to be of

maximum use in application of

the unit hydrograph method. In
the next two sections of this

paper, the information actually ob-
tained during Hurricane Hazel is

described and taken as an example
to show whether or not this is the

case at the present time.

Signiíicant A^pects of
Hurricane Hazel

An excellent siimmary of lhe

meteorological conditions during
the Canadian phase of Hurricane
Hazel is given by A. H. Mason, M.
K. Thomas and D. W. Boyd in a

report published by the Meteoro-
logical Division of the Department
of Transport, and from which the

authors have obtained a substantial

amount of information. The me-
teorologists of the Toronto office

are to be congratulated on the ex-

cellent report which they have
])roduced in spite of the fact that
their duties do not normally allow
them to devote much attention to

the problems of hydrometeorology.

Hurricane Hazel was first dis-

covered in the eastern Caribbean
Sea on October 5. It moved in a
north-westerlj^ direction across the
United States through Virginia

and Pennsylvania, reaching a posi-

tion south of Buffalo by 7:30 p.m.
on Friday, October 15. At the same
time, a cold front had moved
across Ontário on October 15 and
by 2:00 p.m. it had reached a
north-south line running just east
of Toronto where it stalled for the
afternoon. It was the interaction

of this cold front and the air

nuisses associated with Hurricane
Hazel which caused the A^ery

heavy precipitation in the Toronto

area during the evening of Octo-
ber 15.

It is important to dispel any
idea which may exist in people's

minds that the high precipitation

in the Toronto area was in the
nature of a freak occurrence which
could not happen again, or for 1

that matter, could not be exceeded.
The Meteorological Division of the
Department of Transport state

that during the 50-year period
from the year 1900 to the year
1949 inclusive, a total of 25 hur-
ricanes passed over or close to

Ontário, and that eight of these

hurricanes were accompanied by
high winds or excessive rainfall, or

l)()th. The paths of these eight hur-
i'icanes together with the path of

Hurricane Hazel are plotted on
Fig. 1. It can be seen that practi-

cally the whole of southeastern
Ontário has been subjected to the
effects of hurricanes at one time
or another, and that in this

respect, the area may be con-

sidered meteorologically homogeu-
eous. The passage of Hurricane
Hazel over the Toronto area was
merely a quirk of fate; it may just

as well have passed over any other

I)art of southeastern Ontário. The
fact that in August 1915 a total

of 7.0(5 inches of rain fell at Kit-

chener, Ontário, in one 24-hour

period during a storm similar to

Hurricane Hazel, lends support to

the above statement. There is also

good reason to believe that in 1850

a storm was experienced in the

Toronto area causing flooding

which might well have been as

cxtensive as that which occurred

in October, 1954.

Isohyetals for the 48-hour period

October 14-15 show that a maxi-

mum of precipitation was re-

corded in the Brampton area and
totalled something more than 8 1

inches in 48 hours, the greatest

recorded amount being 8.41 inches

at Snelgrove. (Fig. 2) There is
|

reason to believe that Snelgrove
|

might not have been at the point

of heaviest precipitation and that

more intense rainfall occurred else-

where but was not recorded.

Furthermore, the true rainfall may
be greater than the measured

amounts in that rain gauge meas-

urements in exposed locations can

be aflfected by wind. Some people

believe that a very considerable

error can be introduced in this

way. It is. therefore, safe to say

that rainfall was not less than is

indicated by the isohyetals. i

A rainfall equal to, or greater
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( \i)erienced over an area of ap-
pioximately 350 square miles and

i
it vvould appear that the storin of

October 15 produced the heav-
iest general rainstorm ever re-

1

recorded in soiithern Ontário. In

I

general, flood damage occurred in

j

those áreas where the October 15

I

rainfall exceeded four inches and
particularly in the valleys of the
Humber, Credit and Don Rivers,

i

the Etobicoke and Mimico Creeks
and the Holland Marsh area.

It is not proposed to give any
!
extensive comment in this paper

' on the reasons why loss of life and
property was so great diiring the
flooding. Speculation in this re-

gard has already been extensive.

But one remark concerning the
development of river valleys in

Southern Ontário is sufficiently im-
portant as to bear repetition. It

could have been demonstrated
clearly by any competent hydrol-
ogist that the habitation of flood

plains of many of the rivers which
flooded was dangerous. This re-

mark is equally applicable to parts
of the flood plains of many other
rivers in southern Ontário, the
danger of loss of life being some-
times increased by building out
into the rivers and reducing the
area available for discharge during
floods. There is no doubt whatso-
ever that, to prevent future loss of

life during flooding, many flood
plains of southern Ontário rivers

should be evacuated permanently
and dangerous constrictions of the
rivers should be eliminated.
The occurrence of the major

Storni of October 15, 195-i, gave an
opportunity to obtain more accur-
ate unit hydrographs for the
Grand, Conestogo, and the Thames
Rivers on which various flood
control dams have been or are
being built and, for that matter,
for many other rivers in south-
ern Ontário. Examination of run-
oft* into the Grand and Conestogo
Rivers has been completed and
the results are, therefore, used in
this paper to demonstrate what
can be done with available records
and to indicate what should be
done in the future to improve the
accuracy of work of this kind.

The Grand River Drainage Basin

The Grand River rises about 30
miles from Georgian Bay in the
neighbourhood of Dundalk at an
elevation of approximately 1,700
feet above sea levei, and runs for
about 180 miles to its mouth at
Port Maitland on Lake Erie, the
elevation of which is around 572
feet above sea levei. Its main tri-

butaries are the Conestogo, Speed
and Nith Rivers with drainage
áreas of 320, 275, and 430 square
miles respectively, the total drain-
age area for the entire system be-
ing approximately 2,600 square
miles. The river has an average
slope of approximately six feet per
mile and drains a gently rolling

countryside which, although well

timbered originally, is now mainly
farmland. It so happens that the
various parts of the drainage area
have widely varying infiltration

characteristics, as will become ap-

1
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Fig. 2. Mass curve of precipitation at Snelgrove an«l Mallon; perio<l from
8 a.ni. October 14 to 8 a.ni. October 16, 195t.
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pan-nt wlieu figures for riiiioir co-
eííkients are given later; soils of
the Conestogo River rlrainage jirea
and of part of IIk- (iraiid Jíiver
drainage area above the Sliaiid
Dam are London ciay, a \ (

i
y im-

pervious material; the remaining
portion of lhe drainage area is

composed generally of niorain de-
posits of sands and graveis having
good infiltration characteristics.

It is only during (lie last ten
years that etteclive, or partially
efíective, nieasures have been
taken to reduce flooding of the
Grand River. The Shand Dam,
which was constructed in 1939 to
provide storage whereby summer
flows of the Grand River coidd be
increased, gives some measure of
protection against flooding as does
the Luther Marsh Dam con-
structed farther upslream in 1952.
Contracts have now been let for
construction of a third dam on
the Conestogo River for the s|)e-

cific purpose of flood control.

The Grand River ranks as one
of the best measured rivers in

Canada. From the map on Fig. 3,
it can be seen that there are a
total of nine gauging stations on
the river and its tributaries. five

of these stations being equipj)ed
with automatic water levei reconi-
ing gauges. Howcver, the jjicture

is not .so bright when it comes
to measurement of precipitation.

There are, within the drainage
area, only six stations at which
measurements of precipitation are
made, none of these slations being
equijíped with an aulomatic rain
gauge, an instrument which is

very necessary in the detailed
analysis of flood problems. Rain-
fall measurements at these stations

are made either once or twice a

day, and there is .some variation in

the actual time aL which measure-
ments are made.
For the purposes of calculation

of unit hydrographs, the drainage
area of the Grand River above
(ialt has been considered in three
parts.

(1)—The drainage area al)ove

the Shand Dam on tlie inaiii

streani.

(2)—The drainage area above
the site of the Conestogo Dam.
on the Conestogo River.

(3)—The drainage area above
(ialt and below the two poinls re-

ferred to above.
Unit hydrographs have been

produced for each of these Ihree

l)artial drainage áreas, and when
coinputing the hydrograph at (ialt
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for any given flood, due account
has been taken of the effect of val-

ley storage between the three

points. Hydrographs for any other

gauging stations in the lower

reaches of the river can equally

well be obtained by a similar pro-

cess of compiitation. By dividing

the drainage area into three parts

in this way, the accuracy of the cal-

ciilation is increased in that it is

possible to allow for the variation

in average precipitation over the

three áreas, and for varying rates

of infiltration. Greater accuracy
could, of course, be obtained by
further subdivision.

The isohyetals used for the cal-

culations were plotted for 12-hour-
ly intervals, there being insuffi-

cient rainfall measurements at
shorter intervals to enable aceu-
rate curves to be drawn. Figures
of average precipitation, runoff

and losses for the storm period are

given in Table 1.

The degree of accuracy which was
obtained in these calculations can
be seen clearly from Fig. 4. Curve
A shows the actual recorded hy-
drograph for the Grand River at

Galt, after subtraction of base
flow, whereas curve B shows the
hydrograph obtained by applying
values of observed precipitation to

the calculated unit hydrograph.

The curves are fairly close to-

gether except at the beginning
of the storm, the error here being
attributable almost certainly to in-

accurate estimates of precipitation.

The peak flow at Galt, including
base flow, was in the neighbour-
hood of 48,000 c.f.s., this being
greater than any previously re-

corded flow at this point. It might
be mentioned that if the Shand
Dam had not been in operation,
the peak flow at Galt would have
been greater by about 13,000 c.f.s..

and the stage of the river would
have been approximately three
fcet higher.

The question now arises as to
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what the flow in the Grand River

at Galt would have been if the

storm centre had been located

over the Grand River drainage

área. The isohyetals representing

the storm were, therefore, moved
to a position over the drainage

area and rotated slightly to give

maximum vahies of precipitation,

and the unit hydrograph derived

from the actual recorded precipita-

tion and flow has then been used

to derive the estimated hydrograph
given by curve C on Fig. 5. It can

be seen that the peak flow at Galt

would have been 98,000 c.f.s. if the

storm centre had been located over

the Grand River drainage area and
it is probably true that seriou s loss

of life and great property damage
in many of the towns along the

lower reaches of the Grand River

would have resulted. It should

again be emphasized that precipi-

tation equal to or greater than

these values is well within the

bounds of possibility for the Grand
River or for that matter any other

river in southern Ontário.

Although the results given
' above are believed to be reason-

í ably accurate, there is no doubt

that the type and extent of mea-

Fig. 4 (left). Flood hydrographs of
Grand River at Galt. Curve A gives

observed flows (baseflow subtracted);
curve B gives computed flows.

Fig. 5 (right). Flood hydrographs of
Grand River at Galt. Curve A gives

recorded flow during Hazel; curve B
gives flow which would have occurred
without flood regulation at Shand
Dam; curve C gives flow due to Hazel
transposed over the drainage area.

surements, especially measure-

ments of precipitation, could be

considerably improved. Even for

such a populated area as the

Grand River drainage basin, the

records of precipitation during
Hurricane Hazel were insufficient

to compile isohyetal maps for six-

hour intervals of time, and the ab-

sence of any records from auto-

matic rain gauges made it very

difficult to estimate the mass

curves of precipitation. Although

five of the nine gauging stations on

the Grand River are equipped with

automatic water levei recorders,

sufficient meterings of the flow at

the gauging stations during pre-

vious floods have not been made

and it was necessary to extrapo-

late the rating curves to some con-

siderable extent.

Table I. Average precipitation, runofl', and lesses

Drainage Area

Average
Precipitation Runoff Losses

Runoff
Factor

Above Shand Dam on Grand River

Above Conestogo Dam site on Conestogo River. . .

Above Galt and below dam sites referred to above.

5.1
5.2
5.0

3.6
3.9
2.4

1.5

1.3

per cent

70
75
48

Precipitation and losses are ali measured in inches of water on the drainage area.
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Estimates of Possible Future
Precipitation

In the preceding discussion, an

attempt has been made to demon-
strate the extent to which the

characteristics of any drainage

area can be determined. It has

been shown that, provided suffi-

cient measurements of runoff and
precipitation are made during

moderate to heavy storms, the

unit hydrograph mcthod will give

results which are sufficienlly ac-

curate for ali practical pur-

poses. However, in order to deter-

mine the magnitude of possible

future runoff in such rivers, it is

still necessary to decide what
amount of precipitation can occiir.

It is in this ficld, sometinies refer-

red to as the field of the liydrome-

teorologist, that so littlc informa-

tion is available.

One method of approach is to

apply a frcquency aualysis to i)ast

records of rainfall. It inight be

thoiight at first that the results ob-

tained would be no more useful

than the results of a similar aualy-

sis of runoíT records. llowevcr, ad-

vantage can be taken of the fact

that when rainfall measurements

are made at a numbcr of stations

in an arca which is considered me-

teorologically homogcncous, the

records for lhosc stations can be

treated as one record of length

equal to the sum of the periods of

record at each of the stations. The
accuracy thus obtained is not as

great às would be possible if

mcasurement had been made at

one station for a time equal to the

sum of the periods of record at
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cach individual station; but iiever-

theless, estimates of future pos-

sible precipitation olítained in this

way are more accurate than could

be obtained for any given rainfall

station. Computations of this type

have been made by Yarnell am!

by the Miami Conservancy Dis-

triet and the results of these calcu-

lations are available for most parts

of the United States.

But the question still arises as to

what probability of occurrence of

precipitation should be employed
in designing engineering structures

of different types. It is here that

sound engineering judgment is the

only safeguard against serious mis-

takes at the present time.

It would appear that the United

States have not only a])y)reriated

the necessity of having more ac-

curate estimates of future possible

precipitation but have taken ac-

tive steps to remedy the situation.

In 1947, the hydrometeorological

section of the U.S. Weather Bu-
reau published their generalized

estimates of maximum possible

precipitation in the United States,

and in doing so, gave some infor-

mation concerning precipitation in

Canada. However, as they them-
selves admit, the estimates for the

Great Lakes region are subject to

error in that the modifying effect

which the Great Lakes have on
weather conditions has not been

taken into account.

It might be interesting at this

point to draw a parallel between
the early development of methods
of estimating runoff and present

developments in methods of esti-

mating precipitation. Just as, in

past years, methods dealing with
runoff were replaced by others
which consider in detail the actual

hydraulic phenomena occurring on
a drainage area, so now the flow

of air masses during storms is

being considered in detail to esti-

mate maximum precipitation.

Essentially, the method involves
the transposition of recorded
storms over any area in which it is

considered that they can occur, i.e.

in áreas which are meteorological-
ly homogeneous, and the adjust-

ment of the dew point of the in-

coming air masses in the upward
direction to a point which is con-
sidered to be the maximum pos-
sible. Corrections are made for

variation in the altitude of the
ground over the area and the
maximum possible precipitation

from such a storm is then calcu-

lated. The method is rational in

that it deals, as far as is possible.

with the detailed phenomena
which are known to occur; how-
ever, there is no doubt that more
work along this line needs to be
done before too much reliance is

placed upon the results. So far, no
attempt has been made in Canada
to extend the work already done in

the United States to take care of

special Canadian problems and
Canadian engineers are thereby
handicapped in their work.

The need for additional work is

obviotis from the following;

(a) During Hurricane Hazel,

the maximum ^S-hour precipi-

tation, recorded at the storm
centre near Toronto, was 8.41 in.

(b) From a frequency analy-

sis of precipitation records up to

the year 1953, the 48-hour pre-

cipitation having a probability

of occurrence of, on the average,

once in one thousand years, is

estimated to be 7.1 inches for

the same location.

(c) The estimated maximum
possible 48-hour precipitation

over an area of 500 square miles

in Southern Ontário, is given by
li.S. Weather Bureau as 18.5 in.

Thus, from a frequency analysis

of rainfall records available up to

the year 1953, the ])ossibility of

getting 8.41 inches of rainfall in

the Toronto area would have been
considered as rather remote; on
the other hand, the U.S. Weather
liureau suggest that precipitation

more than twice as great as actual-

ly occurred during the hurricane is

po.ssible for this area.

The events which occurred dur-

ing the severe storm on October
14 and 15, 1954, have served to

emphasize once again that people
who continuously take chances
with nature are liable to lose in

the end. It is, therefore, the duty
of everyone and especially of engi-

neers to see that the general public

are fully informed of the possible

dangers of indiscriminate develop-
ment of river valleys and to make
sure that the information given is

the best that can be provided at
the present time.

Although substantial progress
during the last ten years has been
made in southern Ontário to in-

crease the extent of basic data
available. there is still much to be
done especially in the field of rain-

fall measurement and of hydrome-
teorology; and it is the experience
of the authors of this paper that
available information for the whole

of Canada is certainly no more ex-

tensive than for southern Ontário.

Furthermore, unfortunately, exist-

ing information is not necessarily

of a type which we now know is

most suitable for use in detailed

analysis of drainage area charac-

teristics.

Recommendations

To improve the situation, it is

suggested that one or more of the

representative engineering bodies

take an active interest in the mat-
ter by setting up a committee to

correlate the ideas of engineers

who are vitally interested in the

]iroblems of hydrology and hydro-

meteorology and to make a sub-

mission to the Dominion Govern-
ment and possibly to the Provin-

cial Governments, recommend-
ing that suitable measures be

taken wherebv the quality and
quantity of information on pos-

sible river flooding can be extend-

ed and improved. The followinif

suggestions might be included:

(1) That, in co-operation with

the aforementioned committee. ex-

periments be made on a suitable

drainage area to determine what
extent of records are needed to

produce accurate estimates of

drainage basin characteristics. Ob-
vious suggestions are that auto-

matic devices for measuring both

runoff and precipitation should be

employed to a greater extent than
is now the case and that measure-
ments of ground water levei and
soil moisture .should be made. The
drainage area of the Grand River
might be a fine proving ground.

(2) Parallel with the work des-

cribed above, it would appear ne-

cessary that a research program
should be initiated to improve the

accuracy of rain gauges, especially

when high winds accompany the

l)recipitation.

(3) That results of experimental
work of this nature be used in re-

vising the present program of rain-

fall and runoff measurement
throughout Canada.

(4) That hydro-meteorologists be

appointed by the Government to

extend present knowledge of pos-

sible future precipitation over the

whole of Canada and thereby to

minimize as far as po-ssible loss of

life during future floods.
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An outlet works, consisting of an
inlet, conduit, gatewell, and some
form of outlet structure, is built at

p^acticall^' every earth dam. In

many cases the conduit is a single-

barrelled one. At the outlet end of

this conduit the flow occurs as a

highly concentrated, fast moving jet

which has considerable potential for

causing damage. (Fig. 3, 4, 5.)

There are several cases within the

experience of the PFRA where such

a jet with its associated eddies has

caused erosion of the downstream
toe of the dam, undermined the

outlet structure, and formed out a

wide deep scour hole in the dis-

charge channel. In order to prevent
this, some form of structure is re-

quired to dissipate the energy of the

jet before the flow is released to the

downstream channel.

The most eífective means of dissi-

pating the excess energy is by the

hydraulic jump. It is a comparative-
ly simple matter to design a rec-

tangular parallel-sided stilling basin

to provide for the formation of this

jump. However, in order to insure

that the jump will occur as calcu-

lated, the flow entering the basin

must be reasonably uniform in depth
and velocity across the width of the

structure.

The problem then, is one of

.spreading the concentrated jet from
the conduit into a uniform relatively

shallow sheet at the basin. This
spreading must occur in the transi-

tion. If the transition is long and
gradual, the structure will usually

perform well, but will be unneces-
sarily costly. If, on the other hand,
the transition is too short, uniform
spreading will not be obtained and a

hydraulic jump in the conventional
sense will not form. Jetting and eddy
action can be almost as bad with an
improperly designed structure as

with no structure at ali.

for Single Gulverts'

C. D. Smith, M.K.i.c.

Hydraulic Engineer, Design Division,

Department oj Agriculture of Canada,

Regina, Sask.

In this paper, Information is

given for the design of the outlet

transition and stilling basin for a
single barrelled circular conduit. The
design, based on model experiments,
is believed to be the most suitable

in the interests of economy and per-

formance.

The problem of supercritical

spreading is one of the most difficult

in the field of hydraulics, principally

due to the great number of variables

involved. For example, the initial

width, depth, and velocity of flow,

the final width, and the drop in floor

elevation, each play an important

This report describes the theo-

relical background and experi-

mental procedure used in a study oí

conduit outlet transitions and still-

inf: basins. The study was umler-

taken by the Hydraulics Section of

the Design Division, PFRA, for the

specific purpose of evolving and

standardizing a hydraulic design

procedure for this type of structure.

The design evolved proved entirely

salisfactory within the liniitalions

specifieil.

role in determining the degree of

spreading which will be obtained in

a given length of transition. How-
ever, for the gpecial case of no drop

in elevation, it is possible by de-

ductive reasoning to set uj) a rehi-

tionship contaijiing thí- other vari-

ables.

The neces.sary length of transition

Lr to obtain a given degree of

spreading will depend first upon the

*Desi<rti Bulictiii No. 2 of tho Prairie Farm

Rfhal)ilitati()ti .Vdniitiistratioii, Fngiiiccriiig

Serxifes Brandi, prcsciited l>y tlie autlior

for |)ul)licnti()n in Tlie Enyinecriiig ./(iiiriial

\,y pcriiiissioii of tlic Departiiiont of .\gri-

cuiturc, Otfawa.

aftinity of the jet to s])rea(l lateraliy,

which, in lurti is directly i)ropor-

tional to the Fronde ruimber of

the flow a t the st a rl of the transition.

That the Fronde number indicates

the potential of the flow to sjjread

lateraliy, in a given length, is evi-

dent from the fact that the numera-
tor is the longitudinal velocity of

flow and the denominator is a

measure of the lateral velocity, ac-

tiially the velocity of a sinal! sur-

face wave. If /' is douhled, the

transition length must be doubled

to obtain the saine degree of sprciid-

ing. Fiirtlier, L, nnist depend \\]h>i\

a size factor sncli as If'i, tlie iiiilial

width.

This simply means that for dyna-
mic similarity we nmst iiiaintain

geometric similarity; i.e., length

varies directly as width. Finaii.w llie

final width, ÍFs, to which the jet is

to .spread, must be iiicori)orated

into the relationship, and done so

dimensionlessly in order lo uuiin-

tain dimensional homogeiíeity

.

'Iliis is coiiveniently done !>>

using tne wiíltii ratio ,,, m I Ik'

form ( [I.^ — 1 ). Since L, ^^ iH z'"'"*'

when rF2=H'i, the need for tlic Icnii

" — 1" is obvious. Whereas L, will

vary directly with /' or l\'u it will

varv to some fractioiuii powcr of

(!:•;-)
'I'h:it tliis

cvident from the fact tliat tlic lalt-nd

velocity of flow is not constant, but

accelerates from zero at the start of

the transition. The jet fans out with

a sleadily increasing angle of <li-

vergeuce with the centre line. There-
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fore, if tlif <|iiiiiility|

doubled, it i> not iiecessarv lo

i(>(>:i



double Lt to achieve the saiue de-

gree of spreading.

The equation resulting from this

deductive reasoning is, theii,

where C and / are constants.

Rouse and Bhoota* performed a

series of experiments on super-

critical spreading wliich would indi-

cate that /= This was further

verified in the PFRA experiments.

It inust be emphasized that this is

purely an empirical value and has

no theoretical derivation. The equa-
tion proposed by Rouse and Bhoota
may be converted by algebraic

manipuhition to the forni

where arbitrarily the constant C
is unity.

This equation defines a curved
wall transition, which at any length

Lt is of width W%. The degree of

spreading obtained with this ar-

bitrary choice of C is not adcquate
to get a good hy(h'auhc juinp. The
depth at the centre hne is more than
twice as great as the depth at the

edge in any cross section. This type
of distribution is highly conducive
to setting up a flow condition char-

acterized by a central jet with twin
side eddies.

The consequent lack of sufhcient

velocity reduction may lead to

faihire of the structure. Also, as de-

termined by Rouse and Bhoota, any
increase in tailwater, decrease in

discharge, or increase in floorslope

(drop) in the transition further ac-

centuates the jetting condition.

Since ali of these conditions will

usually obtain in PFRA structures,

it is evident that designs based upon
the above efjuation will often be
unsatisfactory.

For practieal reasons it is highly
desirable to keep the structure sim-
ple, preferably with straight walls.

Despite this, it was proposed to use
the same basic approach to the
problem of supercritical spreading
as heretofore discussed. Hence, if

the rate of straight wall flare is

designed by R, we may vvrite

R = az.

=2CFW

W2-

KF

where the constant A' substitutas

for 2C.

The PFRA experiments then re-

solved into a determination of K for

3 < Q < 12

various values of F and

With these limits, discharges from
47 cfs to 3,800 cfs could be simu-
lated.

The limits of 3 and 12 for the

Experimental Procedure

In order to get results of practieal

value they should be applicable to a

range of different pipe sizes. For
convenience in tcsting, however,
only one pipe diameter was used in

the experiments. To extend the

range of application, the results on

this single pipe were related to %^

since, for a given value of this ratio,

flow is dynamically similar, ir-

respective of the absolute value of

Do. This is simply the model law.

To keep the tests within bounds
it was necessary to impose some
liniitations. The design developed is

applicable to only a circular pipe

from 3 ft. to 10 ft. diameter, with

the design discharge between 3 and
12 times D^y,.

i.e. 3 ft.< D,< 10 ft.

ratio of should rarely be en-

Defiiiition of Symhols
<l|, deplh of waler jet at start of

stilling basin (ft.).

da, sequent depth of flow, after
jump (ft.).

Do, diameter of outlet (ft.).

Eo- total energy at outlet (ft.).

E|. total energy at start of stillínf;
l»a8in (ft.).

F. Froude numher.
h, drop in elevation from the con-

duit invert to the stilling hasin
floor íft.).

hv , velocity head at start of stilling
liaHÍn (ft.).

Lp, len^th of parallel section (fl.j.

Li, length of transition (ft.).

Lb. length of stillíng hasin íft.).

q;, discharge per ft. of width of
hasin (c.f.s./ft.).

Q. design discharge (c.f.s.).

R. rate of sidewall flare in the tran-
sition, expressed as R:l.

S. floor slope of the transition al
the stilling hasin, evpressed as
S:l.

V|, velocity of water jet at start of
stilling hasin (f.p.s.).

Wj, width of parallel set^tion (ft.).

W2, width of stilling hasin (ft.).

K, C, and f=constants.

Dia^rain ufiMitlot, transition and stilling l>asfn, with s\nil>f»ls iised

lhe niatheniatical dis<-iis.si<>ri.

*Supercritical

1919.

Kxpaii.sions, Proc. ASCE.
END SECTION
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countered in practice. The lower

limit would represent an unecono-

mical use of pipe, while at the upper
limit velocities are higher than those

normally desired. To date ali PFRA
designs fali well within this range,

the average being about 8.

Theoretically there should be no
need to put a limitation on the size

of pipe once the basic niechanism of

spreading in the transition is estab-

lished. Nonetheless, it was thought
advisable to restrict application of

the results to within the tested

range, which would correspond to

an upper limit of 10 ft. diameter. In
any case, special raodel tests are

probably warranted for pipe sizes in

excess of 10 ft., being for rare and
important structures. The criteria

developed here would still be valu-

able for preliminary design.

It is evident from the equation
KF

R =

that for comparable performance, R
should be changed for every change
in F. This obviously cannot be done
in practice, since a structure will be

built with one R, even though a

range of F values will occur. The
design is therefore necessarily a

compromise, the R selected being

the one which will give the best ali

round performance over the whole
range of possible conditions. These
include

:

(1) Excess tailwater.

(2) Reduced flows (below design

flow).

(3) Overload flow.

(4) Gated operation.

A total of 170 tests were run with

various values of R, Q, W2, and h.

The eíTect of gating and variations

in tailwater were observed. Depth
and velocity traverses were made on
the transition flow, and the form and
efíiciency of the hydraulic jump were
observed. The conduit used for ali

tests was a levei 4-inch Lucite cylin-

der. The transition and stilling basin

were modelled with enamelled ve-

ncer to facilitate quick modifications

in the test set up.

Experimental Results and Discussion

(1) ParaUel Section: After the

first series of tests had been run, it

was evident that it was undesirable

to have the straight wall flare begin

immediately at the end of the cir-

cular pipe. Invariably flow separa-

tion occurred at the walls at the

start of the transition. This re-

sulted in the formation of a high

local shock wave on the wall fur-

ther along in the transition.

It was found that this could be
eliminated by the use of a short

Fig. 2. Design curves for coiKhiit oullet slructure.

parallel section between the pipe
and the start of the transition.

(Figures 6, 7 and 8.) In this parallel

section the cavities which normally
exist under the jet (when in its cir-

cular form) are allowed to fill, and
at the start of the transition the jet

is essentially rectangular and two
dimensional

It can be shown that, with the

pipe flowing fuU, the required length

of parallel section Lp must vary
directly as Q

Subsequent testing showed that for

equivalent results

Q
= 0.1

AU subsequent tests were run with

this parallel section included. On
Fig. 2, a curve of the relationship

between ^ and is given for

purposes of design.

(2) Energy of Flow: The energy

E„ available at the end of the pipe

was assumed to be criticai energy.

This was computed for various flows

and corroborated experimentally.

The determination of E„ is necessary

to compute the elements of the

hydraulic jurap in lhe basin. ALso,

when computing the rating curve

for the conduit, it is convenient to

have the energy levei E„ at the

conduit exit. The relationship
jy

to is therefore given 011 Fig. 2.

(3) Transition: The Fronde Xo. /''

at the end of the parallel section, of

start of the transition, was calcu-

lated from the known values of E,„

and Wi. (In ali cases n\ = I)„).
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Since the flow was still somewhal
rounded and not precisely two-

dimensional at the start of the

transition, it was not po.ssible to

check these computed values of F
experimentally. This check was not

essential to the design. is only a

convenient combinalion of the val-

ues Ea, Q, and IVu which were re-

liably determined.

A plot of the relationship to

is also given on Fig. 2. The

.small variatioii in /*' {1.65 to 3.20)

as compared to the varialion in

Q .

(3 to 12) IS fortunate, since

the design functions best for a par-

ticular /'' value, and will i)erf()rm

satisfactorily only within a linnled

range of that value. The levelling

out of the F value al the lower end

of the range occuis as the i)ipe

no longer flows fuU.

The niechanism of spreading in a

relatively rapid flaring slraighl wall

transition is unique. The main body

of the jet from the parallel section

cannot foUow the abrupt change in

alignment at the start of the transi-

tion. The jet fans out in the transi-

tion with a delayed but sleadily iri-

creasing lateral velocity. Fventually

lhe sjireading jet "catches up" with

the flaring walls and a pr)sitive

shock wave fornis.

This jKisitive wave traverses the

Lransilion flow from the wall to the

centre line, the deeper flow being

between the wave and the wall.

Therefore, with lhe straight wall

Hare, we have the case of the depth

at the walls being grealer than lhe

(lei)lh at the centre. It is as thougli

si)reailiiig (iiisofar as depth distribii-

I06r>



Fig. 3. A typical
comnionly iised

type of culvert
ontlet structiire.

Fig. 4. Jetting
action resiilting
from a í>imiilated
flow of 660 c.f.s.

Fig. 5. Severe
chaniiel erosion
and lindei-mining
of the striicture.

tion is concerned ) was from the wall

inward instead of from the centre

Hne outward.
Further, we have the paradoxical

situation that the flow will get even
deeper at the walls for either an in-

crease in F {R constant), or for an
increase in rate of flare (correspond-
ing to a reduced value of /{). This is

just the opposite to the case of the

curveíi wall transition previously

cited.

A natural question is: "How can

the expression

be applied to the case of a straight

wall flare w'hen the expression itself

defines a curve ?" The explanation
lies in the fact that at the start of

transition where the body of the

flow has not yet spread to the walls,

the jet is completely unrestrained.

In this unrestrained state, spread-

ing occurs strictly in accordance
with the above expression. Although
a unique surface pattern subse-

(juently develops in the transition

due to the straight walls, this pat-

tern is still wholly dependent upon
the mode of spreading at the start

of the transition.

It was thought possible, however,
that / may have a different value for

a straight wall flare, so in the PFRA
experiments a series of designs were
tested with /= and/=l, as well

f=34- Consistency of results

could only be obtained with the lat-

ter value, which more or less cor-

roborated the result of Rouse and
Bhoota, and veriíied the application

of the above expression to the

straight wall flare.

KF
The K value in H =

should theoretically be constant for

e(juivalent spreading. However equi-

valent spreading does not necessarily

give equivalent downstream velocity

distributioií. This is due to the fact

that the flaring straight walls in the

transition go abruptly to parallel

sides at the start of the basin. This

positive change in direction results

in some "pile-up" of the spreading

flow at the outside walls of the still-

ing basin, the "pile-up" naturally

being greater for sharper wall angles.

The hydraulic jumj) and down-
stream distribution of velocity is

affected by both the degree of

spreading and the "pile-up" effect.

Fnder these circumstances, if the

same equation is used, the A' value

for equivalent end results (after

jump) could be expected to vary.

In fact, the test results proved con-

clusively that K does vary, and vary

in such a way as to partially com-
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is given on Fig. 2. Note that

Fig. 6. A ncw
design with a
slraight wall
transition and
stílling basin.

Fig. 7. Hydraulic
jiinip in the basin
of the new design
(660 c.f.s.).

pensate for the sharper wall angles.

Hence, with a smaller (gi^ing

more rapid flare) we obtain a larger

K value (less rapid flare). K versus

where F leveis off, K also leveis off.

This is compatible with the principie

involved.

The required rate of flare R de-

pends upon the KF product. In

Fig. 2 the relationship between this

KF product and is given. It is

therefore unnecessary to use the

values for K and F separately when
determining R.
Although the tests were made

with a levei pipe, the flow in the

transition will be the same even
though the pipe be laid on a slope,

provided the slope is sub-critical.The

sub-critical slope is required to en-

sure criticai flow at the outlet, a

condition upon whicli the design is

based. A steep pipe may flow only

partly fuU and discharge the flow at

a very high Froude No., in which
case the design as formulated would
not be applicable.

(4) Stilling Basin: The length of

the stilling basin Lb is related to

the jump height by Lb = 3^2- The
width of the stilling basin, W2, can
be made approximately equal to

l.lQl^. The design developed for

spreading will be satisfactory for

any width, but since greater widths
require longer transitions, it would
be considerably more expensive to

widen the structure. The model tests

indicated that W\=l.lQy2 would
give satisfactory results.

The theoretical hydraulic jump
sequent depth di was computed
assuming the total energy levei was
at the same elevation at the start of

the basin as it was at the end of the

pipe. The measured jump heights

were consistently less than this, ob-

viously due to the energy loss in the

tran.sition. The jump heights aver-

aged 5 per cent less than the com-
puted no-loss height on the model,
and this difl^erence could even be
less on the prototype. For purposes
of design it was decided to neglect

this small energy loss, thereby in-

corporating a safety factor into the
stilling basin.

Chute blocks, basin blocks, and
an end sill were made standard
equipment on the stilling basin.

Blocks are particularly desi rabie in

this type of design, where flow con-

ditions at the start of the jump are

not completely uniform. The blocks
are great equalizers, because the

THE ENGINEERING JOURNAL August, 1955

Fig. 8. Bed SCO II
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local.
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most force is exerted where the most

force is needed. Testing indicated

that with blocks, the jump would

remain in the basin even with the

tailwater set at 80 per cent of the

theoretical no-loss f/2. This could be

a valuable safeguard in the event of

retrogression of downstream leveis.

(5) Floor Slope Approaching the

Stilling Basin: Early in the testing

program it was established that in

order to stabilize the hydraulic

jump, it was necessary to have a

definite slope on the floor of the

transition at the entrance to the still-

ing basin. Excessive tailwater will

be the rule rather than the excep-

tion, even at design flow. This means
that the toe of the jump will be

pushed back into the divergence. If

the floor is flat, the jump rapidly

degenerates into a central jet with

side eddies.

The eddies circulate deep into the

transition. This condition will per-

sist even with very gradual wall

fiares of 8 to one. However, the use

of a relatively steep slope restricts

the area for possible eddy formation

and a stabilized jump will readily

form, even in the divergence.

A floor slope flatter than 4:1

should not be used. Steeper slojjes

are entirely satisfactory, although

for practical reasons it is unlikely

that will be exceeded. A slope of

3 :1 is a good compromise and should

be used when suitable.

The jet should be fully supported

throughout the transition. in order

to assist spreading and preclude the

possibility of sei)aration from the

floor. It is therefore necessary to use

a curve in the floor at the change in

slope. This curve can be a two-

thirds gravity curve, or, if preferred,

a simple curve which will reason-

ably fit the two-thirds gravity curve.

(6) Drop in Floor Klevation: The
stilling basin floor must be set to

meet existing tailwater condi lions

whereas the pipe invert elevation

niay be an arbitrary choice. It is

therefore possible to have various

heights of drop. The tested range for

this drop h (pipe invert to stilling

basin floor) was O < /< < 3/J„.

It is desirable in the design to

take up this total drop with the floor

slope entering the stilling basin (sec-

tion .5). This is structurally desirable

to keep transition wall heights to a

minimum; hydraulically desirable to

permit initial spreading to develop
unhindered by a drop. The question

here naturally arises: "How can the

designer .slope the floor into the

ba.sin if h = O .f*"

As pointed out, the jump must
occur on a slope in order to be stable.

Further, the height of the slope must
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be sufBcient so that the jump can
occur on it for any tailwater stage or

discharge. This establishes a definite

mininmm height of slope irrespective

of the available drop. If h is in-

adequate to give a suflacient height

of slope for jump stabilization, then
the transition floor must slope up-

ward from the invert to an elevation

which will provide an adecjuate

height of slope. With such a design,

the transition floor has the shape of

a raised hump between the conduit

and stilling ba.sin.

The raised hump design will be

necessary in cases where the conduit

is intentionally set low to get maxi-

mum capacity. In the majority of

cases this low setting will not be

es.sential, and h can be made large

enough for adequate .slope height.

The minimum slope height should

be set so that, at the top of the slope,

the back pressure of the tailwater

above this elevation is less than
50 per cent of the forward mo-
mentum of the jet. This is not a

difficult condition to sati.sfy and will

in.sure against an unstable jump.

Trial and Error

The elevation setting of the still-

ing basin floor depends upon the

jump height and existing tailwater

conditions. Since the jump height

computation depends upon h, which
is not immediately known, the pro-

ce.ss is one of trial and error. How-
ever, one trial is usually sufficient to

determine the correct elevation

.setting.

(7) Compound Wall Fiares: As
the higher drops were te.sted, it was
noted that central jetting with .side

eddying commenced at a higher

proporlion of the design flow. This

is a natural con.se(|uence of the fact

that a plane sui^face is used for the

floor slope to the basin with the

steepest line {)arallel to the centre

line. The smaller flows are greatly

influenced by this slope and tend to

follow the steepest line, irrespective

of the wall alignment. With h ap-

proximately 3D„ jetting occurred in

some cases for flows up to 40 i)er

cent of design flow, whereas with h =
lD,j jetting was usually confined to

flows less than 20 per cent of design.

Several tests were run with a

compound flare — actually two
straight flares, with the reduced or

niííre gradual flare at the entrance

to the basin. This change in flare

tends to build up the depth at the

walls and for low flows compensates
for the drop in elevation. It was
possil)le to keep eddying below 20
per cent with this method. However,
conditions at design flow were un-
desirable, as there was too much
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build up and considerable excess

flow along the stilling basin walls.

Indications were that eddying
even at 40 per cent was quite toler-

able and far more preferable than
the adverse condition resulting at:

design flow. It is rea.sonable that as

the discharges decrease to substan-
tially le.ss than the .stilling basin

capacity, flow conditions less than
ideal can be accepted without any
increa.se in erosion potential. This
was also borne out with an erodible

bed model.

At the design flow, conditions

with the single straight flare were
practically identical, irrespective of

the height of drop. Consequently
the same design procedure can he

used to determine R independent of

h, provided the drop is within tlie

tested limits 0<h< 3D„.

The straight wall flare would aj)-

pear to have a di.stinct advantage
over the curved wall flare, j)ar-

ticularly for the case of considerable

drop. The drop accentuates jetting

in the latter, since the walls of the

transition continually recede from
the direction of flow. This has tlie

effect of concentrating even more of

the flow in the centre of the di-

verging transition.

In the case of the .straight wall

flare, the inertia of the flow in the

direction of the transition walls

gives adequate spreading in .spite of

the drop (at least up to SD„). It is

desirable, however, to permit the

basic spreading pattern to develop

before the flow is dropped below the

invert elevation. This is the prin-

cipal reason for concentrating the

entire drop at the slope into the

basin at the end of the transition.

(8) Gated Operation: Gated opera-

tion will l)e a frequent condition.

Design capacity is assumed to be

the discharge occurring with the

gate wide open and the reservoir at

FSL. However, if it is desired to

pass a reduced flow with the re-

servoir still at FSL, the gate must

be partially closed. This may result

in the conduit fiowing partly full:

(as the jet .sluices under the gate).i

so that the di.scharge at the end of

the pipe is not criticai, but super-j

criticai.

The Froude No. at the end of thei

parallel section is inuch greater witlv

the gated operation. For a typicai'

ca.se with =9, at design flow
F>o'=2

F= 2.5; at half capacity (gate open

wide) F=1.7; at half cai)acity (re-

servoir gated to FSL) F = i.i. Hap-

pily, this increase in Froude No. for

gated reduced fiows does not result

in central jetting.
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As previously discussed, depths in

the transition with the higher F will

be even deeper at the walls than in

the centre. This opposes the natural

tendency of the smaller flows to con-

centrate in the centre. Consequently

a good hydrauhc jump will form at

half capacity, with or without gated

operation, although the downstream
velocity distribution will obviously

be different for the two cases. Gated
operation, which will be frequent,

actually results in the formation of

a hydraulic jump for flows which,

without gating, would often result

in jetting.

(9) Overload Flow: Ali designs

were tested up to 125 per cent of

design capacity. Although bed scour

was naturally more pronounced, the

oomlition was highly acceptable for

what must be considered an emer-
gency flow. The safety of the struc-

ture is assured.

(10) Miscellaneous: It should be
eraphasized that the designer should

not shorten the transition (smaller

R) in the hope of making an addi-

tional .saving. The flows most af-

fected by this shortening would be
the design and overload flows. These
large flows deserve the most atten-

tion and require the most efíicient

energy dissipation. The downstream
velocity distribution is quite sensi-

tive to change in the rate of flare.

A smaller R means an increase in the

angle at both the beginning and end
of the transition, which, as pre-

viously discussed, results in excess

flow down the walls of the transition

and stilling basin.

If it is known that a particular

structure will be operated infre-

quently, and rarely, if ever, at de-

sign flow, then there may be some
justification for making the whole
design for, say, 80 per cent of the

design flow.

Design Procedure

The design procedure is a straight-

forward application of the informa-
tion given in Fig. 2, supplemented
by basic hydraulic computations.
The quantities which must be
known in advance are Q and
and the rating curve for the dis-

charge channel. The drop h may be
quickly estimated by assuming a
reasonable value for d2 and placing

the basin floor at this depth below
the tailwater elevation (at the cor-

reponding flow).

The design procedure will then be
as follows

:

(1) Check limitations

3<

3 ft.<I>„< 12 ft.

0<h<SD,

Slope of pipe < criticai slope at 40
per cent of design discharge.

(2) Width at start of transition

W, = D^
(3) Width of basin

This may be rounded off to the
nearest foot.

(4) Length of parallel section
Lp from Fig. 2

(5) Length of transition

Obtain R from Fig. 2. Then,

(6) Length of stilling basin
Obtain E„ from Fig. 2, thence

Ev
2g

= Vidi

These two equations must be
solved for Vi and di, thence, height
of jump

d2 =
2 V" 9 r

This value of ^2 must be checked
against the assumed value, and if

necessary step (6) must be repeated
using a corrected h. Thence,

LB = Sd2

(7) Basin details

Chute blocks—height di or ^
whichever is larger;

width and spacing are equal
maximum = height

minimum =^ of height

d2
Basin blocks—height

ô

width and spacing same as

chute blocks. A basin block

should not be located at the

wall. Basin blocks must be

staggered with the chute
blocks.

End sill—height
ô

(8) Slope details.

The slope to the basin must be

within the limits 1<S<4, with

S = 3 preferred.

The connecting floor (airve to the

slope should roughly fit a % gravity

curve, i.e. x-
\9 /

The height of slope should be

checked for adequacy. The jet mo-
mentum qpv at the top of the slope

must equal or exceed twice the

back pressure ^ {d measured from
2

the top of the slope to the tail-

water surface, p and 7 are the

density and speciflc weight of

water). V
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Colour Television
by R. G. Anthes
( iiiitiiiiird from jmi/e l() ~>-{

En — Ey into the G-Y anipliíier

accompli.shes this. The E„ — Ey
input to the G-Y anii)lifier is ad-
jiistable. The G-Y aini)liíier acts
as a phase inverter.

Once Er — Ey, E„ — Ey,
and Eg — Ey have been obtained
it is a simple mattcr to gel E»,
and Ejj and Eo by adding Ey to

each of the.sc in turn. Ey is ol)-

taincd from the contrast control to

the line driver video amplifier.

Since the chroma amplifier is nar-
rower band than the luminance
circuits it takes longer for the
chroma signals to get through
these circuits than it does for the
luminance signals to get through
tlieir circuits to the picture tube.
The delay line is used to slow
down the luminance signals to

arrive at the picture tube coinci-

dent with the chrominance.

At the input to the grcen, red
and the blue video amplifiers are
located simple matrix circuits.

which add the correct amounts of

the Y signal to Eq — Ey, Er —
Ey and Eg — Ey respectively, in

order to extract Eg, Er and E,,

at the input to the respective

video amplifiers.

In Figure 7, E, and E(j are

shown. Experimcnts with the eye
have shown that it is more sensir

tive to detail for colours lying

along the .so callcd I axis, througli

El, than along an axis roughly 90°

from this called the Q axis, Ihrough

Eq. Consequently lhe colour

standards have been set up lo par-

tially transniit chrominance infor-

mation up to about 1.5 Mc. per
second along the I axis and up to

500 kc. per second along the Q.

In order to obtain the ullimate
in colour TV reproduction, the re-

ceiver may use I and Q dcmodu-
lators ratiier than R-Y and 15-Y

dcinodidators wilh lhe T hnnd-

widtli increased accordingiy. When
I and Q demodulalors are used,

the matrixing at the receiver musl

be difterent from lhat used for the

equal band R-Y, B-Y operation.

The trend in industry appears to

l)e to use equal bandwidlh R-Y.

and B-Y, as it is geiíerally Tclt lhal

lhe increased cost for LQ opera-

tion does not justify the slighl iin-

provement in colour rendilinii.

Below 500 kc. s.. I-Q an.l \{-\.

B-Y o|)eralion are equivalent. \

l(>(»9



Gan Present Mechanical Engineering

Curricula Be ImprovedP
òr

E. A. Allcut, M.E.i.c.

Professor and Hcud of thi-

Departiin'nt of Mechanical En{>inocring,

l tnivcrsitv of Toronto.

"Can mechanical engineering

curricula be improved?" Of course

they can — nothing is perfcct, not

even mechanical engineering cur-

ricula I The real question is, "Can
mechanical engineering curricula

be improved within the limitations

of time, space, staff and money
that exist in ali educational in-

stitutions?" These limitations vary

considerably in different places

and, therefore, the answers will

vary correspondingly. Consider,

for example, the sizes of classes.

We ali know that it is advisable

to reduce, as far as possible, the

number of students in any one
class, but the i)ossil)ility of doing

this depends ou the number of

staff members available for tcach-

ing certain aspects of engineering

and on their individual loads. The
invariable tendency is to overload
the best teachers and this, in turn,

tends to increase the sizes of their

classes.

ElemeiUs of Leadersliip

For these reasons, I shall discuss

the question only in its broadest

aspects. as details will depend on
local circumstances. I propose to

start with the premise that our
main objective is to train leaders

in industry, business and the com-
munity. This involves the develop-
ment of the following personal

characteristics:—

1. The al)ility to discover the

proper bases for action and
to select the best of them
where more than one or

two are available.

í2. The ability to determine, by
logical reasoning, the best

course of action, once the

basis has been selected.

3. Analytical skill lo resolve the

prt)jecl into suitable com-
ponent parts, vvhich can be
(l('vel<)])e(l sej)arately by in-

dividuais or teams.

4. Synthetic skill to put thosc

components t o g e t li e r in

such a way that the result-

ing scheme will bc useful

and economical.

These recjuiremcnts imply the

use of three different types of men-
tal process, namely:—

(a) Imagination and /or artistic

sense, because any project must
originate as a mental image or

rough sketch.

(b) Logic which. in the engi-

neering ])rofession. usually takes

the forni of matliemalical pro-

cesses.

(c) Conunon sense, based on
ex|)erience because, however lógi-

ca! the reasoning may be, the re-

sult has to be made or devi.scd at

a profit or. at least, without loss.

Thii- lalk, of itiiitiediate iiUerest lo ali engineers aiul tecliiiical ediicatioiíalihts.

was flelivered by Prof. Allcut as part of a panei discussion, at the A.S.M.E.-E.I.C.

Invitatioii Convocation held at filarkson College of Technology in Potsdam, N.Y..

last October.

The Journal <lid nol wish to publish this text before the appearance of lhe

transaclioiís of the convocation. The way has now been cleared in this respect.

Readers will be pleased to bear that if present plans proceed, a similar relurn

convocation will be held soinewhere in Eastern Canada during next year, l^7->(>.

The Role of Mathematics

It will be noted that mathema-
tics is involved in only one of the

mental processes listed here and

that it is not invariably the most
important of them. The question

then arises "Is mathematical abil-

ity overstressed as a prereqiiisite

for engineering training and as a

course requirement, and does in-

sistence on this cause an undesir-

able and unnecessary wastage of

potentially good human material?"

For some years past, there h;)s

been a shortage of trained engi-

neers, jiarticularly on the Ameri-

can continent, as is indicated l)y

the following extract from "News-
letter", dated August 3, 1954.

Realization of the rapid

advances in Soviet science and
technology, and of the phe-

nomenal growth of Russia's

maiipower pool of engineers,

.scientists, and teclinicians, in

contrast with the shrinkage

of our Professional output,

was an important factor in

l)rompting Presidential action.

The committee will learn—if

it does not already know

—

that the tide of dimiiiishing

stiulent enrollments hasjí

turned in certain fields, al-S

though the number of gradu-l

ates has continued to decline,!

reaching its low of lí),()()() in

engineering this year. . . . And
in no field is the impro\ ement
cnoiígh to take care of cumu-
lative deficiencies.

This is typical of many recent

articles on the subject and is quot-

ed only because it is the most

recent of them. It is well known

that we refuse admission to many
candidates and that, in general,

about 50 per cent of tho.se who do

enter engineering courses do not!

graduate. How far is mathematics

or mathematical ability responsi-

ble for this situation.^ Here is the
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I

'opinion of Dr. D. S. Anderson,

'director of the Royai Technical

(College, Glasgow, as given in a

Ipaper read before the Institution

of Meclianical Engineers, on De-

cember 2. 1949:—
Are there any points in

I

the content of courses needing

,
revision? For example, is too

[

high a standard of mathema-
tics attempted in our engi-

ueering courses? Nearly every

university and technical col-

lege seems to find that the

!
chief subject of failure in

applied-science courses is ma-
: thematics. Would it be better

to have a lower compulsory

;

standard, with a higher stage

available as an optional sub-

ject? There is always the pos-

sibility, too, of additional ma-
thematics being taken in a

post-graduate course. There
are many posts in engineering

industry for which a general

course of first-degree content

is needed, but for which the

mathematical requirements

are not particularly high.

I admit freely that mathematics

is very useful as a mental disci-

pline, but many of our graduates,

after leaving university, never use

their mathematics beyond that of

the freshman year. I am well

aware that this statement will be

criticized severely, but it embodies
my own experience and that

opinion is shared by many others.

I have a strong suspicion that in-

sistence on the paramount impor-

tance of mathematics and the

"basic fundamentais" (whatever
they may be!) has its origin in the

large organizations which emj)loy

a minority of our graduates, but
have their own training courses

and can employ to the best ad-

vantage men trained along these

lines. This situation has led to a

widespread belief that the highly

mathematical courses are somehow
superior to the others and to a

^ rather pharisaical attitude on the

part of both stafí and students. I

I hold that the mathematical mind
• is not better—it is just different.

i Stephen Leacock's "Too much col-

I
lege"' contains some pertinent re-

\
marks in this connection, of which
'the following is a sample:—

Or pass from arithmetic

to álgebra: you can't shoulder

your way past quadratic equa-

tions or ripple through the

binomial theorem. Indeed, the

other way; your feet are im-

peded in the tangled growth,

your pace slackens, you sink
and fali soniewhere near the
l)inomial theorem with the cal-

culus in sight on the horizon.
So died, for each of us, still

bravely fighting, our mathe-
matical training; except only
for a set of people called

"mathematicians" — Ijorn so,

like crooks. Yct would we
leave mathematics out? No,
we hold our cross

I only refer to these mys-
teries in order to explain why
I still have to speak of ma-
thematics in a revcrential

whisper, like a Christian en-
tering a M o h a m m e d a n
mosque, in wicker slippers. He
knows it's a reverend place
though he doesn't under-
stand it.

This is, of course, a caricature,

but it contains a good deal of

truth.

Finding The Creative Mind

The proponents of the highly

mathematical courses generally fail

to realize that engineering is an
art as well as a science and that

the two are blended together in

different proportions in different

circumstances. It has been held

that the art should not receive

much attention, because it is

changing. This argument would
eliminate from education such

changing things as history, sociol-

ogy, economics, and even many
aspects of science itself — for

science changes, too! Also, it has

been stated that a training in ma-
thematics helps to produce that

Creative type of mind that is so

necessary in engineering. But there

are different kinds of creative

minds. Were Beethoven, Mozart,
Rembrandt, Benvenuto de Cellini

or the great writers not creative,

and were they trained or even

skilled in mathematics?

Sir David Pye, of Cambridge

and London Universities, made the

following remarks on this matter

in his presidential address to the

Institution of Mechanical Engi-

neers, m October, 1952.

Can it be said that the

creative mind is typical of the

university graduate in engi-

neering today? If it is not,

can this deíiciency be laid to

the charge of the courses pro-

vided, and are there any i)rac-

ticable modifications by which

the position can be improved?

To my mind questions should

first be asked about the

methods wliereby selection is

made of those young mcii wlio

are to be allowed lo eiiii)ark

tipon honours degree courses.

1 would suggest that this

selection is in danger of being
left too nnuh in the hands of

the mathematicians. Some
clieniistry and i)hysics may
forin part of the (pialifying

examination; but it is a candi-
dateis ability in tackling the
niathenuitics that is often cru-
cial. Mathematical tests are

ideal from the exaininer's

point of view: easy to set and
easy to mark; j)roducing a

definite order of merit, easily

translated into first-, second-,

and third-cla.ss honours. liut

indicative of vvhat? Not, cer-

tainly, of the seeds of a crea-

tive or instinctive engineer.

The mathematical test

contains no element whatever
of the positive aj)proach to

engineering education that
would from first to last place

some emphasis upon the ulti-

ma te aim of the engineer;

which is to devise and con-

struct. Do not imagine I am
belittling the importance of

mathematics as the i)asis of an
engineering education or, at

its higher leveis, as equijjment

that may be essential for some
research engineers. AU I am
suggesting at present is that

to rely upon competence in

mathematics for the selection

of young men to be admit ted

to an honours course in engi-

neering is to risk the exclusion

of (piite a number wlio might
have developed into the finest

engineers. There are those who
do not take kindly to the ma-
thematical approach, and they

shoulil not be thrown out at

the first hurdie. Under i)res-

ent-day arrangements, and

with the mathematical stan-

dards now expected, it is

largely true to say that the

mathematicians decide who
shnll be our future university-

trained engineers. .\nd this is

the more dangcrous if it is

true, as several nun have

assured me they believe, that a

moderately clever and hard-

working boy in the hands of

an able teacher can be

coached in mathematics to

show a form in an examination

that is quite unreal as an iii-

dication of his general intelli-
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If the mathematicians are

allowed to get thc bit in their

teeth and go galloping off with

half of their unfortunate stu-

(lents trailing behind, unable

to keep up, then the only

benefit those students vvill

ever get froni their higher

mathematics will be a few odd
marks at their final examina-

tion, at the price of many
wasted and painful hours that

might have been much better

spent.

Two Engineering Courses

I suggest that the situation may
reasonably call for two different

kinds of course, each of which

should be of equal importance to

the other. The first would be high-

ly mathematical and would be

suitable for perhaps 25 to 30 per

cent of the students in the engi-

neering course. This would meet

the requirenients of the large in-

dustries and organizations. The
second would be of a broader and
more imaginative type, containing

more of the liberal arts and hu-

manities than it is possible to

accommodate in the present engi-

neering courses. In this second

course mathematics would be a
minor instead of a major tool and
would thus be transformed from
a bad master into a good servant.

Some people have claimed that

the engineering course is too short

and should be extended from four

to five years. My remarks on this

subject relate only to the situation

in Ontário, where the student has
already had five years in high
school and eight in public school.

I will again quote Stephen Leacock
in this connection:—

In the above paragraphs
I have formulated the plain

man's accusations against the
continued lengthening of edu-
cation; or, rather, I must not
say his accusation. The poor
fellow hasn't the spirit to ac-

cuse. It is not an accusation
that he formulates or a griev-

ance that he voices. It is just
a burden that he carries.

It is my firm opinion, based on
over thirty years' experience, that
the present four year course is

quite long enough for most of the
students who are going into indus-

try and that no useful purpose
would be served by adding another
year. There are, however, a nuni-

ber of students (say about 20 per

cent of the whole) who could bene-
fit by a fifth year and should have
it. For them, an extension of the

scholarship or bursary system and
a year or two of post-graduate

work is clearly indicated.

I shall only refer to English in

passing, as I do not regard it as

an integral ])art of the engineering

educational .scheme. We ali realize

the paramount importance of faci-

lity in using the written and
spoken language, but we include

it in our curricula only because the

schools are failing us in this regard.

It is, in imy opinion, a sort of

"patching up" process.

I am well aware that in ex-

pressing these views I am "sticking

my neck out" but, as the turtle

said to his mate, "if you don't stick

your neck out, you don't get any-
where!" I believe that the sacrifice

of good potential engineering ma-
terial on the altar of mathematics
is unneces.sary and almost criminal

and is caused by a wrong concep-

tion of nuuiy aspects of industrial

work in which engineers are em-
])loyed.

Of course, if we really wanted
to go to the limit in improving
our curricula, we could invoke the

sacred cow "democracy", which is

always a good rabble-rouser. Es-

sentially, this consists of solving

our j)roblems by counting heads

—

no matter what is inside them! As
ai)plie(l to our educational system
it might work out something like

this:—

Applied Derrnícracy

Our institute is run on strictly

democratic lines.

No longer need we rack our brains

with integrais and sines.

And geometric problems are no
longer learned by rote,

For we sit in solemn session and
we put 'em to the vote.

The differential calculus don't

bother us, because
A statute that we passed abolished

mathematic laws;

We've found a waj' to circumvent
our algebraic woes.

As we settle ali the doubtful points

by counting "ayes" and "noes".

There"s not a trace of discontent
in this our model school.

For ali the academic locks are
picked by this new tool;

And work is now the only thing of

which there is a dearth,
While our parliament of learning

solves the problems of the earth.

Appendix

The foUowing excerpts from the
life of Sir Charles Parsons may be
of interest in this connection.

Exceipt from "Some Personal Remi-
nisf-ences of Sir Charles Parsons" by
Lord Rayleigh.i

"It was, in fact, very curious

how little use he ever seemed to

make of the formal mathematical
training he had had at Cambridge.
He had been llth Wrangler in the

INIathematical Tripos, and must be
credited with having had at one
time a thorough mathematical
knowledge and facility in using it.

At the time I knew him, however,
he never allowed this to appear.

I do not think that I ever saw
him use any mathematical method
more complex than the rule of

three. If he was invited to listen to

anything a little less simple, he
always turned it off by saying that

his mathematics were rusty. "That
is analytical," he would say, "I

like something geometrical. I never
was very good at analysis and now
I have forgotten what I once
knew." It was difficult to feel sure

how far this could be taken liter-

ally, but it is certain that he had
no liking for symbolical methods
of expression, and seldom, if ever,

used them in his published papers.

Later on in his life, he would
simply hand a numerical problem
to his stafi^ to be dealt with. He
took no interest in the mathema-
tical reasoning used by them; he

only wanted the result
"

Excerpt from "Sir Charles Parsons
1854-1931.

^'^

"At seventeen Parsons was sent

to read mathematics at Trinity

College, Dublin, where his father

had been Chancellor, and a year

later went to St. John's College,

Cambridge. In 1877 he passed out

as Eleventh Wrangler. It is inter-

est ing to note, however, that in

his engineering career formal cal-

culation interested him little, and
he generally reached his results

almost instinctively, by some ob-

scure mental processes which even

he himself did not properly under-

stand."

' Memoir in "Scientific Papers and
Addresses of The Hon. Sir Charles A.

Parsons", London, Cambridge Univer-

sity Press, 1934.

- ENDEAVOUR, October 1954, pub-

lished by Imperial Chemical Industries

Limited. V
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[Fatigue Life of Steel I-Beams at Normal and Sub-Zero
Temperatvires

by

Dubuc, Jr. E.I.C., Associate Professor, Dr. T. A. Monti, M.K.I.C., Consialtant,

Dr. George Welter, Professor of Applied Mechanics, Ecole Pol\ tí-í-hniquc,
Montreal.

The Engineering Journal, May 1955, page 607.

I
Gordon Cape, M.E.I.C.l

The testing of fuU size beam sec-

Itions by fatigue while under the

linfluence of sub-zero temperatures

lis a program which demonstrates

Ithe perseverance and ingenuity of

Ithe authors in the excellent equip-

Iment which they devised for tests

Iwhich have not been previously

imade. They are to be individually

jand jointly congratulated for

Ifurthering knowledge along lines

lin which very little previous data
Iwas available.

It is known that the fatigue

Istrength of steel and any of its

lother mechanical properties can-

|not be precisely correlated, al-

jthough yield strength, t e n s i 1 e

Istrength and some type of duc-
ítility, all have some eíTect on
jfatigue strength. Also, it is known
Ithat size of specimens being tested

ishows little difference in fatigue

strength of material over %. in.,

t but not exceeding 2 in. thick.

ijAgain, tests made on rolled, welded
land riveted beams at the Research
llnstitute of Dortmund, Germany,
Ishow that changes from beams 8

jin. deep by 5 feet long to 16 in.

jdeep by 36 feet long produced "a
fatigue strength of large girders

jslightly lower than small girders".

Such tests, however, have been
iroom temperature tests. The
authors of this paper have carried

Itheir research into the sub-zero

y temperature ranges.

Prior work at low temperatures

IWelding and Research Engineer.

! Dominion Bridge Company Limited,
ILachine, Quebec.

has been conducted on small speci-

mens only. These have shown that
the fatigue strength increases as
temperature decreases. It could
only be presumed that larger speci-

mens would behave similarly. The
authors' paper shows that this is

the case. It provides assurance to

designers that fatigue at low tem-
peratures carries a higher factor of

safety than at room temperature.
The paper contains a statement

that the riveted beams were 13

per cent stronger under static

loading than the welded or rolled

beams. A calculation of inertia of

the three beams is shown in

Table I.

From this table, the three beams
are approximately similar in net

section inertia. In this case, it is

assumed that slots exist for the

fuU length of the riveted beam,
instead of holes at intervals. It

can be presumed that the 13 per

cent increase in static strength is

due to the 17 per cent in gross

inertia. This is in agreement with

current design codes which permit

15 per cent reduction of tensilc

fiange area in riveted beams with-

out decrease in static load carry-

ing ability. It is of course expected

that fiexural tests would show a

reduced strength of riveted beams
compared to welded or rolled

beams.

One result shown in the fatigue

tests of fabricated beams vs. rolled

beams is that the "welded beams

of both killed and rimmed steel

are seen to have at +70°F. a

much greater life than rolled

beams".

Table I

ijOne welded = 104 .8 in 4 = 100 percent

One rolled = 106 .3 in 4 = 101 percent

llOne riveted = 122.3 in 4 = 117 percent with no rivet holes deduclcd

= 109.7 in 4 = 105 per cent with no rivet holes dcducted
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This finding is at variance with
room temperature fatigue tests of

rolled and welded beams at Dort-
mund, Germany, and at the Uni-
versity of Illinois. In Dortmund,
the ciidunuicf liniit from zero to

maximum Ix-nding stress, was as
follows: -

líolled hcauis 29 kg. nnn.^

Welded bcains 17
"

Riveted beams 16
"

At the University of Illinois,

for complete reversal of bending
stresses, the following values of

fatigue strength at 2,000,000 cycles

were found:-

Rolled 26.6 to 32.7 kips in-'.

Welded 16.6 to 17.2
•*

Riveted 15.8

Possibly the authors may have
some explanation for the variance

in results. Electrodcs used in weld-

ing the beams in the above tests

were possibly inferior to the low-

hydrogen E-7016 electrodes used
in making the authors' test beams.

Fiexural tests, however, are only

one side of the story in determin-

ing the ability of beams to with-

stand fatigue at low temperatures.

The other tests made by the

authors, the Charpy keyhole im-

pact tests, are of very great sig-

nificance. There are, however, so

maiiy variables in impact testing

that the results of the tests made
in the paper must be reviewed

with .some eaution.

Since the material from which

the tests were made was % in.

and 14 in- thick, and since a stand-

ard Chari)y specimcn is 0.394 in.

in cross section, it is obvious that

the imj)a( t specimens made in the

I)aper were sub-standard size, pre-

sumably one-haif of the standard

width or 0.197 in. The widtli of an

impact specimen has a decided in-

fluence on biaxiality of stress at

the root of the notch. For inslance,

a steel notched impact test may
display notch toughness in a

standard width si)ecimen and brit-

tle fracture at (loul)le standard

width—and actually fracture at a

lower energy value. Conversely,

specimens of haif width, may read-

ily produre transition tempera-

I07:i



tures which are lower thaii stand-

ard width. Qnarter-width speci-

mens will produce still lower

values. Conseqnently. tlie impact

tests which were iiiade, do iiot

necessarily show a proper transi-

tion temperatiire. The transition

temperatures foiínd, seem to be

too low for a typical rimmed steel.

The standard for judgment of

notched specimens varies greatly

with the type of specimen and
the transition teni])eratnre l)eing

sought. In the United States, the

Charpy vee notch specimen is

finding greatest application and

use. By correlation with material

taken from shi])s which failed in

Service at known temperatures, it

has heen possihle to determine the

energy value at which faihire

starts (maximum value, 11.4 ft.

Ib.) and the value at which crack

propagation ceases (maximum
value about 20 ft. Ib.)

.

Similar values could have been
obtained for other methods of test-

ing, such as Charpy keyhole or

Schnadt test. In the fornier case,

it is possible to determine the tem-

l)erature at which fractures start.

but not the temperatures at which
fractures stop due to the flatness

of the curve at the energy values

where propagation ceases. In tlie

Schnadt test, the reverse is true.

Since the vee notch specimen
will predict both transition tem-
peratures, i.e., crack starting and
crack propagation ceasing, it is

important to realize that thes("

])redictions are based on standard
si/e specimens. Specimens of sub-

standard width, will not accuratc-

ly predict transition temperatures,
exeept in a relative manner.
The curves of energy values ob-

tained in the tests, indicated

transition temperatures sufficient-

ly lovv that faihire of beams would
not necessarily start by reason of

notch sensitivity in the steel.

Failures which did occur were
undoubtedly due to fatigue. If

steel of greater thickness, i.e.

heavier beams, was testcd in a
similar manner, faihire l)y fatigue
may not occur. If it is presumed
that material of similar yield

point, ultimate strength and duc-
tility were obtained, the fatigu(>

value should be similar. In heavier
beams, however, other factors be-
come evident. Greater carbon con-
tent to maintain the ultimate
strength and coarser grain struc-

turc due to mill íinishing at higher
rolling temperatures would cause
an increase in notch sensitivity at
low temperatures. Failure then in

heavier material might be by
reason of loss of notch toughness.

Research in welded ship failure in-

dicate that "although ships are

subjected to alternating stresses,

there has been no evidence that

the brittle failures were caused by
typical fatigue fractures".

It is therefore, reasonable to

assume that the authors have ac-

complished what they first at-

temj)ted to do. Previous research

on small specimens at low tem-
peratures could only lead to the
assumj)tion of working values on
larger sections. The authors have
])r()ven that such previous assump-
tions are valid and indeed, have
higher factors of safety than
fatigue values at room tempera-
ture.

Henry A. Spenoer, M.E.I.C.-

It is encouraging to note that

some basic re.search is being done
at Ecole Polytechnique. Engineers
usually are conhned in induslry to

doiíig aj)plied research, and for

competitive reasons, even this sel-

dom comes to light. The paper is

written in a comprehcnsive man-
ner, well garnished with good
photographs.
One or two points in the pap<'r

did seem to re(:juire further ex-

])]aiiati()n. I would lik<' to ask sev-

cral (jucstions.

In the selcction of welded,
rolled and riveted sections, why
were wide ílatige sections used?
Would it not be advisable to use

simpler sections. so that basic ap-
})licd mechanics relations might be
cstalílished? IIow were the relative

sizes of beams calculated to be
roughly equivalent? What precau-
tions were taken to assure speci-

mens of constant cross-section,

smooth-surfaced and homogenous
in density? If steel was not
straight before testing, how was it

straightened?

With regard to the testing

machine, the general design scems
to have been well thought out.

The electronic stopping mechan-
ism is very ingcnious, as are ali

the Controls. On this design there

are a few more questions. On the
static flexural test were indicator
readings taken before and after to

l)rove that no permanent "set"
had been given.'' In the testing

machine, were any readings of de-
flection taken of the 6 riveted
I-l)eams? How efficient was the re-

frigerating mechanism in giving a

- Industrial Engineer, Univer.sity of
.Vlbotta, Resoarch Council of Albeita,
iMliiionton, Alberta.

uniform temperature to the beam?il
In low temperature readings. were'

the thermometers checked and
were the strain gauges calibratedi

for 1 o w temperature? "SR-4"
gauges are quite sensitive to tem-
perature.

The central loading system is

cleverly designed to make rooni

for strain gauge mounting, and
also prevents side action of the

eccentric from complicating the

stresses. It was noticed from pic-

tures that failures always seemed
to occur in the top flange. It is

difficult to say just what effect

rigidity of the mountings might
have on the relative stresses lie-

tween top and bottom but one
might assume that due to the

weight of the beam and mechan-
ism that failure in tension might
occur in the lower flange íirst.

The Author I

Gordon Cape's remarks have
|

l)rought out several important 1

points about this type of research;

the authors are in comjjlcte agree-j

ment and would like to make thel

following additional comments.
j

Goncerning our finding al)out|á

the greater fatigue life at +70° F.l
of killed and rimmed steel beams™
compared to rolled beams, the

comj)arison with results in other

Research Institutes seem s()nie-|

what difficult to make becausej»

their results of fatigue life are

given for a much greater number
of cycles than in our tests and it

is known that, for two difl'erentí;

steels, fatigue behaviour at high

stresses (low number of cycles) n
can be very different than that atli

low stresses (high number ofjj

cycles) ; that is, the S-N curves of I
the two steels may cross each I
other so that one of the two steels I

which has a better fatigue resist- H

ance at, say, high stresses, has aJ
lower fatigue resistance at low |
stresses. 1

Regarding the Charpy tests, the 1

test specimens were taken only 1

from the thicker of the two plates
|

of killed and rimmed steel sup- 1

plied with the beams; the killed 1

steel plate had a thickness of 1

().;}í)5 inch while the rimmed had
|

a thickness of 0.375 inch. Con- I

sequently the Charpy specimens I

of killed steel were standard-size i

while those of rimmed steel were '

slightly sub-standard size and Mr.
|

Cape'.s comments apply to these

last.

However, the transition tem- ;

peratures found were very low and
this was forescen from the begin-
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ning of this project when our

refrigerating equipment was so

designed that it is i)ossible to add
an extra stage of compression to

bring the temperature down to

—70° F.; this part of the project

has not yet been carried oiit.

The authors would like to give

the following answers to H. A.
í|pencer's questions.

Wide flange s e c t i o n s were
chosen in preference to standard

I-beams becaiise the former have
parallel face fianges just like the

welded beams in which the fianges

are made of steel plate. The wide
flange sections are also more logi-

cal and more economical so that

they now tend to replace the

standard sections.

The equivalence of the three

types of beams was obtained by
having ali beams of the same
depth and making ali other dimen-
sions such that the moments of

inertia of the three cross-sections

would be about equal.

The tested beams were selected

S. Logan Kerr, M.E.I.C.^

The paper is of considerable in-

terest in bringing out the many
remarkable developments in cur-

rent practices for design and
manufacture of hydraulic turbines
in Canada. Much of this informa-
tion has been known to those
closely connected with the indus-

try, but relatively unknown to

many who have not had the good
fortune to a c q u i r e first-hand

knowledge of the amazing progress
that has been made.
Within a space of some 34 years

the hydraulic turbine industry in

Canada has grown from practically

nothing to be one of the major
producing áreas of the world. A
glance at the table listing the
lai'ger units manufactured in Can-
ada since World War II gives a
graphic picture of what has been
accomplished in ten years.

Along with the construction of

million horsepower there has
been a far-sighted program of de-

velopment and improvement, re-

flected, for example, by the cavita-

tion laboratory at Dominion Engi-
neering Works, Ltd., in Montreal.
This laboratory is probably the

«Fellow, A.S.M.E., Flourtown, Pa.,

U.S.A.

to obtain the greatest uniformity
of ])roi)erties possible.

The permanent "set" was de-
Lected by the very sensitive and
precise SR-4 strain gages and not
with indicators.

The refrigerating niechanisni
gave a uniform temperature within
about +1° F.
The SR-4 strain gage readings

were not aíTected by the low tem-
perature becausc, first, the dummy
was also at low temperature and,
second, this low temperature was
maintained constant; the zero
readings were, of course, made
only when the low temperature
had been reached and maintained
for some time.

The fatigue failures did not al-

ways occur in the top flange: this

impression is given because ali

beams were placed so as to facil-

itate photography. In fact, stresses

in both fianges of a beam were
maintained practically equal and
failures were about equally divid-

ed between both fianges.

largest and most complete re-

search installation to be found
anywhere in the world for the test-

ing of both cavitation and perfor-

mance characteristics of hydraulic

turbine models.

There has also been a most
gratifying trend toward simplicity

in mechanical design, making for

more ease in manufacture and re-

ducing maintenance to a mini-

mum. The elaborate details found

in many hydraulic turbine units

designed abroad have been omit-

ted in Canadian design without

sacrificing performance.

Beyond ali this research and de-

velopment work has been a new
I)hiIosophy, implied in the paper,

but not mentioned in detail, name-

ly, "get ali the troubles possible

licked before the turbine is built".

The transition from the use of

full scale installations as proving

grounds for design to the use of

other means such as research

laboratories, cavitation laborator-

ies, and intensive design studies

has brought about a most satisfac-

tory record in the field. This

commendable situation should be

noted as it represents an outstand-

ing contribution to the art of de-

sign and Miaiuifacliire of hydraulic
turbines.

F. L. Lawion, M.E.I.C
The auLhor is to be congralu-

lated on his excellent presentation
dealing with advances in the de-
sign and manufacture, in Canada,
of large capacity hydraulic tiu--

bincs, particularly sincc the end of

World War II. Not previously
backward, in any respect, the post-
war pcriod has .seen advances in

the art, which makes Canadian
practice second to none.

Figure 1 of the paper is particu-
larly interesting as showing the
markcd increase in si)ecific spceds,
with resultant maiuifacturing and
installation economy, as comjiared
with pre-war practice. lias this

been accompanied by any notice-
able increase in distribution or ex-

tent of pitting damage arising

from cavitation?

The author rcferred to the speci-

fic speed of the Paulo Afonso tur-

bines as being 53.5 with a net head
of 26G ft. and a unit capacity of

83,000 horsepower. He also noted
the centre line of the distributor

is set 15 ft. below minimum tail-

water levei, due to the rock struc-

ture. Would the author care to ex-

plain this somewhat more fully,

since these turbines obviously
operate under a rather high back
pressure during flood periods, and
hence are rather unusual.

The author has stated. "It must
be admitted, however, that there

have been cases where serious

cavitatioiv damage has occurred to

turbines, evcn though they were
set at a sigma value wcU above
the break in the power curvo
established by cavitation tests of

a homologous model runner. Such
occurrences raise doubts as to the

value of cavitation testing and
also raise various queries regard-

ing the margin of safety which
should be used in applying cavita-

tion test data". He has noted cavi-

tation phenomcna are significantly

attected by the cavitation para-

mcter sigma, by the ratio of the

periphcral velocity at a point on

the runner to the spouting velo-

city at the operating head, the

position of the wicket gates, and
finally the design of the runner

and of the adjacent water pas-

sages. Has any philosophy been

developed as to the relalive signi-

ficance of thcse factors? How far

back from the runner does the de-

^ Chief Engineer, Power Department,
Aluminiuni Lahoraloiics Liniitod, Mont-
real, Que.

Large Capacity Hydraulic Turbines
by

R. S. Sproule, M.E.I.C, Manager, Hydraulic Division, Dominion Engineering
Works, Ltd., Montreal.

The Engineering Journal, April 1955, page 387.
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sign of the adjacent water pas-

sages play a significant part?

The aiithor has referred briefly

to the Nilo Pecanha plant of the

Rio de Janeiro Tramway Light

and Power Company Limited,

with the turbine designed for

both 50 and 60 cycle service.

Could he State the actual best-

gate efficiency under the two con-

ditions?

The Author

The author wishes to thank

both the discussors for the interest

they have shown in this paper.

Mr. Lawton has asked whether

the increase in specific speeds has

resulted in a noticeable increase

in pitting damage arising from

cavitation. Although there has

been some pitting damage on these

postwar designs the author be-

lieves that it is restricted to niuch

smaller áreas than were damaged

on older designs of runners. On
some runners the pitting is so

localized that comparatively small

modifications to the runner design

may eliminate pitting or small

áreas of stainless steel prewelding

may be used to give protection

against the pitting.

At the Paulo Afonso Plant it

was desirable to submerge the

centreline of the turbines fiftecn

feet below minimum tailwater

levei in order to bring the ceiling

of the power cavern down to a

point where there would be ade-

quatc rock thickness to form a

sound roof. Furthermore. by set-

ting well below tailwater levei the

value of sigma was maintained at

a value suitable for a higher speci-

fic speed runner than would nor-

mally be used at this head, with

resulting economies in the cost of

turbines and generators. This

economy in machinery cost was
not offset by any increase in ex-

cavation costs because, although

the penstock tunnels are somewhat
longer than they would be with a

higher setting, the size of the

power cavern is smaller. A low

setting may be economical in an

underground power house where

added excavation costs for such a

setting would be prohibitivc in a

surface installation.

It is difficult to answer Mr.
Lawton's question about the rela-

tivo significance of the various

factors affecting cavitation. The
author 's company has not been

ablc to carry out a systematic

series of tests to show the eco-

nomic limit for each factor men-
tioned.

Ilegarding the Nilo Pecanha

turbines which are being operated

at either 50 or 60 cycle speeds, we
liave estimated, from tests of the

model equipment, that the maxi-

mum efficiency under the rated

head of 995 íect at 50 cycle speed

will be 91.8% and at 60 cycle

speed will be 92.5%. The optimum
efficiency for the runner is between

these two speeds.

a full paper on the cofferdam
worked out for the centrei struc-

ture, as it represents a consider-

able advance o v e r alternative

methods.

The Author

Mr. Lawton in his discussion

rai.sed several interesting questions

in connection with the surveying
techniques used in sounding the

bed of the Niagara river and cas-

cades. Based on our experience

with these methods, the questions

are answered below in the order

in which they are raised:

(1) The relative accuracy of

echo sounding and conventional
methods. It is our opinion that

echo soundings and weight sound-

ings are equally accurate as the

echo sounder is carcfully cali-

brated by weight sounding and
checked periodically during the

lirogress of the work.

(2) The cfTcct of turbulence in

producing discrepancies in echo

soundings. Fast water itself pro-

duces no discrepancies as succe>?-

ful soundings have been made in

the high velocity Queenston Canal.

However, if air is entrained in the

water, then the air bubbles will

also produce a trace on the cliart.

If the air is not too dense the bot-

tom will also be traced on the

chart, but if large quantities of air

are entrained no bottom trace will

appear. It is usually obvious to the

surveyor when this occurs. In gen-

eral, where the water includes en-

trained air, it is not considered ad-

visable to use the echo sounding
method

(3) Relative accuracy of heli-

copter and kytoon technique. At
Niagara the same accuracy was ob-

tained by both methods.

(4) Effectiveness of same tech-

niques in equally turbulent waters,

two or three times as deep. Under
deeper water conditions such as

were encountered on the St. Law-
rence river, it was found that the

heavy rigging required rendered

ineffective the kytoons and light

helicopters such as were used at

Niagara. It was found necessary

to employ a heavy Sikorsky "type

helicopter to achieve successful

results.

It is hoped that the answers

given above have adequately an-

swered the questions raised in the

discussion.

In connection with the coffer-

dam used for the control structure

dewatering. it is agreed that it

would provide an interesting paper

for a future meeting.

Niagara Remediai ^ orks
by

Dr. Otlo lloltlen, M.E.I.C., Chief Enpiní-er, llydro-Electrk- Power Cíunmi.ssioii

of Ontário, Toronto.

The En^inevrinfí Journa

F. L. Lawton, M.E.I.C.^

The author is to be congratu-

lated on a most invaluable contri-

bution to Canadian engineering

literature, one which reflects out-

standing credit to the author and

to his associates. It indicates that

Canadian engineers are abreast of

our Professional cousins to the

south, even in hydraulic works as

complicated and intriguing as any

tackled anywhere in the world to

date.

The author has discussed the

use of echo sounding in the swift,

dangerous and turbulent waters in

the lower reach of the Chippawa-
Grass Island Pool. Would he care

Chief Engineer, Power Department,
Aluminium Laboratories Limited, Mont-
real, Que.

/, April 195.5, pago 101.

to express an opinion, based on
this work, as to the relative ac-

curacy of such sounding methods
compared with more conventional

methods; also, does the turbulent

ílow result in discrepancies of sig-

nificance?

The author has indicated an
accuracy of one-half foot was
achieved expeditiously with the

helicopter technique. Was a cor-

responding accuracy secured with
the kytoon technique? Would the
author consider, on the basis of

experience at Niagara Falis, that
the same techniques could be ap-
plied effectively in equally tur-

bulent waters two or three times
as deep as those encountered at

Niagara?
It is to be hoped that the author

will present, at a future meeting,
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NEW USES EXPAND LIE DETECTOR MARKET
Electronics, v. 27, n. 11, Noyember 1954, p. 8.

Electronic techniques for getting right

answers without leaving a mark on the

body have been used in police labs for

many years. Althougli most courts

don't accept such evidence, information

obtained has helped narrow lists of sus-

pects and lead police to acceptable

forms of evidence.

Leading instniment for detecting de-

ception is the Keeler Polygraph. This

lises five tubes and has three separate

channels for recording breathing, pulse

rate and skin resistance during carefully

planned questioning. About 500 of these

are in use by state and city police,

sheriffs' oíBces and district attorney

offices.

S i m p 1 e r one-channel Instruments,

essentially high - range ohmeters for

measuring skin resistance, are also on

the market but are rarely used in police

work because it is easy to suppress one's

emotional response.

Accuracy of Tests

Interpretation of results is the most
important factor in accuracy of lie de-

tector tests. The three-channel machines
themselves are essentially infallible, but

human operators are not. They must
phrase special relevant and neutral

questions for each particular situation

and interpret resulting chart deviations

even when a recalcitrant suspect de-

liberately lies to every question. The
limiting factor in expanding the police

market is the availability of trained

operators.

Industrial Uses

Defense plants used lie detectora

routinely during the last war as part

of a program for screening out subver-

sives and many have continued this

practice. Another use was to reduce
thefts of small but costly tools.

Although some plants have their own
machines, most utilize the services of

some 50 private lie-detecting practition-

ers who bring in their own machines.

A typical test takes 5 to 10 minutes and
costa SlO and up per person, depending
on thoroughness and the number of per-

sons examined. From 20 to 30 questions

are usually asked, of which only a few

are relevant to the goal of the test.

Another widely expanding industrial

use for lie detectors is in combatting

petty theft by employees in retail stores.

Some íirms now require job applicants

to take the test, which may involve

such leading questions as "Have you
ever taken anything from an em-
ployer?" To minimize embarrassment
and employee rebellion, the examina-

tions are usually called polygraph tests.

Where petty theft piles up into major

losses or where inside cooperation on a

robbery is 'suspected, the test is given

to ali employees. Over a hundred of the

machines are in industrial use.

RURAL AUTOMATIZATION IN THE SWEDISH
TELEPHONE SYSTEM

B. Bjurel, Electrical Engineering , v. 73, n. 12, December, 1954, pp. 1063, 1091.

Automatization of the telephone
plants in the niral áreas of Sweden has

been going on since the beginning of

the 1930's. For this automatization the

requirements concerning operational re-

liability are particularly high since the

exchanges are small and unattended and

located at great distances from each

other.

Crossbar Selector

A crossbar selector was developed in

Tl Sweden in 1919. As very satisfactory ex-

I
perience had been obtained with this

: selector, it was decided to use the cross-

1 bar selector for the automatization of

rural áreas. Standardized types of ex-

changes of unit construction of sizes 10,

20. 50, and 100 subscribers lines then

were designed in 1935, the crossbar be-

ing utilized in these unit exchanges as

a step-by-step switch. Of these types of

unit exchanges about 1,200 were manu-

factured. In the beginning of the 1940 s

a series of new and modernized stand-

ardized types of unit exchanges were

developed, the series being restncted to

only 40, 60, and 100 number sizes.

Further, as special compleinental equip-

ment was developed allowing the com-

bining of a 100 number unit with an-

other 40, 60, or 100 number unit to

give a combined unit exchange of 140,

160, and 200 number capacity respec-

The unit exchanges are ot satellite

type without registers and they are over

junctions connected to parent exchanges

which, if automatic, are provided with

registers. In later years the automatic

parent exchanges are crossbar exchanges

designed according to a marker system

developed in Sweden. Today, not fewer

than 2,100 rural exchanges are auto-
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inatized with unit automatic exchanges.

To enable subscriber-dialod long-dis-

tance traffic, the country has been
each allotted a 3- or 4-digit área cede
divided into some 300 number áreas,

number. Each subscriber is given a 5- or

6-digit directory number.

Subscriplion Costs

On signing a contract for telephone
subscription including an individual sub-

scriber's line, the subscribers in Sweden
have to pay an installation charge of

200 Swedish crowns, independcnt of the

costs to the administration for conncct-

ing the individual subscriber, although

in sparsely inhabited regions these costs

may amount to considerable sums. The
subscribers as a lule have their own
individual line to the telephone ex-

change.

In the automatized networks the sub-

scriber pays a fixed charge, usually

amounting to 86 crowns per annum, and

an additional amount the magnitude of

which deponds on his outgoing traffic.

AU subscriber-dialed traffic is charged

by means of registrations on individual

subscriber's meters, each registration

step rating 6 ore. For calls between sub-

scribers connected to the same exchange

only one registration is made on the

meter. Other calls within the same num-
ber area cause a new registration on lhe

meter every sixth minute. Calls between
different number áreas cause a more
frequent repetition of the registrations,

for instance, every twenty-fourth second

for distances between 45-90 km, and

every twelfth second for distances be-

tween 180-270 km.

In the unit automatic exchanges the

subscribers' lines are connected to íinder

switches and final selectors. Between
these switching stages, discriminating

selectors are provided over wiiich out-

going calls may be connected either to

an idle .junction for outgoing traíTic or

to a final selector in the caller's own
exchange. A preselecting stage is pro-

vided for routing incoming calls to the

final selectors.

For reasons of standardizalion. eacli

(ype of unit exchange is provided with

fixed numbers of switches. The difTcieut

control relay sets are made easily re-

movable from the unit racks and are

provided with plugs for insertion in

jacks in the racks.

The rural exchanges are housed lu

standardized huts, which are prefabri-

cated and delivered ready for a.ssembly

at the site of the exchange. At present

the working times for construction of

unit automatic exchanges are as foUows:

the 40 number unit reqiiircs J cr 2

working days. the 60 number unit re-

quires 2 or 3 working tiays, and the
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100 number iiiiii requires 3 or 4 work-

ing days.

Conclusions

The cross bar selector has rendered

flossible great operating reliability which

is an indispensable requirement in con-

nection with the automatization of un-

attended exchanges.

By far-reaching standardization of the

We stand today at the beginning of a

new development in technology. This is

automatism—control of machinery to

bring about fully automatic production

of goods and services. For military and
economic reasons we shovild advance iu

this field as rapidly as possible. Rapid
advance in any science is helped by
good definitions, clearlj' understood.

These definitions should be existing die-

tionary definitions, in order that today's

writing on the siibject may tie in closely

with the writings of the past.

Whenever a new subject appears,

there is a tendency to coin words. This

urge should be suppressed. The auto-

matic production of goods and services

is a complex subject, and ill-con^idered

coinages like "automation" only add to

the confusion.

Mechanízation

The word for the first step toward
automatic production is "mechaniza-
tion." This word is defined in the New
English Dictionary as "the process of

making mechanical." The modera trans-

fer machine that performs a series of

operations on a rough casting is a
highiy-raechanized device.

At a round table on the subject

of automatism sponsored by Fortune
Magazine a year ago last June, I tried

to make the point that the dictionary

already contains a series of words ade-

quate to describe ali known forms of

automatic control of processes and
machines. Since most of the men writ-

ing about the new mechanized i)lants

are from industry, the word "automa-
tion" is catching on. This is bad. It is

already causing unnecessary confusion
which will get worse with the passage
of time. Occasionally there is a need
for new scientific words, but this isn't

one of them.

Automatism

Automatism is the self-control of

machines or operations by any means.
The key word here is "control." It in-

cludes also the supervision of processes.

In the dictionary "automatism" is de-
fined as the state or quality of being
automatic, and "automatic" means self-

acting or self-regulating. A machine is

an automaton when it supplies entirely

by itself the Information needed to

keep it running satisfactorily. The basic

criterion for judging whether or not a

machine is an automaton is to ask what
would happen if the man nearest it sud-

denly has a heart attack and dies. If

the machine will go on performing its

function exactly the same way and in-

definitely, it is an automaton. If, on the

other hand, its functioning is in anj'

way connected with the actions of a
human operator, it is not.

type of exchange, huts, and assembling

methods, the oost of the plant could

be kept down.

For the subscribers in rural Sweden
the telephone automatization has re-

sulted in decreased telephone rates for

subscriber-dialed long-distance traffic

and generally improved telephone Ser-

vice.

Automatism in its most general mean-
ing is what we have when there is a co-

ordination of self-operating machines.
[n a truly automatic factory there' are

no men in series with the production or

Lransport machines. If in a factory there

are any men doing meaningful opera-
tions on tlie production floor, it is not
an automatic factorj^ but a liighly-

ineclianizod one.

It is iniportant to insist on the essen-

tial difference between mechanízation
and automatism because the economic,
social and design consequenccs of the

two are quite different.

It is true that mechanízation, if car-

lied to the point where the last work-
man is removed from the machines,
will turn into automatism. But this is

not going to hai)pen. The ess(^ntial dif-

ference between machines and automata
ís in the quostion of communication.
"How easy is it to tell the device what
to do?" If it turns out to be easy, you
are dealing wi(h automatism.

Cybernetics

The two kcy words in this ficid then
are "mechanízation" which eliminates
some men from the factory floor, and
"automatism" which tends to eliminate
them ali.

Mechanízation is by far the older of

lhe two processes, and has gone through
many more stages of development. To-
day automatism ís takíng great forward
strídes. Devices that show hígher and
higher capabilities and self-control are

beginning to appear. For this reason we
are beginning to need a new word to

cover those automata in which the con-
trol function predomínatcs. The word

A paper by L. L. Goodman (J.R. Soe.

.\rts'. Aug. 7, 19.53) on the history and
development of methods of handling
materiais divides industrial operations
into material handling and material
processing. The two must be carefully

integrated if the standards of eíEciency
needed in modera engineering are to be
reached and maintained. Since a sub-
stantial part of technology is concerned
with the movement of a steady stream
through a series of processes, a glance
at the development of handling methods
down the ages is not without interest.

Goodman defines materiais handling
as

—

The technology embracing the
movement and storage of everything
in or about an industrial establish-

ment: for example, the movement
and storage of raw material, of ma-
terial between processes and of the

for this is "cybernetics." For about 25
years French engineers have used the
term "l'industrie cybernetíque" to de-
scribe the branch of automatism that
is concerned exclusively with control
mechanism. Norbert Wiener of MIT
has pojudarized the term on this con-
tínent, and it seems to íill a legitimate
need.

The objection can be raised that
automatism, having been in use long
before we knew any methods by which
high leveis of automatic action might
be achieved, carries with it the burden
of older meanings. One way to answer
this objection is to use "cybernetics" to
describe áreas of automatism where the
emphasis is on the control function
rather than on the action itself. Auto-
matism has never been a híghly popu-
lar word, lience its accretions of mean-
ing are slíght. The New English Dic-
tionary gives only three examples of
its use, ali from the 17th and 18th cen-
turies, and ali using the word in its

philosophical sense as the antonym of

"voluntary".

To sum up, the termínology of auto-
matic production that seems adequate
is as follows:

Where there is no program, but re-

peatcd action. The control is mostly
íixod, as for e.xample in the linked trans-

Icr machines:

Generic Noun — mechanízation
Adjective — mechanized
Verb —• to mechanize

Where there is a program of some
kind wliich causes repeated action. The
actions repeated are not the same each
time because the sonsing devices have
brought in Information to modify the
action:

Generic Noun — automatism
Noun — automaton

Adjcct i\ CS— automatic or automatized
Verb — to automatize

Where records or sensors cau.se re-

peated action, but the emphasis is on
the control rather than on the output.
Here the actions are even less likely to

be exactly the same each time, because
many sensors have brought in control

Information to modify them.

Generic Noun — cybernetics
Adjective — cybernetic
Verb —- to cybernetize

finished material. It covers the ser-

vices to the proce.sses. The constituent

parts are factory siting . . . layout,

p r o d u c t design, motion study.

mechanical handling, processing, and
the human factors.

Obviously, these are matters calling

for skilful planning and integration and
are increasingly made the re.sponsíbílity

of specíalízíng engineers. The process-

ing work to be done influences or de-

termines, the method of handling which

must be u.sed. Form, composition, and
quality change from stage to stage in

the eourse of treatment.

Factories

Factories were in existence in this

country as long ago as 1500 for the manu-
facture of arms, armour, and cloth

—

and earlier than that if the evidence of

STOP COINING WORDS
J. J. Brown, Aluminium Fiduciaries Ltd.

Coiiliol Engineering, v. 2, n. 3, March 1955, pp. 48-49, 69.

HANDLING
The Mining Magazine — Vo\. XCL, n. 5, November, 1954, p. 282-284.
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pre-hisboric flint quarrying is considered.

In 1775 Arkwright's mill was receiving

raw cotton and mechanioally converting

it to thread, while by 1785 the first

steam mill was working. Eli Whitney's

arms factory in U.S.A. was making
interchangeable paits for amis at the

end of the 18th Century and was closely

followed by clock-making and the

famous opei-ation at Poi tsmouth in Eng-

land. where ten unskilled men, using

machinery designed by Bentham and
Bninel, turned out 160.000 pulley-blocks

a year íor the Navy. By 1855 Wooiwich
had an output of 10,000 shells daily

whicli "never touched the ground" diu-

ing t h e i r manufacture. Developing

steam power allowed factories to leavc

village streams and waterwheels and go

to the towns where labour was plentiful.

Electricity was first demonstrated in

1873 as a power-mover and rapidly led

to further modification of methods.

Processing'3 next big forward step was
the Ford assembly line (1915). On the

whole, however. ingenuity had been
applied to processing and even today
handling leaves much room for improve-
ment if full advantage is to be taken

of plant aapacity.

Granes and Conveyors

Integration seems to have started

with American flour milling in 1785. Be-
yond sporadic development of crane.-.

nothing much seems to have happened
until conveyors carne into use in gas-

works in 1890. A pneumatic grain con-

veyor started in Millwall docks in 1891

and F. W. Taylor was making his

studies of handling principies which
showed, inter alia, that maximum ton-

nage could be hand-shovelled if the

load was 21% Ib. (suiting the size of

the shovel to the density of the ma-
terial). Another pioneer was F. G. Gil-

breth, who studied motion in handling.

Lifts

The pulley first appears in the 9th

Century B.C. for raising water. The
pre-Christian Egyptian builders relied

on sledges, ramps, levers, and rollers

and above ali on well-organized slave

labour. The shadooj existed in China in

330 B.C. and the device of an endless

rope to which pots are attached— a

bucket elevator—seems to have come
from Pérsia. The scraper conveyor was
anticipated by the Chinese chain-pump

—a wooden trough up which fitting
pieces of wood were pulled by an end-
less chain. The screw used by Archi-
medes for raising water was adapted
to moving solids in the 18th Century
by Evans. Multiplying systems of
wheel, axle, pulley, wedge, lever, and
screw were recorded by Hero of Alex-
andria and Vitruvius. Overhead run-
ways seem to start in the mid-19th Cen-
tury in American slaughterhouses . A
telpher, by Mather and Platt, was 'in-

stalled in 1895 in a Midlands railways
station. Overhead Iravelling cranes
worked in Manchester before 1840. Lifts
are mentioned by_ Aristotle, but the first

one known in this country was at work
in London in 1846. Otis's safety mecha-
nism came in 1852 and Harfs continuous
lift in_^1883. Steam drive was used in

New York in 1862 and hydraulic power
in London in 1868. Electric drives came
along in 1889 and push-button working
in 1892.

Conveyors started with a power-
driven roller in 1833 and belt-conveyors
in 1780 (this last for carrying water).

Evans in 1785 used what he termed a
''descender" for gravity transport of

solids on a belt. A belt-conveyor was
inst.alled in an oven in 1810. Grain was
first mo\'ed on belts at Liverpool docks
in 1866. Robins invented the troughed
idler in 1896 and also the stepped ply

belt. An underground conveyor was
installed in 1906. Despite the tremen-
(lous development in this method of

handling during the past few years,

Goodman envisages considerable devel-

opment for long distance-transport. The
chain-grate stoker was patented in 1841.

The modern chain conveyor has recently

succeeded in performing a vertical lift.

The horizontal overhead conveyor has

an endless chain towing carrier-trolleys

long H-section track. It keeps the floor

free and takes material flexibly between
íixed points.

Trucks are shown in an Egyptian
painting circa 2500 B.C., about which
time they were used in China. Iron

rails were used in collieries in 1767. The
hand-lift truck appears in 1887, the bat-

terj' electric truck in 1906, and the fork

truck in 1914. The elevating fork trucks

follow in 1919.

The paper reviewed here does not

consider fluid ílow, which has become
a most valuable means of transport.

The traffic of oil through pipelines is

the most striking example.

from Jenneys designs for the Home
Insurance Building to the completion of
the Woohvorth Building, the skyscraper
was born and rcaclKMl maturity. Mo.st

of the.se early high buildings servcd the

purpose of luox iding more ofifice accom-
modation in bvisincss centres of restrict-

od area. During lhe past twenty-fivc
years, liowe\er, it has become widely
rocognisicd that, without overstepping
accepted limits of population density or

of floor space ratios, it is possible
greatly to inciea.-e the open space on a

gi\en site by concenlmting tJie major-
ity of the accommodation in one or
morc^ high buildings instead of almosl
covering the whole site with buildings
of moderate or low height. The increase
in open space improves the daylighting
of the rooms, provides raor(? fresh air,

relicves the parking and traffic problems.
and virtually eliminates the risk of

spreading fires. Hence, the dcraand for

high buildings is no longer encountered
oxclusively in the centres of great com-
inercial cities; they are incrcasingly

requircd in mauy parts of the world,

with correspondingly varied foundat ion

conditions.

Steel Grillagc

For the comparatively small buildings

of traditional construclion, the equally

traditional foundation t y p e s were
usually, but not always adequate. On
soils of low bearing capacity the pyr-

itmidal footing had to be very massi\e
in order to obtain a sufSciently wide
base; in the Home Insurance Building,

for example, of only nine storeys, the

footings occupied most of the space in

what woidd otherwi.?e have been the

basement. A major improvement was
the steel grillage, first used for the
foundations of a complete building in

1883 in the eleven-storey Rookery
Building, Chicago. From that time the

grillagc, and the later reinforced con-

crete footings, completely replaced
masonry footings for high buildings.

A good illustration of an early Chi-
cago st(M>l-framc structure with I-beam
gi-illage found.itions is provided by the

sixteen-storcy Marquette Building, com-
|)leted in 1894. The gross bearing pres-

sure is 3,800 Ib. per square foot on a

sliff clay layer underlain by soft clay

about 40 ft. thick. But the net pressure

is reduced to about two-thirds of this

value, on account of the 10 ft. base-

ment, and the settlements have not

been excessive.

As the column loads increased with

increasing height of building and also

to avoid danger from future adjacent

and deeper excavations, the concrete

pier was developed. First used in 1893

for part of the Chicago Stock Exchange
and in the same year for the seventeen-

storey Manhattan Life Insurance Build-

ing in New York. this type of fouuda-

tion rapidly became standard for hca\y
buildings in localities whero rock oi

very hard soil could be reaclied withiu

about 100 ft. below ground water Icxel.

C<>IUT<'1«'

Throughout the nincteeiílli ciiuuiy

lhe only form of piled foundation was

that of the driven tiniber i)ile. During

the past fifty years a great niiiuber oí

imi)rovements and allernalivc types oí

piling have become available. Precas:

ríMuforced concrete piles were first used

by Henncbique in 1898 and various

iii-situ concrete piles have been devel-

FOUNDATIONS FOR HIGH BUH.DINGS
Alec Westley Skempton, D.Sc. (Eng.), A.M.I.C.E.

The Engineer, December 17th, 1954, pp. 848-49.

Before the development of the pas-

senger lift in the 1870s. domestic and
ofEce buildings were nece.ssarily restrict-

ed to five or six storeys. By 1879, how-
ever. nine-storey luxury flats in Ken-
sington had been completed. and in 1882

the ten-storey Montauk Block office

building in Chicago was constructed.
Those and other buildings of compar-
ahle height at that period still had load-

bearing externai wall.s—a form of con-
struction too hea\y and cumbersome
for structures of more than about
twelve storeys. The next essential step
was the introduction of the metal frame
with light panei walls; this was first

achieved by Jenncy in the nine-storey
Home Insurance Building in Chicago in

1885. Five years later Jenney com-
pleted the sixteen-storev Manhattan

Building, with carefuUy de.^igned wind

bracing, and Burnham and Root, with

Corydon Purdy as engineer, erected thi;

first all-steel frame building also in

Chicago. In 1892 the first twenty-storey

building. the Masonic Temple, was con-

structed in the same city by E. C.

Shankland. The initiative then moved
to New York, where in 1898 the twenty-

six storey Park Row Building was com-

pleted, with nine electric i)asscnger lifts.

The thirty-six storey Singer Building

established a new record in 1908, but

the thirty-eight-storey Metropolitan Life

Building was finished only a few

months later, and both were eclipsed

hy the first giant skyscrapers, the fifty-

storev Woohvorth Building, completed

in 1913.

Thiis, in the si)ace of thirty years,
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oped more recently, whilst the valuablc

H-section s\cel pile waã fir?t intio-

diiced in 1908.

Use of Buoyancy Principie

The most striking advances in recent

years are those associated with the

buoyancy principie, which can be ap-

plied in the raost thoroughgoing way
with deep raft foundations. The idea

that settlement is chieflj'' dependent on
the net pressure, and that, with a raft,

this pre*Tire can be reduced to zero

by excavating a basement of such depth
that the weight of soil removed equals
the weight of the building, seems first

to have been realized in 1785 by John
Rennie at the Albion Mills in London.
This heavy building was founded on a
masonry raft oonstructed, in effect, as

an inverted vault at a depth sufíicient

to reduce materialy the net pressure
on the underlying alluvial deposits. The
more ob\'ious principie of raft founda-
tions, namely, that of achieving the
maximuin ispread of load to the ground,
by moans of thick mass concrete mats.
of which the earliest dates from 1817
in the Westminister Penitentiary. But
these types of raft were not altogether
satisfactory ; the inverted vault was
costly and the mass concrete either
failed or required to be so thick as to
offset appreciably the gain in bearing
area. Consequently, it was not until the
introduftion of reinforced concrete that
the raft bcgan to be widely used, and
in th(- early examples such as the raft
for tho seventeen-storey Michigan Cen-
tral Terminal. Detroit, in 1914, the
buoyancy effect seems not to have been
considered, although the excavation was
27 ft. deep. Whether this effect was
consciously used in design before 1928,
it is difficult to say, but in that year
Daniel E. Moran designed the founda-
tions of tlie twelve-storey Telephone
Building, .\lbany, New York, incorpo-
rating not only the buoyancy principie
but also niaking the beams and columns
iu the (louble basement act as a Vie-
icndeel truss, and thus form a rigid
fiamc. to reduce the differential settle-
ments. Moreover, the settlements were
calcula ted in advance from tests on un-
disturbed samples. The success of this
foundation, in overcoming difficult soil
conditions. has led to the use of dcep-
raft and rigid-frame basements (often in
the form of box fraini-s) for a number

We doubt whether any pure scientist
has ever fully gra.sped what it is that
engineprs do. Some of them almosc
totally mi.sipprehend it. Without sufh-
cientl.\- examining the history of engi-
neering, they appear to think of
engineers as in some degree their in-
feriors; as people merely applying to
useful purposes the discoveries thar
scientists have made. They even appear
sometimes to regard them as delinquents
who fail satisfactorily to perform their
.iob! Sir Edward Appleton in a lecturo
before the North-East Coast Institution
of Engineers and Shipbuilders did not
fali into any such error. For he worked
during the war in collaboration with
engineers and conceived in doing so a
high e,-;timation of their abilities. It is

indeed 1'emarkable that a scientist

of imjiortant high buildings on clay

during the past twenty-fiive years, as

well as for the proposed twenty-five-

storey tower block of the Shell Centre,
London, and the thirty-eight storey
High Paddington project, where the

London clay extends to a depth ol

200 ft.

The reduction of net pressure by ex-

cavation and one or more basements
can, however, also be used with advan-
tage in conjunction with piled founda-
tions, and the first examples were prob-
ablv the buildings in Shanghai erected
in 1932 by the Public Works Depart-
ment. Here, again, a number of im-
portant applications can be quoted, bui
the most outstanding is the foundation
for the recently completed forty-storey

Latino Americana Building, in México
City, where some of the older structures
of low height with conventional founda-
tions have settled differentially by
severa! feet.

In summary. then, modem techniques
have provided three clas.ses of founda-
tion: spread footings of reinforced con-
crete or Steel grillage, which are the
simplest ; raft,* of reinforced concrete.
which provide the maximum spread of
load; and piles of timber, steel or re-
inforced concrete, either precast or cast-
in-situ (and concrete piers), which
Iransfer the luads as deep as possible.
Moreover, each class can be used either
witli or without a basement. If there is

a basement the net pressure is reduced
and the average settlements will also be
reduced whilst. at the same time, the
basement can be made suíficiently rigid
to minimize differential settlements. Ali
these types of foundation have been
developed during the past fifty j'ears,

with the exception of the timber pile,

and some only during the past twenty-
five years; yet perhaps the most im-
portant single advance in foundation
engineering has been the introduction of
scientific methods of design. Many have
contributed to that advance, but none
more than Professor Karl Terzaghi, and
of his papers on the sub.iect few have
been so influential as that read before
the American Society of Civil Engineers
in 1927. This date marks a turning point
before which the engineer had to rely
almost polely on experience and after
which, to an increasing extent, experi-
ence could be supplemented by design
methods based on a rational knowledge
of soil mechanics.

should be able to speak with apprecia-
tion and admiration of inventors who
ha\'e "pleasure in rejecting, at least for

a time, accepted laws and theories".

He appreciates, also, as some scientists

do not, that engineers have never been
•'content to wait on scientific progress"
Where would the world be if they had?
There is hardiy an engineering produc-
tion today which could have been made
unless engineers had proved willing to
make it upon a groundwork of good
sense and intuition. to learn by trial

and error what can and what eannot
be done, and to derive admittedly em-
pirical and inexact but still very prac-
tical formulae to guide them in design.

Upon what a paucity of scientific infor-

mation was the first steam engine de-
signed and built! Yet it worked. How

very much more we should like to know
about crcep and fatigue, and a thous-
and otlier .sub.jects. Yet the plants,

machines and other devices that engi-

neers make still work and prove reliabíe.

The Engineer Makes the Discovery

Far from the scientist providing ali

the ba.sic discoveries for engineers to

apply, it has been, at least as often, the
engineer who has made the discoveries,

leaving the scientists to "explain" them
later on. The steam engine was in use
for over a century before Carnot ex-

pounded the theory of heat engines.
Civil engineers were building dams.
waterways and bridges for centuries be-
fore relevant con.structional theories
were worked out. Moreover, there are
qualities in the engineering mind which
Sir Edward did not touch upon, but
which undoubtedly have relevance to

the partnership of which he was speak-
ing. The more obvious difference be-
tween a piece of scientific laboratory
equipment and the full-scale industrial

plant developed from it is that of scale.

But there is anothcr difference too. The
laboratory equijiment is íuUy instru-

mented; it is cared for by a fully traia-

ed scientist able to make ad.justments

with a complete understanding of what
he is doing. It is a very far cry from
that sensitive device to the industrial

plant the engineer is a.sked to produce
which will perform reliably under the

ministrations of men who are likely to

have only a vague perception of what
goes on within the plant. A prime pur-

pose of engineers. in fact, is to reduce
the control of comi>lex operations and
devices to the simplicity of operating
a valve, moving a lever, or turning a
wheel. How much does the driver of

an electric train know about electricity?

What punishment a diesel engine to be
handled by ignorant African natives haa
to be designed to withstandi And how
many laymen apprcciate what technical

problems have to be solved before, at

the simple turning of a tap, the morn-
ing bath can be filled with water; oi

drainod of it .just íís simply by pulling

out the plug? Laboratory equipment is

fit only for scientists to play with. But
many a complex engineering product
must be so sturdy, so reliable and so

simple to operate that it can be placed
with confidence in the hands of those

with no scientific or technical knowledge
at ali!

We Lose By Not Trying

As a conclusion to his Iccture Sir

Edward quoted some famous words
from Francis Bacon. "For there is no
comparison between that which we lose

by not trying and by not succeeding;

since by not trj-ing, we throw awaj' the

chance of an immense good; by not

succeeding we only incur the lo.ss of a

little hunian labour." But we do not

think Sir Edward really had much need
to "pass on the same thought" to his

partner the engineer. It is true that,

more particularly between the wars,

many things were not tried by engineers

in this countrj' that ought to lia\ e beeu

tried; and that foreign nationals de-

veloped a number of .scientific discover-

ies made in this country. But the blame
did not, we think, lie at the engineer's

door. For the normal reaction of an

engineer to any new and apparently

sound idea is that of Francis Bacon, to

try it and see if it works. But at the
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elbow of an engiueer there always

stands an accoimtant. It is ali very well

to claim that some new device wil)

prove to have great advantages in a

certain application; certainly the engi-

aeer would like to try it. But what if

it is unsuccessful? In the technological

sense "\ve only incur the loss of a little

human laboiír." But in the accountanfs
sense some tens of thousands of pounds
naay have been lost! Indeed, we salute

with profound respect those indus-

triahsts (not always engineers or tech-

nologists) who aie prepared to lisk ex-

periments with costly equipment. For
after ali safety always appears to lie

in conservatism. One cannot seem to go
very far wrong by choosing to use the

old weil-tried device or method. Ali the

risk lies with the new experimental one.

Under certain conditions, the heart

may lose its rhj'thmic pumping action

and cease the circulation of blood. This
situation is known as ventricular fibriJ-

lation and may occur during surgical pro-

cedures or as a consequence of electric

shock. Normal heart action may be re-

stored by passing an electric current

of suitable characteristics through the
heart. In the operating room, defibril-

lation is accomplished by applying elec-

trodes to the heart directly and passing

a 60-cycle alternating-current of from
1.5 to 2 amperes through the heart (120

to 135 volts). When fibrillation results

from an electric shock received under
field conditions, electrodes cannot be ap-

plied to the heart directly but may
be applied to the surface of the body
to permit suíScient current to flow

through the heart to effect defibrillation.

In animal experiments with electrodes

at the chest, defibrillation has been ac-

complished reliably by the use of 60-

cycle alternating-current, 480 volts, 15

amperes applied for periods up to about
1 second. Such a current first brings the

heart to a standstill; upon interruption

of the cun-ent, the heart will usually

resume its pumping action provided the
eiapsed time between the onset of

fibrillation and the application of de-
fibrillation current is not excessive.

Suitable Power Souroes

The purpose of this discussion is to

outline briefly the results of an investi-

gation of various power sources suitable
for use in the field where commercial
power may not be available.

Consideration has been given to the
use of a turbine-driven generator using
a propellent charge. This results iri a

unit having an estimated weight of

about 60 pounds. The development cost

would be approximately $20,000 and
subsequent unit costs about 11,800.

A battery driven motor-generator set

has been considered in which use is

made of a relatively new type of storage
battery that is capable of extremely high
discharge rates. This battery eniploys
zinc and silver as the electrode ma-
teriais and oan provide as much as 1,350

amperes for 30 seconds, or 630 amperes
for 5 minutes. The weight of the bat-
tery together with a suitable motor-
generator set would be abount 320
pounds and the cost about $3.500.

No one can be cashiered for not risking
money! It is this monetary factor that
makes so great a difforence laetween
Science and technology. In science there
is no such thing as complete failure,
since there will be an accretion of scien-
tific knowledgc, oven if a series of ex-
periments leads only to negative results.
But because it is the object of engineers
to apply their knowledge not merely as
with scientists to extend it, there are
failures in êngineering, like the Kitson-
Still locomotive and rigid airships and
many another forgotten project upon
the development of which engineers
toiled without avail. The accountant
\yho stands behind the engineer makes
little allowance for any increase there
may have been in technological knowl-
edge. He always demands a profit!

A generator driven by a separate
gasoline engine has been shown to have
particular merit. A relatively light-

weight a-c generator may be employed
together with a suitable gasoline engine.

Such a unit on a wheelbarrow-type
mounting would weigh about 450 pounds
and cost about S700. Its rated output is

15 amperes, 220 volts, 60 cycles, 3-phase.

Defibrillation current could be supplied

single-phase using a step-up transformer.

By planning jor research I mean pro-

viding the facilities, the men and the

equipment, and the correct milieu; and
planning the internai economy to equate

to the amount of money available for

research.

The quality of the staff is of prime
importance, not only because the qual-

ity of their work and its fertility_ de-

pend most on the calibre of the individ-

uais doing it, but also because the

major item in any research budget is

salaries.

In many fields, research equipment
can be kept simple; but where a subject

has developed a long way, complex
equipment has to be provided for the

le.ss simple experiments. Another symp-
bom of this is that modem research is

very much more a group or team effort

than it used to be.

A third facet of the process of plan-

ning for research is that a conscious

effort is needed to preserve the freedom

of atmosphere in which alone science

seems to flourish. Freedom to think, to

argue, and to differ, and freedom to

change one's mind are ali important.

In an industrial setting in particular,

the.se freedoms can easily be lost or

obscured.

A fourth item about which a decision

must be made is the amount of money
to be spent by any particular organiza-

tion. on research. I suppose the miui-

mum amount of money which a com-

pany should spend on research is that

which allows it to stay in profitable

business in competition with other

people. It is common experience that

research and development work not only

costs money itself, but also puts demands

Tlíis unit could be used for rouline
field operations in addition to being
available for defibrillation use. The rou-
tine field operations contemplated in-

clude the use of power tools, blowers,
heaters, lights, and battery charging for

radio communication. These uses would
increase the reliability of starting the
engine for defibrillation use and without
routine use, doubt would be entertained
as to the ability of a stand-by unit to

start promptly when required. Conceiv-
ably, the unit might be in operation
when needed for defibrillation.

.A multitapped transformer might be
used as the energy source on circuita

up to 2,400 volts. Such a transformer
would inovide input voltage taps for

120, 240, 480, and 2,400 volts for con-

nection to the circuit causing the shock.

The output voltage would be 480 volts

and cun-cnt capability, 15 amperes. A
disadvantage is the po.ssiblo time delay

in making connection to the exposed

circuit, especiallj' where an overhead
line is involvcd. An advantage is low

weight—approximately 50 pounds—and
low cost—less than $100. Use of the

transfoiTiier is based on the premise

that shocks obtained from circuits of

voltagcs in excess of 2,400 volts would

not produce fibrillation.

Of the four types of field power sup-

plies discussed, the one that appears to

hold the greatcst promise is the separate

engine-driven generator-set used for rou-

tine field operations, as well as being

available for defibrillation use.

ou fresh capital; and the rate at which

this fresh capital can be supplied most

surely sets an upper limit to economic

research effort.

I believe that it is true of industry

that more money is spent on research

than on applying it. It may be that

not only are there suflicient research

results already waiting in pigeon holes

to be applied, but that there is also a

shortage of men able to or in a position

to apply research results to their in-

dustry. The inability of these men to

apply the fruits of research may in it-

self be caused by our deficiency in plan-

ning so that research results can be

applied.

One of the points worth studymg,

then. is the description of that milieu,

on the production side, which will be

the most receptivo to research ide.as. If

vou concede that develoiiment of pro-

duction is as important as production

itself then you must see lo it that meu
are available not only to keep produc-

tion going, but also that other men are

available to keep production dovcloping.

While planning for research is im-

portant, it is perhaps seoond in impor-

tance to, and is a less continuous pre-

ces.-^ than, planning what shall bo the

subjectá for research. So much success

in research is said to be due to chance,

that an easy way out would be to say

that tluMC is no plannerl way out; but,

on taking a closer look, one di.scovcrs

that chance only plays a v-:ignificant part

in fundamental, background or pionccr-

iug research.

We can safely conchidc that the more

fundamental and pionooring any re-

search is. the less aiuenablo it will be

FIELD CURRENT SOURCES FOR ELECTRIC
DEFIBRILLATION
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to planning and selection of detailed

objectives on the grounds of cost or

likely value or economic return. It also

follows that the more applied any re-

search is, the more olear its objectiv-e,

and the more amenable it is to plan-

ning.

Obviously one lias to assess economic
factors in choosing subjects for inves-

tigation, the more so the more applied

the project becomes. This means that

the research side must not only be
provided with the production cost fig-

ures; it should have access to an intel-

ligible and continuous assessment of the

non-quantitative aspects of the probable
advantages to be gained.

When one has finally determined the

likely return, the probability of success

must come into the calculation, and also

the estimated research expenditure. At-
tempts have been made to formalize
the evaluation of a project as worth
while, and set up a quantity called the
project value ratio, which is the esti-

mated return multiplied by the prob-
ability of success and divided by the
rstimated j-esearch expenditure. This
lalio has to be greater than 3 for a
l>iojcct to be undertaken at ali, and

The Parliamentary Delegation which
visited Rússia this autumn was the first

tor almost ten years to be invited by the
rulers of the Soviet Union. We were able
to spend only seventeen days in the
country but during this time we had an
opportunity of staying in several of
Russia's major cities, including Moscow,
Stalingrad, Leningrad, Sverdlovsk and
Gorki. Our Russian hosts had drafted
out a program for us but they made
it plain that they would welcome sug-
gestions and do their best to include
them in the itinerary. By the end of my
visit I had been given facilities for
seeing an example of every item on the
list.

It is fair to say that in electrical mat-
ters Rússia has made progress compar-
able with other aspects of her industrial
development. The Russians are making
full use of what can be learnt from the
industrialized countries of the West. In
certain directions Russian engineers,
doubtless aided by German designers
from Eastein Germany, are able to de-
velop their own engineering techniques
and advanced industrial design.

Wliile in Leningrad I was taken round
lhe Electrosilia-Kirov Works. The works
director said that the output of turbine-
driven generators was running at the
rate of 1..5 million kw. a year, and of

hydro-elcctric generators at the rate of
1 million kw. a year. There was in addi-
lion an annual output of about a thou-
sand médium sized generators, totalling

approximately 1 million kw., as well as

a substantial production of small and
médium sized motors. The generators
(both turbo and hydro) are manufac-
tured up to 150.000 kw. in size. and in

addition to rolling niill equipment
motors and generators are made from
150 kw. upwards.

the actual values of the ratio for differ-

ent problems enable an assessment of

the priority of those problems to be
made. It seems to me, however, that
this does not go nearly far enough, since

there is no term included for the accept-

ability of the solution to the problem,
a solution which is, in the early stages,

unknown. By 'acceptability' I mean
what extra capital and revenue expendi-
ture will be needed to achieve the ob-
ject in the way the research suggests.

There is a case for reviewing each
project at intervals with a frequency
which should become greater as the
work progresses through to the applied
stage. Always the question 'is the work
developing along the lines indicated by
the definite objective set?' should be
asked.

There is nothing mysterious about the
calculation of the economic effects of

achieving a given object provided that
ali the appropriate cost figures are
available. Research men are generally
reluctant about asking for these figures,

and are not qualified to deduce the
resultant saving. It is e.ssential, thcre-
fore, that the research department has
a cost accountant available.

Wages

This output is achieved by 10,000 em-
ployees of whom about 55 VJer cent are
women. The average wage is of the
order of 1,000 roubíes a month, max-
imum earnings, however, reaching 2,000

roubles a month. The works director was
frank about his own salary; he said that
he received a basic payment of 5,000

roubles monthly and could earn an out-
put bónus up to an additional 5,000

roubles a month.

As regards the rate of exchange, the

oíficial figure is 11.2 roubles to the

pound, so that a wage of 1,000 roubles

a month is approximately equal to £89,

while the works director's salary and
maximum bónus together would amount
to nearly £900 a month. In terms of pur-

chasing power, however, a conservative

figure is 40 roubles to the pound, which
would make the effective wage £25 a

month, or about £6 per week, and the
salary £250 a month, or £3,000 a year.

Income tax rises to 19 per cent.

lloavy Generating Equipiiient

During a short tour of the works I

was given an opportunity of seeing the

main fabricating shop and the principal

a.ssembly shop for heavy generating
equipment. Amongst the equipment
awaiting dispatch was the stator of a
150,000 kw. hydro-electric set. There was
also a 120,000 kw. stator for a turbo-
generator set, mounted on a railway
truck for dispatch.

At one end of the main asscmbly
shop I was shown lathes for rough turn-

ing the rotor forgings for turbo sets. Two
of the lathes had been made in Great
Britain. but the third had been manu-

factured in Rússia since the war. The
strategic ban on the export of certain
machine tools may have slowed down
the pace of Russia's industrial develop-
ment, but on the other hand it has com-
pelled Russian engineers to make for

themselves what they had previously
thought was beyond them.
During my visit to a modern gold

mine near Sverdlovsk on the eastem
side of the Urais I was able to see the
extent to which electricity is employed
imderground by the Ru.ssians. Under-
ground haulage is by electric locomo-
tives getting their power from overhead
lines or batteries. The substation at
the working levei was commodious and
well equipped. A woman was in charge
of this substation; she had obtained her
tpchnical degree at the neighbouring
university. I ísaw many other women
woiking underground but nono actually

;it the working face.

Teplow Power Station

In Moscow I was taken to see the

Teplow power station. This station was
built before the war and further dcvel-
opments, delayed by the war, have since

taken place. Our hosts had .selected this

station for a visit as it was neither one
of Moscow's oldest stations nor one of

the newest—it represented in their view
a good average, and was not intended
to be a show place. The ànstalled capac-
itv is 125,000 kw., consisting of five

25,000 kw., 11 kv. 3,000 r.p.m. turbo-
generator sets. According to the superin-
tendent the station goneratcs 900 million
kwh. a year.

The turbo sets had the following dates
on their base-plates: 1933. 1935, 1937,

1946 and 1951. The latest machine had
bccn made by the Ural Turbine Works,
noar Sverdlovsk, and ali the other sets

had been made in Rússia, too. In fact

it wíis pointed out to me with evident
prido that ali the equipment had been
made in Rússia.
The boilers are fired with pulverized

fuel and each has a capacity of 230
tons of steam per hour. The pre-war
boilers operate at 30 kg./sq. cm. (427

Ib./sq. in.) pressure, and at a tempera-
ture of 400 deg. C. The latest post-war
boiler operates at 100 kg./sq. cm. (1,422

Ib./sq. in.) and 510 deg. C.
I was told that the calorific value of

the fuel used was 6,300 calorie.s/kg. and
its a>h content 17 per cent. The super-
intcndcnt said that the fuel consumed
workcd out at 480 grammes/kwh. in

summer, and 360 grammes in winter.

[ncorporated in the station is a district

heating scheme which, of course, oper-

ates only during the winter.

A short tom- of the station .showed

that the Russian engineers had worked
to an excellent layout and the station

generall}'' compared favourably with

stations of similar age to be found in

other countries. The control room was
luxurious compared with British stand-

ards. The whole of one wall was taken
up with a vast portrait of Stalin in

coloiH'. Amongst the control room staff

were two women.
The visit to the station o\er. the

superintendent hurried me back to his

office. ''To answer your further ques-
tions, if any," as he rather stifily said.

But in fact the object was to remove
the corks from isome bottles of excel-

lent Soviet champagne and to drink

toasts to "Peace" and "Friendship be-

tween the engineers of the world"'.

RUSSIAN VISIT

GLIMPSES OF SOME ELECTRICAL DEVELOPMENTS
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The Righi Honoiírablc C. D. Howo,
Hon.M.E.l.C, Minislcr of Trade and Com-
merce of Canada, was the guest speaker at

the anniial dinner meeting of the Assoriation

of Consulting Engineers of Canada. To-
ronto, May 12, 1955.

The Engineer

in Business and in Government
It is always a pleasure for me to

speak to members of my own pro-

fession. This is not only a groiip of

engineers, but a group of Consult-

ing engineers, and I spent some
twenty years in practice as a Con-

sulting engineer. However, since

then, I have spent another twenty
years in public life, so that I may
well be out of touch with the prob-
lems that the consulting engineer

is facing in present circumstances.

From my observations as a mem-
ber of the Government, I would
guess that the consulting engineer

is doing more business and making
more money now than in my day.

I sincerely hope that this is so.

I have always believed, and still

believe, that the life of a consult-

ing engineer is the best that the
engineering profession offers. While
the consulting engineer must do
without the monthly salary cheque
and the social security that most
of our fellow engineers can count
on, ours is by far the more inter-

esting life. We can at least choose
our clients and can choose not to

be associated with prospective
clients unless we think that the
association will be a happy one.

However, we must always be alive

to the fact that our association

with a client is apt to be what we
make it, and that failure to give

satisfaction can very well damage
our ability to attract new clients.

Being detached from the com-
pany payroU is, I believe, an ad-
vantage. Usually we are retained
because the owner has a high opin-
ion of our reputation in the par-

ticular field that is his interest at

the moment. This puts us in a pre-
ferred position in that our opinion
is apt to carry more weight than
an opinion from a man on the
company payroll.

I suggest that the consulting
engineer is fortunate if he can
build a satisfactory practice in a
rather narrow field of engineering.

By concentrating his effort in a
nan-ow field, he is better able to

develop the engineering techniques
that apply in that field. Then too
he obtains a mastery of the
business side and can oííer a ser-

xice that extends beyond a purely
engineering service. O f t e n the

client knows his objective but is

not too sure of the best path
toward achieving that objective,

and there, the advice of an experi-

enced consulting engineer can be
invaluable from a business, as well

as from an engineering viewpoint.

There can be no doubt that en-

gineering has made great strides

since I graduated into the profes-

sion some 48 years ago. At that

time, the question was being de-

bated as to whether engineering

was a profession or a trade. It was
rare to fínd even a construction

organization headed by an engi-

neer. The thought that an engi-

neering training would qualifv a

man to be president of a railway

or the head of an industrial firm

was unheard of. Engineering was
then the lowest paid of ali the pro-

fessions.

The engineers of that day were

able, competent and enterprising.

but for the most part their interest

lay in designing, constructing and

operating. The decisions as to

whether, why and when works

were to be undcrtaken and how
they were to be oporated were

usually taken by others. The íields

of management and policy direc-

tion in industry were being en-

tered by only a few enterprising

engineers possessed of a strong

pioneering urge.

The pcn(hilum lias swnng fiill

over and it i> tlie rule loday rather
tliaii tlie exccplion that engiiíeer-

ing-trained execulives are to be
found in the highest managerial
l)0.sts of major industries. The de-

mand for engineering-trained ex-

ecutives has contributed to the
very sharp risc in the scale of re-

muneralion for our profession.

For some years past the supply
of engineers has been far short of

meeting the deinand. In a country
that is develoj)ing its natural re-

sources and endeavouring to main-
lain a rapidly expanding economy,
this is a serious handicap to na-

tional progress. In the face of lhe

strong dcniand for engineering

gra(hiatcs, it is discouraging to find

that enrolment in engineering

courses is on the decline. Why this

is so is hard for me to understand.

I would expect young men to be

attracted in great numbers l)v the

l)rospects of an engineering career

in the worid of loday.

I suggest that this Association

of (Consulting Engineers, rei)rc-

senting as it does a broad oullook

on the profession, might well or-

ganize a special effort to publicizc

the attractions of an engineering

career and the opporlunities that

await those wlio may hecome pro-

fícient in some lnaiicli of engi-

neering.

There is oiu li(M in wliieh engi-

neers are well (•(iiiii)ped lo make a

contrihulion which is being gener-

ally overlooked by the profession,

and that is the field of govern-

ment. I hojx- yon will not Ihink il

innnodcst if 1 siiggesl lhal we en-

gineers who lake an aclive part in

the legislative and administra t-ive

branches of goveriiment are mak-

ing a worth while rontributi<m to

the work of uovernment. Just as
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Part of the head table at annual dinner meetiiifí of the Association of Consultiiifí Kiigineers of Canada. Left to rijjht:

Mrs. R. E. Heartz, A. T. Hurter, M.K.I.C., retiritifi president of the Association, C I). Ilowe, IIon.M.E.I.C, guesl speaker,
E. A. Cross, M.E.I.C., presiíieiít of the Association, Mrs. A. T. Iliirler, R. E. Ileartz, president of E.I.C.

our predecessors brought to scien-

tific and industrial policy the bene-

fits of their training and talent, so

WC are bringing to bear on the

terribly involved problems of pres-

ent-day government the outlook

and i)hilosophy which is the liall-

niark of our profession.

The day is past when rule by a

group of citizens trained in any
one field can give satisfactory ser-

vice to a nation in a complex
world. The eugineer's voice should
l)e heard and his presence felt in

the deliberations of national coun-

cils, for he has soniething unique
to contribute to the understanding
of present day problems. 1 would
like to testify from my own ex-

perience that an engineer can get

elected to office and is welcomed
by his fellow legisla tors and ad-

niinistrators. I find that there is a

special kind of satisfaction in pub-
lic service which makes ali the in-

evitable sacrifices seem unimport-
ant.

Before entering public life, I was
aware that niodern governments
deal with a wide range of prob-
lems of an engineering and indus-
trial character. It did not seem
unreasonable to believe that an
engineering background might be
helpful in dealing with some of

these problems. I st ill believe this

is truc; but I have also found there

is a profession of government
which also has to be learned, and
in which it is at least equally difíi-

cult to become expert.

Democratic government. like en-
gineering, is concerned with the
bahuicing of forces, not, of course,

physical forces but jKilitical forces.

Solutions must be found which
maintain the stability and well-

being of the politicai structure. It

is not sufficient to know what
should be done. It is also necessary
to persuade the various national

groups and interests to support the
right policies. This means leader-

ship, but it also involves com-
promise.

In these days when science and
technology impinge directly upon
our daily lives and activities, gov-
ernments cannot avoid assuming
responsibilities that formerly were
considered outside their rightful

duties. I am a firm believer in pri-

vate enterprise, as the most effec-

tive method of developing the in-

dustrial strength, and exploiting

the incentive, enterprise and in-

ventive genius of a country, but
toda\- there are some highly tech-

nical activities that only govern-
ments can do. Private industry, for

instance, could never carry on a
war, although without the re-

sources of a strong j)rivate indus-

try this country would be weak
indeed. Private industry on its

own would not have developed the
atomic b o m b, although I am
equally convinced that until pri-

vate industry is in a position to

exploit the enormous possibilitics

of fissile material, thei-e will be no
great developments in the indus-

trial potential of atomic energy.

One hundred and seventy-eiglit

years ago, a great British states-

man, pleading with his government
for conciliation with the American
colonies, put the idea in another
well-known forni when he said:

"Ali government — indeed every
human benefit and enjoyment,
every virtue and every prudent
act— is founded on compromise
and barter." This truth, so elo-

quently put by Edmund Burke, is.

to my mind, one of the eternal

verities. It was ignored in 1775 by
the British Government, to their

incalculable loss.

The word "compromise" has ac-

quired a somewhat sinister conno-
tation. Comj)romise as a means
of conciliation still remains the
foundation of good government
and good hiiman relatious. Engi-
neers iu their most daring endeav-

ours always have to compromise
between the desirable and the

i

attainablc. In our human relations,
1

conciliation is our most effective

agcncy, and expediency is our con-

slant companion. It is not strange,

therefore, that engineering experi-

ence not only brings to govern-

ment service a knowledge of things

scientific, but also a training in one
of the basic practices on which
government is founded.

J\ly thcsis is. of course, that just

as com])romise should have ])een

the foundation of government ac-

tivities in Burke's time, so today,

when modern society has to deal

with innumerable technical prob-

lems, compromise is still the

foundation on which sound gov-

ernment rests. I suggest that the

challenge is to work out the most
acceptable and beneficiai way in

which government and private in-

dustry can co-operate in íields

where neither party can expect to

exercise exclusive rights.

My somewhat random remarks

will lead you to the thought that

the consulting engineer tends to

líccome a specialist and loves to

talk about his own specialty.

Twenty years ago I could not have
made this address without refer-

ring to grain elevators; now, you
find me referring to the work of

government. Had I listened to the

discussions today, I am sure that

I would have found some of you
discnssing your own specialty. It is

good that we ali prefer to talk

about the work of the moment
which occupies the greater part of

our thought and energy.

There is no doubt in my mind

that consulting engineering is the

king of the professions for thosc

who succeed in the field. I am sure

that this Association is making a

contribution to Canada by bring-

Cnntimted on page llOÕ
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What is "P.D."? "P.D." stands

for "Professional development".

And what is that? It is any pro-

gram of an educational nature, but

non-technical, designed to round

out the vonng cngineer, say up to

the age "of 35, into the full man
that it agreed that he should be

if he is to occupy the niche in

society where he belongs.

The topics covered in such a pro-

gram may cover a wide range,

from abstract philosophy and a

look at the fine arts on the one

hand, to the detailed techniques of

business administration on the

other, but as a matter of poliey no

subjects are included in such a pro-

gram if instruction in them is avail-

able elsewhere in the neighbour-

hood. Any method of instruction is

appropriate—lectures, seminars, de-

bates, visits, case studies, question

and answcr periods; ali these have

been successfully used.

The inspiration for this little

article stems from the recent re-

lease by our field secretary, Col. L.

F. Grant, hon.m.e.i.c, of material

giving some account of P.D.

oourses condueted by seyeral

branches during the past winter.

This material has gone or will go

to every 'branch secretary right

across the country, but, of coursc.

there will still be a good many of

our members wlui will not see it.

Seven branches condueted P.D,

courses last sca.-oii, with a total

registration of about 300 young en-

gineers, nearly ali Jimiors. Attend-

ance was generally good, but. as

might be expected with a group in

this age bracket, changes of em-
ployment and transfers often took

some of the "students" away.
The most popular subject? wcrr
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those connected with business ad-

ministration, naturally enough.

Judging from the schedules at hand
and the names of the lecturens, some
of these must have been excellently

and thoroughly tre«ted.

Some branches found it relati\-e-

ly easy to enlist competent help

Ironi local industry, others found it

Icss easy and at least two got a

neighbouring university to put on

appropriate covu-ses for them. In

one of these latter cases a "certi-

ficate of attendance" was awarded

those who deserved it. No examina-

tions were held in any P.D. courses.

Fees varied ali the way from íive

or six dollars to sixty, the latter

for one of the comprehensive and

thoroughly organized university

extension "courses. Ali the branches

but one carne out with small_ crcdit

balances, which were set aside for

uext year's opcrations. The one

l)ranch that found itself headed for

the rcd assessed its "students"

sc^•enty-five cents each to make

ends meet, an insignificant sum.

In May last a P.D. conferenco

was held" in Toronto with six of

the seven branches representei!

and with our field secretaiy taking

a leading part. No formal written

conclusions were arrived at, l)ut

from reading the minutes one

gathers that a P.D. coursc to be a

success nmst:

Be general in its first year,

ií it is to run for more than
one, to attract ali possible

members.

Changc from year to 5'ear

to hold the same group.

Kcep away from any sug-

gestion of continuance of uni-

versity courses.

Get away from the engi-

necring theme into the realm

of more general knowledge.

It seems also that P.D. courses

are as good — or as bad — as the

committees running them and that

any such committee should be made
up of the young engineers for whom
the courses are designed, and that

it should be as independent as

possible of the regular branch

executive.

A quotation from Col. Granfs
(dosing reniarks at the Toronto

conference will state the aims of

P.D.'s better than any words of

tliis writer:

"The interpretation of

l)r()íessional development dif-

fer(s) between the United

States and Canada. In the

United States (it) has bccome

a five-year program . . . lead-

ing to a master"s degree in en-

gineering. The rcsult ... is

tliat there is only one course

running . . . Meanwhilc, in

Canaila there have been as

many as twenty courses run-

niiiíí at ono time ... (Il would

Cover Picture
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like to think of eveiy younfi

eno;inecr as being a help and
an ornament to his profession

(and) as being able to (take)

his part in general discussion.

knowing something of art and
international affairs, of his-

Tory and govei nniení. Although
perliaps general knowledge
does not make raoney, (I) be-

lieve . . . it makes for happi-

ness and an interest in the

world about you."

Our P.D. program is run by tlic

young engineers themselves and
pretty much according to their own
ideas, with only so much help from
their seniors as they may ask. So
far it seems to have been reason-

ably successful and we hope that it

will spread.

Richard E. Heartz is Made
Honorary Member of ASME

The president of the Engineer-

ing Institute, Richard E. Heartz,

president of The Shawinigan Engi-

nee.ring Company Limited has been

elected an honorary member of

the American Society of Mechaiii-

cal Engineers. He becomes the

fiítli Canadiaii in liistory to receive

this honoiu'.

Honorary nienibcrship, the high-

est honour in tlie power of the

50,000-member Society is given for

Dr. David Vt . I{. Moifian (ahove rifiht).

president of lhe Aiiierioaii Society of
Mechauioal Kngineers, presents Dr.
K. E. Heartz, presi(lent of the En-
fíliieeriiif» Institute of ('anada, with
his eertiíif-ate of hon«>rar> meniher-
ship, Frederick S. Blackall, .|r., a
past president of ASME, at the left,

presides.

I'anel disetission at ASME dianiond
juhilee senii-anniial nieetinf;. l'h<-

panei niemhers, left to rifíht : W . L.

Bati. Mon.M.E.I.Í"., past president
ASME, ehairinan, II. V. Tornehohni,
lion. M. ASME., president, Inter-
national Or^anizalion for Slandartl-
ization, H. E. Heartz. llon.M.ASME.,
president Elfl, an»l Sir > incent de
Ferranti, presi«lent, Ferranti Eleetrie
Limited.

'"acknowledged eminence in tl)e[

engineering field" ánd for "etfec-ji

tive and faithful service rendered''

to the Society, to the engineering

])rofession or to the public".

Since 1880 it has been awarded
t

l)reviously to 160 persons, of whomli
more than one-third have bcenl*

non - Americans. The Canadians!;
who have received it previouslyl)

are: R. W. Angus, m.e.i.c, i)ro-'

fessor emeritus of mechanical engi-

neering at the University of

Toronto. N. R. Crump, m.e.i.c,

jn-esident of the Canadian Pacific

Raihvay Company; Rt. Hon. C.

D. Howe, HON. M.E.I.C, minister of

Trade and Commerce and Defencc
Pioduction ; and General the Hon.
A. (1. L. McXaughton, m.e.i.c.

Canadian cliairman, International

.loint Commission.

With Mr. Heartz, íive otlier dis-j

tinguished men received the hon-

orary membership at the semi-{

aimual dinner of the Society'? i

diamond jubilce year on June 21. í

They were .Takoh .\ckeret, ])ro-

'

fi-ssor of aerodynamics in Switzer-

land's Federal Institute of Tecli-
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nology; Detlev W. Bionk, presi-

dent of the Rockefeller Institute

for Medicai Rcsearcli, New York;

Sir Vincent De Ferranti, chainnan

and managing director of Ferranti

Limited, in England; Ernest Fred-

eric Mercier, of Paris, outstandinfi
intornational enginper and busi-
ness nian; and Dr. Hikiing V.
Tornebohni, membcr of tlie board
of the Swcdisli Standardization
Association.

lAESTE Repoi t—1955
It will be of interest to many

readers to know that for the third

yeãr Canada is participating in The
International Association for the

Exchange of Students for Technical

Experience. The Institute is again

acting as the Canadian agency for

arranging tliese exchange visits.

The organizational work for this

year is now virtually completed and
it is possible, therefore, to present

a brief report of the lAESTE activ-

ity for 1955.

Although it has been covered in

the Journal before, for the benefit

of those who may not be familiar

with lAESTE, it is an interna-

tional association of nations for the

purpose of arranging employment
abroad for engineering students

during the summer preceding their

final year. During 1954, 19 nations

participated and jobs were found in

other countries for a total of 4,267

students.

Describing the year in general

terms, it is unfortunate that we
have to report that the response in

terms of actual numbers has been
sUghtly less than last year. Al-

though considerably more inquiries

were sent out to Canadian indus-

try compared to 1953-54, it hap-
pened that our approach to pros-

pective employers was made, un-
avoidably, during the fali and
winter months when there was a

definite feeling of uneasiness about
the immediate future of the Cana-
dian economy. This had quite a

marked eífect on the attitude of

many industrial íirms toward their

eniployment prospects for the 1955
season. At least this was so stated

by many who rejected the invita-

tion to accept students this year. If

it could have been possible to delay
the despatch of our letters until

the spring, we have the feeling that
the response would have been much
more enthusiastic because by that
time business had taken an optimis-
tic up-turn again, which is continu-
ing.

In numbers, we have 46 Eu-
ropean students coming to Canada
this year from 9 countries, and
representing ali branches of engi-

neering. This compares with 52
last year. These positions in Can-
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ada were made possible through the
cooperation of 32 Canadian firms
who are participating this year.
Moving in the other direction, we
have 10 Canadian students, from
() universities, who have decided
to take advantage of summer em-
ployment offers in Great Britain,
(;c'i'uiany, Belgium, Denmark and
France. This in turn compares with
a figure of 12 for 1954. We can
hardly expect the proportion of our
students to be much higher as long
as the earning differential between
our own and European countries

remains as adverse as it is for the
Canadian working abroad.

There is another phase of this

years activity to report which is

also on a disappointing note. Fol-
lowing a decision taken in October

1954 at a iiieeting of the Canadian
lAESTK Connnittee, an invitu-
tion was sent, with a copy of the
]!)54 report, to the deans of en-
gineering in ali Canadian univer-
sities wiíere there are students
eligible for the excliange plan, ask-
ing for the noniiiiation of a mem-
ber of their statf wiio could act as

liaison ofíicer for tiie lAESTE
!)ian. His responsibilities would be
to answer student inquiries within
his capability and to niaintain con-
tact with this I-Iead(iuarters as

necessary. Only six names were re-

ceived in ali, and it is regrettable

to have to report that in some cases

no reply was made whatever. Con-
sideration will have to be given to

the question of renewing these con-

tacts for the 1956 year, or adopting
some other policy.

The results this year, while noth-

ing to be proud of, are nevertheless

not too discouraging and we feel

that with rcasonable luck (which
it is safe to say we did not have
this year) , if we keep the shoulder

to the wheel, we can look forward

to an lAESTE exchange program
a year from now in 1956 which
will be larger than ever.

The Maritime Miners
The Mining Society of Nova

Scotia held its annual meeting on
July 7, 8 and 9, 1955, at Keltic

Lodge, Ingonish, Nova Scotia.

The accompanying photograph

shows the new officers. From left to

right: Angus MacDonald, district

superintendent, Dominion C o a 1

Company Limited, Glace Bay, first

vice-president; Edward D. Brown,
M.E.I.C., vice-president, and general

manager, National Gypsum (Can-

ada) Limited, Halifax, president;

S y d n ey C. MifiBen, secretary-

treasurer; D. Owen Hartigan, pre-

sident, Indian Cove Coal Company
Limited, Sydney Mines, secoAd

vice-president. Mr. Hartigan is

also Mayor of Sydney Mines and

a member of the Dominion Coal
Board. The Engineering Institute

of Canada was represented at the

meeting by its president, Dr. R. E.

Heartz.



Channel and dyke construction opposite Montreal on soiith shore íietween liarbuiir and Victoria bridges—Jnne 28.

St. Lawrence Seaway

and Power Project

Progress By Ontário Hydro

Ontário Hydro on June 21 an-

nounced the contract award for

construction of the Ontário section

of the international powerhouse to

Iroquois Constructors, Limited, for

the sum of $21,940,253. This is a

company composed of experienced

and well-known Canadian com-
panies. Their participation in the

contract is as follows: Angus
Robertson Ltd.—20% ; Foundation
Co. of Canada Ltd.—40%; Penta-

gon Construction Co. Ltd.—17%

;

Rayner-Armstrong Ltd. — 13% ;

Canadian Comstock Ltd.—10%.
The three lowest bids were

submitted by: C. A. Pitts Gen-
eral Contractors Limited, Cana-
dian Division of Merritt, Chap-
man and Scott Corp., New York,

at a price of $18,885,769; A.

Perini-Walsh Construction—Utah-
Kiewit-Morrison Knudsen Joint

Venture Group, at a price of $22,-

552,295; Iroquois Constnictors

Limited at a price of $23,337,454,

which had bcen negotiated to $21,-

940,253 with the concurrence of

the Power Authority of the State

of New York. This amount was in

close agreement with the tender

In this seí-lion the Jniirnal re\ieMs

th»' news and progress of th<- Sl. I,a\>-

renee project.

accepted by NYSPA for their sec-

tion of the powerhouse, after mak-
ing adjustments for materiais and
quantities.

In considcring the tenders re-

ceived, special attention was paid

to existing work loads of the bid-

ders, breadth of their respectiva

experience in this construction

field and the vital importancc of

strict adherence to time schedules.

In awarding a contract of this

sizc, considerations to be taken

into account included:

1. The lowest price compatible

^with completion in accordance
with the high standards re-

quired by the Commission and
the necessity of meeting a

scheduled date.

2. The desirability of strengthen-

ing the Canadian fabric by
doing the work with Canadian
workmen, materiais and equip-

ment.

3. The Commission is in business

and has an obligation to

stimulate Canadian business

and industry.

The Commission felt that Iro-

quois Constructors Ltd., as a Cana-
dian company, met the require-

ments above set out, and accord-

ingly it negotiated a contract with

this firm well within its own esti-

mates for the work, and in close

agreement with the contract price

accepted by the NYSPA for their

half of the power house. It was
pointed out that the Perini group
above refcrred to had already been
awardcd $61 million in contracta

by the New York Power Author-
it}', and this had been considered

in awarding the contract.

A contract has been awarded to

Macamic (Ontário) Limited, of

Timmins, for the improvement of

Nine Mile Road and construction

of a roadbed for a railway siding

to provide access to the power-
house area. This tender, the lowest

of three, was for $227,713. The
work is to be completed on or be-

fore September 15, 1955.

Tenders have been called for

major channel improvements at

and adjacent to Galop Island and
Chimney Island in the St. Law-
rence River. Closing dates are July

19 and July 12 respectively.

The Galop Island project calls

for the excavation of some 14,500,-

000 cubic j-ards of earth and 1,000,-

000 cubic yards of rock. The work,

comprising wet and dry excava-

tion, cofferdams and rock embank-
ments, is to be completed by July

1, 1958.

The work in the Chimney Island

area calls for excavation of some
3,700,000 cubic yards of earth and
construction of a timber crib and
rock íill pier. It is to be com-
pleted by July 1, 1958.
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Hydro Work Well Advanced

A detailed inspection trip of the

project area was made on June 23

by Hydro Chairman Dr. Richard

L. Heam, accompanied by Chief

Engineer Dr. Otto Holden, mem-
bers of the staff for The St. Law-
rence Power Project, and officials

of Iroquois Constriictors Limited,

Rayner Construction Limited,

Rayner-Armstrong Limited, and

Pentagon Construction Company
Limited. FoUowing a review of

the various stages of work in the

immediate area of the powerhouse

site, Dr. Heam announced that

work was well advanced on ali

stages and that the project was
now at a major turning point.

An immediate start would be

made on the removal of 2 million

cubic yards of earth at the power-

house site, he stated. By early

October of this year, drilling and
blasting would be started for the

removal of 125,000 cubic yards of

rock. This excavation work would
clear the way for the pouring of

the first concrete for the power-
house itself—scheduled to begin

early in the new year. While the

dewatering operations were not
completed as early as anticipated,

he now felt that the original com-
pletion date for the entire project

would be met.

In addition, Dr. Hearn outlined

the contracts awarded to date by
Ontário Hydro. A total of more
than $61 million in contracts had
already been awarded for the var
ious parts of the project.

T w o giant steel power-line

towers, the tallest ever erected by
Ontário Hydro, stand side by side

on the north bank of the St. Law-
rence ready to carry power lines

across the river and present ship

channel. The towers are each 335
feet in height and were erected in

the record time of about two
weeks.

Similar towers were erected on
the south bank of the St. Lawrence
by the contractors for NYSPA.
These towers, weighing 98 tons

each, will make it possible for

115,000-volt power lines from
Cedar Rapids, Quebec, and the

230,000-volt power lines from
the Ontário Hydro system, includ-

ing the St. Lawrence Project, to

span the river. The lines will re-

place those presently routed ad-

jacent to Ontário Hydro's Corn-
wall transformer station.

Behind the two huge towers, ad-

jacent to Ontário Hydro's power
development administration area,

l'rfj>ai a work lor chaiiiu-l cvoaxalioii .-outh slioic (i|>|>i»il<- Nun'
—Jiinc 2K.

^laiKl

are two other tall steel power-linc

towers, each 200 feet high and
weighing 43% tons, which will be
used to span the existing and pro-

posed Seaway canal, a distance of

1,709 feet. Stringing of the power
lines across the river from these

crossing towers commenced in

June.

The stringing will be done under
tension, a complex operation re-

quiring the use of special stringing

equipment. A boat or helicopter

will be used to puU a cable into

position which, in turn, will be

used to pull the conductors into

position. The entire stringing opera-

tion must be done under tension,

in order to maintain clearance for

ships passing along the Cornwall

Canal and the river.

Floodod Areas

- An immediate start is being

made on moving about 1,100

people in the village of Iroquois to

a new, approved site north of the

present community. The present

village will be re-established on a

selected adjacent site and still

within its existing corporate limits.

In ali, the large-scale move will

involve some 280 homes, in addi-

tion to commercial properties,

schools, churches and municipal

offices.

As this is the first St. Lawrence

community to be relocated, every

effort has been made to establish

a workable pattern acceptable to

Iroquois families. For purposes of

negotiation, residential properties

have been classified into two main

groups

:

(a) Homes which, because of

their size and construction, can
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within economic limits be mo-\-ed

to a new position; and

(b) Homes of such dimensions
or types of consti-uction that would
prohibit their being moved on an
economic basis.

The value of every residence in

Iroquois has already been ap-

praised, and to date a number of

satisfactory purchases have been
made. Hydro's offer to purchase

includes 15 per cent allowance

for inconvenience, disturbance, et

Cetera. So that owners may have
an opportunity of remaining in the

area if they so desire, one building

lot in the new Iroquois will be

made available to each such

owner.

In such instances, the owner will

be charged not more than the same
price per foot agreed on in the sale

of his existing property. The pur-

chaser must, within a limited time,

either build on the property or re-

sell it to Ontário Hydro at the

same rate, plus simple interest at

5 per cent per annum. As far as

possible "moveable" homes, after

purchase on the above basis. will

be moved to a location in the new
Iroquois for the tenant group or

for those whose homes cannot or

should not be moved.

Where the owner wishcs to sell,

Ontário Hydro will pay a nego-

tiated amount including the 15

per cent allowance, and will grant

to the owner the right to purchase

a lot in the new community on

terms described. Where the owner

wishes to locate in New Iroquois,

homes owned and moved by On-

tário Hydro will be available. It

is expected that in most cases the



compensation paid for these large,

heavy buildings will be generally

adequate to finance a new and
satisfactory home.

Progress By Canada's Seaway
Authority

A contract for three and three

quarters miles of seaway channel
and dyking between Montreal
Harbor and Laprairie Basin, has
been awarded to Walsh-Canadian
Constniction Company Ltd., at a
price of $4,213,800, the lowest of

seven tenders ranging up to $8,-

435,000. Another contract for three

miles of Seaway channel and dyk-
ing, upstream from Laprairie to

the town of Baudette, has been
awarded to Northern Construction
Company and J. W. Stewart
Limited in joint venture, at a price

of 13,279,050, the lowest of five

bids ranging iip to 15,780,000. Ten-
der calls for these contracts were
reported in the July issue of the

Journal. They bring to twenty the

number of contracts awarded to

date, for a total valuc of some
$33,544,000.

The National Harbours Board
has accepted a tender from the

E. G. M. Cape Co. of Montreal
for adding some 1,600 ft. of wharf
space at the east end of Montreal
harbour at a price of $1,800,000.

Sheds will be added later.

Progress By NYSPA

A contract has been awarded to

the Morrison Knudsen Construc-
tion Co. for channel improvement
on Galops Island at a price of

$5,900,000. Award of a contract for

2 transformers was made to the
English Electric Export and Trad-
ing Co., at a price of $367,316, the
lowest of six tenders. Lowest bid
from a U.S. manufacturer was
$423,462. A contract for 2 miles of

bituminous concrete pavement five

miles east of Massena was awarded
to D. W. Winkelman of Syracuse
at $299,474.

The contract for 32 spillway
gates and emergency stoplogs for

the Iroquois Dam was awarded to
Canadian Vickers Ltd. at $1,964,-

850, while contract for 31 spillway
gates for the Long Sault Dam
went to Baldwin Lima at approxi-
mately $2,300,000. Tender calls for

repairs to the Massena Taylorville

transmission line were withdrawn
from bidding. Closing time for

tenders on the Massena intake and
appurtenant works has been ex-

tended from July 26 to August 2.

Progress By SLSDC
The Ogdensburg Bridge Author-

ity has set November 1 as the date

for opening tenders for a new
bridge between Ogdensburg and
Prescott. The United States and
Canada are expected to announce
agreement shortly on the exact

location of the channel approach
to the Seaway, which will deter-

mine the design of the bridge.

Agreement Nearing On Lake Leveis

How the Seaway will affect

Lake Ontário water leveis has led

to many a bitter argument between
Canadian government ofíicials and
New York State lakefront pro-

perty owners, particularly around
Rochester. Three vears ago, as a

Downstream coHerdani for International Powerliouse after dewatering-
June 28. Note Hydro traffi c tunnel under canal in foreground.

good will gesture Canada removedi
the Gut Dam which controlled thei
flow out of Lake Ontário, at a
time when the lake levei had risen!

to its maximum. •

The International Joint Com-|'
mission has now drawn up recom-;
mendations for controlling the^
levei between a "high" at elevationi
248 and a "low" at elevation 244.

|

Some property owners had advo-|
cated establishing the range be-l

tween elevation 247 and 243. While| i

adopting the IJC recommendationj

;

will mean some minor adjustments *

in Seaway construction plans, the
property owners' plan would havei:
meant a major deepening of the!

channel and locks, and thus addedi!
cost and almost certain delay inj:

opening the Seaway to navigation.| Í :

The Iroquois Dam, when built,ll

will regulate the river flow in suchn
a way that best use may be madeií-
of the water at the International 1
powerhouse 25 miles further down-j?
stream. A flow into Lake Ontarioif
great enough to raise its levei onen i

foot in a month would raise the
levei of the much smaller Lake St.

Louis, which lies between the

power plant and Montreal, by oneí

foot in half a day. Because regula-

tion includes discharge of extrai)^

water into Lake St. Louis, Quebeci
Province is also an interested partyi

to the current Lake Ontário levei!

negotiations.
j.

The IJC proposals will representii!^

an improvement over natural con-fv

ditions, under which water levei!

fluctuations in Lake Ontário now;

range over 6^4 feet. Leveis higherj,^

than those obtaining naturally willj

be regulated so as to occur only

10 per cent of the time. Most ofj

the damage to Ontário lakefront^

property occurs in March, April,|

November and December. L
Lake St. Louis presents a morejl

delicate problem because of the

added flow into it from the Ottawa.j I

River at the time the ice breaksj^K

up. The proposals, now vmder con--

sideration by New York State, and'

Ontário and Quebec provincial ^

authorities, hold promise of con-"

trolling future lake leveis to mini- i í

mize lakeshore property damages. -ii

Comniission On Coastal Shipping

The fonnnission to inquire into

the advisability of changing Can- i

ada's shipping laws opened hear- I

ings at Ottawa in mid July. Com-
missioners the Hon. Justice W. F.

Spence, W. N. Wickwire and Mr.
Belanger received some ten writ- '

ten briefs presented by shipping;
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j

and labour organizations. Hearings

j

were then held in St. John's,

!
Newfoundland, Charlottetown and
Saint John, New Brunswick, early

in August, to be followed by hear-

ings on the west coast and in

central Canada.

Spokesmen for the shijjbuildenç

group expressed the view at Ot-

tawa hearings that coastal trade

should be reservcd to Canadian-
built and Canadian registered ves-

sels to give work to Canada's ship-

yards and as an essential to na-

tional defence. This view was sup-

ported by speakers for the Cana-
dian Congress of Labour. The
Trades and Labour Congress and

the Canadian and Catholic Con-
federation of Labour, who also ad-

vocated varying types of subsidies

for shipbuilding and shipping to

expand these twin marine in-

dustries.

Repre.«entatives of the Shipown-
ers Association and of the Cana-
dian Lidustrial Traffio League,

however, maintained that the full

potential of the Seaway would be

hlorked if ])rotectionist measures

to Hmit competition were adopted.

Beth these groups were cool to the

idea of federal subsidies for the

marine industries.

The Dominion Marine Associa-

tion, chief A'OÍce for the $200 mil-

lion Great Lakes shipping fleet,

withdrew support from proposed

restrictions against British ship-

ping on Canada's eastern sea-

board, but continued to ask for re-

stricting to Canadian ships the

traffic between Canadian jiorts in

the Great Lakes St. Lawrence area.

They advocated a treaty between
Canada and United States to bar

vessels of other nations from trade

between the two countries in the

lake-river region.

Toll Charges Being Studied

Canadian and United States toll

committecs have already met to

discuss tolls in a preliminary way,
and research is steadily being car-

ried on for this long and vital

study which will affect hundreds
of thousands of businesses in Can-
ada and the U.S. Since the ulti-

mate cost of building the Seaway
will have a direct bearing on the

toll rates to be charged, a final

Schedule of tolls will probably not
be set.until navigation through the

Seaway opens in 1959. Meantime,
there will be many more meetings
and probably some major disagree-

ments.

Canada is represented by
Charles Gavsie, vice-president of
Canada's Seaway Authority, as-
sisted by J. C. Lessard, former
d^eputy minister of transport and
G. A. Scott of the Department of
Transport. The United States com-
mittee is chaired by E. Reece Har-
nll, comptroller, USSDC, assisted
by Dr. Charles Taff, a transporta-
tion economist, and H. M. Hoch-
íield, government expert on marine
transport.

Some questions to be answered:
Should tolls be collected by one
authority and then divided on
some formula yet to be determined,
or collected by officials of each
authority in their respective áreas?
Will toll revenue be divided ac-
cording to use, or according to the
money spent on construction by
each nation, or a combination of

the two? Will tolls be assessed on
a commodity or a tonnage basis,

or some combination of these?
Should tolls be charged on the
Welland Canal, and how should
they compare with charges on the
ncw locks on the St. Lawrence?

Free Port For Newfoundland?

Newfoundland businessmcn who
are helping to shape the Island's

future see it as the gateway to

North America for overseas pro-

ducts. They visualize an ice-frce

year round port on the Island's

south coast, where big cargo ves-

sels can trans-ship and where
grains and raw materiais can be

stockpiled during the open season

on the Seaway.. They want Can-
ada to declare this a "Freeport".

Possible sites are Mortier Bay and
Baie d'Espoir, both on the island's

south coast, where ocean ice does

not drift in far enough to block

ocean passage.

The further e a s t w a r d the

"lakers" can operate without
trans-shipping inland goods like

grain, the shorter the ocean voy-

age. With stockpiling and trans-

shipment on the south shore of

Newfoundland, Canadian lake
boats would benefit from higher

revenues due to the longcr haul, it

is argued.

Proponents of the idea of a

south coast free port claim that if

lakers are to be strong enough tp

carry iron ore up-lake from Sept

Isles, they will also be sturdy

enough to navigate the gulf be-

tween Father Point and Mortier

Bay or Baie d'Espoir. Grain car-

riers now often make return trips

to the Lakehead in ballast. If they

could oti-load grain at li a i e
d'Espoir their chances ot picking
up a return load of oi-e at Scpl
Isles is bettered; since they would
only have to travei in ballast from
the NewfouníUand port to Sei)t
Isles, or half the di.stance fi^om

Xewfoundiand to Montreal.

Agreenioni On Monlit-ul-.Soiilli .Slior.-

Tiaflic-

The Federal Government and a
Montreal delegation reached agree-
ment in principie at a meeting in

Ottawa on .luly 20, respecting
vehicular traffic improvements as
])r()l)osed by City authorities.
While no final decisions were an-
nounced, an agreeable and com-
plete discussion was held. The
overall cost of between $40 and
$50 millions will be financed by
tolls, tlulugh whether federal, jirov-

incial or municipal authoi-ities

would [)aj' for the construction wa.^

still to be dccided.

The main features proposed are:

1. Access to the centre-harbour
Seaway dyke from St. Helen's
Island, with connccting bridgc link

from dyke to Victoria Bridge.

2. A second bridge link from the

Western end of the dyke to La-
prairic on the South Shore.

3. A third bridge crossing Nun's
Island from the North Shore to

the dyke.

4. A short vehicular tunnel from
the south end of Victoria Bridge
under the Seaway channel.

5. A four lane highway on the

dyke, with small parking lots for

vehicles in distress.

Other News Of Seaway Affairs

The Housc of Represcntatives

Public Works Sub-Committee on

June 30 completed hearings on a

bill to dee])en coimecting channels

in the upper Great Lakes at a cost

of $110 million. Not a single wit-

ness appeared to voice opposition.

Chairman John Blatnik will

l)ress for quick action by his sub-

conunittee and the full committce.

He will also seek action by the

House during the current session

of Congress. Belicf is general that

congressional approval is certain.

though it may not come beforc

1956. There has been no voiced oji-

position to the channel-deepenin^

legislation in the Senate, and nnuc

apjiears to be developing. Senator

Wilcy has stated he would make
every effort to have the bill taken

up by the Senate Public Works
Committce this vear.
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"Where Do We Go in the

Next Twenty Years"

An outstanding feature of the

Aviation Writers Associations re-

cent annual ineeting in Toronto

was the panei discussion on this

siibjcct. With a group of ex-

]ierts on the platform and a group

of vital ly interested persons in the

aiidience everything was set for a

niost interesting experience.

The platform party consisted of

Ralph Platt of the Cleveland

Ncins as nioderator, and the nanei

members were Dr. Edward Warner
of Montreal, president of the

council of International Civil
Aviation Organization; Sydney G.

Cooper, public information officer,

International Civil Aviation Or-

ganization; J. T. Dyment, m.e.i.c,

flircctor of engineering, T r a n s

Canada Airlines; John Bellringcr,

Technical Secretariat, Internation-

al Air Transport Association, and

S. Ralph Cohen, public relations

officer, International Air Transport

Association.

The session opened with the

moderator asking Dr. Warner if he

would tell something about ICAO.
Dr. Warner gave a nicely con-

densed, fully coniprehensive his-

tory of the organization and a

statement of its objectives. Aniong
other things he stated that the

membership of ICAO included re-

presentation of sixty-five govern-

ments and represented ninety-

seven per cent of the International

civil flying. The work of the or-

ganization was concerned with
technical, economical and legal

matters relating to international

aviation.

In response to a question as to

what he thought would happen to

airplancs and air travei in the next
twenty years he stated that by
1960 he thought the new planes
would be turbo jets carrying about
one hundred passengers, flying

about five hundred and fifty miles
per hour, and going from New
York or Montreal to London or

Paris non stop. In twenty years
he thought further developments
would be in speed, and that by
that time planes of international

service would be doing about six

hundred miles per hour.

Jack Dyment whcn asked about
helicopters for the future stated

that there are serious economic
problems which would retard the

use of the helicopter for ordinary
transportation. He pointed out,

1092

too, that at the present state of

development the helicopter was
very noisy and therefore not suited

to ferrying people from the centre

of the city to an airport.

He thought that the new type

of vehicle which was operated by
vertical thrust held a great dcal of

jiromise but he did not know when
it would be developed to the point

that it could be used commer-
cially.

Disriission

The following questions and
answers are reported at random
without attempting to identify any
of the speakers.

With the increase in numbers of

planes, their sizc and their speeds,

the auxiliary services at an airjiort

h e c o m e increasingly important.

The complete preplanning of traf-

fic becomes more and more impor-

tant under the changing condi-

tions.

Jet planes are expcnsive to bring

down and to get up inasmuch as

they do not operate efficiently at

anything 1 e s s than maximum
speed. Therefore it becomes in-

creasingly important to cut out

sto])s for this type of aircraft.

To eliminate one stop in a jet

plane's flight would be equivalent

to adding from one hundred to one

hundred and fifty miles per hour
to its s]ieed. Also time taken at

the airport should be kept at the

mininumi because ten minutes time

lost anywhere is equal to eighty

miles per hour flight in the air.

The audience kept coming back
with questions aliout the helicop-

ter. The panei experts continue d

lo enu)hasize the amount of noise

made by these machines. It would
require a lot of power to overcoiric

this and the ])resent designs of

heljcopters are such that there is

no extra power that can be used

for this purpose. As a matter of

fact there is not now enough jiower

in the machines to equal the safety

factor of the ordinarv airplane. It

was the opinion of the panei that

it mav well be lOfiO to 1962 before

there is any widc use of the heli-

copter for passenger service, and it

is felt that this machine would
within a reasonable period of time
be succeeded by the vertical rising

aircraft, which would do away
with rotors, particularly of the

large type required by helicopters.

The vertical rising machine has

its i)ower applied in such a way
that it will rise vertically by the

downward thrust of the jets, and
when the proper height has been
reached the direction of the jets

can be changed so that the

machine can be driven in any
direction. There are other varia-

tions.

Today 's aircraft has been de-

\'eloped to a point where it de-

velops an 1,800 pound thrust for

200 [jounds of weight. It was sug-

gested by one panei member that

it might be 20 or 25 years before

the "bedstead" or vertical riser

would be in commercial use.

For jet flying at higher speeds,

air traffic control will become more
difficult, and more lateral separa-

tion will be required. The vertical

separation will not be so impor-
tant. The lateral considerations

become especially important above
tlie levei of 25,000 feet although
below that height it is felt that

the present conventional controls

will be sufficient. It was suggested

that additional aids to navigation

would be de\'eloped. There is now
a device which operates indejx-n-

dently of the ground contacts. It

is a self-contained mechanism and
the information it gives is based
on the record which the instru-

nient itself has set up from the

time of its departure from the air

field.

Tariffs

It was the paneis o])inion that

tariffs are steadily coming down.
For the past ten years, as far as

íirst class transportation is con-

cerned, the line has been held.

This means that holding 1945

values in terms of dollar valucs

!-eally represents a cut of al)out l
'<

45% in cost. The tourist services

have brought about reductions in

fare from about 20 to 30%. There

is now a "B" fare which is ajipli-

cable under certain conditions.

This is another 20% below the

tourist rate. The present interna-

tional fare stnicture is based on

last year's experience and foresee-

able conditions for next vear.

Cargo

The volume of cargo has in

creased less over the last three

'

years than has the volume of pas-

senger traffic. It was the opinion
j

that cargo costs would never get

down to a leal compotitive levei

until ;i new and better type of

jilane was available to civilian use.

The present air cargo shijis are
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siiiiply conveited passenger planes,

but it is unlikely that anything

better will be a^^ailable for a long

time.

Vertical Take Off

Vertical take oíf is definitely a

matter of immediate importance.

It was not felt that present run-

ways would be increased in length.

It was believed that companies
raanufacturing aircraft would now
limit themselves to designs of

machines that permit them to take

off from present runways. In spite

of talk about vertical take oíf and
other types of planes it was felt

that runways similar to our exist-

ing runways would be required for

the next fifty years anyway.

Helicopters for Short Hauls

The suggestion was made that

helicopters might be used to re-

place trailer trucks on short hauls

of cargo. However, it was felt that

the cost was too high. It was ad-

mitted, however, in computing
such costs consideration should be

given, where they are applicable,

to the cost of making new roads

for highway transport. A case was
cited in Austrália where it was
found cheaper to fly beef at the

high cost of air travei than to

build a new road that would be
necessary for this traffic and which
would have but little other traffic.

The present cost of large air-

planes was in the neighbourhood
of two million dollars. It was felt

that this would approach the

figure of four million dollars and
that ali must have automatic ap-

proach equipment.

Lighter than air machines were
discussed but it was indicatcd that

they were slow, having a speed of

only about one hundred miles an

hour, and that they were hard to

handle.

The iníluence of directional flow

of cargo was discussed. It was
pointed out that as far as T.C.A.
was concemed their cargo traffic

was very largely in one direction.

For instance early in the year

there is a volume of traffic in

flowers from the west to the east,

also in due season the heavy traffic

in apples from the west to the east.

From the east to the west there

was considerable traffic in íish but
in those seasons there is no great

volume of traffic to occupy space

in the opposite directions.

Airport Design

Reference was made to a re-

cently opened airport which had
been designed by an architect. It

was pointed out that while this
had a lot of interesting features it

failed in a great many instances to
meet the actual requirements be-
cause the architect had had no
knowledge of, and apparently but
little interest in, the functional
operation of the area. It was sug-
gested that before airports be de-
signed, full consideration should be
givcn to their needs from every
point of view, present and future.

ÍSuclear Potver

It was not thought that there
would be any significant develop-
ment in this in the near future as
far as aviation was concerned. It

was pointed out that what is

wanted now, and will be wanted in

the future, is a more frequent scr-

vice rather than faster planes or
bigger planes. In other words, a
better service could be supplied by
smaller equipment operating ãi

On June 4 the Aviation Writers
Association meeting was made to

coincide with the International Air
Show which was put on by the
Toronto Flying Club as a feature

of the Canadian International

Trade Fair and the A.W.A. meet-
ing. It was held along the lake-

shore in front of the Exhibition

Park and was opened by the

Right Honorable C. D. Howe,
HON.M.E.i.r. According to the news-
papers 150,000 i)eople were present

but according to this observer, and
many others who found it almost

impossible to get into their re-

served seat section, there must
have been ten times that many.

It is interesting to contemplate

what a drama critic or a music

critic would say about an air

show. The stage is so gigantic in

comparison with the indoor affairs

and the action is so fast and so

varied that the vocabulary used in

a routine way by those critics

would never apply.

The show was a great success

no matter from what point of view

it was regarded. In the íirst place

—and there is nothing more im-

portant than this—the weather

was ideal. Secondly, the program

was a most exciting one. Every

pilot in turn was a star and eveiy

plane was a perfcct medi u m
through which to demonstrate his

skills.

It would be useless, doubtless

boring, to attempt to describe the

work of each plane as it appeared.

liourly inteirais rather tluin by
carriers double the size leaving at

twt) hour intcrvals.

Future Grotvtit

The volume of passenger traffic

at the ])rescnt time was increasing
at about fifteen per cent per year.
It was the opinion that this would
continue to increase and that
shortly the volume would be two
or three times the present volume.
In twenty years time it was
thought the volume might well be
five times what it is now.

Conciiision

One thing about this type of

audience was that there was no
shortage of questions and no short-
age of answers from people who
knew of w-hat they were talking.

It was a most interesting and pro-
fitablc experience to be present.

l)articularly when it is remembered
that there were almost twenty
items on the program. These in-

cluded demonstrations of sucli

machines as the F 86 Sabre Jet,

the CF. 100's, and the T 33 Silvcr

Stars, the de Havilland Chipmunk,
the R.C.A.F. Neptunc Coastal Re-
connaissance Aircraft, helicopters

of the following varieties: Piasecki
(the flying banana), the Bristols'

Sycamore, and Bel!'s 47 H., the

de Havilland Bcaver and Otter,

jets of the U.S. Navy and the

naval reserve, a Martin Marlin
flying boat of the U.S. Navv, the

F 8() D with after burner," U.S.

Navy Reserve Cougars, a two-seat
military trainer from Czechoslo-

vakia, and a Clrumman CS. 2 F,

built for the Roval Canadian
Navy.

Unfair Com pelitioii

On at Icast three occasions the

audience was delighted with a

flying performance put on by sea-

gulls and wild ducks. While the

pilot of a Chipnnuik was putting

on a breathtaking exhibition of

aerobatics high in the sky, a gull

flew into the foregroimd and put

on a similar act which made man's

efforts seem less magnificent than

they had been before.

Át another time w h e n the

l^.S.A.F. were putting on a very

brilliant dcmonstration witli three

jets, some wild ducks ran a

counter show. Tho three jets liad

crossed the cour.«e and circlcd far

International Air Show
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out over the lakc to return again

from the east; the audience was
waiting breathlessly for their re-

turn, suddenly a man at the front

of the crowd cried, "here, they

come", the audience tumed round

over their shoulders to look, and

there coming diagonally over the

crowd and then a c r o s s the

course were three black ducks fly-

ing in perfect formation. It was
only a few seconds before the jets

also crossed the course but never-

theless it was the ducks that stole

the show. Their effort was greatly

appreciated by the audience and

really provided the unofRcial high-

Hght of the afternoon which is

saying a lot.

Thp Big Siirpriso

Reference must be made to the

performance of the Motokov two-

seater mihtary t r a i n e r from

Czechoslovakia. Over the P.A. sys-

tem tlie audience were informed

that this plane had been put to-

gether by the pilot and a lielper in

three hours' time that morning. It

was stated that the plane weighed

less than two thousand pounds and

was powered, if that is the right

word for it, by a 105 h.p. engine.

Naturally under these condi-

tions the audience did not cxpect

very much. However, they were

ali in for a shock. When the pilot

got under way he put on a show
the like of which it was said had
never been seen at any other time.

As one R.C.A.F. officer was heard

to remark after the performance
of a most exciting pattern: "He
can't do that—nobody can do
that". That seemed to be the opin-

ion of ali the experts. The man
continued to do ali the things

which nobody could do.

The little plane with its small

engine did the impossible. It is

hoped that some of the moving
picture cameras which were there

in great numbers, caught his per-

formance with a telescopic lens so

that other audiences as well can be
thrilled with his performance.

To ilhistrate some of the things

that he did here are a few obser-

vations. At one point he flew for

a considerable distance with the

wings vertical, in other words
there seemed to be nothing but the

body of the fuselage in the plane

that would give support to his

machine. and yet he did not losc

altitude. He started a loop close to

the water's surface and then rose

up to the top of the loop and
levçlled ofí. Instead of completing

the loop by coming down he
turned in the opposite direction

and went on up and performed
another loop on top of the one
which he had just half finished.

At another time he flew a com-
plete circle with the machine up-
side down. At another time his

stunt was to fiy a complete hori-

zontal circle doing roUs continu-

ously. It seemed to make but lit-

tle difference to this man whether
he was upside up, upside down,
sideways, or in between.

It seemed like a futile thing to

do and yet there was no other

way that the audience could ex-

press its approval and so as lic

ílew past the last time everyono
stood up and applauded him.

It would not do to overlook the

performance of the CF. 100 wliich

came almost at the end of the i)ro-

gram. Several jets had flown

earlier in the day but when this

star appeared on the program ali

the others were forgotten. Particu-

.\t a husincss session (lui'ing

the Aviation \\'ritors Association

annual nieeting, Jack Dymcnt,
M.E.i.c, director of engineering of

T.C.A. told wliy that company
had selected the Vickers Viscount.

Among other things which he said

are the following:

Simplicity of fiying the Viscount

is a great advantage. In the or-

dinaiy conventional machine it

takes a pilot and flight engineer

to do what can be done on the Vis-

count by the pilot alone.

The íirst costs of the aircraft are

not so important. It is the long

time experience that counts along

with the safety and reliability.

The A^iscount power plant as it

gets older is much more económ-
ica! to operate than would be the

piston type engine under the same
conditions.

At the present time the Viscount

costs between $800,000.00 and

$1,000,000.00 each, which was con-

siderably less than other machines
of the conventional type in the

same íield.

One man can fly the aircraft by
himself from either seat. The
engines use the JP/4 fuel, which is

described as "a wide cut fuel" in-

stead of kerosene. The decision to

use this fuel is based on safety,

reliability and economy. .TP/4 is

much more readily obtained in dif-

ferent parts of the world and it is

larly exciting was the ability of

the plane to climb vertically. To
the eye it seemed to go up, and up,

and up, as though it were never 1

going to come down again and
'

then with a short hovering just at i

the top of the climb it would turn
over and dive back across in front

of the grandstand. It was a thrill-

ing experience, particularly to a
Canadian who took pride in the

fact that this machine had been
designed and built in Canada.

If this international air skow
can continue to put on a program '

such as was put on on this occa-

sion there is no reason why great-

ly increased numbers of persons

should not come from ali over

Xorth America to see it. However,
if such a development does take

place they are going to have to

build a lot more grandstand seats

and standing area. Everyone asso-

ciated with this show is to be

lieartily congratulated.

figui^ed that as c()ni])ared to the

cost of kerosene the T.C.A. would
save about $190,000.00 a year on

fuel, and as well will avoid ccrtaiii

low tem]ierature ()])('ration proh-

lems.

T.C.A. jn-oposed about 250

changes which Vickers Armstrong
Limited agreed to and installcd in

the Canadian machines. Many of

these changes came from the ex-

perience gained by a prototype

which was flown to Canada early

in 1953 for test purposes. It is inter-

esting to note also that almost ali

of the changes requested by T.C.A.
will now be included as standard

for Viscounts operating in North
America. Capito! Airlines of the

United States has already ordered

forty Viscounts and has an option

on twenty more.

A great deal of standard Ameri-
can equipment was installcd in

order to reduce the servicing prob-

lems on this side of the Atlantic.

Operation Exporienco

Experience in Canada has shown
that 86% of 308 ílights were con-

ducted on schedule. Only 11 ílights

were delayed for mechanical

reasons. On ílights between Mont-

real and Toronto 86% of the seats

were occupied, and on the Tor-

onto-New York route the factor

reached 87%. Since these íigures

T.C.A. Viscounts
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were released tlie traffic lias been

even higher.

T.C.A. now has 8 Viscounts de-

livcred and 17 more on order.

Another fiirther interesting piece

of information is that out of a

great number of occasions upon
which something was not quite

right it turned out that only in

one instance was it due to engine

trouble, and this was a minor

affair. Ali the rest of tlie difficulties

were related to the aircraft and
its equipment. S u c h "teething"
troubles are of course the normal
experience with any new large air-

craft design.

Up to tlie niiddle of April. ISB
Viscounts had been ordercd by 2]

different customers including 18
airlines and 3 governments, repre-
senting 16 countries. Up to the
date of these figures 52 of the Vis-
counts had been delivcrcd.

CSA Animal Meeting
The Canadian Standards Asso- The report

ciation complcted its 36th year of

Service to Canada in the holding

of its 28th annual general meeting

at the Chateau Laurier, Ottawa,

on June 15. 1955. Dean R. E.

Jamieson of McGill University,

the retiring CSA president, wh o

has given twenty-íive years ser-

vice to the work of standardiza-

tion in Canada, w-as chairman.

Every yearly report emphasizes

the growing importance of CSA to

the Canadian economy. As the

chairmen of 19 sectional commit-
tees made thevr reports, it was
evident that the scope of the new
standards is becoming wider year

by year.

In October, 1954 the new and
modern CSA Laboratories with

50,000 square feet of floor space,

for the tcsting of electrical and
oil-burning eciuipnient, located at

Toronto, were opened by Dean
Jamieson. Applications received

by the Approvals Division cover-

ing ali phases of their work num-
bered 4,008.

of the Canadian
Welding Bureau made l)y C. E.
Macdonald, chairman of the ad-
niinistrative board, showcd in-

creased acceptance of CSA weld-
ing standards throughont Canada.
During the year the number of

fabi'icators approved by the Bur-
eau to the requirements of CSA
Welding Qualification Code "\V47

increased froni 148 to 168. In

June, 194 wrote the Bureau's ex-

aminations in "AVelding Funda-
mental Principies and Practiccs",

and 120 are currently enrolled in

the same course.

F. A. Sweet, general manager,
stated that sustaining member-
ships in the Association were at

an ali time high of well over one
thousand organizations, coming
mainly from industrial concerns,

provincial government depart-

ments, municipalitics and public

Utilities. Seventy-three new and
revised standards were publishod

out of 298 standardization projects

that were active during the year.

Dean Jamieson declared that the

vigorou.-; growth in membersliip of

the Canadian Standards Associa-
tion shows clearly Canadian indus-

trys sincere desire to streamline
its own far-íhmg hperations.

.1. .S. Canu nm, M.K.I.i;., <;SA IVcsidenl

Ile iei)orted he had attended the

1954 covmcil meeting of the Inter-

national ( )rganization for Stand-

ardization ilSO) held in Geneva
in September, and that, incident-

ally, CSA was being rein-esented

at the general assembly meetings

of ISO being held in Stockholm,

Sweden, at the present time, by

First-Vice-Presidcnt J. S. Cam-
eron. CSA also participated in

an "ABC" conference on Cnifica-

tion of Engineering Standards held

in New York in .\pril of this year.

Most of tlie meetings of the

CSA Sectional Committee Activities and Meeting.s

For Year Ended March 15, 1955

Standards
Published

12

2

l

12

Cuiiimiltec on

Building materiais
Concrete
Mechanical work
Fire prevention
Electrical work
Illuniination

Electrical Codc Part II 12 ó6

Outside wiring rules

Electrical Code Part III 4

Electrical Codc Part V
Electrical Code Part VI
Ferroiis metais 6
Non P'erroii.s inelalUiigy
Timber 36
Steel construction
Welding
Marine welding
Protective packing
Photographic Equipment
Abbrev., Defin. Symbols
Oil burning equipment
Miscellaneou.s 1
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Standard.s Standards
Re\'isions under under Int.

Published Re\ ision Re\ ision

New
Projects

2

11

4

6

3

13

2

4

3

6

1

1

10

3

2

11

Projects

withdrawn
Hei
abev

1 in Meeliiig.s

ince held

1

.")

S

3

õ

1

3

2

3
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Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energytcchnical committees of ISO are

held in Europe, he ?tated, and it

vvas therefore usually not prac-

ticable to have Canadian members
attend. However, when sucli meet-

ings have appeared to be of suffi-

cient importance, it had been pos-

sible to arrange for such personal

attendance.

Among the new projects cur-

rently authorized or under dis-

cussion, the president mentioned

air pollution control and gas burn-

ing appliances. Of these, the for-

mer had been authorized às a CSA
project and a committee was being

formed under the chairmanship of

Prof. E. A. Alleut, m.e.i.c, of the

University of Toronto. The plan is

to prepare a code of standards on
measurement of air pollution and
methods of control. The request

for this project was sponsored by
the Engineering Institute of Can-
ada.

The subject of standards for

gas burning appliances and their

installation had recently been
assuming greater importance with

the spread in the use of natural

gas, he stated. The Board had had
lengthy discussions with repre-

sentatives of the industry and of

provincial ins])eçtion authorities.

The sixth edition of the Cana-
dian Electrical Code, Part I, was
l)ublished in August, 1953 and
23,000 copies have been sold. Over
100 revisions to this edition have
been formally approved and were
published in April, 1955 in n

separate ])ul)li('atii)n idciitified as

"Scction 70".

Elections of Direclors and Offirers

As 1955 was an election year
for the Association, seven mem-
bers were elected to the board of

directors, as follows: Alan Brown,
Gatineau Power Co., Ottawa; J.

H. Jenkins, Department of North-
eiii Affairs and National Re-
sources, Ottawa; C. E. Alacdon-
ald, International Nickel Co.,

Toronto; A. A. Moline, m.e.i.c,

Canadian Westinghouse Co., Hamil-
ton; Dr. P. L. Pratley, m.e.i.c,

Montreal; (1. B. Tcbo, Hydro-
Electric Powei' Connnission of

Ontário, Toronto; and M. C.
Thurling, Canadian General Elec-
tric Company Ltd., Toronto.
A meeting of the board of direc-

tors held at the conclusion of the

annual meeting elected the follow-

ing ofíicers: president, J. S. Cani-
eron, m.e.i.c; first vice-president,

Dr. .1. M. Thomson, m.e.i.c,- sec-

ond vice-]iresid('nt, R. Eadie.

m.e.i.c

Possibly the most important de-

velopment in the "atomic age" has

taken place at Geneva, Switzer-

land, in the past few weeks when
eighty-four nations have turned

their attention to International co-

operation for the use of atomic
energy for the benefit of mankind.
Canadian scientists presented

thirteen papers to the Interna-

tional Conference on the Peaceful

Uses of Atomic Energy just con-

cluded there.

The main topics on the agenda
were atomic power and the use of

radioactive isotopes in medicine,

biology, agriculture and industry.

W. J. Bennett, president of both
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
and Eldorado Mining and Refining

Limited, headed the Canadian
delegation. Dr. W. B. Lewis, vice-

president, research and develop-

ment, Atomic Energy of Canada
Limited, was one of six scientists

appointed to act as vicc-presidents

of the conference.

.\ Canadian exhibit on display

in the Palais des Nations through-
out the conference, included such

items a.s models of the NRX and

Some Erononiic Aspects of Nuclear
Fuel Cycles
Dr. W. B. Lewis, vicí^-inesident, re-

search anel dcvelopment. Atomic Energv
of Canada Limited, Clialk River, Ont.

Sludies of Special Probleins in Agri-

culture and Silviculture by the U*e
of Radioisotopes

Dr. .1. W. T. S]iinks. dean of graduate
studies, rni\-(M'sity of Saskatchewan,
Saskatoon.

Furtlier Clinicai Studies of Thyroid
and ,Salivary (jland Fiinction witii

Radioiodine
Dr. C. H, Jainiet and Dr. H. G.

Tiiod(\ D(>i)artment of Medicai Re-
se;ircli. Hamilton College, McMaster
Fni\-eisify, Hamilton.

Experiments on Some Characteristic*
of fhe NRX Reactor: Part I —
Methods and Prolonged Fuel Irra-

diation
Dr. D. (i. Hurst, assistant director.

Reactor Research and Development
Divúsion, Atomic Energy of Canada
Limited, Chalk Ri\-cr.

Experinients on Some Characleristics
of the NRX Reactor: Part II —
Temperature and Transient Poison
Effects
A. G. Ward, Reactor Research and

De\elopment Divi.sion, Atomic Energy
of Canada Limited, Chalk River.

An Economic Forecasl of the Role
of Nuclear Power in Canada
Dr. .1. Da\ is, associate director, Econ-

omics Brandi, Department of Trade and
Commerce, Ottawa, and Dr. W. B.
Lewis, \ic(>-president, research and de-
velopment, Atomic Energy of Canada
Limited. Chalk River.

NRU reactors, a collection of

radioactive minerais from various

regions of the country, radiation

detection instruments developed at

Chalk River, two Cobalt-60 beam
therapy units (an "Eldorado" unit

and a "Theratron") , an actual

piece of an NRX fuel rod and blue-

prints not only of a fuel rod but
also of the reactor itself, detailed

data sheets on the ZEEP, NRX
and NRU reactors, preliminary

diagrams of Canada's first atomic
power station, and a large number
of photographs. Atomic Energy of

Canada Limited distributed at the

conference a 72-page booklet de-

scribing the Canadian atomic

energy program. This will be the

subject of a further review.

The Journal will publish more
about the conference proceedings,

liased on Information sent directly i

by a member of the Canadian I

delegation.

It is further proposed to follow I

the progress of nuclear energy
j

developments, particularly of power
production, by a series of technical

articlcs on engineering aspects in-

volved, and by news items.

Uranium Prospecting in Canada —
Cround and Acrial Surveys
Dr. .\. H. Lang, acting chief. Mineral

Depo.sits Division, Geological Survey
of Canada, Ottawa.

Electric Power in Canada, Regional
Forecasts in Relation to Nuclear
Power Possibilities

Dr. .]. Davis, associate director, Econ-
omics Branch, Department of Trade and
Conmierce, Otiawa.

Experiencc with Heavy Waler Sys-

tems in the NRX Reactor
Dr. R. F. S. Robertson, Development

Chemistry Branch. Atomic Energy of

Canada Limited, Chalk River.

Canadian Practice in Ore Dressing
and Extractive Metallurgy of Uran-
ium
.\. Tlnmaes, director of research.

Eldorado Mining and Refining Limited,

Ollawa.

Health and Safety Activities in Re-

actor Operations and Chemical Pro-

cessing Plants
Dr. A. J. Cipriani, director, Biology

and Radiation Hazards Control Divi-

sion, .Momic Energv of Canada Limited,

Chalk River.

Waste Disposal into the Ground
Dr. C. A. Mawson. Biolofiy R(-search

and Radiation Hazards Control Divi-

sion, Atomic Energv of Canada Limited,

Clialk River.

Current Techniques in the Handling
and Distribution of Cobalt-60 Ra-

diation Sources
Dr. \. B, Lillie, Commercial Products

Di\ision. Atomic Energy of Canada
Limited, Ottawa.

("aiiadiati Papers Presented at Geneva Conference
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British Official Signs Register

Kenneth IMatt, a.ssi.staiit sf<'i«'lai\ oí' ihf liistitiition of Mechaiiical Engineers,
England, is shown here with, IVom lefl to right, I. R. Tait and the general
secretary. Mr. Platt attended the anniial meeting of the Institute in Toronto
and also visited Headquarters the following week.

New Aircraft Computer
The new PSC Applied Research

R-Theta Computer indicates to the

pilot how many miles he is from
base or target, and what direction

he must steer to arrive there. For
inventing the R-Theta, W/C J. G.
Wright, DFC, one of Canada's out-

standing navigation specialists, has

been awarded the McKee Trans-
Canada tropliy for 1954, presented

annually to the person who has
contributed the most toward the

advanccnient of Canadian aviation.

With the advent of high-speed

jet planes the range of aircraft has

become greater and the time factor

has decreased. Work on a 1500

mile ílight which had previously

taken approximately tcn hours now
has rbeen compressed into less than
three. There is neither time nor

working space on today's jet planes

to kcep a "dead reckoning" plot,

and nor is it feasible for military

planes to fly in the straight direc-

tions required to perform accurate

navigation.

Work on automatic navigation

system? began in varioiís countries

as early as 1935. Research wcnt on

in two directions, one intent on

solving the problem by developing

a "dead reckoning" instriiment,

capable of giving the navigator an

approximate position, the othcr

concentrating on radio aids to

navigation, of which Loran, Decca,
radio range, and search radar are

some of the developments. Such
systems are reliable and time-

tested, but suffer from two distinet

disadvantages, of which the main
one is the enormous expense of the

large ground stations required for

radio navigation. The second dis-

advantage is their dependency on

radio transmission for operation,

which in wartime could be of great

advantage to the enemy.

Ali of the automatic deduced

reckoning .sy.steius were basicaliy
the same. They ali scnsed the direc-

tion and distance tlic aircraft had
gonc, broke this information dowii
into Xorth-South, East-Wcst com-
ponents, and indicated the air-

craffs presont position as latitude

and longitude. Although the air-

craffs prcsent position can be valu-
ablo information for the navigatoi-,

he usually rcnjuires this infonna-
tion to compute the direction to gci

to reach his dcstination and the
time required to get there. For this

reason it is much more valuable to

find a means of expressing position

as a distance and bearing from a

given point.

The R-Theta computes auto-
matically the eombined cíTect of

rhe aircraffs heading and airspced

and adds to this the distance the

aircraft will be blown by the wind,

ex]M-essing the rcsultant as a dis-

tance and bearing, rather than lati-

tude and longitude. In addition,

the 37-pound, instrument can be set

to compute the distance and bear-

ing of any other position dcsired,

within the range limit of the dc-

vice. Translated into the terms of

a human navigator it is an auto-

matic plotter and computer.

To visualize the operation of the

computer, one must imagine an

aircraft taking off with two long

íishing lines tightly wound on their

reels held by a spring and attached

to its fuselage. One line is fixed

to its takeoff point, while the othcr

is attached to its destination. No
matter what manoeuvers the air-

W/C .J. G. Wright, RCAF, in-

ventor of the R-Theta Com-
puter, received the McKee
Trophy at the Aviation

Writer'» Assoeiation annual
dinner, June 3, 195.^. W/C
Wright is shown al lefl, wilh
Bill Haehnel (centre) and
Jack McKelvic, projeet en-
gineers on the conipiiler.



The ASME Boiler Codecraft peiforms during flight, the

pilot necd only follow one line back

to his starting point or the other

to bis destination. Dãstances of

oourse, can be read from the lines,

inarked off in miles.

Calcuhitions in the R-Tlieta

Computer are performed auto-

matically, cntirely independent of

radio transmissions. Distance and

bearing of an alternate base can be

sei into the device by turning two
knobs and depressing a switch,

whereuiwn distance is indicated on

a çounter in the face of the instru-

nient, and direction is shown by a

doiible arrow. A single arrow in

the dispLay jianel indicates tlie air-

craffs track over the ground. AVhen

the pilot turns nntil hc brings the

single arrow ovev tlie double one he

is fiying toward liis destination.

Should the pilot wish to return to

ba-se, ali he need do is lift a small

lever marked "vector-add," and the

double ãrrow swings around to the

direction of the base from him.

One of the most interesting

featurcs of the instrument is what
is referred to as its "memory,"
which remembers the aircraffs

lionding and speed during the time
the navigator is adding or sub-

tracting A'ectorp.

The namc "R-Theta" is derived

from W C AVrighfs concept of re-

norting position by distance and
bearing rather tlian Cartesian co-

ordinates. The new concept re-

quired plotting position in ])olar

co-ordinates. This can be illus-

trated by a man standing on a

[tlank and flying a model aircraft

on the end of a string. The man
rei)resents the Pole. The position

of the aircraft at any time during
its flight can be expressed by the
length of the string, íthe radius.

"R") and the anglo between the
string and the plant (direction) as
tlie angle Theta. A computer in-

dicnting position and R and Theta
co-oi-dinates was naturally called

an R-Theta computer.

W C AVright became interested
in developing a computer of this

type more than ten years ago, but
he first put his idcas down on paper
in the spring of 1946. He used these

ideas as materiais for a thesis on a

snecialisfs navigation course at

the RAF's Specialist Navigation
School at Shawbury in England.
He has been engaged in naviga-

tion research and development work
since 1946, and currently heads the

instrument development section at

.\ir Force Headquarters in Ottawa.

Interpretations

The Boiler Code Committee
meets monthly to consider "Cases"
where users have found difficulty

in interpreting the Code. These
])ass through the following proce-

dure (1) Inquiries are submitted by
letter to the Secretary of the Boiler

Code Committee, ASME, 29 West
39th Street, New York 18, N.Y.;
(2) Copies are distributed to Com-
mittee merabers for study; (3) At
the next Committee meeting inter-

[iretations are formulated to be su'b-

mitted to the ASME Board on
Codes and Standards, authorized

by the Council of the Society to

pass upon them; (4) They are sub-
mitted to the Board for action;

(5) Those which are approved are

sent to the inquirers and are pub-
lislied in Mechanical Engineering.
The following revisions were

formulated at the meeting of

Ai)ril 29, 1955.

Proposed Case No. 1204

íSpcoial Rulinf!:)

/fií/MÍry: Is it pormissiblo in weldod
construct ion conforming to the require-

iiionts of Section VIII of the Code to

ii.---e quenched and tenipered .<teel i)Iate

and foifiintís conforming to tlie requirc-
inents of tho followins specification

:

1—Scopc This specification co\'ers alloy-

sleel phites of firebox quality and alloy-

steel forfjinfi.s intended part icularly for

use in wehled |)re.ssure ves.sels.

2—General Condilionit for DeJivery
Material furnislied under this sfiecifica-

lion shall confoiín to the api^Iicahle re-

(luirements of the ciirrent edition of the

Tentativc Specification for General Rc-
(iuii'em(mts for Deli\-ery of Rolled Steel

Plates of Flange and Firebox Qualities

(ASTM Desisjnation : A-20). pxcept as

here'n modified.

3—Procesx The steel shall be niade by
either or both of the following processes:

open-hearth or electric-furnace.

4—Heat Tre.ntmeiit The material shall

be treated by the material maniifac-

ttirer to prodnce the tensile require-

ments of Table II by heating to not

less than 1650F, qiienching in water be-

tweeli ÕOF and lOOF. and tempering to

not less than 1150F with a holding time
of one hour per inch of thickness. bui
in no case less than one half honr.

")

—

Chemical Compoíiition Tlie steel

shall conform to the chemical rt^quire-

ments prescribed in Table I.

Table I—Chemical Reqtiirements

Carbon, per cent d. 10 /0.20

Manganese, per cent d.fiO /l.OO

Phosphorus, max.. per cent . . 0.035

Sulphur, max., per cent . . . 0.040

Silicon, iier cent 0.15 /0.3õ

Nickel, per cent 0.70 /l.OO

Chromium, per cent 0.40 /0.80

Molybdenuin, per cent 0.40 /O.fiO

Vanadium, per cent 0.03 /0.10

Copper, per cent 0.15 /0.50

Boron. per cent 0.002/0.006

If the material is subjected to chcck
analysi.s, the AISI .standard iiernii.-isible I

variations apply.

6—Tensile Pruperties The material as I

represented by the ten.sion te.st speciniens
shall conform to the requirements as

to tensile properties prescribed in Table i

II.

Table II—Tensile Requirements I

Tensile strength, psi, min 105,000
,

Yield strength, psi, min 90,000 i

l";iongation in 2 in., min, per cent 17 1

7—Bending Properties The bend test '

specimen shall stand being bent cold I

(room temi.ierature) through 180° with-

i

out cracking on the outside of the bent
;

Iiortion to an inside diameter which shall 1

have the relation to the thickness of the
t

specimen prescribed in Table III. W hcn
I

the test is niade on a specimen reduced i

in thickness, the rolled surface shall be '

on the outer curve of the bend.

Table III—Bend Diametei>

Ratio of Bend
Diameter to

Thickness of Thickness of

material, in. Specimen

%"tol", inel. 2

Over 1" to 2", incl. 3

S

—

Test Specimcns The test speciniens

shall be ijrepared from the material in

its heat-treated condition. or from full

thickness samples similarly and simul-

taneously treated.

9—Nninher of Tesls for Plate One ten-

sion test longitudinal from the bottom,
one tension test longitudinal from the

top, and one bend test transverse from
lhe to)) shall be made from each jilate

as heat treated. One homogeneity test '

shall be made from each plate as rolled.
^

Note: The term "iilate as rolled" used '

liere refers to the unit jilate rolled from
a slab or directly from an ingot in its

relation to the location and numbin- of

siiecimens, not to its condition.

10—Nnmher of Tests for Forgings and
Fcrmed, Pnrts One tension and one

bend specimen shall be made of each

heat of material included in any one

heat-treatment lot.

Reply: It is tlie oiiinion of the Com-
mittee that the material specified in

the Inquiiy may be used in the constnic-

tion of welded ))ressure vessels under

the rules of Section VIII of the Code
nroxided the following additional re-

quirements are coinplied with:

(1) The maximum thickne.ss of shell

and head plates shall be 2 in.

(2) The maximum operating tem-

perature shall not exceed 650F.

Cí) The requirements of Par. UG-84
.shall be met for vessels that are to

operate at temperatures below —20F.

(4) The maximum allowable stress

value for use in Table UCS-23 shall be

26,250 psi.

(5) Shell plates shall not be heated

for forming to a temperature higher

than nooF. Other parts including

heads that are heated for forming to

temperatures over llOOF shall be heat

treated by the manufacturar of the head

or part. Forgings shall be heat-treated

by the manufacturer of the forging. Test
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speciniens prepared fioin full-tliickness

material in it.s final lieat-treated condi-

tion, or from full-thickness samples

similarly and siniultaneously treated,

shall be taken from any pressiire parts

that have been lieat-treated above llOOF

after forming.

(6) When the shell or head thickness

exceeds 0.50 in., the finished vessel

shall be stress-relieved as provided in

Par. UCS-56(c). The stress-relieving

temperature shall be between lOOOF

and llOOF (at least 50F below the

niininuini terapering temperature.)

Cautionary Note: Filler metal deposited

by nickel-molybdenum-vanadium type

of electrodes can become embrittled at

the above stress-relieving temperature.

(7) Double welded butt-joints shall

be examined radiographically for their

fiill lengfh as preseribed in Par. U'W-51.

(8) Welds not fully radiographed, in-

cluding welds for attaehing non-pressure

parts, shall be examined after the hydro-

static test by the magnetic-particle

method.

(9) The qualification of the welding

procedure and the welders shall con-

forni lo the requirements of Section IX,

except that the radius of the mandrel

used in the guided bend tests may be

1% in. instead of % in. A separate

welding procedure shall be made for

this material.

(10) AU main welded joints including

welds for nozzle attachment shall be of

the double welded butt type.

Proposed Case No. 1205
(Special Ruling)

Inquiry: Under what conditions may
the Carbon and alloy steel forgings of

ASTM Speeification A-372^53T be used

in the construction of special integrally

forged unfired pressure vesspls and be

stamped with the Code symbol? May
working stresses of one-third of the

minimum specified tensile strength be

used for storage vessels in non-corrosive

service?

Reply: It is the opinion of the Com-
mittee that forgings complying with

ASTM Speeification A-372-53T may be

used in the construction of seamless un-

fired pressure vessels under tlie rules of

Section VIII provided the íollowing addi-

tional requirements are met, and when
SC constructed the vessels may be stamp-

ed with the Code symbol.

1. The maximum inside diameter of

the shell is 24 inches.

2. The design temperature of the

vessel is between —20F and 150F.

3. The streamlined design as shown in

the .sketch below incorporates:

(a) No stress raisers such as open-

ings. welded attachments, or stamping
on the shell portion.

(b) Integral heads, hot formed. con-

cave to the pressure, and so shaped
and thickened as to provide details

of design and construction of the

center opcnings which will be as safe

as those provided by the rules of the

Code; center openings not exceeding

50% of the diameter of the vessel or
3" pipe size; other openings in the

head not exceeding %" pipe size;

openings shall be placed at a point

whore the calculated stress, without

holes, is not more than one-eighth of

the specified minimvmi tensile strength.

(c) No welding.
4. The completed veí^sel. after ali

forming opcrations, is hcat treated by
one of the applicable mothods outlined
in A-372. When oil quenched and teni-
pered, forgings shall be subjected to a
niagnetic particle inspection as outlined
in ASTM Designation A-275, to dctcct
the presonce of qnenching cracks on the
outsidc surface of the shell portion. A
crack wliich is not removcd within the
minimum thickness limit of the shell is

cause for rcjection.

5. The tensile propcrties are deter-
mined by the testing method outlined
in ASTM Designation A-372-53T using
specimens which are representative of

cach lot and which are .selected after

the final hcat treatment of the lot.

6. Each ves.sel that is subjected to a
lieat treatment involving an oil quencii

and temper shall be hardness testcd at

5 foot inten'als with a minimum of

three different locations represonting

ai)proximately the center and each end
of the heat tieatcd shell. The average
of individual hardness readings at oach
location sliall not bc Icss liian 22.T

Brinell nor more than 300 Brinell. and
the highest average hardness shall not

exceed the lowest average hardness on

an individual vessel by more than 40

Brinell number. (Other hardness test-

ing methods may be u.sed and converted

to Brinell using the tables in ASTM
Designation E-48). Reheat treatment is

pormitted.

7. Maximum allowable working

stresses shall be onc-jourth the specified

minimum tensile strength given in

ASTM A-37a-53T except that maximiim
allowable working stresses of one-third

the specified minimum tensile strength

may be used under the following limita-

tions

:

(a) The vessel is not subject to cor-

rosion on the interior or exterior.

(b) The vessel is not subject to shock

or rapid cyclic operation.

(c) Each vessel. regardless of heat

treatment. is subjected to a magnetic

particle inspection as outlined in

ASTM Designation A-275, to detect

the presence of quenching cracks on

the outside surface of the shell por-

tion. A crack which is not removed

within the minimum thickness limit of

the shell is cause for rejection.

(d) The vessel is stamped on the

thicknened head portion with both

the maximum allowable workmg pres-

sure based on a stress equal to oiie-

fourth the specified min. tensile

strength and also the maximum al-

lowable working pressure based on a

stress equal to one-third the specified

minimum tensile strength. The mark-

ing "Case No. 1205" .shall be stamped

following the latter pressure marking.

Case No. 1206
(Special Ruling)

Inquiry: Pending further review of

practicãl experience data made available

to the Committee, may the provisions

of Par. P-268 and Table P-12 mcluded

in the 1952 edition of Section I be used

for construction of boilers instead of

l.he revision issued as an Addenda m
1954?

Reply: It is the opinion of the Com-
mittee that i)ending further review

either the provisions of Par. P-2f)S and

Table P-12 of 19.52 edition of Section I

or the Addenda of 19.54 may be u.sed

in the construction of boilers.

Caí.e No. 1207

(Special Ruling)

inquiry: May .seamless stccl pip.

li.iving 70,(1(1(1 Miiiiimuin tensile strength
be used in the construction of higli pres-

sure boilers and pressure ves.seU under
the rules of the Code?

Reply: It is lhe oi)ini()n of the Com-
mitteo that carbon steel seanile.«s pi|'e

liaving 70,001) mininuim tensile strength
may be used for C'()de conslruction. Tlie

))ipe shall bc manufaci ure(l in com-
pliance with the rcíiuireiíients of SA-106
with the following modificai ions:

(a) The carbon conlent shall not exceed
0.32% by ladle analysis or 0.35% by
check analysis. Other cheinical ele-

nicnts shall bo as lisled for SA-106,
Crade B.

(b) Tlie jiliysical properlies .shall meet
the following minimum require-

ments:
Tensile strength 70,000

Yield point 40,000

Elongation in 2" in lhe
!

longitudinal direction ^2007 niiii
of a standard round í

2" gage length. J

((•) The flaltoning test .shall bc as re-

(piired for SA-106, Grade B.

(d) The grade designation for marking

shall be •70.000 T.S. A-106 SPCL"

(e) The maximum allowable stres.ses

are

:

—20to650F 700F 7.50 F 800F

17,500 16,600 14,7.50 12.000
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Aiiniilnicnt of Cases

following Cases are to be an-

l\o. Reason for Annulnient

Boilers operatcd on unit systems,

now included in Par. P-23(a).

Permission to use revisions to Sec-

tion I, now included in Code.

Radiographic porosity standards,

now included in Par. P-102(h)(8)

(c).

Substance of this Case now in-

cluded in Case No. 1197.

Pressure-temperature ratings for

flanges. now included in Sections

I and VIII.

Permission to use revised Par.

P-268 now included in 1954 Ad-

denda.

Rinu-reinforced furnaces. now in-

chuied in 1954 Addenda.

The essence of Cas(> is now in-

cluded in Section IV.

Proposed Kevisioiís ainl \d<l»nil;i lo

Boiler and Pressure V es>el Code

As need ariscs, tlie Boiler Code

Committee entertains .íugsc^tions

for rcvising its Codes. Revisions

approved by the Committee are

puhlished liere as proposed addenda

to the Code to invite rritieism.

In the following the paragraph

numbers indieate where the pro-

po.sed revisions would ap))ly in the

various seetions of the Code.

Comments slundd be aíldressed

to the Seeretarv of the Boiler Code

Committee, ASME, 2!» West mh
Street, New York 18, N.Y.

1099

The
nulled

Case

11-14

1149

1 162

1169

1178

1186

1 103

11 37



TABLE P-2

Maximum allowat)lc working pressures for seamless steel and electric-rcsistance-welded stcel tubes or nipplus for wator tube boilers,

where exnandcd into drums or hcadors, for different diameters and gages of tubes oonforming to the requiroments of specifications

SA-83, SA-178 Grade A, and SA-192.

Wall
Thickness

Xearest
Gage Vi"

1

M" 1" IH" IM" IM" 2" 2M" 2^" 2M" 3" 3^" 3H" 3^" 4" 5"

0.055 + 7 - 400 160

0.065 16 910 450 270 210 160

0.075 15 + 1470 820 520 420 350 230

0.085 14 + 1150 780 650 550 400 290 210

095 13 1910 1650 560 430 340 260 2C0 160

0.105 12 - 1890 1470 1180 950 370 300 240 190

0. 120 11 1770 1430 1150 1000 860 740 650 270 220 190

0.125 10 + 1680 1400 1180 1020 990 780 690 610 550 490

150 9 + 1950 1620 1370 1180 1030 910 810 720 650 580 480 400

0.165 8 1850 1570 1350 1180 1040 930 830 750 680 560 470

0.180 7 1770 1530 1340 1180 1060 950 860 780 650 550

200 6 - 1770 1550 1370 1230 1100 1000 910 760 650

7500.220 5 1770 1570 1400 1260 1150 1040 860

0.240 4 + 1770 1550 1430 1300 1160 1000 860

0.260 3 + 1770 1600 1450 1320 1120 960

0.280 2 - 1960 1770 1610 1470 1250 1070

0.300 1950 1770 1620 1370 1180

0.320 1930 1770 1500 1300

0.340 1920 1630 1410

360 1770 1530

380 1910 1650

400 1770

420
1

1
1890

1. These values have been calculated by the formula in P-22 (a), using allouable stress values at a teinperature of 700 F., froni Table

P-7. Values above the soiid line include an additional thickness of 0.04 in. to coinpensate for thini
'

expanding jjrocess.

2. Where calculated allowable working pressurus exceeded an e\

the table.

:ining of tube-ends due to the

BVen unit of 10 by more than 1, the next higher unit of 10 is given m

Unfiied Piessure Vessels, 1952

Par. VAMh)(4)~-Ai\A as note:

Note : These formulas are approximate
in that they do not take into account
continuity between the fiange ring and
the dishetl head. A more exact method
of analysis which takes this into account

may be used if it meets the requirements
of Par. U-2. Such a method should

parallel the method of analysis and
allowable stresses for fiange design in

Appendix 11.

Par. llG-76—delete the last sentence of

(b). .\(1(1 the following as (c)

:

Exposed inside edges shall be roundcd
(grinding peimitted) to a radius of at

least Va" as shovvn in Fig. UW-16.1 or

may be chamfered at 45° to at least

5/32" flat.

Fig. VA-48
Revi.se Fig. 6(b) to indicate that the

hub slope from the fiange intersects the

"h" dimension line at their intersection

with the continuation of the outside

1100

surface of the shell (the Qo dimension
line). Also a maximum slope of 1:3 to

be shown for the distance of 1.5^o.

Sketch 7 is rcvised to show a distance

of gi to the force line and the

dimension Oo to be moved to indicate

ihe shell or neck thickness. This will

then be comparable to Sketch 5.

Add the following to the note of Fig.

UA-48 in Detail (7) : This weld may be
machined with a comer radius as per-

mitted in Detail (5) in which case

Power Boilers, 1952
Table P-7—Add the following sentence
to Note No. 11 to read:
When material to this speciíication is

u.çed for boilers, water wall, superheater
and economizer tubes that are enclosed
within a .«etting. the stress values above
70l)F up to and including 850F may be
di\ ided by a factor of .085.

Par. P-22(a)—MA the following to the
descrijjtion of "e" as used in the

formula

—

: 0.04 over a length at least equal to

the length of the seat plus 1 in. for

tubes expanded into tube seats, ex-

cept

; O for tubes expanded into tube seats

provided the thickness of the tube- if"

ends over a length at least equal to

the length of the seat plus 1 in. is

not less than the following:

0.09Õ inches for tubes 1% inches

O.D. and smaller;

0.105 inches for tubes above 1% f

inches O.D. and up to 2 inches

O.D. inclusive;

0.120 inches for tubes above 2 inche.s

O.D. and up to .3 inches O.D.

inclusive

;

0.135 inches for tubes above 3 inches

O.D. and uj) to 4 inches O.D.

inclusive

:

0.150 inches for tubes above 4 inches

O.D. and up to 5 inches O.D.

inclusive.

: o for tubes strength-welde<l to

headers and drums.

'I
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Table P-2, revise as shown in table

herewith.

Par. P-186—Aád specification SA-178
to the list of specifications in the last

paragi-aph of (e).

Unfired Pressure Vessels, 19S2

Par. UH4-ll(c)—A(h\ the following
sentcnce

:

The niaxinium allowable stress values
for materiais with columbium added
shall be the same as given in Table
UHA-23 for Types 309, 310 and 3l(5

rcsppctively.

Low-pressure Heating Boilcrs, 1952

Par. H-39—delete the last sentence and
revise to read

:

The required minimum capacity of
the' cushion tank may be determined
from the following table or from the
formula in the next paragraph. Provi-
sions must be made for draining the
tank without emptying the system.
Add the following after the present

tablo and footnote:

The following formula may be used
when the necessary information is

available.

T' = (.0004ir- .0466)7,^ - ^
P Po

where

The war of 1914-18 was not yet
two years over, so it was natural
that papers dealing with some
of its engineering features were
still appearing in the Journal of

August, 1920. Tliere were two in

this number, "Naval Gunnery",
by Lord Congleton. jr.E.i.c, and
"Inundation Work with the British

Expeditionary Force in France,"
by Lieut. G. L. Shanks, a.m.e.i.c.

Lord Congleton's name has dis-

appeared from our books, but Mr.
Shanks is now professor of agri-

cultural engineering at the Uni-
versity of Manitoba.
Lord Congleton describes the

workings of the Admiralty's new
íire director, which enormously in-

creased the accuracy of naval gun-
nery. With it, hits could be regis-

tered at 25,000 yards, as again,-t

an extreme accurate range with
the same guns of 12,000 yards
without it. It took about 30 meu
at a central fire control station
to work out the data received from
the spotters and so fix range and
elevation and the process required
an ajjpreciable time. Today these
calculations are made electronic-

Vi = minimum volume ot tanks,
gals.

^ s = volume of system—not includ-
ing tanks, gals.

T — average operating temperature
-Deg. F.

Pu — atniospherie pressure—psia

Pf — íill pressure—psia

Po = maximum operating pressure
psia.

Par. //-92—revi.sc as gi\-pii above in
Par. H-39.

Power Boilers, 1952
Par. P-112—add the following to the
end of Par. P-112(a)(5) to read;

.... the furnace gases (See Par. P-300
for American Standard Socket Welded
Flanges)

.

Par. P-,SOO—revise the last .sentence
of the fourth paragraph to read:
American Standard Slip-on Flanges,

not exceeding 4 in. nominal pipe size,

may be attached to piping, etc. Add a
sentence to the fourth paragraph read-
ing

:

American Standard Socket Welded
Flanges may be used in piping provided
the dimensions do not exceed 3 in.

nominal pipe size for 600 psi and lower
Classes, and 2V2 in. in the 900 and 1.500

psi Classes.

ally, by a smaller staff and in a

matter of seconds.

The intricate canal system and
the low-lying character of much
of the terrain fought over by the

Germans and the Allies in France
and Belgium in 1914-18 naturally

led to the consideration of inunda-

tion, both as an offensive and as

a defensive weapon. Lieut. Shanks
describes, from the British view-

point, what was done during these

years. As early as 191G the

British used a plant mounted on

a barge to pump water over a

ridge running parallel to their

front lines and thus kept fiooded

a section of country which the

Germans were most anxious to

keep dry. In his paper Lieut.

.Shanks made the point that in-

undation should be shallow. Ii

the water were too dcep it became
navigable, whereas a marsh was
impassable to the vehicles then in

use and to foot soldiers and

cavalry, conditions which prob-

ably do not obtain today with the

development of crawlers and of

ami)hibious vehicles.

.1. AV. LeB. Ross, m.e.i.c, wrote

on the '-General Design of a Lock
and Approaches", mostiy from the
standpoint of safety and conven-
ience. He analyzed a number of
accidents which had occurrcd in
the Soo Canal, in the Welland
Canal and in some of the canais
of the St. Lawrence system and
concluded that in practically every
case they could have been avoided
by more careful design of the
canal. Perhaps we should call this
paper to the attention of tiie St.
Lawrence Seaway authorities.

"Engineering" Dcfínecl

What is "engineering" and what
is an "engineer"? Definitions of
these two terms acceptable to
everybody have not yct been
made. Those used in the various
Professional acts have been ques-
tioned from time to time and th(>

courts have been callerl upon to
rule whether or not a particular
act was or was not "engineering"
and whether or not the person
carrying it out was or was not
an "engineer". In this August
Journal A. D. Flinn, the secretary
of Engineering Council. the pre-

decessor of the Engineers' Joint

Council, makes a criticai study of

some 20-ofld definitions, but arriv-

od at no definite conclusion, other
than that ali the definitions he
studied were defective in one way
or another.

The Institute's own affairs secin

to have been progressing smooth-
ly for once. The new Nova Scotia

Engineers' Act was published in

full, but without comment. A full

l)age organization chart of the

Institute appeared, showing that
it had 18 branches and 3.657

niembers of ali grades. Tentative
programs for the Ontário (Xiagara
Falis) and Western (Banffi Pro-

fessional meetings were published.

To Hven things up a bit, the

Niagara Península Branch chal-

lenged any other branch to an in-

door baseball game, to be played

on Saturday, September 18, 1920,

at the jirofessional meeting.

.Alberta Association Formed

A note gave the names of the

officers and council of the new
Alberta Association of Professional

Engineers—F. H. Peters, m.k.i.c,

president; L. E. Drummond, vict-

president ; Professor R. S. L. Wil-

son, .\.M.E.I.C. secretary-treasiuvr

and registrar; S. G. Porter, m.e.i.c.

R. J. Gibb, M.E.I.C. O. E. S. White-

side, N. C. Pitcher. R. B. Baxter.

W. S. Gray and F. W. II()l)son.

councillors.

The final report on the Quebre

Comment on the JOURNAL of August 1920
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b r i d g c wa? revicwed briefly:

"These two . . . volumes w i 1

1

occupy a worthy place in the . . .

records of the . . . government and
constitute a record of aehievement
of which ali associated may be

proud."

The American Society of Chemi-
cal Engineers did accept the In-

stitutes invitation to use its facil-

ities for the A.S.Ch.E. meeting
held in Montreal in the summer
of 1920, to which we referred two
or three months ago.

A mcmber wrote in to "express

the opinion that the Institute has
done more to advance the welfaro

of the engineering profession than
any similar body on the continent.

Please accept my . . . congratula-

tions for the . . . results achieved."

after the brickbats the editor must
have bccome accustomed to re-

ceiving.

About 25 jobs were available,

At the meeting of Council held at

the University Chib, Montreal, on
Friday. July 29th, 195õ, a number of

applications were presented for consider-

ai ion and on the recominendation of

the Admissions Comniittee the íollow-

ing elections and transfors were effected'

Membcrs :

T. E. A]):)lrton. Otlawa
H. W. Argent. Toronto
K. A\'oni-is, Montrcdl
S. A. Jíarnas, Goosc Bay
,1. H, llaudouin, Monlroil
,1. 8. Harrick, Preycotl

A. F. liaupr, Vicloria

g. R. Ball, MonLrcal
K. D. Bent, Montreal
R. A. Boys, Montreal
J. J. Bruno, Wind.wr
\V. O. Findlay, Niagnni Falis

S. W. Fraser-Underhill, Toronto
R. M. P. Hamilton, Toronto
R. A. Harvie, Hariiiltori

(j. N. Hutchinson, Liverpool, N.S.
S. A. Janusz, Montreal
P. Kawulka, Flin. Flon
K. W. H. Krause, Toronto
H. D. Lyon, Montreal
G. H. Macdonald, Ashestoa
S. K. McWalter, Montreal
L. E. Marion, Peterhoro
S. Martyn, Montreal
N. F. Moodie, Otlawa
B. H. W. Mulder, Montreal
A. O. H. Neilson. Montreal
.1. C. Nicholls, Kiníjfiton

R.. M. Nicholson, Toronto
E. A. Osis. S. Ste. Marie
A. G. Perrv, St. John's
P. R. Pettit, Te>ronto
C. N. Priestlcy, Capclown, S.A.
W. H, Rusí-ell. Toronto
A. Southgate, Montreal
P. L. Strigner, Hamilton
W. A. Tangvo, O tia na
G. B. Tebo, Toronto

\y i t h salaries offered notably
higher than they had been during
1919. Some of the positions

sounded really attractive, e.g., a
construction managcr at $7,200 a
year. equivalent to about twice
that today. And income tax was
low tlien, but we venture to guess
that tliere were few or no "fringe

benefits". The "Members' Ex-
change" attracted some patronage;
this month a transit, barometer
and stadia rod were offered for sale,

as well as 40 years of the Trans-
actions of the Institution of Civil

Engineers, price $100. A íirm of

Consulting engineers wanted a
partner, with capital, of course,

and some town engineer inquired

where he could buy 60-inch con-

crete pipe.

This August Journal was one of

the better ones. The paper on
inundation work in France and
Belgium is well worth reading
toflay.

F. A. Todds. Montreal
E. \. Webb, Montreal
J. W. Whytock, Toronto
F. J. Willis. Coriewall

H. S. Wilson, Sarnia.

\V. G. M. Wilson, London
.1. (i. Wothersjjoon, Edrnonton

Jtniiors:

R. G. Beattie, Sarniii

M. Charleson, Montrcíd
VV. M. Clark. Montreal
P. V. W. M. dc Neevr, Montreal
G. A. Ding. St. John'!i

R. D. Emmett, Toronto
L. X. Hogarth. Toronto
P. M. Jangaard, Halijax
A. D. Keene, Montreal
VV. H. Peacock. Toronto
R. Przysiezniak, Alontreal
D. A. Shaw. Victoria
C. D. Slaughter, Vancouier

Affiliate:

E. G. Metcalfe, Ottawa

Treinsjcrrcd jrom tlie ckiss of Júnior to

that of Memher:
S. T. Bieniada, Te>ronto
E. Chow, Vaneouver
C. G. Cook, Montreal
P. T. Cote, Vaneouver
G. E. Gunn, Daw.son Creek
E. B, A, LeMaistre, Toronto
A. Ouellet, Quebec
R. F. Quick, Kinqston
A. R. M. Reid, Montreal
H. A. Templeton. Pakiatan
.K. M. Thomson. Toronto
F. E. Trewartha, Cardinal
H. .1. Whelan, Edrnonton
G. E. Wilson, London
R. C;. Wolff. Montreal
Z. Zabner, Montreal
M. Zinn, Toronto

Tranííferred from the class of Stiident to
that of Memher:

H. A. Bradley, Labrií rille

Tran-sferrcd from the class of Student to
that of .Júnior:

D. M. Ackford, Kilchener
.1. B. Erskine, Ottawa
J. H. Ferguson, Peterboro
E. B. Jakeman, Calgary

The following Students were admitted:

W. L. Aggiss, B.Se., Quecn's, 1955
A. Barber, Nova Scotia Tech. College
\\. .]. Brown, B.A.Sc., Toronto, 1954
R. W. Bratt.y. Queen's University
J. P. A. Cadieux, Royai Military College
W. G. Deeks. B.A.Sc., Toronto, 1955
J. S. Fisher. Univ. of Alberta
H. M. Flint, B.A.Sc., Toronto. 1955
,1. W. Hanley, B.A.Sc., Toronto, 1955
K. Hoeck. M.Sc., Tech. U. Denmark, 1965
D. H. Hook, Royai Military Coll.
X. A. Jost, Mt. Alli'<on Univ.
E. V. Jull. Queen's University
L. R. Keddy, Univ. of New Bmnswiok
W. H. Lawfoid, B.Sc., Queen's, 1955
J. D. Mistak, Univ. of Manitoba
L. I. Rotgaus, McGill Univer.nty
W. R. Russell, Univ. of Toronto
G. S. Saunders, B.A.Sc, Toronto, 1956
.1. W. Tremain, B.Eng., McGill, 1956
.1. E. Venart, Univ. cif Toronto

Applirations through Assoriations

\W \irtue of the ('0-operati\'e agree-
nients between the Institute and the
.Associations of Professional Engineers,
the following elections and transfers
ha\-e become eíTective:

Albert.a
Members:
P. M . Baxter F. H. Hedley
H. J. Childs G. D. Hobson
.1. A. Cunliffe W C. Lauroshen
D. B. Furlong G. Magnolo
A. B. FitzPatrick P. Nahaiowski
C. R. Hamilton P. .1. iSavage

R. .1. Harmer F. L. Thomi)son
J. E. S. Harvey P. Wiggins

.Iiinioi

H. K Bowers A. M. Malanrhuk
J. W. Johnson C. A. Noble

.liinior to Memher:
P. M. Dranchuk •

Student to Júnior:

R. L. Foster

S.\SK.\TCHEWAX
.Members:

W. ,J. Babev E. E. N. Smith
J. S. MacDonald W. N. Stowe

Ju7nor:

J. A. Klassen

Students:

W. R. Bauman O. S. Smith

Júnior to Mcmber:
Z. Bakun L. A. Rowe
O. K. C. Mang E. H. Stinson

Manitoba
Members:
K. J. M. Renger W. K. Roots

Nova Scotia
}f(ntbcrs:

F. R. Compton K, H. Wheatley

Júnior to Mcrnber:

W. A. Burgess E. A. MacDonald
D. H. Franklin G. C. McCausland
G. M. Josephson D. J. Power

New Brunswick
Júnior to Memher:
V. C. Dohaney C. F. Olive
H. S. Grant K.M. Ratcliffe

W. M. Steeves

Elections and Transfers
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NEWS OF THE

ASSOCIATIONS & CORPORATION

Information received through co-operation with the

provincial organizations

Ouebec
Leopold Nadeau Resigns Post

Leopold Nadeau has recently resigned

his position as general secretary of the

Corporation of Professional Engineers

of Quebec to become the assistant to

the president of D. C. MacCallum and
Associates Limited in Montreal.

Mr. Nadeau joined the staff of the

Corporation of Professional Engineers

of Quebec in 194(5 as assistant general

secretary, beconiing general secretary in

1949. In this capacity he was responsible

for the administration of ali activities of

the Corporation, and at the same time

served as joint secretary-treasurer of the

Dominion Council of Professional En-
gineers.

A native of Montreal, Mr. Nadeau
graduated in civil engineering from
Ecole Polytechnique in 1936. His early

engineering experience included that of

assistant plant engineer at the Port Alfred

mill of Consolidated Paper Corporation
and of resident engineer for the Quebec
Department of Highways. He then

joined the technical staff of the Cana-
dian Undervvriters' A.ssociation as íire

protection engineer. During the war
years he was mainly engaged in design-

íng and supervising the íire protection

equipment of war industries and other

installations. During this period he con-

tributed a number of articles to tech-

nical publications on the subject of fire

protection and Insurance.

Ontário

News of the Members

Howard S. Gibson of Ottawa has been

appointed assistant city engineer of St.

Thomas. Ont., and assumed his new
appointment on August 1.

Mr. Gibson graduated in civil en-

gineering from the University of Tor-
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onto in 1950 and in 19.52 joined the en-
gineering department of the City of

Ottawa. At the time of his appointment
he was .sewer engineer of Ottawa.

Gordon .4. Antenbring, of Iv I^oni;

Limited, Orillia. Ont., has been appoint-
ed sales manager, Western Division, and
will be located in the Keystone Build-

ing. 569 Howe Street, Vancouver, B.C.

Mr. Antenbring is a graduate in civil

engineering of the University of Mani-
toba and also in mining of Queen's
University.

P. A. E. Hess, of Ontário Hydro is

divisional engineer of the St. Lawrence
Power Project of the Hydro-Electric

Power Coramission of Ontário and is

located at Morrisburg, Ont.

Dennis Temple, has moved to Toronlo

and is the Toronto representativo of

the St. Lawrence Cement Co., now
erecting a new cement plant at Clarkson

in the western suburbs of the city.

Mr. Temple was bom in Karachi aud

began his professional career in England.

He was for a time engaged in civil en-

gineering work with National Research

Council at Chalk River and latterly has

been with Defence Construction Ltd., in

connection with the Colombo Plan.

Dr. J. M. F. Víckcrs of Toronto will

join the staíí of the University of

Nebraska in Lincoln this fali as asso-

ciate professor of mechanical engineer-

ing-

A graduate of the University of Bu--

mingham, he obtained his degree of

Doctor of Philosophy at the University

of Toronto in November, 1954. During

the academic year he was on the staff of

the Faculty of Applied Science and En-

gineering as a lecturer in mechanical

engineering.

Prof. P. B. Hughes, assistant professor

of mechanical engineering at the Uni-

versity of Toronto, is one of the winners

of the Presidenfs Medal for best con-

tributions to periodicals in 1954. An-

nouncement of the award was made by

R. D. Hilton Smith, chairman of the

Governor-Gencrars Awards Board.

Prof. Hughes' winning effort was a

short story "Catherine and the Winter

Wheat" which was published m Mac-

lean's Magazine. An uniquc foature was

that this was his first printed story.

'Prof. Hughes was born m Montreal

and graduated in engineering from Mc-
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Gill in 1926. During tiic last war he
scr\ed with tlie Royai Canadian Navy
and during his fivc years of .service rose

to the rank of lieutenaut-commander.

W, A. 0'Neil, of the St. Lawrence Sea-
way .4uthority, has been transferred
from Montreal to St. Catharines, Ont.,

where he is divisional engineer of the

Welland Section.

Canadian Une Materials Ltd.. Tor-
onlo. has .innounced the appointment of
Henry G. Mah as chief engineer. Mr.
Maii graduated in electrical engineering
from the University of Alberta in 1940
and has been employed by the company
for the past 14 years in various engineer-
ing capacities, particularly in can-ier

current control communicaf ion equip)-

ment and metallic rectifiers.

J. W. Palframan who is a construction

engineer with the Trans-Canada Tele-

phone System, has moycd fron) The Pas,

Man., to Dawson Creek, B.C.

K. R, Simmons has movcd from
Georgetown, Ont.. to Maple, Ont. and
he is engaged as engineer for the

Township of Markham.

Geoffrey W, Ince has moved lo Hritisli

Columbia where he is a.ssociated with

B.C. Transformer Co. Ltd., 4204 Loug-
heatl Highway, North Burnaby, Van-
cou\er. Mr. Ince was formerly witli

English Electric Co. of Canada, Ltd., in

St. Catharines, Ont.

W. E. Mulholland has left Imiíerial Oil

Ltd., where he was employed as indus-

trial sales representativa, and is now
sales manager with Magnus Products

Corporation of Detroit, Mich.

Col. A. P. Miller is engaged in the

New Brunswick Electric Power project

at Chatham, N.B., as resident engineer.

Peter Isaac has severed his conneclions

with the Brantford Coach & Body Co.,

of Brantford, Ont., where he was em-
ployed as a design engineer, and is now
witii Avro Aireraft at Malton, Ont., as

a systems engineer.

Donald R. Evans of Toronto is eni-

ploved in the capacity of project engi-

neer by tl>e Consulting firm of Marshall

Macklin and Monaghan, 154 Merton

Street, Toronto. Before joininK he was

district .sanitary engineer for the Ontá-

rio Department of Health.
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Tlie appointment has just been an-

nouuced ví S. Douglas Turner as

iiianager of the Alberta Division of the

Calgaiy Pp(i;oleum Association.

Born in Toronto and a graduate in

engineering íioui the University of Tor-

onto in 194Q. Mr. Tumor served as an

engineer oíficer and pilot with the

R.C.A.F. during the Second World War.
After retiring from the R.C.A.F. he at-

tended Osgoode Hall. Toronto, and
graduated, and was called to the Ontá-
rio Bar in 1949.

On being admitted to the Alberta Bar,

Mr. Turner engaged in private law

practice in Calgary. In 1952 he joined

the legal department of Imperial Oil

Ltd., in Calgary and but recently re-

.?igned from that company to re-enter

private practice.

In addition to engineering and law,

Mr. Turner has found time for some
football in both Ontário and Alberta.

In 1949 he was a membor of the Calgaiy

Stampeder?.

Manitoba
Reluriis lo Manitoba

D. G. McClellan, a formcr graduate

of the University of Manitoba who
served with the Royai Canadian En-
gineers in Korea and at Chilliwack. B.C.,

has returncd to the Province of Mani-
toba and will practice hore.

Council Appointment
A vacancy in the Council of the As.so-

ciation was fillcd by the aii]Kiintment

of R. N. Shai-pe, to serve in the place

of G. B. Williams who has beon trans-

ferred to Ottawa. Mr. Sharpe is presently

with Manitoba Good Roads in the
capacity of divisional engineer.

Alberta

ISew Act Passes Legislature

Bill No. 70, entitled "Au Act to

Rcgulate the Professions of Engineering
and Geology" received it's third and
final reading in April and was assented
to by the Lt. Governor on April 6th,

195.'). The new Act sets out an entirely
new dofinition of Professional Engineer-
ing and the practice of Profession En-
gme(íring. The new definition is much
broadcr in scope and makes the adminis-
tion of the Act much easier. It also pro-
vides for the appointment of a Disci-
pline Committee composed of members
of Coimcil and this new Committee has
much broader powers to investigate and
carry out discipline of the membership.
The new Act provides for the increase

of the number of Councillors from eight
to twelve. providing for the election of
four Councillors each year for a three-

year term. It also provides for the
Council being empowered to fill vacan-
cies by appointment. Copies of the Act
will be circulated to the members in

the centre of the new Register in June.

New Council Meets

The first full meeting of the new
Council was held on April 22 at which
time new councillors were appointed to

íill the vacancies created by the new
Act. The Council appointed the follow-
ing members to serve on Council until

the next election: Past Councillors D.
R. Livingstone of Lethbridge, and J. A.
Harle of Edmonton and Dr. J. C.
Sproule, Consulting geologist, of Calgary,
and K. F. Huff, geologist and explora-
tion manager of Imperial Oil Ltd., Ed-
monton, Council also regretfuUy ac-

cepted the resignation of Councillor Dr.
H. H. Beach who has been transferred

to Te.xas. Dr. W. C. Gussow, consulting
geologist of Calgary, was appointed to

fiil this vacancy until the next election.

At the meeting the various committees
for the coming year were set up and
organized. The cliairmen of these com-
mittees are as íollows : Discipline Com-
mittee, Prof. J. A. Harle, chairman; L.
H. McManus, vice-chairman j Member-
ship and Enforcement Committees, R.
D. Livingstone, Lethbridge Chairman;
L. A. Thorssen, Calgary chairman; and
J. F. McDougall, Edmonton chairman;
Finance and Budget Committee; T. D.
Stanley, president; Joint Finance Com-
mittee. J. F. McDougall and R. C.
McPherson, the Association's representa-

tivos. Chairman to be chosen. Admis-
sions Committee, J. G. Dale, chairman;
Student Loan Committee, J. G. Dale,

chairman
;
Watching Legislation Com-

mittee, L. H. McManus. chairman;
Public Relations and ]']ditorial Commit-
tee, E. W. Christian, chairman; J. N.
Ford, vicc-chairman

;
Meetings Commit-

tee, L. Schofield, chairman; R. C. Mc-
Phenson, vice-chairman. Calgary sec-

tion; and R. D. Livingstone, vice-

cliairman, Lethbridge section.

Board of ExamiinTs Aílopts New
Uniform Examination Syllabus

The Alberta Board of Examiners in

Engineering have now adopted the uni-
form examination s3'llabus which has
jjreviously been adopted by Ontário,
Quebec, British Columbia. Saskatchewan
and Manitoba. This is the Syllabus of

Examinations which persons desiring to

onter the profession who do not have a
dcgree from an accredited institution

or who wish to enter the profession

without attending the university must
writc. The new syllabus contains ahout
V^ examinations instcad of five. The
effective date for the new syllabus is

July 1, 19.55, and ali applicants to write

the examinations after that date will

antomatically go on the new syllabus.

Persons who have applicd to write the
examinations prior to July Ist, will have
two years to complete under the old

syllabus.

The new Act also has an effect on
applicants to write the examinations.
Under the new Act ali persons wfio

make application to write the examina-
tions must have an Alberta High School
diploma or in the opinion of the De-
partment of Education its equivalent.
Persons who have taken their schooling
outside of Alberta should submit tran-
script of their High School Record
to the Registrar, Department of Educa-
tion, Administration Building, Edmon-
ton. and obtain an evaluation of their
High School credits before apph'ing.

1

British Columbia
Consulting Engineers' Division

|

A Consulting Engineers' Division of
I

the Association of Professional Engi- '

neers of B.C. has been formed to deal
t

with matters relating particularly to the i

consultants in their relationships with 1

contractors, building trades and other i

jjrofessional bodies. Forms of applica-
tion for membership in the new division

are being forwarded shortly to ali those
who might be interested by D. W. Rus-
sell, assistant registrar of the Associa-
tion. who is acting as secretary-treasvn'er

for the group. Chairman of the pro tem \

\

steering committee is John H. Read. 1

j
Committee members are V. M. W. i

Gw}'ther, D. M. Drake and F. W. Urry.

Consulting engineers constitute only \i
\

a fraction of the 2,800 members of the \

Association of Professional Engineers of
!

;

B.C. Their function and problems in i

some essential respects differ from those

of the majority of professional engineers

and engineers-in-training dircctiy em-
Ijloyed in industry. The need for a

special group to deal with these phases
of their professional activities has been
folt for some time, and a meeting of í

interested members was called through
the Association last spring.

In the past year there have been sev-

eral meetings of the steering committee,
|

and two general meetings, at which by-

laws for the division were established.

l'-ligible for membership are registered

members of the Association of Profes- '

sional Engineers of B.C., who are per-
|

manent residents of the province. They
i

must own ali or part of a consulting
;

c-ngineering practice, and have no fman- i

ciai afiiliations with manufacturers,
\

agents or contractors, other than fees

for Services rendered.

The by-laws and qualifications for
\

membership have been approved by the

Council of the Association, and the Con-
sulting Engineers' Division is now an

established entity, operating within the

Association in much the same manner
j

as the Municipal Engineers' Division. A
,

nominal entrance fee of $5.00 has been 1

established in the by-laws. with provi-

sion for annual dues and assessnients

to be decided by the membership. An
insígnia of membership will be issued j

as a visible indication that the members
subscribe to the standards of profes-

sional practice embodied in the by-laws

Municipal Engineers' Convention

A three-day program of technical

papers and panei discussions is planned

for the Thirteenth Annual Con\ention

of the Municipal Engineers' Division of

the Association of Professional Engi-

neers of B.C., which will be held in

Nanaimo from September 22 to 24.

Delegates will in elude city and muni-

cipal engineer.s, and members of public

works departments from ali parts of

B.C. as well as representatives of equip-

ment and supply firms. More than three

hundred are expected to attend. Chair-
j

nian of this year's convention, which will

have its headquarters in the Malaspina

Hotel, will be A. P. Leynard, city en-

gineer of Nanaimo.
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Direi-torv Number Completed

Tlic big job of double checking more
than 2800 lislings for the annual June
Director}' Number of The B.C. Profes-

sional Kngineer has been completed.

The chrcctory inchides name,s, addresses

and busine.ss affiliations of ali registered

Professional enginecrs, engineers-iu-train-

ing, and temporary license holders in

the province.

Other special features in the issue

will be the new recommended minimum
salary schedule for employed engineers^

as promulgated across Canada, and the

reeonimonded schedule of fees for B.C.
Consulting cngineers. There is also a list

of ali architects practising in the pro-

vince, and the complete details of the

new provincial Engineering Profession

Act. A special photographic section pro-

vides a pictorial record of recent and
current engineering jírojects.

Editor J. A. Merchant annoiínces it

will be off the press on schedule.

Engineers in the News

P. R. Pureell has aceepted a position

with the Department of Northern Affairs

and National Resources, engineering and
water resources branch, at Ottawa. His
duties will entail co-operation on ali

structura! matters with liydraulic engi-

neers of the water resources division.

Mr. Pureell left his former post as

assistant chief engineer for the Public
Utilities Commission in Victoria on
July 8.

Dr. U. J. Okulitch, a member of tlio

University of British Columbia faculty,

has been awarded a $650 research grant

by the Geological Society of America.

Dr, L. W. Shemilt, associate profeiísor

of chemistry at the University of British

Columbia, has been elected chairman of

the Canadian division of the National
Association of CoiTosion Engineers.

H. A. Dare, of H. C. Aci-es and Co., has
left Montreal for Pakistan where he will

be engaged in work on the Warsak
hydro-electric project.

J. S. Wilson, of Tyce Machinery Co.
Ltd., recently retired as president of the
company and was appointed chairman
of the board of directors. The position
of president has been filled by the gen-
eral manager, J. R. Wilson.

F. C. Tomiinson, has taken the posi-

tion of general manager of the Interna-
tional Mining and Development Cor-
poration with head oíiice in Nassau,
Bahamas.

W. A. Ker, of the water riglits braucii,

Department of Lands and Forests, who
has been district engineer at Kelowna,
has been moved to Victoria as deputy
comptroller and chief, operations divi-

sion. water rights branch.

J. M. Bezer has left the employ of

Gordon Russell Ltd. and taken a posi-
tion with Eric Ackland and Associates
Ltd. of Vancouver.

L. F. Morrison, of Canadian Wood
Pipe and Tanks Ltd., has been appointed
chief engineer effective July 1.

J. M. Oldhain recently aceepted ,'i

position on the engineering staff of the
Municipality of Burnaby.

H. L. Taylor has joined the staff of

Simpson and McGregor where he will

carry out elcctrical inspection work.

Pnor to his retirement, Mr. Taylor was
chiei eléctrica! inspector for the B.C.
government.

D. W. Jebbink, who recently rcturned
trom tho Dominican Republic where he
had been factory superintendent for tiu:
B.C. Sugar Refinery, has aceepted a tem-
porary position with M. A. Thomas.
F. R. Moore has taken a position willi
C. D. Schultz and Co. Ltd. in Vancou-
ver. He used to be with Alaska Pine anil
Celulose Co. Ltd. at Holberg.

K. N. Nordlund, formerh' of Chemainus,
B.C., is now with the B.C. Forest Ser-
\ ice at Prince George.

The Canadian Management
Council (1549 Burnside Place,
Montreal) will hold its first one-
day conference in Montreal, Sep-
tember 22, 1955, at the Ritz
Caiiton Hotel.

The program on the theme Edu-
cation for Management — Whoso
Responsibility?, will include morn-
ing and afternoon panei discus-
sions with speakers representing
management, professional societies,

universities, and management con-
sultants. The meeting will con-
clude with a recei^tion and dinncr
at which Stuart M. Finlayson,
l)rcsident of Canadian Marconi
Company will be guest speaker.

Total rharge for the day, in-
cluding dinncr and cocktails will

bc $15.00.

The annual meeting of the
American Society of Civil Engi-
neers (33 West 39th Street. New
York 18) will be held at the Hotel
Statler, New York, (3ctober 24-28,

1955.

The tvventy-third annual meet-
ing of the Engineers' Council for

Professional Development (29

West 39th Street, New York 18,

N.Y.) will be held in Toronto,
Ontário, October 13-14, 1955, with

hcadauarters at the King P^dward

Hotel.

ing together men who are experts

in diver,se ficlds. Having brought

them together it should bc the pur-

])osv of your Association to dircct

thcir thoiights to a common piir-

posc. Tlic opportunitics for lhe

11. M. \vrvx h.is left lhe Powcll Hiv(r
Co. to take up a new position with C.
F. Braun, consiilting engineer, of All-
hambra (Lo.s Angeles), Califórnia.

F. J. N. Spook has left th(! firni of
H. A. Simons Ltd. to take up a new
position with the B.C. Electric Co.

11. P. Pfeiffer recently rcturned fioni
Norway to take a position with the
B(>chtel Cori)oration, Los Angeles, as
|)roject engineer for the Snake River
hydro-cloctric project.

11. D. Forman was recenllv appointid
managing director of the Canam Cop-
per Co.

The first meeting of a new
Canadian Technical Asphalt
Association will be held in Vic-
toria in late October. This asso-
ciation for asphalt producers and
consumcrs is being organized bv
a steering committee. D. T. Wií-
lis, provincial surfacing engineer,
British Columbia Government, has
undertaken to advise interestcd
bodies.

The Chemical Institute of
Canada (18 Rideau St., Ottawa 2,

Ont.) has three conferences plan-
ned: September 8-9, a conference
of the Physical Chemistry
Division, at Montreal, on tiie

subject of nuclear chemistry; Sep-
tember 15-16, a corrosion syni-
posium in Montreal; October
12-13, a symposium on phos-
pholipids at the 1'niversity of
Western Ontário, London, Ónt.

The fourth l)ii(|uctting confer-

ence will be held at the Stanley

Hotel, Estes Park, Colorado, Sep-

tember 1, 2, 3, 1955.

The meeting is sponsored by tiic

International Briquetting Associa-

tion, whose .sccretary-treasurcr is

Neal Rice, University of Wyoin-

ing, Laraniie, Wyoming.

engineer liavc iicvcr in'i'ii Ix-llcr iii

the history of the i)n)fession. and

I tnist that the aclivities of \h\<

Association will add luslre Ixtili to

the rci)iitafion of llic engineer íiikI

to the engineering profession.

News of Other Societies

THE ENGINEER IN BUSINESS AND IN GOVEHNMENT
Conliniied from page ]OS'i
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#t)ítuaríe£!
The sYmpatliY oj lhe Inslilute is extended to the

relatives of those iihose passinfi is recorded here.

Dr. John Andrew Allan, uOíN . M E.l.c,

foniier head of the departnient of

geology at the University of Alberta,

died on May 23, 1955, at his home m
Ednionton, Alta.

Dr. Allan was bom at Aubrey. Que.,

in 1885. He received his B.A. degree

Dr. J. A. VII; Moll. M.I .I.C.

from McOill University in geology in

1907. The follovving year he obtained
his M.Sc. degree and vvas awarded a

fellowship at the Ma-^ísachusetts In-

stituto of Technology, where he con-

timied his geological .^tudies and re-

ceived his Ph.D. degree in 1912.

In the fali of 1912, Dr. Allan was
appointed lecturer in the department
of geology and minerology at the Uni-
versity of Alberta, and becanio pro-

fessor of geology the follovving year.

Dr. Allan retired as head of the de-

liartment in 1949 after nearly forty

years at the university.

In 1919 Dr. Allan began a .systematio

investigation of the mineral resources

of Alberta for the provincial govern-
ment and he was one of those respon-
sible for the organization of the Scien-

tific & Industrial Research Council of

Alberta, now known as the Research
Council of Alberta. From the outset he
directed the geological survey division

of the organization, whose publications
contain numerous reports and maps
which he prepared dealing with the
geology and mineral resources of
various sections of the province. An-
other outstanding contribution made by
Dr. Allan was the building up of a
large collection of minerais and fossils

to form a geological museum at the
University of Alberta which is now
con.sidered to be the finest in Western
Canada. Dr. Allan's work took him into
practically every part of the Province
of Alberta as well as into Northern
British Columbia. He was largely re-

sponsible for the mapping of the coal

fields, together with general studies in

geology throughout the pro\'ince and in

the Rocky Mountains. His work in

pionf^ering the development of Alberta'?

oil and gas reisources has been equally

important. He was the first to establisli

the structure of the Skiff field southeast

of Lpthbridge and subsequently pioneer-

ed the discovery of the Kinsella .struc-

ture in east central Alberta.

Dr. Allan was a past president of the

Association of Professional Engineers ol

Alberta, as well as the Canadian In-

stituto of Mining & Metallurgy. He
was for many ycars a fellow of the

Royai Society of Canada as well as

an active member of many other so-

cieties and organizations in both Can-
ada and the United States.

Dr. Allan became a Member of the

Engineering Instituto of Canada ia

1941 and was awarded Honorary Meni-
bership in the Institute in 1952.

John William Hunter, m.e.i.c, of

Kingston, (Jnt., died on November 15,

1954. He had been retiicd from the
practice of engineering for some years
and was residing in Kingston, having
worked previously in Newark, N.J.
Mr. Hunter was born in Kingston on

April 20, 1868. He graduated from Mc-
(lill University with a B.Sc. degree in

mechanical engineering in 1896. His
early expericnco was chiefiy in ship-

building and marino engineering on vo.s-

s(>ls for the Groat Lakes, when he
worked for the American Shipbuilding
Company in Cleveland and for tlie

Canadian Shi]il)uilding Company in

Toronto.
He had also been associatcd with the

Hunter lOnginoering Works in Toronto,
Ont.
Mr. Hunter became an Associate

Member of the Engineering Instituto in

1907, transferring to Member in 1940.

He had attained lifo membership in the

Institute in 1947.

Joseph Berlram DeHart, mining en-

gineer with the department of natural

resources of the Canadian Pacific Rail-

wavs, died on June 9, 1955, in Calgary,
Alta.

Mr. DeHart was born in Newcastlc,
England, on August 9, 1890. He came
to Canada at the age of 17 and enrolled
at McGill University. He received his

B.Sc. degree in civil engineering in 1910.

his B.Sc. degree in mining engineering
in 1911 and his master's degree in min-
ing engineering in 1912.

In 1914 he was manager of the Twin
City Coal Company, and from 1915 to

1918 he held the same position with
North American Collieries Ltd. at

Coalhurst. He was appointed general
superintendent the following year. From
1922 to 1923 he was engineer and man-.
ager for Cadomin Coal Company. Mr.
DeHart was appointed district inspector
of mines for the Alberta government at

Lethbridge, Alta., and in 1937 he
accepted a position with the Provincial

Institute of Technology and Art in

Calgary, taking charge of the coal min-
ing courses. Two years later he becams
as^ociated with Canadian Pacific Rail-

way's department of natural resourcea

ut Calgary, Alta.

Mr. DeHart was a past-president of

the Professional Engineers of Alberta,

and a member of the Canadian In-

stitute of Mining and Metallurgy. He
was a Member of the Engineering In-

stitute from 1925 to 1953 and was a

voci])ient of the Past-President's Prize

III 19:!(!.

John Charles Heath, .ir.E.i c. diesel

engineer with the Winnipeg office ol

Canadian Aviation Electronics* Ltd.,

died in an autoinobile accident on April

18, 19.55.

Mr. Heath was born in Winnijieg on

June 19. 1924, and received his public

and high school education there. Ho
graduated from the University of Mani-
toba with a degree in mechanical engi-

neering in 1950, working in the summet
months of iiis course as a machinist
apprentice with Canadian Pacific Rail-

way.
During World War II he served for

three years with the R.C.A.F.
Following' his graduation from uni-

\-ersity, Mr. Heath took a diesel cour.se

at Le Grange, 111., and worked in the

service dei)artment of General Motors
as a diesel instructor. In 1951 he went
to Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., and joined

J. C. Heath, Jr.E.I.C.

the staíí of Algoma Central and Hud-
son Bay Railway Company as a diesel

supervisor, later becoming assistant to

the vice-president. He returned to

Winnipeg in 1953 to accept a position

as diesel engineer for Canadian Avia-

tion Electronics Ltd., working with

diesel operations on radar sites acros3

Canada.
Mr. Heath became a Student Mem-

ber of the Engineering Institute in 1949,

transferring to Júnior in 1952.
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J. BENOIT C
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Sec.-Treas., R. J. HARVEY,
Bell Telephone Co. of Canada,
Room 1425—1050 Beaver HaU Hill.

Montreal, Que.

1^

F. L. LAWTONi
G. KINGSMILlil
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Executive, A. M. BUTT

E. L. BALL
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(Ex-Officio), G. R. JACK
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Power Co.. Ltd.,

St. John's, Nfld.
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Chairman. F. C. MORRISON
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{Ex-Officio), C. W. BOAST G. C. LYON
C. D. McCULLOCH

Sec.-Treas.. J. B. FREDERICK,
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NORTHERN NEW BRUNSWICK
Chairman. W. S. HOSKING
Vice-Chair., T. TURGEON
Executive. P. G. ROBINSON

R. A. CAMERON
G. E. McLELLAN
D. C. MacCALLUM
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Chairman, R. F. LEGGET
Vice-Chair.. W. B. PENNOCK

H. C. BROWN J. N. PRITCHARD
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C. B. CRAWFORD D. B. REES

(Ex-Officio). R. E. HAYES B. G. BALLARD
A. H. GRAVES J. J. GREEN
H. CHAPUT
G. A. SUTHERLAND,
Radio and Electrical Engrg. Div.,
National Research Council,
Ottawa, Ont.

Executive

Treasurer,
Secretary,
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PETERBOROUGH
Chairman. D. A. LAMONT
Executive, W. H. ACKHURST

D. T. BATH
D. G. DONALDSON
R. H. STUART
M. M. ULOTH

(Ex-Officio), A. R. HAILEY
H. R. SILLS
J. P. WATTS

Sec.-Treas., J. L BEGGS.
e/o Canadian General Electric
Company,
Peterborough, Ont.

PORT HOPE
Hon. Chair., J. G. G. KERRY
Chairman, W. S. RAYNOR
(Ex-Officio), G. T. HUNTER, Jr.

Sec..Treas., J. L. SYLVESTER,
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Chairman,
Executive,

E. S. CHANDLER
C. F. BUCKINGHAM
N. STEWART
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(Ex-Officio). E. K. MacNUTT
Sec.-Treas., W. R. BRENNAN,

Public Utilities Commission,
P.O. Box 455,
Charlottetown, P.E.I.

QUEBEC

SAULT STE. MARIK

Life Hon.
Chair..

Chairman

.

Vice-Chair
Executive.

A. R. DECARY
GUILLAUME PIETTE
L. P. BONNEAU
GUY BABINEAU
P. BOUSQUET
C. E. PLAMONDON
L. SWIFT
R. BERNIER
P. H. LANGLAIS

(Ex-Officio). J. O. MARTINEAU
G. DEMERS
A. E. PARlfi
G. E. SARAULT

Sec.-Treas., ROGER DESJARDINS,
Public Service Board,
Court House, Quebec, Que.

SAGUENAY
Chairman, A. H. .JOHNSTON
Vice-Chair., C. C. LOUTTIT
Executive. F. A. BROWN L. D. LAVENTURE

D. STAIRS H. C. PERREAULT
J. S. TAYLOR O. S. GISLASON

(Ex-Officio), F. A, DAGG B. L. DAVIS
Sec.-Treas.. W. W. ROBERTSON,

819 Lorraine Street,

Arvida, Que.

SAINT JOHN
Chairman,
Vice-Chair.,
Executive.

T. C. HIGGINSON
,
F. L. DOTY
J. G. BISHOP
H. N. DAY
J. J. DONAHUE
H. W. TOWNSHEND

(Ex-Officio). R. M. RICHARDSON
J. A. B. BRENAN
A. G. WATT
E. E. WHEATLEY

Sec.-Treas., J. W. G. SCOTT,
280 King Street E.,

Saint John, N.B.

ST. MAURICE VALLEY
T. G. EDGEWORTH
P. E. McILHARGEY
A. T. FARMER J. U. MOREAU
H. L. NICOLL C. W. KERRY
J. K. MURPHY E. E. COPPING
C. M. WILLIAMS J. E. B. SAWYER

(Ex-Officio). E. T. BUCHANAN
E. R. McMULLEN
L. A. PATTISON
G. H. BALCOME

c/o Aluminum Co. of Can., Ltd.,

Shawinigan Falis, Quebec.

Chairman.
Vice-Chair.
Executive,

Treasurer.
Secretary,

SARNIA
Chairman,
Vice-Chair.
Executive,

(Ex-Officio)
Treasurer,
Secretary.

J. E. HARRIS
R. A. McGEACHY
J. E. KEOUGH J. R. CONNELL
T. H. DOBBIN J. H. DOUGLAS
E. W. DILL
C. PHELPS
K. E. BENTLEY,
495 Devonshire Road,
Sarnia, Ontário.

SASKATCHEWAN
Chairman, W. R. STAPLES
Vice-ChaxT., E. J. DURNIN
Executive. C. R. FORSBERG L. T. HÇLMES

J. C. TRAYNOR A. H. DOUGLAS
W. M. BERRY W. G. McKAY
E. C. B. MACNABB

(Ex-Officio) G. N. MUNRO J. JONSSON(Ex umcxo). Ur.
1^. gpj^^,j.,j, j Q SCHAEFFER

Sec.-Treas.. R. BING-WO,
2043 Cameron St.,

Regina, Sask.

Chairman.
Vice-Chair.
Executive.

W. D. ADAMS
A. .M. WILSON
G.L.BROWN T. L. B. UAilLlN
K. J. KENYON U. .SCII.MIDT

(Ex-Officio). D. C. HOLGATE W. T. BUTLER
Sec.-Treas., R. H. TOOLEY.

112 Lansdownc .Ave..

Sault Ste. Maric, Ont.

SUDBURY

Oiairman
Vic^Chai
Executive,

W . .S. BLACK
L. T. LANE
T. C. ROBERTSON
H. M. WMITTLES
J. F. McCALLUM

(Ex-Officio), F. A. OIÍANGE
Sec.-Treas.. A. D. FINLAYSON,

.362 WellinKton HeÍKht.s
Sudbury, Ontário.

TORONTO

j. w. s.Mn ii

K. H. MOORE

Chairman, M. W. HUGGINS
Vice-Chair., K. F. TUPPER
Executive, J. H. INGHAM R. C. NORGROVE

E.R.DAVIS I. S. WIDDIFIELD
H. FEALDMAN .M. P. WHELEN
B. K. WILLARD R, A. MULLER
R. S. SEGSWORTH 3. B. YOUNG

(Ex-Officio), M. McMURRAY D. D. WÍIITSON
W. H. PATERSON C. R. DAVIS

Assl.-Sec., B. K. WILLARD
Sec.-Treas., L. F. BUE.SOLIN,

c/o Engineering Institute of Canada,
236 .\venue Road,
Toronto, Ont.

VANCOUVER

Chairman, F. M. CAZALET
Vice-Chair.. C. P. JONES
Executive, R. F. P. BOWMAN W. G. HESLOP

C. H. MAARTMAN J. T. TURNER
J. C. OLIVER

(Ex-Officio), S. J. deJONG
H. T. LIBBY

Treasurer, E. S. HARE
Secretary, A. D. CRONK,

658 W. 13th Ave.,
Vancouver 9, B.C

VANCOUVER ISLAND

R. E. WILKINS
W. O. RlCllMOVD

Chairman. A. G. BALLANTYNE
Vice-Chair.. N. J. GOODE
Executive, R. BOWERING H. C. THURBER

J. ROBERT.SON W. G. H. CAM
(Ex-Officio). W. A. BOWMAN
Sec.-Treas.. Cmdr. P. F. FAIRFULL,

Esquimalt Drydock,
Box 248, Victoria, B.C.

WINNIPEG

Chairman. J. HOOGSTRATEN
Vice-Chair.. D. M. STEPHENS
Executive, L. A. BATEMAN G. W. MOULE

R. N. SIIARPE G. A. NICHOL.\S
W. J. PATTON R. T. HARLAND
N. A. WILLIA.MS T. E. STOREY
N. S. BUBBIS W. V. MORRIS
GEO. NEWMAN M. P. SCHIOLER
A. F. THOMSON J. B. STRIOWSKl

(Ex-Officio), G. B. WILLIAMS C. P. HALTALIN
C. V. ANTENBRING

J. L. CHARLES
Sec.-Treas., C. S. LANDON,

P.O. Box 541,
Winnipcg, Man.

YUKON

Chairman. J. L. PHELPS
Executive, S. THO.MSON C. E. WHITE
(Ex-Officio), M. C. SUTllERLAND-BROWN
Treasurer, K. J. BAKER
Secretary, M. E. ALMSTROM,

P.O. Box 441,
Whitchorse, Y.T.

ONTÁRIO DIVISION

Chairman, A. E. BERRY
Vice-Chair.. G. R. HENDERSON
Treasurer, G. R. TURNER
Stcrttary. G. H. ROGERS
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News of the Personal Activities

of

Members of the Institute

Robert J. Anderson, M.E.i.c, has been
nained chief engineer of Linde Air

Products Company, a division of Union
Carbide Canada Ltd. in Toronto. The
announcement was made by David S.

Lloyd, M.E.i.c, president of the com-
pany.
Mr. Anderson graduated from the

University of Toronto in 1931 with a

B.A.Sc, degree in electrical engineering

and has been on the staff of the com-
pany since that time.

He has held a number of positions in

the field and in a supervisory capacity

with the company. For some years he
has been manager of engineering ser-

vice, the position he held until his new
appointment.
Mr. Anderson is a member of the

American Society for Metals, the
American Welding Society, and the
Association of Professional Engineers of

Ontário. He is also a member of com-
mittees for the Canadian Standards
Association, Compressed Gas Associa-
tion, and the International Acetylenf
Association.

John W. Ross, M.B.i.c, has been ap-
pointod manager of engineering service
íor the Linde Air Products Company
in Toronto, succeeding R. J. Anderson,
M.E.I.C.

Mr. Ross, who graduated from the
University of Toronto in 1941 with .-i

B.A.Sc, degree in mechanical engineer-
ing, has been with the company for the
past ten years. In 1946 he was devel-
opment engineer and early this year
was narned assistant manager of the
engineering service for the company.
He is a member of the American So-

ciety for Metals, and of the Associa-

R. J. Anderson, M.E.I.C.
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tion of Professional Engineers of

Ontário.

John B. Carswell, M.E.I.C, has been ap-
pointed general manager of Canada
House (New York) Ltd. Mr. Carswell
will divide his time between New York
and Toronto, where he is engaged in

private practice as a consulting engi-

neer.

A nati\e of Paisley, Scotland, he re-

ceived his tcchnical training at Paisley
Technical School and Gla.sgow College.
His íirst engineering work in Canada
was in 1911 when he was on mainten-
ance work in connection with the Grand
Trunk Railway. During the first World

John W. Ross, M.E.I.C.

War Mr. Carswell pioneered the design
and construction of Canada's first air-

íields and maintenance shops. Sub-
sequently he became president of Cars-
well Construction Company in Toronto
and managing director and then presi-

dent of Burlington Steel Company Ltd.
jn Hamilton, Ont. When the second
World War began Mr. Carswell was
appointed director-general of the offices

of Canada's Department of Munitions
^nd Supply at Washington, D.C. Later
he became the first president of the
Canadian War Assets Corporation.
In 1948 he was chairman of the Fraser

Valley Dyking Board and of the
Greater Winnipeg Dyking Board in

1950. He was chairman of Kitimat
Constructors and supervised ali con-
struction work at the Aluminum Com-
pany of Canada's plant at Kitimat,
B.C. He opened his private practice m
Toronto in 1954.
Mr. Carswell attained life member-

ship in the Engineering Institute in
1950.

August, 1955

Dr. Ingo Ingenohl, M£.i.c., formerly
industrial engmeering supervisor with
the Dupont Company of Canada, has i

been appointed assistant professor of I

industrial management at the Massa-
j

chusetts Institute of Technology. (

Dr. Ingenohl, a native of Denmark,
graduated with a M.Sc. degree in civil

engineering from the Technical Uni-
\-ersity of Berlin. After some years

1 , *

Dr. I. Ingenohl, M.E.I.C.

experieuce in building and construction
he became interested in the works of

Taylor and Gilbrcth and returned to

the Uni\'ersity for formal training iii

scientific management techniques, con-

cluding with a Ph.D. degree in indu.-

triul psychotechnique. Activities as !i

consulting engineer brought him over
inost of Europe. He came to Canada
in 1948 and joined the stafí of the

Dupont C'ompany in 1950.

He has appeared as lecturer and
speaker before various management
groups in Canada and the United
States.

E. J. Robertson, m.e.i.c, is now with
the Federal Civil Service in the depart-

inent of transport air service's con-

struction division at Montreal Airport,

Dorval, Que. The position is an elec-

trical power engineering appointment
involving design, estimating and super-

\ ision of construction of electric power
and lighting services at various airports.

Mr. Robertson was formerly with Cana-
dian Aviation Electronics Ltd. in Mont-
real.

Mr. Robertson graduated from Man-
chester University with a degree in

electrical engineering, and has had con-

giderable experience in Britain, both
nith manufacturing and operating com-
panies. He was a mechanical and elec-

trical engineer in the Air Ministry
Works Directorate during the war and
was chief electrical engineer in the

Manchester Corporation Transport De-
partment before coming to Canada in

1949. He became associated with the

Toronto Transit Commission specializ-

ing in the signal system for the Rapid
Transit projects. He was also with

Bepco Canada Limited as traction de-

partment engineer in Toronto.
He is an associate member of the

Institution of Electrical Engineers, and

a member of the American Institute

of Electrical Engineers.

A. Brewer Hunt, m.e.i.c, has resigned

as director of the electronics branch
of the Department of Defence Produc-
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g:ontrolling 1,828,000 H.P.*at Niagara

\

For Ontário Hydro's new Sii- Adam Beck
power development, Dominion Bridge de-
signed, fabricated and erected two of the
largest hydraulic regulating gates so far

built in the world. Measuring 58 ft.

high by 45 ft. wide, they control the
flow of water to the twin 53 2 mile
tunnels which feed the 1,828,000 H.P.*
generating station.

This remarkable project is another
example of the significant contribu-

tion of Dominion Bridge to the de-

velopment of Canada's immense
water power resom-ces.

Dominion Bridge has designed and
built the majority of the regulating

gates, cranes and structural steel-

work used in hydraulic power de-

velopments from coast to coast.

Height of arch 75 ft.

Height of gate 58 ft.

Width of gate 45 ft.

Weight of each gate 225 tons

'Ultimate capacity
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tion, and is retuming to the Northern
Electric Company.
Mr. Hunt gradiiated from the Uni-

versity of Toronto with a B.A.Sc, de-

gree in 1928 and was awarded a medal
from the British Association for the

Advancement of Science, which is the

highest engineering award of the uni-

versity. Upon graduation he joined

Northern Electric as manufacturing
methods engineer in connection with

theatre sound systems and vacuum tube
production. In 1933 he was appointed
special products manufacturing super-

intendent, and in 193.5 took over the

added duties of radio receiver engineer.

Two years later he was made special

products superintendent in charge of

manufacturing, engineering and instal-

lation.

In 1948 he moved to Belleville, Ont.,

with the electronics division where he
stayed until 1950 at which time he re-

turned to Montreal as assistant man-
ager of Northerns telephone divisiou.

Three months later Mr. Hunt became
general manager of the Communications
equiiJment division. He has been od
loan to the Canadian government for

the past year.

Mr. Hunt is a past-president of the

Radio-Television Manufacturers Asso-
ciation, a member of the Institute of

Radio Engineers, of the Canadian
Manufactiu-ers Association, and a mem-
ber of the Corporation of Professional

Engineers of Quebec. He also holds
the rank of lieutenant-colonel in the

reserve army having served as com-
manding oííicer of the 2nd Corps H.Q.
Signals Regiment.

Meyerhof, M.E.I.C

Ainie Cousineau, m.e.i.c, head of the
City Planning Department of Montreal,
has retired after 41 years of service

with tlie City. His assistant, C. E.

Campeau, m.e.i.c. was appointed as his

successor.

Mr. Cousineau, who graduated from
Ecole Polytechnique, Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology, and Harvard
University, joined the Montreal Health
Department as sanitaiy engineer in 1914.

He was later named superintendent of

sanitation and in 1943 Mr. Cousineau
was appointed head of the City Plan-

ning Department, the position he held

upon his retirement on July 1.

In 1940-1941 he served as chairman
for the Conference of Municipal Pub-
lic Heajth Engineers.
Mr. Cousineau was awarded an hon-

orary degree of doctor of applied science

by the University of Montreal in 1947.

He attained life member.ship in the

Engineering Institute in 1951.

Dr. G. G. Meyerhof, m.e.i.c, has been
appointed professor of civil engineering
and head of the Department of Civil

j

Engineering at the Nova Scotia Tech-
nical College, Halifax, N.S.
Dr. Mej^erhof graduated from Univer-

sity College, London University, Eng-
land, in 1938 with a first class honoursi
B.Sc. degree in civil engineering and

|

received the Vernon-Harcourt Civil
Engineering Prize of the College. .\fter

[

practical training with civil engineers

and contractors in London he joined the

Expanded Metal Company (reinforced
|

concrete engineers). rising to the posi-

tion of principal designer. In 1944 Dr.

Meyerhof received the M.Sc. degree of
j

The R. C. Harris Water Purification

and Pumping Station of the Munici-

pahty of Metropohtan Toronto filters

100,000,000 gallons per day.

H. G. Acres & Company Limited is

proud to have been associated with

the design of this plant.

Engineering reports, valua-

tions, design, layout, specifica-

tions, supervision of
construction.

Hydraulic steam and diesel

generating stations, dams,
water storage and control

developments. Water supply

plants and industrial
buildings.

H. G. ACRES & COMPANY UNITED
Consulting Engineers

NIA6ARA FALLS CANADA
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Re-de&igrv ^íi

UCTILE IRON

DUCTILE IRON provides mechanical properties approaching

those of cast steel. In addition, it combines the machinability

and wear-resistance as well as the fluidity and castability of

cast iron.

CHARACTERISTICS OF DUCTILE IRON

1. Its elastic modulus, about 25,000,000 psi, is virtually unaffected

by composition or thickness.

2. It can provide a chilled, carbidic, abrasion-resistant surface

supported by a tough ductile core.

3. As-cast ductile iron of 93,000 psi tensile strength lias the same
maciiinability rating as gray iron with a strength of 45,000 psi.

4. Annealed ductile iron can be machined at a rate 2 to 3 times

that of good quality gray iron.

5. It can be satisfactorily welded.

6. It resists oxidation and growth to an extent never before avail-

able in normal gray iron castings.

7. It can be cast in intricate shapes not normally feasible for

cast Steel.

8. It is generaily more corrosion resistant than cast steel.

IImíti

INCO frn/HACK SERVICE

Working closely with foundries,

metallurgists and design and pro-

duction engineers has developed a

fund of valuablc data which is yours

for the asking. lnco's technical staff

is ready at all times to assíst you.

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED

25 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTÁRIO

The International Nickel Company of Canada, Limit'

25 King Street West, Toronto, Ont.

Please send me a lis! of availahle publicaiions on

DUCTILE IRON.

NAME

COMPANY -••

ADDRESS :



The Side Head Boring Mill is well established in Canadian shop practice

and these new Timesaver Mills have 100% more Horse Power and Speed.

Its versatiíity permits a wide range of work in either small or médium

quantities to be economically mochined with Standard Tool set-ups.

The Side Head with its 4 position Tool Holder in combination with the

5 station Turret and Ad-

justable Rail feature en-

able you to do a variety

of work at less cost.

The economies effected

over a normal tool life of

10 to 15 years ensure you

savings far in excess of any

initial price differential.

CAHrse

THE JOHN BERTRAM & SONS CO. LIMITED
DUNDAS, ONTÁRIO

Soles Division: ACME BERTRAM MACHINE TOOLS LIMITED

15 Brandon Ave., Toronto, Ontário

Bronch Officet: HAMILTON • MONTREAL • WINDSOR • WINNIPEG

London University for research in soil

mechanics, and he took charge of the

soils department of Messrs. R. H.
Stanger (testing and in.spection engi-

neers) in London.
From 1946 to 1953 Dr. Meyerhof was

on the staff of the Government Building

Research Station in England, latterly as

principal scientifio ofíicer in the soil

mechanics division. He was head of the

foundation section and in charge of in-

vestigations for large public buildings,

bridges and industrial structures. He
also carried out extensive research on
foundation problems for which he was
awarded the Ph.D. degree in the Faculty

of Engineering of London University in

1950 and the Research Medal of the In-

stitution of Structural Engineers in 1953.

In the following year the University of

London awarded him the degree of

doctor of science (engineering) for his

distinct contributions to the study of

foundations and structures.

Dr. Meyerhof paid his first visit to

this country in 1947 during a govern-

ment mission to U.S.A. and Canada
where he also took part in the first

Canadian conference on soil mechanics
in Ottawa. He returned to Canada in

1953 to join the staff of the Foundation
Company of Canada in Montreal. In

1954 he was appointed to the position

of supervising engineer in the Mont-
real oííice of the Foundation of Canada
Engineering Corporation and was in

charge of the designs of various civil

engineering works.

Dr. Meyerhof is the author of numer-
0U9 papers on structural and soil

mechanics subjects, which have been

published by scientific and technical

societies in England, Canada and else-

where. He is a member of the American
:

Society of Civil Engineers, the Institu-

tion of Civil Engineers, the Institution
I

of Structural Engineers, the Corporation i

of Profe.-ísional Engineers of Quebec. the

Association of Professional Engineers of

Ontário, the International Association

for Bridge and Structural Engineering
and the International Society of Soil

Mechanics and Foundation Engineering.

Lawrence M. Howe, m.e.i.c, has be-

come associated with C. A. Energia
Eléctrica de Venezuela at Maracaibo,
Venezuela.
Mr. Howe has been with the Bolivian

Power Company at La Paz, Bolivia,

since 1948 as general manager. Before
going to South America he was opcrat-

ing .superintendent of the Newfoundland
Light and Power Company at St. Jolin'.s.

He has also been with the Saskatchewan
Power Commission at Regina as district

superintendent of the rural transmission

system.
Mr. Howe graduated froni tlie l'iii\'ei--

I

sity of Manitoba in 1933 with a degree

in electrical engineering and received hih

M.Eng. degree from McGill Universitv
j

in 1935.

H. J. Williamson, m.e.i.c, has been
|

transferred by the Department of Trans- 1

port to Edmonton, Alta. He will be diá-

trict controller of air services, the .^^ame

position he held with the department in

Moncton, N.B.
Mr. Williamson. who graduated fiom

the LTniver.sity of New Brunswick witli

a degree in electrical engineering, joined

lhe government service 24 years ago.
|

Ho served first with the Department of I

Xational Defence and then in 1937 with

the Df^i)artnient of Transport in western

Canada where he took part in the carly

development of a trans-contincntal air- !

way.
He was transferred in 1941 to Edmon-

ton and was in charge of developing

radio Communications for the northwest

staging route and the Alaska Highway.
He left Edmonton in 1949 to begin a

National Defence College course at

Kingston, Ont., and a year later went

to Moncton, N.B., as district controller

of air services.

Leon Wigdor, M.E.I.C.

Leon M. Wigdor, m.k.i.c. has been

named technical manager of Asbesto?

Corporation Limited in Montreal. He
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Economy of Production

starts

at the

Drafting-

Board

W9é
Kodagraph Reproductíon Materials

save draftíng time and expense

• Kodagraph Autopositive intermediates
and reproductions ensure an adequate sup-

ply of fresh, crisp drawings for ali your

plant operation's needs at low cost.

Your skilled draftsmen need no longer

waste valuable time re-tracing or even

re-drafting drawings which have become
illegible through age and rough handling.

Kodagraph
Reproduction Materials

"The big NEW PLUS in engineerif/g draiving reproduction"

• Kodagraph Autopositive Paper
Extra Thin for high-quality

photographic intermediates at

lowest cost.

• Kodagraph Autopositive Paper
Translucent for faster print-

ing, more durable, easier-lo-

revise intermediates.

• Kodagraph Repro-Negative
Paper for black-line interme-

diates from negative-type
originais.

• Kodagraph Autopositive Film

for very fast-printing inter-

mediates of highest qiiality.

• Kodagraph Contact Paper
Translucent for fast-printing,

durable, very high-quality

intermediates.
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Kodagraph Autopositive intermediates

make clear legible copies of even old and

badly soiled originais.

You can get these photographic inter-

mediates more easily, faster — at less cost.

There is a Kodagraph Reproduction ma-

terial to streamline your flow of work.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED

Toronto 9, Ontário

Please send me more defailed informalion on Kodagraph
Reproduction Materials.

NAME

POSITION

COMPANY

STREET

CITY

PROVINCE

--'-i
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was formerly manager of the technical

department of Atlas Asbestos Company
Ltd., also in Montreal.
Mr. Wigdor graduated from McGil!

University in 1941 with a B.Eng. degree

in chemical engineering. In 1935 he re-

ceived the University's certificate in

business administration.

He joined Atlas Asbestos in 1948 as

a development engineer. Previously he
had been on the research staff of the

Ault and Wiborg Company in Toronto.
He has also been connected with the

engineering department of Distillers

Corporation Limited in Ville Lasalle,

Que., and with Defence Industries

Limited in Valleyfield, Que.

St. Lawrence Seaway Authority
Appointments

The Honorable Lionel Chevrier has
announced the appointment of three

division engineers for the Authority.
Fred M. Corneil, M.E.i.c, of Morris-
burg, Ont., assumes the post of division

engineer at Iroquois, Ont., in the inter-

national lapids section of the Seaway ;

G. V. Boiírbonnais, M.E.I.C., of Quebec
City and Montreal has been appointed
division engineer at Cote Ste. Cather-
ine, Lachine section of the seaway; anil

W. A. 0'Neil, jr.E.i.c, has been named
division engineer of the Welland sec-

tion with headquarters at St. Cathar-
ines, Ont.
Mr. Corneil graduated from Queen's

University in 1923 with a degree in civil

engineering and joined E. G. M. Cape
and Company in 1928 working for tlie

company both in Toronto and Mont-
real. In 1934 he became associated with
H. D. Sutherland in Montreal and they
formed the Sutherland Constrviction
Company. Ten years later Mr. Corneil
formed his own construction company
under the name of Iddon and Corneil,
Inc., Montreal. He gave up his interest
in the firm in 1954 and has since been
living at Morrisburg, Ont.
Mr. Bourbonnais, a graduate of

McGill I'niversity in civil engineering,
class of 1940, was project engineer with
Komo Construction Company at La-
brieville, Que., before joining the St.

Lawrence Seaway .-Xuthority. He has

F. M. Corneil, IVI.E.I.C.

also been associated with Canadian
Arsenais as plant engineer at Valcartier,

Que., and on the reconstruction of the
C.N.R. freight facilities at Riviere du
Loup, Que. He saw service during
World War II with the Royai Canadian
Engmeers.
Mr. 0'Neil received his degree in

civil engineering from the University of

Toronto in 1949 and joined the De-
partment of Transport upon graduation.

He was júnior engineer at St. Cathar-
ines, Ont. ,and assistant resident engi-

neer in Montreal. In 1954 he was
appointed engineer with the special

projects branch of the department at

Montreal becoming resident engineer
with the Seaway Authority when the

branch was taken over by the St. Law-
rence Seaway Authority.

S/L. Ian Cillean, m.e.i.c, has been
promoted to the rank of wing com-
mander and is now serving at Air Force
Headquarters in Ottawa, Ont.
He graduated from McGill Univer-

sity in 1940 with a degree in engineer-
ing and joined the R.C.A.F. in 1941.

He was discharged at the end of the
war with the rank of flight lieutenant

and was associated with the Marconi

G. V. Bourbonnais, M.E.I.C.

Company in Montreal, before joining

the permanent force in 1949 as signals

officer in Ottawa with the R.C.A.F.
Maintonanco Command.

Gerald G. Fisch, m.e.i.c, has joined
the firm of Bruce Payne and Associates,

management consultants in Westport,
Conn., as sénior assocdate. He was for-

merly vice-president and general man-
ager of J. B. Fraser & Associates Ltd..

in Toronto.
A chemical engineering graduate of

McGill University and a 1950 graduate
of the Massachusetts In.stitute of Tech-
nology in business and engineering ad-
ministration, Mr. Fisch had also been
associated with Canada Packers Ltd.
before joining J. B. Fraser and Asso-
ciates in Montreal in 1950.

Arthur M. Toye, m.e.i.c, has boen
named head of the bridge engineering
branch of the Department of Highways
of Ontário. He was previouslj' assistant
chief engineer with the department.

Mr. Toye graduated from the LTniver-
sity of Toronto in 1925 with lhe degree
of B.A.Sc, in engineering. He joined
the Department of Highways in 1931
taking a leave of absence from 1942 to

W, A. 0'Neil, Jr.E.l.C.

1946 to serve at Ottawa as inspection
officer for the Inspection Board of the
United Kingdom and Canada. Return-
ing to the highways department he was
named assistant chief bridge engineer
in 1954.

Mr. Toye is a member of the Cana-
dian Welding Society and of the Asso-
ciation of Professional Engineers of

Ontário.

Robert C. March, m.e.i.c, is project

manager for the New Brunswick Power
Commission's hydro-electric power de-

velopment at Beechwood, N.B.

Mr. March, a civil engineermg gradu-
ate of Kansas State University in 1911,

was for a number of years works engi-

neer with the Aluminum Company of

(danada at Arvida. Que. He has also

l^een connected with the Deer Lake
Development in Newfoundland; lhe

Island Falis Power Project in Saskatche-

wan; and the Lac Cassé Development
for the Quebec Hydro. until his new
appointment with the New Brunswick
Power Commission.

C. E, Campeau, m.e.i.c, assistant di-

rector of the Montreal City Planning
Department since 1953, has been named
director of the department upon the

retirement of A. Cousineau, m.e.i.c.

Mr. Campeau graduated from Ecole

Polytechnique in 1941 with a B..\.Sc.

degree and immediately after gradua-

tion became associated with the Public

Works Department of Montreal. He
joined the city planning department in

1943 as chief engineer.

He is a past-president of the Quebec
Provincial Division of the Community
Planning Associai ion of Canada.

IVarcisse J. A. Vermette, m.e.i.c, of the

Quebec Department of Roads. has been

elected a member of the Catholic

School Commission of the City of

Verdun for a period of three years. He
will serve as president of the board for

1955-56.

Mr. Vermette. a graduate of Lavai

University in 1915, is a professional

engineer and land surveyor. He has

been with the Department of Roads
since 1940 and is chief of surveys for

districts 3, 4 and 5 of the province.

He attained life membership in the

Institute in 1955 having joined as a

Student in 1913 while at Lavai Univer-
sitv.
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then turn on the roín!

Agriculture, Industry and Municipalities—north, east,

south and west—are rapidly taking the worry out of

weather! Farmers and ranchers, as well as civic

engineers and plant operators, are discovering in ever

increasing numbers that a controlled, reliable source

of water is sound economy.

But a word of warning. Investigate thoroughly. Be

sure . . . doubly sure .... that the system you install

is properly designed for specific necds and definito

puiposes, for both the present and the future.

Layne knovvs most about water supply systcms ....

for Layne knows most about water. And Layne cx-

perience on evei7 phasc of water or water develop-

ment is at your command free for the asking.

You are wise when, before you decide on any system,

you "ask the man from Layne."

INTERNATIONAL WATER SUPPLY, Ltd.

12 Maitland St., London, Ontário, Canada • 125 Drummond Bldg. Montreal, quebe<:. Ca"ad<2

156 Colborne Si., East, ÒakviUe, Ontário, Canada • 81 14.104lh St., Edrnonlon, Alberta, Canada

Room 207, 535 Honur St., Vancouver, B. C, Canada .Associated with

Layne & Bowlcr, Inc.

Memphis, Tenn., U.S..A.

and othcr Layne C'onipani

throughout the World.

water wells «vertical turbine pumps * water treatment



For Permanence and Economy
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154,000
^

square feet of

food warehouse

floor usíng

The above view of Steinberg's Ltd. food depot at 5400 Hochelaga,

Montreal, Que., spotiights the key role assigned to CAN-CREO Wood
Block flooring in the continuing growth of this well-known retail grocery

chain. Originally installed in 1941 to surfoce an area of 87,000 sq. ft.»

CAN-CREO flooring was accorded a solid vote of confidence in both

subsequent Steinberg expansions— 1950 and 1954—when the orea

was extended by 30,000 and 37,000 sq. ft. respectively.

CAN-CREO Wood Blocks are performing in this installation as they

do in countless warehouse and industrial plant floors across Canada»
CAN-CREO Wood Block floors mean:

• durabllity—last as long as plant

economy of installation

greater employee efficiency

dustiess, silent, slip-proof,

grease-proof

uniform weor

protection agoinst tool domage

resistont to fire

non-conductor

leost affected by temperature and

humídíty changes

low traction resistance

eosy alteration or repair

CANADA CREOSOTINGCOMPANY
Soles Offices:

Truro

Montreal

Toronto

Winnipeg

Colgary

North Vancouver

LIMITED

Suppliers of Pressure Treated tiníiber for

Bridges and Culverts, Wharves, Poles and
Cross Arms, Foundation Timber and Piling,

Farm Structures, Track Ties, Wood Block

Floors, Roof Planking, Fence Posts, Guard
Rcils, Mine Timbers.

L. W. Grover, m.e.i.c, has been trans-

fened bj- Underwood, McLellan &
Associates Ltd. to Calgary, Alta. He
has been named regional engineer in

charge of the recently opened brandi
office there. Mr. Grover was previously
in Saskatoon at the head office of the
company as resident engineer.

He graduated from the University of

Alberta in 1950 with a B.Sc. degree in

c'\\ú engineering.

Robert N. Denluck, m.e.i.c, is on loan

fioni Harold J. Doran, consultant, in

Montreal, Que., to Defence Construc-
tion (1951) Limited. He is at the Camp
Gagetown project in New Brunswick.

iVIr. Denluck graduated from the
University of British Columbia in 1948
with a B.A.Sc, degree in civil engi-

neering.

F. W. Iveson, M.E.I.C, has accepted a

position with Giffels & Vallet of Can-
ada Ltd. in Windsor, Ont. His new
l>osition i.^ that of assistant chief

mechanical engineer.

Mr. Ivejon is a mechanical engineer-

ing gradua te of McGill University, clasã

of 1940. He was formerly sewer and
mechanical engineer for the City of

Ottawa, having become associated with
the city in 1951 as assistant sewer engi-

neer in the engineering department. Ho
has íúsn been town engineer for Perth,
Ont.

J. B. Gordon, M.e.i.c, is now employed
by Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd. as

a trainee supervisor of reactor opera-
tions at Deep River, Ont.
He had been with Hud.^on Bay Min-

ing and Smelting Company Ltd. at Flin

Fion, Man., where he was in charge cf

clectrolytic research and development
in connection with the conipany's zinc

plant. He had joined the company in

1950 as research engineer.
Mr. Gordon graduated from the Uni-

versity of Sa.skatchewan in 1950 with a
B.Sc. degree in chemicai engineering.

R. T. Bogle, M.E.I.C, has been trans-

ferrcil l)y the Canadian General Electric

Comi)any Ltd. from Toronto to Feter-
borough. Ont., where he will be general

manager of the motor and control de-

partment.
Mr. Bogle, who is a mechanical engi-

neering graduate of the LTniversity of

British Columbia, class of 1940, was
manager of the manufacturing service

department of the company in Toronto.
He had pre\ iously been works manager
of the same department.

Mr. Bogle obtained leave of absence

from the companj^ during World War H
and served with the R.C.E.M.E.. being

demobilized with the rank of ma.ior.

William Rutherford, m.e.i.c. has joined

lhe Foundation Company of Canada
l'".ngint'oimg Corporation in Montreal as

meclianical engineer, and has been sent

lo Edmonton to act as resident engineer

on the construction of a new cement
factory for the Inland Cement Company
there.

Mr. Rutherford. who graduated from
the Uni\-ersity of Durham in 1936 with

a degree in civil engineering, was for-

merly director of technical development
for Rankin Company Ltd. in Montreal.

He also has been with Central Mortgage
and Housing Corporation in Montreal as

construction engineer.
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|n the research líbrary, around the lunch tat

perhaps in a customer's wishful thought—an

start anywhere at PSC Applied Research i

Some of these ideas, developed with imaginative

engineering, ingenuity, precision, dexterity and patience

have resulted in some trailblazing aviation instruments like

those on the right. A completely equipped

manufacturing operation with rigid quality control assures

highest equipment eíficiency and standards that have met

the requirements of the Royai Canadian Air Force and

the aerial survey industry. The coupon will bring

you our record. In it you may find a starting point

for the solution to one of your problems.

PPLIED RESEARCH I- T D

1 500 0'CONNOR DRIVE

TORONTO 16, ONTÁRIO, CANADA

PLYMOUTH 5-3371
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V. M. Wallingford, m.e.i.c, is now
with the New Brunswick Electric Power
Commission as resident engineer on the

Beechwood Project. The project is a

135,000 h.p. development on the Saint

John River estimated to cost 45 million

dollars.

Mr. Wallingford, who graduated from
the University of Toronto in civil engi-

neering, was formerly general superin-

tendent, eastern area, with Mannix Ltd.

in Toronto, Ont. He has also been con-

nected with Anglo-Canadian Pulp and
Paper Mill.s Ltd. in Quebec City a.«

field engineer, and with the Hydro
Electric Power Commission of Ontário

as project engineer.

George E. Thomas, m.e.i.c, is now
\yith Collet Freres Ltd. in Montreal.
He was previousy a.ssociated with the

Foundation Company of Canada at

Montreal as structural design engineer.

Mr. Thomas, who graduated from
Ecole Polytechnique in 1945 with a
B.A.Sc, degree, has also been connected
with A. Janin & Company in Montreal,
and with the Stadler Hurter Company,
also in Montreal.

Robert F. Legget, M.E.i.c, director of

the building research division of the
National Research Council in Ottawa,
has been elected chairman of the
Ottawa Brandi of the Engineering In-
stitute.

A native of Liverpool, England, Mr.
Legget received his early education at

Merchant Taylors School. He graduated
from the University of Li\-erpool in

1925 with a B.Eng. degree (honors) m
civil engineering. He obtained his

master of engineering degree from that
institution in 1927. Mr. Legget had
extensivo experience in construction
engineering in Great Britain and on
the Continent before coming to Canada .

in 1929 to join the construction division:|.^;

of Power Corporation of Canada.
In 1938 he became a member of the

staff of the University of Toronto where
he successively was assistant professor

and then associate professor of civil

engineering. He was named director of

the building research division of the

N.R.C, in 1947.

Mr. Legget is the author of many
technical papers and of two books,
Geology and Engineering, and jointly

with C. P. Disney, Modem Railroad
Structures. He is an honorary fellow

of the Royai Architectural Instituto of

Canada, a member of the Institution

of Civil Engineers, the American So-
ciet.y of Civil Engineers, and a fellow

of the Geological Society of America.
He joined the Engineering Institute

as a Júnior in 1929, transferring to
.\ssociate Member in 1931, and to Mem-
ber in 1940. He has .served as chairman
for the Toronto Branch of the Institute.

J. L. Aikman, m.e.i.c, has returned
from Cyprus where he was assistant

chief engineer with the Cyprus Mines
Corporation in Skouriotissa, and has
joined the staff of the Foundation Engi-

H. F. Legget, M.E.I.C.

neering Companj' in Montreal as

rnechanical engineer.

Mr. Aikman graduated from McGill
University in 1950 with a B.Eng. degree,

and has also been associated with Cana-
dian Celanese Ltd. in Drummondville,
Que., as power engineer.

C. F. DuiT, M.E.I.C, is now with the

Canadian International Paper Company
in Montreal. He was for a .short time
with Riordon Sales Corporation before
uccepting his new position.

A 1940 mining engineering graduate
of McGill University, Mr. Duff was
a.-^sociated with the Brown Corporation

For Qualify

specify
'N

We are regularly supplying to industry overhead electric cranes up to o maximum lifting capacity

of 150 tons. We will be privileged to oflFer a specificotion to meet your requirements.

CRANE £ HO/ST CO. LTD.

REDDISH STOCKPORT ENGLAND
REPRESENTATIVES

QUEBEC. MARITIME PROVINCES & ONTÁRIO: Marshall Equipment Company, Inc., P.O. Box 28, 6 1 Victoria Avenue, Dorval
Station, MONTREAL, P.Q. (Walter M. Smith — President). Telephone: MElrose 1-3528. Telegram: "Marquipco", Montreal.

MANITOBA, SASKATCHEWAN AND ALBERTA: Mumford, Medland Ltd., 576 Wall Street, WINNIPEG, Man.
Telephones: 37-187; 37-188; 37-189; 37-180. Telegram: "Mandem."

BRITISH COLUMBIA: Gordon Russell Ltd., 2205 Fir Street, Vancouver 9, B.C., Canada.
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'^No shadow of doubf
"'U might say I wony about trifles,"

> s Harold Meadows. He says it with a

le, for he's talking about important

. les like 1/10,000 of an inch. As Chief

pector at Jenkins, Harold's job is to

- p an eagle eye on tolerances, to make
re that each part of every Jenkins valve

{nanufactured to the exacting speci-

.^itions laid down for Jenkins quality.

n his gauge room he has an impies-

3 array of scientific machines for

lasurement of tools and gauges and
' microscopic inspection of production
ts. He's fond of showing visitors this

) leal comparator which, bv throwing
iihadow at 20 magnifications of the

part being inspected, allovvs him to meas-

ure dimensions to within .0001 of an

inch and angles to within 5 minutes.

"There's no shadow of doubt with this

machine," he points out.

Harold Meadows' job is to search for

faults. But he's happy that he íinds so

few. "It's a wonderful team we have

here at Jenkins," he says, paying tribute

to each and every department . . . de-

signers, pattern - makers, foundrymen,

machinists, and ali the others whose

skills combine to make the famous valves

which bear the Jenkins trade mark.

The Jenkins "Diamond" trade mark is

your assurance of satisfaction.

Making Çualittj Valves is Our Business

— Our Only Business.

JENKINS BROS. LIMITED
617 St. Remi Street. Montreal, Que.

Sales Offwcs:

Toronto, Winnipcg, Edmonton. Vaiu-oiner

Sold through leading industrial distributors



"So your business has 'growing pains'?

Maybe we can help."

Whatever your business problems, you may solve them
much more quickly if you talk them over with us.

When you call on the manager of our nearest branch,

you'll find much more than a sph-it of friendly helpful-

ness. Here's a mau who can pierce to the heart of your
financial problems because he's a highly trained expert

in financial matters, backed by the experience we have
accumulated in over 87 years' service to an ever-widening

range of Canadian business and industries. Why not get

in touch with him today?

HAVE VOU AVAILED YOURSELF OF ALL OUR FACILITIES?
• CURRENT ACCOUNTS • COLUECTIONS • TRAVELLER S CHEQUES

• SAFETY DEPOSIT BOXES • SAVINGS ACCOUNTS • COMMERCIAU LOANS

• PERSONAL LOANS • BANKING BY MAIL • LETTERS OF CREDIT

• MONEY ORDERS ANO FOREIGN REMITTANCES

• MORTGAGE LOANS UNDER THE NATIONAL HOUSING ACT

• HOME IMPROVEMENT LOANS

THE CANADIAN BANK OF COMMERCE
MORE THAN 700 BRANCHES ACROSS CANADA

B-10SR

and was vice-president and general
superintendent of Meldply Limited in

Montreal.

F. F. Dixon, M.E.I.C., has joiued Cana-
dian Westinghouse Company Ltd. m
Hamilton, Ont., as design engineer.

Mr. Dixon, who graduated from the

University of Manitoba with a B.Sc.

degree in 1945, was formerly sénior

equipment specialist in the frequency
conversion division of the Canadian
Comstock Company in St. Catharines,

Ont.

W. D. Adams, m.e.i.c, of Algema Steel

Corporation Ltd. in Sault Ste. Marie,

Ont., is chairman of the Sault Ste.

Marie Branch of the Engineeiing In-

stitute.

Born in Samt John, N.B., Mr. Adams
received his early education at Rothesay
Collegiate School. He graduated from
the Royai Military College of Canada
at Kingston, Ont., in 1908 in civil engi-

neering. He was employed first with

the Grand Trunk Railway as assistant

engineer and later was in charge of the

engineering department of the Canadian
BuíTalo Forge Company in Montreal.
He was also with the railway and bridge

section of the department of works ol

the City of Toronto.
Mr. Adams enlisted with the Victoria

Rifles of Canada in 1914 as lieutenant.

He served overseas and was awarded
the Military Cross in 1917, and was
demobilized in 1919 with the rank of

major.
Returning to Canada he became a

partner of Adams Brothers in Toronto,
later joining the Toronto Transporta-
tion Commission in 1921. Subsequently
he was associated with Walter J. Francis

and Company of Montreal, and with A.

Bentley & Sons, in Toledo, Ohio. He
returned to Toronto in 1925 as resident

engineer with Toronto Waterfront Via-

duct. He also spent some time in

Montreal as sales engineer with Watson
Jack Company Ltd. before becoming
Toronto manager of H. E. McKeen
and Company in 1935. Mr. Adams be-

came associated with Algoma Steel Cor-
poration Ltd. in 1944 as piling engi-

neer.

He joined the Engineering Institute

as a Student in 1908, transferring to

Júnior in 1912, to Associate Member
in 1922, and to Member in 1936. He
was chairman of the Sault Ste. Marie
Branch in 1946.

D. G. Dunbar, m.e.i.c, has moved to

the United States and accepted a posi-

tion with the American Gas & Electric

Service Corporation in New York City.

He is with the electrical enghieering

division engaged on development of 330

kv. transmission lines in the eastern

United States.

Mr. Dunbar, who graduated from the

University of British Columbia in 1949

with a degree in civil enginering, was
formerly in Vancouver, B.C., with Inter-

national Engineering on the design of

the 287 kv Kemano-Kitimat transmis-

sion lines for the Aluminum Company
of Canada.

E. L. Miners, M.E.I.C, is now employed
in an engineering capacity by the City

of Prinee Albert in Saskatchewan.
Mr. Miners graduated from the Uni-
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for lastíng

Client

satísfactíon

specify

A L C A N
alumínum

"UTILITY"
sheet

for ductwork

V

Wrife for descriptive "Ulility" folder

A L C A N
alumínum COMPANY OF canada, LTD.

Calgary • Hallfax • Hamilton • Montreal • Ottawa
Quebec • Toronto • Vancouver • Windsor • WInnipeg.

DISTRIBUTORS
ALLOY METAL SALES LIMITED, TORONTO

ROSCO METAL 8. ROOFING PRODUCTS, LTD., TORONTO
DRUMMOND McCALL & CO., LIMITED, MONTREAL
WILKINSON COMPANY LIMITED, VANCOUVER

with warehouses across Canada.

Aluminum ductwork lasts a lifetime ! Its lower heat loss

and reduced resistance to air flow increa.sc cfficiencv.

Client and owner prefer the clean bright fínish of expo.sed

aluminum ducts.

Aluminum is competitive in cost. Its light weight and

ease of installation contribute still furtlier savings. Free-

dom from rust does away witli niaintenance cliarges.

Alcan "Utility" is sold in coils and rectangles (up to

48" widths) — in standard gauges. It conforms to CS.A.

specification HA. 4.3-1951. The American Society of

Heating and Air Conditioning Engineers appr<)\e alu-

minum for ductwork and endorse its use in the samc

thickness as other metais.
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D/D YOU KNOW
that ali these types

are now standard ín

FROST-PROOF COILS

STANDARD COILS

FROST-PROOF BOOSTER COILS

STANDARD BOOSTER COILS

For High, Médium, and
Low temperature
rises.

WATER COOLING COILS Continuous Tube Coils,

and Removable Cover
Plate Heavy Duty Coíls.

Almost any blast coil specification can now be

íilled from Standard Unifin units...in "Steeline,"

or "Copperline". AU-copper tubing can be sup-

plied if required, at extra cost.

TO COMPLETE YOUR FILES ASK FOR DATA SHEETS FROM

Unífin Tube-^
mm, CANADA

THE ONLY INTEGRAL FINNED TUBE. Patenled in Canada and patents pending,

versity of Saskatchewan in 1936 with a
degiee in civil engineering. He has been
witli Defence Construction Company
Ltd., in Ottawa as an estimator, and
was for several years assistant general
manager of C. M. Miners Construction
Company in Saskatoon, Sask.

J. G. Nolman, mj;.i.c., has been elected
a director of Montreal Locomotive
Works, Ltd., at the recent annual meet-
ing. Mr. Notman is president and gen-
eral manager of Canadair Ltd.; sénior
vice-president and director of General
Dynamics Corporation; and director of

Canadian Arsenais Limited, Canadian
Car and Foundry Company Ltd., and
of the Canadian Marconi Company.
F. E. Milne, m.e.i.c, service engineer
with Otis Elevator Company Ltd. in

Hamilton, Ont. ,has been elected chair-

man of the Hamilton Branch of the

Engineering Institute.

Mr. Milne was born in Edinburgh,
Scotland and graduated from the Uni-
versity of Edinburgh in 1922 with a

B.Sc. degree in electrical engineering. He
came to Canada upon graduation and
joined Otis Elevator Company Ltd. in

Hamilton as a student apprentice. He
spent a year in New York in the chief

engineer's office of the company and
returned to Hamilton in 1926. In 1927 he

was in charge of the Calgary office of

the company. He returned to Hamilton
in 1930 and was in charge of the order

engineering and specifying division in

the service department of the company.
Mr. Milne became a Member of the

Engineering Institute in 1946.

W. J. Sutherland, M.e.i.c, assistant

works manager of Hall Machinery of

Canada Ltd. in Sherbrooke, Que., has

been elected chairman of the Eastern
Townships Branch of the Engineering
Institute.

Mr. Sutherland was born in St. Louis,

Missouri, and received his early educa-

tion at Bishop's University, Lennoxville,

Que. He graduated from Queen's Univer-

sity in 1948 with a B.Sc. degree in

mechanical engineering. He then re-

ceived his masters degree in business ad-

ministration from Harvard Graduate
School of Business Administration.

He seived during the war with the

Royai Canadian Engineers and with the

R.CE IST.E. in northwest Europe. Mr.
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TECHNICAL PAPERS
The Institute maintains a fund for the separate

publication of high-calibre original technical

papers. Interest in such papers is limited to a
relatively small audience of specialists in the

subjects to which the papers relate, and it is not
economically sound to publish them in the

Journal which aims at the interest of some 15,000
engineers in ali branches of the profession.

It is an obligation of the Institute to publish

original works which contributo to the reference

literature of the profession. The Technical Papers
are distributed to the world's major engineering

societies and technical libraries. Similarly it is an
obligation of those engineers qualified to write

these papers to submit them for possible inclusion

in the literature. The publications committee
invites authors to present such manuscripts for

submission to qualified reviewers and publication

if warranted. Written discussion will be accepted
and published as supplements.

Technical papers issued to date are:

—

No. 1—Flow in Conduits and Canais:

—

French and Wood. Comprises tables and
diagrams for the solution of problems of

flow in open and closed channels.

Price $1.50

No. 2—A Revised Manning Flow Formula:

—

Blench. A discussion of the various hy-
draulic flow formulae in use or proposed.

The author, formerly Director of Ir-

rigation Research, Punjab, Pakistan,

and now on the staff of the University of

Alberta, concludes that the Manning
formula, with modifications, is the best

now available. Price $1.00

No. 3—Air Entrainment by Water in Steep
Open Channels:

—

Priest. A theoretical

solution of a problem of interest to hy-

draulic engineers $1.00

No. 4—Graphical Solution of Partial Differ-

ential Equations with Engineering
Applications:

—

Wood. Solution by sim-

ple, almost automatic, methods, of equa-

tions arising from the study of water

hammer phenomena, impact, and other

common engineering problems. This paper

will be of particular value to hydraulic

engineers and structural and machine
designers. Price $3.00

No. 5—Economy in Rigid Frames:

—

Monti.

Charts and diagrams to facilitate rapid

preliminary design of the common types

of rigid frames, eliminating the cut-and-

try methods previously necessary before a

final analysis could be attempted. This

paper belongs in the library of every

structural designer. Price . . . . $1.00

N.B.—Remittance with order please,

payable at par in Montreal.

''I could if you used
the right pencil

for the right job!"

says Hard-Boiled Harry

When that important drawing

or drafting job colls for a pencil

that demands strength,

smoothness, and accuracy, most experienced

architects and draftsmen

specify

yenus Drawing Pencils

There are 17 accurately graded Vénus Drawing

degrees — ali with added strength to give you

less sharpening, longer life. Your regular

dealer has ali 17 degrees.

Look for the green crackie finish.

Take the advice of

HARD BOILED HARRY
(the Demon Purchasing Agent)

—

When you specify the right pencil

'° '"'"'^ VemS Drawing
is part oí the picture.

Put Vénus Drawing Pencils

to the test. Send us o

postcard for two free samples.

Specify degrees.

VÉNUS PIwmv "
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Sutherland was demobilizcd with the

rank of captain.

At the close of the war he became an

instructor in thermodynamics at Queen's

University. In 1949 he was drafting

supervisor at Harvard University. The
foliowing year he joined the staff of

Hudler Motor Company in Trenton,

N.J., íirst as service manager, and in

1952, as Sales manager. Mr. Sutherland

returned to Canada in 1953 to take up
his present position with Hall Machin-
ery of Canada Ltd.

He has been secretary-trea.surer of the

Eastern Townships Branch of the ln.sti-

tute, having joined in 1953 as a Mem-
ber.

P. H. Lavallée, m.e.i.c, has been naraed

traffic superintendent in Quebec (^ity

for the Bell Telephone Company of

Canada. He was formerly with the

Saguenay Telephone Company at Clii-

coutimi, Que., in the same capacity.

Mr. Lavallée graduated from Lavai
University in 1946 with a degree in

eleetrical engineering. He has previous-

ly been with the Bell Telephone Com-
pany of Canadas traffic departments at

Montreal and Sherbrooke, Que., and at

Brockville and Kingston, Ont.

D. E. Peatfield, m.e.i.c, is now asso-

ciated with C. J. McCulloch & Com-
pany, Consulting engincers, as resident

engineer on the construction of Sea-

ward Defence Base at Point Edward,
Sydney, N.S.
Mr. Peatfield received his diploma

in civil engineering from Loughborough
Engineering College in 1950, and was
previously with H. K. Ferguson Com-
pany Ltd. in Midhaven, Ont. as área

engineer.

Charles Cárter, M.E.i.(í., of Great Lakes
Company Ltd. in Fort William, Ont.,

has been promoted to the position of

assistant plant engineer.

Mr. Cárter, a native of Port Arthur,

Ont., graduated from Queen's Univer-
sity with honors in civil engineering,

class of 1947. He became associated with
Great Lakes Paper Comi)any Ltd. upon
graduation, assuming the position of

design engineer.

He is a member of the Canadian
Pulp and Paper Association, serving as

a member of the drying and ventilating

committee. He is also a member of the
A.ssociation of Professional Engineers of

Ontário.

Dr. Charles D. Stewart, m.e.i.c, has
been appointed professor and head of

the department of agiúcultural engineer-
ing at the University of Saskatchewan.
Dr. Stewart graduated from the Uni-

versity of Saskatchewan in 1949 with
a B.Sc. degree ín agricultural engineer-
ing. The following year he received his

master of science degree from Utah
State College and in 1953 received his

Ph.D. degree from the same institution.

He has been employed by P.F.R.A.,
Dominion Department of Agriculture,

since 1949 except for the time .spent in

Utah, In 1953 he was acting head of

the drainage division in the absence
of E. A. Olafson, m.e.i.c, who has now
returned to the department. Dr. Stewart
was with the department in Medicin(>
Hat and Vauxhall, Alta., anti in Regina,
Sask.

He is a member of the American
Society of Agricultural Engineers, and
of the A.ssociation of Professional En-
gineers of Alberta.

F. F. Walsh, M.E.I.C, has been elected

chairman of the Brockville Branch of

the Engineering Institute. He is asso-

ciated with the Dupont Company of

Canada at Maitland, Ont.

He was bom in Toronto and received

his early education in that city. Mr.
Walsh graduated from the University

of Toronto in 1940 with a B.A.Sc, de-

gree in mechanical engineering. After
his graduation he was employed by the

Steel Company of Canada at Hamilton,
Ont., until 1943, spending one year on
a graduate training course and two years

as foreman in the mechanical engineer-

ins; dei)aitment. He then joined Im-
])erial Oil Company in Sarnia in a
training course in prejjaration for oper-

ations at the Polymer Corporation. He
was technical supervisor of steam and
power plant for the Polymer Corpor-
ation for two years, .subsequently bc-

coming Utilities engineer and assistant

technical controller. He joined Cana-
dian Industries Limited in 1950 and
was first in Montreal for tiie company
and then chief sup(>rvisor in the design

and construction department at Mait-
land, Ont.
Mr. Wal.sh became a Member of the

Institute in 1945 and has served a»

secretary-treasurer and chairman of the

Sarnia Branch of the Institute.

PoMcll River CÀímpany Appointinenls

Th<> Powell Rixcr C'onipany's new
exi)ansion jMograni has resultcd iu new
a].iii()inl ments on the staff. Mr. Noriiiaii

Walton, m.e.i.c, has been named en-

«íineciiiig assistant to the chief engineer.

H(> will be located in Vancou\er. J. G.
D'Aoust, M.E.L.e, has been a.ssigned to

the i)ost of sénior jiroject engineer, re-

por! ing directly to the chief engineer.

Retaining his present position of de-

veloimient engineer. A. E. Chard,
M.E.I.C, will also assume the duties of

jiroject eiitiineer on the Groundwood
Mills addilion in the expansion pro-

gram. A. C. Miillen, jr.E.i.c, will be
in charge of ali jiaper machine en-

gineering work for the jirogram. having
been nained pap(>r inills jiroject en-
gineer. W. G, Kennedy, .ir.E.i.c, was
appointed field supervisor on ali con-
struction work in the development pro-
gram. Construction is expected to begin
this summer.

Paul D. Mosher, m.e.i.c, has retired

after 41 years of service with the en-
gineering staff of the Department of

Public Works of Canada. Mr. Mosher
has made extensive contributions to the

maintenance and development of har-

bour engin(>ering in Nova Scotia. He
was with the Halifax district ofíice of

the Department.
A native of Nova Scotia, Mr. Mosher

received his education at Mount AUi-
son University and Nova Scotia Tech-
nical College. Since leaving college in

1913, Mr. Mosher has served almost
continuously with Public Works of

Canada in Nova Scotia. He spent a 3'ear

with the Department of Railways and
Canais on construction of the Dart-
mouth to Deans branch of the Canadian
National Railways.

E. M. Proctor, m.e.i.c. has been ap-
pointed a member of the board of

directors of Standard Paving and Ma-
teririls Limited. He is a sénior partner

of Proctor, Redfern and Laughlin, civil

and Consulting engineers in Toronto. He
is also a vice-jiresident of the Guaranty
Tiiist Company of Canada.
Mr. Proctor attained life membeiship

in the Engineering Institute in Janu-
ary, 1952.

P. M. Sauder, m.e.i.c, was recently

honored by the Agricultural Institute

of Canada. He was given an honoi^ary

membeiship in the Institute. Mr. Sauder
is consultant to the western irrigation

district in Alberta and colonizatioii

manager of the Department of Water
Resources of the Alberta government
in connection with the St. Mary River
Development.
Mr. Sauder graduated from the Uni-

versity of Toronto in 1904 with a

diploma in mechanical and eleetrical

engineering. He joined the irrigation

branch of the Dominion Department of

the Interior upon graduation and re-

mained with the branch until 1920 w.hen

he became associated with the Leth-
bridge Northern Irrigation district as

division engineer. He directcd the oper-

ation from 1924 to 1940 wheii he was
named director of water resources for

the province. He became general man-
ager of the western irrigation district

in 1944, a position he retired froin

in 1951, continuing his association as

consultant, however.
Mr. Sauder received the Julian C.

Smith incdal of the Institute in 1947.

He has represented the Lethbridge
Branch on the Council, and is vice-

l)resident and past chairman of tho

Lethbridge Branch. He is aLso past-

president of the Association of Pro-
fessional Engineers of Alberta and has

arted as the Association 's re])re.senta-

ti\e on the Institute Council.

I. N. MaoKay, m.e.i.c, has been nained

manager-engineering of the civilian

utomic i)ower department of Canadian
General Electric Company Ltd. at

Pcterborough, Ont. He was formerly

superintendent of the design and devel-

opment branch of the National Re-

search Coimcil at Chalk River. Ont. He
became a.ssociated with the N.R.C, in

1940 in the mechanical engineeriu?

division at Ottawa.
During World War II he was com-

mi.ssioned as a lieutenant coinmander
in the Royai Canadian Navy and re-

ceived an M.B.E. for his services. He
returned to the N.R.C, at the close of

the w-ar and was located at Chalk River
as mechanical engineer.

B. E. Shinn, m.e.i.c, is now in Jamaica,

B.W.I., with Alumina Jamaica Limited
at Williamsfield.

Mr. Shinn was pre\-ious!y in \'alley-

field, (íue., with Canadian Ar.^nal.s

Limited working as mechanical engi-

neer on development projects.

Donald A. Laniont, m.e.i.c, manager
of the industrial engineering department
of the Canadian General Electric Com-
pany at Peterborough, Ont., has l>een

elected chairman of the Peterborough
Branch of the Institute.

A native of St. Maiys, Ont., he re-

ceived his .secondary education at Carl-

ton Place High School. He graduated

from Queen's University in 1945 with a

B.Sc. degree and joined the staff ol

Canadian General Electric as test engi-

neer. In 1946 he was named control

engineer for the comjiany. From 1946

to 1953 he was application engineer

until his appointment as manager in

1953.
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How to fíreproof Robertson Q-Floor and Structural Steel

This booklet is an exposition of fireproofing methods employed
when Q-Floor is used in conjunction with structural steel fram-
ing in a multi-story building and must meet local building
code requirements. It covers most problems likely to be en-
countered by the designer and contains charts of typical code
requirements, fire resistance ratings, and framing and ceiling

details, both basic and with ali combinations of extras.

Design and cost factors

With the use of this book you will find you can readily compute
the cost of ali types of structviral floors with integral eiectrical

wiring systems and compare them with Q-Floor. The study is

based upon a typical multi-story buildmg and is replete with

charts and cost studies of ali components to enable you to ac-

curately estimate for yoiu" own vicinity. A criticai analysLs of

this nature should be included in every architectural and engi-

neering Ubrary.

DESIGN < COST FACTORS

STRUCTURAL FtOOR

WIRINC SYSTEM

>
Concreto fíll on Robertson Q-Floor

This is the íirst of a series of booklets giving recommended

practices for sub-contractors working on Robertson Q-Floor

jobs. It contains detaUed specifications for formulation, place-

ment and ciuing of the fill, together with weU-documented

treatises on the nature and reactions of concrete. You will find

a section on shrinkage cracking and how to control it, well

illustrated with authoritative graphs and charts.

55-2

Today^s finest buildings are bu ilt with

Robertson

Q-FLOOR
a product of Robertson-lrwin Limited

411 Parkdale Ave. N., Hamilton, Ont.

MONTREAL, TORONTO, HAMILTON, WINNIPEG, EDMONTON, VANCOUVER

In United States — H. H. Robertson Compony, Pitfsburgh, Pennsylvonia

In England — Robertson Thain Limited, Ellesmere Porf, Cheshire
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Mr. Lamont joined the Engineering

Institute in 1944 as a Student, transfer-

ring to Júnior in 1947 and to Member
in 1954.

H. R. M. Murray, jr.E.i.c, has joined

the firm of A. B. Sanderson and Com-
pany in Victoria, B.C. He will be em-
ployed as resident engineer on the Nel-
son Bridge which will be built over
the west arm of the Kootenay Lake.
Mr. Murray has been with the bridge

design oíBce of the Department oí

Highways of B.C. for the past three

years as a design engineer, during which
time he was also resident engineer on
Mosquito Creek Bridge, the first pre-

stressed concrete bridge in Canada.
He graduated from the University of

Glasgow in 1946 with a B.Sc. degree in

civil engineering.

Paul Donato, jr.E.i.c, has been trans-

ferred from the Montreal East Refinery
of Imperial Oil Limited to the engi-

neering division at Sarnia, Ont.
Mr. Donato joined Imperial Oil upon

his graduation in 1947 from Ecole Poly-
technique in chemical and electrical

engineering. He was first employed ia

Montreal as an engineer and then as
maintenance engineer prior to his trans-

fer to Sarnia.

Louis J. Delby, Jr.E.i.c, is presentlj'

working as research assistant on the
Prestressed Concrete Project at Fritz

Engineering Laboratories of Lehigh
University in Bethlehem, Pa. He is

also studying for his masters degiee at
the university. He was previously a
designer and structural engineer with
Giffels and Vallet of Canada in Wind-
sor. Ont.

Mr. Debly graduated from the Uni-
versity of New Brunswick in 1947 with
a degree in civil engineering. He has
also been with the Canadian Bridge
Company in Windsor, Ont., as detailer,

and with the International Nickel Com-
pany of Canada in Copper CliS, Ont.,
as structural detailer.

Paul T. Coté, jr.E.i.c., has become
associated with the Bay Company
(B.C.) Ltd. and with the Tide Com-
pany (B.C.) Ltd., in Vancouver, B.(Í!.

Mr. Coté has been employed for the
past year as project engineer on the
65 mile pipeline from Haines to Fair-
banks, for the Marwell Constructioii
Company of Vancouver.
A civil engineering graduate of the

University of British Columbia, class
of 1948, Mr. Coté has also been em-
ployed as civil engineer for B.C. Forest
Products Ltd. in Vancouver.

Mareei L, Bussiere, Jr.E.i.c, has ac-

cepted a position with the Turnbull
Elevator Company in Montreal.
A 1948 graduate of Ecole Polytech-

nique in electrical and mechanical engi-

neering, he has been with Merck &
Company in Valleyfield, Que., as safety
engineer. He has also been with Dow
Brewery Ltd. in Montreal as engineer
draughtsman.

W. F. Allen, jr.E.i.c, is now in Windsor, i

Ont., and is employed by the Ford
i

Motor Company of Canada as design i

engineer. He was previously estimating
engineer with the Department of High-

'

ways in Hamilton, Ont.
Mr. Allen graduated from the Uni-

]

versity of Cambridge in 1949 with a
degree in mechanical engineering.

A. G. Turton, jr.E.i.c, has become as-
sociated with J. Klassen, consulting en-
gineer in Ottawa, Ont.
Mr. Turton graduated from the Uni-

versity of Toronto in 1949 with a
B.A.Sc, degree in mechanical engineer-
ing. He was formerly with Falconbridge
Nickel Mines Ltd. in Falconbridge, Ont.

C. A. Walrath, jr.E.i.c, has been trans- i

ferred from the Department of Public
[Works in Edmonton, Alta., to the De-

1

partment of Northern Affairs, also iu !

Edmonton.
Mr. Walrath joined the governmem I

service upon his graduation from the
|

University of Alberta in civil engineer-
i

ing in 1949. He was first resident en-

1

gineer in Edmonton and then construo- i

tion engineer for the department. I

I

J. C. Stewart, jr.E.i.c, has left the De-

'

partment of National Defence, Naval

.

Headquarters, in Ottawa, and has joined i

the Maxim Silencer Company in Hart-
j

ford, Conn. He will be a sales engineer ||.!

in the evaporation division.
|

Mr. Stewart became associated with
sovemment service after his graduation
from Queen's University in 1949 in me-
chanical engineering. He was on the staff
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of the engineer-in-chief of the steam
power section at Naval Headquarters.

He has also been with the Hydrographic
Service of the Department of Mines
and Resources in Ottawa and in Strat-

ford, Ont.

Jacques L. Vachon, jr.E.i.c, has been
transferred by the Department of Pub-
lic Works to Quebec City. He was
previously in Rimouski, Que., with the

engineering department.
Mr. Vachon graduated from McGill

University in 1949 with a degree in civil

engineering and upon graduation be-

came associated with the department
at Rimouski, Que.

F. I. Morton, jr.E.i.c, has joined the

water resources division of the Depart-
ment of Northern Affairs and National
Resources in Ottawa, Ont. He was for-

merly with the special project branch
of the Department of Transport in

Montreal.
Mr. Morton graduated from the Uni-

versity of Saskatchewan in 1949 with

a B.Sc. degree in engineering and
physics. He has been with the Shawini-
gan Water and Power Company in

Montreal ; with Radio Engineering

Products Ltd., Montreal, as júnior en-

gineer; and with the engineering de-

partment of the City of Ottawa, Ont.

M. H. Walsh, jr.E.i.c, is with Atomic
Energy of Canada at Chalk River, Ont.

Mr. Walsh graduated from McGill
Universitv in 1950 with a degree in civil

engmeering and has also been with
Pigott Construction Company Ltd. in
Toronto as field engineer; and with
the Ontário Department of Highways at
Brockville, Ont.

P. J. Wooding, jr.E.i.c, is now super-
visory electrical engineer with Quebec
L-on vfe Titanium Corporation at Sorel,
Que.
Mr. Wooding, who graduated from

London University in 1950 with a B.Sc.
degree, was formerly electrical design
engineer with Canadian Johns-Manville
Company Ltd. in Asbestos, Que.

John B. Nuttall, jr.E.i.c., has joined
the St. Lawrence Seaway Authority as
a.ssistant engineer of hydraulics. He was
formerly in the hydraulic section of the
mechanical engineering division of thr;

National Research Council.
Mr. Nuttall graduated from the Uni-

versity of British Columbia in 1950
with a B.A.Sc, degree and obtained his
M.A.Sc, degree the foUowing year from
the university.

A. A. Hayman, jr.E.i.c, has joined the
staff of Underwood, McLellan & As-
sociates Ltd. in Winnipeg, Man. He
was foi-merly ifield engineer for H. G.
Acres & Company Ltd. at Great Falis,

Man.
Mr. Hayman graduated from the

University of Manitoba in 1950 with a
degree in civil engineering. He was em-
ployed for a time by the Dominion
Government on the Red River Basin
Investigation in Winnipeg, Man.

Efigerton Dennis Forsyth, .rr.E.i.c, is

now with Anglo-Canadian Pulp and
Paper Mills Ltd. in Quebec City, Que.

Mr. Forsyth graduated from the Uni-
versity of Toronto in 1950 with a degreo
in electrical engineering. He was former-
ly with Abitibi Power and Paper Com-
pany Ltd. at Sturgeon Falis, Ont.
He has also been with Canada Elec-

tric Company Ltd. as field engineer on
electrical construction of New Acme
Screw and Gear Company Ltd. in
Toronto; and was town engineer for
Hearst, Ont., for a year after his gradua-
tion.

J. E. Miller, jr.E.i.c, has joined the
staff of Catalytic Construction of Can-
ada Ltd. in Sarnia, Ont.

Mr. Miller has been with the British

SHAFT-MOUNTED
DRIVE

The Sturdy,Compa(t,AII-steel Speed Reducíng Unit
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SPECIFICATIONS
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American Oil Corapany Ltd. since his

graduation frora the Úniversity of Al-

berta in 1952 with a degree in civil engi-

neering. He was maintenance area engi-

neer at the company's refinery at Moose
Jaw, Sask., and then at the Montreal
East refinery until his new position in

Sarnia.

W. H. Coulter, jr.E.i.c, is now with
the Dupont Company of Canada at

their celophane plant in Shawinigan
Falis, Que., as a shift supervisor.

A 1952 graduate of the Úniversity of

British Columbia in chemical engineor-

ing, he was formerly a development a.s-

sistant with Canadian Industries Limited
at Shawinigan Falis.

Raymond H. Polisehiik, jr.E.i.c, is now
associated with the Canadian Johns-
Manville Companj^ in Montreal. He
was with Abitibi Power and Paper Com-
pany Ltd. in Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., as

mechanical engineer.

He graduated from McGill Úniversity

in 1952 with a degree in mechanical
engineering.

J. O. Wright, .rr.K.i.c, has been trans-

fcrred by the Department of Highwaj^s,

bridge branch, from Medicine Hat to

Edmonton, Alta. He is a resident bridge
engineer with the department.
Mr. Wright graduated from the Úni-

versity of Alberta in 1953 with a degree
in civil engineering.

D. R. Evans, jr.E.i.c, has joined the
staff of Marshall, Machlin and Mona-
ghan in Toronto as project engineer.

Mr. Evans graduated from the Úni-
versity of Toronto in 1953 with a de-
gree in civil engineering and joined the
Department of Health of Toronto as

sanit.ary engineer. He was district sani-

tary engineer prior to his new associa-

tion.

A. M. Ibrahim, jr.E.i.c, is with the
Alberta Department of Highways at

Picture Butte, Alta.

A civil engineering graduate of the

Úniversity of Alberta, Mr. Ibrahim re-

cently returned from Port of Spain
Trinidad. He has also been with the

Department of Highways at Okotoks,
Alta.

Roger D. Carpenter, jr.E.i.c, has joined

the maintenance engineering department
of the Polymar Corporation in Sarnia,

Ont., as a maintenance engineer. He waa
previously in the i)lant engineering de-

partment of A. V. Roe Canada Ltd. at

Malton, Ont.
Mr. Carpenter graduated from

Queen's Úniversity in 1953 with a de-

gree in mechanical engineering. He has
also been with Frascr-Brace Engineering
Company Ltd. in Isle Maligne, Que.

B. [iriinton, jr.E.i.c, has joined Towu
Planning Consultants Ltd. in Toronto
as immicipal engineer.

k 19.53 graduate in civil engineering

from the Úniversity of Manitoba, hc

was previously an engineer with the
City of Oshawa, Ont.

Richard N. Outhousc, jr.E.i.c, is with '

the education department of Metro-
politan-Vickers Electrical Company Ltd.
in Manchester, England.
Mr. Outhouse, who graduated from

Nova Scotia Technical College in 1953 i,

in mechanical engineering, is in P.ng-
;

,

land on a two year scholar.ship course,

specializing in steam power plant manu-
facture and operation.

Bóris W. Pelron, jr.E.i.c, has joined
the staff of Cosmos Chemical Company

[|

Ltd. in Port Hope, Ont. He will repre-
sent the company as their official tech-

| (

nical representative in the field.
I

Mr. Petron, who graduated from the
I

L'niversity of Toronto in 19.í0 with a i:

B.A.Sc, degree in chemical engineering,
Ij

wa.s formerly plant chemical engineer !^

with Temus Products (Canada) Ltd. in

Toronto.

Edward Dumalo, s.E.i.c. is presently
employed as assistant resident engineer
for Surveyer, Nenniger & Chenevert,
Consulting engineers in Montreal.
Mr. Dumalo graduated from McGTilI

Úniversity with a degree in civil en-

gineering in 19.54.

H. Keith Allen, S.E.I.C., has joined the

staff of Avro Aircraft Ltd. at Malton,
Ont. He is engineer-in-training on theíi'

seventy week training program.
Mr. Allen is a recent graduate of

Nova Scotia Technical College in me-
chanical engineering.

CINCH
ANCHORS

''STRONGER THAN THE BOLT"

1...,,

r
The completely reliable expansion Anchor

Manufactured in Canada solely by

CANADIAN CINCH ANCHORING SYSTEMS
LIMITED

2095 Madíson Avenue, Montreal
Oofa boolc— sfress fob/es on Ttt\\i»%i

GEOCON LTD
SPECfALfSTS IN

"Gunite" resforation of buiidings

and concrete strucfures.

Soil Investigafions, Geophysical Sur-

veys and Dewafering by Wellpolnts.

Sale, supply and erection of Butler

pre engineered steei buiidings.

(62) 1130

Vour inquines are assured of our prompf aitention.

OfFICES
Head Office: 180 Vallee Streef,

Montreal, P.Q. ~ UN. 6-7632

Teronto: 402 Old Wesfon Road — RO. 2-7581

Halifax: 135 Lower Woter Street — 3-7381
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Employmeiit Service

ThIS SERVICE is operated for the beiíefit of niembers ol ITie
Engineering Institute of Canada and for industrial and olher
organizations employing technically trained men—wilhout c harge
to either party. It would be appreciated if employers would make
the fuUest use of these facilities to list their requirements—cxisting
or estimated.

NOTICES appearing in the SITUATIONS WANTED column will

be discontinued after three insertions. They will be reinstalcd, on
request, after a lapse of one month.

REPLIES to advertisements should be addressed to File No. 000,
Employment Service, The Engineering Institute of Canada, 2030
Mansfield Street.

INTERVIEWS with the Institute Employment Service, 2050 Mans-
field Street, Montreal—Telephone PLateau 5078—may be arranged
by appointment.

SITUATIONS WANTED
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, P.Eng.Ont., with
post-graduate training in business administra-
tion seeks responsible position leading to sales
management. 8 years sales and manufacturing
experience at supervisory levei. Presently in
sales administration, functions including super-
vision of sales, product promotion, technical
projects, top levei customer contact in In-
dustrial market. File No. 2975-W.

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER.
B.Sc. (Elect.) Alberta 1936, M.E.I.C., Cana-
dian born, experience in Alberta and Quebec
as foUows: 41/2 years oil refinery maintenance
and construction and process instrument main-
tenance; 8 years public utility, of which 4

years high voltage substation design and op-
eration and 4 years re operation and extension
of town waterworks systems; 7 years electro-
metallurgical plant, of which 2 years as elec-
trical engineer and 5 years as works engineer
and purchasing agent re bulk material handl-
ing, conveying, elevating, drying, furnacing,
crushing, screening, dust coUecting. File No.
3028-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, B.Eng. 1949, age
28, married. SLx years varied experience in
public utility field mainly on design and
fabrication of steel structures both light and
heavy. Some experience in concrete construc-
tion as well as general supervisory, admin-
istrative and correspondence duties connected
with design Office. Seeking responsible posi-
tion with opportunity for advancement any-
where in Canada. Available on 15-30 days
notice to present employer. File No. 3845-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER (M.E.I.C.), age 36
married. Experience 2 years designer drafts-
man, 3 years industrial engineering methods
and production control. Trained in time and
motion study and certificate as MTM prac-
titioner. Desires responsible position in in-

dustrial engineering methods or plant man-
agement. File No. 3900-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, M.E.I.C., P.Eng.
(Ont.) graduated (Univ. Vienna) 1944 (Hons.)
age 39, married, left home country 1947, in
Canada since 1951. Ten years experience in

manufacturing methods, production engineer-
ing of high precision components and heavy
machinery; design and engineering of heavy
machinery, precision parts, steam engines,
boiler, heating and ventilating, piping, struc-
tures, material handling equipment. Good or-
ganizer. Excellent scientific worker. Desires
responsible and chaUenging position. File No.
3990-W.

GRADUATE ENGINEER, B.Sc. 1951, Jr.E.I.C,
P.Eng. (Ont.) Age 26, married. Two years
experience with consultant on municipal pro-
jects and two years mechanical handling
seeks position in mechanical handling, plant
engineering or general industrial engineering.
File No. 4207-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C. P.Eng..
Jr.A.S.M.E., B.A.Sc., Toronto 1950, age 32,
married and family of one, 5 years experi-
ence in petro-chemical plant in pressure
vessel inspection. maintenance and capital

project development, field engineering on
maintenance and project installation. Familiar
with ali phases of plant operation. Con-
siderable practical pre-engineering experience.
Desire general plant engineering, mechanical
test and/or deevlopment, or maintenance or
process supervisionai work. Prefer Ontário
or the West. Will welcome and answer ali

inquiries or proposals. File No. 4329-W.

EXPERIENCED MANAGER, A.M.I.Mech.E.,
M.E.I.C, A.M.I.Prod.E., 16 years experience
in England. Engineering and manufacturing
telecommunications aircraft and domestic re-

frigeration. FuU apprenticeship served. Tooling,

methods and plant layout. Presently completed
12 months tour of U.S. plants, and wishes to

return to Canada in position of responsibility.

Minimum commencing salary $7,500. Detailed

resume on request. File No. 4356-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, P.Eng.. University

of Alberta, 1950, bllingual, experience in

maintenance and plant engineering in heavy
industry, statistical engineering and switch-

gear engineering. Seek responsible position

in manufacturing. File No. 4427-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, B.Eng.
(Hons.), McGiU U. (1950), P.Eng. (Ont.), age

32, recently married, desires technical work
with Consulting engineering firm, plant engi-

neering department or utility. Four years

with plant engineering department in design,

layout and drawing up of distribution and
lighting systems, plant electrical services,

automatic sequencing controls for process

equipment; and in application of adjustable

speed drives. One year with architectural

firm in designing distribution lighting and
services for commercial and institutional build-

ings. Practical experience includes construc-

tion or rural distribution lines and operating

diesel power house. File No. 4448-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER. Jr.E.I.C, Sask., '49. Mar-
ried. Age 27. Desuous of employment in

Alberta. Experience ehiefly in the field of

heavy industrial equipment. Would like sales,

plant engineering, application engineering.

Presently located in Montreal. File No.

4517-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, P.Eng.,

N.S.T.C, graduate 1951. Four years experience

in development and design. Available on

reasonable notice. File No. 4559-W.

INDUSTRIAL - METALLURGICAL ENGINEER.
master of science degree in metallurgical

engineering, B.Sc. (Hons.) in chemistry,

P.Eng., Jr.E.I.C, National Foundry College

Diploma in foundry management and tech-

nology. Applied experience includes cost

savings development, work study and time

standards, heat Ireatment, foundry work, fer-

rous and non-ferrous, steel melting and roU-

ing, machining, specifications and standards

writing. Particular background was specifi-

cally obtained for a supervisory or man-
agerial position in the manufacturing or

engineering field. or with a consulting firm.

Location and size of company is not Im-

portant. File No. 4648-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, M.E.I.C. P.Eng. (Ont.),

Queen's 1949. desires supervisory position with

contractor or consultants on engineering, high-

way or heavy building construction. Loca-
tion Canada. Ontário preferred. Experience
in construction. industrial engineering and
technical sales. Able administrator. Age 36,
married, two children. File No. 4712-W.

SALES ENGINEER, young graduate mechani-
cal engineer having acquired three years of
sales experience with international precision
machine tool Corporation. Interested in posi-
tion as sales representative involving respon-
sibility and challenge in specialized technical
field. 29, single, Canadian citizen presently
residing in U.S. A. File No. 4721-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER. Jr.E.I.C. grad-
uate from University of Denmark 1950. 32
years old, married. Two years manual shop
experience. Five years experience in mech-
anical and structural design, materiais handl-
ing, plateworks. heavy machinery. mainten-
ance and development. Three years in Can-
ada. Desires position with responsibility and
opportunities. Available on one month's notice
to present employer. File No. 4723-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, B.A.Sc.. 1945,
P.Eng., M.E.I.C, age 31. married with
íamily, C.G.E. test course, presently em-
ployed, Excellent technical and practical
background combined with administrative
experience including 7 years complete charge
of electrical engineering. design, construction,
operation, and maintenance of large paper-
mill and hydro electric station including
water control. transmission. relaying. and
distribution Other experience includes sub-
station, illumination desisn and sales. De-
sires position in Canada or elsewhere with
heavy industrial, power or consulting com-
pany where experience will be an asset. File
No. 4725-W.

METALLURGICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, re-

turning to Canada in December after two
years in England on an Athlone Fellowship.
B.Eng. McGill 1953. Diploma in graduate
studies (industrial metallurgy) Birmingham.
1954. One year experience in a British steel

plant, moslly in the melting shops (open
hearth and electric furnaccs). Undergraduate
experience in nickel. copper and aluminum
industriei. Desires work in metal industry,
preferably connected with production. Loca-
tion open. File No. 472fi-W.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER. Jr.E.I.C. M.A.Sc.
U.B.C. (19.53). Ph.D. (expected) Cambridge.
Research experience in physical. radio, and
radiation chemistry. Returning to Canada in

October. Desires rcsearch or development
work. Details furnished on request. File No.

4731-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, P.Eng. Quebec.
B.A.Sc. 1949 Lavai University. test course.

age 28. Four years experience in sales ol

electrical apparatus, motors. controls. switch-

gear. metalllc reclifier specialist. some
knowledge of water conditioning. Two years

with electrical contractor nnd motor rcpair

shop. layout. estimate. .supcrvision of indus-

trial electrical installations. technical and
administrative responsibility (or service shop.

Seeks challenging position with advancement
and incentive for consulting engineers or

contractor. FUe No. 4733-W.
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YOUNG CIVIL ENGINEER, A.M.I.C.E.,
Jr.E.I.C, married, one child. Three years
highway and bridge design (England), three
years R.C. and steei, bridge and structural
design (Canada). Desires intcrestin? and re-

s:)onsible position in British Columbia, will

consider otlier Western pro linces. File No.
4734-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, P.Eng.
Toronto graduate 1950, age 31, married, one
child. R.C.A.F. aero engine mechanic 4

years. Wishes to o{fer training and experi-

ence in: pipe manufactures, sales, office

half year, plant engineering IVi years, test

and development of combustion engines in-

cluding design and liaison with all company
departments involved in procurement and
manufacture of test models 3 years. Desires
worl< in sales or a position in industry where
initiative and the ability to get a job done
wiU lead to an executive position. Prefer
Niagara or Southern Ontário. File No. 4735-W.

CrVIL ENGINEER, graduate of London Uni-
versity 1937, P.Eng. M.E.I.C., M.Jnr.Ins. En-
gineers, age 40, with the following experi-
ence: 10 years on design, estimating and
construction, 2 years in supervisory capacity
and 4 years in administrative post, requires
post in Ottawa locality. File No. 4736-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, DipI.Ing., Jr.E.I.C, 37 and
married, European University graduate, seeks
permanent employment as design engineer
with well established consulting firm. Euro-
pean experience: 4 years factory construc-
tion and hydraulic calculation in hydroelec-
tric power field. Experience in Canada: 2

years engineering design of commercial and
industrial buildings. involving design of foun-
dations, R.C.-steel and wood structures. Ex-
cellent references. Presently in permanent
position. Preferred location in Western Can-
ada. Available one month after agreement
is reached. File No. 4737-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, Canadian
University Graduate, 25, with 2 years experi-
ence in heavy eneineering design. Mother
tongue English, reasonably fluent French,
some German. Presently living abroad, de-
sires employment in machine tool sales,
service, or field engineering with Canadian
Machine Tools. Training period in Canada,
or on the continent considered. Available on
reasonable notice to present employer. Reply
File No. 4740-W.

MECHANICAL ELECTRICAL ENGINEER,
P.Eng. Jr.E.I.C, B.A.Sc. (Hons.) Toronto
1951. Four years field engineering (Sales)
with prominent eléctrica! manufacturer. Pro-
motion and representative duties. Eléctrica!
layout and estimating for application and
usage of electrical distribution and motor
eontrol equipment. Administrative and as-
sociated duties. Desire position offering su-
pervisory experience with scope for initiative.
Further details upon request. Travei not ob-
jectionable. Would locate in one month. Pre-
fer S.W. Ontário, Western Canada or U.S.A.
File No. 4741-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, M.E.I.C, University of
New Brunswick 1933. Experience includes
considerable travei in Maritime Provinces,
Newfoundland and Ontário. Fully acquainted
with many phases of construction and com-
plete knowledge of concrete design and lab-
oratory testing. Seeks opportunity where
diversified experience could be best utílized.
Not adverse to travei. File No. 4742-W.

ADMINISTRATIVE POSITION sought by young
(29) bilingual, mechanical engineer, Jr.È I.C.,
M.B.A., married. Retired naval engineering
officer. Five years Industrial experience in
technical sales, industrial engineering and
maintenance supervision. Willing to relocate
anywhere in or outside Canada. Resume
sent on request. File No. 4743-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, P.Eng.
(Ont.), B.A.Sc. University of Toronto, 1949.
Age 30, married with 2 children. 3 years ex-
perience as electrical, mechanical field engi-
neer in steam and power plant responsible
for operation ani maintenance of associaked
equipment, supervision of new construction,
liaison with consulíants and contractors, etc.
2 years electrical design experience cover-
ing building power and lighting, design for
new boiler installation, petroct-.emical plant
electrical design, etc. 1 year experience in
administration of large construction and
building program. Seeks responsible, perman-
ent position with gooS future and scope where
experience can be utilized. File No. 4745-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, P.Eng. (Man.),
1952 graduate. Experience in both field and
Office work in municipal engineering. Will
consider any offer of employment for quali-
fied civil engineer. 1 year experience with
engineering department of railway, 2 years
experience with consulting municipal engi-
neers, 1 year as assistant city engineer.
Single. Age 25. Location of work no object!
Available on one month's notice to present
employer. File No. 4747-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, D.R.T.C, A.R.T.C (Glas-
Eow) 1919 P.Eng. (Alberta), M.E.I.C, age
32, eight years experience in municipal engi-
neering. Heavy and light construction work,
reinforced concrete and steel construction and
design, hydraulic design, bridges, irrigation,

drainage and roads. Wishes job of some re-

sponsibility in structural design with varied
interest and good future prospects. Precis
of experience and qualifications can be sup-
plied on request. File No. 4748-W.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER, B.Sc, Alberta, 1951,

Athlone Feliow, Jr.E.I.C, now completing re-

search for Ph.D., University of London, de-

sires position in Chemical industry, prefer-

ably in Western Canada. File No. 4749-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, 27, married, two
children, 1949 honors graduate masters de-

gree, Westinghouse training course, four

years with Montreal consultant, desires to

relocate. Experience includes distribution, re-

laying, generation and system studies. For-
eign service acceptable. File No. 4750-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, age 32, married,
graduate (England), seven years experience

in high voltage laboratory of a cable com-
pany, specialized in high voltage impulse
testing of cables and accessories. design of

portable impulse equipment, electronic im-
pulse measuring and recording auparatus,
seeks situation in Ontário. Membership of the

Association of Professional BIngineers ap-

plied for. File No. 4751-W.

MECH.ANICAL ENGINEER, P.Eng. (Alta.)

M.E.I.C, graduate 1950. 30 years old, mar-
ried, two children. Experience: 2 years ?s

works manager of steel fabricating and
machine shop, 3 years as estimator, project

engineer and superintendent on construction

of bridges, buildinus, water lines, sewer Unes,

and road. Desires employment with oppor-

tunities for advancement. File No. 4752-W.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER patents, B.A.Sc., Tor-

onto 1954, P.Eng., S.E.I.C, age 28, married,
2 children. Experience includes some plant

experience, a year's experience in patent

department of U.S. cheniical nianufacturing

firm, patent office organization, search re-

ports, validity investigation, preparation of

patent applications and amendments. Desires
position in small patent department of a

Chemical manufacturer or as liaison engineer
with outside patent firm. offering responsibil-

ity, scope and future. File No. 4753-W.

MECHANICAL AND INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER,
P.Eng., Jr.E.I.C, Physics degree, honors
degree in mechanical engineering from Cana-
dian university, 1951. Master's degree upon
completion of thesis. Test course, industrial

engineering course. Age 28, married. Captain,
Army Reserve. Desires responsibile position

in júnior management, industrial engineering,
design, development, or production eontrol.

Particularly interested in cost reduction. Good
experience in above fields, also some plant
engineering and heating experience before
graduation. Prefers Toronto-Hamilton area
but will take right position anywhere. File
No. 4755-W.

MECHANICAL-ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, with
B.Sc, in Electrical Engineering, M.E.I.C,
P.Eng. and Associate Member A.I.E.E., with
seven years experience desires supervisory
or management levei position with an indus-
trial organization. Experience includes one
year manufacturer's test course, one and
and half years Sales Engineer and four and
one half years as Co-ordinating Engineer on
large scale projects co-ordinating design,
drawings, shop contact, engineering tests and
field applications. Have completed Executive
Evaluation Tests and results are available
to prospective employer. Travei not objec-
tionable and will locate anywhere in Canada
or the Eastern United States. File No. 4759-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, Toronto, B.A.Sc., M.A.Sc.,
Jr.E.I.C, P.Eng., age 27, married. Graduat-
ing in October. Seeks employment in struc-
tural design or fabrication in or around Tor-
onto. Varied experience, including two years
draughting, two years work in welding field.

Special interest in metallurgy and welding
during post graduate studies. File No. 4761-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, P.Eng. (Ont.), age
35, graduated 1949 from Hannover University,
Germany, diplom-ingenieur. Married, one
child. In Canada two years. Experience in
machine design, inspection, sales engineer. In
Germany six years, experience in plant main-
tenance, vibration research, with continental
rubber industries. Consulting engineer for
vibration problems. Desires employment pre-
ferably in Ontário or Quebec. Available im-
mediately. File No. 4762-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, B.Sc. (Queens, Bel-
fast), 1953, Grad.I.E.E. Age 28, single, seeks
contacts offering position soon after arrival
in Montreal, October 4th, 1955. Experience:
3 years fleet air arm; completed two years
graduate apprenticeship with B.T.H. Coy.
Rugby, including four months industrial elec-
tronics; 8V2 months with world renowned

electrical consultants as an Assistant Resi-
dent Engineer; vacation work in power
station in Germany, paper miU in Sweden,
and distribution in Reykiavik, Iceland. De-
tails and credentials upon request. File No
4764-W.

MECHANICAL-ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, B.Sc
(Mechanical), Sask. 1952, Jr.E.I.C Age 25Í
married. Have 3 years experience with large
electrical manufacturer including their train-
ing course. Capable public speaker and
lecturer. Experienced in the problems in-
volved in producing and marketing a quality
product at customers price. Capable of con-
tacting and negotiating effectively at manage-
ment or executive levei. Desire a plant man-
ager's position or sales position with scope
for initiative. Preferred location in Western
Canada. File No. 4765-W.

SITUATIONS VACANT
CHEMICAL

j

ATOMIC ENERGY OF CANADA Limited has
openings for chemical engineers for their '

expanding program on atomic power devei- 1

opment. The work will be mainly the devei-
i

opment of full preparation and processing
]methods, cost analysis and equipment devei-

opment. Candidates must have a good aca-
demic background, preferably with some
graduate training. Some industrial experience
is essential. The responsibilities and salarv
depend on the qualifications of the candidate.
State particulars including age, marital
status, education and experience in first letter.
File No. 5206-V.

TWO GRADUATE CHEMICAL ENGINEERS or
chemists required for a newsprint and special-
ty mill, located in Province of Quebec. Some
experience in puip and paper desired but
not essential. Excellent opportunity for ad-
vancement. Salarv deoendent on experience
and ability. Initial letter to include full
resume of experience and references. File
No. 5231-V.

SÉNIOR PROCESS ENGINEER is required by
large petrochemical cellulose acetate and
synthetic yarn plant near Edmcnton. Mini-
mum of five .vears experience since graduation
is required. Experience in field of petro-
chemicals is preferred. This is a permanent
staff position and the opening is immediate.
Write stating personal Information, experi-
ence in full detail, salary required, and date
available to File No. 5246-V.

TWO GRADUATE CHEMICAL ENGINEERS
required with 2 to 5 years experience in the 1

petro-chemical or rubber industries. The type I

of wcrk which these men will do will be
process eontrol. raw material and product
eontrol process modification and design work.
Location Ontário. File No. 5254-V.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER OR CHEMIST for
médium sized manufacturer in an Ontário
town on the St. Lawrence River. Experience
in wire and cable business useful. Write
giving age, education. marital status, com-
plete details of experience, and salary re-

quired. File No. 5268-V.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER, required for large
cement plant in Toronto area, for running
the chemical and physical test laboratories.
Analytical background and some industrial
experience desired. A training of one year
wiU be given at the Quebec Plant. File No.
5285-V.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER OR CHEMIST, required
for position as Technical Assistant to the
Plant Manager of new caustic-chlorine plant
in Alberta. Preferably a young man with
one to three years experience in eontrol and
development work in an industrial plant.

Position affords an excellent opportunity for

a man with initiative who is willing to as-

sume responsibility. File No. 5310-V.

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING GRADUATE, re-

quired for oil refinery in Winnipeg, as a
technical assistant. One or two years experi-
ence in technical and economic studies and
process design preferred. Write giving full

particulars of training and experience. File

No. 5316-V.

VACANCIES EXIST in a large specialty pulp
and paper mill in the Eastern Townships.
Province of Quebec. We require one chemi-
cal engineer and one chemist. The successful
applicants will be employed in the Technical
Department. Initially work will consist of

technical investigations throughout the mill

aimed at increased production and higher

quality. The positions offer interesting work
with good opportunities for advancement.
Candidates must be recent graduates of a

recognized university. Previous experience in

the industry is not necessary. Essential
qualities are initiative, self confidence and
ability to work with a minimum of super-
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TO THE YOUNG ENGINEER

IN

Today an army runs on powered wheels

and muzzle velocity, cosine and stress,

vanishing point and point of no return,

logistics and stamina levei, absolute zero

and the cathode ray.

To be on top, an army must have the

talents of men who can design, prove and

service the machines and instruments that

will keep it there.

Engineers — civil, chemical, electrical,

mechanical— help keep an army function-

ing smoothly.

THE SERVICE OF CANADA

Therefore the Army can use young imag-

inative engineers, engineers who, in the

interest of keeping the Canadian Army

ahead, will be encouraged to pursue their

special talents.

Recjuest an interview with the Recruiting

Officer nearest you. Ask him about careers

for officers in the Engineering branches of

the Army. He has the answers you need,

or write:

Directorate of Mauning,

Army Headquaríers, Ottan a, Out.
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Province oí Nova Scotía

requíres an

ARCHITECT
for

Department of Public

Works. Applícant should be

registered or qualified for

registration with Nova
Scotia Ássociatíon of

Architects.

Forms may be obtaíned by

appíying to the Civil Service

Commission, P.O. Box 943,

Halifax, Nova Scotia, or by

telephonirvg 2-7341 -Branch

230.

Vision. Apply in writing giving full details

of education, experience and caieer. Ali appli-

cants will be handled in stricl confidence.
File No. 5321-V.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER. required b.v large oil

company located in Toronto to work into sales.

Applicant will start in Toronto area, but
must be vvilling to move elsewhere in Canada.
Canadian graduate preferred. Salary com-
mensurate with ability, etc. File No. 5324-V.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER or chemist required for

training to manage a new department in

an established chemical manufacturing con-
cern in Montreal. Practical industrial e.\-

perience in chemical operations helpful, but
not cssential. Appl.v giving training, exper-
ience and salary expected. File No. 5331-V.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER required to fill the
positicn of .iunior research engineer. Inter-

ested in young engineers recently graduated
and who are interested in research work.
The position is available immediately. Good
starting salary. File No. 5334-V.

PROCESS ENGINEER required by manufac-
turer located in Montreal. Applicant should
have B.Sc. degree in chemistry with ex-
perience in metal proce.ssing field. Know-
ledge of aircraft metal working and plating
industries. Age 28-35 years. File No. 5340-V.

CIVIL

CIVIL ENGINEER preferably rccent graduate,
for bridge section of largc transportation com-
pany with headquarters in Montreal. Duties
include design for steel and reinforced con-
crete structures preparation of reports and
some travelling. File No. 5127-V.

QUALIFIED CIVIL ENGINEER for road work
and excavating. Man required should have
at leasi five years experience in the field.
Duties would require him to be able to ac-
curately estimate co.sts on this type of work
and supervise the field work. Location Ontário.
File No. 5222-V.

CIVIL ENGINEERS. Continuing progress and
expansion of this company's operations have
created many interesting new career oppor-
tunities. Costing, selecting and developing
Communications systems involvins uses of
the latest types of microwave equipment,
iietwork TV transmission, telephone switch-
ing systems, carrier systems, cable distribu-
tion systems. In addition to employee secur-
ity and benefit plans for which this company
is well known. it offers its engineers oppor-
tunity to advance to higher executive posi-
tions in both engineering and administrative
capacities. Salary: commensurate with experi-
ence and ability. File No. 5227-V.

YOUNG ENGINEER required by a Montreal
construction company. Applicant must be bi-
lingual and have experience in construction.
State age, education and business experience
in first letter to File No. 5232-V.

FIELD ENGINEER required in Montreal who
has preferably had experience in working on
housing projects, relative to instrument work
for elevations, etc, blue-print reading etc.
File No. 5263-V.

CITY OF WINNIPEG, engineers' department
requires design engineer (civil). Applications
are invited from engineers, with pump or
other hydraulic municipal services design
experience. This is a permanent position.
Salary in accordance with experience. File
No. 5264-V.

ASSISTANT CIVIL ENGINEER required by an
established public utility supervisory-consult-
ing organization. Age 30-4.5, minimum 5 years
experience on structural steel, reinforced con-
crete and foundation design of steam electric
power plants. Location New York. Some travei
field future. Reply stating age, education,
experience, personal particulars. File No.
5271-V.

SALES ENGINEERS. recent graduate civil
engineers required to train for positions as
field sales engineers with firm engaged in
engineering manufacturing and erection of
industrial and commercial building products.
F.xtensive training program provided. Im-
mediate location, Niagara Península. Salary
open. File No.

GRADUATE CIVIL ENGINEER for head Office
sales work with firm engaged in engineering
manufacturing and erection of industrial and
commercial building products. Responsibili-
ties to include administration, technical and
structural calculations and product applica-
(ion engineering. Prefer applicant with mini-
mum two or threo .vears experience in struc-
tural steel design and potential for eventual
position as field sales engineer. Location
Niagara Península. Salary open. File No.
5275-V.

CIVIL ENGINEER, 19.55 or 1954 graduate for
the position of planner with paper company
located in Quebec The applicant should be
iniere.sted in detailed maintenance and con-
struction of buildings. His duties would be
to assist in planning work of building main-
tenance. File No. 5295-V.

MUNICIPAL ENGINEER, with one or two
years experience, required by the Depart-
ment of Municipal Affairs and Supply in New-
foundland. Man to be employed on topogra-
phic surveys, preparation of water and sewer
design and road and bridge construction.
Salary $4,B00-$4,900. Replies shouJd state
qualifications, age and experience. File No.
5297-V.

APPLICATIONS ARE INVITED. from engi-
neers with at least five years experience to
act as assistant to City Engineer. Must have
experience in design, planning, grading and
paving roads and streets. Good permanent
position for right per.son. Pension plan and
other fringe benefits. Official application
lorms mav be obtained at the Executi"e
Director Office, City Hall, Saint John, N.B.
File No. 5305-V.

STRUCTURAL STEEL DESIGNER. Outstanding
opportunity for Ontário Professional Engineer
with minimum of five years experience in

the design of structural steel buildings. Ex-
cellent starting salar.v. modern office and
good working conditions Please state age,
experience, references and salary required.
File No. 5306-V.

GRADUATE ENGINEERS, for large structural
steel plant in Ontário. Recent graduates from
Canadian Universities preferred. Excellent op-
portunities for two young men who are
willing to train for positions in design, con-
tracting and production. Salary is in line with
1955 schedules as recommended by Assoe, of
Piof. Eng. File No. 5318-V.

STRUCTLIRAL ENGINEERS AND DRAUGHTS-
MEN. General industrial steel and concrete
design, draughting. Salary commensurate with
fxperience. Location Montreal. File No.
5326-V.

PROVINCE OF NOVA SCOTIA, requires an
architect for Department of Public Works.
Applicant should be registered or qualified
for registration with Nova Scotia Association
of Architects. Forms may be obtained b.v an-
plying to the Civil Service Commission, P.O.
Box 943, Halifax, N.S. File No. 5328-V.

SÉNIOR PROJECT ENGINEER required by
.young municipal engineering firm to super-
vise both design and construction of com-
plete water supply and sewage disposal sys-
tems, qualifications, thirty to forty years
of age with applicable experience in Can-
ada. Please reply giving full details of
academic training, prcfessional experience,
references and salary requirements. file No.
5332-V.

CIVIL ENGINEER, required by Canadian gen-
eral contractor for position as resident en-
gineer on h.vdro electric development in
Pakistan. Married man preferred. Duration
of job approximately three years. Good

living conditions and excellent prospects for

an experienced man. File No. 5335-V.

SÉNIOR .STRUCTURAL DESIGNER required

by firm of Consulting engineers in Toronto.

Salary negotiable. File No. 5342-V.

CIVIL ENGINEER required by firm of Con-

sulting engineers to act as resident engineer

for large highway job. Location Ontário.

Living quarters provided for wife and
family. Well experienced man required.

Duratii n of present work approxim.ately 3

years, with possibility of permanent employ-
ment. Salary negotiable. File No. 5342-V,

MUNICIPAL ENGINEER OR DIRECTOR of

Public Works for the Corporation of the

District of Kitimat, B.C. Salary range
$575 $690 per month plus housing bónus. Posi-

tion entalis development cf public works
department for fast growing planned mu-
nicipality—population now 6,000, estimated
20,000 by 1960—and supervision of up to

$8,000,000.00 of construction in next 5 years.
Requirements: university degree in civil

engineering or equivalent. At least 5 years
responsible experience, preferably in Mu-
nicipal engineering and or public works con-

struction. Eventual registration with B.C.
Association of Professional Engineers. Max-
imum age 50. Apply before August 20th,

1955. File No. 5347-V.

ELECTRICAL

SÉNIOR ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS and
physicists are required by a leading Canadian
firm to carry out design and development
work in the fields of radar, microwave Com-
munications, telephony and .AM and TV
broadcast equipment. AU replies are con-
fidential and will be acknowledged. Location
Toronto, Ontário. File No. 5135-V.

PROJECT ENGINEER (electrical and elec-

tronic) to design electrical and electronic
installations in aircraft and to supervise a
small section of electrical and mechanical
draughtsmen. Applicants should have a degree
in electrical engineering or mechanical engi-

neering with electrical subjects as a strong
secondary and preferably 5 years experience
in design of electrical and electronic in-

stallations in aircraft. Experience in super-
vision of draughtsmen desirable. Salary com-
mensurate with experience and qualifications.

Reply stating age, education, experience, per-

sonal particulars and salary expected. File

No. 5147-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER university graduate
of two or three years experience in electrical

field and above average literary ability,

Permanent employment in Ottawa with well

known industrial association, pension plan.

File No. 5217-V.

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR electrical engineering
duties: to instruct undergraduate studies and
develop post-graduate work. Time and fácil-

UNIVERSITY TEACHERS

WANTED

A Canadian university
wishes to receive applica-
tions from engineering
graduates, preferably Civil,

Mechanical or Electrical,
under thirty-five years of
age, to teach engineering
problems and drawing.
Applications should be sent
to File No. 5325-V, En-
gineering Institute of Can-
ada and should give appli-
cant's age, university and
experience. The salary
offered is $2,200.00 and up
for the session depending
on qualifications. Might
lead to permanent appoint-
ment.
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ities for research. Qualifications university

graduate, preferably some post graduate train-

ing, several yeais practical experience which
i may include industrial graduate engineer

!
training course. Location Maritime Province.
File No. 5220-V.

' ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS
continuing progress and expansion of this com-
pany's operations have created many in-

teresting new career opportunities. Costing,

selecting and developing Communications Sys-

tems involving uses of the latest types of

microwave equipment, network T.V. trans-

mission, telephone switching systems, carrier

Systems, cable distribution systems. In addi-

tion to employee security and benefit plans
for whicli this company is well knovvn, it

offers its engineers opportunity to advance to

higher executivo positions in botli engineeriná

and administrativa capacities. Salary com-
mensurate with experience and ability. File

No. 5227-V.

A GRADUATE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER to

assist in the laboratory and lecture work
of the department of electrical engineering.

The appointment will be made initially on
the basis of sessional lecturer atter which
the appointment may be made permanent.
Duties to commence September Ist, 1955.

Apply to Dean of Engineering, University of

Alberta, Edmonton. File No. 5233-V.

THE LARGEST CANADIAN OWNED electronics

company has immediate openings in its engi-

neering department. These are highly paid
permanent and interesting positions with ex-

cellent opportunities for advancement. Suc-
cessful applicants will be employed as pro-

ject supervisors or sénior design engineers

in a field exclusive to this company in Can-
ada. The applicants should possess a degree
in electrical engineering from a Canadian,
British or American university, or hold equiv-

alent academic standing such as the Higher
National Certificate and have 3 to 5 years
industrial experience. Starting salaries are
commensurate with proven ability and experi-

ence. Local interviews will be arranged.
Pleasant working conditions in modem plant,

5 day week, fuU program of employee bene-
fits. FUe No. 5240-V.

ENGINEERS required for development in con-

nection with telephony magnetic amplifiers,

radar, transistor circuits, fire control systems
and other servo operated Instruments for both
military and commercial application. The
continuing expansion of work in our engineer-

ing department offers opportunity for both
sénior and intermediate engineers. Previous
experience in fire control or electro-accousti-

cal systems is desirable and supervisory
ability would be an asset. Location Montreal.
File No. 5244-V.

SALES ENGINEER, required to sell Com-
munications equipment in the Montreal area.
Applicants must be bilingual and have an
extensive electrical background. Above aver-
age remuneration on a base salary plus com-
mission arrangement. Car, company benefits

and excellent future with expanding company.
File No. 5245-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS required with ex-
perience in the design of power transformers.
FuU employee benefits. Large manufacturer
In Ontário. File No. 5242-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, Toronto manufac-
turer requires graduate electrical engineer
with some mechanical design experience for

product development work on transformers
and substations. File No. 5247-V.

AMERICAN ELECTRONIC CONCERN seeks a
top-notch microwave engineer to head up
a newly formed division. The Corporation,
which is located in Boston, Massachusetts,
desires a person thoroughly capable of de-
signing highly precision microwave compon-
ents to operate in the "C", "K", "S", and
"X" band regions. The initial objective of

the candidate would be to develop a line ol

microwave components which could be c^ta-
logued and sold to the United States elec-
tronic industry in general. In addition to

moving expense; salary, commensurate with
ability to produce; the successfui candidate
would be given an opportunity of voting-
stock participation at division levei. Every
opportunity for further advancement and fin-

ancial interest in the parent Corporation would
be encouraged. Write fuU details of marital
status, education, accomplishments and ex-
perience. File No. 5250-V.

GRADUATE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER to
eventually superintend maintenance and oper-
ation of electrical equipment underground and
on surface at a mine in Newfoundland. Should
be about 35 years of age and have mining
experience. FUe No. 5252-V.

RADIO COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERS for
Research and development on HF and UHF
equipment required by Ontário manufacturer.
Some practical experience in this field essen-
tial. This is a varied and interesting position

with a smaU but rapidly expanding Com-
munications company with exceUent oppor-
tunities for future progress. FUe No. 5256-V.

TELEVISION RROADCAST ENGINEER requir-
ed by Ontário manufacturer. Must be famUiar
with television transmission equipment in-
cluding Camera chains. transmitters. antennas
etc Must be qualified to lay out television
studio broadcast equipment and prepare tech-
nical bnefs covering television station oper-
ation. Considerable customer contact wUl be
involved. Position may develop into sales
engineering in the television field. FUe No
5256-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER required by en-
gineering consultants engaged in the thermal
and electrical power field. While employeesmay expect to be located in Toronto, it is
possible that successfui applicant spend a
year or more in Britain. becoming familiar
with the nature of the work. File No. 5267-V.

JÚNIOR ELECTRICAL ENGINEER required
by paper company located in Province of
Quebec. Graduate engineer preferably 1950,
interested in working in the engineering and
operating fields. File No. 5269-V.

GRADUATE ELECTRICAL engineer with sev-
eral years experience in plant mechanical
work required by a prominent Montreal in-
dustrial engineering firm. Experience in air
conditioning and plant mechanical design
desirable. Position involves supervision of all
mechanical and electrical design and offers
possible participation in the firm for the
right man. Five day week with Blue Cross
and pension plan. Reply should detail educa-
tion, experience, personal qualifications and
starting salary required. File No. 5286-V.

JÚNIOR ELECTRICAL ENGINEER (P.Eng.
Prov.Ont.). required as Assistant to Chief
Electrical Engineer for large new industrial
plant in Toronto area to be built by estab-
lished Canadian industry. Should have rea-
sonable experience in layout drawings and
wiring diagrams for distribution, control in-

strumentation and lighting, experience in
field supervision or other practical experience
desirable. Please give details of age, educa-
tion, experience and other relevant Informa-
tion to File No. 5290-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER required by paper
makers with at least two years experience
in paper mill or other industrial work. Ini-

tially, his work will consist of design on
specification of paper mill electrical equip-
ment. Good starting salary. File No. 5295-V.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS, for electronic en-
gineers. General company expansion has
created several opportunities for men with
proven ability and experience for the design
and development of complex electronic appar-
atus. There are openings for electrical and
mechanical engineers in the foUowing fields:

electronic computors, microwave relay sys-

tems, test equipment design and develop-
ment. Systems engineering, transistors. If you
are interested in improving your Professional

status and knowledge by joining a firm that

offers the security and prestige of leadership

send full details as to age, education and
past experience by mail. All replies wUI be

held in strict conlidence and will be acknowl-
edged. FUe No. 5299-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER required with 4 to 8

years experience in electronics, electrical or

electro-magnetic circuits. Capable of doing
and directing development in these fields;

interested in developing his own ideas with

those of others in exchange for an oppor-

tunity to participate in a smaU progressive

engineering company. FUe No. 5304-V.

ASSISTANT SALES MANAGER, for electrical

industry. Graduate electrical engineer pre-

ferred with experience of sales organization,

in the switchgear and transformer field.

Please state experience, age and salary ex-

pected. Application to be accompanied by a

recent photograph. FUe No. 5308-V.

McGILL UNIVERSITY, requires demonstrators

in Electrical Engineering, starting October

first. Salary $300 a month, with time and
free facilities for study and research. File

No. 5315-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND DRAUGHTS-
MEN. Industrial, electrical light and power
distribution. Salary commensurate with ex-

perience. Location Montreal. File No. 5326-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER up to $7,200.00 to

supervise the installation and the design,

preparation of plans, specifications and es-

timates of electrical systems for public buUd-

ings. For further Information write to FUe

No. 5330-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER required by Cana-

dian General contractor on construction of

hydro-electric development in Pakistan. Mar-

ried man preferred. Duration of job ap-

proximately three years. Good living con-

ditions. Applicant must have a general ex-

perience in the electrical branch of con.struc-
tion work. File No. 5335-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER for the produc-
tion department. This man to have a maxl-
muni of two years experience in production
detailing and checking on low voltage di.s-
tnbution equipment of all kinds. Location S
Ontário. File No. 5346-V.

MIXHANICAL
MECHANICAL ENGINEER for plant engineer-
ing work in the vi.sco.se rayon industrv
uuties wUl include investigations, reports, de-
si?n, and supervision of plant engineering
activities, including maintenance, alterations
Must be graduate engineer age 2G to 35
with several years of practical experience in
plant engineering work. Must have ability
ío take over leadership of a group and be
prepared to make his own decisions and be
rcsponsible for thcm. Preferably should also
have had full or partial Irade apprentice-
ship training in industrial or plant Posi-
tion wUl be permanent, and offers excellent
opportunity for advancement lo the riqht
man. Applications should contain all neces-
sary personal data and full Information about
previous engineering experience. File No
5207-V.

MFCCHANICAL ENGINEER required by plant
engineering department in .Montreal Res-ion-
sibilities will be to design processihg equip-
ment for plating, anodizing, clcaning. de-
greasing, etc. 5-7 years experience in plant
engineering or process planning is a require-
ment. Please apply in writing giving full
details of education experience, past earnings
and personal history. FUe No. 5221-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER required by Ameri-
can Chemical company establishing in P.Q
Applicant should have some experience in
plant maintenance and general engineering.
Position offers good opportunity and will in-
clude training in U.S. plant. File No. 5224-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS. Continuing pro-
gress and expansion of this company"s opera-
tions have created many interesting new
career opportunities. Costing, selecting and
development Communications systems involv-
ing uses of the latest types of microwave
equipment, netuork TV transmission. tele-
phone switching systems, carrier systems.
cable distribution systems. In addition to
employee security and benefit plans for
which this company is weU known it offers
its engineers opportunity to advance to
higher executive positions in both engineer-
ing and administrativo capacities. Salary
commensurate with experience and ability.
FUe No. 5227-V.

ENGINEER BETWEEN 30 and 40 years of age
with sound knowledge of mechanical engi-
neering to take up responsible position as
sales engineer with a St. John"s, Newfound-
land, company. .Applicants should write stat-

ing education, training and experience.
Knowledge of selling desirable but not essen-
tial. Field of sales would cover a wide line
of heavy engineering items. An applicant
should be prepared to travei fairly freciuently
within the Province. .Ml applications will be
striclly confidcntial and salary etc. can be
discussed when application is received and
suitability of applicant determined. Reply in

own handwriting to File No. 5229-V.

A GRADUATE MECHANICAL ENGINEER to

lecture in thermodynamics and, or machine
design and assist in laboratory instruction.
Appointment to be on sessional basis for the

first year after which a permanent appoint-
ment as lecturer may be made. Dulies to

commence September 1, 1955. Apply to Dean
of Engineering, University of Alberta, Ed-
monton. File No. 5233-V.

YOUNG MECHANICAL ENGINEER, preferably
not over thirly years of age required for

newly construcled plant in Montreal by large

Horid wide manufacturer. To act as super-

visor of building and mechanical maintenance
departments. Experience not entircly neces-

sary but useful. FUe No. 5234-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS with or without
paper mill experience required for large pulp
and paper company in the Province of Quebec.
Work avaUable in either engineering or oper-

ating departments. Salary commensurate with
experience and ability. Please reply to FUe
No. 5235-V.

GRADUATE ENGINEER required as plant engi-

neer. Duties entaU supervision of three

draughtsmen in the engineering department,
and estimating miscellaneous metal contract.i

for construction of buildings, shop drawings.
mechanical design such as conveyors and
platework. This position will be permanent
and salary will be commensurate with ex-

perience and ability. Location Maritimes. File

No. 5241-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER required with six to

eight years experience on pressure vc.ssel

design, médium to heavy structurni stccl or
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ENGINEERS
Required for expanding clay prod-

ucts industry in Brítish Columbia

and Alberta. Opportunities avail-

oble in Plant Engineeríng, Process

Engineering, Producfion Engineer-

íng and Sales Engineering. Please

reply sfating personal information,

experience, and qualifications,

etc. to:

Plant Manager,
Clayburn Company Limited,

P.O. Box 160,

Abbotsford, B.C.

plate design. Full employee benefits. Large
reputable manufacturer in Ontário. File No.
52Í2-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER newiy graduated or

vvith two or tliree years experience to work
in the development and research engineering
department of large meehanical manufacturer
located outside Montreal. File No. 52<i3-V.

TWO DESIGN ENGINEERS for commercial
vehicle design. Good opportunity witli a
sound future for a graduate meehanical engi-

neer, who has had practical experience in

structural design. Location Ontário. File No.
5251-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER required, and whose
duties will include general meclianical design
on a variety of projects associated with the

commercial application of atomic energy.
Applicants shoud have a minimum of 4 years
experience, a small portion of which should
be in the electrical field. Engineering gradu-
ates of Canadian or British universities pre-

ferred. Please reply in writing giving full

details of education and experience to File

No. 5259-V.

OPPORTUNITIES IN A GROWING organiza-
tion for production engineer for methods
tooling, and estimating in precision machine
shop, engaged in manufacture of machine
parts and machine tools. Under 35 years of

age, with time and motion study experience
and university deeree preferred. Location
Southern Ontário. File No. 5260-V.

TOOL ENGINEER REQUIRED BY automotive
manufacturing company in Southeastern On-
tário. Applicants must have experience in

design of small single purpose dies and
general tool and machine problems. Applicant
should be between the ages of 25 and .35

and when applying state experience and sal-

ary expected. Duties include layouts and
designing on board and supervising of

draughtsmen and clerical help. Engineering
degree not necessarily required. File No.
5262-V.

THOROUGHLY EXPERIENCED INDUSTRIAL
engineer required by manufacturer of large
range of heavy meehanical equipment. Appli-
cant should be of department head calibre
and capable of setting up and administering
an industrial engineering group. A meehani-
cal engineering degree and five years o(
applicable experience are preferable qualifi-
ca tions. File No. 5265-V.

GRADUATE ENGINEER required for heavy
clay products plant in southeastern Alberta.
Duties will consist of plant layout re plant
expansion, equipment replacement, materiais
handling, and related matters. Please reply
in own handwriting. AU replies will be held
in strict confidence. File No. 5270-V.

WANTED 1 SÉNIOR MECHANICAL ENGI-
NEER, 1 sénior civil engineer, 3 júnior
meehanical or civil engineers for mining and
concentrating plant for design and layout.
Please state fuU details of qualifications, ex-
perience and age in first letter to File No.
5272-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER required in con-
struction department of pulp and paper
company located in Maritime Provinces.
Engineer vvith experience in design and in-
stallation of power plant equipment. We are
contemplating the installatiOD of an 850 p.s.i..

200,000 Ib./hr. power boller, oilfired. File
No. 5277-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, required for super-
vision of design for a variety of heavy
machinery. Applicant must be an engineering
graduate or have equivalent status, 35 to 40
years of age, capable of promoting design
for both economy and practicability as well
as control of quality consistent with design
intent and facilities of manufacture. Please
reply in detail, stating experience, education,
etc. Ali replies will be kept In strict con-
fidence. Salary commensurate with experi-
ence and qualifications. Office and shops In

Montreal area. File No. 5282-V.

RECENT GRADUATE OR ENGINEER with
experience required to act as assistant plant
engineer for paper mill located in Province
of Quebec. Duties include design and general
plant maintenance. Good starting salary. File
No. 5283-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER to take charge of

meehanical department of a prominent
Montreal industrial engineering firm. Ex-
perience in air conditioning design, steam
plant and plant meehanical services required.
For an experienced man with good personal-
ity this position offers an uniimited future
including participation in the firm. Five day
week with blue cross and pension plan. Reply
should detail education, experience, personal
qualifications and starting salary required.
File No. 5286-V.

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER required by large
manufacturer in Toronto. Applicant should
be a recent graduate with one to two years
experience in time-study, budgetary control,
cost reduction, preferably in the metal in-

dustry. FUe No. 5289-V.

INDUSTRIAL OR MECHANICAL ENGINEER
required for the industrial engineering de-
partment of a large organization in the Mont-
real area. Excellent opportunity for a pro-
gressive engineer who is interested in

acquiring a sound, industrial training and is

capable of eventually assuming a responsible
position. Preference will be given to an engi-
neer with one to three years practical ex-
perience in industrial engineering. Please
write giving full details. including experience,
age, references, etc. File No. 5293-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER or engineering
physics graduates of 1953, 1954 or 1955. We
have an opportunity for an engineer with a
desire for a future in sales engineering work
in heating, ventilating, air conditioning and
power plant equipment. You would take a
training program which includes a five
months graduate engineering course in sales,
research. design, and product engineering in
United .States, after which you would return
to a branch Office of our company in Can-
ada. Your inquiry for further information
will be treated as highly confidential. File
No. 5298-V.

MAINTENANCE SUPERINTENDENT, required
in Montreal for large chain of supermarkets.
Position requires a qualified meehanical engi-
neer with strong administrative ability and
a b.TckTound includinT rpfriP"r'>*ion ani
electrical installation. Age 30-40. Salary $7,500
to $10,000. FUe No. 5300-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, experienced in
plate fabrication work with some selling ex-
perience to assist in developing an indus-
trial business. Location Province of Quebec
File No. 5307-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, to take complete
charge of engineering department in médium
sized, agpressive electrical manufacturing
plant in Montreal. The right man must be
a good draughtsman with some practical ex-
perience and be prepared to re-or°anize the
present engineering department. There is an
excellent opportunity that position would lead
to executive levei and company participation.
File No. 5311-V.

YOUNG ENGINEERS, required for training in
the Industrial Engineering Department of a
Progressive Ontário firm. The men we are
looking for must have some engineering
training and are willing to accept responsi-
bility. There are excellent chances for ad-
vancement for men who can develop the
ability to deal effectivelv with ali leveis of
management. Starting salary $4,000 to $5,000,
depending on experience and ability. Reply
giving full particulars on experience, educa-
tion and interests. File No. 5312-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, required by archi-
tectural firm in Winnipeg. Heating, ventilat-
ing, plumbing design and layout experience
preferred. To work with Chief Engineer. File
No. 53I4-V

rWO YOUNG GRADUATE ENGINEERS, re-
quired in the production study and methods
department. Age 23 to 27 years. Applicant
should possess a desire to learn new methods,
the ability to work with a minimum of
supervision, and practical industrial exper-
ience. The first nine months of employment
would consist of training in the Production
Study Section learning labour controls before
being transferred to the Production Methods
Section. The salary would be based on the
experience and qualifications of the appli-
cant. File No. 5320-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, with 3 to 5 years
experience in the design and construction of
materiais handling equipment. Working knowl-
edge of electricity and the strength of struc-
tures helpful. Position offers good salary and
opportunity for advancement with full em-
ployee benefits. Location Niagara Península.
File No. 5322-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS AND DRAUGHTS-
MEN, for industrial installation of equipment,
piping, etc. Salary commensurate with ex-
perience. Location Montreal. File No. 5326-V.

MECHANICAL DESIGNERS (Engineers or
draughtsmen), capable of doing the work of

machine design including pulleys, gear, etc.

Location Ottawa and Montreal. Salary com-
mensurate with experience. File No. 5326-V.

JÚNIOR MECHANICAL ENGINEER, qualified
to be a member of the Associatlon of Pro-
fessional Engineers in Ontário. British and
foreign engineers speaking and writing Eng-
lish are eligible. One to two years related
industrial experience desirable but not es-

sential. Applicants should have good per-
sonality and a definite liking for meehanical
problems is imperative. As assistant to the
Plant Engineer the successful candidate will
work on projects involving building main-
tenance, new ccnstruction, piping and elec-
tric power layouts, steam plant operation,
water, steam electrical and ccmpressed air
distribution systems, rcad construction, rein-
forced concrete design pumps, gasoline motor
and electric motor maintenance. File No.
5333-V.

GRADUATE MECHANICAL ENGINEER re-
quired by a heavy industry with extensive
mining and milling operations in the Eastern
Tcwnships (Quebec). Duties will include
machine design, plant layout, work schedul-
ing etc. Preference will be given to appli-
cant with one year's experience or recent
graduates. Good opportunity. Interesting and
permanent position with attractive salary.
Numerous employee benefits. Replies should

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER

up to $7,200

To supervise the installation

and the design, preparation

of plans, specificotions and

estimates of electrical sys-

tems for Public Buildings.

For further information,

write to

Civil Service

Commission^ Ottawa

Quota Competítion

55-1151
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include complete record ot education. also

salary expectaticn should be mentioned. File

No. 5338-V.

IfACTORY MANAGER REQUIRED to be re-

sponsible for ali manufacturing and related

service activities. He is to be accauntable

to the President and general manager for

quality and economy of the fcllowing ac-

tivities: directisn and cc-ordination of all

direct manufacturing operations, tlirough a

superintendent, including departments as:

machine shop, tool roora. welding (princi-

pally electric), press-for light and médium
sheet and plate, assembly, finishing and
painting. To direct through a chief engineer,

service and mcdification engineering and
product design as required. Applicant should

be a graduate mechanical engineer with

practical experience in similar manufactur-
ing operations. Age 38-45 years preferred.

Should be a leader and co-ordinator with

a good cost-consciousness and demonstrated
ability in methods improvement. FUe No.
5336-V.

I MECHANICAL ENGINEER HAVING design
and detail experience in ore handling or

mechanical plant equipment, is required

by a large Kingston manufacturing company.
Reply giving complete Information on per-

sonal history, education and experience. File

No. 5339-V.

IWORK EQUIPMENT MANAGER required by
large transportation company headquarters in

Montreal. Applicants must be graduate
mechanical engineers, not over 40 years
Cid, with at least 10 years experience in

the selection, operation and repair of con-
tractors' work equipment or mechanical
equipment used in wuodlands operations. Ap-
ply to the undersigned by letter, giving com-
plete Information in regard to person, edu-
cation and experience. Personal interviews
will be arranged if applications justify. Sal-

ary depends on capability of successful ap-
plicant. File No. 5343-V.

ASSISTANT MECHANICAL SUPERINTENDENT
required for Southern Quebec pulp and
paper mUl. Recent mechanical engineering
graduate preferred. To assist mechanical
superintendent iu all phases eventually
taking over complete responsibility for
mechanical maintenance. Position offers ex-
cellent cpportunity for advancement. Hospi-
talization and life Insurance, pensíon plan,
etc. available. Please include in application
all details regarding education and ex-
perience. File No. 5349-V.

MISCELLANEOUS

SALES ENGINEER LOCATED Northern On-
tário, required by established manufacturers'
representative. Selling to pulp and paper,
mining, industrial and heating contractors.
Applications are invited from graduate engi-
neers with civil or mechanical background and
an aptitude for sales work. Address full details
of education and experience to File No.
5216-V.

SALES ENGINEER required for Province of

Quebec with experience in automatic heating
with gas etc. Applicant should be bilingual.

Good opportunity. Salary plus commission.
File No. 5226-V.

PERFORMANCE ENGINEER required by
Lucas-Rotax Limited, who, in addition to

having a degree in engineering or science
should possess a strong mathematical back-
ground. A knowledge of hydraulics and aero-
dynamics essential and experience in servo-
mechanisms most desirable. By manufacturer
ot aircraft engine fuel systems located in

Toronto. Apply with full details as to ex-
perience, age, education, etc, and state ap-
proximate starting salary required. File No.
5228-V.

ENGINEERS WITH 2 or more years experience
required for rapidly expanding Chemical com-
pany. CivU, electrical, mechanical. Good op-
portunity and permanent positions with central
engineering Office in downtown Toronto. Top
salary for right men. Applications will be
tonfidential. File No. 5230-V.

MECHANICAL OR CHEMICAL engineers with
2 to 4 years experience, required for posi-

tions in the engineering division of textile

industry located in Cornwall, Ontário. Duties
wUl include investigations, reports, design
and other affiliated duties connected with the
engineering division. The successful applicant
must have the ability to assume leadership
of a group and to take full responsibility for

their work and the decisions made. This posi-

tion offers an excellent opportunity to the

right man for future advancement to ao
executive position. File No. 5236-V.

ENGINEER REQUIRED TO develop sales foi

eontinuous vacuum filtration equipment. This
equipment manufactured in the United States

by a leading firm and consisting of drum

lOURNAL

fUters, disc filters, precoat filters, pressure
filters, etc. The sales engineer would reside
in Toronto and make calls, from time to
time, throughout the Dominion of Canada.
Previous sales experience would be an ad-
vantage but not a necessity. Full details
supplied during interview. Reply giving age,
education, marital status and previous ex-
perience. File No. 5237-V.

MECHANICAL OR METALLURGICAL ENGI-
NEER interested in sales work required by
Progressive steel foundry to assume sales
promotion responsibilities. Foundry experience
an asset. Bilingualism a help. Location Mont-
real. Salary open. Car provided, pension plan
and other benefits. Write outlining experience,
qualifications and approximate salary re-
quired. File No. 5238-V.

YOUNG GRADUATE ENGINEERS required
who would like to begin their career in the
electrical and mechanical phases of power
transformer design. Full employee benefits.
Large reputable manufacturer located in On-
tário. File No. 5242-V.

SALES AND SERVICE ENGINEER required
by water treatment engineering firm to work
in the Quebec City area. Require man who
is completely bilingual and preferably with
an engineering degree. File No. 5248-V.

MECHANICAL OR CIVIL ENGINEER, grad-
uate of this year or one with a few years
of experience. The duties will consist of lay-
out and design work in a paper mill engi-
neering Office. Salary $375.00 per month.
Location Province of Quebec. File No. 5249-V.

FOR LARGE INDUSTRIAL development in

Middle East, several engineers are required.
Salaries from $15,000. to $30.000., tax free.

Expenses of family to and from destination
included. FoUowing are general qualifications:
1) Civil Engineer, in eharge of general ex-

liansion and eonstruction of all capital works.
2) Civil engineer familiar with water power
development. 3) Electrical and mechanical
engineer for industrial expansion and co-

ordination of industries. 4) Agricultural engi-

neer. 5) Transportation engineer for eonstruc-

tion and extension of roads, railways, air-

ports, docks, canais, etc. 6) Industrial engi-

neers, to advise on processes, operations,

maintenance, expansion. 7) Mining and metal-

lurgical engineer to develop coal, iron ore,

lead, tin, etc. Holiday allowance—30 days
per year. Two-year contract with possibility

of extension. Salaries guaranteed by Inter-

national organization. Age limit, generally

from 45 to 60. File No. 5253-V.

A NATIONAL ORGANIZATION requires an

engineering staff manager to coordinate de-

partments supplying product engineering Ser-

vices for their very diversified lines. The
man will h^ve engineering training and ex-

perience but will also be strong in adminis-

trative ability and experience and able to

build an outstanding organization. He will

motivate his staffs to design in terms of

.sales appeal, manufacturing costs and pro-

duction. He himself wUl be seriously con-

cerned with the mutual impacts ol market
trends, sales forecasts, service and engineer-

ing. He will determine policy, guide and

direct organization to provide information for

order negotiation, manufacturing, quality con-

trol, production and industrial engineering.

product development and design, selection

and training of personnel. He will maintain

dose liaison with sales, manufacturing and

purchasing. This position will be both de-

manding and challenging. If your experience

and ambitions line up with our descnption

send US all pertinent information as to tram-

ing and experience. File No. 5255-V.

CHIEF ENGINEER, responsible to the presi-

dent. Age 35 to 40. In charge of aU

product engineering activities. Duties through

a group of four to five product engmeers, to

direct experimental engineering activities,

conceive, develop and design new products,

super i-ise re-design of all regular line pro-

ducts for improvement and cost reduction.

To supervise engineering department of fifty

persons, through unit heads. To niaintam ade-

quate engineering records, including drafting

and blue-printing sections. Engineering grad-

uate in mechanical or electrical with exper-

ience in the direction of product engineering,

preferably in the field of consumer durables.

File No. 5255-V.

SÉNIOR CHECKER to lay out and check de-

taUs of aircraft installations. Applicant

should have had at least 15 years experience

fn drawing offices of aircraft manufacturers

or in drawing in connection with allied light

engineering work. This is a position suitable

for an engineer who is retired or nearing

retirement age. Reply stating age, education

experience, personal particulars and salary

expected. File No. 5257-V.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANT to director of main-

tenance and operations required by Sask.

department of public works. Salary range

$382-$464 per month. Competition No. c/c

3582. Applicants require considerable experi-
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ence In buUding eonstruction repair and
maintenance preferably including electrical
and mechanical design and installatlon ; sup-
plemented by engineering degree or equiv-
alent in training. Incumbent is expected lo

provide Professional advice to the director
on repairs and maintenance of government
buildings and to assist the director in for-

mulating repair and maintenance programs
and to administer these programs. Com-
petilion will close when suitable applicant 1»

obtaincd. File No. 5258-V.

ENGINEERING - PHYSICIST required. and
whose duties will consist of development
engineering in group engaged In the com-
mercial application of radioactivity to the
medicai and industrial flclds. Minimum of
3-4 years experience in the field of nuclear
physics, or alternately in the electronics field

with some knowledge of radiation physics.
Graduates of Canadian or British univer-
sities preferred. Please reply in writlng
giving full details of education and experi-
ence to File No. 5259-V.

PRODUCTION SUPERINTENDENT for super-
vision over a department of hand screw
machines and grinders. This is a newiy
created position which requires a sound oper-
alional background and a good degree of
organizing ability. Location Southern Ontário.
File No. 5260-V.

SALES ENGINEERS required by Montreal
manufacturer of a wide range of heavy
mechanical equipment. Applicants should be
graduate engineers, in the age bracket of

25 to 35, with a minimum of perhaps three
years sales experience in mechanical equip-
ment or allied lines. They must be mature
and personable with strong sales or sales
administration interests and aptitudes. FUe
No. 5266-V.

ASSISTANT PLANT ENGINEER required for

heavy clay products plant located on the
lower mainland of British Columbia. Duties
will consist of plant layout, equipment re-

placement and installatlon, time studies, ma-
teriais handling and related matters. All
replies will be held in strict confidence. File
No. 5270-V.

PRODUCTION MAN REQUIRED for heavy clay
products plant in Southeast Alberta to under-
study plant superintendent. Engineering train-

ing desirable but not essential. Please reply
in own handwriting. AU replies wiU be held
in strict confidence. FUe No. 5270-V.

PROCESS ENGINEER required for heavy clay
products plant in south eastern Alberta.
Duties will consist of quality control, speciíi-

cations, laboratory and field work, process
studies, and related matters. Please reply
in own handwriting. AU replies wUl be held
in strict confidence. FUe No. 5270-V.

GRADUATE Canadian engineer, preferably with
manufacturing experience, required by finan-
cial institution to make surveys of and write
reports on industries in Eastern Canada. Salary
according to qualifications. FUe No. 5273-V.

TWO GRADUATE ENGINEERS wanted for per-

manent position, one civU and one mechanical
with 2 or 3 years experience, pulp and paper
preferred but not essential. Location at

Northern Ontário Lakehead, with progressive,
expanding company. having aU employee
benefits. Furnish qualifications, salary ex-

pected and avaUability for interview with
application. File No. 5274-V.

THE QUEEN S COMMISSION in the Regular
Army offers a career of unusual importance,
challenge and opportunities. It offers many
rewards. The financial returns, the pension
plan, the opportunities for advancement
match. and in some ways, exceed those of

any civUian profcssion or career. However,
no one can measure the many inlangible
rewards of a leadership career in the service
of Queen and Country. There are special
opportunities and need for graduate engineers
in The Ko.val Canadian Engineers, The Royai
Canadian Corps of Signals, The Royai Cana-
dian Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.
File No. 5276-V.

TWENTY-FIVE OPPORTUNITIES, for elec-

trical and mechanical engineers to undergo
training as patent examiners with lhe Fed-
eral Government at Ottawa. Good careers,
numerous benefits. Starting salaries up to

$4,620. For additional information write to

Civil Service Commission of Canada. Ottawa.
Ask for circular B297. FUe No. 5278-V.

SALES ENGINEER required by water treat-

ment engineers located in Ontário for the

Hamilton and Niagara 1'cninsula area. Prefer

man with engineering detree. FUe No. 5281-V.

SALES ENGINEER required to scU and service

the application of spccialized Chemicals to

industrial accounts. Largest and most pro-

gressive company in its field. .Applicants may
be graduates of any field with 1 or 2 years
experience in industry or sales. Applicants

wiU probably travei Quebec area but should

II .{7
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CIVIL ENGINEERS
for Highway Research Project

GRADUATE RESEARCH ASSISTANTS for research work in High-
way Engineering. Candidates must be qualified for admission to the
School of Graduate Stiidies, University of Toronto, in a course
leading to the degree of Master of Applied Science. The time re-
quired to complete the work for this degree would be two years.
Salary: during the academic session, $200 per month; diiring the
suramer period, $300 per month.

ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF HIGHWAY RESEARCH to direct in-
vestigations and preparation of reports on various HIGHWAY
RESEARCH problems.
Salary: dependent upon qiialilieations.

Apply by letter stating qnalificalions and experience to Professor
Carson F. Morrison, Department of Civil Engineering, University
of Toronto, Toronto 5, Ont.

be willing to work across Canada. File No.
5287-V.

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF metalluigical

engineering for appointment September 1,

1955, to five undergraduate instruction in

ferrous, non ferrous, and general metallurgy.
Salary range $4,000 to $5,000 with superannua-
tion, hospital Insurance, and other benefits.

Applicant should be university graduate,
preferably with some years experience in

process metallurgy. Location Maritime Prov-
inces. File No. 5288-V.

PLANT MANAGER AND TWO production super-
intendents for new plant operation to be
located north of Toronto. Established multi-

plant manufacturing organization. Successful
applicants will have practical experience back-
ground in ground wood pulp or paper mill.

May be superintendents or sénior production
supervisors who have reached a standstill

through lack of scope. Chemical or mechani-
cal engineering background desirable. Ages 32
to 45. Sound salary plan and fuU benefit
program. These are permanent challenging
positions for men of proven production abil-

ity, drive and vision. Excellent opportunity
for growth in International expanding organi-
zation. Reply giving fuU details of industrial
experience, age. educational background, etc.

Ali serious applications will be acknowledged
and treated on a strictly confidential basis.
File No. 5291-V.

MECHANICAL OR ELECTRICAL ENGINEER,
graduate of recent years with some indus-
trial experience. The responsibilities would
include sales and al.so engineering required
for our products and services. We are elect-

rical and mechanical contractors. Electrical
construction work and the sale of electrical
apparatus represents a major portion of our
business. The starting salary is a matter we
would consider individually with each ap-
plicant and would depend upon experience,
however, we feel that this can be arranged
to mutual satisfaction. File No. 5292-V.

SALES ENGINEER in industrial water treat-
ment department to work in the city of
Montreal. We would prefer to have a bilingual
man if at ali possible, but it is not abso-
lutely necessary that he be able to speak
French. File No. 5294-V.

ENGINEERING REPRESENTATIVE, required
by new progressivo organization handling a
variety of specialized building materiais. Com-
pany is well represented in Ontário the
Western Provinces and British Columbia. The
opening is for the Quebec territory. File No.
5301-V.

CIVIL OR MECHANICAL ENGINEER, for the
engineering staff of a two machine high speed
newsprint mill. Applicants should preferably
but not necessarily have had some experience
in engineering work in the paper industry.
Salary commensurate with experience aiid
qualifications. Reply stating age, education,
experience, personal particulars, and salary
expected to File No. 5302-V.

APPLICATIONS ARE INVITED, for the posi-
tion of Director of The Saskatchewan Re-
search Council. The Director will be respon-
sible for the initiation and supervision of
the activities of the Council, including over-
all direction of a program of laboratory and
pilot plant research, and for co-ordination and
liaison with research carried on by the Uni-
versity of Saskatchewan, the National Re-

search Council and other agencies. He will
be expected to take an active part in the
design and planning of a proposed new
laboratory which will be located on the cam-
pus of the University of Saskatchewan. This
laboratory is to operate as a centre of

knowledge covering current developments in

the utilization of provincial resources and
conduct research inlo methods for their more
effective utilization. It will contain within it

the present industrial minerais research
branch of the department of mineral Re-
.sources of the Province of Saskatchewan. the
Office of the Technical Information Service,
and administration of research grants in aid
provided by the Council. File No. 5309-V.

SALES ENGINEER FOR vitrified sewer pipe
(Western Provinces). Write stating exper-
ience and references. Excellent opportunity.
File No. 5313-V.

MACHINERY SALESMAN, required by lead-

ing manufacturer of machine lools in South-
ern Ontário. Applicants should have some
practical machine shop experience, plus a
proven sales record. Reply in writing, stat-

ing age, salary expected and experience, etc.

File No 5317-V.

SALES ENGINEER, required, age 25-32, with
about 3 years experience, to handle fairly

large accounts for company selling industrial

finishes to manufacturers such as enamels,
lacquers used by paper industry, to work out

of Ottawa. File No. 5319-V.

SALES ENGINEER, chemical, mining, metal-
lurgical or mechanical graduate with some
experience. Will be based in Toronto, On-
tário. References and reputation most im-
portant. This is a large foundry and the

position has an excellent future with best

possible salary and benefits. File No. 5323-V.

A CANADIAN UNIVERSITY wishes to receive

applications from engineering graduates, pre-

ferably, civil, mechanical or electrical, under
thirty-five years of age, to teach engineering
problems and drawing. Applications should

give applicants age university and experience.

The salary offered is $2,200 and up for the

session depending on qualifications. Might
lead to permanent appointment. File No.
5325-V.

MECHANICAL. CIVIL OR ELECTRICAL ENGI-
NEER, for work in mechanical goods sales

division. Company located in Montreal. The
job deals with the larger industrial concerns
and involves many individual problems that

require originality and imagination, together
with technical know-how and selling ability.

Applicant should be 25 to 35 years of age
and anxious to show his ability. File No.
5327-V.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER or mechanical engineer
with Chemical plant experience required for
plant development and process improvement
in a Chemical plant in Toronto. Must have
5-10 years experience in chemical plant
operation or maintenance some design or
engineering experience desirable. Salary
commensurate with ability, pensicn, health
and hospitalization benefits provided. File
No. 5329-V.

SALES MANAGER FOR SCIENTIFIC instru-
ment division of International company. In-
struments include spectro-photometers, PH
meters, goniometers, precision electronic In-
struments and nucleonic Instruments. A gen-
eral knowledge of application of above equip-
ment plus some experience in sales to in-

dustry or research establishments preferred I

but not essential. Remuneration on salary 1

bónus and expense arrangement. Location To- i

ronto, periodic travelling throughout Canada
necessary. File No. 5337-V.

ENGINEERS REQUIRED for expanding clay
prcducts industry in British Columbia and
Alberta. Opportunities available in plant en- 1

gineering, process engineering, production
|

engineering and sales engineering. Please
reply stating personal Information, experience
and qualifications etc. to File No. 5341-V.

THE UNITED NATIONS TECHNICAL AS- '

SISTANT ADMINISTRATION require candi-
dates for assignments in Turkey, Pakistan
and Israel.

1) . Petroleum Geologist required October
1955 for a period of one year. To assist in
the organization of the Exploration De-
partment of the Turkish Petroleum Corpora-
tion; to direct the exploration of new oil

fields; to evaluate previous geological sur-
veys; and to train local geologists. Sound
theoretical training in petroleum geology and
10-15 years of field and executive experience

j

with particular emphasis on evaluation of
underdeveloped oil fields; experience with I

limestone reservoirs is also required.
2) . Coal miner required for a period of one i

year, to carry out a detailed survey of
the coal mining áreas in West Pakistan, to
determine the total available reserves of
coal and particularly of Deghari and related
coal fields in Baluchistan. An expert with '

extensive practical experience in ali phases
of soft coal mining, including planning and
mechanization of underground surface opera-

i

tions.

3) . Phcsphate miner required in Israel duties
to commence October Ist. 1955. The expert
will advise on the following matters per-
taining to phosphate mining: improvement
in size reduction and classification methods,
study of gravity separation and flotation pos-
sibilities, training of available chemical en-
gineers in setting up and running of labora-
tory and pilot equipment on various mineral
dressing methods, research on some of the

i

difficulties encountered followed by applica-
tion of results of such research. The expert
should have wide experience in beneficiating
phosphate mines of similar constitution. File
No. 5344-V.

A MAJOR INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION WITH
i

CANADA-wide distribution facilities requires '

applicants who have ali or more of the
following classifications. Degree in Engineer-

:

ing, statistics, mathematics or physics; post
graduate degree in business administration, '

statistics or economics; experience in dis-
tribution and prcfitability studies or opera-
tions research; ability to work efficiently
on projects with minimum supervision. Age
25-35, with thorough knowledge of Canadian
and U.S. business practices. File No. 5345-V.

PULP AND PAPER MILL executive engineer
wanted for full partnership established Pa-
cific Coast Consulting Engineering Firm—
No investment required—submit complete qual-
ifications to File No. 5348-V.

INDUSTRIAL SALES ENGINEER required by
major oil company. Recent graduate, or one
with 2 or 3 years experience, not necessarily
oil industry. Duties include, sale of petroleum
products and technical service to industrial
accounts. Territory Montreal. File No. 5350-V.

WANTED
Chief operator for hydroelectric

power plant. Must have experi-

ence, ability fo direct, and be

responsible for operation and

maintenance of power plants,

dams and equipment. Northern

Quebec. Full company benefit

plan. In reply state age, education,

sxperience, marital status, date

available and salary expected in

reply to Box 5353-V.
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7955 Engineers' Ball

The Hamilton Bianch Engineers' Ball

Committee have announced Friday,

October 7th, at the combined Centuiy
and Burgundy Rooms of Fischer's Hotel

as the date and place for the 1955 Ball.

This is the dance that has proved so

popular in past years and was a tre-

raendous success last year despite the

deluge of Hurricane Hazel which occur-

led the same evening.

The Ball will feature music from 9.00

to 1.30 by Ted Hader and his orchestra.

Favours, prizes and a midnight bufTet

lunch promise a complete evening for

everyone.
Since accommodation is limited, the

Committee is urging members and
friends to obtain their tickets early,

available from the Branch Executive
and Committee members at $5.00 each.

Kingston

E. C. Reid, m.e.i.c,

Secretary-Treasurer

J. A. Smythe, jr.E.i.c,

Assistant Secretary

Annual Branch Dinner

Forty members of the Kingston
Branch and their wives attended the

Branch annual dinner on June 10 at

the RCEME Officers' Mess.
Chairman C. H. R. Campling, who

presided, reviewed the year's activities,

outlining in detail the steps taken to

bring about a renewed interest in mem-
bership by Queen's University and
R.M.C, students. He stated that a com-
mittee had been established to inves-
tigate the possibility of holding an
annual series of meetings on specialized
technical subjects. This program should
commence next year, and would be
carried out in addition to the regular
monthly meetings of the Branch.

E. C. Reid, the secretary-treasurer,
presented the financial report and gave
a summary of the membership situa-
tion. He stated that seven meetings of
the Branch were held during the yejr
covering a wide range of subjects.

The Branch representative on the In-
stitute Council, D. L. Rigsby, told the
members of his attendance at the Coun-
cil and annual meetings of the E.T.C.
The major topic under consideration at
these meetings was that of confedera-
tion with the provincial professional
associations and other technical bodies.

1955-56 Branch Officers

The Branch officers for 1955-56 will

be: Prof. A. V. Corlett, chairman; Col.
C. W. Jones, vice-chairman ; Prof. W.
B. Rice. Prof. J. W. Dolphin and W. A.
Trotter, executive committee; Prof. C.
H. R. Campling, past chairman ; Dean
H. G. Conn, Branch representative to
the E.I.C. Council; E. C. Reid, secre-

tary-treasurer; and J. A. Smythe, assist-

ant secretary.

Qucen's Busincsi Adminiitration Coursc

On September 28, 1955, tiiore will
ommence at Queen'.s University a two-

\<>ar evening cour.se in busin(^-.s adniinis-
tration. The coui-so will be given by
the School of Commerce and Adminis-
tration through the Dcparlnienl of
l^niversity Exleu.sion. It will consist oí
lio loctures per session, and the fee is

S50.00 per .se.ssion. Class periods will
bo on \Vednc.-(lay evenings fnjin 7.:{i)

to 9.30. Topics in the íirst session (1955-
56) include control by the use of
accounting statements, control of a.ssets,

business law, and marketing. In the
second session (1956-57) industrial
organization and managoment, taxation.
and financial organization and nianagc-
mcnt will be treated.

Information about this cour.se has
airead.v been dis.seminated among the
major industrie.* in King.ston. The
course has also been drawn to the atten-
tion of (he Kingston Branch of the
E.I.C.

Ottawa

(iOHDO.N A. SUTHKKLAND. M.E.I.C,

Secretary-Treasurer

C.vrl B. Crawford. jr.E.i.c.,

Branch Xews Editor

Nuclear Weapons

At the last luncheon meeting of the
season on May 26 the Ottawa Branch
was privileged to have as its guest
speaker Major-(jeneral F. F. Worthing-
ton. Federal Civil Defence Co-ordin-
ator. Major-General Wortliington had
recently returned from the Nevada
proving grounds where he had witnessed
the well publicized nuclear weapon tesr.

He reported on those aspects of the
test that were of particular interest to

engineers.

The weapon that was used released
energy equivalent to about 40 kilotons
of TXT. The energy potential of pres-

ent nuclear weapons ranges from 1 kilo-

ton to 20 or more megatons. The char-
acteristics of explosions resulting from
these weapons are: first an intensc heai

flash, then follows the shock wave, and

ANNUAL GOLF TOURNAMENT
for

MONTREAL BRANCH MEMBERS
Sponsored by the Júnior Section, E.I.C, Montreal

Ali members are invited to take part with the Júnior engineers

for a friendly day on the greens.

Club St. Hyacinthe Golf Club,

St. Hyacinthe, Que.

Date Saturday, September 24, 1955

Green Fees $3.50

Dinner $2.00

Announcements as to starting times will be íorwarded by special

notice.
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58 B.H. Heavyweíghts
again prove theír worth!

The two 58 B.H. Heavyweight Champion
Blast Hole Drills now being operated on

the Lachine section of this great develop-

ment are repeating their record

Niagara performance.

Drilling costs in excavating this ship chan-

nel have been held to a new record low

figure by the contractor, Miron Freres,

who is drilling ÒVa" holes to a depth of

over 40 ft. without changing steel. The
overall footage drilled has so far ex-

ceeded 80 ft. per hour including ali

moving between holes, setup time etc.

For high production, low cost blast hole

drilling on large construction projects

JOY Champions are the answer.

For further information contact

your nearest Joy Office.

JOY MANUFACTURING COMPANY
(CANADA) LIMITED GA!,T, ONTÁRIO

ST. JOHN'S

TORONTO

SYDNiY

SUDIURY

FRtORICTOM

. WINNIPEO

MONTKtÀl

CAIOARY

KIRKIAND lAKE

. VANCOUVER
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• Branch News

finally immcdiate and residual miclear

radiation.

Sfiocfc Wove Extinguishes fires

The initial heat flash, of the pxplosioo

vvitnessed. did not cause ignition of ex-

terior surfaces in many instantes. This

was probably due to the short duration

of the intensa heat. Fires that did start

were generally extinguished by the shock

wave as it passed. Tiie ignition of in-

terior finishes by radiant heat was demon-
strated to be a considerable hazard.

Ordinary whitewash on tlie windows is

apparently a good preventative.

Buildings of standard masonry or

frame construetion at 4.700 feet íroni

ground zero were completely destroyed

by the force of the shock wave. Re-
inforced masonry and concrete on the

other hand withstood the blast well.

The nuclear radiation initially emitted
by the weapon was of short duration

;

at most 90 seconds. Concrete or earth

shelters provided excellent protection.

Residual radiation in the form of radio-

activated earth particles presented a

more severe hazard. The "fallout" area

of these particles could be extensive,

warned Major-General Worthington. He
emphasized the need for a well co-

ordinated civil defence program if such
áreas were to be decontaminated effec-

tively.

Right, the Kingston Branch 1955-56
executive. Front Row, 1. to r., Dean
H. G. Conn. Branch representative on
the E.I.C. Conncil; Col. C. W. Jones,
vice-chairnian; E. C. Reid, secretary-
treasurer. Back row, J. A. Smythe.
assistant secretary; W. A. Trotter,
executive conimittee memher; and
Prof. C. H. R. Camplinji, past chair-
man.

Below, forty members of the Kingston
Branch and their wives attend the
annual dinner on .Iiine 10 in the
RCEME Officers' Mess.

Second Annual

PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS' BALL
sponsored by

Niagara Península Kraiu-h of lhe K.l.(!.,

Niagara C.hapler of liu- Vssix-ialion of Profi-ssioiíal

Engineers of lhe Provin<-e of Ontário

FRIDAY. (H.TOItKR Tth. !<>.">

at the

Hotel Sheraton-IJroek. Niafiara Kalls. Ontarici

DINNER 7:00 p.ni. DA.NCK 9:00 p.m. lo I :()(» a.m.

Dress Optional Miisi<- U\ "The Soilchiires"

TICKETS ON SALE IN ADVANCE AT $9.00 PER COl PLE

TickctB Available From lhe Follnwinf; Tirkel ('uptainH:

St. (^atharines — C. <i. Plaxton K«rl Kri«* — \. Mi-llftniild

Niagara Falis — C. H. Killoran l*<>rl (*(ill»«irn<' — \. /ului^ich

Thorold. Merritton — J. í-, Smith W ellan<l — i'.. K. U illiamMon
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LIBRARY

Addítíons to the Instítute Líbrary

Reviews — Book Notes — Abstracts

BOOK REVIEW

Precast conerete. Kuit Billig. Toronto,
Macmillan. 1955. 341pp, illus., $5.50.

Dr. Billig. the author of many articles

and books on conerete construction, is

at present the Director of the Central
Building Research Institute in índia,

and previously worked for many years
in England.
Much material has been written on

precast reinforced conerete, but this is

the first book on the subject, and it at-

tempts to give a survey of existing

practices. Dr. Billig mentions that while

the idea of precasting is old, its use is

relatively restricted, aJthough it has
many advantages to recommend it, two
of the most important being economy
and speed. The disadvantages are also

pointed out, although the author feels

they are out-weighed by the advantages.
The book is divided into four sec-

tions, the first of which deals with gen-
eral principies, design and production,
including such topics as conerete,

moulds, transport and eíEciency. The
second section considers the various

Hours

Mon.-Fri 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

Bibliography and Reference

Service

Short subject bibliographies are compiled
on request. When placing these requests,
please give as much detail and background
information as possible.

Borrowing
Books, periodicals, pamplilets and films
may be borrowed for two weeks at a time.
Ali books included in the Library Notes
Section of The Engineering Journal are
available for loan. A fine of 25c per day
is charged for each day borrowed

structural uniis and nienibers, while the
third discusses the different types of
joints employed. The last part is a sur-

vey of the types of structures built with
precast sections.

Throughout the book the author cites

specific examples to illu.strate his point,

and there are many diagrams and
photographs, the majority of the struc-

tures being European or British. One
of the best known examples of precast

con.struction is Mulberry Harbour, but
others include factories. houses, bridges,

churches. water-tanks, and aircraft
hangars.

The author gives many references for

further reading, ranging from the 1930's

to date, and this will prove to be a

very useful text on precast conerete.

The subject of prestressed conerete,

which is closely allied with precast is

not considered in detail in this book,

but readers are referred to Dr. Billig's

book on this topic which was published

in 1952. S. C.

items are retained beyond the two-
week period.
A library deposit of $5.00 at par in Mont-
real is required, for which two items may
be borrowed at a time. Temporary deposits
(30 days or less) $10.00. Books are sent
anywhere in Canada, and carrying charges
are payable by the member conoerned.

Ordering

Any book or pamphlet may be ordered
through the library. AIl publications of
affiliated societies, whether books, pamph-
lets, or periodicals, should be ordered
through the library, as reduced rates are
applicable on these to ali members.
Except in the case of library deposits
please make no payments in advance.
Non-members may consult the library,
but may not borrow material. Please
address ali requests to The Library.

BOOK xNOTES
Prepared by the Library

The Engineering Institute of Canada
Review Drovided tlirougii the eourtesy

of the Engineering Societies Library in
Xew VoiK.

ACI manual of conerete inspection,
3rd ed. Detroit, American conerete
institute, 1955. 232pp., illus.. $2.50
(U.S.).

While conerete iaspectois will find
this manual of particular use, others
working with conerete will also find it

a valuable aid. New subjects in this
edition include air entrainment. ready-
mixed conerete, and the latest special
conerete construction methods.
The basic fundamentais of conerete

which affect the work of inspection are
presented, followed by sections on con-
trol of proportions, inspection and test-
ing of materiais, inspection before and
after concreting, and types of records
and reports for various operations. The
la.«t chapter deals with special methods
of concreting, including hot and cold-
weather construction. shotcreting, archi-
tectural conerete, etc.

Standard specifications and t e s t

methods issued by various organizations
are li.sted at the end of the manual.

Les appHcations pratiques de la lunii-
nescence, 3e éd. M. Déribéré. Paris,

Dunod, Montreal, Foiíuu-, 19.55

399pp., illus.. $14.85.

The author is well-known in the field

of colour and lighting and has had a
number of books published on these
subjects. In this volume he deals with
the phenomenon of luinineseence in

nature and its practical applieations in

industry and scienee.

The ifirst section of the book deals
with the physiology and biology of

iuminous objeets. The use to which this

luminous quality is put in the chemical
industry is then discu.ssed, followed by
.íimilar chapters on its applieations in

the food industry. Many other indus-
tries are touched on in which lumines-
cence is an important factor, including
the oil, plastie, paper, textile and per-
fume industries. The use of luminous
produets in advertising, signalhng,

X-rays and decoration is dealt with in

the last part of the book.

Art in Science; a portfolio of ."^2

paintings, drawings and photo-
graphs from Scientific American.
New York, Simon and Sclui.-;tPi-. 1954.

32pl., $6.00 (U.S.).

The thirty-two plates comprising this

portfolio appeared in Scientific Ameri-
can from 1948 to 1954, the subjects rang-
ing from early cave drawings to a

photograph of the radiation from a re-

actor. The paintings of scientific instm-
ments, the line drawings and the photo-
graphs ali have the object of showing
the art in scienee.

The plates are very nicely reproduced,
and are suitable for framing.
An introductory essay on the subject

of art in .scienee has been written by
Gyôrgy Kepes, Professor of visual de-
sign at Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology.

* Automatic protection of A.C. cir-

cuits, 4th ed. rev. and ed. by C. M.
Dobson. G. W. Stubbings. Toronto,
British Book Service, 1954. 355pp.,

diagrs., $8.50.

LIBRARY REGULATIONS
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EVERYOHE nowadays is bedeviled by the higher cost of things . . . so you can't really

blame a man for buying on price, "Save a dollar on a valve here, a few cents there— it ali adds up."

But time so often tells a different story, when the dollar saved goes out the window in excessive

piping maintenance costs. And this can run into a mighty big outlay when you oonsider the

number of valves in a typical plant. Then it's easy to appreciate the great, good wisdoni in

buying valves and piping equipment of known quality,

known dependability.

That's when you become a thrifty buyer—when you

buy for value, and not for dubious savings . . . when

you buy Crane for the lasting service you get, and the

lower upkeep cost.

Fvr complete injormtilion on the Crime

Valves to meet vour particular requirements,

ask Yoiir Crane representative, or Crane

Branch— or tvrite

CRANE LIMITED
Género/ Office: 1 170 Beaver Hall Squore,

Montreal

24 Canadlcn Branchet7 Canadian Factories

CRANE VALVES • FITTINGS • PIPING
PLUMBING • HEATING

MATION-WIDE SERVICE THROUGH BRANCHES. WHOIESAIERS ond PIUMBING AND HEATING CONTRACTORS
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Library Notes

This study deals with the theory of

protective transformers, with their char-

acteristics uuder normal and fault con-

ditions, and with their interconnection in

the various ways required for automa-
tic protection. It also treats the theory,

construction, and operating characteris-

tics of protective relays, and the assem-
bly of transformers and relays for the

protection of electrical machinery and
cable networks. A separate chapter is

devoted to testing and maintenance of

equipment.

The case for the UFO: unidentified
flying objects. M. K. Jessop, To-
ronto. McLeod, 1955. 239pp., illus.,

$4.00.

The author, who is an astronomer,
archeologist and explorer, has written a
"history" of flying objects, going back
as far as 1500 B.C. to cite cases of

people seeing flying saucers. His aim, as

he States it in the preface, is to raake
an inteliigent evaluation of the subject.

Taking the theory of space flight as

his framework, the author touches on
such fascinating matters as the source

of flying objects, the relation of meteo-
rology to the subject, disappearing ships

and planes, fireballs and legends con-
nected with ali these phenomena.
While many people, scientists in par-

ticular, .scoff at the idea of unidentified
objects coming from outer space this

book will nevertheless be thought-pro-
voking. To some readers it will be the
proof theyVe been waiting for to pre-

sent to the unbelievers!

Cost accounting and the ongineer.
K. B. Mitchell. Londou, Iliffe, 1954.

126pp., diagrs., 10/6.

The author has attempted to meet the
needs of the smaller industries by de-
monstrating the value of cost accounting
and how it can become a successful part
of these organizations.

The first part of the book deals with
such aspects of the problem as account-
ing for materiais and for labour, control
of overhead expenses and their applica-
tion to production, final costing and
presentation, the influence of fixed and
variable costs and costing by standards.

In the second section budgeting and
budgetary control are discus.sed under
the heading of material and labour bud-
gets, calculating expense budgets, ad-

ministrative and master budgets, and
budgetary control.

La couleur dans les activités hu-
maines. M. Déribéré. Paris, Dunod,
Montreal, Fomac, 1955. 242pp., ilhis

.

$9.30.

The use of colour has become a
science, as well as an art, in many busi-

uesses and industries and another book
on this subject will be welcomed. The
coloured illustrations showing the effeets

of colour schemes will add to the in-

terest in the volume.
The physical aspects of colour are

first discussed, followed by two chapters
on the link between lighting and colour.

The subject of the psj-chological and
physiological effeets of colour on human
beings is also covered. The last part of

the book is devoted to colour in various
environments, e.g. the oífice, store, home,
school, restaurant, and hospital. One
chapter of special interest deals with
colour as it is used in cedes and signals.

Design of concrete structnres, 5th ed.

L. C. Urquhart, C. E. 0'Rourkc and
George Winter. Toronto, McGraw-
Hill, 1954. 508pp., illus., $9.50.

This is a standard work on the funda-
mentais of designing concrete structures

and tlie fact that this is the fifth edition

shows the book is widely accepted.
The entire field of the usual rein-

forced concrete design is covered with
the exception of some highly specialized

and involved stinjctures such as shell

construction. In this edition greater
(Miiphasis has been given to a thorough
discussion of basic structural perform-
ance, fundamental mechanics and physi-
cal explanation.

In the section on rigid frames there

is a revised trcatment of slope deflection

and the moment-distribution niethod,

including side sway.
The last chapter covers such new

developments as ultimate or plastic

design and the use of prestressed con-
crete.

Dictionary of telovision, radar and
antennas in six languages. W. E.
Clason, comp. Houston, Elsevier.

19.55. 760pp., .S21.50.

A new tochnical dictionaiy in these

rai)idly cxpanding ficlds will be greatly

ajipreciated by ali engineers who are

concerned in any way with television.

radar and relatcd subjects. Its value is

greatly increased by the fact that it is

multilingual, giving definitions in Eng-

lish (British and American usages are
clearly distinguished), French, Spanish,
Italian, Dutch and German.

Besides the three subjects included in
the title the dictionary covers elec-

tronics and wave guides, cinema, acous-
tics and music, amplifiers, transmitters
and receivers, measuring and control.

Arrangement is alphabetical and the
basic word-list is English with the other
languages numerically keyed to the
English list in special sections at the
back of the dictionary.

The definitions in most cases are brief

—a necessary feature in a volume of this

size—and are not connected bj' any
system of cross references.

A bibliography of dictionaries, en-

cyclopedias, glossaries, and terminolo-
gies, as well as textbooks, is found at

the end of the book.

Dynamics of machinery. A. R. Holo-
wenko. New York, Wiley, 1955 . 464

pp., illus., $7.50.

Both the sénior engineering student
and the practising design engineer will

find this a useful text. Beginning with
velocity analysis the author, a well-

known authority in this field, discusses

relative accelerations, acceleration equa-
tion for two coincident points, equiva-
lent mechanisms, static forces and
graphic statics, and inertia forces. This
part of the book leads to a presentation

of dynamic analysis and later chapters

cover flywheel analysis, balancing ro-

tating niasscs, balancing machines, bal-

ancing masses reciprocating on one or

several planes, vibrations in shafts and
gyroscopes.

A variety of problems is presented

with the slider-crank mechanism used
extensively for velocity, acceleration,

force, and dynamic analyses. An attempt
has been made to give ali the steps iu

a process, including ali the step-by-

step free body diagrams which should

be used in analysis. Both differential

and integral calculus are used.

Electric wiring, 9th ed. W. S. Ibbetson.

C. R. Urwin, ed. Toronto, British

Book Service, 1954. 296pp., illus.. $2.00.

Although this standard work on elec-

trical installation practice first appeared
in 1909, the present edition has been
revised to include the latest develop-

ments and practices. It remains a text

for beginners and students as well as a

reference tool for practicing wiremen.
Among the basic subjects in the field

* DRAMATIC LUVE-TILE & tUMINOUS CEItINGS

* FtUORESCENT tUMINAIRES * INCANDESCENT FIXTURES
DISTRIBUTED FROM COAST TO COAST CATALOGUES ON REOUEST

J. A. WILSON LIGHTING & DISPLAY LTD. 280 LAKESHORE ROAD, TORONTO 14, ONT. PHONE CLifFord 1-3311
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of electric wiring these are discussed:
resistance, Ohma Jaw applied to d.c. and
to a.c. circuits, instruments, msulation,
distribution systeins, testmg installa-

tions, illumination, primary and secon-
dary cells, smaJl generating plants, and
motors.

Elementary theory of nuclear sheil
structure. M. G. Mayer and J. H. D.
Jensen. New York, Wiley, 19õ5.

269pp., figs., $7.75.

Written for the physicist and nuclear
chemist this book concentrates on one
aspect of tlieoretical nuclear physics, i.e.

the use of tne shell model in studymg
the structure of the nucleus.
The authors have brought together ali

the pertment processes and data con-
nected with nuclear shell theory and
have attempted to present them in as
elementary a manner as possible. The
use of tables aids in making important
correlations clear.

Among the topics discussed are indi-

vidual orbits in the nucleus, properties
of nuclear ground states, nuclear spins
and magnetic moments, quadrupole
moments, nuclei of even A, nuclear
spectroscopy, isomerism in nuclei of

odd A.
Experimental data are treated only in

so far as they are connected with the
shell model and long mathematical de-
ductions are placed in the Appendix.

*Engineering cybernetics. H. S. Tsein.
Toronto, McGraw-Hill, 1954. 289pp.,
figs., $6.50.

This study, presented on the mathe-
matical levei of the research engineer,
is concerned with the parts of cyber-
netics which liave direct engineering ap-
plications in designing controlled or
guided systems. The emphasis is on
theoretical analysis and on the principies
underlying different áreas of practice
rather than on the design and construc-

tion of components. Some of the topics
treated are non-mteracling controls ofmany vanable systems, non-linear survo-
meclianisms, control design by periurba-
tion theory, noise filtermg, and theory
ot error control.

The Finamial Post survcy of oils,

y. 13, 1955. Toronto, McLean-
Hunter, 1955. 384pp., maps., $3.00.
Ihis year the mieiesi m Canadian gas

and oil IS at a high peak and an authori-
tative survey of this industry is invalu-
able to many executives, investors and
the pubiic ]n general.
The data included by the Financial

rost in this new edition gives price
range of oii and gas stocks, production
statistics, property acreages and loca-
lions, dnllmg plans and results, financial
stath-itics, and names of oíficers and
directors for each company. There are
.seetions as well on pipelmes, the oil
market as a whole, and dormant and in-
active companies. Other fealures are the
maps which show location of wells.

Heating, vciitilating, air coiiditioning
guide, 1955. New York, Amcncaii
society of heating and air condition-
ing engineers, 1955. 1680pp., illus
$12.00 (U.S.).

The 33rd edition of this well-knowu
reference work is again arranged in
seven broad sections: fundamentais;
human reactions; heating and cooling
loads; combustion and consumption of
fuels; systems and equipment; speciai
systems; instruments and codes.
The latest technical and equipment

Information is included and among the
additions to the text are a new chapter
on schoolhouse heating and ventilating,
new Information on heating systems
using high temperature hot water and
new data on the cost of operating resi-

dential year-round air conditioning sys-
tems. Of speciai note is the fact that
the winter design data for Canada has
been augmented to include sixty-six

cities.

The reference list of codes and stan-

dards has been brought up to date.

reduced concrete shrinkage

I .11 I V ^.*^È

Effeet of Drying Shrinkage ií Dramali-
(ally lllustrated in this Clay Specimen.

with POZZOLITH

Whatever the cement content of a mix cr

the water-cement ratio, drying shrinkage

is governed mainly by un/t water content*

(water required per cubic yard ofconcrete).

Pozzolith, through dispersion of cement, is

an aid in producing lowest unit water con-

tent for a given workability, because it re-

duces water required by approximately 15%.

Thereby Pozzolith helps produce niinimum

shrinkage in concrete; also helps improve

other basic qualities.

Full Information on request.

•See U. S. Bureau of Reclamaiion's current Concrete

Manual. Page 1 JO.

CO. LTD.

I*. 0. B0> 501, WESTON

MASTER W BUILDERS
ufoctured ín Canada roRONro IS. oktaiiio

ilydrodynamique. Ci. BiikiiolT. Paris,
JJuiiud, Moulreal, Foniac, 1955'
22Spp., iiliLs., .'iS.70.

Translated froiu the original Engiish
edition, this book is written by a wide-
y recogmzed authority in the field of
liydrodynamics.

'lhe subjcct matter is concerned with
two aspecls of tlie mechauics ol íluid&:
the reiatiou beiween tlieory and prac-
tice, and the applications of the theory
ol symmetry. 'Ihere are hve chapiers,
in which tlie author discusses liydro-
dynam.cal paradoxes, the theory oí dis-
conlinued surlaces, dimensional analysis,
the theory oí groups and fluid me-
chanics, and potentiai mass.

•Modern pctroicuni leciiiiology, 2nd
ed. E. li. Evans. hou. ud. J^una^u
Institute of Petroleum, 1954. 702pp.,'
35/ -.

'

In this outline of the scientific and
technical background of the petroleum
industry, various specialists review the
present state of knowledge of specific
topics under the followiug broad head-
ings; e.xploration and production; manu-
lacture and refining; properties and
utilization of products; testing; trans-
port and distribution; and economia
aspects. Many of the articles in this
edition have been rewritten, and some
are completely new.

L'organisation de l-cnlreprise et Pini-
primé, 2e ed. C. Duval et J. Lepauot
Paiis, Dunod, Moniroal, Fomac, 1955.
201pp., illus., $7.75.

The use oí printed matter in a busi-
ness organization is the subject of this
volume, now in its second edition. The
authors consider this means of com-
municution as one of the best ways
of directing and unifying a modem
business conccrn. Because it is such a
common practice they íeel that newer
and better methods of making use of
printed directives are sometimea over-
looked.
The book is divided into three broad

chapters in which are discussed the
value and technique of issuing printed
instnictions, an analysis of the basic
instructions needed in any organization,
and particular circumstances in which
printed matter can be oí grcat use.

This is a small subject, covered in

minute detail, and would benefit any
readers particularly concerned with this

phaso of business administration.

L'organisalion sciciitiíique et les re-

lations huinaincs dans rentrcprisse
industrielle, 4e éd. R. Lambert.
Paris, Dunod, Montreal, Fomai', 1955.

230pp., figs., S9.10.

The scientific organization of an in-

dustrial conceru, with particular em-
phasis on human relations, is liiscussed

in this French language book. The sub-

ject is treated in logical fa.^hiou. begin-

ning with a general survey of the physi-

cal and financial aspects of an industry

as they alTcct the employec.
This is íollowed by a chapter on ad-

ministrativo organization in which the

functions of adminislrators al dilTerent

lo\ cls are dcscribcd. Tiie rcmaiuing .«cc-

tions are devotei! to mcthoils of oiganiz-

ing the mauiifacturiug, sciling and ac-

counting divi.«ious of an industiy and
cover tiio individual problems of each.

I,rs poiílre.s en lirtoii arin«' soiimises
à Ia n<'\ioii «•ompit.sép. (!. Cdlorit».

Puiis. Dunod. Montreal, romac, 1955.

98pp., figs.. $4.50.

The .subtitle of this book icads: "Cal-
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cul rapide, direct, au moyen de tableaux

et de diagrammes, applications au calcul

des poutres de noues des grandes croupes
à voútes," and as this suggests, the

author's solution of the problem of the

subjection of reinforced concrete beams
to compound deflection is given in the

form of tables and diagrams. He ex-

plains that the use of diagrams is a

quick and explicit means of effecting a

solution.

Rectangular and L beams are the two
types dealt with in this practical study,

but far from suggesting that it is the

complete answer to the problem, the

author points to the need for íurther

work in the field.

The book should be of interest to the

practical worker for these formulas may
be applied to beams used in arch con-

struction, etc.

Principies of electric utility engineer-
ing. C. A. Powel. New York, Wilev,

1955. 251pp., illus., $6.00.

In an attempt to consolidate the

essentials of the whole field of utility

engineering in one volume the author

has outlined those problems which he
finds basic to the design and operation

of a utility.

Before going into the engineering as-

pects of his subject the writer explains

the corporate structure of the typical

utility, definitions used in business, fed-

eral and state controls to which it is

subject, and the financial return to be
anticipated with given rates.

The later chapters deal with such
fundamentais as steam generating sta-

tions and auxiliaries, hydroelectric sta-

tions, transmission equipment, power
system fault control, lightning pheno-
mena and insulation, and power distri-

bution.
The text of this book is essentially tho

notes that formed the basis for a course
of lectures in electrical engineering at

the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology.

Standard methods for the examina-
tion of watcr, sewage, and indus-
trial wastes, lOth ed. New York,
American public health association,

1955. 522pp., illus., $7.50 (U.S.).

This anniversary edition incorporates
the greatest amount of revision and
new material since the original publica-

tion. Among these additions is a review
of statistics for analysts, nomograph for

alkalinity and COl', the compleximetric
EDTA titration method for hardness.
spectrophotometric and photometrie
methods for colour, and a membrane
filter technique.
The volume is divided into six parts

dealing with physical and chemical ex-
amination of natural and treated waters
in the absence of gross pollution, ex-
amination of sewage, treatment plant
effluents, polluted waters, industrial

wastes, sludges and bottom sediment,
routine bacteriologic examinations of

water to determine its sanitary quality,

and biological examination of water,
sewage sludge, or bottom materiais.

The contents of the first four parts

of the book are arranged in alphabeti-
cal order, and the organization of the
whole text has been improved.

Third international conference on hot
dip galvanizing, Oxford, 1954. Ox-

ford, Zinc Development Assoe, Mont-
real, Consolidated Mining and Smelt-
ing Companv, 1954. 268pp., illus.,

$6.00.

Published by the Zinc Development
Association of Great Britain, the con-
tents of this report have an interna-

tional flavour for contributors come
from six countries. The papers, discus-

sions, and written contributions contain
the latest expert opinions from Europe
and the United States on the subject
of galvanizing and the use of steel.

The book has been arranged in twelve
chapters, some of general interest to ali

galvanizers and others devoted to
special processes and problems. They
include discussions on sheet and strip

galvanizing, faults in galvanized sheet,

galvanized tubes, wire galvanizing, gal-

vanizing threaded parts, costing of gen-
eral work, heating the bath, dro.ss

formation, inspection of galvanized
structural steelwork, after-treatment, in-

centives and productivity.
The reports of the first and second

of these conferences on hot dip galvan-
izing have become permanent works of
reference and this volume is intended
for similar use. Unlike many confer-
ence papers brought together in a simi-
lar fashion this coUection has the great
advantage of a comprehensive technical
subject Índex.

Transform calculus, with an introduc-
tion to complex variahles. E. J.

Sc Ott. New York, Harper, 1955.

330pp., $7.50 (U.S.).

This is a text for senior-graduate
courses in operational mathematics and
advance calculus, centering around the
Laplace transform.
The book begins with a chapter on

the functions of a complex variable with
the necessary theory for understanding
the Laplace transform. The next two
chapters discuss the Laplace transform
theory and its relation to the residue
theory and contour integration.

The remaining sections deal with
matrix álgebra, linear diflerential equa-
tions and the íinite Fourier sine, cosine,

and Hankel transform. Emphasis has

been placed on the uses of transforms
;

in the solution of physical problems
which have been selected from the fields

of chemical, mechanical, civil and elec-
|

trical engineering, including such topics

as difíusion, vibrations of rods, beam
deflection, and transmission lines.

Turboblowers. A, J. Stepanoff. New
York, Wiley, 1955. 377pp., illus., $8.00.

Recent developments have been very
rapid in the field of application of tur-

bomachinery for the compression of
gases and vapors. An important addition
to the literature of this field, this book
discusses the hydrodynamic and thermo-
dynamic aspects of the turboblower

i

design, and discusses methods of build-
,

ing turbocompressors in the United !

States and abroad.
The author presents a theoretical

'

treatment of the compressor impeller

based on a single pattem of flow, and
extends this treatment to similar design

;

procedure for centrífuga] and axial flow 1

1

impellers. Other chapters describe the it

hydrodynamic nature of pressure gener- li

ation as contrasted with the indirect i|

thermodynamic basis usually adopted in ; 1

the past. A design method for water
||

cooled compressors is given and ways rl

to improve the performance of fans are ;i|

presented.

This book should be of practical value u

to engineers working with turboblowers. 1

Union decisions in collective bargain-
i

ing. R. R. France. Princeton, Univer-
j

sitv. Industrial rclations section, 1955.

49pp., $2.00 (U.S.).
I

In the economic life of a nation today
j

practically no other force is as powerful

as the trade union. This is a study of a i

particular aspect of a union's function
|

and the observations and results con-
j

tained in this report are equally applic- i

able to trade unions in Canada. i

In analyzing the decision-making pro-
|

cess in unions in the specific area of col- p

lective bargaining the preferences of i

unions for centralization or decentrali-
|

zation on these matters is taken into
j

account. There is also an attempt to
|

determine the levei at which unions

5UB-SURFACE EXPLORATION
Soil Sampling •;• Foundation -Testing

Core Drilling •:• Grouting

BDYLESBROS
ORILLING COMPANV LTD..

VANCOUVER. CANADA r

_iir INDUSTRIAL
PLANTS

Job 54-239

Lulu Island Paper & Box Plant

Crown Zellerbach Canada, Limited

H. A. Simons Ltd.

Construotion has etarted on a $4,000,000.00 paper con-

vertins and box manufacturing plant at an 8 acre site on

Lulu Island. Before foundation plans and epecifications

were íirawn up our crews completed an extensive program

of soil sampling and foundation testing. We also obtained

samples from tlie bed of the Fraser River, following which

dredging operations provided a deep-sea channel and

supplied 300,000 cubic yards of plant site fill.

Modero Equipment and Experienced Crews

^ MONCTON, NORANDA, KIRKLAND LAKE,

PORT ARTHUR, EDMONTON and VANCOUVER
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Figure 1 ^
With Guy Sti<]ncl and Guy
Grip in pos^fion as shown,
starf to w^p one leg of
Grip around strond.

Take 3/ coínplete turns.

Repeat/ procedure with
ofher hg of Grip (See
Fig. 2/.

I

I

I

I

I

Figure 2 " " ^ ^

With end of Grip in eacR
hand, twist legs of Grip
around strand as far as
possible.

Figure 1

Figure 3 i

With screw drive/ lift ends
of Grip over straads of Guy
Wire tili they'snap info
position. Guy, Grip pro-
perly installed' should look
like Grip ;1lustrated.

Figure 2

Figure 3 ^
•

Oiz^Olffmê OVJY GRIPS

Slater Preformed Dead-Ends are today's most efficient means
of dead-ending guys, service entrance cable, static or ground
strand and ali types of conductors. They are neat in appear-

ance . . . streamlined for better looking guys and conductors.

Uniike other clamping devices, Slater Preformed Dead-Ends
exert relatively low pressures over rather large contact áreas.

Loads are uniformly distributed among the individual wires of

the strand or conductor.

Slater Preformed Guy Grips are definitely proving throughout

the country that they assure

—

Maximum Corrosion Life

Maximum Fatigue Characteristics

Maximum Installed Tensile Strength

Maximum Impact Strength

Maximum Neatness in Appearance.

GUY GRIPS

AS INSTALLED

For further detailed information please ask us for our Catalog No. 55 or our new
Preformed Rod Catalog No. 455 which is being printed.

SOIO AND 5TOCKED BY

Northern Ekctrk !l3lnA"=/"M' l£irv\ company limited

HAMILTON CANADA
COMPANY LIMITED Montreal • Winnipeg • Regina • Edmonton • Calgary • Vancouver
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make decisions on contract negotiations

and the application of agreements. In

addition, the impact of the degree of

centralization an^l decentraUzation on
industrial relations and on the internai

probloms of the iinion is studicd.

NEW BOOKS RECEIVED
Basic llieory in eleetrical engineerinK.

R. G. Kloefflcr and E. L. Sitz. To-
ronto, Macmillan, 1955. 334pp., illus.,

$5.50.

The birth anfi rlevelopinent of the

fteologica! soiences. F. D. Adams.
New York, Dover, 1954 [c. 1938].

506pp., ilhis.. $1.95 (U.S.) pa., $3.95

(U.S.) Hoth.

Depreeialion. E. L. Grant and P. T.

Norton. .Ir. New Yoi'k. Rom'd Press,

1955. 504pp., ilhis., $7.50 (U.S.).

E!ectrieal oharaeterislics of overhearl
lines. S Rutt(M-worlh. Leal herliead.

Sni'rev. E'ertrira' Pe.seavfh Associa-

tion, 1954. 238pp., illus., £2.2.0.

Ffsí-^nsr bofits of the world. .Tnn-Olíf

TR.\UNG, ed. London, "Fishing
New.s" for food and agrieulturc c-
ganization of the United Nations, 1955.

579pp., ihus.. $12.50 (U.S.).

Gas tijr!)'ne prineiples and praetice.

H. R. Cox. ed. Toronto, Brilish book
service, 1955. Various paging, illus.,

$18.00.

IIow to cstimale for the biiihiing

trados, 2nd ed. Gi'bert Townsond,
J. R.. Dalzell and James McKinney.
Chicago, American teehnieal sofiety,

Toronto. General, 1955. 699pp., illus.,

$6.75 (U.S.)

Ilvdraulic operatioii and control of
maehines. I;m MfNeil. I>ondon,
Thames and Hudson, 1954. 324 pp.,
illus.. 35/-.

Tntrothirtion to nuclear engineerina.
Richai-(1 Stephenson. Toronto, Mc-
Graw-Hill, 1954. 387pp., illus., $9.75.

Lake Superior millins: practicc. C. TT.

Benedict. Houghton, Mieh., Michigan
college of mining and teehnologj'
press, 1955. 137pp., ilhis., $3.00 (U.S.).

Metal industry handbook and direc-
torv, 1955. London, Cassier for

"Metal Industry", 1955. 472pp., illus.,

15/8.

Metallurgical progress: a series of
criticai reviews, 1 and 2. London,
Cassier, 1954-55. 4/6 each (reprinted
from Iron avd steel).

Principies of nianagement. TLuold
Koontz and Cyril 0'DonnclI. Toronto,
McGraw-Hill, 1955. 664pp., $7.95.

Process control. A. J. Young. Pitts-

burgh. Instruments publishing, 1954.

132pp., illus., $2.00 (U.S.).

Protective coatings for metais, 2nd.
ed. R. M. Burns and W. W. Bradley.
New York, Reinhold, 1955. 643pp.,
illus., $12.00 (U.S.).

Symposium on prestressed concrete.
In.stitution of engineers (índia) and
Concrete as.?ociation of índia. Ilydera-
bad, The Association, 1955. 17 papers,
some mimeog.

The testing and inspection of engi-
neering materiais, 2nd ed. H. E.
Davis, G. E. Troxell and C. T. Wis-
kocil. Toronto, McGraw-Hill, 1955.

431pp., illus., $7.80.

1148

Vapor-plating; the formation of coat-

ings bv vapor-deposition. C. F.

Powell, "I. E. Campbell and B. W.
Gonser. New York, Wiley, 1955.

loSpp., illus., $5.50.

Water supply engineering, 5th ed.

H. E. Babbitt and J. J. Doland. To-
ronto, McGraw-Hill, 1955. 608pp.,
ilkis., $10.50.

Wilco blue book. V. G. Mooradin, ed.

Union, N.J., Wilson, 1954. 192pp.,
illus,, $3.00 (U.S.).

TECHNICAL BULLETINS
AND

PAMPHLETS RECEIVED
Ameri<-an society of niechanical engi-
neers :

Diamond jubilee book of facts.

British eleetrical an<l allied industries
research association. Teclinical re-

ports

:

F/T183—Curront ratings for paper-
insulated cables to B.S. 480:1954 and
\-arnished-cambric-insulated cables to

B.S. 608:1955.

Canada. Dept. of mines and technical
surveys

:

Tlie Saint Lawrence deep waterway
p:-o.ject. Bibliography.

Canada. Dept. of northern aíTairs

and Mational resources. Forestry
branch

:

Effect of ra3'S on radial shrinkage of

beech, by D. C. Mcintosh. Logging
waste in eastern Canada, bv J. A. Dojle
(Bulletin No. 115).

Canada. Dominion bureau of statis-

tics

:

Summary of traflic accident statistics.

Canadian standards association. Ap-
provals laboralories

:

List of approved equipment, íifth ed.,

-supplement "A". January, 1955.

Carnegie Corjjoration of New York:
.Xnnuai report, 1954.

Cimon, Jean:
Suède, pays de I'urbanisme.

Engineers joint council:
.Annual rejjort, 1954.

Io>va siale c«)llege. Engineering ex-
periment station. Rulletin:
The use of good English in technical

writing. by J. H. Bollon (Report No.
24).

Kungl. Tekniska Hogskolans. Hand-
lingar

:

No. 89—Further investigations into
iterated sine- and cosine-integrals and
their amplitude functions with reference
to antenna theory, by Erik Hallen. No.
90—On the transversa strength of tank-
ers. By Erik Steneroth.

Professional engineers conference
board for industry:
How to train engineers in industry

(Executive research .survey No. 4).

Purdue university. Engineering ex-
periment station. Rulletin:
Synthesis of RC networks, by H. J.

Smead (Research series No. 123).

United States. Beach erosion board.
Technical memoranda:
No. 71—Re-analysis of existing wave

force data on modo! piles, by R. C.
Crooke. No. 73—Graphical approach to
the forecasting of waves in moving
fptches, by B. W. Wilson.

United States. Highway research
board. Bulletins:
No. 100—Soil freezing. No. 102—Tests

on larga culvert pipe.

August, 1955

STANDARDS REYIEWED
A.S.T.M. standards, American society

for testing materiais, 1916 Race
Street, Philadelphia 3, Pa.

A.S.M.T. standards on rubber pro-
ducts, 1954.

Among the tests in this compilation
are chemical and physical tests of vul-

canized rubber, aging, weathering and
low-temperature tests of nibber. There
are also methods of test for automotiva
and aeronáutica! rubber, packing and
gasket materiais, ho.«e and belting, tape,

rubber-coated fabrics, látex foam, rub-

ber adhesives, crude rubber and non-
rigid plastics.

A.S.T.M. standards on mineral aggre-

gates, concrete, and nonbituminous
highway materiais. $3.50.

Some of the subjects covered in these

standnrds are specifications and methods
of test for aggregates; readv mixed con-

crete: air entraining admixtures; brick

and block navement materiais; concrete

curing matei-ial ; expansion ioint fillers;

cement. Producers and consumers of

these materiais, and ensineers and con-
tractors in bui'ding and heavy cnnstruc-

tion will íind this a useful publication.

American standards, American stand-

ards asso<-iai'on. 70 East 45 Street,

New York 17, N.Y.

A.S.A. A40.R-1955— National plumb-
ing code. .$3.50.

A number of interested organizations

combined to prodtice this first true

American national plumbing standard.

In addition to general regulations the

cnde sets down specifications for .such

details as materiais, .ioints and connec-
tions, fixtures, drainage systems, vents

and inspection tests. The appendicos
include added Information on individ-

ual sewage-disposal systems. air gaps
and drinking foimfain standards. The
code is published by the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers.

British standards, British standards
instiliitions. 2 Park Street, London,
W.l. British standards are available

from Canadian standards as.so-

ciation, National research building,
Ottawa, Canada.

R.S. 1549: Part 2: 1955—Methods
for sheet metal pattern develop-
ment: incidence of the neutral line.

5/-.

Part 1 of this standard appeared in

1949. Part 2 gives rccommendations for

the determination of the position of the

neutral line for use with mild steel of

from 14 to 20 B.G. and duralumin and
half-hard aluminium of from 14 to 20

S.W.G., where the inside radius of the

bend lies between a figure equal to the

thickness of the metal and a figura aqual

to four times its thickness.

B. S. 2557: 1955—Screwdrivers and
screwdriver bits for recessed heaii

screws. 4/ -.

This specification is dasigned as a safe-

guard against the supply of inferior

imitations of these tools and gives a full

dimensional and qualit}' standard includ-

ing requirements for the screwdrivers

and the bits and also for the gaugcs and
the testing dies which are a necessary

part of the scheme.
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B.S. 2564: 1955—Conlrol rhai t tech-

nique when nianufaeturing to a

specification, by B. P. Dudding and
W. J. Jennett. 10/6.

First publislied by General Electric in

1944, this manual describes acceptable
procedures when introducing and operat-

ing Quality Control methods as factory
routine. It is divided into two paris,

one concerning the utilization of results

of measurement (quantitative data) and
a second part covering the classificai ion

of a product by quality (qualitative

data) vvhich is of use wherever sampling
technique can be applied to regulate

production. Directions are given for the
construction and interpretation of Con-
trol Charts appropriate to various types
of process.

B.S. 2566: 1955 — Broad flan-e
beains, heavy ílange T bars and
long-Iegged T bars. 2/6.

This specification was prepared to

fill in the gaps existing in the British

standards for welded steel construction.

The sectional properties of the beams
and heavy flange T bars covered in this

standard have been derived on a dif-

ferent basis from the conventional one
used hence the values given differ

slightly.

B.S. 2567: 1955—Steel roller con-
veyors. 2/6.

This new standard specifies important
dimensions of the principal components
of fixed and portable i'oller conveyors,
within the range of maximum loading
from 10 Ib. to 320 Ib. per roller. It

does not apply to power-driven roller

conveyors.

B.S. G.146: 1955—D.C. motors for
aircraft. 3/6.

The general design and test procedure
for d.c. motors for use in aircraft, other
than motors classed as engine starter

motors, are the sub.jects of this standard.

I
The two types of motor covered are

I those operating over a terminal voltage
range of 25-29 volts d.c. on a nominal
28 volt d.c. supply, or over a range of
100-116 volts d.c. on a nominal 112 volt
d.c. supply, and those operating over a

terminal voltage range of 18-29 volts d.c.

on a nominal 28 volts d.c. supply, or

over a range of 72-116 volts d.c. on a
nominal 112 volt d.c. supply.

B.S. G.147: 1955—A.C. motors for
aircraft. Part 1—Three-phase 400
C/S squirrel-cage induction motors.
3/6.

This standard outlines .specifications

for this type of motor covering supply
voltage and frequency; types of duty;
general construction; particular require-

ments such as rotation, rating, air cool-

ing, shafts and flanges, flameproofness,
type tests and production tests.

B.S. 153 Pt. 3A:1954—Girder bridges:
loads. 6/—.

This part of the revision supersedes
Clauses 1 to 12 of the original standards
issued in 1937. The major changes cover
highway and footway loadings, railway
impact effects and the treatment of
wind pressure.

B.S. 807:1955— Spot welding clcc-
trodes. 3/—.

In the present edition eléctrodos of
the following types are included: verti-
cal centro, vertical off-set, anglo off-set,
and crank off-set, for sizes from % inch
to iVi inch with a preferonce shown
for % mch electrodes. Particular refer-
ence is given to the relationship be-
tweon the welding .surface and the
holdor.

B.S. 970:1955—Wroiight slcels in the
forni of bars, bilicts and forsinss.
12/6d.

Requirement^ for wrought steels in
th ose forms are specified up to 6 inch
luling section. Chemical compositions
of En steels are also covered, as well
as the case hardening steels of the En
350 and En 360 series. Service require-
ments are set out as far as they cor-
respond with those of industry as a
whole.

B.S. 1728:1955—Methods for analvsis
of aluminium and aluminium
alloys. Part 6—Iron (vohimetric-
titanous chloride niethod) ; Part 7—Zinc (Zinc oxide method). 2/

—

each part.

Part 6 relates to the volumetric de-
termination of iron for use with alloys
containing between 0.1 and 5.0 per cent
iron. The zinc oxide method presented
in Part 7 is for use with alloys having
a zinc content of 2-15 per cent. Both
methods specify the reagents to be used,
recommended rnethods of sampling and
test procedure.

B.S. 2561:1955— Forged steel pipc
fittings, screwed with A.P.l. thread
for the petroleum industry. 3/6.

The following forged carbon and alloy
steel screwed fittings are the subject of

this standard: elbows; tees; crosses;

laterais; caps; buli plugs; hexagonal,
square and round head pipe plugs;

couplings; reduced couplings; hexagonal
head bushings. Range of sizes is from
Vs inch to 6 inch and the range of

ratings fram 600 to 1500 Ib./sq. inch

within plot limits.

B.S. 2573:1955— Report on permis-
sible stresses in crane structures.
4/—.

In this tentative report tables are

given of basic stresses in certain ma-
teriais which are related to the specified

yield points of those materiais e.g. steel

to B.S. 15, 548 and 968. Cranes are

classified on this basis in order to select

the correct class for the work required

and to economize in the use of material.

B.S. 2579:1955—Solid drawn copper
alloy tubes for the manufacture of

screwed ferrules and copper alloy

screwed fei-rules for condenser,

evaporator, heater and cooler tubes.

2/6.

The alloys included here are 70/30

brass and 70/29/1 (Admiralty mixture)

brass, aluminium brass, copper nickel

and aluminium bronze.

B.S. 2587:1955 — Open-surface milk
coolers. 3^6.

These items are cla.ssified for both

raw and pasteurized milk, and for use

with various means of cooling. Ma-
terials for construction, certain design

features and standard conditions for

rating tests are specified. The appen-
diccs cover tne mstaliation, mainton-
anco and operation of milk coolers and
the use of calcium chloride brine.

B.S. GI48:I9.>.Í— 1'laliniini wirc thci-
nionicler bulbs and conni-rtors for
aircraft. 3/6

Two types of bulbs are dnalt with:
normal response bulbs designed from
the viewpoint of range of temperaturc
operation rather than for speed of
rcspon.sc; and a hãgh response iDulb de-
signed to achieve the highest practical
response. The connectors are appro-
priate for these types of bulbs.

B. S. Gl 49: 1955—Nickel wirc thermo-
niotcr hiilhs and conncclor*. for
li<(uid temperaturc measurement in
aircraft. 2/—

.

Specifications are given for bulbs with
temperature sen-sitive elements made of
nickel wire contained in a metal sheath.
The nickel rcsistance elements are suit-
ablo for measuring temperaturcs up to
+200«C.

Canadian standards, Canadian stand-
ards association, National rescarch
building, Ottawa, Canada.

C.S.A. C22.2 No. 38:1955 — Rubber-
insulatcd wires and cablcs, 3rd ed.

$2.00.

The following types of wires and
cables are covered: tvpes R, RW, RH.
RWU and RW-60C:RH-75C, having
voltage ratings from 600 to 5,000 volts.

New requirements include the use of a

polychloroprene jacket and braided
rayon covering.

C.S.A. C22.2 No. 45:1955 — Rigid
conduit, 3r(l cd. SI.00.

This applies to rigid conduit made
from mild steel. aluminum, copper, or
coppcr-silicon alloy and also coven?
couDlings, nipples, elbows, and bends
uspd in installing a straight length of

conduit.

The Institute of petroleum, 26 Porl-
land Place, London, W.l IP engine
test methods for rating fuols, 195.5.

£1.

This book contains methods for de-
lermining the knock rating of motor and
aviation fuols and the ignition quality
of diesel fuols. In general both British

and metric units of measurement of

volume, dimension, and temperature
have been used. In the section covering
knock-rating of aviation fuels the

aviation method and the supercharge
method are given. The knock-rating of

motor fuel shows the motor method and
the research method.

Standard methods for tcsting petro-

leum and ils products (cxcluding
engine test methods for rating

fuels), 14th ed., 1955. 40/-.

This is a companion to the preceding

standard and includes specifications for

normal heptane, petroleum spirit—40/60,

60/80, 100/120—benzene, benzole, to-

luene, toluole, and acetona. Specifica-

tions for IP petroleum hydrometers and

standard thermoraetfirs are aJso given.

The appendices give a boiling point con-

version chart, conversion of kineraatic

viscosity to Rrdwood No. 1 viscosity.

heat of combustion, evaluation of crude

petroleum and interpretation and recom-

mended usage of IP precision data.
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Appointments and Transfers

B. F. Goodrich Appointment.—M. G.
Morgan has been appointcd vice-presi-

dent, manufacturing, of B. F. Goodrich
Canada Limited, and elected a director

of the company, it was announced re-

cently by president Ira G. Needles.

Technical Service Laboratories.—The
appointment of Ernest Bolton to its

chemical department has just been an-
nounced by Technical Service Labo-
ratories, Toronto.

C-I-L Appointment.—H. J. Desbarat?
has been appointed assistant manager
of the explosives division of Canadian
Industries (1954) Limited.

•
Union Carbide Vice-President.—An-
nouncement is made of the appointment
of A. A. Cumming as vice-president,

Union Carbide Canada Limited. Mr.
Cumming will also retain the presidency
of National Carbon Company, E)ivision

of Union Carbide Canada Limited.

•
Peacock Brothers Limited Changes.

—

Peacock Brothers Ltd. announce that a
new department has been formed, known
as the Mechanical Equipment Sales De-
partment. The department will be re-

sponsible for the promotion of mecha-
nical equipment from coast to coast and
will be headed by E. J. M. Exworth,
formerly manager of the company's
Montreal Branch oífice. Succeeding Mr.
Exworth as manager of the Montreal
Branch oífice is R. W. Maskell, formerly
assistant manager.

•
University of Toronto.—Recent ap-
pointments in the engineering faculty,

University of Toronto include: W. F.

Graydon and W. G. MacElhinney, as-

sociate professors in chemical engineer-
ing, and W. A. M. Hewer in minlng
engineering; F. C. Hooper and R. T.

Waines associate profes.=ors in mechan-
ical engineering; G. R. Slemon assist-

ant professor, electrical engineering.

•
Stelco Appointments.—An announce-
ment by Lee T. Craig, vice-president,

The Steel Company of Canada,
Limited, states that G. K. Laidlaw
becomes manager, flat rolled products

sales, Eastem Divi.sion, and E. A.

Frazer becomes manager, bar mill pro-

ducts sales, Eastem Division. Both are

natives of Hamilton, Ontário.

•
Neptune Meters Appointment.—At a

recent meeting of the board of direc-

tors, the appointment was announced
of W. O. Randall as a director of

Neptune Meters Limited and Nep-
tune Patterns Limited.
Mr. Randall will continue in his

current capacity as assistant to the
president while taking up his new
duties.

•
Flnor Corp. of Canada Changes.

—

J. P. Wiseman, president of the Fluor
Corporation of Canada, Ltd. for the
past two and a half years, has been
named to head a newly established
products company of the Fluor Cor-
poration, Ltd., and will be succeeded
by J. G. Bounds. The appointments
are effective November 1.

Seaway Appointment.—J. L. Jerome,
of Toronto, has been appointed di-
vision administration officer for The
St. Lawrence Seaway Authority at Iro-
quois, Ontário, succeeding Lt. CoL J.

P. Donihee, appointed division ad-
ministration oíRcier at Cornwall.

•
Toronto Iron Works.—Appointments
to top executive posts in the manage-
ment of Toronto Iron Works Limited
have been announced by G. E. EUs-
worth, president.

Benton Dixon has been appointed
executive vice-president and general
manager. Mr. Dixon was formerly vice-

president and general sales manager of

Dominion Wheel and Foundries Lim-
ited.

R. A. Baggott who has been with
Toronto Iron Works Limited as comp-
troller. goes to the position of secretary-

treasurer.

Benton Dixon

George Raine, formerly chief of plate
and boiler department, Canadian Vickers
Limited, Montreal, becomes manager of

engineering.

New Equipment

and Developments
PIug-Holding Sockets.—Design of two
spark phig sockets with a special rubber
insert for holding plugs has been an-
nounced by Proto Tools of Canada,
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In your plant there are probably scores

of places—on degreasing equipment, or

on air- conditioning, fuel, hydraulic,

and compressed air Unes, for example

—

where Rockwell-Nordstrom valves can
cut costs by doing their job better,

longer, for less money per year.

The reason is simple. Forty years ago
Rockwell-Nordstrom lubricated valves

were created for tough oil field jobs

ordinary valves couldn't handle. If

theyVe a good investment for these

rugged services, theyVe a doubly good
investment for valve jobs in your plant.

Here's why:

—Swre shut-off. A film of pressurized lubri-

cant around the plug provides a tighter

seal than is possible with ordinary

metal-to-metal contact.

— Easy, quick operatlon. Rockwell-Nord-
strom valves glide open and shut on
lubricant, which also hydraulically
jacks the plug free from the seat. And
because only one-quarter turn is needed,
positive control response is assured.

TheyVe ideally suited for plant auto-
mation.

—Longer Life. Lubricant prevenis grind-

ing wear of metal-to-metal friction.

Rockwell-Nordstrom valves last longer

—cut maintenance, replacement and
down time cost. And initial cost is no
more than ordinary valves.

Send For Free Facts

A booklet showing Nordstrom princi-

pies and applications in industrial and
process plants is yours for the asking.

Send the coupon for Bulktin V-215.

ROCKWELL-NORDSTROM VALVES

Made in Canada by

PEACOCK BROTHERS LIMITED

PEACOCK BROTHERS LIMITED, Box 1040, Montreal, Que.
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Ltd., London, Ont. The patented mbber
insert holds a spark plug securely in the

socket and thus provides a means of

removing and installing plugs quickly

in the hard-to-reach places on many
V-8 overhead valve engines. It also en-
ables a user to change plugs without
burning his hand on hot manifolds. Ex-
tensions of various lengths can be used
with the sockets.

Analogue Coinputing Service Available.
—Data Processing Associates, Limited.
Ottawa, Ontário have been appointed
exclusive representatives of Dian Labo-
ratories, Inc., 611 Broadway, New York,
who have available a complete analogue
compnting centre and are prepared to

accept problems for analysis and solu-

lion. The computing centre has the
following electronic analogue computer
equipment: summing and integrating

amplifiers; servos; scale-factor potentio-
nieters; diodes; relay amplifiers; func-
tion generators; six-channel recorders;

l)lotting board.

Companies interested in using this

service are invited to write to Data
l'rocessing Associates, Ltd.

New Cement Plant.—The St. Lawrence
Cement Co. of Villeneuve, Quebec, plans
to commence constmction of a new
cement plant at Clarkson near Toronto,
Ontário. This new plant will be similar

to the existing Quebec one, with an
annual capacity of 1,500.000 barreis or

6,000,000 bags of Portland Cement.
The new project will be worked out

by the engineering staff of the St. Law-
rence Cement Co. Most of the mecha-
nical and electrical equipment will be
ordered in Canada, and local contrac-

tors will be charged with the con>struc-

tion.

•
Diploma in Town Planning.—The Uni-
versity of Toronto has recently inaugur-
ated a new Diploma in Town Planning
with instruction to be given in a new
division of the School of Architecture
by Professor Gordon Stephenson, re-

cently appointed to the University of

Toronto.
The new diploma is available only to

post graduates. It is a short course la.çt-

ing a single academic year. As those
taking it will come with veiy different

academic backgrounds such as engineer-

ing, geography, sociology, and architec-

ture, instruction will be tailor made to

suit the student.

.\ir Cooled Parkaged Compressor.

—

A 125 horsepower electric-driven air

compressor has been added to the In-
gersoll-Rand line of air-cooled two-'
stage Type 40 stationary compressors.'
The new size is expected to fulfill the
need of contractors and industries for

a lightweight compressor of this size

that can easily be moved from job to
job. A 4-page flier, form 3188, describ-
ing the new unit, is available from
bianch offices or Canadian Ingersoll-

Rand Co. Ltd., 620 Cathcart Street,

Montreal. Que.

Honeywell Expands Aero Activity.

—

Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co.
Ltd., has announced the establishment
of an aeronautical division at its Lea-
side plant. Named manager of the new i

division is Carl A. Anderson, former-

;

ly assistant director of service engi-

neering of HoneywelFs aeronautical di-

vision in Minneapolis. The new Cana-
dian division will operate independent-
ly of Honeyweirs main aeronautical
di\'ision in Minneapolis.

Unit Fueller.—The Mcintosh Unit

Fueller, is a compact unit that unloads
from tank cars to storage, fuels from
storage, and de-fuels if required, as

in the case of aircraft. This unit cau

be made portablc and includes water
scparator, micronic filter, Smith meter,

inun)). and hydraulic re-wind hose reel.

Th(í Mcintosh units were designed and

are the last word in design and reliability. If you
have a power or water plant project in view, get
in touch with the nearest Peacock Engineer.

VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS
FOR CONDENSER CIRCULATING, WATERWORKS

DOCK IMPOUNDING AND DEWATERING, ETC.

Canadian Associafes

PEACOCK BROTHERS LIMITED
MONTREAL

BRANCHES SYDNEY. TORONTO, SUDBURY WINNIPEG, CALGARY, EDMONTON. VANCOUVER

DRYSDALE & CO. LTD. YOKER, CtASGOW. SCOTLAND

DART
UNIONS

for efficient service

and economy

Two Bronze Seats Ground to a True Ball Joint

DART UNION COMPANY OF CANADA LTD.
TORONTO CANADA
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are being built by Mcintosh Supply
Limited, Vancouver, B.C. They are

available in any size or capacity.

Band-It Clamps.—The complete Band-It

tool and clamp line is now being dis-

tributed in Canada by Canadian Line

Materials Limited.

Made of special high-carbon-coated

steei, the range of uses includes: se-

curely fastening racks to polés, street

and highway signs to polés, for stub-

bing line poles, clamping guy wirc

guards, repairing split beams, cross-

arms and posts. Also for economical,

strong installation of television masts
to vent pipes or chimneys.

Increased Soda Ash Capacity.—Brun-
ner Mond Canada, Limited, plans to

expand soda ash production capacity of

its plant at Amherstburg, Ontário, to

meet increasing demand for the product
by Canada's basic industries. The prim-
aiy product, soda ash, is used by a large

number of industries to manufacture a
variety of produets including glass,

aluminum and other metais, pulp and
paper, silicates, soaps and cleansers. It

is also used extensively in the produc-
tion of Chemicals, textiles, lumber and
wood produets, paints, plastics and
many other produets.

Brunner Mond also produces calcium
chloriíle, used to control dust nuisance,
to build compact gravei roads, as an
additive to concrete to reduce curing
time and increase strength, in refrigera-
tion, and to weight tractor tires to givc
better traction and longer tire life.

Engine-Driven Welder.—A ncvv 200-
ampere engine drivon welder for pipe-
line welding and ali types of constnac-
tion and maintenance work is now avail-
able from Canadian General Electric
Company. Designated Type WD20AG,
the new welder is NEMA-rated for a
current range of 40-250 amperes and
will handle ali d-c or a-c/d-c eiectrodes
from 1/16" to with excellent welding
characteristics, according to company
engineers.

New Line Voltage Regulator.—A new
voltage regulator, designed for use with
the Philips diffractometer and spectro-

graph units as well as for other applica-

tions, has been announced by the scien-

tific apparatus department, Rogers Ma-
jestic Electronics Limited, 11-19 Brent-
cliffe Road, Leaside, Toronto 17, Ontário.

The new voltage regulator utilizes

standard electronic tubes, and a magne-
tic amplifier. It operates on a line

voltage of 185 - 250, 60-cycles at an
ambient temperature of 40''C. maximum.
Output voltage is 220, output current

]2.5 amperes maximum, output load 2.75

Kva maximum. Load power factor

0.7 — 1.0 inductive, regulation is 0.05

per font, harmonic distorlion is les.s

Mian 5 por cent, lime con.stant is 0.2

second.

Whon the line switcii is tumed on,

voltage will stabilize in approxiinately
one minute. If the overvoltage protec-
tivc rolay operates, output falis to les.«

lhan 150 volts.

Exposed Bolts on Couplings.—-For

quick dismantling with standard
wrenches, a nèw line is announced of

gear type Dominion Gearflex coup-
lings, without shrouds, liaving expcsed
type bolts. Devoloped primarily for the
steel industry, but applicable to any
drive, the couplincs are said to mini-
mize down-time when changing motor.^

or cngines. Couplings are manufactured
and stocked in Canada for shafts up tu
5'À in. diameter. Bulletins and dimen-
sion sheets from Indu.^^trial Division.

Dominion Engineering Company, Ltd.,

P.O. Box 220, Montreal, Quebec.

Canadian Johns-Manville Plant.

—

\. D.

Margison & .\ssociates, Ltd., of To-
ronto, have been named as architect.-

engineering consultants for the con-

struction of Canadian Johns-Manvilles
insulating board plant at North Bay.
Ont. The design and construotion of

the plant will be handled by John?-
Manville's general engineering organi-

zation, of which George S. Smith is

director. It is expected that construc-

tion of the buildings will be completed
during the summer of 1956. The plant

pocpipe
W o GD P I P E ot

Our catalogue No. 54 gives complete information on

"Pacpipe" Wood stave pipe and tanks. Write now, with-

out oblígation, for your copy.

End Graín Block

Lined Sewer Pipe

for Mill Effluent

and Sewer Systems

"PACPIPE" continuous Wood Stave

sewer pipe is especially designed to

resist erosion by abrasive woste por-

ticles. This is one of the mony oppli-

cations using the special properties of

B.C. Fir Wood Stave Pipe, manufac-

tured by Pacific Coast Pipe Co.
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will consist of a main manufacturing

plant having an operating area of 150.-

000 square feet, a separate office build-

ing and various outlying auxiliary

structures.
•

Mixed-Bed Deniineralizer.—For the

demineralization of relatively small

quantities of water—up to 360 galloas

per hour—a compact unit, the Model
MBD-15 Demineralizer, has been de-

veloped by The Permutit Company,
New York 36, N. Y. The device con-

tains a resin beà consisting of an in-

timate mixture of cation exchanger,
Permutit Q, and strongly basic aniou
exchanger, Permutit S. It will produce
a water of low total dissolved solids,

low COa, low silica content and ex-

tremely low conductivity. The manu-
facturer claims that the treated eíTluent

from this unit will have an average
conductivity of 0.15 micromho whicli

is equivalent to approximately 6,000,-

000 ohm.-cm. specific re.si.stance or 0.05

p.p.m. total electrolyte content. Also,

carbon dioxide will be reduced to 0-1

p.p.m. and the silica to about 0.1

p.p.m. When the unit is exhausted, thn
resin bed is regenerated with sulphuiic
acid for the cation exchanger and caus-
tic soda for the anion exchanger. The
same regenerating tank is used alter-

nately for both the acid and caustic

soda regenerants.

Canadian Distributor.—United Steel

Corporation Ltd., specializing in ali

phases of materiais handling, has been
appointed Canadian distributor for

Albion casters, manufactured by Albion
Industries Inc., of Albion, Mich.

•
Canadian Manufacture of British
Punips.—The Goodenough portable
?elf-priming ceutrifugal pump is now
being manufactured in Canada by God-
frey Engineering Co. Ltd., Montreal.
The Canadian units will be known as

Godfrey-Goodenough pumps and are

being produced in sizes from 1% in. to

6 in. in both engine-driven and electric-

motor-driven models. Standard American
engines are fitted to facilitate engine
sen'ice and the mounting trolleys,

cradles, etc, have ali been designed for

Canadian operating conditions.

Furnace Door Hose.—A rubber hose
that conducts water to cool the doors of

open hearth furnaces has survived 637
heats, the longcst service record ever set

by a hose of its type, according to B.F.
Goodrich Canada Limited.
On test at a steel plant for 360 days,

the hose was flexible, uncrushod and in

serviceable condition when finally re-

moved. Due to a ncwly developed con-
struction, slag did not build-up on the

hose, which is required for the unusual

furnace door application to permit a
flexible connection to the water circula-

tion system so that the doors may be
opcned to charge the furnaces. Because
of its light weight and fiexibility, the
new hose may be installed by one man.

•

Adjustable Pallet Rack.—A new ali

steel pallet lark, the Rapid Rack, is madc
from either structural or formed chan-
nel depending upon the requirements
of the particular application. The_ver-
tical frames are composed of two ver-

tical channels and two channel or angle

cross members welded to form a rigid

unit. The bed frames are of smaller all-

welded construction. Holes are punched
in the vertical posts on 4 in. or 6 in.

centres to suit the ad.iustability desired.

Manufactured and sold by Service Steel

Sc Ensrineering Ltd., 232 King St. East,

Hamilton, Ont.

•
Ultrasonic Testing of Structures.—For
the first time in Canadian building

construction, ultrasonic te.?ting of elec-

tric are welding is being u.sed on the

structural steel of the 13-storey To-
ronto General Hospital addition, .ac-

cording to an announcement by Do-
minion Bridge Company, who are

erecting the steel. The company is

using ultrasonic testing as a spot check

on the quality of the welded joints.

The tests are being carried out by
Canadian Inspection and Testing Co.
Ltd. with portable equipment operated
bv a smal! generator on the ground.
The operator carries out the actual

testing as he moves from weld to weld
on the structure.

•
Canadian Colombo Plan Contracts.

—

The Canadian Colombo Plan Adminis-
tration recently announced the award-
ing of two contracts for the provision

of an ultimate 240.000-kw. hydro-elec-

tric power and irrigation project to

be constructed in Pakistan.

The contract for the design, prepar-

ation of specifications and supen-ision

of the project went to the H. G. Acre.5

& Company Limited, Niagara Falis,

and the civil construction requirement^:

have been placed imder contract with

.\ngus Robertson Limited, Montreal.
The project, known as the Warsak

Hydro-Electric Power Project, will take

approximately 3% years to complete,
and will involve an expenditure of

about S50,000.00O. The cost of the de-

velopment is being shared by the Gov-
ernment of Canada and the Govern-
ment of Pakistan.
The first consignment of construction

equipment being sent to Pakistan for

this project was loaded in Montreal on

August 1.

•
Canadian Western Pipe Mills.—The
start of a second multi-million dollar

pipe and tube mill development by
Canadian Western Pipe Mills Ltd.,

who.^e first plant was officially opened
at Port Moody, B.C., last July is

anticipated. A second mill probably
would be geared to produce pipe in a

full range of large sizes, possibly up
to 16 inches in diameter. The Port
Moody plant is equipped to tum out
black and galvanized pipe % inch to

inches in diameter, as well as elec-

trical conduit. fumiture and mechani-
cal tubing.

SIXTY-CHANNEL CARRIER-TELEPHONE SYSTEM OF

ADVANCED DESIGN FOR RADIO LINKS

The type F60 carrier-telephone system pro-
vides up to 60 channels, in 1 2-channel
groups, on a four-wire bosis for transmission

over cable pairs or an FM radio system.

Transmission is single-sideband suppressed-
carrier in the frequency range 1 2 to 252
kc. Miniaturized plug-in equipment units

are used, which also form part of universal

carrier-telephone systems of from 3 to 960
channels. Channel band width is 300 to

3400 cycles. Three telephone channels in

each group may be replaced by a 1 0-kc
program channel. Built-in ringing and dial-

ling facilities are available. The types FM
60/2000 Radio System, operating in the
band 1700 to 2300 mc, FM60/300 Radio
System, in the band 235 to 328 mc, and
FM24/50 Radio System, in the band 41 to

68 mc, are designed for use with the F60
carrier-telephone system.

Forty-eighI channel modems mount on one bay side.
Two boys mount a complete type F60 terminal.

RADIO ENGINEERING PRODUCTS
1080 UNIVERSITY STREET, MONTREAL 3, CANADA

Telephone: UNivertity 6-6887 Cable Address: Radenpro, Montreal

MANUFACTURERS OF CARRIÍR-TEIEGRAPH, CARRIER-TELEPHONE AND BROAD-BAND RADIO SYSTEMS
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Dawe Instruments Move.—Dawe In-

struments Ltd., (Canadian Division)

have moved to new and larger premises

on 1654 Bank Street, Ottawa, Ontário.

The parent company in London, Eng-
land, are manufacturers of a wide range

of eleetronic instruments for Communi-
cations and industrial applications.

Traffic Paint.—An improved ti-affic

paint for marking trafíic lanes on high-

ways, streets, parking lots and industrial

plants, has been introduced by tlie

paints division of Canadian Industries

(1954) Limited. Available in both white

and yellow, the new formulation dries

with a low sheen in 15 to 30 minutes

and resists heavy traffic and "bleeding"

over blacktop surfaces. One gallon is

suííicient to paint a line four inches

wide and 500 to 600 feet long. The paint

will be marketed imder the code num-
bers 6404-5789 (for white) and 6404-5788

(for yellow).

Inspection and Testing Companies
Join.—Two large independent inspection

and testing organizations, The Warnock
Hersey Company Ltd., and Canadian
Inspection & Testing Co. Ltd., have
joined forces according to a statement
issued by R. B. Jones, chairman of the

board of Wamock Hersey. The state-
ment emphasized that both companies
will continue to operate under their
original names and with the same staffs.

•
Deep-Freezhig Aids Machining.—Ap-
plication of a deep-freezing process to
aluminum castings before machining híis
given substantial savings according to
the Canadian Westinghouse Company.
Considerable difíiculty had been ex-

perienced with heat-treated aluminum
castings "moving" during and after
machining. A three-stage operation was
used involving considerable man-hours
and expense. Castings were first over-all
machined to within 0.032" and then
removed for a rainimum of 24 hours.
Machining was then repeated, leaving
0.010" of material on ali surfaces, and
this second operation was followed by
another 24-hour rest period. The casting
was then reset-up for machining to fin-

ished dimensions. For ali complex cast-
ings which were liable to "move", there-
fore, three set-ups and three complete
machining operations were required.

After successful experiment with the
deep-freezing process castings are now
heat-treated and deep-frozen before
machining and no special time interval

is necessary between the three opera-
tions. Instead of the former three-stage

machining practice, castings are now set

up, machined on ali surfaces leaving

0.010/0.015 in. and then finished to spe-

cifications. Thus the deep-freeze process

eliminates two set-ups and one complete

machining operation and no time is iost

between the two machinings.
On a single order involving severa!

hundred castings of eleven different

types, savings of close to $40,000 were
recorded wilh the new technique.

Changc of Address.—Morton Engincvr-
ing Ltd., have moved to larger prem-
ises at 1340 Commcrcial Dr., Vancou-
ver, B.C. Head of the company is

Stanley Morton, m.e.i.c.

New Plant and Offíccs.—American Air
FiUer of Canada Ltd. announced com-
pletion of their new plant and ofEce.s

at 400 Stinson Boulevard, Montreal 9.

Frequcncy Changcr Installation. —
Engli.sh Electric Companv of Canada
Limited are to build a 20.Ó00 kva., 6,600
volt, 50/60-cycle fretiuency changer for

the B.C. Electric Company for installa-

tion in the PowcU River plant of the
Powell River Company Limited. The
machine will be installed in 1956 and
will enablc the Powell River Company
to take 60-cycle power from B.C. Elec-
tric and convert it to 50 cycles for u.se

in their own system. The frequency
changer consists of two direct couplod
salient pole synchronous machines,
either of which can be run as a gen-
erator or motor.
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Professional Cards
ASSOCIATED ENGINEERING SERVICES LTD.

MUNICIPAL

Consulting Engineers

SANITARY
INDUSTRIAL STRUCTURAL

Surveys • Reports • Design • Supervision

REGINA
218 Somerset Block

EDMONTON
10250-106 Street

VANCOUVER
1934 West Broadway

JEAN-PIERRE BASTIEN

Consulting Structural Engineer

5370 13th Ave. Montreal

929 Royalc/ Three Rivera

CH. 2243-1906

4-3131

ALAN BATEY
Consulting Engineer

Steam Power Plant Specialist, Design, Layout

and Practical Advisory Service to Operator

and Management

2052 ST. CATHERINE STREET WEST, MONTREAL
WI. 9957

J. A. BEAUCHEMIN & ASSOCIATES

Consulting Engineers

Municipal Planning • Waterworks and Sewerage • Drainage

Roads • Structures • Related Electrical and Mechanical
Engineering

Surveys • Reports • Design • Supervision of Construction

1610 Sherbrooke St. West, Suite 12 Telephone:
Montreal, Que. CLenview 6195

Design and Consulting Engineers
INVESTIGATIONS • REPORTS • DESIGNS
PROCUREMENT • FIELD ENGINEERING

BRITISH COLUMBIA INTERNATIONAL
ENGINEERING COMPANY, LTD.

Alaska Pine Building • 1111 West Geórgia Street
Vancouver 5, B.C.

EDGAR A. CROSS

Consulting Engineer

INDUSTRIAL PLANT DESIGN

991 BAY STREET, TORONTO WA 3-8423

J. EDGAR DION
Consulting Management Engineer

ORGANIZATION - COSTING
PRODUCTION CONTROL - PROHT CONTROL

JOB EVALUATION - OFFICE PROCEDURE & RECORDS
WORK SIMPLIFICATION - SALES CONTROL

INCENTIVES - LAYOUT
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• Swivel terminais align with conductors—minimum oí bending— less wiring time.
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• Die-cast aluminum housing.
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ask for D.B.H.-42-800.
55D500
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5ome Engineering

ispects of the

Montreal

General

Hospital

F. J. Friedman, m.e.i.c.

D. W. Heywood, m.e.i.c.

McDougall & Friedman,

Con s uIting Engin eers,
Montreal Que.

The Montreal General Hospital,

founded in 1821, is one of the old-

est teaching hospitais in Canada
and is affiliated with McGill Uni-
versity. It is renowned as the hos-

pital where Sir William Osler in-

troduced his bedside teaching of

medicine. The hospital moved to

its new site between Cedar and
Pine Avenues, just east of Cote
des Neiges Road, at the end of

May, 1955. The land area com-
prises 385,000 sqiiare feet or about
8.85 acres with a difference in levei

between the two avenues of one
hundred and twenty feet.

The architects for the entire

project are McDougall, Smith &
Fleming of Montreal.

General Description

In general the hospital proper
consists of three wings or build-

ings which are: the Pine Avenue
building, the Cedar Avenue build-

ing, and the connecting wing.

The Buildings

The Pine Avenue building,

among other units, contains the

outpatients' department, emer-

Although in modern prac-

tice each new building

achievement is almost daily

surpassed by another, there

inust be some niilestones.

One of these is the new

Montreal General Hospital.

Equipped with the latesl

aids to medicai science,

this building has posed

many engineering prob-

lems so that it may in-

corporale the best practiees

and con forni with lhe var-

ious standards stipulated.

How some of these prob-

lems have been met is

described in the accom-

panying article.

gency department, the IMcGill

Dental School, general medicai

treatment, psychiatric depart-

ment, and an ampliithcatrc seat-

ing Iwo hundred and twenly-six.

The laundry, food preparation and

refrigeration and shops are among
the services also located in this

l)uilding. The Cedar Avenue build-

ing takes care of ali in-patients;

othor units includiíig the dining

rooms are also locatcd in this

building. The boiler plant is at the

east end of the Cedar .\vcnue

building. The connecting wing

contains ali the auxiliary services

such as laboratories, operating

rooms and kitchen.

Ali the buildings exccpt as men-

tioiícd fnrthcr on, have a steel

irnme with concrete slab floors. .\ll

the steel work is fireproofed in

terra cotta. .Mi walls are 8 in.

hrick with a onc-inch air spacc

and speed tile. Wherever air-con-

ditioning occurs the walls have a

two-incli foam glass insulation and

va|)Our barrier. In froiít of the

Pine Avciuie wing there is a two-

storey reinforced concrete struc-

ture with roadway over it. Tiiis

stniclure honses tlic sturos. l;iiin-
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dry, etc, and is connected to the

Pine Avenue wing.

Operatitig Suite

The operating room suite is situ-

ated on the eighth floor and has

eleven major operating rooms, one

minor, and a plaster room. Two
operating rooms have viewing gal-

leries with plate-glass screens and
two others have a television booth
between so that operations may
be televised to student class rooms
in other locations. Major operat-

ing rooms have no ontside win-

dows and the entire area is fully

air conditioned. The operating

rooms are built in pairs with a

scrub-up room and sub-sterilizing

room between them and serving

each pair.

Ali the operating rooms and
áreas in which explosive anaes-

thetics are administered have
static-arresting floors in order to

control the discharge of the static

electricity from personnel without
causing electric sparks. T h e s e

floors are grounded to the steel

frame of the building.

On the operating suite floor are

the recoverj' rooms, where the
patients are taken after their op-
eration. The central sterilizing and
surgical snpply room is also lo-

cated on the operating suite floor.

In this room ali the dressings and
materiais are cleaned, sterilized

and stored, and distributed to the
various parts of the hospital. The
operating room Instruments are
cleaned in the clean-up room. The
])atients' utensils and bedi)ans are
sterilized in the utility rooms on
the various ward floors.

Food Service

AH food is received at the Pine
Avenue sorvice entrance where
bulk storage, the necessary refrig-

eration, and a preliminary vegeta-
ble preparation section are lo-

cated. Deliveries are made to the
main kitchen on the fourth floor

levei via the Pine Avenue ele-

vators. The food is served to the
cafeteria and dining rooms at the
north end of the fourth floor and
by means of elevators to the ward
kitchens. Supplementing the ele-

vator service. there are t h r e e

electric push-button dumbwaiters
serving directly to ali ward kitch-
ens.

The cooked food is transported
by heated electric trucks to the
ward kitchens on the patients'

floors where the trays are pre-

pared for the patients. The ward
kitchens are also equipped with
refrigera tor, ice-making machine.

coífee-maker, milk dispenser, toast-

er and dish-washing machine. AU
the dishes are washed and stored

in the ward kitchens; no dish-

washing is done in the main
kitchen.

Patients' Ward»

The patients' wards are located

ou the 9th to 19th floor of the

Cedar Avenue building. No rooms
have more than four patients.

Each room has its own toilet room
containing a lavatory and W.C.
Some of the private patients'

rooms have baths.

Each i)atient floor consists of

two nursing units of approximate-
ly thirty-two beds each. The four-

bed rooms are inter-connected by
means of a folding door. Each
nursing unit has a clean and soiled

utility room, a treatment room for

the ambulant patient, a small

clinicai laboratory, and a doctor's

office. Each floor also has a wait-

ing room and ward kitchen.

Various Department»

The laboratories, including bio-

clieinical, pathology, bacteriology,

and the test centre are located in

tlie connecting wing. The out-

patient test and specimen centre

is located on the sixth floor and
consists of a series of small exam-
ining rooms where tcsts can quick-

ly be niade on ambulant patients.

The radiology dcpartment occu-

pies most of the íifth floor. The
situation of the radiology depart-

ment permits the cobalt-therapy
bomb being i)laced outside the

l)uilding itself at Cedar Avenue.
The i)sychiatric unit occupies

the entire fourth floor of the Pine
Avenue building.

The outpatient department oc-

cupies two floors and includes a

surgical, medicai, and casualty de-

partment and specialty clinics.

The casualty department is close

to the ambulance entrance.

Pneumatic Ttihe System

The hospital has an automatic
pneumatic tube switching system
which provides a twenty-four hour
Service without operators, facili-

tating the distribution of speci-

mens, laboratory samples, docu-
ments, and other small articles

from one point to another.

l\ursps' Home and Internes' Building

The nurses' home is situated at

the west end of the hospital build-

ings and houses two hundred and
fifty-five nurses in single rooms to-

gether with the usual living rooms;
it includes a school for under-

graduates with class rooms and
laboratories.

The internes are housed at the

'

opposite end of Cedar Avenue
wing to the east, in an apartment i

house which was reconditioned to '

meet the new requirements. Ac-
commodation for approximately

|

one hundred internes is provided.

Patients' Âccommodation

There are a total of 761 patients'

beds located in 367 wards. There
are also 51 basinets in the nurser-

ies. The 761 beds are made up of

127 private patients' beds, 528
.semi-private and public beds, 43

beds in obstetrical department, 11

operating recovery beds and 7

beds in outpatient department.

Volume and Floor Area

The architects' volume of hos-

pital buildings (including boiler

house) is 8,117,167 cubic feet. The
nurses' home volume is 1,577,188

cubic feet. Both of the above vol-

umes include one foot below floors

for foundations and one foot above
roof.

The total square feet of floor

area for the hospital buildings (in-

cluding boiler house) is 615,847

square feet. The floor area of tlie

iuirses'home is 136,130 square feet.

Boiler Plant

The boiler plant is located in a

separate building connected to the

third, fourth and fifth floors of the

Cedar Avenue building.

(General Description

The ground floor of the building

contains the boilers, house pumps
and auxiliary apparatus, and the

mezzanine contains the hot water

tanks and converters for the hot

water heating system for the

Cedar Avenue building. The top

floor of the building over the boil-

ers, houses the refrigeration com-
pressor for the air conditioning

system and some of the ventilat-

ing equipment for the Cedar Ave-
nue building. The photographic

and hematology department s are

also in this building.

High-pressure steam originates

in three water-tube boilers and is

distributed to the various build-

ings of the group and, after the

pressure is reduced, supplies steam
to hot water heating converters,

domestic hot water tanks. kitchen

and laundry equipment, steriliz-

ers, ventilating systems, and boiler

plant equipment requiring steam.

Ali condensate from the above
equipment is returned to the boil-

ers.
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Heav3' oil is used as fuel and is

fed to boilers by means of steani-

atomizing oil burners, from three

20,000-gallon (U.S.) tanks located

under Cedar Avenue roadway.

There is also a 5000-gallon light

oil tank that is used foi' starting

purposes and also to fire the in-

cinerator.

The boilers are arranged so that

spreader stokers can be installed

mJMshould it ever be necessary to use

"coal as fuel. Allowance is also

inade in the concrete work for the

future installation of ash convej^-

ors and the storage of coal.

Two boilers can carry the load

and one acts as a spare. Each
boiler has a capacity of 30,000 Ib.

of steam per hour for continiu)Us

operation, which is approximately
equivalent to 870 boiler horse

power. (The rough rule of thumb
method of so many boiler horse

power per bed should not be used

in comparing the installed boiler

horse power with that of other

hospitais, because less than 20 per

cent of the total floor area of the

hospital (not including nurses'

home) is patients' bedroom space
and there is a large ventilating

sj'stem requiring steam for heat-

ing the air)

.

Ali the condensed steam from
ali equipment enters a hot well in

the boiler room. The condensate
is pumped from the various ma-
chinery and converter rooms
throughout the various parts of

the building to the hot well or it

enters by gravity. From the hot
well the water is pumped by
means of a transfer pump up to a
de-aerating type feed-water heater
located near the ceiling of the

boiler room where it is heated by
the exhaust from pumps, etc, and
oxygen and non-condensible gases

removed, to reduce corrosion and
pitting. The water is then pumped
to the boilers by the boiler feed

pumps.

Generating línits

Each of the three generating
units has two main drums that
run thwartwise, vertically one
above the other and have integral

furnaces, completely water-cooled
sides, fronts and roof. At present,

units are íired at the front end by
oil, but are designed so that they
could be íired with coal by means
of spreader stokers, with continu-

ous-discharge end-grate.

Each unit has a forced and in-

duced draught fan, and provision
is niade for a dust collector. Each
unit is designed for a maximum

One of the eleven major op«'iatinf; rooiíis. Below tho míikIow to the h'ft are
grouped the outlets for oxygen, nitrous oxide, conipresse<l air, aini vaciiiiiii:

above, is the viewing gallery. Below the operating tahle, right, is a portable
explosion-proof electrical "spider."

continuous capacity of 30,000 Ib.

of steam per hour with a peak
capacity not exceeding four hours

at 35,000 Ib. per hour and with a

combined efficiency of 84.7 per

cent.

Each unit has an air-preheater

of the tubular type, remote read-

ing eye-hye water line indicator,

steam-actuated soot blowers for

unit and air-preheater, and two-

element air-operated feed water

control.

In arriving at the size of the

boilers, a load factor of 80 per cent

was used. This amount is an aver-

age figure and was obtained from

the steam flow charts of several

hospital boiler plants over several

years. A large part of the load,

almost 30 per cent, is the steam

required for heating the outsidc

air for the ventilating systems.

Boiler Plant Equipment

Each boiler is equipped with a

boiler meter to indicate, record.

and integrate steam flow and to

record air flow: a boiler drum-level

recorder with high and low levei

alarm; multiport draught gauge to

indicate furnace draught, boiler

and preheater outlet draughts, sec-

ondary air pressure; preheater per-

formance recorder showing the
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temperature of flue gases and air

leaving and entering the pre-

heater; ammcters to indicate the

electrical loads in forced and in-

duced draught fans; and smokc
density recorder with warning con-

tactor and signal lights.

There is a systeni of air-oper-

ated, automatic coinbustion con-

trol equipment for the three boil-

ers, designed to regulate the fuel

supply in accordance with load re-

quirements as indicated by steam
pressure variations and to regulate

induced and forced draught air

supplies.

The feedwatcr is ])hosphatc-

treated for scale control direct to

boiler drums by means of a solu-

tion tank with agitator and timer.

and three (one for each boiler)

cheniical feed pumps regulatcd by
means of three boiler steam flow

meters, and sulphitc-troated for

corrosion control di llic liol well.

treating condensate and niake-up

l)y means of a .solution tank wilh

agitator and tiincr and one clicmi-

cal feed ])um|).

Each unit has a forced draughl

fan having a capacity of 10.000

cubic feet per minute at 3.7.") in

w.g. total static pressure wilh a

10 hp. motor. This fan is suitable

for operation with spreader slok-
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er, with larger motor. Each unit

also has an induced draught fan

having a capacity of 16,200 ci.m.

at 2.75 in. w.g. total static head,

with 15 hp. motor. The fan is

driven by a motor through a vari-

able oiitpiit-speed hydraulic coup-
ling arranged for automatic con-

trol. This fan is suitable for oil

firing only.

The de-aerating heater is of the

tray type, of cast iron construc-

tion, and has a capacity of 60,000

Ib. per hour of feed water from
170° to 2]2°F. with steam at 5

p.s.i.

There are three boiler feed

])iimps, two steam-driven and one
motor-driven. Steam-driven pumps
are each 13 x 8 x 24 in. vertical

boiler feed pumps having a capa-
city of 7800 U.S. gal. per hour
against a discharge pressure of 175

p.s.i. The motor-driven pump is a

X 3 in. horizontal 2-stage cen-

trifugal pump having a capacity
of 40 U.S. gal. per min. again.st a

friction head of 175 Ib., directly

connected to a 15 hp. 3-phase,

550 V., 3600 r.p.m. motor. Feed
water filters are installed on [hc

discharge of the pumps.
The hot well is madc of J/4 in.

stcci plate and is 8 ft. long by 6 ft.

wide by 6 ft. dccp witli cover.

]VIake-u]) water for lhe tank is

controlled by means of two out-
side íloat chambers and balanced
valves. There is a water meter in

the make-up water linc to measurc
the amount used.

Oil Burnhig Equipineut

Each boiler is equipped with
two widc-range dual-stage, steam-

a s s i s t e d mechanical atomizing
burners for burning Bunker "C"
oil. Each burner has a forced-

draught register with sliding air

control disc and quick-reversible

air vanes, venturi tile burner
blocks, and steam regulating

valves. There is one wind box for

each boiler. Two interchangeable

mechanical atomizing burners for

light oil for cold starting are used
when steam for atomizing is not
available.

Each burner and register has a

continuous-duty capacity of 15,000

Ib. of steam per hour, and a peak
duty of 17,500 Ib. per hour with
adequate reserve capacity Indi-

vidual burner fuel-capacity is 124
imp. gal. of oil per hour at 150 Ib.

oil and 60 Ib. steam pressure.

Wind box pressure required for

this condition is 3 in. w.g.

Ali burners have flame safe-

guards, low-water cut-off and op-
erating controls. There is also an
air fiow switch in each forced and
each induced draught fan.

Oil supply to burners first goes

to an oil control valve which regu-

la (es the oil feed in accordance
with load requircments, as indi-

cated by steam pressure varia-

tions. There is also a diíTerential

oil control valve regulating the

l)ressure droj) across the main
valve to provide accurate control

whether one or two burners on a
boiler are in opcration. The steam
for atomization for each burner
al.so goes through a steam control

valve.

The electric wiring provides for

ali the necessary interlock circuits

belween the flame safeguards, the

air flow switches, the low watei
cut-oíTs, and the auxiliary con-

tacts in the induced draught and
forced draught fan motor starter;^

.so as to require correct function-

ing of ali apparatus before the oi'

solenoid valves will open. A safti

start relay system provides foil

proving of the torch flame befordj

the main oil valve can be openedj
through the flame safe guard.

j

AU heavy oil piping is wrapped
in a common insulating wrappei
with a steam line, thereby ensur-i

ing continuous use of oil piping
without any danger of congealedl

oil lines. This allows for the mini-

mum time delay to revert to heavy
oil firing, should there be a loss ot

steam pressure necessitating the

use of light fuel oil.

Heavv oil is stored in thrcf

20,000 (U.S.) gal. tanks located

under Cedar Avenue roadway
There is also one 5,000-gal. light

oil tank located alongside. Th
three tanks will take care of on
week's supj)ly of oil during th

coldest months. Each of the larg

tanks is 11 ft. in diameter by 31

ft. long, is made of Vi in- steel

plate, and has a baffle with door.

There is a spiral heating coil

arouud the suction pipe in each
tauk. This coil is thermostatically

controlled with the bulb located

in a perforated thermo-guide pipe.

The temperature controUers are

combination regulator and indi

cating thcrmometer; the ther-

mometers are located on a gauge
board in the boiler room. There is

al.so an auxiliary heating coil, for

initial tank heating, which is con-

trolled from the boiler room. Each
tank has an oil tank levei gauge
located on a gauge board ncar the

pumping sei.

Oil piping connects the tanks

with an oil pumping and heater

set consisting of duplex suction

and discharge strainers, one du-

plex steam pump, one motor-
driven rotary fuel oil pump, dupli-

cate oil preheater, electric starting

preheater, pressure regulators, re-

lief valves, and gauges. Ali equip-

ment is in duplicate for the com-

l)lete plant load. The heating and
jnimping set has a capacity for a

total plant load of 90,000 Ib.

steam per hour. The oil is then

puniped to the burners on the

í)oilers. AH oil not used at the

burners is returned to the tanks.

There is a spring-loaded self-

closing valve for emergency clos-

ing of the oil line to the pumping
and heating .set, in case of high

ambient boiler room temperature.

Il<'ate<l f<»<)«l <-<m\ey<>r seclion <»f lhe itiaiii kitchen. Trii<'k.<» are ii.socl to take hot
foocl to the wai-íl kitchoiis oii lhe patients' floors.
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itia!

Tliis self-closing valve is held open

|by means of a wire cable and pul-

[ley system terminating in a fiisihlc

hink set above the centre line of

[each boiler and anchored at the

last link. A tension type cable

(lisconnecter is also provided for

manual closing of the valve.

Inciiierator

To handle the kitchen waste,

other garbage, and paper waste

from the hospital an institution

type incinerator was installed.

This unit, with over-all dimensions

of 7 ft. 2 in. X 12 ft. 6 in. X 8 ft.

(j in. consists of an ignition cham-
ber with a grate ai-ea of 25 sq. ft.,

and a secondary combustion cham-
lier separated from the ignition

chamber by a bridge wall. Mater-
,ial is charged into the ignition

otilÉ chamber through two charging

openings, on an upper floor, which
lie directly above the grates. The
second of Xhese two charging

openings lies directly above the

drying arches, so that wet mater-

ial can be charged and i-emain

suspended on the drying arches

where it is exposed to the flow of

combustion gases which assist in

removing the excess moisture pre-

liminary to final combustion.
From the combustion chamber

the gases pass to a flue where they
rise vertically about 8 ft. and then
pass horizontally some 12 ft. to

the main boiler breeching and
thence to the stack. The inciner-

ator has a capacity of 1000 Ib. per
hour.

In order to assist the combus-
tion during the periods when the
average moisture content of the
garbage rises above 50 per cent,

the unit is equipped with an aux-
iliary oil burner. This installation

consists of an oil burner and an
air blower to supply primary and
secondary air and is protected
with electric eye devices to cut out
the oil supply ín case of flame

à| failure.

The incinerator proper is con-
structed of high heat duty fire-

brick 9 in. thick backed up by a
4 in. wall of common brick and
eucased in a steel frame, the whole
being tied together by a system of

buck stays and tie rods. The roof
of the unit is a sprung arch of fire-

brick 9 in. thick covered with 3
in. of insulation. The flue to the
chimney is suspended from the
ceiling joists.

The entire unit is installed in an
incinerator room adjoining the
boiler room, and on the upper
charging floor there is ample room

tait

Steani cooking area iti lhe inaiii kitclii-n. sh<miiif; kcltles ainl slcaiii<M>.

larfje ventilatioii hood can lie seoii al llie l<»f) of llif picliirt-.

to handle the garbage cans and
some storage space.

Chimney

The chimney consists of a radial

brick column 238 ft. 9 in. high by
78 in. inside diameter at the top.

Since this column was built en-

tirely within an encasing structure

there was no need to take wind
pressure into account and the

column was built plumb through-

out with the exception of a slight

batter in the lower section to in-

crease the diameter in the area

where a 4 in. radial fire-brick lining

was added at the breeching levei.

The column touches the con-

crete floor structure at every third

floor where four brick nibs built

out 3 in. from the column allow

the chimney to touch the concrete

structure for support of any lat-

eral thrust. Within the building

the column is framed in by build-

ing walls and tile inside walls. The
upper 25 ft. is surmounted by a

large cast iron cap extending from

the circular chimney column to

the square outside walls. The
chimney has a capacity of approxi-

mately 2500 boiler hp., and at an

average temperature of 550°F.,

the draught will be approximately

li/2 in. of water.

Heating System

The buildings are heated by hot

water with forced circulation.

Converters for heating the water

and circulating pumps are located

in "machincry" or "converter"

rooms in the"^ various buildings.

There are six separate heating sys-

tems (including nurses' home and
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internes" building), eaeli liaving

tlieir own converters and circulat-

ing pumps.
Steani for the converters is sup-

plied from the boiler ])lant at 125

j).s.i. and reduced to 5 p.s.i. at lhe

converters. Condensation is re-

turned to the boiler plant by
means of condensation r e t u r n

l)umps.

Ali rooms are healed by means
of convector radiators with steel

cabinets, exccpt ccrtain áreas

which have unit heaters. Convec-
tor radiators are "custom" built

according to engineer's design. AU
window stools are of aluminum
and are part of the convector radi-

ators. The lower part of the con-

vector, which contains the return

grill, is hinged so that the heating

element can be easily cleaned.

Most of the convectors are con-

cealed except in a few áreas where
there are no windows. There is a

total of api)roximately 109,000 sq.

ft. of equivalenl direct radiation

installed in ali the buildings.

Each convector has Iwo valves.

one on the supply which is either

a hand-operated valve or a dia-

l)hragni valve ( lhermostatically

controlled) and a lockshield valve

on the return to regulate the llow.

With these two valves. a convec-

tor can be removed wilhoul affect-

ing the resl of the system.

Ali air-eonditioned áreas, ali pa-

tients" rooms, and roonis that

have variable oeeu|)aney sueh as

wailing rooms and laboratories,

are thermosta tieidly controlled by

means of (lia|)hragm valves on

radiators and thernioslals in the

rooms. In lhe Cedar AviMiue Ixiild-
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ing patients' wards, it was deter-

mined that individual room con-

trol was no more expensive than

zone control, which is necessary

for a building of this height and

exi)osiiro. The cost of the controls

was more than offset by the cost

of the extra piping, extra convert-

ers and pumps, and the space

saved. Besides, individual room
control is more satisfactory and

has more economy of fuel than a

zoning system.

The hot water temperature for

each heating system is controlled

se[)arately by means of an out-

door-indoor temperature regula-

tion system consisting of a three-

way mixiug valve, outdoor bulb

and controller, flow buli) and coii-

troller and manual adjiistiiig

switfh. A master thermostat out-

door bulb controller resets a sub-

master thermostat flow bulb con-

troller in accordance with the de-

mand for heat, as evidenced by
the outdoor temperature aml sun

load peculiar to the location. The
sul)master thermostat in turn op-

erates the three-way mixing valve

which varies the temperature in

the system by means of the return

water, to maintain the proper

temperature of the water for the

system. The converters are not

controlled and are kept at a tem-

perature of 215°F. constantly with

5 p.s.i. steam pressure.

Expansion of ali mains and ris-

ing lines where required are taken

care of by means of expansion

loops. No expansion joints are

used.

AU converters are horizontal

forced - circulation converters of

the instantaneous water tube type.

Each heating system for the vari-

ous buildings has two converters,

each being designed to take care

of 2/3 of the load. Both converters

are necessary in very cold weather.

One converter can take care of the

load for the short period that the

other one might be out of commis-
sion. Heating caj)acity is based on

a temperature rise from 180° to

215°F. with steam at 10 p.s.i. Con-
verters are designed for a test

pressure of 150 p.s.i. throughout.

Each heating system for the

various buildings has duplicate

circulating pumps, each being

capable of taking care of the total

load. Pumps are of the centrifugal

single-stage. doublc-suction, hori-

zontal split-case type, with bear-

ings of the sleeve, ring oiling, bab-

bited type, fitted with a constant-

level oiling device. Pumps are op-

erated through multi-V-belt drives

at not more than 1200 r.p.m. from
1750 r.p.m. motors. Each motor
has a magnetic starting sw^itch.

x\ll condensation from the

Cedar Avenue building, including

the kitchen equipment, and con-

densation from converters, hot

water tanks, etc, in the boiler

house returns to the hot well by
gravity. Ali other condensation

from e(iuii)ment in the various

"niachinery" or "converter" rooms
is returned to the hot well by
means of condensate return pumps
of the split - case, single - stage,

single-end suction type. Ali con-

densate return units consist of

du])licate pumps, each capable of

handling llie whole load. and one
common receiver with electric Hoat

switches of the totally enclosed

type. Each pump is directly con-

nected to a (iO-cvcle, íJ-phase. 550-

volt motor.

To take care of flash steam
which is j)ro(luced when the high

or médium pressure conden.sate

from equi])ment and traps is re-

duced in pressure, flash tanks are

iiistalled. The vents from the
tanks are connected to low pres-

sure steam lines so that the flash

steam can be utilized and the con-

densate returned to the hot well.

Ali reducing valves are extra-

heavy pilot-operated, spring-load-

ed with single seats. Reducing
valves, when groujjed, have a
valved by-pass; where they are

singk» they have a three-valve by-
pass. Each valve has a Y-type
dirt strainer in the inlet steam
liue aml a pop .safety valve is in-

stalled on the low pressure side,

capable of receiving the f u 1

1

amount of steam handled l)y the

valve.

Traps on low-pressure steam
systems are in general heavy-duty
float-type w i t h thermostatically

controlled air by-passes. High and
médium pressure steam systems
generally have inverted bucket
steam traps with free-floating

valves.

In general ali piping 2 in. and
over, except heating risers, connec-
tions to converters and connec-
tions to fixtures, have electrically

welded connections. Ali high-pres-

sure steam systems and conden-
sate return from high -pressure
steam has extra heavy steel piping
with extra heavy cast iron fittings.

Ali médium and low pressure

steam and hot water heating sys-

tems have standard black steel

piping with standard cast iron 125

p.s.i. steam fittings. Condensate
return from médium and low prcs

sure systems has standard weight,

iron pi])e size brass piping with,

extra heavy brass, cast iron pat-i

tern fittings.

Plumbing

Cold Water Supply

The cold water supply is divid

ed into a high-level system whicii

takes care of ali floors above the

seventh and a low-level system

which takes care of ali floors bel()\\

that. The high-level .system is fedi

from a steel tank located in Cedar'

Avenue penthouse. The low-level

system is fed direct from the city

mains. The tank in the penthouse
is 9 ft. wide by 14 ft. long by Ki

ft. high and has a capacity of

15,000 gal.. 5000-gal. of this (íower

{)ortion) being required for tire

protection.

In order to keep the penthous
tank down in size, and for protec

.tion again.st city water failure, a

concrete re.servoir of 10,000 gal,

capacity was installed under th

ground floor of the boiler house.

Water is pumped from this reser-

voir direct to the fixtures on th

high levei system or to the pent-

house tank if it needs water. If

for any rea.son the pnmj)s are

slopped the |)enthouse tank will

feed the high levei system, de-

pending on requirements. A 10 in.

connection to the penthouse tank

acts both as a supply to the tank

and as a supply from the tank to

the cold water piping if the pumps
are not running. An altitude valve

is installed in this 10 in. connec-

tion near the tank, and when a

certain levei in the tank is reached

the valve shuts oíT and the pumps
discharge directly into the system.

If the pressure below the valve is

reduced the valve opens and the

water flows from the tank.

The cold water system was de-

signed for an approximate peak

usage of 1000 gal. per min. There

are threc 500-gal. per min. pumps
to handie the cold water. Two
pumps are steam driven and one.

which is a spare. is motor driven.

The two steam-driven pumps are

entirely automatic and the second

one comes into use or stops de-

pending on the demand. The
motor-driven pump is manually

operated and is only used when
the steam jjumps are out of com-

mi.ssion. The cold Avater piping is

laid out and valved so that the

reservoir in the boiler house (and

therefore ali the buildings) can re-
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Front view of the three main boilers
showing the oil burners. At the ex-
treme right is the oil burner control
panei.

The metering and instrument board
in the boiler room incorporates auto-
matic combustion control.

ceive water from either the Pine
or Cedar Avenue city main.
There is a City of Montreal

plumbing by-Iaw which forbids

the installation of any plumbing
fixtures which might provide a
cross-connection between the city

water distribution system and any
plumbing system or make possible

the back flow of sewage into the
water supply. This would include
any fixture where a rubber tube
or hose is liable to be connected
to a tap, bed pan cleaning jets

with hose, or hand operated sup-
ply valves. The department in

Montreal enforce this by-law
strictly in order to avoid possible
cases of infection, especially in

hospitais, where back flow might
occur after a cold-water line had
been turned off and then put on
the line again.

The department banned the use
of vacuum breakers, except in

special cases, as they found that
quite o f t e n the breakers were
taped up or removed. It was there-

fore necessary to run separate cold
water lines from the tank in the
penthouse to ali laboratory sinks.

etc. AUowance was given to use
vacuum breakers for the bed pan
cleansing jets as these are ali foot-

operated and close as soou as the
foot is removed.

AU three cold water supply
pumps are located over the con-

crete reservoir in the boiler house
Ali pumps are double suction cen-

trifugal with horizontal split cas-

ings; each pump has a capacity of

500 U.S. gal. per min. against a

320 ft. head including 10 ft. suc-

tion lift. Two pumps are dircctly

connected to 60 hp., 1750 r.p.m.

steam turbines with constant

speed and emergency trip gover-

nors. One pump is dircctly con-

nected to a 60 hp., 3-phase, 60-

cycle, 550-volt, 1750 r.p.m. motor.

The electrically driven pump,
which is used as a spare, can

handle about one-half the peak

load in an emergency and is manu-
ally operated.

Steam to each cold water punij)

turbine is controlled by means of

a constant - pressure diaphragm-

actuated governor. The two gov-

ernors are air-operated through

one pressure pilot which is con-
nected to the penthouse tank by
means of a 1-in. line. This pilot

operates the pump governors by
means of compressod air connect-

ed to the diaphragm of each gov-

ernor. The i)ilot is actiiatcd by the

height of the water in the pent-

house tank, regula ting lhe com-
pressed air to the pump governors,

thus rcgulating lhe sj)eed of the

pump and the height of the water
in the tank. Therc is auothcr simi-

lar pilot connected to the l-in. liiu-

from the penthouse tank which
air-operates two niercury switch

pressuretrols which in turn ()])er-

ate a high-level and a low-level

alarm.

There are two float-operated

switches located in the reservoir

under the boiler room floor, one
operating a high-level and one a

low-level alarm. There is also a

pressurctrol, connected to lhe air
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line, that operates an alarm when
the compressed air pressure is too

low. Pilots, pressuretrols and com-
pressed air reducing valve are lo-

cated on a separate gauge board

in the boiler room. The alarm

lights and bell are also located on

a separate gauge board.

Underground water mains and
street connections are made of

class 250 Delavaud pipe, bell and
spigot.

Cold water piping inside the

l)iiilding of IV2 in. and under,

and cold water piping in conceal-

ed spaces and shafts (ali sizes)

,

are made of standard brass iron

pipe size with extra heavy brass

irou pii)e size and pattern fittings.

Cold water piping inside the

l)uilding over IV^ in. exposed is

maile of standard galvanized steel

with standard galvanized inal-

leable iron fittings.

Doniestic Hot Water System

There are eight domestic hot

water storage heaters located in

"machinery" rooms, etc, in the

various buildings that take care

of the various domestic hot water

systems. Some of these heaters

furnish hot water to fixtures in

the high levei water system and
some to the low levei system.

Each storage heater is capable of

taking care of two-thirds of the

load should the other tank be out

of commission.
The hot water to dishwashers in

each of the two large cafeterias

has its temperature raised to

180° F. by means of steam oper-

ated boosters. Each ward kitchen

has a dishwasher which uses hot

water at the same temperature as

for the other fixtures, which is

between 140° to 160° F.; these

dishwashers also have a steam
connection. There are no dish-

washers in the main kitchen, in

which fixtures use water at the

regular temperature of 140° to

160° F.

There is a complete hot water
circulating system to ensure hot
water from a fixture soon after a

tap is opeiied. If a hot water
branch line has more than three

fixtures or if a fixture is more than
fifteen feet from a riser, there is

a branch circulating line connect-

ed to the circulating riser.

Each domestic hot water heat-

ing .system has two circulating

j)umj)s, one of which is a spare

and capable of taking care of the

full load. Ali pumps are single-

stage, single - suction horizontal

centrifugal, directly connected to

motors by mea\is of flexible coup-
lings; sleeve bearings are used.

Ali domestic hot water storage

heaters are horizontal combined
hot water service heaters and
storage tanks. Two of the heaters

take care of the laiindry hot water
and have coil cai)a( ity to raise the

water from 40° F. to 180° F. AU
other heaters have coil capacity
to raise the water from 40° F. to
160° F. The capacity of ali heat-

ers is based on 5 p.s.i. steam pres-

sure. Interiors of ali .shells have
two coats of Scrviron paint.

Ali domestic hot water and cir-

ctdating piping is made of stand-

ard brass iron pipe size with extra

heavy brass iron pipe size and
pattern fittings. In some cases in

the larger sizes "Walseal" brass,
fittings were used instead of extra
heavy screwed fittings.

Outside Sewers

There are a total of eight sewer
connections to the city sewers.

Two connections, for storm water,

are made to the 2 ft. x 3 ft. brick
sewer on Cedar Avenue and six

connections for combined sewage
and storm water are made to the

'

2 ft. X .S ft. brick sewer on Pine
Avenue.

Plumbing Fixtures

There are approximately 1,841

plumbing fixtures of various types.

Th is includes laboratory sinks,

but exchides kitchen or ward
kitchen sinks. The plumbing fix-

tures consist of standard tyi)e

fixtures such as lavatories and
water closets for general use,

special hospital type fixtures, and
stainless steel sinks. The hospital

type fixtures are made of vitreous

china and have special blade

handled supply fittings. Most
other sinks are of stainless steel,

and are either separate counter

top sinks or are integral with a

counter top or drainboard and are

set over a wooden cabinet.

Ali lavatories in patients' rooms
and toilets, consulting and exam-
ining rooms, and where used by
doctors, and hospital type fixtures,

have arm action blade handles. Ali

lavatories have backs but do not

have lift waste or plug and chain.

Drinking fountains are self-con-

taincd and electrically operated.

Stainless steel wash-up troughs

are located in wash-up area be-

tween two operating rooms on the

8th floor and delivery room on

7th floor. These troughs are 7 ft.

6 in. long, and have three supply

fittings so that three people can

wash at the same time. Troughs
are completely enclosed on front

and exposed side to within 6 in.

of the floor, by stainless steel

Imaneis. The front panei has an

access door to trap and waste

j)iping. There are also several

other stainless steel wash - up
troughs, 4 ft. long with two sup-

ply fittings, one located in cystos-

copy department, and one be-

tween the two emergency oper-

ating rooms on Ist floor. There
are two 81 x 2.8 in. vitreous china

wash-up sinks k)cated in dental

operating room.
Water closets for use in public

and general toilets have flush

Uiiclerwater Ireatnient taiik in tlio (>li>si<-ul iin-<li<-iii<' dopartmont . The two
electric tiirhine ejcctors and aeralors inoiínted oii tlic tank produce an under-
watcr therinal stream, at controlled water tenípcratnres and pressiires, that

«•an be directed on to any pari of the I>ody.
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valves located 38 in. above the

floor for easy operation, but not

by foot. AH the water closets in

patient"s toilet roonis, and where

they are near patient's rooms, are

onc-piece quiet-action tank coni-

hinations. Water closets in pa-

tient's toilets and where bedpans

are used, are equipped with bed-

pan higs and pedal-operated bed-

pan cleanser.

There are two specially-designed

iuitopsy tables located in autopsy
operating room. These are made
of stainless steel and are complete

with hot and cold water siipplies,

thermostatic mixing valves, re-

inovable basin at head, and hose

and nozzle. One part of the stain-

less steel trough has a removable
top (in two parts) made of chrom-
ium plated steel tnbing. The other

end of the trough has a removable
perforated stainless steel top. The
trough has a stainless steel remov-
able sink with gooseneck water
supply and standing waste and
overflow. The main body of the

trough is drained through a 2-in.

whirlpool trap.

Vndertcater Treatment Tank

There is one tank and wading
trough of Hubbard design located

in the physical medicine depart-

ment on the second floor. The
shape of the tank is a modified
figure "8" and permits the physi-

cal-therapist to reach the patient

on either side without entering the

tank. Two electric turbine ejectors

and aerators are mounted on the

tank and produce an underwater
thermal stream which can be di-

rected upon the aíFected parts of

lhe body. The ejectors produce a

louble-action underwater massage
it controlled water pressui'e and
lemperatures. One or both ejectors

an be used on either side or at

the foot end of the tank. Each
pjector has a carriage with wheel
í^hich traveis on the rim of the

l-ank. An elevator is an integral

Jart of the carriage and permits
||-aising, lowering and rotating of

inderwater stream to any angle

|['or direct application to affected

parts.

A wading trough with adjust-

jible hand rails and steps is incor-

lorated and the patient is sup-

jorted by a suspension wading
larness. A cover is placed over
lhe trough when the tank is used
for fuU body immersion treat-

lent. The tank is complete with
thermostatic water mixing valve
Vnd thermometer assembly mount-
bd in a steel cabinet, head rest,

The cohalt therapy honih i.s a ma jor fealiire of llie radiolo^ical «Icpart nit-iit,

which occupifs niosl of lho fifth floor. Special scrf<'MÍiif; atui vt-iililalioii are
nece.ssary for this equipiiient.

body hammock, water stretcher,

canvas body sling, hoist and trol-

ley suspended from an I-beam,

and so on. Ali parts of the tank
and trough are of electrically

welded stainless steel. The tank is

8 ft. 10 in. long with a maximum
width of 6 ft. 6 in.

There is one continuous flow

bath located on 15th floor equip-

ped with remote control equip-

ment (thermostat mixing valves),

recording thermometer, high and

low water temperature alarm and
canvas c r a d 1 e and restraining

sheet.

Laboratory Equipment

Vitreous china sinks were in-

stalled in most of the laboratory

departments, but wherever a joint

was undesirable, for contamination

or other reasons, a stainless steel

sink integral with the table top or

the drain board was installed.

When special size sinks were re-

quired for special cases, Alberene

stone was used. Ali cup sinks are

made of a lead alloy.

The type of top used was a

question of its function. Arborite

tops are used in general; Belstone

for bio-chemistry. In pathology. as

well as in washing rooms, stainless

steel tops were installed.

Most of the fume hoods are of

the sash type, completcly built

with % in. Belstone and having a

baffle platc at the back with two

adjustable dampcrs, one for heavy

fumes and other for light fumes.

A special canopy hood of in.

transite with a lead-coated angle-
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iron frame was installed over an
entire wall in general i)athology

room.
The dental units in the dental

clinic are highiy funclional. Each
unit is designed for two students,

each having an idenlical number
of drawers, individually locked

with an automatic locking device.

The unit is equipped with a view-

ing box, gas and air cocks and a

small stainless steel sink wilh

drain board and si)lash back.

AIl drain or waste piping from
benches or tojis where sinks are

located, to vertical soil stacks are

made of acid j)ro()f I)iping and
"Duriron" íittings. Lalwratory

sinks have lead alloy traps and
waste íittings. Some of the Alber-

ene sinks have "Duriron" traps

and waste fittings.

There are two laboratory glass-

ware washers, one located in scul-

lery room in ba( teriok)gy depart-

ment on tliinl floor and one in

bottle washing room in pharmacy
department on Ist floor. There is

space for a future similar washer

in glass washing room in melabol-

ism department on 7lh floor.

Flasks and bottles are washed in

the pharmacy bottle wasliing room
and test tubes. pelri d i s h e s.

pipettes and flasks are washed in

the scullery roon». Each washer

has a hot water, distilled water.

steam, drain and electric connec-

tion; washing and rinsing is done

at high pressure. Wasiíers are

equipped with automatic steam

thermostatic c o n t r o 1 s, distilled

water l)ooster j)ump, manual and
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aiitomatic timing, pump motor,

high pressure wash pump, and
motor for oscillating the basket.

Vacuum Cleaning System

A stationary vacuum cleaning

systeni is installed to take care

of the patienfs floors (7th and

9th to 19th) in Cedar Avenue
huilding. A few outlets are also

in the west corridor of the Sth

floor Cedar Avenue building near

the recovery rooms. Since a sta-

tionary vacuum system conveys ali

the dust to a central point it vvas

felt that there was less chance of

contamination than there would
be vt^ith individual vacuum sweep-

ers with dust bags.

There are about 102 inlet valves

located in the corridors of the

various floors connected by piping

to a central unit, located in gar-

bage room on 3rd floor (near

boiler house) . The unit consists of

centrifugal exhauster and motor,

one })rimary and one secondary

dust separator. Ali piping is

standard black irou with extra

heavy cast irou long sweep turn

fittings.

Fire Protection

The fire protection system con-

sists mainly of a separate system
of fire lines and stand pipes to-

gether with hose, hose racks, and
valves in cabinets Jocated in var-

ious parts of cach floor. Each floor

has a cabinet with an additional

valve for city fire department use.

There are no separate fire

pumps, but if necessary, the three

cold water pumps could be oi)er-

ated at the same time to feed the
penthouse tank and provide water
for fire-fighting. The cold water
line from the pumps to the pent-

house tank was sized to take care

of the three pumps operating at

one time.

Sprinklers are installed at top
of elevator and dumbwaiter shafts

with a standard wet pipe system.

Ventilation and Air
Conditioning

When the term "air condition-

ing" is used it means summer
cooling and year-round ventilating

and humidity control. When the

terni "ventilation" is used it

means ali year round exhaust or

sui)i)ly of air, or both. and no sum-
mer cooling and the air supplied

in the winter is heated and humid-
ified.

General Description

There are a total of 15 supply
and 28 exhaust fans in connection

with the ventilating and air con-

ditioning systems. The 15 supply
fans have a total cajjacity of 206,-

855 cu. ft. of air per minute and
the 28 exhaust fans have a total

capacity of 227,965 c.f.m. There
is a total of 434,820 cu. ft. of air

sui)i)lied and exhaustcd.

Where there is a pre|)ondcrance

of exhausted air in certa in áreas,

supply air is introduced in the

corridors or other rooms in order
to balance conditions and preveni
draughts. Where hazardous gases

are used such as in operating
rooms, anaesthcsia room. delivery.

fracture, cystoscopic. and plaster

rooms, and rooms where com-

bustible gases are used, ventilation

is in accordance with regula tions

recomniended by the National
Fire Protection Association.

Ali patients' toilets which are

a part of each patient room have
exhaust ventilation. This also

helps to ventilate the rooms. In

order to prevent cross-contamina-
tion, air is supplied to the cor-

ridors to keep them under a posi-

tive pressure as well as supplying
make-up air. There is some danger
of transferring virus diseases such

as chicken pox, measles, and virus

pneumonia, if air flow is encour-

aged from patients' rooms to a

conimon corridor.

The return air from air-condi-

tioned rooms, except from operat-

ing suite and rooms where hazard-

ous gases are used, is partially

recirculated. No air is recirculated

from rooms where hazardous gasesi

are used or from the ventilating

s\stem exhaust.

yentilation

In general the types of rooms
that are ventilated are those

which do not have outside win-

dows and are used by hospital

personnel, patients, and others;

ali toilets with windows having
three or more water closets; ali

rooms in which there are liabl

to be odours, such as laboratories.

autopsy room, morgue, animal
rooms, utility rooms, clean-u

rooms, locker room; ali space

where moisture, steam and exces

heat is generated such as cookin

spaces, dish washing and servin

áreas, and laundry; ali room
where hazardous gases are used
as mcntioned above; certain room.

(with windows) where a number
of people congregate such as lec-i

ture rooms, public waiting rooms,

and dining rooms.

The ventilating systems and the

áreas they take care of are: gen-

eral supply and exhaust for Cedar
Avenue building; for Pine Avenue
and Centre buildings; sup|)ly and

exhaust for amphitheatrc: for

main kitchen; for central steril-

izing room; for laundry; for dining

áreas; for basement of Pine Ave
nue building; for emergency oper-

ating rooms and dental operating

room; toilet exhaust systems fc

Cedar Avenue and for Centre an<

Pine Avenue buildings; exh;iii>

systems for autopsy, animal, am
cystoscopy rooms; supply for boile

room; and exhaust for diesc

engine room. There are also c\

haust systems for fume cabinet-

vaults, and projection booth.

Each of the above supply sys

tems are complete with fans anc

motors, heating coils, and high

velocity washable all-metal filters

The general supply systems ant

the amphitheatre supply have aii

washers.

Most of the fans, except when

Part of the laundry room, istiowiii^ some of the ironers ainl two of the large
ventilating hoods.
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they are part of a utility set, are

multi-blade centrifugal, e i t h e r

single or double width. Some of

the exhaust fans are of the pro-

peller type.

Air Conditioning

The air conditioning systems
and the rooms and áreas they take

care of are: the eleven opera ting

roonis, bed parking rooms, frac-

ture rooms, small operating room,
anaesthesia room and wash-up
áreas, ali being a part of the oper-

ating suite on the Sth floor; two
recovery rooms in Sth floor; the

two delivery rooms, two labour

rooms, preparation room, ten
nursery and examination rooms,

ali in obstetrical department on
7th floor; one bedroom on each
patient's floor of 9th to lOth floor

and two bedrooms on 17th to 19th
floors for allergy patients; board
room and executive directors'

room on 6th floor; and the whole
of the photography department
(10 rooms) on 4th floor, cooled
mainly on account of its proxim-
ity to the boiler room. Four
fluoroscopic rooms on 5th floor are

cooled by means of individual air-

conditioning units.

Each of the above systems, ex-

cept that for the board and direc-

tors' room and fluoroscopic rooms,
have their own air-conditioning

system consisting of supply fan
and motor, air washer, heating
and cooling coils, filters, controls,

exhaust fan and motor, and duct
work. The board and directors'

rooms are connected to the deliv-

ery room (obstetrical department)
system. The system for operating
suite has a separate supply fan,

special capillary air washer and
separate heating and cooling coils

and high-velocity washable ali

metal filters. Each of the other
systems has similar equipment,
but they are installed as one unit.

Each of the four fluoroscopic
rooms are cooled bv means of fan-
coil m air conditioner units lo-

cated in each room. Cooling coils

i'% in the unit are connected to the
ehilled water system. These units
are also used to heat the rooms in

winter and are also connected to
hot water heating system.
Separate ducts are run to each

operating room, each delivery

Uji room, labour rooms, nurseries,

j lij board room and directors' room,
kom their supply fans. Each sep-
arate duct has a reheater installed,

connected to a thermostat in each
room, so that each room can con-
trol its own temperatura.

This seven-foot diameter insulaled lank is the sourco ol lho <» iu raliz« <l oxvp.-n
supply system and has a liquid capacity equivalem to more lhaii tOO slaiiiiard
oxygen cylinders. An automatic vaporizinf; and pressuro regulatin^ system in
fitted. The tank is replenished from specially-designed tank-trueks.

A 180-ton refrigeration unit fur-

nishes cold water for the cooling
coils in the various air condition-
ing units. This unit consisting of

compressor, condenser, water cool-

er, etc, is located in the mechani-
cal room on the 5th floor of boiler

house. The ehilled water is pumped
from the water cooler to the air

conditioning cooling coils of the
various systems in the various
buildings, and returned, by means
of a motor-driven single-stage end-
suction centrifugal pump. There
are two pumps, one being used as

a spare, and they are located ad-

jacent to the refrigeration unit.

A cooling tower to cool the con-

denser water so that it can be re-

used is located on the roof of the

boiler house. A centrifugal pump
lifts the water from the condenser

to the cooling tower from which it

is returned to the condenser. This

pump is located beside the other

two. The cooling tower has a ca-

pacity of 555 gaL per min. and has

a 10 h.p. motoi-driven fan. An ex-

pansion line is taken ofl' the ehilled

water supply line and runs to an

expansion tank localed iu the fan

room on 11 th floor of Pine Ave.

buildiug.

The refrigeration unit consists

of a centrifugal multi-stage com-
pressor with shell and tube type

condenser and cooler, purge recov-

ery unit, economizer, and auto-

matic suction damper. The com-

pressor is directly connected

through gears to a 200 hp.
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squirrel-cage induclion motor. The
rofrigerant used is F-11.

The air-conditioning .system for

the operating rooms is designed
for an inside temperaturc of 70°

to 75°F. with outsidc teini)eraturc

at 90° F. and with a maximum
relative huniidity of 00 per ceut
and a minimum of 50 j)cr cent.

The recovery room .system is de-
signed for an inside temperature
of 75° to 80°F. with a relative hu-
niidity of 40 to 60 per cent. The
conditions for the recovery room
system were assumed to be half

way betwecn the conditions in the
operating rooms and in llic wards
so that there would not l)e too

great a temi)eraturc difl"crence

when the patient is returned to

his uncooled ward.

Iluniidification is used as a
means of controlling static in an-

aesthetizing arcas. To be ottective

the relative liuniiditx slimilil Ix- at

least 50 per cenl.

The temperature of the air leav-

ing the mixing chamber of each
air-conditioning system is regulat-

ed by the relative posilion of a

duct thermostat. which operates

the modula ting sleani valves í)n

the preliealing and relieating coils

during the heating season. During
the cooling season, the instruinents

are automaticallv shifted to opcr-

ate cold-water valves on the cool-

ing coils. Also, during both .sea-

sons, several automatieally-opcr-

ated flampers are eontrolled to

|)ass the air througli or arouml lhe
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lieating and cooliiij^' colIs, in ordcr

to scciirc iiiiiiicdiati' res|)<)ii.s(' to

llic (leniaiids of tlic coiitrolling in-

striiinciils.

Automatic lnimidity control for

sevrral of tlic syslcnis is arcoin-

plislicd, (liiriiifí l)otli licatiiifí and
(oolin<>, l).v a liiiniidoslat in llu-

air wasluT discliar<;<'. Tlu' linniido-

stals, fittcd witli an aninial-liorn

flcnunt are ospccially effrctivc in

scnsing sniall t-hanges in relative

htnnidity and opcratc v a 1 v e s

whicli determine the moisturc con-

tenl of lhe air leaving the washer.

AH piping in eonneetion vvilh

chilled waler syslem is stanthird

hrass with extra h(>avy h r a s s,

I.r.S. and i)alli'rn liltings.

V ^'Uliltitittit of Cithull Itoiíih (iiul

Isolope Ktnnns

The eohalt hond) therapy room
on tlie íifth floor is located i)artly

nnder ("edar Avemie and has three

sides and eeiling nnder gronnd.

This room is venlilated hy meaiis

of snp|)ly and exiiansled air whieh

are eonneeled lo llie general sup-

ply and exiiaust syslem. To pre-

vent seattered radiation from
entering the dnets, lead baffles are

installed in the inlet and onllel.

The \ie\ving glass, whieh is set

in the wall and allows lhe oper-

alor lo see the i)atienl from onl-

side, is a 2 in. Ihiek speeial "Pen-
herlhy" lead ghiss 24 x 24 in.

whieh contains lead silicate and
oliíer inalerials and preveids the

penetra lion of rays. 'I"his glass is

a new develo|)inenl and is very

expensive.

The isoto])e lahoralory on the

íifth Hoor eontains a fume eahinet

and Iwo hot-hoxes. Tlie (^xhansl

from lhe radioaetive i.solo|)es is

laken care of hy l)ran(h duets

from lhe fume eahinet and from
the Iwo liot-l)oxes joining logether

into one duet and iMinning ontsicK'

IIk' l)nilding lo an exhansi fan

iociilcd on the penthonse roof of

the i)nilding (2.'}rd íloor) and then

diseliarging ten feet al)ove tlie

roof. AM the (hietwork is made
of siainless steel. To preveni

radioaeli\e diisl from heing de-

I)osited in the dnel an .\hsolnte

íilter is installed in lhe diseharge

from lhe fnnu' eahinet. 'i'his íilter

was s|)eeiallv designed for the

United States Atomie Energy
Commission. To assist the exhanst

from the hot boxes, a commercial
vaennm eleaner is made part of

lhe hot boxes. This particuhir

lype of vaennm eleaner is tlie only

one tlial ineets lhe reqiiirements

of lhe hol-hoxes.

The hot-hoxes are nsed to store

and work np the materiais and
lhe fnnie eahinet is nsed for the

aeliial applieat ioii of the isotoi)es.

Miscplinneous

Ali fans and niotors, exeept

where lhey are a i)ai l of a \ (>n-

lilaling or air-eondit ioiiing niiit

are nionnted on "vibration dani-

pener"" bases, under fan, motor and
drive, with sliding base. AH ex-

hanst nlilily seis where vibration

is liable to he traiismitted have
vibration daiiipers.

Snp|)ly air is geiíerally distri-

hnted throiigh varioiís sizes of

eeiliiig outlets of recess pattern,

liaving integral volume eontrol

dam|)ers for ease of halaiieing lhe

air (|nantities lo eaeh loeation.

Siipply air is also distrihnled hy
wall nionnted two-pieee donhle-

deíleelioii grilles liaviíig op|)osed

blade volnme eontrol danii)ers and
with Inrning vanes installed in the

diiels lo ((jiialize the air ÍIow to

the grille. Kxhanst and reinrn air

is haiidled tlirongli wall-moiinted

lwo-i)ieee grilles, having opposed

blade volume eontrol and a return

eore. .\11 grilles have a sejjarate

frame from whieh the eore ean

easily he removed for eleaning. AH
oullels and grilles were designed

on a |)erforinanee hasis, ineliiding

noisi' levei, i)ressure drop, and air

drop not lo exeeed 70 to 100 f.p.m.

at oeeiípaney levei.

Supply units have air operated

(laiiii)er niotors and are generally

so ai'ranged that, when fan is

sluit otf, lhe fresli air (lami)er is

elosed. and if air is to he recir-

eulated the reeireulating dampei'

oi)ens. The stcam valves and
dain|)er niotors on mixing dam-
j)ers, open to the heating cyele

if eompressed air fails.

In general, aeoustie insulation

is installed inside dnets near

supi)ly and exhanst fans, where
r( (|uired lo rediiee deeibel ratings.

The inside of ali runouts to grilles

and 1'egisters and ali elhows in

eonneetion with the operatiiig

roonis, deli v e r y rooms and
iiurseries have a eoal of sound-

absorbing paint.

Oxygen and Nitrous Oxide
Systems

The use of oxygen therapy has

inereased greatly. A eeiitral sys-

tem of supply was installed due
to the many advantages it has

o v e r the individual cylinder

method in tinie-sa viiig, eoiiveii-

ienee, oxygen eeononiy, and de-

pendahility.

Oxygcii Supply

Oxygen is delivered lo the i)a-

lieiíts hy ineans of a pii)ing sys-

lem fed from a eentral source

located on the hospital grounds.
The souree is a speeially designed
insidated spherieal tank 7 ft. iii

diaiiuier whieh eontains li(|ui(l

oxygen. The unit is provided with

vai)orizing and pressure-regnlaling

e(iuii)ment whieh operates auto-

matically. The liípiid oxygen is

vaporized and snpplied to the

pipelines at a predetermined pres-

sure. The i)ressure carried is

lower than that of any other type
of oxygen syslem.

The 1 i f| u i d eapaeity of the

spherie.il tank is equivalent to

100,000 eubie feet of gasi-ous oxy-

gen, or more than 400 standard
eylinders. Licpiid oxygen is de-

livered to the unit in speeially-

designed mobile trueks. The stor-

i

age niiit ineludes a hank of einer-

geney reserve eylinders eontainiiig

gaseous oxygen, whieh will auto-

matieally su|)ply lhe pijx- liiie

should therc he a faihire in thC|

j)riniary supjjly. There is no in-

lerrui)tion of oxygen flow to the'

piping system when the iinit is

heing refilled and there is no
ehange in line pressnre when lhe

unit goes over automatically to

eniergenev reserve supply.

When a patient is to rcceive

oxygen, lhe nurse has merely to

attach a ílownieter to the wall out-

let, eoniieet the adminislering ap-

I)aratus, and turn a valve to start

the flow of oxygen, whieh ean be

giveli a few minutes after it has

been ordered.

Ali oxygen service outlets arc

Schraeder oxygen eoupler check
units with dust eaj) assembly and
aeeominodate only Seliraedei

"safety-keyed" oxygen adapters.

Oxygen outlets are installed a.«

follows: one in eaeh emergeiícy

operaling room, and one in each

reeovery and eniergenev examina-

tioii room, ali in emergeiíey de-

l)artment on Ist floor; one in eacli

nursery, one for each crib in septic

nursery, one in each delivery roera

one in eaeh lahour room and on(

in ])reparation room, ali in ob

stelrieal department on 7th floor

one outlet for eaeh single bed pai

tients' room and one outlet foi

each two bcds in two and fom

bed jiatients' room ineluding pa

tients' rooins in obstetrieal de

l)artment; one for each bed in re

eovery roonis; two outlets for eacl

operating room; one outlet fo

eaeh anaestliesia room; one out
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Ict for sniall operating room and

onc for fracture room; one oiitlet

for each cystoscopy room.

Ali sectioiís of piping have
special sluit-ofF valves. Ali pipe is

soamlcss hard-tempercd copper

tubing Type B for assembly with

Walseal fittings. AU piping, fit-

tings, cleaning and testing foUow

a rigid specification.

ISitrous Oxide Supply System

\itrous oxide is piped to all the

operating rooms located on the

soventh and eighth íloors, from a

central manifold. The manifold is

designed so that the changeover
from the primary supply to the re-

serve supply takes place automat-
ically. The manifold consists of

two high pressure manifold shut-

oíí valves, two automatic pressure

reducing regulators, two low jires-

sure shut-off valves, and two pres-

sure relief valves. A signal system
is installed to indicate when there

is a changeover from the primary
to the reserve supply.

Each operating room is equip-

ped with a shut-off valve located

in the corridor outside the room
so that any theatre can be closed

(lown without affecting the supply
to the balance of the hospital.

Oiitlets are placed in an alcove
with the oxvgen and vacuum out-

lets.

Sterilizing Equipment

All the instrument and utensil

stcrilizers in utility and other
i-ooms are pressure-steam types
with the exception of the portable
clectric instrument sterilizers and
two others (cystoscopy and eye
clinic) which are of the boiling

type.

There are only three bedpan
washers and sterilizers, two located
in fluoroscopic departmcnt and
one in soiled utility room in con-
nection with recovery room on Sth
floor. On all the ward floors bed-
pans are emptied in the water
closets in each ward and sterilized

in the pressure sterilizer in soiled

utility rooms. Utensils used on the

floors are also sterilized in this

pressure sterilizer. Most of the
sterilization for dressings, is taken
care of in the general sterilizing

room which is located on the oper-
ating suite floor.

All water is sterilized in flasks

in the central sterilizing room. The
water for use in the operating
rooms is kept in flask warming
cabinets in sub-sterilizing rooms
located between each two operat-
ing rooms. Distilled water is used

so that a lime deposit will not
be madc in the flasks.

The central sterilizing room cou-
tains three 24 x 'Mi x GO in. rectan-
gular pressure sterilizers, one 20 x
60 in cylindrical pressure sterilizer

and one 25 x 19 x 19 in. dry air

sterilizer, all recessed in one endos-
ure. The room also contains two
water stills. An adjacent glove
room contains a glove conditioner
and an automatic glove washer.
The formula room in the ob-

stetrical department contains a
milk formula pressure sterilizer

and an electrically heated mobile
bottle warmer.
The milk formula pressure ster-

ilizer and the four pressure .steril-

izers in the central sterilizing

room are each equipped with re-

cording thermometer and automa-
tic cycle control.

Each sub-sterilizing room on

Besides tlic abovc iiniil ioiicd

sterilizer there are also sterilizers

of varioiís types loealed in lalxira-

tories, outi)aticiit deparfinent,
emergency d( pai l nu iil . pliarmacy
department, etc.

Steam is brougiil to all >li-ril-

izers at 60 |).s.i. and there rethiced

to the recjuired pressure by au
automatic regul;ili>r an<i ni liiciiii;

valve.

Miscellaneous Systems

Wound Dritiiiage Syslem

Vacuum o u t I e t s for wound
drainage were generally installed

wherever there was an oxygen out-

let, with the exception of the

nurseries. The oullets in patients"

rooms are located 21 in. above lhe

floor, to facilitate the attaehmenl
of the numometer type single suc-

lion l)ottle.

v/l

The central sterilizing room contains three rectangular presMiire sterilizers

and one cylindrical pressure sterilizer (right) and one <lr> air sterilizer (left),

ali recessed in one enclosure.

operating room floors, has a 16

X 24 in. emergency and hi-speed

pressure instrument sterilizer of

the cabinet type. These sterilizers

are exposed and have a stainless

steel housing. Each of these rooms

is also equipped with a 30-gal.

recessed mounted flask warmer.

steam heated and thermostatically

controlled for keeping sterilized

water warm.
The instrument c'leau-up room

on the operating suite floor con-

tains two ])ressure instrument

washer sterilizers. These units are

arranged for washiug and steril-

izing instruments, primarily in

bulk, although tliey can be used

iu an emergency as a high spccd

sterilizer. The complete cycle of

washiug, sterilizing and drying is

controlled autoinatically t)y a

timer with buzzer iiidicating com-

pletion of the cycle.
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\\\ vacuum outlcl^ are eon-

nectcd by mcaii^ of to a

vacuum pump uiiit located in ma-
chinery room in l*inc A\cnnc
building.

Vacuum eocks are ',4 iu. clironi-

ium plated brass with flat lever

handle and are installed at an

angle so that the spouts are paral-

lel to the wall. .\11 piping is seam-

less hard temi)er coi)i)er tubing

Type "K " for assenil)iy w ith solder

connection.

The vacnnni punip niiit con-i^t^-

of two \aeuuni iinnij)- and one

horizontal i-ccti\ rr. Iuil.\ auto-

matic c-oiitn>l> and the uece.s.sary

starters, soleuoid valves, silencers.

and gauges. Each punip is eapablc

of luaintaining a vacuum of 20 in.

of mereury wlien evaeuating 195

c.r.m. at 1150 r.p.m. and is directly

connectcd lo a 1.") h.]». motor.
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Vacuum System for Laboratories

This vacuum systeni consists of

outlets in ali the laboratories, etc,

piped to a vacuum pump unit

located in machinery room in Pine
Avenue building. The piping is

similar to that used for the

vacuum vvouud drainage system.

The vacuum pump unit consists of

two vacuum pumps and one receiv-

er with fully automatic controls,

and gauges. Each pump is capable
of maintaining a vacuum of 27 in.

of mercury when evacuating 5

c.f.m. at 150 r.p.m. and directly

connected to a iV^ h.p. motor.

Compressed Air System

The compressed air system
takes care of ali the requirements
of the buildings such as laboratory

work, air for pneumatic controls,

laundry and boiler room. There
are two compressors located in

machinery room in Pine Avenue
building and one in the boiler

room. The three compressors are

connected to the same pipinge so

that any of the three can be used.
Two of the compressors, one

located in the machinery room and
one in boiler room, are each two-
stage, single-acting. air - cooled,

complete with a h.p., 1800
r.p.m. 550 v., 3-phase, 60-cycle
standard squirrel-cage induction
motor. Each compressor and
motor is mountcd on a standard
horizontal 24 x 22 in. air receiver,

the compressor being complete
with intake filter and muffler, un-
loader, V-belt drive, automatic
pressure switch for automatic
start-stop control. Each compres-
sor delivers 28 c.f.m. at 100 p.s.i.;

the compressor located in machin-
ery room of Pine Avenue building
is similar to the above except that
the motor horse power is 10 and
the actual deliverv at 100 p.s.i.

is 39 c.f.m.

Ali compressed air piping is

standard galvanized steel with
standard galvanized malleable fit-

tings. Air cocks are chromium
plated brass single pedestal type
with long spouts for in. hose
connection.

Pneumatic Tube System

An air tube automatic switch
.system is installed for transport-
ing medicines, specimens and
documents from one location to
another.

The carriers have adjustable
rings that determine the destina-
tion and are moved in the tubes
on a rapid stream of air. Two
tubes pass each station, a despatch
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tube to take away carriers sent

from the station and a receiving

tube to bring carriers to the sta-

tion. In the receiving tube ahead
of each station is a switch to

divert carriers out of line. Each
station switch operates only for

carriers that are set to be switched
out through it. Rings on the car-

rier act as electrical contacts for

the brushes in a selector, and are

the means of closing an electrical

circuit and actuating the switch
for which they are set. A carrier

set for any particular station will

switch out only at that station.
,

The system is powered by means
i

of centrifugal exhausters.
j

Electrical Work in the Hospital

There are few, if any, types of

buildings in which there are more
electrical services than in a mod-
em hospital. Not only are there

the usual light and power facilities

but also numerous systems for sig-

nals, communication, conveying,
and cleaning; vacuum systems,
food preparation and transporta-

tion systems, refrigera tion for

preservation and for comfort as

well as diagnostic and treatment
equipment such as x-ray.

To supply ali these requirements
in the new Montreal General Hos-
[)ital there is more than 60 miles
of electric conduits with some 280
miles of wire. Light switches and
receptacles number over 20,000.

There are 14,000 electric light

bulbs of ali kinds.

Ali of this equipment must be
designed for the utmost reliability

as most ser\-ices are, or may be,

required contimiously or at any
hour of the day or night.

Main Transformer Station

Electric power is supplied by
Hydro-Queljec at 12,000 volts,

tliree-])hase, 60-cyclc via two
uuderground cables. Each cable is

fed from a sejjarate source to min-
imize probability of both lines

failiiig simultaneously. Each cable
terminates in an oil circuit break-
er with line and load side discon-

necting switches. Each breaker is

interlocked mechanically (keys)

with its associated disconnecting
switches to prevent disconnects
being opcned or closed unless the
l)reaker is in the open position.

The breakers are electrically op'

erated and interlocked both mech-
anically and electrically to prevent
both breakers being closed to-

gether thus paralleling the two
incoming lines.

Energy for operating the break-
ers is supplied from a 120 v. lead-

acid battery which also takes care

of a limited number of emergency
lights. The battery is charged by
a dry plate type charger with ad-
justable rate.

The circuit breakers are auto- '

matically operated to the extent I

that power failure on the operat- '

ing line will cause the breakers to í

change over to the standby line. i

The change back is not automatic '

unless the standby line fails and
the normal line is alive. This
feature is to prevent unnecessary
changeovers.

Provision is made to cut out
the automatic changeover feature

and put the breakers on normal
manual control, and also to re-

verse the designation of normal
and standby lines should need
arise.

Potential transformers with high

interrupting capacity fuses on
each incoming line after line-side

disconnects provide intelligence

for change over relays and oper-

ate pilot lights on the switchboard
showing whether each line is dead
or alive.

In case the circuit breakers op-

erate due to overload the change-

over and the reclosure features be-

come inojjerative to prevent re-

peated closing ou a fault.

Power company metering is

after the common connection on

the load side of the breakers.

Two only banks of transformers

are fed from the 12,000 volt bus.

One is a bank of three, single-

I)hase. 666 kva., 12,000-575 volt

units connected delta-delta to sup-

l)ly ali light and power required.

The second bank consists of two
150 kva., 12,000-115/230 volt,

single-phase units connected in

parallel on the primary from one

phase only and the secondaries in

series to provide output of 115/230

volt. (Each transformer is con-

nected for 115 volt.) This bank
serves x-ray equipment only.

The 575-volt bank being a

three-phase delta-delta arrange-

ment permits open delta opera-

tion in case of failure of one unit.

Space is also provided to install

in future a fourth 575 volt unit

as a standby should it be con-

sidered advisable.
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!
The 115/230 volt bank also per-

j
mits one unit tO' be out of service

' and the remaining one can provide

leduced capacity of same char-

acteristics. It is worth noting that

the 115/230 volt transformers

have lower than normal regulation.

This was achieved at a small loss

in efficiency but was considered

advisable in the interests of better

x-ray operation. It is also worth
noting that the one bank provides

ali x-ray requirements thus ciit-

ting down the number of trans-

formers and kva. normally in-

stalled for x-ray operation.

A diesel-driven 575 volt gen-

erator is ])rovided for emergency
use but of a capacity less than
fiill requirements.

While power failures are of in-

jfrequent and usually of short dura-
^ tion it was felt that a local source

was essential to the extent of being

able to maintain a minimum of

services.

The 575 volt bank feeds into a

free standing totally enclosed air

Circuit breaker type switchboard.

From this board two buses carry

the total light and power load

horizontally through the hospital

proper. One is marked "power"
and the other "light". The desig-

nations are not completely accur-

ate as the lighting is not limited

to the lighting bus as will be later

explained.

^

Distribution System

In the design of the system
considerable study was given to

the most economical method of

distribution. The physical extent

of the system and also its capac-

ity indicated that an intermediate

voltage (2300 or 4000) would be
required to keep regulation and
lesses within acceptable limits.

The introduction, however, of an
intermediate voltage would re-

.quire an additional transformation
with consequent losses and regula-

tion and increased investment as

well as requiring space of a dif-

ferent construction. Furthermore
this space would, in some cases,

be in locations which would be
most inconvenient and which
should be available for other uses.

(The building is 21 stories high.)

The study revealed that a distri-

bution system using low reactance
bus could provide the required

regulation at a cost not greater

than normal conduit and wire

with intermediate transformation
and with a lower operating cost.

From the 575 volt bus six trans-

This of the main entrance hall shows the type dI' ii-<(l. I.;iil'<-

luniiiioiis paneis íncorporate standard 40-watt fluort's<-fiil lainp> to -lix»-

illuniination. The íixtures are arranf;e<l to harnioiii/.e with tlu- ar<'hil«-<-tiiral

treatment. At extreme left is part of the doctors' iii-and-oiil board.

former banks located throughout

the hospital proper, two banks
located in nurses" home and one

in the internes' residence, step

down from 575 volts 3-phase to

120/208 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire for

lighting and other requirements at

lower voltage. In the hospital

proper the 120/208 volt banks

feed vertical buses which are tap-

ped at each floor.

The 575 volt and the 120/208

volt buses are tapped wherever a

sizeable load occurs. As this bus

is of the "interlaced" type it can

only be tapped at joints and by
using a íitting for that purpose.

By careful design of the vertical

bus, ali connections are made in

the tap boxes thus making it pos-

sible to inspect ali joints at any

time even though the bus is con-

cealed throughout. Taps on the

bus whether 575 volt or 120/208

volt are made via air circuit

breakers.

Power paneis are of the usual

type, dead front, cartridge-fused

type. Lighting paneis are of the

plug-fused type with cartridge

fuses l)eing used where the load

exceeds the capacity of a plug-

type fuse. The kitchen loads are

fed from 120/208 volt paneis sim-

ilar to power paneis. In the case

of the main kitchen the panei is

fed from a bank of 575-120 208

volt transformers serving that load

only.

Ali standard receplacies are of

the 3-wire grounding tyi)e which

will acccpt bolh the standard 2

parallel blade ca]) or tlic new
3-wire grounding type.

Special receptaeles are i)laced

in corridors to handle spccific

loads such as floor machines or

portable x-ray whose rating is

greater than that of a standard

receptacle. These corridor recep-

taeles are also on the emergency
circuits so that they will always

be available for e(piipment whose
uninterrupted operation is essen-

lial.

.Vil local .switching, exce|)t cer-

tain 4-way and for some D.C cir-

cuits, are of the quict tyjK-.

Keturning to the designa I imi of

the two 575 volt buses "liglit" and

"power" the "light" bus carries a

major part of the transformers for

lighting, kilclicii ((|iii|)mcnt and

other loads in lli<' 120 208 v. cale-

gory.

The "power" bus carries ali 575

volt 3-phase motor load and also

the 120 208 volt emergency light-

ing.

Most molors liavc no voltage

release featurcs, hence wlien power

failnre occurs most of tiie motor
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load is automatically dropped
until manually restarted. The
motors which are classed essential

such as operating room ventila-

tion (not cooling) have maintain-

ed-contact control svvitches and
hence do not require manual re-

starting after power failure.

With th is arrangenient emer-

gency power jiiay, after a jjower

faihire, be applied to the "power"
bus only, which will restore emer-

geney lighting and the essential

power load. This enables the oper-

ator to restore minimum essential

requirements of both light and
power without delay and with

com])lete control from the switch-

board room to the extent that

the generator will not be over-

loaded.

As generator capacity permits,

further power loads and other

lighting may later be picked up
depending upon the need. This
arrangenient of feeders permits

adequate control of the emergency
load with a niinimuin of dupliea-

tion.

The only loads which auist be

remotely controlled are the kitch-

en, laundry and elevators. The
kitchen and laundry control is

accomplished by electrically opcr-

ated inain breakers controlled

from the main switchboard room.
In order to take care of elevators

which might be stalled between
floors at the time of j)ower failure

and to provide for usitig any one
of the ek'vators, remote controls

are f)rovided from eac-h (^levator

control board to the main switch-

board room. The controls consist

of a d.c. relay at each elevator

control board operated from the

120 V. control battery with a nor-

mally closed contact. To prevent

the elevators from starting up on
resnmption of power (emergency)

the relays are energized from the

main switchboard thus opening

the elevator control circuit. These
relays may be de-energized in-

dividually to permit any elevator

to operate. Upon resumption of

normal supply the relays are ali

manually de-energized and eleva-

tors return to normal ojjcrating

condition.

Einergenry Elertrir Generator

The sclection of size of emer-

gency generating unit r<>quires

study of many factors. (\'rtain

Miinimum lighting rccpiirements

(such as operating suites which

have no windows) are essential at

ali times. Depending upon time

of day other lighting requirements

are variable. It is not considereil

necessar\' to pr()\ ide c()mi)lete

lighting on au ruicrgcncy basis

but cnough liglit must be pro-

\ided to pcrnút essential dutics

lo be j)erformed in safety. Sim-
ilarly certain iK)W("r loads siich as

operating room vcntilation is

essential. Furthermore building

heating may or inay not be essen-

tial depending upon season and
duration of failure. Certain safety

devices such as vacuum pumjjs
and other treatmeiit de\ices are

essential. To arrive aí lhe mini-

mum re(juiremcnts the essential

loads under worst condilions are

totalled. I nder more favonrable
conditions some of tlie.-^e essential

Services may not materialize hence
some generator capacity will be
available for other uses. The l)us

and switching arrangemeiit per-

mits some "desirable" but not

"essential" serviços to be pro-

vided.

The emergency generator is a

380 k.w., 575 v., 3-phase, 60-cjxle

unit driven by a diesel engine.

The engine generator and exciter,

which are ali direct connected,

have a concrete base which is set

in cork to absorb vibration. Ali

connections, cables, cooling lines,

fuel lines, etc., are brought from
overhead via flexible connections

so that no vibration will be trans-

mitted.

Cooling requirements for the

engine are met in two ways. In

order to be completely independ-

ent of outside services the engine

blocks and heads are radiator-

cooled. This radiator is mounteci

on top of the boiler room (out-

doors) some two stories above the

engine and utilizes a permanent-
type anti-freeze. A thermostali(

-

ally controlled three-way \al\t

bv|)asses the radiator until ciigiiu

temperature comes up to norniai.

This valve then .serves as a modu-
lating valve to nuiintain unilorni

engine temperature. When tlu

radiator temperature rises the

motor driven radiator fan auto-

matically starls aini continues [o

run as long as the emergency gen-

erator operates or until coolant

temperature in radiator drops to a

l)redetermined value.

Lubricating oil is cooled by a

separate radiator and motor-

driven fan located in the engine

room. The heat from this radiator

and the heat directly, liberated by

the engine is removed from the

engine room by a forced-ventila-

tion system.

The engine is started by corn-

pressed air using one automatic-

ally-operated (pressure switch)

electrically-driven compressor and

one stanflby compressor driven by

a small diesel engine. This

arrangenient makes even starting

air independent of outside j)ower.

Engine exhaust is pijied into

the main boiler plant chimney.

An automatic voltage regulator,

voltmeter, frequency meter, am-
meter, field discharge switch and

field rheostat are mounted on one

of the main 575 v. switchboard

paneis. This panei is located ad-

jacent to the remote control

switch panei for the elevators.

It is interesting to note that

the elevators (one only at a time)

constitute a very fluctuating gen-

erator load. When accelerating

from standstill with full load the

demand is in the order of 100 h.p.

Part of lhe 12,000-voIt transformer room. Main power is .siipplieil by Hydro-
Quebec at 12,000 volts, three-phase. 60-ryole via two iin(ier^roiin<i cabíes.
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This demand decreases as full

speed is reached and then becomes

|a negative load (feeds back into

the power system) during slow-

down, as the braking is regenera-

tive. The demands on the speed

and voltage regulators are there-

fore quite severe.

Load is transferred to the gener-

ator via air circuit breakers. On
each feeder which has emergency

source available to it, two mechan-
'cally interlocked breakers are

nsed; one breaker from the nor-

mal supply and the other from

the emergency generator bus. As
pointed out previously, both the

time of day and season can aífect

the priority rating of emergency
loads.

Automatic starting and change-

over switches are not used. While

l)us duct is used for secondary
conncction. This duct is fed into
a 250 V. breaker, from which it

goes directly to lhe ri ser. The air
breakers are mounted in frec-

standing cnclosed cubide. AU con-
nections ou secondary side are bus
with the exception of the conncc-
tion betvveen the transformer ter-

minais and the low voltage bus
which are in cable. As these sta-

tions are located within the build-
ing, and often adjacent to quiet
arcas, particular care has been
taken to secure quiet oi)eration.

The rooms are ventilated from the
general system.

Lighting Fixtures

Both fluorescent and incandes-
ccnt type fixtures have been used
with fluorescent predominatiug.

The diesel-driven 575-volt emergency generator ean niaintain minimum
services in the event of main power failure.

such features are possible it was
felt that they could not be justi-

fied, as only part of the possible

load could be so controlled. Fur-

thermore the station battery pro-

vides the absolutely essential light

during the interval between power
failure and emergency start up.

The battery-operated lights are on

automatic change over switch.

This switch will automatically

transfer from battery back to

either normal or emergency a.c. as

soon as either is available to keej)

battery drain to a minimum.

Transformer Stations

—

.575-120/208 v.

The 575-120/208 v. transformer

stations vary in k.v.a. rating but

otherwise are standard in con-

struction. A 575 v. breaker con-

trols and protects the primary
feeder (cable in conduit) . A fac-

tory fabricated enclosed type of

This extensive use of fluorescent

was dictated by economy of op-

eration particularly where h()urs

of burning per day will be high.

Lamps are standardized at 40

w. — 48 in. size using two-lamp,

rapid-start ballasts in practically

ali cases.

Numerous types of rcces.sed fix-

tures are usecl most of which are

standard items but in other cases

special designs wcre made up to

meet particular requirements.

Ali corridor fixtures are recesscd,

single, 40 w. fiuoresceut so made
that on main floor corridors the

light is cpntinuous. lu other cor-

ridors where lower leveis of illum-

ination are in order the same fix-

tures are used but in eight-foot

sections only. This arrangement

permits use of standard lami)s and

ballasts.

In main entrance and l)()ar(l

room largc himinous i)auels are
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used employing egg-crate type
louvres or corrugatcd plastic, with
standard 40 w. fluorescent lam|)s

and acces.sories. 'i'licse fixtures are
arranged to liarmonize witli tlic

archilectur.d trealmeiit

.

Suspendcd fixtures are iixd iu

niany áreas where space did not
permit concealing or where it was
felt they woidd i)rovide better
working conditions; a direct-in-

direct type with |)ro])er sliiciding

is used.

Niglil-liglils are i)ro\ idcd iii ali

wards and iii ward corridors.

These are flusli type recesscd fix-

tures located about 18 in. above
floor. They i)ro\ ide sufficient night

illumination to move about but
not of an amoiiul or in locatioii to

be disturbiug to sleep.

Oj)erating room lighting fixtures

are higlily s])ecialized units pro-

viding local intcnsities in the order

of 1000 to ;5000 foot candles. Gen-
eral illumination in operating

rooms is from recesscd type fluor-

escent.

Outside arcas such as driveways
and i)arking arcas use ornamental
street lighting standards, con-

trolled by time switches with

astronomic diais.

Outdoor signs iiidicating en-

trances, ambulaiuT service, etc,

are inside-lighted on standards

similar to other outdoor lights.

The corridor lixtures. as previ-

ously mentioned. i)resent an un-

usually even corridor illumination

and have eliminated the spot ettect

characteristic of long spacing be-

tween fixtures and higher fixtnre

output.

Operating Rooms—Special (.ondilion>

Considerai)k' research has l)een

(Ione concerniug operating room
safety as modern anaesthetic ga.ses

are explosive within certain con-

centrations. Two approaches have

been made to the problem. one

being to decrease the |)ossiliility

of vai)our couccnlrations and the

other to eiiminate the caust- of

ignition such as static discharge or

accidental grounds.

To reduce concentration. venti-

la tion is provided with a gener-

ally downward direction of flow

This direction a.ssists the natural

flow of lhe gases, which are

lieavier than air.

It should l)c nolcd that operat-

ing rooms lia\( coniijictcly .-irlifi-

cial con(lilioll^. tln le ix-ing no win-

dows for liglil or ventilation. Air

ciitcring llic oi)eraliiig room is

cleancd, warmed or cooled de-

licnilini; ii|i<iii llic nrc(|. Inimidilird

I17Õ



to keep down static, and dis-

charged to outside after use so

that no contaniination of any kind

be returned to the operating

roonis or to any other area. As the

point of gas escape is in the lower

part of the room and iising the

down flow of air, it has been

demonstrated that five feet above
floor levei is the upper limit of

hazardous concentrations. Hence,

ali electrical equipment (switches,

lamps, etc.) above the five-foot

levei is standard ecpiipnieut: but

ali equipment below the five-fool

levei is classed as being in pos-

sibly hazardous area and hence is

of the ex])losion-proof type. It is

worth noting that an explosion-

proof device is one in which ex-

plosion can occur but which will

not perniit flame, sparks or hot

gases to escape that will ignite

the surrounding air even though
it too niay be at a hazardous con-

centration. These explosion-proof

devices are entirely diffcrent in

construction to the vapour-proof

type which are designed to kcej)

vapour out. The vaponr-tight fix-

ture is not rated as safe in ex-

plosive atmospheres.
To reduce the hazard furthei

the 110 V. systeni is isolated froni

ground. This is accom{)lislied by
using a two-wiuding oue-to-onc

ratio transfornier without a scc-

ondary ground. If a device (usual-

ly one using a receptacle as

point of connection) did become
"grounded" it could not acquire a

potential to ground of suíRcient

wattage to ignite a combustible

atmosphere. A second "ground,"

however, might complete the cir-

cuit, but warning lights are pro-

vided to show the first instance of

the system being unbalanced to

ground.

To accomj^lish this warning two
resistances are permanently con-

nected in series across the 110 v.

lines with the centre point con-

nected to ground through a sensi-

tive relay. Balanced voltages to

ground cause no current to flow in

the relay coil. Unbalanced voltage

to ground cause the relay to oper-

ate and show a red warning light.

As a fnrther check, when voltages

to ground are balanced a green

light shows. The warning lights

are placed above the door and
are j)laced beside similar lights

which show that the air supply to

lhe room is adequate. .\11 lights

are of the low voltage transform-

er-operatcd ty|)e for long life.

Floor construction in operating

rooms also de.scrves comment. To
preveni static build-np the floors

are comhictive bnl of high resist-

ance. This condilion ])crmits

static continuallv lo draiu off but
lhe resislance is sufficiently high

to i)revent a current flow of suífi-

cient wattage to cause ignitlor

should conditions permit a chargt

to build up. li

Certain fabrics, particularly syn^
thetic, are capable of building up]
static and in order for the ílooil

to perform its function it is neces-B

sary that ali fabrics, clothingJI

shoes, sheets, etc, used in th«
hazardous area be of conductivel

material and have little if any sus-|

ceptibilily to generating static.

The vertical limit above whicli

no hazard is considered to exisl

has been defined as five feet above
floor. The horizontal limits, how-i

ever, may extend some distancc

and hence the condnctive flooring

is extended outside the actual

operating room into adjacent stir-

ilizer room, corridor, and so on.

As there is always a sterilizing

room adjacent to an operating

room. these also come under the

hazardous classification but the

hazardous limits are not confined

lo tiie five foot levei since ceiling

exhaust is used for heat remova).

The sterilizer rooms are therefore

treated as hazardous even at ceil-

ing levei a!id ali electrical equip-

ment is explosion-proof.

The whole matter of hazards
originating from the use of anaes-

thetic gases has been the subject

of very extensive research, firstly

in defining the extent of the

hazard and .secondly in providing

means of coping with the hazard
where it cannot be eliminated.

Hospital equii)ment manufac-
lurers have cooperated extensively

in making their equipment con-

form to the requirements but the

task is still not complete. Instru-

ments such as cauterizers operate

at a hazardous temperature, and
may have to be used within the

hazardous area. X-ray equi{)ment,

particularly of the portable type,

may also come into the hazard-

ous áreas at times. Electric steril-

izers are another item which in

most cases cannot meei hazardous
area requirements. The problem
becomes most acute in áreas where
the use of an anacsthetic is only

occasional.

These latter problems, however,

can in most cases be eliminated

by constant vigilance and proper

administration for which there is

no substitute.

Telephone Provision

In certain locations as between

ward kitchens and main kitchens,

between admitting office and rec-

ords room where communication

A typical 57.'>-120/2()8 volt transfornier stalion, of whioh iiitie are installcd in
the hospital and adjoiniii^ ro!si<ivii<-c.s.
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lis heavy along certain channels,

Iprivato and separate communica-
tion systenis are provided.

Doctors' paging, nurses' call,

clinicai paging, and others are also

handled by separate systems as

will be described later.

The balance of the communica-
tion requirenients are handled by
the Bell Telephone Company via

a private dial exchangé whieh per-

mits intercommunication within
the building and practically ali

oiitgoing calls to be made without
use of operators. AU incoming
calls are handled via operators at

the main board who direct the
call to the proper destination.

Private \v a r d s have private
phone service. Other wards are

;
served by "telecarts" which are

''^ mobile pay stations taken from
'"'Jroorn to room at certain scheduled

;imes. Ordinary pay stations are
provided on most floors.

Telephones are provided in each
room of internes' residence as they
are subject to call at ali hours.
In the nurses' home telephones

re provided on ali floors but not
in individual róonis. The manner
in which incoming calls to nurses'
home are handled will be describ-

''"Sed later.

fe Radio System

ivii

^ complete central radio receiv-

L„ ing system is provided for use of

2 »11 patients.

ná
'^^ provide a choice of programs

,

to prevent annoyances to
other patients ali speakers are of

' * the pillow type.
" ' The central receiver is a five-
" chaimel AM and FM re eiver with

3Utside antennae on roof. The

II

receiver is of the commercial type,

II'

J[-ack and cabinet mounted, instal-
ed in the penthouse. This receiver
ias tuners, aniplifiers and moni-
;oring equipment for ali five
:hannels. A time switch auto-
ínatically turns the central re-
eiver oft" and on according to the
ichedule prescribed by the ad-
ministration.

From the central receiver ali

channels are wired to ali beds and
terminate in a flush. wall mounted
•íelector switch with receptacle
tor speaker cord. The selector
>\vitch is operated by the patient
l)y mercly pulling the speaker
ord. The switch has six positions
orresj)onding to the five programs
ivailable and one ofí position.
The speakers are, as the name

miplies, placed under or on the
[•illow. They are circular in shape

(about 3 in. diameter and % in.
thick) with roundcd edges and are
sturdily built. A ring is provided
so that they may be hung on a
hook provided on the selector
switch plate when not in use.
To take care of special messages

or events originating in the hos-
pital a microphonc is provided in

cent room whcre the canicra op-
erator is thus out of the sterile
and coiigeslcd arca, has a view of
the opera lion via a window be-
tween the rooms and also monitors
his picture on a scrcen. In this
way he nol oiily observes llie op-
eration but also sees the i)icture
as traiisinitted. From the al)ove it

Main low-voltage
switchboard showing
12 kv. control and
meteiing panei, 57.5v

.

breaker paneis, X-
ray breaker panei,
and (at far end)
emergencygenerator
panei.

the board room which can be con-

nected to one of the channels thus
making it possible to reach every
patient via the radio system.

Television Provision

Television provision is limited

to instructional use only. At this

time empty conduits are provided
whereby either of two operating
rooms may in the future be tele-

vised and transmitted via cable

to the auditorium where a number
of screens may be installed. While
the actual equipment is not cur-

rently being installed a comment
on the present stage of develop-

ment is interesting. The television

system will of necessity be col-

oured. Many problems are in-

volved as the camera nuist be in

a position to have unol>structe(l

view and yet be under control of

an operator for such factors as

focus and area telcvised. It is un-

desirable to have floor-mounted

cameras and operators in the oy^er-

ating room as they only a(hl fur-

ther equipment and personncl to

an area already crowded. Conse-

quently the current trcnd is to

j)lace the camera in the main
lighting fixture and make it re-

motelv controlied from an adja-

can readily be seen that the
equipment becomes very extensive
if it is proi)erly to perform its

function.

Nurses' Call System

The nurses' call systems (there

is a com])lete and separate system
on each floor) are of the audible

and visual signal plus voice-coni-

munication tyj)e in most cases.

At each bed in private wards
and between each pair of bcds in

other wards is a '"nurses" call" out-

let. Tliis oiitlet consists of a micro-

j)hone sjieaker nnit, a signal switch

and two pilot iiglits, and a reset

button with a i)ull cord to each

bcd.

To call a nursc the i)atient

nierely pulls the cord. Whether
the conl is released or nol the

call is regislered. The jiulling of

the cord lighls a while i)ilol lighl

at call ouliet. lighls a dome liglit

over lhe door in the corridor of

the wanl whcre the call originated,

sounds a ehime in the ward kit-

chen, in the duty slation and in

lhe nurses' stalion lighls up a

number, corresponding to tlie

room which originated lhe call. <>m

a desk type annuneialor. Tlif

niirse has merelv lo lift lhe liand-
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set (similar to a telephone) and is

then in voice comiminicatioii witli

the paticnt. No manually oper-

ated svvitching is required for the

two-way voice communication. At
the same time the communication
with the room is established the

lighted number is extinguished,

the corridor dome light and the

white light at bedside are ex-

tinguished automatically. The
white light at the bedside is, hovv-

ever, replaced by a green light the

purpose of which will be later ex-

plained. Upon completion of the

call and replacement of the hand-
set the green light is extinguished.

When a number of ealls are

plaeed in short order each call is

registered in same manner as

above and there may hence be a

number of calls to be answered. A
selector de vice automaticallv

for a nurse to audibly check every
room for the slightest sound.

It is this checking feature which
brought the green i)ilot light on
the calling station into being. It

is often times referred to as the

"privacy" signal and its purpose
is to indicate in the room that
the room is being monitored.
There are cases where confidential

conversation may be involved and
the green light then serves as an
indication that the room is being
monitored.

Calling facilities are also pro-
\ided in bathrooms, toilets. etc,

i)ut in these ca.ses the voice com-
munication feature is omitted. In
order to convey to the nurse that

such a call originated where voice

communication is not available

the corridor dome light and the

annunciator Hash off and on in-

One of the nu rs<'s" cal I stat ions on a pat ients" floor, eqiiippe<l m i 1 h au<lil>le an<J

visual signal systems pliis voiee-communioation.

transfers the set to the next num-
ber as soou as the i)revious call

is completed.

A nurse in the corridor may
answer a call by going directly to

the i)atient and in such case the
call is cancelled at the bedside hy
pressing the reset button.

While the voice communication
feature enables the nurse to ascer-

tain a patient's needs before going
to the room the feature has an-
other advantage. The annunciator
at the nurses' station in addition
to showing the room or rooms
calling also has volume controls
for both listening and talking cir-

cuits and switching keys whereby
the automatic selector may be
madc to stop at any room whether
or not a call has been made. By
increasing the gain of the amj)liíier

(incrcnsing the sensitivity of the
room niicrophone) it is possible

dicating that lhe call must be
answered at the ward and that

it should receive ])riority over any
other calls.

On certain Hoors, where two
nurses* stations are normally in

use, each o])crating independently,

ali nursing is handled from a single

station during part of the night

hours. To comply with this con-

dition it is possible to transfer ali

calls from one station to another
station .so that the one operating
station then has complete cover-

age. When the other station again
comes into operation in the morn-
ing the systems revert to their

normal scope.

Some modifications are made to

the above systems in such depart-
ments as outpatients and psy-

chiatry, but the modifications are

dcletions of certain features where
they are not required.

Nurses' Home Cali System

In the internes' residence eacl,

room has a telephone as interne

may be on call at any time. L
the nurses' residence such exten
sive provision of phones is no
j)ractical or necessary. Phon
booths are ])rovided on ali floor-

for both incoming and outgoinj

calls. Incoming telephone calls ar

taken at the receptionist's des)

and from this point ali nurses

rooms can be signalled by a returi

call system.
The receptionist signals th-

room wanted l)y pressing two l)ut

tons, one being comnu)n to thi

floor and the second the roon

number. This pressing of the sec

ond button sounds a small chinn

and lights a signal lamp in thi

room. The corresponding nunii)er

also light up on the receptionist"

key board. To acknowledge thi

call the nurse presses a button ii

the room which extinguishes i)()tl

the room pilot light and the re

ceptionist pilot light thus indicat

ing to the receptionist the call i

acknowledged and the nurse wil

answer via one of the corrido

j)hones. If the call is not acknowl

edged the pilot lights reniaii

lighted indicating to the reception

ist that no answer is forthconiint

and hence a raessage should b(

left. !

The system whereby two but-

tons must be pressed to complete

a signal to a room does not havf

as complete flexibility as does th(

single button per room system

The equij)ment, however, only re-

quires a fraction of the space oi

the other system and the wiring

is correspondingly reduced with'

out an undue loss of flexibility.

Fire Alarm System

A fire alarm system for a hos

pitai has unusual requirements in

that in case of fire the intelligence

must be conveyed to ali i)eoplf

concerned, but there is anothei

and larger group, the patients

who are not in most cases in ii

position to help thcmselves and

may suffer more from anxiety and

strain under a general alarm than

if they were completely unawarc

of the condition.

In a modern flre-proof building

the prol)ability of a major tire i:

extremely remete yet small fires

may occur and it is mandatory

that they be l)rought quickly

under control with least possible

disturbance
(
i)rincipally smoke)

to other áreas.
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Many arcas are iinder constaiit

24-hour ocfupancy and detection

;)f fire is then very rapid. Other

arcas are only occupied a portion

of thc day and still others (e.g.,

forages and shops) may havc

iinly very intcrniittent occui)ancy.

To take care of the constantly

iccupied arca manual stations

(boxes) are provided. To take

are of other áreas automatic

.tations are provided.

The nurscs' home and the in-

ternes' residence are also ticd into

the common system.

The system operates from thc

central battcry and is of thc pre-

signal typc which carne into l)cing

s{)ecifica]ly for hospital use. It is

of the closed-circuit self-sui)er-

vised type. A break in any cir-

cuit automatically sets oíT a signa!

in the boilcr room indicating that

the svstem is out of order.

Operatiou

The operatiou of thc sj-stem is

as follows:

Thc "pulling" of any box man-
ually or the operation of any auto-

ittii
matic station sends out a coded

signal which is repeatcd four

times. Thc code consists of thrce

tJigits such as 3-2-4. The fir.st

digit identifies the building con-

cerned, i.e. nurses' home, internes'

residence, Pine Avenue section or

Cedar Avenue section of main
hospital. The second two digits

designatc the floor. Thc signal

then not only conveys the Infor-

mation of a fire but also locates

the building and the floor on
which the signal originated. Ali

floors on thc same levei of ali

buildings have the same two digits

as final part of thc code.

The signal thus transmitted is

sounded in certain restricted loca-

tions only, being those in which
personnel have definite assigncd

duties to pcrform in cases of fire.

This restricted signal is known as

pre-signal.

If a signal originated in the hos-

pital proper the internes' residence

and nurses' home alarms are not

sounded. If it originated in in-

ternes' residence only limited por-

tion of the hospital would receive

the signal although ali of the in-

ternes' residence would be alarni-

ed. Similarly a call originating in

the nurses' home is limited in its

outsidc extcnt.

Thc prc-signal, or first alarm, is

thus limited in its scope to those

who are immediately concerned.

Others are unaware of the signal.

The doctors' iii-aii<l-ou t hoard iii llie leU-phoiie switoliliourd rooiíi lias liin^<-<l

side-panels for iise by a sinfjle operator. C^orrespoiKliii-; situai iutard.s ar«-

situated at each of lhe two main entrances.

If, howevcr, the situation is nol

of minor nature and additional

help is required the system has a

general alarm feature. Keys are

provided to personnel directly

concerned with fire fighting. Thcse

keys can bc inserted into thc box

and the alarm again sounded.

With thc key in place additional

alarms are sounded to call addi-

tional help. For example any gen-

eral alarm will sound in thc in-

ternes' residence and nurses' home
thus bringing additional i)crsoiuiel

into action.

The system is entircly local, no

connection with the City of Mont-
real system being permitted.

A tape-recorder is provided in

thc tclephone switchboard room

which records ali signais by

punching holes in a moving tape.

An automatic time and date

stamp also operates to complete

the record.

In each building, manual boxes

are located in same i)()sition on

each floor so that personnel are

familiar with their location. They

are of the break-glass type.

The automatic boxes are actu-

ated by hcat detcctors which oper-

ate not only on maxinuim tcm-

perature but also on rate of rise

principie. Thcy are thus also

sensitive to sudden rise in tem-

perature although the tempera-

ture may still l)e below the maxi-

mum temi)craturc sctting. This

feature ])ermits nuich more rapid

detection lhan fixed temperaturc

only.

Most of the audible signais are

chimcs rathcr than gongs. Thc

reason is that in confined arcas
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thc chime is adcquate and the

signal is not thus audible lo other

áreas. This is particularly the

case in nurses' stations whcrc tlic

signal is not audil)lc In paliciit-.

.•\!th()ugh thc codcs are easily

memorizcd due to their sequcnce

and standardizatioii framcd codcs

are provided at stations as per-

manent listings, so that any ecidc

may easily bc verifi(>d.

Doctors' In-and-Out System

With some ;>()() doctors, internes,

ctc, in thc iiospital at one time

or anothcr it is ncccssary to pro-

vidc a system of showing whethcr
each particidar per.son is in the

building or not. This is accom-
])lished by a 'Í)oanl sy.stcm" con-

sisting of thrcc boards each of

which has ali namcs listcd alpha-

betically and bcsidc each na me a

sniall toggle switcli.

Upon entering lhe ho>pital,

cither at Pine Avenue or Cedar
Avenue, the doctor operates the

switch oppositc his name. This

causes his name lo be illiiminated

at ali thrcc l)oar(l>. Similarly on

leaving the hospital hc operates

the switch oppositc his name (at

same board whcrc hc cnlcred or

at other entrance) and thc illum-

ination is extinguished.

The third board is located in lhe

tclephone swilcliboard room for

informalion of lclei)honc switch-

board ojjeralors. On this l)oard lhe

switchcs oppositc each nanu- \nr

forni an entircly ditrcreiíl funclion,

If a call is rcceivcd and Icfl for

a doctor who is not in. thc opcr-

ator lurns tlic switch oppositc tho

name. At this time no circuits are

coinpleted lo lighl lhe name but
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when the Pine Avenue (or Cedar

Avemie) board has its switch op-

erated by the incoming doctor his

name not only illuminates but

flashes indicating a call is avvait-

ing him at the information board.

The telephone system is then used

to contact the information board,

the flashing is eliminated and the

illumination becomes continuous

indicating only that the doctor is

in the building.

The flashing feature can also bc

used when the paging system fails

to locate a doctor who is in the

building. The flashing name is ob-

vious when he goes to the board

to register out.

Doctors' Paging System

Closely associated with the doc-

tors in-and-out board is the paging

system used to locate doctors and
internes who have no fixed ])()int

of contact or who are away from
their normal location.

Three typcs of system are avail-

able for this purpose each with il.i

own merits, advantages and lim-

itations. The most commonlv used

system of flashing codes in corri-

dors would not meet the require-

ments of this hospital due to large

number of doctors and the com-
plexity of numbers required.

A very recent development to

serve this purpose is the miniature

pocket tyj)e radio receiver for

each doctor. Each receiver is tuned
to a different frequency and by
selecting the j)roper frequency and
sending out a radio signal any re-

ceiver, and that one only, can be
made to respond to the signal The
response consists of turning on a

small buzzer in the receiver which
notiíies the wearer of the call.

While the system has much to

recommend itself experience has

not yet demonstra ted its reliabil-

ity to the poiíit where it could

be recommended.
The third system, while not per-

fect, was íinally adopted as best

fulfilling the requirements. It is

the audiblc ])aging system and its

|)rin(i|)al objection is that it may
become annoying, particularly to

I)atients. To keep this objection

vvithin limits the size and location

of speakers have been carefull_^

selected.

The system operates in conjun
tion with the doctors' in-and-ou

board so that only those peopl

known to be in the building ar

paged. The flashing feature of th

in-and-out board takes care of th

messages for incoming doctors an
serves as a second line of contac
for doctors in the building wh
have not been reached via th

paging system.

The P.A. system used for pagin

has a microi)hone on the informa
tion desk which is mounted i

front of the in-and-out board a

the telephone switchboard. Forn
sheets are used by the informa
tion and paging operators showin§
person callcd, time called, messag
and íinally time message was de-

livered.

The amplifier for the systeni

has, in view of the operator, a

volume meter and volume contro

so that the operator can at ali

times adjust the volume to |)re-

determined levei according to time

of dav, and other conditions.
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A Prohlem of Grou th

and Industrial Expansion

Water Pollution
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Growth of populatioii and indiistry, and a net reduction in waler resources, are

seen to be major factors in water-poUution problems in Canada. Action for future

remediai work is essential, but must be properly co-ordinated in the face of public

apathy and, even, opposition.

Water pollution has become a

world-wide problem. Its recog-

nition as such evokes the ques-

tion as to what are the major
factors responsible for it. Several

are to be found. They are the

associates or products of popula-

tion growth and industrial expan-

sion. They have been especially

conspicuous on this continent in

recent years. In that same period

much has been accomplished in

pollution abatement, but the prob-

lem is of such magnitude and so

variable in its nature that its con-

quest is not immediately in sight.

It will require the best eíforts of

engineers, administrative officials,

and the general public.

It is well at the outset to have
a clear conception of what con-

stitutes pollution of water. The
jlayman is inclined to have a dif-

jferent interpretation from that of

jthe sanitary engineer or profes-

isional student of this problem.
Thus, complaints are frequently

voiced about conditions which are

i)f little signiíicance except prob-
ibly that of appearance. On the

other hand the person who must
jdeal with stream sanitation is con-

fronted with many conditions

which alter the quality of the

water. These are continually

changing and they oífer a chal-

lenge to his skill.

Pollution and contamination in

technical terminology refer to

those conditions in water which
result from the introduction of

pathogenic organisms, toxic ma-
teriais, or any other substances

which depreciate the natural qual-

ity of the water to such extent

that its usefulness is impaired or

it becomes offensive to the senses.

This embraces both quantity and
composition of pollutants.

Likewise it is related to the nor-

mal use being made of the water.

In the modern conception water

is expected to serve many pur-

poses, the highest of which is

drinking and general culinary use.

Others include industrial require-

ments, recreation, agriculture,

dilution of sanitary wastes, power,

and navigation. In each of these

the degree of pollution which can

be tolerated before the water be-

comes unfit will vary greatly.

Whereas the origin of pollution

may be manifold, chief concern is

associated with municipal sewage

and industrial wastes. These re-

sult from the concentration of

population in urban centres and

from the waste waters of modern
manufacturing processes. Both

have changed greatly in Canada
in recent years.

Although domestic sewage is

reasonably uniform in its com-

position, the problem of dealing

with it becomes one of concen-

tration both in respect to popula-

tion and in the mixture in

the receiving stream. Industrial

wastes, on the contrary are not

only widcly variable but they are

constantly changing. They pro-

duce a broad range of effects on

the receiving stream.

In general it may be said that

pollution of water has taken place

when the stream receivcs any sub-
stancc whicli nialorially interferes

with the normal uses for tliat

water. It is well to note that lliere

must 1)0 substantial interference.

Practically ali surface waters in

inhabited áreas carry some pol-

lution, but this causes no insur-

mountable problem. If this were
prohibited urban cominuiiil ics and
industries could no longcr exist.

Stream standards for sanitation
are not easy to define in rigid

terms to suit ali conditions. Gen-
eral standards have been prepared
by a number of administrative
agencies. In some cases these are
designated as oljjectives rather
than precise standards. This is

what has been dono by the Inter-

national Joint Commission for

boundary waters quality control

and by the Pollution Control
Board in Ontário for ali slreams
in the Province.

In some jurisdictions the streams
have been graded according to

best usage of the water therein.

This recognizes a higher degree of

pollution in some places than in

others.

Today's problem in waler jjol-

lution is difficult to measure. It is

related to many factors, some of

which are changing rapidly. The
degree of treatment of the waste
will be governed b,y the size of

the stream and the uses to which
it is applied.

The extent of the problem is

most frequently expressed as the

number of treatment works need-

cd and the estimated cost of these.

This expression recognizes only

the present population and con-

ditions as they now exist. It

should include the expansion dur-

ing the period required for this

program to be completed as well

as the continning jiroblem of

urban growth a ml industrial ex-

pansion.

In the United States, figures

on the water i)ollution problem

indica te the necd for abonl 4.'-200

new municipal sewage treatment

works, as well as 2,300 replace-

mcnts or < iiiargements. They also

record tlic necd for nearly 'í.SOO

industrial wasle treatment plants

and nearly 700 replacements or

enlargements. These are large

programs of high capital cost.

In Canada no comparable fig-

ures are available for ali proviíiccs.

but in Ontário it is cslimaled that

now sewage treatment works and

Irnnk sewers will cost $01 millions,

while alteralions to cxisling i)lants
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will cost $34 m. If to this is added
an estimated cost of $18 m. for

treatment works in thosc muni-
c-ipalities likely to install sewers

shortly it brings the total for

triink lines and treatment to $113,-

000,000. This is exclusive of the

cost of se|)arate industrial wastc

treatment works.

On the houndary vvaters be-

tween Ontário and the States of

Michigan and New York the cost

of poliution remediai works has

been estimated by the Interna-

tional Joint Commission to be

between $125 and $150 millions.

This is for botli sides of the bor-

der and includes municii)al and
industrial waste waters.

These figures reveal a large pro-

gram of necessary works, much of

which is concentra ted in the áreas

densely populated and containing

niany industrial ])lants. The prob-

lem will continue as these favored

arcas grow.

Caiisative Factors

An analysis of the extent of lo-

<lay's proíílcm invites some ex-

planation as to the reason for this.

Why have these wastes been
allowcd to cnter water courses

without first receiving adequate
treatment? It is desirable to

understantl these factors in order

to appreciate the present diíficul-

ties in remediai measures. Some
of the factors at work in the past

are as potent today as ever.

In the early days when com-
munitics were being settled they
built for the most part along
major water courses. Dilution of

the sewage was generally adequate
to meet the needs. Complex in-

dustrial wastes did not exist.

This situation changed as nnini-

cipalities grew and developments
exi)ande(l inland. Dilution no
longer was sufficient to avoid
oflfensive conditions or to pre-

vent disease. At the same time
the knowledge of waste water
treatment had not developed
grcatly, and only simple methods
such as septic tanks and sewage
farming were in vogue.

The major factor, however, that
works against poliution control

both in the early days and still

continuing has been the lack of

public support for the expendi-
tures necessary to install and oper-
ate sewage works.

If sewers are available to carry
the sewage from the premises, the
houscholdcr is little concerned
al)()ut the poliution of a stream

with which hc has little contact.

The ratepayer is asked to finance

many municij)al projects which
are more tangible to him in their

effects on his mode of life. Thus
he is inclined to put off and to

delay financing these outfall sew-
ers and sewage treatment plants.

That is the major obstacle. The
science of sewage treatment has
advanced to a high point. Indus-

trial waste treatment strives to

keep up with the many changes
in these wastes although the
problem there is a more difficult

one. Technical j)rogress has been
very gratifying.

Melhods of Treatment

Some observations on the pres-

ent status of treatment processes

are pertinent to the poliution

problem. Are these methods ade-

quate to meet the needs or are

furthcr developments essential to

success?

The objectives in treatment
nuist be adequate purification to

protect the water course and
economy iu construction and
operatioM. Advances have been

made in both directions.

Sewage treatment still utilizes

basic principies which were recog-

iiized many years ago. The pro-

gress is most apparent in the

niodifícation of these measures to

secure greater eíficiency and econ-

omy. Thus, the removal of solids

by sedimentation continues to

occupy a prominent i)lace in pres-

ent-day practice. liiological pro-

cesses remain the chief weapon
against substances re(|uiring oxida-

tion to bring stability in the
eífluenl. Chiorination completes
the programmc where disinfection

is desirable.

AU of these measures in .some

forni were used many years ago.

Marked progress has been made
through mechanization of the

plants. Here, the contribution of

engineering skill has attained im-
portant results.

The degree and kind of treat-

ment for sewage are problems of

local environment, and it is neces-

sary to adopt those measures
which will be adequate, but at the
same time incur no unnecessary
financial burdeii on the rate-

payers.

Primary treatment based on
sedimentation to remove about 60
per cent suspended solids and 35
per cent biochemical oxygen de-
mand is still the major process in

this country. It can be success-

ful only where there is adequatt
dilution and the receiving water
is not used for domestic purposes
or swimming.

Sccondary treatment by biologi-

cal methods is confined in Canada
almost entirely to trickling filters

and the activated sludge process.

These can be expected to remove
85 to 95 per cent of the suspended
solids and B.O.D. The effluent

can be discharged to small water
courses or in unfavourable local-

ities. Disinfection reduces thet

bacterial contcnt of the effluent|

and tends to stabilize the liquid

further until natural purificationi

can carry the load.

Statistics on Canadian sewage
works reveal the following Inform-

ation. The total number of munici-

pal treatment plants is 520, of

which 309 are primary treatment.

There are 92 activated sludge

plants and 63 trickling filter plants.

Sewered municipalities in Canada
total 845 to serve 55 per cent of

the entire population. This figuro

may be compared with nearly 1,000

municipal water works system'
serving (i5 per cent of the popula
t ion.

Thus it may be seen statistically

that there is still a major problem
to build sewers and treatment
works for our growing communi-
ties.

Iiiduslrial Wastes

Industrial wastes offer a com-
pletcly difíerent situation. Thes
waste waters do not follow the

same uniform composition as dom-
estic sewage, but they vary as

would be expected with each type

of industry.

Their effects on the receiving

stream are numerous. Organic

wastes from industry have a de-

oxygenating efFect on the stream.

These can be treated in much the

same way as sewage. Oil wastes

present two main problems, one of

the oil itself and the other the

phenols which produce oífensive

tastes and odours in water. Chemi-
cal wastes are frequently toxic,

and they may have pronounced
effects on the water and on fish

life.

There is no single measure for

dealing with these many kinds of

wastes, and new problems arise as

new industrial processes continue

to come to the fore.

An administrative problem con-

fronting municipalities as well as

industries involves a decision as

to whether industrial wastes
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should be accepted into the public

sewers or be treated separately at

each plant.

A large portion of the industrial

wastes in Canada reaches tlie

municipal sewers. In large indus-

tries, where major volumes of

waste are involved, separate treat-

ment at the expense of the indus-

try is the usual practice.

There is an advantage in having

a joint treatment plant for sewage
and other wastes providing the

volume of industrial waste is not

too great in proportion to the sew-

age, or if na abnormal treatment of

the waste is involved.

Pollution Abatement Agencies

It can thus be seen that in spite

of much progress there is still a

great problem of dealing with
municipal sewage and industrial

wastes. Technological advances in

sewage treatment have made
steady progress. There are more
pressing problems now in indus-

trial wastes, and it is evident that

research and study will be desir-

able if the best and most speedy
results are to be secured.

A number of agencies, govern-
mental and others, are at work in

pollution abatement. They include

such government departments as

Health; Lands and Forests (Fish

and Wild Life)
;
Agriculture; Plan-

ning and Development; Mines;
Municipal Aífairs, and others.

Each has some specific relation-

ship with this problem. Municipal
governments including councils

and boards of health have been
active participants in the program.

The International Joint Com-
mission between Canada and the
United States has been involved
for a number of years in the in-

vestigation and control of pollu-

tion in the boundary waters. Much
has been accomplished by this

agency.

In Ontário a Pollution Control
Board has operated since 1952. Its

members comprise representatives

from those Departments of Gov-
ernment involved most directly

with pollution. In this way there
is concerted action against ali

[forrns of pollution irrespective of

the effect it will have on the
Istream.

Similar bodies function in a
number of States, and this is a
[recognition of the importance of

the problem and the need for joint

action to control it.

Any solution to the problem of

içai^water pollution in this country is

itltS

é
iti

mm

! a

strtí

iicl

Cki

related to a number of factors,
some of which are diíRcult to con-
trol but others of which should be
rccognized if success is to be at-
tained. Some of these are discussed
below.

Some Problems in Pollution Control

(1) Public Attitude. — Among
these factors one of the most im-
portant is the public attitude to-
ward the necessity for treatment
of wastes. The ratepayer has not
been convinced that these projects
should be placed on the same
priority basis as such other meas-
ures as water works, schools, hospi-
tais, paving, and like municipal
works he can see often and can
appreciate. Educational campaigns
are needed to convince him that
stream pollution justifies action
and expenditure on his part. Im-
portant work has been done by a
number of voluntary agencies, and
there is now an indication that
continued emphasis on the prob-
lem will bring results.

(2) Cost. — The cost of trunk
sewers and treatment works is sub-
stantial. These have risen greatly
in the post-war period, but they
are no diíferent from most other
projects. Increasing attention will

be needed to reduce the cost of
treatment plants to a minimum.

(3) Legislation.—Comprehensive
legislation to deal with pollution
is important but not all-significant.

There is a feeling on the part of

.some that ali which is required is

prohibitory legislation rigidly en-
forced. Unfortunately the problem
is much more complex. The reason
for delay on the part of munici-
palities is not generally one of

inadequate legislation.

(4) Methods of Financing. —
These are often as important as

the total cost of the project. Ali

too frequently such works are just

one more item to be paid out of

general taxation on the basis of

assessment. Few people find satis-

faction in paying taxes. If, how-
ever, the cost of the treatment
works is paid as a service charge
in the forni of a sewer rental or

sewage rate it is much more ac-

ceptable. The trend to this method
of financing is pronounced ali over

this continent. The charge can be

added to the water bill and be
collected a number of times a year.

The actual cost of sewage treat-

ment is not so great as many
people believe. Present costs in

Ontário financed over a period of

20 vears at current rates of interest

amount to al>out 25 to .'J5 cents
per week \)vr family. This also iii-

cludes the cost of operatioií. If it

were possible, as it is in the l iiited

States, to issuc tax-free revenue
bouds the cost would be rcthiccd
tliat much more.

(5) Research.—Aclive research
and investigation into Ircatnicnl
proces.ses, particularly for iuíhis-

trial wastes can be proíhiclive of
real advantagcs. To do this, re-
search facilities are needed and
again more expcnditures must fol-

low. This can be done niostly by
Governments and by industry.

(fi) Increased Treatment.—The
need for higher degrees of treat-
ment is apparent when it is real-
ized that our population is increas-
ing, that our inland strcanis are
decreasing in volume, and the
problem is thus more complicated.
There is a trend in most places
today to provide higher degrees
of treatment and thcreby to ensure
greater protection for the future.

(7) Popidation Growth. — The
rapid growth in Canada is continu-
ing, and with conccntration of this
in urban centres it may be ex-
pected that this problem is not
one for solution today alone. It
will require constant supervision.

(8) Water Resources. — The
water resources in parts of Canada
are shrinking. It is thus ali the
more important to preserve these
as much as possible by keeping
them free from excessive pollution.

(9) Joint Admin i.stration.—Sew-
age treatment should be consid-
ered on an arca basis rather than
being limited to municipal bound-
aries. Where feasible, attempts
should be made to have two or
more municipalities combine the
sewage flows into one plant, jointly
owned and administered or oper-
ated under some nuitually satis-

factory plan.

Conclusions

Some of the problems, aufl some
of the related factors in water po\-

lution have l>een uulliiicl The
whole situation is a coniplcx one
involving large expenditures. There
is need for sup])()rt from ali pnl)li(

spirited groujjs in an efforl tu

bring home to ratepayers a true

picture of what is involved in tiie

maintenance of our waterways in

a clean condition. Municipalities

and industry must co-ojieratc in

meeting this cliallenge. If the efTort

can be made successful the results

will fiill> jii-lify ail the cost aml

energ> i>ul iiito it. \
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The Engineer and
Industrial Management

by

G. R. Armstrong,

Assistant l ice-President, Emptoyee Helalions,

The Bell Telephone Companv of Canada, Limited,

Montreal. Que.

When asked to take on this

assignment, it seemed like a good

idea. There are few, if any, sub-

jects of greater importance to the

future of our industrial life. It

has many ramifications and points

of view. I hoped that the prepara-

tion would at least help to clear

my own thinking.

As I got further into considering

the various factors and looking into

some of what others have had to

say, I began to grow more uncom-
fortable. I found myself in the

middle of controversy, some of it

heated. Some of the thinking seem-

ed to reveal strong bias, a decided

element of self-interest. There were

some concepts of a traditional

flavour supporting conservative

conclusions. There was, of course,

as always, resistance to change.

On the other hand, there was pres-

sure for a forward look into an

imagined future. We liave not ar-

rived at agreement.

It seemed to me the best hope

for working through the many
ramifications would bc to go back

to fundamentais. The past could be

looked at for lessons from exper-

ience, not for flag-waving tradi-

tions. The possible effect of pro-

jiosed measures on individual lives

could be considered coupled with

a viewpoint which would include

the total economy or the total

society. The breadth of view could

go beyond possible special privi-

leges or prerogatives for a favoured

class, no matter how worthy that

class may have proved itself to be.

In looking into the future, wild

flights of fancy could be discounted

and reasonable eííorts made to keep

our feet on the ground.

This paper has, then, taken on
a trend not anticipated at the out-

set. A list of suggestions for con-

sideration on separate phases seem-

ed to be unrelated to a coherent

whole and largely meaningless. It

seemed to me, as I gave it further

thought, necessary to begin at the

beginning. This opened up such

questions as objectives and pur-

poses, economic and social values,

possible strains between groups

where objectives seemed to be op-

posed, and the whole question of

contributions to the future social

welfare.

If, at times, the discussion grows

somcwhat abstract, even philosoph-

ical or moral, my apology is simply

that I couldn't help it. There is

no intent to be positive or con-

clusive. My highest ambition, at

this stage, is to be stimulating

even where that may be provoca-

tive.

The subject itself introduces re-

lationships. The Engineer and In-

dustrial JNIanagement. With our

sensitivity to group consciousness,

the subject, as stated, implies pos-

sible áreas of conflict. Where the

subject has been raised, it has al-

most invariably been considered

from the standpoint of the responsi-

bility of one group to the other.

Only too rarely has it seemed to

stimulate thought of mutual and
complementary service. It has cer-

tainly suggested division. Perhaps
ali this could be looked at dis-

passionately with profit.

Industrial Management

Since the beginning of the ccn-

tury the economy has passed

tlirough a gradual am! largely un-

noticed revolution of the greatest

significance. Control of production

has passed from the ownership

group to a new element in our

society, Professional management.
Formerly the owners controUed ali

the activities of, and directly

bossed, the enterprise. Today, own-
ers are those who chose to invest

their savings in risk capital with

hope of high returns in preference

to ''debt capital with its greater

security and lower general retum.

Their association with the enter-

prise usually ends with receipt of

the stock certificate. Occasionally

they sign proxy forms for voting,

as requested.

Ali controls, planning, directing

and bossing have been handed over

to management. In many instances,

by force of knowledge and num-
bers, management takes a domi-
nant place on the board of direc-

tors. Objectives, purposes and
policy are set by management.
The predominant cause has been

the gradual growth of large indus-

trial entities to a dominant place

in the productive phases of the

economy. In addition, because of

the size of the enterprises they

control, industrial management has

achieved an influential place in

finance.

Even newspapers have recog-

nized the change. One no longer

sees headings about disputes be-

tween labour and capital. Bargain-
ing is a process involving unions

and management.

Wliat are some implications

from this for the present discus-

sion? One-half of our discussion

is about industrial management.
This is a rclatively new group in

our schemc of things who achieve

their place not by inherited posi-

tion, not by personal wealth. not

through politicai iníluence, but by
selection and appointment, pre-

sumably on the basis of proven

merit and worthiness to assume
large responsibility. To them has

passed, through a gradual revolu-

tion, almost full power ovor thp

productive and service phases of

the economy.

There is no intent to disjiaragc

the influence of banking and fin-

ance on our economy. It has its

place, perhaps largely manipula-
tive, in determining the state of

our prosperity and its soundnc—
But to industrial management ha-'

passed the control over what and
how much shall be aA'ailable for

our standard of living. They, along

with the trade unions. determine

the distribution of the wealth

which arises through the produc-

tion of goods and services. That
is, the wealth that is left aftei

taxes. They are acquiring more
and more control over the trend

and speed of applied scientific pro-

gress. Some of the largest research

laboratories are now an integrated

part of industrial operations. Na-
tional defence is perhaps as much
dependent u p o n management
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The present-day concepts and prac-

tice of industrial nianagenient, the

position of the engineer in industry,

and his relationship with nianage-

nient are presented hy the author

80 as to proniote thought on the

subjects involved. The point is made
that the practice of hiiiiian relations

in industry is something that applies

to ali einployees at all leveis.

A paper presented at a meeting of

The Engineering Institute of Canada,

Toronto Branch, March 1955

application of industrial know-how
as upon military skill and organ-

ization.

The only visible attack, so far,

upon this growing power of indus-

trial management comes from the

soeialists, and their more or less

distant relations, the communists.

They have introduced some of the

elements of the old-fashioned

battle for power. Theirs is, in

essence, a suggestion that the

growing i^ower of appointed man-
agement be transfcrred by law to

Professional politicians.

One of the peculiarities of this

revolution involving the transfer-

ence of much influence and power,

is lack of evidence that manage-
ment people, as a class, ever sought

it. Be that as it may, realism re-

quires that we recognize the facts

and their signiíicances.

With growing power goes in-

creasing responsibility.

The old-time owner-boss manip-
ulated his enterprise within the

pressures of a highly-competitive

economy to draw oÚ the highest

possible profit for himself, hi.s

family and his few associates. His
objectives were clear, simple and
immediate.

The Professional management of

a large enterprise must also make
a proíit. This is a basic principie

of business in any form of econ-

omy. Without earned profits, the

investing public will lose confi-

dence and refuse to supply the

funds necessary for replacemcnt.

growth and progress.

It is, however, more than doubt-

ful that the sole objective can be

to drain off the highest possible

immediate profit to distributo

among the bordes of anonymous
stockholders. In comparison with

the shop of the old-time owner, a

modem industrial enterprise looks

like an empire. It must be directed

to be held together and its future
assured. This can be done only
through inspiring confidence; confi-
dence of the investor, confidence of
the purchasing public, and sufficient
confidence of the working force to
retain them and attract others.

In setting policy and in control-
ling the practiccs and procedures
to implement policy, the industrial
manager can never lose sight of
this three-fold set of responsibil-
ities. He is more than a monev-
maker, he is a responsible ofíicial

of an industrial empire that must
serve now and be structurcd to
survive and ser\-e in the future. If
he serves a useful purposc as recog-
nized by the investor, the public
and a large segment of the working
force, I think we can agree his
power is being used in a large way
for the common good. Possibly the
severest test on his judgment is in
striking a proper balance bctween
tliese three.

One more factor arising out of
the growth of individual enter-
prises and the ascendancy of pro-
fessional management warrants
mention for the purposes of this

discussion. For convenience, man-
agement is often referred to in the
singular. We have fallen into this

in this discussion.

This practice could lead to an
erroneous impression. The man-
agement hierarchy requires a head,
usually designated president. He
has full responsibility for all opera-
tions from the formation of broad
policy to the simplest function. His
method, however, is by delcgation.

He splits his responsibilities into

segments, usually by function, and
delegates to others each a share.

They, in turn, delegate, and the

process is continued all the way
to include all those whose place

in the organization calls for the

exercise of management judgment.

This type of integrated structure

does not allow for the effective use

of the two or multi-partj'' system.

Objectives and purposes are set

on a company basis and each re-

cipient of management-delcgated

authority is called upon to play his

part toward the accomplishment of

those objective. If he fails to work

to this purpose, he has no right in

honesty to be there. The principie

of industrial organization is built

around the conccpt of the well-

knit team all pulling together for

the common wcal.

This unity of purpose must

apply to all management. Perhaps

it would be healthier if it could

apply to all industrial pcr.soniiel.

However, that objective is beyoiid
hope of achievcment in the fore-
seeable future. Unions iiave drawn
a sharp line between management
and labour. The only sensible posi-
tion is to accept this as inevitable
and make the best of the situation.
The dividing line has had many
deíinitions. One that may serve our
})urj)ose here is: anyone whose
duties require planning, dircctinji
or controlling any of the fmu'>
a_ctivities toward the main objec-
tive or a subordinate objective
within the whole, occujiies a man-
agement position, he is on the
team; anyone whose duty it is to
perform a specified function under
direction and control can properlv
belong to labour.

Position of the Engin«'er

A moot question is this. As the
engineer moves into indiistrv,

where does he fit? Does he belong
to management, to labour or do
he and his associates constitute a
tliird and distinct grouj)? Are the
objectives diíTerent from those of
management?
To avoid the possibility of mis-

undenstanding, I will confess here
to a personal bias. Prompted by
a sincere desire for the effective-

ness of industrial organization, I

am opposed to the introduction of

a third group. Distinct groups
within the whole inevitably lead

to conílict. Preoccupation with
l)restige. ])rerogatives and special

])rivilcges draw oíT energy that
would otherwise be directed t-o-

ward the accomplishment of the
main industrial purpose. Artificial

restrictions on assigned duties, a

natural consequence, puts up an
artificial barrier to the sensible

r-arrying through of necessary func-

tions. It can, if not controlled by
high purpose, lead to something
similar to featlier-bedding. one of

the most vicious jiracticcs and a

deterrent to industrial progress.

We have all seen examples of how
spiinter groups can put a practical

stop to accomplishment.

The engineer comes to industry

with unique equijmient. He has

acquired a scientific knowledge and
training in methods of ap|)lyinp

this to practical problems. Ho
brings the result of four years of

strict mental discipline in analysis

and interiirctation, particularly in

the field of physical thiiigs. His

dcgree, as the symbol of a hani

job at Icast passably done, is the

basis for self-confidonce and cotu'-
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age to tackle probleins for a solu-

tion. He lias acquired greater

powers of insight than would have

been the case had the time been

spent in a routine prodiiction

occupation.

It is beyond the scope of this

discussion to enter the controversy

about the adequacy or suitability

of university engineering courses

as presently constituted. T would

just like to quote one paragraph

from the report of a survey raade

among some leading employers of

graduate engineering personnel

made under the auspices of The
American Society for Engineering

Education.

"These representatives of in-

dustry were unwilling to sacrifice

courses in engineering science to

provide time for the study of

technology or administration at

the pre-baccalaurcate levei since

they believe that these can be

obtained under company spon-

sorship whenever needed."

Experienced management in this

instance were unwilling to sacrifice

any of the scientifically oriented

curricula in the time available for

the training and development of

the engineer. Among the industries

represented, less than 25 per cent

of the engineering personnel were

employed in the highly-technical

fields of research, development and
design. The seientific engineering

training prepares the individual

for a variety of phases of indus-

trial operations.

At the beginning the engineer is

assigned to specific duties undei

direction and control. He doesn't

yet even know the objectives of

the business. He has, however,

not been engaged to operate on

that plane. He soon passes on to

phases of planning calling for the

application of judgment beyond
that of skill. On the basis of

bis judgement money will be
spent. He is operating from then
on in the area of planning and
directing aíTairs toward the ac-

complishment of the main in-

dustrial objective. He is con-

tributing, with increasing scope, to

a balanced management direction

of the business. By logic, status

and a commonsense understanding
of the purpose he serves, he be-

longs with management. In our
company, ali those performing
engineering functions are classed

as management.

Professional Status

This brings us, somewhat by

the back-door entrance, to that

highly controversial subject of pro-

fessional status for engineers with-

in industry. There are both pros

and cons to the argument, other-

wise there would be no problem
calling for judgment decision. As
far as we have gone so far is to

try to establish that engineers are

properly classed as management
and that the industrial process

would suffer through the establisli-

nient of a group within the main
group. Is that sacrifice justified in

the interests of the engineers them-
selves?

Lawyers, doctors and c 1 e r g y
have had professional status pro-

tected by law for many years.

Perhaps we could omit the clergy

from this discussion. For doctors
and lawyers this has served two
purposes. It has saved for them
the exclusive right to function in

thcir well-defined fields, and gain
the rewards for these services. It

has also protected the public from
unpref)Hred practitioners w h o

would, but for this protection,

collect financial rewards for alleged

services they are incompetent to

perform. Allowing such people to

practice would be dangerous to the
public.

For Consulting engineers, those
ofí^ering a specialized service to an
unknowledgeable public, there
seenis to be well-founded reasons
for similar protection by law, where
it does not now effectively exist.

Such protection would be intended
for both the professional engineer
and the public. But this is not the
problem before us here.

There are áreas where sound
management would be to engage
Consulting engineering services from
outside. The most ready example
might be architectural design. But
most graduates of engineering
faculties enter industry to contri-

bute to design and operational
I)lanning on the main function of

the industry. They have in a way
become the problem children.

Normal ly each industry finds it

essential to retain most of its re-

search and ali of its design and
jilanning within its own direct con-
trol. It, therefore, requires the
exclusive services of the engineer.

It is ready and able to judge for

itself the quality and suitability

of the engineered product. The
protective phase for the purchaser
does not enter. In matter of fact,

the whole future of the industry is

wrapped around the progressive-

ness and skill of its research, de-

sign and planning. They stand at.

the heart of the management
direction of the enterprise. It must,
obviously, remain an integral part

of the whole scheme of manage-
ment direction and control.

The application of strict engi-

neering professionalism within an

industry would make it necessaiy

to set up rigid definitions of the

content of engineering functions.

Others would be barred from these

activities, not on the basis of lack

of competence, but because of in-

ability to acquire professional

status. A natural, and I think

eventual necessaiy correlate, would
be a mutual exclusiveness. The
professional would be barred from,

and would decline duties outside,

his prescribed sphere. He would be

somebody working inside but set

apart to work on given assignments

relating solely to research, design

and technical planning. That would

be the professional consultant

working from within.

We have already argued that

this would be highly artificial and

would throw a monkey-wrench into

the smoothness of industrial ojiera-

tions. In the end it would be a

deterrent to progress.

Collectivism and Individualism

It has been argued that having

this separated well-defined group

would increase the independence

of the professional in gaining econ-

omic rewards for the types of ser-

vices rendered. That seems to have

been the chief appeal. Where this

has and is being tried, it has taken

on the form of group pressure for

group economic standing. It could

not do anything else. I would like

to try to make the point that this

is not professionalism at ali, but

collectivism. It takes a form hard-

ly distinguishable from trade union

bargaining.

That brings us to what seems to

me to be an untenable logical

inconsistency. The professional

status, outside the legal regula-

tions, is one of extreme individual-

ism. Once the doctor or lawyer or

Consulting engineer establishes his

legal competence to practise, his

economic position is regulated by

public acceptance. It comes to hini

after recognition of his personal

skill and reliability within the pro-

fession. He is free to accept or re-

ject requests for his services. The
public is equally free to accept or

reject him. It does, with the re-

sultant widest possible spread í

between rewards to individuais.
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Economic rewards are directly re-

lated to recognition of merit.

Collectiviym or bargaining has

always worked in the opposite

direction. Economic return, the rate

of pay and fringe benefits, is set

by the group for the whole group.

No provision is made for unusual

returns, for unusual contributions

or recognition. It is economic secur-

ity for the mediocre for which the

outstanding are called upon to pay
the price. This has been accepted

by labour. I will leave it for you
to judge who would stand to gain

niost from a collective bargaining

position for management engineers.

The point is, do not let us get

professionalism mixed up in our

tliinking with union bargaining.

No clear pattern can emerge from
such a confusion of historical back-
ground and objectives and pur-

poses.

The situation into which we
seemed to be drifting a few years

ago and which lias not quite dis-

fijiated seems to me to be wholly
incongruous. We were to have engi-

neering people on the one hand
making management decisions,

calling for balanced judgment and
on the other uniting to face other

management across the bargaining

table to compel management de-

cisions solely in their favour. How
could any degree of sincerity or

honesty of purpose prevail in the

face of such contradictions? It is

also incongruous to picture inde-

pendent, educated professional

people maintaining the solidarity

necessaiy to make the practice

effective in even its narrowest im-
plications. Recent experience tends

to show units built up on such
princij^les and with such purposes
will fali apart in practice.

Economic Position

Suppose, then, we assume you
have come along with me thus far.

That is something experience gives

me plenty of cause to doubt. We
have eliminated both collective

bargaining and rcstrictive profes-

sionalism from the engineering

situation within industry. AVhere

does the graduate engineer or his

recognized equivalent fit into the

industrial picture.

First, and of least importance,

his initial salary will be at least

equal to that of the first levei of

management. That has been con-

firmed by recent experience recruit-

ing graduates on the campus. This

levei has been acquired through
the laws of supply and demand,
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pushes tiic to)) leveis up. It i.< u
littlo hard to conceive oí a .><iiiiilar

hierarchy with similar results in

the research and tcchnical fields.

W"ith the high degree of specializa-

tion coming, it is (l()ul)tful that the

laws of supply and demand will

bring a satisfactory answer.

Thcre are many cvideiiccs of

honest attempts to find a solution.

Recently one very large industry

announced it was working on :i

plan wherehy the technical expert

could be paid more tlian his organ-

izational director or boss. Where
his special C|ualification> were such

that a loss would be incurred

through advancing him to a higher

l^osition of broader apiilication for

which he might qualify. special

|M'ovision would be marle for ade-

quate i)ay compcnsation. Perhaps
something along this line of ap-

liraisal will eventuaity solve the

l)roblem.

To reiterate my formcr position,

I would suggest an eíjuitable solu-

tion for finding a basis for individ-

ual rewards in special cases will

most likely evolve through calm,

earnest, honest, sincere manage-
ment deliberations. I would not

like to hand this ])roblem over,

for collective pressure or unilateral

Professional decisions, on the rela-

tive wortli of defined types of

specialized activities of a high

order.

Tn the moantime. my suggest ion

to the rescarcher is to research.

The situation is not at aJl hope-

lessly bad, and the high job inter-

est and satisfaction more than

compensate for any other real or

imagined deficiencies.

Opertttioiíol Fiifiiiirrriiif:

Others in large numl)ers will

start and continue in operational

engineering. In the jiublic utilitv

ficld this comprises the bulk of the

engineering eflfort. Because of tho

numbers and the breadth of api)li-

cation. there is usually (luite a

hierarchy up to the chief engineer.

The normal jirocesses of .-íclection

and promotion will provide oppor-

tunity for status and \M\y recog-

nition and increasingly interesting

occupation for those who. by ex-

perience, effort and ability. justify

such advancement. For the others

there will l)e engineering assign-

ments of varying degrees of inter-

est and breadth and possibly rchi-

tively slow p-ay jH-ogress. I inain-

tain that these same people in a

purely i)rofes.<i(inal atniosi)herc

would he working for the success-
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still not too bad a method of
establishing equity between re-
wards and worth.

Economic sense requires that he
be assigned to industrial functions
that will speedily be equivalent to

those of the first levei of manage-
ment. On the average his four
years of training have gained for
him an economic position some-
what better than he would have
gained through equivalent time
spent on an earning occui)ation. He
is better equipiied by knowledgc
and by the mental discijiline to

which he has been subjected. He
is, then, a better man starting

somewhat higher up the ladder. He
has gained in position and poten-

tial through the qualifications he
has acquired.

Special Àtteiition

If for no other reason than he is

expensive, he will be given special

attention. Usually he is processed

tlu-ough an induction program and
in his early years passed through

several types of experience. Ali

the time he is being watched and
reported on. This will automatic-

ally continue as long as he demon-
st rates ability and shows some zest

in application. If neither of these

is exhibited interest will probably

wane. I submit that if he were

out in the cold professional world

public apathy would also be cíTcc-

tively apparent.

From now on many things will

influence the course. If he .shows

keen interest in and adaptability

for engineering research he may
be chosen for development work
in that highly technical phase.

With the rapid growth of indus-

trial laboratories and as automa-

tion proves its economic values

more clearly, more will find appli-

cation for their natural bent in

this and related fields. I think we

have here an unresolved economic

problem.

So far as I know, no acceptabU'

formula has been worked out to

relate the value of the manage-

ment researcher to some equi-

valent in the control management

group. I have a fecling this may
have influenced some of the rest-

lessness that has been apparent.

Obviously the president of a

concern will be chosen from among

those who have been controlling

and directing rather than research-

ing. Because of his eminence, he is

the highest paid. The depth of the

hierarchy, cach levei having a dif-

ferentiaf above the one below.



fui consultant, for not too much.
or be struggling to exist.

Any fonn of operational engi-

neering lias a close relationship

with other phases of management
operations. The experience gained

can be translated to usefulness in

many other fields. IMost industries

have a strong technical element.

The expcrienced engineer, then, has

a background of inestimable valuo

for making the appraisals from
w h i o h management decisions

evolve. If he has the flexibility to

adjust to other requirements, he

is a strong candidate for manage-
ment jiositions of almost every
kind. In our Company, we have
engineers in the Engineering De-
partments, as district heads in

others, as department heads, as

general managers, as vice-presi-

dents, and, at the present time,

one as ]n-esident. In fact, some of

US who are not engineers by train-

ing are beginning to wonder.

Our experience has been paral-

leled in many industries. Men of

breadth and adaptability, trained
in engineering, have been chosen
ovcr and over again for straight

management duties, often at a re-

latively higli organizational levei.

There are no limitations on where
the engineer can go in industry. Ali

tiie evidence sujiports the vahie of

this trend. My only hope is that
engineers, themselves, will not put
artificial barriers in the way.

Engineers as Management

At the beginning I spent consiil-

erable time talking about the in-

fluence and responsibilities of in-

dustrial management in the piesent
and coniing era.

My thesis is, there is no tenable
division between industrial engi-
neering íind industrial manage-
ment. The two are inextricably
mixed. The role of the engineer in

industry is to adojit the manage-
ment viewpoint and assume, with
íithers, the Icadership in giving
direction, through the activities of

the industry with which he be-
comes associated, to industrial jiro-

gress. From among qualified engi-
neers many will be chosen for

positions of great authority and
responsibility in management. From
such iiositions their independent
judgments will, in large measure,
determine the course of the econ-
omy and the state of well-being of

the whole of society.

One important phase of the sub-
ject remains. How can the qualified

engineer in inclustry pi'epare him-

self for a larger share of these

responsibilities? This problem is

not limited to engineers, but opens

up the whole question of manage-
ment development. This is much
too broad and important for cover-

age . in a few concluding para-

graphs.

However, I would like to add
one or two points.

No engineer nor anyone else will

ever be developed for management
responsibilities by sitting still and
expecting someonc else to do it for

him. I will admit an impatience
with those who come to me and
ask wliat I am doing for their de-

\-eloi)ment. When I ask what they

are doing, they look aghast. The
assumption is that some vague
"they", I suppose higher manage-
ment, should do this for them. I

say it cannot be done. Develop-
ment means self-development, not

the waving of a magic wand to

rranslate the ambitious indolent

iiito executive material.

Now that that has been said, we
can agree there is an excellent op-
jioi tunity for an effective co-opera-

tiw effort between decision-mak-
ing management in the area and
those with special qualifications

including a willingness to work
exti'a hanl and long. They should

be exposed to good and inspiring

Icadership. This will serve as an
('xam])le. They should be given an
o])portunity to participate in dis-

cussions on matter of policy. They,
on their part, can keep their cyes

and ears open and learn much be-

yond the limited details of their

own jobs. They can adopt the at-

titudc of the enquiring mind and
learn from what they see how the

whole thing fits into a dynamic
patt(M-n with a common objective.

They can mature on the job no
matter what that may be.

Then there are formal courses

ava-ilable on the two phases to

which engineering experience seems
to contribute the least: the science

of management and the techniques
of leading people. Most of these

are good. Anyone with eagerness
to leara will be better for having
attended. They pack a lot of ex-

perience into a i'elatively short

time.

Then, if it is a co-operative jiro-

gram, there remains the problem
of the selection of those to attend.

If the courses selected are long

and exDensive, this creates some
difficulties. Are you prepared to

face the almost inevitable morale
reaction to the jet - propelled

theory of personnel development?
Are you sure enough of your
selection methods to be assured

you can choose from among your
younger management group those

with the greatest potential for

future high responsibilities? Are
you sure of the effect upon those

chosen and that it will be ali good,

or will the selection itself tend to

turn the individuars head with

Icss than fortunate results?

Many experiments are being

tried. The results are not yet olear.

If you have a tendency to answer
these questions in the negative,

you may wish to look hard at an
in-plant type of program. In our

company, where the need is keenly

recognized, we have tended to be

rather conservative in providing, at

company expcnsc, special oppor-
tunities of this kind for specially

selected people. Our trend has been

more along the lines of stepping up
our internai training opportunities

and making them available to ali.

Perhaps everyone will benefit in

degree and those with outstanding

potential will emerge under this

stinudation coupled with their job

experience and their own applied

interest. The whole levei of man-
agement may thereby be raised

and those with ability and initia-

tive will ])rofit most and auto-

matically emerge as those destined

for greater management resjion-

sibility. We may find it inade-

quate.

Summary

I would like to conclude with

this brief summary. The manage-
ment revolution has increased

management authority and respon-

sibility over the all-important ])ro-

duction i)hases of the economy.

Our present and future prosperity

dej^ends in large measure on tho

soundness of their applied wisdom.

Engineers in industry are incorpo-

rated into this management group

and will be called upon to provide

a considerable share of the future

top Icadership. Preparation for

positions of Icadership is largely

an individual responsibility but

may effectively be coupled with

well-tliought-out plans for expos-

ing ali worthy candidates to var-

ious types of experiences from

which they can profit if they will.

This does not attempt to brine

answers to ali the viewpoints an.l

ali the problems. I hope it may
have, in part, met the original

object of providing something for

the stimulation of thought and dis-

cussion. V
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Electrical Equipment
in Large Transport Aireraft

' Aireraft electrical systems have

been with us since the day, over

fifty years ago, when the Wright
Brothers made their first powered

flight at Kittyhawk. At that time,

engine ignition constitiited the

only requirements for electrical

energy in an airplane but, as time

went on, night flying made it nec-

essary to install instrument and
navigation lighting systems. Later,

as airplanes developed into pas-

senger transports and bombers,

the electrical systems became more
complex. and generating systems

increased in size, until today the

electrical power systems of our
modern transports resemble the

powerhoiise for a large industrial

plant.

It is not intended to describe,

in detail, the electrical equipment
used in current transport aireraft,

as this has been covered thorough-

ly in recent technical literature. I

would rather discuss some of the

equipment which we shall use and
problems which we will face, on
future aireraft, using current air-

eraft electrical equipment occa-

sionally for comparison.

When reference is made to cur-

rent transport aireraft, think of

one which weighs about 65 tons,

cruises at 300 m.p.h., has about
5500-gallon fuel-capacity, carries

about 60 passengers from Mont-
real to London in 11 hours, and
costs about $1,750,000. The gross

weight of future turbojet trans-

ports, will be in the order of 125

tons; they will cruise at about 550
m.p.h., have a fuel capacity over

15,000 gallons, carry 100 passen-

gers from Montreal to London in

about 6VL> hours, and cost about
$4,500,000. Two airplanes of this

by

Clayton Glenii,

Engineering Department,

Trans-Canada Air Lines,

Montreal, Que.

A paper presented at the 60th Annual General aml Professional Meeting

of The Engineering Institule of Canada, Toronto, May 1953.

Today's large transporl aireraft incorporates an ehíclrieal power svsleni lhal niav

be likened lo the powerhouse for a large indu.strial planl. The anlhor discusses

generating systems and associated equipment, engine startiiig, grouud electrical

supply problems, and de-icing, and deals briefly with the subjecls of instrumenta-

tion and electronics.

cla^s, each flying on a daily flight

Schedule would have the same pas-

senger carrying capacity as the

Queen Mary, based on her present

accommodations.

Generating System

When it was first found necessary

to install a generating system in

an airplane, it was logical to take

advantage of the development

work which had already been car-

ried out in the automotive field.

Hence, we find that early aireraft

used a lead-acid storage battery

with a d.c. generator, regulated by

a vibrating contact type of con-

trol. This system grew until the

present day 28 volt d.c. system

was reached with elaborate feeder

fault protection and carbon i)ile

regulators.

The growth of the generating

system capacity over the years has

been amazing. The curve on Fig.

1 shows the iricrease in capacity of

the past 16 years and how it is cx-

pected to grow in the uear future.

Each point represents the intro-

duction of a new airplane type

into service. Those shown for 1958

and 1960 represent the turbojet

airplanes which we are currently

investigating for the North Atlan-

tic service. From the curve it can

be seen that the power avaiiable

from the generating system in our

Super Constellation introduced in

1954, is 45 times greater than that
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of the Locklieed 14 intro(hi( cd in

1939. This represents a growth of

about 30 per cent per ycar.

Theoretical calculations show
that, even for present day trans-

port aireraft, higher voltage d.c.

or a.c. systems would be more
económica! from the i)oint of view

of weight than the j)resent 2S volt

d.c. systems. Depending on lhe

Outlook of the calculator, higher

voltage systems appear to be from

25 to 50 per cent the weight of

the low voltage d.c. system. In the

United States, the military has

recognized the advantagcs to be

gained from the use of higher

voltages and the latest i)oml)ers

and transports have been designed

accordingly. Tlie airlines have been

a little more caiitious and have

actually been leluctant to aecei)t

higher voltage systems. since these

would require a complete changc

in operatiiig teclmiiiiie, test equip-

ment. and so on. Ilowever. they

are beginning to realize that the

28 volt d.c. system has l)een i)ush-

ed about as far as it can go. and

appear willing to accept the radical

ehanges which are incvitable.

It will be virlually impossible to

convert the wliole aireraft iiidii^try

at om- lime lo a i)articnlar vollagi-

and frecpieney, .so on the ncxt

general Ion of transports we will

find (luite a mixtiire—28 volts d.c.

will be with us to a (lci;r«^<- for

I \m



some time as it has been the most
predominant in the past, and the

industry has a considerable invest-

ment in tooling to produce and
maintain e(inipment for operation

on this voltage. We expect, how-
ever, eventually to see it disap-

pear; 400-cycle 110- volt three-

phase has been standardizcd as the

power for gyro instruments and

other equipment requiring íixed

frequency, so this voltage and fre-

quency will appear on future trans-

ports and is likely to reniain for

many years.

Whether to go to a basic power
system of high voltage a.c. ('^08

V.) , with either fixed or variablc

frequency or high voltage d.c.

(11()-1<20' V.) , has been the dilem-

ma of the aircraft manufacturers.

Eaeh has its advantages and dis-

advantages. The íixed fre(|ueney

a.c. ricpiires coustant speed drives

generators is paralleled and dis-

tributed from a main bus, as re-

quired. Where fixed-frequency

single and three phase power is

required, the transformation from
d.c. is made through a heavy,
noisy, iiiefficient inverter. Do not
be misled by the few lines repre-

senting wires in this diagram. In

actual fact, our present-day trans-

ports have over áOO diíferent cir-

cuits and utilize about 100.(100

feet of wire ranging in size from
2/0 to No. 20 gauge.

Figure fi shows the approacli

taken by one airplane inanufac-

turer who is a proponeut of the

110 volt d.c. sysleni. Wilh this

system, the output of the 110-volt

d.c. generators is paralleled and
fecds the main distribution bus.

The 110 volts is used directly for

starting, lighting, motor loads.

hcating, de-icing. etc. To oblaiii

Fig. 1. <^r<>wlh «f
elcotrical fieiKTatiiig
s>sleiiis 111 traiisporl
airíTafl siiK-e 19.'{9,

proj«'«-l»'<l t«> 1%I for

foiír-fiifíiiK' air<Tafl.

1946 1950 1954

YEARS

with sufficicntly close speed toler-

ances to perniit the output of two
or more machines to be parallek-d.

Variablc frequency a.c. cannot be
paralleled and, hence, complicated
load switching is required to pro-
vide adequate reserve power for ali

the loads. High voltage d.c. has
the problems of commutation at

high altitudes and the ever ])res-

ent danger of fiashover. Whatever
the basic system, it stands to be
far more complex than any we
now use.

Figure 2 shows how, on present

day aircraft, the electrical power
is generated and utilized. The out-

put of four (or six) shunt field

28 volts d.c, a rotary converler

slabilized by a battery is used.

The 400 cyde three j)hase loads

are sup])lied by an inverter driven

from the 110-volt d.c. bus. This

system has these advantages:

1. In principie, it is similar to

the present day 28-volt and from
the airline's point of view would
be simple to introducc into .service.

2. The engine starling system

oi)erates off the 110-volt bus,

which has a suitable storage bat-

tery connected to it. This would
make the starting independent of

an externai starting .source in an
emergency.

3. Since series field d.c. motors

have high starting torques, no
problem along this linc would be
encountered. l

4. High voltage d.c. is readilyj

available for use in electronicl

equipment.
5. Circuit protection is straight

forward and little new develop-

ment would be required.

Disadvantages would be:

1. 110 volts d.c. is extreiHcly

Icih.il and maintenance jjersonnel

would have to exercise extreme
caution.

2. Tlicre has been very littlel

exi)erience in the design of high-|

voltage d.c. utilization equii)nient

and field of selection for suitable

conqjonents would be limited.

8. At high altitude there is more
danger of a sustaincd are after

fiashover than with a.c. systems.

4. Commutation at high altitude

is difficult.

5. Rotating transformation
equipment is necessary to obtain

28 volts d.c. and 40()-cyclc 110-

volt Ihree-phase a.c.

(i. Then^ niay be brush trouble

at high altitudes with d.c. motors
and generators.

Figure 4 shows a variablc fre-

quency system proposed by one
manufacturer. The 110-voU 3-

jjhase and 208-volt three-phase

output is rectified to produce
llO-volt and 28-volt d.c. The 400-

cycle 3-phase llO-volt power is

obtained from an inverter driven

from lhe llO-volt d.c. bus. The
208-volt variablc frequency is

available for de-icing and heating

loads and for motors which are

not frequency criticai. The varia-

able frequency sources cannot be

paralleled and, in the event of

alternator failure, the loads must
be switched to some other source.

This system has the following ad-

vantages:

1. The engine starting system

oi)erates ofí" the llO-volt bus and,

as with the llO-volt d.c. basic sys-

tem, can make engine starting in-

dependent of any externai supply

in an emergency.

2. No constant speed drive

equipment is required for the

alternators.

8. High starting torque d.c.

motors can be used.

4. High voltage d.c. is readily

available for use in electronic

equipment.
5. There would be no generator

commutation problems, although

there may be brush trouble at

high altitude with the d.c. motors.

Disadvantages would be:
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AUTOPILOT
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, INSTRUMENTS,

ELECTRIC COMPASSES ETC
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ENGINE INSTRUMENTS. ETC

110 VOLT I PHASE 400 CrCLt AC
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, FuEL
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ELECTRIC RAZORS. ETC
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,
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I
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.
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Fig. 2. Current electrical power system for
transport aircraft - 28 volt d.c.

Fig. 3. Proposetl elcotrical power .system for
transport aircraft - 110 xoll «Í.c.

1. Since the variable frequency

oiirce cannot be paralleled, elabo-

ate switching devices would be

Irequired to cope with the failure

|of one of the alternators. This

ould require careful monitoring

if the system, necessitating the

lervices of a flight engineer.

2. Rotating transformation

lequipment is necessary to obtain

tOO-cycle 11 0-volt 3-phase power.

3. The 110-volt d.c. system is

extremely lethal.

4. Little experience has beenlelt

w
èiíi

f m »ained to date in the manufacture
'It S af 110-volt d.c. utilization equip-

}k naent and the field of selection

rodi^vould be limited.

5. 110-volt and 28-volt d.c.

jround power is required.

Figure 5 shows a fixed frequency
iystem operating at 208 volts 400
;ycles 3-phase. Between the alter-

lators and the engine is a con-

stant speed drive which permits
lU of the alternators to be run at

he same speed and in phase. To
)btain 28 volts d.c. the three phase
s rectified. Provision is made for

iplitting the main a.c. bus in the
;vent of the inability of the con-
tant speed drive of any engine

maintain the corresponding al-

ernator in phase with the others.

\.dvantages of this system are:

1. No rotating transformation

jquipment is necessary, (eg. in-

verter or rotary converters)

.

2. No complex switching of a.c.

oads is necessary when a single

ilternator fails, since the alternator

ivill automatically drop off the line.

reall )isadvantages are:

1. A fairly complex constant

peed drive is necessary for each

ilternator. The cost of operation

1 this equipment is very high.

2. Three-phase motors h a v e

lower starting torque than series

d.c. motors, hence the design of

the utilizing equipment is more
criticai.

3. The airplanc is entirely de-

pendent ou an externai i)Ower

source while on the ground with
engines stopped, with the excep-

tion of certain emergency loads

which can bc driven from the l)at-

tery.

4. Circuit j)rotection for the

paralleled operation is extremely
complicated and the system ap-

pears to be very difficult to

"trouble-shoot".

5. A flight engineer is necessary

to monitor the system.

In theory, the fixed frequency

a.c. Systems with the alternators

driven by a constant speed drive,

seem to be superior to the other

two but in actual practice the cir-

cuits will ])robably be extremely

complex and we can visualize a lot

of maintenance being required to

keep the system serviceable. We
would rather not purchase another

airplane which requires a flight

engineer, and it is fclt that both

the fixed and variable frequency

Systems are sufficieutly conqjlex

to require one.

In the past, aircraft electrical

engineers and technicians have

been able to get by without know-

ing more than Ohnfs law and a

few other simple formulae. When
a.c. systems are introduced. i)ar-

ticularly the fixed frequency sys-

tem, it will be necessary for thcm

to go back to school and brush up

on symmetrical components, cir-

culating currents, ctc. Whereas,

our average mcchanic has a fair

knowledge of the airplane's elec-

trics on our current 28-volt d.c.

systems, this would not be the case

if a.c. were adoptcd. Perhaps this

would be a ^^ood thing, as there

would probably be less "fingcr"

trouble.

air-

un-
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As we .see it, the 110-volt d.c.

system offers more to an airline

than the a.c. .systems; however,
iione of the .\merican airplane

manufaeturers are consideriiig its

use. In spile of its sujjeriorily, it

will prol)al)ly not become the iium-

ber one system in the aircraft in-

dustry. It ai)pears to have the

t)ackiug of only one IJrilish

j)lane nianufacturer and it is

likely that suflicient 110-volt d.c.

utilization ((|iii|)inent will be pro-

duced by lho various elcclrical ac-

cessory manufaeturers to give a

wide enough selection of equip-

ment. Any airline using an airplanc

which has a "'bastard" system finds

itself alone iii overcoming the in-

evitable service difficiiities and
cannot share techniques and pro-

cedures with the other operators.

Although basic electrical systems

are investigated wluii we select a

new airplane, il is not probable

that the superiority of one system

over anotluT will dictale the lyi)e

of airplane wliicli we will \n\y. In

spite of how we feel towards the

complex a.c. systems we will ])r()l)-

ably find ourselves saddlcd witli

one within the next íivc ycars.

(ieiieraU»r Co<tliiig

In (u-der to ol)tain a liigli oiilinit

from aii aircraft generalor with a

minimum expeiiditure of weighl

and space, blast cooling is used.

On current aircraft, a forward fac-

ing .scoop i)icks up anii)ient air and

cools the marliiiii'. llic liiseliarge

air being diiinpcd in sdiiic area of

low total pressure. By localing the

scoop in a high pressure area hack

of the propeller, a certain amount

of cooling is available for operation

on the ground.

Wtili low-speed. low-altilude

p ro |)c 11 (• r transporta. <.'cnerator

cooling ha> iiol hccn too iniicli of

a probli in, Iml willi a liiuh-^pfcd.
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port aircraft - 208 volt variable frequency a.c.

Fif». 5. l*roiK)se(l electri<-al power systeni for trans-
port aircraft - 208 volt fixed frequency a.c.

high-altitiule turbojet a i r j) 1 a n e,

everything is working against effi-

cieut cooliiig. Even groiind cooling

presents a problem, siiice there is

no ))ropeller sliyistream to j)rovi(l(>

cooling air.

In bringing air to rcst from any
velocity, there is aii increase in

tcmperature. Actiially, tlie tem-
l)erature rise goes uj) as the square
of the speed. For low speerl air-

planes, this increase is not signiíi-

cant and can usually be neglected.
However, at high speeds, it be-
conies an iniportant factor in cool-

ing systeni designs. For example.
at ()()() ni.i).h., the rise is abont
()5°F, and at 1,000 ni.p.h. 180°F.
Trying to cool a generator with
hot air can become a real problem.

Nornially, generators are ratetl

with an average winding tcmpera-
ture of 180°C, with the hot spots
going about 50° higher. We have
been told that an increase of 10°C
in tcmperature above this value
halves the insulation life. With the
cooling air tcmperature roughly
65°F higher than aml)ient in pro-
posed transports, it is obvious that
either the standard generators
mu st be derated if used on these
airplanes, or new generators be
developed with better insulating
material.

F o r t u n a t e 1 y, recent tiesign

changes in generator insulating ma-
teriais have allowed an increase in

wire temj)erature sufficient to cope
with the speeds being considered
for turbojet transports. For ex-
tremely high speed fighters, manu-
facturers are talking in terms of
environment free generators, using
liquid or vapour cooling.

Another factor working against
efficicnt cooling is tlie decrease in

air density with altitude. More
cubic fect of air are required to do
a given cooling job at altitude than

at sea levei, assuming the same air

tcmperature. This ])roblem can be
overcome with complicated cool-

ing cquipment but usually the
effect is taken into account in tln-

rating of the machine.

One turbojet manufacturer plans

to overcome the prolílem of blasf

cooling on the ground by using the

engine intake as an aspirator, to

suck air througli the generator. An-
other bleeds air from the engine
compressor but here, as at high

speeds, the cooling air is hot.

Ensine Starting

The problems cncountered in

starting gas turl)ine i)owcr j)lants

are quite different from those en-

countercd with reciprocating en-

gines. Our current reciprocating

cngines require 50 r.i).m. or k'ss

cranking speed to slart them. the

starter requiring a high starting

torque to overcome the breakawa.v
friction, cylinder comprcssion, etc.

The major starting problems which
we have encountered are those as-

sociated with low temperatures,
whcre oil viscosity is high and
where high cylinder and bearing
friction prevents the engine from
accelerating to a high enough
cranking speed to permit the en-

gine to sustain itself.

With the gas turbine, an entirely

different combination of conditions
cxist. There is seldom any ap|)re-

ciable amount of breakaway force

re(|uired due to the lack of cylinder
friction and even with the turbo-

l)ropeller engine, which has a high
mass of reduction gearing and pro-
peller to rotate, this factor is not
too significant. On the other hand
some 1000 r.p.m. is required beforc
the engine is self-sustaining and up
to this speed, the power required
to rotate and accelerate the engine
is considerable, due to the high
compressor load.

Figure 6 .shows roughly the probj

lem involved. Curve A is the horse

power required to rotate ali thl

engine components, the majority ol

the load being required by th|

compressor, which absorbs powe
directly as the cube of the speecl

Curve B is the power produced b.f

the turbine which is not significanl

until the engine "lights up". Thl
difference between these twJ

curves, C, rei)resents the powel

which must be added by the startel

to maintain that particular enginl

speed. Actually, the starter musl
produce power as shown on curvf

D, in order to accelerate the enginJ

to the minimum self-sustaininJ

speed. The greater the diíTerencí

between curves C & D, the mor|
rapidly the engine will acceleratej

At the minimum self-sustaininJ

speed, the jjowcr being produceJ

by the turbine equals that absorbi

ed l)y the rcst of the engine and nJ
further work input is required hÀ
the starter. In actual practice, thf

starter continues to supply powel
beyond this point in order to assis|

in the acceleration.

Above the minimum self-susj

taining speed, useful horsepowel

would be available to drive a prol

peller. in the case of the turbei

propeller engine. In the case ol

the turbojet, the power deliverecl

by the turbine above the minimunl

self-sustaining speed, would b

equal to the power ab.sorbed hj

the rest of the engine, for steadj

state conditions. Excess powef

would result in acceleration.

When turbine cngines were stil

relatively small and when the niili

tary starting time requiremcnt

were not so criticai as they are to

day. it was found that elcctri

starting was quite satisfactory. To
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lay. Jiowever, the following coii-

litions have moved electric start-

ng out of the military picture and
eplaced it by air turbine and cart-

•idge starting:

(1) Reduction of starting time
equirements from approximately
>0 seconds to 3 seconds has in-

reased the starter power require-

nents by five or six times.

(2) Higher power engines with

ligher compression ratios have in-

reased the starter work reqnire-

nents.

(3) The higher compression ra-

io engines have meant higher
ompressor temperatures, hence a

rend to steel rotating parts in-

tead of ahiminum. This has in-

reased the moment of inertia and
esulted in higher starter power
equirements.

(4) To make matters worse, it

\as found that the minimum self

iistaining speed of the higher
ompression ratio engines was
ligher than the lower compression
atio engines, requiring starter

ciencies at low speeds. It is felt that
ali these factors coupled togcther
will put electric starting back in
the running.

Groiind Electrical Supply
During ground loading and ser-

vicing, with the engines stopped,
some source of electrical power is

required to operate the multitude
of electrical services. On light air-
planes, as in the automotive íield,
the internai storage battery can be
used, as the standard types usually
have sufficient capacity to handíe
starting and other requirenients.
However, in currcnt large trans-
port aircraft the number of storage
batteries to supply the total load
would be prohibitive so this
niethod is not normally used. Pro-
vision must, thereforc,' be made to
connect some externai source of
electrical supply to the airplane.

VarioUS fornis of externai power
supplies have been used, ranging
from battery carts to high-power-
ed motor generator and rectifier
units. The growth of capacity of

tu

he

MINIMUM SELF
SUSTAINING SPEED

LIGHT UP SPEED

CURVE B-
POWER DELIVERED BY

TURBINE

CURVE D-
ACTUAL POWER AVAILABLE
FROM STARTER FOR

ACCELERATION Fig. 6. Diagram il-

liistratingthestarler
power requirements
for turbine engines.

CURVE C

-

POWER INPUT REOUiRED OF
STARTER. [STEADY CONDITIONS]

CURVE A-
POWER REQUIRED BY

COMPRESSOR. ACCES50RIES,
ETC.

ENGINE SPEED - R PM

lower to be applied for a larger

ercentage of the time.

Even though electric starting

as practically been discarded by
'I"' he military for fighter application,

ere is still hope for its survival

l the transport field. In the first

lace, starting time is not nearly

o criticai. The most important
ictor, however, is the recent in-

roduction of the twin spool en-

ine which requires only the high

ressure section or hot gas gen-

rator, to be started. This high
ressure section has a relatively

)w moment of inertia and a low
elf sustaining speed resulting from
\ie relatively high compressor effi-

these ground power units has fol-

lowed closely the curve of the air-

craft generating growth, shown on

Figure 1. Ground power units of

1500 amp. 28 volts d.c. are now
common for transi)ort aircraft and

if any turbine powcred transjwrls

are planned, with 28-volt d.c.

starters, largcr capacities may be

necessary.

As mentioned in the section on

engine starting the requirements

for gas turbine starting are niuch

more severe than for a reciprocat-

ing engine. Whereas the short time

starting requirements of rccipro-

cating engines can usually be

handled by the inhcrent overload

capacity of the ground power units,
the gas turl)ine requires a high
load for a longer period of time.
This results in the ground power
units for a turbine transport hav-
ing a higher continuous rating
than than those for the equivalciit
reciprocating engine powcred trans-
port, i)roviding of coursc botli use
electric starters.

Normally, our reciprocating en-
gines draw from 100 to 250 amp.
during starting. with the initial

transient about doul)l(> the.se

values. The Dart turl)()-pr()i)eller

engine u.sed on our Msconnt has
an initial transient of 1400 amp.
with the running currcnt ncver
dropping below GOO. The starting
load for four engines, on top of
the other loads drawn by the air-

plane, results in an extremely
heavy ground electrical power re-

quirement.

With the radical changcs being
made in the basic electrical .sys-

tems of the propo.sed tnri)o-power-
ed transports will come an equiva-
lent change in ground powt-r units.

In the case of lhe nianufacturer
who plans on using a 110-volt d.c.

system, no ground power problem
should be encountered other than
the fact that 110 volts d.c. is

extremely lethal and connecting
and disconnecting lhe power may
be hazardous. Tlie system using
the 208 volts fixcd-freciucncy sys-

tem should be straightforward al-

though it is uniikely that the ex-

ternai supply will be allowed to

operate in parallcl with the air-

plane's alternators once the en-

gines are started. The nianufac-

turer who proposes the \arial)le

frequcncy system is really making
it hard for the airline opcrator.

Both 110 volts d.c. and 28 volts

d.c. must be supplied from externai

sources. Even at this, it is impos-
sible to operate any of the loads

connected to the variable fre-

(juency bus bars. An airplane of

this type would certainly com-
plicate ground handling i)roce-

dures.

The answer to the whole ground
|)()\ver pr()l)lem is to make the air-

plane scif-sufíicient. Small anxiliary

gas turbine drives are l)eing pro-

duced for the military to |)rovi(le

ground jjower as well as ground
air conditioning. Unforf unately.

these units are heavy, noi.sy. costiy

and have too high a fuel consump-
lion to be considercd economical

for comincrcial transport•^. How-
ever. lliere is a (•onsi(ieral)lc

amount of dcvelo|)nienl work L'<>inu
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on, and we are looking to the day
when they will become a practical

proposition.

Electrotherinal De-Icing

Pneumatic, liquid, hot air and
electrothermal methods have been
employed in the past for wing de-

icing vvith the electrothermal prob-

ably being the least popular. As a

result of research work. conductcd
by our National Research Coiincil

in Ottawa, electrothermal de-icing

is becoming more and more widcly
used and our future turbine trans-

ports will certainly use this method
to some degree.

We are ali aware of the impor-
tance of keeping an airplane free

of ice. Not only does ice increase

the weight but it may imjjair tho
aerodynamic characteristics of the
wing or cause a severe loss of en-
gine j)ower. With a high speed jet

transport, the jienalty may be
more severe than for a síower re-

ciprocating cngine powered air-

plane. Even light accunndations of

ice on the wing can shift forward
the transition point froni laminar
to turbulent flow, thus appreciably
increasing the (h-ag and dccreasing
the range of the airplane. A de-
icing system for wing and tail sur-

faces of a high speed transport,
therefore, must either remove ali

the ice, or prevent it from forming.
In order to prevent ice from

forming. sufficient heat must bc
available to vaporize ali the water,
since the ruid)ack of any free water
on to the unheated portions of the
wing could cause ice build-up in

criticai áreas. To date, this quan-
tity of heat can only bc produced
economically from fuel burning
heaters, engine compressor bleed,
or from the engine exhaust. To
generate it electrically would be
prohibitive from the point of view
of weight.

Electrical means can, however,
be used to remove ice. The leading
edges of the wings and tail are
covered with a thin rubber boot,
in which electrical resistance ele-

mcnts have been imbedded. Cer-
tain strips of the boot are supplied
with sufficient electrical power to
convert the ice in that area into
water and to vaporize the water.
Thcse are callcd parting stri])s. The
rest of the boot is supplied with
considerably less electrical power,
in fact just enough to break the
bond between the boot and the
ice. First the power is turned ofl"

and ice is allowed to accumulate.
Then the power is turned on, the
ice breaks loose and is carried
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away by the airstream, leaving no
free moisture to turn back and re-

freeze. The idea of the parting

strips is to provide a means for the

airstream to get under the ice and
lift it off.

By automatically cycling the

electric power at diíTerent rates,

various degrees of ice accumulation
can be removed. On airplanes al-

ready equipped with high powered
alternating current electrical sys-

tems, this method of de-icing could

be employed with a weight penaity

comparable to the other methods.
A j)opular method of de-icing

aircraft windshieids is with electri-

cally conducting glass, and it is

expected that this principie will

continue to be used in future trans-

sensing element of a temperaturt
control system imbedded in thf

vinyi, it is j)ossiblc to maintain il

at the desired temperature foi

maximum strength.

Oidy a small percentage of th(

heat generated by the conducting

glass is used for heating the vinyl

Most of it is conducted outward
and l)ecomes a very efficient mean-
of keeping the windshield free o

ice.

Where windshield jjanels are noi

rectangular, it is virtually impôs
sible to maintain constant curren

(lensities over the whole area

hence there are hot and cold spots

with the as.sociated stress concen

trations. This can be partialh

overcome by not ajjplying the con

VrNTL INTERLAYtR

7

Fifi. 7. Layoiit for

a lypical olectric-

ally hoalod utrul-
shiehl.

CXJTER PANE
CONOUCTINC FJLM
ON iNNER SURFaCE

INNCR PANE

POWER
CONTROL
RCLAT

TEMPERATURE
StNSINC UNtT

-5ILVERED ELECTHOOE

MOUNTinC hOLES '

})orts. Conducting mctallic oxides

are fused to ordinarv ])late glass

in such a thin layer that the light

transmitting characteristics are not

impaired. Silver electrodes are

s])rayed along two edges of the

glass and a relativcly high voltage

is ap])lied, rcsulting in a dissipa-

tion of about ()()() watts ])er square
foot. A typical electrically heatcíl

window is shown in Figure 7.

Actually, the main rea.son for

heating windshieids is for the re-

tention of the bird strike-proofing

qualities at low temperatures. The
vinyl interlayer used in current

aircraft windshield designs has
maximum impact resistance be-

tween the temperatures of about
70°F and 130° F. Beiow this range
the vinyl tends to become brittle

and above it, plastic. It is extreme-
ly important that the maximum
impact resistance be maintained,
since even a small bird at high

aircraft speeds, could do extensive

daniage to a windshield and criti-

cally injure a crew member.
By locating the conducting sur-

face of the ou ter pane of glass in

th(> window assembly in contact

with the vinyl. ít is possible to sup-

ply heat to the vinyl. With the

ducting coating to ali arcas of th.

I)anel but this method is not tO'

satisfactory.

Other applications of electro

thermal de-icing are engine aiv in

takes, scoops, pitot heads, antciui

masts, and so on.

Insirumentation

The majority of the instrument

in aircraft today are electricall.J

operated and, as such. should I)

mentioned here. However. th

scope of aircraft instrumentatio

is so broad that I will merely '.r.

to touch a fcw of the high si)()t-

In the past fcw years, as aircni!

have become more complicated,

need has arisen for more insln

mentation. As a result, we nc
have aircraft such as the Su]»

Constellations which have 148 ii

struments in the flight compar

ment, to say nothing of the 4(i

other assorted controls. switche

and warning lights. The point hajU
been reached where an airplaii'P

with any additional items woiil'

be beyond the capabilities of th

normal fliglit crew. and there is

dire need for simplification.

The introduction of the gas tuii

l)ine is a step in the right directioil
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rom the point of vievv of reducing
omplexity, the Viscount being a
ood example. In this airplane the
umber of instrument pi-esenta-

ons is only 85, or about 57 per
;nt of that required in the Super
onstellation. It is not expected
lat future turbojet transports will

3 anywhere near as simple as the

iscount but certainly they will

t be as complex in the flight

mpartment as the Super Con-
ellation. The photographs in Fig-

es 8 and 9 illustrate the flight

gineer"s station in our Super
nstellation. Nothing further

ed be said.

A much higher degree of ac-

racy will be necessary in the
strumentation for turbojet trans-

rts thauj that now acceptable in

ciprocating engine powered air-

ft, since the airplanes must be
wn closer to the optimum limits.

y deviation from these limits

11 have a much more adverse ef-

"t on the performance and econ-

y of operation than is the case

piston powered aircraft. For
ample, one per cent accuracy in

e electric fuel quantity measur-

l gauges is considered quite ac-

ptable for our current aircraft.

i a turbojet transport of the class

; are considering, this error could
san an error of 1000 to 1200

Figs. 8 and 9. FHghl engineer's slalioii

in Super Constellation, illustrating
complexity of instrumentation in

modern large aircrafl.

pounds, on the fuel required for

a trans-Atlantic crossing. The error

could be in either direction, that is,

it could mean either taking off witli

too little fuel, or taking off at a

weight higher than authorized.

Another good example of the

eífect of error in instrumentation

is that associated with engine

speed. These electrical instruments

now require no great degree of ac-

curacy, since a small percentage

change in engine speed for a recip-

rocating engine does not produce

too marked a power change. On one

particular turl)o-propeller engine

we are investigating, a one i)cr cent

error in engine speed at take-oíF

would mean a 7 per cent error in

engine power. On our small Dart

turboprop used on the Viscounl,

a one per cent change in r.p.m.

means more than 4 per cent change

in power.

With the turbojet such other in-

dications as airspeed, outside air

temperature, turbine inlet tcmper-

ature (flame temperature) and

angle of attack, ali important para-

meters in cruise control, will be

required to be read with a higli

degree of accuracy.

Electronic .Sysicnis

The field of electronics in large

transport aircraft is so involved
that no attempt will be made at

this time to describe any part of

it in detail. Instead, I would like

to list some of the electronic sys-

tems which will {)n)bably be pre.s-

ent in turbine transports in oper-

ation íive or six years frniii luiu .

An automatic pilot will l)c aii

absolute necessity, nol (Hily lo imM
the airplane in levei fliglil. I)ul to

aid in cruise control. Signals such

as airspeed and angle of attack

will l)e fed into the automatic ])ilot

in order to guarantee that near

oj^timum cruising conditions are

maintained. Kallii r lli:in have in-

dividual gyros for tlic \;trioiiv in-

strument and automatic tuni hons.

master gyros located near tlic air-

plane's centre of gravity will -u])-

ply attitude informalioii lo aiiy

systeni requiring it.

Automatic ai)i)roa(li coiipliiig

will be used to aid in landing. un-

der low visibility conditions. With

this system, Information from the

various radio aids, and magnetic

hcading is integralcd and fed into

the automatic pilot. so that the air-

plane can automatically be licM

on the approacli patli.

Integratcd íliglit instrumenta-

tion will l)c in-lall(<l. niving a ]nr-

I 19.'»
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torial representation of the location

of the various radio aids with re-

spect to the airplane and computed
flight direction information for

manual flying and manoeuvring.
Collision radar if far enough ad-

vanced at the time will probably
be installed.

Weather radar, now more or less

perfected, will be necessary in

order to assist the pilot in keeping

clear of turbulent air masses, hail.

etc.

The Visual Omni Range (VOR)
system currently used for short

range continental navigation will

probably be superseded by the Tac-
tical Air Navigation (TACAN)
system. This new system has been
designed for use by both the civil

and military but very little infor-

mation regarding its operation is

available for release.

An Air Traffic Control Trans-

ponder will probably be used for

aircraft identification purposes.

This equipment operates automa-
tically from ground radar stations

and supplies information to the

Air Traffic Control.

If available, airborne teletype

will be carried to give weather in-

formation over the ocean. The
teletype will be controlled by high

powered lovv frequency coastal

stations.

A selective calling system will

probably be installed whereby Air

Traffic Control can give visual in-

formation to the pilot. Rather than
listening to a continuous stream of

radio messages and trying to sort

out those intended for his flight,

the pilot will be able to see the

written message in front of him on
a low definition picture tube.

The future transports will also

carry the usual low and high fre-

quency communication transmit-

ters and receivers, automatic radio

direction finders, Loran and abso-

lute altimeters.

In spite of the seemingly com-
plex communication and naviga-

tion electronic gear which will have
to be carried, no radio operator will

be required.

Over and above the communica-
tion and navigation equipment
listed above, will be a veritable as-

sortment of electronic devices

associated with engine controls, de-

icing controls, air conditioning

controls, etc.

In general, electronic units will

be miniaturized compared to exist-

ing units and magnetic amplifiers

and transistors will replace most
of the vacuum tubes.

The main factors which an en-

gineer must rationalize in designing

an aircraft electrical system are

weight, space, power requirements

and cost. Ali these affect the over-

all economics of the airplane and
it is his job to bring forth the best

compromise. On current aircraft,

with electrical systems which "just

grew" like Topsy, there appears to

be little evidence of any of these

factors having been taken into

consideration. With the electrical

systems of the new turbine power-

ed transports being developed

from basic fundamentais, there is

now an opportunity for the elec-

trical engineer to prove his worth
and come forth with an economic-

ally sound proposition.

Economic Aspects

Weight is an important factor

in any airplane, as it directly af-

fects the payload which can be

carried. The electrical system,

which is usually one of the heaviest

systems, excluding the propulsion

system must, therefore, be closely

analyzed from the weight point of

view. In the turbojet airplane of

the class which we are con-

sidering for use on the North At-
lantic, the weight of the electrical

generating system, including dis-

tril)ution and control equipment,
would be in the order of 1200

pounds. If we stay on the conser-

vative side and assume that the

weight of the equipment utilizing

electrical power is the same as the

generating system, then we can as-

sume that the total weight charge-

able to the electrical system is

2400 pounds. Actually, the utiliz-

ing equipment would be consider-

ably heavier than the generating

system, since the wired load is

usually considerably greater than
the available supply and the
weight per kilowatt of iitilization

equipment is greater than that for

generating equipment.
Assuming a generating efficiency

of 80 per cent, and an eléctrica!

load factor of 70 per cent, it is esti-

mated that for a 550 m.p.h. pure
jet transport, the fuel consumed
in generating electrical power
would be in the order of 1000
pounds. This gives a total weight
chargeable to the electrical system,
for a trans-Atlantic crossing, of

3400 pounds.

If it were found necessary to in-

ci'ease the electrical utilization by,
say 10 per cent, then theoretically

the weight penalty involved would
be 340 pounds. At a 70 per cent

passenger load factor, this wouh
amount to the loss of revenue fron

one passenger for every crossing

For one return flight per day acros

the Atlantic, the yearly loss o

revenue would be about $250,000

Theoretically this 10 per cent in

crease in electrical utilization couh
also affect the performance an(

economics as follows:

1. The increased power draii

from the engine due to the addi

tional electrical load could reduc(

the speed of the airplane, lower th(

optimum cruising altitude, reduc

the air miles per pound of fue

thus reducing the range.

2. For the same range require

ments, the additional fuel requirec

could mean larger fuel tanks, henci

larger wings. This would mcai

greater drag and lower speed.

3. The drag resulting from cool

ing the jadditional generating

equipment could lower the spee<

of the airplane.

4. The amount of fuel consumet
over a given distance would b(

greater, increasing the total fue

cost.

5. The reduction in speed woul
rediice the amount of work vvhic

the airplane could do in a yea"

thus lowering the revenue.

6. The capital cost of the air

plane would increase due to th

additional utilization and generat

ing equipment installed. This i

turn would reflect into the main
tenance and spares costs of th

using airline. Each item consider

ed individually may not be to

significant but, when considere

as a whole, the economics of th

operation could be affected con

siderably. Actually, this applie

not only to the electrical syste

but to ali the systems in the air

plane and it illustrates the nee

for keeping the systems simpl

and light.

In conclusion, I would like t

plead with the airplane manufac
turers to think more of the airlim

operator when they are designin

the new aircraft electrical systems

Naturally, none of us are in favou

of anything which is going to mak
our lives difficult, and the eléctrica

system designs now on the draft

ing boards stand to do just that

On the other hand, if complexitj

of design makes our airplane

safer then we are ali out for com
plexity, in spite of the fact tha

we may require ali our eléctrica

mechanics to get their Ph.D.'s t"

keep the system operating. V
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As recently as at the end of the

1939-45 war, it was a matter of

grave concern to those engaged in

Canada's mineral industries that

as much as 56 per cent of produc-
tion was coming froni mining áreas

which had been discovered before

1910, 84 per cent from discoveries

inade prior to 1920, and 95 per cent

from áreas known prior to 1930.

While th is pattern has not altered

a great deal insofar as our current

production of metais, solid fuels

and industrial minerais is concern-
cd, reason for lament has been
completely dispelled by the success

which has attended the large-scalc

exploration programmes which
have been conducted over a re-

latively few recent years.

Measured by the amounts of

money spent by established mining
companies, exploration companies,
and governmental agencies, and by
the less tangible indications pro-
duced by contemplation of the
degrees to which newly-developed
scientific techniques and correla-

tions of older knowledge have been
applied, this wave of mineral ex-

ploration is certainly unprecedent-
ed in Canada, if not in the world.
It has secured to our Dominion
the ability to produce minerais iu

an expanding diversity and on a
growing scale; its continuing vigour
ensures the projection of growth
well into the future.

At the present we are seeing the
fruition of several large mining
ventures, important both in their

individual magnitudes and in the
new geographic, technical, and
economic frontiers that are being
breached as a result of the initia-

tives of their entrepreneurs. Still

others are in the making, some of

which have dates of initial produc-
tion definitely in view, and others
which are engaged in necessary
research in order to secure an
economic result from deposits of

ores placed in sight during the re-

iatively recent interval of growth.

Measures of Growth

At the turn of the century, the
real economic investmcnt in min-
ing properties, mining real estate,

mining plant, and in milling and
metallurgical works, amounted to

$103 million. The rate of growth
in this investment was consistent
with the growth of Canada's econ-
omy throughout the first half of

the century, and by 1943 this in-

vestment amounted to $1,040 mil-

lion on these accounts. Between
1943 and 1954 the total invest-

ment, still on these accounts, has
increased to a levei which may be
placed conservatively at $2,000
million. Of this one-fold increase,

some $518 million was accounted
for during the four brief years
1951-54. The increase on construc-

tion and cquipment in 1954 alone
was $162 million, a rate which
will undoubtedly remain stable,

or even increase, during the next
few years.

In view of the relatively large

amounts of publicity given to the

spectacular growth of the petro-

leum industry since the discovery

of the Leduc Field of Alberta in

1947, it will come as a surprise to

many that annual increases in the

productive facilities for metais, in-

dustrial minerais, and solid fuels

have, since 1950, been greater than
those for oil and gas, measured by
the available annual statistics on

new investment.

The increases in new capital in-

vestment in the mining and metal-
lurgical inchistries propcr are
given in Table I.

Such is one nieasure of tlie status
and dyiuimic character of the in-

dustry, anti, togelher with a con-
sideration of the growing diver-
sification of its technology and re-

quired scrvices, it bears ample
indication of the im|)act inade
upon its growth by servicc indus-
tries directed by technologists
other than those peculiar to the
mineral industries themselves.

The growth of production has
been no less .spectacular during
very recent years; and it has in

general kcpt pace with invest-

ment since the turn of the century.
Beginning witli a modest $(i4 niil-

lions in 1901, the trend-rate of

increase has been exponential,
doubling it.self at intervals of ap-
proximately twelve years, until in

1954 the total value of minerais
produced in Canada amounted to

$1,454.2 million. Of this, petro-
leurn and natural gas together ac-

counted for $258.8 million, leaving

$1,195.4 million as the dollar-

value of those minerais with which
we are here particularly con-
cerned, and which number some
52 items of statistical account.

Since 1946 the dollar-value of

metal and of mineral production
has Increased by 151 per cent

($1,195.4 millionT $475.7 million)..

whereas the gross national i)r()duct

has but doublcd ($23,985 million:

$12,008 million): the relative

trend-increase of mineral ])roduc-

tion has exceeded that of the gross

national product by 26 per cent
over the same interval. A con-

siderable j)roportion of the in-

crease in dollar-value of produc-
tion over the interval has of

course been due to higher ])rices

paid for many of our metais and
minerais; even so. physical volume
has approximately doubled, and
calculalions made from available



indexes indicate that prices re-

ceived by producers of metais and
minerais lag about 1'^ per cent

behind general wholesale prices as

a trend. Althougli in physical

volume several itenis of account

are being produced at rates some-
what below their war-time peaks,

with two exceptions ali sections of

the industry are operating at

satisfactory and proíitable leveis

and face prospects consistent with

the amount of new investment
being poured into ])roductive

facilities.

The two exceptions are gold and
coal. The gold-mining industry is

suffcring a squeeze l)etween a fixed

price for its product and rising

unit production costs, a squeeze

which is partly alleviated by the

eífects of good engineering on pro-

ductivity. and by the provisions

of the Emergency Gold Mines
Assistance Act. The j)roblems of

our coal industry are divided

roughly into two parts: that of

the west where, although ultimate

Solutions are somewhere inherent

in the sheer physical presence of

abundant reserves, the present is

beset with severe competition

from oil and gas in meeting the

regional requirements for energy;

and in the Maritimes, where the

problems are concerned principally

with the raising of productivity in

order to meet another kíod of

competition.

Such then are statistical meas-
ures of the recent productive his-

tory and of the prospects for the

foreseeable future of the Canadian
mining and metallurgical indus-

tries. It is important to note how-
ever that two large and important
sections are not included in the
productive statistics— those con-

cerned with the production of

aluminum and uranium. In the
case of aluminum, the only factors

of production originating in Can-
ada are land, hydro-electric power,
capital, and labour; no Canadian
ores have a part. Statistics of

uranium production are sedu-

lously withheld from circulation

by the Atomic Energy Control
Board; some of the new invest-

ment does however include capital

now being put to work in potential

uranium production by private
companies.

Considerable amounts of the
new capital are being utilized to

improve and to increase produc-
tive facilities in the mines and
plants of long - established pro-
ducers; other portions are repre-

sented in new enterprises which
have recently been brought to

production and which have still

to make their full impact; still

other portions are being laid out

on facilities which are not expect-

ed to bear fruit for a few years to

come. Hence, we may safely say

that we are now in a state of con-

siderable growth that is assured a

continuation by results that may
confidently be expected from ex-

penditures on exploration and
prospecting that continue in the

order of $20 millions per year.

Production to a total annual value

of $2,000 millions may well be
reached within the next very few
years, considering that in times

of general economic health the

annual dollar-value of metais, in-

dustrial minerais, and solid fuels

has been of the order of 60 per
cent of total real capital invest-

ment in the terms which have
been indicated.

Diversification

Perhaps less tangible as a meas-
ure, but still of signiíicant impor-
tance, is the growing diversity of

metais and industrial minerais
that contributes to the economic
health of ali provinces of the Dom-
inion. During the late war, metal-
lic magnesium and calcium, tung-
sten, mercury — and uranium —
were added to the account; more
recently titanium dioxide, perlite,

indium, and elemental sulphur;
and Canada will in the reasonably
near future embark upon produc-
tion of such hitherto-obscure
metais as columbium, tantalum,
and lithium. Metallic ores and
industrial minerais that have by
habit been considered specific to

one part of the country, have been
found and are being produced in

áreas far afield, one illustration

being asbestos in Ontário and
British Columbia, and another,
nickel in Manitoba. Older áreas
have come to life with ore-bodies
containing metais hitherto un-
known as occurring locally—such
as the copper, lead, and zinc of

the Bathurst area of New Bruns-
wick; still other old áreas have
acquired a new lease by having
their known ores again rendered
economic by industrial demand

—

such as the cobalt of northern
Ontário.

Still another form of diversifi-

cation is to be found in cases of

mature mining operations, whose
managements have applied them-
selves through diligent and expen-

sive rcsearch to the winning ofl

new products from materiais for-

merly classed as metallurgical

wastes—for example, fertilizers at

Trail and Kimberley, British Co-
lumbia; ore-grade iron oxide and
sulphur-dioxide at International

NickeFs Copper Cliff plant; andli

ore-grade iron oxide, elemental!

sulphur, and sulphur-dioxide fromji|

Noranda's ores.
j

These s u g g e s t technologicah

frontiers that have been crossed ini

past and recent years; otheri;

frontiers of a related nature havefi

still to be crossed in the fields ofj

ore-dressing, extractive metallurgy,í;

and chemical engineering, before,

the best possible economies mayti

be obtained from ore-bodies of;

relatively recent discovery. Anyj
reasonable calculation of risk lends

assurance however to an expecta
tion of ultimate solutions of tech

nical problems now facing the

industry, and of those that always
seem to emerge in turn from
solved problems and answered
prayers in any line of human en
deavour.

Atmosphere of Encouragement

Many factors are combined in

the creation of an atmosphere
which lends encouragement to the

technical and financial risks in

volved, particularly those which
are essentially geological and are

operative in the early stages of

exploration. Along the trail of

events and circumstance that be
gins with undiscovered mineral
and culminates in economic ex
ploitation, the Canadian industry
is availing itself of technical device

and organization, including the

Services made available as a re

sult of accomplishment in other

branches of engineering, to an ex

tent not hitherto attained. De-
cisions to make outlays on expen
sive procedures require that the

risks be calculable as rea.sonably

as possible, and that encourage
ment of a somewhat direct nature
be received.

Taking a large part in both
aspects are the governmental agen
cies on both Dominion and Pro
vincial scales, who have built up
a seasoned and erudite experienct

in such matters that is serving

the Canadian mineral economy to

an extent which is undoubtedly
unique in the world today. In full

appreciation of the risks involved

in the exploitation of fund rei

sources, they render direct fiscal

encouragement, expressed prin-
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tipally through various fornis of

tax and excise relief. Through
their geological surveys and other

services they assist delineation of

favourable prospecting áreas.

Spectacularly related to this

chiss of service are the aeromagne-
tic surveys which have been in-

strumental in converging upon
important mineral deposits of the

past few years. Although not ali

ou government account, one pro-

niinent aerial survey company
alone flew some 120,000 miles dur-

ing the single year 1953 on mineral

Year Construction

1947 21.8

1948 27.5

1949 29.3

1950 25.3

1951 50.5

1952 65.9

1953 80.1

1954* 95.8

Totais (1947 - 1954) 396.2
*—Suhjcct to revision.

exj)loration work. Another specific

and unique application of the use

of aircraft has been made in de-

tailed geological mapping, using

helicopters, of large áreas of the

Northwest Territories as the Geo-
logical Survey of Canada has

sought to accelerate their pro-

gramme of delineating ground
which may be potentially favour-

able to prospecting.

Research councils and founda-
tions carry out investigations in

niany áreas of líuovi^ledge that lie

between pure science and tech-

nology; and, for the solving of de-

tailed technical problems faced in

almost any aspect of exploitation,

a variety of excellent govern-

mental services are available.

Aircraft of many sizes and kinds

are used extensively in combatting
Canada 's principal single econo-

mic problem—that of distances

over difficult terraiu. In size, they
range between the large multi-

motored craft used for transport-

ing heavy equipment for the con-

struction of the Quebec North
Shore and Labrador Railway be-

tween Sept-Iles and Burnt Creek,

and the smaller types which have
over the years made such a large

contribution to Canadian aviation.

In certain special and localized

problems, the hclicopter is rapidly

becoming familiar, as for explora-

tion and development work in

mountainous áreas, or where the

objective may be rendered inac-

cessible for bricf intervals between
climatic seasons.

In suinmary, and giving {)oint

to diversification, is the success
which has attended upon explora-
tion in four of Canada's five prin-

cipal geological provinces which
are: the Cordillcran. Precambrian
Shield, the Interior Plains, the
Appalachian, and the Innuition,
the last-named embracing the
islands of the Arctic archipelago.
It is of particular significance to
note that, although the two first-

Machinery and
E(iuipment Total

Millious of dollars

43.3 65.1

44.9 72.4

36.4 65.7

33.9 59.2

42.1 92.6

54.4 120.3

62.5 142.6

66.2 162.0

383.7 779.9

named have been the main source

of our metais and minerais in past

years, in recent years the Appala-
chian and Interior Plains áreas

justified the attention that has

been directed to them and we
know now that their large deposits

of metallic ores and industrial min-

erais will exert a great influence on
the economies of the politicai

provinces concerned.

It now remains to describe some
of the more important individual

developments in the Canadian
mineral industries.

Signifirant Specific Developments

In its history. the Cordilleran

region which embraces most of the

Province of British Columbia,

Yukon Territory, and the foot-

hills jiortion of Alberta, has pro-

duced important quantities of both

placer and Iode gold, lead, zinc,

copper, coal, and several valuable

metais and materiais that are by-

products of its base-metal deposits;

in special circumstances it has

been a source of mercury, and

tungsten, and iron-ore, the latter

two of which are still being pro-

duced in quantity. Asbestos has

lately been added to the inventory,

and there is evidcnce that within

a few years the status of British

Columbia as an important pro-

ducer of copper will be enhanced.

British Columbia

In July of last year Cassiar
Asbestos Corporation ])laced in

operation a 500-ton milling unit at

a property situated in the SicDame
Lake area of northeni British

Columbia, 8() miles by road from
Watson Lake ou the Alaska Iligh-

way. Two uuusual fealures attend
the large deposit concerned in this

operation, namely, in that weather-
ing over the years has released
sufficient asbestos fil)re in a "talus"
deposit overlying the sloj)es of the
hills to render miich of it market-
able with a ininimum (»f beueficia-

tion, and iii that the .'5-K and 4-K
íibre available both in the talus

and in situ are so low in iron, the
principal contaminant of asbestos,

as to render it of premium grade
for many special uses. Thus, de-
spite the remoteness of the oper-
ation, some ^(iõ miles from White-
horse, Yukon Territory, the econ-
omies are assured over the life

expectancy indicated by the .seven

million tons of fibre-bearing rock
blocked out, and by other show-
ings in the near viciuity that have
still to be developed.

Ranking among the world's

largest producers of base-metals,

The Consolidated Mining & Smelt-
ing Company of Canada, with its

substantial output of chemical
fertilizers is also one of the leaders

in the chemical industries of North
America. Predicated upon its own
great Sullivan Mine, and its pri-

vately - developed hydro - electric

plants on the Kootenay and Co-
lumbia Rivers in southeastern Brit-

ish Columbia, the Company"s
highly-intcgrated facilitics provide

a markel for ores and concentrates

of zinc and lead of a considerable

part of Canada. Many industrial

minerais, including phosphate
rocks. fiud their ways to the

metallurgical plants at Trail, and
to the clieuiical i)lants at Warfields

and Kiuiberley, wherc are produc-

ed each day .some 1,000 tons of re-

íined metal, principally lead and
zinc but with important quanti-

ties of silver, cadmium, gold. and

bismuth, and l.SOO tons of chcnii

cal fertilizers.

''Cominco" has recently seen the

culniination of a íive-ycar interval

of investment in plant improvc-

iiu 111 and exi)ansion of services

cosliug more than $00 million. This

indudes revisions. cxpansious and
additions lo l)()lli luiuing and
metallurgical plants. lhe construc-

tion of the fertilizer i)laut at Kim-
berley. and the development of

Table 1.—New Capital Investment in Canadian Mining and Quarrying
Excluding Petroleum and Natural Gas (D.B.S.)
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power at Waneta on the Pend

d'Oreille River, where at a cost

of $37 million provision has been

made for the generation of 105,000

hp. from each of four units. The
hydro-electric development has

inchided the construction of an

86-mile transmission line from the

Kootenay River plants to Kim-

berley; a unique feature of this pro-

ject is the two-mile span across

Kootenay Lake—the largest span

in the world at the time of its

completion in 1953.

In 1953 a Large low-grade copper

body was discovered some 25 miles

northwest of Stewart, B.C., at the

head of Portland Canal by Gran-

duc Mines. Financed by Granby
Consolidated and Newmont, de-

velopment work is being carried

out both from surface and from

underground, and present indica-

tions are that a large plant will be

warranted. Owing to the high alti-

tude of mountain passes in the

vicinity, the operation is being

served largely by helicopter, and

in the meantime a great deal of

knowledge and experience is being

gained regarding over-land snow
transportation in the area.

Canadian Exploration Com-
pany, whose property is situated

near Salmo in southeastern British

Columbia, produces the bulk of

Canada's two-million pound/year

tungsten output from its Emerald
mill, purchased from the Dominion
Government in 1952.

Partly inspired by the success

with which the Aluminum Com-
pany of Canada has developed the

water resources of the Tahtsa-

Nechako watershed for use in their

new aluminum smelter at Kitimat,

the Ventures-Frobisher interests

are considering plans for a tre-

mendous investment to establish

electro-metallui-gical plants in the

Atlin area, utilizing water on either

side of the British Columbia-
Yukon border for the generation

of electrical energy. While mainly
intended for the smelting and re-

fining of metais from imported

ores, as is the aluminum smelter

at Kitimat, the establishment

would have a favourable eífect on
mining development in northern
British Columbia and in the

Yukon, where distances and trans-

portation difficulties are significant

cost-making factors. The project

also envisages the production of

pig-iron, and this could involve the

economic exploitation of iron-ores

in the Quatsino and Zeballos áreas

on Vancouver Island, at Ecstall

River in the Kitimat area, and at

Zymoetz River near Terrace. If

these plans reach fruition, they

would entail one of the very larg-

est single concentrated invest-

ments made at any one time by
private enterprise in Canada, the

figure contemplated being in the

order of $2,000 million.

Yukon

Post-war improvement in metal

prices encouraged the revival of

silver-lead-zinc deposits in the

vicinity of Mayo, some 180 miles

south of the Arctic Circle. United

Keno Hill Mines, aided by the im-

provements in highway facilities

and other methods of transport,

and by electrical power develop-

ment of the Mayo River, has en-

joyed a considerable success in its

exploitation of high-grade silver-

lead-zinc ore.

That success, together with ag-

gressive development of power
and transport facilities by the

Dominion Government, has
brought much attention to the

Yukon as one of the potentially

great mineral frontiers of Canada.
In very recent years, new discov-

eries of lead-zinc in the Pelley

River region, of nickel-copper in

the Kluane Lake area, and of cop-

per in the Southwest portion of the

Territory, have attracted the at-

tention of some of Canada's most
important mining and exploration

companies, including Prospectors

Airways, Hudson Bay Mining and
Smelting, Noranda Mines, Vent-

ures-Frobisher, and Conwest Ex-
ploration, as well as Newmont, and
American Smelting and Refining,

the latter two being of the United
States.

ISorthtvest Territories

Near the south shore of Great
Slave Lake and some 500 miles

north of Edmonton, Pine Point

Mines are conducting a major in-

vestigation of a mineralized zone
some 36 miles long by 3 miles wide.

The original discovery of lead-zinc

was made in 1898, but interest did
not become alive until 1948, when
Consolidated Mining & Smelting
of Canada and Ventures took out
a 500-sqnare-mile prospecting con-

cession to cover the large area
known to be favourable, and dia-

mond-drilling began. Three to four

million doUars have been spent on
testing this ground by diamond-
drilling and prospect shafts, and
ore-bodies have been found along
the structure to an aggregate of

several million tons. Eíforts are

directed toward establishing suíR-

cient ore reserve of suitable ton-

nage and grade to justify the con-

struction of a 430-mile railway

from Grimshaw, Alberta.

Since 1938, when gold was first

produced at the "Con" Mine of

The Consolidated Mining & Smelt-

ing Company of Canada near the

present town of Yellowknife, the

Northwest Territories has received

a great deal of attention from
exploration companies and pros-

pectors. Prior to that time, petro-

leum and natural gas at Fort Nor-
man on the MacKenzie River, and
radium at Great Bear Lake, had
accounted for the mineral produc-
tion of the Territories; ali of these

continue in fuU vigour.

The Giant Yellowknife mine be-

gan producing gold in 1948, and
now ranks fourth among Canada's
straight-gold producers; its milling

rate is now 800 tons of ore per

day and its ore grade is 0.8 ounce
per ton. Although smaller, the

Consolidated Discovery Yellow-
knife mine is situated some 60
miles north of Yellowknife and
enjoys the distinction of being

Canada's most northerly lode-gold

operation, as well as that of hav-
ing the highest grade, 1.26 per ton.

At Rankin Inlet, on the west
coast of Hudson's Bay and some
300 miles north of Fort Churchill,

North Rankin Nickel Mines pre-

sents a case in point of the spirit

of venture that characterizes

Canadian mining. Discovered in

1928, after long years of idleness

it was revived in 1951 when sur-

face work and diamond-drilling

indicated the presence of nearly a

half-million tons of good-grade
nickel ore, which contains copper
and platinum metais as well. In

the summer of 1953, a cargo of

1,500 tons of freight, including a

complete shaft-sinking plant and
its supplies, as well as building

and miscellaneous equipment, was
landed by a chartered steamei

which had voyaged 2,800 miles

from Montreal, with a brief stop

at Sorel for the loading of 50 tons

of dynamite.

Saskatchewan

Since 1948, when uranium was

discovered near Beaverlodge Lake
by prospectors working for Eldo-

rado Mining & Refining, a Crown
Company, the results have been

most spectacular. The wave oí

exploration, which followed the

admittance of private companies

to the right to prospect for radio-H

active materiais, has increased oui9
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knowledge to include a favourablc

l)clt extending from the Alberta

boiíndary for a distance of eiglity

niiles along the north shore of

Lake Athabaska.
The Crown - owned Eldorado

company has four principal prop-
orties in the area, and in April,

1954 brought into production their

carbonate-leaching plant for the

treatment of both their own ores

and similar ores from other near-

by mines. This extraction plant,

which is a monument to Canadian
technical enterprise, at present has
a capacity of 800 tons of ore per
(lay and is designed for expansion
to an ultimate of 2,000 tons. Rix
Athabasca Uranium Mines last

year became the second company
to produce ore, and this is shipped
by truck to Eldorado; they have
been followed in the list by Nes-
bitt-Uraniuni Mines.

In September of this year Gun-
iiar Mines expects to begin pro-
duction of uranium ores from its

open-pit mine at a rate of 1,250
tons per day. This company, at
an investment totalling $17 mil-

lion, has in construction an acid-

leach plant, for the extraction of

uranium oxide that will utilize

eiemental sulphur at a rate of 14,-

000 tons a year and obtained from
the petroleum industry of Alberta
for the preparation of the neces-
sary sulphuric acid.

Potash is contained at various
places in Saskatchewan's wide-
spread, deep salt bed, and at Unity
Western Potash is now engaged in

sinking a 3,200-foot shaft to ex-

ploit a deposit estimated to con-
tain 16 million tons of KCl. Con-
siderable physical difficulty has
attended the sinking, owing to
beds of quick-sand and other wet
unconsolidated material that have
been encountered. The Potash
Company of America is preparing
to sink a shaft, costing some $3.5
million, on its property 15 miles
east of Saskatoon; the operation
will be of considerable technical
interest in that the ground is being
prepared by freezing before start-

ing the sinking operation, using
an 800-ton refrigeration plant.

Manitoba

Late in 1953 Sherritt Gordon
Mines started up a 2,000-ton con-

centrator on their nickel-copper

property at Lynn Lake in north-

central Manitoba. This operation

is integrated with the Company's
own metallurgical works placed in

operation during 1954 near Ed-
monton, Alberta, the whole in-

volving an investment of more
than $40 million. Several inlercst-

ing features attcnd the enterprise.

which will have a capacily of 17

million pounds of nickel a year
and about half that quantity of

copper.

The company formerly operated
a coi)per-zinc-gold-silver mine and
concentrator at Sherridon and, as
its ores were to become exhaustcd
in 1951, attention was turned to
the Lynn Lake property, 105 miles
farther to the North, which had
been discovered in 1941, primarily
through geophysical methods.
Having a considerable equity in

plant and townsite, an economic
decision was taken with the result

that the entire plant and townsite
were transported over winter roads
in 1951-52; thus, rather than leave
Sherridon to become a "ghost
town", the "patient" was taken
along and put to work.
From metallurgical tests con-

ducted on Lynn Lake ores begin-
ning in 1946, a method of treat-

ment was evolved that promised
to give both operating economies
and better extraction than in a

conventional smelting plant, and
this culminated in the construc-
tion of the refinery at Edmonton
where the concentrates are sub-

jected to a pressurized ammonia
leach, deriving both ammonia and
process heat from the natural gas

of Alberta. The whole programme
of research, and its attendant
result, is a remarkable Canadian
achievement, and its success may
well pave the way for the devel-

opment of hydrometallurgical pro-

cesses for other Canadian base-

metal ores and concentrates.

The Liternational Nickel Com-
pany of Canada have been pros-

pecting for nickel in Manitoba,
and a great deal of geophysical

survey work and geological deduc-

tion has converged on a large

low-grade deposit in the Mystery
Lake area. During the past win-

ter, a plant has been transported

to the site, and a 2y2-year pro-

gramme of shaft-sinking to a

depth of 1,300 feet and attendant

underground exploration is now
being embarked upon.

Ontário is enjoying a fuU meas-

ure in the general expansion of

the mineral industries, and in 1954

50,000 mining claims were staked,

an all-time record. This actiyity,

combined with plant expansions,

heavy investment in properties

discovered in recent years and

now under development, and re-

search on metallurgical processes

for new metais, cnsures the Prov-

ince's i)ositi()n ;is the producer of

about one-third of lhe l)()inini(jn"s

total dollar-\aliic oí iiiiiurals.

Qnlario

Although lending to become
overshadowed in the public imag-
ination by the spectacular devcl-

opmenls in the uranium mines in

the Blind Kiver and Bancrofl
áreas, ex|)ansion and teclmical in-

novation in the nickel-(<>pi)(r in-

dustry near Sudbury continue at

a phcnomenal rate. The increase

to the present daily ore tonnage
of 58,000 tons being mined at the

five mines of International Nickel

Company of Canada represents

the culmination of more than $150
millions spent on mine and plant

expansion and conversions since

the last war, a rate of investment
that shows no sign of let-up. Tech-
nical innovation in the Company's
operations is the fruit of much
research, including "flash" smelt-

ing of concentrates in oxygen-
enriched atmosphcres, and the

addition of metallic cobalt to the

thirteen metais and other elements
recovered from their ores. At pres-

ent, much attention is attracted

to the Company's latest project,

a $16-million plant now under con-

struction near Copper Cliff for

recovery of nickel from low-grade
pyrrhotitic concentrates; impor-
tant by-products of this plant will

be sulphur, and about one million

tons of premium-grade iron oxide

per year, eminently suitable for

blast-furnace feed as it will contain

65 per cent iron and less than two
per cent silica.

Falconbridge Nickel Mines, the

Province's other nickel-producing

company, is engaged in a j)ropor-

tionate expansion of productive

facilities, and by 1960 is phumiug
to produce the metal at an annuai

rate of 55 million pounds, with

about half that quantity of copper.

The full expansion is expected to

cost in the order of $55 million

in new mines now under develop-

ment, and in additions to conccn-

trating and smelting capacities.

The already-great possibilities

for uranium production in Ontário

present a picture which may be

suddenly enlarged, almost over-

night. In September of this year,

Pronto Uranium Mines, with a

firm arrangenient with Eldorado

for the niíuketing of some $55

million-worth of uranium-oxide

preci])ilale. will begin production

at their lOOO-ton mill in tlie IMind

River area. Algom I ranium Mines,
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controUed by Preston East Dome
Gold Mines, with two principal

properties in the Blind River area

as vvell as participating interest in

severa! others, is now engaged in

imderground development work at

both their Quirke Lake and Nordic

Lake properties, which together

appear as one of the workrs larg-

est sources of the metal. A few

weeks ago, the Company's treas-

ury was enhanced by the proceeds

of a $40-million bond and deben-

ture issue substantially taken up
by a group headed by one of Great
Brita in"s largest and most conser-

vative mining companies, Rio
Tinto Limited.

Present iron-ore enterprise has

no resemblance to what was virtu-

ally a step-child of the Province's

mineral economy a relatively few
j^ears ago, and by 19(i0 it is likely

that shipments froni the three

fields, Steep Rock Lake, Michipi-

coten, and Marmora, will have
reachcd an annual rate of 1^2 mil-

lion tons. Steep Rock Iron Mines,

which in the early years of the

late war made engineering history

in their drainage, un-watering

and dredging of a large portion of

Steep Rock Lake, have begun work
on a second ore-body. and plan to

raise their ultimate shipping capa-

city from this year's 2 million, to

5.5 million tons of ore per year.

Further, Stee[) Rock have leased

still another orc-lxxly to Caland
Ore Company, Canadian siibsidi-

ary of Liland Steel Com{)any. and
that company is to spend an esti-

mated $50 million in pumi)ing and
dredging some 1(50 million yards of

silt from the lake bed in order to

prepare the ore-body for produc-
tion. This project, like Steep Rock's
original, is in the same order of

magnitude as the aggregate dredg-

ing work done in the constrnction

of the Panamá Canal. Production
at the rate of 3 million annnal tons

is expected to begin in 1960.

The Province's pioneer iron-ore

company on the modern scale is

Algoma Ore Properties, who are

now mining entirely by under-
gronnd methods at their property
in Michipicoten, and now have a
capacity of 1.5 million annual tons

of high-grade sinter. At present,

the company is engaged in a de-

velopment i)rogrammc which will

|)rc|)are for mining an estimated
50 million tons of ore situated

below the present mining horizons.

In Eastern Ontário, Marmora-
ton Mines, a subsidiary of Beth-
lehem Steel Corporation, a few

weeks ago started the production

of blast-furnace-feed at their prop-

erty near Marmora. It enjoys the

distinction of having the first ore-

body in Canada, if not in the

world, whose presence was first in-

dicated exclusively by aeromagne-
tic survey and the discovery was
made as recently as in 1949. Lying
beneath a 100-foot thickness of

limestone capping, involving the

removal of some 20 million tons of

this material before production
could begin, is a body of dissemi-

nated magnetite containing about
18 million tons of í55 per cent ore.

The ore is mined in an open pit,

and is beneficiated in a near-by
concentrator to produce a pellc-

tized ore-grade material which is

shipped through Picton to Buffalo,

N.Y. Rated output is 500.000 tons

of furnace-feed a year from the
operation which represents an in-

vestment in the order of $15 mil-

lion.

Two years ago a major discovery

of zinc-copper-silver was made
near Manitouwadge Lake, 65
milcs Southwest of Geraldton, and
sufficieiít ore has been proveu by
(íeco ]VIines to warrant produc-
tion at the rate of S.^OO tons ])er

day from a 15 million-ton ore re-

serve. Mine development and
I)lant constrnction are now going
on, under the financial sponsorship
of Mining Corporation of Canada
and Noranda Mines. The signifí-

cance of this mine and its surround-
ing area is also emphasized that
])launing and constrnction of rail-

way, highway, and ])ower fácil ities

to the area are proceeding apace.

Another interest ing venturc of

Noranda Mines in Ontário is the
plant placed in operation late last

year near Niagara Falis, whèrein
|)yrite concentrates from their

present property at Noranda, Que-
bec, are treated at H5() tons a day.
The i)rincipal products are: a high-
grade iron-oxide suited for use in

the steel industry, elemental sul-

phur, and sidphur-dioxide gas for

use in the manufacture of sulphuric
acid. The gross saving of sulphur
imj)()rts to Canada are expected to

be almost 54,000 annual tons, and
some 75.000 annual tons of high-
grade iron-oxide will be made
available to Canadian steel mills
from the plant, which required an
investment in excess of $4 million.

The industrial minerais are also

receiving their fair share of atten-
tion in Ontário, and among enter-
])rises worthy of attention are
Canada's first asbestos producer

lying outside the Province of Que-
bec, near Matheson, where Cana-
dian Johns-Manville makes an
output worth about $4 million

each year. Of considerable tech-

nical interest as well as an impor-
tant enterprise is the mine and
plant under construction near
Windsor by the Canadian Rock
Salt Company. There, in order to

sink a shaft successfully to a depth
of 1,100 feet through wet uncon-
solidated strata, the gronnd had
to be prepared by freezing, utiliz-

ing a 200-ton refrigeration unit;

production of rock salt on a sub-

stantial scale is expected to begin
some time this year. Nepheline
syenite, of vital importance in the
ceramic industry, and with many
other uses, is produced at Lake-
field, near Peterborough, by
American Nepheline, a subsidiary
of Ventures, whence 1954 ship-

ments amounted to 120,000 tons.

Quebec

The Province of Quebec con-
tinues to grow at a rapid rate,

and nowhere is this more evident
than in the stature and diversifi-

cation of its mineral industries. Of
the recent developments, the most
spectacular is the opening of the
Labrador península w h i c h is

shared with the Province of Xew-
foundland. Shipments of iron-ore

from bodies lying astride the
boundary between the two Prov-
inces began in mid-summer of last

year by the Iron Ore Company of

Canada, and by the end of the

year two million tons had reach-

ed the St. Lawrence River port
of Sept lies whence the first trans-

shipment was made on 81st July.

Shi[)mcnts are expected to amount
to fivc million tons this year, and
the objective of 10 million annual
tons will undoubtedly be reached
within two years hence. As is well

known, this enterprise involved an
investment of more than $200 mil-

lion, including exploration, prepar-

ation for mining, the provision of

trans-shipping facilities at Sept

lies, construction of a hydro-
electric ])lant, and the construction

of the ;560-mile Quebec North
Shore and Labrador Railway
which is served by the most up-

to-date communication system on

any railway anywhere.

Last month, the large, low-grade

copper mine of Gaspé Copper was
brought into production and with-

in a short time will reach its mill-

ing rate of 6,500 tons per day, the

largest initial designed i-ate of any
concentrator in Canada thus far.
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Nora Ilda Mines, whose subsidiary

it is. provided nearly $40 million

for exploration, developnient, and
' thc provision of townsite, concen-

trator and smelting facilities which
Will produce 125 tons of copper
anodes daily. Ore reserves are cur-

rently estimated at 67 niillions of

tons. containing 1.3 per cent cop-

per. At present utilizing electrical

energy developed by diesel engines.

to be augniented by waste-heat
boilers, the plant will shortly be
supplied by the North Shore
developments of Hydro-Quebec at

Manicougouan and B e r s i m i s;

energy will be delivered to the

Gaspé through a Une which in-

cludes a four-conductor submarine
line reaching some 32 miles across

thc St. Lawrence near Matane.
the longest of its kind in the
world.

The asbestos of the Province
centred at Asbestos and Thetford
Mines, continues to produce about
70 per cent of the world"s mineral
fibre, and is maintaining that posi-

tion by constant endeavours to-

ward plant efficiency and expan-
sion. A fcw months ago, Asbestos
Corporation completed construc-
tion on its new 5,000-ton mill at

Normandin costing $14 million;

last summer, Johnson's Company
brought to production their new
4,000-ton mill at Megantic, involv-
ing an investment of $8 million;

at an unspecified amount of in-

vestment but which must be very
substantial, Canadian Johns-Man-
ville have begun operation in a
new mill designed to handle up-
wards of 15,000 tons of fibre-bear-
ing rock. Three companies at
Thetford, Asbestos Corporation,
Bell Asbestos Company, and John-
son's Company are together si)end-
ing nearly $(> million on a re-loca-
tion of surface installations, in-

cluding the Quebec Central Rail-

way, in order to release additional

fibre-bearing rock for mining.
Other new projects in the area in-

clude those of Quebec Asbestos
Corporation, United Asbestos Cor-
poration, and Flintkote Company,
ali of whom have plans for pro-

ductive Services at an aggregate
cost of more than $.S0 millions.

Quebec Iron and Titanium Cor-
poration are mining by open-pit
methods on what is held to be
the worlíFs largest ilmenite deposit
near Havre St. Pierre on the north
shore of the (iulf of St. Lawrence.
The ore-body is estimated to con-
tain 112 million tons of material
grading 32 per cent titanium

dioxide, and 36 per cent iron. The
Company operates an electric-fur-
nace f)lant at Sorel, Quel)ec, with
a total rated capacity of 1,500 tons
a day, for the i)roduction of 250,-
000 annual tons of titanium-
dioxide slag and 175,000 tons of
high-grade pig-iron. This mining-
and-metallurgical enterprise rc-

quired an investment in the order
of $15 million.

The district of Chil)ougamau
has at last justiíied the faith of

a few who for many years have
held belief in its potentialities, and
development of the area has fol-

lowed rapidly on the construction
of a 150-mile all-weather highway
from St. Félicien. One ])roducer,

Opemiska Copper Mines has now
completed a year of successful ])ro-

duction at a daily rate of 400 tons
of ore, and another copper-gold
mine, that of Campbell Chibou-
gamau Mines has recently turned
over its 1750-ton mill. A third

mine, that of Chibougamau Ex-
plorers is now engaged in the con-
struction of a 750-ton plant.

The Eastern Townships of Que-
bec, long of historical interest in

base-metals production at Eustis,

Victoria, Capelton, and other
centres, have shown a strong re-

vival since the end of the war.

Beginning in 1948 with Ascot
Metals at Moulton Hill, near
Sherbrooke, this company and its

associates are exploiting important
copper-zinc ore deposits at Suf-

íield, near Lennoxville; and are

currently investigating a large,

low-grade nickel occurrence. Que-
bec Copper Corporation have been

rewarded in their investigation of

the old Huntingdon. Ives, and
Boullon Mines, situated some 70

miles .southeast of Montreal, and
now have their 750-ton mill in

l)rofitable production.

Large prospective mining enter-

prises afoot in the Province in-

clude lithium from La Corne
Township, an area which is al-

ready the source of the only

molybdenum produced in the

British Commonwealth. Near Oka,
about 30 miles to the west of

Montreal, a newly-found area

shows considerablc promisc, and
])lans are already afoot for the

production of molybdenum con-

centrates from the mining of some
2,000 tons of ore a day.

ISeiv Briinsivick

With virtually no history in the

jjroduction of metais or metallic

ores, New Brunswick now has suf-

ficient reserves of base-metals to

support a large industry for many
years to come. and the cmcrgcnce
of its iniporlaiue has come about
almost enlirciy as a result of geo-

physical work, i)oth from the air

and on the ground. Many of Can-
ada's mining and ex|)loralion com-
panies are represented in the Hath-
urst-Newcastle area, which is now
known to contain large reserves of

lead, /inc. co|)per and pyritc. Tlie

largest to date is that of Hruns-
wick Mining and Smelting Corpor-
ation, controlling two large proper-
ties at and near Austin Hrook, 16

miles to the south of Balliurst.

where jn-esent i)lans envisage a
concentrator with a capacity
which may reach 10,000 tons daily,

together with smelting facilities.

The original Austin Hrook and llic

Anacon-Leadridge property to-

gether are estimated lo contain 60
to 100 million tons of ore to a

depth of 1,000 feet, containing 5.3

per cent zinc and 1.7 per cent lead

in additioii to copper and pyrite.

The metallurgical possibilities are

now being tested in a pilot plant.

and mine development at both
major properties is now proceed-
ing on a programme which may
require several years lo unfold lo

its full productive i)ossibilitics. in-

volving a real inveslnienl wiiicli

may approach $100 million.

During lhe i)ast year, the Amer-
ican Metal Company made an im-

portant di.scovery near Little Kiver,

about 30 miles equidistant from
Bathurst and Newcastle. From
preliminary drilling resulls it was
estimated that, to a d(>pth of but

300 feet, the body coutained four

million tons, of which three mil-

lion grades 4.5 per cent lead, 10.5

per cent zinc, 0.50 per cent copper.

and 4 ounces silver [)er ton.

Within this small area. Ihere-

fore, and within a span of four

years, there have been placed in

sight reserves which in total econ-

omic output can well be compar-
able with those at Kind)erley. B.C.

ISova Scotta

llitherlo noled iiiainly for coal.

and tlie [)roduclioii of sucli indus-

trial minerais as gypsuni, barite.

and rock sall, lhe success of New
Brunswick has prom|)ted large-

scale ba.se-nietals exploration in

Nova Scotia. The Province at pres-

ent produces 85 per cent of the

Canadian output of gypsuni. with

about tlirce million annual tons;

í)8 per cent of the barium, at about

250,000 tons-, and. Iiitherto, ali of

thc rock .salt, at 130,000 tons.

(('onliiiiitil (III iHigc 130(1)
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ProMems in Producing

Power From
Nuclear Fission

by

F. W. Gilbert,

Alomic Energy oj Canada Ltd., Chalk River, Ont.

Showing the coriservation of

neutrons is a basic probleni in

reactor design, the author enumer-

ates the various fissionable fuels

available for producing economical

power. Pointing out that the choice

of the type of reactor is the first

decision, he lists the various types

of reactors, giving their respective

advantages and short coniings.

Methods of feeding lhe fuel into the

reactor are discussed, as well as

some of the problenis involved in

assuring safe operation.

One óf the pojnilar ways to in-

trodiice the subject of power from
nuclear fission is to discuss world
resources of fuels. It is sufficient at
this time to say that this is a real
problem in the world as a whole,
and in Ontário in particular. The
problem. of course, is how to pro-
duce economical power from nu-
clear fission. Let us take a look at
some of the possible ways of doing
so.

It is not necessary to know the
complex nature of chemical bonds
to burn coal. Ncither is it neces-
sary to know the complex nature
of the atomic nucleus to use fission.
The sini{)le facts are these. Natural
uranium consists of two materiais
-U235 and U23S. Of these U-^^^
a natural fuel and U-'-'» is a poten-
tial fuel. These are known as fis-

sionable and fertile materiais re-
spectiyely. When U-'-' is bombard-
ed with neutrons it gives off
energy, fission products and neu-
trons. These neutrons can be used
to carry on the process and pro-
duce a chain reaction.

Rut there is a limited number of
free neutrons. If it were otherwise
ali the uranium 235 would have
been destroyed millions of years
ago. This gives the inkling^that
neutrons must be conserved. In
fact this is the whole basis of the
chain reacting {)ile. and one of the
major problems in nuclear reactor
design. The free neutron balance
sheet shows this.

Hypothetical
Free Neutron Balance Sheet

for .lOO fissions

From fission of 11235 ^250

Producing fi.ssion 100
Captured by fup] withoiit fission 18
Capturod in fission

products structure, 1

coolant, moderator /

Escape 20
Surplus ,50

TOTAL IsÕ

1204

A paper presented before

The above balance sheet is strict-

ly hypothetical, and is for a U^^ís

reactor. It can be seen that the
surplus of neutrons would react
with other atoms of U-'\ This
would be over that required for a
simple chain reaction. The power
would increase very rapidly and
the reactor would destroy itself.

Several things can be done to
correct this. First the pile can be
decreased in size until 70 neutrons
escape. This is known as the criti-

cai size of the reactor. Or other
neutron absorbers could be Iniilt

into the reactor. But both these
methods waste valuable neutrons.
They can, of course, be used for
producing uscful i.sotopes such as
Cobalt fiO.

But at the moment our interest
is in getting the most power for
the least money. Therefore, the
material that is inserted is one of
the so-called fertile substances. The
common fertile substances are U-^s
and thorium. Both these under
neutron radiation })roduce other
físsionable materiais. Hence this is

a method for increasing the natural
fuel supply.

Natural uranium contains only
0.7 per cent of V-'^^. The remain-
der is U^'''*. For every neu-
tron captured by JJ-^^, one atom
of plutonium is formed. This is a
new fuel. In the balance sheet it

can be seen that hy putting in
\]2:ts reduce the surplus of neu-
trons to zero, it will be possible to
form 50 atoms of plutonium to re-

place the "burned" U-'^".

By a simple geometric progres-
sion it can be shown that this will

double the fuel available. If the
reactor can be designed to give a
surplus of 90 neutrons, then the
fuel reserve will be 10 times that
found in natural uranium, and so
on. Regeneration or breeding is

taking place. If the surplus neu-
trons exceed 100, then the world
fuel supply can be increased.

the Toronto Branch of The Engineering

Institute of Canada, March 1954.

Hence the conservation of neu-
trons is of major importance in the

design of power reactors. Like any
other fuel, the available supply of

uranium 235 depends to some de-

gree on what you can afford to pay
for it. In the examples given the

burn-up of natural uranium ex-

tends from 0.7 to 7 per cent. The
spread is one of the reasons for the

wide variation in estimates given

of uranium ore reserves, and also

for the wide variation in estimated
power costs. To each the question

—what is the breeding eflíiciency?

—must be applied.

The conservation of neutrons is

the basic engineering problem of

power reactor design. Most of the

others pivot around this. For ex-

ample, the energy generated must
be at a high enough temperature
to be useful. In a heavy water re-

actor this means a pressure vessel

with the fuel on the inside. This

fuel has to be changed periodically

to remove the neutron-absorbing
fission products. The equipment to

do this must be such that it does

not increase the parasitic absorp-

tion.

In the uranium 235 reactor just

described there is both U-'^-^ and
U^'*'*. If the reactor is properly

designed these two can be com-
bined to form the same rods or

slugs. The natural uranium re-

actor is, of course, just the oppo-
site; the isotopes have not been
separated. Here is one of the vari-

ables in design—every combina-
tion from puré U-'^^ to a mixture

of U-''"^ and U-'^^ having more than

the natural abundance of U-^^.

From this infinite variety the en-

gineer must select the one best

suited for his use.

Assume that he has selected a

natural uranium rod reactor, sur-

rounded by a blanket of thorium

to catch the escaping neutrons.

Also assume that heavy water is

to be used as the moderator. The
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next problem is to obtain useful

heat. The way to do this is to

make the reactor a pressure vessel.

The high temperature heavy

water can then be circiihated

through a boiler which generates

light-water steam to run a tur-

bine. No doubt this would work.

But how do you change the fuel?

Remember that it is inside a pres-

sure vessel and it is highly radio-

active. Unless expensive standby
equipment is to be provided, it

must be changed under power.

Slurry Reactor

One answer that has consider-

able merit is the slurry reactor.

This is essentially a homogeneous
reactor containing a slurry of

uranium in heavy water. The slurry

is pumped through the boiler to

remove the energy. Some of the

slurry is continuously removed
and new slurry added to maintain
equilibriuni conditions.

The fuel changing pi-oblem is

solved, but the slurry reactor has
problems of its own. Not the least

of these is the problem of circulat-

ing such a highly radio-active

fluid. However, in the slurry re-

actor it should be possible to re-

duce the number of neutrons cap-

tured in the fission products, and
improve the breeding efficiency.

Fast Reactor

Finally, in the list of possible

types of power reactors is the fast

fission reactor. This type of re-

actor can best be described as a

controlled atomic bonib. The fis-

sions are promoted directly by the
high energy neutrons. Materials
generally do not capture high
energy neutrons. Hence the neu-
tron economy is exceptionally good
regardless of what materiais are

used in the reacting core.

The fast reactor has two major
problems. The first is control. Al-

though it is possible to have minor
explosions with thermal reactors,

a fast reactor out of control could
become an atomic bomb. The sec-

ond is the heat transfer problem.
A fast reactor is necessarily a small

reactor. It is so small that the
power that could be removed by
heat conduction would greatly

limit the output.

Before a power reactor is built,

the first problem is the selection

of the type of reactor. In the
thermal or slow neutron range
there are available ali combina-
tions of U2'^5 and U^s». These can
be used in combination with ali

types of moderators. The pure fis-

sionable material reactor is the
casiest to build but most wasteful.

The reactors with natural uran-
ium in rods or slugs have the ad-
vantage that most experience has
been with this type. The slurry
reactor simplifies the problem of
fuel changing and processing.
Against these is the fast reactor,
which has such a terrific neutron
economy and is the most likely to
produce not only power, but a sur-
plus of fuel.

Safe Operation of Reactors

Having chosen the type of re-

actor, the next problem facing the
engineer is to keep it operating
safely. The problems of safe re-

actor operations are somewhat
unique. In the hypothetical re-

actor illustrated by the balance
sheet, the power would double
every 0.003 of a second. Or in one
second the power output would be
multiplied by a figure having some
90 digits in it.

Fig. 1. Effect of changes in Keff

Such a figure is ridic iilous as
many other effects would occur be-
fore the one second had passed.
But the pile would destroy itself.

Fortnnaloiy it is ncither necessary
nor dcsirablc to design the reactor
with ihcsc cliaracleristics.

The control jiroblem can best
be illustrated by starting with a
definition of Ken, the mulli|)lica-

lion factor. This is given by

K - —
b

where a is the number of neutrons
added to the system by
fission,

b is the number of neutrons
removed froni the system
by absorption or fission

capture,

c is the number of neutrons
that leak out of the re-

actor.

If Keft = 1 tlic reactor is at

equilibrium for any
power;

as it refers to'NRX reactor.

TIME SCALES
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Keff > 1 the power is in-

creasing;

Ken < 1 the power is de-

creasing.

In Fig. 1 the effect of changes in

Ken is shown as it refers to the

NRX reactor. This curve illustrates

the speed at which control must be

excrcised. In a thermal reactor,

control is usually obtained by mov-
ing in or out a neutron absorber.

In the short time available it is

necessary to actuate a power-in-

dicating device which in turn

sends a signal to a drive unit. The
drive unit has to insert enough ab-

sorber l)efore the power output is

high enough to cause daniage. The
safety circuits must be sensitive,

quick, and reliable. In addition, ali

instruments must "fail safe." That
is, the safety circuit must interpret

a false signal as a dangerous one
and cause the reactor to shut down.
For continuous operation as re-

quired for power production, one
other specification is required,

namely that the safetv circuit must

have practically no failures. This

j)roblem has been solved for ex-

j)erimental and production re-

actors so that good operating effi-

ciencies are obtained. But it is re-

quired that the efficiency be ex-

tended for power production.

Other problems are those of

chemical and metallurgical pro-

cessing of the fuel. Any fissionable

material lost in processing has
the same significance as lost neu-

trons in the pile. Another problem
is that of safety. Apparently few
complaints are heard regarding the

danger to health and property from
"smog," yet the public reacts

quickly to the threat from radio-

active dusts. The second attitude

is at it should be. But it does in-

crease the costs.

The problem of power from nu-

clear fission is strictly one of econ-

omy. Any of the problems of

power production can be solved if

costs are ignored. But costs cannot
be ignored if competitive power is

to be put on the market. y/

NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN THE CANADIAN MINING FIELDS
by H. K. Kice

{Cont i ruied from page 1203)

The only base-metal mine in

operation is that of Mindamar
Metals, Richmond County, Cape
Breton, where 600 tons of copper-
lead-zinc ore are treated daily.

The operations of the Dominion
Coal Company are at present un-
dergoing a heavy mechanization
programme in the expectation that
the resulting productivity will re-

store the Province\s comjjetitive
position in the coal trade. The
most prominent device in this pro-
gramme is a continuous mining
machinc, known as the *'Dosco
Miner" which obviates the inter-

mittent cycle of drilling, blasting,

and loading. Electrically-j)owered,

and hydraulically-controlled, one
of these machines is able to cut
and load 500' tons from a longwall
face in each eight-hour shift; the
company now has more than
twenty of the units iri operation.

New/ou ntUaiid

The Province of Newfoundland
has come into a full measure of at-

tention in the wave of exploration
and development, and mineral pro-
duction has recently shown a sharp
increase. The larger proportion of

the initial production of the Iron
Ore Company of Canada has been
derived from the Ruth Lake de-

posit, which lies on the Labrador

sidc of the Quebec-Newfoundland
boundary, and accounts for much
of the statistical increase.

The Dominion Wabana Ore
Company, supplies of iron-ore to

the Dosco steel mills at Sydney
as well as an im[)ortant exporter

to Europe, is engaged in a pro-

gramme of complete mechaniza-
tion at their .50-year old mine on
Bell Lsland, designed to increase

both production and productivity

to an extent hitherto unrealized.

In recent years there has been
l)laced in operation at this mine a

system of conveyor belts for hoist-

ing mined ore from the workings
which now extend some three

miJes out at sea, through a vertical

distance of 1,730 feet, constituting

the highest-lift sloping conveyor
in the world. Consistent with this

is the complete mechanization of

underground breaking, loading,

and hauling operations, which will

contribute a great deal to the abil-

ity to ])roduce ore at an annual
rate of nearly three million tons. A
large heavy-media separation plant

is now being envisaged, toward
the end that the ore will be made
more competitive in the markets
by reducing its silica content.

For some years the Province
has been a substantial source of

fluorspar, an industrial mineral oí

importance to the smelting of both
aluminum and steel, and in 1954

shipments were 119,000 tons.

The above inventory of devel-

opment in the Canadian mineral
industries does not include a num-
ber of projects which have arisen

during the wave of exploration but
which at present lie on a techno-
logical frontier of one kind or an-

other, but which promise to lend

furtlier value and diversiíication

to the industry. Among these are

several deposits containing ele-

ments of vast importance to the

requirements of the rapid devel-

opments which are taking place

in ali branches of manufacturing,
construction and fabrication.

It is hoped however that the ac-

count has been such as to lend

point to the dynamic character of

our Canadian mineral industry,

which is gathering much strength

in its assault on technological and
economic frontiers, and which is

enjoying the respect of the whole
free world in the manner in which
it is able to find ores and minerais

for the human needs. With regard

to the implications affecting other

branches of engineering, as rcpre-

sented in the ranks of the Engi-

neering Institute of Canada, the

magnitudes of our requirements of

elcctrical energy, improvements ia

the tools with which we work, the

devising of new chemical and
metallurgical processes, the plan-

ning of municipal services, the pro-

vision of transportation .systems;

ali are greatly enhanced by the re-

cent developments outlined here.

They give much point to the claim

that has often been made that the

discovery of economic mineral

resources leads the way in creating

the initial incentive for engineer-

ing projects of many kinds that

otherwise would either not come
into being at ali, or would at best

be delayed for generations. V
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Les Garactéristiques

mécaniques des sois

et des solides

by

A. Gouard,

Ingénieur Civil de VEcole Nationale des Porils et Chaussées,

Ingénieur Conseil,

Paris, France.

Comme les théories actuelles,

avec leurs hypothèses de base, ne
donnent pas d'interprétation satis-

faisante des phénomènes expéri-

mentaux, et que Ton s'explique mal
la diíférence des points de vue de la

mécanique des sois et de celle des
solides, nous avons tenté de re-

prendre ces questions à la base, c'est-

à-dire depuis les hypothèses physi-

ques elles-mêmes.

Nous admettrons comme caraeté-

ristiques de base d'un eorps quel-

conque: Tangle de frottement in-

terne </> (avec la compacité comme
correctif) et la résistance vraie à la

traction R' (avec la fragilité comme
correctif).

Toutes les autres caractéristiques

ne doivent être que les conséquences
de ces données initiales, et doivent
pouvoir s'en déduire qualitative-

ment et quantitativement.

Résistance à la compression simple R
Si nous considérons un prisme

rectangulaire d'épaisseur unité et de
largeur a soumis à des contraintes

orthogonales p et p° avec p>p" et

que nous écrivions simplement Fé-

quilibre des forces suivant le plan de
rupture AB, nous avons:

N = psini3 N° = pOcos/J/tgjS T = pcos/3

T° = p''cos/3

et en admettant que R' est réelle-

ment la résistance isotropique au
déplacement intergranulaire, la ré-

sistance tangentielle à tout dépla-
cement dans le plan AB est RVsin/S
au coefficient constant a prés, et

Téquilibre des forces correspond à:

T-T°-R'/sin/3=(N+ N")tg</> ou

R'
P =

+

sm/3coSj8— sin ^/3tg</)

p° (sinj3+cos/3tg.^)

sin/3— sin/3tg/3tg<^

dont la dérivée est

dp ^ (tg0+R'/p°) (sin2i3tg<^-cos2/3)

d/3 sin-'|3cos2/3 (I - tgi3tg</))

nulle pour /3 = 45'' + <^/2 quels que
soient p° et R' ce qui est la loi de
Coulomb.

Si <^ = on a p = '2R' ce qui difíère

des théories dassiques, qui, d'après

la courbe intrinsèque, veulent que la

résistance à la traction et à la com-
pression soient égales. En réalité, à
notre avis, on appelle pour les

solides, résistance à la traction, ce

que I on appelle cohésion pour les

sois, pour masquer le fait que ce

que Ton appelle résistance à la

traction d'un solide et que Ton
mesure à la rupture, n'est pas la

vraie résistance à la traction

:

Quand on casse un solide par

traction, il n'est plus, à la rupture,

dans son état initial, car son orga-

nisation moléculaire a été modifiée

par écrouissage. Cet écrouissage par

étirage élève la résistance à la

traction, ce qui est bien connu pour

les métaux, dans une proportion

variable avec la fragilité, et le solide

n'est plus isotrope: II a changé de

nature et de caractéristicjues.

Des essais de cisaillement libre,

de torsion par exemple, ne parais-

sent pas donner autant de facilités à

Técrouissage de se manifester, et la

vraie résistance à la traction R'

devrait pouvoir être déduite, grâce

aux formules suivantes, d'essais de

torsion pure, ou de cisaillement

libre (sans plan de rupture imposé),

en fonction de (/> mesuré i)ar des

essais de compression simple comme
indiqué ci-dessus par exemple, si le

matériau est idéaleiíieiit fragile.

La fragilité pourrait être définie

et mesurée par le rapport U'

expériniental K' théori(iuc, le pre-

lii this [)a|MT tlií* aiitliur cotiHifJers

some théories relatiii^ to the coiii-

presnive stren<;lh and shearin^ rc-

8Í8tance of koIIs and solidn. He Hho\\>

how lhese théories can he a(>|>li<-(l

to striiotiiral iiieinlicrs suhjcclcd lo

torsion and triaxial stresses uilli

special referon<-e lo rcinforced con-

crele lu-anis.

mierétaiil ()l)t<-mi à la traction lente

et rapporté à la secfion vraie après
striction, à la rupture, et le secoiid

par des essais de cisaillement simple.

Résistance á In traction R'

II est iiitiiitiveineiit évident (|ue </>

(en mouvenieiit) doit être inférieur

à45°car Xtg0 >Nest {)liysi(juement

impossible sans abrasion. On ne peut
pas admettre (|ue le frottement
puisse agir comme un levier nnilti-

plicateur de force, ou alors le co-

efficient d'enchevêtrement de Ca-
quot n'est pas constant, ou la valeur
maximum de est 32°40' pour la

-surface polie (Tun corps quelconíjue,

et nous ne connaissons pas de cas

réel de </> plus élevé.

Cette hypothèse concorde (Tail-

leurs avec notre fonnule de résis-

tance en pointe des Pieux ((iénie

Civil 1/1/52) qui est pratitiuement

asymptotique pour <í) = 45° et dont
les résultats ont toujours concordé
avec les mesures de laboratoire

quand il en a été effectué. .\otre

courbe aurait (Tailleurs été i)arfai-

tement asymptoli(|Uc si Ton avait

admis ({ue la comi^ressibilité soit

nulle sons une pression iiifinie, ce

qui est évident, mais la loi Ioga ri th-

mique de Terzaghi est três suífisam-

nient approchée dans le domaine
praticjue.

L'hypotlièse de risotrojjic iTcst

valable (jue pour les niatériaiix

idéalement fragiles; s'ils ne s(Mit |)as

fragiles, Técrouissage réoriente les

particules élémentaires, le solide

devient anisotrope, et la rui)ture par

traction se produit néce.s.sairement

suivant une section droite /3 = 90''.

II serait néannioins inexact d'en

conclure = 90" et la verticalité de

la tangente à la courbe iiit rinsè(|ue.

I/intuition expérinieutaic incite à

penser {|ue l étirage doit réduire la

compacité, et |)ar consé<iuent 0. au

lieu (Taugnienter sa valeur ju.squ'à

90°. ce (|ui est de toute fa(.()n une
impossibilité physi(jue.

Si Ton nous objecte ((Ue les

équations précédentes donnent ±p
= '2K' nous ferons remar(|uer

(prelles ne représentent (|ue ré(|ui-

libre tangenticl. et iie sanraiciit

s'apj)li(|uer au cii> de la nii)tnrc
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normale sous traction simple qui ne

peut être que — p = R'.

Cohésion—Ce inot n'a pas de

signification propre distincte: il

n'est qii'un synonyme de la résis-

tance isotrope vraie à la traction, ou

résistance au déplacement intergra-

nulaire, ou tout au moins devrait

être défini comme tel.

Torsion et Compression—Si nous
considérons un cylindre annulaire

rintuition et Texperience indiquent

que la rupture doit se produire

suivant un tour d'hélice, de sorte

que Tanalyse peut être ramenée à

celle d'un prisme, car il suíRt de

fendre en long le cylindre suivant

une génératrice et de le dérouler.

La contrainte de torsion devient une
contrainte d'effort tranchant, et

rien n'est changé au comportement
du solide. La faute qui nous parait

avoir été commise jusqu'à présent, a

été de considérer des forces tangen-

tielles appliquées, qui ne peuvent
avoir de réalité physique, au lieu de
considérer que Tangle de rupture

/3, ou le pas de Thélice, doit être

pris en compte, et cjue ce paramètre
dépend de <j), ce qui est impossible

avec la conception actuelle du ci-

saillement.

Si C est la contrainte conven-
tionnelle de cisaillement, ou de tor-

sion, on peut la remplacer par une
contrainte latérale equivalente p° =
Ctg/3 sur la hauteur de la fissure (en

négligeant le couple autour du
milieu de AB, nécessaire pour ré-

tablir réquilibre, et dont Taction

résultante sur AB est nuUe) et

Téquation d'équilibre des forces

s'écrit comme précédemment

_ C (sin/3+coS|8tg</))

^ si n/3tg<^— cos/3

+ K
sm/3cos/3— sin-/3tg</)

et dp/d|3 = pour R'/ C =

(tgV+I) tg'^^

(tg)3+tg</.)^'-(tg'^0+I)

d'oú p/C formules sans grand
intérêt pratique, vu leur lourdeur
d'emploi. Mais nous étudierons
quelques cas particuliers, qui se

prétent à des controles expérimen-
taux relativement simples.

Si p = on a ^ = 90°±(j)/'i et

2ir

2cosV+sin<^tg<í>

2

ce qui donne pour le béton les

résultats suivants:

Les travaux de Considere ont mon-
tré que le béton peut être considéré
comme idéalement fragile,que le rap-

port R/R' = 10 environ, et que R
est une fonction linéaire de Tétreinte

latérale avec R/p° = 4,8 qui d'après

nos formules correspond à (sin/S

+ cos/3tg</))/(sin/3 - sin |8tg/3tg<^) =
4,8 d'oú /3 = 25°et<t> = 41°avec = 45°-

4>/2. Si Ton porte <^ = 41° dans notre

formule de torsion on a (3 = 69° et

C = 0,86R'. D'autre part, les expé-

riences montrent que la résistance

au cisaillement sous compression
(ou avec plan de rupture impo.sé)

est três approximativement 3 fois

plus grande cjue sous traction (ou

en cisaillement libre) et Texplica-

tion physique de ce phénomène
n'est pas encore connue, néanmoins,
cela s'accorde assez bien avec nos
formules, car la compression donne
pour /3 = 25° </.=41°. R = 4,3R',

or 4,3 X 0,86 x 3 = 10 environ et

4,3 x 3,14 = 13,4 ordres de grandeur
encadrant les résultats expérimen-
taux.

Nous nous aventurerons à pro-

poser une explication physique.

Tous les solides sont composés de
cristaux ou particules, plus ou
moins rugueux et enchevêtrés, et,

tout le long du plan de rupture, tout

se passe comme si Ton avait deux
feuilles de papier de verre en con-

tact, coUées avec une colle élastique.

Sous traction, la colle prête suffisam-

ment pour qu'il y ait dé.senchevê-

trement des grains, mais sans perte

de résistance élastique ni de frotte-

ment ; sous compression, il ne peut y
avoir mouvement que si les grains

sont cisaillés intérieurement, ou
s"ils entrent en rotation, en vain-

quant la résistance R' de la colle

d enrobage à tout mouvement.
Dans le cas de la rotation, la sur-

face cylindrique de rupture est 3,14

fois plus grande que la .section plane

AB. Si la résistance interne au ci-

saillement des grains e.st inférieure à

3,14. R' ou si la compacité n'est pas
absolue, le rapport des résistances

au ci.saillement R' sous compression
et sous traction est intermédiaire

entre 1 et 3,14.

S'il n'y a pas d"accrochage des
grains, du fait d'un film d'eau lubré-

fiant et isolant, comme dans les

argiles oú 4> = 0, le rapport est 1.

Mais il faudrait des expériences

nombreuses et difficiles à concevoir
et exécuter pour tirer tout cela au
clair avec certitude, quoique Ton
puis.se déjà vérifier certaines con-
clusions.

Le fait que Ton ne constate jamais
que des ruptures à 90° en traction

simple, signifie que la résistance

tangentielle R' — Ntg</) est encore

^0 quand N=R' donc (t>
^45°.

C.Q.F.D.
La torsion .se traduisant par une

traction périphérique non compen-
sée par une compression .symétrique,

on ne doit con.sidérer cju'un tour
d'hélice complet pour Téquilibre,

et il en résulte une striction des
couches internes, moins sollicitées,

du noyau, donc un allongement du
cylindre, ce que Ton constate expé-
rimentalement, et que la théorie

classique ne peut pas expliquer. Si

Tépaisseur de la paroi annulaire est

trop faible, on a le flambement
avant le cisaillement, sinon le cy-

lindre se comporte à la fissuration

en ressort hélicoidal. Mais Finter-

réaction des zones concentriques
inégalement sollicitées rend le phé-
nomène triaxial et trop complexe
pour être analy.sé. On conçoit néan-
moins le glissement hélicoídal de la

matière, permettant la coexistence

d'une traction et d'une réduction du
diamètre, et la non coíncidence

éventuelle des ruptures expérimen-
tales avec notre théorie, ou d'ail-

leurs la théorie classique: elles

conduisent curieu-sement toutes deux
à la même position de la fissure en
torsion pure, car les contraintes

principales à 45° et 45° -</)/2= 90°

— </)/2 des génératrices.

Si <f)
= et p = on a C = R7

sin^/3 qui est minimum pour /3 = 90°

d'oii C = R' ce qui prouve que les

essais de ci-saillement sur les argiles

pour lesquelles <^ = O donnent bien la

vraie rési.stance à la traction qu'il

n'y a donc aucune raison de mas-
quer sous le nom de cohésion.

Si <t)
= et pjfcO on a p/R' = 2

cotgiS et - p/C = tg2/3 d'oú C = R' -
p- 4R' ce qui nous parait cadrer

três bien avec les expériences de
M. Habib.

Si R' = ce qui e.st le cas des .sois

pulvérulents, une troisième con-

trainte est nécessaire pour empêcher
Téchantillon de s'ébouler, et nous
sommes amenés au problème de la

triple étreinte.

Triple Étreinte

Nous avions déjà utili.sé dans le

Génie Civil du 1/1/52 les excellents

essais de M. Habib- pour vérifier

notre formule de résistance en

pointe des pieux, et nous lui sommes
reconnaissants de cette publication

sans laquelle nous n'aurions rien pu
trouver. Nous nous étions servis

auparavant des essais de M. Liang

Sheng Chen^ exécutés à Harvard
sous la direction de M. Casagrande,

et qui avaient complètement éclairé

la question de la compacité cri-

tique.

Dans les essais de M. Habib nous

avons noté que Tappareil triaxial

sous étreinte triple variable, montre
(jue sous compression simple on a

4> = 32° et sous striction 41 = 25° pour

le même sable sec.

Nous en déduisons que la compa-
cité critique varie quand la con-

trainte intermédiaire va d'une des
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J limites de son domaine à Tautre, et

cela n'a rien de choquant pour le

physicien. Par eontre l'intuition

expérinientale ne peut adniettre la

validité des concíusions tirées de
rapplication du cercle de Mohr
suivant laquelle la compacité cri-

tique passerait par un maxinuiin

pour une valeur de la contrainte

intermédiaire, intermédiaire entre

son maximum et son minimum.

dont la dérivation dans le cas gene-
ral est praliqueinent inextricahle.

Nous iious bornerons donc à des
cas particuliers.

Pourlesterrainspulvéruk'ntsR'=0
et nous avons montré dans le Génie
Civile, en 1954, en nous appuyant
sur les essais de M. Habib que notre
théorie rend mieux compte des ré-

sultats expérimentaux que la théorie
classique.

T Tp T

Nous formulerons donc Fhypo-
thèse que la compacité criticiue ne
peut varier que d'une façon conti-

nue, toujours croissante ou toujours

décroissante, parallèlement à la

variation de la somme des con-

traintes auxquelles réchantillon est

soumis.

Une première conséquence de ce

postulat est qu'il n'y a pas de
courbe intrinsècjue, au moins pour
les sois pulvérulents, puisqu'il de-

vrait y en avoir une distincte pour
chaque valeur relative de la con-

trainte intermédiaire au regard des
contraites principales.

De plus, en utilisant notre inter-

prétation du rôle physique de la

torsion et de Teffort tranchant, du
cisaillement conventionnel en un
mot, nous allons le transformer en
une contrainte latérale, qui va se

combiner tout naturellement avec
celle directement appliquée dans
Tappareil triaxial, en + ou en —
suivant le signe qui produira le plus

facilement la rupture.

La contrainte latérale p" devient

donc la contrainte intermédiaire les

contraintes principales étant p et

p±° Ctg)3 et en supposant p>p''

on a:

N = psin/3 N" = p^cos/S 'tg(t>- Ccos/3

T = pcoS|8 T'' = p''cos/3-Csin/3

La résistance à la traction est

toujours au coefficient a prés R'/
sinjS et Féquation d'équilibre des

forces sur la hauteur de Thélice de
rupture est

:

- Csin'=/3+p°cos'=g(tgg+tg./))

sin^cos/3— sin-/3tg(^

La conclusion s'impose donc que
toutes les théories qui interprètent

la torsion, TeíFort tranchant, le

cisaillement, à Taide du cercle de
Mohr et de la courbe intrinsèque,

conduisent à des conclusions qui

sont nécessairement fausses.

Béton Armé

Les conséquences de ces concep-

tions s'étendent si loin dans toutes

les branches théoriques et pratiques

de la mécanique que nous ne pou-

vons espérer même les envisager

toutes: nous nous bornerons à

examiner quelques répercussions

dans les conceptions du béton armé.

Dans le Génie Civil (1/3/52 et

1/5/52) nous avions déjà montré' la

grande illusion des calculs hyper-

statiques qui ne tiennent pas compte

de la dissymétrie des poutres en T
et d'autres anomalies des théories

classiques. Dans le numéro du

1/4/53 nous avions essayé de recon-

sidérer la distribution des étriers, à

Taide d'une méthode simpliste et

non orthodoxe (lui nous paraissait

compatible avec les observations

expérimentales.

Pour vérifier la validité de nos

conclusions, M. I^belle a coulé une

poutre spécialement proportionnée

pour se rompre à Teffort tranchant

(section 15 x 30, portée 240, arma-

tures 225 durs crénclés, pas d e-

triers, 2 charges de 3t à 15 cm. <le

part et d autre de laxe de la poutre

sur 2 appuis simples) et m'a informé

qu'une fissure s'était manifestée.
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partant sous la charge presque
horizonlalenient pour arriver avec
une pente assez f(jrte et curviiigne

à 34 cm. des a[)puis sur la sous face.

La règle prati((U(' (|ue nous a\ i(tiis

proposée aurait einpêché la ruplurc
puisqu il y aurait eu des étriers

ju.squ'à 62 cm. des api)uis, mais
néanmoins nous n'avions pas envi-

sagé une telle fis.sure et cela nous a

amenés à reconsidérer le problème
depuis les hypothèses de base, la

mécanique des sois et le cercle de
Mohr.
Le résultat est (jue nous espérons

mainteiiant avoir établi des for-

mules (|ui cadrent coiivenablement
avec les résultats expérimentaux.

Si nous admettons <^ = 41°, y
épaisseur du béton comprimé au
dessus de la fibre neutre, z le bras de
levier, A[ le moment de flexion, T
Teffort tranchant, h la hauteur de la

poutre de largeur b, Téquation
d'équilibre est:

v R7sin/3+ M(0,87 sin/3-cos/3)/

bz-T(0,87 cosi3+ sin^) b = 0.

Comme dans la povitre essayée, la

rupture à Teffort tranchant s"est

produite avant (}ue le béton ou
Tacier aient atteint leurs limites

d'élasticité, nous pouvons admettre
que z = h — y/3 ou y = a h, ce qui

nous donne avec la formule pour m
coefficient d'équivalence, avec (f>

pourcentage d'acier m= a^/2 (1
—

a)<t) d'ou a = 0,21 et m = l,l en sup-

posant R' = 40kg cm- et la rupture

se produisant d'un seul coup.

D"après notre théorie, la fi.ssure

sur la fibre neutre devrait être à

/3 = 69° sur rhorizontalc, alors que

les expériences la montrent infini-

ment moins grand et en tous cas

plus proche de 45° que de 69°.

L"explication nous ])arail três

simple: dès que la phase élasliciue

est dépassée pour le béton, le flux

de force est modifié car le bélon

n'est plus isotrope, et la fissure

finale, (jui est la seule que Ton puisse

voir, correspond à la disparition de

la poutre rectangulaire prisniati(|ue

initiale, et à .son remplacement par

Tare sous tendu qui i)récède la

rupture finale i)ar écrasement dii

béton de sa clef ou étirage de son

tirant, et, dans le fonctionnemeiil

en are, la compre.ssiou n'est pas

nulle au niveau de ce <iui était la

fibre neutre de la poutre iniliale, ce

qui rend la dernière fissure Ix-au-

coup plus oblique.

La preuve est (|ue si foii applitiwe

Téquation precedente à ct ttc |)ou-

tre, et (|ue Ton trace grai)lii(|uenieiit

,

par tangentes successives dans cha-

que tranche horizoiítale éléinentaire

de la i)Oulre, la lissure. en admct-

tant simi)iemenl (|ue Tépaisseur à

la clef correspond à la compression
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maximum du béton (400 kg/cm'^) et

que la compression et Teffort tran-

chant se repartissent uniforménient

dans toute Tépaisseur de Tare dans

chacine section verticale successive,

vous retrouverez exactement la fis-

sure expérimentalement constatée.

Dans ces conditions il apparait

que les hypothèses élastiques ou

élastoplastiques ne peuvent être

considérées comnie acceptables si

Ton n'a pas au préalable vérifié

qu'il ne peut pas se produiie un
fonctionnement en are sous tendu

par fissuration à Teffort tranchant.

Aucun étrier ne peut empêcher
une fissure d'effort tranchant de se

manifester, puiscjuMl est inipossible

de renforcer une section au cisaille-

ment dans son plan.

S'il n'y a pas de fissuration, les

étriers sont inutiles, et s'il y a fissu-

ration, il y a création d'arcs sous

tendus, superposés s'il y en a

plusieurs.

Dans ce dernier cas. Tare infé-

rieur, le plus court, soulage la clef

de celui (jui le surnionte, en repor-

tant la charge sur ses reins, par

rinterniédiaire des étriers ((lui ont

avantage à être verticaux) qui tra-

vaillent comme des suspentes sou-

tenant ses retombées; et les étriers

sont inutiles en dehors de ce role,

donc vers le centre de la travée.

On peut adniettre qu'il y a un
nombre infini frarcs superposés,

entre le plus court, déliniité par la

fissure la plus éloignée des appuis,

et les appuis eux inêmes, tons tra-

vaillant à la clef au taux niaxiniuni

de compression du béton. Dans ces

conditions des étriers sont néces-

saires entre les apj)uis et les re-

tombées de Tare le plus court, mais
avec une densité d'aciers bien plus

forte ((ue la théorie classiciue ne le

prévoit, car les fissures à Teffort

tranchant pur sont à 69° et non
45°, ce qui fait qu'il faut 2,6 fois

plus d'acier par unité de longueur
prés des appuis, alors qu'il n'en est

aucun besoin au centre des travées.

Les théories classiques condui-
sent donc à une mauvaise sécurité

et à une mauvaise répartition des
matériaux: Trop d"acier là oú il ne
sert à rien, et pas assez là oú il

serait nécessaire. A Theure actuelle,

les étriers calculés à 14,4 kg, ou ne
servent à rien car il n'y a pas de
fissuration à craindre, ou travaillent

réellement à 37 kg, ce qui peut être

dangereux si les charges ont été

calculées juste.

Les aciers tendus, dans le cas

d'arcs sous tendus doivent être

solidement ancrés, pour leur pleine

section, en dehors de la portée de
Tare et de la courbe des moments,
alors ((ue dans le cas des poutres

ils peuvent être arrêtés à la courbe
des moments. De même la notion de
coefficient de sécurité doit être vue
de prés, car on ne voit pas três bien

ce qu est la sécurité d une poutre
élastique, qui finit en are sous tendu
à la rupture: il y a un changement
de nature assez déconcertant et non
homogène. Enfin, nous sommes
inéluctablement conduits à ad-

niettre cette notion nouvelle en
mécanique, ({u\ pourra choquer à

première vue.

Le frottement est un phénomène
continu, valable aussi bien en trac-

tion qu'en compression, et dont
Tefíet égal à Ntg</) peut aussi bien

être positif que négatif.

("est d'ailleurs la seule explica-

tion possible des ruptures en sifflet

c-onstatées en torsion pure, et dont
Tangle du plan de rupture ne con-

corde pas avec les théories classi-

(|ues: La rupture .suivant une sec-

tion droite (|iiand = est impos-
sible, du fait de renchevêtrement
des grains d'abord, et du fait, en-

suite, que le frottement négatif ne

peut exister, et contribuer à vaincre

la résistance à la traction i.sotrope

R' (jue dans le cas (Tune contrainte

de traction oblique sur le plan de
rupture. Le frottement, et par suite

(/), ne peuvent donc pas influencer

sur la résistance à la traction simple,

alors <(u"il conditioime, avec R', la

résistance à la compression simi)le.

Quoiejue la surface de rupture

oblique soit plus grande (jue celle de
la .section droite, Teffort de cisaille-

ment nécessaire pour produire la

rupture suivant un tel plan, est

moindre (|ue pour la produire .sui-

vant une .section droite, même .sans

enchevêtrement des grains, du fait

de rintervention du frottement
négatif.

Quel(|ue surprenante que cette

théorie puisse i)araitre au premier
abord, c'e.st la })a,se implicite de tons

nos calculs, et elle parait être la

seule su.sceptible de s*accor(ler (|ua-

iitativement et ({uantitativement,

conune nous Tavons montré par le

calcul de la fi,ssure (Tune poutre
d'essai à Teífort tranchant notam-
ment, avec les constatations expé-

rimentales.

Mais cela ne permet pas de mieux
comprendre ce qu'e.st le frottement,
sa nature profonde, et sa relation

avec les autres caractéristiques, cris-

tallines, phy.siques, chimiíjues, des
corps, ou sa variation en fonction de
la pression ou de la température.

Résumé

En conclusion, nous dirons que les

eíTorts tangentiels n'existent pas
comme efforts extérieurs applicjués,

car ils exigeraient <^ = 90° ce qui e.st

une impcssibilité physique dé-
montrée par Tabsence de ruptures
obliíjues à la traction simple; ils

nVxistent que comme efforts in-

ternes, et seulement dans le plan de
rupture, comme sous protluit de
Tangle de frottement interne

<f). Ce
dernier n'a la possibilité de mani-
fester .son influence, qu'après que la

résistance R' ait été insuffi.sante, et

qu'une po.ssibilité de mouvement se

.soit créée.

II nous semble donc que Terreur
de base des théories cla,ssiques est

(|ue lorsque Ton considere Téqui-
libre du parallélépipède élémen-
taire, on admet justement Texistence

de forces tangentielles appliquées
extérieurement à ce volume élémen-
taire, et que Ton exclut Téventualité

de ,sa rupture interne en s)us élé-

ments non homothétiques, lorsque

les efforts dépassent une certaine

valeur: ce fait expérimental montra
justement (jue ce parallélépipède

n'e.st pas le volume élémentaire.

Tous les niLsonnements basés sur ce

po.stulat ine.xact .sont donc faux, ou
ne seraient valables au mieux que
tant (jue t ^R' — ntg<^, ce qui

interdit leur application aux phé-

nomènes de rupture par cisaillement

interne.

Dans ces conditions, c'est la vali-

dité pratique et expérimentale de
toute la discipline éla.stique (jue nous
contestons: Teffort tranchant e.x-

primé en contrainte de ci.saillement

raj)portée à la section droite n'est

qu une conception comptable rap-

portée à un plan fixe de référence,

mais n'a aucun rapport avec la con-

trainte réelle dans le plan de rup-

ture, qui dépend de 0, donc de 0,

suivant une relation que le cerde de

Mohr et la courbe intriusèíjue ne

j)euvent pas interpréter. Toutes les

théories concernant Teffort tran-

chant ou la torsion, et (jui utilisent

le cercle de Mohr et la courbe in-

trinsèque, sont donc néce.s.sairement

fau.s.ses dans leurs conclu.sions, qui

doivent être reconsidérées.

Enfin, le frottement négatif est

aussi réel que le frottement positif,

(j) ne peut être supérieur à 45°, et

Téquilibre de la matière doit être

considéré comme celui d un massif

granulaire, la résistance interne des

grains étant indépendante de Tad-

hérence intergranulaire.
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DMSCUSSION
of Techiiical Papers

Power Transmission by Insulated Cable

by

Dr. L. G. Brazier, Research Department, British Insulated

Callender's Cables, London, England.

The Engineering Journal, July 1955, page 93.3.

F. L. Lawton, M.E.LC.i

The author has presented an
excellent comparative appraisal of

insulated power cable design, fab-

rication, testing, installation and
performance, comparing essentially

British with North American prac-

tice, but not neglecting develop-

ments elsewhere. In so doing, the

author has filled a long-felt need.

The author has referred to one
characteristic of lead as applied

in power cable sheathing—the so-

called "drooping characteristic"

—

in accordance with which the

sheath tends to behave in an ex-

tremely brittle manner when sub-

jected to slow extension. Does this

condition become increasingly sig-

nificant at low temperatures, sav
minus 25° F.?

The author's incisive presenta-
tion of the diíferences between
British and North American prac-
tice in respect of purchasing speci-

fications is an invaluable feature
of the paper, as is the performance
data. While not necessarily direct-

ly comparable, the data on failures

duc to mechanical damage is most
illuminating and leads one to ques-
tion the economy of the extensive
and costly duct systems used in

North America except where win-
ter temperatures enforce this solu-

tion.

W, J. Baxter-

From the user standpoint Dr.
Brazier's paper is of particular

' Chief Engineer, Power Department,
Aluminium Laboratories.

^ The Hydro-Electric Power Commis-
sion of Ontário, Toronto.

interest because it provides in a

single paper a comprehensive short

history of the development of

cable use for the transmission of

power with particular emphasis in

the high voltage range.

His discussion of Specification

Tests infers that the C.S.A. has
no specification for mains or power
cable. However C.S.A. No. C68
has been issued and has been in

common use in Canada for a num-
ber of years. A second edition No.
C68A was issued in 1953 and
covers solid type cables up to 69

kv. It is true that for high volt-

ages A.E.I.C. specifications are

generally referred to but are al-

ways amplified from the user

standpoint. In this regard there

is a similarity to the North
American and B.E.A.'s approach
in that they frequently require

surge tests. For example, the On-

tário Hydro specifies impulse with-

stand voltage levei.

It should be noted that for volt-

ages up to kv. levei rubber in-

sulation on this contincnt has had
considerable development, with

indications that its cost is com-
petitive with paper. If the cost is

comparable and its life is likely to

be equal to paper there may be

considerable user preferencc for its

use as it simplifies joints and ter-

minations and eliminates the com-

pound drainage problem.

The mass - impregnated, non-

draining cables mentioned in the

paper are limitcd to a maximum
of 11 kv. rating. In order to com-

pete with the prospective develop-

ment of rubber insulated cables, it

will be necessary to extend the

availability of the mass-impreg-
nated non-drairiing cables to cover
the full range of solid type cables.

With regard to aluminum
sheathing obvious advantages are

seen but the user is going to re-

quire more assurance that the
jointing techniques will not limit

the life expectancy of a cable. It

is noted that there is no mention
of cal)le life but this is a very
important item from the user's

point of view. A conservative life

of an overhead high voltage trans-

mission line of Steel tower con-
struction could be 50 years. It is

felt that a high voltage under-
ground cable life should be its

equivalent because of high initial

cost.

D. M. Farnham !

The author iiiust ])e compli-
mented on his chronological dc-

scription of the power cable busi-

ness. Such has been done on
s e V e r a 1 occasions by different

authors in America — yet it is

always useful to add to this his-

torical background.
In passing, I would likc to refer

to lhe ])aragraph tilled "Couduc-
lor Screening". The author states

that in America screening by using

layers of carbon paper is preferred.

While some manufacturers use

this method for conductor sliield-

ing, it is not general nor do I

think it is preferred and, actually,

it was not used bcfore screening

by metallized paj)ers had l)een

practised for many years.

In the i)aragraph on "Dielectric

Screening", the author states that

in the case of single core oil-filled

cables reliance has iu the past

l)eeu on a tight íit between the

sheath and lhe core. etc. I believe

lhe Quebec Hydro-Elcctric Com-
mission installed the Hrst oil-filled

' Cliiof Kiij;ine('i , lMifiin<'(MÍii)i Design

Division. Quebec Hyilro-EkH^trie Com-
niission Montreal.
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cable used in Canada, which cable

had dielectric shielding on metal-

lized paper, and it has always been

our practice to use shielding on

ali high-voltage cables; in fact, on

ali cables 12-kv. and ovar.

In the last paragraph under the

"Sheathing" the author refers to

two cable installations of alum-

inum sheathed cable for high volt-

age in Canada, namely: the 300-

kv. cable at Kitimat, and the

69-kv. 3SA cable in Vancouver.

Actually, the first high-voltage

aluminum sheathed cable ever

used to the best of my knowledge
was the 120-kv. Pirelli type oil-

filled cable with aluminum sheath-

ing installed in Montreal in 1953.

I am happy to note the author's

reference to high-voltage d-c cable

transmission. We hope that the

future may hold developments of

reliable conversion and inversion

equipment that will assure the

continuous and successful opera-

tion for this means of transmitting

energy—both by way of overhead
lines and underground cables.

P, J. Croft, M.E.I.C.*

U n 1 e s s I misinterpret Dr.

Brazier's meaning, he has been
misinformed with respect to the

Canadian Standards Association

specifications in the field of

"mains" cable. While it is true

that the specification of the Asso-

ciation of Edison Illuminating

Companies, which by the way
covers only paper cable and not
the whole field of cables, is well

known and used by one or two of

the larger Utilities in Canada,
there has existed since 1940 a well

thought out Canadian standard
specification on paper insulated

power cable which is the most
widely used instrument of its kind
in Canada. This specification has
been completely revised and re-

issued under the date of 1953.

While many of the design clauses

referring to such matters as in-

sulation thickness, test voltages
etc, follow quite closely those of

the A.E.I.C. specification, the

philosophy of its issuance is much
more in keeping with the stand-
ards of the British Standards In-

stitution. In other words it is a
national standard rather than a
purchasing instrument issued by a
private group as in the case of

the A.E.I.C. specification.

It is to be noted, however, that

* Chief Engineer. Canada Wire and
Cable Company, Limited, Toronto.

while the B.S.I. specification No.
480 covers a very limited number
of fixed voltage ratings, the Cana-
dian standard specification, like

the A.E.I.C. specification, provides

detail design data for ali voltages

from 1,000 to 69 kv. in steps of

1,000 volts. In support of this it

seems that there is a much larger

variety of actual utilization volt-

ages in existence in North America
than in Great Britain.

Lead Sheath Alloys

Dr. Brazier's reference to the

choice of suitable alloys of lead

for the sheathing of cables is of

great interest to ali cable manu-
facturers and users. In North
America, due to the prevalence of

duct and manhole installation and
the characteristic of our load

cycles particularly in municipal

supply systems, a great bulk of

the interest along these lines has

been centered in the behaviour of

lead sheaths under slow bending
cycles, and the great bulk of the

technical literature appears to be
devoted to this aspect of the

situation.

Little is available in the tech-

nical literature concerning the be-

haviour of lead sheathing alloys

under high frequency low ampli-

tude vibration which assumes im-

portance under some conditions.

There have, for example, been a
limited number of cases of trouble

in lead sheath materiais due to

high frequency low amplitude
vibration in transit by railroad.

It is a peculiarly North American
condition that cable shipments
frequently proceed several thous-

and miles by railroad since most
of our heavy manufacture is in

the east and many of our cus-

tomers in the west. The use of a
lead alloy containing approximate-
ly 0.06% copper has been used in

some quarters for this purpose.

Another application in which
the high frequency vibration char-

acteristic of sheathing materiais

assumes importance is in the in-

stallation of cables on bridges, and
the erection of several large and
important suspension and canti-

lever bridges in various parts of

Canada in the last few years has
brought this into prominence.

Vibration tests made by our Com-
pany confirm what had already

been supposed, namely that a

drawn aluminum sheath exhibits

improvement in high frequency

vibration characteristics greater

than that of any available lead

alloy in this type of application.

Aluminum Sheathed Cable

Dr. Brazier's remarks concern-

ing the direct extrusion of alum-
inum as a cable sheath by the

Alsheath process are of great in-

terest. I believe that most cable

engineers in this country and in

the United States feel that the

ultimate univer.sal method of

manufacture of aluminum sheath-

ed cable will be by direct extrusion

in the certainty that technical dif-

ficulties will ultimately be solved.

In the meantime it has been pos-

sible to make adequate field trials

of the behaviour of aluminum
sheathing and coUect valuable

operating experience on cables

manufactured by the draw-down
process. The company with which
I am associated has been in the

forefront of this development in

Canada.
Dr. Brazier has mentioned the

300-kv. Kitimat cable and the

69-kv. gas-pressurized cable at

Vancouver as being examples of

the use of aluminum for the sake

of its high tensile strength. There
have been several other technically

interesting and important cable

in which aluminum sheathing has
been similarly used, as for ex-

ample, the single conductor ter-

minal ends for a high pressur

pipe-type cable in Toronto, whil

there is a considerable installation

of aluminum sheathed low pres-

sure oil-filled cable in Montreal in

which the high tensile strength ofl

the aluminum sheathing has made
it possible to eliminate stop jointa

altogether. Another important!

aluminum sheathed low pressure

oil-filled cable installation is cur-

rently in progress here in Toronto
In view of their great technical

interest these super-tension iteras

have to some extent deflected

attention from the broader use o

aluminum sheathing for wiring the

power distribution circuits in com-

mercial and industrial buildings.

This use of aluminum sheathed

cable as a new wiring method i

rapidly gaining momentum in

Canada and is fully recognized in

our code. Some two million feet

of aluminum sheathed cable have

been produced in Canada, but per

haps like the Scandinavians we in

Canada are a little backward in

shouting our achievements from

the house-tops.

The Author

I am very appreciative of th
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careful and detailed contributions

to the discussion.

My temerity in venturing, as an

outsider, to refer to the Canadian
specification system has been re-

warded, not unexpectedly, by íind-

ing that I was in error in respect

of the details which are set out

by Mr. Baxter and Mr. Croft, and

I am much obliged for this cor-

rection.

I agree with Mr. Baxter that

there may be considerable user

preference for rubber insulated

cable up to the 33-kv levei, but

I can find no evidence that the

cost of such cable is or will be

comparable to that of paper cable.

In reply to Mr. Lawton, I regret

that we have no data on the

C. H. R. Campling, M.E.I.C.s

First I should like to congratu-

late Dr. Jackson on the clarity of

his exposition of the theory of

magnetic amplifiers in general and
of the half-cycle response ampli-

fier in particular. Indeed when I

first received the galley proofs of

the paper there were no figures

provided, yet the explanation was
so lucid that at least for one with

a prior knowledge of the subject

there was no difficulty at ali in

following the argument.
Dr. Jackson commented in his

introduction that much work on
magnetic amplifiers had been done
since the publication of Moore's

paper in The Engineering Journal

in 1950. This statement is certain-

ly true. I think it may be inter-

esting to cite a few statistics which
are indicative of this growth of

activity. It is apparent from the

record of publications and manu-
facturing eíTort relating to mag-
netic amplifiers. For example, dur-

ing 1950 about nine papers relat-

ing to magnetic amplifiers were

presented at general meetings of

the American Institute of Electri-

cal Engineers. During 1953 about
twenty-three such papers were
presented. In 1955 there were some
twenty papers on magnetic ampli-

fiers and directly related technol-

ogy at the winter general meeting
alone.

^ Associate professor, Department of

Electrical Engineering, The Royai Mili-

tary College of Canada.

"drooping characteristic" of lead
at low temperatures such as those
he indicates.

I am glad to have Mr. Farn-
ham's comments on the dielectric

screening of oil filled cable and
on oil filled cable with aluminium
sheath.

Mr. Croffs contribution to the
discussion is valuable and most
helpful. I am particularly inter-

ested in his reference to alum-
inium sheathed building wire. I

take it that he refers to the rub-

ber or rubber-like cable sheathed
by means of an interlocked lap-

ping of aluminium tape. The ex-

tent of the development of this

type of building wire in Canada
is certainly most impressive.

In 1950, according to one annual

listing, there were no manufac-
turers in the United States who
considered themselves qualified to

produce magnetic amplifiers. In

1954 there were eighty-one in the

same listing.

There are other indications of

the growing maturity of this tech-

nology. In 1948 there were only

two little-known books available

on the subject, both printed in

Sweden. During 1950 a third ap-

peared and in 1953 a fourth.d)

In 1954 there were two new vol-

umes, one British and one Ameri-

can,(2); and already in 1955 a

significant bookO) has been pub-

lished.

Perhaps some additional com-

ment on the extent of magnetic

amplifier applications would not

be out of place. I am a little afraid

that Dr. Jackson may have given

unintentionally, by the examples

which he has cited, the impression

that these applications are con-

íined to some of the more rare

and exotic branches of engineer-

ing. He has pointed out that mag-

netic amplifiers in one form or

another are used at present for

the ampliíication or control of

powers ranging from micro micro

watts to megawatts. This state-

ment cannot be made with greater

truth for any otlier type of ampli-

fier. It means that these amplifiers

are useful to engineers in a very

wide diversity of fields.

Specifically, during lhe \y,ist five

years magnetic amplifiers have
been applied to regulators for volt-

age, currcnt, speed and various

other quantities which are ex-

pressible in terms of an electrical

signal. Often they are used in con-

junction with electron-tube ampli-
fiers or rotating amplifiers or some-
times with both. ^Iiich exi)erience

has accumulatcd in the apijliciilion

of these devices in the stccl in-

dustry where they have been used
for the control of motors of a few
thousand horsepower in cold-re-

duction mill drives. In the field of

power generation the magnetic
amplifier is being applied as an
excitation regulator for large syn-

chronous alternators(4). Significant

and successful test installations

have been made on a 50,000-

kilowatt turbine generator at the

Springdale Station of the West
Penn Power Comí)any, and as well

in Canada on a 27,000-kva. al-

ternator at the Otto Holden Gen-
erating Station of the Hydro-Elec-
tric Power Conimission of Ontário.

In médium and low power
ranges the magnetic amplifier has
had increasing application in servo

systems of ali types, and i)crhaps

particularly for those used in the

Services. At least one British and
two American aulopilot systems
use magnetic am|)lificrs to the ex-

clusion of vacuum tubes.

My final comment pertains

specifically to the half-cycle re-

sponse amplifier. I note that in

Dr. Jackson's paper there is no
reference to the work of R. A.

Ramey. The particular circuit dis-

cussed was first put forth by
Ramey in 1951(5). His explanation

of its operation was immediately

attacked by Krabbe of Denmark
who claimed that the theory was
not new and had in fact been ex-

pounded years before in Sweden.
Ramey has been a somewhat con-

troversial figure in the field ever

since. It has been pointed out that

amplifiers with half-cycle response

necessarily also have low gain.

Nevertheless, while there is a good

deal of truth in wliat liis critics

have claimed I think it must be

admittcd that lic was tlie first to

establish clearly that a response

time of one-half cycle could be at-

tained in practice. and furthermore

that his work did more than any

other one thing to bring about the

widespread use in North America

of the mcthod of amplifier analysis

which has liecn usc(l in Dr. Jack-

son"s T)aper and w liicli is so widcly

used today.
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E. E. NewhalP

Dr. Jackson has indicated his

paper is of the nature of a .survey.

I believe it is a very u.seful sur-

vey and a timely one. It is iisefiil

in bringing clearly to our attention

the fact that the new amplifiers

have alniost ali the advantages of

the older type as vvell as a very

fast speed of response. To me this

means we should appreciate fully

the merits of the newer type

of amplifier before considering

further extensive investigation or

application of the older type.

Dr. Jackson mentioned what is

probably the most serioiís draw-

back of the newer amplifiers and
that is the inability to control the

amplifier with verv low signal

leveis. This difliculty will likely be

overcome using transistors in the

control circuit and the result will

be a rugged device whose input

impedance will probably be con-

trollable over a wide range.

The speaker has given a good
account of the manner of opera-

tion of the newer type of amplifier

and I woiild merely like to ex-

tend his discussion of one area. I

believe some confusion still exists

in the field as to the relation be-

s Control Systems Laboratory, Depart-
ment of Electrical Engineering, Univer-
sity of Toronto.

—^Current Source

(a)

Fig
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tween flux and magnetomotive
force in a magnetic amplifier core.

Consider the simple circuit of

Fig. 1 (a) . During the blocked

period of the rectifier the load

current is zero and the core flux

is established by the control cur-

rent. During the rectifier conduct-

ing cycle the core flux will change
from the value at í=0 to the

value at saturation and if the pre-

firing current is neglected the load

current waveshape will be shown
in Fig. 1 (b) . The determination

of the current waveshape is a trans-

ient problem beginning with the

initial conditions i=0 at t—O and
one would expect the transient

current waveshape to be indepen-

dent of the time duration between
successive transients. However. it

has been found by experiment
using a deltamax core and a 400

cycle su])ply that the current out-

put will change considerably de-

pending on the duration of the

rectifier blocked period. Under
normal conditions the output was
as shown in Fig. 1 (b) . It was
then arranged to apply only every

third cycle of the 400 cycle .source.

This changed only the duration

of the blocked period of the recti-

fier. Ilowever, the resultant output
changed to approximately that of

Fig. 1 (c) . The change was from
almost full output to almost zero

output. This pheiiomenon occurs

because under normal conditions

eddy currcnts can persist in the

core íor appreciably longer than a
full cycle of the supply voltage.

The eddy currents tend to main-
tain the core in its saturated con-

dition. When the eddy currents
were gjven sufficient time to die

out, by increasing the rectifier

blocked time, the flux reached a
value determined by the control

current alone.

If one considers the design of

magnetic amplifiers to control in-

ductive load it is apparent that
this efi'ect, if neglected, can pro-

(b)

(c)

1
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duce very large discrepancies be-

tween measured and predicted re-

sults.

The above phenomenon is de-

scribed in detail in a report en-

titled "Magnetic Amplifiers" pub-
lished by the Department of Elec-

trical Engineering, Control Sys-

tems Laboratory, University of

Toronto.

The Author

I wish to thank Professor

Campling and Mr. Newhall for

their kind remarks and provoca-
tive discussions.

If, as Professor Campling sug-

gests, I have given the impression
that applications of magnetic
amplifiers are confined to "rare

and exotic branches of engineer-

ing", it was certainly unintention-

al. The title of the paper indicates

that it is concerned with more
unusual applications — those Pro-
fessor Campling has mentioned
being well established already, but
certainly very welcome in the

discussion.

To add fuel to the fire of con-

troversy a point may be added
here. The circuit under discussion

is similar, but not identical, to that

in Profes.sor Campling"s reference

5. A circuit "just as similar" was
described by F. G. Logan in

"Saturable Reactor and Magnetic
Amplifier Circuits". Magnetic Ma-
terials Symposium, U.S. Naval
Ordnance Laboratory, Washing-
ton, D.C., June 15,' 1948.

Mr. NewhalFs discussion is

much appreciated, as it draws at-

tention to the diíferent behaviours

of a core under diíferent condi-

tions. The conditions of Mr. New-
halFs experiment fix the current

flowing in the control circuit. As
he points out, eddy currents in-

fluence the rate-of-change of the

core flux. In the circuit described

in this paper, the voltage aj)plied

to the winding during flux chang-

ing periods is known. The rate-of-

change of core flux here must

equal the volts per turn on the

winding. But eddy currents, which

most certainly are here also tend

to impede this flux change. Conse-

quently sufficient current must

flow in the winding to nullify the

eddy current effects. This explains-

to some extent the varied type of

hysteresis loops obtained unde
diíTerent conditions.

Once again, I wish to express

my appreciation to these gentle-

men for discussions which ad

greatly to the scope of the paper
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Possibilities of Generating Atomic Electric Power
at Competitive Rates

by

W. B. Lewis, Vice-President, Research and Developnient, Atomic Energy of
Canada Limited, Chalk River, Ont.

The Engineering Journal, May 1955, page 621.

Editor's Notes:

1. The title of Dr. Lewis' paper

is corrected above. In The Engi-

neering Journal, May issiie, 1955,

by a misprint, the word "operat-

ing" was substituted for "generat-

ing".

2. The following additional in-

formation became available from
the author after publication of the

paper, due to declassiíication:

Addendum

The detailed fuel cycle envis-

aged was shown in presenting the

paper and is reproduced in Table

A, herewith.

By recycling eventually ali

plutonium is fissioned except that

which becomes Pu-242 (neglecting

radioactive decay of Pu-241) ; this

fraction is taken as 0.089 for Pu-
239 and 0.177 for Pu-240 and 241.

The total energv at 3.67 x 10-22

MWD/fission from Pu-239 is 0.842

MWD/gm. and from Pii-240 0.758

MWD/gm. The total energy is

then 16.0 + 0.842 X 11-4 Ó.758

X 4.18 = 28.8 k MWD/tonne. No
allowance has been made for pro-

cessing losses which should not,

however, be very significant.

The processing allowance was
set at 0.5 mill/kwh electrical or

$12/MWD or $12 X 0.22 =
$2.64/thermal MWD at 22% efíic-

iency. The fuel yields 28.8

MWD/kg. so the allowance is

$76/kg., but for this the uranium
has to be processed thrce times
and the separated plutonium will

also have to be reprocessed. AUow-
ing $2/gm. for the latter, or
.$31/kg. of U, Icaves $4.5/kg. for

the thre(> uranium extractions, or
$15/kg. for each extraction as

quoted in the paper. Clearly the
fuel cycle depends on achieving
4,000 MWD/ton irradiation of

uranium metal without its break-
ing up. On a small scale at Chalk
River some metal has been irrad-

iated satisfactorilv to over 6,000
MWD/ton.

Discussion

H. Massue, M.E.I.CJ

A quick glance at the program
of this 69th annual meeting of

The Engineering Institute of Can-
ada reveals the ever growing
diversity of the íields of interes t

of engineers and the great contri-

bution of the profession to the de-

velopnient of the country.

Dr. W. B. Lewis' talk, iu this

regard, is of particular interest as

it deals vvith one of the newest
industries, and one which holds

the greatest promises for the

future.

The optimistic view taken by
Dr. Lewis that nuclear power re-

^ Manager, Economic & Statistics

Dept., Shawinigan Water & Power Co.,

Montreal.

actors might, iu tiie nol loo di.staiit

future, be built for some $200 per
kw. and be able to jjroduco elec-

tric energy for about (i.õ mills per
kwh. is really sliiuiiiatiiig. espe-

cially .so when one considers that
the 60,()00-k\v. i)ressurized water
reactor uow being construcled by
the Duípiesne Light Co., on the
Ohio river, near Pittsburgh, Peim-
sylvania, is estiiualcd to cost not
less than $37.5 luilliou or $625
per kw.

Wlien one considers tlu- progress
that has been accomplislicd iu rc-

cent years in the field of nuclear
energy one cannot but be very
cnthusiastic about the future. It is

only about 12 years ago that Dr.
Fermi and his associates estab-

lished the íirst fissiou chain reac-

tion at Chicago on Deccmber 2,

1942. Siuce that day, miracles in-

deed have been accomplished.
In the United States more than

$12 billion were expended on the
nuclear program which is now re-

quiring about 10% of the total

energy supply of the country.
Atomic submarines have bccome
a reality, weapons research and
development are far advanced, the

five-year experimental program
launched in 1954 by the A.E.C,
is well on its way, and every (hiy

use of isotopes for research bio-

logy and medicai applications is

increasing rapidly. So far, ship-

ments of isotopes from the Oak
Ridge National Laboratory have
reached 50,000 in number and are

now procceding at a rate of about
1,000 deliveries a month. More-
over, the interest of private enter-

prises in atomic matters is grow-
ing rapidly; up to April 1 of this

Table A. Fuel Cycle for íi% Burn-up

Residue per tonne

Irradiation

Stage Fuel type
Pu-239 Pu-240 -f-n/kbí F.P.'.s U-235

kg. kg.t kg. 241 kg

1 1.11 4.0 3.46 2.4 0.55

2 1.66 4.0 1 19 2.8 0.95

3 2. 14 4.0 0.30 3 07 1 .28

- 4 2.33 4.0 0.066 3 13 1.40

Total 16.0 11.4 4.18

*lí3t, 2nd and 3rd depleted uranium are the products from stages 1, 2, and 3 respectively after extnu-ting I u

Products (F.P.'s).

tThis column mav also be read as kMWD/tonne heat output.

tkb = kilobarn= 10-21 cm.^.
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year, five atomic power reactor

projects. representing an installa-

tion of 705,000 kw., had been sub-

mitted for acceptance by the

A.E.C.
In Canada, the Chalk River ex-

perimental station operated by
the Crown company, Atomic

Energy of Canada Limited, has

been developed to become one of

the leading experimental atomic

power stations in the world. both

on account of its personnel and

its research facilities. Its recent

decision to proceed with the

Hydro Electric Power Commis-
sion of Ontário with the construc-

tion of an experimental 20,000-

kw. power reactor places the coun-

try in line with what is being done
in the United States and in Great
Britain.

The fact that one pound of the

uranium isotope U-235 contains

2,600,000 times as much energy as

one pound of coal would seem to

oíFer unlimited possibilities for the

production of cheap power.

The fact also that research and

practical experience has made it

possible to reduce requirements

of coal per kwh. produced, from
six pounds at the beginning of the

century to only 0.6 pound, in

present day thermal power plants

must certainly be an incentive to

scientists and engineers whose
combined eíforts will undoubtedly
solve the probleni that must be
solved in order to achieve econ-

omic atomic power.

The Author

I very much appreciate Dr.

Massue's remarks and would like

to point out that the fuel cycle I

was discussing involved extracting

the fission energy from 3% of the

total uranium supplied. It is not

only the uranium isotope U-235
which can yield 2,600,000 times as

much energy as an equal weight
of coal, but this holds also for the

much more abundant U-238.

Nearly four times as much energy

is derived from U-238 as from
U-235 in the cycle I was dis-

cussing.

Predicting the Runoff from Snowmelt
R. H. Clark, M.E.I.C., Assistam Chief, Water Resources Division, Department

of Northern Affairs and National Resources, Canada, Ottawa.

The Engineering Journal, April 1955 issue, page 434.

Norman Aspin, M.E.I.C.*

Mr. Clark may perhaps be in-

terested in the somewhat difíerent

point of view of this subject des-

cribed in what follows. The sub-

ject is one that has interested me
for many years in connection with
the Shipshaw River in northern
Quebec.
The contents of this comment

are taken from a fuUer study of

the Shipshaw River which has re-

cently been prepared by me, and
which is at present appearing in

the June 1955, issue of the Feuil-

let Météorologique of the Quebec
Bureau de Meteorologie. Copies of

this periodical may no doubt be
obtained on request. As explained
in that study, detailed information
on the Shipshaw River has been
available for a number of years,

providing an extremely favourable
background for investigation.

The three questions which nor-
mally arise are

—

(I) How much water is avail-

able in the snow cover?
(II) What is the influence of

spring rain on the snowmelt?
(III) At what date will ali the
snow be disposed of?

* Price Brothers & Company, Limited,
Quebec, Que.
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It is felt that these questions

are simply and satisfactorily an-

swered by the use of the curve

sheet, shown in Figure I.

The year 1949-50 was chosen

because subsequent to that date

several major changes were made
in the river (drainage area in-

creased, new dam, new power
houses) involving explanations

which might confuse the issue.

The curves shown in full lines

are, reading upwards, runoff, net

precipitation (precipitation less

losses) and precipitation, and
represent cumulative figures from
the Ist of November, in units of

cubic-feet-days (one cubic foot

per second flowing for one day)

.

It will be observed that certain

ordinates and abscissae have been
specially indicated and lettered.

The ordinate Al-Dl represents

the situation at the start of the

break-up period. Al-Dl has been
received as precipitation. Al-Bl
has been used as runoff, and
B\-D\ remains stored as snow.
The abscissa of D\ meets the

runoff curve at over date .43.

At this date, the ordinate .43-53

represents runoff of a quantity of

water equal to A\-D\, and there-

fore represents the latest date at

which snow can remain. This
quantity must, however, include

some part of the rain, B3-DS,
which has been received during

the period Al to A3.

Consider now a date .42 at

which the amount of runofí yet

to come, B'i-C2, is equal to the

amount of rain received from date
.41 up to that date. It can reason-

ably be assumed that the latter

quantity, C2-D2, is that portion

of the runoff, .43-53, which does

not come from snow and that

therefore the portion Al-Bl does

come from the snow. The implica-

tion of this is that ali snow is

melted at the date Al, that .42-52

has been discharged as runoff and
that B9,-Cl is that portion of the,

snow which has melted and is now
stored as water.

It will be seen that the assump-
tion made above is the same as

saying that the quantity of rain

C2-D2 has melted an equal quan-
tity of snow 52-C2. This relation-

ship may not be one of equality,

but its use seems to give results

consistent with experience.

The date .42 can easily be ob-

tained by drawing the median
curve half way between the runoff

and precipitation curves and tak

ing the ordinate through the point

where it is cut by the abscissa

of Dl.
To return to the three questions

asked above

—

(1) It will be seen that the

quantity of water available in the

snow cover is a definite amount
whose quantity is known at the

date of the break-up. In this area,

the water available is obtained by
summation of the yields of indivi-

dual snowfalls. The same informa-

tion could of course be obtained

by snow surveys just before the

break-up.

(2) It will further be seen that

spring rain exerts a measurable
influence on the snow disposal

Large amounts of rain do not

necessarily increase the rate of

runoff, which depends, as will be

explained below% on available nat
ural storage, but they do advance
the date on which snowmelt is ali

out. Small amounts of rain do not

necessarily decrease the rate of

runoff, but they do retard the date

on which the snowmelt is ali out

(3) The date A9, mentionec

above is the date when ali snow

has been disposed of. After this

date, no extra water can be ex-

pected from melting snow, anc

summer conditions prevail.
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The term 'available natural

storage' referred to above, is a
conception which has been devel-

oped of a fixed area adjacent to

the river, which supplies and regu-

lates the runofF, whose storage

bears a fixed relationship to the
runoflF, and which is itself fed from
the remainder of the area. It has
been estimated that for the Ship-
shaw River basin, the relationship
is of the form

s = ar*

where s = available natural

storage

r = runoff

a is a constant
= 2.82 X 10^

6 is a constant
= 2/5 (0.4)

It has also been estimated that
its area is approximately 60 per
cent of the total area. In passing,
it might perhaps be noted that
this proportion is almost exactly

that of Mr. Clark's eífective area

of 23,830 of a total 40,166.

Assuming the validity of this

conception, the 'melting index'

and the 'soil priming index' be-

come of secondary importance be-

cause ali runoft" is rcgulated by the

water stored in the available nat-

ural storage area.

As regards the melting index, it

is true that warm weather during

the break-up period would accel-

erate the filling of this area, and
hence increase the rate of runoff.

At the samc time, in any given

year, since daily allowancc must
be made, it can just as easily be

made by means of the median
line described above as by a

mass-degree-day method.
As regards the soil j)riniing in-

dex, it is felt that fali conditions

do not largely influence spring

runof}'. Tf fali flows are high. it

means that the available natural

storage is high and will appear in

large winter flows. If however this

factor remains high in the spring,
it can l)c scçM and allowcd for. If

fali ílows are low. the ouly cfiVct
in .spriiig will to rctanrUic in-
crease of runoff iinlii siich lime as
the availal)k' natural storage is

sufficiently high to support largcr
flows.

A. N. Andrew, Jr.E.I.C.»

The author is to })e coiigralu-
latcd for his clear and concise
description of the factors influenc-
ing snow melt floods in the Red
River. Although Mr. Clark's an-
alysis (leais with a prairie stream,
many of the factors which hc has
discu.sscd influence the runoH' froin
watershcd.s of diftcrcnt tojjogra-
phy. Basically the methods of an-
alysis used can be applied to
most watersheds, if sufficiciit data
is available.

It will have ])een notcd hy i)er-

sons analyzing the data that the
mathematical ex|)ressi<>n rclating
the several i)aranieters to runofF
was {)rinted incorrectly in the
Journal. The function 0.082
should have a positive sign not
negative as found.

In presenting his work Mr.
Clark has not indicated the accur-
acy of the equations in aclually
preparing a forecast of the spring
flood event prior to its occurrence.
The results indicated in Table I of
the paper are thosc which can be
obtaincd after the s|)ring rains and
melt rate are known. Thesc two
factors are most likely to reniain
unknown at the time the forecast
is made, unless jn-esent long range
weather forecasting methods im-
prove immeasurably. Therefore. in

preparing an estimate of the spring
flood volume by Mr. Clark's
methods it is necessary to assume
mean values of melt rate and
spring rainfall. In preparation of
these commcnts, the writcr esti-

mated the spring flood runoff
values for each year individually
and by each method, on the forè-

going assumptiou. The results in-

dicated that the standard error of

estimate of the flood volume by
the grajjhical nicthod was 0.481
inches and 0.012 inches whcn the
mathematical cxprcssion was used.
The standard error of estimate was
calculatcd from the expression:

D.R

" Hydiological Enuinccr, .Mumirniin

Conii)anv of Cíinada Limited, Sliip.<liaw.

(}ue.
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Sj,=the standard error of estimatc

A^i=the true valuc of the depend-

ent variable, runoff

X\ =the estimated value of the de-

pendent variable, runoff

D.F.=the nuniber of degrees of

freedom equal to N - m
iV=the number of sets of data

used and 'm' is the number of

variables or variable functions

used in the equation.

In calculating the standard

error froni the graphical equation

15 degrees of freedom were as-

sumed, while 9 were used in the

mathematical analysis. The num-
ber of degrees of freedom used in

the graphical analysis of the re-

sults has no mathematical deriva-

tion, 15 were used as a reasonable

allowance. It niay be argued, with

some reason, that since two of the

parameters were given their nor-

mal values the sample of data has

changed and the equation is less

dependent on them than was orig-

inally the case and, therefore,

more degrees of freedom could be

allowed. This may be true but the

extent of change would be diffícult

ito calculate, if not impossible.

In doing similar type analysis

'of stream flow in northern Quebec
this writer has found that a more
j-eliable estimate can be obtained

if an equation is derived which
includes only those parameters
which are measurable at the time

the forecast is to be made. To
illustrate this ])oint the following

simple linear equation was de-

rived. from the data in Table I of

the paper, to express the relation

between the dependent variable

(Xi) , runoff, and the two known
independent variables, snow fali

accumulation (A .) and soil |)riin-

ing Índex (A'()-

.Yi = 0.;5866A'2+ 0.004.3A'3- 0.8161

The standard error of estimate

of this expression was found to

be 0.445 inches. The multiple cor-

relation coefficient and bt)th of the

partial correlation coefficicnts are

signiíicant. The.se results are an
improvement over those of each of

the above methods when they
were used to prepare a forecast

prior to the íiood event. Variations

of this equation could be tried,

for example, the graphical equa-
tion indicates that the soil prim-
ing Índex may vary logarithmi-

cally with runoff. A logarithmic

function of AT, could be sub-

stituted to determine whether or

not it improves the results. The
sini[)le forni presented serves to

illustrate the point in question. If

any methods are available. or

tliought to be, for an advance cal-

culation of the melting index or

spring rain. then separate esti-

mates of these could be prepared.

These estimated values could be
included in a new equation .so that

it can be determined whether or

not they actually improve the final

estimate. The degree of signiíi-

cance of each such parameter will

indicate its value.

In many cases simple equations,

such as the one presented above,

will give more accurate results

than will more complex solutions.

They are simpler to derive and
as quick to apply. Neither of the

metliofls employed by Mr. Clark
should be used with data contain-

ing only ten or twelve samples be-

ca use of the insufíicient number
oí' degrees of freedom available.

The simpler equations are readily

applicable in these situations.

In his final summary Mr. Clark
makes the statement that "the use
of snow survey results would be
nu)re desirable than the use of

accumulatcd snow fali in the
analysis and the.se should be used
where there is an adequate history

of snow surveys". This concept
niay well be *the case in many
iireas, jjerhaps most, and is widely
acce|)te(l as fact by most hydro-
logists. It it not always true, as

was illustrated by the writer in a

paper entitled "Volumetric Fore-
casts of Snow Melt Floods of the
Lake St. John Water.shed" pre-

sented at tho Eastern Snow Con-
IVrence in Burlington, Vermont,
February 1955. Sejiarate correla-

tions of both snow survey data
and accumulatcd winter precipita-

tion records to spring flood volume
were made from data covering ap-

proximately the samc period of

years. The standard error in esti-

mating the flood volume from the

snow siu'vey data was found to be
15'-2% of that obtained by using

the accumulatcd winter precipita-

tion. In general it would seem
advisable to test both types of

data, if both are available, and
let the results indicate which
should be used. Both might be
incorporated to good advantage.

The Author

I would like to thank Mr. N,
Aspin and Mr. A. N. Andrew for

their interesting comments on my
paper "Predicting the Runoff from
Snowmelt". It is relevant that cer-

tain similarities should have been
found in river basins so difíerent in

topography and climate as a
prairie and Northern Quebec
stream. However it should be re-

membered that each river is a law
unto itself and only a detailed

analysis of a river basin will re-

veal the factors which influence

runoff and to what extent.

In presenting his findings on a
study of the Shipshaw River, Mr.
Aspin has posed three questions
regarding snowmelt runoff which
are not entirely pertinent to the
complex problem of river stage
force asting. His method of deter-

mining runoff relations is pre-

sented in part but no attempt js

made to show the accuracy of this

method in forecasting runoff. Mr.
Vspin has questioned the writer'»

use of a melting index and a soil

priniing index. It is conceded that
lhe iHt'lting index is not too signi-

íicant in the analysis for the Red
River Basin (and this can be
sliown statistically) , but the soil

|)riming index is highly signiíicant

and is an accurate gauge of what
]\Ir. Aspin calls "the available

iiatural storage".

Mr. Andrew has made several

comments most of which are well

(aken. It should be noted how-
e\er, that the main purpose of

the method presented was to lay

the basis for short-period fore-

casting of river stages. Using the

estimate of the volume of runoff

from the graphical analysis at the

beginning of, or during, the early

j)art of the rise of a snowmelt
hydrograph of the Red River, the

l)eak river stage at Emerson can

be estimated by the application

of the unit-hydrograph jirinciple.

For this purpose ali the factors

used in the analysis would be

known or could be estimated very

closely.

For longer-term forecasting such

as is required for the operation of

storage reservoirs, Mr. Andrew
has suggested that only those

factors which are known at the

time of the forecast be used in

the analysis. This procedure could

give better results in some cases,

but the analysis upon which Mr.

Andrew has based his conclusion

is erroneous in that there is no

method by which the standard

error of estimate can be computed

for the coaxial graphical correla-

tion.
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Abstracts of Current Literature

Abstracts oí arlicles appearing

in current technical periodicals

DEFLECTING YOUNG SALMON DOWNSTREAM
Walei- Power, November, 1954, p. 418

The problem of getting young salmon-
fingerlings or smolts—safely past power
(lanis on migration to the sea is a major
concorn on many watemays. Salmon are

aii cconomic as well as a Sporting asset

to many large rivers, and provision has
lo be made not only for tiíeir ascent, by
^alnion-ladder or Borland "'lift" but also

for steering them safely from the turbine

intakes on their descent.

Three biologists of the Fisheries Re-
search Board of Canada have recently

studied the practical values of half-a-

dozen methods of deflecting the de-

scending salmon to the desired course. A
large experimental trough was built at

Lakelíe Lake, British Columbia, in order

to carry out adequate tests on the fish-

guiding values of light, sounds, air

hubbles, chain deflectors, odors and dyes
in the water. Suspended cliains gave the

best results and further experiments are

being made with this method. Salmon
fingerlings, were released, 800 to 1,000 at

a time, from special release pens at the

upper end of the experimental trough.

This trough, a wooden construction,

measured 58 ft. by 10 ft. and was 3 ft.

deep with metal screens at either end to
permit the water to flow through.

Vertical Slits

The salmon used in the experiments

wcre ali young Pacific sockeye salmon,

better known in Britain as Atlantic sal-

mon. There are, however, some differ-

ences in .salmon behaviour when in

schools, e.g. between coho, spring and
sockeye Pacific salmons. It appears to be

a character of sockeye salmon schools to

flatten in one plane only, and while the

fingerlings would not converge to pass

through vertical slit openings (5 ft. deep
and 2 in. wide) they would readily enter

theise slits placed in the horizontal plane.

Thus a series of vertical slits formed by
chains or air bubbles might act as a

deterrent to fingerlings.

Light Deflectors

The experimental use of light deflec-

tors employed four 60 W. white bulbs

arranged in a linear series in a light box,

placed either diagonally across the

trough to give a vertical band of light.

or in linc with a glass divider to illum-

inate one half of it. Intensity was varied

by a transformer, and colour by the use

of amber and blue filters at 18.5 and 5.0

foot-candles respectively. Results varied.

Little if any deflection was obtained with

shining a narrow beam diagonally across

half the trough; but the salmon notice-

ablj' avoided it when one half the área
was totally illuminated. Intensity made
no difference until it dropped below 10
foot-candles, when the effects deterior-

ated, and 0.2 foot-candle had no effect

on the fish. Neither of the colour filters

had any effect.

Odours

No effect was gained by trying to

deter the fish with odours produced from
human hands or the skins of certain

fish which prey upon the j'oung salmon.
Bursts of deep methylene-blue dye eject-

ed under pressure through perforated
copper tubing every five seconds were
good deflectors during the davtime, but
not very good at night. No deflection

could be produced by day or by night

when sound was carefully employed at

1 to 10 kilocycles from a cylindric 1

transducer "beamed" at right angles to

the long axis of the trough from a

place inside and near the wall and re-

mote controlled. During daytime, but
much less at night, succe.ssful deflection

was obtained by producing a rising

screen or wall of air bubbles forced at

pressure to rise through perforated cop-

per tubing, having holes of 1/32 in. at

% in. intervals and so placed on the

trough floor as to screen one side of the

dividing area. Even after 11 p.m. it was
(leflected 58 per cent., but no such de-

flection was obtained with young "spring"

salmon, a different species with different

schooling behaviour.

In Canada, matters of air pollution

control in the railvvay industry come
under the jin-isdiction of the Board of

Transport Commissioners. In addition,

each city and town may pass its own
municipal ordinance governing thcse in-

dustrial operations which are the causes

of air pollution.

As we review our performance of

the paí3t few years. I am amazed at

the progress that has been made to

make our cities and towns cieaner and

hcalthier places in which to live. The
railroad-í have kopt astridc with other

industries in controlling air pollution.

Due to the network of railway yards

and roundhouse terminais extending

from coast to coast on the Canadian

National System, our problem in re-

spect to controlling air pollution was

by no means a simple one. In order

Hanging (^huin Wall

The most succcssful re.sult — between
94 and 98 per cent deflection — was
obtained by hanging small chains of

3/16 in. by in. links, at intervals of

2 in., vertically in a wooden frame, to

undulate gently in the flow of tlie

trough. It worked on the principie that

sockeye schools would not pass through
vertical slit openings although they

would pass through similar slits placed

horizontally. Even at very low light

these chains deflected the .sockeye finger-

lings, and at night low-frequency vibra-

tions from the chains maj' have de-

flected the fish. It is suggested that

migratory fish núght be collccted sufli-

ciently far upstream above a high dam
to be free from the accelerated flows of

spillways and jienstocks, and then guided

into large side intakes in order to by-

pass the dam.
Even at night the effectiveness of a

lianging chain. wall fell only to an aver-

age of 71 per cent. When the interval

between the chains was extended to 4 in.

there was a .slight lowering of its effec-

tivcne.ss. which became more marked
when the spaces were incieased to 6 in.

On the other hand, coho salmon were in-

consistent in their responses, sometinies

showing no deflection at ali. It seems

that by mechanically vibrating the chain,

increa.sed deflection is obtained.

For the young sockeye .salmon. which

forms a very large proportion of the

Pacific American salmon populations,

the screen of agitated chains seems to

be the most ))roniising deflector to keep

them away fioni high dams and intakes

as they come down from their breeding

haunts, in the higher waters.

lo attack this problem sy.stematically,

and because of its prime importance.

top managemrnt took the initiativc in

establisliing an organization capablc of

coping with the problem, which. due to

the increased volume of wartinie and

post-war tralíic, had become very acute.

Financial appropriations were maiie to

cover the pmcha.so and installation of

the nece.ssary equipment to satisfac-

torily control air iioUution and to e.stab-

li.sh supervision for the rducation of per-

.«onnel in the proper handling of this

equipment.

Supervision

On the Canadian National Sysleni.

our Iwo most trouiilesonie points ot

operation from the standpoint of air

pollution control are Toronto and Mont-

real, where Iraftic niovements are ex-

AIR POLLUTION CONTROL AS IN EFFECT ON THE
CANADIAN NATIONAL RAILWAYS

C. R. Patterson, Air Rcpair, v. 4. n. 4, February 19.")5. pp. 188. 218.
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tremely hcavy and rouodhouses are lo-

cated in heavily populated districts.

In order to cope with the problem
at these terminais, 3 fuU-time smoke
supei-visors were appointed at Montreal
and 2 at Toronto. These men were
chosen from the ranks of locomotive
firemen and they were carefuUy selected

for their ability to grasp and put into

effect practices pertaining to smoke
abatement. Consideration was also given
to their aggressiveness, their willingness

to accept responsibility and their suit-

ability for promotion to supervisory
positions. These men continiially police

the terminais, frequentlj' accompanied
by city officials, to ensure that our rail-

ways fully observe the air pollution

bylaws that are presently in effect. In
addition, every motive power ofEcer

takes an active part in enforcing smoke
regulations.

Enforcing Smoke Abatement
Regulations

To enforce a program of this kind,
disciplinary action can be taken by
sujicrvisory oííicers against those em-
ployees who wantonh^ disregard com-
pany regulations. In most instances,

suitable instructions and warnings by
the supervisory ofiifer are suíiicient. In
the exceptional case of an employee
who will not cooperate, after a warning
has failed to have the desired effect a
statement is taken of the violation and
5 demerit marks are assessed against
his record. For subsequent offences,

the disciplinary action is doubled. We
con.-iider that the locomotive engineer
has direct jurisdiction over the fireman
and unless it can be established that
the fireman was not cariying out the
engineer's instructions. the engineer is

held equally rcsponsible.

Firebuilders

After e.xtensivp studies were made of
building and cleaning fires. nearly ali

our main terminais were equipped with
an oil steaming-up .system. This system
utilizes Bunker "C" fuel oil and con-
sists of a storagp tank and oil circulating
lines extending around the shop and
returning to the originating point. Drop
leads from these lines are coupled to
air and oil hose of sufhcient length so
that when coupled in turn to a steam-
ing-up burner, it will extend into the
firebox door of an engine standing on
the pit. The burner consists of two
^/4-inch pipes. one oil and one air. in-
dividually valved. leading to an atom-
izing chamber. The outlet end of the
atomizing chamber is slotted and it is

surrounded by a suitable hood to pro-
tect against overheating. The oil is

pumnecí from the .storage tank at ap-
proximately 180°F. and is forced
through the line under pressure. Air
pressure is approximately 100 Ib./in.

Mothods of Steaming and
Firebuilding

To use this burner to best advantage,
line the grates with a horseshoe bank
of coal 8 in. deep at the front of the
firebox, increasing the depth to ap-
proximately 20 in. at the firebox door
end. When lighting the burner by plac-
ing a small piece of lighted, oily waste
at the nozzle, crack the blower or use
the shop blower to guard against blow-
back. Adjust burner to clear flame as
quickly as pos.sible after lighting and

point flame of burner directly at top
arch brick. At no time should the flame
be directed at the fuel bed. As the fuel

bed is gradually ignited, volatile con-
stituents and particles of carbon are
released and pass through the burner
flame which bums them before leaving
the firebox.

After the fuel bed has been properly
ignited and the fuel is in a coke con-
dition, the firebuilder removes tlíe

burner, and then places a suitable bank
in the firebox over the bare spot in the
center of the grates. The rate of ignition
of this center bank will be very slow
and there will be no violation of smoke
regtilations, the smoke density not ex-
ceeding No. 1 Ringlemann.
Some firebuilders have complained

bitterly about the amount of coal they
were required to shovel to line the
firebox on large engines. To avoid this
complaint, we built a triangular box,
with dimensions of 8 in., 8 in., and 7 in.,

each side being 7 in. deep. This hollow,
triangular box is fitted with an offset

handie and it can be held in position
on the distributing plate with very little

effort to di.ítrihtitp coal for a bank,
using the stoker if steam is available
on the engine. If the engine is cold,

the burner may be used to raise the
steam pres.surc to a point where the
stoker can be used. The heavy coke fire

(from the horseshoe bank) is an asset
to the engineman taking charge of tht?

locomotive on the shop track because
it eliminates the necessity of building
a heavy fire and makes it possible for
him to opera te through smoke-restricted
dishict.í wilhout violating smoke by-
laws.

Brick Arch

It has been our practice to seal or
place the brick arch tightly against the
front sheet on ali yard and transfer
engines that are required to work con-
tinually in smoke-restricted áreas. With
the open or spaced arch, smoke released
from the fuel bed has a direct outlet

through the flues to the atmosphere. We
h:i\'v found that the sealed arch assists

greatly in controlling the amount of
smoke eniitted from locomotives.

Ovcrfire Jets

Over the entire system, hand-fired en-
gines are equipped with overfire jets of

various makes. Two makes are located
on the sides of the firebox. three jets

on each side. with those on one side
staggered in relation to those on other
side. Another type of jet extends down
the,, boiler head and through the top
of the firebox door ring. The purpose
of overfire jets is to create the necessary

The development of fluorinated hydro-
carbon refrigerants occurred in 1930 as
the result of deliberate and planned re-

search for a sajc refrigerant.

Test Book, Not Test Tube
TTnlike so many chemicals which had

their beginning in the laboratory test
tube; the fluorinated hydrocarbon re-
frigerants were "di.seovered"—or perhaps
I .should say "developed" in a research
libra ry.

turbulence that will permit the burning
of the gases as they are released from
the fuel bed.
On ali stoker-fired engines, firebuild-

ers, hostlers and locomotive firemen are
taught to use the stoker jets as a means
of controlling smoke while operating in
restricted áreas.

Draughting of Locomotives

The draughting of locomotives is a
most important feature in any smoke
abatement program. Therefore, we
should constantly be on the look-out for
blocked-up flues, slagged flue sheets and
air or steam leaks around or in the
smokebox. Nozzle bars, grate openings
and air space between the firebox foun-
dation ring and the ashpan coping
should be inspected. On ali road en-
gines, we hav;e installed air-deflector
plates between the rapper shell and ash-
pan coping. With this arrangement, we
get an even flow of air undemeath the
entire grate area, the fuel consumption
decreases and the smoke hazard is re-

duced.

Quality of Coal

If we are to operate in territories

where rigid .smoke abatement regula-
tions are in effect, then a good quality
of fuel should be supplied in order to

assist our men in the observance of

these regulations.

Labor Conditions

I believe that we are ali agreed that
experienced and qualified workmen are
one of the most important requirements
for good performance in any railway
smoke control program. Railroads, like

ali other industries during the past few
years. have had very heavy labor turn-
over. necessitating the training of new
omployees.

Educational Program

\ definito prograni pertaining to

smoke control should be foUoweil to

have an outstanding performance in

smoke abatement. The features I ha\e
covered in this paper have been brouglit

to a successful conclusion through trial

and error, study and research, and wp
are now in a position to impart tlii.-

Information to our employees throufili

bulletins, audiovisual education. lantern

slides, lectures, etc, and in addition. wn
are constantly talking smoke control to

onginemen. firebuilders. engine watch-
men. hostlers, work equipment men and
others who in any way are in a posi-

tion to improve our smoke control

performance.

The International Criticai Tables were

studied as were tables of elements. By
the way, the International Criticai

Tables are made up of seven volumes,
larger than letter size, each volume con-

sisting of about 400 pages.

It was during this search that a mis-

fake was found in the boiling jioint of

one of the fluorine compounds and it is

this fact that drew níirntion to these

compounds. even though fluorine as

such was known to be more toxic than

DEVELOPMENT OF FREON REFRIGERANTS
Cioidon O. Roe, Canadinn Rejrigeration and Air Condilionvig Joitninl.

V. 21, n. 1, January 195.5, pp. 23/24.
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chiorine. l"urtner research (still in the

libraiy) revealed that fluorine in com-
bination with certain other elements
should become completely non-toxic

and would also have the otlier desirable

featuies íor an ideal refrigerant.

Man.v tests weie made from the íiist

laboratoiy production of fluoiinated

hydrocarbons, and in Apiil 1930, the
-cientific world was told of the dis-

oveiy of these pioducts for use as re-

rigerants. The following year, Kinetic
Chemicals Incorpoiated offeied "Fieon"
!efrigei'ants to the refrigeration and air

ondiíioning industry.

"Freon" Qualiíications

To bear the trade mark "Freon"
ihese new refrigerants had to measure
up to the following qualifications for an
ideal refrigerant

:

TJiey must be non-explosive, non-
loxic and non-flammable.
They must have a suitable boiling

point as well as tlie many other phy-
sical properties required for an effec-

live refrigerant.

They must be non-corrosive, practi-

cally odorless and non-injurious to

foods, floweis, furs and fabrics.

"Freon" Types

There are six "Freon" refrigerants in

common use today.
The one most widely known is Freon-

12 dichlorodifluoromethane. It has a

boiling point at atmospheric pressure of
—21.6°F. and is used in industrial and
commercial air conditioning systems
and in industrial, commercial and
household refrigerating equipment.
Freon-1 1 trichloromonofluoromethane

has a boiling point of 74.7°F. at atmo-
spheric pressure and is used princi-

)'ally where médium temperatures are

lesired for industrial and commercial
air conditioning and refrigeration sys-

tems using centrifugal type compres-
sors.

Freon-22 monochlorodifluoromethane
lias a boiling point of —41.4°F. It is

used where low temperatures are neces-
-ary in industrial and commercial in-

átallations.

Freon-113 trichlorotrifluoroethane is

used in industrial and commercial air

'onditioning systems employing centri-

fugal type compressors. It boils at

117.6°F. which is one of the reasons it

i-an be used outside of refrigeration. Be-
l ause Freon-113 also possesses outstand-
uig solvent properties, one of its uses
IS to clean motion picture film.

,
Another comparatively high tempera-

ture refrigerant is Freon-1 14 dichloro-

tetrafluoroethane with a boiling point
of 38.4 °F. It has been widely used in
household refrigeration with a rotary
type compressor but has largely been
replaced by Freon-12 exccpt "in cer-
tain indu.strial and commercial applica-
tions.

Freon-13 monochlorotrifluoromethane
is a real low temperature refrigerant
with a boiling point at atmospheric
pre.ssure of —114.5°F. Liquid air is al-
most warm by comparison as its tem-
perature is only —80°F. Dry ice comes
close at —110°F.
The use of Freon 13 and the probable

future use of Freon-14 (which boils
at —198.2°F.) requires a thorough tech-
nical understanding of their physical
properties and in some cases, further
research into the behaviour of metais
under stress; lubrication of mechanical
compressors; and the possible develop-
ment of more efficient insulating mater-
iais.

Other Uses of "Freon"

You are, no doubt, familiar with aero-
sols and I assume you know that the
proi)ellent is one or more of the Freon
compounds.
As solvents, the distinctive properties

of Freon have led these products into
use as specialty solvents where toxicity
coupled with flammability is a problem.
Now that more knowledge is being
gained about this use of these products,
it is expected that more such applica-
tions will develop.

As chemical intermediates, Freon-22
and Freon-113 are used in the produc-
tion of such plastics as Teflon tetra-

fluoroethylene resin and Kel-F polyper-
fluorovinyl chloride plastic.

Because of its high relative dielectric

strength, Freon has found a use in the
manufacture of high voltage equipment.
The heat value.s and the stability of
some of the Freon compounds are at-

tracting interest for their use as heat
exchange fluids.

A new and promising application for

Freon is fire extinguishing agents. The
high degree of effectiveness, stability

and low toxicity of certain of the Freon
compounds make them e.specially at-

tractive as fire extinguishing agents.

The new bromofluoro compounds are

being extensively te.sted in military and
commercial laboratories for use in this

fiield. Physical properties that make
these compounds valuable as fire ex-

tinguishing agents include high liquid

and \apor density, low boiling point

and low viscosity.

THE EVOLUTION OF ARCTIC AIRWAYS

John Grierson, f.r.s.c, Journal of The Royai Aeronautical Sociely.

y. 59, n. 529, January 1955, pp. 15/29.

The North-West Passage

When men of the first Elizabethan era
looked to the Arctic, they dreamed of

a North-West Passage over the sea to
enable them to reach by a short cut the
fabulous riches of the Far East.
With the invention of the aeroplane,

men again looked to the Arctic for a
North-W^est Passage of tlie air.

Andrée's Ball<»on Alteinpt To Keaoh
the Polc

The earliest recorded flight of any
kind in the Arctic was that of the Swed-
ish aeronaut, Dr. Andrée, who set out

to cross the Pole from Spitzbergen in

a balloon in 1897.

Three days after Icaving Spitzbergen

the Eagle lay helploss on the ice, about

280 miles from its starting point. 33
years later a soaler discovcred the re-
mains of Andrée's last camp on White
Island, East of Spitzbergen. From the
diaries it was re\xaled that the men
had faced unceasing diíficullies in trek-
king over the drifting ice for nearly
three months beforc reaching tliis bar-
ren island, only to perisli.

Roald Amundscn Trics the Acrophine

Soon after the Kaiser's War, the Arc-
tic began to be recognised as tlie area
of future long-distance airways, but the
distances were so staggering—calling for
stage lengths of over 4,000 miles be-
tween existing aerodromes—that no one
could foresce the advent of sufíiciently

long-range aeroplanes for many years to
conie. However, Roald Amundsen, the
great Norwegian explorer (who had
sailed the North-West Passage 21 years
earlier, plotted the position of the North
Magnetic Pole, and had also been the
first man ever to reach the South Pole)
determined to try a flight over the
North Pole. In May 1925, together with
the American, Lincoln Ellsworth, he left

Spitzbergen with two Domier flying-

boats, each carrying three men.
AU went well until they reached 88"

where engine trouble forced one boat
to land on a lead of opcn water in the

ice. The other machine got down .safely,

but before they could takc oiT in the

serviceable aeroplane, the lead filled with
pack ice. Only one way of salvation re-

mained—to prepare a smooth cnough
runway over hummocky ice for a llyin_g-

boat to take off. To make such a strip,

no more than 500 yards long, took the

marooned men over three weeks, and
when the Dornicr eventually staggered

into the air, Amundsen's partj' missod
crashing among the ice boulders by the

narrowest margin. Before reaching Spitz-

bergen, they were forced to land in the

sea and finishefl the last few miles by
taxiing over the water.

Ainundsen's Airship and Bvrd's
Trimotor Triumphs

Besides the aeroplano there was an-

other aerial vehicle, the airsiiip, which
had been developed during the war and
which seemed to offer bettor range pos-

sibilities for Trans-Polar flying. In May
1926, Roald Amundsen again prepared

for a Trans-Polar flight in a scmi-rigid

airship of Italian maiuifaclure, called the

Norge, accompanied by its designer,

Umberto Nobile. Amundsens starting

point was Kings Bay in Spitzbergen. but

he was surprised to find that Com-
mander Byrd, of the U.S. Navy, had ar-

rived in Spitzbergen with a three-

engined Fokker before the airship was
ready to go.

After ali his previous endeavour.

Amundsen de.ser\e(Í to be the first man
over the Pole, but this was not to be

for on May 9th Byrd set off and in a

brilliant flight of lôVa hours, at an aver-

age height of about 3.000 ft., flew over

the Pole and back to Spitzbergen. This

was xmdoubtedly the greatest feat of

aerial navigation in the first quarter

century of flight.

A day later Amundsen set out in tlie

Norge. He not only flew o\er the Pole

but went right acro.'ís the Polar Basin to

Alaska, wliere lic landed at Teller on
the Bering Soa, having covered 3,000

miles in 71 hours.
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The Nobile Disaster

Two years now passed befoie Nobile

himself, captaining the airship Itália, be-

gan from Spitzbergen the most disas-

trous flight in Arct.ic history.

Captain Ejnar Lundberg, a Swedish

pilot, flew a two-seater Fokker IVD ski-

plane from Spitzbergen, located the

scene of the Italias crash, and landed

on the ice. After successíully flying off

with Nobile and his dog, the biplane

was capsized on the return journey

through landing on rough ice. The pilot

was therefore marooned with eight sur-

vivors from the airship, biit fortunately

the Russian icebreaker Krassin man-
aged to force a passage and resciie the

whole party.

To the sufferings and losses of Nobile'8

men, a far greater tragedy was added
by Roald Amundsen himself who went
out to join in the search, and whose
Latham flying-boat was lost without
trace between Bergen and Spitzbergen.

An Italian Court of Enqniry was held

in 1929, and found Nobile responsible

for the loss of the Itália.

American Pioneering of the Lower
Arctic

While long range flights were proving
so diíiicult in the Far North, it had been
noticed that the lower Arctic had an-
other attraction; it provided as a bridge

across the North Atlantic a series of

stepping-stones so spaced that the stages

might fali within the range of existing

aircraft design. Such a po.ssibility had
first been demonstrated as long ago as

1924, when the American Army Round-
the-World Fliers made the attempt to

cross the North Atlantic by way of Ice-

land and Greenland. Their machines
consisted of Douglas DT-2 biplane sea-

plancs, each powered by a single 400 h.p.

Liberty engine ; and the extraordinary
•succe.ss which this enterprise achieved
with very i)riniiti\-e equipment has re-

ceived less than its fair share of acclama-
tion on either side of the Atlantic.

Three machines left Kirkwall, Orkney,
on the 2nd Augu.st 1924 for Hornafiord,
Iceland. Thence their route lay via
Reykjavik. Frederiksdal, and Ivigtut
(South Greenland), Icy Tickle (Labra-
dor) to Hawkes Bay. Their mission was
accomplished in 32 days with the loss of
only one aeroplane, which force-landed
with engine trouble south of Iceland: the
crew were saved.

In spite of this successful flight (which
admittedly had been achieved with a
narrow margin of safety) neither the
American Army nor the American Gov-
ernment showed any immediate interest

in following it up. Apart from three un-
.successful private ventures, American
aviation endeavour in the lower Arctic
was dormant for nine years.

But in the extreme north, American
airmen had outshone ali others by
Byrd's flight in the race for the Pole.

Hiibert Wilkins' Crossing of the
Arctic Basin

Another flight almo.-^t as remarkable
as Byrd's was that of Hubert Wilkins,
the great Aiistralian explorer, who, with
a Norwegian pilot, Lieut. C. B. Eilsen,

in Ajiril 1928 flew a single-engined
Lockheed Vega ski-plane from AÍaska
to Spitzbergen via Ellesmere Land, a

distance of 2,200 miles in 20 hours.

British Arctic Flying

In the meantime, British interest in

Arctic flying found an advocate in Gino
Walkins. Watkins, who was far more
an explorer than an airman, had been
casting around for a reason to take an
expedition to the Arctic when he hit

on the idea of making Arctic Air Routes
the theme which could reasonably and
usefuUy justify his ambition. He learnt

to fly with the Cambridge Air Squadron
and, at the age of 25, he sailed for East
Greenland in 1931 as leader of the
British Arctic Air Route Expedition;
this was to be the first serious investi-

gation of flying in the Arctic throughout
eveiy month of the year.

With Air Ministry support (which
consisted of loaning two R.A.F. officers

and obtaining a 15 per cent price re-

duction on the aircraft) the British Arc-
tic Air Route Expedition sailed from
London in the Qucst, a wooden vessel

of 300 tons, for East Greenland and set

ui> their base at Lake Fiord, some 40
miles west of Angraagssalik. Their air-

craft consisted of two 85 h.p. de Havil-
land Gipsy Moths (seaplanes or ski-

lilanes), equipped with special long
range tanks, since the original intention

was for these machines to carry out a

route survey right through to Winni-
peg: this part of the plan was thwarted
by gale damage to the aircraft, but in

spite of these mishaps many local air

reconnaissances were made. The.se were
backed up by sledging parties. one of

which went right acro.ss the Ice Cap
to the West Coast.

An important ob.iective of Watkins'
expedition was the establishment of a

station for meteorológica! observálions
on the top of the Greenland Ice Cap.
The double dome-.çhaped tent for this

was pitched 130 miles from base at a

height of 8,000 ft. and was manned
throughout the winter for six months.
The ob.servation from the air and from
the ground of climatic conditions over
a whole year on the East Coast of

Greenland, together with the results of

long sledging reconnaissances to Cape
P^arewell and across the Ice Cap, ac-

tually laid the foundation of ali Arctic

air routes.

Following the British Arctic Air Route
Expedition came an unofiicial attempt
by the present author to make a sur-

vev flight along the route. This under-
taking was distinguished by the facts

that it took the longest period of any
Arctic flight to accomplish—390 days
from the first start at Brough to the
final landing in Ottawa, involved the
greatest number of crashe.s—two at

Reykjavik and one at Ottawa—and was
the only solo flight to the Arctic ever
attempted before the Hitler War. Orig-
inally in 1933 an 85 h.p. Gipsy Moth
seaplane wag used, and the hops Brough-
Kirkwall-Thorshavn (Faeroes) — Reyk-
javik were more or less successfully ac-
complished, although, thanks to sticking
exhaust valves. part of the last leg had
to be flown on three cylinder.?—and in

bad weather. After repairs to the engine
in Iceland. the machine was capsized
and wrecked while taking ofí in a rough
sea for Greenland.

Next year a bigger and better aircraft

—a Fox Moth called Rohert Bruce of

120 h.p. was used. The flight began from
Rochester. the nearest seaplane base to
London, and went by way of London-
derry to Reykjavik. Here during an

attempted take-off, Rohert Bruce struck
a rowing boat and the pilot had to re-

turn to England by sea, in order to
fetch a new wing and take one float

for repairs. The next take-off for Green-
land was successful, but trouble was ex-
perienced in picking out Angmagssalik
(a settlement of 53 eskimos). After fly-

ing unknowingly right past this East
Greenland metropolis, the pilot was
lucky to spot a small fiord free of ice.

He therefore sent out an S.O.S. on his

short-wave transmitter, and landed to

await events. Eighteen hours later he
was reached by a party of eskimos
under Pa.stor Rosing and given direc-

tions for finding Angmag.ssalik. which
was about 20 miles away.
From Angmagssalik two abortive at-

tempts were made to fly across the Ice

Cap, each time the Rohert Brnrt being

forced back by bad weather. However
the third endeavour was .«ucce.s?ful, and
the flight over to Godthaab was made in

exceptionally fine conditions. After that

the flight ran without serious incident
from Godthaal) to Lake Harbour (Ba^in
Land) —

• Po\ungnituk — Foit Cieorge
—

• Eastmain and finally Ottawa. which
was reached on the 30th August 1934.

Then, during flight after overhaul, a
crash occurred in landing on the glassy

calm Ottawa River, so for the final hop
to New York the floats were replaced
by wheels. This was actually the first

flight from London to Ottawa.

German Interest

The Germans had in the Dornicr Wal
a flying-boat capable of surveymg the

.Arctic .\ir Route, and under the com-
mand of Wolfgang von Gronau they
began to operate a series of surveys
through Iceland and Greenland. The
most anibitious one, in 1931. involved

a flight across the Inland Ice (which
was believed to reach up to 11,000 ft.)

between Scoresby Sound and Sukker-
toppen, a remarkably diíiicult 4-hr. hop
for the flying-boats of those days.

During July of the same year, Dr
Eckener took the Graj Zeppeltn on a
successful reconnaissance of the Polar
Basin. He went from Spitzbergen to

Franz Josef Land, where he tethered

his ship lo a Russian ice-breaker for a

spell in order to deliver mail, before pro-

ceeding fartlier east lo Sevcrnaya Zcmiya
and returning to Germany. This was the

last airship flight ever to be made in

the Polar regions.

These flights, sponsored by the Ger-
man Government, were the first serious

attempts to survey an Arctic Air Route
between the Old World and the New.
The routes of Gronau's flights were as

follows:

—

1930—Lyst on Sylt, Trangisvaag (Faer-

oes) Reykjavig, Ivigtut, Cart-

wright, Queensport. Mary-Joseph,
Halifax, Nova Scotia.

1931—Lyst on Sylt, Trangisvaag, Reyk-
javik. Score.sby Sound, Sukkertop-
pen, Godthaab. Povungnituk, Port

Harrison, Long Lake, Chicago.

1932—Lyst on Sylt, Seydisfiord (Ice-

land), Reykjavik, Ivigtut. Cart-

wright, Montreal, Ottawa, Detroit,

Chicago.

By way of contrast to the flights of

von Gronau was that of Hirth and
Weller m 1930. They flew a Klenim
monoidane with a 40 h.p. Salmson engine
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and declaied, wlien they left Kirkwall

(Orkney), that their destination was
New York. After flying 11 hrs. 20 mins.

i hey landed successfully in a small lougli

held at Kaldadarnes, some 30 miles S.E.

of Reykjavik. But with such light hearts

had these tvvo aviators set out on their

long flight, that they had omitted to

seek permissiou from Denmaik to land

in the "closed country" of Greenland.

Even more serious was the fact that

the coast of East Greenhand completely

lacked any flat ground where a land

aeroplane coukl alight. In these cir-

cumstances the two had no alternative

but to continue their journey westwards

by ship. However, they had been the

Srst men to land a landplane in Ice-

land.

The Italian Armada

Tlie most publicized of ali Arctic

flights before the 1939-45 War was the

mass formation of 24 Savoia Marchetti
flying-boats, led by General Italo Balbo,

which in the summer of 1933 flew from
OrÍDetello to Chicago in 14 days with the

loss of only one machine. This crashed

when landing on calm water at Amster-
dam. Their route was via Amsterdam,
Londonderry, Reykjavik, Ivigtut, Cart-

wright, Shediac and Montreal.

The Lindbergh Surveys

Also in 1933, Pan American Airways
decided to investigate the po.ssibility of

air routes over Greenland and Iceland.

To this end they chartered a Danish
cargo ve.ssel, the JcUing, to act as base

ship, and emploj^ed Charles Lindberg
and his wife to fly a single-engined

Lockheed Sirius float seaplane. The flight

survey which followed was easily the

most comprehensive ever to be made
of Greenland and Iceland. However, the

consequent finding of Lindbergh had a

sobering effect upon the optimistic, for

this was the picture he presented.

Throughout the length of the Arctic

Air Route as we then understood it

(that is to say roughly a Great Circle

route between London and the Middle
West, or West of North America), there

was not a single intermediate land aero-

drome. The use of flying-boats or float-

planes in northem harbours was limited

to about three months in the year by ice

conditions, and there was no aeroplane

ilHin prospect which, with a commercial

lei
íoad, could regularly take-off from ice

land land on water, or vice-versa. More-
over the question of ground supplies

in such places as the East Coast of

Greenland and the Hudson's Bay area

depended on the yearly voyage of a

single ship. At that time few settlements
in the Canadian Arctic had radio trans-

mitters, so that day-to-day meteorologi-
cal Information over vast áreas was non-
existent. Admittedly the Arctic ç^eather

itself had proved to be less formidable
than had been expected, and often of

such a local nature that a Phõn gale

might blow in one place when there was
calm only 60 or 70 miles away.
In the face of these generally bleak

jprospects the future seemed to depend
on landplanes or flying-boats of fàr

greater range than any then flying, able
to cover the whole distance without re-

fuelling. It was small wonder, therefore,

that Pan American and air lines of other
interested nations put the Arctic Air

Route into cold storage, to await the

evolution of bigger aeroplanes with long-

er range potentialities.

NU

Russian Interest

With her Arctic coastline of over 5,000
miles, Russian thought has always
iooked to the North as a fertile field
of developniont. However, it was not
until 1937 that Russian achievements in
lhe Arctic began to be shown to the
world in ali their seriousness.

The first sign was the Polar floating
ice station devised and organised by
Professor Otto Schmidt. The plan was
to use Rudolf Island, in the Franz Josef
archipelago as the main base and fly

four men with nine tons of stores the
Õ60 miles to the Pole. Transport con-
sisted of four four-engined T4 Russian
aeroplanes on wheel undercarriages.
Owing to the fact that there is no land
at the North Pole, any camp set up
there will not remain at the Pole for
long—it may in fact be borne along at
anything up to half a mile per hour.
Knowing this, Schmidt had Ivan Papa-
nin and three companions established on
an ice floe near the Pole. This drifted
for nine months, until on reaching a
point just north of Scoresby Sound on
the East Coast of Greenland, the scien-

tists were taken off by ice-breaker, hav-
ing added greatly to the magnetic,
meteorological and oceanographic knowl-
edge of mankind.
While Papanin and his companions

were being drifted along on their ice-

berg, Rússia announced her intention of

starting a commercial air service be-
tween Rússia and North America across
the Arctic Sea. By way of proving that

this was no idle boast, Chkalov in June
1937 flew a single-engined Russian
nionoplane from Moscow to Vancouver,
.1,300 miles over the Polar seas. This
was followed next month by Gromov,
who flew the same type of machine
non-stop from Moscow to San Jacinto,

Califórnia, a distance of 6,262 miles.

It was a harsh twist of fate which
ordered the course of a further flight.

This time the Russians used a four-

engined T4 machine, so as to corres-

pond with the normal formula of a long-

distance civil aeroplane and ensure a

L'oo(l margin of safety even if an engine

sliouhl stop. Levanevsky was the cap-

tain. and with a crew of five he set off

from Moscow in August of the same
year. Just after passing over the Pole,

Ihev reported engine trouble and then

—silence.

The Search for Levanevsky

Now began the greatest search in

Arctic history—far greater both in scope

and in speed than anything that could

have been done for Sn- John Franklin,

almost 100 years ago. Tlie Russians ap-

pealed to Vilhalmur Stefansson to co-

ordinate the eíTort from the American

sido and within a weck air operations

under Sir Hubert Wilkins began. For

the first two months these could only

be pursued in daylight, but after that

they were carried on in moonlight,

which in the Arctic actual ly gives clearer

shadows than daylight. Tlie Russians, of

course. also ran their own searches from

the other side of the Arctic. Ali was in

vain, however.

Hitler's War

The outíjreak of war in 1939. when we

in this island were to flnd ourselves so

tsolated and our lines of communication

to the munition factories of Canada and
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the U.S.A. so strained, might logically
have made us seek tlie benefit of tiie

northern stepiiing slonos. But in spitc
of appeais from memi)ers of Gino Wal-
kins' Expcdition, the Air Ministry show-
ed itself cntirelj' uninterested in the
po.ssibilties. So tlie problem was left to
the Americans to tackle, when they carne
in 1941. This they did with characteristic
speed and dotermination.

A nctwork of land aeródromos to
cover Hudson's Bay, Baflin Land, Green-
land and Iceland was planned for con-
struction in the icast time the short
Arctic summer would allow. The very
speed with wlijch this conception was
developed naturally resulted in mistakes
-—the outstanding one of which was the
siting of Bluie West One in one of the
worst w'eather áreas of Greenland. but
the project went through and a workable
chain of aerodromcs was established.

Between 1941 and 1943 landing strijis

weie built at Gooso (Labrador), Port
Chimo (Nortii Labrador), Frobishcr Bay
(BafRn Land), Xarsa.ssuak or Bluie West
One (South Greenland), Sondre Strom-
fiord or Bluie West Eight (West Green-
land), Angmagssalik (East Greenland)
and at Koflavik (Iceland). This gave the
Allies a chain of seven aerodromes
wlicretn' lhousands of aeroplanes from
Canadian and U.S. factories were safely

forried over to the battle zones of
Europe and .\frica. Today the key aero-
dromcs of that route remain on an op-
eiational basis and are being used for

civil pur])oses.

And After

The notable features of the post-war
years in Arctic aviation has been the

l^rofound sliift of emphasis away from
the civil field towards the predominantly
military one. In fact between 1945 and
1952 not a single long-distance fliglit

over the Polar Basin was made by a
civil aeroplane. As soon as hostilities

were over, the R..\.F. was quick ofí the

mark with the flight of the Aries, a four-

engined Lancastrian landplane, over the

])oíe from Iceland in 1945. The R.A.F.
School of Nax igation at Shawbury and
Flying College at Manby then embarked
on an extensi\e sclieme of Polar flying,

carrying out a number of reconnaissances

in the vicinity of the Northern Magnetic
Pole, as weíl as other Arctic surveys,

first with Lancastrians and later with

Canberras (the twin-jet bomber type of

landplane).

In July 1945 the first .jet flight across

the Atlantic, by way of the Arctic Air

Route, was made by six Vampires of

No. 54 S<iuadron, which arrived at Goose

just two days before an American Squad-

ron of .sixteen Shooting Star fiighfers

took off on a flight in the reverse direc-

tion. More lecently the British North

Greenland ICxpedition has been re-

victualled by R.A.F. flying-boats and

landplanes at Britannia Lake and be-

vond.

The U.S.A.A.F. can truthfully .sry that

since the war they iiavc "gone big" in

the Arctic. Today North-Eastern Com-
mand owns a chain of aerodromes

centred on Thule, in the N.W. comer of

Greenland. Tliero are Re.solute and Aicrt

in the Canadian Arctic Archipelago.

Nord on the extreme north coast of

Greenland. and the weathcr station T.3

on tho ic(> somowiiprc between Green-

land and the Pole.
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The Great Air Base At Thule

Tluile exeuiplifics nian's challenge to

the Arctic. Seagoing ships caa reach

Thule dviring only two or three months
of the year so that consti-uction of the

base had to be aidcd by an air-lift. In

the twelve montlis from September 1951,

12.500 short tons of freight and 20,000

jiassengers were flown 2,000 miles from

the main base of Westover, without

accident.

Because the Thule subsoil is perma-
nently frozen, normal foundations can-

not be used. The technique is to mount
ali buildings on pads, consisting of un-
adulterafpd ci^ushed rock. Air lias to be

diicted undcr the wholo. in order to

prevent ihv heat of tho building from
thawing the subsoil.

Thule 's nine enormous hangars jircsent

a ma.ior ]iroblem in central heating at a
spot where ground temporaturcs fali to

—50°C. and winds can blow at over
120 m.p.h. Yet in spite of these extremes,

visibility is generally excellent, little

.snow falis and only during June and

.luly is there any trouble with fog. Bernt
Balchen was respon.sible for the survey
,111(1 planning of thia base, which must
rank as the niost expensive and remark-
ahle aerodronie in the wholc world, glit-

tering like a dianiond in the Arctic

nisht—a diamond invoiced to Uncle
Sam at £9ti,000.000.

The Russian Enigma

Since the war the Soviet Unionists
have remaincd extreniol.v quiet about
their Arctic work. The day when thoy
would proclaim to ali tho world the
achiovcmcnts of Russian scientists and
airmen seems to have vanished, like

Papanin's iceberg. But it does not re-

quire a vivid imagination to visualise

the bases which must have been set up,
periiaps ai)i)roaching the Thule standard,
at Rudolf Island. Sevenaya Zemlya,
and probably at Wrangel Island too, the

last being a territory in which Britain
relinquished her claim in a moment of
Arctic disintorestedness by Disraeli.

Whcther for peace or for war. Ru.ssia

is going to pla.y an increasingly impor-
taiit role in future world air strategy.
If il be for peace, then the Russian
Arctic will form tho link between Lon-
don and Tokio, with the possibility of
an intermediatc landing on the Yenisei,
where the Ru.ssians are developing in-

dustry on a largo scale. If it be for war,
the Arctic would form a common
frontier between the British Isles and
the American continent on the ono
hand. and Arctic Rússia on tho other.
The need for lateral Communications on
such a vast front requires no emphasis.
While the politicai outlook in Rússia

remains uncertain, and tho oconomical
ad\antagcs of running an airline to
Tokio may be doubtful undin- conditions
pre\-ailing at this very moment. Winni-
pog and Vancouvcr, particularly the
lattor, can be considored as the basis of
a shorter tcrm policy. An aircraft would
have to cruise at only 300 m.p.h. in order
to connect London witii the Pacific coast
of America in a matter of sixteen hours:
double the speod and half the time aro
possibilities of the foreseeable future.

The .Arctic Milestone of S.A.S.

That these proposals are not outside
the bounds of technical achievement at
the present time has been proved in a
striking way by S.A.8.. tiie Scandinavian

Airline Company. In November 1952,

when the North Polar regions were clad

in continuai darkness, S.A.S. sent off

their first DC-6B, commanded by the

famous Danish Captain Povl Jensen with
a crew of eleven, on its delivery ílight

from the makers in Los Angeles to the

new owners in Copenhagen. This was
more than an ordinary delivery ílight,

for 24 passengers were on board and the

route chosen lay via Edmonton (1,676

nautical miles), Thule (1,696 nautical

miles) to Copenhagen (2,082 nautical

miles). They flcw within 150 miles of the

Northern Magnetic Polo. The proving
flight, accomplished in 24% hours flying

time, was no mere flash in the pan, for

S.A.S. proceeded to announce their in-

lention of establishing a trans-Arctic air-

line to West America and to Japan.

Within a mont-h a second aircraft had
left Los Angeles and this ono deviated
at Thule to Sondre Stromfiord (Bluie

West Eight) on the West Coast of

Grcenland. where it landed in order to

examino the facilities available there.

Sondre Stromfiord is a valley site, first

surveyed by the Watkins' Expedition of

1931. Topographically and from the

l)()int of view of radio facilities, it is in-

ferior to Thule and unsuitable for all-

the-year operations. Thence the DC-6B
flew" direct to Stockholm. In May 1953

another S.A.S. D(^-6B made the first

flight from Scandinavia to Japan, a per-

formance repeatod almost cxactly a year
later. The route was: Bodo-Fairbanks
(2,840 nautical miles), Fairbanks-Shemya
(Aleutians) (1,513 nautical miles), and
Shem\a-Tokio (1,775 nautical miles).

Politicai and Security Obstacles

These well organized and impressivo
preliminary ílights of S.A.S., which had
lieraldod a new ora in Arctic aviation,

woro gradually Icading to the establish-

ment of a regular airline. But the ob-
stacles of this have proved slow to

yield. From the point of view of politi-

cai cl(\arance, agreements had to be ob-
tained from Denmark (for Greenland),
Canada. l^.S. and Japan. The U.S. Au-
tliorities did not at first wish tho sorvice

to terminate at Los Angeles (which only
saves 250 miles compared with the
Chicago-New York route) but at Seattle,

where the saving would be over 1,200

miles. The U.S.A.A.F. did not, and still

does not, agree to the use by regular

Civil Airlines of Thule, so Sondre
Stromfiord is the nearest permitted al-

t(>rn,itive as an intermediate landing
l)lac(\ Therefore the Scandinavian-U.S.
roulo will have to run Copenhagen-
Sondrí^ Siromfiiord - Edmonton - Seattle,

and lho Japanese ono Copenhagen-Bodo-
Fairbanks-Shomya-Tokio. The U.S. Gov-
ornment have eventually conceded to

S.A.S. the right to run right through to

Los .\ngeles. On this Polar route the

normal complement in the DC-6B's will

be 9 crew and 48 passengers. (Because
lhe runways at Edmonton had not been
iengthened in time. initial serviços had
to be louted throiigli Winnipeg. rosult-

ing in a Los-Angoles-Copenhagen nauti-

cal miloage of 5,160.)

The First Arctic Air Line in lhe World

15 th November 1954 was the day of

triumph for S.A.S. From Los Angeles the
Roiial Viking headed Eastbound to the
Arctic and from Copenhagen the Hclgc
Viking, carrying the Prime Ministers of

Norway. Sweden and Denmark. flew

west. Ono hundred miles East of Green-

land the two pioneer services passed
each other in bright moonlight. Both
flights were completely uneventful and
the elapsed time in each case was juat

over 24 hours.

Canada's Contribution To Arctic
Flying

Although our Canadian cousins have
not hithorto appeared in the picture of

long-distance Polar flights, they have
nevertheless made great contributions to

Arctic aviation in operations peculiarly

suitod to the needs of their vast North-
ern Territórios. Mining settlements, oil-

fields and trapping stations have led to

the porfoction of Arctic bush-flying in

Canada with seaplanes, skiplanes, am-
phibians and landplanes. While much of

these operations is done by privato in-

dividuais and charter companies, regular

air lines have spun their mesh over the
Arctic, as is evidonced by the regular

services of Canadian Pacific Airlines to

Aklavik. The first Cornet to be flown
across the Atlantic, too, was taken via

Iceland by the Royai Canadian Air
Force.

That Canada has no intention of being
satisfied with internai Arctic Airways,

or of being a mere staging post for other

nations. was strikingly indicated in Sep-
tember 1954. Then Canadian Pacific Air-

lines filed an application for permi.ssion

to run from Vancouver to Amsterdam
via Sondre Stromfiord. The reason Am-
sterdam was suggested as the European
terminal was because the Canadians give

regular trafiic rights to the Dutch at

Montreal, and wished to utilise the reci-

I)rocal provision in the agreement.

Britain''s Backwardness in the Arctic

Seeing the progress which the Scan-
dinavians have achieved in pionoering

Arctic aviation, we in this country may
well reflect with humility upon our
standing in tho matter. True, the Royai
Air Force has done some splendid scien-

tific work in the Arctic since the war,

but what has happoned to our Civil

Ensign? There has been no question

even of civil aviation observers being

attached to the R.A.F. to study Arctic

flying. Both our Ministry of Civil Avia-

tion and B.O.A.C. soem too preoccupied

with other things to spare a second for

the Arctic. But the problem is pressing.

If ono line can fly from Copenhagen
to Tokio by the Arctic, reaping ali the

prestige of pioneermg a new and shorter

route, then surely another should be able

to operate between London and Tokio

across the top of the world, thus knock-

ing more than 2,000 miles off tho dis-

tance of the present B.O.A.C. route.

Canada and British Partnership
the Answer

In the Arctic lies a field of great

opportunity for Britain and for Canada.

On the one hand, speedy long-distance

Communications with the outside world

are vital to the economic survival of

the inhabitants of this island: on the

other. the development of her Arctic

territórios is vital to the future of Can-
ada. Not only our needs are comple-

mentary but also our means; the Old

Country has unrivalled experience in

the running of long-distance air lines

and no one knows better than Canada
how to operate aircraft in Arctic con-

ditions.
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Dtl Tf titl

Notes of the Institute and Other Societies, Comments
and Correspondence, Elections and Transfers

Co-operation with ASME
At the July meeting of the Coun-

jil of the Institute held in Mont-

.•eal a resolution was passeei by

;vhich agreement was made with

rhe American Society of Mechan-

cal Engineers whereby the initia-

;ion or entrance fee of one society

mW be waived in the case of a

nember of the other society mak-
ing application for membership.

Tlie resolution itself is printed

m full later in this article but the

oieaning is siinjily that an ASME
member who wishes to join The En-

^ineering Institute of Canada does

not nced to pay, in the case of a

Member the ten dollar entrance

fee, or in the case of a Júnior the

five dollar entrance fee.

Similarly a member of the In-

stitute who wishes to join The
American Society of Mechanical

Engineers will not have to pay the

twenty-íive dollar entrance for a

Member or the ten dollar entrance

fee for an Associate Member
(equivalent of Júnior E.I.C.).

Negotiations along these Unes

íiave been underway for some time.

^SME and E.I.C. by written agree-

ment have a joint committee on
lO-operation known as the ASME-
E.I.C. International Council. This
IS the group that have worked out

his ncw arrangemcnt, anel now that

dieir rcoommendation has been ap-

proved by both Counoils, the priv-

ilege is available immediately.

Just last year a similar agree-

ment. with regard to entrance fees,

.vas reached between the Institution

jf Electrical Engineers (Great

Britain) and the Engineering In-

stituto. Similar negotiations have
been underway for some timo

with the Institution of Civil En-
s;ineers and the Institution of

Mechanical Engineers. Every effort
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is being made to bi'ing together as

closely as possible ali the engineers

in Canada regardless of the coun-

try of their origin.

A similar foaturo is a part of

the cooi)erative agreement which
the Institute has had for many
years with various provincial pro-

fessional organizations.

It is a hopeful sign that more
and more engineering organizations

are taking thought as to means by
which tliey may work more closely

together. As far as Canada is con-

cernod the situation appcars to bc

impi'()ving steadily, and day by day
conditions become moro favourablo

for real confederation.

Texf of Agreement

The Council of The American
Society of Mechanical Engineers and
the Council of The Engineerin>;

Institute of Canada hy identical

action have agreed upon this provi-

sion by which a niemhcr of ono of

the two societies niay becoinc <

member of the other without pay-
nient of initiation or entrance fee
in the other societj'. In each case,

the member of one society must
present an application for member-
ship in the other society and meet
the membership requirements of that
society.

The elimination of entrance fee

in the secorid society shall apply only
to tlie fee for entrance at the equiv-
alent or lower grade. If an appli-

cant to the second society is up-
graded by the .second society, his

promotion fee shall be paid to the
second society. The Fellow grade in

The American Society of Mechanical
Engineers i.s upon nomination.

A Student Member of ASME
who has transferred to the Associate

Member grade of ASMIO upon grad-

uation may apply for entrance as a
Júnior in E.I.C. and upon accept-

ance may become a Júnior in E.I.C.

without T>avment of tlie entrance

fee in EJ.C.
A Student of E.I.C. who has

transferred to the Júnior grade of

E.I.C. may apply for entrance as

an .\.ssociate Member of ASME
and upon acceptance may become
an A.ç.sociate Member of ASME
without pavment of the initiation

fee in ASME.

Geneva Confereiíce

The United Nations Interna-

tional Conference on the Peaceful

Uses of Atomic Energy, held in

August at Geneva, was voted the

now customary success accordod to

recent meetings between our major

politicai divisions. Who "votes" on

these occasions, apart from press

observers, is usually obscure; how-

ever, this conference certainly

scoms to have left a very favour-

ablo impression of good personal

relations between the various dole-

gates.

What was tho outstanding im-

pression? Thero nnist bc many.

according to tho i^oint of viow.

Perhajis the most striking, cer-

tainly one of the groatost import.

was the energy boiíiLi dcNotod by

Russian enterpriso, l)()tli official

and industrial, to tho useful dc-

Cover Picture

The cover picture is a viow of the Montreal Cionoral Hospital

The article starting on page 1 150 of this issuo discu;;so< somo cimiii-

eering aspects of this iiiteresting now hospital buildiiig.
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velopment of nuclear energy. Re-

gardless of conflicting comments on

the relative standards of current

achievement, there can be little

doubt that the next decade or so

is criticai if the western powers

are not to be outstripped by Rús-

sia in both the technical and com-
mercial fields.

Manpower is the theme. Rússia

is developing and grooming the

best material among scientists,

engineers, and technicians in order

to make the most of the potential

of nuclear energy. With this drive,

and the ability to learn and to

apply the lesson, shc cannot fail

to overtake other nations unless

they are prepared to face these

facts and j)rovide the right incen-

tives to induce the best-suited men
into the field.

Whatever the attitude of the

politicians, there seems to have
been a general feeling between the

scientists of ali nations that for the

first time since the end of the last

world war there existed a wide-
spread outlook that might no
longer include the term "cold

war". Certainly relations were
most cordial between these scien-

tists of many politicai loyalties.

The general press of the world
made much of the wholesale
revelation of hithcrto c 1 o s e 1 y
guarded secrets. Although many
grains of salt might have been
taken with some of the headlines,

there can be no doubt that the
larger nations placed most of

their cards on the table as far

as fundamental data on nuclear
physics concerning civil applica-
tions were involved. In addition, a
fair amount of information on
practical applications was released,
though some industrial know-how
was withhcld—as is only to be
expccted.

It would appear that the "secret"
classification will, in future, be
applied mainly to work in the
íields of engineering, metallurgy,
and chemistry.

The term "larger nations" refers
to those who are the present lead-
ers in the field, namely, the United
States, the United Kingdom, Rús-
sia, Canada, and France. Other
nations, for technological and
economic reasons, will be largely
depcndcnt on the engineering
knowledge of these leaders for
their own major nuclear energy
developments, although much
valuable work is being done in

many countries in the fields of

physics, chemistry, metallurgy, and
the medicai, biological, and agri-

cultural sciences.

It may be of interest to note

that, of 24 participating nations,

contributions to the general ses-

sions were roughlv (per cent)

:

U.S.A. 38; U.S.S.R". 16; U.K. 15;

France 7; Canada 2.5; Norway
and Sweden each 2.1 ; and the rest

less than 2. In addition, contribu-

tions were made bv such organiza-

tions as U.N.; UNESCO, AVHO.
FAO, and ILO.
The production of power from

nuclear energy is obviously the

major benefit to mankind, at pres-

ent. In this field many extravagant

claims have been made, but it is

apparent that the United Kingdom
is in the lead as the result of a

bold and imaginative approach to

the problem. This approach has,

of course, been stimulated by the

economic necessity of finding suit-

able alternative sources of energy

to the traditional coal.

Local heating from reactors has
been used at Harwell, England, for

some years, and power-producing
reactor units are in existence in

the U.S.A. and Rus.sia; however,
Britain will be the first with an
oconomical power plant feeding

directly into tlie countrv's electri-

cal distributing system.

The Russians scored with an ex-

cellent piece of propaganda in the

form of a íilm showing their in-

dustrial nuclear power station,

which, it is claimed, was the first

in the world to operate. Neverthe-
less, this reactor station, of 5,000

kw. electrical output, is definitely

uneconomical and would not be a

serious proposition in a country

such as Canada.

The most advanced reactor was'

claimed by Canada with the new
NRU at Chalk River; Britain has
built a fast breeder reactor which
is designed to produce nuclear fuel

rather than power, but will be the

basis for future highly efficient

power-producers.

The engineering and technical

standards of the United States and
Britain, as evidenced at the exhibi-

tions of material and equipment,
were of the liighest order. In spite

of some rather outdated items in

such fields as instrumentation and
radiological treatment, the Rus-
sians also appeared to be very well

equipped, and far from lagging

behind to any serious extent.

To summarize, the conference

has undoubtedly created a friend-

lier feeling and a wider under-

standing between many scientist~

of different nations; and a grea

deal of information on the civi

uses of nuclear energ\' has bee~

made available to ali who ma
wish to use it. It has also mad
quite apparent the fact that, al

though the western powers may b

in the lead, each to different de

grees in different fields, Rússia i

also very far advanced and ha

the potential to overtake the field

This is no longer a qucstion o

surviving an arms race but a~

economic race in the peaceful ap

plications of nuclear energy. It i

a new field, and it will require th

best of the new men; to keep i

the lead the west must see that

these men— among whom en-i

gineers must be well to the fore —
are attracted to continue the pro-{

gress so well started.
1

Canso Causeway Completed
The Canso Causeway from the

mainland of Nova Scotia to Cape
Breton Island is completed—after

many years of investigation and
planning.

It was oíiicially opened on
August 13 by The Right Honour-
able C. D. Howe, Canada's Minis-

ter of Trade and Commerce, with

ceremonies recalling the Scottish

ancestry of the people of Nova
Scotia. Mr. Howe cut with a Scot-

tish claymore a tape of Nova
Scotia tartan, and declared the

$23,000,000 Canso Causeway open.

Later one hundred kilted pipers,

to the strains of the "Road to

the Isles," led a procession of

thousands across the mile-lon

road over the Strait.

Mr. Howe described the cause

way as one of the great engineer

ing projects of Canada. The nee

for a link between Cape Brctor

and the mainland had always beer.j

apparent, he said. The probleirj

had been how the link should bf]

built. A causeway had proved tc

be the final solution.

In the past Cape Breton 's heavy

industries centred upon Sydne>

have had only ferry transpor

across the Strait of Canso. Th
contribution of these industries t

the economy of Canada in peac

and war has been great despit
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this difficulty. The causeway will

benefit Cape Breton, Nova Scotia,

the Atlantic Provinces and the

whole of Canada.

Other distinguished guests and

speakers inoluded the Hon. AHs-

tair Frazer, lieutenant-governor of

Nova Scotia; the Rt. Hon. George
Mailer, federal minister of trans-

|)ort, who introduced the speakers;

the Hon. Henry D. Hicks, prime

minister of Nova Scotia; Mr.
Donald Gordon, president of the

Canadian National Railways, and
Mrs. Angus L. Macdonald, widow
of the late premier of Nova Scotia.

Following the invocation by the

Ven. A. F. Arnold, Archdeacon of

Cape Breton, the Rev. S. P. Mac-
lonald gave greetings to the aud-

ience in Gaelic, an event which

provided considerable pleasure to

the predominantly Scottish gather-

ing.

The Hon. Henry D. Hicks then

spoke upon the unity of ali Nova
Scotians which is symbolized by
the causeway and paid tribute to

the raen who had conceived and
carried out the undertaking. "Only

a very short time ago," he said,

"no man could have stood where

we are standing now." He paid

warm tribute to the meniory of his
great predecessor, the Hon" Angus
L. Macdonald, whose dream the
causeway was and who lived to
dump the first truckload of rock
fill into the Strait.

Last of the platform speakers
was the Most Rev. J. R. Macdon-
ald, Bishop of Antigonish, who
delivered a message. The bishop
cxpressed three hopcs—that this

physical bond should be an in-

strument of bringing people closer

together, that the material pro-
gress the causeway offered should

The American Society for Engi-
neering Education has just issued

a report on this subject, prepared
by a committee of forty-five of its

members, among whose names we
recognize those of many of the
best-known engineering teachers in

the United States and that of at

least one Canadian, Dr. .1. B.
Phillips, M.E.i.c, of McGill Uni-
versity. Three yeare of hard work,
coupled with extensive criticism,

both by the engineering schools

and by industry, have resulted in

a thirty-six page document, which

extend to ali and that the cause-
way migiit prove a symbol of the
strength of Nova Scotia's .solidar-

ity and the unity of Canadian
citizonship.

It is planned that the Journal
will describe the engineering as-
pects of the causeway at a later

date.

This is the second major engi-
neering development coniing to
completion in the province this

year. The Angus L. Macdonald
Bridge from Halifax to Dartmouth
was opened on April 2.

is certainly required reading for

ali who are conccrned or interested
in engineering education.
The title, it seems to us, is a

liltle misleading, for the report has
mucli to say about existing con-
ditions. It aims to present the
broad outlines of ideal curricula,

both undergraduate and graduate,
and to invcstigate the means
wiíercby such curricula can be
made truly effective—by the pro-
vision of really top-notch faculties,

for instance. This is a very brief

summary of what the report con-

Evaluation of Engineering Education

Student Delegates at E.I.C. Meeting

The student conference forms part of the annual meeting; of The Engineering Institute eaeh year. The studeiUssat

at the head table with Institute officers during a dinner at the Toronto annual meeting in May. Eroni lefl to right:

Technical College; D. M.Stephens. retiring president; W . M. Iluggins, cha.rman, loronto Hra... h: Ira I
.
Macnab, papt-

president; Eskil Johnsson, University of British Columhia; .]. B. St.rl.ng, pasl-prcs.,lenl ;
M,< l.ael Orla.., er, McC.ll

Universitv; K. L. Dohbin, past-president; Andrew Blair, Queen's Un.vcrs.ty; C I) (.arrulhers, pasl-rom.r.l ur: (.oorgt

A. Keith," University of New Brunswick; Norman B. Eagles, vice-president ;I).W.( ra.k, l n.vers.l^ of Maniloha; K.

Henderson, past vice-president; Paul B. Walters, University of Toronto; M. McMurray, coun. dK.r. Viso pr. M-nt nere

D, D. Whitson, and W. H. Paterson, councillors.
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tains, for it goes into exhaustive

detail regarding each of the many
topics it covers and they are

legion.

As for undergraduate curricula,

it assumes that they will cover

four years, though it suggests that

an additional year might bc use-

fuL Such curricula, it thinks,

ought to be about one-quarter

basic s c i e n c e s (matheuiatics,

physics, chemistry, etc.) ; one-

quarter engineering s c i e n c e s

(m e c h a n i c s, thermodynamics,

etc); one-quarter engineering

analysis and design (structures,

heat e n g i n e s, etc); one-fifth

humanistic and social studies; and

one-tenth options or electives in a

wide field.

The report urges that more be

done to acquaint students at the

high school levei with the meaning
and requirements of an engineer-

ing career, both so that those

attracted to it, and who have the

necessary talents, may use their

school time to the best advantage
and also to reduce the number of

misfits who now reach the univer-

sities. Our joint E.I.C.-C.I.M.M.-

C.I.C. committee is doing what it

can along these lines on a limited

budget. But our universities do not

go much beyond examining an
applicanfs academic record, to

separate those who will probably
swim from those who will probably
sink.

Some regard a failing engineer-

ing student as a complete economic
loss. This writer does not. He
feels that even the poorest student

gets something of value from the

time he spends at the university;

whether value received or not is

another matter. A fair proportion

of such students do well in nther

fields, others may get a quasi-

engineering education in induptry,

but most of them will tell you that

the little dose of engineering dis-

cipline they got was no bad thing.

The report feels that engineering

teachers should have had some
graduate training in their fields

In the great majority of cases thi?

is no doubt true. And it also feels

that they should be research mind-
ed, also no doubt generally true.

But this writer believes that the

ability to teach is more or less an
inborn talent, which can be devei-

opcd by study and practice, of

course, like a talent for music or

for painting. We can ali remember
some of our teachers, excellent

teachers, who held no graduate
degrees and had no interest in

research nor in anything but
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teaching. Faculty appointment
rules should not be so rigid as to

deny such teachers, not very
numerous perhaps, the opportun-

ities and status they deserve.

In several places this report

emphasizes that engineers as a

class are not good at ''communica-
tion", which means, we take it,

that they have a poor command
of spoken and written English; in

fact, the report says so elsewhere.

The writers of the report might
well have taken a dose of the

medicine they recommcnd; there

are too many ten-dollar words
where ten-cent ones would have
been better and some of the writ-

ing is pretty involved. Many pas-

sages require more than a singh

reading if their exact meaning,
are to be realized.

If this report is widely circulat

ed among engineering schools, 'ti

ought to lead to self appraisals o

their curricula and methods, witl

resulting improvements. No schoo
is likely to accept the reportV

suggestions in toto, but ali wil

find some that can be adopted tc

advantage.
There is no hint as to the prici

of this report nor as to where i'

may be obtained. Presumably i

letter to the A.S.E.E. secretary

Prof. W. Leighton Collins, Univer
sity of Illinois, Evanston, Illinois

would bring this information.

Correspondence

-4SME Ânniversary Meeting

Dear Mr. Wright:

We extend a cordial invitation to

members of your society to attend

the Diamond Jubilee 75th Ânni-
versary Annual Meeting of the

American Society of Mechanical
Engineers the week of November
13, 1955, at the Congress, Conrad
Hilton and Blackstone Hotels,

Chicago, 111.

In addition to the rather elabor-

ate program of our annual meeting
ÍHeadquarters, Hotel Congress),

there will be held a National Ex-
position of Power and Mechanical
Engineering at the Chicago Coli-

seum which ASME sponsors and
for which we would be pleased to

provide your interested members
with grátis tickets. The exposition

will be unusually attractive and,

in itself, is worth a journey to

Chicago.

According to our policy, it is

necessarv' to charge a registration

fee of lio.OO to ali pcrsons attend-

ing the meeting of the Society who
are not ASME members, except in

the cases where other organiza-

tions join us as co-sponsors of ses-

sions. In the case of E.I.C. mem-
bers, this charge w'ill not apply be-

cause of the cooperative agreement
between our two organizations.

If your members will write us
(The American Society of

Mechanical Engineers, 29 West
Thirty-Ninth Street, New York 18,

N.Y.), we will send a copy of

the preliminary announcement, giv-

ing full details regarding the pro-

gram.

Ernest Hartford,
Consultant

Invitation to Austrália

Dear Sir:

As you are aware, the 195(

Olympic Games will be held ii

Melboume in November next yeai

It seems quite possible tha'

some of your members may be at

tending as competitors, officials o:

visitors, and the members of thii

Institution would be very glad o

the opportunity to extend hospi

tality to them. Should any suei

visitors desire to inspect engineer

ing works or industries in the Stati

of Victoria, we will be ver\- pleasec

to make the necessary arrauge

ments to enable them to do so.

It would be greatly appreciatet

if you would bring to the notice o:

your members our desire to wel

come them if they visit Melbourní

next year, and it would also b(

greatly appreciated if they wouk
write to the Hospitality Officer

The Institution of Engineers, AuS'

tralia, Kelvin Hall, 55 Collin:

Place, Melbourne, giving details o;

the time they will spend in Austra^

lia, their particular interests, anc

anything they would particularb

wish to see.

C. H. D. H.-VRPER.

Scrrctary

As the Life Members See It

Dear Mr. Editor:

It was with pleasure I receivcí

your letter advising of my electioi

by E.I.C. Council to Life"Member

ship.

This honour carne to me at i

very opportune time as I retirei

from active employment on Jan

uary 1, 1955 after thirty-one year
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of service as manager of Montreal
iffice for the Dominion Flow
Meter Co., Toronto.

I On that date I completed sixty

ears of work, two weeks of which
ime I was out of employment and
iff a pay roU. I left the old Nova
>cotia Steel & Coal Co., New Glas-

j;ow as mechanical superintendent

m 1918 and spent two years with

the Leaside Munitions Co., Tor-

nto, as superintendent of shell

irging on 12-in. shells for the

r.S. Government. This position

rerminated after the close of the

first AVorld War and I moved
from Toronto to Montreal in 1920.
It was at this time that I was two
weeks without a position.

Many thanks for the good
wishes which you so kindly ex-
tended to me. If I can be of any
service to the Life Members' groiip,

the Montreal Branch or the Insti-

tute at large, I will be pleased to

co-operate to the best of my
ability.

H. T. DORAN, M.E.T.C,

Westmount, Que,

Club Facilities in London
Recently the Institute has been

advised that any of its members
who are able to use the facilities

to advantage are welcome to join

the Society for Visiting Scientists.

This organization has its building

at 5 Old Burlington Street, Lon-

don, W.I., England.

The facilities offered are exccl-

lent and the costs are ext-remely

low. For members "who reside in

the United Kingdom for six months
or longer, the annual subscription

IS three guineas. For other mem-
bers there is no annual subscrip-

tion. Membership is open to scien-

tists and others who have an in-

terest in or a contribution to make
to relations with scientists in coun-

tries other than their own".

The Society has some nice hous-

mg accommodation at something
really better than reasonable prices.

For instance a bed and breakfast

isingle room) is only 10 shillings.

\ luncheon can be obtained for

mly 3 shillings.

A rather general description of

the club facilities and its objectives

follows. This has been taken direct

trom some of the literature which
'ias been sent to Institute Head-
luarters.

Applications for membership can
l)e made at any time during the

,year by means of a letter addressed

to the assistant secretary of the

society or by a personal call at

the building.

Established in the spring of 1944,

whcn Britain had the honour of

welcoming many scientists from
Allied countries, the Society for

Visiting Scientists seeks to be a

focus for ali scientists visiting the

United Kingdom, and to put them
in touch with British scientists and
with one another. The society aims
to provide and encourage an active

exchange of scientific thought and
discussion between scientists of the
United Kingdom and scientists

from overseas.

The house of the society provides

a meeting place, a refectory, a

library, a bar and some residential

accommodation. In addition an In-

formation service is provided which

is open to ali members, and any

seientist arnving in this country
can, if he wi.«hes, proceed at once
to the hou.^^c and be given such ad-
vice and information as is avail-

able, and details of liow he may
apply for membei^hip.
One of the most stimuhiting of

tlie societyV activities has been the
holding of discufjsion mcetings on
subjects of general interest to

scientists. A program committee is

responsible for arranging these
meetings, and the speakers have
been eminent men of sri^nco from
the United Kingdom and abroad.

The society's council includes
among its members scientific repre-
sentatives of several countries, as
well as many di.stinguishcd British

scientists. The president and chair-

man is Professor A. V. Hill, c.H.,

O.B.E., F.R.S.

The society provides facilities for

that personal contact and under-
standing among scientists which is

essential for the advancement of

knowledge and the establishment
of a lasting peace.

Orientation and Training in Industry

A group of four papers discuss-

ing orientation and training in

modern industry are now available

in a publication of the proceedings

of the 22nd annual meeting of the

Engineers' Council for Professional

Development, held in Cincinnati,

Ohio.

The papers were presented by
representatives of four industrial

firms which have been participat-

ing in the pilot study of the ECPD
program known as "The First Five

Years of Professional Develop-

ment".

A summary of highlights given

in these papers includes the fol-

lowing suggestions:

1. The essential need of industry

is a loyal, efficient and aggressive

working organization.

2. Training is basically a way of

operating with new people in the

total work situation.

3. Habits start being formed the

first day on a job whether or not

you want to train a man.

4. Making the trainee a part of

a working team is an essential part

of any realistic training program.

5. To work, not merely to ob-

serve, should be the key to each

training assignment.

6. Put responsibility into trainee

jobs. Make the trainee carry a

burden and learn to produce.

7. A challenge to the individual

is essential in the first job. It will

bring out the best in any man and
will eífectively reduce turnover by
holding the really good men.

8. Select the best boss for the

trainee. This is particularly im-
portant on the first few assign-

ments.

9. Flexibility in training assign-

ments is necessary to serve the best

interests and abilities of the in-

dividual and the company. Regi-
mentation in training is to be
avoided.

10. Follow-up on training must
go on for a period of several years.

Carr\'-over should be checkcd and
provided for.

The publication also includes an
introduction to the question of

Professional industrial training.

In addition the publication in-

cludes a copy of the brochure de-

scribing the program for young
graduate engineers during the

"First Five Years" and a copy of

the brochure reporting on "Tho
Community Project in Professional

Development" which has been

studied recently in Cincinnati.

Copies of the publication are avail-

able froc by addrcssing ECPD
Committee on Professional Train-

ing, 322 Baldwin Hall, Cincinnati

21, Ohio.
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ENGINEERS' COUNCIL FOR PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Annual Meeting, October 13-14, 1955

King Edward Hotel, Toronto, Ont.

ECPD Meeis in Canada
The Engineers' Council tur Professional Development is hold-

iag its twenty-third animal meeting at the King Edward Hotel,

Toronto, on October 13 and 14. With the exception of certain

special sessions, the meeting is open to visitors. Two important

subjects will be discussed by specialists, i.e., Ethics, and ICduca-

tion and Utilization of Engineers, with audience participation.

The Program
Thitrsday, October 13

9.00 Registration

9.30 Meeting of floiincil, A<Iniini.stration Session

(For members of eouncil and committee chairmen only)

10.00 Meeting of Council, Executive Session

(For members of council and education committee only)

10.00 Meetings of Slaiiding Coniniittees

Guidance, Student Development, Training, Ethics,

Recognition.

10.30 Ladies' Social Hour

12.30 Luncheon (Ladies included)

Presiding: L. F. Grant, president, ECPD
Welcome to Canada: Dr. R. E. Heartz, M.E.I.C, pres-

ident, The Engineering Institute of Canada

Speaker: S. C. Hollister, Dean, College of Engineering,

Corncll University

Subject: "Survey of Education and Utilization of En-

gineers".

2.00 Open Committee Meetings

Guidance, Student Development, Training, Education,

Ethics, Recognition

General discussion.

3.00 Open Council Meeting

Presiding: L. F. Grant, president

Presentation of reports.

For the standing committees: Guidance, A. Paul
Shackleton, AIEE; Education, Harold L. Hazen,

AIEE; Student Development, N. W. Dougherty,
NCSBEE; Training, Edwin L. Yates, ASEE; Re-

cognition, Russell G. Warner, NCSBEE; Ethics,

Scott Turner, AIME; Information, John B. Mel-
LECKER, AK'hE.

Reports from participating societies.

4.00 Keception by The Honourable L. O. Breithaupt,

Lieutenant-Governor of the Province of Ontário,

and Mrs. Breithaupt.

(Note: It is especialiy requested that ladies who will be

attending this reception send their names to Colonel

L. F. Grant, 236 Avenue Road, Toronto, not later than

October 1, in order that the official secretary to the

Lieutenant-Governor may send them cards of invita-

tion.)

5.45 The Engineering Institute of Canada Reception for

delegates and ladies

Thursday, October 13 (Continued)

7.30 Annual ECPD Dinner

Presiding: M. D. Hooven, vice-president, ECPD, an(

president, American Institute of Electrical Engineers

Speaker: Sidney Smith, Q.C., LL.D., president, Univer

sity of Toronto.

Friday, October li

9.00 Registration

9.30 ECPD Annual Meeting (continued)

9.30 Panei Discussion

Subject: "A Profe-ssion Without Ethics is a Contradictioi

in Terms"
Presiding: Scott Turner, AIME, Chairman, Ethics Com

mittee, consulting engineer, New York.

Spcakers: C. J. Freund, ASME; J. E. L. Roy, EIC; G

Ross LORD, EIC; W. S. Wilson; J. H. Foote, AIEE.

General discussion.

11.30 Ladies assemhle for Luncheon at Gnild of Ali Art

12..30 Luncheon

Pre-siding: L. F. Grant, president

Speaker: Russell G. Warner, vice-president, Unite

lUuminating Company, New Haven, Conn., chairma

ECPD-EIC Committee on Practice of Engineering.

Subject: "Professional Aspects of the Practice of En

gineering."

2.00 Open Foruni

Presiding: M. D. Hooven, vice-president, ECPD
Discussion of Survey of Education and Utilization o

Engineers, Dean Hollister's luncheon address of Octobe

13.

3.30 Student Development

Presiding: N. W. Dougherty, chairman, ECPD Studen

Development Committee.

4.30 Aíljoiírninent of 23rd Annual Meeting

4.45 Meeting of New Executive Committee

6.00 Informal BufTet Supper

Reservations

Reservations shouhl be made as early as possible

The following information is required:

Name, address, affiliation, names of guests

Reservations for annual dinner, luncheons, buffet supper

Names of ladies who wish to attend reception of Lieutenani

Governor.

Please address all inquiries to:

Toronto Office, ECPD,
c/o The Engineering Institute of Canada,

236 Avenue Road, Toronto, Ont.
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St. Lawrence Seaway

and Power Project

Progress by Ontário Hvdro and
NYSPA

A contract for channel improve-

'iients at and adjacent to Galop
l-land was awarded to C. A. Pitts

( loneral Contractor, Limited, for

1,700,420. Tlie work involves

excavation of some 14,500,000

cLibic yards of common excavation

and aboiít 1,000,000 cubic yards of

rock. It is scheduled for comple-

tion by July 1, 1958.

A contract for channel improve-
ments and pier construction ad-

jacent to Chimney Island was
awarded to the Canadian Dredge
& Dock Company Limited (Tor-

onto), for 14,374,020. The work
involves some 2,000,000 cubic
yards of common excavation, pier

construction and associated work.

It is scheduled for completion bv
July 1, 1958.

A contract for 48 gates and
hoists for the Canadian power-
,house was awarded on August 7

to Dominion Bridge Company
Ltd., at a price of $1,698,800. De-
liveries are scheduled between
August 1957 and February 1958.

Tenders were called on July 17

for manufacture and supply of

1,500 tons of anchor and tie bolts

and riveted steel checks and sills

for the headworks and tailrace of

the Canadian half of the power-
house. Tenders closed August 9.

A contract for the installation of

sewers, water mains and house ser-

vices at the site of the new Vil-

lage of Iroquois has been awarded
to the Beaver Construction Com-
pany of Montreal at $332,424.

Comnletion is scheduled for Octo-

ber 31, 1955.

Ontário Hydro has announced
the appointment of Malcolm E.

Bradden as rehabilitation Informa-

tion officer for the St. Lawrence
Power Project. He will be respon-

sible for providing information on

rehabilitation work in communities
to be relocated. His duties will also

include assistance to families bc-

ing relocated, so that the program
raay be carried forward in a

smooth, efficient manner.
On the American side, the con-

tract for the Massena intake and

In this section thf Joiírtial rt'vi»'ws

the news and progress of thc St. Law-
rence projecl.

appurtenant works was awarded
by the New York State Power
Authority on Aug. 11, to a Mor-
rison Knudsen-Perini-Walsh-Utah
joint venture group, at a price of

$7,780,157.

Progress by the Canadian Seaway
Authority

Tenders were called on July 27
for the construction of Côte St.

Catherine Lock and approaches in

the Lachine Section. This is one
of the two locks to be built in this

section, the other being the one at

St. Lambert, tenders for whicli

will be called shortly.

The work extends a distance of

two miles, and in addition to the

lock, consists of excavation of a

navigation channel and dykes
which form the approaches to the

lock. It includes the excavation of

a turning basin dow^nstream of the

lock, regulating works for the con-

trol of the water levei of the upper
rcach of the canal and the forma-

tion of a reservoir pool upstream of

the lock. It extends frora a point

in the Laprairie Basin near the

village of Baurette, upstream and
then overland to a location inland

in the westerly limits of the town
of Côte Ste. Catherine, on the

pouth shore of the river. Thc con-

tract is to be completed by July

31, 1958.

Common excavation will amount
to some 2,800,000 cubic yards, rock

excavation to some 1,653,500 yards.

Concrete required will amount to

some 350,000 yards. Contracts will

be let at a later date for lock

equipment and for electrical in-

stallations.

Tenders were called on August

3 for enlargem.ent of Piers 1 to 11

of the Jacques Cartier Bridge, in

the Lachine Section. Tenders closed

on August 23. The work is to be

completed not later than Septem-

ber 30, 1956. This work is ])repara-

tory to the eventual raising of the

southern span of the bridge, and

will be co-ordinated with the chan-

nel excavation work now under

way.
À contract for the seven storey

Seaway .\uthority ofRcc buildiug at

Cornwall was awarded on .\ugust

17 to M. Sullivan & Sons Limited
of Arnprior at a price of $1,337,-

337, the lowest of three tenders.

Com])letion by April 30, 1957 is

called for.

Dredging Operalions

Work is now well luider way in

thc considerable dredging ojjera-

tion from Cornwall Island to the
foot of Lake St. Francis and in

Lake St. Louis, to deepen the Sea-
way channel to at least 27 feet.

The St. Lawrence Seaway Author-
ity has awarded four separate con-
tracts.

Different conditions on the river

dictate different metliods. Working
two shifts, the "Midland's" eight-

cubic-yard dipper removes some
2,500 cubic yards a day from the
channel; the "Sydenham's" six-

cubic-yard dipper lifts around
1,600 yards and the "Monarch"
moves about the same amount.
Thesc three constitute the "main
armament" of Canadian Dredge
and Dock Company Limited,
working in the westerly portion of

Lake St. Francis. AVorking with
these dipper dredges are four tugs,

six scows, two work-boats. an oil

barge and a floating derrick.

Dredging the Lake St. Louis
channel, Marine Industries Limited
is working 24 hours a day with its

dipper-dredges "M-101", and "M-
107" and "J. B. Kennedv" and the

bucket dredge "Bruxolles XXXX".
Hcre 3,800,000 cubic yards of over-

burden and 100,000 yards of solid

rock must be removed from the

Seaway channel to disposal áreas.

In Lake St. Francis at the ap-

proach to the Beauharnois Canal,

McNamara Construction Company
is also on a 24-hour day with its

12-in. suction dredge "Charlie M".
On this contract 1,100,000 cubic

yards of sand, silt and clay must
be removed. This company has its

dipper-dredge "George M" and the

16-inch suction dredge "J. Holden"
working in the upper part of Lake
St. Francis.

To dredge part of thc Lake St.

Francis channel, at Lancastcr Bar,

for which the contract has been

awarded to Marine Industries

Limited, involves the removal of

600,000 cubic yards of sand. silt

and clav.

A total of some 8.200,000 (ul)ic

yards of overburden and 100,000

cubic yards of rock must be

dredged under terms of these four

contracts. the value of which totais

some $14.000,000. About 250 men
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are now employed on these dredg-

ing contracts, with expectation of

a working force of some 400 at the

peak, in some months' time.

Seaway President Speaks at Montreal

President Lionel Chevrier of the

St. Lawrence Seaway Authority

was guest speaker at the Montreal

Rotaiy Club luncheon in the

Mount Royai Hotel on July 19.

Recounting the background of the

waterway project and an outline

of the work now in progress, he

indicated his belief that healthy

criticisms of Seaway plans was ali

to the good, although certain criti-

cisms did not survive a close

analysis.

Referring to the contention that

the Seaway channel should have

been built in the middle of the

stream, he listed compelling reasons

why it was placed on the South
Shore. There could be no industrial

development located upon the Sea-

way if the channel were in the

middle of the river, he stated. The
old Lachine Canal along the Mont-
real shore had permitted the de-

velopment of industry along its

banks. The new canal along the

Laprairie Basin would permit ex-

tension of Montreal Harbour, al-

ready overcrowded, to this area. It

would create an impoitant indus-

trial area which would not other-

wise be as attractive to industry

if the canal were in the middle of

the river.

The plan of development now
proposed avoids bringing large Up-
per-Lakers through the St. Mary's
current and the congested harbour
area, he explained. Rail traffic con-

ditions at Victoria Bridge will be
materially improved as compared
with a canal crossing at the Mont-
real end of the bridge.

Referring to proposals made re-

cently by the city of Montreal for

improved transportation facilities

across the river, Mr. Chevrier in-

dicated the Seaway Authority
would much prefer a vehicular
project across the river at Nun's
Island from Montreal to the South
Shore, which would provide direct

north-south communication be-
tween the two shores. It would be
more practical and efíective, he
believed.

This was followed by an an-
nouncement on August 17 by the

Hon. George Marler, Minister of

Transport, that a new four lane

toll bridge would be built between
the Island of Montreal and the

South Shore across Nun's Island.

Plans would be prepared immed-
iately by consulting engineers, and
it was hoped to have it opened to

traffic by 1960.

The bridge will come under the

jurisdiction of the National Har-
bours Board, and tickets will be
valid for use over any one of the

three bridges. Legislation will be
presented for approval by Parlia-

ment at the next session. Munici-
pal authorities in the Montreal
area contend that six lanes would
be a minimum requirement.

Land Acquisition bv NYSPA and
USSDC

A pamphlet published late in

July by the power authority of

the State of New York outlines the
master plan drawn up to cover the
changes arising from the Seaway
on the American side of the river.

Mainly discussing land acquisition,

and including coloured maps of

land to be acquired for reservoirs,

park áreas, Seaway and construc-

tion áreas, the text reads in part
as follows:

. . . we must take sufficient

land at the outset to meet ali

possible needs and to avoid
future disputes and cl a i m s.

Within limits detennined on
these principies and considera-

tions we aim, where feasible, to

give owners access to new water
leveis consistent with fee owner-
ship by the State and permits or

easements carefully limited by
future power and seaway needs.

"In this instance we are print-

ing a booklet which tells exactly

what we require in the way of

land acquisition for both the
Power and Seaway projects. Un-
der an arrangement with the
American Seaway Corporation,
the Power Authority has as-

sumed responsibility for acquir-
ing ali land required for the
joint project.

"It has been essential to speed
up the land acquisition program
in order to keep up with the
schedules for both Power and
Seaway construction. We are
working on an accelerated con-
struction program. We must have
the title to ali land on or before
January 1, 1956. This will allow
time for residents who must re-

locate now to make their ar-

rangements in an orderly man-
ner. . . . We invite the co-opera-
tion of owners on terms which
are described in this booklet in

language that can be readily un-
derstood by everyone.

"Land on which major power
facilities are being built, includ-

ing the Barnhart Powerhouse,
Long Sault Dam, Iroquois Dara,
and highways, railroads and
other facilities in the Barnhart
area, has been acquired and set-

tlements have either been made
or are in process. Dykes are the
most important structures re-

maining to be put under con-
tract. Some are still in the de-
sign stage. . . . These designs
are rapidly being completed and
land acquisition will follow

promptly.

"Land required for the Sea-
way has been largely acquired
and settlements have either been
made or are in process. Areas
required for the deposit of

dredged material are now being

acquired and remaining áreas

will be acquired as rapidly as

designs are completed, maps pre-

pared and appraisals and title

examinations made.
"It will be noted that the huge

quantities of excavation involved

must be deposited as close as

possible to points of excavation
or the haul will cause an inor-

dinate increase in the cost of the

work. After deposit considerable

time must elapse depending upon
the exact nature of the material

before buildings can be placed

on the íills. In some instances

years will be required to allow

for settlement. Contracts for re-

foresting and landscaping these

áreas cannot be let until the

general trend of the fill settle-

ment is determined.

"It has been suggested that

the Authority acquire easements
only, and return íilled property

to the original owner after the

fills have been completed. This
is not practical. No one can de-

termine in advance the future

value of land on which millions

of yards of excavation of various

types are deposited. In many
cases adjoining land under water
will be filled and large áreas and
islands created.

"Land required should be paid

for fairly by the Authority and
any benefit as a result of the ex-

penditure of millions of Author-

ity funds in excavating channels

should accrue to the Authority.

Finally, proper treatment after

completion of the fills requires

an extensive program of refores-

tation and landscaping. Such a

program could not be carried on

if ownership in filled parcels re-
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Typical Section through C/L of Unit—St. Lawrence Power Project.

mained with scattered individ-

uais. . . . Unless control is re-

tained by the Authority this pro-

ject would quickly take on the

appearance of the strip mines in

Western Pennsylvania or West
Virginia.

"Miich of this final improve-

ment must await settlement of

hiige qiiantities of excavated

material. No one knows just how
long this will take. As soon as

possible after the completion of

channel excavation, this phase of

the work will commence. Dis-

cussions with the St. Lawrence
Seaway Development Corpora-
tion and Ontário Hydro have re-

sulted in a general informal

agreement for a co-ordinated

power and Seaway program of

river conservation and beaiitifi-

cation.

"The final category of land

acquisition involves river front-

age not required for construction

purposes, but needed because of

raised water leveis or for protec-

tion from flooding. Most of this

property will be permanently
flooded and will be under the

pool created by the construction

of the powerhouse, dams and
dykes.

"The remainder is required to

enable proper regulation of the

river . . . the final method of

regulation of the River and Lake
Ontário has not yet been offi-

cially promulgated, and since

some fluctuation of leveis may
result in the future because of

subsequent changes in regulation

methods, designs of necessity

must cover ali assumptions. . . .

"It is the unanimous opinion
of the staff and waterfront con-

sultants that river frontage

should be owned in fee by
the Power Authority and that

limited reservations be made to

upland owners, cut off from the

river by the Authority, for ac-

cess to the river from upland
property. The Authority must
retain jurisdiction over this area
and cannot be placed in the posi-

tion of acquiring insufficient

rights which might have to be

augmented later at additional

cost to the Authority.

"While the Authority could

reserve to an adjacent property
owner from whom it took land
some rights to the area between
the water's edge and the property

taking line, most of the rights

which it would be possible to re-

serve would have to be subject

to cancellation or modification.

"For instance, it could allow

by formal reservation in a con-

veyance right of access to the

water, but the building of a boat
house or a dock would have to

be subject to a permit. This is

true not only because of the

provisions of the license but also

because of the risk that at a

later date, as a result of exper-

ience gained in operating the

pool or of orders of the Federal

Power Commission, the Author-

ity would have to acquire a new
and further interest in the land

in order to effect the removal

or relocation of the facilities.

"While it is clear that the

Authority must exercise a large

measure of control, it is impos-

sible to foresee in detail just

what this measure is. It would,

therefore, be impossible in ac-

quiring an interest less than fee

simple in property to spell out

the interest which the Authority

would need. Common sense prop-

erty-taking lines will have to

be established somewhere be-

yond the 246-foot elevation.

They must be relatively straight.

"The only practical method of

handling land acquisition is, ex-

cept in unusual situations, to

take fee title to the property

taking line, and to reserve to the

adjacent owner a right of access

to the water and provide that his

use of the property between the

property-taking line and water,

including the building of access

roads, docks and other struc-

tures, will be subject to permit
from the Authority."

Nothing comparable to this
pamphlet had yet appeared by
mid-August for the Canadian side

of the Seaway. The absence of such
planning for Canada may leave

fundamental problems unsolved,

and may even be creating new
problems for the future. Specula-
tion in land buying along the
Canadian shore is already active.

Until the Canadian authorities

concerned make clear what they
intend to do, little planning can go
forward to take care of the de-
velopments arising from the con-

struction of the Seaway.

Industries for Seaway Valley

First signs of a wave of indus-

trial development are appearing
along the Canadian side of the

Seaway, heralding the reward to

follow the inevitable dislocations

of its construction boom. Plans for

improved harbour facilities have
been announced for several lake

and river ports, leading to a sharp

rise in land values.

In Ontário, several indu.^^trial

building plans are announced. P.

Leiner and Sons of Britain will

build a gelatine plant at Cobourg
on a 35 acre site. Raw materiais

will come from AVales, índia and
Pakistan. At Clarkson the St.

Lawrence Comont Co. will build a

major cement plant.

Canada and Dominion Sugar Co.
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plans a 100-200 million pound an-

nual capacity cane sugar refinery

at Toronto costing $6 million. Raw
cane will come from the Carib-

bean, Austrália and Mauritius,

transshipping at Montreal to lake

freighters. At Cornwall major de-

velopments are expected with a

1,000 acre industrial area set aside

with rail links and wharfage facili-

ties. Several British construction

oompanies have opened Canadian
offices in Toronto, planning to par-

ticipate in dockage construction.

In Quebec, Iron Ore Co. of Can-
ada has completed a terminal at

Contrecoeur for the transfer of ore

from large ships to canalers. A
European syndicate has been buy-
ing land for industrial development
in the Varennes-Contrecoeur area,

while another group has purchased
a 90 squarc mile tract of land. At
Préville a British group is planning

a 50 acre industrial estate, while

U.S. Steel interests are studying
the possibility of a mill in La-
prairie Basin.

Land speeulation has upped
values ali along the south shore

of the river around Montreal,
mainly because the Seaway de-

velopment will permit extension of

the congested Montreal harbour.

Location of the channel along the

south shore rather than mid-river,

will create an industrial area ad-
jacent to the port. Here highway
development will be easier, while

there is also an ample supply of

cheap power with 6 million hp. of

energy available, much of it still

luitapped.

No Lack of Engineers for Seaway

Government and i)rivate indus-

try are watching Seaway Author-
ity recruitment of engineers with
envy. It appears only the Seaway
can get its full and increasing

quota without difficulty. Other in-

dustries are finding the supply
phort, yet the Seaway Authority re-

ports a "tremendous number of

replies" to recent advertisements.

Officials of the Technical Service
Council point out a reason for this.

TSÍot only has the Seaway a sort of

glamour in itself, but it is of par-
ticular technical interest. The sal-

aries offered compare well with
those offered in other sections of

industry. Family men can expect

to íind accommodation reasonably
near their work, unlike many of

the defence or resource projects go-
ing fomard in remote áreas.

Parliament Discasses Seaway

Opposition members in the

1234

House of Commons have protested

payment of higher wages to Ameri-
cans working in Canada on the

Seaway, than Canadian workers
are getting. They claim it is caus-

ing discontent among Canadian
workers. The United States, it is

claimed, has opened investigations

into the employment in the U.S. of

Canadians, and the Canadian gov-
ernmcnt should do the same.
Health Minister Martin, acting

minister of labour, replied each
country establishes its own wage
scales. Americans working in Can-
ada for U.S. companies may re-

ceive more money, but the wage at

least must meet Canadian mini-

mum standards. An American con-

tractor building in Canada may
not bring in labour if Canadians
are available, he said, apart from
executive and managerial officials.

Answering criticism in the House
of Commons that Parliament and
the public were being kept in the

dark respecting improvenient plans

for the Port of Montreal, Trans-
port Minister George Marler as-

sured Parliament the $7 million

program now planned to improve
port facilities at Montreal would
bo more than sufficient to enable
the harbour to meet the demands
imposed by the Seaway and normal
traffic increases. About $2 million

would be spent this year for ex-

tension of two wharves, for raising

Sutherland Pier 14 feet, and for

transit sheds and grain conveyor
galleries. Dredging would likely be
carried out in 1956 and 1957 as

part of the later stages of the pro-

gram.

T. A. Lindsay, president, Phil-

lips Electrical Company Limited,
has announced a plan whereby his

Company will arrange for the first

time to send outstanding engineer-
ing graduates from Canada to

England to work in the labora-

tories and factories of British

Insulated Callender's C a b 1 e s,

Limited.

Phillips, the Canadian affiliate,

is making arrangements on behalf
of B.I.C.C. Those selected will be
under no obligation to join either

íirm.

The plan provides a salary of

$3,900.00, plus travelling expenses
to England and return, with pro-
visions for payment in pounds
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Other News Concerning the Seaway

Governor Lauche of Ohio has
signed a new measure authorizing
cities and counties to create port
authorities along Lake Erie and
the Ohio River. He has urged cora-

munities to set aside local rivalries

so as to take full advantage of

opportunities created by the Sea-
way.

The Toledo Port Authority plans
a $20 million waterfront industrial

district on Maumee Bay, with
bulkheads for 30 slips. Consultants
for Cleveland have recommended
the city spend $29 million to meet
port demands. In Indiana a $60'

million seaport on Lake Michigani
between Michigan City and Gar}',l

to be built with private capital,;

was declared legally feasible by ani

advisor to Governor Craig. Áfter

the port is built the State Boardi
of Harbours and Terminais would;

acquire the facilities through a;

bond issue to be retired out of

port revenues. The federal govern-[

ment would build a breakwateri

and dredge the harbour.

Television, already getting ser-

ious considerations as a traffic con-

trol de^'ice, may be employed in

operation of Seaway locks. If tests

being conducted by R.C.A. and
army engineers on Illinois water-

ways prove successful the systera

would operate thus: A TV camera
would be trained on the lock gates

so one man could watch them on

a screen. He would open the gates

from a master control point. This

would save posting an operator a'

each gate, as is now necessary.

sterling and dollars. Married engi

neers may take their families a

their own expense and they will b

given assistance in locating accom
raodations.

Interested graduates should sen

applications in writing direct t

Mr. Lindsay at the Company'
head office in Brockville, Ontário

Information submitted should in

elude name, address, marital status

university, year, course, work his

tory. Married applieants should

say whether their families will ac-

company them. It is planned to

have selection completed by No-

vember Ist, and to arrange sailingi

for around New Year's Day.
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CEA Meets in Vancouver
^ The Canadian Electrical Asso-

'ciation held its 65th annual con-

vention at Vancouver, June 27 to

29, and were welcomed by Mayor
F. J. Hume. Total association

membership was reported at 1,238,

k compared with 1,137 a year ago.

J, A. Pagé, vice-president and
general manager, Southern Canada
Power, was elected president for

the coming year, with A. C. Ab-
bott of Shawinigan Water & Power
Co., as vice-president.

CEA President A. W. Howard
predicted Canada's electrical power
industry would install more gen-

erating plant in the next ten years

than it had in ali its history to

date. Seventy-íive billion kilowatt

hours had been produced in 1954
and consumption was increasing at

7 per cent annually, he reported.

Thermal power was gaining in im-
portance, today representing 11 per

cent of total installation vs. 7 per

cent in 1950. Forecasts showed it

would represent 14 per cent by
1958.

The average domestic use per
consumer had been increasing

steadily, to 3,100 kwh. per year
compared with 1,423 kwh. in 1939,

he stated. Use of electricity on the
farm, though increasing, remained
comparatively small. There were
some 60 different electrical appli-

ances in common usage, compared
with a dozen 25 years ago. Trans-
mission at 350,000 volts was quite

common today; 500,000 volts seems
quite practical and even higher
voltages seem possible. A con-
tinued growth in population and
in productivity per worker gave
promise that Canada's demand for

power in the future would likely

make the past seem quite unim-
pressive.

Electrical manufacturing was to-

day Canada 's third ranking indus-
try, he said, employing over 75,000

\
people and producing goods valued

' at almost a billion dollars. Due
' to intensification of intemational

j

competition the industry was ex-

periencing some real problems, but
he expressed no doubt that this

competition could be met.
To adequately plan the future

supply of electric power, Mr.
Howard advocated serious con-
sideration for a re-appraisal of

Canada's energy resources, includ-
ing investigation of further system
interconnections

;
steps necessary

|'| to improve the economic position
' of the seriously depressed coal in-

dustry; revised estimates of coal,
oil and gas resources; and a review
of hydro potential in the light of
commercially practical power de-
vclopment.

Managing Director's Rcport

Managing Director B. C. Fair-
child q u o t e d recommendations
from the Report of the joint
CEA/CEMA Committee in Service
Voltage Standardization, issued
last November, that "electric Utili-

ties should, (1) so design and oper-
ate their distribution systems as to
enable them to reduce service vol-
tage spreads to offset . . . spreads
within interior wiring installations,

and (2) give greater support to the
Adequate Wiring Bureau and to
the various provincial leagues in

the promotion of adequate wiring
promotions. ..." Extra copies of

the complete report were available
from CEA.
The íirst joint report of CEA

and DBS on an "Annual Electric

Power Survey of Capability and
Load" had been published on a

provincial and national basis for

years 1950-54 inclusive, with a

forecast for 1955-58 inclusive, he
stated. The Industrial Research
and Development Committee's
future activities would be ex-

panded to study ali statistics per-

taining to the electric industry in

Canada.
The suggestion that domestic

voltage in Canada be doubled to

230/460 volts had been referred to

the Engineering Division, and rec-

ommendations as to the feasibil-

ity of such a project would be sub-

mitted in due course. Discussions

had been held between committee
representatives of CEA, Bell Tele-

phone, and CMHC respecting dis-

tribution to new subdivisions.

Reports from the Engineering,

Sales, and General Divisions were

presented by J. C. Dale and H.
F. Beique, D. A. Hansen and M.
A. Perry, and by A. C. Brittain,

respectively.

The Industry's Forward Course

A. E. Grauer, president of

British Columbia Electric, discus-

sing the forward course of the

electrical industry, told delegates

that a century ago 79 per cent of

work energy was supplied by ani-

mais, 15 per cent by humans and

only 6 per cent by machines. By
1960, it is estimated animais will

.«upply one per cent, humans three

l)er cent and machines 96 j)er cent.

Similarly in Canada 100 years ago
wood supplied 95 per cent of Can-
ada's energy; it is now down to

some five or ten per cent of the
total.

An American study showed that
in the United States hourly pro-
ductivity per man hour had in-

creased nearly 3 per cent annually
from 1914 to 1947, while hourly
eamings increased by almost the
same amount, and the use of power
per man increased 7.68 per cent.

Electrical consumption per Cana-
dian worker has remained virtiially

unchanged at just under 30,000
kilowatt hours yearly since 1939,
while consumption per American
worker has riscn from 10,000 kwh.
in 1943 to just under 16,000 in

1953, an annual 5 per cent in-

crease. The apparent stability of

Canadian figures arosc from the

fact that our basic manufacturing
industries are becoming relatively

less important as secondaiy indus-

tries develop, which use less elec-

tricity in relation to manpower, he

observed.

Quebec, British Columbia and to

a lesser extent Newfoundland were
the only provinces left with large

amounts of reasonably priced

hydro. This gives them a tre-

mendous economic leverage. The
rest of Canada appeared to be on

the verge of losing its most im-

portant historical advantage, viz.,

low cost hydro power. Development
of atomic power would not neces-

sarily help Canada, because coun-

tries with large concentrations of

population would get at least as

cheap power from nuclear fission

because of the economics of large

scale production.

"When transmission, transfor-

mation and distribution costs are

added to those of turbines and

generators, the area of cost which

can be affected by atomic power

would characteristically amount to

some 15 per cent only of total cost

of electricity," said Mr. Grauer.

"The general expectation is that a

generating range of six to eight

mills per kwh. might be achieved.

On this basis hydro power will

more than hold its own. as will

future hydro power developed on

a reasonable cost basis. The role of

atom power will be to supplement

steam power from conventional

fucls, and eventually to replace it

in many áreas as far as new plants

aro concerned".

Mr. Grauer thcn quoted John

von Neumann of the U.S. Atomic
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Energy Commission:- "It is not a

law of nature that ali controlled

release of nuclear energy should be

tied to íission reactions as it has

been thus far. . . . Fission is not

iiatiires normal way of releasing

nuclear energy. Industrial exploi-

tation of nuclear energy may shift

reliance on to other and still more
abundant modes.

"Reactors have been bound thus

far to the traditional heat-steam-

generator-electricity cycle, just as

autoraobiles were at first built to

look like buggies. It is likely wf

shall gradually develop procedures

more naturally and eííectively ad-

justed to the new source of energy,

abandoning the conventional de-

tours inherited from chemical-fuel

processes. A few decades hence

energy may be free, with coal and
oil used mainly as raw materiais

for organic chemical synthesis, to

which their properties are best

suited."

Foundation For Toniorrow

Harold Quinton, president, Cali-

fórnia Edison Co. and immediate
past president, Edison Electric In-

stitute, told members that the

United States had in one decade
built a utility industry equal to

what it took more than six decades
to achieve by 1945, and in the next
decade it was expected to double
again. A conservative estimate
forecast a trillion kilowatt hours
at sales by 1970, nearly a decade
ahead of what seemed astonishing

íi year ago.

EEFs electric power survey
showed over 1 million kilowatts
per month were scheduled for in-

stallation in 1955, for a record-

hreaking 13 million kilowatts this

year. Additions for 1956, 1957 and
1958 were presently shown as

about 7.8, 5.6 and 7.7 kilowatts
respectively. In less than a decade
the amount of coal to produce one
kwh. had been cut by 23 per cent
from 1.29 pounds in 1946 to .99

pounds in 1954. In 20 years, he
predicted, the industry would be
three or four times what it is now.

One of the most serious prob-
lems in connection with the pros-

pects of electrical living, he warned,
was the problem of wiring in cus-
tomers' homes. Proper wiring was
a "must". Of the nation's 50 mil-
lion homes, 21 million did not have
the wiring to permit improvements
such as ranges, dryers, water heat-
ers and better lighting. Forty-
two per cent of American homes
had only two-wire service of 30
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amperes or less. Full utilization of

today's modern home appliances
calls for three-wire services of not
less than 100 amperes.

Generally speaking, U.S. utilities

had found a fairly satisfactory

market for their equity offerings in

the past few years, due to their

growth characteristics and a ten-

dency in most States to the allow-

ance of a somewhat more liberal

rate of retui^n, he stated. There was
an increasing understanding on the
part of regulatory commissions
that the rate base on a historical

cost concept included a great

amount of investment in 100 cent

dollars, whereas revenues were re-

ceived in terms of approximately
50 cent dollars.

Symposium On Manufacturing

During the CEMA symposium
on the Canadian Electrical Manu-
facturing Industry, chaired by H.
H. Rogge, president, Canadian
Westinghouse Co. Ltd., delegates

heard addresses by Dr. Clarence L.

Barber of the Univcrsity of Mani-
toba, by .1. W. Kerr, general mana-
ger, apparatus, Canadian Westing-
house Co., and by Archie M. Doyle,
vice-president and general manager,
apparatus, Canadian General Elec-

tric Co. Ltd.

Dr. Barber stated that since 1949
one doUar additional business out

of every three had gone to foreign

suppliers. Ninety per cent of ali

imports of apparatus in 1953 came
from United States, with 9 per cent

from the United Kingdom. U.S.

competition was strongest in

standardized products readily mass
produced, and where style and
advertising are important. Com-
petition from Britain was strongest

in custom built equipment. Imports
so far in 1955 provided about the

same share of total market as they
had last year.

While tariff changes had played
some part, the most important
single cause of increased import
competition had been the currency
devaluation carried out by Britain

and Western Europe. It seemed
doubtful that the present degree of

advantage would persist. His own
guess was that about half the pres-

ent advantage Britain derives from
devaluation would disappear in

five or ten years, but a significant

portion of it was likely to persist

for a long time to come, he stated.

Mr. Kerr, with the aid of slides

and exhaustive statistics, demon-
strated that the industry had
under way a highly organized drive
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to reduce ali forms of cost and
expense. The Canadian industry,
he pointed out, had not waited for

externai help, but had applied its

best brains to the job of becoming
more competitive. No action would
assist this drive for lower costs so

much as an increase in the volume
of orders.

Mr. A. M. Doyle described, with
the aid of illustrations, the techni-

cal progress achieved in Canadian
design development and manufac-
ture of electrical apparatus, and
told how this progress had been
aided by the adoption of ideas from
foreign countries, and by manu-
facturers risking their capital in

new developments. Ali of this

proved, he observed, that though
their attitudes must be governed

by economics, Canadian manufac-
turers were not standing still.

Nuclear Energy For Power

W. Kenneth Davis, director,

reactor development, AEC, pointed

out there was inevitably some
overlapping in programs of LTnited

States, Britain and Canada, and
this seemed highly desirable. No
single type or class of reactor

would satisfy the various require-

ments. Results would not be at-

tained overnight. Well founded

optimism should not be mistaken

for substantial achievement.

A truly economic nuclear power
industry must be based on re-use

of by-product fissionable material

as reactor fuel rather than foí*

weapons purposes, he said. The
"dual-purpose" route was not one

which would of itself lead to eco-

nomic power reactors. Weapons
needs were presumably taken care

of by the reactors now in operatio"

or building in the United States,

none of which would produce any

electric power. "Dual-purpose" re-

actors would not provide th

answer. It would be necessary t

carry on a large development pro

gram on "power only" reactors i

any case to obtain the necessa"

Information. Power reactors woul

always have the potential to pro-

duce fissionable material useful fo

weapons in case of emergency.

The United States, he concluded

had therefore chosen to launch it.

power reactor development pro-

gram in the direction of "power

only" reactors, rather than fcllow

the "dual-purpose" approach. Gov-

ernment assistance to private in-

dustr>' might be required for some

time to come to achieve the desiredi

goal. An important question wast
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ithe impact nuclear power would

lhave on oiir industrial pattern and

economics as well as that of the

world as a whole. "These ques-

rions deserve early study," he said.

Canacla's First Power Reactor

Canada's objectives in building

the NFD reactor, as described by
John S. Foster, of Atomic Energy

of Canada, Limited, were to dem-
onstrate generation from a plant

of relatively low rating; to deter-

mine the economics of full scale

luielear power from "power only"

|ilants; to gain experience in de-

sign, construction and operation;

and to train personnel; ali at a

relatively low capital cost. Grouped
with AECL for the task were engi-

neers from B.C. Electric, Babcock-
Wilcox, Canadian Brazilian Ser-

vices, Ontário Hydro, Shawinigan
and Montreal Engineering.

The reactor would employ nat-

iral uranium fuel in the form of

metal rods immersed in a pool of

lieavy water moderator, Mr. Foster

leported. Estimated co.st for a

20,000-kva. plant: reactor, $8 mil-

lion; conventional plant $2 mil-

Hon; site improvements, buildings

;and Services, $1% million; total

^IP/Í million including overheads

and contingencies but excluding de-

\elopment costs and land. Cana-
lian General Electric would be the

irime contractor and would con-

nibute all engineering and develop-

raent to a value of $2 million.

Ontário Hydro provides the site,

builds the conventional plant and
Iniilding and operates the plant.

Britain's Nuclear Power

.1. A. Jukes, economic adviser,

U.K. Atomic Energy Authority,

London, told delegates it was now
l)elieved possible to design nuclear

)o\ver stations in the U.K. which
iiave a good chance of being com-
)etitive with conventional coal

iSred stations, which produce energy

|at about 7 mills per kwh., the

gross cost of which is divided about
equally between capital and opera-

tion.

Britain's program is one for

Juilding commercial type stations

to serve her industrial economy,
rather than experimental or "dual-

purpose" stations, he said. It

covers the completion of 12 sta-

tions in the next 10 years, using

the gas-cooled graphite-moderated
type, operating on slightly en-

riehed uranium. Later ones may
be of the liquid-cooled type. The
first stations should be operating

by 1,960-61. Total output from the
12 stations should be at leasfc IY2
to 2 million kilowatts, saving 5 or

6 million tons of coal annually.
Total cost of the program would
be some $800 millions.

Britain believes her nuclear
power system will expand very
rapidly after 1965, and that total

nuclear power capacity installed

by 1975 might be 10 to 15 million

kilowatts, said Mr. Jukes. The
whole of it would be uscd for base

load operation and would result in

savings of some 40 million tons of

coal per year,—about equal to the

present day consumption by con-

ventional stations.

Comment on the JOURNAL oí September 1920

The Journal for September, 1920,

contained íive papers to be read to

the seventh annual meeting at

Niagara Falis. All of them dealt

with projects in the Niagara area,

four of them with the Queenston-
Chippawa development of the On-
tário Hydro-Electric Power Com-
mission. This series of four papers

seems to have been the Instituto 's

first attempt at a program arrange-

ment which has now become rel-

atively common, that of persuading

sevei'al authors each to treat the

aspect of a common project with

which he was personally concerned,

and then to publish the resulting

papers in logical sequence.

In this case, T. H. Hogg,
.\.M.E.i.c., wrote on the design of

the Queenston-Chippawa power
canal; M. V. Sauer, m.e.i.c, on the

liydraulic features of the develop-

ment; H. G. Acres, m.e.i.c, on its

general design and economics; and
E. J. T. Brandon, a.m.e.i.c, on its

olectrical equipment.

Mr. Hogg, who was then

H.E.P.Cs assistant hydraulic en-

gineer, explained in detail how the

most economical dimensions and

slope for the canal were determined.

Mr. Sauer, the Commission's hy-

draulic engineer of design, among
other things dealt with the canal 's

head gate, the largest built up to

that time, 48 feet wide and 42V2

feet high, and arranged to lift high

cnough so that a small vessel could

pass under it.

The most economical penstock

diameter was found to be about 15

feet, "but so great a diameter at

tho lower end rcquired a plate

thickness of over 1V> inches . . .

beyond the limit for safe field

rivetting." Today's designers would

not be much worried by such thick

plate. Actually, the penstocks were

made 16 feet in diameter for the

upper two-thirds of their lengths

and 14 feet in diameter for the
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lower thirds and were provided

with Johnson valves at the bottom.

Mr. Acres — he was H.E.P.Cs
hydraulic engineer — outlined the

economic studies on which the

choice of the type of development
was based and gave a general ac-

count of construction methods.

One of the schemes studicd and
abandoned would have taken water

from Lake Erie west of Port Col-

borne and carried it 24 miles across

country in canais and a section of

canalized river to near Jordan
Harbour on Lake Ontário, where
the power plant would have been

located.

Mr. Brandon's paper must have

set a record for brevity; it covered

exactly one page of the Journal

and a quarter of that was taken up

by the authors portrait. In a single-

page one could not say much, so

Mr. Brandon confined iiimsclf to

listing the various electrical units

installed and to giving their volt-

ages, capacities and so forth. The
author was the Commission's elec-

trical engineer.

Of these four writcrs, I)r. Hogg
is now director of the Canadian
Dredgc & Dock Co. in Toronto,

while Mr. Sauer lives in suburban

Montreal, whcncc he carries on a

limited Consulting practice. H. O.

Acres dicd in 1945, having for many
years headcd the consulting firm

of H. G. Acres and Company, Niag-

ara Falis. Mr. Brandon dicd in

1940.

Study of the St. Lawrencc

The fifth paper in this journal is

"The St. Lawrence Route and the

Welland Ship Canal", by A. J.

Grant, m.e.i.c. engineer in charge.

Anybody wiio wants a concise, but

cleàr, history of the St. Lawrence

canal system will find it here. where

it takes up ncarly lialf the jiaper.

The story begins in 1700 with the

attemi>ts' to build a coniijined mill
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race and canal around the Lachine

rapids. The prometer was Fr. Dol-

lier de Casson, superior on the

Seminary of St. Sulpice in Mont-
real and the contractor was Gédéon
de Catalogne, who failed after

working about a year. The scheme

was revived from time to time, but

finally abandoned in 1733 because

of its cost. The first canal was
opened in 1798.

The other half of the paper was
given over to a general description

of the new Welland Canal and to a

siimmary of the state of the work
in 1920, when about 40 per cent

of the estimated cost of $50 mil-

lion had been spent.

Mr. Grant, one of our honourary
members, died recently at the age

of ninety-two. He made his home
in Montreal with his son, A. J.

Grant, Jr., m.e.i.c, and was by no
means idle. Naturally he was in

recent years much interested in

operations on the St. Lawrence
Seaway.

Salaries

The Committee on Remunera-
tion, appointed in April, 1920, re-

ported in this September Journal,

to the eííect that "it would be an
unnecessary duplication of work
to prepare a salary or fees Sched-
ule." Instead, it recommended the

adoption of that of Engineering
Council of December, 1919. The
committee confessed that it had
made no attempt to fix fees for

Consulting services.

The Branches

The program for the annual
meeting in Niagara Falis was pub-
lished in full, embellished by por-
traits of eleven members of vari-

ous grades, who were serving on
Committees in connection with it.

Four of the five papers in this

Journal also included portraits of

the authors, a practice which we
might do well to revive.

The Toronto Branch accepted
the "so-called" challenge of the
Niagara Península Branch to a
game of indoor baseball — see our
last month's notes — but con-
sidered itself the challenger: "As
the suggestion originated . . . (in)

Toronto . . . we regard Mr. Clark's
letter as an acceptance of our
challenge."

The Saint John Branch had pre-
sented a plan and sketches for a
civic centre, including a court
house and a municipal building, to

the city council, which decided to
have detailed plans made. The
Border Cities Branch reported hav-

ing entertained some visitors from
the east on July 22, 1920. Accord-

ing to the Journal, after polishing

off the serious business of the eve-

ning, which does not seem to have
taken long, the meeting became a

feast of friendship and a flow of

soul. One speaker said that "too

little stress was . . . placed on good
fellowship among . . . engineers."

There seems to have been no lack

of it on this occasion, for "no fur-

ther remarks were possible . . . due
to Messrs. . . ., the old celebrities,

takingthe floor . . . (and) the meet-
ing closed with many expressions

of appreciation from ali sides of

the table." What could have been
on that table?

The Sault Ste. Marie Branch
had a note about a new mill being

installed at the plant of the Algoma
Steel Co., which would roll 24-inch

shapes.

CounciTs August meeting appears

to have been devoted exclusively to

the consideration of applications for

admission or transfer. One of the

applicants was C. F. Gray, Con-

sulting engineer and mayor of Win-
nipeg. (^thers were N. F. Nutter,
now of Truro, N.S., probably then
the only fellow alumnus of the
writer's in Canada; Stanley Shupe,
now city engineer of Kitchcner;
and Arthur Macnamara, until re-

The annual meeting of the

Canadian Chamber of Com-
merce (Board of Trade Building,

Montreal 1) will be in Winnipeg,
Man., October 3-6, 1955.

Under the ' leadership of the

Engineers Joint Council (29

West 39th St., New York 18) a

dozen organizations representing

more than 250,000 American
scientists, engineers and indus-
trialists will take part in a Nuclear
Congress and Atomic Exposition
to be held December 12-17, 1955,
at the Cleveland Municipal Audi-
torium, Cleveland, Ohio.

The Society of Automotive
Engineers (29 West 39th St., New
York 18) celebrating its golden
anniversary this year has a series

of meetings listed for the coming
months: an aeronautic meeting and
aircraft production fórum and engi-

neering display, October 11-15, at

cently deputy minister of labour.

in Ottawa. F. E. V. Dowd, then as:

now on the engineering staff of thef

city of Montreal, was asking for

transfer, as was C. J. Mackenzie,
now Hon. M.E.LC, ex-chairma
of the National Research Council
and scientific adviser to the Cana-
dian Chemical & Cellulose Co. in

Montreal. No doubt there are

others mentioned in this Journal

just as deserving of note here as

these, but a body can only know
so many people.

This issue of the Journal carried

an unusual volume of advertising.

The papers on the Queenston-Chip-
]Dawa development attracted some
of it and there was a 13-page in-

sert prepared by the Niagara Dis-

trict Industrial Association and en-

titled "The Hub of Canadian In-

dustry". In make-up this sectio"

was so like the text of the Journa
that one might easily mistake i

for an ofíicial publication of the

Institute. Perhaps this was the ad
vertiser's hope, though he acknowl
edged his child clearly enough
The Queenston-Chippawa sup

jiliers advertised the most power
fui turbines (55,000 hp.), the big

gest transformers (45,000 kva.)

and the largest electrically oper

ated shovel
;
they really let them

selves go in this issue.

the Hotel Statler, Los Angeles

Calif. ; a transportation meeting

October 31-Nov. 2, at The Chase

St. Louis, Mo.; and a fuels an

lubricants meeting, Novembe
9-10, at the Bellevue-Stratford

Philadelphia, Pa.

The 43rd national safety con

gress and exposition is to be hei

October 17-21, in Chicago, 111

It is arranged by the National

Safety Council, 425 N. Michigan

Ave.,' Chicago 11, 111.

It is the policy of the Engi-

neering Society of Detroit (lOC

Farnsworth Ave., Detroit) to ex-

change publications and facilities

with other engineering societics.

Members of the Engineering

Institute will be granted tem-

porary courtesy privileges for use

of E.S.D. facilities by presenting

their membership card to the

managing director of the Society,

Frank G. Horton.

News of Other Societies
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NEWS OF THE
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ASSOCIATIONS & CORPORATIOlSr

Information received through co-operation with the

provincial organizations

Nova Scotia

"Halifax and Ali the Facts"

From The Canadiati Professional
Engineer, July, 1955

"Bridges . . . every young boy . . .

iiid older ones too, would like to be
ible to build a bridge. What is there

ibout a bridge which excites so many?
A projessional engmeer who designs a

liiidge can always come back and ad-

mire liis triumph over stubborn nature.

What does an engineer see when he

looks at his own creation . . . is it like

a composer . . . does lie see it as a

work of art . . . a thing of beaiity, or

does he think only in the tight frame of

an engineer . . . so many tons of this

and that . . . stress, strain, deflection?

Whatever it is, the sense of accomplish-
inent must be rich in reward. The man
who builds a bookcase at home or the
lady who- crochets a mat . . . each one
m turn is proud of the masterpiece . .

but, to come back and look at a mighty
bridge. That must have its own feelings

. . . especially a graceful, fiowing thing
arched against the sky . . . whispery,
spidery web, but powerful . . . the re-

sult of the principies of physics . . .

"Bridges are more than mere spans
across a void or chasm. ... A bridg3
is the test of a road . . . for a highway
can be no better than the bridge which
makes it possible. A broken down bridge
cr one inadequate for the volume of
traffic can make the grandest expressway
less important than a country lane.

Bridge building in Canada has some
notable achievements. Another glittering

chapter will be added to the story of
oridging on April 2nd when the Angus
L. MacDonald Bridge is formally open-
ed at Halifax. This is the long awaited
Halifax-Dartmouth Bridge across tho
great Atlantic harbour. This graceful
suspension bridge will give Halifax a
new proíile. Wherever pictures of the
city are seen, the bridge will be a land-
mark . . . just as the old citadel and
clock tower have been used in the past.
It will be the highest elevation in the
area . . . the bright International avia-
tion red will sparkle in the morning
sunlight. This bridge is very high be-
cause it spans the entrance to the inner
Harbour of Halifax . . . the famous Bed-
ford Basin."

The speaker— Dr. John Fisher— Mr.
Canada on his "John Fisher Reports"
broadcast, March 18, 1955.

Then, later in the broadcast speaking
of Dr. P. L. Pratley, P.Eng., he says:
"He has built these gracious thingí

over our harbours and International bor-

ders, yet, who knows his name outside
the fratemity? Vancouver should honor
him for they rightly are proud of Lions
Gate bridge. The Peace River suspen-
sion has been painted and photographed.
The Ambassador at Detroit. The Blue
Water. The Ivy Lea high over the
Thousand Islands. Ile d'Orleans. Mont-
real Harbour Bridge. Here is a Chri.^-

topher Wren of Bridges and the public

does not know him.

"But, does this bashful engineer in

his late sixties care? He is a composer.
He has a tight form within which he
must write his music . . . the cold, hard,

irrefutable, inexorable laws of engineer-

ing . . . he must conform to the harsh

orders from the approaches ... a cer-

tain place, in a certain manner . . . he
must listen to the navigators who tell

him how high . . . he must look into the

Stern faces of the budget men who shout

at him . . . only so much . . . and the

equipment men . . . and the contractors

. . . and every Tom, Dick and Harry,

but, after ali that, the music starts . . .

ah, first there is the melody of the land

. . . the bridge must reflect the contours

which nature put there . . . sometimes

it calls for a long dip and spidery sweep

and saucy towers and great flowing

approaches . . . sometimes it must run

with the hills . . . sometimes it must
stand there always maj estie and heavy

and proud and arrogant . . . sometimes

it must speak for the city.

"Remember early Rome and her

bridges . . . think of Paris and her

bridges . . . and old London . . . did not

they write about London Bridge falling

down . . . and could you imagine San

Francisco without that long, graceful

leap-frog of a bridge? And Brooklyn

and Wa.shington, and oh, so many of

them in New York, and in Prague it

was old King Charles who built one of

eggs, and in Korea they use bamboo . . .

"Bridges can speak . . . bridges smile

. . . bridges express . . . bridges sigh . . .

bridges make profiles . . . bridges when
beautiful can sell a town abroad. Hali-

fax will have a new face— formally

opened April 2 . . . the genius who built

her truly has . . . 'ali the facts'."

John Fisher believes that the story of

Canada is incomplete without reports

of the accomplishments of the engineer-

ing profession. It is possible that he

also believes that Professional engineers

are unduly backward in presenting tho

products of their training, research and

imagination to the public.

Certainly the engineering profession

a|jpioc-iaies the fact that this outstand-

ing repórter of Canadian ways is careful

to give credit to professional engineers

rt-here credit is due.
Thank you John Fisher!

Ouebec
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Grantin^ Meniborsliips to Aliens

(From C.P.E.Q. llutU lin. July, 195.5)

Under section 14 of the Quebec Pro-

fessional Engineers' Act only Canadian
cilizens can be admitted to the Cor-

poration and thus to the practice of

engineering. However, parliament haa

provided that Council rnay, at its dis-

cretion, waive this requirement in the

case of alien engineers employed as pro-

fessors in our Universities or employed

by industrial firms or public services as

specialists. Members admitted under

this exception clause are called special

yearly members; they must reapply foi

membership at the beginning of each

year.

In granting special yearly member-
ships, Council had been govemed by

the spirit of the law. But with the

number of applications increasing every

year, it became necessary to formulate

a set of rules which Council could fol-

low in determining whether special

yearly membership should be granted or

not. A Committee composed of Messrs.

T. A. Monti, chairman, J. A. Burke, R.

Lessard. G. Piette and J. Asselin was

appointcd to undertake the necessary

study and to make recommendations to

Council.
Hereunder is an extract of the minuteg

of the April 1. 1955, meeting of Council,

stating the conditions for the admission

of non-Canadian engineers as member?
of the Corporation.

1. "The applicant must meet the re-

quirements of Article 8 or Article 9 of

the Professional Engineers' Act; (re-

specting engineering knowledge and

competence).
2. The applicant must be an employee

remunerated on a salary basis;

3. The applicanfs services mu.«t be

required as a spccialist because of his

Ijarlicular competency and oxpcricnce in

a branch of engineering; (The discretion

of Council to be cxerciscd eilhor broad-

ly or strictly according to whether there

is a shortage or a .surplus of Canadian

engineers at the lime of the applica-

tion.)
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4. The employer must be required to

establish without doubt that the appli-

cant is employed in his capacity of

specialist in a branch of engineering for

the sole purpose of the employer and
that the applicant will not directly

render professional services to others

than the employer.

5. The services of the applicant must
be required, not for a temporary dura-

tion only, but for an indefinite period

having the character of permanency.

6. Reasonable efforts should have been
made by the employer to ascertain that

no Canadian engineer is available when
required for tha work and for the em-
ployment contemplated at the time of

the application.

7. In determining the question of

availability of Canadian engineers the

Corporation should ascertain that the

salary offered was not lower than the
prevailing rates and in any event not
lower than the Schedule of Minimum
Salaries for the type of employment
offered.

8. Ali cases of special yearly members
must be reviewed annually to ascertain
that the conditions under which mem-
bership was granted are still met by the
applicant." C.P.E.Q. Bulletin

3,000 People Visit Engineers'
Art Exhibition

The second Annual Art Exhibition cf
members of the Corporation was held
this year again with great success, thanks
to the untiring efforts of Paul M. Bégin
and of his committeemen.
The exhibition was first shown in

Quebec City, at the Chateau Frontenac.
on the occasion of the Annual General
Meeting of the Corporation. There, it

was inspected by art critics, government
ofíicials, members of the Corporation
and the general public.
The paintings were then transferred

to the Hall of Honour of the Montreal
City Hall at the kind invitation of the
Mayor Jean Drapeau who personally
opened the show with a group of art
critics.

Visitors were asked to cast votes for
the three paintings they preferred. At
least 2,000 people toured the exliibition
in Quebec; 1,000 in Montreal.
The following paintings received the

greatest number of points on the ballot
on the basis of ten pomts for a first

choice. five for second, and two for
a third.

Art Critics

F. W. Mos.s, "Old Sawmiil", (30);
Felix M. Kraus, "Farrnhouse, Eastern
Townships", (25) ; Karel R. Rybka, "Be-
fore the Storm", (17); Louis Beaudrv,
"Pastel", (12); Allan K. Grimmer,
"Street Scene, Old Quebec". (9) ; A.
Benhamin, "Portrait of a Girl", (10);
Paul E. Rose, "Fond de cours à Baie
St-Paul", (5); H. S. Weidon. "The
Deserted Barn", (5).

General Public

Paul M. Bégin, "Scène d'Automne",
(810); Paul M. Bégin, "Sous bois
d'Hiver", (742); Rogev Fven, "Dr.
Ignace Brouillet", (616); H. S. Weidon,
"Sugar Camp, Autunin near St-Jé'rôme",
(348); Paul M. Bégm, "Rocher Percé",
(332); Roger Fyen, "Riviere Chocho-
couane". (286) ; Louis Beaudry, "Pastel",
(228); H. W. Flemmmg, "Two Q.N.S.
and L. Railway Engineers", (190).

C.P.E.Q. Bulletin

Engineers on the Air

The 'C.B.C, has been broadcasting a
series of programs which illustrate the
contribution which Quebec engineers are

making to modern living.

These broadoasts, entitled "Engineers
at Work", have been heard over C.B.M.

The following programs have been
broadcast: "Water Unlimited"—Speak-
ers: J. C. Bouchard, P.Eng., F. Y. Dor-
rance, P.Eng.; "The Telephone"—E. H.
Hayes, P.Eng., A. J. Groleau, P.Eng.;
"A look at TV"—Allan B. Oxley, P.Eng.,
Henri P. Audet, P.Eng.; "Air Pollution"—^G. Lorne Wiggs, P.Eng., Bernard
Beaiipré, P.Eng.; "Lumbering"— S. J.

Simons, P.Eng.

"Noise" — Dr. F. S. Howes, P.Eng.,
Associate Professor of Electrical Engi-
neering at McGill University, and R. E.
Penton, P.Eng., of the C.B.C., a special-
ist in acoustics.

C.P.E.Q. Bulletin

Ontário

Expansion of Courses Recommended

The 14,000-member Association of

Professional Engineers of Ontário has

recommended to Education Minister W.
J. Dunlop that the "scope of courses

offered by the Ryerson Institute of

Technology should be broadened to

make available a greater number of

engineering technicians, particularly in

the civil, mechanical and electrical

branches."

"The expanding economy of the prov-

ince of Ontário has created a strong

demand for increascd numbers of pro-

fe.ssional engineers. It has also caused
a serious shortage of draughtsmen and
technicians. The latter shortage results

in a number of professional engineers

being retained in positions as technicians

long after the required experience period
has pa.ssed," the Association reported to
Mr. Dunlop.
The Association said immediate ex-

pansion of established departments
would enable diploma students, trained

in draughting and detailing, to act as

assistants to professional engineers. It

particularly cited mechanical, electrical

installations, including refrigeration and
air conditioning, and the general field

of civil engineering.

While the subject has not yet been
referred to the education minister, the
Association also believes that facilities

for preliminary university engineering
education at other schools throughout
Ontário should be expanded.

First year engineering courses are

presently available at McMaster Uni-
versity, Lakehead Technical Institute.

Western University, and Assumption
College. At Carlton College, Ottawa, a
two-year course is provided. Students
complete their four-year course in engi-

neering in Ontário at either Queen's
University or University of Toronto.

If two-year courses were instituted at

ali of these schools and facilities ex-

panded to accommotlate a greater num-

ber of students, it would aííord the oppor
tunity of an engineering education t

more students, particularly in variou
sections of the province, and woul
probably enable Queen's and Toronto t

enlarge their facilities for students
tending third and fourth year. Th
Association's 20-man executive counci
has been studying this matter with •

view to making a recommendation t

the minister of education.

Association Scholarships

Winners of the A.ssociation's Scholar
ships to undergraduate engineerin
students at the University of Toronto
and Queen's University have been an
nounced.

The successful students at the Uni-

versity of Toronto are as follows: Firsi

Year: T. A. Brzustowski, Toronto; J

W. Stevens, Blenheim, Ont. ; and F
Schaffer, Ridgeway, Ont. Second Yeari
W. K. So, Toronto ; C. J. Myszak, HamJ
ilton, Ont.; and J. F. Skrabec, Toronto
Third Year: S. M. Uzumeri, Toronto]
W. P. J. Andrews, Toronto; and Al

J. Alexander, Owen Sound, Ont.

At Queen's University, Kingston, tha

winners are: First Year: R. R. Bowen
Peterborough, Ont.; R. A. Eveleigh, PicJ

ton, Ont.; and G. R. Loffree, Fort WiW
liam, Ont. Second Year: R. S. Crabbe
Deseronto, Ont.; P. H. Weiland, Stoney
Creek, Ont.; and G. F. Bennett, RoseJ
land. Ont. Third Year: D. A. Evans
Wellington, Ont.; A. R. Snyder. ChipJ
pawa. Ont.; and E. R. R. Funke
Morrisburg, Ont.

These scholarships are of one hundred
dollars, seventy-five dollars and fifty in

the first, second and third years of the

engineering faculties of the above On-^

tario universities. They are awarded td

those who, taking honours, obtain the

highest per cent of the total number
of marks in their respective coursesJ

Under the terms of the awards, the

scholarships are not awarded to students

who hold other scholarships.

News of Members
H. J. Herbst has moved from th^

Toronto office of Gunnar Mines Ltd.,!

to Uranium City, Sask., where he isj

the assistant mill superintendent at^

Gunnar Mines.

F. S. Hutton has resigned his formerj

position as district engineer of the Boardj

of Transport Commission in Winnipegj
Man., and has returned to the Canadian;

National Railways as office engineer for|

the chief engineer. Central Region,i

Toronto.

J. C. Farrell, of the engineering stafí,

of Ontário Hydro, has moved from

Toronto where he was on the municipal

service engineer's staff, to Hamilton.;

where he is consumer services super-

intendent.

Harras Kullango has returned to

Toronto and is employed as a structural

design engineer by Abitibi Power and

Paper Co. Ltd. in the Toronto engineer-

ing department, 408 University Ave.,

Toronto.
William Miller has moved from

Windsor, Ont., to Alhambra, Cal., where

he is a mechanical engineer with C. F.

Biaun and Co. Prior to the change, Mr.
Miller was a design engineer in the

plant engineering division of Ford
Motor Co. of Canada Ltd., in Windsor.

Two appointments in the Linde Air

Products Company, Toronto, have been
announced by its president, David S.
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Lloyd : Roberl J. Anderson has been
named chief engineer and John W.
Ross, manager of engineering service.

'* Mr. Anderson has been with Linde
Air Products Company, a division of

Union Carbide Canada Ltd., and its pre-

deces.--or, the Dominion Oxygen Co.,

since his graduation from the University

of Toronto in 1931. For some years he
has been manager of the engineering

service of the company.

Mr. Ross, also a graduate of Toronto
U'ni\ ersity, has been associated with the

company for over ten years.

R. F. C. Tanner has left Toronto for

an indefinite stay in England where he

is hving in North Harrow, Middlesex,
England.

Gordon L. Sutin has left Tatti Con-
struction Co. Ltd., Hamilton, and has

formed Sutin Construction and Engi-

neering Ltd. of which he is president.

The address of the nevv company,
which will engage in general contranting

and Consulting, is located at 21 Bond
Street South, Hamilton.

John W. MacLea, of Canadian Line
Materials Ltd., Toronto, has been pro-

moted to the position of manager of

sales promotion of the company.
Mr. MacLea started with Canadian

Line Materials 1(5 years ago as cost

accountant. During World War II he
served with the R.C.A.F. and after the

war attended the University of Toronto,
graduating m 1949 in engineering and
business. For the past ;<ix year.'^ he has

been a sales representative of C.L.M.
in western and northern Ontário.

Ross B. Elliott has left Sangamo
Company Ltd., Toronto, where he was
employed as industrial engineer, and has

.joined Collins Radio Company of Can-
ada Ltd., II Bermondsey Road. Toronto
16, in the same capacity.

James C. Stewart, formerly employed
at Naval Headquarters, Department of

National Defence, Ottawa, has moved to

Hartford, Conn., where he has .joined the

Maxim Silencers Company as sales engi-

neer in the evaporator division.

Alan W. Bennett has joined Davison
Chemical Company Ltd., and has open-
ed an ofiice at 199 Bay Street, Toronto,
to direct sales in Canada of Davisoii
petroleum cracking catalysts.

The opening of the new sales ofSce
foUows announcement of the S6 million
plant for production of synthetic fluid

petroleum cracking catalysts which the
company is building at Valleyfield, Qu3.
Davison Chemical Co. Ltd., is associated
with the Davison Chemical Company
Division of W. R. Grace & Co., whose
headquarters are in Baltimore. Md.
Mr. Bennett is a graduate in chemical

engineering of 1938 of the University of

Toronto.

Charles A. McCurdy has returned to
Canada from BufTalo and is now residing
in Stoney Creek, and employed by
Proctor and Gamble Co. of Canada Ltd

,

of Hamilton, as a project engineer.

^

While in the States, Mr. McCurdy was
works- engineer with Linde Air Products

'Co. in Tonawanda, N.Y.
Marvin Green has joined the Ontário

Research Foundation in Toronto as a
field engineer, and has left the paint
and varnish development laboratorv of
Canadian Industries (1954) Ltd., Tor-
onto, where he was employed as a
development chemist.

Kenneth A. Brebner has moved from
Quebec to Beamsville, Ont.. where he
is practising as a consulting engineer

at 400 Mountain Street. Mr. Brebner
was lormerly maintenance engineer with
the St. Lawrence Corporation Ltd. in
East Angus, Que.

British Columbia
Enginecrs in the News

F. E. Fernyhough has been trans-
ferred from Spillimacheen to Campbell
River where he is now working on the
Lodore Falis development for the B.C.
Power Commission.
R. N. Cordon is now division engineer

for the Maritimes and Newfoundland
with the Federal Department of Fish-
eries, and is responsible for ali engineer-
ing work for the department in the.=e

áreas. He is still located in Ottawa ío
be available for engineering advice :o
sénior ofRcers in the department.

R. C. Telford is now located at
Prince Rupert instead of Terrace. He is

woods manager for Columbia Cellulose
Co. Ltd.

W. O. Richinond has just recently
returned from a conference of engineer-
ing educators held in Detroit by the
General Motors Co. The conference was
attended by 24 educators from various
parts of the United States and Canada
and was to acquaint those responsible
for engineering education in the univer-
sities with the work of the engineer in

the automotive industry.

G. D. Sharon is now a superintendent
with Northern Construction and J. W
Stewart Ltd. at Prince George.

Donn Wales has been transferred by
the B.C. Power Commission to Smithers
and is now ai5sistant manager of the
Commission's North Okanagan district.

He has been replaced as district man-
ager at Smithers by T. M. Berger,
formerly in the distribution division at

the head office of the Commission in

Victoria. C. T. Wale has been trans-

ferred from a.ssistant manager of the

Comox Valley-Campbell River district

to manager at Vanderhoof. He replaces

S. C. Burnell, who now holds the post

of assistant district manager, Kamloops.
G. D. Coomes has been appointed
manager at Terrace ; he was formerly in

the engineering branch at Victoria. G.
E. Fairbairn, previously at Alert Bay,
has been appointed district manager for

the Commission at Quesnel.

H. T. Miard has been transferred by
the Department of Highways to Victoria,

where he will be assistant to the Deputy
Minister of Highways. He was formerly

divisional engineer at New Westminster.

B. E. Shevelyov is now with the

B.C. Engineering Co. in Vancouver. For-
merly, he was with the Greater Van-
couver Water Board.

H. P. Burden has rejoined the

R.C.A.F. as a flying officer and is now
stationed at London, Ont.

H. M. Anderson is now located at

Red Rock, B.C., where he is working on
the Wiliow River Forest Development
road for the B.C. Forest Service.

Dr. H. C. Gunning has been elected

vice-president of the Society of Eco-
nomic Gcologists for 1956. Resident

Canadians who havc been previous hold-

ers of the position are: R. W. Brock,

1927; .1. B. Tyrrell, 1940; and Wm. F.

Jones, 1953.

H. C. Giegerich retired on August
from his position as general superintend-
ent of Exploration and Outside Mines
with Consolidated Mining and Smelting
Company of Canada Limited, and ia

Qow residing at Ganges, B.C.

A. R. Boal has accepted a position
with the Trans-Canada Highway Di-
vision of the Department of Public
Works of Canada at BanfT, Alta. He
used to be with the B.C. Department of
Highways.

J. D. Hartley has been appointed
superintendent of the zinc department
at Trail by Consolidated Mining and
Smelting Company of Canada Limited.
He was formerly a-ssistant superintend-
ent in the .same department.

J. D. Reid resigned from his position
in the engineering department with the
City of Trail, B.C., to accept the posi-
tion of city engineer at North Bay, Ont.

J. G. Parr has accepted the position
as associate professor of metallurgy at
the University of Alberta. He was for-
merly research associate with the De-
partment of Mining and Metallurgy at
the University of B.C.

R. l. Jackson has been appointed
executive director of the International
North Pacific Fi.sheries Commission. He
will be responsible for the co-ordination
and administration of the joint fi.sheries

conservation program set up by Canada,
the U.S. and Japan. His headquarters
will be at the University of British
Columbia.

J. E. McMynn has been transferred

by Consolidated Mining and Smelting
Company of Canada Limited to Trail

where he has been a.ssigned to special

duties in Administralive Controls. He
was formerly district superintendent of

Mines, North Central District, with
headquarters at Ycllowknifc, N.W.T.

O. Niemcla who has been employed
by McMillan and Bloedel at Harmac,
has recently taken a position with A.
L. Swanson and Co. in Vancouver.

W. E. Foliett has left the Western
Plywood Co. to join a new employer,
Canadian Western Lumber Co. Ltd.

B. J. Carrigan of the Shell Oil Co.,

has recently been transferred to head
ofiice in Toronto.

S. J. Pedley has accepted a new posi-

tion with Viola Mac Mines Ltd., New
Denver, B.C. He was formerly with

Carnegie Mines of B.C. at Sandon.

C. D. MacKintosh recently retired

from the position of Consulting Engi-

neer for the Canadian Pacific Railway.

C. A. Rrockiey has received a Cana-
dian Government appointment to the

staff of the Naval Research Laboratories

in Halifax, N.S.

After graduating from U^.B.C. in

mechanical engineering in 1949, Mr.
Brockiey went lo England as a design

engineer and while employed by British

Ropeway Engineering Co. of London,
lie came back to Canada for a .'^pecial

engineering assignment in Labrador.

Back in Vancouver. he worked for his

fathers firm, C. W. Brockiey and Co.,

and a year later in 1952. was awarded
an Alhlone Industrial Fcllowship whicli

took him to Shiffield University. Eng-
land. Last year he won a Canadian Gov-
ernment .M'holar.ship which enabled him
to complete his work towards a Ph.D. in

mechanical engineering. He will be re-

turning to Canada to take up his new
position in Septemlier.
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The synipathy oj the Institute is extended to the

relatives of those whose passing is recorded here.

Eric Percival Muntz, m.e.i.c, Consult-

ing engineer of Toronto, Ont., died July

Ist, 1955, at Nora Frances Henderson
Hospital in Hamilton, Ont.

Mr. Muntz was born in Toronto on

July 19, 1892. Matriculating from Upper
Canada College with honors, he entered

the University of Toronto and graduat-

ed in 1914 with a B.A.Sc, degree. For
the following two years he was assist-

ant engineer on the Welland Ship Canal
construction of Lock 2 and Pond 2. In
1916 Mr. Muntz served as a captain
with Canadian Railway Ti-oops in

France and Palestine and as transport
ofiicer and quartermaster with the Ist

Battalion of the C.R.T. At the close of

the war he was in charge of the erection

of a deck span over the Orontes Rivcr
in Syria and then returned to Canada
in 1919.

For the next three years he was con-
nected first with A. E. Rigby, railroad

contractor, on the Grand River Railway
Betterments at Galt, Ont.. and then a.s

construction manager for J. B. Nicholson
Ltd. and J. B. Nicholson Inc., coal hand-
ling facilities in Canada and the United
States. In 1923 Mr, Muntz established
his own busine.ss and was president of
E. P. Muntz Ltd. in Ontário and E. P.
Muntz Inc. in New York until 1932.
The engineering work executed during
this period exceeded four million dollars
and included work for seven railroad.--

and many large industries. In 1937 he
became vice-president of Canadian
Engineering and Contracting Company
(Quebec) Ltd., a company formed '.o

build the plant for Abrasíve Company
of Canada Ltd. in Arvida, Que.
From 1940 to 1943 Mr. Muntz w;is

engineer on special work for the Foun-
dation Company of Canada Ltd. and
subsidiaries. Since that time he had
been a Consulting engineer with ofíices
in Montreal until 1946 and then in Tor-
onto and Hamilton. He had been ad-
vising the Hydro-Electric Power Com-
mission of Ontário on various bridge
and building problems.

Mr. Muntz was a past-president and
life member of the Association of Pro-
fessional Engineers of Ontário; he was
twice president of the National Con-
struction Council; and was a member
of the Corporation of Professional Engi-
neers of Quebec and a licensed profes-
sional engineer of the State of New
York.

He .joined the Engineering Institui

e

as a Student in 19] 3, iransferred to
Associate Member in 1919, and to Mem-
ber in 1927, Mr. Muntz was vice-presi-
dent of the Institute in 1940 and in 1948

he was awarded the Keefer Medal for

a paper entitled "Steel Rail Piles Re-
|)laee Concrete Piles." He was one of

the country's pioneers in pre-stressed

work and was the first chairman of a

Canadian development group on pre-

stressed concrete, He was a member of

.several committees of the Canadian
Standards Association and held patents

on a number of construction devices.

Eric V. Muntz, M.E.I.C.

Casimir S. G. Rogers, m.e.i.c, retired

Canadian National Railways regional

officer, died on June 26, 1955, at his

home in Moncton, N.B.
He was born in Niagara Falis, Ont.,

on February 28, 1878, and received his

secondary education at Niagara Falia

Public School and Collegiate Institute

Mr. Rogers graduated with honors from
Queen'a University in 1901 with a M.A.
degree. He interrupted his engineering

career to serve overseas during World
War I with the English forces. He saw
service in France and with Army head-
quarters. Transferred to the Canadian
Army he returned home with the rank
of ma.jor at the end of the war.

Prior to entering the railway service

in 1923 he was associated with the
Dominion Bridge Company as manager
of their Ottawa branch. In 1923 he
joined the Canadian National Railways
first in Toronto and then in Moncton
vvhere he was bridge engineer until his

retirement in 1944.

Mr. Rogers was a leader in Canadian
Legion activities in Moncton for many

years. He was a past-president of the

Moncton branch and was made a life

member of the branch several years

ago. Mr. Rogers was a key figure in

veterans' rehabilitation work after

World War II. He was also a member
of the Old Moncton Hospital Board for

many years and served as chairman of

the building committee.

Mr. Rogers joined the Engineering
Institute in 1910 as Associate Member,
transferred to Member in 1940. He
attained life membership in 1947.

George E. Mediar, m.e.i.c, engineer

for the water division of Windsor Util-

ities Commission. died on April 3, 1955,

following a heart attack at his home
in Windsor, Ont.

Mr. Mediar was born in Saltfleet

Township. Ont.. on September 24, 1892.

He received his general education at

Hamilton public and high school and
then took a correspondence course in

engineering and surveying. From 1908

to 1918 he was engaged in surveying
work in Saskatchewan and Alberta. He
joined the Royai Flying Corps in 1918

and served overseas for a time. Return-
ing to Canada in 1919 he became asso-

ciated with the Hamilton Harbour Com-
mission as assistant on surveys and
reports. He later became assistant on
.sewers, waterworks and power dam
development surveys at Timmins, Ont.

In 1920 Mr. Mediar joined the Utilities

Commission as engineer in charge of

field and office work. He became ofíice

engineer in 1938.

During his thirty-five years with the

Utilities commission Mr. Mediar had

much to do with the development and

engineering of water services for Wind-
sor and the surrounding communities.

In his capacity as engineer-in-charge of

water service he was in charge of the

construction of extensions to the services

and with maintenance. Since 1938, when

an extensive development of water ser-

vices was made in Windsor, Mr. Mediar

supervised the construction of more

than three million dollars in new work

He was a member of the American

Waterworks Association and of the

Association of Professional Engineers oi

Ontário.

Mr. Mediar joined the Engineering

Institute as a Júnior in 1922, transfer-

ring to .\ssociate Member in 1930, anc

to Member in 1940. He served as secre-

tary-treasurer of the Border Citi«

Branch of the Institute and was chair-

man of that branch in 1941 and in 1943
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Eric Hinton, m.e.i.c, manager of

iowater Power Company Limited, died
uddenly at his home in Deer Lake,
.'ewfoundland on May 7, 1955.

Mr. Hinton was bom in Warwick,
Ingland, in 1901. He was educated and
rained as a civil engineer in England
pfore coming to Newfoundland to par-

icipate in the original construction oí

Eric Hinton, M.E.I.C.

he power development for the Cornei
írook Paper Mills. At the completion

íf the construction work Mr. Hinton
vas invited to join the Power Plant

)perating staff as hydraulic engineer. He
iontinued at this post with the varions

)perating companies until 1938 when
le was appointed assistant manager cl

he hydro-electric department of the

hen operating company — Bowater'?
ííewfoundland Pulp and Paper Mills

jimited. In 1942 he was appointed
nanager of the hydro-electric depart-
nent and held this position up to hitJ

leath.

During the early stages of the 1947-43

xtension of the Corner Brook Paper
tlill, he was appointed engineer-in^

harge of construction and saw this work
o a successful conclusion. In 1949 Mr
linton received the appointment of

ssistant chief engineer for the Paper
/ompany. He relinquished this post in

953 when his services were made avail-

,ble to the British Newfoundland Cor-
loration. He was responsible for setting

ip the hydro division of the Corpora-

tion and was actively engaged in lho
original and subsequent planning for
the water power studies of the Hamil-
ton River in Labrador.

He was a member of the Council of
the Association of Professional Engineers
of Newfoundland, a member of the snow
and ice committee of the American
Geophysical Union, and a member of
the Comrnunity Planning Association of
Canada.

Mr. Hinton's community activities in
Deer Lake covered ali phases of life.

For the past twelve years he has been
chairman of the Deer Lake Amalgam-
ated School Board and last year waa
rnade a vice-president of the Associa-
tion of Ainalgamated School Boards.
His engineering advice was always gratu-
itously available to the local Town
Council as a consultant and member of
the Town Planning Committee; and as
chairman of the local Navy League
Committee he was largely responsibln
for the formation of the Deer Lake Sea
Cadet Corps.

G. II. Finch, M.E.I.C.

Mr. Hinton joined the Engineering
Institute in 1932 as a Júnior, transfer-

ring to Member in 1942. He had served
as councillor for the Institute and as

president of the Corner Brook Branch
of the Institute.

Gordon H. Finch, m.e.i.c, district

manager of the western district for

Canadian Westinghouse Company, Ltd.,
apparatus division, died suddenly in
VVinnipeg, Man., on July 17, 1955.

Bom in Cookshire, Que., Mr. Finch
received his early education at Kelvin
Technical School and graduated from
the University of Manitoba in 1924
with a B.Sc. degree in electrical engi-
neering. He then enrolled in the grad-
uate student training course at Westing-
house, and later engaged in apparatua
sales work and filled various positions
at Winnipeg, Calgary and Ottawa, be-
fore being transferred to Montreal in
1946. The following year Mr. Finch was
named manager of the Westinghouse
apparatus division's Quebec district and
in 1951 he was transferred to Edmonton,
Alta., where he became sales manager
for the district. In January of this year
Mr. Finch was appointed western dis-
trict manager at Winnipeg for the com-
pany, the position he held at the time
of his death.

Mr. Finch was an active member of
numerous engineering and businesa
organizations, among them the Ameri-
can Institute of Electrical Engineers, the
Canadian Electrical Association, and the
Canadian Institute of Mining and
Metallurgy. He was also a member of
the Association of Professional Engi-
neers of Alberta.
He became a Member of the Engi-

neering Institute in 1943.

Arthur John Watson, jr.E.i.c, júnior
engineer with Canadian Aviation Elec-
tronics Ltd. in Vancouver, B.C., died in
a trafíic accident on April 18, 1955, near
Kenora, Ont.

Mr. Watson was born in Mission City,
B.C., on July 21, 1931. He received his

secondary education at Burnaby North
High School and then graduated from
the University of British Columbia in

1953 with a B.A.Sc, degree in electrical

engineering. During the summer months
of his university course he was employ-
ed with Pacific Co-operative Union and >

with Standard Oil Company Ltd. !is

warehouseman.

He became associated with Canadian
Aviation Electronics Ltd. in Vancouver
upon his graduation from university. He
was transferred to the Winnipeg branch
of the company in June, 1954, and was
employcd on radar work in British Col-
umbia and Alberta until his death.

Mr. Watson joined the Engineering
Institute as a Student in 1950 and trans-

ferred to Júnior in 19.55.
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News of the Personal Activities

of

Members of the Institute

Drummond Giles, m.e.i.c, president
and general manager of Courtaulds
(Canada) Ltd., has also been appointed
president of T.C.F. of Canada Ltd.
Head offices of both companies are in

Cornwall, Ont.
Mr. Giles became associated with

Courtaulds in 1943 as executive vice-

president. He had formerl.y been vice-

president of Canadian SKF Company
Ltd.

He graduated from McGill University
iu 1927 with a B.Sc. degree in metal-
lurgical engineering.

Mr. Giles joined the Institute in 1929
as a Júnior, transferring to Member in

1939 and has represented the Cornwall
Branch of the Institute on the Council
for two terms.

IVorman A. Eager, M.E.I.C., has been
elected president and general manager
of Burlington Steel Company Ltd. in

Hamilton, Ont.
Mr. Eager has been as.sociated with

the company «ince 1940. He has held
positions of sales manager, general man-
ager and vice-president and is a direc-

tor of the company. In 1952 Mr. Eager
was appointed to the Hamilton Advisory
Board of the Huron and Erie Mortgage
Corporation and the Canada Trust
Company.
He graduated from McGill University

in 1922 with a degree in civil engineer-
ing and received his master's degree
from Cornell University in 1923.

Ralph C. Flitton, M.E.I.C, who retired
la.~t year as general sales manager of
Canadian Vickers Ltd. in Montreal, re-

Norman A. Eager, M.E.I.C.

1244

DriininioiKl («iles, .M.E.I.C.

cently visited Los Angeles and while
there was guest speaker at a luncheon
of the Metropolitan Club. Mr. Flitton
also visited Hoover and Parker Dams as
the guest of the Metropolitan Water
District of Southern Califórnia.
Mr. Flitton, a graduate of McGill Uni-

versity, had been with Canadian Vickers
Ltd. since 1933 when he transferred from
William Hamilton Company Ltd. in

Peterborough, Ont., to Montreal. He
was successively superintendent of in-

du.«trial shops, chief estimator for tho

L. Nadeau, M.E.I.C.

Dr. C. H. Yoiiiip. Hon.M.E.I.C.

engineering division. sales manager and
finally general .«ales manager for the

company before his retirement.

Mr. Flitton became a life member of

the Institute in 1953 having joined as

a Júnior in 1914.

Leopold M. Nadeau, M.E.I.C, has been
appointed to the position of assistant to

the president (administrative) of Racey,

MacCallum and Associates Ltd. in

Montreal.
Mr. Nadeau was formerly general

secretary of the Corporation of Profes-

sional Engineers of Quebec having join-

ed the Corporation as assistant general

secretary in 1946.

A civil engineering graduate of Ecole

Polytechnique in 1936, Mr. Nadeaus
early experience included employment
as assistant plant engineer at the Port

Alfred mill of Consolidated Paper Cor-

poration, and as resident engineer for

the Quebec Department of Highway?
Mr. Nadeau then joined the technical

staff of the Canadian Underwriters' Asso-

ciation as fire protection engineer.

During the war years Mr. Nadeau was
mainly engaged in designing and super-

vising the fire protection equipment of

war industries and other installations.

He also contributed a number of articles

to technical publications on the subject

of fire protection and insurance.

He is a member of the Canadian
Good Roads Association and the Cana-
dian Committee on Guidance in Engi-

neering and Science.

Dr. C. R. Young, hon. m.e.i.c, dean

emeritus of the Faculty of Applied
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1

EEL
. ..changes the face of a Mountain!

rom the cross on

M-ontreaVs famed Mount Royai

to the impressive new General Hospital *

STEEL BY DOMINION BRIDGE has changed the

appearance of this famous landmark.

And the imposing steel stnictures on the mountainsiãe

are as durahle as the mountain itself.

í for adaptability

1 permanence
I economy
l speed

*We also supplied three 30,000 pph. Water Tube boilers.

Architects: McDougall, Smith & Fleming.

Consulting Engineers for mechcnicol trades: McDougall & Friedman.

General Contractors: Angiin-Norcross Corp. Ltd.

PLANTS AND OFFICES THROUGHOUT CANADA
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Science and Engineering at the Univer-
sitj' of Toronto, has been made a life

membei- of the American Society for

Engineering Education. He has been a

member of A.S.E.E. since 1914.

Dr. Young retired as dean from the

University of Toronto in 1949 after

serving on the engineering staff for

more than thirty years.

He joined the Institute as a Student
in 1903, transferred to Member in 1908
and was made an Honorary Membei
in 1949. Dr. Young was president of

the Institute in 1942 and received the
Sir John Kennedy Medal in 1951.

W. Eric Phillips, C.B.E., M.E.i.c, has
been elected a director and member of

the e.xecutive committee of St. Lawrence
Corporation Ltd. Mr. Phillips is chair-
man of the board of Angus Corporation
Ltd. and of Canadian Pittsburgh Indus-
tries Ltd. He is also a director of

Brazilian Traction, Light and Power
Company Ltd., Crown Trust Company,
the Royai Bank, and many other Cana-
dian companies.

A. H. Ashworth, m.e.i.c, consulting
pngineer of North Vancouver, B.C., has
returned from New Zealand where he
was engaged on the seven million dol-
lar eastern foreshore development
scheme of the Auckland Harbour Board.
Mr. Ashworth has worked on civil

engineering projeets in the United King-

EMERGENCY OPERATION
at Montreal General Hospital

I his Difsel Driven Standby Ki< , in. ri.nn ui ,iT:) H.1'.-47õK\ a supiilu-d and
jiisUilJud by Consclldated Engines and Alachinery Ltd. takes over in the event

of a main power supply failure at M. G. H.

Mr. H. R. Wagner, Resident Engineer of M. G. H. writes Con-
solidated: "This set is located directly over our main supply tunnel,

and if the generating set was not smooth-running with no vibration,

the foundotions not properly insulated against noise, it would have a
tendency to build up a criticai echo causing g greot deal of incon-
venience. Due to the thought given this problem by McDougall
& Friedman, particularly Mr, D. W. Heyward and your company,
I am happy to report there is no vibration or noise transferred to

the tunnel or the building."

CONENG GIVES SALES and SERVICE
.4-

(Consolidated, -NGINES.andM ACHINERY,
HfAD officí COMPANY LIMITED

'^"^ 14»h AND BIRMINGHAM STREETSTOWN OF MOUNT ROYAL, QUE. NEW TORONTO, ONTÁRIO
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.\. 11. Ashworth, M.E.I.C.

dom, South Africa, Rhodesia, New Zea-
land and Canada. Several professional

'

engineers associated with Mr. Ashworth,;
in each location, now form the group,
known as the North Western Associated)
I^.ngineering Consultants, covering a|

wide field of engineering service. i

He was municipal engineer for North,
Vancouver district during a two and a!

half year period of ofíice from the falU

of 19.52, being associated with the water-|
works modernization and expansion pro-l

gram on the North Shore linking up
with Vancouver's new Cleveland Dam
ui Capilano Canyon.
Last year Mr. Ashworth helped pre-

pare a Report on Burrard Inlet Cross-
ings as a member of the special com-
mittee set up by surrounding muni
cipalities to consider future bridges and
other facilities to cross Vancouve
Harbour.

M. W. Huggins, M.E.I.C.

M. W. Hitsgins, M.E.I.C, associate pro

fessor of civil engineering at the Um
versity of Toronto, is chairman of th

Toronto Branch of the Engineering In

stitute.

Mr. Huggins was born in Toronto'

Ont., and received his general educa:

tion at Parkdale Collegiate there. Hf(

attended the University of Toronto anti

received his B.A.Sc, degree in 1932 an(

his M.A.Sc, degree the following yeat
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Acoustíc Tiles on the Ceílings of

Míles oí Aísles

and other areãs

MONTREAL GENERAL

HOSPITAL

Ali perforated and bevelled with a

• straight line pattern on V2" module.

ti TONE ONLY: TOLERANCES:

((^sizes from stock Length and width ± }{2"-

24" X 24" 24" X 48" Squareness ]{4" 'n 12".

in ali sizes:

The new Montreal General Hospital is another

important name added to the ever growing list

of institutions and buildings which have used to

advantage "Turnall" Acoustic Tile.

"Turnall" Acoustic Tiles are made of fully com-

pressed asbestos-cement material which is chem-

ically inert to ali normal atmospheric weother

conditions. This makes it suitable for interior

and exterior opplications.

It is easily applied to either metal channel mem-

bers or wood furring strips. It is fire resistant to

a high degree and acceptable for use in ali

buildings where fire resistant products are a

necessity along with high acoustic value.

Arcfi/tects: McDougall, Smith & Fleming. Consulfing Engineers: McDougall & Friedman.

General Contractor: Anglin-Norcross Quebec Limited. App/icofor: Dominion Sound

Equipments Limited.

Thickness — lií'

.

I
Acoustic Values

\TERIAL

FREQUENCY (C.P.S.)
Noise

Redudion

Coeff.

125 250 500 1000 2000 4000

ÂLL' ACOUSTIC

.r\" ROCK

BLANKET

0.09 0.22 0.80 0.99 0.90 0.76 0,75

ALI ACOUSTIC

L 2" ROCK

BLANKET

0.21 0.64 0.97 0.95 0.91 0.76 0.85

TLAS ASBESTOS
ilEH COMPANY LIMITED

HrEAL • TORONTO • WINNIPEG • EDMONTON • VANCOUVER



Immediately after his graduation Mr.
Huggins became associated with E. P,

Muntz Limited in Dundas, Ont. His

work included research work on pre-

stiessed concrete and on formwork
accessories. In 1936 he joined Vernon
Construction Company as engineer in

charge of design and erection of forais

and falsework at Oakville, Ont. Tii»?

following year he was with the Dom-
inion Bridge Company in Toronto as

detailer and designer until his appoint-

ment in 1938 to the staff of Queen's
University as lecturer in civil engineer-

ing. Mr. Huggins joined the faculty of

the University of Toronto in 1941. He
is also a partner in the consulting firm

of Morrison, Hershfield, Millman and
Huggins in Toronto.

Mr. Huggins is a member of the A.sso-

ciation of Professional Engineers of

Ontário and is a past councillor of th.^

.4ssociation.

He joined the Engineering Ins-titute

as a Júnior in 1935, transferring to

Associate Member in 1939, and to Mem-
ber in 1940.

J. T. Turner, MJi.i.C, manager of

transportation maintenance for the B.C.
Electric Railway Company, has been

J. T. Turner, M.E.I.C.

nlected chairman of the Vancouver Sec-

tion of the American Institute of Eléc-

trica 1 Engineers.

Mr. Turner gradual ed from Tri-State

College with a B.Sc. degree in electrical

engineering in 1936 and a B.Sc. degree

in mechanical engineering in 1937. He
was associated with National Light and
Power Company in Moose Jaw, Sask.,

before the war and .served on the Direc-

torate of Electrical and Communica-
tions Design of the Department oí

National Defence in Ottawa durinji

World War II.

After some time as Canadian engi-

neering representative in New York for

the Copperweld Steel International
|,

Company, Mr. Turner became associ-

ated with B.C. Electric in Vancouver.

James S. Cameron, mj;.i.c., is the new
president of the Canadian Standards
Association. Mr. Cameron is on a

year's leave of absence from his posi-

tion as vice-president of the Northern
Electric Company prior to his retire-

ment.

He will be in ofíice as president foi

two years, having been the association's

vice-president for the past two years

Last June Mr. Cameron went to

Sweden as Canadian representative to

the International Standardization Gr
ganization.

Mr. Cameron graduated from McGi!
University in 1908 with a degree in

mechanical engineering. He joined the

motive power department of Canadian
Pacific Railways directly after his

graduation and then in 1910 he became
associated with Northern Electric. He
was named vice-president of the com
pany in 1949.

He joined the Engineering Institute

as a Student in 1906 and attained life

membership in 1948.

MOFAX
ELECTRIC LIMITED

ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS
We we pletised to announee that we

participated in the eonstructhti ttf the

Hew Motitretil Oenerul Hospital

945 ST. ANDRE ST. MONTREAL BE. 3093-4
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MONTREAL GENERAL HOSPITAL
HEATING INSTALLATION

Architect: McDougall, Smith & Fleming

Consulting Engineers: McDougall & Friedman

General Contractor: Anglin-NorcrossQuebec Limited

Heating Contractor: Connolly & Twizell Limited

Insulation: Fiberglas Pipe Covering, PF and
Metal Mesh Blankets

Insulation Applicator: Jos. O/iV/er Ltée.

as neat,

clean and effícíent

as the hospital they serve

Fiberglas
FIBERGLAS CANADA LIMITED

•IBERGLAS CANADA LIMITED
GENERAL OFFICES;

50 ST. CLAIR AVENUE WEST, TORONTO, ONTÁRIO

SALES OFFICES:

flONTREAL OHAWA TORONTO WINNIPfC

FIBERGLAS INDUSTRIAL INSULATIONS

Here's protection against coslly heat lesses

. . . the kind of installalion that virtually

pays for itseif over and over again. Fiberglas

pipe covering fits snugly and neatiy with

fibers intermeshed at joinls. Easily haiidicd

Fiberglas insulations cover ducts, pipes and

boilers with a heat-saving installalion

that will iast indetinitely. And, by way of

í ! tis. ihere's the smart and trim

appcarance that any maintenance

1JA. **fl
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G. M. Demarque, m.e.i.C, formerly

chief engineer in Montreal for Royer,

Lazarides, Lount and Partners, Tor-
onto, has resigned from the firni, and
established his own consulting practice

in Montreal.

A native of France, Mr. Demarque
received his B.A. degree from the Uni-

versity of Paris, and his civil engineer-

ing degree from Ecole Nationale des

Ponts et Chaussées in 1929.

After experieuces in Frendi Morocco
and Algéria, he became director and

general manager of a contraoting firm

in Paris. He .served in the French Engi-

neers Corps during World War II and
was for some time a prisoner of war
in Germany.

Mr. Demarque came to Canada in

1947 and became a.ssociated with Mount
Enterprises Limited in Montreal. Be-
fore joinmg Royer, Lazarides, Lount
and Partners in Í953 he was chief engi-

neer with Preload Company of Canada
Limited.

Cmdr. C. L. Moffard, m.e.i.C, has been

transferred from Esquimalt, B.C., to

Ottawa where he will be deputy works

officer-m-chief with the new rank oí

commander. He was formerly manager

of civil engineering and maintenance on

Denis Temple, M.E.I.C.

the Pacific coast with the rank of licu-

tenant commander.

Denis Temple, m.e.i.C, is acting as

Toronto representative for the St. Law-
rence Cement Company. He was previ-
ously in Quebec with the company.
Mr. Temple, who graduated from the

Imperial College of Science and Tech-
nology in London, has also been con-

nected with the architectural services

department of Atomic Energy Limited
at Deep River, Ont.

A. F. Ness, M.E.I.C, is now assistant

plant engineer with the Crown Cork
and Seal Company in Toronto.

Mr. Ness, a mechanical engineering
graduate of Queens University in 1942,

was previously with Canadian Com-
stock Company Ltd. in Catharines, Ont.,

as domestic engineer in their frequency
conversion division.

John 1.1. Townley III, m.e.i.C, is now
associated with Socony-Vacuum Oil

Company Ltd., in Calgary, Alta., as de-

velopmcnt or e.xploration geologist.

Mr. Townley, a graduate in geology
from the University of Minnesota, was
previously in Swift Current, Sask., with
the Socony Vacuum Exploration Com-
pany.

Alex T. Cairneross, m.e.i.c, has re-

signed from the staff of the Aluminum
Company of Canada after nearly tif-

teen years with the company, to oper-

ate and manage his own firm, the Arm-
strong Fountlry & Machine Shop i'a

Orangeville, Ont.

Mr. Cairncross gradu ated from
Queen's University in 1931. He spent

several years in China as technical ad-

visor. Department of Engineering of

the Generalissimo's Staff, National Gov-
ernment of China, and with the Mu-
nicipal Council of the Department of

Finance at Shanghai. He joined the

Aluminum Company in 1940 at Arvida.

Que., and was transferred to Montreal
in 1944 He was also with the company
at Toronto.

Percy Codd, m.e.i.C, has been nained

plant manager of the Seaway Metals

Corporation at Rocbester, N.Y. Mr.

Codd was formerly superintendent of

the wrought products division of Do-
minion Magnesium Company Ltd. at

Halev, Ont.. having joined that com-
pany in 1947 as research chemist.
k graduate of the L^niversity of Sas-

EfecfTolux
(Canada) Limited

is proud to have been amongsf fhe

supplíers of equípment to the new

MONTREAL
GENERAL HOSPITAL
The report on the ventilation of cobalt and isotope

rooms mentions a commercial vacuum cleaner which

has been made part of the hot-boxes equipment and
it is stated that this particular type of vacuurri

cleaner is the only one to meet fully the engineers'

requirements.

The unit chosen was an

ELECTROLUX Heavy-Duty Model Z33,
which has also besn used in several phases of experi-

mental work and for protective purposes by the

Atomic Energy plant.

Electrolux products, including the Model Z55,
the world's most imitated home cleaner, the

Triple-Action Floor Polisher, Model BA5, and
the Heavy-Duty Industrial Cleaner, Model Z33,
are distributed exclusively by representatives of

the more than 100 branches of

ELECTROLUX (CANADA) LIMITED

Factory Division and Home Offices:

201 Lauríer Ave. E., Montreal 14, Que.
TA. 8491
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Hospitals across Canada stand ready 24 hours a day to minister

to our needs.

Behind the scenes Bailey Meters and Controls are depended upon

to assist in providing this service.

Bailey Co-ordinated Combustion Control and Multi-Element Feed

Water Control are sure to be found in most hospital power plants.

Ask for Bulletins 83-105, 1022 and 1023.
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katchewan in metallurgv. he seived

during World War II with the R.C.A.F.

Mr. Codd lias also been with Canadian
Carbonmdum Company Ltd. at Shaw-
inigan Falk. Que., and with Defence
Indii.strips Limited at Valleytield, Que.

Alfred Paync Wiles, M.E.I.C., has joined

the tool engineering department of the

Ford Motor Company of Canada, Van-
couver, B.C.
Mr. Wiles graduated from the Uni-

\-ersity of Saskatchewan in 1946 with a

B.Sc. degree in engineering and physics.

He was previou.sly superintendent of

Public Works for the Corporation of

the Township of Richmond, in British

C^ohmíbia.

Howard W. McFarlane, M.E.I.C., asso-

ciate profes.sor of soil mechanics at the

Univer.sity of New Brunswick, has been
elected chairman of the Fredericton
Branch of the Engineering Instituto.

A native of Saint John, N.B., Mi-.

McFarlane received his secondary edu-
cation in Saint John. He graduated from
the University of New Brunswick in

1943 with B.Sc. degree in civil engi-
neering. receiving the Ketchum Silver

Medal for highest stand ing in the sénior
year. Following his graduation he
served with the Royai Canadian Engi-
neers until the end of World War II.

At the end of the war he became

lloward W. \IcFarlane, M.E.I.C.

a.s.sociated with D. O. Turnbull, Con-
sulting engineer in Saint John, N.B..
until his appointment in 1946 to the
ntaff of the University of New Bruns-
wick as assistant professor of civil engi-

neering. In 1948 he obtained a leave of

ubsence from the university and spent

;i year at the University of London,
Fngland, on a Beaverbrook Scholarship,

returning to his position as assistant pro-

fessor in civil engineering in 1949. Mr.
McFarlane is also a partner in the con-

,|. S. Michener, M.E.I.C.

.^ultmg tirm of Associated Designers k
Inspectors in Fredericton.
He joined the Engineering Institule

as a Student in 1942, transferring to

Júnior in 1946, and to Member in 1950.

.1. S. Michener, m.k.i.c, has moved to

Ednionton and has become associated

with the Trane Company of Canada
there. He was previously district man-
ager (Ontário) for \ationaI Heating

Products Sales Ltd. with headquarters

in Toronto.

STfilNLESS
"KHLflMEIN"
WINDOWS

DOUGLAS BROS. have recently
manufactured "Kalamein" Win-
dows, to the specif ications of

National Window Company,
Montreal for: The new Montreal General Hospital

THE NEW MONTREAL GENERAL HOSPITAL — THE CHILDREN'S MEMORIAL
HOSPITAL, MONTREAL — THE MAISONNEUVE HOSPITAL— THE UNIVERSITY
OF MONTREAL — THE McCOLL FRONTENAC OIL CO. LTD. HEAD OFFICE BLDG.,

MONTREAL.

"Kalamein" is a process whereby metal is extruded ovar
wood. The windows as supplied by Douglas Bros. Ltd
have the advantage of opening inwards thus allowing
the cleaning to be done indoors.

DOUGLAS BROS. LIMITED^
4 9 NAMUR STREET, MONTREAL
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PRODUCTS BY WESTEEL
suppiíed to the new

MONTREAL GENERAL
HOSPITAL

included

PRESSED STEEL DOOR FRAMES

HOLLOW METAL DQORS

LINEN CHUTES

KALAMEIN DOORS

SHOWER AND TOILET PARTITIONS

BUILT-UP ROOFING and SHEET METAL WORK

For over a century WesteeI have been proud to work
closely with Canada's leading architects, engineers and
controctors. Quolity minded, we ore olways conscious
of the necessity to sofeguord the reputotion of our
customers. This is our oim.

PRODUCTS L I M I T

An all-Canadian, Canada-wide organization

MONTREAL • TORONTO • WINNIPEG • REGINA
SASKATOON • CALGARY • EDMONTON • VANCOUVER
Sales Offiees also at: HALIFAX, QUEBEC, OTTAWA and

LETHBRIDGE

T^UCK TANKS

1^



Camille R- Godin, M.E.I.C., is now di-

rector of the assessment department of

the City of Montreal.
Mr. Godin, who graduated from Ecole

Polytechnique in 1935 with a degree in

oivil engineering, was formerly registrar

and assistant to the dean at Ecole Poly-

technique, having joined the staff in

1944 as assistant professor of mathe-
matics.

Herbert L. Roblin, m.e.i.c, district en-

gineer for Alberta for the Canadian Na-
tional Railways at Edmonton, Alta., ha.-i

been elected chairman of the Edmonton
Branch of the Engineering Institute.

Mr. Roblin was born in London, Ont.,

and received his secondary education
there. He graduated from the Univer-
sity of Toronto in 1913 with a B.A.Sc,

degree and served with the Canadian
p]xpeditionary Forces during the first

World War, receiving the Military

Cross.

He became associated with the Cana-
dian National Railways in 1919 at Ed-
monton, Alta., as a resident engineer.

Ehn-ing World War II he was in

command of the 13th Field Company
of the R.C.E. at Regina. He retired in

1945 with the jiermanent rank of major.

Mr. Roblin joined the Engineering

Institute as an Associate Member in

1919, transferring to Member in 1940.

He altained life membership in 1955.

H. L. Roblin, M.E.I.C.

R. Alberl de Villers, M.E.I.C. i.s now
pie.sident of Lumber Products Manu-
facturing & Export Ltd. in Princevillo,

(Jue. He is also secretary and general

manager of Paul do Villers and Sons
Inc. in Prince\ille, having prc\'ious]y

been manager of that eompany.
Mr. de Villers, who graduated from

Ecole Polytechnique in 1942 with a

degree in civil engineering. worked for

a time with Canadian Marconi Com-
pany in Montreal. In 1945 he joined
tho C.N.R. as assi.^tant engineer at the

Hureau of Re.-^earch. He then becamo
.-uccessively division engineer at Levis,

Que., and assistant di.^^trict engineer dl

(Juebec City leaving the company iu

19.53 to join Paul do ^'illors and Son
Inc. as manager.

Ronald W. Evans, M.e.i.c, who was pre

\'iou:<ly assistant chief engineer witli

S iruco Fall.s Power h Paix'r Company
1,1(1. in Kapuskasing, Ont.. has moved
to Xeenah, Wisconsin, and is with the

Kiaibcrl.y-Clark Corporation there.

He graduated in mechanical engineer-

ing from the University of North
Dakota in 1933.

D. J. McParland, m.e.i.c, has bee
nanied plant superintendent of Algo::

rianium Mines Ltd. at Algoma Mills,

Ont. He was previously master mechanio
with (Jaspe Copper Mines Ltd. in Mur-
dochville, Que.

Ml-. McParland graduated with a

degree in mechanical engineering from
the University of Toronto in líi.")2. He
was also assistant master mechanic wilh

Lamaque Mining Company in Bour
lemaque. Que., for a time.

H. E. Hewitt, m.e.i.c, is now chiof de-

sign engineer for Associated Engineer-

ing Services Ltd. in Edmonton, Alta.

Mr. Hewitt. a giaduate of the Uni-

\crsity of Alberta in civil engincorinL'

was previously chief construction ongi

neor with Coleman Collieries Ltd. in

Coleman, .A.lta. He has also been chie

engineer for Interhational Coal & Cokt
Company Ltd. in Coleman, Alta.

E. G. Wyckoflf, M.E.I.C, who was work
manager of Elevadoes Otis S.A., in Sac

Paulo, Brazil, is now in Bombay, índia

with Otis Elevator Company (índia?

Ltd. He went to Brazil in 1952 aftrr

spending four years in Warsaw. N.li.

with tlie War.^aw Elevator Company a-

chief engineer.

Mr. Wyckoff graduated from the Uni-

gas turbines

in service

Typical Ruston Gos

Turbine installation
Ruston Gas Turbines

are long-life industrial

prime movers with out-

standing operational
economy, particuiarly where

natural gas fuel is available. •
They are in fui! scale production

^
and are going into service in many
parts of tlie worid—for sucti widely

varying applications ?s portable oilfield

power units and permanent installations * Versatile and adaptablc

providing electricity plus process steam from

heat recovery. When planning for new power
plant, the Ruston Gas Turbine merits full • Self-COntained
investigation.

Long life

> Light weight

• Robust and simple

Easily transportable

Outputs .-750-900 kw. (1000-1250 b.h.p.)

• Minimum foundations

• Low maintenance

RUSTON & HORNSBY LTD • LINCOLN • ENGLAND
ASSOCIATED WITH DAVEY. PAXMAN & CO. LTD., COLCHESTEK

CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS

MONTREAL « TORONTO : Louric & Lomb

WINNIPEC « REGINA : Mumford. Medland Ltd.

LUNENBURG, N.S. : Atlantic Bridte Co., Ltd.

EDMONTON ACALGARY: E/ectricol Industritt Ltd.

ST. JOHN'S Nfld: ]ob Brothtrs & Co.. Ltd.

VANCOUVER : Waiktm Machintry & Equípmcnt Ltd.

Canadian Office & Spares Depot, 2, Paxman Road, Islington, Toronto 18, Ontário.
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properly selected control systems
Basically, the function of an automatic supervisory system is to match
the distribution of passenger elevators to prevailing traffic to insure fasf

and uniform service to ali floors. Otis control systems range, from com-
pletely automatic AUTOTRONIC® operation that obtains the greatest

handling copacity from any number of intensive service elevators, to

FULL COLLECTIVE CONTROL for smaller groups thof offer with-or-

without attendant operation where traffic is liglit-to-moderate or wfiere

the traffic demand between floors is of considerable importance.

Otis control systems permit elevators to be swung over from service to

passenger operation in various combinations. Supervisory systems odjust

to the nev^ combinations outomotically. We'll be happy to discuss detoils.

whafs your peak elevator load?
Isn't it true thot the most variable factor in determining elevator capacity

is the visitor load? Restricted visiting hours can add a tremendous traffic

load on elevators that are needed for staff and vehicular movement.
This often means additional elevators— that could be eliminated if o

more liberal, spreadout visiting plan were adopted.

easíly installed for light freight

Otis Light Duty freight elevators have a semi self-supporting frameworic

that permits instoiiation in new ond existing hoistways without reinforc-

ing the building, or adding overhead supports, or building a penthouse.

They can be used for any rise up to 35 feet at a speed of 25 feet per

minute with lifting capacities of 1,500, 2,000 and 2,500 pounds. TheyVe

described in Otis booklet B-720.

automatic controls for dumbwaiters
Otis Dumbwaiters can play an important part in a hospitoTs housekeep-

ing. Operation can vary from m.anual push button operation to completely

automatic controls. A manual CALL AND SEND system is suitable for

two-floor service. A similar MULTI-BUTTON control can serve three or

more floors. CENTRAL STATION DISPATCHING has been designed for

intensive automatic service to any number of floors. It permits a dumb-

waiter to be sent from one floor to several other floors in predetermined

order; it provides direct, uninterrupted service between floors; it recalls

loaded cars if not unioaded within a designated time. Practically any

type of control system can be arranged to meet your needs. Cali any of

our 295 offices for details.

never-ending elevator researcii

Otis research is carried on in laboratories, in experimental test towers,

and in the machine rooms of actual installations, It concerns itself with

every phase of vertical transportation — because better elevatoring is

the business of Otis.

What has Otis research produced or developed? The first safe elevator,

1853. Electric elevators, 1889. Escalators, 1900. Gearless traction ma-

chines, 1904. Automatic leveling, 1915. Signal Control and Collective

Control, 1924. Peak Period Control, 1937. Autotronic elevatoring and

Electronic Touch Buttons, 1948. Completely automatic AUTOTRONIC

elevatoring, 1953. To name a few you may recogníze.

OTIS ELEVATOR COMPANY LIMITED

Head office and Works; Hamilton, Ontário

OFFICES AND SERVICE IN 27 CITIES ACROSS CANADA.

HOSPITAL

PLANNERS

MODERNIZATION



ON£ OF BELL TELEPHONE'S SPECIALIZED COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES

HE IS OPENING

A VALVE 50 MILES AWAY

BY TELEPHONE• • •

Pipeline, power and other companies faced with the need to

measure and control flow over long distances and wide

áreas depend more and more on bell telephone channels

FOR TELEMETERING AJVD SUPERVISORY CONTROL.

These modern systems permit the dispatcher, at his desk,

practically to "run the show" by remote control—select and

read meters, start and stop pumps and motors, open and close

valves, get in touch promptly with field men when need arises...

Every job is different, but you can count on Bell Telephone

Communications specialists to provide the Communications

equipment— telephone, microwave radio, teletype, mobile

telephone— in various combinations and applications to

handle it.

Whatever your Communications needs, consider the ad-

vantages and economy ot leasing Bell Telephone equipment

:

No capital oiitlay. No niaintenance problems. No obsolete

equipment. Cali us in for a survey oi your Communications.

Without obligation to you we will be glad to recommend
the system most suited to your particular requirements.

Just call our nearest Business Office.

^ Channels for

Inlercommunicating " ' Telemeterlng and

^^j^jj^l^Telephone Systems BELL TELETYPE Mobile Telephone Systems Supervisory Control

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF CANADA
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insures
Ideal Temperatures
Waste-Free Heating and Cooling

nong the many noteworthy features of the new Montreal

neral Hospital* is the precision regulation of heating,

titilating and air conditioning by a specially planned

tem of Johnson Automatic Temperature Control.

ín the air conditioned operating rooms, delivery and nur-

•y suites and other vital áreas, optimum temperatures are

intained constantly by Johnson Thermostats, Valves and
impers which control the operation of 14 air conditioning

tems. The humidity of the conditioned air is also con-

lled on several of the systems, during both heating and
aling seasons. Complete safety, even in the presence of

Dlosive anesthetic gases, is assured by the use of pneu-
tic control apparatus.

During the heating season, Johnson Individual Room
ermostats control Johnson Valves on convectors and di-

t radiation to insure the exact temperature desired in

h room of the building, including ali patient rooms as well

the air conditioned sections. Johnson Master-Submaster
ntrol varies the temperature of the hot water delivered to

ch of four zones according to the outdoor temperature and
n load on the different exposures.

Additional comfort control is provided on the building's

exhaust ventilation systems.

Ali control apparatus in the building is combined into a

gle, highly efíicient system that not only provides the

lE ENGINEKRING JOURNAL Septemhpr. m.í

desired conditions of temperature and humidity but accom-
plishes ali this at the lowest possible heating and cooling

cost.

An up-to-the-minute Johnson System, planned to meet
the exact needs of the individual building, is the answer to

your temperature control problems, too, just as it is in hun-
dreds of Canada's newest and finest buildings. An engineer

from a nearby Johnson branch will gladly explain, without

obligation, how the superior comfort and economy features

of Johnson Control can be applied to any building, small

or large. Johnson Temperature Regulating Company of

Canada, Ltd., Toronto, Ontário. Direct Branch Ofíices in

Principal Cities across Canada.

*The Montreal General Hospital, Montreal. McDougal,

Smith & Fleming, architects; McDougall & Friedmon, me-

chanical engineers; Connolly & Twizell Ltd. and Ventilating

& BIow PipeCo. Ltd., mechonical contractors. all of Montreal.

JOHNSON,CONTROL
TEMPERATURE AIR CONDITIONING

PLANNING • MANUFACTURING • INSTALLING • SINCE 1885

1257 (.í.í)



CUT
your sewage

and drainage

pípe

installatíon

costs

Specify genuíne

NO-CO-RODE
ROOT-PROOF PIPE

No-Co-Rode Root-Proof Pipe is economical to

handie and install . . . will not break, crack or

shale through handling or in the ground. The

tapered, self-sealing joints simply tap into

place to give a permanent, water-tight and

root-proof line . . . while longer, lightweight

lengths and quick, easy assembly of fewer

joints reduce handling and installation costs

to a minimum. For further savings in time and

cost, the line can be tested and the trench

back-filled immediately.

Specify No-Co-Rcde Root-Proof Pipe for house

to sewer or seplic tank connections, storm d. ains

and other outside non-pressure uses. For

permanent, trouble-free septic tank disposal

beds and other drainage installations, specify

No-Co-Rode Perforated Pipe.

Alexander

MURRAY

Disfribvfed by:

CRAN E
& Compony

LIMITED

Joinis tap into place wilh

hammer and wood block.

Withstands soil move-
ment, frosi oction and
heavy loads.

Manufactured by: NO-CO-RODE COMPANY LIMITED, Cornwall, Ontário

L. J. R. Sanders, M.E.l.c.

Chairman of the Kilchener Branch
The Knpincerinfi Institiile <»f Caiiac

Mr. MaiTÍott. who lias a (IcgriJe fii

C"aml)ii(igc Univcfsity in nicclumical i-

ílinciing. was fonneily chicf ongineer

Knowlt^ & Foster (Canada) Ltd. .

Montreal.

George Dawson, m.k.i.i.. lias nu
nanied Irclmical assistant at tlie Powl

Ri\er C'ompanj^ in Vanc-ouver, B.C. '

was jireviouslv projeet eugincer

Northern Constiuelion Conipany on
Powell Ri\ er Waterfront Developmt .

Mr. Dawson is a graduato of the U-

\ ersity of Nevada with a B.Sc. deg -

in niining engineering, class of 1941.

Robert Lessard, M.E.l.c, is now as-

ciated with George Demers, consulte

engineer of Quebec City. He was f-

inerly town engineer for the Town (

Port' Alfred.

Mr, Lessard has also l)ec'n connec i

with tlie Quebec North Shorc and L-
rador Railway Comjjany as residi

engineer in Se\en Islands, Que.

M. G. Elston, M.E.i.r.. has joined •

staff of the T. H. Newton Engineer:

Conipany of Edmonton. He is residi

engineer in Whitehorse, N.W.T.
Mr. Elston, a 1949 civil engineer

;

graiiuate of Port.smouth Technical C-

legp, was formerly resident engiu

with the Department of Highways i

Eifinonton. Alta.

R. L. Davies, M.E.l.c, has beeu nan t

nianager of the biiilding departmení :

Bayne.* Manning (Alberta) Ltd. in f •

gary. Alta. Mr. Davies has previoi.

'

been a.ssociated with Cárter Consti •

lion Company as construction supe, •

tendent in Toronto and as project ei

neer in Point Anne, Ont.

Mr. Davies graduated from the I -

vensity of Alberta in 1942 with a B
degree in civil engineering and has b

associated also with the Department

Transport as testing engineer in Ottri-

and resident engineer in Whitecoí

.

.A.lta. He also spent seme time w

Burns Packing Company as project en-

neer in Edmonton, Alta.

N. Percfuín, M.E.I.C, is now sales ep

neer with Engineering Equipmcnt Co

pany Ltd. in Montreal. Mr. Perq|
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CONGRATULATIONS, to the

Montreal General Hospital

On Its Splendid Achievement

!

Another dream has become reallty! Ali honour to the vision and enterprise oí the

Montreal General hHospital authorities and to the talents of their engineering con-

sultants, which resulted in this magnificent new hospital, dedicated to the service of

humanity.

The enlarged facllities províde many innovations to induce recovery and well-beíng.

We are proud that Eaton's Hospital Bed Screening was chosen for the new rooms . . .

and it is our sincere hope that this smooth-running screening, designed to give com-

plete privacy and to blend with interiors, will add to the patients' comfort and welfare

—and simplify the nurses' ministrations.

EATON'S OF CANADA
Complete Controct Soles Service

Holífox, Montreal/ Toronto, Winnipeg, Voncouver
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lui.s pre\ iously been wit.h Dominion Tar
;tnci Chemical Company Ltd. in Mont-
real as design engineer having joined

lhe company in 1953.

He graduated from the Technical

Tniversity of Delft with a B.Sc. degree

iu ci\'il engineering in 1927 and a M.Sc.

degree in mechanical engineering in

1930.

Len Fieldman, m.e.i.c. has joined the

Polymai- Corporation as mechanical

pngineer iu Sarnia, Ont. He was pre

siously an inspector with A. V.

(Canada) Ltd. at Malton, Ont.

James Bortolotto, m.e.i.c, luís

appointed maintenance engineer

lhe departmeni of highways and tran.-;-

portation by the Saskatchewan Public

Service Commission. He ha.< formerly

lield the i)ositions of assistant construc-

tion engineer and district engineer with

lhe department and has been located .it

Ro.setown and Regina in Sask.

Mr. Boitolotto graduated froui Iht-

l'ni\'ersity of Saskatchewan in 1947 wilh

u degree in civil engineering.

Roe

l)een

with

.\. V. Corletl, M.K.I.C.

A. V. Corielt, m.e.i.c, head of the de-
partment of mining engineering at

Queen's University, has been elected

riiairman of the Kingston Branch of the
Kngineering Institute.

Boin in Thamesville, Ont., Mr. Cor-
ielt received his general education
there. After .service with the Royai
Canadian Engineers, he graduated from
t^upen's University with a degree in

mining and metalliu-gy, in 1922. His
earl>' experience was gained in Cana-
dian and West African mining camps.
He was mine manager at several prop-
erties including Aldermac Copper Cor-
rioration and Normetal Mining Corpora-
tion. Mr. Corlett Joined the faeulty at

tíupen's Uni\ersity in September, 1948,

as head of lhe deparlmenl of mining
engineering.

He is a member of the Association of

Pi'ofessional Engineers of Ontário and
of the Corporation of Professional Engi-
neers of Quebec.

Mr. Corlett became a Member of the
P^ngineering Institute in 1953.

Caplain W. J. Dickson, .ir.E.i.c, has
been appointed a.^sistant jirofessor of

ci\il engineering at the Royai Military
College in Kingston, Ont.

Captaiu l)ick.<on has been stationed

in Chilliwack. B.C., with the R.C.S.M.E

He graduated from McGill University
in 1949 with a degree in ci\ il engineer-

ing.

Frank Totino, .ir.E.i.c, has i)oen ap-

Ijointed sales engineer for Rosco Metal
Products (Alberta) Ltd. His appoint-

ment niarks the opening of a sales engi-

neering department for the company
Mr. Totino will be located in the oííices

of Ferguson Supply (Alberta) Ltd., an

associate firm of Rosco Metal Products

Ltd. in Edmonton.
Mr. Totino graduated from the Uni-

versity of Toronto in 1947 with a degree

in civil engineering.

A. J. Benn, jr.E.i.c, is lesident engineer

for the Lachine section of the St. Law
rence Seaway Authority. He was foi-

merly with the Department of Trans-

l)ort working on the Atwater Ave. tuu-

iiel ijroject in Montreal, Que.

Mr. Benn graduated from Queen'3

University in 1948 with a degree in civil

engineering. He has also been asso-

ciated with Macnamera, Manning, Mor-
rison and Knudson as resident engineer

in Mont Joli, Que.; and with W. A
Mackay Ltd. in Weston and Norland.

Ont.

LIQUIDOMETER

TANK
GAUGES

For tanks of ony capacity,. buried and

cny liquid. 100% automatic, for tanks

under pressure or vacuum.

LEVELOMETER

TANK
GAUGES

Hydrostatic dial fype. Dial con be

calibrated !n gallons or fractions.

LIQUIDS WORTH STORING ARE

WORTH MEASURINO

Wrrfe^ phon* or wír* for UtTOtura

W. K. DAVIDSON & GO.

1838 DORCHESTER ST. W., MONTREAL

Larry W. Blackman, Jr.E.i.c, has beei

named district highways engineer m
Dauphin, Man., with the Departmeni
of Public Works.

Following his graduation in 1948 íroir

the University of Manitoba he was resi

dent engineer at Brandon. Man., ani

the following year he was transferred tc

Boissevain as assistant engineer. In 195(

he was appointed executive assistant t(

the deputy minister of public works ai

Winnipeg, and three years later wa:

posted to Minnedosa as assistant distric

engineer.

Mr. Blackman served with the Roya
Canadian Air Force for four years dur

ing World War II.

THE VENTILATING & BLOW PIPE
COMPANY LIMITED

SHEET METAL
FABRICATORS - CONTRACTORS - SPECIALISTS

YENTILATION AND AIR CONDITIONING
CONTRACTORS

FOR

THE "NEW" MONTREAL GENERAL HOSPITAL

2225 PARTHENAIS ST., MONTREAL

This paper is o busioess paper—one of 100 Irade . . . technical . . .

cervice . . . and management publications covering every section

of Canadian business and industry.

WHEN YOU WANT TO TALK BUSINESS

USE A BUSINESS PAPER

Fia

Business Newspapers Association
OF CANADA

137 WELLINGTON ST. W., TORONTO, CANADA
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DRAINS and INTERCEP lOKS

seuenif
for

NEW MONTREAL
GENERAL HOSPITAL

iPUN ROCK PADS ABSORB
87% of HOSPITAL NOISE

To insure the silence necessary to Montrears

new General Hospitol, the ceilings of cor-

ridors ond special purpose rooms have been

insulated with 250,000 sq. ft. of Spun

Rock Wool Acoustical Pads. The acoustical

pads, installed by Dominion Sound Equip-

ments Limited, absorb approximotely 87%
of hospital noise.

The acoustical pads were made by the

manufacturers of the original Spun Rock

Wool and Spun Rock Blankets which con

be used for oll industrial purposes up to

1
200° F, and are non-corrosive to metais.

Our engineering department wlll giadly help

you with ony type of insuloting problem.

Write today for Technical Bulletin and

samples.

irst in Canada

PUN ROCK WOOLS LTD.
HOROLD ONTÁRIO
spresented by:

sbestos Limited,
tias Asbestos Co. Ltd.

efroctories Engineering
and Supplies Ltd.

lancdian Refroctories Ltd.

RBG'D

Hospital (lesigiuTs realiziíig lhe iiced for gciici al aiid

special purpose pliiinhiiig drainagc prodiicls. Iia\f

long recogiiized the oulslaiidiíif; <|iialit\ ol .losaiii

Product.s. Tlial's why so iiiaiiv .losaiii Pliiiul>iiig

Draiiiage Prodiiots were selected for iiislallatioii iii

the new Montreal General Ilo.spilal.

Jn the Josani line of thoiisands of differenl draiii-

age producis tliere is one tlial will til an\ joh. aii\

requirenieni, any fondilion (pii<kl\

dependahly. When you select Josain you gel piíiinli-

ing drainage products proven eorrecl in lliousand^

of inslallations—yet you pay no more for Josaiu

(piality. Cali <<r write lor literal ure.

Series No. 300-35C Floor Droin Series J. A. Grease Interceptor

lE ENGINEERING JOURNAL Seplember, 1935

lIluFitrutcd are a tluor Jraiii uiiii u grrupe inlerceptor typiciil of iiiaiiv

JOSAM proiluceN in.-^lalled in lhe New Montrejil íieiíeral IIumpíIhI.

JOSAlVI CANADA LIMHKI)

(ieiieral ( )(Ii<es and \l aimlaihiriii;; l)i\i>ion

Oí^^^/ 130 Herniondsey Road, Toronlo l(>. <)nl.

1261 (.59)
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H. Anthony Dare, Jr.E.i.c. has joinud
the .staff of H. G. Acres & Company
Ltd., as a íield engineer. He has been
sent to Pakistan ou the War.sak hydro-
electric scheme in Peshawar.

Mr. Dare wa.s with the Aluminum
(•ompany of Canada since his graduation
in 1951 from the University of British
Columbia. After completing a training
course in Montreal the company sent
liini to Sprostons (Jamaica) Ltd. in

íShooters Hill, Jamaica. He then re-

turned to the head oíRce in Montreal
where he wa.s employed in cost estimat-
ing and cost analysi.s.

T. C. Hall, jr.E.i.c, is plant engineer
with Fiberglas Canada Limited in Sar-
nia, Ont. He was formerly with the
Renfrew Aircraft and Engineering Com-
jjany in Renfrew, Ont.

Mr. Hall graduated from the Univer-
sity of Briti.sh Columbia in 1951 with a
B.A.Sc, degree in electrical engineering.
He has also been associated with Cock-
shutt Aircraft Limited in Renfrew as
electrical engineer, and as plant electri-

cal and welding engineer.

G. R. Naylor, jr.E.i.c, is with Packard
Electric Company Ltd. in Toronto. His
[losition is that of sales engineer.

Mr. Naylor graduated from tlie Uni-
versity of Manitoba with a B.Sc. degree
in electrical engineering in 1951, and was
formerly on the staff of the British Gen-
eral Electric Company in Toronto as

júnior engineer and estimator.

F. P. Mascarin, jr.E.i.c, recently joined
the staff of the plant engineering de-
partment of Hiram Walker & Sons Ltd.
in Walkerville, Ont. He was previously
with Giffels and Vallet of Canada Ltd.
as mechanical engineer in Windsor, Ont.

Mr. Mascarin graduated from the
[Tniversity of Toronto in 1951 with a
B.A.Sc, degree in engineering and busi-
ne.ss.

W. A. Trotter, jr.E.i.c, is now assistant

commi.ssioner of works for the Township
of York in Toronto,

.\ 1948 graduate in civil engineering

J. P. Dagenai.s, Jr.E.I.C.

September, 1955

from Queen's University, Mr. Trotter
|

was previously deputy city engineer
with the Corporation of the City of

Kingston, Ont. '

K. S. Flitton, jr.E.i.c, who is with the
St. Lawrence Seaway Authority, is pres-

ently employed as supervising engineer
on dredging the approach to the Beau-
liarnois Canal in Lake St. Francis atJ

Coteau Landing, Que. Mr. Flitton hadj
been in Churchill, Man., with the Fouu-1
dation Company Ltd. as estimator for]

three years.

Mr. Flitton, who graduated from M&-
Gill University in 1949 with a degree]
in civil engineering, also speat somei
time with Asbestos Erectors of Canada
Ltd. I

W. J. Robinson, jr.E.i.c, has beenj
transferred by Provincial Engineering
Ltd. from Hamilton, Ont., to the head
oíEce of the company in Niagara Falis,}

Ont. He has been with the company
j

Ànce 1952.
j

A graduate of the University of Mani-j
loba, class of 1949, in electrical engineer-

1

ing, he was formerly with Walker andj

Associates in Hamilton, Ont., as conver-j

sion engineer.

Dominion Bridge Appointnients

Dominion Bridge Company recentl:

announced the appointment of tw
sales engineers in their boiler division^

R. D. Davis, jr.E.i.c, and J. P. Dage
nais, jr.E.i.c.

Mr. Davis graduated from the Univer

sity of Toronto with a M.A.Sc, degree

in civil engineering in 1953. He joined

the Dominion Bridge Company the

same year and has held a number of

positions in the company's design, esti-

mating and drafting ofíices. He is now
located in the boiler division of the

Toronto plant.

Mr. Dagenais received his engineering

education at Ecole Polytechnique, grad-

uating with a B.A.Sc, degree in 1948.

Prior to his appointment with Dominion
Bridge he held the position of salea

engineer with the Bailey Meter Com-
pany in Montreal. He will be located

in the head office at Montreal as sales

engineer in the boiler division.

R. D. Davis, Jr.E.I.C.
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Three assocíated

companíes wíth

a single purpose . .

.
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In the field
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Combustíoh & Power

Equipment Ltd.
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R. R. Cheyne, jr.E.i.c, has rejomed the

staff of the Aliiminum Company of

Canada at Arvida, Que., after success-

fully completing a MJ3.A. course in

business administration at the Univer-

ííity of Western Ontário. He was pre-

viously in British Guiana on the staff

of the Demerara Bauxite Company for

the Aluminum Company for two years.

Mr. Cheyne graduated from the Uni-

versity of Saskatchewan in 1949 with

a degree in mechanical engineering; and

has also been with General Steel Wares
Ltd. in London, Ont.

Maiirice Lajoie, jr.E.i.c, lias been ap-

Ijoiuted sales manager of the precast

division of Creaghan & Archibald Ltd.

in Montreal. His position includes re-

.-^ponsibility for sales, advertising and
promotion for the precast division.

Mr. Lajoie graduated in civil engi-

neering from Ecole Polytechnique in

1950.

Ferris J. Abbass, jr.E.i.c, has joined

the New Brunswick Power Commission
as engineer for power contracts and
rates in Fredericton, N.B. He was pre-

riously installation engineer for Cossor

(Canada) Limited in Halifax, N.S.

Mr. Abbass graduated from Nova
Scotia Technical College in 1950 with a

degree in electrical engineering. He has

been with Canadian Westinghouse Com-
pany Ltd. in the lamp and tube division

at Hamilton, Ont., and as quantity engi-

neer in Three Rivers, Que.

S. Gauley, Jr.E.i.c, is now mechanical

test engineer with Avro Aircraft at

Malton, Ont. He was previously in

Montreal as liaison engineer with Cana-
dair Limited.

Mr. Gauley graduated from the Uni-
vei'sity of Saskatchewan in 1950 with a

degree in mechanical engineering and
joined the Ontário Hydro at Toronto,
working in the constiuction department
before coming to Montreal in 1952.

Thomas Fell, jr.E.i.c, has been appoint-

ted assistant city engineer of Port
Arthur, Ont. Mr. Fell was previouslv
with the Department of Public Works
of Canada at Port Arthur, Ont.

He graduated from Queen's University
with a degree in civil engineering in

1950, having spent the summers of his

university course working with the
Ontário Hydro Electric Power Commis-
sion on the Ottawa River and at Pine
Portage, Ont.
In 1950 he joined Detroit Edison and

was in charge of inspection and progress
reports on a 2 million dollar founda-
lion building project. Two years later
he joined the staff of United Engincers
and Constructors Inc. in Detroit, Mich.
He returned to Canada in 195.3 to joiíi

the Department of Public Works at

Fort William, Ont.
Mr. Fell served during World War

II with the R.C.A.F.

S. Oancia, jr.E.i.c, is in Jamaica,
B.W.I., with Sprostons (Jamaica) Limited
in Shootei's Hiil. He was formerly with
George Mills & Sons Ltd., general con-
tractors in Sydney, N.S., as project en-
gineer and assistant superintendent ou
wharf and breakwater construction.

He graduated from the University of
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Alberta in 1950 with a degree in civil

engineering and has also been with the

Quebec North Shore Paper Company
in Baie Comeau, Que.

N. W. Bunn, jr.E.i.c, has been trans-

ferred from plant engineer of the Cal-

gary oíRce of Precast Concrete Limited
lo manager of the Edmonton branch
of the companv. He joined the company
in 1953.

Mr. Bunn graduated from the Uni-
versity of Alberta in 1950 with a B.Sc.

degree in civil engineering. He has pre-

\-iously been associated with Alberta

Transit Mix and Concrete Constructors

Ltd. in Calgary, and with Truscott
Products Limited in Edmonton, Alta.,

as sales manager.

Donald W. Gordon, jr.E.i.c, is now
with Vulcau Iron Works Ltd. in Win-
nipeg, Man. He was previously with

Bridge and Tank Company Ltd. in Win-
nipeg.

A 1950 graduate of the University of

British Columbia in mechanical engi-

neering, lie has been on the staff of the

Toronto Iron \^'orks in Toronto, Ont.

H. A. Bowman, .rr.K.i.c, has been
named vice-president and chief engineer

of Stein Struthers Ltd. in Edmonton,
Alta.

Mr. Bowiiiaii, who graduated from the

Uni\'er>ity of Alberta in 19.50 with a de-
gree in civil engineering, was formeily
associated with lhe Calgary Power Com-
pany as i)iofluction engineer in Calgary
and in Wabanum, Alta.

Buris W. Petron, .ir.E.l.c, has joincil

the staff of Cosmos Chemical Company
Ltd. in Port Hope, Ont. He will repre-

sent the company as their ofiicial tech-

nical representative in the field.

Mr. Petron, who graduated from the

University of Toronto in 1950 with a

B.A.Sc, degree in chemical engineering,

was formerly plant chemical engineer

with Temus Products (Canada) Ltd. in

Toronto.

E. R. Skanes, .ir.E.i.c, is now an elec-

trical engineer with the United States

Air Force at headquarters of the North-
east Air Command at Pepperrell Air

Force Base in St. John's, Nfld.

Mr. Skanes was formerly with the

Canadian General Electric Company at

St. John's, first in the test department
and then as apparatus and supplies spe-

cialist.

He graduated from Nova Scotia Tech-
nical College in 1951 with a B.Eng. de-

gree.

John Papanicolas, jr.E.i.c, has joined

the staff of Walter Dow and Company
Ltd. in Toronto, Ont.

Mr. Papanicolas is a graduate in engi-

neering from Ecole Speciale des Tra-
vaux Publics, Paris, class of 1951. He
was formerly with Dominion Bridge
Company Ltd. in Lachine, Que., as elec-

trical engineer.

Christopher A. Brockley, jr.E.i.c, has
received a Canadian government ap-
pointment to the staff of the Naval
Research Laboratories in Halifax, N.S.,

effective in September.
After graduating in 1949 from the

University of British Columbia with the
degrees of B.A. and B.Sc. Mr. Brockley
went to England as design engineer with
British Ropeway Engineering Company
in London.

Returning to Canada in 1951 he be-
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Thermo-Fax "Irvington" Varníshed Cambríc

Now your own secretary

can make DIRECT COPIES
of any documents

in FOUR SECONDS without

leaving her desk. The new
portable version of the famous
dry process "THERMO-FAX"
Copying Machine makes
quick, low cost copies

without negatives,

translucencies or masters.

Closely controlled testing ik

facilities keep check on

"Irvington" Varnished Combric

quality. Available in ali the

standard full width and

tape forms for your insuiating

requirements. Part of o full line

of electrical insulations.

J
Irvington Divísíon "cap-seal" Scotch Food Packaging Tapes

Mlllions of metal and plastic cops

in use today are demonstrating

I

the superior resistance ond

close-sealing qualities of

CAP-SEAL liner materiais.

, Available for food, drug,

k bottling and pharmaceutical

^ glass packaging closures. ^

íiinlKiiiiiíiíii

Sandpapers

FOR "DO-IT-YOURSELF"

FLOOR SANDING

The (do-it-yourself) householder

never had it so easy when

it comes to refinishing floors.

With a rented sanding machine

and the special grades of

"3M" Floor Sanding sandpaper

he can produce a professionol-

looking job with ease.

Products of the "3M'* Company and its Irvington

Vornish ond Insulator Division ore the doily necessities

in hundreds of industries and time and money savers

in every bronch of industrial ond

commercicl endeavour.

MINNESOTA MINING & MANUFACTURING

OF CANADA LIMITED

LONDON. CANADA

Sales Offices: Halifox . Montreal . Toronto • Winnipeg

Calgary . Vancouver

Resident Solesmen: Saint John . Quebec City . Ottawa

Hamilton . North Bay • Soskatoon • Regina ' Edmonton

From the brightly coloured

tape that securely doses a

transparent bag to the

sturdy "tear-strip" tape that

opens a carton in a second . .

there are "SCOTCH" brand

tapes for every phase

of food packaging.

Tapes for decoration . . .

sealing . . . holding

and protection.

ScotCH Hospital Autoclave Tape

A speciolly developed tape

that holds autoclave bundles

under high pressure steam

sterilizing ond strips off withoul

residue. Eliminates tying ond

pinning. The tope moy be

written on for Identification.

r
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

MINNESOTA MINING & MANUFACTURING
OF CANADA LIMITED

BOX 757, LONDON, ONTÁRIO

Please send latest literature and Information;

—

THERMO-FAX "Secretary "IRVINGTON"
Copying Machine" Varnished Combric

"CAP-SEAL" Liners "SCOTCH" Food
Packaging Tapes

"3M" "Do-it-yourself" "SCOTCH" Hospital

Sandpapers Autoclave Tape
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Company
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carne design eugineer with his father's

firm. In 1952 he was awarded an Ath-
lone Fellowship and went to Sheffield

University in England. Last year he wou
a Canadian Government scholarship

which enabled him to complete his work
towards a Ph.D. degree in mechanical
engineering.

Howard E. Macintyre, Ji.E.i.c, has

joined the staff of Canadian Industrial

Minerais Ltd. in Walton, N.S.
Mr. Macintyre graduated from Nova

Scotia Technical College in 1951 with a

degree in mechanical engineering. He
lias also been associated with Dominion
Iron & Steel Corporation as mechanical
engineer in Sydney, N.S.

Dante De Pretis, jr.E.i.c, is employed
as electrical engineer in the hydro-elec-
tfiu department of Price Brothers and
Company Ltd. in Kenogami, Que. He
was formerly an electro draughtsman
with Canadian Vickers in Montreal.

Mr. De Pretis graduated from Pádua
Universitv in electrical engineering,
class of 1952.

Robert Burn, ji.e.i.c, has been trans-

ferred by the Canadian National Rail-
ways to Montreal, Que. His new posi-

tion is that of supervisor of staff train-

ing.

Mr. Burns graduated from the Uni-
versity of Manitoba in 1951 with a de-
gree in electrical engineering. He be-
came associated with the C.N.R. as

mechanical inspector in Toronto, Ont.,

upon his graduation. In 1953 he became
assistant electrical engineer for the cen-
tral region of the railway at Stratford,
Ont.

T. Milne Dick, jr.E.i.c, is now em-
ployed by C. D. Howe Company Ltd.
in Churchill,, Man.
Mr. Dick, an honors graduate of

the University of Glasgow in civil engi-

neering, class of 1953, was formerly field

engineer with the city engineer's oíEce
in Port Arthur, Ont.

John W. Smith, .S.E.I.C., who graduated
this year from Queen's University in

civil engineering, has accepted a posi-

tion in the building and structures

division of the special contracts division

of the Bell Telephone Company of

Canada in Montreal.

G. J. Maguet, .s.e.i.c, has joined the
researoh and development branch of the
Canadian National Railways in Mont-
real. Mr. Maguet graduated this spring
from the University of Manitoba with

a dogree in mechanical engineering.

Kenneth W. Domier, s.E.i.c, a 19.5.")

graduate of the University of Saskatche-

wan, has accepted a position as petro-

leum technician with Federated Co-

operatives Ltd. in Regina, Sask.

H. Skogland, s.E.i.c, who graduated
this spring from the University of Sas-
katchewan in mechanical engineering, is

now maintenance project engineer at the
R.C.A.F.s Central Experimental and
Proving Establishment in Ottawa, Ont.

L. E. Parker, sji.i.c, is on the engi-
neering staff of the British American
Oii Company at the Clarkston reíinery

in Toronto, Ont.

Mr. Parker graduated this year from
the University of Saskatchewan in

mechanical engineering.

B. R. Pinder, .s.E.i.c. a 1955 civil engi-

neering graduate of McGill University,
is now employed as design engineer with
Dominion Structural Steel Ltd. iu

Montreal.

F. X. MacDonald, s.e.i.c, is presently

employed as an electrical engineer with
R.C.A. Victor Company Ltd. in Mont-
real.

Mr. MacDonald graduated this year

from Nova Scotia Technical College

with a degree in electrical engineering.

Cordon P. Luke, s.E.i.c, graduated from

the Royai Military College in King-

ston, Ont., in May and since then has

been on the engineering staff of tho

Department of Highways of Ontário,

located on a bridge project near Pem-
broke, Ont. He will enter Queen's Uni-

versity in the fali to complete his de-

gree course in civil engineering.

We are regularly supplying *o industry overhead electric cranes up to a maximum lifting capacity

of 1 50 tons. We will be privileged to offer a specification to meet your requirements.

CRANE £ HOiST CO. LTD.

REDDISH STOCKPORT ENGLAND
REPRESENTATIVES

QUEBEC, MARITIME PROVINCES & ONTÁRIO: Marshall Equipment Company, Inc., P.O. Box 28, 61 Victoria Avenue, Dorval
Station, MONTREAL, P.Q. (Walter M. Smith — Presidem). Telephone: MElrose 1-3528. Telegram: "Marquipco", Montreal.

MANITOBA, SASKATCHEWAN AND ALBERTA: Mumford, Medland Ltd., 5 76 Wall Street, WINNIPEG, Man.
Telephones: 37-187; 37-188; 37-189; 37-180. Telegram: "Mandem."

BRITISH COLUMBIA: Gordon Russell Ltd., 2205 Fir Street, Vancouver 9, B.C., Canada.
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Employmeiit

ITUATIONS WANTED
RODUCTION ENGINEER — M.E.I.C., P.Eng.
(Que.) McGill, diversified experience Ineludes
business administration, plant operation. Sales,
purchasing, product control. Project engineer-
ing, labor negotiations. Manufacturing cost
estímates and analyses. Plant layout, methods
studies. Production plannir,g and scheduling,
material handling. Age 45. Married. Desires
challenging and demanding position. Avail-
able on reasonable notice. FuU resume on
request. File No. 1186-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, P.Eng. Ont. with
post-graduate training in business administra-
tion seeks responsible position leading to sales
management. 8 years sales and manufactur-
ing experience at supervisory levei. Present-
ly in sales administration, functions including
supervision of sales, product promotion, tech-

nical projects, top levei customer contact in

Industrial market. File No. 2975-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER Jr.E.I.C, B.Eng. 1949, age
28, married. Six years varied experience in

public utility field mainly on design and
fabrication of steel structures both light and
heavy. Some experience in concrete construc-
tion as well as general supervisory, adminis-
trative and correspondence duties connected
with design office. Seeking responsible posi-

tion with opportunity for advancement any-
where in Canada. Available on 15-30 days
notice to present employer. File No. 3845-W.

WECHANICAL ENGINEER, M.E.I.C., P.Eng.
(Ont.) graduated (Univ. Vienna) 1944 (Hons.)
age 39, married, left home country 1947, in

Canada since 1951. Ten years experience in

manufacturing methods, production engineer-
ing of high precision components and heavy
machinery; design and engineering of heavy
machinery, precision parts, steam engines,
boiler, heating and ventilating, piping, struc-
tures, material handling equipment. Good
organizer. Excellent scientific worker. Desires
responsible and challenging position. File
No. 3990-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, P.Eng.,
1949, graduate. Married, 2 children. Ex-
perience as foUows — 1 year electronics, 2
years on inspection of electrical equipment,
2 years on construction, operation and main-
tenance of power houses, transmission lines,

substations, IVi years with Consulting en-
gineers on design of power and lighting sys-

tems for industrial and commercial buildings.

Desire position with heavy industrial power
or Consulting company. File No. 4124-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, P.Eng., Jr.E.I.C,
B.Eng., McGill '51. Single, 30. Completed
graduate student training course with large
electrical equipment manufacturer. Presently
engaged as industrial engineer responsible for
productivity of a power products Une. Post
graduate courses. Interested in position with
greater responsibility, challenge and oppor-
tunity to demonstrate ability. File No. 4217-W.

INDUSTRIAL MANAGER M.E.I.C. Mechanical
engineer with twenty year's experience ali

pha.ses of engineering, production and manage-

J.HIS SERVICE is operate<I for the bcnefit of mernbers of The
Engineering Inslitute of Canada and for industrial and othcr
organizations employing leehnically traincd mcn -wilhoiil < liarge

to either party. It would be appreciated if einployers would makc
the fullest use of lhese facilities to list their rcquirements existing
or estimated.

NOTICES appearing in the SITUATIONS WANTED column wiil

be discontinued after thrcc inscrtions. They will be reinstated, on
request, after a lapse of one monlh.

REPLIES to advertisements should be addressed to File No. 000,

Employment Service, The Engineering Institute of Canada, 2050

Mansfield Street.

INTERVIEWS with lhe Inslitute Employment Serviee, 2050 Mans-
field Street, Montreal—Telephone PLateau 5078 may be arranged
by appointmenl.

ment at both factory and general manage-
ment levei. Background covers sheet-metal
manufacturing in both aircraft and commer-
cial products. Successful record in organizing,
leadership. and labor relations. Seeking career
appointment. preferably in moderate sized

company with opportunitv for participation.

File No. 4219-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, Jr. E.I.C., P.Eng.,
Jr.A.S.M.E., B.A.Sc., Toronto 1950, age 32,

married and family of one. 5 years experi-

ence in petro-chemical plant in pressure vessel

inspection, maintenance and capital project

development, field engineering on maintenance
and project installation. Familiar with ali

phases of plant operation. Considerable prac-

tical pre-engineering experience. Desire gen-

eral plant engineering, mechanical test and/or
development, or maintenance or process super-

visionai work. Prefer Ontário or the West.

Will welcome and answer ali inquiries or

proposals. File No. 4329-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, P.Eng., University

of Alberta 1950, bilingual, experience in main-
tenance and plant engineering in heavy in-

dustry, statistical engineering and switchgear

engineering. Seek responsible position in

manufacturing. File No. 4427-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, B.Eng.
(Hons.). McGill U. (1950), P.Eng. (Ont.), age

.32, recently married desires technical work
with Consulting engineering firm, plant en-

gineering departmcnt or utility. Four years

with plant engineering department in design,

layout and drawing up of distribution and

lighting Systems, plant electrical services,

automatic sequencing controls for process

equipment: and in application of adjustablc

speed drives. One year with architectural firm

in designing distribution lighting and services

for commercial and institutional buildings.

Practical experience ineludes construction

or rural distribution lines and operating diesel

power house. File No. 4448-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, Sask. '49. Mar-

ried. Age 27. Desirous of employment in

Alberta. Experience chiefly in the field of

heavy industrial equipment. Would like sales.

plant engineering, application engineering.

Presently located in Montreal. File No.

4517-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER GRADUATE McGiU Univer-

sity, wishes to find employment with a méd-

ium sized construction company or smaller

Consulting firm. Over five years experience in

ali phases of the building field: engineering

studies, sight and soil investigation, design,

construction, maintenance, inspection, and

costing. Have worked for some of the best

construction firms and engineers. File No.

4.588-W.

INDUSTRIAL - METALLURGICAL ENGINEER.
master of science degree in metallurglcal

engineering, B.Sc. (Hons.) in chemistry,

P.Eng., Jr.E.I.C, national foundry collego

diploma in foundry management and tech-

nology. Applied experience ineludes cost

savings development. work study and timo

standards, heat treatment, foundry work, fer-

rous and non-ferrous, steel melting and roll-
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ing, machining, spccifications and standards
writing. Particular background was speclfl-

cally obtained for a supervisory or manager'al
position in the manufacturing or engineering
field, or with a Consulting firm. Location
and size of company is not important. File
No. 4648-W.

ELECTRICAL Jr.E.I.C, McGill '52, presently
employed, experience ineludes utility and
power project work, switchgear and control
design, and contracts, industrial rectifier

sales, and control work on D.C. drives. In-

terested in Consulting or manufacturing In or

around Montreal and would be available on
one month's notice. File No. 4694-W.

INDUSTRIAL SALES ENGINEER, 30, graduate
Chemical engineer Jr.E.I.C, McGill 1951,

P.Eng. (Que.), bilingual, married with fam-
ily. Production and sales experience in build-

ing materiais field and mechanical engineer-

ing field. Desires sales position with
Progressive firm having opportunities for

advancement. File No. 4704-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, M.E.I.C, P.Eng. (Ont.),

A.M.I.C.E. (Britain). Age 35, married, desires

responsible position with well established engi-

neering firm or municipal authority, prefer-

ably in British Columbia or Ontário. Ex-
perience ineludes approximately 10 years with

highways and bridges authorities in U.K., 3

years as executive engineer in the Public

Works Dept. East Africa, and 2 years in

government engineering and construction ser-

vice in Canada. Good administrative ability

with considerable experience in design speci-

fication writing, and supervision of construc-

tion of highway projects, reinforced concrete

bridges, domestic and public building works.
airfields, water supply, sewage disposal, and
drainage schemes. File No. 4707-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, P.Eng. (Man.),
1952 graduate. Experience in both field and
Office work in municipal engineering. WlH
consider any offer of employment for quall-

fied civil engineer. 1 year experience with

engineering department of railway, 2 years
experience with Consulting municipal engi-

neers. 1 year as assistant city engineer.

Single. Age 25. Location of work no object.

Available on one month's notice to present

employer. File No. 4747-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, D.R.T.C, A.R.T.C. (Glas-

gow) 1949 P.Eng. (Alberta) M.E.I.C, age 32.

eight years experience in municipal engineer-

ing. Heavy and light construction work, re-

inforced concreto and steel construction and
design, hydraulic design, bridges. irrigation.

drainage and roads. Wishes job of some re-

sponsihility in structural design with varied

inierest and good future prospccts. Precis

of experience and qualifications can be sup-

plied on request. File No. 4748-W.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER. B.Sc. Alberta 1951,

Athlone Fellow. Jr.E.I.C. now completlng re-

search for Ph.D.. University of London.

desire position in Chemical industry. prefer-

ably in Western Canada. File No. 4749-W.

i:LECTRICAL engineer. 27, married, two
children, 1949 honors graduate mastcrs degree,
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Westinghouse training course, four years with

Montreal consultant, desires to relocate. Ex-
perience includes distribution, relaying, gener-

ation and system studies. Foreign service

acceptable. File No. 4750-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, P.Eng. (Alta.),

M.E.I.C., graduate 1950. 30 years old, mar-
ried, two children. Experience: 2 years as
works manager of steel fabricating and ma-
chine shop, 3 years as estimator, project

engineer and superintendent on construction of

bridges, buildings, water lines, sewer Unes,
and road. Desires employment with oppor-
tunities for advancement. File No. 4752-W.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER patents, B.A.Sc., Tor-
onto 1954, P.Eng., S.E.I.C., age 28, married,
2 children. Experience includes some plant
experience, a year's experience in patent de-

partment of U.S. chemical manufacturing
firm, patent Office organization, search re-

ports, validity investigation, preparation of

patent applieations and amendments. Desires
position in small patent department of a

chemical manufacturer or as liaison engi-

neer with outside patent firm, offering re-

sponsibility, scope and future. File No. 4753-W.

MECHANICAL AND INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER.
P.Eng., Jr.E.I.C, Physics degree, honors de-

gree in mechanical engineering from Cana-
dian University, 1951. Master's degree upon
completion of thesis. Test course, industrial

engineering course. Age 28, married. Caplain,
Army Reserve. Desires responsible position

in júnior management, industrial engineering,
design, development, or production control.

Particularly interested in cost reduction. Good
experience in above fields, also some plant
engineering and heatlng experience before
graduatlon. Prefers Toronto-Hamilton area
but will take right position anywhere. File

No. 4755-W.

MECHANICAL-ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, with
B.Sc, in Electrical Engineering. M.E.I.C..
P.Eng. and Associate Member A.I.E.E., with
seven years experience desires supervisory
or management levei position with an in-

dustrial organization. Experience includes one
year manufacturer's test course, one and one
half years Sales Engineer and four and one
half years as Co-ordinating Engineer on large
scale pro.jeets co-ordinating design, drawings,
shop contact, engineering tests and field ap-
plieations. Have completed Executive Evalua-
tlon Tests and results are available to pros-
pective employer. Travei not objectionable
and will locate anywhere in Canada or the
Eastern United States. File No. 4759-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, Toronto, B.A.Sc., M.A.Sc.,
Jr.E.I.C, P.Eng., age 27, married. Graduat-
Ing in October. Seeks employment in struc-
tural design or fabrication in or around
Toronto. Varled experience, including two
years draughting, two years work in weld-
ing fleld. Special Interest in metallurgy and
weldlng during post graduate studies. File
No. 4761-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, P.Eng. (Ont.), age
35, graduated 1949 from Hannover University,
Germany, diploma-lngenieur. Married, one
child. In Canada two years. Experience in

machine design, inspection, sales engineei.
In Germany, six years experience in plant
malntenance, vlbration research, with con-
tinental rubber Industries. Consulting Engi-
neer for vlbration problems. Desires employ-
ment preferably in Ontário or Quebec. Avail-
able Immediately. File No. 4762-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, B.Sc. (Queens, Bel-

fast) 1953, Grad.I.E.E. Age 28, single, seeks
contacts offering position soon after arrival
Montreal October 4th, 1955. Experience: 3

years fleet air arm; completed two years
graduate apprenticeshlp with B.T.H. Coy.
Rugby, including four months industrial elec-
tronics; SV2 months with world renowned elec-
trical consultants as an Assistant Resident
Engineer; vacation work in power station in

Germany, paper mill in Sweden, and dis-
tribution in Reykjavik, Iceland. Details and
credentlals upon request. File No. 4764-W.

MECHANICAL-ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, B.Sc.
(Mechanical), Sask. 1952, Jr. E.I.C. Age 25,

married. Have 3 years experience with large
electrical manufacturer including their train-
ing course. Capable public speaker and lec-

turer. Experienced in the problems involved
in producing and marketing a quality prod-
uct at customers prlce. Capable of contacting
and negotiating effectively at management or
executive levei. Desire a plant managers posi-

tion or sales position with scope for initia-

tive. Preferred location in Western Canada.
File No. 4765-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER National University of Ire-

land with eight years good general construc-
tion experience, including tunnels, roads and
piling. Seeks position with good construction
company. Free to travei. File No. 4770-W.

AGRICULTURAL ENGINEER, P.Eng., Jr.E.I.C.
B.E. (Sask. 1951). Canadian Citizen, 26 mar-

ried. farm background, Canadian experience:
2V2 years design drawing Office. British ex-

perience under Athlone Fellowship: one year
machine shop training, one year divided be-
tween process planning. time and motion
study, and design drawing departments. De-
sires position in design or development field.

preferably connected with the farm equipment
industry. Available Nov. Ist. Location open.
Resume sent on request. File No. 4772-W.

FIRMS OR INDIVIDUALS IN CANADA or íhe
U.S. desiring consultations or representation
in México, or other parts of Latin America
may contact a Professional engineer (Mem-
ber Corp. of Professional Engineers of Que-
bec) with broad and lengthy experience and
travei, knowledge of Spanish, permanent re-

sident status in México, and numerous im-
portant contacts in Canada, the U.S., México,
Venezuela, and the West Indies. Correspond-
ence invited. File No. 4773-W.

MECHANICAL ELECTRICAL ENGINEER.
P.Eng., Jr.E.I.C, high standing graduate
from Polytechnique, 1953, bilingual, single.

Two years experience in adminlstrative work
with large municlpality. Actually in charge of

two engineers, one technician and two fore-

men. Two years evenlng studies in general
electricity at McGill University. Seeks chal-
lenging position with advancement and incen-

tive for Consulting engineers or contractors
located in Montreal area, not necessarily in

electricity or mechanics. File No. 4774-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, B.Sc,
P.Eng. Six years varied experience in estl-

mating, incentive systems, plant layout and
product inspection. Supervisory and adminls-
trative experience as a departmental head
responsible for high daily productive output
of forged and machined products. Seeking
responsible position with greater opportunity
for advancement. File No. 4775-W.

METALLURGICAL ENGINEER, P.Eng.,
M. E.I.C, M.C.I.M.M. Canadian born. Married,
age 37. Graduate McGlU University. Course
In management administration. Twelve years
diversified experience in ferrous metallurgy.
Development and supervislon of chemical and
metallurgicdl laboratories, Inspection, speci-
fieation and technlcal service divlslons In steel

finishing mill. Presently employed but seeks
more responsible position. File No. 4782-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, S.E.I.C, N.S.T.C.
1952, age 26 married, 2 children. Experienced
in newsprint mill process and development.
Excellent knowledge of process Instrumenta-
tion. Desires permanent responsible posi-

tion in development, production or instrumen-
tation. Has done considerable supervising.
Detailed resume on request. File No. 4783-W.

SITUATIONS VACANT
CHEMICAL

SÉNIOR PROCESS ENGINEER is required by
large petrochemlcal cellulose acetate and
synthetic yarn plant near Edmonton. Minimum
of five years experience since graduation is

required. Experience in field of petro-chemicals
is preferred. This is a permanent staff posi-

tion and the opening is immediate. Write stat-

ing personal Information, experience in fuU
detail, salary required, and date available to

File No. 5246-V.

TWO GRADUATE CHEMICAL ENGINEERS.
required with 2 to 5 years experience in the
petro-chemical or rubber industries. The type
of work which these men will do will be
process control, raw material and product con-
trol process modificatlon and design work.
Location Ontário. File No. 5254-V.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER, required for large
cement plant in Toronto area, for running
the chemical and physical test laboratories.
Analytical background and some industrial ex-
perience desired. A training of one year will
be given at the Quebec Plant. File No. 5285-V.

SALES ENGINEER required to sell and service
the application of speciallzed chemicals to

industrial accounts. Larsest and most pro-
gressivo company In its field. Applicants may
be graduates of any field with 1 or 2 years
experience in industry or sales. Applicants
will probably travei Quebec area but should
be willing to work across Canada. File No.
5287-V.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER OR CHEMIST, re-
quired for position as Technical Assistant to

the Plant Manager of new caustic-chlorine
plant in Alberta. Preferably a young man
with one to three years experience in con-
trol and development work in an indus-
trial plant. Position affords an excellent op-
portunity for a man with initiative who Is

willing to assume responsibility. File No.
5310-V.

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING GRADUATE, re-

quired for oil refinery in Winnipeg. as a

(O

technical assistant. One or two years experi-
ence in technical and economic studies and
process design preferred. Write glving full

particulars of training and experience. File
No. 5316-V.

VACANCIES EXIST in a large speclaity pulp
and paper mill In the Eastern Townships,
Province of Quebec. We requlre one chemical
engineer and one chemlst. The successful ap-
plicants will be employed in the Technical
Department. Initially work will conslst of

technical investlgations throughout the mill
almed at increased production and higher
quality. The positlons offer interestlng work
with good opportunities for advancement
Candidates must be recent graduates of a
recognized university. Previous experience in

the Industry is not necessary. Essentlal qual
ities are initiative. self confidence and ability

to work with a minimum of supervision
Apply in writlng giving full details of educa-
tlon, experience and career. Ali applicants
will be handled in strlct confidence. File No
5321-V.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER. required by large oil

company located in Toronto to work intc

sales. Applicant will start in Toronto area,
but must be willing to move elsewhere in

Canada. Canadian graduate preferred. Salarj p''"

commensurate with ability. etc. File No
5324-V.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER or chemlst required
for training to manage a new departmeni
in an establlshed chemical manufacturing cori' Jfae
cern in Montreal. Practlcal industrial experi
enco in chemical operations helpful, but not

essentlal. Apply giving training, experiencí
and salary expected. File No. 5331-V.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER required to flll tht

position of júnior research engineer. Inter _
ested in young engineers recently graduateíM^ní
and who are interested in research work. Th
position is available Immediately. Good starl

Ing salary. File No. 5334-V.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER OR CHEMIST to b<

responsible for production in small Montreal
plant and to offer technical assistance tc

sales staff. Knowledge of chemical cleanini
of metais desirable. Age 28 to 40 years.

File No. 5340-V.

CHEMICAL ENGINEERS required by chemica
works within 40 miles of Montreal. Successfu
applicants will be tralned for production super j^py
vision. Two years experience preferred. Fil( ^ g.

No. 5352-V.

RESEARCH CHEMICAL ENGINEER requiret

in Montreal. A recent graduate, with gooc

Scholastic record for small, scale pilot-modei

research and development on cooklng anc

recovery process in the manufacture of puli

and paper. Apply by resume to File No. 5362-V

YOUNG CHEMICAL ENGINEER recent grad'

uate or one with 1 to 4 years experience re-

quired by long establlshed chemical manufac-
turer located 18 mlles from centre of Mont-

real. Duties Include part Office and part plant.

File No. 5371-V.
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CHEMICAL ENGINEERS (3 years or less ex-

perience) required for research and de-

velopment work in large chemical companj V.

situated in Niagara Falis, Ontário. File No|
5380-V.

PETROLEUM CHEMIST, wanted to work od;

research and manufacture of lubrlcating

greases and oUs. Must have experience i

development and process plant, operational

knowledge of manufacture of greases, raotoi

oils, metal cutting oUs and soluble oils. Edu-

catlon levei, B.Sc. or B.A. minimum. Agt
25-55. Salary commensurate with previous

experience and abUity to contrlbute to tech-

nical group work. Location of employment
Montreal. FUe No. 5399-V.

CIVIL

FIELD ENGINEER required in Montreal wh'

has preferably had experience in worklng 01

housing projects, relative to instrument wori

for elevations, etc, blue-print reading, etc

File No. 5263-V.

Cl

í

CITY OF WINNIPEG, engineers' departmen
requlres design engineer (civil). Application;

are Invited from engineers with pump or othei

hydrauUc municipal services design experi|j

ence. This is a permanent position. Salary iilf

accordance with experience. File No. 5264-V.

ASSISTANT CIVIL ENGINEER required by an

establlshed public utillty supervlsory-consultinjj,

organization. Age 30-45, minimum 5 years eX|

perience on structural steel, reinforced con-

crete and foundatlon design of steam electrií

power plants. Location New York. Some travi

field future. Reply stating age, education,

experience, personal particulars. File No
5271-V.

GRADUATE CIVIL ENGINEER for head oífiCí

sales work vntli firm engaged in engineerini
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COMMUNICATIONS DEPARTMENT

Has immediate openings for electrical engineering graduates

specializing in or with experience in Communications as As-

sistant Engineers in the transmission and equipment groups.

Work involves application and special engineering of ali types

of carrier telephone, telegraph, program network transmission,

television and broad band microwave systems. Offers wide range

of experience in Communications field. Headquarters Montreal

with field engineering throughout system. Ali replies will be

held in strict confidence and will be acknowledged.

RAILWAY COMPANY

Address replies to:

EMPLOYMENT OFFICE

1080 Drummond Street

Montreal, P.Q.

manufacturing and erection of industrial and
commercial building products. Responsibilities

to include administration, technical and
structural calculations and product applica-

tion engineering. Prefer applicant with min-

imum two or three years experience in struc-

tural steei design and potential for eventual

position as field sales engineer. Location

Niagara Península. Salary open. File No.

5275-V.

;ALES ENGNEERS recent graduate civil en-

gineers required to train for positions as field

sales engineers with firm engaged in en-

gineering manufacturing and erection of in-

dustrial and commercial building products.

Extensivo training program provided. Imme-
diate location, Niagara Península. Salary

open. File No. 5275-V.

CIVIL ENGINEER, 1955 or 1954 graduate for

the position of planner with paper company
located in Quebec. The applicant should be

interested in detailed maintenance and co-i-

struction of buildings. His duties would be

to assist in planning work of building main-

tenance. File No. 5295-V.

MUNICIPAL ENGINEER, with one or two

years experience, required by the Depart-

ment of Municipal Affairs and Supply in

Newfoundland. Man to be employed on topo-

graphic surveys, preparation of water and

sewer design and road and bridge construc-

tion. Salary $4,600-$4,900. Replies should State

qualifications, age and experience. File No.

5297-V.

"PLICATIONS ARE INVITED, from engineers

with at least five years experience to act as

assistant to City Engineer. Must have experi-

ence in design, planning, grading and pavlng
roads and streets. Good permanent position

for right person. Pension plan and other

fringe benefits. Official application forms
may be obtained at the Executive Director

Office, City Hall. Saint John, N.B. FUe No.
5305-V.

ÍTRUCTURAL STEEL DESIGNER. Outstandinrí

opportunity for Ontário Professional Engineer
with minimum of five years experience in

the design of structural steel buildings. Ex-
cellent starting salary, modern office and
good working conditions. Please state age,

experience, references and salary required.

File No. 5306-V.

GRADUATE ENGINEERS, for large structural

Steel plant in Ontário. Recent graduates from
Canadian universities preferred. Excellent
opportunities for two young men who are
willing to train for positions in design, con-
tracting and producticn. Salary is in line

with 1955 schedules as recommended by
Assoe, of Prof. Eng. File No. 5318-V.

STRUCTURAL ENGINEERS AND DRAUGHTS-
MEN. General industrial steel and concreto
design, draughting. Salary commensurate with
experience. Location Montreal. File No.
5326-V.

SÉNIOR PROJECT ENGINEER required by
young municipal engineering firm to super-
vise both design and construction of complete
water supply and sewage disposal systems,
qualifications thirty to forty years of age
with applicable experience in Canada. Please
reply giving full details of academia training,

Professional experience, references and salary
requirements. File No. 5332-V.

CIVIL ENGINEER, required by Canadian gen-

eral contractor for position as resident engi-

neer on hydro electric development in Paki-
stan. Married man preferred. Duration of

job approximately three years. Good living

conditions and excellent prospects for an ex-

perienced man. File No. 5335-V.
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SÉNIOR STRUCTURAL DESIGNER required by
firm of Consulting engineers in Toronto. Salary
negotiable. File No. 5342-V.

CIVIL ENGINEER required by firm of Con-
sulting engineers to act as resident engineer
for large highway job. Location Ontário.
Living quarters provided for wife and fam-
ily. Well experienced man required. Dura-
tion of present work approximately 3 years,
with possibility of permanent employment.
Salary negotiable. File No. 5342-V.

MUNICIPAL ENGINEER OR DIRECTOR of

Public Works for the Corporation of the Dis-

trict of Kitimat, B.C. Salary range $575-$690

per month plus housing bónus. Position en-

talis development of public works department
for fast growing planned municipality—popu-
lation now 6,000, estimated 20,000 by 1960—
and supervision of up to $8,000,000.00 of con-

struction in next 5 years. Requirements;
university degree in civil engineering or equi-

valent. At least 5 years responsible experi-

ence, preferably in municipal engineering
and/or public works construction. Eventual
registration with B.C. Association of Profes-

sional Engineers. Maximum age 50. File No.

5347-V.

CIVIL OR STRUCTURAL ENGINEER with ad-

ministrativo ability required for timber
development engineering by Canadian In-

stituto of Timber Construction. This Instituto,

representing the structural timber fabricating

industry and the pressure-treating industry

in Canada, has several projects under way
requiring Professional personnel with ability

to develop and present design Information

for the use of designing engineers and archi-

tects. Experience in design, preferably with

a Consulting firm is desirable. Ability to

administrate and to coordinate activities of

others is essential. We visualize a man
30-40 who likes variety in his work and
enjoys working with people. Location, Ot-

tawa. Reply giving full details. File No.
5355-V.

STRUCTURAL ENGINEER for technical pro-

motion work in connection with a major type

of building construction. Applicant must be a

Canadian citizen experienced in structural de-

sign and capable of meeting and assisting

engineers, architects and public officials with

structural problems. Office in Toronto, con-

siderable travei in Ontário. Salary $6,000.

Car allowance. Reply stating personal data,

qualifications and references. File No. 5360-V.

WATERWORKS DESIGN ENGINEER, applicant

must be a graduate Professional engineer of

a recognized university and preferably a

member of the Association of Professional

Engineers of Ontário or the equivalent. Should

have a minimum of 7 to 10 years experience

in the design of engineering structures rc,

watermains, pumping station, elevated tanks,

etc. Excellent opportunity for advancement.

Generous sick leave pension, vacation, and

hospital and medicai plan. Initial salary

range $5,600 to $7,200. Starting salary com-

mensurate with ability and experience. Muni-

cipality located in Southern Ontário. File No.

5369-V.

RECENT GRADUATE CIVIL ENGINEER re-

quired in the track section of the Office of

the chief engineer of a major railway com-

pany in Montreal. File No. 5377-V.

CIVIL ENGINEER required to manage and

direct the expansion of Montreal company,

specializing in the design and construction of

prestressed concrete structures. Should be

top executive, age 35 to 45 years, and have

extensivo experience in the field and offioe

management. Excellent salary plus participa-

tion in company profits. File No. 5381-V.

Sepivmher, 1955

CIVIL ENGINEER preferably not over 35

years of age required by structural steel firm

in Montreal, to act as salesman for roof deck

and wall panei construction. Salary open.

Please reply to File No. 5393-V.

SOIL ENGINEERS, required by well known
Engineering and Construction Company. Must
be graduate Civil Engineers. preferably with

post graduate studies in soil mcchanics and

foundation engineering. Send resume of quali-

fications and experience. Replies will be

treated confidentially. File No. 5396-V.

GRADUATE CIVIL ENGINEERS, required by

well known Engineering and construction

company for special work in the field of

Soil Meehanics and Foundation Engineering.

Post graduate studies in soil meehanics and
structures desirable but not essential. Send
resume of qualifications and experience. Re-

plies will be treated confidentially. File No.

5396-V.

SÉNIOR STRUCTURAL ENGINEER required

for mining and concentrating plant design and
layout. Please state full details of qualifi-

cations, experience and age in first letter to

File No. 5398-V.

ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERS required for development in con-

nection with telephony magnetic amplifiers.

radar, transistor circuits, fire control sys-

tems and other servo operated Instruments

for both military and commercial application.

The continuing expansion of work in our engi-

neering department offers opportunities for

both .sénior and intermediate engineers. Pre-

vious experience in fire control or electro-

acoustical systems is desirable and super-

visorv ability would be an asset. Location

Montreal. File No. 5244-V.

SALES ENGINEER. required to sell Communi-
cations equipment in the Montreal area.

Applicants must be bilingual and have an

extensive electrical background. Above aver-

age remuneration on a base salary plus

commission arrangement. Car. company bene-

fits and excellent future with expanding com-

pany. File No. 5245-V.

TELEVISION BROADCAST ENGINEER requir-

ed by Ontário manufacturer. Must be familiar

wilh television transmission equipment in-

eluding camera chains, transmitters, an-

tennas, etc. Must be qualified to lay out

television studio broadcast equipment and

prepare technical briefs covering television

.station operation. Considcrable customer con-

tact will be involved. Position may develop

into sales engineering in the television field.

File No. 5256-V.

RADIO COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERS for

research and development on HF and UHl'

equipment required by Ontário manufacturer.

Some practical experience in this field essen-

tial. This is a varied and inleresting position

with a small but rapidly expanding Com-

munications company with excellent oppor-

tunities for future progress. File No. 5256-V.

.JÚNIOR ELECTRICAL ENGINEER required

by paper company located in Province of

Quebec. Graduate engineer preferably 1950.

interested in working in the engineering and

operaling fields. File No. 5269-V.

GRADUATE ELECTRICAL engineer with
several years experience in plant mechanical

work required by a promincnt Montreal in-

du.strial engineering firm. Experience in air

conditioning and plant mechanical design de-

sirable. Position involves supervision of ali

mechanical and electrical design and offers

possible participation in lhe firm for the
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ENGINEERING

OPPORTUNITIES

IN

VICTORIA, B.C.

with B.C. Power Commission, for

sénior and intermediate civil

cngineers in hydraulic design,

both office and fíeid, and sénior

clectricol stotion designers. Ex-

cellent welfare provisions. Con-

tact personnel supervisor. Box

500, Victoria, B.C., for further

Information, stating qualifica-

tions, experience and availability.

right nian. Five day week with Blue Cross
aiid pension plan. Reply should detail edu-
cation, experience, personal qualifications and
starting salary required. File No. 5286-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER required by paper
makers with at least two years experience
in paper mill or other industrial work.
Initially, his work will consist of design on
•specification of paper mill electrical equip-
ment. Good starting salary. File No. 5295-V.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS, for electronic engi-
neers. General company expansion has
created several opportunities for men with
proven ability and experience for the design
and development of complex electronic appar-
atus. There are openings for electrical and
mechanical engineers in the foUowing fields;
electronic computors, microwave relay sys-
tems, test equipment design and development,
Systems engineering, transitors. If you are
interested in improving your Professional status
and knovvledge by joining a firm that offers
the security and prestige of leadership send
full details as to age, education and past
experience by mail. AU replies will be held
in strict contidence and will be acknowledged.
File No. 5299-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, 4 to 8 years e,\-

perience in electronics, electrical or electro-
magnetic circuits. Capable of doing and
directing development in these fields; interest-
ed in developing his own ideas with those
of others in exchange for an opportunity to
participate in a small progressive engineering
company. File No. 5304-V.

ASSISTANT SALES MANAGER, for electrical
industry. Graduate electrical engineer pre-
ferred with experience of sales organization,
in the switchgear and transformer field.
Please state experience, age and salary ex-
pected. Application to be accompanied by a
recent photograph. File No. 5308-V.

McGILL UNIVERSITY, requires demonstrators
in Ellectrical Engineering, starting October
fnst. Salary $300 a month, with time and
tree facilities for study and research. File
No. .')315-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND DRAUGHTS-
MEN. Industrial, electrical light and power
distribution. Salary commensurate with ex-
perience. Location, Montreal. File No. 5326-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER up to $7.200.00 to
supervise the installation and the design, pre-
paration of plans, specifications and estimates
of electrical systems for public buildings. For
further Information write to file No. 5330-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER required by Cana-
dian General contractor on construction of
hydro-electric development in Pakistan. Mar-
ried man preferred. Duration of job approx-
imately three years. Good living conditions.
.\pplicant must have a general experience in
the electrical branch of construction work
File No. 5335-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS for the produc-
tion department. This man to have a maxi-
mum of two years experience in production
detailing and checking on low voltage dis-

tribution equipment of ali kinds. Location S.
Ontário. File No. 5346-V.

GRADUATE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS. We
require graduate electrical engineers for our
Montreal Engineering department. We are
looking for men with experience in power
utility work or associated lines. Duties will
consist of design of power stations, trans-
mission systems, sub-stations, distribution and
control systems and would include field
.supervision of installations. The salary offered
will be based on ability and experience. The
company has normal employee benefits. File
No. 5354-V.

GRADUATE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, re-

(luired as assistant engineer rural department
of power company in Alberta. Location in

Edmonton. Duties involve design and estima-
tion of single phase farm power lines with re-

lated engineering. Salary commensurate with
qualifications. Excellent employee benefits
provide pension. group life, sickness and acci-

dent coverage. File No. 5359-V.

TWO JÚNIOR ELECTRICAL or engineering
physicists for work in our research and de-
velopment departments. The work involves
research and development work in various

STRUCTURAL
ENGINEER

for technical promotion work in

connection with a major type of

building construction. Applicant

must be a Conadian citizen ex-

perienced in structural design ond

copoble of meeting and assisting

engineers, architects and public

officials with structural problems.

Office in Toronto, considerablc

travei in Ontário.

Salary $6,000. Car allowance.

Reply stating personal data, qual-

ifications and references.

File No. 5360-V.

special antennae and related components.
Lccation Ontário. File No. 5374-V.

GRADUATE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER WANT-
ED as demonstrator in the electrical engineer-

ing department University of Toronto for the

session 1955-56. Session commences on Sept.

19th, 1955. and extends seven months. File

No. 5375-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, university graduate,
required for electrical service of power and
industrial equipment of a Canadian manu-
facturer. Applicant will be located in Mont-
real with possibility of limited amount of

travei in Province of Quebec. Please state

education, experience and starting salary ex-

pected. File No. 5384-V.

ELECTRICAL SALES ENGINEERING AND
APPLICATION ENGINEERING positions in

new and growing company making electrical.

industrial control apparatus in S.W. Ontário.
Prefer electrical, mechanical or engineering
and business. File No. 5388-V.

ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING ENGINEER.
with experience in the design and manufac-
ture of Air Break Switchgear required for
Chief Engineers position with Western Manu-
facturer. Should be capable of leading a
development program in a newly equipped
laboratory on low voltage air break switch-
gear and Circuit breakers up to 15 kv. Salary
open. Replies from applicants with ali or
part of the required experience will be treat-
ed in strict confidence, and sliould contain
full details of experience, age, and educa-
tional background. File No. 5395-V.

MECHANICAL
MECHANICAL ENGINEER required, and whose

duties will include general mechanical de-

sign on a variety of projects associated witl
the commercial application of atomic energy
.'\pplicants should have a minimura of 4 year
experience, a small portion of which shouli
be in the electrical field. Engineering grad
uates of Canadian or British universities pre
ferred. Please reply in writing giving fu;
details of education and experience to Fil
No. 5259-V.

THOROUGHLY EXPERIENCED INDUSTRI
engineer required by manufacturer of larg
range of heavy mechanical equipment. A
plicant should be of department head calibr
and capable of setting up and administeria
an industrial engineering group. A mechanic
engineering degree and five years of appli
able experience are preferable qualification
File No. 5265-V.

SALES ENGINEERS required by Montre
manufacturer of a wide range of hea
mechanical equipment. Applicants should b
graduate engineers, in the age bracket of
to 35, with a minimum of perhaps thre
years sales experience in mechanical equi^
ment or allied lines. They must be matur
and personable with strong sales or sales a""

ministration interests and aptitudes. File N"
.5266-V.

GRADUATE Canadian engineers, preferablJ
with manufacturing experience, required bl
tinancial institution to make surveys of anl
write reports on industries in Eastern Canadal
Salary according to qualifications. File Nd
5273-V.

.MECHANICAL ENGINEER required in conl
.struction department of pulp and paper conl
pany located in Maritime Provinces. En
gineer with experience in design and installíf

tion of power plant equipment. We are conl
templating the installation of an 850 p.s.i.[

200,000 Ib hr. power boiler. oilfired. File No|
5277-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, required for supeil
Vision of design for a variety of heavj
machinery. Applicant must be an engineerina
graduate or have equivalent status, 35 to 4|
years of age, capable of promoting design foi
both economy and practicability as well ai
control of quality consistent with design inteni
and facilities of manufacture. Please replj
in detail, stating experience, education, ela
iMl replies wil! be kept in strict confidencel

Salary commensurate with experience anJ
qualifications. Office and shops in Montrea|

area. File No. 5282-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER to take charge o|

mechanical department of a prominent Monn
real industrial engineering firm. Experiencl
in air conditioning design, steam plant anJ
plant mechanical Services required. For ail

experienced man with good personallty thii

position offers an unlimited future includina

participation in the firm. Five day week witll

blue cross and pension plan. Reply shoultl

WANTED
BY THE

CITY OF HAMILTON
WATERWORKS

DESIGN ENGINEER
Applicant must be a graduate
Professional engineer of a recog-

nized University and preferably

a member of the Association of

Professional Engineers of Ontário
or the equivalent.

Should have a minimum of 7

to 10 years' experience in the

design of engineering structures

re watermains, pumping station,

elevated tanks, etc.

Excellent opportunity for ad-
vancement. Generous sick leave,

pension, vacation, and hospita!

cind medicai plan.

Inítial salary range $5,600 to

$7,200. Starting salary commen-
surate with ability and exper-
ience.

Apply
Stating ali particulars to

Director of Personnel
City Hall
Hamilton
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RESEARCH
HYDRAULIC
ENGINEER

For research team studying the

forces involved in pulpwood hold-

ing grounds, at bofh model and
full scale. Requirements: master's

degree in hydraulic engineering,

good academic record, and ability

to work with woods personnel in

the field. Apply by resume to

Scientific Personnel Officer,

Pulp and Paper Research
Institute ot Canada,

3420 University Street,

Montreal, Quebec

itit

detail education, experience, personal quali-

fications and starting salary required. File

No. 5286-V.

[ECHANICAL ENGINEER, experienced in

plate fabrication work with some selling ex-

perience to assist in developing an industrial

business. Location, Province of Quebec. File

No. 5307-V.

[ECHANICAL ENGINEER, to take complete
charge of engineering department in médium
sized, aggressive electrical manufacturing plant

in Montreal. The right man must be a good
draughtsman with some practical experience
and be prepared to re-organize the present

engineering department. There is an excel-

lent opportunity that position would lead to

executive levei and company participation.

FUe No. 5311-V.

lECHANICAL ENGINEER, required by archi-

tectural firm in Winnipeg. Keating, ventilat-

ing, plumbing design and layout experience
preferred. To work with Chief Engineer. File

No. 5314-V.

lACHINERY SALESMAN, required by leading
manufacturer of machine tools in Southern
Ontário. Applicants should have some prac-

tical machine shop experience, plus a proven
sales record. Reply in writing, stating age,
salary expected and experience, etc. Fila

No. 5317-V.

lECHANICAL ENGINEER, with 3 to 5 years
experience in the design and construction oí

materiais handling equipment. Working knowl-
edge of electricity and the strength ot struc-

tures helpful. Position offers good salary
and opportunity for advancement with full

employee benefits. Location Niagara Penín-
sula. File No. 5322-V.

lECHANICAL ENGINEER required by pulp
and paper company with ali or some of the
foUowing qualifications. Experience in main-
tenance work, knowledge of the fundamentais
of time and motion study. AbUity to super-
vise a group of approximately ten persons.
Some knowledge of production cost systems.
Duties include work with consultants on tne
installation of a system of maintenance
standards. Develop standard time values,
supervise a crew of maintenance standard
assessors. File No. 5382-V.

RADUATE MECHANICAL ENGINEER with
ene or two years experience, to assist the
plant engineer. Salary depending upon quali-
fications. File No. 5383-V.

lECHANICAL SALES ENGINEERING and
application engineering positions in new and
growing company making electrical, indus-
trial control apparatus in S.W. Ontário. Prefer
electrical, mechanical or engineering and
business 1955 graduates. FUe No. 5388-V.

WELL KNOWN MACHINERY manufacturer
requires a mechanical sales engineer to
contact large industries in the Province of
Quebec. Established clientele assuring sub-
stantial income for qualified man. Some
knowledge of French desirable. This is in
addition to the existing staff who are aware
of this vacancy. If you believe you are the
man for this position, please send complete
details of qualifications and past experience
which wUl be held in strict confidence. FUe
No. 5389-V.

RADUATE MECHANICAL ENGINEER for
large industrial concern near Montreal re-
quired for development work and general
Project engineering. Permanent staff position
and good prospects of promotion for young
engineer with initiative and abiUty for original

design work. Previous experience preferred
but not necessary. We will pay travelling ex-
penses for interview. Write stating personal
Information, experience in detail. salary re-
quired and date available. FUe No. 539Ó-V.

* MISCELLANEOUS
A NATIONAL ORGANIZATION requires an en-
gineering staff manager to coordinate depart-
ments supplying product engineering services
for their very diversified lines. The man wiU
have engineering training and experience but
will also be strong in administrative abllfty
and experience and able to build an out-
standing organization. He wUl motivate his
staffs to design in terms of sales appeal,
manufacturing costs and production. He him-
self wUl be seriously concerned with the
mutual impacts of market trends, sales fore-
casts, service and engineering. He will de-
termine policy, guide and direct organization
to provide information for order negotiation,
manufacturing, quality control, production
and industrial engineering, product develop-
ment and design, selection and training of per-
sonnel. He will maintain close Uaison with
sales, manufacturing and purchasing. This
position wUl be both demanding and chaUeng-
ing. If youP experience and ambitions Une up
with our description send us aU pertinent In-
formation as to training and experience. FUe
No. 5255-V.

CHIEF ENGINEER. responsible to the pres-
ident. Age 35 to 40, In charge of ali product

ATTRACTIVE OPPORTUNITIES
For

SÉNIOR ARCHITECTS AND
ENGINEERS
WITH THE

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
IN OTTAWA

Salaries up to $7,900

Requirements include:

An assistant chief penitentiaries

engineer with training in engi-

neering or architecture; a tele-

communications engineer; a Com-
munications engineer; an architect

(Buildings); an electrical engineer

(Power); a structural engineer;

and a construction engineer
(Runways).

Opportunities for advancement.
Generous Fringe Benefits.

For further information, write to:

CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION
OTTAWA

Ask for circular B341

engineering activities. Duties through a group

of four to five product engineers, to direct

experimental engineering activities, conceive,

develop and design new products supervise re-

design of aU regular line products for im-

provement and cost reduction. To supervise

engineering department of fifty persops,

through unU heads. To maintain adequate

engineering records, including drafting and
blue-printing sections. Engineering graduate

in mechanical or electrical with experience in

the direction of product engineering, prefer-

ably in the field of consumer durables. FUe
No. 5255-V.

SÉNIOR CHECKER to lay out and check de-

tails of aircraft installations. Applicant should

have had at least 15 years experience in

dravving offices of aircraft manufacturers or

in drawing in connection with allied light en-

gineering work. This is a position suitable for

an engineer who is retired or nearing retire-

ment age. Reply stating age, education, ex-

nerience, personal particulars and salary ex-

pected. File No. 5257-V.

MECHANICAL DESIGNERS (engineers or

draughtsmen) capable of doing the work of

machine design including puUeys, gear, etc.

Location, Ottawa and Montreal. Salary com-
mensurate with experience. File No. 5326-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS AND DRAUGHTS
MEN, for industrial installation of equipment.

piping, ele. Salary commensurate with ex-
perience. Location, Montreal. FUe No. 5326-V.

GRADUATE MECHANICAL ENGINEER re-
quired by a heavy induslry with extensi\c
mining and milling operations in the Eastern
Townships (Quebec). Duties wiU Include
machine design, plant layout, work schedul-
ing, etc. Preferenco wiU be given to appli-
cant with one year's experience or recent
graduates. Good opportunity. Interesting and
permanent position with attractive salary.
Numeious employee benefits, Replies should
include complete record of education, ais»)
salary expcctation should be mentioned. FUe
No. 5338-V.

WORK EQUIPMENT MANAGER required by
large transportation company headquarters in
Montreal. Applicants must be graduate
mechanical engineers, not over 40 years old.
with at least 10 years experience in lhe
selection. operation and repair of contractors'
work equipment or mechanical equipment
used in woodlands operations. Apply to the
undersigned by letter, giving complete in-
formation in regard to person, education and
experience. Personal interviews wUl bo
arranged if applications justify. Salary de-
pends on capabUity of successful appUcant.
File No. 5343-V.

ASSISTANT MECHANICAL SUPERINTENDENT
required for Southern Quebec pulp and paper
mUl. Recent mechanical engineering graduate
preferred, to assist mechanical superintend-
ont in ali phases eventually taking over
complete responsibUity for mechanical main-
tenance. Position offers exceUent opportunity
for advancement. Hospitalization and lUe
insurance, pension plan, etc. avaUable.
Please include in application aU detaUs re-
garding education and experience. FUe No.
Ô349-V.

GRADUATE MECHANICAL ENGINEER re-
quired by large manufacturing plant located
in Montreal. A minimum of five years ex-
perience in heavy mechanical equipment
es.sential. Some shop experience desirable.
,'\pplicant wUl be required to study, analyze
and report on new product lines and develop
specifications for cost estimating. Give de-
tails of age, education, experience, salary
requirements and other relevant information
to FUe No. 5357-V.

THE PLANT ENGINEERING SERVICES 0(
the National Research CouncU, requires at
Ottawa a graduate mechanical engineer
preterably with some experience in plant
work to design, prepare plans and specifica-
tions for heating, ventilating and air con-
ditioning systems. Familiarity with various
manufacturers equipment and control systerns
is essential. Initial salary up to $4,500 per
annum depending on qualifications. Apply by
letter giving fuU details ot education and ex-
perience to The Employment Office, National
Research CouncU, Sussex Drive, Ottawa, On-
tário. Please quote file PE-236. FUe No.
5358-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER required for work
in refinery at Sarnia as arca maintenance
engineer. Must have 3 to 5 years experi-
ence in oil refinery or related industry.
Duties include general engineering and esti-
mating. Permanent position, fuU employee
benefits. Write giving fuU particulars of
age, qualifications, experience. present salary.
File No. 5364-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER required for product
design by manufacturer of mining machinerv
in Southern Ontário. Registered or quaUfied
Professional engineer. Reply in detaU stating

WANTED
PULP & PAPER

ENGINEER
Graduate engineer capable of

planning and developing com-
plete pulp and paper projccts.

Must have not less than five

years' experience in ncwsprint
manufacturing. Summorizc expor
ience — Location about 100
miles from Montreal.

Address Reply to the Engineering

Journal File No. 5363-V.
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ATOMIC POWER PROJECT

PLATE AND VESSEL DESIGNER
Wc require an experienced professional mechanical engineer

with 5 to 10 years' design experience in vessels, heat ex-

changers or allied equipment.

Will be required to work on pressure vessels and heat

exchanger for the reactor, as well as plate and tube com-

ponents for the reactor core.

Please reply by letter stating experience, qualifications etc. to

Canadian General Electric Company Ltd.,

212 King Street W.,

Toronto, Ontário

Attentión: Mr. W. F. McMullen

personal history, education and experience.
File No. 5368-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER for Sales oHice re-

quired by manufacturer o( hydraulic fittings

and hoses, etc, located in Ontário. Salary
open with excellent future prospects. Age
group approximately 23 to 30 years. File
No. 5370-V.

LARGE MONTREAL MANUFACTURER re-

quires specialist in welding and brazing tech-
niques for mass produced apparatus. Appli-
cant should be mechanical engineering grad-
uate or equivalent with minimum of five
years experience in welding processes. Salaiy
open. Your confidence will be respected. File
No. 5376-V.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANT to director of main-
tenance and operations required by Sask. de-
partment of public works. Salary range $382-
$464 per month. Competition No. c/c 3582.
Applicants require con.siderable experience in
building construction repair and maintenance
preferably including electrical and mechanical
design and installation; supplemented by en-
gineering degree or equivalent in training. In-

cumbent is expected to provide professional
advice to the director on repairs and main-
tenance of government buildings and to assist
the director in tormulating repair and main-
tenance programs and to administer these
programs. Competition will close when suit-

able applicant is obtained. File No. 5258-V.

ENGINEERING - PHYSICIST required, and
whose duties will consist of development en-
gineering in group engaged in the commercial
application of radioactivity to the medicai
and industrial fields. Minimum of 3-4 years
experience in the field of nuclear physics, or
alternately in the electronics field with some
knowledge of radiation physics. Graduates of

Canadian or British universities preferred.
Please reply in writing giving full details of
education and experience to file No. 5259-V.

PULP AND PAPER SALES ENGINEER re-

quired by manufacturer of a wide range of
mechanical equipment with head Office in

Montreal, to work out of their Vancouver
Office. This man should have a minimum of

five years experience in the pulp and paper
business, be thoroughly familiar with the in-

dustry and have strong sales interests or
potential. He should be a graduate mechanical
or Chemical engineer with a good knowledge
of instrumentation and controls. File No.
5265-V.

GRADUATE ENGINEER required for heavy
clay products plant in southeastern Alberta.
Duties will consist of plant layout re plant
expansion, equipment replacement, materiais
handling, and related matters. Please reply
in own handwriting. AU replies will be held
in strict confidence. File No. 5270-V.

PROCESS ENGINEER required for heavy clay
products plant in south eastern Alberta. Duties
will consist of quality control, specifications,
laboratory and field work, process studies,
and related matters. Please reply in own
handwriting. AIl replies will be held in strict

confidence. File No. 5270-V.

PRODUCTION MAN REQUIRED for heavy
clay products plant in Southeast Alberta to
understudy plant .superintendent. Engineering
training desirable but not essential. Please
reply in own handwriting. Ali replies will
be held in strict confidence. File No. 5270-V.

ASSISTANT PLANT ENGINEER required for
heavy clay products plant located on the
lower mainland of British Columbia. Duties

will consist of plant layout, equipment s
placement and installation, time studies. te
terials handling and related matters. 1

replies will be held in strict confidence. F
No. 5270-V.

WANTED 1 SÉNIOR MECHANICAL ENC
NEER, 1 sénior civil engineer, 3 jun]

mechanical or civil engineers for mining a
concentrating plant for design and layc
Please state full details of qualificatioi
experience and age in first letter to File ^
.5272-V.

GRADUATE Canadian engineers, preferal
with manufacturing experience, required
financial institution to make surveys of a
write reports on industries in Eastern Cc
ada. Salary according to qualifications. F
No. 5273-V.

TWO GRADUATE ENGINEERS wanted I

permanent position, one civil and one mecha
cal with 2 or 3 years experience, pulp a
paper preferred but not essential. Location
Northern Ontário Lakehead, with progressi'
expanding company, having ali employee be
fits. Furnish qualifications, salary expec
and availability for interview with appU
tion. File No. 5274-V.

THE QUEEN'S COMMISSION in the Re
Army offers a career of unusual importan
challenge and opportunities. It offers m"
rewards. The financial returns, the pen
plan, the opportunities for advancem
match, and in some ways, exceed thOM
any civilian profession or career. Howev
no one can measure the many íntangible
wards of a leadership career in the serv
of Queen and Country. There are spe"
opportunities and need for graduate engine
in The Royai Canadian Engineers, The Ro
Canadian Corps of Signals. The Royai Ca
dian Electrical and Mechanical Enginee
File No. 5276-V.

TWENTY-FIVE OPPORTUNITIES, for elec
cal and mechanical engineers to unded
training as patent examiners with the Ff
eral Government at Ottawa. Good careel
numerous benefits. Starting salaries up
$4,620. For additional Information write
Civil Service Commission of Canada, Otta\l
Ask for circular B297. File No. 5278-V.

SALES ENGINEER required by water tre|
ment engineers located in Ontário for
Hamilton and Niagara Península area. Prel
man with engineering degree. File No. 528l|

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER required by lad
manufacturer Toronto. Applicant should b^
recent graduate with one to two years
perience in time-study, budgetary control, cl
reduction, preferably in the metal indust]
File No. 5289-V.

PLANT MANAGER AND TWO production sup|
intendents for new plant operation to

MECHANICAL
DESIGN

ENGINEER
We require an experienced professional mechanical engi-

neer with 10 to 15 years' experience in design of mechanical

equipment particularly cranes or materiais handling ma-

chinery. Experience in design of radioactive material handling

valuable.

Will be required to design layout of fuel rod handling

system and equipment.

Please reply by letter stating experience, qualifications

etc. to:

Conadian General Electric Company Limited,

212 King Street West,

Toronto, Ontário

Attentión: Mr. W. F. McMullen
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YEAR S TRAINING IN ENGLAND
WITH PAY

Passage Paid
On behalf of British Insulated Callender s Cables Limited \ve have been asked
to select outstanding Engineering Graduates in Canada to be the guests of
B.I.C.C. in England for a year, leaving Canada about January Ist, 1956.

The details, briefly:

Several Engineering graduates in Canada will be given an opportunity to
work in B.I.C.C. Laboratories and Factories in England.

Applicanta selected will receive a salary^i of $3900.00 per annum, half to be
paid in pounds sterling for living expenses while in England, the remaining half
to be retained in Canada for payment as a lump sum in dollars on their return.

Travelling expenses from present location to destination in England will be
paid in addition to the above salary.

Married applicants may take their families at their own expense, in which
case ali or part of the doUar half of the salary will be paid in pounds sterling
while in England.

Those selected will be under no obligation to join either B.I.C.C. or Phillips
Electrical Ccmpany Limited upon complotion of their year in England.

Applicants are requested to forward fuU details of their education, experience,
age, future plans, etc, in writing, by October 15th, 1955, to:

Mr. T. A. Lindsay, President,

Phillips Eléctrica! Company Limited,

P.O. Box 100,

Brockville, Ontário.

PHILLIPS ELECTRICAL COMPANY LIMITED
the Canadion affiliate of the worid-wide B.I.C.C. Croup

ocated north of Toronto. Established multi-

plant manufacturing organization. Successful
applicants will have practical experience back-
n'Ound in ground wood pulp cr paper mill.

Hay be superintendents or sénior production
lupervisors who have reached a standstUl
lirough lack of scope. Chemical or mechanical
inglneering background desirable. Ages 32 to

S. Sound salary plan and full benefit program.
lese are permanent challenging positions

for men of proven production ability, drive
ind Vision. Excellent opportunity for growth
in International expanding organization. Reply
íiving full details of industrial experience,
ige, educational background, etc. Ali serious
ipplications will be acknowledged and treated
)n a strictly confidential basis. File No.
Í291-V.

1,ES ENGINEER in industrial water treat-

nent department to work in the city of

Ãontreal. We would prefer to have a bílingual
nan if at ali possible, but it is not absolutely

lecessary that he be able to speak French.
«lie No. 5294-V.

iCHANICAL ENGINEER or engineering phy-
iics graduates of 1953, 1954 or 1955. We have
11 opportunity for an engineer with a desire
or a future in sales engineering work in

leating, ventilating, air conditioning and
)Ower plant equipment. You would take a
raining program which includes a five months
iraduate engineering course in sales, research,
lesign, and product engineering in United
ttates, after which you would return to a
Sranch office of our company in Canada,
líour inquiry for further Information wiU be
reated as highly confidential. File No. 529B-V.

INTENANCE SUPERINTENDENT, requirod
n Montreal for large chain of supermarkets.
'osition requires a qualified mechanical en-

ineer with strong administrative ability and
background including refrigeration and elec-

rical instaUation. File No. 5300-V.

IGINEERING REFRESENTATIVE. required
>y new progressive organization handling a
ariety of specialized building materiais. Com-
pany is well represented in Ontário, the

Vestem Provinces and British Columbia. The
ipening is for the Quebec territory. File No.
aoi-v.

WL OR MECHANICAL ENGINEER, for the

ngineering staff of a two machine high
ipeed newsprint mill. Applicants should pre-

erably but not necessarily have had some
«perience in engineering work in the paper
ndustry. Salary commensurate with experience
nd qualifications. Reply stating age, educa-
ion, experience, personal particulars, and
lalary expected to File No. 5302-V.

PLICATIONS ARE INVITED, for the posl-

ion of Director of The Saskatchewan Re-
learch Council. The Director will be respon-
ible for the initiation and supervision of the

activities of the Council, including overaU
direction of a program of laboratory and
pilot plant research, and for co-ordination

and liaison with research carried on by the

University of Saskatchewan, the National Re-
search Council and other agencies. He will

be expected to take an active part in the

design and planning of a proposed new labora-

tory which will be located on the campus
of the University of Saskatchewan. This

laboratory is to operate as a centre of knowl-

edge covering current developments in the

utilization of pioviíicial resources and conduct

research into methods for their more effective

utilization. It will contain within it the pres-

ent industrial minerais research branch of

the department of mineral resources of the
Province of Saskatchewan, the Office ol the
Technical Information Service, and admlnis-
tration of research grants-in-aid provided by
the Council. File No. 5309-V.

YOUNG ENGINEERS. required for training in
the Industrial Engineering Department of a
progressive Ontário firm. The men we are
looking for have some engineering training
and are willing to accept responsibility. There
are excellent chances for advancement for
men who can develop the ability to deal effcc-
tively with ali leveis of management. Start-
ing salary $4.000 to $5.000. depending on
experience and ability. Reply giving full par-
ticulars on expei-ience, education and in-
terests. File No. 5312-V.

SALES ENGINEER for vitrified sewer plpe
(Western Provinces). Write stating experience
and references. Excellent opportunity. File
No. 5313-V.

SALES ENGINEER, required, age 25-32, with
about 3 years experience, to handie fairly
large accounts for company selling industrial
finishes to manufacturers such as enamels,
lacquers used by paper industry, to work out
of Ottawa. File No. 5319-V.

TWO YOUNG GRADUATE ENGINEERS. re-

quired in the production study and methods
department. Age 23 to 27 years. Applicant
.should possess a desire to learn new methods,
the ability to work with a minimum of super-

vision. and practical industrial experience.

The first nine months of employment would
consist of training in the Production Study
Section learning labour controls before being

transferred to the Production Methods Section.

The salary would be based on the experience

and qualifications oí the applicant. File No.

5320-V.

S.ALES ENGINEER, Chemical, mining. metal-

lurgical or mechanical graduate with some
experience. WiU be based in Toronto, Ontário.

References and reputation most important.

This is a large foundry and the position has

an excellent future with best possible salary

and benefits. File No. 5323-V.

A CANADIAN UNIVERSITY, wishes to receive

applications from engineering graduates, pref-

erably civil, mechanical or electrtcal, under

thirty-five years of age, to teach engineering

problems and drawing. Applications should

give applicants age, university and experience.

The salary offered is $2,200 and up for the

session depending on qualifications. Might

lead to permanent appointment. File No.

5325-V.

OPPORTUNITIES
for

Electrical Engineers and Engineering Physicists

with the

DEFENCE RESEARCH BOARD
at

Vaicartier, Quebec; Ottawa, Ontorio;

Dartmouth, Nova Scotía

The challenging programme, which offers excellent chonce for

advancement, includes research on missile control systenns, servo-

mechonisms, temperature and vibrotion problems, fire control Sys-

tems, instrumentotion, low frequency ond high frequency propagotion,

radio communication circuits, rodar, microwave techniques, and

underwater ocoustics.

Applications ore invited from university graduates (or the

equivalent) who are Conadian citizens or British subjects.

Initiol salories .--ange from $3750 to $6400 depending on

qualifications and experience.

Modern laboratory facilities and generous employment benefits

ovailoble.

Write to: Director of Research Personnel,

Detence Research Board,

Daly BIdg., Annex, Mackenzic Ave.,

Ottawa, Ontário.

PLEASE REFER TO 55-DRP-7.
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MECHANICAL, CIVIL OR ELECTRICAL ENGI-
NEER, for work in mechanical goods sales

division. Company located in Montreal. The
job deals with the larger industrial concerns
and involves many individual problems that

require originality and imagination, together

with technical know-how and selling ability.

Applicant should be 25 to 35 years of age
and anxious to show his ability. File No.
5327-V.

PROVINCE OF NOVA SCOTIA, requires an
architect for Department of Public Works.
Applicant should be registered or qualified

for registration with Nova Scotia Association

of Architects. Forms may be obtained by
applying to the Civil Service Commission,
P.O. Box 943, HaUfax, N.S. File No. 5328-V.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER or mechanical engineer
with Chemical plant experience required for

plant development and process improvement
in a Chemical plant in Toronto. Must have
5-10 years experience in Chemical plant oper-

ation or maintenance some design or engi-

neering experience desirable. Salary com-
mensurate with ability, pension, health and
hospitalization benefits provided. File No.
5329-V.

FACTORY MANAGER REQUIRED to be re-

sponsible for ali manufacturing and related
service activities. He is to be accountable
to the President and general manager for

quality and economy of the foUowing activ-

ities: direction and coordination of ali direct

manufacturing operations, through a superin-
tendent, including departments as: machine
shop, tool room, welding (prLncipally electric),

press—for light and médium sheet and plate,

assembly, finishing and painting. To direct
through a chief engineer, service and modifi-
cation engineering and product design as re-

quired. Applicant should be a graduate
mechanical engineer with practical experience
in similar manufacturing operations. Age
38-45 years preferred. Should be a leader
and co-ordinator with a good cost-conscious-
ness and demonstrated ability in methods im-
provement. File No. 5336-V.

SALES MANAGER FOR SCIENTIFIC instru-
ment division of International company. In-

struments include spectro-photometers, PH
meters, goniometers, precision electronic in-

struments and nucleonic Instruments. A gen-
eral knowledge of application of above equip-
ment plus some experience in sales to in-

dustry or research establishments preferred
but not essential. Remuneration on salary,
bónus and expense arrangement. Location
Toronto, periodic travelling throughout Can-
ada necessary. File No. 5337-V.

ENGINEERS REQUIRED for expanding clay
products industry in British Columbia and
Alberta. Opportunities available in plant
engineering, process engineering, production
engineering and sales engineering. Please
reply stating personal Information, experience
and qualitications, etc, to File No. 5341-V.

THE UNITED NATIONS TECHNICAL ASSIST-
ANT ADMINISTRATION require candidates
for assignments in Turkey, Pakistan and
Israel.

1) Petroleum Geologist required October, 1955,
for a period of one year. To assist in the
organization of the Exploration Department
of the Turkish Petroleum Corporation; to
direct the exploration of new oil fields; to
evaluate previous geological surveys; and to
train local geologists. Sound theoretical

Required Immedíately

by a Montreal Fírm

A PRESIDENT
Thoroughiy experienced in

the contracting industry,
especially in the manage-
ment and public relations'

ends. SuccessfuI candidate
should be a man of ability

and vision. Preferred age
35-45; must be o Civil En-
gineering graduate. Salary
in five figures plus bónus.
File No. 541 7-V.

training in petroleum geology and 10-15 years
of field and executive experience with par-
ticular emphasis on evaluation of under-
developed oil fields; experience with limo-
stone reservoirs is also required.

2) Coal miner required for a period of one
year, to carry out a detailed survey of the
coal mining áreas in West Pakistan, to de-

termine the total available reserves of coal

and particularly of Deghari and related coal
fields in Baluchistan. An expert with exten-
sive practical experience in ali phases of

soft coal mining, including planning and
mechanization of underground surface opera-
tions.

!) Phosphate miner required in Israel. Duties
to commence October Ist, 1955. The expert
will advise on the foUowing matters pertain-
ing to phosphate mining: improvement in size

reduction and classification methods, study
of gravity separation and flotation possibii-

ities. Training of available chemicâl engi-
neers in setting up and running of laboratory
and pilot equipment on various mineral
dressing methods, research on some of the
difficulties encountered foUowed by applica-
tion of results of such research. The expert
should have wide experience in beneficiating
phosphate mines of similar constitution. File
No. 5344-V.

A MAJOR INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION
WITH CANADA-wide distribution facilities re-

quires applicants who have ali or more of

the foUowing classifications. Degree in Engi-
neering, statistics, mathematics or physics;
post graduate degree in business adminis-
tration, statistics or economics; experience
in distribution and profit-abilit.v studies or
operations research; ability to work efficiently

on projects with minimum supervision. Age
25-35, with thorough knowledge of Canadian
and U.S. business practices. FUe No. 5345-V

PULP AND PAPER MILL executive engineer
wanted for full partnership established Pacific
Coast Consulting Engineering Firm. No invest-
ment required—submit complete qualifications
to File No. 5348-V.

CHIEF OPERATOR required for hydro electric
power plant. Must have experience, abUity
to direct and be responsible for operation and
maintenance of power plants, dams and
equipment. Location Northern Quebec. FiUl
company benefit plan. In reply state age,
education, experience. marital status, date
available and salary expected to FUe No.
.5353-V.

APPLICATIONS ARE INVITED for a position
of assistant professor of engineering at Mount
Allison University. Particulars regarding tne
position may be obtained from the Dean of

Science, Mount AlUson University, Sackville.
N.B. File No. 5356-V.

SÉNIOR ESTIMATING ENGINEER required in

a large manufacturing plant located in

Montreal. Applicant must have general ex-
perience in heavy mechanical equipment, a
broad knowledge of product costs, be ener-
getic and have administrative abilities. Give
detaUs of age, education, experience, salary
requirements and other relevant information
to File No. 5357-V.

RESEARCH HYDRAULIC ENGINEER required
for research team studying the forces in-

volved in pulpwood holding grounds, at bolh
model and full scale. Requirements: master's
degree in hydraulics engineering, good
academic record and ability to work with
woods personnel in the field. Apply by re-
sume to FUe No. 5361-V.

PULP AND PAPER ENGINEER required.
Graduate engineer capable of planning and
developing complete pulp and paper projects.
Must liave not less than five years experience
in newsprint manufacturing. Summarize ex-
perience. Location about 100 mUes from
Montreal. FUe No. 5363-V.

SOILS ENGINEER, required by rapidly ex-
panding Consulting firm located in Western
Canada. Must have a post graduate degree
majoring in soUs and a minimum of five
years experience in related work. State full

particulars as to age, experience and salary
expected in first letter. FUe No. 5365-V.

SALES ENGINEER REQUIRED by Canadian
transformer manufacturer. Preferably Pro-
fessional engineer with test course training.
To be responsible for sales in the Maritime
Provinces, reporting to the Montreal Office.
Drawing account and car mUeage aUowance
provided for business travelling. State age,
experience. etc. FUe No. 5366-V.

(Conti iiued un page 13S5)

YOUR
OPPORTUNITY
TO INCREASE

EXPERIENCE

RESPONSIBILITY

SALARY

Continuing progress and expansion

of Dow-Canada's operations have
creoted interesting permanent
career opportunities for:

PROCESS ENGINEERS
Initiolly these two young Chemical
Engineers will be assigned process

evaluation and/or development
problems and will do trouble shoot-

ing in the process plants"\ This

on-the-job training will lead to

Production Supervision, Technical

Sales or Service or Technical Ad-
ministration, etc. (Located in

Sarnia

)

'Ethylene, Chiorine, Coustic, Sty-

rene, Polystyrene, Látex, Clycol,

Solvents or Ammonia.

SALES ENGINEERS
Two Engineers with a flair for sell-

ing and with some sales experience

in a process industry will be given

the opportunity to combine tech-

nical training with interesting cus-

tomer contact. (Initiolly located in

Toronto or Montreal)

One young Metallurgical, Mecho-
nical or Chemical Engineer with

the aggressiveness to develop o

notionol market in the light metal

industry. (Located in Toronto)

PROJECT ENGINEER
With 2 to 5 years mechanical de-

sign experience in a process In-

dustry. This position would provida

the opportunities to hondle major
prospects in ali aspects and to see

the project actually built in the

field. (Located in Sarnia)

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
A recent graduate now in a norrow
field but who wants broad experi-

ence in the design, installation

and operation of heavy power dis-

tributing equipment.

SALES TRAINEE
After extensiva training in Canada
and U.S. these two trainees will be
given permanent assignments OS

field representatives. (Initiolly lo-

cated in Toronto)

To orronge an interview, write to

our General Sales Service Manager
in Toronto (Mr. T. Chambers, 600
University Ave.) or our Personnel

Supervisor in Sarnia (Mr. L. Press-

noil, P.O. Box 1012, Sarnia)

DOW CHEMICAL
OF CANADÁ, LIMITED
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Atlas

alloy

production

steels

are bom in the

iirnace
That's ímportanf, because it means more reliable products than similar steels

piodôce^ by otíier methods, Where pennies mean proflt, wise Canadian

buyers insist oh Atlas high quolify SAE, AISI, MILS, ANQQS, AMS and other

olloy production steels of these types.

The reosons: close tolerance bars, uniform hardenability, good machinability,

fewer rejected pieces or parts, and— pf cporse— prompt delivery.

Just one of
the extras you gel

ivhen you hiiy

ATLAS STEELS LIMITED -WELLAND, ONTÁRIO
Warehouses: Montreal • Toronio . Hamilton . Windsor • Winnipeg . Voncouver

Agents Ttiroughout The World

atlas'

STEELS
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CORROSION TESTS

AID METALS SELECTIQ

Corrosion tesf spool is examined
by plant supervisor and INCO Re-

search Engineer at Ontário Paper

Cotnpany, Thorold, Ontário.

Let INCO be of servíce to
The above picture shows an INCO test spool which

contains a variety of metais and alloys for testing

under actual conditions of projected use. Over many
years, INCO has made thousands of "on the job"

corrosion tesls to determine which alloy or metal

is best suited for the particular job. This type of

close co-operation enables INCO to put its facili-

)emblem SERVICE<

TRADE MARK

INCO SERVIC

DEVELOPME

ties, personnel and experience to the best us^

helping Canadian industry. If you have a me

problem ... let the Information and experit

available at INCO be of servíce to you.

*lnfortnation involving corrosion, fabrication, fouk

problems, hig/i and low temperature servíce and

selecíion.

E GOES WITH INCO NICKEL

NT AND RESEARCH DIVISION

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED, 25 KING ST. W., Ti



Activities of the Forty-seven Branches of the Institute

and

abstracts of papers presented at their meetings

Saguenay

C. C. LOUTTIT, jr.E.I.C,

Secre tary-Treasure r

Joint Annual Meeting

The annual meetings of the Saguenay
Branch, its Júnior Section, and the Cor-

poration of Professional Engineers of

Quebec, were held jointly on May 31

in the Saguenay Inn, Arvida, with 40

members present. F. A. Dagg, chairman

of the Saguenay Branch of the Institute

and the Saguenay Chapter of the Cor-

poration, presided.

Júnior Section

Mr. Dagg turned the chair over to

W. W. Robertson, chairman of the

Júnior Section. R. V. Norman presented

the Júnior Section's secretary's report

after whieh H. Baker presented the

treasurer's report. The reading of these

reports was followed by the election of

oíficers for the season 1955-56 who
were: M. Gilbert, chairman; R. N. Nor-
man, vice chairman; H. J. Baker,

secretary; R. A. Alexander, treasurer;

and J. Furlong, committee member.
Mr. Robertson said that it was be-

coming increasingly more diíficult to

fiud Juniors willing to address a meet-
ing. Consequently, more emphasis wouhl
be placed on the study groups as a

means of developing the young engineer.

The past year's courses were successful

and it was hoped that a greater numbei
of groups could be started in the c^om-

ing season.

Saguenay Branch

Mr. Dagg resumed the chair for the

transaction of Saguenay Branch busi-

ness. After the reading of the secretary's

and treasurer's reports by C. C. Louttit,

H. R. Fee, past Branch councillor, re-

ported on the activities of Council chn-

ing the j'ear. He summed up briefly

what action had been taken on ali the

major issues before Council. Mr. Fee's

term as Branch councillor expired in

May and he expressed his apipreciaton

for having been given the privilege of

serving in this capacity. The member-

ship showed tiíeir appreciation of Mr.
Fee's work by a hearty round of ap-
plause.

A. C. MacNab, chairman of the

Nominating Committee, read the scru-

tineer's report covering the election bal-

lot as follows: A. H. Johnston, chair-

man; C. C. Louttit, vice chairman; F.

A. Brown, L. D. Laventure and D.
Stairs, committee members for a two-
year term; and H. C. Perreault, com-
mittee member for a one-year term.

Remaining on the executive with one
year to sorve as committee members
are J. S. Taylor and O. S. Gislason.

C.P.E.Q.

The meeting then proceeded to the

business of the Corporation. The secre-

tary's and treasurer's reports were read

by C. C. Louttit after which he was
thanked by Mr. Fee for his work as

secretary-treasurer of both organiza-

tions. The chairman of the Nominating

Committee, Mr. MacXab, tlien read the
scrutineer's report covering the election

l):iilot.s as lisicíl above.
In his remarks (^"hairman F. A. Dagg

meutioned lhat this was tlie dose of

onc season's joini activities and the

start of tiie socond siich ycar. He was
proud lo be us.-;ociatC(l with sucii an
piidcavour which was .so well .supported

by the majority of lhe memborsliip.
Umier the chairmanshi|) of A. H. Jolin-

slon thero hacl hcou a good niimber
of meetings, mostiy non-teclinical in

naturo. Thesp were \(!ry succe.ssful willi

aticndanccs ranging l)cl\vr'on 35 and 70.

The Membersiiii) Coinmillee of Me,-i.srs.

Bilodeau and Gislason did very good
work which was not reflected in tlie

figures for mcmbershii> due to lho num-
ber of transfers from tlic area. Tiie fieid

Trip Committee of Me.>isrs. Campbell
and Bois\ert organizcd a visit to lhe

smail industries in the Chicoutimi area

last fali. A .second trip schcduied for

May had to be postponed until

fali. The Entertainmcnt Committee of

Messrs. Taylor and Laventure organized

two successful dances, and attended as

well to the details of supplying the re-

freshments at the regular meetings.

Mr. Dagg tiiauked H. R. Fee. E.I.C.

Branch councillor, and L. Simard,

C.P.E.Q. regional represcniative, for the

great amount of work they had done
for the parent organizations and the

local sections. He expressed his own ap-

preciation for the privilege of serving

as chairman of the local section, and

turned the meeting over to A. H. John-

ston, who moved a vote of thank.-

to Mr. Dagg which the membership
seconded by a round of applause. The
meeting was then adjourned and coffee

and sandwiches were served.

Sarnia

K. E. Be.ntley, m.e.i.c,

Secretary-Treasurer

J. H. Douglas, m.e.i.c,

Branch News Editor

International Dny tvith

Michigan Kngineers

The Michigan Socicty of Professional

Engineers held their annual
_
meetings

(Contiiiiied ou page 1-iSô)

Second Annual

PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS' BALL
spoiísorfd 1>\

Niagara Peninsula Braiu h of the K.I.C.,

Niagara Chapter of the .Association «)f Pr»)fessi<>iial

Engineers of the Province of Ontário

FRIDAY, ()CT()BEK 7lh. 1955

at the

Hotel Sheratoií-Brock, Niagara Falis, Ontário

DINNER 7:00 p.in. UANCF 9:00 p.ni. lo 1 :00 a.iii.

Dress Optional Music b> "The Solitlairrn"

TICKETS ON SALE IN ADVANCE AT $9.00 PEK COI PLE

TicketB Availablo From the FollowinK Tickrt Cuptuinn:

St. CatharincM C. <;. IMuxIoii

Niagara Fali» — C. H. Killoraii

Thorold. Morritton — J. Smith

Korl Kric <:. \. M. l>onalil

Tort Colhornr V. /.«hH»i< li

Wnlland — <;. K. W illiiini-on
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. . there's a job f

I

FOR TRANSMISSION
Long a pioneer in the development and manufacture of electrical tran:

mission equipment, Canadian General Electric strives always to look aheai

G-E cable engineers know the problems and requirements of pow<

transmission, through years of close cooperation with electric utilitie:

G-E cable designers know that increasing generating capacities deman
transmission cables capable of carrying heavier loads over longer distanc*

at higher voltages. This "know-how" has resulted in the deveiopmer

of General Electric high-voltage cables and ozone-resistant insulation;

affording increased efficiency and low maintenance expense.

G-E gas-filled cable— self-supervising, for operation at 10 t

110 kv. More than 1,000,000 feet already in successftj

operation. I

G-E solid type paper-insulated cable.

WIRf r

NADIAN GENERIC A
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iefinery províng ground confirms

;iiperjority of Tríple-Zone Gílsulate

or hot underground pjpes
"...pipes looked absolutely new...tnsulating ejfficiency equal to or hetter

I

than any other...cost oj the gílsulate system has been appreciably lowerV

' R. W. AYER, Chief Engineer, Salt Lake Refining Company

ilt Lake Refining Company confirms

e findings of hundreds of gilsul-

FE® installations throughout the

luntry: this triple-xone insulation

cceeds where others have not ful-

led ali operating conditions

—

and at

wesi cost fer installed linear joot.

Research excavation of the initial

ILSULATE installation at Salt Lake
efining Company, after 14 months
service, proved to their engineering

id maintenance staíT that this new
sulation functioned at peak effi-

íncy. Both lines—one of steam, one

;
water—were in excellent condition,

Iith
no evidence of pitting or scaling.

dditional gílsulate installations

ive been made since by the company
'r utility Services and for road cross-

gs. The insulating efliciency, accord-

ing to their chief engineer, is "equal to

or better" than any of the various other

types of installations—and "at a cost

that is appreciably lower."

Investigate the values of this easily

installed, low-cost insulation yourself.

Use the coupon below for complete iii-

formation, or see your local gílsul-
ate distributor.

FACTS ABOUT GÍLSULATE

1. Eajy to «/í—just pour, tainp and backfill...

pipe heat does the rest.

2. Forms 3 xones ofprotection against heat loss

and ali commonly encountered hazards to

hot buried pipes.

"i.Needs no sleeves or mechanical sheaths: no
mixing or special handling.

^.Needs only normal pipe spacing; for mul-

tiple pipe or cramped conditions.

^.3 types for varying teniperature ranges up
to 520° F.

150°

THE TRIPLE-ZONE INSULATION FOR LIFETIME

PROTECTION OF HOT UNDERGROUND PIPES

®

SULATE
AMERICAN GILSONITE COMPANY, SALT LAKE CITY 1, UTAH

Affliiote of Borbor Oil Corp. & Slondord Gil Co. of Colifornio

Imtiiiluig new GILSULArE systftn is

simply a fnattcr of fouring (note metal

forms to conserve material), tamping

doivn . . . and hackfilling.

American Gilsonife Co.
134-H West Broadway or 1145 East Jcrscv St.

Salt Lake City 1, Utoh Elizabeth, N.J.

Send me more iniormalion on GÍLSULATE Insulation

NAME

TITLE

COMPANY

ADDRESS .

EJ
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Addítions to the Institute Líbrary

Revíews — Boolc Notes —

BOOK REVIEW

Abstracts

Canadian trade index, 1955. Toronto,

Canadian maiiufacturcrs' assoe, 1955.

1119 pp.. $7.50.

Fraser's Canadian trade directory,

1955. Montreal, Fraser, 1955. 2 vols.,

$6.00.

Both the Canadian Trade Index and

Fraser's Canadian Trade Directory con-

tain the same type of material, and in

both the largest part of the book is

devoted to a classified directory of

Ijroducts manufactured in Canada, and
the firm.s manufacturing them. They
also both contain an aphabetical list of

inanufacturers in Canada.
In the classified section ali types of

product are included, e x c e p t that

Fraser's does not include textile or

leather products as these are covered

in separate directories. Strangely enough,

the firms listed under the different prod-

ucts vary eonsiderably, and FraserV

includes not only manufacturers but

also wholesalers and agents in some
cases, and foreign firms advertising in

the Directory.

In the alphabetical list of manufac-
turers, the Canadian Trade Index in-

cludes foreign representatives, if any,

and the trade names of each firm.

Fraser's devotes a complete section to

trade names, listing them alphabetic-

ally.

Both directories contain a consider-

able amount of advertising, and in both
cases this is indexed.

In addition to the above material

both contain lists of Canadian trade

commissioners and foreign commercial
representatives in Canada. Fraser's has
an additional section listing such things

as Canadian chambers of commerce,
banks, power stations, transportation

eompanies, etc, and towns and cities

having a population of over fifteen

hundred. This same directory also lists

foreign manufacturers represented in

Canada.
These two trade directories supple-

ment each other, and both are essential

on the reference sheif of any librarv.

S. C.

LIBRARY REGULATIONS
Hours

Mon.-Fri.

Saturday

9 a.m.-5 p.m.

9 a.m.-12 noon

Bibliography and Reference

Service

Short subject bibliographies are compiled
on request. When placing these requests,

please give as much detail and background
Information as possible.

Borrowing

Books, periodicals, pamphlets and films

may be borrowed for two weeks at a time.

Ali books included in the Library Notes
Section of The Engineering Journal are

available for loan. A fine of 25c per day
is charged for each day borrowed

items are retained beyond the two-
week period.
A library deposit of $5.00 at par in Mont-
real is required, for which two items may
be borrowed at a time. Temporary deposits

(30 days or iess) $10.00. Books are sent
anywhere in Canada, and carrying charges
are payable by the member concerned.

Ordering

Any book or pamphlet may be ordered
through the library. AU publications of

afíiliated societies, whether books, pamph-
lets, or periodicals, should be ordered
through the library, as reduced rates are
applicable on these to ali members.
Except in the case of library deposits
please make no payments in advance.
Non-members may consult the library,

but may not borrow material. Please
address ali requests to The Library.

BOOK NOTES* 1

Prepared by the Library
The Engineering Institute of Canadii

*Book notes marked by an asterisk have
been provided through the courtesy of

the Engineering Societies Library in

New York.

"""Air conditioning, refrigerating data
book, applications volume, 5th ed..

New York, American Society of Re-
frigerating Engineers, 1955. Varioue
paging, $7.50.

Sixty-one chapters on the art and'

science of refrigeration are grouped ini

eight divisions covering frozen foods:

food industries; warehouse practice;

food distribution ; low temperature
applications; industrial applications;

comfort air conditioning; and industrial!

air conditioning. The chapters on fish-

ing boats, precooling, and passenger
automobiles are new, and a number oí

chapters have been extensively revised.

American radio relay league antenna
book, 7th ed. West Hartford. Th,

League, 1955. 306 pp., illu.s., ,Ç2.2'i

(U.S.)

The seventh edition contains the

latest accurate information on antenna
theory, design and construction, and is

infended for the amateur. There are

many diagrams and illustrations, and a

bibliography of íurther reading oi

antennas and transmission lines is in

cluded.

Atomic energy research at Harwell
K. E. B. Jay. Ottawa. l'nited King-

dom Information Office, 1955. 144 pp.
illus., $1.25.

This report continues the story ol

the Atomic Energy Research Establish-

ment from 1952 to the formation of tht

United Kingdom Atomic Energ>
.\uthority in August, 1954. The earliei

rei)ort covering 1946-1951 is also avail-

able in the library.

The first section of the report i.-j

written primarily for the non-technicalj

reader and covers the main programmee
of the Establishment, whilst the second.

more technical section deals with re-l

s e a r c h in the physics, metallurgy
chemistry and chemical engineering

sections. A short glossary of technical

terms is also included.

Basic theory in electrical engineering.
R. G. Kloeffler and E. L. Sitz, Tor-

onto, Macmillan, 1955. 334 pp., illus

$5.50.

Written for the student at the sopho-

more levei this text covers the basic

material in the electric and magnetic
circuits and in electrostatics, but give-

only brief reference to electronics and,

alternating-current circuits. The mk^
system is used throughout the book
except in the section on magnetic cir-

cuits where both the mks and the Eng-
lish systems are covered. Among tht

theories discussed are the latest oi

semi - conductors and ferromagnetism
and in the final chapter on electro-

magnetic waves an introduction is givei

to MaxwelFs equations and waví
theory. Other chapters cover generatec

und induced voltages and miscellaneouí
\ oltage sources and electrolysis.

Britain; an offirial handbook, 1953.

Ottawa, United Kingdom Informatio:

Office, 1955. 438 pp., illus., $2.00 cloth|

$1.40 papcr.

This 1955 edition has been enlargedl

19
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HOW MAHY valves are involved in your plant operation? How many are really

dependable? Actually it's here in the piping where many a production bottleneck hides. And

it isn't just the major breakdowns that aífect your production. Those little but frequent shut-

downs for maintenance mean a down machine here, a slowed-up operation there—important

losses when you add them up,

Here, then, is one place where top-quality equipment

belongs . . . stronger, longer lasting valves and fittings

that require a minimum of maintenance. And to the

thrifty buyer, that means Grane valves and fittings,

proved more suitable, more dependable year after year

—in plant after plant.

For complete information on llic ('nine

Valves lo meet your particular reíiiiin-nienls,

ask your Craiie representalivc. or Cranc

Branrii— or u rite

CRANE LIMITED
General Office: 1 170 Beaver Hall Square,

Montreal

7 Canadian Factories . 24 Canadian Bronches

1-5522

RANE VALVES • FITTINGS • PIPING
PLUMBING • HEATING

TION-WIDE SERVICE THROUGH BRANCHES, WHOLESALERS and PLUMBING AND HEATINO CONTRACTORS
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Unifin^Milcekeat
AT KITIMAT-KEMANO

Above: Generator rotor for unit No. 2.,

Kemano.

Unifin cooling coil for a

water- cooled transformer.

To a major extent, the heat transfer equipment at Alcan's

Kitimat-Kemano project incorporates Unifin integral finned

tubing.

Heavy duty air cooling units built with Unifin "Copper-
line"— the aluminum integral finned tube with a seamless

copper liner — have been installed in the two 140,000
h.p. Canadian-made water wheel hydro-electric generators,

to remove 7,500,000 btu/hr. from each. In the majority

of the 71,000 KVA transformers, the sheJl and tube heat

exchangers employ Unifin Type S/T ("Lo-Fin") ali copper
tubing ... to produce greatest cooling efficiency, in the

most compact manner, at the lowest cost.

In the original preparation of the site, numerous
portable compressors fitted with Unifin "Copperline"
inter-stage coolers gave long, reliable service in conditions

of extreme vibration — and in addition, Unifin Blast

Keating Coils are installed in various heating and ventilat-

ing systems throughout the project.

For your heat transfer applications, Unifin tubing can
offer substantial advantages over other types. A Unifin

Engineer will gladly discuss your problem with you.

Unrfin Tube<^

UNIFIN

HI-FIN

UNIFIN

LO-FIN

mm, CANADA

THE ONLY INTEGRAL FINNED TUBE - Patented in Canada and patents pending.

• Library Notes

and revised, and now contains illustra-

tions and more maps and diagrams than

previously. It has also been reset i"

more legible type.

The handbook covers such topics

government, defence, national economy
trade and industry, transport, sócia

welfaie, housing and religion. It is

vakiable souice of information

Britain, and also contains a thirty pag
H>-t of material for further reading.

British engineers' association. Classi

fíed handbook of members an
their manufactures, 1955. London
The Assiociation. 19.55. 737 pp.

This latest edition of the B.E.A. hand
book includes the same types of valu

able information as in previous years

The first section contains an alphabeti

cal list of members, their manufacture

and overseas representatives. Anothe
large section is a classified list of manu
facture.-!, with French, German, Por

tuguesc and Spanish keys.

The Handbook will prove very use

fui to ali those concerned with trad

with Britain.

Causalités et aceidents de la décou
verte scientifique. R. Taton. Paris

Ma.sson, 1955. 171 pp.. ilius., 980 fr.

One of a series on the evolut;ion o

.«(•ionce, this book discasses the differen

ficlds of scientific discovery, its prin

cipal factors and various aspects.

The author covers three fields, inathe

matics, theoretical sciences, and science

involving observation and experimen

lation. In the section on the factor

involved in discovery the author con

siders methodical research, inspiratio

and the roles of chance and error. Late

he discusses originality, incomplete dis

coveries, and unorthodo.x methods.

His examples are drawn from
epochs, ranging from Archimedes to th

present. There are name and subjec

Índices, and many illustrations.

Coastal engineering. Proceedings o

the fifth conference on coasta

engineering, September 1954. J. W
Johnson, ed. Berkeley, Council or

wave re.search. 1955. 669 pp., ilhis.

$7.50 (U.S.)

Many problems of coastal engineer-

ing are dealt with in this compilatior

of papcrs. The topics are grouped undei

four main subjects which are: Theoreti-

cal and ob.served wave characteristics

;

Field and laboratory instruments anc

equipment; Coastal sediment problems

and Design and construction of coaste:

works. Some of the titles of individua!

papers include Harmonics of a wave, Li

regime de la rade de Tanger, Funda

mentais of coast erosion and defence

Reconstruction de la digue de Test >

Dunkerque and Bitumen in coasta

engineering.

Papers are written in either EnglisljK

or French with resumes provided in thcll

second language as the case may ber

There is no index to supplement thJ

table of contents. li

*Depreciation. E. L. Grant and P. Tji

Norton, Jr. New York, Ronald Press) •

1955. 504 pp.. $7.50 (U.S.)

This comprehensive manual for engi-

neers, accountants, and industrial man-

agers deals with depreciation from thn
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ON

£xíòc
LOW COST

IRONCLAD POWER
Proof against the eroding effects of elcctro-

chemical action . . . proof againsf mechonical
jarríng . . . proof against plate buckiing.
lronclad's exclusive power tube positive plates

are the most effective power retainers ever
demonstrated in motive power servíce.

These tubular, polyethylene retainers contain
hundreds of fine slots which permit the elec-

trolyte to fiow freely to the active material
which is packed around a center core of heavy
corrosion-resistant silvium alloy.

Each tube is end-sealed. At the top by the

heavy, silvium alloy, current-carrying bar . . .

at the bottom by o polyethylene sealer.

The simplicity of an lronclad's construction

minimizes grid structure stresses due to ex-

pansion or contraction in a working battery

and holds the shedding of active material to

a minimum.

These are things to remember when buying

a motive power battery . . . the things that

mean higher power ability, longer working life,

lower depreciation cost and less operationol

expense.

Exide Ironclad batteries will maintain steady

industrial truck working speeds right through

to the end of each shift . . . and last years

longer.

IRONCLAD
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Where
do YOU stand

when ít comes to

modem metal processes?

AIRCOMATIC PROCESS

FLAME CUTTING

ARGOWELDING

IS
YOUR COMPANY kccpillg lip-tO-

date on the latest inoney-saving

developments in wclding, metal

cLitting and other metal treating or

fabricating processes?

Do you know, for instance,

about Aircomatic and Argowelding

(inert gas shielded are welding) —
the modern processes for the easy,

speedy welding of numerous metais

and alloys, such as aluminum, mag-

nesium, stainless steel, nickel and

copper alloys, some of which were

once almost impossible to weld —
OR about the most modern equip-

ment now available for more effi-

cient metal shape cutting?

Tremendous strides have been

made in the development of these

processes and their industrial appli-

cations . . . uses that might surprise

you ! The people who have let us help

them are now saving money. Why
not let Canadian Liquid Air bring

its specialized knowledge to yoiir

business? Ask to have an L.A.

representative call on your firm now.

LOOK AHEAD

Canadian LIQUID AIR Company
LIMITED

Branches, plants, warehouses and dealers
/'/; aJI principal centres of lhe country.

• Library Notes

point, of view of accounting and incom^
laxes, and with the uses and limitation
of depreciation account figures as
guide to decisions on business problems]
The revised printing inoludes a ne
chapter on the U.S. Internai Revena
Act of 1954 as it affects the rules gov-
erning depreciation ta.x practice.

Electrical characteristirs of overhead
Unes. S. Buttervvorth. Leatherlieadl
Surrey, British electrical and allia
industries research association, 195||

238 pp., figs., £2-2-0 (abndged ver
n\on: 20 pp., 15/-.)

Both the full length text and thi

abridged version are now in this library]

the latter consisting niainly of align^

ment charts with a miniinum of explan-
ation or expansion. From these char
magnitudes can quickly 6e read from
straight edge. The book refers to Brit
ish practice in this field. E.^.sentiall;

the report is a presentation of th'

lheoretical considerations which decid
the electrical characteristics of overhea
I)ower linos, and of the practical estima
tion and application of these charac
teristics. Among the subjects dealt wit
are resistance of transmission lines, in-

ductance and reactance of single-phast
transmission lines. characteristics o

threc-phase transmission lines with bal

anced currents and voltages, corona an(
corona losses, multiple conductor sys
tems, and voltage regulation.

Elemcntary engineering mechanics. J

B. ThiiKvell. London. Macdonald
1955. 126 pp.. diagrs., 10/6.

While p r i m a r i I y a textbook o

niechanics, this work is directed toward:

students of instruments and horology
and is intended to give an introductioi

to the subject without resort to com
plicated mathematics.
Chapters are supplemented by prob

lems. Since these are intended to sup-

plement the text in a field familiar t(

the reader, special efTort has been madí
to include examples where dimensioni

are small and some are chosen directlj

from the domain of clocks and watches SíWi

1
irg I,

C

Elementary volunietric analysis
Arthur Atkinson. Toronto, Longmans
Green, 1955. 56 pp., 40c.

This is an elementary treatment o

the sub,iect which assumes no previquí

knowledge of the principies and practicq

of volumetric analysis.

F-M limiters and detectors. Alexande
Schure. New York. Rider, 1955. \

pp., illus., 90c (U5.)

This book presents a discussion o

the f-m detector beginning with a vec

torial explanation of the discriminator

and gives a thorough treatment o

limiters.

Fishing boats of the worid. Jan-Olo

Traung. ed. London, A. J. Heighway,

Rome. Food and agriculture organiza

tion of the United Nations, 1955. 57!|

pp., illus., S12.50.

The papers in this book were origin

ally given at the 1953 FAO Interna

tional Fishing Boat Congress. Th
authors, drawn from ali over the worId|

are ali experts in various aspects o

fishing boat design, construction, power
ing and equipment.



^here dependabí líty

ís the f írst

nsíderatíon ... ít's

1 ; 1

lowing C.C.L. Motor Control Centre, instai led by

linada Steomship Lines oboord the "T.R. McLagan"

Is longest freighter on the Greot Lckes.

the Hydro-Electric Power Commis-

|in's J. Clark Keith Generating Station

the Motor Control Centre is another

Iportant installation by Canadian Con-

lllers Limited.

MOTOR
CONTROL
CENTRES

The specification of motor controls is

never o casual incident. Responsibilities

of selection increase where dependability

is the first considerotion. Those shown

on this page . . . for exomple . . . are

of vital importance to life and property.

-
í ^ .i

1
t

oei:

1 i

Specializing exclusively in the manufacture ot a complete line ot A.C. and D C. Electric Motor Control

F SALES REPRESENTATIVES

anadian ontrollers '^imited

TORONTO - canada'"*"""***
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Railway & Pdwer^EwgineerTn

c

newglasgow. quebec • montreal noranda
ottawa • north bay toronto • hamiiton

windsor • winnipeg • edmonton vancouver



SM/Ul BUSINESSES
b^^nefit f^m\

Instant, nation-wide communication brings big business scope

to smaller organizations. And P.W. Teletype is a rented

service; there is no major capita! outlay ... no maintenonce

or depreciation worries.

In hundreds of businesses, large and smoll Private Wire Tele-

type con help cut costs, improve operations in scores of woys.

OTHER COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES
Inquire how Intra-Fax Service or Telemetering can

be used in your business.

Have our Communications specialists demonstrate how PW

Teletype can work for you. Cali your nearest telegraph offíce.

{0•«'^^Jè//2fi. i'f:\}l.\>\h\}\

HANDIING MORE THAN 75% OF AIL CANADIAN TELETYPE SERVICE

The FAO has edited the papers foi

publication, and has included the dis-

cu.^ions which were provoked, and
which in fact take up a good part of

the book.

The material is divided into four,
.^ectioiíf;; boat types, naval architecture
engineei-ing ,and fac-tory ships. There :

are many illustrations, and a list of*'
references and an index add to thí
\ aliie of this comprehensive work whicl
will be of interest to ali eonnected iri

any way with the fishing industry.

*Gas turbine principies and practice,
H R. Cox, ed. Toronto, Brilisii Bool,
Service, 1955. Various paging illus

$18.00.

A comprehen.s-ive survey of ther-

niodynamic principies, còn.structiona
features, and operating charactenstics o
the iinportant types of ga.s turbines
The thirty sections, prepared by twentv
four specialists, cover a wide range o
subjects including compress-ors, axia
and radial turbines, materiais. fuelJ
heat exchangers, and .<pecial problemi
encountered in the use of gas turbinej
in aireraft, marine engineering, trans;
lioit, and industiy. The book is inj

tendod for engineers, designers, an(l
students specializing in gas turbin'
engineering.

Grundbau-Tasrhenbiich. W. Bernatzil
and others. Bcrlin, Ernst, 1955. 2 vols
illus., DM85.
Written by .-;ome twenty-fivc expert

in the field, this liandbook on founda
tions and underpinning is divided int'

two volumes.

The first .section of volume one d_,

with soil mechanics and calculations fo

foundations, the .second part covers th
materiais and forms used in foundation;
while the third discusses actual constru
tion. There are diagrams, tables an
worked examples included in the tex

as well as references, mostiy Germar
for further reading at tlie ends of th

chapters.

Volume two contains ali the Germa
.slandards applicable to foundation worl

Handbook of 630-lype TV receiver-

S. S. Miller and Howard Biermar
New York, Rider. 1955. 194 pp
diagrs,. $3.50 (U.S.).

This handbook, designed primarily fo

service technicians working on receiven

sets forth the "whys" and "hows" o

each of the original 630-type receive

sections and their modifications and im

provements to date.

*How to estimate for the buildin

trades, 2nd ed. Gilbert Townsend, •

R. Dalzell and James I\IcKinne>

Chicago, American technical societ>

Toronto, General, 1955. 699 pp., illuí

.$6.75 (U.S.).

This practical manual for the est

mator. contractor. and builder deals wit

techniques used in estimating material

and labor for residences and small builc

ings. To provide the necessary bacli

ground, the practices of each of th

variotis building trades are describec

and information on plan reading, re!e\

ant mathematics, specifications, and cor

tracts is included.
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nouncing

THE

NORELCO
TRANSFORMER

The modem trend

in TRANSFORMER

MORE EFFICIENT
LIGHTER
SMALLER SIZE

l*GRAIN

ORIENTED

1 Steel core

consíruction

s extra

features designed to

give added performance

1 Sure-safe hi-voltoge bushing
2 Inhíbited oxidation resisting oil

3 Sure-seal neoprene gasket
4 Positive-action tap switch

5 Core-cradie construction

6 Grain oriented steei construction

7 Improved short circuit strength

8 Lower exciting current

9 Higher impulse strength

10 Higher peak overload 'opacity

Stocked coast-to-coast

HorthQrn Ehctrk
COMPANY LIMITED

SERVES YOU BEST
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Library Notes

Hydraulic operation and oontrol of

machines. Ian McNeil, London,
Thames and Hudson, 1954. 324 pp.,

illus., 35/-.

Mechanical engineers, in particular,

will be intere.sted in this new volume
which is concerned mainly with the

practical applications of hydraulic equip-

ment to machinery. This practical treat-

ment of hydraulics and the írequent

reference to actual machines and device.s

are welcome departures from the usual

text on the subject. The book is com-
prehensive and up-to-date and stresses

future trends.

Among the subjects which are fuUy
treated are hydraulic packing, fluid

media and the care and maintenance
of hydraulic plant. The author includes

valuable information on the relative

merits and operating costs of the vari-

ous types of hydraulic drives. He also

discusses pumps and motors, valves and
circuita, accumulators, intensifiers, and
power saving devices, and hydrokinetic
power transmission, as well as forging
presses, extrusion machines, machinc
tools, and use of hydraulic power in

mining, agriculture, aeronautics, and
marine engineering.

'''International association for bridgc
and structural engineering, publica-
tions. V. 14. 1954. Zurich, Verlag Lee-
inan. 1954. 318 pp., paper. Sw. Frs.

38.00.

From a Drop of Water

to a Central Power Station

Instrumentat
By KENT

The Rand Water Bocrd, South Africa,

like many other large municipal under-

takings throughout the woild chooses

KENT instrumentation. Above is illus-

trated the 25 ft. long graphic panei for

the new Zuikerbosch station control

roóm. This has three sections for ( 1 )

raw-water pumping plant, (2) olarm

panei, ond summation and recording,

(3l treated-water plant. Diagrams in

coloured metal indicate station loy-out

and mains valves. Indicator lights show
State of opening of valves, alarm condi-

tions ond pumps in use. Measurement
of each pump fiow, total flows to treat-

ment plant, ond supply fIow is trans-

mitted by differentiaí - pressure - type

meters to the indicators on the panei.

Vancouyer — Sealand Products Ltd., 2746 W. Broadway
Winnipeg — Mumford, Medland Ltd., 576 Wall Street

KENT-NORLANTICl
Horner Ave. Toronto 16

Seven English, three French, and ío\^
German papers covering a variety
topics in the theory and practice
bridge and structural engineering. Son
lepresentative subjects treated are tl

following: effects of variable repeat< ^
loads in structures designed by the pia

tic theory; statistical calculations of tl

strength of reinforced concrete beam
suspension bridges — the aerodynam
problem ; and the theory of fatigi

strcngth. Summaries are given in ti

three languages. None of the papers h
prcviously been publi.shed.

Introduction to nuclear engineerin
Richard Stephcnson. Toronto, M
Graw-Hill, 1954. 387 pp., illus.. $9.'

The field of nuclear engineering h
reached the stage where further develo
ment of nuclear energy will fali mo
within the province of the engine^

Because of this fact the present te

is an introductory survey of the nucleí

energy field for engineers who ha
taken conventional engineering couri

and are familiar with eicmentary nucle

physics.

The ten chapters include a brief

view of nuclear physics lhen go on
discuss nuclear fission, the nuclear cha

reactor," reactor theory. radiation shiel

ing, materiais of construction. react

instrumentation and control, the sepat

tion of stablc isotopes. cheniical sepai

tions and proce.ssing and sjiocial tec

niques of nuclear engineering.

While the book contains only u
classiíied material most of the func

mental engineering piinrii)les Ih-ne be
rolcased.

Lake Superior niillíng practice:

technicai history of a century
copper miliing. C. H. Benedi
Houghton. Mich.. Miehigan college

mining & technology press, 1955. 1

|.p., illus.. .S3.00 (U.S.).

More than a century of copper milli

practice in this section of the Unit

.States is here described bv a man w
playod a leading role in the last hi

of the period. In his book he descril:

the technicai advances in copper pt

(iuction, the way miliing problems w(

met and solved, and how scienti

methods replaced trial and error. Beg:

ning with the treatment of mass copp
it follows the dcvclopmcnt of the stei

siamp, fine grinding proci^sses. reclam

tion. flotation. and leacliing. Significa

Lake Superior mills and machinery
de-sciibed and illustrated.

Lignes éleclriques t.h.t.; étiides rnéc

nique et construction des lign

aeriennes. H. Carpentier. Pat

Eyrolles, 1955. 250 pp., illus., 4,800

Awarded the first prize for a tec

nical book by the Fédération natiom

des Travaux Publics. this book is co

cerned with very high voltage pow

transmission lines, including both t

actual construction of the lines, a

the background knowledge required.

Amongst the topics covered are roi

ing, foundations, cost estimates. acti

construction, and site supervision.

The author includes many numeric

worked examples, and there are ma
photographs and folded charts and d

grams. There is a twenty-page bibl

graphy listing French, English and Gi

man periodical articles and books.

This well-written and well-produc

book will be of interest to many
our members.

lèod

I» &
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Library Notes

Magnetic materiais in the electrical

industry. P. R. Bardcll. London,

j
Macdonald, 1955. 288 pp., illus., 32/6.

This book has been issued to help

electrical engineers and others to a

better understanding of the properties

of the large number of magnetic ma-
teriais now available. A glossary of

terms and units has been included and

a note explaining magnetic terminology

jind units added in order to assist the

reader in the comprehension of complex
details. Trade names are given in italics

ia the Índex and references are con-

veniently listed at the ends of chapters.

There are discussions of the historical

development, application and testing of

permanent magnets and of soft mag-
netic materiais. Chapters are devoted to

special devices such as sound recorders,

aon-destructive testers, transductors and
transducers.

Metal industry handbook and direc-

tory, 1955. London, Cassier, 1955.

472 pp., 15/-.

This standard reference work is divid-

ed into foiír sections: the general prop-
erties of metais and alloys; general data

and t a b 1 e s, covering temperaturas,

weights, hardness, and prices of metais,

etc; electroplating ; and a directory of

metal trade associations, scientific and
technical institutions, directory for buy-
ers. list of addresses, and trade names.
This list of trade names is a new

feature with this edition. Another addi-

tion is the standard classification of

non- ferrou s scrap.

Newfoundland year book and Busi-

ness directory, 2n(i ed. St. John's,

Guardian, 1955. 176 pp., $3.50.

A good many of the questions anyone
might ask about Newfoundland could
be answered by this year book.
How many people live at Joe Batfs

Arm? What types of stores are there
in Corner Brook? Who runs taxis in

St. .Iohn's? How many goats in the

Jprovince? Who is the Chairman of the
Newfoundland Fisheries Board? What
llabour unions are there?

Ali this Information, and much more,

Jis contained in this very interesting
Byear book and business directory.

iPluie, évaporation, filtration et
écoulement. Société hydrotechnique
de France. Grenoble, La Houille
Blanche, 1955. 316 pp., illus., 4,000 fr.

The papers reproduced in this volume
Iwere originally presented at a hydrau-
|iics conference held in Algiers in 1954.

Subjects covered include rainfall

Bmeasurement, stream gauging stations,

jwater évaporation, underground water-
courses, water tables, soil permeability,
land characteristics. Sorne of the papers
Irelate to specific áreas and locations,
Iwhilst others are of a more general
Inature.

English summaries are given of all

Ithe papers, the majority of which are
Jillustrated with diagrams, tables, charts,
Imaps, etc.

jPractical electroacoustics. Michael Ret-
tinger. New York, Chemical publish-
ing, 1955. 271 pp., illus., SIO.OO (U.S.)

In this book engineering Information
Ion electroacoustics is presented in the
Ilight of recent developments. The mod-

SERVING INDUSTRY

Meeting and exceeding the specif ications laid down 1$

an everyday occurrence at Canada Wire.

Over the post four decades we hove built a solid

reputation for dependability, technical research and

engineering excellence in the manufacture of

transmission and distribution cables and potheads.

The Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontário is one

of the many outhorities who have made use of this

accumulated experience.

Whatever your project involving power, its transmission

and distribution, consult Canada Wire— it pays!

A.W. MANBY TRANSFORMER STATION —
This Ontário Hydro stotion is locared in

Elobicoke Townstiip just wesi of Toronto. II l(

fhe focal poinf of power line» eorrying

current to Hydro'i Southern Ontário System.

IIFEUNE OF ISDUSTRIAL CANADf

(ÀNADA WiRevCable Com PAN
Postal Sfotion "R" Toronto 17

A CANADIAN COMPANY MANUFACTURING AND SELLING COAST TO COAST
I IRACE WARK REG'0

C«C'S13
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Library Notes

ern methods and devices discussed are

those in use in radio, sound-film record-

ing, and allied arts.

Thi.* work gives a detailed analysis

and description of audio-communica-

tion equipment, such as microphones,

inovinK-coil loudspeakers, mixers, mag-
netic recording devices, and their con-

striiction and tesling. It also deals with

relatcd subjects, such as crossover net-

works, attenuators, magnets, vibration

isolation, studio construction, home
acoustics, measurement of sound-ab-

sorbing materiais, etc.

Principies of managenient. HarolJ

Kooniz and Cyril 0'Donnoll. Toronto,

McCiraw-Hill, 195.5. 664 pp., S7.95.

Intended for both students and those

acHvely engaged in ali áreas of man-
agenieiil. tliis text analyzes and explains

t.he i)nnciplos and techniques of man-
agenient, and presents the general theory

of management.
The five sections of the book cor-

resjiond to the authors' conception of

the five functions of managers; organ-

izai ion. staífing, direction and planning

and controlling. The authors stress that

these functions are the same at ali

leveis of management, from the top

executivo to the lowest supervisor.

The authors have drawn on their own
experience and that of others, and the

book should prove a useful addition to

SUBSCRIPTIONS
Members are reminded that they can obtain reduced subscription rates

to publications of eerlain other engineering soeieties only if their order

is placed through the library. Orders should not be sent directly to the

publishers.

Orders for renewals and new suh.scriptions may be placed now, but please

send no nionoy until you are invoiced.

tlie literature on the íield of manage-

ment.

Process control. A. J. Youno. Pitts-

burgh, Instruments publishing com-
pany, 1954. 132 pp., illus., $2.00 (U.S.)

.Since íhe greater part of this book
first appeared in the British publi^ation.

Industrial Chemist, the terminology

used is that recommended in the British

standard covering this subject. In order

to clarify explanations the frequency-

resijonse approach was adoiited.

The book explains the basie jirin-

cililes, vvithout using advaneed mathe-
matics, of the plant control probleni.

the operation of closed-loop control

s\-slcm.-', the mod(>s of control. the types

of controller available. and the causes

and effects of tiie time lag. It also

covers such commercially available

controllers as pneumatic, electrical, elec-

tronic, elec-tro-imeumatic, and mechani-
cal types, including those of American,
British, and German manufacture.

*Proteetive coatings for metais, 2n'l

ed. R. M. Burns and W. W. Bradley
New York, Reinhold, 1955. 643 pp
illus., $12.00 (U.S.)

The composition, properties, and per-

formance of both metallic and organic
coatings are treated in relation to tlip

solution of protection problems, vvitli

only brief consideration given to the

liroduction of coatings. The eighteen
chapters provide comprehensive coveragc
of the entire field of coating technology
including surface preparation, sprayed
metal coatings, methods of te.st, cor
rosion and inhibitors, and a wide range
of materiais and applications. This edi

tion has been largely rewritten. An
autlior Índex to the extensive bihlio-

gra:)hical footnotes is provided.

Radio and television engineers' refer
ence book. K. Molloy and W. E
Pannett, eds. Toronto, British Book
S(>rvice, 1954. Various paging, illus

$12.00.
I

Progress in Water Treatment

with Nationwide Service

Alchem Limited is the
outstanding Canadian
firm in water treat-

ment service in Can-
ada today.

Alchem oífers:

• Service to the field by
competent engineers.

• Complete laboratery
Services with compre-
hensive reports.

Engineering studies.

• Specialized chemicals.

If you have a water
treatment problem in

your plant call an
Alchem representa-
tive. Alchem's field

offices are located
across Canada.

Specialized

Engineering

Úlchem and
Chemical
Services

ALCHEM LIMITED Burlington, Ont.
MONCTON MONTREAL TORONTO LONDON SUDBURY
WINNIPEG CALGARY EDMONTON VANCOUVER

Effectíve June Ist

REDUCED PRICES
On Líght Duty

J^amset Fastenen
DRIVE PINS
$8.00 UP PER 100

THREADED STUDS
$9.00 UP PER 100

•

PRICES OF FASTENERS
SUBJECT TO QUANTITY DISCOUN

•

22 CARTRIDGES
$5.00 UP PER 100

•

PROMPT DELIVERY FROM
COMPLETE STOCK IN ALL
INDUSTRIAL CENTRES

Ramset Fasteners produced in Canada since 19

RAMSET FASTENERS LTD.
11-15 Laplante Ave. Toronto, Ont.
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F^osífive Shut-Oii

Fasf, Smoofh Closure

Low Maintenance

Rockwell-Nordstrom Valves
For forty years, field experience has proven that

you can't buy a better valve than Rockwell-
Nordstrom. Pressurized lubricant sealing assures

positive shut-oíf because the seal doesn't depend
upon uncertain metal-to-metal closure. The
tapered plug seats perfectly, and can be hydrauli-

cally jacked for instant operation. And facts and
figvires in hundreds of refineries, gasolina plants

and petrochemical plants prove that lubrication

saves money by cutting repair, replacement and
down time costs.

Wrench and gear operation is fast and smooth
with Nordstroms because the plug requires only

E ENGINEERING JOURNAL September, 1955

a quarter-tum for closure and it glides on the

lubricant íilm. Their speed and ease of operation

make them ideal for automation or remote
power operation, too.

* * *

Rockwell-Nordstrom is the original and only

complete Une of lubricated plug valves. There is

a size, pressure-temperature rating and pattern

to fit your needs. Write for more information

today: Canadian valve licensee: Peacock Brothers

Limited, P.O. Box 1040, Montreal, Que. Also,

Sydney, Toronto, Sudbury, Winnipeg, Edmon-
ton, Calgary and Vancouver.

ROCKWELL-NORDSTROM VALVES
Made in Canada by

PEACOCK BROTHERS LIMITED



Library Notes

This reference book lias been written

for engineers, teclinifians and amateuis
wlio design, operate, maintain, service oi

sell i'adio and tele\-i.sion cquipment. It is

divided into forty-íive sections, cach

wiiticn by a specialist, with the em-
pluisití on practical information.

Some of the topics covcred inelude

optics and electron optics, studios, tran.s-

initters, receivers, radar, microphones,

ptc. There is a detailed table of contents

and a comprehcnsive index.

'Reinforcefl coinTete arch design,

2nd ed. G. P. Manning. Toronto,

Piinian, 1954. 192 pp., 30/-.

This presentation of a method for

calcuhiting tlie most economical shape

and thickness of an arch gives values

for influence linea for a wide range of

arche.s of different shapes and thick-

iiesses. In general, the slope deflection

method is used, but piled abutments
and continuous beams are treated by
the displacement method, and the flex-

ible arch by an energy method. Exam-
l)les and figures are based on smaíl and
médium span bridges.

*Tlie lesting and insju-rlion of engi-

necring materiais, 2ii(l ed. H. E.

Davis, G. E. Troxell and C. T. Wi.s-

kocil. Toronto, McGravv-Hill, 1955.

431 pp., illus., S7.80.

The first section of this book, a

general treatment of principies with

special reference to mechanical prop-

erties of materiais, covers measurement
of loads, length, and deformation, in-

spection, and the following tests: statio

tension and compression; shear and
bending; hardness and impact; fatigue

and creep of metais; and non-destruc-
tive testing. The second section de-
scribes methods of conducting tests

using the most ordinary apparatus.
Among the new subjects treated in this

edrtion are ultrasonic testing, low-tem-
perature impact tests, and develop-
mcnls m testing equijimcnt.

Toronto Hydro recollections. E. M.
Ashworth. Toronto, University Press,

1955. 224 pp., illus., $5.00.

In the three years prior to his death
in 1954, Mr. Ashworth drew on his

recollections of forty years with the
Toronto Hydro-Electric System to write

this book. It is, therefore, not only a

history of the system but is also a

collection of personal reminiscences.
Mr. Ashworth traces the fortunes of

the Toronto Hydro from 1910 when
Toronto's new street-lighting systom was
l)eing installed to the present. His ac-

count of its growth is interesting, human
and often amusing. There are several
"before" and "after" photographs and
many little pen and ink sketches, which
add to the interest of the book.

Vapor-plating; the forniation of «-oat-

ings bv vapor-deposition tccliniques.

C. F. Powell, I. E. Camplx-U, and li.

\V. Gonser. New York. W iley, 1955.

158 pp., $5.50.

Siuce me term "vapor-plating" haJ
been used to describe purely physicaj
proce.sses, it should be noted at onça
fhat this book deals only with chemical
proces-ses, such as hydrogen reduction

or thermal decomposition of metal
halides at heated surfaces. It is the firsí

single source of references for data and
information on these processes.

The general techniques used in vapor-)

plating are revicwed and discussions ara

given of the conditions required for thq

do])osition of pure metais, carbide

nitrides, borides, silicides, and oxide
from gaseous mixturcs of their vapori
ized compounds. Because of the lack ol
specific information little or no treati

nu^nt is given to the deposition of sul|

fides. selenides, and phosphides.
Some information is included on thJ

properties of vapor-plated material!

while other data indicates the genera
fields of utility of the coatings and man^
unusual characteristics of vapor-depositej
materiais. New applications for the pro|
cesses are also suggested.

Le.s vernis; caractcristiqucs et emplc
dans la constriiction électrique, 2l

éd. Fritz Raskop. Paris, Uunod, Montf
real, Fomac, 1955. 199 pp., illus., $7.75

This work lias been published tJ

acíjuaint workers in the field with th|

characteristics and uses of electrical

sulating varnishes. It is not a chemica
treatise, but rather an outline of th|

practical applications of such .substance

in electrical engineering. The introduc
lion of the silicone varnishes has markel
a tuining point in this domain, for thesi

PROTECTED

BOOTI

WEATHERPROir

ROLLIhS

SHUTTES

Extra Stout Laths function efficientli

severe climatic conditions. "Streomiij

designed to resist corrosion. Stored 0>j

head, these shutters need no fl

space and give maximum clearoncej

vehicles. Hand or eiectrically opere]

models avaiiabie.

ING SHUTTER

JOHN BOOTH & SONS (BOLTON) LTD
BOLTON, ENGLAND

CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS (EASTERN & MARITIME)
^

DAVID McGILL & SONS, LTD.

620 LAGAUCHETIERE STREET WEST, MONTRIjL

PHONE: UN. 6-3691 I
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and other newer materiais exhibit a

fereater resistance to heat and humidity,

both problems to be overcome iii clec-

trical woik.
Subiects covered include: Principal

pubstances in the fabrication of isolating

varnishes; Choice of isolating varnishes;

Ovens and drying installations for im-
pregnated windings; Present status of

the fabrication of enamelled wires — im-
provcment of the niachines used; etc.

While there is no indcx, an claborate

• Library Notes

table

book.

ol contents is prov idod in t h is

5th ed.

Doland.
608 pp.,

ifWater supply engineering,
' H. E. Babbitt and J. J.

Toronto, McGraw-Hill, 1955.

illus., $10.50.

This standard textbook has been re-

vised to include information on the

Íatest accopted practices, and has been
>roadened in scope by the inclusion of

material on industrial water supplies.

Emphasizing design throughout, the cov-
prage inchides estimation of water usage

;

âetermination of water a\ailability

;

fundamentais of hydraulics; materiais of

eonstruction
;
design and maintenance of

pumping stations and distribuí ion sys-

fcems; and methods of water purification.

Numerous references to source material

are given in order to make the book
iiseful to practicing engineers and ad-
ivanced students.

TECHNICAL BULLETINS
AND

PAMPHLETS RECEIVED
Aircraft Industries Associalion of
Ainorica, Inc.:

Background information on sound
abaterncnt by the aircraft industry (Pub-
lishcd by Hill and Knowlton, Inc.).

American managonicnt associalion:

Universais in managemcut planning
and controUing, by J. M. Juran.

American society for testing materiais.
Special technical publications:

No. 166—Symposium on methods of
testing building constructions.

American welding society:

A5.4 — 55T (ASTM A298 — Õ5T) —
Tentative spocifications for corrosion-
resisting chromium and chromium-nickel
Steel covered welding electrodes. A5.5 —
55T (ASTM A316 — 54T) — Tentative
specifications for low alloy stccl arc-
welding electrodes.

British eiectrical and alliod industries
research association. Technical re-

ports

:

No. B/T117—The influence of phase
number of a convertor on harmonics, by
F. Busemann. No. L/T283 — A pressure
chamber for micro-optieal observations,
by C. Turner. No. L/T285 — On the
theory of dielectric breakdown in ionic

crystals — II, by B. V. Paranjape. No.
L/T290 — The variation with tempera-
ture of the electric strength of polyiso-

butylene subjected to discharges, by E.

M. llawley. No. V7T121 — The dis-
persion meter: design and developmcnt,
by G. Mole. No. V/T124 — Disjjersion
meter, model 2, instruction manual. No.
\/Tl6 — The elTect of surface material,
surface íinish, temperaturc of opeiation
and water coniposition on liie deposition
of carbonate scale on eiectrical nuiiier-
sion heaters of liigh specifie loaiiiiig, by
M. V. firiílith and H. M. Browiung.

Canada. Dcpartini-nt of mines and
technical s u r v e y s. (ieographical
branch. Bibliographical series:

No. 14 — Selected hibliograidiy ol
Canadian geograi)liy wiili inipruit 19.")3

(lanada. Department of mines and
technical surveys. Mines hraiich.
Technical jtapcrs:

No. 10. — Electronic concentration ol
low grade ores with lhe Lapoinle Picker,
by A. H. Bettens and (". M. Lapoinle

Canada. Dominion bureau of statis-

tics

:

Construclion in Canada, 1953-19.55.

Canada: National research council.
Division of building research:

Bibliography on cold weather con-
struction, compiled by D. C. Tibbets.
The blistering of painl in the presence
of water, by J. M. Kuzmak and P. J.

Sereda (Research paper No. 13) Device.-í

for the measurement of settlements of

buildings and dikes. bv A. .Schcidig anil

H. Leu-^-^^ink (TT-500)". New resulis ob-

tained from dynamic foundation soil

te.sts, by II. Lorenz (TT-r)21). .Sludy

of ground pressures, bv R. Fenner (TT-
515).

í

:tec
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WASTE BAT
FOX PMF/rs/
WITH THE WHITLOCK-DARLING

PREHEATER
In the WHITLOCK-DARLING Open Type Preheater,

fresh water flows through a series of tubes sub-

merged in hot waste fluids from which heat is to

be reclaimed.

OPERATION
The design provides a counterfiow effect which,

together with a series of baffles, allows the cold

water to absorb heat from the waste liquids. These

are then discharged at a lower temperature to the

sewer while the heated fresh water is

stored for future use.

Photo shows Open Type Two Stage Whitlock-Darling Ptehealer

SAVINGS
With waste water at an average temperature of 120"'F, a

WHITLOCK-DARLING Preheater can raíse the temperature of

cold water 50^ to 60°F. When compared with fuel required to

heat the same quantity of water for the required final tem-

perature using steam in the conventional way, this shows a

saving of 40 to 50'^'v,.

SEND FOR FREE BULLETIN No. 51 "Reclaimmg piofits" db-2

Distribuled in Canada by

DARLING BROTHERS LIMITED
140 PRINCE ST. - - - Sinee 1808 - - • MONTREAL, CANADA

Halifax - Si John - Qucbec - Oitowa - Toronto - Winnipeg - Colgory - Voncouvcr - St Jotin » Níld.
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Library Notes

United States. Highway lesearch

board. Bulletins:

No. 103 — Training highway-depart-

ment personnel. No. 105 — Bituminous
paving mixtures — fundamentais for

de.sign

.

STANDARDS REVIEWED
A.S.M.E. standards, American society

of nieehanical engineers, 29 WesI
;i9th Street, New York 18. N.Y.

A.S.M.E. standard No. 106—Indus-

trial engineering terminology. $1.50

(U.S.).

This is a compendium of 500 indus-

trial engineering ternis arranged in

alphabetical order. Subjects range from
elementary definitions, such as those for

industrial engineering or for a standard
itself, to an entire series of complex
production terms. There are concise

descriptions of the flow process chart

and the simo chart, the Gantt chart, the

CJantt task and bónus plan, job classifi-

cation and evaluation, process layout
and work station. Various instrument
such as the marstochron and the kymo-
graph are also included.

Gas transmission and distribiitioii

piping systems (ASA B31.1.8

—

1955) $2.50 (U.S.)

This 1955 Code covers Uie design,

construction, operation, and mainten-
ance of gas transmission and distribu-

tion facilities. It deals with materiais

and equipment; welding; piping systeni

comjjonents and fabrication details; de-

.sign installation and testing; and oper-

ai ing and maintenance procedures
affpcting the safety of gas transmission

and distribution facilities.

The code also makes provisions for

odorization of gases; suggests precau-
tions to be taken when gas pipelines

parallel overhead electric transmission
lines on the same right of way; desig-

nates the dimensional standards and
material specifications; and includes

sketches of welding ends, attachment
details of flanges, and welding details

of openings.

A.S.T.M. standards, .4merican soeiety

for testing materiais, 1916 Ra«'e

Street, Philadelphia :i, Pa.

A.S.T.M. standards in huildin^' eodes.

$6.00 (U.S.)

This compendium contains 250 ASTM
specifications, methods of test, and
definitions of materiais included by
reference in the major building codes

of tlie United States and Canada. The
compilation is designed for tho use of

building code authorities and for archi-

tects, engineers, and contractors in the

building construction field.

A.S.T.M. standards on eleetrical in-

sulating materiais. S5.50 (U.S.).

Thirty-three of the designations in

this compilation are eilher new or ha\-e

been revised since publication of the
pre\ ious edition in 1953. The standards

included are of interest to manufactur-
ers, suppliers, and consumers of in.sulat-

ing materiais and electrical niachinery
and devices ranging from the heaviest
generating equipment to the lightest of

electronic components.

British standards, British standarrls

institution, 2 Park Street, London,
W.l. British standards are available
from the Canadian standards a.>>-

suoiation, National research biiild.

ing, Ottawa, (lanada.

B.S. 661: 19,55— Glossary of arou.-,-

tical ternis. 6/-.

This i.-i a re\'ision of the glo.-<sary íir.st

issued in 1936. and about eiglity new
terms have been added. The major
changes cover the enlargement of the

section on recording and reprodnctioii

to keep abreast of techniques, e.sepcially

that of using magnetic tape and wire,

which are finding applications in niany

fieids, and the inclusion of a .section oii

ultrasonics. A section on underwater
sound has also been included.

B.S. 938:1955—General re»juirenients

for the metal-arc welding of weld-

able structiiral steel tubes. 4 -.

This levised standard specifies lhe

general reqvurements for metal-arc weld-

ing of weldable structural steel tube>

imder normal conditions of manufactiue
and .'^ervice. It is a companion to B.S

1856. General requirements for tht

metal-arc welding of mild steel. It is not

applicable to certain forms of construc-

tion and does not specify the allowabli

stiesses in welds or methods for tlieii

testing.

IT S SO EASY . . . IN SO MANY WAYS

!

The Falk Type F Sfreeiflex Spacer Coupling
is designed to permít installat-ion or removei
wíthout dísturbíng eíther the driving or

dríven unít. Features of Steeiflex Spacer
|

The Steeiflex Spacer embodies the exclusive features of t|

Falk Type F Steeiflex coppling. It actually is the Type '

coupling modified to permit simple installation and remov

in horizontal or vertical applications where it is undesirob

to move the connccted units.
i

Rugged all-steei construction assures lifelong, trouble-fr'

service and maximum protection for the connected equií

ment. it is truly resilient. The grid-groove design providi

positive protection against the damaging effects of shock leac

impact loads and vibration. It permits angular and parai

misalignment and allows free end float. If end float mt

be restricted, this can be arranged quite readily.

The coupling is lubricated at the Factory and can be instcll

or removed without disturbing the lubricant which is retain

within the steel cover by wide-shouldered seal rings. The sr

rings also protect against the entrance of dust, moisture a

corrosive elements. Maintenance is reduced to semi-anni

lubrication.

Wrife for

descriptive

bulletin.
THE

WILLIAM
5. SONS'
LIMITED

A OlVISION OF MILLSP^UGH LIMITED. SHEFfItLD, ENGIAND

OWEN SOUND. ONTÁRIO

Montreal: 1224 St. Catherine St. W. St. Catharines 50 Church Street Haileybury: John H. Brum<;
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To meet the challenge of shifting frontiers

and great industrial enterprises, Can-Car

Foundry Division produces castings which

are the product of the most advonced

methods and the most modern plant.

Expressing the findings of the engineer's

slide rule in white hot metal, Can-Car

contributes to the expansion of Canada

and the vast increase in our productivity.

Canadian Car & Foundry Company Limited
Foundry Division, Longue Pointe, Que.
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Library Notes

B.S. 2G. 111: 1955— Specifications
for the rate of climb indicators for
aircraft. 2/6.

This standard has been prepared to

provide an up-to-date specification íov

aircraft rate of climb indicators in the

light of experience gained in the appli-

cation of the first edition, published in

1949. Information has been added re-

lating to tlie incidence of testing, and
recommendations included in respect of

tests to verify the serviceability of in-

struments.

B.S. G.150: 1955—Tachometer indi-

cators (synchronous type) for air-

craft. 2/6.

This standard specifies requirements
for low range and high range synchron-
ous type tachometer indicators for in-

dicating the speed of aircraft engines.

It contains details of constructional
requirements and of suitable type and
production tests. An appendix deals
with tests for verifying the reliability

of instruments manufactured in accord-
ance with the specification.

B.S. 1000 (622/623): 1955— Uni-
versal Decimal Classtfication— 622
Mining and mineral dressing— 623
Military and naval engineering. 15/-.

This new section of the English Edi-
tion of the Universal Decimal Classifica-

tion contains full classification schedules
for the tvvo major fields of mining and

mineral dressing and military and naval
engineering.

The.se schedules will serve as a use-
ful tool for ali workers in these fields

with any substantial technical literature

to classify.

B.S. 1003-4: 1955 — High purity
zinc, zinc alloys for die casting and
zinc alloy die castings. 3/-.

The presença in zinc alloys of certain

impurities which are found in zinc ores
may cause liability to intercrystalline

corrosion with resultant dimensional in-

stability and loss of strength. Thus,
these impurities are strictly limited in

the basic zinc used for the manufacture
of the.se alloys. Limits have also been
included for other elements which were
included in the previous edition (1942)

under the heading 'traces' and the same
lunits are included for the alloys.

B.S. 2590: 1955—Acceptance tests

for sintered metal powder compo-
nents. 3/-.

This standard makes recommenda-
tions with regard to the sampling and
testing of the finished sintered com-
ponent as distinct from the metallic

powder from which it is made. It also

makes recommendations with regard to

the test pieces to be used for mechanieal
testing.

B.S. 2591: Part 1: 1955— Glossary
for valves and valve parts (for
fluids) Part 1. Screw-down stop,

check and gate valves. 10/-.

This illustrated standard defines types

of, and parts for, three main types of

valves. These are:

Screw-down stop vaive: Globe, obli
que. angle and needle valves.
Check valve: Horizontal, vertical an/

angle patterns of swing type and hf
(diik, piston and bali) type, screw-dowi
stop and check valves and foot valve;.

Gate valve: Wedge gate, sluice

double di.?k gate and parallel slidi

valves, both inside and outside screw.

B.S. 2594: 1955— Horizontal mil,
Steel welded storage tanks. 4/-.

This standard relates to the desigi

and construction of mild steel fusioi

welded horizontal storage tanks wit/

dished and flanged ends and cover:

sizes of tanks ranging from 3 ft. 6 ití

diameter by 4 ft. nominal length up t-

9 ft. diameter by 30 ft. nominal lengtl

The tanks are classified by dnnen.íioD
instead of by capacities which ha
hitherto been the practice. As a guid
to the user the gro.ss capacities of thes

tanks are given in the tables.

The standard does not relate to tank
on transport vehicles or to lined storaa

tanks.

B.S. 2597:1955—Glossary of terni

used in radiology. IQ/-.

This standard covers over 750 tuii;

and definitions. Its four main sectioi

are, 'General terms and ph>-ir-

'Sources of ionizing radiation'; 'Raiin

logy and fluoroscopy' and 'Radiotlieiap

and radiation protection'; among the-

sections are terms relating to such sul

jects as: atomic physics, high voltat

generating equipment, X-ray tubes ac

their accessories, particle acceleratoi

diffraction analysis, and isotopes
medicine.

I)
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The Diamond-fiow

ECONOMISER

COME AND MEET

th^ world's most popular Economiser

with fhousands of índividually successfui

installatíons to its credit.

THE HEART OF A GOOD ECONOMISER

Section through typical bank of diamond
flow-tubes. Available for ali pressures.

GREEM^Seconomise
8685 LaSalle BIvd., Montreal 32

onjisei
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fir plywood

fornis

flat

smooth

concrete

surfaces

Econornical waterproof-glue fir

plyivood forms rediice fins

to a rninimum . . . save labour

costs on form handling and

concrete surface finishing.

See page 3 Douglas fir plywood

oncrete Form Work Book.
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• Library Notes

Where appropriate, quantitative values

and symbols are given for ^•arious terrns.

A complete alphabetical index is in-

cluded.

B.S. 2600: 1955— General lerom-
niendation» for the radiographic
oxaniination» of fusion welded
joints in ihicknesses of sleel up to

2 inches. 4/-.

The increasing use of X-ray« and
gamma rays for the examination of

welded joints in a wide variety of con-
struetions has led to the issuing of some
recommendations of a general character
giving giiidance on the application of

these methods.
This standard is di\'i<led into foiír

sections which cover the general recom-
mendations for ali types of i-adio-

graphy within the scope of the stand-

ard, X-ray techniques for general and
special applications and gamma-ray
teehniques.

B.S. 2614: 1955—Ahiminium allov

sections for marine purposes. 3/6.

This standard defines three series of

strvictural sections designed mainly for

marine use. The three types of sections

are tabulated ; and for the 4 inch size

and upwards alternate thicker webs aro
listed for n.se where necessary.
The sections are: bulb angles for

riveting; tee bars for welding; and bulb

plates for welding. Both the welding
series of sections have a small root bead
or table for welding, the dimensions of

which have beea so fixed that they can
be iised as backing bars for butt joints.

CP 3001: 1955— Code of praclicc
for zinc alloy pressure die oastina;

for engineering. 5/ -.

This code has as its objective the
establishment of recognized practices in

the design, production and inspection of
zmc alloy die castings, in order to en-
.>ure that the material nsed, the pro-
cedure followed, and the design , of the
castings, will provide a reliable prodiict.

Zinc alloy die castings will perform
satisfactorily only if they are free from
contamination bv certain elemento harm-
ful to the mechanical properties and
corrosion resistance. The code, therefore,

states that it is essential that these
elements should not be present in higher
proportions than those indicated in B.S.

1004 'Zinc alloys for die casting'.

SP. 114: 1955 — Eye bolts (unified
threads) for aircraft. 2 6.

This latest addition to the aircraft

series specifies the materiais, dimension.'^

and finish of eye bolts manufactured in

35/45 ton carbon steel and having uni-

fied threads. Information concerning the
loadings of tlie fittings, and the suitable

sizes of cable, is given in the ajipendix

to the standard.

Canadian standards, (ianadian stand-
ard.* association. INational researcli

building, Otiawa, Canada.

CS.A. A 126—1955 — Specification
for vinyi asbestos floor tile (semi-
flexible-homogeneous) $1.00.

The specification applies to vinyl

asbestos floor tile in sizes 9 by 9 inches
and 12 by 12 inches in standard thick-

nesses of % inch.

The standard specifies the physical
properties of the tile and the methods
of testing. The tests check not only
the physical size, colour, finish and sur-

face eharacteristics but also indentation
at 77F and 115F, residential indenta-
tion, impact, flexure, dimensional stabil-

ity, volatile material, resistance to re-

agents and curling. Packing and mark-
ing instructions are also included.

C.S.A. C83.1—1954 — Specification
for coinniunication line hardware,
3rd. ed. With drawings $4.00; without
drawings 75 cents.

This is the 1950 Specification modified
editorially and provided with a para-

graph which dr.Tws attcntion to the facl

that the stock iised on items having
rolled threads is .smaller than that used
when cut threads are provided.

C.S.A. C83.2—1954 — Specification

for power line hardware, 3rd ed.

With drawings $3.00; without draw-

ings 75 cents.

Like its companion Specification

C83.1, this specification has undergono
similar changes modifying the 1950 edi-

tion.

Our catalogue No. 54 gives complete information on
"Pacpipe" Wood stave pipe and tanks. Write now, with-
out obligation, for your copy.

pacpipe
WOOD PIPE <x I

End Graín Block

Líned Sewer Pipe

for Míll Effluent

and Sewer Systems

PIPE" continuous Wood Stove

pipe is especialiy designed to

resist erosion by abrosive waste por-

ficies. This is one of the mony appli-

cations using the special properties of

B.C. Fir Wood Stave Pipe, manufac-

tured by Pacific Coast Pipe Co.

WOOD PIPE & TANKS
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PhUlÊpS Shaped Magnet Wíre ofTers

Phillips
WIRES & CABLES

six big advantages
With a battery of new magnet wire machines of
the latest and most improved design, just

installed; and using a specially treated copper
conductor; Phillips now ofFer quick ddivcry

of a superb product.

1. Soft Temper—The new annealing furnace gives

an extra soft temper to the copper, making it easy

to handle and wind.

2. High Surface Finish— Phillips copper has always

been noted for its high finish. Now an additional

process adds a special smoothness. (Good finish is

essential for an insulation base.)

3. Uniformiy compacted Insulation—The newiy
installed Formei, and paper insuiating machines
empioy a refined technique to apply a smooth
compact insulation to the wire.

4. Seeure Source of Sopply— Phillips greatly

increased manufacturing capacity assurcs the re-

liability of your source of supply.

5. Fast Delivery—Additional storage space, reserve

stocks and augmented produclion provide for

speedy delivery of ali orders.

6. Rellability— For years the quality of Phillips

Magnet Wire has been a by-word in the tradc.

Sixty-five years of expcrience and reputation stand

back of this product.

THE CANADIAN AFFILIATE OF THE B. I

Head Office — Brockville, Ont.

MONTREAl • OTTAWA • TORONTO • HAMILTON

REGINA • EOMONTON • VANCOUVER

5522

C. C.

WINNIPEG
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I

Appointments and Transiers

Magcoa General Manager.

—

Ij. A. Sul-

ton ha8 been appointed general mana^Ecer

of Magcoa Limited, niagnesium fabri-

cators and materiais handling equip-

inent manufactin-ers, it was announced
l)y Miles L. Abel, exerutive vice presi-

dent of lhe new Toronto firm.

Racey, MacCalluni Appoinimenl. — .1.

G. Baillot, B.A., B.A.SC., p. ENG., has
recently joined the staff of Racey,
MacCallum and As.-;ociate,s Limited, as

a. si)ecialisl in metallurgical engineering
and ultrasonic testing.

Westinghouse Siipply Conipany.—Aji-

point mentis to managerial posts in tiie

Canadian Westinghouse .Siipiily Com-
panys consumei- producis division re-

cently announced were A. McGruther,
sales manager for the Alberta District,

and J. A. Comeau, .'^ales manager for
tlie Calgary branch.

Applied Research Ltd. — Donald S.

-Ross, R.C.A.F. photographic ofRcer for

15 years, has joined PSC Applied Re-
search Limited in Toronto as projects
manager in charge of i^hotographic and
optics i)ro,iocts, a.ccording to an an-
nounccment liy .J. M. Bridgman, general
manager of the compaiiy.

Powertronir Equipineiil Execulives.

—

Brad W. Richardson and David E. Baw-
den ha\-e been appointed treasiirer and
secretary, re.spectively. of Powertronic
Ií(|nipment Ltd., J. C. Biirkholder, pre-
sident, lias announced.

Power Shovel Sales Appointment.—.\s

a part of a ma.joi- expansion in parts
and ser\'ice facilities in Canada, Marion
l'm\cr Shovel Company of Marion,
Uhiii, has announced the appointment

of P. Ralph Hclm. Jr.. as its Eastcrn

(.'anada sales manager.

.John Bertrani Appointment. — The
John iiertram and >Sons Co. í>ld.. Dun-
das, Ont.. announces the appointment
of George M. Brydon as general man-
ager of tlieir tool and gauge di\-ision.

Dow (iorning Transfer. — Bruce 1*".

Smith, manager of technical serviço in

the international department of Dow
Corning Corporation, has been trans-

ferred to the Company 's Canadian aíiili-

ate, Dow Corning Silicones, Limited, of

Toronto, as manager of the Canadian
companys newly established branch

ofiice in Montreal, Que.

Peacoek Excculive Appointment—The
following appointments have been an-

nounced by Peacock Brothers Limited.

F. H. Hunt is made executive assistant

to the vice-president and L. N. Harlock
is made general sales manager. Both are

tlirectors of the company.

Canada Iron Appointment. — Canada
L-on P^oundries. Limited announces the

appointment of R. K. Çarty as control-

ler. Mr. Carty. a graduate of Queens
University, has had extensive experience
in the Canadian corporate financial and
accounting fields.

Canadian Helicopters (1954). — New
ofiicers and key operations' personnel
of Canadian Helicopters (1954) Limited,
(now a wholly-owned subsidiary of

Okanagan Helicopters Ltd., of Vancou-
ver) have been announced. Named
chairman of the board of Canadian
Helicopters is Clark B. Davis, who is

vice-president of Woodiands Division.
Abitibi Power & Paper Co. G. W. Mc-

Pherson is preaident of Canadian Heli

copters; Carl Agar, vice-president ofj

operations; and Alfred Stringer, vice

jiresident of engineering. J. C. Charle-

son, of Ottawa, has been appointed

managing director.

Kayínond Concrete Pile.— Wesley C
Pietz. president and managing dirrotor

Raymond Concrete Pile Company
TJd., foundation and heavy constnu-

tion com])any. Toronto, has announceii

tlie ai)pointment of Walter T. Clarki

as Montreal district manager. Mr
(^larke succeeds Edgar F. Thwing wh
resigned in ,JuIy.

!Scw Dominion Engineering Division

—Dominion Engineering Compan>
í/imited, announces the formation oil

a Western Division. A. C. R. YuillJ

M.E.I.C., M.A.I.K.B., p. ENG., contlnues ii

his capacity as special representativi

for the Company. G. E. Plant is ap

l>ointcd manager of the Western Divi-

sion.

•
Consulting Engineers.—P. R. Sandwell

M.E.I.C.. president of Sandwell & Com-

jjany Limited, consulting engineers o

Vancouver, B.C., announces the ap-

Iiointment of S. D. Ford, m.e.i.c, to th<

position of chief engineer. Other ap-

liointments in the organization ar<»

iv S. Barton, a.ssistant chief engineer

in-oducts administration : P. .1. Vako

mies, assistant chief engineer. dexclor

ment ; ,1. A. Webster. M.ic.i.r.. assislan

chief engineer, design; and S. A. Quist

l)rocurement manager.

Canadian Company Formed. — Eler

li-onics Corporation of America. Cam
bridge, Mass., announces the formatio'

of Electronics Corporation of Ameriç;

(Canada) Ltd., with headquarters it

Toronto. James S. Carlile. who hd

been supervising ECA sales activitis,

in Canada, will be general manager
the Canadian company.

\
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If your product needs tough, strong, easy-forming wire .

.

.

STELCO LOW CARBON WIRE WILL DO THE JOB!

For new and different wire products like the

one above, or for the old familiar ones like

coathangers, lampshades, cutlery, screwdriv-

ers, and chains, Stelco produces specialty

grades of Low Carbon Wire exactly suited to

the end use. Each grade is designed also for

fast, economical forming, good welding char-

acteristics, and long, rugged service.

Canada's most extensive wire-inaking facili-

ties, backed by the experience embodied in

over íive thousand different recorded specifi-

cations, are at your service when you come to

Stelco for your needs in stcel wire. A call to

any Stelco vSalcs Oflicc will briiig yon proinpt

attcntion.

THE STEEL COMPANY OF CANADA, i-imited

Executive Offices: Hamilton — Montreal

Offices: Halifax, Saint John, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, London, Windsor, Winnipeg, Edmonton, Vancouver.

J. C. Pratt & Co. Limited, St. John's, Newfoundland. ss^oi.b
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Bus. and hd, Bríefs

N.R.C. Building Research.—Robert F.

Legget, director of the Division of

Buildiag Research of the National Re-
search Council, has been elected as

the Canadian member of the Council
of the Institution of Civil Engineers.

Mr. Legget, who has been a member
of the Institution since 1930, succeeds

Edgar A. Cross, Consulting Engineer
of Toronto, in this position of Cana-
dian Councillor.

Edward H. Stock, administrative offi-

cer to the Division of Building Re-
search of the National Research Coun-
cil, is to take up post-graduate study
in administration at the University of
Syracuse as sole Ottawa winner of a
scholarship offered by the Institute of

Public Administration of the Univer-
sity to members of the public service
of Canada.

New Equipment and Developments
Change of Address. — Permutit Coin-
pany of Canada Ltd., announce com-
pletion of their move to the new Mont-
real location at 5500 Royalmount Avc-
nue, Town of Mount Royai.

Ottawa Foundries Integrate. — L. W.
Fleck, pre.sident of The Alexander Fleck
Limited, and D. J. Beach, president of

Beach Foundry Limited, both of Ot-
tawa, jointly announce that The Alexan-
der Fleck Limited have acquired com-
mon stock holdings in Beach Foundry
Limited and that the firms will integrate
their operations on the Beach site in

Ottawa, while retaining their separate
corporate entities.

Refinery Building. •— Contract for a.

•1300,000 adminiíítration and plant pro-
tection building at the Canadian Oil

Companies, Limited refinery in Sarnia
has been let to Con-Eng Contractors
Ltd. of London, Ont. Gordon S. Adam-
.son and Associates, Toronto are the
architects and designers.

New Switchgear Plant.—Bepco Canada
Limited announce that a new half-mil-

lion doUar plant at Brantford, Ont., will

operate early in 1956 for the manufac-
ture of the company's switchgear. The
plant will be owned and operated by
Crompton Parkinson (Canada) Ltd.,

one of Bepco's four constituents. Cromp-
ton Parkinson have their own switch-
gear short-circuit testing station to pro-
vide test data for design purposes.

Safety Signs.—Canadian Line Materials
íjimited, Toronto, now has available a
complete range of safety signs. Three

standard size? are available and ali are '

equipped with dual flags and holders.

The signs are finished in baked enamel;
weatherproof and road tested for dura-
bility. Standard colours of yellow, red
and black are used, with special colours
on request. Signs can be furnished with

,

special legends, artwork, or unusual cut-

out shapes or sizes.

Thermal Demand Meter. — Ferranti
i

Electric Limited now has in production
a new thermal demand meter. It has

been specially designed to ensure siniple,

inexpensive maintenance ; ali parts are

easy to dismantle, clean, adjust and re-

assemble. To ensure a minimum of stock

parts the new thermal demand meter
includes the standard Ferranti type FM
single-phase, watthour meter eleraent.

Floor Boxes Approved. — "Latrobe" i

floor boxes manufactured by Fullman
Manufacturing Company of Latrobe,

Pennsylvania have been approved for

use in Canada by the Approval Labora^
tories, a division of the Canadian Stan-

dards Association. Itcms approved in-

clude adjustable, non-adjustable and
gang boxes. Leonard Electric, Ltd., Tor-

onto, and W. E. M. Walsh, of Montrej
represent Fullman in Canada.

Federal Public Works Contracts. —

1

Contracts involving expenditures total-l

ling $9,057,068.19 were awarded by thej

Federal Department of Public Worksí
during the month of July 1955, accord-f

I

i

Once a valve is installed ín a pípe iine ít ís

never idie. Open or closed, ít ís always at

work...controilíng fiow and wíthstandíng

pressure. That is why ít ís so ímportant to

select and ínstall volves of proven depend-

obílity that will gíve long and trouble-free

service . . . McAvity Volves.

McAYlTY

PULP STOCK

VALVES

Non-cloggíng

Self-cleoning

Available in 8 different

classes . . . including

Cost Iron, Ni-Resist,

Acid-Resisting Bronze,

Stainless Steel KA2M0,

or Rubber Lined . . . for

I O different methods of

operotion.

FIg. 9940

SINCE 1834
T. McAVITY & SONS LTD., SAINT JOHN, N.B. — Bronches: Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg, Calgary, Vancouver
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8iis. and hd. Bríefs

ing to a statement authorized by Works
Minister Winters. The amount for new
works is $7,245,958.50; for the repair

and maintenance of existing structures

S826.988.64; and for dredging contratíts,

$984,121.05.

Total contract oommitments for the

Tran.s-Canada Highwav have pa.^sed the

$20()-million mark. Of this the Federal

Government is coinmitted to pay half.

By niid-August claims submitted by the

pro\'inces and paynients inade by the

Federal Government amounted to $66,-

514.217.3,3.

Relief Map of Canada.—A new relicf

niap of (Amada has lu^en i)ublislied hy
('.inadian Aei-o Service Limited, Ottawa.
li >lio\v.-; ali Canada in three dimensions.
Forty-nine by 45 inrhes in size. the
maji is printed in eight colours on
hea\'y Vinylite plastic. Then it is formed
undei' heat and pressure to depict re-

lief. The .sui'face m plastic coated so

íingeriirints or markmgs will not daniage
it. Scale of the map is 1 ineh to 75
miles; its vertical exaggeration, to em-
l^hasize relief features, is 20 to 1. Weight
of the map is only 2 pounds, compared
with over 200 pounds for conventional
plaster relief models of comparable size.

Information shown includes: Iami forms,
l;ind use, and over 3,000 place name.s

—

highways, railroads, aeródromos, parks,
and similar facts; new data on the

Canadian Arctic shorelines and settle-

ments are shown, and corrected positioií.s

given for certain island groups in the

Far North. Canadian Aero Service

Limited was aidt^l by the Departmen
of Mines and Technical Resources; as

sistance was gi\en also by the otíice o
(Continitid on page 1S28)

One of severol ice moking plants supplied
and installed for Belle Ewart Ice Co., Toronto.

Whatever your temperature

requirements, you can be sui

of perfect control with

FRICK REFRIGERATIOI

and AIR CONDITIONINi

An office building that need$ c

fortable working temperatures Ir

the occupants ... a dairy or bev*-

age plant where constant refrige -

tion is necessary ... a deep freez;

unit that calls for constant low t< -

peratures ... ali are served in e

most efficient, economical way p -

sible by Frick Air Conditioning f

Refrigeration Equipment! For o r

23 years, architects and engincs

have been specifying "Frick by Lo"

for lasting satisfaction. You can be s e

—when you specify Frick Air Cot -

tioning or Refrigeration Equipmer|

Refrigeration
' Engineers

and
Distributors

J.H.LOCK&SONS
OTTAWA 150 PERTH AVENUE

TORONTO

11J Limite

VANCOUVER, B.C|
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standard speed

reducers are made in sizes ranging

from units small enough to be car-

ried easily by one man up to

reducers weighing 18 tons.

ali sizes for every industrial applicafion-

lible

ilingi

Rocies

Rugged, quiet in operation and designed for extremely long service,

Hamilton Gear Speed Reducers are favoured in a wide range of indus-

trial and mining operations. Helical gear speed reducers—like the

unit pictured above—have replaced herring-bone reducers in most

applications because single helical gears require no centering and take

the load evenly over the whole gear face despite any externai thrust.

These units can be equipped with a back-stop to preveni reverse

rotation—for instance when used with an inclined conveyor or bucket

elevator. These versatile Hamilton Gear reducers come in ratios from

2 to 1 up to 800 to 1, in single, double or triple reduction.

For further infonmtion wriíe for Catalogue No. 113.

Hamilton Gear
and Machine Co., Limited.

950 • 990 DUPONT ST., TORONTO 4

m

HG-T-3.55

Gea rj

Wormp»or
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Bus. (Êfid hd. Sríefs
{Continued from page 1324)

the Surveyor General and by the Army
Survey Establishment.

Price of the mup is $45.00 f.o.b. Ot-
tawa; available from Canadian Aero
Service Limited, 74 Sparks St., Ottawa 4.

Alioy Welding Wires.—It is aiinounced
by Air Reduction Canada Limited on
behalf of Stoody Company, that a new
line of 7/64 in. tubular fabricated alloy

wires designed for oi)en are apphcation
through Magna Welders and other semi-
automatic welding machines, is available

iu Canada. The process requires no flux

and offers the versatility of manual
welding with the control of the full

automatic. Depositing 7 to 15 pounds
of hard metal an hour, a welding speed
two to three times lhat of the manual
process is claimed. Ihree materiais are
available from Airco- -a 50% chromium
hardfacing alloy, a 2(i% alloy for hard-
facing, and a Hadfield nickel manganese
for build-up of manganese steel parts.

Plastic Protective Jacket.—"Protektin-
sul", a new wrap-around zip-on protec-
tive jacket made of durable 12-gauge

Vinylite plastic to cover pipe, cable,

duct and conduit insulation, is manu-
factured in a variety of colours by E.

T. Sampson & Co. Ltd., Montreal and
Toronto. This covering can be used in-

doors and out, above and below grade.

Requiring no pnming or painting, it is

flexible and easy to handle; it is pre-

fabricated to individual requirement.*

and simply zips on over pipe and ducf.

insulation—thereby elirainating fitting,

cutting and sewing—so reducmg instal-

lation time and costs. The closure is a

patented, electronically welded vinyl

slide fastener which locks íirmly into

place, forming a watertight, vapourtighl
and airtight joint. End joints, bend.-s

and insulated fittings are taped with the

same "Vinylite" material as the cover-

ing and sealed with a special vinyl

sealer. The covering is non-flammable.

Auto Stop Meters.—Two new auto stop
meters with double trip auto .stop valves
for positive control of industrial liquids

are offered by Neptune Meters Limited.
Automatic deliveries of water, syrups,

oils, solvents and other liquids to batch-
ing and blending processes are accom-
plished with accurate cut-oíf and mini-
mum hydraulic iiammer even wlien

handling high rates of flow. The quan-
tity desired is set by pushing buttons,

the meter shuts-off automatically when
the exact amount is dciivered. Neptune
type "S" auto stop meters are bronze

construction and have been used sui

cessfully to measure more than 150 ii

dustrial liquids. Rates of flow are: IVJ

m., 10 to 100 U.S. g.p.f.; 2-in., 16 ÍI

160 U.S. g.p.f. One-in. and 3-in. auto sto

meters are also made. Details from Nej,

tune Meters Limited, 1430 Lakeshoi
Rd., Toronto 14.

Low-Wattage Mercury Lamps. — Ne
compact low-wattage mercury lamps ai

now available from the Canadian Wes'
inghouse Company 's Lamp Division

j;

ratings of 100, 175, and 250 watt;

Tliough their major application is likeF

to be for lighting residential ar
secondary streets. the new lamps wi

also be applicable to industrial ar

some commercial lighting. With tU

proper auxiliary equipment, the lamjl

can be operated from any supply voÍ[

age. For normal indoor use or

outdoor conditions, an open circuit ba|

last voltage of 220 volts is sufficient

reliable starting. At temperatures as Ic

as minus 30°F, 250 volts will be ad

quate. Rated avcrage life is 4,000 hoi;

for the two smaller lamps, 6.000 hou
for the 2.50-watt lamp.

Transfornier Contract. — The Powl
Authority of the State of New Yof
has placed an order with the Engli
Electric Company Limited for tv

large transformers for use in conne

Morrison Brass

make the most

complete Une of

Boiler Mountings

in the Dominion.

WRITE FOR COMPLETE CATALOGUE NO. 85-B

DART
UNIONS

for efficient service

and economy

Two Bronze Seats Ground to a True BallJon

DART UNION COMPANY OF CANADA Llf
TORONTO CANADA

Ik-

"MADE TO LAST"

Zs mORRISOn BRRSS Z^íh
276 KING ST. W., TORONTO, ONT.
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How Farval lubrication

makes a turbine behave!

4

rHIS hydraulic turbine had costly mainte-

nance problems. Every few months, 6 to

xpensive bearings had to be replaced. Old-

shioned grease gunning just couldn't keep

bricant in bearings. Repairs interfered with

ectric power production.

rval Lubrication Engineers were calied in. A
fval System of Centralized Lubrication ex-

tly suited to the turbine's needs was recom-

ended. Resuit— lubrication troubles ended.

jwntime was eliminated. Now, even bear-

gs under water keep working properly.

rval works as the turbine operates— no time

t for lubrication. Manpower is saved, be-

use Farval is wholly automatic. Important

[pney is saved. In 14 years, the manager re-

Irts thousands saved in bearings and lubri-

nt. These savings led to Farval Systems on 9

her turbines.

Farval saves in many industries

lis is a typical example of the economies
rval brings to industrial equipment. Farval

a simple, dependable system that lubricates

lickly, without shutdown, from one centrai

mping station. Oil or grease is delivered

failingly, to each bearing served, in the exact

lount u heu required. And, Farval Centralized

ibrication Systems, manual or automatic,

n be installed on new or old equipment.

Free Bulletin tells you ali

nd out how Farval can save for you and pay

r itself in quick order. Write for helpful

chnical advice and ask for Bulletin 26.

iacock Brothers Limited, P. O. Box 1040,

ontreal 3, Que. Branch offices in Sydney,

jronto, Sudbury, Winnipeg, Edmonton, Cal-

ry and Vancouver.

Sold

in Canada

\

by . . .

FARVAL-
Studies in

Centralized

Lubrication

No. 171

KEYS TO ADEQUATE LUBRICATION - Wherever you see the

sign of Farval— the (amilior volve manifoids, dual lubricont linet and

central pumping station — you know a mochine is being properly

lubricated. Farval manuolly operated and automatic tyitemt protect

millions of industrial bearingt.

EACOCK BROTHERS LIMITED
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5UB-SURFACE EXPLORATION
Soil Sampling •:• Foundation Testing

Core Drilling •:• Grouting

1
BOYLESBROS
DRILIINC COMPANY LTD..

VANCOUVER, CANADA r

PROJECTS

Job 54-107

Ladore Falis Powerhouse

B. C. Power Commission

Con.truction U now underway on tl.e hydroelectric plant

a, Ladorè Falis „car Campbell River V.ancouver Is an.L

On rompletion of the pro ect a fiirther lOo.OOO h.p. will l.e

added"o the power available for west coast mdustr.e» al a

total cost of $9,700,000.

Bovies Bros.' crews have completed the extensive foun-

K„ testTng program for this major developmen. dur.ng

the past year.

Modern Equipment and Experienced Crews

MONCTON, NORANDA, KIRKLAND LAKE,

PORT ARTHUR, EDMONTON and VANCOUVER

Bus. and Ind Briefs

tion with the St. Lawrence power pro-

ject. On the American side of the joint

Canadian/American power station, part

of the power will be stepped up to 115

kv. and part to 230 kv., and the trans-

formers will be used to couple theso

two bus-bars together for the inter-

change of power. They are three-phase
units, and will have aa output of 120,-

000 kv. with a voltage ratio of 230/115
kv. with auto-connected windings. Cool-
ing is of the OFW type (puriíied oi!

circulation through water coolers), and
the main windings will be impulse
te.sted at a levei of 900 kv.

Terylene Plant Opening. — The new
"Terylene" plant of Canadian Indus-
tries (1954) Limited, at Millhaven,
Ont., will be officially opened on Sep-
tember 28. Officiating at the opening
ceremony will be Rt. Hon. C. D. Howe,
Minister of Trade and Commerce, and
guests will include John R. Whinfield,
inventor of "Terylene" polyester fibre.

The Millhaven project was started in
1953, and pilot plant production began
late <m 1954. Main units of the plant
went into production this summer. It
will employ about 800 people when
fully operating.

•

Double Headed Nails.—The Steel Com-
pany of Canada, Limited, Hamilton and
Montreal, now provides double headed
nails. Otherwise known as duplex nails,

double headed form nails, double headed
scaffold nails, hold-down nails and
American dual head anchor nails, they
are used as fastenings where their ap-
plication is temporary only. Designed
to be removed without damage to the
material in which they have been driven,
applications include temporary form
work, railway car bracing, scaffold erec-

tion, false doors on box cars for grain

shipping and insulators for temporary
electric wiring.

New Metallized Tapes.—Two new pres-

sure-sensitive film tapes, each possessing

unusual strength although only 2-mils

thick, were announced this month for

widespread industrial marking, labelling,

and decorating use by Minnesota Min-
ing and Manufacturing of Canada Lim-
ited, London, Ontário. The polyester

film tapes, Nos. 850 and 852, have simi-

lar physical characteristics and metallic

(silver) appearance achievcd by vapour-
depositing aluminum between the tape's

adhesive and backing. The No. 852 tape

is printable and is supplied with
special polyethylene-coated paper lin

Tensile strength is per inch of ta

width, 1007c elongation, and 40 oua
of adhesion per inch of width. In addi
tiou. the tapes are said to retain thei

flexibility at veiy low temperatures, ani

iiave high dimensional stability despiti

licat and humidity changes.

Lighting Units.—J. A. Wilson Lightin

& Display Limited has recently entera
into an agreement with The Holophan
Company Limited to manufactur
lighting units embodying Holophane Lo
Brite Controlens (requested trade name?
The Holopliane Company Limited). Th
new agreement makes the J. A. Wilso:

organization a fully licensed Holopharii

Controlens distributor.

High-Speed Potentiometer Recorder.-
A new high-speed recording potcntiomc

ter which features fuU-scale pen travt

across its 11-inch chart in 0.4 second

without any overshoot at the end of th

traverse has been announced by Th
Bristol Company of Canada Limite(|

The recorder, known as the High-Speei
Dvnamaster Potentiometer, has a ^l^ i

band of less than 0.1% of the full

span. It is offered in standard rnutii

as low as O to 1 millvolt d-c for fu

scale, with source resistance up t

10,000 ohms. Chart-speeds up to 4 inch(

per second are available.

•
Natural Gas Contracts.—Trans-Cana(

Pipe Lines Limited has signed a coi

tract to sell 200,000,000 cubic feet <

natural gas daily to Tenne.ssee G;

Transmission Company of Housto;

Texas, at the miernational boundai

near Emerson, Manitoba, with a

option to sell an additional 200,q00,0(

cubic feet daily when available, it wí

increased concrete

workability at

lower cost with

POZZOLITH Pozzolith Produces Greater Slump
wilh Some Amount of Water

PLAIN MIX POZZOLITH MIX

5-1/5 Gallons W/C 5-1/5 Gollons
1 Inch SLUMP 5 Inches

Producing increased concrete workability by adding water has two serious

disadvantages. First, it increases the cost of concrete because more cernem
is required to maintain strength. Second, it lowers the quality of concrete

because it increases shrinkage and permeability and decreases durability.

Efifect of Pozzolith on workability is shown above.

The fact that Pozzolith increases workability without the use of extra

water, is one of the reasons why it was employed in more than 13,000,000
cubic yards of concrete last year alone. Full information on request.

I

MASTER
Products fold in Canada ara

BUILDERS"^"
ionufactur«d in Conada ^^^^^K7rrriVVfl|!rTn!ir^H
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matchíng!
High speeds and tough shock loads are

the efíiciency robbers that cause some

belts to stretch, to lose their grip or

break on multi V-belt drives. Goodyear

found the answer to this problem.

The secret of success is matched

sets of HY-T V-BELTS. These sets

are matched for length, strength,

weight and balance. Goodyear matching

assures equal distribution of work load

for uniform efficiency and exception-

ally long service hfe.

Goodyear HY-T V-BELTS are sinew-

ed with Triple Tempered (3-T) Cords

to provide 40% higher H.P. ratings—

7

belts can do the work of 10 — or the

same number of belts will substantially

increase belt service life. Goodvear

HY-T V-Belts have oil resisting covers,

are mildew inhibited and can be sup-

plied static-conducting.

Each Goodyear Branch has the neces-

sary matching equipment to supply the

"sets" to harness your belt killer drives.

^J^Ê^*^ complete Information write or ca//

^^^^ ^^^^ ^^V^^ - ÉÊ^ ^^^ft four Goodyear ofíice at—HflBflBHB íVHÉ^ ^Êf Moncton.St.John.QuebecCity. Montreal.

WmW Wkim r^ÊLH^k lonéon, Windior, Wlnnipeg,
Regina, Saskatoon, Calgary, Edmonton,

NDUSTRIAL RUBBER PRODUCTS ENGINEERED FOR THE JOB
vo„co«ver,orH.odoflF.ce,New7oronfo.
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calls for more than

a good nose

"When we were ready to expand, we
THOUGHT we had ali the answers.

Transportation on raw materiais and

finished product was, we knew, a

heavy over-ali cost item in our pro-

duction and distribution, but we soon

discovered that the RIGHT LOCA-
TION could not be tracked down by

intuition.

That's when we consulted the

Canadian National. With the help of

a market and transportation cost ana-

lysis and their broad experience in

industrial placement, they took the

guess-work out of the problem and in-

dicated where our cost factors would

be in balance for best results."

That's how we help industrialists.

Whatever YOUR market or sources

of materiais, Canadian National has

the organization to help you choose

the location keyed to your particular

needs. We*ll gladly make conlidential

analyses for you, without fee or obli-

gation. May we help you?

Oepf. of Ke%eotc\\

& Deve/opmenf
Room 708, 407 McGIII St.,

Montreal 1, Que.

Canadian

National

Railways

Industria/ Deve/opmen/ Offices af

MONCTON QUEBEC MONTREAL TORONTO
WINNIPEG EDMONTON VANCOUVER

NEW YORK, N.Y. LONDON, Eng. DETROIT, Mich.

Bus. and Mn Bríefs

announced in Calgary by N. E. Tanner,
President of Trans-Canada. The Cana-
dian gas will be sold along a new pipe-

line to be built by Tennessee Gas from
Minnesota to Tennessee, with sales

principally to gas distribution com-
panies having no present source of

natural gas. Trans-Canada also has
entered into a short-term contract to

purchase up to 90,000,000 cubic feet

daily of natural gas from Tennessee
Gas at the international boundary near
Niagara Falis.

When the Trans-Canada Une has
been completed to eastern Canada,
Tennessee Gas has agreed to purchase
surplus gas over and above the require-

ments of the eastern Canadian mar-
kets. This arrangement would give

Trans-Canada a market for gas during
off-ppak periods and thus would assure
more economic operations of the pipe-

line throughout the year.

Airhlaist Circuil Breakers. — Ontário
Hydro has recently completed an in-

stallation of 12 outdoor 115 kv. airblast

rircuit breakers at the Burlington
Transformer Station near Hamilton.
The.se circuit breakers are rated at

."),000 inva. at 115 kv. and are replacing

bulk oil circuit breakers which were
installed when the interrupting capac-
ity requirements of this transformer
station were lower. The oil circuit break-
ers are being transferred to other part«

of Ontário Hydro's system. The circuit

breakers installed at Burlington are of

English Electric axial blast design.

Aid Maritiine Coal Iiidustry.—Public
Works Minister Robert Winters has
announced that a newly developed aut-o-

matic furnace designed to help the coal

industry of tlie Maritime Provinces will

be tried out by the Department of Na-
tional Defence in the homes of service-

men stationed at Camp Gagetown, N3.
Half of the first group of 30 houses to

be built as permanent married quarters
for the Army's largest camp will be
equipped with this hot water furnace
which is designed to use the type of

coal produced in the Maritimes. The
other 1.5 units will have standard DND
oil-fired hot air furnaces installed, and
a comparison of the two systems from
the point of view of tenant satisfaction
md fuel and maintenance costs will be
made over the next heating season. The
new down-draft furnace, developed by
the Dominion Steel and Coal Corpora-
tion Limited, is equipped for automatic
firing and ash remova! and will be in-

stalled in each of the four types of
houses to be built.

New Feeder Busway.—.\ high-reactance
feeder busway design permitting inter-

rupting capacities of more than 100,000
amperes RMS symmetrical at trans-
former output terminais, has been an-
nounced by engineers of the Panelboard
Section, Canadian General Electric Com-
pany, Limited. Known as the Type CL,
this new factory-assembled busway is

designed for use in commercial and in-

dustrial buildings for connection between
the service entrance and main switch-

board, or wherever it is desired to rp-

duce the available short-circuit current
The new design provides values of re-

actance which are from eight to 23 times
that of conventional feeder busways.
One ten-foot section of the new Type
CL busway offers more reactance than
a 200-foot run of busway of standard
design in the same rating, it is claimed.

Rubber Asphalt Road Surfacing.—In
a comprehensive in-use test designed to

determine the advantages of rubber
asphalt surfacing, the Minnesota State
Highway Department recently put down
a variety of rubber asphalt mixtures
over some twelve miles of highway on
Route 152, about 15 miles outside of

Monticello, Minnesota.
One control section using RC5 in its

natural state, and three rubberized sec-

tions using RC5 in conjunction with

various rubber additives were laid. The
natural rubber section, about three miles

in length, consisted of an RC5 base
.asphaltic stock (85-100 pen.), 10% cutter

and 2% natural rubber powder dissolved

in the asphalt cement prior to use of

the cutter. While the viscosity of the

RC5-natural rubber combination wa.s

slightly lower than that without rubber,

the temperature used in laying both the

non-rubber control and the natural

rubber section was the same—275°F.
Use of the natural rubber occasioned

no changes in the procedure, other than

the blending of the rubber powder witli

the RC5 materiais.

During the laying itself, the asphalt-

rubberized mix flowed freely. with no

clogging of nozzle or spreader bars. Due
to rain just before the laying of the

natural rubber strip, the chips were wet

when placed. Despite this, whip-off wa.'-

negligible. Actually, it was less apparent

than during the laying of the non-rubber

control section, which went down dry

This would seem to indicate that add-

ing natural rubber tends to prevent

whip-ofT even under unfavourable con-j

ditions.

Minnesota is considered an excellenf

testing ground for the weathering attri-

butes of the natural rubber asphalt

combination. Weather extremes experi

enced there should give good indicationi

of rubbers ability to help counteracf

the effect of cold weather cracking anc

hot weather bleeding.

«

m

mi ^ {

Industrial Television. — Miniature in"
dustrial television cameras are now be

ing used for research purposes by tw(

leading British aircraft manufacturers n,

The de Havilland Aircraft Companj

"

have infstalled a television system ir

an aircraft for detecting the presencí

of flame in a new engine which the}

are trying out in the bomb bay of

te.st aircraft. The TV camera, which i

pre-focused and controlled by the navi

gator in the pilofs cabin, watches ih

te.st engine in complete darkness througL

a heat-resistant glass window. Th'

Bristol Aircraft Company are also usinr-

industrial television for engineering rf

search and are at present fitting it toi

flying test bed aircraft for engine stud}

E'quipment is made by Pye Limitei

Cambridge, England.

Early-Warning Line Contract.—Cana

dian Marconi Company announce tha

fef

p

* «Tl

xiee.
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Phoío courfesy of Dominion Foundries and Steel Ltd,

Charging G.L.A. Lime to an Open Hearth Steel Furnace.

LIME AND LIMESTONE

<ffer you 2 ímporfant

advantages:

1|
Consistency of product.

: Consistency of supply and service.

Ir ali of the great- many industrial uses of Lime and

ijnestone Plant Operators and engineers want to be sure

iiit these materiais maintain a uniform high quality.

yaWy important too are continuity of supply and

|'impt service.

( PSUM, LIME AND ALÁBASTINE, CANADA, LIMITED
i:ets the first of these requirements by rigid plant

• ality control. Strategic location of six lime plonts and

(arries across Canada assures the customer of supply

< d service.

'jined technical personnel of the Industrial Division are

<id to serve you. Write or phone our nearest office.

Gypsum, Limew Alabastine,
Canada, Limited

VANCOUVER CAIGARY WINNIPEO

TORONTO - 5 MONTRÉAL - 2

''I could if you used
the right pencil

for the right job!"

says Hard-Boiled Harry

When that important drawing

or drafting job calls for a pencil

that demands strength,

smoothness, and accuracy, most experienced

architects and draftsmen

specify

yenus Drawing Pencils

There are 17 accurately graded Vénus Drawing

degrees — ali with added strength to give you

less sharpening, longer life. Your regular

deoier has ali 1 7 degrees.

Look for the green crackie finish.

Take the advice of

HARD BOILED HARRY
(the Demon Purchasing Agent)

—

When you specify the right pencil

fo„he,Í9h.iob,

Y^nUg ^^^^.^^
ic TiaT-t of tVifi nirfi

I

i

IMITED
ÁRIO
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Bus, and Ind. Bríefs

they have been awarded a contract for

radio relay equipinont for thc Mid-
Canada early warning defence line. This
contract runs into several millious of

doUars. Thc units will provide the es-

sential link betwen the scanning antenna
of the radar units which would first de-
tect enemy intruder planes and the
defence forces which woukl be brought
into action to deal with them. The
equii)ment is of a type that could be
us(>d pffectively in commercial communi-
cation networks.

Airljorne IMafínetometer Survey.—First

vveok's flying of thc first large-scale air-

bornc magnetometer survoy in Groat
liritain was eompletod on 30th August.
About 2,000 rniles wcrc flowii in an
Anson aircraft spccialiy inodilicd for

geophysical surveys. Canadian Acio
Scr\ ice Limited of Ottavva, Canada, is

ma king the survey of an area of 10,000

sciuare miles in the Midlands.
Primaiy puriiose of the siu-vey is

scientific investigai ion, rather than the

dispovpry of new mineral resources. It

is being financed by the Nuffield

Foundation, and aduiinistered by the

Department of Scientific and Industrial

Research, through the (Jeological Surve.v

of Cireat Britain, Therc lias hvvn a gi-(\il

deal of carefui geological and geophysi-
cal studv of the Midlands area and

therefore the area is already very well

known geologically. According to Dr. W,
J. Pugh, F.R.S., ^Director of the Geo-
logical Siu'vey. this test will provide an
oi)portunity to assess the accuracy, util-

ity and economy of the airborne mag-
netometer under such conditions.

The world's first commei^cial survey
was flown in Ontário in mid-winter,
1947, and since then thc airboine mag-
netometer has proved especially usefui

in helping to uncover deposits of iron

ore, titanium, asbestos and nickel in

Canada, as well as in reconnai.ssance

over large áreas in the C^anadian North-
west for the oil industry. Canadian Aero
has made sur\'evs totalling more tli.-ni

600.000 miles in' Canada.
Nearly 2,000,000 miles of airborne

magnetometer .surveys have been flown
since 1947 in virtually ali i)aiis of the

world, and the o])erational standards
and accuracies cstablished in these gov-
ernmental and commercial surveys will

apply to this project. Magnetic m(>astu'e-

ments a.< small as 1 pai't iu .")().000 are

being recorded.

The airborne magnetometer was
manufactured by the (Julf Research &
Development Co. of Pittsburg, a part oí

the Gulf Oil C'ompany. It is used un-
der lease, and (Julf is cooperating with
this special. non-commercial .scientific

investigation.

Decca Na\igation, an outstanding
British develoiHuent in aerial naviga-
tioii, is guiding the survey aircraft along
ifs fiight lines. It is believed that this

is th(> first major use of Decca for aerial

geo))hysical sur\eys, and one objective

M&B
piasilc

*'EthuIon' P TRACING FILM
With its excciicnt \nk rcccption and cxccptional transluccnce, this tilm is widcly apprcciated in

•;ngincering and arcliitcctiiral drawing othces, particidarly wherc tine detail work is involved.

'Elhul
brand

TRACING FILM
Tliis tilm has the extra advantage of a ncw type of mutt surlacc. 'Lthulon" PMC will pass,

vvitliout sticking, through many of lhe recenlly introduced copiers which run sufficiently hot to

cause trouble with the original 'Ethulon'. Thc new surface also takes peneil very well and gives

lirst-class results with a wider range ot drawing inks.

*'ftceIon'
brand

TRACING FILM
'Acelon' PMC.I is ideal for general tracing and reproduction purposes. and is particularly

suitable for use with mounting-down adhesives, masking media, and the like.

Ali the abovc are available in rolls 10 cr 20 yds. long, in lhe following widths, from most
siipplicrs of drawing office materiais:

Tthiilon' PM ... .10 and 40 ins. Ethulon" PVIC .. 30 ins. 'Acelon" PMC.! . 36 ins.

Síimiilrn miiij hc oòltiiiieil from the fíisíiífjiilorit. ^ TRM)E \í i /! h

MANUFACTVRED BY

MAY & BAKER I.TD • DAGKNHAM • KNGI.AND

UhIríhuloTi MAV ft BAKER (CANADA) LIMITEI) Imi ATLANIK AVENCE
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of the Midlands survey is to evaluato
the Decca .«ystem in such uses.

,

The survey aircraft carries a recordinf;

radio-altimeter and a continuous "strip"'

Camera, which jihotographs the entiri

flight path on ^õmm. film. The.se instnr
menfs and the Decca Instruments ar',

required for reconstrucf ion of the exaci
path and altitude of the aircraft, so thd

magnetic data can be compiled in prei

cise maps.
j

The .survey flying will be completei!
in about two months. Compilation ol

the data will be done in a few niorj

months. Magnetic sin\ eys on thc grounij

would take many years and entail thj

cxpenditiu-e of consideriibly more mone;
than the aerial stu'\(>y. It is also ex

pected that the air magnetic stiidy wil

be less affpcted by the power plants an(

cities of the hea\ily industrializei! Mid
lands than a groimd sur\ey would br

Eloctrirally - Operatcd Valves. — Th
Saundcrs Valve Com;)any. Limited, o

Cwmbran, Monmouthshire. is producin

a new range of elecfrically-operatei

valve.s in which electrical actuators pro

\ ide positive opening and closing. Th
units, which are stipplied in sizes fron

() inches to 12 inches are arranged fo

operation with contactor type centro

and for either local or reinote contro
In the latter case, paneis can be fittei

with indicator lights or with dial indica

tor giving the actual position of th

\alve. The drive is reversible in an
position between open and closed.

ud

Glandless Cireiílating Pump.—As prei

sures and temi>eratures in power plani

have risen, troubles have been encoui
tered in gland leakage in circulatin

pmnps, and it has been necessary to

large volumes of water for stuffing-bo

cooling purposes. To overcome thes

ilifhculties a totally-enclosed pump an
motor unit in which there are no glanc
or rotating ,*eals has been developed b
Hayward Tyler and Company, Limitec
i)f Luton, Bedfordshire, England. I

this boiler circulator the pump an
motor are enclosed in a single pressuri

tight shell. The shell is completcly filie

with water, which serves to lubrica!^p
and cool the motor, and the design
such that possibility of leakage roun
the pump shaft is eliminated. The ci

culators are made with a single radirl

or mixed flow impeller, and can be d(i

signcd for working pre.ssures up to 3,00;

p.s.i. Driving motors from a few horstj

power up to 250 h.p., according to dutv

are available for the standard ran^
being made at present, although .speci:'

reqiurements units of up to 2,000 li

can be supplied.

The circulators are normally installt,

in a vertical position in the [lipe syste:

hy means of flanges or by welding tl

pump casing into the pipe work, an
iluMr design is such that there is no nee!

lor heavy anclioragcs or pedestais. Tl
motor shaft runs in two .journal bearini

.and is extended to carry the overhei

imi)eller. For operation, the casing
(illed with water at boiler pressure, tl

only externai connections being t!

inunp .suction and di.^^charge, the inl

and outlet to a high pressure cooler, ani

lhe glands for the jiowcr stipply. Ji

síjuirrel-cagc induction motor is usert

and no electrical contact with the rota'

ing assembly is therefore necessarv.
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• Branch News

{Continiicd froin page 1279)

iiid convention at lhe (Jratiot Inn in

Tort Hurori on Junc 9, 10 and 11.

riie attcndaiico of eiiííineors and thoir

iamilies froin ali jiails of Michigan was
pxcellent.

Tho arrangcnicnts for tlio.se niootings

bere liandled hy tlic Biuo Walor Cliap-

m of the Socioty and this haid woik-
K group instituled a nuniber of new
Beas—inohalily the mo8l significant oí

iuhifh waH lo declare June 10 as Intei-

bational Day.
Thf Financ'(> Conunitlee approaclicd

ke iSarnia Blanch of the P^ngineoring

Bstitute of Canada a.sking for assistance

nd co-operation in arranging for a

Iruly internai ioua! jirograni.

On the nioruing of Junc 10 bu.sos Icfl

Port Huron on_ field trip.s to the Im-
Derial Oil Limited and Fibei-glas planl.s

,n Sarnia. \\'hile the jilant tour.s werc
n progre.ss the wi\'es of the Michigan
Society member.s, in company with the

Srives of the Sarnia E.I.C. member.-:.

~ent on a .shopping tour of Sarnia. Al

n the ladies retired to Port Huron
or a luncheon meeting at the Black
ílivcr Golf Club.

Luncheon Meeting

The luncheon meeting for the men
vas a buffet aííuir on the lawn.s of the

Jratiot Inn overlooking Lake Huron.
''ollowing the lunciíeon the group as-

embled in tlie main dining room under
he cliairman.shiii of J. E. Harri.s, chair-

nan of the Sarnia líranch of the Ensji-

leering Institute of Canada. Thi.s meet-
Dg was attended by engineering i'epre-

entatives from Sarnia industrie.s. The
iresident of the E.I.C. wa.s represented
ly G. R. Henderson, retiring vice-presi-

lent. Mr. Montague, tlie president of

he Association of Professional Engi-
.eers of Ontário was present and was
ccompanied by his executive director,

\ Medland. L. S. Crockett, a councillor

jr the Chemical Institute of Canada,
epresented E. R. Rowzee, their recently

stired pi-esident.

Orval Johnston, assistant generating
agineer of the Hydro-Electric Power
íommission of Ontário was g u e s t

,
eaker and addre.s.^-^ed the meeting on

le subject of the Sir Adam Beck No.
Plant at Niagara Falis, Ontário. Mr.
ohnston's address was most appropriate

nd was exceptionally well pre.sented.

The Society's annual banquet and
ali was held the evening of the same
ay and was also attended by a nuinber

f guests from Canada.

• Employment Service

(Continued from page 1276)

JNSULTING MANAGEMENT ENGINEER re-

quires engineer with thorough knowledge of

plant maintenance and operation for consult-

mg work in Canada and the U.S.A. Starting
salary $150 per week or more plus expenses
depending upon qualifications. File No. 5367-V.

INING OR CHEMICAL ENGINEER having
design and detail experience in ore handling
or Chemical plant equipment is required by
a large Kingston manufacturing company.
Reply giving complete Information on per-
sonal history, education and experience. File
No. 5372-V.

3UNG ENGINEER or architect required fcr
/oung construction firm, specializing more in

sewer work and excavation but also doing
building construction. Salary to start $400.00
per month. Must have at least two years
íxperience and not over 35 years of age.

Apply statlng age, graduatlon, experience, and
references to File No. 5373-V.

PROJECT AND CONSTRUCTION ENGINEER.
Graduate in civil or mechanical engineering
with three to five years experience in build-
ing structure. material handling equipment.
structural and machine design. Supervisory
ability in draughting. Experience In smelting
operation or construction would be an asset
Fluent English is essential. FUe No. 5378-V.

EASTERN TOWNSHIPS OF QUEBEC firm rc-
quires graduate and/or practical engineer to
take over responsibility for aU plant mechani-
cal, electrical, heating and construction proh-
lems. This is basically a planning and
coordinativc job with appointment as mechani-
cal superintendent as its aim. File No. 5379-V.

APPLICATIONS ARE INVITED for engineers
and architects with good academic records
and preferably with a few years of experience
for positions as research officers in the
division of building research, National Re-
search Council, for work in the following
fields: Ilousing, to undertake studies leading
to the asscssment of materiais and the evalu-
ation of the performance of components for
application in housing. Construction: the dis-
semination of technical information to the
construction industry. Study in the perfor-
mance of new materiais and techniques used
in construction. Building Code: to undertake
studies relating to the preparation of building
regulations. particularly in the field of public
health engineering. in relation to the National
Building Code of Canada. Building Design:
A civil engineer for the investigation of tae
structural performance of building components
and completed structures. The work in view
includes the testing of full scalc structural
elements in the laboratory and in the field.
Soil Mechanics: A civil engineer to work in
the laboratory and in the field on urgent
projects aiready under way in this section.
Fire Research: A chemical engineer or chem-
ist for laboratory research into the combus-
tion properties of materiais especially those
used in buildings, and into the application
oí Chemical agents for the suppression of
fire. File No, 5386-V.

PLANT ENGINEER required for a plant locaí-
ed in Sherbrooke. P.Q. Should be capable of
taking full charge of ali maintenance and
construction work. Salary dependent upon
qualifications. File No. 5387-V.

PHYSICAL METALLURGIST lo undertake both
fundamental and applied research on non-
ferrous metais primarily lead and zlnc and
their alloys. Salary dependent upon (|u:iliri-

cations and experience. LocatioD Southern
British Columbla. File No. 5391-V.

INSTRUMENTATION ENGINEER lo design
measuring and control systems for chemical
and metallurgical process. Work includes
preparation of flowsheets. wirini; and piping
diagrams. layout and detail drawings, detailed
instrument specifications and cost estimates.
Location Western Canada. Salary open. File
No. 5391-V.

CIVIL. MECHANICAL OR CHEMICAL engi-
neers with about 5 years experience on con-
struction of industrial plants and proce.ss
equipment required as field engineers by
company planning to build new plant. Loca-
tion Ontário. File No. 5392-V.

MANUFACTURING EXECUTIVE. required «ly
Pharmaceutical Industry, to dircct manufac-
turing and related operations in Montreal
plant servicing the entire Canadian markct.
Although part of a leading American com-
pany, general managcnient resides in Mont-
real. The applicant should have knowledge
of light manufacturing and packaging tech-
niquc, preferably in pharmaceutical or cos-
metic field. Degrce in Chemistry, Pharmacy
and Engineering necessary. Age under 45
years. Send resume and salary required to
File No. 5394-V.

ENGINEERING GEOLOGIST. required by well
known company specializing in the field of
Soil Mechanics, foundation engineering and
geotechnical processes. Must have post grad-
uate studies in Pleistocene and be interested
in the application of geologic aspects to civil
engineering works. Send resume of qualifi-
cations and experience. Replies wiU be Ireat-
ed confidentially. P^ile No. 5396-V.

MECHANICAL, MINING OR CIVIL ENGINEER.
required for .sales work in the Province of
Quebec. Requirements: earthmoving and/or
heavy equipment experience, bilingual pre-
ferred, free to travei. Age up to 40. Good
appearance and background. Exccllent rc-
muneration, insurance and pension benefits
guaranteed by advertisers who are Quebec
distributors for wnrld renowned make of heavy
equipment in the earthmoving field. File No.
5397-V.

WAVE FILTERS AND OSCILLATOR NETWORKS
FOR FREQUENCY-DIVISION MULTIPLEX SYSTEMS

Radio Engineering Products are leading designers and manufacturers of

advanced-technique wave filters and bridge-stabilized oscillator networks for

the voice-frequency and carrier-frequency ranges. These filters are mostiy

miniaturized in hermetically-sealed cases, and meet appliriable military

specifications. Standard units currently produced include those listed below.

Delivery is from stock.

Service Type Funetion Spacing Range chans.

A-M Carrier- F2I24 Send filter 170 cycles 255-4835 cycles 28

Telegraph
F2125 Receive filter 170 " 255-4835 " 28

F9610 Oscillator nelworic 170 " 255-4835 " 28

F6131 Send filter 120 " 300-4980 " 40
F8261 Receive filter 120 " 300-4930 " 40
F9631 Oscillator network 120 " 300-4980 " 40

F-S Carrier- F11294 Send filter and 120 " 3120, 3240, 3

Telegraph, S+ Dx oscillator nelvifork 3360 ••

F11291 Receive filter and 120 " 3120, 3240, 3

discriminator network 3360 "

Fn209 Low-pass filter Oto 2950 "

Carrier-Telephone F 15002 Channel filter approx. 3-32 kc. 8

(Type C System) 3 kc.

Carrier-Telephone F 15340 Oscillator network approx. 3-32 kc. 8

(Type C System) 3 kc.

4-36 kc.Carrier-Telephone F95n Channel filter 4 kc. 8

F9520 Oscillator network 4 kc. 4-36 kc. 8

Carrier-Telephone F2121 Line filter and 5-kc. crotsover

(Type C System) bclancing network

Carrier-Telephone F8910 Line filter and 3-kc. crostover

(Type C System) balancing network

Carrier-Telephone F1922 Line filter and 3-kc. crostover

(Type H System) balancing network

We will promplly suipply full information on lhese and other typcs on requosf.

RADIO ENGINEERING PRODUCTS
1080 UNIVERSITY STREET, MONTREAL 3, CANADA

Tolephene: UNIver$lfy 6-6887 Coble Addrtti: Radanpro, Montreal

MANUFACTURERS OF CARRIER-TELEORAPH, CARRIER-TELEPHONE ANO BROAO-BAND RADIO SYSTEMS
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But, you say, surciy Canatlian Virkers biiilds ships

and that sort of thing? Yes, but "that sort of thing"

includes a vast range of machinerv and equipnient

serving virtually every kindol industry. Taketclevi-

sion. Take any of the thousands of services which

depend on electricity. Canadian Vickers is very

definitely in the picture, dpsigning and engineering

much of the cquipment essential to transforming

water power into eléctrica! power.

This grcat Canadian engineering enterprise also

builds all kinds of machinery for the Mining, Pulp

and Paper, Plastics, Food, Steel, Oil and Chemical

industries— to name but a few.

\\ bile you may nevar use Canadian Vickers'

products, you cannot live for a day without bene-

fiting from them. Equipment built by Canadian

Virkers is constantly producing the everyday

things you eat and wear and use.

TALKING MORE TECHNICALIY: Canadian Vickers supplies many of the great

hydro-electric systems in Canada and throughout the worid with Hydraulic

Turbines, Penstocks, Sluice and Heod Gates, Butterfly Valves, Air Locks,

Gantry and Power House Granes, Stop Log Hoists, and many other ifems

of equipment. Vancouver

MAKING THE THINGS THAT MAKE THE THINGS YOU NEE

126 September, 1955 THE ENGINEERING JOURN^j)URNy||,
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New Westinghouse
Meter Socket

takes up to #0 conductor in aluminum or copper

I

These features make the new Meter Socket important to you:

• New, universal bus type terminais with greater surface area—
reduced terminal heating.

• Swivel terminais align with conductors—minimum of bending— less wiring time.

• Deeper socket—more room to work— cuts down wiring time.

• Die-cast aluminum housing.

• Available for W, 1", IVi" and \Vi" conduit sizes.

Find out more about these new Meter Sockets.

Contact your local Canadian Westinghouse or Canadian Westinghouse

Supply Company representative. For complete information,

Qsk íor D.B.H.-42-800.
5SD50d

"See rV'$ top dramatic show V/estinghouse 'Studio One' Mondays af 10 p.m."

VdUeAN SE SURE..|FIT^Westinghouse canadian westinghouse company LIMITED Homnton
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A Family of New

Engineering Materials

THE SILICONES

At rare intervals there is born

into the engineering world a new
material or process with ramifica-

tions reaching into practically

every industry. One such material

is the glass fibre reinforced plas-

tics. Other examples which come
most readily to mind are ali metais

—nickel, aluminum, ai?d mag-
nesium. Though diverse in their

uses, these materiais retain the

same basic form throughout, whe-
ther used alone or in combination
with other materiais.

The silicones, however, are a

whole family of substances, with

uses multiplying almost daily,

available in such diverse forms as

liquids, rubbers, or resins of many
types. More even than the most
useful of metais these new sub-

stances, in the twelve short years

since their first commercial pro-

duction, have spread into almost
every engineering field. The sur-

vey of this important development
which follows is particularly

appropriate to a diverse engineer-

ing group such as ours, for one or

another type of silicone cannot
fail to be of interest to everyone,
no matter what his field.

The term 'silicone' has come to

be applied to ali the polymers
ibased on alternate silicon and
oxygen atoms, or siloxane linkages,

with organic g r o u p s attached
through Carbon to the silicon. The
siloxane structure, which is respon-

sible for the durability, oxidatjon

resistance and chemical inertness

of glass and quartz, is what im-

iparts to the silicones their remark-
Ijable properties.

An even broader use of the term
silicone' may be expected in years
to come to cover silicon-carbon.

by

D. G. R. MiUer, m.e.i.c.

General Manager,

Dow Corning Silicones, Limited,

Toronto, Ontário.

Presented at the 69th Annual General and Professional Meeting

of The Engineering Institute of Canada, Toronto. Mav 195S.

A whole new family of substances, lhe sihcones, have rccently foun<l their wav
into the rubber, plastics, plywoorl, airrraft, paint, cleetrioal eqiii[)nicnt, atito-

inotive, cable, hardboard, ronstruction, clothin;;, foolwear, bakin^, bottlinf:,

packing, and inany other industries. Their uses are mulliplvin<; dailv. The trend

is towards increasing utihzation of types which, combine»! wilh organir materiais,

may be used to upgrade their durability and extend their lemperature range.

There is soinething in this paper of interest for every engineer, wherever his

field of work.

silicon-nitrogen, or other linkages

replacing the siloxane bonds in

whole or in part. By varying their

molecular arrangement, composi-

tion, and degree of cross-linking,

these silicon-containing polymers

can be made as fluids, rubbers, or

resins in an immense variety of

types. No attempt will be made
here to describe details of niethods

of synthesis or chemical composi-

tion, except in so far as either re-

lates to the properties and uses of

each of these three main groups.

The Silicones As Fluids

Methyl Silicone Fluida—Proper-

ties.—The silicone fluids in com-

monest use at present are the

methyl silicones, usually depicted

as straight-chain polymers based

on a siloxane backbone with two

methyl groups attached to each

silicon atom, and chain lengths

from two to many hundreds or

even thousands, they give fluids

varying in viscosity from that of

water to that of asphalt. These

methyl silicone fluids are about

60 per cent inorganic, and thus

exhibit many of the properties of

their quartz parentage and of the

family in general.

Excluding the volatile low poly-

mers of the series, the methyl

silicone fluids are inert, heat-

rHE ENGINEERING JOURNAL October, 1955
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stable, uon-oxidizing, and non-

volatilo. They have !ow freezing

and high hoiling points. and

change viscosity extremely litth-

with temperature or under shear-

ing conditions. They are soluble

in most aromalic and chlorinatcd

hydrocarbons. but incompatible

with most organic polymers.

They have extremely low siir-

face tensions and a correspond-

ingly great affinity for wetling

metal and glass surfaccs. Tliey are

highly water rci)ellenl, have excel-

lent dielectric properties, and have

much greater compressibility than

organic fluids. On one or scvcral

of the.se projjerties depend ali their

multitudinous uses.

Typical medium-vi.scosity fluids

have freezing points arouiul

—55° C, boiling points over

250° C. and a volatility of less

than 2 per cent after 48 hotirs

heating at 200° C. Their glass-

like non-volatility is further shown

from the fact that they may be

heated to 150° C. for 12 months

with a weight lo.ss of only one-half

per cent. A typical heavy mineral

oil would show a 15 per cent

weight loss after one month.

These fluids show less change m
viscosity with temperature than

any others. Compared with a typi-
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cal S.A.E. 30 motor oil, which in-

creases froni 6.6 centistokes at

120° C. to 70,000 centistokes at

—25° C, a methyl silicone fluid

having thc sanie room tempera-

ture viscosity as the petroleuni oil,

increases onÍy froni 75 centistokes

at 120° C. to 1300 at —25° C.

The change in viscosity is barely

l/50th of that of the organic fluid

over the same operating span.

This behaviour is thought to re-

sult from the fact that individual

molecules of the fluid are not

straight chains but are helical,

with 6-7 silicon atoms per turn.

On heating, thermal agitation in-

creases the molecular spacing, thus

tending to reduce viscosity; but

the coiled molecules lengthen and

thereby exert an opposing effect.

The lubricating properties of

these fluids, while satisfactory for

niany conditions of loading and

combinations of bearing metais, is

poor under extreme pressures and

with sliding ferrous surfaces. This

is thought to be related to the

helical forni of the molecules,

which permits the silicone fllm to

1)6 easily displaced. This helical

forni also niakes it easy to visual-

ize why the methyl silicone fluids

are so compressible.

Figure 1 shows the comparison

in compressibility between a range

of methyl silicone fluids and a

typical mineral oil. At 15,000 p.s.i.

the organic oil is compressed 4.7

25,000

20,000

3; 15,000

10,000

5,000

o 2 4

Per(enf

Fig. 1. (lomparative coniprcssihili

silicone Huids and lheir resislance

to shear breakdown have led to

tlieir widespread use in overload

relays, Instruments such as acceler-

ometers and recorders, torsional

vibration dampers for internai

coiiibustion engine crankshafts,

dashpots and shock absorbers.

Because they are heat-slable,

oxidation-resistant and non-vola-

tile, as well as incompatible with

6 8

Compression

t> of sili<-one an<l (n-fjanic âiiids.

Table I Properties of Methyl and Methyl-Phenyl Silicone Fluids

Viscosity Pour Flasli

Silicone Viscosity Temperature Point Point,

Fluid (centistokes) Coefficient' (°F.) CF.)

Methyl^ 1.0 0.37 -123 100

MethyP 100 0.60 — 67 575

MethyP 500 0.61 — 58 600

High-Methyl PhenyP.. 500 0.64 — 70 525

Med.-Methyl Phenyl.. 150 0.76 — 58 575

Low-Methyl Phenyl... 500 0.83 - 8 600

il_viscosity at 210°F./viscosity at 100''F.

'Produced in viscosities from 0.65 to A 1.000,000 centistokes

'Produced in viscosities fiora 50 to 100.000 centistokes.

Volatility

a fter 48
hr. at Gel Time
500°F. at 500°!'.

(percent) (hours)

Distils

5

5

9
10
15

Distils

24

24

400
750
1000

per cent by volume, the methyl

silicone fluids from 7.8 to 10.4 per

cent, the lower viscosity polymers

having the highest compressibility.

The centre line shows values

achieved for a médium viscosity

silicone fluid specially developed

for maximum compressibility. Ad-

ditional properties are shown in

Table I.

Methyl Silicone Fluids—Appli-

cations.— The flat teniperature-

viscosity slopes of the methyl

1340

most organic polymers, they are

ideal release agents for many types

of moidding operations. They do

not decompose or carbonize when
applied to liot inoulds, and so re-

duce mould maintenance and im-

prove surface finish. For this pur-

])ose they are used neat, or as

w a t e r dilutable emulsions, as

grease-like compounds, or solvent

dispersions. Their low surface ten-

sion niakes them effective in con-

centrations as low as 1/4 per cent,

and thus económica!.

In the rubber industry their us

has become universal for tires

heels, soles, floor tiles and me
chanical goods. In the plastic in

dustry they are used to releas

ali types of mouldings— poly

styrene, melamine, phenoli(
polyester and epoxy resins. In th

plywood industry they preven

l)iiild-up of adhesive on platen

and cauls and are used to lubricat

edge gluer chains and saws. I «nt

the food industry they facilitat miie

heat-scaling operations on ali type Éwi

of fllm wrapping materiais an

preveni build-up and adhesion c

foods to cooking coils, tanks am

kettles. In the metal casting fiel

they improve release of zinc an^

aluminum die-castings, zinc an^

silver ingots, and brass ingot

poured in cast iron moulds.

Silicone release agents have con

tributed towards making the sheL

casting process practicable by pei

mitting the consistent clean, eas,

release of the sand-resin .shell

from autoniatic shell mouldin

machincs. Production of parts t

close tolerances is possible becau?

of minimum build-up on the met;

patterns.

Their properties of compressibi

ity are already being utilized ij

liquid spring devices involviíil

high force, short strokc applied

tions, such as aircraft landing gea|

and dics for forming and punchini

sheet metal. A piston and cylinde

assembly is fllled with silicone flui

and spring action obtained by fluil

t
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compression. By providing small

orifices in the piston it is possiblc

to obtain both a spring and

(lamping action in a single device.

Such iinits make possible great

^avings in weight and space, as

illustrated in Fig. 3 where for a

'4 in. stroke the liquid spring

levelops a 3,800 Ib. force, against

!,í250 Ib. for the tractor coil spring

shown. Increases in force com-
pared with coil springs of eqiial

>ize range froni 300 per cent great-

,er force for 2,200 Ib. per inch

spring rate, to 3,000 per cent for

180,000 Ib. per inch rate. Liquid

[iprings have the further advantage

p being able to operate at high

jl^eeds without resonant frequen-

líies.

The properties of inertness, non-

jiompatibility, non-volatility and
[vater-repellence are now being

Iitilized in most fiirniture and
liutomobile polishes. The polishes

jiave a high gloss and provide a

[veatlier-resistant and non-staining

lurface. The same properties are

|)eing used in various cosmetic

|>reparations as hand creams, oint-

laent bases and burn unguents.

Irheir excellent dielectric proper-

jies, unchanged over a wide fre-

luency range, make them useful

Is liquid dielectrics for condensers,

íapacitors, and sniall transformers

llesigned for maximum reliability

|ver a wide temperature range.

These silicone fluids, when com-
lined with inorganic íillers, can

|e made into grease-like com-
jounds with many useful proper-

|ies. One such material is used as

non-melting, non-drying, mois-

Courtesu Wtiatiughousf KUcíric Corp.

Fig. 2. At theconcliision of a high pressure hcaring icst on a Falcx niachine, stccl
against steel, this shows coniparative wear betwecn (U'ft) sp«'oiiiM'ii hihricated
with a methyl silicone oil, and (right) a specinien showing no wear whon luhri-
cated with one of the newer silicone fluids (p-bromophenyhnelhyl silicone oil).

ture-proof dielectric seal for igni-

tion and eléctrica! systems, and
as a lubricant and preservativo for

automotive rubber parts. Another
similar silicone compound is used
as a valve and pump packing
lubricant in systems handling hot
water, steam, many dilute and
concentrated acids and alkalis, and
many corrosive gases, over a tem-
perature range f r o m — 40° to

250° C.

Yet another methyl silicone

compound is an extremely active

and versatile defoaming agent for

the majority of aqueous and non-
aqueous foamers. It is equally

eíiective in oils, asphalts, varnish

cooking, rubber latices, detergents,

jani, tallow, and glue—usually in

concentrations of less than 40
parts per million.

This compound is supplied also

as an edible emulsion and as an
aerosol spray. Its efficacy is

Kig. 3. The 8Í-

licono-f,illed
spring on the
right ha» uboul
20^ grealer cíi-

pacily th«n thr
ni 11 <' h 1 a r (je r

«'aped <-oil
H|>rinu.

thought to be related to lhe coin-

bination of low surfacc tension and
incompatibility eftects at the gas-

liquid interface of the foam. The
same properties make the fluids

useful as paint additives, to reduce

|)igmcnt Hoaling and 'silking", to

improve How-out, and iiiiiiart mar
resistance.

Methyl-Phenyl Silicone Fluids—
Properties and A pplications.—Next
come the methyl-i)heiiyl fluids, in

which phcnyl radicais are partially

substituted for melhyl to give

methyl-phenyl silicones with vary-

ing proportions of methyl to

phenyl. These fluids become pro-

gressively more heat-stable as the

amount of jihenyl is increascd, and
exhibit better lubricating proper-

ties, as well as being more com-
patible with organic substances.

Table I compares the projjerties

of three viscosity grades of methyl
silicone fluid with a high-, méd-
ium-, and low-metliyl phenyl sili-

cone.

These materiais are used as ex-

treme range lubricating oils and as

heat transfer media in heat treat-

ing and high temperature baths.

The medium-mcthyl jjhenyl fluid

may be heated to" 200" C. for 12

months with a weight loss of only

14.6 per cent.

By combining suitable fluids of

this type with lithium soaps and

thickening agents such as carbon

black. silicone greases may be made
which will operate within the range

—100°F. to 500"F., or higher in

intermittent service. These greases

are very satisfactory for bali and

roller bearing lubrication for high

or low temperature .service. Their

oxidation resistance makes possible

permanent lubrication at normal

temperature.

Under identical coixlitions the

silicone grease may be expected to

BE ENGEVEERING JOURNAL Octoher, 1955
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have ten times or more the life of

organic grease. These greases are

used in various meters and instru-

ments exposed to extremely low

temperatures, electric motoi* and
fan bearings, textile driers, oven
conveyors, kiln car bearings, and
in similar extreme services. Sav-
ings in maintenance cost and down-
time justify their much higher

price.

Other Silicone Fluids.—Much ef-

fort has been expended recently to

produce silicone fluids having bet-

done towards developing a non-

flammable aircraft hydraulic fluid

by blending a methyl silicone with

a halocarbon oil. This product ap-

pears to have better lubricating

properties in hydraulic systems
than standard mineral oils, will

operate for hundreds of hours at

500°F., and does not swell organic

rubber seals. It should be of special

value in military aircraft.

Methyl and phenyl radicais,

alone, in combination, or modified,

are those mainly used in the com-

ficiently lengthened, they becom
elastomeric gums, which may b
compounded with inorganic filler

and caused to cross-Iink by heatin
with a "vulcanizing" agent t

form a whole new class of mat
riais, the silicone rubbers. Becaus
of the close resemblance betwee
the silicone gums and the silicon

fluids we find in the resulting sili

cone rubbers many of the sara

properties — they are unaíTecte
by extremes of temperatura
weathering, and attack by mos

Table II

Flex Life*

Agiug Tempeiatuie Silastic Organic
and Time 50

Initial OK
300°F.

3 day.s OK
7 days OK
8 weeks OK

30 weeks OK
39 weeks OK

392°?.

16 hours OK
1 week OK

16 weeks OK
24 weeks OK
28 weeks OK

480°F.
4 hours OK
1 day OK
4 weeks OK
6 weeks OK

Comparison of Heat Aging Behaviour of Silicone and <Jrganic Kubhers

Durometer Tensile Strength (p^s.i.) El

80

OK

OK
OK
OK
OK
t

OK
OK
OK
t

OK
OK
OK

Rubber

OK

OK
**

OK
t

OK
***

Si lastic Organic Silastic Organic Silastic

50 80 Rubber 50 80 Rubber 50 80

54 80 61 931 800 2077 310 260

56 80 78 904 816 1018 276 244
59 81 ** 885 744 ** 257 216
64 88 792 616 173 125
64 89 437 527 71 44
65 t 410 t 65 t

85 332
55 8Í + 884 696 +

+ 257 157

63 94 568 640 118 54

64 t 558 t 115 t
66 540 96

98 3550
59 80 *** 856 727 *** 235 187

63 89 688 560 96 15

68 t 632 t 87 t

Organi
Rubbe

530

69

11
***

* Test— 180 degree bend over % in. mandrel without breaking. f Failure point, flexural test. **Failed after 4 days at 300°

ÍFailed flex tesb after 19 hours at 392" F. *** Failed flex test after 8 hours at 480° F.

ter lubricating properties in sliding

friction between ferrous surfaces.

The aircraft gas turbines now being

designed for even modest super-

sonic speeds need a lubricant with
an operating range —G5 to 800°F.
Silicone fluids with halogenated
organic groups give promise of

having the necessary lubricating

properties. It is unlikely that such
an operating span as this will ever

be approached by non-silicone

lubricants.

A Falex machine test, steel

versus steel. for a methyl silicone

and one of the newer types, gives

convincing proof of progress made
already. ^In a recent test, steel bali

bearings were immersed in lubri-

cant, turned at constant speed and
subjected to increased bearing
pressures till seizing occurred. The
new silicone fluid permitted the
bali to slide at 107,000 p.s.i. versus

27,000 p.s.i. for an organic diester

and 14,000 p.s.i. for a petroleum
base jet engine lubricant. Such
fluids can of course be formulated
into greases in the same way as

the conventional types. (Fig. 2)

Considerable work has also been

mercial silicone fluids to-day. When
larger organic groups are used the

resultant fluids suffer reduced heat
stability and lose more and more
of the special properties deriving

from the central siloxane structure.

Nevertheless. at normal indoor or

outdoor temperatures, resistance

to weathering and sunlight, and
durability may still be far superior

to organic polymers. These ma-
teriais may well find uses as water
repellents. When produced in equal
quantities they should be cheaper
than the methyl silicones, current-

ly around $4.00 per pound.
Silicone fluids having reactive

organic radicais such as hydrogen,
allyl, vinyl, or many others may be
prepared and have interesting and
useful properties. As these are con-

verted to resins by application of

heat or exposure to air, they will

be covered under resins, as also

will the reactive water-dispersible

types.

The Silicones As Rabbers

Silicone Guvis — Types and
Properties.—When the chain length
of the methyl silicone fluids is suf-

chemicals; they are water repellen

and have good dielectric propertiesj

They look and feel like organi!

rubbers but retain their rubberj

properties over a 600°F. range.

The silicone gums may be varieij

in molecular weight and composil

tion, just like the fluids. The lowej

molecular weight gums are use<

for compounding into putties o|

pastes, with or without vulcanizin'

agents. One such non-vulcanizin'

form is "bouncing putty" whic

may be regarded as a bridge be

tween the fluids and the rubben

It has the anomalous properties c

flowing like a viscous liquid, bouncj

ing like rubber, and shattering lik

a brittle solid at a sharp blow.

Other types of paste may i

made in various degrees of fluidit

for different methods of applicatio

—knife-coating, vacuum imprej:

nating, dip coating or caulkin;t

These may be converted to rul|

bers without significant shrinkagl

by heating, since they contain u

solvent. No látex forms are yt

available, but the coatings can h

applied from solvent dispersionsj

A recent important advance h:
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been the development of room-
temperature vulcanizing pastes.

These are supplied as two com-
ponents which, when mixed to-

gether in equal amounts, will cure

at room temperature overnight to

silicone rubbers.

When gums of higher molecular
weight are used and compounded
with fillers, vulcanizing agent, and
T)ossibly other additives, crude sili-

cone rubbers are produced ana-

logous to organic rubber crepes.

The most generally used gums are

methyl silicone polymers. These
yield rubbers with brittle points

down to —80°F. Where brittle

points down to —130°F. are need-

ed, methyl-phenyi gums are used.

Special gums are also available for

producing low shrinkage stocks,

and low compression set. (This is

the term used to describe the abil-

ity of a rubber to resist permanent
deformation when heated and com-
pressed, an important property in

gaskets and 0-rings)

.

The vulcanizing agents normally
used for silicone rubbers are strong

organic peroxides, such as benzoyl
peroxide. These materiais decom-
pose when heated, liberating free

oxygen which reacts with the

methyl groups on adjacent polymer
chains. Cross-links are formed at

these points and rubberiness quick-

ly develops.

In addition to the usual silicone

gums, there has recently been
developed a vinyl-modified methyl
silicone gum which is compatible
with many organic rubbers and
can be co-vulcanized with theni

using the conventional sulphur

and sulphur-containing vulcaniz-

mg agents. This new polymer is

heat-stable up to 200° C., and
when blended with natural gum
rubber, butyl, or neoprene will

improve heat stability, resistance
to weathering, corona and ozone,
and improve low temperature
flexibility.

Silicone Rubbers— Compound-
ing and Properties.—As the com-
pounding of silicone rubbers is a
subject in itself and much of the
available information unpublished,
no attempt will be made to cover
it fully here.2 By the proper choice
of quantity, quality, and combina-
tion of fillers, vulcanizing agents,
and gums, the properties may be
varied widely. When certain prop-
erties are required to the maxi-
mum extent, it is necessary to

compromise on other properties—
e.g., in order to obtain the lowest
compression set, some elongation,
or tear strength, may have to be
sacrificed.

The various grades of fine silica

commercially available are the
most effective re-inforcing fillers

and of these fumed silica (silica

soot) is outstanding. Other in-

organic fillers such as calcium car-

bonate, iron oxide, titanium di-

oxide, and zirconium silicate may
be added, depending on properties

desired, colour, and type of fabri-

cation. Mercuric and cadmium
oxides may be used as compression
set additives. As scores of differ-

ent stocks may be compounded,
the information which follows on
properties must necessarily be
either general in nature, or apply
to specific compounds.
Probably the most important

property of silicone rui)l)ers is re-

sistance to heat aging. Table II

compares this behaviour for two
particular general j)uri)ose silicone

riil)ber stocks of 50 and 80 duro-
nicter, w i t h a re|)resentalive

organic nil)b('r.

This comparison shows the very
liinited u.sefulness of organic rub-
bers at even 300° F. and the
serious drop in strength and elong-
ation after only 3 days at this

temperature. These rui)l)ers were
still in good condition after 30
weeks at 300° F., and are useful
engineering materiais at tem|)era-
tures up to 500° F.

At the oppositc end of the scale,

the extreme temjjcrature grades of

silicone rubber. with brittle pcíints

of —130° F. or lower. retain their

r u b b e r y properties down to—100°F. with little change,
whereas organic rubbers, though
they can be compounded for

brittle points of —05° F. and low-
er, are very much stiffer and less

resilient at sub-zero temperatures.
Silicone rubbers are unaffected by
outdoor weathering. Samples have
been exposed on roof racks for five

years in Florida with no signifi-

cant change in properties.

Table II will also serve to com-
pare physical properties of sili-

cone and organic rubbers. Al-
though silicone rubbers can be
compounded with tensile strength
close to 2,000 p.s.i. and elongation
of 850 per cent, such stocks at

present have limited heat stabil-

ity and values of 800-1,100 p.s.i.

tensile and 250-300 per cent elong-

ation are more representative.

These properties, in the general
purpose stocks, are well niaintaiii-

ed over the wide ojjeraling range.

The particular stocks shown lost

only 10 j)er cent of tensile strength
after 1.000 hours at 392° F. The
organic rubber had lost 90 per
cent of its strength after l(i hours

at this temperature.

Silicone rubbers conipoiíiidcd for

oi)timum electrical properties have
a dieiectric strength of al)out 550
volts per mil in % i"- thickness.

and retain their dieiectric proper-

ties at higli temperatures and liigh

frequencies. Special clolli-coating

stocks, with dieiectric slrcugtli on

0.010 cloth of 1,200 volts per mil.

s h o w e d no loss in dieiectric

strength after 800 hours at 480° F.

or 200 hours at (500° F.

Wluii comijounded with silica

soot, silicone rubbers with very

low moisture al)sorption can be

made. These stocks retain both

Fig. 4. These electronic parts were encapsulated by spatula-coatíng with a rooni-
temperature-vulcanizing silicone rubber paste to provide complete protection
from water or humidity. Parts shown include a transformer, choke, solenoid,
tube socket, resistor, and toggle switch.
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Fig. 5. Selcction of aircraft an<l iiidiistrial paris madc of nian<irel-v* rapped
silicone rubhcr cíjated glass cloth, incliicling hellows, connections, diicting,

hose, and seals. These parts will withstand long exposure to high teniperatiires,

reniain flexible at low temperatures, and resist niost oils, chemicals, and
weathering.

electrical and mechanical proper-

ties after 4 months' immersion in

boiling water. In a test for corona
resistance on 5 mm. ignition wires

at 14,000 volts, the organic rubber
covering broke down from corona
cutting in 30 minutes; the silicone

rubber was still unaííected after

12,000 hours.

The silicone rubbers are resist-

ant to a variety of chemicals and
some, but not ali, hot oils. Cer-

tain stocks are resistant to hot

water and saturated steam at pres-

sures below 100 p.s.i. Ali are badly
swelled by most volatile hydro-
carbons such as gasoline, kerosene,

and carbon tetrachloride. Usually
they recover their properties on
removai.

Fabrication.—This is done on
the same equipment and with
much the same techniques as with
organic rubbers. Silicone rubbers
may be moulded, extruded into

shapes or on to wire, calendered,
and knife-coated onto cloth. Only
thick sections, over 1 in., present
difficulty. In moulded parts, initial

curing takes place in a few min-
utes at 260° F., so that press time
is far lower than for organic rub-

bers, and tooling cost thereby re-

duced. After vulcanization a 24

hour oven cure at 480° F. is neces-

sary with stocks where minimum
compression set is required. On
others where o n 1 y maximum
strength and toughness are sought,

one hour at 300° F. is enough.
Silicone rubbers can be easily

bonded to metais or glass either

by direct moulding or through the

use of suitable primers and baking
or air-drying adhesives. Like

organic rubbers, and by similar

methods, they can be sponged.

Special stocks have recently been
developed to permit continuous

hot air vulcanizing of extrusions

or calendered sheet. At 350° C.

thin sections may be cured in

15-20 seconds in an 8-foot tunnel.

This permits production of intri-

cate extrusions to greater precision

at low cost.^

Applications.—The price of sili-

cone rubbers, currently in the

$2.50-$4.00 per pound range, limits

their use to places where organic

rubbers are totally unsuited or fail

rapidly. The following examples
will show the variety of uses to

which engineers have already put
these remarkable materiais, and
the uses foreseen for the newest
types.

No volume uses have yet devel-

oped for the silicone "bouncing
putties" though their use in a com-
bination slip clutch and flexible

coupling has been proposed.* As
cloth coating materiais, the sili-

cone rubber pastes are used in

many gasket applications. A typi-

cal example is in aircraft engine

rocker box gaskets in contact with

hot engine oil at temperatures up
to 450°F. Similiar coated glass

cloths are used in aircraft hot air

ducts for heating and de-icing, as

diaphragms in pumps and valves

exposed to heat or cold, and in

domestic steam irons. Fig. 5 shows
a variety of aircraft and industrial

parts made by mandrel wrappin
of coated glass cloth.

Electrical insulating tapes, fuU
or partially cured, are made fro

these materiais and used in the ho
pressing of field and armatur
coils in diesel-electric locomotiv
motors, and as cable wrappin
tapes. The pastes are used alon
for sealing, caulking and bondin
They may also be used for encap
sulating and potting electroni

components, coils, or small trans
formers, through the developmen
of an improved type that will vul
canize rapidly in thick section

without sponging, or the need fo

a confining mould. For compo
nents that might be damaged b
the heat of curing, the room tem
perature vulcanizing pastes ar

used. Fig. 4 shows component
which were spatula-coated an
cured at room temperature. Othe
uses in caulking, glazing, sealin

and cloth coating may be ex

pected.

Silicone rubber mouldings ar

used as flexible boots and seals o
aircraft limit switches, and a

heat-resistant and moisture-e~
cluding covers for automobil
spark plugs. Aircraft engine push
rod housing seals remain pliabl

after more than 1,000 hours in co~

tact with hot engine oil, and grea

ly reduce maintenance cost. In th

form of 0-rings they are used i

literally dozens of places in ai

craft gas turbines.

In the lower cylinder liners o
locomotive diesel engines they ar

used in contact with both ho
water and hot oil, giving 9 time

the life of organic rubber 0-ring

Similar 0-rings are used in certai

automobile automatic transmis,

sions. Silicone rubber covered roU

are used in embossing thermoplas
tic films, and the heat-resistan

and non-sticking properties util

ized in press pads for heat sealina

and belts for conveying stickj

foods like candy.

As extrusions, silicone rubber

are used for sealing the oven door

of domestic stoves to withstand

hot cooking fats and temperature

approaching 500°F. In aircraf

bomb-bay-doors and cockpit can

opy seals they will remain flexibl

at —100°F. Sponged silicone rub

ber is used as a cushion seal be

tween aircraft flaps and wings.

Extruded over wire, siliconí

rubber is used in the waterproo

ignition systems of army vehicles

as a general purpose high tempera

ture lead wire for motors, oven

and outdoor flood lights. The larg
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est volume use is in the reduced
iameter Navy cable program, as

means of saving valuable weight
ind space on warships, and keep-
ng vital control and power cables

perating despite fire or water
amage. These cables must con-
inue to transmit power or signals

fter 3 hours in a gas flame at

)50°C. and rated voltage. The
lon-conducting nature of the de-

omposition product, silica, makes
lis possible.^

The sulphur-vulcanizable sili-

one gums are expected to be use-

ul in extending the low tempera-
ure range of organic rubbers in

luch applications as fan belts and
ires for Arctic vehicles; in extend-
ng the high temperature range of,

or example, hot conveyor belts or

anding wheel tires for supersonic
ircraft; and in wire and cable
ises to improve resistance to

tzone, corona, and weathering.

The Silicones As Resins

General Properties.—By a varia-

ion of molecular arrangement, sili-

ones can be produced with a

reater degree of cross-linking than
he fluids or rubbers. These poly-

aers, normally supplied as solvent

olutions, will further polymerize
ither by heating, or in particular

ases by air drying, to form sili-

one resins or varnishes. The physi-

al properties of these resins may
iiipíiHie varied by varying the ratio of

organic radicais per silicon atom

—

that is, the degree of cross-linking

—and by varying the organic radi-

cais themselves.

Certain low molecular weight

resins are compatible with organic

resins and may be cold blended

with them to up-grade their prop-

erties. Still other types may be

made by co-polymerizing with

organics such as alkyds or pheno-

lics for the same purpose. Such
types are becoming more import-

ant.

Where some other property than

heat-stability is sought—e.g. water

repellence — resins with reactive

organic groups may be used. These

will develop their properties either

by relatively mild heating (e.g. 5

minutes at 300° F.) or at room
temperature through oxidation, re-

action with absorbed surface mois-

ture, or CO, from the air. As with
organic resins, pr()[)crties may also
be niodified by the addition of sili-

cone íluids or gums to act as phi.s-

ticizers or conter special properties,
such as adhesion.
The curing temperai nn- (n- liinc

of all the silicone or niodilicd sili-

cone resins can be reduced by
addition of acceleralors or driers.

usually fractiona! i)crcentagcs of
organo-inetallic componnds such as
zinc naplilhenate. These may affecl

heat life, and reduce shelf life.

The primary properties of the
silicone resins are heat stability.

resistance to oxidation and weath-
ering, and excellenl diclectric proj)-

erties. By continning improve-
ments in composilion, lhe heat life

of the best silicone resins has been
greatly extended: the earlier resins

produced had a life, as measured
by crazing of films 2-3 mils thick,

of about 300 hours at 250° C;
resins with equal or bclter pliysical

properties are available today with
3,000-hour lives at this tempera-
ture. The corresponding life of the
most heat-stable phenolic-alkyd
organic resins is about 5 hours.

Dielectric strength is equal lo oi

better than the best organic resins

and is maintained under extremely
humid condilions because of low
moisture absorption. Dielectric

properties are also maintained
even at extreme high frequeneies,

as is dielectric life at high tempera-

tures, since the decomposition pro-

duct, silica, continues to insulate,

rather than conduct, like carbon.

Dielectric life at 200° C. is over

100 times that of organic resins.

All the silicone resins are water

repellent, but this behaviour in

contact with w^ater as a liquid

must be carefully distinguished

both from water absorption, and
transmission of water vapour. Thin
films of silicone resins (as also sili-

cone fluids and rubbers) have high

rates of gaseous diífusion, which.

4Íliconr-
Fi2 7 Part of Dow Corning motor test laboratories shows Imo h.p.

insiilated (Class H) motors which are still operating al 210°r.. afl. r ^.00(1 lioms.

They have been under test for over 10 years. Orííanic-insi. lalcd tnolors ( lass

A) would barelv last .{() hours at ihis temperai iu<-.
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if undesirable, may be reduced by
addition of mica flakes.

Certain of the silicone resins

when applied and thoroughly
cured on metal surfaces have pro-

nounced and semi-permanent re-

lease properties for most organic

materiais. The solvent resistance

of even fully cured silicone resins

is. in general, poor, but resistance

to acids and dilate alkalis is good.

Low temperature flexibility of thin

resin films should not be taken for

granted. It can be obtained when
needed.

Electrical Applications. — Both
the all-silicone and the modified
silicones are used in high tempera-
ture electrical insulation. The
resins are used as dipping var-

nishes and as coatings for glass

terials (Class A, hottest spot tem-
perature 105° C.) (Fig. 6) . This
also gives the same data for the

new silicone bare wire enamel,

which borders on qualifying as a

Class H material.

Under identical conditions, the

silicone insulated motors have a

life expectancy of the order of 100

times that of Class B motors (glass

or asbestos, with organic varnishes,

hottest spot temperature 130° C.)

.

Figure 7 .shows a view of the Dow
Corning motor test laboratories in-

cluding, amongst others, two 5 h.p.

motors which are still operating at
240° C. after 47,000 hours, or over
10 years. Class A motors would
barely last 30 hours at this tem-
perature.

Such results as these have led

Fifi. 8. l'se«l for
pourin^ steei, this
19-h.p., (l.c. craiic
hoist motor is ex-
pose«l to fumes at
WO°-mr F. Sili-

cone insulation
and hearings hi-
bricate<l with sili-

cone hifih-teniper-
ature jzreases are
incorporated.

(Pholn: Canadian Tube
and Steel Products Ltd.)

cloth, tapes, and sleevings, and
glass-served magnet wire. They are

used as bonding agents for rigid

and semi-flexible laminates of glass

cloth, asbestos, and mica. A recent

important advance has been the

development of modified silicones

as bare wire enamels, with tough-
ness and solvent resistance com-
parable with the best organics.

Accelerated aging tests, still con-

tinuing after li years, and the
many thousands of motors built

and operated under the most
s e v e r e conditions during this

period, have established the com-
parative life expectancy of silicone

insulated motors (Class H, hottest

spot temperature 180° C.) versus

those insulated with organic ma-

to the widespread adoption of

Class H insulation for motors
operating in moist or corrosive
atmospheres or high ambient tem-
peratures; motors in vital produc-
tion operations where down-time
is prohibitive; motors subject to
heavy overload or starting loads,

or rapid reversing; and motors
where size and weight must be
kept to a minimum. Life and re-

liability of solenoid and induction
heating coils is similarly increased
by silicone insulation. Figure 8
shows a typical application in a
steel mill crane motor, exposed to

temperatures of 300-400°F. The
motor bearings are lubricated with
silicone grease.

Progress has been made in

Canada in applying these new ma
terials to uprating generators a
large as 40,000 kva. where turbin
capacity permits the loading to b
increased, or otherwise by increa
ing the permissible reactiv
power." Where larger motors ar
needed, existing ones may ofte

be rewound Class H to provide 7

to 100 per cent or more addition
horsepower." The cost of moto
rewinds, taking Class A as 10
may be 150 for Class B and 160
210 for Class H. This compariso"
strengthens the case for Class I

considering the vastly greater lif

and reliability, and that labou
and down-time costs on failur

may far exceed the cost of re

winding.

Yet another consideration i

that Class H motors reduce fir

hazards by not burning on failur

This fireproofness is one of sever
reasons why many dry type trans
formers from 3 to 2,000 kva. ar
now being silicone-insulated. The
require no vaults or maintenanc
have great overload capacity an
can be efíiciently located close t

load centres.

Consideration of the great dif

ference in life between Class I

and Class B equipment, of th
order of 100 times under idêntica

conditions, has led to the recen
introduction of an alkyd modifie
silicone dipping varnish. Barel
half the price of a straight silicon

this material (Fig. 6) , has never
theless 25 to 50 times the life ex

pectancy of good Class B organi
varnishes. It has in addition bette

oil and solvent resistance than th

silicones, better bond strength ano

excellent moisture vapour resist

ance. This modified silicone wil

qualify for the suggested Class

(155°C. hottest spot tempera
ture)

.

Protective Coating Applications

—Silicone resins similar to th-

electrical resins can be pigmentec
and used as protective coatings t(

span the gap between the less ex

pensive organic paints and th(

costly but brittle vitreous enamels]

The base resins may be either sof
j

and flexible, or hard and tougl

depending on use.

Unmodified silicone paints ar

used for extreme temperature aj)

plications in the range 500 ti

1,500°F., for application to stacks

mufflers and other high tempera

ture surfaces exposed to th(

weather. High loadings of alu

minum powder in conjunctioi

with a soft, flexible resin result ir
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iiiaximum heat and weather re-

sistance.

Resins of this type are used in

aircraft gas turbines in pigmented
form to protect combustion cans

and as clear films to protect the

compressor blades at temperatures

)up to 300°C. In refinery stack

applications paints of this type

have demonstrated an outdoor life

of 18 months where organic paints

Ifailed after a week or two.

For less severe high temperature
jrequirements, modified silicone

lenamels of either baking or air-

drying types may be used. The
Ibase resins, usually alkyds, may
jbe modified either by cold blend-

jing with specially compatible sili-

jcone resins, or by cooking with

Ireactive silicone intermediates,

jwhich co-polymerise with the

lalkyd resin components. The cold-

Iblending types are the most ver-

Isatile, and as little as 10 per cent

jaddition may be enough to give

jsubstantial improvements in gloss

Iretention, weather and heat re-

Isistance. These types are compati-

jble with the common organic

Iresins. They are used on space

líieaters, or domestic appliances

lind incinerators, replacing the

lore expensive vitreous enamels.

The air-drying silicone - alkyds

lire opening up some interesting

lields both as clear varnishes with
liuperior weather-resistance, and as

jjaint vehicles for general purpose
Industrial maintenance finishes.

Irhere is economic justification for

lising a paint with twice the cost

|)f a conventional paint, even if it

lasts only twice as long, because 75

Fig. 9. Silicone glass lamitiates niadc hy ronveii l ioiial lou or liitili i)r«-sstirc

laminating methods. Lighter than aluniinuni, they have l>etter .slriictural
properties at 500° F., and will withstand intermittcnt cxposure to temperatures

as high as 900° F.

per cent or more of the cost of

painting jobs is labour, particular-

ly where the structures involved

can be repainted only from scaf-

folding or platforms.

The greatly extended life under
outdoor weathering should lead to

their adoption first for painting

bridges, storage tanks, water tow-
ers, and similar inaccessible struc-

tures. Eventually, use should be
extended to house and trim paints.

repainting less often. As an ex-

ample, large oil storage tanks at

Sydney, N.S., were painted two
and a half years ago with an air-

drying silicone aluminum paint

and are still in excellent condition.

In this salt atmosphere, conven-

tional aluminum paints f a i 1 e d

within a year.

I'ig. 10. These parts were compression or transfer moulded from silicone

Jnoulding compounds. They are intended for high-teniperature electrical or

heat isolation uses. Heat disturtion poinf is over .')n() C.

Air-drying silicone phenolics are

too new to have found volume
applications yet. As they have ex-

cellent water-resistance and very

low rates of water vapour trans-

mission, they are useful in marine
varnishes and paints, and as in-

sulating protective coatings in. for

example, printed circuits.

Silicone Laviinating Resins. —
Special silicone resins have been

developed for laminating with glass

cloth to form rigid sheets, rods or

tubes with excellent strength and
electrical properties at high tem-

peratures and high frequencies.

These laminates are used for coil

forms, slot sticks, and similar elec-

trical applications. Of special in-

terest to the plastics industry is

the recent development of a sili-

cone low pressure laminating resin

which, in combination with glass

fibre reinforcing materiais, is used

to make low pressure laminates

with great strength at high tem-

peratures.

These laminates are outstanding

in their strength to weight ratio,

and at .500° F. are superior to mosL

light metal alloys. They are not

damaged by brief exposure to tem-

peratures up to 900° F. The prop-

erties suggest structural uses in

high speed aircraft and guided

missilcs, or for use in gas turbine

compressor blades because of free-

dom from fatigue faihires. Figure

í) shows the range of flat, tul)ular,

or complex curved shapes which

can be made by conventional low

or high pressure laminating

methods.

Silicone MouldiíKj Compouiid.s.

—Using similar resins, glass re-

inforced silicone inoulding com-
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ard niclliods. 'I'lic rcsnlling paris

rchiin llicir clccl rical and physical

propcrlics al lonípcralnros ovor
200' ('. lical dislortioM poiíil

is a 1) o \' (• .'jOO^C. Polcnlial aj)-

plicalions includc swilclics, coii-

ncclor |)liifis, coil fornis and niould-

cd paris for aircrafl ignilion sys-

Icnis, or any ("iass H elcctrical use.

'I'licv niay also hc nscd as lii<íli-

slrciifítli lical isolating inalorials,

as in aircrafl hrakc-shoe asscni-

hlics. Fifi,urc 10 shows some typi-

cal silicone coinpression and Iraus-

fer monldings.

Silicone Fodiii /fc.s/».s-. — Silicone

rcsins are also available whicli, in

conil)inati()n willi hiowing agcnls

and accelera tors, niay he expanded
and cnrcd to rigid, low densily.

uiiicellnlar foanis. 'Iliese are suj)-

plicd as dry powders conlaininjí ali

llic injiicdií iils necessary lo |)crniil

foaniinn in place. Foanis willi a

density of 14 Ib./cu. fl. relain

niiH'li of llicir orijíinal compressivo
slrcníilli afler 200 lionrs liealing at

500 F.. liave a heal distortion

poinl ahove 700°F., and are not
damaged hy brief heating to a duil

red heal. They will not l)nrn. The
liigh price of theso foams will limil

lliem for the time heing lo s[)e-

cialty nses, such as in aircrafl for

lighl weighi Sandwich strnclnres,

íillers for airfoils, radomes, and
íirewall seals.

Siliroiic IlclcaHc Hcsiiis.—('er-

tain silicone rcsins, when applied
as clear coalings lo metal surfaces

and lhoronghl_\- cnred, have lhe

same release properties as some of

lhe silicone (Inids, hnt are semi-

|)( rma ncn t . 'I lic largcst nsc foi'

snch matei'ials is on hrcad and
bnn pans in hakeries. Desi)ite l)ak-

ing temperalnres around 50()''F., a
single coating may lasl as long as

200 hakes, eliminating thc cosi

and smoke of pan grease. Probahly
half or more of the hrcad haked in

('anada now comes from silicone

gia/ed pans. The same Irealment
is cífective on pans for cooked
meais, fro/en food Irays, and in

\'arions rnhher, plastic. and liard-

hoard monlding operations.

Siliroric Masoriry Watcr llcpcl-

loil.s.—The highly waler re|)ellcnt

I)ropcrties of lhe silicones, coupli-d

with oiitdoor diirahilily, have led

to s])eeial t_\pes for ai)i)lication

to ahovc-gradc masonry. Thesc
shonld ho flooded onto lhe surface

from a minimum 5 per cent solv-

enl sointion. whicli penelrales to

a deptli of Vs V-i i""'

dixiiig fornis a dnrahly water-

repellenl snrface. The cosi of tliis

dilnte resin irealment is low and
a single satnrating coal shonld l)e

eflfective for 5 or 10 years, or more.

The coaling is invisible and does
nol preveni the masonry from
hreathing.

I5y prevenling waler ahsorplion
into masonry, unsightly efflores-

cence and slaining are eliminaled,

morlar .joinls prolected, and dam-
agc throngh spalling, can.sed hy
repeated wctling and freezing, is

prevented. Of equal importance in

the Canadian climale is the rednc-
lion of heal loss, since lhe thermal
condnclivily of masonry may he
85 |)er cent higher when wet than
wlicn dr.\'.

Wdtcr Sohihic llfdclirc Sili-

i-oiics.—Similiar rcsnlls ma.\ li

ohlained from waler .soliihle s(

dinm .salls of silicone resin

dilnled in water and .sprayed o

the snrface heing trcated. Tlie sil

cone salt converls and dovcloi

repellence on exposnre to air an
drying. Nol only masonry hr
|)aper and other organic matéria
ean he siniilarly Irealed. WIh
a|)plie(l to soils or day, secpai.

inlo lhe ground and rain crosion

|)revenled. Whether this l)eha\ ioi

will he niilized in highwa\ aii

irrigalion dilcli coiisl rncl ion r(

mains to l)e seen. The concentrai

cd salls are highi.v alkalinc :in

rccpiire .some care in hamllin^.

Chemically ílifTercnl silicon(

with reactive organic gronj)
which may he direetly disperse

in water wilhonl oh,)ecl ion;d)

alkalinily, are also heginning to I

availahle. These may assnmc in

portance as j)roleetive trcalmciii

for glass, masonry, and olhcr mi

faces. A non-oily, water-reixllci

lilm is developed instantaneoiísl

aftcr spraying, flooding, or dii)[)in

in soinlions containing from 0.(

to 0.1 j)er cent silicone. The lili

is not removed hy steani, dele

;enls, or solvenls.

(ildss Trcaiing licaiiia.—It li;

hcen known for nnmy years th;

polished glassware is greally wcal

cned hy scralching or similar dan
age to lhe snrface. Hecently it li;

l)ei'ii fonnd lhat when a reacti\

silicone polyim-r is sprayed on tl

virgin snrface of newl,v mouhh
giass conlaiiu-rs at lhe exit end (

the annealing lehr, the heat of ll

nlass and the lehr will cnre it an

hond it lo forni a permanent Inhr

caling snrface. Trcated glass coi

taiiiers have only 1/10 the hreal

age rate on filling lines, and mu
lowcr shipping losses. This trea

nieul is of inlerest in prolongi

the life of relnrnahle hollles, su

as lhose nsed for milk, heer, a

soft drinks.*

For some years now |)harmace

lical mannfactnrers have be
nsing varions types of silicones f

treating glass vials to make the

waler-repelleiít and free-draini

inside, and ihiis avoid wasle

\alnable anlibiolics. The ne

trealmcnl will providc this as

incidental advantage, if thc co

tainers are sprayed inside as w
as oiit.

Tcxiilc and Paper Treati

He.iiri.s. — Speeial silicone resi

ha\(' hcen developed for applic

tion lo lexlilcs to make the

water-repellcnl. The.se are meth.'

Iiydrogen silicone jjolymers wliici

II. ( ioin para I i> < sliriiika^^t' r<-sisliin<-e of sili<'<>ii<- Ir4-al<'<l aiitl ii n I r<'al «'<!

Mool faliri)' w i I ll t li<- (>ri<;ÍMal ( I li<' liack^roiiixl i. IIk- ii ii I r<-al<-<l ralirit', arirr fi\«-

WiV I'. Ian ii<l«'i'i ii<^.s iii a rc\«TsÍMf; \*ash mIutI. lias sliriiiik 21..')'
, in l\\v Marp,

2'.iA)' , in I li<- lili. TrcaliMl fahric sliraiik oiiIn 2.'í'
, iii I lie warp, .i.ll' , in I h<- fill.

13t« Ot tohvi\ /'>.).> i iii: kn(;ineeriní; jour.na



wlicn licjilcd III llic ri'<íi<)ii ol

ÍJOO' F. for ii. fcw iiiiiiulcs, givc olV

the hydrogeii and cross-link Ui

forni a rcsinoiís mvolope ronnd

Oiicli filanient of tlic fabric, dur-

jihly hoiided iii i)lac'o and rcsislaiil

1(1 r('|)c'atc'd

( Icanings.

Ali lypcs

lhotic íil)res

Iv froni

laniidcTÍn<>s and dry-

of naUiral and syii-

can he trealod, nsnal-

einiilsions of the silicone

rcsiii and an acccicrator. As only

I lo 'i |)('r ('('iit silicon(> i)ick-iii).

hascil on fahric weiglil, is nrcdi-d,

,111(1 tluvsc particnlar rrsins are

linoiíg the cheapest offered. the

(osl of the treatnient for niosl

fabrics is of the order of lOe \)ev

N(|iiare yard.

In addition to the water repel-

iciit property, originally applied

oiily to outerwcar garmcnts, the

tinish has spread to mens' and
noniens' snitino;s, because the

liihrieating effeet of the snrface

treatment improves the feel and
handie of the fabrie, reduces flex

ibrasion, and raises the ironing

temperatura of thermoplastic

fibres. These versatile and durable

fiiiishes are now being applied to

iiiillions of yards of fabrics an-

iiiially in Canada, and the use has

reeently spread to automotive and
lomestic upholstery fabrics.

By using similar resins and in-

reasing the silicone add-on to 4

ir 5 per cent, woven woollen fab-

ics or blankets can be quickly and
ffectively shrink-proofed, without

,íhe usual harshening or weakening.
Treated materiais will withstand
en 30-minute launderings in a

ommercial wash wheel at 140° F.

vith no significant felting shrink-

This behaviour is vividly

ustrated in Fig. 11. The treat-

nent is beginning to come into

lommercial use.

Idêntica] silicone resins are used,

pplied in much the same way, to

!iake papcr or parchment non-

dhcsive. Again, 1 or 2 i)er cent

dd-on is sufficient for the purpose.

ypical uses are for packaging
ticky foods and interleaving ad-

esive tapes.

Leafher Water Repellerits. — A
poeial type of silicone is now
vailable for application to leather.

'or best results a 15 per cent add-
n is applied from a solvent solu-

on during the tanning process.

i^hereas untreated leathers wel

[(iij irough in a wet-flex test in 100-

í)0 flexes, silicone-treated chrome
inned leathers average 10,000 to

3,000 or more flexes before wet-

ig tlirough. The vaponr trans-

ire il >i

eiitliili

àsscJ

\m. í

,iive

ilieoii

iiáe Ik'

ee

I
wiistf

Tk f

tliis
as

i[
tlic w

iiile
ai

I"ÍH- 12. Pressiiro-
soiisitivo sili<'oiic

a<lhosivc slickiiiii;

to a ^luNs l)«'akor

Cu II of ciry ico. Its

«'tlVotivo raiigf is

from - tí> 250"
C; it will stick to
siich "a<llie.sive'"

materiais as Tef-
lon, polyelhylcne,
ainl silicone var-
nislied «lassolotli.

inission of the leather is iiot im-

pa ired and low tem|)eratnrc flex-

ibility improved. The leather also

becomes more resistant to alkalinc

salts, cutting oils, and chemicals,

and is 20 per cent lighter than fat-

stuffed leathers. The additional

cost will be about $2 for a pair of

shoes at the retail levei'. Other

types are under development as

dry-cleanable water-repellents for

garment leathers.

Silicone Adhesives.—Brief men-

tion has already been made under

silicone rubbers of the special ad-

hesives developed for bonding sili-

cone rubbers to themselves or

metais. A pressure-sensitive ad-

hesive has reeently been develojjed

having such remarkablc tack that

it will stick to even such non-

adhesive nuiterials as jjolyethylene.

Teílon, or silicone varnished glass

cloths. This material has an eífec-

tive range from —55° C. to 250° C
It is weather-resistant and will

stick to cold or wet surfaces, or

even under water. Fig. 12 shows a

glass tai)e coaled with Ihis silicon»^

adhesive being nsed lo lift a beaker

of dry-ice. Such tapes are used for

high temperaturc electric insula-

tion and for weather- and water-

resistant low temperaturc wrap-

])ing and scaling applications.

(ioiiclusion

This closing instance of the ver-

satile properties of the silicone^

familv shows the danger of gen-

HE ENGlNKERlNf; JOl RNAE Orloht-r. /'A5í

cralization; while iiiaiiy of tlicir

uses dejicnd on iiK-ompatil)ility

they can also be made highly com-
{)atible. In fact, the trend .seems to

be towards the increasing develop-

ment and ntilization of types

which, by condiining with organic

materiais, may be used to upgrade
lheir durability and extend lluir

temperaturc range.
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The

Sir Adanilí

Generatinslt'

The history of the early power
developments on the Niagara river

and a general description of the

two Sir Adam Beck - Niagara
plants have ah-eady been discuss-

ed at some length by Dr. R. L.

Hearn/ The present paper will

describe in greater detail the de-

sign and construction of the two
intake structures associated with

the new station. However, in

order to provide a better under-

standing of the function of these

works in relation to the overall

project a brief review of the main
features is in order.

General Features of the River

The total fali through the
thirty-seven miles of the Niagara
river system is 326 feet and the

greater part of this fali is concen-
trated in the seven-mile reach of

the river from the head of the
upper rapids or Cascades, just

downstream from Chippawa, to

the Qneenston end of the Whirl-
pool rapids. The flow in the river

averages 200,000 cubic feet per
second with a maximum of about
320,000 cubic feet per second.

Sir Adam Beck-Niagara G.S. I\o. 2

The new Sir Adam Beck-
Niagara Generating Station No. 2
is designed to utilize the gross

head concentration of the Chip-
pawa-Quecnston reach.

Intake structures located on the
upper river about one-quarter mile

downstream from the village of

Chippawa, twin tunnels each 45

feet in diameter and about 5V2
miles long constructed beneath the

city of Niagara Falis, and an
open-cut canal some 2V4 miles in

length form the water conveying
system to the power plant, which
is located on the lower river near
Queenston. The installation in the

generating station will consist of

twelve units each rated at 105,000
horsepower under a net head of

292 feet and, at the present time,

ten have been placed in service.

Provision has been made for an
ultimate installation of sixteen

units. A pumping-generating sta-

tion is also under construction
which will permit the most effi-

cient use of available water to in-

crease the daytime peak capacitj

of the two Sir Adam Beck plant|

Requirements of Intake

The Niagara river is well knowii

not only for the scenic beauty an|

attraction of the Falis but also fç

the destruction caused by iç

jams. Under certain conditions

temperature and wind, flowir

ice on the river has been kno^v

materially to reduce the output
the present plants, and in the cad

of some of the older ones to cauí|

a complete shut-down.

The problem in the selectic

and design of the intake worll

therefore resolved itself into

elenients:

(a) To extract some 40,000 c.fi

from the river with a mil

' Canadian Hydro Electric Developments
on the Niagara River; read at the 68th
Annual Meeting of the E.I.C., and pub-
lished in the Engineering Journal, Aug.
1954.
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Intakes for

Beck-Niagara

Station No. 2
by

O. E. Johnston, m.e.i.c,

D. G. Harkness,
The Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontário,

Toronto, Ontário.

Read at lhe 69th Annual General and Professional Meeting

of The Engineering Institute of Canada, Toronto, May 1955.

High velocities and nhallow dcpthn

iii the Niafçara river pom-d iiiii<|in-

prolileiiis i(i doHiijiiin;; ititak<-H for llir

ualer conveyiiiK nyslem on the Sir

Adam Beck—Niafiara Generatiii;;

Statioti No. 2, iii order to excliidc

floating ice. Theoretical desigiiH wer»-

developed and tested l)y nieann of

hydranlic tesi inodels hefore Htarl-

ing .striictural designs*. In ihis papcr

the authors diseuss how lhe design

was developed and descrihe the

methods hy which ronstruction wa»

carried out. Performance of lhe in-

takei* under operating conditions

proved identical lo those predietcd

in the model lests. During a serious

ice jam in the river in March, 19.^.'S,

complete exclusion of ice from the

water-conveying systeni gave fiir-

ther evidence that lhe use of niodels

was fully justiiied.

mum of head loss without
interfering w i t h natural

flow conditions.

(b) To prevent the intrusion of

flowing ice into the water
conveying system.

Preliminary Considerations

Various studies were made both

5 to the type of intake and its

ication on the river in relation

) the overall plan of develop-

lent. Following the decision to

se tunnels, the choice of the in-

ke site was ahnost automatic.

e chosen location, just down-
ream from Chippawa, provided

le take-off point for the shortest

innel route to Queenston and
e maximum obtainable head
incentration of the river.

Some thirty years ago, while

ísigning the intake works of the

o. 1 plant, an original theory of

take design was developed which
a,s subject to a rational mathe-
atical solution. A model instal-

tion of this type of intake

—

he Johnson-Wahlman draft dis-

ibutor or gathering tube"—was
nstructed, and tests confirmed
e correctness of the theory. The
jdel consisted of a dam-like

'ucture with a series of slotted

llow íingers reaching out into

e river. The purpose of the

gers or gathering tubes was to

«tract water with the least dis-

trbance to the natural flow, i.e.,

t intercept a large area of flow,

l keep the entrance velocities to

; íuinimum, to gather water from
li river bottom and thereby ex-

' ide surface flowing ice. The in-

take works were constructed as

originally designed but with the

provision for the later construc-

tion of the gathering tubes. How-
ever, the performance of the

structure as built has been satis-

factory and it is unlikely that the

gathering tubes will ever be built.

Several intakes of this basic type
have been constructed elsewhere

and put into successful operation

since that time. The slot through
which water enters the tube has

been located in the horizontal,

vertical, and inclined planes as

dictated by local conditions of flow

and topography peculiar to the

various sites.

It was logical that serious con-

sideration should be given to the

adoption of a gathering tube type

of intake since it was developed

initially to meet the local condi-

tions on the Niagara river. From
a review of existing installations

and studies carried out by our

staff, it was evident that such a

structure located parallel to the

flow lines of the river and with

the entry slots located in the verti-

cal face would be desirable hydrau-

lically, and it would not detract

from the natural beauty of the

Niagara Park lands along the

river. Located in this manner it

permitted unimpeded progress of

flowing ice past the structure.

Models Used

Investigations were carried out

on the Niagara river model at our

Islington laboratory to obtain the

best location, the length of the

structures, and the necessary river

bed excavation. However, the

small and dislorted scalc of this

model was unsuitable for develop-

ing the hydraulic design of the

tubes themselves. A larger model
to an undistorted scale of 1:36

of the structures and the adjacent

river was then constructed in the

laboratory of the University of

Toronto to study this problem.

A more detailed account of the

solution of the many engineering

problems involved in the design

of the Sir Adam Beck project, to-

gether with an estimate of the

savings in cost effected wherever

possible, has been presented in a

paper by J. B. Bryce.^

Hydraulic Design

A preliminary design for the

structure was made based on the

Johnson - Waldman theory. The
theoretical approach proved un-

satisfactory for this application

due probably to the high velocities

and currents in this region of the

river. The model, as first built,

included only the area affected by
intake No. i. In 1950, when this

plant was authorized, it was the

intention to construct only one-

half the present installation. How-
ever, due to the delay in starting

the St. Lawrence power project

and the continuing increase in de-

mand for power, it was found

necessary to enlarge the plant to

its present capacity. For this

reason complete tests were made
and a final design for intake No.

1 was determined before the model

' Economic and Design Advantages of

Niagara Hydraulic Models; read at the

69th .\nnuàl Meeting of the E.I.C. To
be published in thp .Itmnial.
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was enlarged to include No. 2.

The first intakes tested in the

Niagai-a model represented struc-

tiires each 1000 feet long; howcvcr,

progressive tests indicated that

cqually good performanco could

be obtained froni gatluTiiig tiibes

jiist one-half the length, 500 feet,

at a considerable saving iii cost.

l)oth in the structures and the

dredging required oiitstream in the

rivcr to improve entry conditions.

Having cstablished the basic

dimensions of the tubes, more de-

had been started so that the quan-
tity of excavation was a measnrc
of overall cost. The graph indi-

cates that the head loss is prac-

tically eonstant over a range of

internai dimensions from a "áO-foGt

tapered tube to a 45-foot square

uniform tube. However, any re-

(Uiction below the 20-foot tapered

section resulted in increased losses.

Therefore, a basic design for the

tube was adopted in which the

length was 500 feet and in cross-

seetion varied from essentially a

8

6

0.4
21 23 25 27 29 31 3J

TOTAL SLOT AREA - HUNDREOS OF SQ. FT.

performance of the model. Figure^

2 and 3 indicate that there is n<

appreciable decrease in energy los^

for slot áreas in excess of 290(:

square feet based on either vari-

able river or sill elevation. In gen-

eral, it was found that the smallei

the slot the larger the loss, as ií

apparent from the graphs. How-
ever, increasing the slot area bc

yond that selected above resultec

in very unstable operating per

formance under varying river flow,

conditions. A sill elevation abov
537.G tends to increase overal

energy loss slightly and for othe:

considerations this elevation wa
adopted as the maximum allow

able to permit adequate sub

niergence of the top of the slot.

The elevations quoted in tlii

l)aj)er are to U.S.L.S. datum, l!):!,'

adjustment.

.S'í7/ Radius

The radii of the sill and liiite

had a marked effect on the energ,\

loss for a given slot area. Figur<

4 indicates a rapid decrease of los

witli variation of sill and liiitc

ladii from zero to 4 feet respcc

li\ely, followed by an increa^-i

when the radii were 8 feet. Figini

.) confirnis the selection of a slo

arca of 2dM) square feet and radi

oF 4 feet for the sill and lintel.

From the results of thcse tcst

iKíi'

f

Fig. 2. Intake energy loss— lotai .slol

area. Variable water leveis.

Fig. 3. Intakc energ> loss— tolal .slol

area. liii forni draiiglil (lisirilxilioií.

four-foot sill raíliiis, and varying sill

elevation.

tailed hydraulic iu\fsligation.^

were then undertakcn.

luteriial Dimensions

Two theoretical designs were
developed and models constructed.

One was designed to have eonstant

acceleration of the water inside the

tube and the other was a com-
j)ound tube ha\ ing eonstant veloc-

ity for the upstrcani haif of the

length aiid a eonstant accelera-

tion for the remainder. The in-

terior dimensions of each of these

designs were reduced j)rogres-

sively by moving the back wall

closer to the front wall and rais-

ing the bottom at the upstreani

end to form a tapering tube. This
procedure was continued through
a .series of tests until the overall

energy loss began to rise. Figure
1 shows a graph of intake energy
loss piotted agaiust relalixc quau-
tity of excavation for the intake.

It must be realized that, at this

time, no structural design work

1.4

H DH'

i' Inl

TOTAL SLOT ARE A - HUNDREDS OF SQ. FT.

20-foot square at the ui)streain

end to a 45-foot s(juare at tlu-

downstream end.

.S7«/ iren

Following the determinai it)n of

the optiinum interior dimensions.

attention was directed to the area

of the slot opening. The model was
constructed having fixed piers set

at 45 degrees to the longitudiíud

axes of the structure, and the re-

maining components so construct-

ed that the .sill elevation, sill and
lintel radii. and the slot height

niight ali be varied. Previous tests

liad indicated that for this ap-

plication. variable vane angles had
onlv a minor effect on the overall

it was possible to fix the sill eleva

lion at 537.55, the sill and lintcT

radii at 4 feet, and the slot an

at 2900 sípiare feet. In the niean

time structural analysis indicatei

that the piers in the slot should b

about 2 feet 6 inches thick an

spaced at 16-foot 8-inch centrei

Tests had indicated that. withi

limits. pier thickness and .spacin

had very little effect on perforni

ance. The model was then recoí

structed incorporating these kii

turcs but with an adjustable slc)|

height.

Slot Height

The remaining feature to

determined was the height of th

Woct
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slol to j)ro(luce uniforni drauglil

distrihution throughout its kMigtli.

Tests were continued and a slol

height was found which prodiuod
for natural river conditions cqual

dranght in each 100-foot sectioii

within one per cent. However, at

this time a new variable was intro-

duced into the overall scheme.

j
It was found that in ordcr to

[utilize the full diversion for ])ower

tó)urposcs in accordance with the

fterms of the Niagara Treaty of

[1950, a control dam would be re-

fquired to regulate the leveis of the

pChippawa-Grass Island pool. This
istructure now under construction
iand described in a paper by Dr.
Holden," is located immcdiatel.v

downstream from the intake struc

tures. With the gates closed in this

dam the natural flow pattern in

the river adjacent to the intakes

was altered. It was founcl that

equal draught distribution for this

condition could only be obtained
by a slot of difíerent dimensions.

Therefore, a compromise slot shai)e

was adopted since the intake would
ive to operate under both eondi-

tioiís. The slot height adopted
varied from feet at the up-
stream end to 7.5 feet at the tlown-

stream end and the taper was uni-

forni. Figure 6 indicates the ])er-

formance obtained in the com-
promise shape. The maximum var-

iation from uniform draught in any
100-foot section for either condi-

tion is four per cent.

The general dimensions of in-

take No. 2 are the same as for

ntake No. 1. However, it was
'ound necessary to vary the \aiie

)r i)ier angle and to introduce a

Viu . '1 • I II I a k «
enorgy loss— radii <('

.slol opcniiig. \ ar-
iahle .slot aroa.

(/5
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nun-iuiiform taixTiiig slol to

aehieve comparable performance.

Construction

The general layoul of liic in-

lakes as constructed is shown in

Fig. 7. A funnel-shaped excava-
tion in the river bed extending up-
stream from the structure about
1000 feet and outstream 750 feet

was made to intersect a large

cross-section of the flow and
ilttract a flow past the structure
about 50 per cent in excess of that
to be diverted. The excavation
from its upstream limit slopes

down with a grade of 0.5 per cent
from elevation 540 to 542 at a

point roughly 200 feet out from
and parallel to the structure. It

Intake <'ncrgy loss—total slot arca. Uniforni draught <lisl rilxi tion. sill

elevation 537.0, and varving sill radii.

U.

I

in
v>

o

>-

(9
(C
UJ
z
tu

RADII OF SLOT OPENING— FT.

tlien slo])('s (lowii oii a stceper
grade towards the structure to aii

elevation approximately (i feet be-

low the sill of the slot.

In s])ite of the heavy current
and hazardous location in the open
river just above tlic Falis, this

work was carried oiil nsing Iwo
(i-cubic-yard dipprr dredges. Ap-
I)roximately ,'500, ()()() ciibic yai'ds of

material wvvv dredged and li.iiihd

upstream al)Out two miles in l)ot-

tom-dump scows to a (li>posal

dump in the river adjacent to

Navy Island. This work was j)er-

formed under contract by the

Canadian Dredge and Doc k Coin-
))any Limited.

As noted previously the intakes

were located 2O0-:50O feet out from
the originai river shorc line. .V

cofferdam ciicloscd (liis arca to

l)tTinil dcwatcring nf llic site in

whicli lhe average dcjilli of water
was about 17 feet at normal water
leveis. The cofferdam consisted of

rock-filled timbcr (•ril)s .'}0 feet in

width to |)ermil Irucking. The
rock in this arca is covered willi

a layer of clay 10 to b3 feet thick.

Lightweiglit steel sheet piling was
driveu lo rock along lhe river side

to form a cutToff. Steel was selecl-

ed here rather than lhe conven-
tional wood-sheathing to sland the

wear and tear of the flowing ice.

The cofferdam was constructed

simultaneously fnun bolh ends

using cribs roughly 20 feet by .'JO

0.8

TOTAL SLOT AREA - HUNDREDS OF SQ. FT.

' Tlic Niagaia KciiHMliai Work.s; irad .-ii

the 69th .Animal MecUng of tlic K.M'..
and i)iil)lisli('d in tlif Riif/iiiri rinn Jinn-
iinl. .\\iy. l}).5õ.
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feet. Very little trouble was ex-

perienced in placing the cribs al-

though the current is about 6 feet

per second.

In the early stages of design we
were fortunate to have on our staff

the late Francis W. Clark who had
been resident engineer on the con-

struction of the fiirst intake. His
knowledge and remarkable mem-
ory of rock conditions in the area

during the excavation stages were
most helpfu! in planning the

depending on rock conditions and
depth in the hole, working from
the bottom upwards. The primary
holes were spaced at 10-foot

centres with intermediate holes at

5- and 2.5-foot centres in some
áreas. In general, the criterion for

a tight job was when less than 10

cubic feet of gront was accepted
in any hole. Approximately 1200
holes involving 65,000 linear feet

of drilling and about 107,000 bags

of cement were used. The grouting

\ ar n 11 n n n n n n n n n ii i-^ n n n n ii n n n ii n n n n

nSTANCE IN FEET FROM UPSTREAM END OF GATHERING TU8E

Fig. 6. Wraiifíht distribution, per
cent, in each lOO-ft. .section of fiather-

ing tube.

Fig. 7. General layoul of intakes.

method of attacking the dewater-
ing problems. The rock formation

in the area in which the structures

were constructed is Lockport dolo-

mite. This rock is extreniely

seamy, having not only horizontal

but vertical cracks and the top
five feet is badly shattered. Dia-

mond drilling along the shoreline

adjacent to the site also indicated

large seams at various depths
through which the excavation was
to proceed. These seams carried

water in considerable quantity and
under full river head.

F^ig. 8. General layout of No. 1 intake
structure.

burden was carried out wíthin th
cofferdam area in the conventional
manner using 2Y2 - cubic - yan
shovels and Euclid trucks. Drillinj

for rock excavation was carried ou'

by wagon drills on a pattern fo

the holes of about 4 feet by 4 fee

spacing.

The general layout of the No.
intake structure as constructed i

shown on Fig. 8. Essentially it con
sists of a tapering box section 50(i

feet long with the width varyin^,

from 20 feet to 45 feet and th

height from 20 feet to 45 feet fro

the upstream to downstream end
A uniformly tapering slot wa
formed in the vertical face on th

river side which varies in height

from 13 feet 4 inches to 7 feet

inches in the upstream-down

GENERAL LAYOUT
OF

INTAKES

«ATHERING TUBE N> I-

TYPICAL SECTION

30 OPEm MO s • i^-a CTfts - soe rr.

1

A
E LEVATION SECTION

A - A

P L A N

It was decided to enclose the
entire area with a grout curtain

and later results proved the wis-

dom of this plan. Diamond drill-

ing and pressure grouting along
the outer face of the cofferdam
proceeded simultaneously with the
crib work. Cement grout was in-

jected under varying pressures of

10 to 100 pounds per square inch,

GATHERING TUBE

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT

programme though time-consum-
ing and costly, proved its value

during the construction period

when very little water trouble was
encountered although at times
work was being carried out in the

bed of the river 60 feet below the

water levei.

Excavation of approximately
500,000 cubic yards of clay over-

stream direction. Concrete piers o

guide vanes were set into this slo

at an angle of 45 degrees to it

longitudinal axis at 16-foot 8-inch

centres.

The overall dimensions of th

second tube are essentially th

same except that the slot is large

at the upstream end, 17 feet

inch, and smaller at the down
stream end, 6 feet 1 inch, has

non-uniform taper, and the vane

angles vary. Five upstream vane;

are 55 degrees, the next seven ai

45 degrees, and the remainder ai

40 degrees. The selection of these

three angles rather than a con

stantly changing vane angle re-

sulted in considerable economy ir

form costs since prefabricated steel

fornis were used for this detail.

Three such forms were sufficient

for the construction of both in-

takes.

As noted previously, the varia-
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tion of slot height and vane angles

in the second tube was required

to conforni with flow conditious

peculiar to its locatioii just uj)-

streain froni, and influenced by,

the operation of the remediai

works control dam.

The sills of the slots are approxi-

mately 30 feet belovv normal river

Jevel, the lintéis being a minimum
>f 10 feet and a maximiim of 21

teet below normal water levei.

ructural Design

The structural design of this

x-like structure presented many
problems. Preliminary stress
analysis indicated that it would
not be possible to design it as a

continuous frame due to the in-

ability of the small cross-sectional

jarea of the vanes to resist the

piajor bending stresses. The vanes

kre approximately 11 feet long, 2

feet 6 inches wide, semi-circular

shaped at the ends and, as noted
previously, are set at an angle to

the stresses induced. Therefore,

continuous horizontal hinges were
introduced in the structure above
md below the vanes. The struc-

ture then resolved itself into a

rigid frame with two hinges at the

anes. The vanes act structurally

3S columns supporting the roof but
ire not subjected to bending
tresses.

Figure 9 shows the front eleva-

tion of No. 1 intake nearing com-
pletion. On page 1350 is an
nterior view looking upstream.

The structure is massive and is

;oníidently expected to be trouble-

ree and require no maintenance
n its operation. Since the basic

equirements were to provide
ntry conditions with minimum

j.j«osses, no permanent features were
ncorporated into the design to

lermit future dewatering. This
an be accomplished, however, by
iriving sheet piling or placing

pulkheads along the face. The

Fig. 9. View showing front elevation of intake INo. 1 nearing <'(>iii|>i<-t ioii.

structures are entirely l^elow thc

ground surface and their location

and presence is not a])parent to

the casual observer.

Downstream from tlic gatheriiij>

tube slot a 45-foot square eonduit

continues for a distance of aboiít

120 feet to a control structure.

This structure contains a control

gate having a clear span of 45 feet,

a height of 58 feet, and a weight

of 200 tons, and which may be

raised or lowered by an electric-

ally-operated ^ c r e w and nut
arrangement. The gate functions

only when it is necessary to isolate

a tunnel for inspection or othcr

purposes.

The eonduit continues down-
stream from the gate structure, a

distance of about 500 feet, chang-

ing from the square to a circular

shape 45 feet in diameter to be-

come the tunnel proper.

Formwork

Moving steel forms were used

quite extensively with consider-

able success in forming many parts

of the gathering tubes and the cir-

cular sections.

The changing dimensions of thc

Fig. 10. View showing ice flowing

past intake striictiirrs, March 2;{. 19õ5.

gathering tul)('N ])rc^('iilc(l a nio>t

difficult forming prol)lcni. 'I'lic in-

verls. poured dirccUy on rock rc-

(luired only timbcr l)ulklieads and
cutout boxes. Thc lower half of

the walls, up to the rock line, were
formcd by an ingenious steel forni

which was adaptable to every re-

quired dimension along the lengtli

of thc tube. This forin. moving
along on rails laid on the com-
pleted inverts, was 33 feet 4 inches

long and pours were possil)le al-

most every othcr day in the sum-
mer weather. The upper half of

the back walls was done with steel

paneis, large enougli to cover one
complete pour 33 feet 4 inches

long at a time. and was moved by
a crane as a complete unit.

The vanes, sills, and lintéis coni-

prising the entrance y>orts for the

water were also formed in steel.

Here tlie sill and a stub of each

vane were poured to a constant

elevation. The upper part of the

vanes and the sloi)ing lintel were

done as a second i)()ur, the chang-

ing height of the vanes was ad-

justed by adding more sections of

pier form.

Two travellers, conslructed of

Bailey bridge equipment, were

made to supj)ort the roof slab.

Each tra\cl!cr also covered a sec-



tion 33 fcet 4 inches long, and
supported roof slabs up to 7 feet

O inch thick. Theso travellers

moved on track which was suj)-

portcd on a continuous tind)fr

trt-stle built on the invert. Tlic

fnnction of the trestlework was to

ereate a constant dimension from

the track to the under side of the

roof, and so varied in height from

zero to about 8 feet depending

on the grade of the invert.

The control works were forined

in timber, sheathed with plywood
paneis, and again Bailey falsework

was used to support the 10-foot

tliick roof shib.

The transition was formed of

prefabricated timber sections 20

feet long. These sections were con-

structed to be stripped whole, and
a constrnction joint at the spriiig-

line allowed the same form to ])e

usetl for the lo]) and bottom half.

Thus, with two transitions to be

built, each panei had four uses.

The 400 feet of circular section

was (Ione by standard tunnel i)ro-

eedure. The invert ((50 degree are)

was shaped by a steel screed pull-

division, also supplied concrete for

the two tunnel contractors for the

upstream half of lhe two 5i/i>-mile

tunnels.

Ali concrete placed at the intake

was transported from the mixing
plant, a half mile distant in two-
cubie yard l)uckets, two buckets

l)er truck, and placed directly into

the fornis by crawler cranes. This
system worked exceptionally well,

owing to the wide-sjjread nature

of the job, and was free from
mechanical breakdown. Using 12

buckets, six 10-ton trucks and two
cranes, the pouring rate was about
90 cubic yards per hour and of

course it was very easy to cut

down to any lesser rate requircd

as dictated by the form.

Concreting operations were car-

ried out right through the winter
nionlhs. Owing to the exteiisivc

use of steel fornis, which of course

provide no proteclion against

frost, each ])our was careftdly

covercd by a tarpaulin framework,
and heated with steani uuit heat-

ers, niainlaining tempcralun-s of
.')') to (i5 V.

Fif». 11. Aerial photograph of power planl area showirifi ice coiidilioiís March
2.'}, 19.').'>. Note absencc of ice in canais and forebays (centre).

ed over lhe frcsh concrete. The
upi)er arch section was formed by
a 20-foot long collapsible steel

form, moving on rails laid on the

invert. Again, steel fornis were
used quite successfully for the out-

side hips and end bulkheads, short

pieces of timber being used to

meet the irregular rockline where

necessary.

Concreting

Concrete for the intake struc-

tures came from lhe Chippawa
mixing planl. This planl, built and

operaled by Hydro's conslruction

During the winter monlhs lhe

mixing watcr and the sand were

also heated so that the niixed

concrete left the plant around
70° F. and was usually placed in

the form above G5° F. Steam heat

was kept on for at least 48 hours

afler concrete placing was com-
I)leted. by which time lhe concrete

liad oblained a strenglh of 2000
p.s.i. or more. High early strength

and quick stripping limes were
very imporlant factors in the eco-

nomical use of steel fornis where
the one form is used many limes

nud thus cannol be left idle.

i:í56 Orlober. /V.))

Operating Performance

Intake No. 1 was placed in ser

vice on June 25, 1954, followed b
No. 2 on October 20, 1954. It wa
apparent from the first day o
operation that the performance o
the tubes hydraulically was iden

tical to that i)redicted from th<

model tests. A preliminary fieh

test on No. 1 indicated an energ.\

loss to be within 0.1 foot of lha

exj)ected. The surface water flow

ed past the structure wilhoul ;

trace or indication to the observei

of what was taking place beneall

the surface. It remained only t(

await lhe whini of Mother Nalun
to determine the performaiict

under flowing ice conditions.

This happened much soonci

than expected. On March 22, 1!)55

suddenly about noon a 35-m.j).li

.south-west wind started to

down Lake Erie which increasec

ils levei at the easterly end, ;ni(

at the same time drove shore ic(

into the Niagara river at Buífalo

The flow in the river increascí

from about 227,000 cubic feet ])v

sccond lo 310,500 cubic feet i)e

^(cou(i in the following I2-hoii

l)ei-iod. carrying along with it loii'

of ice which on March 23, 195.'3

completely jammed the river froii

Lake Ontário lo the foot of IIk

Falis. Figure 10 shows the in

floiring past the intake slructuir.s

This condilion conlinued fo

>c\cr;d days during which time ,

constant watch was maintaine(

to observe lhe presence of ice ii

tiic canais and forebays. Durinj

this period tio ice enlered lh(

water conveying system. The sue

cessfui operation of the intake ii

excluding ice is apparent from IIk

aerial photograph (Figure 11)

taken on Friday, INIarch 25, 195.5

Note the complete al)sence of icí

in lhe canais and forebays in th»

centre porlioii of the photograpl^

while lhe lowcr river remains conij

j)lctely blocked and the lailwale

at this time is some 40 feet abov
normal.
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An Unusual Case of Gorrosion

of Aluminum Gonduit in Goncrete

bv

T. E.Wright,

Aluminum ljdboratorics Limited,

Kingslon, Ontário.

A paper reud at the Montreal Corrosion SYmposium, spons(tn'd l>v lhe \<itii>ii<il

Association of Corrosion luigineers, September /5, 193.'}.

In 1946 the construction of a

ílarge hospital was commenced in

Sniiths Falis, Ontário, for the care

pf 2,400 mental patients. Con-
Istruction proceeded in stages and
Iwas still underway at the time of

writing (June, 1955) . Some idea

lof the size of the hospital may be

Igained from the fact that the wing
jconcerned in this report is 1,680

Ifect long. Electrical wiring was in-

Istalled in aluminum conduit (Al-

iconduit*) in some of the two-

jstorey buildings.

By 1950, there was evidence, al-

Ithough it was not recognized at

the time, that some of this conduit

lhad corroded in the concrete be-

Btwcen floors in which it was em-

Dedded. The first difficulty iu-

Ivolved an electrical wire which

could not be removed from one of

the circuits. By 1953 about four

pascs had been discovered where

[he conduit had corroded with the

[•esult that wires were jammed
vhen the conduit walls collapsed

lue to the pressure of corrosion

jroducts on the outside. The con-

brete was strong enough to resist

tracking and hence the only indi-

ffation of corrosion of the conduit

Resulls oí rcsearcii «ork had sliowii lhal aluiiiiiiiiiit L-iiibc(l<led in coiutcIc iior-

iiially sufTered oiily iiiild superficial corrosion during lhe sciling period of lhe

concrete and should iiol reqtiire a coating if subsequent con<liliotis were drv.

Unexpectedly severe corrosion in condnil installed in a hospital liuilding led to a

thorough investigalion to determine lhe canses. This paper «ill he of «onsiderahle

interest to a wide íield of enjrineers.

was found when it was necessary

to replace wires.

The hospital has been construct-

ed under the supervision of the

Ontário Department of Public

Works who brought the matter of

the corroded conduit first to tho

attcntion of the research labora-

tories of the Hydro-Electric Power
Commission of Ontário and then

to the Aluminum Company of

Canada, Limited. Preliminary in-

vestigalion of the case indicated

that the conduit had been in-

stalled according to practices re-

commended by Alcan and the

matter was referred to Aluminiuin

Laboratories, Limited, Kingston.

According to work over a seven

year period at these laboratories'

alunlinimi embedded in concrete

normally suíTers only very mild

superficial corrosion during the

scttiug period of the concrete. The

iFig. I. Corroded Mcoiidiiil as «\<aN a I ed iii case 4 at Sniitlis Falis hospital.
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MUiouiil of corrosion is so slight

that aluminum conduit does not

require a coating uuless it is ex-

pectcd that the concrete might
subsequeutly remain damp. Since

tile conduit in the concrete in the

hospital was between floors it

would be expected to remain dry
and unaffected l)y coiitact with

lhe concrete.

In vicw of the uuexpected yel

severe corrosion of aluminum con-

duit at the Smitlis Falis hospital

and because a somewhat similar

case had gone unexplained when
it occurrcd in a buildiug in Mont-
real it was decided lo carry out a

thorough investigalion to deter-

mine lhe causes of this type of

corrosion.

Ilistory of Corrosion of .Aliiniiiiiini

Conduit at Smiths Falis

Case 1.—In December 1950

—

approximately a year and a half

aiter construction—an electrician

allcuipted to wire an empty con-

(hiil in order to install a dish-

washer. He found the conduit

plugged, assumed this had been

(Ione during construction. and laid

a ceiling conduit for the linc. It is

suspecled. in tho light of residts

of this investigalion. Ihnl lhe con-

* .Vliimimini Coiiiiiaiiy ol C aiiatti. I.id,.

tiadc iianio of aluniintnn condiiii.

' Wrighl. T.E.: Godard. H.P.; Jcnks.

I H.; Tho Resi.stance ol .\lwniinuni to

Some' .•MkaliiU' Biiilding Malcrial.s. The

Enginccnnti Jnuritnl. 1954. vol. 37. No.

10, Ocl., 1!)52.
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duit had actually coliapsed due to

corrosion.

Case ê.—ln 1952— 31/2 years

after construction—an electrician

attempted to change a circuit.

This involved withdrawing one
wire and drawing in two others.

He was unable to move the wire

and gave up the attempt at repair

without further cffort or any sus-

picion of conduit corrosion.

Case 3.—In early 1953 a main-
tenance man complained that a

light would not go on. The wire
coiild not be moved in the conduit
and for the first time the blockage
was located by using a íish wire

from each end. The conduit after

excavation with a pneumatic ham-
mer was found to be severely cor-

roded and had collap.sed, binding
the wire and cutting through the
insuhition. The corroded piece of

conduit was sent to the laboratory
of the Hydro-Electric Power Com-
mission of Ontário, Toronto,
where the opinion was expressed
that corrosion was probably due
to chemicals in the concrete.

Case 4.—In the spring of 1953,
when it was suspected that col-

iapsed conduit was the cause of

"plugging", a number of other
conduits were "plumbed" with a

fish wire and three of six tested

were found to prevent free access

of the wire. Ali the failures located

were in dry concrete between
floors and were scattered at rau-

dom throughout the sections of

the hospital where aluminum con-

duit had been used. One of the

locations was excavated. It was at

this point the Aluminum Com-
pany of Canada was notified and
representatives of Aluminium Lab-
oratories were called in to investi-
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Fig. 2 (I.); Fig. 3 (r.). Alcan 3S conduit
enibedded for one week in concrete
with calcium chloride additions of O,

1, 2, and 5% of cement content (I. to

r.). Fip. 2 — no current applied. Fig. 3— one volt applied.

gate. Samples of the conduit and
concrete from Case 4 were ob-

tained.

One conduit in another wing of

the hospital was also found to be
jammed but no other cases have
bren reported although there are

doubtless some which have not

been discovered.

Exaniination of Corroded Conduit

Figure 1 shows the conduit in

Case 4 after it had been bared in

the concrete. Severe general attack

had occurred over the entire length

and numerous large rounded de-

prcssions pock-marked the surface.

A particularly large one was lo-

cated near the steel wire which
ties the conduit to the steel rein-

forcing rods in the concrete. The
corrosion products around the

conduit were voluminous and had
a distinctive p i n k coloration.

Specimens of the various materiais

were examined.

An analysis of the conduit

showed it to be normal Alcan 3S
of the following per cent compo-
sition: Cu 0.05, Fe 0.47, Mn 1.05,

Si 0.51, Ti 0.015.

A metallographic examination of

the metal showed that its metal-

lurgical svructure was normal and
it was concluded that the conduit

material itself was not abnormal.

The corrosion products scraped

from the conduit were analyzed
for metallic constituents and
chloride content. The spectro-
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graphic results, which are semi-

quantitative, are: Cu 0.004, Fe

0.3. Mg 0.07. Mn 0.4, Si 2.0, Ca
0.006, Al major constituent.

The chloride content determined
on a two-gram sample was 8 pei

cent. The silicon and the trace of

calcium were from concrete in the

corrosion products and otherwise

the metallic elements were what
could be expected from Alcan 3S

alloy. The presence of chlorides

was due to the addition of calcium

chloride to the concrete when
mixing.

A water extract made from the,

corrosion products had a pH on

5.4 relative to a blank of 7.6. This'

acid reaction was thought signifi-

cant.

Since Alcan 3S alloy contains

manganese the pink colour of th

corrosion products was most prob

ably due to the oxidation product

of manganese. This, together wit

the acidic water extract, suggeste

oxidizing conditions during corro-

sion such as would occur if the

surface were acting as an anode

(see further discussion in a latci

section)

.

Examination of Concrete

(1) Cement.—The Portland ce

ment used in this project was fron

the HuU, Quebec, plant of th(

Canada Cement Company. It was

of course. impossible to obtain ó

sample of the cement actuall}

used in 1946. However, the cemeni

was not considered to be a prob

able cause of the corrosion in view

of extensive tests carried out at

Kingston with cements of diííerent

Canadian origins including some,

from the HuU plant.

(2) Sand.—The sand employe
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in the concrete was from the Fuller

Pit, Belleville, Ontário. This pit is

known to deliver a high quality

product and the sand was not sus-

pect. However, a fifty pound bag
was obtained and a sample for-

warded to the Canada Cement
Conipany for analysis. They re-

ported that it was good quality

sand and that it gave good quality

concrete.

(3) Gravei and Crushed Stone.

—Although the gravei and crushed
stone were not suspect, the origi-

nal plan was to sample and exam-
ine them; with the progress of the
investigation this was found un-
necessary.

(4) Water. — Two water sup-

plies had been used for the con-

crete and samples were obtained
and analyzed with the foUowing
results:

Total
Hardness Chiorides

p.p.m. p.p.m.

Smiths Falis

Municipal Supply 120 8.5

Deep well 288 1.0

pH

7.3

8.2

ii

\p

w

The water was regarded as a

very unlikely cause of corrosion.

(5) Admixtures (including cal-

cium chloride) .—No water-proof-

ing or other agents were added to

the concrete with the exception

of calcium chloride used during
cold weather. The amount of cal-

cium chloride added depended on
the judgment of the foremen and
the weather but was supposed to

be no greater than 2 per cent of

the Portland cement content.

The addition of calcium chlor-

ide to concrete results in an earl-

ier set and increased strength at

early ages. "Its use to lower the
temperature of freezing is of

doubtful exi)ediency and where
reinforcing is used may, in the
presence of voids and ' moislure,
tend to produce rusting"-. The ul-

timate strength of concrete is not
affected by calcium chloride.

Regarding corrosion, the chlor-
ide content of the concrete was of
interest since it affects electrical

conductivity. In the present case
a sample of concrete removed
from Case 4 contained 0.45 per
cent chloride (0.7 per cent CaCl,,)
while the chloride content of soniie

concrete from Case 3 contained
0.17 per cent chloride. A 1:2:4
mix such as was used contained
14.3 per cent cement and thus the
calcium chloride content found
amounts to 4.5 per cent of the
cement content for Case 4 and
1.9 per cent for Case 3. The cal-

cium chloride content of some of
the concrete at the hospital may
be regarded as high (as much as
double the normal amount) . Cal-
cium chloride-free concrete was
found to contain only 0.02 per
cent chloride. From these facts

came the first suspicion that cal-

cium chloride might have been
responsible for the corrosion.

(6) Concrete.—A sample of the
concrete and a sample from which
as much as possible of the coarse
aggregate had been removed
(mortar) were analyzed by the

' Marks, L. S.; Mechanical Engineers
Handbook. 4th Ed., 1941. p, 709.

Fig. 4 (1.); Fig. 5 (r.). Alcan 3S «m-
duit enibedded for one week in con-
crete with calcium chloride additions
of O, 1, 2, and 5% of cement content
(I. to r.). Fig. 4 — ten volt.s applied;
Fig. 5 — 25 volts applied.

Canada Cement Com|)any. The
i'(sults are shown in Tal)lc I.

Table I. (;oInpo^iition of (!uncr<-lc

and Morlar
(Per cent)

Constituem Concrete Mortar
•SiO. 34.8 35.7
AUO, 9.0 11.1

Fe.O: 3.8 1.7

("aO 20.1 24.2
MgO 7.9 4.1

SO:, 0.24 0.56
Lo.ss on ignition 19.7 18.9

Xa.O 2.0 1.8

K.O 1.4 1.5

The standard concrete mix was
1:2:4 (cement, sand, aggregate).
Six bags of cement were used per
cubic yard of concrete. On the
basis of these results there was
nothiiig to stiggcsl that the con-
crete niiohl li;i\c been resjKjnsible

for the rori^osioií.

Exaniination of EnvironiiienI

Since none of the corroded con-
duit had been found in floor slabs

in contact with the ground, but
rather in the slabs betwcen floors,

excessive moisture was riiled oul
as a possible cause of corrosion.

Indeed experience has shown that

cven wet concrete would not pro-

duce the extensive corrosion en-

countered. Further the possibility

that corrosion might have been
caused by spilled chemicals was
ruled out as failures occiirred in

widely separaled locations.

Galvanic corrosion due to stray

currents or contact with steel re-

inforcing or water i)iping was then
considered and a programme of

work was planncd to investigate

this possibility. Dtiring an ins|)ec-

tion it was found that the jjoten-

tial between condiiit aiul ground
was 0.6 volt in oiic case and 0.4

volt in anothcr witli the conduit



iu'galivc, i.c. tlic condilions werc

coiiducive to corrosion.

It was (leduced that, witli the

exception of high amounts of

chiorides in the corrosion prodiicts

and the concrete and the possibil-

ity of stray currents, there was no

factoi' which might explain the

cxcessive corrosion enconntered.

Calciuni chloridc wouhl not he

exi^ected to eause corrosion of

aluminnni under these conditions

since the work rei)orted earliei-
'

showed it to liave a negligibk^

effect. The effect of hirger amonnts

(2 per cent being normal) was not

known, althongh excessive calcium

chloride accelerates the corrosion

of embedded steel.

Serious consideration was next

given to the possibility that stray

currents were responsible. Although
no <lirect current is used in the

lios])ital it was learned that gener-

ators for are welding were used

(hn-ing construction and it was
conceivable that corrosion took

place at th is early period. Accord-
ingly work was started to ascer-

tain if current applied to alum-
inum specimens embedded in con-

crete couhl produce the type of

corrosion found at the hospital.

Concrete Blocks Poured with
Embedded Samples of 3S Conduil

Alcan ,'}S conduit in one-inch

stanfhxrd pipe sizc was embedded
in 6 in. X (5 in. x (5 in. concrete

iílocks made in wooden forms
using a l:'-2:4 mix to which vary-

ing ])ercentages of CaCl. were

added. Four blocks cach of four

niixes were made. These contain-

ed CaCL in the following percent-

ages of the cement content: O, 1, '•2

and .5. An eight inch length of

conduit was placed centrally in

each biock at a depth of tive

inches.

As soon as selting would per-

niit, the blocks were removed
from the forms and placed in four

shallow aluminum tanks contain-

ing one inch of water. Each tank
contained one block of each of tiic

four mixes. Direct current from
a generator was applied to the

specimens in three of the four

tanks, one set receiving 1 volt, an-

other 10 volts and a third 25 volts,

with the aluminum tanks acting

as cathodes. The fourth received

no current.

The tests were lonliiiued for

one week. Although the voltages

were kept constant the current

densities became less with time in

ali cases. The range of current

readings over the final three days
is shown in Table II.

Table II. Current Variations in Alcan
3S Anofles in Concrete (^onlnining

Ca Cl2

Range of Cunent Reaii-

Per cent CaClí ingsinma.
in concrete One volt 10 volts 25 volts

0.7-0.9 8-10 19- 42
1 0.5-0.8 24-31 22- 43
2 0.5-0.8 22-27 18- 48
5 0.3-0.5 28-38 40-115

After only one day the concrete

blocks with the highest CaCL
contents, and the highest applied

currents, began to crack in th"

area around the specimens. It wa.

noted that a thick grey coloure

licpiid was cxuding around th

conduit sections. As time pro
gressed these conditions appearec
cven on those blocks with th

lowest CaCL, contents, but it wa
not found in any case where CaCl.
liad not been added to the con
cretc or where there was n
applied current. The pH of a 1:4

dilution of the exudate in distillet

water was slrongly acid, in fac

onlv slightly less so than similarl

dihited N/io HCl.
After seven days the block

were broken up and the condui
lengths examined. At the tw
higher voltages and particularl^

where calcium chloride was pres

ent corrosion was severe. Volum
inous |)ink corrosion product
similar to those at the Smith
Falis hospital were found on al

specimens embedded in chloride

conta ining concrete to which th

higher currents had been applied

The conduit which received n
current showed only the sligh

corrosion which has come to b
considered normal for aluminu
after a short period.

The weight loss of each speci

men was determined aufl these ar

shown in Table III.

Table III. Weight Loss of Alcan 3
Conduit Embedded in Concrete

l'cr feiít

in concrete Weight loss in Granis*

Zero One 10 25
volts volt volts volts

99 0.87 1.04 2.43

1 0.50 0.42 5.21 7.68
2 4-2 0.43 5.06 8.85
5 0.26 0.23 10.08 16.09

*.\11 specimens originally 170 granis appro.

It is interesting to note tha

CaCL has no detrimental influenc

vvhen no voltage is applied oi

when the voltage is very low. I"

fact it tends to lessen slightly th

usual amount of attack probabl

because of the more rapid settin

when calcium chloride is present

Photograjilis of the specimen.

after removal from the blocks an

cleaning, arranged in order .o

CaCL concentration at each volt

age, are shown in Fig. 2-5.

A jjortion of the pink corrosio"

j)rofluct from the specimen em
bedded in 5 per cent CaCL receiv

ing 25 volts was ground up finelv

and mixed well. The chloride con-

tent was 0.4 per cent by weight

which is much less than 8 per cent

found in the Smiths Falis hospital

Fig. 6. .\ican 3S conduit embedded for one iiionth in c<nicretc containing
calcium chloride and coupled to steel. Three specimens on left were from dry
blocks; three on right from wet blocks. Steel/aluminum area ratios*were
1:1, and 3:1 (I. to r.) for each group of three.
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(•(irrosioii pfodiicl . A liol walcr cx-

Iract of tlio powder was alkaliiu-.

This short-ttTin accelerateil tcst

showed that severe corrosion of

aliiminiim eondiiit, the pink col-

oured corrosion products, and the

acid surface condition foiínd at the

Siiiiths Falis hospital could be re-

j)r()diK'ed in the lahoratory with

the aliuninum functioning as aii

anode. Althoiigh the addition of

n excess of ealeiíini ehloride to

ncrete could result in an intol-

able amount of corrosion of alu-

iniim it was possible to j)rodiiee

vere corrosion with even normal

hioride additions.

'alvanic Relations Between
Aluminum aud Steel in Conerete

Since aluminum in contact with

steel in conerete would also act as

an anode it was thought desirable

to investigate whether this set of

conditions m i g h t explain the

Smiths Falis corrosion.

To this end more blocks of 1:2:4

conerete were made with 5 per

ccnt calcium ehloride based on

cement. Eight-inch lengths of de-

greased and weighed 3S conduit

were embedded and pieces of mild

steel sheet were placed in the con-

erete about two inches írom the

conduit. The steel and aluminum
were electrically coupled externai

ly, using a switch in the circuit

system that permitted the intro-

diiction of a milliamnieter to mea-
5ure the galvanic current. The
íteel sheet was 0.060 inch thick,

?ight inches long and 1, 3 and (i

Table IV. Iron-Aluminium (Alcan 3S)
30 Days (measured in

Fig. 7 (1.). Alcan ."JS fondiiil eml>e(l(lo(l for oiu' iiionih iii <-oti<Telf <-oiiluiiiiiif;

calcium <-hlori(le an<l coupled lo slecl. Sle*-! aluniinum arca ratios ucr<- '.1:1 il.i

and 12:1 (r. ).

Fig. 8. (r.). Alcan ;1S conduit <;ouplcd to steel (12 X arca of hIuuiímumi i an<l

embe<lded for one >ear in c<uicrete containing (l. i calcium «•hlori<l<- and (r.i no
calcium ehloride.

An exception was the 3:1 dry

block which, however, cracked

after six days. This probably

caused the rapid current drop

from that time. A grey, acidic exu-

flate appeared around the alu-

minum specimens in both the 3:

1

blocks.

When the blocks were broken

Galvanic Corrosion Currents in Conerete
millianips over 30 days)

Drv -Wet
3/1Fe:Al Ratio ^/l 1/1 3/1 ^/l 1/1

Days
17.0Ó* 13.0 14 17.0 12.0 11

1 15 4 4 6.0 15 3.8 15.0

5 1 .05 3 6 4.7 . 75 3.!) 6.4

10 0.65 •2.7 1.9 . 64 5.5 6.2

'20
. 54 •2 . 75 55 4 5 5.5

i5 0.46 1.7 58 0.61 4.1 5.6

44 15 .55 0.61 3.8 5.0

*Before .settiiif; ')t coiuTetc

'iches wide, giving approximate
'e:Al surface ratios of Vz'^, 1:1

nd 3: 1. In each case duplicate

locks were prepared. One set was
>ft dry on a laboratory bench and
he other set was placed in a tank
1 water one inch deep. Galvanic
orrosion current readings were
iken several times daily over a

leriod of 30 days.

As in previous tests current den-

ties decrea.sed with time. Typical

alues obtained at different

eriods are shown in Table IV.

Current densities increased with
icreasing cathode area (i.e. irou).

uj) after 30 days il was found that

the aluminum conduit sections

connected to the smallest of the

irou cathodes were very littlc af-

fected, 1)11 1 corrosion became more

Tahle V. Wcight Losscs of Aluminum
Couplcíl to Steel 30 Days in

Conerete Containing CaCl

WeightLoss in Grams»

Dry Wet
Concreta Blocks Conerete Blocks

0.00 0.08

0.48 0.47

1.67

severe with the larger irou arcas

as shown in Fig. (i. The corrosion

products were white in colour. The
iron cathodes were in good con-

dition, parlicularly on the side

adjacent to the aluminum. indieat-

ing that they had been cathodical-

ly protecled. The weight losses are

shown in Table V.

The weight lo.s.ses for wet and

dry blocks were similar. The fact

that the bottoms of the blocks

were immersed a])parently had no

eíTect although the current densi-

ties were somewliat higher.

Second (Galvanic Experiment

When lhe preceding exi)eriment

had been underway for about two

weeks and the influence of the

iron-to-allnninnni ratio wa'^ evi-

dent, Ihrcc tiuirc ((iiurclc blocks

Table V I. (ialvanir Corrosion CurrcnI-

(in ma.) for Fc/Al Ratios of 3/1

and 12/1

Davs :5;1 12:1

0* líl.O i:{.0

1 2.() 7.6

10 r>.'^
.').<(

20 4.4 4.6

26 IM) 7.0

:}() 3.4 8.:i

Fe:Al
Ratio

• - : 1

1 :1

3:1

* Specimens originally

srams approximately.

1.35

weighed 170
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Hcloro sollini; of concrdo.

\ver<- made. These were H in. x 1'2

X () in. deep l)ul olherwise siini-

The iron-lo-aluminum ratios

were 3: 1 in two and 1-2:1 in the

third. The iron was electrically

coupled to the aluminum conduit

m.
lar,



in the ViA block and one of the
.'5: 1 blocks. The remaining block

.served as a control. Ali were im-
mersed in a tank containing onc
inch of water. The galvanic cur-

rent readings are in Table VI.

The weight losses of the alu-

minuni conduit sections were:

Fe: Al 3:1 no current—0.09 gram
Fe: Al 3:1 coupled —0.23 gram
Fe: Al 12:1 " —2.40 gram
The condnit from the block with

12:1 ratio had fairly voluminous
corrosion products with a brown-
ish coloration. Over a longer jjeriod

of time this might have developed
into a heavy layer of pink corro-

sion products such as found at the

Smiths Falis hospital. The much
lowor weight loss of the 3:1

coupled conduit specimen than
found in the previous experiment

(0.23 vs. 1.67g.) cannot be ex-

plained as both trials were carried

out under exactly similar con-

ditions. The conduit specimens
after removal and cleaning are

shown in Fig. 7.

When it was found that alu-

minum conduit coupled to steel

corroded in concrete containing

calcium chloride, two blocks 12 in.

x 12 in. X 6 in. were made with

iron-to-aluminum ratios of 12:1.

The blocks were similar to those

made previously except that no
calcium chloride was added to one
of theni and the usual 5 per cent

was added to the other. The iron

was coupled to the aluminum in

both cases and the blocks were left

in a dry location indoors for one
year. Current readings were taken
periodically and after one year the

l)lucks were broken open. The cur-

rent readings have been plotted in

Fi"'. í). Tt will be seen that initiallv

the currents dropped very rapidly.

In the concrete containing chlor-

ide the current fluctuated at

values under one milliampere but
when in chloride-free concrete the

current was negligible.

When the conduit specimens
were removed and examined after

one year it was found that the

conduit specimen in chloride-free

concrete was in very good con-

dition (see Fig. 8). The specimen
in the concrete containing chloride

was corroded in a manner which
resembled that experienced at

Smiths Falis, although in this case

corrosion was much less severe

than that found on the lengths

which were excavated because of

collapsed walls. In the block with
CaCL, the corrosion products w'ere

white with pink spots in places. In

the chloride-free concrete there

was very little evidence of corro-

sion products and no pink colour.

This experiment showed that

aluminum coupled to steel in con-

crete containing CaCL can cor-

rode severely depending on the

ratios of the aluminum and steel

áreas. Even under dry conditions

corrosion can be extensive.

As a check on the laboratory

findings a second trip was made to

the hospital. Aluminum and gal-

vanized conduit had been em-
beddcd in concrete to which CaCl.
had l)een added if the weather was
very cold; the more usual condi-

tion was without calcium chloride.

It was planned to remove short

lengths of conduit from locations

representative of the two condi-

tions.

The concrete was checked on
the site for chlorides by placing a

few chips in dilute nitric acid. The

Fig. 9. C^iirieiit readings for Fe/Al : 12/1 couples embedded in concrete for
one year with and without calcium chloride added.
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extract was filtered and tested fo:

chlorides by adding dilute silvei

nitrate. Since the wards of the hos
pitai were occupied it was feasibl

to excavate only four lengths—
one each of galvanized and alu

minum conduit from chloride
containing and chloride-free con
crete.

None of the conduits show»
evidence of corrosion. This wai

normal behaviour for aluminum ir

the chloride-free concrete. How
ever, considering the results o]

these present laboratory experi

ments an explanation appearec

necessary for the absence of corro

sion in concrete containing cal

cium chloride.

Corrosion of aluminum in con

crete takes place for the most pari

during the setting período In wet

or cold weather this would bt

longer than during dry weather
It was learned that the wintei

construction had included som*

very severe cold weather. In sum
mer the drying time was verjj

short and in the winter the con|_

crete remained damp a long time

the corrosive conditions wen
greater in winter than in summer

Further, the cKloride content

the concrete where the length ^

were excavated, when examinei

quantitatively in the laborator;

la ter, proved to be 1 per cent an( *l

0.7 per cent of the cement conten Wftii

for the galvanized and aluminun rter

lengths respectively. This is mucl pioD

lower than that previously foun(

around corroded lengths of alu

minum conduit (1.9 and 4.5 pe

cent respectively) . This is in agree I «(

ment with experiments showinj

that corrosion was less in concret lási;

with lower chloride contents. Hi|i

Summary
The corrosion of aluminum con ainaj

duit embedded in concrete floor fc]»»

at the Smiths Falis hospital ha «stbi

been shown to be due to calciun kfori

chloride in the concrete mix, to fenii

gether with the presence of gal

vanic currents from contact witi

embedded steel. Both of thes'

must be pre-sent together in ordc

to create conditions which woul

nllow such corrosion to occur.

Since corrosion under such coi

ditions cannot be prevented wit

certainty by painting or othe

means and since steel is almosi

invariably associated with stru

tural concrete work, the conclusio;'

to be drawn from this investiga

liou is that aluminum condui

should not be buried in concret

containing calcium chloride addi

tions. >|

Of I
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The Influence of

Tropical and Sub -Tropical Factors
in the

Design of Hydro -Electric Plants
by

J. K. Sexton, m.e.i.c,

Chief Civil Engineer,

Montreal Engineering Co. Ltd.,

Montreal, Que.

The power resources of a river

|epend on the flow of water that

l;an be made available and the

lead that it is feasible to develop

n one or more power sites. The
•ate of flow depends not only on

he annual volume of runoff and
he natural distribution of that

iinoff over the seasons of the year

l»ut also on the reservoir sites that

Ian be developed to store water

[luring periods of high flow and
jlischarge it during periods of low

llow.

Head can be concentrated by
lonstructing a dam across the

Iver where the cross section and
|)undation conditions are favour-

jle, or it can be obtained by a

ttmal, tunnel or penstock to by-

lass the water around a fali or

jipid reach of the river. Fre-

luently a combination of these two
|ethods is used, and sometimes it

possible to develop great con-

l'ntrations of head by diverting

|ie drainage basin into another.

I

The power plants so construct-

|1 must be able to contend with
II the forces of nature that may
h thrown out of balance by the

tificial obstruction and diver-

hn of streamflow; big floods must
Itss safely over the dams; ice

|ust not endanger the structures

block the water passages; gravei

|id silt must not be allowed to

reservoirs and canais. If these

loblems can be solved with struc-

jres sufficiently low in cost to

rmit generation of electrical

iergy at a price that is cheaper
an that of energy produced by
lermal plants, then the water
[wer resources in question con-

Itute a valuable national asset.

The problems vary in the dif-

Tent temperature zones of the

earth's surface and hydrò-clectric

practices must conform to the re-

quiremcnts of the region if maxi-
mum value from water power re-

sources is to be obtained.

Features o£ Tropical and Sub-Tropical

Regions Affeoting Design

Meteorological

Temperature is the fundamental
variable between the tropical re-

gions and those further from the

equator. At sea levei a mean
annual temperature of approxi-

mately 27° C prevails over a belt

30° wide at the equator and
diminishes with north and south

latitude in a variable manner de-

pending on ocean currents and
prevailing winds.

Mean monthly freezing tem-

peratures at sea levei are first en-

countered at about latitude 38°

in the northern hemisphere and
mean annual freezing tempera-

tures at about latitude 50°. Tem-
peratures also decrease with alti-

tude so that some localities in

tropical latitudes have temper-

ate climates. La Paz in Bolivia,

for example, at an elevation of

3,658 metres and a latitude of 16°

30' S has a mean animal tempera-

ture of 9.5° C which is but slightly

higher than that of Santa Cruz at

sea levei in Argentina at a latitude

of 50° 11' S.

As a direct consequence of the

higher temperatures of the tropics

the rate of evaporation is also

high and relative humidity tends

to vary between an extreme high

in the wet season and an extreme

low in the dry. Evaporation of

over two metres per year is com-

mon ncar the equator, whereas

the maxinium rate in a climate

Ilydro-electric design in tro|)i<-a! re-

gions is inflnenced hy niany fa<-tors

not inel in tein|)erate climates.

Some of lhe eíTecIs of tropical tem-

perature, hiimidily, and other cli-

rnatic factors are di.scussed.

such as that of Canada scldijiii t \-

ceeds one metre ])er year.

The peculiar winds of the tropi-

cal and siib-tropical regions exert

both a direct and indirect influ-

ence on the design of livdro-

electric plants. INlost obvious of

these are the hurricanes of the

Caribbean Area and the typhoons
of the south west Pacific that

bring destructive wind velocities

and torrential rains.

Of indirect importance are the

periodic winds of the tropics that

make a reversal of direction be-

tween wintcr and summer and
thereby accentuate the tendency
to divide the year into two radi-

ca lly difí'erent seasons. the rainy

and the dry. The hest example of

these are the inonsoons of the

Indian Ocean that carry heavy
rains in a north easterly direction

towards the Asiatic mainland dur-

ing the summec months and are

rever.sed in winter time to create

a period of droughl.

Geographical

There has l)een no recent glacia-

tion on a large scale in the tropics

such as occurrcd in North .\mer-

ica where the ice cover extended

as far south as latitude 38° N at

Cincinnati. or in Europe wiíerc it

reached a latitude of 52° N. Re-

cent glaciation has occurrcd at a

few liniiled arcas of high altitude

in the tropics such as in the high-

lands of tlie Andes and tlie lliina-
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Fig. 1. W«>rld niap of nican aniiual precipitation.

layas but thc total effect lias heoMi

small.

As a result, tropical river ha sins

do not usiially contain the many
lakes and irregularitics found on
water courses farthcr north wliich

provide natural regulation of

stream flow, remove sediment, and
facilitate creation of artificial stor-

ages. There are, of course, some
notable exceptions such as the
great lakes of Central Africa wliicli

contribute to the enormous water.

power resources of that continent,

but as a general rule there is a
scarcity of lakes and ponds in

tropical and sub-tropical regions

which makes the rcgulating of

runoíí difíicult.

Hydrologicnl

Since the principal source of

precipitation is water previously
evaporated from land and water
surfaces, it follows from the high
evaporation rate of the tropics

that there is generally a greater
volume of rainfall in tropical lati-

tudes than in other parts of the
world. This rainfall is by no
means evenly distributed, and the
location of mountain ranges in

relation to prevailing winds causes
áreas of permanent drought in the
tropics just as it does in other
áreas further from the equator.
The coastal plain of Peru is an
excellent example of such drought.
Where geographical features do

not prevent precipitation, how-
ever, the general tendency for

greater rainfall in the tropics pre-
vails. An examination of the map
of mean annual precipitation
given in Fig. 1 will serve to illus-

trate this point.

The greatest intcnsities of rain-
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fali are also found in tropical and
sub-tropical regions. This is evi-

denced from the approximatc
tahulation of nuiximuin rccorded
rainfalls of thc world. (Table I.)

Thc net hydrological effect of

lhe various climatic and geogra-
l)hic factors acting on tropical

regions— high tempcratures, ])eri-

oíiic winds, high evaporation rates,

scarcity of lakes, high rates of

rainfall — is to produce a large
volume of runoff with great sea-

.sonal variation and high rates of

Hood discharge.

.\ troi)ical river derives mosl of

its flow from ground water during
the dry season months, and runoff
during this sea.son is low and uni-
form with a tendency to slighl

diininution as the season j)ro-

gress(>s. It may even disappear
entirely, as happens to many of
the streams of South Africa. With
the arrival of the rainy sea.son,

however, the flow rises immediate-
ly to a series of irregular peaks

which follow the variations c
rainfall over the drainage basin
The ])attern of peaks is difficult t'

predict and the flow may rise t'

great heights with little warnin-.

Figure i shows a hydrograph c
the Lempa River in El Salvado
for 1945 and is typical of trópica
rivers in climates with distinc

wet and dry seasons. It will b
noted that during the early par
of the rainy season the flow n
turns almost to its preceding dr
season low after each freshet.

Excepting the Nile River wit

its record of gauge heights goiíi

back to 040 À.D., the rccords r;

stream flows of tropical and sul:

tropical rivers are not usually
extensive as those of more iiorf

erly rivers. Accordingly, a stati

tical analysis of the mcasuremen
availablc may fail to disclose t"

heights to which maxinuim floo

in the tropics can ri.se and there
a temptation to apply flood co
stants determined for more nort
erly rivers.

Caution is advisable in this ea
if structures that will not star

overto])ping are involved. Refe
ring to Creager's equation f

Hood flow, a value of C of 30
less may be adequate in the la

tudes of Canada but values grc"
er than 100

the tropics.

Tn certain

phcnomcnon
typhoons is

tributing to

past '2(5

may be required

tropical regions

of hurricanes

a serious factor

floods. During
years at least two hur

tl

a

CO

have caused floods in t

area that were d'

hydro-electric install

canes

Caribbean
astrous to

tions.

In 19í28 a hurricane passed ov
Porto Rico and caused floods

unprecedcnted magnitude t h

wrecked two power plants on tl

Fifi. 2. il><liograph of lhe Lempa River in El Salvador, for 194.5.

<
I

Q
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La Plata Rivcr. Figure 3 shows

ali that was left of one of these

plants after the fiood had passed.

Again in June, 1934, another

Caríbbcau hurricane crossed to the

Pacific Coast of Central America
aiul caused floods in El Salvador

that completely submerged most
hydro-electric installations in the

oiintry. At the Rio Sucio Plant

on the river of the same nanie with

a drainage area of -440 square kilo-

netres the maximum flow was cal-

culated to be 3,600 cu.m./sec, and
m the Lempa River with a drain-

ige area of 17,254 square kilo-

Qetres the maximum flow was
istimated at 25,000 cu.m./sec.

Miscellaneous

The niain feature to be men-
tioned under this heading is the

almost invariable tendency of

tropical rivers to carry heavy silt

loads during the flood season. The
iproblems of soil erosion and sedi-

mentation are by no means con-

'fined to the tropics. Heavy loads

of sediment may be encountered
in the glacial streams of northern
ritish Columbia as well as in

rivers near the equator, and ])rob-

ably the highest silt rates in the

worid are found in the Yellow
River in China and the Little

Colorado in the United States

—

both in temperate regions. How-
ever, these are exceptional cases.

Most of the major power rivers

Duration

1 year

1 montli 9

5 days 3.8
1 " á.l

8" " 1.6

Iday 1.1

of the higher latitudes give little

trouble from silt. In tropical and
lub-tropical regions, on the other

hand, the intense rains and rapid

runoífs alternating with seasons

)f drought add a high silt content
lo most rivers, particularly to

,hose of steep gradient on which
wwer sites are usually found.

ínfluence on Hydro-Electric Planning
and Design

General

It is seldom possible to develop
L tropical river entirely for hydro-
lectric production. Usually the

vater must be shared with irriga-

ion and where there is conflict of

nterests those of irrigation pre-

lominate. Unlike the higher lati-

udes where frosts restrict the
írowing season, it is possible in

he tropics with irrigation to ex-

tend the growing .season over the

entire year, and thereby enhance
the productivity of land enor-

mously. This, for example, is the

situation in índia where irrigation

comes first, power second, and
flood control third.

The ideal arrangenient exists

when both reservoir and power
sites are found upstreani from the

large irrigable áreas, such as occurs

on the Nile. In this case it is pos-

sible to generate a maximum of

primary energy.

When the power reaches of a

river lie below the irrigable áreas

or are found in the drops of the

irrigation canais the quantity of

water available for jxíwer is re-

Latitudc

Cherrapunji, índia, 1886 25°16'N
1861

1841

Fuiilíilco, Taiwan, 1913 '23°± X
Cherrapunji. índia, 1876 25°16'N

Bafjuio, P.I. 1911 16°30'.\

duced and the supply may be

variable. In such cases much of

the hydro-electric energy is sec-

ondary and mu.st have the backing

of thermal generating stations.

This has happened in a number of

cases in índia. On the big Damo-
dar River scheme, for example.

the base load is carried by hydro

for only 15 weeks of the year and

by steam for the remainder of the

time.

Hence in appraising the overall

development of a river in a tropi-

cal or sub-tropical region it is

usually neccssary to consider the

eftect of present and future irriga-

tion, and if the water is to be

shared with irrigation then costs

should also be shared. While the

cost attributable to hydro may be

thus reduced, utilily .
for genera-

tion of primary energy is al.so im-

])aire(l and duplication of gener-

ating capacity in thermal stations

may eventually be reciuired.

The sharing of costs between
hydro and irrigation, however, is

usually eonfined to multiple pur-

jKjse structures on large .scale

river developments, and these

have been relatively few in tiie

tr()i)ics. Most developments to

date have consisted of small |)lants

devoted entirely to hydro and
operaling under such restrictions

as irrigation recjuirements may
impose.

The importance of the small

hydro plant in the tropics is well

illustrated by the case of Brazil

which is usually thought of as a

country of large scale hydro-elec-

tric development owing to the

])rominence of the big jjower plants

diverting the headwaters of the

Paraná River to the Brazilian

.\tlantic Coast. In facl. in the

lS)48-50 Statistical \v:\v Book of

the World Power Conference,

Brazil reported a lota! of 1.091

hydro plants wilh an axcrage in-

stallation of 1,400 k\\. ]n-v \)h\u\—
a lower average plant capacity

than reported by any nation tx-

cept (ireece. It is probalile that

such small i)lants will continue lo

play an im])ortaMl role in tropical

economy.

A recent development that will

continue to make .small i)lants

profital)le in the tropics is the in-

troduction of automalic and remote

conlrolled ojjeration. The equij)-

ment involved lias Iwo functions.

first to i)rote(t tlu- installation

against mcclianical or electrical

failure of the most vuliierable

{)arts, and second to control plant

()l)eralion. The protection coii-ists

of relays to give alarm and clox-

(lown the units in eveiit of troulile.

TABLE I

Raintall

in iiietre.s Location and Date
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wliilc tlu' coiitrol is open to severa!

altcrnatives. Control can be trans-

niitted froin a reinote centre; it

can bc automatic; or it can be a
combination of l)oth types.

Remoto control is normally used
for a jjovver systern depending
priniarily on hydro. An excellent

example is found in a small plant

reccntly constructcd on the Um-
tata River in Cape Province,

Sou til Africa, and controllcd l)y

pnsh button froni an oífice at the

load center in the town of Um-
tata 4 miles distant.

On the other hand, automatic
o|)cration is well suited for sniall

hydro plants operated in conjunc-
tion with thermal phmts, particu-

h\v\y if the ratio of hydro to steam
capacity is small. For example, a
'iSQ kw. plant on the Guariquito
River in Venezuela is intercon-

nected with a 12,000 kw. diesel

gcncrating station in Barquisimeto
and cquipped with Hoat-controlled

automatic operation which keeps
the turbine gates full open during
periods of excess flow and adjusts

gate position to use ali the water
availalile during dry periods.

An advantagc which ali tropical

])ower i)lants, both large and small,

enjoy over plants in higher lati-

tudes is the complete freedom
from ice. In many cases, this ad-

vantage is at least partially off.set

by the substitution of silt and
high flood trouliies but none-the-
less it permits greater flexil)ility in

layout of hydro structures than is

possible in a northcrn region such
as Canada.

For example, in the tropics

there is no particular difhculty in

diverting water for hydro ])ur-

poses from a swift strcam by
means of a lovv dam, providing
that the diversion structure is de-
signed to avoid the intake of silt.

Such is not the case in colder
climates where continuous diver-

sion from a swift stream can only
l)e eíTected if storage volume is

provided to hold back the slush

ice in winter.

Nor is there an}' particular dif-

íiculty with the use of high veloc-

ity flumes and canais in the
tropics, whereas they may be out
of the question in low temperature
regions. These advantages account
in part for the popularity of small
hydro-electric plants in tropical

and sub-tropical regions.

Reservoirs

The problems of silting and
«vaporation are usually m u c h

more serious in the design of tropi-

cal reservoirs than in the design of

reservoirs for tcmperate climates.

Theoretically, ali reservoirs tend

to decrease in volume through
.sedimentation and ultimately to

disappear from use. In regions not

ing of dcnsity currents through
low outlets at the dam. Th
muddy water entering a reservei

drops its bed load and the heavie
suspendcd jjarticles at the up-
stream end of the reservoir, but
lhe finer particles are carried

CONTROL &ATE CANAL

TIMtlll

FLASHBOA0DS
TO tUV itOti

5CAH IN METfltS

Vtfi. i. Ciiticiicho (Iam aiid l>ypass canal on the Zongo River, Bolívia.

scriously effectcd by soil erosion,

however, the process is so slow

that it has little or no effect on
hydro-electric design.

This is not the ca.se in the

tropics, and only when storage is

created on a natural lake such as

Lake Victoria in Africa is it .safe

to ignore the silting problem.

Usually, it is necessary to take
such measures as are available to

extend reservoir life to an accept-

able period, say not less than 100

years. Fortunately, the creation of

Lake Alead in the United States

focused attention on the problem
and subsequent studies have lead

to a better understanding of these

corrective measures.
The more important ones are

summarized as follows:

1. The volume of a storage re-

servoir should be sufficiently large

in relation to upstream drainage
area to extend reservoir life to

the required length of time. Pref-

erably the volume should be such
as to result in a reduction through
silting of less than one half of one
per cent per annum.

2. If surplus water is available

it may be possible to pass 10 per
cent or more of the incoming sedi-

ment through a reservoir by vent-

under as a muddy current o
greater ílensity which follows th

bottom of the reservoir down
stream to the dam.

3. Pondage reservoirs can be re

stored to at least partial capacit"

and their life prolonged indefinite

ly if they are drained and flushed

periodically through cleanou

sluices of adequate capacity nea

the bottom of the dam. AU lo"

dams on silt carrying rivers in th

tropics should have this provision

4. In the case of small pondag
reservoirs it is possible to keep the'

bed load and much of the heavier

sediment of the stream from enter-

ing by constructing a bypass canal

around the reservoir. The canal,

and the pond are connected by ai

submerged weir, and in the canali

downstream from this weir ther»,

is a control structure which isi

used to discharge flood water dur-j

ing the rainy season or to flush

out the accumulated sediment

from in front of the submerged

weir at intervals during the dry

season. Figure 4 shows a pondage

reservoir with bypass canal con-

structcd for the Cuticucho Plant

on the Zongo River in Bolivia.

Evaporation also has a serious

eíTect on tropical reservoirs and
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;
I tcnds to lower their efficiency, i.e.

the ratio of discharge to infiow

, volumes. In tropical regions the
average rate of evaporation from
lake surface may vary between

s 0.06 and 0.10 cu.m./sec. per square
kilometre. Thiis whren a lake is

raised and its area increased for

storage piirposes the gain in regu-

lated flow will be at least partially

offset by increased evaporation
lesses.

It has been calculated in the
case of Lake Kivu in the Belgian
Congo that potential power out-
put could be increased by tapping
the lake with a deep tunnel and
loM^ering the range of regulation
levei, thereby reducing surface
area and evaporation losses so as
to more than offset the loss of

head. This feature must be kept
in niind when increasing reservoir
volumes either for streamflow
regulation or silt retention.

The evaporation from water
surfaces downstream from reser-

Malakal. In the meantime, Egypt
and the Sudan are short of water
m dry years — a situation that
could only be corrected l)y some
form of canalization throiioh ili,-

Sudd.

IJnins

The design of dams in tropical
and sub-tropical regions is usually
featured by the high ífood di.s-

charge ca[)acity that must be pro-
vided and it is not uncommon to
find l)(itli high levei crest gates
and low levei sluices requircd.
The absence of freezing tem-

peratures makes for greater free-

dom in selection of flood discharge
equipment, and advantage is

occasionally taken of this fact to
install automatic regulating gates
of types that would not be prac-
tical in northern climates. For the
most part, however, the taintor
gate and the wheeled gate are
most commonly nsed for discharge
control.

PLAN OF DAM B[rOR[ MODIFICATION

e tf

5ECTI0N:'A-Á

Fig. 5. Rio Sucio dam in El Salvador, before and after modificai ion.

oirs must also be taken into
iccount when planning the devel-

pment of a tropical river. An ex-

reme example of this occurs on
he Nile which receives the greater
)art of its supply from the White
'íilc rising in the Lake Victoria
egion. The White Nile loses

4,500,000,000 cu.m of water
nnually, or 55 per cent of its total

low, in the swamps of the Sudd
egion between Mongalla and

Special care must be taken to

provide adequate flood discharge

capacity if earth fill dams are used

in the tropics. On the other hand,

an earth fill side dam of small size

compared to the main stnicture

can be used as an emergency re-

lief or "fuse plug" designed to fail

by overtopping in the event of a

super flood.

Such an earth fill "fuse i)lug"

has b e e n constructcd at the

Guayabo Dam in El Salvador.
The drying aml .ucking of earth
dams during jjiiiods of storage
drawdown may cause trouble in

climates with a loug dry seasou of
low relative humidity. This djf-

ficulty has been repmhd from
Índia and luchuiesia.

The freedoiii tVnin Ireeziug tem-
peratures allows a wider clioice of
concrete structures in the tropics.

Disintegration of concrete sur-
faces at the water liiie is more or
less eliminaled ;iiid lhe spalling of
exposed downsheam surfaces due
to seepage is .greatly reduced.
These circumstances favonr the
use of the hollow buttress dam
constructcd with reiuforced con-
crete. The fact that ihis tyi)e of

dam has not had wider acccplaiice
in the tropics is jjrohaijly due lo

the high co.st of formwork, rein-

forcement, and high strc iiiitli con-
crete as compared willi sione
masonry and cyclopean concrete.
Another feature in the design of

concrete (or masonry) dams in

the tropics is the absence of thrust
from an ice sheet on the reservoir.

This may amount to 15 mehic
tons per linear metre of dain in

cold climates. On the other hand,
the design of tropical dams should
frequcntly make allowance for the
thrust of suV)merged silt deposits
against the upstream face in addi-
tion to water pressure.

liitake Structures

lulake works iii llu' li-upirs

frequcntly be of soniewliat sirni)ler

design than in higher hititudes.

No ice chutes or protective cur-

tain walls in front of screens are

requircd. INIoreover, it is possil)lc

to use unprotected inlakc towers

standing in the reservoir ui)>tream

from the dam. a type of construc-

tion seldom feasible where an ice

sheet exists.

Intakes from low head dix crsion

works in llii' Iropii-s, liow f\ ci-,

must usually l)e designiil lo i)i'o-

tect against cntry of sill. and ex-

perience has led to lhe adoi)tion

of a more or less slandard laxont

of structures.

1. Water is drawn into llu- ni-

take normal lo llic dncilion

of lhe slriani. To accoinphsh

lliis lhe intake is locatcd in

lhe l)ank upslreani from one

cnd of lhe dam aml a- near

to it as j)ossii)lf.

2. Sluice gates are locatcd in Ilu-

dam ncxt to lhe iulake. and

the sills are sct nc.ir i i\ c r l>cd

levei.
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."). Tlu- sill of thc intakc shoiild

bc dcvated several feet aliovc

tho sluicc gate sills.

Diiring pcriod.s of cxcess watcr

tli(- sliiice gates adjaccnt to the

iiilakc are kcpt o|)eii to keep thc

hed loa d nioving past thc front of

llie iiitake and retain the inaiii

ehaiuiel of thc stream at that si(U'

of thc river. Duriiig |)cri()(ls of

h)W watcr tlie shiiee gate iiearcst

the iiilake is either ke|)t opcn a

very siiiall aiiiouiil to prcvent

biiild-iip of silt in front of thc in-

takc or it is opcncd at intcrvals

to s\vec|) oiil thc accuniuhited sill

hefore il can l)uild iij) lo intakc

levei.

Fignre 5 shows the niodiíieations

niade lo a sniall intakc on thc

Sucio River in El Salvador to

conforni with good practicc.

\'ariations of thc standard de-

sign are introduccd whcrcver it is

not possil)le to locate thc intakc

high enough abovc the discharge

gate sills. Tliese variations usually

consist of subníergcd training

walls or eonduits locatcd in front

of the intakc and upstreani froni

tlie sluicc gates. A reccnt cxam-
ple of sucli variation is the intakc

for tiic Santa Ceeilia puniping

station ou thc l'araiba Hiver in

Brazil. IJascd on Icsis niadc al

tlie lowa Institute of llytlraulie

Research an arrangement of thrce

eonei-ete baffles in front of the

|)iiuip iiilakes successfully con-

duets bed load lo lhe sluicc gales

downsi rcani.

Canais ainl Fluiiies

Thc absencc of frost makcs it

possiblc to use high vcloeity canais

and flumes in the tropics, whcrcas
in cold cliinates vclocitics nuist be
kcpt low enough to perniit fornia-

tion of an ice cover. Likcwise. it

is possiblc to use lowcr freeboard
allowance foi- canal ciiibaiiknients

wherc tlierc is no dangcM- of frost

j)enetrating the ground.
On the othcr hand, the higher

rales of ruiioff in thc tropics may
niake canal design more difficiilt.

Flood waters niust bc kcpt out of

lhe canal by entrance control

struclures, and adjaccnt hillside

drainage must be passed over or
undcr the canal by suitable eon-
duits, whcrcas in coldcr cliniates

it is freqncntly possiblc to lei such
drainage enter the canal. Capae-
ities as high as .'540 cu.ni./scc. are

rcquired for thc undcrpasses and
overpasses of the new Nangal
canal in índia lo keep out the

adjaccnt «Irainage.

Another fcatiirc, oecasionally
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affccting earth canal design is the

l)revalencc of small burrowing
animais. In Indonésia, for exam-
ple, the juju, a kind of craV), digs

holes through dikcs. Protective

coverings or niembranes are re-

qiiired to keep them out.

High-lÀiu> Comliiits, Siirgp Tatiks
aml l'riistocks

There is littlc diffcrence in pres-

surc conduit design between the

tropics and temperatura regions.

Thc j)lanning of such eonduits

niay be simplified by absencc of

frost in the lr()[)ics bnt, on the

othcr hand, greater allowanccs for

eorrosioii and ci'osioii iiiay be rc-

quired.

Surge tanks in liurricanc arcas

rc(juirc special considerai ioii. Aflcr

liaving determincd thc inaxiinuni

wiiid vcloeity lo bc expected in

lhe region it is advisable to add a

factor of safety to design by
oinitting any reduction of wind
pres.sure due to curvature oí tank
surfacc.

Potverhouse Siriietures

There is littlc variation in ])ower

hoiise building design in tcmj)erate

and tropical climates cxcepting
lhe additional emphasis on ven-

tila liou in the latter. Proba})ly
lhe most common problem of the
tropics is the necessity of provid-
iug protectioii against high flood

watcr, and more altcnlion is now
being g i V e n to underground
{)owerhouses on th is aecounl.
These may bc constructed as

underground chambers excavated
out of the rock or as open i)its in

thc high ground bcside thc river.

Thc underground |)owcrlious(> of

lhe (iiiayabo Project in Kl Sal-

vador designed by thc Har/.a

Kiigiuccring Coinpany to keep out

Hood watcr is a unique example
of lhe fornicr. The i)ower station

in this case is in a chamber in the
rock beiow thc intakc. The j)en-

slock shafts drop vertically down
froni behind lhe hcadgates to the
spiral case iniets of horizontal
Francis turi)incs on thc down-
stream side of the jKnvcr station.

The drauglil lubes are horizontal
conieal tubes discliarging into a

frcc-flowing tailracc tunnel.

Mochaiiii-al and Electricnl Equiitmeiil

There is a tendency lo greater

use of renewal)le wearing rings in

Francis turbines in the tropics

tlian is foiínd in installations fur-

ther north, but, on the whole the
s])ecification and design of niechan-
ical and hydraulic cquipincnt is

not inatcrially affectcd by climatc.
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Elcctrical cquipmcnt on the othcr

hand, shonld have special design

features.

Mid-day temperatures in the

tropics may cxceed 50° C and the

temi)eraturc of metal exposed to
;

the sun may -go as high as 75° C. i

Thus a 50° C rise above the.se

ambient conditions wonld result

in equij)ment temperatures higher

than 100^^ C. Cíenerators, motors
and Iransformcrs niust be i)rovid-

cd with adequate vcntilation and
special insulation if they are to re-

tain their rated capacities under
such circumstances. Moreover, if

cquipmcnt is subjeet to tempera- —
ture drops below dew point it

shonld bc protected by special

tro{)ical impregnations against con-

densation, and shonld not contain
porous insulating materiais which
may ab.sorb moisture.

Gencrators of major installations

of .say 1 0,000 kw. capacity or over
shonld bc provided with closed

circuit ventila ting systcms. Small
machines shonld have ventilation

discharge ducts to cxhaust the hot
air outside the building. Metal-
clad switehgcar shonld have ven-

tilation openings at toj) and bot-

lom of the housings to permit
vertical circulation of air, and
these openings shonld be scrcened

against rodents and lizards.

Suinmary
j

Ilydro-clectric design in tropical ktii

and sub-tropical regions as com- tu ll

parcd to practicc in tcmperate b i

regions is influenced by the high i tsi

temperatures, extremes of hninid- v «f

ity, hurricane winds, high Hoods,

wide variation of strcamfiow, scar-

city of natural storage, and the silt liw

laden river water, frequently en- "Hin

countered in the troi)ics.

Water |)ower in thc tropics is

usually subordinated to irrigation

and niost largc projects are jointly |iviif

dcvelo])C(l lo serve both i)ur[)oses. T|t.|,,

However, the greater part of tropi- •

cal hydro-elcctric devclopinent to

date has eonsisted of small single

purpose plants whose popularity is

due in part to the greater sira-

plicity of design that is possiblc

whcii there is no frcezing to con-

tend with. Introduction of auto

niatic and remote controlled opcr

atioii may further imjirove thc

position of these small plants.

The design of thc variou-

hydraulic structures comprisiiig :i

])ower plant—thc rcservoirs, dams,

intakes, canais, flumes, j)ressure

eonduits, and surge tanks—is sim-

plified by absencc of ice but com-

(continucd on pagv 1372)
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From Fire Sticks

The sludv <)l «•oiiihuslioii is (raccil

frotii lhe iiii<l<llc «1 llic hcvciiI<-<mi(Ii

(•('iillirv lo lh<' prcseill <lay. l*roi;r«'ss

wa« «rralic lo lhe l)c<;iimÍMfí of llic

prcneiil «•ciiliiry, Ixvaiiic sicady iip

lo lli*- laHl war, aii<l lias i-X|>aii<lc<l

rapiílK siiicc.

Karly kiunvlcdgc of íirc is hiiried

in tlie priinaoval history uf num.
Pr()l)al)ly tlio first coiitact witli

Jliriiiiifi materiais for primitive

man was a forest íire, starled hy
ightiiing or by volcanic lava. At
8ome very early stagc the i)roduc-

tioii of fire by rubbing two stieks

togellier was discovered, the first

tnaiiifestatioii of the mutual de-

pendencc- of work and heat. whieh
was lo be iiegleeted iinlil lhe time
t)f líiimford and Joule.

le early Greeks eonsidercd

that fire was oiie of the three ele-

menls of wliich ali physieal bodies

(vere eoinposed, lhe olher two
)eing earth and water. Th is error,

which persisted until the middle
the 17th eentury, was ])robably

lue to the fact that the ancient

Greeks were philosophers rather

thaii exoerimentalists. The Ro-
mans. who did believe in exj)eri-

iient rather than arjíiinient, ap-

noiír to have aceepted lhe enrlier

deas on eombustion, as did niany
sueeeeding generations.

Boyle' and Hooke-, in the mid-
lle of the 17th eentury, were the

5rst to ((uestion the Greek philo-

Sophy of the strueture of ma t ter.

Boyle slated that "There may be
lispersed thro' the atniosphere,

lonie odd siibstance . . . on accoiint

tvhereof. the air is so neeessary lo

he subsistenee of the flame", also

^bat he thoiighl that a "pondei-
ihle fire stiift'" was taken up in lhe

)nrning of metais, whieh would
iccount for the gain in weighi
ivhieh had been observed bv Jean
Ilev in KJÍU).

Hooke earried this theory mueli

iirther, and pui forward a series

jf propositions whieh gave a new
vivw of eombustion and a defini-

lon of fiame whieh is verv elose

o Miueh more modern ideas on
he snl)ieet. TIe said - "It seems
'easonable to think that there is

to Jet Ensines
In

.1. M. F. Vickers,

LcrtunT in Mcclidniial l.n^iiiccriiifi,

Iniirisilv of 'ioioiita*

A luipiT icad (II lhe ()9lli íiitiiKtl (,<'ii<'nil nnd I 'rulfssiitiml Mcriin^

oj The Engineerinfi JnsliluU; of Canada, lOionlo. I ').'>.'>.

no siieh tliiiig as an Eleineiil of

Fiic . . . but that the shining
Iraiisient body whieh we eall

liame, is nothing else bnl a mi\-
ture of air and volátil sul|)hiire()us

parts of dissolul)le or eombuslible
bodies, whieh are aeting iipon eaeh
olher whiist they ascend". Ilooke
also |)rodueed elcven other liy|)o-

Iheses on fire, many of whieh, in

lhe light of j)resent knowledge, are

remarkably accurale.

Mayow', a pupil of Boyle, de-

sei ibed a large nund)er of experi-

ments earried out before l(i74, in

the eour.se of whieh he aetually

ca me very elose to the diseovery
of oxygen, thus nearly aniedating
1'riestlev by a eentury. Ile i)()slu-

laled "iiitro-aerial j)artiel<'s", whieh

in some ways were very im-

plausible and complicated; they

were, however, present in air, were
iieees.sary to support eombustion
and al.so to sui)i)ort life. Mayow
thoiighl, however, that the ])arti-

cles prodiieed flame due to eon-

fliel with the bnriiing subslanee

rather than eombinalion with il.

The period immedialely follow-

iiig lhese three remarkable indivi-

duais may be lermed the dark ages

of eonjbustion theory, though it is

more generally known as the

"l)hlogislon era". In spite of the

experiments and thcories of I?oyle,

Ilooke and Mayow, the [)hlogiston

lheory was to hold sway for 120

years, slarling in about KiSO. The
lheorv was originally ])ut forward

by Beeher,' and was then ela-

borated by Stahl,'' Priestiey" and

many others. The theory stated

lhat ali conibustible })odies eon-

tiiined two "principies", terra

|)iuguis, or phlogislon. whieh es-

eaped durintí eond)Uslion, and in-

e()nd)uslil)ilily whieh remained

behind. The fact th:il melais in-

ereased in weight had aiready

been nofed l)v other wfirkers, .so

|)hlogislon was erediled with
"negalive weight"; this was in

spite of lho fael that, al lhe very

beginning of lhe plil()i;i>lon <'ra.

Newton' had piiblislicd liis law of

gravily, whieh i)reeluded lhe coii-

eept of negalive weight. The llieor.\

was earried to fanlaslic jcngllis in

order lo aeeouiil tur llu clicmie.d

and |)hysieal |)lienomeiia disco\--

ered during the period. and many
emineiit men were firm believers

of lhe lheory in s|)ite of its ob-

vions limitalions and disasíreement

with other aeeepled theories. parti-

( iilarly those of Sir Isaac Newton.

jNIany im])ortanl diseoveries were

niade diiriiiii llie period when the

l)lilogisl()ii IIm(ii\ prcijomiiialed in

lhe miiids ol' lhe major experi-

menlalists, partieularly the diseov-

ery of many of lhe ga.ses. Until

Ihis lime "air" had been eonsi<l-

ered to be aii ÍM\isib|e, elastie

fluid, ui)on wliicli ((Tlaiii speeial

"qualilies" eoiild be imposed.

whieh did not ehange ils fuiida-

meiítal naliire, but whieh gave it

differenl properties. Cerlain gases

were known, partieularly hydrogen

and carbon dioxide (iinder difT-

erenl namcs), biil llie>^c were

merely eonsidi rí d In li<- air wilh

various "admixi un s".

Black- was llie lirst \\u- iii-

vesligalors to suspeci lhal tlien

existed in lhe air a peculiar speeies,

fíxed air or earbon dioxide. whieh

was disper.sed in small (|iiantilies

Ihrouíflioul the almospherc. and

differiiig from ordinary air in lhal

il \\i\s possible lo dissohc il m
cmislie alkalies. and also to lilx-rale

it when a mild alkali was dis-

solved in acid or burncd. Many
other di.seoverics were made, llu-

most im])ortant beinc tlic (ir>-l al-

templs at gas analysis: onc of llir

*Now Atworiulf l'rof<"<"'.r t)f .Mi-rlianniil Kii-

ItincerinK, rnivpmity of Ni-braika. Nch.. U.8.A.
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niost remarkable results being ob-

tained by Cavendish" who estab-

lished the composition of air as

20.8 volumes of dephlogisticated

air (oxygen) and 7Í).2 volumes of

phlogisticated air (nitrogen) ; when
this result is compared with the

results of modem gas analysis the

accuracy of Cavendish"s experi-

mental technique with crude ap-

paratus can be appreciated.

Priestley discovered, as had
Mayow before him, that air was
vitiated both by conibustion and
the breathing of animais, and in

addition that on exposing this

vitiated air to the action of living

plauts and sunlight that its former

qualities were restored and thnt it

could again support life and com-
bustion. He also discovered the

formation of water when hydrogen
and oxygen were burned together.

but did not realize that the water
was actually com])osed of these

gases. Cavendish later repeated

Priestley's experiments on the

combustion of hydrogen and con-

cliided that "this dew is pure
water, and consequentlv that al-

most ali the inflammable air. and
about one-fifth of the comnion air,

are t'irned into water".

Lavoisier'" was the first person

really to attack the phlogiston

theory, and he completely dis-

proved it. He based ali his work
on the axiomatic assumption of the

principie of the conservation of

mass, and in 1778 wrote of "Tair

pur" or 'Tair vital", which he
proposed to call "oxigene", which
was the constituent of the air

which condiined with various sub-

stances during their combustion.
His main statements were that:

(1) inflammable substances would
only burn in oxygen or where
oxygen was present; and (2) oxy-
gen was consumed in combustion
and, uniting with the substance
burned, caused an increase in its

weight and a corresponding de-

crease in the weight of air used.

The exponents of phlogiston had
believed that heat was something
that had weight, but Lavoisier

showed experimentally that there

was no change in weight between
reactants and products when the

containing vessel was kept sealed.

Lavoisier, with Laplace, also

founded the .science of thermo-
chemistry by enunciating the

theory that the same amount of

heat was required to resolve a sub-

stance into its constituents as was
liberated originally in its forma-
tion.

The next step forward of major

importance was due to Dalton'^

who published his atomic theory

of matter in 1808. Until 1770 "in-

flammable airs" from diíferent

sources had not been recognized as

separate compounds or elements,

but from then on a number of

workers in France and England
began to detect differences between

the various gases which had been
discovered. Marsh gas was shown
to be diíferent from hydrogen and
Carbon monoxide and, within a

few ycars, methane and ethylene

were idcntified. The study of the

combustion of these gases led

Dalton to his atomic theory of

nuitter and to the law of multiple

proportions which was evolved

from it. Dalton also carried out

two experiments and enunciated
two cquations which were to be
iunorcfl for nearly a century,

these were connected with the
burnins; of methane and ethvlene.

In each case the combustíble gas

was burned with its own volume
of oxygen, and the resultinsr re-

;>ctions were described by Dalton
as

CH4 + 0^= CO + H2O + u,

and C2H4 + 02 = 2C0 + 2H2

These two results were then for-

gotten until 1891, when they were
rediscovered in ]Manchester, the

city wherc Dalton had carried out

his work, and l)ecame the vital

link that disproved the Bunsen
theory of "orders of condiusti-

bility" which will be discussed

later.

The short period from 1815 to

1819 is famous for the work of one
man, Sir Humphrey Davy,'- who
in that time established that a

fuel-air mixture was only explosive

within limited range of mixture
strengths and that diíferent fuels

required diíferent temperatures to

ignite them; from these facts he
first deduccd and then ])roved that

it was possible to make an explo-

sive mixture safe by cooling it

snfRciently. Davy found that it

was impossible to explode a mix-
ture of gas and air "in metallic

troughs or canais when their dia-

meter was less than 1/7 inch and
their depth considerable in propor-

tion to their diameter", and further

that "explosions could not pass

through verv fine sieves or gauzes
of wire". The latter discoverv led

to the development of the Davy
miner's lamp. which was first tried

in an explosive atmo.sphere in a

British coal mine in 1810. Davy
al.so became interested in the lum-

inosity of various flames and dei
cided that the luminosity of thJ
fiame was caused by "the producl
tion and ignition of solid matter'1

thus explaining the intensity of thJ
light given oíf by phosphorus ol
zmc burning in oxygen compareJ
with "the feebleness of the light ol

those íiames in which gaseous anel

volatile matter alone is producedl

such as those of hydrogen anil

sulphur in oxygen, or of phosi

phorus in chlorine, etc." 1

Davy also attempted to estiniatr

the temperatures of flames, thougi

he himself said that the accurac.\

was not great; he also made ;

study of prefiame reactions, thut h

the formation of water from niix

tures of hydrogen and oxygei

at temperatures far below thosi

associated with flames. As a rcsull

of the latter research he als(

discovered catalytic coml)ustion

particularly the eífect of fine plati

num wires on mixtures of coal ga

and other gases which were to

rich to support combustion unde
normal circumstances at roo

temperature. He was led to remar

that "the chemical changes i

general ])ro(luced by .slow combus
liou appear worthy of investiga

liou", which, while it was no

realized at the time, is now know
to be the basis of one of the mos
important lines of investigatio

into the behaviour of the combus
tion wave. The original investiga

tion of catalytic combustion lead

naturally into the modern study o

surface combustion, while the de

velopment of the miner's Iam

leads to the modern investigatio

of quenching distances of variou

flames and many forms of flam

trap.

Tmmediately after the discover\

of catalytic combustion a nunibei

of workers, including William

Henry and Michael Faraday, be-

came interested in the mechaiiisni

involved and many heated discus-

sions took place. This interest died

(lown in about 18,30, and the re-

sujts were completely ignorcd ir

the period that followed, with

disastrous consequences.

Combustion research during the

period 1880 to 1880 was largelv

concentrated in Germany, particu-

larly in the school set up in Heidel-

berg by Bunsen", who, in addition

to inventing the burner which stil

bears his name, undertook a serie,

of experiments on the law of mas

action, the determination of flam

speeds, and the investigation o

the pressures set np by gaseou

explosions. Unluckily, althoug
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Bunsen was an ardent experi-

inenter, many serioiís flaws existed

iii his experimental techniques,

particularly in his work on thc

law of mass action. He completely

ii>nored the work of Dalton on the

l ombustion of methane and ethy-

lene, and was a firm believer in

lhe preferential combiistion of one

iias over others in a mixture, par-

ticularly in thinking that hydrogen
would always combine first in any
reaction, and that the combustion
|)rocess consisted of a series of

(iiscontinuous steps. His main ex-

|)eriments in this field are largely

invalidated by the fact that, so

far as can be ascertained, he neg-

lected to dry out his apparatus

before carrying out his experi-

ments, even though one of the

produets which he was seeking was
water. His work on the pressures

developed during gaseous ex-

plosions was very accurate con-

sidering the relatively crude ap-

paratus at his disposal, but his

theoretical calculations of flame

temperatures neglected flame rad-

ation, of which very little was
nown at the time. Bunsen ac-

;ounted for the fact that his cal-

mlated flame temperatuies were
;hree times as high as those he
ictually measured by assuming
:hat three stages of combustion
)ccurred, with cooling taking place

n between; however his method of

ieterminjng flame speed is still

ised, with suitable refinements. as

s some of his experimental tech-

lique on flash-back eíTects in

)urner tubes.

The preferential combustion
heory was bolstered still further

»y the work of Landolt," a pupil

if Buuaen, who sampled the com-
lustion produets at various posi-

ions along the axis of a flame. He
9und that hydrogen was appar-
ntly burned first, then methane,
nd finally the heavier hydrocar-
ons if these were present. The
bjection now raised to these

ssults was that not only was the

'ork of Dalton neglected, but also

he much more recent work of

>avy and the other investigators

f catalytic combustion, since a

latinum tube was used to take
le samples. This platinum tube
lust have been red hot due to the
ose proximity of the flame front,

ad would act as an excellent

italyst for the hydrogen. thus
)mpletely invalidating the experi-

ents.

The Bunsen theory persisted un-

1 the beginning of the present

century. This period of (loniinaiu c

of the German school and the
jjreferential combustion theory did
not strangle ali research in other
branches of combustion; dissocia-
tion was studied actively in

FVance, and the science of thermo-
chcmistry, or moro particularly the
study of heats of combustion, was
being developed in many centres
in Europe, with extremely accurate
and refincd apparatus.

From 1880 to 1938 the analysis
of the combustion wa^e became
more and more exact. Thc ther-

mal theory of flame projjagation,
in which the flame was considered
to proceed through an inflammable
mixture by the successive hcating
of the layers of gas ahead of the
flame front was developed and re-

fined. This theory, however, was
unable to account for the bo-
haviour of even thc oxygen-hydro-
gen reaction, which was at that
time considered to be one of thc
simplest possible, or the peculiari-

ties of the combustion of the high-

er hydrocarbons.

Theoretical Approaches

During this same period many
other theories were put forward,
most of which have since been dis-

carded. The only two of these

theories to survive are the nuclear

drop theory of Callendar and the

chain reaction theory. The former
theory, summarized by King^^, was
put forward originally to explain

the phenomenon of detonation in

the internai combustion engine

cylinder, and stated that the high-

er hydrocarbons tended to form
minute droplets, which acted as

active centres for the spontaneous

combustion which takes place

ahead of the flame front when de-

tonation occurs. This theory also

explained the action of minute
quantities of metallic dopes, which

were thought to congregate on the

drops, inhibiting the s])<mtaneous

oxidation and dccomi^osition ef-

fects which gave rise to detona-

tion. The nuclear theory was not

dependent solely on the existence

of drops of liquid, since any dust

I)articles remaining in thc end gas

or flufl"y carboT! rosiding in the

engine cylinder would have a simi-

hir cftect. The latter theory, origin-

ally collected togcther by Semen-

oftV is summarized in the prcface

to this reference "Recent experi-

ments . . . show that a compara-

tively small amount of active ])ar-

ticles (oxygen atoms, for in-

stance), admitted into a chemi-

cally unstablc .system, is ablc,

leaveu-like, to call forlli llic re-

action at temperatures which are
much below the reaction tempera-
ture corresi)on(ling to normal con-
(litious. . . . Tlie abovc active par-
licles enter the reaction and form
l)rancliing chaius."

The iucreasing use of lh< in-

ternai combustion engine, hotii

diesel and gasoline. tciidcd to i)ru-

duce a concentratioii nf most of

the cngineering research during
this period on the bchaviour of

burning fuels iiiside engine cylin-

dcrs: this was mainly dircclcd into

lhe investigation of the refining

of fuels, and i)ro(lucing ncw addi-

tives which would allow higher
compression ratios and sujjpress

the phenomenon of detonation. At
thc same time chcmists and chemi-
cal cngineers in Europe and the

United States of .\merica were im-
proving the techniques used to

measure burning vclocity, flame

temperature and ignition tempera-
ture, and were examining the re-

actions which occur just ahead of

the flame front.

This period is dismissed very

briefly solely because it is so recent

that it is very diffieult to assess

properly; much of the work done
at this time is of great importance
to the present study of combus-
tion, and many of tiie people who
started their research during this

period are still extremely active

at the present day, either in work
started then or on other branches

of the combustion field.

The outbreak of the second

world war saw the advent of the

gas turbine in Great Britain and
Germany, which caused a change

in the main emphasis of cngineer-

ing researcli in the coml)Ustion

field. White the search for cfficient

anti-knoeks continued. toizether

with the investigation of the

causes of detonation, a second

main line of research developed

rapidly — the investigation of the

bchaviour of continuous flames to

find etficieut niethods of stabilizing

combustion in high-veloeity gas

streams. Detonation ettects are not

involved in the design of gas tur-

bines, but it was rapidly discovered

that far too little knowledge was

available on the true nature of the

combustion wavc. a it d that
methods of measuring llaim tem-

perature were either too cuiMber-

some or too inaccuratc.

In (ierniany. during lhe same

period, a further liuc of research

was being actively pursued. lhe

study of rocket propulsion, which

iiad oiii.\ rcccivrd sporadic alten-
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tion sincc the Chinese had invent-

ed the rocket as a weapon before

the time of Ghcngis Khan. The
outcome of this research was two-
fold, the Vl intermittent pulse jet,

and the continuous combustion
rocket motor, with very larga heat
releases in extremely high velocity

gas streams, for the supersonic V2.

Due to the gas turbine research

and also the rocket research in

(íerniany, many new schools

studying combustion sprang up
after the end of hostilities, and
many of the existing schools and
government research establish-

inents were expanded. The investi-

ga tions now take in the mechani-
cal engineer, the aerodynamicist,

and applied mathematician instead

of being the sole prerogative of the

chemist and chemical engineer. It

is imj)ossible to describe the pres-

ent state of knowledge of the sub-

ject, since there are many active

centres of research in the United
States of America. England, Ger-
many, France, the Low Countries,

and Canada; it is, however. inter-

esting to consider the main lines

whicli are being pursued.

While the true mechanism of

fia me propagation is not yet fidly

uiiderstood. the results obtaincd in

the various fields of investigation

have led to an almost complete
interlinking of the thermal and
chain reaction theories. though
many gaps still exist. At the same
time Von Karman and Penner'"
and Hirsch fcldcr and his collab-

orators'", each grouj) working in-

(Icpendently, are making a theor-

etical analysis of the behaviour of

the combustion wave, starting

with the behaviour of the indivi-

dual molecules.

The probleni of detonation is

stil! being actively studied both in

Xorth America and Europe, due to

the steady demand for greater and
greater horsepower in the automo-
bile engine. The aeroplane has,

however, virtually withdrawn from
this race, having a p p a r e n 1 1 y
reached a logical conclusion of its

develo])ment when the 24-cylinder

Sabre engine was fitted in the
single scat Typhoon aircraft near
the end of the war. The work on
the internai combustion recipro-

cating engine seems to be so com-
])licated by the inherent difficulties

imposed by the reciprocating pro-
cess, particularly the variation of

temperature during the cycle and
the very short perioíl of time that
the flame exists, that it appears
unlikely to be able to provide very
uuich Information at ])re.sent con-

cerning the actual mechanism
whereby a continuous flame is pro-

paga ted t h r o u g h a gaseous
médium.

The work on continuous flames

falis into three main groups, the

investigation of the speed at which
a flame can propagate imder vari-

ous conditions, and the mechan-
isms by which this propagation
is achieved; the sjjcctrographic in-

vestigation of flames, both by
means of the mass spectrograph
and the light spectrometer, both
of which are means of determining
the reactions which take place

immcdiately ahead of the flame

front; and the investigation of

various methods of flame stabiliza-

tion, particularly the stabilization

of the flame in the gas turbine

afterburner and the rocket. It will

thus be seen that combustion,
which embraces chemistry. physics,

heat transfer and gas dyna mies,
can no longer be associated with
one tyi)e of investigator, but in-

\dhes the co-operation of many
difterent groups. each of which
contributes vital links in the rapid

growth of knowledge in this field.

l\) sum up, flre, originally con-

siderei! to be an elernent forming

a portion of everything else in the

universe, has now been recognized

as one of the most complicated

phenomena which are now under

investigation, e m b r a c i n g more
branches of pure and applied

science than any other single field.

plicated by high floods and the

])revalence of silt in the water.
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Low-Frequency

Radio Communications

and

Engineering

paper presented at the 69th An nua/

neral and Professional Meeting of

e Engineering Institute of Can-

~, Toronto, May 1955.

by

R. S. Thain,
Defence Research Bourd.

Ottaua, Onl.

Low radio frequeiicies have been
used for communication since tlie

advent of wireless telegraphy. Al-

though, in general, the extent of

their usage has declined in the past

twenty years, this is not the case in

Canada. Factors peculiar to our

geographical location contribute to

the continued importance of the lovv

frequency band for radio com-
munication in Canada. This fact is

not generally realized with the re-

sult that insufficient attention has

been paid in this country to re-

search in this importanl and usefui

fleld.

The portion of the low-frequency

band allocated in Canada to fixe<l

point-to-point communication is

from 14 kc. to "ZOO kc. Economic
considerations impo.se a lovver liniil

at about 70 kc. and for this reason

this di.scussion will l)c limited to the

freíiuency range from 70 kc. to

-200 kc.
Ilistorical

The fre(|uency used by .Marconi

in 1901 in his initial Trans-.Atlantic

transnii.ssion is unknown but be-

lieved to have been ab(jut .'{00 kc.

Later experiments showcd a de-

cided preference for the use of lower
frc(|uencies for long distance Com-
munications and, as a result, a con-

siderablc lumíber of very low frc-

(|uency transmitters were built

throughout the world. These trans-

mitting installations were construc-

ted only at great expense and thus,

with the development of lhe "bcam-
ed " high frec|uency systems in about
liHi. there was a tendeiicy to dis-

continue the use of low fre(|uencies

for long distance conuminication.

Considerable advances have since

been made in radio-conununication

techniques and in communication
theory, but there has been very

littlc serious effort to api)ly thi>

knowledge lo low frc()uencics willi

lhe result that Ihcrc have been only

minor advances in the engineering

of low-fre(|Uency systems in the past

two decades. liecently there lias

been a revival of interest in the low-

fre(iuency i)an(i for radio naviga-

lional .systems. It is considered

worthwhile at this time to review

Canada s inferest in this jxirlinn of

the radio spectruni.

This paper discusses the pres-

ent role of the low frequencies

in radio communication in Can-

ada, summarizes the present

.«tate of our knowledge of the

propagation of these radio fre-

quencies, and outlines briefly

some of the engineering prob-

lems encountered in systems

design.

•
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Fig. 1. Estiinalod p«T«-«'iitaf;»'-fre<|iit'nry <>f

days with ocí uiiciki' of Amora (iiifjhtly hasis).

Low-Freq II eii f_v (^.onímuni ra l ioiis

iti Canada

It is wcll kiiowii that liifíli-

frequeiicy circuits are ofteii iiitiM-

rupted by tlio occurrciice of ioiio-

spheric storiiis. TIutc is coiisidcrahlc

evidence that tlu- frcciuency ot" oc-

currence of radio 'blackouts' of a

high-frequency circuit is dcpeiidciit

ori the po.sition of the ionosplicric

reflcction pí)iiit with respect to the

aurorai zouc. The jjositiou of the

aurorai zone iu Canada, averagod

over a suiispot cvcle, is showii iii

Fig. 1.

It cau roadily be seen froin iu-

spectiou of Fig. 1 that the aurorai

zoue cau tluis itifluence a large

uuinber of high fre(|ueTiey cin-uils iu

Canada, particularly those liaviug

terminais iu Northern Canada.
There is also considerable evidence

to support the belief that low radio

frequencies are not affected by iono-

spheric .stornis in the same inanner

as the high fre<iucncies. In fact,

there are indications that the ampli-

tude of the sky-wave componeni al

low fre(|ueucies is enhanced during
periods of ionospheric- disturbances.

Pre-sent methods of forecasting iono-

spheric conditions have greatly in-

crea.sed the reliability of high-

freíiuencv circuits but it is not yet

possible to forecast the 'sudden
ionospheric disturbance' type of

phenomena. Therefore, in many ap-

plications, low-freíjueucy circuits

cau provide an order of reliability

that cannot be achieved by high-

frequency circuits.

One of the rno.st .serious disad-

vantages in the use of low radio fre-

quencies is due to the necessity, in

general, of overcoming high noi.se

1374

leveis of atmos])heric origin. At low

geographic latitudes almospheric

noise is particularly intcnse at low

radio fre(iuencies resulting in the re-

quirement of high transniitter pow-
er. Litlle preci.se information exists

concerning almospheric noi.se leveis

in Canada. Ilowcver, the available

data indicate that in Northern Can-
ada there are relatively low ampli-

tudes and rates of occurreiíce of the

impulsive noi.se, characteristic ol
nearby thunderstorms, and rela]

tively low amplitudes of randot
atmos|)heric noise, characteristic ol

I hunderstorms located in equatorial
regions.

Anothcr inii)ortanl disadvantag^
of the u.se of low frccjuencies is thJ

limited available channcl capacity

due princii)ally to bandwidlli rc

-strictions. This point will be dis

cus.sed in detail in a later sectiori

Ilowever, as regards radio coin

inunication circuits in Nortlien

Canada, the pre.sent amitunt o

traffic- on any one circuit seldoni ex

ceeds the capacity i)rovided by
'

single channel.

The advantages otiered by thj

use of low fref|uencies in CanadJ
have resulted in ralher extensivj

u.se of the band of fre(|uenc-ies bel

tween 70 kc. and iW) kc. The actuJ
exlent of u.sage of Ihis l)aud is .showi

in Tablc I which lists the numberj
and classes of Canadian assignnientl

for transmitters of O.,) kw. or greatej

|)ower.

1'ropa^ation of Low Kadio Freqiiencid

IJcfore di.scussing the i)roblein|

eucoiuitered in the engineering of

low-fre((uency radio circuit it is corI

sidered necessary to briefly revie>[

our knowledge of the pr()i)agation cl

low-fre(|uency radio waves. If a rq

l iti. 2.

100

(iroiind-wavf fi«'l<í iiitcn.sily as a fiiu<-tion of
distance and groiind conductivit \ .

CO
z

o
UJ

.001

.0001

.00001
50 70 100 200 300

DISTANCE (milesí
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20 30 50 70 100 200 300 500
DISTANCE (miles)

1,000 2,000

g. 3. (iroimd-wave fíeld intensity as a function of dis-
tance and of frequency.

iver is located at a distance, d,

easured along the earth's surface

)m the transmitter, the received

çnal will consist of a contribution

je to the ground-wave and con-

tbutions due to sky-wave com-

I
nents.

The fiekl intensity at the reeeiver

( e to the ground-wave may be ex-

j?ssed, simply, by the foUowing:

Er (1)

tion over ground of conductivnty
2.0 X 10 e.m.ii. The curves of

Fig. 2 and Fig. ,'5 have been con-

structed using the niethod given hy
Norton

Considering the case of a singU'

sky-wave component only, and as-

suming perfect reflection at the

earth's surface, the signal voltage

induced in a vertical antenna of

Table I. Numbers of assignnients in Canada for transmitter powt-rs of ((..> k>
or greatcr.

Clas.s of Emis.sion

Fl

Al (Froqucncy-

(on-off keyed .sliift keyed

Frequency Range telegraphy) teleprapliy

)

Airi

70 kc -100 kc 1 :i

100 kc.-150 kc 55 17 (i

150 kc. --200 kc 141

Total 197 45 9

nhere is the unattenuated
íeld intensity over the ground at

init distance froni the transniit-

:er;

n is the ground-wave attenuation
actor and is a function of fre-

juency, polarization, distance,

!arth's curvature, and of the con-
íuctivity and dielectric constant
>f the intervening terrain.

iPhe variation of ground-wave
iMisity Eciv with distance and
ductivity is illustrated in Fig. 2

,
a frequency of 100 kc. and for

tical polarization. The field in-

sity values of Fig. 2 refer to an
imed value of of 100 milli-

"jls per metre at one mile from the

jismitter, corresponding to a ra-

|ed power of about 780 watts,

r variation of ground-wave in-

5Íty with distance and frecjuency

lustrated in Fig. 3 for propaga-

efíective height equal to 1 metre,

can be expressed by the foUowing:

Esw = 2 E, sin i
_

(2)

where E, is the intensity of the

field due to the sky-wave, vertical

to the direction of propagation;

i is the angle of incidence of the

sky-wave with respect to the

normal to the ground-plane at lhe

reeeiver.

The íicid iiilciisily of the >ky-
vvave, E,. Ix- expressed ii>

/v\= ' (•^)

where /) is lhe divcrgcncc (ocfH-
cient of the ioiiosphere.

/í is the cocfíjciciil of rcdccl of

lhe ionosplicrc,

L is lhe leiígth of lhe sk\-w:i\c
traiismissioii li.

sin I is a teriii icLilcd |,, ih,- ra-

diation pattern of a lyi)i(al lo\v

frequency transmittiiig aiilciiiia.

f ombining (2) and (8)

su = —^ • A' siir / (4)

Expressions (2), (8), (4) are de-
rived frorn simple geometry assum-
ing reflectioti of the sky-wave from
a niirror-like surface at a Hxed
height abovc the ground.

Considering ex|)ressioiis (1) and
(4) the pliase of the sky-wave rela-

tive to that of the ground-wave is

given by the foUowing:

<i>
= 2ir — 4,^ (radians ) (5j

Where is the phase change of

the sky-wave at reflection at the
ionosphere;

X is the wavelengtli.

At the reeeiver, the resultaiit sig-

nal will be depeiident \\\Mn the
relative amplitudes of the com-
ponents and their phase relation-

ship. Since the latter varies with
height of reflection, variatioiís in

signal amplitude will occur due to

changes of the reflection height. For
exam])le, at a reeeiver located .8;)0

miles from a transiiiit ter, at a frc-

(|uency of 100 kc, a change from

the day-time reflection heiglil of

about 70 km. to the night-time re-

flection height of 9.5 km. results in a

change of phase of 4> of IOtt radians.

The received signal will thus vary

in ami)litiide tliroiigh a maximum
of E(jw -\- Esw ininimnni of

{l''-c\v — J^sw) times diiring
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this transition of height. Also. it

should be noted that the coefficient

of reflection, R, in equation (4) is

iiot a constant and it is subject to

flucUiation, particularly during the

iiight-tiine. Typical records of the

fluctuation of signal strength at a

distance of 400 miles from a trans-

mitter at fre<iuencies of 97.1 kc. and

153 kc. are shown in Fig. 4. These

particular records were obtained

over a test circuit Ottawa-Kings-

ville in March, 1955.

The term {L-d) in equation (5)

varies with distance, d, frorn the

transniitter resulting in variations

in the phase diflference, (/>, of the two

<-oinponents. The resultant varia-

tion of signal amplitude with dis-

tance, (/, as.suming a íixed height of

reflection of 95 km., is shown in

Fig. 5. The graph of Fig. 5 has been

prepared for a frequency of 100 kc,

assuming propagation of the sky-

wave with a coefficient of reflection

of 0.60 (night-time), and for propa-

gation of the ground-wave over

ground of condnctivity 1 x 10~'^

e.m.u. and of dielectric constant

= 15.

As a result of detailed theoretical

studies, (e.g. 1, 2, 3) the propagation

of the ground-wave at low radio

frequencies is fairly well under-

stood. Unfortunately, our know-

ledge of the proi)agation of the sky-

wave is in a nnich less satisfactory

Table II. Experimental results of sky-wave propagation.

.\utlior

Caradoc Williams'

Reflection Heflectio

Weeks & Stuart»

'Quenc^' 1 ^ iri L(i 1 1^ V coeffieient lieiííht

(KC.) ( Lr til 1 Time ' km .

)

8,5 6áO .July iiifjht 45 l!

500 .\pril (lay .07

fiOO .Vpnl tiav .05

(i'20 .\pril day .06 73

113 :5 540 hily iiight ^5 S8

640 .July iiigtit 21 l)->

•500 \ r-ipl 1 H íl VUl 11 \Àay .04 7

1

550 .\pril day .05

70.83 300 Suiiimer day (H 70

SOO Suiiimer day .09 70

85 . 37 800 Summer day . 05

113.8 800 Summer day .05

state. Theoretical studies of sky-

wave propagation at low fre(iuencie.s

are made difficult since the varia tion

of the ionospheric coefficients withiii

a wavelength is appreciable. Our
knowledge is, therefore, largely de-

pendent upon experimental results

and, apart from the work carried

out at very low freípiencies at

Cambridge Tniversity, the experi-

mental studies in the low freciuency

band have been confíned to a rela-

tively few isolated investigations at

particular frecjuencies and over par-

ticular path-lengths. The re.sults of

.some of the.se studies are tabidated

in Table II.

3.

^ 2(

^

=

9

1AR
7.1 Kc.

6, l£)55

j

h
k

H fvi

Fig. 4. .Signal in-
tensityal Kiiig.s> illo,

Ont., froni Irans-
niiller lo<-utf4l at
Shirley Bay íOlta-

\* a ), Õnl

.

of

Kngineering Problems of Low
Frcíjuency Kadio (lirciiits I

The chief objective in the de.siji

a low-frequency radio circuit

04 08 12 16

TIME (hours E S T)

to -sati.sfy the traffic requirements

as economical a manner as jKjssib

ll is the purpo.se of this scction ]

show that the econoiny of cost ai
,

the ecí)nomical u.se of llie loj- •

fre(|uency radio spectrum are aii

logous considerations.

The cost of a low-fre<iucncy c|-

cuit is deterinined almost entirej'

by the transniitter power re(|uii-

ment. Thus, the engineer's efíois

must be directed toward niinimizi

;

this refiuirement. This involves t;

consideration of the following ff-

tors which will be di.scus.scd st-

arately

:

(a) the comnmnications sy.std

to be eniployed

:

(6) the signal levei rccjuired bi

the receiver;

(c) the ])ropagatiou conditioijí

and
(í/l the transniitting anteniia e|-

ciency. i

The choice of the type of co-

nnmication .system to be employl

in a low-frequency cicuit is usua^

depcndent upon the anioimt f

tratfic that is to be passed by t;

circuit. In the low-fre(|uency ba 1

the choice is usually ( (tnfined
j)

either that of contimious wave te-

graphy (morse code), or that f

frequency-.shift telegraphy (5-u|t

start/stop). I

The mininuim signal levei )-

([uired at the receiver to provide t|i

(lesired reliability is dependent ujjii

.such factors as the noise le\ el at tií

receiving site and the signal--

noi.se ratio required at the in|)ut )

the receiving equipnient. The noi

levei can be reduced, to a cert;i

extent, by the suppression of lod

.sources of man-made noise and f

the employment of a directioil

type of receiving antenna. Howev,
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the required signal-to-noise ratio is

(letermined oompletely by the type

of system and the type of equip-

nient.

The factors affecting the propaga-

tion of low frequencies have been

briefly discussed in the previous

section. Lack of precise knowledge
prevenis the reaHzation, in the de-

sign stages, of an ideal circuit and
niakes it necessary to calculate the

1000

where R, = 11 + -R. + + R. + Ru.

R, is the radiation resistance.

Rg is the ground terminal loss re-

sistance.

Rc is the resistance of the antenna
tuning inductance.

Ri is the equivalent insulation-

loss resistance.

A'„, is the equivalent conductor-
loss resistance.

Since the bandwidth of the elec-

of this vvork has been given else-

where and niention of the vvork in

this paper is made only in order to

qualify a rather important con-

clusion reached by our group. We
believe that the greatest advance in

the engineering of low-frequency
circuits can be brought about nierely

by intelligent restriction of band-
width and that this statement is

validated by the foUowing facts:

•adiated power retjuired on a basis

»f existing knowledge and past ex-

)erience. Improvement of this situa-

ion can be made only by continued
xperimental and theoretical re-

earch.

The choice of the provision of a
ighly efficient antenna together
rith a transmitter of moderate pow-
r cr of an antenna of lesser effi-

iency together with a transmitter
f higher power is often determined

y the available types of transmit-

?rs. In any case, the order of eífi-

iency of a low-frequency antenna
such that very careful attention

lust be paid to its design. The ra-

;ation efficiency, 77, of a transmit-

ng antenna is determined by the

lationship''

R.

R.+ R, + R,+ R.+ R
R,.

-X100%(6)

X 100%

800 1000

DISTANCE (Km)

Fig. 5. Variation of signal intensity
(.,-} with distance from transmitter.

trically short radiator is propor-

tional to the total antenna resistance,

7?7-, it is not possible to obtain high

efficiency and large bandwidth. The
order of bandwidth obtained from a

typical low-frequency antenna is il-

lustrated in Fig. 6. The particular

antenna of Fig. 6 is located at Shir-

ley Bay, near Ottawa, and has a

bandwidth between the upper and
lower points of 3-decibel attenuation

of 225 cycles/sec. and an efficiency

of 20 per cent at the frequency of

97.1 kc.

At the Radio Physics Laboratory,

several investigations have been car-

ried out during the past few years in

an attempt to recluce transmitter

power requirements. These investi-

gations have included studies of

propagation, of transmitting an-

tenna design^, of receiving antenna
design*, and of Communications sys-

tems^. Detailed descriptions of most

1600

(«) an increase of the transmis-

sion bandwidth of a low fre-

quency radiator can be ob-

tained only by sacrificing

radiation efficiency;

since random noise power is

proportional to bandwidth,
the reduction of receiver band-
width permits the reduction

of signal voltage recfuired at

the receiver to provide a given

signal-to-noise ratio, provid-

ing essential signal elements
are not lost in the bandwidth
reduction; and

efficient usage of the available

low-frec}uency band requires

restriction of bandwidth in

addition to power.

Concerning the last statement,

the low-frequency band is described

as being congested in Canada at this

present time. Inspection of the al-

íocation records, however, indicates

that a minimum frequency spacing

of from 1 kc. to 3 kc. depending on
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tho traiisinittcr einission. is usual

for circuits opcrating in iiearby

áreas in Canada. Where there are

more Uian one assignment of the

same frequency the transmitters

eithor constitute a communication

"nef, or are widely spaced geograph-

ically. The spacing is due entirely

to the need for preveution of single-

channel iiiterference.

It is well known that for Class Al
emission the bandwidth, in cycles

per second, should he eqiial to 2.5

times the signalhng speed in bands"'.

For morse code at 25 vvords per

minute this corresponds to a band-

width requirement of 50 oycles per

second. However, one finds in cur-

rent use at low frequencies com-
munication receivers with band-

width of the order of 3 kc. In most
cases the receivers are equipped

with bandwidth hniiting devices

but, in practice, remote operation

of the receivers to reduce man-made
noise interference usually prevents

the use of such filters due to re-

ceiver frequency instabihty. With a

very few exceptions, the commu-
nication receivers manufactured in

North America for the h)w-frequency

band are receivers that have been
designed primarily for operation at

high frequencies and have had addi-

tional radio-frequency-tuned stages

provided to permit the detection of

low radio frecjuencies.

Considering the frequency-shift

equipment that exists today, it is

apparent that there is a great need

for further development if such

equipment is to meet the require-

ments of operation in the low fre-

quency band. Communications the-

ory indicates that the commonly
used frequency shift of 425 cycles

per second is not optimum and that

the extent of the frequency shift can

be considerably reduced without im-

pairing circuit reliability. Certainly

the use of a narrower frequency

shift is highly desirable at low fre-

quencies if one considers transmit-

ting antenna efficiency.

At the Radio Physics Laboratory
we have investigated the use of nar-

row band frequency shift telegraphy

at low radio frequencies. In order to

conduct tests it was founfl necessary

to construct our own equipment,
since it was found that the keyer

units and receivers commercially
available at that time did not pro-

vide the required frequency stabili-

ty. This is rather surprising since

the stability required was only of

the order of one cycle, in IO'' cycles

per .second. The comj)leted .system^

utilizefl a shift frequency of 40 cy-

cles per second (± 20 c s.) and a
receiver bandwidth of 70 cycles per
second. Successful tests were car-

ried out over circuits Ottawa-
Churchill and Ottawa-Goose Bay, at

96 97
FREQUENCY (Kc)

98
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a frequency of 97.1 kc. using a 5-kw.
transmitter and conventional tele-

printer equipment. The results of

our investigations convinced us of

the need for future work in this

field.

Conclusions

The use of low frequencies for

radio communication in Canada will

continue due to the present large

investment in transmitting installa-

tions and also to the comparative
reliability of the existing circuits.

Current research has .shown that

our knowledge of low-frequency
j)r()pagation, particularly the pro-

pagation of the sky-wave, is far

from complete. It has also been
shown that, in general, existing

(Communications equipment is not

entirely suited to u.se in low-fre-

quency communication .systems.

The possibility of increased usage

being made of the low-frequency

band is considered, by this author,

to depend almost entirely on the

development of commercial equip-

ment which will meet the require-

ments of the low-frequency band.

Improved engineering of low-fre-

quency communication systems and
the introduction of eciuipment of

improved design could well result i

a large increase of efficiency at

cost -small in comparison to that of

the existing installations.
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Strengthening

Steel Structures

by means of

Prestressing
by

Rudolph Szilard, Jr.,

Sénior Structural Designer,

Amman & Whitney,

Consulting Engineers, N.Y.C.

he structural designer is often

d with the problem of strength-

g an existing steel structure

ch has become inadequate to

port increased dead or live loads.

uctural steel has in this respect

advantage over reinforced con-

te, since it is readily reinforced

means of riveting or welding. To
designers these methods are well

wn. The fact that prestressing

offer new and more economical

ays of reinforcing existing steel

ructures is, as a rule, overlooked,

lainly because of a lack of knowl-
ge and experience with such a
lethod.

In order to understand the basic

ructural behavionr of a pre-

;ressed steel structure, let us in-

estigate first the simplest case, a
ismatic member under working
ad condition. The properties of

e member are:

A = area of the member.
£ = modulus of elasticity.

/= length.

The prismatic member is sub-

itted to a tensile force {Pdl) and
compression force (P,) due to the

itial prestressing force exerted by
high-strength alloy cable. The

roperties of the cable are:

^4^6= Area.
iE,(, = modulus of elasticity. See
ig. 1.

The stresses in the prismatic
ember and cable are:

The article deals with the design

equations covering the problems

connected with strengthening by
means of prestressing. The author

submits that, in spite of the addi-

tional study required for this tech-

nique over conventional methods, it

should become more widely used

because of economical and other

advantages.

'^cb. initial
A.,

(1)

Now let US exert an additional

tensile force P^l oh the prismatic

member. This force will cause an
elongation of Aí in the member as

well as in the cable. A A/ elongation

of the cable, however, will add a

AP additional prestressing force.

(Fig. 2.)

Pll-^P ^ AP
AE A,, E,,

Final stresses in the cable are:

P, + AP
^ (^chy allowahle (•^)

A,b

Final stresses in the prismatic mem-
ber are:

(P^^+P^J-(P.+AP) ^
ff

^ ^ ffali {.*)

From these simultaneous equa-

tions the unknowns P„ AP, .1^^ and
ff can be computed. IL must bc borne

in mind that if P, > P^,/., the equa-

satisfied. In other words the elastic

stability, in our case buckling, must
be investigated also.

It is required, of course, that the
structure have the same ultimate
load capacity as one which is welded
or riveted. Introducing the safety

factor 1' = 'yield
, the design has to

be checked for v times dead and live

loads. Although the load is in-

creased the initial prestressing force

remains the same, only the AP part
of the prestressing force will increase

in the same ratio as the load, hence
a larger initial prestressing force will

be needed to satisfy the condition

< f̂inal ^ <^aUowablf
^

The four basic equations derived
above are to be modified in cases of

beams subject to bending. Figure
3 shows a simply-supported pre-

stressed beam under the influence of

working loads.

We can assume that the lower
flange is overstressed. This is always
the case since specifications usually

request the use of net section modu-
lus when computing stress in the
lower fibre,

Mmax '— J \ I

ff ^ > ffali and i\ff = ff+ff„ii.

Since the stress in the lower fibre

is greater than the allowable, a pre-

stressing force Pi+AP is required

to bring it back to the allowable.

P =
Aff

'^initial tion ff i

< (^criticai
jj^ygj.

Factor of Sa/eíy

— 4- Jh
Ab ^ S,

..(5)
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Under the live load s increased by
As and P, by AP in a manner similar

to the behaviour of the prismatic

bar. Biit for the determination of

AP the equations of statics, 'EM =
O; 2F = O and EH = O, are not

sufficient, because the structiire is

statically indeterminate hke a simp-

ly-supported tied arch. (See analogy
Fig. 4.) Tluis one additional equa-

tion of elasticitv must be used.

At, = area of beam

= modukis of elasticity of cable

A.i = area of cable

s = length of cable

M^^ + ' = LL monient + impact
j^rLL + 1 — axial force due to LL +

impact

Tãi and rii moment respectively axial

force caused by AP = 1 force.

X<3-|

Section X-X

point the moment capacity of the
section cannot be computed using

,

the Navier hypothesis, but it can
be evaluated knovving the stress dis-

tribution of the interior forces. Inl

spite of the fact that in the extremei
fibre the stress reached the yield-j

point, there are no large deforma-l
tions since the interif)r fibres havei
smaller stresses than a yj^u and pre-

veni further yielding. (Fig. 6a)

The location of A and B can be

determined from the stress-strair

diagram of the ideal plastic steel, a^

shown in Figure No. 6b.

Va ijmux = 0.9 : 2.0; hence
0.45 y„,^^

.

The stress distribution is linear befl

tvveen the points A and B.

Fig* 1. Prismatic memher under
workinja; load coinlilion.

Fig. 2. Eflect of eiongation oii pris-
matic member.

Fig. 3. Simply-supported pre-
stressed beam under the influence

of working loads.

ZZIi:-]. Pi-AP Poc^A

Neutral Axib i_± Stress Diagrams

.s.

Cutting the cable virtually at

point (Ij, we may express in equa-
tion form that the horizontal dis-

placements due to the live load

(ôoj) and due to AP prestressing

force increment are O. ò;n + (AP) òn

= O, hence AP = - ^ (6)
Ou

Utilizing the "Virtual Work" raeth-
od, the displacements are:

Jio X rrii

í
1 A

ds

ds ..(7)

where the second member is negli-

|ible (Fig. 5.) And

ds

+ ,(8)
Ecb A^i,

E,, = modulus of elasticity of beam
Ih = moment of inertia of beam
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R-AF

DL'l.L Pnsit Final

The numerical evaluation of the
integrais is readily done by means
of Simpson's method.

Finally the equation,

P, + AP
= (9)

cable allowable

gives the needed cable area.

In addition to the working load
design the ultimate load capacity of

the structure must be proved. (The
subscript u will indicate in the fol-

lovving investigation the ultimate
load condition.) Assuming again a v

times increased dead and live load
effect on the structure the maximum
fibre stress is:

vMDL + LL + í

^ <^ yM,i. vvhere

yield

This stress must be brought back to

the yield point by means of pre-
stressing the cables. If the bending
moment stresses reach the yield

The moment capacity of the sei

tion can be determined in the follovil

ing way.

y \

cFdA=E
\
y\ ffAÍ

(1

The section will be divided in

small áreas. Over each area t!

stress can be assumed to be unifori

Stress times area gives the inter

force which multiplied by \y\, t

distance of the centre of gravity
the area from the neutral axis,

the moment of the internai foro

The sum of these moments is

moment capacity of the section

plastic range just reaching the yi

point. The ultimate load des

equations are:

3/. (

A<7„ = Ail/„

Ao-„

""^a-i)
'

P,„ = P„-.AP^,.-(.-i)AP„i
(

If P, > P„, the ultimate load g
erns.

j

In this case

P.u + ^Pll
A., =
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Analogy

Fig. 4. Analogy of simply-supported
ticd arch.

Fig. 5. Diagram illustrating hending
moments diie to load and due

to presiressing load.

Naturally the elastic stability of

the lower flange under dead load and
initial prestressing force is to be
checked as is the buckling of web in

the neighborhood of the anchorage.
For practical compiitatioii "Buck-

ling Strength of Metal Structures"

by Bleich is recommended as a

handy reference book.)

If the tensioning operation is done
in one step for each cable and if the
prestressing force consists of "n"
slrands, tlien each cable will not

P
earry = Pi force. The stressing

of the second cable relaxes the first

one by cPi, and so on.

Fig. 6. (a) Stress distribution of in-
terior forces; (b) ideal plastic
Steel stress-strain diagram.

-Pa tj

;is,!

(a)

It can be writlen also that

l'i — {n-l)cPi = The force in the

ll/^l Ist cable.

]i — {n-2)cPi = The force in the
2nd cable,

1
— {n-n)cPi = The force in the
Ví/í cable;

bere "c" is a constant.

CTy,e/cl

í„ -ODOZ - o oz

,1

idP. = nP, (i-c ^)
ffi ENGINEERING JOURNAL October, 1955

Cp -0 0009

(b)

Although, by using the equations

of elasticity, the force of relaxation

can be determined, it is recom-

mended that the prestressing be

done in two or more steps. In this

way the eíTect of prestressing the

adjacent beams, which are con-

neeted to each olhcr l)y more or less

rigid diaphragins, floor beams, etc,

can be eliminated It means, for in-

stance, that ali cables be stressed

up to 50 per cent of the initial pre-

stressing force in the first step, then

up to 100 per cent and finally e\'ery

cable backchecked for the tlicoreti-

cal fjrestressing force.

The ease witli which prestressing

cables can be placed and anchored

makes prestressing parlicularly

suited for strengtheiíing existing

bridgc structures whcre the main-

tenance of trafíic during the con-

struction is of great importance.

IJndesirable vibrations of the cables

which can be caused by impacts of

the live load or wind should be

eliminated by i)lacing vibration

dampors at intervals requircd by

computation or by lhe judgmciit of

the designer.

Although the strengthening of

steel structures by means of pre-

stressing rcíjuires more stutlies and
invesligalions than the convontional

methods, il is belioved that it will ho

of widc use in the future bccause of

the economical and olher advan-

tages which this method offers.V
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DISCUSSION
of Technical Papers

The Silicones—A Family of New Engineering Materials

by

D. C. R. Miller, M.E.I.C., General Manager, Dow Corning Sileones Ltd.,

Toronto.

The Engineering Journal, October 1955, page 1339

B. A. Avery'

Mr. Miller has given us an ex-

cellent survey of the present sili-

cone field and some idea of what
vve may expect in the future from
these materiais. He referred in

some instances to the aeronautical

field and to the gas turbine engine,

in which my main interest lies.

As a point of discussion, I might
elaborate on some of our particu-

lar problems which have been
solved bj' the use of silicone ma-
teriais, and where we hope new
problems may be overcome by the

use of newer developments.
The lubrication of the next gen-

eration of aircraft turbine engines

for supersonic aircraft presents a

formidable problem. At Mach ?

at 30,000 ft. for instance, the air

entering the engine is at about
180°C and must be compressed
and further heated to some extent

at least before it can be used for

pressurizing the bearing sumps in

order to retain the lubricant. This
means that the lubricant will be
in intimate contact with the hot
air as well as hot metal, and for

starting purposes must flow read-

ily at below —50°C. Silicone

fluids, I will agree, have the flat-

test viscosity curves on tempera-

ture of any of the possible lubri-

cants but they do tend to form
'jells' when oxidized in contact

with hot air. You might say that

the sealed lubrication s y s t e m
would be the answer, but rota-

lional speeds and pressure differ-

entials and the great variations in

these two factors make the sealed

systeni next to impossible. We, in

the aircraft engine business, can
only hope that a silicone fluid hav-
ing the flat viscosity curve and the

good lubrication properties of the
new methyl silicones, can be de-

veloped with high oxidation resist-

' Chief De.sign Engineer, Orenda En-
gines Limited, Toronto.
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ance to temperatures of at least

300°C.
The silicone rubbers have been

a great aid to aircraft engine de-

signers and one example comes to

mind in which the development
of a silicone rubber to operate in

air at 250°C has improved the

mechanical design of the Orenda
engine considerably. Originally

each of the six combustion cham-
bers was fastened by 14 bolts to

the compressor outlet structure in

order to obtain an airtight seal

using a normal flat gasket. These
chamber-to-turbine casing joints

were normal clearance type sliding

joints to allow for expansion. This
naturally allowed some leakage of

hot air during oneration. A silicone

rubber 0-ring fitted in a groove in

the face of one ílange now replaces

the flat gasket and two bolts re-

place the original fourteen. We ex-

perience no blowing of gaskets and
manufacture, assembly and strip

times have been decreased. A simi-

lar 0-ring fitted in a circumferen-
tial groove on the outside of the
combustion chamber has eliminat-

ed the air leakage problem at the
turbine end. Silicone 0-rings are
now used on the combustion
drains system of our engines and
álthough they do come in contact
with fuel which causes some swell-

ing, leakage does not occur as it

did when normal synthetic rubber
compounds broke down due to the
heat of engine operation.

The compressor stator blades of
the Orenda engine originally were
fitted tightly into their dovetail
mounting slots to prevent the
wearing and further loosening of
the aluminum blade in the mount-
ing structure. Tightly mounted
blades, however, experienced little

damping effect in the root and fa-

tigue life was comparatively low.
This problem was overcome by
mounting each blade in an over-
sized slot with a layer of silicone

compound between the blade and

the slot. This material is vulcan-
ized after assembly and has pro-

vided suíficient damping that
stator blade life is now quite ac-

ceptable.

Silicone grease is used to lubri-

cate the stator blade mounting
rings for assembly into the "T"
slots of the magnesium casings and
retains its properties at the 250°C|
operating temperature so that en
gine strip is quite readily accom-

}

plished. This grease also assists in j

preventing corrosion of the mount-
ing rings and casings.

Although thick sulphuric acii

anodizing provides better abrasio:

and corrosion resistance for th

aluminum compressor blades thar

does the thinner chrome acid ano
dizing, it does tend to crack a

operating temperatures. T h e s

cracks form stress risers which de

crease the fatigue lives of th

blades. A clear silicone resin coa
ing supplied over the chromic aci

anodizing provides a degree of co

rosion and abrasion resistan

better than the sulphuric anodi; )

ing without the stress riser con
^

plication and is the only materij '

that will withstand the operatir

temperatures successfuUy.

A silicone resin combined wit

a high percentage of aluminu
powder has replaced the origin

aluminum metal spray coating cj

the mild steel combustion charj

ber casings. The corrosion resisj

ance has been increased and ev(

with the $20 per gallon cost of t

paint, our processing costs ha

decreased.

I do not believe that Mr. Mill

would want us to think that sil-

eones are 'cure alF materiais. Th
do have their shortcomings, 1*

we must agree that in the medii i

temperature field, many difficit

design problems have been ov

come by their use. We design

are grateful.

The Aulhor

Of ali Mr. Avery's comment
agree particularly with his st

ment that the silicones have thr

limitations and are not cure-a.jv

In this connection I might po t

out that present indications e

that the new high temperat e

lubricants for sliding ferrous sr-
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faces, such as the halogenated
phenyl methyl silicones, in the

process of achieving good lubricat-

ing i)roperties have sacrificed some
of the flat temperature-viscosity

behaviour which is so outstanding-

ly good in the straight methylsili-

cones. It appeai-s likely that in

order to achieve good lubricating

properties and good heat stability

at temperaturas up to 300°C, it

will be necessary to sacrifice at
Icast some portion of the tempera-
ture-viscosity behaviour. Or to put
it another way, it may be neces-
sary to choose whether they would
prefer to have high temperature
performance or low temperature
performance as it may not be pos-
sible to get both simultaneously.
This is the universal problem of

compi-omise in design.

Economics of the Nova Scotia Coal Mining Industry
by

Lionel A. Forsyth, President, Dominion Steel and Coal Corporation.

The Engineering Journal, February 1955, page 114.

By and large, the penetration ofDr. Adam Jaworski, M.E.I.C.,

A.F.C.A.I., A.F.l.A.S. 2. 3

Mr. Lionel A. Forsyth in his

article "Economics of Nova Scotia

Coal Mining Industry" has point-

ed out several striking topics, but

I would like to discuss only three

of them:

1. American Penetration of The
Canadian Coal Market

Mr. Forsyth has underlined that

the volume of Canadian coal pro-

duction had not changed signiíi-

cantly over the last twenty-five

vears, (it ,\vas practically equal in

1928 and in 1952, being 17.6 mil-

lion tons) but the import of

American coal had increased since

1928 by about 50 per cent, (13.4

million tons in 1928 and 21.0 mil-

lion in 1952)

.

Nova Scotia, after carrying

more coal to Ontário in 1939 than
to Quebec, to-day had been prac-

tically forced out of the Ontário

coal market by American competi-
tion, in spite of the fact that the

maximum levei of government
subsidy during the period 1939-

1954 has been doubled; from
$2.00/ton to $4.00/ton. Twofold
remedies are recommended by the

author; a further increase in sub-

sidies and a reduction of mining
costs. The recommendations are

crucial.

The magnitude of federal assist-

ance can be only assessed from
the absolute totais. Thus, a few
rough figures are shown in Table I.

Actually only about one-fifth of

the total domestic coal production
had required a transportation sub-
sidy and it may be added that in

1954 Nova Scotia coal production
represents 57 per cent of Canada's
total, where in 1939 it amounted
only to 45 per cent.

*Air Transport Board, Ottawa.
'The opinions expressed in this dis-
cussion are those of Mr. Jaworski, and
not necessarily those of the Air Trans-
port Board.
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a home market by any foreign

product is determined by three

major factors; cost production;

government assistance (dues and
other forms of subsidies) and
transportation costs. Between 1939
and 1954 the differential between
the pithead cost of Nova Scotia

coal and its American competitor
(comparable in quality) has in-

creased from about $2.15 per ton

to $5.50.

To oflFset the relatively high
levei of Canadian coal mining cost

in general and Nova Scotia's in

particular, the Federal Govern-
ment has imposed duties on im-

ported bituminous coal and intro-

duced transportation subsidies for

the domestic product. In January
1948, when the GATT Agreement
carne into eífect, the duty on im-

ported bituminous coal was re-

duced from 75c to 50c per ton,

but as already stated, the maxi-
mum levei of transportation sub-

sidies for Nova Scotia coal has
been raised from $2.00 to $4.00

per ton.

Thus Canadian coal mines in

1939, to cope with the $2.15/per

ton cost advantage of its American
competitor, could count on federal

assistance up to $2.75/ton (75c

in duties and $2.00 in subsidies)

.

But in 1954, although the maxi-

mum assistance was increased to

$4.50, production cost differential

jumped to $5.50/ton. Therefore,

only where the total transporta-

tion cost was lower for Nova
Scotia coal than for its American
competitor, could the formcr move
in.

Ilowever, there are no apparent
reasons why the ratio of trans-

portation costs in Canada for itu-

ported and domestic coal should
change between 1939/54 in favour
of Nova Scotia coal. Actually, be-

fore the Wars the movement of

Nova Scotia coal had been assisted

significantly by the lower water
rates, because more ships were
available.

Summing up, in 1939 Nova
Scotia with the federal assistance

(duty and subsidy) had about
60c/ton advantage over the Amer-
ican competitor on the pithead
price, but in 1954 the 60c ad-
vantage turncd into a 50c/ton
handicap. Consequently, a signifi-

cant penetration of Canadian mar-
ket was unavoidable.

Bearing in mind that labour
cost accounts for at least 50 per
cent of pithead price, and that

miners' wages are significantly

higher in the States than in this

country, it is obvious that only by
a tremendous increase in coal out-

put per miner could American
bituminous coal foster its cost pro-

duction gains over Nova Scotia.

The comparison in tons produced
per man day is as follows:

Obviously, the United States

total unit bituminous output in-

crease during 1939/52 was assist-

ed greatly by the stripping

method. The output by this
method may be three times as

high as in underground mining.

Considering underground min-
ing, Nova Scotia's coal mining in-

dustry must face the issue of

whether or not a decline—or even
a status quo—of unit output dur-

ing a score of j^ears has been justi-

fied, bearing in mind the fact that

underground production in British

Columbia, that in 1952 mined less

than one-quarter of Nova Scotia's

total output, was able for the

period 1939-1952 to achieve a 23

Table I. Federal Assistance for Bituminous Coal - 1939 and 1953

Ycar
Bituminous Coal (Mil. Tons) Federal Govt. Assistance (Mil. $)

Total American Duty on Transport

Domestic Import Import Subsidy

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

1939 15.7 10.7 8.35 (F) 4.83 (F)

1953 15.9 20.3 6.94 (F) 10.23 (F)

(F) Fiscal Year.
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Table II. U.S. and Canadian Output per Man Day

Bituminous Coal Industry — Average Tons/Man/Day

Year
TT QU.B. — Nova Scotia

Total Undsrground Mining Underground Mining

1930 5.08 4.95 2.3

1952 6.83 6.31 2.0

*A weighted average from bituminous mines of Pennsylvania, West Virgínia, and

Kentucky, which are principal exporters to Canada.

per cent increase iii unit output;

from 2.6 tons/man-day to 3.2

tons/man-day.

Some solace may be drawn,

however. from Mr. Forsyth's state-

ment about the excclleut results

that have been obtained from in-

stalling a fully automatic "Dosco
Continuous ]\Iiuer". This being

so, a significant growth of uuit

output .should show up for 1954.

Yet if that decline of unit output
at Nova Scotia collieries cannot
be arrested and rever.sed, then the

verdict will ahnost certainly have
to be: not h^ck of subsidies, but
suicide in economics.

2. Nova Scotia Turns to Oil

Mr. Forsyth has rightly pointed
out the serious adverse effect on
coal consumption in Nova Scotia

due to consumers switching over
to oil heating. About one-half mil-

lion tons of coal is lost yearly (al-

most 8 per cent of the total out-
put) on that account. However, it

is diíRcult to share Mr. Forsyth's
wholehearted enthusiasm for a do-
mestic stoker as a solution. The
preference for oil heating over coal

spells "convenience". Thus, the
automatic stoker cannot be the
answer, but only district heating— like at Winnipeg— because it

offers several important advan-
tages over oil: more convenience;
saving on space, espccially in the
basement, and noiseless operation.

The current efforts of the Brit-
ish Ministry of Fuel and Power to
raise coal burning efficiency of the
English industry by conducting
courses for the managers and by
granting the industry loans on
fuel .saving equipment (about £1
million were allocated for that
purpose) clearly indicates that
there is still plenty of scope for
improvement^.

3. Dieselization of Canadian Railways

Last February, Mr. Stephen
Harwood, vice-president, Mont-
real Locomotive Works, Ltd., ad-
dressing the Ottawa Branch on
railway dieselization, stated that
today dieselization is about 75

per cent completed ia the United

States, and 25 per cent in Canada
where the final goal may be

reached in 1968-1971. Even these

figures seem optimistic, bearing in

niind that in the United States as

of October 1954, of a total of

27,483 locomotives 33.7 per cent

were still ordinary steam raising

movers. And it had taken more
than 15 years of dieselization pro-

gress to reduce the number of

steam locomotives to that levei.

Mr. Forsyth is perfectly right in

predicting that the coal fired tur-

bine locomotive may be too late

to save the day for coal. Even if

the coal firing engine gets its well

deserved awards, after more than
a half century of futile attempts
in many countries, it may find at
railways service—besides diesels

—

.

oil burners to compete with. Such
competition on this continent
would be harder to overcome than
in Europe, because here, price

differential between oil and coal is

not so significant.

The oil turbine locomotive, after

its first test in September 1941,
still struggles with difficulties in

oi>erational runs. And there are no
a])parent reasons why a coal firing

turbine should be easier to handle.

Finally, it would be well to em-
phasize that a successful coal tur-
bine would burn Nova Scotia coal
and American coal as well, thus
we may see the same picture
again; Canadian railways burning
American coal in coal turbines and
the Federal Government helping
with subsidies to offset crucial pit-

head price handicap of Nova Sco-
tia's mines, once more.

It might well prove profitable
to shift the emphasis in coal re-

search from a spectacular coal tur-
bine to the old problem; fuel sav-
ing devices, gasification under-
ground or in vertical retorts

(January issue of The Engineer-
ing Journal, p. 38) . Furthermore,
it may pay to revive the research
on so-called "coal-in-oil" fuel,

* The Economist, issue of January 22,

1955, p. 302.

which has shown a valuable volu-

metric reduction on space for the

same amount of B.t.u.'s; 26 per áj

cent over coal and 12 per cent over I
oil. Both these lines of research— I
if successful—have in perspective I
significant savings on transporta-

1

tion cost, namely a possibility of I
carrying coal in pipe lines. I
(CommcnL received March 17, 1955) I

The Author I
I am pleased to have an oppor-B

tunity to reply to Dr. Jaworski'sB
comments on my paper, "Econo-B
mies of the Nova Scotia Coal Min-I
ing Industry", even though it isl
rather difficult to do so becauseB
the differences of opinion are, to al
large extent, only a matter ofi
degree. W

I do not, however, think it isl
quite fair to say that I haveBj
recommended an increase in sub-Hj

vention payments and certainly I

have never pressed for such action.

My strong recommendation is that

the cost of coal be reduced and
that everybody should cooperate

to accomplish this goal.

There does not appear to be anj;

reference in the article to my
whole-hearted support of any do-

mestic stoker unit, but, Dr. Jawor-

ski must have been reading mj
mind. I now endorse our new
downdraft furnace, because it does

like the domestic heating unit tc

which he refers, oífer several im
portant advantages over oil amonj
which are, the convenience of full^

automatic noiseless operation, i

substantial reduction of the fue

bill and a measure of comfor I

which only even-burning solid fue I

can provide.

The coal-fired gas-turbine loco

motive is still in its formativa

stages, but results achieved, thu

far, indicate that the capital in

vestment required to build a pro

totype is warranted. If actua ]

operations approach the perform
i

ance indicated by present testf

this locomotive unit could eventu

ally be an important factor in th

coal market.
Finally Dr. Jaworski suggest

that it might be advisable to shif
J

emphasis to coal research, til

underground gasification, and tfÊ'

"coal in oil" fuel studies. We havji

never permitted these studies t|.

lapse but, the fact of the matte!

is that in order to produce chea|

chemicals or residual fuels, on|

must first have cheap coal anJ

circumstances indicate that

would not be an economic propc

sition at this time.
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Abstracts oí arlicles appearing

in current technical periodicals

Abstracts of Current Literature.

HOW AIR CONDITIONING MAKES MONEY
. . . FOR OFFICE BUILDINGS
Lewis Smith

Hcating Piping & Air Comlitioning, v. 27, n. 2, Feb. 1955, pp. 73-75.

When an office building in Den-
ver is air conditioned one may wcll

ask "How come?", Denver of ali

j)laces is "air conditioned 'by na-

ture."

The answer to tliat question is

Ninplex. It isn't just a matter of

;iiaking the tenants more conifort-

able. That is a factor, 'biit there

are other and vital reasons extend-
iiig into the building design, con-
-Iruction and operation. Air condi-

uoning not only adds le&s to the

cost of constniction than is com-
monly supposed but can actually

result in a cost reduction.

When the benefits aside from
cooling are examined, they are

found to be mainly economic and
financial. Let's examine these fac-

tors.

Ventilatc Interior Spaces

Suppose we start at the ground
levei. It has been commonly ac-

cepted that no rentable space could
be more than 25 ft. from windows
and, even so, space more than 15
ft. in was not too desirable. This
ivas primarily on account of ven-
ilation, and the impossibility of

ceeping the more rcmote spaces
/ labitable, especially in summcr.

rherefore, we had the sla'b type
i )f 'building or the use of many

,

vings, with sometimes as little as

ÍO pcrcent covcrage of the land
)ther than for stores on the ground
'oor.

With air conditioning, a block

I
ype builfiing can be put up to

li
i^upy 100 percent of the plot, at

,1j
|pt up to the height where set-

>acks are required by local build-

ag codes. Interior spaces can be
": nade just as comfortable as peri-

,
,

aeter áreas. Modern lighting makes

jU!
ip to a large extent for the lack

[,jt
'f natural light. Offices which form-

ai rly had to hug the exterior walls

an nnw extend into the interior,

and occupancy of such jílaces is at

a rental far highcr than before.

Illustrating this factor is 380
Madison Ave., New York City.

This building has a frontage of 200

ft. on Madison Ave.

A building like this is rentcd to

tenants who usually take a whole
floor or even more, excci)t for a few

cases where fractional floors are

uscd to accommodate smaller firms.

The space is arranged for the ten-

ant's requirements on a long term
lease; and the entire floor is rent

producing except for the service

arcas. Because of air conditioning,

the interior spaces are used for

clerical work and reception rooms,

even though they havc no outside

cxposure.

Increase Operating Efficiency

Another advantagc is that a

large tenant using more than one

floor in the older buildings can be

acconnnodated very often on a

single floor in these new block type

buildings. This makes his operation

more efficient.

AH oílice buildings, except those

put up by large companies for their

own exclusive use, are in a sense

speculative. Although in some cases

proíit may accrue largely to the

original promoters and builders out

of construction and resale, still the

building finally has to pay its way.

Obviously the cost of a block type

building covering ali the land

doesn't go up in direct proportion

to the floor area, so this gain in

rentable arca without proportional

increase in cost goes a long way
towards offsetting the extra cost of

conditioning.

Lower Ceilings Savc Money

Next take the ceiling height. Be-
fore the advent of air contlitioning,

it was considered necessary to go

up to about 11 ft. for the sake of

ventilation and for the reduction

of heat at the occupancy levei in

summer time. With air condition-

ing, this height can be dropi)ed to

8 or 9 ft. The only limit seems to

be phycliological. Although this re-

duction in height is not a clear

gain since air ducts take up a foot

below the beams, it does mean a

gain of perhai)s one floor in ten. It

hclps oíTsct the cost of air condi-

tioning equipmcnt.
Another factor enter.s hei'e. With

hung ceilings lighting íixtures can
be placed anywhere to suit the ten-

ant needs rather than being set in

legular patterns bctween flooi-

beams.
Next take the walls. Cílass is be-

coming cheai)er than masonry and
it puts less weight on the building

frame and foundations. From the

viewpoint of erection cost, ali glass

walls would be desirable, but with-

out air conditioning they would be

impossible. The heat gain from the

sun would be too great in the sum-
mer, and even at times in the win-

ter. Unfortunatcly, the other side

of this picture is that the greater

the use of glass, the greater the

operating cost due to the extra

heat loss in winter and heat gain

in the summer. Heat resistant

glass, sun louvers, fins, sun screcns

and other shading devices have
been developed which offer one

answer to the problem.

Mcantime, a compromise is

usually madc by the use of con-

tinuous or "strip" windows, with

ordinary sill heights of about 30

in. and not necessarily extending

to the ceiling. With the.se strip

windows, office space can be parti-

tioncd bettor to suit each tenant.

with due regard to the location of

the heating and cooling units if

placed in the exterior walls,

whereas in the older buildings the

window spacing controlled the par-

titioning.

Savings Offset Co8t of A.C.

The picture isn't ali in favor of

air conditioning, however. What-
ever system is used, the walls or

columns, or both, have to be furred

niit quito a bit to accommodate the
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equipment. In block type buildings,

space must be used in the center

of each floor for ventilating equip-

ment. A cooling tower must be

built and that takes up space and
adds to the construction cost to

support it. But taken as a whole, a

good part of the 15 to 20 percent

often íigured as the added cost for

air conditioning evaporates when
ali the savings are taken into ac-

count.

Many office buildings with a

fairly small floor area would not

receive ali the beneíits of air con-

ditioning which have been enumer-
ated, so there would be a direct

and substantial increase in con-

struction cost which miglit run 15

to 20 percent and even more. The
smaller the building, the higher

this percentage of increase be-

comes. In view of the wide popu-
larity of air conditioning today, it

would be very difficult to put up
a new office building in any city

in the U.S. without this feature and
fiU it with tenants at the higher

rental necessary to pay for the in-

creased owning and operating

costs, unless there happened to be

locally a shortage of office space.

Anyway, such a building would be

obsolete before it was begun.

PRIVATE ENTERPRISE CAN MEET THE PARKING DEMAND
C. T. McGavin

Proceedings, American Society of Civil Engineere, v. 81, n. 599, Jau. 1955, p. 599.

Private Enterprise on Threshold
of Rapid Advance

The young and rapidly growing
parking industry, representing a
three billion dollar investment,
stands on the very threshold of

tremendous progress. It is managed
by men skilled in their fcusiness

profession who are alert, progres-
sive, resourceful and well aware of

their responsibilities to the motor-
ist, to the taxpayers, and to the
economic principies upon which our
country has grown and prospered.

If the question of the role of
private enterprise in parking ap-
proached from the standpoint of
the evolution of a typical American
husiness there would be a much
olearer understanding and certainly
less difference of opinion as to
which way to achieve the desired
end most quickly and economical-
ly-

Ali business enterprises and in-

dustries go through years of evolu-
tionary development. First, a
top.sy-like growth, then after a
period of experimentation there
emerge well-defined patterns of a
planned development that ade-
quately serves its market. The de-
partment store idea, for example,
had its beginnings nearly 100 years
ago. It has been going through
evolutionary changes ever since. In
the writer's professional library

there is a photograph of one of the
largest department stores of one
of our major cities, with a sign

painted on the side of the building
announcing to the public that it

has elevator service which is free

to the public for business purposes
only, and operates from 8 a.m. to

12 noon and 1 p.m. to 6 p.m. This
new service feature was introduced
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about 50 years ago. The years since

1860 have brought a continuing
flow of new concepts of service

and operation, in the department
store 'business. The same course of

develoi)ment is evident in the park-
ing business, though its evolution

began later.

Evolution of O ff-Street Parking
1920-1930

The idea of off-street parking
facilities had its real beginning
about 1920. Parking lots were pri-

marily off-shoots of some other
automotive service. The first new
parking garages designed as such
came into existence about 1921.

There was a substantial develop-
ment of the multiple floor garage
in ali major cities throughout the
land up to 1930. However, about
1926 the pattern of failure began
to emerge. Project after project
failed to pay the bondholders and
well before the stockmarket crash
that fateful day in 1929, multiple
floor parking garages were financial

failures simply because they
couldn't operate successfully using
only 40 percent of their capacities.

The years 1930-39 saw no substan-
tial construction of multiple íioor

parking garages.

But it was during this period
that parking lots achieved a new
and permanent status in the Ameri-
can scene. They provide "breath-
ing spaces" between buildings and
help to break up the dense compact
mass of 'building development.
They pay good returns on the
property investment and success-
fully compete on the free market
with other land uses. It is a fallacy
to call these facilities "temporary",

Department Store Parking Facilities

Beginning in 1936 department

stores recognized that there was a

relationship between convenient
customer parking and the jingle of

the cash register. Some studies re-

vealed that patronage of customers I

parking in store-provided facilities
|

ran as high as $25,000.00 per park-
ing stall per year. These studies 1

formed the basis of a trend towardi
merchant-developed parking facil-

ities, which is now quite substan-|

tial.

New Generators of Parking Requiredl
to Provide Own Parking Needs

While enlightened self-interestl

motivated the large merchants tol

recognize the business value of pro-l

viding customer parking facilities,f

there was a growing recognitioi

among city planning officials that
in the development of new business

structures the owncrs should be re-

quired through zoning law^ to pro-

vide at their own expense adequate
facilities to serve the parking re-|

quirements generated by the pro-|

posed structure.

Municipal Parking Emerges - I93l

In 1938 the American Society o

Planning Officials, and the Interna
tional City Managers Associatio:

discovered through survey tha
there was a well-established trem
toward municipal parking fácil

ities. Based on replies to 147 ques
tionnaifes from selected groups o|

cities in the different populatio:

brackets it was found that onel

fourth of these cities had estabj

lished municipal parking lots sjx

additional cities were considerin:

doing so. One third of the cities hai

established such facilities withi:

the past three years so the 'begin

ning of the idea of parking as

municipal responsibility can b

fairly well nailed down to 1938.

Public Responsibility

During the War years researc

work on parking as a municip?
responsibility was carried forwarc

With the advent of V-J_Day, th

research eíforts resulted in the ur

folding of organized campaigns t

plunge the municipalities into th

parking business.

From mid-1945 to 1950 thei

was a continuing succession of ar

nounced plans and programs basi

on the idea of parking as a publk Nj.^

responsibility. Only now are

able to make a cold appraisal of til ^
practical results of these municip
programs and to formulate an ol!

jective evaluation.

In Suínmary

The over-all situation for the 2Í

U.S. cities of over 50,000 popul
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tion is that the municipal parking
averages 675 spaces per city, count-

ing only the cities having munici-
pally-owned facilities. Distributed

over the entire 232 cities, the aver-

age would be about half that figure.

In ali cities over 50,000 population,

municipal parking represents about
6 percent of the total downtown
capacity. Parking lot capacity pro-

vidos 2/3 of the total off-street

capacity.

Transit Industry and Parking

The relationship of the transit

industry to the general parking
situation is an important one. Tran-
sit companies everywhere have
contributed in large measure to the
growiih and development of valu-
able concentrated business áreas.

Yet now, cities are neglecting this

industry. The transit service is be-

ing choked and forced to operate
far 'below its capacity for service

due to unjustified curb parking.

Abolition of curb parking, where
such restriction is needed, will

speed transit service. This will en-

courage greater use of the mass
transportation system and will re-

lieve some of the pressure for addi-

tional parking. Curb-parking re-

strictions are invariably followed
by the development of additional

near-by off-street facilities when
they are needed. Traffic congestion

won't be cleared until curb park-
ing is prohibited.

Private Enterprise Can Do It Better

Parking requirements can be
met most quickly and most eco-
nomically by private enterprise. A
private operator must make a
profit on his investment. This
means that land must 'be acquired
as cheaply as possible; construc-
tion costs must 'he as low as is

practical; fuU advantage must be
taken of improved construction
techniques, improved layout and
design, and improved operating
techniques. If ali current techno-
logical advances are to be com-
bined with the progress that is now
being made in the field of parking
raanagement private enterprise will

be responsible for the advance, be-
cause it will be to the direct ad-
vantage of the private owner-
operator.

ít Municipal Parking Costs More

ii
t^igures on garage construction
^sts, which are readily available

anyone interested in making the
check, show that the cost of muni-
cipal parking is higher than the

;i,f.«cost of private parking. Since the
io?';lPrivate operator loses his income

if he takes a loss, he must hold his

construction costs to $1,200 per car
space and acquisition costs of pro-
perties acquired by city govern-
ments for parking are substantially
higher than those acquired by
private enterprise. There is a mis-
taken 'belief by many proponents
of municipal parking that acquisi-
tion 'by condemnation is chcap. The
reverse is true.

Mistaken Clainis About Private
Parking

The claim that private enter-
prise can't acquire property suit-

able for parking at the right loca-
tions is the principal argument in

favour of the power of condemna-
tion. This is simply not true. New
developments in garage design
liave completely eliminated the
need for large land parcels which
cannot be acquired by purchase.
What land the private operator
needs he can buy in the same man-
ner that any other business ac-

quires necessary real estate.

Another mistaken claim Avhich is

made is that private enterprise can-
not assure the permanence of park-
ing facilities. This reveals only a

lack of knowledge of our competi-
tive enterprise system. A parking
facility which has proved itself to

be a good investment, which pro-

duces a good income is as stable

as any other kind of business.

Parking Is Not an Extension of the
Street System

Before we proceed to a discus-

iion of the special disadvantages
which are inlierent in municipal
parking, let it be made clear that

parking cannot be considered an
extension of the street system.

Throughout the history of trans-

portation, whether land, sea or air,

three basic components are essen-

tial: The vehicle, the roadway, and
the terminal facility. The highway
component of automotive transpor-

tation is recognized as a matter of

public undertaking, but it does not

follow that the terminal facilities

are an extension of the street sys-

tem any more than the idea that

the other component—the automo-

tive industry—should be taken
over because it is also one of the

three components comprising the

automotive transportation system.

Municipal Parking

Parking {)rovided by business

organizations to serve their own
customers represents as much as
one-quarter of the total off-street

capacity in some cities. This will be
abandoned in the face of municipal
programs. Why should these organ-
izations pay the bill to meet their

parking needs if the city will meet
their demands for them?

Subsidized municipal parking
will reduce the yield of existing

commercial parking and will even-
tually drive it out of business. The
city, if it goes ahead with a muni-
cipal program, must be prepared to

absorb these losses. The city must
also make up for the progress lost

by the halting of normal private

enterprise advances due to the con-

stant threat of municipal interven-

tion. Any additional parking would
have to be j^rovided on top of re-

couping tlie above losses. Few city

budgets can stand this drain.

Is a Little Public Subsidy Possible?

One of the most difficult ques-

tions to answer is this one frequent-

ly asked by reputable businessmen.
During his years as Director of the

Motor Vehicle Parking Agcncy in

Washington the writer tricd to find

some basis for teamwork between
private enterprise and government.
After conscientious research he

came to the conclusion that this

team work can only extend to co-

operative efforts—to guide, assist,

and stimulate i)rivate enterprise

—

but it must stop short of financial

participation by tlie city govern-

ment. If the city goes beyond act-

ing in an advisory capacity, then

it becomes unwarranted encroach-

ment in a field of private enter-

prise.

As the title of this paper sug-

gests, the parking problem presente

itself as either a private or a public

responsibility. There is no middle

road. There are no intermediate

shades. It must be one or the other.

ADHESrVE BONDING COMPLEMENTS SOLDERING AND
BRAZING

H. p. Simons, The WeMing JoiímaJ. v. 33. n. 7, .Tuly. 19.54, pp. «47-6.50.

Adhesive bonding. when u.sed

wisely, can help the engineer .solve

many problems. Together with .sol-

dering and brazing, the engineer has

an extremely ver.satile kit of tools

for almost ali joining problems.

It is the purpose of this paper to

hclp the engineer in his ehoice by:

(1) Outlining the kind.s of basic ma-
teriais used in adhesives and li-sting

their characteri.stics. (2) Discussing

the principies of adhesive bonding.
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(3) Comparing the advantages and
disadvantages with respect to other

joining methods.
Adhesive bonding may be defined

as the joining of two materiais by
the use of a basically organic ma-
terial as the bonding agent.

The organic materiais from which
almost ali adhesives are compound-
ed fali into four groups. Three of the

four are synthetic, the fourth a
natural protein group. They are the

synthetic thermoplastic, synthetic

thermosetting, rubber base and
protein.

Adhesives are further classified by
a bonding classification based on
manner of use, and determined by
the physical forni and chemical
properties of the adhesive. The
bonding classifications are:

Solvent Release. The adhesives in

this class are those dissolved or dis-

persed in a volatile solvent whose
only function is to put the adhesive
in a convenienl application forni.

Fusion. In this class the adhesive
is used in solid forni as a powder,
film or rod. Heat is required to

produce the bond.
Cured. The adhesives in this class

complete the bond through a chemi-
cal or polymerization reaction.

Bonds are niade at room tempera-
ture or with heat.

A general description of the
chemical types of materiais within
each group, the characteristics and
best use of the types in the group
and the bonding class is given
belovv.

Therinoi)lastic Adhesives.
Chemical Types. (a) cellulo.se deri-

vatives; (b) acrylic e.sters; (c) vinyl
resins; (d) styrene resins; (e) alkyd
resins; and (f) polyainide resins.

Characteristics. The bonds pre-
pared with adhesives in this group
are ali thermoplastic in nature. As
such they will soften and be weaken-
ed by heat. The temperature at
which they will lose strength will, of
course, depend upon the softening
point of the material.

Fungus resistance of this group is

excellent. Resistance to heat, cold,
water and solvents is variable.

The materiais in this group find
their greatest use for nonmetallic
bonds, particularly paper, textiles
and woo<l; with the exception of
several of the vinyl resins and the
polyamide the bonds on metais
are poor.

Bonding Class. Ali the adhesives
in this group are in either the solvent
release or fusion class.

Thermosetting Adhesives.
Chemical Types. (a) phenol resins;

(b) resorcinol resins; (c) furane
resins; (d) amino resins; (e) poly-
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éster resins; (f) silicone resins; and

(g) epoxy resins.

Characteristics. The bonds made
with adhesives in this group are

thermosetting. Properly prepared
they will not soften with heat.

The bonds will therefore be stronger

over a wider temperature range

tlian the thermoplastic adhesives.

The resistance to heat, cold,

water and solvents is uniformly high

and superior to the thermoplastic
adhe.sives. This group is more versa-

tile for use on non-metals thaii the

thermoplastic. In addition, a larger

nuniber give high-strength bonds
with metais. The types most suitable

for metais are the epoxies, silicones,

phenolic polyamide and phenolic

acetal compounds.
Bonding Class. The adhesives in

this group are in the cured class.

Rubber-Base Adhesives.

Kinds. (a) natural rubber; (b)

neoprene rubber; (c) reclaimed rub-

ber; (d) butyl rubber; (e) thiokol;

(f) cyclized rubber; (g) chlorinated

rubber; (h) butadiene-acrylonitrile;

and (i) silicone rubber.

Characteristics. The bonds in this

group can be either thermoplastic
or thermosetting. The strength at

elevated temperatures will therefore

fali between the thermoplastic ad-
hesives and the thermosetting adhe-
sives.

Solvent heat, cold and water re-

sistance is also iniermediate between
the thermoplastic and thermosetting
adhesives.

Bonding is good with ali non-
metallics. The best types for metal
bonding are the butadiene-acrylo-
nitrile, thiokol and silicone rubbers.

Protein.

Kinds. (a) casein; (b) animal
glue; (c) zein; and (d) soybean glue.

Characteristics. The adhesives in

this group are more usually classed

a.s glues. Their use is limited to

special applications. They are ali

water soluble. This group is seklom
used for joining metais.

An organic bond may be consider-
ed as two surfaces joined by an
organic film. The chemical and
physical properties of the joint will

depend upon the cheniistry of this

film. The strength of the joint will

depend additionally, upon the na-
ture of the bonded surface, upon the
manner in which the joint is made
and upon joint design.

The strength of the film is deter-
mined by the cohesive forces of the
components of the film. These are
chemical and molecular in nature,
and are properties of the material
composing the film. The niaximuni
cohesive strength can be obtained
with any given material when the

molecular size, shape, orientation
and distribution is properly con-
troUed. It is important that the
engineer understands that the adhe-
sive as received is compounded for

this maximum, and that any changes
he may make or any deviation from
procedure may result in decreased
strength. The strength of the film

for the adherand surface is related to

the specific cohesion of the film ma-
terial for the surface material. The
dominant influence seems to be the
chemical siniilarity of the two ma-
teriais, similarity in respect to

polarity. Unless both are similar in

polarity a strong bond cannot be
made. Metals, altliough not polar,

are easily polarizable. As a conse-

ciuence, the adhesive materiais con-
taining the polar hydroxyl, carbonyl,
amino and chloro group make the
best bonds with metais.

The strongest bond will be obtain-

ed when the film itself and the film

to adherand surface form a con-
tinuous, unbroken system. Any
entrapment of foreign matter, sol-

vent residue or gases will tend t

lower the cohesive strength of th
film, decrease the effective surfac

area of the adherand, and will resul

in a lower bond of strength.

For the adherand surface clean

liness is the primary requisite. Th
surface must be free of grease an
dirt. Oxide films on metais, if th

oxide is not strongly adherent
should be removed. When porou;

surfaces are bonded, it is usuall}

best to fill the pores, preferably wití

a material similar to the adhesive

One of the major failings o

organic adhesives is the poor pe
strength of the bond. Joiuts an
therefore designed to eliminate o

minimize peei stresses. The lap

inset, butt strap and socket join

are the types of joints giving leasi

peei stresses and are universall;

used. Overlaps are made so tha

ratio of thickness of section t

length of overlap is 1 :3.

The ideal adhesive:

1. Would cure to a maximur
strength in a minimum time, prei

erably at room temperature.

2. Would have no shrinkage du:

ing or after cure.

3. Would have elastic propertitH

similar to those of the adherand mí! i

terial.

4. Would not give ofi any volati

reaction products during or aft(

cure.
i

5. Would maintain its propertif

over temperature ranges between
65 and 400°F.

6. The adhesive when cured wou
be able to resist chemical attack ai

11
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maintain its physical properties for

loiíg periods of time.

7. Woiild have high shear and
peei strength.

8. Would be available iii a forin

easy to apply.

9. The bonding method would be

such that it can be adapted to

available equipment and methods.

For joining nonmetals adhesive
bonding is the only practical method
available other than mechanical
joining. Compared to the latter the

adhesive bond is more uniform,

neater, makes liquid and airtight

joints and resists fatigue and buck-
íing stresses better.

For joining metal to nonmetal it

again offers the only practical

method

.

For joining metais it offers the

advantages of less weight per bond.
The corrosion resistance toward
acid and bases is superior to solder-

ing and brazing. Because joints can
be made at room temperature and

Bauxite was first observed in

British Guiana in 1868, but it was
not until the period 1897 to 1910,

when Sir John Harrison deter-

mined the exact natura of the ma-
terial, that it was recognized as a

potential source for the metal
[aluminium. Mining companies
were attracted by the possibilities

pf the deposits during the First

World War when the Demerara
Bauxite Company acquired a large

[area in the county of Demerara.
[Exports of bauxite have progressed
Isteadily since 1924 except for a
lihort interval during the last war,
l)ecause of shipping diííicultics.

liincc 1945 the graph of production
lias risen steeply, so that in 1952
|m all-time record for the De-
Qerara Bauxite Company (Dem-

|)a) of 3,088,290 tons of crude
líauxite was mined. At the moment
Ihere are two major mining con-
lerns exporting bauxite, the Deme-
lara Bauxite Company and Rey-
liolds Metals Company. Harvey
iduminum Inc. has also started ex-

loration and prospecting.

I Bauxite in British Guiana diííers

rom many other world sources in

ms relatively high average degree
If purity. Average analyses show
lat most of the ore yields 50 to

|1 per cent alumina, 3 to 12 per
fcnt silica, and about 3 per cent

Mon. Demerara Bauxite Company
jButhori.ties classify as ore bauxite

at temperatures lower than those

required by soldering and brazing, it

permits joining of metais that are

affected by heat. The bond has high
resistivity.

On the other hand, compared to

soldering and brazing the limita-

tions in design due to poor peei

strength, the retiuirements for a
different adhesive for each speciíic

application, the poor peei strength
and liraited shear strength and the

presence of volatiles in working are

some of the disadvantages.

For extremely light gages of

aluminum, adhesive bonding has
often provided excellent soIutions.

For extremely light gage of copper
and heat-treated alloys such as

beryllium copper, etc, adhesives

will give satisfactory results even
though the strength values will not
be as high as on aluminum.

Adhesives are used in many
instances where extremely light

gages have to be bonded particularly

on alloy steel or stainless steel.

containing less than 15 per cent

SiO., and less than 10 per cent

Fe,Ò3.

The exclusive permissions held

by the tv/o major bauxite com-
panies are situated in Demerara
and Berbice counties; the principal

plants are located at Mackenzie
and Everton respectiyely. The
Demba mines are cõncentrated

chiefiy soutii of Mackenzie on both

sides of the Demerara River and

at Ituni, some 35 miles to the

south-east. Reynolds Metals baux-

ite deposits are located at and near

tn Kwakwani, which is well over

100 miles up the Berbice River

from Everton, near New Amster-

dam.
The large concessions, led by the

bauxite companies, are diligently

searched, prospected, and finally

drilled. When an ore body of work-

able size has been discovered and

"proved" by exploration crews of

geologists, surveyors, and drillers,

the forests are cleared away by

manual chopping, burning and bull-

dozing. Then the ovcrburden of

sand and clay—which may range

in depth from 10 to 100 feet—is

cleared by mechanical scrapers,

draglines or hydraulic washing.

Mining operations then procecd by

the opencast method. The bauxite

is blasted loose from beds 15 ft.

to 45 ft. in thickness.

The walking dragline installed

by Demerara Bauxite Company in

the Mackenzie (Montgomery)
Mines proved in 1952 that it was
the quickest and most economic
method of removing overburden
from bauxite by mechanical equip-

ment (approximately 260,000 cu.

yd. being shifted a month). Loaded
by power shovels into dump cars

of a Diesel-powercd railway, the

pale pinkish to reddish brown ore

is taken to Mackenzie. Here it is

crushed and by means of a conveyor
belt moved to the top of a four-

storey washer building where the

free clay is removed. Dried by the

oil fuel kiln, it is stored ready for

loading into ocean-going ships at

the rate of 1,000 tons an hour. At
Mackenzie is situated the largest

known bauxite calcining kiln in

the world.

Mackenzie has literally been

built out of the South American
jungle; started in 1916, it has be-

come the second largest community
in British Guiana and the site of

the world's largest bauxite treat-

ment plant with an annual capa-

city of two million mctric tons of

dried bauxite and 285,000 tons of

calcined bauxite. Reynolds Metals

Com]")any and the Demerara Baux-
ite Company have made British

Guiana the world's second largest

producer of bauxite. Over 90 per

cent of the colony's output is pro-

duced by the latter concern, most

of the dried ore being exported to

the Arvida plant of the Aluminum
Company of Canada for conver-

úon to metallic aluminium.

The high-grade bauxite found in

British Guiana is specially adapt-

able to processing for the abrasive

and refractory grades of bauxite

after beneficiating and calcining

locally. The abrasive grade re-

quires 80 per cent alumina, 7 per

cent silica, and 8 per cent ferric

oxide; while the refractorj^ grade

requires 85 per cent alumina, 7 per

cent silica, and 3.75 per cent ferric

oxide.

Ore reserves of Demerara Baux-

ite and Reynolds Metals are un-

known, although published reserves

are stated to be 65 million tons for

British Guiana, but this figure is

only an approximation, and does

not include any ore reserves esti-

mated for Reynolds Metals Com-
pany. It is probably safe to say

that the ore reserves are adcquate

to keep the industry at the pre-

sent levei of production for the

next 30 years.

The bauxite industry is of major

iraportance in the economy of

BAUXITE MINING IN BRITISH GUIANA
The Times Review o} Industry, vol. 8, n. 94 (New Series), Nov. 1954, pp. 99-100.
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British Guiana, primarily from the

point of view of production for ex-

port, its dollar earning capacity

and its contribution to the revenue

of the colony. It is estimated that

the mineral industry contributes

about 25 per cent of general re-

venue, and of this percentage

roughly 75 per cent is contributed

by the Demerara Bauxite Com-
pany.

The bauxite industry probably

contributes about 80 per cent of

the total, if not more, paid into

the general revenue by the mineral

industry or about 20 per cent of

the colony's revenue.

Tlif bauxite industry employs

about 3,000 men and women, or

about half the total employed in

mining (including rock quarrying).

Th€ potential working population

of British Guiana is about 150,000.

Thus 4 per cent of those working
in the mineral industry contribute

about 25 per cent of the colony 's

revenue and, of this total, the

3,000 persons employed by the

bauxite industry are responsible

for 20 per cent of the coIony's re-

venue. This remarkable yield is

solely because of the value of the

product mined and the vigour and

eííicient methods displayed by the

private enterprises involved.

PAINT SOLVENTS THINNERS ARE DANGEROUS
L. G; Jones

Power Engincering. v. 58, n. 12, December 1954, p. 73.

Handling paint thinners and
solvents requires eternal vigilance.

There is always danger of íire, ex-

plosion and poisonous fumes. Cer-

tain properties must be known:

1. Flash point, vvhich is the tem-

peraturc at which vapors arisinc

from the surface of the liquiil will

ignite.

2. Explosive limit: tlie range oí

percentage of the vapors of sol-

vents, mixed with air, wliich wil!

explode violently when ignited. Be-
luw the niininiuni percentage limit,

the mixture is too diluted with air

to be combustible; above the upper
percentage limit, the mixture is too

rich, with insufficicnt air to burn.

High percentage limit (lower) sol-

vents are safest. In Table 1, the

upper explosive limit is omitted
because before this percentage is

reached, other hazards are gener-
ally present, so that safety from
explosion because of insufficicnt

air does not make the atmosphere
safe at ali. The lower percentage
limit is the really important one.
These percentagcs are tabulated.

3. Boiling point: the tempera-
ture at which its own vapors leave
the surface of the liquid freely
and rapidly. It is really the point
where the entire liquid takes fire,

as contrasted to the "flash" point
where some dissolved gases may be
lost by the liquid, not its own
vapors. Low-boiling point liquid.'

are dangerous when flammable
and toxic.

4. Toxic or poisoning effect: the
parts of vapor per million parts
of atmosphere in the room or

chamber, i.e., ppm., that will kill

or injure a person or animal. The
fewer the parts per million that
make a lethal concentration, the
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more deadly the solvent or thinner.

Carbon tctrachloride and carbon
monoxide require but 50 ppm. to

be fatal to human beings, upon
sufficicnt exposure. Some chemical
gases are fatal in lower concen-

trations than 50 ppm.
It should be borne in mind that

low explosive percentagcs or ppm.
toxicity, combinexi with low flash

point or boiling point (high vola-
tility ), form the most dangerous
combinations. Table 1 gives speci-

fic values for these properties for

the more common solvents and|

thinners used in the paint industry.:

Some generalizations for quick
memorizing:

1. Group I, linseed oil paint sol

vents and thinners are less toxic

less flammable, and fairly ex
plosive.

2. Group II, lacquer paint sol

vents are fairly toxic, more flara

mable and less explosive.

3. Group III, synthetic paint sol

vents are most toxic, fairly flam

mable and very explosive.

The proper attitude toward sol

vents and thinners is to conside

thera ali toxic, flammable an
explosive. Have plenty of ventil

tion around the job; avoid smo
ing, sparks from tools, electric

equipment, etc, or flames in the

vicinity. Practically ali solve

and thinner vapors are heavi

than air, so be doubly cautious i

manholes, pits, boilers, tanks,

low places. Ventilate pockets we
Use compressed air masks whe
ventilation is limited.

'l'able 1. Properties of coininon .sol\eiits and thinners used in paint industry.

Solvent
Thinner

Flash Point,

deg. F.

Closed cup

Boiling

Point,

deg. F.

Lower Explo.^ive

Limit,

% volume in air

Toxici

in Ai
ppm

For oxidizing oil paints, Group I

Turpentine 95 300 0.8 100
Stoddard Solvent 100-110 300-400 1.1 500
Mineral siiirits 100-110 300-400 1.1 1000
Naphtha (.safetv) 100-110 300-400 1.1 1000
Naphtha V.M. Sc ¥. ... 20-45 212-320 1.2 1000
Hexane-n —7 156 1.25 500-10

Gasoline —^0 100-400 1.3 500-10

For Lacquers, Group II

Methyl alcohol 54 147 6.0 20!)

Ethyl alcohol 55 165 4.0 100'

Propyl alcohol 59 207 2.5 200-3
Isopropyl alcohol 53 181 25 200-

Butyl alcohol 84 243 1.7 25-

Amyl alcohol 109 243 1.2 100-

Ethyl acetate 24 171 2.18 4
Butyl alcohol 72 260 1.7 200-5
Amyl alcohol 76 300 1.1 200-
Cellosolve 104 275 2.6 25-5
Cello.solve acetate 124 313 17 25-1

For synthetic enamels, Group III

Acetone O 134 2.15 50
Cyclohexanone 147 313
Methyl ethyl ketone .. 30 176 1.81 250-3
Methyl n-butyl ketone. 90 262 1.22 10
Methyl iso-butyl ketone 73 244 1.34 10
Benzol (benzene) 12 176 1.4 10
Toluol (totuene) 100-110 300-400 1.1 20
Xylol (xylene) 63 291 1.0 20
Naphtha, coal tar 100-110 300-400 1.1 20

Data extracted from Amercoal Corrosion Control Repórter, April 1953,
from Handbook of Dangerous Materials, N. I. Sax, Rheinhold Publishing
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An Engineer

is Honoured

Tribute was paid to Lt.-Col. John By, builder

of the Rideau canal and virtual founder of

Canada^s capital city, at ceremonies organized

on October Sth, 1955, bv The Engineering

Institute of Canada.

"Today will long be remembered
in the annals of the engineering pro-

'ession in Canada." So said the

president of The Engineering Insti-

tute of Canada, Dr. R. E. Heartz —
and so it should be. It was a great

day for the engineers, both civil and
military. Here, at last, fitting recog-

nition was being given to a great

miUtary engineer, whose final and
most distinguished pieee of work
was of a civilian nature.

Although there are many me-
moriais to engineers in many coun-

tries, it is doubtful if anything

more outstanding than the fountain

dedicated in Ottawa on October
5th, has ever been erected anv-

where in memory of an engineer.

In fact, there are not many me-
moriais of any type more beautiful

or more distinguished than this one.

The concept of the idea sprang

up within the membership of the

Ottawa Brandi and the erection of

the memorial itself, in all the

myriad details associated with it,

was the work of the special com-

mittee of the Ottawa Branch. The
part of the Council of the Institute

was simply to give encourage-

ment to the proposal and to make
available certain financial support.

Members of the Institute every-

where will appreciate the work of

the committee — the work which

not only gives credit at long last

where it belongs, but also brings

prestige to the Institute and to the

profession.

The Luncheon

The dedication program began
with a luncheon in the ballroom. of

the Chateau Laurier. The president

welcomed the guests and read a

cable message of congratulatioris

and goodwill from the president of

the Institution of Electrical En-
gineers. He then introduced R. F.

Legget, chairman of the Ottawa
Branch and acting chairman of the

Memorial Committee, and asked

him to introduce the speaker.

The luncheon was a colourfui

affair, with officcrs of the Armed
Services in uniform. There were
-100 people in attendancc. Ucr
VVorship, Mayor Charlotte Whitton,

was the speaker. No other person is

so well fitted to speak on Colonel

By and the early days of Bytown.

I)r. Whitton has been a student of

Dr. li. K. Meariz, i)rosi<Ieiit of The
Kii^iiiccriii^ liislitiilo of (^aiiuda,

spí-akiiifí lu-foro hv iiiaii^iiraled the
iiM-tiiorial r<>iinlaiii. To his loft ar»-:

lloii. |{<ih(-rt II. >\ iiitíT.s, Miiiislor «»f

l'iil>li«- Works (soal«'(l : \i. V. Lcppct,
chainiian, Ottawa Itraiu-h, V..I.Í'..;

aiul Hrifí. .1. L. Milvilh-, C.H.K., M.C.,
K.l)., Ilonorary Col. ( Atiiiniaiidant,

t lifCorpsofKoyaI Ca iiadian Engineers.
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Ti ¥
THIS FOUNTAIN HONOURS THE MEMORY OF

LT COLONEL JOHN BY
ROYAL ENGINEERS

BUILDER OF THE RIDEAU CANAL 1826 - ítíjZ

FOUNDER OF BYTOWN. RENAMED OTTAWA IN ISJ)

5PONSORED BY ThE EngINEERING IN5TITUTE OF CaNADA
WITH THE ASSISTANCE OF THE FEDERAL DlSTRlCT CoMM15SkiN

THE HisTORic Sites and Monuments Board
THE National Gallery, and the City of Oi i \v\ a

>«? - .
-

-

At the reception before the inaugural hincheon, Dr. R. E. Heartz greets Her
Worship Dr. Charh>tte Whitlon, C.B.E., Mayor of Ottawa. Mrs. Heartz and

R. F. Legget are also in the receiving line.

The first memorial plaque, reproduced in the lower picture, was unveiled by
the Ilon. R. H. Winters, Minister of Public Works, here âanked by Dr. R. E.

Heartz and Mr. Legget.

the Ottawa \'alley history and on
this occasion she gave in humourous
and in dramatic manner a thrilling

picture of the days and the work of

John By and his associates. It was
a magnificent prehminary or "build

up" to the dechcation itself. Dr.

W hitton spoke without a manuscript,

but her talk was recorded and will

appear in the next issue of the

Journal.

Everything about the memorial

and its deiHcation was outstanding.

Even the weather was perfect, and a

bad day could have ruined every-

tliing. The guard of honour of the

Royai Canadian Engineers were

"smart as paint". The band of the

Royai Canadian Corps of Signals

with their bright uniforms and
appropriate music added more than

a touch of colour to the scene.

In Three Parts

The three gentlemen who took

the principal roles in the unveiling|

and dedication were well chosen

Tnder the master of cereinoniesJ

\\. F. Legget, chairman of the]

Branch, each did his part expedi

tiously and graciously. The Honour-

able R.. II. Winters, m.e.i.c, un

veiled the first plaque, which record

ed the work of By and the fact tha

this memorial was dedicated on thi

day by The Engineering Institute o

Canada. Mr. Winters is the INIinistei

of Public Works, but on this occa-

sion he was representing the Ministei

of Transport. The Rideau Cana

now comes within the jurisdictior

of this department although, as Mr
Winters pointed out, in an earliei

day it was the responsibility of hi^

department, therefore he nicel,\

joined the i)ast with the present

Brigadier J. L. Melville unveilec

the second plaque, which recordec

the honourable history of the foun

tain. He, as Ilonorary Colonel Com
mandant of the Royai Canadiai

Engineers, represented the militar

engineer. The inclusion in his addres

of a message from the Colonel Com
mandant of the Royai Engineerji

was most appropriate.
]

Dedication
j

The last rite to be performed wa!

the actual dedication of the fountainj

Appropriately enough, this was àow

by the president of the Institute

Dr. R. E. Heartz. In a short addres

he expressed the Institute's thank

to the individuais and organization

•Hl

m in

Boriâl t
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without whose collaboration and

Niipport lhe wholc project would iiol

liave bcen possible. Ile toiíched oii

tlie significance of tlie fouiitaiii

uhich for over a hundred years

slood in the eaijital city of London,

hciiig traiisferred to the oa})ital

cily of OUawa. He hoped "that in

-oníe way it niay bring us a message

of goodwill from the great motlier

'iMiiitry, and that it \yÍ11 help to

liold these two great nations together

iii mntnal respect, admiration and

iiftVclion.

The eereniony was completed

wlien l)r. Ileartz pressed lhe butlon,

that started lhe motor, that started

llie punii), that started the water.

The hand played God Save the

(jueen and with the Guard of

llonour niarched off, leaving the

memorial to the people of Canada
for ali time, as a reminder of what
une engineer did for his country and

,!s an inspiration to succeeding

^(•nerations in terms of service to

iiiankind.

The Fountain

'l'lie fountain was one of two that

lood for over a hundred years in

Trafalgar Square, where it was
kiiown to and loved by millions of

|)e()])le fi-oni many parts of the

uorld. Both fountains were removed
II 19-t8 to make way for larger ones.

They were jiresented to the National

(iallery of Canada by the National

Vrls Collection Fund of England,

ind this one was made available

o The Engineering Institute as a

memorial to Colonel By.

The fountain is made of red

granile, quarried at Peterhead, Aber-

ieenshire, Scotland. It was designed

:)y wSir Charles Barry, R.A., (1795 to

1860) whowas famous as the designer

if the British llouse of Commons.
The memorial as finally unveiled

epresents the eombined eíforts of

he City of Ottawa, the Federal

District Conmiission, the Historie

litcs and INIonuments Board, and
fhc Engineering Institute of Canada.
The City of Otlawa provided lhe

valer supply syslem and the Hood
ighting. The Federal Distriet Com-
nission and the Historie Sites and
Vionuments Board made financial

ontribulioiís to lhe cosi. As well, a

ubstantial contribution was made
)y lhe Ottawa branch, and one

>ther branch also contributed. The
)ulk of the cost was borne by The
ingineering Institute.

This Fountain
Played in Trafalc^áir Square, London

FROM IÔ45 TO 1948
It was Designed by Sir Charles Barry, R.A.

ArCHITEÇT OF

TtíE British Houses OF Parliament
Given to the National Gallery of Canada

BY THE
National Art Côllections Fund of England.

Dedicated on this Site October 5. ^955

The U.CK. ^tiard of honoiír (ahove) was inspcclcd l>\ Urifi. M»-I\ill«- al lh«-

start of the <le«lication ccremonies. The ;;iiar<l, c^>miiiaii<le«l Uy Capl. A. A. Me-
Pherson, was aecompanied hy the Baiul of lhe Koyal Canadiaii Corps of Sifínals,

direclecl hy Capt. H. .1. Lyoiis.

The .se«;oii<l memorial phiqiie was iiiiveik'<l hy Urif». .|. L. Mel\ille, (LIÍ.K., M.C.,

E.l)., Moiiorary Col. C<»mniatulanl of the Corps of Koyal Canadian Ktifiiiieers.

K. F. Lefífí«t» •ío«>- Winters, l>r. U. K. Ileartz, and .Mayor Charlotte

Whitton are also seen iu the centre picture.
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Biographical Notes

John By was born at Archbisliops

Walk, London, on August 10, 1779. He
studied at the Royai Military Aca-

demy, Woolwicli, and ol)tained his

commission at the age of twenty as a

second lieutenant in the Royai Artillery.

In December of the same year. he was
transferred to the Royai Engineers.

He served at Woolwich and at

Plymouth and in August ISO^ he was
sent to Canada. He stayed until 181 1 in

Canada after which he was recalled for

the Peninsular War in Spain and
Portugal.

During this first stay in Canada he

was attached to the Royai Engineers

establishment at Qiiebec City and had
much to do with the building and
extension of the fortifications at Quebec
and with the construction of the first

small canal at the Cedars, on the St.

Lawrence River. Later, in England he

was placed in charge of the works at the

Royai Gunpowder Mills at Favershani,

Purfleet and Waltham Abbey, positions

he occupied until 18á;l. During this

period he was promoted to the rank of

brevet major. He supervised the build-

ing of the new army small arms factory

at Enfield Lock in 1814. He was
promoted to lieutenant colonel in 1824.

Such demonstrated ability and his

nine years of engineering experience in

Canada made him an ideal candidate
for the position of superintendent for

the Rideau Canal, in 1826.

There are reports of his courage and
endurance in the face of difficulties. It is

reported he encountered ali privations

with wonderfui patience and good-
humour; was even too daring in some
instances. His great stamina enabled
him to survive several attacks of

swamp fever.

Colonel By Memorial
Advisory Committee

Dr. J. J. Green, M.E.I.C.,

Chairnian of the Committee,
Defence Research Member,
Canadian Joint Staff, Wash-
ington, D.C., U.S.A.

R. F. Legget, M.E.I.C.,

Acting Chairman, Director, Divi-

sion of Building Research,
National Research Council,

Ottawa, Ontário.

Major W. S. Lawson, M.E.I.C.,

Retired.

Brigadier J. L. Melville,

Honorary Colonel Conimandant,
Royai Canadian Engineers.

W. B. Pennock, M.E.I.C.,

Pennock Engineering Conipany,
Ottawa, Ontário.

Major-General G. R. Turner,

M.E.I.C., Retired

Major-General H. Kennedy,
M.E.I.C., Consulting Engineer,
Ottawa, Ontário.

Colonel V. S. Thompson,
M.E.I.C., Bridge Engineer, De-
partment of Public Works of
Canada, Ottawa, Ontário.

G. A. Sutherland, M.E.I.C.,

Secretary of th9 Committee,
Radio and Electrical Engineer-
ing Divsn., National Research
Council, Ottawa, Ontário.

In addition to Colonel By's respon-

sibilities on the canal he was also

required to serve for a time as first

magistrate with municipal powers for

the new community of Bytown. He was
asked to survey the land around the
canal works, to rent lots to settlers, to

open streets, and to adopt regulations

for the building of houses. A small

school was also established. Colonel By
was consulted too, about the building

of the Grenville Canal. As super-

intendent Colonel By was called upon
to deal with contractors' claims, some
of them unfair and complicated, his

reports being made in these cases to the

Governor-in-Chief at Quebec.

He had in mind the role of the canal

once completed, and considered ways
and means by which he could facilitate

its use. The wide possibilities were
evident to him. He wished to keepi

navigation inside British Territory not|

only "to deprive the Americans of th
means of attacking Canada" but alsi

"to make Great Britain mistress of thi

trade of that va.st population on th^

borders of tlie Great Lakes which woul
serve as so many outlets for Britisli]

manufactured goods." He made detailei

plans for maintenance and financing

In 1832 the con.struction was com
pleted and the canal ofíicially opened
However, Colonel By had to return t(

England to defend his administratioi

before a parliamentary committee. Th
committee exonerated him, though the_\

did not commend him as they shouk,

have done in the light of the fact

presented to them. He received a
special recognition either from thi

government or the army for hil

engineering achievement.

Colonel By died in February 183f

aged 53 years.
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Notes of the Institute and Other Societies, Coniments

and Correspondence, Elections and Transfers

The Columbia

Fi\)in time to time in these

pages, reference has been made to

rhe negotiations before the Inter-

;iational Joint Commission con-

ifining the immediate and future

Itvelopment of those rivers of

Biitish Columbia which cross the

iiternational boundary. The typi-

al example is the Cohuiibia, but

here are other rivers to be con-

Mdered as well. In fact, much of

hc discussion to date has centered

iiound the proposed Libby
i.Mont.) development on the

|Kootenay, which would flood a

[ -onsiderable area in Canada.

1

Gen. A. G. L. McNaughton,
Ai.E.i.c, chairman of the Canadian
j~ection of the IJC, stated on

jMarch 9 last before the Externai

|\ffairs Committee of the House of

bommons, that in the case of the

p.ibby development, "The Cana-
liian Commissioncrs had not been
i ble to persuade our colleagues in

he IJC to agree even to discuss

^

ny recompense whatever for the

'•sources of Canada in the way of

icad and flow which were to be
í>e(l in the projcct, if it were un-
icrtaken. I indicated also, I hope,

|hat the Canadian Commissioners
lad been equally finn and that

! here would not be any consent to
V' detlication of the wators of the

anadian Kootcnay under any
iih inequitable arrangement."

Controversy on Compensatioii

This does not mean that Canada
' merely stubborn or i)laying dog

:ii the manger. What she is asking

is that she shall be allotted at least

part of the power produced in the

United States as the result of extra

head and flow developed from
Canadian storage, such power to

be paid for, of course, at an equit-

able rate. She is entitled to this

kind of compensation under the

Ti'eaty of 1909, which set up the

IJC, and she has an excellent pre-

cedent in the decision of the IJC
in the case of the power develop-

ment on the Saint John river at

Grand Falis, N.B., where Maine
was allotted a block of power in

com|iensation for flowage in that

State.

United States interests agree

that compensation for Canadian
head and storage is in order, but

they havc so far refused to con-

sider paying for it in the form of

power, ali of which they want for

themselves. Their attitude is not

hard to understand. There is an

acute power shortage in Washing-

ton and in Oregon, which can most
economically be relieved by the

development of these International

rivers.

Rcturn to Canada any power

developed in the United States?

Certainly not! Pay for extra

I^nited States power developed by

reason of Canadian storage? Of
course—in money, but never in

power

!

In Gen. McNaughton's own
words, "... We are invited to
prcsent, that is, to make a gift to,

our friends to the south of the line,

the rights in perpetuity to a large

flow of Canadian origin capable
of being used in Canada. By this

action we would divert a resource

of very great value to ourselves to

the service of industry in another
nation."

Certainly Canada should do
nothing of the kind. Her repre-

sentatives on the IJC should con-

tinue to insist that she get proper
compensation in proper form for

whatever she may contribute to

the output of United States hydro-
electric plants. And the action of

our Coinmissioners in the Libby
case is good evidence that they
will do just that.

Prospect for Soliitioii

Let nobody think that the prob-

lem of the Columbia basin are near

solution. There are two years more
of mapping to be done and then it

will take at least a year and a

lialf to study various schemes of

development, some of which have
already been submittcd and some
new ones which mav arise before

Cover Picture
A memorial to Col. John By, founder of Ottawa, was un\-eiled on

October 5. This Journal contains a full report of the dedication

ceremonies, page 1391.
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then. The Coliimbia problem will

be with US for a long time yet. The

IJCs exoellent record for the set-

tlement of diflficult ]M-oblcms in the

past gives promise that it will set-

tle this one equitably, though prob-

ably not to everybody's satisfac-

tion.

Winter Navigation on the St. Lawrence

For longer than we can remem-
ber, extending the season of naviga-

tion on the St. Lawrence, or making

it navigable throughout the whole

year, is a topic which has been dis-

cussed sporadically by engineers,

l)y shipping companics, by harbour

authorities, by pilots' associations

and by others whose business de-

pends upon the river.

Engineers are mainly concerned

with the means by which this ex-

tended or complete navigability

can perhaps be attained, others are

interested for various reasons,

mainly economic. Shipinng oper-

ators would prefer to run over the

same route the year around, rather

than to lay up their ships during

the winter or transfer them to open

water routes, often far from home.

Harbour authorities would like to

see their large investments earning

something twelve months in the

year, instead of cating their hcads

off during the cold weather. Pilots

and others who are dependent upon
navigation for their livelilioods

would certainly welcome all-year

activity.

The urge for a longer navigation

season will surely be incrcascd

when the Seaway is coniiileted, if

for no other reason than that it

will represent the investment of

many millions of dollars 'by the

two governments concerned and
in harbour improvements along the

i'iver and the Great Lakes to serve

the increased water-borne traffic

antici])ated. Tliis staggering sum
inust not be allowed to lie idle part

of the year if it can ecouoinically

be kept at work.

Within the memories of most of

US the season of navigation on the

St. Lawrence has been extended
froin Montreal to the sea by using

ice breakers to open the channel as

carly as possible each spring, until

now it lasts on the average from
about April to about December
20. In addition, of late, inforination

on ice conditions in the Oulf has
become more readily available. Ice

there never shuts off St. Lawrence
navigation completely; it only adds
to its hazards, sometimes severely.

There seem to be no technical

reasons why the river cannot be
kept opon as long as economically

1396

desnable, be it only a few weeks

longer than the normal period or

be it throughout the year.

NRC Study of St. Lawrence

Naturally enough, the Institute s

members are interested in this

matter and the Journal has publish-

ed a number of papers on it; see

the list at the end of this article.

And now the National Research

Council lias issued a report (MD-
42) in limited numbers, called ''A

Study of Wintertime Heat Lo.sses

from a Water Surfacc and of Heat
Conservation and Heat Addition

to Combat Ice Forniation in the St.

Lawrence River" and produced by

a team composed of F. W. Pruden,

R. L. Wardlaw, I). C. Baxter and
,1, L. Orr of the Division of Mech-
anical Engineering, under the gen-

eral direction of .1. H. Parkin.

M.E.l.C.

At first sight this report is a

rather fearsome document ; it takes

si\ pages mercly to list the syrabols

used in its numerous equations. The
first part, devoted to the calculation

of the heat losses and gains from a

water-air interface, will not be fol-

lowed easily by any except those

tliorouglily familiar with the theory
i)í heat transfer.

The author8 are satisfied that

Kerry's proposal to diaw on the

warm waters from the depths of

Lake Ontário by means" of a 60-

foot (leep and 500 foot wide channel
is entirely practicable. But they
think the cost of this channel would
be excessive, so they base their

study on u 35 by 500 foot channel.

It has been proposed that one
way to keep such a channel open
is to heat the water in it. This, it

is thought, could best be done by
injecting into it vertical jets of hot

water; the cost of this scheme is

investigated in this report. It is

suggested that ])erhaps the cheap-
est way to keep the channel open
will be to depend upon the heat of

the lake waters for the upper sec-

tion and to use artificial heating for

the lower section.

Conclusions

The heart of any report is in its

conclusions. Condensed, those of

this report are:

ir

1 The calculations of heat loss(

are in reasonable agreemer
with observed data.

2 A 60-foot channel, as propose
by J. G. G. Kerry, m.e.i.q

would never freeze until f

below Quebec, l)ut it would t

very costly.

3 A 3õ-foot channel would remai

ice-free in average weathe
but there would be some i(

in very severe weather.

4 The use of oil films to redui

evaporation and consequent
heat loss is not practicable.

5 The cost of heating a five-mi

section of unconfined cliann

through a median wint

would be about $3.5 million

year, using coal as fuel. whi
figure might perha])s be if

duced by about half in t

distant future by using nucle

heat. These figures might
reduced to $2.2 million a:

$1.15 million, resjiectively.

the channel were confined.

() ^^'aste heat from electrical gt

erating stations is not a pn-
tical source of heat sujiply

an unconfined channel. thoui

it might be for a confiiil

channel.

7 If shijjs could navigate in. s;

,

four inches of ice, heati?

costs would be cut by oi-

half; if 12 inches of ice w^e

permissible, heating co s

would (Irop by 75 per cent.

S Extension of the navigation si-

sou by a few days or we(S

may be economically jiref -

able to attcmpting 12-moili

navigation.

There are ten appendices to

report, A to J, in which most of

calculations are concentrated. 1

one of most interest to us is .•^

jiendix I. in which are set foh

tlie additional data required to

place the many assumi^tions whh
liad ]ierforce to be made in the

poit. They have to do with h

loss calculations, heat flow cc

ponents, the direct measurement
lieat loss rate, the probability

failure because of extremely w
temperatures, the calculations :>t

the ratio of the length of chaii^

to be protected by heat conser

tion ílake end) to the length to

protected by heating (downstre

end) for oi)timum economic resus.

jn-oblems of turbulent diffusion ; d

a study of ice formation in if

Gulf and in harbours. locks ;cl

canais.

Further Study Needed

It is fair to say that this renrt

.shows that a good start has b
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Journal Papers in Japanese
iiiatie in taking the question of

kccping the St. Lawrence open in

(lie winter out of the realm of

-pccuhition or little better, and in

piitting it on a sound and scientific

l);isis, but there is much more to

l)e done, as the authors are careful

to point out. Doubtless some of the

iiioot points caii be cleared up by
lurthei' study at no great, expense;
iithefs will require the collcction of

,1 mass of data.

It seems to us that the logical

iioxt step is an economic survey
/ovcring every field even remotely

atfected by navigation conditions

111 the St. Lawrence. If Canada
alone is to pay for any works re-

(luired, let the survey be eoníined

to Canada. If toll operation of any
works required is contcmplated, or

if the cost is to be met jointly by
I 'anada and tlie United States, tlien

et the survey cover the wholo area

ifferted in both coinitries. Much
IS \ve like our American friends,

licrc is no reason why \vc should

iiakc them an annual present of

•cveral niillion dollars.

With tlie results of sucli a survey

iiid with the rough estimates of

liis report and elsewhere, it should

lot be hard to decide whether the

•loject is economically practicable

it ali, and if it be, whether the goal

liould be an additional fortnight

ir six weeks of open season or

••ar-round navigability. Some of

lis work may have already been
ione; if so, we are ignorant of it.

Tlien engineers should take over
ml carry designs to the point

liere reasonably accurate csti-

lates of cost could bc made for

ic extent of service shown to be

onomically justified. At this stage

icro would ]icrhaps be compro-
ises betwecn desirability and cost,

it finally it should be possible to

oduce a scheme the annual re-

irns. tangible and intangible, from
Ilidi would at least equal its an-

il

uai cost. Adoption under any other

mditions would be folly; govern-
icnt has enough deficit-producing

)inmercial services at it is.

erry, .1. G. G., Winter Temperature
Cycle of the St. Lawrence Waters;
E)ig. Jour.; January, 1946.

ewson, E. W., Discussion of above
paper, Eng. Jour.; Septeniber. 1946.

íillar, F. G., Discussion of above paper;
Eng. Jour.; September, 1946.

eity, J. G. G.. The St. Lawrence
Waterway, an all-Canadi.an and very
deep Routc, Eng. Jour.; .June. 1951.

nall, F. S., Ice in the Gulf, to be pub-
lished Eng. Jour.; Noveniber, 19õõ.
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Treating as it does of engineer-
ing matters covering a wide scope,
the Journal frequently creates re-
actions of cqually wide variation.
The editors hear of these reactions
from time to time with great in-
terest.

Recently it was demonstrated
that the interest in the Journal is

"far" as well as "wide", and there
is in the Institute office a copy of
The Sumitomo Electrical Review
in which two Journal papers are
reprinted in the Japanese language.
The papers translated by the Re-
view, after permission was granted,
were one from the Kitimat issue
of November 1954, Design and
Construction of the Transmission
Line, by Bruce Cooper, m.e.i.c,
and D. G. Dunbar, m.e.i.c; and
one from the April 1953 issue,

Electrical Engineering and Operat-
ing Aspects of Alcan's B.C. Pro-
ject, by J. T. Madill, m.e.i.c.

There is no way oí measuring
how widely the Journal is quoted
and abstracted and to what extent
it is a source of Information
on Canadian engineering develop-
ments. As a subsciúbor to the Fair
Copying Declaration of the Royai
Society, the Journal permits quota-
tion provided exact reference is

made to the source, and so tliero
is use made of Journal material
that we do not hear about. Cer-
tain publications carrying abstracts
of articles, send clippings, and a
good number of requests are re-
ceived for permission to reprint or
abstract.

The extent of interest in the
Journal, therefore, is something
only to be speculated upon, but
any evidence of greater usefulness
is a source of satisfaction to the
editors, and must be equally so to
the contributors on whom our suc-
cess ultimately depends.

Nominees for office

The report of the Nominating Committee, as accepted bv Council at the meetins
held on September 17th, 1955, is published for the information of ali corporatemembers as requn-ed by Sections 19 and 40 of the by-laws:

Presidem

Vice-Presideu ts

*Zone B (Province of Ontário) .

Coiincillors

tNorth Nova Scotia Brandi
tMoncton Branch
fNorthern New Brunswick .

tCornwall Braiirh

tKitchener Brandi

tSaskatchewaii

fVancouví

H. R. SiUs Peterborough
G. M. Dick Shcrbrooke
H. W. L. Doane Halifax

J. R. Wallace Sydney
0. Nelson Mann Halifax
D. J. MacNeil Antigonish
M. F. K. Leighton Moncton
R. C. Eddy Bathurst
C. H. Boisvert Quebec
Rogcr Brais Montreal
V. E. Frost Montreal
H. A. Mullins Montreal
.loim M. Hawkes Cornwall
R. F. Legget Ottawa
A. J. Bonnev Peterborough
W. M. Huggins Toronto
Paul E. Buss Tliorold

Wni. R. Roberts Kitcliencr

L. C. Scntance Hamilton
H. C. Bates Grillia

R. A. McGeachv Sarnia
G. G. M. Eastwood Kapuskasing
D. C. Holgate Sault Ste. Marie
R. T. Hailand Winnipcg
J. B. Mantle Saskatoon
W. A. Smith Calgary
James M. Canipbdi Lethbridge
H. L. Robliii EdmonLon

Vancouver

*One vice-president to be elected for two years.

t One councillor to be elected for two years.

X One councillor to be elected for three years.

§ Thiee councillors to be elected for three years each.
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Below this coffer-
dam, between Barn-
hart Island and the
Canadian shore,
excavation progres-

ses on the site of the

two powerhouses to

be situated west of
Cornwall, Ont.

Progress by Ontário Hydro

Ontário Hydro announced the

award on September 1 of a con-

tract to Horton Steel Works Ltd.,

Toronto, for $49,675, for the fabri-

cation, delivery and erection of the

12õ-foot high elevated steel water

tank for the new village of Iro-

quois. Erection of tlie tank which
will liave a capacity of 208,000

imperial gallons is to be completed

by April 1, 1956. The bid was the

lowest of three tenders submitted.

Bids will be received up to Sep-

tember 27 for construction of the

Cornwall dyke closure and diver-

sion of the Cornwall canal. The
work compi-ises dry excavation,

construction of cofferdanis, diver-

sion structurc and dyke closure. It

involves 1,300,000 vards of earth,

1,100,000 yards of' earth fill and
137,000 yards of concrete.

Headed by Lieut.-General Sam-
uel D. Sturgis, Jr., chief of engi-

nccrs, U.S. Army, and Lewis G.
C a s 1 1 e, administrator, USSDC,
both of Washington, D.C., a group
of American ofíicials inspected the
Niagara River remediai works on
both sides of the border on Aug-
ust 17.

The following day the group vis-

itod Hydro's A.W. Manby Service

Centre at Islington, Ontário, where
they viewed the Commission's Nia-
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gara and St. Lawrence power

project hydraulic models.

During their visit in Toronto

Mr. Castle and General Sturgis

discussed with Ontário Hydro ofíi-

cials the length of time during

which navigation would have to be

closed while the headpond above

the International Powerhouse and
Long Sault Dam was being filled

in 1958.

The original Schedule called for

ílooding the headpond in December
1958, involving a seven day inter-

ruption to navigation. A faster

Schedule featuring earlier ílooding

is being studied, however, which
would cut the interruption to a

matter of 36 hours. When the

fíooding is completed, shipping will

be routed through the Seaway
Channel and locks at Iroquois,

Robinsons Bay and Grass Island.

Until ílooding takes place the pres-

ent 14 foot channel will be ade-
quately protected.

Newsmen Inspect Hydro's
St. Lawrence Power Project

A special inspection tour of con-
struction progress on the St. Law-
rence Power Project, extending
over a 35-mile stretch of the great
river "highway" and including the

Ontário Hydro powerhouse site,

Iroquois and Long Sault dams and
the new 30-bed Hydro hospital for

St. Lawrence Seaway

and Power Project

The Journal reviews the news and

progress of the St. Lawrence project

construction workers, was mad(
September 19 by more than 10(

press, trade journal, newspaper
radio and television representa

tives. The group also saw a hom'

liftcd from its foundations h}

massive house-moving machiner
and transported to the new Iro

quois townsite.

Participating in the day's tou

were key ofíicials from both th

Ontário Hydro and the Toront
hydro-electric system. They in

cluded: Richard L. Hearn, Ontari

Hydro chairman; Honourable Wi
liam K. Warrender, Q.C., and
Ross Strike, Q.C., vice-chairme:

Lt.-Col. A. A. Kennedy, comm
sioner; A. W. Manby, general mar
agcr; Dr. Otto Holden, chief eng

neer; Gordon Mitchell, director S

Lawrence Power Project, Ontar:

Hvdro; and ofíicials of Toroni

Hydro.

The inspection tour began
Iroquois. Here, the group witnessí

the moving of a residence fro:

Wellington Street, 1% mileí> to

lot in the new townsite. This w,

the tenth home to be so moved, oi

of some 150-200 in Iroquois. As
result of ílooding for the pow
project, the present Iroquois w
completely disappear. Its 1,1(

population will be re-establish(

on a selected site north of the pre

ent community but still within

existing corporate limits. In ali, ti

properties of some 6,500 Ontar

residents in the St. Lawrence Va

ley will be affected by íloodii

operations.

In the house-moving operatior

two machines will be used— O]

capable of lifting loads up to 2(

tons and the other capable of hí

ing 100-ton loads. Both machin

are electrically operated, havii

their own 200-horsepower dies

generator units. Perhaps the mo
spectacular part of the machin;

are their wheels. The rear on

stand nearly 10 feet high and a:

three feet wide. Huge pneumat

tires are used which almost cor)

pletely absorb road shock causd

by uneven surface.

A home is prepared for movi:

by first building a steel frar
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^jiinder the í;í11s and load bearing

ilpections of the hoiise. When this is

í !i'ompletcd the house, in effect, sits

j
m a hiige tray or float. The house-

t noving machinery is then backed
nto position to pick up the float

má Services- are disconnected. To
ift the house free from its founda-

ions and to keep it perfectly levei,

hree winches are positioned at the

hree load bearing points on the

íiachine. A master control operates

,he three lifting mcchanisms simiil-

,aneously to effect a balanced lift.

On reaching the townsite, the

louse is lowered onto its new
oundation which has been pre-

lared in advance with sidewalks

luilt, and water, power and phone
,re connected up. The combination

f a solid framc, togetiier with

íeing carried in suspcnsion and the

arge shock-reducing tires, permits

, home to be carried at its norm-
lly levei position without twisting

r jarring. The total time taken for

he move is about one hour.

Later in the morning, the visit-

.ig newsmen had an ojiportunity

3 view the Iroquois Dam site,

'here a structure 2,540 feet in

!ngth and 67 feet high will be
uilt in two stages by NYSPA to

ígulate the outflow of water from
.ake Ontário. Here the íirst stage

n the American side is being ex-

ivated behind a cofferdam. Exca-
ation for the Irocjuois Channel
ad Lock under construction for

anada's Seaway Authority was
Iso observed. The Hydro job hos-
ital, relocation of the C.N.R. main
ae, and the new transformer sta-

on were also seen.

Highlighting the tour was the
:ternoon visit to the work áreas

the International powerhouse,
ong Sault Dam and the Robinson
ay Lock. Much interest was
lown in the 4,500-foot long steel

11 cofferdam which was con-
ructed across the north channel
the river, between the Canadian
ainland and Barnhart Island, to
Tmit work on the two power-
•uses to proceed in the dry. Con-
actors are now engaged on exca-
itions in the powerhouse area.
'/erburdcn has been removed over
uch of the area about to the in-
ke sill levei. A further 30 feet
•pth has to be excavated for the
iwerhouse foundation below the
rbines and for the tailrace.

By effective use of control struc-
res, a headpond will be created
imediatcly above the power-
'Uses to jiroduce an average oper-
ing head of 83 feet. The Order of

Approval for the power project by
the International Joint Connnis-
sion provides that the forebay
water levei will be operated at a

maximum elevation of 238 feet

above sea levei for 10 years or less.

Experiments may be carried out
during this period and if they
prove it advisable, the forebay ele-

vation may then be increased
above the 238-foot levei.

Moving upstream from the site

of the generating stations, the
group viewed progress on the Long
Sault Dam which is being under-
taken by the NYSPA. This dam
will extend from the western end
of Barnhart Island to the LTnited

States mainland. The 2,250-foot
long structure is being built in twn
stages. Inside the íirst cofferdam,
now dewatered, 13 sluices will be
built and left epen to pass the

flow, after the second cofferdam is

built and completion of the re-

maining 17 sluices can proceed.

This dam will be a concrete

gravity, curved-axis spillway struc-

ture, with a maximum height of

some 145 feet above the founda-
tion. The spillway section will have
thirty, 50-foot wide vertical lift

gates. The purpose of this struc-

ture will be to control the levei of

water in the headpond, alloAving,

as necessarv, any excess amounts
to bypass the powerhouses.

Approximately 14 miles of dykes
and large-scale channel improve-
ments, to meet certain naviga-
tional and hydraulic improvements,
will be carried out on both the

Canadian and American sides of

the river.

Flooding

AVhen construction of the pi'o.iect

has advanced to the point where

power can be generated, the tun-
nel diversion ])ort gates of the

Long Sault Dam will be lowered,

forcing the river levei to rise until

a head of water sufficient to oper-

atc the huge powerhouses has been
ohtained.

This will mean that approxi-
mately 20,000 acres along a 3o-
mile stretch of the Canadian shore
will be flooded, affecting some
6,500 persons and including the

\-illages of Irorjuois, Aultsville,

Farrans Point, Dickinsons Land-
ing, Wales, Moulinette and Mille
Roches, and one-third of the town
of Morrisburg. In addition, about
225 farms will be afíected, while

al)out 40 miles of railway line and
35 iniles of highway will hc viAo-

cated. Ali trees. fences, brusli and
buildings will be removed from the

lands to be affected. Major flood-

ing will not take olace until 1058.

In June, 1055, dewatering of the

]iowerhouse ai'en was eompleted
and excavation foi' tlie ODwerhouses
begun: this will be virtually fin-

ished by the end of the year. Ex-
cavation for the two powerhouses
rcouires the removal of some
3.300.000 cubic vards of earth and
318.000 cubic yards of rock. On-
tário Hvdi'o and its partner, the

Power Authoritv of the State of

New York. will sliare the work.

During the year. activitA- also

raoved up.stream, above the vil-

laee of Ironuois, to the Galop and
Chiraney Tslands where work com-
menced on channel improvements,
involving the dredging of some 18

million vards of earth and a mil-

lion yards of rock at a cost of some
•SI 6 millions. This is necessarv to

obtain satisfactorv hydraulic and
n.nvipational conditions. Other sim-

ilar channel improvements, though
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on a smaller scale, will be under-

taken at Sparrowhawk Point, Tous-

saint Island and in the vicinity of

Point Throe Points and Ogden
Island.

Progrejís by Canada's Seaway
Aiithority

A oontract for the Cote Ste.

Catherine Lock and approaches in

the Lachinc Section of the Seaway
has been awarded to Canamont
Construction, Limited, and Canit

Construction, Limited, in joint

venture. The successful bid, lowest

of four tendered, amounted to

$7,107,480. The work is to be com-

pleted by July 31, 1958. The de-

scription of this project appeared

in the September issue of the

Journal.

Ai\a> Construction Company
Limited, of Montreal has been

awarded two contracts of a total

vahie of $000,165 for construction

woi'ks in the Lachine Section of the

St. Lawrence Seaway. The Atlas

company was the lowest of four

bidders in both cases.

One is for enlargement of Piers

1 to 11, of the Jacques Cartier

Britlge at Montreal and is valued

at $779,267. The work is to be
completed not later than Septem-
ber 30, 1956. The other is for con-

struction of a permanent water in-

take for the municipalities of Lon-
gucuil and Jactiues Cartier. It is

^•alued at $120,898. The work must
be comi")leted not later than Dc-
comber 15. 1955.

Tli(- work of enlargement of the

J:ic(iiies Cartier Bridgc piers is

prepaiatory to the eventual raising

of the southern span of the briflge.

and is to be carried out in co-

ordination with the channel exca-
vation work now being done in the
area. It is to commence immedi-
ately followiiig the award of con-
tract.

Option.s had been obtained by
mid-August from two-thirds of the
partics whose propcrties had then
been expro])riated for the purposes

of the Seaway, at Cote Ste. Cath-
erine, in the Lachine Section of the

St. Lawi'('ncc Seaway, it was re-

^•eale(l by Seaway Authority ofR-

cials. Cases of expropriation for

Seawav pui-poses in the area to

that time numbered 127. In 85 of

thesc, íinal settlement had been
agi'eed upon by former owners, and
all had been paid their compensa-
tion except 12 cases now being

dealt with.

Progress by NYSPA

In a progress report to end of

August, issued September 7, 1955,

the New York State Power Author-

ity shows a total of 19 construction

contracts, 44 sub-contracts and 30

major supply contracts awarded

to date on the United States side,

at a total cost of some $144,000,-

000. Employment for the month
averaged 22Í6 U.S. and 1764 Cana-
dian personnel.

At Long Sault Dam, stage one

of the cofferdams was complete and

erection of construction plant was
in progress. Excavation of rock

from the dam foundation had been

started, together with grouting and

pressure testing of drill holes. On
the American half of the Interna-

tional Powerhouse, plans and speci-

fications were completed, coffer-

dams completed and dewatered.

Exploration of the foundation and
south forebay dike stripping was
completed. Foundation excavation

was continued as grouting of cut

off holes got underway. Installa-

tion of the construction plant was
fui'ther advanced.

At Iroquois Dam, plans were 40

per cent complete, installation of

construction plant and powerlines

was forging ahead, along with

completion of access roads and
tracklaying in classification yard.

Excavation had been started for

the American abutment, one levei

of excavation being 10 feet below
riverbed.

Elsewhere, the Robinson Tunnel
access road was blacktopped.
Equipment was assembled for the

south Galop Channel improvement,
while excavation was in progress

on Red Mills Point. The contrac-

tor had started advance work for

fonstruction of the Massena Canal
intake. Test runs were made at the
project concrete aggregate plant as

it neared completion. The Barn-
iiart Bridge was being erected from
both ends, as work continued on
the north pier and abutment. Con-
struction of piers for the Grass
Pi ver bridge progressed.

In the general project area,

construction of access roads and
railroad was 65 per cent completed,
(likes had been started, reservoir
clearing had commenced, while on
the work of land acquisition engi-

neering data was 60 per cent com-
pleted and right of cntry estab-
lished on close to half the proper-
ties. Production of Power Author-
ity drawings and specifications re-

mained on schedule. Inspection

and expediting of major items of

essential materiais and equipmen'
were receiving top priority.

Defer Sightseeing, Urge U.S.

Authorities

In a joint folder recently pub-

lished for distribution, the Nev
York State Power Authority anc

the LT.S. Seaway Developmen
Corporation urge visitors and tour

ists to wait until next year to visi

the work in progress. The tex

reads in part as follows:

Until the railroad and high

ways serving the site are com
pleted and in use, the facilitie

for tourists must of necessity b
limited. Because of constructio

operations there will be delays

and tourists should not enter th

construction area unless they ai

willing to accommodate then
selves to construction condition

During 1955 both the Seawa
and Power Projects will be i

preliminary stages of construi

tion. By 1956 many of the pn
liminary construction proje

features will have been comple
ed, including an access roa

railroad, new bridge, etc, whi(

will make access to the 'ove

looks' easier and safer. Furthe

more, the work in general w
be out of the 'foundation stag

and of much more interest to t'

general public.

In a companion 3-colour fold<,

the two U.S. Authorities have a\<

|íublishcd a concise description

the Seaway project, for the infc-

mation of visitors, showing c(-

oured diagramatic views of t
•

jiroposed structures as they w
appcar when completed. wii

descriptions, dimensions, costs a i

other statistics for each. Maps
the Great Lakes and of the U.
side of the development in the I-

ternational Section are also sho\\.

Authorily President Spcaks at

Edmonton

President Chevrier of The 1.

Lawrence Seaway Authorii

.

s])eaking bcfore the Canadian Cl

)

of Edmonton on September 6, s; l

of wheat, "it has always been i

serious contender for leading po-

tion in the export trade f

Canada", is "extremely well suitl

to mechanized bulk handling"' .,.

and has a "transportation pattti

very sensitive to freight rate

.

"A commodity as well adapted 3

water transport in bulk as gr^ii

will not fail to take advantage f

the Seaway facilities," he declar .
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Diícussing the eastward move-
ment of grain, Mv. Chevrier

howed how the large lake carricrs

now cany grain in two circuits

—

me from Lakehead to ports on

Georgian Bay for furtherance by
rail to Lower St. Lawrence or

Maritime points and the other to

5arnia. Lake Erie and Lake On-
ario ports for transhipnient into

mall canallers sailing to lower St.

awrence ports via the 14-foot

anais.

"In both cases there is involved

he unloading of the lake carrier

ind the loading of either rail cars

canallers. The advent of the

ieavvay will rcduce shipment costs

hrough the elimination of trans-

er of cargo and reduction in rates

or the span now covered by rail

shallow-draft canais," averred

ír. Chevrier.

"To sum up," said Mr. Chev-
ler, "'it seems that Canada is in

favourable position in world
larkets for grain, in spite of the

Lirrent relaxed condition of the

iternational wheat trade. Even
iking into accoiint the recent

end toward more shipments of

tport grains through Pacific Coast
Litlets and the Port of Churchill.

considerable volume of grain will

moved on the new Seaway at a

gnificant reduction in cost. This
innot help but benefit the Cana-
an grain growers and ali tbeir

ppliers."

Toronto Port Will Rival Montreal

"Wlien the Seaway opens three

ars from now, Toronto will

ally become a direct competitor
ith Montreal for ocean shipping

r the first time. Toronto's port

111 have five or six times as many
rths for general cargo ships as

ill most of its U.S. competitors

>w have, and probably double
lat they will have then.

Ali the port planning is based
the Seaway. Piles for the piers

ve been driven far enough to

ow deep dredging for the heav-
t ships. The new terminal on
er II was opened last spring,

ding berths for four ships and
nost two million cubic feet of

vered cargo stocking space. Soon
8 Federal Government will be
rning over the new area to the
?t, adding 26 acres to the har-

between Pier 12 and Parlia-

St.

íhe Toronto Harbour Commis-
n is operating on the basis of

3ping its planning three years
ead. its financing two vears

alicad and its building one year
ahead of needs. There will be an
aggressive policy to attract busi-

ness. Its new trade development
department already is contacting
consignees and shippers to deter-

mine what further facilities and
Services will be required.

Indian Reserve on Path of Seaway

The United States government
has asked Canada for permission
to build a Seaway channel through
Canadian territory. This curious

reversal of last year's argument
about where the main Seaway
canais should be built in the Inter-

national Section occurs at the
northern end of Lake St. Clair, on
the channel between Sarnia and
Detroit.

required at later stages for consid-

erable channel deepening and
dredging elsewhere by the U.S.

government where the channel lo-

cation falis on Canada's side of

the International Boundary.

"Keep Seaway Open to AU", Urges
Lonflon Times

Commenting on recent submis-
sions to the Royai Commission on
Coastal Shipping by T. R. Mc-
Lagan for the shipbuilders and ship

operators and by Harold Banks
for the Canadian Seamen's Unions,
a.sking that coastal routes be re-

ptricted to ships built and regis-

tered in Canada, the London Times
in a recent editorial says:

The St. Lawrence Seaway
will be of incalculable value

This retractable Bailey bridge al Lock 19, Ju.st west of Cornwall, Ont., is design-
ed to carry heavy construction equipnient and niachinery across the canal.

It is part of the plan being

worked out in Washington for

deepening ali the upper lake chan-

ncls so the 27 foot navigation may
be continued right up to Lakehead
ports. It would involve digging a

new channel on the Canadian side

of the border right through an
Indian reservation.

The suggested channel would be

shorter and much straighter. The
major difíiculty facing Canada is

that it happens to cut right across

the Indian reserve. The Indians

now get handsome revenue by
leasing their marshes to U.S. hunt-

ers. They also have good trapping

grounds for muskrat. What Ottawa
must decide are the terms and
conditions of compensation pay-
able by the U.S. if the work is

authorized.

Canadian approval will also be

to the Canadian economy.
That value will be enhanced
if Canada opens these new
waterways to those whose tra-

ditions and natural talents

will enable them to put them
to good use, both in their own
interests and in those of

Canada. As Canada's economy
burgcons it will be increasing-

ly important to her that Brit-

ain, her best customer, should

increase her earnings in Can-

ada. British shipping circles,

representing both owners and

shipyards, have described any

move to close the Seaway to

outside interests as "regret-

table discrimination". Submis-

sions to this effect are being

made to the Royai Commis-
sion in Canada.
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Comment on the JOURNAL oí October 1920

Sometimes it seeins that we, as

a group, are too little interested in

the history of oiir profession, as

compareci, for example, with archi-

tects, ali of whom are subjeoted to

a good dose of the history of archi-

tecture as part of their iinder-

graduate training. This means that

we are not enough interested in the

livcs of our predecessors, for the

history of any profession is made
uj) of the experiences of those who
practice it. But we must admit that

engineers are reluctant to keep
journals, at least in this genera-

tion, froni which we might draw
many of the data, important and
irrelevant, which are the life blood

of history.

Engineeríng History

There is the occasional engineer

who did keep a written record of

his i)rofessional life, however. Such
a man was H. J. Cambie, m.e.i.c,

whose "Reminiscences" are given

pride of place in the Journal for

October, 1920. Mr. Cambie was
born in Ireland in 1836 and was
therefore 84 years old when this

a r t i c 1 e was written. He was
brought up in an 800-year-old
"castle," complete with gho.sts and
skcletons in the walls.

He and his family came to Tor-
onto in 1852, via Philadelphia,
New York, Albany, Buffalo, Cliip-

|)awa and (^uecnston, travelling

o\'cr lhe only railway then in

operation in Uijpcr Canada from
Chip])awa to Queenston. This road
ran on strap rails spiked to wooden
stringers and the motive power for
its .single-car trains was a horse.

Mr. Cambie was engaged in

l)uilding the Windsor & Annajiolis
Ry., in Nova Scotia when the great
•'Saxby Tido" occurred. Saxby, a
(ireenwich astronomer, had calcu-
hited that on a certain day in

October, 1869, the earth, the sun,
the moon and Mars wonld "be in a
straight linc," which would cause
a great tidal wave. Events hap-
l)ened as jnvdicted; at the Wolf-
ville end of the railway "the de-
vastation was appalling." The
roadbed, bridges, culverts, fences
and (likes were swept away and
iiundreds of cattle were drowned.

In 1874 Air. CJambie went to
British ColumlMa and was engaged
foi' the next four or five years in

\'arious railway surveys. One took

him among the Chilcotin Indians,

who in 1864 had massacred Wad-
dington and his survey party of

fifteen. Thanks largely to the good

offices of Fr. Maréchal, a mission-

ary priest, satisfactory relations

were soon established with the

Indians and Mr. Cambie was able

to do the good father a favour, too.

In his own words: "(The Indians)

asked me if I believed in hell,

as . . . described to them . . . by
the priest. (He) had burned some-
thing in a . . . i)late, which I after-

wards found to be brandy, and as

it was in a brilliant sun, they

could not see the flame, though its

burning power was good. I backed

up (Fr. MarechaUs) description

and gave them a similar exhibi-

tion, to their . . . satisfaction."

From 1879 to his retirement in

1903 Mr. Cambie was in the ser-

vice of the Canadian Pacific Ry.,

first during its construction and
then as engineer of the Pacific

Division. He ran some of the sur-

veys for the railway along the

Fraser river. The Admiralty had
reported to the railway 's chief

engineer, Sir Sanford Fleming, that

there was no use in considering

any Burrard inlet or Fraser river

port as a terminus, because it

would be quite impossible to reach

any of them from the interior by
railway. Naturally, Mr. Cambie
was pleased when the railway

reached Port Moody and was later

extended to Coal Harbour, now
Vancouver. Of the latter extension,

Mr. Cambie said: "It was . . .

gratifying to me, whose opinion as

to this harbour and route had been
treated slightingly by . . . the ad-
mirai on the station, that I should
have charge of (this) extension of

the line and the building of the

. . . wharves and terminais."

A second paper with an historie

flavour was "The Development of

the Steam Engine in the Maritime
Provinces . . . ", by D. W. Robb,
M.E.I.C. It comes as something of

a surprise to learn that from 1840
to 1890 there was a substantial
engine building business in Nova
Scotia and New Brunswick, largely
in marine engines, which were even
ex])orted to Creat Britain, Europe,
the West Indies and South

America. Mr. Robb said . .

"
. . . Steam engines will continu

to be built . . . for some time t

come or until . . . (there isj some
íliing better or more efficient an
economical."

A. S. Dawson, m.e.i.c, chie

engineer, Department of Natur
Resources, Canadian Pacific Ry
had a thoughtful and exhaustiv
paper on "Concrete in Alka
Soils . .

." in this Journal,

valuable contribution to the litera

ture. This paper elicited a goo
deal of lively discussion.

Salaries

This Journal published Engi
neering Councirs Schedule of re

muneration, recommended by th

Institute's committee on that sul;

ject. Suggested minimum salari

ranged from $8,100 a year for

chief engineer down to f1.080
year for a júnior aid. Council te

tatively accepted this scale a

ordered its own committee to pr

pare a schedule of fees for cônsul'

ing engineers, which it had m
done.

A newsy account of Septembcr
annual meeting occupied a lar^

part of this Journal. The mu(
talked of indoor ba.seball gan

between the Niagara Peninsu

and Toronto Pranches took pla(

as planned, Toronto winning, 9

3. The only player whose nan
means anytliing to this writer wí

Grant R. .Tack, m.e.i.c, now chai

man of the Public UtiUtie.-; Con
mission of Newfoundland ; he

said to have made a "good lef

fielder." Registration at the mee
ing was 254 plus ladies and guest

A note said that electrificatic

of the Montreal harbour railwf

had recently been partly complete

and that some sections were

service. We understand that ele

tric operation was abandoned
too expensive; perhaps the intr

duction of diesel locomotives hi

something to do with this decisio

The Niagara Península Bram
lamented that its members "feel

if they were out of a job. Ti

(s even t h annual) profession

meeting has gone ofí with a baii

. . . Committee meetings of exa

|)erating freíjuency and cxtendii;

into the late hours are . . . fo

gotten . . . and only the . . . co

vivial evenings of the ineetini

have a place in our memories; <

least, most of us remember theT

distinctly . .

."

This Journal had little rooin f'

news notes and personals, but t;

employment section and the raei-
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liers' exchange were going strong.

"Situations Vacant" and "Situa-

ti&ns Wanted" were about evcnly
balanced. Salaries seem to have
lieen somcwhat on the iipgrade.

The death of Dr. W. H. EUis,
M.E.i.c, was announced. Rcaders
niay recall that the Toronto
Branch had honoured Dr. ElHs
only a short time previously by
|)rcsenting him with a gold badge
(if the Institute when he retired

írom the deanship of the Univer-
<ity of Torontos faculty of applied
-cicnce and engineering.

Personals

People mentioned in the few per-
-onals were, among others, Donald
Ross-Ross, now with the Howard
Smith Paper Mills in Cornwall and
alvvays active in the affairs of the
local branch; R. N. Cokc, now
ihief engineer of the operating
livision of the Quebec Hydro-
'^lectric Commission in Montreal;

C. AlacDonald, now with the
Rayner Construction Company at
Leaside, Ont.; A. W. G. Clark,
low president of the British
'olumbia Concrete Co. in Vancou-
er; V. J. Melsted, now with the
Reynolds Metal Co. at ShefReld,

\la.; I. M. Fraser, who is dean of

iigineering at the University of

-askatchewan; Edmund Griim-
iiitt, retired and living in St.

'atharines; R. L. Weldon, now
iresident of the Bathurst Power
c Paper Co.; C. R. B. Macdonald,
ho is general raanager of John
ioward & Co. (Africa) Ltd.
Corthern Rhodesia; and C. E.
owler, still living in New York,
resumably retired. Few of these
ames mean anything to the writ-
I', but this month he ran down
verybody mentioned in the per-

enais and still a member of the
tistitute, just to see how many
re still with us. The score is 10
it of 26. Engineers seem to be
durable lot to have 40 per cent
fthem, or perhaps better, surviv-

g after 35 vears.

Elections and Transfers
At the meeting of Coimcil lield at

Charlottetown, P.E.I., on Saturday,
September 17th. 1955, a nuniber of
applications were presented for consid-
eralion and on the lecommendation of
the Admisísion.s Committee tlie following
elections and transfer.-; were effected:

Mcmbcrs:
.1. Atkin.son. Olldwa
C. C. Cheng, Hoini Kong
E. R. Eberhard, .S/. Jo)ius, Que.
S_. Gramlevvicz. Montreal
F. C. Hooper, Toronto
A. W. Jeckell, Toronto
A. C. M. Kerr, Levis, Que.
E. B. Lusbv, Toronto
M. A. J. Matich, Toronto
O. Mooney, London. Eng.
F. H. Pauison, Providence, R.I.
W. 11. Perrott. Montreal
R. J. Pryor, Montreal
J. W. Stachiewicz, Montreal
M. K. Vonn. Montreal
I). í; Wnit. Toronto
M W udzKiiiski, ,S7. Cutharines
\\. Wnght, Montreal
F. W. Young. Montreal

.1 n)iiors:

]']. L. Fowler. Montreal
X. C. Lnid, Montreal
R. Mascolo, New York
J. C. Nieholl.s. King.síon

Tran^jerred jrom the cla.ss of Júnior to
tliat of Member:

R. H. Carivie, Calgary
T. H, ShiUingford, Dominica, B.W.l.

Triinsjcrrid fiom llie c/a.s.s oj Stndent
U) llitit oj .Júnior:

C. E. Rochette, La Malbaic, Que.

The follerwing Stude)its were adniitted:

H. Garfinkle. McGill University
J. D. Guirv, B.Sc. Civil Univ. of Detroit

1935
J. P. Vince, B.A.Sc. Toronto 1955
A. Zesbutek. B.A.Í^c. Toronto 1955

Applications ihi-oiijçh Associations

By virtuc of the co-operative agree-
ments betvveen the In.stitute and the
Associations of Profes-sional Engineers,
the foUowing elections and transfers
have become cITectivc

:

Albeiíta
Memherx:
E. G. Jones K. Wiedner
C. G. Michie

Júnior to Member:
I. G. Finlav E. Rapp
R. F. Muríitt

Studcnt lo Jiniior:

J. H. Daniels

Maxitob.a
Meniber.s:

C. M. loakimidis G. Pietuchow

Júnior to Meinher:

G. C. Booth

X0V..\ SCOTI.A

Júnior to Member:
C. H. Morris

New Brunswick
Member:
D. C. Riley

Júnior to Member:
P. J. Delicaet

Training Construction Teclinicians

A good many, probably the
majority, of our construction íirms

are managed by engineers; see, for

example, the roster of officers of the
Canadian Construction Associa-
tion, where ten out of twenty are

members of the Institute. But for

every top engineering executive in

any contracting organization, there
must be many in less responsible

positions — superintendents and
foremen, for example — and as a

foundation to the structure, enough
skilful tradesmen to carry out the

company's work.

Most engineers in construction

Joint Action in Alberta
The raenibcrship of a joint fin-
ice committee of the Association
Professional Engineers of Al-

erta and the Engineering Insti-
te of Canada has been an-
lunced.

Chairman of tho Alberta com-
ittee studying financial aspects
Oonfederation is H. B. LeBour-

\'eau, M.E.I.C., of Calgary. Mem-
bers of the committee repre.^cnting

the Association are: .1. F. Mc-
Dougall, M.E.i.c, Edmonton, and
R. C. McPherson, m.e.i.c, Cal-

gary; and representing the Insti-

tute, .1. J. Hanna, m.e.i.c, Calgary,

and J. A. Webb, m.e.i.c, Calgary.

now come from the engineering

faculties of the universities; if they
show any signs of managerial
ability they soon find themselves
out of pure engineering and into ad-
ministration. Superintendents and
foremen usually come up from the

ranks of the tradesmen, though in

the larger concerns, where respon-
sibilities are great and salaries

correspondingly rewarding, it is

not too unconniion to find superin-

tendents who are engineering grad-
uates and quite happy in their jobs.

Today a good many tradesmen
enter the construction industry
through the provincial apprentice-
ship schemes. Local groups of the

C.C.A. have donc much to help the
l)rovincial autliorities to niake their

training as cffective as possible, not
only by advising when requested,
but also by promoting the schemes
among employers, by helping to

recruit likely young candidates for

the courses, by actiiig as general
])ublicity agents and so forth.

The C.C.A."s apprenticeship com-
mittee, with a re]1resentati^e from
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each province, acts as a liaison

grouj) among the Association, the

jirovincial officials and the local

gn)ui)s. It has already abundantly

proved its value.

But the C.C.A. apparcntly feels

that some of its members are still

not too well informed regarding

our apprcnticeship schemes and

peihaps that some are not as fav-

ourably disposed toward them as

inight be, so it has started to issue

Tmining Topics, a few mimeo-
graphed, letter-size slieets, the con-

tents of which are designed to keep

the i-ank and file of its membersiiip

informed as to what is going on in

tlic ai)|)renticeship world.

It seems an appropriate time for

such a venture. The pay scales of

tradesmen of ali kinds being what
they are and trending upward,

many a boy now thinks more fav-

ourably of learning a trade than

he used to, when most youths, if

not university material or for some

reason denied university training.

at least aspired to a white-collar

job. A good scheme of apprentice-

ship training may also be a real

help to the universities in that it

may attract some of those who do

not belong in acadeniic halls, but

vvhoni it now seems impossible to

dehar.

The ASME Boiler Code
Interpretalions

Tlio Boiler Code Committee meets
monthly to eonsider "Cases" where
iisers havc found difficulty in inter-

jjreting the Code. Tiiese pass through
tlie following procedure (1) Inquiries

are siibmittcd by letter to the Secre-

tarv' of the Boiler Code Committee,
ASME. 29 Wesfc 39th Street, New York
18, N.Y.; (2) Copie.s are di.stributed to

Committee members for study; (3) At
the next Committee mceting interpreta-

tion.s are formulated to be submitted to

the ASME Board on Code.s and Stand-
ards, autlionzed by the Council of the

Socicty to pass upon them; (4) They
are submitted to the Board for action;

(5) Those wliich are approN-ed are sent

to the mquirers and are published m
Mechrinicfil Enginecring.
The following revisions were formu-

lated at tlie uieeting of June 23, 19.55.

Proposed Revisions and Addenda to

Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code
As need arises, the Boiler Code Com-

mittee cntcrtains suggestions for revising
its Codes. Revisions ajiproved by the
Committee are iMihli^hcrl here as pro-
posed addenda to llie Code to in\'ite

criticism.

In the following the ))aragraph num-
bers indicate where !!ie ])ioiio.sed re-

visions would ap])ly in lhe \arious .sec-

tions of the Code.
Comments should be addressed to the

Secretarv of the Boilcn- Code Commit-
tee, ASME. 29 West .39th Street, New
York 18. N.Y.

Power Boilers, 1952
Par. P.-340(b), May, 195.5 issue of
Mc.chmticíil Kngineering and Engineer-
irtg Jounifil, revise the w^orking pre.ssuvc

to read "40 jisi" instead of "50 psi''.

Par. P-24. P.25. P-299, P.308, P-310
anil P.311 and Tahle P-15 (6th Re-
\ision). Suggesled re\ision regarding
1.25 factor on boiler íeed and blow-olí
pipiíig. valves and fitting.s.

Item 1. Revi.se Par. P-24(l) as foliows:
For piping from the boiler to and

including the required .stop valve and
the chcck valve, the value of P shall ex-
cced the maximuni allowable working
pressme of the boiler by either 25% or
225 psi whichever is le.ss. For an in-

st.-illalioii witli an intf^grai economizei',
wilhout \alves between the boiler and

economizer, this paragrapli shall apply
only to the piping from the economizer
inlet header to and including the re-

quired stop valve and the check valve.

Item 2. P-24(2) Unchanged.
Item 3. Revi.se Par. P-24(3) as foliows:

The S value used shall not exceed
that permitted for a temperature cor-

responding to the temperature of satur-

ated steam at the maximum allowable
working pressure of the boiler.

Item 4. Revise Par. P-24 (4) as foliows:
The value of P in the formula shall

not be taken at le.ss than 100 for any
condition of service or material, and
shall never be less than the pressure
reíjuired to feed the boiler.

Item 5. Revise P-24 (3rd paragraph) by
deletion of "or 80".

j

Item 6. Revise Par. P-25 as foliows:
j

Blow-Off Piping. The blow-off piping;

shall conform to the requirements of!

Pars. P-9 and P-300, except that gal-l

vanized wrought iron or steel, bra.ss or
copper pipe shall not be used.
The minimum thickness of .ali blow-

off piping between the boiler, and the
vahe or valves required by Par. P-311
shall be determined by the formulas in

Par. P-23, but with values of P and S
as defined below.
(1) The value of P shall exceed the

maximum allowable working pres-

sure of the boiler by either 25% ot

225 psi whichever is less. The value

of P shall not be less than 100 psi

in any case. The thickness shall notj

be less than listed for Schedulq
80 pipe.

J
(2) The value of S shall not exceefj

that permitted for a temperature
corresponding to the temperature oí

saturated steam at the maximuni
allowable working pressure of thq
boiler.

[

Item 7. Revise Par, P-299(c) (2nd para

graph) as foliows:

Valves and fittings made of any ma
terial permitted by this section of th(

Code for ]nimary service pressure rat

ings of 100 Ibs. or more and marke(
as required by the Code may be use(

for saturated steam service up to thei

ad,jvisted preissure-temperature rating?

except that in no case shall they
used for temperatures exceeding thos

shown for stresses in Tables P-6 an(

P-7, or permitted by Par, P-12, for th

materiais u.sed.

Item 8. Par. P-299(d) (Ist paragraph

as foliows:

Ali valves and fittings on ali feed

Table P-15 Maximum Boiler Pressure for Use of Ameriean Standard Carbo:

.Steel Pipe Flanges, Fittings and Valves.

Maximum Allowable Boiler

Pressure, ])sig Except as Noted

Primary Tvpe Steam Boiler
Ser\ice "of Service at Feed and

Pressm^e Flange Satiu-ation Blowoff
Rating Facing Temperature' Line Service-

150 Class A 100 160

Class B 180 150
300 Class A 630 515

Class B 510 415
400 Class A 820 665

Class B 665 540
600 Class A 1160 970

Class B 960 785
900 Class A 1640 1450

Cla.ss B 1.S60 1170
l.")00 Clai5s A 2500 2325

Class B 2100 1910
2500 Cla.ss A 3206 psia 3206 psia

Class B 31.30 2975

I

1. Adjusted pressure ratings for steam service at saturation temperature corre.spon

mg to the pressure, derived from Tables 2 to 15, incl., of ASA B16.5-1953.

2. Pressures shown include the factor for boiler feed and blowoff line service. r

(luired by Pars. P-299(d) and P-310(c), CORRECTED FOR SATURATIO;
TEMPERATURE CORRESPONDING TO THIS PRESSURE.

\

3. Class A rating.s apply to welding ends, ring joints, small tongue-and-groo
faring with any type of gasket, large tongue-and-groove facing with any tyi

of gasket, except flat solid metal, and other facings with gaskets which resi

in no increa.se in bolt load or flange moment over those previously mentione'

Cl a.ss B ratings apply to ali facings and gaskets not specifically listed undj

Class .A.
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uaftT piping from tlie boiler to and in-

iludinff the fir.st ^top valve and the

rhfck "valvc (Par. P-317) .sliall be equal

it leaíit to the requirement.-i of any
-tandard acceptcd by this section of the

Codo for a pre.^sure that shall exceed

the maximuin allowable working pres-

sure of the boiler by eitJier 25% ov

225 píii whichever i.s less except as other-

wise stated in (c) and for a tempera-

ture corresponding to the temp^rature

(rf jsaturated stcam at the maximum
allovvable working pre^^sure of the boiler.

In no fase .shail the pressure be less

than the pre.ssure reqiiired to feed the

boiler. For an installation with an in-

tegral eronomizer, without valves be-

tween the boiler and economizer, this

paragrapli shall apply only to the valves

and fittings from the economizer iniet

header to and including the required

=top \ahc and cheek valve.

Item 9. Revise P-299(d) (Last part of

second paragraph as follows:

.... and for a temperatura corre-

sponding to the tempei-ature of satur-

ited steam at the maximum allowable

'ffoi'king pressure of the boiler.

Item 10. Revise Par. P-299(d) (Last
paragraph) as follows:

Except as limited by other paragraphs,
vahes and fittings made of any material
I)ermitted by this section of the Code
for primary scrvice )3ressure ratings of
125 Ibs. or more and marked as required
by the Code may be used for feed line

and blow-oíT line service provided their
adjusted pressure - teniperature ratings
exceed the maximum allowable working
piessure of the boiler by 25% or 225
psi whichever is less. (See table P-15).
In no case shall they he used for tem-
peratures exceeding those shown for

stre.sses in Tables P-6 and P-7. or per-
mitted by Par. P-12 for the materiais
used.

Item 11. Revise Par. P-308(f) as follows:
Ali water walls and water screens

which do not drain back into the boiler,

and ali integral economizers shall be
equipped with drain or blowoff valves
conforming to the requirements of this

paragraph, and Pars. P-309 and P-311.

Item 12. Revise Par. t-310(c) as follows

:

In ali cases the valves and fittings

from the boiler to and including the
required stop valves shall be equal at

least to the requirements of the Ameri-
can Standards given in Tables A-5 to

A-8 and A-U for a pressure that shall

e.xceed the maximum allowable working
pre.ssure of the boiler, by eithcr 25% or

225 psi, whichever is less, (see table
P-15) and for a temperature correspond-
ing to the temperature of .saturated

steam at lhe maximum allowable work-
ing pressure of the boiler, except that

for pres.suves not exceeding 100 psi, the
valves and fittings shall be equal at

least to the requirements of the Ameri-
can Standards given in Tables A-7 and
A-11 for 125 psi.

Item 13. Revise Par. P-311 (a) (Delete
Last Paragraph Covered by P-308(f).)

Table P-15 (see revision of Table)

Errata

Table P-7, August, 1955 issues of

Meclwiiicnl Engineemig and The Engi-
neering Journal, revise the factor to

read "0.85" instead of ".085" in the last

line.

TABLE UNF-23. Maximum Allowable Stress Values for GSllA (6061) Products, in Pounds per Square Inch

AS.MK
Sj)ccificati<)n

Sheet and Plate
5B178

5B178

Allov

>B178 .

iBl78

GSllA

Clad GSllA

Clad MIA

Clad .\k;iia

tars, Kods and
ihapes
IB273

Teinpcr

T4
T6

T6 Welded

T4
T6

T6 Welded

O
Hl 12

H12
H14

O
HH2
H32
H34

Specified

Minimum

Tensile
Strg.

p.s.i.

30,000
42,000
24,000*

27,000
38,000
24,000*

13,000
14,500
Hi,000

19,000

22,000
22,000
27,000
31,000

Mting Materials
B211

ipe and Tiibe
B274
B234 <t SB274

orgin^s
B247

ClSllA

GSllA

GSll.V
GSllA

GSllA

TC) 38,000
T6 WchlcMÍ 24,000*

T6
T6 Wchlcd

T4
Tfi

T6 Welded

Tti

T(i Wcl,

42,000
24.000^

2(j,000

38,000
24,000*

Yield
Strg.

p.s.i.

16,000
35,000

14,000
32,000

4,.500

6,000
11,000

16,000

8,000
8,500

20,000
24,000

35,000

35,000

38,000 35,000
24,000*

16,000
35,000

opper
B152 Platt sheet strip and bar,

Annealed Phosphorus, 30,000
Deoxidized.

10,000

Notes

(5)

(5)

(5)

(õ)

(1, 4)

(1)

(1)

(1)

fl)

(1)

(5)

(õ)

(oi

(5)

(5)

Maximum Allowable Stress Values
For Metal Temperaturas Not Exceeding Deg.

100 150 200 250 300 350 400

•7 coo

10,500
6,000

10,200

5,900

/,UUU

9,900
5,700

D, í\)\)

9,400
5,400

D,4UU
7,900
5,000

o,duu
6,200
4,200

4,UUtJ

4,400
3,200

6,800
9,500
6,000

6,500
9,200

5,900

6,200
9,000
5,700

6,000
8,500
5,400

5,800
7,200
5,000

5,100
5,600
4,200

3,600
4,000
3,200

3,000
3,600
4,000
4,800

2,900
3,200
3,800
4,600

2,700
3,000

3,600
4,400

2,500
2,800
3,400

4,200

2,200
2,500
3,100

3,800

2,000
2,200
2,800
3,400

1,700

1,900
2,500

2,900

5,300
5,500
6,800
7,800

5,300
5,500
6,800
7,800

5,300
5,500
6,800
7,700

5,200
5,200

6,300
7,200

4,400
4,400
5,600
6,300

3,700
3,700
4,900
5,400

3,000
3,000
4,100
4,(j00

9,500
6,000

9,200
5,900

9,000
5,700

8,500
5,400

7,200

5,000

5,600
4,200

4,000
3,200

8,400
4,800

8,200
4,700

7,900
4,600

7,500
4,400

6,300
4,000

4,900
3,400

3,300
2,600

6,500

9,500
6,000

(1,200

9,200
5,900

6,000
9,000
5,700

5,800
8,500
5,400

5,(300

7,200
5,000

4,900
5,600
4,200

3,500
4,000
3,200

9,500
6,000

9,200
5,900

9,000
5,700

8,500
5,400

7,200
5.000

5,600
4,200

4,000
3,200

6,700 6,300 5,000 3,800 2,500

*Strength of full-section tensile specimen required to qualify welding proeedures. See paragraph QN6.
Notes:

(1) For weldeil construction stress values for O material shall be used.

(4) For nominal thicknesses not greater than 0.500 in. the stress values for H12 material may be used; for thickrr

material the values listed shall be used.
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News of Other SocietiesLow-Picssure Heatiiig Boilcrs, 1952

Par. H-l(5) — dele te the word
"appio\ed" in tlie third line.

Par. H-21 — last paragraph, last sen-

tence, revise to l ead

:

A welded joint in a flat suiface shal!

be between two rows of stays whiili

are not over one pitch apart.

Par. H-24—add a new subi)ai-agraph as

(() to n-ad :

A boilei- head inay be sfayed as a

flat íurface.

Par. delete

Par. H-94—delete

Par. H-61—re\ise tlie first .seiítence to

i (>ad

:

Each steam boiler .shall have one or

more water gage giasses attaclied to

thc water colunm or boiler by mean^ of

valved fittings;, witli tlic lovver fitting

lirovided vvith a drain valve of the

slraightway tyiu> with opening not less

tlian Vi inch dianioter to facilitatc

c-leaning.

Par. //.62—dclclc

Par. H-114—rovi.se the first sentenee to

lead: (a.s given in Par. H-61 above)

Par. H-115—<Mvte

Unfirod Pressure Vessels, 1952
Par. VCl.35(b) (3) — ve\ ke to read

:

Flange.s conforniing to the American
Standards for oast iron gi\'en in Aj)-

jiendix O may be used at the pre.ssures

and temperatures jjermitted in these
standard.s. Other flanges may be de-
signed in aeeordance with the provisions
of Appendix II.

Alternatively, the allowable working
l)i'essure of cast-iron dished cover.s witli

bolting fiange.s. with or without nozzles
or interna! ribs, may be e.stablished m
accordancc witii the pro\-isions of Par.
rci-101.

Par. UCS-56(c) (3)—Add the follow-
ing to the end of the second sentence:
.... exc(>pt as otherwise pro\'ided

ni (d).

Atld tlic follownig new siibi:)aragrai)h

(d) and i'eietter lhe jirívent subi)aia-
graphs (d) (e) and (f) as ((.). (f) and
(ii)-

(d) Vessels fabriraled of material eon-
formiiig to SA-3.53 -hall be heated as
provided in (c) to a temperature be-
tween 1025 and lOSrú^. The \-e.ssel shall
be h(>ld for a mininium of two hours
for thifknesses up to 1 in. plus a mini-
inum of 1 honr for earli additional inch
of thickness. Tlie laic of cooling shall
be as ))rovided in (c).

Par. l/C.S-57 — d e 1 o t e "(See Par.
rW-ID" at the (-11(1 of Par. T'C.S-57
and add:
.... and for each butt-welded joint

in ves.sels built of sleei complving vvith

specifications ,SA-3.53 and .SA-357 for ali

plate tliicknesses.

Table VlSF-23 — Maximum Allowable
Str(>ss Values in Ten.sion for Nonferrous
Metals, revise jis shown in table here-
with, and add stre.ss value.s for Copper
SH-152 as shown.

Fig. VG-118 Forni of Stamping—Suii-
stitute the words ''iiiaximiim design
|)i-essiiic" f()i- the jire-sent wording
"niaxiiiiuni allowal)le design pressure"
in the i)an^nthetical explanai ion.s. tSub-
slitute the words "maximum design
temperature" for the present wording
"maximum allowable temperature" in

lhe parenthetical exiilanat ions.

Canadian Aeronautical Institute

(304 I.aurier Ave. West, Ottavva 4) and
lhe Institute of lhe Aeronautical
Scicnoes . . . iiiternational meeting,

Chaleau Laurier. Ottawa, Ont.. Novem-
lier 3 and 4, 1955. Nine technical papeis

by Canadian and American authors; the

W. Rupert Turnbull lecture, by T. E.

títephenson
;
princi]ial speaker at dinner

Xo\'ember 3, The Right Honourable
(' D. Howe.

Chemical fnstitiite of Canada ( 18

Rideau St., Ottawa 2). . . . the sixtli

divisional conference of the Analytical

Chemistry Division, the Guildwoo(d Inn
Motel, Sarnia, November 14 and 15.

1955. The theme: mass, infrared, ultra-

violet, visible and flame spectrometry.

Canadian Conslruction Asso':iation

(384 Bank Street, Ottawa 4. (3nt.). . . .

the aunual meeting, Winnipeg, Man.,
Janinny 15-lS, 195(i.

In.stitute of Power Engineers (410
Bloor St. E., Toronto), . . . Canadas
power show, November 8-11. Tho Show
Mart Building, Montreal. Concurrently
with this exhibition of power equipment,
the Iiistitute of Power Engineers will

hold the annual convention with head-
quarters at the Shcraton Mount Ro\d\
Hotel.

•
Associate Cominittee on Soil anil

Snow Mechanics (Division of Building
Research, National Research Council,
(3tlawa) . . . the ninth Canadian soil

mechanics conference, Vancouver, B.C..
December 15 and Ifi, 1955. in association
with the University of British Columbia.
Information from A. Peebles. civil en-
gineering, U.B.C., or W. ,1. Eden, secre-
taiy of the Associate Committee.

•
Canadian Instilute of Tiniher Con-

struclion (160 L.auiier Aveuue W.. Ot-
tawa 4) ... a research prograin estab-
lislied to determine effective use of
building components to resist íire, vvith

Hugh E. Thompson in charge of tlie

liroject.

•
Engineers Joint Council (29 West

.•f9th St., New York 18), ... a nuclear

congress and atoniic exposition. Di ii iu

ber 12-17, 1955, in the public audii i u mu
Cleveland. The congress reiíresent- th

biggest single project yet undertaken b.

the combined eiigineering and ^cicntifi

societies of the United Stati tln ob
jective being to launch a c(jiituiuni

program of interchange of informatio
on the developing applications of nucle~
science.

•
Society of Automotive Enginee

(•29 West 39th St., New York 18) . .

the annual meeting. at the Sheiato
Cadillac Hotel and Hotel Statler, D
troit, Michigan, January 9-13, 1956,

•
American Society of iVIechanic-

Engineers (29 West 39tii St., Xew Vor
18) . . . the diamond jubilee annu<
meeting and exposition of |iriwei' an
mechanical eiigiiicí rmg. Chicago, N<
vember 13-18, 19.)5 The iliciue: -T
Engineer and the World of Commer(
and Industrv".

•
Society for Experimental Stre

Analysis, P.O. Box 168, Cambridge 3

Mass.) . . . the 1955 annual meetin
Hotel Sheraton. Chicago. III., Novemb
16-18. 19.55.

•
American Inslitute of Chemical E

gineers (25 West 451 h St.. Xew Yo
Citv) . . . tlie .'innual meeting Nove^
ber" 27-30. 19.55, tlu> SI a t ler Hot
Detroit, Mich.

•
Building Exhihition (Olvmpia, Lo

d(in) Xovember 16-30, 19.35. The 26

exhibition of progress in buildi

methods, this year featuring Timber
Building.

•
Institute of Mela!s (4 Giosven

(iardens. London S.W.l, England) . . .

symposium on "The Mechanism of Pha;

Transformations in Metals", in Londo
November 9, 1955.

•

Society of Naval Architects an

Marine Engineers (74 Trinity Plac

New York fi) ... the 63rd annual mee
ing, the Waldorf Astoria Hotel, Ne
York City. November 9-12, 195=3.

Correction
The sectioii "Thirty-Five Years Ago" in the September. I!)õ5, issi

of the Journal (Page 1237), contained references to Dr. T. H. Hogj
M.E.i.c, and Mr. M. V. Sauer, m.e.i.c. giving an inaccurate report (

their present activitie.s. The follovving correrted information is recorde
here and at the same time apologie.s are tendered to the gentleme
concerned

:

Mr. Sauer, who liad been .serving as consuUing engineer to the specii

imijects brancli of the Department of Transport. was ai)pointed i

November 1953 one of the Canadian menibers of the St. Lawrem
Riv(>r Joint Board of Engineers. He has liis offiee at the St. Lawrenc
Soavvay Authority headquarters in Montreal.

Dr. Hogg has been fully engaged for the past several years with h

Consulting i)ractice as a íiydrauHc engineer in Toronto. He is advisí

ti) several major hydro-electric authorities and companies. He is ah
(Hrector of numerous industrial and contracting companies.
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NEWS OF THE

ASSOCIATIONS & CORPORATIOlSr

Information received through co-operation with the

provincial organizations

Nova Scotia

Honorary Degree Granted

Rev, M. W. Burke-Gaffney, S.J., was

recently honoured by thc Nova Scotia

Technic-al College with the award of a

Doctor of Engineeiing degree.

Professor of engineering and head of

the Department of Applied Mathematics
3Í St. Marys University in Halifax,

Father Burke-Gaffney was bom in

Dubhn. He was educated at Belvedere

College and University College there

uad received his degree in civil engi-

leering from the National University

l)f Irofand in 1917.

Rev. M. W. Burke-Gaffney, S.J.

Aftcr his arrival in Canada he under-

|>ok classical studies in Guelph and
llontreal. From 1928 until 1933 he was
ligagod in lheological studies in Dublin
jid Amiens, France; and in 1933 he
lidertook post-graduaíe work in astro-

limy at Georgetown University, Wa.sh-

l.gton. obtainiug his Ph.D. degree in

|i35.

I
Durmg World War 11 Father Burke-

laflfney was connected with the War
|ffice (London) and at the conclusion

tbe war was associated for two years

lith the Air Ministry. He was appointed
Tsistant bridge engineer by the Mani-
lha Highway Commission in 1920.

lAfter teaching chemistry and astro-

l>my at Campion College, Regina from

1926 until 1928, and serving as examiner
in these subjects for the University of

Manitoba, he was later ordained as a

l>riest in 1930. From 1935 uutil 1940 he
taught astronomy at the Jesuit Seminary
in Toronto, served as acting director of

the Georgetown University Observatory
(Itiring tlie summers of 1936 and 1937,

and taught astronomy and mathematicí
at St. Paul College in Winnipeg. acting

at the same time on examining com-
mittees in astronomy and mathematics
of the University of Manitoba.

In 1940 he was appointed dean of

engineering of St. Mary"s University in

Halifax, serving in this capacity until

1948 when he was named professor of

engineering and head of the Department
of Applied Mathematics.

Father Burke-Gaffney was elected in

1950 a member of the International

Academy of the History of Science.

From 1940 until 1947 he was a member
of the Board of Governors of the Nova
Scotia Technical College. and during
1947-48 served on the Senate of the

College.

He is honorary president of the Hali-

fax Centre of the Royai Astronomical

Society of which he is a life jnember.

and a member of the National Council

of the Royai Astronomical Society of

Ciuiada. He is a charter member of the

Hoiiaissance Society of America and a

niomijer of the Association of Profes-

sional Engineers of Nova Scotia, the

Canadian Mathematical Congress, and
the Association for the Advancement of

Science.

Father Burke-Gaffney is the author

of Keplcr and lhe Jesuits, an introduc-

tion to Kepler and the astronomy of

Kepler's time. Articles by him have alsp

appeared in The Scientific Monthhj, Isis,

Studies and Traditio.

Uniform Examination Syllabus

The Council of the Association re-

ports the adoption of the Uniform Exam-
ination Syllabus, approved by the Do-
minion Council and already approved by

a number of the other provincial asso-

ciations.

This new syllabus represcnts a radical

change from the syllabus formerly in

use by the Nova Scotia A.ssociation.

Now. an applicant who is required to

sit for a complete examination will write

fourteen papers, whereas, under the

former syllabus, only four examinations

were required.

The effective date for the new syllabus

is May 26, 1955 and ali candidates ap-

jilving for examination after this date

will be required to write examinations

as outlined in the Uniform Syllabus.

Those candidates presently in progress

of study toward the present examina-
tions of the Association will be allowed
to complete their exams under the pres-

ent system.

Engineer-Architects' Liaison
Cominittee

Some years ago there was an active

committee of representatives from the
engineering and architecture associations

which met periodically to discuss co-

operative measures to be taken by each
of these two professional organizations

in problems of mutual interest. Recently
this committee has not been active but
steps are now being taken by the execu-

tivo ofiicers of each association to make
this a working committee.
There has always been understanding

and co-operation between the raembers
and councils of these two professional

associations in Nova Scotia. It is sin-

cerely hoped that this liaison committee
will continue to foster the proper pro-

fessional relations between these two
associations.

Schedule of Fees for Professional
Engineering Services

In 1946 the Council of the Association

recommended a schedule of fees for pro-

fessional engineering services and has
printed this schedule in its annual year

iDOok. Since that time various provincial

engineering associations have approved
similar schedules and others have
amended their schedules of that date.

The Dominion Council has been study-

ing the possibility of a uniform schedule

for adoption hy ali the provincial asso-

ciations.

A special committee for the Nova
Scotia Council has been studying this

matter for some time and recently its

report was approved by the executive

committee of the Council.

The report proposed a schedule very

similar to the one now used by the

Associations in Ontário and Quebec. It

further recommended that Dominion
Council urge ali member associations to

adopt a uniform schedule and publish

it under the seals of ali associations. sim-

ilar to the schedule of minimum salaries.

The report lu-ged publication of the new
schedule by the Association for imme-
diate use by the members concerned.

Engineers' Wivcs Club

]955 will be remcmbered as the year

of organization of the Engineers' Wives
Club of the Halifax area. Three business

meetings were held during the year, each

with an average attendance of 100, to

discuss organization, membership and
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future social activities. A short enter-

tainment period followed each meeting.
The ladies entertained their husbands

at a delightful spring dance at the

Med-O-Club, just outside Halifax. About
eighty couples attended and the ladies

reported a profit from this venture.

In early September the Club enter-

tained over 100 of their members at a

buffet luncheon at the summer home of

Mrs. Ira P. Macnab, at Seabright on
Saint Margaret's Bay.
The Club is now planning a tea for

the wives of the Institute's presidential

party dance during the president's visit

to the Halifax Branch. The tea will be

held in the Citadel Tea Room, atop
historie Citadel Hill.

Spccial Financial Conimittee

J. R. Kaye. Dr. A. E. Cameron and
L. D. Hopkins, ali past-presidents of the

Nova Scotia Association were recently

appointed by Council as a special com-
niittee to study the possible uses of the

Association's cash reserves.

This question was raised from the fioor

at the last annual meeting of the Asso-
ciation and many suggestions were pro-

posed to bring into active use the Asso-
ciation's reserves.

This committee, with Mr. Kaye as

chairman. will rei)ort at the next an-

nual meeting.

Randoni Joitings

John E. Clarke, iinmediate past-pre.s-

ident of the As-sociation, was elected

vicc-president of Dominion Council for

the coming year.

The A.P.E.N.S. has taken out coi-

l)orate membership in the Atlantic Prov-
inces' Economic Council. O. Nelson
Mann, a member of the Association.

recently resigned his position of Admin-
istrator in the Provincial Department of

Trade and Industry to beconie seci-ctary-

managor of this new Council.

Ouebec
Flan of AiiioM for 1955

(Excerpt frotn C.P.E.Q. Bnlletin. JiWv, 1955.)

1. Continue and intensify the studies
uiiílertaken last year of the basic prin-
(•ip](>s which should govern the practice
of engineoring and establish as early as
po.ssible a phiiosophy of the profession
which will provide a .sound basis for
future action.

2. Enforce strictly the provisions cf
the Professional Engincers' Act regard-
ing the illegal practice of the profession
and the iilcgai use of the titles reserved
to members of the Corporation.

Enforce more strictly ali the pro-
visions of the Code of Éthics in order
to raise to the highest po,ssible levei
the ethical standards of the profession.

4. Endeavour to reach satisfactory
agreements with the architects and other
profe.ssional associations regarding the
fields, rights and privileges of each.

5. Complete propo.sed revisions to our
Code of Ethics, particularly with a view
to clarifying and strengthening the sec-
tions dealing with relations between the
enginoer and clients or employers.

C. Intensify our studies and adopt a
program of action in connection with
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Some of the ineinhers of the exeeutive of the Halifax Eiifiiiieers" W ixes {.Iv
are pietured here. Left to rifiht, Mrs. O. Nelson Vlann; Mrs. .John K. Kaj
(president); Mrs. D. E. Sawyer (treasurer); Mrs. <;ordon Dunphy (secretar>-
Mrs. B. A. 0'Leary (entertainnient chairman); Mrs. O. K. Smith ( 2n<l vic
president); and iVIrs. W. O. Sorby (Ist vice-presiden t ).

Other members of the exeeutive not shown here are Mrs. J. I). Kline and ,Mi
A. .1. E. Smith (Kefreshment Committee); Mrs. D. C. Johnson (Publicitv Con
niittee); Mrs. E. L. Cameron (Membership Committee); and Mrs. C. \*. Flen
niin^ (Entertainnient Committee).

tiie Professional training of engineering
studeuts and young engineers.

7. Implement a broad program of
counselling and guidance to attract lo
our engineering faculties an adequate
number of students well suited for an
engineering career.

8. Continue the preparation of neces-
sary amendments to the Profe.ssional
Engineers' Act so as to clearly establish
the rights and privileges of professional
engineers in ali fields in which they are
qualified to practice, and to eliminate
unnecessary interference or limilatious
in their practice.

!). Further consolidate the profession
by implementing a broad policy of
regional and local group organization.
lovising the composition of Council, if

found adyisable, and intensifying the
membership campa ign.

10. Revise and bring up to date the
recommended Schedule of Minimum
Salaries. Obtain the autliority to i.s.sue

a new Schedule of Fees. and enforce
ils use.

11. Co-operate to the fullest i)o.ssib!e
extent with the other engineering bodies
in Canada to achieve a greater degree
of unity and. for this purpo.se, give most
careful consideration to the plan for
confederation which will be submitted
in the near future.

12. Continue the program of public
i-elations.

13. Undertake a broad study of the
numerous problems relative to the engi-
neer in industry.

14. Establish a committee to study
the problems of the engineers in con-
sultmg jjractice and to recommend ways
and means of solving the.se problems.

Cl. LoRNK Wicos, P.Eno.,

P7-eddenl

Ontário
News of Members

Aimouncement has been made by
A. Ward and Frank B. Hani, of th(

new partnership in the busincss of t

Durham Construction Co. Ltd., and al

the formation of their new company
A. Ward and Associates, consulting e

gineers, in Port Hopc.
Frank B. Hani is a graduate in ci

engineering of the University of Toron
and served with the R.C.X. during Woi
War II. He begau his engineering care

with the Consumer Gas Company
Toronto, and later was with the Found
tion t^nginocring Company of Cana
Ltd. Prior to entering into the partm
ship of Durham Construction Co., ai

A. A. Ward and A.s.sociates, he was to\i

engineer of Port Hope. I

Mr. Ward is a native of Ottawa aij

a graduate in civil engineering of Queeij

LTniversity, Kingston. During the l;'

World War he .«erved overseas with ti

Royai Canadian Signals. Mr. Wani
engineering career began with the Oj

tario Department of Highways wi|

which he was assistant to the inuniciu

engineer. '

Huber R. Sills, su)icr\"isor of de.-ign (|

gineeiing a-c. machines at the Petí
boi-ough works of Canadian Genej
lílcctric Co. Ltd.. has becn made a F|

low of the American Institute of Elel

trical Engineers. This honour comes ;

Mr. Sills after some 35 years' nn'inli-

ship in A.I.E.E. and in acknowledí
nient of outstanding work in s.vnchrc
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ous iiiachinery. Hc is recognized as one
ul' llie leadiíitt authorities on the design

of waterwheel-driveu vertical shaft gen-
natois and large synchronous con-
(iensers.

Mr. Sill was boin in Kingston, Ont.,

iiid gradiiated in electrical engineeiing
roni Queen's Univcrsity in 1921. He
joined the C.G.E. Test Course in 1922

lud was assigned to design engineering
uith the a-c- group. Since 1945 he has

-irved in a supervisoiy eapacity. His
!i>putation is world-wide and he is cur-

ivntly Canadian lepresentative on the

ncneiator conimittee of Conférence In-

ternationale des Grands Réseaux Elec-

iriques of Paris, Franco. Since 1947 he
has also been active in municipal atíairs

in Peterborough and is a meniber of the

City Phinning Board, of which he was
chairman in 1953-54.

Lieut.-Col. A. W. Y. DesBrisay has
recently retired froni the Royai Cana-
liian Coriis of Signals, Canadian Army,
and has joined the staff of Domac Tech-
iiical Sales Ltd., 1950 Bank Street, Ot-
tawa, in the eapacity of technical sales

cngineer. Col. DesBrisay will also be
:i(-ting for an affiliated company. North-
ern Radio Manufacturing Co. Ltd., at

the same address.

Col. DesBrisay is a graduate in elec-

trical engineering of McGill University

and later obtained the degree of Ph.D.
in Communications engineering from the

University of London, Kngland. He
joined the Royai Canadian Signals in

1931. Latterly he has been the deputy
superintendent, Canadian Signals Re-
search and Development Establishment,
Department of National Defence, Ot-
tawa.

At Orenda Engines

For the .summer months eight Profes-
sional engineers on the teaching staff of

Canadian universities have been asso-

nated with Orenda Engine Ltd., Malton,
3nt. AH were engaged in the several sec-

ions of the companys experimental and
mgineering department.

Thev
l W. Smith, R. J. Waines and F. C.
Hopper, of the Department of Mecha-
nical Engineering. University of Tor-
onto; Professor W. G. Stinson, De-
>artment of Engineering Drawing. L'ni-

.'ersity of Toi onto ; Professor A. Kra-
/etz, Department of Electrical Engineoi-
ng, T'niversity of Toronto; and Profes-
lor F. M. Wood, De]iartnient of Matli,'-
natics, Queen's Uni\i'i-sily.

In the companys magazine appears
he following comment: "The presence
ere of ali of them is niutually advan-
«geous. The company gets the benefits
f their spccialized talents and they get
he opportunity of maintaining their
rst-hand contact with industry."
Professors Hughes, Smith and Stinson

re at Orenda for their second summer.
). P. Lazarevich is continuing his con-
ulting practice under the name of
)usan Lazarevich & Associates, 3.32

ilenholme Avenue, Toronto. The earlier
artnership with M. A. Konforti, which
perated under the name of Tesla Tech-
ical Company has been dissolved.
)usan Lazarevich and Associates offer a
omplete line of professional engineering
sfvices.

tobert F. Legget, director of the divi-
en of Building Research, National Re-
iarch Council. Ottawa, has been elected
5 the Canadian member of the Council

of The Institution of Civil Engineers,
whose headcjuarters are in London, Eng-
land. Mr. Legget succeeds Edgar A.
Cross, Toronto consulting enginecr in
this post of Canadian councillor.

Dr. Tyrrell Honoured
At the Annual General Mceting of

The Institution of Mining and Motal-
lurgy, hcld in l^ondon, England on May
26 last, an award of honorary meniber-
shi].) \v;is maile in (ihnoilia to Dr. Joseph
Burr Tyrrell, of Toronto. Dr. Tyrrell
was elected a member of the Institution
in 1900. Mr. R. P. Brown, of the Office
of the High Commissioner for Canada
in London, accepted the certificate of
honorary membership on Dr. TyrrelFs
behalf.

During the presentation, the president
of the Institution, Brig. R. S. G. Stokes,
read a letter from Dr. Tyrrell which, in
part, was as follows:

"Since my first assignment (of explor-
ing and developing mineral resources of
Canada) in 1883, it has been a great
privilege for me to be so closely asso-
ciated wúth Canada's immen.se develop-
ment of her mineral resources, and al-

though I have now grown old in my
work — being in my 97th year — I am
optimistic enough to believe that she
still has a wonderfvd future, not only
with her minerais, but with her many
other natural and indu.strial resources."

In his remarks Brig. Stokes recalled
that Dr. Tyrrell has, during the present
century, received many academic awards
including the Wollaston and Murchi.son
Medals of the Geological Society of
London and the Professional Engineers
Gold Medal awarded by the Association
of Profe.ssional Engineers of the Province
of Ontário in 1954.

C. A. Norris, chief engineer of Inter-
national Resistance Co. Ltd., Toronto, is

general chp.irman of the Convention
Committee of the Canadian Institute of
Radio Engineers Convention, taking
l)lrice in Toronto in October, 1956. This
will comprise technical sessions and u\i-

wards of 200 exhibits related to the elec-

tronics field. It will take place in the
new ultra modem building to be erected
at the Canadian National Exhibition
which will contain an auditorium, thea-
tre, committee rooms and restaurant
facilities.

Other committee chairmen named for
this convention include E. O. Swan,
Ernie Swan Television Co. Ltd., Tor-
onlo, exhibits and registration : R. C
Poulter, Radio College of Canada. Tor-
onto. ad\-er*ising. publicity and pro-
gram : and Dr. George Sinclair, Uni-
versity of Toronto, technical program.

John Sylvester has nioved to Cornwall,
Ont., where he is employed by the St.

Lawrence River Joint Board of Engi-
nocis,, Canadian Section, in the hydrau-
lics department.

Prior to moving to Cornwall Mr. Syl-
vester was with the engineering depart-
ment of Spruce Falis Power & Paper
Co. Ltd., at Kapuskasing. Ont.

Brown Company President

Earlier this summer A. F. Harold
Fair was elected to the ofíice of pres-

ident of Brown Company, Berlin, N.H.
His office is located at 150 Causeway
Street, Bo.ston. Prior to leaving Toronto
in October of 1954, to join Brown Com-
pany as executive vice-president, he was
president of Alliance Paper Mills Ltd.,

and Don Valley Paper Com])any, Tor-
onto.

A graduate of Royai Military College
and of the University of Toronto in
Chemical engineering, 1922, Mr. Fair
has been associated with the paper in-

dustry for over 30 years. From 1930 to
1939 he was manager of tlH> Merritton
division of Alliance Paper Mills Ltd.,
and for the next six years was manager
of the Cornwall division of Howard
Smith Paper Mills, Ltd. In 1945 he was
made Vice-i)resident of Alliance Paper
Mills and Don Valley Paper. The next
year he was made president of these
companies and a director of Howard
Smith Paper Mills. In 1954 he moved to
the States to join the Brown Company.
J. S. L. King, until recently jiiesident of
King Coons Ltd.. has severed his con-
nection with that firm and has opened
private consulting offices at 1216 Yonge
Street. Toronto, where he will continue
to undertake commissions in the field of
municipal engineering, industrial devel-
opment and land development.

Roy A. Saari is division engineer on
automation for the Sparks-Withington
Company's automotive plant in Jackson,
Mich. A graduate in electrical engineer-
ing of the University of Manitoba, 1946,
Mr. Saari was earlier with Common-
wealth Associates, Inc., also of Jackson,
Mich.

Earlier this year William A. V. Irwin
assumed the responsibilities of chief en-
gineer of Black-Clawson (Canada) Ltd..

and is located in the Dominion Square
Building, Montreal.

Mr. Irwin, who graduated from
Queen's University in 1943, was previ-
ously on the engineering staff of The
Alexander Fleck Ltd.. in Ottawa.

W. A. Trotter who has been with the
City of Kingston as deputy city en-
gineer, has accepted a position with the
Township of East York as assistant com-
missioner of works. He is located at the
East York Township municipal offices,

Mortimer and Coxwell Sts., Toronto.
Mr. Trotter is a graduate of Queen's

University. Kingston, and joined that
city's engineering staff early in 1950.

It has been announced by Norman
G. McDonald, John W. Argo, and
John G. Powell, that the consulting en-
gineering practice of Gore & Storrie of
Toronto, will be continued under the
name of Gore & Storrie Limited. The
offices will continue at 1130 Bay Street.

Toronto. This change follows tlie recent
death of the other director. William
Storrie.

D. C. Synies is employed by the .\nglo-

Canadian Pulp á Paper Mills, and is

now located in Sillery, Quebec City. Be-
fore moving to Quebec, Mr. S.vmes was
emploved at Ontário Paper Co. Ltd. in

Thorold. Ont.

D. E. Jones has moved from Toronto
to Baltimore, and has accepted a posi-

tion with the Westinghouse Electric

Corporation there. Previously he was
employed in research work with the
Hydro-Elecliic Power Commission of

Ontário.

E. O. Lafontaine has accepted a posi-

tion as ci\ il engineer with C. G. Russell
Armstrong, consultant and l.md sur-

\(\vor in Windsor, Ont.
Mr. Lafontaine, who is a graduate in

civil engineering of the University of

Toronto, was formerly employed as
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township engineer of the Township of

Atikokan, Ont.

A. T. Cairncross has i<-ccntly resignod

from the slaff of Aliiniinum Company
of Canada Ltd., after nearly 15 years

of sei vice, and is raanaging and operat-

ine the Arinstrong Foundry and Ma-
chinc Shop of Orangeville, Ont., liaving

purcha.sed this bu.siness earUcr iii tlie

j'eai-.

At the International Conference ou

Lighthouses and other Aid.s to Naviga-

tion, which took phicc recently in

Scheveningeu, Holland, there was pre.s-

ented a paper on "A System for Remote
Control of Fog-Alarni Stations" which

had t)(<en prepared l>y F. R. Park. Mr.

Park is with the engineeriiig staff of the

National Research Council in Ottavva.

Arthur M. Toye has succeeded the late

Harry N. Lamont as bridge design en-

gineer of the Ontário Dejiartment of

Higliways. His appoinlmenl was recent-

ly announced by M. A. Elson, deputy
ministcr of the Department.
Mr. Toye, who graduated in engineer-

ing from the University of Toronto in

1925, joined the Ontário Highways in

1931. In 1954 he was appointed assistant

chief bridge engineer. During the war
years he served in Ottawa as inspecting

officer for the Inspection Board of the
United Kingdom and Canada. He re-

turnetl to his former duties as design

engineer with the Highway Department
in late 1946.

Water Resources C»»niniittee

Two members of the Association have
becn named by the Hon. Leslie M.
Frost, Premier of Ontário, to the five-

man Ontário Water Re.sources and Sup-
ply Committee. They are A. Melville
Snider, vice-president and general man-
aser of Sunshine-\\'aterloo Co. Ltd.,

Waterloo. and James A. Vance, oí

Woodstock.

Mr. Snider is chairman of th(> new
rommittee which also inckules B. L.
Bedford, Chatham: W. D. Conklin,
Kmgsx illc. and Dr. C. H. Reason of
London. Mr. Snider is a mechanical en-
gineering graduate of Toronto Univer-
sity '17 and has long taken a deep in-
terest in water supply problems. At pres-
ent he is also chairman of the Water
Resources Committee of South Western
Ontário.

Mr. Vance is a graduate in civil en-
gineering of Toronto University '15 and
is widcly known as a contractor and in-
dustrialist. In 1953 he was president of
the Engineering Institute of Canada and
like Mr. Snider, has been active in
public service, particularly in conserva-
tion niatters.

The duties of the Committee, in
brief. are to stiidy water supply needs in
Ontário, with particular reference to the
soiilhwestcrn area, and to ascertain
mean.s, probable costs and necessary
legislation to provide water to muni-
(•ipallities, industries, agricultura and
other uses in the áreas concemed.

Life Meuihership Granted
A niembor of (he A.ssociation of Pro-

fe.ssional Enginoers of B.C. since its in-

stitution in 1920. E. P. Herwood,
B.C.L.S., of Victoria has been made a
life member of the organization.
Mr. Hoywood was born in Dorchester,

England. coming to Canada early in the
century and graduating from McGill
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University in 1909 with the degree of

B.Sc. in civil engineering.

Now a Consulting engineer, he began

his career as an engineer with Canadian
Pacific Railway and in 1911 made pre-

liminary surveys and plans for a dry

dock at Esquimalt, B.C.

British Columbia
Engineers in the News

J. T. B. WilHams has resignei! from the

position of plant engineer of Columbia
Cellulose Co. Ltd. and has accepted the

position of sales manager of Alexander
Fleck Ltd. at Ottawa.

E. L. Bartlett has been promoted from
assistant plant engineer of Columbia
Cellulose Co. to plant engineer, the posi-

tion left vacant by J. T. B. Williams.

Mr. Bartlett joined Columbia Cellulose

in 1951.

G. F. Winterburn has joined the Bay
Company of Vancouver as a mechanical
engineer and estimator. He had previ-

ously been with the Canadian Coni-
stock Company.

C. W. Leek was elected president of the

National Association of Master Plumbers
and Heating Contractors of Canada at

the national convention held recently

at Marray Bay. Que. It is the first time
in the Association 's 15-year history that

the son of a past president holds the

presidency. The late Walter Leek held

the po.st from 1945 to 1947. Mr. Leek is

president of both Leek and Co. Ltd..

Vancouver, and R. H. Ormond (1953)

Ltd., Nanaimo, as well as bcing first vice-

president of the Puilding and Construc-
tion Exchange of B.C.

N. A. De Lisle has left the employ of

B.C. Power Commission and taken a
new position with the B.C. Engineering
Co. in Vancouver.

G. M. Nixon has joined the firm of

Racey, MacCallum and Associates in

their branch ofiice in Vancouver. He was
formerly local branch manager for J. H.
Lock and Song Ltd.

G. S. Sanders has been engaged as the
city engineer at Trail on a six months'
trial basis. Mr. Sanders has been at
Golden, B.C., as a district engineer for
the B.C. Department of Highways.

R. G. Mulcaster, B.C. Department of
Highways, has taken over the position
of district engineer at Golden; he previ-
ously held a similar position at Kam-
loops.

G. W. Walkey has taken a new posi-
t.ion as superintendent with Heath Steel
M ines Ltd., Newcastle, N.B. He was
assistant general manager, Canadian Ex-
ploration Ltd., Salmo, B.C.

O. C. Edwards who was formerly a
design engineer with Alaska Pine and
Cellulose Ltd., has accepted a new posi-
tion as project engineer with the Clay-
burn Company, effective October 15.

J. R. Wallis recently completed ali re-
quirements for his master's degree in
forest engineering from Oregon State
College and will be taking up permanent
residence in West Vancouver.

J. F. M. Douglas has been transfeneí;

to the head office of the Consolidatecj
Mining and Smelting Company in Montj
real with the appointrnent of adminis
trative assistant. Mr. Douglas, who hal

.served the company as supervisor o'

budgetary control at Trail since 1952
will be taking up his new duties oij

September 1. J. E. McMynn will succeeq
Mr. Douglas as supervisor of budgetarj
control.

H. H. Baxter has left the employ
Vancouver Equipment Corporation Lt
and has taken a new position with Ri
chie Equipment Co. Ltd. of Vancouve

R. O. Cutler has accepted a positio:

with the Conveyair Company in Nort
Vancouver. He was previously with Mar!
well Construction Co. Ltd.

H. M. Hunt has taken up residence
Victoria and assumed a position with th

B.C. Power Commission. He had prev:

ously been with the B.C. Engineerin
Coni])anv in Vancouver.

R. H. Fenton has accepted a positio

as mechanical engineer with Kaisei
Aluminum Corporation in Tacom;
Washington. He had previously bee
enijiloyed by Rosco Metal Products i

Vancouver.

S. T. Fali, of Cobble Hill. BC, wh
graduated from the University of Britis

Columbia in electrical engineering th

spring, was the first recipient of an ai

nual fellowship established by the Nortt
ern Electric Company. The $1,200 awai
is for graduate study in the fields (

electrical, mechanical, chemical enginee
ing and engineering physics.

G. A. Wilson of Vancouver receive

tho .ffiOO undergraduate scholarship n
cently donated to the University of Bri

ish Columbia by the West Coast Ele-

tronic Manufacturers' Association. M
Wilson, who has completed the first tw

years of engineering, will continue wit

electrical engineering at the universit

this fali.

E. G. Harrison has accepted the positic

of assistant district engineer, wati

rights branch, Department of Lands an

Forests, Kelowna. He had been wit

Swan. Wooster and Partners since 195

J. B. Carswell has been appointed gei

eral manager of Canada House (Ne
York) Ltd., and will divide his time b
tween New York and Toronto, where 1

is engaged in private practice as a coi

sulting engineer. Mr. Carswell was chai

man of the Fraser River Dyking Boai

in 1948 and later was chairman (

Kitimat Constructors.

J. C. Cant has accepted a position ;

area engineer with H. G. Acres and C
Ltd. He will be working on dam coi

struction in Vancouver. He was former
with Canadian National Railways.

A. T. Kinnie who has been with tl

B.C. Power Commission, has accepted

liosition with P. R. Sandwell and Con
jiany of Vancouver.

R. E. Wells who has becn with Can^i

dian National Railways at Terrace,

now working with Associated Enginee

ing Services Limited of Vancouver. E
will remain at Terrace for a short whi

to work for his new employer. ;

D. H. Patriek has taken a new poa

tion as sales engineer with B. Greeniijj

Wire Company of Hamilton. Ont. E

was formerly with American Fabrieato

Ltd. in Burnaby.

'(Mit
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The sympathy of the Institute is extended to the

relaàves of those whose passing is recorded here.

Alexander Joseph Grant, hon. m.e.i.c,

i;ist-president of the Institute and
former engineer in charge of the Wel-
i.md Ship Canal for the Department of

Fiailways and Canais, died July 2, 1955

it St. Marys Hospital in Montreal,

,Jue.

Dr. Grant was born in Scotland on
Uay 10, 1863, at Dufftown. Banfíshire,

lud carne to Canada in 1872. He was
(iucated at the University of Ottawa
nd St. Marys College, Montreal.
Rii Professional career began in 1880

in a survey party for the Canadian
'acific Railway, west of Winnipeg. In
S83 he worked on the Baie des

ha!eurs Railway, and in July 1886 he
atered government service and joined
iie staff of the Department of Railways
nd Canais, working on the construc-

lon of the Cape Breton Railway. In
^91 he was transferred to the engineer-

ic staff of the Soulanges Canal, re-

,aming as assistant engineer until the
ompletion of the canal in 1903. His
ext appointments were engineer in

liarge of the improvements at Port
!olborne and superintending engineer
f the Trent Canal. In the latter posi-

.on he was responsible for the construc-
on of the Ontario-Rice Lake Division
Qd the improvement of the navigation
[ the Severn river, work which had to

e suspended in 1916 owing to war con-
itions. From January, 1919 to his re-

rement in 1934, Dr. Grant was engi-
eer in charge of the construction of
le Welland Ship Canal.
Dr. Grant joined the Engineering In-
itute before its change of name, hav-
ig been elected an Associate Member
i 1891 and a Member in 1901. He was

Ide

an Honorary Member in 1953.

. Grant was active in the formation
the Niagara Branch of the Institute
1919. He served on Council as vice-
sident in 1928-1929, and was elected
isident of the Institute in 1930. He
eived both the Sir John Kennedy
1 the Julian C. Smith medals oí the
ititute for outstanding achievement
the engineering field.

!)r. Grant was awarded an honorary
tctorate of Law in 1939 by Queen's
iiversity. He also was made a Knight
mmander of St. Gregory—a pontifi-

decoration—in 1941.

tugias Could Anglin, m.e.i.c, presi-
at and managing director of Ross
d Anglin Limited in Montreal, died
Montreal General Hospital on June

Mr. Anglin was born in Kingston,
it., on May 31, 1891. He graduated
im Queen's University, obtaining a
Sc. degree in 1911 in mining engi-
ering and a B.Sc. degree in civil engi-
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neering in 1912. During the summers of
his university course he was engaged in

Eurveying work in northern Ontário and
on the International Boundary around
Detroit.

Following graduation he became as-

.sistant engineer in the Department of

Public Works at Ottawa until 1915

A. J. Grant, Hon.M.E.I.C.

when he joined the Royai Canadian
Artillery and served overseas as an
officer until the end of the war. In
1920 he entered the firm of Anglin-Nor-
cross in Montreal as assistant to the

manager and subsequently became vice-

pre.'^ident. Mr. Anglin left the company
in 1946 and formed his own contract-

ing firm of Ross and Anglin Limited,
Montreal.
Mr. Anglin became a Student mem-

ber of the Engineering Institute in 1912,

transferring to Associate Member in

1920 and to Member in 1940. He at-

tained Life Membership in 1955.

George C. Clarke, m.e.i.c, former vice-

president in charge of engineering for

Fraser-Brace Engineering Company Ltd.

in New York. died on September 5,

1955 in New York City.

Born in Pittsburgh, Penn., on January
16, 1870, Mr. Clarke graduated from
Pennsylvania Stato College in 1891

and returned in 1902 to obtain a civil

engineering degree.

He entered the engineering depart-

inent of the Pennsylvania Rai road in

1891 and rose to the position of engi-

neer in charge of construction of the

Pennsylvania terminais in Pittsburgh

and New York City. Engineering pro-

jects carried out under Mr. Clarke's

October, 1955

direction included the construction of

Penn Station in New York, the access

tunnels under the Hudson and East
Rivers and the terminal yards; Union
Station in Pittsburgh and a railroad

bridge over the Monongahela River at

Pittsburgh.

After completion of the New York
Pennsylvania terminais, he resigned his

pQ.?ition with the Pennsylvania Railroad

and became a member of the firm of

Fraser-Brace & Company in 1911. Mr.
Clarke remained associated with this

company until his retirement in 1945.

In Canada, Mr. Clarke was associated

with Mr. Charles E. Fraser and Major
James H. Bracc in the construction of

many hydro-electric and industrial pro-

jects, including metallurgical plants and
smelters for the International Nickel
Company of Canada at Copper Cliff

and Port Colborne, Ont.; pulp and
paper mills for the International Paper
Company at Three Rivers and Temis-
kaming in Que.; the hydro-electric de-
velopment for the Montreal Light
Heat & Power Company at Cedar
Rapids, Que., and other hydro-electric

developments in Quebec, Ontário, Mani-
toba, Saskatchewan and Newfoundland

;

,

a dam and power-house at Fifteen

Mile Falis, Vemont, for the New Eng-
land Power Company; and LaQuiebra
Railway Tunnel in Colômbia, South
America.
As vice-president in charge of engi-

neering for Fraser-Brace Engineering
Company, Limited, Mr. Clarke was well

G. C. Clarke, M.E.I.C.

known for his work on the design and
construction of hydro-electric power
plants, including a power-house for the
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International Nickel Company of Can-

ada at Turbine, Ont.; hydro-electnc

l)cwer plants for the Gatineau Power

Companv at Chelsea and Farmers

Rapids õn the Gatineau River; and the

hydro-electric power development on

the Churchill River at Island Falis,

Saskatchewan, for the Hudson Bay
Mining & Smelting Company.

In addition to these Canadian pro-

jects, Mr. Clarke was actively engaged

on many outstanding pro.jects in the

U.S. A., .«uoh as the construction of the

Icderal Shipyards at Kearney, N.J., in

World War I and three large U.S.

Go\-ernment Ordnance Works duriní

World War II at Weldon Springs, Mo.,

Kevstone Ordnance Works at Mead-
vilíe, Pa. and Holston Ordnance Works
at Kingsport, Tenn.

Mr. Clarke was a life member of

the American Society of Civil Engi-

neer.*, a member of the Corporation of

Professional Engineers of Quebec, and

of the Engineers Chib of New York.

He joined the Engineering Inslitute

in 1914 as a Member and attained LiiV

Membership in 1947.

Arthur L. Palterson, m.e l.( ., a vic <
-

president of Shawmigan Engineering

Company Ltd., died on July 28, 195.5

at his home in Montreal following a

lengthy illness.

Mr. Patterson was bom in Montreal

and received his eaily education at

.«chools in Montreal and Lakefield, Ont.

He graduated from McGill University

in 1915 with a B.Sc. degree in mechani-

cal engineering.

Diiring World War I Mr. Patterson

enlisted in the Canadian Field Artillery

and in 1915 was commissioned in the

84th Battery, Lahore Division, Royai
Field Artillery in France. He returncd

to Canada in 1919 as acting captain of

his unit.

He joined the Shawinigan Engineer-

ing Company in 1919 at its inceptioii,

as a júnior engineer. He became assis-

tant oífice engineer and then oífice

engineer in 1929. Mr. Patterson was
named assistant chief engineer in 1947

and was chief engineer in 1951. He was
appointed a viee-president of the firm

in 1953. During his years of association

with the company Mr. Patterson was re-

sponsible for the design of hydro-elec-
tric developments in Quebec and British

Columbia.

He was a member of the Corporation
of Professional Engineers of Quebec and
of the Canadian Electrical Association.

Mr. Patterson joined the Engineering
Instituto as a Student in 1914, tran.'^-

ferring to Associate Member in 1926
and to fuU Member in 1940.

Stewart Troop, m.e.i.c, mining engi-

neer and pioneer of the Chibougamau
and Noranda developments, died on
August 21, 1955 in the Royai Victoria
Hospital in Montreal following :\.

lengthy illness

He was born in Annapolis, N.S., on
September 20, 1886. Mr. Troop studied
engineering at Acadia Univer.sity, leav-

ing the college in 1907 to join the New
Brunswick Southern Railway Company
as draughtsman and instrumentman.
The following year he was assoeiated

with the National Transcontinental

A. L. Patterson, M.E.I.C.

Railway and in 1912 he was resident

engineer for the Canadian Northern
Ontário Railway. From 1914 to 1918

Mr. Troop was in business for himself

and at the same time held several tem-
porary engineering positions. These in-

cluded inspection for the Dominion
Engineering & Inspection Company at

Montreal; and inspection and produc-
tion for the National Steel Car Com-
pany in Hamilton, Ont. In 1918 he
joined the Royai Canadian Engineers,

served as a lieutenant and was sent to

the United States to supervise manu-
facture of special equipment for the

American Electro Products Company
(Munitions).

Mr. Troop was one of Canada's best

known mining experts and had pros-

pected and acted as mining engineer
and mine manager in nearly ali the
major districts of Canada and at the

time of his death had been managing
director of MacDonaJd Mines Ltd. for

more than 10 j^ears. He was also con-
nected with East MacDonald Mines in

Ga.spe, Que.
Mr. Troop was a member of the Cor-

poration of Profe.ssional Engineers of
Quebec, the Canadian Institute of Min-
ing and Metallurgy, and of the Mont-
real Engineers Club.
He joined the Engineering Institute

as an Associate Member of 1919, trans-
ferring to Member in 1940. Mr. Troop
attained Life Member.ship in 1955.

Charles Henry Fox, m.e.i.c, retired
engineer with the Canadian Pacific
Railway, died in St. Vincent Hospital.
Vancouver, B.C. on August 11, 1955.
Mr. Fox was bom in Winnipeg on

April 2, 1885. He received his B.Sc. de-
gree in civil engineering from McGill
University in 1909, returniug the fol-

lowing year to obtain his M.Sc. degree.
He first became assoeiated with Cana-

dian Pacific Railways in 1902 as a
clerk and remained with the company
continuously, except for his university
training, uutil his retirement in 1952.
In 1910 he became resident engineer at
Fort William, Ont., for two years and
then until 1916 he was assi.stant divi-
sion engineer of the Manitoba divi.sion
.and from 1916 to 1918, division engi-
neer of the Portage division of the
company. After a year with the Cana-
dian Engineers with the rank of lieuten-
ant, he returned to the C.P.R. as divi-
sion engineer at Regina and Saskatoon.
In 1923 he was named engineer of water

ser\ ice and of the Winnipeg terminais

division and in 1939 became district

engineer for Saskatchewan with head-
quarters at Moose Jaw. Mr. Fox was
tran.^ferred to Winnipeg in 1944 and to

Vancouver in 1948. He retired in 1952

but continued to be available as a con-

sultant to the company.
Mr. Fox joined the Engineering In-

stitute as a Student. in 1907, transferred

to Associate Member in 1913, and tc

Member in 1921. He attained life mem-'

bership in 1948.

Frank S. Fowler, m.e.i.c, manager ani!

secretary-trea.surer of Nelson River Con!
.•^truction Company Ltd. at St. Bonij

face, Man., died on March 4, 1955.
|

Mr. Fowler was bom at Brandonll
Man., on April 26, 1888, and receiveil

his general education at Winnipeg Coll

legiate. He graduated from McGill Uni
\ersity in 1910 with a B.Sc. degree ij

mining engineering. After graduation hi

joined the Shawinigan Water an
Power Company as engineer on co^
struction and assistant to the superi

tendem on the addition to the can
and bulkhead and the power-house
Shawinigan Falis, Que.

He served during World War I wi
the AUied Armies, 179 Battalion,

Canada, England and France, attaini

the rank of captain. He was award
the Military Cross in 1919.

Mr. Fowler returned to Canada
1919 and became a member of the fir

of Fowler and Young, general contra ,

tors in Winnipeg, Man. In 1928 he w |

named director of Nelson River Co i

.'•truction Companj' Ltd., general co

tiactors.

He became an Associate Member
the Engineering Institute in 1915 ai

transferred to Member in 1940. A'

Fowler attained life membership
1950.

Robert H. Quintal, m.e.i.c, vice-pre-

drnt and director of Racey, MacC •

lum and Associates Ltd., consulting en •

neers in Montreal, died suddenly i

August 26, 1955 at his home in Moi-
real.

Born in Montreal on December
,

1918, Mr. Quintal received his secondr
education at Mont St. Louis Colle

,

Montreal. He graduated from Eci;

Polytechnique in 1943 with a B.A..

.

degree in civil engineering and recei\ 1

his master's degree the following yir

for his work on prestressed concrt

.

He also attended Purdue University r

three j'ears where he obtained train ;

in the field of soil mechanics. Dur

;

these years he worked for the sumisr

months as a soils engineer for the gd-

crnment of the Province of Quebec
In 1952 Mr. Quintal joined Constr

-

tion Borings Limited in Montreal s

chief engineer. Prior to this he H
served with the Quebec Department f

Roads as chief soils engineer, with e

Public Works Department of Monti' I,

and with the Montreal Tran.sportat,a

Commission as chief soils engineer :|d

structural engineer in the subway de^\a

division. Later that same year I

Quintal was one of the foundere of ,e

firm of Racej', MacCallum and Ar'-

ciates Ltd. and was named vice-pij.-

dent and director.

He was a member of the Corporatn

of Professional Engineers of Queb,

the International Society of lil

Mechanics, and the American Sociy

of Civil Engineers.
Mr. Quintal joined the Engineei !?
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R. H. Quintal, M.E.I.C.

[Qstitute as a Student in 1938 and
'ansferred to Member in 1945.

Lt.-Col. J. S. Merrett, M.E.I.C, assistant

aanager of Westeel Products Limited
a Winnipeg, Man., died on July 12,

at his home in Winnipeg.

He was bom in Montreal on Decem-
er 7, 1903 and received his general

lucation in Winnipeg. He graduated
om the University of Manitoba in

with a B.Sc. degree in civil engi-

ering.

Lt.-Col. Merrett joined Westeel Prod-
ts Limited uoon graduation as

aughtsman, subsequently becoming
timator, chief draughtsman and engi-

er for the company.
Piior to World W^ar II he was a

iitain in the Royai Winnipeg Rifle.*,

msferred to active service in 19+0,

went overseas in 1941. In October,

|42, he returned to Canada and wa.s

[ipointed second in command of thf

|d Baltalion, Winnipeg Rifies. Lt.-Col.

lerrett attended a staíT course in Eng-
lid on civil affairs in military govern-
hnt and from 1943 to 1946 he was
(.ff oíficer in civil affairs, serving with
h Sth Army in North Africa, France,
lily and Áustria. He was appointed

I

ef of public works in Vienna during
reconstruction of the city immed-

leiy following the end of the war.

lie returned to Westeel Products in

liS ánd was named assistant manager
11953.

lie was a member of the Association
iProfessional Engineers of Manitoba.

Lt.-Col. J. S. Merrett, M.E.I.C

Lt.-Col. Merrett became a Member of

the Engineering Institute in 1940.

Emile G. Clossey, m.e.i.c, consulting

engineer, died in Montreal on Julv 31,

1955.

Mr. Clossey was born in Montreal on
March 29, 1897 and received his gen-
eral education at Mont St. Louis Col-
le.ge. He studied at Ecole Polytechnique
and graduated from McGill University
in 1922 with a B.Sc. degree. During
World War I he served as a lieutenant

with the Fii-st Canadian Tank Battalion
from 1914 to 1918.

After graduation he was employed a.s

resident engineer and then division engi-

neer for the Department of Roads of

the Pro\ ince of Quebec. In 1927 he be-
came associated with the City of Mont-
leal engaged upon technical service and
building inspection. In 1943 he also be-
came associated with Ecole Polytechni-
que as a lecturer on the engineering
laculty. Mr. Clossey had also been en-

gaged in private practice for a number
of years prior to his death.

He was a member of the Corporation
of Professional Enginers of Quebec. Mr.
Clossey became a Member of the Engi-
r.eering Institute in 1946.

John A. L. Smith, m.e.i.c, geneial

manager of J. A. Buchanan and Asso-
ciates in Edmonton, Alta., died at his

home in Edmonton on July 31, 1955.

He was bom in Nanaimo, B.C., on
September 19, 1917 and received his

general education at Tofield, .\lta. Later
Mr. Smith graduated from the Univer-

sity of Alberta in 1950 with a li.Sc

dogrco in civil (>ngino(>ring.

He was active in military circles over

a. number of vears, having joined lho

C.O.T.C. at the University of Alberta

in 1935. In February of 1943 he went
overseas with the 5th Canadian
Armoured Division with the rank of

lieutenant. Later he .served in North-
western Europe and at the end of tho

war he went to Germany with the Cana-
dian .\rmy of Occupation Force, re-

turning to Canada in 1946.

Prior to World War II Mr. Smith
had worked as rodman and instrumcnr-
man with the engineering department of

the City of Edmonton. After his grad-
uation in 1950 he leturned to the City
of Edmonton working on design and
arafting. From 1951 to 1952 he was
supervising engineer of Associated Engi-
r^eering Services and then accepted the
position which he held at his death
with J. A. Buchanan and Associates in

Edmonton.
Mr. Smith was a Member of the As-

faociation of Professional Engineers of
Alberta, and of the Community Plaa-
ning Association of Canada.
He joined the Engineering Institute

as a Student in 1948, transferring to

Júnior in 1952 and to Member in 1954.

Josef Tanski, m.e.i.c, design engineer
with Dominion Hoist & Shovel Com-
pany Ltd. in Montreal, died on Sep-
tember 5, 1955.

Mr. Tanski was bom in Aleksandrow,
Poland, on Febinary 12, 1905, and at-

tended high school tliere. He graduated
as a mechanical engineer from the
Machine Design College at Grudziadz,
Poland in 1924 and then studied Diesel
motor design for a year at Gdansk
(Danzing) University. Later he returned
to university and obtained his master's
degree in mechanical engineering in

1939 from the University of Warsaw.
While in high school Mr. Tanski

served in his fathers works as an ap-
prentice and in 1924, upon the death of

his father, reorganized the works into
íí research station for experimental work
and development of internai combus-
tion motors, working on contracts for

the Polish government.
During the Second World War he

^erved as pilot and engineer ofEcer in

the Polish element of the Royai Air
Force in France and Great Britain.

Mr. Tanski carne to Canada in 1952
;ind joined Dominion Hoist & Shovel
Company Ltd. as a design engineer.
the po.^^ition he held at his death.
He became a Member of the Engi-

neering Institute in 1953.
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News of the Personal Activities

of

Members of the Institute

James A. Vance, m.e.i.c, past-president

of the Engineering Institute, has been

appointed a niember of the Water Re-
sources and Supply Committee of

Southvvestern Ontário. This committee,

chaired by A. M. Snider, m.e.i.c, has

been appointed by Premier Frost of

Ontário to study the water supply

problem in Southwestern Ontário.

Among the aims of the committee
are: To set up a coramis-sion similar to

the Hydro to pump the water and pipe-

line it to municipalities ; and to set up
at the sanie time an overall plan for

the prevention of pollution.

Mr. Snider said that the committee
was likely to hold public meetings in

various municipalities where membera
can consult with local authorities to

discover their particular problems. Mr.
Snider is vice-president and general
manager of Sunshine Waterloo Com-
pany Ltd. in Waterloo, Ont.
Mr. Vance, who conducts his own

general contracting business in Wood-
stock, Ont., is also a director of severa!
industrial enterprises and telephons
companies, including Avalon Fabrics
Ltd. of Stratford, Ont.
He was president of the Engineering

Institute in 1950 and received the Sir
John Kennedy medal of the Instituto
in 1953.

J. H. Smith, M.E.I.C, vice-president and
general manager of Canadian General
Electric Company Ltd., has moved from
Toronto to Montreal where he will
head the companys appliance business

J. 11. Smith, M.E.I.C.
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James A. Vance, ivu;.l.c.

for Canada and will have_ his head-
quarters at the major appliance plant
in Montreal. He was appointed a vice-

president of the company last year.

Mr. Smith graduated from the Uni-
versity of New Brunswick with a de-
gree in electrical engineering and re-

ceived his M.Sc. degree in 1942. He fol-

lowed Canadian General Electric's test

training program and held a number cf
sales engineering appointments in Tor-
onto and Hamilton. In the Toronto dis-
trict he was supply division manager

R. M. Richardson, M.E.I.C.

October, 1955

\

from 1945 to 1948, and apparatus di-j

vision, manager from 1948 until 1951.
|

He is a member of the A.I.E.E. and
of the Toronto Board of Trade, ancj

in 1953 served as president of the Asso-|

ciation of Professional Engineers qí

Ontário.

Air Commodore C. F. Johns, m.e.i.c

former executive assistant for construo
tion, engineering and properties at De
fence Headquarters, has been nametj
assistant deputy minister of construc)
tion, engineering and properties of thi

Defence Department at Ottawa.
Air Commodore Johns, a native o

Portsmouth, England, is publisher o
the Sackville Tribune Post in Sackvilh
N.B. He joined the R.C.A.F. in 194
and was discharged in November, 194,

In October, 1950, he rejoined the A:

Force to assist in a major constructio

t
II

program launched that year by the D
fence Department. He became a Si-

dent Member of the Engineering Ins

tute in 1924, transferring to Assoei

Member in 1939, and to Member
1940.

S. D. Ford, M.E.I.C, has been nam 1"

chief engineer of Sandwell & Compa
Ltd. in Vancouver, B.C. He was forme
assistant chief engineer for the compai .f

i

Mr. Ford graduated from the Univ|-i

sity of British Columbia in 1939

joined Boeing Aireraft Company
Canada in Vancouver where he wasKij
charge of the design section until líM
when he went to the Powell River Co**
pany as assistant to the project enginf .-i

Mr. Ford joined the Sandwell organi • »! Oomií

tion in 1949.

A

f» (d

«flkeit

Svggt

R. M. Richardson, m.e.i.c, chief er |iti

neer of New Brunswick Telephone Co|*í<I

pany Ltd., has been granted a leavelf

absence prior to his retirement.

Mr. Richardson joined the comp;i

in 1941 as general plant manager, !

•

lowing exten.sive experience with -

Bell Telephone Company of Canm
in Montreal and Ottawa in telephc

engineering. construction and maintj-

ance.

He served overseas with the Canad
.\rmy and the Royai Flying Corps d

ing World W'ar I.

Mr. Richardson is a past-president É

the Dominion Council of Professio

Engineers of Canada, and a past-pr

dent of the Association of Professio .li

Engineers of New Brunswick.

•bilityi
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A Sweet
Job!

3

We are exhibilíng at

Canada's
Power Show
Nov. 8-11.

At St. Lawrence Sugar Refíneríes

For the exacting steam requirements

of their refínery operations, St. Lawrence

Sugar Refineries Ltd., purchased
Dominion Bridge steam generating

units because of their efFiciency, avail-

ability and flexibility to meet varying

load conditions.

SPECIFICATIONS

Sleam Generating Unilt Three Dominion Bridge water lube boilert

Steam Capacity 60,000 pph. each unit

Design Presture 500 psi.

Present Operating Pretsure 115 psi.

Type of Fuel Oil, with provision in furnace and found-

ation for possible future spreader slol<er.

Wrife for

Catalogue No. B F -103 Dominion Bridge were responsible for the entire installation including such ouxiliaries

as fans, meters, automatic combusfion control equipment, feed pumps and feed-

woter treatment system. In addition, sfeelworl< for the boiler room with provision

for possible future coal bunkers, M-M safety gratings and steei stairs were fobri-

cated and erected by Dominion Bridge.

Architect: Gratlan D. Thompson Consulting Cngineer: T. G. Anglln

*Olher Diviíions: Slructurol • Ploteworl( • Mrchonlcol • Worehoute

Plants al: Montreal • Ottowa • Toronto • Winnipeg • Colgory • Vancouver

Assoe. Company plants at: Amherst. N.S., • Quebec, • Soult Sle. Morie, • Edmonton
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He is also a past-chairman of the

Saint John Branch of the Enginoerina

Inslitute, and has served as councillor

of the Institute.

Succeedinf; Mr. Richardson as chiei

engineer is A. A. Turnbull, m.e.i.c.

Mr. Turnbull joined the coinpany in

1922 as assistant engineer upon his

^raduation from Nova Scotia Technical

Collcge with a degrec in electrical engi-

neering. He had served overseas during

World War I with the Canadian Army.
In 1933 he was appointed general

plant engineer and later became plant

extension engineer. Since 1954 he has

beeu acting chief engineer for the coni-

pany.

Appointed to a.ssistant chicI engineer

for the coinpany was K. V. Cox, m.e.i.c

Mr. Cox .joined the company in 1942

following íiis graduation from the Uni-

versity of New Brunswick. In 1943 he

was appointed transmission supervisor

and the following year was named trans-

mission engineer.

Both Mr. Turnbull and Mr. Cox aro

inembers of the Association of Profes-

sional Engineers of New Brunswick.

Hubert R. Sills, M.E.I.C, supervisor of

design engineering at Canadian General

Electric's Peterborough, Ont., plant, has

been named a Fellow of the American

Institute of Electrical Engineers.

Mr. Sills graduated in 1921 from

C^ueens University with a B.Sc. degrer
in electrical engineering. He joinetí

Canadian General Electnc's test coumf
and in 1922 was assigned to design en^

gineering with the AC group. He ha^
served in a supervisory capacity sincd

1945.

Mr. Sills has designed or has beei

responsible for the design of generator
for the majority of hydraulic generatini

stations in Canada, as well as in foreigi

countries.

He joined the A.I.E.E. as a studen
in 1920 and for some years has been i

member of the A.I.E.E. committee oi

rotating machinery, and a member o

the synchronous machine sub-committec
Mr. Sills has been active in the En

gineering Institute which he joined as

Student in 1921. becoming an Associai

Member in 1936 and a Member in 194(

He was counsellor of the Institute fror

1940 to 1945 and from 1945 he has bee
chairman of the Membership Commit
tee.

Stanley Shupe, m.e.i.c, city engine-:

of Kitchener, Ont., has retired after 3

years of service with the city. He wi

cont'nue, however, as consultant to th

city engineering department. He wf
honored at farewell dinner by eiv:

leaders in Kitchener upon his retiiemen

A native of Fort Erie, Ont., Mr. Shup
graduated from the University of Toi

onto with a degree in civil engineerir

in 1941. While a student he did surve

work in the west and also worked wit

the Kitchener engineering departmen
His first position after graduating wí

town engineer for Dunnville and count

engineer for Haldimand county in Ontí

rio. After a short period as city enginec

at Oshawa. he became city engineer ;

Kitchener in May, 1921.

Duiing his years of service with tl

city Mr. Shupe played a leading role

the construction of the present sewaí

treatment plants in Kitchener and supe

vised local improvements, maintenaní

and other work for the city totallir

over twenty million doUars.

He is a past-president of the Canadia

Institute on Sewage and Sanitation. F

has also served as chairman of tl

Hamilton Branch of the Engineerii

Institute which he joined in 1920.

Lt.-Col. J. S. Becman, m.e.i c, depu

director of engineer development
Army Headquarters in Ottawa has bei

named assistant quartermaster gener

at Western Command Headquarters

Edmonton, Alta.

A graduate of the TTnivensity

Briti.?h Co'umbia, Lt.-Cnl. Beem;

served with the Canadian Ofíicers Traii

ing Coros and the R.C.E. permane

force prior to the Second World Wi

DuriiT: the war he served in Canad

the United Kingdom. Italy and Nort

west Europe.
Lt.-Col. Beeman lias been sénior \\\"-

way enaineer wth the Northwest Hig

way System at Whitehorse. Y.T. and h

a'so been command eneineer with tl

Western Command at Edmonton. Alta

A. H. .Tohnston, M.E.I.C. research en)
\

neer with Aluminum Laboratories Li i

at Arvida. Que., has been named cha:

man of the ."^asuenay Branch of t

Engineering Institute.

Born in Grafton, Ont., he receiv(

his general education at Coburg Cf;

legiate Institute. Mr. .Tohnston gra

uated from Queens University with
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THIS SYMBOL
IS TO

BOILERS
Assttrance of Top Quality

The seal of a Corporation Is a guarantee oí responsi-

bility. In the same way this symbol is used by mem-
bers of the Canadian Boiler Society as the customer's
assurance of faithlul engineering and high quaHty.
Contact a member of the Society for your steam
plant needs and protect your investment.

CSA-B-51 Boiler Code availahle at 76c a copy

Canadian Boiler Society
104 Jarvis Street,

TORONTO 1,

ONTÁRIO.
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there's an

easier way to

gel map facts

Severe weather and formidable terrain

make ground surveys slow, hazardous and

expensive. On any survey, in any season

—

anywhere in Canada, you save time, money
and manpower by turning the job over to

the Spartan-Canadian Aero team.

We have the aircraft, the precise mapping

equipment, and the skilled specialists to do

the job—whether it be maps for city plan-

ning, for highway design and location, for

micro-wave tower and pipe Une location,

for mining development or stockpile inven-

tories. We fly Canada's largest air survey

fleet, and our broad experience has helped

to speed mapping for many engineering

projects.

Cali on the Spartan-Canadian Aero team

in the planning stages of yoxir next project.

Let our engineers meet with you.

Winter ground survey,

Northwest Canada

5 P A R T A H AIR SERVICES LIMITED
rW^^^ C A N A D I A N AERO SERVICE LIMITED

J MONTREAL OTTAWA TORONTO EDMONTON
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B.Sc. degree in chemical engineering in

1934 aad spent some time at the Uni-
versity of Michigan engaged in post-

graduate studies in chemical engineer-

ing.

His early professional experience in-

cluded a year as re.?earch chemist with
Abitibi Power and Paper Company and
then two years as lecturer in chemicnl
engineering design at the University of

Alberta. In 1938 he joined Canadian
Celanese Company Ltd. as sectionil

cngineer in charge of construction and
maintenance for the cellulose acetate
division at Drummondville, Que.

Mr. Johnston became associated with

the Aluminum Company of Canada in

1942 as supervisor in the ore plant and
reduction division in Montreal. Que. He
then became superintendent of the mag-
nesium pilot production unit and in

1950 joined Aluminum Laboratories as

researrh engineer in Arvida, Que.

He is a member of the Corporation
of Professional Engineers of Quebec and
a member of the American Institute of

Chemical Engineers.
Mr. Johnston joined the Engineering

Institute as a Member in 1946.

John K. Young, m.e.i.c, has been
transferred by Armco Drainage & Metal
Products of Canada Ltd. from Sackville,

N.B. to Montreal. He will be sales

inanager for the eastern district.

Mr. Young graduated in civil engi-

A. H. Johnston, M.E.I.C.

p.eering from the University of New
Brunswick in 1945.

E. R. Smallhorn, m.e.i.c, has opened
oíRces in Montreal as a eonsulting con-

struction management engineer. He was
formerly general manager of Aerocrete
Construction Company Ltd. in Mont-
real.

Mr. Smallhorn graduated from McGillj
University in 1923 with a B.Sc. degree
in civil engineering. Unon graduation he
worked for H. G. Hunter, eonsulting

engineer in Montreal on water workí
and sewage work. He then spent some
time in Toronto as assistant to Willi.'

Chapman, eonsulting engineer. Return-
ing to Montreal Mr. Smallhorn accepted
a position with the firm of R. S. and
W. S. Lea for whom he acted as assist-

ant engineer in connection with exten-
sions to the water works systems a(

Windsor and Brantford, Ont.
In 1931 he became associated witH

Aerocrete Construction Company Ltd}
in Montreal as manager, subsequentl)
becoming general manager.
Mr. Smallhorn has been active in th(

E. U. Smallhorn, M.E.I.C.

Montreal Branch of the Engineerini

Institute, having served as its secretary

treasurer and as ehairman in 1951. H
has also served as chaiiman of th

Papers Committee.

John M. Hanson, M.E.I.C, has bee

appointed town engineer for Foi

Frances, Ont. He was previously era

THE ENGINEERING JOURNAI

PIPE COUPLINGS

AND FITTINGS

TIGHT JOINTS THAT
INSURE ALIGNMENT
AND SMOOTH FLOW

VITRIFIED CLAY
THE ONLY PIPE THAT
MEETS "ANY AND ALL" CHEMICAL,
STRUCTURAL OR HYDRAULIC CONDITIONS
IN DOMESTIC, COMMERCIAL OR
INDUSTRIAL WASTE LINES

NATIONAL SEWER PIPE LIMITED
SALES OFFICE
100 QUEEN ST. WEST
SWANSEA
ONTÁRIO

PLANTS
SWANSEA
HAMILTON
CLARKSON
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|ver 21-fa/7//on tons of water are collected,

processed, and distributed every yeor. Thofs over ten times the combined

output of the next four leoding industries ... coo I, fcrm products, oii, and steel.

Ali these five largest commodities have one thing in common;

They come from the ground, and cost good money to collect, process

and deliver before they are of much use to man.

Like these other commodities, water must be paid for . . . by each user,

according to quantity consumed.

Making these payments foir and accurate has been the job

of Trident Meters for over 50 years. During this period, Tridents have become

famous for their sustained accuracy, reliability, and long service.

More Tridents have been installed in Canada
than ony other meter.

The experience and know-hov/ behind this record is

yours for íhe asking. Simply cal! or write

your nearest Neptune Branch Office.

NEPTUNE METERS LIMITED
Toronto 14, Ontário

Branch Offices;

Voncouver • Calgary • Wmnípeg

Montreal • Halifax • St. John, N.B.
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ploved as town eiígineer at Dauphin,
Man.
A c-i\il enginporing graduate of thc

Rojai Tcchnical CoUege, Copenhagen,
Mr. Hanson had twelve years experience

in Europe before coming to Canada. He
s|)cnt five yeans with a general contractor

and five years with the United Oil Com-
pany and the la.st two years on the city

engineering department of Copenhagen.
When he first carne to Canada Mr.

Hanson joined the staff of W. M. Barnes,

general contractor iii Edmonton as de-

.signer and draught.sman. During 1949 he
worked for Sparling and Davis, general

contractors, Edmonton, after which he
was with the City of Edmonton engi-
neering department. In 1951 he joined
Defence Construction I>imited at Ed-
monton and in 1954 became town engi-
neer for Dauphin, Man.
Mr. Hanson is a mcmber of the In-

stitutc of Danish Civil Engineers.

George C. Davis, isí.K.i.c., consulting
engineer of Winnipeg, Man., was recent-
ly elected jiresident of the local chapter
of the American Society of Heating and
,\ir-Condit ioning Engineeis.

Before opening liis private practicc in

1953 Mr. Davis was president of Win-
nipeg Central Heating Company Ltd. A
civil engineering graduate of the Uni-
versity of Manitoba, he began his career

with the Northern Public Service Cor-

G. C. Davis, M.E.I.C.

poration and Winnipeg Heating Con
pany Ltd., the jointly managed reside

tial heating companies that serve Wi
nipeg. Mr. Davis worked up through ti

.senice department and customer rei

tions department becoraing \ice-pre

dent in 19.37. In 1947 he was made vic

president and general manager of tl

companies, which merged in 1950. He b
canie i)resident of the new compai
uijon its formation.
Mr. Davis is a member of the Assoei

tion of Professional Engineers of Mar
toba.

J. S. Shales, m.e.i.c, has moved to

United States and is now vice-pre,side

i)f Cummins Die.^iel Michigan Inc.

Delroit, Mich. He had been general ma
agcr of C. A. Meadows and Associat

Limited in Toronto and had been :

si)onsible for co-ordinating the activit

of the firm in the l'nitod States and
Canada.
Mr. Shales is a 1943 graduate in i

gineering jihysics from the Univers

F
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.J. S. Shales, M.E.I.C.

of Toronto. He was associated with Fe

eral Aircraft Limited and with DeHav
land Aircraft of Canada Limited in T(

onto. He was also manager of the c

gine. pump and electrical departments
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Compa
Ltd. in Toronto before joining C
Meadows and Associates Limited.
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MOOmíCOMPRESSORSI

These modern compressors were chosen for the completely

modernized power house of a large Canadian electrical manu-
facturer after serious consideration of the JOY advanced design

features. These include patented dual cushion valves, replaceable

honed cylinder liners and crosshead guides, tinned box-type

crossheads requiring no adjustment, antifriction main bearings,

full forced feed lubricatíon, together with many other features

of modern engineering practice.

These features together with a background of unrivalled per-

formance make JOY Compressors the logical choice for an
economical and efficient source of compressed air supply.

Write for Bulletins A62 (WN-112) and A72 (WN-II4).

JOY^ANUFACTURING COMPANY^^ (CANADA) LIMITED galt, ontario
ST. JOHN'S • SYDNEY . FREDRICTON • MONTREAl • KIRKLANO lAKE • TORONTO

SUDBURY • WINNIPEG • CALOARY • VANCOUVER
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SERVING INDUSTRY J

APOWERPULGMNT!

USTRY

Here's another example of the way
Canada Wíre meets the exactíng demands

^ of Canadian industry.

When Ferrantí designed and built this

giant transformer, they consulted Canada WIre

and selected our flat copper wíre and

potheads for the projecl. Like other famòus

f names, Ferrantí appreclates the value of

our engíneering experíence and "know how"
n supplyíng increasíngly complex components.

S Baby or gíant, whatever your project

^ ínvolving power and íts transmíssíon,

consult Canada Wíre— it pays.
^..g^í^

TIADE MAW HC a

Postal siation "R" Toronto (Lcosidp) Ont,

A CANADIAN COMPANY MANUFACTURir COAST TO COAST,

Michael H. D. Broadbent, m.e.i.c, hj

been appointed assistant plant engine
at Cornwall, Ont. for Courtaulds (Ca
ada) Ltd.

He was previously with Phillips Ele
trical Works Company Ltd. in Broc
ville, Ont., as equipment design e

gineer, having joined that company
nifchanical engineer in 1953.

Mr. Broadbent had been secretar

trea.surer of the Brockville Branch
the Engineering Institute until his mo
to Cornwall.

M. F. Wilding, M.E.I.C, is preseni

a.s,sistant resident electrical engineer
the Kitimat project for the Álumini
Company of Canada Limited.
Mr. Wilding graduated from the Ui

\crsity of British Columbia in 1944 wi

an electrical engineering degree. Af
graduation he became associated w
Northern Electric Company as a sa

engineer. He was with that compa
in Montreal, Vancouver and Calgary
a power apparatus specialist. Mr. Wi!
ing joined the Aluminum Company
19.51 at Montreal, becoming electrii

;

sqiiad boí-s in 195.3.

F. M. Cazalet, M.E.I.C.

F. M. Cazalet, M.E.I.C, supervisor

mechanical engineering for B.C. Enj

ueering Company Ltd., is the presit

chairman of the Vancouver Branch '

the Engineering Institute.

A native of England, Mr. Cazalet

ceived his preliminary education in tlt

country at Ampleforth CoUege ajl

H.M.S. Worcester. He came to CanEji

and graduated from the University f

British Columbia in 1937 with a B.A

degree in mechanical engineering.

Directly after his graduation from uj-

versity Mr. Cazalet became associali

with B.C. Electric. He has worked .i

research and sales and in the plannj;

divi.sion. Mr. Cazalet became supervi.r

of mechanical engineering in 1950.
j

He is a past chairman of the Vij-

cou\'pr branch of the American Socii/

for Metals and of the National As'-

ciation of Corrosion Engineers. He s

now chairman of the Vancouver brati

of the B.C. Engineering Society.

Mr. Cazalet joined the Engineer

Institute as a Member in. 1948.
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>akproof, Fasf, Economical Service
on Loading Racks
With Rockwell-Nordstrom Valves

LUBE SCREW ANO
GUN FITTING

Mointoint

lubricotion

pressure.

LUBE CHAMBER
Jocks plug for eojy

operctton,

if necessary.

No stuck volves.

OPERATING
SHANK
Ouick

quortef hjrr»

Opens or

closei volve.

LUBE CHANNELS
Prejsufized lubficont

provides

perfect seol.

TAPERED PLUG
Moximum itfength,

positive seoting,

perfect seoting.

Rockwell-Nordstrom valves are the most efficient and eco-

nomical valves you can use on loading racks . . . or any petroleum
m£irketing instaUation. Quarter-tum operation assures fast,

positive flow control, and RockweU-Nordstrom's pressurized

lubricant sealing gives you leakproof service that eliminates

costly, dangerous wastage.

Only RockweU-Nordstrom offers you a complete range of

valve sizes and operating accessories, plus lubricants that have
been time-tested for your loading facilities. These valves and
lubricants are bmlt around 40 years of leadership in meeting
the petroleimi and gas industries' requirements.

Whatever your valve needs, there is a Rockwell-Nordstrom
valve and lubricant that will do the job more efficiently, more
dependably and at lower cost than any other valve you've ever
used. Write for complete Information today and leam how
RockweU-Nordstrom can put new profits in your petroleum
marketing operations. Canadian valve licensee: Peacock Brothers
Limited, Box 1040, Montreal, Que. Also, Sydney, Toronto,
Sudbury, Winnipeg, Edmonton, Calgary and Vancouver.

ROCKWELL-NORDSTROM VALVES
Made in Canada by

PEACOCK BROTHERS LIMITED



J. R. Morrison, m.e.i.c, has retired

from the Dominion Coal Company in

Sydney, N.S., after 53 years with the

company. Mr. Morrison vvas fieid engi-

neer for many years prior to his retire-

ment. He also spent some years with

lhe mining engineering department of

the company.
Mr. Morrison became a Student mern-

ber of the Engineering Institute in 1905

and attained life membership in 1949.

Gordon A. Anlenbrlng, m.e.i.c, has

been transferred from Grillia to Van-
couver, B.C., by E. Long Limited. His
new position will bo tliat of western

sales manager. He has been with the

company since 1948 when he joined as

a sales engineer in Grillia, Ont.

Mr. Antenbring received a degree in

civil engineering in 1934 from the Uni-
versity of Manitoba, and a degree in

mining engineering from Queen's Uni-
versity in 1937. After some time spent

with the Aluminum Company of Can-
ada Ltd. in Arvida he became an indus-

trial engineer with the Canadian Johns-
Manville Company, Asbestos Que., in

1947.

John S. L. King, m.e.i.c, until recently

president of King Coou Limited in Tor-
onto, has severed his connection with
that firm and has opcned a private

Consulting practice in Toronto. He will

continue to undertake commissions in

John S. L. King, M.E.I.C

the field of municipal engineering, in-

dustrial de\clopment and land devel-

opments.

Mr. King graduated in 1947 from the

Lmiversity of Toronto with a degree in

engineering.

M. W. Jennings, m.e.i.c, has retired

from the Alberta Wheat Pool in Cal-
garv, Alta. He joined the company in

1927.

Born in Saint John, N.B., he grad-
uated from the Univereity of New
Brunswick in 1911 with a B.Sc. degree.

He was first cmployed by the Can
dian Pacific Railways and in 1912 1

became draughtsman on constructic
for the National Transcontinental Ra
way at Saint .John, transferring
Cochrane, Gnt., in 1913 in the san'

cai)acity.

Mr. .Jennings became draughtsman c

maintenance for the Canadian Gover:
ment Railways there in 1915 and W'
appointed chief clerk to the distri

engineer and then assistant engineer
1916. He was acting division engine
at Cochrane for some time and in 19
became a.^sistant engineer for the Can
dian National Railways at Cochran
tran.sferring to assistant engineer in Po
Arthur the following year. After joinii

the Alberta Wheat Pool in 1927 he su
M'i|iiontly became superintendent
riiiistruction for the company.
He is a past chairman of the Calga

Branch of the Engineering Institu
which he joined in 1922.

John A. Brooks, m.e.i.c, has been a

pointed production superintendent f

Canadian Resins and Chemicals Lti

Montreal. Succpeding him as purch:
ing agent is John R, Hazie, m.e.i.

formerly plant production supervisor
Shawinigan Falis, Que.
Mr. Brooks, a graduate of Queei

University in chemical engineering
1942, joined Canadian Resins the f(

lowing year. Prior to his appointme
as purchasing agent in 1950 he w
í.ttached to the production departme
of the company's Shawinigan Falis pia

in various capacities.

pr^!.^Ou ned and ojjcrated by tiie Hydro-

F',lcclrir Power Commispion of

Oiilario. ilic .1. Clark Kcitli Gencraling Slalion

has an inslallcd raparity of 240.000 kw.

H. (;. Acres & Company Limited providod

coni|ilclc eníiiiiecrinf; and supcrvision of con-

slriirlioií.

hnginrcriiif^ rcporls, iiiliialions.

i/nign, Inyoul, specijicnlions. supn-
vision of rmisinulioií.

Hydmulir stcum iiitil t/irsrl f/oncr-

nting sliitions, </«m,í. natrr slonifíc

nnd conirol </cvelopmenls. Ifolcr
stipply pUmta ri/id indusirUd biiddinus. pany Limite

ÍEERS Niagara Falis. Ç*nada
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His siiccrssor, Mr. Hazie, has been
«•ith thp conipany since 1948. A grad-

uite of McGill University in chemical
.'ineering in 1945, lie has held several

ii.ervisory positions, including those of

hiiit maintenance engineer and plant
Kiduftion supervisor. A.? purchasing

nt. he will continue to be located at

uwinigan Falis.

W. S. Hosking, M.E.I.C.

\. S. Hosking, M.E.I.C., steam plant
•iiperintendent of the Bathurst Power
A' Paper Company, ha.s been elected
ii;iirman of the Northern New Bruns-
k Branch of the Engineering Insti-

Mr. Hosking was born in Bellows
lis, Vermont and received his educa-
u in the Province of Ontário; grad-
ing from Georgetown High School

1 then from Queen's University in

1 with a degree in mechanical en-
t-ering.

He was employed by the Bathurst
wer & Paper Company for a short
iL- in 1930 and joined the company
n upon completion of his studies.

Hosking has been with the com-
iiiy continuously since that time.
He is a member of the In.«titute of

i^ower Engineers, a member of the Tech-
|i:cal Section Canadian Pulp and Paper

-ociation, being a former chairman of

Atlantic branch. Mr. Hosking is

I a registered profe.ssional engineer
lhe Province of New Brunswick,
llp hecame a Member of the Engi-

' <iing Institute in 1953.

John S. Lochhead, m.e.i.c, is in charge
'f the new western office of Racey, Mac-
'!lum and Associates Ltd. in Van-
iver, B.C. He was previously in

'iitreal with the company as an asso-
f and vice-president. Before joining
oy, MacCallum, Mr. Lochhead was
administrativa planning consultant

Montreal.
Mr. Lochhead has been planning engi-
' r with Canadair Limited in Montreal

Jid during World War II he was with
'anadian Vickers Limited and with De-
nce Industries Limited in Montreal.
A civil engineering graduate of Mc-

>ill University, he also spent some tim^^
ith Dominion Bridge Company Ltd. in
lontreal.

^esígned for permanent,

low-cost installation

ror

dis|

No-Co-Rode

Perforated Pipe

for septic tank

disposal beds

No-Co-Rode
Root-Proof Pipe

for building to septic

tank connectionf

V PERMANENT

V ROOT-PROOF

V EASY TO INSTALL

V ECONOMICAL

Di%triiiuled by:

CRANE
LIMITED

Alexander

MURRAY
t Company

LIMITED

with genuine No-Co-Rode Sewage
and Droinage Pipe

Long, lightweight lengths mean eas'er hand-

ling, fewer joints and a reduction in the time

and cost of handling and installation. Spec-

ify No-Co-Rode Root-Proof Pipe for build-

ing to sewer or septic tank connections, storm

drains and other underground non-pressure

uses. The tapered, self-sealing joints quickiy

tap into ploce to provide permanent, water-

tight and root-proof connections—no extra

materiais or special tools needed. Extra

Strong No-Co-Rode will not break, crack

or shale in handling or in the ground—not

affected by acids, alkalis, soil movements
or surface shocks.

For permanent, trouble-free septic tank dis-

posal beds and other drainage installations,

specify No-Co-Rode Perforated pipe.

Specify genuine

NO-CO-RODE
ROOT-PROOF & PERFORATED PIPE

For Detailed Information and Liteiatufe ContacI lhe Dislnbutor neatesl You or

Wnte Directiy to NO-CO-RODE Company Limited, Cornwall, Onlano.
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168,000 horses need a lot of water.

The John Hart Development produces 168,000 h.p. of elec-

tricity from the water delivered by these three pipelines—each

12 feet in diameter and over 3,500 feet long. Accomplishments

like the John Hart project are a credit to the foresight of the

B.C. Power Commission and the people of British Columbia.

Designed by our engineers, these wood stave pipelines have

proved the most economical and effective method known for

handling water in large volumes under pressure.

We are proud to play a part in the healthy development of

B.C. resources.

Canadían Wood Pípe and Tonks Limited
550 PACIFIC STREET, VANCOUVER, B.C.

A. W. Purdy, M.E.i.c, district salel

manager of Maritime Cement Companj
Limited at Moncton, N.B., has beei

elccted chairman of the Monctoi
Branch of the EnKineering Institute.

A native of Toronto, Ont., Mr. Purd;
received his secondary education ii

that city. After three years with tlii

Canadian Army overseas during Worl
War II, he graduated from Queen'
University in 1949 with a degree in civi

engineering.

Mr. Purdy became associated witi

Canada Cement Company Ltd. imme
diately after his graduation. His posi

tion was that of technical engineer. Hí

was named to his present position ii

1951.

He is a registered engineer of

Province of New Brunswick.
Mr. Purdy joined the Engineerin;

stitute as a Júnior in 1949, transferrin

to Member in 1953.

ig In'

A. W. Purdy, M.E.I.C. '

E. J. Cole, M.E.I.C, is now associat

with the Power Corporation of Canadi

iu Montreal. He was previously in Oj

tawa with the National Research Couq
cil as sénior engineer.

Mr. Cole graduated from the Univei

sity of Saskatchewan in 1944 with

degree in civil engineering and in 194

he received a degree in physics from th

sanie university.

He has also been assistant researo

officer and assistant chief engineer wit

the N.R.C, in Ottawa.

R. H. Bacon, M.E.I.C, is now Ontari

manager of Combustion and Pow(

Equipment Ltd. in Toronto. He wa

previously service manager with Foste

Wheeler Limited in St. Catharines, On
Mr. Bacon is a mechanical engineerin

graduate of the University of Saska

chewan, class of 1947.

C. W. Johnston, M.Ej.c, has joinc

McColl Frontenac Oil Company Lt

and is at the Montreal East refinery i

the maintenance and construction de

partment.
An electrical engineering graduate c

Nova Scotia Technical College in 194

Mr. Johnston has been assistant supei

intendent of the steam plant of Nov

Scotia Light and Power Company Lt<

at Halifax, N.S.
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iontrolling 1,828,000 H.P.*at Niagara

For Ontário Hydro's new Sir Adam Beck

power development, Dominion Bridge de-

signed, fabricated and erected two of the

largest hydraulic regulating gates so far

built in the world. Measuring 58 ft.

high by 45 ft. wide, they control the

flow of water to the twin 532 rnil©

tunnels which feed the 1,828,000 H.P.*

generating station.

This remarkable project is another

example of the significant contribu-

tion of Dominion Bridge to the de-

velopment of Canada's immense

water power resources.

Dominion Bridge has designed and

built the majority of the regulating

gates, cranes and structural steel-

work used in hydraulic power de-

velopments from coast to coast.
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R. B. McRae, m.e.i.c, has been named
general production manager with Beld-

ing-Corticelli Limited in Montreal. He
has been plant engineer for Juliiis Kayser
and Company Ltd. at Sherbrooke, Que.

Mr. McRae praduated from the Uni-

versity of Alberta in 1936 with a B.Sc.

degree in electrical engineering. He re-

ceived his M.A.Sc, degree in 1937 from
the University of Toronto, also in elec-

trical engineering.

He served with the Canadian Army
diiring World War II as a lieutenant, re-

turning to Julius Kayser and Company
Ltd. in 1946.

Alfred H. Ashworth, M.E.I.C, is now
Consulting engineer and associate of

North Western Associated Engineering
Consultants in North Vancouver, B.C.

Mr. Ashworth was previously municip-il

engineer for the district of North Van-
couver, B.C.

Walter Beckett, M.E.I.C, is now with
Gordon Russell Limited in Vancouver,
B.C. Mr. Beckett was previously engi-

neer with Northwestern Utilities Lnn-
ited in Edmonton, Alta.

J. G. Stone, m.e.i.c, has been named
plant superintendent of Thomas J. Lip-
ton Limited in Montreal. He was for-

merly plant superintendent in Winnipeg,
Man., of Simmons Limited.
Mr. Stone graduated in 1941 with a

degree in civil engineering from Queen's

University. He was construction engi-

neer with E. G. M. Cape & Company
in Montreal and in 1948 he became
plant engineer for Simmons Limited in

Montreal.

Robert J. Jones, M.E.I.C, is with Nor-
anda Mines Limited in Toronto, Ont.

He was previously in Ottawa with the

Department of Mines and Technical

Surveys.
Mr. Jones is a mechanical engineer-

ing graduate of McGill University, class

of 1941.

In 1950 he was an engineer with the

Department of Mines and Resources in

Ottawa.

Roy W. Garrett, m.e.i.c, has retired as

city engineer for the city of London,
Ont. Mr. Garrett has been with the

city's engineering departmont for over
35 years, and will now continue as an
engineering consultant for lhe city.

Succeeding him to the position of city

engineer is E. T. Skelton, m.e.i.c, for-

mer deputy city engineer.

Mr. Skelton graduated from the Uni-
versity of New Brunswick in 1942 with
a degree in civil engineering. Before
becoming associated with the City of

London in 1953 he was assistant city en-
gineer for Westmount, Que. Immediately
after his graduation from university he
was with the Demarara Bauxite Com-
p;iny in Mackenzie, British Guiana.

W. H. George, m.e.i.c, has been ap-

pointed sales engineer to represent
Canadian Meter Company Ltd. in Mani-
toba and Saskatchewan, with headquar-
ters in Regina, Sask. Mr. George has

W. H. George, M.E.I.C.

just completed a six months trainii!

course in the various plants of the Amei
ican Meter Company.
He graduated from the University

Saskatchewan in 1951 with a degree
civil engineering.

Mr. George has been associated wi

the Department of Resources and D
velopment as resident engineer in Jasp
Alta., and with Hipperson Constructi

Company Ltd. in Regina, Sask.

C. C. Drake, m.e.i.c, has been tra

ferred from Calgary to Winnipeg 1

Canada Creosoting Company Ltd.,

For Quality

specify
We are regularly supplying ío industry overhead electric cranes up to a maximum lifting capacity

of 1 50 tons. We will be pr vileged to offer o specification to meet your requirements.

CRANE £ HO/ST CO. LTD,

REDDISH STOCKPORT ENGLAND
REPRESENTATIVES

QUEBEC, MARITIME PROVINCES & ONTÁRIO: Marshall Equipment Companv, Inc.. P.O. Box 28, 61 Victoria Avenue, Dorval
Station, MONTREAL, P.Q. (Walter M. Smith — Presidem). Telephone: MElrose 1-3528. Telegram: "Marquipco", Montreal.

MANITOBA. SASKATCHEWAN AND ALBERTA: Muraford, Medland Ltd., 576 Wall Street, WINNIPEG, Man.
Telephones: 37-187; 37-188; 37-189; 37-180. Telegram: "Mandem."

BRITISH COLUMBIA: Gordon Russell Ltd., 2205 Fir Street, Vancouver 9, B.C., Canada.
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Pt ifin Laundry

Its servíce ^
depends on

STEAM

from one

BABGOCK

BOILER

This recently Installed Babcock Type G "INTEGRAL-

FURNACE" Boiler supplies ali the steam require-

ments for operating the well known, Parisian

Laundry, Toronto, one of the largest in Canada.

The boiler has a designed steam capacity of

25,000 Ibs/hr, operating at 135 psi. It is fired

by two Babcock "Y" Jet Oil Burners.

Coll in o Babcock technical

consultanf to discuss your boiler

problems or write for bulletin

on the Babcock type G
"INTEGRAL-FURNACE" Boilers.

ÍBCOCK-WILCOX AND GOLDIE-McCULLOCH LIMITED, GALT, ONTÁRIO. Montreal - toronto - caloary . vancouver
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division of Dominion Tar & Chemical
Company Ltd. Mr. Drake is a sales en-

frineer and has been with the company
ísince 1951 when he was associated with
thp company at Calgary as sales engi-

neer.

He graduated in 1947 from the Uni-
versity of Alberta with a degree in

chemical engineering.

A. J. Lewis, M.E.I.C., has joined the
staff of Bendix Eclipse of Canada Lim-
ited in Toronto, Ont.

Mr. Lewis, a 1943 graduate in me-
chanical engineering of the University of

Toronto, was formerly .sales engineer
with Canadian Alli.s-Chalmers Limited
in Toronto, Ont.

George Crevier, m.e.i.c. has been trans-

ferred to Jamaica, B.W.I., and is in the

construetion department of Sprostons
(Jamaica) Limited at Williamsfield.

Mr. Crevier was previou.sly production
engineer with the Aluminum Company
of Canada at Kingston, Ont.

Michael Zinn, m.e.i.c, has joined tlic

staff of Stadler Hurter & Company at

Montreal.
Mr. Zinn was previously in Toronto

as assi.stant engineer on oil refinery con-
.^truction for W. V. Zinn and Associate.-í

Limited.

J. G. Wotherspoon, m.e.i.c, is now

principal development engineer with the
Department of Mineral Resources at

Regina. Sask.

Mr. Wotherspoon was formerly man-
ager of Oil Producers Limited in Lloyd-
minster, Alta.

R. W. Curtis, MJi.i.c, who was design

engineer at the National Film Board
in Ottawa. is now demonstrator and
graduate student in the department of

eléctrica! engineering at the University
of Toronto.
Mr. Curtis is an electrical engineering

graduate of the University of Manitoba,
class of 1945, and was a lecturer in

electrical engineering at that university

for a time before joining the National
Film Board.

V. G. Ulrich, M.E.I.C, is now associated

with Emil Anderson Construetion Com-
pany Ltd. at Lillooet, B.C. He was
previously with Universal Seismic Sur-
veys Ltd. in Calgary, Alta.

Mr. Ulrich graduated from the Uni-
versity of Manitoba in 1949 with a de-

gree in civil engineering. After gradua-
tion he was with the P.F.R.A. in Regina,
Sask., before joining Universal Sei.*mic

Surveys Ltd. in 1953.

J. C. Savage, m.e.i.c. assistant superin-

tendent Bayer Ore Plants at the Arvida
works of the Aluminum Comjtany of

Canada Ltd., has been transferred to

Europa for one year. He will be at the
international school of business admini.';-

tration, founded by the Aluminum Com-
pany at Geneva, Switzerland.

Mr. Savage graduated from McGil-
University in 1948 with a B.Eng. degn

-

and has been with the Aluminum Com-
pany for the past seven years.

Sean Martyn, m.e.i.c, has joineil
Fraser-Brace Engineering Company Ltd
in Montreal. Mr. Martyn was previousi\
with the special contracts division oi

the Bell Telephone Company of Canada,
also in Montreal.
He is a civil engineering graduate ol

University College Galway, Ireland.

John R. V. Renteln, m.e.i.c, field an I

methods engineer with H. K. Ferguson
Company Ltd. in Kingston, Ont., ha?,

formed a company known as Overseat
Instruments of Canada, located in

Kingston, Ont. The firm will import
engineering instruments from Europe.

Ralph T. Morgan, m.e.i.c. has joinfí^

the department of trade and industry ol

the provincial government in Halifax
N.S.
Mr. Morgan, a 1944 graduate ir

mechanical engineering from Queen';
University, has been with the Unitet

States Air Force at Goose Bay, Labra
dor, and aiso with Zwieker & Companji
Ltd. in Lunenburg, N.S. I

Correction I

In tlie August Journal (p. 1114) Ihil

name of the company of which Leon
Wigdor, M.E.I.C, is technica! managevl
was inadvertently misspelled. Mr. WigI
dor is associated with Asbestonos Cori
poration Limited in St. Lambert, QucI

Economicall)/ Efficient Trash Disposal
is ^uaranteed with

BRULE INCIIIERATORS

here's why...

SECONDARY AIR INTAKES ensure complete
combustion . . . BRICKWORK is fully suspended, doub-
ling the life of walls . . . CHARGING DOORS makes
feeding safer, easier . . . STEP AND FLAT GRATES
guarantee peak temperatures, eliminate stoking.

THREE CHAMBERS assure constant efficiency.

The firing chamber, combustion chamber in which
complete combustion and fly ash separation occurs,

and the upper chamber which provides absolute final

combustion. ALL BRULE UNITS weigh about half

the comparable masonry unit and require the bare
minimum of space.

500 LBS. WASTE REDUCED TO 1 LB. ASH IN
ONE HOUR by Brulé Packaged Portable Industrial

installation. They operate on as low as an 18 ft. refrac-

tory stack . . . are shipped as a package unit with stack

separate . . . perform without emitting smoke, fly ash,

cr odors, prevent property contamination.

USE THE COUPON FOR FURTHER DETAILS OF REUABLE ECONOMY

J. H. LOCK & SONS LTD., 150 Perfh Ave., Toronto, Onl

Please send BuUetin 528

Name of nearest sales office

COMPANY,

YOUR NAME •

ADDRESS

CITY PROVINCE

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
- I

III
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This famous trade niark. known and respected ali over the world,

symbolizes the reasons why so many of Canada's most important

installations are equipped witli JENKINS Valves. The experience

of satisfied users has proved over the years that this

familiar Jenkins Diamond Mark is an assurance of:

Expert design and engineering

Material of the finest quality

^ Step-by-step inspection in manufacture

Top performance on the job

Vnexcelled dependability and endurance

^ Lowest maintenance cost

Making quality valves is our business . . . oiir ONLY business.

And the Jenkins Diamond Mark is your guarantee that the valve

on which it appears has been built to do its job better,

longer and witli less upkeep than any other valve your money can buy.

JENKINS
LOOK FOR THE DIAMOND MARK

VALVE S<JENKINS^

Sold throupjx Irading

industrial distributors.

JENKINS BROS. LIMITED 61 7 st. Remi Street, Montreal, Oue.

j

Sa/es 0/7ices: Toronto, Winnipeg, Edmonton, Vancouver
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Walter T. Clarke, jr.E.i.c, has been
appointed district manager in Montreal
for Raymond Concrete Pile Company
Ltd. Mr. Clarke has had charge of the

boring eontract operations of the Ray-
inond organization in Toronto until his

new appointment.
After serving with the R.C.A.F. diir-

ing World War II as a flying ofíicer Mr.
Clarke graduated from McGill Univer-
sity in 1949 with a degree in civil engi-

neering.

He had been associated with Gunite
and Waterproofing Ltd. in Montreal
and with Watson Jack & Company Ltd.
in Montreal before joining Raymond
Concrete Pile Company Ltii

Mr. Clarke is a member of the Cor-
poration of Professional Engineers of

Quebec and in 1954 was president of

the committee of young engineers of

the Corporation.

W. D. Ousman, jr.E.i.c, is presently

district engineer of the western division

of the Carnation Company in Califórnia.

Mr. Ousman. who graduated from the
University of Manitoba in 1946 with an
electrical cngineering degree, was for-

merly a field engineer with the Schlum-
ber Well Surveying Corporation at

Bakersfield, Califórnia.

J. A. Fuller, jr.E.i.c, has been trans-

ferred by John Inglis Company Ltd. to

Toronto from Vancouver. He will be
manager of the industrial division. He
has been manager of the Vancouver dis-

trict oííice of the company since 1951.

Mr. Fuller graduated from the Uni-

Walter T. Clarke, Jr. E.I.C.

versity of Toronto in 1948 with a me-
chamcal engineering degree and has
been associated with John Inglis Com-
pany Ltd. since that time.

D. G. Donaldson, jr.E.i.c, has joineJ
the Ontário Hydro-Electric Commis.sion
at Ottawa, Ont.

Mr. Donaldson graduated from the

University of Saskatchewan in 1948 with
a degree in electrical engineering. He
joined Canadian General Electric Com-
pany Ltd. in Peterborough, Ont. in 1949

and remained with that company until

his recent move to Ottawa.

H. D. Percy, Jr.E.i.c, has joined Forano
Limited in Montreal. He was previou-"-

ly in Brockville, Ont., with Phillips Elec-
trical Works Ltd.
Mr. Percy graduated from McGill

University in 1951 with a degree in

mechanical engineering.

Richard E. Wells, jr.E.i.c, is now em-
ployed with Associated Engineering Ser-

vices Ltd. of Vancouver, B.C.
Mr. Wells graduated from the Univer-

sity of British Columbia in 1951 with a

degree in civil engineering. He joined

the Canadian National Railways at Ter-

race, B.C. at that time. He was trans-

ferred to the bridge department of the

C.N.R. at Winnipeg recently before ac-

cepting his present position.

J. L. Durrell, jr.E.i.c, is now a design

engineer with Foundation of Canada
Engineering Corporation Ltd. in Tor-

onto, Ont.
A mechanical engineering graduate of

Queens University in 1951, Mr. Durrell

was previously employed with John H.

Ross, Consulting engineer of Toronto.

A. G. Mcintyre, jr.E.i.c, has been trans-

ferred to Port Arthur, Ont. by the Cana-
dian National Railways and is division

engineer of the Port Arthur division.

He has been associated with the,

company since 1949, following his grad-j

uation in 1948 from the University of)

Manitoba with a (Jegree in civil en-;

gineering. 1

Mr. Mcintyre was transitman in Portl

Arthur when he first became associatedi

with the C.N.R. Subsequently he be-|

came division engineer and then resi-|

dent engineer at Sherridon, Man. He;

was most recently in Victoria, B.C|

with the company. i

AO*»»»*
toots

Designed and built by IVrIram to meet tlip rxarlin^ (Jemamls

<»f Canadian produotion requiremcnts, ihesc new marhinr*

lools are aiready in ilie field selling new standards of pro-

duction and arcuraey. í^implete ínformation is available

I
trom our Head Offiee or uur Sales Af;ents.

P New Dual En.l Drive Axie
tf * N

S Lai lie.

New S-inch Spindle Hori,

zontal Bnriiig. Drillin^; and

Millin(5 Machinc

New AxIe Burni^hing Lathe

New !4-inch by 12 ft. Cale Shear.

BÉRTRÃM)
THE JOHN BERTRAM & SONS

COMPANY LIMITED
DUNDAS ONTÁRIO

Soles Agent:

ACME BERTRAM MACHINE TOOLS

LIMITED

TORONTO. HAMILTON, MONTREAL,

WINDSOR, WINNIPEG
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This recently complefed building for Ferrontl

Electric Ltd., Toronto, used 1650 tons of

structural steei and 33,127 Stelco High-

Strength Bolts.

Engineers and Architect:

Byam, McKay ond McForione, Toronto

General Contractors:
Milne and Nicholls Ltd., Toronto

Structural Steelwork:
Dominion Bridge Co. Ltd., Toronto

Steelwork is stronger^

goes up faster^ and costs less . . .

wfffi High-Strength Bolts

Stronger — Stelco High-Strength Bolts are stronger both in

tension and in shear than rivets. Also, the strength of the connec-

tions themseíves is greater because the load is spread over a greatcr

area by the use of hardened uashers.

Faster — A tivo-mai\ crew, after an hour's instruction, can easily

install 300 bolts a day — as against only 200 rivets by a four-man crew.

More Economical — High-strength bolts in place oii the

job cost less than rivels, even though initial cost is higher.

The difference is in [he savings in labour, erection time,

cquipment, and super\isory costs.

These and other substantial advantagos of Stelco

High-Slrenglh Bolts are discussed in a new technical booklet

now ready for distribution. For a free copy, write lo . . .

The Steel Company of Canada, Limited, Heavy Bolt Division,

Toronto 3, Ontário.

SS132.B

HIGH-STRENGTH BOLTS

Manufacfured hy

THE STEEL COMPANY OF CANADA,
Executiva Offices: Hamilton— Montreal

LIMITED

Sales Offices: Halifax, Saint John, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto Hamilton, London, Windsor, Winnipeg,

Edmonton, Vancouver. J. C. Pratt & Co. Limited St. John's, Newfoundland.
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Doyou mogtiizs

fhis mJmrs
fêehnique?

The pencil technique

of a top flight renderer

is as distinctively and
individually his as his

signature. Yet the work
of so many of these fine

artists has one thing in

common — it is done
with Mars-Lumograph
imported drawing pen-

cils and leads. Render-
ers find Mars the per-

fect pencil for every

step of the job.

Whether you are ren-

dering, detailing, or
making working draw-
ings, get the imported
Mars-Lumograph or
the Mars-Technico
push-button lead hold-

er and drawing leads.

You'll be glad you did.

The lote

Albert Loecher

who executed

above rendering

of U.S.

Veterans Hospital,

Wilkes-Borre, Po.

Kelly & Gruzen, Arcti*$.

»TAEDTLER
P E N C I LS

a> ali good engineering and
drawing material suppliers

or from

KEUFFEL&ESSER

of CANADA, LTD.

679 Sf. James Streef West
MONTREAL 3, P. Q.
Main Distributors for Canada

R. G. Moornian, jr.E.i.c, pieviou.sly

asíistant general manager of Rigg.s

Motor Sales Ltd. in Belleville, Ont., has
taken over the business of Culligan
Soft Water Service, also in Belleville.

Mr. Moorman graduated from Queen's
University in 1948 with a degree in

niechanical engineering and became as-

.sociated as júnior engineer with the
Ford Motor Company of Canada Ltd.
in Windsor. Ont. He .joined Riggs Motor
Sales Ltd. in Belleville, Ont. in 1951 and
became assistant general manager in

1953.

Warren A. Trotter, ji.E.i.c., has been
nanied as.si.-tant coinmissioner of works
by the Township of East York in On-
tário.

He was t)re\'iously deputy city en-
gineer at Kingston, Ont.

Mr. Trotter graduated from Queen's
University in 1948 with a degree in civil

engineering. During his last year at uni-

versity he received the Engineering
Institute of Canada's prize awarded
.students of Canadian engineering schools
annually.

M, E. Bailey, jr.E.i.c, has been appoint-
ed manager of belting and hose sales of

the industrial products division of B.F.
Goodrich Canada Limited at Kitchener,
(_)nt. In addition to his previous respon-
sibiiity as manager of flat belting and
hose, Mr. Bailey will also be manager
of V-Belt sales.

Mr. Bailey graduated from the Uni-
versity of Toronto in mechanical en-
gineering in 1949 and immediately joined
the staff of B.F. Goodrich Canada Lim-
ited. He has progressed through the
positions of field and sales engineer and
sales engineer in the industrial products
division before his present appointment.

K. G. Lightwood, jr.E.i.c, is now pro-
ject engineer with Marshall, Macklin
and Monohan, consulting engineers in

Toronto. He was previously sales en-
gineer with Steel Building it Supply Ltd.
in Toronto.

Mr. Lightwood graduated in 1949 from
the University of Toronto with a degree
in civil engineering. He has also been
with Armco Drainage k Metal Products
of Canada Ltd. in Guelph, Ont. as sales

engineer.

Jean Claude Hurtubise, .ir.E.i.c, is now
on the engineering staff of the Quebec
,Tclephone Corporation in Rimou.<ki,
Que. He was formerly on the engineer-
ing staff of the R.C.À. Victor Company
in Montreal.

Mr. Hurtubise graduated from Lavai
University in 1949. specializing in elec-

tronics. He hns also been scientific offi-

cer with the Defence Research Board at
Shirley Bay, Ont.

J. MaoDonaSd Hall, jr.E.i.c, has joined
the staff of R. M. Way il- Com|)any Ltd.,
consulting engineers in Toronto, Ònt.
Mr. Hall graduated from the Univer-

sity of Toronto in 1949 with a degree in

civil engineering and joined the staff

of the Toronto Harbovn- Commission as
assistant ensineer. In 1952 he became
associated with Canadian Johns Man-
ville Company Ltd. in Asbestos, Que. as
a mechanical engineer and the following

year was named design engineer for tli

company.

James Vincent Palmer, jr.E.I.c, stei

plant supervisor for the Dominion Iro
and Steel Corporation, has been name|;
assistant superintendent of yards an,;'

docks in Sydney, N.S.
Mr. Palmer served with the Canadia

Army during World War II and the
graduated in 1950 from Nova Scoti

E. Bailey, Jr. E.I.C

Technical College with a degree in m
chanical engineering.

Prior to joining Dominion Iron ai

Steel Corporation Mr. Palmer was ma
ager of the Sydney plant of L. E. Sha

Limited.

Stanley Hayden, .ir.E.i.c, has ber
named manager of the Winnipeg brani

of Crowther MacKay and Associat

f.td. He was previously design engine

for the company.
Mr. Hayden graduated from the Ur

\'6rsity of Saskatchewan in 1950 in m
chanical engineering.

E. J. Lee, .ir.E.i.c., has been transferr'

to Jamaica by the Aluminum Comnan
He will be with the construction depat

inent of Sprostons (Jamaica) Limiti

at Williamsfield.
'

A civil engineering graduate of til

University of British Columbia, class 1

1950, Mr. Lee has been with the con

jiany in Vancouver and lastly, in Monj

real.

John Sylvester, jr.E.i.c, has joined t

hydraulic department of the St. La'

rence River Joint Board of Engineej

Canadian Section, Montreal. Mr. Sj

\ cster will be located in Cornwall, Oi

A 1950 ci\'il eniíineering graduate

Q,ueen's University, he was jirevious

júnior design engineer with Spruce Fa:

Power and Paper Company Ltd.
,

Kapuskasing, Ont.
j

C. R. deLannoy, .ir.K.i.r.. is now woil

ing for tiie production di\'ision of t|

Kitimat Works of the Aluminum Coi|

I)any of Canada at Kitimat. B.C.

Mr. deLannov who received his cP

gree of M.Sc. from the Catholic Univ-J

sity of Louvain in 1950, was a trainj

with the Aluminum Company at Ifj

Maligne, Que., before his transfer
j

British Columbia.

Jacobus De Ruiter, Ji .E.r.c. has accejl

ed a position as hydraulic engineer wil

H. G. Acres & Company Ltd. in Niagaf

Falis, Ont.
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Self Contained, Hy-speed, Metal

Forming Press with Die Cushion.

in soivinff specific

press engineering probiems

is appiied to ali

UNITED STEEL-buílt

BALDWIN
HYDRAULIC PRESSES

Progress in general press design arises from

the solution of specific press engineering probiems.

Because United Steel has manufactured, installed

and maintained Baldwin hydraulic presses for

every industry over the last 25 years; our engineers

have amassed experience that becomes evident

in the advanced design of ali Baldwin presses.

Avail yourself of the many extra features found

only in a Baldwin press . . . profit from

"know-how" that gives you years more of

trouble-free on-the-job performance. Your nearest

United Steel representative will be pleased to

study your needs and recommend the Baldwin press

best suited to your requirements.

250 ton Straightening 75 ton high-speed 2500 ton, four column, 500 ton Steam
Press, equipped with production self contained Hydraulic Platen Press for

hydraulically actuated Compacting Press, for manufacture fabrication of

roller table. Press. of grinding wheels. asbestos sheets.

I RAULIC EQUIPMENT DIVISION

United Steel are sole manufacturers and
sales representativas in Canada for ali

types of BALDWIN HYORAUIIC PRESSES.

/CIRKV



Left: Reciprocoting oir

compressor

eiow: Gorlock 809 Floating

Metal Packing split-

case design

For QÍr compressors, users report

I

have 2 bíg advantages

'packing section CASen /,
LONG, TROUBLE-FREE LIFE.

Minimum of 7 years with proper

lubrication.

CAN BE INSTALLED WITHOUT
DISCONNECTINGTHEROD.
Downtime is reduced to a minimum.

You can eliminate the cost of frequent packing replacements and un-

necessary downtime by installing Garlock split-case metal packings

on your reciprocating air compressors. Service reports show that these

Garlock metal packings have given 15 years and more of trouble free

service with a minimum of rod wear.

For complete Information, call your Garlock representativa or write

today for Brochure 3889.

THE GARLOCK PACKING COMPANY
OF CANADA LTD.

General Offices: Toronto, Ont.

Branch Offices: Hamilton, Monlrcal. Wiiinipcíí. Caltíary Vancouver

Garlock
PACKINGS, GASKEirS, OIL SEALS,

MECHANICAL SEALS, RUBBCR EXPANSION JOINTS

.1. De Ruiter, Jr. E.I.C.

Mr. De Ruiter, a 1952 graduate of tl

Technical University of Delft in civ

cnsíineering, was previously with tl

P.F.R.A. (Dominion Department i

Aírricultiire) . He was employed as

hydraulic engineer on the Saskatchewí

River Reclamation project, having bef

associated with P.F.R.A. since April 19:

when he came to Canada.
During the summer months of his ur

ver.-ity course Mr. De Ruiter was er

ployed by Witteveen and Bos, cônsul

ing engineers in Deventer, Holland; ai,

by Electricité de France in Paris, l

also spent some time in the Engineei

Corps of the Royai Netherlands Armj

Mr. De Ruiter is a member of ti;

Royai Dutch Engineering Institute.

Donald C. Tibbetts, jr.E.i.c, has be,

transferred by the National Resear

Council to Halifax where he will

working at the Maritime Regional St

tion of the Building Re.search divisi

He was previously in Ottawa as juni

research ofiicer.

Mr. Tibbetts graduated in 1952 fr

Nova Scotia Technical College in ci

pngineering.

Robert C. Starr, s.E.i.c, has joined

R. Sanderson & Company, consulti

bridge engineers in Victoria, B.C., as

civil engineer.

Formerly with Western Bridge

Vancouver, Mr. Starr graduated fr

McGill University last year with a d

gree in civil engineering.

F. R. Scrase, s.E.i.c, a graduate ti

year from the University of Manitol

in civil engineering, is now employed

the division engineer's ofíice of t

Canadian National Railways at Be!

ville, Ont.

Stephen E. Steeves, s.E.i.c, is with t

Anglo Newfoundland Developme
Company at Grand Falis, Nfid.

He graduated this year from No
Scotia Technical College with a chen

cal engineering degree.

L. O. Fenniak, s.E.i.c, is a júnior en;

neer in training with the Hydro Elect)

Power Commission of Ontário
Niagara Falis, Ont.

Mr. Fenniak graduated this year frc

the University of Alberta in electrii

engineering.
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Low-Cost Insurance agaínst

readíng errors

KODAGRAPH
Autoposítíve Intermedíates

•Blue-printing from drawings that have become
("ty and illegible throughage and handling is a prob-

In and reading errors are a risk in every industry.

Kodagraph Autopositive intermediates offer a

ution. They make re-drafting or re-tracing un-

i jessary because clear, crisp prints can be produced

e;n from battered, smudged originais.

Kodagraph Autopositive Unes do not smudge or

sear. Yet if revisions are required, sections of the

Autopositive can be simply erased, new details drawn
in and a re-print made without any loss of time or

the expense of complete re-drafting.

Kodagraph Autopositive intermediates will not

turn yellow or become brittle with age. They will

save your valuable original drawings from wear
and tear.

This is just one way Kodagraph Reproduction

materiais can cut costs in your operation.

Kodagraph
Reproduction Materials

e big NEW PLUS in enghieering drau ing reproduction"

' dagraph Autopositive Paper
•rg Thin for high-quality photo-
iphic intermediates at lowest

4.

' dagraph Autopositive Film for

y fast printing intermediates

highest quality.

' 'dagraph Autopositive Paper
vnslucent for faster prinling,

more durable easier-to-revise in-

termediates.

Kodagraph Contact Paper Trant-

lucent for fast-printing durable,

very high-quality intermediates.

Kodagraph Repro-Negotive Paper

for black-line intermediates from

negative-type originais.

i

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED, Toronto 9, Ontário

Please send me more information on Kodagraph

Reproduction Maferials.

NAME

POSITION

COMPANY

STREET

CITY

PROVINCE
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THE ENGINEERING INSTITUTE OF CANADA

MEMBERS OF COUNCIL - 1955

PRESIDENT
R. E. HEARTZ, Montreal, Que.

•J. B. STIRLING, Montreal, Que.

PAST-PRESIDENTS

tR. L. DOBBIN, Peterborough, Ont. ÍD. M. STEPHENS. Winnipeg, \

*B. G. BALLARD, Ottawa, Ont.
•J. O. MARTINEAU, Quebec, Que.

VICE-PRESIDENTS

•N. B. EAGLES, Moncton, N.B.
tR. M. HARDY, Edmonton, Alta.

tM. A. MONTGOMERY. Kitchener,
tR. L. DUNSMORE, Montreal, Que.

COUNCILLORS

*N. J. ALLISON, Eamonton, Alta.
FREDERIC ALPORT, Orillia, Ont.
tC, V. ANTENBUING, Winnipeg, Man.
*E. C. BANNERMAN, Bathurst, N.B.
tG. F. C. BENNETT, Halifax, N.S.
*JACQUES BENOIT, Montreal, Que.
*C. W. BOAST, Kapuska.sing, Ont.
tW. A. BOWMAN, Victoria, B.C.
tH. B. BREWER, Brockville, Ont.
tl. BROUILLET, Montreal, Que.
tE. T. BUCHANAN, Grand'Mere, Que.
tL. E. BURRILL, Amherst, N.S.
*P. E. BUSS, Thorold, Ont.
*J. M. CAMPBELL, Lethbridge, Alta.

tH. B. CÁRTER, Corner Brook, Nfld.
§S. B. CASSIDY, Fredericton, N.B.
*J. L. CAVANAGH, New Glasgow. N.S.
§J. L. CHARLES, Winnipeg, Man.
tH. G. CONN, Kinuston, Ont.
tG. J. COTE. Shcrhrooke, Que.
tE. K. CIWLMING, Edmonton, Alta.

tL. P. DANCOSE, Mont Joli, Que.
tB. L. DAVIS, Arvida. Que.

For 1955 tFor 1955-56

§C. R. DAVIS, Toronto, Ont.
*S. H. deJONG, Vancouver, B.C.
*G. DEMERS, Quebec, Que.
*N. A. EAGER, Hamilton, Ont.
§A. E. FLYNN, HaUfax, N.S.
•T. FOULKES, Ottawa, Ont.
ÍWM. H. GAUVIN, Montreal, Que.
*E. D. GRAY-DONALD, Montreal, Que.
*A. R. T. HAILEY, Peterborough, Ont.
*C. P. HALTALIN, Winnipeg, Man.
tG. S. HALTER, Fort William, Ont.
tH. P. HAMILTON, Trail, B.C.
tR. E. HAYES, Ottawa, Ont.
*H. R. HAYES, Calgary, Alta.
*D. C. HOLGATE, Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.
tG. L. HOOD, North Bav, Ont.
tG. T. HUNTER, Port Hope, Ont.
tG. R. JACK, St. John s, Nfld.
*JUNIUS .lONSSON, Prince Albert, Sask.
*F. L. LAWTON, Montreal, Que.
tP. C. LEVESQUE, Fredericton, N.B.
tH. T. LIBBY, Vancouver, B.C.
ÍC. G. KINGSMILL, Montreal, Que.

ÍFor 1955-56-57

*J. W. MacDONALD, Dartmouth, N.S.
tE. K. MacNUTT, Charlottetown, P.E.I.

to. N. MARTIN, Montreal, Que.
tD. D. C. Mc-GEACHY, London, Ont.
*R. A. McGEACHY, Samia, Ont.
tu. McMURRAY, Toronto, Ont.
tW. R. MITCHELL, Walkerville. Ont.
tR. H. MOORE, Falconbridge, Ont.
*W. H. PATERSON, Toronto, Ont.
§R. A. PHILLIPS, Montreal, Que.
*WM. R. ROBERTS, Kitchener, Ont.
*D. ROSS-ROSS, Cornwall, Ont.
§P. M. SAUDER, Lethbridge. Alta.

tJ. G. SCHAEFFER, Regina, Sask.
tS. SILLITOE, Bellev-iUe, Ont.
§M. J. SPRATT, Regina, Sask.
*W. D. G. STRATTON, Moncton, N.B.
tM. C. SUTHERLAND-BROWN,

Whitehorse, Yukon Territories

tM. L. WADE, Kamloops, B.C.
*J. R. WALLACE. Sydney, N.S.
tA. G. WATT, Saint John, N.B.
tD. D. WHITSON, Toronto, Ont.

§Representing SLster Societieâ

TREASURER
E. V. GAGE, Montreal, Que.

GENERAL SECRETARY
L. AUSTIN WRIGHT, Montreal, Que.

ASSISTANT GENERAL SECRETARY
E. C. LUKE, Montreal, Que.

EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT GENERAL
SECRETARY

H. G. THOMPSON, Montreal. Que.

FIELD SECRETARY
L. F. GRANT, 236 Avenue Rd.. Toronto, Ont.

COMMITTEES

ADMISSIONS
E. D. GRAY-DONALD, Cliairman
W. H. GAUVIN, Vice-Chairman
.i. H. R. DANSEREAU
D. H. HOBBS
W. C. M. LUSCOMBE

BOARD OF EXAMINERS
J. L. deSTEIN, Chairman
JOHN M. CAPE
J. HURTUBISE

-EGISLATION

JACQUES BENOIT, Chairman
B. A. CULPEPER
D. C. MacCALLUM

LÍBRARY AND HOUSE
F. L. LAWTON, Ctíairman
E. D. GRAY-DONALD W.
C. E. FROST

C. M. LUSCOMBE
W. D. KIRK

C. S. CLENDENING G. L. MacKENZI
D. W. HAYS H. J. McLEAN
B. RUSSELL J. M. WARDLE
T. H. HOGG

PROFESSIONAL INTERESTS

E. B. JUBIEN, Chairman
G. A. GAHERTY, Vice-Chairman
W. E. BROWN H. L. BRANCHAU
G. J. CURRIE E. K. PHILLIPS
W. G. SWAN I. R. TAIT

CANADIAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
J. B. STIRLING—Institute representative on

National Board of Directors.

CANADIAN STANDARDS ASSOCIATION
(Technical Council)

P. L. PRATLEY—Institute representative.

FINANCE
R. L. DUNSMORE, Chairman
J. M. BREEN
ALBERT DESCHAMPS
F. G. FERRABEE
E. V. GAGE
R. L. WELDON
A. W. WHITAKER, Jr.

MEMBERSHIP
H. R. SILLS, Chairman
W. F. AULD
D. G. GEIGER

H. R. SELF
G. L. T. VOLLMER

PAPERS
W. H. GAUVIN, Chairman

PRAIRIE WATER PROBLEiMS
G. A. GAHERTY, Chairman
P. M. SAUDER, Vice-Chairman
T. D. STANLEY, Secrelary

PUBLICATION
G. N. MARTIN, Chairman
H. A. AUDET H. A. MULLINS
J. F. BRAUN W.M. SHARPLES
W. BRUCE J. M. DYKE
R. DeL. FRENCH

THE YOUNG ENGINEER
G. B. MOXON, Chairman
C. G. R. ARMSTRONG
A. E. FLYNN
L. F. GRANT
A. E. MACDONALD
LEO SCHARRY
F. L. WEST
H. W. McKIEL
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OFFICERS OF THE BRANCHES
MHERST
Chairman. C. L. ARCHIBALD

' Vice-Chair.. R. ALEXANDER
Fxeculive, FRANK BIXNS A. G. BAXTER

D. J. ROCKWELL
blx-Omcio). D. R. ROBSON L. E. BURRILL

s., -Trcas.. G. M. JOSEPHSON.
47 Havelock St.,

Amherst, N.S.

EULEVILLE

Chairman. C

Vice-Chair., A

becutive

H. LUSK
D. JANITSCH
E. ARQUE T. E. FLINN

B. H. DOWNMAN A. G. TOOTH
J. C. R. PUNCHARD

(Ex-Officio). A. O. DRYSDALE S. SILLITOE
-Treas., J. A. GRANT,

c/o Northern Electric Co. Ltd.,
250 Sidney St.,

BellevUle, Ont.

CORNWALL
Chairman, J. MORRIS
ExecxUive D. McEWAN V. S. B. CORBETT

W. NESBITT A. A. B. McMATH
W. ROTHWELL R. BLACKETT

{Ex-Officio), 3. HAWKES
D. ROSS-ROSS

Sec.-Treaa.. L. H. SNELGROVE,
Courtauld'8 (Canada) Ltd.,
Cornwall, Ont.

EASTERN TOW^SHIPS
Hon. Chair., A. C. CREPEAU G. M, DICK
Chairman, W. ,1. SUTHERLAND
Vice-Chair., J. LEMIEUX
Ezecutive, R. N. LECLAIRE D. W. CLARK

E. GOULET J. C. DAVIDSON
J. T. DYKES M. GRONDIN

KITCHENER
Cliairman, L. J. R. SANDERS
Vice-Chair., W. RUNGE
Executive, B. R. .McCAFFREY

R. SKN YSHEN
(Ex-Officio), A. J. GIHUWOOD

W. R, ROBERTS
Sec.-Treas., J. F. RUNGE,

c/o Armco Drainai?e and
Products of Canada Ltd.,
Guelph, Ont.

J. L. FAIR
B. NICHOLS

J. A. TOD

Metal

KOOTENAY
Chairman,
Vice-Chair.,
Execulive, i. T. HIGGINS

W. S. JACKSON
(Ex-Officio), G, MASSE
TrMsurer A. S. MITCHELL
Secretary, J. P. CHAMPAGNE

7li2 Argyle Street,
Sherbrooke, Que.

G. L. COTE (Ex-Officio),

Treamirer,
Secretary,

A. F. BROOKS
K. L. BROE
W. G. SMALL
A. E. SWYSTUN
E. M. JOHNSON
W. K. GWYER H. P. HAMILTON
W. H. BOOTH
T. T. DOBIE
B. F. REIMER,
3464 Aster Drive, Trail, B.C.

)RDER CITIES

Chairman, R. J. TRINDER
Vice-Chair., W. G. MITCHELL
Ezecuiive. C. M. ARMSTRONG

J. E. DYKEMAN A. J. ROBINSON
{Ex-Officio), W. R. MITCHELL P. S. DEWAR
Treasurer, W. D. DONNELLY
Secretary, P. N. BROWN,

c 'o Canadian Bridge Co. Ltd.,

WalkerviUe, Ont.

lOCKVILLE

?hairman, F. F. WALSH
Vv.e-Chair., W. W. ASHWORTH
Bzecutive H. CAMPBELL J. F. PRESTON

G. M. WOODS T. W. READE
J. W. A. HEYDEN

Ei-Officio), H. B. BREWER
J. S. WADDINGTON

. -.-rreas., K. R. BULLOCK,
20 Victoria Avenue,
Brockville, Ont.

LGARY
^hairman, B. A. MONKMAN
'zecrUive. H. J. WILSON H. J. LUKES

R. M. JEFFERIES L. E. RODWAY
Ez-Officio), W. G. SHARP W. E. HAWKINS

H. R. HAYES
sec.-Treaa., J. A. WEBB,

Burns and Co. Ltd.,
Calgary, Alta.

l E BRETON
iirman, M. R. CAMPBELL

^ce-Chair., E. J. PRINCE
zecutive, F. J. MacDONALD

J. VINCENT PALMER
R. A. BRADLEY
R. C. BEZANSON
H. C. MAITLAND
R. P. NICHOLSON
H. M. ASPINALL
L. B. WHITEWAY

r-Officio), J. R. WALLACE
!. Sec.. C. A. CAMPBELL
-Treas., W. L. DODSON,

201 Columbia Street,
Sydney, N.S.

•NTRAL BRITISH COLUMBIA
hairman, W. A. KER
ice-Chair., A. F. JOPLIN
zeciUive, R. G. HARRIS A. C. DIMOCK

R. G. MULCASTER
••z-Officio), M. L. ZIRUL M. L. WADE

-Treaa., H. D. DeBECK,
c/o Water Rights Brancb,
515 Columbia Street,
Kamloops, B.C.

ER BROOK
hairman, F. H. CLARK
iee-Chair., G. P. HOBBS
a^fficio). H. B. CÁRTER
rtaturer, W. S. READ

ry, GORDON T. TIBBO,
c/o Bowater'.^ Xfld. Pulp & Paper
Mills Ltd.,
Mechanical Dept.,
Comer Brook, Nfld.

EDMONTON
Chairman, H. L. ROBLIN
Vice-Chair., R. N. McMANUS
Execulive, J. A. BROWNLEE S. J. HAMPTON

A. W. PETERSON B. Y. LYNN
T. M. CARSCADDEN

D. E. A. MacKAY
T. H. NEWTON W. D. STOTHERT

(Ex-Officio), E. K. CUMMING R. M. HARDY
N. J. ALLISON J. F. McDOUGALL

Sec.-Treas., R. B. KERR,
7919 - 86th Avenue,
Edmonton, Alta.

FREDERICTON
Chairman, H. W. McFARLANE
Vice-Chair.. I. M. BEATTIE
Execulive, W. B. AKERLEY S. A. YOUNG

G. H. D. GANONG R. P. LYNCH
R. W. MANZER D. A. LINDSAY

(Ex-Officio). P. C. LEVESQUE S. B. CASSIDY
R. E. TWEEDDALE

Treasurer. R. H. B. McLÂUGHLIN
Secrelary, O. I. LOGUE,

As9ociat«d Designers & Inspectors.
Fredericton, N.B.

HALIFAX
Chairman, W. A. DEVEREAUX
Vice-Chair., M. S. HICKS
Execulive J. D. FRASER S. W. KENNEY

G. A. CUNNINGHAM
O. K. SMITH O. H. MANUEL
R. D. T. WICKWIRE
R. F. McALPINE E. C. PARSONS
J. J. KINLEY F. H. TREMAINE

(Ex-Officio), G. F. BENNETT
A. E. FLYNN O. N. MANN
J. W. MacDONALD

Sec.-Treas.. W. D. PIPPY,
P.O. Box 33,
HaUfax, N.S.

HAMILTON
Chairman. F. E. MILNE
Vice-Chair., 3. 3. KELLY
Execulive, D. B. ANNAN I. M. MacDONALD

R. N. DOBSON J. A. REID
(Ex-Officio), W. A. WHETEN

N. A. PARRY N. A. EAGER
Sec.-Treaa., A. F. BARNARD,

c/o Canadian Westinghouse Co.,
Plant No. 1,

Sanford Ave., Hamilton, Ont.

HURONIA
Chairman, F. ALPORT
Sec.-Treas.. L. MORGANTE.

63 Penetang Street, Orillia, Ont.

KINGSTON
Chairman. A. V. CORLETT
Vice-Chair., C. W. JONES
Execulive. W. B. RICE J. W. DOLPHIN

E. A. DONEVAN
(Ex-Officio). H. G. CONN C. H. R. CAMPLING
Aasl. Sec. 3. A. SMYTHE
Sec.-Treas.. E. C. REID.

c/o .\luminum Coiiipany of Canada
Limited. P.O. Box 136, Kingston,
Ont.

LAKEHEAD
Chairman. E. T. CHARNOCK
Vice-Chair.. D. B. McKILLOP
Execulive, W. D. BECKETT V. B. COOK

J. G. McLELLAN R. HODGE
W. D. McKINNON L. B. WALKER
E. H. JONES J. H. HARGRAVE

(Ex-Officio). G. S. HALTER
Sec.-Treas.. 3. 3. KILLIN,

1824 Hamilton, Avenue,
Fort William, Ontário.

LETHBRIDGE
Chairman. E. A. LAWRENCE
Vice-Chair.. 3. A. HABERMAN
Execulive, R. J. BRANCH G. B. DAVIES

A. A. KENWOOD
(Ex-Officio). 3. M. CAMPBELL D. CRAMER

P. M. SAUDER R. D. HALL
P. E. KIRKPATRICK

Sec.-Treas., R. D. HALL,
Utiiity Engineer, City Hall,
Lethbridge, Alta.

LONDON
Chiirman, D. J. BIRD
Vice-Chair., D. M. JENKINS
Execulive, H. R. HAYMAN C. H. OSBORNE

R. W. MEEKIN
(Ex-Officio), D. N. COOKE

D. D. C. McGEACHY
Sec.-Treas., D. J. MATTHEWS,

c/o Matthews Construction Co.,
London, Ont.

LOWER ST. LAWRENCE
Chairman, JEAN R. MENARD
Vice-Chair.. 3. A. BERNIER
Execulive, 3. R. JONCAS
(Ex-Officio). L. P. DANCOSE
Acling
Sec.-Treas., JEAN R. MENARD,

P.O. Box 460,
Rimouski, Que.

MONCTON
Chairman, A. W. PURDY
Vice-Chair., R. F. WEIR
Execulive, G. E. FRANKLIN B. B. HANSON

J. L. W. HARRIS H. L. PURDY
R. M. MACINTOSH G. E. SMITH

(Ex-Officio), M. F. K. LEIGHTON
N. B. EAGLES
W. D. G. STRATTON

Sec.-Treas., V. C. BLACKETT,
97 MacBeath Avenue,
\Ioncton, N.B.

MONTREAL
Chairman, C. E. FROST
Vice-Chair., E. D. GRAY-DONALD
Execulive, 3. E. L. ROY J. ARCHAMBAULT

R. F. SIIAW R. BRAIS
T. N. DAVIDSON P. W. GOOCH

(Ex-Officio), R, L. DUNSMORE W. H. GAUVIN
J. B. STIRLING F. L. LAWTON
J. BENOIT C. G. KINGS.MILL
R. A. PHILLIPS
I. BROriLI.ET G. N. MARTIN

SecTreas.. R. J. HARVEY.
Bell Telephone Co. of Canada,
Room 1425—1050 Benver Hnll Hill,

Montreal, Que.
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^EWFOUNDLA^D
Chainnan, E. DICKINSON
Vice-Chair., V. A. AINSWORTH
Executwe, A. E. 0'RIELLY R. M. FRENCH

F. (;. VÍVIAN J. BREAKY
M. A. FOLEY E. S. JACOBSON

(Ex-Officio). Wm. WATSON G. R, JACK
Sec.-Treas.. C. W. HENRY,

c/o Newfoundland Light òí

Power Companv Limited.
St. .Tohns, Nfld.

PRINCE EDWARD ISLA^D

Chairman. E. S. CHANDLER
Execulive. C. F. BUCKINGHAM

N. STEWART
J. MacDONALD K. C. MARTIN

(Ex-Officio), E. K. MacNUTT
Sec.-Treas., W. R. BRENNAN,

Public Utilities Commission,
P.O. Box 455,
Cbarlottetown, P.E.I.

SAULT STE. MARIE

Chairman, W. D. ADAMS
Vice-ChaiT., A. M. WILSON
Execulive, G. L. BROWN T. L. B. HAML:

K. J. KENYON D. SCHMII
(Ex-Officio) . D. C. HOLGATE W. T. BUTLI
Sec.-Treas.. R. H. TOOLEY,

112 Lansdowne Ave.,
Sault Ste. Mane, Ont.

NORTH NOVA SCOTIA

Chairman, F. C. MORRISON
(Ex-Officio), i. L. CAVANAGH
Sec.-Treas., D. G. DUNBAR,

Pictou County Power Board.
New Glasgow, N.S.

NIAGARA península
Chairman, C. H. KILLORAN
Vice-Chair., P. L. CLIMO
Execulive, H. C. L. JOE R. D. MacKIMMIE

D. A. BARNUM R. M. HANLEY
C. STANBURY E. C. LITTLE
C. A. MrDONALD

(Ex-Officio), H. D. DAVISON P. E. BUSS
Sec.-Treas., C. E. WILLIAMSON,

c/o Plymouth Cordage Company
of Canada Limited,
P.O. Box 518,
Welland, Ont.

NIPISSING AND UPPER OTTAWA

QUEBEC
Life Hon.

Chair.,
Chairman,
Vice-Chair.,
Execulive,

R. A. BOOY
I. S. COOPER

Chairman, R. R. PRESCOTT
Vice-Chair., T. C. MacNABB
Execulive, F. R. MARSHALL

J. F. KENNEDY
E. D. FORSYTHE

Sec.-Treas., G. R. KARTZMARK,
Canadian International Paper
Company.
Teiniskamins, Que.

NORTH EASTERN ONTÁRIO
Chairman, G. G. M. EASTWOOD
Vice-Chair., A. A. KIDD
Execulive. J. R. KARTZMARK

D. WHILLANS F. CAMPLING
J. BUSBY R. McROBERTS
W. LEMISKI M. McLEAN

(Ex-Officio), C. W. BOAST G. C. LYON
C. D. McCULLOCH

Sec.-Treaa., J. B. FREDERICK,
General Delivery,
Kapuskasing, Ont.

NORTHERN NEW BRUNSWICK
Chairman, W. S. HOSKING
Vice-Chair., T. TURGEON
Execulive, P. G. ROBINSON

R. A. CAMERON A. L. BOND
G. E. McLELLAN B. BEATON
D. C. MacCALLUM

(Ex-Officio), G. A. KIRNER
E. C. BANNERMAN

Sec.-Treas., R. W. RANKINE,
P.O. Box 199,
Bathurst, N.B.

OTTAWA
Chairman, R. F. LEGGET
Vice-Chair., W. B. PENNOCK
Execulive H. C. BROWN J. N. PRITCHARD

W. A. CAPELLE C. E. HOWARD
C. B. CRAWFORD D. B. REES

(Ex-Officio), R. E. HAYES B. G. BALLARD
A. H. GRAVES T. FOULKES

Treasurer. H. CHAPUT
Secretary, G. A. SUTHERLAND,

Radio and Electrical Engrg. Div.,
National Re.search Council,
Ottawa, Ont.

PETERBOROUGH
Chairman, D. A. LAMONT
Execulive, W. H. ACKHURST

D. T. BATH
D. G. DONALDSON
R. H. STUART
M. M. ULOTH

(Ex-Officio), A. R. HAILEY R. A. BLOUNT
H. R. SILLS R. L. DOBBIN
J. P. WATTS

Sec.-Treas., J. I. BEGGS,
c/o Canadian General Electric
Company,
Peterborough, Ont.

PORT HOPE
Hon. Chair., J. G. G. KERRY
Chairman, W. S. RAYNOR
(Ex-Officio), G. T. HUNTER, Jr.

Sec.-Treas., J. L. SYLVESTER,
71 Walton St., Port Hope, Ont.

A. R. DECARY
GUILLAUME PIETTE
L. P. BONNE.AU
GUY BABINEAU
P. BOUSQUET
C. E. PLAMONDON
L. SWIFT
R. BERNIER
P. H. LANGLAIS

(Ez-Offico), J. O. MARTINEAU
G. DEMERS
A. E. PARE
G. E. SARAULT

Sec.-Treas.. ROGER DESJARDINS,
Public SerNace Board,
Court House, Quebee, Que.

SAGUENAY
Chairman, A. H. JOHNSTON
Vice-Chair., C. C. LOUTTIT
Execulive, F. A. BROWN L. D. LAVENTURE

D. STAIRS H. C. PERREAULT
J. S. TAYLOR O. S. GISLASON

(Ex-Officio). F. A. DAGG B. L. DAVIS
Sec.-Treas., W. W. ROBERTSON,

819 Lorraine Street,
Arvida, Que.

SAINT JOHN
Chairman. T. C. HIGGINSON
Vice-Chair.. F. L. DOTY
Execulive. J. G. BISHOP

H. N. DAY
J. J. DONAHUE
H. W. TOWNSHEND

(Ex-Officio), R. M. RICHARDSON
J. A. B. BRENAN
A. G. WATT
E. E. WHE.A.TLEY

Sec.-Treas., J. W. G. SCOTT,
280 King Street E.,

Saint John, N.B.

ST. MAURICE VALLEY
Chairman. T. G. EDGEWORTH
Vice-Chair., P. E. McILHARGEY
Execulive, A. T. FARMER J. U. MOREAU

H. L. NICOLL C. W. KERRY
J. K. MURPHY E. E. COPPING
C. M. WILLIAMS J. E. B. SAWYER

(Ex-Officio), E. T. BUCHANAN
E. R. McMULLEN

Treasurer, L. A. PATTISON
Secretary. G. H. BALCOME

c/o Aluminuin Co. of Can., Ltd.,
Shawinigan Falis, Quebec.

SARNIA

Chairman. J. E. HARRIS
Vice-Chair., R. A. McGEACHY
Execulive, J. E. KEOUGH J. R. CONNELL

T. H. DOBBIN J. H. DOUGLAS
(Ex-Officio), R. A. McGEACHY
Treasurer. C. PHELPS
Secretary, K. E. BENTLEY,

495 Devonshire Road,
Sarnia, Ontário.

SASKATCHEWAN
Chairman, W. R. STAPLES
Vice-Chair., E. J. DURNIN
Execulive, C. R. FORSBERG L. T. HOLMES

J. C. TRAYNOR A. H. DOUGLAS
W. M. BERRY W. G. McKAY
E. C. B. MACNABB

(.Ex-Officio), G. N. MUNRO J. JONSSON
M. J. SPRATT J. G. SCHAEFFER

Sec.-Treas.. R. BING-WO,
2043 Cameron St.,

Regina, Sask.

SUDBURY

Chairman.
Vic&-Chair.,
Execulive.

(Ex-Officio),
Sec.-Treas.,

W. S. BLACK
L. T. LANE
T. C. ROBERTSON J. W. SMr
H. M. WHITTLES
J. F. McCALLUM
F. A. ORANGE R. H. MOO
A. D. FINL.AYSON,

362 Wellington Heights,
Sudbury, Ontário.

TORONTO

Chairman, M. W. HUGGINS
Vice-Chair., K. F. TUPPER
Execulive. J. H. INCHAM R. C. NORGRO^L

E. R. DAVIS I. S. WIDDIFIEl
H. FEALDMAN M. P. WHELI
B. K. WILLARD R. A. MULLI
R. S. SEGSWORTH J. B. YOU>

(Ex-Officio), M. McMURRAY D. D. WHITSC
W. H. PATERSON C. R. DAV

Assl.-Sec., B. K. WILLARD
Sec.-Treas., L. F. BRESOLIN,

c/o Engineering Institute of Canu
236 Avenue Road,
Toronto, Ont.

VANCOUVER

Chairman, F. M. CAZALET
Vice-Chair.. C. P. .lONES
Execulive, R. F. P. BOWMAN W. G. HESL'

C. H. MAARTMAN J. T. TURN)
J. C. OLIVER R. E. WILKI

(Ex-Officio), S. J. deJONG W. O. RICHMOI
H. T. LIBBY

Treasurer, E. S. HARE
Secretary, A. D. CRONK.

658 W. 13th Ave.,
Vancouver 9, B.C.

VANCOUVER ISLAND

Chairman, A. G. BALLANTYNE
Vice-Chair., N. J. GOODE
Execulive, R. BOWERING H. C. THURB

J. ROBERTSON W. G. H. Ci

(Ex-Officio), W. A. BOWMAN
Sec.-Treas., Cmdr. P. F. FAIRFULL,

Esquimalt Drydock,
Box 248, Victoria, B.C.

WINNIPEG

Chairman. J. HOOGSTRATEN
Vice-Chair.. D. M. STEPHEN3
Execulive, L. A. BATEMAN G. W. MOU

R. N. SHARPE G. A. NICHOI
W. J. PATTON R. T. HARLA
N. A. WILLIAMS T. E. STOR
N. S. BUBBIS W. V. mor;
GEO. NEWMAN M. P. SCHICL
A. F. THOMSON J. B. STRIOWS

(Ex-Officio), G. B. WILLIAMS C. P. HALTAI
C. V. ANTENBRING

J. L. CHAR!
Sec.-Treas., C. S. LANDON,

P.O. Box 541,
Winnipeg, Man.

YUKON

Chairman, S. L. PHELPS
Execulive. S. THOMSON C. E. WH!
(Ex-Officio). M. C. SUTHERLAND-BROWN
Treasurer, K. J. BAKER
Secretary, M. E. ALMSTROM,

P.O. Box 441,
Whitehorse, Y.T.

ONTÁRIO DIVISION

Chairman, A. E. BERRY
Vice-Chair., G. R. HENDERSON
Treasurer, G. R. TURNER
Secretary, G. H. ROGERS
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Activities of the Forty-scvcn Branches of the Institute

and

abstracts of papcrs prcscnted at their meetings

Hamilton

A. F. BARN.yíD, jr.E.i.c,

Secretary-Treasurer

R. R. Packer, jr.E.i.c,

Branch News Edilor

Professional Developrneni

One of the firet activities to begia

the winter season of the Hamiltoa
Branch will be the Professional De-
velopment Profiram.

Wm. A. H. Filer, director of the Pro-
fessional Development Program, has
outlined the year's activities as follows:

Professional Development Programs
are in opei-ation throughout the coim-
try under the auspices of the Engineer-
ing In-titute of Canada and with the
voluntary leadership of E.I.C. members.
The piirpose of these programs is to

stimulate the engineer's interest and to

broaden his perspective of topics out-
side his ovvn particular field. This is

done through lectures, discussion pcriods,

group presentations, and case studies.

Each member is encoiiraged to partici-

pate actively for his own benefit and
that of the group.

These programs started in Hamilton
four years ago. As a result of past suc-
cess and faith in the future, it is being
expanded this year from three groups
to four.

Group I will cover a wide range of
subjects to interest the young engineer.
The entrance qualifications will be those
of Students or .luniors of the E.I.C. or
the equivalent.

Group II will concentrate on five

broad topics in some detail. Juniors of
the E.I.C.

,
graduates of Group I or

those with equivalent qualifications will

be accepted.

Group III will study business man-
agement intensively throughout the
year. Members of the E.I.C, graduates
of Group II 01- those with equivalent
iDdustrial experience will be eligible.

Group IV will discuss administrative
practices by the case study method
with active group participation. Mem-
bership in this group will be for grad-

(76) 1446

uates of Group III or those with equi-
valent management qualifications.

A certificate will be prcscnted to
each member having at least 66 per
cent attendance during the year. This
will be a te.stimony of active participa-
tion in the program.

This year's program will commence
with Registration Night, September 21,

]955, in the Royai Canadian Artillery
Mess, and will contmue each Wednes-
day thereafter during the winter months.

At this meeting, Col. Grant will dis-

cuss the Engineering Council for Pro-
fessional Development. Steps taken to-
ward confederai ion and operation of
the Association of Professional Engi-
neers of Ontário will be explained by
Col. Medland.

Eleventh Annual

DANCE
sponsored by

The Júnior Section,

Montreal Branch,

E.I.C.

FRIDAY,
NOVEMBER 25th,

1955

at the

SHERATON-
MOUNT ROYAL

HOTEL

Music by Jose de Costa

9: 00 p.m.

Dress Optional

TICKETS at

$4.00 per Couple

(

SUB-SURFACE EXPLORATION
Soil Sampling •> Foundation Testing

Core Drilling Grouting
{[()

HYDRO
PROJECTS

BDYIESBROS
DRILLING COMPANV LTD..

VANCOUVER, CANADA r

Job 53-29

Cheakamus Damsite

B.C. Elecíric Co. Ud.

B.C. Engineering Co., Ltd.

Cons.ruction ha, started on ?25,000 000 B.C Elecuic

Project some 23 mijes north of Squam.sh. B C W^ter wUl

naas throush a 7U-m le tunnel, drop 1,000 ft. to power

bouse gen/ratòr 190.000 h.p., largest eingle block of power

to be brousbl into B.C.E. system.
„akins

Continuously «ince 1953 our crews h^ve been mak.ne

exten«ive tcels of 8Íte: 80.1 samphng, foundat.on test.ng,

core drilling. Our work íb still in progresB.

Modern • Equ!pment and Experienced Crews

^ MONCTON, NORANDA, KIRKLAND LAKE,

PORT ARTHUR, EDMONTON and VANCOUVER
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CORROSiON TESTS

AID METALS SELECTIO»

f spool is examined
rvisor and INCO Re-

er ai Ontário Paper
orold, Ontário.

Let INCO be of service to you
The above picture shows an INCO test spool which

contains a variety of metais and alloys for testing

under actual conditions of projected use. Over many
years, INCO has made thousands of "on the job"

corrosion tests to determine which alloy or metal

is best suited for the particular job. This type of

close co-operation enables INCO to put its facili-

)emblem SERVICE

(

TRADE MARK

INCO SERVIC

DEVELOPME

ties, personnel and experience to the best use in

helping Canadian industry. If you have a metais

problem ... let the information and experience

available at INCO be of service to you.

*Information involving corrosion, fabrication, foimdry
prohlems, high and hw temperature service and metais

selection.

E GOES WITH INCO NICKEL

NT AND RESEARCH DIVISION

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED, 25 KING ST. W., TORONTO



BRARY

Addítíons to the Instítute Líbrary

Revíews — Boolc Notes — Abstracts

BOOK REVIEW

Electric Power Capabilíty and Load

The Bureau of Statisties in Ottawa
has just released the first of what is

planned to be a series of annual le-

ports on the capability and load of the
electric power industry in Canada. The
figures, which were collocted with the
help of tlie Canadian Eléctrica! Associ-

atioii, represented by two conimittees
among whose nineteen members we
note fourteen of our own. cover three
periods; 1950-54 in the past, the cur-
rent year (actual through March and
estimated from March to Decemher)
and estimates for 1956-58.

Data were collected from 82 produc-
ers of electricity, 98 per cent of ali

those in the business, including some
industries, e.g., pulp and paper, which
produce and sell electricity incidentally

to their major operations.

"Capability" is defined as "The maxi-
mum net kilowatt output (less) station

sei-vice . . . with ali equipment available

at the time of the (annual) firni power
peak load, detcrmined as the average
ícilowatt output for one hour with no
allowance for outage of generating

units." This deíinition includes that oí

"íirm power jjeak load".

To one not directly in tho industry.
lhe features of this report which mako
the most impact are the diagram.s
which show the great increase in the
production, and hence u.se, of electricity

since 1950 and the estimated increases
to 1958. Figures are not given in kilo-

watt hours, but production and con-
sumption measured in these units must
roughly parallel capability and load.

Capability increased from about 9.15

million kilowatts in 1950, to about 13,14

million in 1954 and is estimated to

reach about 16.45 million in 1958. The
eorresponding loads are respectivelv,

8.49, 11..S1 and 14.65 million kilowatts.
These figures take irto account power
from and imported into Canada and
show that thero is and will be some re-

serve available for Canada as a whole,
though there may be shortages in some
provinces.

Another interesting fact brought to
light in this report is that we are more
and more depending on heat for the
genei-ation of onv electiicity. In 1950

LIBRARY REGULATIONS
Hours

Mon.-Fri 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

Saturday 9 a.m.-12 noon

Bibliography and Reference

Service

Short subject bibliographies are compiled
on request. When placing these requests,
please give as much detail and background
Information as possible.

Borrowing
Books, periodicals, pamphlets and films
may be borrowed for two weeks at a time.
AL books included in the Library Notes
Section of The Engineering Journal are
available for loan. A fine of 25c per day
is charged for each day borrowed

items are retained beyond the two-
week period.
A library deposit of $5.00 at par in Mont-
real is required, for which two items may
be borrowed at a time. Temporary deposits
(30 days or less) $10.00. Books are sent
anywhere in Canada, and carrying charges
are payable by the member concerned.

Ordering
Any book or pamphlet may be ordered
through the library. Ali publications of
affiliated societies, whether books, pamph-
lets, or periodicals, should be ordered
through the library, as reduced rates are
applicable on these to ali members.
Except in the case of library deposits
please tnake no payments in advance.
Non-members may consult the library,
but may not borrow material. Please
address ali requests to The Library.

• Library Notes

our thernial generating cajjability was
0.642 milhon kilowatts; in March, 195.1.

it was 2.30 million. Thermal stations
represented 7.0 per cent of our generat-
ing capability in 1950, 11.0 per cent in

19Õ4 and will represent 14.0 in 1958
VVill any of this be imclear power?
The four diagrams and 19 pages «f

tables give the best picture of the
phases of the electrical generating in-

dustry co-\ered that we have seen. To
get ali the detaiLs huy the pamphlet
yoursell

: 4nnual electric power survey
of capability and load as of March
19.'>5. Ottawa, Dominion bureau of sta-

tisties, 1955. 34pp., tables, 50c. S. C.

BOOK NOTES*
Prepared by the Library

The Engineering Institute of Canada
*Book notes marked by an asterisk have
been provided through the courtesy of

the Engineering Societies Library in

New York.

Atomic energy guidebook. \Vashiu2
ton, Atomic energv guidoletter, 1955

95pp., $7.50 (U.S.).

This comprehensive guidebook, cov-

ering civilian use in the atomic energy
field. is a source of non-technical in-

formation on atomic energv and by-

products that can be put to practical

use.

The work covers the American .'^ceDC

and is divided into three sections. The
first of these contains articles such as:

How to enter the atomic energv busi-

ness; LTse of radioactive isotopes in in-

dustry and business, etc. Section Twc
goes on to more practical aspects:

Multimillion dollar market in atomic
instruments, Laboratory re.search con-

tracts in science with the Atomic
Energy Commission, and Status oí

atomic euergy insurance. The remain-

ing portion of the guidebook is a

director y listing manufacturers ot

atomic instruments, a directory of the

Atomic Energy Commission, statiitorVi

committees set up by congress, etc.

*Basic lubrication practice. A. \'\

Bicwei-. New York, Reinhold. 1955

286pp.. iUus., $6.75 (U.S.).

Practical methods for lubricatint;

niachine parts, mechanisms, steam tur-

bines, internai combustion engine?, elec-

tric motors, and other types of machin-

ery are discussed as an aid to engiueeri

and others concerned with the seíectionj

,

and use of eíTective lubricants. Auto
,j

matic lubrication, operating condition-

J

atíecting lubrication, physical tests, stor-ij

age, handling, and reconditioning anjl

also treated, and non-petroleum lubri-l

cants are considered briefly. . I

'''Bibliographic survey of corrosíoni
1950-1951. National association oífl

corrosion engineers. Houston. ThilJ

Association, 1955. 435pp., $12.50 (U.S.)!

This compilation of 44.54 abstracts ir

the fourth in a series covering 1945-1951

As in previous volumes, the ab.stract.-i

are arranged by specific subdivisioní]

under the eight main groups of thej

NACE filing system: general, testingJ

corrosion phenomena, corrosiva environ-f

ments, preventive measures, materialf

of construction, equipment. and inJus-
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.Ho/dlNIsifgoodenoughforCmiMMl

Wh AT YOU SEE here is routine procedure on raw materiais coming to Crane. There's

no unioading of any incoming carload until the Crane Quality Control Lab gives an

unqualified O.K.

The extra care that Crane gives to raw materiais, and similarly to every step in manu-
facturing, pays off in better valves to you. You can be sure that Crane stands for quality

that results in lower cost in the long run.

There's another reason why thrifty buyers prefer

Crane valves. Thev know they're investing in better

piping performance as well as protecting against

untimely and excessive maintenance. A very impor-

tant consideration in these days of high costs. And
undoul)tedly the niain reason why industry keeps

using more Crane valves than any other make.

For complete information—see your Crane

No. 53 l (ilics and Vitlings Catalogue—or

gel in louch ivilh your Crane Representative,

Crane Branch, Wholesaler, or

CRANE LIMITED
Género/ Office: 1 170 Beaver Hall Squore,

Montreal

7 Conadion Factories • 26 Conadian Branches

CRANE VALVES • FITTINGS • PIPING
PLUMBING • HEATING

NiTION-WIDE SERVICE THROUGH BRANCHES, WHOLESALERS and PIUMBING AND HEATING CONTRACTORS

K ENGINKERING JOl RNAL Oclober, 1955 I 1 1«) (79)



Library Notes

tries. An authcr index and a detailed

subject index complete the volume.

Brazing manual. American welding

society. New York, Reinhold, 1955,

193pp., illus, $4.75 (U.S.).

Prepared by the Committee on
BraziíiK and Soldering of tlie AWS,
this manual covers the principies,

equipment and procedures iuvolved in

eiglit methods of brazing—torch, twin-

carbon are, fumace, induction, re-

sistancc, dip, block nnd flow. Ali metais

used in industrial brazing are dcscribed,

and an appendix lists properties of

metal.s and alloys suitablo for brazing.

There are al.so sections on testing, quality

control, safety, etc.

The committee points out that the

liook is as complete and up-to-date as

possible, but that many particular

problems can only be solved through
trial and error.

This manual will prove valuable to

ali those concerned with non-ferrous

metais, or with ferrous to non-ferrou.«

joining.

Biisinoss, legal, an«l ethiral phases of
oiifíinocring, 2n(l (>(i. D. T. Canfield

and J. II. Bowman. Toronto, Mc-
(íraw-IIill, 19,54. SG.^pp., $7.95 (U.S.).

A textbook intended for undcrgradu-
ate students, this book contains all the

material which might bc covered in a

course in engineering cconomics. It has

been made as general as possible, but

can be easily applied to any particular

branch of engineering.

The four sections are hcadcd business

economy, cost determination, business

law and engineermg procedures The
last section includos chaptors on bids

and specificntions, patents, copyrights

and tradc-marks, insurance, the practice

of engineering and engineering as a pro-

fession.

Review problems and references for

further rcading are .given at the ends

of most chapters.

CABMA regisler of British producls
anel Canadian distributors, 1955-56.
London, Kolly's directories and Iliffe,

1955. 760pp., .S7.50.

The third edition of this work is

arranged in six sections. These are: a

buyers' guide, providJng an alphabetical

list of some 4,000 Briti.sh products avail-

ablc in Canada, together with their

suppliers; a French glossary iisting the

equivalcnts of those headings; a direc-

tory of over 4,.500 British firms giving

details of thoir distribution arrunge-

mnnts in Canada; Canadian disiributors

listed alphabetically
;
proprietary names

and trade names.

*The commissioning of electrioal

plani and associated problems, .'Jrd

ed. R. C. TI. llicharclson, Toronto,
British Book Service, 1955. 440pp.,

diagrs., $8.50.

This thoroughly revised edition pre-

s(mts infoiTTiation that has been found
usefui in putting new plants into oper-

ation. The various sections of the book

cover alternators, a-c motors, transfo
mers, d-c generators and motors, rotai

convertera, mercury-arc rectifiers, ar
circuit breakers. A bibliography is ii

cluded.

CommiiniralionK clu congres intern
tioiíal (le Paliiminium tenu à Par
du 14 au 19 juin 1954. Paris, Revi
de TAluminium, 1955. 2 vols., illus

In June, 19rA, an international co

gress was held in Paris to commemora
the centenary of aluminum, and ti

cighty-one papers presented at the se

sions are reprinted here. The majori:

are in French, one or two being
Fnglish.

The authors carne from many diffc

ent countries, and a wide varicty

topics was covered. The papers a
divided into seven classes; compositic
of aluminum and its alloys; manufa
ture; analysis; research; oxydation ar

corrosion
;
working; and u.ses.

Although there is unfortunately i|

index to the papers, the volumes shou|
|irove most usefui, giving as they do í

up-to-date survey of aluminum.

Concrete manual, 6th ed. Denvi
United States. Bureau of reclamatic

1955. 491pp., illus., $2.50 (U.S.)

This, the first revision of the wo
.since 1949, has new information <

factors influencing strength of concrel

Type I cement is now recommend'
and precautions are given for the u
of calcium chloride where sulfate atta'

is cxpected. Protection of new concre
during frcezing weather is doscribed, ai

a siinpler test for mixer performam

GREASE INTERCEPTOR
that draws-off the Intercepted
grease at the turn of a valve

Series "JH'

No longer nccessary to remove grease from

interceptor by hand.

% Grease flows out of drow-off — no odor, no mess,

no inconvenience.

^ No necd to take off cover to remove grease.

% Intercepts over 95% of grease in waste wo^er —
keeps pipe lines from clogging.

Whercver lood is being prepared or servcd . . . in rostaurants,

.schools, hotéis, hospitais, meat packing and food processing
plants grea.sy wastes clog the waste lines. The exclusive Josam
Series "JH" Grease Interceptor not only keeps grease out of

pipe lines but draws it off at the turn of a valve to separatc
container.s where it can be sold or otherwise disposed of.

WRITK FOR FRI:K MANUAL ON GRKASE INTKRCEPTION

JOSAM CANADA LIMITED
General Offices and Manufacturing Division

i:tO Bermondsey Rond P.O. Box 130
Toronto 16, Ontário

Representa tives:

St. .lohn, Halifax, Montreal, I^ondon, Windsor,
Winnipeg, Regina, Calgary, Edmonton. Toronto

CONSISTENT

!

Yes, it is only natural to see some oí the first

quality Canadian insulated equipment and ap-

pliances using SPUN ROCK WOOL, one of

these hidden features which serve to add so much

to their operating efficiency. SPUN ROCK WOOL
in its really long, resilient fibres, is supplied in the

bulk form, or in netting or lath clad blankets.

Permanent resiliency, without a binder, assures

against it ever settling from vibration or tem-

perature changes.

Special electric furnace process guarantees its

purity. SPUN ROCK WOOL is non-corrosive.

Interested?

Write for full data and samples.

SPUN ROCK WOOL*

Canad&s First Insulation

SPUN ROCK WOOLS LTD.
THOROLD

Rcprutntcd by
Asbcstos Llmiitd,

Allsi Aibcsios Co. Ltd.,

Rcfraclorici Enflnccrins

•nd Supplict LId.

Canadian Rtfractorias LId.

ONTÁRIO

•REG'D
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• Library Noles

,,nliiic(l. In :t(|ilil lon, mure material i.-

im'lu(l('il on lhe icpair oí críick^ iii

-iplions and oii lhe rci>air of concrete

Prhis new iditioii of tiic luaiuuil will

^hp wplcomed hy worki-is iu tlip ficld ol'

linciclp, cmciiiií; as it. does ali aspccts

oí conciete inixiiifi, testing, manufacture,

|d|gcing and rpi)air.

*Dimensions and toleranct-s for nia^s

prodiietion. I'',arie Buckinsliani. Xexv

York, Indu.strial Pn\s.s, 1954. 164pp.,

diagrs., $8.00 (U.S.).

The author di.scuí.ses lhe problem oí

lensioninfi with tolerances in relation

production design, tool design, gage

"ign, production, and inspeetion, and
—ests methods and i)rac'ticcs that

uld eliminate iincertainties in present

actice. He also shows how limiting

mensions on detail drawings control

nditions of hiilk or size, form, jiosi-

'on, asscmbly, operation, or fimetion-
t, and how methods for specifying

lerances may be different foi- each oí

ese conditions. Worked out example.-

Itistrate the diseussion.

Douze; notre dix fiitur. Jean Essig.

I'aris, Dunoil, Montreal, Fomac. 1955.

I67]ip.. tables.

In this vvork, the siibtitle of whieh is

-sai sur la numóration duodéeimale et

II systeni niétriqrie coneordant, the.

ithor outlines the case for the adop-
m of a duodecimal system of numer-
lon. The writei's intent is to show
rit in the realm of figures, as in, other
i.iinains, there is still progress to bf

ii:idp, and that the introduction of i

vstem with a base 12 would simpliíy
i:;ilhpmatics. His approacli is a histori-

il one and he includes a bibliographx
; works on numerical systems.

lleclronique industrielle. d. Cíoudet.
Paris, I^-rolles, 1955. 635i)p., diagrs..

5,500 fr.'

This book presents a synthesis of
M' princijiles necessary to the comi)re-
iision of modern eiectronics, illustrated

V many exainples of industrial appli-
iiions.

Some of th(,' main headings under
liich the material is grouped are: cir-

iils. electron tubes, amplification, pro-
ii tion and detection of electric signals.

ctron optics and ai)i)lications, ctc.

ich of the seveni main parts is furthei'

lidivided; for example, in the group
chapters dealing with electron optics

I' diseussed the following: (Jeneral
ws of election optics, the cathode ray
lhe. the electron microscope, electron
tTraction apparatus and mass spcctro-
ope.s. High frequency heating, photo-
cctric cells and their ai)plications,
Irasonics. etc, are among the .subjocts
i^àled in the section on industrial
iplications.

The book has a bibliography and a
"ll-elaborated table of contents.

loundalion engineering. Rolt Ham-
iMond. London. Odhams, Toronto,
NVlson. Foster & Scott, 1955. 192pp.,
illus., $4.75.

!Fmphas)zing practical problems and
ii^ir solution, this compact volume
ais with foundations for machinery.
nLses, buildings, bridges, and maritime

«xamples of actual projects are cited,
and a .se|)aratp ehai)ter is devolod (o
( xamples of osi)ecially complex opera-
tions. Selected aspects of soil merhanic-
and >\ir engineering are also ti^ealed.

Liglil ralciilalioiíM and nica.sui-cnienl!>

;

an introduction to the sysl<'ni of
(|iiantiti)-s and nnits in liglit-l<-<ii-

nolos> and to pliotonu-try. II. .\, !v
Kiilz. Findli()\cn. Philips', 1955
413|.p.. lUus.

Inlended for botli the suidrnl ainl

the lighiing engineer. this book is ,a

practical guide to pholometry, and
deals with the application of the gen-
eral principies found in most te.xts.

The first i)art of the book deals with
light calculations; the theory of lighl
retraction and dispei-sion, luminous in-

lensily, methods of represcnting lighl

distribuí ion, etc, Part 'two is entitíed
Measuiement of light, and covers \iho-
tomelry, ])hoíometers, etc.

The author has tried to pre.sent his

iníoiiiiaf ion wilhouf having recour.se to
complicafed mathematics, and has kepl
lhe practical aspects of the su^bject iu

min(Í. He presents most of the for-

mula(> and techniques needed in soh ing
lighiing problems.

Man in a cold envií-onnient. .\. ('.

Burton and O. G. Edholm. Londoii.
Arnold, Toronto, Macmillau, 1955.

273pp., diagrs., .$5.00.

This book was commissioned by the
Defence Re.search Board of Canada, and
ono of lhe authors is on the staff of tho
Universify of Western Ontário, while
the other was formerly there.

In the first section of the book the

authors discuss lhe physical anil physio-
logical i)i-obIpnis encounlereil in niain-

taining a Iheiíual steady slatc. 8ec-
ondly, the way animais ha\e solved lhe

jiroblem is consi(l(M-ed ; the results of

faiiuie to mainlain the heat balance are

described, while a final cliapt(M- poinis
(lie way lo fulure research.

There is an aulhor index lo the many
i-fferences conlained in the texi. al-

though (he authois siale lhe biblio-

graphy is far froni complete, December.
1951, being taken as a deadline in niosi

cases.

* Modern fIuor«-s«-<-nt li^litin;:, 2nd ed.

.\. D. >S. iMkinson. Toronto, Brilish

Book Service. 1955. 159i)p.. illus., .$2.60.

A concise trealment of principies and
practices wi-itlen for elecirical and illum-
mating engineer.s, and architecis. Il

covers the nalure of lighl and fiuores-

(•ence; principies and characterisi ics of
lamps; illumination design; ('old-cathode
tubes; fittings; and ap))licat ions in fac-

lories. ofl^ices, homes, etc, Both British
and American praclice is consideied.

* Modern surveying for civil ongineers,
2nd ed. H. F. Birchal. Toronto, Brii-

isli Book Servic(\ 1955. 5281)1)., ill"s..

S8.50.

Inlended ím Mn surveyor in the
tielil, this book biielly co\'ers in a prac-
tical manner items such as mathematics,
chaining, levelling, angular mcasure-
ments, tacheometry, stadia traver.se.

surveys for liydraulic works, lunnels,

harbors, and aerial surveying; as wcll

as Information on the organization of

field parties. Krrors and misprints in

the 1935 edition have been (^orrccted.

STANDARD TELETYPEWRITERS AND RECTIFIERS

A wide range of standard teletypewriters and accessories are available

for early delivery from current production. These machines are assembled

from parts produced by a leading American manufacturer and are standard

and interchangeable in every way. They can be supplied in either comnnercial

or military packing, with instruction books. AH units carry a 1 2-months' guaran-

tee. We stock spare parts.

The following types of teletype-

writers are available:

• Model 15 Page Printer.

• Model 19 Page Printer.

• Model 14 Tape Printer.

• Model 14 Typing Reperforalor

• Model 14 Transmitter-Distribulor.

• Type TG-7A or TG-7B Telefypewriter

(U.S. Signal Corps version of Model 1 5)

• Type TG-26 Teletypewriler (U.S. Signal

Corps Typing Reperforator

Transmitter-Disiributor Sei).

• Type TT-7 Telefypewriter (U.S. Signal

Corps version of Model 19)

Teletypewriters can be supplied in

the following optional arrangements:

• Send and recelve or receive only.

• 50 or 60 cycle synchronous or

governed, or d-c governed molors.

• Holding or pulling-magnet seleclors.

• Line relay and relay bracket optional.

• Tables optional.

• Rectifiers optional.

• Any standard keyboard and type-

pallet airangement.

• Any standard arrangement of

functions.

Rectifiers: Input 1 1 5v 50-60 cycles A.C. Output 1

1

5 volts D.C.

Regulated Non-Reguloted

D-C Amps.Type
REC-13
F3901
RA43

0-C Amps.
0.6

0.8

4.5

Type
F11360
REC-4
RA-87
F8387
KS5988

0.2

0.25
0.4

0.6

0.8

RADIO ENGINEERING PRODUCTS
1080 UNIVERSITY STREET, MONTREAL 3, CANADA

Tslaphene: UNIvariiiy 6-6887 CobU Addratt: Radanpro, Meniraal

MANUFAaURERS OF CARRIÉR-TELEORAPH, CARRIER-TEIEPHONE ANO BROAD-BAND RADIO SYSTEMS

juctures. Throughout the book many ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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Library Notes

Les moteurs diesel à grande \itesse,

P. M. Heldt. Paris, Dunod, Montreal,
Fomac, 1955. 463pp., illus., $13.05.

Translated from the seventh edition

in English, the book takes into account

the changes made in high-speed diesels

in the last fifteen years. The author

consideis diesels connected with auto-

inobiles, aircraft, ships, railroads and
industrial applications.

Largely rewritten, some of the topics

fovered are thermodynamics, injection

pumps, two-stroke engines, and recent

Franch engines and materiais.

IVavigational clearance requirements
for highway and railroad bridges.

Washington, United States, Depart-
ment of commerce, 1955. 158pp., illus..

map, $1.50 (U.S.).

Although applying to bridges over
navigable rivers in the United States,

we think many of our members will

find this report interesting, and applic-

able to Canadian problems.
The report shows that in many cases

.slight modifications to craft using rivers

would obviate the necessity for movable
spans, which are costly and cause much
delay to traffic.

Included in the many appendices
is Information on navigational clear-

ances on various rivers, the cost of

movable spans, cost of highway bridges,

etc.

*Plant and process ventilation. W. C.
L. Hemeon. New York, Industrial

Press, 1955. 437pp., diagrs., $9.00

(U.S.).

The emphasis in this book is on
methods for analyzing factory ventila-

tion problems and the dynamics of the

air pollution p r o c e s s to determine
quantities of ventilating air needed and
the best methods for channeling air into

the space in question. Subjects covered
inelude behavior of contaminants in air;

ventilation for bulk materiais handling
systems and hot processes; design of

duct systems, exhaust systems, and re-

lated equipment. Tabular or graphical

summaries are provided to meet the

needs of the plant engineer.

Ports of the world, 9th ed. Sir Archi-
hald Hurd, ed. London, Shipping
World, 1955. 1581pp., 80/-.

The material in this ninth edition con-

tains Information sent to the editors by
almost two thousand correspondents
situated in evcry comer of the world.

The book is divided into two sections,

the United Kingdom and the rest of th(>

world. In the second section, the coun-
tries are grouped by continent. For
each port is given a variety of informa-
tion including location, population, prin-

cipal imports and exports, authorities,

accommodation, charges, pilotage, avail-

ability of repair facilities, rates, consuls.

etc. There are line drawings of some
ports, general Information on national

iiolidays, tables of distances between
principal ports, a list of bunkering

ports, and an alphabetical índex to

ports. It is surprising how much Infor-

mation has been compressed into this

book.

Progress in cargo handling. London
Uiffo, 1955. 342pp., illus., 50/-.

The twenty-three papers comprising
this book were presented at the second
technical conference of the International

Cargo Handling Co-ordination Associa-

tion. The main objective of this four

years old associatiou is to co-ordinatc

discussion and provide information on
moving cargo in and out of ships and
ports.

Fifteen of the papers deal with vari-

ous aspects of "The Ideal Port," the

speakers giving concrete examples drawn
from the ports best known to them. The
other papers cover special aspects of

cargo handling, including the unioading
of bananas, problems connected with the

fishing industry, training of dock work-
ers, etc.

The value of the book is increased by
the inclusion of a detailed Index whicL

is unusual in a work of this type.

Rhéologie théorique. M. Reiner. Paris,

Dunod, Montreal, Fomac, 1955. 187pp.,

illus., $9.20.

Rheology owes its origin to the great

use which is now made of synthetic

products in such fields as paint, plastics,

rubber, etc. It deals with the deforma-

tion and flow of matter.

This is one of the basic books on

the subject, and is translated from the

F.nglish. The author gives the mathe-

ff 99

CINCH
ANCHORS

"STRONGER THAN THE BOLT"

The completely reliable expansion Anchor

Manufoctured in Canada solely by

CANADIAN CINCH ANCHORING SYSTEMS
LIMITED

2095 Madison Avenue, Montreal
Data book— sfress fab/es on request

PMrorogress in Water Treatment

with Nationwide Service

Alchem Limited is the

outstanding Canadian

firm in water treat-

ment service in Can-

ada today.

Alchem offers:

• Service to the field bv

competent eiigineers

• Complete laborator>

Services with compre-

hensive reports.

• Engineering studies

• Specialized chemicals

If you have a water

treatment problem in

your plant call anti

Alchem representa-

tive. Alchem's field

oífices are located

across Canada.

ALCHEM LIMITED 6ur//ngfon, O
MONCTON MONTREAL TORONTO LONDON SUDB'!

WINNIPEO CALGARY EDMONTON VANCOU

'
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S&L Case History:

Haines-Fairbanks
19,000 fons of pipe on short notice

is a tall order lor any company.

It was just such an order that was
received by Stewarts and Lloyds in

November, 1953. Tlie pipe was to be
used on the Canadian portíon ol the
Haines-Fairbanks Products Pipeline, de-

livery to be niade at Alaskan ports within

seven months.

We were asked if vve could meet the

specified dates. We could.

Products Pipeline
The pipe was made iii accordancc with

American Petroleum Institute Standard

5L and shipped hy specially cliartered

steamers.

5,000 tons were delivered in Januarv,

7,000 in March and 7,000 in May— ali

on Schedule.

The laying of the pipeline was suhstan-

tially completed in 19;it— less than a year

from the time tlie order was placed.

STEWARTS AIVD LLOYDS
MANUFACTURERS OF STEEL PIPE FOR EVERY USE

STEWARTS AND LLOYDS OF CANADA LIMITED TORONTO • CALGARY

II ENGíNKKKINí; .IOURNAL Onober. 1955
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In this photo, holes are being

bored into a piece of rugged

Jack Pine to make it into a

cross arm. What makes it a

"boring" job with a great

future is that it will be pressure treated by Canada Creosoting

. . . increasing length of service from three to five times over

that of untreated material . . . and providing high salvage

value. Pressure treated cross arms and polés from Canada
Creosoting are the ideal combination for saving money!
For this treatment offers maximum resistance to fungus decay,

insects and chemical action. They not only offer more in

terms of service but require less maintenance. So, for long
life, dependability and economy specify cross arms and polés
from Canada Creosoting Company Limited.

Canada Creosoting Company for the best in treated timber

So/es offíceí oíi

Truro^ N.S.,

Montreal, Que.,
Toronto, Ont.,

Winnipeg, Mon.,
Calgary, Alto.,

North Voncouver, B.C.

CANADA CREOSOTING
COMPANY LIMITED

Library Notes

matical basis of the subject, which
vve find in the preface takes in the
theory of eh\sticity, resistance of ma-|
t criais, phisticity, hydraulics, viscosity.l

etc. There is a very useful six-page
bibliography of periodical articles.

Scientific and technical societies uq
the United States and Canada, 6th

ed. T'.S. Natiíjnal Academy
Scioncrs-Xational Hcscaich Counç
Libiai \' and ,], R. Kolir, <-omps. Was|
ington, N.R.C., 1955, 447pp,, $7.1

(U,S,).

The appeaiance of a new edition o!|

this valiiabie handbook will be very

welcome news, especialiy to librarians.

Di\ided into two sections, the firs"

lists scientific and technical societies inP

the United States, vvhile the second list? 1
fhose in Canada. For each society thi'

íollowing details are given: addres-s, pei

inanent officcrs, historv, purpose, meni
ber.ship, meetings, publications, library

research funds, medals, etc.

The Índex li.sts publications, researcl

funds and subject interests of the so-

cieties, and is very comprehensive, al

though not complete, as we notice Úv
Engineering Journal does not appear.

This handbook is a mu.?t on an\

reference shelf.

.Shell nioulding process. Ínterim re

port. Birniinghani, Association o

bronze and biass founders, IQM,

36i)p., minieog., 5/-.

This report follows a three month>
>urvey of the industry in Great Britain,

and covers niachines, equiinnent, sands

resins, accurac.v, etc. There is al.«o ;

.^liort list of refei'ences to periodicíi

articles.

'-'Some fundamentais of conibustion

D. B. Siialding. Toionto, Butterwortli!

1955. 250iip., diagrs., .$7 ..50 (U.S.) (Ga

Turbine Senes, volume 2).

Brief chapters are included on select

ed aspects of heat and mass transfei

thermodynamics, and fluid flow; some

wliat longer chapters on heat and mas
transfer with chemical reactiou anc

(hemical features of combustion. Thi

latter deal with such specific topics a

combustion of gas jets, combustion o

l)re-mixed gases, and combustion witli

out pre-mixing. Some of the guidinj

principies for gas turbine design ar^

discussed in the concluding chapter

Speak to the earth. Max Miller. Toi

onto, Saunders, 1955. 310pp., $4.85.

In this popular account of the storjl

of petroleum, the author traces botl]

its geological and industrial history. Bt-j

fore writing his story, he .journeyed a''

over the United States collecting info'|

mation, and wo have here a layínan i

impre.ssions of the oil industiy. Th;

illu.strations by J. W. McDermott afi«j

to the en,ioyment of this inferestini

book.

*Strength of materiais. Part I: eltj

nientary theory and problems, 3r

ed. S. Tnno.shenko. Toionto, Va:

Nostrand, 1955. 442pp., diagrs., $6.50.

The third edition of this standarj

work has been exjjanded by the add;

tion of two new chapters, one on thj

Iwnding of beams m a plane which :|

not a plnne of symmetry, the other o

(H6) it.% October, 1955 THE ENGINEERING JOURNA
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PEACOCK atCanúdú^s

Power Sàow. . •

The Show Morf ín Monfrea/ wher* Cana</a's Power Show wi// be he/d November 8, 9, 10 and II.

. .A "MUST" FOR
POWER SHOW
VISITORS
Because this will be Canada's greatest

Power Show to date, Peacock Brothers
have been working to make their exhibit

the largest and most informative in com-
pany history.

As maoufacturing licencees and repre-

sentatives of many acknowledged world
leaders in their field, we believe engi-

neers and other technical men will find

a visit to the Peacock booth profitable.

Some of the equipment to be shown is

unique and ali of it interesting and im-
portant to the power industry.

Listed are some of the producis which will be displayed:

WEIR feed pumps

^RYSDA^ pumps

PiOPKInJI^^ valves and centrífuges

feed water regulators

JERGUSOrT] levei gauges

^OXBORO measurement and control

Instruments

^UDENBtlf^m pressure gauges

I^KINNEI^ steam engínes

^ICHARDSON^ automatic coal scales

^ÍVALPRON
^

flexible couplíngs

We're looking forward to see/ng you at the Power Show, BOOTH5 33, 34 and 35

PEACOCK BROTHERS LIMITED
MONTREAL

SYDNEY — TORONTO ~ SUDBURY — WINNIPEG — EDMONTON

T|p ENGINEERING JOURxNAL Octoben 1955

CALGARY — VANCOUVER
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Library Notes

the bending of curved bars. A number
of minor changes have been made
throughout the book, and new problems
have been added.

TV manufacturers' reeeiver trouble
cures (volume 7). Milton Snitzer,

ed. New York, Rider, 1955. 112pp.,

diagre., pa., $1.80 (U.S.).

TV repair questions and answers
(video circuits). Sidney Platt. New
York, Rider, 1955. 121pp., illus., pa.,

$2.10 (U.S.).

Selling your TV-radio service. General
Electric Co. Tube department. New
York, Rider, 1955. 60pp., illus., pa.,

$1.00 (U.S.).

Picture book of TV troubles (vol. 4,

Automatic gain coiitrol (ACG) cir-

cuits). John F. Rider Laboratories

staff. New York, Rider, 1955. 84pp.,

illus.. pa., $1.80 (U.S.).

Taxes and traffic: a study of highway
fínancing. Toronto, Canadian tax

foundation, 1955. 158pp., pa., $2.50.

(Distributed by the Canadian good
i'oads association to its members.)

This is the first Canadian study of

the practical and theoretical aspects of

highway financing to be published.

Techniques of plant maintenance and
engineering, 1955. New York, Clapp
and Poliak, Banner and Greif, 1955.

218pp., $7.50 (U.S.).

The proceedings of the technical ses-

sions held concurrently with the Plant
Maintenance and Engineering Show,
this book contains in addition to the

twenty-three prepared papers, the dis-

cussion they aroused, and summaries of

the sixteen roundtable conferences

which were also held.

Although most of the papers dealt

with problems common to ali plants,

the chemical, food, paper, steel and tex-

tile industries were p a i d particular

attention in the roundtables.

At the general session the require-

ments of maintenance and management
were discussed, and other topics cov-

ered include training, planning main-
tenance, managing the maintenance
force, materiais handlmg, etc.

This volume is a valuable addition

to a useful series.

Ten years of semi-conducting ma-
teriais and transistors. N. L. Meyrick
and G. Roman, comps. Cambridge,
Pye Ltd., 1954. 37pp.

This bibliography covers the litera-

ture on semiconductors published in tht

past ten years or so. The entries art

arranged by subject, and there is an
author index. Unfortunately, there i-s

no list of the sources from which tlu

bibliography was compiled.

Thermionic valves 1904-1954: th«

first fifty years. London, Institutioii

of electrical engineeis, 1955. 69pp
illus., 9/-, 75c to E.I.C. members.

In commemoration of the fiftiethi

anniversary of Sir Ambrose Fleming'.-

application for a patent for his diode
the Institution of Electrical Engineer.-

lield a special meeting when three lec-

tures were given on the developmen!
of the thermionic valve. This book con-
tains the three lectures, appreciations ot

Fleming and Lee de Forest, and illus-

hations of the exhibition of thermionií
valves held at the time.

Wind effects on bridgcs and othei

flexible structures. Great Britain

National phvsical laboratorv. Ottawa
U.K.LO., 1955. 14pp., 40c.

This monograph is concerned witi

m\'estigations, made chiefly in England
into the oscillatory effects of wind oi

suspension bridges. Many of the find

ings are equally applicable to othe
Qexible structures such as tall chimneys
transmission lines and buildings.

Write for our illustrated Catalogue No. 54 for complete information

on "Pacpipe" Wood Stare Pipe and Tanks.

pacpipe
WOOD PIPE a TANKS

B. C. FIR TANKS

for

URANIUM
EXTRACTION

Our B.C. Fir Tanks are being uscd

in most modem Uranium Mills using

the Acid Leach Process. Experience

has shown our Tanks are best for:

9 THICKENERS

e AGITATORS

# SOLUTION

• PACHUCA

« ORE BINS

For Tailings Disposal use "Pacpipe"

Wire Wound Wood Stave Pipe.
II

pacpipe
W o o D PIPE & TANKS
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Employmeiit Serviee

XhIS SERVICE is operated for the benefit of members of The
Engineering Institute of Canada and for industrial and other
organizations employing technically trained men—without charge
to either party. It would be appreciated if employers would make
the fuUest use of these facilities to list their requirements—existing

or estimated.

NOTICES appearing in the SITUATIONS WANTED column wiU
be discontinued after three insertions. They will be reinstated, on
request, after a lapse of one month.

REPLIES to advertisements should be addressed to File No. 000,

Employment Service, The Engineering Institute of Canada, 2050

Mansfield Street.

INTERVIEWS with the Institute Employment Service, 2050 Mans-
field Street, Montreal—Telephone PLateau 5078—may be arranged
by appointment.

SITUATIONS WANTED
RODUCTION ENGINEER, M.E.I.C.. P.Eng.
(Que.) McGill, diversified experience includes
busíness administration, plant operation.

Sales, purchasing, product control. Project
engineering, labor negotiations. Manulacturing
cost estimates and analyses. Plant layout.
methods studies. Production planning and
scbeduling, material bandling. Age 45. Mar-
ried. Desires challenging and demanding posi-

tion. Available on reasonable notice. FuII

resume on request. File No. 1186-W.

IRADUATE ENGINEER, B.Sc. (CE.) cum
laude, 10 years experience selling beavy ma-
chinery, gears, speed reducers, steel and bronze
castings to beavy industry, including sbip-

yards, machinery builders, cement industry,
Steel fabricators and paper mills. Prior to

this, wide experience in the production, in-

spection, maintenance engineering and time
and metbods study, pbases of industry. Tbe
position desired would be in top levei sales

work, in sales management, or in manage-
ment. It would offer abilíty and initiative,

scope for advancement. File No. 2500-W.

RADUATE ENGINEER 1945, age 33, bilingual,
diversiiied industrial experience combined
with sales engineering in various fields such
as process control Instruments, coals and
petroleum fuels. Excellent knowledge of fuel

marketing and extensive experience in many
aspects of fuel utilization: beating, combus-
tion, smoke abatement, steam plant engineer-
ing and related equipment. Seeks tecbnical
position of sénior responsibility in sales.
Service, purchasing, management. Montreal
area preferred. File No. 2554-W.

ECTRICAL ENGINEER, P.Eng. Ont., with
post-graduate training in business administra-
tion seeks responsible position leading to sales
management. Eight years sales and manu-
lacturing experience at supervisory levei,

resently in sales administration, functions
cluding supervision of sales, product pro-
otion, technical projects, top levei customer

contact in Industrial market. File No. 2975-W.

ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, McGill 1949,

.Eng., (Ont.), age 27. Experience as follows:
design In reinforced concrete and structural
teel, layout of bullding sites including roads,
igrading and drainage. Design «f storm and
sanitary sewers. Estimating and specificatlon
iwriting. Seeks job where knowledge will lead
ro position of increased responsibility. File
pio. 3134-W.

ECHANICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, P.Eng.
fOnt.) N.S.T.C. graduate 1950, 27 years old,
Bingle. Two years pulp and paper mill design
nd layout, one year diesel locomotive main-
enance, 18 months railway car building and
eavy repair. Desires responsible position
here qualifications and experience can be
tilized. Available on reasonable notice to
resent employer. File No. 3271-W.

CHANICAL ENGINEER, M.E.I.C, P.Eng.
Ont.) graduated (Univ. Vienna) 1944 (Hons.)
e 39, married, left home country 1947, In

da since 1951. Ten years experience in

manufacturing methods, production engineering
of high precision components and beavy ma-
chinery; design and engineering of beavy
machinery, precision parts, steam engines.
boUer, beating and ventilating, piping, struc-
tures, material handling equipment. Good or-

ganizer. Excellent scientific worker. Desires
responsible and challenging position. File No.
3990-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, P.Eng.,
1949, graduate. Married, 2 children. Experience
as follows—1 year electronics, 2 years on
inspection of electrical equipment, 2 years on
construction, operation and maintenance of

power houses, transmission lines, substations,

IV2 years with Consulting engineers on design
of power and lighting systems for industrial

and commercial buUdings. Desire position

with beavy industrial power or Consulting
company. File No. 4124-W.

SALES ENGINEER, P.Eng., Alberta 1950, age
31, desires employment as sales representativo
working out of Hamilton. WUling to sell any
industrial or construction product. Five years
experience in sales and engineering with In-

dustrial electrical manufacturing firm. Have
both factory and district experience (2 years
Montreal). 3 years with Navy as petty officer

in radio and radar, married, family. resident
of Hamilton. FUe No. 4213-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, P.Eng., Jr.E.I.C,
B.Eng. McGill '51. Single, 30. Completed
graduate student training course with large
electrical equipment manufacturer. Presently
engaged as industrial engineer responsible

for productivity of a power products line.

Post graduate courses. Interested in position

with greater responsibility, challenge and cp-

portunity to demonstrate ability. File No.
4217-W.

INDUSTRIAL MANAGER, M.E.I.C. Mechanical
engineer with twenty years experience ali

pbases of engineering, production and man-
agement at both factory and general manage-
ment levei. Background covers sheet-metal
manufacturing in both aircraft and commercial
products. Successful record in organizing,
leadership, and labor relations. Seeking career
appointment, preferably in moderate sized

company with opportunity for participatlon.

File No. 4219-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, P.Eng.. Unlversity
of Alberta 1950, bilingual, experience in main-
tenance and plant engineering In heavy In-

dustry, statistical engineering and switchgear
engineering. Seek responsible position in

manufacturing. File No. 4427-W.

CrVIL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, Sask. '49. Married.
Age 27. Desirous of employment In Alberta.

Experience chiefly In the field of heavy in-

dustrial equipment. Would like sales, plant

engineering, application engineering. Presently
located in Montreal. File No. 4517-W.

MECHANICAL AND INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER,
McGill graduate. age 46, M.E.I.C, P.E.Q. and
P.E.O., married, 21 years newsprlnt and
fine paper experience, in repalrs, maintenance
and ali pbases of plant engineering. Desires
change outside of Quebec. Available short
notice. FUe No. 4S40-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, GRADUATE McGiU Unl-
versity, wishes to find employment with a
médium sized construction company or small-
er Consulting firm. Over five years experience
in ali pbases of the building field: Engineering
studies, sight and soil investigation, design,
construction, maintenance, inspection, and
costing. Have worked for some of the best
construction firms and engineers. File No.
4588-W.

ELECTRICAL Jr.E.I.C, McGill '52, presenUy
employed, experience includes utility and
power project work, switchgear and control
design, and contracts, industrial rectifier sales,

and control work on D.C. drives. Interested
in Consulting or manufacturing in or around
Montreal and would be available on one
month's notice. File No. 4694-W.

INDUSTRIAL SALES ENGINEER, 30, graduate
Chemical engineer Jr.E.I.C, McGill 1951,

P.Eng. (Que.), bilingual, married with family.
Production and sales experience in building
materiais field and mechanical engineering
field. Desires sales position with progressivo
firm having opportunities for advancement.
FUe No. 4704-W.

CrVIL ENGINEER, M.E.I.C, P.Eng. (Ont.).
A.M.I.C.E. (Britain), age 35, married, desires
responsible position with wcU established en-
gineering firm or municipal authority, pre-
ferably in British Columbia or Ontário. Ex-
perience includes approximately 10 years with
highways and bridges authorities in U.K.,
3 years as executivo engineer in the Public
Works Dept., East Africa, and 2 years in

government engineering and construction ser-

vice Ln Canada. Good administrative ability

witb considerable experience in design specifi-

catlon writing, and supervision of construction
of highway projects, reinforced concrete
bridges, domestic and public buUding works,
airfields, water supply, sewage disposal, and
drainage schemes. FUe No. 4707-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER. B.A.Sc. 1945, P.Eng.,
M.E.I.C, age 31, married with íamUy, C.G.E.
test course, presently employed. ExceUent
technical and practical background combined
with administrative experience including 7
years complete charge of electrical engineer-
ing, design, construction, operation and main-
tenance of large papermiU and hydro electric
stations including water control, transmission,
relaying, and distribution. Other experience
includes substaíion. illumination design and
sales. Desires position in Canada or else-

where with heavy industrial, power or Con-
sulting company where experience wiU be
an asset. FUe No. 4725-W.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER, B.Sc, Alberta, 1951,

Athlone FeUow, Jr.E.I.C, now completlng
research for Ph.D., Unlversity of London,
desires position in Chemical industry, prefer-
ably ln Western Canada. FUe No. 4749-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, age 32, married,
graduate (England), seven years experience
in high voltage laboratory of a cable com-
pany, specialized in high voltage impulse
testing of cables and accessorics. Impulse
measuring and recording apparatus, seeks
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situatlon In Ontário. Membership of the Asso-
clatlcn of Professional Engineers applied for.

File No. 4751-W.

MECHANICAL-ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, with
B.Sc, in Electrical Engineering, M.E.I.C.,
P.Eng. and Associate Member A.I.E.E., with
seven years experience desires supervisory
or management levei position with an indus-

trial organization. Experience includes one
year manufacturer's test course, one and one-

halt years Sales Engineer and four and one-

half years as Co-ordinating Engineer on large

scale projects co-ordinating design, drawings,
shop contact, engineering tests and field ap-
plications. Have completed Executive Evalu-
ation Tests and results are available to pros-

pective employer. Travei not objectionable and
will locate anywhere in Canada or the East-

ern United States. File No. 4759-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, Toronto, B.A.Sc., M.A.Sc.,
Jr.E.I.C, P.Eng., age 27, married. Graduating
in October. Seeks employment in structural

design or (abrication in or around Toronto.
Varied experience, including two years
draughting, two years work in welding fiekl.

Special interest in metallurgy and welding
during post graduate studies. File No. 4761-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, P.Eng. (Ont.), age
35, graduated 1949 from Hannover University,

Germany, diplom-ingenieur. Married, one
child. In Canada two years. Experience in

machine design, inspection, sales engineer.

In Germany slx years experience in plant

maintenance, vibration research, with continen-

tal rubber industries. Consulting Engineer for

vibration problems. Desires employment pre-

ferably in Ontário or Quebec. Available im-

mediately. File No. 4762-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, B.Sc. (Queens,
Belfast), 1953, Grad.I.E.E. Age 28, single,

seeks contacts offering position soon afíer

arrival Montreal October 4th, 1955. Experience:
3 years fleet air arm; completed two years
graduate apprenticeship with B.T.H. Coy.,
Rugby, including four months industrial elec-

tronics; 81/2 months with world renowned elec-

trical consultants as an Assistant Resident
Engineer; vacation work in power station in

Germany, paper mill in Sweden, and distri-

bution in Reykjavik, Iceland. Details and
credentialB upon request. File No. 4764-W.

MECHANICAL-ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, B.Sc.
(Mechanical), Sask. 1952, Jr.E.I.C. Age 25,

married. Have 3 years experience with large
electrical manufacturer including their train-

ing course. Capable public speaker and lec-

turer. Experienced in the problems involved
in producing and marketing a quality product
at customers price. Capable of contacting and
negotiating effectively at management or

executive levei. Desires a plant managers
position or sales position with seope for initia-

tive. Preferred location in Western Canada.
File No. 4765-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, National University of Ire-

land, with eight years good general con-
struction experience. including tunnels, roads
and piling. Seeks position with good construc-
tion company. Free to travei. File No. 4770-W.

AGRICULTURAL ENGINEER, P.Eng., Jr.E.I.C,
B.E. (Sask. 1951). Canadian citizen, 26, mar-
ried, farm background, Canadian experience:
2V2 years design drawing Office. British ex-
perience under Athlone Fellowship: one year
machine shop training, one year divided be-
tween process planning, time and motion
study, and design drawing departments. De-
sires position in design or development field,

preferably connected with the farm equipment
industry. Available Nov. Ist. Location open.
Resume sent on request. File No. 4772-W.

FIRMS OR INDIVIDUALS IN CANADA or the
U.S. desiring consultations or representation
in México, or other parts of Latin America
may contact a Professional engineer (Member
Corp. of Professional Engineers of Quebec)
with broad and lengthy experience and travei,
knowledge of Spanish, permanent resident
status in México, and numerous important
contacts in Canada, the U.S., México, Vene-
zuela, and the West Indies. Correspondence
invited. File No. 4773-W.

MECHANICAL ELECTRICAL ENGINEER.
P.Eng., Jr.E.I.C, high standing graduate from
Polytechnique, 1953, bilingual, single. Two
years experience in administrative work With
large municipality. Actually in charge of
two engineers, one technician and two fore-
men. Two years evening studies in general
electricity at McGill University. Seeks chal-
lenging position with advancement and in-

centive for Consulting engineers or contractors
located in Montreal area, not necessarily in
electricity or mechanics. FUe No. 4774-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, B.Sc,
P.Eng. Six years varied experience in esti-
mating, incentive systems, plant layout and
product inspection. Supervisory and adminis-
trative experience as a departmental head
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responsible for high daily productive output
of forged and machined products. Seeking
responsible position with greater opportunity
for advancement. File No. 4775-W.

METALLURGICAL ENGINEER, P.Eng.,
M.E.I.C, M.C.I.M.M. Canadian born. Married,
age 37. Graduate McGill University. Course
in management administration. Twelve years
diversified experience in ferrous metallurgical
development and supervision of Chemical and
metallurgical laboratories, inspection, specifi-

catioii and technical service divisions in steel

finishing mill. Presently employed but seeks
more responsible position. File No. 4782-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, S.E.I.C., N.S.T.C,
1952, age 26, married, 2 children. Experienced
in newsprint mill process and development.
Excellent knowledge of process instrumenía-
tion. Desires permanent responsible position
in development, production or instrumentation.
Has done considerable supervising. Detailed
resume on request. File No. 4783-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, P.Eng. (Ont.),
Jr.E.I.C, B.Eng., 1954, McGill University,
age 24, married, experience in sales, manu-
facturing methods and maintenance. Desires
work of definite mechanical nature, either
sales or/and engineering. HamUton area pre-
ferred with moderate travei acceptable. File
No. 4785-W.

YOUNG MANUFACTURING EXECUTIVE elec-
trical engineer, M.S., P.Eng., M.E.I.C,
A.M.I.E.E., A.M.A.I.E.E., early thirties, ex-
perienced manufacture switchgear and control
gear, successively development engineer,
chief engineer, manager. Seeks executive posi-
tion (not necessarily electrical) with scope and
good future prospects. Location open. FUe
No. 4786-W.

MINING ENGINEER, specialized also in soil

mechanics, wide experience drUling, prospect-
ing, development, production; in coal, salt,

quarries, oil and formerly full professor Min-
ing Engineering. Technical Assistance Admin-
istration (U.N.) expert. Fluent English and
French, Spanish, Portuguese. Married, age 45
years. Desires position where any former
experience may be best utilized. Available
immediately. File No. 4791-W.

MECHANICAL AND INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER,
P.Eng. (Que.), Jr.E.I.C, graduate B.Eng.
McGill 1951. 27 year old, married, with two
children. Four years experience in fieids of
plant engineering, plant layout, process en-
gineering, production control in various júnior
administrati\e positions with a medium-sized
company in the manufacture of light precision
machine parts. Extensive extra-curricular
study in the fieids of business administration
accounting and auditing. Desires responsible
position as deputy to general manager or m
industrial engineering and production control
where initiative and top performance will lead
to increases in responsibility and incentive.
Willing to travei and will locate anywhere in

Canada or northeastern United States. Cana-
dian Citizen available upon three monlhs
notice. Substantiating data available on re-
quest. File No. 4792-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, B.Sc, E.E., 1953,
age 24, single, Jr.E.I.C, 2 years in England
on Athlone Fellowship, experience with large
manufacturer of power equipment, several
months experience in switchgear and relay ap-
plications departments, desires employment
with future leading to position of responsibility
in Canada or abroad. Please reply to File
No. 4794-W.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER, M.E.I.C, married, age
47, 16 years experience in oil industry, 3
years experience in Canada as chemist analyst
for ferrous and non-ferrous alloys. Economic
studies, business and sales experience. Speak-
ing fluently French and Italian. Interested in
a position where capabilities will be fully
utilized. Location and size of company is uot
important. Available on 15 days notice to
present employer. File No. 4797-W.

MECHANIC.^^L ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, age 30.
five years practical experience in power plant.
Chemical plant, and refinery design and con-
struction. Desires position in P.Q., preferably
Montreal area. File No. 4798-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, B.A., B.A.Sc, Lavai
University 1954. Presently on a two year train-
ing course in England with a world wide
company, specializing in hydro-electric. Under-
graduate experience in the power field, ex-
perienced traveller. Married, 24, bilingual.
Seeking interesting position with consultant
firm cr power company. Location open. File
No. 4799-W.

GRADUATE ENGINEER, M.E.I.C. U. of T.
1922, Chemical, civil, mechanical. Available
Oct. 15. now resident Toronto. Immediate
employment is desired anywhere, where there
is prospect of permanence and some future

October, 1955

ahead. Experience: tool designer, mechanic»
and architectural draftsman, structural stett
and reinforced concrete detailer, pressur
vessel detaUer (over 10 years). Hold hie
school teaching certificate have technicí
school and university teaching experience (1
years). Particular interest includes: chemicí
plant, oil refinery, steam plant, structurs
Steel fabrication plant, associate or partnf
in Consulting practice. Transportation expens
advance is requested where interview is n
quired prior to engagement. File No. 4830-W

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, S.E.I.C, N.S.T.C
1955. Summer experience includes, desig
sales and price estimating with heating ai

ventilating eontractor. Laterly engineerii
trainee in plant operation and maintenant
Seeks opportunity with engineering compa)
in any location. Presently located in Mon
real. FUe No. 4801-W.

SITUATIONS VACANT
CHEMICAL

CHEMICAL ENGINEER OR CHEMIST, require
for position as Technical Assistant to ih

Plant Manager of new eaustic-chlorine plant i

Alberta. Preferably a young man with 011

to three years experience in control and di

velopment work in an industrial plant. Positio

affords an excellent opportunity for a mãl
with initiative who is willing to assume r
sponsibility. FUe No. 5310-V.

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING GRADUATE, r
quired for oU refinery in Winnipeg, as
technical assistant. One or two years experienc
in technical and economic studies and proce:

design preferred. Write giving fuU particulai

of training and experience. File No. 5310-^

VACANCIES EXIST in a large speciaity pui

and paper mill in the Eastern Township
Provínce of Quebec. We require one chemio
engineer and one chemist. The succes,
applicants wUl be employed in the Technic
Department. Initially work wiU consist

technical investigations throughout the n,

aimed at increased production and high,
quality. The positions ofíer interesting woi
with good opportunities for advaneemer
Candidates must be recent graduates of

recognized university. Previous experience
the industry is not necessary. Essential qua
ties are initiative, self contidence and abili

to work with a minimum of supervision. App
in writing giving full details of education, e

Ferience and career. AU applications will 1

handled in strict confidence. File No. 5321-'

CHEMICAL ENGINEER, required by large (

company located in Toronto to work into sale

Applicant will start in Toronto area, but mu'
be wiUing to move elsewhere in Canada. Can
dian graduate preferred. Salary commensu
ate with ability, etc File No. 5324-V.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER or mechanical engine'

with chemcial plant experience required f

plant development and process improveme
in a Chemical plant in Toronto. Must ha(|

5-10 years experience in Chemical plant ope!

ation or maintenance some design or e

gineering experience desirable. Salary coi

mensurate with ability, pension, health ai

hospitalization benefits provided. File N
5329-V.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER or chemist requin

for training to manage a new department
an established Chemical manufacturing co

cern in Montreal. Practical industrial f

perience in chemical operations helpful, b

not essential. Apply giving training, experien

and salary expected. FUe No. 5331-V.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER required to fiU tl

position of Júnior research engineer. Interest^

in young engineers recently graduated ai

who are interested in research work. T
position is avaUable immediately. Good sta'

ing salary. FUe No. 5334-V.

CHEMICAL ENGINEERS required by chemi'

works within 40 mUes of Montreal. Success

applicants wUl be trained for producti

supervision. Two years experience prefern

File No. 5352-V.

RESEARCH CHEMICAL ENGINEER requii

in Montreal. A recent graduate, with go

Scholastic record for small, scale pilut-moi

research and development on cooking and i

covery processes m the manufacture of pu

and paper. Apply by resume to File ^
5362-V.

YOUNG CHEMICAL ENGINEER recent grad

ate or one with 1 to 4 years experience i

quired by long established chemical manufa

turer located 18 mUes from centre of Moil

real. Duties include part office and pa I

plant. File No. 5371-V.
;

CHEMICAL ENGINEERS (3 years or less e

perience) required for reseach and develo^
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10 THE YOUNG ENGINEER

Today an army runs on powered wheels

and muzzle velocity, cosine and stress,

vanishing point and point of no return,

logistics and stamina levei, absolute zero

and the cathode ray.

To be on top, an army must have the

talents of men who can design, prove and

service the machines and instruments that

will keep it there.

Engineers — civil, chemical, electrical,

mechanical — help keep an army function-

ing smoothly.

IN THE SERVICE OF CANADA

Therefore the Army can use young imag-

inative engineers, engineers who, in the

interest of keeping the Canadian Army

ahead, will be encouraged to pursue their

special talents.

Request an interview with the Recruiting

Officer nearest you. Ask him about careers

for ofificers in the Engineering branches of

the Army. He has the answers you need,

or write:

Directorate of A\anmng,

Army Headquaríers, Ottaua, Ont.
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ment work In «arge ctiemical company sltuated

in Niagara Falis, Ontário. File No. 5380-V.

PETROLEUM CHEMIST, wanted to work on re-

search and manufacture oí lubricating grea.ses

and oils. Must have experience in deveIo;>

ment and process plant, operational knowledge
of manufacture of greases, motor oils, metal
cutting oils and soluble oils. Education levei,

B.Sc. or B..\. minimum. Age 25-55. Salary

commensurate vvith previous experience and
ability to contribute to technical group work.

Location of employment, Montreal. File No.

5399-V.

ENGINEER REQUIRED FOR PROJECT en-

gineering work by petroleum contractors in

the Toronto área. Applicants should have
minimum 3 to 5 years experience in petro-

leum or Chemical industry with knowledge
of equipment selection and co-ordination of

engineering purchasing and construction.

Salary open. File No. 5407-V.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER required by large

Montreal manufacturer, recent graduate to be

trained for work involving a wide variety

of plant processes including organic finishes.

Preference wUl be given to a recent Uni-

versity graduate, but consideration will also

be given applicants with Chemical finishing

experience in the mass production field. File

No. 5425-V.

crviL

STRUCTURAL ENGINEERS AND DRAUGHTS-
MEN. General industrial steel and concrete
design, draughting. Salary commensurate
with experience. Location Montreal. File No.

5326-V.

SÉNIOR STRUCTURAL DESIGNER required by
firm of Consulting engineers in Toronto.

Salary negotiable. File No. 5342-V.

CIVIL ENGINEER required by firm of Con-

sulting engineers to act as resident engineer
for large highway job. Location Ontário. Liv-

ing quarters provided for wife and family.

Well experienced man required. Duration of

present work approximately 3 years, with
possibility oí permanent employment. Salary
negotiable. File No. 5342-V.

CIVIL OR STRUCTURAL ENGINEER with
administrative ability required for timber
development engineering by Canadian in-

stitute of timber construction. This institute,

representing the structural timber fabricat-

ing industry in Canada, has several proj-

ects under wav requiring Professional per-

sonnel with ability to deveiop and present
design iníormation for the use of designing
engineers and architects. Experience In de-
sign, preferably with a Consulting firm is

desirable. Ability to administrate and to co-

ordinate actívities of others is essentiaí. We
visualize a man 30-40 who likes variety in his
work and enjoys working with people. Loca-
tion, Ottawa. Reply giving fuU details. File
No. 5355-V.

STRUCTURAL ENGINEER for technical pro-
motion work in connection with a major type
of building construction. Applicant must be
a Canadian citizen experienced in structural
design and capable of meeting and assisting
engineers, architects and public officials with
structural problems. Office in Toronto, con-
siderable travei in Ontário. Salary $6,000. Car
allowance. Reply stating personal data, quali-
fications and references. File No. 5360-V.

SOILS ENGINEER, required by rapidly ex-
panding Consulting firm located in Western
Canada. Must have a post graduate degree
majoring in soUs and a minimum of five
years experience in related work. State full

particulars as to age, experience and salary
"xpected in first letter. File No. 5365-V.

WATERWORKS DESIGN ENGINEER. AppU-
cant must be a graduate Professional en-
gineer of a recognized university and pre-
ferably a member of the Association of Pro-
fe.ssional Engineers of Ontário or the equiva-
lent. Should have a minimum of 7 to 10
years experience in the design of engineer-
ing structures re, watermains, pumping sta-
tion, elevated tanks, etc. Excellent oppor-
tunity for advancement. Generous sick leave,
pension, vacation, and hospital and medicai
plan. Initial salary range $5,600 to $7,200.
Starting salary commensurate with ability
and experience. Municipality located in South-
ern Ontário. File No. 5369-V.

YOUNG ENGINEER or architect required for
young construction firm, specializing more m
sewer work and excavation but also doing
building construction. Salary to start $400.00
per month. Must have at least two yea-s
experience and not over 35 years of age.
Apply stating age, graduation, experience,
and references to File No. 5373-V.

RECENT GRADUATE CIVIL ENGINEER re-
quired in the track section of the Office of
the chief engineer of a major railway com-
pany In Montreal. File No. 5377-V.

CIVIL ENGINEEai preferably not over 35 years
of age required by structural steel firm in

Montreal, to act as salesman for roof deck
and wall panei construction. Salary open.
Please reply FUe No. 5393-V.

SOIL ENGINEERS, required by well known
Engineering and Construction Company. Must
be graduate CivU Engineers, preferably with
post graduate studies in soil mechanics and
foundation engineering. Send resume of quali-

fications and experience. Replies will be
treated confidentially. File No. 5396-V.

GRADUATE CIVIL ENGINEERS, required by
well known engineering and construction
company for special work in the field of soil

mechanics and foundation engineering. Post
graduate studies in soil mechanics and struc-
tures desirable but not essentiaí. Send resume
of qualifications and experience. Replies wUl
be treated confidentially. FUe No. 5396-V.

SÉNIOR STRUCTURAL ENGINEER required
for mining and concentrating plant design
and layout. Please state full details of quali-
fications, experience and age in first letter

to FUe No. 5398-V.

LECTURER CIVIL ENGINEERING for im-
mediate appointment: to give undergraduate
instruction in design of steel and timber
structures and allied subjects to carry out
investigations and research. Salary range
$3440 to $4100 with superannuation, hospital
Insurance and other benefits. Applicant
should be university graduate with some
years practical or teaching experience in

structural design. Location Halifax, Nova
Scotia. FUe No. 5410-V.

A PRESIDENT IS REQUIRED immediately
by a Montreal firm, thoroughly experienced
in the contracting industry, especiaUy in the
management and public relations industry.
Successful candidate should be a man of

abUity and vision. Preferred age 35-45; must
be a civU engineering graduate. Salary in

five figures plus bónus. FUe No. 5417-V.

ELECTRICAL
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS, for electronic engi-
neers. General company expansion has cre-
ated several opportunities for men with
proven abUity and experience for the design
and development of complex electronic ap-
paratus. There are openings for electrical

and mechanical engineers in the foUowing
flelds: electronic computors, microwave re-

lay Systems, test equipment design and de-
velopment. Systems engineering, transistors.
If you are interested in improving your Pro-
fessional status and knowledge by joining a
firm that offers the security and prestige
of leadership send fuU detaUs as to age, edu-
cation and past experience by maU. AU re-

pUes wiU be held in strict confidence and
wiU be acknowledged. File No. 5299-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, 4 to 8 years ex-
perience in electronics, electrical or electro-

magnetic circuits. Capable of doing and
directing development in these fields; in-

terested in developing his own ideas with
those of others in exchange for an opportunity
to participate in a smaU progressive engineer-
ing company. FUe No. 5304-V.

APPLICATIONS ARE INVITED from engineers
with at least five years experience to act
as assistant to City Engineer. Must have ex-
perience in design, planning, grading and
paving roads and streets. Good permanent
position for right person. Pension plan and
other fringe benefits. Official application forms
may be obtained at the Executive Director
Office, City HaU, Saint John, N.B. FUe No.
5305-V.

STRUCTURAL STEEL DESIGNER. Outstanding
opportunity for Ontário Professional Engineer
with minimum of five years experience in

the design of structural steel buUdings. Ex-
ceUent starting salary, modern office and
good working conditions. Please state age,
experience, references and salary required.
FUe No. 5306-V.

ASSISTANT SALES MANAGER for electrical
industry. Graduate electrical engineer pre-
ferred with experience of sales organization,
in the switchgear and transformer field. Please
state experience, age and salary expectei.
Application to be accompanied by a receni
photograph. File No. 5308-V.

ELÉCTRICAS ENGINEERS AND DRAUGHTS-
MEN. Industrial, electrical light and power
distribution. Salary commensurate with cx
perience. Location Montreal. File No. 532Ô-V

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER up to $7,200.00 to
supervise the installation and the design,
preparation of plans, specifications and esti

mates of electrical systems for public build-
ings. For further Information write to FUe
No. 5330-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER for the production
department. This man to have a maximum

YOUR
OPPORTUNITY
TO INCREASE

EXPERIENCE

RESPONSIBILITY

SALARY

Continuing progress and expansion
of Dow-CanadG's operations hove
creoted interesting permanent
career opportunities for:

PROCESS ENGINEERS
Inítiolly these two young Chemical
Engineers will be assigned process

evaluation and/or development
problems and will do trouble shoot-

ing in the process plants". This

on-the-job training will lead to

Production Supervision, Technical

Sales or Service or Technical Ad-
ministration, etc. (Located in

Sarnia

)

•'Ethylene, Chiorine, Caustic, Sty-

rene, Polystyrene, Lotex, Clycol,

Solvents or Ammonia.

SALES ENGINEERS
Two Engineers with a flair for sell-

ing and with some soles experience
in a process industry will be given

the opportunity to combine tech-

nical training with interesting cus-

tomer contact. (Initially located in

Toronto or Montreal)

One young Metollurgical, Mecha-
nical or Chemical Engineer with

the aggressiveness to deveiop a

national market in the light metal
industry. (Located in Toronto

I

PROJECT ENGINEER
With 2 to 5 years mechonical de-
sign experience in a process in-

dustry. This position would provide

the opportunities to handie major
prospects in ali ospects and to see

the project octually built in the

field. (Located in Sarnia)

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
A recent graduate now in a norrow

field but who wants brood experi-

ence in the design, installation

and operotion of heavy power dls-

tributing equipment.

SALES TRAINEE
After extensive training in Canado
and U.S. these two trainees will be
given permanent ossignments os

field representatives. (Initially lo-

cated in Toronto)

To orronge an interview, write to

our General Soles Service Manager
in Toronto (Mr. T. Chombers, 600
University Ave.) or our Personnsl

Supervisor in Sarnia (Mr. L. Press-

noil, P.O. Box 1012, Sornio)

DOW CHEMICAL
OF CANADA, LIMITEDÍ
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employee beneflts. Locatlon Nlagara Penín-
sula. File No. 5322-V.

PROJECT ENGINEER
Excellent opening for the right mon, with a well estoblished engineering

firm in Montreal speciolizing in the hydro-electric field.
• • •

This is o sénior position. Applicont should be a graduate with 1 5 - 20
years' experiente in the design, preporation of plons and specifícations,

reports and estimotes for the civil engineering aspects of hydro-electric

power developments. He will be required to take chorge of a design group os

Project Engineer.
• • •

The position is of a permanent nature and entoils the usual pension,

group Insurance, ond other benefits. The salary will be commensurafe with

the capobilities, educationol background and experience of the applicont.

The applicont should be prepared to furnish references os to his qualif icotions

and experience. Ali applications will be acknowledged.

Please opply to The Engineering Journal file number 543 1-V.

of two years experience in production detail-

ÍDg and checklng on low voltage distribution

equipment of ali kinds. Location South On-
tário. File No. 5346-V.

RADUATE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS. We
require graduate electrical engineers for our
Montreal Engineering department. We are
looking for men with experience in power
utility work or associated Unes. Duties will

consist of design of power stations, trans-

mission systems, sub-stations, distribution and
control systems and would include field super-

vision of installations. The salary offered will

be based on ability and experience. The com-
pany has normal employee benefits. File No.
5354-V.

RADUATE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, re-

quired as assistant engineer rural department
of power company in Alberta. Location in

Edmonton. Duties involve design and estima-
tien of single phase farm power Unes with
related engineering. Salary commensurate
with quaUfications. ExceUent employee bene-
fits provide pension, group life, sickness and
accident coverage» File No. 5359-V.

O JÚNIOR ELECTRICAL OR engineering
physicists for work in our research and de-
velopment departments. The work involves
research and development work in various
spccial antennae and related components.
Location Ontário. File No. 5374-V.

LECTRICAL ENGINEER university graduate
required for electrical service of power and
industrial equipment of a Canadian manu-
facturer. Applicant will be located in Mont-
real with possibility of limited amount of
travei in Province of Quebec. Please state
education, experience and starting salary ex-
pected. File No. 5384-V.

LECTRICAL SALES ENGINEERING AND
APPLICATION ENGINEERING positions in
new and growing company making electrical,
industrial control apparatus in S. W. On-
tário. Prefer electrical, mechanical or en-
gineering and business. File No. 5388-V.

LECTRICAL MANUFACTURING ENGINEER,
with experience in the design and manufac-
ture of Air Break Switchgear required for

INSTRUMENTATION
ENGINEER

t TO DESIGN meosuring and control
systems for chemical ond metol-
lurgical processes. Work includes
preporation of flowsheets, wiring
and piping diagrams, layout and
detail drowings, detailed instru-

I

ment specifications and cost esti-

. motes. Location Western Canado
I

Salary — open.

I
Apply to Manoger,

Personnel Division,

J
Consolidated Mining

I
and Smelting Company

I
of Canada Limited,

I Troil, B.C., Canado

Chief Engineers position with Western Mano-
facturer. Should be capable of leading a de-

velopment program in a newiy equlpped
laboratory on low voltage air break switch-
gear and Circuit breakers up to 15 kv.
Salary open. Replies from appUcants with a'I

or part of the required experience wiU be
treated in strict confidence, and should con-
tain full details of experience, age, and edu-
cational background. File No. 5395-V.

COMMUNICATIONS DEPARTMENT OF LARGE
transportation company in Montreal has im-
mediate openings for electrical engineering
graduates specializing in or with experience
in Communications as assistant engineers in

the transmission and equipment groups. Work
involves application and special engineering
of aU types of carrier telephone telegraph
program network transmission, televislon and
broadband microwave systems. Offers w>de
range of experience in Communications field.

Headquarters MontreaL with field engineer-

ing throughout system. AU repUes will lie

held in strict confidence and will be acknow-
ledged. FUe No. 5403-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER WITH experience
in design of electrical installations including

Communications for industrial and comintr-
cial buildings. Minimum five years exper-

ience since graduatlon. Firm of Consulting

engineers in Toronto. File No. 5411-V.

ELECTRONIC ENGINEER required with sev-

eral years experience in design and construc-

tion of expeiimental equipment. Knowledge
of magnetic amplifiers essential. Capable of

independent work on servo-mechanisms for

aircraft application. Manufacturer of alrcratt

engine fuel systems located in Toronto. Apply
with fuU detaUs as to age, date of gradua-
tion, experience and approximate salary re-

quired. FUe No. 5412-V.

LARGE ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING In-

dustry in Niagara Península, has vacancies
for graduate electrical engineers in switcli-

gear sales department. Duties include the

preparation of specifications and settlement of

technical detaUs for aU classes of switch-

gear from 600 volts to 330 KV. Previous
switchgear engineering experience with a
manufacturer or utlUty desirable but not

essential. FUe No. 5415-V.

MECHANICAL

MAINTENANCE SUPERINTENDENT, required

in Montreal for large chain of supermarkets.
Position requires a qualUied mechanical en-

gineer with strong administrative abUity and

a background including refrigeration and elec-

trical instaUation. FUe No. 5300-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, to take complete
charge of engineering department in médium
sized, aggressive electrical manufacturing
plant in Montreal. The right man must be a

good draughtsman with some practical ex-

perience and be prepared to re-organize the

present engineering department. There is an
excellent opportunity that position would lead

to executivo levei and company participation.

FUe No. 5311-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, required by archi-

tectural firm in Winnipeg. Keating, ventUat-

ing, plumbing design and layout experience
preferred. To work with Chief Engineer. FUe
No. 5314-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, with 3 to 5 years
experience in the design and construction of

materiais handling equipment. Working
knowledge of electricity and the strength of

structures helpful. Position offers good salary

and opportunity for advancement with full

MECHANICAL DESIGNERS (engineers or

draughtsmen) capable of doing the work of

machine design including pulleys, gear, etc.

Location Ottawa and Montreal. Salary com-
mensurate with experience. FUe No. 5326-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS AND DRAUGHTS-
MEN, for industrial instaUation of equipment,
plping, etc. Salary commensurate with ex-

perience. Location Montreal. FUe No. 5326-V.

GRADUATE MECHANICAL ENGINEER re-

quired by a heavy industry with extensive
miníng and mUling opcrations in the Eastern
Townships (Quebec). Duties wiU include ma-
chine design, plant layout, work scheduling
etc. Preference will be given to applicant
with one year's experience or recent gradu-
ates. Good opportunity. Interesting and per-
manent position with attractive salary.
Numerous employee benefits. Replies should
include complete record of education, also
salary expectation should be mentioned. File
No. 5338-V.

WORK EQUIPMENT MANAGER required by
large transportation company headquarters
in Montreal. Applicants must be graduate
mechanical engineers, not ovef 40 years old,
with at least 10 years experience in the se-

lection, operation and repair of contractors'
work equipment or mechanical equipment
used in woodlands operations. Apply to the
undersigned by letter, giving complete In-

formation in regard to person, education and
experience. Personal interviews wiU be ar-
ranged if applications justify. Salary depends
on capabUity of successful applicant. FUe
No. 5343-V.

ASSISTANT MECHANICAL SUPERINTEN-
DENT required for Southern Quebec pulp and
paper miU. Recent mechanical engineering
graduate preferred. To assist mechanical
superintendent in aU phases eventually taking
over complete responsibility for mechanical
maintenance. Position offers excellent oppor-
tunity for advancement. Hospitalization and
life insurances, pension plan, etc. avaUable.
Please include in application aU detaUs re-
garding education and experience. FUe No.
5349-V.

GRADUATE MECHANICAL ENGINEER re-
quired by large manufacturing plant located
in Montreal. A minimum of five years ex-
perience in heavy mechanical equipment
essential. Some shop experience desirable.
Applicant will be required to study, analyze
and report on new product lines and develop
specifications for cost estimating. Give de-
taUs of age, education, experience, salary
requirements and other relevant Information
to FUe No. 5357-V.

THE PLANT ENGINEERING SERVICES of
the National Research CouncU, requires at
Ottawa a graduate mechanical engineer pref-
erably with some experience in plant work
to design, prepare plans and specUications
for heating, ventUating and air conditioning
systems. Familiarity with various manufac-
turers equipment and control systems is

essential. Initial salary up to $4,500 per
annujn depending on quaUfications. Apply by
letter giving fuU detaUs of education and
experience to The Employment Office, Na-
tional Research CouncU, Sussex Drive, Ot-
tawa, Ontário. Please quote FUe PE-236, FUe
No. 5358-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER required for work
in refinery at Sarnia as area maintenance
engineer. Must have 3 to 5 years experience

PHYSICAL
METALLURGIST

To undertake both fundamental
and applied research on non-

ferrous metais, primarily lead

and zinc and their alloys. Salary

dependcnt upon qualif icotions

and experience. Location South-

ern British Columbio.

Apply to Manoger,

Personnel Division,

Consolidated Mining
and Smelting Company
of Canada Limilcd,

Trail, B.C., Canada.
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BRITISH THOMSON-HOUSTON

COMPANY, ENGLAND

require

MKROWAVE DEYELOPMENT

ENGINEER

Applications are invited for tine

position of Development Engineer

at the Company s main plant at

Rugby, England. Tine position is

psrmonent and pensionable, and
concerns long-term development
of the latest techniques in micro-

wave systems of unusual com-
plexity. Ample opportunities are

cfforded for original work.

Qualificatior.s: University de-

gree in electrical engineering or

physics, and at least two years

procticol experiente in microwave
systems and/or components de-

velopment.

Applications, stating age and
giving details cf qualifications

and experience, should be made
in the first instance to:

—

THE BRITISH

THOMSON-HOUSTON EXPORT

CO., LTD. (HGM)

7, Adelaide Street West,

Toronto, Ontário

in oil refinery or related industry. Duties
include general engineering and estimating.
Permanent position, full employee benefits.

Write giving full particulars of age, qualifi-

cations, experience, present salary. File No.
5364-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER required for product
desiçn by manufacturer of mining machinery
in Southern Ontário. Registered or qualified
Professional engineer. Reply in detail stating
personal history, education and e.\perience.
File No. 5368-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER for sales office re-
quired by manufacturer of hydraulic fittings
and lioses etc. located in Ontário. Salary
open with excellent future prospects. Age
group approximately 23 to 30 years. File No.
5370-V.

LARGE MONTREAL MANUFACTURER re-
quires specialist in welding and brazing tech-
niques for mass produced apparatus. Applicant
should be mechanical engineering graduate or
equivalent with minimum of five years ex-
perience in welding processes. Salary open.
Your contidence will be respected. File No.
5376-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER required by pulp and
paper company with ali or some of the fol-
lowing qualifications. Experience in main-
tenance work, knowledge of the fundamentais
of time and motion study. Ability to supervise
a group of approximately ten persons. Some
knowledge of proiuction cost systems. Duties
include work with consultants on the installa-
tion of a System of maintenance standards.
Deveiop standard time values, supervise a
crew of maintenance standard assessors. File
No. 5382-V.

A WELL KNOWN MACHINERY manufacturer
requires a mechanical sales engineer to con-
tact large industries in the Province of Quebec.
Established clientele assuring substantial in-
come for qualified man. Some knowledge of
French desirable. This is in addition to the
existing staff vvho are aware of this vacancy.
If you believe you are the man for this
position, please send complete details of quali-
fications and past experience which will be
held in strict confidence. File No. 5389-V.

GRADUATE MECHANICAL ENGINEER for
large industrial concern near Montreal re-
quired for development work and general

project engineering. Permanent staff position,

and good prospects of promotion for young
engineer with initiative and ability for original
design work. Previous experience preferred
but not necessary. We will pay travelling
expenses for interview. Write stating personal
information, experience in detail, salary re-

quired and date available. File No. 5390-V.

MECHANICAL DESIGN ENGINEER. We re-
quire an experienced Professional mechanical
engineer with 10 to 15 years experience in
design mechanical eciuipment particulariy
cranes or materiais handling machinery. Ex-
perience in design of radioactive material
handling valuable. Will be required to design
layout of fuel rod handling system and equip-
ment. Please reply by letter stating experience,
qualifications, etc. Location Ontário. File No.
5401-V.

PLATE AND VESSEL DESIGNER. We require
an experienced professional mechanical en-
gineer with 5 to 10 years design experience
in vessels, heat exchangers cr allied equi >
ment. Will be required to work on pressure
vessels and heat exchanger for the reactor,

as well as plate and tube components for

the reactor core. Please reply by letter stating
experience, qualifications, etc. Location Ontá-
rio. FUe No. 5401-V.

RECENT MECHANICAL GRADUATES of Cana-
dian Universities have exceptional oppor-
tunities to train for sales of combustion con-

trol and industrial Instruments. Prominent
American manufacturer has organized Cana-
dian company with general offices and as-

sembly plant in Toronto. Canadian born en-

gineers required. Extensive factory and field

Service training will be provided. File No.
5404-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER required by sheet
metal fabricating company in Montreal, to

take charge of small engineering department.
Duties will include supervision of drafting
and estimating standard and custom products
and development of new products. Applicant
should have 4 or more years applicable ex-

perience and be preferably bilingual. Starting
salary minimum $6,000.00 per year. Company
name Eastern Steel Products but please sub-
mit full details as to past experience, age,
etc, to File No. 5416-V.

TWO GRADUATE MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
wanted by manufacturer of heavy industrial

machinery in Western Montreal for applica-

tion engineering and sales. 1950-1955 gradu-
ates considered. Training provided. Benefits
include generous life Insurance, sickness and
accident and pension plans. Five day week.
Applicants should outline training, experience,
and salary expected. File No. 5423-V.

CANAD.\'S MOST MODERN transformer plant

requires mechanical engineer with five years
experience on pressure vessel design, méd-
ium to heavy structural steel or plate de-

sign, for work on large tanks and com-
ponents. Wcrk is interesting and varied;
transformer experience not necessary. Full

employee benefits, pleasant working condi-
tions in attractive Southern Ontário com-
munity. File No. 5426-V.

DESIGN ENGINEERS required for commerci^l
vehicle design. Good opportunity with a sound
future for a graduate mechanical eninneer,
vvho has had practical experience in struc-

tural design. Location Ontário. File No. 5429-V.

MISCELLANEOUS

TWENTY-FIVE OPPORTUNITIES, for electrical

and mechanical engineers to undergo training
as patent examiners with the Federal Govern-
ment at Ottawa. Good careers. numerous bene-
fits. Starting salaries up to $4.620. For addi-
tional information write to Civil Service Com-
mission of Canada, Ottawa. Ask for circular
B297. File No. 5278-V.

ENGINEERING REPRESENTATIVE, required
b.v new progressive organization handling a
variety of specialized building materiais.
Company is well represented in Ontário the
Western Provinces and British Columbia. The
opening is for the Quebec territory. FUe No.
.5301-V.

YOUNG ENGINEERS, required for training in
the Industrial Engineering Department of a
progressive Ontário firm. The men we are
looking for have some engineering training
and are willing to accept responsibility. There
are excellent chances for advancement for

men who can deveiop the ability to deal ef-

fectively with ali leveis of management. Start-
ing salary $4,000 to $5,000, depending on ex-
perience and ability. Reply giving full par-
ticulars on experience, education and inter-

ests. File No. 5312-V.

SALES ENGINEER for Vitrifiei se-ver nine
(Western Provinces). Write stating experience
and references. Excellent opportunity. File No.
5313-V.

MACHINERY SALESMAN, required by leadin
manufacturer of machine tools m Souther
Ontário. Applicants should have some practic^
machme shop experience, plus a proven sale
record. Reiíly in writing, stating age, salar
expected and experience, etc. File No. 5317-\

GRADUATE ENGINEERS, for large structuri
Steel plant in Ontário. Recent graduales froi

Canadian Universities preferred. Excellent o
portunities for two young men who are willin

to train for positions in design, contractin
and production. Salary is in line with 19;

schedules as recommended by Assoe, of Prt
Eng. File 5318-V.

SALES ENGINEER required, age 25-32, wí
about 3 years experience, to handle fair

large accounts for company selling industri
finishes to manufacturers such as ename'
lacquers used by paper industry, to work o
of Ottawa. FUe No. 5319-V.

TWO YOUNG GRADUATE ENGINEERS r

quired in the production study and methoi
department. Age 23 to 27 .vears. Applican
should possess a desire to learn new met
ods, the ability to work with a minimum
supervision, and practical industrial expei
ence. The first nine months of employme:
would consisí of training in the Productic
Study Section learning labour controls b
fore being transferred to the productic
methods section. The salary would be bas(
on the experience and qualifications of tl

applicant. FUe No. 5320-V.

SALES ENGINEER, Chemical, minini, meta
lurfical or mechanical graduate with son
experience. WUl be based in Toronto, O
tario. References and reputation most ii

portant. This is a large foundry and tl

position has an excellent future with be
possible salary and benefits. FUe No. 5323-

A CANADIAN UNIVERSITY wishes to recei'

applications from engineering graduatE
preferably civil, mechanical or electric:

under thirty-five years of age, to teach en;

neering problems and drawing. Applicatio
should give applicants' age, university ai

experience. The salary oftered is $2,200 ai

up for the session depending on qualific

tions. Mi!?ht lead to permanent appointmei
FUe No. 5325-V.

MECHANICAL, CIVIL OR ELECTRICAL E
GINEER, for work in mechanical goods sal

BRITISH THOMSON-HOUSTON
COMPANY, ENGLAND

require

ELECTRONICS ENGINEER

for

INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY

DEVELOPMENTS

Applicaíions are invited from

Electronic Development Engineers

with experience in the intermedi-

ate Frequency field, for advanced

development work associated with

I.F. circuits and systems for new
techniques in pulse and doppler

radar.

The position, which is perman-

ent and pensionable, is at the

Company's main plant at Rugby,

England.
Quolif ications: University De-

gree and at least two years

experience in I.F. or related circuit

developments.
Applications, stating age and

giving details of quolifications,

should be mode in the first in-

stance to:

—

THE BRITISH

THOMSON-HOUSTON EXPORT
CO., LTD. (HGM)

7, Adelaide Street West,
Toronto, Ontorio
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REFINERY ENGINEERING AND

SAFETY ADMINISTRATION

OPPORTUNITIES

Modern cafalytic oil refinery

requires a Plant Engíneer. Re-

sponsibílifies involve strucfural

design, supervision of contraem

work, and engineering program-

ing. Salary commensurate with

qualifications.

Safety Engineer also required to

conduct equipment inspection and

plant safety programs. Profession-

al qualifications preferred but not

necessary. Responsibilities and
salary commensurate with quali-

fications.

Apply in writing to:

The Personnel Manager,
Consumers' Co-Operative

Refineries, Limited

P.O. Box 399,

Regina, Saskatchewan

division. Company located in Montreal. The
job deals with the lareer industrial concerns
and involves many individual problems that

require originality and imagination, tojether

with technical know-hovv and selling ability.

Applicant should be 25 to 35 years of age
and anxious to show his ability. File No.
5327-V.

ROVINCE OF NOVA SCOTIA requires an
arehitect for' Department of Public Works.
Applicant should be registered or qualified

for registration with Nova Scotia Association
of Architects. Forms raay be obtained by
applying to the CivU Service Commission.
P.O. Bo.\ 943, Halifax, N.S. File No. 5328-V.

ALES MANAGER FOR SCIENTIFIC instru-

ment division of international company. In-

struments include spectro-photometers, PH
meters, goniometers, precision electronic In-

struments and nucleonic Instruments. A gen-
eral knowledge of application of above equi;j-

ment plus some experience in sales to indus-

try or researeh establishments prelerred but
not essential. Remuneration on salary bónus
and expense arrangement. Location Toronto,
periodic travelling throughout Canada neces-
sarj'. File No. 5337-V.

NGINEERS REQUIRED for expanding clay
products industry in British Columbia and
Alberta. Opportunities available in plant engi-
neering, process enjineering, production en-

gineering and sales engineering. Please reply
stating per.sonal Information, experience and
qualifications etc. to File No. 5341-V.

ULP AND PAPER MILL executive engineer
wanted for full partnership established Pacific
Coast Consulting Engineering Firm—No in-

vestment required—submit complete qualifica-

Uons to File No. 5348-V.

HIEF OPERATOR required for hydro-electric
power plant. Must have experience, ability

to direct and be responsible for operation and
maintenance of power plants, dams and equip-
ment. Localion Northern Quebec. Full com-
pany benefit plan. In reply state age, educa-
tion, experience, marital status, date available
and salary expected to File No. 5353-V.

PPLICATIONS ARE INVITED for a position
of assistant professor of engineering at Mount
Allison Unlversity. Particulars regarding lhe
position may be obtained from the Dean of

Science, Mount Allison University, Sackville.
N.B. File No. 5356-V.

ENIOR ESTIMATING ENGINEER required in

a large manufacturing ; lant located in Mont-
real. Applicant must have general experience
in heavy mechanical equipment, a broad
knowledre of proJuct ccsts. be energetic and
have administrative abillties. Give details of
age, education, experience, salary require-
ments and other relevant Information to File
No. 5357-V.

RESEARCH HYDRAULIC ENGINEER required
for researeh team studying the forces involved
in pulpwood holding grounds, at both model
and full scale. Requirements: master's degree
in hydraulics engineering, good academic re-
cord and ability to work with woods personnel
in the field. Apply by résjmé to File No.
5361-V.

PULP AND PAPER ENGINEER required.
Graduate engineer capable of planning and
developing complete pulp and paper projects.
Must have not less than five years experience
in newsprint manufacturing. Summarize ex-
perience. Localion about lUO miles from Mont-
real. File No. 5363-V.

SALES ENGINEER REQUIRED by Canadian
transformer manufacturcr. Preferably Profes-
sional engineer with test course training. To
be responsible for sales in the Maritime Prov-
inees. reporting to the Montreal Office. Draw-
ing account and car mileage allowance pro-
vided for business travelling. State age, ex-
perience etc. File No. 53e6-V.

CONSULTING MANAGEMENT ENGINEER re-
quires engineer with thorough knowledge of
plant maintenance and operation for Consult-
ing work in Canada and the U.S. A. Starting
salary $150. per week or more plus expensos
depending upon qualifications. File No. 5367-V.

MINING OR CHEMICAL ENGINEER having
design and detail experience in ore handling
or Chemical plant equipment is required by

ASSISTANT CHIEF

INSPECTION ENGINEER
Graduate mechanical engi-

neer, age 30 to 40, mini-

mum five years practicai

shop experience. Ability to

get along well with others

essential. Duties cover a!i

phases of mechanical in-

spection, working directiy

under the chief inspection

engineer.

Apply in writing,

stating ploce of birth, to:

Personnel Supervisor, Dom-
inion Engineering Works
Limited, Ist Avenue, La-

chine.

a large Kingston manufacturing company.
Reply giving complete information on per-

sonal history, education and experience. File

No. 5372-V.

PROJECT AND CONSTRUCTION ENGINEER.
Graduate in civil or mechanical engineering

with three to five years experience in build-

ing structure, material handling equipment,
structural and machine design. Supervisory

ability in draughting. Experience in smelting
ooeration or construction would be an asset.

Fluent English is essential. File No. 5378-V.

EASTERN TOWNSHIPS OF QUEBEC firm re-

quires graduate and or practicai engineer to

lake over responsibility for ali plant mechani-
cal, electrical, heating and construction

problems. This is basically a planning and
coordinative .iob with appointment as mecn-
anical superintendent as its aim. File No.

5379-V.

ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES in Victoria.

B.C., for sénior and intermediate civil engi-

neers in hydraulic design, both Office and
field and sénior electrical station desi<;ners.

Excellent welfare provisions. File No. 5385-V.

APPLICATIONS ARE INVITED for engineers

and architects with good academic records

and preferably with a few years of experience

íer positions as researeh officers in the division
of building researeh, National Research Coun-
cil. for work in the following fields: Housing:
to undcrtake studies leading lo the a.ssessment
of materiais and the evaluation of the per-

formance of components for application in

housing. Construction: the dissemination of

technical information to the construction in-

dustry. Study in the performance of new
materiais and techniques uscd in construction.
Building Code: to undertake studies relating
to the preparation of building regulations,
particularly in the field of public health en-
gineering, in relation to the National Building
Code of Canada. Building Design: A civil

engineer for the investigation of the structural
performance of building ccmponents and com-
pleted structures. The work in view includes
the testing of full scale structural elements
in the laboratory and in the field. Soil Me-
chanics: A civil engineer to work in lhe
laboratory and in the field on urgent projects
already under way in this section. Fire Re-
search: A Chemical engineer or chemist for
laboratory researeh into the combustion prop-
erlies of materiais expecially those used in

buildings, and into the application of Chemical
agents for the suppression of fire. File No.
5386-V.

PLANT ENGINEER required for a plant located
in Shcrbrooke, P.Q. Should be capable of

taking full charge of ali maintenance and
construction work. Salary dependent upon
qualifications. File No. 5387-V.

MECHANICAL SALES ENGINEERING and ap-
plication engineering positions in new and
growing company making electrical, industrial
control apparalus in S.W. Ontário. Prefer
electrical, mechanical or engineering and busi-
ness 1955 graduates. File No. 5388-V.

PHYSICAL METALLURGIST to undertake both
fundamental and applied researeh on non-
ferrcus metais primarily lead and zinc and
their alloys. Salary dependent upon qualifica-
tions and experience. Location Southern British
Columbia. File No. 5391-V.

INSTRUMENTATION ENGINEER to design
measuring and control systems for chemical
and metallurgical process. Work includes pre-
paration of flowsheets, wiring and piping dia-
grams, layout and detail drawings, detailed
instrument specificalions and cost estimates.
Location Western Canada. Salary open. File
No. 5391-V.

CIVIL, MECHANICAL or CHEMICAL engineers
with about 5 years experience on construction
of industrial plants and process equipment
required as field engineers by company plan-
ning to build new plant. Location Ontário.
File No. 5392-V.

ENGINEERING GEOLOGIST, required by weU
known company specializing in the field of
Soil Mechanics, foundation engineering and
geotecbnical processes. Must have post grad-

THE GOVERNMENT
OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

REOUIRES
ENGINEERS AND TECHNICIANS

FOR A

MULTI-MILLION DOLLAR
HIGHWAY PROGRAMME

ENGINEERS: Should have experi-

ence in highwoy location, design or

construction. Professional registra-

tion desirable but not essential.

Salaries range from $327-$454
per month depending on qualifi-

cations and experience.

BENEFITS include compensation
coverage, sick and vacation leave

after one year; pension plan;

statutory holidoys.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR EXPERI-
ENCE AND ADVANCEMENT
WITH A PROGRESSIVE PRO-
GRAMME IN A FAST-GROWING
PROVINCE.

Detailed information may be ob-

tained from the Department of

Highways, Parliament Buildings,

Victoria, B.C.
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PERMANENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE FOR

ENGINEERS

WITH

CITY OF CALGARY
Comp* 55-100 Engineer I (Trafflc)

DUTIES: Under generol direction of the Traffic Engineer; to conduct detailed

traffic origin and destinatíon surveys; lo design traffic roadway Icyouts; to

check traffic movement efficiency; to assist in supervision of deportment per-

sonnel, and to perform related work as required-

QUAUFICATION5: Universíty graduotion in Civil Engineering supplemented by

some related traffic engineering experience or an equivalent combination of

training and experience.

Comp. 55-097 Engineer II (2) (Projects and Design)

DUTIES: Under direction to perform professional engineering tosks such os; De-

signing storm and sanitory sewers, buildings, woterworks installations; octing

as the City's representative on various contracted construction projects and

similar related work as requíred.

QUALIFICATIONS: University graduotion in Civil Engineering, with ot leost two

years related experience, preferably in municipal employment.

Comp. 55-098 Engineer II (Electrical)

DUTIES: Under general direction, to design details of the entire electrical over-

head and underground distríbution system; to provide Information to industrial

customers concerning avoilable voltoges, rates and conditions of supply; to

perform related work as required.

QUALIFICATIONS: University graduotion in Electrical Engineering supplemented

by consideroble related experience.

Comp. 55-099 Engineer II (Mechanical)

DUTIES: To advise on construction of o iorge-scale City Garage; to plan,

organize and supervise the maintenonce and repair of a large Cíty-owned and

subsidized fleet of cars and trucks.

QUALIFICATIONS University graduotion in Mechanical Engineering, supple-

mented by consideroble related experience.

Comp. 55-096 Engineer III (Woterworks)

DUTIES: Under direction, to supervise the design and construction of vorious

woterworks projects and installations; to interpret plans and blueprints to

subordinates ond controctors; to make technical studies and reports and to

perform related engineering tosks os required.

QUALIFICATIONS: University graduotion in Civil Engineering with four to six

years related experience, preferably ín municipal employment.

Comp. 55-094 Engineer IV (Sewer)

DUTIES: Under the general direction of the City Engineer, to plan, organize ond

supervise through subordinote supervisory and technical stafF, oll sonitary and

storm sewer design, construction and maintenonce operotions In the City,

QUALIFICATIONS: University graduotion in Civil Engineering, supplemented by

extensive related experience including previous supervisory ond admínistrotive

responsibility preferably in municipal employment; or on equivalent combina-

tion of training ond experience.

Comp. 55-095 Engineer IV (Maintenonce Supervisor)

DUTIES: Under the general direction of the City Engineer, to plan, organize,

direct, coordinote, review and supervise through subordinote supervisors, oll

Woterworks, Sewers and Streets ond Roods maintenonce and repair opero-

tions throughout the City. Work involves responsibility for: preporing project

and onnuol estimotes and controlling expenditures; dealing with divisionol per-

sonnel problems; colloborating with superiors, Department and Division heads

on major problems ond in determining the priority ond Mmits of proposed

operotions; studying, investigoting ond evoluo ting new development, equip'

ment, tools, methods ond procedures and moking recommendations concerning

their occeptonce or rejection; to maintoin o dose check on ali maintenonce

operotions to ensure the efTicient ond effective use of ali personnel, equipment

ond moteriols, and to perform related work os required.

QUALIFICATIONS: University graduotion in Civil Engineering, supplemented by

extensive related experience including supervisory ond admínistrotive responsi-

bility preferably tn municipal employment; or an equivalent combination of

training ond experience.

SALARY

Engineer I $319 - 335 - 352 - 370 - 388 per month Engineer III $428 - 449 - 472 - 496 - 520 per month

Engineer II $370 - 388 - 408 - 428 - 449 per month Engineer IV $496 - 520 - 546 - 574 - 602 per month

Depending upon qualifications and experience.

GOOD PENSION PLAN AND MEDICAL BENEFITS
Application forms are to be obtained from and returned to the Personnel Director,

City Hall, Calgary, Alberta, not lafer than 5:00 p.m. Saturday, November 15, 1955.

uate studies in Pleistocene and be Interested

in the application of geologic aspects to civil

engineering works. Send résumé oí qualifica-

tions and experience. Replies will be treated
confidentially. File No. 5396-V.

MECHANICAL, MINING OR CIVIL ENGINEER,
required for sales work in the Province of

Quebec. Requirements: earthmoving and/or
heavy equipment experience, bilingual pre-

ferred, free to travei. Age up to 40. Good ap-

pearance and background. Excellent remunera-
Uon, insurance and pension benefits guar-

anteed by advertisers who are Quebec dis-

tributors for world renowned make of heavy
equipment in the earthmoving field. File No.
5397-V.

ATTRACTIVE OPPORTUNITIES for sénior
architects and engineers with the Federal
Government in Ottawa. Salaries up to $7,900.

Requirements include: an assistant chief
penitentiaries engineer with training in en-
gineering or architecture; a telecommunica-
tions engineer, a Communications engineer, an
architect (building) an electrical engineer
(power), a structural engineer and a con-

struction engineer (runways). Opportunities

for advancement. Generous fringe benefits.

File No. 5400-V.

DESIGN ENGINEER young graduate with sev-

eral years product engineering experience and
writing abUity, for editorial work on new
magazine. Good working conditions and re-

muneration in keepíng with ability. With fir.'

letter give education and experience ais

starting salary requirements. File No. 5406-V

YOUNG ENGINEER required for work in heat

ing and ventilating company located in Onta

rio. Will be trained in the engineering, re

search and sales departments of the com

pany with a view to eventual branch officf

work. File No. 5408-V.

ON BEHALF OF BRITISH INSULATED CAI

LENDER'S CABLES LIMITED we have beer

asked to select outstanding engineering grad-

uates in Canada to be guests of B.I.C.C. in

{Continued on page li9i-)
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Someone ís lookíng
(we don't know him from Adam)

for the solutíon to a problem
(we haven't a clue)

ínvolving a new product
(we don't know what)

requiríng qualíty machíned costíngs
(thafs something we do know about)

If you have a problem that involves a sand casting,

die casting, forging or automatic screw machine

part . . . we probably have the answer. For fifty

years we've been supplying our customers with the

right component part for the purpose . . . when

they want it . . . at a fair pricel Now, with

Wallaceburg-Singer Limited in production on cored

brass forgings we've more than ever to offer.

Cali US for Machined Sand Castingsin brass and

bronze, Cored Brass Forgings, Die Castings in zinc

and aluminum, and Automatic Screw Machine

Products in brass, steel and aluminum.

UffíLLfíCESufíG
BRASS LIMITED

WAILACCBURG, ONTÁRIO

>AND AFF/L/ATfD QOhÁP^H\l%

Wallaceburg-Singer Limited

Dominion Die Casting Limited

jC BRANCHES: TORONTO • LONDON • WINNIPEG . CALGARY • VANCOUVER
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Appointments and Transfers

B. F. Goodrich Appointment.—John A
MacNeil has been appointed sales

engineer in the industrial products divi-

sion of B. F. Goodrich Canada Limited,

it was announced recently by M. E.

Bailey, manager of belting and hose
sales.

•
Zurn Engineering.—The officers and
directors of Canadian Zurn Engineering,

Ltd., Montreal, announce the appoint-
ment of John E. Shreve as managing
director in charge of the sale and distri-

bution of Zurn engineered plumbing and
marine drainage control products, pipe

Ime strainers and mechanical power
transmission equipment.

Appointed Ontário Sales Manager.

—

P. F. Davidson has been appointed
Ontário sales manager of Rosco Metal
& Roofing Products Ltd. The announce-
ment was made by H. G. Pipher, presi-

dent of the company.

Consulting Engineers Expand.—M. K.
(Keith) Douglass, P.Eng., heads a new
Vancouver Branch of A. B. Sanderson
k Company Limited, Victoria consulting
engineers. The Vancouver branch will

specialize in industrial structural engi-
neering, in which Mr. Douglass has had
experience as chief engineer of the B.C.
Concrete Company Limited. A. B. San-
derson, P.Eng., head of the firm, will

continue his specialized practice in

bridge design and construction at the
Victoria ofíice.

Defence Production.—The Right Hon.
C, D. Howe, Minister of Defence Pro-
duction, announced that R. M. Robert-
son was to resign, effective Septembcr
30th, as director of the shipbuilding
branch of the department. Mr. Robert-
son, who was on ban from the Dominion
Bridge Company for 14 months, returned
to his position with that company. His
successor in the Department is J. C.

Putledge, formerly deputy director of

the branch.

Shell Oil Vice-President.—The appoint-

ment of G. Davidson as vice-president,

manufacturing, of Shell Oil Company of

Canada, Limited, is announced by W.
M. V. Ash, president. For the past íive

years Mr. Davidson has been manager
of the company's Montreal East Rfi-

finery. He succeeds Dr. D. M. Morrison
who was recently elected president of

Trans Mountain Oil Pipe Line Com-
pany.

John Inglis and English Electric —
John Inglis Co. Limited and English

Electric Company of Canada Limited
announce the appointment of J. A. Farr

to the position of manager, indust

relations of the English Electric-J

Inglis organization. J. P. Hunt has L

appointed personnel manager at

English Electric Company of Can
Limited, St. Catharines.

Letson and Burpee Executives.—í í>

e.xecutive appointments are annouD ii

by Letson & Burpee Limited, of V
couver. Gordon M. Letson, gen-

manager of the company, and a direi,

since 1924, has been named presid

He succeeds Major-General H. F.

Letson, C.B., C.B.E., M.C., E.D., B
Ph.D., LL.D., who has headed the i

lor more than 15 years. General Lei

continues active association with

company as a director and an advL'

cfficer. L. C. Jolivet, president

Christopher Lawrence Ltd., has joi i

Letson & Burpee as a director, and

comes sales manager.

New Equipment and Developments
Automatic Ultrasonic Cleaning Plant.

— An example of the application of

ultrasonics to industrial cleaning is pro-

vided by the new completely-mechanized
plant which has been jointly developed
by Mullard Limited, and Kerrys (Great
Britain) Limited, both of London. A
fully-automatic unit incorporating the

latest Mullard high-frequency ultrasonic

generator, it is suitable for removing
loose contamination such as swarf, lap-

ping compounds, oil and grease from
such engineered parts as bali races and
hydraulic valve components. Since the
equipment is capable of cleaning articles

rapidly and thoroughly and delivering
them in a dry condition, it can be in-

corporated in an assembly line. An im-
portant feature is a system for continu-

ously íiltering and purifying the cleaning

fluid. Ferrous particles are removed by
a magnetic filter, while gauze, ceramic
and paper filters remove particles down
to as little as 1 micron (0.00004 inch) in

diameter. Oil and grease are removed
by a continuous distillation process.

Rivetless Steel Frame Constructioi

First large steel-frame structure to

erected in Canada without the use

rivets is the new Hiram Walker i

tillery now under construction

Walkerville, Ontário. High-tensile sl

bolts are being used in place of riv

Although the bolts cost above 1

times as much as rivets, the ultiml

cost of erecting the steel frame B
considerably lower, according to B.jii

Bailie, consulting engineer for Hitlí

Walker and Sons Ltd. It js clairU

that a two-man bolting team can mp
twice the number of fastenings Ir

.shift as a four-man riveting te;

skilled riveters are not required,

the two-man team can quickly

trained.

Magnesium Yard Ramp.—What is

lieved to be the largest piece of m
nesium equipment ever fabricated i

Canada—a 30-foot-long portable y

ramp with a capacity of 10,000 Ibf

has been completed in Toronto
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Precast "SIPOREX" cellular concrete construction units

have been tested and proven in use for over twenty years under the most

rigorous conditions. They have been found to be particularly suitable

where severe, widely varying climatic conditions are encountered.

"SIPOREX" is an ideal, economical construction material

for use in extreme heat or cold. Being a structural material

with high insulating properties, additional insulation

is not normally required.

Technical data is available to permit analyses of specific problems

involving temperature and humidity conditions, Our engineering

department will be happy to receive your inquiries.

rnixtxea trade mark

SIPOREX
LIMITED

loMINION TAR & CHEMICAl
PANY. UMim

Shingles and roll roofirig may be

nailed directly to ''^Siporex" roojs

using special nails.

PRECAST "SIPOREX"

CONSTRUCTION UNITS

ARE MANUFACTURED

AT DELSON, QUEBEC.

640 CATHCART ST., MONTREAL, QUE.

TORONTO OFFICE
26 Hollinger Rd.

QUEBEC CITY OFFICE
13 Place d'Aiguillion
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8us. úiid liid. Sríefs

Magcoa Limited. It is also the first

Magcoa magnesium yard ramp pro-

duced in the Dominion. It will be used

by Botteiell Warehouses, Ltd., for un-

loading and loading tractor trailers at

its Oakville, Ontário, warehouse. One
of the first assignments for the ramp,
vvhich has a capacity of 10,000 pounds,

will be in unloading automotive engines

specially packed in sets of four for an
Oakville automotive manufacturer.

Inspection and Testing Facilities. —
The Warnock Hersey Company Ltd.,

who have recently become associated

with Canadian Inspection and Testing

Ltd., have issued an illu.strated brochure
outlining the service.s of Warnock Her-
sey to Canadian industry. Copies are

available from The Warnock Hersey
Company Ltd., 128 Elmslie Street,

Montreal, Que.

•
Plumbing Alloy.—Josam Canada Lim-
ited is now oíTering many of its plumb-
ing drainage products made of a new
metal developed in Josam research l.a-

boratorie.?, and is now replacing ali

items formerly furnished in white metal
with "Nikaloy". An alloy with a high

nickel content, it has the same appear-
ance as chrome plate, when polished;

tensile strength and re.sistance to sur-

face wear and corrosion are high.

Tube Testing Machine. — Hydropress,
Inc., New York, announce that the
company has received an order from
Mannesmann Tube Corporation, Ltd

,

Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., for a tube test-

ing machine having maximum test

pressure of 13,000 p.s.i.; this is part of

the equipment to be used in their

newly built tube plant in Canada.

New Blade for Cutting Concrete.—

A

new diamond blade for sawing joints m
green or cured concrete has been devel-
oped by Canadian Carborundum Com-
pany, Limited, Niagara Falis, Ont. The
new DM190 blade has proved its ability

to cut at rates up to 10 feet per minute
at a depth of 2 inches, depending on
the type of aggregate used in the mix.
Faster cuts can be made on limestone
aggregate than tougher trap rock, quart-
zite, and river bottom gravei mix. Rate
of cut also depends on the machino
horsepower and whether it is self-pro-

pelled or manually pushed.

Corrugated Metal Pipe.—Production of

corrugated metal pipe at the Armco
Drainage & Metal Products plant at

(^harney, Quebec, was to begin about
October 1. The announcement was
made by E. L. Campbell, vice-president
and general manager of the company,
who .said that Armco Drainage now has
seven plants in operation in Canada, in-

cluding a newly-constructed plaut at

Bishop'.^; Falis, Newfoundland. Undar

construction since June, the Charncy
plant will manufacture corrugated metal
pipe and pipe arch for drainage use.

.•\sbestos bonded paved invert pipe will

also be produced for installation where
corrosive conditions are especially
severe.

Siporex Expansion. — Siporex Limited
announces that work is to start on addi-
'ional plant capacity designed to triple

present output. The Siporex plant,

located at Delson, Que., a few miles
from Montreal, commenced production
oarly this year of precast, lightweight
concrete roof slabs, floor slabs, load-

bearing wall slabs and non-load bearing
partition wall slabs. The increased pro-

duction facilities of the Siporex plant
vvill mean the employment of another
100 operating personnel which will more
than double present plant staff.

U.S.A.F. Contract for Canada.—B. W
King, managing director of Sperry Gyro-
Lcope Company of Canada, Ltd., an-

nounces that the company has been
fuccessful in securing a contract origin-

ating with the United States Airforce for

fire control equipment amounting to

$1,300,000. The contract, which will be
lompleted within one year, is the firít

order for this type of equipment to be
received by a Canadian manufacturer.

Maintenance for Paint. — The estab-

li.íhment of a maintenance sales section

within its sales organization is announc-

MOTOREDUCERS
Built to withstand the rigours of tough industrial service

•Falk Motoreducers are used to drive mixers,
agitators, conveyors, pumps, dust collectors,

screens, classifiers, shot blast machinery, vats,

fans, WQshers, foundry equipment, line shafts,

machine tools, various types of mills, and
other equipment.

CHECK THESE ADVANTAGES
1. All-steeI housings— unbreakoble., stronger, more

rigid than cast iron.

2. Standard units in arrongements applicable to both

ordinary and unusual requirements.

3. High overhung load capacity— large shafts, husky
bearings, improved mountings.

4. Sealed housings— a tested leakproof, dustproof ond
spiashproof unit.

5. Wide speed range— standard output speeds down
to 1 r.p.m. available with stock gearíng.

6. Adaptability to motors— the motor brocket is

orranged to mount any standard motor frome.

7. Gearing— proven, heat-treated alloy steei, helical

gearing — crown shaved throughout.

8. Lubrication — self-contoined, flooded lubrication—
continuous, safe, reliable in ali operating positions

and under ali conditions.

iKier,

«Ton..

tlíw

íi.

THE
WILLIAM

& SONS
LIMITED

A DIVISION OF MILLSPAUGH LIMIIED, SHEfFIELD, ENGLAND

'«i-.sl.»^ OWEN SOUND. ONTÁRIO
Montreal: 1224 St. Catherine St, W. St. Catharines: 50 Church Street Haíleybury: John H. Brumel
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• • • he can save dollars on WATER costs!

C.P.G.—means cost per gallon and water costs are an ali important item to

city— farm or industry.

The man from Layne knows most about water costs and how to cut them

—

for the man from Layne knows most about cvery phase of water development.

Exploration . . . modernization . . . equipment . . . well drilling ali affect

C.P.G. — and when you "ask the man from Layne" you get authoritative, factual

information on any question that relates to water.

ted with
- Bowler, Inc.

IS, Tenn., U.S.A.
er Layne Companies
out the World.

INTERNATIONAL WATER SUPPLY, Ltd.
12 Maitiand St., London, Ontário, Canada • 125 Druinniond Bldfi., Aíontrtal

,
Qmbec, Cavada

156 Colhurne Sl., East, Oakville, Ontário, Canada • 8114-I04tli St.. Edmnnton. Alberta. Canada
Room 207, 535 Homer St,, Vancouver, B. C, Canada



Bus. and Ind. Bríefs

ed by the paints division of Canadian
Industries (1954) Limited. This sectioa

will serve such consumers as railway-í

and Street railways, structural steel and
iron fabricators, bridge companies, fed-

eral and provincial government depart-

ments, oil companies, construction firms,

public Utilities, pulp and paper firms,

textile industries, steamship companies,
boat builders, shipyards and building

maintenance accounts. The section will

liave behind it the full support of the

(ompany's extensive technical service

and paints rescarch and development
íacilities. D. H. Brown has been ap-

pointed supervisor of maintenance sales

for the Quebec district, with headquar-
ters in Montreal, and C. A. Wickens .">f

Toronto has been appointed supervisor

of maintenance sales in Ontário.

Toronto Iron Works.—As a result of

the financial interest which Toronto
Iron Works. Limited, recently acquired
in the British firm of Dominion, Scott,

Barron, Limited, Benton Dixon, execu-
tiva vice-president of Toronto Iron
Works, Limited, and chairman of the
board and president of Dominion, Scott,

Barron, stated that Toronto Iron Works

FOR TEMPERATURE

CONTROL

Photo courtesv

of Round Ook
Steel Wcrks Ltd.

MULTELEC AIR-OPER-
ATED TEMPERATURE
CONTROLLER. Standard

9 % ^ 9 Multelec indicating and
recording instrument fit-

ted with Mork 20 control

Automatic control

many types of

autoclaves, kilns

of temperature ín the
furnaces, oven stills,

ond heating apparatus
used in industry is the logical development
of indicating ond recording equipment.
Just as logical is lhe selection of K. N.
instruments.

The Kent Multelec with Mark 20 Con-
trol providas a complete range of instruments to control haat processing,
simple "on-off" control to complicotad plant layouts where difficult co
ditions may require a variable spead floating and proportional controll
throttimg range, or thraa term oir operated control.

from the

ntrol con-
with wide

KENT-NORLANTIC
Horner Ave. Toronto 16 CLifford 9-1177
Vancouver—Seaíand Products Ltd., 2746 W. Broodway
Winnipeg—Mumford, Medland Ltd., 576 Wall Street

would expand its manufacturing flpW
ties and sales organization. He saiciÉ

anited management team of the a,
companies would now be in a sliittr
position to sell Canadian and Ui!^ V
States markets. Toronto Iron 'Wi-fc^;

having long axperience and modera
)i,nt

equipment in tha fabrication of ,í|j

Steel platework and alloys and Lm-
inion, Scott, Barron engineering spdS-
ization in the design of plants, Irt.

pilot to production in the chemical, 1^
and allied industries. í

Package Unit Boiler. — Diffaring jgài

other package units supplied toi»)

Canadian market, the nawly-develiijd
Dominion Bridge package boiler ca-ljc

equipped with any well-establi.shed (lie

of firing arrangaments to suit indiviif

conditions. Thus, tha usar has thelil-

vantage of salecting equipment wíi
though supplied as a complete un' i
in reality "tailored" to his parti!l|:

needs. Moreover, the purchasar is f,(t

the opportunity of using firing eiip- /
jnent of a type which offars the m '

sçrvice facilities in his particular liai.

ity. An example of this type—equilift

with a rotary cup burner and eliiii;

combustion controls—will be displler**

at the Power Show, Montreal, Nov.al

New Airco Portable.—It is annoi|

by Air Raduction Canada Limited
two new Airco portable, engine-d
combination AC are welders and

íl

iary power plants are available, k.

as models GEA-200 and GEA 2|

Thase units are designed for rough
.*ervica under adverse weather condi

and where versatility and an easily

able machine are requirad. M|
GEA-200 and GEA-200-L are suite

light welding applications where A
AC-DC electrodes from 1/16" to

diameter are required. Rated we
current is 200 amperes, 100 cycle

phase with a 100% duty cycle and
circuit voltage is 80 volts. In adc o;

lo welding power, both models priÍLd-

IKW, 110 volt DC auxiliary p;'ei

Model GEA-200-L also can be usti t

^ipply 4.5 KW, 110 or 220, 60 rV

«ingle phase AC power identical to

supplied from normal power sf

linas. Four receptacles are providí

each machine so that both pov.'er

and lights may be connected.

KN-55-4

Canadian Oil Merger. — Canadiai

Companies, Ltd. recont offer to pui

.\ngIo - Canadian Oil Co. Ltd.

;'Pproved August 31st at a special i

ing of the sharaholders of Anglo-(

dian held at Calgary, Alberta. Wi;

indicated valua of mora than $23,00'

Canadian Oil Companies oííered

seventh share of its own stock and

in cash for aach share of Anglo-'

dian.

•

A New Overhead Line Pole.—

A

cverhead line pola for use on dis •

íion and transmission lines where

ports do not have to withstand 1

mochanical loading, has been deve, i

by Painter Brothers Ltd., of Herc ro

England, in collaboration with B isi

fnsulated Callander's ConstructioDi

Ltd. It will be known as the P.N.

ín its design full considaration has

given to tha nead for economy, ligh

and simplicity of construction. H
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will your fioors . be

SHA ROOF?

Hard aggregates do not necessarily make long-lífe floors.

Many aggregates—even traprock, granite and emery— are un-

fortunately brittle. Impact from truck wheels, pallets and skíds,

and falling objects can shatter these brittle materiais, pro-

duce ravelling, and start a chain of costiy floor maintenance.

Masterplate metallic aggregate is tough yet ductile. The
scientifically graded iron particles cushion impact, prevent

ravelling and provide the highest abrasion resistance*.

Many míllion square feet of Masterplate floors are in use

today and giving excellent service. Masterplate floors are

virtually non-absorbent, oil proof and resistant to many
corrosives found in industry.

Full information on Masterplate and "see-for-yourself" dem-
onstration kit on request.

*ln U. S. National Bureau of Standards Tesis the Masterplate type floor had

6 times greater resistance to wear than the best pioin concrete floor.

Basic principie of MASTERPLATE

MASTER BUILDERS
• iRAM DRIVE

Subsidiíry of Amtrican-Marietta Company

Products sold in Canada are manufactured in Canada



Bus, and Bríefs

features have been achieved by fabricat-

•ng the i)ole from standard commercial
sizes of small-bore steel tubing and
adopting a bracing system which per-

mits a break-do\vn of the complete pole

into component pieces. This, in turn,

results in easy transportation and en-

ables the assemblv and erection of the

polés to be cairied out with the mini-

mum of skilled workmen and super-

\'ision.

The pole is made in two sizes, 30

feet and 35 feet over all length, designe.J

for a depth below ground levei of 5

teet and 5 feet 6 inches rcspectivelv.

The transverse face tapers from ground
line to peak to form au "A" frame with
a reverse taper below ground to provide
an eíRcient foundation. Longitudinally
the tubes are parallel. The pole h.aa

been designed for an ultimate head
load not exceeding 1,250 Ib. at the pole

top, and has been subjected to full scale

comprehensive tests so that polés are ul

a guaranteed known strength. Particu-
larly suitable for tropical conditions,

these polés will support a wide rango
of conductors on spans varying between
250 feet and 350 feet depending on con-
ductor size and material. This design
cannot be used for angle or termina!
positions but a similar, more substan-
tial, design may be substituted in such
cases.

British Industries Fair. — Big changea
are planned for the 1956 British Indus-

tries Fair, which will be the second
organized wholly by private enterprise.

For the first time since the B.I.F. was
started in 1915. there will be two big

fairs featuring different classes of goods.

The first fair will be at Earls Court.
London. from February 22 to March 2.

The second will be at Olympia, London,
and at Castle Bromwich, Birmingham,
from April 23 to May 4. Since the war
the B.I.F. has u.sually been held at the

beginning of May. but experience has
shown that this date has become too

late for buying and selling certain kinds

of consumcr goods for which there is a

seasonal demand. British Industries Fair

Ltd. are, therefore, introducing tho

earlier fair in February for the conven-
ience of tuyers interested in these cate-

gories of merchandise. The inauguration

of the ''two fairs" also represents pait

of the long-term plans for the expansion
of the B.I.F.

Mass Spectromeler Leak Detector.—

A

new mass spectrometer leak detector

that is smaller, easier to maintain anJ
four times more sensitive than its pre-

decessor, has been announced as avail-

able from Canadian General Electric

Company's apparatus department. Desig-
nated Tj'pe M-1, the new model is the

successor to the G-E Type M which is

widely used as a production testing and
inspection instrument by manufacturers
of products involving vacuum and pres-

sure systems. The M-1 is designed to

detect a leak rate of 5 x 10-^" standard
cubic centimeters of air per seconj
entering an evacuated system under
almospheric pressure. It can be used
selectively to locate a specific leak in

the presence of other leaks, without loss

of sensitivity. Twenty sensitivity ranges
are provided by means of attenuating
factors of 1, 3, 10, 50 and 150, and by
íour leveis of emission current, making
it possible to locate leaks of diíTereat

sizes.

B. F. Goodrich Expansion.—An inter-

nai expansion program of three and a
half million dollars at the B. F. Good-
rich plant in Kitchener will be com-
pleted in less than a year, it was an-
nounced by Ira G. Needles, presidem.
The large capiíal expenditure for new
tquipment and machinery in the tire

íind industrial products divisions waa
initiated two years ago. Planning for

the present expansion was started in

1952, but most of the new manufactur-
ing equipment has been installed in the

past few months. The president said
fhat additional equipment is on order
and will be installed by next summer.
Production capacity of the plant will

increased by at least 30% when all

equipment is installed.

New Oxy-Acetylene Cutting Attacli-

ment. — The Oxweld CW-45 cutting

attachment, designed for use with the

nodii

slobili

iliet

ligv

1

GEOCON LTD
SPECIAIISIS IN:

"Gunite" resforafion of buildings

and concrete strucfures.

m I

Soil Investigations, Geophysical Sur-

veys and Dewaiering by Weilpoints.

Sale, supply and erection of Butler

pre-engineered steel buildings.

Yovr inquines are assured of our prompt attention,

Off ICES
Head Office: ] 80 Vollee Street,

Montreol, P.Q. — UN. 6-7632

Toronto: 402 Old Weston Road — RO. 2-7581

Halifax: 135 Lower Water Street — 3-7381
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. . . combining mechanical and

dielectric strength, lightness, easy

machineability and dimensional

stability, with resistance

to heat, Chemicals,

fatigue, weathering

and abrasion . . .

[LAMINATED • IMPREGNATED • DENSIFIBD

ample shows impregnated veneers

sfore and after densification.

Itrength can be developed as

pquired for specific appli-

stions, by varying

Irrongemenf of veneers

uring manufacture.

Write for fgll

detoils now —
stating nature

of application.

TRADE

IfERMALI (CANADA) LIMITED
137 KIPLING AVENUE S., TORONTO 18

(Telephone: BEImont 3-2179)

nulacluren of. Laminates for Electricol Insulating and General Engineering
Uies Roil Trocic Insulotion. Guy Insulotors, S.R.B.P. Tubej,

H.V. Bushings ond Terminais.
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"HÍ-FÍn" UNIT HEATERS

and radiators operate
on steam or water
pressures up to 250
p.s.i. Do not fail due

n inside or outside. Easy
to clean. High air volumes with
lower outlet temperatures result
in best performanoe.

SOIC OlSTimuTOKS

IMBUSTION ENGINEERING-SUPERHEATER ITD!
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BliSn and lad, Bríefs

new Oxweld W-45 Blowpipe, has been
inti-oduced by Linde Air Products Com-
pany, Division of Union Carbide Canada
Limited. Capable of cutting steel 8 in.

tliick, the CW-4Õ cutting attachment
rperates on acetylene pressiire of only 5

!b. per sq. in., a distinct advantage when
cutting must be done at the extremes
of lengthy acetylene supply lines. The
new attachment is intended for inter-

mittent cutting in contract welding
'hops, manufacturing plants, shipyard;:,

railroads, steel fabricating and mainten-
ance shops.

C
Commercial Explosives Plant. — Con-
i^truction of its $7,000,000 commercial
explosives plant in West Ferris Town-
^hip, about five miles southeast of North
Bay, was due to begin early October,
according to Du Pont Company of Can-
pda Limited. General contract for tho

P.O-building project has been awarded to

lhe Fraser-Brace Engineering Company
(Ontário) Limited. The plant is expect-

td to go into production within 15

months.
At the same time, the company an-

nounced the appointment of W. D.
írwin as manager of its new explosives

department; C. T. Hambley, a native
of North Bay, as sale.s manager; and
Frank A. Reid as manager of the plant
located in West Ferris.

New Long Span Roof Deck.—A new
type of steel roof deck, specifically de-

figned to meet the demands of today's
ai-chitectural trends toward long, un-
.mpported spans of roof and ceiling, is

aow availãble from Robertson-Irwin
Limited, Hamilton, Ontário. Called
'iong span Q-Deck", it can be supplied

'.n lengths up to 32 feet.

The company reports that the new
steel deck cuts building costs because
its extra length permits a reduction in

the amount of steel required for the

framing of a building. The elimination

of intermediate supporting beams also

adds severai inches of availãble head-
room.

•

Flameproof Instruments.—Bepco Can-
ada Limited, Montreal, announce the

addition of a flameproof model of their

controller or pedestal pattem meters.

The meter was designed for u.se in

hazardous locations and has passed the

Buxton test for use in: Group I,

methane; II, petroleum and acetone
vapour; III, coal gas and coke oven
gas. Details from Bepco Canada Ltd

,

P.O. Box 190, Montreal 6, P.Q.

•
"Philadelphia" Pumps in Canada. -
The Canadian Meter Company, a sub-
õidiary of the American Meter Com-
pany, has been appointed to handle
sales and service in Canada for the

Philadelphia Pump and Machinery
Company.

Federal Public Works Contracts. —

,

Works Minister Winters has announced-
that contracts involving expenditure?!
totalling $12,605,979.50 were awarded byi
lhe Federal Department of Public

í

Works during the month of August,!
1955. The amount for new works is

$5,928,532.51; for the repair and main-'
ienance of existing structures $2,945,-j

598.19; and for dredging contracts, $3,-'

731,848.80.

New Selling Arrangements. —• George
Ellison Ltd. and Tufnol Ltd. announce
that in future the sales and engineering!

service for Ellison electric switchgear'

and for Tufnol in Canada will be hand-l

led by the Electric Construction Co.i

Canada Ltd., Toronto 12. President and
managing director of Electric Construc-
tion Co. Canada Ltd. is H. Copping
M.I.E.E.

•
Catalytic Reformer Contract. — The
Fluor Coi-poration of Canada, Ltd., ha-

been awarded a contract to construct a

catalytic reformer for Imperial Oil, Ltd.

at Sarnia, Ontário. The catalytic refor-

mer is the main unit in a plan callinj;

for expenditure of more than $5,000,00(

in improved equipment, as announced
by Imperial. Construction will star:

early in 1956 and completion is sched-

uled in the fali of 1956. The new unit

will have a daily capacity of 13,50(

barreis of high octane gasoline and wil

be built from process designs supplie>

by Imperial enginecrs.

DRYSMLE PUMPS

are the last word in design and reliability. If you
have a power or water plant project in view, get
in touch with the nearest Peacock Engineer.

VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS
FOR CONDENSER CIRCULATING, WATERWORKS

DOCK IMPOUNDING AND DEWATERING, ETC.

Canadian Associafes

PEACOCK BROTHERS LIMITED
MONTREAL

BRANCHES: SYDNEY. TORONTO. SUDBURY WINNrPEG, CALGARY. EDMONTON. VANCOUVER

DRYSPALE & CO. LTD. YOKER, GLASCOW. SCOTLAND

SPECIFY R<""s^f SYSTEM

FOR FASTENING INTO STEEL AND

CONCRETE

Better than 100 fcstenings per hour

can eosily be made with the dependable

Romset Jobmoster with trigger operotion

ond other important features. With far

less effort, Ramset system soves up to

90% in time and 50% in cost for new

construction or maintenonce work.

Ramset fasteners have been made in

Canada since 1949.

Complete stock and prompt service is

availãble in every industrial centre in

Canado.

Ask for "Modern Fastening Methods"

and monthiy Newsletter. Profit from

the mony proctical suggestions and

diagroms proved by long successfui

experience of thousands of Canadian Ramset users. As!»!

your deoler for o copy or write us today.
j

RAMSET FASTENERS LTD.,

11-15 Laplante Ave., Toronto, On!
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There's many
'twixt the cup
built by Canadia

How many of the beveragcs you drink from a cup
are produced in Canada? Tea, coffee, cocoa, choco-

late— ali come from distant lands hv ship.

As Canada's leading shipbiiilders, Canadian Vickers

plays an important role in yoiir daily life. For ships

not only fill your cup they also fill the nation's

coffers by carrying Canadian products for sale

abroad.

Canadian Vickers builds ali kinds of vessels from

* INTERESTING NOTE . . . Canadian Vickers' shipbuilding facilities are
fíxtensive and diversified thaf this organization can build and fit a ship

t' pletely— right down to making the kitchen sinks— in its own yards.

*1 as Canadian Vickers' sheds are completely enclosed, ali work goes
fcyard regardiess of weather.

dredgcs and freighters to lakers and tough fighting

ships for our Canadian Navy.

Like the Paper Making and Mining Machinery,

the Steam Generalors, the 'l^iirbincs— and tlio many
other types of industrial equipmciit cngiiiecred by

Canadian Vickers—the ships designed and built by

this company serve you evcryday, by bringing you

the things you need from overseas.

Vancouver

^AKING THE THINGS THAT MAKE THE THINGS YOU NEED
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• Employmení Service

{Continued from page i|66')

England for a year, leaving Canada about
January Ist, 1956. Details, several engineering
graduates in Canada will be given an oppor-
tunity to work in B.I.C.C. Laboratories and
factories in England. Applicants selected will

receive a salary of $3,900.00 per annum, half

to be paid in pounds sterllng for llving ex-

penses whLle in England, the remaining hciU

to be retained in Canada for payment as a
lump sum in doUars on their return. Travel-
ling expenses from present location to destina-

tion in England will be paid in addition to

the above salary. Married applicants may
take their families at their own expense, in

which case ali or part of the dollar half of the
salary will be paid in pcunds sterling while

in England. Applicants are requested to for-

ward fuU details of their education, experience,
age, future plans, etc, in writing by October
15th, 1955 to FUe No. 5409-V.

A VACANCY OCCURS FOR a general works
manager, at a plant located approximately
100 miles north of Toronto. Médium and
heavy engineering products are manufac-
tured by between 600 and 700 employees.
The works include a steel foundry, grey iron
foundry, bronze and non-ferrous metal foun-

dry (including centrifugal castings); with
pattern, machlne and erecting shops. The
position is such that only first class appli-

cants will be considered who must have the
qualifications of being a trained engineer, a

good organizer, a pleasing personality and
ability to fulfil a position of trust. The ulti-

raate prospects for the right man are of the
highest. Also salary will be commensurate
to the candidate's ability and experience. File

No. 5413-V.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ENGINEERS. Mech-
anical, are required with at least five years*
experience in designing heavy machinery and
plant equipment. Mechanical, metallurgical,
electrical and chemical, interested in train-
ing for production supervisory positions are
wanted. Mechanical, Engineering Business,

Electrical and Chemical, interested in in-

dustrial engineering are also needed. Our ex-
panding development on the most advanced
specialty steel mill equipment assures you of

an excellent salary and good opportunities
for promotion with Canada's foremost spe-
cialty steel mill. Contributing to your se-

curity are extra benefits such as a generous
pension. hospitalization and group life Insur-
ance schemes. File No. 5414-V.

YOUNG MINING OR CIVIL ENGINEER, pre-
ferably bilingual required by mlning industrial
plant near Montreal. Must be also good
draughtsman and be responsible for plant
equipment and plant expansion. Salary in ac-
cordance with experience. Write stating age,
marital status and experience. File No. 5419-V.

A NATIONAL ORGANIZATION in Ottawa re-
quires 2 engineers; a júnior with 2 to 3 years
experience in electrical or civil fields, and
the other—a sénior engineer with 5 to 10

years experience in electrical field. Permanent
employment complete with pension plan. File
No. 5420-V.

MECHANICAL OR CHEMICAL ENGINEER
required by pulp and paper company located
in Province of Quebec. This engineer is re-

quired for our design engineering depart-
ment and should have a minimum of 5

years experience with at least 2 years in

pulp mill engineering. The salary is open
for discussion. FUe No. 5421-V.

SALES ENGINEER required for leading manu-
facturer of automatic controls. Duties in-

volve application of limit switches and clutch
controls to industrial equipment and the or-

ganizing and training of distributors. The
applicant selected will undergo a training
program in the U.S.A. after whieh he will be
located in Montreal. Ali replies should state
personal particulars, background and salary
required. File No. 5424-V.

GRADUATE ENGINEERS FOR JÚNIOR posi-

tions in the industrial engineering department
of a large asbestos mine in the Eastern
Townships. Applicants should be between 21

and 30 years of age, and have an engi-
neering background. Experience in industrial

engineering in heavy industry or large manu
facturing enterprises preferable but not essen
tial. Successful candidates will be given
training in wage incentives and job methods
Excellent working conditions, extensive em
ployee benefits. File No. 5427-V.

TECHNICAL PERSONNEL NEEDED FOI,
integrated petrochemical and synthetic fibr(

plant located Western Canada. 1) Senioi
mechanical engineer with extensive experienc»
in materiais handling equipment, both ap
plication and design. 2) Sénior process engi
neer with extensive experience in oil refinery
Chemical or allied engineering. 3) Junio
mechanical engineer. Recent graduate. Ex
perience in oU refinery, chemical plant o
allied industries preferred but not essential
4) Júnior corrosion engineer mechanical, chemi
cal or metallurgical graduate with experienci
or interest required for work on plant scal.

corrosion problems and materiais specifica
tions. 5) Textile engineer, recent graduate ii

textile engineering or engineering degree wjtl

equivalent training preferably with experienc
in synthetic yarn plant. 6) Maintenance engi
neer mechanical, electrical or chemical eng
neer, 2-5 years' experience in maintenanc
department of large chemical or synthetic yar
plant or equivalent operation in large chem
cal or allied industry. 7) Sénior pipin
draftsman. Experienced piping designer ir

cluding specification, layout and detailinj

or graduate engineer interested in pipin
design. Applications will be treated cot

fidentially. Write immediately stating pei

sonal details, experience in fuU. Salar
required and date available. FUe No 5428-\

ASSISTANT CHIEF ENGINEER required t

B.C. CivU Service, Victoria. Salary; $496
$576.00 per month. Should be eligible f(

registration in B.C. as civil or electrical eng
neer, knowledge of financing, constructit
and operation of public utility systems;
number of years Professional experienc
preferably in public utility. Must be Briti;

subject, preference is given to ex-servic
men. Apply to the Chairman, Civil Servi(

Commission, Parliament Buildings, 544 Miei
gan Street, Victoria, B.C. Not later th;

October 28, 1955. FUe No. 5430-V.

When you travei
carrym • •{

Pacific

TRMELLERS
CHEQUES

DRAWING MATERIALS
FOR

ENGINEERING ARCHITECTURE
SURVEYING ART

THE

HUGHES-OWEN5
COMPANY LIMITED

HALIFAX

HAMILTON

MONTREAL
WINNIPEG

OTTAWA
EDMONTON

TORONTC

VANCOUVI

OBTAINABLE FROM
ALL CANADIAN PACIFIC AGENTS

AND MOST BANKS

STAG ANNUAL OYSTER PART
of the

Montreal Branch

co-sponsored by

the Sénior and Júnior Sections

NOVEMBEK 11, 1955

at

R.C.E. and R.C.CS. Armoury

3 Hillside Ave., Westmount

Time 5 :30 p.m . Tickets $3.'

Tickets are available from E.I.C.

Headtjuarters and Leo Scharry, RE 3-5334
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IT S WESTIN6H0USE

THE WORLD S BEST MOTOR

fOR INSTAHCE . . .

m NEW ARMOURIZED HOUSING

... a product of years of actual motor pioneering by

Westinghouse! Westinghouse tested them ali and gives

you the best. The new armourized cast iron used in

Life-Line A motors gives the best housing protection

and the most versatile design.

yOUCANBESURE..^
if irs Westinghouse

CANADIAN WESTINCHOUSE COMPANY LIMITED, HAMILTON
55B100

42

•'See rV» (op dromalic ihow Westinghouse 'Siudio One' Mondays al 10 p.m."
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Electronic Equipment
at the

Toronto Stock Exchange

E. L. Schmidt,

Presidem, The Teleregister Corporation,

Stamford, Conn.

Greatly increased market activity bas necessilated a new electronic system for

processing lhe tens of thousaruls of daily calls liandled by ibe Toronto Stock

Excbange. Integration of existing and new svstems was a inajf)r problcm.

Read at the 69th Annual General and

Professional Meeting ofThe Engineer-

ing Institute of Canada, Toronto,

May, 1955.

The electronic equipment at the

Toronto Stock Exchange, now in

service for more than two years,

represents the first use of elec-

tronic digital computer techniques

for the storage and dissemination

of stock quotations.

The problem leading to this ap-

plication had its beginning some
18 years ago, at about the time

the Toronto Exchange moved into

its new building at 234 Bay Street.

Unlike some Exchanges, the Tor-
onto Exchange does not use stock

specialists on its trading floor,

which is an open market place for

securities. So-called "bid and
asked" prices f r o m investors,

which are merely oíferings to buy
or sell at stipulated prices, are

thus very important in establish-

ing the "market" (current trading

prices) on securities.

In 1937 The Teleregister Cor-
poration installed for the Ex-
rhange an automatic, electro-

mechanical system for displaying,

storing and disseminating bid-

asked prices on the more actively

traded stocks. The major compo-
nents of the old system are shown
in Fig. 1.

Bid-asked prices, generated at

the trading posts on the floor of

the Exchange from orders placed
on the outside, are transmitted by
reporters over an interphone sys-

tem to keyset operators in the

basement of the Exchange build-

ing. These keyset operators enter

the bid-asked prices into the auto-

matic system. The prices are dis-

played on electro-mechanical indi-

cator units located at the posts on
the floor for the information of

the traders at that location. Simul-

taneously, the same prices are

posted on indicators in a "check-

board" located in front of the key-

set operators.

The system also includes a

Canadian National Telegraphs
network from the common equip-

ment at the Exchange to brokers'

oíRces in the Toronto area, who
are provided with dial-ticker units.

A broker desiring the current bid-

asked prices for a particular stock,

looks up the three digit code num-
ber for the stock in a code-assign-

ment register.

When he is ready to dial, he
presses a request button on his

dial set. The operation of this but-

ton connects his dialling circuit

and ticker line, through the line

connecting equipment, to one of

24 transmitters which may be idle

at the timo. When lhe connection

to the transmilter is complete, a

ready lamp lights on the broker's

dial set, telling him that the equip-

ment is ready to receive his dial-

ling. The operation thus far is

similar to that of a telephone ex-

change when lhe subscriber picks

up lho hand set and receives a dial

tone. The dialled code numbers are

stored in lhe transmilter, which
is now conditioned to exlract the

rcquested bid-asked price from the

system's memory.
Up unli! two years ago the dis-

l)lay indicators in the chcck Ixiard

(see Fig. 2) servcd a dual ])uri)ose

in that lhey were also used as

storage devices or memory units.

These indicators are pulse actu-

ated mechanisms which display

the digits 1 Ihrough O and blank,

on a 11-position rotatable drum.
An indicator is set to display the

(k'sired digit by transmitting

counted pulses to its winding aftcr

it has first been pulsed to its blank

Fig. 1. System block diagrani before installation of electronic equipment.

-9 TRADIW6 POST MSPtAYS

TORONTO STOCK EYCHANGE

SXSTEM PRIOR TO INSTALLATION

OF ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
iOÔ «MOTE SU8SCRIMRS
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display position. In order to re-

spond to a broker's dialled request.

tlie indicators displaying the se-

lected stock prices vvere actuated

by exactly 11 pulses. This would
leave the indicators in the sanie

display position as before, but

since it was possible to determine

the number of pulses required to

move each unit from its display

position to its blank position, a

coded read-out of the stored prices

was accomplished. These prices

vvere then automatically sent by
one of the 24 transmitters to a

ticker at the calling broker's office.

This electro-mechanical storage

system was adequate until recent

years, when Canada's dynamic

SUBSCRIBERS'
LINE »

CONNECTINQ
EOUIPMENTCQUIPMENT 4 4

TRANSMITTINO
EOUIPMENT

OPERATORS'
POSITiONS

2 TO 23

1

2 TO 5 SEEKER
6

_62Q/
READINQ

'
' SELECTiON

DRUM
SELECTION
CODINO
RELAYS

ELECTRONIC
REAOING
WRITINS
ANO

CATINO
EOUIPMENT

600/

Fig. 2. Electro-mechanical indicato
unit vised to display bid-asked price
at trading posts. Also used in check
board display which formerly served a
the system memory.

DlODE
MATRIX

DRUM-
C0NNECTIN6

RELAYS

MAONETIC
COATED ORUM
STORAOE

w

growth inevitably led to increased

activity in its security markets.
Additional dial-tickcr installations

and stocks, with increased activity

in both, caused serious flelays in

the transmission of bid-asked ser-

vice to the brokers. System speed
was, in the main, limited by the
price extraction and storage appa-
ratus, so that it was imperativa
that a new type of memory be
supplied.

After careful engineering analy-
sis of the problem, it was decided
to use electronic techniques and a
non-volatile magnetic drum mem-
ory to process the 50,000 daily re-

quests which were being received
from brokers' offices.

Since the existing display post-

ing system represented a major
capital investment, it was neces-
sary to integrate much of the old

electro-mechanical system with
the new electronic data processing

equipmcnt. This intcgration pre-

sented the major engineering

1498

Fig. 3. Block diagram of qiiotation
system showing integration of elec-
tronic equipment.

Fig. 5 (below). Electronic fiinctional
system diagram. Fig. 4. Magnetic drum memory unit'

• iMvrs "y« .
'/IO, Víi, 610 AíK pwc£ . muí ORot*

- CXiTPUTS ND flSK PRKE.

TIM1M& 5TART, ENO CYCLt, ERROR.
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probleiíi, since tlie electronic com-
poiíents had already been devel-

oped and proven in service in aii

American Airlines reservations

systcm, which processes an invent-

ory of airlincs seats in place of

stock bid-asked prices. It was also

dcciík^l to use the old price stor-

age circiiitry as a fall-back, so that

a manual svvitch-over system had
to be provided.

A block diagrani indicating the

major electronic components of

the new system is shown in Fig. o.

The magnetic druni storage equip-

ment is time-shared between the

ii transmitters and the 6 oper-

ators' i)ositions by the seeker

cquipment. The purpose of the

operators' positions is to keep the

prices displayed at the Exchange
and stored on the magnetic drum
tip to date with the trading.

The seeker is a relay switching

device which connects the next

transmitter or operator's position

awaiting access to the drum stor-

age, which is time-shared to ali

positions. When a transmitter gets

Fig. 6. Typical elec-
tronic plii^-iii sub-
asscniblies. Note
printtMl circuits.

NOTE,
ASTtflISK («í INOIGftTES 20 MIL OIODES-

*LL OTHERS ARE 75 MIL D100E?

CODE eussES

Fijí. 7. Diodc ar-
rangement for cod-
ing 2.5 leads associat-
ed with one channel
of the driim storage.

\ ^ '

AUXILLIARY BUSSES

MATRI

access to the memory, the 3-digit

cede number, dialled by a sub-
scriber and stored in the transmit-
ter, is translated by the selector

into the energization of one of 600
single-wire selection leads which
were previously used to connect
the transmitters to a specific sec-

tion of the check-board display
when that unit was used as the
system's memory.
In the new system these 600

eads are coded by use of a diode
atrix with the position code of the
ame information on the magnetic

CODE OUSSES

UNIT

drum storage. The output of the

diode matrix is connected through

drum selection coding relays to the

drum connecting relays which, in

turn, select one of 40 channels on
the drum. If one of the six opera-

tors' positions has been given ac-

cess to the storage drum, the elec-

tronic cquipment is used to write

the new price information stored

on the operators' keyset in the

section of the drum selected by
one of 100 keys on operators'

keyset.

The magnetic memory unit (Fig.

4) consists of a solid aiuminum
billet, eight inches in diameter and
fifteen inches high, coated with an
iron oxide film about 0.003 inch

thick. The drum has capacity for

storing approximately two thous-

and sets of prices, six hundrcd
being the initial usage. Prices are

stored in permutation eode on the

drum coating as positively or nega-

tively magnetized spots, the cod-

ing being changed as the prices

alter.

The drum is divided into cir-

cumferential tracks, or channels.
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each channel providing price stor-

age for twenty-five stocks. The
packing factor for this application

is approximately 40 bits (or code
elements) per inch along the

track. A read-record head is

mounted over each channel with
a clearance of 0.001 inch from the
driim surface. In recording, these

heads polarize the magnetic coat-

ing as the drum rotates at a

speed of 1450 r.p.m. beneath it,

linder control of electronic writing

and gating circnits which are trig-

gered off as the operators send in

new prices. In a reading operation
resulting from a broker's dialled re-

quest, the selected magnetized
spots passing under the read-

record head induce positive and
negative pulses which are ampli-
fied and shaped into iisable dyna-
mic pulses.

The electronic equipment, shown
in block diagram in Fig. 5, is under
control of a program unit which is

basically divided into seven cir-

cnits; .starting, function determina-
tion, counting, 1 of 25 stock selec-

tion, 1 of 6 stock digit selection,

read gating and write gating.

Counting is in binary code and
under control of three permanent-
ly magnetized tracks on tlic drum
which are called synchronizing or
"clock" tracks. These tracks de-
li ver one, 256, and 600 pulses, re-

spectively, for each revolution of

the drum.

The clock pulses to the elec-

tronic counters of the program
unit open electronic gates at the

precise instant that the desired

storage area on the drum is pass-

ing beneath the selected read-

record head. The l/R pulse is a
reference pulse from the drum
which assures that the electronic

MATRIX UNITS

MULTIPLE TO

SAME coce NO
ON SELECTOR—

I

OPERATORS
TABLE

CONTACT ON
SEEKER
GANG RELAY

TO MATRIX
UNITS ASSOCIATED
WITH OPERATORS'

TABLES 2 TO 5

MUUIPLE TO
SAME CODE NO
ON SELECTOR-

OPERATDRS
TABLE
«6

GONnCT ON
dESKER
GAN6 RELAY

note:
asterisk (») inocates
preuminary make

Fig. 8. Multiplying of niatrix units to form the complete coding of 600 leads.

counting will always start in syn-

chronism with the drum rotation.

The 256/R pulses are used to

select one or a combination of the

six digits representing a bid-asked

price. Since each price digit has
a 4-element permutation code,

there are 25x6x4, or a total of 600
storage bits in use on each drum

Fig. 9. Diode matrix iinit

blv with cover removed.

track under control of the 600/
sync. track.

The function of the shift registe

is to read the amplified serial bi(

asked price pulses from the drui

and send the price in parallel t

the transmitters, 24 elements at

time. In the case of a write opers

tion, the shift registers contn

serial writing into the drum froi

parallel price code inputs from th

operators' keysets.

The electronic equipment cor

tains approximately 400 tube er

velopes, of which about half ar

Western Electric 396-A twi

triodes and the remainder Wester:

Electric 415-A pentodes. A fe\

6Y6 tubes are used in the drur,

record circnits. Ali electronic cohí

ponents are mounted on function'

plug-in sub-assemblies, using prin'

ed wiring techniques. An ope

construction is employed for bette

heat dissipation and lower operat

ing tcmperature (Fig. 6)

.

A novel diode matrix array i

used to integrate the drum selec

tion coding with the output cir

cuits from the previously installc

operators' tables and stock selec

tor. These diode matrices (Figs. 7

8) provide translation equivalen

{Conlinited on page 1606)



The Possibility of

Complete Solar Heating

of Ganadian Buildings
by

F. G. Hooper,

Dept. of Mechanical Engineering,

University of Toronto.

Read at the 69th Annual General and Professional Meedng of

The Engineering Institute of Canada, Toronto, May, 1 955.

Over the past two decades there

has been increasing c o n c e r n

amongst many in the engineering

profession over the world-wide de-

pletion of the accessible fóssil fuel

reserves. These fuels, which origin-

ated from solar energy over a very
long period in the world's geológ-

ica! history, are principally in the

form of natural gas, petroleum oil.

and coal. Of these coal represents

more than 90 per cent, and is not
of such immediate concern as the

izaseous and, particularly, the
iiquid fuels.

The Canadian economy, in com-
lon with that of the whole world,

ias become dependent upon the

Jiquid fuels produced from petro-

leum oil. These fuels are essential

fo our present air and road trans-

aort and are as well a basic raw
laterial for many of our chemical

industries, but over one quarter of

the Iiquid fuel consumption is for

ppace heating, a non-essential use
?hich could be served by alterna-

live energy sources. We are, in

pffect, squandering this valuable
resource.

Although time estimates vary
ndely, it is generally recognized
ihat before the end of the century
Lhe demand for petroleum will

Konsiderably exceed the readily

jiceessible supply, and that its cost

ni\ inevitably rise. A similar situa-

|ion, although not as acute, ap-
|)ears to apply over a longer term
|o our coal reserves.

In view of this situation it is

fcssential that immediate attention
pe given to the development of

Uternative energy sources in order
fhat they may be available before

profound economic depression

arises. It would be wise, as well,

to examine means of attenuating
the existing fóssil fuel reserves by
reserving them for uses in which
they are essential in order to per-

mit a longer period for the devel-

opment of new energy sources and,

if possible, to preserve petroleum
as a chemical resource for the

future.

The author considers that the pros-

pects for economic solar heating of

Canadian dwellings in the relatively

near future appear to be very good.

Results of studies carried out at the

University of Toronto are discussed.

Several minor sources of energy

such as wind power, tidal power,

and earth heat may in future be

exploited; however, the only altcr-

native energy sources which prom-

ise to be of signiíicant magnitude

and general availability to sup-

plant the present fóssil fuels are

nuclear and solar.

Nuclear energy is imder inten-

sive development, and it may well

be that in future it will supply the

energy requirements of the world.

This is far from certain, and the

other promising alternative, solar

energy, warrants and is receiving

considerable attention. Possibly

both energy sources will eventual-

ly share the dominant place in

energy supply for the world.

There are several mechanisms

by which the abundant but diíTuse

radiant energy of the sun can be

converted into useful energy in

other forms. Photosynthesis is

nature's process for converting the

energy chcmically to vegetation.

Man alrcady utilizes the organic

products of nature as a fuel, but
the efficiency of vegetation as a
solar energy collector is very low,

generally under one tenth of one
per cent. Through chemical re-

search man may eventually dupli-

cate the photosynthetic mcchan-
ism and improve its efficiency. Its

])roduct is certainly a useful and
readily stored form of energy.

Photocells and thermocouples
can convert radiant solar energy
directly to the most versatile form
of energy, electricity. Efficiencies

of approximateh' five per cent

have been attaincd by both these

means, but the apparatus so far

devised is clumsy and expensive.

It is easiest to convert the

radiant energy from the sun to

heat. Although the collection of

heat at siifficiently high tempera-
tures to operate heat engines effec-

tively is still difficiilt and expen-

sive, and at present inefficient, the

collection of heat at tempcratures
sufficiently high to be useful for

space heating is relatively simple

and can be carried out in practice

at efficiencies of lhe order of 30 to

(iO per cent. This relatively simple

and efficient utilizai ion of solar

energy is at present the most near-

ly practical and economically com-
petitive application. It is this

aspect of the subject in which we
have taken an interest at Toronto.

Principie of Operalion of Solar

CoUertors

The Hat plale collector or heat

trap is the device usually em-
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Fig. 1. Small solar heat collector operated at Port Cretlit, Onl.

ployed to collect low-temperatiire

heat, generally below 200° F., for

space heating. It consists of one or

more sheets of glass and a black-

ened metallic plate, lying parallel

and separated by air spaces. The
cross-section of a flat plate col-

lector is shown in Fig. 4.

The blackened surface inter-

cepts and absorbs as heat the

radiant energy froni the sun and
conducts it to a heat transfer fluid

in which it is carried off to be
stored or used. The heat trapping
eífect is achieved because glass is

largely transparent to thermal
radiation emitted from a source at

solar temperatures (about 10,000°

F.) but is substantially opaque to

thermal radiation emitted at low
temperatures. Thus solar radiation

passes through the glass to the
blackened plate where it is ab-
sorbed at a low temperature (say
150° F.) . Thermal radiation from
the plate will not pass out through
the glass, since the radiation orig-

inated at a low temperature, and
the heat is trapped except for con-

duction and convection losses,

These losses are minimized by the
insulating eíTect of the air spaces

between the glass sheets.

A flat plate collector is usually

oriented to face due south at some
angle of tilt between 30° and 90°

to the horizontal. It would be
most efficient as a collector if the

plane of the face were arranged so

as always to face the sun directly.

It is more economical of material,

however, to compensate by build-

ing larger collectors and mounting
them in fi.xed positions rather than
to provide the mechanism neces-

sai-y to traverse the collectors to

follow the sun.

Application to Space Heating

The characteristics of the resi-

dence space heating load and of its

typical physical location appear
to lend themselves most readily to

the application of solar energy to

space heating, and we have gener-

ally restricted our considerations

to this application.

Various writers have suggested
that solar heating could be em-
ployed as supplementary heating,

supplying heat only when the sun
shone, while a conventional heat-

ing system carried the balance of

the heat load during the sunless

hours. This suggestion does not

appear promising since the sunny
periods are normally those of mini-

mum heat demand and a solar col-

lector system would contribute
little more than the large south-

facing windows now do on some
modern houses. However, what-
ever validity their argument might
have at present, the future re-

quirement would almost certainly

Ix' for a complete solar heating

system providing ali necessarj
heat at ali times and requiring nc

auxiliary heat sources.

If continuous heating is to bí

achieved entirely from collectec

solar energy, means must be pro
vided to store heat from periodi

of surplus collection, when th(

heat supply from the trap exceed
the heat demands of the building

to periods of deficit when little oi

no heat is being collected. Severa
types of heat storage have beer

investigated, most notably by th{

workers at M.I.T.* Heat has beer
stored as sensible heat in reser

voirs of water and in gravei beds
and as latent heat of fusion in i

material of suitable melting poini

temperature such as Glauber's salt

At Toronto we investigated, bui

abandoned the idea of storing hea
in the ground by means of deeplj

buried ground coils.

The period over which storec

heat must be held depends upoi
many factors. At the one extreme
however, if a heat trap of verj

large capacity relative to th

building heat demand is employe(
then storage need provide fo:

heating during periods of duratioi

no longer than the longest perioc

between sunny intervals which cai

be statistically predicted fron

weather records. If on the othe:

hand the mininium size of heai

trap is to be used, then ali of th

heat collected by the trap over í

full year must be conserved anc

the storage must meet the require

nients of the annual weather cycle

Heat collected in summer wouk
be carried over to the followinj

winter, supplemented of course

heat collected during the winte;

period.

Investigators in Boston and else

where in the United States havf

taken the view that storage ca

pacity to carry for seven to tei

days is probably adequate, anc

that a trap of sufficient capacity t(

meet the winter heating load cai

be economically provided. Ii

Canada our heat loads are some

what h i g h e r and the averagi

hours of bright sunshine in winte

very low. In Toronto the averagi

number of hours of bright sun

shine in January is only 79 com'

pared to our July average of 30t

In these circumstances, and recog

nizing that this situation is mon
or less representativa of the Cana

* Space heating with Solar Energy-

Published by the Bemis Foundatior

Cambridge, Mass. !
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dian probleiTi generally, we ha\c"
come to the opinion that solar
heating systems incorporating an-
nual heat stonige offcr the most
promising line for investigation in

Canada. We are inclined to the
belief that the eventual applica-
tion of solar energy to space heat-
ing in Canada will be almost en-
tircly on the long-term storage
basis.

If we are correct in this conclu-
sion, and if the workers in more
soiitherly locations are correct in

theirs, then it may be that eventu-
ally quite a different type of solar
heating system will evolve in

Canada than in the United States.
The solar collector of our system
would be relatively small and
therefore less expensive, although
its much higher factor of use, aris-
ing because it would operate
during sunshine hours throughout
the year, would justify a more re-
fined and efficient collector. The
angle of collector tilt would prob-

ably be betweeii ÍA) and (iO degrees
from the horizontal, this beiíig
chosen as the optinium compro*^
mise between summer and winter
solar altitudes. An angle of tilt

much nearer the vertical would be
used to catch the low winter sun
m a short-term storage system.
The long-term heat storage de-

vice would of course be much
larger and more expensive than
the corresponding short-term stor-
age system. It would probablv be
located in the basement, a place
that fortuna tely already exists in
most Canadian houses "because of
the necessity for deep foundation
walls to avoid frost heaving. With
mgenuity in design and in con-
struction techniques this might
not prove to be too costly an
item.

The actual heating .system of
the residence would probably be
of the panei or radiant heating
type because this system can eífec-
tively utilize very low temperature

Fig. 2. Detail of house incorporating solar heat trap.

TILC DRAINS TO SUMP PUMP
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lical. Waler as low as 80° F. can
be iised effectivcly as a heating
médium in such systems. The
lower lhe iiiiiiiiiuiiii temperature
that can Ik- used the higher will
be the efficiency of the traj) and
the smaller tlic heat loss from
storage.

Experimental aiul Design Work
Our work at Toronto has been

guided by this general decision
that the i)ossibilities of a system
incorporating annual heat storayc
should be investigated. Much of
our attention has been given to
the heat storage problem, since
relatively, it is more important
here than elsewhere.

During the early phases of our
work we built at Port Credit, just
west of Toronto, a small solar heat
trap and operated it throughout
the winter of 1951-1952. This col-
lector, shown in Fig. 1, had a four
by seven foot frontal area and was
oriented to face due south at a
tilt of 60° to the horizontal. Data
were collected, using both two and
three sheets of covering glass, on
the collector efficiency and per-
formance under many conditions
of weather and temperature.
We were relieved to find that

the eíTect of snow on the collector
performance, which had given us
some concern, was not in fact im-
portant. Even heavy snowfalls
cleared from the trap face in a
few hours by sliding and melting.
Other practical factors, such as in-
ternai condensation on the glass.
were however the cause of some
difficulty.

A typical heat balance fi"om this
collector is shown in Tal)le I. This
is taken from the records for a
one and a half hour period of
bright sunshine on April 9, 1952,
while two covering sheets of glass
were in use. The temperature of
heat delivery from the collector
was 86°, the ontdoor air tempera-
ture 54° F.

The general problem of design
for a solar heated house involves
three major factors: the collector
and its performance, the house-
heating load and its characteris-
lics, and the heat storage device
and its performance.
Of the three. the house-heating

load, although comi)lex, is now
wcil understood and adequate in-
formation is available on its char-
acteristics from work on conven-
lioiíal heating systems.

ilie collector design and per-
formance involvcs many variables,
for the most part incompletely in-
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vestigated and of which the most
troublesome are those relating to

variations in the weather.

To a certain extent this weather
variable is easier to deal with in

the annual heat storage than in

the short-term storage case be-

eause averages can be taken over

longer periods and short-term ex-

tremes of weather are relatively

unimportant. Whatever advan-
tages for the designer may be
gained by annual heat storage in

this way are, however, overcom-
pensated by the very much more
difficult problems posed by long-

term heat storage. The size and
importance of the store is greatly

increased, the problem of heat loss

from the store becomes diíficult

and criticai, and the relationship

between trap heat gain, building

heat loss, storage temperature and
heat loss, and required heating

médium temperature becomes a

complex relationship with time.

Because of the complexity of

the problem, and because some of

the required information has not
yet been experimentally deter-

mined, a generalized approach to

the problem did not appear prac-

ticable. We therefore limited our
problem by undertaking to design

a spccific house for the specific

geographical and climatological

conditions at Toronto. In this de-

sign we were guided by the data
obtained from our experimental
heat trap, and of course by data
obtained from many other sources.

To confirm our heat trap design

which we had modified consider-

ably on the basis of previous ex-

perience, we built and operated
another experimental heat trap.

This was a three by five foot face

area unit which we located on the

roof of the Mechanical Building

at the University and operated
during the winter of 1954-1955.

This substantiated some of our
design criteria.

The outcome of this work has
been a design for a two-storey,

five-room house, having annual
heat storage in the forni of a water
reservoir of 38,800 imp. gal. capa-
city filling the deep basement
space under the house. The heat
trap is 20 by 30 feet and covers

the whole of the south wall of the
residence which is inclined 60 de-

grees to the horizontal.

The general arrangement and
appearance of the house can be
seen in Fig. 2 and 3, and some of

the collector detail in Fig. 4.

The house is well insulated and
has radiant panei heating utilizing

floors, ceilings, and some walls as

heating surface so as to require a
minimum water temperature of
80° F. at outdoor design condi-

tions of —10° F. In the system
used the heat is coUected from the

ti^ap by water pumped from the

lowest and coolest part of the res-

ervoir and returned warmed to the

upper part of the reservoir through
conventional recirculating blend-
ing valves to the radiant coils and
finally returned to the reservoir.

The system is, we believe, sub-

stantially overdesigned and should
carry the entire heating load of

the house without difficulty. The
overdesign should permit varia-

tions in experimental operation. A
part of the heat trap surface could,

for instance, be taken out of op-
eration during one year, the water

reservoir could be partially emp-!
tied to reduce storage capacity in

another year, and two rather than
three sheets of glass cover might
be used.

Because the reservoir would in-

itially be cold, as would the sur-

rounding earth, the first year of

operation would be the most
criticai. The anticipated perform-
ance for this year is shown in Fig.

5. From the curves of this figure

it will be noted that at about De-
cember 30th the heat gain is less

than one half of the building heat
load.

Taking into consideration the
fact that this trap is overdesigned,
and that short term storage would
have to provide not for the aver-
age heat loads and gains shown
here but for their extreme varia-

tions, it can be shown that the
annual storage system requires a
heat trap of only one quarter the
size necessary in a short term
storage system. It will also be
noted that the storage tempera-
ture does not reach its minimum
until after the time of maximum
heat load. Thus while at maximum
design conditions the radiant sys-

tem might require 85° F. water,

the storage temperature could
drop later in the season to say
78° F. and still meet the house
heat requirements.

Table I. A Heat Balance on the
Port Credit Collector

B.Th.U. per cent

Total incident solar

energy 12,300 100

Energy reflected and
absorbed by glass .

.

3,980 32.4

Energy absorbed by
dirt and moisture

984 8.0

Energy lost by conduction:
547 4.4

through back of

73 0.6

through sides of

25 0.2

6,150 m
Unaccounted for 541 4.4

From Figure 5 it will also be

seen that the perennial perform-

ance to be expected foUowing the

initial year would be even more

markedly within the design re-

quirement. This suggests that it

would be advantageous in closc

economic design to give the stor

age an initial heat charge by port-

able steam generator or other

means and thus avoid the neces-

sity to design for the high loads

of the initial year.

Present Status of the Work

We now feel that our next step

should be to construct the experi-
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SGCTION A-A

nental house and to proceed with
he accumulation of data on its

iperating characteristics and on
ome of the economic factors in-

olved. Parallel with this and
ssisted by the data obtained fur-

her analysis of the problems and
'leparation of more general engi-
eering design data would be
udertaken. At the moment the

project is dehiyed while the neces-
sary financial assistance to proceed
is being sought.

The Possibilíties

At Toronto we have been able
to do only a relatively small
amount of work on this very broad
problem. We have in some cases
proceeded with our arguments
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considcrably l)cy()n(l the ])()int to
which precise scicntific proce(hires

can guide us. Arbitrary choices
and informed guesses have been
made because complete informa-
tion is not available and because
even that which is available may
not be applicable in the changed
economic environmcnt of the
future.

We may or may not have chosen
wisely in pursuing annual heat
storage, in selecting water as a
storage médium, and in many
other things. We have not yet had
the opportunity to test our conclu-
sions in practice. The following
rcmarks should thereforc l)c read
with this in mind.

It is true that in Canada at the
present time solar heated houses
of the type we have designed
could not be built in lots of three
or four to compete on a strict cur-

rent economic basis with conven-
tional houses of cquivalent size. It

is not at ali equally clear that on
a production basis of, say, one
thousand units, that carefully de-
signed solar houses could not at

the present time compete.
Taking money to be worth l^i

l)er cent at intercst, the capital

vahic of the fuel equivalent in our
particular house would be about
$1,500. In addition, since a con-
ventional furnacc and chimncy is

not required an additional $700
can be allowed. Thus if the solar

heating system could be incorpor-

ated in a small house for about
$'2,"200 it would l)e econoniically

compelitivc. We are not convinced
that tliis figure is not now withiu
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the reach of a vigorous and com-

petitive building industry.

Excluding the possible large

scale intervention of heat pump
heating in conjunction with cheap-

ly produccd nuclear generated

electricity, the })ro.spects foi- eco-

nomic sohir heating of Canadian
dwellings in the relatively near

future appear to be very good. The
trend toward scarcity and higher

cost in fóssil fuels will inevitably

continue, and it will probably be

accompanied by a relative de-

crease in the cost of nianufactured

materiais such as are required for

solar heating systems. The i)ros-

pects for wide application of solar

heating in Canada within twenty-

five years are so good as to be con-

sidered almost certain.

Perhaps it should be nientioned

that a map of North America has

been published* a n d received

wide publicity which jnirported to

divide the continent into regions

of maximum, intermediate, and
minimum feasibility for solar heat-

ing. On the map ali of Canada
was well within the region of mini-

mum feasibility. The work leading

to this map did not take into

account annual storage and is not

applicable to our proposed system.

We believe solar heating is eco-

nomically at least as favourable

here as in Florida.

It should be pointed out that

solar heating is essentially clean

heating. There is no smoke nor
other by-product to contaminate
the air, and there is absolutely no
toxic or fire hazard. The dominat-
ing consideration remains that

solar heating does not depend
uj)on nor deplete the world re-

sources of fóssil fuels. The devel-

opment of such systems should be
encouraged at the highest govern-

ment leveis.

This report has necessarily been
brief. No mention has been made
of the interesting architectural im-

plications, and of many other

allied considerations. We hope to

include some details of instrumen-
tation and control and of calcula-

tion techniques, and to present

some of our test data. in a later

report.
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ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT AT THE
TORONTO STOCK EXCHANGE

by E. L. Schmidt

(Contiiiued frori puge 1500)

to thal of .'i()2 relays at less initial

cost and maintenance expense. The
choice of diodes was based on the

relay currents involved, the oper-

ating voltage, and the ratio of

forward to backward resistance of

the diodes to give safe operation.

For this application, commercial
selenium rectiíiers were used,

mounted on 24-unit assemblies, as

shown in Fig. 9.

The electronic system has been
designed to incorporate many in-

put and output error detection cir-

cuits which check for impossible
coding, absence of input selection

codes, and the like. After each
write operation into the drum, an
automatic read-out of the just-

written data is j)erformed and
automatic error detection circuits

are used to check the accuracy of

the data stored on the drum
against the original input data.

Marginal c h e c k i n g operations

which are made after the market
is closed bring to light most of

the incipient tube failures long be-

fore the tube causes trouble during
actual Service. After more than
two years' service, most of the
original tubes are still in use. The
.system is curreutly handling about
(iO.OOO calls per day.

As to the service record, there
were but three instances during
the first year of operation where
it was necessary to switch to fall-

back service and use the check-
board indicators as the system
memory. Since the first year, there
have been no major service inter-

ruptions. It is interesting to note
that the three failures during the
first year were actually not caused
by electronic components, but
rather were due to input relay
troubles.

Wings for

Supersonic Flight
Recent striking advances in prol

duction techniques, announced h\
two British aircraft manufacturerj
(Boulton Paul and Handley Pagej
concern wing construction.

Conventional wing structurl

used in slower aircraft—a thiij

skin supported by ample interna|

framework—permits a c e r t a i i

amount of flexing imder loaj

which causes skin wrinkling. Modl
ern high-speed aircraft. howevel
demand wings that retain theil

accuracy of contour under grea|

stress, yet which must be thin.

This can best be achieved bj

using a thick skin of either .solij

or Sandwich consti-uction, thougj
this leads to a reduction in thl

space for internai structure.

Boulton Paul tackie this prolj

lem by means of solid 'integral

construction, and a wing built ol

these lines, achieved a thicll

ness/chord ratio of 3 per cent.

The wing halves are made up (1

twelve light-alloy elements Úvã
form the upi)er and lower surfacej

Each element consists of a spail

wise spar which has a section (1

the skin surface as an integral pa)l

of it. Six of these members coil

nected together forni the to[) (I

bottom half of a wing and ail

fixed to their opposite numbeif
by means of specially formed boltl

The resulting multi-spar, thicli

skinned wing possesses a high dJ
gree of solidity which dispens<|

with the need for rib members.

Handley Page have approachel
the })roblem in a different wa;j

They decided that double skins <|

relati\ely thin gauge with a san(|

wich construction in betvveel

would ])rovidc a light, strong anJ

from the production standpoinj

easily handled wing structure tha
would stand up to the arduoll

conditions imposed by very fasj

long distance flight.

Various kinds of Sandwich mal
erials have been used, both befoi

and since the last war. Handlfj

Page found that the most suitabl

forni of Sandwich construction wl
a longitudinally-corrugated she|

of aluniinum alloy attached
the inner skin by rivets and
the outer by spot-welding. Til

use of spot-welding is a bold stel

since this process has been ri

oarded with suspicion by aeronail

tical engineers for years, but faulj

have been found to be verv rail
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ICE IN THE GULF
Tlie aiillior disciisses lhe [lossiliilil

y

of inixing tlie lower, \\arin layer

of water with the cold siirface layer

in the Gulf of St. Lawrence iii order

to prevent troublesome ice forma

-

tioií.

The article Miraculotis Bubbles,

in the Januaiy, 1955, Journal,

opens new vistas. The meu re-

sponsible for this use of compres-
sed air have done something en-

ely novel in engineering and are

be congratulated on their vision

,nd courage.

The interest aroused in what
hey have accomplished niakes

his an opportune time in which
o call attention to another pos-

ible use of conipressed air. The
julf of St. Lawrence is covered by
layer of cold Arctic water hav-

ng a thickness of aboiít 300 feet

n winter and a salt content con-

iderablj^ less than that of the

tlantic water outside Canadian
;(lk^oastal áreas. Its winter tempera-

ure is close to its own freezing

oint; as a result considerable ice

brms each winter, though the
Tiilf does not freeze over solidly.

Beneath this cold. low-salinity,

urface layer and extending to the
iottom of the Gulf there is a great
body of warm sea water with a

lalt content similar to that in the
|)pen Atlantic and a temperature
yhich remains quite constant the
|ear round at about 41 °F., or

loughiy 12°F. above its freezing

point.

There is a strong anticlockwise
j-irculation of water in the Gulf
jnd ali that is necessary to keep
|he latter ice free the year round

to destroy the comparatively
|hin, cold, surface layer by mix-
ig it with the much greater
|'olume of warmer and saltier

rater under it. If the mixing were
9one at several- widely separated
J)oints, the general circulation is

lufficiently strong and inclusive to

jarry the warmer, mixed water to

[11 parts of the Gulf and to pre-
[ent the fornia l iou of troublesome
ce anywhere.

bv

F. S. Small, m.k.í.c

Apohaqui, N.B.

Obviously onc of the mixing
point s should be in Cabot Strait.

Possibly mixing there can be niadc
so thorough and effcctive that no
other points will bc requircd, but
if others are needed, as is most
likely, one should be off the north
shore of Gaspé Peninsula and one
or more somewhere in the St. Law-
rence estuary to prevent ice forma-
tion there and in the lower river.

Probably one of these should be
just east of Ile aux Coudres.
There are, fortunately, at least

two ways in which the mixing can
be done. Very probably both
should be tried in order to deter-

mine which is the more desirable,

after comparing ali the essential

factors — first cost, operating
charges, reliability, effectiveness,

maintenance, etc.

The first of these methods is to

place suitably designed objects on
the bed of the waterway and also

anchored at various depths in the

current. The latter should be
lighter than water, and ali of

them should be so designed as to

produce the maximum of turbu-

lence in the flowing stream. They
should be kept well below the sur-

face so as not to interfere with or

be damaged by passing ships. A
great many will be needed, but if

properly designed and placed the

first cost will be practically the

only cost for a very long time.

They could be inspected from time

lo time bv the sanie sorl of radar
device as that nscd in locating

fish.

The other nietliod is the use of

comprcssed air and perforated
pipes. There is a strong adhesion
between air and water and the
rising bubbles will be accompanied
by large upward currents of water.
As the bubbles rise they become
bigger, due to the reduction in

pressure, and their velocity in-

creases. As a result the upward
currents of water l)ccome larger

and swifter, that is. they will be
joined by more and more of the

water through which they pass.

Ali this improves the quality of

the mixing.

Attention should be called to

the observed fact that at Niagara
the water surface in the bubbled
area stood four feet higher than
in the adjacent untreated áreas.

This was due in i)art to the
momentum of the rising streams
of water and in part to the lower
specific gravity of the mixture of

air and water. It is an indication

of the \igour of the ojjeration of

mixing.

A note on the effect of the Strait

of Belle Isle on ice production in

the Gulf should be included in this

])aper. The main features of the

two Straits, sufficient for our pre-

sent purpose, are given in the

tablc. The data were taken from
official charts.

Strait Length
Miles

Least

AVidtli

Miles

Grcatest
Deptli in

f^iiiiitiiii;

Section, ft.

Sectional

-Vrea

Sq. ft.

Per eenl

(,r Total

-Vrea

Cabot . . . .

Belle-Isle

.

73

65
10.8

l.i()0

IHO

Tot a

;>.5(),()(l(».0()(l

1'2.WH),()()(1

!)() . (>

3.4

;{68,60(),()0(t 100 O
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Cabot Strait properiy has no

length since it niay be regarded as

the section in a line joining Cape
Ray and Capo North, beyond

which the waterway widens ab-

ruptiy ia both diiections. Usually,

nearly ali the water interchange

between the Giilf and the ocean

takes place through Cabot Strait,

hut there are times when the baro-

metric pressure distribution is

such that a strong flow of Arctic

water is forced through the Strait

of Belle Isle, either inward or out-

ward. This strait is not deep

enough to reach any of the warmer
and saltier water that lies beyond

each end of it.

If the niixing werc done by com-

pressed air, the operation could be

discontinued diiring the warm
season, but it should start early

enough in the fali to ensure that

the stratified condition of the Gulf

waters is well broken up by the

time severe weather sets in. Exper-

ience will be the only safe guide

in determining the starting and

stopping dates, but tentatively we
may assume that the compressors

should be started about Novem-
ber 15 and stopped on Mareh 15,

giving a running time of four

months per year. Some such

Schedule as this would keep the

Gulf and the lower St. Lawrence

River open the year round. How-
ever. the beneíits to the climate

and to the fisheries might make it

worthwhile to aerate continuously.

Mixing Methods

If mixing can be satisfactorily

accomplished by using objects de-

signed to cause turbulence in the

flowing streams, the currents will

supply the necessary power and

the first cost will be practically the

total cost. Once properly designed

and installed the system should

work automatically for m a n y
years with little or no further cost

except for periodic inspections.

With such a system in operation,

thorough mixing will be a con-

tinuous and permanent feature of

the Gulf circulation.

Probably the most satisfactory

way of deciding upon the best

method of keeping the Gulf ice

free the year round is to construct

scale models of the various places

in which it is expected that the

necessary works will be installed.

These models can be used to de-

termine in a preliminary way the

practicability of mixing the Gulf

waters and also to show the value

oi such mixing. Then the models
can be used to determine the rela-

tivo merits of the two schemes
herein jiroposed and also of any
o t h e r schemes that may be
thought worth investigating. Fin-

ally, the details of whatever
scheme, or combination of schemes,

is adopted can be studied and per-

fected most satisfactorily only by
the use of models.

The Gulf of St. Lawrence is

very roughiy a huge rectangle of

cold water entirely surrounded by
threc of the Maritime Provinces
and southeastern Queboc; it en-

tirely surrounds the fourth Mari-
time Province. At prosent, it exer-

cises a tremendous and detrimen-
tal infiuence on the climate of ali

the lands adjacent to it. But if its

existing stratified condition can be
broken up so that it will be ice

free in winter and warm in sum-
nier, it will become a blessing in-

stead of a curse to the climate of

ali the surrounding terrain. For in-

stance, both farming and forestry

should be noticeably improved
and if the mixing is done by the

use of comprcssed air the fisheries

should be definitely benefited.

The outflow from Cabot Strait

joins the general oceanic circula-

tion and is carried southwestward
along the Atlantic coast of Nova
Scotia and thence into the Bay of

Fundy. The adjacent coasts would
share in the benefits conferred on
the lands within the Gulf.

For the eftect on fisheries of

mixing ocean waters the reader is

referred to an excellent booklet
written in 1928 by Dr. A. G.
Huntsman, then director of the
Marine Biological Station at St.

Andrews, N.B., under the title

"The Passamaquoddy Power Pro-
ject and its Effect on the Fisher-

ies." This booklet was published
by the Department of Fisheries,

Ottawa.
The most important advantage

that may be expected to result

from keeping the Gulf ice free the
year round would most likcly be
its effects on industry and com-
merce. There are known to be im-
portant mineral resources in ali

the lands surrounding and ad-
jacent to the Gulf of St. Lawrence
and it is very probable that more
will be discovered there in future.

There is a great supply of raw
materiais in the products of the
farms, forests, fisheries and mines.
With the ice abolished, the mar-
kets of the world would be per-

manently open to Maritime indus-
tries and commerce.
The great water power resources

of Hamilton River are within

transmission distances of most oi'

Newfoundland and there is a largf

total of power available from tht

rivers flowing into the Gulf fron

the north shore and from Gaspé
The power in the great tides a:

the hoad of tho Bay of Fundy, the

geographical conter of the Mari
times, can and doubtless will b»

harnessed when the demand be
comos sufficiently imperativo.

Tho Gulf of St. Lawrence lies a

the mouth of the St. Lawrencí
River. Togother these form, except

ing possibly the Mediterranean
tho greatost commercial inlanc

waterway in the world. The Atlan-

tic provinces also lie very close tc

the busiest shipping lane in th

world, that between northwesterr

Europe and northeastern America
The advantageous position of th»

Atlantic provinces on this trad»

route is shown by this table:

St. Joliirs to Liverpool UH7 iniles

Churchill " 2936
"

Montreal " 2968 " (via

Cabot Strait)

New York " 3707 miles

New Orleaiis to Londoii 4656
"

The Canadian Maritinies havi

])otentially vast power resources

they have great stores of ra\

materiais, either within themselve

or readily available from else

whoro; they are ideally situated a

the outlet of one of the world*

two greatost inland waterway
and they occupy a nearly centr

position on the worWs busies

shipping lane. Surely their pros

pective importance makes it worth

while to devote some thought ti

the problem of freeing them fron

the stranglehold which winter ic

now has upon them.

This brief study of the ice prob

loms of the Gulf of St. Lawrenc
would be incompleto if no refer

once were made to the intimatel;

related question of winter naviga

tion on the St. Lawrence River, a

least on that part of it belo>

Montreal. The works now in hani

for the development of the powe
and navigation resources of th

upper river from Montreal ha

bour to Lake Ontário, may be es

pected to prevent any avoidabl

waste of heat in that sectior

which is herein understood to ir

elude the two "Back Rivers" a

Montreal. If this is done the prol

lem of keeping the river open bt

tweon Montreal harbour and Lak

St. Peter wãll be greatly simplifiec

The range of spring tides a

Quebec is upwards of twenty fet

and twice a day the lower river ;

flushed out by a great volume (
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salt wator. This is heavier than

fresh wator aiid fiows in along tlie

rivcr be<l, liftin<> tlie liohter fresh

water to thc surface. The river is

deep up to Point Phiton, 30 miles

above Qiiebec, wheie sotindinos of

100 fect are shown ou the charts.

Tf a compressed air iiiixing plant is

installed at Point Platoii aiid aii-

other in the deep water jiist east

of IIo aux Con(h-es, (iO niiles east

of Qnebee. the two wonhl i)rob-

ably keep the water sufficiently

"ixed to prevent ice forniation in

he ni)per estuary and hiwer river.

Below Lake St. Peter the river

does not ordinarily freeze over un-

der present conditions. but somc-
tinies h\rge fields of bordage ice,

'oosene<l by the rise and fali of

he tides or otherwise, niay move
ut into and bloek the ehannel. Tf

eft undisturbed ice from upstream
'ill lodge against these ice fields

"11(1 freeze into serions obstruc-
ions. Tiniely action by icebreak-

rs easily kee])s the ehannel open.
Tt w»)nld seem that the problem of

naintaining an ice free ehannel
"roni the head of Lake St. Peter
o Point Platon shonld not present
superable diffienlties. If .so and

f the Gnlf ean be kept o})en by
hc means outlined herein, or by
orne other means, then the whole
mlf and River from Cabot Strait

o Montreal will be free for use
nd development as industry and
pportunity may dictate.

At present Canada's industrial

growth is hampered and hindered

y the faet that its front door is

ightly barred for four or five

lonths eaeh year. If it is to attain
he stature of a great nation this

ituation must be corrected. The
urpose of the present paper is to
int out a way of doing this.

The writer is aware that under
resent conditions the St. Law-
ence frcezes over solidly from
aeqnes Cartier bridge to the
ower end of Lake St. Peter and
hat a heavy traffic uses the win-
er roads on this ice. He has seen
he np{)er end of Laprairie Basin
llcd with frazil and huge blocks
f hard surface ice pushed up on
he Lower Lachine Road, op])o-

ite the foot of the Lachine

_
apids, by ice shoves in the ad-
acent rivcr, the normal water
evel of which at the time was
fteen feet or more below thc road

surface.

In I\Lirch, 1887, a survey car-

ried out bv thc Montreal Fl ()()(

I

Conmiission showcd 253,()()(),()0()

cubic yards of frazil ice and 100,-

000.000 cubic yards of hard, sur-

face ice stored in the section of

the river lying between the foot of

the Lacliin(> Ra|)i(ls and Varennes,
a distance of «^O miles by river. At
the same time, there was also, no
doubt, a great volume of ice in the
lower sections of thc two "Back
Rivers." (Ireat ice fields occasion-
ally form in the (iulf of St. Law-
r(>nce and at times Norlliuniber-
laiul Strait frcezes over solidly.

These occurrences are the re-

sults of long periods of severe

weather. The writer is not so

Quixotic as to propose that we
atlc'm])t to destroy them: his idea

is to prevent them from occurring.

At the beginning an ice sheet is a

thin and delicate thing. A slight

rise in water temperaturc. a tiny

fraetivin of a degree, will prevent
its fornuition. This is the j)oint at

which to concentrate an attack
Moment by moment ice must be
destroyed and moment by moment
its formation must be prevcnted.

Ice is a powerful heat waster.

Its thermal conductivity is four

times as great as that of watei.

and its upper surface must have
approximately the same tem|)era-

turc as the air above it, while its

under surface is at or about freez-

ing temperaturc. On clear, cold

nights this forms a steep tempera-
turc gradient through an ice cover,

and the upward flow of heat is

rapid. In consequence, the thick-

iiess of the ice sheet increases

rapidly.

Solar Radia tion

Ice also reflects solar radiation

much more thoroughly than open
water does. If the ice field is

covered with snow, lhe amount of

the reflected rafliation is even
greater, but a snow^ cover r(>duces

the loss by conduction.

On bright clear days, even in

winter, open water receives some
heat directly from the sun and on
cloudy days radiaut energy is re-

ceived from the clouds. Also, espe-

cially in the Maritimes, in winter,

there are many days when the air

temperaturc is above freezing for

ali or part of the day. From ali

these souz'ces open water receives

and stores heat in winter. But

water covered by ice or ice and

snow receives little of this heat.

.Xnothcr point worth some con-

sidcration in this connection is

the speed with which Natiirc dis-

poses of the great accumulalions

i)f ice in the St. Lawreiíce whci-

she gets ready to undertake that

job. When winter cnds as much as

three or four hundrcd inillion

cubic yards of ice. solid and frazil.

may be stored in the Montreal
section of the three rivers which
here constitui c lhe St. Lawrence.
Yet in a couple of weeks, more or

Icss, ali, or |)ractically ali of thi^

great nui.ss of ice is melted.

Here is anothcr way of looking

at it. On March 21 èach part of

the earlh receives exactiy the

same amonnt of M)lar radiation as

it does on Septiniber áánd. Yet in

our latitudes ^larch 21 is only

liite winter, or at the best very

(arl\' >])riiig, uliilc S( |)ti iiil>iT 22
is harvest lime. The reason for

this seasonal lag is, of coursc. thc

great amount of cold accunuilated

in one case and great quantity of

heat stored in the other. In spring

things are warming ni>; in the fali

they are cooling off.

Ottu i Areas

If ice formation can be i)re-

vcnled in the (iulf and in the

navigation ehannel of the St. Law^-

rence River below Montreal, may
it not also, by the same or similar

methods, be possible to do some-

thing of value elsewhere? Lake
Ontário does not freeze over and
possibly lhe ehannel between it

and Montreal could be kept open.

It would be a very valuable

achievement if the open .season at

Port Churchill could be length-

ened by a few montlis. Perhay)s

the ice in Davis and Dcnmark
Slraits can be destroyed in whole

or in part. If these things are ilone,

we may expect a niarked redne-

tion in the volume of sea ice on

the Labrador and Ncwfoundland
coasts and in lludson Bay. and
also a rise in the water tempera-

tnre in these places and a conse-

qucnt improvement of climale. If

the l)arren waters of the great

Hudson Bay syslcm of iniand seas

can be mixed and ju iatcd a valu-

able fishery miglii (Icvclni) in these

shallow waters.

Possibly sonuliiiiig can lic doiie

lo destroy or prevent lhe ice niov-

ing south through Nansen Strait

between Spitzbergen and (ireen-

land. Ilere warin (iulf Stream
water flows constantly northward

on thc bottom and cold .Vrctic

watei- ílows constantly M)uth\var(l

on llie surface. For a ^hitv[ time in

sunnncr thc norlli ixuind warin

water reaciio llic ^iirfacc on lhe

eastcrn --ide of tlif Sli',iil and llie

cold Arciic cnntnl i- llicn con-

fined lo the (irecnland side of this

waterway. There is need of more
oceanogra|)hic work in Nansen
Strait.
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Pulp an<

Thi' Muni])ar;i i)r()jcct, which is

tlu' iiaiiK" givcn to thc scheme of

whicli thc Tasmaii Pulp and Paper
C(tinpany's mill at Kawerau is the
major portion, had its beginnings
in 1913 vvhen thc first experimen-
tal plantings of cxotic softwoods
wcrc niadc on thc Kaingaroa
Plains.

This arca, locatcd in the centre
of thc North Island of New Zea-
iand, comprised a pumice plain,

sparsely covercd by vegetation,
and treeless except for pockets of

native bush in the gullies. By 1925,
these experimental plantings had
demonstrated that this area. which
was capable of only marginal or
nneconomical agriculture develop-
ment, contained a remarkable
potential for rapid forest growth.
Large scale planting programs
were then started which have to-

day y i e 1 d e d an economically
mature forest of some 260,000
acres.

Meanwhile, investigations were
being carried out to determine the
bcst means of economic utilization

of the forest raw material. The re-

sults of th CSC investigations

showcfl that Piíiuft Rudiatu, the

major sj)ccics, was suitable for the

manufacture of newsprint and
high grade sawn timber. It was
natural, therefore, that the most
modern overseas practice be fol-

lowed and that an integrated in-

dustry bc planncd which would
minimize or eliminate wood waste
and which would allow for thc use

of the logs in thc i)roduct to which
they were the most suited.

This scheme was generally out-

lined in a "Proposal for the Sale of

Logs*' which was issued in 1951

by the New Zealand Government,
and which comprised a world-wide
invitation to oi-ganizations with
the necessary technical and finan-

cial resom-ces to co-operate with

the Government in the develop-

ment of the industry and to build

the integrated plant.

Thc offer of a New Zealand firm

was finally accepted and the Tas-
man Pulp and Paper Comi)any
Limited was formed in 1952.

Nature and Size of Plant

The original offer of the Tasman
Company, in linc with the outline

A vifw of the paper maohine pil a|

operating floor levei.

provided by the Government, prol

vided for the manufacture ol

newsprint, bleached sulphate pulpl

and sawn timber, and generalM

outlined the design, equipmentl

and estimated costs of the prol

posed plant. Intensivc review ol

this proposal followed and wal

pursued until March, 1953, al

which time the final scheme wal

adopted by the Tasman Board oj

Directors.

The dimensions of the industr^j

in the final scheme jirovided foi

the use of the maximum fores

I

yield and for the manufacture o

products in the following annuaj

amounts:
Newsprint 75,000 long ton]

Chemical (Kraft)

Pulp 36,000 long tonj

Sawn Timber 72,000,000 board fee

Concurrent with the review o

thc dctailcd proposals of the com
pany about the nature and size o

the plant, a review was also madi

of the market information whicl

had been developed by the Gov
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Murupara

Paper Project

by

E. S. Barton,

Assistant Chief Engineer, Projects Administralion,

Sandivell and Company Limited,

Consuídrig Engineers,

I ancouver, B.C.

ernment concerning sawn timber
and (by various people) news-
print and pulp. The results of this

leview confirmed the potential of

the New Zealand and Australian
iiiarkets in which the Tasman
Company woiild have the best op-
portunity of participating, and the
economic studies resulting there-

from indicated the financial sound-
iiess of the whole scheme.

Site of Plant

The original government pro-
posals visualized the industry cen-
tered at Murupara, on the edge of
the forest, with the establishment
of a deep sea shipping port at
Tauranga, some 100 miles away.
Various technical and economic
considerations having mainly to do
with foundation conditions, freight

rates, water supply, and effluent

disposal, led to the consideration
of alternativc locations along the
rail link. The location íinally

chosen niet ali basic requirements
and, in addition, gave prospect of

future operational savings to the
enterprise through the use of geo-
thermal steam.
The site is on levei farniland on

the flood ]ílain of the Tarawera
River about "10 miles from the east
coast. The soil consists of pumice
to a depth of approxiniatcly 90
teet. overlain by api)n)ximately
une foot of volcanic ash. Aerial
top-dressing has converted the
Mirrounding laiul into relatively
tVrtile pasture.

No special site ])n)blcms havo
'leveloped and for j)urposes of con-

struction it is in many ways ideal,

as the soil drains freely, is easy to

excavate, and has sufficient load
bearing capacity to aliow for

spread footing design.

The ground floor of the main
mill structure is approximately 30
feet above the maximum high

water of the adjacent river whence
the mill draws its water and re-

turns its effluent.

Larout
Plant Design

The layout of the plant area is

made on a rectangular grid. A 20-

foot horizontal module has been
used throughout which established

the most efficient use of the area
and provides the most flexible ar-

rangements for future expansions.

In general, the plant has been
arranged so that ali the manufac-
turing departments of the pulp
and paper mills, with the excep-

tion of the wood preparation and
chemical preparation plants, are

under one roof. This main mill

block is constructod about an cast-

west axis which forms an access-

wa\' between the various depart-

ments for piping, wiring, and
inter-departmental traffic. This
access-way is bounded on the west

by the finished product storage

and shipping facilities and on the

east by tlic heal and power i)lants.

The sulphate pulp production
facilities, and the mill office, stores,

and repa ir shops have been ar-

ranged on the north side of the

axis and the groundwood and

An area iu iiortliern New

Zealand, unsuitable for agri-

cultura, proved lo have great

potential for forest grow th. IO

deveiop the now eeonoinicalh

mature forest. an integrated

industry has been planned

which will make full and hcsi

use of the availahle timber.

l he plant ineor[)orates miub

from Canadian and other ex-

perienee of lhe industry.

newsprint facilities on the south

side. In ali cases, design provision

has been made for substantial ex-

tension of ali departments in

either the north or south direction.

The chemical preparation plants

and the chemical warehouscs are

located to the east of the main
mill block and are connected to it

at operating floor elevation by
means of walkways which also

serve to sui)port the inter-depart-

mental piping.

The log yard, wood preparation

plant, and timber manufactnring
plants are north of the main mill

Í)lock, the distance from it being

govcrned by the horizontal dis-

tance required lo convey chips

to the height of the digesters.

Covered access to these depart-

ments is providcd along the con-

vcyor galleries.

Processes aiid Equipiiifiit

Logs are transported from the

forest to the plant by rail where
they are unioaded in car load lots

by a .'50-ton Hammerhead crane

with a !){) ft. l)eam. The large per-

centage of "sinkei-<"" reiulers con-

ventional handling in a log-pond

impractical, so the c-rane is again

used lo Iransfer the log bundlcs

frf)m storage to breakdown decks.

Ilere lhe bundles are separated

and lhe logs are transferred to log

hauls which convey Ihcm into the

wood preparation plant.

Williin the ])lant. tiie logs are

.sawn to Icngtli and passed ihrough
a hydraulic I)arker. The barked
logs are sorted as lo pui]) logs or
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saw logs, the saw logs being con-

veyed to the sawmill and the pulp

logs being siashed into four-foot

blocks.

The blocks are again sorted,

those selected for chemical pulp
being chipped, and those selected

for groiindwood being conveyed
either to storage or direct to the

grinders. Chips are screened and
conveyed through storage bins to

the digesters.

AU refuse from the woodroom
conve.yors, the barker, and the

chip screens is hogged and con-

veyed to the boiler house for use

as fuel.

Betwçen the wood preparation

plant and the sawmill a log storage

yard, served by an 80 ft. bridge

crane provides for segregation of

the logs by size and species, as

well as for buffer storage between
the two plants.

The sawmill comprises three

lines, two gang lincs and one band
line with ample i'emanufacturing
equipment to provide for the
maximum utilization of the top
grade logs. AU suitable waste from
the sawmill is fed to a slab chipper
from which the chips are screened
and conveyed through storage to

the digesters. Sawmill waste which
is not suitable for chips is con-
veyed, along with the wood pre-

paration room refuse, through the
hogs to the boilers for use as fuel.

Lumber from the sawmill is

sorted and stored under a 120 ft.

craneway which is served by two
high speed bridge cranes. Six kilns

have been provided for drying a
])roportion of the cut and pressure

trCatment facilities are provided,

suitable for use with the common
water-soluble preserving salts.

The sulphate pulp is cooked
in five 3,200-cubic-foot digesters,

each equipped with indirect heat-

ers and automatic cooking con-

trols. Waste heat from the diges-

ter blow tank is recovered in a
blow heat recovery system and the

hot water therefrom is used in the
pulp washing. Vibrating knotters

and three stage washing is pro-

vidéd.

Pulp from the washers is con-

veyed to high dcnsity storage, two
towers being provided to allow for

.separation of ".sales grade" pulp
from the "blcachable grade" pulp
which is required for the news-
print furnish. Both grades of pulp
are screened simultaneously on
tvfo separate lines of rotary
screens, the sales grade being
thickened into a third high density

tower which provides a buíTer

storage ahead of the pulp drying
machine.
AU rejects from the system are

r e f i n e d and rescreened. The
bleachable grade is bleached in a
single stage hypochlorite system

and is conveyed to storage in

fourth high density tower from tlj

bleach washer. The sales graci

pulp is dried on a cylind
machine equipped with feltle

presses and an air dryer. '

The chemical plant supportu
the sulphate mill comprises se

tuple effect tubular evaporators,
"direct contact" or cascade ev
porator, a black liquor recove]]

boiler, an electrostatic precipitatc

a continuous causticizing plan
and a lime reburning kUn.

j

In addition to this conventioni
equipment, the lack of chloriii

manufacturing plant in New Ze;|

land and the consequent relianí^

on expensive overseas supply, hi;

made the provision of a chlorii|

plant an economic necessity. Th
plant is sized only to provic

chlorine for the needs of that po'

tion of the Kraft pulp required f(

the newsprint furnish and coni

prises twenty electrolytic cells (

the diaphragm type. The by-pr(

duct caustic soda is purified an

concentrated, either for sale or fc.

use in the sulphate process.
|

The groundwood portion of th

newsprint furnish is produced froi

the 48-inch blocks from the wooc

room on eight two-pocket grinc'

Late — nearing striictiiral con
pletion. To the left, paper niachiii

building and storage; right, powq
boilers and chip storage silos. ^BTiC
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eneral view of the 2,500-foot by
,500-foot site beside the Tarawera
iver, northern New Zealand.

rs driven in pairs by 5,500 h.j).

ynchronous motors. The pulp is

creened on rotary screens idcnti-

al to those in the sulphate mill,

md is then deckered into hufter

torage ahead of the machine. Re-
ects from the system are disposed
if to waste.

The newspriiit inachine is of

lie most modern design and is

iiechanically capable of speeds iip

II 2,000 feet per minute. The stock

ulet is the constant liquid levei

ir-cushion type designed for an
verall machine specd range of 500
o 2,000 feet per minute. The
oudrinier section has a wire 285
iches wide by approximately 115
eet long and a 54-inch diamotcr
liction couch. Vacuum pick-up
quipment is provided to assist

he transfer of the sheet from the
«uch to the press suction which
ontains two 42-inch diameter suc-

iou presses.

The dryer part contains forty-

inc 00-inch main dryers and ten

')-inch fcit dryers and is i)n)vided

ith forced ventilation and heat
covery equij)ment. An eight-roll

alender stack and a Pope type
el complete the machine, whicli

- driven by a direct current sec-

tional electric drive. The paper
machine winder is designed to be
suitable for speeds up to 6,000 feet

per minute and for a maximum
trim of 271 inches.

Steam is provided to the plant

by the sidphate mill recovery

boiler and two power boilers each

rated at 150,000 Ib. per hour. The
power boilers are designed to burn
wood waste from the wood pre-

paration plant and sawmill to-

gether with coal or oil. The normal
fuels will be wood waste and coal

])roportioned by the availability of

wood waste, the steam dcmand,
and the requirements of the

economy of operation. Provision is

made for the storage of wood
waste for reclaim to the boilers

when the wood mills are not run-

ning.

AH boilers are designed to de-

liver steam at 650 pounds ])er

square inch and 750" F. The high-

[)ressure superheated steam is used

in a 10,000 kw. back pressure ex-

traction turbine which supplics a

l)ortion of the i)lanrs dcmand for

electric [)ower. Extraction slcam is

distributed at 150 pounds i)er

square inch for digester cooking

and back pressure steam is dis-

tributed at 50 pounds per square

inch for process use.

Electric y)ower from the tuilio-

generator and tlie public suj)ply is

distributed thmughout the plant

by an ll,0()0-voll radial distribu-

tion .system to twenty lOOOkva.

unit substations.

The power .sources and the

radial feeder system are controUeil

from a central control room with

remote switchgear control and
metering equii)meut. From the

unit substations iow tension power
is distributed at -400 volts to

grouped motor control centres and
at 230 volts for lighting and build-

ing services.

Process water is sup|)lied to the

mill from the Tarawtra líivcr. A
])umping station at the river de-

livers water lo a water treatment

plant where the total mill supply

is chemically treated and Hltered

through pressure filters into a

1,500,000 gallon rcservoir. Anotlu r

])umping station at the reservoir

delivers ])rocess water to the inlll

mains.

Fire protection is provided from

a separate ring fire main which

supplies hydrants, h o s e r c c 1

stations and liic mill s|)riukhr

system. Water Ini- system is

]))-()\ ided from toiír s e p a r a t c

])tim|)s at the ri\cr, ali arranged

for automatic startiug ou deiuand

from the systcMU.

Allhough the plaiit is, in gen-

eral, couNcnt ioiiaily <h"-igiicd aitd
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equipped and coutaias little that

is radical or unproven, a unique

feature is the variety of soiirces

from which the equipment has

beeii drawn. Tliis has been inade

possible by the remoteness of New
Zealand froni centres where pulj)

and paper niachinery is nianufae-

tured and this has, in general,

placed world sources on an equal

footing—at least, in so far as

freight is cuncerned.

This has resultcd in ecjnipnient

heing provided from sueh widely

scattered áreas as Austrália, Can-

ada, United States, United King-

dom, Sweden, Switzerland, Hei-

land, and Germany.

Btiilding Structure Design
ttiul Àrchileclure

With the exccption of the wood
preparation j)lant and the sawmill,

ali buildings lionsing permanent
equipment are of reinforced con-

erete construction. The wood pre-

paration i)lant. the sawmill and
;dl warehouses are steel frame
loustruetion with timber walls.

In ali cases where expansion has

licen planned, "temporary" walls

of wood stud frame with horizon-

tal drop siding liave been pro-

vided.

Roofs are dead flat with small

overhanging eaves, and generally

comprise a wooden roof deck sup-

ported from timber purlins on
the steel roof trusses with tar and
gravei built-iij) roofing.

J entilution

Except in áreas occupied only

by day shift workers, the plant is

windowless. Natural ventilation is

provided in certain áreas by means
of fixed timber louvres. In áreas

where the jirocess requires con-

trolled ventilation conditions, or

in áreas where humidity is likely

to be unpleasant for working con-

ditions, mechanical ventilation is

jirovided.

Because of the niild climate of

the country, maximiim use has

l)een made of outdoor construc-

tion and, with the exception of

housings for the electrical gear,

Controls, and acccss-ways, build-

ing structures are eliminated from
the lime kiln, the causticizing

plant, the evaporators, the boiler

|)lants. the digesters, and the

water i)um])houses.

Construction of Plant

The construction of the plant

being carried out by a general co

tractor comprising a combiuí'

venture of one New Zealand a
two American contractors. Tl

contract, which was signed

March 1953, provides that the oj

contractor construct the comple
plant including the preparation

the site, the construction of i

buildings and the procuremej
and installation of the proce

machinery and service equipmen
The complete plans, specificatioi

and instructions for the work ai

provided by the consulting eng

neers and the contractor has r

responsibility for the plant desig

The Schedule for the work callt

for commencenient of constructic

in September 1953 and completic

in the third quarter of 1955. ]

New Zealand, a Schedule of th

nature, involving an expenditui

of approximately $40,000,000, pr
sents special problems not presei

to the same extent in more highl

industrialized and thickly popi

lated countries. These probleir

are, in general, related to the cor

trol of deliveries of equipmei
from overseas sources in conforn

ity with shipping schedules, th

policing of the deliveries of ra'

materiais from overseas sourct

for the manufacture of items witl

in the country, and the procure

ment of large numbers of skille

tradesmen.
The problem of deliveries (

equipment and material have bee

managed, with considerable sue

cess, by means of intensiva es

jíediting of ali orders; the probler

of labour supply has been deal

with by tapping Austrália n labou

sources and the creation of favoui

able job conditions.

Other Projecta

Concurrent with the construo

tion of the Tasman Pulp ani

Paper Company's plant, the re

maining projects of the Murupari

scheme have been designed an(

constructed by resources withii

New Zealand. These projects in

elude the development of the lo^

ging operation in the forest, th

creation of new towns to houS'

those concerned with the industrj

the construction of new road ant

rail links, and the creation of ;

new deep sea port. At the time o

writing (May, 1955) it appear

that 1955 will see the fruit of ih

seedlings sown first in 1913. \
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he Design of a

ide-Band Low-Gost

Audio Frequency Oscillator

The paper outlines some of tlie theoretical and praclical probleiíis iiivolved

iii the design of a wide-baud audio frequency oscillator. The niain consideration in

the desig;n of this oscillator was lhat of cost.

The object of this paper is to

tUne some of the theoretical and
ractical problems involved in the

"sign of a wide band audio fre-

uency oscillator, and it is based
rimarily on the work done on the

esigti of a low-cost oscillator for

se in testing audio frequency am-
ifiera over what is now commonly
wn as the high fidelity band. It

ould be eniphasized from the out-

t that the main parameter in-

olved in the design of this oscillator

as the factor of cost; ali other

atures were considered to be of

"ondary importance. The initial

ecification that was adopted as a

is of design was as follows:

Frequency Band
A frequency coverage of 10 c s to

O kc/s was required. Although the

per end of this band is well be-

nd the audio range it is conimon
actice to extend amplifier tests to

is figure in order to obtain some
ea of their response to transients.

1^
Oulput

Five volts r.ni.s. into a load of

000 ohms was specified with as

:tle variation as possible in output
vel over the whole of the fre(|uency

ind. This feature allows rapid tests

amplifier response to be made
ithout fre(|uent checks of the am-
litude of the input signal.

) Distortion, Hum and \oise

A hum and noise levei at least

db. below the signal output was
sirable. No initial figure was
aced on the maximum distortion

rmissible, but as low a figure as

ssible was obviously desirable. If

by

G. W. Holbrook, m.e.i.c,

Department of Electrical Engineerin^,

Royai Militarv College,

Kingston, Ont.

the oscillator was to be used purely

for response measurements, then a

figure of less than 5 per cent was
adequate. As a source of signal for

harmonic measurements, the oscil-

lator would require harmonic con-

tent of less than 0..5 per cent. The
oscillator was required to be self-

contained, with its own power sup-

ply, capable of operating from a

nominal 115 volt a.c. line with a

possible variation of ± 10 per cent

in the line voltage.

Choice of Design

In choosing the type of oscillator

for this particular design, the main
consideration, other than cost, was
the wide fre(|uency band required.

The low frequenc-y re(|uirement of

10 C S eliminates any consideration

of a fundamental LC oscillator due

to the large values of components
required at this frequency. It also

eliminates the possibility of using a

heterodyne system as a difference

of only 10 C S would almost cer-

tainly cause locking of the two o.scil-

lators involved. Oscillators of the

zero phase shift, or Wien hridge

types can be conslructed to operate

at these low frequencies, however,

amplitude control over such a wide

range of freíiuencies would be an

expensive item. It is al.so doubtfui

whether the four decades of fre-

quency could be covered with less

than four band switches, again

causing an increase in cost.

It has previously been shown by
the author' that an RC oscillator

utilizing a three gang variable air

capacitor can be operated success-

fuUy at high frequencies. Ilowever,

the size of resistors required with

such a capacitor is prohibitive at

low frequencies. In view of the.se

factors, an oscillator of the CR type

involving three variable resistors

was investigated. The general theory

of RC and CR phase .shift o.scillators

has been outlined by Butler' and
Artz\ In ali oscillators of this type,

the fref|uency is dependent on three

or more resistors and is therefore

very susceptible to changes in tem-

perature. This has been illustrated

by Taylor' who suggests the use of

temperature control in order to

maintain stabilily. It was felt, how-
ever, that in this particular case fre-

quency stability was of .secondar>-

importance and a design based on

CR methods was implemented as

shown helow.

Salicnt Featuros «f CR Oscillator

In common with many other types

of o.scillators a Clí oscillator can be

considered as con.sisting of two es-

sential parts — an amplifying sec-

tion and a phase shifting seclion.

This is illustrafed in Fig. 1, where
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the conditions of oscillations are

given by:

«/3=+l (1)

3

Appendix) is, however, dependent
iipon R and is given by

:

Z = 2.82fív/74.5° (4)

Thus, if ali three resistors are varied

simultaneously, then the conditions

ofequations (2) and (3) are met, but

the input impedance, of the phase
shifting network which represents

the load of the amplifying section, is

directly proportional to the value of

R. Unless the amplifying section has

an output impedance which is small

compared with the minimum value

of R then the effective gain of the

(b) Capacitance
'

The lower limit of frequency i

dependent on the quality of th

capacitor emj)loyed. Capacitors o

over 0.1 yuF, unless of very higi

quality, are subject to excessiv

leakance. This causes a further los

in the network which, unless th

gain is increased beyond 29, wii

cause oscillation to cease.

The upper limit is established b

the value of the grid-cathode capa

citance of the amplifying tube. I

the yjhase shifting capacitance is re

Table I

a p - +1

Fig. 1. Basic oscillator.

In its simplest forni, such an oscil-

lator would consist of a single tube,

giving a voltage gain of a and a
180° phase shift, working into a

phase shifting network of voltage

Coiulitiou

7?, = /;-,,/í, = /,•,«,=/,,/?

l{,= kJ{, = k.J{, = lc,R

]Vo= Í irfo

1

1

1

CRy/sh+S

VJV,

10A-,-|-16+
^.^

(i

1.;

8/.-,+ 14+ ,

Cl C2 C3

Fran Amplifier
Output RI

To Amplifier
Output

Fifi- 2. CH feodhack network.

gain /3 (where /3 is less than unity)

and a further 180° phase shift. Such
a network is illustrated in Fig. 2

which shows the simplest form of

CR network consisting of three

equal series capacitors and three

equal .shunt resistors.

With this arrangement it can be
shown (see Appendix) that the fre-

quency of o.scillatif)n is given by:

2w RC V6
(2)

and that the ratio of l\ to í"4, and
con.sequently the required voltage

gain of the amplifier section, is

given by

:

^ = 29
F4

(3)

It will be noted that, for a fixed

value of the frecjuency is de-

pendent on the value of R, common
to ali three sections, but that the
voltage ratio is independent of this

parameter. The input impedance,
looking into terminais AA (.see

amplifying section will obviously

change with R. This will lead to

overcoupling of the oscillator at low
frequencies and a cessation of oscil-

lation due to undercoupling at the

higher fre(|uencies. This condition

can be minimized by emplf)ying a

cathode follower stage in the output
of the amplifying section and by
inaking the minimum value of R
considerably greater than the out-

put impedance of this stage.

The upper and lower limits of

frequency are dictated in practice

by the following factors:

(a) Resístance

The upper limit of fre(|uency is

set by the minimum value of R that

will allow sufficient efíective gain

from the amplifying section to main-

tain the conditions of equation (3).

The lower limit is establi.shed by the

maximum value of R that can ap-

pear in the grid circuit of the am-
plifying tube; this is usually in the

order of oiie megohm.

duced to a value which approache
the same order as this interelectrod

capacitance then once more an in

crea.se in gain is required to mair

tain oscillation. With these limita

tions it is possible to obtain oscilla

tions over a range of frequencit

extending in continuous bands, eac

of two decades, from 0.1 c s to

100 kc s.

The .simultaneous variation of th

three resistors presupposes a three

gang variable resistor as the fre

quency controlling element. Th!

degree with whch errors in trackin/

affect the frecjuency of oscillatio

and the voltage gain reíjuired t

maintain o.scillation are establishe

in the Appendix and are shown i

Table I.

From this it can be seen that error

in the construction of the three

gang potentiometer will considei

ably affect the frequency control c

the o.scillator. However, the varia

tion of V1/V4 is not nearly so grea

as the variable A: appears both as

denominator and as a numerator i

each expression.

Practical Design Detail.s ,

From the preceding paragraph

it is clear that a sati.sfactory osci

lator, covering the speciíied rang

of 10 c/s to 100 kc s, can be buii

around the concept of a thret

section CR pha.se shifting networ

usingganged variable resistors. How

ever, in order to produce adequat

gain from the accompanying arapl

fier .section, certain precautions ai
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iccfs.sary, parliciilarly at tho low

reciiiency end of the baiul. At 10 c s

lortiial capacitive methods of coup-

\ng imd (lecoupliiifí are not prac-

icablc and other arraiigements must
íi> niade. The re(iuirod gaiii of ^9

,111 be })rovide(l by aii amplifier

consisting of a pentode di-

t ctly coupled to a catliode follower

lage. By selecting a high slope

(Mitode suffioient voltage gaiii can
( realized without decoupling its

ias resistor and adequate decoiip-

ng of the screen can be provided

y iTiean.s of a voltage regulator

ibe. This overall arrangenient is

histrated in Fig. 4.

Any attenipt to obtain amplitude

mtrol by nieans of grid leak and
ipacitor bias vvill fail due to the

ide range of frequencies encount-

0(1. Amplitude control by means
f a ballast lanip or the equivalent

Ids to the general cost of construc-

on and would not be sufficiently

iiear at very low freciuencies. Ade-
iiate control can, however, be
liieved by choosing the criticai

ias point of the amplifier tul)e.

liis is illustrated in Fig. 3 which
4.I10WS the dynamic characteristic

' a 6AC7 tube with a resistive load

50,000 ohms directly coupled to a

Í5 cathode follower. Operating in

ie region of greatest slope, at the

3Ínt A, results in automatic limit-

Ig. Oscillations involving a peak
rid swing beyond the points B and
Iwill carry the operating point into

region of reduced gain and thus

mil the output of the oscillator pro-

Iding that the voltage gain in the

Igion CAB is only just sufíicient to

jake up the loss in the pha.se shift-

Ig network. Limiting by this me-
jod results in the production of odd
Ider harmonies, even order har-

Fifí. :í. lãiiiit-

ini: actioii af
peiítode.

<tojr Bji.

INfUI VOLI«GE

cies in the tracking of the three-

gang potentiometer. For any given

frequency the gain can be reduced

to the miniimmi permissible for

o.scillation by tapping down the in-

put of the phase shifting section on

the output of the cathode follower.

This harmonic control i.s imple-

mented by the manual adjustmerit

of the potentiometer P2 shown in

Fig. 4. With P2 set at maximum a

reasonably con.stant output is ob-

tained over the whole frequency

Table II

Baiid

Igh-

Frequency

c/s

9.45
1000
945

10000

Capacitance

0.0138
0.0138
0.000138
0.000138

Resistance

ohms
504,700

4,700

504,700

4,700

bnies being eliminated by the

Immetrical shape of the dynamic
jaracteristic.

iThe overall harmonic distortion

joduced by this method of limiting

|in the order of 5 per cent. For any
jk'en fre(|uency a lower value of

fetortion can be achieved by re-

Icing the eíTective gain of the

nplifíer section. The eífective gain

list, however, be slightly in excess

Ithe minimum theoretical require-

pnt to allow for slight discrepan-

band. With P2 adjusted to the

minimum value required for oscilla-

tion, at any one frequency, a very

low levei of harmonic distortion is

achieved at that particular fre-

quency.
With regard to the detailefl de-

sign of the phase shifting network, a

frequency coverage of four decades

can be made in two bands. This re-

quires, for each band, a change in

the value of Ru Ri, R^ of 100 to 1.

The minimum value of the resistors

lllimE ENGINEERING JOURNAL ?^oveTnber, 1955

should be made as low as possible

consistent with keeping the input

impedance of the CR network large

compared with the output imped-
ance of the cathode follower. This
feature is es.sential in order to keep
the values of Ci, C2, C.> reasonably

large compared with the grid-cath-

ode capacitance of the amplifier

tube when operating in the higher

frequency band. .\s.suming a mini-

mum value of 4700 ohms with an
added maxinmm variation of 500,000

ohms for each of R\, R2, R3, a slight

overlapping of the two frequency
bands can be obtained as shown in

Table II.

With the values shown above, the

minimum value of Cu C2, C3 is in the

order of ten times that of the grid

cathode capacitance of the pentode.

Under these condi tions, the loss

through the network is slightly in

excess of 29. This condition ari.ses

when Ru R2, Rx are at their mini-

mum values, causing a maximum
shunting effect on the cathode fol-

lower. Additional gain to compen-
sate for the.se conditions is obtained

by decoupling the cathode of the

pentode with a small cai)acitor; this

is only eífective in rcducing negative

feedback at the higher freciuencies.

Using commercia lly-a va i la t)l('

three-gang potentiometers of stand-

ard taper, with the added fixed re-

si.stor of 4,700 ohms, a reasonably



I

logarithmic frequency control is

achieved. This control covers two
(iecades of frequency in a mechan-
ical sweep of about 300 degrees. De-
tails of band switching are shown in

the overall circuit arrangements il-

histrated in Fig. 4.

Cl C2 C3

The low frequency requirement
and the general factor of cost elimi-

nate the possibility of using trans-

former coupling in the output stage.

The suggested output requirement
of 5 volts into a 1,000 ohm load dic-

tates the use of a fairly high-

powered tube as a cathode followt

A single 6\ 6 connected as a triode

adequate and coupling to the lo?

can be made by means of a 100 juj

electrolytic capacitor. A dumn
load of 100,000 ohms is required
ensure polarization of this capaciti

at ali times.

An inexpensive voltage regulat'

l)ower supply is obtained by usir

the circuit shown in Fig. 4. A resis

ance capacitance íilter with caps

citor input is suggested, using tl

VR105, which decouples the scree

of the 6AC7, together with a furtht

VR150 tube as the regulating eL

ments. This arrangement gives adi

quate filtering of the power suppl;

The heaters of the tubes niay 1

connected with one side groundc
without producing excessive hui

in the output.

Conclu-sion

Preliminary tests on a model <

the circuit illustrated in Fig. 4 ga\

the following performance figures

(a) Output Amplitude

5.5 volts r.m.s. into a 1000 ohi

resistive levei, with less than 5 p(

cent distortion over the whole fn

quency band. There is less than 2 dl

variation in output voltage over tl

whole of this band.

(b) Hum Levei

Hum and noise were better tha

60 db. below the signal levei.

(c) Frequency Stability

The oscillator exhibits a frequenc

drift of less than 2 per cent for a.i

line voltage changes of ±10 p(

cent.

(d) Harmonic Control

By adjusting the harmonic coi

trol to the minimum value a ha

monic content of less than 0.5 p<

cent is achieved for any given fo

quency. This control setting mus
of course, be altered for each pai

ticular frequency and niust be s(

at maximum to obtain a flat outpu

characteristic.

These figures indicate tliat sucii

circuit combines most of the bettt

features of much more complicate

oscillators with the added attractio

of low cost. A photograph of th

original model is shown in Fig.

which gives some idea of the reli

tively small size of the finishe

product.

It is interesting to note that th

addition of a further band of capf

citors and an additional position o

the band switch will allow oscills

tions down to 0.1 c/s to take plac(

The output stage of the oscillatc

would, of course, be severely limite

at these very low frequencies, an
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105V 250V
DC K

Fig. 4.a. O.scillator oiroiiit.

Fif». H> (below). Power supply.

SIJ Rli. 250V D.C.

Coinponent f alues*

(For Desigtiations, see Fig. 4)

Coinponent Value Remark.«

Cl, Cá, C3
C4, C5, C6
C7, C8. C9
CIO
cii, cn
C13
C14, C13
Fl
PI
Pi
RI, R'^. ns

R4, R5, R6

R7
R8
R9
RIO
Rll
R12
R13, R14
Sl

Tl
VI
\2
V3
V4
V5
V6

'2X.006 ixF

100 fxnF

0-50 mm/-'

0.35 fiF

0.1 ixF

100 nF
20+áO fiF

Fuse
1 ii/n

10,000 a
4700 íl

/0.5 Mil
ITaper E
470 Í2

50 k-U

10 A-íi

3300 fí

1000 a
100 h-Q

600 U

Hammond 270
6AC7
6J5
6V6
5Y3
VR 150

VR 105

± 5%
- .10%

.

Mica triiuuKT
± 20%
± 20%
25V D.C.
450V D.C.
1 Amp
Logarithmic witli on
Wire wound
± 10%

/Triple gang pot

,
IRC Type CS
± 10%'
± 10%
± 10%
± 10%
± 10%
± 10%
5 watt wire wound
4 PST wafer switch

BX 60

ifí switcli

1518

*Courte.sy Measureinents Engineering Ltd., Arnprior, Ont.
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liirect c-oupling to thc last stage and

to the load would be essential iii

onler to extend the frequency range

lo thi.s limit.

AI'PENI)IX

Thc phase shifting iietwork can
l)f set up for no(hd analy.sis as shown
lelow where the eonductaiioes and
^ll,sceptance.s of the various elements

ire written as:

= JL = L = J_
^ R, III Rz

h = jirCu = jjrCo = jivC-.,

C, c, c.

he main deterniinant of this con-

guration can be written as:

b -h O O

A =
-b 'ib+ g -b O

O -b 2h+ g -b

O O -b b+g

requency and Loss

The ratio of input voltage to out-

ut voltage is:

—

where:

—

A 14

n={^2b+g)
j
{2b+g) {b+ g)-b-

^

= b' + 6b-' g + 5/V + f

= h \ b- 1 = b^

hus + J9'

Presupposing a 180° phase difíer-

ce in these voltages the imaginary
rt of this expression can be made
uai to zero and :

—

;= = 27r/„| = 6orc. =
^^^g

en /o is the frequency of oscilla-

n. Placing this value of frequency
the real part of the expression
's to :

—

= '29

put Impedance

The admittance of node 1 can be
pressed as:

—

A _ b(Ai,)+b(Ai2) _^ ^

6(Ai2j

An Au An

E ENGINEERING JOURNAL

Fig. 5. Ori};inal n)o<l<'l shows small sizc of o.scillator

-b +

6^|(26+?) {b+g)-b^^

b* + Sb-^g + bY-
F,/F4=10/>, + 16 +

¥ + 6b''-g + 5 6fif2 + g^

If the value of b is now written in

ternis of the osciUating frequency

; •
i

and the admittance reduces to:

—

Similarly, if

k2

then,

/ 3+jl0.6 )

R ( 31 í

1

CR V/4Â-2+2
and

This gives the following value for

the input impedance:

Zn = 2.82 R V74.5°

Variation of Ru R2, R^

If any one of the three resistors is

varied by a factor A: then the fre-

quency of oscillation and the ratio

Vi
of can be deterniined as follows:

Let Ri = kJU = kji, = - then :—
g

b -b O O
\

^ =8A-o+ l.-,+ f

Also if

then.

27r/„

h

1

and

= 8 A-,+ 14+
lis

Kí-fí-reiíccs

A =
kl

O

O -b 'ib+g -b

O O -b b+g
Using the melliods previously

adopte(l the following expressions

are obtained:

November, 1955
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Some of the "Whys"
of Automobile Design!

br

H. Richard Steding,

Chief Engineer, Executive Staff,

Chrysler Corporation,

Detroit, Mich.

A paper presented bejore the Montreal Branch of The Engineering

Institute of Canada, Octoher 28th, 1954.

Automotive engineering is a fas-

cinating subjcct to aiiyone when
stiipped of its technical termin-

ology. There is no area where so

niuch of man's knowiedge of

uature and natural iavvs must be
l^rought to bear on the creation

of a product, which must then be
niarketed through the combined
facilities of the niost advanced
teehnologies of communication and
the arts.

livery year a new model is

luought out and proclaimed as the
niost advanced technical achieve-

nient ever offered to the public

—

iiicorporating scientific advances
years ahead of thcir time. Only a

few months hiter, the sales depart-
nient asks the engineers, "what
are they going to do to fix up the

ohl bucket of bolts so it can be
j)eddled next year?"

Actually, we in the automobile
business are fortunate because of

the public interest our products
enjoy. And we are also fortunate
because so much of this interest is

approval and enthusiasm for our
jiroducts.

I do not mean to suggest that
everything we hear is approval.
People ask plenty of criticai ques-
tions about the products our in-

dustry builds. Let us look at some
of them. One frequent one is:

When is the family sedan going to
have a plastic body?

Plastic Bodies

Plastic bodies are getting lots of

attention and there is much devel-

opment work going on with them.
At Chrj\sler we were building ex-

perimental bodies with plastic out-

side paneis in 1939, and we were
pleased with some aspects of these
parts.

Since that time, apart from the

war, research and development
have gone on apace. But, at pres-

ent, we are unable to use plastics

for volume-produced cars because
known methods do not lend them-
selves to volume production. Plas-

tics must be moulded and then
cured for a period of minutes.

When you appraise that consid-

eration against the need of tens of

thousands of hoods, deck paneis,

doors, for each day's production.

you can see that such a time
period cannot compete with metal,

which can be stamped out in mere
seconds. It would take acres of

forms to keep enough paneis

curing and finishing to su])ply only

the hoods our Plymouth assembly
line needs in a single day. These
space and time factors mean
added costs which I doubt if our
buyers would care to pay.

Moreover, it is not true, as some
people think, that the plastic car

has its colour right in the plastic

and therefore needs no painting

nor polishing in its lifetime. Plastic

bodies or body parts must be
painted just as metal parts are

finished, and our experts tell us
that plastic is not quite as easy to

finish as metal.

There is an aspect that may, in

the long run, mean more to you

—

the customer—than plastic bodies.

That is the promise that plastics

have as dies over which to form
metal. We have done pioneering

research in this field at Chrysler
and have met success in certain

applications. There is still much
work to be done, for plastic dies

do not yet have the life of steel.

Nevertheless, they do serve,

even now, for limited numbers of

stampings, and they are cheaper.

If they can be perfected, their

lower cost could reduce the die

costs for automobiles. And whe
you recall that tooling costs for a

new car can run into scores of mil-

lions of dollars, it could be that

savings in this category would bc

worth considering.

I do not mean to refiect pessi-

mism or indiíference regarding the

use of plastics. After ali, the auto-

mobile industry traditionally has

been alert to the latest in material?

or methods that will improve qual
ity or reduce costs or both. As faj

as body materiais are concerned

the industry will adopt any ma
terial that comes along, providec

it can beat steeKs desirable quali

ties and its low cost. So far thal

material has not appeared.

The Gas Turbine Engine

Another item looming larger ir

people's interest these days is th(

gas turbine engine. It is importan

to understand, at the outset, thaí

automotive gas turbine engines ar<

not jet engines. In other words

the reaction force or thrust fron

a jet of hot gases does not providi

propulsion, as is the case with je^

aircraft engines.

Rather, it is the automotivi

application of the familiar turbini

principie of the water wheel or th

steam turbine, except here the tur

bine is turned by the movemen
of hot gases. This rapidly spinnin;

turbine drives a set of reductio'

gears which transmit driving forc

to the wheels.

Gas turbines are not new. Tb
first operating gas turbine wa
built in 1903, more than fifty year

ago. But until recently, no prac

tical application of the gas turbin

to passenger automobiles had ap
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leared. Ali attempts in this direc-

ion had been impractical because

pf their voracious appetites for

uel, and by the excessive exhaust

leat.

In the spring of 1954 a practical

ype of gas turbine for passenger

ars was made public by Chrysler

'orporation. Incorporation of a

eat exchanger overcame two of

he major obstacles to the use of

as turbines in automobiles—fuel

conomy in this unit was compar-
hle to that of present-day pas-

iigor cars, and the exhaust tem-
crature substantially lower, en-

i)ling it to operate safely on city

Ireets or on the highway. In addi-

ion, the test performance of this

as turbine engine is far beyond
hat of piston engines of compar-
ble rating.

Much speculation has been cre-

ted as to when the average
lotorist is going to have a gas tur-

ine in his car. I should like to

-emphasize that no one should

gani the development of this

articular experimental gas tur-

ine as an indication that we are

iiywhere near the point where
immercial production of gas tur-

ine engines for passenger cars can
.6 considered.

|l Quoting George J. Huebner, our
xecutive engineer of research who
irected this development, "many
\;ceedingly complex problems in

laterial cost and procurement, as

ell as those in the metallurgical

iid manufacturing field, would
ave to be solved before this might
Dme about. . . . However, because
e are much encouraged by the
st results with the present auto-

lotive gas turbine, we are going
) press the search for the an-

vers."

fhy More Horsepoiver?

|| And now let us look at one of

)day's more popular whipping
lys—horsepower. You have ali

)ticed the controversy about
orsepower, and the charges that

o much power is being built into

rs today. You have also heard
t this is a contributor to the

ounting traffic tolls.

First, high performance engines

e traditional with the American
tomobile industry. Secondly, al-

ough year by year the Americari

tomobile industry has oífered

rs of steadily increasing horse-

wer, and although the car popu-
tion has steadily risen, it is a fact

at the number of accidents per

hicle mile has steadily diminish-

In 1930 we had 26 million motor
vehicles on the road and we drove
thcm 206 billion vehicle miles. In
1930, traffic deaths occurrcd at the

rate of 16 fatalitios for each 100
million vc-hicle miles. In 1952 we
had 52'

íi million motor vehicles on
the road. We drove thcm nearly

522 billion vehicle miles. Yet in

1952 traffic deaths occurrcd at the
rate of only 7.3 fatalities for every
100 million vehicle miles.

In other words, in twenty years
we have more than doubled the
number of vehicles on our roads.

We have increased their use more
than two and a half times. And
yet we havg cut fatalities in terms

This paper deals with the policies

governing the production and mar-

keting of automohiles, rather than

with the more technical aspects of

production. Yet it will be of interest

to every engineer who owns or

drives a car. The views expressed by

the author on the advantages of

grealer horsepower are those of lhe

inanufacturer and, being soniewhat

controvérsia!, may evoke discussion

of the subject in future issues of the

Journal bv members who are traffic

engineers.

of use of vehicles more than in

half. Moreover, during ali this

time horsepower was marching
right upward and along, from an
average of 97 horsepower in 1930

to 160 in 1954.

We also should think about
these facts. Our traffic safety rec-

ord in the United States is bet-

tered in only two small countries

with very small auto populations.

They are New Zealand and the

Union of South Africa, and they

better us by less than one point!

Every other country in the world

has a higher traffic death rate

than we do.

For example, compared with the

U.S., Great Britain's highway
fatality rate is twice as great; the

Netherlands is almost five times as

great; in Germany the rate is seven

times; and in Japan fatalities per

vehicle mile are ten times higher

than in the United States. But

note this: ali of these countries

specialize in low horsepower cars!

We certainly are right in being

concerned about our traffic toll,

and in wanting to do something

about it. But I also wonder if, in

our understandable concern, we
aren't looking around for alibis for

our safety problems.' It's easy to

blame .something like horsepower;
rallier than to admit that the real

rcason for most traffic accidents

may lie in our driver licensing

practiccs, lack of good driving

training i)rograms, law enforce-

mcnt, and inadequate street and
highway systems.

Actually, horsepower is a safety

factor in itself, because higher per-

formance engines in today's Ameri-
can automobiles are built prin-

cipally to gain benefits in the
middle speed range. In our own
new engines we have concentrated
on increasing acceleration in the
middle speed range, and not near-

ly so much on speed.

For example, in increasing the
horsepower from 180 to 235, we
increased the accelerating ability

at cruising speed in the middle
speed range by 24 per cent, but
increased top speed only some six

per cent. This means that you
spend 25 per cent less time on the
wrong side of the road in passing.

That is i)erformance translated

into safety. And on today's crowd-
ed highways, that kind of perform-
ance is important.

But another, more h u m a n
aspect, is the ottitude of people

toward high performance cars

compared with what they say

publicly about them. For example,
we offered two engines in 1954.

One was rated at 195 horse-

power; the other at 235 horse-

})ower. I think we listened to too

many alarmists because we sched-

uled production of the 195 jobs at

two and a half times the rate of

the 235's. The public set us
straight in a hurry.

Within two months after an-

nouncement of the 1954 model, we
had revised production schedules

scveral times, and were forced

to build two and a half times as

many 235 as 195 horsepower
models! In other words, the per-

centage has been almost exactly

reversed—and by the public!

If higher performance cars were

endangering them, we would know
about it quickly enough. But
people who own high performance

cars realize what high performance

does for them. People who do not

now own high performance cars

usually aspire to do so. And the

industry is exerting itself to serve

them.

Today's owners of cars with

high power engines enjoy long

engine life and appreciate the com-
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fortably smooth, quiet motoring
of a lightly burdened engine.

They have the satisfaction of

knowing that vast reserves of

power for passing and hill climb-

ing and swift recovery after slow-

ing down are available. In short,

horsepower, as American car build-

ers use it, is power for comfort.

economy, dependal)ility, and safe-

ty. People do not cast aside things

that bring them real benefits.

Styliiig

And now let us turn to my last

item, styling. First is the matter
of what we call "lead time." Lead
time means different things to dif-

ferent peojjle. To us, it is the

amount of time needed from the

day the stylists' final sketches are

approved until the first actual

production car leaves the factory.

Many people are surprised to hear

that for a completely new design

of automobile this takes as much
as three and a half years, working
normal work weeks.

This time is consumed in trans-

lating those drawings into clay

models of the actual car, and into

mock-ups which are dummy cars

that look so realistic you think

you might drive them away. It is

consumed in building hand-made
cars, exactly like those that will

be produced, so that they may get

rigorous testing at our proving
ground and on highways from
coast to coast, and in creating the

dies and tools that will press out
the metal comj)onents of the new
cars. Work cannot be started on
these until the car manufacturer is

sure that each part is the way he
wants it in the car as it is to be
built.

This long period can be com-
pressed a little by using expensive
overtime. But, in practice, it usual-

ly turns out that the many changes
made along the way, each costing

much in time and money, tend to

cancel out possible gains through
overtime.

The result is simply that more
than three years pass from con-
ception of a brand new body de-

sign to volume production. And
the situation, in spite of the many
new ideas that have come along
to speed up the process, actually

is getting worse instead of better.

That is because of the growing
complication of the product.

Time was that a new model
could be projected in January and
introduced in September. But that
was before the days of built-in

heating, air conditioning, auto-

matic window lifts, power steer-

ing, tricky glass designs, challeng-

ing structural problems, etc. As
cars have grown more and more
wonderful, convenient, and auto-

matic, so has the problem of de-

signing and developing them be-

come a longer and more expensive
process.

From this, you might ask, does
this not niean that you have to be
at work already on developing
your 1957 models? The answer is

yes, and that fact should suggest

at once that the idea of one manu-
facturer "copying" basic design

from another is simply impossible.

Little things, like some trim

gadget or another, could suggest

an idea between two rival com-
panies, for trim can be re-worked
until quite late in the program.
But basic body design has to be
"frozen" so long in advance of in-

troduction of the car that to

change even a year or so before

introduction cannot be done with-

out scrapj)ing basic ideas and cost-

ing at least a whole year in getting

the car on the streets.

The ^In-Between-Year'' Car

What al)out the in-between year
cars, the cars that are not new
basic designs, but which have
many changes in trim, appoint-

ments, etc? These make my sec-

ond point. These cars, often re-

ferred to as "face-lifts", do not re-

quire the same time in design.

Changes in grilles, trim, interiors,

etc, are accomplished more quick-

ly. This is done about a year and
a half in advance of introduction.

Some people dismiss the in-be-

tween year car as changed in

minor fashion simply to stimulate

sales. That is an important factor,

of course, but there are other,

equally important reasons why the

appearance of these cars must be
altered. One is for model identity.

Cars are identified and priced as

used cars on a calendar year basis.

People have to be able to tell one
year's model from another.

Another important reason is

that the in-between basic body
change models often carry unseen
but important mechanical changes.
Making major mechanical changes
in these model years has become
necessary due to the fantastic cost

of any significant changes in cars,

mechanical or styling.

When you stop to think that
tooling for a new engine can cost

50 miliion dollars, you can see why
a car with both a brand new
engine and a brand new body,

such as the 1953 Dodge or th

1952 Lincoln, is an exception
this business. The cost is so hig

that it usually has to be staggerec

Thus, brand new body desigt

often incorporate engines formerl
used. Or brand new engine d<

signs more often appear in "fac«

lifted" bodies. Now those in-b

tween basic body change mode
with a lot of important mechanici
changes, need positive identificf

tion. And trim changes can gÍA

it.

After ali, the customer who buj

a 1954 car with many fine m(
chanical changes but which carrit

essentially a 1953 body, wan1
people to know he is driving th

version of the car with the ne
engine, or the new transmission, (

whatever else was added to it. T
him, a new grille or dash panei
quite important. And when 1:

goes to trade that car in a fe

years later, he expects to be trea

ed as a customer oífering a 19£

and not a 1953 car.

The 'Idea' Cars

The last of the three items und^

styling has to do with the so-calle

"idea cars", which have been a

pearing in increasing numbers
past years. There are ali kinds

idea cars. Some are what we mig
call publicity stunts; others a:

more properly engineering cars

The reason I make this distin

tion is that we lay down certa

rigid restrictions on our designe

of idea cars in the first plac

Among these restrictions is tl

warning that they can go as fí

as they please in dreaming up
car of the future, provided thí

do not create a design we cou

not build right now on our assen

bly lines, using tools now avai

able.

This is a stringent rule, becau

it does not allow them to crea

fenders, for example, that cou'

not be drawn from steel in tl

kind of presses available toda.

They have to design within us

able road clearance limits, too, f<

another example, which rules oi

one of those wingless aircraft fus

lages on wheels which you cou

not back across your garage '

driveway apron.

Even so, the designers mC'

these challenges and come up wil

some pretty exciting cars whi(

are still practical and, above a

they are produceable, should y

decide to produce such cars.

(Continued on page 1526)
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Influence of Soils on the

Design and Gonstruction of

the Trans-Canada Highway
by

R. N. Sharpe, m.e.j.c,

Province of Manitoba, Highways Branch,

Winnipeg, Man.

The subject of this paper could

over a lot of territory. It could

e taken to cover ali soils work
arried oiit in Manitoba and else-

here, as our thinking about soils

s influenced to a large degree by
nformation obtained not only

om our own projects but from
eports originating in many other

ountries. However, it is hoped to

over a brief outline of our method
f taking and using soils informa-

-ion as it was actiially applied to

he Trans-Canada Highway.

The first essential is to obtain

he required information on the

oils on the location of the high-

ay route. This information is

enerally obtained by taking soils

amples from various depths by
eans of hand auger borings at

egular intervals along the location

ith additional samples taken at

oints of special interest such as

eep cuts, svvamp áreas and áreas

ontaining large amounts of drifc

oil. For very deep testing the

epartment owns a diamond drili

hich can be used with or without
asing, depending on the soil.

The soil samples are then taken
our Winnipeg laboratory where

hey are classified by means of such

tandard tests as liquid limit. plas-

ic limit, hydrometer analysis or,

1 the case of granular soils, by
ieve analysis. The hydrometer is

imilar to the sieve analysis in that

is a method of determining par-

icle sizes, in this case silt and clay

articles. The liquid limit is de-

ned as the moisture content at

hich a soil will flow just suffi-

iently to close a groove of the

pecified dimensions with 25 shocks

f the standard liquid limit appar-

tus. The plastic limit is defined

as the lowest moisture content of

the soil at which it can be mould-
ed to a thread % inch in diameter.
These limits are arbitrary but ar*^

definite and can be reproduced
accurately for any given soil.

The soil classifications thus ob-

tained from the laboratory are

then used in the design and con-

struction of the subgrade and in

the design of the base course.

In the design of the subgrade
the soils are considered in relation

The author oullines the method

of taking and using soils informa-

tion as it was applied to the Trans-

Canada Highway. Soil classifica-

tions are discussed and an accounl

is given of the soil pattern encount-

ered on the highway route in Mani-

toba.

to the location profile and notes

made of ali áreas where special

nrocedures must be adoptcd. These
include áreas of soil unsuitable for

use in the subgrade which must be

excavated and wasted beforc con-

struction of the embankment is

commenced; áreas where soils are

susceptible to a high water tablo

and which rcquire the use of a

higher than usual grade line; and

the locations adjacent to bridges

or other structures where the ele-

vation of the structure and the

subgrade must be co-ordinated to

allow for future base course and

surfíicing uuiterial. At this stage,

too, the question of whether to

design for obtaining material for

lhe emljankmcnt from sidc dilches

or from borrow-pits is considered.

For example where numeroiis

boulders are encoimtered close to

the surface it is usually more ad-

vantageous to take material from
deep l)orr()w j)its rather than from
the comparatively shallow side

(litclies.

During constructioH lhe avail-

able soils data is supplied to the

resident engineer and to- the sub-

grade inspector. This includes the

])reviously mentioned .soil classifi-

cations and also the density which
can be o])lained with the predom-
inant .soils and the optimum mois-

ture content of the soils for obtain-

ing this density. The density tar-

get used in Manitoba is 95 per
cent standard Proctor density;

that is, 95 per cent of the maxi-
mum density which can be obtain-

ed in the laboratory by compact-
ing the soil in a mould under
certain controlled conditions. The
optinmm moisture content for

compaction is the moisture content
of the .soil at which maximuin
density is obtained in the labora-
tory.

In order to determine this maxi-
mum density a number of samples
at diíferent moisture contents are

compacted and their density and
moisture content plotted. These
points form a curve gencrally of

a parabolic nature and the high

point of the (iii\<' iudicates both
maximuni diiisily ;iiid optimum
moisture content.

I'^ic'l(l eonlrol of lhe dciisily is

iiiainlained hy tesliiig each lift

and section of llic ^iiÍ)ííi;h1(' as it

is l)uilt. The lol ii^-cii for deter-

mining licld (Icíisity coiisists of

digging ii small liole in the com-
pacted eartli and determining its

\()lume i)y means of a caiibrated

.standard sand. Using tlie weight
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of tlie material removed from the

hole and its volume the weight

per cubic foot of the material in

place is calculated. Moisture con-

tents of the soil are also taken

regularly and where the soil is

found to be too dry for proper

compaction water is added by
means of truck-mounted tanks

equipped with spray bars.

In general the soils Information

on the job is sufficient, but where

any special condition is discovered

during construction or where dif-

ficulties are encountered in obtain-

ing the design requirements the

resident engineer ean and often

does contact our soils section and
one of our staff will investigate

and make such recommendations
as are considered necessary to

overcome the difficulty.

The soils Information is also

used in the design of the base

course and surface of the highway.

The Trans-Canada Highway
agreement provides that the de-

sign of the base and sui'face

courses shall be such as to carry

an 18,000-lb. axle load. That is

about as controversial a require-

ment as you could find anywhere.
There are very nearly as many
opinions on what design is requir-

ed to earry a given axle load as

there are highway engineers.

The consideration of soil charac-

teristics in highway design was for

many years based entirely on the

observa tions and experience of in-

dividual engineers, and no yard-

stick existed for comparisons of

soil behaviour in various locations.

It was apparent to many engineers

that th is situation was far from
desirable and in recent years a
great deal has been accomplished
in providing methods of compar-
ing soils.

We now have several vcry good
soil classification systems of which
the one developed by the U.S.

Bureau of Public Roads is the

most generally used in highway
work. Various methods have also

been dcvised for measuring the

load carrying capacity of soils but
no general agreement has been
reached as to the relative merits

of the various tests.

In Manitoba we have tentative-

ly adopted the goup index of the

soil as our basis for designing the

depth of base course required

under bituminous surfaces. The
group index is a number from O

to 20 obtained from a formula
devised by a committee of the

Highway Research Board. The

basic factors in the formula are

the liquid limit, plastic index and
the percentage of the soil which
is finer than a 200-mesh sieve. A
low group index value indicates a

material with a high load support-

ing capacity while a high group
index indicates poor load carrying

characteristics.

Our design curve calls for six

inches of base course for soils

having a group index of O increas-

ing to 15 inches of base course for

soils with a group index of 20. It

should be mentioned that, al-

though 20 represcnts the maxi-
mum value of the grouj) index, ali

soils so classified are not equal in

load-carrying capacity, and in

practice it is sometimes desirable

to exceed the .maximum depth of

base course shown. It should also

he mentioned that this design

curve is intcnded for average con-

ditions on a heavily travelled

section of highway, thus under
unfavourable conditions such as

in cut sections it is usually desir-

able to increase the depth of base

over that indicated by the curve

for the particular soil; similarly

under favourable conditions such

as light traffic it may be desirable

to decrease the depth of base

course.

Group Index Curve

It may be of interest to note

that our group index curve was
developed in 1950, based on Infor-

mation obtained from publications

of the Highway Research Board
in the U.S., and from our own ob-

servations on highways construct-

ed prior to that year. At the an-

nual meeting of the Highway Re-
search Board early this year a

paper was prcsented by engineers

of the state of Missouri giving

their experience with their group
index design curve. A comparison
between our design and theirs in-

dicates very close agreement, with
our design providing slightly more
ba.se course throughout. This
wbuld appear reasonable as frost

conditions are more severe in

Manitoba than they are in Mis-
souri.

That about covers in a very
general manner our use of soils

Information and you may be in-

terested in some of the specific

conditions encountered on the
Trans-Canada Highway partícu-

la rly east of Winnipeg.
The preliminar}' consideration

of soils east of Winnipeg was car-

ried out in connection with the
general location of the route.

Aerial photographs were studied

by the location group, prelimin-

ary lines were run on the ground,

swamp soundings were carried oul

and the mileage through solid rock

determined for several alternative

routes.

From this preliminary work and
other considerations, the decisioE

was made to swing the route ol

the highway south through the St

Anne, Hadashville, Falcon Lak(

area rather than follow the exist

ing route of P.T.H. lE or the

straight east route from Winnipeg
to Rennie, as this location appear-

ed to be the most economical on

the basis of total quantities o

waste excavation, borrow, lengtJ

of haul and solid rock excavation

Once the general route wa
established field parties ran tria

lines in áreas where alternatí

locations were available based or

a study of the aerial photographs
Soil borings were taken at 500-ft

intervals lalong ali lines and ir

general the routes chosen wen
those which showed the least un
suitable material. On the fina

locations additional borings wer<

taken at 100-ft. intervals througt

ali swamp áreas to establish defin-

itely the quantities of waste ma
terial, and borrow áreas wen
checked as to suitability an(

quantity of material. Most o

these swamp borings were carriec

out during the winter months a;

it was found to be easier to dril

through frost than to wall

through open swamp.
The general soil pattern east o

Winnipeg can be divided int(

three sections.

(i) From Winnipeg to Ste

Anne the soil is ali a heavy gumbc
type clay with the exception of £

short section of silty clay adjaceni

to the Seine River. The topo

graphy in this section is gen

erally flat with poor drainagí

characteristics. (ii) From Ste

Anne through the Sandilands dis

trict and almost to Falcon Lak(

the general soil is sand or sand\

loani with fairly numerous peai

deposits and occasional silty áreas

There are a number of ridge

throughout the area, in genera

running nearly north and south

drainage is generally good bu

there are some undrained pocket:

between ridges. A peculiar featun

of some of the peat swamps ir

this area is their location on side

hills, at one location in particulai

there was a difference in elevatior

of 17 ft. over a distarice of 2,50(
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t. but there was little apparent
ovement of water until we con-

tructed our pilot ditch.

(iii) At the eastern end of this

ection a few rock outcrops are

íncountcred and the third section

rom Falcon Lake to the Ontário
oundary is predominantly rock
ith peat and sand pockets.

Through the gumbo section ali

ubgrades were constructed from
ide borrow; that is, with the ma-
rial obtained from the side

"tches.

The gumbo soils are ali of the

side ditches were not generally
rcquired for drainagc and where
the rolling topography made con-
tinuous side ditches iinpraclical

most of the subgrade material was
obtained from borrow pits located
near the right of way.

Before the contracts for grading
on this section were advertiscd
the fiill width of the right of way
was clearcd of bush and trees and
test pits were dug in ali borrow
áreas. Th tis before bidding the
job, ali contractors had the oppor-
tunity of seeing the terrain and

subgrade, but there is no doubt
that it was apprcciable.

Fill material through the
swamps was ol)tained from borrow
pits and in most cases we were
fortunate in obtaining sand or
gravei fill for these áreas very
close to the location.

In the rock arca our main ob-
jects in the soil survey were to

estabiish the aniount of ovcrbur-
den, the depth of peat in the
pockets, and the soil conditions

below the peat. This information
was used in the design in estab-

Table I. Classification of Highway Subgrade MaH-rials (w ilh suggcstt-d sul>-{;roups)

neral classification

roup classification

ieve analysis, per cent
passing:

No. 10

No. 40
No. 200

haracteristios of fraction

passing No. 40:

Liquid liniit

Plasticity Índex

"roup Índex

8ual types of significant

constituent materiais,

Granular Materials
(35% or less passing No. 200)

A-1

A-l-a

50 max.
30 max.
15 max.

A-l-b

50 max.
25 max.

6 max.

Stone frag-

ments, gravei
and sand

A-3

51 min.
10 max.

N.P.

Fine
sand

A-2

A-2-4

35 max.

40 max.
10 max.

A-2 -5

35 max.

41 min.
10 max.

A -2 -6

35 max.

40 max.
11 min.

A-2-7

35

41 min.
11 min.

4 max.

Silty or clayey gravei and sand

Silt-Clay Material»
(More than 35% passing No. 200)

A-4

36 rair

40 max.
10 max.

8 max.

A -5

36 mir

41 min.
10 max.

12 max.

Silty soils

A -6

36 mir

40 max.
11 min.

16

A-7

A.7-5,

A-7-6

36

41 min.
11 min.'

20 max.

Clayey soils

sneral rating as sub-
grade Excellent to sood Fair to poor

Classification Procedure: With required test data available, proceed from left to riglil on above chart and corrert gronp will be
9und t)v process of elimination. The first group from the left into which the test data \\ill fit is the correct classification.

* Plasticitv Índex of A-7-5 subgroup is equal to or less than LL mínus 30. Plasticity index of A-7-6 subgroup is greater tlian LL
ninus 30. t

7-6 classification with a group
iidc.x of 20, and are extremely
loor in load carrying characteris-

ics. For a bituminous surface

hey would require more than the
5 inches of base course shown on
mr design curve. As our experi-

iice has indicatcd that concrete

lavemeiits perform extremely well

:i the Red Rivcr Valley this type
if surface was selected for this

ection.

An excellent example of the ser-

iceability of reinforced concrete
)avemcnt in this type of soil is on
'.T.H. lE from Winnipeg to
'arkdale. This pavenient has
arried heavy traffic for nearly 25
ears and is still giving good ser-

ice with very low yearly main-
enance cost even though the de-
ign is now obsolete.

Through the sand arcas where

the type of material they had to

contend with.

The numerous swamp áreas pro-

vided a problem. In the early

stages of design several methods
of construction were considcred

such as disi)lacement of the peat

by blastiiig or by surcharge on
the fill; however, it was finally

(lecided that removal of the peat

by excavation was the most eco-

nomical and would provide the

surest method of obtaining a

stable foiíndation for early surfac-

ing. Excavation of the peat was
facilitated by the construction of

pilot draiiis and ofF-take drains,

by separate contracts carried out

well ahead of the major contracts.

It is impossible to assess the

monetary saving of partially

(Iraining the swamp áreas well in

advance of the construction of the

lishing grade lincs and widths of

cuts in order to utilize rock fill

for the undrained swamp áreas.

Granular fill for topping both rock

cuts and rock fills was obtained

from borrow pits.

In spitc of extcnsive invcstiga-

tions and tesling it is still j^ossible

to run into trouble. At one of the

locations east of Falcon Lake
where we struck a peat pocket be-

tween rock ridges our borings

showed 8 to 15 ft. of peat over

what appcared to be a firm clay

base. The ])eat was excavated
withotit iucidt-iil l)iit wlicii fill

operalions were starled it was
soon apparent that the underlying

clay was anythiiig but firm. To
date the rock fill at this one loca-

tion has cost mor.' llian $.'30,000

over the estimate, a ml llicrc are

still indications of nioxciiiciit.
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Work through the rock section is

still in progress and is not expect-

ed to be complcted nntil Kate next

year.

The surface of the highway
from Ste. Anne to the Ontário

boundary will be a bituminons

mat over varying depths of base

coiirse designed in accordance with

our gronp index chart. The first

20 miles of this snrface from Ste.

Anne to just inside the Sandilands

Forest was completed this year.

West of Winnipeg soil surveys

have been run from Winnipeg to

High Bhiíf, from Sichiey to Dong-
las and from Brandon to the Sas-

katchewan bonndary. The section

from Winnipeg to High Bhiff is

practically ali Red River gumbo
and the design is similar to that

from Winnipeg to Ste. Anne. 1

cannot say the construction is

similar as, due to the extremely

damp weather over the past two
seasons, the construction has been

far more difficult than was the

case east of Winnipeg.

The section from Sidney to

Douglas is predominently .sand

and the soils information on this

section will be under consideration

this winter.

West of Brandoa therc is prac-

tically every type of soil in the

book, sand, gravei, silt and day.
The variation in the soils neces-

sitated fairly frequent changes in

base course design and these were
laid out station by station for the

resident engineer. The i)erfor-

mance of this highway to date
would seem to indicate that our
design is adequa te; there have
been no failures of the surface al-

though some short sections have
developed longitudinal c r a c k s.

Most of these eracks appeared
shortly after the road was sur-

faced and do not appear to be
spreading.

A point of interest on the sec-

tion west of Brandon is a trial

application of seal-coat containing
a small percentage of rubber.
There has been considerable in-

vestigation in the post war period

in th(í use of rubber with asphalt.

Claims have been made by several

agencies that the addition of rub-
ber to asphalt either in the bitu-

minons mix itself or in the asphalt
used for seaJ coating gives better

skid resistance and longer life to

asphalt pavements. A number of

test sections have been construct-

ed through Canada and the
United States, but as yet there

is no definite indication that the

benefits obtained are suflficient to

warrant the additional expense. It

will probably be several years yet

before the economics of this devel-

opment will be decided.

There is one more item which
may be of special interest; that is,

sand-bituminous base course. This
method of construction has not

as yet been used on the Trans-

Canada Highway but was con-

sidcred for the section of highway
through the Sandilands Forest

Reserve, and dropped when it was
fonnd to be uneconomical for that

location. The sand - bituminons
base cour.se is only feasible where
gravei deposits are not available

locally as the cost of the asphalt

and processing is fairly high in

comparison with a standard gravei^

clay base course under average'

conditions.

A section of sand-bituminous
base course was constructed on
P.T.H. No. 2 from Elm Creek to

Rathwell during 1950 and 1951

and has given very good service

with only a light surface treat-

ment. This method of construc-

tion will probably be considered

when the section of the Trans-

Canada Highway from Sidney to

Douglas is constructed as this

area is lacking in good gravei de-

posits and the sand-bituminous
base could be used if found to be

económica!, particularly as any
gravei available will be required

for bituminons mat surface.

SOME OF THE 'WHYS" OF AUTOMOBILE DESIGN
by H. Richard Steding

(continved from page 1522)

We put these cars on the road,

as it were, exhibiting them around
the country. Spectators' comments
on the cars are recorded and, to-

gether with ali mail we receive

on the snbject, are reviewed in

Detroit. In that way we find out
how the ideas incorporated in the

idea cars are being received.

So, in developing these cars we
try not to overlook any facets of

antomobile styling, because we be-

lieve that American car styling is

in for some profound, long-range

changes, and we doubt if the direc-

tion of those changes has been
fullv captured and shown by any-

body, either in production or idea

cars. But, .somehow, out of ali this,

will develop the kind of styling

that will not be a copy of foreign

cars, nor will it be a re-hash of

contemporary American styles.

These idea cars help us find our
way through giving us your im-

pressions of actual cars embodying
various styling ideas. But some
people a.sk: "Why can't we have
something just like this little two-
passenger sports car coupe idea

car? Let's have it now, for the

price of a standard sedan." Lots
of people fali in love with thesL'

racy looking cars. But would
enough of the public bny them to

guarantee the volume production
needed in order to produce them
at reasonable prices.''

Would not such a car necessarily

have to be a "second car" in yonr
family, since it could never fill

the shoes of the roomy, depend-
able family sedan? That being the

case, and assuming you decided
to buv a "second car", would vou

pay the money for such a car, or

would you really end up buying a

station wagon?
Eleven per cent of the families

in America own two or more cars

How many would accept a sportsj

car as a substitute for their pres-

ent, more utilitarian second car?

We'd have to have many of them

say, "Yes, I'll give up the Sub-

nrban, for ali its utility, for a two-

place sports job that can do noth-

ing but carry two people." Are

you among those who would do

so?

There is doubtless a place foi

the sports-type car. But marketj

research does not suggest that its

place will produce demand that

develops really big production

which in turn is needed for rcason

able prices. It looks as thongh wf

shall have our sports-type cars,

but they will not come cheaply.

Why the low, slinky, sports-car-

looking idea cars, then? Because

they have much to recommenc
them. Would it not be a wonderfui

thing if we could build a famil>

sedan with the roominess anc

comfort of today's fine product

and the sleekness, lowness, an(

eagerness of a sports-type car?

That is one of the reasons whj

we design, build, and study thest

idea cars. Maybe some day W(

shall be able to give you nearlj

everything in one package. We an

trying. And doing things like thal

would be no more than in the tra

dition of our automobile industry

but it won't hai)pen overnight

even if it should prove to be th<

thing to do and also prove feasible
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Structural Modifications

Using High-Tensile Steel

Wire Gables
by

T. A. Hughes, m.e.i.c.

C. D. Howe Company Limited,

Montreal, Que.

g. 1. Existing car shed before struc-
ral changes.

Post-lensioned high-tensile steel

wire cables were used ecoiioniically

lo inake structural changes to an

existing building in order to accoru-

modate new equipinent.

D 11 r i 11 g the modernization
scheme receiítly carried out at

the National llarbours Board's

grain elevator at Quebec, the engi-

neers were faccd with the problem
of making structural changes to

an existmg building to accommo-
date new equipmcnt. The use of

high tensile stcel wire cables which
were post-tensioned enabled these

alterations to be made very

economically.

The modernization scheme
centred around the installation of

a grain car dumper machine which
antomatically nnloads grain cars

and by means of a receiving hop-

l)er feeds it on to a conveyor belt

for transfer to the grain elevator.

Figure 3 illustrates the general

lavout in the area of the car

Fig. 2. A typical roof repair.
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Fig. 3. General layout in lhe area of the
car dumping machine, showing conveyor
tunnel to be constructed under the existing
reinforced concrete car shed.
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dumper machine and shows that

it was necessary to coiistruct a

conveyor tunnel to transfer the

grain from thc receiving hopper to

any one of the thrce receiving

bucket elevators in the working

house section of the elevator. This

conveyor tunnel had to be con-

structed under the existing rein-

forced concrete car shed. As can

be seen from Fig. 1 the car shed

was biiilt over two rail tracks with

a central row of columns at 15 ft.

centres between thc two rail

tracks.

The location of the conveyor

tunnel was dictated by the lay-

out of rail tracks and of existing

oquipmcnt in the elevator and

Fig. 3 indicates that it had to pass

nnder the central row of concrete

columns. Underpinning of the

columns wonld have been feasible

cxcept for the necessity of provid-

ing a rail tiirnout from the track

nearest to the grain elevator to

the track immediately north of it.

It therefore, became necessary

Ito demolish the central row of

columns for almost the Avhole

I

length of the car shed.

Three alternatives were then

lavailable:

(a) Demolish and reconstruct

the whole roof slab for the

car shed.

(b) Stiífen the existing car

shed main roof beams so

that they would carry the

roof load over a span of 32

ft. 9 in. This would mean
reduced headroom.

DEKO LOAD CONDITIONS

3:

LIVC LOAD CONQITIOMS

A. « 2^1

I • is,6eo,«»*

RROPERTIE.S OF StCTION

PHI.5TRE.5S
L0 55E.S LO A D

11 in

NE.T DEIAO LIVt LQoD
LOAD 5TRL55

IV V

NET Dl-*LLSTRESS

Fij;. 4. A typical sei of stress diagrams
of varioiís load conditions.

Fig. .5.

tion.

Post-tensioning cable in posi-
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(c) Persuade the existing roof

beams to carry the i)resent

load over twice the span

using prestressed concrete

technique to induce sub-

stantial compressive stres-

ses in the roof beams un-

der dead load conditions.

Of the three alternatives the

last was the most economical by a

substanlial margin. The most

jiractical way of inducing the re-

quired conipression was by the

use of high tensilc steel wires or

bars as is used in prestressed con-

crete structures.

The existing car shed was con-

structed in l!)i;3 and in spite of its

;igc the concrete was generally in

sound condilion. A thorough in-

vestigation did however iiidicale

that there were certain rather

severe cracks in some beams, some

were diagonal and .some were

longitudinal extending for llie full

wi(Ílh of the beam, and about one

in. below the levei of the top of

lhe slab. This lattcr suggested

Ihat roof slal) and beams had not

hceii concretcd the samc day. Ali

such .severe cracks were cut out

and the arcas thus broken out

were rejiaired using expanding

cement in the concrete mix.

Figure '1 illustrates such a repair

nnder way.

In d( l( rniining llie post-tension-

ing force re((uired lo induce coni-

|)ressive stresses in thc main roof

l)eanis for liolh dead load and live

load conditions, some assessment

had to be madc as to the extent

of roof slab wliich acted with the

1529



main roof beani as a T beani.

Several sets of calciilations werv

made using widths from 2 ft. iip

to 15 ft. for the flange width and
the post-tensioning force selected

so that under no assumed width
of T beam flange would high ten-

sile stresses be indiiced at any
condition of loading. Details of

loading conditions and a typical

set of stress distribntion figures

are illustrated in Fig. 4, the width

of the T beam flange being as-

sumed to be 2 ft.

Design Change

The design was initially pre-

pared based on the use of onc
Lee-McCall bar on each side of

each roof beam. At the general

contractor's request this was sub-
sequently changed to Magnel
cables which were available in

Canada, whereas the Lee-McCall
bars would have to be imported
from the United States.

Holes were drilled at the base
of the working house bins (a very
rigid structure) to enable the
cables to be passed through and
anchored. Similar holes were also

cut through the north spandrel
beam one on each side of the roof
beam. In addition, a concreta dis-

tribution block was formcd on the

1

Fig. 7. The conipleled striictiiral mo-
dification to the shed.

outer face of the spandrel beam.
Holes were drilled transversely

through each roof beam to receive

high tensile steel guidc pins at the

locations shown. Suitable washers

attached to the normal grilles sup-

plied with the Magnel cable fitted

over these pins and held each

cable in position prior to tension-

ing. These pins also served to give

the cable the required proflle.

Before post-tensioning, tempor-

ary supports were erected on each

side of the central column and the

upper portion of the central

column then demolished. Figure 5

indicates this and shows one cable

in position.

Each cable was anchored on the

bin elevator side and the cables

tensioned from the north spandrel

beam. Each cable consisted of .'32

wires 0.276 in. in diameter and
these were stressed in i)airs and

anchored w h e n the necessar;

clongation of 2.2 in. had been ob

tained. This procedure is illus

trated in Fig. 6.

The total pre-stressed force ap

plied per beam was 245 kips, an-;

it is to be expected that after a

lo.sses have taken place that th

residual force will not be less tha

210 kips. Only one jack was use

for tensioning and a small num
ber of wires on each side of eac

beam tensioned alternately t,

avoid the tendency of the rocj

beams to buckle.
j

Test Load

During the tensioning operatior

each beam received an upwar^

camber of 5/16 in. A test load wa

applied to one of the beams equi

valent to a uniformly distribute'

load of 40 Ib. per sq. ft. and wit

lhe test load applied the upwap

camber was reduced to 3/16 ir

A thorough inspection did not indi

cate a single crack in the beam.

On completion of the post-ten

sioning the remainder of each cei;

trai concrete column was demoi

ishcd and each cable encase^

with a cement mortar mix as pn

tection against corrosion. Th
completed structural modificatio

is illustrated in Fig. 7.

Consulting engineering was cai

ried out by C. D. Howe Co. Lt(

Grateful thanks are expresse

to the National Harbours líoar

for j)ermission to publish this ii

formation. y]
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TRAFFIC . . .

A panei discussion on lhe Irajjic problem in ('.ariadian rilies,

held at the 69th Annual General and Professional Meeling,

of The Kngineering Instituteof Canada, Toronto, May, 1955.

One of the liveliest panei disciis-

sions vve have ever had was held

'"t the Toronto annual meeting in

lay last. The subject was "Traf-

c" and the participants were the

hairman, W. E. P. Duncan,
E.i.c, general manager. Toronto
ransit Commission; H. F. Burns,

I.E.I.C., city traffic engineer. Win-
ipeg; C. E. Campeau, m.e.i.c,

irector, City Planning Depart-
ent, INIontreal; Murray Bosley,

H. Bosley & Co., Toronto, and
R. Burton, traffic engineer,

City of Toronto.

A recording was made of the

)roceedings, but it turned out to

ie so poor that not even the most
-kiiled transcriber could make
inuch of it. However, from those

();irts which are intelligible, this

ligcst has been made, which
overs the major part of the dis-

ussion. Everybody agreed that

raffic was about the most serious

iiohlem facing cities and that

M)mething would have to be done
ibout it, but there was no unani-

iious agreement as to what that

^omething should be or as to who
-hould pay the bill.

Naturally, "traffic" was taken
to mean automotive traffic. As
isual, the unfortunate pedestrian

ivas ignored; he existed only as an

ndividual forced to descend to the

gnominy of walking a few blocks

because the powers that be could

i^iot provide parking space for his
' ^ar within six steps of his destina-

ion.

There was general agreement
hat any schemes for improving
he plans of our cities would have
:o jirovidc comfortable access to

he business districts in passenger
:ars for those whose affairs re-

quired their presence there. No-
'ody supported peripheral park-
ng whereby suburban residents

leave their cars on the fringe of

"*wthe city and then proceed to their

iestinations by some form of mass
««1 transportation. The scheme had

i)een given a thorough tryout in

Detroit and other places, without
much success. The Toronto Trans-
portation Commission has made
some tcntative efforts to estalilisli

1,

it. Peripheral parking lots are na-
turally in residential áreas and ef-

forts to establish them frequently
run into zoning restrictions and
more frequently into vociferous

opposition from the residents.

Real estate interests look with
some disfavour on any proposals.

such as express ways, which will

bring any considerable additional

traffic into the business centers.

While it is true that the value of

any particular piece of real estate

is largely dependent on the num-
ber of people who have access to

it, there is a point beyond which
traffic congestion leads to decent-

ralization of business, with a con-

sequent decline in value of central

properties, a bad thing both for

the owner and for the tax col-

lector.

Even though "these express

ways are not . . . designed to bring

private automobiles to the center

of the city, but to serve . . . vehi-

cles carrying merchandise . . .

being human ... I will drive my
car to the center of the city over

them. . . . There's only one way I

know to solve the traffic problem
and that is . . . by discouraging

. . . traffic which . . . can't be eco-

nomically supported in the arca

concerned."

Mass Transporlation

About l':>0,000 vehicles come
into the business centre of Toronto

on an average weekday. About
90,000 of these are automobiles

carrying about 1.7 passengers

each. About 7,000 of the rest are

buses and the like and the remain-

der is commercial vehicles. If half

the automobiles are legitimately

used by salesmen, etc, there are

45,000 whose passengers ought to

use some form of mass transporta-

tion, not their own cars. If these

4.5,000 could be eliminated, Tor-

onto traffic- flows would be de-

creased by about 25 per cent, but

increased by the mass transporta-

tion vehicles required to serve

70,500 pas.sengers. The net resull

would be a most consideralile im-

provement.
It is agreed tlial mass lrans])or-

tation is many times as efficient in

the u.se of street area as the use of

private cars, but nobody agrees on
how to persuade people to use it.

It must be persuasion; in a totali-

tarian state we could issue an
edict, but not in Canada. Cleve-

land has been experimeiitiiig with

express buses, with rcserved seats

at an extra fare, and reports .some

success.

The panei held out no hope that

the peak in traffic volume is in

sight. "The number of people em-
ployed is dependent on maintain-

ing the automobile industry, in-

duding the oil industry and ali the

other people . . . concerned with

automobiles. . .
." The driver ex-

pects to be allowed to go anywhere
at his discretion, for he paid a high

price for his car and also pays
high fuel and other taxes in con-

nection with it. He does not sub-

mit kindly to restrictions, but he

may ultimately have to, if any im-

provement in the traffic situatiou

is to be attained. It l)egins to look

as though the motor vehicle were
a juggernaut which may destroy

its own utility through sheer

weight of numbers.

One member of the panei held

positive views on this facet of the

j)roblem: "I would not do away
with automobiles. I do think that

they are to be used in the proper

place . . . and that no mau . . . has

any right to deniand . . . that he

be allowed to use his })arrKular

form of transportation ií it isn't

the most economical . . . for the

commuiiity as a whole."

About ninety years ago a clause

in the Toronto Street Railway's

franchi.se set the maximum speed

of its cars at six miles an hour.

Late figures show tliat tlu- average

.speed of traffic in dowulowu Tor-

onto is slill alxiiil lhe -ame. The
im])lie(l siiggestion of oiir nicinlx-r

of the j)ani'l that pirhai)> aii iii-

crease to, say, liflccii niilrs an hour

could be rcachcil liy lhe synclironi-

zation of Iraílic liglils, by the abo-

lifion of most curb parking and by
ollier relatively simple and cheap
nieasures, Icd anothcr member into

(Contiitued on page lõCil)
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Modern Management
and the

Salaried Employee

Any business enterprise, whether
it be a one- or two-man affair or a
large organization, can be con-

sidered as having five principal

objectives. The first — and, by the

way, these are not necessarily in

order of any scale of priori ty — is

to ensure a proper return to the

shareholder, the man who has
risked his money. The second is to

ensure proper service to the cus-

tomer and to the market. Third is to

provide the employees of ali cate-

gories with an ojjportunity for con-

genial and good renuinerative em-
ployment and, above ali, with an
opportunity for progress. Fourth:
a business organization secnis to

have an important responsibility to

the community; not only the ge-

ograi)hical conuiiunity, but also the

human community with which it

comes in contact, quite aside frorn

shareholders, customers anti em-
ployees. And fifth, there is an
underlying and ali important respon-

sibility to (.'anada for progress in

the economic and social, and perhaps
other, spheres.

If we accept those five rather

general premises, then the next con-

sideration would appear to be, "How
are we going to carry them out ?"

This leads almost automatically to

the conclusion that we can only do
so much through utilizing to the

maximum the human resources that

are available to us, and by human
resources I mean primarily mental
human resources, because for a long

time now we have got past the stage

where the muscle or brawn aspect

of the human animal is an important

factor in the situation. We have
developed many mechanical devices

which have overcome the limitations

of human or animal muscle, and
have also released the human popu-

lation— at least in this country and
in North America generally and in

hy

S. M. Finlayson, m.e.i.c.

Presidem,

Canadian Marconi Company Limited,

Montreal, Quehec.

large parts of Western Europe —
from pure routine drudgery.

Wliile I would not like to dis-

criminate between classes of em-
ployees, your committee has asked
me to deal primarily with salaried

employees, and the committee's

first question is "WTiat diffcrences if

any exist in the attitude of people

looking for salaried employment
today as cornpared with those of a

generation ago ?" That is diíficult

to answer because it is hard to cast

one's mind back and arrive at a

true assessment of what one thought
oneself a few years back; we may
think we know, but it's rather

difficult to be objective about it.

There are a few points, however;
one is that the average applicant

today is more highly educated. A
greater proportion of people have
finished high school and a greater

proportion have had partial or

complete university eflucation. But
above ali we are faced with a group
of young people who have never
kiiown anything like what most of

US present went through between
19'29 and 1936 or 1937 — bread
lines, people selling apples, not
knowing where the next job was
coming from, pay cuts, salary cuts,

unemployment and misery of a
kind which must have been frustrat-

ijig to anyone who was trying to

start a career at that time.

So without any fault of his own,
there does seem to be a tendency
on the part of the modern applicant
to select the employer rather than
the old process of having the em-
ployer select the applicant. I would
not like to say it's wrong; it's

sometimes a little annoying, but
who can say which of the two
situations is, in the long term, the
better ?

Second, "What are the changes in

management's concept of what is

expected of employees as compared

with years ago ?" I think th

natural emotional reaction of mam
gement is to the old saw that

"

it bleeds and if it breathes we wi

hire it". In other words, if the bod
is animate enough to present itse

at the door or even to be brought t

the door, we engage it as a matter (

force majeure. That is a supe

ficial way of looking at things an

the actual fact is that managt
ment's concept has changed and
rapidly changing toward a muc
more realistic appreciation of tl:

importance of what these your
people — and some who are not s

young — can add to the solution (

the problems that confront a

leveis of management everywhere.

W'e, therefore, come to the answ(

to the third question, which i

"Is there a need for management t

have working conditions more sati;

factory than they were a generatio

ago The answer is undoubtedl

a resounding affirmative, becauí

if we are to attract and to hold th

kind of employee we need to met

modern conditions, we must ú

evitably make sure that the coi

ditions are competitive and adi

quate. Thirty or forty years ago

was common to have the 50 to S

hour week, hourly-paid labour í

15, 20, 30, 40 or 50 cents an hou
whereas today we have a norm, i

least in salaried employment, of 4

hours or less, and salary scal»

several times what they were, eve

fifteen or twenty years ago. T
result of that is, that if we are 1

improve our own indivitlual organ

zations, we must meet the cha

lenge of the times by being read

and able to pay the going rate, (

even perhaps a little better in son

cases, in any given classification. W
must be prepared to have oi

holiday and pension schemes an

our other so-called "fringe benefits

on a competitive basis, even to tl
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•xtent of a clause that we ourselves

lave in one of our contracts which
)rovides that, in the case of the

lecease of a near relative, the

ndivi(hial is allowed ofF for one

vorking day with pay, which seems

)n the surface to be an extreme sort

)f measure! But in actual practice

[ ani not so sure that it is, because

ve will ali adniit that nnder the

ircumstances we ali woiiki like to

ally round. It doesn't happen very

iften, and our experience has been

liat we get a remarkable amount of

varnith of feeling from the few
iidividuals who have benefited.

rhe cost to US has been negligible,

II spite of the fact that the clause is

lie sort that is inclined to make
ou gag a bit when you first con-

.euiplate it.

The fourth question poses the

leed for and the trend toward job

(valuation. As you know, "job

valuation" is a modern term for a

áirly simple procedure, which at-

mpts to assess on some kind of

ecognized point system the value

f each particular job and the

elationship of that job to ali the

ther jobs that go on in a parti-

ular enterprise. ]\Iuch as I would
"ke to decry anything that smacks
ither of a socialistic approach or

ver-regimentation, I believe it will

e agreed by those who have had
xperience that a reasonably ac-

urate and sensible job evaluation

cheme lies close to the roots of the

roblem of dealing realistically and
roperly with the demands and
equirements of ali kinds of eni-

loyees, salaried and other. AMiile

e institution of a job evaluation

ystem is a bit of a task, and while

our first attempt at it is rarely

ore than just that, experience

eems to have shown that, after

incere application for two or three

'ears, a lot of the problems that

rustrated you in coUective bar-

aining before you had a job evalua-

ion system, have either disappeared

r been greatly ameliorated. After a
ime employer and employee come
o realize that in the job evaluation

ystem they have a common point

f understanding and departure,

nd, therefore, my answer to the

uestion that was posed by your
ommittee would certainly be in the

ffirmative. We can go much further

''an we have in job evaluation, not
nly in instituting it where it doesn't

xist, but in trying to improve it and
ender it more useful in places

here it already has existetl, perhaps
or several years. It is a continuing
rocess, but one that, after the

itial stages, is neither arduous nor
iflScult in comparison with the

E ENGINEERING JOURNAL

benefits that appear to flow from it.

These foiír points lead to the
fifth which is "the training of key
personnel to enlarge tlieir capacity
for greater respoiísibilities in the
future". Ilere, I would like to come
back to the opening remarks. If it

is correct that a busiiiess enter-
prise has the five resi)onsibililie.s

outlined, and if it is correct that
those respoiísibilities can only be
discharged Ihrough the meflium of

hunian beiíigs, theii I should like

to offer the further view that the
survival of business under modern
conditions and the ability of busi-
ness to discharge these responsi-
bilities in their broadest sense, must
surely impose upon sénior manage-
inent a clear and definite res|ionsi-

bihty to develop and to dcploy
the hunian resources available to

them in the best possible manner.

This address was delivered at a

meeting of the Rotary Club of

Montreal. We print it here, not

only because of ils inherent good

sense, but also because we tbink it

an excellent example of what en-

gineers have been so often told they

cannot do -— present a technical

subject in language the layínan can

understand. How best to deal with

employees is always a problem.

Perhaps our executive readers niay

get some useful ideas from Mr. Fin-

layson's remarks, based on his own
experience as head of a fairly large

company.

The best boss of any organization,

whether he be a foreman or a

department manager, a general man-
ager or a president, is one who has

manoeuvred hiniself into the posi-

tion where he has two or three

people, each better than himself,

each ready to step into his shoes at

a moment's notice. That can be

argued about of course, but if we
take it as a premise, then we must
set about developing these people,

and our first approach, must be

to try to draw them from withiii

the existing roster of personnel.

It isn't always possible, but it

seems to be the first mode of

approach. One can do that in a

variety of ways, but some experi-

ences tend to show that it can best

be (Ione by the boss himself setting

the example and by one means or

another iiiaking it clear that he

doesn"t consider himself to be a

little tin god, that he doesn't con-

sider himself to liave ali the answcrs

and that, in fact, he is a poor

luckless wight wifhoid many answers.
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We complain a good deal, about
the intrusioii of governiiieiit into

our business affairs. We complain
about stxialistic trends on the part
of labour. Reference has been made
to the inijiact of the guaranteed
annual wage, for example. Thcre is

no doubt that that is .something we
are ali goiíig to have to grapple
with in one forni or another. If we
are to grai)ple with it succe.ssfully,

I doirt believe that we can do so

without bringing ali of the people
in the organization into the (li.s-

cussion.

Some of you who iirc clectrical

engineers will know that a magne-
tized ])iece of steel difiers from an
unmagnetized ])iece in one relatively

simple respect. The uiimagiietizeil

l)iece of steel is really niadc up of a

conglonierate of little magnets which
are pointing in ali sorts of directions,

so that they tend to cancel one
another out magnetically, ju.st as if

you had six hor.ses hitched to this

table pulling that way, .six more
pulling that way, six more pulling

that way and six pulling that way,
and they were ali of e(|ual strength.

The table isn't goiíig to move, so no
progre.ss will be made; but if you
can get ali twenty-four of the

horses pulling in one direction, the

table is going to move with con-

siderable celerity. Cíoing back to

our magnetized steel, the process of

niagnetizing the unmagnetized steel

is siniply that of bringing ali the

little magnets into liiie so that ali

the north polés jioiíit one way anel

ali the .south polés jioint the other

way, and you have created within

that piece of steel a magneticall\

organized situation which did not
previously exist.

In a business organization we
have to go throiigh an equivalent

process, only in this ca.se instead of

inaniiiiate material we have to

work on human braiiis and we have
to do it, by a long and somewhat
arduous process of education and
of the supply of inforination, so

that the people in the organization

feel that they are jiarties to the

problem. Onc-e you are convinced

that \()U are a party to a problem,

that you are interestcd in it, that

you híive some selfisli iiiterest as

well as sdiiic nlhcr iulerests in it,

your attituilc (owanl the problem
is much more likely to be con-

structive than it otherwi.se would be.

So ali the manuais and ali the talks

and ali the formulae, that have to

do with nianagemeiit training. per-

.sonnel relalions and that .sort of

tliing add up to a comi)aratively

simple coiicepl which says that the

boss sees jiriinarily that the fa<'ts
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of the situation are carefuUy explain-

ed and made known to ali the parties

in the organization, and that they

will share in whatever remuneration
or kudos arises from success or

progress.

That's an over simplified way of

trying to deal with a complicated

subject, but if you will think aboiít

it in those terms, you will agree

that along some such road lies a

solution to our problems. You will

also agree that our problems are

getting more and more numerous.

We have arrived at a stage where
apparently it isn't possible to get

much more in the way of money
for the products or services that we
offer, but at the same time costs

are rising and if we are to survive,

we have got to find ways of im-

proving our efficiency. We cannot
ultimately improve efficiency merely

by firing people but we can very

greatly improve efficiency if we
can get ali the people thoroughly

cognizant of the problem and expose

them to methods whereby they may
help in the solution of the problems.

Some of our modern problems are

exaggerated or even created by the

tendency to over specialization of

which we are ali guilty. I know that

this criticism may be wrong, but it

is perhaps worth debating. A year

or so ago I suíTered from a nasty

irritation which I was told was
pruritis, which impressed me very

much, until I asked my personal

doctor what that meant and he

said "You have got an itch". Then
we have our friends, the accountants,

who present us with complex balance

sheets which include a number of

very impressive terms, which are

almost meaningless to the average

individual. How much better would
it be if we could have those things

presented in the forni of "what we
owe" and "what we own", and that

kind of thing, not from the point

of view of the mau who is skilled in

reading them, but from the point

of view of making them less mys-
terious to the man who should be
reading them and who should be

studying them.

Then, of course, in the engineer-

ing field, we have the same kind of

thing. Engineers are about as bad
as anybody else in wrapping up the

mysteries, or rather the common-
places, of their professional lives in

complex mathematical formulae
which can usually be reduced to

very simple concepts indeed. And
you can go on and on through the

iist.

I think it's fair to say that you
can draw these conclusions from any
profession or trade you want to

mention — plumbers, steam-íitters

and carpenters. They talk about
various bits and pieces of their

equipment in technical terms which
are meaningless to the average

chap. Most people you know will

understand what you mean when
you say that the washer on the

kitchen tap is leaking, but very few
people will understand that the

gasket is worn out.

In addition to the process of self-

education, we have got to look at

our individual mysteries rather care-

fuUy to make sure that we are not
adding to our problem by our very

method of going at it. If we could

simplify our approach, and if we
could draw our employees into the

(liscussion and make it clear to them
that there are not many real

mysteries, and that their knowledge
and their help will be greatly

respected, then progress can be

made.

Salaried Union

Now in my particular company,
we have a salaried union. There are

not too many of them even yet in

Canada, but their number is grow-
ing. One of the committees of our
salaried union in one year, some
years ago, consisted of five people

of whom one was a Doctor of

Philosophy, two were electrical en-

gineers, one was a lady Bachelor of

Arts from the University of Mani-
toba, and the last was a Bachelor of

( ommerce and chartered ac-
countant. When you come to deal

and argue with a group of that kind,

there is no use trying to puU the

wool over anybody's eyes about any-
thing. The only advantage that you
as the employer may have is a

somewhat greater breadth of knowl-
edge and a somewhat greater term
of experience. Now if you conceive

of dealing with a crowd like that, it

immediately becomes apparent that

the only way to fight through
to some kind of a reasonable solu-

tion of whatever demands or prob-

lems exist, is to table the facts and
to table them in a clear-cut, under-
standable way, so that the engineers

and the Ph.D.'s and the accountants
ali have the same perception— or at

least a reasonably equivalent per-

ception — of what the problem is.

If that can be done, then generally

you will find that your problem is

considerably simplified.

Thus, I would like to suggest that

the subject which I have been trying

to deal with today is one whit'h, of

course, warrants endless hours of

discussion. We have to be realistic

about the trends which we face, and
we cannot over emphasize the

necessity for going back to sch
ourselves in the first instance, 1

find out how we can best handle o\

human problems; there are real!

no others. If we can find out how \

handle these human problems, ac
if we can equip ourselves and oi

employees with a body of trainiri

and a body of accurate factu.

knowledge, then not only will tl:

niodern tendency toward collecti\

bargaining, guaranteed annual wag(
and ali the rest of it become ass

milable, but also we will find as

byproduct that our organizatioi

work more smoothly and that thí

delightful figure at the bottom (

the profit and loss account gC'

blacker and more interesting.

In sum, the challenge that li(

before us in operating any kind (

an organization is to understand tl

human material that we have t

deal with and in doing our ver

best to put ourselves in the oth(

fellow's shoes, so that, in the Ioe

run, we will be able to get him, {

it were, into our shoes mentally, t

get him on our side.

Another way to put the thin

might be by referring to Biblici

times, when Moses was charged wit

the job of leading the Israelites oi

of Egypt. You will remember, ths

for a variety of reasons, they gc

into the wilderness. Then Mosí
had to get them out and it too

him, I recall, forty years. Very fe'

of US have forty years to get ou

of the wilderness that we are ali ii

which seems to lead inevitably t

the conclusion that the primary jo

that lies before us is to prevent th

crowd from even getting into tb

wilderness. If we can do that, the

we are certainly on the high roa

to success.

Still another way of putting it i

that management can consist of

bunch of fellows, not too many, wh
.spend ali their time "putting ou

fires" on the basis of expediencj

short-term policies developed i

desperation at the last minute. Bu
the successful organization surel,

will be one which has the foresigh

to create an efíicient fire brigade; t

mix metaphors, if we can create a;

efficient fire brigade then we won'

let the crowd get into the wildei

ness and the incidence of grey haii

stomach ulcers, heart attacks ani

ali the rest of it will be greatl;

reduced. I believe that the firs

road of approach to solving ou

problems is through the mediuc

of our salaried personnel, but with

out in any sense, in making thi

statement, implying that we haven'

got an equivalent duty to our othe

personnel. \
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Abstracts of Current Literature.

Abstracts of articles appearing

in current technical periodicals

ij

j

OPEN WORLD'S LARGEST
(0( CanatUan Metals, v. 17, n. 13,

Canadian steel making moved
Iramatically forward with the in-

;roduction of the "oxygen process"

n November of this year. The íirst

3f its kind in North America, the

)xi'gen steel furnace is now in

iperation, with two more planned
n the immediate future. The fur-

lace will produce 40 tons of high

frade steel per hour.

Iron ore from Lake Superior,

-,abrador and Seven Islands, Que-
lec is reduced and the molten iron

lelivered to the crucible of the

lew furnace in a huge ladle car.

íere, 100 tons of 99.5 per cent

nire oxygen can be delivered every

lay by recently completed plant

md equipment.

When the crucible containing the

ron mixture is raised up to the

tack and the oxygen introduced

)y means of a long lance there is

i brilliant flash of light and clouds

)f dense smoke and the making of

teel begins.

This revolutionary method of

aking high-quality steel has been

ade possible by two recent de-

elopments: a technique for the

se of pure oxygen in the conver-
ion of blast-furnace molten iron

to refined steel, and the perfec-

on of equipment which will pro-

uce cheap, high-quality oxygen
n a tonnage basis.

The use of oxygen in one form
r another has been an essential

art of steel making processes ever

ce the art of steel making was
"rst developed. The Bessemer and
^homas processes use an air blast

o provide oxygen to oxidize the

invanted elements in the charge.

^jJnfortunately, the nitrogen in-

Wroduced with the oxygen in the air

last is pickcd up by the steel, and
le end use of the steel is limited

|y the strain aging effect of the

ítained nitrogen.

In modern opcn-hearth high hot-

etal practice, the oxygen required

OXYGEN STEEL PLANT
Dcccmbei- 1954, pp. 25-20.

is obtained primarily from the

oxygen-containing iron-ore portion
of the charge. In a practice using
60 per cent hot metal in the
charge, about 800 pounds of ore

are required per ton of hot metal.

This weight of ore provides about
70 pounds of oxygen, but it also

introduces an equivalent amount
nf non-metallic or gangue material

into the bath, which must be slag-

ged out in the subsequent rcfining

period.

Since higher peroentages of hnt

metal call for almost pro])orti()nal-

ly higher percentages of ore in the

charge, a point is reached where
the volume of ore charged and the

volume of slag obtained makes for

uneconomical operation. This limi-

tation on the use of new metal
(hot metalj iii the ()|)en-hearth

charge has luade it more difficult

for the o|X'n-liearth operator to

produce high-ciuality steels wliich

are low enough in residual alloys

to meet the stricter chemical and
physical specifications.

The principie on which the pro-

cess works calls for directing a

stream of high purity oxygen into

the top surface of the bath. The
vessel used is pear shaped. In the

case of a 40-ton vessel. the dia-

meter will be 14 to 15 feet and
the height about 25 feet. When
charged with hot metal and scrap,

the bath depth will be about 36

inches. The spccially dcsigned

water-coolcd oxygen lance is sus-

pended verticalh- in the centre

line of the vessel with its end

about 35 inches above the bath.

THE INQUIRING MLND

Citizenship Items. Canadian Citizenship Council, v. 8, no. 2, Feb.-Mar., 1955, pp. 2-5.

Many of the greatest material

aids to living are with us today
solely becanse .some men are pos-

sessed of an insatiable curiosity

and are ever ready to inve-stigate

the experiment. In this there is a

lesson for ali mankind. The mlnd
is a mighty weapon and how each

one uses his own bcars directly on
his lifc. The inquiring mind has

done great things in the fields of

science, medicine and the arts. It

has not yet bcgun to do ali of

which it is capable in the field of

everyday living.

In every walk of life there is a

constant battle for the minds of

men. Organizations vie, each seek-

ing to persuade us its cause is the

most important and de.serving of

our support. Every newspaper,

magazine, radio, tclevision .set and
highway billboard tells us of prod-

ucts .superior to ali others in their

fields, and politicians lock in a fight

for our votes and our minds.

In addition to these battles on

a narrow plane which seek to per-

suade US to a certain course of ac-

tion or thought, there is a constant

fight for men's minds on a world-

wide scale between the various

ideologies. Very soon now the gen-

cration at which ihis editorial is

directed will be in this war; in

many countries it is in it practical-

ly from birth.

In small things as well as large,

one can traiu the mind to be a

.strong shield against those things

which are not good. The possessor

of the inquiring mind will accept

no claim vital to his interests at

face value, but will invcstigate. Let
no man say, my way is the way

—

this is truth. There have been
many such men since the world
began and too few to search for

the truth. These men seek the

minds of men. for without the

minds the bodics are useless to

them. Voltaire has said: "In the

case of news, we should always
wail for the sacra inent of truth."
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In many cases the duty of con-

firmatioii falis upon the inquiring

mind and in too many cases it

has been a neglected duty.

This is not to say that good will

should be replaced by suspicion or

that ali things should be doubted
for doubting's sake, but there is

a crying need in this world for men
and women who, when confronted

by a man or ideology proclaiming
that one way is the only way, will

apply their minds to the claim.

There has been far too much
bloodshed and suífering in this

world because there were not
enough men with inquiring minds.
Such men are needed more than
ever today.

—Hamilton Spectator

lective bargaining is incompatible
with Professional status.

The results of the questionnaire^
present a challenge to the engin-

eering profession. We do not know
the thinking of tlie remaining en-

gineers polled who did not respond
but, assuming that it might approx-
imate the thinking of the 57 pei

cent rcsponding, there would thei

be 30,300 who are not opposed t<

collective bargaining for profes

sional engineers. We have the re

sponsibility of trying to alleviati

conditions which have created thi:

attitude.

ENGINEERING—A PROFESSION

Dr. Dooliitle: At the outset, i

should be made clear that I am ii

no sense representing Carbide anc

Carbon Chemicals Co. on thi

panei. My work at Carbide is re

search, which has no connectioi

with the establishment of employe
relations policy. On the other hand
I liave been thinking about thi

subject for some time while work
ing with a committee of the Ameri
can Institute of Chemical Engin
eers, and tlierefore my remarks d
reflect the philosophy of the Coun
cil of that organization.

Before proceeding to develop th

subject of "Engineering—A Pro
fession," it is well to emphasiz
that Professional status is not

variable concept with one definitio

today and another tomorrow. Cei

tainly, the principies that charac

terize the professional attitude ai

not subject to an interpretatio

that depends on the proportion (

engineers that favour collectiv

bargaining.

Refiecting on the basic factoi

that impei men to work hard, on

would include, in addition to th

necessity for acquiring the min:

mum needs for survival, at leas

the following motives: love, dutj

the desire for security, the desh

for power, the desire for apprabí

tion, and the desire to do good i

thers.
The so-called "learned profeí

sions," theology, law. and medicin

were founded almost exclusively c

the last or altruistic motive. Ac

mission to these professions ii

^'olved a public oath or vow (

dedication and their practice ri

quired special skills, high intellc'

tual attainments, and, general

speaking, a confidential and pej

sonal relationship with the clierf

Since many scientists and eii

gineers are aíso motivated by hid

ideais, scientific endeavour and eii

gineering have likewise come to Ij

regarded as professions. AlthoUj

PANEL ON EMPLOYMENT CONDITIONS
AND UNIONIZATION

Their EíTect on the Eiigineer

Engineers Joint Council (General Assembly Proceedings) Jan. 21, 1955. pp. 8-14.

(A panei discussion bejore the general assembly oj Engineers Joint Council, Jana-
ary 22, 195Õ, with G. Bruoks Earnest, chairman, Dr. Arthur K. Dooliitle. Dr. N.
W. Dougherty and E. Laivrence Chandler participating. . . . This accounl has been
much condensed.)

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM AND
HISTORICAL ASPECTS

il/r. Earnest: As our population

has shifted from totally agrarian
to thickly settled áreas so did our
new and complicated problems de-
velop. The e.xpansion of engineer-

ing into a líiultiplicity of fields has
created a host of problems with
many ramifications. One of the
major problems confronting the

professional engineer today con-

cerns employer-employee relation-

shipe, or simply, "employment con-
ditions."

There has been a gravitation in

the past decade toward unionism
of professional engineering person-
nel in certain concentrated áreas of

the country. This trend is now
spreading at such a rapid pacc that
the professional .status of the en-
gineer is at stake.

Factors which have been indi-

cated by leaders in the collective

bargaining movement as being re-

sponsible for the trend toward col-

lective bargaining may be grouped
under three headings as follows:

Professional Treatnient

General feeling among engin-
eers that they are not identi-

íied with the management
team, whether they are indus-
trial employees, government
employees, or civilian em-
ployees of the military ser-

vices.

Inadequate channels of com-
munication between top man-
agement and nonsupervisory
engineers.

Failure to recognize engineers

as professional employees.
Assignment of sub-profession-
al work to engineers.

Personal Treatmenl

Failure to recognize and treat

each engineer as an individual.

2. Absence of progressive classi-

fication leveis by which en-
gineers can measure progress.

3. Insufiicient formal training

and plans for job rotation and
promotion.

4. General feeling that progress
and promotions have not been
comniensurate with ability.

Financial Treatment

1. Narrowing of the pay differen-

tials between engineers and
wage roU employees.

2. Imprcssion that salaries and
merit increases for engineers

are below those of other com-
l)anies for comparable work.

3. Dissatisfaction with merit re-

\-iew systems and impression
tliat performance is secondary
to seniority.

Professional engineers have re-

sorted to collective bargaining with
tlie belief that only by pressures

on management through collective

action can injustices, real or fan-

cied, such as above-mentioned be
corrected or at least alleviated.

The crux of the problem centers

about the question, "Is collective

bargaining compatible with profes-

sionalism?"

Returns from a questionnaire
circulated among 112,000 civil,

mechanical and electrical engineers

show that only about 3.7 per cent

were actualiy members of an estab-

lished collective bargaining group.

However, 27 per cent reported as

not being opposed to collective bar-

gaining. Furthermore 20 per cent
reported that they believed that
collective bargaining would be ad-
vantageous to them.

It is important to note that the
questionnaire results showed that
72 per cent opposed collective bar-

gaining for professional engineers,

and tliat 66 per cent felt that col-
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tlie altrui-stic iuoti\e in tlie fiekl

if sciencc may more irequently be

luuncl ainong fundamental researcli

workers, it Í8 by no mcans confined

to a single group.

Engineei-ing is tlie tecliniíiue by
which the ])i'operties of mattcr and
Liierg}' are luade useful to man in

>rructures, niacliines, and manu-
ictured products. Accomplishment
í these ends rcquires not only

-l ientific training, but also creative

inagination, judgment, and an ap-
ireciation of the economic factors

nvolved. From a broad viewpoint,

herefore, the work of the engineer

predominantly intellectual and
aried.

While the qualifications for pro-

essional status in engineering, like

hose of the other professions, in-

lude the acquisition of special

kills on a high intellectual plane,

he practice of engineering is not

Iways on such an intimate and
ersonal basis as in the cases of

eology and medicine. The ethics

the engineering profession never-

eless remain substantially the

me as in the other professions,

ecause the specialization of the

rofessional places him in a posi-

'on where bis client or employer
completely dependent on him.

The work of the truly profes-

onal engineer is so far from a

utine, established pattern that

ly he can provide the initiative,

e discretion, and the judgment to

chieve the successful accomplish-

ent of his tasks. Because he alone

ows with what comprehension,
pability, and likelihood of suc-

ss he approaches his assignmcnt.

e Professional must accept indi-

dual responsibility or else advise

s client or employer that other

Ip is needed.

Therefore, to those who enter the

gineering profession with either

truistic motives or the desire to

in approbation, it is clear that

e Professional attitude involves

e following four basic concepts:

1. A sense of social conscious-

ness; a desire to contribute to

rather than simply to bene-

fit from civilization ; a resolve

to placc the public welfare

above other considerations.

2. The acquisition of special

skills on a high intellectual

plane, gcnerally evaluated by
means of self-imposed stan-

dards of excellence.

3. A sense of trusteeship—per-

sonal responsibility to protect

the client 's or employer 's in-

terest.

4. Display of individual initia-

tive and acceptance of indi-

vidual responsibility. both of

the highcst ordcr.

Eífort is constaiitly being made
through the engineering .^ocieties

to encourage the profes.sional dc-
velopment of their members and to

promotc an approi)riate recognition
on the part of the public of tiie

Professional character of the en-
gineer's work.

Prestige, howevcr, is something
that must be won. It cannot be
bought or automatically accorded
through aftiliation with an organ-
ization. It is something that one
can command 'but never demand.
The most that the engineering
societies can do is to encourage
Professional achievement. In the
final analysis. engineering is a pro-
fession only to the extont that the
individual concerned accepts his

responsibility to liimself, to his

client or employer, and to society.

IS COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
COMPATIBLE WITH
PROFESSIONAUSM?

Dr. Dougherfy: Of necessity

there must be a period of training;

the doctors call it internship, en-
gineers call it "engineer-in-train-

ing," where the beginning profes-

sional must be initiated into the

mcthods and responsibilities of his

work. The period must be more
tnan days, or months; it may com-
prise a number of years. For some
workers it is prolonged to many
years, thus simulating the employ-
ment in the skilled trades, where
it its Rxpected that the tasks will

be routine and the judgments will

be very modest. Under such condi-

tions there is a strong tendency to

adopt the group methods which
have been so highly lauded for the

skilled artisans.

That the labourer is worthy of

his hire applies to professionals as

to other workers, but the pay-check
is not his only, or his grcatest, com-
pensation. He has the satisfaction

of seeing his brain-child take the

form of a factory. or a machine, or

a process to render service to in-

du.stry and to ali mankind.

Collcclive Bargaining

Bargaining groups are establish-

ed to deal with wages and working

conditions. Were ali the problems

in these arcas solvcd for the jirofes-

sional it would be but the begin-

nings of Professional advancement.

Bargaining groups cannot grow

into unity groups or professional

assofiations. Thcy are limited in

their mcmbership to non-suporvis-

ory cmployees, who after a few
years, nuist graduate into super-

vi.sion and inanaíiemcnt.

Tlie pattern.-? of their activilies

are in conflict with professional at-

titudes and professional |)ractices.

Tliey are connnitted to the concept
of jurisdictions rather than perfor-

mance with requisite knowledge
and skill. They must emphasize
seniority to hold their membership
and strengtli. Jurisdiction and
seniority are in dircct conflict with

the concept that ability must be
rccognized and given lirst place. To
a professional, the sole criterion of

the work he must do is his ability

to perform with needed knowledge
and responsibility. He resents job
classifications which rcstrict his ac-

tivities to limited áreas and routine

responsibilities.

His duties are such that he mu.st

see the task well done regardless

of time or over-time. On routine

work fixed hours may be desirable,

but on professional tasks the pro-

fessional nuist make his services

available as needed.

AU unions talk about the effec-

tiveness of the strike as a bargain-

ing weapon. Strikes cannot be call-

ed without expense to the group
and to the industry. Professionals

are committed to the protection of

the interests of their cmployers as

well as the protection of their own
interests, and ethically the interest

of the client comes first. There-
fore, strikes are not a satisfactory

tool to achieve professional ends.

Besides, professionals are often ac-

quainted with company informa-

tion which can only be used after

a breach of confidence with the

employer. Under such circum-

stances an employer must restrain

himself in making information

available to employees who use the

method of collective bargaining.

When working conditions are de-

termined by group action the very

nature of professionalism is violat-

ed. Eacli professional is an indi-

vidual and his hours. working con-

ditions, and place of work must be

determincd by the task at hand. If,

however, they wish to ultimately

attain professional status they

must get their beginning experi-

ence in a professional atmosphere.

Why should a professional have

to turn to collectivism to get a

salary raise? If such conditions

exist. it is because professionals in

management are not assuming their

responsibility. Every engineering

society should add the following

item to its codes of ethics—the pro-

fessional employer must consider
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himself an advocate of his Profes-

sional employees. No one in indus-

tiy, except professionals, can de-

termine the worth of the engineer-

in-training, and certainly there is

no method devised by collective

bargaining to distinguish between
the good and the best. Indeed, col-

lective bargaining is not able to

distinguish the poor from the best.

Unionism for professionals seems
to overlook the fact that manager
and worker are both employees.

Thoir need is a method of com-
munication rather than a method
to force each other to do that which
should bc done. It is essential that

the comjmny or industry be suc-

cessful or neither manager nor

worker will have meat to divide

rather than bonés to pick.

RESPONSIBILITY OF
MANAGEMENT AND EMPI.OYEE

Mr. Chandlcn-^: The responsibil-

ities and loyalty of every engineer

to his profession are the same.
However, the capacity and oppor-
tunity to meet those responsibilities

are greatly enhanccd for one who
lias advanced to a position of man-
agement. It is imjiortant that he
take advantage of every proper and
ethical opportunity to serve the

Professional interests of employee
engineers within his sphere of in-

fluence, with realization that he is,

at the same time. furthering the

interests of his organization.

Problems of unionization and
collective bargaining in engineering

firms are minor as compared with
those in large industrial and manu-
facturing organizations. One rea-

son. of course, is that many more
engineers are engaged in industry.

But, there must be other reasons

why numbers of engineers believe

collective bargaining to be desir-

able.

Whj'' is this so? We need to ex-

plore the reasons and try to deline-

ate responsibilities so far as may
be possibic. Young men of profes-

sional spirit want to be recognized

and accepted as individual mem-
bers of their profession. They want
oi^portunity to prove their abilities.

They need encouragement. Another
basic responsibility to the engin-

eering profession is managemenfs
obligation to see that the young
engineer is propertly oriented and
intloctrinated into the practicing

technological world. Most impor-
tant is the need to be certain that

employee engineers are assigned to

engineering work.
These general principies may be

boiled down to a simple statement

that, if engineers truly are a pres-

ent or prospective part of manage-
ment, they must not be ileemed as

just industrial employees along

with clerks, toolmakers, produc-
tion-line operators, and other

classes of workers.

Perhaps one of our great sources

of trouble is that our use of the

term professional engineering is too

inclusive. There is little incentive

toward collective bargaining among
those wlio apjireciate the individual

and Professional nature of engin-

eering Services. The appeal of

unionization appears most among
those who possess lesser attributes

even though, under present usage,

they may be classiíied as profes-

sional engineers.

If those who are really tcchni-

cians, or engineering assistants, or

however they might be classified

were accepted as such, the prob-
lems of employment conditions for

those properly classified as profes-

sional pcople would be simjilified

and the status of the profession as

a whole be enhanced.
The managements in many or-

gaijizations, large and small, have
recognized the importance of the
problem and are conducting pro-

grams directed toward the estab-

lishment of mutual understnnding
and cooperation between managc-
ment and the engineer as a Profes-

sional employee. Some phascs of

these endeavours may be noted as:

1. Development of understand-
ing of company policies and
procedures.

2. Appropriate recognition of

educationí\l accomplishments
and individual technical abil-

ity.

3. Assignment to work commer
surate with individual capai
ity.

4. Opportunity for advancemen
.T. Sound salary policy with ir

creases based upon merit h

detcrmined by periodic ap

praisal and rating of indiv:

dual performance.

G. Profit sharing in the form (

bonuses or opportunity to pui
chase stock.

7. Encouragement for persom
development through contim
ing education, adequate trair

ing, and participation in civi

affairs.

8. Encouragement of membei
ship in professional societie

including jireparation of teci

nical papers.

What about the responsibiliti

of engineers in their capacities £

employees? Much can and shoul

be said.

As an employee. one surel

should realize that untold thougl

and energy plus financial invesi

ment have been devoted to builc

ing the organization that furnish(

him the opportunity to gain h

living. If, for any reason, he car

not. feel a sense of loyalty to h

employer and a desire to advanc
the interests of the organization c

which he is a part, he will do we
to move elsewhere.

Definitely, there are obligatior

and responsibilities resting on bot

employer and employee. Each, (

course, has responsibility to ac

\-ance his own welfare. Beyon
that, and yet a part of it, each hs

responsibility to the other and t

his profession.

ISOTOPE LIQUID LEVEL GAUGE
Maxs Production. v. 30, n. 11 (349th issue), November 1954, pp. 97-99.

As research into the develop-
ment of atomic energy for indus-
trial purposes progresses it is con-
tinually discovering the immense
possibilities of simplifying and
speeding up industrial production
and control methods by use of

radioactive isotopes. As supplies

of radioactive sources increase so

the field of application is widened.
Many applications are found in

such processes as the thickness

determination of paper, cellophane
or other sheet materiais, for de-

tecting cracks or flaws in metal,

in checking the assembly of

mechanisms inside opaque cases or

exalnining welds. The radioactive

materiais used in these processes

provide a wide range of radiations

and can be chosen to suit a pai

ticular job.

A system which has been d(

veloped for indicating, recordin

or controlling the levei of liqui

in industrial plant operates b

passing a radioactive beai

through the walls and lining of

furnace forehearth directed at

position along the levei of tb

liquid material inside. The radií

tion passing through the entii

plant is then picked up by

suitable watercooled detecting un

on the far side. As the equipmei

is mounted externally, the gaug

is particularly suitable for measui

ing leveis of liquids contained ur

der drastic conditions of temperí

ture or pressure and of a corrosiv
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nature, such as those of niolten

glass in a iurnacc, slag in a blast

funuicc, liquids in high pressure

polynierisation vessels and liquid

handling in tlic oil industry.

The equipment consists of a

radioactive source, usually Cobalt

60, witli a working life of approxi-

mately five ycars; a detector unit,

water cooled if ambient tcmpera-
niro excceds 60 deg. C. ; and an
amplifier whicli may be locatcd

up to 60 ft. from the detector. The
source and detector aro mounted
nn opposite sides of the vessel.

When the liquid levei is high the

radiation entering the detector is

icduced, and whcn the liquid levei

íalls the amount of radiation in

the detector increasos. Over a

ííiven vertical distance. therefore.

hc amount of gamma radiation

rntering the detector is propor-

lional to the levei of the liquid.

The precise accuracy achieved and
rhc specified limits depend on the

ilianieter of the vessel, wall thick-

ness and nature of wall. and the

amount of surround, such as lag-

ging, etc. In general, the gauge

will acconnnodatc ;ui internai dia-

nieter of plant vvhich tlocs not e.x-

coed 10 ft., but under ccrtain cir-

cuinstances with reduced accuracy
ir niay be possible to acconuno-
date up to 20 ft. in dianietcr. The
maxinniin vertical change in

liquid levei over which the gaugc
operates is 15-18 in. Over this
change, the order of accuracy of

indication or control is -{-2 per
cent. The gaugc has already been
:i|)pli(Hl in the glass industry to a

glas.s furnace feeder, the internai

diameter of which is approxiniate-
ly !) in. thick. IJnder these con-
ditions, the gauge indicates or

controls the liquid levei over a

rise and fali of 0.5 in. The accur-

acy achieved over the centre 0.25

in. is 0.02 in. or, over the wholc
f).5 in., is 0.04 in.

Since the liquid levei gauge
operates completely externalíy to

the industrial plant and the detec-

tor unit is water-cooled, the in-

strument is indepcndent of internai

charges in the plant which involvc

high temperature, pressure vacuuni.

or the processing of extreincly

corrosive liquids.

\ention;d jinvenu^nt roller up and
down the steep slopes. The result-

ing surface, howcver, was too

rougli for high specd operation and
it Ijccanie necessary to remove the

bituminous mat—once again leav-

ing the original vveathered rein-

forced ooncrete surface on tiie up-
pcr lanes of the curves. By lf)52,

the condition of the curves niade

resurfacing imperative.

It was realized from the start

that resurfacing the curves with
l)itunun()us concrete would be a
difficult job. The experience gained
from the attempt at resurfacing

the curves in 1945 showed tliat, if

;i satisfactory surface was to be
attained, a paving machine must
be used to spread the bituniinous

mixture and that another method
must be found for compacting the

surface with a pavement roller

—

different from the method of

winching the roller uj) and down
the slopes. With the economics of

the problem in mind, it was evidcnt

that special machinery was im-
practical. Conventional rd.id |)av-

ing nuichinery might be useil if

certain modifications weie made to

allow for satisfactory operation on

the steep slopes and if a way
could be found to properly supjwrt

the machincs when in operation.

Through the application of basic

mechanics, a solution was found to

these problems.

Method Of Siip|>t>ii

Successful operation nf bitum-
inous paving and rolling nuu-hin-

ery on the side slopes rcquired

special mobile supports. A truck

and a tractor were selected as the

mobile supports and these were

operated on a 10-ft. wide dirt

roadwaj'^ specially built around the

top rim of the curves. To jjroperly

guide these vehicles and to absorb

the large reactions, a special re-

inforced curbing. 1-ft. wide by
3-ft. deep, was placed against the

top edge of the original concrete

pavement slabs. This curbing,

placed 2 ft. into the ground, now
serves as support for the guard-

rail posts.

Both the tractor and truck were

cable-connected to the machincs

they supportcd; but, in both cases,

a complete analysis was required

in order to design the necessary

cable-pupporting mechanisms.

One of the reasons for choosing

the track-laying tractor for sup-

port was its slow-speed operation

which allowed it to inch along at

APPLIED BASIC MECHANICS
SOLVES A CIVIL ENGINEERING PROBLEIM

Louis C. Limdstrom

General Motors Engineering Journal, v.

The General Motors Proving
Iround at Milford, Michigan, is

m outdoor laboratory where ali

ypes of automotive vehicles are

-cientifically tested and analyzed.

rhere is a test track at the Prov-
ng Ground which is five lanes

vide, 3.8 miles long, and triangidar

n shape with curves at the three

ounded corners. The upper lanes

)f two curves have a maximum
•lope of 77 per cent, providing an
quilibrium speed of 85 mph.
When this test track was con-

•tructed in 1926, reinforced con-

rete was used throughout. One of

he curves had to be reconditioned

n 1935. Because the reinforced

joncrete provided good paving
íualities, it was again used on the

iurve. Although it was used suc-

lessfully it had two drawbacks:
(a) it was necessary to completely

lose the track to ali trafíic for

any months and (b) the large

mount of hand labour made the

ob relatively costly.

The extreme degree of the sloped

urves prescnted a problem during

vinter operation when convention-

:d .snowplow equipment proved
liseless. Tn an effort to olear away

2, n. 1, January-Ffbníai y 19.55. pp. 10-15.

the snow and ice from the upper
lanes, the use of large amounts of

ice and snow melting chemicals
became necessary. As a result, de-

terioration of the original concrete

surface began. This deterioration

was accelerated dtuúng World War
II when the track was used for test-

ing heavy tanks and other vehicles

for military purposes. The testing

of military vehicles, coupled with

the use of large amounts of snow
and ice melting chemicals, made
necessary resurfacing of tlie entire

track.

When resurfacing of the track

was undertaken in 1945, it was de-

cided that bituminous concrete

would be used as the resurfacing

material.

Conventional roa d paving
machinery was used to apply

bittmiinous concrete to the straight

sections of the track and to the

nearly levei inside lanes of the

superelevated curves. This machin-

ery, however, would not work on

the steeply banked outside lanes

of the curves. After much eíTort, a

hot bituminous mixture was spread

over the upper lanes and then

cross-rolled by winching a con-
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PAVING MACHINE

F = 5P + P

Fx - P (x + y)

y = 5x

The calciilations and the force dia^ram determine<l by the use of basic nie-
ehanics the location for the poiíits of al tachiuen t. A specially calibrated spring,
attached to the anchor end of the cahle on the front of the tractor, served to
indicate the amoiint of side pidl ainl aide»! the tractor operator in adjusting
lhe winch to carry just the right amoiiiit of support for the paviíig machine.

the same speed as the paving
machine.

Conventional block and tackle

rigging was first tried, with the

lower sheave fastened to the only

available attachment near the cen-

ter of the paving machine. Dur-
ing initial tests, it was found that

the front of the loaded paving
machine was too heavy and would
drift down-slope; that is, the cen-

ter of gravity was ahead of the

support cables. As it was imprac-
tical to move the main attach-

ment, the anchor end of the block

and tackle was moved to the front

of the tractor and one line

was passed through an additional

snatch block attached to the high-

front corner of the paving machine.

This forward cable produced a

turning couple to balance the

couple produced by the forward

location of the paving machine's

center of gravity.

The added side pull on the front

of the tractor required the instal-

lation of a horizontal guide wheel

to support and guide the tractor

along the curbing. In addition, a

special calibrated spring was used

at the anchor end of the cable to

indicate the actual amount of side

pull. The tractor operator, there-

fore, adjusted the winch to carry

iust the right amount of support

for the paving machine.

The three-axle tandem pave-

ment roller was supported on the

steep slope of the curves by a cable

which was connected to a winch
positioned on the fiat bed of the

supporting truck.

Side forces on the supporting

truck were absorbed by two hori-

zontal and two vertical truck tires

which were free to roll along the

special curbing. The four support

tires were mounted on a heavy
cross-frame that was pivoted along

the right side of the truck frame.

The floating action of this frame-
work allowed the truck to operate

on the irregular dirt roadway with-

out seriously affecting the position

of the four support tires. Two tons

of weight placed on the far side of

the support-wheel frame approxi-

mately balanced the couple pro-

duced bv the cable pull and left

the truck lightly loaded.

While the roller and the support

truck were being driven side-by-

side around the super-elevated

curves, the cable length between
the roller and truck was able to

increase or decrease without chang-
ing the cable load, due to the

winch being powered by a torque

converter transmission which op-

erated at or near a stalled condi-

tion at ali times. This meant that

the winch engine was constantly

nmning under load and, therefore,

lielivered a relatively constant

torque to the winch. The arrange-

inent was such that the wincl;

would automatically release o'

take in cable depending on th

path along which the roller wa
operating. To allow continuou
operation of the transmission a

the stalled condition, special oi

cooling was necessary.

To eliminate ali shoving am
grooving of the fresh bituminou;
mix, the road reaction on the rol

ler had to be normal to the roa(

surface and equally distributeí

across the roller face. This wa
accomplished by using a specia

hydraulically controlled hitcl
mounted on the side of the rollei

The hitch permitted both longi

tudinal and vertical adjustment a

required by the roller's operatioi

on the upper and lower lanes.

Due to the parabolic cross sec

tion of the track, direct calcula

tion of the forces on the roUe

would have been very complicated

therefore, the problem was solvei

graphically—to find the requirec

height H of the hitch and the rol

ler cable force F as the distanc

of the roller from the curb varie
'

During the actual roUing of th

]")avement, the operators adjustef

the winch engine throttle to ob

tain the required cable force ani

adjusted the hydraulically con

trolled hitch to obtain the requirei

height. A special electrical scale i;

the cable anchor gave a continuou

indication of the actual load in th

support cable.

Modiíieation Of Tamping-Leveling
Paving Machine

The major requirements tha

had to be fulfilled by the pavin,

machine, which sprcad the ho

bituminous mixture to the desirei

depth and then comjxacted it. wer i

to provido a negative crown and ;>

curved surface íinish which wouli

closely match that of the origina

parabolic cross section of the up

per lanes. This meant that the bot

tom of the machine had to b

curved.

These major requirements con

stituted the greatest amount
_
o

modification on the pavin)

machine. Production paving ma
chinês are made in two halves tha

can be adjusted to give flat in

verted Vs necessary to produc

positive crowned road surfaces. B;

increasing the clearance betwee

the two halves and extending th

range of adjustments, the pavin

machine was modiíied to produc

the high negative crown conditio:

required on the super-elevate
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curves. As the cast iron frame of

the machine was very rigid, spe-

eially machined steel shims were
iised to bend the screed bars to

the desired curvature. Tamper
bars were then machined to the

.>arae curvature.

Due to the parabolic cross sec-

tion of the track, the radius of

curvature varied from a minimum
at the top to a maximum at the

bottom. If a perfeet reproduction

•of the original cross section was to

be desiretl, different shims and
tamper bars would be required for

each lane of operation. This was
impractical, and it was decided to

use a circular cross section that

would closely aj^proximate the

parabolic section in the high speed

traffic lane. The calculations neces-

sary to determine the radius of the

circular cross section resulted in a

basic 60-ft. radius.

After determining the radius of

the circular cross section, addition-

al calculations were made to de-

termine what deviations would be
encountered when iising this 60-ft.

radius on other portions of the

parabolic cross section. As the de-

viations were within practical

limits, a single set of shims and
tamper bars was made for the pav-
ing machine.

The deviations would have been
beyond practical limits if it had
ot been possible to vary the

mount of negative crown in the

aving machine.

With the maximum of 2I/2 in. of

egative crown in the screed and
ith the screed shims installed,

he bituminous mat, laid by the

aving machine, had a circular

ross section with a radius of 60 ft.

Minor modifications that were
ecessary on the paving machine.

'n addition to the major ones listed

bove, were many and varied.

hev included wedge steps on the

'orking platforms to permit opera

-

ors to stand on the machine, a

three-nosition tilt seat for the con-
enience of the driver, a guard to

protect the radiator from being
damaged, a lock to keep the tam-
per bar clutch lever from dropping
-lut of cngagement, a negative
rown indicator, high-strength steel

ins as replacements for cotter
")ins whero side loading was en-
ountercd, change in the gasoline
11 pipe to the high side and the
utlet to the low side, new deepcr
il pan for the engine, lower oil

ump inlet pipe and longer oil dip-
tick, wedge to tilt the carburetor,
nd clearance for tho universal

joint on the tamper-bar drive
shafts.

In order to control the flow of
material througli the machine from
the forward hopper to the rear
strike-off plates while it operated
on the steep slopes, wedge plates
and baffles were used in conjunc-
tion with the standard machine's
conveyors and lateral spreader
screws to keep the material from
falling to the low side.

MoíJification Of The Three-Axic
Tandem Paveiiient Rollcr

A three-axle tandem pavement
roUer was selected for the rolling

operation becausc it eífectively

leveled out any irregularities left

by the paving machine. Modifica-
tions of the roUer startcd with the
use of special rollers machined to

a radius of curvature of 60 ft.

Thus, in the high speed lane, the
most ideal condition w'as obtained.
Fortunately, the compaction and
operation of these special rollers on
surfaces of smaller radii of cur-

vature was very satisfactory.

Adjustment of the rollers was
required so that ali three rollers

would simultaneously be in con-

tact with the surface of the saucer-

shaped track. In effect, the center

roller was 1/4 in. lower than the

end rollers.

The fore-and-aft position of the

cable-support hitch was manually
adjustable so that the driver could

balance the machine for the proper

"feel." When compacting material

adjacent to the curb, the drivers

usually preíerred to operate slight-

ly off balance to the rear .so that
the guide (rear) roller would be
severa 1 inches lower on the slope

than the lead or drive roller. This
enabled the drive roller to compact
loosely spread material adjacent to

the curb and eliminated ali hand
tamping.

Deliveiy Of Tlic l{iliiiiiiiioii> ( :!>ii< i < t<-

To The l'a\iii<: M:i<-liiiu-

Tho hot bituminous concreto mix
usocl for rosurfacing was ])ropared

at a mixing ])lant and dolivcrod
to the job sito in dump trucks. Do-
livery of the mixturc from the
dump trucks to the paving machine
l)rosented a difíicult proldom.

Conveyors from the lowoi- inside

lanes of the track would havo been
too long and diíTicult to manoeuvre.
It was decided, thcroforo, to attacli

a boit convoyor and iioppor to the

íront of the supi)ort tractor. Hot
bituminous mix, dolivorod to tho
-itc in trucks, was dumped into

the hopper and thon carriod on
a j4-ft. belt across the curbing to

tho hopper of tho paving machine.
The convõ>'or was not o])crated

continuously as it was dosirable to

move the material in batches to

rctain as much heat as possible.

As the roadway boliind the curb-
ing was narrow, tlic dump trucks

could not turn around in tlic vicin-

ity of the paving operations. This
required backing the dump trucks

as much as 2,400 ft. Fortunately,
the back-up distance was the great-

ost to the transitions of the super-

92-

The force analysis illustratcs ho>v forres were ha1aiiee<l to ohlaiii iiiiiforni eom-
jjaction of lhe bituniinoiís i-oin-rele. The rc»a<l rea«-li<in on lhe roller lia<l lo lie

(lisirihii ted aero.ss lhe roller face. This «as aeeoin |>l ished l)\ eoii t rol I i ii;; lh«-

amolint of eahh- pull F and h\ adjiislin-: lhe h\ (lraMli('all\ eoiilrolied hileh
until its height H was <yf lhe anioiint retjiiiretl lo pass lh«- line <>l' a< lion of

cable pull F through the rollcr's center of gravily.
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elevated curves, where paving oper-

ations were necessarily slow. As the

supply distance decreased, normal
speed of paving could bc main-
tained.

Suminary

The resurfaoing of the tliree

super-elevated curves was a project

that presented problems which
were largely solved by the applica-

tion of engineering fundamentais.
The Solutions generally were not

diffioult when reduced to single

problems. The experience and

According to Dr. A. Whitney
Griswold, president of Yale Uni-

versity, conversation in the United

States has fallen on evil days. "The
great creative art whereby man
tran.slates feelings into reason and
shares with his fellow man those

innermost thoughts and ideais of

which civilization is madc, is beset

by forces which threaten its de-

mise," he says. Continuing, he
holds that:

"It is for.saken by a technology

that is so busy tending its time-

saving devices that it has no time
for anything else. It is drowned out
in singing commcrcials by the

worId's most ])roductive economy
that has so little to say for itself

it has to hum it. It is hushed and
shushed in dimly lighted parlors

by tclevision audiences who used
to read, argue, and evcn play
bridge, an old-fashioned ca rd game
requiring speech.

"It is shouted down by the
deviFs advocates thrown into dis-

order by points of order. It is sub-
dued by soft voiced censors who.
in the name of public rclations,

counsel discretion and the avoid-
ance of controversy like so many
family physicians breaking the
news gently and advising their

patients to cut down on their cal-

ories.

"It starves for want of reading

and reflection. It languishes in a

society that spends so much time
passivelj' listening and b e i n g
talked to that it has ali but lost

the will and the skill to speak for

itself.

"I wonder how many of us are

aware of this prcdicament and in-

knowledge gained will be applied

when similar resurfaoing again be-

eomes necessary in the future.

The success of this paving oper-

ation has also demonstrated to

hituminous engineers the feasibility

of applying bituminous linings to

steep dam facings and canal linings

by the use of paving machines. The
same precision of form and rolling

operation specified for the roadway
would not be required but the

methods of application could be

the same.

terested iu its possible conse

quences.

"It was conversation, reaching

its orderly and exalted dimax in

the dialogue of Sócrates, which in

an age without books or their lat-

ter day substitutes. laid the foun-

dation of the civilization we are

dedicated to defend. It was conver-

sation of which the New Testa-

ment, the greatest tcaching ever

recorded, was composed. It was
conversation among small groups

of university scholars still in a

bookless workl that revived learn-

ing at the end of the dark ages.

"Conversation is the oldest form
of instruction of the human race.

It is still an indispensable one.

Great books, scientific discoveries,

woi-ks of art, great perceptions of

truth and beauty in any form ali

rcquire great conversation to com-
l)lete their meaning; without it

they are abracadabra — color to

the blind or music to the deaf.

"Conversation is the handmaid
of learning. true religion and frce

governmeiit.

"By this path I return to this

university and the extraordinary

opportunity that is yours who are

about to enter it. Where else save

Elysium itself is life so congenial

to conversation as it is in a resi-

dcntial liberal arts college?

"How, then shall we make the

most of it.'' Shall we have courses

in conversation? Perish the

thought. Let us have conversation

in courses but no courses in con-

versation. By conversation in

courses, moreover, I do not mean
whispering in lectures. I mean as

much give and take between
teachers and students as is possible

in this day of soaring enrolment

teacher shortage and financial de

ficits.

—Niagara Falis Evening Review

CHINESE WISDOM*
Sometimes, as we read about th(

explosive and destructive proper

ties of atomic fission, we find our

selves thinking about the Chinesa

Not the modern Chinese we hastei

to say, but the Chinese of 2.50(

years ago, who were a remarkabh
civilized and interesting people.

Why do we think about th*

Chinese? Because, in that far-of

time, they discovered gunpowder
As ali of our rcaders are undoubt

edly aware, gunpowder is made o

salf)etre, charcoal and sulphur; th-

Chinese were able to make it be

cause they had a monopoly uf thi

world's supj)ly of reíined saljjetre

just as certain nations now havi

virtual monopoly of uranium. Am
what did the Chinese do with gun

powder? Did they use it to blov

up their enemies? No; they use(

it to make fireworks.

It was al)out the year l;5()() A.D
that gunpowder becanie known h

Europe, and the ingenious Euro
peaiis could hardly wait to begh

blowing their enemies up with it

As their knowledge of the sub

stance was limited they sometime

blew themselves up, as well. Bu
they knew that they were right

because they were Christians am
could always produce a good argu

ment in favour of anything the.^

wanted to do, whereas the Chinesi

were heathens, and did not knov

how to deal with serious thing

like gunpowder. Ali the Chinesi

knew was that gunjjowder wa

dangerous and might hurt some

body if it were carelessly handled

The Europeans, with their superio

civilization, had mastered the grea|

secrct that it is always ali righ|

to hurt somebody else if you cail

produce a suíficiently convincini

reason for doing so.

We wish that some modern na

tion as civilized as the ancien

Chinese (if such a civilizatioi

existed in our time, which it doe

not) had a monopoly of th

sources of atomic energy.

—Peterborough Examiner

* Citizeiiship Items, Canadian Citizenshi

Couiicil, V. 8, no. i, Fcb.-Mar., 1955, pp.2-.'

IS THE ART
OF CONVERSATION DISAPPEARING TODAY?*
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Notes of the Institute and Other Societies, Comments
and Correspondence, Elections and Transfers

Confederatioii Advances

A long stej) forward was taken

m October 12 when the Institute 's

>minittee on Confederation met
n ]\íuntreal. The moí^t unique and

ncouraging condition of the meet-

ng was tliat every niember of the

onímittee from Halifax to Van-
ouvcr was present. When it is

lointed out that every committee

nan has heavy commitments in

lis own office, and that no allow-

inee was made by the Institute for

ravel expenses, the contribution of

hese people really can be ap-

ireciated.

The meeting held at Headquar-

ers started at 9 a.m. and finished

itcr õ p.ra. At noon, luncheon was
ad at the University Chib, when
lerbert Smith, chairman of the

ommittee of Dominion Council,

ained the grouj). Tliis afifordcd an

xcellent opportunity for construc-

ive exchange of ideas.

The committee first reviewed

:ie rcport of Council, made by the

riginal committee under the

hairmanship of R. E. Heartz, and
pen wcnt on to a study of the lat-

t progrcss report made by JVíi'.

raith's committee to Dominion
ouncil. Eacli member of the com-
littee statefl that in his area tliere

as a kecn interest in Confcdera-
lon and a sincerc desire to sec it

ccompHshed as soon as possible.

t the end of the day there was
n abunthmce of evidence to give

reat encouragement to the pro-

osals for Confederation.

T h e committeeV concUiding

business dealt with proposals for a

meeting with the committee of

Dominion Council. It was felt that

as each committee had now
studied their own ideas anti the

ideas of the other committee, they

should now get together to pro-

duce a single report, for the con-

sideration of the bodies concerned,

so that Confederation might be

i^ealized al tlic carliest po.ssible

date.

The iiieinbcrsliii) of the Insti-

tutes eommittee is as follows:

I. R. Tait. Montreal, chairman
H. Gaudcfroy, Montreal, vice-

cliairman

II. W. L. Doane, Halifax
V. Foulkes, Ottawa
W. S. Wilson, Toronto
.1. McMillan. Calgary
H. T. Libby. Vanconver
Leo J. Hammerscliinid. Moiitieal.

secretary.

The Confederation C.oniniilteo. II. .

L. Doane is in tlie «-entre foret;r<nin<l,

and aroun«l the tahle Ironi his U ft ar»':

Henri Gaudefroy, T. Foulkes, Clialr-

nian 1. K. Tail, L. .|. Iianiniers< l)nii<l,

J. McMillan, II. T. Lihhv an<l W. .S.

Wil.son.

Cover Picture

l"or studies in radio astro-

iiomy the National Research
Council Lnboratory is eípiip-

|)ed with the lO-incli para-

l)olic radiotelescope .sliown on

tliis iiidiitirs cover.
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ECPD Meets in Canada
For the second time in its

twenty-three years of existence, the

Engineers' Council for Profession-

al Development met in Canada,
this time at Toronto, on October
13 and 14.

The oííicial program covers just

two days but for some of the com-
mittees the work began two days
ahead of the publicized dates. This
is particularly true of the Commit-
tee on Education. They started

their sessions on Monday morning
and worked through morning,
afternoon and evening for two days
before being ready to report to the
meeting on the 13th. When it is

remembered that the work of this

committee involving about 350
prominent educational people and
businessmen is ali done on a vol-

untary basis, one gets some ap-
preciation of the contribution they
are making to engineering educa-
tion in the United States and to

some extent in Canada as well.

Thursday morning, the 13th, was
devoted to the executive session of

the Council itsclf and the meetings
of the various standing committees,
such as the Committees on Guid-
ance, Student Development, Train-
ing, Ethics and Recognition.

At lunch that day, with the
presidcnt of ECPD, L. F. Grant,
HON.M.E.i.c. in the chair, a wel-
come was extended to the visitors

by Dr. R. E. Heartz, iiresident of

the Institute. The spcaker was S.

C. Holhster, dean of the college

of engineering, Cornell University,

Ithaca, New York, who spoke on
"Survey of Education and Utiliza-

tion of Engineers". Dean Hollis-

ter's comments and proposals are

among the most important that
have been made available to engi-

neers for a long time. It is not
proposed to discuss them now but
instead the full context of his ad-
dress will be published in this issue

of the Journal.

In the afternoon there were
further committee meetings and
then an open meeting of the Coun-
cil, at which the reports of the

committees were presented.

That evening prior to the dinner

a reception M^as tendered by the

Engineering Institute of Canada,
with about 180 pco]ile present.

President R. E. Heartz and Mrs.
Heartz received the guests.

At 7.30 that evening the annual
dinner took place in the Great Hall

of Hart Housc at the University of

1544

Toronto. M. D. Hooven, vice-presi-

dent of ECPD, and president of

the American Institute of Electri-

cal Engineers presided. The speak-

er was to have been Dr. Sidney
Smith, president of the University,

but unfortunately under doctor's

orders he was unable to attend.

In his place the Council was for-

tunate to have Dr. C. T. Bissell,

vice-president, University of Tor-
onto.

The concluding event of this

meeting was the announcement
that Thorndyke Saville, dean of the

college of engineering, New York
University, had been appointed to

the presidency to replace Dr. L. F.

Grant, whose term of ofíice cover-

ing three years expired at this

meeting;.

Friday

The moi'ning

Program

was devoted to

panei discussion on ethics, in which
the various members of the Ethics

Committee participated. The hall

was crowded to capacity. The
Canadians particijiating were: G.

Ross Lord, m.e.i.c, professor of

mechanical engineering, University

of Toronto; J. E. L. Roy, m.e.i.c,

chief engineer, auxiliary services.

Quebec Hydro-Electric Commis-
sion, Montreal; W. Stuart Wilson,

M.E.I.C, assistant dean and secre-

tary. faculty of engineering and
applied science, University of Tor-

onto.

At luncheon that day, with Dr.

Grant again presiding, the speaker

was Russell G. Warner, vice-presi-

dent, United Uluminating Com-
pany, New Haven, Conn., who was
also chairman of ECPD Recogni-
tion Committee and the chairman
of the joint ECPD and Engineers
Joint Council committee on the

practice of engineering. The sub-

ject was "Professional Aspects of

the Practice of Engineering".

During the afternoon there was
an open fórum for the discussion

of the proposal made by Dean
Hollister, that exhaustive study be

made of engineering education and
the present supply of engineers.

The closing session for th

afternoon was devoted to studen!

development, with N. W. Doughi
erty, chairman of the Studen
Development Committee, presidin^c!

The Engineers' Council for Pro
fessional Development has as it|

objective the enhancement of th!

Professional status of the enginee'

through the co-operative eíTorts o;

the following national organiza

tions, concerned with the profes

sional, technical, educational, legis

lative phases of engineers' hves;

American Society of Civil Engi
neers

American Institute of Mining an(

Metallurgical Engineers
The American Society of Mechani

cal Engineers

American Institute of Eléctrica

Engineers
The Engineering Institute of Can
ada

American Society for Engineerini

Education
American Institute of Chemica

Engineers
National Council of State Board;

of Engineering Examiners

No mention has been made ye
of a delightful program which wai

arranged for the ladies. This in

cluded a social hour on Thursdaj

morning and a reception at thi

home of the lieutenant governo

of Ontário, The Honourable L. O
Breithaupt.

On Friday the ladies drove bj

bus to the Guild of Ali Arts jus

outsidc of Toronto, where they hac

their lunch.

The arrangements for the con

ference as far as E.I.C. was con

cerned were handled through th(

Toronto ofíice, with Dr. Grant, th(

president of ECPD and field .secre

tary of the Institute in charge. li

must be a matter of satisfactior

to them to have had so many
people turn out both from Canade

and from the United States, and

to see ali events carried off so ex

peditiously. It is likely that the

23rd annual meeting of the Engi-

neers' Council for Professiona

Development will be remembered

for a long time by everyone whc

took part in it.

E.I.C. Annual Meeting in 1956
May 24-26, The Sheraton— Mount Royai Hotel,

Montreal
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In Memory of a Pioneer Engineer
A further report on the memorial
ceremonies held recently in Ottaiva
in honour of Lt.-Col. Jolm By.

As recorded in the October issue

of the Journal, The Engineering
Institute of Canada, on October
5th, 1955, paid tribute to Lt.-CoL
John By, builder of the Rideau
canal and founder of Bytown,
which is now the capital city,

Ottawa.

In these pages are reproduced
he words of the distinguished men
ho dedicated the two memorial

plaques and the memorial fountain
hat, in their delightful setting,

form a lasting tribute to a great
pioneer engineer.

A further record will be found
in the photographs taken at the
memorial luncheon, which preced-
cd the dedication ceremonies, and
in a biographical summary. It has
unfortunately proved impossible to
publish in this issue the excellent

The íirst memorial plaque was
mveiled by the Hon. R. H.
inters, Minister of Public
orks, who said:

'Tt is always a great source of

leasure to me to find myself in a
athering of fellow professional en-
ineers, a company in which I

aturally feel very much at home.
nd it gives me even greater plea-
re to be with you today to take

lart in the unveiling of a memor-
ai to Colonel John By, who by
feason of his great engineering ex-
[)loits played an important part in

^eveloping the history of Canada.
My colleague Mr. Marler, the

Minister of Transport, asked me to
^xpress to you his regret that he is

mable to be here this afternoon.

A.S you know, the canais of Canada
low come under the jurisdiction

>f the Department of Transport,
)Ut this was not always the case.

rhe Department of Public Works,
IS established in the year of Con-
oderation, had control over canais

rom 1867 until 1879. In that year
i separate Department of Rail-

luncheon address given by the
raayor of Ottawa, Dr. Charlotte
Whitton, C.B.E., but this will ap-
pear shortly.

At the luncheon, the president
of the Engineering Institute, Dr.
R. E. Heartz, read a cable he had
received from Sir George Nelson,
president of the Institution of
Electrical Engineers, and president
of the English Electric Company.
The message read:

Congratulations and g o o d
wishes from Institution of Elec-
trical Engineers on the occasion
of the dedication of the Colonel
By memorial in Ottawa. Link-
ing our cities by its origin the
memorial can testify to our
joint regard for Ottawa's engi-
neer founder.

George Nelson, President.

ways and Canais was set up which
later developed into the Depart-
ment of Transport. So it is not in-

appropriate tliat the Minister of

Public Works should participate in

this commemorative event honour-
ing the builder of the Rideau canal.

The construction of the canal
was a masterpiece of engineering.

Between the Ottawa River and
Kingston there are 47 locks and 24
dams, covering a lift of 277 feet

between here and the Upper or

Littlc Rideau Lakc which marks
the summit, and a drop of 161 feet

between the summit and Kingston.

The troops of the Royai Engi-

neers under Colonel By's direction

built for future generations. I have
been told that the four-foot by six-

foot limestone blocks which make
up the stonework are in as perfect

condition today as they wcrc 120

years ago. It is amazing to think

that the builders had no machinery
to assist them in laying these tre-

mcndous blocks; it was accom-
plished by human sweat and mule
]X)wcr. Every stone was cut and
fitted in ])!ace by hand.

Whilc it was originally con-
structed for military purposes, the
Rideau canal served an important
function in developing the area of

Ontário between Ottawa a n d
Kingston. It is interesting to think
that it was, in effect, the íirst St.

Lawrence Seaway. built to provide
an alternative route from Mont-
real to Kingston. For almost 20
years, before the St. Lawrence
canal system w-as completed in

1851, it w^as the main route for

ships going to the Great Lakes.
While the Rideau canal system

is no longer considered important
as a commcrcial transportation

route, it still makes a contribution

to the nation through its attrac-

tiveness to tourist:^. Its quiet water-

ways are ideal for small-boat own-
ers who want to enjoy a leisurely

cruise and the beautiful scenery of

the Ontário rural countryside.

Like many engineering projects,

the canal cost a great deal more
than its planners had hoped. The
original estimate was £169,000

sterling. Colonel By's own estimate

after a year's work was £463,899,

and the final cost turned out to be

approximately £800,000. For this

reason Colonel By was exposed to

much unfair criticisra when he re-

turned to England, in spite of the

local success of the canal. He re-

tired from the Army and died in

comi)arative obscurity.

It appears to be the lot of

nation-builders that full under-

standing and appreciation of the

part they play is not always ex-

perienced during their lifetime.

However, it is to the crcdit of the

generations that followed that they
have evaluated the contributions

and erected monuments and mem-
oriais marking our outstanding his-

torical figures and events.

I am glad that the achievements
of Colonel John By have bccn so

clearly recognizcd here in the city

which he helped to found, and
which originally bore his name.
The last fcw years have seen the

THE DEDICATION ADDRESSES
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opening of the Colonel By memor-
ial museum, the Bytown bridges

and the Colonel By Drive. It is

most appropriate that the Engi-
neering Institute of Canada has
now brouglit aboiít the erection of

this beautiful fountain in memory
of an cngineering pioneer—on thi#

spot which used to be a bcaver
mcadow which Colonel By con-

\'erted into the turning basin for

the original canal freight terminal.

I now have gi-eat plcasm^e in un-
veiling this memorial plaque, in

tribute to Lieutenant Colonel John
By of the Royai ÍMigineers, and
with tlioughts for ali those associ-

ated with him in the building of

the historie Rideau Canal.

The text of the plaque reads:

"This fountain honours the mem-
ory of Lt.-Colonel John By, Royai
Engineers, builder of the Rideau
canal 1826-1832, founder of By-
town, renamed Ottawa in 1855.

Sjionsored by tiie Engineering
Institute of Canada with the

assistance of the Federal District

Commission, the Historie Sites and
Monuments Board, the National
Gallcry, and the City of Ottawa."

Second Memorial Plaque

The second memorial plaque was
unveiled bv Brig. J. L. Melville,

C.B.E., M.C., E.D., Honorary Col-
onel Commandant of the Royai
Canadian Engineers, who paid
particular tribute to By as a
soldier.

''This fountain connuemorates
Lieutenant-Colonel John By of the
Royai Engineers, builder of the
Rideau canal. Betwecn 1826 and
1832 this canal was built in the
untouched forests of early Canada
under Colonel By's direction, and
to his design. When he arrived
here, there was nothing but the
forest. When he left five and one-
half years later. the canal was in

operation ali the way to Kingston.
In that short span, he had com-
pleted a waterway almost 130 miles
long, with its 47 locks and more
than 50 dams.
Above his great skill as an engi-

neer, how^ever, he was ali his life-

time a soldier, a sapper, who epito-

mized the highest traditions of the
Corps of Royai Engineers in his

dfA-otion to duty, the vigour, en-

thusiasm and vitality with which
lie carried his task to completion,

and his concern for his júnior ofíi-

cers and men.
It is fitting that in this city.

which he founded and planned, he
should be honoured jointly by the

city, by the Federal Government,
and by the civilian and military

engineers of Canada and Great
Britain.

The Corps of Royai Canadian
Engineers, which perpetuates the

high traditions of the Corps, re-

joices in this tribute to the mem-
ory of a great sapper, and as Hon-
orary Colonel Commandant of the

Corps, I bring this message from
General Sir Edwin L. Morris,

K.C.B., O.B.E., M.C., of London..

England, who is the Colonel Com-
mandant, Royai Engineers.

My dear Melville,

On the occasion of the dedi-

cation of the fountain erected to

commemorate Colonel By, who
was so closely connected with the

founding of the City of Ottawa,
I send you the bcst wishes of the

Corps of Royai Engineers. We
are indeed proud that Canada
lias seen íit to i)erpetuate in this

fashion the memory of an officer

of the Royai Engineers.

We have many links with
C-anada which are rootcd in the

past, and for the future we look

forward to the continuance of

our happy association with the

Royai Canadian Engineers.

Yours sincerely,

E. L. Morris.

I now unveil this Plaque which
honours and perpetuates tlie mem-
ory of Lieutenant-Colonel John
By, Royai Engineers."

The plaque refers to the central

feature of the memorial and reads:

"This fountain played in Trafalgar
Square, London, from 1845 to 1948.

It was designed by Sir Charles

Barry, R.A., architect of the Brit-

ish Houscs of Parliament. Given
to the National Gallery of Canada
by the National Art Collections

Fund of England. Dedicated on
t.his site October 5, 1955."

The Memorial Fountain

The ceremonies culminated with
the dedication of the fountain by
Dr. R. E. Heartz, president of the

Engineering Institute of Canada.
"Today will long be remembered

in the annals of the engineering

l)rofession in Canada. I hope that
it will have signiíicance to Cana-
dians in other callings as well. The
man whom wt now honour was not
only an engineer—he was a great
citizen as well. He was not only a
builder of engineering structures.

but also was a builder of law and
order, at a time and in a place
where strong men were needed.

Ali Canadians can be proud of

John By, but in particular the en-

gineers can be proud of him. The
written record shows he did his

great works quickly, efficiently anOi

economically. The works them-j

selves still show that he designed:

and built them well. Here we havei

an engineer who a hundred andi

twenty-íive years ago set high

standards in ali that he did. His

leadership in these things mus
have aided the profession material-

ly in establishing and maintaining

the high standards of today.

Too frequently we forget th"

achievements of those who hav
gone before us. This is particular!

true of engineers. Therefore, w
now rejoice that in this one in-

stance at least, we have remem'
bered. Perhaps the success of thi

endeavour will inspire us to go on

to even greater things.

Kecognition

It is a matter of satisfaction to

the committce and to the ofíicers of

the Institute that the work of this

man has been recognized by or-

ganizations that are not of the

engineering world. AVithout the

combincd assistance of the Na-
tional Gallery, the Federal District

Commission, the Historie Sites and

Monuments Board and the City of

Ottawa, this memorial would not

have been possible. I am happy to

acknowledge before this assembly

our indebtedness to them. We are

proud to be so closely associated

with them in so fine an enterprise.

You ali know the honourable:

history of this fountain. J:*'or al

hundred years it stood at the center

of the Empire and Commonwealth,
admired and belovcd by millions of

l^eople from many lands. Let us

hope that here in Canada, in these

lovely surroundings, it may coii-

tinue to give jileasure to countless

thousands. Is it too much to hope

that in some way it may bring to

US a message of goodwill from the

great mother country, and that it

will help to hold these two great

nations together in mutual iTspect

and admiration and affection? The

.special background of this fountain

makes it more than ever suitable

as a memorial to Colonel By, and

endears it to us more than if it had

just come from the sculptor's

studio.

Ladies and gentlemen, on behalf

of The Engineering Institute of

Canada and of engineers every-

where, with this great audience as

my witness, I now dedicate this

memorial to the memorv of Colonel

John By."
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The Col. By Memorial Luncheon
Therc wcre many (lislin<;iiish('<I guosls pres-
ent at the liin<-heoii hvUl iii the Chateau
I.auriíT. Ottawa. bríorc thr «h^dication ceri-
monies. Ilere are those al lhe hea<l lahle.

\Irs. W. A. Capellc; J. li. Baldwiu,
l)epiit> Minister of Transport; Mrs.
|. L. Melville; Maj.-Cen. Ilowartl
tvennedy, M.E.I.C.

Mrs. K. KohortHun;
llis Kxccilency Licut.-
(ien. Sir Archibald Nye,
Liiitod Kin^duiii Iligh
("omrni.ssioner t«> (dan-
ada; Mrs. I{. K. Iloartz;
I)r. .1. li. Stirliiif;,
M.E.I.C; llcr Viorship
l)r. Charlotte W hilton,
r..H.K., Mayor ofOttawa.

R. E. Heartz, president, The
^ginecring Institute of Canada;
F. Legget, M.E.I.C, chairman,

pawa Branch, and acting chair-
in of the Memo-ial Committee;
adv N^e.

G. Robertson, Deputy Minister
Northern AfFairs and National

Resources; Mrs. Kennedy; Brig. .J.

. Melville, Hon. Colonel Coni-
landant, R.C.E.; Mrs. ,í. B. Stir-
ng; Col. W. A. Capelle.

'"li .li
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Lieutenant-Coloiiel John By . . .

Some Biographical Notes

Once before (August, 1931) the

Journal published a short biogra-

phy of Col. By, giving the prin-

cipal facts of liis career, which we
shall therefore merely summarize
here. However, considerable ad-

ditional material has become
available since then which puts

some life into the otherwise dry

recital of appointments and dates

and makes him a real human
being, rather than an indistinct

shadow of a man of the past.

Col. By was bom in London in

1779, probably in August, of a

family long in the customs service.

His paternal grandfather was
"chief searcher" and his father,

George By, his three paternal

uncles and his elder brother were

also customs men. Of his mother
we know little, save that her

maiden name was Mary Bryan.
After passing through the Royai
Military College at Woolwich, he

received a second lieutenanfs

commission in the Royai Artillery

in August, 1799, transferring to

the Royai Engineers in December
of the same year.

His association with Canada
began in August, 1802; he was
then a íirst lieutenant. Stationed

at Quebec for nine years, he super-

vised extensions of its fortifica-

tions, the construction of the four

martello towers outside the city

walls and also the building of the

Cascades Canal on the St. Law-
rence River above Montreal. In

his spare time he got up the cele-

brated model of the city of Que-
bec which was sent to England for

inspection by the Duke of Wel-
lington and is now in the Dom-
inion Archives.

From 1811 to 1821 he served in

the Peninsular War and in three

of the Royai Gunpowder Mills and
was then put on the "unemployed
list" because of a reduction in

army staff following the defeat of

Napoleon. During this period he

designed a thousand-foot span "on
the truss principie" and built a

model of it still in the possession

of the Royai Engineers at Chat-
ham.
The War Office having decided

that some water route, away from
the threat of attack from the

United States and connecting the

St. Lawrence river with Lake

Ontário, was a military necessity,

sent Capt. Jebb, R.E., to Canada
to make a survey for a canal from
the Ottawa River to the lake by
way of the Rideau and Cataraqui

rivers. Samuel Clowes, an engi-

necr in the employ of the Upper
Canada government, made a re-

port on this project sometime
after 1815, setting the cost at

£145,802 or about $725,000. Events
proved this to be a gross under-

estimate, but it is only fair to say

that Clowes figurcd on a canal for

military use only, with wooden
locks 20 X 180 feet, whereas the

locks as built were of stone and
about 30 X 134 (sic) feet, to pro-

vide for commercial traffic.

A letter from the Colonial Office

to Earl Bathurst, dated April 3,

1826, mentions that "Col. By is to

go to Canada to huild the canal",

which by now had been named the

"Rideau". But it was September,
1826, before Col. By arrived in

Hull. There were then only a few
settlcrs on the south bank of the

Ottawa opposite Hull; the first

was Nicholas Sparks, who had
cleared a farm there in 3 820.

The Earl of Dalhousie bought
a block of land here in 1823, ex-

tending from the Chaudiere Falis

to the Rideau River, and instruct-

ed Col. By to subdivide it into

lots, which he did, persuading the

Earl to reserve the present site of

the Parliament Buildings for

"public buildings".

Also concurrent with his work
on the canal, was Col. By's con-

struction of a bridge across the

Ottawa River at the Chaudiere
Falis.

Col. By moved from Hull to a

tent on Nepean Point in .Tune,

1827, his sappers and miners hav-
ing arrived in May. These he

housed in barracks on Parliament
Hill. He himself built a house of

"boulders and wood" in what is

now Major Hill Park—"Coloners
Hill" in his day— probably just

north of the present Chateau
Laurier. Nearby were a stable,

bakehouse and workshop, the last

still standing. This was the be-

ginning of "Bytown" and Bytown
it reraained until chartered as the

city of Ottawa in 1854.

It is not necessary to say much
here concerning the construction

of the canal; that has been wel

described elsewhere. It was open-

ed to navigation by the passagt

of the S.S. Pumper from Bytowi

to Kingston on May 29, 1832.

The Rideau Canal is now o:

little commercial importance, bu

it served its purpose in its time

though it is doubtful if the traffi(

through it ever reached what Col

By anticipated. It was soon pu'

out of business by the railwayí

and, of course, it never served anj

military purpose. However, it re

mains as a permanent monumen-

to Col. By's engineering genius.

"Nobody disputed the ex

cellence of the work or ques

tioned its necessity, but it wa
complained that the outlay

had been excessive, and tha

lie (Col. By) had proceede<

in the latter stages of th

undertaking w i t h o u t th

necessary i)arliamentar

grants."

These complaints led to Co
By's return to England for ques

tioning in August, 1832. In hi

own words:

"The present Governraen

tlirow blame on me foi' nc

waiting for parliamentar;

grants, forgetting that it wa

ordered by His Grace th

Master - General and th

Board (of Ordinance?) that

was not to wait for parlia

mentary grants, but to pro

ceed with ali despatch con

sistent with economy, an

the contracts were formed b;

the Commissary-General a

Montreal. Accordingly, b;

which the engineering depart

ment was bound to pay fo

the works as they progressão

which precluded the possibil

ity of stopping the works o

laying the Government ope:

to pay heavy damages for s

doing. I was never ordere

to stop the works until I wa

so unjustly recalled, whei^

thank God! they were a

finished, and the canal

been open to the public fc

some months, or I should hav

been robbed of building tb

magnificent erection."

Col. By's language is somewhí

involved, but it is easy to undei

stand that he was highly annoyej

{Continued on page 16^0)
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St. Lawreiíce Seaway

and Power Project

i

The period from early September
late October, usually bringing

ine settled weather, is traditionally

me of intensa construction activity

- one for making a good showing
lefore winter sets in. It is also a

avourite time for guided inspec-

ion tours. Most of the big con-

racts have been let. There is some-
iiing to sliow for the summer's
ork. Yet most of the structures

re still just holes in the ground.

On the main structures being

iiilt by XYSPA and Ontário

lydro. efforts have centrcd on

)undation excavation within the

iffcrdams, on bringing in materiais

nd in the readying of construction

lants for placing concrete. The
ital force employed on the power
rojects on both sides of the river

aiged around 4,800. During the

L-riod some delays were occasioned

y truckers strikes on some of the

eaway channel contracts.

Progress By Ontário Hydro

1 Good weather in September en-

oled favourable progress on the

'ower-house excavation work. dike

mstruction, railway and highway
location. and on the St. Lavvrence

ansformer station construction.

/redging operations also continued

the Chimney Island area, while

ibstantial progress was made on
lO Clalop Islaníl sector flredging.

The power - houso contractoi'

ade favourable progress excavat-

g on the site in the dewatered
iver bed. Work also was well ad-

Imced on the protective dike up-
ream from the power-house. The
•cess road on the canal cmbank-
ont from Lock 19 Bailey bridgc

'ea to the power-house site was
rtually completcd.

Work on the Cornwall dike was
incentrated on Section 3, where
?aring and stripping have been
sentially completed. About 53,000
.. yds. of fill were placed and the

ft. horizontal filter layer is in

ace in that section of the dike.

At the St. Lawrence transformer

-tion site, fencing of the 4,500-

it perimeter of the station

mnds has been completcd. Foot-

s have been installed for ali

ildings and other structures. The

In this socti«iii tln- Joiírniil rvvifWH

the iiews and progress <>í" the St. l,a«-

rciice project.

relay huilding construction is well

advanced. Alí work on the Cedar
Rapids transmission line and the
INIassena line lias been comi)leted.

The 9-mile Road improvement
has been about 75 per cent com-
pleted. Track laying has been com-
pleted on the railroad siding from
the main line of C.N.R. to the
warehouse area near the power-
house site. The relocation work on
No. 2 highway from Cornwall to

Moulinette is 85 per cent com-
pleted.

Considerable progress was made
on railway relocation. Much head-
way occurred in the sector from
Cornwall to Dickinson's Landing.
The Dickinson's Landing to Mor-
risburg section was about 60 per

cent completed, while the section

from Morrisburg to Cardinal was
continued on a large scale.

The $28 million channel improve-
ment work made favourable head-
way during the month. Dredging
continued on the Chimney Island

area and considerable progress was
made. A total of 103,000 cu. yds.

have been excavated to date. The
Galop Island channel improvement
work also was marked by substan-

tial progress. Clearing of the island

is 75 per cent completed and 325,-

000 cu. yds. of material have been
excavated.

Moving of houses in Ontário

Hydro's large-scale rehabilitation

program in the valley was well

advanced during the month, when
twenty homcs were transportei!

from the old town site and placed

on prepared foundations in the new
Iroquois. Two huge house-moving
niachines, one with a lifting capac-

ity of 200 tons, and the other of

lÒO tons, were assembled pre-

viously.

Ontário Hydro and the provin-

cial authorities concerned have

decided to start at once on devel-

oping their chain of parks and

recreation áreas adjacent to the

new lake, instead of waiting till

the navigation and power projccts

are completed. This dccision was
spurretl by a strong brief from the

United CÕunties of Stormont, Dun-
das and Cilengarry, who saw the

profitable seaway tourist traffic

l)eing lost tu pKunoters across the

i-iver.

Contracts have been awardcd by
Hydro for a 14.4-kv. isolated phase
bus for the Canadian powcrhouse
to Eastern Power Devices Ltd., at

$496,494, and for construction of a

new eastern regional oíTice building

at Ottawa to Thomas Fuller Con-
.struction Co. Limited of Ottawa, at

$499,652, the lowcst of 11 tendcrs.

Progress By NYSPA

During September the Robinson
tunnel road was completed and
opened to traffic. Erection of the

construction plant, and excavation
for Cut "F" were continued at

Long Sault dam, as rock excava-

tion for the dam progressed be-

low the original rivcr bed. The íirst

locomotive was run to the Long
Sault construction plant area. At
Iroquois dam, erection of construc-

tion plant and excavation for the

dam foundation continued as con-

struction i)o\ver lines were brought

in. Ilauling of concrete aggregate

was started.

The project aggregate plant,

practically complete, is now pro-

ducing coarsc aggregate in ali sizes

and sand. The acccss railroad and
highway to Barnhart Island bridge

is nearing completion. Crossing

signals are being installed at ali

grade crossings. Construction of

substructure for the pcrmanent
bridge continues and erection of

superstructure continues from both

shores.

Grass River bridge piers pro-

gressed, with road approaches near-

ing completion. Construction was
started on the Alassena intake by
excavation and erection of the con-

struction plant. Excavation of the

Galop Island south channel and
Red Mills Point is progressing. The
contractor movcd into the Chimney
Island channel enlargement area

and started preliminary work.

At Barnhart power plant, erec-

tion of contractor's construction

plant continued, as clearing and
grading for the access railroad and
highway are well under way. Ex-
cavation of the cut oíT trcnch and
jilaeement of earth and rockfill in

the south forcbay dike continued.

Excavation for the power plant,

and drilling and grouting in the

foundation area are well advanced.

The work on engineering draw-
ings anfl specifications continued

on Schedule. Specifications for the

gantry cranes and travelling cranc

for J^arnhart Island i)()wer plant

and the fixed hoists for Long Sault

dam were issucd during the montii.
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Tour of Seaway Works

One of a series of tours arranged

by the St. Lawrence Seaway Au-
thority to visit construction works
now in progress took place on Oc-
tober 5. A grouj) of about 150,

including members of the govei'n-

iiient, of the diplomatic corps, and
leadeis in tlie fieids of transporta-

tion and business, took part in the

all-day tour between Iroquois,

Ont., and the Montreal harbour.

First stop of the party was at

Troquois Point, where the most
westerly of tlie seven new locks

which are to be built is situated.

Excavation for tlie canal and lock

is taking place day and night, six

days a week, and must be com-
plrted by Xovenibcr 30. 1957.

Access over Galop canal was
over a swing bridge which had been

transferred froni its former site

across the Lachine Canal at At-

water Avenue, Montreal, to pro-

vide a means of crossing the canal

by heavy construction cciuipment.

From Irocjuols Point the party

could see construction ou the op-

positc shore for the upper control

dam of the power-pool, which will

be by-passed by vessels using this

lock. The damwork in progress

there was in United States tcrri-

toiy.

At Maple Grove, thrce miles out-

side Cornwall, a look-out structure

had been built and the party made
a stop there to view the site of the

major power-house and dam. In the

distance were seen the two United
States locks and joining canal

which are being built.

Speaking at the luncheon in

Cornwall, seaway prcsident Lionel

Chevrier, who was host of the

tour, said that work on the seaway
was progressing close to Schedule

and that approximately 5,000

people were now emploved on the

seaway, with 10,000 expected by
1956, and 15.000 in 1957. He also

said that about one-(|uarter of the

seaway contracts had now been

iãsued.

In the afternoon the party con-

tinued along the seaway route,

l)assing by the Lake St. Francis
and Soulanges sections, and view-
ing the power-house at the down-
stream end of the Beauharnois
canal, where descending navigation
will enter Lake St. Louis by means
of twin-flight locks. Two vertical

liít bridges will also be built to

cross the canal; work in this area

is expected to cost $50,000,000.

A stoji was then made at the site

of the Cote St. Catherine lock.

Considerable progress was noted on

lll-âK

the excavation within the cíiffer-

dam here, whei'c work continues

almost twenty-f(uu' lioui^s a day to

remove 340,000 cubic yards of.

connnon material, 490,000 cubic

yards of shale, and 800,000 cubic

yards of limestone. The iKirty also

inspected tlie two large i)ump
which will drain this coíferrlam in

approxinuitcly 50 hours at the rate

of 20,000 gallons per minute.
Between Victoria Bridge and

Jacques Cartier Bridge the group
saw great progress on the scheduled
work. This includes excavation of

7,000 feet of channel and construc-

tion of a dyke requiring the re

moval of some 3,000,000 cubic

yards of rock, hundreds of thous-

ands of cubic yards of other ma
terials, and the laying of hundreds
of thousands of cubic yards of

roadway base and filler. This con

tract is due to be complcted by
June 30. 1957.

Progress By SLSDC
The St. Lawrence Seaway Devei

opment Corporation reported that

by mid-October excavation of the

Long Sault canal and lock sites,

on the American side of the inter

national section, had reached 21

per cent of completion after the

first six months operations, with

4V2 million yards of material

moved out of a total of 22,800.000

cubic yards. Besides the excavation

the four contractors concerned had

placed 1.4 million yards of material

in embankments. Excavation for

the Robinson Bay and Grass River

locks was 50 per cent complete.

Construction of the easterly two

mile section of the east-west high-

way leading to the proi)oscd new
bridge across the river at Polley's

Gut was 41 per cent complete, and

is scheduled for completion early

in December. As a result of model

tests at Hydros Toronto model

testing station, the problems of ad

verse cross currents at Big Snye

near the upper end of Long Sault

canal, have been solved.

Members of the International

Joint Commission, accoiupanied by

representatives of Canada"s De-

partment of í]xternal Affairs, th( Files

U.S. Department of Northern Af-

fairs and Naticmal Resources, th(

St. Lawrence River Board of Con-

trol and the St. Lawrence JoinI

Board of Engineers, made a toui

of inspection of the seaway project

on October 11 and 12. General

MacNaughton, chairman of tht

Canadian Secticm, IJC, exi)ressec

himself as "being deeply impressec

with the evident progress on th(

project".
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Diversi»>n Of Cornwali Canal

Seaway Authority and Hydro
eiigineers liave worked out an in-

genious scheme to give Canada a

comparatively clicap and simphí

|)rivate passage through the Great
Lakes, if thc partnersliip with the

United States on tlio current inter-

iiational scheme doesn't work out

satisfactorily. It is, nioreover, an
Insurance against the day when
seaway traffic justifies two seawaj^

channels. U.S. authorities have
becn kept fully informed of the

plan, and assured that any fears

of an inimediate decision to creatc

an ali - Canadian seaway are

groundless. It is merely a long term
]irecaution that could save months
of work and millions of dollars.

The hinge of the plan is a huge
concrete structure nearly 300 feet

long, with a 50-ft. gap, to be built

into thc main dike west of Corn-
wali. It was approved months ago
at ali leveis. Wings extend up and
flownstream across the dike. The
canal diversion joins on to the east

or downstream wings. When the

Cornwali canal is closed to permit
building the dike, shipping will

travei up the diversion and through
the gap once the seaway channel

is reaciy. Stoplog gates will close

the gap in the dike and hold the

waters when the levei builds up
behind the power-house. Thus there

is no large dike to be pierced later

at great expense. Contract for this

work was awarded October 7 to

G. A. Pitts, General Contractor
td., thc lowest of four tenders, for

,043,690. Completion is scheduled

cr November 1, 1957.

Advice on Port Development

Speakers at the joint convention
)f the American Society of Plan-
ling Officials and the Community
Planning Association of Canada,
neeting at Montreal in Septembcr,
leard H. C. Brockel, municipal
)ort director of Alilwaukee, discuss

)lanning in relation to the seaway.
Before Great Lakcs ports can as-

urae the stature of salt water
'erminals," he warned, "thcy must
jiffer the services and facilities that

cean operators have been accus-

lomed to for centuries."

I
"These ports will need deep draft

|hannels and anchorages, modem
'lort facilities, adequate terminal
iandling cquipment, warehousing
'nd storage, rail and truck access

their waterfronts and good lines

f communication to the interior,"

e continued. ''An adequate supply
longshore labour must be on

and when the first ship arrives.

The peak seasonal supply of water-
front labour nuist be absorbed in

the comnuinity during winter
months, or will requirc connnunity
support through social services."

In planning their future ports,

the speaker urged lakc ofíicials to
make some j)ublic agency respon-
sible for port affairs, be it port au-
thority or its equivalent. He ad-
vocated protection of waterfront
áreas by intelligent zoning, and a
reasonable, realistic and economic
balance between parkway, port and
recreational needs.

It was no coincitlence, he pointed
out, thac only thrce represent ative

public port dovclopments had madc
progress in the entire Great Lakes
basin. These were Toronto, Hamil-
ton and Milwaukee, cities which
long ago created port bodies to
develop and plan their ports ag-
gressively.

Dr. Harold B. Mayer, who was
engaged by the Province of Mani-
toba to study the economic impact
of the seaway on that province,

says the general cargo terminais

at Lakehead ports will be inade-
quate to handle the increased traffic

resulting from the seaway. Built
many years ago, they are not de-
signed for handling cargo from
modern ocean vessels that load and
discharge through vertical hatches,

requiring larger shoreward arcas
and modern sheds, heavy íloor load
capacities, wide wharf aprons and
access by both rail cars and trucks.

Better co-ordination is also needed,
he points out, between Fort Wil-
liam and Port Arthur, and better

planning for future development.

The highway system from Lake-
head to Winnipeg needs improve-
ment for heavy truck traffic.

The group of McGill [Tniversity

economists and Montreal business-

men, sponsored by the American
Committee for Economic Develop-
ment to study the potential impact
of the seaway, met for the first

time in Montreal, Septembcr 26.

Mayor Jacques Simard of Pré-

ville told the meeting that, while

he foresaw great expansion for

Montrears south shore communi-
ties . . . "We can plan only in our

own small field, but can do noth-

ing on a regional basis. Regional

planning will be nccessary," he

pointed out, "if we are to take the

greatest advantage of thc seaway
. . . we must have good planning.

Today planning too often only cor-

rects mistakes made in the past".

Tolls to Pay Navigation Aids

Seaway tolls will be higher than

expiTtcd, to cover thc cost of luivi-

gation aids. This is thc ruling of

the U.S. Budget Bureau, which
holds responsibility for building

and maintaining navigation cquip-

ment for thc SLSDC and on othcr

waterways aroimd thc United
States shorelinc. Thc U.S. Coast-
guard does thc job and gcts the

moncy from Congrcss to pay thc

costs.

The Seaway Development Cor-
l)oration will set its tolls high
cnough to include these costs. Aids
will include lights. buoys and .•^horc

markers along the international

section of the river some hundrcd
miles from Lake Ontário to bclow
INIasscna, N.Y. The coastguard
may end up doing the job, but as

a private agent or sub-contractor
for thc Corporation, rather than as

a public scrvice agency.

Thc toll group set up by Can-
ada's Seaway Authority and the

SLSDC last spring, to make studies

and rccommcndations on toll rates

for seaway traffic, will inspect facil-

ities on the Panamá canal system
early in 1956.

Royai CommisKÍon on Coastal Trado

The Coastal Tradc C'onnnission

hcld hearings in Montreal on Oc-
tober 4 to 14, after a cross country
tour to British Columbia, the

Prairies and the Maritimes. Sub-
missions either (1) criticise Can-
ada's Cabotage Trcaty with Brit-

ain, which pcrmits British flag

vessels to carry cargo between
Canadian ports, requesting its rc-

peal, or (2) argue strongly against

any change in existing legislation.

Among those of the formcr group
requesting protection for Canadian
built and opcratcd vessels are:

Canada Stcamship Lines, Canadian
National Kailways; Qucbec Cham-
ber of Commerce; Quebec Board
of Tradc; City of Montreal; Do-
minion Marine Association, Cana-
dian Industrial Preparedness Asso-
ciation; Project Sales Ltd.; Cana-
dian Fairbanks-Morse, Ltd.; Cana-
dian ]\Iarconi; Cranc Ltd.; Darling
Brothers Ltd.; Canadian Vickcrs

Ltd.; and Marine Industries, Ltd.

Supporting the view that no
change in shipping regulations

.should bc madc were the Shii)build-

crs Conference of the United King-
dom, who pointed out Canada
would face a comparable restric-

tion in her U.K. cxport tradc if

British .<hips were pushed out of

Canadian coastal trade. Also fav-

oiu-ing no change in regulations

wcrc thc Consolidated Paper Cor-
poration; Saguenay Terminais,
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Ltd., wliose ships are transferred to

British registry ; The Shipping Fed-
eration of Canada; Guy Tombs.
The Canadian Pulp and Paper

Association asked postponement of

any drastic action until it is shown
that Canadian shipping is iinable

to meet the competition. Briefs

from Canadas two major raihvay

systems stated they will face un-

fair competition from ships using

the seaway. Both urged that if

British ships operate in coastal

waters their owners should be

forced to pay their crews Canadian
wages. They asked that ships not

covered by the Transport Act be

placed under its provisions. The
C.N.R. oalied attention to the Aus-

tralian Navigation Act, which

obliges foreign vessels in coastal

trade to pay Australian wage
scales and to have the same com-
plement of officers and the same
accommodation as vessels under

Australian registry.

Finishing their Montreal sessions

with a weekend tour of the sea-

way, the Commission will reopen

hearings October 24 in Toronto,

Hamilton, Collingwood and Mea-
ford before returning to western

Canada.

Other Seaway News of Interest

Governor Averill Harriman of

New York State warned a chamber
of commerce meeting at Potsdara,

New York, on September 28 that

. . . "The boom development of

the seaway and power projects

represents a great new resource,

but that in itself will not trans-

form tlie new seaooast of New
York State into an industrial and
commercial complex. Much can be

accomplished, but it will take in-

itiative and hard work, and the use
of natural resources including min-
erais, which have not becn fully

utilized."

Smoke control and air poUution
may increase when the seaway
goes into operation, according to

Dr. Morris Katz, chairman, Cana-
dian Section, IJC Technical Ad-
visorj^ Board on Air Pollution.

Ships from overseas now using the
Great Lakes have intensified the

problem and the situation will grow
more complex in the future. "It

may be necessary to work out a

system of fines against owners of

ships which do not conform to our

Smoke Commission standards", he
said. "Many ships are modern and
efficient and will give no trouble,

but others will create a serious

problem."
The U.S. Maritime Administra-

tion is expected soon to declare a

Great-Lakes - to - Europe shipping

route "essential", and thus make
American ships on the route elig-

ible for government subsidies, aim-

ed at getting U.S. ships operating

on foreign routes out of the Great

Lakes in the next shipping season..

The offer would cover the ínterim

period till completion of the sea-

way, and would involve only

'canalers' that can pass Canada's

14-foot canal system.

Dr. Harold B. Mayer of the

University of Chicago, addressing

Role of the University

Dear Mr. Editor:

I feel forced to crave your indul-

gence to record very firm opinions,

opposing the lukewarm regard for

research expressed by the writer

on Evaluation of Engineering Edu-
cation in the September, 1955,

Journal (Page 1227).

The author regards research, i.e.,

original thinking, as a secondary

or, at be.st, an equal attribute to

teaching ability in a university.

Nothing could be farther from

the truth. The aim and function of

a university are being confused

with those of a school. The univer-

sity lecturer is required, ideally.

to have something worth saying.

He is not a teacher reproducing

standard material. While the lec-

ture system originated when there

were no books available to the

student, retention of the formal

lecture is the only way by which

the student has access to the

thoughts and opinions of an agile,

active mind.

It is CounciFs wish to make it

known to the membership that

papers are being sought for the

annual meeting in Montreal next

May. The Papers Committee is

ready to receive submissions,

which should be addressed to

Headquarters.

delegates to the provincial govern-

menfs Trade and Industry Coun-
cil at Quebec City in September

predicted forty or more additiona'

cargo lines would go into service ir

the Great Lakes overseas trade asij

soon as the seaway was opened.!

"Several American companies aã
well have announced plans for newl

cargo liners. It is inconceivable,"!

he said, "that the U.S., havina
participated heavily in construe-l

tion of the seaway, would not de-l

clare it essential to the nationalj

interest". I

How much better for the studenl

to hear stimulating ideas and'

criticism, however badly delivered

than to sit through a word perfeci

exposition of material he can read

in any one of a dozen tcxts, ano

indeed, hear again word for worc

the following year if he desires?

The thoughts and opinions are

the vital features, not the delivery

May I quote from "Bruce Trus-

cott"? "He who learns from one

occupied in learning, drinks froDC

a running stream. He who learns

from one who has learned all hí

is to teach, drinks the green mantk
of the stagnant pool".

I need state my opinions n

further but would emphasize thal

much present, and justified, criti-

cism of the university stems from

past disregard of the above and

from mistaken ideas of the naturc

of a university.

H. M. Nelson,

Chaitered Civil Engineer,

Royai Military College, KingstoÉ

W. H. Gauvin, Montreal, if

chairman of the committee, and

the members are H. S. Van Patter

Roger Brais, E. R. Smallhorn, oi

Montreal, R. M. Hardy, Edmon-

ton, W. H. Patcrson, Toronto, A
R. Harrington, Halifax, W. D
Pennock, Ottawa.

Correspondence

Papers for the Annual Meeting

Montreal, May 1956
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Survey of Education and

Utilization of Engineers

by

S. C. Hollister,

Dean, CoUege of Engineering, Cornell University

From the prograni of the annual meeting of the Engineers' Council for Pro-

fessional Development, Toronto, October 13, 14, 1955

t:

Ta

There is no doubt that during

e past quarter century the tempo
the whole world has increased

,0 an astonishing degree. Through
Idevelopments in engineering our

icommunications and transportation

.systems have shrunk the world so

-hat it is now practically only a

'raction of the size it used to be.

3ecause of this tremendous change
' in Communications and transporta-

tion the world politicai arena has
been completely altered. Mass at-

itudes are being built up or

m )roken down.
The engineer is at the core of

;his development. He has created

so many of the technical means
which have brought about this

hange and in many instances has
jarticipated in the direction of its

levelopment. To an increasing de-

jree he is becoming a practicing

ociologist, and active economist,
i politicai planner, ali in addition

io his functioning as one who in-

ierprets scientific principies into

iseful works.

While human and International

elationships have been shifting at

i remarkable rate—a shift in

vhich the engineer's work has been
n active ingredient—the very
lasis of his technical accomplish-
ents, namely the fund of scientific

nowledge, also has been enorm-
lusly expanded in this period of

ime. One can only partially

Team of the tremendous ramifica-
ions of this new knowledge and
he extent to which it may be ap-
lied to human service.

The public has become aware
|)f the many accomplishments of
he engineering profession having
bearing on our daily life—ac-

omplishments that bring men
loser together, that unify their

roblems and common concerns,
hat lighten their burdens and ex-

end their capacities, and that en-
ance the common welfare.

Engineers have accomplished so

much that now it is taken for

granted that what thcy produce
will function without difíiculty. It

is further taken for granted that
they will safeguard the life and
property of the public. Nobody
stops at the end of a bridge to
make computations to see whether
or not he should cross the bridge.

There is still another public as-

sumption that puts a tremendous
responsibility upon the engineer.

He has worked so many miracles
in the eyes of the public that it is

now( assumed that he will bail

mankind out of any crisis that
may arise. Take for example our
present headlong dash toward con-
suming our natural resources. If

the question is raised that perhaps
we should be more cautious we are

told at once that when the pinch

comes they will íind something
else that probably will be better.

''They" in this case meaning the

engineer.

Engineer in the Community

It is easy to see therefore that

the engineer has assumed in the

mind of the community a pro-

fessional status. As a group, engi-

neers have become a definite entity

both as to function and accom-
plishment in the public mind. This

is his status regardless of the ar-

rangements of his employment.
The Services engineers are being

called upon to render are increas-

ing not uniformly with time but

actually exponentially. We know
that there are many things on the

shelf waiting to be worked upon.

We know that new knowledge,

useful for the engineer, has been

increasing at a tremendous rate.

We know also that even with the

normal development of former

lines of engineering, new avenues

of approach are opening in many
directions. Thus, not onlv as time

goe.< on, but al.su with the increase

in population, the services engi-

neers need to render are increasing

at a faster and faster rate.

There is much evidence to show
that only a certain proportion of

our population lias the necessary
qualiíications to undcrtake the en-
gineering profession. Many of those
qualiíications are similar to those
required for success in other lines.

Out of a given age group. that is

for example, out of the number of

boys resiching age cighteen in a
given year, only about seventeen
per cent have the necessary intel-

lectual capacity to undertake work
in our profession. This same seven-
teen per cent, however, must also

supply the talent for other pro-
fessions, as law, medicine, science.

They must also supply the top-
level people in the crafts, including
the better chefs, cabinet makers,
glass blowers, tool makers, and the
like. The interplay of interests,

the degree of enterprise or of for-

titude will have a bearing upon
which íield the boy enters. Several
years ago I pointed out that only
about 47,000, aniounting to one-
fourth of the seventeen per cent
I spoke of, could be expected to

enter the engineering profession at
the freshman levei. We have,
through the beating of drums and
the shaking of bushes gone higher
than this number. A study of per-
formance in college, however,
points out that it is quite apparent
that after we passed approximate-
ly 47,000 the niortality rate took a
sharp increase. In other words, it

would seora we are dipping a little

further into the supply and reach-
ing a little bclow the likely levei

of capacities.

In speaking of this matter of

intelligence, the capacity for re-

ceiving a certain kind of education.

etc, it must be borne in mind
that we are doing so in the light

of our educational methods, our
guidance systems, and the manner
in which we communicate to the
oncoming youth the possibilities

and attractiveness of the various
profcssions and other occupations
which he might conceivably be
capable of entering. We need to

make improvement in ali of these

methods of communicating with
the youth and we need improve-
ment ali along the line in educa-
tional operation. These, however,
are not going to be clianged sud-

denly. It will be a long process of

cvolution if we are to make any
changcs at ali but we must con-

tinually try.
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Demand Exceeds Supply

Returning now to the meaning
of our experience of the success

and failure of boys attracted to

the engineering profession, it is ap-

parent that we have reached a

fixed percentage of the population

that will enter engineering. When
we look again at the services that

engineers are being called upon to

perform and the fact that these

service needs are increasing at an

accelerating rate, we see that the

demand for services is outrunning

the rate of supply of people to per-

form them. This does not neces-

sarily mean that we have to go

without such services, at least not

for the present. It does mean,
however, tliat the pattern of utih-

zation of engineers must be modi-

fied considerably. We know that

in many fields the beginning engi-

neer soon progresses to paper work
and frora there to administrativo

duties and frequently to less and
Icss engineering contribution. The
pattern of advancement is often in

lines other than engineering. It is

necessary to modify this state of

affairs so that the path and the

rcwards lie closer to engineering

practice. In this respect we can
take a leaf out of the book of the

medicai profession where the num-
ber of doctors is abont half the

number of engineers in the popula-

tion. Any doctor performs as the

nucleus of competent but less

trained people and in such a way
the ability of the doctor is prolif-

erated over a wider contact area.

To some degree the legal profes-

sion is organized along .similar

lines. The engineering profession,

if it is to render the services that

we know are ahead of it, must be

considerably overhauled both in

the manner of utilization and in

the pattern of preparation for such

a career.

There are already signs of

threats to the profession that

should motivate us to give heed

soon to a re-evaluation of our pro-

fessional activities. On the one

hand, scientists are entering the

field, in many cases with telling

effect. They have better funda-

mental training and for the most
part they are able to stay in the

Professional field without shift to

administrative function. At the

other end of professional activity

we are feeling the effects of unioni-

zation in áreas where large num-
bers of young engineers may be

used in more or less standardized

and routine functions. We have be-

come, in jjart of the profession at

least, slaves to job classification

rather than men working toward
the utilization of individual talents

in thcir highest form.

I have made here a number of

statements as to my impressions of

the situation in the profession.

Most of them are qualitative.

Many of them are in some degree

controversial. What is lacking in

this criticai situation is an accur-

ate, carefully made appraisal of

both utilization and supply.

Suppose, for example, we have

a scientific sampling of each school

of engineering and we follow the

progress of each graduate in the

sample. If we did this for different

classes of graduates we would
amass a body of material that

would give US a Consolidated pic-

ture of the training, development,

growih, utilization, and accom-
plishment of the individuais of the

l)rofession. We would then be able

to note with some assurance the

factors to which we could most
profitably give attention.

New Demands on Engineers

This is not ali the looking that

we need to do. We need to make
some estimate of the oncoming
problems the engineers are most
assuredly going to be called upon
to solve. We need a careful esti-

mate of the new frontiers and some
notion of the time when we are

going to be called to enter upon
them. Some of these frontiers are

in urgent need of development and
will render great bencfits and profit

to the community. The need for

developing any of them stems from
the fact that some of our material

resources are becoming exhausted,

and many other important ones

threaten short supply. We need a

study pointed toward improvement
of the supply of our necessary

manpower. We need studies of pos-

sible patterns of utilization; in

short we need some objectives de-

fined in tcrms of the responsibility

the community has placed upon us.

It is clear, or so it seems to me,
that the profession is badly in need
of a comprehensive survey having
as its objective the evaluation and
appraisal of its present and likely

future adequacy and an appraisal

of the áreas in which action must
be taken to effect indicated im-
provements.

Survey of Future Adequacy

This Council asked in 1952 for

an appraisal of the preparation of

engineers and referred the matter
to the American Society for Engi-
neering Education. That Society

has completed such a study and
during the current year has pub-
lished its report. It is a useful and
important study and if implement-
ed will, I am sure, contribute to

the progi'ess of the profession. But
at the same time one is impressed
with the fact that it deals with but

one facet of a very much larger

problem, a problem that the edu-

cators may see but can do nothing

about.

A notable study was made of the

medicai profession about forty

years ago which culminated in the

famous Flexner Report. This re-

port has had a profound effect

upon the development of the medi-
cai profession and has strengthened

the effectiveness of that profession

in its services to the community.
In consequence it has contributed

greatly to the stature of the medi-
cai profession in the eyes of the

community.
More recently, a similar study

has been undertaken in the legal

profession. It is too early to mark
the results but undoubtedly similar

benefits will derive from it.

It would seem clear that every-j

body stands to gain by a well-

executed study of this sort. First

of ali the community would be

served by any improvement that

could be brought about in the func-

tioning of our important profes-

sion. Those immediately concerned

with function, namely, the employ-

ers of engineers and the engineers

themselves, would profit both indi-

vidually and coUectively by such a

well-designed and well-executed

survey. And finally, such a survey

should lay the groundwork for im-

provement and better definition of

the engineering profession as a

whole.

Who should sponsor such an

undertaking as this? It has been

suggested that each of the profes-

sional branches should undertake

a study on its own. One only needs

to recall the interweaving of the

services of the separate branches, |

the extent to which they have a 1

relatively common background, the

fact that in many cases their tal-

ents and efforts impinge upon the

same general problem, and the fact I

that many, trained in one branch,
|

actually serve through their pro-

1

fessional lives in another branch,
|

to realize that there would be du-

!

plication, waste of effort, waste of •

moncy, and in general unnecessary

confusion if the study were to be
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made in that manner. Furtherniore,

it seems to me tliat such a stiidy

need8 background that can be ob-

tained only through the guidance

of an organization whose principal

objective is the development of the

engineering profession in ali as-

pects. Clearly then, the sponsor for

such an operation should be the

Engineers Council for Professional

Development.

What is needed to accomplish

such a survey? It would seem
appropriate to set up an advisory

board from the engineering profes-

sion to give guidance to the inquiry

itself. This board should represent

the various branches of engineer-

ing. It should represent diíferent

elements of the structure of the

profession and difíerent ways in

which these elements function. It

should be as small and compact as

possible. It should report to this

Council.

Under such a board should be

organized a competent fuU-time

staflt" to conduct the survey. It

should be headed by a full-time

director. It should be staíTed with

specialists appropriate to the dif-

ferent line of inquiry.

It would be essential that the

operation be adequately íinanced

since it is conceivable that the cost

of such a survey would in the end
amount to as much as a million

dollars. There seems no question,

however, that the benefits to be de-

rived by the community are so

;reat that such a sum becomes un-
iinportant in proportion to the

enefits.

Wider Responsibility to Come

As I view our profession and
ith quiet pride appraise its ac-

omplishments, I feel at the same
ime a sense of the heavy responsi-

ility that is placed upon us to

ischarge the enormous volume
nd range of function that we face.

s I look ahead it seems to me
hat this range and volume grows
o staggering proportions and must
cvelop within us ali a great sense

f urgency to perfect the structure

f our profession so that it may
ontinue in its great tradition. I

ee no greater service that this

'Ouncil can perform, either to the

rofession or to the community,
han to bring into being such an
rganization, designed for the ap-
raisal and for the guidance and
irther development of our profes-

on. I believe that both for the

rofession and for the community
e have arrived at a stage where
me is now of the essence.

New Method of R
A new method of chemical re-

covery from solution has been
developed in Montreal. Prof. W.
H. Gauvin, m.e.i.c, associate pro-
fessor of chemical engineering, Mc-
Gill University, has led a group of

scientists to the development of

the atomized suspension technique,
which will bring about utilization

of great quantities of materiais
now wasted in industry.

The technique has been dis-

covered and tested at the Pulp and
Paper Institute of Canada rescarch
laboratories, the National Rescarch
Council and McGill Universitv, at

a cost of some $250,000.00.

A reactor is being built at the

Montreal laboratories which will

perform the separation of solids

from Solutions or slurry in a simple

manner without scaling or cor-

rosion. The recovery of solids from

solution, while a very common

covering Materials
operation in chemical processing,

is often costly and complicated.
AVith the new technique, excellent

heat recovery is also obtained.

There is great profit to be gained
in the pulp and jjaper industry,

for example, by the api)lication of

tliis method to the problem of

waste of the solids of wood in the
sulphite manufacturing processes.

The material recovered from waste
liquids would go back into the
manufacture of newsprint.

There are many important uses

for this technique in other indus-

tries, and it is possible the reactor

will be adopted by manufacturers
as new possibilities of recovery of

usable materiais arise.

Professor Gauvin described this

major development at a meeting
of the chemical section of the
Montreal Branch on November 8.

The Journal will carry a full re-

port in a later issue.

Canadian Mana
The íirst management confer-

ence sponsored by the Canadian
Management Council was held in

Montreal on September 22, 1955.

The theme of the conference

was "Education for Management

—

whose responsibility?" The subject

was chosen after member societies

had expressed the need of an op-

portunity for its discussion by top

management.
With an attendance of well over

one hundred sénior members of

industry, the meeting appears to

have been very satisfactory to ali

concerned. Opened by the confer-

ence chairman, J. Gordon Camp-
bell, and the president of the

Council, A. M. Mackenzie, the

proceedings included four papers

and a panei discussion during the

day, and a dinner address entitled

"Humanity in Business" by S. M.
Finlayson, president, Canadian
Marconi Co., and president of the

Montreal Board of Trade.

The other subjects and speakers

during the session were:

"The responsibility of a uni-

versity for the education of those

entering business", by Prof. Walter
A. Thompson, associate dean,

School of Business Administration,

University of Western Ontário.

"The responsibility of those in

business for their own education",

by Bruce A. Hills, m.b.e., m.e.i.c,

president, Urwick Currie Ltd.,

Montreal.

gement Council
"The responsibility of business

for the education of those in its

service", by J. R. White, president,

Imperial Oil Limited, Toronto.

"Tools required by management
in a changing world", by Sir

Robert Watson-Watt, c.b., f.r.s.

The papers are to be published,
and copies may be purchased from
the secretary. The proceedings of

the panei discussion, however will

not be available in published form.

Function of the Council

The Canadian Management
Council (CMC) represents Can-
ada in the International Commit-
tee of Scientific Management
(CIOS) . This organization is com-
posed of twenty-four national as-

sociations; its function is to facili-

tate international collaboration in

the use of the principies and tech-

niques of scientific management
through exchange of Information
among its member nations.

Member societies of CMC are:

Society for Advancement of Man-
agement.

Institute of Administration.

Engineering Institute of Canada.
Chartcred Institute of Secretaries.

National Office Management As-
sociation.

Canadian Industrial Management
Association.

Society of Industrial and Cost Ac-
countants of Canada.
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Forcupine Institute of Administra-

tion.

Montreal Personnel Association.

Toronto Personnel Association.

The officers of the Canadian
Management Council include:

President — A. M. Mackenzie,
asst. vice-president, Bell Telephone
Company of Canada, Montreal.

Secretary — J. A. Coote, chair-

raan, Institute of Administration,

Montreal.

Aluminum
in the News

Three major developments af-

fecting the aluminum industr.y in

Canada were prominently in the

news during October. A new Brit-

ish venture into primary produc-

tion, a stock issue related to one

of the three largest aluminum in-

terests in the United States, and an
addition to the existing capacity

of the Aluminum Company of

Canada.
The British Aluminium Com-

pany Limited announced plans to

build a $130-million primary alu-

minum producing plant at Baie
Comeau, some 200 miles east of

Quebec on the north shore of the

St. Lawrence r i v e r. Viscount
Portal, chairman of British Alu-
minium, Hon. Geoffrey Cunliffe,

deputy chairman and managing
director, and W. J. Thomas, joint

managing director, completed ne-

gotiations for the project, which is

to produce 320 million pounds of

aluminum ingot annually. The
Canadian operating subsidiary will

be Canadian British Aluminum
Company Limited with head ofRces

in Montreal. Completion will be in

four stages, the first in 1957 and
the entire plant by 1965.

Reynolds Aluminum Co. of Can-
ada offered $4.5 millions of deben-
tures and preferred shares, ali

quickly oversubscribed. A subsid-

iary of Reynolds International

Inc., and hence of Reynolds Metal
Co., the new Canadian company is

acquiring the outstanding stock of

Foils Investments Ltd., which owns
the outstanding capital stock of

Dominion Foils (Canada) Ltd.
now operating a modern fabricat-

ing plant at Cap de la Madeleine,
Que.
The Aluminum Company of

Canada is to start an addition to

its Ile Maligne smelter designed to

increase plant capacity from 92,000
tons to 114,000 tons at a cost of

some $15 million.
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C.G.R.A. Meets at Banff
The 36th annual convention of

the Canadian Good Roads Asso-
ciation was held at the Banff
Springs Hotel, September 13 to 16,

with an attendance of over 800.

Delegates were welcomed by the

Hon. John J. Bowlen, Lieutenant-

Governor of Alberta. Greetings

from the International Road Fed-
eration were extended to members
by John Plum, director of Informa-

tion for the federation. Hon. An-
tonio Talbot, Quebec minister of

roads, was elected president of the

association for 1955-56.

Keynoting the convention with

the tiieme, "Canada's Golden Fu-
ture Will Be Built on Better

Roads", President the Hon.
Gordon Taylor told the meeting

that more than $600 million would
be spent this year on Canadian
roads which, based on 30 years

experience, would be divided 60

per cent for road construction, 36
per cent maintenance and 4 per

cent administration.

There was no appreciable allevi-

ation of city street congestion in

sight, he said, in spite of expen-

sive reconstruction of traíiic routes

in many cities. Foremost among
the means of finding the revenue for

an expanding roads and streets

l^rogram was federal participation.

A bold enterpi'ising program by
federal authorities for through-
ways and defence roads was long

overdue.

The first general session was ad-
dressed by Roy E. Jorgensen, en-

gincer consultant to the National
Highway User's Conference, Wash-
ington. D.C., who described the
PAR project, a nationwide good
roads program, and reported on
the present status of the proposed
$100 billion U.S. Highway ex-

penditure.

Roads Roundup—1955

In this session, now an annual
feature, provincial oíficials outline

the progress for the current year
in their respective provinces.

British Columbia awarded con-
tracts in 1955 for 125 miles of road
which, added to 24 miles carried

over from 1954, made 149 miles on
half of which work is well ad-
vanced, including 40 miles of

Trans-Canada Higlwav. At vear's
end, B.C. will have 3219 miles of

pavement, 223 miles of which were
surfaced this year. Total B.C. road
mileage stands at 22,850 miles, of

which 4041 miles are arterial high-
ways, half of them built to an

approved standard. To bring the

remainder up to standard would
j

cost some $292 million.

Of the 685 miles of Trans-
Canada within the Province, 230

j

miles are now built to TCH speci-

cations, 210 miles are substandardl
and paved, 210 miles are in gravei

|

and 35 miles are under construc-

tion.

Exceptionally good weatherj
throughout the year made possiblel

unusual progress in construction

j

of Alberta's roads. Over $58 mil-j

lion had been voted for highways,j

of which $36 million was for con-

struction, $5^/^ million for bridgesj

and $31,^ million for main high-

way maintenance. Grants to muni-
cipalities and improvement dis-

tricts for building roads otherj

than highways added a furtherj

$71/2 million,' with another $31/21

million for certain district high-

ways. Another $2i/2 million was
spent on bridge maintenance.
The year's construction pro-

gram covered 305 miles of grad

ing, 288 miles of base course, 324

miles of asphalt plant mix, 131

miles of seal coat and 318 miles

of gravei surfacing. Twenty-seven
bridges and two road-rail over

passes were completed.

The Trans - Canada highway
across Alberta is now completed,

except for final surfacing of a few

miles. from Calgary to the Sas-

katchewan boundary. The last 65

miles west of Calgary to Banff

Park will be completed in record

time when details of the route

have been worked out. Alberta's

1955 appropriation for the TCH'
was $6 million.

Saskatchewan's highway budget

for 1955 at $19,600,000 exceeded

that of 1954 bv 5 per cent. Fed-

eral funds of $2.750,000 bring the

total to $22,350,000. In spite of

a considerable carryover from

1954 and poor weather conditions

in the spring, 1955 objectives will

be substantially attained. The
maintenance allotment exceeded

last year's substantially, due to

serious road and bridge damage
from high water leveis, abnormal
spring break up and heavy rains r

Maintenance for 1955 will include

55 miles of bituminous surfacing.tA^.

1,400 miles of regravelling andf^'

145 miles of seal coat operations

The Trans - Canada highway:

paving is completed from thei

Manitoba boundary to Reginaj

and seal coat operations are ir

progress, with prospects of com-

Th
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pletion of a paved road ali across

the province by freeze-up, exclud-
ing some sections between Moose
Jaw and Swift Current now under
reconstruction. Grading will be

, completed tliis ycar on a new road
from Saskatoon to Lloydminster
and 34 milcs are oiled.

]\Ianitoba's 1955 program on
trunk liighways includes 234 miles
of grading, 296 miles of gravel-
ling, 130 miles of base and bitu-

minous mat, 300 miles of prime
and double prime, and 18 miles of

concrete. In spite of a considerable
carryover and a wet spring, more
work has been accomplished this

The Ilon. Antonio Talhot

summer since July than in any
former year.

Work on the Trans-Canada
highway has been speeded up, and
by frecze-up 260 miles of grading
and 190 miles of surfacing out of

a total of 303 miles^ will be com-
pleted or under contract.

Expansion of the province's oil

production, development of Lith-
ium discoveries within the Pre-
cambrian Shield and a growing
tourist trade, as well as greater
help for designated truek routes
within cities and towns, ali result

- increased demand for road-
uilding.

Ontario's record $175,600,000
rogram for road work for 1955
eludes a record $43.7 millions
r assistance to municipalities in

nstruction and maintenance,
itli the balance of $131.9 million
et aside for the Queen's high-
ays. A recent tabulation showed
76 new construction and recon-
ruction contracts advertised, 152
f which have been awarded for a
alue of $56 millinn, and that 34
esurfacing contracts liave been
et for a total value of $7 million.

The Queen's highway work in

northern regions is concentrated
on the Trans-Canada highway
but a con.-<i(lerable aniount is

being (Ione on ali roads. Of the
267 capital projects planned for

1955, 176 or over two thirds have
been called. The higlilight of the
year is the substrueture for the
Burling-ton Beach skyway, which
will by-pass Hamilton on the
Queen Efizabeth wav. Total cost
of the skyway will be $14,500,000.
Design and supervision is being
carried out by consulting engi-
neers.

Construction «n dual highways
is an important part of this year's
program, 223 miles of dual 'high-
way is now completed, with an-
other 103 under construction.
Dual highway contracts still to be
awarded this year will add up to
nearly 40 miles and 24 structures,

at a value of $6,234,670.

The highlight of Quebec's 1955
program is the large appropriation
for permanent pavements and for

resurfacing old , ones. Over 46
asphalt plants are in operation
with the ultimate aim of laying
1,450,000 tons of bituminous ma-
terial. This year's target is 650
miles of permanent pavement and
240 miles of resurfacing. It is ex-

pected highway expenditures, ex-

cluding bridges, will hit an ali

time high in 1955. This will bene-
fit ali parts of the province, pro-

viding the rural áreas with ade-
quate connecting roads.

One of the most important tasks

undertaken in recent years has
been improvements to Highway 15
from Qucbec to Baie Comeau; in-

cluding 120 miles of complete
new road from Sept Isles to Baie
Comeau. The western end to Mal-
baie is being finished this year,

with steep grades being elimin-

ated.

Ten miles are being added to

the Talbot highway at the Stone-

ham end, and a cutoff at Hebert-
ville that will save 8 miles. The
147 mile "Tour du Lao St. Jean"
is now completed. In the Gaspé
península 561 miles of tourist

belt-road and 100 miles of Trans-
Gaspésian highway are now in

servicc. Within two years the
cntire 394 miles from Montréal to

Rouyn will be paved.

New Brunswick, with a total

road mileage of some 13,000 miles,

has allocated just over $6 million

on capital account for roads and
bridges in 1955. The province has

a further $13 million available

from rcvenue funds for construc-

tion, iiKiintcnancc and snow re-

moval, iiichuling federai contri-

butions to the Trans-Canada
highway.

Contracts have been Ict for

grading and gravelling some 300
miles, in additipn to completion
of a few carryover contracts. It is

hoped to complete 500 milcs of

surface treatment and seal coat
this season. No new paving con-
tracts wcre callcd in 1955. Last
winter 11.000 miles were kept
open fuU time and 964 miles part
time. Concrete substructures for

five steel bridges are under con-

struction.

Results from tcsts during the

past two winters on additivcs to

prcvcnt surface ice formation are

now admitted to be a complete
failure as far as the j)rovince is

concerned.

Nova Scotia's expenditurc on
highways for 1955, including main-
tenance and construction, will be

dose to $20 million. On the trunk
systcm and other roads the prov-

ince expects to reconstruct 90
miles and to pave 160 miles. Be-
sides this, contracts for 32 miles

have been let for grading of the

Trans-Canada highway this sea-

son and work is underway. No
paving work has yct been dealt

with.

It is estimated it will cost some
$140 million to reconstruct ali

bridges within the province. This
year 60 bridges will be rebuilt at

a cost varying from $10,000 to

$500,000 each.

In the past ten years Prince

Edward Island has rebuilt more
than half the province's highway
mileage to modern standards. In

ali, 240 miles will be completed,
bringing the jirogram past the

halfway mark. On the Trans-
Canada highway 44 out of the

province's 74 miles are now paved.

Uncertainties respecting the Hills-

boro bridge have retardcd its com-
pletion.

Earth fills or causeways are

finding favour in place of bridges

or trestles over tidal estuarics,

being cheap and easily built. It

has been found no pavement
stands up to the ])rovince's

changeable winter climate except

hot mix plant asphalt or con-

crete.

Newfoundland's higliway ex-

penditures continue to climb. This
year the provinces estimates are

greater than ever before. Tlie

greatest increase is for the Trans-
Canada highway, and this year
an allocation of $8 million lia.s

been providrd. Except for the
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Trans - Canada, successful com-
pletion by freeze-up is expected of

the whole 1955 program.
Trans-Canada construction in

Newfoundland is done in three

stages: (1) rough grading, (2)

granular sub-base and base course,

and (3) pavement. Stage 1 has

now been completed for some 200
miles at an average cost of $70,-

000 per mile excluding bridges.

With another 50 miles done it

will be possible to drive some 600
miles from Port aux Basques to St.

John's. Surveys are being made
over 100 miles of rough graded
road to find suitable materiais for

Stage 2. No work on Stage 3 is

planned for this year.

,
Since 1945 there has been an

average increase in motor regis-

trations of 15 per cent annually.
No longer is it possible with this

tremendous traffic increase to

satisfactorily maintain gravei
roads. But large expenditures on
reconstruíítion must he made on
existing roads that were not built

to a standard suitable for paving.
This year an extensive bridge
building program is under way,
mostly on the Trans-Canada.

Trans-Canada Highway

Of the 4,580 miles of highway
within 9 participating provinces
including two national parks, 1,835
miles of grading are approved and
1,554 miles completed; 1,358 miles
of base course and paving are
approved and 1,168 completed;
and 158 structures out of an esti-

mated 700 reciuired, are apjiroved
with 117 completed.

Funds committed since the
passing of the Trans-Canada
Highway Act in December, 1949,
to mid August this year, total
$202 million, out of the $300 mil-
lion authorized under the act, to
be shared equally between prov-
inces and the federal government
When these $202 millions are
spent, only some 35 per cent of
the highway will be completed.

It is thus doubtful whether any
province will complete its section
before expiration of the present
act in December, 1956. Saskatche-
wan and Prince Edward Island
appear nearest completion with
about two thirds done. Two major
gaps remain, namely one in New-
foundland east of Gander, and
one in Ontário in the Chapleau
district. Empliasis is being placed
on grading these uncompleted
sections.

The possibility of relocating the
highway between Golden and

Revelstoke in British Columbia,
by way of the Rogers Pass, rather

than by way of the "Big Bend",
thus saving 105 miles of its

length, is being surveyed and
studied.

General Sessions

There were general sessions fea-

turing discussions on important
subjects.

The third session was a panei

discussion on civil defence, and
an outline of plans for "Operation
Lifesaver" by Paul Fox, chief

transportation officer for Civil

Defence. Mr. Fox gave figures to

show there was ample land trans-

portation available to carry out
evacuation of our 18 largest cities

without difficulty.

Following this, delegates heard
K. B. Rykken of the AAA discuss

toll roads in the United States.

Mr. Rykken said only between
one fifth and one eighth of the

U.S. national system of interstate

highways lends itself to the oper-

ation of toll roads. The toll road
operators pick out the cream of

the crop. Toll road technique
could not be applied to metro-
politan áreas.

Albert J. Wedeking, executive
director. Indiana Toll Road Com-
mission, quoted statistics to show
that in the IT.S. there were 1,000
miles of toll roads in operation,

1,200 miles under construction and
a further 6,000 miles authorized
or proposed.

The fourth and fifth geners

sessions heard reports of sub-com
mittees of the advisory committe
on technical Information; traffi

planning and design, soils a»
materiais, construction and maini
tenance; and economics, íinanci

and administration. The eccl

nomics committee report express

ed the view^ that the obvious start

ing point must be the collection o

more and better Information aboul

Canada's roads and their use.

Annual General Meeting

The final morning session wa|
devoted to an address by the Hor
Brooke Claxton on steps beinJ
taken to organize the Canadiaif
Highway Safety Conference, foi,

lowing the national conferenciM
held in Ottawa last May unde^'
CGRA sponsorship. This was foi

low'ed by committee reports. 1

Reviewing the year's work of tbl

association, Managing Director O
W. Gilchrist paid special tributd

to the Hon. Brooke Claxton's guidj

ance and direction of the Highwaj
Safety Conference last May in Ot-

tawa. Referring to the steady ex-

pansion of the Association's activi-1

ties, he pointed out there was mon
to offer members than at any tim(-

in CGRA history, and called foi

the membership target to be set

little higher next year.

The annual dinner was addres-

sed by the Hon. E. C. Manning
Premier of Alberta.

Comment on the JOURNAL of November 1920

In going through these old Jour-
nals, one occasionally comes across

a paper which was the forerunner

of many on the same subject.

Usually such a paper is concerned
with a method or process very new
at the time it w^as' written and
hence of great interest to ali engi-

neers, a process which today has

been so generally accepted that it

has lost ali novelty and not in-

frequently has become such big

business as to have built up its

own corps of specialists, to which

the rest of us turn when in need.

Such a paper is "Electric Weld-

ing", by F. H. Williams, a.m.e.i.c,

in the Journal for November, 1920.

It would be pleasing to know
something about Mr. Williams, but

beyond the fact that he came from

Moncton, he is a stranger to us.

He wrote a good paper, interesting

today because it gave a little of

this history of electric welding,

which was apparently started in

1874 by Wederman and developed

by Zerener, Meriteus, Bernados,

Olszewski and Slavianoff, among

others. Dr. Elihu Thomson, that

versatile electrical genius, had a

hand in its development, too; his

seems to have been about the only

English name among the pioneers.
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The 1914-18 war was responsible

for rapid development in electric

welding and at the end of that

struggle, this kind of welding was
well on the way to becoming the

useful tool it is now. Mr. Williams

was quite aware that many weld-

ing problems were metallurgical,

i for he illustrated his paper with a
íií,m

(joj-en or so photomicrographs of

welds, good and bad, and of the

metal near welds, before and after

welding.

Dr. F. H. Sexton, of the Nova
Scotia Technical College, put forth

a strong plea in this Journal in

support of "Secondary Technical
* Education". In thirty-five years

the situation has not improved as

much as he thought imperative.

His argument was based on the

necessity of having a few privates

in the engineering army, not ali

oflScers: "Leadership is . . .(an)

important factor . . . in any human
organization, but it is only a fac-

tor. Any leader must have a . . .

collection of individuais co-operat-

ing with him and subject to his

will, if the desired results are to

be attained." Dr. Sexton dismissed

the apprenticeship system as out-

dated, but it seems to have staged
something of a comeback since

1920, as witness the rather suc-

cessful systems now functioning in

many parts of Canada. Neverthe-
less, he was quite right in saying
that we did not do enough for

young people who would like to

learn a trade and it is doubtful if

we do enough now.
H. B. Muckleston, m.e.i.c, gave

an excellent summary of the 1920
Albei-ta Irrigation District Act in

this Journal. Perhaps the act's

outstanding feature was that it

was framed after "very careful

consideration of . . . legislation in

the various arid states of the
Union ... to avoid the pitfalls

which . . . (have been) revealed
(there) and to stick to the . . .

trails which experience shows have
led to success. . . . The act is very
complete and if any contingency
has not been foreseen and pro-
vided against, it is not for want
of study and care. . .

."

Engineering Physics Course
Established

A note on "Engineering and
Physics" appeared on the editor-

ial page. It referred especially to

a new course in engineering physics
just authorized at McGill Univer-
sity, the íirst at any university, so

far as known. For once the educa-

tional people made a real step for-

ward, for the course—modified
over the years, as is natural—is

still in existence and its graduates
are in demand, especially in the
Communications and electronics

fields, and before long we shall

probably find a good many of

them concerned with the utiliza-

tion of atomic power for peaceful
purposes.

Moncton Branch

The Moncton Branch was born
on October 11, 1920 and this Jour-
nal carried a short account of its

inauguration. Of its íirst executive

of nine, only two are still on our
books: H. J. Crudge, m.e.i.c, now
a Consulting engineer in Moncton,
and S. B. Wass, m.e.i.c, now con-

sultant to the National Capital

Planning Committee in Ottawa.

But others have taken the places

of those who dropped out and the

branch has flourished since its be-

ginning.

Once in a while an engineer

wanders oíí into a field far from
his Professional interests. Religion,

morais and ethics seem to fascin-

ate some of us, as is illustrated by
the review of a new book by an

Institute member in this Journal.

Its title was "Righteousness vs.

Religion". It is obvious that it

contained matter of a highly con-

troversial nature, the merits of

which had best not be discussed

in these columns.

This issue of the Journal carried

a more or less verbatim account

of the proceedings of the general

Professional meeting held in Hali-

fax during the previous October.

There were the usual papers, of

course, but there was also a good

deal of social activity, which im-

pressed the editor of the Engineer-

ing News-Record so much that he

wrote on "Livening Society Meet-

ings" when he got back to New
York. He concluded that the Hali-

fax meeting was a "pleasant and

profitable (one), which stands out

among the many that it is the

duty of a technical editor to at-

tend . . . (If program makers

would) provide opportunities for

. . . men to get together between

sessions, they would find that their

members would go home better

pleased and more incliiicd to come

again."

Counselling students who
thought they were fitted for an

engineering career is mentioned for

the íirst time in this Journal,

which gives a list of seven books
and pamphlcts that such young
men might well read. Perhaps
these were a little expensive for

the normal boy; today more and
better advice is available grátis to

most students.

The branches seem to have been
sailing rather placidly, which must
have been something of a relicf to

headquarters, under a heavy bom-
bardment of requests for immed-
iate action of one kind or another

not long before. The Toronto
Branch, as it had been for some
time, was still concerned with In-

stitute policy and was debating

such questions as: How far should

the Institute go in helping its

members economically ? Should the

grades of membership be changed?
Should ali business and nomina-
tions originate in the branches?

Should the fees be raised? Should

members take more interest in

social welfare? Up to the date of

this Journal, no real opinion on

these matters had crystallized in

the Branch, but it was not for want
of discussion.

Nova Scotia Association

The íirst regular general meet-

ing of the Association of Profes-

sional Engineers of Nova Scotia

was reported at length. The elec-

tion resulted in the choice of C.

E. W. Dodwell, m.e.i.c, as presi-

dent, and AV. P. Morrison, Prof.

Faulkner, K. H. Smith, I. P. Mac-
nab, J. W. Roland, A. F. Dyler

and F. A. Bowman, ali members
of the Institute, plus Dr. F. H.

Sexton, as councillors. To these

were added J. L. Allan, T. J.

Brown, W. G. Matthewson, D. W.
Robb and L. H. Wheaton, also ali

members of the Institute and ap-

pointed by the lieutenant governor

in council.

An associate member from Vic-

toria wrote in to ask if a course in

"structural engineering and other

correspondence courses" oíTered by

a concern in a small Massachusetts

town, were any good. The editor

did not reply—probably he could

not—but he referred the enquiry

to members.

This was an average issue of

the Journal, not the best we have

reviewcd in the last two years or

so, but containing a fair ration

of distinctly useful material and

.«ihowing evidence that the maga-
zine was growing up.
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NEWS OF THE

Information received through co-operation with the

provincial orgõmizations

ASSOCIATIONS & GORPQRATIC^Il

Dominion Council
(Reprinted from The Canadian Professional

Engineer, July 1955)

The Purpose of Dominion Council

For those not familiar with the

present functions of Dominion Council
of Professional Engineers, the following
provides a brief outline:

When it was created as such in 1936,

the constitution adopted defined the ob-
jectives and purposes in the following
words

—

"Having due regard for Provincial

autonomy, the objectives and purposes
of the Council shall be:

(a) To assist the Association by recom-
mending ways, means and procedures
for co-ordinating and standardizing
their activities, primarily in niatters

pertaining to the Registration,
Licensing and Transfer of Registra-

tion of Professional Engineers; and

(b) With the unanimous consent of the
Associations to act in respect of

other matters of a Dominion-wide
nature concerning the Profession,

either alone or in co-operation with
other bodies".

Meetings of Dominion Council are

held yearly and in the various Prov-
inces. To these meetings each Associa-
tion delegates an ofíicial representative,

usually the president or vice-president

to ensure close contact with the thinking
of the Association Councils. These re-

presentatives elect a Dominion Council
president, a vice-president and a mem-
ber of the executiva, who hold office

for one year. Of recent years the duties
of the secretary-treasurer, who is ap-

pointed by Dominion Council have been
shared between the permanent staffs of

the Quebec Corporation and the Ontário
Association, alternating every two years.

As í?tatc(.l in the Constitution, action

by Dominion Council can be taken only

with the unanimous consent of its mem-
ber associations. This may have the

etfect of slowing action but on the other

hand the according of unanimous sup-

port to any proposal means a powerful

backing by the profession as a whole.

The annual conforences have been in-

valuable in providing a means of dis-

cussing mutual or individual problems
and in an informal manner. It has

placed the profe.ssion on a personal

basis and made very obvious the fact

that what affects one Association, affects

ali.

The meeting's agenda is prepared in

advance so each representative can come
prepared to present his Association's

experience or viewpoints. If agreemeni
is reached on a proposed solution to a

problem. Dominion Council will present

this as a recommendation to each
Association for acceptance or otherwise.

If unanimous support is not forthcom-
ing, the matter will be returned to Dom-
inion Council for further consideration.

Rarely, however, is unanimous support
not forthcoming.
Some of the achievements of Dom-

inion Council which may be named are:

abolition of the transfer fee for members
moving from one Province to another;

adoption of a syllabus of examinations
used by ali Associations and thus pro-

moting uniformity in treatment; the

issuing of a recommended Schedule of

Salaries for Professional Engineers en-

dorsed by ali Provincial Associations;

a sharp narrowing of the gap in re-

quirements for registration and the prob-

able unanimity on same in the very

near future; a profitable development
of public relations programs which have
done much to enhance the position of

the Professional engineer; and the prep-

aration of the annual new.s-sheet, The
Canadian Professional Engineer, which

is sent to each registered professional

engineer in Canada with the idea of

bringing him more closely into the

picture.

A very valuable feature of Dominion
Council meetings has been the presence,

as guests, of representatives of the

various engineering and technical In-

stitutes of Canada and of the U.S.A.

sister organizations. the National Society

of Professional Engineers and the Na-
tional Council of State Boards of Engi-

neering Examiners. Of particular help

has been the presence of a representative

of the Canadian Civil Service Commis-
sion in the person of G. A. Blackburn,

of Ottawa, and him.self a professional

engineer. Ali are encouraged to enter

into the discussions and experience has

indicated that professional problems

know no national boundaries.

An Earlier Record of the Engineering

Profession

The accompanying is reproduced from

the first bulletin of Dominion Council

and published 19 years ago. At that time

Dominion Council was made up of rep-

resentatives of professional engineers in

Alberta, British Columbia, New Bruns-

wick, Nova Scotia, Ontário and Saskat-

chewan, whose members in 1936 totalledj

2,636. In those same Provinces todayl
the registration is close to 19,000 and|
of ali Provinces about 25,000.

While the íirst get-together of repre-

sentatives of Provincial bodies was a

meeting in Montreal in 1926, it was not

until ten years later that a constitution i

was adopted by the Associations of thcl

six provinces named above. Later in the|

same year, 1936, Quebec decided to sup-

port Dominion Council and in 1938'

Manitoba took similar action. In addi-

tion to the Associations named. Dom-,
inion Council today also includes the

Association of Professional Engineers of

Newfoundland, which was created in

1952, the Association of Professional

Engineers of Prince Edward Island and
the Association of Professional Engi-

neers of Yukon Territory, both of which

were authorized by legislation in 1955.

Editor's Note: Stated in very broad

terms, one of the principal objectives of

professional engineering confederation in

Canada, which readers are aware is now
under study, would be the creation of

a single Council, to co-ordinate and
assist the work of the Association and
The Engineering Institute of Canada.

Ontário

News of the Members

W. A. McNair in May of this year took

over the position of general manager of

Kennatrack Corporation (Canada) Ltd.,

of 417A Birchmount Road, Toronto 13.

The company. a subsidiary of Kenna-

track Corp. of Elkhart, Ind.. manufac-

tures a complete line ol shding doors

hardware in the Toronto plant and dis-

tributes to wholesale outlets in Canada

and abroad.
Mr. McNair, a graduate of the Uni-

versity of Toronto, was previously a

sales engineer with Empire Brass Manu-

facturing Co. Ltd.

E. Cattanes has joined the Solartron

Electronic Group Ltd., Thames Ditton,

Surrey, England, as a sénior commercial

executive. He will be responsibie for

developing the European market for

Solartron electronic instrumenta and

will, in particular, open up a new Paria

office later in the year.
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Mr. Cattanes, who attended the Uni-
versities of London, Grenoble and Turin,
was French manager of A. C Cosser
Ltd. in Paris in 1932-36, and manager
of the electronic instruments division

until 1946. Duiing the period 1946-48

he was manager of the electronic pro-
ducts division of Radiotel Corp. and
until 1952 headed the industrial elec-

tronic division of English Electric Co.
Ltd. When in Canada, Mr. Cattanes
was with Industrial Electronics of Can-
ada Ltd., Toronto.

J. S. L. Shales has joined with Lester
W. Childs, formerly of Owen Sound, to

form Cummins Diesel Michigan Inc.,

located at 3601 Gratiot Av^enue, Detroit,

Mich. Mr. Shales is vice-president of

the company which succeeds Cummins
Diesel Service and Sales of Michigan
Inc., and its function is to sell and
service Cummins diesel engines in the
Southern peninsula of the State of

Michigan and the northwestern counties

of Ohio.

R. F. Taylor of Packard Electric Co.
Ltd., St. Catharines, Ont., has been ap-
pointed manager of the special produets
section of the company 's sales depart-
ment. The function of this new section
will be to handle new business develop-
ment and special projects.

Mr. Taylor, who is a graduate of the
University of Toronto, has been a sales

engineer for the company since early
1951 and has specialized in unit sub-
station sales at the company 's Toronto
olEce.

Peter H. Aykroyd of the Federal Dis-
trict Commission, Ottawa, is giving an
illustrated lecture on the National Capi-
tal Plan to delegates attending the 14tli

Short Course on Roadside Development
at Columbus, Ohio.
Mr. Aykroyd will enjoy the distinc-

tion of being the first Canadian to be
invited to address the annual meeting of

Roadside Engineers who gather from ali

parts of the United States as well as

from Central America.

Elsie Gregory MacGill consultant aero-
nautical engineer of Toronto, was elect-

ed president of the Business and Pro-
fessional Women's Club of Ontário at
the pro\incial conference held in Lon-
don, Ontário, early in Octobér. She will

assume ofHce in June, 1956.

Two years ago. Mis.-? MaoGill was
awarded the citation of the Society of

Women Engineers in the United States,

as "woman engineer of the year". Late
last month her biography of her mother,
the late Judge Helen Gregory MacGill
was published under the name "My
Mother the Judge".

G. Franklin Dean of Toronto has been
elected a director on the Council of the
Illuminating Engineering Society whose
47th Annual Conference was held in
Cleveland in September. Mr. Dean is

in charge of lighting service of the
Toronto Hj-dro-Electric System, and has
speciahzed in illumination engineering
since his graduation from the University
of Toronto in 1924.

R. E. Hendershott of Canadian West-
inghouse Co. Ltd. has been appointed
manager of manufacturing services at
the comj)any's lamp division plant at
Three Rivers, Que.
Mr. Hendershot joined the Westing-

house organization in 1935 foUowing his

graduation from the University of Tor-
onto. He has enjoyed a wide experience
in the lamp field in manufacturing, mar-
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keting and sales. Prior to his move to
Three Rivers he was manager of the
lamp sales depart.nient of tiic coniiiany
and was located in Hamilton. During the
Second World War he served with the
Royai Canadian Engineers, retiring with
the rank of licutcnant-colonel.

Fresco» T. Duff of Toronto is now
engaged in post-graduate study in in-

dustrial management at the Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology. His work
at M.I.T., which will require approxi-
mately two years, is under a Teagle
Foundation Scholarship awarded to Mr.
Duff.

Mr. Duff has been with Imperial Oil
Ltd., Toronto, since 1950 and graduated
from the Nova Scotia Technical In-
stitute in mining following graduation
in ycience from Dalhousie University.

British Columbia
Engineers Most in Deinand Among

University Graduatcs

The demand for graduates in engi-
neering tops the demand for graduates
in any other branch of learning at
Canadian universities.

In his latest "Bulletin on the Supply
and Demand Situation in Regard to
University Graduates" G. M. Morrison,
supervisor of the Executive and Pi-o-

fessional Division of the National Em-
ployment Service, says that his predic-
tion three years ago that "Canadian
employers will be looking for at Icast

2.000 graduates in engineering each year
for some time to come" has proved
conservative. Demand has been at least

mild profanity: "My God! If we
could get one mile per hour addi-

tional I'd thank God for it, I

would really!"

When a city spreads out over a

large área—metropolitan Toronto
was stated to run 25 to 30 miles

along the lake and 12 to 15 miles

back from it—there is no possibil-

ity that its traffic can be handled
even passably by any system of

surface streets, with their numer-
ous intersections, unlimited access

and uncontroUed frontage devel-

opment. Then expressways are in-

dicated, always remembering that

these are not an effort to decrease

traffic, but mercly to provide the

best facilities economically possi-

ble for existing and for anticipated

future traffic. But some of the traf-

fic experts still look askance at

them as over-expensive remedies.

Of course, a lot of the paneFs
time was spent in discussion of or

arguments about parking. Only

November, 1955

2,500 and some officers of professional
engineering socicties say that it takes
3,000 gi-aduates per year to kcop up with
the neud for engineers in Canadian
industry.

Mr. Morrison says further that the
shortage of engineers is concentrated in

the aircraft, electrical and oil industries,

but that demand also exceeds supply of

gcological, mcchanical and mining engi-
neering grailuates.

Improvcniont in the supply situation
is indicated hy figures obtained from the
Schools of Engineering. In the autumn
of 1950, the class scheduled to graduate
in 1954 numbered 1,649. In the autumn
of 1954, the class to graduate in 1958
numbered 3,282, an increase of nearly
100 per cent. There is, of course, a ccr-

tain wastage to be anticipated, since not
ali first year engineering students
eventually graduate.
Even with the increases in enrolment,

there is no danger, Mr. Morrison says,

of the profession becoming overcrowded.
"In spile of the uncertaintics which
must qualify any judgment on the future,

a long run view clearly points to a con-
tinuing high levei of demand for scien-

tific and professional manpower."
A table of the numbers of students

in difforcnt faculties hired by the Civil

Service of Canada shows that employ-
ment-opportunities for the scientifically

trained are high even on the temporary,
summer, levei. In 1952-3 the Civil Ser-
vice hired for the summer 120 students
in agriculture, 64 students in Arts and
Social Science and 661 in Applied and
Pure Science. In 1953-4 the number of

.\pplied and Pure Science students em-
ployed again topped the table with 694
Applied and Pure Scuence students given
summer work by the Federal Civil Ser-

vice, as compared with 147 agriculture

students and 73 students in Arts and
Social Science.

the real estate representative could

fínd much good to say of street

parking. He felt that prohil)iting

curb parking entircly would deprc-

ciate property values and, further.

that asking owners to provide oíf-

street parking was a little unfair,

though he admitted that it had
come to stay. And he was most
decidedly of the opinion that civic

bylaws asked for more off-street

parking at the owner's expense
than was necessary. Somebody has
said, "Every square foot of a

building dcvoted to yjarking is a

square foot that produces no rev-

enue." This isn't necessarily so;

without adcquate parking space,

an owner might find it hard to fill

his building, or might have to ac-

cept less than the going rental

rate.

On the other hand, the example
of a Montreal ai)artment building

was cited. This had parking ac-

commodations for about haif its
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tenants. To fill the other half, the

owner had to rent outside parking

space for these tenants; nobody
was interested in an apartment
without parking. This outside

space cost considerably more than
it would have cost to have pro-

vided it in his own building.

The panei had a feeling that the

provinces, perhaps even the fed-

eral government, would have to

come to the financial aid of the
cities before the latter could em-
bark on any very extensive im-

provements aimed at the solution

of traffic problems. No Canadian
city could possibly raise the funds
it ought to have for this purpose.
One argument advanced for fed-

eral subsidization was that naviga-

tion, which lands goods on the city

docks, is so subsidized, but that
the further handling of these goods
was by facilities partly furnished

by the cities and provinces. Why
shouldn't the federal government
aid in this part of the trip, too?
One point on which the panei

did agree unanimously was that

Canada needed more traffic engi-

neers and was doing little to pro-

duce them. The young man with

an urge to go into this branch of

engineering could get his under-

graduate training at a Canadian
university, but would have to go
elsewhere for the necessary gradu-

ate work. It was suggested that

the Institute might well call the

attention of the universities to this

situation.

There was considerable discus-

sion from the floor, some of it

much to the point. Altogether the
panei session may be called a suc-

cess. If it didn't produce any one-

shot solution to the traffic prob-

lems—which would have been a

miracle— it did give opposing

points of view an opportimity to

be heard. Listeners must have
gone away with a conviction that

traffic is a problem and that it will

never be properly taken care of

except through the mutual for-

bearance and concentrated efforts

of evervbodv concerned.

The sympathy of the Institute is extended to the

rdatives of those ivhose passing is recorded here.

Samuel J. Hungerford, hon.m.e.i.c,
former president of Canadian National
Railways, died on October 7, 1955, in
Farnham. Que.

Mr. Hungerford was born in Bedford,
Que., on .July 16, 1872, and joined the
South Eastern railway shops in Farn-
ham, Que., as a machinist-apprentice
when he was 14 years old. After a five-

year apprenticeship he became journey-
man machinist at various points in

Quebec, Ontário and Vermont. From
1894 to 1897 he was chargeman at Cana-
dian Pacific Railway's Windsor Station
in Montreal, and remained with the
C.P.R. until 1910, holding such positions
as master mechanic of the western
division, with headquarters in Calgary,
Alta., and superintendent of the loco-
motive shops at Winnipeg, Man. In 1910
he joined Canadian Northern Railways
as superintendent of rolling stock at
Winnipeg, moving to Toronto in 191.5.

Following the organization of Canadian
National Railways, he was appointed
general manager of the eastern lines in

November, 1917, and vice-president and
general manager the following year.
He was appointed vice-president of

operation and maintenance for the

C.N.R. in 1920, and two years later, vice-

president in charge of operation and
construction in Montreal. In 1932 he
was appointed acting president, and twj
years later was named president of the

system. In 1936 he became chairman

S. J. Hungerford, Hon.M.E.I.C.

of the board of directors, and in 1937,
upon the formation of Trans-Canada
Airlines, he was named first president of,

that company, a position he held until;

1941. He resigned as president and
chairman of the board of the C.N.R, in

1941 and during the war was president
and director of National Railway Muni-
tions, a Crown corporation.

Mr. Hungerford had been chairman
of the committee which enacted the first

shopmens universal wage agreement iu

Canada. He also invented a number of,

railway appiiances.

He became a Member of the Engineer-
ing Institute in 1919, and waa awarded
an Honorary Membership in 1937.

Arthur George Herr, M.E.I.C., a director

of the Packard Electric Company in St.

Catharines, Ont., died on September 27,

1955, at the Hotel Dieu Hospital in St.

Catharines, following a brief illness.

Mr. Herr was born in Wartburg, Ont.,

on October 18, 1886, and attended pub-

A. G. Herr, M.E.I.C.

lie and high schools in Milverton, Ont.

Then he followed architectural and en-

gineering cour.ses through International

Correspondence Schools, working at that

time in general construction work at

Stratford and Welland, Ont. From 1911

to 1914, Mr. Herr was connected with

the architectural offices of A. E. Nichol-

son.

It was in 1915 that Mr. Herr began
his long association with the Packard
Electric Company. Joining the company
as inspector of munitions, he was named
chief draughtsman of the company_ in

1917 and was in charge of ali mechanical

engineering work. He was named a

director of the company in 1935 and

continued as chief draughtsman until his

retirement at the end of 1954. He re-

mained a director of the company until

his death.

Mr. Herr was active in musical circles

and was a director of the St. Catharines

Community Concert. He was also a

member of the Association of Profes-

sional Engineers of Ontário.

He became an Associate Member cf

the Engineering Institute in 1935 and

transferred to Member in 1940.
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News of the Personal Activities

of

Members of the Institute

John E. Bright, m.e.i.c, has been named
district engineer with the harbours and
rivers engineermg branch of the De-

J. E. Bright, M.E.I.C.

partment of Public Works with head-
quarters in Halifax.

Mr. Bright graduated in 1938 from
Queen's Uuiversity with a degree of

bachelor of science in mechanical engi-
neering. After a short time with the
Bell Telephone Company and with the
London Stractural Steel Company he
enlisted in the Royai Canadian Engi-
neers in 1939 and served overseas. He
was discharged in 1946 with the rank
of major.
He was employed with the Richards

and Wilcox Canadian Company at Lon-
don, Ont. for a time prior to joining
he Federal Department of Public
Works as an engineer in the London,
"ntario district office in 1946. In 1953

e was transferred to Ottawa where he
was first in the bridge design section

and then in the structures division of

the engineering branch.

A.I.E.E. Awards Fellowships

_ Recently the American Institute of

'lectriral Engineers awarded fellow-

hips to two prominent Canadian engi-

eers. Recipients were Dr. Renc
Dupuis, M.E.I.C, a member of the Quoí-

'oc Hydro-Electric Commission in

.Montreal, and D. W. Callandcr, m.e.i.c,

in engineering consultant in the Cana-
lian Westinghouse Company's indus-

HE ENGINEERING JOURNAE

trial products divi.sion at Hamilton,
Ont.

In conferring the fellowship upon Dr.
Dupuis the citation read "for contri-
butions to the electric industry as engi-
neer, author, administrator and educa-
tor."

Dr. Dupuis began his engineering
education at McGill University and
completed his course at Nancy, France,
where he obtained his diplomas in

mechanics and physics, and also studied
politicai economy. Returning to Canada,
he was employed for two years by the
Canadian Westinghouse Company at

Hamilton, Ont. From 1928 to 1930 he
was with the Shawinigan Water and
Power Company at Three Rivers, Que.
In 1930 he became associated with the
Quebec Power Company subsequently

Dr. K. Dupuis, M.E.I.C.

becoining assistant general superinten-

dent of the company in 1939.

In 1942 Dr. Dupuis founded the

school of electrical engineering at Lavai
University and was its director until

1947 when the Quebec Hydro-Electric
Power Commission named him super-

intending engineer of its Beauharnois
operations. He retained that position

when the Quebec government appointed
him a commissioner in 1948. In 1952

he was asked to take charge at the

executive levei of the Commission's
Bersimis River development. He is also

a member of the Canadian section of

the St. Lawrence River Board of Con-
trol.

November, 1955

In 1954 Lavai University conferred

an honorary degree of doctor of

science on Dr. Dupuis.
Dr. Dupuis is a past-chairman of the

Quebec Branch of the Engineering In-

stitute, having joined as an Associate

Member in 1934, transferring to Mem-
ber in 1940.

D. W. Callander, m.e.i.c, received his

fellowship in recognition of his many
achievenients during his 46-year career

in the electrical industry.

Mr. Callander joined Canadian West-
inghouse in 1909 as an engineering ap-
prentice and received his B.Sc. degree
in electrical engineering from McGill
University two years later. In 1912 he
joined the motor and generator section

of the firm's engineering department,
spending two years on d.c. machine de-

sign. He spent the next seven years

engaged in design and development
work on polyphase motors and CAH
fractional horsepower induction motors.

In 1921 Mr. Callander was trans-

ferred to the company's transformcr
division as a section engineer. In this

position he worked on power trans-

formers for projects by the Ontário and
Quebec Hydros at Beauharnois, Shaw-
inigan Falis and Gatineau Power. Un-
der his supervision the CSP transfor-

nier was developed in Canada. In 1943

Mr. Callandcr was named division engi-

neer in charge of power and distribu-

tion transformers at Westinghouse. He
became consultant in industrial products
engineering in 1947.

D. W. Callandcr, M.E.I.C.
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PUNTLEDGE RIVER, B.C.: One of four major

penstock installations by Dominion Bridge for the

BC Power Commission 234 miles of pipe totalling

5,775 tons of steel were used on this project. Pen-

stock varies in size from 12 ft diameter with ^ ^ ins

plate to 9 ít. 10 ins diameter with l^á ins piate.

HALIFAX, N. S.: With its m.iin span of 1447 fr and

overall length of 4420 ft , the new Angus L Macdonald

bridge is second largcst of its typc in the Common-

wealth It IS surpassed onl)- by the Lions Gate Bndge,

Vancouver, also built by Dominion Bridge

ON THE JOB..

NIAGARA FALLS, ONT.: One of two

hydraulic control gates — largest built

in Canada — weighing 225 tons each and

measuring 58' high by 45' wide For the

new Sir Adam Beck generating station

VANCOUVER, B.C.: Onc of n

largc oil refinery process vesi

cently fabricated at our Vail

plant — shown emerging frorj

relieving furnace
'

CALGARY, ALTA.: 12-foot radial type irrigation

gate designed and fabricated by Riverside Iron &
Engineering Works, Ltd This type of gate was

formerly imported



NE, P.Q.: This new open-side plano-miller at our main

believed to be the largest of ics kind in the vvorld. Used

ing, drilling and milling large componencs, ic vveighs

s — took two years to build

IST, N.S.: We recently introduced a new type

kçh Dry Back boiler for use as a "packaged

This one was built by our subsidiary. Robb
lering Works Ltd.

TORONTO, ONT.: \\.^[cll-u^. mccI of ali types is imme-
diately available Irom nine stratcgically located warehouses

across Canada — like this onc in Toronto.

HAMILTON, ONT.: First perma-

nent "vvavestack' television an-

tenna in the world; designed by

RCA Victor Co. Ltd. in conjunction

with Dominion Bridge and built

in our main plant. It was crected

by our Ontário Division.

WITH DOMINION BRIDGE
DOMINION BRIDGE COMPANY, LIMITED

DIVISIONS: STRUCrUKAL — MECHANICAL — PLATEWORK — BOILER — WAREHOUSE

PLANTS AT. MONTREAL • OTTAWA • TORONTO • WINNIPEG • CALGARY • \^\NCOUVER

ASSOC. COMPANY PLANTS AT. AMHERST • QUEBEC • SAULT STE. MARIE • EDMONTON



Mr. Callander became an Associate

Member of the Engineering Institute in

1927, transferring to Member in 1940.

Geoflfrcy P. Webb, m.e.i.c, has become
associated with Kennedy & Donkin,
Consulting engineers of London, Eng-
land. He will be engaged on design and
contract work in their hydro-electríc

division. later to be transferred

to Caracas, Venezuela, as their repre-

sentative for the Caroni hydro-electric

scheme.

Mr. Webb, who is a B.Sc. engineering

graduate of the University of London,
class of 1952, served as a captain with

the Royai Engineers in índia and
Burma from 1942 to 1946.

On coming to Canada three years

ago Mr. Webb completed the Canadian
General Electric's test course and then
spent a year with that company in the

power transformer and switchgear sales

division in Toronto.

During the last year he has been
with the Aluminum Company of Can-
ada as an electrical engineer on the

Saguenay hydro-electric system at Ship-

shaw, Que.

P. J. G. Carrothers, m.e.i.c, is now
research engineer with the Fisheries

Research Board of the Canadian De-
partment of Fisheries. He is located at

G. P. Webb, M.E.I.C.

W. V. Morris, M.E.I.C.

the Pacific Fisheries Experimental Sta-
tion in Vancouver, B.C.
A chemical engineering graduate of

the University of British Columbia,
class of 1944, Mr. Carrothers was
previously chemical engineer in charge
of research with Edward L i p s e 1

1

Limited in Vancouver. He received a
master's degree in textile engineering
in 1952 from the Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology.

W. Victor Morris, m.e.i.c, has joined
the water resources division of the
Department of Northern Affairs and
National Resources as chief of the
water development projects section in

Ottawa.
Mr. Morris was previously on the

staff of the civil engineering department
at the University of Manitoba, since his

graduation from that university in 1943.

During the past several years he has
been associated with the water resources
branch of the Manitoba government,
with the Consulting firm of Main,
Rensaa and Minsos in Edmonton, and
in 1952-53 as hydraulic engineer with
the Red River Basin Investigation. He
also received the degree of master of

science from the Colorado A. and M.
College in 1954.

Mr. Morris is a member of the As-
sociation of Professional Engineers of

Manitoba, and a member of the Inter-
national Association for Hydraulic Re-
search. He has served on the Branch
Management Committee of the Win-

A. A. Goldes, M.e.i.c.

nipeg Branch of the Engineering Insti-

tute during the past year.

Noel William Smithson, m.e.i.c, has

been named assistant to the chief cjvil

engineer at Racey, MacCallum & As-
sociates Ltd. in Montreal. He joined
the company earlier this year as project

manager in Toronto.

An electrical engineering graduate of

London University, Mr. Smithson had
previously been with the engineering

construction department of Foundation
Company of Canada Ltd. at Toronto.

Anton A. Goldes, m.e.i.c, has been ap-

pointed chief engineer of Hooper &
Yolles, Consulting engineers, in Toronto,
Mr. Goldes became associated with the

firm earlier this year.

Mr. Goldes was born in Johanin —
burg, South Africa, and graduated in

civil engineering from Witwatersranil

University in 1941. During the Second
World War he served with the South
African Army as technical oííicer and
after the war was associated with Dr.

Oscar Fáber and Sir William Halcrow,
Consulting engineers in London, Eni.'-

land.

He came to Canada in 1952 and was
with the Dominion Bridge Company in

Winnipeg, Man., as a sénior designer.

In 1954 he joined Shore & Moffat,

architects of Toronto, as head of the

structural engineering department.
Mr. Goldes is an associate member

of the Institutions of Civil Engineers

COMPLETE PLANTS

for

CAUSTIC SODA AND CHLORINE

CALCIUM OR SODIUM HYPOCHLORITE FOR PULPMILLS

JAMES RUSSELL ENGINEERING WORKS, INC.

9 Dewar Street

Boston 25, Mossochusetts

U.S.A.

"Suppliers of Caustic Soda-Chiorine Plant for Murupara Project in New Zealond"
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SMIDTH
Rotary Kilns

For reburníng

Lime Sludge
F. L. Smidth &Co. specializes in the design and

manufacture of rotary kilns, coolers, and auxiliary

equipment for burning lime, lime sludge and for

many other purposes.

Over 1,000 Smidth Rotary Kilns have been furnished.

The illustration shows the Smidth Rotary Kiln

for reburning lime installed at the Tasmania Pulp

& Paper Company's plant at Kawerau, New Zealand.
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and Structural Engineers of Great
Britain.

C. W. Coote, M.E.I.C., has been tians-

ferred from Montreal to the Edmonton
refinery as assistant manager by the

British American Oil Company. He was
assistant manager of the company in

Montreal.

A chemical enginering graduate of

the University of Alberta, class of

1939, he has also been refinery manager
with the company in Calgary, Alta.

J. V. Daniliauskas, m.e.i.c, has joined

the St. Lawrence River Joint Board of

Engineers in Comwall, Ont., as soils

engineer. He was formerly hydraulic

engineer with Power Corporation of

Canada Ltd. in Montreal.

He has also been with the Canadian
National Railways in Montreal as

mechanical assistant in the chief archi-

tect's ofíice in 1951.

Fenco Names New Vice-Presidents

Foundation of Canada Engineering
Corporation Ltd. of Toronto and
Montreal has announced the appoint-

ment of N. D. Lea, m.e.i.c, and G. G.
Leroux, M.E.I.C, as vice-presidents.

Norman D. Lea became associated

with the Foundation Company in Tor-
onto in 1946 after graduating from the

University of Toronto with a B.A.Sc,

(honours) degree in civil engineering the

G. G. Leroux, M.E.I.C.

year before. In 1949-50 he attended

Harvard University and received his

M.Sc. degree (honours) in a special

course in soil mechanics.

Returning to Fenco in the Montreal
office, he was named sénior soils engi-

neer in 1951. In 1953 he was also ap-

pointed vice-president of Gunite &
Waterproofing Ltd., and the following

year became assistant to the vice-presi-

dent of Foundation of Canada Engi-

neering Corporation Ltd., the position

he held until his recent appointment aa

vice-president. Mr. Lea will be with the

head oíEce in Toronto.

MOBILE COMMUNICATION CENTERS
Radio Engineering Products has been continually in production of

mobile communication centers for various NATO headquarters and for

the U.S. Signal Corps Engineering Laboratories, over a period of

severa! years. The centers produced have included type AN/MSC-1,
type AN/MSC-5, and type AN/MSC-1 2, which have been or are

being manufactured in full accordance with U.S. Signal Corps specifica-

tions. There have also been produced systems engineered by us to the

specific requirements of a headquarters.

These systems have employed in some instances trailers and tractors

of modified commercial types supplied by us, In some instances standard

military-type vehicles supplied by us, and in some instances the using

agency has supplied standard military-type tractors, trailers and trucks.

These centers have provided in mobile form, some or ali of the follov/-

ing functions, in some cases in very complex and extensive form:
• OperatioDS rooms for signal officers and commanders.
• Teletype conference viewer facilities.

• Teletype switchboards up tc 120 Unes.

• Telephone switchboards up to 600 lines.

• Testing of military and civil wire facilities.

• V-H-F and U-H-F broadband radio-relay terminais and repeoters.

• Multi-channel carrier-telephone and carrier-telegraph systems for

superposing on wire and radio facilities.

• H-F frequency-shift radio transmitting facilities, and motching duol-diversity

receiving positions.

• Teletype message-center, tape-relay, and cryptographic facilities.

• Mobile diesel power plants.

Radio Engineering Products has a broad and extensive knowledge of

this subject, unparalleled plant facilities, and a team of engineers,

production executives, and craftsmen which place us in a unique

position in this field. We will gladly supply estimates on mobile com-
centers to specific requirements on request.

N. D. Lea, M.E.I.C.

He Í9 a member of the Manitoba As-
sociation of Professional Engineers, the
Ontário Association of Professional
Engineers, and of the Corporation oi

Professional Engineers of Quebec.
George G. Leroux graduated from

McGill University in 1940 with a
B.Eng. degree in civil engineering. After
serving as a navigation oíRcer in the
R.C.A.F. he joined Fenco in 1945 as

job engineer on the Metis Power De-
velopment.
In 1947 he was design engineer for

the company and the following year
was appointed superintendent of Dun-
can Wharf for the company in Port
Alfred, Que. From 1949 to 1952 he was
supervisor of engineering design in

Montreal and then was named division

engineer of construction, also in Mont-
real. In 1954 he was assistant general

superintendent of heavy construction
and also assistant to the vice-president
With his new appointment as vice-

president Mr. Leroux will remain with

the Montreal oíSce of the company.

George Ross, M.e.i.c, has been named
assistant to the executive vice-president

of Inland Cement Company Ltd. in

Edmonton, Alta.

Mr. Ross, a civil engineering graduate
of the University of Alberta, was for-

merly sales engineer with Northwest
Industries Limited, also in Edmonton.

J. R. Holmes, m.e.i.c, is now engaged
in private practice as a professional

sales engineer specializing in service for

Canadian industry. He has his office in

Montreal.
Mr. Holmes was previously district

manager for Bush A.B.O.E. (Canada)
Limited in Montreal, Que.
He is an electrical engineering grad-

uate of McGill University, having re-

ceived his B.Sc. degree in 1929.

E. T. Charnock, m.e.i.c, superinten-

dent of technical services of the Great
Lakes Paper Company, Fort William,

Ont., has been elected chairman of the

Lakehead Branch of the Engineering
Institute.

Mr. Charnock was bom in Fort Wil-

liam, Ont. and received his secondary
education there. In 1938 he graduated

from the University of Toronto with a

B.A.Sc, degree in chemical engineering.

Immediately after his graduation he

.joined the J R. Walkins Company in

Winnipeg, Man., as a chemist.

RADIO ENGINEERING PRODUCTS
1080 UNIVERSITY STREET, MONTREAL 3, CANADA

Telephone: UNivertity 6-6887 Cable Address: Rodenpro, Montreal

MANUFACTURERS OF CARRIER-TELEGRAPH, CARRIER-TELEPHONE AND BROAD-BAND RADIO SYSTEMS.
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"QUALITY"
MACHINERY
s RECOGNIZED by

The TASMAN PULP and PAPER
MILL in NEW ZEALAND

Chip Feeder

60" Refuse Hog

We are proud to report that Sumner Equipment

has once again been given worid wide recognition

in the Timber Industry.

It has been our privilege to supply the following

equipment, for use in both Sawmill and Pulpmiii

Woodroom, to the Tasman Pulp ond Paper Mill

in New Zealand.

• 60 CYLINDERS (Air & Steam)

• 3 SUMNER CHIP FEEDERS

• 3 SETS—LOG CLAMPING JAWS
• 1 EASTERN TYPE EDGER
• 1 SUMNER SAWMILL WASTE-WOOD

72" CHIPPER

1 90" WHOLE LOG CHIPPER

1 HORIZONTAL AXE SPLITTER

2 60" REFUSE HOGS

ROM WORKS LIMITED
VANCOUVER 12 , CANADA
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^^^^^^ Symbol

of

Service

tn

Communications

Bell Communications services are geared to your future as well

as your present needs. By leasing your Communications from

Bell you tie up no capital, you are relieved of ali maintenance

problems and your equipment never becomes obsolete.

Whatever your Communications requirements you can depend

on Bell to recommend and install the type of system best

suited to your needs. We will be glad to analyse your Com-

munications— there's no obligation, of course— just call our

nearest Business Office.

SPECIAL COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES SUPPLIED BY BELL

BELL TELETYPE INTERCOMMUNICATING AND PRIVATE LINE
TELEPHONE SYSTEMS

MICROWAVE RADIO RELAY SYSTEMS CHANNELS FOR TELEMETERING
AND SUPERVISORY CONTROL

MOBILE TELEPHONE SYSTEMS SPECIAL LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE SERVICES

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF CANADA

He began his association with Grea
Lakes Paper Company in 1942 as sul M k
phite engineer and was later namee
assistant sulphite superintendent. H. K(-
assumed his present position in 1954. ^
Mr. Chamock joined the Engineerinj .

E. T. Charnock, M.E.I.C.

Institute as a Júnior in 1944 and tran;

ferred to Member in 1948.

A. Reg. Underhill, m.e.i.c, has be€
named city engineer for the City
Brandon, Man. He was formerly o£S,

engineer in the city engineering offii

of the City of Regina.
Mr. Underhill is a civil engineerir

graduate of the University of Albert
class of 1949.

In 1952 he was technical ofíicer at i\

SufBeld Experimental Station in Ralsto
Alta.

C. R. Stones, mjs.i.c, has been namf
assistant to the manager of the enginee
ing department of the Bowater Co
poration of North America Ltd
Montreal.
Mr. Stones was previously associatell

with William Kennedy & Sons Limitei'

and Had-Mil (Canada) Limited i-

Owen Sound, Ont., as chief engineel

having joined that company in 199

when he came to Canada from Englan^

He was first in Montreal as chief eng|

neer in the paper machinery divisioj

moving to Owen Sound later that ye;,

for the company.
[

In England Mr. Stones was with tl!

Bowater Paper Corporation in Londcl

from 1947 to 1952 as engineer in charJ

of various subsidiary companies inclui

ing paper making, bag and multi-w^i

sack and corrugated box manufactui

In 1945 he was with Bowater Mers
Paper Mills Ltd. as assistant chief ení

neer and from 1935 to 1945 he was wi

Bowater Thames Paper Mills Ltd.

chief draughtsman, and then wor:

manager.

W. H. D. Hanchet, m.e.i.c, has be

named contracts and service manager
Doman Fleet Helicopters Limited
Fort Erie, Ont.
Mr. Hanchet, a mechanical engineel

ing graduate of McGill University I

1946, has previously been with tl

Canadian Pratt & Whitney Aircra

Company in Longueuil, Que.
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MATERIAL9

HANDLIN6-

light,

Ganaral

and

Heavy Duty

FREIGHT

ELEVATORS

I

taking the extra stresses

Freight elevators need extra ruggedness of design to stand up under

industrial power truck looding "punishment." The arrows in the diagrams

ot the left show how impact stresses vary when the elevotor platform is

levei, beiow or obove the landing. They olso show the effects of o fast

braking stop. These and the stresses of off-balance loading, and extra

static loading are ot work, not singly, but simultaneously and in endless

combinations— os described in detail in Otis Heavy Duty Freight Elevators

bookiet B-705.

simplifying multi-floor handling

Freight elevators con easily be made to step up the efficiency of floor-

to-floor production lines. The some electronic skill that developed aufo-

mafic operaiorless AUTOTRONIC® elevators for busy office buildings is

ready to make completely automatic freight elevators an integral part

of vertical production lines. This thinking can be applied to new buildings,

to new elevators for existing buildings, and to modernizing outmoded

light duty, general duty and heavy duty freight elevators.

o

time-saving hoistway doors
Otis power-operated biporting hoistway doors open while the car leveis.

This is a major time-saving feature. As compared with manual operation,

automatic power operation is safer, quicker, smoother, and moterially

reduces round-trip time for busy freight elevators. The electric door

operator does not depend on "coast" but drives the doors and car gates

quietiy to the fully opened and closed positions— os described in Otis

Hoistway Doors bookiet A-389 for new installations and modernizotion.

save costiy building alterations

Otis Light Duty freight elevators have a semi self-supporting framework

that permits installation in new and existing hoistways without rein-

forcing the building, or adding overhead supports, or building a pent-

house. They can be used for any rise up to 35 feet at a speed of 25 feet

per minute wWh lifting capacities of 1,500, 2,000 ond 2,500 pounds.

TheyVe described in Otis bookiet B-720.

value of a maker's pride

A perfectiy performing installation is Otis' best salesman. That's why

Otis maintenance is plonned to keep elevators running like new— year

affer year! Preventive maintenance is engineered serv/ce by fbe maker

that prevents slowdowns and breakdowns; extends elevator life by 50%;

eliminates expensive, unexpected repair bills; keeps repiacement parts

recdily available,- and provides 24-hour-a-day service on a nationwide

basis with factory-and-field trained men that have a knowledge of

elevatoring that can't be matched.

OTIS ELEVATOR COMPANY LIMITED

Head office ond Works; Hamilton, Ontário

OFFtCES AND SERVICE IN 27 CITIES ACROSS CANADA.

MAINTENANCE



Jean H. Rícher, m.ej.c, has been
appointed transportation executive to

one of the operating companies of

Brazilian Traction, Light and Power
Company Ltd. He will be located in

Rio de Janiero, Brazil.

A native of Montreal, he attended
Brebeuf College and then obtained his

B.Eng. degree in mechanical engineer-

ing from McGill University in 1943.

During the summer of 1954 he took the

management training course of the Busi-

ness administration school of Western
University.

Mr. Richer served with the Royai
Canadian Navy during World War II

as engineering of&cer aboard frigates

and destroyers.

In April 1946 he joined the Montreal
Transportation Commission (then the
Montreal Tramways Company) as as-

sistant to the executive. In 1949 he
was appointed director of time-tables

and in February 1952, he was named
assistant superintendent of transporta-

tion.

Dr. Charles A. Robb, mji.i.c, has
established a full time consulting prac-

tice in Montreal and will provide an
analytical and advisory service to in-

dustry and to consulting engineering
firms.

.1. II. Richer, M.E.I.C.

Dr. Robb is a graduate of McGill,

MJ.T. and Johns Hopkins University.

He has taught engineering at M.I.T.,

the University of Alberta and at Mc-
Gill University. He was professor of

mechanical engineering and resident

engineer at the University of Alberta
for twenty years. As resident engineer

he was responsible for the design,

operation and maintenance of ali power
Services, a steam power plant and a
district heating system. Also during this

period he served as consultant to Utili-

ties on thermal power problems.

Dr. C. A. Rohb, M.E.I.C.

During the early years of the Second
World War he was employed by the
Canadian govemment as power con-
Bultant to the Department of Munitions

and Supply. From 1942 until 1945 he

was with the Aluminum Company of

Canada as a power expert and was con-

cerned with steam and hydro power
costs and with power resources. Follow-

ing the end of the war until entering

private practice in 1953 Dr. Robb waa
chairman of the department of mechani-

cal engineering at McGill University

AIRHEATER TROUBLE
The modern solution to the problems of cold-end

plugging and corrosion, is to buy cheaper fuel,

lower the chimney temperature and use CAST-

IRON for oll surfaces beiow the dew-point of

sulphuric acid.

The typical arrangement shown is taken from a

new bookiet

"THE AIRHEATER PROBLEM"

The causes of corrosion ore studied and the cost

and opplication of the cost-iron cold-end are

discussed in detail.

May we maW you a copy?

El^Seconomisir
8685 LaSalle BIvd., Montreal 32
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\7]^-Ton Brownhoist with Boom, Holst and Travei sup-

plied by a BERRY Drive f©r Western Maryland Roilway

Company.

10-Ton Unit Crane provided with Independent Swing by
use of a BERRY Drive for The Milwoukee Road.

HOlST . . . Maximum loads can be handled precisely at
minimum cost by using low or high engine speeds.

SWING . . . Direction is completely independent of main
transmission direction.

TRAVEL . . . Tractive effort and speed are ample for ali

demands.

REVERSIBILITY . . . Complete reversibility is possible
at any speed or load, using main control. (No reversa
gear to require maintenance.

)

SPEED . . , Speed of operation is independent of load
within engine horsepower limits.

Simplicity . . . Utilization of the new Berry Pump and
Motor Control Valves eliminates over 65% of the piping
normally required in conversions and provides the maximum
of Precision Control.

Experience . . . Major
industrial firms and rail-

roads in the United States
and Canada are using cranes
converted to Berry Hy-
draulic Drives. Write for

location nearest you.

BERRY Model 32-10 3-place pumpW
with BERRY Selector Volve mounted.f

BERRY DIVISION
OLIVER IRON & STEEL CORPORATION

Mamifaçfviwt of

INDUSTRIAI FASTENfRS • HYDRAUIIC TRANSmiSSIONS • POU UNI MATERIAl

PITT8BUROH 22. PA.
li.
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Diesel fmwer in packs,

portable generating sets

or separate engines

from 4 b.h.p.

for Canada'

s

Industries

Diesel engines and gas

turbines (depending on

local requirements) are

the most efficient forms

of prime mover for the

world's industries to-day

and when these power
units bear the name
'Ruston', with the

reputation for sheer

reliability, long-life and

the stamina for the

toughest duties. then

they top the list for

investigation.

Narrow gauge under-

ground and surface díeseí

/ocomot/ves from 3i to

44 U>ns.

dependable power

DIESEL ENGINES • GAS TURBINES • DIESEL LOCOMOTIVES

RUSTON & HORNSBY LIMITED . LINCOLN • ENGLAND
ASSOCIATED W/TH DAVEY, PAXMAN & CO 1.TD , COLCHESTER

CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS

MONTREAL & TORONTO: lovrie & tomb LUNENBURG, N.S.: Allantic Sndge Co., LId.

WINNIPEG í REGINA: Mumford, Med/ond Ifd. | EDMONTON t CALGARY: f/ecfricof Indusfríes Ifd.

VANCOUVER: Voncoi/ver Machinery Depot líd.

Canadian Office & Sparet Depot, 2, Paxman Road, Islington, Toronto 18, Ontário.

where he taught thermal power plant

design.

While at Alberta Dr. Robb carried out
research programs on lubrication and
operation of internai combustion engines

at low temperatures and on the com-
bustion of lignite coal. In 1938 he earn-

ed a doctorate under Dr. A. G. Christie

of Baltimore for researnh and study on
steam turbine design and turbine heat

balance calculation techniques. Much
of his teaching and Consulting work since

that time has been in these fields. Dr.

Robb has been retained by more than
thirty major firms as cônsul tant.

Dr. Robb joined the Engineering In-

stitute in 1908 as a Student, transferred

to Associate Member in 1913 and to

Member in 1923. He attained life mem-
bership in 1948.

V. G. Kosnar, m.e.i.c. has been trans-

ferred to the architectural section of the

air Services branch of the Department
of Transport at Ottawa. He was for-

merly in the engineering and construc-

tion division of the department, also in

Ottawa. He has also been with the

Department of Mines and Resources in

the surveys and engineering branch.
Mr. Kosnar is an eleetrical engineer-

ing graduate of McGill Universitv, class

of 1938.

N. J. Goode, M.E.I.C, is now associated

with the Municipality of Burnaby, B.C.
His position will involve operation of

the water distribution system within
the municipality.

Mr. Goode, a 1941 civil engineering

graduate of the University of British

Columbia, was previously public health

I
101

engineer with the Department of Health
in Victoria, B C. He has also been in

Regina, Sask. as sénior sanitary engi-

neer with the Department of National
Health and Welfare.

G. H. MacDonald, m.e.i.c, has joined

Hoyle Mining Company Ltd. in Tor-
onto.

A mining engineering graduate of

McGill University, he was formerly

sénior mining engineer and draughts-

man with Canadian Johns Manville

Company Ltd. in Asbestos, Que.

Edgar A. Thompson, m.e.i.c, has been

named site superintendent at Site 40

on the DEW line project for the

Foundation Company of Canada, Mont-
real.

Mr. Thompson has been associated

with Ernest Harmon in Stephenville,

Nfld. as construction and inspection

engineer, and with Terminal Construc-

tion Company Ltd. in Montreal and in

St. John's, Nfld. He has also been town

engineer for Sackville, N.B. and foi

Bridgewater, N.S.

D. W. Blair, m.e.i.c, has been traiis-

fen-ed from Toronto to Moncton, N.B
by the Canadian National Railways.

A civil engineering graduate of thi

University of New Brunswick, Mr
Blair became associated with the rail-

way in 1946 as a júnior assistant enp:i-

neer in the department of research and
development in Montreal. He was ap-

pointed assistant engineer at Levis, Que,

in March 1947 and later that year.

division engineer in the Laurentian

division, Quebec. He was transferred in

the same capacity to Montreal ter-

minais and St. Jerome division in 1950. i

In 1953 he was named district engineer

of the Southern Ontário district with
;

headquarters in Toronto.

E. G. Ryley, m.e.i.c, has joined the

firm of A. E. Rules Company Ltd.,

general contractors of Toronto. He was
previously with the W. C. Brennan
Contracting Company in Hamilton,

Ont.

Mr. Ryley, a civil engineering grad-

uate of McGill University, has also

been associated with the Dinsmore- ^ál-u];

Mcintire Company in Windsor, Ont.

and with the A. W. Robertson Com-
pany at Long Branch. Ont. He has

also been connected with Truscon Steel

Company of Canada Ltd. in Walker-

ville, Ont., as general sales manager.

Maurice J. Kenn, m.e.i.c, has been ap-

pointed to the newly created position

of lecturer in fluid mechanics on_ the

faculty of engineering at the Univer-

sity of London King's College, London,

England.
Mr. Kenn, who received his B.A.St!.

degree in 1947 from London University

and his M.A.Sc, degree from the Uni-

versity of Toronto in 1952. was pre-

viously lecturer in civil engineering at

the Imperial College of Science and

Technology, City & Guilds College in

London, Eng.

Donald E. Guard, m.e.i.c, is sénior

planner with the London and Suburban

Planning Board at London, Ont.

A civil engineering graduate of the

University of Manitoba, class of 1945,

Mr. Guard has been associated with

surveys branch of the Department of

Mines and Natural Resources for the

govemment of Manitoba.
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KODAGRAPH AUTOPOSITIVE INTERMEDIATES
— o short cut to droffing room efficiency

New detail may improve your product . . . drafting revi-

sions may streamline your flow of production — but to

the drafting room they are a constant headache.

Kodagraph Autopositive intermediates have solved

this problem for many organizations, both large and

small — they can solve it for yours. They do away with

the expense and loss of time of re-drafting or re-tracing

leaving your skilled draftsmen free for original work.

Kodagraph Autopositive intermediates make
changes, new additions to old drawings or combinations

of several draw-ings easy and the job is completed in a

fraction of the time — at a fraction of the cost of re-

drafting or re-tracing.
An Autopositive print is made of the drawing which has to he
altered. The obsolete detail is eradicated or scissored out, and
another Autopositive is made. New design is then added, and the
job is completed without re-drafting.

Kodagraph
Reproduction Materials

"The big NEW PLUS in engineering drawing reproduction"

• Kodagraph Autopositive Paper
Extra Thin for high-quality

photographic intermediates at

lowest cost.

• Kodagraph Autopositive Paper
Tronslucent for faster print-

ing, more durable, easier-to-

revise intermediates.

• Kodagraph Repro-Negati ve
Paper for black-line interme-

diates from negative-type
originais.

Kodagraph Autopositive Film

for very fast-printing inter-

mediates of highest quality.

Kodagraph Contact Paper
Tronslucent for fast-printing,

durable, very high-quality

intermediates.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED, Toronto 9, Ontário

Please send me more informafion on Kodagraph
Reproduciion Materials.

NAME

POSITION .

COMPANY.

STREET

CITY

PROVINCE ^^^H ^VO)(Q|.
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For the past two years Mr. Guard
has been studying at the University of

Manitoba in the fíeld of community
planning on a C.M.H.C, fellowship.

John J. Killin, jr.E.i.c, design engineer

at the Great Lakes Paper Company in

Fort William, Ont., has been elected

secretary-treasurer of the Lakeheid
Branch of the Engineering Institute.

Born in Ocean Falis, B.C., Mr. Killin

moved to Quebec City and received his

secondary education in that city. He
graduated from the University of New
Brunswick in 1950 with a B.Sc. degree
in civil engineering after serving four

years in the Royai Canadian Air Force.

Mr. Killin has also been employed in

the control department and in tlie paper
mill and research and development de-

partment of the Anglo Canadian Pulp
and Paper Mills. He began his associa-

tion with the Great Lakes Paper Com-
pany in 1950.

He joined the Engineering Institute in

1948 as a Student and transferred to

Júnior in 1952.

P. J. Tansey, jr.E.i.c, has been appoint-
ed St. Lawrence Seaway representativo

of Shell Oil Company of Canada Ltd.
Mr. Tansey assumes an entirely new
position in the companys organization
and will be responsible for ali sales and

J. J. Killin, Jr.E.I.C.

services to firms engaged in seaway con-

tracts.

Mr. Tansey graduated in 1948 from
McGill University with a mechanical
engineering degree. He has held variouí

positions with Shell Oil in the commer-
cial and industrial field since 1950.

David L. Townsend, Jr.E.I.C, after com-
pleting an Athlone fellowship in Eng-
land studying soil mechanics, has joined
the civil engineering department of

Queen's University as lecturer.

Mr. Townsend graduated from McGill

P. J. Tansey, Jr.E.I.C.

University in 1948 with a bachelor's de-

gree in civil engineering and in 195.3

received his master's degree. He received

a diploma from Imperial College, Lon-
don, in 1954. While in London he wus
associated with Soil Mechanics Ltd. and
with John Mowlem and Company.

E. B. Bowes, Jr.E.I.C, is now design

engineer with International Harvester
Company of Canada Ltd. in Hamilton,
Ont. He was previously in Chatham,
Ont., with the company as development
test engineer.

FIRE PÔINT]
2 C02 2 FOAM

wtLL %i m^m\
y. ' mm mmímGood News! ButWHEN?

It should be under control BEFORE it has

hod Q chance to spread. The provision

of Booth Fireproof Doors at communi-
cating openings has saved millions of

dollars worth of buildings and goods ali

over the worid.

Aut-omat-íc Control

Booth Fireproof Doors can be provided

with a Fusible Link which outoma-
ticaiiy releases and doses the door
when the temperatura rises to 155° F.

For catalogue and further informa-

tion appiy to ^

JOHN BOOTH & SONS (BOLTON) LTD., HULTON STEELWORKS, BOLTON, ENGLAND
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I NEW LINE OF ROTARY PUMPS

INTRODUCED IN CANADA
TERRY MACHINERY COMPANY LTD.

ANNOUNCES ROTO-KING
A complete line of positive

displacement rotary pumps are

now available to Canadian in-

dustry. The Roto-King's unique

and imusually simple construction

makes these pimips adaptable to

an imlimited number of industrial

applications.

Km
ill;
«II;
^11'

General purpose pump mounted gear

drive unit.

General purpose pumps:

Available either vmmounted or

s with a wide choice of mountings
* and drives. Roto-King positive

Dealer Franchíses

available.

Write today for

full detaíls on

Terry Authorízed

Dealer plan.

displacement pumps provide a

continuous stream of liquid, so

that even the most intricate

component machinery with which
the pump must function or service

will not be subject to detrimental

effects by sudden jarring in

valves, fittings or joints due to

spasmodic operation of the pimips.

LP-Gas pumps:

Specifically designed pumps for

handling liquid petroleum gas or

anhydrous ammonia in Bulk
Stations or gas fueling tmits.

O// pumps:

Single, twin or multiple units

designed and constructed parti-

cularly for use in refineries,

blending plants and bulk stations.

Truck Mounting Pumps for hvàk

delivery trucks also available.

LP-Gas truck mounting pump

Oil pump ali weather twin.

Whatever your pumping prob-

lems look to Terry for the solu-

tion. Write, wire or phone your

nearest Terry Machinery Com-
pany Ltd. office today for full

details on Roto-King pumps.

TERRY
MACHINERY
COMPANY LTD.

10030 MONTEE ST. LAURENT, MONTREAL 9, QUE.

Moncton, Quebec City, Ottawa, Toronto, Edmonton, Vancouver
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Mr. Bowes graduated in 1948 froni

Queen's University with a B.Sc. degrpe
in mechanical engineering. He has also

been with Truck Engineering Limited
in Woodstock, Ont.

R. G. Redman, jr.E.i.c, has joined Atlas
Steels Limited in Welland, Ont.
Mr. Redman had been with E. B.

Magee Limited in Port Colborne, Ont

,

as office engineer since 1952.

After his graduation in 1949 from the
University of Toronto he was product
design engineer for R. D. Werber Com-
pany Ltd. in Oshawa, Ont.

William G. Cole, jr.E.i.c, is assistant
methods analyst in the methods depart-
ment of the Hydro Electric Power Com-
mission of Ontário in Toronto. He has
been with the H.E.P.C, since his grad-
uation in 1949 from the University of
Toronto with a B.A.Sc, degree in elec-

trical engineering, and was previously
assistant to the area engineer at Port
Credit and also has been assistant meter
and relay engineer at Belleville for the
company.

Kenneth J. Irwin, Jr.E.i.c, who received
his master's degree this year from Ohio
State University, is now employed as
development engineer witii the E. L Du-
pont de Nemours & Company in Wil-
mington, Delaware.

Mr. Irwin graduated in 1949 with a
bachelor's degree in mechanical engi-

neering from the University of Toronto.
Then he became associated with Horton
Steel Works Limited in Fort Erie, Ont

,

prior to taking his post graduate course
last year.

Sheldon Cherry, jr.E.i.c, has joined
the civil engineering department of the
University of Manitoba. He was for-

merly in England with the engineering
Laboratories at the University of Bristol.

Mr. Cherry graduated in 1949 from
the University of Manitoba with a B.Sc.
degree in civil engineering. He was a
goíd medallist of the university and th ín

went to the University of Illinois as a

graduate research student.

E. C. Walton, jr.E.i.c, is now employed
by the Township of Scarborough, Ont

,

as road maintenance engineer. He was
formerly with Timber Structures of Can-
ada Ltd. in Peterborough, Ont.

Mr. Walton graduated in civil engi-
neering from the University of London
in 1949 and has also been associated
with Stone & Webster Engineering Cor-
poration in Toronto.

J. Arthur Reid, Jr.E.i.c, has been
named manager of induction motor sales

at Canadian Westinghouse Company
Ltd. in Hamilton. He was formerly a
section engineer in the application engi-

neering department at Westinghouse.
Mr. Reid graduated in 1949 from th3

University of Manitoba in electrical

engineering and joined Westinghouse as

a student engineer. After three years in
the company's frequency conversion
division he entered the application engi-
neering department in 1953 and was
named section engineer last June.
Mr. Reid has served as secretary-

treasurer of the Hamilton Branch of the
Engineering Institute.

R. R. Spence, jr.E.i.c, has been named
manager of co-ordinated machine and
control sales for Canadian Westinghouse
Company Ltd. in Hamilton, Ont. Ha
was previously supervisor of industrial

machine sales for the company, also in

Hamilton.
Mr. Spence graduated in 1949 with a

B.Sc. degree in electrical engineering
from Queen's University and immedi-
ately joined Canadian Westinghouse as
an engineering apprentice.

L. E. Fownes, jr.E.i.c, is now plant
engineer with the Canada Creosoting
Company at Trenton, Ont.

An electrical engineering graduate ofi

Nova Scotia Technical College in 1950,

Mr. Fownes was previously an electrical

supervisor in the plant engineering de-

partment of A. V. Roe Canada Ltd. at

Malton, Ont.

Eric O. Stenerson, jr.Ej.c, has joined

Canadian Vickers Limited in Montreal
and is with the machinery division.

Mr. Stenerson graduated in 1950 with

a M.Sc. degree in mechanical engineer-

ing from the Technical University in

Denmark.
Before his new position he was with

Once a volve ís ínstalled ín a pípe line W ís

never idie. Open or closed, ít ís alwoys at

work...confrrollíng fiow and withstandíng

pressure. That ís why ít ís so ímportant to

select ond ínstoll volves of proven depend-

obílíty thot wíll gíve long ond trouble-free

service . . . McÁvity Volves.

JVIcAVITY

PULP STOCK

VALVES

Non-cloggíng

Self-cleoníng

Availoble in 8 different

classes . . . including

Cast Iron, Ni-Resist,

Acid-Resisting Bronze,

Stoinless Steel KA2M0,

or Rubber Lined . . . for

10 different methods of

operotion.

FIg. 9940

SINCE 1834
T. McAVITY & SONS LTD., SAINT JOHN, N.B. — Branches: Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg, Vancoover

T. McAVITY & SONS (WESTERN) LIMITED, MEDICINE HAT, ALBERTA
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PhiUins
ROCKBESTOS

NDUSTRtAL CABLE

lllustrated

Rockbestos A.V.C
Cable

Designed for severe service, the impregnated asbestos

insulation on these cables won't bake, brittle, crack,

or flow under heat up to 230°F. Does not deteriorale

with age nor rot in corrosiva fumes or greasy localions.

ockbestos offers the best possible performance under

hese most difficult conditions. It will pay you to investigate

e possibilities of Rockbestos wiring.
5513
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withstands the hazards of extreme heat.

resists attack by oils, greases and corro-

sive fumes.

• provides a high safety factor . . . flame-

proof.

• gives years of trouble-free service,

CABLE TYPES FOR ALL YOUR NEEDS

1. Rockbestos All-Asbestos-Cables. De-
signed for 600V use in open wiring at

maximum copper temperature 125°C.

2. Rockbestos A.V.C. Cables and Boiler

Room Wire. Similar to "All-Asbestos"

type, but has a varnished cambric insert

added for high dielectric strength. Rated
for 600V or higher, in exposed or closed

installations at maximum copper tempera-

ture 110°C. Can be supplied with a lead

sheath for excessive moisture or corrosive

conditions.

3. Rockbestos Apparatus Cables. For
generating plants, boiler rooms, mills and
other similar locations. Supplied with

flexible conductors.

Motor Lead Cables, Switchboard and
Rheostat Cables designed specifically for

these jobs are also available.

Before installing any power or industrial

cable—consult us. There is a Rockbestos

Power Cable to suit your speciíic require-

ments.

PhilHas
BLeCTKICAL COMPANY LIMITID

WIRES & CABLES
THE CANAOIAN AFFILIATE OF THE B. I. C. C. GROUP

Head Office — Brockville, Ont.

MONTREAL I OTTAWA • TORONTO • HAMILTON • WINNIPEG

REGINA • EDMONTON • VANCOUVER
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Falconbridge Nickel Mines Limited in

Falconbridge, Ont.

John P. Beauregard, jr.E.i.c, is now
gas turbine performance engineer with

Orenda Engines Limited at Malton, Onc.

He has been witli the gas dynamics
section of the mechanical engineering

division of the National Research Coun-
cil in Ottawa.

Mr. Beauregard received his B.Eng.
and his M.Eng. degrees in mechanical
engineering from McGill University in

1950 and 1952 respectively. He then

vvent to England and engaged in a two
year course at Rolls-Royce Limited,
Derby, returning to Canada in 1954

when he joined the N.R.C, in Ottawa.

Stuart F. Smith, Jr.E.i.c, is now with

the engineering department of Cana-
dian Oil Refineries Ltd. in Corunna,
Ont.

A chemical engineering graduate of

the University of Toronto, class of 1950,

Mr. Smith has been with the Nicholg
Chemical Company in Valleyfield, Que.,

as plant supervisor.

W. J. De Coursey, jr.E.L.c, lias joined

the chemical metalurgical division of

Sherritt Gordon Mines Ltd. at Fort

Saskatchewan, Alta. His position is that

of chemical process engineer.

Mr. De Coursey received his Ph.D.

degree from London University this

year. He graduated in 1951 from the

University of Alberta with a B.Sc.

(Honours) degree in chemical engineer-

ing. He was then awarded an Athlone
fellowship and joined the chemical

engineering department of the Imperial

Coliege in London; England.

J. M. Raspherry, jr.E.i.c, is now asso-

ciated with the fírm of Jas. F. Mac-

Laren Associates, consulting engineers

of Toronto.

Mr. Raspberry has been with the city

engineer's department of the City of

Hamilton, Ont. since his graduation in

1951 from the University of Toronto
with a B.^ Sc. degree in civil engineer-

ing.

Eugene Dontigny, jr.E.i.c, is now asso-

ciated with George Demers, consulting

engineer in Quebec City.

Mr. Dontigny graduated in 1952 from
McGill University in civil engineering.

He has been with H. G. Acres and
Company in Lac Cassé, Que. and with

the Hydro Quebec in Labrieville, Que.

John F. Frisch, jr.E.i.c, is now employ-
ed as mechanical engineer in the pulp
division of British Columbia Forest Pro-

ducts Ltd. in Vancouver, B.C. Previous-

ly Mr. Frisch held the same position

in Montreal with the technical section

of the Canadian Pulp and Paper Asso-

ciation.

He graduated in 1952 with a degree

in mechanical engineering from McGill
University.

Harold H. Hinton, jr.E.i.c, is now pro-

ject officer for Site 36 for the Founda-
tion Company of Canada Ltd. in Mont-
real. He was previously with the track

department of the Canadian Pacific

Railways in Montreal.

Mr. Hinton graduated in 1952 with a

B.Eng. degree in civil engineering from

McGill University and has spent some
time in Newfoundland with the U.S.

Corps of Engineers at Stephenville.

Gordon Gracie, jr.E.i.c, is spending a

year in Heiland where he will be en-

gaged in studying photogrammetry at

the International Training Centre for

Aerial Survey at Delft.

Mr. Gracie graduated from the Uni-

versity of Toronto in 1952 with a B.A.Sc

degree (honours) in civil engineering. He
has been associated with Photographic

SUB-SURFACE EXPLORATION
Soil Sampling •:• Foundation Testing

Core Drilling Grouting

BUILDINGS
Job 50/47

Hycroft Towers

Marwell Construcfion Co. Ltd.

In August 1950, our crews completed an extensive

foundation testing and soil sampling program at

15th Avenue and Granville St. in Vancouver. Now on

this beautifui site stands Hycroft Towers, the city's

largest apartment block, rising eight stories high and

containing 156 suites, built at a cost of $1,700,000.

BOYLESBROS
ORILLINC COMPANY LTD.,

VANCOUVER, CANADA

Modern Equipment and Experienced Crews

aot MONCTON, NORANDA, KIRKLAND LAKE,

PORT ARTHUR, EDMONTON and VANCOUVER

John P. Beauregard, Jr.E.I.C.

Survey Corporation Ltd. in Toronto as

project engineer since his graduation.

John A. Stewart, jr.E.i.c, is mainten-
j

ance engineer at the Hull Lower Mili

of the E. B. Eddy Company at Hull,

Que.

Mr. Stewart graduated from Nova
Scotia Technical Coliege in 1952 with

a bachelor's degree in mechanical engi-

neering. Upon graduation he joined

Canadian Industries Limited at Mait-
land, Ont., as maintenance foreman.

R. M. Wilde, Jr.E.I.C, is presently in

Toronto with the Bell Telephone Com-
pany of Canada as equipment engineer

Mr. Wilde has a bachelors degree in

olectrical engineering from the Univer
sity of Manitoba, class of 1952, and has
previously been with English Electric

Company of Canada Ltd. in St. Cath-
arines, Ont.

Ralph E. Donkin, jr.E.i.c, is now em-
ployed as assistant construction engi-

neer in the planning and works depart
ment of the roadways branch of the

City of Ottawa.

Mr. Donkin graduated from the Uni-
versity of New Brunswick with a B5c.
degree in civil engineering, class of 1953

He had been with Dominion Bridge

Company Ltd. in Montreal as júnior

engineer.

J. H. Drinnan, Jr.E.I.C, is now a grad'

uate assistant in the electrical engineer-

ing department of the Illinois Institute

of Technology. He was previously in

Hamilton, Ont. as a trainee with Cana-

dian Westinghouse Company Ltd.

Mr. Drinnan graduated in 1953 with

a B.A.Sc. degree in electrical engineer-

ing from the University of British

Columbia.

C. I. Cameron, Jr.E.I.C, has joined the

engineering department of the Mersey

Paper Company in Liverpool, N.S., as

structural engineer.

Mr. Cameron graduated from the

University of New Brunswick in 195;;

with a degree in civil engineering. Ba-

fore assuming his present position he

was employed as structural engineer

with the Nova Scotia Department cl

Highways. He has also been with the

City of Saint John, N.B. as structural

engineer. 1
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FRANKI COMPRESSED PILE
COMPANY OF CANADA LIMITED

MONTREAL TORONTO - VANCOUVER

FRANKI FACTS

WhoM tlic firm of Arcliitects Lazar & Sterlin

designed Standard Electric Coinpany's new

Montreal oífice and warehouse building, it was

found more advantageous and econoinical to use

short caisson-piles or "pressure injected footings"

than spread footings.

Soil inve.stigations by Franki found the sub-

soil to be as follows:

o" to 1' O" Top soil

1' O" to 4' O" Brown sandy clay coiitaining

a few rock pebbles

4' O" to 9' O" Grey sandy and silty clay

9' O" to 24' O" Mixture of clay and gravei

with numerous silt lenses

24' O" Bedrock

The water table October Sth, 1953, was found

10' below surface with numerous puddles on the

surface caused by iniproper drainage. Due to

lack of homogeneity in the nature and resistance

of the subsoil, the design on spread footings

would have entailed special engineering diffi-

culties with possibility of settlement. Franki

caisson-piles were therefore chosen to alleviate

subsoil conditions.

120 Franki caisson-piles were driven, each with

a working load of 100 tons. Average length was

15'. The job was completed in 15 days with one

Franki machine.

LITERATURE AVAILABLE

If you would like to know more about the

various Franki methods of foundation, descrip-

tive literature will be mailcd on request. "Franki

Facts", an interesting series of job highlights is

also available

every other

month.To receive

"Franki Facts",

simply send your

name on your

coinpany's letterhead tu; FR.WKI COM-
PRESSED PILE COMPANY OF CANADA
LIMITED, 4911 Cote des Neiges Road, Mont-

real, P.Q.; or 1835 Yongc Street, Toronto, Ont.;

or 736 Granville Street, Room 620, Vancouver

2. B.C.
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Graeme M. Tuttle, jr.E.i.c., has been
transferred by the Canadian Gulf Oil

Company from Calgary to Stettler, Alta..

Mr. Tuttle graduated in 1953 from
McGill University with a degree in civil

engineering and immediately becamo
associated with Canadian Gulf Oil as an
engineering trainee in Calgary, Alta.

Pierre Y. Dionne, s.E.i.c, is with the

traffic department of the Quebec Tele-
phone Company at Rimouski, Que.
Mr. Dionne graduated last April from

Lavai University with a B.A.Sc, degree
in civil engineering.

George A. Flett, s.e.i.c, is now a júnior

engineer on the staff of the Spruce
Falis Power and Paper Company at

Kapuskasing, Ont.

He graduated this spring from Queen's
University with a B.Sc. degree in

mechanical engineering.

Keith E. VanVliet, s.e.i.c, who grad-

uated in 1954 from Nova Scotia Tech-
nical College with a B.Eng. degree in

mechanical engineering, is now wfth
Lytle Engineering Specialities Ltd. in

Toronto.

Mr. VanVliet has also been with the

Department of Citizenship and Immi-
gration at Lacolle, Que.

Kenneth W. Walker, s.e.i.c, is with

the engineering division of Imperial

Oil Limited at Samia, Ont., and is

presently employed in the draughting
room of the company.
Mr. Walker graduated this spring

from the University of New Brunswick
with a B.Sc. degree in civil engineer-

ing.

Peter Geiger, s.e.i.c, who has been
with the canal services branch of the

Department of Transport in Cornwall,

has joined Iroquois Constructors, also

in Cornwall.

Mr. Geiger graduated last spring

from the University of Toronto with ji

B.A.Sc, degree in civil engineering.

John P. Mooney, s.e.i.c, an electrical

engineering graduate of Nova Scotia

Technical College, class of 1955, is

with New Brunswick Telephone Com-
pany Ltd. He is with the equipment
engineering section of the company at

Saint John, N.B.

R. L. M. Lord, s.e.i.c, is presently em-
ployed as an electrical engineer by the

City of Montreal, Que.
Mr. Lord, a 1954 graduate of Michi-

gan State College in chemical engineer-
ing, was previously a process engineer
with the Dominion Tar and Chemical
Company in Montreal.

Leslie H. Tough, s.e.i.c, has accepted
a position as mechanical engineer with

British American Oil Company Ltd. at

their Edmonton, Alta., refinery.

He graduated in 1954 from the Uni-
versity of Manitoba with a degree in

mechanical engineering.

Harvey W. Thompson, S.e.i.c, is also

with British American Oil Company
Ltd., employed as assistant chemist at
the Moose Jaw, Sask., refinery.

He is a chemical engineering graduate
of Queen's University, class of 1954.

Kenneth O. Bartlett, S.e.i.c, has joined
Canadian Gypsum Company Ltd. as a
trainee engineer at Windsor, N.S.
Mr. Bartlett graduated from the Uni-

versity of New Brunswick this year with
a degree in civil engineering.

Gordon H. Good, s.e.i.c, is employed
by the Canadian Westinghouse Com-
pany in Hamilton, Ont., and is engaged
on their graduate training course.

Mr. Good graduated last spring from
Nova Scotia Technical College with a
B.Eng. degree in mechanical engineering.

B. B. Hercus, sje.i.c, has recently com-
pleted the graduate engineers training

program at the Clarkson, Ont., refinery

of the British American Oil Company
and has been posted as technical assist-

ant to the planning engineer of the

manufacturing department of the com-
pany's head oíBce in Toronto.
He graduated in 1954 from QueenV

University with a B.Sc. degree in

mechanical engineering.

Pictured above is a battery of Pacpipe Bnne Tanks at
McLarens Ltd., Voncouver, B.C., for processing and
storing pickies.

pacpipe

WOOD TANKS FOR
CHEMICAL PROCESS

INDUSTRIES
Pacpipe B.C. Fir Wood Tanks are unexcelled for their

long life, resistance to ocids, ease of erection and

portability. Look to Pacpipe Tanks for:

• Food Processing • Cheese Making

• Vinegar Generator & Storoge

• Tanning • Soap Making

• Plating • Golvanizing

Write for our illustrafed catalogue No. 54 for complete

informotion on Pacpipe Wood Pipe & Tanks.

Serving Canada from Coast to Coast for over 50 years.
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Consider

CHROMIUM-NICKEL

STAINLESS STEELS

FIRST

and avoid risk

of failure

or consumer

díssatisfaction

For specific information on Stainless Steel, write for

the following free publications:

Heat Treatment and Physical Properties of the

Austenitic Chromium-Nickel Stainless Steels.

Corrosion Resisting Properties of the Austenitic

Chromium-Nickel Stainless Steels.

Architectural Uses of the Stainless Steels.

How and Where to Specify Stainless Steel in

Architecture.

Stainless Steels for Store Fronts and Building

Entrances.

A 394-page, hard-bound copy of "Forming of Austenitic

Chromium-Nickel Stainless Steels", whoíly devoted

to forming methods and practices, is available from

INÇO at $5.00 per copy.

>EMBLEM OfJ j Ç ( !( I Õ" " ' <= ^ (

TTT^ THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY
OF CANADA, LIMITED

25 KING ST. WEST TORONTO CANADA



Employmeut Service

J.HIS SERVICE is operated for the benefit of members of The
Engineering Institute of Canada and for industrial and other

organizations employing technically trained men—without charge

to either party. It would be appreciated if employers would make
the fullest use of these facihties to list their requirements—existing

or estimated.

NOTICES appearing in the SITUATIONS WANTED column will

be discontinued after three insertions. They will be reinstated, on
request, after a lapse of one month.

REPLIES to advertisements should be addressed to File No. 000,

Employment Service, The Engineering Institute of Canada, 2050

Mansíield Street.

INTERVIEWS with the Institute Employment Service, 2050 Mans-
field Street, Montreal—Telephone PLateau 5078—may be arranged

by appointment.

SITUATIONS WANTED
CHEMICAL ENGINEER, M.E.I.C., age 35, mar-

ried. Ten years experience in research, devel-

opment, control and production in the pulp

and paper industry. Seeks sénior supervisory

or administrative position. Complete resume
upon request. File No. 660-W.

PRODUCTION ENGINEER, M.E.I.C., P.Eng.
(Que.) McGill, diversified experience includes

business administration, plant operation. Sales,

purchasing, product control. Project engineer-

ing, labor negotiations. Manufacturing cost

estimates and analyses. Plant layout, methods
studies. Production planning and scheduling,

material bandling. Age 45. Married. Desires

chaUenging and demanding position. Availabie

on reasonable notice. Full resume on request.

FUe No. 1186-W.

GRADUATE ENGINEER B.Sc. (CE.) cum
laude, 10 years experience selling heavy ma-
chinery, gears, speed reducers, steel and
bronze castings to heavy industry, including

shipyards, machinery builders, cement indus-

try. steel fabricators and paper mills. Prior

to this, wide experience in the production, 'n-

spection, maintenance engineering and time
and methods study, phases of industry. The
position desired would be in top levei salts

work, in sales management, or in manage-
ment. It would ofter ability and initiative,

scope for advancement. File No. 2500-W.

GRADUATE ENGINEER, 1945, age 33, bilin-

gucil. diversified industrial experience com-
bined with sales engineering in various fields

such as process control instruments, coais

and petroleum fuels. Excellent knowledge of

fuel marketing and extensive experience m
many aspects of fuel utUization: heating,

combustion, smoke abatement, steam plaat

engineering and related equipment. Seeks
technical position of sénior responsibility in

sales, service, purchasing, management. Mo"t-
real area preferred. File No. 2554-W.

CIVIL. ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C. McGiU 1949.

P.Eng., (Ont.) age 27. Experience as follows:

design in reinforced concrete and structural

steel, layout of building sites including roads,

grading and drainage. Design of storm and
sanitary sewers. Estimating and specification

writing. Seeks job where knowledge wiU lead

to position of increased responsibility. FUe
No. 3134-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C. P.Eng.
(Ont.) N.S.T.C. graduate 1950, 27 years old,

single. Two years pulp and paper mill de-

sign and layout, one year diesel locomotive

maintenance, 18 months railway car building

and heavy repair. Desires responsible posi-

tion where qualifications and experience can

be utilized. Availabie on reasonable notice

to present employer. File No. 3271-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C. P.Eng..

1949, graduate. Married, 2 children. Ex-
perience as follows: 1 year electronics, 2

years on inspection of electrical equipment,

2 years on construction, operation and main-

tenance of power houses, transmission llnes.

1586

substations, IV2 years with consulting en^i-

neers on design of power and lighting sys-

tems for industrial and commercial buildings.
Desires position with heavy industrial power
or Consulting company. File No. 4124-W.

SALES ENGINEER, P.Eng., Alberta 1950, age
31, desires employment as sales represen-
tative working out of Hamilton. Willing to

sell any industrial or construction produot.
Five years experience in sales and engineer-
ing with industrial electrical manufacturing
firm. Have both factory and district experi-
ence (2 years Montreal). 3 years with Navy
petty officer in radio and radar, married,
family, resident of Hamilton. File No. 4213-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, P.Eng., Jr.E.I.C .

B.Eng., McGUl '51. Single, 30. Completed
graduate student training course with large
electrical equipment manufacturer. Presently
engaged as industrial enfineer responsible
for productivity of a power products lino.

Post graduate courses. Interested in position

with greater responsibility, challenge and
opportunity to demonstrate ability. File No.
4217-W.

INDUSTRIAL MANAGER M.E.I.C. Mechanical
engineer wtih twenty years' experience ali

phases of engineering, production and man-
agement at both factory and general manage-
ment levei. Background covers sheet-metal
manufacturing in both aircraft and commer-
cial products. Successful record in organizing,
leadership. and labor relations. Seekins career
appointment, preferably in moderate sized
company with opportunity for participation.
File No. 4219-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, Sask. 1949, mar-
ried, age 27. Desirous of employment m
Alberta. Experience chiefly in the field cf

heavy industrial equipment. Would like sales,
plant engineering, application engineering.
Presently located in Montreal. File No.
4517-W.

MECHANICAL AND INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER,
McGill graduate, age 46, M.E.I.C, P.E.Q. ani
P.E.O., married. 21 years news print and
fine paper experience, in repairs, mainten-
ance and ali phases of plant engineering.
Desires change outside of Quebec. Availabie
short notice. File No. 4540-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER GRADUATE McGill Univer-
sity, wishes to find employment with a méd-
ium sized construction company or smaller
consulting firm. Over five years experience
in ali phases of the building field: Engineer-
ing studies, sight and soil investigation, de-
sign, construction, maintenance, inspection,
and costing. Have worked for some of the
best construction firms and engineers. FUe
No. 4588-W.

EXECUTIVE-ENGINEER M.E.I.C, comprehen-
sive experience background in construction
and allied industries, with excellent profit

results. Thoroughly familiar with industrial
and commercial buildings. Seeks opportunity
where mature financial judgment, organizing
and administrative ability required. Well
acquainted with estimating, tendering, costing

and project supervision; accustomed to deal
with top executivos. Age 45. Professional
engineer (civil), post graduate in business
administration. File No. 4640-W.

ELECTRICAL JR. E.I.C, McGiU 52, presently
employed. experience includes utility and
power project work, switchgear and control
design, and contracts. industrial rectifier

sales, and control work on D.C. drives. In-

terested in consulting or manufacturing in or
around Montreal and would be avaUable on
one month's notice. File No. 4694-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, M.E.I.C, P.Eng. (Ont.)
A. M.I.C.E. (Britain), age 35, married. De-
sires responsible position with well estab-
lished engineering firm or municipal author-
ity, preferably in British Columbia or Ontário.
Experience includes approximately 10 years
with highways and bridges authorities in

U.K., 3 years as executive engineer in the
Public Works Dept. East Africa, and 2 years
in government engineering and construction
service in Canada. Good administrative ability

with considerable experience in design specifi-

cation writing, and supervision of construction
of highway projects, reinforced concrete
bridges, domestic and public building works,
airfields, water supply, sewage disposal, and
drainage schemes. File No. 4707-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, B.A.Sc. 1945, P.Eng.,
M.E.I.C. age 31, married with family. CG E.
test course, presently employed. Excellent
technical and practical background combined
with administrative experience including 7

years complete charge of electrical engineer-
ing, design, construction, operation and main-
tenance of large papermill and hydro electric

stations including water control, transmission,
relaying, and distribution. Other experiente
includes substation, illumination design and
sales. Desires position in Canada or else-

where with heavy industrial, power or con-

sulting company where experience will be an
asset. File No. 4725-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, National University of Ire-

land, with eight years good general construc-

tion experience, including tunnels, roads and
piling. Seeks position with good construction

company. Free to travei. FUe No. 4770-W.

AGRICULTURAL ENGINEER, P.Eng., Jr.E.I.C,

B.E. (Sask. 1951). Canadian citizen, 26, mar-
ried, farm background, Canadian experience:

2V3 years design drawing Office. British ex-

perience under Athlone Fellowship: one year

machine shop training, one year divided bc-

tween process planning, time and motion
study, and design drawing departments. De-

sires position in design or development fieid,

preferably connected with the farm equip-

ment industry. Availabie Nov. Ist. Location

open. Resume sent on request. File No.

4772-W.

FIRMS OR INDIVIDUALS IN CANADA or the

U.S. desiring consultations or representation

in México, or other parts of Latin America

may contact a Professional engineer (Mem-
ber Corp of Professional Engineers of Qu^
bec) with broad and lengthy experience and
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travei, knowledge of Spanish, permanent resi-
dent status in México, and numerous impor-
tant contacts in Canada, the U.S., México,
Venezuela, and the West Indies. Correspond-
ence invited. File No. 4773-W.

MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL ENGINEER,
P.Eng., Jr.E.I.C, high standing graduate from
Polytechnique, 1953, bilingual, single. Two
years experience in administrative work witli
large municipality. Actually in charge of
two engineers, one technician and two fore-
men. Two years evening studies in general
electricity at McGill University. Seeks chal-
lenging position with advanccment and in-
centive for Consulting engineers or contnc-
tors located in Montreal area, not necessarily
in electricity or mechanics. FUe No. 4774-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, B.Sc,
P.Eng. Six years varied experience in esti-
mating, incentive systems, plant layout and
product inspection. Supervisory and adminis-
trative experience as a departmental head
responsible for high daily productive outpui
of forged and machined products. Seeking
responsible position with greater opportunity
for advancement. File No. 4775-W.

METALLURGICAL ENGINEER, P.Eng., M.E.
I.C., M.C.I.M.M., Canadian bom. Married,
age 37. Graduate McGill University. Course
in management administration. Twelve yeats
diversified experience in ferrous metallurgy.
Development and supervision of Chemical and
metallurgical laboratories, inspection, spec"fi-
cation and technical service divisions in steel
finishing mill. Presently employed but seeKs
more responsible position. File No. 4782-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, S.E.I.C., N.S.T.C.
1952, age 26, married, 2 children. Experienced
in newsprint mill process and development.
Excellent knowledge of process instrumenía-
tion. Desires permanent responsible position
in development, production or instrumentation.
Has done considerable supervising. Detailed
resume on request. File No. 4783-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, P.Eng. (Ont.), Jr.
E.I.C., B.Eng. 1954, McGill University, age
24, married. Experience in sales, manufac-
turing methods and maintenance. Desires
work of definite mechanical nature, either
sales or/and engineering. Hamilton area pre-
ferred with moderate travei acceptable. FUe
No. 4785-W.

YOUNG MANUFACTURING EXECUTIVE elec-
trical engineer, M.S., P.Eng., M.E.I.C., A.M.
I.E.E., A.M.A.I.E.E., early thirties, experi-
enced manufacture switchgear and control
gear, successively development engineer, chief
engineer, manager. Seeks executive position
(not necessarily electrical) with scope and
good future prospects. Location open. File
No. 4786-W.

MINING ENGINEER, specialized also in soU
mechanics, wide experience drilling, prospeot-
ing, development, production; in coal, salt,
quarries, oil and formerly full professor Min-
ing Engineering, Technical Assistance Ad-
ministration (U.N.) expert. Fluent English
and French, Spanish, Portuguese. Married,
age 45 years. Desires position where any for-
mer experience may be best utilized. Avail-
able immediately. File No. 4791-W.

MECHANICAL AND INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER,
P.Eng. (Que.), Jr.E.I.C, graduate B.Eng..
McGUl 1951. 27 years old, married with two
children. 4 years experience in fields of plant
engineering, plant layout, process engineering,
production control in various júnior adminis-
trativo positions with a medium-sized com-
pany in the manufacture of light precision
machine parts. Extensive extra-curricular
study in the fields of business administration
accounting and auditing. Desire responsible
position as deputy to general manager or in
industrial engineering and production control
where initiative and top performance will lead
to increases in responsibility and incentive.
Willing to travei and will locate anywhere in
Canada or northeastern United States. Cana-
dian Citizen available upon three months
notice. Substantiating data available on re-
quest. File No. 4792-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, B.Sc, E.E., 1953,
age 24, single. Jr.E.I.C, 2 years in Englaud
on Athlone Fellowship, experience with lar.se

manufacturer of power equipment, several
months experience in switchgear and relay
appUcations departments, desires employment
with future leading to position of responsibility
in Canada or abroad. Please reply to File
No. 4794-W.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER, M.E.I.C, married, age
47. 16 years experience in oil industry, 3

years experience in Canada as chemist analyst
for ferrous and non-ferrous alloys. EconomiC
studies, business and sales experience. Speak-
ing fluently French and Italian. Interested
in a position where capabilities will be fuily
utilized. Location and size of company is

not important. Available on 15 days notice
to present employer. File No. 4797-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, age 30,
five years practical experience in power plani,
Chemical plant, and refinery design and con-
struction. Desires position in P.Q., prefer-
ably Montreal area. File No. 4798-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, B.A., B.A.Sc, Lavai
University 1954. Presently on a two year
training course in England with a world wido
company, specializing in hydro-electric. Under-
graduate experience in the power field, ex-
perienced traveller. Married, 24, bilingual.
Seeking intere-sting position with consultaut
firm or power company. Location open. File
No. 4799-W.

GRADUATE ENGINEER, M.E.LC, U. of T.
1922, Chemical, civil, mechanical. AvaUable
Oct. 15, now resident Toronto. Immediate
employment is desired anywhere, where there
is prospect of permanence and some future
ahead. Experience: tool designer, mechanioal
and architectural draftsman, structural steil
and reinforced concrete detailer, pressure
vessel detailer (over 10 years). Hold high
school teaching certificate, have technical
school and university teaching experience (12
years). Particular interest includes: Chemical
plant, oil refinery, steam plant, structural
Steel fabrication plant, associate or partner
in Consulting practice. Transportation ex-
pense advance is requested where interview
is rpouired prior to engagement. File No.
4800-W.

POWER ENGINEER, born U.K., B.Sc. (Eng.)
1947, P.Eng. Works trained—2 years experi-
ence electrical distribution—3 years transmis-
sion, design and construction—3 years power
house design and construction. Last two years
spent in Canada with consulting engineers
as, resident electrical engineer on 80,000 H.P.
hydro electric project and as a design en>;i-
neer. Seeks responsible post with manage-
ment prospects or as sénior development
engineer. Preferred location Montreal. File
No. 4803-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, member A.S.M.E ,

43, married, 3 chUdren. Registered State of
Minnesota. B.Eng., McGill, Canadian citi2en
now resident in U.S. desires to return to
Canada. 5 years service in R.C.A.F. as aero-
nautical engineer officer. 10 years experience
design and development. Past 5 years as a
sénior engineer in engineering research and
development department of large U.S. firm
engaged in development and construction of
special machines for civil military and atomic
instaUations. Capable of handling projects
from conception through prototype testinj;.
Reason for change U.S. security clearance
being withdrawn from aliens. File No. 4808-W.

GRADUATE MECHANICAL ENGINEER (Mc-
Gill), age 34, 7 years of design and draught-
ing experience in hydraulic turbine design,
process and steam piping, plant layout, sheet
metal work and materiais handling seeks
draughting or design work nights and/or on
weekends. Also translation of German scien-
tific papers into English. File No. 4809-W

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, age 31,
McGill 1948. Past experience includes 2'-i

years plant engineer of substantial manu-
facturing and relocation operation involving
multiple projects. iVz years country wide
sales of power plant and paper equipment of
diversive nature. AffUiation in either plant
engineering or sales desired. Canada or U.S.
references and details available. File No.
4810-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, M.E.I.C, age 39.
married. Fifteen years valuable experience in

designing estimating, selling and project engi-
neering in the machinery and plate industry.
Desires position in the Montreal area with
reliable firm and good future. Presently em-
ployed, but available upon reasonable notice.
File No. 4814-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, P.Eng., M.E.I.C,
A.M.I.Mech.E., First Class B.O.T. Steam &
Diesel Certificate. 32 years old, married, no
children. Desires responsible position in me-
chanical or marine engineering fields. Ex-
perience consists of five year workshop
apprenticeship, seven years as marine engi-

neer officer and one year surveyor to Inter-

national classification society in United Kin?-

dom. Canadian experience includes one
year experimental thermodynamics, two years
in charge engineering department large insur-

ance company. Available on reasonable notice

to present employer. File No. 4815-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C (U.N.B. 1950).

married. Age 29. Experience construction

and maintenance. 5 years experience with

large transportation company. Familiar sew-

age and drainage problems. Interested in

municipal engineering or contracting. Fluenily

bilingual. Available on two weeks notice, 'or

work in Quebec or Ontário. Expected salary

open for dlscussion. File No. 4818-W.

SITUATIONS VACANT
CHEMICAL

CHEMICAL ENGINEERS reauired by Chemical
works within 40 miles of Montreal. Successful
applicants will be trained for production super-
vision. Two years experience preferred. File
No. 5352-V.

YOUNG CHEMICAL ENGINEER recent graduate
or one with 1 to 4 years experience required
by long established chemical manufacturer
located 18 miles from centre of Montreal.
Duties include part office and part plant.
File No. 5371-V.

CHEMICAL ENGINEERS (3 years or less ex-
perience) required for research and develop-
ment work in large chemical company situated
in Niagara Falis, Ontário. File No. 5380-V.

ENGINEER REQUIRED FOR PROJECT en-
gineering work by petroleuni contractors in
the Toronto area. Applicants should have
minimum 3 to 5 years experience in petroleum
or chemical industry with knowledge of equip-
ment selection and coordination of engineering
purchasing and construction. Salary open. File
No. 5407-V.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER required by large
Montreal manufacturer, recent graduate to be
trained for work involving a wide variety of
plant processes including organic finishes.
Preference will be given to a recent Univer-
sity graduate, but consideration will also be
given applicants with chemical finishing ex-
perience in the mass production field. File
No. 5425-V.

TWO YOUNG CHEMICAL ENGINEERS to
initially be assigned process evaluation and/or
development problems and trouble shooting in
the process plants. This-on-the-job training
will lead to production supervision, technical
sales or service or technical administration.
Location Sarnia. File No. 5445-V.

cmh
SÉNIOR PROJECT ENGINEER required by
young municipal engineering firm to supervise
both design and construction of complete water
supply and sewage disposal systems. Qualifi-
cations thirty to forty years with applicable
experience in Canada. Please reply giving full

details of academic training, Professional ex-
perience, references and salary requirements.
FUe No. 5332-V.

STRUCTURAL ENGINEER for technical promo-
tion work in connection with a major type
of buUding construction. Applicant must be a
Canadian citizen experienced in structural de-
sign and capable of meeting and assisting
engineers, architects and public officials with
structural problems. Office in Toronto, con-
siderable travei in Ontário. Salary $6,000. Car
aUowance. Reply stating personal data, qualifi-

cations and references. FUe No. 5360-V.

SOILS ENGINEER, required by rapidly expand-
ing consulting firm located in Western Canada.
Must have a post graduate degree majoring
in soils and a minimum of five years ex-

perience in related work. State full particulars
as to age, experience and salary expected in

first letter. FUe No. 5365-V.

YOUNG ENGINEER or architect required for
young construction firm, specializing more
in sewer work and excavation but also doing
buUding construction. Salary to start $400.00
per month. Must have at least two years
experience and not over 35 years of age.
Apply stating age, graduation, experience.
and references to FUe No. 5373-V.

RECENT GRADUATE CIVIL ENGINEER re-

quired in the track section of the office of

the chief engineer of a major railway com-
pany in Montreal. File No. 5377-V.

CIVIL ENGINEER preferably not over 35 years
of age required by structural steel firm in

Montreal, to act as salesman for roof deck
and waU panei construction. Salary open.
Please reply FUe No. 5393-V.

SOIL ENGINEERS, required by well-known "En-

gineering and Construction Company. Must be
graduate CivU Engineers, preferably with post
graduate studies in Soil mechanics and foun-
dation engineering. Send resume of qualifica-
tions and experience. Replies will be treated
confidentiaUy. FUe No. 5396-V.

GRADUATE CIVIL ENGINEERS, required by
weU-known engineering and construction com-
pany for special work in the field of soil

mechanics and foundation engineering. Post
graduate studies in soil mechanics and struc-

tures desirable but not essential. Send resume
of qualifications and experience. Replies will

be treated confidentiaUy. FUe No. 5396-V.

SÉNIOR STRUCTURAL ENGINEER required
for mining and concentrating plant design and
layout. Please state fuU detaUs of qualifica-
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CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Stimulating ond challenging positions with a future are opening up

in our new and expanding Research and Development Department in

Montreal. At this time we have severol responsible positions open (and

others will be available during the coming months) for graduate

engineers, chemists and physicists with experience in one or more of

the following fieids:

PRESSURE SENSITIVE ADHESIVES
RUBBER AND/OR PLASTICS

RESINS AND COATINGS • TEXTILES
COTTON PURIFICATION AND PROCESSING

SYNTHETIC FIBRES
FINE AND SPECIALTY PAPERS

PAPER CONTAINERS • INSTRUMENTATION

Modern well-equipped laboratories in our new Research Centre will

provide excellent facilities and working conditions. Liberal benefits.

Salaries commensurate with education and experience.

Replies will be given ali applicants submitting a complete résumé of

personal data, educational background, work experience, references

and o recent photograph of themselves to:

Director of Research

V IIMITED V MONTREAL

7707 Notre Dame East Montreal, Quebec

tions, experience and age in first letter to

FUe No. 5398-V.

LECTURER CIVIL ENGINEERING for immedi-
ate appointment: to give undergraduate in-

struction in design of steel and timber
structures and allied subjects to carry cut

investigations and research. Salary range $3,-

440. to $4,100. with superannuation, hospital

insurance and other benefits. Applicant should

be university graduate with some years prac-

tical or teaching experience in structural

design. Location Halifax, Nova Scotia. File

No. 5410-V.

A PRESIDENT IS REQUIRED immediately by
a Montreal firm, thorouglUy experienced in

the contracting industry, especially in the

management and public relations industry.

Successful candidate should be a man of ability

and Vision. Preferred age 35-45; must be a

civil engineering graduate. Salary in five

figures plus bónus. File No. 5417-V.

PROJECT ENGINEER excellent opening for

the right man. with a well established en-

gineering firm in Montreal specializing in the

hydro electric field, this is a sénior position.

Applicant should be a graduate with 15-20

years experience in the design, preparation
of plans and specifications, reports and esti-

mates for the civil engineering aspects of

hydro electric power developments He will be
required to take charge of a designing group
as project engineer. The position is of a per-

manent nature and entalis the usual peiísion,

groups insurance and other benefits. The
salary will be commensurate with the capa-
bilities, educational background and experi-

ence of fhe applicant. The applicant should

be prepared to furnish references as to his

qualifications and experience. Ali applications

will be acknowledged. File No. 5431-V.

CIVIL ENGINEER with good knowledge of

building construction and costing by general
contractor in the Kingston, Ontário, area.

Salary open. File No. 5434-V.

STRUCTURAL ENGINEER with some experi-

ence in steel or reinforced concrete. Age to

35. Applicants must be wiUing to headquarter
in Minniapolis, Minnesota, with some travei

in both the U.S. and Canada. Position offers

permanence and opportunity for advancement.
Reply giving complete information regarding
personal history, education and experience.

File No. 5436-V.

CONSTRUCTION ENGINEER for company
located in Western Canada. Age range 40-50.

Must be well experienced in asphalt paving,

soils, road work, concrete structures, gravei

plants. Must be able to operate as general

superintendent. Excellent salary and possi-

bility of participating in company profits. File

No. 5437-V.

STRUCTURAL STEEL DESIGN and detaU en-
gineers required by a progressive pulp, paper
and converting company. The location is in
Eastern Canada. Excellent residential, educa-
tional and recreational facilities are available.
Applications will be treated with strictest con-
fidence. Send complete resume and salary
expected to File No. 5439-V.

SANITARY ENGINEER wanted for department
of Health, Newfoundland. Applicant must have
a degree in civil engineering and/either a
certificate in Public Health Engineering or be
willing to take a year's training in public
health on a bursary supplied by the Depart-
ment. Enquiries re salary and conditions of
employment to be directed to File No. 5442-V.

ASSISTANT CIVIL ENGINEER required by an
established public utility supervisory Consult-
ing organization, age 30-45, minimum 5 yeaís
experience on structural steel, reinforced con-
crete and foundation design of steam electric
power plants. Location N.Y. Some travei
field future. Reply stating age, education,
experience, personal particulars, minimum
salary expected. File No. 5449-V.

FOUR REGIONAL HIGHWAV ENGINEERS
located Kamloops, Nelson, Prince George an.'
Victoria, British Columbia. Salary $556.00 to
$644.00 per month depending on experience
and qualifications. Duties: responsible for the
administration and co-ordination of activities
in the region. Directs a staff consisting of a
construction engineer, maintenance engineer,
district engineers and their engineering staffs.

Maintains liaison between his regional staff
and headquarters in the operations, construc-
tion and maintenance of highways, bridges
and ferries. General direction of approved
policies and regulations, accounting records,
traffic Controls and general discipline. Pres-
ent recommendations to headquarters regard-
ing planning, priorities, for major construc-
tion projects. Qualifications: university grad-
uation with degree in Engineering; member-
ship in a Provincial Engineering Association
and if other than B.C., eligible for regis-
tration in this Province; must have proven
experience in construction and maintenance
of highways; considerable experience in ad-
ministration and organization methods; a high
degree of tact in dealing with other govern-
ment officials and the general public. Appli-
cants other than B.C. Department of Highwiy
officials are requested to supply references.
Apply Chairman, Civil Service Commission,
544 Michigan Street, Victoria, not later than
November 30, 1955. FUe No. 5458-V.

ELECTRICAL

GRADUATE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, re-

quired as assistant engineer rural department
of power company in Alberta. Location in

Edmonton. Duties involve design and estl-
"

mation of single phase farm power Unes with
related engineering. Salary commensurate
with qualifications. Excellent employee bene-
fits provide pension, group life, sickness and
accident coverage. FUe No. 5359-V.

TWO JÚNIOR ELECTRICAL or engineering
physicists for work in our research and de-
velopment departments. The work involves
research and development work in various
special antennae and related components. Loca-
tion Ontário. FUe No. 5374-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER university graduate
required for electrical service of power and
industrial equipment of a Canadian manu-
facturer. Applicant wiU be located in Mont-
real with possibility of limited amount of

travei in Province of Quebec. Please state

education, experience and starting salary ex-

pected. FUe No. 5384-V.

ELECTRICAL SALES ENGINEERING AND
APPLICATION ENGINEERING positions in

new and growing company making electrical,

industrial control apparatus iu S.W. Ontário.
Prefer electrical, mechanical or engineering
and business. FUe No. 5388-V.

ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING ENGINEER,
with experience in the design and manufac-
ture of Air Break Switchgear required for

Chief Engineers position with Western Manu-
facturer. Should be capable of leading a
development program in a newly equipped
laboratory on low voltage air break switch-
gear and Circuit breakers up to 15 kv. Salary
open. Replies from applicants with aU or

part of the required experience wiU be treated
in strict confidence, and should contain full

detaUs of experience, age, and educational
background. FUe No. 5395-V.

COMMUNICATIONS DEPARTMENT OF LARGE
transportation company in Montreal has im-
mediate openings for electrical engineering
graduates specializing in or with experience
in Communications as assistant engineers in

the transmission and equipment groups. Work
involves application and special engineering
of aU types of carrier telephone telegraph
program network transmission, television and
broadband microwave systems. Offers wide
range of experience in Communications field.

Headquarters Montreal, with field engineering
throughout system. AIl replies wiU be held in

strict confidence and will be acknowledged.
FUe No. 5403-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER WITH experience in

design of electrical installation including Com-
munications for industrial and commercial
buildings. Minimum five years experience
since graduation. Firm of consulting engineers
in Toronto. FUe No. 5411-V.

ELECTRONIC ENGINEER required with sev-

eral years experience in design and construc-

tion of experimental equipment. Knowledge
of magnetic amplifiers essential. Capable of

DU PONT OF CANADA
MONTREAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

CHEMICAL ENGINEERS
2 •— with at least three years'

experience in the selection of

chemical plant equipment and
piping layouts.

ond
2 — recent graduates with some
experience in chemical manufact-
uring design or operation.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
2 — with at least three years'

experience in the selection of

equipment ond the layout of

manufacturing plants.

and
2 — recent graduates with some
experience in process equipment
design or operations.

Applicants should be between the ages of 23

and 35 and application may be made in

writing, giving a brief summary of training

and experience to:

PERSONNEL DIVISION

DU PONT COMPANY
OF CANADA LIMITED

P. O. BOX 660, MONTREAL.
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UNI VERSITY
TEACHER
WANTED

The Universify of Sas-
katchewan wishes to receive
applícations from engineer-
ing graduares. Civil, Electri-

cal, or Mechanical, under
thirty-five years of age, to
teoch opplied mechanics
and allied subjects. Duties
are fo commence January 1,

1956, the salary offered is

$4000.00 per year, and per-

manenf- appoint-ment is a
possibility. Apply to the
Dean of Engineering, Uni-
versity of Saskatchewan,
Saskatoon, Sask., giving
age, qualifications, experi-

ente, and references. File

No. 5443-V.

independent work on servo-mechanisms for
aircraft application. Manufacturer of aircraft
engine fuel systems located in Toronto. Apply
with full details as to age, date of gradua-
tion, experlence and approximate salary re-
quired. File No. 5412-V.

LARGE ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING in-

dustry in Niagara Peninsula, has vacancies
for graduate electrical engineers in switchgear
sales department. Duties inciude the prepara-
tion of specifications and settlement of tech-
nical details for ali classes of switchgear
from 600 volts to 330 KV. Previous switchgear
engineering experience with a manufacturer
or utility desirable but not essential. File No.
5415-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER required as assistant
in rotating machinery department handling
special induction motors, alternators and gen-
erators. Should be capable of handling quota-
tions, orders and general correspondence.
Location Montreal. FUe No. 5432-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER required as assistant
in motor department handling standard in-

duction motors. Should be capable of handling
quotations. orders and general correspondence.
Location Montreal. File No. 5432-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER as assistant in trans-
former department. Should be capable of
handling quotations, orders and general cor-
respondence. Location, Montreal. File No.
5432-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER a recent graduate,
now in a narrow field but who wants broad
experience in the design, installation and
operation of heavy power distributing equip-
ment. File No. 5445-V.

APPLICATIONS ARE INVITED FROM elec-
tronic development Engineers with experience
in the intermediate frequency field, for ad-
vanced development work associated with I.F.
circuits and systems for new techniques in

pulse and doppler radar. The position, which
is permanent and pensionable is at the com-
pany's raain plant at Rugby, England. Quali-
fications: University de?ree and at least two
years experience in I.F. or related circuit
developments. Applications, stating age and
giving detaUs of qualifications, should be
made in the first instance to file No. 5446-V.

MICROWAVE DEVELOPMENT ENGINEER.
Applications are invited for the position of
development engineer at the company's main
plant. Rugby, England. The position is per-
manent and pensionable, and concerns long-
term development of the latest techniques
in microwave systems of unusual complexity.
Ample opportunities are afforded for original
work. Qualifications: University degree in

electrical engineering or physics, and at least
two years practical experience in microwave
systems and/or components development. Ap-
plications stating age and giving details of

qualifications should be made in the first

instance to File No. 5446-V.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ELECTRICAL ENGI-
NEERS and engineering physicists with the
Defence Research Board at Valcartier, Que-
bec; Ottawa, Ontário; Dartmouth, Nova
Scotia. The challenging program, which offers
excellent chance for advancement, includes
rcsearch on missile control systems, servo-
mcchanisms, temperature and vibration prob-
lems, fire control systems, instrumentation,
low frequency and hi^h frequency propaga-
tion, radio communication circuits, radar,
microwave techniques, and underwater acous-
tics. Applications are invited from University
graduates (or the equivalent) who are Cana-
dian citizens or British subjects. Initial sal-
aries range from $3,750.00 to $6,000.00 dc-
pending on qualifications and experience.
Modern laboratory facilities and generous
emrloyment benefits available. File No.
5447-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER required by Potash
Company in Saskatchewan. Must be qualified
to lay out and supervise installation and
maintenance of power distribution system f/r
an industrial plant and mine. A knowledge
of control systems, switchgear, relaying and
heavy motors is desired. Position involves
supervision of electrical and mechanical in-

stallation and offers a varied and interesting
position in an expanding company. FUe No.
5448-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, graduate two to five

years experience, protective relay work with

ALUMINUM COMPANY
OF CANADA LIMITED

Has openíngs for

GRADUATE ENGINEERS

PARTICULARLY

IN THE FIELDS OF

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

and

EXTRACTIVE METALLURGY

•

For production or develop-
ment work in their plants

in the Saguenay Dístrict,

Quebec and Kitimat, Brit-

ish Columbio.
Please write giving details

to:

Employment Department,
1700 Sun Life Building,

Montreal, Quebec.

electric utility. Permanent position long-
established supervisory Consulting organization
Headquarters New York. Some travei Latin
America. Salary commensurate with experi-
ence. Reply stating age, education, experi-
ence, personal particulars and minimum
salary expected. File No. 5450-V.

YOUNG ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, power op-

tion, recent graduate or man with one or
two years experience. Good opportunity. Per-
manent position with long-established electric
utility in Costa Rica. Knowledge Spanish
necessary. Reply stating age, education, ex-
perience, personal particulars, and minimum
salary expected. File No. 5451-V.

GRADUATE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, requir-

ed to assist in preparation of plans, specifi-

cations and estimates of electrical systems
for offices, shops and buildings designed in

chief architecfs department Trans-Canada Mr
Lines, Montreal. Preference given to appli-

cants having two or more years general ex-

perience in the electrical branch of con-
struction work and interested in being close^y

associated with architectural work. Permanent
position with full employee benefits. File -No.

5452-V.

SÉNIOR POWER TRANSFORMER design engi-

neer. Good opening for aggressive man un-

afraid of responsibility and with existing or

potential ability to handle up to the largest
ratings. Well established flrm with exceUent
technical facilities. Salary open and commen-
surate with experience and ability. Our em-
ployees know of this advertisement. AU repUcs
wiU be treated as confidentlal. FUe No.
5461-V.

MECHANICAL
GRADUATE MECHANICAL ENGINEER re-

quired by a heavy industry with extensive
mining and milling operations in the Eastern
Townships (Quebec). Duties will inciude ma-
chine design, plant layout, work scheduling
etc. Preference will be given to applicant
with one year's experience or recent gradu-
ates. Good opportunity, interesting and per-
manent position with attractive salary.
Numerous employee benefits. Replies should
inciude complete record of education, also
salary expectation should be mentioned. File
No. 5338-V.

SÉNIOR ESTIMATING ENGINEER required in

a large manufacturing plant located in Mont-
real. Applicant must have general experience
in heavy mechanical equipment, a broad
knowledge of product costs. be energetic and
have administrative abilities. Give detaUs of

age, education, experience, salary require-
ments and other relevant information to

File No. 5357-V.

GRADUATE MECHANICAL ENGINEER re-

quired by large manufacturing plant located
in Montreal. A minimum of five years
experience in heavy mechanical equipment
essential. Some shop experience desirable.
Applicant wUl be required to study analyse
and report on new product Unes and develop
specifications for cost estimating. Give detaUs
of age, education, experience, salary re-

quirements and other relevant information to

File No. 5357-V.

THE PLANT ENGINEERING SERVICES of the
National Research Council, requires at Ot-
tawa a graduate mechanical engineer prefer-
ably with some experience in plant work
to design, prepare plans and specifications
for heatine, ventilating and air conditioning
systems. Familiarity with various manufac-
turers equipment and control systems is

essential. Initial salary up to $4,500 per annum
depending on qualifications. Apply by letter

giving full details of education and experience
to The Employment Office, National Research
CouncU, Sussex Drive, Ottawa, Ontário. Please
quote fUe PE-236. FUe No. 5358-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER required for work
in refinery at Sarnia as area maintenance
engineer. Must have 3 to 5 years experience
in oil refinery or related industry. Duties
inciude general engineering and estimating.
Permanent position, fuU employee benefits.

Write giving fuU particulars of age, qualifica-

tions. experience, present salary. FUe No.
5364-V.

DU PONT OF CANADA

INVITES APPLICATIONS

FROM ENGINEERS

with mining experience to act os

technicol representotives in the

sole of explosives to the mining

and other incJustries. These posi-

tions will provide good oppor-

tunities for odvoncement in o

new expanding organization. A
knowledge of mining proctices,

particularly development ond pro-

duction, is necessary but previous

soles experience is not essential.

Appliconts should be in their

twenties or thirties. Please reply

in writing giving details of edu-

cation and experience to:

PERSONNEL DIVISION,

DU PONT COMPANY
OF CANADA LIMITED,

P.O. Box 660,

Montreal, Quebec.
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SALES
E^SGINEERS

Internationally known
manufacturer of combustion
control and industrial in-

struments has openings for

recent Canodian mechani-
cal graduates interested in

soles work in Ontário and
Quebec.
Extensive factory and field

service training will be pro-

vided. Good starting salories

and excellent prospects for

advancement.
Writc: File No. 5404 V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER required for product
design by manufacturer of mining machinery
in Southern Ontário. Registered or qualified

Professional engineer. Reply in detail stating

personal history, education and experience.
File No. 5368-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER for sales office

required by manufacturer of hydraulic fit-

tings and hoses, etc, located in Ontário.
Salary open with excellent future prospects.
Age group approximately 23 to 30 years. File

No. 5370-V.

LARGE MONTREAL MANUFACTURER re-

quires specialist in welding and brazing
techniques for mass produced apparatus. Ap-
plicant should be mechanical engineering
graduate or equivalent with minimum of five

years experience in welding processes. Salary
open. Your confidence will be respected. File

No. 5376-V.

EASTERN TOWNSHIPS OF QUEBEC firm re-

quires graduate and/or practical engineer to

take over responsibility for all plant mechan-
ical, electrical, heatin? and construction
problems. This is basically a planning and
coordinative job with appointment as mechan-
ical superintendent as its aim. File No.
5379-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER required by pulp
and paper company with all or some of the
following qualifications. Evperience in main-
tenance worl<, knowledge of the fundamentais
of time and motion study. Ability to super-
vise a group of approximately ten persons.
Some knowledge of production cost systems.
Duties include work with consultants on the
installation of a system of maintenance stan-
dards. Develop standard time values, super-
vise a crew of maintenance standard acces-
sors. File No. 5382-V.

PLANT ENGINEER required for a plant located
in Sherbrooke, P.Q. Should be capable of

taking full charge of all maintenance and
construction work. Salary dependent upon
qualifications. File No. 5387-V.

MECHANICAL SALES ENGINEERING and ap-
plication engineering positions in new and
growing company making electrical, industrial
control apparatus in S.W. Ontário. Prefer elec-
trical, mechanical or engineering and business
1955 graduates. File No. 5388-V.

A WELL KNOWN MACHINERY manufacturer
requires a mechanical sales engineer to con-
tact large industries in the Province of Que-
bec. Established clientele assuring substantial
income for qualified man. Some knowledge of
French desirable. This is in addition to the
existing staff who are aware of this vacancy.
If you believe you are the man for this posi-
tion, please send complete details of qualifica-
tions and past experience which will be held
in strict confidence. File No. 5389-V.

GRADUATE MECHANICAL ENGINEER for
large industrial concern near Montreal re-

quired for development work and general
project engineering. Permanent staff position
and good prospects of promotion for young
engineer with initiative and ability for original
design work. Previous experience preferred
but not necessary. We will pay travelling ex-
penses for interview. Write stating personal
Information, experience in detail, salary re-

quired and date available. File No. 5390-V.

MECHANICAL DESIGN ENGINEER. We re-

quire an experienced Professional mechanical
engineer with 10 to 15 years experience in

design mechanical e luipment particularly
cranes or materiais handíing machinery. Ex-

perience in design of radioactive material

handling valuable. Will be required to design

layout of fuel rod handling system and equip-

ment. Please reply by letter stating exper-

ience, qualifications, etc. Location Ontário.

File No. 5401-V.

PLATE AND VESSEL DESIGNER. We require

an experienced Professional mechanical en-

gineer with 5 to 10 years design experience

in vesseís, heat exchangers or allied equip-

ment. Will be required to work on pressure

vesseís and heat exchanger for the reactor,

as well as plate and tube components for

the reactor core. Please reply by letter

stating experience, qualifications, etc. Loca-
tion Ontário. File No. 5401-V.

RECENT MECHANICAL GRADUATES of Cana-
dian Universities have exceptional oppor-

tunities to irain for sales of combustion con-

trol and industrial instruments. Prominent
American manufacturer has organized Cana-
dian company with general offices and assem-
bly plant in Toronto. Canadian bom engineers

required. Extensive factory and field service

training will be provided. File No. 5404-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER required by sheet

metal fabricating company in Montreal, to

take char?e of small engineering department.
Duties wiU include supervision of drafting

and estimating standard and custom products

and development of new products. Applicant
should have 4 or more years applicable ex-

perience and be preferably bilingual. Starting

salarv minimum $S 000.00 per year. Company
name Eastern Steel Products but please sub-

mit full details as to past experience, age,

etc, to File No. 5416-V.

ASSISTANT CHIEF INSPECTION ENGINEER,
Fraduate mechanical engineer, age 30 to 40,

minimum five years practical shop experience.
Ability to get along well with others essential.

Duties eover all phases of mechanical inspec-

tion, working directly under the chief inspec-

tion engineer. Apply in writing stating place
of birth to File No. 5422-V.

TWO GRADUATE MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
wanted by manufacturer of heavy industrial

machinery in Western Montreal for applica-
tion engineering and sales. 1950-1955 graduates
considered. Training provided. Benefits in-

clude generous life Insurance, sickness and
accident and pension plans. Five day week.
Applicanls should outline training, experience,
and salary expected. File No. 5423-V.

CANADA'S MOST MODERN transformer plant

requires mechanical engineer with five years
experience on pressure vessel design, médium
to heavy structural steel or plate design, for

work on large tanks and comnonents. Work
is interesting and varied; transformer experi-

ence not necessary. Full emplovee benefits,

pleasant working condifions in attractive

Southern Ontário community. File No. 5426-V.

DESIGN ENGINEERS required for commercial
vehicle design. Good opportunity with a sound
future for a graduate mechanical engineer,
who has had practical experience in structural

design. Location Ontário. File No. 5429-V.

MANAGER ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT re-

quired by large and long established manu-
facturing company in Montreal. A man with
the following qualifications to fill the sénior
position. Graduate engineer preferably me-
chanical with post-graduate training in busi-

ness administration and industrial organization.

Over 5 years experience as plant engineer
or as assistant plant encineer in a large
company with administrative responsibilities.

Thorough knowledge of modern maintenance
control and material handling methods. Aee
30 to 40 years. Salary is open. File No. 5435-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER either recent coUege
graduate or with some experience. Age to

thirty-five; must be willing to locate in

Minneapolis, Minnesota, and to travei as re-

quired by duties. Inferests and or back ground
should be in air handling, plant layout or

design. Position offers good salary, opportunity
and permanence. Reply giving complete In-

formation regarding personal history, education
and experience. File No. 5436-V.

WANTED MACHINE DESIGN ENGINEERS.
A Progressive pulp, paper and converting
company has opportunities for experienced
pulp and paper mill machinery designers. The
location is in eastern Canada. Excellent resi-

dential, educational and recreational facilities

are available. Applications will be treated

with strictest confidence. Send complete re-

sume and salary expected to File No. 5439-V.

LARGE CHEMICAL PLANT in Edmonton
area has staff openings for two mechanical
engineers. (1) Required qualifications and
duties as follows: qualifications B.Sc. in me-
chanical engineering from recognized univer-
sity. Up to 5 years experience in design on
field work. Ability to supervise drafting work.
Duties: general engineering in chemical plant

including design and layout of alterations

and new installations. Supervision of drafting
work. (2) Qualifications: B.Sc. in mechanical
engineering from recognized university. Up to

7 years' experience in design or field work.
Experience in plant maintenance work an

j ]

asset. Ability to supervise clerical and draft-
1

1

ing work. Duties: maintenance engineering,
including trouble shooting of mechanical prob-
lems, responsibility for spare parts program.
Assist in setting up preventive program.
Mechanical design work. Please supply refer-

ences, age, marital status, academic standing,
experience, salary expected and data avail-

able. File No. 5440-V.

SALES ENGINEER age 25 to 30, mechanical
engineer oi equivalent required by well-known
Canadian heavy machinery manufacturer to

handle pulp and paper mining and process
industry accounts; to work out of Montreal;
reply in writing stating age, education, ex-

perience etc. File No. 5441-V.

PROJECT ENGINEER with 2 to 5 years me-
chanical design experience in a process in-

dustry. This position would provide the oppor-
tunities to handle major prospects in all

aspects and to see the project actually built

in the field. Location is Sarnia. File No.
5445-V.

ENGINEER PREFERABLY with 5 to 6 years
experience in industry required by pencfl
manufacturer in Province of Quebec, to act
as assistant factory manager in plant <im-
ploying 100 persons. Applicant should be
preferably bilingual. Salary negotiable. File

No. 5457-V.

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER. An attractive posi-

tion for an ambitious man about 35 years ff

age has developed in our industrial engineer-
ing department. This post wUl involve the
management of one or more of the functions
of direct labour control, the development of

standards and estimates, scheduling, fore-

casting and methods improvement. A grad-
uate mechanical engineer with five to 'en
years' manufacturing experience of some
responsibility would be preferred, but persons
with equivalent experience will be considered.
This position will provide sufficient interest,

authority, and salary to attract an exceptional
man. FUe No. 5463-V.

LARGE TRANSPORTATION COMPANY m
Montreal requires mechanical engineer to

work on the staff of the electrical section

of the mechanical department. The duties

involve steam power plant layout, including

piping, and other mechanical assignments.
This is an opportunity for a recent graduate
to obtain experience in this Une oí work. FUe
No. 5464-V.

MISCELLANEOCS

CHIEF OPER.í^TOR required for hydro electric

power plant. Must have experience, ability

to direct and be responsible for operation and
maintenance of power plants, dams and equip-

ment. Location Northern Quebec. Full com-
pany benefit plan. In reply state age, educa-

tion, experience, marital status, date available

and salary expected to FUe No. 5353-V.

RESEARCH HYDRAULIC ENGINEER required

for research team studying the forces in-

volved in pulpwood holding grounds, at bolh

model and fuU scale. Requirements: master's

degree in hydraulics engineering, good acad-

emic record and abUity to work with woods
personnel in the field. Apply by resume to

FUe No. 5361-V.

PULP AND PAPER ENGINEER required.

Graduate engineer capable of planning and

SANITARY ENGINEER WANTED FOR

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,

NEWFOUNDLAND

Applicant must have a degree in

Civil Engineering and/either a

certificate in Public Health En-

gineering or be willing to take

a year's training in Public Health

on a bursary supplied by the de-

partment.

Enquiries re salary and conditions

of employment to be directed to:

Leonard Miller, M.D.,

Dcputy Minister of Heoith,

St. John's, Newfoundlond.
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developing complete pulp and paper projects.
Must have not less than (ive years experience
in newsprint manufacturing. Summarize ex-
perience. Location about 100 mUes from
Montreal. FUe No. 5363-V.

MINING OR CHEMICAL ENGINEER having
design and detail experience in ore handling
or Chemical plant equipment is required by
a large Kingston manufacturing company.
Reply giving complete information on personal
history, education and experience. File No.
5372-V.

PHYSICAL METALLURGIST to undertake both
fundamental and applied research on non-
ferrous metais primarily lead and zinc and
their alloys. Salary dependent upon quali-
fications and experience. Location Southern
British Columbia. File No. 5391-V.

INSTRUMENTATION ENGINEER to design
measuring and control systems for chemical
and metallurgical process. Work includes
preparation of flowsheets, wiring and piping
diagrams, layout and detail drawings, de-
tailed instrument specifications and cost esti-

mates. Location Western Canada. Salary open.
File No. 5391-V.

CIVIL, MECHANICAL or CHEMICAL engineers
with about 5 years experience on construc-
tion of industrial plants and process equip-
ment required as field engineers by company
planning to build new plant. Location Ontário.
File No. 5392-V.

PROJECT AND CONSTRUCTION ENGINEER.
Graduate in civU or mechanical engineering
with three to five years experience in build-
ing structure, material handling equipment,
structural and machine design. Supervisory
ability in draughting. Experience in smelting
operation or construction would be an asset.
Fluent English is essential. File No. 5378-V.

ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES IN Victoria,
B.C., for sénior and intermediate civU engi-
neers in hydraulic design, both Office and
field and sénior electrical station designers.
Excellent welfare provisions. File No. 5385-V.

APPLICATIONS ARE INVITED for engineers
and architects with good academic records
and preferably with a few years of experience
for positions as research officers in the
division of building research, National Re-
search Council, for work in the following
fields: Housing, To undertake studies leading
to the assessment of materiais and the
evaluation of the performance of components
for application in housing. Construction: the
dissemination of technical information to the
construction industry. Study in the perform-
ance of new materiais and techniques used
in construction. Building Code to undertake
studies relating to the preparation of building
regulations, particularly in the field of public
health engineering, in relation to the Na-
tional Building Code of Canada. Building
Design: A civil engineer for the investiea-
tion of the structural performance of build-
ing components and completed structures.
The work in view includes the testing of full

scale structural elements in the laboratory
and in the field. Soil Mechanics: A civil en-
gineer to work in the laboratory and in the
field on ureent projects already under way
in this section. Fire Research: A chemical
engineer or chemist for laboratory research
into the combustion properties of materiais
especially those used in buildings, and into
the application of chemical aeents for the
suppression of fire. File No. 5386-V.

MECHANICAL, MINING OR CIVIL ENGINEER,
required for sales work in the Province of
Quebec. Requirements: earthmoving and/or
heavy equipment experience, bilingual pre-
ferred, free to travei. Age up to 40. Good
appearance and background. Excellent re-
muneration, Insurance and pension benefits
guaranteed by advertisers who are Quebec
distríbutors for world renown make of heavy
equiriment in the earthmoving field. File No.
5397-V.

ATTRACTIVE OPPORTUNITIES for senior
architects and enirineers with the Federal
Government in Ottawa. Salaries up to $7,900.
Renuirements include: an assistant chief
penitentiaries engineer with training in engi-
neering or architecture; a telecommunications
engineer, a Communications engineer, an
architect (building) an electrical engineer
(power), a structural engineer and a con-
struction engineer (runways). Opportunities
for advancement. Generous fringe benefits.
File No. 5400-V.

REFINERY ENGINEERING AND SAFETY
administration opportunities. Modern catalytic
oil refineries require a plant engineer.
Responsibilties involve structural design,
supervision of contract work and engineering
programing. Salary commensurate with quali-
fications. Safety engineer also required to
conduct equipment inspection and plant
safety programmes. Professional qualifications
preferred but not necessary. Responsibilities

and salary commensurate with qualifications.
Location W. Canada. File No. 5402-V.

SALES ENGINEER for the Province of N.S.
to represent national manufacturer of fabri-
cated Steel products, for the construction
industry. Preference will be given to ap-
plicants from Nova Scotia or graduates of
N.S. universities, between the ages of 23-36
years. The successful candidate for this open-
ing will be associated with a staff of
engineers and wUl have the opportunity of
advancing to the executive levei. Initial letter
should outline complete background and
availability for interview. File No. 5405-V.

DESIGN ENGINEER young graduate with
several years product engineering experience
and writing ability, for editorial work on
new magazine. Good working conditions and
remuneration in keeping with ability. With
first letter give education and experience
also starting salary requirements. File No.
5406-V.

YOUNG ENGINEER required for work in
heating and ventilating company located in
Ontário. WUl be trained in the engineering,
research and sales departments of the com-
pany with a view to eventual branch office
work. File No. 5408-V.

A VACANCY OCCURS FOR a general works
manager, at a plant located approximately
100 mUes north of Toronto. Médium and
heavy engineering products are manufac-
tured by between 600 and 700 employees. The
vvorks include a steel foundry: grey iron
foundry: bronze and non-ferrous metal foun-
dry (including centrifugal castings); with
pattern, machine and erecting shops. The posi-
tion is such that only first class appllcants
will be considered who must have the qualifi-
cations of being a trained enfineer, a good
organizer, a pleasing personality and ability
to fulfil a position of trust. The ultimate
prospects for the right man are of the
highest. Also salary will be commensurate
to the candidates' ability and experience.
File No. 5413-V.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ENGINEERS. Mechani-
cal, are required with at least five years'
e^'nerience in designin" he^ivv macV>inorv and
plant equipment. Mechanical, metallurgical,
electrical and chemical, interested in training
for production supervisory positions are
wanted. Mechanical. Engineering Business,
Electrical and Chemical, interested in indus-
trial engineering are also needed. Our ex-
panding development on the most advanced
specialty steel mi!l equii^ment assures you of
an e^^cellent salary and good opoortunities
for promotion with Canada's foremost special-
ty steel mill. Contributing to your security
are e^tra benefits such as a generous pension,
hospitalization and group life Insurance
schemes. File No. 5414-V.

YOUNG MINING OR CIVIL ENGINEER, pre-
ferably bilingual required by mining industrial
plant near Montreal. Must be also good
draughtsman and be resRonsible for plant
equipment and plant expansion. Salary in ac-
cordance with experience. Write stating age,
marital status and experience. File No. 5419-V.

A NATIONAL ORGANIZA-nON in Ottawa re-
quires 2 engineers; a júnior with 2 to 3
years experience in electrical or civil fields,

and the other — a senior enffineer with 5 to

10 years experience in electrical field. Per-
manent emolovment complete with pension
plan. File No. 5420-V.

SALES ENGINEER required for leading manu-
facturer of aut''matic controls. Duties involve
application of limit switches and clutch con-
trols to industrial en"iiment and the or^aniz-
in" and training of distributors. The aoplicant
selected will under^o a training pro<»ram in

the U.S. A. after which he wUl be located in

Montreal. AU reolies should state personal
particlars. background and salary required.
File No. 5424-V.

GRADUATE ENGINEERS FOR JÚNIOR posi-

tions in the industrial en<'ineering department
pf a large ashestos mine in the Eastern
Townshins. Apnlicants should be between 21

and 30 years of age, and have an engineering
background. Experience in industrial engi-

neering in heavy industry or large manu-
facturin<» enternrises nreferable but not essen-
tial. Successful candidates will be given train-

in<» in wage incentives and job methods. Ex-
cellent working conditions. extensive em-
ployee benefits. File No. 5427-V.

MECHANICAL OR CHEMICAL ENGINEER
required by pulp and paper company located

in Province of Quebec. This engineer is re-

quired for our design engineering department
and should have a minimum of 5 years ex-

perience with at least 2 years in pulp miU
enoineerinp. The salary is open for discussion.

File No. 5421-V.

TECHNICAL PERSONNEL NEEDED FOR in-

tregrated petrochemical and synthetic fibre

plant located Western Canada. 1) Senior

mechanical engineer with extensive expert
ence in materiais handling equipment, both
application and design. 2) Senior process en-
gineer with extensive experience in oil re-
fincry, chemical or allied engineering. 3)
Júnior mechanical engineer. Recent graduate.
Experience in oil refinery, chemical plant or
allied industries preferred but not essential. 4)

Júnior corrosion engineer mechanical, chemical
or metallurgical graduate with experience or
intercst required for work on plant scale
corrosion problems and materiais specifica-
tions, 5) Textile engineer, recent graduate in

textile engineering or engineering degree with
equivalent training preferably with experience
in synthetic yarn plant. 6) Maintenance en-
gineer mechanical, electrical or chemical en-
gineer, 2-5 years' experience in maintenance
department of large chemical or synthetic
yarn plant or equivalent operation in large
chemical or allied industry. 7) Senior piping
draftsman. Evperienced piping designer in-

cluding specification, layout and detailing,

or graduate engineer interested in piping de-
sign. Applications will be treated confiden-
tially. Write immediately stating personal de-
tails, experience in full. Salary required and
date available. File No. 5428-V.

MECHANICAL OR STRUCTURAL ENGINEER,
with steel fabrication experience required to

take charge of detailing office, consisting of

four draughtsmen and one estimator and to

consult with architects and contractors to

obtain suitable fabricating contracts. A
thorough knowledge of welding, welding pro-
cedures and jig design required. This is an
excellent opportunity in a well established
Vancouver firm, employing approximately 50

men. Maximum salary and employment bene-
fits to right man. Reply stating age, experi-
ence and salary required. File No. 5433-V.

AGRICULTURAL SALES ENGINEER required
for metropolitan Montreal and Maritime prov-
inces. Applicant should have university degree
or equivalent in agriculture. Knowledge of

French and chemistry desirable. Field of sales
covers a line of agricultural Chemicals to

distributors in the Maritime Provinces sup-
ported by detaUed sales and service work
with dealers and growers; and sanitary and
surfactant chemicals to industrial concerns in

metropolitan Montreal. Applicant must be
willing to headquarter in Montreal and be
prepared to travei frequently into the Mari-
times, taking up temporary residence there

at a central location with his family during
the active summer season. This latter provi-

sion subject to discussion. Apply by confi-

dential letter giving details of education, ex-

nerience and general background to FUe
No. 5438-V.

AGRICULTURAL AND/OR INDUSTRIAL chem-
ical sales engineer required for Alberta and
British Columbia territory. Applicant should
have University degree or equivalent in agri-

culture or chemistry, have had three to five

years sales experience in agricultural or in-

ASSISTANT CHIEF

INSPECTION ENGINEER
Graduate mechanical engi-

neer, age 30 to 40, mini-

mum five years practical

shop experience. Ability to

get aiong well with others

essential. Duties cover ali

phases of mechanical in-

spection, working directiy

under the chief inspection

engineer.

Apply in writing,

stating place of birth, to:

Personnel Supervisor, Dom-
inion Engineering Works
Limited, Ist Avenue, La-

chine.
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dustrial Chemicals, possess strong administra-
tion interests and aptitudes and be willing
to locate in Vancouver, B.C., area. File No.
5438-V.

UNIVERSITY TEACHER WANTED. The Uni-
versity of Saskatchewan wishes to receive
applications from engineering graduates. Civil,

Electrical, or Mechanical, under 35 years
of age, to teach applied mechanics and allied

subjects. Duties to commence January 1, 1956,

the salary offered is $4,000.00 per year, and
permanent appointment is a possibility. Apply
to the Dean of Engineering, University of

Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Sask., giving age,
qualifications, experience and references. File

No. 5443-V.

THE GOVERNMENT OF British Columbia re-

quires engineers and technicians for a multi-
million doUar highway programme. Engineers:
should have experience in highway location,

design or construction. Professional registra-

tion desirable but not essential. Salaries range
from $327.00-$464.00 per month depending (^n

qualifications and experience. Benefits include
compensation coverage, sick and vacation leave
after one year; pension plan, statutory holi-

days. Opportunities for experience and ad-
vancement with a progressive programme in

a fast growing province. File No. 5444-V.

SALES TRAINEE. After extensive training in

Canada and U.S. these two trainees will be
given permanent assignments as field repre-
sentatives. Large chemical manufacturer
located in Toronto. File No. 5445-V.

ONE YOUNG METALLURGICAL, mechanical or
Chemical engineer with the aggressiveness to

develop a national market in the light metal
industry. Location is Toronto. File No. 5445-V.

SALES ENGINEERS with a flair for selling

and with some sales experience in a process
industry will be given the opportunity to

combine technical training with interesting

customer contact. Initially located in Toronto
or Montreal. File No. 5445-V.

RECENT UNIVERSITY GRADUATE required
for inspection engineering miniature electronic

components and assemblies. Location Mont-
real. Salary up to $4,620.00 depending on
qualifications. Generous employee benefits.

Good opportunity for advancement. File No.
5454-V.

REGISTERED PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER re-

quired for organizing and supervising inspec-

tion of materiais, components and assemblies
for weapons including auxiliary and ancillary

equipment. Location Sorel, P.Q. Opportunity
for continuing employment with advancement
in due course. Salary commensurate with
education and practical experience. File No.
5455-V.

LARGE CANADIAN ORGANIZATION handling
quality precision Instruments requires júnior

inspection engineer at Toronto. Only rejíis-

tered or graduate engineers with some ex-

perience in design production or inspection

of Instruments need apply. Starting salary

up to $400.00 per month depending on experi-
ence. Opportunity for advancement. File No
5456-V.

PROMINENT WEST COAST CONSULTING engi-

neering firm requires graduate engineers with

experience in the following categories: '

Mechanical, for design and lay-out of process
plants, materiais handling systems, process
piping. Civil: structural design, field work,
hydraulic systems. Electrical: Industrial plaiit

I

power systems. Please reply stating experi-
ence, salary expected and availability to File
No. 5459-V.

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY FOR a recent
'

Canadian university graduate 1952-1955, from
either engineering physics or electrical ensji- i

neering, for a sales position in the X-ray
|

field. This position offers intensive training i

on x-ray equipment from slx montbs to one
|

year's duration and a sales engineer's posi- '

tion at the end of the training period. The
possibility for advancement into a managc-

\

ment position is excellent. This opportunity i

is located in Toronto. File No. 5460-V. i

INDUSTRIAL ANALYSTS. Graduates in engi-
i

neering or science wanted for large asbes'os

mine in Eastern Townships of Quebec. Appli-
|

cants preferred who have training and/or
|

interest in business administration or finance.
I

Selected individuais would be trained to

appraise and report upon the financial de- ;

sirability of making capital and operating ;

expenditures. Salary depends upon qualifica- '

tions. Age 20-35 years preferred. Excellent í

living accommodations with good educational,

social and recreational facilities available.

Near large cities. Apply in writing, giving

details of education, experience. marital status
;

and salary desired. File No. 5462-V. >

CIVIL ENGINEER

Recent graduate required as

assistant to City Engineer.

Experience in asphalt pav-
íng desirable but not essen-
tial. Salary dependent on
experience. Applications
dose January 15, 1956.
Additionol informotíon wíli

be supplied upon request.

Apply to:

City Engineer's Office,

City Hall,

SWIFT CURRENT,
SASWATCHEWAN

WANTED FIELD ENGINEERS
with

2 to 8 years experience in major
civil engineering and structural

work to work on varied projects

in Eastern Canada from Montreal
office. Must be accurate instru-

ment men and for sénior positions

capable of supervising contractors'

work. Some knowledge of piling

and dock work a decided ad-

vantage. Minimum of several years

work for right man.

Apply to:

Mr. T. A. Hughes
C. D. HOWE COMPANY

LIMITED
1433 Atwater Avenue,
Montreal

Aiientíofif Members
Please telephone in advance and make an

appointment if you propose using the lnstitute's

Employment Department.

This will result in a better sen/ice to everyone

concerned.

TELEPHONE PLATEAU 5078

Except- ín special cases ali interviews will be

arranged between the hours of 9 and 12.
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FROM THE BETHLEHEM PLANTS . .

.

A Steady Fiow of Steel for World Maricets
Every day of the year, Bethlehem
plants are busy turning out huge ton-

nages of steel for users ali over the

world. A constant flow is assured

through Bethlehem's centrally con-

trolled operations, which include

every step in the making of steel, from

the mining of the ore to the shipping

of the finished product.

This means that Bethlehem is a

thoroughly dependable supplier —
willing and able at ali times to serve

your needs. And it is easy to do
business with Bethlehem, for our

Canadian Representattves

Bethlehem Steel Export Company of Canada, Limited

Dominion Square Building, Montreal; Royai Bank Building, Toronto

A. L. Murray, Marine Building, Vancouver; James G. Crawford,

St. John's, Newfoundland

large network of friendly offices

and representatives is spread to ali

corners of the globe. Bethlehem Steel

Export Corporation, 25 Broadway,

New York 4, U. S. A.
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Activities of the Forty-seven Branches of the Instítute

and

abstracts of papers presented at their meetings

«V

Brockville

K. R. BULLOCK, jr.E.i.c,

Secretary-Treasurer

G. M. WOODS, M.E.I.C,

Branch iVeics Editor

Car of Tomorrotr

Autouiotive trends for the future were
graphically described to 45 members of

the Brockville Branch on September 27,

1955, in the assembly room of the Du
Pont of Canada, Maitland Works. The
speaker was Ian McNab of the General
Motors of Canada whose theme was
"The Car of Tomorrow".
While the car of the earlier part of

the century was the product of the in-

ventive genius of individuais, the car of

the future will be the outcome of well-

organized scientific and technological
genius. Research and industry have be-
come an intimate team, the speaker
stressed.

"The engineer has beconae a leader
among the professions," Mr. McNab
stated. "The engineers needed in the
future of our mechanical age will most
likely outnumber ali the lawyers and
physicians inany times. This increase is

directly related to the progress we have
niade and expect to raake within the
automotive industry," he .said.

Principie Unchanged
Mr. McNab said the present engine

has really not changed very much since
it replaced the steam engine. AH trends
towards its betterment are more or le.ss

conventional, but the real threat to the
motor of today will come from the gas
turbine.

Outlining .some of the trends in the
industry, Mr. McNab said that one
movement was toward higher compres-
sion ratios, to improve fuel economy by
30 per cent, equivalent to a saving of
three billions annually to car drivers in

North America.
Another trend was towards an im-

proved carburetor to reduce loss of
hydrocarbon gases and other fuel wast-
ages. The.se hydrocarbons, the speaker
pointed out, form a part of the organic
pollution that is estimated to reach 1,000
lons in a city of 100,000 people.

With reference to atomic power he
said "We can take for granted that the
splitting atom, as well as fusing atoms,
holds as much or more promise to revo-
lutionized life as the development of the
automotive industry has done up to
now."

I8-Month Job
The General Motors ©fficial said the

design and de\-elopment of a new body
starts at least 18 months ahead of the
birth of a new raodel car.

Some of the annual conditions laid

down for the new body are that it must
be the latest in styling and streamlining
and, above ali, it should cost less than
the old model.
The speaker was introduced by Chair-

man Fred Walsh and thanked on behalf
of the members by Tom Reade of
Cardinal.

Central British Columbia

H. D. DbBeck, jr.E.i.c,

Secretary- Treasurer

General Dinner Meeting

A general meeting of the Branch was
held at the Golf Club in Kamloops on
September 9, 1955 with 22 in attendance.
Vice-chairman A. F. Joplin was in the

chair. Following the refreshments and
dinner, the meeting was called to order
and the minutes of the previous meet-
ing held in Vernon on February 11, 1955,
were read.

4. E. Stewart Speaker
The chairman then called on Mr. Hat-

field to introduce the guest speaker, A.
E. Stewart, m.e.i.c, divisional engineer
for the Canadian Pacific Railway at
Revelstoke, who gave a ver.y interesting
talk on "Railroading in the Mountains".

Kamloops Executive Meeting
A meeting of the Executive was held

at the Golf Club, Kamloops, on Septem-
ber 9, 1955.

The meeting convened at 9.30 p.m.
with Mr. Joplin in the chair. The mem-
bers present were Messrs. Dimock,
Harris, Zirul and DeBeck.
The minutes of the last executive

meeting held in Kelowna on April 15,
1955, were read.

A letter from Branch Councillor M. L.
Wade concerning the expense advance
for tlie annual general meeting wa?
read; authorization was given to the
secretary-treasurer to pay the Kamloops
Golf Club for the rental of the premises;
and approval was given to an appli-
l ation for membership in the Institute.
The meeting adjourned at 10 p.m.

Hamilton
A. F. Barnard, jr.E.i.c,

Sea-etary-Treasurer

Ross R. Parkee, jr.E.i.c,

Branch News Editor

Plant Tours

The first meeting of the Hamilton
Branch was a plant tour of the coa-
tinuoua galvanizing process and the
oxygen process for steel making at Dom-
inion Foundries and Steel Limited.
After visiting the two plants during

the afternoon of September 15, 1955, we
were served light refreshments at Dao-
fasco Veterans' Club. To describe the
many interesting things we saw, D. O.
Davis, vice-president and chief engineer
gave an illustrated talk.

Oxygen Method
The vessels for making steel by the

oxygen method were described as pear-
shaped vessels mounted on two trunioni?.

One of the greatest advantages of the
process is the reduction in time of pro-
ducing steel. The total time is 45 to
55 minutes per heat. Usually o.xygen is

used for 28 minutes and quantity of

eight to ten tons used per ton of steel.

The oxygen lance is water cooled.
Only one vessel is used at a time as

the other one is being lined. The refrac-

tory lasts about eight days.

Advantages

Some of the advantages of this pro-
cess o ver open hearth or the electric fur-

nace is that it has 50 per cent of the
material cost and less operations cost.

The maintenance cost is less, due to less

refractory, in fact 50' per cent less than
the open hearth. In most cases the
quality of the steel equals or surpasses
steel from electric furnaces.

To begin the operation, molten iron

from the blast furnace is delivered iu

150 ton Treadwell cars. After being
poured into ladles, the iron is used to

r-hange the vessel. The vessel is 14 ft.

in diameter and 25 ft. high. With 100

tons of dolomite refractory brick they
have a capacity of 1,150 cu. ft.

The additives such as silicon, lime-

stone, flux and manganese are added
through a spout into the top of the

vessel. Cars carrying the additives are

moved on a monorail system operated
by one man.

After being charged with molten iron.

scrap is added. The scrap makes up 30

per cent of charge. Fifty to sixty tons
of steel are made per heat and eight

or nine heats poured per shift.

The slag is poured from the vessel oa
the side opposite to the side on which
the steel is poured. The slag pots are

put on trucks with special dumping
hoists.

The steel is poured into a ladle whicíi

is transported to moulds by one of tho

four cranes. Six ingots are poured from
one station, after which the beds are

stripped and the gates and feeders re-

moved and the moulds rebricked. The
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DOW CORNING
íncreases column throughput

wíthout impaíríng overhead puríty

Heat input to the still of this vacuum paclced fractionaling

column in Dow Corning pilot plant is under precise

Foxboro Control Based on pressure drop across column,
Foxboro Control maintains optimum conditions at ali

times See diagram

• ••with

Foxboro Control i

of pressure drop T

Maximum column loading with minimum priming
or carry-over is one outstanding efíiciency

feature of Dow Corning Corporation's pilot plant
production of chlorosilanes and silicones at

Midland, Mich. To achieve this optimum
throughput, completely unafíected by variations

in product concentration, Dow chemists employed
the Foxboro Pressure Drop Method of Control.

In this automatic Foxboro System, a d/p Celi

Transmitter continuously measures column
pressure loss caused by plate or packing resist-

ance plus liquid and vapor mass velocities.

This írue measure of vapor product movement is

relayed by the transmitter to a Foxboro M/40
Controller. The Controller precisely regulates heat
input to the column . . . maintains steady boil-up

for any given feed stock, without overloading.

Foxboro Pressure Drop Control will perform with
the same high-efficiency on your column . . .

whether it's packed, bubble cap, or sieve-plate

type . . . on continuous or batch runs. For complete
details, write for Engineering Data Sheet 282-14.

Peacock Brothers Limited, P. O. Box 1040,

Montreal 3, Quebec.

AIR SUPPLY

CONDENSER

FOXBORO
D/P GELL

TRANSMITTER

CONTROL
VALVE I——I><l7

HEATINO
MÉDIUM

Represenfed in Canada by

I

i PEACOCK BROTHERS LIMITED
jriÊl^L Sydney • Toronto • Sudbury • Winnipegy * Toronto • Si

Edmonton • Colgory
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14 to 17 inch ingots are taken to the

hot rolling mills in semi-trailers whic^i

have insulated sides and top of refrac-

tory brick. These insulated trucks re-

duce hot pit time 50 per cent.

Much time was spent in developing
the dust collectors which, at 90 ft. above
the floor, collect dust by passing the

waste gases through a water spray. Next
the gases go through a venturi. At the

throat, water is admitted. Fans pull the

gases through the separators.

The brickmaking equipment is in the

same building. The bricks are tar bond-
ed dolomite.
In the question period it was brought

out that the fountain pouring of ingots

is not special to the oxygen process.

Better ingots are made due to less tur-

bulence so that the end of the ingots

need not be cut in the blooming mill.

Much of the reaction in vessel is

caused by the diíYerence in densities of

steel and iron and not due to the action

of the oxygen. There are only about a

dozen oxygen steel making plants in

the world and this was the first one ia

North America.

Continuous Galvanizing Mill

Mr. Davis also described the con-
tinuous galvanizing mill which was also

visited during the afternoon.
There are two payoff reels of sheet

steel which is rolled first hot, then cold

before being placed in this mill. The
ends of the strips are welded together.

To enable the strip to operate con-
tinuously, a large loop is placed next,

which is used when a new strip is being
welded to the older one. A constant

tension is maintained on .the loop car

by cable from a drum which is con-
nected through a worm gear reduction
unit to a hydraulic coupling driven by
an electric motor.
The strip then passes through a flame

clearing furnace and undergoes mechan'-
cal scrapping. To obtain a clean surfave
and ensure a good bond, the strip is

annealed in a hydrogen, nitrogen atmo-
sphere which is reducing. At 800 deg. F,

the strip passes through the zinc bath.

The thickness of zinc is governed by
rollers. Finally it is cooled and either

rolled or cut into sheets.

As the heated melt never passes
through the atmosphere, no fiux is need-
ed. This also ensures better adhesion
between the zinc and steel. It is cor-

rosive resistant.

Professional Development
At the initial meeting of the Pro-

fessional development group, 110 men
were present to form the four groups.
The chairman, W. Filer, called on two

former directors, T. Hill and G. Schnei-
der who described some of the activitiijs

of the past and suggestions for th>í

future. The chairman of the Hamilton
Branch, F. E. Milne, gave a history of

Engineering Institute in Canada and
Hamilton and listed the advantages of

being a member.
The exeçutive director of the A.P

E.O., Col. T. M. Medland, spoke of

some of the problems of professional
recognition from industry and from
within the profession itself.

We were given a brief history of th;»

recent meetings of the European-Ameri-
can Engineering conferences in London

and Zurich by the General Field Secre-

taiy, Col. Grant. The progress of the

Professional development programs in

Canada has been very satisfying, while

in the U.S.A., Col. Grant reports only

one group in Cleveland is active.

The evening closed by having regis-

tration in the four groups, after which
refreshmenta were available.

Lethbridge

R. D. Hall, jr.E.i.c,

Secretary-Treasurer

R. B. GoDwiN, jr.E.i.c,

Branch News Editor

Calgary Field Trip

On Saturday, September 17, some 50

members, wives, and guests enjoyed a

field trip to Calgary. Hosts for the

occasion were Calgary Power Ltd. who
conducted the tour of Bearspaw Dam,
and the Imperial Oil Company (manu-
facturing department) who conducted
the tour of their Calgary refinery.

Bearspaw Dam
The party gathered at the Bearspaw

Dam site, a few miles west of Calgary
at 11 a.m. Tom Stanley gave a brief

resume of the features of the project

and operations carried on at Bearspaw.
Bearspaw Dam was constructed both to

provide more effective flood control on
the Bow River, and hydro-electric power
for the rapidly increasing loads Calgary
Power is supplying. The dam is of both
earth fill and concrete construction.
To the north is the earth fill section

of the dam. It is 900 ft. long, 20 ft. wido
at the top, and 350 ft. wide at the bas2.

The maximum height in the river is

64 ft.

The concrete transition section located
directly south of the earth fill portion
of the dam ia 175 ft. long and consists

of four separate piers. During the con-
struction of the Power House, sluice

gauge and spillways, the river ílowed
between these piers. The space between
these piers is now permanently closed

with concrete. At the north end of the

transition section, wings extend at an
outward angle to provide a cup-like

abutment which permits a good seil
between the concrete and earth fill

section.

Concrete Sluice Dam
To the south of the powerhouse in

the main section of the river is the
concrete sluice dam, which is approxi-
mately 250 ft. long. This dam contains
a small regulating gate capable of pass-
ing four to five hundred cubic feet p3v
second, and three large sluice gates.

These sluice gates are 50 ft. wide and
31.5 ft. high and are capable of passing
up to thirty thousand cubic feet per
second each.

Turbine

The powerhouse houses a single Kap-
lan turbine of 22,000 horsepower. A
feature of the turbine is that the pitch
of the blades varies automatically with
the depth of water in the forebay, the
water gate opening and electrical load.

The powerhouse also serves as a maia
Communications centre for the utility.

Direct and relayed radio links are main-
tained with points throughout southern
Alberta, and communication to and from
these points can be relayed directly via

telephone lines to the Calgary Power
head ofSce in Calgary.

Another feature of the station is the
repair shop for large power transformers.
etc, which utilizes the powerhouse crane.

At the time of the field trip a large

transformer was dismantled for repairs,

and the visitors were able to inspect

the construction details of this unit.

Following the tour of the dam and
powerhouse, the party enjoyed lunch aí

Eamons Inn, on the Banff Trail, courtesy
of Calgary Power Ltd. Mr. Stanley in-

troduced Mr. Monkman, chairman of

the Calgary Branch ; Jeff Hann, super-

intendent of the Imperial Oil Company'j
manufacturing department; and Bert
Howard, general manager, Calgary
Power Ltd.
Jack Haberman, chairman of the Leth-

bridge Branch expressed the thanks of

the Branch to Calgary Power Ltd. for

their well conducted tour and hospital-

itv.

ATTENTION PLEASE!
E.I.C. BRANCH EXECUTIVES

Several months ago you were written to by headquarters' staff

on the subject of new developments in your área of Canada, and
the desirabiUty—almost the necessity—of getting Journal papers
to describe them. There is so much going on now, in so many
places, that ordinary methods of keeping abreast of the engineering

news may fail us. We hope not, but you can help us to be sure.

Please organize your branch this year so as to cover these two
things:

—

1. When you hear about a new development in your vicinity, in

engineering or technology, get a few facts together, plus the

names of some of the principais, and send this information to

the editor. We will take it up from there, if you wish.

2. When you have a paper delivered before your branch, if it is

a reasonably worthwhile effort TRY to get a manuscript of

it and send it to the editor. Some of our finest technical pre-

sentations are lost forever because of this lack, and no record

exists beyond the memories of the comparative few who
heard the speaker.

HELP THE EDITORS TO KEEP IMPROVING OUR JOURNAL
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CANADIAN INDUSTRY SAVES WITH

NICKEL ALLOY STEELS

AVRO'S CF- 100 meets the terrific stresses of

landing with landing gear units made from

Type 4340 Nickel-Chromium-Molybdenum steel.

HIGH STRENGTH
REDUCTiONS

Savings with Nickel Alloy Steels begin with the

important weight reductions due to inherent high

strength characteristics. Thin, light sections of these

economical steels provide the same strength as

thicker, heavier sections of plain carbon steels.

Where space and weight limitations are of

importance, as in landing gear units of aircraft,

this feature of Nickel Alloy Steels becomes

a safety "must".

EASILY FORMED AND WELDED
Nickel Alloy Steels often contribute to lower

unit-labour costs due to their excellent

performance response to usual fabrication methods.

They are easily formed and welded, features which

are especially suited for fabricating heavy-duty

equipment requiring maximum ruggedness and

stamina with minimum weight.

RESISTANT TO CORROSION, ABRASION
AND íMPACT

Lower maintenance and replacement costs complete

the savings picture with Nickel Alloy Steels.

Their high resistance to conditions of corrosion,

abrasion and impact mean longer service life . .

.

more profitable operation.

Nickel Alloy Steels are available from Canadian

Steel mills in a wide range of varieties to meet

specific applications.

Snowmobiles serving in Arctic cold

keep vital parts strong, light and free

of embrittlement foilure with Nickel

Alloy Steels.

Light weight and high strength ar

vitally important in the constructio

of mine cars ond skips, trucks am
highway bus bodies.

)EMBLEM

t • * D E U * • (

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED

25 KING ST. WEST, TORONTO, ONTÁRIO J



IF HIGH PRESSURES
DO TMS TO YOUR
BLAST COIL TUBING

Unrfíii
rrsrmiNE

AN ALUMINUM
INTEGRAL FINNED

TUBE WITH A HEAVY-WALL

STEEL UNER.

Unifin "Steeline" tubing is designed specifically for high
pressure blast coil ínstallations, and in particular to over-

come the problem of corrosion failure. It is suitable for

replacement purposes in any standard blast coil, or is

available as original equipment in items in the Unifin range.

The electrolytic corrosion resulting from a junction of
copper tubing with a steel header is entirely absent where
"Steeline" is used . . . the liners being arc-welded to the

headers to form an all-ferrous construction.

For an increase in initial cost oj less than 50% UNIFIN
"STEELINE" WILL DOUBLE YOUR BLAST COIL LIFE!
Write for engineering data to —

Unrfin Tube<^
^^ONOON. CANADA

THE ONLY INTEGRAL FINNED TUBE • Patented in Canada and patents pending.
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Refinery Tour
The group drove to the Imperial Oil

Company'^ refinery, just east of Calgary,
assemblinK at 3 p.m. where Jim Scott
outlined the operation and construction
details of the refinery. The party then
broke up into small sections and was
conducted on a tour of the various
portions of the plant, during which the

particular operations and equipment
were described in more detail.

The plant refines about 10,000 bbl.,

of crude per day, and is one of the

company's smaller refineries. Crude oil

is brought in by pipelines from the
Turner Valley field, and by tank car

and truck from the other numerous
fields in Southern Alberta.

Refinery Process

The process is similar in ali refineries.

Crude oil is initially heated and thsn
pumped into "fractioning" towers, where
the various components are condensed
out of the vapour at their own particular

condensing temperatura. Components
with lower boiling points condense near

the top of the towers while those with

the higher boiling points are condensed
out nearer the bottom. In the fraction-

ing tower, gases, naphthas, light distil-

lates, light fuel oils, gas oil and distil-

late oil are taken off from top to

bottom. After further treatment the

naphthas become natural gasolines or

solvents, the light distillates become
kerosene, and stove oil, light fuel oils are

made into furnace or diesel fuel. Resi-

dual oils which are too heavy to boil

in the fractioning tower are made into

lubricants, heavj' fuel oil, waxes, asphalt

and even coke.

Cracking

The commonl}' heard term "cracking"

refers to the method of turnicg heavier

oils into lighter products such as gaso-

line. Gas oil is used in the cracking

process, the most modern technique cí

which utilizes a catalyst to produce

gasoline. The gasoline and fuel oils pro-

duced by the cracking process are blend-

ed after purification with the natural

products produced in the fractioning

tower to form a wide variety of products

suited to different jobs. The various

chemicals added to gasoline to give it

storage, lubricating, and other properties

include tetraethyl lead which gives the

fuel more power and anti-knock proper-

ties. Tetraethyl lead is presently im-

ported from U.S.A. but a new Canadian
plant will soon be supplying this essen-

tial component of modern gasoline.

Following the tour, the party was

treated to refreshments by Imperial Oil

Ltd., and the guests were able to ask

further questions concerning the refinery

and the processing of it-s products.

Jack Haberman, thanked Mr. Hanna

and the Imperial Oil manufacturing

department for the informative tour and

courtesies extended to the visitors.

Year's First Dinner Meeting

The Lethbridge Branch held its first

monthly meeting of the 1955-56 seasoa

at the Lethbridge Flying club on Octo-

ber 15. Some 50 members in attendance

(Coníinved on page IGOlf)
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Polymer Corporation Limited,

manufacturers of 90% of the

synthetic rubber used in

Canada, use Shell Alvania
Grease on grease lubricated

roUer bearings at their Sarnia
Plant.

HEVEA BRASILIENSIS CANADIANA

HEVEA Brasiiiensis — or in plain English,

rubber tree, common or jungle variety —
has a Canadian, man-made version. Of

ali the rubber used in Canadian products, almost
half is chemicaily produced — manufactured at

Sarnia by Polymer. And for most purposes it is

better than natural rubber!

With its steadily rising output, Polymer needs

to combine both chemical and industrial

know-how. Significant is its choiceof Shell Alvania

Grease for lubricating pumps, driers, conveyors

and electric motors. Results have confirmed the

wisdom of the choice. Because Alvania does a job

previously needing several different greases,

Polymer has been able to cut its lubricant inventory,

save both on employee training and labour, and
so reduce general maintenance costs.

Helping Canadian manufacturers to improve
the products you use is the continuing aim of
Shell Research.

SHELL

ALVANIA
GREASE

SHELL OIL COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED
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The Field Secretary on Tour

Colonel L. F. Grant, E.I.C. field secretary, on
a recent trip from the Toronto office, spoke at
branch nieetings at -Sault Ste. Marie and the
Lakehead. He also visited with groups of engi-
neers at Marathon, Red Rock and Terrace Bay,
Ont. where there are no E.I.C. branches.

Red Rock - Back row, I. to r: L. R. Kenian, K. S.

Rice, J. H. ilargrave, L. F. Grant, W. G. Baker and
F. Rudzicz. Front row, I. to r: H. Penner, P. R.
McDowell, A. S. Kadzicbwa, J. H. Bardsky, F.
Katzmayr.

Marathon - Back row, I. to
r.: J. H. Ross, L. G. Wil-
liams, A. K. Campbell, J.
Corbould. Front row, I. to
r: I. H. Birch, L. F. (^rant,
M. F. Frombach.

Terrace Bay - left to right : C. E. Paget,

J. C. Wig, G. Heron, T. Smith, A.

Harrison, T. Williscroft, L. F. Grant,
and H. B. Crisson.
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Where dependabí líty

ísthe fírst

(onsíderatíon ... ít's

Showing C.C.L. Motor Control Centre, installed by

Canada Steamship Lines aboard the "T.R. McLagan"

the longest freighter on the Great Lakes.

At the Hydro-Electric Power Commis-

sion's J. Clark Keith Generating Station

. . the Motor Control Centre is another

important instaliation by Canadian Con-

trollers Limited.

MOTOR
CONTROL
CENTRES

The specification of motor controls is

never a casual incident. Responsibilities

of selection increase where dependability

is the first consideration. Those shown

on this page . . . for example . . . are

of vital importance to life and property.

1

-l"

'-l'
.5

li h"

^

Olli
1

f i 1.

Specializing exclusively in the manufacture of a complete Une of A.C. and D.C. Electric Motor Control

V SALES REPRESENTATIVES

Ganadian ontrollers à imited

TORONTO - CANADA

THE ENGINEERING JOURNAL ISovember, 1955

NrWGlASGOW. QUEBEC • MONTREAL . NORANOA
OnAWA • NORTH BAT • TORONTO . HAMILTON

WINDSOR . WINNIPEG • EDMONTON . VANCOUVER
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• Branch News

were entertained at dinner by piano and
violin selections played by Mr. and Mrs.
Brown. This marked the thirtieth year

that the Browns have played for the

Lethbridge Branch meetings.
Following dinner the new executive

was introduced by J. Haberman. George
Brown then led the meeting in com-
munity singing.

Jack Strath Is Speaker

After a short intermission the speaker

for the evening, Jack Strath, was intro-

duced by D. Cramer. Mr. Strath spoke

on "Photogrametric Methods for High-
way and Irrigation Ditch Location". Hi
stressed that, while aerial photography
could not replace the surveyor for final

construction quantities, it could do a

much faster and more adequate job of

the preliminary surveying almost alway.s

required for any location work.

Photogrametric Methods

By taking aerial photographs in a sei

sequence and finding ground control

point by normal surveying methods, the

áreas involved could be contoured to

an accuracy of one foot in elevation.

This contouring, Mr. Strath stated is

done with a special photogrametric
machine which mechanically "reads" the

photographs and interprets them.

Several examples of the work done by
this method were shown by Mr. Strath.

They included detailed town plans, con-

tour maps, highway and water courie

locations, and other similar examples.

Much use of this method of surveying
has been made in recent years in north-

em Canada. Such recent projeets a?

forestry inventory, town surveys, high-

way relocations, and the now famous
"Dew" line, have been surveyed by thí

use of aerial photogrametry. In closing

Mr. Strath again stressed that the use
of aerial photography is a new field and
that many things which now seem im-
probable or impossible may be accom-
lilished by it in the future years.

Mr. Strath was sincerely thanked for

his interesting and informative talk by
E. Lawrence and the meeting was ad-
.journed with the singing of "God Save
the Queen".

Nipissing and Upper Ottawa

J. Kartzmark, jr.E.i.c,

Secretary-Treasurer

F. R. Marshalx,, jr.EJ.c.,

Branch News Editor

Branch Hears J. E, Koyle

On Wednesday evening, September 21,

at the Manor Hotel, North Bay, mem-
bers of the Nipissing and Upper Ottawa
Branch of the Engineering Institute of

Canada heard J. E. Koyle deliver an
address on "Boiler Feed Water Treat-
ment".

Mr. Koyle graduated from the Uni-
versity of Saskatchewan in chemicai
engineering anxl later specialized in

chemistry at the University of Western
Ontário. During the war years he spent
considerable time in the Royai Cana-
dian Navy as a lieutenant commander.
He was awarded the D.S.C, and was also

1604

mentioned in despatches. At the end
of hostilities Mr. Koyle joined the Bird

Archer Company as manager of the

railway service department.

Boiler Feed Water Treatment

Mr. Koyle's address dealt in detail

with the various modem methods of

treating boiler feed water externally and
internally to reduce troublesome con-

ditions such as the formation of sludge,

scale and foam to an acceptable degree.

It was pointed out that in certain áreas

of Northern Ontário water is contamin-

ated with the saps from trees. This is

capable of producing a microscópio laycr

of scale on boiler surfaces which has

eighty times the insulating value of

asbestos. This type of scale is difiBcult

to detect and due to its high insulating

qualities causes overheating and warping

of the boiler plates.

Mr. Koyle was infroduced by T. Mc-
Nabb and thanked on behalf of the

Branch by R. Booey.

Following the dinner L. Hood, Branch
councillor, discussed the more important

items dealt with at the Institute coun-

cil meetings which he attended in Tor-

onto.

Vancouver Island

Cmdb. P. F. Fairfull, m.e.i.c.,

Secretary-Treasurer

The Vancouver Island Branch at its

last annual meeting, agreed to award
annually a scholarship of one hundred
dollars to an outstanding student, pro-

ceeding into engineering at an approved
university. The award is to be mad^
by the Committee on Prizes and
Scholarship at Victoria CoUege.

Winnipeg

Electrical Sectiou

G. L. MacDonau), m.e.i.c,

News Editor

Silicones

The Electrical Section of the Winni-
peg Branch held its first meeting for the

1955-56 season on October 6. H. D.
Hamilton, electrical sales division, Dow
Corning Silicones Limited, presented a

talk entitled, "Silicones as Applied to

the Electrical Industrj'." Mr. Hamiltou's

talk was illustrated by slides and two
main pictures, "What Is a Silicone?",

and "Silastic", the latter dealing with

silicone rubber.

Silicones are used in some 500 prod-

ucts in the form of íiuids, resins, varn-

ishes, moulding compounds and rubber.

The products are very diversified rang-

ing from adhesives to release agents, and
from defoamers to foamed structures.

This wide usage stems from several

properties of silicones, or combinations
of these properties. Thej' have high

thermal stability, for example, low tem-
perature silastic is serviceable at minus
100 deg. F. and remains flexible at 480

deg. F. They are water repellent. They
have high resistance to oxidation and
weathering. Other properties are of

.special interest to the electrical industry

and the following apply particularly to

Novem her, 1 95!y

silicone rubber: high dielectric strength
over a wide range of temperature and
frequency; high thermal conductivity

;

high resistance to corona and ozone;
and resistance to lubricating oils and
some chemicals.

Wide Range of Materials

The A.I.E.E. hot spot temperature
rating of class 'H' insulation is 180 deg.

C. as compared to 105 deg. C for class

'A' insulation. High temperature or high
overload applications frequently provide

i

a good case for the use of class 'H' in- '

sulation. The use of silicones in class
1

'H' insulation, therefore, results in very I

considerable application in the electrical I

industry. A wide range of material is

available in the form of varnished glass
j

cloth and tapes, silicone bonded mica
and mica glass combinations, silicone

asbestos glass, glass laminates, silicone

moulded parts, silicone dielectric íiuids,

impregnating varnishes and wire enam-
els.

Uses of Silicone Products

Silicone rubber is used for coated cloth

and tapes for class 'H' insulation. It is

also used for tubing, wire and cable

insulation, and a variety of other uses.

One interesting application mentioned

by Mr. Hamilton was the use of silicone

rubber insulated cable on Navy ships

because it does not carbonize and form

a conductor in case of fire, and because

of a space saving of about 30 per cent.

Silicone rubber tapes are available fully

cured or semi-cured. The latter may be

vulcanized by heat in position on the

coil forming a resilient void-free insulat-

ing material which is also water re-

pellent.

Silicone products are used on aircraít

because of temperature stability and be-

cause of saving in space and weight.

They are used for such things as insula-

tion on actuator motors, control cable

insulation, ignition system insulation and

for sealing ignition and control systems.

There are several interesting applications

of silicones in the electrical industry

other than in insulation. One of these

is the use of silicone íiuids as a damping

médium in relays and instrumenta, and

also as a lubricant for instraments.

These íiuids have a very flat viscosity

temperature curve giving uniform per-

formance over a wide temperature range.

Also of interest are the various oils and
I

greases which provide temperature stable 1

lubricants for motors.
j

The relatively high cost of class 'H'
|

insulation as compared to class 'A' in-

sulation places some ecouomic limita-

tions on its use. It seems reasonable to

assume that the increasing use of sili-

cones in a wide variety of products may
j

bring about some reduction in cost
t

which would, therefore. increase their
|

scope in the electrical industry. Demands
|

for space and material saving and wider

temperature requirements also point to

an increasing use of silicone products.

Mr. Hamilton's talk was followed by i

,

a discussion period and the members i

had an opportunity to examine sainples

of silicone products including various

types of insulation, moulded products,

íiuids and laminates.
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As Good As They Look
These new refining facilities make a beautifui picture. Their
performance is equally attractive. They are the main units* of a

program that has greatly increased the output of Imperial's Montreal

East Refinery and stepped up its production of high quality gasoUne.

Now more people are enjoying more fine Esso products from this

new plant, B E C H T E L

. . . another important addition to Canadian industrial growth LIMITED
engineered and eonstructed by Bechtel.

* 45,000 bpd two-atage crude distillation
unit with desalting facilities

12,000 bpd vacuum pipe atill

Modification and expansion of fluid
catalytic cracking unit

CANADIAN

Builders For Industry

TORONTO
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Additíons to the Instítute Líbrary

Reviews — Book Notes — Abstracts

BOOK REYIEW

Mution and time study ; principies
and praclice, 2nd ed. M. E. Mundol.
New York, Prentice-Hall, 1955. 575pp.,
illus., $9.35 (U.S.).

The author's aim in the fiist edition

of tliis book, lUibHshed in 1950, was
to present tlie hasic principies behind
modern motion and time study in an

organized form so that they might be
readily understood. Thi,s second edition

has been re\-i.sed in the light of new
developments, and incorporates ideas

given the aiithor by many practising

industrial engineers and teachers. Pro-

fessor Mundel also spent some time in

England where he lectured at the Uni-

\ersity of Birmingham, and toured

many indu.strial plants, so that many
British ideas are also inoluded. Expen-
ence gained in organizing a management
engineering training programme for the

United States Army Ordnanre Corps is

also reflected in this new edition.

The text falis into two sectiona.

motion study and time study, the firsf

and final rhapters serving to tie the

whole together, as they consider what
motion and time study can accomplish,

and how their standards can be applicd.

Hours

Mon.-Fri 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

Saturday 9 a.m.-12 noon

Bibliography and Reference

Service

Short subject bibliographies are compiled
on request. When placing these requests,

please give as much detail and background
information as possible.

Borrowing

Books, periodicals, pamphlets and films

may be borrowed for two weeks at a time.
AU books included in the Library Notes
Section of The Engineering Journal are
available for loan. A fine of 25c per day
is charged for each day borrowed

1610

Ali the steps in conducting a motion
study are outlined, as are the various
techniques. The author explains and
gives examples of process charts, work
activity analysis, multiple-activity an-

alysis, micromotion study and thcrbligs.

memoniotion study, and cyclegraphic

and chronocyclegraphic analysis.

In the section on time study, or work
measurement, the various methods of

direct time study are described, as are»

synthesized time standards.

The illustrations are taken from a

wide variety of industries, and the

author acknowledges that in many in-

stances, he has drawn on the work of

others, notably lhe Gilbreths. There is

quite a large bibliography of general

books and periodieal articles referring

to specific topics. There is also a collec-

tion of some hundied problems.

This should prove a useful text for

students. for practising engineers new
to the íield, indeed, for anyone íd-

terested in applying the standards of

motion and time study to his own
business.

s. c.

items are retained beyond the two-
week period.
A library deposit of $5.00 at par in Mont-
real is required, for which two items may
be borrowed at a time. Temporary deposits

(30 days or less) $10.00. Books are sent
anywhere in Canada, and carrying charges
are payable by the member concerned.

Ordering

Any book or pamphlet may be ordered
through the library. Ali publications of

affiliated societies, whether books, pamph-
lets, or periodicals, should be ordered
through the library, as reduced rates are
applicable on these to ali members.
Except in the case of library deposits
please make no payments in advance.
Non-members may consult the library,

but may not borrow material. Please
address ali requests to The Library.

November, 1955

• Library Notes

BOOK NOTES*
Prepared by the Library

The Engineering Instítute of Canada

*Re\ iew provided through the courtesy
o( the Engineering Societies Library in

Xevv York.

Aviation English: méthode d'anglais à
1'usage des personnels de 1'aéronau-
tiques militaire et civile ct des ex-

ploitants des transniissions. S. Hum-
bert. Paris, Dunod, Montreal, Fomac,
1955. 2 vols., $2.65 a vol.

As the sub-title indicates, this is a

text for teaching English to French-
s)ieaking personnel concerned with both
military and civil air operations, al-

though the emphasis in the vocabulary
is lather on the former.
In the early chapters the vocabulary

is kept s-imple, each lesson bringing in

a new verb. More colloquial words are

gradually introduced, and it should be
]io.ssible to get a good working knowl-
odge of English from a careful .study

of the books.

Basic synohros and servomechanisins.
Van Valkcnburgh, Nooger and Neville.

Inc. New York, Rider, 1955. 2 vols..

illus., $2.75 (U.S.) each.

Another in the series of "picture

book" courses prepared for the U.S.

Xavy, these two volumes cover synchros

and servomechanisms as iised in auto-

matic process control. The material is

roduced to the simplest terms, and there

aro many diagrammatic illustrations.

*Centrifugal and other rotodynamic
pumps. 2nd ed. Herbert Addison.

Toronto, British Book Service, 1955.

530pp., illus., $8.50.

The entire range of centrifugal, screw,

and propoller pumps is covered in four

sections dealing with principies, design

and construotion, performance, and in-

.-iallation. In the revision, minor changes

have been made in accordance with ad-

vances in jnacticc, and the bibliography

lias been brought up to date. Forty-

oight workod examples of pump and
puinping-plant problems are appended.

Chambers' technical dictionary, rev.

ed. with supolement. C. F. Tweeney
and L. E. C. Hughes, eds. Toronto,

Macmillan, 1955. 980pp., $7.50.

Chambers' technical dictionary needs

no introduction to the majority of our

readers. It is a mine of information on

a grcat variety of technical subjects,

and the reference shelf of any library

is incomplete without it.

In thi.s edition some of the definitions

included in the body of the work have

been brought up-to-date, there is an

addition to the supplement which was

included in the 1943 edition, and the

whole work has been re-set.

Civil engineering design. T. W. Barber,

4th ed. rev. bv Rolt Hammond. Lon-

don, Technical Press, 1955. 273pp.,

25/-.

The sub-title of this book is "Notes

and sketches for the use of civil en-

gineers, draughtsmen, students, builders

and contractors" and it.s object is to

present sketches of machines, materiais

and methods used in civil engineering.

ftoth sketches and definitions are re-
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New CRANE Corrosíon-resistant valves

in 18-8 SMo and Craneioy 20
Gate, Globe, Angle and Check Patterns

Few valves for process industries have ever

received the quality treatment given this

new Crane line—at prices you'll find O.K.

Note, for instance, the unique yet simple

split-wedge disc construction in the gate

valves. Those dual idêntica! discs are free

to rotate in their hoider—the most effective

design for resisting galling. The trunnion

shape at the back of each disc assures even

distribution of closing forces. You couIdn't

buckle them if you tried.

The globe and angle valves give equally

outstanding control of corrosive fluids. A
new type disc-stem connection, with mini-

mum clearances, practically eliminates vi-

bration. By placing seating load closer to

seats it provides easier moreaccurateclosure.

Check valves feature compact, thoroughly

proved, non-slamming design.

Throughout, these valves are built for

better service in your choice of Crane 18-8

SMo Stainless Steel or Craneioy 20. Both

lines come with screwed or flanged ends.

For complete Information on these new
valves—and on any other Crane piping

equipment to meet your particular require-

ments, ask your Crane representative or

Crane Branch, or write:

CRANE LIMITED
General Office: 1 170 Beaver Hall Square, Montreal

7 Canadian Factories • 26 Canadian Branches

CRANE
New spiil-wedge disc in gate valves
combines the heiíefits of free rota-

tion with uniform seat load pressure.

1-5550

PIPINGVALVES • FITTINGS
PLUMBING • HEATING

NATION-WIDE SERVICE THROUGH BRANCHES, WHOIESAIERS and PLUMBING AND HEATING CONTRACTORS

THE ENGINEERING JOURNAL Noveuiber, 1955 l()ll (85)



• Library Notes

duced to their barest oiitlines, and are
classified. There is a bibliography of
works on civil engineeiing published in

the last ten years, arranged according
to the Universal Decimal Classification,

the system which is in use in the E.I.C.
library.

*Cycles and performance estimatíon.
(Gas turbine series, vol. 1) James
Hodge. Toronto, Butterworth, 1955.

329pp., 50/-.

This first volume in a new series on
current gas turbine theory and practice

sets out the basic principies for assessing

gas turbine performance. The greater
part of the book is devoted to the
analysis of idealized cycles and to the
presentation of performance data, main-
ly in graph fonn, for a wide selection

of actual cycles such as are used in shaft

power generating plants, aircraft engines,

blast-furnace blowing, and other applica-
tions. The estimation of performance of

turbines under conditions other than
those for which designed is also treated.

*Deep drawing. J. Willis. Toronto,
Butterworth, 1954. 134 pp., illus.,

$4.50.

Condensed into this relatively small
volume intended for those engaged in

the industry, is the substance of the

work on the engineering aspeets of deep
drawing which Professor Swift has been
carrying on at Shefíield University over
lhe last sixteen years. Summaries are

given of work on single and two stage

drawing and on ironing of cylindrical

cups, shearing, lubricants, sheet "tem-
per" and punch profile, and simulative
tests for materiais. Separata chapters
are devoted to theory and practical

r.pplications. A list of the original papers
from which this summary is drawn is

included.

The elenients of lhe theory of real
functions, 3id ed. J. E. Littlewood.
New York, Dover, 1954. 71 pp., $1.35

pa. (U.S.).

This little book contains the sub-
stance of the lectures given by the
nuthor at Trinity College, Cambridge.
As far as pos.sible, he has excluded
philosophy, and has concentrated on
matters which, although abstract, are
not complicated. The four chapters deal
with classes and cardinal numbers, well-

ordered series, other types of series and
elements of the theory of sets of points.

L'Equilihre des corps déformables. G.
Colonnetti. Paris, Dunod, Montreal,
Fomac, 1955. 162 pp., diagrs., $7.50.

This work presupposes a knowiedge
cf the mathematical theory of elasticity,

as well as of the solution of problem.s
connected with the strength of ma-
teriais. Basic theories are outlined
briefly, whilst new ideas are presented
by the author in more detail.

The author, who is a professor at ths
Tuiin Technical School, covers such
topics as the general theory of equi-
librium, p 1 a s t i c deformation, new
theories of beams and ares, etc.

Fifth symposium (intcrnational) on
combustion; combustion in engines
and combustion kinetics. New York,
Reinhold, 1955. 802 pp., illus., $15.00
(U.S.).

The hundred and one papers presented

at the 1954 Symposium are reproduced
in this volume, and constitute an up-to-

date body of knowiedge on the com-
bustion problems involved in the opera-
tion of ali types of engines. The papers
are divided into nine sections and covor
the combustion of solids and fuel drop-
lets, propellant burning, diffusion flames
and Carbon formation, kinetics of com-
bustion reactions, etc.

As is often the case in publications

of this type, there is no subject index,

but despite this, the book, together with
lhose containing the papers presented
at earlier symposia, should prove useful

and interesting to engineers in many
fields.

*Gas turbines for aircraft. I. H. Driggs
and O. E. Lancaster. New York, Ron-
ald, 1955. 349 pp., illus., $10.00 (U.S.),

The main subjects treated are cycle
analysis; flow of gases through channels
and ducts; flow through compressor and
turbine; combustion; matching com-
pressor and turbine; control problems;
and aircraft performance analysis. Basic
íhermodynamics are also covered, and
the concluding chapter reviews improve-
ments made in gas-turbine engines
developed during recent years.

Handbook of engineering materiais.
D. F. Miner and J. B. Seastone, eds.

New York, Wiley, 19.55. 1,380 pp.,
tables, $17.50.

Intended for engineers, research work-
crs and advanced students, this Hand-
book gives authentic and useful Infor-

mation on the materiais of engineering
and construction. It is not, howevev,
ntended to take the place of specialized
textbooks on the various materiais.

The three main sections deal with
metais, non-metals, and construction
material.^. This arrangement makes
easier the comparison of various ma-
teriais betvveen which there might be a
choice. Much of the information is

arranged in tabular and diagrammatic
íorm. Bibliogra-ihies are included lisT-

ing mostly periodical articles on the
\'arinus materiais.

This Handbook is a valuable addi-
tion to the library, containing as it does
r. great variety of information on so
many materiais.

*IndustriaI ventilation; a manual of
recommended practice. Lansing,
American conference of governmental
industrial hygienists, Committee on
industrial ventilation, 1954. Various
pMging, diagrs., spiral binding. $3.00
(U.S.).

The purpose of this manual is to meet
the needs of ofíícial industrial hygiene
agencie.3 for a ready single source of
recent data on industrial exhauítt ven-
tilation, for standardizing ventilation
practices, and for training purposes. The
many sketches, graphs, and data tablss
make the manual useful for anyone, such
as the plant engineer, who must deal
with ventilation problems.

Introduction to process control system
design. A. J. Young. Toronto, Long-
mans, Green, 1955. 378 pp., diagrs,
$7.60.

The author, the head of the Central
ínstrument Laboratory of Imperial
Chemical Industries, presents in this
book an introduction to the study of
process control systems and the factors
influencing their design. He has been
engaged in research on the subject since
1946.

He examines the basic principies,
using simple mathematics, and always
keeps a balance between theory and
practice. There is a four-page list of
references. The book should prove use-
ful to ali engineers concerned with
automatic process control.

Introductory nuclear physics, 2nd ed.
David Halliday. New York, Wiley,
1955. 493 pp., illus., $7.50.

Although intended as an undergrad-
uate text, additional material is included
in small type in the body of the work,
and in the appendices, which will be
useful to the worker wishing to go into
lhe subject in more detail.

The text has been brought up-to-dato
and a new chatpter added on the ele-
ments of wave mechanics, while other
topics covered include fundamental par-
ticle physics, cosmic rays, molecular
beams, and electric quadrupole moments.

Investment precision casting. London,
Machinery Publishing Co., 1955. 58

pp., illus., 4/-. (Machinery'3 Yellow-
back No. 35)

Ktiown for many years under the
name of "lost-wax" process, investment
casting has recently been used in the
production of engineering componente.
Much of the information in this book
previously appeared in Machinery, and
covers dies, waxes and wax injection
machines, making wax patterns, invest-

ment and pouring the castings.

*Magnetic alloys and ferrites. M. G.
Say, ed. Toronto, British Book Ser-

vice, 1954. 200 pp., illus., $3.60.

This book deals with the properties
and applications in electrical engineer-
ing of soft magnetic materiais, perma-
nent magnet steels and alloys, permanent
magnet ferrites, and magnetic powder
cores. The related subjects of materiais
for magnetic recording and magneto-
striction, and non-magnetic ferrous and
magnetic compensating alloys are also

treated, and an introductory chapter
briefly reviews modern ferromagnetic
theory.

* Materials for nuclear power reactora.

H. H. Hausner and S. B. Roboff. New
York, Reinhold, 1955. 224 pp., $3..50

(U.S.).

Another in a series of concise sum-
maries of essential information on new
de\-elopments in variou.'; fields of science

and technologj'. The present volume
deals with criteria for selecting materiais
for shielding, for cladding of fuel ele-

ments, for moderators and reflectors, and
for most of the important parts of a

leactor. The material is presented in a
form understandable to the layman with

some technical background.

rhe mobile manual for radio amateurs.
West Hartford, American radio relay

league, 1955. 352 pp., illus., $3.00 (U.S.).

The eighty articles in this compilation
have ali appeared previously in the

periodical QST. Various phases of mobile
radio are covered; receiving, transmit-

ting, antennas and power supply.
This book will be useful both to the

newcomer to mobile radio, and to the

expert who will find it a handy refer-

ence book.

Nuclear and radiochemistry. Gerhart
Friedlander and J. W. Kennedy. New
York, Wiley, 1955. 468 pp., $7.50.

Based on the authors' earlier work,
Introduction to radiochemistry, this

book is written from the chemisfs point
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W I L E Y

THE TECHNOLOGY OF CEMENT AND CONCRETE

Volume I: Concrete Materials

By ROBERT F. BLANKS, Great Western Aggregates, Inc.; and

HENRY L. KENNEDY, Dewy Alray Chemical Co., Division of

W. R. Grace and Co.

Main emphasis is on portland cement and aggregates— tiie most im-

portant ingredients of concrete. However, otlier aspects are covered witli

cxceptional scope and inclusiveness, presenting phases of the subject

where much-needed inforraation cannot be found in ordinary reference

works. Special-purpose cements, too, are discussed in detail.

1955 422pages 155 iHus. $11.00

B O O K S

INDUSTRIAL FURNACES

Volume II: Third Edition

By W. TRINKS, Associated Engineers, Pittsburgh

This newly revised edition of "the furnace man s biblc" places ali you
need to know for efficicnt operation at your finger tips. Written by one
of the world's leading authoritics, it is the only book of its kind.

Covers new burners, nevv furnace types, latest cost data, measures for

combating safecy hazards, and hundreds of othcr important subjects.

1955 358 pages 305 illus. $10.00

VOLUME 1: 4th Edition. 1951 526 pages 435 illus. $12.75

TURBOBLOWERS
Thaory, Design, and Application of Centrifugal and Axial FIow Com-

pressors and Fans

By A. J. STEPANOFF, Ingersoll-Rand Co.

Designers and builders of blowers, fans, and compressors will £ind in this

book a comprehensive discussion of the unprecedented developments

which have taken place in the last fifteen years in the field of the ap-

plication of turbo-machinery for compression of gases and vapors.

Offers new methods of attack on turbo-machine problems and analyzcs

the art of building turbo-compressors in the U.S. and abroad.

1955 377 pages 245 illus. $8.00

DESIGN OF PRESTRESSED CONCRETE STRUCTURES

By T. Y. LIN, Member of the Joint Committee on Prestressed

Concrete, ACI—ASCE.

Thoroughly covers ali phases of prestressed concrete structures, em-
phasizing American methods and conditions, and considering today's

costs. Formulas, tables, and graphic methods are so introduced that

both preliminary and final designs can be made with ease. About 60

examples, each dealing with a specific point concerning the design of

prestressed concrete, are induded.

1955 456 pages 242 illus. $11.50

VAPOR-PLATING
The Formation of Metatlic and Refraclory Coalings By Vapor Deposition

By C. F. POWELL, I. E. CAMPBELL and B. W. GONSER,
all at the Battelle Memorial Institute

This is the íirst single source of reference for data and information about

these processes; an authoritative review of the applications and tech-

niques of vapor deposition on metais and non-metals. The versatility of

vapor-plating is stressed in order to stimulate its use as a ílexible tool

in many fields of technology. Sponsored by The Electrochemical Society.

1955 158 pages Illus. $5.50

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE THEORY OF
AEROELASTICITY

By Y, C. FUNG, Califórnia Institute of Technology

Thoroughly up to date, presenting the subject as a science in itself, this

work draws material from several branches of mechanics—including

structures, aerodynamics, and mechanical vibrations. It focuses atten-

tion on physical problems, and the underlying basis of analysis, rather

than merely presenting an array of special methods. Brings together a

wealth of literature formerly widely scattered.

1955 490 pages Illus. $10.50

BUILDING PLANNING
AND DESIGN STANDARDS

By HAROLD R. SLEEPER, F.A.I.A.

This book is an entirely new departure; 331 full-page plates present in

graphic form most recent facts assembled from bulletins, catalogs,

periodicals, and books. It supplies in one volume the ready information

you need for programming, making schematic drawings, and estimating

áreas for a large variety of buildings. Its diagrammatic form gives you a

wealth of information at a glance.

1955 331 pages of plates 9H x $12.00

BEARING LUBRiCATION ANALYSIS

By R. R. SLAYMAKER, Case Institute of Technology

Covers the general principies of lubrication analysis for full journal

bearings and bearing design, plus discussion of the characteristics of

various bearing materiais and analysis of the so-called oilless bearings.

Presents a practical method of predicting temperature rise and oil

viscosity in one operation, eliminating trial and error solutions.

1955 108 pages Illus. $5.00

PRINCIPLES OF INDUSTRIAL

WASTE TREATMENT

By C. FRED GURNHAM, Michigan State University

First to present a "unit operations" approach that gets directly at the

essentials, this work enables the reader more easily to understand

present and future developments in the field Sources of wastes, their

pollutional effects, and the methods for their treatment and disposal

are covered in a concise and rigorous manner. Written by one of the

foremost raen in the field.

1955 399 pages Illus. $9.50

HANDBOOK OF ENGINEERING MATERIALS

Edited by DOUGLAS F. MINER, Carnegie Institute of Tech-

nology; and JOHN D. SEASTONE, Olin Mathiesen Chemical

Corp.

Cuts out much time-wasting searching, because it brings between the

covers of a single volume materiais data from dozsns of special fields.

Broader in scope than any similar work, it pro vides a source of reliable

information on materiais of manufacturing and construction in every

field of engineering and covers all main factors involved in the selection

of a material.

1955 1382 pages 450 illus. Semi-flexible Binding $17.50

Send TODAY for Your Copies

RENOUF PUBLISHING CO., MONTREAL, QUEBEC.

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO PRESS, TORONTO, ONTÁRIO.
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• Library Notes

of view, and offers a moilern introduc-
rion to nuclear science. Much of the

:iiaterial has been re-written. and new
Information has been added on nuclear
reactors, energy production in stars, cos-

mic rays, and cos-toíc and geológica!

dating methods.
The references at the end of each

chapter include books, periodical articles

and monographs, and are indexed by
author.

The PR ín profit ; a {juide to success-

ful public relations in Canada. L. L.

Knott. Toronto, McClelland and
Stewart, 1955. 254pp., $6.00.

The first section of this fascinating

book tells of some public relations cam-
paign.-^ which actually took place in

Canada — both the .succe.^^ses and the

failurcs. The second part might be called

the "how-to" section, and outlines the

techniques used to create good public

relation.s, ali illustrated with concrete

examples, drawn from the author's

twenty years' experience.

Every business executive, every mem-
ber of a club executive will find good
idea.s in this book, and the general public

vvill enjoy reading about the constant

efforts made by business in the íield of

public relations.

A short chapter is devoted to the

Professional engineer, who has in the

past been content for the most part to

hide his light under a bushcl. Mr. Knott
Ihinks this situation is now being

remedied, partly through programmes in-

stituted by some of the provincial orgau-

izations. We are sorry that no mention
has been made of the work done by
The Engineering Institute of Canada to-

vvards gaining their just recognition for

Canadian engineers.

Powder nietallurgy. O.E.E.C. Toronto,

Ryenson, 1955. 309pp., illus., $3.00.

In 1953 twenty-eight member.s of the

Powder Metallurgy Mission of the Or-
ganisation for Euroi)ean Economic Co-
ojieration visited tlip Uniterl States. This
is their report on the practice.s employed
in that country, together with recom-
mendations as to how the methods used
might be adapted to the Eiu-opean field.

Various sections of the report deal

with electrical and niagnetic applica-
tions, tungsten vviru production, engi-

neering powders and structurai parts,

pressing proce.^ses, etc.

Includi^d in tho appendices is a short

intioducloi>- l)ihliogra])hy to powder
metallurgy, and a list of toclmical and
trade literaturc obtaincil during tlic

mission's visit.

"'Principies of industrial waste treat-

ment. C. F. Gurnham. New York,
Wiley, 1955. 399pp., illus., $9.50.

The greater ])art of this book for

practicing engineers and students is a

discus.sion of operations and proce.sses

used to treat wastes before discharging

them into natural streams or nmnicipal

s(>wprs: sedimentai ion, hltration, heat

transfcr opei'ations, and various chemi-

cal and biological treatments. Pollu-

tional effects and criteria for evaluating

pollution are also discussed, and the
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last chapter gives brief descriptions of

some process industries that have major
disposal problems.

Pulp and paper manual of Canada,
23rd ed., 1953. Gardenvale, National

Bu.siness Publications, 1955. 440pp.,

illus.

Once again a large section of this

useful Manual is devoted to fiow sheets

of Canadian pulp and paper mills, many
of which have been revised for this

edition.

There is an alphabetical listing of

machineiy, supply and service com-
panies, and a classifiod index of equip-

ment and supplies. There is also a list

of Canadian representatives of foreign

manufacturers. Among the editorial mat-

ter is a review of methods of barking,

chipping and chip handling.

River and harbor engineering transla-

lion guides; Frencli-English ; Ger-

man-English ; Russian-English. R.

vS. Rowe. Princeton, l'niversity, Rivers

and harbors section, 1953-54. 3 vols.,

$1.20 a vol. (U.S.).

The vocabulary listed in eacii of these

(iuides was compiled while translat.ing

api)roi)riate sections of an encyclopedia

in the language. They are intended for

translating into English, and each in-

cludes a brief review of the essentials

of The Engineering Journal. This second

The Guides should prove most useful

to ali those engaged in technical trans-

lations.

Shell moulding. London, Machinery
Publi-shing Co., 1953-55. 2 vols., illus.,

4/- each. (Machinery's Yellowback
.series nos. 34 and 34A).

A review of the first volume of this

work appeared in the June 1954 issue

of the Engineering Journal. This second

volume presents the advances in tech-

nique which have taken place since 1953,

and includes chapters on casting agri-

cultural machinery gears and automobile
part-i. Much of the information ap-

peared previouslj- in Machinery.

* Solar energy research. Farrington

Daniels and J. A. Duffie, eds. Madi-
son, Universitv of Wisconsin Press,

1955. 290pp., ilius.. $4.00 (U.S.).

Based in part on a symposium held

at the University of Wisconsin in 1953,

Ihis \olume includes reports by thirty-

one contributors on the present status

of the utilization of solar energy. Space
heatiríg, power plants, large-scale fur-

naces, and a wide range of other uses

of solar energy are discussed in the

eleven sections into which the book is

di\ided. A bibliography is included.

Theoretical structurai metallurgy, 2nd
ed. A. H. Cottrell. Toronto, Macmil-
lan, 1955. 251pp., $4.25.

The íirst edition of this work was
publi.shed in 1948, but there have been
so many new developments in the years
since then that this edition has been
rewritten, and many new .«ections added.
These include accounts of such togics

as the theory of dislocations, surface
tension of grain boundaries, etc.

The book should prove most useful

to ali metallurgists, not only to studgnts.
Topics are treated in a de.çcriptive way,
and centre round the electron theory
of metais and the statistical thermo-
dynamics of metais and alloys.

Theory of groups of fínite order. W.
Burnside, New York. Dover, 1955.

512pp., $2.00 pa. (U.S.).

Another of the Dover "paperbacks"
which make available important scienti-

fic work.s in a cheap edition. The puh-
lishers are performing a real service m
making these works available.

This particular book is a reprint of

the second edition which appeared in

1911. The first section explains the

notion of substitui ions, while other
chapters deal with group properties,

graphical methods of representation, the

theory of groups of linear substitutions.

etc.

A treatise on surveying, 6th ed. R. E
Middleton and O. Chadwick. rev. by
W. F. Cassie, general ed. Toronto,
British Book Service. 1955. 2 vols..

illus., $5.60 each vol.

Since the publication of the first edi-

tion in 1899, this treatise has become a

standard surveying text. This sixth edi-

tion has been revised to include modera
applications of old prinííiples, and ali

the latest survej^ing instruments and

their uses. Revision in the second vol-

ume has been more complete, and recent

developments such as echo sounding in

hydrographic work are included.

Taken together, the two volumes cover

the subject up to the intermediate

examinations of the Royai Institution

of Chartered Surveyors (London).

Workshop costs and costing. P. S

Houghton. Toronto, Briti.sh Book

Service, 1953. 295pp., illus., $6.00.

The author is an engineer who ha.'

already published books on other aspects

of engineering. In this volume he shows

how a costing system can be installed,

and then maintained efficiently.

The various items to be included are

considered, together witii such topics a;-

collecting data, foundry costing, stock

accounts, process costing, etc.

There are examples of the variou^

forms. charts, etc. used, and the book

should prove extremely useful to many
managers faced with the problem of

scHing up a works costing .sy.stem.

Journal Issues Wanted

ir any meniber has a January or July 1955 issue of The Engineering

Journal he no longer requires, we would be glad if he would return it

to the librarian.
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• Library Notes

TECHNICAL BULLETINS
AND

PAMPHLETS RECEIVED
American society of civil engineers.
Separates:

No. 732—An analytical procedure for

calculating truss displacements, by A. C.
Scordelis and C. M. Smith. No. 733—
Prestressing practices in bridge build-

ing, by J. C. Riindlett. No. 73-í^Influ-

cnce linos foi' monient and shear in a

continuous beam, by Anthony Hoadley.
No. 735—Natural frequencies of con-
tinuous flexural members, by A. S.

Veletsos and N. M. Newmark. No. 736

—Impact in raih-oad bridges, by E. J.

Ruble. No. 737—Morro Baj' steam elec-

tric plant, by J. G. Thon and G. L,

Coltrin. No. 738—Owens Gorge project,

by S. B. Morris. No. 739—Principies ol

Federal hydro-electric power develop-
ment, by William Whipple. No. 740

—

The high-syphon circulating water sys-

tem for Meramec plant, by C. E.
Buettner and P. A. Pickel. No. 741—
Theoi-y for the design of underground
pressure conduits, by D. J. Bleifuss.

No. 742—Hydraulic pressure in concrete,

by T. C. Powers. No. 743—Criticai flow
metera (Venturi flumes) by Armando
Balloffet. No. 744—Synthesis of rainfall

intensitv-frequency regimes, by D. M.
Hershfield, L. L. Weiss, and W. T.
Wilson. No. 745—The importance of

fluvial morphology in h}'draulic engi-

neering, by E. W. Lane. No. 746—Dis-
charge coeílicients for gates and valves,

by C. W. Thomas. No. 749~The role

of the sanitary engineer in the nuclear
energy program, by R. J. Morton. No.
750—Biological treatment of highly alka-
line textile mill waste-sewage mixture
No. 751—A study of filtration throagh
uniform sand filters, by J. Tso-Ti Ling
No. 753 — Foundation conditions in

Charleston, S.C., by L. K. Himelright
No. 754—Rock weathering classification

of excavation slopes, by J. D. Welch.
No. 755—Field vane shear tests oí

sensitive cohesive soils, by Hamilton
Gray. No. 756—Settlement analysis oí

sand drain projects, by E. A. Hender-
son. No. 757—Seepage forces in a gra\'-

ity dam by electrical analogy, by H. A.
Johnson.

Canada. Department of northern
aiTairs and national resources. For-
est products laboratories of Canada

;

Program of work, Mav 1955—Juno
1956.

Canada. National researcii counci!.
Associate committee on soil and
snow mechanics. Technical mem-
oranda :

No. 31—The international classifica-

tion for snow (with special reference to
snow on the ground) (Issued by the
Commission on snow and ice of the
International association of hydrology)
No. 34—Palaeobotanical method in the
prediction of sub-surface summer ice

conditions in northern organic terrain,

by N. W. Radforth. No. 36—Proceed-
ings of the eiglith Canadian .soil mechan-
ics conference, December 10 and 17,

1954.

^esígned for permanent,

low-cost installation

V PERMANENT

V ROOT-PROOF

V EASY TO INSTALL

V ECONOMICAL

Disiribufed by:

CRANE
LIMITED

Alexander

MURRAY

with genuine No-Co-Rode Sewage
and Drainage Pipe

Long, lightweight lengths mean eas:er hand-

ling, fewer joints and a reduction in the time

and cost of handling ond installation. Spec-

ify No-Co-Rode Root-Proof Pipe for build-

ing to sewer or septic tank connections, storm

drains and other underground non-pressure

uses. The tapered, self-sealing joints quickiy

tap into place to provide permanent, water-

tight and root-proof connections—no extra

materiais or special tools needed. Extra

Strong No-Co-Rode will not break, crack

or shale in handling or in the ground—not

affected by acids, alkalis, soil movements

or surface shocks.

For permanent, trouble-free septic tank dis-

posal beds and other drainage installations,

specify No-Co-Rode Perforated pipe.

Specify genuine

NO-CO-RODE
ROOT-PROOF & PERFORATED PIPE

For Detailed Information and Llterature Contact the Dístributor nearest You or

Write Directiy to NO-CO-RODE Company Limited, Cornwall, Ontário.
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• Library Notes

Canaciian guod roads ai^soeiation

:

Proeeedings of the tlúrty-fiíth coii-

\ pntion, Toronto, November 8-10, 1954.

The Chase Manhattan bank. Eeo-
nuniic research department:

Ainerica's load ])roblein.

Illinois University. Bulletins:

No. 428—Strength iu sheai- of rein-

lorced concrete beams, by Armas Laupa,
C. P. Siess, and N. M. Newmark. No.
42íi—Observed and computed settle-

ments of structures in Chicago, by R.
B. Peck and M. E. Uyanik.

United States. National research coun-
cil. Highway research board. Bulle-
tin:

No. 106—Manyxjwer needs in liighway
ongineering.

.American society of civil engineers,
Proeeedings separale:

No. 761—Survey of aalaries for civil

engineering po.sitions. 50 cents. (U.S.).

Atoniic energy of Canada. Paper.s

presented at the Geneva Conference,
August 1955.

No. 200—Uranium i)rospecting in

Canada; ground and aerial surveys, by
A. H. Lang. No. 202—Electric power in

Canada; regional forecasts in relation to

nuclear power possibilities, by J. Davis.

No. 207—Health and safety activities

in reactor operations and chemical pro-

cessing plants. by A. J. Cipriani.

British chemical plant manufacturers
association

:

Untisli chemical plant, 1955 editiou.

Canada. National research council:

Handbook of scientific and technical

societies of Canada. 50 cent.-í.

List of lechnical ti-an.çlations, .siippl.

No. 1.

Canadian construction association:

Proeeedings of the thirty-seventh an-

nnal general meeting, 1955.

Canadian standards association. Aj)-

provals laboratories

:

List of approved eciuipment, 5tli ed.,

.<nppl. "B".

Cooper union. Bulletin

:

No. 33—The humanistic-social stera of

engineering education, a cla.ssified bib-

liography. . . .

Institution of mechanical engineers:

Proeeedings of the conference on
hydraulic mechanisras; a discussion on
positive displacement oil-hydraulic ma-
chinerv for power transmission, March
1954.

"

National society of professional en-

gineers :

Proeeedings of a conference on pro-

fessional development ; the res-ponsibiíity

of industry and the engineer, June 1955.

$4.00 (U.S.).

Packaging catalogue of Great Britain,
9th i>d., 1955.

South African institute of electrical
engineers. Monograph

:

The protection of open-wire communi-
cation systems from lightning damage
and interference with particular refer-

ence to South Africa, bv D. P. J. Retief,
I. C. Ramsay and C. F. Boyce. £2.

United States. Highway research board,
Bulletin:

No. 107—Vehicle operation as affected

by tratfic control and highway type.

STANDARDS REVIEWED
A.S.T.M. standards, American society

for testing materiais, 1916 Race
Street, Philadelphia 3, Pa.

A.S.T.M. standards on glass and glass
products. $1.50 (U.S.)

This comiálation has a new section

covering .specifications for ccUular glass

insulating block and a method of test

for structural non-load bearing cellular

glass block. Other sections with revised
ppecifications and methods of test in-

clude: Glass and glass containers; Glass
insulaturs arid Glass textiles.

There are 18 methods of test, three

specifications and one list of defiuitions

in this compilation which will be of

value to engineers and manufacturers
in the glass industry.

PRESSURE
MNG VALVES

for steam or air

• Union cr Flonged Connections

• HandwheeI or Loose-Key

Control

• Small Diophrogm for

High Pressures

• Lorge Diaphragm for

Low Pressures

{g^ e Bronze Body — St. St. Seat and
Disc

• Iron Body—Bronze Seat and Disc

• Catalogue on request

DISTRIBUTORS ACROSS CANADA

Progress in Water Treatment

with Nationwide Service

Alchem Limited is the
outstanding Canadian
firm in water treat-

ment service in Can-
ada today.

Alchem oíTers:

• Service to the field by
competent engineers.

• Complete laboratary
services with compre-
hensive reports.

• Engineering studies.

• Specialized chemicals.

If you have a water
treatment problem in

your plant call an
Alchem representa-
tive. Alchem's field

offices are located
across Canada. «.i

Specialized

Engineering i

ÚleJmn and
Chemical

Services

ALCHEM LIMITED Burlington, Ont
MONCTON MONTREAL TORONTO LONDON SUDBUR'

WINNIPEG CALGARY EDMONTON VANCOUVEI

"MADE TO LAST"

moRRison BRRSS r,Lv;;

276 KING ST. W., TORONTO, ONT.
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30unds per hour!

Detroit Edison to make power generation history

at new River Rouge Plant . . . with a tradition-shattering

high-pressure turbine of 300,000 kw capacity,

served by a Foster Wheeler Steam Generator,

the largest in the world!

IT
TAKES COURACE and foresight to break with

tradition—to plan and execute a power project

which far surpasses anything ever done before.

But the break has been made and a thrilling new

chapter in power plant history is now being writ-

ten. It's the story of Detroit Edison 's River Rouge

Plant.

Here, late in 1957, the largest steam turbine-

generator in the world will go into operation.

Rated at 300,000 kw, it will set completely new

standards of efficiency and economy — producing

a kilowatt of electricity for less than three fourths

of a pound of coal!

Steam for the giant turbine will be supplied by

a single Foster Wheeler steam generator with a

capacity of two million pounds per hour at 2450

psi pressure and 1050 F at the superheater outlet.

Reheat facilities will resuperheat the steam to

1000 F after it has passed through the initial

stages of the turbine. This, the largest single

steam generator ever to be built, represents a

great forward step in power plant engineering.

The awarding of this record-making order is

therefore a gratifying vote of confidence from

Detroit Edison. Past achievements show that this

confidence is well placed. With more than fifty

years of experience in steam generation, and the

finest modern manufacturing facilities in three

large plants, Foster Wheeler welcomes the oppor-

tunity to help Detroit Edison make history at

River Rouge. Foster Wheeler Limited, St. Cath-

arines, Ontário.

Foster Wheeler
THE ENGINEERING JOURNAL November, 1955 1619 (03)



CONTROLLED

FOR STEAM POWER PLANT

DESIGNED BY

The above forced and induced

draft fan installation at the

Canadian Chemical Conipany's

Plant at Edmonton, was spe-

cially designed by Canadian
Blower & Forge to meet high-

pressure requirements in air

supply and flue gas exhaust.

The installation consists of

four forced draft fans operat-

ing at II 70 r.p.m., two driven

by 300 H.P. motors, two by
steam turbines and four induc-

ed draft fans operating at 870
r.p.m., moving flue gas at

425 °F. Two of these are driven

by 400 H.P. motors, and two
by steam turbines. Boilers were
built to speciíications by Foster

Wheeler Ltd. of St. Catharines.

The layout permits easy access

to ali parts of the installation.

This is another example of

"Canadian Buííalo" at work
designing and building indus-

trial fan equipment. It is also

evidence of C.B.&F. readiness

to meet any fan or ventilation

problem with the specialized

knowledge that gets jobs done
quickly, efficiently and econ-

omically.

CANADIAN BLOWER
& FORGE

COMPANY LIMITED
HEAD OFFICE: KITCHENER, ONTÁRIO

ENGINEERING SALES OFFICES

Montreal, Toronto, Hamilton

St. John

Winnipeg, Edmonton, Vancouver

Library Notes

British standards, British standards
institution, 2 Park Street, London,
W.l. British standards are available

froni the Canadian standards asso-

ciation, National research building,

Ottawa.

B.S. 1250: 1955—Domestic appliances
burning town gas. 3 paits, 5/- each.

First published in two parts in 1945
|

;ind 1946, this Standard is being revised

íind will eventually comprise six parts.
;

Part 1 : 'General requirements'. Speci-
;

fies general requirements for the con-
i

.'truction and performance of appliances, i

and includes methods of test common
to ali appliances.

1

Part 2: 'Specific requirements for

cookers, hot plates, grillers and boiling

burners'. This part also specifies per-

íormance tests and oven cooking tests. I

Part 3 : 'Specific requirements for
'

water heaters other than wash boilers
I

and washing machines'. Deals with de- .

sign and performance requirements for
{

the various types of water heaters, in-
j

stantaneous heaters, storage heaters,

circulators, central heating units and
bulk water heaters.

B.S. G.151: 1955—Taehometer gen-

erators (synchronous type) for air-

craft. 3/-.

This standard specifies the require-

ments for generators suitable for fitting

to aircraft engines to give an indication
]

of the engine speed on a remote reading i

indicator, or indicators. Two types of
j

generator are covered by the British i

Standard, one to operate one indicator,
|

and one to operate two indicators.
|

Canadian standards, Canadian stand-

ards association, National research

building, Ottawa.

Z102. 5: 1955 — Cleated plywood
boxes. 75 cents.

This specification covers the materiais

and details of construction for cleated

plywood boxes. It is to be used in coa-

junction with other C.S.A. specificatioas

lor plywood, preservativas, nails, etc.

Institution of electrical cngineers, i

Savoy Place, London, W.C.2. i

^

Regulations for the electrical equip-
,

à

ment of buildings, 13th ed., 1955. 8/6. ^

The first edition of these "Regula-

tions" was issued in 1882, and now as

then they are designed to ensure safe^^y

in the use of electricity in and around

buildings, and apply to both a.c. and

d.c. installations. Topics covered includo

installation of conductors and cables,

grounding, etc.

Underwriters' laboratories of Canada, I

P.O. Box 38, 0'Connor Postal Sta.,

Toronto 16, Ontário.

Standard for above ground tanks for
,

flanimable liquids. 1955.

This standards represents the basio

requirements for the construction and

performance of aboveground tanks, both

horizontal and vertical of a cyclindrical

uonpressure type for the storage

flammable liquids such as gasoline. The J
rninimum capacity is 2,100 imperial gal- I
lons.

I
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Reversing D.C. Motor, peak torque capacity 200 metre-tom,
for driving stamless steel strip mill. Supplied to the order

of Firth-Vickers Stainless Steels Ltd.

Manufacturers

A mercury-arc rectifier equipment with total capacity of 21,000
'

kW; installed at the Abbey Works of the Steel Company of
Wales Ltd., for an 80-inch hot-strip finishing mill drive.

Of everythíng

Electrícal for

Rolling Mills and Metal Industries

The operator's desk in the contrai pidpit of a continuous hot Seventeen BTH D.C. mill motors, totalling 6,8^0 h.p., in the

rolling mill. motor room of a tvjo-strand cofirinuons rod mill at the Works

of Guest, Keén & Nettlefolds (South Wales ) Ltd.

BRITISH THOMSON-HOUSTON
TTHB BRITrSH THOMSON-HOUSTON COMPANY LIMITED

tAember of the AEI group of companies

RUGBY ENGLAND
A^890

Represented in Canada by:-

THE BRITISH THOMSON-HOUSTON EXPORT CO., LTD.
7, Adelaide Street West • Toronto 1, Ontário
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Sifsmss & Immmi Bmfs
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The Bditúf

Appointments and Transíeis

C.G.E. Post.—Dr. Colin Holstead has

been appointed specialist, resin develop-
ment, in the chemical materiais sectioii

of Caiiadian General Electric Company.

Steel Firm Head.—Edward P. Garry
has been appointed president of Vana-
dium-Alloys Steel Canada Ltd., accord-
ing to an announcement by the com-
pany. Mr. Geary, recently executive
vice-president of Atla.? Steels Ltd., suc-

ceeds J. Gordon Barker who has been
appointed vice-chairman of the board of

directors.

Canadian Westinghouse President. —
The board of directors of Canadian
Westinghouse Company Limited an-
nciinee the election of George L. Wilcox,
foi'mer executive vice-president of the
Westinghouse Electric International
Company, New York, as president and
director of Canadian Westinghouse. The
board also announce the election of two
new directors, W. E. Phillips of Toronto,

George L. Wilcox

president of Duplate Canada Ltd. and L.

E. Osborne, vice-chairman of Westing-
house Electric Corporation. The inten-

tion of the Company is to elect, in

addition to Mr. Phillips, other Canadian
directors to its Board so that not only

the independent shareholders but also

the Canadian economy will be substan-

tially represented.

C.N.R. Vice-President. — Dr. O. M.
Solandt, o.bj:.. chanman of the defence
research board and one of Canada's fore-

most figures in the field of scientific re-

search, is to be appointed to the Cana-
dian National Railways as assistant vice-

president, research and development, .is

announced by CNR president Donald
Gordon. Dr. Solandt is expected to

assume his new duties early in 1956.

Sylvania Appointment. — Appointment
of Mr. W. H. Rempel as commercial
engineer, Lighting Division, Sylvania
Electric (Canada) Ltd. is announced by
F. W. Fulle, general sales manager of

the Lighting Division.

Post-Graduate Fellowship. — Federal
Pubhc Works Minister Robert Winters
has announced the award of a $1,200
fellowship by Central Mortgage and
Housing Corporation to Arthur S. Hen-
derson of Montreal for post-graduate
study in community planning for the
academic year 1955-56. Eight similai

awards had been announced previously.

Refinery Manager.—The appointment
of L. T. Wilson as manager of Shell Oil
Company of Canada's Montreal East re-

finery is announced by G. Davidson,
vice-president—manufacíuring. Mr. Wil-
son takes over at Montreal refinery
during a major $14 million expansiou
program scheduled for completion in

mid-1956.

Joins Y.W. Organization. — E. W.
Burford. general manager of Y. W. Small
Parts, Ltd.. Toronto, announces the ap-
pointment of Frank Ormerod as plant
superintendent in charge of production.

Diesel Engine Manufacturers.—Peter
Alliston lias jjeen ai)i.>ointed commercial
manager of F. Perkins (Canada) Ltd.,

Toronto, the Canadian company be-
longing to the British diesel engine man-
ufacturers.

Application Engineering Department.
—Electric Panei Manufacturing Limited,
Vancouver and Edmonton, announce the

formation of an Application Engineering
Dept. Kenneth C. Jarratt will be in

charge of the new departmont. which is

designed to afford engineering assistance

to the company's crr-tomers in western
Canada.

Sandwell Appointment. — Harold A.

DeRice. P. Eng., formerly of Portland,

Oregon, has joined the Vancouver oííice

of Sandwell ife Company Ltd., consulting

engineers. For the past eleven years Mr.
DeRice has specialized in the design of

sawmills and other wood processing

plants.

•
Canadian Inspertion and Testing. —
Bernard Eyden, of Toronto, has been

appointed chief mechanical engineer of

the Canadian Inspection and Testing

Co. Ltd., Toronto, it was announced re-

cently by general manager S. Darb}'.

Defence Production.—The Department
of Defence Production has announced
the appointment of N. R. MacLean as

deputy financial adviser, and of W. F.

Murphy as one of two assistant direc-

tors of the Aircraft Branch.

Jenkins Bros. Appointment.—Jenkins

Bros., Limited, announce the appoint-

ment of J. E. Nelligan as chief chemist

and metallurgical engineer. Mr. Nelligan
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In patented CON! !esign_fhe

looth is crowned from end to end— usually by

one to two lhousandths of an inch. The above

illustralion shows the locolized tooih bearing

which resuits from Ihis crowning, allowing

wider operating toleronce, smoolher operation

and easier assembiy.

Racks

CONIFLEX, the patented Gleason bevel gear with localized tooth bearing,

can be made to your specifications at Hamilton Gear. CONIFLEX permits

adjustment in assembiy and displacement under operating loads—without

dangerous load concentration on the ends of the teeth. In addition, the

unique CONIFLEX design assures proper distribution of the load over the

tooth surface. CONIFLEX bevel gears are available at Hamilton Gear up

to 3 D.P. and 31/2 ' face from ratios of 1-to-l mitres to 10-to-L Mitre gears

can be made to 17 inches diameter, increasing to 24-inch diameter for the

10-to-l ratio. For further information on CONIFLEX gears, write or phone

Hamilton Gear, suppliers of gears to Canadian industry since 1911.

Hamilton Gear
and Machine Co., Limited.

950 • 990 DUPONT ST., TORONTO 4

Herringbone

Gears
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Bus, úiid fiid. Bríefs

J. E. Nelligan

has been with Jenkins Bros., Limited

since 1948 and succeeds Bernard Collitt

who is about to retire.

Standards Medal for Canadian.—The
United States' highest award for work

in voluntary standards has been given

to a Canadian this year for the first

time. James G. Morrow has received

the Standards Medal for outstanding

services and leadership in the develop-

ment and application of standards. Mr.

Morrow, a metallurgical engineer, is in

charge of standardization in chemical

methods, metallurgical processes and

products for The Steel Company of

Canada, Ltd. He is past chairman of

the Canadian Standards Association. He
signed for Canada the American-British-

Canadian Declaration of Accord on

Screw Threads (1948). A member of

many societies, Mr. Morrow is vice-

president of the Canadian Industrial

Preparedness Association and past-

president of the American Society for

Testing Materials.

•
C.E.M.A. Elections.—At a recent meet-

ing of the Canadian Electrical Manu-
facturers Association in Niagara Falis,

A. E. Jameson, manager of Meter and

Instrument Sales for the English Elec-

tric Company of Canada Limited, was

elected secretai-y of the Watthour and

Demand Meter Section of the Associa-

tion. W. A. Snodgrass, manager of

Switchgear Sales for English Electric,

was elected secretary of the CEMA's
Switchgear Section.

•
Sales Engineering Representative. —
Canadian Blower & Forge Co. Ltd., and

H. N. Charles

Canada Pumps Ltd. announce the ap-
pointment of H. N. Charles as sales

engineering representative for Ottawa
and district.

•
Canadian Car Vice-President. — R. E.

Henderson, of Fort William, has been
appointed vice-president in charge of

manufacturing in the automotive and
aircraft division of Canadian Car and
Foundry Co. Ltd.

uAn A
UNIONS

for efficient serv/ce

and economy

HOW TO MAKE

/ooooias
A WEEK

...IN CANADA
With even the largest sales force you must inevitably

ignore some accounts at times . . . unless you also use
selectiva business paper advertising to keep your customers
informed.

No matter what your product or service, there are one or

more Canadian business papers to carry your messages to

exactly the field you want to reach. Supplement your per-

sonal calls by regular contacts througn business papers,

and keep ali your customers informed, nU the time.

This paper is a hauMH paper— one of 100 trade . . . technical . . .

service . . . and management publications covering every section

of Canadian business and industry.

Two Bronze Seafs Ground to a True Ball Joint

DART UNION COMPANY OF CANADA LTD.
TORONTO CANADA
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USE A BUSINESS PAPER
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Complete facilities

for investing

in Canada

DETQUI

tf!

With membership in ali leading Canadian Stock

Exchanges and direct private wires linking our

offices from Montreal to Victoria, we can ofíer

you the most advantageous markets in which to

buy and sell stocks and bonds.

Our Research and Statistical Department can

supply you with accurate Information about any

company in whose securities you may be inter-

ested.

Why not put these facilities to work for you?

Serving Investors Across Canada

MONTREAL. TORONTO. WINNIPEG. CALGARY. EDMONTGN, VANCOUVER. VICTORIA

LETHBRIDGE. MEDICINE HAT. REGINA. MOQSE JAW. SWIFT CURRENT. SASKATOON
BRANDDN. PORTAGE LA PRAIRIE. KENORA, KINGSTON. GALT. CHATHAM. KITCHENER

ST. THOMAS. WINDSOR

Eslablished 1857

James Richardson & Sons
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New Equipment and Developments
New Stud Driver.—A new sUid driver

by Remington which can be operated
with either one or two haiids, is now
available in Canada through McDermid
Bros. Ltd., of Toronto. The stud driver

hfis intorchansípable barreis and chamber
bu.~liin'is whirh can be exchanged rapid-

ly, on the job, to drive quarter or threo-

eighth.s studs firmly and securely into

Steel or concreta. A complete range of

multi-pvirpose studs and of suitable 22

and 32 calibre power loads is available.

Canadian Aircraft for Antarctic.—-Two
Canso amphibian aircraft are being spe-

cially fitted by Field Aviation Company
Limited, at Oshawa Airport, for their

role in the Briti.sh Governmenfs Ant-
arctic expedition this winter. Manned by
Canadian and British crews, they leave

Oshawa in November for a 50,000-squarí'-

mile aerial survey of the Grahamland
Península in the Antarctic. One of the

Cansos is fitted with a tail-mounted
magnetometer so that mineral search

can be conducted as well as photographs
taken. Williamson Eagle IX vertical

cameras were installed in the fioor nf

the hull with a camera drift and aiming
sight in the nose. F.24 oblique cameras
will also be carried.

Gas Turbine Generating Sets. — The
City of Edmonton have placed an order
with Brown Boveri (Canada) Limited to

supply two 20,000/3(),000-kilowatt gas
turbine generating sets. This installa-

tion will rank among the largest gas

turbine generating plants in the world.

The first unit is expected to be "on the

line" by 1958, in time to cope with the

increased power demand that is forecast

for that period. A 35,000-kiIowatt steam
turbo generator supplied by the same
maker and presently under erection wiU
take care of Ínterim demands for in-

creased power in Edmonton.

British Cables for Canada. — Enfie Id

Cables Limited, of Brimsdown, Middle-
sex, England, announee that they have
been awarded a contract to the value of

approximately $500,000 by the Hydro-
Electric Power Commission of Ontário.
The cables will be laid in Ottawa, and
will cross the Rideau Canal. Two and
one-half miles of 115,000-volt, double-
circuit, 80,000 kVa. pipeline compression
cables (conductor size 300 mcm.) are to

be laid by Enfield Cables Contract D.í-

partment. The installation is due to be
ready for service on May Ist, 1956.

Canadian Industries (1954) Limited--
Equipment is being moved into part of

the York paint plant of Canadian In-
dustries (1954) Limited to set up a

temporary polythene technical service

laboratory. One of the laboratory's

main purposes will be to carry out trials

and demonstrations for manufacturers of

polythene products and assist them with
their problems. AU equipment wiJl be
of commercial size to enable plastics

engineers to recreate exact conditions
manufacturers have to face. The equip-
ment will be of a diversified nature and
will include extruders, injection molding
equipment, a film-blowing unit, wire

covering appai'atus and many other

machines.
•

Saskatchewan Power Corporation.—

A

former professor of eleetrical engineering

and an expert on hydro-electric power,
David Cass-Beggs has assumed his duties

as general manager of the Saskatchewan
Power Corporation, as announced in

Regina by Hon. J. A. Darling, provincial

minister of public works and chairman
of the board of directors of Saskatche-
wan Power Corp.

•
Eleetrical Company Operations. —
Woods of Colchester, long known in the

fan and ventilating field, became a

division of the Amalgamated Electric

Corporation Limited. This is the firsi

step in the transfer of the operations

of the British General Electric Co.
(Canadian) Ltd., to Amalgamated Elec-

tric Corporation Limited, an Associate
Company of the General Electric Co.
Ltd., of England.

•
Generator Order,—An order valued at

ai)proximateIy 13,000,000 for four 150,000-

horsepower waterwheel driven genera-
tors has been received by Canadian Gen-
eral Electric Company from the Quebec
Hydro-Electric Commission. Scheduled
for delivery in 1957 and 1958, the gener-

ators will be installed at Hydro-Quebecs
Bersimis Lac Cas.se development on the
Bersimis River.

•
Bristol Britannias for C.P.A.—Cana-
dian Pacific Airlines has placed an order
with the Bristol Aeroplane Company
Ltd. for three Bristol Britannia turbu-
prop airliners, with an option on five

more. The aircraft are to be delivered
in 1957.

•
Microwave Communications. — The
longest private commercial microwave
Communications system in Canada will

link Hydro-Quebecs giant new power
development on the Bersimis River to

Montreal. The contract for engineering
and construction of this electronic sys-

tem has been awarded to RCA Victor
Company, Ltd., Montreal. The system
will cost approximately 1 million dol-

lars. It will include 30 telephone cir-

cuits as well as teletype, telemetering
and load frequency control circuits, ail

utilizing microwaves as means of trans-

mission. The electric power produced at,

and transmitted from Bersimis will be
remotely indicated at the Hydro-Quebec
Building from where power consumption
will be controlled by means of the load
frequency control circuits.

Anchor Bolts.—-The design principie

used for Stelco Hi-Bond reinforcing bar.s

has now been applied to anchor bolts.

This design improvement increases the
holding power of the bolts considerably,
and eliminates the hooks which were
necessary on the old style anchor bolts.

The absence of hooks provides greater
versatility in placement and shorter
lengths can be used due to the better
bonding provided.

•
Plastic Expansion Joint.—Speciíicatioua

for concrete structures throughout the

Cote St. Catherine Lock of the St. Law-
rence Seaway and Sir Adam Beck
pumped storage reservoir of the Ontário
Hydro Electric Power Commission call

for the use of an extruded vinyl (poly-
vinyl chloride) waterstop and expansion
joint. This type of waterstop, known as
"Durajoint", is a product of Electrovert
Ltd., Montreal. It is extmded from a
flexible vinyl compound specially form-
ulated for the application by Canadian
Resins and Chemicals Limited.

New Plastics Plant. — A $3,500,000
chemical plant will be built by B, F.
Goodrich Canada Limited in Thorold
Township, near Niagara Falis, Ontário,
for the production of geon polyvinyl
plastic materiais, it was announced re-

cently by Ira G. Needles, president.
Construction will start early 1956, with
completion scheduled for early 1957. The
new facilities will be operated as a
chemical division of B. F. Goodrich
Canada Limited with headquarters in

Kitchener.
•

New Boilerhouse.—A new boilerhouse
co.-ting approximately $600,000 will be
built by Canadian Industries (1954)
Limited at its chemicals plant in Shaw-
inigan Falis, Que. The building will

house two oil-fired boilers which will

generate 30,000 pounds of steam per
hour and develop a pressure of 250
p.s.i.

•
Steel Pipe Manufacture. — Formation
of the Prairie Pipe Company, Ltd., of

Regina, Saskatchewan, to manufacture
Steel pipe for the oil and gas industries

was announced by D. W. Darnell, chair-

man of the board of the Fluor Corpora-
tion, Ltd., Los Angeles, and president of

the new firm. Operating as an affiliate

of the Fluor Corporation, the new com-
pany's plant will be located on a 110-

acre site on the outskirts of Regina.
The plant, scheduled to go into opera-
tion April 1, 1956, represents a total

mvestment of more thaa $3,500,000.

Reactor Test Equipment. — Atomic
Energy of Canada Limited have an-

nounced that a contract has been
awarded to Canadian Westinghouse
Limited for the design, development and
fabrication of multi-purpose "loop" test

equipment for the new NRU reactor now
nearing completion at Chalk River. This

equipment is used as an addition to the

standard reactor equipment and allows

for testing of materiais, particularly fuels

and fuel assemblies, in the interior of

the reactor under a variety of conditions.

Contract for Reactor.—Atomic Energy
of Canada Limited have announced that

Canadair Limited of Montreal has been

awarded a contract to prepare a design

and a cost estimate for a "swimming
pool" type reactor. It will be a low-

power, low-flux machine and will be used

at Chalk River for research related to

Canada's power reactor program. The
reactor will probably cost between $250,-

000 and $300,000.

Liquid Cargo Dock.—Dravo of Canada
Lunited, Toronto, has been awarded a

contract by Liquifuels Limited to con-

struct a new liquid cargo dock on Lake
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Mafs New for You . . .

IN STELCCS EXPANDING FACILITIESJTOR

Specíal Fasteners

The "specials" shown illustrate some of the

many processes that SteIco's four bolt plants

are equipped to perform. Stelco's engineers

co-operated with designers in industry to

produce these pieces — and hundreds of

others — to show initial cost savings, reduced

assemhly time, and improved product strength

and appearance.

In most cases these parts are cold headed

or cold worked. Fasteners with eccentric con-

tours — for example, offsets, wings, flats, or

ovais — can be readily made. Quality is high,

because only material that is free from ali

defects is suitable for upsetting and extruding.

Unit costs are low, because production rates

are high . . . and because the cost per pound

of coiled wire for heading is much lower than

that of bar stock for machining.

Stelco's Engineering Service is at your

disposal. If you use parts comparable in any

way to those shown, Stelco can probably save

you money. Your enquiry will be handled

promptly by any Sales Office.

)lKDUSIRIAir*i——-—I II

THE LIMITED

EXECUTIVE OFFICES: HAMILTON — MONTREAL

.122.8

Sales Offices: Halifax, Saint John. Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, London, Windsor, Winnipeg,

Edmonton, Vancouver. J. C. Pratt & Co. Limited, St. John's, Newfoundland.
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Ontário :it Millhaven, Ontário, near
Kingston. The dock, in its initial .stage,

will consi.st of two 35-foot diameter
mooring cells constructed of steel sheet
piling and filled with crushed rock. A cell

similar to the mooring units will sup-
port a waikway. This dock has been
designed to moor lake tankers. Future
plans call for an enlargement of the

facilities by three additional cells so

ocean-going tankers may be handled at

the site. Thirty feet of water will be
provided at the dock face.

Hard-Facing Electrodes.—A new line

of manganese - chromium - molybdenum
hard facing electrodes vvhich feature
high impact and abrasion resistance is

now available from Wall Colmonoy
(.Canada) Limited, Montreal, Que. The
new material can be used to advantage in

mining, rock drilling, railroad, construc-

tion, ore dressing, agricultural and other
heavy duty applications, including many
basic steel indu.^^try rec|uirements.

•

Conibined Enterprises Ltd.—A com-
memorative brochure has been issued by
Combined Enterprises Limited on the
occasion of their tenth anniversary of
incorporation. The brochure reviews the
subsidiários and opei-ating divisions of

the group: Gutta Percha & Rubber
Ltd.; American Wringer Company; St.

[^awrence Rubber Company; Turnbull
Elevator Co. Ltd.; Hamilton Gear and
Machine Co. Ltd.; Stuart Brothers Com-
pany Ltd.; and Conant Paints Division.

Trans-Canada Pipe Lines.—Orders for

lhe purchase of 335 miles of natural gas
pipeline for the Toronto-Montreal sec-

tion of its project have been placed by
Tran.s-Canada Pipe Lines Limited. The
20 and 24 inch pipe will cost about $9
million; delivery is due by spring of

1956.

As a further de\'elopment . Trans-
Canada's president. N. E. Tanner, and
vice-president E. D. Loughney of Cana-
dian Gulf Oil Company signed a con-
tr'act for LSOO.OOO million cu. ft. of

natural gas fiom Canadian Gulf.s
Pincher Crpek field of southern Alberta.
Contract calls for Trans-Canada Pipe
Lines to buy at least 100 million cu. ft.

a day for the first year and 170 mil-
lion cu. ft. a day for the balance of the
2.5-year contract.

•

New Type Dry Battery.—A new "wafer
cell" has been developed by Burgess
Battery Company, Niagara Falis, Ont.
Hand operations are eliminated from
manufacture and the cell consists of h

Sandwich of manganese dioxide between
flat zinc and carbon disc electrodes. This
cell is machine-wrapped and heat sealed
in pliofilm. Connections between cells

are made by a new conductive silver

wax. A single column of 15 cells, only
two inches long, develops 22% volts; a
300-volt battery occupies less than 20
cu. in. One use is as miniature high-
\'oltage batteries for hea\'y duty elec-

tronic applications.

Canadian Representation. — F. J.

Edwards Ltd., London, England. machin-
ery and machine too! manufacturers,

announce that their sole agents in Can-
ada will be The A. R. Williams Machin-
f ry Company Ltd.. of Toronto.

•
Change of Address.—Stein Structures

Ltd. announce their move into a new
manufacturing plant at 157th St. and
118th Ave., Edmonton, Alta. Hugh A
Bowman has been appointed chief engi-

neer and a vice-president of the (com-

pany.
•

Generator for Sinelter. — Andrew
Robertson, president of Eastern Smelt-
ing and Refining Company Limited, has
announced the placing of a $400,000
(jrder with Canadian General Electric for

the supply and installation of a 40,000

k.v.a. generator. The unit will be in-

stalled on the Chicoutimi River at Chi-
coutimi. Que., where Eastern Smelting
and Refining Company is constructing

a $20 million smelter for treatment cf

copper-nickel concentrates. The power
plant will cost an additional $6 million.

Induetion Heating Service. — The
Canadian Westinghouse C^ompany is

offering lhe .services of a 20 kw. radio-

trequency generator in its Electronics
Di\ ision at Hamilton to promote indue-
tion heating by actual proce.-^sing of

small customer produclion runs. Tiie

unit will be usecí for the treatment of

small parts in hardening, soldering, braz-

ing, selective annealing and softening
o;)erations. Work will be conducted by
a widply-exi)erienced operai ing and con-
sultinsi staff.

•

Oníent in Edmonton. — Uuder con-
struction on the westem outskirts of the
City of Edmonton is the $8,000,000 plant
of Inland Cement Company Limited.
With production scheduled to commence
before Jvily Ist, 1956. the first stage of

this large project will, when completed,
produce ahout 3.50().li()ii bags of cemeni
per vear.

•
Canadian Company Formed. — The
British Thomson-Houston Co. Ltd. of

England announces the formal ion of

The British Thom.son-Houston Com-
pany (Canada) Limited to handle sales

and service of B.T.H. products in Can-
ada. The B.T.H. Co. (Canada) Ltd.
will cariy on the business previously
handled by the branch of the British
Company at the same addre.ss in To-
rontxj. H. G. McHaffie is appointed gen-
eral manager and also a director of the
new company. The British Thomson-
Houston Co. Ltd. is one of the Asso-
ciated Electrical Industries group of
compauies, which emjiloys over 75.000
peojile and is the largest electrical manu-
facturing organization in the ITnited

Ixingdoni.

•
Canadian Siirvey of Ceylon.—Under
provisions of the Colombo Plan for the
economic development of South and
Southeast Asia, a contract has been
awarded to the Photographic Survey
Corporation, Limited, of Toronto, ex-
tending over a period of two years, to

make an aerial survey of Ceylon. A
similar project was undertaken by the

Photographic Survey Corporation in

Pakistan. which aroused the inte-rest of

government officials in Cejdon. Accord-
ingly. Canada was requested to make
provision under the Colombo Plan for

a resources inventory of the entire
island, covering an area of approximate-
ly 25,000 square miles.

•
Sandwell & Company Ltd.—An agree-
ment for co-operation in the professional
engineering field on an international
scale has been reached by Sandwell &
Company Ltd., Vancouver, and Electro-

Watt Electrical and Industrial Manage-
ment Co. Ltd., Zurich, Switzerland.
Sandwell president P. R. Sandwell an-
nounced today.
The Swiss firm will place at the dis-

posal of the Canadian company its ex-

tensive engineering experience in the
electrical power industry while Sand-
wolls will i)rovide the experience in the

forestr.\' products industry.

Federal Public Works Contracts. —
Works Minister Robert H. Winters an-

nounced that contracts involving expen-
diturcs totalling $2,522,098.53 were
awarded by the Federal Department of

Public Works during the month of Sei>
teraber, 1955. The amount of new works
is $1,271,596.70; for the repair and main-
tenance of existing structures •'S700,-

2()9.25: and for dredging .$55l),232.ti(i.

New Induetion Heater.—A new 30 kw.
motor-generator set combination unit is

the latest addition to the line of in-

duetion heating equipment available

from the Canadian Westinghouse Com-
pany 's electronics division at Hamilton.
The new MG combination forms a

building block unit that includes ali the

«lements required for induetion heating.

Three basic components—a 30-kw. 10,-

000-cycIe water-cooled MG set with

generator control, a high-frequency out-

put control cabinet and a work table

—

may be combined to accommodate every
'vpe of induetion heating job. Thirty-

iwo stand.ird combinations are available.

•
Patent Institute of Canada. — .Uan

Swabev is the newly-elected president

of the Patent Institute of Canada.
.\mong many professional appointments.
Mr. Swabe.v is also chairman of the

patent committee of the Chemical In-

stitute of Canada. Eric L. Medcalf, Q.C.,

is secretary-treasurer of the Patent In-

stitute of Canada.

•
New Headquarters. — New, enlargi-d

lieadquarters have been established in

\^ancouver's Granville Island industrial

community by Brown, Fraser & Com-
pany, sppcialists in the supply and ser-

vicing of major construction equipment

.md related units. The Granville Island

building, formerly occupied by Wrighfs
Canadian Ropes, has been taken over

and is being renox-ated in tlie expansion

program.

•
Residential Strectlighting. — .V ne\v

bulletin featuring the Form 63 Lumi-
naire for residential streetlighting is

available from Lighting Equipmenr
Sales, Canadian General Electric Co.

Ltd.. 212 King Street West, Toronto.
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NO MATTER HOW YOU LOOK AT IT...

FAIRBANKS

MORSE
MEANS

DEPENDABLE
MARINE POWER

r

i ^

• » » •

CANADA STSAMSHIP LINES

You are looking down into the engine room of the

M.V. Iroquois. Canada Steamships Lines' latest canal-

size freighter. This twin-screw motor vessel was

specially designed to carry Labrador iron ore from

Montreal to Great Lakes ports and, on the return

voyage, carry grain from Great Lakes ports to Montreal.

To obtain maximum hold length and cu bio capacity,

and also to give good trim characteristics, it was

necessary to have the engine room as short as

possible. At the same time, with an overall length of

259 ft. and hold capacity of 176,000 cu. ft., the

Iroquois needed rugged, povverful engines. Tiie answer

was provided by the 2 Fairbanks-Morse, 4-cvlinder,

640 h.p. Model 38D8-1/8 x 10 O.P. diesels,

shown above in their 22-ft. long engine room.

From tugs and fishing boats to ice-breakers and

heavy duty cargo vessels these tough, simply designed

power plants have earned themseives a most

remarkable reputation for dependability.

Ask Fairbanks-Morse for the full facts.

Facts about the M. V. IROQUOIS
Collingwood Shipyards Limited was able to launch

the Iroquois on June 4, 1955, o mere 109 doys fol-

lowing the laying of her keel. Her fitting, dock and
sea trials proceeded so well thof she was delivered
to C.S.L. the middie of Juiy.

The problem, as in ali canal vessels, is to obtain
the maximum amount of cargo deadweight in a
restricted length, breadth and draft. The problem
was increased somewhat in this instonce by assigning

the vessel a maximum summer draft of 17'6" and
also making the tank top plating and stiffening

strong enough to withstand the pounding of iron

ore, buckets and clams.

The restricted engine room size and sloped stern

made it possible to maintain the midship section

throughout practically the whole cargo hold length.

There are 3 separote holds, with the spaces between
hafches being raised up to form a flush trunk so

that automobiles may be carried over the hatches

and the raised portion of the deck.

A speciol feature is Pilot House Control for the

engines so that they can be handled direcfly by the

Captain in the Wheelhouse. The Pilot House Control

Pedestal has been situated so that the man at the

wheei can operote the engines.

THE CANADIAN

Fairbawks-Morse
COMPANY LIMITED

Sixteen Branches Across Canada
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Canadian Guided Missile. — A Cana-
dian designed guided missile has been
shown to the public for the first time
with the appearance of a Canadair
supersonic air-to-air guided missile test

vehicle in that c-ompany's exhibit at the

Air Industries and Transport Associa-
tion's annual meeting.

The vehicle, on which test firings aro
continuing as part of the development
program, has been constructed for the
RCAF and Canadian Armament and
Development Establishment in pursuit

of an experimental program. Originally

designed by CARDE at Valcartier, Que.,

Canadair has worked jointly with the

Government agency on further develop-
ment. Successfully ground - launched
initially, the missiles had their first suc-
cessful air-to-air firings last year from
both Canadair F-86 Sabre jets and Avro
CF-100's. Further details are still classi-

fied by the Government.
Canadair's missile program is con-

ducted for the RCAF under design
authority of CARDE and in co-opera-
tion with Canadian Westinghouse, A.
V^. Roe Canada Limited, De Havilland
Aircraft of Canada, and Computing
Devices of Canada.

Annacis Industrial Estate.—Seven com-
panies announced their intentions to

establish on Annacis Industrial Estate
at a meeting held in the offiice of Gilbert

Hardman, B.C. agent for the Estate.

The seven firms are the first to estab-

lish on the 1200-acre industrial site being
developed by The Grosvenor Estafes.

They are: Atlas Asbestos Conij^anv;
Bartle and Gibson Co. Ltd.; The Bay
Co. (B.C.) Ltd. and The Tide Co. (B.C.)

Ltd., electrical and mechanical engineei--

ing and contracting ; W. R. Campbell
Ltd., warehousing and distribution

:

Dreem Boats & Marina Ltd.; and John
Laing & Son (Canada) Ltd., Equipment
Division; also the Stanley Door Co.
Custom-built factories will be con-

structed for four of the fii-ras while the
other three will move into terraced

plants which are in the process of com-
pletion. In each case the building and
site is leased. Services such as roads,

power, sewage, drainage and rail lines

are provided. Largest factory will be a

17,000 square foot building due for com-
pletion at the end of November which
will be occupied by the Equipment
Division of John Laing & Son (Canada)
Ltd. This firm is doing preliminary con-

struction on the Estate, as well as the

22-storey B.C. Electric Company head
ofíice and other buildings in the Van-
couver area.

Two buildings will be constructed for

Bartle & Gibson Co. Ltd., one of 12,000

square feet—main warehouse—the other

a 4,000 square foot pipe warehouse. The
company intends to make this a water-

vvorks and industrial supply division of

their business. John Laing & Son (Can-
ada) Ltd. start construction next week
with the completion date scheduled fov

the end of March.
The 11,000 square foot factory for

Atlas Asbestos will feature asbestos pro-

ducts on walls, roof, etc. It will be com-
pleted at the end of March. Atlas ií

the Canadian subsidiary of Turner.

Newall Co. Ltd., the British asbestos

organization which is located in Trafford

Park Industrial Estate, Manchester.

The Stanley Door Co. specializes in

electronic commercial garage doors and
is distributor in Western Canada for

Stanley cubicle curtains for ho.^itals,

manufactured by the Stanley Works,
New Britain, Connecticut. They are in

the process of moving into their plant.

The Bay Co. (B.C.) Ltd. have just

completed a $1,500,000 job on the Cana-
dian portion of the Haines-to-Fairbank
pipeline which was recently turned ovei-

to the U.S. Government. The Bay Co.
(B.C.) Ltd. is the mechanical engineer-

ing and contracting firm while The Tide
Co. (B.C.) Ltd. handled the eléctrica!

contracting. W D. Whinery is president

of both companies while Paul Cote is

vice-i)resident of The Bay Co. (B.C.)

Ltd. and H. L. Fritz is vice-president

of The Tide Co. (B.C.) Ltd.

Construction will start in three week?
on a warehouse for W. R. Campbell Ltd
This will be completed in March.

Dreem Boats. & Marina Ltd. will

manufacture "Dreemboat" surf liners

and surf cruisers for sale in Canada and
the U.S. This new company will also be
distributors for other Canadian manu-
factured lines of pleasure crafts, marine
supplies and sporting goods. The com-
pany headed by President George Carey,

Vancouver, has ofíices in Seattle and
North Vancouver.

•
Canadian Organization Changes.—The
board of directors of MillsiDaugh Lim-
ited, Sheffield, England, wish to an-

nounce changes in their Canadian organ-
ization. The name of Had-Mil (Can-
ada) Limited has been changed lo

Millspaugh (Canada) Limited and the

Companys' head ofíices will be located at

1224 St. Catherine St. West, Montreal.
The Montreal ofíice will house the sales

and engineering departments of the com-
pany as well as the commercial and
accounting sections. Service engineers

will be available at ali times. James J.

Ross, who for the past five years has

been a director of Had-Mil (Canada)
Limited and managed the companys
affairs, remains on the board of direC'

tors and becomes executive vice-presi-

dent. A. T. Sutherland, who is weU
known to the Canadian paper industry

has joined the organization and be-

comes vice-president engineering.

•

Consulting Engineers' Publication. -

The board of directors of The Associn-

tion of Consulting Engineers of Canad..

(incorporated May 26th, 1925), has an-

nounced that the Daily Commercial
Xews and Building Record has beeu
designated as tlie official publication of

the Association. Ofíicers are: E. A.

Cross, M.E.I.C., Toronto, president; R. R.

Duquette, m.e.i.c, Montreal, vice-presi-

dent; G. Demers, m.b.i.o., J. G. Frost,

M.E.I.C, W. W. Lea, ali of Montreal, J.

F. McLaren and J. H. Ross, m.e.i.c, both

of Toronto, directors; W. G. Swann,
Vancouver, and K. E. Whitman, m.e.i.c,

Halifax, associate directors; H. H.
Angus, M E.i.c, Toronto, A. T. Hurter,

M.E.I.C, and E. A. Ryan, m.e.i.c., botb

of Montreal, past presidents (ex-officio)

;

F. J. Friedman, m.e.i.c, Montreal, hon-

orary secretary-treasurer ; R. W. Gould,

620 Catheart Street, Montreal, secretary.

Contract for Steel Pipe. — National

Tube Division of United States Steel

Corporation has announced that a firm

commitment has been made for 34-inch

high-pressure steel pine required for thá

Western leg of the Trans-Canada Pipe

Lines Limited gas pipe line project. This

pipe, produced in 40-foot lengths and

weighing 355 tons per mile, will be

manufactured at McKeesport, Pa., and

Orange, Texas, commencing in February,

1956, and will be completed in the sum-

mer of 1956. The large tonnage of line

pipe required for the 1956 construction

program will be laid from the Alberta-

Saskatchewan border to Winnipeg, Man.

The total line of approximately 2,300

miles involves the largest tonnage of

steel pipe for any single pipe line pro-

ject ever built.

Wire Rope Slings.—New wire rope sling

catalogue, .just issued by Donald Ropes

and Wire Cloth Limited, contains valu-

able sling data. The catalogue is com-

plete with rated capacity data tables

on ali types of Talurit, spliced, braided

and grommet slings. Sling fittings are

described by dimension tables. Illus-

trated are many typical sling applica-

tions. Available from Donald Wire

Ropes and Cloth Limited, Hamilton,

Ont.

This section of the Journal is intended to keep readers

informed on developments and changes in those

business and industrial enterprises, and on new
products, which aflfect the engineer.

If you write with respect to any of the items in this,

or other, sections please mention
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Transite' Pressure Pípe

wíth the new Ríng-Títe' Couplíng

Goes togetber fast! Lotks fight automatkally!

In community after community, water

distríct after water district. Transite

Pressure Pipe and the new Ring-tite

Coupling have made possible im-

portant cost-savings in water line in-

stallation time.

The Ring-Tite Coupling is effecting

installation savings everywhere be-

cause of its special features. To begin
with, pipes are aligned quickly, easily.

Coupling design not only provides
autoraatic aligning but also automatic

In this installation, ílexible Ring-

Tite joints permitted conformance

to gradual curves.

adjustment for expansion. Rubber
rings are siraply popped into grooves

for assembly; lubricated pipe ends

then slide in under rings smoothiy,

easily, and surely.

Pipe ends are automatically separ-

ated within the coupling. This separ-

ation gives the line flexibility to with-

stand shock and vibration, relieves

line stresses, permits conformance to

curves.

Like Transite Pressure Pipe, the

Ring-Tite Coupling sleeve is made of

asbestos and cement . . . it is strong

and durable, cannot rust, and is high-

ly resistant to corrosion. Installations

can be completed under adverse

weather, teraperature or terrain con-

ditions. No complicated equipment
is required.

For more Information write Canadian
Johns-Manville, 565 Lakeshore Rd. E.,

Port Credit, Ont., No. 5485.

I-3&&

r Lm1 1fsJ

^
C. ^1

'

A. Rubber rings

popped into

grooves before

assembly.

kJ
B. Lubricated pipe /

slides in under
J

' rubber rings. l_

C< Both pipes in

assembled posi-

tion. Rings

compressed and
locked in place.

JOHNS-MAKV7LLH

miPR.0DUCT9

Johns-ManvílIe TRANSITE PRESSURE PIPE
AN ÁSBÉSTOS-CEMENT PRODUCT
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Lt. Col. John By . . .

Biographical Notes

(Continued from page 15^8)

at being accused of illegal acts,

while in reality he was only fol-

lowing orders.

The colonel never came back to

Canada. Owing to failing health

he was once more placed on the

"unemployed list" and retired to

his estate near Frant, Sussex,

where he died on February 1, 1836,

at the age of fifty-six, though his

tombstone in the Frant parish

churchyard gives his age as fifty-

three.

So mucli for a sketch of Col.

By's eareer. What kind of man
was he?

Col. By was a man of "sterling

character and of an imusually

k i n d 1 y disposition", "enlarged

views and a good heart" and "an

able and efficient officer", "always

willing to encourage everything

calculated to advance the pros-

perity of Bytown and ever ready

to oppose what he believed to

militate against its interests." He
"always predicted a brilliant fu-

ture for the place" and enter-

tained the idea of the union of

the provinces, with Bytown as its

capital, but little credence was
given to his words.

A "man of great energy and de-
termination", when the nearly

finished Hogs Back dam on the

canal was swept away for the

second time by a spring flood, "he

said he would build it again and
again until it would stand, (even)

if he had to do it with solid half-

crown pieces".

At the beginnings of Bytown,
Col. By was virtually the emperor
of the place. It must have taken
a good deal of his time to kec])

some of its unruly elements in

order, especially as he was fre-

quently away from the town Jm
long periods on trips along the

canal. He administered by "mili-

tary rule". "He dealt promjitly

with abuses, e.g., he founcl a

liquor store playing havoc with
his workmen (and) gave the

proprietor twenty-four hours to

get ía) liccnse or quit. When he

didn't, Col. By raided the store

and closed it."

Col. By was Canada's leading

engineer of the time, who, through

no fault of his own, spent the last

years of his life under a cloud.

When he returned to England,

"instead of meeting with the re-

ception which he merited, he re-

ceived nothing but reproaches. . . .

This treatment acting on a natur-

ally weak constitution, íinally

caused his death. Many affirm

that he died of a broken heart,

having looked forward to some
royal mark of favour or honour

for his successful exertion in

carrying out the great work which

Canadian Institute of Mining and
Metallurgy (1117 St. Catherine St. W..
Montreal) . . . the sixth Empire min-
ing and metallurgical congress, Canada,
April 1957. A series of major conven-
tions in the larger Canadian citiés;

tours, inspections, publication of five

large volumes on Canadian mining, mill-

ing, petroleum and related subjects.

Sponsored by mining and metallurgical
institutions of the Commonwealth.

•

Fifth World Power Conference
(Canadian Comm'itteo, Laurentian Build-
ing, 54 Albert Street, Ottawa 4, Ont.) . . .

Vienna, June 17-23, 1956. The theme of

the conference is "World Energy Re-
.«ources in the Light of Recent Technical
and Economic Developments". Main
divisions of the program are as foUows:
I — The State and Development of
Power Production and Utilization in

Individual Countries; II — The Pre-
paration and Conversion of Fuels ; III —
Utilization of Primary Sources of
Energy; IV — Purification of Waste
Water and Waste Gas in the Productioij
and Use of Energy: V — International
Collaboration in the Production and
Use of Energy.

Canadian Electrical Association (1,">Í)

Craig St. W.. Montreal) , . . eastern zone
meeting for all divisions, Nova Scotian
Hotel, Halifax. N.S., January 16-19, 1956;
western zone meeting for all divisions,

MacDonald Hotel, Edmonton, Alta.,

March 19-22, 1956 . . . B.C. Fairchild.

CE.A- managing director was honoured
at the recent annual convention having
completed twenty-fivc years of service

to the Association.

•
Canadian Electrical Manufacturers As-
sociation . . . H. M. Turner of Toronto
was elected president at the annual
meeting in October. Mr. Turner is chair-
man of the lioard of Canadian General
P'Jectric Co. Ltd.

Canadian Institute of Tiniber Con-
struction (160 Lauricr Ave. W., Ottawa
4) . . . the annual meeting at the Royai
Vork Hotel, Toronto, March 28-30, 1956.

is . . . mighty evidence of his pro-

fessional skill and assiduity".

"As o'er the past my vision runs,

Gazing on Bytown's elder sons,

The portly Colonel I behold,

As plainly as in days of old,

Conjured before one at this hour,

By memorys undying power;

Seated on his great black steed,

Of stately form and noble breed,

A man who knew not how to flinch,

A British soldier every inch,

Courteous alike to low and high,

A gentleman was Colonel By."
William Pittman Lett, 1874

The American Institute of Chemical
Engineers (25 West 45th St., New York
36) . . . the annual meeting at the
Statler Hotel, Detroit, Mich., November
27-30, 1955.

•
Institute of the Aeronáutica! Sciences
(2 East 64th St., New York 21) . . . Ray-
mond L. Bisplinghoff, profes.sor of aero-
nautical engineering at Massachusetts
Institute of Technology will give the
Wright Brothers Lecture on December
17, 1955.

•
National Research Council (Ottawa 2)

. . . Dr. Leslie E. Howlett, director of

the Division of Applied Physics, has
been elected a member of the Interna-

tional Committee of Weights and Meas-
ures. The committee is the recognized
international body for formulating
standards to represent the basic units of

physical measurement, such as those of

length, mass, and electricity.

•
Patent Institute of Canada . . . Alan
Swabey, patent attorney, Montreal, was
elected president at the recent annual

meeting.
^

American Society for Engineering
Education . . . Dr. Lisle Rose, professor

of general engineering and director of

engineering information and publica-

tions, has been appointed editor of the

A.S.E.E. publications, and public rela-

tions director. A.S.E.E. headquarters anel

editorial offices are now at University of

Illinois . . . Dr. Maynard M. Boring.

consultant on manpower at the General

Electric Company, is the president of

the Society.
•

Society of Plastics Engineers (S. A.

McElroy, Hercules Powder Company.
865 Union Commerce Bldg., Cleveland,

Ghio) . . . the 12th annual meeting,

Hotel Statler, Cleveland, Ohio, January
18-20, 19.56.

•
Institution of Electrical Engineers

(Savoy Place, London, W.C.2, England)

. . . a convention on digital computar
techniques, in the Institution Building,

April 9 to 13, 19.56. Ten sessions and

additional specialist sessions, visits to

digital computar installations.

News of Other Societies
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irS WESTINGHOUSE

THE WORLD S BEST MOTOR. ..FOR YOU

Motor problems cost money. Here is a motor that will run longer and work

harder for you than any other motor you have ever had.

For instance, the new and exclusive insulating system allows r

The new Bondar insulating enamel lasts three times longer than conventional enamels.

The new Mylar slot cell insulation is stronger than will ever be needed.

The new Bondite impregnating varnísh sheds water and shrugs off corrosive elements.

you CAN BE SURE WJ
• • ITS T tCSLIII^ÍXOXISC CANAOIAN WESTINGHOUSE COMPANY LIMITED, HAMILTOM

"See ^Vs top dramatic show We$tínghouse 'Sludio One' Mondays aí 10 p.w."
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The Helicopter

. . . and the Engineer
e

by

W. H. D. Hanchet, m.e.i.c,

Doman-Fleet Helicopters,

Fort Erie, Ont.

Read at the 69th Annual General and Professional Meetingof

The Engineering Tnstitiite of Canada, Toronto, May 1955,

One of the major obstacles to

the expansion and development of

Canada is lack of adequate trans-

portation; another obstacle is the

shortage of technical manpower,
which is aggravated by the former.

In the period between the world
wars, the bush airplane was used
extensively to provide transporta-

tion to our north country. Thus
surveyors, geologists, engineers and
other technical men were enabled
to carry out their work withoiit

spending an undue amount of time
reaching it. This outstanding ad-
vantage was partially offset by an
important and inherent limitation

of the airplane, i.e., the require-

ment of a large open stretch of

land, water or snow for landing and
take-off. While this limitation was
and still is insignificant in those
parts of the country where poten-
tial landing áreas, particularly

lakcs and rivers, are plentiful, the
airplane could not provide rapid

transportation in mountains, mus-
keg and solid bush.

Shortly after the end of world
war II, there emerged a vehicle

closely related to the airplane in

a sense, but possessing quite differ-

ent characteristics — the helicop-

ter. It is this vehicle, its char-

acteristics and its application in

the íield of engineering in Canada
which are discussed in this paper.

These are presented from the point

of view of the customer of helicop-

ter Service rather than that of the

designer or operator, although
these will be mentioned for

amplification.

According to the Oxford Dic-

tionary, the helicopter is a "flying-

machine deriving both its lift and
its propulsive power from hori-

zontally revolving blades or rotors,

and capable of ascending and
descending vertically". For the

purposes of this paper, it is neces-

sary to add that the helicopter is

a vehicle, not just a flying machine,
and that it can hover and fly side-

ways and backwards in addition to

ascending and descending verti-

cally.

The important flight character-
istics of the helicopter can be read-

ily deduced from Fig. 1 which
shows Dower reqnired to maintain
levei flight vs. forward airspeed.

This graph applies, in general, to

ali current helicopters, hence per-

centages of b.h.p and Vmax are

used, rather than absolute values.

Curve ABCD shows the power
required by the helicopter to main-
tain levei flight, and EF shows the
engine power available. Levei flight

is possible onlv where ABCD is be-

low EF. The point G, where ABCD
meets EF is one where levei flight

is just possible; an increase in speed

would result in loss of height, hence
G' represents Vmax.

Point B is the lowest point on

ABCD. and is therefore the point

at which maximum power is avail-

able for climbing or acceleration.

B' represents Vclimb, which is

about 50 per cent of Vmax. The
point of tangency between ABCD
and a straight Une through the

origin is point C, which is where
the greatest V for the least b.h.p.

occurs. Thus C represents Vmax.
ranffe, which is about 75 per cent

of Vmax, and which is usually

close to the actual cruising speed.

The fact that point A is below
point E indicates that the helicop-

ter can maintain levei flight at

zero forward airspeed, i.e., it can
hover. AE represents the excess

power available for vertical clinib.

Figure 1 indicates that the con-

ditions shown apply to one gross

weight and one dcnsity altitude

only. When the gross weight in-

As an extension lo the original

function of the bush aircraft in

serving remole áreas, the hel-

icopter has emerged since the

last world war. l he character-

istics and application of the

helicopter in the íield of en-

gineering in Canada are dis-

cussed in this paper.

creases, the curve ABCD is moved
upwards on the graph. When
points A and E coincide, the heli-

copter can just hover, and if gross

weight is increased further, the

helicopter can maintain levei flight

only with some forward airspeed.

It should also be noted that as

ABCD moves upwards, point G
moves to the left, i.e., Vmax is

reduced. When gross weight is re-

duced, ABCD moves downwards,
and less power is required to hover
and Vmax is increased. In general,

increase in gross weight results in

decrease in performance, and vice

versa.

Density altitude is an expression

of air density in terms of altitude.

On a "standard day", the density

altitude at a point 3,000 ft. above
sea levei is 3,000 ft. On a hot day.

the density altitude at this point

might be 5,000 ft., and on a cold

day it might be 1,000 ft.

Increase in density altitude not

only moves ABCD upwards, l)ut

moves EF downwards, as available

engine power is adversely aífccted.

At a given gross weight, density

altitude may be increased to the

point where A and E coincide. This

density altitude is callcd the

"hovering cciling" and applies

only to one gross weight. The lower

the gross weight, the higher the

THE ENGINEERING JOURNAL December, 1955 1643



hovering ceiling, and vice versa.

Also, the lower the density altitude

the higher the performance, and
vice versa.

As will be pointed out later, the

most iniportant single characteris-

tic of a helicopter is its ability to

hover, so that the prime concern

of the operator and his customer
is, in terms of Figure 1, to keep
point A below point E at ali times.

Since density altitude cannot be
directly controlled, variation in

gross weight is the only tool avail-

able to accomplish this feat.

The question of weight is all-

important in the aircraft industry,

as will be appreciated by referring

to Fig. 2. This graph shows the

weight breakdown of a typical heli-

copter in terms of range or endur-

ance. The weight empty includes

unusable and reserve fuel, emer-
gency rations, radio, etc, in addi-

tion to aircraft weight, and does not

vary with range or endurance. The
crew weight includes the pilot and
any others who may be necessary

for the operation of the helicopter,

e.g., air engineer, navigator, co-

pilot. This does not vary with
range or endurance.

Fuel weight is zero for zero range
or endurance and increases in pro-

portion to those factors. The line

AB represents gross weight, which
is independent of range and en-

durance, and payload is what re-

mains between AB and the fuel

line CD. Payload is higher over
short distances than over long dis-

tances where greater fuel is re-

quired. Since payload consists of

cargo and passengers who are car-

ried for pay on a cost per pound
basis, it is apparent that weight
empty, crew weight and fuel weight

should be kept as low as possible,

and that gross weight should be as

high as possible for maximum
available payload and maximum
potential revenue.

In Canada, the Department of

Transport establishes a maximum
gross weight for each model of

helicopter. In addition, perform-

ance limitations may force opera-

tion at gross weights lower than

the maximum, as previously dis-

cussed, hence payload is caught in

a squeeeze. Payload is kept high

by operating the helicopter over

the shortest possible distances,

which is also desirable from other

points of view, and is also achieved

by paring ali unnecessary weight

from the helicopter. It is vital,

however, that gross weight should

be increased only to the point

where performance is adequate for

the job in hand plus a margin of

safety.

Under normal conditions, the

helicopter can climb at any for-

ward speed from zero to 100 per

cent Vmax, l)ut does so most effic-

iently at about 50 per cent Vmax.
Similarly, in the "power-oíí" con-

dition, the helicopter can descend
in controlled autorotation at vir-

tually any speed. but does so most
efficicntly at about 50 per cent

Vmax. Autorotation may be lik-

ened to the glide of an airplane,

but the ability of the helicopter to

settle to the ground at or near
zero speed renders it much safer

than the airplane, as it has a much
wider variety of safe landing áreas,

and can actually land in solid bush
fairly safely, although it will suffer

damage.
In order that the helicopter pilot

may be prepared for autorotation

at any time, it is desirable to ac-

celerate to 50 per cent Vmax as

soon as possible after take-oíT, and
to approach for landing at approxi-

mately the same speed, although
the final landing is made at zero

speed. Thus the ideal operating

base for a helicopter should have
clearance for inclined take-oíf and
landing paths. The actual button
or platform on Avhich the helicop-

ter sits need be only large enough
to accommodate the landing gear

plus a small margin, but a much
greater area is required for rotor

clearance. Thus a mountain peak
fifteen feet square might sufíice for

a helicopter base if there were no
trees or other obstacles in the area,

whereas an area at least 200 feet

square, with a fifteen foot square

levei patch in the middle, would
be necessary for the smallest heli-

copter if surrounding trees were no
greater than fifty feet high. Thus,

although the helicopter should

theoretically operate from bases

which permit rotor clearance only,

this does not hold true in practice.

It should be remembered, however,

that there are many times more
natural landing places for a heli-

copter than for an airplane, and

that the effort required to clear a

suitable area in the bush is much
less than would be required for the

smallest of airstrips.

The ease of piloting a helicopter

is of concern to the operator and

designer, but not the customer.

The Canadian helicopter pilots who
fly in our bush country are ali pro-

fessionals, and the idea of amateur
helicopter pilots flying in remote

áreas is to be discouraged.

Similarly, helicopter mainten-

ance is performed by a trained air

engineer, whose main duties are re-

fuelling, lubrication and inspection.

A typical crew consists of one pilot

and one air engineer who, between

them, can supply sufficient muscle

power to carry out any anticipated

work in the bush. Incidentally, the

air engineer does not usually fly on

operations, but oversees cargo

loading and unloading.

Closely relatcd to the work of

the air engineer is the subject of

spare parts. A small stock of com-

nionly replaced items such as seals,

gaskets, and small parts is kept

with the helicopter at its base in

the bush, but major units are held

at some main base or depot. Thus,

if some unforeseen emergency

arises and a major spare part is

required, some rapid means of

transportation between the bush

Fig. 1. Power required
to maintain levei flight

r. forward airspeed. 1.

Constant gross weight.
2. Constant density al-

titude.

|B^ |C^ IG^

VcLIMS VcRUISE VmoX

SPEED- %Vm« '°°
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PAYLOAD

FUEL

CREW

WEIGHT EMPTY

Fig. 2. Typical helicop-
ter weight analysis, in
ternis of range or en-
durance.

RANGE OR ENDURANCE-7o TOTAL

base and main base niust be pro-

vided.

The fuels and lubricants required

by a helicopter are those used ex-

tensively in the aviation field, and
transportation to the bush is the

major problem presented by these

items. Time and cost dictate the
means of transportation nsed to

supply gas caches, and these run
from barge to helicopter. It is not
unusual to establish gas caches for

a helicopter operation a year in ad-
vance, nor is it impossible to begin
an operation almost from scratch
— at a cost!

Types of Helicopter

Up to this point in the paper,

the term "helicopter" has been
used in a general sense. Those used
commercially in (danada do happen
to fali into two distinct categories,

each of whic^^i is described below.
The first type includes both the

Bell 47 and Hiller 360, and carries

a pilot and up to two passengers
or 400 Ib. Cruising speed is about
65 m.p.h. and useful maximum

I
range is about 100 miles. The in-

itial cost is about $35,000 in Can-
ada, and the prevailing charter rate
is $100 per íiying hour and up.
Since the Bell 47 outnumbers the
Hiller 360 in Canada by a substan-

|tial ratio, the word "Bell" will be
;
used hereinafter to cover this type.
The second type is the Sikorsky

' S-55 which carries a pilot and up to
seven passengers or 1,500 Ib. Cruis-
ing speed is about 85 m.p.h. and
useful maximum range in the
neighbourhood of 200 miles. The

I Canadian selling price is about
$155,000, and the charter rate
starts at about $200 per flying

hour.

The above figures may be called

average or typical; they are not

Fig. 3. Elapsed time:
80-m.p.h. helicopter v.

120-ni.p.h. airplane.

taken from the manufacturers'

sales literature, but represent the

opinions of several experienced

Canadian helicopter operators.

Serving The Engineer

Up to this point this paper has

dealt with the helicopter in gen-

eral, its characLeristics, landing re-

quirements and operator's prob-

lems, and has described the two
types used in this country at pres-

ent. It is time now to superimpose

this Information on that concern-

ing the problems of Canadian engi-

neers, and to determine how the

helicopter can serve the engineer.

Since the helicopter is, by re-

vised definition, a vehicle, it ap-

pears logical to compare it with

other vehicles in ordcr to find out

what particular advantages enable

it to compete with other vehicles,

and under what circumstances

these advantages are most im-

pressive.

Broadly speaking. the helicopter

is faster than any land or water

borne transport, and requires no

prepared road or track other than

small clear áreas to land and takc-

off. The following general formula
applies to ali forms of transport:

., cost per hour
cost per ton mile= j

ton-milesper liour

The high hourly cost and low
carrying capacity of the specific

helicopters discussed above rend-

ers the cost per ton-mile very high,

in spite of their speed, and it is

apparent that the helicopter does

not compete with trucks, trains

and boats, which carry large pay-
loads at moderate costs in áreas

where these vehicles can maintain
fair speeds. If, however, the cost

per hour of, say, a truck were to

include the cost of a special pri-

vate road, or if the only available

road i-educed truck speed by 90 per

DISTANCE— MILES

cent or more, then the helicopter

would almost certainly compete
favourably. A general statement

that the helicopter competes with

surface transportation only where
the latter is very slow due to lack

of facilities, or costly if facilities

must be provided, leads to the

specific conclusion that such con-

ditions prevail in the Canadian
bush. The term "bush", of course,

includes mountains, muskegs and
bodies of water as well as the for-

ests implied in the name.

Since the helicopter dtjpends

largely upon speed and economy
for competitive survival with

ground vehicles, one might well

wonder how it survives in the

presence of the airplane, as a typi-

cal bush airplane is faster and

cheaper and carries more payload

than its helicopter countcrpart.

One explanation of this apparent

paradox is that, while the airplane

has a higher cruising speed, it

wastes a certain amount of time

in taxiing and manoeuvring, and

actually takes longcr to travei be-

twccn two points than the helicop-
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ter where the two points are close

together.

Figure 3 illustrates this point by
showing aii 8()-m.p.h. helicopter

leaving at zero time chased by 120-

m.p.h. airplanes at five minute in-

tervals. The fii-st plane catches
the helicopter in 20 miles, the sec-

ond in 40, the third in 60 and so on.

This means that an 80 m.p.h. heli-

copter is faster between any two
points up to 60 miles apart than a
120 m.p.h. airplane if the latter

spends 15 minutes or more in taxi-

ing and other manoeuvring. This
is, however, only one aspect of the
whole question.

Even more significant is the fact

that the airplane can not, in gen-
eral, take off from the exact spot
where the payload originates, nor
can it land at the ultimate destina-
tion. Thus the actual time for air-

plane transportation is increased
by the time required for ground
transportation of one sort or an-
other, and the actual cost is in-

creased by ground transportation
costs. The helicopter, in general,
can eliminatc this extra time and
cost thanks to its ability to oper-
ate from small .spaces. In addition,
bulky loads can be carried extern-
ally by helicopter, thus reducing
loading and unloading time to a
minimum.

In áreas suitable for airjjlane

operation, the helicopter might
compete on an overall time basis
over distances of one or two hun-
dred miles, but on a cost basis,
helicopter comi)ctition is limited to
distances of a very few miles.

In certain arcas, airplanes are
unable to operate owing to lack of
landing áreas, and during freeze-up
and break-up most bush airplanes
are grounded. In such cases, the
hclico[)ter alone is able to provide
air transportation, and competes
only with ground vehicles, if any.
Although there is, perhaps a

small amount of competition be-
tween the helicopter and the air-
plane, the two vehicles are com-
plementary rather than competi-
tive. The airplane carries its pay-
load as close as possible to the
destination, and the helicopter
takes over to close the gap. Since
the airplane is an older vehicle
than the helicopter, it is, perhaps,
more tactful to say that the latter
enhances the value of the former
rather than vice versa. The air-

plane does play a role in the suc-
cess of the helicopter operation in

that it provides a lifeline back to

civilization, and may be used to

1646

carry fuel and spare parts for the

helicopter as required. Thus, the

two vehicles operate as a trans-

portation team in the Canadian
íjush — an unbeatable team in

nearly every respect.

It has been established, there-

forc, where the helicopter may be
used to best advantage; it remains

to examine the need for trans-

portation in order to establish

specific applications.

The need for transportation in

the Canadian bush arises from the

fact that these áreas are rich in the

natural resources upon which some
of our basic industries depend. The
primary industries of Canada, as

defined in the Canada Year Book,
are: agriculture, fishing, trapping,

forestry, mining, and electric pow-
er. Of these only forestry, mining,

and electric power are of direct

concern to the engineer, and it is to

these that the application of the

helicopter are studied in this paj)er.

Topographical Maps

Before discussing each separate-

ly, there is one feature common to

ali and that is the need for accu-

rate maps. The Dominion Govern-
ment has undcrtaken to provide

topographical maps of various

scalcs for the entire country, and
uses aerial photographs with

ground triangulation and altitude

control for this purpose. Photo-
graphy is, of course, carried out
from high-flying airplanes, but
helicopters are playing an import-

ant part in the ground survey.

In triangulation work, helicop-

ters have been used extensively by
the Canadian Army and the De-
partment of Mines and Technical
Surveys for more than five years.

The áreas of operation range from
the Yukon to Northern Quebec,
and could not conceivably be
classified as anything but bush
áreas.

To date, the Bell helicopter has

been used almost exclusively on
this work, and its application is

quite simple and straightforward.

It is used to carry surveyors, In-

struments, and targets from base

camps or close to triangulation

points. Base camps are moved fre-

quently during the season by
means of a supporting bush air-

plane such as the Beaver, which
also serves as a link with civiliza-

tion. In some áreas, it may be
necessary to use a larger helicopter,

such as the S-55, for support if the

terrain is such that the Beaver
cannot operate.

The use of helicopters on tri-

angulation work reduces the time
and energy required to travei to

and from stations, permits flexibil-

ity in the day to day selection of

stations, and, in conjunction with

the use of a support airplane, elim-

ina tes the need for pack horses.

Secondary benefits, such as con-

tinuous rapid contact with civiliza-

tion in the event of emergency,
continuous daily control at base

camp, and the fact that more com-
fortable living conditions prevail

cannot, perhaps, be measured in

dollars and cents, but these bene-

fits contribute to the morale and



Fig. 5. Department of Transport Bell helicopter landing on the Arctic supply
ship C. D. Hoive.

efficiency of the party. These bene-

fits usually apply to ali other heli-

copter operations in the bush.

It has been found from actual

experience that the cost of map-
ping one square mile by means of

helicopter is approximately the

same as the cost using ground
transportation, and that the form-

er method permits four to five

times the amount of coverage in

a season. This means that a rela-

tively small number of survey
parties can map a much larger area

than before at the same cost.

Another aspect of topographical

survey is horizontal control. It has
been found that barometric survey
using a helicopter can be done
rapidly and economically within

acceptable limits. Not only is it

much faster than conventional
levelling, but it can be carried out
in áreas such as muskeg where con-

ventional methods are impossible.

The technique employed is to fly

a predetermined pattern, and read
the barometer at regular intervals.

Deviations from the pattern can
be made for spot checking indivi-

dual features, thus a certain flexi-

bility of operation is possible.

To summarize, briefly, the heli-

copter permits topographical sur-

vey work to be carried out much
more rapidly than before, and at

no extra cost. For a country the

size of ours with its small popula-
tion and chronic shortage of tech-

nical manpower, this contribution

assumes great importance.

Geological Reconnaissance

In addition to providing topo-

graphical maps, the Dominion
(iovernment has undertaken to

conduct a geological reconnaissance

of the entire country, i.e., 3.6 mil-

lion square miles of land area. The
Geological Survey of Canada,
which is a branch of Mines and
Technical Surveys, has been tackl-

ing this job for over a century, and
has not yel completed one-third.

Since the remainder is more difficult

than the part completed, owing to

distance and the fact that it is

largely bush country, it would be

almost impossible to predict when
the task might be completed un-

less new techniques were intro-

duced. FoUowing a series of suc-

cessful experiments, however, it

now appears that a complete geo-

logical reconnaissance of Canada
is made possible within a genera-

tion by using helicopters for trans-

portation.

The technique employed is to

fly predetermined traverses from a

base camp, with a geologist as ob-

server. When the geologist spots

interesting features, the helicopter

lands, while he obtains samples,

and if the area is uninteresting

geologically, alternate traverses are

omitted to save time. This method
has several outstanding advantages

over earlier methods which de-

pended largely on canoe trans-

portation. The cost, using helicop-

ters, is no greater than before, and
probably less, while the area cov-

ered in a season is about 25 times

as great. Control and supervision

are improved because ali members
of a party operate from the same
camp, hence the quality of the re-

sults is more uniform. Complete
flexibility of operation is possible,

permitting more time lo be spent

on interesting features, and less on

uninteresting ones, and uniform
coverage is assured because there

is no de|)endcnce upon waterways
as there is in the case of cauoe
transportation. Finally, the leiíglh

of the working season, formeriy

limited to the time between break-
iip and freeze-up, is increased, as

lhe helicopter is not limited bv
lliesc factors; this is {)articularly

iniportant in the far North where
tlie season would otherwise be
v{ TV short or non-existent

In addition to reconnaissance
work, the helicopter has been used
l)urcly to transport gcologists to

and from diíHcult if not iiuiccessihle

spots. This is sonicwhat similar to

its use in topographical survey
work.

Bell helicopters have been used

exclusively on geological survey
work .so far, but this year S-55's

will be used on an operation in

the Arctic Islands. It is used rather

than the Bell, in this instance, to

provide both greater range and
greater payload. The main use of

the helicopters will be transporta-

tion, but it is expected that some
reconnaissance will also be carried

out.

The Dominion Government is

not the only user of helicopters for

survey work. In Labrador, last

year, the liritish Newfoundlanil
Corporation employed two Bell

helicopters and several Beaver air-

planes on their engineering and
mineralogical surveys. The tech-

niques used were comparable to

those discussed previously, and the

operation of both helicopters and
aircraft was so satisfactory that it

will be repeated in extending the
work this year. Officials of the

Corporation stated that only the
use of helicopters made it prac-

ticable to conduct such a survey in

that portion of Labrador.

Mining

Of the three primary industries

in question, mining has probably
used helicopters more extensively

than the others, and will be eon-

sidered first on that basis. Mining,
for the purposes of this paper, is

taken to include the search for

minerais, including i)etn)lcuni, and
their removal from the ground. It

is in connection with the search

that helicopters are used most
extensively.

The presence of a mineral in the

ground niay be indicated by geo-

logical methods, by one of the

many airborne and ground based

devices which indicate changes in
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F>g. 6. Sikorsky helicopter approaching a niountain ledge base operated during
the Iludson Bay inining development.

radioactivity, magnetism and
gravity, by recording the resiilts

of an artificial earthquake on a

seismograph, and no doubt many
others. In most cases, however,

the final proof of the presence of

a mineral is obtained by drilling

a hole in the ground.

The use of the helicopter for

geological survey by the Govern-

ment has been discussed, and the

same reniarks apjjly to its use by
petroleum and mining companies

who use it frequently for this

work. Most airborne detecting de-

vices have been carried in air-

planes until now, as the high

speed and long range of the latter

enabled large áreas to be surveyed

in a short time. Newer Instru-

ments which give more accurate

results are under development. At

least some of these require slow

and accurate contour flying, and
it appears that the helicopter will

prove useful in this work. In

petroleum exploration work, Bell

helicopters have frequently been

used for gravity meter surveys.

This is similar in technique to

barometric levelling, and produces

rapid results economically. The
main probleni in seismic work is

to carry a drill and other heavy
equipment between individual

points over a predetermined route,

and the S-55 was used experimen-
tally for this work last year. The
experiment proved successful, and
more extensive application is

scheduled for this year. Seismic

work is vital to the petroleum in-

dustry, and in muskeg this could

only be carried out in the winter

when the ground was frozen. Now,
the helicopter makes seismic ex-

ploration possible on a year round
basis in Canada.

During the past two summers,
Hudson Bay Mining and Smelt-
ing has carried out mineralógica!

exploration work in the Yukon
using an S-55. This helicopter was
used to transport geologists and
prospectors from camp to camp,
and keep them supplied from the

base camp. In addition, a specially

designed diamond drill rig and
drill crew were carried by heli-

copter to promising locations in

order that sample cores might be
obtained on the spot. It is inter-

esting to note that the drill and
other loads carried were tailored

to fit the capabilities of the heli-

copter—an important precept in

helicopter operations.

On this project, the helicopter

replaced pack horses, and a com-

parison shows that the use of this

helicopter increased the area cov-

ered more than 600 per cent and
reduced the cost more than 50 per

cent.

Last year, two independent heli-

copter operators based S-55's in

Ontário and moved many drill rigs

in the bush for Eastern drilling

and mining companies with con-

siderable success.

The helicopter, then, is suitable

for use in many difi'erent methods
of mining exploration and has, in

fact, been used successfully in this

role in Canada. This, perhaps, is

the only important direct use of

helicopters in the mining industry,

but they were used in connection
with the railroads built to take
ore from Knob Lake in Labrador
and Lynn Lake in Manitoba. On
these projects, Bells were used
priniarily to carry supervisory
personnel on inspections, and were
also used for survey and location,

and to provide emergency evacua-
tion of sick or injured men.

Electric Power

The electric power industry
uses helicopters in several different

ways. The Hydro-Electric Power

Commission of Ontário has used

Bell helicopters to patrol power
transmission lines for several

years, and has realized several

benefits from the changeover from
ground transportation. The
method of patrol used is to fly at

low speed a short distance above
and beside the lines while an ob-

server notes imperfections in lines

and towers. Using this method,

the entire Ontário Hydro network

can be inspected in a short time,

and because of the fiexibility of

operation of the helicopter it is

possible to inspect more closely

than heretofore. Almost inaccess-

ible lines, such as long spans across

water or ravines present no addi-

tional probleni to the helicopter,

whereas formerly such lines had
to be lowered for inspection.

In addition to patrol, Ontário

Hydro helicopters have been used

for repair and other emergency
work, thus reducing service inter-

ruption, particularly in the winter.

They have also been used to sur-

vey and locate new lines in bush
country, and havç been used to

string lines over difficult obstacles.

The helicopter has already made
a contribution to the St. Lawrence
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Seaway and its associated power
project, as an RCAF machine was
used to carry out soundings in a

stretch of water where boats could

not operate, and where no other

method was practicable. Similar

work had been done in connection

with the Niagara Remediai Works.
Thus the usefiilness of the helicop-

ter to the engineer is by no means
restricted to the bush.

Hydro-Quebec also used helicop-

ters for power line location in con-

nection with the Bersimis River

power development project, but
unlike Ontário chartered Bells froni

commercial operators rather than
owning its own. The helicopters

were intended primarily for survey

and location work, and proved
very successful in these roles. They
were also pressed into service as

surveyors' targets, carried provi-

sions from civilization to camp,
moved camps and carried injured

and sick men out for treatment.

Kitimat

The uses of helicopters by the

Hydro Commissions of both On-
tário and Quebec might almost be
termed routine, but another elec-

tric power development in British

Columbia used helicopters on such

a scale and in such a way that

there was no hint of the routine.

The project is usually referred to

simply as Kitimat, and must cer-

tainly be familiar to members of

the Engineering Institute.

At the very outset of this pro-

ject, a chartered helicopter was
used to conduct an initial survey.

This lasted 10 days, instead of an
estimated three years had a heli-

copter not been used. The long

water tunnel was located by tri-

angulation in six weeks using a

helicopter, whereas this job might
well have taken two years other-

wise.

The major job required of the

helicopter fleet was to fly men and
materiais to construction camps in

the mountains. To do this, the
helicopters first carried in pre-cut

lumber from which landing plat-

forms were made, and, on at least

one occasion, carried up a smal!

village of pre-fabricated houses. In
eífect, a small airline service was
provided between mountain plat-

forms and the main camp in the
valley. In this way travelling time
from camp to work was kept to a
minimum, and supplies were made
available on a few minutes' notice.

So the work at Kemano was ex-

pedited, and so also was the con-

struction of the power line to

Kitimat.

Apart from the main work, heli-

copters were called upon frequent-

ly to pinch hit when surface trans-

portation broke down, and on one
memorable occasion sprayed lamp-

black on a frozen lake to opcn it

for transportation earlier than

usual. Many injured men received

prompt carc when evacuated by
helicopter, and several owe thoir

lives to its work. For the first time

in commercial helicopter operation,

outsized loads were carried under

the S-55, and many useful refinc-

ments of this tcchnique were work-
ed out on the project.

By 1953, the ficet of seven Bells

and two S-55's accumulated over

2,000 hours on the job, and carried

over a million pounds of cargo and
an untold number of passengers in

the proce.ss. This is the briefest of

summaries, but some idea of its

relative importance may be judged
by the fact that Carl Agar, who
operated the helicopter fleet, was
recently honoured by the Ameri-
can Helicopter Society for his con-

tribution to the progress of helicop-

ter operation. He is the first com-
mercial operator in the world to

be so honoured, and the award is

based largely, but not entirely,

upon his work on the Kitimat pro-

ject. Mr. Agar's company, Okana-
gan Helicopters, is the largest

helicopter operator in the world,

and is unique among the other

major Canadian operators in that

it owns no fixed wing airplanes.

Forestry

Turning now to the final basic

industry, we find that helicopters

have been used successfully, but on
a small scale in forestry. One of

the most valuable contributions of

the helicopter in any field in Can-
ada is that of forest fire fighting,

and here the helicopter has been
used successfully. For the most
part, helicopters have been sup-

plied by the RCAF, RCN or On-
tário Hydro, as most companies
and agencies will apparently use

helicopters freely, particularly if

they are supplied free of charge,

but appear reluctant to pay for

them. There are exceptions to this

rule, notably the Province of On-
tário, and it is hoped that more
protective agencies will follow suit,

as there is no doubt as to the value

of the helicopter in this role.

Other jobs which have been car-

ried out by helicopter are timber

cruising, road location, log drives,

and transportation of supervi.sors

for inspection. (Complete camp sup-

piy and personnel transportation

by helicopter to save road con-

struction time and costs is a

wortliy field for the forestry indus-

{Contiruied nn page 1056)
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The economical production of power from

nuclear energy is now a subject of world-wide

interest. It is the intention of the Engineering

Journal to keep abreast of developments in this

field, particularly as they affect Canada. This

paper discusses one aspect, though a major one

—

the chemical items in the eventual cost of atomic

power. Another paper in this issue deals with the

design of Canada's prototype demonstration

nuclear-electric power plant.

The attainment of economic
atomic power is coming closer but

there is slill a tremendous amount
of development work to be done.

One's first reaction is to think that

a lot of this will be done by the

physicists but this is not so. It is

true that ali the basic work was
done by them, and they will con-

tinue to contribute a great dcal,

but most of the work from now
on will be done by the chemists

and engineers. The final cost of

atomic power will be made up of

many items, cajjital, fuel inven-

tory, operations, fuel processing.

etc, and of these the items which
could be called chemical are far

from negligible. This discussion

deals with chemical items only.

There are two rather serious

obstacles which limit the discus-

sion. The first is security and the

second is the absence of practical

experience which comes from de-

signing and operating plants. By
making a few assumptions, how-
ever, it is hoped that a fairly clear

picture can be presented of just

how much the chemical operations

will cost and in what directions

cost reductions may be possible.

Only the Canadian viewpoint has
been considered.

The first question that comes
to one's mind is, "with ali the

water power, oil, etc, we have in

Canada do we need atomic pow-
er?" To answer this question the

whole energy picture will have to

be examined.
Piitnam in his book "Energy in

the Future"' makes a thorough
study of the subject from ali

angles. Briefly his conclusions are

that we are now living on our
"capital" of fóssil fuels and the

"capital" is being depleted rapid-

ly. This can best be illustrated by
Figure 1. Here the increase in

energy consumption is about 4 per

Read at a joint meeting of the Chemical
Institute of Canada and E.I.C., Brock-
ville, Ont., Feb. 1955.

cent per annum. This increase is

made up of two factors, a world
population increase of about 0.9

per cent per annum, and an in-

crease in per capita consumption
of energy of about 3 per cent per
annum.
The iniporlant fact to note is

that if the fóssil fuels were the

only source of energy and the
energy consumption curve is as

shown, the world's supply of fuel

would be exhausted by about 2020
A.D. Nuclear fuels, on the other
hand, can produce an estimated

575Q or 575 x W B.t.u., which
even if the curve was projected on
would only last until around 2100
A.D. This is too long a projection

to be significant, since the curve
has to flatten out eventually and
this may happen before 2100 A.D.

Ptitnam considers that "income"
sources of energy such as solar

energy, wood, waterpower, can
only provide 7-15 per cent of the
energy required for the next cen-

tury at a cost not over twice that
of 1950. Therefore fóssil and
nuclear fuels will have to provide
some 65Q during the next century.

With only a total of about 27Q
available from fóssil fuels it is ob-

Chemical

Atomic

vious that well over 40Q will

have to come from nuclear fuels

by 2050 A.D. This clearly indi-

cates that nuclear fuels must be
developed. Putnam believes that
unlcss their utilization begins by
1975 the eftect of increased energy
cost may become noticeable.

Canadá'» Position

The long range energy picture

for any large country in the world
will be .somewhat as above. It will

probably be true for Canada. The
short range picture for each coun-

try will be a little difi"erent de-

pending on local energy sources.

Electricity is the most conve-
nient form of energy so for the rest

of this discussion it will be the

only form flealt with. Canada is

well endowed with water power
and it used to be considered that

the supply was inexhaustible. This

is certainly not true of some áreas.

It is quite evident^ that there is

still much undeveloped water
power but not much left near the

arca of greatest population and
energy consumption — Southern
Ontário. In fact this area already

has several coal-fired power sta-

tions. A plot of the peak load

Fig. 1. Predicted
cunmlative world
energy consump-
tion. (Assuming
world population
in 2050 A.D. will
be 6000 inillion
and per capita
increase in energy
consumption
constant at 3% a
year.) Fóssil fuel
reserves taken as
ali recoverable at
twice 1950 costs.
Nuclear fuel re-
serves are urani-
um and tliorium
produced for less
than $100/lb.l
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Factors in

Power Development
br

W. M. Campbell,
Head, Chemical Engineering Branch,

Atomic Energy oj Canada Limited,

Chalk River, Onl.

curve for this area shows that the

energy consiimption is increasing

at the rate of 5.7 per cent per

year^ and by about 1962 coal or

nuclear power will be the only

means of satisfying this increas-

ing demand. Lewis* has assessed

the j)()wer siipply and demand in

Canada for several decades and
after niaking allowances for ex-

pansion in water and coal power
he concludes that nuclear power
is going to provide a large part of

the new demand. His predicted

growth of nuclear power is shown
in Fig. 2. It ãs assumed here that

nuclear technology can be devel-

oped rapidly enough to permit this

expansion, but this assumption

does not seem unreasonable.

Basic Nuclear Considerations

With the long range need for

atomic power established and the

short range predictions for Canada
presented the next step is to see

how much the chemist and chemi-
oal engineer will contribute to this.

But first some of the basic physics
and chemistry of a power reactor

scheme will have to be considered.

Most of the reactors use natural

uranium, a material which con-

tains one part of U-"'' in 140 parts

of U"*. Without this small amount
of a natural uranium reactor

would not operate. Uranium 235
is fissile and when a neutron, an
uncharged particle made up of one
proton and one electron, strikes a
IJ-'' nucleus the following reac-

tions take place.

neutron + IJ-^* nucleus >
2 fission product nuclei -\- 2.5

neutrons (1)

One of the 2.5 neutrons released

carries on the chain reaction by
striking another CJ-'" nucleus. For
every U-''^ atom which undergoes
fission, one fissile atom is lost but
this can be replaced by a second
reaction as foliows:

Fig. 2. Predict-
ed growth of nu-
clear power iii

Canada. (Kef.
AECL repor t DK
3.5A).

YEAR
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neutron -|- U-"^ nucleus -*

U-^" nucleus ->

Np "» + /3 particle >
Pu-'-' nucleus -f- /3 particle (2)

Pu 2Í59 so produced is fissile in

the same way as the U'-'"*. The
overall result of the two rcaclions

is that the fissile atom couccn-

tration remaiiis the same and 0.5

neutrons are Icft over.

If any part of the 0.5 neutron

residue could be made to follow

the second reaction the amount
of fissile material would increase

rather than remaining constant

and breeding would resull. Under
some conditions this has been
accomplished. Most reactors are

non-breeders, however, and the

0.5 neutrons are lost by escape

into the shielding or are absorbed
by materiais inside the reactor

which do not produce other neu-

trons. One of the major problems
in reactor design is to reduce neu-

tron losses, and in ali non-breed-

ing reactors more than the 0.5

neutrons are lost thus robbing the

second reaction and resulting in

a gradua] decrease in fissile atom
concentration.

The fission products formed by
reaction (1) continually build up
in the irradiated fuel. Some of

these fission products have a very

great "appetite" for neutrons.

Therefore if they were allowed to

accumulate in the fuel eventually

there would not be enough neu-

trons to bring about the useful

reactions and the "fire" would go

out. Long before this liappened,

however, the fuel would have to

be removed and processed.

There are three main factors

which limit the length of time the

fuel can be left in a reactor:

(fl) the fission product poisou

build-up described above

(ò) the decrease in fissile ma-
terial in a non-breeding reactor,

also described above, and

(c) metallurgical deformation of

the fuel elements under irradiatioii

—a factor which is very important

when using accurately machined
metal lie fuel.

Depending on the fuel and reactor

design, any of the three factors

might be controlling, but for lhe

present discussion it need only be

recognized that there is a limit

lo the irradiation a particular fuel

element can take. When removed
from lhe reactor, the element will

still conlain usefid fuel so chemical

separa tions will have to be carried

out to remove the fission products
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and to reform the fuel for re-

cycling back to the reactor.

The Form of the Reactor

With th is description of some of

the reactions which take place in-

side a reactor, it vvill be of interest

to consider the physical form of

a reactor. In Canada, the thermal,

heavy water moderated reactor

with solid metallic fuel is the only

type being considered at present.

Figures 3 and 4 show a diagram-

matic sketch and a photograph of

the NRX reactor respectively. The
heart of the reactor is a cylindri-

cal aluminum vessel 10 ft. high

and 8 ft. in diameter called the

calandria. It is very similar to a

shell and tube heat exchanger.

The heavy water moderator is on

the shell side and inside the tubes

the fuel assemblies are suspended.

The fuel element, a cross section

of which is shown in Figure 5, is

a uranium rod 10 ft. long and 1.36

in. in diameter. It is sheathed

with aluminum and around the

sheath another tube is drawn leav-

ing a narrow annulus for cooling

water. Ten-foot tubes are con-

nected to the top and bottom of

the sheathed rod and the whole

30 foot assembly is lowered into

the calandria through the top

shielding. Cooling water connec-

tions are made at the top and
bottom of the assembly. The two
10 ft. end sections allow these con-

nections to be made outside the

shielding. An eight-foot thick con-

crete shield surrounds the reactor

to protect the operators. The
NRX reactor now operates at 40

Mw. but ali the heat is merely
used to heat up the cooling water,

i.e. no useful power is produced.

A power reactor might be de-

signed with .somewhat the same
form but there would be several

important differences. If steam is

to give an acceptable efficiency

in the generation of electricity it

must be at least 450° F. Thus if

liquid water was the coolant then
the whole reactor would have to

be under a jpressure of at least

400 psi. This would complicate
fuel charging and discharging. The
heat removed by the coolant

would then have to be converted
into steam for use in the turbine.

This could be done in an externai

heat exchanger.

The fuel being fed into NRX
is natural uranium, and plutonium
is recovered from the irradiated

fuel but is not recycled. In a

power reactor, on the other hand.

ali the plutonium recovered would
be fed back to produce more
power and reduce the amount of

natural uranium fuel required.

The recycled plutonium could be

mixed with the uranium to pro-

duce a single type of fuel or it

could be made into a separate

fuel. In the latter case there would
be two types of fuel in the reactor,

plutonium and depleted uranium
probably mixed with some natural

uranium. (Depleted uranium is

uranium which has been irradiated

and contains less than the natural

concentration of U-^\) Pure íissile

material like plutonium would not

be used since the heat liberation

per unit volume of metal would be

tremeiidous and it would be prac-

Since this arrangement has a

number of advantages the follow-

ing discussion will be confined to

a core-blanket reactor using plu-

tonium and uranium fuel.

Power Reactor Flowsheet

Figure 6 illustrates a type of

power reactor plant. Spent core

fuel containing plutonium, fission

products and diluent would be
])rocessed in the core processing

plant. Plutonium would be the

desired product and fission pro-

ducts the waste. The diluent is

also shown as going to waste. This

would be dictated by economias
but it is unlikely that it could be
recovered economically. The plu-

tonium recovered from the core

Fig. .3. Dia-
g r a m iii a t i <

sketch of the
NKX reactor.

tically impossible to p r o v i d e

enough heat transfer area. Thus
the plutonium probably would be

made into a dilute alloy with .some

metal which would not absorb
neutrons appreciably. Aluminum
is an obvious choice for the diluent

so if this was used the fuel would
be a plutonium-aluminum alloy.

With a two-fuel type of reactor

one arangement which has been
proposed is to have the plutonium
in a central or core region and the

uranium in the outer or blanket
region. In such a reactor the only
reaction taking place in the core

would be fission with the libera-

tion of large amounts of heat. In
the blanket, neutron capture re-

sulting in plutonium production
would be the main reaction al-

though some fission and heat pro-

duction would also take place.

plant would be mixed with that

from the blanket plant and sent

back to the core for a further

irradiation period.

Two products would be produced

by the blanket plant, plutonium

and depleted uranium. Most of the

depleted uranium would be sent

back to the blanket. Since a non-

breeding reactor has been assumed,

more íissile material is burned up
than is formed so the loss has to

be made up from an outside source.

This could be with natural uran-

ium, U-'"' from an isotope separa-

tion plant or plutonium from an-

other reactor. In the ílowsheet it

has been assumed that natural

uranium would be used. Only a

small fraction of the IJ-^- added

in the natural uranium will be

converted to plutonium so the rest

would have to be removed to keep
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the TJ-'"* inventory constant. This

depleted uranium wduUI be stored

and might be used in some later

reactor.

Fission pi"odiict disposal is a

very essential part of the process-

ing. These materiais are very radio-

active and very dangerous so they

must be disposed of in a manner
which cannot harm humans or

animais.

Quantities to be Frocessetl

As mentioned previously quanti-

tative considerations will be re-

stricted by security and the lack

of practical operating and design

experience. SufRcient assumptions

may be made, however, to give a

satisfactory pictiire of the chemical

operations involved.

The optimum size of a reactor

depends on many factors some of

which will not be known until one

or more reactors have been built

and run. For the following discus-

sion it will be assumed that a 400

thermal megawatt reactor is the

optimum size and that the heat

liberation is equally divided be-

tween the core and blanket. (1

megawatt=1000 kilowatts) . At
25 per cent thermal efficiency the

reactor will produce 100 electrical

megawatts.
Consider the core first. For every

megawatt day of thermal energy

produced by fission approximately
one gram of fissile material is

burned and one gram of fission

products is formed. Therefore in

the core 200 granis of plutonium
would be burned and 200 grams
of fission products formed per day.

(The heat produced by the 200
grams of plutonium would be equal

to about 1300 tons of coal.) The
next important question is how
high can the fission product con-

centration be allowed to rise? This
is unknown so it will be assumed
that the residual plutonium and
fission products can have equal

concentrations. Therefore the daily

production of spent fuel would con-

tain 200 grams of plutonium, 200

grams of fission products and an
unspecified amount of diluent.

A similar calculation can be
made for the blanket assuming that

the uranium would have to be re-

moved when the fission products
become 0.3 per cent of the fuel.

Since 200 gm. of fission products

would be produced per day in the

blanket, the amount of blanket fuel

to be processed woidd be 67 kgm.
or 147 Ib. per day.

In order to reduce costs several

of these 400 megawatt reactors

would probably be located in a
group. Suppose 10 such reactors

would constitute a central power
station of 1000 electrical mega-
watts. Figure 2 shows that such a

station would be required by De-
cember, 1966. For this station the
quantities of fuel to be processed
are therefore 4000 gm. of Pu -f
F.P.'s mixed with the diluent and
1470 Ib. of blanket fuel per day.
By the usual industrial standards
these amounts are small but the
intense radioactivity of the ma-
terial makes the processing diffi-

cult and expensive.

The 4000 gm. of fission products
produced daily as they come from
the reactor would have a combined
activity of several tens of millions

of curies (1 curie is equivalent to

one gram of radium in radioactiv-

ity) . The activity drops on stand-

ing and as shown in Figure 7 the

biggest drop is in the first few
hours. It only drops by a factor of

about 7 in cooling from one day
to 100 days. Tho fuel is expensive
and storage increases the inventory
charges .so tho aim will be to j)ro-

cess as rapidly as possible. Pro-

cessing will i)robably be done with
less than a nionth of cooling which
will mean the handling of perhaps
millions of curies of fission products
per day.

Processing Econoniics

A number of separa tion pro-

cesses might be used and for some
of them reasonable cost estimates

can be made. This data is classified,

however, so the next best approach

Fig. 4. rhotograph of the NHX reac-
tor at Chalk River.

Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of X-rod
assembly in calandria tube.
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is to start at the other end and
estimate what the processing costs

would have to be if the power is

to be economically competitive.

A recent survey"' shows that

power from modern coal-fired sta-

tions will be SV^-S^ mils/kwh. in

the northeast area of the U.S.

Lewis* has estimated the cost of

the reactor, heavy water, uranium,

etc. for an atomic power plant in

Canada. The total cost which he
arrives at is 7.40 mils/kwh. Only
6.8 per cent of the total or 0.5

mils/kwh. has been allowed for

chemical processing. This is equi-

valent to $3/gram of íission

products and includes both the

processing and the refabrica-

tion of the fuel elements ready
for recycling back on the re-

actor. If this processing objective

cannot be met, other items such

as the capital cost of the reactor

will have to be reduced to com-
pensate for it.

As discussed abo^'e the 400

megawatt reactor produces 400

grams of fission products per day.

Therefore the allowable processing

cost is $l'áOO per day. This has to

be divided between core and blan-

ket fuel. The different steps re-

qiiired are separation and dispo.sal

of fission ])roducts, forming of the

fuel elements, and sheathing of the

fuel elements. The cost of the

sheath is also included. If zirco-

nium is used for the sheaths this

last item is far from negligible.

Some idea of the future magni-
tude of this chemical processing

can be ol)tained by combining the

$3/gm. of fission products allow-

ance with Figure 'i. Figure 8 shows
the result. In twenty years the cost

of processing nuclear fuels could
amount to $10,000,000 per year and
beyond that time the growth would
be rapid.

Larger throughputs would lower

the unit costs. Thus if one pro-

cessing plant handled the output
of the 10 reactors in the central

power station proposed above the

unit costs certainly would be low-

er. One factor which is peculiar to

the processing of fissile material,

however, will prevent the fuU reali-

zation of the advantage from large

throughputs.
i
This factor is criti-

cality. Fissile material if present in

one place in sufficient amounts, in

sufficient purity and having the

correct geometrical arrangement
will become an atomic bomb. There
are many fairly easy ways of

avoiding this condition but it often

imposes a limit to the size of tanks,
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separation vessels, etc. This niay

lead to mulliplication of units

rather than the cheaper method of

scaling up.

Heavy Water

Ali the previous di.scussion has
dealt with the reactor and the
handling of the fuels from it. An-
other important cost item is the
moderator. Either graphite or
heavy water is used but in Canada
the conditions are such that heavy
water is preferable. The production
of heavy water is almost entirely

a chemical operation.

To understand the function of

the moderator it will be necessary
to refer back to the discussion of

what takes place in the reactor.

When the 2.5 neutrons are lib-

erated at fission they have very
high energies — equivalent to a
velocity of about 10,000 miles per
second. At these high energies the
neutrons do not readily react with
the TJ-"' or Pu-^' nuclei and fission

is a rare occurrence. If, on the
other hand, the neutrons are slow-
ed down to a thermal energy equi-

valent to about one mile per second
fission takes place more readily.

The moderator does this slowing-
down operation. When a neutron
collides with a light nucleus and
is not captured it bounces oíf and
in so doing loses some energy. After
many such collisions the neutron

is slowed down to the thermal
velocity. The moderator in addi-

tion to containiug a high concen-

tration of light atoms (the lighter

the better) mu.st not contain any
atoms which have a large "ap-

petite" for neutrons. Heavy water,

D.O, combines ali these desirable

l)roperties to the greatest extent.

Unfortunately heavy water is

not readily available. AH hydro-
genous material contains deuter-

ium with an H:D ratio of about
0900. Ordinary M'ater is one of the

best sources of heavy water but in

it there is less than one pound in

three tons. A few figures will show
what this will mean to future

atomic power developments. It was
pointed out that by December,
1966 Canada would need about 1000

mega watts of new electrical power
and that this might come from 10

nuclear reactors of 400 thermal
megawatts each. Lewis* assumes
that each reactor will need 100

tons of heavy water — i.e. 1000

tons woidd be required by the end

of 1966. The major part of this will

have to come from natural water.

If 8 years are allowed to produce

this amount and a recovery of 50

per cent of the D,O in the water

is assumed then the amount of feed

water to be handled is 640 gal./min.

This will give some idea of the

quantity of water to be handled.
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Fig. 7. Kadio-
activil> dcoay
í»f irradia ted
iiraniiini.

Fractional distillatiun of natural

water is a possible way of makiiig

D.,0 since H .O and D.O boil at

100° C and 101.4° C respectively.

But it would require about 800
theoretical plates to produce essen-

tially pure D.O from natural

water, and with a plate spacing of

1.5 feet and a plate efficiency of

70 per cent the total column
height would be about 1,700 feet.

Fractionation of natural water is

only one of sevcral possible meth-
ods of producing heavy water but
whatevçr niethod is used it will

have to be carried out on the

above scale.

The cost of heavy water has
been estimated at $83 per pound '.

Lewis * more recently predicted

that it could be produced for $30
per pound. But even at the $30
figure Lewis" estimate shows that

it would contribute 11.6 per cent

or 0.85 mils/kwh. to the total

l)ower cost.

Future Development

Now that atomic energy is near-

Tahle I.

Predicted Power Costs from a 100 Electrical Megawatt Thernial Reactor^

Generating Plant ($8 M at 13%/year)
Reactor ($20 -M at 13%/year)
Heavy Water (S6 M at 10%/year)

(100 tons at $30/lb.)

Uranium Inventory ($2.4 M at 3%/year)..,
(66 tons at $20/lb.)

Uranium Consiimption (at 3% burn-up)

Fuel Processinfi (at $3/gm. fission products)

.

Operating

Annual
Charge

$1,040,000

2,600,000

600,000

79,200

160,.000

350,000

350,000

Per cent

of Total

20.1

50.0

11.6

1.5

3.1

6.8

6.8

$5,179,200

cost per kwh. 7.40 niils

Fig. 8. Predicted an-
nual cost of processing
nuclear fnels in Can-
ada. (Basetl on AECL
repor t DK 35A j

40 60 80
Coolíng Time — Doys

ing practical peacetinie aj)plica-

tion, economics will dictate what
direction the development will

take. In Canada the heavy water
moderated thernial reactor fueled

with natural uranium might be the

first type of power reactor^. Table
I shows the predicted cost distri-

bution for such a reactor scheme
using solid metallic fuel.

Some of these figures are objec-

tives which have not been attain-

ed yet but which may be by the

time the first i)lant is ready to

operate.

The biggest item is the ca pi lai

cost of the reactor. Solid metallic

fuel complicates the design of the

reactor and requires a 1 a r g e

aniount of handling equipment.
This might be greatly reduced by
the use of a fluid fuel. At Oak
Ridge a small power reactor was
run for some months using an
aqueous solution of uranyl sul-

j)hate as the fuel ". Undoubtedly
this led to a much sÍ!ni)ler reactor

design and fuel handling system
but there probably were other
pr()l)lems which are not niet in

metallic fuel reactors. Molten
metal fuels having the físsile ma-
terial either dissolved or suspend-
ed have been proposed and some
experimental work has been done
On the whole the fiuid fuel re-

. actors are very attractive but they
will require a great deal of in-

tensive development work before

they will be on a practical liasis.
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The development of c h e a p
heavy water processes is going to

require considerable eflFort. Even-
tually heavy water can be regard-

ed as a conimodity which thc

power producers will buy on the

open market. In some chemical
plants there may be waste streams
which are slightly enriched in

heavy water, and it may be profit-

able for the companies running
such plants to recover this heavy
water either as a partially or fully

purified product. The bulk of the
heavy water, however, will have
to be made in separate plants

which will have this as their major
product.

Some speculation can be made
on how atomic power producers
would fit into the normal indus-
trial life of the country. In the
U.S. the íirst industrial power
groups formed consisted of both
chemical and power companies.
This is significant since it empha-

sizes the importance of chemical
operations in atomic power devel-

opment. This pattern might be
followed in Canada. Another pos-

sibility might be to keep the

power and chemical companies
separate, the first to design and
run the reactor and the second to

supply the fuel, on a normal com-
mercial basis. With this arrange-

ment the chemical company might
buy the spent fuel from the re-

actor, separate the i)lutonium and
uranium for sale to the power
company and either dispose of

the fission products or sell them
if there was a market. Whatever
the fínal arrangement will be the

chemical companies h a v e an
opportunity ahead of them.

Conclusion

The evidence at the present

time shows clearly that large scale

atomic j)ower will soon be a real-

ity. The biggest question mark is

"when?" But this can only be
determined by economics. It is in-

evitable that the cost of other
power will rise and that of atomic
power will fali. If a large develop-
ment eífort is made available the
cost of atomic power will fali

rapidly and the competitive point
will .soon be reached—perhaps 10
years, perhaps 20 but certainly
it will be reached.
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THE HELICOPTER AND THE ENGINEER

tries to investigate, and it is hoped
that such an experiment will be
conducted. There are reasons why
the forestry industries aj)pear slow-
er to embrace the helicopter than
others, perha])s beyond the control

of the industries thems^lves, but it

is expected that this fertile ground
will not remain overlooked nuicli

longer.

A specialized application of heli-

copters having no apparent con-
nection with engineering is that of

ice reconnaissance for Depart-
ment of Transport icebreakers
and Arctic supply ships. The Bell

helicopters in question not only
.steer their inother ships througii
ice fields, but, on occasion, main-
tain a physical link with the shore
to permit specialists to spend more
time on shore, and, conversely, to

permit the ships to spend less time
in port. At some future time, it

is not impossible to conceive a

development project in the Arctic
being sujiplieci by ship based heli-

copters, in fact a small scale ver-

sion of such a scheme was effected

at Kitimat for a short time.

Another application of helicop-

ters, which, while it does not in-

volve .'ommercial operators or
basic industries, is of interest to

engineers, is the construction of

our Northern radar network. The-
exact nature, scope and location

of this project must remain in a
wrap of secrecy, and rightly so,
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but it is known that transport

aircraft and helicopters will play

a vital role. It is hoped that secur-

ity will permit at least part of

the story of the airlift to be told

at some future time.

These examples, which are not

intended to present a complete
history, show how present day
helicopters are carrying out vital

work in the Canadian bush today
on a money-for-value-received, i.e.,

unsubsidized, basis. Our Canadian
operators have dèmonstrated that

the helicopter. usually operating
as j)art of a helicopter-airplane

team, can provide a rapid, econ-
omical and often the only means
of transportation in our bush
country. In this way they ma-
terially assist Canada, and Cana-
dian engineers in particular, in the
rapid development of our (lod-

given resources.

Turning to the immediate fu-

ture, there is no doubt that the
present applications of helicopters
will continue and expand in scope.

As new resources are uncovered,
the secondary industries, such as

construction, will have ever-in-

creasing requirements for helicop-

ters similar to those which arose

at Kitimat. Additional applica-

tions depend largely upon the

imagination of Canadian engi-

neers. The helicopter industry can
only point out what the helicop-

ters can do; what the helicopter

can do for you is a matter for you,

with your intimate knowledge of

your own transportation problems,

to decide.

In the distant future, which is

any time up to a decade away in

the aircraft industry, the possible

applications of helicopters stagger

the imagination. Perhaps giant

helicopter cranes will move pre-

fabricated buildings and bridges

from an assembly plant to loca-

tion over distances of many miles.

Perhaps the very nature of our

cities will change even more radic-

ally than when the automobile

came into being.

In any event, the helicopter of

tomorrow will be another tool in

the engineer's bag of tricks, even

as the helicopter of today is.
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The Preliminary

Design for

During the next few years, the
first phase of Canada's programme
for development of economical nu-
clear power will be completed with
the construction of a demonstra-
tion nuclear-electric power plant iii

the Province of Ontário. To he
knovvn as NPD (nuclear power
demonstration) , the plant will sup-

ply power to the Ontário Hydro
System at a location adjacent to

the System's existing Des Joa-
chims generating station on the
Ottawa River. Design and con-
struction of the plant will be
undertaken jointly by Atomic
Energy of Canada Limited, The
Canadian General Electric Com-
pany Limited, and Ontário Hydro.

This paper is intended to de-

scribe the objectives, studies and
preliminary design work leading

to the decision to build NPD. Al-

though the relatively low rating

of 20 Mw., and consequent high
unit capital cost of this plant, will

prevent its unit energy cost from
being competitive with that of

conventional plants it is believed
that the approach adopted in pre-

paring a preliminary design for

NPD will, in many respects, be
similar to that required to provide
an optimum design for a large

plant.

Objectives of NPD

In considering the purpose of

NPD in the development of nu-
clear power in Canada, the follow-

ing conditions are worth noting:

(1) The requirements for nu-
clear power in any given area are
contingent on its cost relative to

other sources of power, and on its

flexibility for adaptation to sys-

tems of various operating charac-
teristics. In Canada, because of

substantial undeveloped w a t e r

power in some áreas, cheap fóssil

hy

H. A. Smith,

Director, Nuclear Power Project,

Hydro-Electric Power Comrnission of Ontário.

Po keep abreast of current progress in the field of power produc-

tion from nuclear energy, particularly in Canada, this paper is

published. Originally read at the National Industrial Conference

Board Annual Conference, October 19.55, in New York, the paper

deals with the work leading to the decision to build Canada's

first demonstration nuclear-electric power plant. In addition to

bis position with Ontário Hydro, the author is also head of the

Nuclear Power Branch, Atomic Energy of Canada Limited.

fuel in others. and the size or

nature of power systems in áreas

not so favoured, it appears unlike-

ly that any substantial require-

ment for nuclear power will exist

prior to 1963 at the earliest. How-
ever, after that time a relatively

large potential requirement, de-

pending on the cost factor, is ex-

pected to develop, at least in On-
tário.

(2) Canada has abundant sup-

plies of natural uranium, but has

not built a plant for separating the

uranium isotopes.

(3) A very considerable back-
log of experience exists in the de-

sign, construction and operation of

low-temperature research reactors

of the natural-uranium heavy-
water-moderated type.

(4) Little experience exists in

the design of power reactors or in

the supporting experimental work
required for such design.

(5) Experience with heavy-
water-nioderated research reactors

indicates that this type, designed

for power production, is as prom-
ising as any for the production

of economic nuclear power in

Canada.
LInder these conditions. it ap-

pears logical to undertake the con-

struction of a small plant of the

heavy-water type. as a forerunner

to subsequent large plants. This,

then, is the purpose in construct-

ing NPD. More specifically, the

objectives of this plant are:

(i) To demonstrate the gen-

eration of nuclear-electric power
from a plant of relatively low

rating, but of which the scale and
design characteri'<tics are adequate

to provide Information for design-

ing a future fu!l-scale plant.

(ii) To provide a basis for esti-

mating the economics of future

full-scale nuclear power produced

hy "power only" reactor plants.

(iii) To provide a focus for co-

ordinating development work on

power reactors.

(iv) To gain experience in the

design, construction and operation

for such plants. particularly on
phases which diífer from tho.se ob-
tained from high-temperature
looj)s in research reactors, such as

reactor- 1u rb in e con tro 1

.

(v) To train personncl in de-
sign anil operation.

(vi) To achieve these object-

ives at relatively low capital cost.

Organization for Prcliininary Work

The initial work on NPD con-

sisted of j)reparing a preliminary

outline design for the plant with
an accompanyiiig estimate of capi-

tal cost, exclusive of site and de-

velopment costs. This work was
assigned to a small group of engi-
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TYPICAL UNIT COST vs. INVESTMENT
FOR

RANGE OF HEAT RATES AND FUEL X-SECTION

FUEL SECTION

1% 10 15

POWER RATING M W.

PARTIAL PLANT INVESTMENT MILLIONS OF $

neers, largely provided by various

Canadian companies, vvhich was
directed by Atomic Energy of

Canada Limited and functioned as

a iinit of that company. Six mem-
bers of the groiip assembled, earlj'

in 1954, to commence training. By
August, 1954, the number had in-

creased to nine, the intci"vening

period having been spent in train-

ing, accumulating and co-ordinat-

ing data on material characteris-

tics, and in doing rough cost an-

alyses. At that time the NPD work
was assigned to the group with the

requirement that it be completed
in eight months. During the latter

period the group was augmented
by two members of A.E.C.L. staíT.

In ali, the previous general ex-

perience of the group averaged 13

years per person covering various
electrical and mechanical phases
of power systcni, industrial and
chemical development engineering.

Only the two engineers provided
by A.E.C.L. had recorded previous
experience in reactor engineering.

The total effort expended on the
preliminary design work for NPD
amounted to somewhat less than
six man-years.

Scope of Studies

The scope of the preliminary
design work was defined by setting

condi tions with respect to the

capital cost of the plant and the

type of reactor to be employed.
The condition set on capital cost

was such as to limit the maximum
rating of the plant to the order of

20 Mw. electricnl.

The reactor was restricted to a

type employing natural uranium

Fig. 1. Typical iinit cosi r. invesl-
ment for range of heal rates and fuel

cross-section.

• • •

factors which were expected to in-

fluence plant costs considerablj

were selected, analyses were madel
of the economic effect of variationsl

in these factors, and, from thesej

analyses and other considerations,!

suitable values were assigned to!

the factors to form the outline,

specification.

A complete economic analysis of

this type would have required the

preparation of total unit energy

cost estimates for many values of

the basic design factors. Such a de-

tailed approach did not appear
feasible or warranted in view of

the large effort required and the

lack of adequate cost Information

on fuel processing and operating.

Therefore, two major simplifica-

tions were made in carrying out

the economic study.

First: Only capital costs were
considered in making economic
comparisons. This seemed justified

since the contribution of fuel pro-

cessing and operating toward total

unit energy cost is unlikély to be

greater than 30 per cent. Further-

more, in unenriched systems of the

size under consideration, fuel pro-

Talde I. Outline Specification for NPD
Containmcnt System —
Coolant —
Max. Sheath Temi)eraturc —
Max. Surfacc Heat Rate —
Max. Fuel Temperatura —
Fuel Sheath Thickness —
Coolant Channel Tliickiiess —
Mean Moderator Teiiiperature —
Neutron Reflector —
Fuel Geometry (Tentative) —
Power Rating —
Primary Coolant Temperature —
Steam Condition.s —
Feed to Steam Generators —

in the form of metal rods, moder-
ated by heavy water and designed
for power production only; i.e., no
consideration of the value of plu-

tonium produced was intended.

Some further restrictions were
placed on the reactor, based on
previous A.E.C.L. experience and
other information. These included

the conditions that the fuel should
be in the form of long rods,

sheathed with a zirconium alloy

and cooled by ])ressurized water.

With the scope of the work thus
defined, the preliminary design

work was approached in three

stages—first, the establishment of

an outline specification; second,

the determination of a physical de-

sign for the entire plant; and third,

the preparation of cost estimates.

Stage I—Outline Specification

In order to establish an outline

specification for the plant, those

Pressure V'essel

Heavy Water
550° F.

600,000 BTU/FtVHr.
1100° F.

0.030 in.

0.125 in.

135° F.

Light Water
Pipe Type .\pprox. 1.5 in^ Cross-Section.

Range from 7.5. Mw. to '20 Mw. Electrical

4!)0° F.in; 525° F. Out.
450° F. Dry Saturated
300° F.

cessing costs may be considered as

relatively independent of plant

capital cost.

Second: Only a part of the total

plant capital costs was considered,

on the assumption that the re-

maining fraction was either inde-

pendent of the basic design factors

or was roughly proportional to the

partial cost actually studied. The

latter included the manufactured

price of basic reactor materiais,

heat transfer equipment and
pumps, main turbine equipment

and electrical station equipment.

Although these simplifications

resulted in only a relative cost

comparison, the method was be-

lieved to be adequate for deter-

mining the effect on cost, within

the prescribed scope of the study,

of the foliowing basic design fac-

tors: fuel rod geometry, maximum
fuel temperature, fuel sheath
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thickness, maximum sheath tem-

perature, primary coolant mater-

ial, coolant annulus thickness,

coolant pressure system, maximum
surface heat rate, moderator tem-

perature, type of neutron reflector,

and plant rating.

The method followed in devel-

oping the cost information was
straightforward. The work was
systematized by design sheets and

charts and the group acted essen-

tially as a computer in studying

more than sixty combinations of

values for the basic design factors.

One-group 1 a 1 1 i c e calculations

were made for each of these com-
binations for at least five plant

power ratings and, from these cal-

culations, core sizes were deter-

mined and reactor material costs

estimated. Then for each core so

determined, characteristics of a

suitable saturated steam cycle

were determined and the cost of

its equipmcnt estimated. Finally,

estimates of the cost of electrical

equipment required to handle

plant output were prepared. The
resulting cost information was
then correlated in chart form in

terms of fractional unit power cost,

fractional investment and plant

rating, a typical case being shown
in Fig. 1.

From the economic studies, and
other considerations, the following

conchisions were d r a w n, and
values assigned to the basic design

factors as shown in Table I.

(1) Of the two coolant contain-

ment systems studied— pressure

vessels and pressure tubes—neither

exhibits an important cost advan-

tage. However, a pressure vessel

oífers the advantage of using well-

known materiais and practices, as

opposed to the incomplete infor-

mation on materiais such as zir-

calloy that would be suitable for

pressure tubes.

(2) The use of heavy water as

the reactor coolant offers some
overall capital cost advantage, al-

though presenting a considerable

containment problem because of

its high unit cost. However, light

water coolant in its compctitive

cost range implies the use of a

lower surface heat rate than is de-

sirable for a future fuU-scale plant,

a larger number of fuel rods to

complicate jiressure vessel design

and reactor opera tion, and a lower

margin of safety in case of acci-

dental displacement of coolant

from the rods. These undesirable

characteristics leave heavy water
coolant as the preferred alterna-

tive.

(3) The studies have indicated

that the highest practicable sheath

temperature is desirable from a

cost standpoint. Due to unknowns
in the characteristics of zircalloy,

the setting of this design factor

becomes a matter of choosing a

value that may reasonably be met
during the next few years. Since

the trend in this factor may be ex-

pected to be upward as develop-

ment proceeds, it appears reason-

able to set a value somewhat
higher than can be guaranteed as

satisfactory today. Based on the

intention to design the reactor for

relatively easy replacement of

zircalloy components, and on ad-

vice from sénior .\.E.C.L. and liu-

reau of Mines personnel, values of

maximum sheath temperatures

were chosen as 550°F. for two-year

servicc and less, and 525 "F. for

components intondcd for k)ngcr

service.

(4) With the prcceding factors

determined, the economic studies

indicate a heat rate of 0.6 million

B.t.u./ft-/hr. as tlie desirod value

for NPD. Although a higlier value

might show a smal! advantage for

a 20 Mw. plant. it was considcred

this would require an unwarranted
extrapolation from present design

experience.

(5) In the power range of in-

terest, several of the remaining

factors showed a relatively small

efiect on plant capital cost. In gen-

eral, a high peak fuel temperature,

thin fuel sheath, thin coolant an-

nulus and low moderator tempera-

ture were indicated. Values for

these factors were accordingly as-

signed somewhat arbitrarily as

indicated in Table I.

(6) Of the three reflectors stutl-

ied, graphite, light water and
heavy water, graphite appeared to

give minimum capital cost on the

basis studied. However, it was felt

that its apparent cost advantage
might well be offset by costs that

would have to be incurred for can-

ning, providing extra thermal

shielding for the pressure vessel

and for making the necessary al-

lowances for its peculiar change of

properties under irradiation. On
this basis a light water reflector

was chosen, being considerably

cheaper than the heavy water

type.

(7) Of the fuel geometries stud-

ied — clusters of small-diameter

solid cylinders, clusters of flat

strips and pipe-type elements

—

some indicated an appreciable

effect on capital cost. However,

these effects appeared to be largely

balanced out, when annual costs

of sheathing were capitalized. For

this reason, and since a final selec-

tion of this factor must be based

on irradiation experimcnts. a pipe-

type elenient of approximalely 1.5

in.- cross-section was arbitrarily

adopted for physical design work.

This type will permit ratings be-

tween 71/2 anti 20 Mw. with the

values chosen for the preceding

factors, gives a reasonable number

of rods. and rejjrescnts an upper

limit for fuel diameter. thereby

giving Hexibilily for clioice of other

Fig. 2. Diagram showing the NPD power cycle.

PRESSURE

REDUCING a

DESUPERHEATING
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types if subseqiiently found de-

sirable.

(8) The only other factor stud-

ied—plant rating—has, of course,

an important bearing on plant

cost. Since the overall study was
required to indicate the eflfect of

rating, it was decided to develop
a physical design and cost estimate

for 20 Mw.. and estimate cost

decrements for 10 Mw. and 7V2
Mw. ratings.

Stage II—Physical Design

The second stage of the group's

work on NPD consisted of select-

ing a general physical arrangement
for the plant based on the outline

specification established in stage I.

This was acconiplished essentially

by pooling various proi)osals niade
by members of the group. These
proposals were then assessed as

carefully as possible in the time
available. The assessment was
done largely on a qiialitative basis

siipported by rough quantitative
calculations where time permitted
and where the necessary data were
available.

Because of this approach, only
ver y preliminary consideration
could be given to such aspects of
the design as heat production from
irradiation, stresses due to such
heat production. shielding dimen-
sions and corrosion conditions
under irradiation Thus, at least

in the case of the reactor portion
of the plant and its auxiliaries, it

must be emphasized that the de-
sign jjroposed herein is only tenta-
tive and that considerable analyti-
cal and experimental work will be
required before it can be consid-
ered a certain basis for final de-
tailing.

Figure 2 shows an elementary
flow diagram for the plant. Heat
produced in the reactor is trans-
ferred by pressurized heavy water
to two steam generators at a tem-
perature of 525°F. The steam gen-
erators produce steam from light
water at apjjroximately 450°F.
which is dried and supplied direct
to a saturated steam turbine. It is

intended that the turbine have
special arrangements for moisture
extraction, and, if of more than
one stage, may have interstage
water separators. Bleed points
which would normally s u p p 1 y
steam to feed water heaters will

also serve as drain points so that
the mixture to the feed heaters

will be about half steam and half

water. The final feed temperature

proposed is 300°F. A pressure-

reducing and desuperheating sta-

tion is included to permit contin-

ued reactor operation during loss

of turbine load, if desired. AU other

equipment in the power cycle is

conventional.

The main section of the plant

building provides for a single op-

erating levei divided into three

main áreas—turbine plant area,

reactor plant area, and fuel hand-
ling area. The turbine area is sep-

arated to localize possible contam-
ination. The remainder of the

building, of single-storey brick

construction, will house the control

room, offices. change room, small

laboratory and maintenance shop,

ali at the same levei as the main
operating floor.

The central reactor section con-

tains the reactor proper, main
steam generators, primary coolant

pumps, and main reactor auxilia-

ries, ali located directly below the

main operating floor, as shown in

Fig. 3. The reactor is supported in

a silo-type structure which also

provides primary shielding for the

steam generator pits located on
either side. Access to these pits

would be permitted only during

shutdown and is accomplished
through removable concrete paneis

in the main floor. Fuel changing
and discharging operations will be
done by means of a mobile shield-

ed flask located on the operating

floor of the reactor room. Such
operations will only be done in the
shutdown condition.

The turbine plant section is lo-

cated to the left of the reactor

plant and houses ali of the equip-
ment associated with the steam-
electric generation system except
an outdoor transformer station

which will be located directly be-

hind this section.

The fuel handling area is located

to the right of the reactor plant.

It includes a water trench system
for handling irradiated rods dis-

charged from the flask, facilities

for separating, storing and ship-

ping the fuel portions of rods for

reprocessing, and facilities for the
testing and assembly of new fuel

rod assemblies. In addition, a
water treatment unit for cleanup
of fuel trench water is included as

well as a special ventilating and
filter system for the reactor and
fuel handling rooms.
The reacting core of the reactor

proper is contained in a pressure

vessel consisting of a central cylin-

drical section closed with a hem-
ispherical lower head and a cellu-

lar type upper head. The upper
head is fabricated from parallel

tubes, on the same pitch as the

fuel lattice, welded into upper and
lower tube sheets and intercon-

nected with welded separator

strips. This assembly is contained

in a cylindrical wrapper to form

Fig. 'i. (lentral reactor section of the plant (schemalic diagram).

STEAM
GENERATOR
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Fig. 4. Schematic <lia-

gram of the iniportant
circuits in NPD.

LEVEL PUMP
CONTROL VALVE

the upper head. The tubes are ex-

tended above the shell through
concrete shielding to the operating

floor at which point they are

closed by means of screw fittings

which permit the insertion of the

fuel rod and coolant tube assem-
bly. Interstices in the upper head
are filled with rirculating pressur-

ized light water to serve as shield-

ing and cooling. The entire shell is

of boiler plate construction lined

with stainless steel on ali internai

surfaces.

The upper coolant header con-
sists of two close-spaced stainless

steel tube sheets suspended from
thin-walled tubos vvelded at their

upper ends to the head tubes.

Coolant leaves the reactor through
eight of the suspension tubes. A
similar, but inverted, arrangement
is used for the bottom header, it

being supported on a truss at the

top of four vertical coolant entry
pipcs which penetrate the lower
shell head. Upper and lower head-
ers are connected by coolant tube
assemblies composed of a zircalloy

tube and concentric outer alumi-
num tube. The upper end fitting

of this assembly is fastened into

the upper coolant header, the

lower fitting forming a slip joint

in the lower header. In operation,

the space between the zircalloy

and aluminum tubes is filled with
helium, providing thermal insula-

tion between coolant and moder-
ator. These coolant tube assem-
blies can be withdrawn through

the pressure vessel head for main-
tenance.

The core is siirrounded on sides

and bottom by ;i neutron reflector

of light water contained in alumi-
num. The side container is formed
of coiled aluminum tubing resting

on an internai ring fixed to the

pressure vessel, while the bottom
reflector is contained in a thin

aluminum tank resting on the

lower coolant header.

The ring supporting the side re-

flector is of such shape that it, to-

gether with the lower coolant

header, provides an annular open-

ing, connecting the core space with

the sump space, which in ci-oss-

section is a U-tube. In operation,

heavy water moderator is pumped
into the core space from the sump
below and set at a suitable levei

by maintaining the necessary pres-

sure difi'erentia! between helium

gas occupying the sump space and
the freeboard space above the

moderator. The helium system
supplying gas to the reactor is used

to pressurize the entire moderator,

coolant, reflector and upper head
systems at a nominal pressure of

1200 p.s.i. which prevents the pri-

mary coolant from boiling. Four
valved lines connect the sump
space to the space above the mod-
erator to permit equalization of

helium pressure in the two spaces,

thus allowing moderator to fali by
gravity through the main dump
annulus for emergency shutdown.

Fuel rod assemblies consist of ;i

solid steel upper section which is

inserted through and seated in the

tubes of the pressure vessel head
and from this section is suspended
the fuel section in the coolant tube

assemblies. Each rod is equipped
with a throttling orifice to equal-

ize coolant effluent temperatures
from various rods. No firm pro-

posal for monitoring has been de-

veloped. Coolant flow monitoring

by measurement of effluent tem-
perature or pressure differentials is

under consideration. Sheath moni-
toring may be accomplished by
measurement of gaseous fission

products, delayed neutrons or

gamma activity in the effluent.

The main reactor auxiliaries in-

clude a moderator cooling system
capable of maintaining moderator
temperature at any value between
about 80°F. and '800°F., an ion-

exchange system for heavy water
clean-up, a reflector and vessel

head cooling system, and a helium
system.

Heat is removed froni the re-

actor by circulating the primary
coolant through two vertical,

straight-tube, single-pass, remov-
able bundle steam generators.

Each unit is rated 140,000 Ib./hr.

of dry saturated steam at i2õ p.s.i.

from .SOO°F. feedwater. The pri-

mary coolant temperatures are

5í5'F. in and -IDO^^F. out. The
units are of stainless steel con-

struction using small tubes to re-

duce heavy water holdup. Circu-

lation is provided by two canned-

rotor pumi)s for each unit with no

spare punij) units provided. The
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pumps are so rated that break-

down of a singie unit will some-
what limit i-eactor power, but the

plant can continue to operate at

reduced rating until repairs can be

made. It is lielieved that the

thermo-siphon effect of the cooling

system will dissipate shutdown
heat.

The control system for the re-

actor is believed to be unique in

that ali control and emergency
shutdown will }>e accomplished by
moderator levei and temperature
only, resulting in no moving parts

in the reactor vessel. Figure 4

shows the important circuits in

schematic form. Moderator levei

is used as the primary control

method. It is determined by ad-

justing the difference in rate be-

tween inflow from the moderator
levei control pump and the out-

flow from the core through open
drain pipes into the sump space in

the lower vessel h e a d. This
dynamic system provides fail-safe

operation sinc^ moderator levei

falis if pumps or valves fail. In

order that differential helium pres-

sure does not control moderator
height it is necessary to circulate

helium. This is done by constant-

displacement pumps which trans-

fer gas from above the moderator
to the sump space whencc any ex-

cess pressure above that required

to maintain moderator height is

relieved by gns bubbling back
through the U-tube annulus and
up through the moderator. The
rate of bubbling thus imposes an
upper limit on the rate at which
moderator levei may be increased.

A secondarv method of control

1000

is provided by the relatively slow

acting regulation of moderator
temperature. This permits opera-

tion with maximum moderator
height even during periods when
the potential reactivity of the core

is greatest. Furthermore, it pro-

vides a convenient means of over-

coming xenon buildup during short

shutdowns.
Emergency shutdown is effected

by opening valves in the helium

pressure equalization lines prcvi-

ously described.

This, then, is a brief outline of

the physical design representing

the second stage of the group"s

work.

Slage III—Capital Cost Estimates

The final stage of the prelimin-

ary design work on NPD consisted

of preparing estimates of ca])ital

cost in sufficient detail to form the

basis for securing appropriation of

funds and for commencement of

detailed design work.

Due to the manner and the rela-

tively short period of time in which

the physical design Information

was developed, considerable detail

was available for estimating costs

in the case of some elements of the

plant and very little in others. Fur-
thermore, the time limitation on

the work precluded obtaining

manufacturers' estimates of equip-

ment costs other than in a few
cases. Therefore, costs were de-

rived essentially as follows:

(1) Manufacturers' estimates

were used where available.

("í) In cases where design de-

tail was adequate. costs were de-

rived l)y estimating material.

500 —

7 10 15 20

POWER RATING MW
Fig. 5. Capital cost estimates for plants in the range ~.5 to 20 M\*.

labour, and tooling costs for each
of the component parts.

(3) In ali other cases, bulk unit

prices for matei-ial and labour were
used. In many cases these were
obtained from records of actual

work costed during recent con-

struction of similar plant elements
In other cases, estimates were de-

rived from published data on aver
age costs for similar industrial

equipment.

(4) For the reactor portion of

the plant, a total of "26 per cent

was applied as an overhead rate to

ali material, labour and services,

16 i)er cent being applied to the

remainder of the plant. CorreS'

ponding contingency rates used
were 15 per cent and 10 j)er cent

respectively.

The cost esti;nates so derived

are shown graphically in Fig. 5 for

plants in the range of 7V2 to 20

Mw. A partia 1 breakdown applic

able to the main sections of cost is

indicated. In considering these

estimates, it should be remem-
bered that, while some allowance
has been made for overhead costs

as.sociated with training a design

organization, in accordance with
the reciuirements of the study, no
allowance has been made for ex-

perimental development and site

costs. The former maj' add from
1 to ;> million doílars for a plant of

any rating in the range considered.

Arrangenients for Coiistniction

of NPD

í\)llowing completion of the pre-

liminary design study, Atomic
Energy of Canada Limited, the

("anadian General Electric Com-
pany, and Ontário Ilydro agreed

to undertake the design and con-

struction of NPD in the 20 Mw.
rating, and work is now in pro-

gress. Under the agreement, Cana-
dian (ieneral Electric will act as

the prime contractor, undertaking

the design and manufacture of the

reactor portion of the plant (less

building shell) , the construction

work for the entire plant, and will

contribute design and develop-

ment costs up to $2.000.000. On-
tário Hydro will be responsible for

the design and costs of the build-

ing and the conventional part of

the plant and will provide a suit-

able site. Atomic Energy of

Canada Limited will be responsi-

ble for ali other capital costs and

will provide special development
services and data required for re-

actor design. V
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Economic and Design

Advantages of

Niagara Hydraulic Models
by

J. B. Bryce, m.e.i.c,

Hydraulic Engineer, (^eneration Department,
Hydro-Electric Poiver Comrnission of Ontário.

Read at the 69th Annual General and Professional Meeting of

The Engineering Institute of Canada, Toronto. May, /955.

In the redevelopment at Niagara,

from the remediai works in the

Niagara river through the intakes.

tunnels, and canais, to the Sir

Adam Beck-Niagara Generating
Station No. 2, many unusual and
varied problems in hydraulic de-

sign arose. The magnitude of the

new Canadian diversion of flow

from the Niagara river, up to some
45,000 cubic feet per second, re-

quired conveying and controlling

structures of large dimensions,

which necessitated corresponding-

ly large capital investments. In

view of these factors and the com-
plex nature of the design problems,

it was considered most advan-
tageous to carry out a comprehen-
sive programme of model testing.

While the primary purpose of

these tests was to ensure efficient

hydraulic design, past experience

indica ted that in ali probability

substantial economies would also

be realized in view of the large

quantities and capital investment
involved. In this paper an outline

is givcn of the major problems
encountered, their solution, and
whenever possible an estimate of

the economic advantages of the

model analysis.

Use of HycIratiHc Models

As hydraulic motlels are a rela-

tively new design tool, it is

thought to be of interest to trace

their acceptance into the design

program of Ontário Hydro. So
far, some fifty-three separate

models have been tested by this

Commission, the first tests dating

back to 1918 at the time of the

Sir Adam Beck-Niagara Generat-
ing Station No. 1 at Queenston.
In Fig. 1 is shown a cumulativc
plotting of the number of models

tested against the date of their

test. This graph shows the large

increase in the number of tests in

the last fifteen years. It should
be noted also that these later

models are in general much larger

and more comprehensive than the

earlier ones, and involve much
more time and effort. Although
the many models tested in this

later period are due in a large

measure to the many de\'elop-

nients that have been constructed

in this period, they do illustrate

also the increasing coníidence in

such tests and the value attached
to them.

Summary of Niagara Model Tests

To obtain a perspective of the

Niagara model testing program,
the design features so investigated

are shown on the accompanying
general plan, Fig. 2, and are sum-
marized below along with the gen-

eral nature of the problems noted:

(a) Niagara River Remediai
Works.—Design of excavations on
the Horseshoe Falis flanks; design

of Grass Island Pool control struc-

ture.

(ò) Niagara River Intakes.—
Location of tubes and required

river improvement; detailed design

of tubes.

(c) Tunnel Control Gates.—
Analysis of hydraulic loading.

(d) Tunnel Bends.—Determin-

ation of minimum loss bend
dimensions.

(í>) Tunnel Outlet Structure.—
Design of efficient transition from
tunnels to canal.

(/) Cariai Crossover. — Design

of intersection of power canais.

{g) Forebay.—Design of fore-

bay shape and interconnecting

canais.

A comprehensive program

of model testing was carried

out beíore the recent redevelop-

ments at Niagara. The paper

outlines the major problems

met, their solution, and esti-

mated economic advantages of

the model analysis. Many de-

sign advantages were obtained

from the use of models.

Niagara River Remediai Works
The model studies and inves-

tigations leading to the design of

the Niagara river remediai works
were the most comprehensive of

ali Niagara model tests. For these

investigations, a large model of

the Niagara river extending from
the Rainbow bridge to the tip of

Grand Island and including ali the

existing intakes diverting flow

from the river, was constructed

at Ontário Hydro\s A. W. Manby
transformer station and service

centre at Islington, Ontário, in a

building designed and built speci-

fically for this model*, of which
a photograjjh is shown in Fig. 3.

This building has subscquently
been extended and now houses a

number of similar models for the

St. Lawrence Power project.

The scales chòsen for the model
were horizontal 1:250, vertical

1:50, thus producing a distortion

ratio of 5:1. Becausc of the great

width of the river relative to its

THE ENGINEERING JOl RNAI> December, 1955

* A full dcscription of this model, the

tests carried out, and the solutions ob-

tained, is given in a paper "Niagara
Kemodial Works" by Dr. O. Holden,
Chief Engineer, Ontário Hydro; The
Eiu/incerwg Journal, Apr. 1955.
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Graphical representation of the increasing use of hydraulic niodels by
the Hvdro-Electric 1'ower Cominission of Ontário.

depth, this distortion was neces-

sary in obtaining similar flow pat-

terns in model and prototype. The
distortion, however, combined with
the difíerent types of flow en-

countered at the Falis, in the

Cascades, and in the Grass Island

pool, required original soliitions to

be made ín obtaining the proper
bed roughness to produce accur-

ate leveis and velocities. As may
be seen in Fig. .3, roughness in

the forni of embedded steel strips

was developed to produce similar

model and prototype conditions in

the Cascades. The verification of

the model posed many unusual
problems and unique methods
were required to obtain prototype
information. Ilowever, ali these

problems were successfully solved,

and when finally verified, the
model reproduced faithfully the

known performance of the river

and Falis over the full flow and
diversion range. The model then
became a most valuable and re-

markable design tool with the

ability to produce accurately any
combination of river flow and
diversion required.

As described in the paper
"Niagara Remediai Works" the
effects without remediai works on
the river and Falis of the new
power diversions authorized by
the 1950 Treaty were first deter-

mined. Then the remediai works
were developed which were neces-

sary to preserve and enhance the

beauty of the Falis and enable full

use to be made of the additional

diversions for power. The model
has been found to be of continuing
value as the construction of these

works proceed. Coííerdam plans
have been developed and tested

to determine conditions to be met
during construction, and to ensure
that the work will proceed with
a minimum disturbance to river

leveis. When flank excavations are

completed, their performance "as

constructed" is doubk-checked. It

might be noted that the model
predicted that the first stage

cofferdam for the control structure

would be self-clearing of ice, and
this was completcly verified dur-

ing the heavy ice run this winter.

A similar model, but to diíTerent

scales (l:,Sf)0; 1:60) was con-

structed by the Corps of Engi-
neers, United States Army, at

Vicksburg, Mississippi, and yield-

ed very similar solutions and per-

formance. It is felt that this dem-
onstrates the ability of such

models to .solve problems of this

type. It is also believed that only

by such model studies could a

problem of this nature be solved

with any reasonable degree of

reliability. Although it is con-

sidered that economy was achiev-

ed in the solutions obtained, as

minimum works were develo])ed

to effect the desired results, it is

not possible to evaluate the
savings attributable to model
analysis, as equivalent solutions

by other methods did not exist.

Intake Type and Location

The large Niagara river model
referred to in the previous section
was also used in determining the
best type, location, and overall

dimensions of the new Niagara
river intakes which would abstract
a considerablc portion of the
river's flow, about 20 per cent on
íhe average, and discharge it into

the two tunnels leading to the Sir

Adam Beck-Niagara Generating
Station No. 2.

In determining the type of in-

take to be used, the main require-

ment was that the intake should
be able to abstract a large volume
of flow from the relatively shallow
river, with minimum head loss,

and without attracting the ice floes

which at times cover the entire

surface of the river in this area.

Several conventional types of in-

takes were tested. and also a forni

of the Johnson - Wahlman tube
type of intake, adapted to the
special conditions existing at this

l)art of the river. It was proved
conclusively that two tube-type
intakes, each 500 feet in length, at

and parallel to the shore were the
most eflicient in satisfying the re-

quirements. With the submerged
slot through which the flow enter-

ed the tube located on the vertical

riverward face of thei tube. Fig. 4,

it was found that the flow entered
the tube from below while the

surface water and ice proceeded
unimpeded downstreani.

After testing numerous loca-

Fig. 2. General plan showing situation of features tested by models.
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tions, that shown on Fig. -1 wa.s

found to be the best. After in-

tensive testing, the river bed ex-

cavation shown was also developed
to ensiire that minimum head
lesses occurred in the river ap-

proaching the intakes, and also to

ensure that at least 50 per cent

more flow would be attraoted to-

ward the intakes than would be
drawn into the tiibes. This en-

sured that a suíficient current past

the intakes would always exist to

carry ice downstream.
Before testing the intake tubes

in the model, it was considered

that each tube should be about
1000 feet in length and that the

river excavation should be con-

siderably more extensive. The
model tests indicated, however,
that a length of 500 feet was quite

suíficient to prevent concentra-

tions of flow which would attract

ice and increase head losses, and
therefore a considerable saving

was achieved as a result of the

tests. In round figures this -saving

is estimated to be:

agara river model was suitable for

determining the type and loca-

tion of the intake tubes, its dis-

torled scale, horizontal 1:250, ver-

tical 1:50, mad(í it unsuitable for

determining the detailed hydraulic
design of the tubes themselves.
Consequently, a much larger 1:36
natural scale model was construct-

ed at the hydraulic laboratory of

the University of Toronto, the

model including both tubes and
that portion of the Niagara river

as indicated in Fig. 2. As the
action of the river adjacent to the
tubes was most important in the
tube design, measuremeuts were
made in the large Niagara river

model of the flow distribution,

velocities, and leveis in this por-

tion of the river aiid these were
carefully repnxluced in the iutakt;

model.

(ò) Design licíiuircnicnts (dhI

Scope oj Tests.—The fundanieiilal

design requirements of the intake

tubes were:

(i) An approximately uniform
draught should exist along llic fnll

k'ngth of each tube under ali flow

conditions thus preventing concen-
tratious of flow which would
attract ice.

(ii) A minimum head loss con-

sistent with other requirements.

(iii) A submergence and action

such that the surfacc flow condi-

tions would carry ice downstream
past the intake.

(c) Descripiion of ^lodel and

Savings in intakes

tube costs

Saving in river

excavation ....

Total saving

.

$1.5 million

0.3 million

$1.8 million

Intake Model Tests

(a) Reason for Large Scale

Model.—Although the large Ni-

Power Cof^frtissfOn

ct f»/

Chppcmo Intoke

Fig. 3. General view
of Niagara Kiver
model at Islington.

Fig. 4. Sir Adam
Beck Niagara G.S.
No. 2: location of in-

take tubes and river

dredging.

Scope oj Te^ts.—Tube No. 1 was
first constructed and tested in the

model, followed later by tube No.
2. In each case the tubes were so

constructed that interior dimen-
sions, slot height and position, and
pier angle and spacing could ali be
readily varied to ensure the op-

timum design of these elements.

A theoretical flesign was first con-

structed and tested, but it became
immediately apparent that the dis-

tribution of flow and the relativcly

high velocity in the Niagara river

approaching the tube would re-

quire extensive revisions to the

design to satisfy the requirements.

Ali the elements of the tube were
then systematically varied until a
final design was achieved which
satisfied the criteria.

The detailed findings in con-

nection with the development of

optimum tube details will be found
in another paper.* In the pre.scnt

paper, the remarks will be con-

* "Thp Intakes for Sir .\(lam Beck-
Niagara Gonerating Slation No. 2" by
O. E. Johnston and D. G. Harkncss,

The Engineering Journnl, Oct. 1955.
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Fig. 5. \<»rtex in original intake de-
sign photographed throiigli Irans-
parcnt plastic lop.

fined to a discussion of some of

the particular finílings which niay

be of general interest.

(d) Effect of Tube Shape on
Perjorviancc.— Yha eíTect of the

shape of the tube on its perfor-

mance was found to be very im-

portant. The original design tested

had a 45-foot square cross-section

throughout. As the invert of the

tul)e was considerably ])elow river

l)ed levei, the slot of necessity was
locatcd in the u]>per half of the

vertical face, as indicated in the

sketch in Fig. 4. This, combined
with the high approach velocities,

produced a reniarkable condition

inside the tube. The flow entering

the tube i)roduced spiral flow

which set u]) a high-speed air-tilled

vortex extending the length of the

tube. In Fig. 5 is shown the

vortex in action through the plexi-

glass top of the model tube, its

limits bcing outlined by colour

injection. It is of interest to note

that colour or light objects inject-

ed into the vortex worked their

way upstream against the flow of

the tube.

After many tests, it was found
that by ])rogressively reducing the

size of the tube from the down-
stream end to the upstream end.

the vortex action was eliminated

and only a very slow spiral re-

mained. Figure O shows the final

niodel design in o])eration. It is

of interest to note that the reduc-

tion in tube area to this degree

did not increase the head loss in

the tube, but any further reduc-

tion could not be made without an
increase in loss. As is usually the

case, the best design was also the

most economical, and in this case

the final design resulted in a

saving in construction cost of some
$400,000 over the original design

tested, by the elimination of tube

volume which was not only un-

necessary but actually trouble-

some.

(e) Effect of Approach Flow
Conditions on Slot and Píer De-
sign.—It was found that the the-

oretical design of the slot shape

and angle of the piers had to be
greatly modified by the appi-oach

flow conditions encountercd in the

Niagara river. The distribution,

velocity, and direction of the

approach flow varied along each
tube and this required a special

combination of slot shape and picr

angle to cnsure uniform draught

distribution. In tube No. 1 it was
found that ali piers could be kept

at 45 dcgrees and the slope tapered

uniformly from upstream to down-
stream. In tube No. 2, to keep

the slot height within required

limits, pier angles of 55 degrees,

45 dcgrees, and 40 degrees with

the front face were required.

Figure 7 shows the final model
designs for tube 2. Here conditions

more nearly approach those of a

lake, and it is probable that under
a true lake condition a continuous
change of pier angle would be
necessary. A minimum submer-
gence of 8 ft. in tube No. 1 and
6.3 ft. in tube No. 2 was found
satisfactory in preventing any sur-

face disturbance. As the slot de-

creased in height and the entering

velocity increased proceeding
downstream, the reduction in slot

height was made by lowering the

slot toj), thus increasing the sub-

mergence as the entering velocity

increased.

(/) Comparative Performance,
Prototype and Model.—Although
full scale prototype tests have not

yet been made (Apr. 1955) , cer-

tain observations are of interest in

comparing the model and proto-

type j)erformance. In the model,

the fiow entering the tube ali carne

from below the surface, while the

surface current continued down-
stream parallel to the intake. Ob-
servation of the prototype tubes
indicates the same action, floating

objets and ice, of which a heavy
run occurred this winter

(1954/55) , ali proceed downstream
parallel with the intake and with
no tendency to be stopped or be
drawn into the intake. Although
construction conditions in the river

have as yet prevented precise head
loss comparisons to be made, one
comparative observation of head
loss between gauge No. 5 at the

original Queenston intake, and the

encrgy levei in lhe No. 1 intake

tube at its downstream end, indi-

cate good agreement. These head
losses for a No. 1 intake tube flow

of 20,000 c.f.s. were: model 1.1 ft.;

])rototype 1.2 ft.

Tunnel Control Gate Tests

Some interesting results were
obtained from tests of a model of

the very large control gate, 48 ft.

4 in. wide and 58 ft. high, which
is installed immediately down-
stream from each intake in the

45-ft. square covered conduit con-

tiecting the intakes with the tun-

Kig. (>. ! inal «Icisign <>í

intake liibe No. 1, in
opeialion.

Fig. 7. Final slot and
pierdesign: intake tube
No. 2.
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HYDRAUUIC ACTION ONLY,
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Fig. 8. Tunnel control gale ni!>del.

Vertical hydraulic loads under oper-
ating conditions.

Fig. 9. Tunnel control gate niodel.
Coniparative vertical loads for various
gate bottoni designs.

nels proper. A transition from the
45-ft. sqiiare conduit to the 45-ft.

dianieter tunnel takes place imme-
diately below the gate. The gate

is ilesigned for the following

duties: (1) to close under full load

tunnel flow; (2) to open under
full upstream head and forebaj^

levei downstream; (3) to open
under full upstream head and no
tailwater levei, i.e., enipty tunnel.

The speed of travei of the gate is

set at % ft. per min. as the result

of other studies where surge and
water hammer effects in the tun-

nels were investigated.

The gates were designed and
constructed by the Dominion
Bridge Company but in view of

the size of the gates and the mag-
nitude of the tunnel velocities,

about 10 ft. per pec. at the gate
under design flow, it was decided
that a model would be construct-

ed by Ontário Hydro of the gate
to determine the actual hydraulic
forces that would exist under de-

sign conditions. An extension was
made to the 1:36 scale intake

model, and a model of the gate in-

stalled with the general arrange-
ment of the model gate and meas-
uring apparatus. The hydraulic
load measurements were made by
electrically indicating strain gauges

mounted in the wheel supports and
in the hoisting apparatus. These
gauges indicated loading by the

amount of change in s rface strain

which took place in thcir mount-
ings and were connected by wires

to an electrical bridge circuit

to 4 ft. with an empty tunnel
downstream. As downpull forces

were large, a number of modiííca-
tions were made to the gate bot-
toni to determine how the shape
affectcd the downi)ull. Three such
shapes are shown in Fig. 9 and
their resulting dow iipull. TIk»

great increase in downpull with a

square bottom may be noted. As
a result of the.se tests, a sati.sfac-

tory gate bottom design was
chosen and the hoisting api)aratus
designed for the loads to be en-

countered.

Tunnel Hpiid Loss Tcsts

The aligiinient of the 4.'5-fl. dia-

meter tunncis rcquired cleven
bends in tunnel No. 1, and ten

100 200 300 400 500

DOWNPULL -TONS

which indicated the movement in

micro-inches.

The forces to be investigated

and measured in the model were:

(1) The horizontal hydraulic

thrust on the gate as it lowered

into the full load tunnel flow.

{1) The vertical hydraulic loads,

i.e., uplift or downpull, whcn the

gate: (a) lowered into the full

load tunnel flow; (6) opened with

forebay pressure back of the gate;

and (c) opened up to 4 ft. under
full upstream pressure and with an
empty tunnel downstream, i.e., in

order to fill the tunnel.

With regard to the horizontal

thrust under lowering conditions,

it was found that at ali times it

was less than the static thrust with

the gate closed with no tailwater,

which was a further design con-

dition. The results of the vertical

loading tests are shown in Fig. 8

and 9. In Fig. 8 is shown the

variation and magnitude of lhe

hydraulic downpull and uplift as

the gate is lowered and raised

under operating conditions. Tn

Fig. 9 is shown the observed down-
I)ull when the gate is raised uj)

bends in tunnel No. 2, the major-

ity having a deflcction angle of

about 30 degrees. In view of the

size of the tunnels, the number of

bends, the scarcity of Information

on bend losses other than 90 de-

grees, and the great value of mini-

mum head loss, it was decided to

make laboratory tests of bend
loss to determine the optimum
R/D ratio, bend radius to pipe

diameter, for a bend, and the

actual bend loss coefficicnt.

A very intensive series of tests

were made using 6-in. pipe and
bends of 30, 60, and 90 degree

deflcction angles. Bends of five

diflcrent radii were used produc-
iiig ratios of R/D from 1.42 to

41.37.

In Fig. 10 is shown lhe results

of these lests, the bend loss co-

efficients being plotted in relation

to the R/D ratio. From these re-

sults, R D ratios were chosen for

the tunnel bends which would give

mininuim bend losses, and the

bend losses coefficients were used

in estimating the total los.ses from
the bends. While it is fully rccog-

nized that lhe (i-in. \n\iv produced
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PIE20METER RiMG FOR
/PRESSURE MEASUREMENT

- FLOW

VALVE 30'- 6"
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BENDS INSERTED HERE, TANGENT
SECTIONS CONSTANT LENGTH
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PIPE JOINTS

LAYOUT OF TEST APPARATUS
PLAN

SUPPLY

R . RADIUS (to which p ipe wos bent)

O
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Fig. 10. Bond loss coeíTioienl curves obtained froni tests <>n 6-in. dia. stecl pipe
(actual dia. 0.4835 fl.). Krtect of friction in pipe forniiiig the hend is iiot inchided
in bcnd loss coefflcieiít. Defleclion angle: • ."50°; 60°; 90°. Kc> noids No.
range 200,000 to 150,0(»0. V elocity range 1.5 to 11.0 f.p.s.

lar canal, which took place some
distance downstream was also to

be investigated.

A 1 : 60 scale model was con-

structed at the University of Tor-

onto for this investigation, the

model including both tunnels and
bends approaching the outlet por-

tal, the outlet portal itself, the

transition from portal to trape-

zoidal canal, the trapezoidal canal

and the transition from trape-

zoidal to rectangular canal.

To bring each tunnel to the sur-

face and into alignment with the

canal, three bends were required,

one horizontal and two vertical.

Preliminary designs had the tun-

nel bends arranged as shown in

Fig 11, with the horizontal bend
some distance upstream from the

vertical bends. The model tests

showed, however, that the overall

head loss could be reduced if the

horizontal bends were moved
downstream to immediately before

the vertical bends. It was found

Reynolds numbers much below the

45-ft. tunnel, it is felt that the

R/D ratio giving the minimum
bend loss would remain virtually

unchangcd and the bend loss co-

efficient would be conservative, as

the larger tunnel would ])robably

produce lower bend losscs. In the

writer's opinion, these results are

a valuable addition to bend loss

literature, as they indicate the

relative effect on bend loss of a

good range in R/D ratio and a

deflection angle range of from 30
degrees to 90 degrees, using pre-

cisely the same pipe in each case.

Tunnel Outlet Model

At the downstream end of the

tunnels, the problem arose as to

the most efficient manner in

which the relatively high velocity

tunnel flow should be brought to

the surface and introduced into

the trapezoidal canal leading to

the plant. The transition from the

trapezoidal canal to the rectangu-

PRELIMINARY
DESIGN

Fig. II. Niagara tunnel
outlet model. Preliminary
and fínal design of tunnel
bends.

Fig. 12. Tunnel outlet
transition in operation; No.
2 tunnel flow colou re»l.

even more efficient to nierge one

horizontal bend with one vertical

bend into one inclined bend, and

this was done in tunnel No. 'i as

shown in Fig. 11, final design.

Tunnel No. 1 could not be treated

in this manner because of mini-

mum clearance requirements be-

tween the tunnels. As indicated

in Fig. 11 the bends in the model

were built uj) from tapered lamin-

ations of plywood which explains

the square outward appearance,

the interior water passage being,
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Fig. 13. IVIodfl i>{ canal cross-over in

opera tion.

Fig. 14. (Right). Canal <;rossover mo-
del: design conditions and plan de-
veloped

.

of course, of circular cross-section.

Many tests were made on the

transition between the portal and
the trapezoidal canal and a design

was developed which produced a

very smooth reduction in velocity

with almost no eddies, turbulence,

or dead áreas. The transition in

operation is shown in Fig. 12,

where both tunnels are discharg-

ing their maximum flow, with that

from No. 2 being coloured to show
its action. A similar performance

was achieved in the transition

downstream between trapezoidal

and rectangular canais.

As a result of these tests, a re-

duction in head loss at the outlet

of the tunnels of 1.3 ft. was
achieved, which in capital terms

would represent a saving of well

over one million dollars.

Canal Cross-over Model

The canal cross-over model was
perhaps the most interesting and
most productive of savings in con-

struction cost and effort of ali the

models tested. The location of the

new Sir Adam Beck-Niigara Gen-
erating Station No. 2 was up-

stream from the No. 1 jjlant, and
a direct line from the tunnel out-

let to the new plant crossed the

old power canal at an angle of

about 32 degrees. If the new canal

could proceed on this line and
cross the old canal at the same
grade and water levei, then very

substaiitial savings would result,

as the alternative w,)uld be a

costly inverted syphon under the

old canal, or a costly circuitous

route for the new canal via the

old No. 1 plant forebay.

The Crossing of the old canal,

48 feet wide, and with velocities

up to about 15 feet per second,

with the new canal 200 feet wide
with velocities up to about 7 feet

per second, at the same grade and
water levei, and without a large

enei-gy loss, appeared to be a most
formidable design problem. How-
ever, when tested in a model, a
very simple and effective solution

was found.

A 1:60 scale model of the canal

intcrsection was constructed at

the University of Toronto and the

intcrsection conditions studied, the

model being shown in action in

Fig. 13. In Fig. 14 are shown the

elements of the crossing and the

solution obtained. Originally it

was the intention to have the old

canal carry the same flow from,

as well as to, the intcrsection, and
a solution was obtained on this

basis. However, later studies in-

dicated that an interconnecting

canal between the two forebays

would j)roduce less total head loss

and be more efficient in distribut-

ing the flow, and this permitted

lhe flow from lhe cross-over in

each canal to be on the basis of

its carrying capacity for the same
head drop. The design flows enter-

ing and leaving the cross-over thus

became as shown in Fig. 14.

It soon became apparent in the

model that the crossing or intcr-

section was actually a merging aml
redistribution area. A simple solu-

tion was found to achieve this

distribution efficiently. First the

old canal was gradually widened
approaching the crossing so that

its velocity was efficiently reduced
to about that of the new canal

where they merged. Next, the

centre line of the new canal was
offset 45 feet as shown in Fig. 14.

By this offset, area was provided
for the old canal ílow to proceed
smoothly into the new canal, and
at the same time a portion of the

flow approaching in the new canal

was deflected into the old canal
upon leaving. This merging and
redistribution of flow is indicated

graphically by stream lines in Fig.

14. Oífsetting the centre line was
the major discovery of the tests.

Fig. 15. Prototype canal cross-over in operation. Note flow interchange visible
due to water discoloration.
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If more flow was to be deflected

into the old canal, then the offset

would be proportionally increased.

The required amoiuit of offset was

found to be proportional to the

amount of flow interchange.

CarefuI observations in the

raodel predicted is obtained in Fig.

ciable energy loss beyond that of

normal channel friction occurred

in the cross-over.

An indication that the prototype

cross-over will perform as the

model predicted is obtained in Fig.

15, which shows the flow in the

old canal, discoloured by a storm,

entering the new canal. Although
at the time the photograph was
taken the cross-over construction

was not complete and design con-

ditions not realized, the action

appears identical to the model per-

formance.

Comparative estimates of alter-

natives indicated that the canal

cross-over scheme enabled savings

of some $2.25 million in construc-

tion cost to be made and enabled

a much simpler construction plan

to be followed. An appreciable re-

diiction in overall head loss was
also achieved.

As noted in the next section, a

pump-storage canal was later add-
ed near the cross-over, but this

addition did not aftect the basic

design described in this section.

Canais and Forebay Model

To investigate the optimum
dimensions of the forebay for the

Sir Adam Beck-Niagara Generat-
ing Station No. 2, the apjjroach

canais, and the canal interconnect-

ing the forebays of the Nos. 1 and
2 i)lants, a 1:90 scale model was
constructed at the University of

Toronto. As shown in Fig. 16, this

model reproduced both forebays
and both the new and old canais

to points vvell upstream from the
cross-over.

PUMPED STORAQE PLANT

Fig. 16. Canais and forebay model: final des'gn. Flows shown for average river

leveis; figures in parentheses indicate no piimp storage flow.

Tests on the original No. 2 fore-

bay design indicated that the flow

would not expand at the rate pro-

vided, and serious back eddies

occurred. After intensive tests, the

original design was modified to

provide the maximum expansion

that the water would follow, and
the walls of the forebay actually

trace the streandine for maximum
expansion. In Fig. 17 is shown the

flnal design of the forebay. The
interconnecting canal was placed

such that ali its area would be
effective. and it was found that

its width could be reduced from
that originally planned. The de-

sign of the forebay and intercon-

necting canal eliminated ali back
eddies and ali area was effective.

In so doing, a saving of some
$800,000 was made possible com-
pared to the original design.

When it was decided to proceed
with the pump-storage plant, an-

other series of tests were made on
this model to determine the best
location and design of the pump-
storage canal. This is a reversible

flow canal which withdraws water
from the main canal during the
fllling of the reservoir, and dis-

charges water back when the stor-

age is being withdrawn. In Fig.

10 is shown the location found by
the model to be best for this canal.

Fig. 17. Model
of forebay and
canal: final de-
sign of new fore-
bay with coloiir
showing adher-
•nce of flow to
walls.

This location produced the mini
miim energy loss in the system
and gavp the best flow distribution

for the storage water. The tests

also indicated the best canal en

trance dimension to give least loss

under either inflow or outflow con-

ditions.

Summary of Advantages Obtained

As indicated in this paper, many
design advantages resulted from
the Niagara models. The Niagara
river remediai works and the canal

cross-over posed design problems
which in the writer's opinion,

could only be solved by model
tests. Without model tests, the

intakes would not have function

ed efficiently due to the special

velocity conditions encountered in

the Niagara river. Tests on the

other features—the control gates,

the tunnel bends, the tunnel out
let structure, and the forebay and
connecting canais, enabled much
more efficient designs to be jiro

duced.

The essence of efficient design is

economy, and it is considered to

be of interest to summ:u-ize the

known savings in construction cost

attributable to the models. These
are:

$ Millions

Niagara river

intake models 2.20

Canal cross-over

model 2.25

Canais and
forebay model O.SO

Total 5.25

In addition to these savings in

construction cost, the models also

reduced head losses between the

Niagara river and the forebay,

equivalent to a capital saving of

several million dollars. It should

be pointed out, however, that

these figures do n tt represent the

total economy of the models. In

cases such as the Niagara remediai

(ContimieíJ on page 167i)
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The Tide and the Crisis

From one end of Canada to the

other, throughoiit the United
States, in Great Britain and in

every part of the Commonwealth,
the universities and colleges havc
been examining their place in the

changing modern society. They
have been singularly self-critical.

They recognize that they are far

from being perfect. They adniit

that they are seriously worried.

They are extremely conscious of

their responsibilities and at the

same time are aware of the diffi-

culties of meeting obligations in

the face of alniost general niis-

understanding on the part of the

public of the purposes of educa-
tion, of the place of edncation
relative to society, of what a uni-

versity is and of what a iiniver-

sity must always be.

Not only have nniversity people
been worrying about these ever-

growing problems within their own
faculty meetings, over the lunch-

eon table and in general discus-

sions, but they have also been
worrying abont them out loud—on
the public platform, in the press

and on the radio. And in the face

of these near-insurmountable prob-
lems, and at a time when their

solution is so vital, there are now
more worries and more problems
which have been heaped upon the

shoulders of the universities. These
new problems, unlike the basic

problems which are fundamental,
are concrete problems— problems
of a material, substantive nature
— simple problems of econoniics

coincident with a growing nation.

The new major forces influenc-

ing the future of higher education
in this country are so significant,

I feel, and the changes to be
wrought so far-reaching, that they
should be thoroughly understood
by ali of US within the universities

and appreciated by ali citizens

who believe in education and
educational opportunities. A few
facts will, I think, serve to intro-

duce the problems of student en-

rollment and finances. These are

the new modern problems facing

the universities today and so

serious ai-e they that they are even

by

Dr. G. E. Hall, f.r.s.c,

President and Vice-Chancellor,

The University of Western Ontário.

Read at the 69th Annital (jeneral and Professional Meeting

of The Engineering Instiliitr of Canada, Mav 19S!í.

The .subject of future education in Canada is of particular signifícance

to the englneer. The wholc progressiva world is conccrned ahout the

s<)urce of nien trained for fuliire developments in technohigy; the rapid

growth of Canada accentuates this probleni, which is boldly"presented hy

one of Canada's leading educa tors.

pushing aside the deeper and more
fundamental problems which must
be solved if universities are to

remain nniversities.

Stated bluntly, perhaps, the new
problems have arisen because Can-
ada\s population has doubled in

the past forty-five years— from
7.6 to 15 millions of people. Peri-

odic immigration has been a factor

in this increase, but of more sig-

nifícance has been the actual num-
ber of births. During the depres-

sion years (1980-38) the number
of births per annum was approxi-

mately 220,000. By 1945 this fig-

ure had increased to 350,000 and
by 1953 to 380,000.

Today the universities of Can-
ada are serving some 55,000 stu-

dents. These students represent

the "depression babies" of the low

birth period. But since that time

the birth rate has been increasing.

Even in the past ten years the

birth rate in Canada has increased

from 20.5 to 27.2 per thousand.

In Ontário there was even a

greater increase in rate—from 17.5

to 25 per thousand. This increase

in births in Ontário, especially

since 1938, has resulted in an im-

precedented influx of students

into our primary and secondary

schools, creating problems of staff

and facilities and costs with which

we are ali familiar.

It is not necessary to do much
speculating in connection with the

numbers to be provided for in our

secondary schools in 1960 and in

1965. Neither does it require a

telescope to see the impending

tidal wave of students rushing for-

ward to engulf the seats of higher

learning. The storm signals have

been raised by ali of us in the

educational field. What is happen-

ing in the secondary schools today
is passed on to the universities to-

morrow.
There is no mystery about this

problem. Those who will be scek-

ing higher education in 1960 and
1965 are already born; we can

count them now; they are already

in our schools.

Inevitably, those who are 13

years old this year will be 18 years

old in five years. If there are 25

per cent more in Grade 9 this year

than there were 5 years ago, there

will be proportionately that many
more in Grade 13 five years from
now. It is just that simple to cal-

culate. But take this one step

further to the university levei. If

the percentage of students grad-

uating from secondary school and
going on to universities and col-

leges remained the same in 1960 as

it was in the fali of 1954, and if

the total number of students in

Grade 13 doubled by 1960, then

the number seeking higher educa-

tion would be twice the present

number.
Actually there are 8,000 more

students in provincially supported

schools in Ontário this year (1954-

55) than there were last year

(1953-54). In Canada in 1953

there were 310,000 students in the

secondary schools and by 1964

there will be 600,000 of them.

It can be said, with consider-

able accuracy. that we do know
the time of tho coming of students

from the secondary schools to the

universities. And the numbers are

increasingly large.

It may be said, ainl I have

heard it in discussion, that the

universities, since they "handled"

.so well the large infiux of veteran

students from 1945 to 1950, should
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find this new surge of prospective

students no serious challenge. For

those who may think in this way,

may I remind theni that too few

teachers, lack of space, too little

equipment, large classes and even

double classes are not the answers

to this new problem as they were

for our 50,000 veteran students. If

it had not been for the great in-

centive, the experience and the

maturity of these young men and

women, that great ex])erinient in

higher education might well have

been a colossal failure. We do not

wish to repeat it. But the on-

coming situation, unless eíFective

measures are taken now, will bc

not just as serious. It will be

worse. It will be worse because

the students will be considerably

younger than the vcterans were,

and the incentive will be less

niarked. It will be worse too, be-

cause the numbers will not be a

three, four or íive year "peak"

—

they will be continuous and they

will be greater.

More and permanent facilities

will have to be provided; more
university teachers will have to

be prepared and appointed. High-
er salaries will have to be provided
for the members of the stafYs

—

so that they too may share in

the material benefíts of an increas-

ing standard of living experienced

already by most groups in Canada
but largely denied to university

teachers.

Why the University?

It is not unreasonable, I feel,

to have peoi)le ask where the uni-

versities "fit in" with our total

Canadian economy. At the same
time, many ])eople ask the appar-
ently easy question, "why go to

University.^" The answers to these
questions are not easy nor can
they be specific. And I feel sure
that no one of us would ever hold
that to be successful, even in the
limited material sense, one has to

be a university graduate. Far from
it. But I will say that in keeping
with Canada's economic, tech-
nological and scientific develop-
ment, the university graduate is

indispensable. When we recall that
our gross national product of

goods and services is 25 billions

of dollars, we should remember
the place of the engineer, the
c h e m i s t, the physicist, the
geologist, the mathematician, the
botanist, the agricultural scientist

and the zoologist in the produc-
tion of those goods and services.

And to these add the teachers, the

clergy, the doctors, the dentists,

the public health nurses and to

an ever-increasing extent, the his-

torians, the economists, the phil-

osophers—those in the humanities

and social sciences who, one day,

will solve the great social prob-

lems of our industrial civilization.

Only in the universities can these

men and women receive the edu-

cation and the professional and
social skills so urgently required

in our total economy.

There are not enough engineers

to meet the increasing demands
for them. There are far too few

graduates in the natural sciences

to meet the necds of science let

alone a fraction of the needs of the

secondary schools. There are in-

sufíicient numbers of doctors, of

nurses, of clergy. There are not

enough university graduates in the

honours and professional courses

to go around. But the picture can

start to change in 1900 with the

influx from our secondary schools

—if we are ready for them.

It can be argued, it can be

])rove(l, that the universities of

Canada are important to Canada.
They should not be taken for

granted.

I do not think that it is necessary

to argue the point as to whether
universities are provincial or na-

tional. That, in essence, is besidc

the point. They certainly are na-

tional as.sets. They certainly enroll

students from provinces other than
those in which they are situated.

They send out their graduates to

every province in the Dominion.
They conduct nationally sponsored

research in the national intcrest.

They supply graduates to federal

government departments and agen-

cies as they do to provincial gov-
ernment departments and agencies.

They are integral parts of our econ-

omy and vital parts of our total

society.

At this point perhaps we can, in

general, agree that there is no
myth about the impending wave of

increased student numbers which
will strike at the doors of the uni-

versities in a few short years. We
can agree, too, I am sure, that

Canada is a land of promise. of

plenty, and of fine people. It is a

country where the university grad-

uates stay and play their part. I

think we are of one mind in describ-

ing our universities as national

assets. I am sure that we recognize

that the universities have very
great and equally as grave respon-

sibilities as the only institutions in

our land where the doctors, the

engineers, the lawyers, the physi-

cists and those many other highly

qualified men and women can be

cducatcd.

Money the Problem

If we agree to those premises,

either whoíly or in ])art, then why
ali the shouting? What is the

l)r()blem? The problem is money!
St range as it may seem in a

materialistic world, with inflation

ali al)out us, the universities do not

sell their products. In business, if

the product ion costs of an article

increase, the increase is passed on
to the consumer. And the producer
is still in the black. But too few

people take the time to think about
what is happening to the poor

universities which have no such

opportunities of passing on its in-

creased costs.

Ilere, in bricf, is the i)icture. In

19^27, in the midst of the roaring

twenties when money was ílowing

freely, the average revenue avail-

able for the education of a univer-

sity student in Canada was $48.3.

In' 1951 the figure was $741! And
in that fiscal year (1951) when
the total revenue of ali universities

in Canada was 40.5 million, the

Canadian people spent 90.5 million

on carbonated beverages, 66 mil-

lion on hosiery and 113.7 million on

liquor. And in the next year when
universities, with inflation pound-
ing at their sides, had a total

revenue of 48.4 millions, the people

of this country spent 59.9 million

caring for the patients in our men-

tal institutions.

So $741.00 was the average rev-

enue available for the education of

the university students in 1951

—

for the education of the engineers,

the chemists, the economists, the

teachers— those students upon

whose minds and hands and souls

the peojjle of Canada are to a large

extent placing the future of their

country: $741.00! But those same
people of Canada, in the same
year, spent $1670 to keep each

convict in our federal peniten-

tiaries. And the people of Ontário

expended $1500 to maintain each

inmate in the jails and reforma-

tories of this province. Are those

in our jails, in our mental hospi-

tais, in our reformatories and in

our penitentiaries likely to be as

productive for Canada.'' Are they

likely to be as creative? Are they

likely to be as responsible as the

graduates of our universities?
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1 do not believe that the Cana-
dian public realizes the financial

plight of the universities and the

unfortunate companitive fiscal

position of their institiitions of

higher learning. The pul)lic's re-

spect for higher education and its

place in our civilization is too

great for me to believe that they

know of the crisis.

Perhaps there are solutions to

the ])roblems of moncy and num-
bers which woiild not cost more
general money, but I doubt if too

many people wonld accept the solu-

tions—raise still higher the en-

trance requirements and raise still

higher the fees. Both would be
mutually restrictive. I do not, per-

sonally, subscribe to either course.

I believe that every young man
and woman in the Dominion of

Canada who has the desire and the

ability to take advantage of the

opportunities of higher education

should be afforded those opportu-
nities. Canada will otherwise be
the eventual loser.

Where can the extra money so

urgently needed by the Universi-

ties come from? We recognize that

the taxpayers' dollars are in great

demand. Roads, public works,

agriculture, primary schools, sec-

ondary schools, etc, etc, must be
financed. Actually the Provincial

Governments are doing much

—

with Nova Scotia, Ontário, New-
foimdland, New Brunswick and
Alberta spending 20% or more of

their total revenue for education

at ali leveis. The action of the

Government of the Pi-ovince of

Ontário this year in giving added
sums to the support of the univer-

sities in the province, has been vir-

tually a life-saver. Here is Mr.
Frost's relevant statement, made
in his budget address of March
lOth:

"Special grants are also being

paid to the universities for con-

struction and deferred mainte-

nance. We are deeply conscious

of the role of the universities in

advancing research and science

and of affording opportunities

for continuing intellectual and
spiritual development. The sus-

tained economic growth of our

whole Province. and indeed of

the whole nation, will depend to

a large extent upon how we con-

tribute to and utilize the multi-

tude of new advances made pos-

sible by modern science. To
assist the universities in meeting

the impending sharp increase in

enrolment, we, therefore, pro-

pose to pay to them this year
special grants totalling $5,í)()0.-

000."

More is needed—l)ut there are

liniits to the taxpayer's dollar.

The ])hilanthropist"s dolhir is lhe

subject of extreniely keen compeli-
tion, keener since succession duties

and other taxes havc reduced net

income and estates so markedly.
Although an extremely iniportanl

t)ut rather specific source, it can
hardly be a constant nor a general

one.

What then about student fees?

It is to be freely and frankly ad-

mitted that there are and should
be limits to which students fees

may be raised to help pay for high-

er education. I believe, personally,

that the proportion of university

current revenue derived from stu-

dents fees is already at an exclu-

sive levei.

The Federal Government, recog-

nizing the national scope of the

". . . for the Universities to
do the job of which they
are capable and to meet
their responsibilities to
Canada and its people."

•

universities, and realizing their

financial plight, commenced in

1952 to make grants to the univer-

sities on a provincial population

basis of fifty cents per head. The
total of some 714 million dollars

so arrived at has since been dis-

tributed -pro rata to the univer-

sities annually. This assistance

"bailed out" the universities in

1952 and has helped materially t<j

maintain the status quo. Assist-

ance from the Federal Govern-
ment, I believe, should be greatly

increased in order that the univer-

sities may be permitted to meet,

in part at least, the problems of

providing facilities and staff for the

near future. But government
grants and student fees should not

be the only major sources of total

revenue.

Another very significant source

of income for the work of the uni-

versities is from Canadian corpora-

tions, including Canadian subsidi-

aries of United States corporations.

A study of corporate giving in

Canada was made in 1952. It is in-

teresting to note that in 1946 Com-
munity Chests, Hospitais, the Red
Cross, Salvation Army and other

health and welfare agencies re-

ceived 55 per cent of the total gifts

from corporations, and the univer-

sities and collegcs receivcd 14 per

cent of the $2,326,000 total. In

1951, on the other hand, the health

and welfare agencies received 70

\)vv cent of the total corporate

giving while the colleges and uni-

versities were the recii)ients of less

than 11 per cent of the 6 million

dollar total.

Although business corporations

may deduct for income tax pur-

])oses up to 5 ])er cent of their

taxable income with respect to

gifts to charitable and educational

institutions, .such corporations, on
the average, are making corporate

gifts of less than 1 per cent of their

taxable income. There is a strong

and growing feeling within the

business community that every
Corporation in Canada, using

Canadian resources of material

and nian-power has an increasing

responsibility to the welfare and
future of this country—a responsi-

bility which goes beyond the

actual taxes which are paid. They
know that the universities are in-

dispensable to Canadian corpora-

tions. They are realizing that the

universities must receive their

financial assistance not alone in

support of specific things, but in a

bigger, broader and more far-

reaching manner—support for the

university as a university.

Although the problems of each

university or college are, to some
extent, specific and individual, yet

no one university can solve these

problems alone. They are problems
coincident with our increasing pop-
ulation and our rising economic
levei. They are, too, problems of

inflation. I am sure, as others are

too, that if the people of Canada
realize the impending educational

crises, a solution to the problems
will be found. In any event. a deci-

sion, if not a solution, will have to

be made. That decision may or

may not be an intelligent one. We
do know that the right decision

can be made and the solution to

the problems effected if adequate
finaffces are available— in time.

The decision eventually rests in

the hands of the people.

(iovemments and the people.

governments and industrv—to-

gether — hand in hand — with

understanding and with determin-

ation, should combine to make it

possible for the universities, on

which so much of our present and

our future depends, to do the job

of which they are capable and to,

meet their responsibilities lo iman-

ada and to its people. V
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DISCUSSION
of Technical Papers

Low Frequency Radio Communications and Engineering

By R. S. Tliain, Defence Research Board, Oltawa.

The Engineering Journal, Octoher 1955 issue, page 1373

Capt. (L) J. Deane, M.E.I.C.i

I would like to compliment Mr.
Thain on his most interesting

pa])er. It is tiniely that we should

recognize that the LF band is of

particular importance to Canada,
and it is indeed appropriate that

Defence Research Board is study-

ing the special problems peculiar to

th is band.

When the R.C.N. first went
into frequency shift radio teletype

about seven years ago we ran into

plenty of stability problems. Our
experience fully supports Mr.
Thain's contention that the wider

the band over which a transmitter

^ Royai Canadian Navy, Department of

National Defence, Ottawa.

or recorder is tunable, the more
difficult is the stability prol;lem.

Although I have not personally

been closely associated with radio

Communications in the R.C.N., I

do know that nianufacturers have
made great strides in improving
frequency shift equipment and Mr.
Thain's paper should help to direct

more of their attention to the LF
field.

When trying to decide the rela-

tive size of the acrial system versus

the transmitter. there is one factor

which I consider important which

I do not believe Mr. Thain men-
tioned. In the operation of a large

LF transmitter. the cost of electric

power becomes significant. This

may justify a larger aerial and
smaller transmitter than would
otherwise be the case.

The Author

I mu st agree with Capta in

Deane that I did not mention the

specific factor of cost of electrical

power when discussing design fac-

tors in transmitting installations.

and I wish to thank him for point-

ing out the significance of this fac-

tor. The cost of electrical power for

such installation.'; is, indeed, a very
important consideration, in partic-

ular when considering the electri-

cal power requirement of trans-

mitting installations in Northern
Canada. The cconomy of electrical

power is essential to alleviate the

problems of transportation and
supply in such remote áreas. The
engineer must realize that any im-

provements in system design, re-

cciver design, and transmitting

antenna efficiency, to lessen the

radiated power requirement of the

transmitting installation, will re-

sult in a saving in operating costs

in addition to a saving in the initial

investment.

msrrssiON

The editor

invites discussion of papers

appearing in the Journal.

Readers niay

contribute to this section by

sending appropriate com-

ments to the Journal office.

Niagara Hydraulic Models
(ContinuedJrom page 1670)

works, the savings could not be
estimated as alternative designs

did not exist. The savings from
the detailed design knowledge
supplied by the models is also dif-

ficult to estimate. From the
known savings, however, it may
safely be concluded that hydraulic
models are indeed efficient tools

of hydraulic design.
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ABSTRACTS . . .

OF RECENTLY PUBLISHED
ENGINEERING LITERATURE

ASSESSING ENGINEERING PROBLEMS
BY OPERATIONAL RESEARCH METHODS

M. D. J. Brisby, The Engineer, v. 199, n. 5185, Juno 10, 1955, pp. 803/805.

The term operational research

was originally coined to describe

the activities of a small section of

the Air Ministry Research Station

at Bawdsey. It has since been
adopted to denote the scientific

approach to the sohition of prob-
lems involving complex operations.

Essentially, the aims of opera-
tional research are practical—to

sum iip a situation and to provide
a course of action based on the
correct appraisal of ali available

data. Where the complexity of a

problem precludes a clear-cut

answer, operational research will

find the best bet using available

knowledge.

Lowering Production Costs

Unnecessary delays, breakdowns
or oíf-quality products are obvious
points to watch if production costs

are to be kept to a minimum.
There are cases where wastage

may be unnecessarily high with-
out anyone knowing it. An ex-

ample is the case of a works that
was buying coils of strip nominally
37 in. wide to slit into six 6 in.

strips for processing. To play safe,

the works ordered the coils on the
wide side and wasted 3.5 per cent
of the total coil weight in "edge
scrap." By examining the distribu-

tion of a hundred coil widths it

was found that to order a nominal
width of 361/2 in. would minimise
the total amount of scrap which
would then amount to 2.5 per cent.

The classic example of this sort

of study was done by R. F. Pas-
sano on steel works recirculated

scrap. He was able to show how
the lengths of rolled product could

be related to ingot weights and to

bloom and billet sizes. By greater

control in the initial stages of pro-

duction he was able to reduce the

tonnage of home scrap by as much
as 25 per cent.

Congestion arises because the

rate at which events occur is

greater than that at which they
can be dealt with. In the most
general terms there must be
matching of capacities at ali stages

in the production line.

It is obviously both undesirable
and uneconomical to have sidings

or blast-furnace bunkers large

enough to hold a shipment of iron

ore. The solution must be to have
sidings large enough to absorb the

temporary impact of train arrivals

while surplus materiais are being

discharged to stockyard.

The need for storage sidings is

obvious, but how big should these

be? The answer demands a knowl-
edge of the pattern of train ar-

rivals, of the real cost of holding

materiais in wagons, and of un-

loading and reloading costs. Only
then is it possible to find the most
economical size of sidings, based
on the cost balance between hold-

ing materiais in wagons and dis-

charging these to ground.

Operational research can be of

great assistance in heljjing to solve

I)robIcms which iuvolvc an ele-

ment of chance. Generally, these

can bc classed into two groups;

(i) those involving straight fore-

casts based on probability theory,

and (ii) those involving a forecast

of events when basic conditions

change, such as forecasting the

equipment required to cope with

an increase in production.

Production Control

Production control fulfils two
important functions — it makes
it possible to keep a close check
on ali operations in a production

line and it provides a basis on
which to plan future production.

The work so far undertaken has

concentrated on the organisational

aspects of improving control on
operations and on reducing paper-

work — a rewarding line of study,

particularly in some of the older

works. There is obviously nothing
new in this, but it can be claimed

that the methods of operational

research are particularly well-

fitted to analyse production and
planning data, to find inefficiencies

and to establish the best course

of action to be taken in the light

of facts— technical, organisational

and economic.

FROST CLOSURE OF ROOF VENTS IN PLUMBING SYSTEMS
Air Conditionirifi, Heating and Verililatinç!, v. 52, n. 4, April 1955, ii. 98

The principal objection to frost

closure of plumbing vents is the

fact that air flow into the vent

cannot completely replace the air

that is carried down the drainage

stack and out of the plumbing
system when water is discharged

from the fixtures. If the roof vent

is nearly or completely closed, the

discharge of a single water closet

will often suffice to siphon the

water seals from one or more fix-

ture traps on the system, thereby

making it possible for sewer atmos-

phere to enter the rooms of the

th pluiii l)insbuilding in which
system is localed.

Frost closure occurs naturally

in two forms: (1) a cylindrical

layer of frost on the inside of the

exposcd portion of the vent pipe

extending above the roof, and (2)

a frost cap at the top of the vent.

The two forms may occur simul-

taneously.

It has been commonly believed

that if the weather is cold enough
to initiatc the process of frost

closure in a vent of any diameter
and that if these conditions persist
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Fig. 1. By means of a heat transfer
analysis it is possible to compute the
lemperatiire of the ice-air surface as
the vent freezes iip for any assumed
corulitions. This graph shows the
results of this computation for a
4-inch metal vent, when the wind
velocity is 10 fps across the roof and
the air streani temperature in the
vent is 60°F.

20 40 60

PERCENT CLOSURE OF VENT
100

for a sufRciently long period, the

vent will becoiue conipletely closerl,

but this is not always true. Actu-

ally, iinder some conditions a hvyer

of ice or frost forms on the wall

of the vent and increases in thick-

ness up to a certain maximum
vahie, depending on the diameter
of the vent and on the rate at

which heat is extracted from the

air stream through the wall of the

vent. This thickness may or may
not be snfRcient to close the vent.

By applying heat transfer anal-

ysis to a set of assumed conditions,

it is possible to compute the tem-
perature of the ice-air surface as

the vent freezes. As shown in Fig.

1, for a 4-inch metal vent, a wind
velocity of 10 ft. per sec. across

the roof, an air stream temperature
in the vent of 60° F., and an out-

side air temperature of less than
7° F., the vent will freeze solid, but
for outside temperatures greater
than about 7° F. it will not. For
example, if the outside tempera-
ture is 10° F., the computations
indicate that freezing will stop
when the diameter of the opening
is reduced to about 0.63 of its

original value, while for an outside

air temperature of 20° F. no reduc-

tion whatever will take place. AI-

though the analysis indicates the

controlling conditions and the ex-

tent of frost closure, it does not
show the length of time required

to close the vent opening to any
particular size.

IMPROVING RUBBI
The Times hl vii w oj ludustry

Situated at Welwyn Garden
City are the laboratories of the

British Rubber Producers' Re-
search Association which. since

1938, have been the centre, in

Britain, for investigations into the

fundamental properties of natural

rubber and for the development
and improvement of rubber as a

raw material of industry.

Throughout its existence there

has been an emphasis on the need

for undcrtaking research on the

broadest fundamental lines. It is

felt that the great technical ad-

vances of the past two or three

decades coupled with the challenge

presented by recent synthetic rub-

ber developments made it impera-

tive to provide an expanding sci-

entific framework on which fur-

ther technological advances can be

built.

One of the most interesting of

recent projects has been the intro-

duction of modified rubbers in

which the natural rubber is rein-

forced with a plastic material.

These modified rubbers combine
certain basic properties of natural

rubber with the versatility of the

synthetic materiais they incorpor-

ate. One type promises to be of

value for some engineering appli-

cations such as vibration mount-
ings for machinery. In this new
range, too, hard mouldable rub-

bers can be produced in clear,

R FOR INDUSTRY
V. 9. n. 101. June 1955, p. 11.

bright colours, in white, or may
even be transparent.

It will serve to indicate the wide
range of activities at the
B.R.P.R.A. laboratories to list

some of the other work which is

being undertaken there for the

benefit of industry.

Rail Pads. — British Railways
is at present conducting experi-

ments with grooved rubber rail

I)ads. The pads are inserted be-

tween rail and .sleeper with the

object of absorbing vibration, re-

ducing maintenance costs and
lengthening the life of the track.

Cyclised Rubber. — This ma-
terial, made directly from Látex

by treatment with sulphuric acid,

has properties akin to leather.

Rubber in Roads. — Highway
engineers in several parts of Brit-

ain are surfacing roads experimen-

tally with compounds of rubber,

tar and bitumen. The main ad-

vantage of this kind of treatment

is that it is possible to get a good

surface which is more resistant to

traffic and climatic deterioration

under greater extremes than with

conventional road binders.

Arctic Rubbers. — Methods
have been developed to produce

natural rubber compounds capable

of retaining flexibility in 140 de-

grees of frost—an important con-

sideration when rubber is to be

used in high-altitude flying.
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Another advance has been the

introduction of Positex, a natural

látex which has been processed

to change the charge of the rubber
particles, normally negative, to

positive. The positively charged
particles have an afíinity for fibres

to provido greatcr wear and re-

sistance to shrinking. The possibil-

ity of Positex-treated yarns for

carpet manufacture is also under
consideration.

One most interesting activity is

the production of latex-bondcd
fabrics. Particles of rubber are de-

posited on a web of textile fibres

and, after water has been removed
and drying and vulcanizing pro-

cesses undergone, a fabric is ob-
tained in which the fibres are
bonded together by the látex. This
fabric is flexible, has exceptional
resilience and is pcrnieablc by air.

Another activity concerns the
preparation of fluid rul)bcr conipo-

sitions which consist of partially

depolymerized rubber in a non-
volatile low-viscosity solvcnt such
as mineral oil with subsequent
vulcanization. Among the applica-

tions for these compositions are

printing rollers, textile machinery
components, surgical supports and
moulds for casting plaster of Paris

and cold-setting materiais.

HUMAN RESOURCES IN THE TECHNOLOGICAL FUTURE
C. H. Linder, Electrical Engineering, v. 74, n. 6, June, 1955, pp. 482/485.

The fundamental force acting

to put a premium on technically

trained manpower is the tremen-
dous rate at which technology is

growing.

Examine, first, some of the im-
pact of technology; it is conven-
ient to do so jin terms of the re-

sources, other than manpower,
required to run a business. Con-
sider the resource of materiais.

Today, in sharp contrast with
yesterday, the principal limitation

in many products is a roadblock
in the performance characteristics

of materiais. Ali are being work-
ed, in the most advanced pro-

ducts, at or near one or another
of their physical limits. This
means that progress in such pro-

ducts as jet engines, prime
movers, generation and distribu-

tion equipment, and most of the

glamorous semiconductor appli-

cations, will depend on the im-
provement of materiais.

Consider the business resources
of time and money. The expense
leveis which nowadays must be
factored into any change of pro-
duct design or method of manu-
facture are so high as to be, on
occasion, an efl^ective bar to pro-
gress. Interpreted technologically,

this means that technical work
must have a much lower degree
of empiricism than in the past.

The growth of new technology,
starting with the impetus of

World War II and continuing
since, has been almost geometri-
cally explosive. There is a good
description of this situation in a

4-line stanza, of which the first

two lines were written by Alex-
ander Pope in honor of Sir Isaac
Newton. The last two lines were

addcd by an exasperated modern
poet.

"Nature and Nature's laws lay hid

in night.

God said "Let Newton be." and
ali was light!

It did not last. The Devil, howling
'Ho!'

'Let Einstein be!' restored the
status quo."
The first implication in this

situation is that complcxity may
have infiltrated further than has
been suspected and is a considera-

tion in many present problems,
not to mention further ones.

A second implication is that, in

view of the increasing volume and
complexity of technology, the

great number of younger recruits

who come to industry from the

technical schools are best pre-

pared for the work awaiting them
if they are trained broadly rather

than specifically.

The third implication is that for

engineers, as well as others, no
man is an island. The engineer

must understand his fellow men
and be able to make himself

understood by them.
Finally, there is the quantity

aspect of the manpower situation.

When the total population is rank-

ed according to native ability, as

measured by intelligence test tech-

niques. an alarming number of the
top 10 per ccnt do not go on to,

or complete, college work. Only
42 j)cr ccnt of this upper tciith

are graduatcd from college; in

other words, ,58 per ccnt of the
best potential talcnt is lost to

those fields where a college degree
is generally nccessary for entrance.

Of course, the rising birth rate

is due to fiood the ])riniary and
secondary school systems, and this

will mean that, in due time, a
corresponding increase can be ex-

pected in the total number of

enginecring gradnates. However, a

corresponding expansion also can
be exi)ected in total manpower
requirements; the need for a high
])roportion of technically trained

people will not be satisfied by a
mcre increase in totais. In short,

the country is heading toward not
only an expanded economy, but
toward an everyday life in which
technology is an increasingly im-
portant factor.

The Technological Future

New technology is destined to

have a prcdominant influence on
ali the resources required to run
a business; on time and money,
on materiais, on facilities, and
most of ali upon manpower. The
industry must concern itself with
the quality and the quantity of

that manpower in the immediate
present, and it will also be a con-

tinuing concern. Much will be re-

quired of the engineer in his work
to build the futui-e he wants and
knows is possible. On a day-to-

day basis, first one challenge and
then another will be flung at the

engineering profession; challenges

which will need statesmanship,

managerial ability, and great tech-

nical skills. The fact should never

be lost sight of that, even with

ali these qualities of men, if tech-

nical skill is lacking. there will be

need of little else.

EFFECTS OF NUCLEAR ENERGY ON THE ENGINEER
M. C. Leverett, Chemical Engineering Progress, v. 51, n. 4, April. 1955, p. 162

Those members of the engineer-

ing profession who have become
a part of the growing nuclear

energy industry would agree that

engineering as a profession has

both gained and broadened by
such experience but at the same
time the profession has lost some-
thing. On the side of gain I would

put the increaspd technical scope

of engineering, the increased op-

portunity for advancement.
One of the obvious consequences

of the advent of nviclear energ.v

to the engineering profession is

the broadened technical area

which the engineer is expected to

cover. In a professional sense one
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of the most iniportant effects of

nuclear energy developments on

engineers is that it has brought

aboiít an inc-reasing awareness of

the valiic of good fundamental

training .

Another striking feature of the

position of the engincer in nuclear

energy is his opportunity for ad-

vancement. One person in six in

the nuclear energy industry is

priniarily technical in background

or function. The industry is at

present dominated by considera-

tions of technical feasibility, and

this tends to give the technically

trained person an unusiially large

share in the direction and nianage-

ment of the overall enterprise.

Another new characteristic in-

troduced into the engineering pro-

fession by nuclear energy is that

of mobility of the individual.

Many have moved from one em-
ployer to another as contracts are

cancelled or change hands. This

has had a very broadening eífect

upon the technical coniponent of

the industry, which certainly is

beneficiai.

One noticeable characteristic of

the nuclear energy industry is its

growing similarity to the aircraft

industry. If the nuclear engineer

can expect that his professional

experience will ])arallel that of the

aeronautic engineer, he has indeed

an exciting and productive future

to envision.

EFCO-VIRGO SALT DESCALING
OF TITANIUM AND ITS ALLOYS

Machinery, v, 86, n. 2214, April 22, 1955, pp. 882/3.

One of the major diíRculties

that must be overcome in the

working of titanium-based materi-

ais is the removal of the scale

formed during forging operations

and heat-treatment. If this scale

is not removed, the corrosion re-

sistance of these materiais is de-

creased, ductility is substantially

reduced and welding is rendered

difficult. The scale formed consists

principally of titanium dioxide.

The solubility of the oxides of

titanium in both mineral acids and
molten alkali salts depends to a

large extent on the temperature
of formation. Scale formed at a

temperature above approximately
760 deg. C. is practically insoluble

in most common acid and alkali

descaling media.

Two important factors that

must be taken into account when
considering the descaling of titan-

ium materiais are the eífect of the

descaling médium on the ductility

of the metal, and the proportion

of basic metal that may be lost

during the treatment.

The Efco-Virgo process involves

the use of a mixture of caustic soda
and activated agents, and the ac-

tion of the molten salts, at a tem-
perature ranging from 480 to 540
deg. C, modifies the scale chemi-

cally and physically. The scale is

converted into a flocculent com-
pound which is soluble in a weak
acid, and the increase in volume
that accompanies this change is

such that the greater portion of

the modified scale can be dislodged

by the rupturing eífect of the

steam generated by qucnching in

cold water, leaving only a loosely

adhering deposit. For inter-process

pickling, cold-water qucnching
only is necessary, the deposit ap-

pearing to act as a lubricant dur-

ing subsequente operations. When
a bright íinish is desirable. how-
ever, the water quench is followed

by flash pickling in warm, dilute

acid, with a subsequent water

wash. Alternatively, the acid dip

can be carried out in two stages,

namely, immersion in 10 per cent

hydrochloric acid in water at 75

to 80 deg. C, and in 10 per cent

nitric acid in water at the same
temperature. The duration of the

acid dip is of the order of 1 min.,

so that the possibility of hydro-
gen generation, and consequent
embrittlement, is negligible.

The time of immersion in the

molten salt varies from 2 to 20
min., depending on the condition

of the material, and the total cycle

time, therefore, ranges from 5 to

25 min. Such a cycle time repre-

sents a substantial reduction as

compared with that required for

descaling stainless steel by the

methods employed hitherto.

The descaling procedures adopt-
ed for titanium and its alloys

vary, and dei)end to a large extent

on the form in which the material

is handled, careful control being

necessary in certain instances. Hot
rolled and annealed titanium re-

quires to be handled with caution,

partictdarly in the lighter gauges.

Thin materiais may ignite in baths
that are maintained at the tem-
peratures normally employed for

descaling stainless and alloy steels.

After the salt-bath treatment,

the sheets s h o u 1 d be water

quenched and then pickled. In

certain instances, an initial pickle

in 10 per cent sulphuric acid is

beneficiai, but final pickling is al-

ways carried out in a mixture of

nitric and hydrofluoric acids. Im-

mersion times in the acid baths

vary in accordance with the scale

condition, but a period from 1 to

5 min. is usually allowed. Care is

necessary since the final acid mix-

ture can readily etch the base

metal if the vat temperature is

excessively high or if an unduly

large proportion of hydrofluoric

acid is used.

WET SANDBLASTING
Engineering, v. 179. n. 4662. Junc 3, 1955, p. 689

For many years, wet sandblast-

ing had been in universal use in

United States Navy yards, and it

proved invaluable during the war.

The equipment was also used by
the Canadian and Australian
navies and apparently no diíficul-

ties arose from silicosis. During
the war in the Pacific, the use of

that equipment, together with hot

plastic anti-fouling paints, enabled
ships of the U.S. Navy to remain
out of dock, and operationally

available, for periods far in excess

of anything known by British

standards. Had the war in the

Pacific continued a few months
longer, the inadequacies of the

British Navy in that respect would

have been glaringly apparent. The
.special feature of importance

about wet sandblasting was that

it was a time and labour saver; and

time and labour were both scarce

commodities in war time. It was

a modern mechanized method of

doing a hard and dirty job eífec-

tively, and means of overcoming

the handicap of labour shortage

and ineíficient labour. With such

equipment the hull of a ship could

be cleaned to bare metal quickly,

using a small labour force; with-

out it, the job could not be done

at ali, unless a very large labour

force was available for a long time

and was rigorously supervised.
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Ontário Committee Studies

Water Problems

The Ontário AVater Resources

and Supply Committee has been

holding pubUc hearings during the

past few months at centres in On-

tário to obtain information on local

water problems and on the steps to

be taken to correct them.

The committee will report to the

provincial government on the vital

problem of water in the cities,

towns and rural communities in

South Western Ontário. A. M.
Snider of Waterloo, Ont., is chair-

man, and the members of the com-

mittee are B. L. Bedford, Q.C.,

Chatham, W. D. Conklin, Q.C.,

Kingsville, Dr. C. H. Reason, Lon-

don, and J. A. Vance, M.E.I.C.,

Woodstock.
Water supply is criticai. In

South Western Ontário there is a

long shore line on the Great Lakes
where there is an abundant supply

of fresh water. This can readily be

made available for domestic and
industrial uses but complications,

under the International Joint Com-
mission agreements, arise when ex-

cessive amounts for irrigation are

requested. Evidence, so far, would
indicate that adequate supply of

water can be provided through

pipe lines from the Great Lakes
and conservation and storage of

water in head waters of our

streams. The elevation of the in-

terior of Western Ontário varies

from two hundred to six hundred
feet above the leveis of Lake
Huron and Lake Erie.

By means of newspaper an-

nouncement of public meetings,

briefs have been invited from mu-

nicipal bodies, industries, organi-

zations and individuais. Details

are requested of water consump-
tion, present capacity and estimat-

ed future requirements, quality of

water, extent and effect of pollu-

tion, local irrigation problems and
the present and future require-

ments of water for irrigation.

The Toronto Office of the Insti-

tute has cooperated with the com-
mittee by calling the attention of

engineers in the area to the work
being done. Engineers were encour-

aged in the public interest to pre-

sent biiefs, and branches of the

Institute were urged to send repre-

sentatives to the meetings.

The problem of water supply in

this part of Canada has become an

increasingly troublesome one in

recent years, and it is to be hoped

Cover Picture

Our cover picture is a view

of the Jacques Cartier bridge

at Montreal, taken from under

the north approach. This is

one of the structures in the

news at present because of the

necessity of raising its south

end to accommodate the needs

of the St. Lawrence Seaway

ship channel, which passes

below it. Photo by our asso-

ciate editor.

that the work of this special com-
mittee may point out some solu-

tions. Ali concerned within the In-

stitute should lend their encourage-

ment and active support in any
way they can.

Energy Resources and the

Royai Commission

We feel that readers might ap-

preciate some clarification of the

relationship between the proposed

Institute study of energy resources

and the Royai Commission on

Canada 's Economic Prospects.

This matter was considered by

E.I.C. Council on July 2Í), and a

]ireliminary report was read. The
discussion brought out the opinion

that a great dcal of this energy in-

formation is already available, and

further that it might properly fali

within the field of the Royai Com-
mission. A study of energy re-
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sources is included in the commis-
sion 's terms of reference.

While mindful of the Institute's

responsibility, and desire, to be of

assistance to the Royai Commis-
sion in any way possible, Council

at the same time decidcd that there

should be no further action for the

moment, so far as the Institute as

a whole is concemed. It was sug-

gested however that the Publica-

tion Committee might consider

ways of being helpful.

Subsequent investigation h a s

shown that a task sucli as this one
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is mueh too big for the Publica-

tion Committec, or in fact for any
standing committce of the Insti-

tute. For tlie present, therefore, it

has becn dccided that the cohnnns
of the Journal will be made avail-

able to unvone who has somcthing

of vahie to contribute on Canadian
energy resoiirces, which in turn

may be of use to the Royai Com-
mission. Any reader having worth-

while material of this kind is in-

vitcd to submit it to Institute

headquarters in the usual way.

Canadian Committee Meets at Ottawa

The Canadian Connnittee on

Counselling in Engineering and
Science had its thirteenth meeting
in tlie Chateau Laurier, Ottawa
on Nt)vember 9 under the chair-

manship of R. F. Shaw, m.e.i.c.

As is usual the agenda covered

quite a variety of subjects includ-

ing the availability of film strips

for guicíance meetings, the circula-

tion of the revised list of council-

lors, a film on recruiting at the

high school levei, a request froni

Aííiliated Engineering Institutions

of South Africa for pei'mis8Íon to

reproduce the connnittee'8 panipli-

let "After High School, Wliat?",

and a discussion on the shortage of

high school pupils going on to uni-

versity to study engineering and
science.

Çonsiderable time was spent on

the consideration of methods by

which more high school |)upils

could be encouraged to take iip the

>tudy of engineering and science.

To explore the matter further a

sub-committee was set up consist-

ing of Garnet Page, Chemical In-

stitute of Canada. T. Medland,

()ntai'io Association of Professional

iMigineers, and L. Austin Wriglit,

Engineering Institute of Canada.

This subcommittee is to discuss

various ])i-oposals with officers of

lhe oi'ganizations and tlicn is to

meet not later tlian .lanuarv in

order to put togethei" ali the ideas

foi- pres(>ntation to a sul)sequent

meeting of the maiii committee.

ECPD Meeting in Toronto
Scene.s froni lhe animal im-etiiig of lho Kiifjiiieor.s' (loiin<-il for l*rof«*.ssioiial

Developnienl in Toronlo, which was repi>ilc<l in lasi nionth\s MoiirnaP.

Sh(»wn at lhe hea»! lahk- for lhe anniial cliiiner are Vlr.s. (rraiil, Dr. ('.. T.
Bissell, the speaker, M. I>. llooven, hX!l"l> \ i<-<'-presi<lcnt , (lol. L. F. (>ranl,
retirinj; presi<lí'ii t , Mr.s. li. K. Ileart/., Wm. l{ov (ili<lden. past presideni «»f

ASCE, anil Mrs. Hissell.

Canadian <leans of engineering: were head tahle fiiiests f«>r an ECPI) hineheon.
Eefl to rifiht. W. S. Wilson, A. K. MaeDonald, Uev. W. I». Fogarlv, M. I>. Mooven,
r. I{. (icM.lroii, \\ . I{ Sawyer, S. J. Carew, M. L. Baker.

President of

Civil Engineers

Enoch R. Needles of New York,
sénior partner of Howard, Needles,
Tammen & Bergendoíf, took office

as president of the American So-
ciety of Civil Engineers on Octo-
ber 26, during the national con-
vention of the Society in New
York. He succeeds William Roy
(ilidden, of Richmond, assistant

chief engineer of the Virgínia De-
partment of Highways.
Mr. Needles, who was born in

Brookfield, Missouri, received the
degree of B.S. in civil engineering
from the Missouri Scliool of Mines
in 1914, and in 1937 the honorary
degi-ee of doctor of engineering
from his Alma Mater. In World
War 11 he served as a colonel in

the coips of engineers, receiving

the Legion of Merit.

His íirm has engaged in many
notahle projects, including a num-
bcr of famous bridges, express-

ways and turnpikes. Mr. Needles
is past-president of the Metro-
politan Section of ASCE, of the
American Institute of Consulting
Engineers, and the American Road
Buildei's" Association.

Two vice-])resi(lents of ASCE
;md scven menibers of the board
(if (lircction also took office on
October 26, and will serve with
others continuing in office. Vice-
presidents elected for two years
are Frank A. Marston, of Boston,
Consulting engineer witli the firm
of Metcalf à Eddy, and Clenn W.
Holcomb, of Corvallis, professor
and chairman of the department
of civil engineering, Oregon State
College. The new directors, who
will serve for three years, are Carey
H. Brown, of Scottsville, N.Y., an
executive of Eastman Kodak Co.,

Rochester; Clarence E. Eckel, of

Boulder, dean of the college of

engineering, University of Colo-
rado; Mason C. Prichard, of

Washington, D.C., executive vice-

president of The Foundati<in Com-
pany of New York; John P. Riley,

director of development, New
York City Housing Authority; R.
Robinson Rowe, of Sacramento,
su])ervising bridge engineer, Cali-

fnrnia State Division of High-
ways; Louis E. Rydell, chief engi-

neer, planning branch, Corps of

Engineers, Walla Walla, Wash.;

and Prof. Robert H. Sherlock, of

Ann Arbor, of the department of

civil engineering, University of

Micliigan.
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The President's Tour

l)r. H. E Ilearlz, prrsidenl «f lhe
EngiiKMTinj; Iiislitiitts is fíreoled
hy iiHMiilwTs cliirin^ hisaiiniial visit

lí> lhe hraii<'hes iii lho Easl.

The prcsident visils lho (hiiiiprr hoiise
of lhe ln)ii Or»' (:oiii|>aii> <>f Oanacla
in S<'V€'ii I.sIuikIí^. Ia-í'1 lo ri(;hl: (ierry
Lepage, luuii iiiaiia^<'r, l{. l,. Diiiis-

niorc, MoiiIrcuI hraiich chairiiian,
K. K. Ittxhs lermiiial «'iifíiiieíT, l>r.

Ilearl/., aiid A. M<>.sh, (liiiiiper fureiíian.

The Lower Sl. Lawrence hranch
honoiírs lhe presi«h>nt at diniier iii

liiiiioiiiski. Lefl lo ri^ht: Mareei
Laiioiielle, iMrs. Laiioiiel t«;, (jeorfícs

Santerre, Mrs. Saiilerre, Mrs. St-
liilaire, ('.laiule Sl-liihiire, L<-<>poId

(]ur<>ii, li. I>. Diiiisiiiore, aiid ,|. i'.

lliirtiihiíse.

Al Bathurst lhe Northern New Bruns-
wick hranch welcomes the prcsident.
Left to right: E. C. Bannerman, Mrs.
J. Leo llachey, J. G. Chalniers, Mrs.
K. K. Ilearlz, W. S. llosking, chair-
nian, Mrs. Chalniers, Dr. Heartz, Mrs.
llosking, J. Leo Hachey, and Mrs.
Bannerman.

Lower right, froni lefl: (',. P. Milton,
Mrs. Milton, W. K. MacLachlan, Mrs.
MacLachlan, H. L. Archibald and
Mrs. Archibald.

Left to right: T. Turgeon, Jiiles Picol,
Miss Carol Creaghan an<l Thomas
Creaghan.
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Viiihcrst l>raiu-li iiU'iii!»ors are greeled ihv presi-

«tent and Mrs. Heartz. Left to right: A. G. Baxter,
Dr. Heartz, Mrs. Heartz, Dr. II. W. McKiel, and
F. C. Wightman.

The president chairs
the regional coiincif

meeting of the Instj-

tute in Charlottetown.
Left to right: Grant K.

Jack, E. Lee Cameron,
L. E. Burrill, A. E.

Flynn, M. L. Baker, E.

V. Gage, N. B. Eagles,
and Dr. Heartz.

At the Amherst hranch
dinner. Left to right:
G. M. Josephson, Mrs.
Josephson, Mayor M. J.
Kaufman, Mrs. Heartz,
and Dr. Heartz.

The North Nova Scotia branch lunch-
eon in New (ilasgow. Left to right:
,|. L. Cavanagh, Dr. 1). J. MacNeil, Dr.
Heartz, Mrs. Heartz, F. C. Morrison,
ehairman, D. G. Diinbar, and R. S.
Morrow.

The president views the practical
aspeets of the work in New Glasgow.
Left to right: F. C. Morrison, ehair-
man, Walter Monck, Dr. Heartz,
WiUiam Fleniming, Hohert Logan,
and Dr. D. J. MacNeil.

The Cape Breton hranch entertains
the president in Svciney. Left to right:
Mrs. C. M. Anson, Dr. Heartz, M. R. 11

Campbell, ehairman, and W. S.
Wilson. (Lower left.)

The president pays a visft to the mayor of St. John's. Left
to right: L. Austin Wright, P]. V. Gage, Dr. Heartz, Ilis

Worship Mayor H. G. R. Mews, and E. Dickinson, cha-r-
man of the Newfoiíndland branch.
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Branch memberí. aii<I their
wives attend a «Jinner iti

honour of lhe presidenrs
visit to Comer Brook. Lcfl to
right: Mrs. M. G. Green, IVlr.

Green, Mrs. E. Leja and Mr.
Leja.

Left to right: Mrs. F. H.
Clark, E. V. Gage, Mrs. A.
Martin, Dr. Heartz, F. H.
Clark, chairman of the Corner
Brook branch, Mrs. Heartz,
and A. Martin.

The president visits the Nova
Scotia Technical College dur-
ing his visit to Halifax. Left
to right : Clair Joseph Cal-
laghan, E.I.C. Prize winner;
W. A. Devereaux, chairman,
Dr. Heartz, and Dr. Alan
Canieron, Nova Scotia Tech-
nical College president.

A chat with theDoanes.
Left to right: Harvey
Doane, F. W. W. Doane,
still practising at the
age of 92, and Dr.
Heartz.

FrankBennett, the president,
and J. E. Clarke relax in the
sun. (Lower left.)

The president has luncheon with the Asso-
ciation of Professional Engineers of Nova
Scotia. Left to right: Dr. Ira P. Macnab,
Dr. Heartz, M. L. Baker, presitlent of the
Assooiation, and Dr. Allan Canieroii.
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Dining with the Saint John
branch members and their
wives. Left to right: Dr.
Heartz, T. C. Higginson,
chairman, Mrs. Heartz, F. L.
Doty, Mrs. A. G. Watt, and
A. W. Purdy.

Left to right: A. G. Watt,
Mrs. Glenn Scott, N. B.
Eagles, Mrs. F. L. Doty, Mrs.
T. C. Higginson, and Dr.
Heartz.

R. H. B. McLaughIin, Lt. Col.
W. B. Akerley, and T. C. Hig-
ginson (centre three) attend
the hincheon nieeting in

Fredericton.

In Fredericton
the president
nieets Colin B.
Mackay, presi-
dent of the Llni-

versity of New
Brunswick.

Dr.Heartzawards
E.I.C. Prizes to
University ofNew
Brunswick stu-
dents Charles
Alexander Ponder
and Walter Dana
Wasson.

The 70th

Annual

Meeting

of the

Engineering

Institute

of Canada

May 23 to 25, 1956

Sheraton-Mount Royai Hotel

MONTREAL
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Community Planning Meeting
The annual conference of the

American Society of Planning OfR-

cials and the Community Planning

Association of Canada, September

25 to 29, 1955, attracted 1300

people to Montreal.

The CPAC is the active central-

izing body in Canada for com-
munity planning information and

for promoting public participation.

This was an occasion for coopera-

tion with the ASPO in a Canadian
conference, aíTording an unusual

opportunity for Canadiana to bene-

fit from so large a gathering. Dele-

gates came from the ten provinces,

and from 38 of the 48 United

States, Hawaii and Puerto Rico.

Austrália was represented, and
South Africa, England, índia, Is-

rael, Jamaica and Japan. The En-
gineering Institute was one of the

Canadian sponsors for the meeting.

In a very concrete way the future

occupies the community planners,

so that speakers were able to pre-

sent studies of the way of life

which may prevail at the end of

the century, in a session on "Plan-

ning for Tomorrow's World".

Other topics discussed by Ameri-

can and Canadian speakers were

Visual Design of Cities, Churches

in the City, Urban Renewal, Pub-
lic Opinion Surveys, Planning in

Print, Planning Education, Subdi-

vision and Zoning, Surburban De-
velopment Problems, Trafíic, Met-
ropolitan Government, The St.

Lawrence Seaway.
The Hon. Robert H. Winters,

M.E.I.C., minister of public works
of Canada, gave a luncheon ad-

dress during the meeting in which

he said that "in this country and

in the United States we have, since

the Second World War, been in-

volved in—and indeed have helped

to bring about—what approaches a

social revolution in the field of

housing, which has become an eco-

nomic force of dynamic and mo-
mentous character". Being con-

cerned with housing, he is interest-

ed in city planning, and he told of

four main points of concern to

those occupied with housing at the

federal levei. They are:

First—The city planner cannot

control the factors underlying city

growth.

Second—His field is in reality

one large problem which tends,

often unfortunately, to get broken

down into parts—and dealt with

in parts. Undue concern with the

detailed and technical aspects of

the variety of problems diverts

attention from their essential unity.

Third—Planners may be apt to

forget that a city's livelihood must
come first. Too much concern with

civic beautification and social re-

form is ali too likely to divert

attention from those economic pro-

cesses which form the very basis

of a city's existence.

Fourth—The Canadian public is

facing major decisions in the plan-
ning field—and it needs expert help

in making them. Yet the Canadian
IHiblic has not been sold on the

merits and values of city planning
as a major force.

New Chemical Engineering Building

at University of Ottawa
As a further step toward the

development of a school of applied
science, the University of Ottawa
has opened a new chemical engi-

neering laboratory not far from
their new medicai building. The
formal opening of this laboratory
building took place on Saturday
afternoon, October 29.

At this modest but important
ceremony representatives of scien-

tiíic groups and professional asso-
ciations including the Engineering
Institute of Canada, were present.

After the ceremony of blessing
the new building had been per-
formed by Msgr. N. Gélineau, p.d.,

V.G., and those present had made an
inspection of its equipment, the
party went over to the new medi-
cai building where the oíiicial open-
ing address was given in the audi-
torium by Dr. E. W. R. Steacie,

president of the National Research
Council. The bilingual program
also included addresses by the Very
Reverend Rodrigue Normandin,
O.M.I., rector of the university, and
Dr. Pierre R. Gendron, dean of the

faculty.

Dr. Steacie mentioned the in-

creasing demand for engineers that

is evident everywhere.

He was glad to see that French-
speaking Canadians were recogniz-

ing this fact and taking steps to

meet it in a practical way. He
briefly referred to the rise in

scientific development that had
taken place in the University of

Ottawa during the past few years

and congratulated those in charge

on what they had accompli.shed

and the speecl with which this de-

\ elopment had come about.

The Very Reverend Father

Rodrigue Normandin, o.m.i., rector

of the university, exi^lained that
much effort had lately been put
into the building up of the faculty

of medicine. "Now that this faculty

has settled down in a building that
fully satisfies its present needs,"
he said, "our care can more freely

turn towards another field of ac-

tion that we had long hoped to
cnter; that of applied science."

The opening of the new chemical
engineering laboratory marks a
real step in this direction, follovv-

ing the setting uj) in 1946 "in

embryonic form of a school of

applied science offering the íirst

three years of a íive-year couvse".

Father Normandin explained
that as early as 1901 the university

erected a spacious building re-

served entirely for the natural
Sciences

Even before that, atteiitioo was
given to scientific studies. "Let us
recall that in 1873 the University
of Ottawa introduced a course in

civil engineering, which survived a
few years only; it was in fact

abandoned in 1880, but re-estab-

lishcd five years later when mining
and mechanical engineering were
addcd. Once again, the newly-born
failed to conquer the rigours of

time."

In spite of these failures, certain

accomplishments gave eloquent

testimony of the excellence of the

profcssors of the time and of the

equipment used, much of which was
designed and made by them. They
had a hand, for instance, in the

design of what was probably the

first installation of clcetric lighting

in an educational institution in

.«America.

Nominees for Office

A list of nominees for office, as roported by the Nominating Comniittee,

appeared on Page 1397 of the October, 1955 i.^svie of the Journal. Since that time

the comniittee ha.^^ reportod the .selcct on for prosi(h'nt as follows:

President Vernon Archibald McKillop London. Ont.
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REGISTRATION IN ENGINEERING AT CANADIAN UNIVERSITIES

UmVERSITT

Year

General

Course

Aeronáutica!

Engineering

Agricultural

Engineering

Petroleum

Engineering

Chemical

Engineering

M
X
c

w

1
o

Electrical

Engineering

c
o

% OS C

C 3

Mechanical

and

Electrical

Engineering

Forest

Engineering

Geology

and

Mineralogy

Engineering
Mechanical

Engineering

Metallurgical

Engineering

Mining

Engineering

Engineering

Physics

Total

Memorial Ist

2nd
3rd

S5
37

9

55

37
9

101 101

Dalhousie

Total

Ist

2nd
3rd

81

55
25

81

55

25

IBl 161

St. Mary's

Total

Ist

2nd
3rd

45
27

30

45
27

30

102 102

St. Francis
Xavier

Total

l.st

2Tid

3rd

73

102

80

73

102

80

255 255

N.S. Tech.
CoUege

Total

4th
Sth

12

4

44
25

50
21

47
20

o

2

4

4

160

76

16 69 71 67 g 236

Acadia

Total

Ist

2nd
oru

(i.i

4B
31

63

46

31

140 140

Mount Allison

Total

Ist

2nd
3rd

53
07o

)

39

53

87
39

179 179

New Brunswick

Total

Ist

2nd
3rd
4th
Sth

o

3

54
61

35
45
17

43
25

25

16

8

21

16

19

12

3

127

105

82

80
37

12 212 117 83 7 431

Lavai

Total

Ist

2nd
3rd
4th
Sth

16b
194

166

194

118

101

71

13

11

8

38
41

29

31

22
14

D

2

15

Q

8
Q

7

g
Á
't

360 32 108 67 12 32 22 17 650

Ecole
Polytechnique

Total

Ist

2nd
3rd
4th
Sth

191

179

143

. . .
.- 191

179

143

121

97
10

5

44
45

53
40

2 10

5

2

513 lo 89 93 2 15 731

242
273

281

308
253

McGiU

Total

Ist

2nd
3rd

Sth

242

56
39
yU

42

76
63

62

78
59

72
73

74

12

12

12

11

13

5

26
17

6

515 129 181 199 219 36 29 49 1357

Ottawa

Total

Ist

2nd
3rd
4th
Sth
6th

5

15

2

5

3

1

18

14

6

13

8

6

11

4

1 36

53

22

5

3

1

1 1

31 38 27 21 2 1 120

Carleton
College

Total

Ist

2nd
31

35
31

35

66 66

Queen's

Total

Ist

2nd
3rd
4th

297 297
253

200
205

48
38
47

56
41

52

39
34
38

16

7

11

58
37
40

7

6

7

17

16

4

12

21

6

297 133 149 111 34 135 20 37 39 955
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REGISTRATION IN ENGINEERING AT CANADIAN LNI\ ERSITIES— Contrnued

University

Year

General

Course

-Aeronautical

Engineering

.Agricultural

Engineering

Petroleum

Engineering

Chemical

Engineering
u
c

¥
c

Electrical

Engineering

Engineering

and

Business

Adniinistration

u
.3

h
j: is

V S Forest

Engineering

Geology

and

Mineralogy

Engineering
Jlechanical Engineering

Metallurgical

Engineering

Mining

Engineering

8

"C

c

c
a

Total

Toronto Ist 94

84
102 102

69

61

64

66
45

00

37
12

18

10

110

90
.

80
88

13

1

1

12

8

25
20

110

54
32
30

657
505
391
389

2nd 20 79
3rd 12 66 59
4th 13 65 71 ou

g

9

Total 45 309 311 77 368 44 60 226 1942

Ontário Agri-
cultural CoUege
Total

3rd *1I 11

11 11

Western Ontário Ist 25
25
17

2nd 17

Total 42
42

Manitoba Ist 260 260
170
133

106

2nd 165 2 3
3rd 46 31 53

40
3

4th 28 10 3

Total 425 74 56 12 93 9 669

Saskatchewan Ist 305 305
211
143

131

2nd 166 28'
17

14

13

3rd 2 17 37 22 g 43

304th d 5 12 35 15 15

Total 471 g 5 57 72 37 73 44 790

Alberta Ist 328 328
218
146
146

2rd g 66 79 48 16

12

7

3rd 8 36 64 26
4tli 21 37 56 25

Total 328 38 139 199 99 35 838

British Ist 326 2 j 337
229
175
162

Columbia 2nd 225 4
3rd 17

' '29
'

51 1

1

11

0000
47

...... ......

7 11

104th 1 15 22 40 2 9 5

Total 551 2 32 51 91 19 22 85 17 12 21 903

Canadian Services
Colleges
Eoyal Military
College
(Kingston)

Ist 80 80
67

109
71

2nd 67

3rd '5
'

44 22
'26" "Í2"

44th 12 31 12 12

Total 147 17 75 34 38 16 327

Poyal Roads Ist 91 91

532nd 53

Total 144 144

Coljège
IViilitaire Royai
de St-Jean

Ist 109 109
822nd í;2

Total 191 191

Grand Total. .

.

4988 45 10 43 922 1628 1201 210 93 19 182 1225 161 210 404 11341

Prospectiva
1956 Graduate.s 13 7 26 227 443 305 35 40 2 61 360 48 40 68 1675

*Students in agricultural engineering who will proceed to their final year in Mechanical Engineering at the University of Toronto on completion of their studies at Guelph.

The increase in registration of engineer-
ing students at Canadian universities in

the fali of 1955 has been almost e.xactly

10 per cent over that of one year aga. The
actual increase was 1,041) a.s compared with
approximately 1,250 in the previous year.

It will be noted that the Ontário
Agricultural College at Guelph, Ontário
is included in our returns this year for the

first time. An arrangement has been made
whereby students studying agricultural

engineering may proceed to the faculty of

applied science and engineering at the

University of Toronto on completion of

their fourth year at Guelph and enter the

final year iit mechanical engineering at

Toronto.

The total enrolment of first year students
this year has been 3,652. This represents

an increase of 211 or 6 per cent. compared
with 10 per cent in 1054. .-Vpart from the

Universities of British Columbia, Saskat-
chewan and Manitoba, where the fresh-

man classes increased by 25, 22 and 22
respectively over last year, the classes

enteiing the larger degree granting schools

remained almost unchanged. On the other

hand, the entering classes at the non-
degree granting colloges were lower in

every ca.se, except at Dalhousie University

where there was an increase of 25.

The total registration for ali gradual ing

classes, as indicated in last year's com-
mentary, is 1,675 as compared with 1,392

in 1954, an increase of almost exactly

20 per cent. A further increase in the
graduating chuss of 1957 of slightly over
20 por cent is likewise indicated.

Contrary to lecent years, the pattern of

registration in differont couises has proved
to be radically dilTerent than formcrly.
Apart from engineering phvsics, where
the total registi'ation has increased by
50 per cent, the trend has been strongly
toward the basic courses. Chemical, metal-
lurgical and mining rcgistrations have
increased by approximatelj^ 20 per cent
in cach case. Students in electrical en-
gineering increased by 25 per cent;
mechanical engineering by 15 per cent, and
civil engineering by 12 per cent. These
may be related to the total overall in-

crease of 10 per cent.
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St. Lawrence Seaway

and Power Project

The Journal reviews the news and

progress of the St. Lawrence project.

Progress by Ontário Hydro

Work was started on the Coni-
wall dyke closure and diversion of

Cornwall canal during October by
C. A. Pitts General Contractor
Limited. Excavation work began
on a large scale before the end of

the month. About 8 per cent of the

adjoining section of Cornwall dyke
has been completed by Atlas Con-
struction Company. Approximate-
ly 60,000 cubic-yards of till were
placed and compacted on section

3, and extensive stripping was car-

ried out on section 2.

At the powerhouse site, excava-

tion continued despite unfavour-

able rainy weather. Some 250,000

cubic-yards of overburden was re-

moved. Since the start of the job

in mid-July, approximately 680,000

yards of excavation material had
been taken out by the month end.

Drilling and grouting operations

in the foundation area proceeded

favourably, about 70 per cent of

the drilling having been completed

and 60 per cent of the grouting.

Meanwhile excavation of the di-

version canal access tunnel was
virtually íinished. Assembly of the

Armco tunnel liners had advanccd
so that in.stallation was ready to

begin.

Wet weather interfered somc-

what with Canadian National

Railways relocation progress, but

excavation was continued at most
work points. In the month, road

construction for the relocation of

No. 2 highway went forward so

that this section between Cornwall
and Moulinette soon would be

ready for trafSc.

Excel lent progress was made
in channel improvement work
throughout October. About 50 per

cent of the Galop Island clearing

had been done and the total of ali

excavation to the month end was
about 600,000 cubic yards. In the

Chinmcy Island contract, removal

of Spencer Island pier was virtual-

ly completed. About 170,000 cubic

yards of material had been re-

moved by the end of October.

Some 70 medicai doctors frora

Cornwall and neighbouring com-
munities attended the official open-

ing on November 9 of the Com-
mission's project hospital. Built by
Hydro to provide on-the-job medi-

cai service and surgical treatment

for construction workers and staff

members, the two storey frame

building with single storey wings

has a 30-bed capacity and incor-

porates many of the latest facili-

ties of largcr institutions. The offi-

cial opening of the hospital coin-

cides with the increasing tempo of

construction work on the St. Law-
rence power project.

Progress by NYSPA

October was marked by a major
progress milestone, the placing of

the first concrete in Long Sault
dam on the tenth of the month.
Erection of the construction plant
and excavation of cut "F" contin-

ued concurrently with excavation
and grouting of the Long Sault
dam foundation.

Excavation for the power house
neared the half-way mark, while
construction of access roads, rail-

roads, dyke and construction plant
progressed. A total of 70,000 cubic
feet of grout had been placed for

foundation treatment, preparatory
to rock excavation. Placement of

earthfill in the upstream toe fil! at

coffcrdam C-1 was started.

Earth excavation at Iroquois
dam was continued and rock ex-

cavation started. Hauling of aggre-
gates and construction plant erec-

tion was continued. Channel exca-
vation at Red Mills Point and on
Lalone Island progressed, in spite

of muddy conditions. Approxi-
mately 900,000 cubic yards of

channel excavation had been
moved to end of October.

Stage 1 excavation for the Mas-
sena intake structure was contin-

ued and the material was hauled

to stock piles, dyke embankment
or in spoil area. The access rail-

road to Barnhart Island bridge was
completed. Paving was also com-
pleted on the Barnhart extension

highway. Superstructure stecl for

the south pier of Barnhart Island

bridge was being cantilevercd out

near midstream to meet stcel being

erected from the north pier.

Construction of the substructure

of the Grass River bridge was
nearing completion and prepara-

tion was being made for erection

of the superstructure. Clearing for

the construction of the Long Sault

canal construction power line was

started.

Work on engineering drawings

and specifications continued on

Schedule. Inspection and expedit-

ing of major items of essential

equipment and materiais received

trp priority. Fifty-one major sup-

ply and construction contracts

were in progress.

St. Lawrence Seaway Authority

Tenders were called on October

27 for excavation of some three

miles of overland channel and the

construction of 3i/2 miles of dyke

Looking downstream iipon the site of the canal and lock being built at Iroquois
Point, Ont., in the international section of the seaway. The Galop canal at left.

St. Lawrence Seaway Authority phcío.
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Long Sault dam cof-
ferdam "A" (at top)
holds back Long
Sault rapids. Coffer-
dam "B" (fore-
ground) blocks off

south channeL
Ontário Hydro photo.

in the Lachine section of the sca-

way, between Côte Ste. Catherine
and Caughnawaga on the south
shore. The work includes 4,600,000
yards of earth excavation, 2,900,-

000 yards of rock excavation, as

well as cofíerdams and unwatering.
It will require a temporary diver-

sion of part of highway 9C in the

western end of the area, but high-

way traffic will be maintained.
Completion is called for bv August
31, 1958.

Tenders have bcen called for en-

larging the Welland ship canal

channel, between lock 1 and lock

2, between lock 2 and lock 3 and
between lock 3 and lock 4. The
area of the first contract is near
Port Weller and the áreas of the

other two are between Port Weller
and Merriton, Ontário.

The work as advertised is to be
carried out during the non-naviga-
tion seasons of 1955-56, 1956-57
and 1957-58, with completion by
June 30, 1958. This season the

canal north of the flight lock at

Thorold, Ontário, is to be unwat-
ered December 20 and will remain
so until raidnight, March 28, 1956.

Enlargement of channel be-

tween lock 1 and lock 2 will entail

the excavation of some 71,000

cubic yards of earth. Enlargement
of the channel from lock 2 to lock

3, will involve some 482,000 cubic

yards of earth, while enlargement

of the channel from lock 3 to lock

4 requires removal of some 41,000

cubic yards of earth. Some 750

cubic yards of concrete slabs and
the placing of some 400 cubic

yards of stone protection are also

involved in the three contracts.

Canadian and American seaway
officials, meeting at Washington
October 20, agreed on principies to

govern the division of cost and re-

sponsibility for new bridges and
roadways necessitated by seaway
construction near Cornwall. The
south channel bridge over the river

in the International section near

Cornwall and Massena must be
dismantled. It now carries both the

New York Central Railway and
highway traffic, and must be re-

moved to provide headroom for

shipping in the new channel along

the south side of Cornwall Island.

Also discussed were problems

relating to construction of a new
rail-highway bridge over Polleys

Gut between Massena and Corn-
wall Island; relocation of 5 miles

of the New York Central Railway
and relocation of the highway now
operated as part of the toU system

of the Cornwall International

Bridge Co.; and construction of a

fixed rail-highway bridge across

the Grasse River on the American
side of the St. Lawrence.

Pursuant to an exchange of notes

between the two governments, an

arrangement has been made with

the SLSDC whereby the Canadian
Authority will build the substruc-

ture of the new bridge, while the

SLSDC will build the superstruc-

ture. The Canadian Seaway Au-
thority will also relocate the facili-

ties in Canada owned by the New
York Central Railway Company,
the Cornwall International Bridge

Company and re-establish the

Canadian customs and immigra-

tion offices at a point near Polleys

Gut.

Si. Lawrence Seaway Developmeni
Corporation

According to Edward R. Place,

Information director, SLSDC, con-

tracts for the United States' share

of the cost of navigation facilities,

have been awarded at prices lower

than engineers' estimates. The

United States' share, originally es-

timated at some $90 million, may
now be done for about $87 million.

SLSDC traffic studies indicate that

the waterway will handle about

361/2 million tons yearly, he stated,

or about 1% million tons less than

the most recent Canadian traffic

estimate.

The Jack and Jim Maser Cor-

poration, contractors under SLSDC
for the excavation of the Robinson
Bay lock in the 10 mile Long Sault

canal near Massena, defaulted on
their contract early in October.

The Tecon Corporation of Dallas

was assigned to complete the work,

with the bonding company paying

the difference between the new
contract price of $1,063,095 and
the original low bid of $991,000.

The Masers had about half fin-

ished the excavation, handling the

heavy boulder strewn till as a

scraper operation. The heavy till

was taking its toll on the scraping

equipment. The firm had bid about

34 cents a yard and was reportedly

claiming an actual cost of 54 cents.

They "did not have the funds with

which to defray the cost of further

construction operations".

The Tecon Corporation, whose
bid was the lowest of four for com-
pletion of the job, is already the

operator of the aggregate plant

supplving ali the sand and stone

for NYSPA. They will complete

the lock excavation as a shovel and
dragline operation. Jack and Jim

Maser Inc. was not the only con-

tractor having troubles moving the

heavy glacial till of the area, which

is like glue when wet and weighs

140 Ib. per cubic foot.

Design by Corps of Engineers at

the Buffalo district office, of an

emergency 46 ft. vertical lift 50 ft.
|

wide seaway lock gate for the Rob- I
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inson Bay lock on the new Long
Sault canal, raised a number of in-

teresting hydraulic problems. What
were the hydraulic forces to be

considered in the design of a gate

to be raised into ílowing water?

Model studies were carried out

by the Corps' St. Paul district of

the University of Minnesota. These
showed that (1) overflow aerates

without vents, and (2) free over-

fall would start when gate crest

height reached about 22 feet above

channel bottom.
The resulting design is a hori-

zontally framed gate with a sheet

steel skin on the upstream side

only. It will weigh 350 tons and
will be lifted by two hydraulic cyl-

inders. Two 75-hp. motors will

drive pumps for the cylinders, rais-

ing the gate at a speed of 2 ft. per

minute. The gate will be built in

place, with stoplogs upstream to

permit dewatering for future paint-

ing and maintenance.

Seaways Effect on B.C. Economy

In an address at Vancouver dur-

ing his recent tour of the we.stei'n

provinces, seaway president Lionel

Chevrier commented on the prob-

able eííects of the seaway on Brit-

ish Columbia's economy. He did

not believe the B.C. fishing indus-

try would benefit directly, al-

though industrial development in

the Montreal-Toronto area would
increase the market for canned fish.

Regarding the fruit industry,

most rail shipments of B.C. apples

terminate in the Prairie Provinces

and Ontário. The proportion that

goes to Quebec might reap some
benefit, although through rail ship-

ments were more likely. Large
east-west movements of p a p e r

products do not occur, he pointed

out. However, the seaway should

help B.C. lumber shipments con-

signed to Great Lakes points.

Wheat exports f r o m Pacific

Coast outlets were destined for

three main áreas, he stated; name-
ly the Near East including Japan,
the west coast of South America,
and Western Europe. Prince Rup-
ert and Vancouver were the logical

outlets to the Near-East. Argen-
tine grain to South American
points has to be bagged, he said.

Canada has a large bagging plant

on the west coast, which will main-
tain the shipping route for grain

via the west coast.

There were also numerous ship-

ping lines operating from west
coast points to South America,
while more than 60 per cent of the

grain moving through Montreal
moves by liner service. The ship-

ping pattern of grain was mostly

the direct result of availability of

spot cargo on the west coast. Par-

tial loads of wheat out of west

coast ports helped solve shipping

companies' problems. The Alberta

Wheat Pool had recently decided

to enlarge the capacity of its Van-
couver elevator by 50 per cent, he

added. This was evidence that

there was no fear of the seaway
drying up the fiow of wheat
through Canada's west coast ports.

Commission on Coastal Trade

Uuring the public hearings be-

fore the Royai Commission on

coasting trade in Canada in some
14 cities from St. John's to Victoria,

about 115 briefs will have been

dealt with. Any number of argu-

ments both for and against restric-

tions have been submitted in briefs

and oral rcprcsentations; some of

them involve decisions on a good
many aspects other than the strict-

ly coasting trade.

In summary, the proponents of

restrictive legislation point in the

niain to national security reasons

for maintaining the shipyards, if

necessary with subsidies. But they
emphasize almost equally strongly

that this country should retain

control of its water transportation

facilities in any case. Without such
control, they maintain, we might
in short order become dependent
on other nations for services which
are vital to our whole economy as

wcll as to defense.

The opposition to the proposed
changes in the Canada shipping

act is somewhat more diversified.

The grain growers' fear of being

priced still further out of possible

markets abroad is matched by
Newfoundland's apprehension with

regard to export sales of the prim-
ary products there. With specific

reference to the seaway, it is

claimed that it would not be logical

to remove a natural barrier to

shipping, only to replace it with an
"artificial," legislative obstacle in

the form of restrictions.

Throughout m any opposing
briefs runs the idea that Canada
must continue to buy such services

as shipping and products like

ships from United Kingdom in

order to provide dollar earnings.

If we don't, they say, we will only
still further worsen a situation al-

ready precarious in the U.K.-Can-
ada trade balance.

Few, if any, of the restriction

opponents deny that both ship-

yards and ships may be needed for

defence. But if that is so, they
suggest, let the whole country pay
for it equally, through direct sub-
sidies. One thing seems certain:

it will be a long time, probably
several months, before the evi-

dence taken can be sorted, eval-
uated and compressed into a re-

port with recommendations. Even
then there may be further delay
while the government makes up
its mind about the action it will take

No Excess Transportation Being
Developed

Addressing mcmbers of the New
England Railroad Club at Boston,

Mass., on November 9, President

Lionel Chevrier of Canada's Sea-

way Authority stressed the econ-

omic growth of North America
from 1932, when a treaty calling

for construction of the seaway had
been first negotiatcd between the

United States and Canada.

"Twcnty-three years ago it was
pcrhaps not unreasonable for cer-

tain groups to have taken the view
that in building the seaway we
would be equipping ourselves with

excess facilities, whether in elec-

tric power, in navigation, or in

both. Today, or at least three years

hence when the seaway is com-
pleted, I submit that we will find

we are going to have no more than

a comforable margin," he declared.

Quoting leaders of the steel in-

dustry in the United States as foi'e-

secing a probablc 60,000,000-ton

increase in steel-making capacity

within the next 15 years Mr. Che-
vrier said "the additional ore re-

quirements to utilize such an in-

crease in capacity dwarfs the ex-

pected normal output of present

Quebec-Labrador mines and this

is expected to be the most im-

portant single item of traffic on

the seaway. It is not easy to

visualize the scale of ancillary

economic developments that would
spring from the vast increase in steel

output and the additional demands
for transportation therefrom."

'One of the anticipated conse-

quences of the seaway is the growth
of industrial áreas along both sides

of the St. Lawrence Valley based

on the power and navigation ad-

vantages," the St. Lawrence Sea-

way Authority president stated.

The area above Montreal is now
only moderately industrialized, he

said, "the presence of a strong new
industrial nucleus in this area is

bound to have repercussions on
surrounding áreas such as New
England. The traffic potential, par-
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ticularly in general merchandise

traffic, between two industrialized

áreas is much greater than that

between industrial and non-indus-

trial áreas."

Pointing out that non-industrial

áreas tend to be the hinterlands of

the nearest manufacturing and
distributing centres, he said he did

not believe the present traffic be-

tween the Upper St. Lawrence
Valley and the industrialized áreas

of lower New England could be

considered heavy by any standard.

Industrial áreas however, Mr. Che-
vrier pointed out, exchange traffic

readily with other industrial áreas,

and where the distances are not

great the volumes may become
very large.

"It would therefore appear al-

together probable that a greatly

increased flow of traffic between

the seaway area and New England
would result from the expansion of

industry and population in the

seaway area. This would be to the

advantage of both áreas and to the

transportation lines that connect

them," he believed.

"Two other factors should of

course be mentioned as tending to-

ward the same result; he added:—
"The greatly improved efficiency

of land transport during the last

25 years, and the fact that traffic

on the seaway will be subject to

tolls designed to make it a self-

supporting enterprise. In my opin-

ion we are building the seaway at

a most opportune time both from
the point of view of its necessity

and the relative ease with which
it promises to be integrated into

the transportation systems of our

two countries."

Other Seaway News

Representatives of NYSPA and
the New York State Department of

Commerce met in New York City
October 11, to set up a close work-
ing arrangement for the purpose of

attracting industry to Northern
New York. It was determined as

a general principie that companies
that will provide maximum addi-

tional employment for residents

Would be given priority in the

drive to attract new industries. The
sites W'ill be available on the St.

Lawrence between Massena and
Ogdensburg.

President Lionel Chevrier, ad-
dressing civic officials and promin-
ent citizens of metropolitan Mont-
real on October 10, assured them
that their fears that water leveis

in Lakes St. Francis and St. Louis
would be affected by the seaway
were groundless. There might be

an ensuing variation of a few
inches, he said, but no more.
At its meeting on November 12,

the majority of members of the
New York State Power Authority
approved contracts for the sale of

ixnver to the Public Service Com-
mission of the State of Vermont,
the city of Plattsburgli and the

Plattsburgh air base. New trans-

mission facilities are required be-

tween Massena and the Platts-

burgh area. Two raethods of pro-

viding these facilities are under
consideration by the Authority.

In the event that an agreement
with these companies for these

back-up facilities can be settled

promptly, the second method will

be the one adopted. On the other

Not long ago the general secre-

taiy asked C. E. Frost, m.e.i.c,

chairman of the Montreal Branch,
to set down on paper some notes

on the experience of this branch
with technical sections, it having
had the widest experience of any
branch. It w^as thought that such

an account might be of value to

other branches Avhich might be

thinking of establishing them.
Mr. Frosfs report gives a de-

tailed history of the creation of

branch sections and offers some
comment on successful and unsuc-

cessful methods of integrating them
into the general framework of the

branch. As those parts of the re-

port which apply to the Montreal
Branch's special problems are not

of widespread interest, this ab-

stract is confined to matters which

affect ali branches alike.

The first point to be made is

that a technical section is likely

to be successful only when it is

organized in response to a demand
from a sufíicient number of mem-
bers to guarantee that it will not

die of malnutrition. And there

must be a reasonable probability

that the accession of new mem-
bers from year to year will at least

balance the natural loss of sénior

members from deaths, retirements,

changes of residence or of interest

and the like.

Second, each technical section

must always include among its

members some who are able and

willing to work to keep it going.

Perhaps its program committee is

its most important one. This com-

mittee must not only provide a

suitable program for its own sec-

tion, but must avoid overlapping

hand, if such an agreement is not

rcaclied within thirty days, the

Authority will follow the first

method and will take the neces-

sary steps to jirovide facilities for

the delivery of ali power, including

back-up to Vermont.
The Autliority also ai)provod a

resolution granting an ea.-^ement to

the Aluminum Company of Amer-
ica in the Massena intake works to

construct permanent pumps to

provide a potable water supply for

the village of Massena and to care
for the water needs in Alcoa. The
Authority will construct the ncces-

sary \npe lines. The Authority also

ai)proved a program for the reloca-

tion of cottages and houses on the

St. Lawrence project.

or duplicating any part of the pro-

grams of other sections or of its

parent branch. To this end it

should be represented on the

branch's main program committee
and its representative should take
his job seriously—attend meetings
and not try to conduct business by
telephone calls and by casual con-

versations. No section should at-

tempt too ambitious a program;
some have died of a surfeit.

Third, having established a tech-

nical section, the branch should
not leave it wholly to its own de-
vices, but should maintain an in-

terest in it and always be ready
with .«ympathy, advice and help.

An ignored section will have a

hard time existing, and even if it

does succeed in keeping going, will

be less effective than it would be
under happier conditions.

Fourth, it is suggested that a

technical section should be assigned

an appropriate sum from the

branch budget, money that it can
spend of its own volition. The
branch treasurer can control the

scction's financial affairs by re-

quiring regular audited reports

from it. Having a little money of

its own gives a section a useful

sense of independence and does not

necessarily lead to extravagance.

Fifth and last, no branch should

hesitate to close down any techni-

cal section which is obviously fail-

ing to carry on as it should. Such
a section can sometimes be Con-

solidated with another to their

mutual advantage.

To sum up:

Active technical sections are

assets to any branch.

They should not be established

Technical Sections in Branches
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unless taere are reasonable guar-

antees that they will flourish.

They should have a reason-

able amount of independence,

consistent with proper control by
the branch.

They should be closed down
or Consolidated before actual

failure, if they show signs of im-

pending death.

There are other points which

could be covered by this memoran-
dum, but we believe they are

minor ones.

Technical sections, properly or-

ganized and properly administered,

are a source of strength, as

branches which have them well

know. For example, they may en-

list the interest of the membcr
with the one-track mind, the one

who is really interested only in his

own specialty, and who would
otherwise attend meetings but sel-

dom.

Perhaps one of the most ini-

portant usefulnesses of a technical

section is that it brings more mem-
bers into committee work. The
Montreal Branch questionnaire

showed that a high pcrcentage of

those replying were jM^epared to

act on committees. The more mem-
bers of a branch there are work-
ing on committees the stronger the

branch will be, and it is the mem-
bers serving on committees who
themselves will profit most from
this additional activity.

The Montreal Branch has seven

diíTerent technical sections as fol-

lows

:

Chemical, Civil, Electrical,

Industrial and Management,
Transportation, Mechanical,

Radio and Communications.

It must not be thought that a

branch has to enter into such a

large program in the beginning.

For instance the Winnipeg Branch
had an electrical section for about
eight years before they set up
their sccond section, civil engineer-

ing. There is no reason why a

branch might not readily set up a

single section to meet the special

demands of any group that is par-

ticularly active in their area. Then
later if a need is shown for other

sections they, too, can be organized

in due course.

The general secretary's oíRcc has

in its files considerable material

relating to technical sections and
several members of headcjuarters'

staff have some knowledge of oi'

cxperiencc with them. They will be

happy to assist, so far as possible,

any branch considcring organizing

a technical section.

Officers of the Institute and the Branches
The familiar "Officers Pages" will appear again in full in the January 1956 issue.

Meanwhile the following corrections are offered as a means of bringing up to date
pages 1442 to 1444 of tiie October issue, 1955, which listed officers of the Institute
and of the Branches.

PAPERS COMMITTEE
W. H. G.A.UVIN, Chairman
H. F. FINNEMORK R. BR.\IS
H. S. VAN PATTER E. R. SMALLHORN
R. M. HARDY A. R. HARRINOTON
W H. PATERSOX W. B. PENNOCK
L. AUSTIN WRIGHT

THE YOUNG ENGIMEER
G. B. MOXON, Chairman
C. G. R. ARMSTRONG
A. E. FLYNN
L. F. GRANT
A. E. MACDONALD

LEO. SCHARRY
F. L. WEST

H. W. McKIEL
,T. W. BROOKS

CENTRAL BRITISH COLUMBIA
Chairman, A. F. JOPLIN
Executive, R. G. HARRIS A. C. DIMOCK

R.. G. MULCASTER
(Ex-Officio), M. L. ZIRUL M. L. WADE
Sec.-Treas., H. D. DEBECK,

c/o Waler Rights Branch,
.'ilj Coliimbia Street.
Kamloops, B.C.

EASTERN TOWNSHIPS
//on. Chair., A. C. CREPEAU
Chairman. J. LEMIEUX
Vice-Chair.. R. D. MAWHOOD
Executme. R. N. LECLAIRE D. W. CLARK

E. GOULET .1. C. DAVIDSON
J. T. DYKES M. GRONDIN

(Ex-Officio). G. MASSE
G. L. COTE

Treasurer. A. S. MITCHELL
Secretary. J. P. CHAMPAGNE.

762 .^rgyle Street.

Sherbrooke. Que.

HURONIA
Chairman, R. MacK,\Y
Vice-Chair., L. G. McNEICE
Executive, H. C. BATES L. MORGANTE

C. CAMPBELL J. RICHARDSON

C. R. STONES J. E. SEARS
D. M. HARRIS
S. R. WALKINSHAW

(Ex-Offlcw). F. ALPORT
Sec.-Treas., B. C. LAMBLE,

133 Matchedash St. N.,
Orillia, Ont.

LETHBRIDGE
Chairman

,

Vice-Chair
Executive,

Sec.-Treas.,

.1. A. HABERMAN
A. .). BRANCH
P. A. HARDING
G. B. DAVIES, .Jr.

.1. R. MILNE
lEx-Officio), E. A. LAWRENCE

P. M. SAUDER
P. E. KIRKP.\TRICK
E. A. LAWRENCE
.1. M. CAMPBELL
R. D. HALL,

Utility Engineer, City Hall,
Lethbridge, Alta.

MONTREAL
Sec.-Treas.. G. M. BOISSONNEAULT,

c/o Shawinigan Water & Power
Co.,

600 Dorchester St. W.,
Montreal, Que.

NORTH EASTERN ONTÁRIO
Sec.-Treas., J. S. BUSBY,

c/o Canadian National Railwa.vs.
Cochrane, Ont.

SUDBURY
Chairman, W. S. BLACK
Vice-Chair.. L. T. LANE
Executive, T. C. ROBERTSON

J. W. SMITH J. F. McCALLU.M
(Ex-Officio). F. A. ORANGE

R. H. MOORE
Sec.-Treas., H. M. WHITTLES,

10 Werabley Drive,
Sudbury, Ont.

lATA Meets
in New York

The tenth annual meeting of the

International Air Transport As-
sociation was held at the Waldorf
Astoria Hotel, New York City,

October 17 to 21, 1955. Some 250
delegates from the 75 member air-

lines of 40 countries, and observers,

were in attendance. Juan T. Trippe,

president, Pan American World
Airways, was elected president of

the Association for 1956, succeed-

ing Max Hymans, of Air-France.

Director General Sir William
Hildred, in his annual report, said

airline traíiic for the last year had
shown "definitely healthy though
not spectacular" increases (passen-

gers 14 per cent, cargo 8 per cent,

and mail 18 per cent) over 1953.

"Prospects for continued increase

lie in the maximum possible ex-

tension of tourist operations," he

observed, "and in intensified efforts

to tap the mass market for air

cargo".

Equipment modernization pro-

grams by lATA members of |200
million had provided 15 per cent

more capacity with an increase of

only 1 per cent of total íleet. But
net operating profit of ali scheduled

airlines was only 3 per cent, or $70

million, last year. "It becomes self

evident we must look to govern-

ment aid to help us out in one way
or another," he declared.

Incoming president Juan Trippe

told delegates that "the two great-

est impediments to economic ad-

vancement of air transport ation

have bcen 'fear' and 'fare'. The
fear of flight has been very largely

dissipated. . .
." Referring to Presi-

dent Eisenhower's report on the re-

sults of the Geneva Conference, he

pointed out that "International air-

lines are the instruments best

equipped to implement this Spirit

of Geneva".

Technical Committee Report

Raymond Dupré, vice-president

and operations director, Air

France, and chairman of the lATA
technical committee, warned that

the state of navigation aids and

ground organization on which air-

craft are wholly dependent is cur-

rently lagging behind the state of

our aircraft by about five years.

"The need to cairy excessive fuel

loads, delays in departure, slow

handling due to inadequate term-

inal facilities, inefíicient routing or

assignment to uneconomic alti-
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tudes, excessive flight time result-

ing from inadequate and delayed

weather information and inefficient

Communications — ali these are

problems we are forced to live witli

today. Although able to survive

economically with today's aircraft,

in the future this will be increas-

ingly difficult because of much
higher operating costs when con-

sidered on an aircraft-mile basis,
'

he predicted.

Reviewing lATA efforts to attain

lower safe operating limits for ap-

proach and landing as an impera-
tive objective, Mr. Dupré said his

committee had found electronic de-

velopments have progressed to such

an extent that, with cxisting air-

craft, any immediate development
can only come from improvemeats
on the visual side. "The urgent and
pre-eminent need," it had declared,

"is to see what can be done to

improve threshold and runuay
lighting".

Turning to the need for revision

of the criteria which determine
whether a pilot must fly under
visual flight rules or under instru-

ment conditions, the committee
had concluded that "the ultimate

solution can only lie in the full

control of ali air trafíic at ali

times," he stated. They had recom-
mended an increase in the criteria

separating instrument from visual

flight rules as a step in the right

direction.

The airlines had now succeeded
in gaining increasing recognition

by governments of the need for

opcrational control of scheduled
ílights by the carrier, the commit-
tee's report said. The report also

vv-arned that concepts on which
procedures for feeding weather
data to aircraft in flight are based
are becoming outmoded, due to the

appearance of very long range air-

craft.

In air-to-ground Communica-
tions, lATA is attempting to attain

universal standardization of radio-

telephony procedures in ali regions.

This was important because in

aviation the preferred médium was
now the spoken word of radio tele-

phony. The systems of selective

calling (SELCAL) of aircraft now
in use in some parts of the world
permits pilot and ground to call

cach other on what amounts to a

dialing system.

The committee reiterated the

airlines' view that 10 to 20 years

will elapse before International

operational requirements will
necessitate replacement of VOR,

and urged that governments fulíil

the ICAO regional plans for VOR
networks at the earliest possible

moment. While it considered the
current TACAN/VOR dispute as

piimarily a domestic matter, they
l)ointed out that TACAN is as yct
operationally unproven.

In long distance navigation, air-

lines are watching a new system
known as "inertial navigation,"

which is sclf-contained in the air-

craft.

Conclusion

Summarizing the results of the

meeting at its conclusion, Prcsi-

dent-elect Trippe commented that

IATA's first policy target was
better facilities. Present aircraft

were already carrying greater loads

than their terminais can handle,

and outrunning i^rcscnt aids and

facilities. With new generations of

aircraft on order these matters had

become serious and pressing. He
cmphasized that this was not a

safety problem, but airlines were

operating uneconomically. If long

oontinued, these extra co.sts would

be passed on to the public in the

form of higher tariffs.

Elections and Tranfers
At, the meeting of Council held at

Winnipeg, Manitoba, on Saturday, No-
\ember 19, 1955, a number of applica-

tion.s were presented for consideration
and on the recommendation of the Ad-
missions Committee the following elec-

tions and transfers were effected:

Members:
R. H. Aspinall, Peterborough
V. W. Bainboiough, Espanola, Onl.
Ij. G. Bangs, Lovdon
L. Baskin, Niagara Falis

T. A. Bowles, Toronto
N. P. Bruce, Toronto
T. H. Chapman, North Bay
C. L. Cosser, Montreal
D. S. Cotterill, Hamilton
W. B. Drowley, Toronto
S. M. Finlayson, Montreal
J. J. A. Hall, Brantford
R. K. Hesse, Waterloo, Que.
F. Jackson, Falconbridge

L. E. Jones, Toronto
E. A. Koivula, Arvida
B. C. Lewall, Prince George
Z. J. N. Li, Montreal
R. G. Mason, Calgary
D. McNeill, Montreal
C. W. Parsons. Toronto
C. A. Peter, Montreal
P. R. Purcell, Ottawa
W. K. Rvbczynski, St. Johns, Que.

W. F. Sharon, Toronto
E. W. O. Snikeris, St. Johns
F. K. Stone, Whitehorse
M. Tirkanits. Toronto

W. A. Trow,
H. J. F. Vandernoot, Montreal

J. M. F. Vickers, Lincoln, Neb.

S. S. Vozoris, Toronto

A. A. Walker, Kitchener

M. S. Ward, Montreal

J. E. Wright, Toronto

A. Zsolt, Toronto

Juniors

:

0. Y. Barde, Montreal

B. W. Cosman, Kingshursí

J. A. Dake, Montreal

E. D'Souza, Quebec
H. E. Ford, Montreal

K. R. Langille, Halijax

W. W. Lutek, S. Ste. Marie

,j. P. Mulvin, Seven Islands

A. D. North, Montreal

W. M. Rea, Calgary

L. N. Savoie, Windsor

H. D. Stevenson, HarniUon

1. E. Suchoversky, Kingston

P. R. Thompson. North Bay
W. I. M. Turner, Montreal

K. H. Wu, Winnipeg

For Admission as Ajfiliate:

M. Corriveau, Chicoutirni

Transjerred from the class of Júnior to

that of Membcr:

H. M. Lapp, Winnipeg
D. G. McKay, St. Johns, Que.
J. L. Motherwell, Whitehorte
E. J. Penro.se, Montreal
J. H. Turner, Montreal
M. G. Spankie, Montreal
N. M. Warner, London

Tranaferred from the class of Sludent

to that of Júnior:

T. D. Ray, Windsor
S. E. Steeves, Grand Falis

The following Students were admitted:

University

R. J. R. Amyot
J. G. Beaudoin
R. Belasky
B. J. T. Berrigan

M. Bilodeau
P. R. G. Bouohcr
,1. W. Brennan
D. M. Cameron
X. H. Chu
J. A. Daoust
M. E. Dugas
G. Fung
V. Gauthier
J. C. Gervais
C. A. Giguere
M. Gratton
C. K. Ho
B. C. H. Kwan
K. H. Kwan
A. Lafleur
H. D. Lajeunesse
J. A. M. Lalancette

H. C. L. Lam
J. P. Landolt
B. Larose
V. A. Levers. Jr.

M. D. Mahoney
N. Maniatis
R . Masse

of Ottawa

F. Milotte
P. Mulas
J. D. A. Pelletier

M. O. Pelletier

J. E. Porter
.1. M. Poulin
D. Pover
A. Proulx
R. J. L. Quesnel
R. Ranger
R. Raymond
A. P. Rivard
.]. J. Robinson
J. W. Rooney
P. M. Roy
A. P. Seguin
J. E. Stanton
R. Surprenant
W. B. Sutherland
K. F. Tam
J. Therrien

R. Thibaudeau
A. H. L. Tong
R. Trudel
,J. G. Vaehon
C. J. Vibert

E. Vincent
G. Vinette
W T. C. Wu

,J. F. Adam
D. E. Bateman
G. L. Brown
W. H. Curtis

J. S. Graham
A. W. Hagen
D. A. Hodgkinson
J. G. MacGregor

University of Alberta

N. Oneschuk
G. W. Richards
C. Skene
G. Sveinunggaard
R. K. Llveland
C. E. Wilson
S. W. Wilson
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Comment on the JOURNAL of December 1920

University of Neiu Brunsvnck

L. A. Brewer H. R. Friars

T. E. Bursey R. C. Hale
G. R. Campbell G. C. Harper
Miss S. E. Caughey M. E. Joseph
W. J. Dohaney R. A. Ouellette

D. B. Douglas E. D. Stephenson
H. Foerstel G. B. Watson

University of Toronto

N. Alexeichenko J. E. Hurst
T. J. Bradshaw R. W. Piggott

Memorial University

R. R. Andrews R. E. Whitten
D. J. Squires

Nova Scotia Technical College

C. J. A. DeLory G. R. V. Goad
J. W. Earle E. M. Wright
A. E. Garrett

Ecole Polytechnique

J. J. Rivest C. A. Roberge

McGill University

J. A. A. Dupuis A. Maloney
T. V. Evangelatos K. Niland
I. Granich A. R. Thimens
J. A. Hatzidakis I. Wajs
G. Kowalski

University of Manitoba

W. E. Blore .1. E. Konrad

Queen's University

J. H. Graham

Carleton College

R. Rai

St. Francis Xavier University

F. H. Vanzutphen

Royai Military College

J. M. Cote

Graduates

J. E. Karpa, B.Sc. (Mech.) 1955, Mani-
toba.

A. D. Derry, B Eng. (Civil) 1955, McGill.

W. B. Chown, B.A.Sc. (Civil) 1955,

Toronto.
H. N. Dixon, B.Sc. (Elect.) 1955, New
Brunswick.

Applications through Associations

:

By virtue of the co-operative agree-

ments between the In.stitute and the

Association of Professional Engineers,

the following elections and transfers

have become effective

:

Albert.^

Mcjnbers:

L. S. Dartnell R. Shortreed
W. G. Palmer D. A. Smith
G. Westra

Júnior

:

D. Harvey-Smith

Júnior to Member:
H. A. Bowman

Sask.atchew.an
Members:

J. Bazuin J, L. Lee
H. Kaldor R. J. Wilson

Júnior to Member:
K. R. Craig G. M. McKay
M. R. GundersoD M. N. Tivy
J. H. Kearney

New Brunswick
Júnior to Member:
D. R. Robidoux

1694

Following the late war, it is

noticeable that the number of

"foreign" engineers joining the In-

stitute increased sharply. By "for-

eign" we mean those who had re-

cently come to Canada and who
had received their educations

abroad. Perliaps this is a phen-
omenon which follows every great

war, for the same trend showed it-

self after the 1914-18 struggle, as

even a casual inspection of the

Journal for December, 1920, shows.

There we find candidates for mem-
bership from many engineering

schools of the Old World — from
London, from the Royai of Ireland,

from Glasgow, from Le College de

Dieppe, from Dublin, from the

City and Guilds, from Liverpool,

from the Federal of Zurich, from
Geneva and from the Vienna Tech-
nik, to mention only a few.

There are those who feel strongly

that engineering in Canada should

be donc exclusively by native-born

Canadian engineers, a thesis with
which the writer cannot agree. The
test of whether a commission
should be entrusted to this or to

that engineer ought to be wholly
a matter of which one has the

greater ability. By ali means let

US use the talents of Canadian
engineers to their greatest extent,

but let US not play dog in the

manger and try to cxclude from
Canada those who are perhaps
more competent in some ways than
we. And do not let us forget that

some of our most brilliant engi-

neers and best citizcns werc once
fairly recent immigrants.
We believe we have in Canada

a pool of engineering talent at least

equal to that existing elsewhere
and we deprecate the attitude of

those who feel that the only com-
petent engineer for a really big job

must necessarily come from New
York or London, an attitude which
we think is unfortunately too com-
mon, but we have no sympathy
with the ultranationalists in our
profession.

Engineering Standards

Four to íive pages were devoted
in this Journal to an account of a

meeting of the Canadian Engi-
neering Standards Association, by
far the most publicity the Journal

had ever given it. Rail and track,

wire rope, steel bridges, electrical

equipment, steel, cement and con-
crete, machine parts, mining drill

chucks and aircraft were the tonics

under consideration. The secretary

of the C.E.S.A. was then R. J.

Durley, m.e.i.c, who later became
the Institute's general secretary

and served it faithfully and well

until his retirement.

Dr. A. L. Clark, professor of

physics at Queen's University

wrote the editor to say that it had
set up a course in engineering

physics two years before McGilTs,
which we referred to in last

month's notes. The editor's riposte

was that the McGill course was
the first to lead to an M.Sc. degree.

This Journal congratulates P. L.

Pratlcy, m.e.i.c, on being awarded
the Telford gold medal of the In-

stitution of Civil Engineers for his

paper on the "Design and Con-
struction of the Saint John Arch".

Incidcntally, there is a scale model
of this bridge at McGill University,

made by one of the engineers who
worked on it as a júnior.

Technical Papers

G. A. Walkem, m.e.i.c, leads off

the technical papers with "Railway
Construction with the Royai Engi-

neers in Palestine," as readable to-

day as when it was written. Col.

AValkem early ran into array pro-

cedure: "... I told them I was a

mechanical engineer, presuming
that they would put me in the

mechanical department, but that is

not the British army's way, and

they gave me charge of mainten-

ance . . . then of construction . .
."

Some of the work w^as a nightmare,

but there were compensations, e.g.,

with no right of way to stay within,

No. 7 frogs were used throughout.

The rolling stock w^as not of the

best: "There were no brakes on the

trucks. They used three links for

coupling. . . . When you rode . . .

at the end of a train . . . and the

locomotive would take up the slack,

the jerk . . . was tremendous. . . .

Often the train pulled apart, when
the back part would run down the

grade until it came to an upgrade,

when it . . . came to rest."

F. P. Vaughan, m.e.i.c, had a

paper on "Practical Applications of
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Electric Welding," in this Journal,

notable perhaps becaiise it de-

scribed the first automatic welder,

which had just been put on the

market. The illustration showed it

putting a layer of metal on an

undersized shaft.

The Nova Scotia Power Com-
mission was getting ready to start

its Sheet Harbour project, which
was described by H. S. Johnston,

A.M.E.i.c. The author quoted figures

for the cost of electric power from
a number of steam plants in the

area, 7V2 to over 15 cents per kilo-

watt hour, and this where coal was
practically at one's front door. In

contrast, it was estimated that

power could be delivered from
Sheet Harbour for 1^ cents per

kilowatt hour at the consumer's

premises.

Public Service for Engineers

At the end of 1920, the JournaVs
editor was still trying to get more
Institute members into some form
of public life. One, Reid McManus,
A.M.E.i.c, of Moncton, had just

been elected to the provincial legis-

lature of New Brunswick, but there

were other things the editor

thought engineers might do: "There
are . . . men in the . . . Institute

capable of writing . . . editoriais on

the . . . phases of the profession's

activities (whereby) the general

public is affected, which would be

quoted by the daily press." Well,

maybe, but the experience of the

present editors of this periodical is

that, while the engineers opinions

may be sound and even brilliant,

not many are skilful at getting

them down on paper.

The Branches

The Peterborough Branch cele-

brated its first anniversary; the

Toronto Branch was a little wor-
ried because a shortage of coal

inijjorted from the United States

might develop sometime in the next

hundred years and suggested "an
embargo on the use of coal in On-
tário for purposes for which elec-

trical power could be used"; the

Moncton Branch gave C. B.

Brown, m.e.i.c, now retired, a send-

oíí on his being appointed engi-

neering assistant to the vice-presi-

dent of the Canadian National
Railways in Toronto; the Saint

John Branch set up an entertain-

ment committee to enliven its

meetings; the Vancouver Branch
learned from one of its speakers

that even a íirst-class commercial
air pilot could expect to be involved

in a crash about once in every 700
flying hours; the Hamilton Branch
envisioned an era of grcat prosper-

ity following the opening of the

St. Lawrencc Seaway "in the near
future"; and the Winnipeg Branch
worked up considerable enthusiasm
over the prospects of high voltage,

direct current transmission, as pre-

sentcd by the inventor of a new
system of commutation for gen-

David Hutchison, m.e.i.c, retired de-

velopment engineer with the Power
Corporation of Canada in Montreal,

died on September 17, 1955, in Owen
Sound, Ont., after a brief iUness.

Mr. Hutchinson was bom in Owen
Sound, Ont., on July 31, 1892, and re-

ceived his general education at Linden-

wood School and Owen Sound Col-

legiate. After teaching school for a short

time at Shouldice and Presqulsle he

entered Queen's University, graduating

in 1924 with a B.Sc. (honours) degree

in engineering.

Before his graduation he was with

Foundation Company of Canada Ltd.,

working as a diver during the summer
months, and after obtaining his degree

Mr. Hutchinson remained with Founda-

tion as an engineer and diver engaged

on underwater inspection until 1926.

That year he became field engineer for

the company on the Gatineau Storage

Baskatong Reservoir. He became asso-

ciated with the Power Corporation of

Canada in December, 1926, as construc-

tion superintendent.

He left Power Corporation in 1938 to

become manager of Mackenzie River

Transport for the Hudson Bay Com-
pany in Winnipeg, Man., and was trans-

ferred by the company to Edmonton in

19-16 as manager of the transport de-

partment. Then, in 1948, Mr. Hutchin-

son rejoined the Power Corporation as

superintendent in Montreal, subsequent-

ly becoming development engineer un-

til his retirement in May, 1955.

Mr. Hutchinson had been an active

member of the Engineering Institute,

having joined in 1932 as an Associate

Member, transferring to Member in

1940. He w:is chairman of the Edmon-
ton Branch of the Institute in 1943.

Pa>iil Joncas, M.E.I.C, professor emeritus

of Lavai University, died in Quebec City

on October 24, 1955, following a lengthy

illnesí.

Mr. Joncas was born at Grande

Rivière, Que., on July 6, 1883, and re-

ceived his early education at the Quebec

Seminary. In 1908 he graduated from

erators. Ali these activities were
covered in considerable detail in

the issue of the Journal we are

revicwing here.

1920 may be put down as a year
in which the Institute, so far as its

aíTairs were reported in the Journal,

made considerable advances, not

only in numbers, but in arousing

the interest of its members and in

its prestige with the public at hirge.

David Hutchison, M.E.I.C.

Ecole Polytechnique in Montreal with

a B.A.Sc, degree in civil engineering,

working during the summers of his

course as a rodman and instrumentman

with the Quebec Atlantic and Western

Railwa3^

After graduation Mr. Joncas was

appointed professor of the newly found-

ed School of Surveying and Forestry

Engineering at Lavai University. In 1910

he was named director of studies at the

university, a position he held for forty

j-ears until his retirement in 1950.

Mr. Joncas was also a partner in the

firm of Joncas and Malouin in Quebec

City, engaged in municipal works for

neighbouring towns and corporal ions.

He was a member of the Corporatioi

of Land Surveyors, serving as president

from 1941 to 1945. He was also a mem-
ber of the Corporation of Professional

Engineers of Quebec, the A.ssociation of

Forestrj' Engineers of Quebec, and of

the Canadian Institute of Surveying and

Photographic Surveying.

Mr. Joncas became an Associate

Member of the Engineering Institute

in 1913 and transferred to Member in

1940.

(J^tiítuariesí

The sympathy of the Institute is extended to the

relatives of those whose passing is recorded here.
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NEWS OF THE

^SSOCípCI^NS & CORPORATIO

Information received through co-operation with the

provincial orgcinizations

Ontário
News of Members

H. B. Dulmage has accepted a posi-

lion as project engineer with Collins

Radio Company of Canada Ltd., 11

Bermondsey Road, Toronto 10. Befoie

making this change he was in the elec-

tronics department of Canadian General

Electric Co. Ltd., Toronto.

J. Jablonsky has left Wallace Car-

ruthers and A.ssociates Ltd., Toronto, to

join the engineering staff of Farkas and
Barron of Canada Ltd., of ' Adelaide

St. West, Toronto.

C. Rhodes is presently employed as

a development engineer with Atomic
Energy of Canada Ltd., at Chalk River.

Ont. Í3efore moving he was employed
by Cockshutt Farm Equipment Ltd.,

of Brantford, Ont.

Glenn H. Curtis has joined Stone &
Webster Canada Ltd., as engineering

representativa with headquarters in Tor-

onto.

Following his graduation from the

University of Toronto in 1948 he at-

tcnded Harvard University and grad-

uated in business administration in 1950.

Since then he has been employed by a

prominent construction company in

Montreal.

D. H. W. Allan has left the position

of metallurgical statistician at the Steel

Company of Canada to join the Ameri-
can Lon and Steel Institiite in New
York City as a permanent staff mem-
ber working on teohnical statistics for

the steel industry.

Mr. Allan has recently been elected a

Fellow of the American Society for

Quality Control and appointed chair-

man of that Society's Metals Technical
Committee. He has been active as an
officer of the Toronto Section of

A.S.Q.C, and is well known as a lec-

turer in statistical quality control at the

Universities of Toronto and McMaster.

George Glinski, president of Data Pro-

cessing As.sociates Ltd., Toronto, recent-

ly addressed the Comimications Tech-
nical Group of the Toronto Section,

A.LE.E., on the subject "Numerical
Control—A New Concept in Machine
Tool Automation". His talk covered a

discussion of the meaning and import-

ance of the automation concept and in

particular one important method of

automation, numerical contiol and its

applieation to the control of machine
tools.

Geoffrey P. Webb is joming the staff

of Kennedy and Donkin, consulting
engineers of London. S. W. 1, England.
He will be cngaged in design and con-
tract work in the firm's hydro-electrie

division and later transferred to Cara-
cas, Venezuela, as their representative

for the Caroni hydro-electric scheme.

Mr. Webb is an engineering graduate
of the University of London and served

as a captain in the Royai Engineers in

índia and Burma from 1942 to 1946. On
coming to Canada three years ago he
completed the Canadian General Elec-

tric test course and siient a year in

power transformer and switchgear sales.

Prior to his move lo England he was
with the Aluminum Company of Can-
ada Limited as an electrical engineer on
the Saguenay hydro-electric sj'stem at

Shipshaw, Que.

Canadian General Electric Changes
Announcement has been made re-

cently of the appointment of J. Herbert
Smith, a vicc-president of Canadian
General Electric Co. Ltd., as general
manager of the companys apparatus
department. He will make his head-
quarters at the company'.- heavy ap-
paratus plant in Pelerborough, Ont.

Mr. Smith succeeds Archie M. Doyle,
who has been assigned to conduct a

special study of the relations of the
Canadian company with the apparatus
sales division of General Electric Com-
pany. Mr. Doyle will report directly to

the president of the Canadian General
Electric Company and will make New
York his headquarters.

Mr. Smith, who was for a number of

years a member of Council of tiie As-
sociation and president in 1953, was
named general manager of the C.G.E.
wholesale department in 1951. In 1953

he was elected a vice-president and
earlier this year was appointed general

manager of the appliance department.
He will retain this responsibility tem-
porarily in addition to his function .is

general manager of the apparatus de-

partment.

Major J. H. Gillett, formerly of the

Directorate of Electrical and Com-
munications Development, Army Head-
cjuarters, Ottawa, has been posted to

the Vancouver Wireless Section, Lad-
ner, B.C.

Garth A. McDowell, who held the post

of assistant to the Warden of Hart
House, University of Toronto, has

moved to Saskatoon, Sask., to become
director of the. Memorial Union Build-

ing of the University of Saskatchewan.
Mr. McDowell graduated in electrical

engineering from the University of

Toronto in 1951.

With Saskatchewan Power
Corporation

David N. Cass-Beggs, formerly asso-

ciate professor of electrical engineering

at the LTniversity of Toronto, has re-

cently assumed his duties as general

manager of the Saskatchewan Power
Corporation. For almost nine years prior

to his api)OÍntment he served as a con-

sultant to the Corporation in several

fields relative to Corporation develop-

ment in hydro-electric power and nat-

ural gas.

Mr. Cass-Beggs was born in England

and graduated from Manchester Univer-

sity in 1929. In 1939 he carne to Can-

ada and joined the engineering faculty

of the University of Toronto. For the

I^ast three years he has been in charge

of electrical engineering at the Univer-

sity College, Swansea, Wales, resigning

this post last spring to join the Sas-

katchewan Power Corporation.

During World War II. while in Can-

ada, he developed, for the R.C.A.F., the

first automatically controlled human
centrifuge or accelerator, important in

the study of pilot and aircrew blackout

reaction under high accelerations. This

was later used extensively by the Allies.

Packard Directors

W. L. Hctherington and Irving Loren-

zen have been appointed directors of

Packard Electric Company Ltd.. St.

Catharines, Ont., to fill \-acancies created

by the death of Arthur G. Herr, aml

the retirement of Frank Malloy.

A graduate of the University of Brit-

i.sh Columbia, Mr. Hetherington joined

Packard in 1941. During the war years

he was on loan to The Steel Company
of Canada as engineer in charge of in-

stallation and maintenance of ali elec-

trical equipment at its Montreal plants.

Returnmg to Packard he specialized in

the design of power and distributioa

transformers from 1946 to 1952, when he

was appointed as engineer-in-charge of

l)Ower and distribution transformers.

Mr. Lorenzen, who is a Toronto grad-

uate, has been with Packard since 1927

and from 1929 to 1934 was in charge of
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the design of distribution transformeis.

From 1934 to 1952 he speci;\lized in the

design and development of wattiiour

meters, relays and instruçient trans-

formers. In 1952 he was appointcd engi-

neer-in-charge of instrument transform-
ers.

Eric G. Jorgensen lias moved from
Hamilton, Ont., to Toronto, where he
is supervising engineer with H. A. Bab-
cock, Consulting engineer, 119 Isabella

Street, Toronto.
Prior to this change, Mr. Jorgensen

was sales engineer with Union Screen
plate Company of Canada Ltd., of Len-
noxville, Que.

Eldon G. Yundl is county engineer of

the County of Bruce with headquartevs
in Walkerton, Ont.
A graduate of civil engineering of the

University of Toronto, 1945, Mr. Yundt
was formerly assistant to the district

municipal engineer of Ontário Hydro ai

Stratford, Ont.

F. P. J. Rimrott of Toronto has joined

the staff of the Pennsylvania State Uni-
versity, Universitj' Park, Pa., as in-

structor in engineering mechanics.

For the past two years Mr. Rimrott
has beeni on the staff of the Faculty of

Applied Science and Engineering of the

University of Toronto, where he ob-

tained his M.A.Sc, in May of this year.

D. A. Pirtinnen has moved to Sarnia,

Ont., where he is with Catalytic of

Canada Construction Co. Ltd., as a

project engineer. Mr. Pirtinnen is an

engineering graduate of the University

of British Columbia and previously was
employed in the process department ot

Foundation of Canada Engineering Cor-
poration Ltd., in Toronto.

M. F. McGrath has left the staff of

Armstrong, Kingston, Hanson & Asso-

ciates Ltd., Toronto and is employed
by Onway Construction Ltd., Don Mills

Road, Toronto.

E. G. Taylor has become associated

with R. J. Cave & Associates, 1770 West
Geórgia Street, Vancouver, B.C., and
is head of the municipal and civil engi-

neering department. A graduate in engi-

neering of Belfast University. Mr.
Taylor was earlier with engineering con-

sultants in Ontário bcfore moving to

British Columbia.

Clifford G. M. Eland is now with
Abitibi Power & Paper Co. Ltd., as a

design engineer in the Toionto engi-

neering office of the company. Mr.
Eland, who graduated from the Univer-

sity of Toronto in 1949, was formerly a

design engineer with Provincial Paper
Limited, in Thorold, Ont.

Norman Moysa is employed by the

Shell Oil of Canada Ltd., and is located

at the Shelburn Refinery, Vancouver,

B.C. Prior to his move to Vancouver
from Niagara Falis, Mr. Moysa wa.s

with Ontário Hydro.

V. D. Horvat has moved to Camden,
N.J., where he is a transformer design

engineer with RCA Victor division of

the Radio Corporation of America.
Prior to this move, which took place

in August, Mr. Horvat was in charge

of engineering with the Acme Electric

Corporation Ltd., of Toronto.

Frank Belshaw, of the Imperial Oil

Ltd., has been transferred from the com-
pany 's engineering division in the manu-
facturing department in Sarnia, Ont., to

the head office in Toronto where he is

project engineer in the construction and
maintenance division of the marketing
department.

Alberta
The Engineering Profeíísions Act

On April Cl of this year lhe Lieutenant-
Governor assented to "The Engineering
Professions Act. 1955" being an Act to

regula te the professions of engineering
and geology. This Act replaced the pre\ii-

ous one and reaffirmed and outlined the
responsibilities which the Association
assumes, to both the general public and
its merabers. Its responsibilities are
fundamentally the same as they always
have been, but the methods of carrying
them out have been changcd and some
of the procedures have been clarified

and made more specific.

Major Responsibilities

Two major responsibilities are those
of discipline and enforcement. The com-
position of the Discipline Committee
and procedures for the discipline of

members for conduct unbeeoming a Pro-
fessional Engineer, are very definitely

set down and your Council has appointed
the Committee, which is already func-
tioning. Obviously this Committee can-
not work efíect^ively unless it receives In-

formation respecting any allegation of

conduct unbeeoming a Professional En-
gineer. Complaints to the Discipline

Committee may be originated by any
incmber or visitor, by the Council or

by the Discipline Committee itself.

Whereas the Council and Discipline

Committee will do ali in their power to

ascertain any situation which should be
investigated, it cannot work effectively

if the membership at large does not bring

such cases to its attentoin. It, therefore,

is the responsibility of the membership
at large to advise the Council or Dis-

cipline Committee of any matters which
might be detrimental to the engineering

profession.

Membership and Enjorcement
Committee

The fuuction of the Discipline Com-
mittee is internai and deals with mem-
bers and visitors of the Association. It is

distinct from enforcement, which per-

tains to those who are not members of

the Association. As enforcement and new
membership are very akin. the Council
has set up a new committee, known as

the Membership and Enforcement Com-
mittee. Here again, the Committee and
Council will do ali in their power to carry

on this function with the Information at

hand, but they must of necessity, appeal

again to the membership at large to

keep them advised of any ca.se of in-

fringements of the Act by those who are

either not qualified or who have neg-

lected to take out their membership.

Whereas the Council are willing to do
everything they can to make the work

of the A-ssociation efíective, they cannot

do so vvithout the support of the mem-
bership at large because it is fundamen-

tally "Your Association" and unless each

and every member is willing to take his

part in the affairs of the Association we
cannot successfully carry out the respon-
sibilities placed upon us as Professional
Engineers.

(Reprinled from Tke Alberta
Frojessiunal Engineer, Nov. 1955.)

Engineering Kegistration Rises
835 Students in 55-56 Faculty

Registration in engineering at the
University of Alberta increased this year
to the higliest figure since lhe record
\eterans' registration of 970, making
Alberta one of the largest engineering
schools in Canada.
Dean Hardy in an interview stated

that the Faculty was now well equipped
to handle these numbers although some
sliortage of general classroom spacc was
being e.xperienced. He felt, however, that
this was being remedied by reallocation
of space ma Je possible through coinjile-

tion of the Biological building and that
when this changeover had been com-
pletcd engineering would have satisfac-

toiy accominodation.
With an industrial development and

building program unequalled in the west-
ern provinces it would appear that there
will be no lack of opportunities in

Alberta for these graduates.

Association Outgrows Office

Due to conliiiued growth of member-
ship and increase in services to the mem-
bers, the Association office will be moved
to new and larger quarters at 120 Com-
mercial Building. 10120 Jasper Ave.,
Edmonton, about the end of the year.
We invite the members to drop in

to visit US in our new quarters any time
after the middle of January.

British Columbia
Engineers in the News

W. Choukalo.s has left Stolberg Con-
struction Ltd. to go into partnership
with Woodburn, Hooley and Paitneis.
The firm has now changed its name
to Choukalos, Woodburn and Hooley
and has moved to a larger office at

435 W. Broadway.

W. J. Lund has accepted a position
with Westminster Iron Works Ltd. in

New Westminster. Mr. Lund, a 1953
mechanical graduate, had been with
MacMillan and Bloedel Ltd. at the

Haimac plant.

G. C. Tanner, a '51 civil engineering
graduate of University of British

Columbia, reports that he will be
spending the next two years in Pakis-

tan, where he will be working on dam
and powerhouse construction for Angus
Robertson Ltd. The work is being
done under the Colombo Plan.

J. II. A. Forrester, a '52 University of

British Columbia electrical graduate,

at present with Canadian Westinghouse
in Eastern Canada, has accepted a

position with Sandwell and Co. Ltd., of

Vancouver.

J. T. Turner was rccently appointed
vice-chairman of the Canadian Transit

Association. The ai);)0Íntment is for a

two-year period and carries with it the

(Continued ou page 1750)
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News of the Personal Activities

of

Members of the Institute

R. Harvey Self, M.E.i.c, has been named
to the newly created position of assis-

tant business administrator for the
Toronto Board of Education. This new
position will involve plamiing and super-
vision of ali new biiildings of the Board.
Prior to this appointment Mr. Self had
been with the Ontário Hydro Electric

Power Commission as rehabilitation

engineer on the St. Lawrence Power
Project, in charge of the Hydros pro-
gram of moving people and industry
froni the path of the seaway project in

the Iroquois area.

Mr. Self received his general educa-
tion in Toronto and graduated from
the University of Toronto in 1938 with
a B.A.Sc, degree in civil engineering.
Following graduation he joined the
engineering department of Canada Pack-
ers Company Ltd. Until 1940, when he
joined the construction department of

the Ontário Hydro as construction engi-

R. Harvey Self, M.E.I.C.

neer, Mr. Self was reinforced concrete

design engmeer with Canadian Kodak,
Weston, Ont.; resident engineer with
Brunner-Mond Ltd., Amherstburg, Ont.;

design engmeer with Canadian Indus-
tries Limitsd, Montreal; and estimator
and superintendent with Bennett-Pratt
Limited, Toronto.

For two years during the War—1943

to 1945—he was on loan to the Depart-
ment of National Defence, Ottawa, a.s

executive assistant to the chief engineer,

Works and Building, Naval Service, and

1698

later as a special research engineer in

the Directorate of Operational Research
—Army.
Returning to the Ontário Hydro in

1945, Mr. Self was named construction

project engineer, and generation con-

struction engineer and department head
in 1950.

Mr. Self, who joined the Institute in

1939 as an .Vssociate Member and trans-

ferred to Member in 1940, has taken an
active part in Institute affairs. He was
instrumental in forming the júnior sec-

tion of the Toronto Branch early in

the war, and after the war helped to

organize Students' Night meetings. In
19.53 he served on the executive of the
Toronto Branch. Mr. Self was also on
the committee for studying confederation
of the Institute and the A.ssociations.

W. L. Hetherington, m.e.i.c, has been
named a directoi- of Packard Electric
Company Ltd. in St. Catharines, Ont.
Mr. Hethcrington, a graduate of the

University of British Columbia in elec-

trical engineering, joined Packard in

1941. During the war years he was on
loan to the Steel Company of Canada
as engineer-in-charge of the installation

and maintenance of ali electrical equip-

ment at their Montreal plant. He spe-

cialized in the design of power and dis-

tribution transformers from 194G until

his appointment as engineer-in-charge of

power and di.«tribution transformers in

19.52.

W. L. Hethcrington, M.E.I.C.

December, 1955

Mr. Hetherington is a member of the

Association of Professional Engineers of

Ontário, and of the American Institute

of Electrical Engineers.

R. R. Colpitts, M.E.I.C.

Rolfe R. Colpitts, M.E.I.C, has joined
the staff of the engineer-in-chiefs de-
partment of Naval Technical Services of

the Department of National Defence at

Ottawa, as combustion engineer. He was
formerly supervisor of station steam
plants with the Canadian National Rail-
ways, Atlantic region, at Moncton, N.B

,

having joined the C.N.R. in 1947 as

assistant mechanical engineer in Monc-
ton.

Mr. Colpitts graduated from Nova
Scotia Technical College in 1944 with
a B.Eng. degree. After graduation he
spent two years with the Canadian
Army and then joined the Canadian
International Paper Company at Dal-
housie, N.B.

G. R. McMillin, m.e.i.c, has been trans-

fcrred to Sarnia, Ont., as manager of

the Imperial Oil Limited refinery there.

He was previously in Dartmouth, N.S.,

as superintendent for the company.
Mr. McMillin graduated in 1933 from

the University of Toronto with a

B.A.Sc, degree in chemical engineering

and joined Imperial Oil that same year

as assistant in the inspection depart-

ment at the Sarnia refinery. In 1938 he

was tiansferred to the Toronto oífice

as assistant in the manufacturing de-

partment and later that year was moved
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Every Steel Buyer should have

thís usefui book!

I

lllustrated and

indexed for easy

reference, the new

D. B. Warehouse Steel

Reference Book is one

of the most comprehen-

sive publicctions of its

type offered by ony

Canodian warehouse

organization.

For your copy, write for

Publication No. W F -101

For fast, efficient serv/ce on

ali your steei requirements

—large or small—order

from your nearest Dominion

Bridge warehouse.

Warehouse. ai: MONTREAL . OTTAWA • TORONTO • WINNIPEG • CALGARY • VANCOUVER

Assoc/ofe Compony Warehouses at : AMHERST . SAULT STE. MARIE . EDMONTON
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to Talara, Peru, where he became act-

ing chief engineer in the inspection
department of the International Petro-
leum Company. In 1939 he returned to

Canada as chief engineer for the com-
panys inspection department at the Im-
perial refinery at Dartmouth, N.S. In
1953 he was supervisor of the produc-
tion control section of the company's
engineering and development branch at

Sam ia.

John C. Hamilton, M.E.I.C., has been
appointed works manager for Cana-
dian Resins and Chemicals Ltd., whose

plants are located at Shawinigan Falis

and Ste. Therese, Que.
Mr. Hamilton, general superintendent

of plants since December 1953, joined
the company in 1943. Previous to being
named general superintendent, he was
successively plant production supervisor
and production superintendent for the
company.
He graduated in 1942 from Queen's

University with a degree in chemical
engineering and spent some time with
Canadian International Paper Company
Ltd. at Three Rivers, Que., before join-

ing Canadian Resins and Chemicals
Ltd.

John Joseph Miller, m.e.i.c, has beea
named assistant chief engineer of the
Aluminum Company of Canada Ltd. in

G. R. McMillin, M.K.i.<:.

Montreal. He was previoiísly in Arvida
with the company.
Mr. Miller spent some time as works

manager for the Indian Aluminum
Company in Bihar, índia, in 1948-1949.

líefore going to índia he was assistant

suijcrintendcnt of ore plants in Arvida
with the Aluminum Company.
He graduated from the University of

Toronto in 1939 with a B.A.Sc, degrep.

Major R. B. Jennings, M.E.I.C, formerly
elaims and contract engineer of the

Trans-Canada Highways l3ivision of the

Department of Public Works, is now
associated with the department of plan-

ning and works of the City of Ottawa.

W. H. Cameron, m.e.i.c, has been
named assistant manager of the Quality
Construction Company at Calgary, Alta.

He was previously in Winnipeg, Man.
with Vulcan Iron and Engineering as

estimator, and as municipal engineer at

St. Vital, Man.
A 1951 civil engineering graduate of

the University of Manitoba, Mr.
Cameron has also been associated with

the Central Mortgage and Housing Cor-

poration as assistant resident engineer

at Cold Lake, Alta.; with the Fraser

lirace Company at St. Joseph d'Alma,

(iue.; and with the Pentagon Construc-
tion Company at Parent, Que.

T. T. Anderson, m.e.i.c, is now general

.•superintendent of the reduction di\ ision

for Aluminum Company of Canada Ltd.

in Arvida, Que. He was previously as-

sistant chief engineer in Montreal for

the company.
Mr. Anderson graduated in 1942 from

the University of British Columbia with

a B.A.Sc, degree in chemical engineer-

ing. He joined Powell River Company
Ltd. but later in the same year became
associated with the Aluminum Company
as assistant supervisor of the hydrate

department of the Bayer Ore Plant in

Arvida. In 1945 he was named super-

intendent of plant development at

.•\rvida and came to Montreal for the

company in 1949.

He served as secretary-treasurer of

the Saguenay Branch of the Engineer-
ing Institute in 1948.

V. T. B. Williams, m.e.i.c, has been
appointed sales manager of Alexander
Fleck Ltd. in Ottawa. For the past

three years Mr. Williams has been
plant engineer for Columbia Cellulose

Company Ltd. at Prince Rupert, B.C.

FOR TEMPERATURE
CONTROL

Photo courtesy

of Round Oak
Steel Works Ltd.

MULTELEC AIR-OPER-
ATED TEMPERATURE
CONTROLLER. Standard

^ ^ Multelec indicoting and
recording instrument fit-

ted with Mark 20 control

Automatic contro
many types of

of temperoture in the

-,, -. furnaces, oven stills,

autoclaves, klins ond Keating apparatus
used in industry is the logical development
of indicoting and recording equipment
Just os logical is the selection of K. N.
Instruments.

The Kent Multelec with Mark 20 Con-
trol provides a complete range of Instruments to control heat processing, from the
sirnple "on-off" control to complicoted plant iayouts where difficult control con-
ditions moy requlre a varioble speed floating and proportional controller with wide
throttling range, or three-term air operoted control.

KENT-NORLANTIC LTD.
Horner Ave. Toronto 14 CLífford 9-1177
Voncouver—Sealand Products Ltd., 2746 W. Broodwoy
Winnipeg—Mumford, Medland Ltd., 576 Wall Street
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FREE BOOKLET! hydraulic freight elevators
You'll find a complete description of the NEW Otis Plunger Electric Freight

Elevators in Bookiet A-414. It lists typical sizes from o light duty type with

2,500 Ibs. capacity and manually operated car gates up to 20,000 Ib.

power truck elevators with time soving, power operated doors. It details

the nev^ Otis compact, self-contained power unit that makes possible

smooth starts and stops and automatic leveling within 14" of floor levei. It

siiows how the Otis Plunger Electric Freight Elevators, which require no

penthouse, keep ali direct heovy vertical loads off the building structure

and simplify the hoistway construction. There's no real limit to the size,

capacity or use of the Plunger Electric elevators described in Bookiet A-4 I 4.

4i
MATERIALS

HANDLIN6-

h)0

more flexibility in planning

Electric dumbwaiters can be located almost anywhere in o hospital —
directiy at the point of needed service, or away from heavy corridor

traff ic, or in protected áreas to prevent contamination of food and sterile

supplies. They impose only light loads on the building structure. TheyVe

availoble for any use, any rise with lifting capocities up to 500 pounds

and completely automatic operation — as described in Otis Dumbwaiter

bookiets B-453 and A-381

.

Ganaral

and

eavy Duly

FREIGHT

EVATORS

FREE BOOKLET: for light duty freight

Bookiet B-720 shows how you can provide electric power freight handling

at relatively low cost. Otis Self-Supporting Elevators have been designed

specifically for hoisting light freight between 2 or 3 floors. They are made

in 3 standard sizes with lifting capocities of 1,500, 2,000 or 2,500 Ibs.

and are suitoble for oll rises up to 35'-0". Otis light duty elevators are

self-supporting. They save the cost of o penthouse, overhead supports and

special building reinforcing. They can be instaíled in any store, laundry,

hospital, storage building, or manufacturing plant quickiy and inexpen-

sively — os described in Bookiet B-720.

time-saving hoistway doors
Otis power-operated biparting hoistway doors open while the cor leveis.

This is a major time-saving feature. As compared with manual operation,

automatic power operation is safer, quicker, smoother, and materiolly

reduces round-trip time for busy freight elevators. The electric door

operator does not depend on "coast" but drives the doors and cor gates

quietiy to the fully opened and closed positions— as described in Otis

Hoistway Doors bookiet A-389 for new installations and modernization.

vaiue of a maker's pride

A perfectiy performing instollation is Otis' best solesman. Thofs why Otis

mointenance is planned to keep elevators running like new — yeor of/er

year! Preventive mointenance is engíneered service by fhe maker that

prevents slowdowns and breokdowns; extends elevator life indefinitely,-

eliminates expensive, unexpected repair bills; keeps replacement parts

reodily ovoilable,- and provides 24-hour-a-day service on a nationwide

bosis with foctory-ond-fieid trained men that have a knowledge of

elevatoring that can't be matched.

OTIS ELEVATOR COMPANY LIMITED

Head Office and Works; Hamilton, Ontário

OFFICES AND SERVICE IN 26 CIJIES ACROSS CANADA.



He graduated in 1938 from Nova
Scotia Technical CoUege in mechanical
engineering and spent ten years with

Canadian Ingersoll-Rand Company Ltd.

as district enginecr of both their Syd-

ney, N.S. and Montreal branehes,

and was for a time in charge of tlie

Sherbrooke, Que. sales brandi. He has

also been plant engineer of Saint John
Sulphite Ltd. at Saint John, N.B.. and
was with Irving Pulp and Paper Com-
pany Ltd. in Fairville, N.B. for a time.

Mr. Williams has been chairman of

the northern branch of the Association

of Professional Engineers of British

Columbia.

Charles W. Henry, m.e.i.c, transmission

and distribution engineer with New-
foundland Light and Power Company
Ltd. in St. Jolin's. is secretary-treasurer

of the Newfoundland Branch of the

Engineering Institute.

Mr. Henry received his general educa-

tion in New Brunswick and, after two
years with the T. Eaton Company and
"with E. B. Eddy Company Ltd., he

entered the Uuiversity of New Bruns-

wick, graduating in Í946 with a B.Sc.

degree in electrical engineering.

In 1947 he became assistant distribu-

tion superintendent for C. A. Energia

Eléctrica de Venezuela in Maracaibo,

Venezuela, a position he held until

V. T. B. Williams, M.E.I.C.

1950. Returning to Canada Mr. Henry
became associated with the Newfound-
land Light and Power Companj' at St.

Jolin's.

Mr. Henry joined the Engineering
Institute in 1944 as a Student, trans-

ferring to Júnior in 1948 and to Mem-
ber in 1955. He is also a member of

the Association of Professional Engi-
neers of Newfoundland.

A. E. Sibbick, M.E.I.C, is now in

Homepayne, Ont. wliere he was trans-

ferred by the Canadian National Rail-

ways as division engineer.

A civil engineering graduate of

Queen's University, Mr. Sibbick was
previouslv assistant division engineer in

London, "Ont. for the C.N.R.

Olav Mykleby, M.e.i.c, has taken a

position as design engineer with the

Ontário Hydro-Electric Power Commis-
sion in Toronto. He was formerly in-

spection engineer witli Canadian Inspec-

tion and Testing Company Ltd., also in

Toronto.

C. C. Simpson, m.e.i.c, has been trans-

ferred from the Vancouver oflBce of

Northern Electric Company Ltd. to

the compaiiy's head ofíice in Montreal
as assistant power apparatus marketing
manager. In Vancouver Mr. Simpson
was manager of power apparatus sales

in British Columbia.

Mr. Simpson has been with Northern
Electric since his graduation in 19,^7

from the University of Alberta in elec-

trical engineering. He was first in Ed-
monton with the company and in 1942

he came to Montreal in the general sales

department, power apparatus division.

He was transferred to Vancouver in

1948 to the position he held until his

present appointment.

D. L. McGillivray, m.e.i.c, has been

named assistant manager of the tech-

nical division of the marketing depart-

ment of Imperial Oil Limited in Tor-

onto. He has been with the company
in Sarnia, Ont., and in Winnipeg, Man.,

as manager of industrial sales.

During the Second World War Mr.

McGillivray obtained a leave of ab-

sence from Imperial Oil and served as

technical advisor on petroleum products

to the Royai Canadian Navy, with the

rank of lieutenant commander.

He is a 1937 graduate of Queen's

University with a degree in chemical

engineering.

THIS SYMBOL
IS TO

BOILERS
Assurance of Top Qtiality

As the label on a good wine is assurance of consistent

"five star" quality, so the symbol of the Canadian
Boiler Society stamps its members' products as built

to the highest standards. The Soclety is an association

of the most responslble Canadian Boiler Manufac-
turers, who are equipped to design and build steam
plants of any size. Let this group guide you in your
boiler purchases. CSA-B-BI Boiler Code available ai 50c a copy

Canadian Boiler Society
1 04 Jarvis Street,

TORONTO 1,

ONTÁRIO.
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WORKABILITY
18 one of the big advantages of

ATLAS STAINLeTs STEELS

DRAW THEM

MACHINE THEM

SPIN THEM

BEND THEM

UPSET THEM

WELD THEM

Stainless steels are admirably suited

to practically any fabricating technique,

provided the correct grades and

treatment procedures are used. Atlas

salesmen and metallurgists ore

trained and qualified to advise

manufactorers on the correct handling

of stainless steels. Also, Atlas offers a

weaith of know-how in 9 free bulletins

comprising the Atlas 1 ibrary of

Stainless Steel Information. Write

for full particulars.

ATLAS
STAINLESS

STEELS
ATLAS STEELS LIMITED

WEllANO, ONIARIO

Warehouses: Montreal, Toronto, Hamilton, Windsor, Winnípeg, Vancouver.

Agents throughout lhe world. iS^tò

Avoilable in she«), ttrip, piolc,

Mf>g, boh vvir* and special forging'
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Jean R. Menard, m.e.i.c, sénior engi-

neer in the district engineer's office oí

the Department of Public Works in

Rimouski, Que., is the new chairman of

the Lower St. Lawrence Branch of the

Engineering Institute.

A native of Beloeil, Que., Mr. Menard
received a B.A. degree in 1938 from
Ecole Polytechnique and later returned

to receive a bachelor of engineering

froni the same institution in 1943. Upon
graduation he enlisted in the Canadian
Arniy and served overseas with the

R.C.E.M.E. during the war, being dis-

charged in 1946 with the rank of cap-

ta in.

After a short period witli Canadair
Limited in Montreal he joined the De-
partment of Public Works of Canada in

the Quebec district. In 1948 he was
transferred to Rimouski as assistant

ongineer.

Mr. Menard joined the Engineering
Institute in 1941 as a Student, trans-

ferred to .Júnior in 1946 and to Member
\\\ 1951. He is also acting secretary-

treasurer of the Lower St. Lawrence
Branch of the Institute.

J. R. Menard, M.E.I.C.

A. D. Hamilton, m.e.i.c, is now gen-
ei-al superintendent of the Quebec North
Shore Paper Company at Baie Comeau,
Que. He was previously with the On-
tário Paper Company at Thorold, Ont.,

as control superintendent.

Mr. Hamilton graduated in 1940 from

McGill LTniversity with a chemical engi-

neering degree and joined Dominion
Rubber Company Ltd. in Montreal.
Dming the war he served overseas as

a squadron leader with the R.C.A.F.,

ret\uning to Dominion Rubber at th.?

end of the war. He became associated

with the Ontário Paper Company in

July, 1946.

Robin R. Jackson, M.E.I.C, has ac-

cepted a position in the semi-conductor
department cf the W^estinghouse Electric

Coi-poration at Pittsburgh, Pa. Prior to

his move to the United States, Mr.
Jackson was with the radio and elec-

trical engineering division of the Na-
tional Research Council in Ottawa.
Mr. Jackson graduated from the Uni-

versity of Alberta in electrical engineer-

ing in 1944, and also completed a course

at the Graduate School of Engineering
of the Carnegie Institute of Technology.

T. K. Fowler, m.e.i.c, is now employed
as mechanical engineer with Canadian
Bechtel Limited of Vancouver, B.C.,

working in the design .section of the

Westcoast Pipeline Project.

Mr. Fowler, who graduated in 19.50

from London University in mechanical
engineering, was previously with the

Interprovincial Pipeline Company in

Edmonton, Alta.

STEEL

PULP

STOCK

VALVE

yHIS NEW VALVE has been developed to meet o

growing demand in the Pulp and Paper and

Chemical Industries for a light-weight, ali stainless

Steel valve, for use in fobricoted pipe lines,

The design incorporates many feotures of our

Standard Cast Pulp Stock Valve, with a decided

reduction in the total weight. Ali parts in contact

wifh the stock or liquor are of stainless steei,

strengthened and supported by carbon steeI backing

flanges ond ribs where necessary.

Weight has also been soved by use of a carbon steeI

yoke, bolted to the body with through bolts beiow

the packing glond chamber, in such a way as to

reinforce the body.

Available in Type 316 or 304 stainless steeI, the

volve is designed with McAvity Standard or Narrow

foce-to-face dimensions, with 125 pound M.S.S.

foce-to-foce dimensions when necessary . . . Write

our nearest office for llíustrated Bulletin.

Saint John • Montreal • Toronto • Winnipeg * Vancouver

McAvity Cr Sons (Western) Limited

Medicine Hot, Alberta
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THE LARGEST CANADIAN-OWNED ELECTRONICS COMPANY

CAE Research Technidan Sid

Lashiey observes the behovior of o

CAE Ou Mor)f fe/eví$ion picture tube

with fhe aid of o CAE Oscilloscope.

A LEADER IN ELECTRONICS
FOR GOVERNMENT,
HOME ANO INDUSTRY

Vision first lights the way. Then progress follows. Today intricate

electronic devices like the new OSCILLOSCOPE, recently developed

by CAE research experts, are "blazing the trai!" into tomorrow's

"push-button" worid.

Basic to ali electronics, the CAE Oscilloscope shlnes deeper into the

secrets of the natural worid than man has ever seen before. It "sees"

into the structure and action of the heart, permitting accurate diagnosis.

It "sees" into the heart of aeroplane engines, actually picturing the

efficiency of metais and parts. It "sees" into fog and darkness in the

form of radar.

Into business, industry, home and national defense shines this new

light, seeing and reporting data with such fantastic speed and accuracy

that revolutionary methods become possible.

With these new electronic tools and many more which will be dis-

covered in CAE'S research laboratories . . . Canada will deveiop a new

and powerfui economy . . . with greater productivity, higher quality,

less waste, greater national security . . . bringing a higher standard

of living for ali.

Through research, design, development and

engineering, the skilled personnel of CAE are

proud of their electronic contributions that are

destined to play a major role in our country's

most ambitious projects.

At CAE there are unlimited

opporfunities for those who plan

fheir future in the exc/fíng woríd

of electronics. CAE is an ultra-

modern and progressive company
that offers unexcelled working

conditions and unparalleled
benefíts.

CANADIAN AVIATION ELECTRONICS LTD.

Menireal • Oitawa • T*ronto • Winnipeg Vaneouver
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Canada Creosoting Company for the best in treated timber

««onoiny

Pressure Treated foundations supplied by Canada Creosoting

Company Limited, being driven for new Court House at Kelowna,

B.C.

Pressure Treated timber was specified because it is "economic-

ally permanent" . . . combines permanence with low first cost

and low maintenance.

Pressure Treated timber is a highiy adaptable structural material

which can be designed to meet exocting requirements for strength

and durability.

For complete information on pressure treated timber and its

design applications call any of the sales offices below.

CANADA CREOSOTING COMPANY
Sales Offíces:

Truro

Montreal

Toronto

Winnipeg

Colgary

North Voncouver

CANADA CREOSOTING COMPANY
LIMITED

Suppliers of Pressure Treated timber for Bridges

and Cuíverts, Wharves, Poles and Cross Arms,

Foundation Timber and Piling, Farm Structures,

Track Ties, Wood Block Floors, Roof Planking,

Fence Posts, Guard Rails, Mine Timbers.

William O. Findlay, mj;.i.c., has been
namcd jiroject engineer for the Central
Mortgage and Housing Corporation at

the Petawawa military camp, Ont. He
was formerly assistant engineer with H.
G. Acres and Company Ltd. in Niagara
Falis, Ont.
Mr. Findlay is a civil engineering

graduate of St. Andrews University.

Eric G. Jorgensen, m.e.i.c, has been
appointed supervising engineer with H.
A. Babcock, consulting engineer pf

Toronto. Mr. Jorgensen was formerly
sales engineer with Union Screen Plate

Company of Canada Ltd. in Lennox-
\'ille, Que.
A 1949 civil engineering graduate of

Queen's Uni\-ersity, he has also been
a.-sociated with Irvington Varnish and
In.-ulator Company of Canada Ltd. in

Hamilton, Ont., as plant engineer.

A. M. Kerr, M.E.I.C, is manager of pro-

duction and construction for Davie
Shipbuilding liimited at Lauzon, Levis,

tine. Mr. Kerr was previously assistant

manager for the company, also at

Levis.

J. R. Jolin>iton, M.E.I.C, is now chief

petroleum engineer with Husky Oil <k

Refining Ltd. at Calgary, Alta.

Mr. Johnston received his B.A.Sc, and
M..\.Sc. degrees from the University of

British Columbia in 1933 and 1934, re-

spectively.

He was previously a geologist with

Hu.sky Oil at Calgary and at Lloydmin-
ster, Sask.

K. M. Mole, M.E.I.C, is now associated

with the Procter and Gamble Com-
[lany and has been appointed their

London, E]ngland, construction engineer,

with headquarters at H. K. Ferguson
Company of Great Britain Ltd.

Mr. Moto was formerly with British

Cellophane Ltd. in Bridgewater, Eng-
land, and spent last year in México for

that company. In México he was asso-

ciated with Celorey, S.A. in Monterrey.

He is a graduate of Birmingham Cen-

tral Technical College, class of 1949.

G. E. Knight, M.E.I.C. has been named
district engineer for the Newfoundland
Department of Public Works. As dis-

trict engineer he will be in charge of

most federal construction projects in

Newfoundland, including ali wharves

and other marine works.

Mr. Knight joined the Department in

1950, having previously served with

various government departments ia

Newfoundland and with the Nova
Scotia Department of Highways.
He graduated in 1947 from Nova

Scotia Technical College with a B.Eng.

degree in ci\ il engineering.

D. K. Pcnfold, M.E.I.C., has retired

from tho Public Utilities Commission
as commi.ssioner in Victoria. B.C. Mr.

Penfold had been named a member of

that Commission and of the Coal and
Petroleum Board of British Columbia m
1949.

He was previously chief engineer of

the Water Rights Bi"anch of the Depart-

ment of Lands of British Columbia.

having joined the government service in

1928. becoming district engineer at

Kelowna in 1931 and chief engineer in

1941.
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NOW! Brand'New Extínguíshers

Make Kídde Line Most Complete!

I I

Effícíent, dependable and superior in design, the new expanded line of Kidde extin-

guishers now makes it easier for you to choose the right extinguísher for every fire hazard!

1 . Water and anti-freeze. Now available

either air-pressurized or cartridge-operated, in

either brass or stainless steel, iVi gallon

capacity.

2. Pump tanks. 2Vi and 5 -gallon sizes, in either

galvanized or polished copper tank. Removable

all-brass double-action pump throws 40-foot

stream.

3. Dry chemical. Air-pressurized in 5 or 10-

pound capacities, cartridge-operated in either

20 or 30-pound portables. 150-pound capacity

wheeled unit for large hazards.

4. Carbon dioxide. Portables in 2V2, 5, 10,

15 and 20-pound capacities, in either trigger

or squeeze-valve models. Also wheeled units

in single-cylinder capacities of 50, 75 and 100

pounds.

5. Vaporizing liquid. CTC or CBM, pump or

air pressure operation with seamless drawn

brass shell. Pump capacities 1 to 1 V2 quarts,

pressurized capacities 1 and 1 V2 quart or 1

gallon.

6. Foam and soda-acid. Seamless drawn brass

or stainless steel shell, in 2V2 gallon size. Also

available: 40-gallon soda-acid and foam

wheeled units.

For more Information on these and other extínguíshers ín Kidde's

new expanded líne, wríte today for the new Kídde P-8 catalog.

Walter Kidde & Compony

of Canada, Ltd., Montreal—Toronto Kídde
The words ^Kidde' ,' Lux' ,' Lux-O-Malic' ,

'Fyre-Freez' and lhe Kidde seal ore Irademarkí of Walter Kidde & Compony, /nc
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E. G. Taylor, m.e.i.c, has been named
head of the municipal and civil engi-

neering depurtnients of R. J. Cave h
Associates^ consulting engineers in Van-
couver, B.C.
Mr. Taylor was previously in Ottawa

vvhere he was deputy to the engineer

in charge of sanitation and roads sec-

tion, design division of the Department
of National (Defence (Army).
A 1948 graduate of Queen's University

in Belfast with a civil engineering de-

gree, Mr. Taylor has also been with C.

A. Meadows & Associates Ltd. in Tor-

onto as sénior engineer.

Elemer Visan, m.e.i.c, has been named
design engineer for refinery and blast

furnaces with McKee & Company, engi-

neers and contractors in ITnion, N.J.

Formerly he wa.s with T. Pringle & Son,

Consulting engineers in Montreal. Mr.
V^isan has also been connected with E.

B. Cowan, consulting engineer of Mont-
real.

K. J. Blakeman, m.e.i.c, has been ap-

pointed resident engineer with Angus
Robertson Limited on their project at

Warsak, Pakistan.

Mr. Blakeman was formerly assistant

to the generation construction engineer

at the Ontário Hydro Construction
Division in Toronto.

Cordon M. Lctson, m.e.i.c, has been
named president of Letson k Burpee
Limited in Vancouver, B.C. He has
been general manager and a director of

the company since 1924. He succeeds
Major General H. F. G. Letson, m.e.i.c.

who will continue active a.ssociation

with the com|)any as a director and an
advisory officer.

John Dudley Goode, jr.E.i.c, has joincd
Quebec Iron and Titanium in Sorel,

Que. Mr. Goode has been with Cana-
dian John.s-Manville Company Ltd. in

A.sbestos, Que., since 1948, lastly as

underground maintenance superintend-
ent.

He graduated in 1947 from McGiil
University with a bachelor's degree in

mechanical engineering. During the
summer months of his uni\ersity course
he was with Dominion Engineering
Works in Lachine, Que.

Thomas Alexander Ewing, jr.E.i.c, is

now with R. M. Way and Company,
Consulting engineers in Toronto. He was
previously as-sociated with Canadian
Comstock Company Ltd. in Toronto as

control engineer.

Mr. Ewing graduated from the Uni-
versity of Toronto in 1947 with a me-
chanical engineering degree and then
.ioined Provincial Paper Limited in

Mille Roches, Ont., as mill engineer.

From 1949 to 1951 he was a.ssociated

with the City of Toronto as water-
works engineer, and then .spent a yeai

with S. A, Armstrong Ltd. in Toronto
as estimating engineer. He joined Cana-
dian Comstock Ltd. in 1952 as me-
chanical construction engineer.

Prescott T. Duff, jr.E.i.c, has been
awarded the Teagle Foundation Scholar-

ship to do post-graduate study in indus-

trial management, at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology in Boston.
Mr. Duff graduated in 1949 from

Nova Scotia Technical College with a

bachelor's degree in mining engineering.

He joined the Transit & Storage Com-
pany in Wayne, Mich.. as a student
engineer in 1950 and in 1953 beoame
liipe line engineer with Lnperial Gil

Limited in Toronto.

11. M. Whittles, Jr. E.I.C.

H. M. Whitlles, jr.E.i.c, who is in

chaige of mine records and reports for

the International Nickel Company al

their engineering office at Copper Cliff,

Ont., is the secretary-treasurer of the
Sudbury Brandi of the Engineering In-
stitute.

Mr. Whittles is a native of Wilkie,
Sask., and received his general educa-
tion there. In 1938 he moved to Sud-
bury, Ont., and joined the International
.\ickel Company vvhere he wa.s engaged
for four years at Creighton Mine.
During the Second World War he

served with the Royai Canadian Air
Force as flying officer and was awarded
the Distinguished Flying Cross. Re-
turning to Canada in 1945, he entered
the LTniversity of Alberta and graduat-
ed in 1949 with a B.Sc. degree in mining
engineering.

After graduation Mr. Whittles return-

e<i to the International Nickel Company
and worked at Garson Mine for three
years engaged on mine survey and stope
layout, subsequently being transferred

to his present position with the com-
pany.
Mr. Whittles joined the Engineering

Institute in 1948 as a Student and tran'^-

ferred to Júnior in 1950.

R. Whitehead, .ir.E.I.C, has joined

the \\'abasso Cotton Company in Three
Rivers, Que.

A mechanical engineering graduate of

McGill University in 1949, Mr. White-
head has also been with Woods Manu-
facturing Company Ltd. as assistant

manager in Welland, Ont.

W. H. Hohn, jr.E.i.c, has been named
manager of the switchgear sales de-
jiartment of Canadian Westinghouse
Company Ltd. in Hamilton, Ont.
Mr. Hohn joined Westinghouse in

1949 as a student engineer following his

graduation from the University of

Manitoba in electrical engineering.

He became a switchgear assemblies
specialist. in 1952 and later the same
year was named supervisor of estimat-
ing and pricing for the sales department.
He became supervisor of metaldad
s-witchgear sales in 1953.

H. R. Schaeffer, jr.E.i.c, has moved to

New York City and is now associated
with the Lumnus Company in that city.

He was i)reviously in Montreal with
Brett & Õuellette, consulting engineers.

Mr. Schaeffer graduated from the
Technical LTniversity of Vienna in 1949,

and has also been connected with Wiggs,
Walford, Frost & Lindsay, consulting
engineers in Montreal.

Edward George Capling, jr.E.i.c, is now
with the Industrial Development Bank
in Montreal. He was formerly with
Canadian Jolms-Manville in Asbestos,
Que., as financial analyst and finance
manager, having joinecí that companv
in 1951.

Mr. Caijling graduated in 1949 from
McGill L'niversity in mechanical engi-

neering and became associated with the

Hydro-Electric Power Commission of

Ontário as assistant equipment engineer
that same year. In 1950 he was named
chief engineer and production manager
of Aero Tool Works Limited in Tor-
onto, at the same time he was also

associated Corman Engineering on
sub-contract work for A. V. Roe (Can-
;ida) Ltd. in Toronto.

During the Second World War hy
served with the Royai Canadian Air

Force.

William Allan Brown, jr.E.i.c, has been
named design engineer with Falcon-
bndge Nickel Mines Ltd. in Falcon-
bridge. Ont. He was formerly a design

engineer with the Ford Motor Company
of Canada in Windsor, Ont.
Mr. Brown graduated in 1949 from

McGill University with a bachelor'.-

degree in civil engineering. Immediately
after graduation he joined the Dominion
Bridgo Company in Lachine, Que., as

a draughtsman.

W. A. Brown, Jr. E.I.C,

E. R. Carruthers, jr.E.i.c, has taken a

position as development engineer with

the J. M. Research Center in Manville,

N.J.
He was previously in Montreal as

chief engineer with Asbestonos Corpor.a-

tion Ltd., St. Lambert, Que.
Mr. Carruthers graduated from Mc-

Gill LTniversity in 1949 with a bachelors

degree in chemical engineering.

Robert C. Wannop, Jr.E.i.c, is now
associated with F. W. Urry, consulting

structural engineer of Vancouver, B-C.

He was formerly with the Dominion
Bridge Company in Vancouver, B.C.
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A typical installation oj three C-G-E 150,000 kva autotransjormers, cooled hy jorced-

oil-to-water heat exchangers to give maximum output tvith minimum unit size.

CONSIDER COOUNG . .

.

The cooling system built into Power Trans-

formers largely determines their size,

capacity, efficiency and operating economy.

Careful consideration of this importam

feature can mean real savings . . . savings

that result from maximum KVA output with

minimum bulk, greater efficiency and lower

maintenance costs.

A wide range of cooling systems, developed

through years of transformer building

experience by Canadian General Electric,

make G-E Transformers the most depend-

able and versatile available. Whether your

requirements call for Self-Cooling, Forced-

Air, Forced-Oil-to-Water, or Forced-Oil-to-

Air systems—from the simplest to the most

complex—G-E Transformers will serve you

better . . . longer.

For further information, write to: Apparatus

Department, Canadian General Electric Co.

Ltd., 212 King Street West, Toronto.

GENERAL ELECTRIC

POWER
TRANSFORMERS

AAD-6240)R
Apparatus Department

CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY LIMITED
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Mr. Wannop graduated in 1950 in

civil engineering from the University
of Britisíi Columbia and has also been
with Swan, Rhodes & Wooster, consult-

ing engineers in Vancouver.

Joseph Y. McCarther, jr.E.i.c, has
joined Orenda Engines Limited in Mal-
ton, Ont., and is working in the me-
chanical development division.

A 1950 gradua te of Nova Scotia
Technical College in mechanical engi-
neering, he was previously a mechanical
engineer with A. V. Roe (Canada) Ltd.
in Toronto, working on gas turbine
engine development.

F. G. Holyrod, jr.E.i.c, is now associated
with the Warnock-Hersey Company in

Montreal. He was previously design
engineer with the Foundation of Can-
ada Engineering Corporation, also in

Montreal.

Mr. Holyrod graduated in 1950 from
the Uni\ersity of Manchester and has
also been fieíd engineer for the C. D.
Howe Company in Montreal.

George Kerby Petrunia, .ir.E.i.c, has
become associated with Dow Chemical
of Canada as safety engineer at their
Sarnia, Ont., plant.

R. A. Aiiger, Jr. E.I.C.

A 1950 graduate of the University of

British Columbia in chemical engineer-

ing, Mr. Petmnia has been with the
R.C.O.C. since graduation. Lastly he
has been administrative, training and
accounting officer with the first ordnance
company of the R.C.O.C, in the field.

R. A. Auger, jr.E.i.c, has been ap-
pointed manager of tank lining and
cement production for B. F. Goodrich
Canada Ltd. in Kitchener, Ont.

Mr. Auger graduated m 1950 from
the University of Toronto with a degree
in physics and engineering and that
same year became associated with B. F.

Goodrich as industrial engineer.

A. D. MacLeod, jr.E.i.c, has joined the
Ottawa Hydro-Electric Commi.ssion in

Ottawa. He has been with the Nova
Scotia Light and Power Company at

Dartmouth, N.S.

Mr. MacLeod graduated in 1950 from
Nova Scotia Technical College with a

bachelor's degree in electrical engi-

neering.

J. Steudel, jr.E.i.c, has joined the firin

of W. M. Armstrong & Partners, Con-

sulting engineers in Regina, Sask.

Mr. Steudel, a 1950 graduate of the

Munich Institute of Technology, was
formerly with Dominion Construction

Company Ltd. in Edmonton, Alta., en-

gaged on reinforced concrete design

work.

J, B. Morrow, jr.E.i.c, has joined the

Engineering Service Company in Hali-

fax, N.S. He was previously with the

Stewart-Warner Corporation of Canada
in Belleville, Ont., as mechanical

engineer.

Mr. Morrow graduated in 1950 from

Nova Scotia Technical College in

mechanical engineering and has also

been with Canadian Westinghouse Com-
pany Ltd.

''PACPIPE" SERVES

PUNTLED6E DEVELOPMENT
Pictured is a 12-foot Power Pensfock recently

completed for the British Columbia Power
Commission at their Puntledge River Hydro
Development on Vancouver island. Con-

tinuous Wood Stave Pipe supplíed and in-

stalled by "PACPIPE" is giving excellent

Service ali over the worid.
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RUBBER-JACKETED CABLE (left), NEOPRENE (right). Unretouched

close-ups show condition of jackets after 20 years' exposure.

-and NEOPRENE cable jacket is still in good condition!
In January 1935, two samples of cable,

one with an ordinary rubber jacket, the
other with a jacket of neoprene, were
placed in an outdoor proving ground.
After 20 years of continuous exposure
to sun and weather, the natural rubber
jacket is badly deteriorated and cracked.

The neoprene jacket, on the other hand,
is still lively, tough, and as free from
cracks as it was two decades ago.

The samples shown here are bent in

an are to put stress on the jackets. This
is a standard method of test to show
the results of oxidation . . . one of the

major causes of failure in rubber ma-
teriais exposed to sunlight and weather-

ing. Neoprene's inherent resistance to

oxidation has made it the outstanding

choice for jacket material on wire and
cable.

Long-term tests like this prove you
can depend on neoprene to give superior

Remember, of ali resílient materiais, only neoprene
has balanced resistance to

:

• Sunlight and weathering • Corrosive atmospheres
• Oils, solvents, most Chemicals • Flex cracking

• EIsctrolytic attack • Abrasion, cutting, chipping
• Heat • Oxidation and aging

protection throughout an extra-long

Service life. Neoprene resists deteriorat-

ing influences no ordinary resilient ma-
terial could stand. So when you buy
wire or cable, make sure it's made to

stay on the job . . . make sure it's jack-

eted with neoprene, Du Ponfs chemi-

cal rubber.

FREE! THE NEOPRENE NOTEBOOK

EO P R E
The rvbber made by Du Pont sinee1932

IDPON

Du Pont Company of Canada Limited
Chemicals Department, Room Ai4
P.O. Box 660, Montreal

Please put my name on the mailing list for the
free "Neoprene Notebook."

Name-

Firm—

-Position^

-Type of Bus.

Address-

City -Province-
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John Joseph Bleau, jr.E.i.c, has joined
the Aluminum Company of Canada at

Arvida, Que., as project engineer on
mechanical maintenance. Mr. Bleau was
jireviously office manager of the Linde
Air Products Company, a division of

Union Carbide Canada Ltd. in Montreal,
having been previously engineering
representative for that company.
Mr. Bleau graduated in 1950 from

McGill University with a mechanical
engineering degree.

Paul Irving Woodruff, jr.E.i.c, has
joined Trans-Canada Air Lines in Dor-
val, Que., as a flight test engineer. He
formerly held the same position with
Canadair Limited in Montreal.
Mr. Woodruff is an aeronautical engi-

neering graduate of the University of

Toronto, riass of 1951, and had been
with Canadair since tiiat time.

D. Robin Stewart, jr.ro.i.c, has joined
lhe Moir Con.struction Company at St.

Catiiarines, Ont.
Mr. Stewart was previously with the

R. E. Stewart Constructioin Corporation
in Sherbrooke, Que.
He graduated in 1951 from McGill

University with a B.Eng. degree in civil

engineering.

Ronald A. Gunst, jr.E.i.c, has been
aamed assistant to the chief engineer
of finishing works at Steel Company of

Canada Ltd. in Hamilton, Ont.
A 1951 civil engineering graduate of

Queen's University, Mr. Gunst was
formerly plant engineer with Building
Products Limited, also in Hamilton.

James Stewart Kennedy, jr.E.i.c, is

now assistant professor of applied
nieclianics at the L'ni\-ersity of Alberta
in Edmonton.
Mr. Kennedy graduated in 1951 with

a B.Sc. degree in civil engineering from
the Univer.sity of Alberta and in 1953

received his master's degree from tlial

university.

LTntil his recent appointment Mr.
Kennedy has been at Stanford Univers-
ity in Califórnia.

G. C. Simpson, jr.E.i.c, has joined the
tírm of Douglas Bremner Construction
Ltd. in Montreal as supervisor. He was
formerly with Cecil Carpenter Companj'
Ltd. in Montreal, also as supervisor.

Mr. Simpson graduated from McGill
University in 1951 with a B.Eng. degree
in electrical engineering and was an
engineering assistant for Canadian In-

dustries Limited in Kingston, Ont., for a

time after graduation.

C. V. Flanagan, jr.E.i.c, has taken a

position with the Dunlop Rubber Com-
pany in Toronto as development engi-

neer. He was previously with the tech-

nical service staff of Goodyear Tire &
Rubber Company of Canada Ltd. in

Bowmanville, Ont.

Mr. Flanagan graduated in 1951 from
the University of Toronto with a B.A.Sc.'

degree.

William Gordon Henchey, jr.E.i.c, is

now with Alexander Murray and Com-
pany Ltd. in Montreal.

Mr. Henchey graduated from McGill
LTniversity in 1951 with a chemical engi-

neering degree and has been associated

with Atlas Asbestos Company Ltd. in

Montreal as branch technical sales

representative.

K. L. Pinder, jr.E.i.c, has returned to

Canada after spending two years in

England on an Athlone Fellowship,
and is now with the Shell Oil Com-
pany in Calgary, Alta., as mechanical
engineer. He also spent eight months
in Germany with Kodak A.-G. in their

Stuttgart factory.

Mr. Pinder received his B.Eng. de-

gree in chemical engineering from Mc-
Gill University in 1951 and his master's

degree the following year.

W. J. Martenson, jr.E.i.c, has joined

Knight Service Limited in Drayton Val-

ley. Alta. He was formerly with the

Schlumber Well Surveying Corporation
in Edmonton, Alta.

Mr. Martenson graduated from lhe

We are regularly supplying ío industry overhead electric cranes up to a maximum lifting capacity

of 1 50 tons. We will be privileged to oflFer a specification to meet your requirements.

CRANE £ HO/ST CO. LTD.

REDDISH STOCKPORT ENGLAND
REPRESENTATIVES

QUEBEC, MARITIME PROVINCES & ONTÁRIO: Marshall Eqaipment Company, Inc., P.O. Box 28, 61 Victoria Avenue, Dorval
Station, MONTREAL, P.Q. (Walter M. Smith — Presidem). Telephone: MElrose 1-3528. Telegram: "Marquipco", Montreal.

MANITOBA, SASKATCHEWAN AND ALBERTA: Mumford, Medland Ltd., 576 Wall Street. WINNIPEG, Man.
Telephones: 37-187; 37-188; 37-189; 37-180. Telegram: "Mandem."

BRITISH COLUMBIA: Gordon Russell Ltd., 2205 Fir Street, Vancouver 9, B.C., Canada.
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NOW FROM AN ALL-CANADIAN SOURCE

FREE MACHINING

Leadíng the way to higher-output, lower-cost machining, STELCO
now brings you — for the first time from Canadian production —
a resulphurized and rephosphorized open hearth steel, in the "1200"

series. For machinabiHty, soundness, and fine finish, this fast-cutting

Steel is equal — and often superior — to bessemer screw stock.

The close control of analysis permittied by the open hearth process

results in a high degree of uniformity ... a characteristic of great

importance in automatic screw machine operation.

Stelco "1200" Steels conform to the standard A.I.S.I. Specifica^

tions C-1211, C-1212, and C-1213, and are available hot rolled from
Stelco, or as cold drawn bar stock through your regular Canadian
suppliers.

1.

2.

3.

Volve Coge, produced in 114" Acme six spindle machine, wiih rough
form, spot drill, finish form drill, counter bore, drill and ream, finish

form and cut off. Time, 6.93 seconds.

Report— "When ll/ló' round Stelco 1213 was used, got longer drill life,

improved finish."

Socket, produced in 114" Acme six spindle machine, with centre drill,

rough form drill, ream and finish form, and cut-off. Time, 5.34 seconds.

Milled on Milwaukee Miller in 2.09 seconds.

Report— "Stelco 1213 machined very good. Finish obtained was excellent.

Rated it equivalent to best material received."

Cylinder ind, produced in 1 H" Acme six spindle machine, with rough

form and drill, finish form front diameter, drill and trepan, ream and shave

finish form, and cut-off. Time, 8.52 seconds.

Report— "Stelco 1213 entirely satisfactory. Excellent machining steel."

4 Pivot Nut, requiring centre drill, rough form, drill, ream and finish form,

tap and cut-off. Time, 11.79 seconds. Milled in Milwaukee Miller in 2.11

" seconds.

Report— "Using Stelco 1213, longer tool life was experienced and finish

was improved."

S404I B

THi STEEL COMPANY OF CANADA, umit»

Executivo Officet! HAMILTON, MONTREAL

Sales Offices: Halifax; Saint John; Montreal, Oftawa; Toronto; Hamilton; London; Windsor;

Winnipeg; Edmonton; Vancouver; J. C. Pratt & Co. Limited, St. John'$, Newfoundland.
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University of Saskatchewan in 1952

with a B.Eng. degree in mechanical
engineering.

Terrence T. Kiernan, jr.E.i.c, is pres-

ently einpioyed as aii office engineer
in the foundation dcpartment of the

Donald R. Warren Company in Los
Angeles, Califórnia.

Mr. Kiernan is a 1952 civil engineer-

ing graduate of McGill University, and
has previoiísly been with Champlain Oil

Products in Montreal as a maintenance
engineer.

R. J. F. Sherk, jrJi.i.c, has become
associated with Spartan Air Services

Ltd. in Toronto.
A chemical engineering graduate of

the University of Toronto, class of 1952,

Mr. Sherk had been with Nichols Chemi-
cal Company Ltd. in Toronto since his

graduation.

R. Giovannetti, jr.E.i.c, has been trans-

ferred to the maintenance engineering

department of the Ford Motor Com-
pany of Canada as a design engineer.

He was formerly layout engineer for

the company.
He graduated in 1952 in mechanical

engineering from Nova Scotia Technical
CoUege, and has also been with Cana-
dian Industries Limited in Windsor,
Ont., as assistant maintenance engineer.

B. W. Allen, jr.E.i.c, has been tran.s-

ferred from London, Ont., to the Halifax
branch of the Federal Department of
Public Works, harbours and rivers

jjranch.

Mr. Allen has been in go\-ernment
service since his graduation in 1952 from
Queen's Luiiversity in civil engineering.

Harvard B. Kolni, jr.E.i.c, is with the
aeronautical division of the Minneapolis
Honeywell Regulator Company in

Minneapolis, Minn., working on auto-
pilot control systems.
Mr. Kolm graduated from Nova

Scotia Technical College in 1953 with a
bachelor's degree in mechanical engi-

neering and then went on the teaching
staff of the mechanical engineering de-
partment of the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology. He received his M.Sc.
degree from M.LT. last June and then
joined Minneapolis Honeywell in

Minneapolis.

John H. Chauvin, jr.E.i.c, has now
joined Montreal Engineering Company
Ltd. as a mechanical design engineer
in Montreal. He was formerly with G.
J. Hamilton Limited in Vancouver, B.C.,
as machine shop manager and plant
engineer.

He is a 1953 mechanical engineering
graduate of McGill University.

Wm. L. McNamara, sj;.i.c., is now an
engineer-in-training with Avro Aircraft
Limited at Malton, Ont.

He graduated last spring from the
University of New Brunswick in me-
chanical engineering.

Mareei P. Lafreniere, s.E.i.c, is now
professor of mathematics at the engi-
neering school of the University of

Sherbrooke.

He received his B.A.Sc, degree in

civil engineering from the Ecole Poly-
technique last year.

W. N, Isberg, sj;.i.c., has joined Mac-
Donald Bros. Aircraft Company Ltd. in

W^innipeg, Man., as assistant project

engineer.

He graduated from Queen's University
this year with a B.Sc. degree in me-
chanical engineering.

KENNEDY

CAN CAST IT

Centrfcast
. . . alloy steel, bronze or alloy iron

tubular castings. '

These castings are produced by the

centrifugal process. Centricast met-

ais are extremely dense, and their

physical properties are excellent.

Centricast tubular products are eco-

nomical and highly practical for

machining into various assembly

parts, such as roUs, cylinder liners,

ring gears, piston rings, cages for

roller or bali bearings, straight or

flange bushings—in fact many such

appHcations.

Centricast tubular products are cast

in cylinders oí various diameters,

lengths and wall thicknesses. These

can be supplied rough machined on

outside and inside diameters, as

semi-íinished blanks, or as assembly

parts íully machined to specifica-

tions.

THE
WILLIAM

& SONS
LIMITED

A DIVISION 0( MILLSPAUGH LIMIUO, SHEFflELD. ENGLANO

OWEN SOUND. ONTÁRIO
Montreal: 1224 St. Catherine St. W. • Haileybury: John H. Brumoll
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Model to Marketing ín Six months

Within six months from the start of construction of

the new Canadian Petrofina refinery near Montreal,

the marketing facilities were put into operation.

During the second half of 195 5 this modern 20,000

bbl. per day refinery goes on-stream. The Canadian

Petrofina refinery is unique in bringing together,

for the first time, a combination of vacuum distillation

and fluid coking with five catalytic processes,

namely, cracking, reforming, hydrodesulfurization,

polymerization and alkylation. A large portion of

the actual refinery construction and engineering

and ali of the impressive off-site

facilities were the responsibility of Kellogg.

CHEMICAL PIANTS
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Activities of the Forty-seven Branches of the Instítute

and

abstracta of papers presented at their meetings

Belleville

J. A. Grant, m.e.i.c,

Secretary-Treasurer

Canada Cement Plant Tour

The Belleville Branch of the Engineer-
ing Institute of Canada held its first

meeting of the 1955-56 season oa Octo-
ber 17. This meeting took the form of a

tour of the Canada Cement Plant at

Point Anne. Approximately 50 members
and guests attended.

A. O. Di-ysdale, the superintendent of

the plant, welcomed the members and
guests and gave short talks on plant

operation prior to and subsequent to

the tour.

Refreshments were served through the
oourtesy of the Canada Cement Com-
pany. The tour proved to be a very
wortliwhile project and was very rauch
enjoyed by those present.

Eastern Townships
J.-P. Champagne, jr.E.i.c,

Secretary-Treasurer

Ashestos Fibre Mine Visit

The Eastern Townships Branch visited
Satiirday, October 8, 1955, the site of a
future asbestos fibra mine, in the Black
Lake area, some 135 miles northeast of
Montreal. Considerabie preliminary work
must be undertaken there by the Lake
Asbestos of Quebec, Limited before the
mine can be put into operation, in the
course of which some $30,000,000 will be
expended,
Because most of the ore body is under

the lake and because of the prevailing
rock formations, it was thought that it

would be uneconomical to mine the ore
from underground. Excessively large
pillars would have to be left to provide
support and after careful estimates, il

was considered more economical to
handle from the surface even at the
expensp of draining Black Lake.

Work on Mine in Progresê

W ork was consequently started a few
months ago. A dredge is now in opera-
tion. chewing up the lake bed at the
rate of 30 cubic yards a minute. Here
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are some statistics ou the equipment,
operated by Construction Aggregates:
cutter head motor, 800 h.p.; pump mo-
tor: 6,000 hp. at 6,600 volts (one on the
dredge and two as boosters along the
pi]3eiinp) ; diameter of pipeline: 32 in.;

length of pipeline : 3% miles
;
pump capa-

city: 50,000 g.p.m. at 300 ft. hoad; im-
peller diameter: 84 in.; quantity of

overburden to remove: 25,000,000 cu. yd.
After pumping, the water is allowed

to settle after which it is returned to
the lake to be used again. This is neces-
savy because the supply of water from
the watershed is not enough to make up.

Flood Precautions

Normally the lake acts as an ample
reservoir into which the drainage area
finds an outlet at times of heavy down-
pour. This will not be possible after

the lake is drained. New means of storage
had to be found if floods were to be
avoided, and a bypass provided to de-
tour the incoming water into the dis-
charging river. Dams are now being
erected which will allow the water to
back up and flood a limited area on each
side of the river. One and a half miles
of paved road, which was to be in the
flooded area, has been relocated. Would-
be-fíooded land has been bought from

the riverside owners and part of the
diversionaiy ditch has been dug out.
This visit was thoroughly appreciated

by tlie Eastf i-n Townships engineers who
could not helj) but feel the impressive
scope of the project.

Fredericton

O. I. LOGUE, M.E.I.C,

Secretary-l^reasurer

N. E. DONAHOE, Jr.E.I.C,

Branch News Editor

U.S. Air Base Tour

On Sunday, October 2, 1955, the mem-
bers of the Fi^ederictoji Branch and their
wnes were guests at the Loring Air
Base in Liniestone. Maine. More than a

hundrcd \-isitors were present for the
occasion.

After luncheon which was served at

the Officers' Club, the gue.sts were taken
on a tour of the base. The tour included
the inspection of a B-3G bomber as well

as a new five million doUar cantilever
hangar.

Tlie visitors were welcomed by Col.
Schroeder of the U.S. Eng. Corp., who is

in charge of construction at the base.
The members of his staff acted as guide.-

for the tour.

Hamilton
A. F. Barnard, Jr.E.I.C,

Secretary-Treasurer

K. R. Creax, Jr.E.I.C,

BrancJi News Editor

W. B. Redferti Discasses
Setvage Survey

Members of the Hamilton Branch met
at McMaster University on October 20,

under the chairmanship of F. E. Milne.
The topic dealt with was the sewage
survey for the city of Hamilton, and
the guest speaker was W. B. Redfem.
Mr. Redfem is sénior member of the

firm of Proctor, Redfern and Laughlin,
Consulting engineers who recently re-

l>orted to the city of Hamilton on
problems relative to sewage and sewage
treatment, for an anticipated population
of half a million in the city and sur-

rounding districts.

Area of the City

The present area of Hamilton is 26.3

square miles, and Mr. Redfern stated

that reports presented are based on the

needs of a city with a population of half

Eastern Townships enjíineers visit the si

the Black Lake area. In the ^roiip are^
Asbestos of Quebec, Ltd., G. M. Dick, J

te of the future asbestos fibre mine in
K. W. Gagan, chief enfrineer of Lake
.-P. Champagne and .4rchie IMitchelL
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TECHNICAL
HAND600K
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DULAS FIR PLYWOOD SHEATHING FOLOER: an 8 page illusirated

oklet complelely dcscríbing advanlages and me'hods ol appli

lion of Douglas lir plywood (or wall shealhing, roof decking and

j flooring. Available in French.

OUGLAS FIR PLYWOOD

WALL SHEATHING
OF OECKING AND SUB-FLOORING

DOUGLAS

HANDBOOK: a 48 page book contaín- âj
ing detailed examinations of plywood "
design fundamentais; design of built up

beams with plywood webs. stress analysis of

stressed skm paneis witli plywood covers

and iilustrated with charts and diagrams.

CONTA I N I NG

:

• A Re-riew of tts Ady<

• Mcthodl of Apf>ftcatii

• Methodj of FinisSíng
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DOUGLAS FIR PLYWOOD MANUAL: ^
a 32 page general oulline of the prop- , ^

erties, manufacture and uses of Doug-

las fif plywood. Indexed for tiandy refer-

ence and iilustrated with pholos and draw-

ings showing recommended application.

Available ín French.

DOUGLAS FIR Pt-YWOOO

WtSTERN SOFTWOOO CONSTRUCTION PLYWOOD

!US FIR PLYWOOD BUILTINS: an 8 page bookiel featur
,

in^photographs, diagramatic drawings and dcscribing slorage

pilems which were uniquely solved with Douglas fir plywood

ui i. It will provide many ideas to help solve similar storage prob

le with Douglas fir plywood. Available in French.
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SPECIFICATIONS for DOUGLAS

FIR PLYWOOD & WESTERN SOFTWOOD

CONSTRUCTION PLYWOOD: issued by

Canadian Standards Assn , this 16 page

bookiet deals in text and illustration with

standard specifications and requirements

for Douglas fir plywood and Western soft-

wood construction plywood and is mtend-

ed to serve as a reliable standards guide.

CONCRETE FORMWORK
DOUGLAS FIR PLYWOOD FOR CONCRETE

FORliA WORK: an iilustrated 24 page

reference manual dealing comprehensively

with Douglas fir plywood used in concrete

form construction. It covers concrete

forms from small house foundations to

bridge and dam construction. r-^
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a million and an area of 46.0 square
miles.

The area encompassed by the plan

would include part of the township of

Saltfleet, the township of Barton, and a

section of the township of Ancaster. The
estimated distribution of population

over the area would be seventeen per-

sons per acre, allowing room for parks,

shopping centres, amuseinent áreas, and
industrial sites.

Present Setvage System

Sewers now installed in Hamilton are

of the one-pipe system, combining storni

water and sanitary sewage. At the time
of construction this system was econ-

ómica], as it was designed to carry

rainfall during storms, and the sewage
was discharged, without treatment, into

Hamilton harbour.

In 192-5 intercepter sewers were in-

stalled along the waterfront, to take

dry weather flow of sanitary sewage froin

the combined sewer, discharging it into

a screen and grit removal plant on
Depew Street, and then into the har-

bour without further treatment. During
heavy rain storm, water dilutes with the

sanitary sewage and the two are dis-

charged directly into the harbour. The
dilution effect of the water in the har-
bour minimizes any harmful effect this

combined flow might otherwise have.

Proposed Future System

The jjro\'ince will e\-entually require

complete treatment of sewage—primary
settlement of solids and secondary treat-

ment using some type of aeration to

provido satisfactory eíiluent. The system
proposed by Proctor, Redfern and
Laughlin for the future larger area con-

sists of a two-pipe system, one to handle
storm sewage and the second to handle
completely treated sanitary sewage.

A report was submitted to the city of

Hamilton on October 12, 1954, recom-
mending that the city proceed with con-
stmction in the near future of sanitary

and storm sewers in the west mountain
area, at an estimated cost of 3,-500,000

dollars. A report submitted January 8,

1955, proposes construction of a sewage
treatment plant for the entire city on
property owned by the city near Red
Hill creek.

Estimated cost of the primary treat-

ment plant is $7,280,000. Complete treat-

ment is estimated at $13,385,000. It

would be necessary to construct a large

.'íewer near the West Hamilton creek, at

an estimated cost of -$800,000.

The capacity of the system would
ultimately be 100 million Imperial gal-

lons per day.

A cost analysis was submitted, com-
paring the one-plant and a two-plant
.system, and Mr. Redfem indicated that

a single plant would be more economical.
Donald Redfem, son of the speakcr

and a member of the same engineering
firm, gave a diagramatical representa-
tion of the ílow pattem through a typical

activated sludge treatment plant. Gordon

Proctor, of the same firm, outlined

(using slides) the storm and .sanitary

sewage áreas and the future system de-

scribed in the report.

W. B. Redfem concluded by pointing

out that the report depends upoii the

growth of the City of Hamilton and the

surrounding territory. He stated that he
believed that the estimated half million

population by 1988 was a consei-vative

one, for if Hamilton expands as rapidly

as other áreas in Ontário that popula-
tion figure could be reached within 15

years.

Kitchener
John R. Runge, m.e.i.c,

Secretary-Treasurer

J. L. Faih, m.e.i.c,

Branch News Editor

Field Trip in Galt

The first technical meeting of the

season, following the annual get-ac-

quainted social event was a field trip to

two neighbouring but contrasting tyi)es

of industiy in Galt.

The tour began at the Royai Metal
Mfg. Co. Ltd., manufacturers of metal

furniture and continued acroíss the strect

at Babcock-Wilcox & Goldie-McCulloch
Ltd., boiler manufacturers.

Metal Furniture Manufacture

The furniture operation pro\iiled in-

teresting examples of the rapid fabrica-

tion of tubular steel sections into lhe

many varied shapes required for durable
attractive merchandise. The operations

were notable by use of special tools and

are the last word in design and reliability. If you

have a power or water plant project in view, gef

In touch with the nearest Peacock Engineer.

VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS

FOR CONDENSER CIRCULATING, WATERWORKS
DOCK IMPOUNDING AND DEWATERING, ETC.

Canadian Associates

PEACOCK BROTHERS LIMITED
MONTREAL

BRANCHES: SYDNEY. TORONTO. SUDBURY. WINNIPEG, CALGARY. EDMONTON, VANCOUVER

DRYSDALE & CO. LTD. YOKER, GLASGOW, SCOTLAND
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By installing Packard dry-type

transformers right at the load

centre, copper losses and voltage

drops, which occur when trans-

formers are placed at more

remote points, are minimized.

Built with a minimum of

weight and size, Packard dry-

type transformers can be easily

and quickiy installed.

— A BUYWORD FOR QUALITY IN ELECTRICAL APPARATUS SINCE 1894

ST.JOHN'S • HALIFAX • SAINT JOHN

MONTREAL-TORONTO-WINNIPEG-REGINA

EDMONTON • CALGARY • VANCOUVER

PACKARD ELECTRIC
Companif JLimited
ST. CATHARINES, ONTÁRIO
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jigs and highiy-developed metal joiniriK

techniques designed for rapid production.

Metal parts are finished by electro-

plating procedures or by a chemical

spray treatment followed by electro-

static spray application of paint. Chem-
ical treatment as well as painting and
baking are conveyorized for speed and
control of quality. The woodworking
assembly and upholstery sections werc

also visited and demonstrated the many
arts behind the chairs in your breakfast

room or the executive's office.

Boiler Manufacture

The operations in the boiler plant

afforded a glimpse of another phase of

Canada's growth. The party viewed units

ranging in size from aiitomatic equip-

ment suited for a very small factory to

giants for a pulp and paper industry.

Points of special interest were the facil-

ities for welding and stress-relieving of

heavy sections; the radiographic and
ultrasonic techniques for inspection of

welded joints to meet requirements of

the boiier code ; and physical testing

eqirpment to control material going into

the boilers. The components being fab-

ricated for field erection and the boilers

being erected in the shop gavc the visi-

tors a picture of the realities behind fhe

slatistics of Canadian industry.

After the tour light refreshments were
served in the plant cafeteria and the

chairman, Mr. Sanders, thanked our

Irosts for tlieir courtesy in arranging the

tours.

Montreal

R. J. HaRVEY, M.E.I.C.,

Secretary-Treasurer

M. Benoit, m.e.i.c.,

Publirity Chairman

Centralization and Decentraliaation

On October G. 1955 W. N. Hall, m.e.i.c,

vice president, Dominion Tar and Chem-
ical Company, addressed the Montreal
Branch, Management Section, on the

subject of "Centralization and Decen-
tralization.'"'

Mr. Hairs subject was appropriate to

an audience with business management
interests. His talk was well delivered,

proved interesting and later in the eve-

ning stimulated lively discussion. He
introduced his subject by defining its

.scope—the pros and cons of centralized

versus decentralized management par-

ticularly in a firm engaged in diverse

manufacturmg activities. After enumer-
ating some of the advantages and disad-

vantages of both systems, Mr. Hall

asserted that he generally favoured de-

centralized systems. He then proceeded
to illustrate his arguments, drawing upon
a large fund of personal experience in

the field of management, and concluded
the evening by answering many pertinent

questions from the audience. The 35

members who braved the inclement
weather to attend this meeting were
indeed well rewarded.

The meeting was sponsored by G. H.
Hoganson, research engineer, C.N.R.,
who also acted as chairman. L. E.
Mitchell, special project engineer,

C.N.R. thanked the speaker.
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Siioi» Removal in Montreal and
Its Technical Problem»

On October 20, J. V. Arpin, deputy
director of the department of roads of

the City of Montreal addressed the

Montreal Branch on the subject "Snow
Removal in Montreal and its Technical
Problems".

Mr. Arpin opened his discussion with

a description of the organization of the

loads department. He stated that it

was composed essentially of two divi-

sions—the equipment division and the

operations division. The equipment divi-

sion, which is under the direction of the

equipment control engineer, is respon-

sible for the maintenance of ali snow-
removal equipment; the transforming of

equipment from summer to winter oper-

ation which usually begins in August;
the purchasing of new equipment, and
the renting of temporary equipment
from local contractors when the city's

own facilities cannot cope with the work
caused by a heavy storm or blizzard.

The operation=i division is in charge of

ali snow-removal operations in the

streets and the transportation of the

snow to dumping áreas. For most ef-

fective control, the city is divided into

four districts, each under the administra-
tion of a district engineer. The districts

are, in turn, divided into a total of 43

sections, each of which is run by a fore-

man. Each district has a garage for its

equipment and each of these garages has
a foreman from the equipment division

who maintains control over ali vehicles

at the garage. This foreman can arrange
transfer of equipment to and from his

district so that the number of service-

able vehicles in each district is always in

proportion to the work load in that
district.

The speaker then described the
method of employing workers, stating

that employees were of two kinds, per-
nianent and auxiliaiy. A pennanent em-
ployee is one who has worked at least

225 days, and is retained during periodg
when there is little or no work. The
problem of maintaining the correct num-
ber of chauffeurs. who are permanent
employees, was also discussed. After a
heavy storm, there are usually too few,
and long hours and expensive overtime
are necessary, while during periods
when there is no snow, there are too
many of them, and they have to be
employed at other forms of work.

The following figvu-es provided by Mr.
Arpin are of considerable interest: 50,000

tons of sand. 20.000 tons of salt, and
10,000 tons of Cinders are used annually
on the city's streets, and the area main-
tained by the roads department is

about 50 square miles, consisting of' ap-
proximately 800 miles of pavement !ind

1.500 miles of sidewaik. During the last

few years, the purchase price of new
equipment has amounted to S8.50,000

per year, and snow clearing costs have
risen from Sl.8 million in 1952-53 to a
projected S5 million for this season. Al-
though these costs appear to be high.

Mr. Arpin assured the audience that
they are less than the average figure for

cities of comparable street mileage.

The city receives four reports from the
Dorval meteorological station every 24
hours and when a heavy snowfall ap-
pears to be imminent. the roads depart-
ment prepares for action. In the event
that a fali does take place, the manner
of ridding the city of snow is as follows:
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The downtown area or central district is

first completely cleared by using ali the
equipment belonging to that district and
a large amount is brought in from the
other three districts. The main arteries

of the remainder of the city are then
made pa.ssable by the equipment belong-
ing 10 each of these districts, and finally,

the remaining streets are cleared as soon
as possible.

FoUowing the address which featured
the showing of slides of much of the
equipment used by the roads depart-
ment, an interesting film describing the
department's !'Ctivities was shown.
The meeting was sjionsored by the

Civil Section. J. C. Brodeur was in

charge of meeting arrangements and
acted as chairman. L. L. Goddard
thanked the speaker on behalf of the
audience.

Plant Tour

On Nov. 1, 19.35 the Mechanical Sec-

tion of the Montreal Branch sjionsored

a plant tour of the Northern Electric

Company's communication equinment
division at 1261 Shcarer St., Pt. St.

Charles.
Dinner was served to 89 members in

the company cafeteria. Then a tour of

the plant was undertaken in groups of

about eight, with company representa-

tives acting as guides.

The tour covered a wide range of

activities. Large machjne shop áreas,

tool rooms, die casting and plastic

moulding sections were shown first,

where the enormous quantities of in-

tricate parts required are punched, cut,

shaped, stamped or moulded. In addi-

tion, here many of the 3,500 machine
tools, and 4,000 punches and dies re-

quired are built or mainta'ned. Experi-

mental departments werc shown in which
new equipment was being developed or

new manufacturing techniques invcstig-

ated. Later, members were taken through
assembly line áreas, where relays.

switches, wire and cable were being

formed into intricate central office equ'p-

ment, including the newest crosí^bar

types to be used in continental dialing

systems, as well as other lines assembling

subscriber equipment, the smaller com-
ponent parts u.sed in the home or office

telephone. Extensive and elaboratn te-i

equipment necessary to ensure proper
functioning of completed units -vas

demonstrated as well.

After the tour, coffee was served in

the cafeteria, while a brief description of

the plant and its purpose was given by

J. R. Houghton, superintendent of manu-
facturing methods. The building, eight

stories high, has 1,000,000 square feet of

floor space, and about 7,000 persons are

employed in the building. It was stre.«sed

that this is a highly engineered in-

dustry, with a great deal of mechanical

processing, to produce the precise, finely

detailed, long-life equipment supplied to

the telephone systems across Canada.

Some 400 cngineers and technicians are

employed in these operations.

R. C. Smythe, superintendent of thr

works service department, outlined the

tremendous problems involved in the

organization, operation and maintenance

of such a large plant. These problems

range ali the way from a shipping and

receiving department. handling 8,000.000

Ib. of materiais per month, to a cafeteria

handling 1,400 meais at noon hour.s.

Planning and scheduling of operations is

of the utmost importance to keep as-
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sembly lines flowing properly, to ensure

that all components arrive wliere and as

scheduled.
A brief question period followed. The

thanks of the members for a very in-

teresting and informative tour, and ex-

cellent meai accommodation, was ex-

pressed by Mr. Stevens of Drummond
MeCall and Company.
Meeting arrangements were by D. A.

Leger and the meeting chairman was R.
M. Freeman.

Niagara Península

G. E. WrLLIAMSON, Jr.E.I.C,

Secretary-Treasurer

EuoENE Canby, jr.E.i.c.,

Branch News Editor

Provincial Engineering Ltd. Tour

Twcnty-five members were present for

the phuit tour of the Tower Division of

Pro\ incial Engineering Ltd., in Niagara
Falis, Ont. and the meeting.
Ground was broken for the galvanizing

plant in Jidy 1954 and for the tower
plant in December 1954. The first pro-

duction run of towers was begun in April

1955. As of October 1955, 6,000 tons of

towers have been shipped.

Tower Types

Towers range in size from semi-

standard 75 ft. hydro line towers to

special 350 ft. towers for television and
inierowave telephone service. Bids for

conlracts are worked out by each pros-

pective supplier. Usually the company
doing the closest design work gets the

contract because, due to efiicient design

and fabrication procedures, their tower

actually costs less to build.

Plant Design

The plant is designed for a straight

through flow of material beginning

with outside stock storage serviced by
overhead cranes. Material is first cut

to length ; then the part number is

stamped on. Punching operations are

either performed on a multiple pimch
set-up (three independent presses on
slide rails which can be set up for dif-

ferent pieces) or a Palasky spacing

maehine.

Shot Blasting Operation

Next the fabricated bars are cleaned

in a .shot blasting machine prior to gal-

vanizing. The shot blasting operation,

for most applications, is cheaper and
does a better job than acid pickling.

Since some of the larger pieces cannot

be handled by the shot blasting ma-
chine, they must be pickled. The acid

bath is kept hot by line steam. Dump-
ing of the acid is necessary every one
to two weeks.

The galvanizing sequence from shot-

blasted material is as follows: a water

rinse, and then a dip in the flux tank;

next, the actual galvanizing dip; and a

final water quench.

Every three weeks the olear liquor
is pumpcd from the flux tank, the
sludge removed, and the liquor pumped
back in.

Largest Galvanizing Kettle

The galvanizing kettle is the largest
in North .\merica and the only one of
its kind in existence. It is 30 ft. long,
5 ft. widc and 4 ft. deep and contains
125 tons of zinc. The pot consists of
an inner and outer kettle, A bath of
molten lead separates the two pots and
ser\es to prevent any local overhoat-
ing of the inner pot. Heat is supplied
by 32 gas burners which keep the zinc
between 840 deg. F. and 850 deg. F.
The thickness of the zinc coating
depends upon the speed with which the
material is drawn from molten zinc. A

thicker coating is obtained by remov-
ing the work rapidly because the zinc

does not have sufiicient time to drain

back into the bath.

After quenching some of the heavy
welded sections are distorted and must
be straightened. Next is the final in-

.si)ec(ion and the last operation is prc-

paring the tower for shipment.
After the plant tour the members

were guests of Provincial Engineering
at the Niagara Falis Club.

Tour Is Explained

Pete Paskay introduced Mr. Barnum
the plant manager of the tower divi-

sion. Mr. Barnum is a graduate of the
University of Michigan and just previ-

ous to coming to his present job headed
up the tower division of the Canadian

PIPE COUPLINGS

AND FITTINGS

TIGHT JOINTS THAT
INSURE ALIGNMENT
AND SMOOTH FLOW

VITRIFIED CLAY
THE ONLY PIPE THAT
MEETS "ANY AND ALL" CHEMICAL,

STRUCTURAL OR HYDRAULIC CONDITIONS

IN DOMESTIC, COMMERCIAL OR
INDUSTRIAL WASTE LINES

NATIONAL SEWER PIPE LIMITED
SALES OFFICE
100 QUEEN ST. WEST
SWANSEA
ONTÁRIO

PLANTS
SWANSEA
HAMILTON
CL ARKSON

13-5
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• Branch News

The presidentas reception for the Ottawa branch at the K.C.A.F. mess. Left to

right, Dr. L. Austin Wright, general secretary; Mrs. R. E. Heartz; Robert F.

Legget, chairnian, Ottawa branch; Mrs. Wright; and Dr. Heartz.

Bridge Company. Mr. Barnum gave
an address on what had been seen and
introduced to the group Henry De
Solla, works manager, and Lief Larson,
plant superintendent.
The speaker was thanked by Paul

Buss and the meeting was adjourned.

Ottawa

Gordon A. Sutherland, m.e.i.c,

Secretary-Treasurer

Carl B. Crawford, jr.E.i.c,

Branch News Editor

The President's Visit

The Branch was honoured by a visit

of the president, Dr. R. E. Heartz, and
Mrs. Heartz on October 4 and 5, 1955.

The president was accompanied by Dr.
L. Austin Wright, general secretary,

and Mrs. Wright.
During the evening of October 4, a

special Management Committee ineet-

ing was held with the president and
the general secretary. Several items of

Institute policy were discussed and the

program planned for the following day
was outlined.

During the morning of October 5,

the president and the Branch chair-

nian, R. F. Legget, together with the
chairman of the Júnior Section, A. H.
Graves, visited the University of Ot-
tawa and Carleton College and spoke
to the student body.
At noon ihe president held a recep-

tion for the special guests who were
attending the luncheon meeting hon-
ouring the memory of Lieutenant-
Colonel John By. The luncheon, which
was addressed by Mayor Charlotte
Whitton, was a colourful afíair, well
attended by members of the Branch.
FoUowing the luncheon the guests ad-
journed to the site of the Colonel By
Memorial for the official unveiling of
this memorial. Details of the luncheon
and unveiling ceremony are contained
in the October issue of the Journal.

In the evening, following a dinner

for the president with members of the

Management Committee and their

wives, the president's reception for the

Branch was held at the Gloucester

Street mess of the R.C.A.F.

In a brief talk to members of the

Branch the president drew attention to

the shortage of engineers in Canada.
He deplored the employment of en-

gineers in positions which could ade-
quately be served by technicians. He
strcssed the importance of a high stan-

dard in engineering education and sug-

gested that university entrance re-

quirements should exclude students who
might better be trained as technicians.

In this connection he iu'ged the ex-

tension of facilities for training of the

much neoded technicians.

During the evening members of the

Branch had an opportunity to meet
personally with Dr. and Mrs. Heartz

and Dr. and Mrs. Wright. The recep-

tion was well attended and brought to

a close tho 1955 president ial visit to

the Ottawa Branch.

Modem Quality Control

To provide a program of meetingt-

which can be attended by engineers

who are unable to attend the luncheon
meetings, the Branch Management
Committee is initiating a series of eve-

ning dinner meetings. The first of these

meetings was addressed on October ;Í4

by Simon Collier, director of quality

control of Johns-Manville Corjioration,

New York.
Mr. Collier explained that quality

control is really the effort of a com-
pany to ensure that the quality of

their product will meet the stantlard.-

set by the customer. He pointed out

that the need of quality control was
niade more necessary by modern mass
production methods due to the lack of

individually skillcd workmanship on
the assembly lines. He also indicated

that buyers are becoming more quality

conscious.

Statislical Ànalyses and
Mntion Pictures

The speaker described the use of

statistical ànalyses and motion pictures

to eliminate the element of "guess" in

the quality of a product. The statis-

tical analj^sis of rejected items often

indicates the source of trouble in the

manufacturing process. Movies liavo

,ilso been found to be most helpful in

this regard and they are invaluable in

illustrating production errors. which are

not self-evident, to employees. Many
organizations now use movies to assist

in training new employees, a program
which may have great efTect on final

quality control. Mr. Collier illustrated

his point by showing a film on qualit>'

control.

The speaker was introduced by R. F.

Legget. chairman of the Ottawa Branch,
who also expressed appreciation at the

large turn-out of members to this first

of a series of e\-ening meetings.

The Pollution Problem

Dr. A. E. Berry, director of the sani-

tary engineering division of the Ontário
Department of Health, addressed on
September 22 the first fali meeting of

the Branch on the popular topic of

river poUution. Dr. Berry stated that

Ottawa is the largest city in Ontário

At the president's reception for the Ottawa branch. Left t<) right, Mrs. A. H.
Graves, R. J. Balfonr, Mrs. W. R. Hone\ well, Mrs. James Boucher and .Fames

Boucher.
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in 8 colours on heavy Vinylite— 3,000 placu names.

FOR YOUR OFFICE, LIBRARY OR BOARD ROOM

the handsome new relief map of Canada
This big, 45 X 49 inch relief map—with mountains and
valleys in realistic third dimension— is a very useful

addition to the executive ofíice. Lithographed in 8 rich

land-use colours on heavy, durable VinyUte, the map
weighs only 2 povmds. It is as easy to hang as a picture.

Self-framed. More than 3,000 place names are shown,
including 1,500 cities and towns, nearly 1,000 lakes and
streams, capes, islands, mountain ranges, major high-

ways, railroads and aerodromes. Note Far Northern
coverage also. Plastic coating protects the map surface.

Mark it— it cleans easily . . . will wear well.

Based on much new data from official sources, this new
map was compiled and pubUshed by Canadian Aero
Service Limited and Spartan Air Services Limited, aerial

mappers for Canadian government and indvistry.

ORDER NOW—YOUR SATISFACTION GUAR-
ANTEED! Send your order today with full assurance

that your satisfaction is guaranteed. (If you are not
well pleased with the map, return it promptly.) Price

—$45.00 f.o.b. Ottawa.

CANADIAN AERO SERVICE LTD.
348 Queen St., Ottawa

I

CANADIAN AERO SERVICE LTD., 348-R Queen St., Ottawa 4

Please send me plastic relief maps of Canada at $45.00 each,

f.o.b. Oftawa.

Cheque enclosed

Name

Invoice me

Company_

Address

City & Province_
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• Branch News

that still dumps its sewage into water
that neighbouring municipalities use

for their water supply.
Dr. Beny pointed out that the al-

titude of the public is beginning to

change in favour of sewage treatment.

As a result of this changing attitude,

two provincial government committees
are now studying the problem of pollu-

tion of both water and air. He indicated

that in the last 40 years the major pol-

lution problems had changed from
domestic to industrial problems.
In the last decade Ontário has built

86 new sewage disposal plants. This is

equivalent to the number of plants

which existed in the province up to

1945. Of ali the sewage disposal plants

in Canada, 55 per cent are operated in

Ontário and 75 per cent of the "com-
plete treatment" plants are operated
in this province. In 1941 the provincial

Department of Health began construc-

tion of plants worth $1,000,000. In 1954

the Department began construction

worth S88,000,000.

Treatment Plants Are. Studied

Dr. Berry observed that the pollution

problem in Ontário is still bad. There
are 70 municipalities. including Ottawa,
which do not treat their sewage. Many
of these municipalities are now study-
ing disposal problems and contemplat-

ing the construction of treatment
plants.

Dr. Beny estimated that an adequate
sewage treatment plant together with

the necessary sewage collection system
would cost Ottawa about $17.000,000.

However, he noted that this could be

had for a cost of 15 cents per family
per week.
Water pollution is the concern of the

provincial Department of Health, the
Pollution Control Board and the Inter-

national Joint Commission. Provincial
legislation is now being considered
which could compel municipalities to

treat sewage before disposal.

The speaker was introduced by R. F.

Legget, the chairman of the Ottawa
Branch.

Vancouver Island

Cdr. P. F. Fairtull, m.e.i.c,

Secretary-Treasurer

Welded Ship Construction

On Friday, October 21 the Vancouver
Island Branch held a joint meeting
with the Victoria Branch of the Asso-
ciation of Professional Engineers, B.C.
with a total of 40 in attendance.
The guest speaker, R. D. Barer,

Pacific Naval Laboratory, spoke on the
problems of welded ship construction.

Problem of Failure

His paper summarized the results of
the considerable research undertaken by

the American and British committees
set up to deal with the problem of

failure of welded ships. The results of

this research were shown to have con-
siderable bearing on brittle failures

other than ships, such as bridges, pres-

sure ve.ssels and vehicles, any of which
may be subject to certain stress condi-
tions at low temperatures.

The importance of "notchcs",
whether from design, accidental dam-
age, cr poor workmanship was em-
phasized. The methods used to mini-
mize trouble since World War II were
discussed. These included changes in

composition of ship plate, elimination
of "notches" by design, and radiogra-

phic inspection on welds.

Inspection of Welds

The particular area with which
P.N.L. is especially familiar, the in-

spections of welds to ensure soundness,

was given detailed treatment. This was
excellently explained by carefully pre-

pared slides. Examples of defects

were shown as they appeared on radio-

graphs and, where possible, as actual

sections cut through the defcctive area.

Radiography Precautions

As with most industrial practices,

radiography requires conscientious at-

tention to personnel safety. The pre-

cautions taken to ensure that operators

of the equipment and workmen in the

area are subject to negligiblc radiation

were outlined.

GEOGON LTD
5PECIALIST5 IN:

"Gunite" resforafion of buildings

and concrete structures.

Soil Investigations, Geophysical Sur-

veys and Dewafering by Wellpoints.

Sale, supply and eredion of Butler

pre-engineered steei buildings.

Your inquiries are assured of our prompf aftention.

orricBS
Head Office: 180 Vallee StreeI,

Montreal, P.Q. — UN. 6-7632

Toronto: 402 Old Weston Road — RO. 2-7581

Holifox: 135 Lower Water Street — 3-7381

CINCH
ANCHORS

''STRONGER THAN THE BOU"

The completely reliable expansion Anchor

Monufactured in Canada solely by

GANADIAN GINGH ANGH0RIN6 SYSTEMS
LIMITED

2095 Madíson Avenue, Montreal

Dafo booic— stress faUut on raquetf
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^Tarval assures correct,

automatic lubrication

of Kamyr press bearings"

. . . says paper manufacturer

FARVAL-
Studies in

Centralized

Lubrication

No. 172

VITAL link in processing pulp, this Kamyr
press in a Canadian paper mill must have

Idependable lubrication for the 8 bearings on
leach press roll. At best, hand lubrication

Iwould be unreliable and time-wasting, because

some bearings might be under-lubricated,

lover-lubricated or missed.

Farval handles job perfectiy

b insure positive lubrication, a Farval Cen-
ralized System was installed. It operates auto-

Imatically— no shutdown required. It delivers

the exact amount of lubricant needed to each
Ibearing served—no more, no less— at the spe-

ified intervals. Bearings are protected, pro-

uction is uninterrupted,

These Farval advantages, reports the mill

jmanagement, represent longer bearing life

and a savings in lubricant. Even more impor-
Itant, "Definite assurance that lubrication is

jbeing correctly and automatically carried out".

Many money-saving advantages
wíth Farval

Farval is a simple practical system of central-

ized lubrication that can be installed on old or

new equipment. It can be manual or automatic,

meet any need from a few to scores of bear-

ings. Often it pays for itself in a few weeks or

months. Find out how a Farval System can im-

prove your operations, help maintain steady

production, cut your costs. Write today for

free Bulletin 26.

Aulomalic Farval Cenfralized Lubrication System intlalled on a

Kamyr press at Howard Smith Paper Mills Ltd., Corn wall, Ont., Canado.

KEYS TO ADEQUATE LUBRICATION -Wherever you tee th*

sign of Farval—the familiar volve manifoids, dual lubricant linet and

central pumping stotion — you know o machine is being properly

lubricated. Farval monuolly operated and automatic systtmt proicct

millions of industrial bearings.

PEACOCK BROTHERS LIMITED
MONTREAL

Sydney - Toronto - Sudbury - Winnipeg - Edmonton - Calgary - Vancouver
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• Library Notes

Additíons to the Instítute Library

Revíews — Book Notes — Abstracts

BOOK REVIEW
Metals reference book. C. J. Smithells,

ed. Toronto, Butterwortli, 1955. 2 vols..

$12.50 each vol.

This two volume reference work con-
tains a comprehensive summary of a

wide range of physical, mechanical, and
electrical data relating to raetallurgy and
metal physics. The material is arranged
in tabular form wherever possible, witli

brief monographs when the Information
could not be adequately presented other-

wií^e.

For thi.s new edition, the Information
has been thoroughly revised, and new
values have been included where they
had becomc availablo. The .section.? on
crystal chemistry, diffusion in metais,
thermochemical data and welding have
been largely re-written, and new sections

have been added on elastic properties,

damping capacity, friction, etc. Other
topics covered include atomic nuclei,

X-ray crystal lography, crystal chemis-
try, diffusion in metais, radiating prop-
erties of metais, mechanical properties
of metais, fite.

Althoiigh the type used in the tables
and on the diagrams is necessarily small,

it is more legible than might be ex-
pected. Bibliograiihical references are
included at the end of each section, and

Hours

Mon.-Fri 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

Saturday 9 a.m.-12 noon

Bibliography and Reference

Service

Short subject bibliographies are compiled
on request. When placing these requests,
please give as much detail and background
Information as possible.

Borrowing
Books, periodicals, pamphlets and films
may be ijorrowed for two weeks at a time.
Ali books included in the Lil)rary Notes
Section of The Engineerinq Journal are
available for 1 oan. A fine of 25c per day
is charged for each day borrowed

there has been a substantial increase in

their number in this edition.

A detailed index increases the vahie
of thi.s very useful book which should
find its way onto the reference shelf of

many technical libraries, and of scieu-

tists and engineers working in the fields

it covers. S.C.

BOOK NOTES*
Prepared by lhe Librarj'

The Engineering Institute of Canada
*Book notes marked by an asterisk have
been provided through the courtesy of

the Engitieering Societies Library in

New York.

Atomic radiation detection and meas-
urement. H. S. Renne. Indianapolis,
Sams, 1955. 198 pp., illus., S3.00 (U.S.)

The ten chapters in this book are
divided into three sections, the first of
which covers nuclear theory, atomic re-

actions, and radiation and its effects.

The next section describes the Instru-

ments used to detect and measure
atomic radiation, Geiger counters, dosi-

meters. etc, while the last three chap-
ters discuss some of the applications of
nuclear science.

Appendices include a list of products
and in.struments and their manufac-

items are retained beyond the two-
week period.
A library deposit of $5.00 at par in Mont-
real is required, for which two items may
be borrowed at a time. Temporary deposits
(30 days or less) $10.00. Books are sent
anywhere in Canada, and carrying charges
are payable by the member concerned.

Ordering

Any book or pamphlet may be ordered
through the library. Ali publications of
affiliated societies, whether books, pamph-
lets, or periodicals, should be ordered
through the library, as reduced rates are
applicable on these to ali members.
Except in the case of library deposits
please make no payments in advance.
Non-members may consult the library,
but may not borrow material. Please
address ali requests to The Library.

turers, a brief glossary, and a list of
books for further reading.

The automatie factory—what does it

mean? London, Institution of pro-
duction engineers, 1955. 228 pp., illus

,

25/-.

With the word Automation so much
in evidence these days, it is interestiag
to read these papers presented at a con-
ference held in England by the Institu-
tion of Production Engineers last June.
Various aspects of the automatie fac-

tory are considered; the technical and
human problems; the managements
problems; the place of the engineer; the
automatie chemical factory; computer-
controlled m.achine tools, etc.

The papers were ali given by British
experts on the subject, and there are il-

lustrations of the equipment described
in many of them. There is also a descrip-
tion of the various types of automatie
equipment displayed at the Conven-
tion, together with the manufacturer's
name.

Bearing lubricatíon analysis. R. R.
Slavmaker. New York. Wilev, 19.55.

108 pp., illus., $5.00.

This book, written primarily for en-
gineering students whose major interest

is machine design, and others not alreadv
familiar with the subject, deals with
sleeve bearings.

Actual cases studied have been in-

cluded. and many numerical examples
used. Chapter headings include: viscosity

and other properties of o'l; hydrodyna-
mic journal bearings: examples of sleeve

bearing design : and boundaiy condi-
tions, the coefReient of friction, and
oilless bearings.

There are many illustrations, and re-

ferences are appended to each chapter.

*BuiIdíng, planníng and design stand-
ards, for archilects, engineers, de-

signers, consultants, bnilding com-
mittees, draftsmen and students. H.
R. Sleeper. New York, Wilev, 195-').

331 p., illus., $12.00.

This book presents specifie data on over
twenty building types to supplemcnt the

more general data given in the author's
Architectural graphic standards. In-

formation is provided for making com-
prehensive programs, schematie drawings
and preliminary drawings, and for esti-

mating áreas and cubes. Diagrams show-
ing spatial relationships and area re-

quirements are generally given for each

type of building, typical plans are often

shown; and details. furniture, fixtures,

and general data are included. A sepa-

rate section is devoted to mechanical
equipment for bulidings.

Design of prestressed concrete striic-

tures. T. Y. Lin. New York, Wilev,
1955. 456 pp., illus., $11.50.

The author states in his preface that

the design of prestre.çsed-conerete struc-

tures is not as complicated as most en-

gineers presume. In this book he pre-

sents the basic principies and methods
of design, in addition to giving Informa-
tion on materiais, economic factor.-: and
other problems conneeted with pre-

stressed construction.

LIBRARY REGULATIONS
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upfront with thefirefighters —

No idie bystanders are Crane valves at a fire. You find

them up front where the action is hottest—helping pumper

engines and fire-boats direct water flow to make hose

streams effective. On sprinkler systems and standpipes,

these valves respond instantly to operation even when

unused for years.

The rigid quaHty standards so essential here have for

100 years guided the production of Crane valves—one of

Crane's main products. Keeping quality first and foremost

has made Crane traditionally the first choice of thrifty,

value-minded buyers.

In every industry, piping systems have a longer life of

peak efficiency—with lower maintenance cost—when

they're Crane equipped. That's why more Crane valves

are used than any other make.

CRANE
CRANE LIMITED

General Office:

1170 Beaver Hall Square, Montreal

7 Canadian Faetories • 27 Canadian Branches

VALVES • FITTINGS • PIPING
PLUMBING • HEATING

NATION.WIDE SERVICE THROU6H BRANCHES, WHOLESALERS and PLUMBING AND HEATING CONTRACTORS
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O*

electronic dreams—
to order . .

.

Tell US what you have ín mind.

If your project involves wire in any shape orform,

tell US ali about it. As Canada's leading

specialísts in the design and manufacture

of ali types of wires and cables we have an

unequalled weaith of experience to offer you.

Canada WIre engineeríng experience and

extensive manufacturing facilities will help you

meet and exceed specífications.

Whether ít's an experimental electronic project

or a large production run,

consult Canada Wire— ít pays!

LIFELINE OF INDUSTRIAL CANADA

CWC-5S23

Library Notes

He covers such topics as end anchor-
ages, loss of prestress, shear, bearas, slabs,

circular prestressing, etc.

References are given at the end of

each chapter, and some of the illustra-

tions are taken from 1955 publications.
One of the appendices outUnes briefly

the design data for various prestressing

systems.

*Eiectroniaíinetic principies of the
dynamo. E. B. Moulhn. Toronto,
Oxford University Press, 1955. 367

pp., ilkis., $7.50.

This coinpanion volume to the
authortí Principies of electromagnet-
ism approaclie.s the subject as a train-

ing in logical thought not as a manual
of dynamo design. It aims at a thorough
theoretical grounding which will encou-
rage the student to take a criticai view
of the principies involved. Although
chiefly concerned with d-c machines,
much of the treatment is equally applic-

able to a-c machines and a supplemen-
tary chapter deals with features peculiar

to them.

*Elcctro-technology : basic theory and
circuit calculations for electrical

engineers. M. (!. Say. New York.
Pliilosophical Library, 1955. 167 pp..

illus., S6.00 (U.S.).

This book presents in concentrated
form the electro-technical basis of the
phenomena which are important in light

and heavy electrical engineering. An
introductory section deals with conduc-
tion and with magnetic and electric field

effects. The second part gives a com-
plete guide to the handling of circuit

problems. A feature of the book is the

collection of network theorems for ali

types of circuits and networks.

Ferlility from town wastes. J. C.
Wvlie. Toronto, British Book Service,

1955. 224 pp., illus., $5.00.

The author, the eugineer for Dumfries
County Council, presents in this book
an account of a search for a solution to

the problem of the disposal of sewage
sludge in his county.
He discusses the principies goveniing

waste collection, the treatment and dis-

|iosal of sewage, and domestic refuse. In

the section on the conservation of orga-

nic wastes the author describes the gen-

eral methods to be followed in compost-
ing, and tho practice used in Dumfries-
shire.

He shows how the retum of organic

wastes to the soil not only improves the

fertility of the soil but removes un-

sightly dumps from the countryside.

* Fundamentals of friction and lubri-

cation in engineering. Chicago, Am-
erican society of lubrication engineers,

1954. 196 pp., $3.50.

The twelve papers presented in this

first ASLE National Symposium cover

many aspects from historical and gen-

eral surveys of the hydrodynamic* of

lubrication to specialized treatments of

\arious bearing types. the constitution

of lubricants, friction problems, and

wear. Bibliographies are included with

most of the papers.

*Handbook of industrial engineering
and management. W. G. Ireson and

(anada W'Re

(

able G^jí pany
Postal Sialion "R" Toronto 17

A CANADIAN COMPANY MANUFACTURING AND SELLING COAST TO COAST
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. . . Providing power for the really heavy If
~^

work. Hauling materiais to assembIyV
lines . . . transporting, stacking and load-

\

ing the finished products . . . dumping)

scrap into freight cars—even starting the

giant diesel locomotives that pull them\

and unlooding the trains at freight)

depots.

Anywhere dependability throughout

ong, arduous shifts is absolutely^
essential . . . where profifable production \

depends on the smooth, efficient han-\
dling of large volume, Exide Ironclad

Batteries are at work keeping up

production schedules, year after year,

economically, profitably, faithfully.

May we help you with your materiais

handling problems? Write

:

xXtdc -Ironclad
EXIDE BATTERIES OF CANADA LIMITED, MONTREAL,TORONTO, VANCOUVER
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Library Notes

E. L. Grant. eds. New York, Prentice-

Hall, 1955. 1203 pp., $16.00 (U.S.).

In addition to covering the traditional

subjects such as time studj", plant lay-

out, etc. this new handbook contains

section.s on engineering economy, budgei-
ing, standardization, safety engineering,

industrial hygiene, quality control, in-

du.strial statistics, and operations re-

rescarch. Intended both as reference

manual and text, the treatment stresses

general principies and the best current

I)ractice, and should prove very valuable
to industrial engineers, .students and
tlio.se concerned with any form of

inanagenient.

Industrial fermentalions, volume 2. Ty.

A. rudcrkoflfr and R. J. Hickey, ed.s.

New York, Chemical puMishing. I9.")4.

578 pp., iUus., $12.00 (U.S.).

Like its companion volume, volume
two of this comprehensive work is mado
U13 of papers contributed by a group of

specialists drawn from industry. the

teaching field and government bodies.

Topics discussed include ketogenic
fermentation processes; production of

riboflavin by fermentation; penicillin

fermentation; broad-spectruin, polypej)-

tide, and other antibiotics; and fermen-
tation of cucumbers, sauerkraut and
olives. There is a chajiter on the im-
portant subject of cultural variation and

one on fermentations in waste treatment.
There are fiow diagrams, tables, etc,

and each of the fourteen chapters has a

bibliography.

In ali, this summarizes much work in

this ever-growing and important field.

"Industrial furnaces, vol. 2, 3rd ed.,

Trinks. New York, Wilev, 1955.

358 pp., illus., $10.00.

Volume two; of this well-known treatise

is devoted primarily to practice and is

intended especially to aid in the selec-

tion, installation, and operation of fur-

naces. The text covers fuels and sources

of heat energy, combustion devices and
heating elements, control of furnace
temperatura and atmosphere, and com-
pariscn of fuels and types of furnaces.

Much of the book has been rewritten,

and much new information has been
added, including a chapter on safety
measures.

The inspection and testing of metais.
Institution of mrtallurgists. Londoii,
The Institution, 1955. 119 ])p,, ilhis..

pa., 15/6.

This publication contains the lec-

tures delivered at the refresher course
held by the Institution in 1954. In ali.

five illustrated lectures were given by
experts in the field.

The titias of the papers are as foUows:
The inspection of metais in service;
Inspection in the steel industry; Inspec-
tion of non-ferrous metais; The assess-
ments of methods of destructive and non-

destructive testing; and Batch testing
and sampliug of metais.
This work .«hould be a valuable addi-

tion to the book collection of those in-

terested in metais.

An introduction to the theory of aero-
elastieity. Y. C. Fung. New York,
^^ lley, 1955. 490 pp., diagrs., $10.50.

Intended primarily as a textbook, this

work will also prove very useful to de-
.*igners and flutter engineers, covering as

it does various aspects of aeroelastic

problems. The study of areoelasticity
.started in the 1920's, and part of the
theory has now reached the stage where
a aeneral treatment is possible.

The larger part of the book is devoted
to a study of aeroelastic problems. in-

cluding flutter, transient loads and buf-

ípting. The fundamentais of oscillating

airfoil theory are covered in four chap-
ters which also contain a brief summary
of the results of experimenta.

An outstanding feature of the book
is the list of references at the end of

each chapter. Although the author .states

the bibliography is incomplete, it in-

ciudes both book and periodical articles

which are accessible to the general

reader, and covers material published up
to and including 1954. For later items,

the reader is advised to consult Applied
Mechanics Reviews.

Principies of helicopter engineering.
Jacob Shapiro. London, Temple, 1955.

433 pj).. diagrs., 55/-.

The author of this book is an engineer-

W in designing and in

the maintenance o!

industriai machinery
more and more
engineers specify

m Ô m

automatic
lubrícating equípment
to ensure
trouble-free

operation
througii

efficíent iubrication

YecalemiY
the authority on Iubrication

í

Head Office and plant: Rexdale BIvd., Rexdale, Ontário
Cable: Tecalemit, Toronto Tel. CH. 4-1126

wor/d's w ide st range of %peeialized lubrícating equipmeni

WRICO
LETTERING GUIDES

A N D

SCRIBER
NEW PRICE LIST ON REQUEST

HALIFAX

MONTREAL

OTTAWA

TORONTO

HAMILTON

WÍNNIPEG

EDMONTON

VANCOUVER

This paper is a business paper— one of 100 trade . . . technicat .

service . . . and manogement publications covering every seclion

of Conadian business and industry.

WHEN YOU WANT TO TALK BUSINESS

USE A BUSINESS PAPER

Business Newspapers Assocíatíon
OF CANADA

137 WELLINGTON ST. W., TORONTO, CANADA
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Library Notes

ing consultant in the field of helicopter
enginecring and equipment, and at one
time was Research Engineer with Sir

|'Frank Whittles íirm, Power Jets Lim-

I

ited. In this work he providas a com-
plete survey of current knowledge of

the field which will prove most useíul to

designers, engineers, and students in-

terested in this growing phase of avia-

tion.

Both theory and practice are covered.
although little space has been given to

details of aeronautics which are much
the same for helicopters as for conven-
tional aeroplanes.

The six chapters deal with such topics

as rotating wings in steady flight, dyna-
mics of the rotor, mechanics of helicop-

ter flight, helicopter projects and roto-

craft componeuts and assemblies. Wher-
ever possible the author has given ex-

amples of practical, and actual, designs

to illustrate his remarks.

In writing the book Mr. Shapiro has
drawn on the work of others, and on his

own experience. A list of references is

included, as is a glossary of terms and
notations used in helicopter engineering.

Radio tube vade-mecum, 1955. 12th
ed. J. A. Gijsen, ed. Antwerp, P. H.
Brans, 1955. 381 pp.

The latest edition of this world re-

nowned reference work on radio tubes
needs little introduction. The most cur-

rent, noi-mal operational data are sup-
plied for the types of valves included,

which are tabulated in numerical and
alphabetical order. The list of abbrevia-
tions is on separate cards which íacil-

itates use of the manual.

Techniques de constructíon des usines
a carbure de calcium, ferro-alliages

et chlore. Giuseppe Zuliani. Paris,

Publications minières et métallur-
giques, 1955. 214 pp., illus., pa., 1400
fr.

The author, a specialist in the field,

here reviews methods utilizing the elec-

tric furnace to obtain electrochemical
and electrometallurgical products which
are of such importance today.

The work is divided into four parts.

These main sections deal with calcium
carbide and its derivatives; electrical

furnaces and auxiliary installations; fer-

roalloys; and electrolytic phenomena.
Each part is divided into various topics.

For example, grouped under the title

Ferroalloys are the foUowing discussions:

ferroalloys in general; the metallurgy of

silica; the metallurgy of manganese,
electrotheric and synthetic melts; spe-

cial ferroalloys, and silicon carbide
(carborundum).
The book is well illustrated, there is

a two page bibliography, but no elabo-
rate table of contents or index.

The technology of cetnent and con-
crete. Volume 1, Concrete materiais.
R. F. Blanks and H. L. Kennedy.
New York, Wiley, 1955. 422 pp., illus.,

$11.00.

In this first volume the authors dis-

cuss the materiais used in making con-
crete, and their qualities. The second
volume will consider the properties and
uses of concrete.

Particular emphasis is placed on port-
land cement, but pozzolanic and other
hydraulic cements are also covered.
The sections on concrete aggregates

cover such topics as their geoiogy and
petrography, processing and effect.

The book is well-illustrated, and re-
ference is made to applicable Aá.T.M.
Standards. Many references are given at
the end of each chapter, and, although
developed originally from post-graduate
courses in cement and concrete tech-
nology, the book should prove very use-
íul to ali users of concrete—engineers,
contractors and technicians.

Vector and tensor analysis. Nathaniel
Coburn. Toronto, Macmillan, 1955.
341 pp., $7.00.

This textbook has grown from lecture
notes used by the author in his courses
at the University of Michigan. It covers
vector and tensor analysis, showing their
value in studying other topics such as
rigid body dynamics, differential geom-
etry, etc.

Vector analysis is treated by use of

directed line segments, and the theory
of both it and tensors is given before
any applications are made to specific

subjects. The author has incorporated
many problems into the text, and has
included a bibhography on the subject.

Worked examples in engineering ther-

modynamics. H. J. Smith and J. W.
Harris. London, Macdonald, 1955. 495

pp., diagrs., 35/-.

The problems presented in this volume
are taken from the papers of the Uni-
versity of London degree examinations.

the Associate Membership examinations
of the Professional institutions and the
Higher National Diploma and Certificate

examinations.
The questions are divided into twenty

sections, and cover such topics as steam,
steara raising plants, compressors, gas
turbines and refrigeration.

The soIutions given to the problems
are those which would be given in an
examination, so that the methods used
are not fully explained. This collection

should prove useful to many students.

TECHNICAL BULLETINS
AND

PAMPHLETS RECEIVED
Acta polytechnica:

No. 166—Synthetic methods for in-

terruption tests on circuit-breakers, by
H. B. Thorén. No. 167—A new formula
for particle size distribution of products
produced by comminution, by Jonas
Svensson. No. 168—Further investiga-

tions into iterated sine- and cosine-

integrals and their ampHtude functions
with reference to anteima theory, by
Erik Hallén. No. 169—On the trans-

verse strength of tankers, by Erik Stene-
roth. No. 170—Uber die Thermische
Zersetzung von Kalziumsulfat bei

Niedrigen Temperaturen, by J. A. Hed-
vall, S. Nordengren and B. Liljegren.

No. 171—On the break-down of thixo-

tropic materiais, by S. E. Dahlgren. No.
172—Automatic noise-factor meter, by
Henry Wallman. No. 173—The refrac-

toriness of some types of quartz and
quartzite. 2, by Folke Sandford and

I

^

FOUR-CHANNEL CARRIER-TELEPHONE TERMINAL FOR RADIO LINKS

This is a miniaturized unit of advanced design which provides four

voice channels on a frequency-division basis above a voice-frequency

order-wire channel. Each of these five channels is provided with a 4-wire

2-wire termination and a voice-frequency ringing circuit for d-c or

20-cycle signals. Adjustable attenuators are provided in the 4-wire

side of ali channels, and a built-in test oscillator and meter permit

complete line-up, maintenance and trouble-shooting checks to be

made. Channel leveis are from -9 to O dbm and line leveis from -30

to O dbm. Channel width is 300 to 3500 cycles within 1 db.

This unit is only 5'^" high by 19" wide by 14" deep. It mounts on

a standard rack and operates from 1 1 5 volts 50-60 cycles a.c.

RADIO ENGINEERING PRODUCTS
1080 UNIVERSITY ST., MÔNTREAL 3, CANADAj

TELEPHONE CABIES
UNiversity 6-6887 RADENPRO, MONTREAL.
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Library Notes

Stig Fransson. No. 174—Investigation

and calculation of the remaining ten-

sile strength in wire ropes with broken
wires, by Wilhelm Davidsson. No. 175

—

Dynamic forces in cranes, by J. Gotz-
linger and S. Johnsson.

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited:
Atomic energy in Canada, 1955.

British eleetrical and aliied industries
research association. Technical re-

ports:

No. E/T59—Trend in early insulating

oil specifications, by E. A. Evans. No.
G/T296—Eífect of arcing on the air

flow through the nozzle of a gas blast

circuit breaker (summarizing report) by
A. A. Hudson. No. L/T287—Electrode
processes in spark discharges, by R.
Craig. No. L/T322—Plasma oscillations

and energy loss of charged particles in

solids, by H. Frolich and H. Pelzer. No.
Z/T92—-Investigation of deterioration of

moulded carbon resistors; First report,

by H. F. Church and J. J. Walsh. No.
Z/T95—The performance of insulated

carbon-resin film resistors, by F. G.
Rivers.

Canada. National research council;

National building code of Canada
(1953) Appendix 4.1.B—Fire endurance
of elements of structure.

Canadian Kodak Co., Limited:
How to organize and operate photo-

graphic service departments. 50 cents.

Central mortgage and housing Cor-

poration. Publications

:

C.M.8—Building standards (excluding

apartment buildings) May, 1955.

Kansas. University. Engineering and
architecture bulletins:

No. 33—A study of stepped concrete

footings, by C. M. Crosier.

Manufacturing Chemists' Association,
Inc.

Chemical statistics handbook, 1955.

Quebcc. Department of mines:

The mining industry of the Province
of Quebec in 1953.

Underwriters' laboratories of Canada.
Information bulletins:

No. C19—Purchase specifications for

2V2 in. double-jacketed rubber-lined fire

hose.

STANDARDS REVIEWED
British standards, British standards

institution, 2 Park Street, London,
W.l. British standards are avail-

able from the Canadian standards
association, National research build-
ing, Ottawa.

B. S. 525: 1955—Fibre cores for wire
ropes. 3/-.

First published in December, 1933, this

standard has recently been revised in

the light of newer technical information.
It covers a range of fibre cores cf

manila, phormium tenax, sisal, hemp and
jute, suitable for wire ropes Vs in. to 4

in. circumference for cranes, lifts and
hoists, shipping, oil-wells and collieries.

The limits of application and grade of
fibre are stated, and sizes are given. Re-
quirements for preservation and lubrica-
tion are specified, chemical and physical
properties are stated, and tests are de-
scribed.

B.S. 2629: 1955— Pallets for ma-
teriais handling, suitable for trans-
port by road and rail. 5/-.

The object of this work is to stand-
ardize a series of pallet sizes and capac-
ities which are acceptable to transport
organizations and convenient for trans-

port and storage within individual or-

ganizations, so that palletized unit loads

may be moved from manufacturer to

consumer with a minimum of handling
and by means of as wide a range as pos-

sible of handling equipment. Six sizes,

giving an opportunity of wide applica-

tion, have been specified.

B. S. 2630: 1955—Projection welding
of low carbon steel sheet and strip.

2/6.

One of the process standardvS in the
comprehensive series for the resistance

welding of steel, this particular standard
specifies the general requirements for the

[)rojection welding of low carbon steel

sheet and strip.

The design of dies, electrodes and in-

serts is covered, in addition to methods
of testing and welding procedure. Rec-
ommendations for the types of welding
machines to be used are also given.

Canadian standards, Canadian stand-

ards association, National research
building, Ottawa, Canada.

C.S.A. B51 - 1955—Canadian regulu-

tions for the construction and in-

spection of boiler and pressure ves-

sels (Fourth edition) 50 cents.

"It should be understood that the

Regulations contained herein are recom-
mended standards only and do not have
the force of law until adopted ofiicially

by the various provinces, also that the

provinces, even though having adopted
them, should be consulted as to the ex-

tent of sucli adoption, as the standards

may have been adopted with exemptions
or with additional requirements."

''The Regulations are intended main'.y

to fulfill two purposes. First, to provido

for the safe design, construction, instal-

lation, operation and repair of boilers,

pressure vessels and related equipment
and second, to promote uniform require-

ments among the provinces."—Preface.

C.S.A. B71 - 1955— Specification for

small solid rivets (7/16-inch nom-
inal diameter and smaller) (Second

edition) $1.00.

The chief changes from the 1942

edition of this standard are:

1. New sizes, mainly 1/16- and 13/32-

inch diameters have been added, and

tolerances on head height and dia-

meter have been increased.

2. Tinners', coopers', and belt rivets

show changes throughout, to increase

head diameters on small sizes, to

widen tolerances and to add new sizes.

3. Aluminum has been added to ths

metais scheduled for non-ferrous

rivets though this specification does

not apply to aluminum rivets intend-

ed for aircraft use.
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Employmeiit f^ervíee
ThIS SERVICE Í8 operated for the benefít of members of The
Engineering Institute of Canada and for industrial and other
organizations employing technically trained men—without charge
to either party. It would be appreciated if eniployers would niake
the fullest use of these facilities to list their requirements—existing

or estimated.

NOTICES appearing in the SITUATIONS WANTED column will

be discontinued after three insertions. They will be reinstated, on
request, after a lapse of one tnonth.

REPLIES to advertisements should be addressed to File No. 000,

Employment Service, The Engineering Institute of Canada, 2050
Mansíield Street.

INTERVIEWS with the Institute Employment Service, 2050 Mans-
field Street, Montreal—Telephone PLateau 5078—may be arranged
by appointment.

SITUATIONS WANTED
CHEMICAL ENGINEER, M.E.I.C., age 35.

married, ten years experience in research,
development, control and production in the
pulp and paper industry. Seeks sénior super-
visory or administrativa position. Complete
resume upon request. File No. 660-W.

EXECUTIVE ENGINEER, M.E.I.C., P.Eng.
(Quebec) B.Sc. Queen's with eleetrical and
mechanical background and strong manage-
ment and administrative experience desires
change and seeks a sénior and challenging
appointment where his abilities can be fuUy
used. Married with three children and speaks
and writes French. FuU details of past ex-
perience and positions will be furnished to

serious inquirers upon request. File No.
937-W.

GRADUATE ENGINEER, B.Sc. (CE.) cum
laude, 10 years experience selling heavy ma-
chinery, gears, speed reducers, steel and
bronze castings to heavy industry, including
shipyards, machinery buUders, cement in-

dustry, steel fabricators and paper mills.

Prior to this, wide experience in the produc-
tion, inspection, maintenance engineering and
time and methods study, phases of indus-
try. The position desired would be in top
levei sales work, in sales management, or in

management. It would offer ability and in-

itiative, scope for advancement. File No.
2500-W.

GRADUATE ENGINEER, 1945, age 33, bilin-

gual, diversified industrial experience com-
bined with sales engineering in various fields

such as process control Instruments, coals and
petroleum fuels. ExceUent knowledge of fuel

marketing and extensiva experience in many
aspects of fuel utiiization: heating, combus-
tion, smoke abatement, steam plant engineer-
ing and related equipment. Seeks technical
position of sénior i esponsibility in sales, ser-

vice, purchasing, management. Montreal area
preferred. File No. 2554-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, P.Eng.
(Ont.) N.S.T.C, graduate 1950, 27 years old,

single. Two years pulp and paper mill de-
sign and layout, one year diesel locomotive
maintenance, 18 months railway car building
and heavy repairs. Desires responsible posi-
tion where qualifications and experience can
be utilized. Available on reasonable notice to

present employer. File No. 3271-W.

MUNICIPAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, P.Eng.
(Ont.), Queen's (Civil) 1949, age 33, single,
with 6V2 years municipal experience includ-
ing 2V2 years as Town Engineer in Ontário
town of 8000 population, seeks an opening in

municipal or allied field with future and re-

sponsibility. Available in 1956 on one month's
notice to present employer. Anywhere in

Canada. File No. 4012-W.

SALES ENGINEER, P.Eng., Alberta 1950. age
31, desires employment as sales representa-
tive working out of Hamilton. Willing to sell

any industrial or construction product. Five
years experience in sales and engineering
with industrial eleetrical manufacturing firm.
Have both factory and district experience (2

years Montreal). 3 years with Navy petty
officer in radio and radar, married, family,
resident of Hamilton. File No. 4213-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, Sask. 1949, mar-
ried, age 27. Desirous of employment in Al-
berta. Experience chiefly in the field of heavy
industrial equipment. Would like sales, plant
engineering, application engineering. Present-
ly located in Montreal. File No. 45I7-W.

MECHANICAL AND INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER,
McGiil graduate, age 46, M.E.I.C, P.E.Q.
and P.E.O., married. 21 years, news print
and fine paper experience, in repairs, main-
tenance and ali phases of plant engineering.
Desires change outside of Quebec. Available
short notice. File No. 4540-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, B.A.Sc. 1945,
P.Eng., M.E.I.C, age 31, married with fam-
ily, C.G.E. test course, presently employed.
ExceUent technical and practical background
combined with administrative experience in-

cluding 7 years complete charge of eleetrical
engineering, design, construction, operation
and maintenance of large papermill and
hydro electric stations including water con-
trol, transmission, relaying, and distribution.
Other experience includes substation, illum-
ination design and sales. Desires position in

Canada or elsewhere with heavy industrial,
power or Consulting company where experi-
ence will be an asset. File No. 4725-W.

MECHANICAL-ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, with
B.Sc. in eleetrical engineering, M.E.I.C,
P.Eng., and Associate Member A.I.E.E. with
seven years experience desires supervisory
or management levei position with an indus-
trial organization. Experience includes one
year mnaufacturer's test course, one and one
half years sales engineer and four and one
half years as co-ordinating engineer on large
scale projects co-ordinating design, drawings,
shop contact, engineering tests and field ap-
plications. Have completed executive evalua-
tion tests and results are available to pros-
pective employer. Travei not objectionable
and will locate anywhere in Canada or the
Eastern United States. File No. 4759-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, P.Eng. (Ont.), Jr.

E.I.C, B.Eng. 1954, McGill University, age
24, married, experience in sales, manufac-
turing methcds and maintenance. Desires
work of definite mechanical nature, either

sales or/and engineering. Hamilton area pre-
ferred with moderate travei acceptable. File

No. 4785-W.

YOUNG MANUFACTURING EXECUTIVE eléc-

trica! engineer, M.S., P.Eng., M.E.I.C,
A.M.I.E.E., A.M.A.I.E.E., early thirties, ex-

perienced manufacture switchgear and con-

trol gear, successively development engineer,
chief engineer, manager. Seeks excutive po-

sition (not ncessarily eleetrical) with scope
and good future prospects. Location open.
File No. 4786-W.

MINING ENGINEER. Specialized also in soil

mechanics, wide experience drilling, pros-

pecting, development, production; in coal,

salt, quarries, oil and formerly full professor
Mining Engineering, Technical Assistance Ad-
ministration (U.N.) expert. Fluent English
and French, Spanish, Portuguese. Married
age 45 years. Desires position where any
former experience may be best utilized. Avail-

able immediately. File No. 4791-W.

MECHANICAL AND INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER,
P.Eng. (Que.), Jr.E.I.C, graduate B.Eng.
McGill 1951. 27 years old, married with two
children, 4 years experience in fields of plant
engineering, plant layout, process engineer-
ing, production control in various júnior ad-
ministrative positions with a medium-sized
company in the manufacture of light pre-
cision machine parts. Extensive extra-
curricular study in the fields of business
administration, accounting and auditing. Dé-
siré responsible position as deputy to general
manager or in industrial engineering and
production control where initiative and top
performance wUl lead to increases in respon-
sibility and incentive. Willing to travei and
wlU locate anywhere in Canada or northeast-
ern United States. Canadian citizen, available
upon three months notice. Substantiating data
available on request. File No. 4792-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, B.Sc, E.E., 1953.
age 24, single, Jr.E.I.C, 2 years in England
on Athione Fellowship, experience with large
manufacturer of power equipment, several
months experience in switchgear and relay
applications departments, desires employ-
ment with future leading to position of re-
sponsibility in Canada or abroad. Please reply
to FUe No. 4794-W.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER, M.E.I.C, married,
age 47, 16 years experience in oil industry,
3 years experience in Canada as chemist
analyst for ferrous and non-ferrous alloys.
Economic studies, business and sales experi-
ence. Speaking fluently French and Italian.

Interested in a position where capabilities
will be fully utilized. Location and size of

company is not important. Available on 15
days notice to present employer. File No.
4797-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C. age 30,

five years practical experience in power
plant, Chemical plant, and refinery design and
construction. Desires position in P.Q.. prefer-
ably Montreal area. File No. 4798-W.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, B.A., B.A.Sc., Lavai
University 1954. Presently on a two year
training course in England with a world wide
company, specializmg in hydro-electric. Un-
dergraduate experience in the power field,

experienced traveller. Married, 24, bilingual.

Seeking interesting position with consultant
firm or power company. Location open. File
No. 4799-W.

GRADUATE ENGINEER, M.E.I.C, U. of T.

1922, Chemical, civil, mechanical. Available
Oct. 15. now resident Toronto. Immediato
employment is desired anywhere. where tbere
is prospect of permanence and some future
ahead. Experience: tool designer, mechanical
and architectural draftsman, structural steel

and reinforced concrete detailcr, pressure
vessel detailer (over 10 years). Hold high
school íeaching certificate, have technical
school and university teaching experience (12

years). Particular interest includes: Chemical
plant, oil refinery, steam plant, structural
steel fabrication plant, associate or partner
in Consulting practice. Transportation expense
advance is requested where interview is re-

quired prior to engagement. File No. 4800-W.
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POWER ENGINEER. Bom U.K. B.Sc. (Eng.)

1947, P.Eng. Works trained—2 years experi-

ence electrical distribution—3 years transmis-

mission design and construction—3 years
power house design and construction. Last
two years spent in Canada with Consulting

engineers as resident electrical engineer on

80,000 H.P. hydro electric project and as a

design engineer. Seeks responsible post with

management prospects or as sénior develop-

ment engineer. Preferred location Montreal.
File No. 4803-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, member A.S.M.E.,

43, married, 3 children. Registered State o£

Minnesota. B. Eng., McGill, Canadian citizen

now resident in U.S. desires to return to

Canada. 5 years service in R.C.A.F. as aero-

nautical engineer ollicer. 10 years experience

design and develoyment. Past 5 years as a

sénior engineer in engineering research and
developnient department of Iai'ge U.S. firm

engaged in develooment and construction oí

special machines íor civil, military and
atomic installations. Capable o£ handling pro-

jects from conception tluough prototype test-

ing. Reason for cliange U.S. security clear-

ance being withdrawn from aliens. File No.
4808-W.

GRADUATE MECHANICAL ENGINEER (Mc-
GLll), age 34, 7 years ot design and draught-
ing experience in liydraulic turbine design,

process and steam piping, plant layout, stieet

metal work and materiais handling seeks
draughting or design work nights and/or on
weekends. Also translation of German scien-

tific papers into English. File No. 4809-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, age 31,

McGiU, 1948, past experience includes 2V2

years plant engineer of substantial manuíac-
turing and relocation operation involving mui-
tiple projects. 4V2 years country wide sales

of power plant and paper equipment of di-

versive nature. AffUiation in either plant

engineering or sales desired. Canada or U.S.

Refcrences and details available. File No.

4810-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, M.E.I.C., age 39,

married. Fifteen >ears valuable experience
in designing, estimating, selling and project

engineering in the macninery and plate in-

dustry. Desires position in the Montreal area
with reliable firm and good future. Presently
empioyed, but available upon reasonable
notice. File No. 4814-VV.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, P.Eng., M.E.I.C.,

A.M.I.Mech.E., First class B.O.T. Steam &
Diesel certificate. 32 years old, married, no
children. Desires responsible position in mech-
anical or marine engineering fields. Experi-
ence consists of tive-year workshop appren-
ticeship, seven years as marine engineer ofti-

cer and one year surveyor to International

classification society in United Kingdom.
Canadian experience includes one year ex-

perimental thermodynamics, two years in

charge engineering department large Insur-

ance company. Available on reasonable no-

tice to present employer. File No. 4815-W.

CIVIL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C. (U.N.B. 1950),

married. Age 29. Experience construction and
maintenance. 5 years experience with large
transportation company. Familiar sewage and
drainage problems. Interested in municipal
engineering or contracting. Fluently bilingual.

Available on two weeks notice, for work in

Quebec or Ontário. Expected salary open for

discussion. File No. 48I8-W.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, 1952
B.Eng., married, age 34. Completed training
course with large manulacturer of electrical

equipment. Presently empioyed; experience
includes cost reduction and product improve-
ment work as manufacturing engineer on
switchgear equipment, induction and syn-
chronous motors. Varied experience in sales
and field engineering. Capable public speaker.
Desires sales or product engineers' position
demanding initiative and with opportunity for
advancement. Preferred location in Ontário
or Maritime Provinces. File No. 4820-W.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER, Jr.E.I.C, B.Eng.,
McGUl, 1952, A.l.Ch.E., Jr.E.I.C, C.I.C,
P.Eng., age 28, married, desires a more re-

sponsible position. Experience in development
work in Chemical olant and paper mill. Also
administrative experience as production su-
pervisor in a Chemical plant. Presently em-
pioyed in Quebec, however would consider
employment anywhere in production super-
vision or development. File No. 4832-W.

CREATIVE ENGINEER, supervisery and man-
agement background in Chemical and process
metallurgy fields, and with .sound engineer-
ing understanding. B.A.Sc. (Toronto), M.Sc.
(Queen's), and A.H.I. business course.
M.E.I.C, age 34. Can contribute in plant
management, operational analysis or technical
administration. File No. 4833-W.

HYDRAULIC ENGINEER, M.E.I.C, Júnior
member A.S.C.E., graduate B.Sc. (CE.) Man.
1948, M.Sc. Utah State 1955, married, 31. two

children, returning to Canada desires em-
ployment in hydraulic design or related fields,

6V2 years experience in draiia';e, irrigation

and highways. File No. 4834-W.

SITUATIONS VACANT
CHEMICAL

ENGINEER REQUIRED FOR PROJECT engi-

neering work by petroleum contractors in

the Toronto area. AppUcants should have
minimum 3 to 5 years experience in petro-

leum or Chemical industry with knowledge
of equipment selection and coordination of

engineering purchasing and construction.
Salary open. File No. 5407-V.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER required by newsprint
mill in P.Q. A graduate Chemical engineer
from recognized university with some ex-

perience in the pulp and paper industry is

required for the technical department. Work
will consist of technical investigations of

various plant operations, improved process
control and paper quality. Excellent oppor-
tunity for rapid advancement. Salary de-

pendent on experience and ability. House
available. Initial letter to include full resume
of experience. File No. 5453-V.

ALUMINUM COMPANY OF CANADA LTD.
has openings for graduate engineers particu-

larly in the fields of chemical engineering
and extractive metiillurgy. For production or

development in their plants in the Saguenay
district, Quebec and Kitimat, British Colum-
bia. FUe No. 5467-V.

RECENT GRADUATE CHEMICAL ENGINEER
REQUIRED by paper company in Province of

Quebec. Interviews arranged in Montreal.
File No. 5484-V.

CHEMICAL ENGINEERS and chemists re-

quired for process control and research work
in a New Brunswick company s pulp mills.

Applv giving full particulars and salary ex-

pected. File No. 5495-V.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER with 4 to 5 years ex-

perience required foi new chemical plant to

be located near Mcntreal by large and well
known industrial concern. Excellent opportu-
nity for a young man wishing to get in on
the ground floor ol a new and substantial
chemical operation. Salary open. File No.
5498-V.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER required by chemical
and polyethylene plant 75 miles from Toronto.
Prefer recent graduate with 1 to 3 years ex-
perience. Must have qualifications for produc-
tion supervisory position. Good possibilities

for advancement in a growing industry. Apply
File No. 5503-V.

CIVIL
SÉNIOR PROJECT ENGINEER required by
young municipal engineering firm to super-
vise both design and construction of complete
water supply and sewage disposal systems.
Qualifications thirty to forty years with applic-
able experience in Canada. Please reply
giving full details of academic training, Pro-
fessional experience, references and salary
requirements. File No. 5332-V.

CIVIL OR MECHANICAL ENGINEER with de-
sign and field experience in industrial build-

ing construction, wiih knowledge ot machine
foundations, buildiíig alterations, etc. This
person should have 5-10 years experience
and be 32-40 years of age. This is a perma-
nent position with a large nationally known
company with head Office in Montreal. When
replying, please give a short summary of

qualifications, experience and approximate
salary desired. File No. 5505-V.

YOUNG ENGINEER or architect required for
young construction firm, specializing more in
sewer work and excavation but also doing
building construction. Salary to start $400
per month. Must have at least two years
experience and not over 35 years of age.
Apply stating age, graduation, experience,
and references to FUe No. 5373-V.

RECENT GRADUATE CIVIL engineer required
in the track section of the Office of the chief
engineer of a major railway company in
Montreal. FUe No. 5377-V.

CIVIL ENGINEER preferably not over 35 years
of age required by structural steel firm in

Montreal, to act as sales man for roof deck
and wall panei construction. Salary open.
Please reply to FUe No. 5393-V.

GRADUATE CIVIL ENGINEERS required by
well known engineering and construction
company for specialized work in the field of
soil mechanics and foundation engineering.
Post graduate studies in soil mechanics and
structures desirable but not essential. Send
resume oi qualifications and experience. Re-
plies will be treated confidentially. File No.
5396-V.

SOILS ENGINEERS required by weU known
engineering and construction company. Must
be graduate civU engineers, preferably with
post graduate studies in soU mechanics and

foundation engineering. Send resume of quali-
fications and experience. Replies wUl be
treated confidentially. FUe No. 5396-V.

ENGINEERING GEOLOGIST required by weU
known company specializing in the field of
soU mechanics, fo indation engineering and
geotechnical processes. Must have post grad-
uate studies in Pleistocene and be interested
in the application of geologic aspects to civU
engineering works. Send resume of quaUfi-
cations and experience. Replies will be
treated confidentially. FUe No. 5396-V.

A PRESIDENT IS REQUIRED immediately
by a Montreal firm, thoroughiy experienced
in the contracting industry, especially in tue
management and public relations industry.
Successful candidate should be a man of
abUity and vision. Preferred age 35-45; must
be a civil engineering graduate. Salary in
five figures plus bónus. FUe No. 5417-V.

PROJECT ENGINEER, exceUent opening for
the right man, with a weU established engi-
neering firm in Montreal specializing in the
hydro electric field, this is a sénior position.
Applicant should be a graduate with 15-20
years experience in the design, preparation
of plans and specifications, reports and esti-
mates for the civU engineering aspects of
hydro electric power developments. He wiU
be required to take charge of a designing
group as project engineer. The position is
of a permanent nature and entaUs the usual
pension, group insurance and other benefits.
The salary wUl be commensurate with the
capabilities, educational background and ex-
perience of the applicant. The applicant
should be prepared to furnish references as
to his qualifications and experience. AU
applications wiU be acknowledged. FUe No.
5431-V.

CIVIL ENGINEER with good knowledge of
building construction and costing by general
contractor in the Kingston, Ontário area.
Salary open. FUe No. 5434-V.

STRUCTURAL ENGINEER with some experi-
ence in Steel or reinforced concrete. Age to

35. Applicants must be willing to headquar-
ter in Minneapolis, Minnesota with some
travei in both the U.S. and Canada. Position
offers permanence and opportunity for ad-
vancement. Reply giving complete Informa-
tion regarding personal history, education and
experience. File No. 5436-V.

CONSTRUCTION ENGINEER for company
located in Western Canada. Age range 40-50.

Must be well experienced in asphalt paving,
soils, road work, concrete structures, gravei
plants. Must be able to operate as general
superintendent. ExceUent salary and pos-
sibUity of participating in company profits.

File No. 5437-V.

STRUCTURAL STEEL DESIGN and detaU engi-

neers required by a progressive pulp, paper
and converting company. The location is

in Eastern Canada. ExceUent residential,

educational and recreational facUities are
avaUable. Applications will be treated with
strictest confidence. Send complete resume
and salary expected to FUe No. 5439-V.

SANITARY ENGINEER wanted for department
of Health, Newfoundland. Applicant must
have a degree in civU engineering and/either
a certificate in Public Health Engineering or

be willing to take a year's training in

public health on a bursary supplied by the

Department. Enquiries re salary and con-

ditions of employment to be directed to FUe
No. 5442-V.

ASSISTANT CIVIL ENGINEER required by au
established pubUc utility supervisory Consult-

ing organization, age 30-45, minimum 5 years
experience on structural steel, reinforced con-

crete and foundation design of steam electric

power plants. Location N.Y. Some travei

field future. Reply stating age, education,

experience, personal particulars, minimum
salary expected. FUe No. 5449-V.

CIVIL ENGINEER, recent graduate, required

as assistant to City engineer. Experience in

asphalt paving desirable but not essential.

Salary dependent on experience. Applications

close January 15, 1956. Additional Informa-

tion will be supplied, upon request. Apply to

City engineer's office, City Hall, Swift Cur-

rent, Sask. File No. 5469-V.

CIVIL ENGINEER required by construction

company located in Maritime Province. Ap-

plicant should have buUding construction ex-

perience and would be required to completely
organize and supervise ali phases of the office

work and carry out liaison with the superin-

tendent and aU sub traders in the field. A
speaking knowledge of French would be help-

ful but not essential. Position offers perman-
ency and a good opportunity for an engineer

with buUding construction background who
would like to go to Maritimes and take com-
plete charge of a growing construction com-
pany. File No. 5470-V.
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ENGINEERING

OPPORTUNITIES

Civil Service

of Canada

CIVIL

ENGINEERS

Civil Engineering Craduates ore re-

quired for appointments in various

fieids including:

• Structural Design.

• Hydroulics.

• Hydrometrics.

• Public Health Engineering.

• Highway Construction.

• General Engineering.

• Surveying.

There are vacancies at Otfawa and
other centres across Canada.

ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERS

Over 50 positions are avaiíable to

Electrícal Engineers involving the de-

sign and development of:

• Communications equipment.

• Electrícal machinery.

• Lighting and distribution

Systems.

• Electronic equipment.

Appointments will be made at Ottowa

and other centres.

QUALIFICATIONS—The basic requirement is university graduation in engineering or applied science.

SALARY— Initial solaries vary depending upon positions and range up to $6,800 per annum.

PATENT

EXAMINERS

30 Craduate Engineers are required

for employment at Ottawa as Patent

Examiners in the following fieids:

• Mechanical Engineering.

• Electrical Engineering.

• Chemical Engineering.

Training in patent law and regulations

as well as the procedure for handiing

patent oppiications is provided.

MECHANICAL

ENGINEERS

A number of Mechanical Engineering

graduates ore needed at Ottawa and

other centres for positions involving

the design and installation of:

• Heating, ventilating and

refrigerating equipment.

• Diesel, gas, steam reciprocating

machinery.

• Pumping equipment. -

• Cos and steam turbines.

• Electrical equipment control

Systems.

• And others.

RESEARCH

OFFICERS

Craduates in Metallurgical, Mecha-

nical, Chemical and Mining Enginee.--

ing are required at Ottawa, Chalk

River and other centres for:

• Fundamental and applied re-

search in physicol metallurgy.

O Extractive metallurgy.

• Coal mining studies.

• Industrial minerais

investigations.

Ample opportunity provided in these

posts to present and publish technical

popers.

These positions offer opportunities for personal development and advoncement as well as good workíng hours, generous

provisions for vacation and síck leave, an excellent pension plan, low-cost term insurancc and a group hospital-medical

insurance plan.

For details on positions avaiíable, write to the CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION, OTTAWA, specifying the type of

employment in which you are interested.
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UNIVERSITY TEACHERS

WANTED

Nova Scotia Technical College
desires applications for positions

of Lecturers and Assistant

Professors in

Chemical Engineering

Civil Engineering

Electrical Engineering

Mechonical Engineering

Metallurgical Engineering

Solary Ranges

—

Lecturer—$3720 to $4200.

Assistant Professor

—

$4380 to $5100.

with superonnuation and hospital

ínsurance.

First appointment will depend
upon qualifications and experience.

Opportunities for odvancement to
higher ronks in on expanding in-

stitution. Some positions ovailable
January Ist, 1956. AM must be
filled by September Ist, 1956.

Research and Professional em-
ployment encourogcd.

Apply to The President, Novo
Scotia Technical College, P.O.
Box 1000, Halifax, Nova Scotia.

SEVERAL POSITIONS AVAILABLE for gradu-
ates in engineering or architecture, prefer-
ably in city planning for the City of Ottawa,
Department of Planning and Works. Duties
will consist of general planning studies with
particular reference to zoning and land sub-
division. Salaries to be negotiated. File No.
5471-V.

ENGINEERS REQUIRED BY the Saskatche-
wan Department of Agricultfure. Salary range
$337. to $409. per month. Requirements, Uni-
versity graduation in engineering with some
Professional or sub-professional experience.
Civil or agricultural engineers are preferred
Duties: project engineers for irrigation, drain-
age and flood control work to do prelimin-
ary investigation, and supervise the operation
and niaintenance program. The work is under
the general direction of a district engineer.
Benefits: 3 weeks holidays and 3 weeks sick
leave per year; generous pension plan. These
positions offer an excellent opportunity to
obtain on the job training in this specialized
field. File No. 5472-V.

CIVIL ENGINEER required to act as engineer-
ing assistant in the City Engineer's office,
London, Ontário. The starting salary is
$3,604.00 increasing $200.00 per year to
$5,088.00. File No. 5474-V.

DESIGN ENGINEERS wanted by a rapidly ex-
panding firm specializing in prestressed and
precast concrete throughout Canada. Several
years experience in reinforced concrete is
required. Positions offer salary, participation
in company's hospitalization and pension
plans. File No. 5477-V.

ESTIMATOR EXPERIENCED IN industrial
buildings, bridges and heavy construction re-
quired by expanding firm operating through-
out Canada. Position offers salary participa-
tion in company's hospitalization and pension
plans. Applicants should give fuU details, in-
eluding age, education and background, ex-
perience, marital status, salary requirements.
File No. 5477-V.

SALES ENGINEER for promotion and sales in
Professional field with background in struc-
tures and con.struction required by firm
specializing in prestressed and precast con-
crete throughout Canada. Position offers
salary and commission, participation in com-
pany's hospitalization and pension plans. Ap-
plicants should give fuU details including age,
education and background, experience, mari-
tal status, salary requirements. File No.
5477-V.

PLANNING ASSISTANT (Architect) required
by the City of Vancouver to pertorm civic de-

sign and general planning duties. Degree in

architecture; must be eligible for Professional

registration in B.C. Some planning experience
desirable. Salary $353. to $424.00 per month.
Apply to Personnel Director, City Hall. 453

W. 12 Avenue, Vancouver 10, B.C., not later

than January 5, 1956. Quote Competition No.
0-300. File No. 5479-V.

TRAINEE PLANNING ASSISTANT required by
the City of Vancouver. To be trained to per-

form a variety of municipal planning work
with emphasis on highway locational duties

and related traffic problems. Degree in Civil

engineering with allied experience. Must be
eligible for professional registration in B.C.
Salary $353.00 to $424.00 per month. Apply to

Personnel Director, City Hall, 453 W. 12

Avenue, Vancouver 10, B.C., not later than
January 5, 1956. Quote Competition No. 0-299.

File No. 5479-V.

FOREST AND CIVIL ENGINEERS required by
established consultants with headquarters in

Western Canada. Qualifications: 2 to B years
experience, able and willing to assume re-

sponsibility for and be capable of managing
projects which include timber management,
forest surveys, appraisals and evaluations,
logging inspection, design and supervision of

construction, etc. Salaries: coramensurate
with experience and qualifications. Advance-
ment: excellent opportunity exists for ad-
vancement in a rapidly expanding organiza-
tion. Please submit fuU details of qualifica-

tions, experience, references, etc. File No.
5480-V.

APPLICATIONS ARE DESIRED from graduate
civil engineers for the position of assistant

engineer with the city of Guelph, Ontário. This
position in the City Engineer's office offers a
variety of work in a steadily growing city of

33,000 population. The engineering departraent
plans. designs and supervises ali work of the

sewer, water, road and garbage depart-
ments. Building inspection and the planning
department are also operated through the

engineering office 3nd the opportunity of ex-

perience through association and work with
these departments is available. Some experi-
ence or association with municipal or similar
work is desirable but not essential. The salary
range is from $46on.oo to $5500.00 per year
depending on ability and experience and a
recent graduate intending to make a career
of municipal work is preferred. File No.
5481-V.

WANTED FIELD ENGINEERS with 2 to 8

years experience in major civil engineering
and structural work, to work on varied
projects in Eastern Canada from Montrepl
Office. Must be aceurate instrument men and
for sénior positions capable of supervising
contractors' work. Some knowledge of pUing
and dock work a decided advantage. Minimum
of several years work for right man. Appli-
cation sent to File No. 5483-V.

CONSTRUCTION ENGINEER wanted to fill

position of projects manager for large general
contractor located in Nova Scotia. Experience
should include housing development and gen-
eral construction. Applicant must have had
field experience and be able to take charge
of estimating. This is a sénior position with
excellent income opportunities. Reply stating
age, education, experience and salary re-
quired to File No. 5496-V.

CONSULTING ENGINEER has opening for
structural engineer with minimum 10 years
experience in commercial work. An associate-
ship will be offered to a suitable man. Ali
replies treated contidentially. File No. 5501-V.

GRADUATE ENGINEER required by major
oil company for sales engineering positions in
Montreal and surrounding territory. Involves
broad training in all petroleum products and
their application in industry. Experienced and
bilingual engineer preferred between 25-30
years of age. File No. 5504-V.

GRADUATE CIVIL ENGINEERS for field work,
required by International engineering and
construction companv specializing in petro-
leum and Chemical fields. Preferably expert
enced in concrete foundations; erection struc-
tural Steel; detailing, fabrication and erec-
tion of piping. Non-experienced applicants
will be considered. Send resume of qualifi-
cations and experience. Replies will be treat-
ed confidentially. File No. 5512-V.

ELECTRICAL

GRADUATE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, requir-
ed as assistant engineer in rural department
of power company in Alberta. Location in
Edmonton. Duties involve design and estima-
tion of single phase fann power Unes with
related engineering. Salary commensurate
with qualifications. Excellent employee bene-
fits provide pension, group life, sickness and
accident coverage. File No. 5359-V.

TWO JTJNIOR ELECTRICAL or engineering
physicists for work in our research and
development departments. The work involves
research and development work in various
special antennae and related components.
Location Ontário. File No. 5374-V.

ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING ENGINEER
with experience in the design and manufac-
ture of air break switch gear required for
chief engineers position with Western manu-
facturer. Should be capable of leading a
development program in a newly equipped
lab on low voltage air break switchgear and
Circuit breakers up to 15 kv. Salary open.
Replies from applicants with ali or part rf

the required experience will be treated in

strict confidence, and should contain fuU de-

tails of experience, age, and educational
background. File No. 5395-V.

COMMUNICATIONS DEPARTMENT OF
LARGE transportation company in Montreal
has immediate openings for electrical engi-

neering graduates specializing in or with
experience in Communications as assistant

engineers in the transmission and equipment
groups. Work involves application and spe-

cial engineering of all types of carrier. tele-

phone, telegraph program network transmis-
sion, television and broadband microwave
Systems. Offers wide range of experience in

Communications field. Headquarters Montreal,
with field engineering throughout system. AU
replies will be held in strict confidence and
will be acknowledged. File No. 5403-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER WITH experience in

design of electrical installation, including
Communications for industrial and commer-
cial buildings. Minimum five years experi-

ence since graduation. Firm of Consulting
engineers in Toronto. File No. 5411-V.

ELECTRONIC ENGINEER required with
several years experience in design and con-

struction of experimental equipment. Knowl-
edge of magnetic amplifiers essential. Capable
of independent work on servo-mechanisms
for aircraft application. Manufacturer of

aircraft engine fuel systems located in Tor-

onto. Apply with full details as to age,

date of graduation, experience and approxi-
mate salary required. File No. 5412-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER required as assist-

ant in rotating machinery department hand-
ling special induction motors, alternators and
generators. Should be capable of handling
quotations, orders and general correspondence.
Location Montreal. FUe No. 5432-V.

The General Atomics Dívísion

of

CANADAIR LIMITED
MONTREAL

invites application from

ENGINEERS
This newly organized nuclear
division has openings for en-

gineering designers with layout,

design and development experi-

ence in the foilowing categories:

MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT
HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS, IN-
CLUDING PUMPS

TANKS, VALVES, PIPES and
HEAT EXCHANGERS

PLANT LAYOUT
PROCESS INSTRUMENTATION

SYSTEMS
ELECTRICAL or ELECTRONICS

CIRCUITRY
NUCLEAR REACTORS

Here is a spiendid opportunity

to get in on the ground floor oí

G new and expanding field with

a well established company.

Please send details of education
and experience to:

DR. A. C. JOHNSON
Canadair Limited

P.O. Box 6087
Montreal, Quebec
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ENGINEERS
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL CANADA

Requires

HOKOUR GRADUATES AND POSTGRADUATES
In

AERONAUTICÁL ENGINEERING

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING ELECTRONICS
CIVIL ENGINEERING ENGINEERING PHYSICS
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

For RESEARCH and DEVELOPMENT work of OTTAWA

Aipplícat-íons or enquiríes are invited from recent high-

ranking uníversity graduates, particularly honour

graduates from Canodíon uníversitíes. Write to:

Employment Officer

National Research Councíl

Sussex Drive

Ottawa 2, Ontário

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER required as assist-
ant in motor department handling standard
induction motors. Should be capable of hand-
ling quotations, orders and general corre-
spondence. Location Montreal. File No.
5432-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER aR asslstant in
transformer department. Should be capable
of handling quotations, orders and general
correspondence. Location, Montreal. File No.
5432-V.

APPLICATIONS ARE INVITED FROM elec-
tronic development engineers with experi-
ence in the intermediate frequency field, for
advanced development work associated with
I.F. circuits and systems for new techniques
in pulse and doppler radar. The position,
which is permaneiit and pensionable, is at
the company's main plant at Rugby, Eng-
land. Qualifications: university degree and
at least two years experience in I.F. or
related circuit developments. Applications,
stating age and giving detatls of qualifica-
tions, should be made in the first instance to

File No. 5446-V.

MICROWAVE DEVELOPMENT ENGINEER.
Applications are invited for the position of
development engineer at the company's main
plant. Rugby, England. The position is per-
manent and pensionable, and concerns long-
term development of the latest techniques in

microwave systems of unusual complexity.
Ample opportunities are afforded for original
work. Qualifications: university degree n
electrical engineering or physics, and at least

two years practical experience in microwave
systems and/or components development.
Applications stating age and giving details

of qualifications should be made in the first

instance to File No. 5446-V.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ELECTRICAL ENGI-
NEERS and engineering physicists with the
Defence Research Board at Valcartier, Que-
bec; Ottawa, Ontário; Dartmouth, Nova
Scotia. The challenging program, which offers

excellent chance for advancement, includes
research on missile control systems, servo-
mechanisms, temperature and vibration prob-
lems, fire control systems, instrumentation,
low frequency and high frequency propaga-
tion, radio communication circuits, radar,
microwave techniques, and underwater acous-

tics. Applications are invited from university
graduates (or the equivalent) who are Cana-
dian citizens or British subjects. Initial

salaries range from $3,750.00 to $6,000.00 de-

pending on qualifications and experience.
Modem laboratory facilities and generous
employment benefits available. File No.
5447-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER required by Potash
Company in Saskatchewan. Must be qualified

to lay out and supervise installation and
maintenance of power distribution system for

an industrial plant and mine. A knowledge
of control systems, switchgear, relaying and
heavy motors is desired. Position involves
supervision of electrical and mechanical m-
stallation and offers a varied and interesting

position in an expanding company. File No.
5448-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER GRADUATE, two to

five years experience protective relay work
with electric utility. Permanent position long
established supervisory-consulting organization
headquarters New York. Some travei Latin

America. Salary commensurate with experi-

ence. Reply stating age, education, experi-

ence, personal particulars, and minimum
salary expected. File No. 5449-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, graduate, two to

five years experience. protective relay work
with electric utility. Permanent position, long-

established supervisory Consulting organiza-

tion. Headquarters New York. Some travei

Latin America. Salary commensurate with

experience. Reply stating age, education, ex-

perience, per.sonal particulars and minimum
salary expected. File No. 5450-V.

YOUNG ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, power
option, recent graduate or man with one

or two years experience. Good opportunity.

Permanent position with long-established

electric utility in Costa Rica. Knowledge
Spanish necessary. Reply stating age. educa-

tion, experience, personal particulars, and
minimum salary expected. File No. 5451-V.

GRADUATE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, re-

quired to assist in preparation of plans,

speclfications and estimates of electrical sy.s-

tems for offices, shops and buildings designed

in chief architecfs department Trans-Canada
Air Lines, Montreal. Preference given to

applicants having two or more years general
experience in the electrical branch of con-
struction work and interested in being closely

associated with architectural work. Perman-
ent position with fuU employee benefits. File

No. 5452-V.

SÉNIOR POWER TRANSFORMER design engi-

neer. Good opening for aggressive man un-

afraid of responsibility and with existing or

potential ability to handle up to the largest

ratings. Well established firm with excel-

lent technical facilities. Salary open and
commensurate with experience and ability.

Our employees know of thls advertisement.
AU replies will be treated as confidential.

File No. 5461-V.

SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR DESIGN ENGINEER,
capable of ali t.vpes of synchronous motor and
generator design, and with experience in the

design of hydro alternators, up to 10,000 KVA.
Salary commensurate with experience and
ability. Our employees know of this adver-

tisement. AU replies will be treated as con-

fidential. File No. 5482-V.

TEST LABORATORY SUPERVISOR required

by electrical appliance manufacturer in Lon-

don, Ontário. Must have some industrial

chemistry experience and supervisory poten-

tial if not experience. FUe No. 5489-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER with 4 to 6 years
experience. Duties include co-ordination of

mine electrical installations, preparing plans,

drawings and cost estimates of new installa-

tions and alterations to existing installations.

surveys for substations and power lines as
well as technical d;rection to electrical fore-

man and staff. Location, Atikokan, Ontário.

Salary dependent on experience. File No.
5494-V.

PURCHASING AGENT. CHIEF PURCHASING
agent required for manufacturer of large

electrical apparatus. situated in the Niagara
Península. Duties consist of supcrvising and
performing purchasing funclions. including

procurement and expediting of aU raw ma-
teriais, purchase parts, equipment, tools and
supplies. File No. 5499-V.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER — sénior engineer

required by major consulting firm located

in Vancouver, B.C. Experience in pulp and
paper mUl power system development, in-
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MECHANICÁL DESIGN
ENGINEERS

The Research Division of

Ferranti Electric Limited re-

quires engineers experi-

enced in the design and
development of precise me-
chanisms, equipment
mountings and enclosures

as related to efectronic com-
puters and similar devices.

Applicant should be cap-
able of supervising a de-
velopment group and should
be qualified engineers or

holders of British Higher
National Certifícates.

For appointment call Mr.
E. H. Mann, RO 2-3661 or

write to:

—

Ferranti Electric Ltd.

Industry Street,

TORONTO 15, ONTÁRIO

stallation, and operation required. Excellent
opportunity for man with proper qualifica-
tions. Group benefits available. In reply
please state experience, salary expected and
availability. File No. 5510-V.

MECHANICÁL
MECHAMCAL ENGINEER with 3 to 5 years
experience in the design and construction of
materiais handling equipment. Working knowl-
edge of electricity and the strength of struc-
tures helpful. Position offers good salary and
opportunity for advancement with fuU era-
ployee benefits. Location Niagara Península.
FUe No. 5322-V.

MECHANICÁL SALES ENGINEERING and
application engineering positions in new and
growing company making electrical, indu.s-
trial control apparatus In S.W. Ontário. Prefer
electrical mechanical or engineering and
business 1955 grads. File No. 5388-V.

A WELL KNOWN MACHINERY manufacturer
requires a mechanical sales engineer to con-
tact large industries in the Province of Que-
bec. Established clientele assuring substantial
income for qualified man. Some knowledge
of French desirable. This is in addition lo
the existing staff who are aware of this
vacancy. If you believe you are the man
for this position please send complete de-
tails of qualifications and past experience
which will be held In strict confidence. File
No. 5389-V.

GRADUATE MECHANICAL ENGINEER for
large industrial concern near Montreal re-
quired for development work and general
project engineering. Permanent staff posi-
tion and good prospects for promotion tor
young engineer with initiative and ability for
original design work. Previous experience
preferred but not necessary. We will pay
travelling expenses for interview. Write
stating personal information, experience m
detail, salary required and date available.
FUe No. 5390-V.

MECHANICAL DESIGN ENGINEER. We re-
quire an experienced Professional mechanical
engineer with 10 to 15 years experience in
design mechanical equipment particulariy
cranes or materiais handling machinery. Ex-
perience in design of radioactive material
handling valuable. Will be required to de-
sign layout of fuel rod handling system and
equipment. Please reply by letter stating
experience. qualifications, etc. Location On-
tário. File No. 5401-V.

PLATE AND VESSEL DESIGNER. We require
an experienced Professional mechanical engi-
neer with 5 to 10 years design experience in
vessels, heat exchangers or aUied equipment.
Will be required to work on pressure vessels
and heat exchanger for the reactor, as well
as plate and tube components for the reactor
core. Please reply by letter stating experi-
ence, qualifications, etc. Location Ontário.
FUe No. 540J-V.

RECENT MECHANICAL GRADUATES of Cana-
dian universities have exceptional opportun-
ities to train for sales of combustion control
and industrial Instruments. Prominent Ameri-
can manufacturer has organized Canadian
company with general offices and assembly
plant in Toronto. Canadian bom engineers
required. Extensive factory and field serviee
training wiU be provided. FUe No. 5404-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER required by sheet
metal fabricating company in Montreal, to

take charge of smaU engineering department.
Duties will include supervision of drafting
and estimating standard and custom products
and development of new products. Applicant
should have 4 or more years applicable ex-
perience and be preferably bUingual. Starting
salary minimum $6,000.00 per year. Com-
pany name Eastern Steel Products but please
submit fuU detaUs as to past experience, age,
etc, to File No. 5416-V.

TWO GRADUATE MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
wanted by manufacturer of heavy industrial
machinery in Western Montreal for applica-
tion engineering and sales. 1950-1955 graduates
considered. Training provided. Benefits in-

clude generous Ufe Insurance, sickness and
accident and pension plans. Five day week.
Applicants should outline training, experi-
ence, and salary expected. FUe No. 5423-V.

CANADA'S MOST MODERN transformer plant
requires mechanical engineer with five years
experience on pressure vessel design, médium
to heavy structural steel or plate design, for
work on large tanks and components. Work
is interesting and varied; transformer ex-
perience not necessary. FuU employee bene-
fits, pleasant working conditions in attractive
Southern Ontário community. FUe No. 5426-V.

DESIGN ENGINEERS required for commercial
vehicle design. Good opportunity with a
sound future for a graduate mechanical engi-
neer, who has had practical experience in

structural design. Location Ontário. FUe No.
5429-V.

GRADUATE MECHANICAL ENGINEER re-

quired by a heavy industry with extensive
mining and milling operations in the Eastern
Townships (Quebec). Duties will include
machine design, plant layout, work schedul-
ing, etc. Preference wiU be given to appli-

cant with one year's experience or recent
graduates. Good opportunity, interesting and
permanent position with attractive salary.
Numerous employee benefits. Replies should
include complete record of education, also sal-

arv expectation should be mentioned. File No.
5338-V.

MANAGER ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT re-
quired by large and long established manu-
facturing company in Montreal. A man with
the following qualifications to fill the sénior
position. Graduate engineer preferably me-
chanical with post graduate training in busi-
ness administration and industrial organiza-
tion. Over 5 years experience as plant
engineer or as assistant plant engineer in

a large company with admlnistrative re-

sponsibUities. Thorough knowledge of modem
maintenance control and material handUng
methods. Age 30 to 40 years. Salary is

open. File No. 5435-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER elther recent col-

lege graduate or with some experience. Age
twenty-five to thlrty-five must be willing to

locate in Minneapolis. Minnesota, and to

travei as required by duties. Interests and/pr
background should be In alr handling, plant
layout or design. Position offers good salary,
opportunity and permanence. Reply giving
complete information regarding personal his-
tory, education and experience. FUe No.
5436-V.

WANTED MACHINE DESIGN ENGINEERS. A
Progressive pulp, paper and converting com-
pany has opportunities for experienced pulp
and paper miU machinery designers. The
location is in eastern Canada. ExceUent
residential, educational and recreational facU-
ities are avaUable. AppUcations will be
treated with strictest confidence. Send com-
plete resume and salary expected to FUe
No. 5439-V.

LARGE CHEMICAL PLANT IN Edmonton area
has staff openings for two mechanical engi-
neers. (1) Required qualifications and duties
as foUows: qualifications B.Sc. In mechanical
engineering from recognized university. Up to
5 years experience in design on field work.
AbUity to supervise drafting work. Duties:
general engineering In Chemical plant in-
cluding design and layout of alterations and
new instaUations. Supervision of drafting
work. (2) Qualifications: B.Sc. in mechanical
engineering from recognized university. Up
to 7 years' experience in design or field
work. Experience in plant maintenance work
an asset. AbUity to supervise clerical and
drafting work. Duties: maintenance engineer-
ing, including trouble shooting of mechanical
problems, responsibUity for spare parts pro-
gram. Assist in settlng ap preventive pro-

gram. Mechanical design work. Please supply
references. age, marital status, academic
standing, experience, salary expected and
date avaUable. FUe No. 5440-V.

SALES ENGINEER, age 25 to 30, mechanical
engineer or equivalent required by weU
known Canadian heavy machinery manu-
facturer to handle pulp and paper mining
and process industry accounts; to work out
of Montreal; reply in vpriting stating age,
education, experience, etc. FUe No. 5441-V.

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER. An attractive posi-
tion for an ambitious man about 35 years of
age has developed in our industrial engi-
neering department. This post wiU involve
the management of one or more of the
functions of direct labour control, the devel-
opment of standards and estimates, schedul-
ing, forecasting and methods improvement.
A graduate mechanical engineer with five
to ten years* manufacturing experience of
some responsibUity would be preferred, but
persons with equivalent experience will be
considered. This position wiU provide suffi-

cient interest, authority, and salary to attract
an exceptional man. FUe No. 5463-V.

LARGE TRANSPORTATION COMPANY ;n
Montreal requires mechanical engineer to
work on the staff of the electrical section of
the mechanical department. The duties in- M
volve steam power plant layout, including Wi
piping, and other mechanical assignments.
This is an opportunity for a recent graduate
to obtain experience in this line of work.
FUe No. 5464-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS and engineering
trainees required by engineering department
in Toronto. ResponsibUities wUl be design,
load calculations, equipment selection, esti-

mating and survey of air conditioning and
refrigeration systems in the commercial and
industrial fields. Positions offer employment
with one of the world leaders in this field

and wUl give excellent opportunity after train-

ing for advancement in application, construc-
tion or sales. FUe No. 5486-V.

A NORTHERN ONTÁRIO ASBESTOS producing
mine has openings for the following person-
nel. Mechanical graduate engineer with sev-
eral years experience some of which should
preferably be in construction work. The work
wUl be diversified with opportunity for ad-
vancement. Position open immediately. File
No. 5491-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER, exceptional future
for dependable man. General plant engineer
for Toronto area. Some experience in manu-
facturing plants for médium heavy industry.
Short training period in U.S.A. to learn prod-
uct and methods to eventually work on lay-

out of new plant ^nd supervision of installa-

tion. FUe No. 5493-V.

MAINTENANCE SUPERINTENDENT for large
mining operation in Ontário. A graduate
mechanical engineer is preferred but appli-

cants with some technical training and with
good varied practical experience wUl be con-
sidered. A minimum of five years' experience
preferably (but not necessarUy) in the main-
tenance of equipment such as heavy diesel

trucks, power shovels, jaw and cone crushers
and screening equipment. Some machine shop
experience is desirable. Age limit—50 years,
good health essential. Company housing is not
available but the company wiU assist the
applicant in procuring suitable housing. Bi-

lingual preferred, but not essential. File No.
5502-V.

RECENT GRADUATE IN MECHANICAL engi-

neering with one or two years of experience
preferably in the rubber industry. This is an

GRADUATE ENGINEER
for

GENERAL ENGINEERING

WORK
On special equipment in

Canadian industry. Duties

may cover construction,

testing and servicing of

equipment. Must be free to

travei, salary open. File No.

5507-V.
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SÉNIOR ENGINEERING POSTS
With B.C. Power Commission

Opportunities are open with the B.C. Power Commission for the following positions of supervisory levei, each requiring
8 to 1 2 years appropriate experience in hydro utility work.

CIVIL DESIGN ENGINEER experienced in sfructural design of dams, penstocks, hydro plants, capable of preliminary
studies, investigafions and reports on hydro developments and with a knowledge of soil problems.

STATION ELECTRICÁL DESIGN ENGINEER experienced in electrical design of gen erating and switching stations,
including relay and carrier applications.

CONSTRUCTION ENGINEER. Qualífied in civil engineering to assist in administration organization and overail
supervision of plant and line construction, with constructíon experience and knowledge of design problems.
Applicanís should be registered professional engineers in B.C. or clearly capable of immediate registration.
ALL positions are in Victoria, B.C., and are of a permanent nature. Salaries are commensurate with capability
and experience. Penslon and other benefits available.

Further information on request, or appllcation giving age, education and chronological experience may be made
directiy to Personnel Supervisor, B.C. Power Commission, Box 500, Victoria, B.C.

excellent administrative oppoitunity for a
young man to supervise product development
piogram in rubber, plastics and coated fab-

rics fields. This company has a compreben-
sive pension and welfare plan fuUy paid. Full
details of experience and qualifications should
be sent to the attention o£ File No. 5506-V.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS required by major
Consulting firm in Vancouver, B.C., for de-
sign and layout of pulp and paper mills;

conveyors and materiais handling systems.
Positions of supervisory nature available, to

men with proper qualifications. Experience
in pulp and paper mill construction or opera-
tion desirable, but not essential. Group
benefits available. In reply please state ex-
perience, salary expected, availability. File
No. 5511-V.

MISCELLANEOUS
RESEARCH HYDRAULIC ENGINEER required

for research team studying the forces in-

volved in pulpwood holding grounds at both
model and fuU scale. Requirements: master's
degree in hydraulics engineering, good
academic record and ability to work with
woods personnel in the field. Apply by re-

sume to File No. 5361-V.

MINING OR CHEMICAL ENGINEER having
design and detail experience in ore hand-
ling or Chemical plant equipment is required
by a large Kingston manufacturing company.
Reply giving complete information on pev-

sonal history, education and experience. File

No. 5372-V.

PROJECT AND CONSTRUCTION ENGINEER.
Graduate in civil or mechanical engineering
with furnace design experience in building
structure, material handling equipment, struc-

tural and machine design. Supervisory ability

in draughting. Experience in smelting opera-
tion or construction would be an asset. Fluent
English is essential. File No. 5378-V.

INSTRUMENTATION ENGINEER to design
measuring and control systems for Chemical
and metallurgical processes. Work includes
preparation of flowsheets, wiring and piping

diagrams, layout and detail drawings, de-

tailed instrument specifications, cost esti-

mates. Location Western Canada. Salary
open. File No. 5391-V.

PHYSICAL METALLURGIST to undertake both
fundamental and applied research on non-
ferrous metais primarily lead and zinc and
their aUoys. Salary dependent upon qualifica-

tions and experience. Location Southern B.C.
File No. 5391-V.

SALES ENGINEER for the Province of N.S. to

represent national manufacturer of fabricated

Steel products, for the construction industry.

Preference will be given to applicants from
Nova Scotia or graduates of N.S. universities,

between the ages of 23-36 years. The success-

ful candidate for this opening will be associat-

ed with a staff of engineers and will have
the opportunity of advancing to the executive
levei. Initicil letter should outline complete
background and availability for interview.

File No. 5405-V.

DESIGN ENGINEER, young graduate with
several years product engineering experience
and writing ability, for editorial work on new
magazine. Good working conditions and re-

muneration in keeping with ability. With first

letter give education and experience, also

starting salary requirements. File No. 5406-V.

YOUNG ENGINEER required for work in

heating and ventilating company located in

Ontário. Will be trained in the engineering,
research and sales departments of the com-

pany with a view to eventual branch Office

work. File No. 5408-V.

A VACANCY OCCURS FOR a general works
manager, at a plant located approximately
100 miles north of Toronto. Médium and
heavy engineering products are manufactured
by between 600 and 700 employees. The works
include a steel foundry, grey iron foundry,
bronze and non-ferrous metal foundry (in-

cluding centrifugal castings); with pattern,
machine and erecting shops. The position is

such that only first class applicants will be
considered who must have the qualifications
of being a trained engineer, a good organ-
izer, a pleasing personality and ability to

fulfil a position of trust. The ultimate pros-
pects for the right man are of the highest.
Also salary will be commensurate to the
candidates' ability and experience. File No.
5413-V.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ENGINEERS. Mechani-
cal, are required with at least five years'
experience in designing heavy machinery and
plant equipment. Mechanical, metallurgical,
electrical and chemical, interested in training

for production supervisory positions are want-
ed. Mechanical, engmeering business, elec-

trical and chemical, interested in industrial

engineering are also needed. Our expanding
development on the most advanced specialty

Steel mill equipment assures you of an excel-

lent salary and good opportunities for promo-
tion with Canada's foremost specialty steel

mill. Contributing to your security are extra
benefits such as a generous pension, hospitali-

zation and group life insurance schemes. File

No. 5414-V.

YOUNG MINING OR CIVIL ENGINEER, pret-

erably bilingual reqiiired by mining industrial

plant near Montreal. Must be also good
draughtsman and be responsible for plant
equipment and plant expansion. Salary in

accordance wtih experience. Write stating

age, marital status and experience. File No.
5419-V.

A NATIONAL ORGANIZATION in Ottawa re-

quires an engineer; a júnior with 2 to 3 years
experience in electrical or civil fields. Per-
manent employment complete with pension
plan. FUe No. 5420-V.

MECHANICAL OR CHEMICAL ENGINEER
required by pulp and paper company located

in Province of Quebec. This engineer is re-

quired for our design engineering department
and should have a minimum of 5 years ex-

perience with at least 2 years in pulp mill

engineering. The salary is open for discus-

sion. File No. 5421-V.

SALES ENGINEER required for leading manu-
facturer of automatic controls. Duties involve

application of limit switches and clutch con-

trols to industrial equipment and the organiz-

ing and training of distributors. The applicant

selected will undergo a training program in

the U.S. A. after which he wiU be located in

Montreal. Ali replies should state personal

particulars, background and salary required.

FUe No. 5424-V.

GRADUATE ENGINEERS FOR JÚNIOR posi-

tions in the industrial engineering department
of a large asbestos mine in the Eastern
Townships. Applicants should be between 21

and 30 years of age, and have an engineering

background. Experience in industrial engi-

neering in heavy industry or large manufac-
turing enterprises preferable but not essen-

tial. Suocessful candidates will be given

training in wage incentives and Job methods.
Excellent working conditions, extensive em-
ployee benefits. FiU No. 5427-V.

TECHNICAL PERSONNEL NEEDED FOR in-

tegrated petrochemical and synthetic fibre

plant located Western Canada. 1) Sénior me-
chanical engineer with extensive experience
in materiais handling equipment, both appli-

cation and design. 2) Sénior process engineer
with extensive experience in oil refinery,

chemical or allied engineering. 3) Júnior
mechanical engineer. Recent graduate. Ex-
perience in oil refinery, chemical plant or
allied industries preferred but not essential.

4) Júnior corrosion engineer mechanical,
chemical or metallurgical graduate with ex-

perience or interest required for work on
plant scale corrosion problems and materiais
specifications. 5) Textile engineer, recent
graduate in textile engineering or engineering
degree with equivalent training preferably
with experience in synthetic yarn plant. 6)

Maintenance engineer, mechanical, electrical

or chemical engineer, 2-5 years' experience in

maintenance department of large chemical
or synthetic yarn plant or equivalent opera-
tion in large chemical or allied industry.

7) Sénior piping draftsman. Experienced
piping designer including specification, lay-

out and detailing, or graduate engineer inter-

ested in piping design. Applications will be
treated confidentially. Write immediately
stating personal details, experience in full.

Salary required and date available. File No.
5428-V.

MECHANICAL OR STRUCTUR.AL ENGINEER,
with steel fabrication experience required to

take charge of detailing office. consisting of

tour draughtsmen and one estimator and to

consult with architects and contractors to ob-

tain suitable fabricating contracts. A thorough
knowledge of welding, welding procedures
and jig design required. This is an excellent
opportunity in a well established Vancouver
firm, employing approximately 50 men. Maxi-
mum salary and employment benefits to right

man. Reply stating aje, experience and salary
required. File No. 5433-V.

AGRICULTURAL SALES ENGINEER required
for metropolitan Montreal and Maritime
Provinces. Applicant should have university
degree or equivalent in agriculture. Knowl-
edge of French and chemistry desirable. Field
of sales covers a line of agricultural Chemi-
cals to distributors in the Maritime Provinces
supported by detailed sales and services work
with dealers and growers; and sanitary and
surfactant Chemicals to industrial concerns in

metropolitan Montreal. .Applicant must be
willing to headquarter in Montreal and be
prepared to travei frequently into the Mari-
times, taking up tcmporary residence there
at a central location with his family during
the active summer season. This latter pro-

vision subject to discussion. Apply by confi-

dential letter giving details of education, ex-

perience and general background to File No.
5438-V.

AGRICULTURAL AND OR INDUSTRIAL chem-
ical sales engineer required for Alberta and
British Columbia tcrritory. Applicant should
have University degree or equivalent in agri-

culture or chemistry, have had three to five

years sales experience in agricultural or in-

dustrial Chemicals, possess strong adminis-
tration interests and aptitudes and be willing

to locate in Vancouver, B.C. area. File No.
5438-V.

UNIVERSITY TEACHER WANTED. The Uni-
versity of Saskatchevvan wishes to receive
applications from engineering graduates,
Civil. Electrical, cr Mechanical. under 35

years of age, to teach applied mechnnics and
allied subjects. Dudos to commence January
1, 1956. the salary olfcred is S4000.00 per year,

and permanent appointment is a possibility.
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Apply to the Dean of Engineering, University
of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Sask. giving
age, qualifications, experience and references.
File No. 5443-V.

THE GOVERNMENT OF British Columbia re-

quires engineers and technicians for a multi-

million dollar highway progiam. Engineeis:
should have experience in highway location.

design or construcíion. Professional registra-

tion desiiable but not essential. Salaries
i-ange from $327.00-S464.00 per month depend-
ing on qualifications and experience. Benefits
include compensation coverage, sick and va-
cation leave after one year; pension plan,
statutor.v holidays. Opportunities for experi-
ence and advancement with a progressive
program in a fast growing province. File No.
5444-V.

RECENT UNIVERSITY GRADUATE required
for inspection engineering miniature elec-

tronic components and assemblies. Location
Montreal. Salary up to $4620.00 depending on
qualifications. Generous employee benefits.

Good opportunity for advancement. File No.
5454-V.

REGISTERED PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER
required for organizing and supervising in-

spection of materiais, components and assem-
blies for vveapons including auxiliary and
ancillary equipment. Location Sorel, P.Q.
Opportunity for continuing employment with
advancement in due course. Salary commen-
surate with education and practical experi-
ence. File No. 54.5.'j-V.

LARGE CANADIAN ORGANIZATION handling
quality precision Instruments requires júnior
inspection engineer at Toronto. Only regis-

tered or graduate engineers with some ex-
perience in design production or inspection of

inslruments need apply. Starting salary up
to $400.00 per month depending on experience.
Opportunity for advancement. File No. .')456-V.

PROMINENT WEST COAST CONSULTING en-
gineering firm requires graduate engineers
with experience in the following categories:
Mechanical, for design and lay-out of process
plants, materiais handling systems, process
piping. Civil: structural design, field work,
hydraulic systems. Klectrical: industrial plant
power s.vstems. Please reply stating experi-
ence, salary expected and availability to File
No. 5459-V.

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY FOR a recent
Canadian University graduate 1952-1955, from
either engineering physics or electrical engi-
neering, for a sales position in the X-ray
field. This position offers intensive training
on X-ray equipment fiom six months to one
year's duration and a sales engineer's position
at the end of the training period. The possi-
bility for advancement into a management
position is excellent. This opportunity is lo-

cated in Toronto. File No. 5460-V.

INDUSTRIAL ANALYSTS. Graduates in engi-
neering or science wanted for large asbestos
mine in Eastern Tcwnships of Quebec. Appli-
cants preferred who have training and/or
interest in business administration or finance.
Selected individuais would be trained to
apprais? and reior* u:ion the financial desir-
ability of making capital and operating ex-
penditures. Salary depends upon qualifica-
tions. Age 20-35 years preferred. Excellent
living accommodations with good educational,
social and recreational facilities available.
Near large cities. Apply in writing, giving
details of education, experience, marital
status and salary desired. File No. 5462-V.

STIMULATING AND CHALLENGING positions
with a future are opening up in our new and
expanding research and development depart-
ment in Montreal. At this time we have sev-
eral responsible positions open (and others
will be available during the coming months)
for graduate engineers. chemists and physi-
cists with experience in one or more of the
following fields. Pressure sensitive adhesives;
rubber and or plastics; resins and coatings;
textiles; cotton purification and processing,
synthetic fibres, fine and specialty papers;
paper containers; instrumentation. Modern
well equipped lab. in our new research centre
will provide excellent facilities and working
conditions. Liberal benefits. Salaries commen-
surate with education and experience. Replies
will be given ali applications submitting a
complete resume of personal data, educational
background, work experience and recent
photograph of themselves to File No. 5465-V.

APPLICATIONS ARE INVITED FROM ENGI-
NEERS WITH MINING EXPERIENCE to act
as technical representative in, the sale of ex-

plosives to the mining and other industries.

These positions will provide good opportunities

for advancement in a new expanding organi-

zation. A knowledge of mining practices, par-
ticularly development and production, is

necessary but previous sales experience is

not essential. Applicants should be in their

twenties or thirties. Please reply in writing
giving details of education and experience to

File No. 5468-V.

1954 OR 1955 ENGINEERING PHYSICS or elec-

trical engineering graduate to work as an
assistant to an advance deve'opment and/or
product development engineer on colour tele-

vision. To be located in Toronto. File No.
5473-V.

1953-4-5 ENGINEERING PHYSICS OR electrical

engineering graduate to work as an assistant

in radio advanced development, particularly

on transistor circuitry. Location Toronto. File

No. 5473-V.

A RECENT ENGINEERING physics or elec-

trical engineering graduate who has a good
background in radio and television theory

and practical work experience in laboratory,

quality control, or similar work on radio and
television to fill a position of release engineer
on domestic radio and television receivers.

Location Toronto. File No. 5473-V.

A RECENT ENGINEERING PHYSICS or elec-

trical engineering graduate with at least 4

years of laboratory experience as a product
development engineer on domestic television

receivers, to fill a position as a product de-

velopment engineer on monochrome and
colour television. To be located in Toronto.
File No. 5473-V.

AN ENGINEERING PHYSICS OR electrical

engineering graduate: who has had experience
on layout, design and construction of micro-
wave systems to fill a position as sénior Com-
munications system engineer. Location Tor-

onto. File No. 5473-V.

MONTREAL CHEMICAL FIRM requires 2

Chemical engineers with at least three years'
experience in the selection of Chemical planl
equipment and piping layouts. Two recent
graduates with some experience in Chemical
manufacturing design or operation. Two
mechanical engineers with at least three

years' experience in the selection of equip-

ment and the layout of manufacturing plants.

Two recent graduates with some experience
in process equipment design or operations.

Applicants should be between the ages of 23

and 35 and application may be made in

writing giving a briet summary of training

and experience to File No. 5475-V.

SALES AND SERVICE ENGINEER for Eastern
Canada to take over Montreal office of estab-

lished firm specializing in the distribution

and servicing of equipment for the pulp and
paper industry. Liberal commission, $3600.00

annually guaranteed. Bilingual preferred with
a minimum of foar years experience in a

pulp and paper mill. File No. 5476-V.

ENGINEER—CHEMICAL OR CIVIL preferred,

to take charge of construction department
for old established manufacturer. Guaranteed
salary plus profit sharing plan—usual bene-
fits available—an excellent opportunity for

the right man. Some construction or main-
tenance experience essential. File No. 5478-V.

RECENT ENGINEERING graduate either elec-

trical or mechanical with some electrical

experience for a permanent position as plant
engineer. We are manufacturers of aluminum
extrusions and are at present engaged in an
expansion program of plant and equipment.
Applicant need not have experience but pref-

erably good electrical background. Training
period provided. Location Province of Quebec.
File No. 5485-V.

UNIVERSITY TEACHERS WANTED. Chemical
Engineering, Civil Engineering, Electrical
Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Metal-
lurgical Engineering. Salary ranges: lecturer,

$3720.00 to $4200 00. Assistant professor
$4380.00 to $5100.00 with superannuation and
hospital insurance. First appointment will

depend upon qualifications and experience.
Opportunities for advancement to higher
ranks in an expanding institution. Some posi-

tions available January Ist, 1956. AU musl
be filled by September Ist, 1956. Research and
Professional employment encouraged. Apply
to The President, Nova Scotia Technical Col-
lege, P.O. Box 1000, Halifax, Nova Scotia.
File No. 5487-V.

BILINGUAL SALES ENGINEER required pref-

erably mechanical electrical, by long estab-
lished company, leader in its industry. Loca-

tion Montreal. Age approximately 30 years.
Sales organization with small staff offering
excellent prospect for advancement. Appli-
cants must be able to deal with owners and
top executives. Remuneration commensurate
with ability and experience. In reply give ali
details of age, marital status, education,
experience. File No. 5488-V.

PHYSICIST OR METALLURGIST, recent gradu-
ate, interested in solid state physics required
for work on fatigue. Work Involves non-
destructive testing methods. Previous experi-
ence advantageous but not essential. Excellent
working conditions. Please reply to File No.
5490-V.

MINING ENGINEER, recent graduate, the
work will be both in open pit and underground
and will include underground caving opera-
tions. Position open January Ist, 1956. Ali
benefits including pension plan, salary com-
mensurate with ability. Apply stating age,
salary required, education and experience to
File No. 5491-V.

EQUIPMENT MANAGER required by trans-
portation company headquarters in White-
horse, Yukon Terriíory. Applicants must be
graduate engineers, mechanical, mining, met-
allurgical or civil between the ages of 40-45
years with at least ten years experience In
the selection, operation, and repair of auto-
motive, crawler and contractor's work equip-
ment or mechanical equipment used in open
pit mining operations and motor truck trans-
port. Business administration experience de-
sirable but not essential. Married man pre-
ferred, housing available. State salary
required and forward references and appli-
cations along with recent photo and record
of salary progressions to date. Interviews
will be arranged at suitable point if appli-
cants justify.

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY to become estab-
lished in fast growing fluid power field. Sales
engineers required b.v large manufacturer of

air and hydraulic cylinders to be located in

Ontário and Quebec. Applicants should have
some engineering training or background and
knowledge of machine tool application.
Salary, travelling expenses, plus commission.
File No. 5497-V.

CHIEF OF RELAYING STUDIES. Graduate
Professional engineer to prepare design and
specifications of relay protection for power
systems with 2 million horse power generat-
ing capacity, to carry out analysis of relay
operation and to supervise training of relay
personnel. Should have at least 5 years' ex-
perience this class of work and be under
40 years of age. Location Brazil. File No.
5500-V.

FOUR QUALIFIED

ENGINEERS
preferably graduates in mechani-
cal or civil engineering from
Canadian Universifies, are re-

quired for a large Newsprint and
Pulp mill in the Province of

Newfoundland.

Experience in the pulp and paper

industry is preferred but not

essential. Two of the positions

will require engineers with five to

ten yeors experience while the

other two positions could be

filled by recent graduates. Prefer-

ence will be given to those ap-

plicants who, apart from engineer-

ing training, have had some
administrative experience.

A broad outline of the work
covered is briefly; design, layout,

process development and mainten-

ance control, depending upon ap-

plicant's experience and interest.

Applications should be made in

writing to File No. 5521 -V.
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^The first 10 years of jet progress in Canada

ismarked this month . . .adecadeinCanadiancreative

ipngineering progresss of high significance . . .

|ifting Canada to a position of eminence in the

Esupersonic era in aviation now upon us.

i December 2—The Jet Age in Canada gets underway
í, with formation of /\- V- Roe Canada Limited.

tSeptember—Design starts on the Orenda

gebruary— First test run of Orenda 1—5,800 Ibs. thrust.

October—Orenda earns its wings—first flight in a

service aircraft North American F86A.

Over 400 contractors and suppliers recruited

to provide Orenda parts and accessories.

June—Orendas make first flight in

Avro CF-100. Development
underway on new models—more
power, less weight.

1953

September—Orenda's production

plant opens . . . the assembly
line rolls. Power increased in

Orenda 8 at 6,355 Ibs.

January—Orenda 10 replaces an Amertc
engine in Canadair Sabres.

March—Yet more power—over 7,000 Ibs.— in two-sl

turbine Orenda 11 (CF-100) and Orenda 14 (Sabre 6
Both now outstanding power performers

in their respective classes.

December—Current Orendas deiiver some 25% more powe
than first Orenda for 10% less weight. Close to

3,000 Orendas in six production models now in

operation throughout the free worid.

and for tomOrrOLU... Under intensive development

for the supersonic era, new designs with

power far in excess of any current production model.

ENGINES LIMITED
MALTON, CANADA
MEMBER; A. V. ROE CANADA LIMITED 8. THE HAWKER SIDDELEY GROUP
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Appointments eind Transfere

National Carbon President.—The ap-

pointnient of John S. Dewar as presi-

dent, National Carbon Conipany, Divi-

sion of Union Carbide Canada Limited

J. S. Dewar

has been announced by Ewart Greig,

president, Unicn Carbide Canada Limi-
ted.

•

General Motors Diesel Appointments.— E. V. Rippingille, Jr., president and
general manager of General Motors
Diesel Limited, London, Ont., has an-

nounced the appointment of W. M.
Warner as general sales manager, head-
ing ali sales activities for the company
with oííices at London. Also, R. J. Beatli

is appointed manager of locomotive
sales and service with headqiiarters at

Montreal. The appointments were effec-

tive November 1, 1955.

Spartan Air Services.—J. A. Roberts,

president of Spartan Air Services

Limited, announces that James E. Wells

has resigned as managing director and
has been appointed executive vice-pre-

sident. D. W. Hayworth, former West-
ern manager and more recently assistant

general manaaer, has been appointed

general manager.
•

Canadian Westinghouse Retirement.— Clarence W. Hookway hiis retired

from the Canadian Westinghouse Com-
pany aftcr 44 years vnth the firm. Mr.
Hookway was lately associated with the

district apparatus division.

•
Monsanto Canada Personnel. — Mon-
santo Canada Limited announce that

Gerald F. Parker has been made super-

intendent of development and produc-
tion of vinyl compounds (Oakville,

Ont.) ; N. Reimer and A. Sherman have
been appointed to the newly created

positions of product sales managers
(Vancouver. B.C.) ; and Keith B. Owens
has retired as sales manager for the

chemical sales department, for health

reasons, after 22 years of service.

•

A.I.Ch.E. President. — Newly elected

president of the American Institute of

Chemical Engineers for 1956, will be
Walter Gordon Whitman, conference
secretary-general, United Nations In-
ternational Conference on Peaceful Uses
of Atomie Energy, and professor and
head of the department of chemical
engineering at Massachusetts Institute

of Technology.

•

Rosco Metal and Roofing.— H. G.
Pipher, president of Rosco Metal &
Roofing Products Ltd., announces the

appointments of R. W. Stevens as as-

sistant secretary-treasurer, and D. J.

Cobban as chief accountant and per-

sonnel manager.
•

Packard Electric Directors.—W. L.

Hetherington, mjí.i.c, and I. Lorenzen
iiave been apjiointed directors of Pack-
ard Electric Company Limited fiUing

vacancies left by the Iate Arthur G.
Herr, m.e.i.c, t^nd the recent retirement
of Frank Malloy.

Trans-Canada Pipe Lines.— D. R.
Pfiug has been appointed vice-president

and chief engineer of Trans-Canada

D. R. Pflug

Pipe Lines Limited, it has been an-

nounced by N. E. Tanner, president

of Trans-Canada.
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Busn and Ind. Bríefs
Company Limited announces the ap-

pointment of G N. Moseley, of Mont-
real, as general sales manager.

Trane Appointnient.—Jack H. Buttery,

works manager, Trane Company of

Canada, Limited, announces the recent

appointnient of Fred B. Symmes as

assistant works manager.

C. A. Dunham Appointment.—A. J.

Dickey, president of C. A. Dunham
Company Limited, announces that Rich-
ard M. Mitehell has been elected

executive vice-president and assistant

general manager of the company.

J. E. ShirrefT

At a recent meeting of the board of

directors of Johnson, Matthey and Mal-
lory Ltd., J. E. Shirreff was appointed
vice-president.

C.G.E. Appointment.—Henry C. Mc-
Gee, of Montreal, has been appointed
manager of tlje Maritime District of

the whole.sale department of Canadiaii

General Electric Company Limited. Mr.
McGee suceeds R. N. Fournier, m.e.i.c,

who goes to Winnipeg as manager of

the wholesale departments' mid-West
district.

Siporex Limited.—This wholly-owned
sub.sidiary of Dominion Tar & Chemical K. M. Mitchell

SUB-5URFACE EXPLORATION
Soil Sampling •:• Foundation Testing

Core Drilling •:• Grouting
^'

INDUSTRIAL
PLANTS

Kilimat Dock, Plant & Townsife Job 51-73

Aluminum Co. of Canada

B. C. International Engineering

The hiige aluinimiiii plaiil willi itn ilocking facilities for

deep sea vessels and towiisite for .50,000 people has requireil

many raonths of soil sampling and foundation testing.

Our crews siiccessfuUy completed the first phase of this

work during the years 19.S1-1954 inclusive and are at

present testing the site for the additional pot-lines, which
will form an integral part of the recently announced ex-

pansion program.

Modern Equipment and Experienced Crews

aâ' MONCTON, NORANDA, KIRKLAND LAKE,

PORT ARTHUR, EDMONTON and VANCOUVER

Henry C. McGee

• • •

New Equipment

and

Developments
New Petroleum Laboratory.—Alchem
Limited, Burlington, Ontário, announce
the opening of a new petroleum labor-

atory designed to provide specialized

Services to the producers, refiners and
consumers of petroleum and petroleum
products in Canada. These services in-

clude evaluation of distillate fuels, selec-

tioa of petroleum treatments, special

chemical and physical analyses on stor-

age tank sludges and the testing of re-

finery fluids. The facilities of the petro-

leum laboratory will be used principally

for testing and development and for

product control.

B.S.A. Tools Limited, Toronto, Ontário,

has recently been appointed representa-

ti\es of two American companie.s: Mor-
ton Chuck Company, Wind.çor Locks,

Conn.; and Hanson-Whitney Company,
Hartford 2, Conn.

C-I-L Distributing Centre.—The con-

struction of a $300,000 distributing cen-

tre to service the Maritimes area, is

being undertaken in Halifax, N.S., by
Canadian Industries (1954) Limited.

General contractor is MacDonald Con-
struction Co. Ltd.; architect is J. Philip

Dumaresq also of Halifax. The distri-

buting centre will house the Maritime
district sales ofíices of the C-I-L agri-

cultural chemicals, ammunition, explo-

sives and chemicals divisions, and the

paints and "Fabrikoid" divisions.

•
Largest Machinery Trailer.—What is

believed to be tlie largest capacity

machinery trailer ever built in Canada
has been completed and shipped by
Truck Engineering Limited, of Wood-
stock, Ontário. Weighing 78,500 pounds,

this trailer has a payload capacity of

B0Y1E5BRÍ»
ORILLINO COMPANY LTD..

VANCOUVER. CANADA
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SILICONES
Silicone News

FOR DESIGN ENGINEERS
Dependable Yalve Operatíon

Assured Wíth Sílastíc Seals

Relief valves for hot water must:

open accurately at set pressure; close,

drip-tight, at the slightest reduction

from that pressure; give long reliable

service. Thafs a difficult order but

with heat-stable Silastie*, McDonnell

& Miller, Inc. of Chicago have engi-

neered such maximum dependablity

into their new No. 230 series of pressure

relief valves.

Because it has excellent resistance to

moisture and to compression set at high

temperatures, Silastie is ideal for sealing

these devices. In

the words of Mc-

Donnell & Miller,

"the compressibil-

ity of Silastie pro-

vides good closure,

its high tempera-

ture stability guards

against deteriora-

tion, and Silastie

resists adhesion,

thus providing
dependable opera-

tion." Wo. 59

1955 CHEMICAL ENGINEERING AWARD

WON BY DOW CORNING CORPORATION

New York—An 84-man committee of

sénior chemical engineering educators,

headed by Professor Walter G. Whit--

man, director of the chemical engineer-

ing department, Massachusetts Institute

of Technology, has selected Dow Corn-

ing Corporation winner of the 1955

Award for Chemical Engineering

Achievement sponsored by Chemical

Engineering magazine.

Silicone products most widely used, are indexed

by type of opplicatlon, in the 1955 Reference

Guide to Dow Corning Silicone Products. A
brief but comprehensive 8-page summary is

given of the properties and applications. With

increosing efíort devoted to product improve-

ment and cost reduction, such a reference guide

to this remarkably stable group of engineering

materiais becomes increasingly important to de-

sign engineers. No. 62

SiliconelnsulatíonElímínatesNeed

For TEFC Motors ín Tídelands Oíl

Operatíons; Soves $3,000 per Unít

In the dark ages before silicone insula-

tion was developed, it was standard

practice to specify TEFC motors in

outdoor installatíons where excessive

moisture, weathering or corrosive Chem-
icals limit service life. Now progressive

engineers are finding that open-type

motors insulated with Dow Corning
Silicones are equally eflfective and sub-

stantially less expensive.

A typical example of good modern practice

is the silicone insulated compressor motor

operating on one of the Califórnia Com-
pany's fixed oil well platforms in the Gulf

of México. Built by Electric Machinery

Mfg. Co., Minneapolis, this 300 hp, 900

rpm induction motor is exposed to the

most severe weather the Gulf can produce.

Installed 10 months ago, the unit is in

excellent operating condition.

The windings of this "Sil-Clad" motor are

insulated with Dow Corning silicone resins,

silicone resin-impregnated components, and

a tape made with Silastie*, Dow Corning's

silicone rubber. Outer protection is pro-

vided by a steei housing with a baffled

ventilating system that prevents dust,

moisture and chemieals from lodging in

the motor. The housing and motor frame

are coated inside and out with a silicone

based paint formulated by Midland Indus-

trial Finishes Co.

According to Electric Machinery, this

"Sil-Clad" motor is more reliable and more

resistant to corrosion than eonventional

Class A or B totally enclosed, fan cooled

motors of the same rating. And it cost

$3000 less than a comparable TEFC motor

built with ordinary insulating materiais.

Lower initial costs combined with greater

reliability and lower maintenance costs

aceount for the rapidly increasing market

for such motors. Wo. 60

''T.M. REG. U.S. PAT. O FF.

New Sílícone-Glass Insulators

Meet Class H Specificatíons,

Are Stronger, Easíer to Use
Production methods developed by Sili-

cone Insulation, Inc., New York City,

reduce the cost of molding one-piece

silicone-glass laminatcd coil bobbins

and other Class H components. Users

save assembly costs.

In the bobbins, giass eloth impregnated

with Dow Corning 2104 silicone resin

fiares out from the cores into flanges pro-

viding completely unified structures that

are easy to handie for quick assembly, and

exceptionally strong in proportion to their

wall thickness. Tolerances may be held as

low as ± .001".

Neither brittle nor flexible, these one-piece

laminated Class H bobbins show no ten-

dency to break at

the joints, erumble

or delaminate. Al-

ready in use by

several leading man-

ufaeturers of high

temperature trans-

formers, reiays, sole-

noids and controls,

they are available in

a wide range of sizes

and dimensions, and

may have as many
assix integral flanges.

Price-wise, silicone-glass laminated bobbins

compare favorably with eonventional

Class H assemblies. Low mold costs per-

mit production runs of as few as one

hundred parts. No. 61

Design Edition 15

DOW CORNING SILICONES LTD. - Dept. EJ-2

Típpet Rd., Downsview, Metropoliton Toronto, Ont.

Please send me 59 6D 61 62

NAME

TITLE

COMPANY

STREET _
CITY PlíOVINCE.

DOW CORNING SILICONES LTD., Tippet Road, Downsview, Metropolitan Toronto, Ontário
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Bus. and Itid. Bríefs

220,000 pounds and was ordered by the

Aluminum Compaiiy of Canada Limited
for their operation at Kitimat, B.C. Its

main job will be the raoving of a 110

ton transformei'. Special railway tracks

have been laid down on tiie 11% foot

wide deck to handle this load, as well

as two other tran.sformers of ligiUer

weiglit. Special alloy steel beams forni

the main frame; .sixteen heavy duty
nylon tires bear the load on the rear

end, and altogether lliirty-four tires are

used in the train of tmck-tractor, doUy,
and trailer.

New Service Available.
—"Slide-honing"

or speed barrei íinishing, is made avail-

able through the formation of Tumbliiig
Sales and Service, in Hamilton, Ont.

Facilities are provided for custom
tumbling work, also experimental tumbl-
ing and slide honing, which has been
developed froni tumbling, and combines
regular tumbling action with a slide

honing action, to provided controllable

finishing methods.

O

Established in Canada.—The F. E.
Myer.s & Bro. Co. (Canada) Limited,
lias been established in Kitchener Ont.,

as a whollv-owned subsidiarv of the F.

E. Myers"& Bro. Co., Ashland, Ohio.

Officers of the new company are C.

Ginn, Jr., chairman of the board; J. C.
Myers, Jr., president; F. E. Myers li,

vice-president and secretary; M. G.
Moses, treasurer; S. C. Miller, sales

manager and assistant treasurer; and J.

H. Schofield, assistant secretary.

•
Machinability Computer.—A new elec-

tronic machinability computer revealed

by Canadian General Electric's Carbo-
loy Section recently, is designed to

solve machining problems, which nor-

mally take several hours to compute,
in less than two minutes, with con-
.sistent and reasonable accuracy. For
example: to determine quickly whetlier

or not a correct set of eonditions is

used for machining a current job; to

help arrive at a proper set of eonditions
for setting up a new machining opera-
tion ; or to indicate the relative ad-
vantages of changing some of the pres-

ent job eonditions to obtain greater

production. The 32-pound, self-powered
analogue unit will consider 14 opera-
tional variables in machining, such as

grade of carbide, speed, feed, depth of

cut, tool life, alloy, material hardness.

Linde Plant at Fort William.—Mayor
H. Badanai recently declared open the

new Fort William plant of Linde Air

Products Company. Division of Union
Carbide Canada Limited. This new
establisliment brings the chain of operat-

ing Linde plants in Canada to 15

—

another is under construction. It will

service local users of oxygen, acetylene
and other industrial gases. General con-
tractors for the Fort William plant were
G. R. Houston Limited.

•
Shell Research Fellowships.—Begin-
ning next year Canadian universities

participating in Shell Oil Company of

Canada's research fellowship program
will each be provided with a $500 grant-

in-aid. At the same time the company
stated that the number of fellowships

available would be increased from 7 to

8 through the addition of the University

of New Brunswick. The first fellowship

at U.N.B. will be awarded for the 1956-

57 academic year.

Alaska Pine & Cellulose.—Repairs to

a section of the dock structure which
was damaged when the supporting beach
slipped in August, 1955, are now under
way. Expenditure will be in excess of

$500,000. Geological studies are being
made of underwater strata and plans are

being drawn covering the construction

of new dock and warehouse facilities to

replace those demolished. Tliree days
after the underwater landslide occurred
the mill was back in fuU scale opera-

tion.

•

Hydraulic Starter for Diesels.—

A

new hydraulic starting .systcm for diesel

engines has been developed by General
Motors. The unit has been tested in the

field and is now available for installa-

tion on new General Motors Diesel

engines or on others already in opera-
tion. The Hydrostarter is said to elim-

inate many replacement and mainten-
ance costs common to conventional
starters. Its efíiciency is not aíTected by
temperature, humidity or altitude. In

zero temperatures the unit attains

(•ranking speed almost instantly.

New Refrigeration Evaporator.—Roll-

Bonded aluminum-sheet paneis— made
by a new process that forms almost any
pattern of tubing within a single homo-
geneous sheet of aluminum — will be
mas.^í-produced in Canada beginning in

mid-1956, according to an announce-
nient by N. E. Russell, jiresident oí

Aluminum Goods Limited. The com-
pany will spend more than $300,000 to

expand existing plant facilities, to make
the new product available for Canadian
refrigerator manufacturers and other
metal fabricators. A new rolling mill,

hydraulic press and auxiliary equipment
are now being installed at the com-
pany's Toronto plant. Key to the new
development is a .silk screen process
that applies a special stop-weld "ink"
to one side of an aluminum sheet in a
carefully designed pattern. Another
sheet is overlaid to form a Sandwich
and the two sheets are hot-rolled to-

gether, bonding into a single unit. No
bonding occurs in the stop-weld pat-
tern, which is later inflated into tubing
by hydraulic pressure. The result is a
labyrinth of passages — producible to

]>ractically any design— within a single,

strong sheet of aluminum.

•

Trans-Antarctic Equipment.— Enfield
Cables Limited announce that they
have been chosen to supply the electric

cables to be used by the Common-
wealth Trans-Antarctic Expedition for

receiving and transmitting radio re-

ports; as part of the beacon installation

for guiding supplying aircraft; on var-
ious meteorological Instruments; in the
mobile work.shop for on-the-spot re-

pairs and as an essential link in the

mobile lighting systems in the various
camps. Ali these duties will be carried
out in externai temperatures varying
between plus 50°F. and minus 90°F. To
meet such exacting eonditions, Enfield
have used a plastic insulation which
will remain flexible and, unlike other
materiais, will not become brittle at

sub-zero temperatures.

Aluminum Extrusion Plant.—Premier
W. A. C. Bennott has announced that
construction will begin immediately on
a $500,000 aluminum extrusion plant iu

Richmoud, the Fraser River suburb of

Vancouver. The plant will be built by
Pacific Coast Aluminum Limited, a
new B.C. company headed by Walter
C. Koerner, chairman of the board ; R.
R. Keay, president; and Leon J. Lad-
ner, Q.C., director, ali of Vancouver.
Production is scheduled to start in

May, 1956, of extruded aluminum bars
and tubing.

•

New Oil Company Department.—
Canadian Oil Compauies, Limited, has

set up its new producing department
with lieadquarters at Calgary, Alberta,

as announced by companj' president W.
Harold Rea. J. B. Webb of Calgary was
appointed department manager and will

also be exploration manager. H. G. Bag-
nall of Calgary is operations manager,
in charge of ali producing and drillmg

operations. W. M. Luthy is develop-

ment manager, responsible for develop-

ment of new projects involving the

company's crude oil production. Mr.
Webb and Mr. Bagnall were formerly

executives of the Anglo-Canadian Oil

Co. Ltd. which merged recently with

Canadian Oil.

•

Federal Public Works Contracts. —
Works Ministtr Winters has announced
that contracts involving expenditures to-

talling $7.138,800.27 were awarded by the

Federal Department of Public Works
during the month of October 1955. The
amount for new works is $4,384,313.81;

for the repair and maintenance of exist-

ing structures $2,693,422.46; and for

dredging contracts, $61,064.00.

Premier Steel Mills Opening. — The
$2,000,000 Premier Steel Mills plant,

located in Strathcona, on the outskirts

of Edmonton, was opened in Noveraber.

The 72,000 square foot mill will have a

35,000 ton annual capacity, ali produced
from scrap steel. The majority of the

steel will be used by Alberta's construc-

tion industry.

•

Unitary Pump Seals.—A new series of

Unitary mechanical seals, designed for

use on process pumps has been an-

nounced by The Garlock Packing Com-
pany of Canada Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.

The seals are designed for use on rotary

shafts of boiler feed pumps, chemical

pumps, oil refinery pumps. digestor cir-

culating pumps and other process

pumps.
•

Miniature Telemeter Receivers. —
Miniaturized Metameter Telemeter re-

ceivers, which can be used in graphic

panei arrangements. have been an-

nounced by The Bristol Company of

Canada Limited. These receivers are
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available either as indicators or strip-

chart recorders, and occupy a panei

space only 5 inches square. Designed to

fit into the company's Metagraphic in-

strument line, the indicators and re-

corders can be used to receive tele-

metered signals of any of the usual

variables, such as pressure, flow, tem-
perature, differential pressure, and such

electrical measurements as voltage, cur-

rent and power.

Joint Pipeline Project.—Arrangements
for building the Northern Ontário Sec-

tion of the all-Canadian pipe line to

carry gas from Alberta as far east as

Montreal were announced in November
by the Right Hon. C. D. Howe on
behalf of the Government of Canada.

The Government of Canada wiii

recommend to Parliament the formation
of a Crown Company to build and own
a 675-mile section of the All-Canadian
line between the Manitoba-Ontario
boundary and Kapuskasing. This North-
ern Ontário Section will be leased to

Trans-Canada Pipe Lines Limited.

The Northern Ontário Section, esti-

mated to cost $117,633,000 initially, will

be financed jointly by the Canadian
and Ontário Governments. The Ontário
legislature will be asked to approve
participation by Ontário equal to one-

third of the cost but not more than

$35 million. The Parliament of Canada
will be asked to authorize the Govern-
ment of Canada to subscribe the balance
With this Northern Ontário Section

arranged for, the underwriters are con-

fident that Trans-Canada Pipe Lines
can finança the construction of the re-

maining sections of the All-Canadian
line. Applications are now before the

United States Federal Power Commis-
sion for permission to import gas into

the United States from the Trans-
Canada system near Emerson, Mani-
toba, and Niagara Falis, Ontário, and
to enable Trans-Canada to import gas
from the United States near Niagara
Falis to develop Eastern markets, pend-
ing the arrival of Alberta gas via the

All-Canadian line.

Trans-Canada Pipe Lines have until

May 1, 1956 to demonstrate to the

satisfaction of the two governments
that it has arranged for finances and
commitments to carry through its entire

construction program. This having been
demonstrated, the Crown Corporation
will build a 30-inch line from the Mani-
toba-Ontario boundary to the vicinity

of Kapuskasing. At the sarae time,

Trans-Canada will build a similar íine

from Winnipeg to the Ontário border,

and from Kapuskasing to the Toronto
area. These sections, to be completed
in 1957, will connect with the lines

scheduled to be built by Trans-Canada
in 1956 from Alberta to Winnipeg and
from Toronto to Montreal.

Trans-Canada undertakes to purchase
the Northern Ontário Section as soon
as it can arrange the necessary finances,

and has an option to purchase the sec-

tion at any time, provided the Crown
Corporation has received an annual re-

turn of 3y2 per cent on its capital dur-

ing the term of the lease. The purchase

price is to be the total capital cost to
the Crown Corporation, minus credits to
depreciation arising from rental pay-
ments, but the purchase price is not to
be less than the higher of either (a)

total capital cost less amortization av

3V^ per cent per annum plus interest
thereon compounded at 3% per cent
annually, or (b) 70 per cent of the
original capital cost.

The rental payments described pre-
viously will result, as throughput grows.
in payments which in due course will

total more than interest plus the amor-
tization at 3% per cent to be credited
to Trans-Canada in the purchasing
price. Any such excess payments will

represent a profit to the Crown Corpor-
ation or an accelerated amortization of

its assets. Apart from the undertaking
to purchase, it will in these circura-

stances become in the interest of Trans-
Canada to purchase the Northern On-
tário Section, since it can not otherwise
receive any benefit from these excess

payments. The 70 per cent floor will

give a further incentive to Trans-Canada
to purchase the Northern Ontário Sec-

tion.

Ice-Free.—A way in which sections

(jf Canadas transportation and elec-

tricit}'-rich watcrways may be kept free

of ice is being introduced this winter

at the Slave Falis Dam of the City of

Winnipeg Hydro-Elcctric System, 100

luiles north of the Prairie Capital.

Basis of the Winnipeg method is the

use of compressed air from a submerged
pipelinp along the 1200 foot face of the

Slave Falis dam. Bubbles of air released

through holes in the pipeline cause

warmer water near the bottom to be-

come lighter and rise to the surface.

The result is a permanent ice-free sur-

face. and even the remova! of existing

ice. The system could also be used dur-

ing Canadian winters to keep open cer-

tain navigation channels, ferry routes.

harbour basins, shipyards, and pulp and
paper mill ponds. It has even been
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used in a pond to provide comfortable

ice-free conditions for swans.

The compressed air anti-freeze system
has been applied successfuly in Sweden,
where the climate is similar to Canada's,
by the International makers of com-
pressed air equipment, Atlas Copco,
Stockholm. This orgaiiization's Cana-
dian company worked with Winnipeg
Hydro engineers on the installation of

the Slave Falis bubbler system.
Until now, the principal limiting fac-

tor in ice control has been cost. Atlaa
Copco reports considerable savings from
the compressed air system over other
methods of preventing ice formation.
Installation of a permanent compressed
air system on the 800-yard ferry route
between Adelsõ and Munsõ, Sweden,
cost about $1600 compared to an annual
outlay of about $1,000 for sawing up
the route each winter.

At another installation in Sweden, a
1000-yard, 32-feet wide ferry route has
been kept open for the entire winter
with equipment consisting of a single
plastic hose and one compressor unit
with very !ow power consumption. The
channel remained completely free of ice
although temperatures dropped as low
as —4°r. and ice at the shore measured
20 inches thick.

•

Research Reactor. — An industrial re-
search reactor that will harness the
atom to the needs of specific industries
IS being considered by a group of Cana-
dian companies. Sponsored by the Pulp
and Paper Research Institute and Iso-
tope Products Limited, Oakville, the
plan calls for participation by up to a
dozen firms in the rubber, oil, chemical,
metal and food industries and by the
entire Canadian pulp and paper indus-
try.

President of Isotope Products and a
former Chalk River scientist who
pioneered industrial use of the atom in
Canada, Donald C. Brunton has an-
nounced the plan. Several firms have
already agreed to participate; other
companies are currently considering the
proposal. The project is a unique joint
effort by a group of unrelated industries
to secure common benefits from atomio
research.

The project, which may cost $2 mil-
lion, will provide a nuclear reactor spe-
cifically designed for industrial research
and industrial application of atomic
energy. Preliminary study on the re-
actor's design will take about nine
months. The reactor is likely to be
operating by early 1958. Once in oper-
ation, this reactor will provide research
facilities tailored to the needs of the
specific industries involved. It may pro-
duce as well radio active isótopas for

the participant firms.

British Columbia
convenorship of Trolley Coach sub-
committee.

H. R. Stirland has accepted a position

with Construction Aggregates Ltd. Mr.
Stirland returned from an extended
vacation in Britain this spring and has
since held a temporary position with the
Cementation Company.

S. Palusinski, recently accepted a new
position with the B.C. Engineering
Company. He was formerly with J.

Muirhead, electrical consultant.

F. Zielgler has left Western Bridge and
Steel Fabrication to join the firm of

A. B. Sanderson in Victoria.

T. F. R- Newmarch, of Powell River

Co. Ltd., has been moved from Powell

River where he was with the Depart-

ment of Technical Services, to Vancou-
ver where he will take over his new
duties as planning assistant.

A. Cohen has taken a new position

with Sandwell and Co. Ltd. He was
previously with Western Consulting Ltd.

S. P. Fox, a 1952 graduate of Univer-

sity of British Columbia in forest engi-

neering, is now taking further courses

at the University of Toronto. He was
previously working as a technical officer

with the Forest Products Laboratory in

Ottawa.

A. M. White recently accepted a posi-

tion with the Vancouver ofiBce of Racey,
MacCallum and Associates Ltd. He had
been with the C. M. & S. Co. at Trail

since graduation in mechanical engineer-

ing in 1949.

D. M. Story of Alaska Pine and Cel-

lulose Ltd. is now acting field project

engineer at Port Alice.

A. G. Mercer has been offered a fel-

low.-íhip at the University of Minnesota
and intends taking a doctorate in

hydraulics. He graduated in civil engi-

neering at University of British Colum-
bia in 1954 and has since been taking

post-graduate studies at Minnesota.

R. E. Hamilton, presently with British

Pacific Properties, will be leaving short-

ly to take u^ a new position with Read,
Read, Jones, Christoffersen.

J. H. Parliament, of Granby Consoli-

dated Mining, Smelting and Power Co.
Ltd. has been transferred from Copper
Mountain to take' charge of the Granby
operations at Phoenix and Lone Star
properties in the Grand Forks area.

W. J. MacKenzie is presently working
near Prince George as resident engineer
in charge of construction of the Fraser
River and Salmon River railway bridges

on the northern extension of the

P.G.E.R. from Prince George to the

Peace River area.

H. K. Williams, formerly a Location

Engineer with the Alberta Department
of Highways, is now a forester with

North Western Pulp and Power Ltd.

at Hinton, Alta.

A. S. Nelson has accepted a position

with Stolberg Construction Ltd. and
will be leaving his present employer,
Phillips, Barratt and Partners, on Octo-
ber 31.

E. W. Mountjoy, a 1955 geological

graduate of University of British Col-

umbia, is now taking post-graduate

studies in geological sciences at the

University of Toronto.

L N. Jachontoff has accepted a posi-

tion with Sandwell and Co. Ltd. He
was formerly with Johnson-Crooks Con-
struction Ltd. at Kitimat, B.C.

Werner Claus, who has been with the

Bechtel Corporation in San Francisco,

recently accepted a position with Sand-
well and Co. Ltd. in Vancouver. Mr.
Claus was a former resident of Van-
couver and has worked for Bohna, Mil-

ler and Co. Ltd. and B.C. International

Engineering.

A. C. Kenny has accepted a position

with the Plywood Manufacturers' As-
sociation of B.C. and expects to leave

for England in January, where he will

stay as a representative of his employ-
ers. He was with Allen C. Smith and
Associates formerly.

F. A. R. Willis is now with the pro-

ducing department of Imperial Oil Ltd.

in Regina. He used to be with the

C. M. & S. Co. at Tulsequah, B.C.

I. E. Vickers has taken employment
with the B.C. Power Commission in

the distribution branch. He arrived in

Canada from Austrália last spring and

since that time has been with the B.C.

Electric Company in Vancouver.

E. H. Tarrant is now with the electri-

cal department of H. A. Simons Ltd.

He had previously been with Rogers

Majestic Electronics.

O. T. Foss has accepted a position

with A. L. Swanson and Co. in Van-

couver. Previously, he was with North-

West Telephone Co.

F. A. Forward, head of the department

of mining and metallurgy at University

of British Columbia, has distinguished

himself again by winning another

honour, the $1,000 McCharles prize. An-

nouncement of the award was made by

President Sidney Smith of the Univer-

sity of Toronto.

The prize honours Professor Forward

for his work in the invention and de-

velopment of a process for the recovery

of uranium, copper and cobalt.

The professor returned last month
from Geneva, where he was a member
of the Canadian delegation to the In-

ternational "Atoms for Peace" con-

ference.

W. C. Sellens, a 1953 University of

British Columbia mechanical engineer-

ing graduate has just returned to Van-

couver from Montreal where he was

working with Northern Electric. He is

now with B.C. Telephone Co. Ltd.
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